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MANY persons contributed to the making of
this edition of the General Catalogue of
Bowdoin College and deserve to be ac-
knowledged and thanked.
First are the more than 7,000 alumni and 2,000 sur-
vivors of alumni who responded to our requests for
information. A 75 percent response from alumni to a
detailed, four-page questionnaire is amazing— proving
once again the great loyalty of Bowdoin's sons and
daughters.
Herbert Ross Brown's delightful essay "Bowdoin at
175" is but another of his many generous contributions
to Bowdoin.
The content and scope of this edition are the result of
many discussions with my colleagues in the Develop-
ment Office. I especially wish to thank Vice President C.
Warren Ring, who gave generously of his time and in-
sight as we confronted problems of organization; Fred-
erick S. Bartlett '55, for sharing his wide knowledge of
data processing; and Dorothy E. Weeks, who conscien-
tiously accepted the responsibility for preparing mail-
ings to the alumni.
The Computing Center, under the direction of Myron
W. Curtis '58, also deserves thanks. The sorting, edit-
ing, and preparation of magnetic tapes for typesetting
was done at Bowdoin at a savings of thousands of dol-
lars.
The staff deserves special acknowledgment, espe-
cially Juliette P. Hodgkins, the senior member in terms
of service, whose loyalty and devotion to the project
were exemplary. At one time or another, the following
served as editorial assistants: Janet E. Adams, Carol
Back, Susan Gaudreau Bergeron, Donna Dionne, Sibyl
W. Haley, Carol B. Hansen, Elizabeth C. Hanson '75,
Beatrice Higgins, Robin T. Johnson, Lucy L. Martin,
Leigh W. Turner, and Susan Beroz Van Bennekom '75.
Maureen Schoolman served a brief term as managing
editor during an important time in the project's de-
velopment. The work of Arnette J. Nelson, assistant to
the college editor, and Rachel D. Dutch, her successor,
should also be acknowledged.
This is the sixth edition in English (there were
twenty-three in Latin) of the General Catalogue. It is the
first to list only twentiety-century alumni and officers,
and it is the first to carry such detailed biographical
sketches. The reader will quickly note a disparity be-
tween the biographical sketches of those who responded
to the questionnaire and those who did not. For those
who did, we have included information about career
history, community involvement, awards, publications,
and service to Bowdoin — categories not found or as
fully developed in past editions. There are some 16,000
entries — about the same as found in the 1950 edition,
which covered a period nearly twice the length of the
seventy-six years covered in this edition.
It is inevitable that errors are bound to occur in a






Herbert Ross Brown H'63
There is properly no history, only biography.
- - Ralph Waldo Emerson
WHEN Edward Born, editor of this monu-
mental 175th anniversary edition of the
General Catalogue, honored me by his in-
vitation to write a prefatory essay, he gave me a wide
license. Poignantly aware that a catalogue should be
more than an austere repository of precise information
about 16,000 Bowdoin men and women, he suggested
that by reading between the lines describing their
achievements, I might be able to indicate that Bowdoin is
an intensely human institution into whose living fabric
are woven the careers of all those who have come under
her benign influence. In such an impossible a task, he
urged me to draw upon reminiscences — historical and
personal — occasional reflections, and even campus
myths and folklore. As the late President Kenneth Sills
might have said, "In the main, by-and-large, and on the
whole, this massive book is the biography of a col-
lege."
Mindful of this broad mandate, it is only fair to warn
readers that my remarks are likely to be shamelessly
impressionistic, incurably prejudiced, unencumbered by
solemn footnotes, and frankly personal. And, if my ob-
servations may seem like an ardent love letter rather than
an objective appraisal, I plead in extenuation of my sins
that it was love at first sight, beginning in the autumn of
1925, and increasing across the incredibly crowded years
for more than half a century. Yet I cherish the hope that
Huck Finn's tribute to Mark Twain may also apply to
what I have written: ". . . he told the truth mainly. There
was things which he stretched, but mainly he told the
truth."
Regrettably, however, the present volume containing
more than a million words, embodies only a part of the
record of a college whose history is nearly coextensive
with that of the United States. Since there are no known
living alumni who were graduated in classes prior to
1900, even this massive book is limited to the careers of
those associated with the College — alumni and officers
of government, administration, and instruction — in the
first three-quarters of the twentieth century. It is startling
evidence of the growth of the College to realize that more
than half of Bowdoin's 10,500 living alumni were
graduated since the publication of the General Catalogue
in 1950. Although their names are conscientiously listed
in the alumni directories issued every four years, this
book is the first full record of their accomplishments.
Both Philip Wilder '23, editor of the indispensable Gen-
eral Catalogue in 1950, and Edward Born '57, his suc-
cessor, wish that exigencies of space had not prevented
them from writing in the graceful narrative form which
distinguished the earlier catalogue compiled by
Nehemiah Cleaveland, Alpheus Spring Packard, and
Henry Leland Chapman. Yet this 175th anniversary edi-
tion is heavily freighted with illuminating details of the
lives of those who have been influenced by what Bow-
doin has taught them and how they have put their educa-
tion to work by enlisting in the endless quest of what
President Joseph McKeen in his inaugural address in
1802 described as "The Common Good." And, as Presi-
dent Sills remarked in 1950, the achievements of Bow-
doin alumni are symbols, not only of Bowdoin's influ-
ence, but even more by what Bowdoin continues to stand
for.
It is hoped that the present sons, and since 1970, the
daughters of their College will be tempted to consult
earlier editions of the Catalogue to learn of the goodly
heritage bequeathed them by Bowdoin in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Even a casual reading will
reveal Bowdoin's deep roots in the history of the young
Republic. Its Charter, signed by Samuel Adams in 1794,
includes the names of patriots like Elijah Kellogg who
was a drummer boy at Bunker Hill and later suffered with
General Washington's ragged regiment at Valley Forge.
A trustee, Drummer Sewall, commanded a company in
Cambridge in 1775. Another, John Chandler, aided in the
capture of General Burgoyne. And the College proudly
bears the name of a Governor of Massachusetts, and his
son, James Bowdoin, friend of Washington, Jefferson,
and Franklin, a princely figure and munificent benefactor
whose library and art collections remain as tangible evi-
dence of his cultivation and learning as founder and
president of the American Academy of Arts and Sci-
ences.
Bowdoin was born out of a realistic relationship be-
tween religion and the frontier. The Founders, who
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petitioned the General Court of Massachusetts for a
Charter to establish '*a nursery of piety and virtue,"
foresaw the need of a trained ministry. Their prayer was
that Bowdoin might not only train men to be ministers,
but that it might train ministers to be men. They also
recognized that the survival of political independence
must be safeguarded by intellectual independence. Prac-
tical men as well as idealists, they knew that to send a boy
from the District of Maine to Harvard was an expensive
undertaking. The mud was deep and the costs high. If a
boy from a humble family could not afford to go to a
distant college, the college must come to him. Some
measure of Bowdoin's service to its own constituency
may be seen in the fact that fifty years after the gradua-
tion of the first class, of the 1,626 students who attended
Bowdoin, only thirty-three came from beyond the bor-
ders of New England. President William DeWitt Hyde
was later to declare, "The most sturdy and valuable
element of the college community is the poor boy from a
humble home in Maine who works his own way." Count-
less names in Bowdoin's catalogues confirm the truth of
his assertion.
Elijah Kellogg, of the Class of 1840, the Harpswell
minister and seamen's pastor, whose novels were ea-
gerly read by generations of American boys, exulted,
"Poor students are the salvation of the College." And
Thomas Brackett Reed, of the Class of 1860, destined to
be Speaker of the House of Representatives, testified
that his total expenses in his freshman year were only one
hundred and eighty-five dollars. "A young man," he
said, "who returned to college after a vacation spent in
hard work . . . was determined to get the worth of his
money." Such a young man, among many others, was
Fred Albee who came to Bowdoin in 1895 from the small
village of Alna, Maine. In his autobiography, A Sur-
geon's Fight to Rebuild Men, he recalled in 1943, "Bow-
doin was not a rich man's college, but rather typified the
struggles of Maine pioneers who built her with indomita-
ble perseverance."
It WAS no single stamp that Bowdoin gave its
graduates. Nathaniel Hawthorne, the greatest of nine-
teenth-century American novelists; Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, the most popular of our poets; and Franklin
Pierce, fourteenth President of the United States, had
come from it almost at a single birth in the mid- 1820s.
Bowdoin men never tire of recounting how many public
servants were graduated in the short space of twenty-five
years from a college which had less, and seldom more,
than a hundred students at a time: a President, seven
United States Senators, and fifteen members of the
House of Representatives; a Secretary of the Treasury;
four Governors, including one from the State of Michi-
gan; a Governor of Liberia in Africa; forty-eight mem-
bers of the Maine Legislature, two ofwhom were Speak-
ers of the House; twenty-six members of the State Senate
of whom five were elected presidents of that body;
twenty-three legislators in other states; eight judges of
the superior and supreme courts of New England;
twenty-nine college professors; three presidents of sister
colleges, including one who headed Dartmouth for
thirty-five years, the longest presidential tenure in that
institution's long history; a Dean of the Harvard Medical
School; and a Commodore of the United States Navy.
To this number from the first twenty-five classes
should be added one hundred and twenty teachers in
New England schools, twenty-eight principals of schools
and academies, and nine school superintendents. Dry
statistics these, but not if one remembers that it was a
member of the Class of 1861 who prepared William De-
Witt Hyde for Exeter, where another Bowdoin teacher,
Gideon Soule, had taught for fifty years and served as its
principal for thirty-four. Bowdoin's influence on the fu-
ture President did not end with secondary school. It was
Egbert Coffin Smyth, Class of 1848, a professor at the
Andover Theological School, impressed by his promis-
ing student, who proposed Hyde for the presidency to
which he was to devote his life.
These alumni who gladly learned and gladly taught
were inspired by the example of Professor William
Smythe, the Class of 1822, who used whatever time he
could spare from teaching mathematics at Bowdoin to
persuading Brunswick citizens to establish a system of
graded schools. When he was chided by the Governing
Boards for neglecting his classes, he replied bluntly by
insisting, "I have felt it of great importance that the
College's interests should be identified with those of the
common schools of the State." His zeal was shared by
Professor Parker Cleaveland, who extended the walls of
his narrow Bowdoin classroom to encompass every sec-
tion of Maine in public lectures on chemistry and
mineralogy. His textbook on the latter subject in 1816,
the first American mineralogical treatise, ran through
sixty editions, was reprinted in England, and was hailed
by Goethe in Europe. It is hardly an occasion for surprise
that Maine's first Superintendent of Public Instruction
was a Bowdoin alumnus or that another became the first
President of the University at Orono.
No one who contemplates the work of these teachers
can believe that Bowdoin's curriculum in the arts and
sciences bred a lack of sympathy with the work-a-day
world. Commitment to the Common Good led Cyrus
Hamlin, Class of 1834, to found a college in Constan-
tinople, supervise the construction of its building, and
later to bake bread for the Crimean Army and wash
clothes in army hospitals. Returning to New England, he
became President of Middlebury College. Nor was there
any softening of the spirit in Admiral Peary's vow *'to
find a way or make one" in his epic struggles against
grinding ice and blinding snow in his efforts to reach the
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North Pole. Bowdoin earned a right to its polar bear
mascot the hard way.
One is tempted to linger over the shining names and
crystal moments in this litany of Bowdoin greatness.
Such a moment occurred in May 1868 during the im-
peachment proceedings against Andrew Johnson, when
Senator William Pitt Fessenden, a graduate of the Col-
lege in 1823, braved the savage rage of an overwhelming
majority of his Maine constituents by refusing to vote for
the resolution. His courage and integrity were matched
thirty years later by Thomas Brackett Reed, Class of
1860, Speaker of the House of Representatives, who
risked his political future by opposing the popular cry for
war with Spain and annexation of the Philippines.
Another such defiance of pressure was shown by a third
alumnus, Edwin Upton Curtis, of the Class of 1882,
during the Boston Police Strike in September, 1919.
While Governor Calvin Coolidge wavered in the crisis, it
was Curtis, the police commissioner who stood stead-
fast, thus helping Coolidge on his way to the White
House.
If THERE are any doubts about the value of a liberal
education as a prelude to public service, one need only
remember the years between 1895 and 1900 the Chief
Justice of the United States, Melville Weston Fuller,
Class of 1853; William Pierce Frye, Class of 1850, Presi-
dent pro tern of the Senate; and Thomas Reed, Class of
1860, Speaker of the House of Representatives, presided
over these branches of government at the same time.
Impressive as is such eminence, it constitutes only one
justification for the high repute of a college. The Com-
mon Good continues to be served by Bowdoin men and
women in less-frequented paths and on quiet streets far
from the glare of public acclaim.
Almost every Maine village had its family physician
like Elijah Daggett, of the Class of 1833 in Waldoboro, or
Theodore Jewett, Class of 1834, in South Berwick, the
subject of his daughter Sarah's novel, A Country Doctor
.
These country physicians represent only a small frag-
ment of the 3,600 doctors of medicine who received all or
a large part of their training in Adams Hall. Few parishes
were without sainted ministers like John Fisk, of the
Class of 1837, of Bath; or John Bulfinch, Class of 1850, of
Freeport. Godly men, pastors rather than ecclesiastics,
no less concerned with their young parishioners' minds
than with their moral worth, and as eagle-eyed to speed
promising lads on their way to college as were the village
school masters.
These sons of the College realized the function of the
College as set forth by the first President and reaffirmed
by President Hyde in 1885. "Don't forget," he said,
"that character is more than learning, conduct more than
science, righteousness more than information." Genera-
tions of alumni heeded their President's injunction "to
make the particular places they occupied, the precise
things they did, the outcome and expression of a liberal
education in so far it applies to the case in hand."
Their careers, presented here in greater detail than
have ever been published in earlier Bowdoin catalogues,
reflect profound economic, political, and social changes
in the modern world. Indeed, one of these changes is the
sophisticated PDP- 10 computer which not only helped to
make this compilation practicable, but also to preserve
for the college archives thousands of items which would
have doubled the size of this book. Amid these changes,
however, Bowdoin constants remain. The College con-
tinues to prepare students for law, medicine, teaching,
and theology. Greek, Latin, and mathematics, once the
core of the curriculum are taught vigorously, but the
courses now offered prepare for government service,
business, the creative visual arts, music, biochemistry,
the economics of natural resources and environmental
quality, the social responsibility and control of industrial
organization, strategies for the development of "poor"
countries, Afro-American problems, and the sociology
of health, race, and ethnicity.
Such subjects — computer programming and micro-
and macro-economics are examples — may seem
strange, if not bizarre, to pre-World War graduates. As
always, the College strives to give its students a knowl-
edge of the civilization of the western world, but now the
culture of the eastern world is an important concern.
Calvin Stowe, of the Class of 1824, Bowdoin's first pro-
fessor of natural and revealed religion, would doubtless
have been surprised at current courses in Zen Buddhism,
Hinduism, mysticism, and the primitive religions of Afri-
cans and American Indians. Professor Parker Cleave-
land, who took all science for his province in the first half
of the nineteenth century, would have rubbed his eyes in
amazement at the present offerings in biochemistry,
biophysics, atomic physics, and solid state electronics.
And Longfellow, Bowdoin's pioneering professor of
modern languages in 1829, could hardly have foreseen
that students in the 1970s would be instructed in Chinese,
Portugese, and Russian languages. The old-fashioned
professorial chair of rhetoric and oratory soon became a
veritable bench, wide enough to accommodate the his-
tory, theory, and criticism of film, playwriting, acting,
directing, stage design, and all of the arts of the theater.
In contemplating the careers of twentieth-century
alumni, one is as deeply impressed by their infinite va-
riety as by the difficulty of doing them full justice in a
brief prefatory essay. Many of them entered Bowdoin a
few years before and during the Spanish-American War;
virtually all of them lived through the Great Depression,
two World Wars, and the trauma of conflicts Hot and
Cold. Others knew at firsthand the delights and delirium
of the Nineteen-twenties and later looked back upon
what social historians have labeled as the Apathetic and
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Rebellious undergraduate generations. In one poignant
sense, the overwhelming majority are the heirs of a
common memory. Their diplomas, from 1885 to 1952,
carry the signatures of only two Bowdoin presidents,
Hyde and Sills. And, between 1910 and 1947, they were
gently advised and wittily cajoled by only two deans.
Few college graduates anywhere have been blessed with
so intimate, informal, and inspiring a relationship. Even
in the rambunctious 1960s, neither President James
Stacy Coles nor Dean Nathaniel Kendrick was com-
pelled to leave his office by way of a fire-escape or to
force his passage through a picket line or a group of
sit-ins.
An unlicked cub of an instructor, who came to
Bowdoin in 1925 from the outer darkness south of the
New England line, soon learned that his adopted Col-
lege wore her distinction with a difference. "Other
colleges have certain sameness," wrote George Roy
Elliott, a distinguished scholar who adorned the facul-
ties of Amherst and Bowdoin, "but Bowdoin is all her-
self. She has a place of her own. Only by teaching else-
where ... as I have done, can one fully appreciate
Bowdoin's special quality."
One precious ingredient in this "difference" is the high
quality of the Officers of Government and Instruction.
With few exceptions, the members of the Boards of
Trustees and Overseers earned their degrees at Bow-
doin. They hold their semi-annual meetings on the cam-
pus where they frequently drop in on classes. There is no
absentee landlordism in college governance. Those serv-
ing on the Committee on Educational Policy have in-
cluded— to cite a few examples— a celebrated medieval
historian; the author of authoritative books on Beowulf,
Chaucer, and Shakespeare; the presidents of several sis-
ter colleges; professors of such diverse subjects as nu-
clear physics, business administration, biblical litera-
ture, and international relations. Among their fellow
officers of the Boards during the last half century were a
Justice of the United States Supreme Court, the editor of
the New York Sun, the chairman of both the Atomic
Energy and Security Exchange Commissions, a member
of the House of Assembly of the Bahamas, the Commis-
sioner of the American Red Cross in England in the First
World War and of all Europe in the second. United States
Senators from Maine and Ohio, a dean of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, Mayor LaGuardia's
Commissioner of Correction in New York, the
Moderator of the American Unitarian Association, and
senior partners of eminent law firms in New York, Wash-
ington, Boston, Cleveland, Portland, and Minneapolis.
The wise governance of such Trustees and Overseers
may explain why the Bowdoin faculty has rarely, if ever,
thought of itself in an "adversary relationship" with its
"employers," or worried about the concept of "perma-
nent tenure." It is significant that such a concept, always
implied and respected, but not formally adopted, was not
made statutory until 1950, yet the national president of
the American Association of University Professors
taught happily at Bowdoin from 1930 until his retirement
in 1959.
The distinction of the faculty, amply confirmed by
their attainments recorded in this Catalogue, suggests
why a tradition of great teaching and sound scholarship
has always been regarded by the sons of the College as
Bowdoin's chief glory. Among the teachers in the twen-
tieth century, many of long tenure who died before the
printing of this record, only a few may be cited, but
grateful alumni will readily add to the list: the scholarly
poet, Henry Johnson, translator of The Divine Comedy;
the urbane Henry Leland Chapman in English literature;
the sturdy William Albion Moody in mathematics; the
omni-competent physicist, Charles Clifford Hutchins;
the stalwart Franklin Clement Robinson in chemistry;
the eloquent Wilmot Brookings Mitchell in rhetoric and
oratory; the alert Roscoe Billings Ham in German; the
sensitive critic and Shakespearean scholar, George Roy
Elliott; the classicists Paul Nixon, editor oiPlautus, and
Stanley Barney Smith in Latin; Orren Chalmer Hormell,
in government; Stanley Perkins Chase, translator of The
Pearl, in English literature; Frederic E.T. Tillotson in
music; Alfred Otto Gross, ornithologist; Charles Harold
Livingston, in French language and literature; the histo-
rians, Thomas Curtis Van Cleve and Edward Chase
Kirkland, widely acclaimed for their authoritative books
on the Middle Ages and on American economic life;
Robert Peter Tristram Coffin, Pulitzer Prize poet, es-
sayist and novelist; and Athern Park Daggett, in govern-
ment, the acting president of the College in 1967-68.
Their successors in the active faculty today, many of
whom owe their appointments to the discernment of
those listed in the preceding paragraph, are notable for
their devotion, not only to their respective disciplines,
but also to the students in their classes and to the College
they serve. The primacy of the scholar-teacher is the
oldest and most viable of Bowdoin traditions. Although
the present faculty includes specialists whose books re-
ceive national recognition and whose texts are widely
adopted at other institutions, Bowdoin professors are not
committed to undue specialization; their dedication to
the spirit of learning saves undergraduates from the folly
of affecting to be scholars before they have learned how
to be students.
A BRAVER man than the writer of this skimble-
skamble sketch would do well to hesitate before singling
out for particular mention the accomplishments of
Bowdoin alumni since the turn of the twentieth century.
Their numbers are legion. Yet no one who has watched
fifty-two academic processions wend their lordly way at
commencement can be unaware of their achievements
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personally or heard them celebrated in song and story.
Readers of the biographical summaries in this volume
will encounter the names of twenty Rhodes Scholars,
one of whom came to Bowdoin from the small fishing
village of Machiasport. Another, the tenth President of
Bowdoin, is one of the few Americans to teach British
history at Oxford University. This gallant band of
scholars also includes members of Congress, a General
Counsel for the United States Department of Defense, a
brilliant law clerk to United States Supreme Court Jus-
tices, and a renowned Maine poet who made the nation
familiar with the scent of bayberry and the scream of
seagulls.
The College which sent into service in the Civil War a
greater number of men in proportion to its size than any
other college in the nation, including a Congressional
Medalist of Honor, was no less responsive to national
crises in the twentieth century. Among those responding
to their country's call in 1941 was a member of the Class
of 1913 who, at the age of fifty, resigned his professorship
at the University of Chicago to enlist as a private in the
Marine Corps, was seriously wounded on Okinawa, and
later elected to the United States Senate where he served
with extraordinary distinction for eighteen years. And a
member of the Class of 1941, currently President of the
Board of Overseers, won the Congressional Medal of
Honor for gallantry in the South Pacific. Patriotism no
less ardent led a member of the Class of 1935 to enlist in
the French Army in 1939, winning the Croix de Guerre,
and later to join the British Ambulance Corps in Africa
before serving his own country on important missions in
Europe, India and Madagascar.
This General Catalogue , as its Editor has observed,
offers an admirable opportunity for Bowdoin alumni of
different college generations to become acquainted with
each other. If the biographical data are read with a har-
vesting eye, those who scan the pages will be rewarded in
unexpected ways. Such a scrutiny may tempt a reader to
wonder whether the cum laude graduate in the Class of
1934, a pawky individualist whose Emersonian contempt
for badges compelled him to resign from Phi Beta Kappa,
may have influenced a contemporary who chose to live
and die as a hermit in the Vermont hills. One may also
speculate pleasantly whether the graduate who worked
for a street railway as a conductor in 1903-05, and
another who managed a trolley car company in Skowhe-
gan, 1902-28, ever discussed transportation problems at
reunion dinners with the member of the Class of 1914
who was President of the European and North American
Railway. Problems of another kind doubtless served as
conversation pieces when two contemporaries, who
studied municipal government at Bowdoin from 1909 to
1912 discussed their careers as mayors of Cleveland,
Ohio, and of Old Town, Maine.
Curious juxtapositions abound. Of a trio of classmates
in 1896, one became a professional baseball player.
another the chief executive of the cosmopolitan city of
Shanghai, and the third a gold prospector knighted by
George VI. It is not unlikely that the graduate in 1930, a
Division Chief in the Library of Congress, was unaware
that a classmate, the first black man to live in the White
House, was serving nearby as administrative aide to
President Eisenhower on racial problems. And it is a
certainty that both these members of the Class of 1930
admired the high expertise of a third member of the same
class who headed the African Unit in the Secretariat of
the United Nations. Moreover, there is not a shred of
doubt that an early love of the sea and ships, shared by
two college contemporaries born in Thomaston, Maine,
led them eventually to become leading admiralty lawyers
in Boston and New York. The sea also united Bowdoin
men in tragic and untimely death: one alumnus lost his
life on the ill-fated S.S. Portland off the Massachusetts
coast in 1898; another went down with the Titanic in
1911; and a third, the winner of the General Pershing
Sword as first man in his West Point class, died on a
Japanese prison ship in 1945.
I F THERE were such a strange volume as an academic
version of the Guiness Book ofRecords , Bowdoin alumni
might ask what other college can boast of two Phi Beta
Kappa graduates in the same undergraduate generation
who had the temerity to oppose each other in a presiden-
tial election? And the same mythical book of curiosities
might include the careers of two members of a class of
sixty-six men, both ofwhom were graduates.summa cum
laude in 1909, ran successfully for the United States
Senate from Maine and Ohio in 1941, and only a few
years later were able to welcome to the Capitol a fellow
alumnus, a Senator from Illinois. This Catalogue is stud-
ded with titillating items. Not the least of these is the
possibility that a famous member of the Class of 1916.
noted for two pioneering studies of the sex habits of his
fellow Americans, may have been dreaming of things to
come when he contributed an undergraduate essay to
The Quill on love life among the flowers.
Readers seeking further evidence of Bowdoin's "spe-
cial quality" will not need to turn many pages to find it.
The presence of three members of Phi Beta Kappa in the
starting line-up of the state championship football team
in 1935 may not be attributed to a happy accident. Nor is
the election of two Rhodes Scholars in the same year the
College had a championship hockey team, unassisted by
Canadians. There are other examples galore. One should
not be surprised to learn that a Civil War veteran re-
turned to Bowdoin to complete his work for the degree in
1912, or that students in 1975 were living in a residence
named in memory of a sturdy Mere Point farmer who.
among other gifts to the College, contributed a fat pig to
the Sesquicentennial Fund in 1952.
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Although each biographical entry has an intense
human interest of its own, only a few may be mentioned
here. One of these, a member of the Class of 1910, whose
promising career as a teacher ended in a hero's death at
Chateau Thierry an hour before the Armistice in 1918.
Another soldier, a Phi Beta Kappa graduate in 1917 and
poet of unfulfilled renown, died in action in Belleau
Woods, carrying a mud-stained copy of the Oxford Book
of English Verse in his pocket. Bowdoin men have
heroes' graves in Pearl Harbor and on Peleliu Island in
the South Pacific. Service of another kind is found in the
career of a member of the Class of 1901 , then Bowdoin's
dean, who accepted Woodrow Wilson's invitation to run
for the United States Senate in 1916 as a Democrat from
Maine where devotion to that political party was re-
garded as a mild form of insanity. Certainly a college
cannot be accused of holding at arm's length public ser-
vice when it counts among its sons a member of the Class
of 1962 whose integrity and nonpartisanship during the
deliberations of the House Judiciary Committee in 1973
commanded the respect of the nation.
Although not many beneficiaries of a liberal education
have been able to accept President Hyde's invitation to
be at home in all lands and all ages, quite a few of them
came close. Admiral Peary carried his country's flag to
the North Pole, and members of the Classes of 1923 and
1931 made themselves at home in Antarctica, while a
1907 graduate taught Eskimos and Indians in Alaska
where he served under the quaint title of "Superinten-
dent of Schools and Reindeer." Another alumnus, Class
of 1898, the intrepid commander of the schooner Bow-
doin, not only enriched the Peary-MacMillan Museum
by his gifts of Eskimo art, but founded a Moravian school
in Labrador. Bowdoin' s interest in the polar regions goes
back to 1869, when Paul Chadbourne, professor of
natural history, captained a band of students on a voyage
following the route taken by the Norsemen as far north as
Godhaab.
PrOUD of her past, Bowdoin is not ruled by it. Yet
her graduates in the twentieth century are maintaining
the tradition in journalism begun by Seba Smith, of the
Class of 1819, first of the Yankee humorists and cracker-
box philosophers to captivate a nation of readers. A Lt-
terday master of homespun wisdom, who began his
career as a columnist in The Orient, since his graduation
in 193 1 , has become the author of a dozen books blend-
ing nostalgia spiced with downeast wit and lingo. Bow-
doin men's contribution to journalism did not stop with
the fifty-year span of Edward Page Mitchell's brilliant
editorship of the New York Sun. In 1946 the Pulitzer
Prize was awarded to Hodding Carter, of the Class of
1927, for his fearless editorials against the intolerance of
Governor Huey Long in Louisiana and Senator Bilbo in
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Mississippi. Southern by birth and heritage, Carter con-
tinued his fight for racial understanding during his edi-
torship of Stars and Stripes and in his eloquent novel,
The Winds of Fear.
Many of the biographical entries in this Catalogue
indicate there is more than a casual relationship between
a liberal education and serious participation in extracur-
ricular activities to subsequent alumni careers. James
Bassett, director of the editorial pages and managing
editor of the Los Angeles Times, received his first train-
ing on The Orient in the early 1930s. Robley Wilson,
currently the editor of The North American Review.
edited The Quill. Among other alumni for whom campus
activities were preludes to later renown are Charles Ire-
land, Class of 1942, the late president of CBS; John Rich,
Class of 1939, the chief of NBC's News Bureau in Japan,
and the late Kendall Niven, Class of 1948, astute political
interviewer for the Public Broadcasting System.
The same strong link exists between undergraduate
interest in dramatics and a score of alumni careers in the
theater as actors, playwrights, and stage designers. The
late Albert Ecke, Class of 1926, known professionally as
Albert van Dekker, starred in a dozen Broadway produc-
tions, including The Death ofa Salesman and A Man for
All Seasons, before playing in cinema and television. A
college contemporary, George Quinby, returned to
Bowdoin as director of dramatics in 1934 after directing
the Savannah Town Theater, and later stage-managing
Grand Hotel and Double Door in New York . The present
director of Pickard Theater, Ray Rutan, Class of 1951,
brought to his position ripe experience as a stage de-
signer in New York. The length of a long playbill would
be necessary to list the many-sided careers of graduates
whose first theatrical work was with Masque and Gown.
Carlyle de Suze, Class of 1938, enchants a New
England-wide audience daily with his inimitable broad-
casts from WBZ in Boston. Others include Charles
Mergendahl, Class of 1941, the writer-editor of a televi-
sion series for Kraft Theater, and whose popular novel,
The Bramble Bush, was adapted for the cinema starring
Richard Burton; James Bassett, Class of 1934, author of
Harm's Way and its motion-picture version; and Arthur
Stratton, Class of 1935, novelist and author ofOne Man's
India, The Great Red Island, and Sinan. The bond be-
tween literary interests and later careers is revealed in
the editorial expertise of Burroughs Mitchell, Class of
1936, vice-president of Charles Scribner's Sons; Arthur
Wang, Class of 1940, founder and publisher of
Dramabooks; John Schaffner, Class of 1944, eminent
literary agent; and Vance Bourjaily, Class of 1944,
novelist and TV playwright, co-founder and editor of
Discovery, and a member of the faculty of the Writer's
Workshop at the University of Iowa.
Since Bowdoin is in her sons whose accomplishments
are recorded in the following pages, it would be an imper-
tinence for me to detain readers on the threshold of this
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Bowdoin book. Yet the teasing question remains: what
are the qualities of their college education which contrib-
uted, at least in some measure, to their work in the larger
world beyond the campus gates?
Some of these "special qualities" have already been
cited in this essay. Others include a vital sense of com-
munity and an intimacy of size. Despite Bowdoin's
growth from a small college of a few hundred students in
the nineteenth century to its present enrollment of thir-
teen hundred and fifty men and women, the College
prefers to weigh students rather than to count them. It is
committed to preserving a place where neither the
teacher nor the student will ever be a forgotten man or
woman. Numbers are not, as President Sills remarked,
the ultimate test. Administrative duties and problems
have not prevented its president and deans from teach-
ing. Undergraduates in 1977 are still privileged to know
their administrative officers as teachers and scholars. A
sense of "belonging" is intensified by student repre-
sentation on faculty committees and at meetings of the
Governing Boards. Administrators, faculty, and stu-
dents approach academic problems together.
Bowdoin maintains its pride in being "all herself and
occupying "a place all her own" by its tradition of or-
derly change. Unafraid of "the vehemence of novelty,"
and ready to break with the past, the College continues to
see its mission to meet the changing needs of the times.
Heartening examples of such boldness led Bowdoin to
abandon her excellent, century-old Medical School in
1920, and in 1881 its ten-year experiment with courses in
civil engineering when its able professor was wooed
away by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In
both these instances, the Governing Boards and faculty
believed that professional training in these areas could be
achieved more effectively elsewhere, and that Bowdoin
should concentrate her resources on the liberal arts and
sciences. And in 1967, despite cogent arguments for ex-
panding the curriculum to include graduate studies, in-
spired in part by the highly respected summer courses
leading to the A.M. in mathematics, directed by the late
Professor Dan Christie, Class of 1937, the College voted
to return to its original function as an undergraduate
institution. The same considered judgment persuaded all
components of the College to break with its former
"monastic" policy as an all-male institution by admitting
women to the student body, a bold decision which would
have been vigorously applauded by President Joshua
Chamberlain who advocated such a startling "innova-
tion' one hundred years earlier. Since 1970, old women
no longer make beds in the dormitories; youthful coeds
now "make" Phi Beta Kappa and add to the gaiety and
urbanity of undergraduate life.
AlT A time when Bowdoin is observing the 175th an-
niversary of the admission of its first class, those charged
with the governance of the College are mindful of Presi-
dent Chamberlain's demand that the curriculum "should
face outward towards action, as well as inward towards
life." And they see nothing incompatible in this view
with President Hyde's ideal for Bowdoin as "a place
where small groups of students live together in mutual
goodwill, and where great subjects are studied under
broad teachers, in a liberty which is not license and in a
leisure which is not idleness." President Roger Howell,
the tenth in the succession of Bowdoin's leaders, rededi-
cated his College to its historic mission in his inaugural
address in 1969 by asserting "that the best way to pre-
serve the continuity of valued things and systems is to
provide the means for their continuing change."
The alumni whose careers are recorded in this book
have witnessed their College strive to serve the Common
Good amid the tensions between tradition and innova-
tion, between continuity and change. They have lived in
hope-haunted halls where the centuries meet. And their
hearts will surely respond to the words uttered in 1855 by
Nathan Lord, of the Class of 1809, when he defined the
relationship of alumni to their Alma Mater: "You ask me
to show cause why Bowdoin should continue to have
favor of her sons. My answer is a short one, — because
Bowdoin is in her sons. There is no Bowdoin without
them. They have made her what she is, and they consti-
tute good and sufficient reasons why she should be sus-
tained."
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Key to Biographical Entries
BIOGRAPHIES in this edition are arranged
alphabetically by class if the subject is an
alumnus of Bowdoin or the Medical School
of Maine, alphabetically by year the degree was
awarded if the subject holds an earned master's degree
or honorary degree from Bowdoin, and alphabetically if
the subject is an officer ofgovernment , administration or
instruction.
With the exception of Presidents of the College, full
information on each individual appears only once, with
cross-references provided in appropriate cases. Thus,
the name of one member of the Class of 1915 will also be
found in the listings "Officers of Government,
"
"Officers of Administration and Instruction," and
"Honorary Degree Recipients" with the notation "A.B.
1915."
An asterisk (*) following a biographical sketch indi-
cates that the information in the sketch was derived from
a Personal Data Form completed and returned by the
subject or, in the case of a deceased individual, the
information was checked by one or more survivors.
Individuals who completed and returned Personal Data
Forms were given the opportunity to approve a draft of
their biographical sketch before it was sent to the prin-
ters.
Biographical information (see example below) is ar-
ranged in the following sequence:
1. Bowdoin degree and academic honors; if non-
graduate, years studied at Bowdoin.
2. Earned advanced degrees, institutions granting
them, years awarded.
3. Honorary degrees, institutions granting them, years
awarded.
4. Bowdoin social fraternity.
5. Service to Bowdoin as Class Agent, Alumni Council
Member-at-Large, Overseer, Trustee, or major
fund-raising campaign worker.
6. Nondegree awards received from Bowdoin (Distin-
guished Bowdoin Educator, Alumni Award for Fa-
culty and Staff, Alumni Service Award, Bowdoin
Prize).
7. Occupation.
8. Place and date of birth.
9. Other personal information: father's name and class
(if a Bowdoin alumnus); name of spouse and class (if
alumnus or alumna); date of marriage; first name of
each child and class (if alumnus or alumna).
10. Career history (job title, name of firm, location of
firm, inclusive dates of service).
11. Career-related, civic, and religious activities.
12. Elected and appointed public offices.
13. Military service and awards.
14. Important civilian awards.
15. Publications, edited or written (the term "contbr."
is used to indicate the author ofjournal or magazine
articles).
16. Residence or place and date of death.
Here is the biographical entry of a hypothetical alum-
nus. Numbers in circles refer to the categories of infor-
mation listed above:
1925
ABLEMAN, Thomas, © A.B. magna cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; © LL.B. Harvard 1928; © LL.D. 1973,
L.H.D. Univ. Me. 1974. © Psi Upsilon. © Class agt.
1940-42, 1947-75; Alumni Council 1955-58 (v. pres.
1956-57, pres. 1957-58); Alumni Fund dir. 1952-55
(v.chmn. 1953-54, chmn. 1954-55): Overseer 1958-73
(v.pres. 1965-69, pres. 1969-73), emeritus 1973—; 1962
capital campaign nat. committee & area chmn.; 1972
capital campaign worker. © Recipient: Bowdoin Prize
1973. © Law; ® b. Portland Nov. 26 1900; © m. Mary
Smith Jan. 27 1946; ch.: James, Ruth. © Atty. self-
employed Portland 1928— ; corp. counsel City of Port-
land 1935-40. © Corporator emeritus Me. Savings
Bank, Jewish Community Center (dir., founder), trustee
emeritus Me. Med. Center. © Municipal Court Port-
land (recorder 1931-32; judge 1960-65), member City
Council Portland 1923, Civil Service Comm. Portland
(member 1934-41, chmn. 1938-39). © Served to maj.
USAF 1942-45; awarded Silver Star. © City of Portland
Distinguished Citizen of the Year 1974. © Author:




of the Officers and Alumni
ofBowdoin College
and the
Medical School of Maine
1900-75

Presidents of the College
HYDE, William DeWitt. Pres. 1885-1917. LL.D., D.D. 1886, LL.D.
Harvard Phi Beta Kappa 1879, D.D. Harvard 1886, LL.D. Syracuse
Univ. 1897, LL.D. Dartmouth 1909. b. Winchendon MA Sept. 23
1858; m. Prudence Phillips Nov. 6 1883; ch.: William, Elizabeth.
George '08. Clergy. Paterson NJ 1883-85, Bowdoin (pres., trustee,
overseer ex-officio 1885-1917; prof, mental & moral philosophy 1908-
17). Author: Practical Idealism (1897), God's Education of Man
(1899), Jesus' Way (1902), From Epicurus to Christ ( 1904), reprinted
as The Five Great Philosophies of Life ( 191 1). d. Brunswick June 29
1917.
SILLS, Kenneth Charles Morton. Pres. 1918-52. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1901, LL.D. 1934; A.M. Harvard 1903; LL.D.
(Univ. Me. 1916, Bates 1918, Dartmouth 1918, Colby 1920, Williams
1927, Dalhousie 1939, Yale 1941, Tufts 1947, Amherst 1952), L.H.D.
Boston Univ. 1949. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council 1915-17,
pres. General Alumni Assn. 1915-18, Trustee 1918-52, Overseer ex-
officio 1918-52 (Emeritus 1952-54). Recipient: Alumni Achievement
Award 1939, Bowdoin Prize 1948. Classroom bldg. named in his honor
1950. Book fund established in his honor 1952. Loan fund established
in his memory 1964. b. Halifax N.S. Canada Dec. 5 1879; s. of Charles
M. H'87; m. Edith Koon Nov. 21 1918. Asst. English Harvard 1901-03,
instr. classics & English Bowdoin 1903-04, tutor English Columbia
1904-05, Bowdoin (adjunct prof. Latin 1906-07, Winkley Prof, of Latin
Lang. & Literature 1907-46, clerk of faculty 1906-10, dean 1910-17,
acting pres. 1917-18, pres. 1918-52). Pres. (Me. Historical Soc. 1922-
24, New Eng. Assn. of Colls. & Secondary Schs. 1925-26), member
Board of Visitors USNA 1917-21 & 1935 (pres. 1920-21, 1935),
member (board of dir. Me. Med. Center 1954, advisory council on
Health & Welfare in the State of Me. 1943-47), trustee (Wellesley
1927-46, Worcester MA Acad. 1938-45, Epis. Theol. Sch. 1938-54,
Waynflete Sch. Portland 1939-54, Hebron Acad. 1952-54, public li-
brary Portland 1954, World Peace Foundation 1943-1954), public
member New Eng. Regional War Labor Board 1943-45, nat. pres.
Delta Kappa Epsilon 1929, Athens Coll. Greece (trustee 1927-54),
board chmn. 1944-47), Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching (trustee 1933-54, chmn. 1939-41). Recipient: Denmark
Medal of Liberation 1946, Brunswick Distinguished Service Award
1952, Epis. Diocese of Me. extraordinary service medal 1954. Author:
The First American & Other Poems ( 191 1 ). d. Portland Nov. 15 1955.
COLES, James Stacy. Pres. 1952-67. LL.D. 1968. B.S. Mansfield State
Coll. 1934, A.B. Columbia Coll. 1936, A.M. Columbia 1939, Ph.D.
Columbia 1941, LL.D. Brown Univ. 1955, LL.D. Univ. Me. 1956.
LL.D. Colby 1959, LL.D. Columbia 1962, LL.D. Middlebury Coll.
1962, Sc.D. Univ. N.B. 1958, Sc.D. Merrimack Coll. 1964. 1972
capital campaign worker. Foundation exec; b. Mansfield PA June 3
1913; m. Martha Reed June 18 1938; ch.: Ann, James, Christopher.
Instr. chemistry (City Coll. NYC 1936-41 , asst. prof. Middlebury VT
Coll. 1941-43); research supervisor Underwater Explosives Lab.
Oceanographic Inst. Woods Hole Ma 1943-46; asst. prof., assoc. prof.
chemistry & acting dean Brown Univ. 1946-52: pres. (Bowdoin 1952-
67, Research Corp. NYC 1968—). F.A.A.A.S., dir. (Research Corp.
1958
— ,
Council on Library Resources Inc. I960— , Research-Cottrell
Inc. 1968— Chem. Fund Inc. 1968—, Pennwalt Corp. 1971-75, Edo
Corp. 1971— , Atlantic Foundation 1973-75), trustee (Am. Savings
Bank 1970—, Independent Coll. Funds of Am. 1970—, Columbia
Univ. Press 1974-77, sch. committee Brunswick 1955-62, hon. Am.
Inst, of Chemistry 1968, Vestry Trinity Church NYC 1970-77). Civi-
lian tech. with USN 1945. Recipient: President's Certificate of Merit
1947, USN Bureau of Ordnance Award 1945, Outstanding Civilian
Service Medal USA 1962. Co-author: Physical Principles of Chemis-
try. Patentee optical device for integrating functions 1959, res. NYC*
HOWELL, Roger, Jr. Pres. 1969-78. A.B. summa cum laude. Phi Beta
Kappa 1958; B.A. St. John's Coll. Oxford (Rhodes scholar) 1960;
M.A. St. John's Coll. 1964; D.Phil. St. John's Coll. 1964; LL.D.
Nasson 1970: LL.D. Colby 1970; L.H.D. Univ. Me. 1971. Alpha Delta
Phi. 1972 capital campaign nat. committee member, Overseer 1969—
,
Trustee 1969— . English history book fund established in his honor
1969. Education; b. Baltimore MD July 3 1936; m. Marcia Lunt June 1
1
1966: ch.: Tracy, Christopher. Jr. instr. history Johns Hopkins Univ.
1960-61, Oxford Univ. (jr. research fellow St. John's Coll. 1961-64, jr.
dean of arts 1962-64, tutor history & political theory Int. Grad. Sum-
mer Sch. 1962 & 1963; lectr. Delegacy for Extra-Mural Studies Work-
ers Education Assn. 1963 & 1964), Bowdoin (asst. prof, history &
govt. 1964-65, history 1965-66; assoc. prof, history 1966-68, prof.
1968— ; act. dean of coll. 1968-69; Pres. 1969-78). Visiting prof,
history Univ. Me. Orono 1968-69, trustee (Waynflete Sch. Portland
1969—
,
Regional Memorial Hospital Brunswick 1970—), pres. board
of dir. Monmouth Theater 1971-72, Colby-Bates-Bowdoin Educa-
tional Telecasting Corp. (trustee 1969— ;pres. 1970-71, 1975-77), New
Eng. Colls. Fund (trustee 1969— , member exec, committee 1971-72),
chmn. Me. Savings Bonds Committee 1972— , Am. Assn. of Advt.
Agencies Educational Foundation (chmn. academic advisory commit-
tee 1970— , member board of trustees), member (board of dir. The
Allagash Group 1970-73, Coast Heritage Trust 1970-73: int. advisory
committee Univ. Coll. at Buckingham 1974— , board of governors
Inst, of European Studies 1974-77, Higher Education Planning Comm.
for Univ. Me. 1969-72; exec, committee Conf. on British Studies
1967-69; nominating committee New Eng. Historical Assn. 1971).
New England Conf. on British Studies (exec. sec. 1967-69, hon. pres.
1969-70), Anglo-Am. Assocs. (ed. British Studies Monitor 1969—:
member exec, committee 1974— , publications committee 1974—),
The Royal Historical Soc. (fellow 1971—, assoc. 1961-71), U.S. rep.
Anglo-Am. Historical Committee 1974-76, co-ed Erasmus 1975—
.
Recipient: Outstanding Young Man of the Yr. Award Me. Jaycees
(1970), New Eng. Jaycees ( 1970). Author: Newcastle Upon Tyne and
the Puritan Revolution (1967), Sir Philip Sidney: The Shepherd Knight
( 1968), The Origins of the English Revolution ( 1975), Cromwell (1977):
ed.: Prescott: The Conquest of Mexico, the Conquest of Peru, and




ABBOTT, Chester Granville. Overseer 1944-65
(v.pres. 1953-57, pres. 1957-61), Emeritus
1965-71; A.B. 1913.
ABBOTT, Edward Farrington. Overseer
1921-46, Trustee 1946-52; A.B. 1903.
ACHORN, Edgar Oakes. Overseer 1909-31,
A.B. 1881.
ADAMS, George Moulton. Overseer
1870-1906, A.B. 1844.
ADAMS, Jonathan Edwards. Overseer
1889-1901, A.B. 1853.
ALEXANDER, DeAlva Stanwood. Overseer
1905-25 (v.pres. 1915-19, pres. 1919-25), LL.D.
1907.
ALLEN, Charles William. Overseer 1967-76,
Trustee 1959-67 (treas. 1959-67); A.B. 1934.
ALLEN, Neal Woodside. Overseer 1941-65,
Emeritus 1965-76; A.B. 1907.
ALLEN, Neal Woodside, Jr. Overseer 1972—,
A.B. 1940.
APPLETON, Frederick Hunt. Overseer
1903-14, Trustee 1914-25; LL.D. 1908.
ARNOLD, Willard Bailey, DDL Overseer
1970—, A.B. 1951.
ASHEY, Harold Charles Lewis. Overseer
1945-51, A.B. 1912.
ATWOOD, Harrison. Overseer 1942-56, A.B.
1909.
BARBOUR, Charles Manson, Jr. Overseer
I960—, A.B. 1933.
BARKSDALE, Richard Kenneth. Overseer
1974—, A.B. 1937.
BARTLETT, Boyd Wheeler. Overseer 1952-61,
Trustee 1961-65; A.B. U917.
BASS, Robert Ness. Overseer 1964-80, A.B.
1940.
BERNSTEIN, Rosalyne Spindel. Overseer
1973—. A.B. Radcliffe 1950. Research; b.
NYC Dec. 22 1928; m. Sumner Bernstein June
26 1949; ch.: Beth, Andrew. Research assoc.
Univ. Me. Portland 1974—. Dir. (Portland
Boys Club 1973
—
, Federal Home Loan Bank
of Boston 1974
—), pres. 1974— (Women's
Board, MMC), trustee Me. Med. Center
1974— . Recipient: Deborah Morton Award
Westbrook Coll. 1973, Hannah Solomon
Award Nat. Council of Jewish Women 1965.
res. Portland.*
BERNSTEIN, Louis. Overseer 1958-73 (v.pres.
1965-69, pres. 1969-73), Emeritus 1973—. A.B.
1922.
BIRD, Adriel Ulmer. Overseer 1939-50, A.B.
1916.
BIRD, George Emerson. Overseer 1912-26,
LL.D. 1909.
BLAKELEY, Gerald Walter, Jr. Overseer
1960-76, Emeritus 1976—; A.B. 1943.
BOOKER, Ira Peirce. Treas. & Trustee
1895-1913, A.M. 1910.
BRADBURY, James Ware. Overseer 1850-60,
Trustee 1860-1901; A.B. 1825.
BRANCHE, Matthew Davidson. Overseer
1970—, A.B. 1949.
BREWSTER, (Ralph) Owen. Overseer
1941-61, A.B. 1909.
BROUNTAS, Paul Peter. Overseer 1974—,
A.B. 1954.
BROWN, John Marshall. Overseer 1867-92
(v.pres. 1884-88, pres. 1888-92), Trustee
1901-07; A.B. 1860.
BURLEIGH, Lewis Albert. Overseer 1919-30,
A.B. 1891.
BURPEE, George William. Overseer 1945-52,
Trustee 1952-59, Emeritus 1959-67; A.B. 1904.
BURR, Edward Benjamin. Overseer 1966-69,
A.B. 1945.
BURTON, Alfred Edgar. Overseer 1905-35,
Sc.D. 1913.
BURTON, Harold Hitz. Overseer 1936-64.
A.B. 1909.
BURTON, William Smith. Overseer 1971—,
A.B. 1937.
CARTER, William Hodding, Jr. Overseer
1961-72, A.B. 1927.
CARY, Charles Austin. Overseer 1947-51,
Trustee 1951-65, Emeritus 1965-70; A.B. 1910.
CARY, George Foster. Overseer 1899-1938,
A.M. 1928.
CHAMBERLAIN, Joshua Lawrence. Overseer
ex-officio 1871-83, Trustee 1867-1914; A.B.
1852; Pres. 1871-83.
CHAPMAN, Henry Smith. Overseer 1916-36,
A.M. 1930.
CHAPMAN, John Eliphaz. Overseer 1915-23,
A.M. 1922.
CLARK, Roland Eugene. Overseer 1939-49,
treas. & Trustee 1949-58; A.B. 1901.
CLIFFORD, Philip Greely. Overseer 1915-70
(v.pres. 1947-49, pres. 1953-57), A.B. 1903.
COBB, William Titcomb. Overseer 1903-08.
Trustee 1908-37 (v.pres. 1924-37); Sc.B. 1877.
COHEN, William Sebastian. Overseer 1973—
A.B. 1962.
COLE, Samuel Yalentine. Trustee 1901-25
(v.pres. 1911-25), LL.D. 1912.
COLES, James Stacy. Overseer ex-officio
1953-67, Trustee 1953-67; Pres. 1953-67.
CONANT, Frederick Odell. Overseer 1909-28.
Sc.B. 1880.
CONNOR, Carelton Sheffield. Overseer
1959-61, Bowdoin 1932-36.
COPELAND, Melvin Thomas. Overseer
1934-47 (v.pres. 1943-47), Trustee 1947-61,
Emeritus 1961-75; A.B. 1906.
COUSENS, Lyman Abbott. Overseer 1933-41.
A.B. 1902.
COUSINS, Edgar Millard. Overseer
1890-1928, D.D. 1920.
COUSINS, Sanford Burnham. Overseer
1950-58, Trustee 1959-74 (v.pres. 1970-74).
Emeritus 1974—; A.B. 1920.
CRONKHITE, Leonard Wolsey, Jr. Overseer
1969-70. Trustee 1970—; A.B. 1*941.
CROSBY, Josiah. Overseer 1880-1904, A.B.
1835.
CROSBY, John Leland. Overseer 1888-1908.
A.B. 1853.
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6CROWLEY, William Robert. Overseer
1942-68, Class of 1908.
CURTIS, Cyrus Hermann Kotschmar. Trustee
1930-33, A.M. 1913.
CURTIS, Edwin Upton. Overseer 1897-1912,
Trustee 1912-22; LL.D. 1914.
CURTIS, William John. Overseer 1901-15,
Trustee 1915-27; LL.D. 1913.
CUTLER, Charles Herrick. Overseer
1897-1936, D.D. 1905.
CUTTER, George Osgood. Overseer 1963-70,
B.S. 1927.
DAGGETT, Athern Park. Acting Pres., Over-
seer ex-officio. Trustee 1967-68; A.B. 1925.
DANA John Fessenden. Overseer 1927-40,
Trustee 1940-61, Emeritus 1961—; LL.D. 1938.
DANA, Luther. Overseer 1926-59, Emeritus
1959-66; A.B. 1903.
DANA, Philip. Overseer 1917-24, treas. &
Trustee 1924-49, Emeritus 1949—; A.M. 1926.
DANA, Ripley Lyman. Overseer 1924-34
(v.pres. 1930-34), Trustee 1934-40; A.B. 1901.
DAVENPORT, George Patten. Overseer
1906-27, A.B. 1867.
DICKSON, David Watson Daly. Overseer
1966-75, Trustee 1975—; A.B. 1941.
DOLE, Stanley Fuller. Overseer 1951-62, A.B.
1913.
DOWNES, Richard Hill. Overseer 1970—,
A.B. 1960.
DRAKE, William Plummer. Overseer 1955-70,
Trustee 1970—; A.B. 1936.
ELLIOTT, Gilbert Molleson, Jr. Overseer
1957-75, Emeritus 1975—; B.S. 1925.
EMERSON, Chester Burge. Overseer 1924-59,
Emeritus 1959-73; A.B. 1904.
EMERSON, Oliver Farrar. Overseer 1974—,
A.B. 1949.
EMERY, Henry Crosby. Overseer 1910-24,
LL.D. 1911.
EMERY, Lucilius Alonzo. Overseer 1874-1907,
Trustee 1907-20; See Fac.
EMERY, Thomas Jefferson. Overseer 1909-19,
A.B. 1868.
EMERY, William Morrell. Overseer 1915-45,
A.B. 1889.
EVANS, Daniel. Trustee 1925-43, D.D. 1906.
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EVANS, Frank Caradoc. Overseer 1953-74,
Emeritus 1974—; A.B. 1910.
FARRAR, William Haskell. Overseer ex-officio
(sec. Trustees 1944-64), Emeritus 1964—; A.B.
1914.
FARRINGTON, Frank Alden. Overseer
1937-62, A.B. 1927.
FARRINGTON, Frank George. Overseer
1924-33, LL.D. 1930.
FAWCETT, James Mark, III. Overseer 1969—
A.B. 1958.
FISHER, Frederic Alvan. Overseer 1907-37,
A.B. 1881.
FISHER, Joseph Lyman. Overseer 1970—, B.S.
1935.
FOULKE, Roy Anderson. Overseer 1948-73
(pres. 1965-69), Emeritus 1973—; B.S. 1919.
FROST, John William. Overseer 1929-63 (pres.
1949-53), A.B. 1904.
FURBISH, Samuel Benson. Treas., Trustee
1913-24. A.B. Amherst 1898. b. Brunswick
Aug. 1 1874. Student Harvard 1898, asst. treas.
1900-13, town mgr. Dexter 1935-35.
GARDENT, Paul Edward, Jr. Overseer 1975—,
B.S. 1939.
GARLAND, Edward Phillips. Overseer
1953-60, A.B. 1916.
GERRISH, Frederic Henry. Overseer
1886-1920, LL.D. 1905.
GIBBONS, Albert Edward, Jr. Overseer
1973— A.B. 1958.
GIBSON, Harvey Dow. Overseer 1917-24,
Trustee 1924-50; A.B. 1902.
GODING, Edward Nathan. Overseer 1925-44,
A.B. 1891.
GOODENOW, John Holmes. Overseer
1879-1906, A.B. 1852.
GOODRICH, Leland Matthew. Overseer
1961-66, Trustee 1966-75, Emeritus 1975—;
A.B. 1920.
GOULD, Albert Trowbridge. Overseer
1932-43, Trustee 1943-47; A.B. 1908.
GRAY, Alfred Shirley. Overseer 1954-61,
Trustee 1961-72, Emeritus 1972—; A.B. 1918.
GREEN, Jonathan Standish. Overseer 1975—
A.B. 1960.
GREENE, Nathan Ira. Overseer 1964—, A.B.
1928.
GULLIVER, William Henry, Jr. Overseer
1965—, A.B. 1925.
HALE, Clarence. Overseer 1905-19 (v.pres.
Crowley-Ingraham
1912-15, pres. 1915-19), Trustee 1919-34;
LL.D. 1907.
HALE, Robert. Overseer 1931-73, Emeritus
1973-76; A.B. 1910.
HALFORD, John Henry. Overseer 1948-53,
Trustee 1953-67, Emeritus 1967-68; Class of
1907.
HAM, Arthur Harold. Overseer 1937-48, A.B.
1908.
HASKELL, Thomas Hawes. Overseer
1896-1900, A.M. 1894.
HAWES, Charles Taylor. Overseer 1904-39
(pres. 1925-39), A.M. 1916.
HAYES, Peter Francis. Overseer 1969—, A.B.
1968.
HEATH, Herbert Milton. Overseer 1911-12,
A.B. 1872.
HENRY, Merton Goodell. Overseer 1962-74,
Trustee 1974—; A.B. 1950.
HERRICK, Addison Emery. Overseer 1906-26,
A.B. 1873.
H1LDRETH, Horace Augustine. Overseer
1953-74, Emeritus 1974—; A.B. 1925.
HOLWAY, Melvin Smith. Overseer 1915-21,
A.B. 1882.
HOWARD, Oliver Otis. Overseer 1866-74,
Trustee 1892-1909; A.B. 1850.
HOWELL, Roger, Jr. Pres., Overseer ex-
officio. Trustee 1969— : A.B. 1958.
HUBBARD, Thomas Hamlin. Overseer
1874-89, Trustee 1889-1915; A.B. 1857.
HUMPHREY, Edward. Overseer 1956-70, B.S.
1917.
HUMPHREY, Samuel Fisher. Overseer
1878-1903, A.B. 1848.
HUPPER, John Roscoe. Overseer 1970—, A.B.
1950.
HUPPER, Roscoe Henderson. Overseer
1938-63, Emeritus 1963—; A.B. 1907.
HUTCHINSON, Dennis James. Overseer
1975— A.B. 1969.
HYDE, John Sedgwick. Overseer 1913-17,
A.M. 1912.
HYDE, William DeWitt. Pres., Overseer ex-
officio. Trustee 1885-1917; LL.D. 1917.
INGALLS, Roscoe Cunningham, Jr. Overseer
1968-72, A.B. 1943.
INGRAHAM, William Moulton. Overseer
1929-51, A.M. 1910.
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IRELAND, Charles Thomas, Jr. Overseer
1961-72, Trustee 1972; A.B. 1942.
IRELAND, William Dunning. Overseer
1929-40, Trustee 1940-70 (v. pres. 1960-70),
Emeritus 1970-74; B.S. 1916.
IRELAND, William Dunning, Jr. Overseer
1971— A.B. 1949.
JOHNSON, Charles Fletcher. Trustee 1912-30,
LL.B. 1911.
KNOX, George Basil. Overseer 1961-72,
Trustee 1972-75, Emeritus 1975—; A.B. 1929.
KRESCH, Lewis Wertheimer. Overseer
1970—, A.B. 1959.
LAWRENCE, William Witherle. Overseer
1921-23, Trustee 1923-52, Emeritus 1952-58;
Litt.D. 1917.
LEWIS, Weston. Overseer 1901-11, Trustee
1911-18; A.M. 1909.
LIBBY, Charles Freeman. Overseer 1888-1912
(pres. 1892-1912), LL.D. 1902.
LINSCOTT, Daniel Clark. Overseer
1894-1910, A.B. 1854.
LORD, Fred Raymond. Overseer 1944-47, A.B.
1911.
LUMBERT, Ansel LeForest. Overseer 1914-29,
A.B. 1879.
LUNT, William Edward. Overseer 1939-56,
A.B. 1904.
MacCORMICK, Austin Harbutt. Overseer
1933-73, Emeritus 1973—; A.B. 1915.
MacDONALD, Joseph Cony. Overseer 1950—,
A.B. 1915.
MAGEE, John Francis. Overseer 1971—, A.B.
1947.
MALLETT, Wilbert Grant. Overseer 1911-42,
A.M. 1921.
MANSON, John William. Overseer 1919-41,
A.B. 1881.
MARSHALL, William Colburn. Overseer
1872-1902, A.B. 1847.
McCANN, Harrison King. Overseer 1923-53
(v.pres. 1949-53), Emeritus 1953-62; A.B. 1902.
MCCARTHY, Louis Blalock. Overseer 1957-60,
B.S. 1919.
McKEEN, James. Overseer 1886-1911, LL.D.
1900.
MILLS, William Butler. Overseer 1965-75,
Trustee 1975—; A.B. 1929.
MINOT, John Clair. Overseer 1913-41, Litt.D.
1925.
MITCHELL, Alfred. Overseer 1877-1915,
LL.D. 1907.
MITCHELL, Edward Page. Overseer 1917-27,
Litt.D. 1906.
MOORE, Hoyt Augustus. Overseer 1929-33,
Trustee 1933-58 (v.pres. 1948-58); LL.D. 1939.
MOORE, Joseph Eugene. Overseer 1896-1919,
A.B 1865.
MORRELL, Malcolm Elmer, Jr. Overseer
1974—, A.B. 1949.
MORRILL, John Adams. Overseer 1888-1925
(v.pres. 1921-25), Trustee 1925-28; LL.D. 1912.
MORSE, Robert Warren. Overseer 1971—
B.S. 1943.
MOSES, Galen Clapp. Overseer 1880-1915
(v.pres. 1892-1912), A.B. 1856.
MOULTON, Augustus Freedom. Overseer
1911-33, LL.D. 1928.
NEALLEY, Edward Bowdoin. Overseer
1877- 1905, A.B. 1858.
NEWBEGIN, Henry. Overseer 1887-1917, A.B.
1857.
NIBLOCK, William Howard. Overseer
1958-75, Emeritus 1975—; B.S. 1935.
NTVEN, Paul Kendall. Overseer 1942-70,
Emeritus 1970-74; A.B. 1916.
OAKES, Sir Harry, Bart. Overseer 1935-43,
LL.D. 1941.
OGDEN, Ralph Trafton. Overseer 1963-75,
A.B. 1921.
ORNE, Arthur Knowlton. Overseer 1965-75,
Emeritus 1975—; A.B. 1930.
PACKARD, Edward Newman. Overseer
1881-1917, D.D. 1915.
PALMER, Edwin Beaman. Overseer
1878- 1904, D.D. 1903.
PALMER, Harry Lane. Overseer 1935-57,
Emeritus 1956; A.B. 1904.
PAYSON, Franklin Conant. Overseer
1897-1910, Trustee 1910-30; LL.D. 1911.
PEARY, Robert Edwin. Overseer 1917-20,
LL.D. 1910.
PERKIN, John Thorne. Overseer 1973—, A.B.
1959.
PERKINS, Frederick Powers. Overseer
1962-65, Trustee 1965-75; B.S. 1925.
PETERS, John Andrew. Trustee 1891-1904,
LL.D. 1885.
PETERS, John Andrew. Overseer 1911-30
(v.pres. 1925-30), Trustee 1930-47 (v.pres.
1937-47); LL.D. 1923.
PETERSON, Martha Elizabeth. Overseer
1973-76. A.B. Univ. Kan. 1937, A.M. Univ.
Kan. 1943, Ph.D. Univ. Kan. 1959, L.H.D.
Chatham Coll. 1968, L.H.D. Women's Med.
Coll. of Penn. 1971, Litt.D. Columbia 1968,
Litt.D. Douglas Coll. 1968, LL.D. Hofstra
Univ. 1968. Education. Teacher KS
secondary sch. 1937-42, Univ. Kan. (instr.
1942-46, asst. dean of women 1946-52, dean of
women 1952-56), Univ. Wise, (dean of women
1956-63, asst. to pres. 1963, dean of students
1963-67), pres. Barnard Coll. 1967— dean
Columbia 1967—
.
PHILBRICK, Karl Russell. Overseer ex-officio
(sec, Pres. & Trustee 1964-71), Emeritus
1971—; A.B. 1923.
PHILOON, Wallace Copeland. Overseer
1941-60, Emeritus 1960-70; A.B. 1905.
PICKARD, Charles Weston. Overseer
1896-1908, A.B. 1857.
PICKARD, Frederick William. Overseer
1923-28, Trustee 1928-52; LL.D. 1933.
PICKARD, John Coleman. Overseer 1952-61,
Trustee 1961-70; A.B. 1922.
PIERCE, Henry Hill. Overseer 1920-22,
Trustee 1922-40; LL.D. 1926.
PIERCE, Jotham Donnell. Overseer 1963—,
A.B. 1939.
PIERCE, Leonard Augustus. Overseer 1924-52,
Trustee 1952-60; A.B. 1905.
PIERCE, William Curtis. Overseer 1962-67,
Trustee 1967— (v.pres. 1974—); A.B. 1928.
PIKE, Sumner Tucker. Overseer 1939-66 (pres.
1961-65), Emeritus 1966-76; A.B. 1913.
POPE, Everett Parker. Overseer 1961— (pres.
1973—), A.B. 1941.
PORTER, Robert Chamberlain. Overseer
1975-78, A.B. 1934.
POTTER, Barrett. Overseer ex-officio
1894-1926 (sec. 1891-94, Trustees 1894-1926),
A.B. 1878.
POWERS, Frederick Alton. Overseer 1908-21
(v.pres. 1919-21), Trustee 1921-23; LL.D. 1906.
PURINGTON, George Colby. Overseer
1893-1909, A.B. 1878.
PUTNAM, Fred Lysander. Overseer 1942-64.
Emeritus 1964-74; A.B. 1904.
PUTNAM, William LeBaron. Overseer 1868-84
(v.pres. 1877-84), Trustee 1884-1918; A.B.
1855.
QUINBY, Henry Brewer. Overseer 1911-24,
LL.D. 1909.
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REDMAN, John Bakeman. Overseer
1888-1910. A.B. 1870.
RILEY, John Winchell. Overseer ex-officio
(sec, Pres. & Trustees 1926-44), A.B. 1905.
ROBINSON, Carl Merrill. Overseer 1938-62,
Emeritus 1962-63; A.B. 1908.
ROBINSON, Clement Franklin. Overseer
1925-64 (v.pres. 1934-43, pres. 1943-49), A.B.
1903.
ROBINSON, Daniel Arthur. Overseer
1884-1930, Sc.D. 1923.
ROUNDS, Ezra Pike. Overseer 1952-74,
Emeritus 1974—; A.B. 1920.
SANFORD, Alpheus. Overseer 1909-41, A.M.
1924.
SAWYER, Alden Hart. Overseer 1954-67,
Trustee 1967— (treas. 1967—); B.S. 1927.
SEWALL, John Smith. Overseer 1875-85,
Trustee 1885-1911; A.B. 1850.
SEWALL, Jotham Bradbury. Overseer
1877-1913, D.D. 1902.
SHUMWAY, Sherman Nelson. Overseer
1927-54, A.B. 1917.
SHUTE, Benjamin Robert. Overseer 1953-59,
Trustee 1959—; A.B. 1931.
SIBLEY, Paul. Overseer 1960-76, Emeritus
1976—; B.S. 1925.
SILLS, Kenneth Charles Morton. Overseer
ex-officio & Trustee 1918-52, Emeritus
1952-54; A.B. 1901; Pres. 1918-52.
SMITH, Robert Nelson. Overseer 1965— B.S.
1938.
SMYTH, Egbert Coffin. Overseer 1874-77
(v.pres. 1876-77), Trustee 1877-1904; LL.D. 1902.
SNOW, Donald Francis. Overseer 1930-33, B.S.
1901.
SPEAR, Ellis. Overseer 1912-17, LL.D. 1909.
SPEAR, Ellis, Jr. Overseer 1924-44, A.B. 1898.
SPEAR, William Edward. Overseer 1887-1916,
A.B. 1870.
STANWOOD, Edward. Overseer 1886-1904,
Trustee 1904-23; A.B. 1861.
STAPLES, Arthur Gray. Overseer 1923-40,
A.M. 1919.
STETSON, Rufus Edwin. Overseer 1942-65,
Emeritus 1965-67; A.B. 1908.
STEVENS, Oliver Crocker. Overseer
1891-1911, A.B. 1876.
SWAN, Frank Herbert. Overseer 1924-28,
Trustee 1928-54; LL.D. 1938.
SWAN, Marshall. Overseer 1965—, A.B. 1929.
SYMONDS, Joseph White. Overseer
1871-1906, A.B. 1860.
THOMAS, Widgery. Overseer 1948-60,
Trustee 1960-72; A.B. 1922.
THOMAS, William Widgery. Overseer
1921-38, Trustee 1938-46; A.M. 1944.
THOMPSON, Earle Spaulding. Overseer
1937-47, Trustee 1947-70, Emeritus 1970—;
A.B. 1914.
THORNE, Frederick Gordon Potter. Overseer
1972— A.B. 1957.
TORREY, Charles Cutler. Overseer 1899-1942,
D.D. 1900.
TURNER, Levi. Overseer 1907-11, A.B. 1886.
VAFIADES, Lewis Vassor. Overseer 1973—
A.B. 1942.
WALKER, George Rowland. Overseer 1919-53
(pres. 1939-43), Emeritus 1953-54; A.B. 1902.
WALKER, Leon Valentine. Overseer 1946-66,
A.B. 1903.
WALKER, Winthrop Brooks. Overseer
1966-70, Trustee 1970—; A.B. 1936.
WATERMAN, John Anderson. Overseer
1917-38, A.B. 1884.
WEBB, Edwin Bonaparte. Overseer 1856-71,
Trustee 1871-1901 (v.pres. 1894-1901); A.B.
1846.
WEBBER, Donald Wedgwood. Overseer
1962— A.B. 1927.
WELCH, Vincent Bogan. Overseer 1962-72,
Trustee 1972—; A.B. 1938.
WENTWORTH, Walter Vinton. Overseer
1929-58, Sc.D. 1946.
WHEELER, Edward Warren. Overseer
1938-52, A.M. 1923.
WHITE, Alfred Benson. Overseer 1921-23,
Trustee 1923-36; A.B. 1898.
WHITE, (Herman) Ashmead. Overseer
1949-52, A.B. 1912.
WHITE, Wallace Humphrey. Overseer
1927-52, A.M. 1904.
WILDER, Philip Sawyer. Overseer & sec,
Pres. & Trustees 1971—, B.S. 1923.
WILEY, Richard Arthur. Overseer 1966—, A.B.
1949.
WILLIAMSON, Joseph. Overseer 1914, A.B.
1888.
WILSON, Franklin Augustus. Overseer
1893-1911, LL.D. 1902.
WISWELL, Andrew Peters. Overseer
1899-1904, Trustee 1904-06; LL.D. 1900.
WOODBURY, Roliston Gibson. Overseer
1955-68, A.B. 1922.
WOODCOCK, Allan. Overseer 1942-68,
Emeritus 1968-74; A.B. 1912.
YOUNG, Ernest Boyen. Overseer 1900-23,
A.B. 1892. Overseer 1927-52, A.M. 1904.
Officers, 1900-75
President, Board of Overseers
Charles Freeman Libby, 1892-1912
Galen Clapp Moses, 1912-15
Clarence Hale, 1915-19
DeAlva Stanwood Alexander, 1919-25
Charles Taylor Hawes, 1925-39
George Rowland Walker, 1939-43
Clement Franklin Robinson, 1943-49
John William Frost, 1949-53
Philip Greely Clifford, 1953-57
Chester Granville Abbott, 1957-61
Sumner Tucker Pike, 1961-65
Roy Anderson Foulke, 1 965-69
Louis Bernstein, 1969-1973
Everett Parker Pope. 1973
—
Secretary, President & Trustees
Barrett Potter, 1894-1926
John Winchell Riley, 1926-44
William Haskell Farrar. 1944-64
Karl Russell Philbrick. 1964-71
Philip Sawyer Wilder, 1971
—
Secretary, Board of Overseers
Thomas Harrison Riley, 1894-1924
Lawrence Willey Smith, 1924-25
Joseph Addison Aldred, 1945-55
Thomas Prince Riley, 1955
Treasurer of the College
Ira Peirce Booker, 1895-1913
Samuel Benson Furbish. 1913-24
Philip Dana, 1924-49
Roland Eugene Clark, 1949-58
Charles William Allen, 1959-67
Alden Hart Sawyer, 1967—
Officers of Administration and Instruction
AANDAHL, Frederick Jr. A.B. Reed 1941,
A.M. Princeton 1947. Instr. history 1948-49.
ABBOTT, Edville Gerhardt. Me. Med. Sch.
1903-21 (instr. orthopedic surgery to prof.),
A.B. 1906.
ABBOTT, Jere. Instr. physics 1921-23, B.S.
1920.
ABELON, Asher Dean. A.B. Brown Univ.
1963. Educational fund raising; b. Boothbay
Harbor March 11 1942; s. of Harry '35; m.
Nancy Zbikowski Feb. 21 1971; ch.: Joshua,
Benjamin. Educational fund raiser Bowdoin
1967—. Served to It. USN 1963-67; awarded
Navy Commendation Medal 1966. res.
Brunswick.*
ABRAHAMSON, Albert. Economics (instr.
1928-30, asst. prof. 1930-36, assoc. prof.
1936-37, prof. 1947-59); George Lincoln
Skolfield Jr. Prof. Economics 1959-76, emeritus
1976—; dean of faculty 1969-70; A.B. 1926.
ADAM, Donald Geikie. A.B. Harvard 195$,
Ph.D. Univ. Rochester 1963. English (instr.
1963-65, asst. prof. 1965-66).
ADAMS, George Joseph. Instr. French
1927-28, A.B. 1927.
AINSWORTH, Kenneth George. B.S. Wise.
1948, M.S. Wise. 1949. Instr. economics
1953-57.
AITKEN, Janet M. A.B. Smith Coll. 1939,
A.M. Johns Hopkins 1941, Ph.D. Johns
Hopkins 1948. Visiting prof, geology 1972-73.
ALBION, Robert Greenhalge. Asst. dean of
faculty, dir. summer sessions 1929-42, A.B.
1918.
ALEXANDER, Howard Wright. A.B. Toronto
1933, A.M. Toronto 1934, Ph.D. Princeton
1939. Lectr. mathematics 1961-62.
ALLEN, Dean Austin. A.B. Princeton 1949,
Ph.D. Univ. Calif. 1955. Asst. prof, psychology
& dir. student counseling 1959-62.
ALLEN, John Howard. M.D. Univ. Penn.
1902. Clinical asst. otology 1914-21.
ALLEN, Jonathan D. A.B. Case Western
Reserve Univ. Admin. applications
programmer 1972—
.
ALLEN, Ralph Jethro. B.S. in B.A. N.H. Asst.
to supt. grounds & buildings 1969-74.
ALLEN, Samuel Earl, Jr. Diplome annuel
Univ. Paris 1957, A.B. Morehouse Coll. 1958,
A.M. Clark Univ. 1960, Ph.D. Clark Univ.
1963. Instr. history 1963-64.
ALMY, Donald Chester. B.S. Univ. R.I. 1954,
A.B. & M.S. George Washington Univ. 1971.
Dir. ROTC program 1972-74.
ALT, Theresa Frances. A.B. Bryn Mawr Coll.
1965, A.M. Columbia 1969, M.Phil. Columbia
1973, Ph.D. Columbia 1975. Russian (teaching
fellow 1974-75, visiting lectr. 1975).
ALVORD, Henry Bissell. B.S. M I T. 1907.
Surveying, mechanical drawing, geology (instr.
1910-11, asst. prof. 1911-14).
AMANN, Peter Henry. A.B. Oberlin 1947,
A.M. Univ. Chicago 1953. Instr. history
1956-59.
AMBROSE, John William, Jr. A.B. Brown
Univ. 1952, A.M. Brown Univ. 1959, Ph.D.
Brown Univ. (Fulbright scholar) 1962. Sigma
Chi. Education; b. Worcester MA Jan. 23
1931; m. Frances McKillop April 15 1961; ch.:
John, Matthew, Peter. Teacher (Roxbury Latin
Sch. W. Roxbury MA 1956-61, Phillips Acad.
Andover MA 1961-64), chmn. classics dept.
Taft Sch. Watertown CT 1966-70, classics
Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1966-70, assoc. prof.
1970-76, prof. 1976—, Joseph E. Merrill Prof,
of Greek lang. & literature 1977
—
). V.pres.
Classical Assn. of New Eng. 1971-72, pres.
parish council St. Charles Church Brunswick
1972-76, trustee N. Yarmouth Acad. Yarmouth
1974—. PFC USA 1954-56. Author:
Preparatory Latin 2 vol. (1969 & 1970),
co-author: Greek Attitudes (1974). res.
Brunswick.*
ANDERSON, George Robert. A.B. Augustana
Coll. 1956, Ph.D. Univ. Ia. 1961. Asst. prof,
chemistry 1970-76.
ANDERSON, John Bullock. Coll. physician
1969—, A.B. 1958.
ANDERSON, Walter A. Research assoc.
geology 1974-75.
ANDERSON, William DeLue. Instr. anatomy
1915-21, M.D. 1915.
ANDREWS, Henry Edwin. Prof, art 1918-39,
dir. Museum of Fine Arts 1921-39, A.B. 1894.
ANDREWS, Jeanne Bryant. A.B. Univ. Me.
1972, M.L.S. Univ. Me. 1974. Library
science; b. Lewiston April 3 1934; ch.: Roger,
Gary, Ronald, Cindy, Kenneth. Library




ANDREWS, Richard Mills. Instr. mathematics
1901-02, A.B. 1896.
ANDRY, Carl Franklin. A.B. Butler, A.M.
Butler, Ph.D. Harvard. Lectr. religion 1950-51.
ANTHOINE, Edward Swazey. Asst. history
1902-03, A.B. 1902.
APPELL, George N. Visiting lectr.
anthropology 1974-75.
APPLEGATE, Paul Ray, Jr. A.B. Princeton
1938, A.M. Middlebury Coll. 1955. Instr.
English 1956-58.
ARCHAMBAULT, Raymond. A.B. Univ. Me.
Head of reader services 1958-59.
ARMFIELD, Eugene Morehead. A.B. Univ.
N.C. 1925, A.M. Harvard 1926. Instr. French
1926-28, asst. prof, romance lang. 1929-30.
ARMILLAS, Pedro. B.S. Prof, de Ensenanza
Tecnica Superior, Escuela Nacional de
Antropologia Mexico City. Tallman Prof,
archaeology 1955-56.
ARMS, Richard Graves. A.B. Amherst, A.M.
Harvard. Asst. to v.pres. development 1970-71.
ARMSTRONG, John Paul. A.M. Univ.
Chicago 1948, Ph.D. Univ. Chicago 1953.
Govt, (visiting assoc. prof. 1954-55; visiting
prof. 1964-65, 1967-69).
ARNELL, Richard Anthony Sayer. F.T.C.L.
(hon.) Trinity Coll. of Music London. Visiting
lectr. music 1967-68.
ARP, Thomas Roscoe. A.B. Univ. Mich. 1954.
A.M. Stanford. Instr. English 1960-62.
ATHERTON, Belle Thwing. Asst. registrar
1903- 10.
BAILEY, Martha Johnson. A.B. Mt. Holyoke
Coll. 1973. Admin.; b. Landstuhl Germany
Sept. 23 1951; m. Morris Bailey Aug. 4 1973.
Admin, asst. Rensselaer Hartford Grad. Center
Hartford CT 1974, admissions Bowdoin (asst.
dir. 1975-77, assoc. dir. 1977—). res.
Brunswick.*
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BALDWIN, Albert Kilburn. Asst. clinical
medicine 1914-16, M.D. 1911.
BANCROFT, Wilder Dwight. A.B. Harvard,
B.A. Oxford Univ., Ph.D. Univ. Leipzig, Sc.D.
Lafayette 1919, Sc.D. Cambridge, LL.D. Univ.
Southern Calif. Tallman Prof, chemistry
1936-37. F.A.A.A.S.
BAND, Melvin. B.S. McGill Univ. 1963, M.Sc.
McGill Univ. 1964, Ph.D. M.I.T. 1968. Asst.
prof, mathematics 1969-70.
BARBOUR, David Newton. B.S.C.E Univ.
Me. Orono 1969. Maintenance engineering;
b. Kansas City MO Feb. 25 1945; m. Barbara
Knight June 29 1969; ch.: Andrea, Jennifer.
Hospital exec, engineer Portland City Hospital
1973-74, mgr. plant engineering & architecture
Bowdoin 1974—. Served to It. USN 1969-73.
res. Brunswick.*
BARNARD, Ellsworth. B.S. Univ. Mass. 1928,
A.M. Univ. Minn. 1929, Ph.D. Univ. Minn.
1935. Visiting lectr. English 1956-57.
BARNARD, Peter Charles. Admin, asst.
1957-60, alumni sec. 1960-66, A.B. 1950.
BARNES, Gerald Wayne. A.B. Univ. Me.
Instr. military science 1974-76.
BARRETT, Laurence Nexsen. A.B. Amherst
1937, A.M. Princeton 1947, Ph.D. Princeton
1950. English (instr. 1948-49, asst. prof.
1949-53).
BARROWS, Arad Thompson. B.S. Univ. Me.
1907. Supt. grounds & buildings 1922-28.
BARRY, Thomas. Ph.B. Brown Univ. 1903,
LL.B. Harvard 1906. Asst. coach football 1905.
BARTLETT, Boyd Wheeler. Prof, physics
1927-42, A.B. 1917.
BARTLETT, Frederick Stewart. Asst. v.pres.
development 1972— A.B. 1955.
BASCELLI, Anthony Lewis. A.B. Rutgers
1959, A.M. Rutgers 1960, Ph.D. Rutgers 1967.
Romance lang. (instr. 1964-67, asst. prof.
1967-68).
BASS, Willard Streeter, Jr. Instr. German
1941-44, A.B. 1938.
BATCHELDER, Peter Hayward. A.B.
Dartmouth 1948, A.M. Harvard 1950. Instr.
German 1956-61.
BAXTER, John Lincoln. Instr. German
1916-17, A.B. 1916.
BAZAR, David Michael. B.S. Univ.
Southwestern La. 1963, A.M. Univ. N.C. 1966.
Instr. mathematics 1966-69.
BEACH, Walter Edwards. A.B. Stanford 1922,
A.M. Harvard 1926, Ph.D. Stanford 1929.
Instr. economics 1926-28.
BEALE, Howard Kennedy. Ph.B. Univ.
Chicago 1921, A.M. Harvard 1922, Ph.D.
Harvard 1927. History & govt, (instr. 1926-29,
asst. prof. 1929-30).
BEAM, Philip Conway. A.B. Harvard 1933,
A.M. Harvard 1943, Ph.D. Harvard 1944.
Education; b. Dallas TX Oct. 7 1910; m.
Frances Merriman Aug. 8 1939; ch.:
Christopher, Rebecca. Certificate Univ.
London 1936, asst. to dir. William Rockhill
Nelson Gallery of Art Kansas City MO
1933-35, faculty Kansas City Art Inst. 1934-35,
Bowdoin (curator Museum of Art 1936-39,
instr. art 1937-39, dir. Museum of Art 1939-64,
asst. prof, art 1939-46, assoc. prof. 1946-49,
prof. 1949
— ,
Henry Johnson prof. 1958
—
,
prof, art (Wesleyan Univ. summer 1960 &
1970, Univ. Vt. Burlington summer 1967 &
1969), curator Winslow Homer Collection
Bowdoin Museum of Art 1967— . Chirm.
Brunswick Boy Scouts Court of Honor
1939-42, St. Paul's Parish Brunswick), treas.
1939-44; member vestry 1944-47, 1946-52,
1950-53, 1957-60; chrrm. 1951-52), member
(board of governors Portland Art Museum
1945-50; board of corporators Ogunquit Art
Museum 1956-70, trustee 1970—; Coll. Art
Assn.; New Eng. Council of the Am. Assn. of
Museum Dir.; Am. Assn. of Museums; Am.
Assn. of Univ. Prof.; Me. Art Comm. 1946-52,
chmn. 1951-52), Brunswick Area United Way
(campaign chmn. 1960, dir. 1960-62). Author:
The Language of Art (1958), The Art of John
Sloan (1962), Winslow Homer at Prout's Neck
(1966), Winslow Homer's Graphics: The
Children's Series (1971), Winslow Homer's
Work in Black and White (1974); contributing
ed.: Dictionary of the Arts (1944); consulting
ed.: The World of Winslow Homer (1966), The
World of John Singleton Copley (1969);
contbr.: Winslow Homer in Maine
WCBB-television 1972. res. Brunswick.*
BEARCE, George Donham, Jr. A.B. Univ. Me.
1943, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Wise. 1949;
Ph.D. Univ. Wise. 1952. Book fund established
in his honor, b. NYC Nov. 5 1922; m. Jeana
Dale June 25 1955; ch.: Barbara. Instr. English
William & Mary Coll. 1947-48, teaching asst.
history Univ. Wise. 1948-50, researcher British
archives 1950-51, research asst. Univ. Wise.
1951-52, instr. (European history Kalamazoo
MI Coll. 1952-54, N.M. Highland Univ.
summer 1952), history & govt. Bowdoin (asst.
prof. 1954-57, assoc. prof. 1957-65). Fulbright
lectr. Osmania Univ. Hyderabad India
1961-62, past chmn. N. New Eng. Historians,
sec.-treas. Conf. on Asian History, sec. Conf.
on S. African History. Served to capt. USA
1943-46; awarded Battle Star (2). Recipient:
Watumull Prize Am. Historical Assn. 1962.
Author: British Attitudes Towards India
1784-1858 (1961), co-author: The Glass
Curtain Between Europe and Asia, contbr. d.
Portland Jan. 18 1965.
BEARDSLEY, Charles. A.B. Harvard 1892,
A.M. Harvard 1897. Provisional instr.
economics 1903.
BECKERATH, Herbert von. Doctor Return
Politicarum Univ. Freiburg Germany 1911.
Tallman Prof, economics 1934-35.
BECKWITH, Robert Kingdon. B.S. Lehigh
Univ. 1939, A.M. The Julliard Sch. 1949.
Education; b. Brooklyn NY March 4 1921;
m. Erika Rosenmann May 10 1947; ch.:
Claudia '77, Lisa. Research chemist Esso
Development Corp. Linden NJ 1943-47,
teaching fellow music The Julliard Sch. NYC
1948-49, instr. (Marymount Coll. Tarrytown
NY 1949-50, Amherst Coll. 1950-53), asst. prof,
to prof. Bowdoin 1953— . Ed. Bowdoin Coll.
Music Press 1965
—
, trustee (Music in Me.
1965-70, Portland Symphony Orchestra
1970-73), member (council Coll. Music Soc.
1968-71, sch. committee Brunswick ca. 1972),
trustee & pres. Opera New Eng. of Me. 1974.
Contbr. res. Brunswick.*
BELL, Herbert Clifford Francis. Prof, history
& govt. 1912-26, Litt.D. 1937.
BELLINGER, Rossiter Raymond. A.B. Yale
1944, A.M. Yale 1945, Ph.D. Yale 1949. Instr.
history 1946.
BENJAMIN, Edwin Bonette. Instr. English
1953-59, A.B. 1937.
BENNETT, William Harold. A.B. Univ.
Denver 1967, A.M. Ariz. State Univ. 1968.
Instr. speech 1970-73.
BENSON, Charles Scott. A.B. Princeton 1943,
A.M. Columbia 1948, Ph.D. Columbia 1955.
Economics (instr. 1950-52, asst. prof. 1952-56).
BENSON, Mary Margaret. A.B. & M L S.
Univ. Calif. Berkeley. Cataloguer library
1970-72.
BENSON, Robert Sanford. Asst. chemistry
1903-04, A.B. 1902.
BERGIN, Frank. A.B. Princeton 1910, LL.B.
N.Y. Law Sch. Coach football 1910-12.
BERNIER, Mary Crowley. Admin.; b.
Portland March 8 1936; m. Armand Bernier
June 18 1955. Bowdoin (sec. 1954-70, asst. to
v.pres. admin. & finance 1970— . res. Orr's Is.*
BERRY, Stephen Burbank. B.S. Colby 1926.
Asst. dir. dining service 1946-49.
BHATTACHARYA, Wendy Baron. A.B. Univ.
Md. 1967, A.M. Brown Univ. 1971, Ph.D.
Brown Univ. 1973. Instr. sociology 1972-75.
BICKMORE, Harold Vincent. Instr. pharmacy
Me. Med. Sch. 1918-21, A.B. 1911.
BICKNELL, Ray Stuart. B.S. Springfield Coll.
1947, M.S. Springfield Coll. 1951.
Education; b. Boston March 1 1920; m. Jane
Friday Aug. 13 1949. Basketball coach
Portland (Portland Jr. Coll. 1947-53, Deering
High Sch. 1953-55), nat. team basketball coach
Cairo Egypt 1955-56, basketball coach (Cape
Elizabeth High Sch. Cape Elizabeth 1957-62.
Bowdoin 1962—). Past pres. (Me. State High
Sch. Coaches Assn., Me. Basketball Coaches &
Writers Assn., New Eng. Basketball Coaches
Assn.). Served to 1st It. USA 1942-46. Named
New Eng. Coll. Coach of the Yr. 1968,
Converse Coach of the Yr. 1968. res.
Portland.*
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BIRAM, Marcia Wittmaack. A.B. Valparaiso
Univ. 1958. Asst. to coll. ed. 1969-71.
BISHOP, Malcolm Stanley. Asst. dir. dining
service, purchasing agt. 1949-?, A.B. 1925.
BIXLER. Julius Seelye. Visiting prof,
philosophy 1964-65, LL.D. 1952.
BLAND, James Edward. A.B. Harvard 1962,
Ph.D. Harvard 1969. b. Boston May 31
1940; m. Sherrell Bingham June 21 1962; ch.:
Edward, Theodorick, Richard. Student (Va.
Epis. Theol. Sem. 1962-64, Harvard Grad. Sch.
1964-66), teaching fellow Harvard 1966-69,
history Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1969-74, assoc.
prof. 1974). d. Brunswick Aug. 30 1974.
BLANKFORT, Seymour Michael. A.B. Univ.
Penn. 1929. Asst. psychology 1929.
BLOOM, Arthur William, Jr. A.B. Guilford
Coll. 1960, A.M. Univ. Md. 1962. Instr. speech
1963-65.
BOARDMAN, Edith Jenney. Cataloguer
library 1902-34.
BODGE, Eugene Leslie. Lectr. med.
jurisprudence to prof. 1918-21, A.B. 1897.
BODINE, Marc Williams, Jr. A.B. Princeton
1951, A.M. Columbia 1953, Ph.D. Columbia
1956. Asst. prof, geology 1956-62.
BOHAN, Thomas Lynch. B.S. Univ. Chicago
1969, M.S. Univ. 111. 1964, Ph.D. Univ. 111.
1968. Asst prof, physics 1969-76.
BOLAND, Walter Reed. A.B. Univ. Mich.
1957, A.M. Univ. Mich. 1959, Ph.D. Univ.
Mich. 1966. Sociology (instr. 1964-65, asst.
prof. 1965-67).
BOLLINGER, Giles Mallalieu. B.S. Allegheny
1920, M.S. Allegheny 1922, A.M. Harvard
1926, Ph.D. Harvard 1930. Chemistry (instr.
1930-31, asst. prof. 1931-32).
BOLSTER, William Wheeler, Jr. Instr.
physiology 1911-24, M.D. 1908.
BOMPIANI, Enrico. Dottore in Mathematica
Univ. Rome 1910. Tallman Prof, mathematics
Bowdoin 1930-31.
BONN, Moritz Julius. Doctor Refum
Politicarum Munich 1895., Tallman Prof,
economics 1939-40.
BOOTH, Philip Edmund. A.B. Dartmouth
1943, A.M. Columbia 1949. Instr. English
1949-50.
BORDET, Marcel Charles Camille. Bachellier
e Lettres, licencie en droit Univ. Paris 1925.
Instr. French 1928-29.
BORN, Harry Edward. Ed. Alumnus 1965-70,
coll. ed. 1967—; A.B. 1957.
BOURNIQUE, Raymond August. B.S. Univ.
Toledo 1935, M.S. Ohio State Univ. 1938.
Ph.D. Ohio State Univ. 1940. Instr. chemistry
to asst. prof. 1946-54.
BOWSER, Charles William. B.B.A. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1923. Coach (football 1930-34,
hockey 1932).
BOYDEN, Jane Dunham. A.B. Wheaton Coll.
1960, M.S.W. Rutgers 1965. Counseling; b.
Glen Ridge NJ Jan. 17 1939; m. Richard
Boyden July 6 1968; ch.: John, Cynthia. Aide
Matheny Sch. Peapack NJ 1960-65, caseworker
(Children's Hospital Washington DC 1965-68,
Bath-Brunswick Mental Health Assn. Bath
1968-71), coll. counselor Bowdoin 1972— . res.
Brunswick.*
BOYDEN, Richard Fowler. A.B. Wesleyan
1956, M.S. Univ. Me. 1975. Admin.; b.
Deerfield MA Oct. 22 1933; m. Jane Dunham
July 6 1968; ch.: John, Cynthia. Various
positions Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co.
Washington DC 1959-67, dir. admissions
Bowdoin 1967— . Pres. board of dir. Brunswick
Area Drug Abuse Center. Served to cdr.
USNR 1956-59. res. Brunswick.*
BOYER, Kenneth James. A.B. Univ. Rochester
1923, B.L.S. N.Y. State Library Sch. 1925.
Ret.; b. Rochester NY July 20 1901; m.
Eleanor Richards June 22 1929; ch.: Kenneth,
Leigh '63. Librarian Westfield MA Athenaeum
1925-27, Bowdoin (asst. librarian 1927-45,
librarian 1945-61, coll. ed. 1961-67), ret. Dir.
Bath-Brunswick Mental Health Assn. 1967-74.
res. Richmond.*
BOYLES, William Biffle. B.S. USMA 1952.
Asst. prof, military science 1961.
BRADFORD, William Herbert. Instr. surgery
to asst. prof. 1905-11, clinical surgery (instr.
1905-09, prof. 1911-19), A.B. 1888.
BRAEUNER, Gerhard Julius Ludwig. Ph.D.
Univ. Marburg 1910. Instr. German 1913.
BRAULT, Gerard Joseph. A.B. Assumption
Coll. 1950, A.M. Laval Univ. 1951, Ph.D.
Univ. Penn. 1958. Instr. French 1957-59, asst.
prof, romance lang. 1959-61.
BRAYBROOKE, David. A.B. Harvard 1948,
Ph.D. Cornell 1953. Instr. philosophy 1954-56.
BREWER, William Dodd. A.B. Williams 1943.
A.M. Fletcher Sch. 1947. Instr. govt. 1947.
BREWSTER, James Hiram. Asst. hygiene &
physical training 1920-21, A.B. 1916.
BRIASCO, Louis Bruno. Alumni sec. 1971—,
lectr. European history 1972—; A.B. 1969.
BRIDGES, Ronald Perkins. Tallman Prof,
religion spring 1954, A.B. 1930.
BRIDGHAM, John Merrill. Instr. classics &
history 1908-09, A.B. 1904.
BRIGGS, Edwin Stuart. Visiting lectr. English
1961-62, A.B. 1945.
BRIGGS, Louise E. Instr. physics summer
1943.
BRIMIJOHN, William Stephen. Asst.
chemistry 1905-06, A.B. 1905.
BRINKLER, Alfred. Lectr. music 1932. Mus.
D. 1952.
BRISTOL, Leverett Dale. B.S. Wesleyan Univ.
1903, M.D. Johns Hopkins 1907, Dr.P.H.
Harvard 1918. Public hygiene (lectr. 1918-19,
prof. 1919-21).
BROCK, Henry Herbert. Instr. surgery
1899-1903, clinical instr. 1903-04, asst. prof,
clinical surgery to prof. 1904-12, M.D. 1890.
BROGYANI, Gabriel John. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa Columbia 1960; A.M.
Cornell 1967; Ph.D. Cornell 1969.
Education; b. Hungary. Fellow Cornell
Univ. (Nat. Defense Education Act 1960-63,
Lincoln Burr 1963-64), instr. Cornell Univ.
1964-67, Fulbright grant 1967-68, romance
lang. Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1968-74, assoc. prof.
1974
—
), dir. Sr. Center Program Bowdoin
1976— . Member Telluride Assn. Served with
Air Nat. Guard 1956-62. Contbr. res.
Brunswick.
BROOKE, Charles Vyner. A.B. Queen's Univ.
Ont. Canada 1925, A.M. Harvard 1928, Ph.D.
Harvard 1939. Instr. romance lang. 1930-37.
BROOKS, Robin Bruce Stirling. A.B.
Columbia 1957, A.M. Yale 1961, Ph.D. Univ.
Calif. Los Angeles 1967. Asst. prof,
mathematics 1967-72.
BROOKS, Timothy French. Admin, asst. to
dean of students 1967-68, A.B. 1967.
BROWER, Daniel Roberts, Jr. A.B. Carleton
1957, A.M. Columbia 1958. Instr. history
1962-63.
BROWN, Frederic Willis. A.B. Harvard 1897.
A.M. Harvard 1903, Ph.D. Harvard 1906. b.
Concord MA May 24 1876; m. Eleanor
Karskaddon Sept. 18 1901; ch.: Elizabeth,
John. Instr. romance lang. Clark Univ.
Worcester MA 1905-07, Bowdoin (prof,
modern lang. 1907-19, Longfellow Prof.
1919-45, emeritus 1945-48). d. Brunswick
March 16 1948.
BROWN, Herbert Ross. Instr. English to prof.
1925-72, Edward Little Prof. 1949-72, emeritus
1972—; Litt.D. 1963.
BROWN, Jerry Wayne. A.B. Harvard 1958.
B.D. Eastern Baptist Theol. Sem. 1961, A.M.
Univ. Penn. 1961, A.M. Princeton 1963, Ph.D.
Princeton 1964. Asst. prof, religion 1964-69.
dean of students 1966-69.
BROWN. Laurence Binet. A.B. Victoria Univ.
1950. A.M. (hon.) Victoria Univ. 1952, Ph.D.
Univ. London 1953. Lectr. psychology
1963-64.
BROWN, Marion, Jr. Asst. prof, music
1971-74. A.B. 1974.
BROWN, Peter Irwin. A.B Harvard 1956.
A.M. Harvard 1960. Instr. philosophy 1962-63.
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BROWN, Philip Meader. A.B. Brown Univ.
1922, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Stanford Univ.
1925; Ph.D. Harvard 1931. Ret.; b.
Providence RI Feb. 18 1901; m. Agnes
Coombs July 17 1948. Teaching asst. Stanford
CA Univ. 1923-25, Brown Univ. (instr.
economics 1925-28, lectr. 1931-32, asst. prof. &
dir. bureau of business research 1932-33), asst.
prof, economics Middlebury VT Coll. 1933-34,
Bowdoin (instr. 1934-36, asst. prof. 1936-46,
assoc. prof. 1946-49, prof. 1949-68, ret.,
emeritus 1968
—
). Dir. & treas. Brunswick
Public Library Assn. 1945-77, Me. Sea Coast




BROWN, Robert Walter. Instr. physics
1943-44, B.S. 1944.
BROWN, Walter Theodore. A.B. Univ.
Toronto 1907, A.M. Univ. Toronto 1908, A.M.
Yale, A.M. Harvard 1911, Ph.D. Harvard
1912, LL.D. Univ. Manitoba, D.D. Univ.
Wash. Instr. physics 1912-13.
BROWNE, Lena Everett. A.B. Wellesley.
Acquisitions librarian 1969.
BRUMBAUGH, Robert Sherrick. A.B. Univ.
Chicago 1938, A.M. Univ. Chicago 1938, Ph.D.
Univ. Chicago 1942. Asst. prof, philosophy
1946-49.
BRUNEAU, Charles Gaston Eugene Marie.
Docteur-es-lettres. Tallman Prof. French
literature 1929-30.
BRUSH, John Francis. B.S. Gorham State
Teachers Coll. 1940. Ret.; b. Phila. PA Oct.
3 1915; m. Eleanor Littlefield July 12 1941;
ch.: Jean, Carol, Jon. Teacher jr. high sch. Saco
1940-42, principal Forest Street Sch.
Westbrook 1946-47, teacher jr. high sch.
Westbrook 1947-51, supt. Bowdoin 1954-73,
educational consultant Me. & Wise. Coll.
1973-74, ret. Pres. Me. Industrial Arts Teachers
Assn. 1950-51, sec.-treas. Educational Plant
Maintenance Assn. 1972-74, member First
Parish Church Brunswick (prudential
committee, church renovation music
committee), member Brunswick (codes
enforcement appeals board, governor's civil
defense housing committee, Bi-centennial
committee), town tree warden Brunswick.
Served to cdr. USNR 1943-46, USNR 1951-53,
ret.; awarded 6 service medals, res.
Brunswick.*
BURBANK, John Emerson. Instr. physics
1926-28, A.B. 1896.
BURCHESS, Arnold. B.S.S. CCNY 1934.
Ret.; b. Chicago IL June 7 1912; m. Anne
Bloomfield Dec. 25 1938; ch.: Robert.
Self-employed sculptor NYC 1934-59, chmn.
fine arts Fashion Inst, of Tech. NYC 1959-74,
ret., visiting prof. Bowdoin spring 1975.
Various sculptures including 2 bronzes in
permanent collection of Walker Art Museum
1974, original bronze portrait of Senator
Edmund Muskie in state capitol Augusta 1974.
res. S. Harpswell.*
BURNETT, Charles Theodore. A.B. Amherst
1895, A.M. Harvard 1900, Ph.D. Harvard
1903. Instr. (philosophy 1904-05, psychology
1905-06), asst. prof, psychology to prof.
1906-44, emeritus 1944-46; L.H.D. 1944.
BURRAGE, Thomas Jayne. A.B. Brown Univ.
1898, A.M. Brown Univ. 1899, M.D. Harvard
1903. Histology (asst. demonstrator 1906-09,
demonstrator 1909-10), instr. (internal
medicine 1911-12, medicine 1912-13), clinical
medicine (asst. prof. 1913-15, prof. 1915-18).
BURROUGHS, Franklin Gorham, Jr. A.B.
magna cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa Univ.
South 1964; A.M. Harvard (Woodrow Wilson
fellow) 1965; Ph.D. Harvard 1970.
Education; b. Conway SC; m. Susan Hay.
Asst. instr. French Univ. S.C. Myrtle Beach
summer 1964, teaching fellow Harvard
1966-67, English Bowdoin (instr. 1968-70, asst.
prof. 1970
—
). Member board of trustees
Theater at Monmouth 1974— . res. Brunswick.
BUTCHER, Samuel Ship. A.B. Albion Coll.
1958, A.M. Harvard 1960, Ph.D. Education;
b. Gaylord MI; m. Sally King; ch.: Samuel.
Nat. Science Foundation Predoctoral fellow
1958-61, Eastman Kodak fellow 1961-62,
postdoctorate fellow Nat. Research Council
Ottawa Canada 1962-64, chemistry Bowdoin
(asst. prof. 1964-68, assoc. prof. 1968-74, prof.
1974
—
). Pres. Nat. Resources Council, elected
member Omicron Delta Kappa. Co-author: An
Introduction to Air Chemistry (1972), contbr.
res. Brunswick.
BUTT, Charles Joseph. B.S. Springfield Coll.
1953, M.S. Springfield Coll. 1956. Coach soccer
& swimming, also dir. Curtis Pool 1961—
.
BUXTON, Edward Gray. Asst. Latin 1928-29,
A.B. 1928.
CAFFERTY, Helen Louise. A.B. Bowling
Green State Univ. 1964, A.M. Syracuse Univ.
1966, Ph.D. Univ. Mich. 1976. German (instr.
1972-76, asst. prof. 1976—).
CALDER, Daniel Gillmore. Instr. English &
acting dir. dramatics 1962-64, A.B. 1960.
CALDWELL, Donald Graham. A.B. Univ.
Calif. Los Angeles 1965, A.M. Occidental Coll.
1968. Asst. prof, music 1970-76.
CALL, Reginald. A.B. Columbia 1933, A.M.
Columbia 1941. Lectr. English 1958-59.
CALLENDER, Guy Stevens. A.B. Oberlin
1891, Phi Beta Kapa; A.B. Harvard 1893;
A.M. Harvard 1894; Ph.D. Harvard 1897;
A.M. Yale (hon.) 1907. b. Hart's Grove OH
Nov. 9 1865; m. Harriet Rice June 14 1904.
Instr. economics Wellesley Coll. 1895-96,
Harvard 1897-1900, Daniel B. Fayerweather
Prof. Bowdoin 1900-03, prof. Political
economy Yale 1903-15. Author: Selections
from the Economic History of the United
States, 1765-1860 (1909); contbr. d. Branford
CT Aug. 8 1915.
CAMPAIGNE, Ernest Edwin. B.S.
Northwestern 1936, M.D. Northwestern 1938,
Ph.D. Northwestern 1940. Instr. chemistry
1940-41.
CAMPBELL, Charles Raymond. Asst. Spanish
1927-28, A.B. 1927.
CAMPBELL, Thomas Joseph. A.B. Harvard
1912. Coach football 1915.
CARNATHAN, James Gilbert. Instr.
psychology 1965-66, A.B. 1959.
CARNES, William Frederick. Instr.
mathematics 1943-44, A.B. 1936.
CARPENTER, Kenneth Edward. Reference
librarian 1962-63, A.B. 1958.
CARRE, Jeffrey James. Instr. French to assoc.
prof. 1947-62, A.B. 1940.
CAR RlERE. Claude Marie-Joseph. A.B. Univ.
Wise. 1964, A.M. Brown Univ. 1966. Instr.
French 1968-70, asst. prof, romance lang.
1970-72.
CARRIGAN, John E. Coach baseball 1910.
CARRUTHERS, Charles Woodside. Instr.
physics 1953-54, A.B. 1950.
CARY, William Harris, Jr. A.B. Harvard 1921,
A.M. Harvard 1926, A.B. Cambridge Univ.
1930. Instr. English 1926-28.
CASSON, Stanley. A.B. Oxford Univ. 1911,
A.M. Oxford Univ. 1919. Tallman Prof,
classical archaeology 1933-34.
CASTELL, Alburey. A.B. Univ. Toronto, A.M.
Univ. Toronto, Ph.D. Univ. Chicago. Visiting
prof, philosophy 1972-73.
CATES, John Martin. LL.B. Yale 1906. Prof,
physical training, dir. athletics, coach football
1925-27.
CATLIN, Warren Benjamin. A.B. Univ. Neb.
1903, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Columbia 1927.
Path designated in his honor 1954. Scholarship
fund established in his memory 1969.
Professorship created in his memory 1969. b.
Nemaha NE Nov. 3 1881. Teacher high sch. IA
(Hamburg Dubuque 1903-06), instr. economics
Cornell Univ. 1909-10, Bowdoin (asst. prof,
economics & sociology 1910-12, Daniel B.
Fayerweather prof. 1912-52, prof, emeritus
1952-68). Member advisory council Am.
Business Men's Research Foundation, pres. &
v.pres. Village Improvement Assn., chmn.
Davis Fund Committee Brunswick, auditor
Town of Brunswick, honorary member
Bowdoin Alumni Assn. 1964. Recipient:
Citizen of the Yr. Award Brunswick area C. of
C. Author: Labor Problems in the United
States and Great Britain (1926), The Progress
of Economics: A History of Economic
Thought (1962); co-ed.: Yearbook of
American Labor (1945); contbr. d. Brunswick
July 10 1968.
CAVARNOS, John Peter. A.B. Boston Univ.
1941, A.M. Harvard 1942. Instr. romance lang.
1946-47.
CERF, Steven Roy. A.B. Queens Coll. 1966,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.Ph.D. Yale 1971; Ph.D.
Yale 1975. German (instr. 1971-75, asst. prof.
1975—).
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CHAPKO, Michael Karl. B.S. Carnegie Inst, of
Tech. 1966, A.M. Hunter Coll. 1970, Ph.D.
CCNY 1972. Psychology (instr. 1970-71, asst.
prof. 1972-76).
CHAPMAN, Henry Leland. A.B. Bowdoin
1866, A.M. Bowdoin 1869, D.D. 1890, LL.D.
1908. General Alumni Assn. (treas. 1876-82,
sec. 1882-86). b. Bethel July 26 1845; m.
Emma Smith Aug. 21 1870; ch.: Henry. Latin
& mathematics (tutor 1869-70, instr. 1870-71),
Latin (asst. prof. 1871-72, prof. 1872-75), prof,
rhetoric oratory & English literature 1875-80,
Edward Little Prof. Rhetoric Oratory &
English Literature 1880-97, prof. (English
languuage & literature 1897-1901, English
literature 1901-13), dean of faculty 1883-85,
acting pres. 1883-85. Trustee Bangor Theol.
Sem. 1885-1913 (pres. of board 1887-1911),
State Normal Schs. 1890-1913, Bridgton Acad.;
v.pres. Me. Historical Soc; corresponding
member Colonial Soc. of Mass. d. Brunswick
Feb. 24 1913.
CHASE, Richard Fitch. Instr. gastroenterology
1915-16, Spec. 1887-88.
CHASE, Stanley Perkins. Lectr. English to
Henry Leland Chapman Prof. 1925-51, A.B.
1905.
CHILDS, Ralph deSomeri. A.B. Harvard 1924.
English (instr. 1929-32, asst. prof. 1932-35).
CHrrTIM, Richard Leigh. Instr. mathematics
to prof. 1942-47 & 1950—, A.B. 1941.
CHRISTIE, Dan Edwin. Instr. physics &
mathematics to Wing Prof. 1942-75, A.B. 1937.
CLARK, Alexander Frederick Bruce. A.B.
Univ. Toronto 1906, A.M. Harvard 1911,
Ph.D. Harvard 1916. Instr. modern lang.
1913-14.
CLARK, Walter Houston. A.M. Williams 1925,
A.M. Harvard 1926, Ed.M. Harvard 1935,
Ph.D. Harvard 1944. Instr. psychology
1946-47.
CLEMENT, James Donald. Asst.
genitourinary surgeon 1913-16, M.D. 1911.
CLEMENT, Wallace O. Coach baseball 1914.
CLORE, Duncan Dixon. B.S. USMA 1944.
Asst. prof, military science & tactics 1959-62.
COBB, Richard Neil. Instr. mathematics 1942,
1943-44; A.B. 1932.
COBB, Roland Hacker. Instr. physical
education to assoc. prof. 1922-32, A.B. 1917.
COCHRAN, Michael Hermond. A.B. Harvard
1915, Ph.D. Harvard 1924. Instr. history &
govt. 1917-18.
COFFIN, Robert Peter Tristram. Pierce Prof.
English 1934-55, A.B. 1915.
COHEN, Edward Stanton. B.S. Penn., A.M. in
L.S. Emory. Documents & asst. librarian
1968-72.
COLBURN, Stanley Wilson. Instr. chemistry
1924-25, B.S. 1923.
COLBY, Carl Converse. A.B. Dartmouth 1917,
A.M. Harvard 1921. Instr. romance lang.
1922-25.
COLE, John Nelson. A.B. Yale 1948. Visiting
lectr. English 1973—.
COLES, James Stacy. Pres. 1952-67, LL.D.
1968.
COLIE, Stuart Edgar. A.B. Yale 1949, A.M.
Princeton 1958. Govt, (instr. 1955-59, asst.
prof. 1959-61).
CONROY, James Joseph. A.B. Dartmouth
1911. Coach baseball 1912.
COOGAN, Daniel. Coach baseball 1913, 1915.
COOK, Edward M. Instr. mathematics
1943-44.
COOMBS, Edmund Lawrence. Coach athletic
dept. to athletic dir. 1947—, B.S. 1942.
COOMBS, William Henry. Buildings &
grounds (staff 1939-66, asst. supt. 1966-76).
COOPER, Lillian Pauline. A.B. Univ. Colo.,
B.S. in L.S. Univ. Denver. Dir. library 1966-67.
COPELAND, Manton. B.S. Harvard 1904,
M.S. Harvard 1905, Ph.D. Harvard 1908.
Scholarship fund established by friends in his
honor 1960. Student residence named in his
memory 1972. Recipient: Alumni Award for
Faculty & Staff 1966. b. Taunton MA July
24 1881; m. Ruth Ripley Dec. 20 1910; ch.:
Preston, Frederick, Manton, Elizabeth. Biology
Bowdoin (instr. 1908-09, asst. prof. 1909-10,
prof. 1910-47, Josiah Little Prof. 1936-47,
emeritus 1947-71), embryology & histology
Med. Sch. (lectr. 1912-13, prof. 1913-21).
Researcher Woods Hole Marine Biological
Lab. summers, d. Brunswick May 22 1971.
COREY, Charles Nelson. Coach football &
hockey 1955-65, B.S. 1939.
CORISH, Denis J. B.Ph. St. Patrick's Coll.
1955, A.B. & L.Ph. St. Patrick's Coll. 1956,
A.M. Univ. Coll. 1957, Ph.D. Boston Univ.
1972. Asst. prof. 1973—.
CORNELL, Thomas Browne. A.B. Amherst
1959. Education; b. Cleveland OH 1937; m.
Judith Johnson June 30 1963, m. Christa
Kinkel 1976. Member art dept. Univ. Calif.
Santa Barbara 1960-62, student Yale 1960,
Louis Comfort Tiffany fellow 1961, art
Bowdoin (instr. 1962-63, asst. prof. 1963-69,
assoc. prof. 1969-75, prof. 1975—), Nat.
Foundation on the Arts & The Humanities
grant Germany & Italy 1966. Exhibited several
drawings. Recipient: 1st Prize All New Eng.
Drawing Competition Lyman Allyn Museum
New London CT 1960, New Haven Winter
Show. res. Brunswick.
COUGHLIN, John Francis. B.S. Univ. Conn.
1966, Ed.M. & Ed.S. Ga. State Univ. 1973;
capt. USA; instr. ROTC 1971-74, asst. football
coach 1974.
COURSEN, Herbert Randolph, Jr. A.B.
Amherst 1954, A.M. Wesleyan (Univ. fellow)
1962, Ph.D. Univ. Conn. 1965. Education; b.
Newark NJ March 28 1932; m. Susan
Kirkconnell Jan. 15 1958; ch.: Elizabeth,
Susan, Virginia. Teacher Choate Sch. 1958-62,
grad. asst. Univ. Conn. Storrs 1962-64, instr. to
prof. English Bowdoin 1964— . Ford
Foundation fellow 1969-72; Folger Library
Fellow 1970-71; drama critic Me. Times;
consulting ed. in English Harper, Row & Scott,
Foresman; consulting ed. in Shakespeare
Princeton & Bucknell Univ. Presses. Served to
capt. USAF 1954-58. Author: The Rarer
Action: Hamlet's Mousetrap (1969), As Up
They Grew: The Autobiographical Essay
(1970), Storm in April (1973), Survivor (1974),
Lookout Point (1974), Shaping the Self: Style
and Technique in the Narrative (1975),
Christian Ritual and the World of
Shakespeare's Tragedies (1975), Inside the
Piano Bench (1975), Fears of the Night (1976),
Walking Away (1977), Reading Autobiography
(1977); poet; contbr. res. Brunswick.*
COUSINS, William Lewis. Med. Sch. 1891,
M.D. Univ. Penn. 1894. Instr. clinical surgery
1905-11.
COWAN, Frederick Pierce. Instr. physics
1928-29, A.B. 1928.
COWING, Donald Earl. B.S. Wayne State
Univ. 1952, A.M. Wayne State Univ. 1957,
Ed.D. Wayne State Univ. 1969. Coll. counselor
& dir. counseling office 1969-75.
COXE, Louis Osborne. A.B. Princeton 1940.
Education; b. Manchester NH April 15
1918; m. Edith Winsor June 28 1946; ch.:
Robert, Louis, Charles, Helen. Teacher Brooks
Sch. N. Andover MA 1940-42, instr. English
Princeton Univ. 1946, teacher Lawrenceville
NJ Sch. 1946-48, Briggs-Copeland fellow
Harvard 1948-49, asst. prof, to assoc. prof.
Univ. Minn. 1949-55, Bowdoin (prof. English
1955-56, Pierce Prof, of English (1956—), lectr.
Am. literature Trinity Coll. Dublin 1959-60,
visiting prof. Princeton Univ. 1961-62, Univ.
Ax-Marseilles France 1970-71. Trustee N.Y.
Sch. of Interior Design. Sewanee Review fellow
1956, Fulbright Fellow 1959-60, 1970-71.
Served to It. USN 1942-46. Recipient: Vachel
Lindsay Prize 1960, Brandeis Creative Arts
Award 1961, Borestone Mt. Poetry Award
1963, Me. State Comm. on Arts & Humanities
Award 1972. Author: The Sea Faring (1947),
Billy Budd (play 1952), The Second Man
(1955), The Wilderness (1958), The Middle
Passage (1960), The Last Hero (1965), Nikal
Seyn and Decoration Day (1966), Edwin
Arlington Robinson: The Life of Poetry (1969),
Birth of a State (1970); ed.; contbr. res.
Brunswick.*
CRAGIN, Charles Langmaid. Demonstrator
anatomy to asst. demonstrator 1906-12. M.D.
1904.
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CHAIN, Charles Moody. Instr. romance lang.
1950-51, A.B. 1946.
CRAM, Marshall Perley. Asst. chemistry to
Josiah Little Prof. 1904-33, lectr. Me. Med.
Sch., A.B. 1904.
CRESSY, Arthur Cheever, Jr. A.B. Tufts 1944,
A.M. Fletcher Sch. of Law & Diplomacy 1945.
Instr. govt. 1947-50.
CROOK, Wilfrid Harris. B.A. Oxford Univ.
1911. M.A. Oxford Univ. 1914, Ph.D. Harvard
1928. b. Swinton Lancashire England May
16 1888. Hibert scholar Harvard 1914-16, asst.
clergyman Boston 1916-18, ed. NYC 1919-20,
student Harvard 1921-23, instr. economics
Simmons Coll. 1922-23, economics & sociology
Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1923-30, assoc. prof.
1930-31).
CROSBY, Carl Russell, Jr. Instr. music
1963-64, A.B. 1951.
CROSS, Leroy Dudley. Faculty sec. 1942-65.
CROSS, Robert Melvin. Admin, asst. 1953-59,
ed. Alumnus 1959-65, sec. Alumni Fund
1959
— ; A.B. 1945.
CROWE, Myron Lewis. A.B. Mich. State
Univ. Dir. centralized dining service 1968—
.
CUMMINGS, Edson Selden. Instr. medicine
1919-21, M.D. 1900.
CUMMINGS, George Otis. Instr. anatomy
1920-21, A.B. 1913.
CURRIER, Alger Veazie. Instr. drawing
1896-1900.
CURRIER, Gregory Banister. B.S. Bates, A.M.
Williams Coll.; teaching asst. physics 1974—
.
CURTIS, Delmar Edward. Purchasing agt.
centralized dining service 1959-74.
CURTIS, Myron Whipple. Lectr. mathematics
& dir. Computing Center 1965— A.B. 1958.
CURTISS, John Sutter. B.S. Univ. Penn. Instr.
economics 1952.
CUSHING, Morgan Bicknell. A.B. Yale 1917,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Penn. 1922. b.
Meriden CT Jan. 9 1896. Instr. finance Univ.
Penn. 1919-22, economics Bowdoin (asst. prof.
1922-27, assoc. prof. 1927-46, prof. 1946-56).
Served to ensign USN 1917-19. d. Brunswick
April 21 1956.
DAGGETT, Athern Park. Instr. to William
Nelson Cromwell Prof, const. & int. law &
govt. 1932-75, A.B. 1925.
DAGGETT, Malcolm Daniel. Instr. French
1929-30, A.B. 1929.
DALTON, Ernest Rockwell. Instr. govt. 1946,
B.S. 1937.
DAMEWOOD, Leroy Mitchell. B.S. Ore. State
Coll. 1958. Instr. mathematics 1960-62.
DANA, Israel Thorndike. Materia medica &
therapeutics (lectr. I860, prof. 1860-61), prof,
(theory & practice medicine 1861-69;
pathology & practice medicine 1879-97,
emeritus 1897-1904); A.M. 1889.
DANE, Nathan, II. Instr. classics to Winkley
Prof. 1946—, A.B. 1937.
DARBELNET, Jean Louis. Licencie es lettres
Univ. Paris France 1925, diplome d'Etudes
Superieures Univ. Paris 1926, agrege de
PUniversite 1929. Education; b. Paris
France Nov. 14 1904. Lectr. French (Univ.
Coll. Aberystwyth Wales Great Britain
1925-26, Edinburgh Univ. Scotland 1926-27,
Manchester Univ. Lancashire England
1928-30), prof. English Paris (Lycee de Brest
1932-33, Lycee du Havre 1933-35, Lycee
Condorcet 1935-37), instr. French (Harvard
1938-39, Middlebury Coll. summer 1938 &
1939), French McGill Univ. (assoc. prof.
1939-46, dir. summer sch. 1940-46), French
Bowdoin (fellow 1937-38, prof. 1946-62), prof.
Laval Univ. P.Q. Canada 1962—. With French
Army 1939-40; awarded The Palms of Officier
d'Academie 1949. Author: Le Fran$ais
d'aujourd'hui, co-author: Stylistique Comparie
du franceis et de l'angleis. res. P.Q. Canada.
DARLING, Paul Gilford. A.B. Yale 1937,
A.M. N.Y. Univ. 1947, Ph.D. Columbia 1954.
Education; b. Pleasantville NY June 1916;
married; 2 children. Accountant W. S.
Whittlesey CP.A. NYC 1937-38, Title
Guarantee & Trust Co. NYC 1938-41 (member
auditing staff, asst. to controller), instr.
economics Rutgers Univ. 1945-49, Carnegie
Inst, of Tech. (now Carnegie-Mellon Univ.)
Pittsburgh PA (asst. prof, economics &
business admin. 1949-56, pres. Faculty of
Humanistic & Social Sciences 1954-55),
economics Bowdoin (assoc. prof. 1956-60, prof.
1960
—
). Pres. Bowdoin chapter Am. Assn. of
Univ. Prof. 1959-60, chmn. finance committee
Brunswick 1960-62, Nat. Science Foundation
Awards Panelist 1969, board member Me. Civil
Liberties Union 1972-75. Served to 1st It. USA
1942-45. Contbr. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
DAVIES, J. Clarence, III. A.B. Dartmouth
1959. Instr. govt. 1963-65.
DAVIS, Gilman. Diseases of nose & throat
(instr. 1905-11, lectr. 1911-12, prof. 1912-21),
M.D. 1893.
DAVIS, John Dunning. Instr. marine biology
summers 1963-65, A.B. 1952.
DAVIS, John Patrick. A.B. Holy Cross, A.M.
Harvard. Visiting lectr. Indian affairs 1971-72.
DAVIS, Joseph Stancliffe. A.B. Harvard 1908,
Ph.D. Harvard 1913. Instr. economics &
sociology 1912-13.
DAVIS, Philip Webb. Clinical asst. surgery
1909-10, clinical 1916-21, M.D. 1900.
DAVIS, William Hawley. A.B. Harvard 1905,
A.M. Columbia 1908. Prof. (English &
argumentation 1910-12, public speaking
1912-25).
DAWSON, Reed Barnes, Jr. B.S. Harvard
1941, A.M. Harvard 1947. Instr. mathematics
1948-49.
DAY, John Patrick de Cormelie. M.A. Oxford
Univ., B.Phil. Oxford Univ. Asst. prof,
philosophy 1951-54.
DEBE, Peter Benvenuto, Jr. Instr. German &
Russian 1953-54; Bowdoin 1942-43, C.H. 1944,
A.B. 1952.
DENNETT, Paul William. Admissions fellow
to asst. dir. 1975-77. A.B. 1975.
DENNIS, Alfred Lewis Pinneo. A.B. Princeton
1896, Ph.D. Columbia 1901. History & political
science (instr. 1901-02, prof. 1902-04).
DERBYSHIRE, Joseph Jensen. A.B. Utah,
A.M. Utah, M.L.S. Univ. Wash. Head
catalogue dept. library 1964-74.
DERRY, Louis Andrew. Instr. materia medica,
pharmacy & therapeutics 1910-18, M.D. 1906.
DER-TOROSSIAN, Zohrab. Supt. physical
plant 1975—.
DEWING, Henry Branson. Prof. Greek
1923-28, Joseph E. Merrill Prof. 1924-28,
L.H.D. 1928.
DeWTTT, John Stanley. Supt. power plant
1975^.
DICKERSON, Joe Robert. B.B.A. Univ. Ga.,
capt. USA. Asst. prof, military science 1962-65.
DIETRICH, Craig. A.B. Univ. Chicago 1961.
History (instr. 1968-70, asst. prof. 1970-73).
DIMOCK, George Edward. A.B. Yale 1912,
A.M. Yale 1914, Ph.D. Yale 1916. Asst. prof.
Latin & English 1920-21.
DOLE, Richard Bryant. Asst. chemistry
1902-03, A.B. 1902.
DONHAM, Robert Eugene. B.S. Ohio State
Univ., M.S. Univ. Wash. Coach (basketball
1957-62, tennis & asst. football 1959-62).
DONOVAN, John Chauncey. A.B. Bates 1942,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1948; Ph.D.
Harvard 1949. Education; b. NYC Feb. 9
1920; m. Beatrice Witter Sept. 9 1947; ch.:
Carey, Christine, Martha, John. Teaching
fellow Harvard 1946-49, Bates Coll. govt,
(instr. 1949-51, asst. prof. 1951-54, assoc. prof.
1954-57, prof. 1957-59), admin, asst. Senator
Edmund S. Muskie 1959-62, exec. asst. U.S.
Sec. of Labor 1962-64, manpower
administrator U.S. Dept. of Labor 1964-65,
govt. Bowdoin (prof. 1965
—
, DeAlva
Stanwood Alexander Prof. 1965-68). Chmn.
(Me. Board of Arbitration & Conciliation
1955-56, Me. State Democratic Party
Committee 1957-58, New Eng. Regional
Manpower Advisory Committee 1965-69, Me.
Advisory Council on Vocational Education
1969-72), candidate U.S. House of Rep. Me.
2nd dist. 1960, past overseer Bates Coll., trustee
Univ. Me., past Pres. Me. Conf. of Social
Scientists, past member exec, committee New
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Eng. Political Science Assn., consultant (U.S.
Dept. of Labor, Ford Foundation,
Organization for Economic Cooperation &
Development, Public Affairs Research Center
Bowdoin), Development & Resources Corp.,
member (N.Y. State Regents Fellowship
Selection Committee 1968, exec, council
Northeastern Political Science Assn., board of
dir. Center for Governmental Studies
Washington DC). Served to It. (jg) USN
1942-46. Recipient: Distinguished Service
Award U.S. Dept. of Labor 1965. Author: The
Politics of Poverty (1967), The Policy Makers
(1970), The Cold Warriors: A Policy-Making
Elite (1974); contbr. res. Brunswick.*
DORAIN, Paul B. B.S. Yale, Ph.D. Ind. Univ.
Tallman Prof., then visiting prof, physics &
chemistry 1974-75.
DOSICK, Martin Laurence. A.B. Boston Univ.
1952, A.M. Boston Univ. 1955. Instr. sociology
1959-60.
DOUGLAS, Russell Simpson. Development
officer 1967-69, A.B. 1950.
DOW, Edward French. Adjunct prof. govt.
1953-54, B.S. 1925.
DOWNEY, Gerald Francis. B.S. Northeastern
1961. Instr. economics 1963-64.
DOWNING, Marian Lorana. Ret.; b.
Norway July 27 1903. With business office
Bowdoin. res. Brunswick.*
DOWNS, Thomas Luther, Jr. Instr.
mathematics summer 1964, A.B. 1927.
DOYLE, Louis Logue. A.B. Boston Univ.,
Ed.M. Harvard. Admin, asst. to dir. Sr. Center
1966-67.
DRAKE, Eugene Henry. Asst. medicine
1919-21, M.D. 1919.
DRISKELL, David C. A.B. Howard Univ.
1955, M.F.A. Catholic Univ. 1962. Visiting
prof, art & Afro-Am. studies 1972-73.
DRUMMOND, Joseph Blake. Me. Med. Sch.
1910-21 (asst. demonstrator histology to prof.),
A.B. 1907.
DUCLOS, Gloria Livermore. A.B. Radcliffe
1949, B.A. Oxford Univ. 1951, A.M. Radcliffe
1953, M.A. Oxford Univ. 1955. Visiting asst.
prof, classics 1969-70.
DUNCALF, Frederick William. A.B. Beloit
1904, Ph.D. Univ. Wise. 1909. Asst. prof,
history 1910-11.
DUNLOP, Margaret Edison. A.B. Wellesley
1944. Admin.; b. Skowhegan June 27 1923.
Student Katharine Gibbs Sch. Boston 1944-45,
Bowdoin (sec. 1945-55, asst. admissions
1955-76, assoc. to dir. admissions 1976
—
).
Brunswick Area Humane Soc. (pres. 1960-65,
sec. 1969
—), acting chmn. admissions &
distributions committee Brunswick Area
United Fund 1961, state officer AAUW
1969-72. res. Brunswick.*
DUNSCOMBE, Harry Walter. A.B. Univ. Fla.
1953, M.Mus. Univ. Mich. 1955, D.M.A. Univ.
Mich. 1960. Visiting assoc. prof, music
1973-76.
DUPEE, Frederick Wilcox. Ph.B. Yale 1927.
Instr. English 1927-29.
DUTCH, John. A.M. Auckland, Ph.D.
Victoria Univ. Visiting lectr. psychology
1974-75.
DUTTA, Mahadev. B.Sc, M.Sc, D.Phil. Prof,
mathematics North Bengal Univ. Tallman
Prof, mathematics 1966-67.
DUVAL, John Henry. Maj. USA. Prof,
military science & tactics 1917-18.
DYER, Algernon Sydney. Instr. classics &
English 1901-03, A.B. 1891.
DYSINGER, Robert Edwin. Asst. librarian
1957-61, A.B. 1944.
DYSON, Wallace Wadsworth. Asst.
demonstrator anatomy to asst. prof. 1905-13,
clinical instr. surgery 1916-21, M.D. 1900.
EARLY, Alice Collins. A.B. Vassar Coll. 1970.
Asst. dean of students 1972-74, dean of
students 1974-77.
EASTON, Charles Cabot. Admin, asst.
1956-61, A.B. 1948.
EDWARDS, Alba M. A.B. Univ. Okla. 1903,
A.M. Yale 1905, Ph.D Yale 1906. Acting prof,
economics & sociology 1907-09.
EDWARDS, David Northrop. A.B. Columbia
1948, M.S. Columbia 1950, P.H.M. Columbia
1973. Admin, exec; b. Greenwich CT Feb. 5
1923; m. Joyce Stiriz July 6 1957; ch.: Lisa,
David Jr., Cynthia. Various positions 1949-54
(Felton Chem. Co. Brooklyn NY, Metroloy
Corp. New Rochelle NY, P. R. Mallory & Co.
Inc. N. Tarrytown NY, Richard B. Edwards
Advt. Agency Stamford CT), instr. industrial
engineering Columbia Univ. 1950-55,
machinist CT 1953-54 (Schofield Aeromarine
Stamford, Powers Machine Shop Cos Cob),
Brookhaven Nat. Lab. Assoc. Univ. Inc.
Upton NY (div. head 1955-67, admin, officer
1954-55), lectr. mfg. management Adelphi
Univ. Oakdale NY 1964-65, mfg. mgr. Hyde
Corp. Bath 1967-69, Bath Iron Works Corp.
(project mgr. 1969-70, production spec. 1970),
dir. institutional research & planning Va.
Commonwealth Univ. Richmond 1970-73, dir.
physical plant (acting Va. Commonwealth
Univ. Richmond 1972, Bowdoin 1973—).
Member (advisory committee Univ. Calif. Los
Angeles, safety council Me.). Served with USA
1942-46. res. Freeport.*
EDWARDS, George Roger. Asst. curator
museum 1939-46, A.B. 1935.
ELLIOT, Samuel Whitney. Asst. dir.
admissions 1966-68, A.B. 1961.
ELLIOTT, George Roy. Henry Leland
Chapman Prof. 1913-25, Litt.D. 1925.
ELLIOTT, Gilbert Molleson. A.B. CCNY
1886, M.D. Columbia 1889, A.M. CCNY 1890.
Asst. demonstrator anatomy to demonstrator
1903-13, asst. prof. & demonstrator practical
anatomy 1913-15, asst. prof. & demonstrator
anatomy 1915-21.
ELLIOTT, Robert DeWitt. A.B. Univ. Chicago
1942. Instr. economics 1947-49.
ELLIS, Oscar Frederick William. A.B. Trinity
Coll., A.B. Toronto Univ. 1911, A.M. Harvard
1918, Ph.D. Harvard 1927. Instr. romance lang.
1924-25.
Ellis, Reed Hobart, Jr. Instr. physics 1943-44,
A.B. 1939.
EMERICK, Richard. A.B. Syracuse Univ.
1950, A.M. Univ. Penn. 1954. Instr. sociology
1958.
EMERY. Coach football 1901.
EMERY, Harry Smith. Instr. clinical medicine
1914-19, asst. prof, medicine 1919-21. A.B.
1893.
EMERY, Henry Crosby. Economics &
sociology (instr. 1894-97, prof. 1897-1900),
LL.D. 1911.
EMERY, Lucilius Alonzo. Med. jurisprudence
(lectr. 1889-90, prof. 1890-1912), A.B. 1861.
EMMERT, Kirk Rettig. A.B. Williams Coll.
1959, A.M. Univ. Chicago 1963, Ph.D. Univ.
Chicago. Govt, (instr. 1967-70, asst. prof.
1970-75).
ERWIN, John. Coach baseball 1905.
ESPENSHADE, Thomas Jeffrey. A.B. Coll. of
Wooster 1965, M.A.T. Yale 1966, A.M.
Princeton 1968, Ph.D. Princeton 1972. Asst.
prof, economics 1972-73.
ESPOSITO, Alfons Peter. A.B. Queens Coll.
1964. Instr. German 1966-68.
EVANS, Emyr Estyn. Tallman Prof, geography
1948-49, Sc.D. 1949.
EVANS, Frank Caradoc. Instr. chemistry
1910- 11, A.B. 1910.
EVANS, Henry Darenydd. Prof. Me. Med. Sch.
1912-18, A.B. 1901.
EVANS, Rhys Dafydd. A.B. Ohio Univ. 1909.
Physics (instr. 1915-16, asst. prof. 1916-19).
EVERETT, Harold Josselyn. Me. Med. Sch.
1911-21 (asst. obstet. to instr.), A.B. 1904.
EWBANK, Douglas C. A.B. Oberlin Coll. 1970.
Instr. economics 1973-74.
FAIRCHILD, Henry Pratt. A.B. Doane Coll.
1900, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Yale 1909; LL.D.
Doane Coll. 1930. b. Dundee IL Aug. 18
1880; m. Mary Townsend June 2 1909; ch.:
Eleanor. Instr. Int. Coll. Smyrna Turkey
1900-03, state sec. Doane Coll. Crete NE
1903-06, Daniel B. Fayerweather Prof.
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Bowdoin 1909-10, Yale (asst. prof, political
economy 1910-12, asst. prof, science of
sociology 1912-18, sec. Bureau of Community
Service & Research 1919-24, prof, sociology
1924-45, prof, emeritus 1945-56). Assoc. dir.
War Camp Community Service 1918-19; fellow
(Am. Geographical Soc, AAAS); spec,
immagration agent in Europe U.S. Dept. of
Labor 1923; pres. (Am. Eugenics Soc. 1929-31,
Town Hall Club 1934-40, Am. Sociological
Soc. 1939, People's League for Economic
Security); v.pres. Planned Parenthood
Federation; nat. chmn. Nat. Council of the
Arts, Sciences, & Professions; nat. sec. Nat.
Council of Am.-Soviet Friendship; investigator
Nat. Research Council. Author: Greek
Immigration to the United States (1911),
Outline of Applied Sociology (1916), The
Foundations of Social Life (1927), Elements of
Social Science (1929), The Melting-Pot
Mistake (1919), Profits or Prosperity (1932),
People: The Quanity and Quality of
Population (1940), Economics for the Millions
(1940), Main Street (1941), Dictionary of
Sociology (1944), Race and Nationality as
Factors in American Life (1947). d. N.
Hollywood CA Oct. 2 1956.
FARLEY, Charles Hamlin, Jr. Instr. history
1939-46, A.B. 1930.
FAY, John David. A.B. Harvard 1965, Ph.D.
Harvard 1970. Asst. prof, mathematics 1974—
.
FERGUSON, Harry. Instr. mathematics
1943-44.
FERGUSON, Peter Blair. A.B. Harvard 1923,
A.M. Harvard 1927. Instr. psychology 1929-32.
FERNALD, Lloyd Dodge, Jr. A.B. Amherst
1952, Phi Beta Kappa; Ed.M. Harvard 1957;
Ph.D. Cornell 1960. Education; b.
Springfield MA Nov. 19 1929; m. Marjorie
Maxwell Aug. 8 1955; ch.: Lucinda, Darcy,
Stephanie, Kirk. Teaching asst. psychology
Cornell Univ. 1958-59, interne clinical
psychology The Devereux Foundation Devon
PA 1960-61, Bowdoin (instr. psychology
1961-62, asst. prof. 1962-65, assoc. prof.
1965-67; coach freshman soccer, varsity skiing,
freshman lacrosse), visiting prof, psychology
(Cornell Univ. 1964-65, 1967-68; Wellesley
Coll. 1970—), Fulbright lectr. Univ. Madrid
Spain 1968-70. Elected member Phi Kappa
Phi, Me. Psychologists Assn. (past pres.,
member board of dir.). Served to It. (jg) USN
1952-56. Author: Experiments and Studies in
General Psychology (1965), co-author:
Overview of General Psychology (1966),
contbr. res. Wellesley MA.
FIELDING, Kathryn Drusilla. A.B. Conn. Coll.
1932. Clerical; b. New London CT May 12
1912. Research asst. Conn. Coll. New London
1932-33, sec. (Travelers Bank & Trust Co.
Hartford CT 1933-41, to v.pres. Hartford Nat.
Bank & Trust Co. 1941-44, office diplomatic
advisor UNRRA Washington DC 1944-45, to
spec. asst. to sec. of treas. Washington DC
1945, to pres. Conn. Coll. New London
1945-55, to purchasing agt. Bath Iron Works
1955-57, to pres. Bowdoin 1957—). res.
Brunswick.*
FIFIELD, Ernest Gibson. Asst. English, sec.
Christian Assn.; A.B. 1911.
FILES, Ernest Woodbury. Clinical asst.
medicine to instr. 1902-18, A.B. 1902.
FILES, George Taylor. Tutor lang. 1890-91,
instr. German 1891-94, prof. (German
1894-1909, Germanic lang. 1909-19); A.B.
1889.
FINNERAN, Joseph. Coach track 1913.
FISHER, Irving David. A.B. Univ. Conn. 1946,
A.M. Columbia 1949. Govt, (visiting lectr.
1965-67, visiting asst. prof. 1969-70).
FISHER, James Ernest. Instr. English 1965-68,
A.B. 1962.
FISHER, Stanwood Elmer. Clinical asst.
diseases of nose & throat 1912-20, M.D. 1906.
FLASH, William Shoemaker. A.B. Harvard
1948, A.M. Harvard 1950, Ph.D. Harvard
1954. Govt, (instr. 1952-54, asst. prof. 1954-56).
FLATHER, Herbert Hesselton. B.S. USMA,
capt. USA. Asst. prof, military science &
tactics 1956-59.
FLEMING, Richard Sherman. A.B. Univ.
Penn. 1952, It. col. USA. Military science (asst.
prof. 1962-66, prof. 1966-67).
FLEURE, Herbert John. Tallman Prof,
geography 1944-45, Sc.D. 1945.
FLINT, Frank Cudworth. A.B. Reed 1919, B.A.
Oxford Univ. 1922, M.A. Oxford 1929, A.M.
Dartmouth 1941. Asst. prof. English 1928-29.
FOGG, George Edwin. Coach football 1905,
A.B. 1902.
FOLK, George Edgar, Jr. A.B. Harvard 1937,
A.M. Harvard 1940, Ph.D. Harvard 1947. Asst.
prof, biology 1947-53.
FOLLETT, Earl Christie. Instr. bacteriology &
pathology to asst. prof. 1919-21, M.D. 1918.
FOLSOM, Ernest Bertrand. Asst. biology Me.
Med. Sch. 1902-04, A.B. 1902.
FORSYTHE, Thomas Roberts. A.B. Haverford
1952, A.M. Columbia 1956. Instr. Russian &
German 1956-62.
FOSTER, Charles Howell. A.B. Amherst Coll.
1936, A.M. Univ. Ia. 1937, Ph.D. Univ. Ia.
1939. Visiting prof. English 1964-65.
FOSTER, Stephen Charles. A.B. Northern 111.
Univ. 1967, A.M. Univ. 111. 1969, Ph.D. Univ.
Penn. 1973. Art (instr. 1972-73, asst. prof.
1973-74).
FOSTER, William Trufant. A.B. Harvard
1901, A.M. Harvard 1904, Ph.D. Columbia
1911, LL.D. Colo. Coll. 1913, LL.D. Western
Reserve Univ. 1916, LL.D. Univ. Me. 1936,
L.H.D. Rollins Coll. 1947, Litt.D. Reed 1948.
English & argumentation (instr. 1904-05, prof.
1905-10).
FOWLE, James Warren. A.B. Williams, A.M.
Harvard. Lectr. art & curator art collections
1951-52.
FOX, Douglas MacMurray. A.B. Yale 1962,
Ph.D. Columbia 1969. Govt, (instr. 1967-68,
asst. prof. 1968-70).
FRASER, Paul Frederick. B.S. Colby 1915.
Asst. coach football 1927-28.
FREEMAN, Albert Myrick, III. A.B. Cornell
1957, A.M. Univ. Wash. 1964, Ph.D. Univ.
Wash. 1965. Education; b. Plainfield NJ
Feb. 6 1936; m. Margot Domizi Dec. 26 1956;
ch.: Alison, Lauren. Prof, economics Bowdoin
1965—. Served to It. cdr. USN 1957-63.
Contbr. res. Bath.*
FREEMAN, James Carrington. Instr. English
1942, A.B. 1934.
FREEMAN, Kenneth Paul. B.S. M IT. 1960,
A.M. Yale 1962. Philosophy (instr. 1964-66,
asst. prof. 1966-69).
FREY, John Erhart. B.S. Northwestern 1952,
M.S. Univ. 111. 1955, Ph.D. Univ. Chicago
1956. Chemistry (instr. 1957-59, asst. prof.
1959-60).
FRIEDMAN, Barton Robert. A.B. Cornell
1956, A.M. Univ. Conn. 1958. Instr. English
1961-63.
FRIEND, Robert, III. A.B. Dartmouth 1958,
A.M. Univ. N.C. 1963. Instr. English 1966-69.
FUCHS, Alfred Herman. A.B. Rutgers 1954,
A.M. Ohio Univ. 1958, Ph.D. Ohio State Univ.
1960. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Englewood NJ Nov. 29 1932;
m. Phyllis Rocke Aug. 27 1955; ch.:
Christopher, Jeffrey, Lisa, Eric. Teaching asst.
Ohio Univ. Athens 1954-56, Ohio State Univ.
Columbus (teaching asst. 1956-59, research
asst. 1959-61), scientist General Dynamics
Groton CT 1961-62, Bowdoin (asst. prof.
1962-66, assoc. prof. 1966-72), visiting prof,
psychology Victoric Univ. Wellington New
Zealand 1968-69, Bowdoin (prof. 1972—, dean
of faculty 1975
—
). Bowdoin chapter Am. Assn.
Univ. Prof, (sec.-treas. 1964-66, pres. 1966-67),




Foundation (research grant 1963-65, 1966-68;
instructional equipment grant 1966-68).
Contbr. res. Brunswick.*
FULLER, Edwin Motley. Instr. pathology &
bacteriology 1911-20, A.B. 1901.
FURBISH, James. Instr. (physiology 1905-11,
internal medicine 1911-12, medicine 1912-13),
M.D. 1904.
GAHRINGER, Robert Ervin. A.B. Williams
1947, A.M. Harvard 1949, Ph.D. Harvard
1953. Asst. prof, philosophy 1958-59.
GARDINER, Wayne Michael. Asst. to dir. of
admissions 1974-75, A.B. 1974.
GARRISON, Robert Morris. A.B. Norwich
Univ. 1952, capt. USA. Asst. prof, military
science & tactics 1959-62.
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GEARY, Edward Joseph. A.B. Univ. Me. 1942,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1948; Ph.D.
(Fulbright scholar) Columbia 1953; A.M.
Harvard 1960. Education; b. Lewiston July
22 1922; m. Eleanor Wood May 12 1944.
Teacher Mechanic Falls High Sch. 1942-43,
grad. asst. Univ. Me. 1946-47, student Univ.
Paris France 1949-50, instr. French Columbia
Univ. 1950-53, romance lang. Harvard (instr.
1953-56, asst. prof. 1956-61, assoc. prof.
1961-63), prof. French Cornell Univ. 1963-65,
Bowdoin (prof, romance lang. 1965-67,
Longfellow Prof. 1967
— ,
acting dean of coll.
1969). Elected member Phi Kappa Phi,
consultant lang. textbook Ginn & Co. 1958-59,
Modern Lang. Assn. (teacher qualification
testing program 1952-60, classroom testing
project 1960-62), French examination
committee Coll. Entrance Examination Board
1961-64, interviewing committee African
Scholarship Program of Am. Univ. 1961-62,
chmn. N.E. Conf. on the Teaching of Foreign
Langs. 1962, U.S. Govt. lang. testing project
Modern Lang. Assn. 1962-63, consultant lang.
textbook Harper & Row 1965, delegate
assembly Modern Lang. Assn. 1974-76, past
pres. New Eng. Modern Lang. Assn., textbook
review ed. French Review. Served to 1st sgt.
USA 1943-46. Author: Solitudes: Premieres
Lectures Modernes (1959), A Program of
French Studies (1961); ed.: critical edition of
Diderot's Le Neveu de Rameau (1959). res. S.
Harpswell.*
GECEWICZ, Gertrude E. A.B. Trinity Coll.
1960, A.M. McGill 1966, Ph.D. Univ.
Manitoba 1973. Visiting asst. prof, romance
lang. 1975-76.
GEHRING, Edwin Wagner. Instr. (physiology
1905-11, internal medicine 1911-12, medicine
1912-13), M.D. 1904.
GEHRING, Norman John. Asst. chemistry
1899-1901, demonstrator histology 1903-06;
A.B. 1901.
GEOGHEGAN, William Davidson. A.B. Yale
1943, Phi Beta Kappa; M.Div. Drew Theol.
Sem. 1945; Ph.D. Columbia & Union Theol.
Sem. 1951. Education; b. Wilmington DE
July 16 1922; m. Sarah Phelps Oct. 5 1946; ch.:
Grace, Andrew, Emily, William II '78. Student
Harvard 1942-43, pastor Christiana-Salem
Methodist churches DE 1944-46, teacher jr.
high sch. New Castle DE 1945-46, chaplain &
asst. prof, religion Univ. Rochester 1950-54,
religion Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1954-62, assoc.
prof. 1962-66, prof. 1966—). Author:
Platonism in Recent Religious Thought (1958).
res. Brunswick.*
GERRISH, Frederic Henry. Lectr. public
health 1875-85, prof, (anatomy 1882-1905,
surgery 1905-11, med. ethics 1911-16), prof,
emeritus surgery 1911-20; LL.D. 1905.
GHIKAS, Panos George. B.F.A. Yale 1943,
M.F.A. Yale 1947. Visiting prof, art 1970-71.
GIDEONSE, Hendrik David. A.B. Amherst
1958, Ed.M. Harvard 1959, Ed.D. Harvard
1963. Instr. education 1963-64.
GILLEN, James Frederick John. A.B. Univ.
Wise. 1935, B.A. Oxford Univ. 1938, A.M.
Harvard 1939, Ph.D. Harvard 1942. Instr.
history 1946.
GILLIGAN, Arthur Chew. A.B. Harvard 1918,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1924. b.
Natick MA May 6 1896. Asst. prof, romance
lang. Miami Univ. 1918-19, instr. romance
lang. (Northwestern Univ. 1919-21, Harvard
1921-24), Sheldon Travelling fellow France
1924-25, romance lang. Bowdoin (instr.
1925-26, asst. prof. 1926-29, assoc. prof.
1929-37, prof. 1937-43). d. Portland Oct. 25
1943.
GILMAN, Albert Franklin, III. B.S.
Northwestern 1952, A.M. Mont. State Univ.
1958, A.M. Ind. Univ. 1962, Ph.D. Ind. Univ.
1963. Mathematics (instr. 1963-64, asst. prof.
1964-66).
GILSON, Arthur Scott. Instr. clinical surgery
1905-14, M.D. 1894.
GLOVER, George Howard, Jr. A.B. Yale,
A.M. & LL.B. Mich. Visiting lectr. legal affairs
1971-72.
GLOVER, Robert Hoyt. Asst. dir. of
admissions 1957-61, A.B. 1956.
GOKHALE, Balkrishna Govind. A.B., A.M. &
Ph.D. Bombay Univ. Tallman Prof. Indian
history & culture 1954-55.
GOODELL, Reginald Rusden. Asst. (French
1897-98, French & Spanish 1900-01); A.B.
1893, A.M. 1895.
GOODELL, Robert Carleton. A.B. Dartmouth
1933, A.M. Princeton 1934. Instr. German
1937-39.
GOODRICH, Leland Matthew. Visiting prof,
govt, spring 1969. A.B. 1920.
GOODYKOONTZ, Colin Brummi. A.B. Univ.
Colo. 1912, Litt.M. Univ. Calif. 1914, Ph.D.
Harvard 1921. Instr. history 1918-19.
GRANGER, James Packard. B.S. Boston Univ.
Phi Beta Kappa 1957. Admin.; b. Dexter
Feb. 6 1930; m. Joan Peabody Dec. 20 1952;
ch.: Anne, James Jr. CP.A. (ME); sr.
accountant Baker & Adam Portland 1957-63,
controller Bowdoin 1963— . Member Am. Inst.
Certified Public Accountants 1957
— ,
advisor
Bowdoin Publishing Co. 1964-71, member
citizens advisory committee 1965-68, treas.
First Parish Church 1965-70. dir. Brunswick
Golf Club 1970-72, member board of
assessment review 1970— , incorporator
Brunswick Savings Inst. 1973— , member fire
station study committee 1973. Served to sgt.
USA 1947-48, USMC 1952-54. Recipient:
diploma Bentley Coll. Boston 1951. res.
Brunswick.*
GRAY, Charles Harold. A.B. Washington 1913,
A.M. Columbia 1924, Ph.D. Columbia 1931.
b. Guthrie OK Feb. 13 1892; m. Helen
McGregor Dec. 22 1919; ch.: McGregor,
Carlyle. Student Lincoln Coll. Oxford England
(Rhodes scholar) 1914-17, instr. to asst. prof.
English Reed Coll. Portland OR 1917-21,
Univ. fellow Columbia Univ. 1921-23, asst.
prof. English Adelphi Univ. Garden City NY
1923-24, prof. St. John's 1924-25, English
Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1925-27, assoc. prof.
1927-28, prof. 1928-30, Pierce Prof. 1930-33),
Bennington VT Coll. (prof. 1933-40, acting
pres. 1935), Bard Coll. Annandale-on-Hudson
NY (dean 1940-44, pres. 1944-46), head
English dept. Rensselaer Polytech. Inst. Troy
NY 1947-53, visiting prof. Univ. Philippines Is.
(Fulbright fellow) 1951-52, dir. div. of
academic studies Julliard Sch. NYC 1953-59.
Author: Theatrical Criticism in London to
1795 (1931), ed.: Hazlitt Essays (1928). d. NYC
May 17 1959.
GRAY, Julian Eliot. Fencing coach 1922-23,
A.B. 1922. See Class of 1918.
GREASON, Arthur LeRoy, Jr. A.B. Wesleyan
1945, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard (Kent
fellow) 1947; Ph.D. Harvard 1954.
Education; b. Newport RI Sept. 13 1922; m.
Pauline Schaaf Dec. 29 1945; ch.: Randall,
Katherine, Douglas. Teaching fellow Harvard
1948-52, Bowdoin (instr. English 1952-54, asst.
prof. 1954-63, assoc. prof. 1963-66, dean of
students 1963-66, dean of coll. 1966-75, prof.
English 1966
—
). Member (Comm. for Inst, of
Higher Education New Eng. Assn. of Sch. &
Coll. 1964-69, sec.-treas. 1969-73; sch. board
Brunswick 1970-74, chmn. 1972-74). res.
Brunswick.*
GREENE, Roger A. Coach football 1919-20.
GREENE, Theodore Meyer. A.B. Amherst
1918, Ph.D. Univ. Edinburgh 1924. Visiting
prof, philosophy 1966-69.
GRESSETH, Dale Carl. A.B. Calif., M.S. in
L.S. 111. Asst. librarian 1962-63.
GROBE, Charles Alfred, Jr. B.S. Univ. Mich.
1956, M.S. Univ. Mich. 1958, Ph.D. Univ.
Mich. 1964. Education; b. Saginaw MI; m.
Elizabeth Mendell: ch.: Carl, Frederick. Univ.
Mich, (teaching fellow, research fellow 1963-
64), mathematics Bowdoin (instr. 1964-65.
asst. prof. 1965-69, assoc. prof. 1969-75, prof.
1975
—), visiting lectr. Mathematical Assn. of
Am. Elected member Sigma Xi. res.
Brunswick.
GROBE, Elizabeth Mendell. A.B. Bryn Mawr
Coll. 1956, A.M. Univ. Mich. 1960, Ph.D.
Univ. Mich 1964. Education; b. New Haven
CT April 29 1934: m. Charles Grobe, Jr. June 20
1959: ch.: Carl. Frederick. Mathematics Univ.
Mich. Ann Arbor (teaching fellow 1956-63. jr.
instr. 1963-64), instr. Univ. Me. extension
Brunswick part-time 1964-66. asst. prof. Gorham
State Coll. 1967-68. lectr. Bowdoin 1968— . res.
Brunswick.*
GROSS, Alfred Otto. Instr. biology to prof.
1921-53, Josiah Little Prof. 1950-53 (emeritus
1953-70); Sc.D. 1952.
GUEST, Jean Kennedy. B.S. Simmons.
Circulation librarian 1962-70.
GUSTAFSON, Alton Herman. B.Sc. Univ.
Mass. 1926. A.M. Harvard 1928, Ph.D.
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Harvard (Austin Teaching fellow) 1930.
Ret.; b. Brockton MA Sept. 16 1904; m.
Maude Bosworth June 24 1929; ch.: Eric,
Peter, Thomas. Williams Coll. (teaching asst.
biology 1926-27, instr. 1930-36, asst. prof.
1936-43, assoc. prof. 1943-45, prof. 1945-46,
acting dean 1944-46), prof, biology Bowdoin
1946-74, ret. Dir. (Nat. Assn. of Biology
Teachers 1960-69, State Biologists Assn.
1967-75), chmn. Brunswick (shellfish
committee, conservation comm.), elected
member Phi Kappa Phi. res. Brunswick.*
GUTH, James Lee. B.S. Univ. Wise. 1966.
Instr. govt. 1972-73.
HAAS, Arthur Erich. Ph.D. Univ. Vienna 1906.
Tallman Prof, physics 1935-36.
HADDAD, George. A.B. Am. Univ. Beirut,
Licence es Lettres Univ. Paris, Ph.D. Univ.
Chicago. Tallman Prof. Near East history &
culture fall 1957.
HALL, Lawrence Sargent. Asst. prof. English
to prof. 1946-67, Henry Leland Chapman Prof.
1967—; A.B. 1936.
HALL, William Kelsey. Asst. to treas. to asst.
bursar 1924-59, A.B. 1922.
HAM, Roscoe James. Instr. modern lang. to
prof. 1901-07, prof. German 1909-21, George
Taylor Files Prof. 1921-45 (emeritus 1945-53);
L.H.D. 1944.
HAMEL, John Ralph. Asst. surgical, A.B.
1915.
HAMILTON, John Andrew. A.B. Univ. S C.
1928, A.M. Univ. S.C. 1930, A.M. Harvard
1933, Ph.D. Harvard 1937. Instr. romance lang.
1937-38.
HAMMOND, Edward Sanford. A.B. Yale
1913, A.M. Yale 1915, Ph.D. Princeton 1920.
Mathematics prize established in his honor.
b. New Britain CT April 21 1893; m. Ruth
Mackrille; ch.: Sylvia, Letitia, Judith. Teacher
mathematics W. Haven CT High Sch. 1915-17,
instr. mathematics Princeton Univ. 1918-21,
Bowdoin (instr. mathematics 1921-22, asst.
prof. 1922-25, prof. 1925-29, chmn.
mathematics 1926-61, Wing Prof. 1929-63,
emeritus 1963-72, dir. admissions 1935-48).
Trustee N. Yarmouth Acad. dir. Portland Jr.
Coll., member board of governors
Mathematical Assn. of Am. 1946-49, honorary
member Bowdoin Alumni Assn. d. Laguna
Beach CA March 21 1972.
HAMMOND, Jacques Redway. A.B. Univ.
Rochester 1927, A.M. Harvard 1928. Instr.
mathematics 1928-31.
HANEY, Oramel Elisha. Clinical asst. 191 1-20,
M.D. 1903.
HANIS, Edward Herbert. A.B. Cornell 1957,
Ph.D. Ind. Univ. 1969. Asst. prof, economics
1966-72.
HANLEY, Daniel Francis. Coll. physician
1943—, B.S. 1939.
HANNA, Raouf S. A.M. Ohio State Univ.
1965, Ph.D. Ind. Univ. 1972. Visiting asst. prof,
economics 1974-75.
HANNAFORD, Reginald Lee. A.B. Harvard
1956, Ed.M. Harvard 1960, Litt.B. Oxford
Univ. 1963. English (instr. 1963-64, asst. prof.
1964-70).
HANSEN, Woodrow James. A.B. Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1939, A.M. Brown Univ. 1949, Ph.D.
Brown Univ. 1958. Visiting lectr. history spring
1966.
HARTMAN, Herbert Weidler, Jr. A.B. Yale
1923, Ph.D. Yale 1929. Education; b.
Lancaster PA Oct. 26 1901; m. Cornelia
Stanwood July 9 1930; ch.: Herbert 3rd,
Daniel. English (instr. 1928-30, asst. prof.
1930-36, assoc. prof. 1936-45). Author: Hartley
Coleridge: Poet's Son and Poet (1931), A Petite
Pallace of Pettie His Pleasure (1938); contbr. d.
Brunswick Oct. 2 1945.
HARVEY, Walter William. Instr. chemistry
1950-51, A.B. 1946.
HARWELL, Richard Barksdale. A.B. 1937,
A.B.L.S. Emory Univ. 1938, Litt.D. New
England. Librarian 1961-68.
HASKELL, Alfred William. Clinical asst.
surgery 1904-14, ophthalmology 1914-19; M.D.
1900.
HASTINGS, Hudson Bridge. B.S. M I T. 1907.
Surveying & drawing (instr. 1907-08, asst. prof.
1908-10).
HATCH, Lloyd Harvey. Instr. modern
European history 1925-26, B.S. 1921.
HATCH, Lucinda Blake. M.D. Woman's Med.
Coll. 1905. Clinical asst. obstetrician 1911-21.
HATHAWAY, Richard Oliver. A.B. Bates
1955, A.M. Northwestern 1959. Instr. history
1959-63.
HAYES, Clara Downs. Sec. coll. 1918-52.
HAYES, Harold Merrill. Instr. physics
1914-15, A.B. 1914.
HAZELTON, Paul Vernon. Instr. English to
prof. 1948—, B.S. 1942.
HECHT, David Irwin Kirill. A.B. Brooklyn
1941, A.M. Harvard 1942, Ph.D. Harvard
1945. Instr. history to asst. prof. 1946-51.
HEINTZ, Edward Clement. A.B. Brown Univ.
1938, A.B.L.S. Univ. Mich. 1942. Asst.
librarian 1946-52.
HELMREICH, Ernst Christian. A.B. Univ. 111.
1924, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. 111. 1925;
A.M. Harvard 1927; Ph.D. Harvard 1932.
Recipient: Alumni Award for Faculty & Staff
1974. Ret.; b. Crescent City IL Aug. 26
1902; m. Louise Roberts July 21 1932; ch.:
Paul, Jonathan. Instr. history & govt. Purdue
Univ. 1924-26; asst. history Radcliffe Coll.
1927-29, 1930-31; Bowdoin (instr. history &
govt. 1931-32, asst. prof. 1932-40, assoc. prof.
1940-46); prof, diplomatic history Fletcher
Sch. 1943-44; Bowdoin (prof. 1946-72, Thomas
Brackett Reed Prof. 1959-72, ret., emeritus
1972
—
). Clerk First Parish Church Brunswick
1971—
.
Author: The Diplomacy of the Balkan
Wars 1912-13 (1938, 1969), Religious
Education in German Schools: An Historical
Approach (1959, German edition 1966),
Religion and the Maine Schools: An Historical
Approach (1960); co-author: Twentieth
Century Europe (1950); ed.: Hungary (1957),
A Free Church in a Free State? The Catholic
Church, Italy, Germany, France 1864-1914
(1964). res. Brunswick.*
HERBERT, Kevin Barry John. A.B. Loyola
Univ. 1946, A.M. Harvard 1948, Ph.D.
Harvard 1954. Classics (instr. 1955-56, asst.
prof. 1956-62).
HERON, William Thomas. A.B. Univ. Kansas
1920, A.M. Univ. Kansas 1921, Ph.D. Univ.
Chicago 1924. Visiting prof, psychology
1959-60.
HERZBERG, Gene Russell. B.S. Univ. Me.
1969, Ph.D. Univ. Me. 1972. Research assoc.
biochemistry 1972-73.
HESS, John Ellsworth. Instr. physics 1944,
A.B. 1944.
HICOCK, Shelton Bradley. A.B. Yale 1950,
A.M. Yale 1952. Instr. German & Russian
1954-56.
HIEBERT, Gordon Lee. B.S. Bates 1949, Ph.D.
Brown Univ. 1954. Education; b. Boston
Sept. 15 1927; m. Dolores Kapes; 4 dau.
Chemist N.Y. Univ.-Bellevue Medical Center
1949-51, chemistry Bowdoin (instr. 1954-56,
asst. prof. 1956-63, assoc. prof. 1963-67),
traveling consultant & science supervisor in
summer inst. India 1965-66, deputy head of
science liaison staff New Delhi India 1966-?
Elected member Sigma Xi, Me. section of Am.
Chemical Soc. (past sec, pres. elect 1963-64).
Recipient: Potter Prize 1954. Contbr. res.
Alexandria VA.
HILL, Linda. B.S. Univ. Calif. 1966, A.M.
Univ. Rochester 1968, Ph.D. Univ. Rochester
1973. Asst. prof, mathematics 1975-76.
HINES, Orman Edwin. Moulton Union (chief
steward 1932-41, mgr. 1962-72).
HITCHCOCK, Harold Bradford. A.B.
Williams 1926, A.M. Harvard 1932, Ph.D.
Harvard 1938. Assoc. prof, biology (Bowdoin
summer 1948, Middlebury Coll.).
HOBBS, E. C. Coach track 1905.
HODGE, James Lee. A.B. Tufts 1957, A.M.
Penn. State Univ. 1960, Ph.D. Penn. State
Univ. 1961. Education; b. Harrisburg PA
Sept. 18 1935. Grad. asst. Penn. State Univ.
University Park 1957-60, German Bowdoin
(instr. 1961-63, asst. prof. 1963-68, assoc. prof.
1968-74, prof. 1974—), George Taylor Files
Prof, modern lang. Bowdoin 1977. Upward
Bound Bowdoin (teacher summers 1968 &
1969, dir. 1970-71), member (nat. screening
committee for German Inst, for Int. Education
Hodgkin-Irwin ADMINISTRATION AND INSTRUCTION 19
1973, editorial staff German Quarterly 1974
—
).
NDEA grant for study in Vienna 1966-67;
Bowdoin Humanities Summer grant 1974,
1975. Author: The Portable German Tutor
(1970), co-ed.: Helen Adolf Festschrift (1968),
contbr. res. Brunswick.*
HODGKIN, Douglas Irving. A.B. Yale 1961,
A.M. Duke Univ. 1963. Instr. govt. 1964-66.
HOERNLE, Reinhold Freidrich Alfred. B.A.
Oxford Univ. 1903, Sc.B. & M.A. Oxford Univ.
1906. Lectr. philosophy 1926-27.
HOFF, Peter. A.B. Middlebury Coll. 1944,
A.M. Harvard 1946. Instr. Spanish 1956-57,
asst. prof, romance lang. 1957-61.
HOKANSON, Wolcott Anders, Jr. Asst. to
bursar to v.pres. admin. & finance 1953— , A.B.
1950.
HOLDEN, John Spencer. Visiting prof,
education 1971, B.S. 1935.
HOLLMANN, Walter Paul. B.S. St. Lawrence
1939. Instr. sociology 1949-53.
HOLLOWAY, Lou Emma. A.B. Tougaloo
Coll., A.M. Univ. Denver. Tallman Prof,
history fall 1971.
HOLMES, Cecil Thomas. A.B. Bates 1919, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1925; Ph.D.
Harvard 1931. Ret.; b. Caribou Dec. 8 1896;
m. Marion Dunnells Aug. 18 1923; ch.: Julian
'52, Peter '56, David '56, Janet. Instr. rhetoric
Bates Coll. 1919-21; instr. mathematics (Ky.
Military Inst. Lyndon 1922-23, New Haven CT
High Sch. 1923-24); mathematics Bowdoin
(asst. prof. 1925-31. assoc. prof. 1931-37, prof.
1937-64); ret.: instr. Stanford Univ. summers
1962, 1964. 1965. Bates Coll. (overseer 1953-74,
fellow 1 974
—
). member (zoning board of
appeals Brunswick. superintending sch.
committee), elected member Sigma Xi. Served
with USA 1918. Author: Trigonometry,
Calculus & Analytic Geometry. res.
Brunswick.*
HOLMES, David Noyes, Jr. A.B. Harvard
1959, A.M. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1965, Ph.D.
Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1969. Asst. prof,
economics 1969-70.
HOLMES, David William. Instr. music
1958-59, A.B. 1956.
HOLMES, Marion C. Instr. mathematics 1943.
HOLT, Erastus Eugene, Jr. Asst. demonstrator
histology to clinical asst. ophthalmology
1910-21, A.B. 1907.
HOOGSTRATEN, Richard Baldwin. B.S.
Lehigh Univ. 1958, maj. USA. Asst. prof,
military science 1968-69, asst. dir. ROTC
Program 1970.
HOPKINS, Thomas Duvall. A.B. Oberlin Coll.
1964, A.M. Yale 1965, M.Phil. Yale 1967,
Ph.D. Yale 1971. Asst. prof, economics
1968-74.
HORMELL, Orren Chalmer. A.B. Ind. Univ.
1904, A.M. Ind. Univ. 1905, A.M. Harvard
1909, Ph.D. Harvard 1921. Asst. prof, history
to prof. 1911-51 (emeritus 1951-75), D.C.L.
1951.
HORNBY, Richard. B.S. M IT. 1962, A.M.
Tulane 1965, Ph.D. Tulane 1966. Asst. prof.
English & dir. dramatics 1966-70.
HORSMAN, Hiram Lionel. Instr.
demonstrator anatomy 1905-06, A.B. 1894.
HORWOOD, Frederick Chesney. B.A. Oxford
Univ. 1928, M.A. Oxford Univ. 1930. Tallman
Prof. English & literature 1938-39.
HOUGHTON, William Addison. A.B. Yale
1873, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Yale 1889. b.
Holliston MA March 10 1852; m. Charlotte
Morris July 11 1876; ch.: William '03, Charles
'06, Cecil. Principal prep. dept. Olivet MI Coll.
1873-75, tutor Latin Yale 1875-76, prof.
English literature Imperial Univ. Japan
1876-82, student Berlin Univ. 1882-83, N.Y.
Univ. prof. (English literature 1883-90, Latin
1890-92), Winkley Prof. Bowdoin 1892-1907.
Member managing committee Am. Sch. for
Classical Studies Rome, pres. classical section
Me. Assn. of Coll. & Prep. Sch., Contbr.,
trans., lectr. d. Plainfield NJ Oct. 22 1917.
HOUSER, Benjamin Franklin. Coach (baseball
1918-31, hockey 1924-31).
HOWARD, Charlotte Lincoln. Asst. to dir.
Upward Bound 1974—.
HOWELL, Roger, Jr. Asst. prof, history &
govt, to pres. 1964
—
, A.B. 1958.
HOWES, Herbert Martin. Asst. prof,
pathology Me. Med. Sch. 1918-19, A.B. 1913.
HOWLAND, John LaFollette. Prof, biology
1963— A.B. 1957.
HUETHER, Irvin. A.B. Yankton 1943. Coach
basketball 1946-47.
HUGHES, William Taylor. B.S. Ind. Univ.
1960, A.M. Ind. Univ. 1962, Ph.D.
Northwestern 1967. Education; b. Vidor
TX; m. Ann Montgomery. Teaching assoc.
astronomy dept. Ind. Univ. 1960-62, instr.
astronomy Univ. Mo. 1962-63, asst. prof,
physics W.Va. State Coll. 1964-65, physics &
astronomy Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1967-71, assoc.
prof. 1971
—
). Elected member Sigma Xi,
fellow Royal Astronomical Soc. 1962. Contbr.
res. Brunswick.
HUGO, Francis Goodale. Instr. psychology
1952-53, A.B. 1949.
HUGUELET, Eugene William. A.B. N.C,
A.M. East Carolina, M.Ln. Emory.
Acquisitions librarian 1966-68.
HULL, Robert Lord. Clinical asst. internal
medicine 1904-05, A.B. 1897.
HUNT, Charles Henry. Instr. materia medica
to prof. 1905-20, A.B. 1902.
HUNT, Charles Oliver. Prof, materia medica
therapeutics, A.B. 1939.
HUNTINGTON, Charles Ellsworth. A.B. Yale
1942, Ph.D. Yale 1952. Education; b. Boston
Dec. 8 1919; m. Louise Slater Dec. 22 1956;
ch.: George, William, Katherine, Sarah.
Biology (instr. 1953-55, asst. prof. 1955-64,
assoc. prof. 1964-70, prof. 1970—). Me.
Audubon Soc. (dir. 1958, trustee 1959), elected
member Sigma Xi, Guggenheim fellow, pres.
N.E. Bird-Banding Assn., past v.pres. (Me.
Audubon Soc, Portland Soc. of Natural
History), dir. (Bowdoin Scientific Station on
Kent Is., Me. State Biologists Assn.), member
board of dir. S.A.D. 75. Served to It. USNR
1942-46, It. cdr. 1946—. Contbr. res. N.
Harpswell.
HUNTINGTON, David Frederic. Assoc. ed. to
ed. Alumnus 1969— , A.B. 1967.
HURST, Michael Charles. B.A. Oxford Univ.
1953, M.A. Oxford Univ. 1955. Tallman Prof,
history 1970-71.
HUSSEY, Arthur Mekeel, II. B.S. Penn. State
Univ. 1954, Ph.D. Univ. 111. 1961.
Education; b. Pittsburgh PA March 9 1931;
m. Ruby Lord Oct. 6 1966; ch.: Arthur III,
Nathaniel, Mary. Certified geologist; visiting
asst. prof, geology Purdue Univ. 1960-61, asst.
prof, to prof, geology Bowdoin 1961—
.
Member sch. board Bowdoinham 1964-73.
Served to 1st It. USAF 1955-57. res.
Bowdoinham.*
HUTCHINS, Charles Clifford. Physics (tutor
1885-87, instr. 1887-88, prof. 1888-1927,
emeritus 1927-40). Sc.D. 1918.
HYAMS, Ivan Julian. B.S. London Univ. 1961,
Ph.D. London Univ. 1964. Asst. prof,
chemistry 1967-72.
HYDE, William DeWitt. Pres. & prof, mental
& moral philosophy 1885-1917; LL.D. 1917.
HYLANDER, Clarence John. A.B. Yale 1920,
A.M. Yale 1922, Ph.D. Yale 1925. Visiting
Prof, biology 1959-60.
IKELER, Almon Abbott. A.B. Harvard Coll.
1965, A.M. Univ. Pittsburgh 1966, Ph.D.
King's Coll. 1969. English (instr. 1969-70, asst.
prof. 1970-73, visiting lectr. 1975-76).
IRELAND, Kenneth Frederick. A.B. Johns
Hopkins 1957, Ph.D. Johns Hopkins 1963.
Visiting asst. prof, mathematics 1969-71.
IRELAND, Nancy. Admin.: b. Portland Oct.
2 1920; dau. of William D. Trustee; ch.:
Donaldson, Elliott, William. Exec. sec. Al
Capp Boston 1964-66, Bowdoin (mgr.
development office 1966-68, sec. v.pres.




IRWIN, John. Coach baseball 1903. 1905-08.
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IVES, Robert Enunel. Asst. to dir. of
admissions 1969-70, A.B. 1969.
IVY, Robert Henry, Jr. A.B. Univ. Penn. 1936,
A.M. Univ. Penn. 1938, Ph.D. Univ. Penn.
1949. Romance lang. (instr. 1949-52, asst. prof.
1952-59).
JACKSON, Katherine Rothschild. A.B.
Radcliffe 1965, A.M. Univ. Penn. 1967. Instr.
English 1972—.
JACOB, William Beale. Instr. German
1923-24, A.B. 1923.
JEFFERSON, Joseph. A.B. Columbia. V.pres.
development 1969-71, spec. asst. to pres.
1971-72.
JEPPESEN, Myron Alton. B.S. Univ. Ida.
1930, M.S. Penn. State Univ. 1932, Ph.D. Penn.
State Univ. 1936. Ret.; b. Logan UT Oct. 28
1905; m. Madeleine Caron June 25 1939; ch.:
Martha, Matilda, Mary, Laura. Physics &
mathematics Bowdoin (instr. 1936-38, prof.
1938-46, assoc. prof. 1946-48, prof. 1948—
Josiah Little Prof. 1969-72), visiting prof,
physics Stanford Univ. 1947-49, Guggenheim
fellow 1956, research assoc. physics Univ.
Calif. Berkeley 1956-57, ret. Assoc. program
dir. Nat. Science Foundation 1963-64, fellow
(Optical Soc. of Am., Am. Physical Soc,
AAAS). res. Sinclair.*
JIANG, George Jang-Jyi. B.S. Chung Yuan
Coll. 1966. Research assoc. chemistry 1972.
JOHNS, Harvey Bryan, Jr. A.B. Univ. Okla.,
capt. USA. Asst. prof, military science &
tactics 1957-59.
JOHNSON, Allen. A.B. Amherst 1892, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Amherst 1895; Ph.D.
Columbia 1899; A.M. Yale 1910; LL.D.
Amherst 1922. b. Lowell MA Jan. 29 1870;
m. Helen Ross 1900; ch.: Allen Jr. Teacher
Lawrenceville NJ Sch. 1892-94, student
(Leipzig Univ. 1895-97, Univ. Paris 1897-98),
fellow (European history Columbia Univ.
1897-98, history & political science Amherst
Coll. 1904-05), prof, history Grinnell Coll. IA
1898- 1905, Bowdoin (prof, history & political
science 1905-09, Thomas Brackett Reed Prof.
1909-10), prof. Am. history Yale 1910-26.
Author: Stephen A. Douglas: A Study in
American Politics (1908); The Intendant Louis
XIV, Report on the Archives of the State of
Maine (1910); Union and Democracy,
Jefferson and His Colleagues (1921); The
Historican and Historical Evidence (1926);
co-author: Readings in Recent American
Constitutional History (1927); ed.: Dictionary
of American Biography, Readings in American
Constitutional History (1912); Chronicles of
America (1919). d. Washington DC Jan. 18
1931.
JOHNSON, Ernest Parker, Jr. B.S. Springfield
Coll. 1938, M.S. Brown 1940, Ph.D. Brown
1947. Education; b. Springfield MA Aug. 30
1917; m. Judith Kennedy June 1942; ch.:
Stephen, Rebecca. Teacher & research work
Providence RI 1946-47; psychology Bowdoin
(instr. 1947-48, asst. prof. 1948-55); Colby
(prof, psychology 1955
—
, dean of faculty
1960-70, Charles A. Dana Prof. 1970); visiting
research prof. Brown Univ. summer 1964,
1967-68. Fellow Me. Psychological Assn. 1976,
past sec.-treas. & pres. Me. Psychological
Assn., past member exec, committee Am.
Conf. Academic Deans, elected member Pi
Gamma Mu. Served to It. USAF 1941-46.
Recipient: Distinguished Alumnus award
Springfield Coll. Alumni Assn. 1968. Contbr.
res. Waterville.
JOHNSON, Glenn Raymond. A.B. Reed 1915,
A.M. Columbia 1916. Asst. prof, economics &
sociology 1920-23.
JOHNSON, Helen Buffum. Admin.; b.
Providence RI Jan. 19 1921; dau. of Henry L.
'07. Clerk Brunswick Craft Shop 1941-43,
Bowdoin (receptionist 1943-46, sec. to dean
1946-47, registrar 1947—), chief clerk
Brunswick Civil Defense & Public Safety
1953-58, New Eng. Assn. of Collegiate
Registrars & Admissions Officers (v.pres. 1957,
pres. 1958), board of trustees Regional
Memorial Hospital (asst. sec. 1962-64, member
1962
—
), hon. member Bowdoin (Alumni Assn.
1967, class of 1958 (1973). res. Brunswick.*
JOHNSON, Henry. Instr. modern lang.
1877-81; librarian 1880-85; prof. 1881-82;
curator art collection 1881-87, 1892-1914;
Longfellow Prof. 1881-1914; dir. Museum of
Art 1914-18; Litt.D. 1914.
JOHNSON, Henry Lincoln. Coll. physician
1927-47, Bowdoin 1903-05.
JOHNSON, Joseph Esrey. B.S. Harvard 1927,
A.M. Harvard 1932, Ph.D. Harvard 1943.
Instr. history 1934-35, LL.D. 1967.
JOHNSON, Robert Wells. A.B. Amherst 1959,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. M.I.T. 1961; Ph.D.
M.I.T. (Woodrow Wilson fellow) 1964.
Education; b. Hartford CT April 21 1938;
m. Alison Kroner June 20 1964; ch.: Clare,
Gail, Lynn. Mathematics Bowdoin (instr.
1964-65, asst. prof. 1965-69, assoc. prof.
1969-75, prof. 1975—). res. Brunswick.*
JONES, Frangcon Loveland. A.B. Univ. N.H.
1945, A.M. Univ. N.H. 1947. Instr. English
1952-55.
JONES, Walter Denny. A.B. Univ. Wash.
1952, Ph.D. Univ. Ore. 1958. Asst. prof,
physics 1959-62.
JUNKINS, Ruth Y. Instr. physics 1943-44.
KALLOCH, Ronald Boyd. B E. Keene State
Univ., maj. USA. Dir. ROTC Program
1975-76.
KAMBER, Gerald. A.B. Rutgers 1950, A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1952, certificate The
Sorbonne 1951, Ph.D. Johns Hopkins 1962.
Education; b. Long Branch NJ March 25
1925; m. Hannah Griffiss March 23 1960; ch.:
Martha, Michael, Thomas. Instr. romance
lang. (Johns Hopkins Univ. 1952-55, Rutgers
Univ. 1956-59), ed. & researcher William H.
Schab NYC 1955-56, asst. prof, romance lang.
Goucher Coll. Baltimore MD 1959-62,
romance lang. Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1962-64,
assoc. prof. 1964-69), asst. prof. French
Harvard summer 1963, dir. elementary &
intermediate French Princeton Univ. summer
1964, instr. linguistics & direct phonetics
Hamilton Coll. summer 1965, instr.
intermediate French Harvard Summer Sch.
1969, prof, romance lang. (Kent OH State
Univ. 1969-76, Trinity Coll. 1976—). Elected
member Phi Delta Pi 1952. Served with
USMCR 1943-46. Contbr., lectr. res. CT.
KAMERLING, Samuel Edward. B.S. N.Y.
Univ. 1926, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. N.Y. Univ.
1927; Ph.D. Princeton 1933. Recipient:
Alumni Award for Faculty & Staff 1967.
Ret.; b. Paterson NJ Nov. 14 1903; m. Helen
Hawes July 9 1932; ch.: Clara, Mary. Research
asst. (Harvard 1930-32, Rockefeller Inst. NYC
1932-34), chemistry Bowdoin (asst. prof.
1934-39, assoc. prof. 1939-46, prof. 1946-52,
Charles Weston Pickard Prof, emeritus
1969—). Pres. (Girl Scout Council Brunswick,
Girl Scouts of the Pine Tree State), section
officer Am. Chem. Soc. Recipient: James
Flack Norris Award of the N.E. Section Am.
Chem. Soc. for outstanding achievement in the
teaching of chemistry 1968. Contbr. res.
Brunswick.*
KAMIN, Joseph David. B.S. Boston Univ.
1948. Admin.; b. Brooklyn NY Jan. 16 1924;
m. Judith Robinson Aug. 13 1950; ch.: Janice,
James, Donald. Reporter Taunton MA Daily
Gazette 1942, The Assoc. Press (spec,
correspondent Boston 1942-43, staff writer
Portland 1948-55), television columnist Guy
Gannett Publishing Co. Portland 1954-55,
correspondent The Assoc. Press Concord NH
1955-61, dir. News Services Bowdoin 1961—
.
Hon. member Bowdoin Alumni Assn. 1965,
public relations dir. Me. Governor's Advisory
Comm. on Higher Education 1967, member &
publicity dir. Brunswick Municipal Charter
Committee 1968-69, dir. (Me. Duplicate
Contract Bridge Assn. 1968-72, Brunswick
Area C. of C. 1970-72), pres. 1971-72 (New
Eng. Dist. Am. Coll. Public Relations Assn.,
New Eng. Sports Information Dir. Assn.), nat.
trustee Am. Coll. Public Relations Assn.
1972-74, trustee Regional Memorial Hospital
Brunswick 1975—. Served to s/sgt. USAF
1943-46; awarded certificate of Outstanding
Service First USA 1972. Recipient: Eastern
Coll. Athletic Conf. Service Bureau Award
1970, certificate of appreciation Brunswick
Area C. of C. 1972. res. Brunswick.*
KARL, John Michael. A.B. Harvard 1954, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1958, Ph.D.
Harvard (Fulbright fellow) 1973. Education;
b. Locarno Switzerland Feb. 25 1932. Laborer
Niagara Mohawk Power Co. NY 1957-58
(Indian Lake, Glens Falls), Alexander von
Humboldt fellow W. Germany 1960-61,
(Muenster Univ. & Freiburg Univ. 1960-62),
laborer Lucas Tree Wiscasset & Belfast
1965-66, teaching fellow Harvard 1964-68,
history Bowdoin (instr. 1968-70, asst. prof.
1970-76, assoc. prof. 1976—). Spec. 3/c USA
1954-56. res. Brunswick.*
RASTER, Barbara Jeanne. A.B. Univ. Tex.
1955, Ed.M. Univ. Tex. 1960, Ph.D. Univ. Tex.
1970. Education; b. El Paso TX June 27
1934; ch.: Kimberly. Teacher public sch. El
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Paso 1957-66, asst. prof. Univ. S. Fla. Tampa
1966-67, teaching assoc. (Ind. Univ.
Bloomington 1967-68, Univ. Tex. Austin
1968-70), asst. prof. Fla. Atlantic Univ. Boca
Raton 1970-73, Bowdoin (assoc. prof. 1973—
Harrison King McCann Prof. 1975
—
). Elected
member Pi Kappa Phi 1970, pres. (Dunster
Films 1973
—
, St. Joan's Alliance of Fla.),
v.pres. Nat. Organization for Women of Palm
Beach County FL, chairperson (Am. Cancer
Soc. El Paso, Committee for Speech
Communication Assn., Southern
Communication Assn.). Producer & dir. of
films: Making Policy, Not Coffee (1972), Flo!
(1975). res. Brunswick.*
KATTAR, Richard Joseph. B.S. Northwestern
1954, It. col. USA. Dir. ROTC 1971-72.
KATYARE, Surendra S. B.S. Poona 1962,
M.Sc. Poona 1964, Ph.D. Bombay 1969.
Research assoc. biochemistry 1973-74.
KAWASH, George Frederick. B.S. Tufts 1961,
A.M. Syracuse Univ. 1966, Ph.D. Syracuse
Univ. 1967. Asst. prof, psychology 1967-69.
KEATING, James Edward. Instr. internal
medicine 1 904- 1 1 , asst. prof, (internal medicine
1911- 12, medicine 1912-15), prof, clinical
medicine 1915-20.
KENDALL, Clarence Fairbanks. Asst. German
1898-1900, M.D. 1901.
KENDALL, John Dickson. A.B. Harvard 1948,
A.M. Harvard 1951. Instr. English 1958-60.
KENDRICK, Nathaniel Cooper. Dean coll.
1947-66, instr. history to prof. 1926-59, Frank
Munsey Prof. 1959-66 (emeritus 1966-69);
L.H.D. 1966.
KENNEDY, Michael Geoffrey. A.B. Jesus Coll.
1951. Instr. psychology 1960-61.
KENNETT, Walter Hoyt. B.S., M.S. M.I.T.,
col. USA. Prof, military science 1952-53. A.M.
1953.
KERTZER, David Israel. A.B. Brown Univ.
1969, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Brandeis Univ.
(Woodrow Wilson & Nat. Inst, of Mental
Health fellows). Asst. prof, anthropology
1973—.
KILGORE, Mary Spruill. A.B. Vanderbilt
1964, A.M. Vanderbilt 1966, Ph.D. Vanderbilt
1969. Visiting asst. prof, mathematics 1971-72.
KING, Alfred. Demonstrator anatomy 1897-99,
instr. demonstrator 1899-1903, assoc. prof,
demonstrator 1903-05, asst. prof, clinical
surgery 1905-07, lectr. surgery 1911-12, prof.
1912- 16; M.D. 1886.
KING, Elmer Henry. Demonstrator histology
to instr. 1911-20, A.B. 1911.
KING, Peter Cotterill. B.S. USMA 1952, 1st It.
USA. Asst. prof, military science & tactics
1955-56.
KINGSBURY, Paul Irving, Jr. Instr. physics
1960-61, A.B. 1957.
KINGSBURY, Robert Freeman. Instr. physics,
B.S. 1934.
KIRKLAND, Edward Chase. Litt.D. 1961, A.B.
Dartmouth 1916, A.M. Harvard 1921, Ph.D.
Harvard 1924, Litt.D. Dartmouth 1948, A.M.
Cambridge Univ. (Guggenheim fellow) 1956,
Litt.D. Princeton 1957. b. Bellows Falls VT
May 24 1894; m. Ruth Babson Sept. 4 1924;
ch.: Edward. Instr. (citizenship Dartmouth
Coll. 1920-21, history & English M.I.T.),
history Brown Univ. (instr. 1924-25, asst. prof.
1925-30), Bowdoin (assoc. prof, to Frank
Munsey Foundation 1930-31, Frank Munsey
Prof. 1930-59, emeritus 1959-75), visiting prof.
Univ. Wise. 1951, Commonwealth lectr. Univ.
Coll. London 1952, Pitt. prof. Cambridge Univ.
1956-57, visiting prof. Cornell Univ. 1956. Pres.
(Am. Assn. of Univ. Prof. 1946-48, Economic
History Assn. 1953-54, Organization of Am.
Historians 1955-56, F.A.A.A.S., lectr. PFC
USA 1917-19. Author: Peacemakers of 1864
(1927); A History of American Economic Life
(1932, 1939, 1952, 1969); Brunswick's Golden
Age (1942); Men, Cities and Transportation, A
Study in New England History 1820-1900
(1948); Business in the Golden Age: The
Conservatives' Balance Sheet (1952); Dream
and Thought in the Business Community
1860-1900 (1956); Industry Comes of Age:
Business, Labor and Public Policy 1860-1897
(1961); Charles Francis Adams Jr., 1835-1915;
The Patrician at Bay (1965); ed.: Andrew
Carnegie, Gospel of Wealth (1961); A
Bibliography of American Economic History
Since 1861 (1971). d. Hanover NH May 24
1975.
KIRKPATRICK, Paul Harmon. B.S.
Occidental 1916, Ph.D. Univ. Calif. 1923.
Visiting prof, physics 1949.
KIRKWOOD, Richard Edwin. A.B.
Dartmouth. Documents librarian 1963-64.
KLAUS, Carl Hanna. A.B. Univ. Mich. 1953,
A.M. Univ. Mich 1954. Instr. English 1959-62.
KNIGHT, Everett Leroy. Dir. development
1966-69, A.B. 1950.
KNOWLTON, Robert Earle. Instr. biology to
asst. prof. 1965-72, A.B. 1960.
KOELLN, Fritz Carl August. Ph.D. Hamburg
1927. Ret.; b. Hamburg Germany May 23
1901; m. Jakobine Petersen Sept. 8 1929; ch.:
Elisabeth, Johanna, Sonnhild. Librarian
philosophy & psychology dept. Hamburg
Univ. 1927-29; German Bowdoin (asst. prof.
1929-41, assoc. prof. 1941-46, prof. 1946-71,
George Taylor Files Prof. 1950-71, emeritus
1971); resident dean Foreign Study Center
Univ. Maryland Zurich Switzerland 1948-49;
visiting lectr. Emerson Coll. Sussex England
1972, 1973, 1976, 1977; visiting prof. Univ. Me.
Portland 1974; visiting lectr. Waldorf Inst.
Adelphi Univ. 1975, 1976, 1977. Co-transl.:
Ernst Cassirer's The Philosophy of the
Enlightenment (1948); transl. Rudolph
Steiner's Riddles of Philosophy (1973). res.
Brunswick.*
KORGEN, Reinhard Lunde. A.B. Carleton
Coll. 1930, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1931; Ph.D. Harvard 1945. Ret.; b. New
Maine Township MN Dec. 31 1906; m.
Dorothy Merriman Dec. 24 1942; ch.: Kristi,
Anders. Mathematics Bowdoin (instr. 1931-37,
asst. prof. 1937-41, assoc. prof. 1941-46, prof.
1946-65), industrial consultant operations
research U.S. & Eur. 1938-59, Fulbright lectr.
Tecknical Univ. Denmark 1957-58, program
dir. coll. & univ. teacher programs Nat. Science
Foundation Washington DC 1963-74, ret.
Fellow AAAS, exec. dir. N.E. Research
Foundation, res. Chevy Chase MD.*
KORSON, Jay Henry. B.S. Villanova 1931,
A.M. Yale 1942, Ph.D. Yale 1947. Instr.
economics & sociology 1942-44.
KOSTACOPOULOS, Peter. B.S. Univ. Me.
1957. Football (asst. coach 1959-65, coach
1965-68).
KUPELIAN, Nessib Simon. Asst. surgery
1920-21, M.D. 1916.
LaCASE, Elroy Osborne, Jr. Instr. Physics to
prof. 1943—, A.B. 1944.
LADD, Samuel Appleton, Jr. Dir. 1944-72
(career counseling & placement, student
housing), B.S. 1929.
LADLEY, John Bright, Jr. B.S. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1953, M.L.S. Carnegie Mellon Univ.
1959. Admin.; b. Pittsburgh PA Sept. 16
1931; m. Anne Bendle; ch.: Samuel, Benjamin.
Librarian Brooklyn Public Library NYC
1959-62, reference librarian (Lebanon Valley
Coll. Library Annville PA 1963-66, Bowdoin
1966—). res. Brunswick.*
LaFERRIERE, Alfred Louis. Football coach
1906, A.B. 1901.
LAMB, Francis Wilson. Clinical asst.
orthopedics 1910-21, M.D. 1895.
LANCASTER, Donovan Dean. Instr. govt.
1927-32, physical education 1927-36; freshman
football coach 1927-35; swimming coach
1927-28; asst. dir. centralized dining service
1947-69; A.B. 1927.
LANE, Charlotte Gove. Asst. librarian
1893-1901.
LANE, Roy Hale. Instr. mathematics 1925-28,
A.B. 1925.
LANGBEIN, Edward Emil, Jr. Asst. prof,
military science 1967-70, A.B. 1957.
LANGLEY, Miles Erskine. B.S. M I T. 1913.
Surveying & mechanical drawing (instr.
1914-15, asst. prof. 1915-17).
LANGLOIS, John Dexter, Jr. A.B. Princeton
1964, A.M. Harvard 1966. Ph.D. Princeton
1974. History (instr. 1973-74, asst. prof.
1974—).
LaPOINTE, Mortimer Ferris. B.S. Trinity Coll.
1955. M.A.L.S. Wesleyan (Nat. Science
Foundation scholar) 1965. Education; b.
Ticonderoga NY May 19 1932; m. Sally Smith
faculty Dec. 3 1955; ch.: Mortimer II. Joshua.
ADMINISTRATION AND INSTRUCTION LaPointe-Locke
Garth. Teacher Lenox MA Sch. 1958-69, coach
Bowdoin 1969— (lacrosse, freshman
basketball, asst. football). V.pres. New Eng.
Intercollegiate Lacrosse Assn. 1975, pres. 1976.
PFC USA 1955-57. Named Secondary Sch.
New Eng. Lacrosse Coach of the Yr. 1965,
Coll. New Eng. Lacrosse Coach of the Yr.
1974. res. Brunswick.*
LaPOINTE, Sally Smith. Education; b.
Swampscott MA April 20 1934; m. Mortimer
LaPointe faculty Dec. 3 1955; ch.: Mortimer
II, Joshua, Garth. Student Conn. Coll. 1952-55,
public relations YMCA Washington DC 1956,
coach Berkshire Country Day Sch. Lenox MA
1960-64, librarian Seaman's Library Lenox
1966-69, teacher public sch. Brunswick
1970-72, coach Bowdoin (women's athletic
program 1972
—
; women's field hockey,
women's LaCrosse, admin, asst. to the dir. of
athletics Me. Women's Athletic Programs
1977
—
). Contbr. res. Brunswick.*
LARRABEE, Austin Park. Asst. biology
1901-02, A.B. 1901.
LARRABEE, Donald Cole. Instr. mathematics
1943-44. A.B. 1943.
LATHROP, James G. Coach track 1905.
LAUGHER, Charles Theodore. A.B. Univ.
N.H., M.S. in L.S. Western Reserve Univ.
Head reader's service 1952-54.
LAUREN, Barbara. A.B. Smith Coll. 1969,
A.M. Yale 1972, M.Phil. Yale 1971, Ph.D. Yale
1973. Asst. prof. English 1973-75.
LAWRENCE, David Hughes. Instr. physics
1943, B.S. 1944.
LEAHEY, Wallace Joseph. A.B. Bates, capt.
USA. Asst. prof, military science & tactics
1957-60.
LECLERC, Almoza Cedia. Mgr. coll.
bookstore 1958-71.
LEE, Edward Thomas. A.B. Md., C.P.A.
Visiting lectr. accounting 1974-75.
LEE, Leslie Alexander. A.B. St. Lawrence
1872, A.M. St. Lawrence 1875, Ph.D. St.
Lawrence 1885. Instr. natural history 1876-81,
prof, geology & biology 1881-1908.
LEE, Olive. A.B. Radcliffe, B.S. Univ. N.C.
Head reader's service 1954-57.
LEIGHTON, Adam Phillips, Jr. Asst. diseases
of women 1913-16, M.D. 1910.
LEIGHTON, Charles Milton. Instr. clinical
surgery 1912-21, A.B. 1894.
LEIMAN, Melvin Monroe. A.B. Ohio Univ.
Instr. economics 1955.
LEITH, Eaton. A.B. Dartmouth 1922, A.M.
Harvard 1925. Ret.; b. Lancaster NH Feb.
24 1900; m. Margaret LeBaron July 17 1924;
ch.: Nancy, Margaret. Student The Sorbonne
1922-23, instr. French (Harvard 1927-28,
Dartmouth Coll. 1928-34), romance lang.
Bowdoin (instr. 1936-42, asst. prof. 1942-46,
assoc. prof. 1946-49, prof. 1949-70), ret. Pres.
United Fund, chmn. Am. Red Cross chapter,
past officer democratic town committee, past
member ecumenical committee Roman
Catholic Diocese of Me., books ed. Bowdoin
Alumnus 20 yrs., acquisitions librarian &
romance lang. dept. bibliographer Bowdoin
1963—
.
Served to cpl. USA 1918. res.
Brunswick.*
LENT, Donald Raymond. A.B. Univ. Calif.
Santa Barbara 1959, B.F.A. Yale 1960, M.F.A.
Yale 1963. Visiting lectr. art 1966-67.
LENTZ, James Spencer. A.B. Gettysburg Coll.
1951, A.M. Columbia 1957. Coach football &
freshman lacrosse 1968—
.
LEUE, William Hendrichs. A.B. Washington
Univ. 1938, A.M. Washington Univ. 1939,
A.M. Harvard 1943. Instr. philosophy &
psychology 1946-50.
LEVIN, Maurice Irwin. A.B. Boston Univ.
1953, A.M. Harvard 1961, Ph.D. Harvard
1964. Russian (instr. 1963-64, asst. prof.
1964-65).
LEVT.NE, Benjamin. A.B. Univ. Conn. 1953.
Coach soccer 1958-59.
LEVINE, Daniel. A.B. Antioch Coll 1956,
A.M. Northwestern (Woodrow Wilson fellow)
1957, Ph.D. Northwestern (Social Science
Research Council fellow) 1961. Education;
b. NYC Dec. 31 1934; m. Susan Rose July 29
1954; ch.: Timothy, Karen. Asst. prof, history
Earlham Coll. Richmond IN 1960-63, asst.
prof, to prof, history Bowdoin 1963—
.
Fulbright fellow 1969-70, Guggenheim fellow
1972-73. Author: Varieties of Reform Thought
(1964), Jane Addams and the Liberal Tradition
(1971). res. Brunswick.*
LEWIS, George Lothrop. Reference librarian
1901-05, A.B. 1901.
LEWIS, Hugh McLellan. B.C.E. Univ. Me.
1893. Reference librarian 1927-39.
LEWIS, Moses Reginald. A.B. Morgan State
Coll. 1963, A.M. Boston Univ. 1964. Asst. prof,
govt. & history 1969-71.
LIBBY, Thomas Martin. A.B. Univ. Me. 1948.
Admin.; b. S. Portland Jan. 16 1924; m.
Nancy Gibbons Dec. 23 1944; ch.: Thomas Jr.,
Mark, Jane, Sarah. Town mgr. (Oakland
1948-54, Provincetown MA 1954-55,
Brunswick 1955-61), bursar Bowdoin 1961—
.
Chmn. & dir. Wright, Pierce, Barns & Wyman
Inc.; member (advisory board Me. Nat. Bank,
panel fact finders Me. State Labor Relations
Board, New Eng. Board of Higher Education
1976
—
); chmn. town council Brunswick.
Served with USN 1942-45. res. Brunswick.*
LIGHTFOOT, Robert Henry. D.D. Aberdeen
Univ. Tallman Prof, biblical literature fall
1937.
LIMPER, Peter Frederick. A.B. Yale 1961,
A.M. Yale 1965. Instr. philosophy 1974-75.
LINCOLN, Charles Stuart Fessenden. Instr.
hygiene & acting coll. physician 1925-27, M.S.
1932.
LINDLEY, Dwight Newton. A.B. Hamilton
Coll., A.M. Columbia. Instr. English 1950-52.
LINKOVICH, Mike. B.S. David & Elkins
1953. Trainer physical education 1954—
.
LIPPINCOTT, Ellis Ridgeway. A.B. Earlham,
A.M. Johns Hopkins, Ph.D. Johns Hopkins.
Tallman Prof, chemistry fall 1970.
LIPPINCOTT, Leon Stanley. Me. Med. Sch.
1913-18 (instr. physiology to asst. prof.), A.B.
1910.
Lll I LE, Albion Henry. Clinical asst. diseases
of eye & ear 1912-16, M.D. 1899.
LITTLE, Alice Curtis. Coll. sec. 1909-19, asst.
registrar 1910-11.
LITTLE, Dana Anton. Public affairs Research
Center 1966-73, A.B. 1946.
LITTLE, George Thomas. Librarian
1883-1915. A.B. 1877.
LITTLE, Noel Charlton. Instr. physics to prof.
1921-66, A.B. 1917.
LrTTO, Frederic Michael. A.B. Univ. Calif.
1960. Acting dir. dramatics & instr. English
1964-65.
LIVELY, Barry Lee. B.S. Penn. State Univ.
1961, A.M. Kent State Univ. 1963, Ph.D. Univ.
Mich. 1968. Asst. prof, psychology 1967-72.
LIVESAY, E. Christopher. A.B. Wesleyan.
Admin, asst. dean of students 1968-69.
LIVESAY, Susan Deland. A.B. Smith. Asst.
dir. admissions 1970-76.
LIVINGSTON, Charles Harold. A.B. Harvard
1910, A.M. Harvard 1916, Ph.D. Harvard
1920. b. Phila. PA July 4 1888; m. Francoise
Ruet Dec. 17 1943. Teacher (Hill Sch.
Pottstown PA 1912-13, Santa Barbara Sch.
Carpinteria CA 1913-14), instr. romance lang.
Harvard 1916, asst. prof. Haverford Coll.
1916- 17, instr. Harvard 1919-20, Bowdoin
(prof, modern lang. 1921-22, romance lang.
1922-45; Longfellow Prof. 1945-57, emeritus
1956-66). Member (Modern Lang. Assn., Am.
Assn. Univ. Prof.), hon. member Bowdoin
Alumni Assn. 1964. Served to 1st It. USA
1917- 19. Recipient: Frederick Sheldon
Traveling fellowship 1920, Charles H.
Livingston Prize in French established at
Bowdoin 1956. Ed.: Gliglois, A French
Arthurian Romance of the Thirteenth Century
(1932), Le Jongleur Gautier Le Leu, Etude sur
les Fabliaux (1951), Skein-Winding Reels,
Studies in Word History and Etymology
(1957), Philippe de Vigneulles, Les Cent
Nouvelles Nouvelles (completed by F.R.
Livingston & R. H. Ivy, Jr. 1972); contbr. d.
Brunswick April 9 1966.
LOCKE, Edwin Allen. Ph.B. Brown 1896, A.M.
Brown 1897, M.D. Harvard 1901. Coach
football 1900-01.
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LOCKE, Russell Frank, Jr. B.S. Harvard 1943,
A.M. Harvard 1944. Music (instr. 1948-50, asst.
prof. 1950-53).
LOCKWOOD, William Wirt, Jr. A.B. DePauw
1927, A.M. Harvard 1929. Economics (instr.
1929-32, asst. prof. 1932-35).
LOEMAN, Walter Cleve. Asst. coach football
1942, B.S. 1940.
LOGAN, Alan Livingston. Instr. German 1952,
A.B. 1942.
LONDON, Norman Theodore. A.B. N Y.
Univ. 1955, A.M. N.Y. Univ. 1957. Instr.
speech 1957-60.
LONG, Burke O'Connor. A.B.
Randolph-Macon Coll. (Union Carbide
scholar) Phi Beta Kappa; B.D. Yale Divinity
Sch. 1964; A.M. Yale 1966; Ph.D. Yale 1967.
Education; b. Richmond; m. Judith
Holstein; ch.: Melissa. Fellow 6 yrs. (Omicron
Delta Kappa Grad., Yale Univ., Rockefeller
Doctoral), asst. instr. Yale Univ. 1965-67, instr.
Wellesley Coll. 1967-68, religion Bowdoin
(asst. prof. 1968-73, assoc. prof. 1973—).
Consultant Presby. Board of Education,
editorial asst. dir. Danforth Study of Campus
Ministries. Co-ed.: Canon and Authority:
Essays in Old Testament Religion and
Theology (1977), contbr. res. Brunswick.
LONG, Wesley Howard. A.B. Univ. Mich.
1959, A.M. Univ. Mich. 1961. Asst. prof,
economics 1963-66.
LOOMIS, Nathaniel Edward. B.S. Beloit 1908,
M.S. Syracuse 1909, Ph.D. Johns Hopkins
1911. Chemistry (instr. 1911-12, asst. prof.
1912-14).
LORD, Hugh Carl. A.B. Univ. Me. Admin,
asst. newswriting 1960-61.
LOWRY, Warren Kenneth. A.B. Penn. State
Univ. 1938, B.S. Columbia 1939. Reference
librarian 1939-43.
LUBIN, Jonathan Darby. A.B. Columbia 1957,
A.M. Harvard 1958, Ph.D. Harvard 1963, hon.
degree Brown Univ. Education; b. Staten Is.
NY. Nat. Science Foundation fellow
(predoctoral 1957-59, cooperative 1959-61),
teaching fellow mathematics Harvard 1960-62,
mathematics Bowdoin (instr. 1962-63, asst.
prof. 1963-65, assoc. prof. 1965-67), Nat.
Science Foundation grant Bowdoin 1966-68,
appointed Inst, for Advanced Study Princeton
NJ 1967-68, instr. (Univ. Paris, Univ.
Copenhagen), prof, mathematics Brown Univ.
1970—. Lectr. res. RI.
LUND, Jon Arnold. Visiting lectr.
environmental studies 1974-75, A.B. 1951.
LUNT, William Edward. Thomas Brackett
Reed Prof, history & political science 1911-12,
A.B. 1904.
LUSHER, David William. A.B. McGill 1932,
A.M. McGill 1933. Instr. economics 1939-42.
LUTCHMANSINGH, Larry D. A.B. McGill
1963, A.M. Univ. Chicago 1965, Ph.D. Cornell
1974. Asst. prof, art 1974—.
LYMAN, Richard Bardwell, Jr. Instr. history
1963-66, A.B. 1957.
LYON, Edith Ellen. Ret.; b. Brunswick Oct.
16 1904. Student Simmons Library Sch.
summer 1929, Bowdoin (asst. to cataloguer
1922-34, cataloguer 1934-61, asst. coll. ed.
1961-70, ret., emerita 1970—). Hon. member
Bowdoin Alumni Assn. 1970. res. Brunswick.*
LYONS, Edward. B.S. Villanova 1931. Instr.
English 1946-48.
LYONS, John Ormsbv. A.B. Kenyon Coll.
1952, M.S. in L.S. Columbia 1952, A.M. Univ.
Fla. 1954. Instr. English 1958-60.
LYSENKO, Peter. B.S. Brigham Young Univ.
1958, A.M. Ind. Univ. 1962. Instr. Russian &
German 1962-63.
MacCORMICK, Austin Harbutt. Instr. English
& education 1916-20, A.B. 1915.
MacDONALD, William. A.B. Harvard 1892,
Ph.D. Union 1895, LL.D. Univ. N.B. 1900.
Prof, history & political science 1893-1901.
MacFAYDEN, Daniel Knowles. Coach
baseball & hockey 1946-69.
MacMILLAN, Donald Baxter. Tallman Prof,
anthropology 1932-33, A.B. 1898.
MacMILLAN, Miriam Look. Peary-MacMillan
Arctic Museum (curator 1970-73, assoc.
curator 1973-74, hon. curator 1974
—
).
MAGEE, John Joseph. Coach track 1913-14,
athletic trainer 1921-25, dir. track & field
athletics 1925-55.
MAGYAR, Karl Paul. A.B. Mich. State Univ.
1962. Asst. prof. govt. 1969-70.
MAHONEY, Neil Thomas. B.B.A.
Northwestern 1929. Coach baseball &
basketball 1943-46.
MALEC, Michael Anthony. B.S. Loyola Univ.
1962, M.S. Purdue Univ. 1965. Instr. sociology
1966-68.
MALLON, Thomas Joseph. Mgr. accounting
office 1970—.
MANNIX, Daniel Maurice. Asst. Me. Med.
Sch. 1920-21, A.B. 1915.
MARONEY, Frederick William. Coach fencing
1914, spec. 1917.
MARSH, Seward Joseph. Alumni sec. & ed.
Alumnus 1942-59, A.B. 1912.
MARSH, William F. Coach track 1912-13.
MASON, Geoffrey Travers. Instr. German
1924-26, A.B. 1923.
MASON, (Mortimer) Phillips. A.B. Harvard
1899, A.M. Harvard 1900, Ph.D. Harvard
1904. b. Boston March 19 1876; m. Gertrude
Natorp July 2 1913; ch.: Helena, Richard,
Alelbert. Student (Corpus Christi Coll. Oxford
Univ. 1899-1900; Heidelburg, Berlin &
Marburg Univ. Germany 1900-02; Sorbonne,
Coll. de France Paris 1902), instr. philosophy &
psychology Princeton Univ. 1905-07, assoc.
philosophy Bryn Mawr 1909-11, lectr.
philosophy Harvard 1913-19, philosophy
Bowdoin (prof. 1920-46, emeritus 1946-57).
Member superintending sch. committee
Brunswick 1934-43. Author: The X of
Psychology (1940), contbr. d. Brunswick July
22 1957.
MASSfe, Betty Mathieson. Admin.; b.
Brunswick June 13 1929; m. Robert Masse
Dec. 29 1951. Clerk-typist Jay Brush Corp.
Brunswick 1947-51, sec. Bowdoin 1952, with
various resort hotels 1952-56, asst. mgr. Lake
Logan Lodge-Champion Paper & Fibre Co.
Canton NC 1956-59, Bowdoin (office asst.
1960, sec. asst. to bursar 1961-70). res.
Brunswick.*
MATHIS, John Buell. B.S. Yale 1961, Ph.D.
M.I.T. 1969. Asst. prof, chemistry 1969-73.
MATTHEWS, Richard Perry. A.B. Univ.
Chicago 1942, A.M. Yale 1948, B.L.S. Univ.
N.C. 1949, M.L.S. Columbia 1955. General
librarian 1961.
MAY, Henry Farnham. A.B. Univ. Calif., A.M.
Harvard, Ph.D. Harvard. Visiting assoc. prof.
Am. history 1950-51.
MAYO, Dana Walker. B.S. M.I.T. 1952, Ph.D.
Ind. Univ. 1959. Education; b. Bethlehem
PA July 20 1928; m. O. Jeanne d'Arc Mailhiot
Jan. 12 1962; ch.: Dana, Chapman, Sara.
Teaching asst. Univ. Penn. Phila. 1952;
research chemist, polychemical dept. duPont
Wilmington DE 1952; research asst. Indiana
1953-55; Univ. fellow M.I.T. 1956-57; Ind.
Univ. 1959; (post-doctoral research assoc..
spectroscopy lab. 1959-60; Nat. Inst, of Health
post-doctoral fellow & fellow, sch. for
advanced study 1960-62); Bowdoin (asst. prof,
chemistry 1962-65, assoc. prof. 1965-68, prof.
1968-70, Charles Weston Pickard Prof. 1970—;
dir. summer course in infrared spectroscopy
applications 1972
—); visiting lectr. M.I.T.
1962-71; Univ. Md. (spec. Nat. Inst. Health
research fellow 1967, 1969-70; lectr. Raman
Inst 1970-73); adjunct marine organic chemist
Bigelow Lab. for Ocean Sciences Boothbay
Harbor 1974
— ;
visiting scientist, Ministry of
Defense, Explosive Research & Development
Establishment, Waltham Abbey, Essex
England 1975; adjunct prof, chemistry Univ.
N.H. Durham 1975—. Chmn. Me. Section of
Am. Chem. Soc. 1973, member program
committee (Wright Air Development Div,
USAF, Scott Paper Co., Keyes Fibre Co.,
Sadtler Research Lab.), member board of ed.
Optics and Spectroscopy, Vibrational Spectra
and Structure. Contbr. res. Brunswick.*
McCANN. Thomas A. Coach football 1913-14.
McCARTY, Priscilla Hubon. A.B Brown Univ.
Phi Beta Kappa 1947. M.L.S. Univ. Me. 1972.
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Library science; b. Lynn MA Dec. 10 1949;
m. Gerald McCarty '50 Sept. 3 1949; ch.: Jane,
Jeremiah. Sec. (Little Brown & Co. Boston
1947-49, Bowdoin 1949-50), legal sec. Linnell
Brown Perkins Thompson & Hinckley
Portland 1950-53, librarian & cataloger
Bowdoin 1973— . Past trustee Cumberland
Congr. Church, pres. Jr. League of Portland
1959-61, trustee Westbrook Coll. 1961—,
member board of dir. Portland (YWCA
1961-67, Portland Soc. of Art 1956-68, Child &
Family Services 1961-73). res. Cumberland
Center.*
McCLAVE, Roscoe Parke. Coach football
1904-04, 1907-09; M.S. 1942.
McCLEAN, Lee Dudley. A.B. Culver-Stockton
1909, A.M. Yale 1912. Instr. economics &
sociology 1913-14, asst. prof. 1914-20.
McCONAUGHY, James Lukens. A.B. Yale
1909, A.M. Bowdoin 1911, Ph.D. Columbia
1913, LL.D. Yale 1913, LL.D. Dartmouth
1931, LL.D. Amherst 1934, LL.D. Trinity,
LL.D. Williams, LL.D. Rutgers, LL.D. Knox,
LL.D. Muhlenberg, LL.D. Wesleyan Univ.,
LL.D. Middlebury. Instr. English 1909-12, asst.
prof, education 1912-13, prof, education &
English 1913-15.
McCREA, Roswell Cheney. A.B. Haverford
Coll. 1897, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Cornell
1900; Ph.D. Univ. Penn. (Harrison fellow)
1901; LL.D. Columbia 1921. b. Norristown
PA July 30 1876; m. Marian Grater June 19
1901; ch.: Edith, Winston, Thompson. Acting
head history & civics dept. E. 111. State Normal
Sch. 1901-02, instr. economics Trinity Coll.
Deerfield IL 1902-03, Daniel B. Fayerweather
Prof. Bowdoin 1903-07, assoc. dir. N.Y. Sch. of
Philanthropy 1907-11, prof, economics Univ.
Penn. 1911-16, dean Wharton Sch. 1912-16,
Columbia Univ. (prof, economics 1916-32;
dean sch. of business 1932-41, dean emeritus
1941-51). Fellow AAAS, pres. Am. Assoc., of
Coll. & Sch. of Business, v.pres. Acad, of
Political Science 1942, civilian member Comm.
on Conscientious Objectors U.S. War Dept.
1918. Author: The Human Movement (1910),
Legislation for the Protection of Animals and
Children (1914); ed.: Am. Business Series;
contbr. d. Newton NY July 2 1951.
McCULLER, Louis Phillip. B.S. Univ. Fla.
1940, It. col. USA. Military science & tactics
(asst. prof. 1956-57, prof. 1957-59).
McDERMOTT, James Paul. A.B. Wesleyan
Univ. 1964, B.D. Yale Divinity Sch. 1967,
A.M. Princeton 1969, Ph.D. Princeton. Asst.
prof, religion 1970—
.
McDONOUGH, Edward Joseph. M.D. 1892,
A.B. Holy Cross 1889. Instr. histology 1900-03;
lectr. obstetrics 1903-04, prof. 1904-21.
McENTAFFER, John Leroy. B.S. Ia. State
Univ. 1961, A.M. Boston Univ. 1963, Ph.D.
Boston Coll. 1965. Economics (instr. 1964-65,
asst. prof. 1965-66).
McGEE, Charles Douglas. B.S. Northwestern
1949, A.M. Northwestern 1950, Ph.D. Harvard
1957. Education; b. NYC; m. Rose
Adamek; ch.: Mary, Douglas. Univ. fellow
Harvard 1950-51, teaching asst. Northwestern
Univ. 1947, teaching fellow Harvard
(philosophy 1951-54, general education
1953-54), philosophy Vassar Coll. (instr.
1954-58, asst. prof. 1958-63), philosophy
Bowdoin (assoc. prof. 1963-67, prof. 1967—),
with Summer Inst, for Teachers of Philosophy
Univ. Colo. Boulder 1966. Served with USA
WWII; awarded Am. Theater Medal, Victory
Medal. Author: The Recovery of Meaning: An
Essay on the Good Life (1967), contbr., lectr.
res. Brunswick.
McGEE, Richard John. B.S. Univ. Me. 1954.
Asst. coach football 1965-67.
McILWAIN, Charles Howard. A.B. Princeton
1894; A.M. Princeton 1898; A.M. Harvard
1903; Ph.D. Harvard 1911; LL.D. Rutgers
1942; LL.D. Princeton 1946; degrees conferred
by Harvard, Yale, Univ. Chicago. b.
Saltsburg PA March 15 1871; m. Mary Irwin
Aug. 10 1899, m. Kathleen Thompson; ch.:
George, Charles Jr., Mrs. Edward Pratt, Mrs.
Walter Kerr. Studied law Pittsburgh PA
1894-97, atty. Pittsburgh 1897-98, teacher
Kiokimentas Springs Sch. Saltsburg PA
1898-1901, prof, history Miami Univ. Oxford
OH 1903-05, preceptor history & politics
Princeton Univ. 1905-10, Thomas Brackett
Reed Prof. Bowdoin 1910-11, Harvard (asst.
prof, to prof, history 1911-46, prof, emeritus
1946-68), Eastman visiting prof. Oxford Univ.
1944, prof, history Princeton Univ. 1947.
Princeton Univ. (trustee 1936-42, trustee
emeritus 1942-68), pres. Am. Historical Soc,
v.pres. Am. Political Assn., F.A.A.A.S., fellow
(Royal Historical Soc, Mediaeval Acad, of
Am.). Author: The High Court of Parliament
(1910), The American Revolution: A
Constitutional Interpretation (1923, Pulitzer
Prize for History), The Growth of Political
Thought in the West (1932), Constitutionalism,
Ancient and Modern (1940); ed.; contbr. d.
June 1 1968.
McINNIS, Edgar Wardwell. A.M. Assoc. prof,
history Univ. Toronto. Tallman Prof.
Canadian history 1941-42.
McINTIRE, Glenn Ronello. Acting bursar to
asst. treas. 1932-66, A.B. 1925.
McINTIRE, Paul Hayes. Instr. education
summers 1943, 1945, 1948; A.B. 1917.
McKEE, John. A.B. Dartmouth 1958, Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. Princeton 1962. Education; b.
Evanston IL Oct. 20 1936. Asst. instr. French
Princeton Univ. 1961-62, Bowdoin (instr.
romance lang. 1962-66, lectr. art 1969-70).
Reynolds fellow Belgium 1958-59. Film maker
& photographer, res. Brunswick.*
McKENNA, John Redmond. A.B. Queens
Univ., B.L.S. McGill 1948. Head reader's
service library 1949-52, asst. librarian 1952-57.
McLEOD, Gregg Clark. B.S. Univ. Me., It. col.
USA. Asst. prof, military science & tactics
1950-53.
McMULLAN, Andrew Jackson. Lectr. music
fall 1963.
McNAIR, Robert Malcolm. A.B. Wake Forest
1937, S.T.B. Harvard 1941, Ph.D. Harvard
1948. Lectr. religion 1948-49.
MEANS, Thomas. A.B. Yale 1910, A.M. Yale
1915, A.M. Harvard 1926. b. New Haven CT
Sept. 19 1889; m. Martha Blake Sept. 6 1919,
m. Eleanor Skolfield Sept. 10 1939; ch.:
Patricia. Teacher (Hotchkiss Sch. Lakeville CT
1915-16, Roxbury Sch. Cheshire CT 1919-20),
Bowdoin (asst. prof. Greek & Latin 1921-26,
prof. 1926-29, Joseph E. Merrill Prof. 1929-54,
emeritus 1954-61), visiting prof. Am. Sch. of
Classical Studies Athens 1933-34, John Hay
Whitney visiting prof. Dickinson Coll. Carlisle
PA 1960-61. Grad. scholar Yale Univ. 1910-11;
Rhodes scholar Merton Coll., Oxford Univ.
1911-14; Abernathy fellow Yale 1914-15;
Gorham Thomas scholar Harvard 1916-17;
coach Bowdoin (hockey 1922, gymnastics team
1926-28); member (managing committee Am.
Sch. of Classical Assn. of New Eng. 1951-52.
Am. Field Service 1917, served to 2nd It. USA
1917-19. Asst. ed.: Am. Oxonian (1914, 1922),
contbr. d. Brunswick June 7 1961.
MEI, Yi-pao. A.B. Oberlin, Ph.D. Chicago,
L.H.D. Wabash, LL.D. Oberlin. Tallman Prof.
Chinese civilization & philosophy 1952-53.
MEKEEL, Arthur Jacob. A.B. Haverford 1931,
A.M. Harvard 1932, A.M. Haverford 1934,
Ph.D. Harvard 1940. Instr. history 1939.
MELBER, Barbara. A.B. Univ. Mich. 1967,
A.M. Univ. Chicago 1969, Ph.D. Univ.
Chicago 1973. Visiting asst. prof, sociology
1974-75.
MELLERS, Wilfrid Howard. A.B., B.Mus.,
A.M., D.Mus. Brimingham. Tallman Prof,
music spring 1975.
MELLOW, Robert Charles. A.B. Harvard
1953, A.M. Middlebury Coll. 1959. Instr.
English & assoc. dir. admissions 1964-67.
MENCHER, Samuel. B.S. CCNY 1938, A.M.
Columbia 1941, M.S. Columbia 1947. Instr.
sociology 1946-49.
MERGENDAHL, Charles Henry. B.S. Tufts
1911, Ed.M. Harvard 1924. Lectr. mathematics
1955-58.
MERRELL, Philip Hayden. B.S. Harding Coll.
1966, Ph.D. Ohio State Univ. 1971. Asst. prof,
chemistry 1973—
.
MERRILL, Walter Mcintosh. B.S.L.
Northwestern 1937, A.M. Harvard 1941, Ph.D.
Harvard 1946. Asst. prof. English 1953-54.
MERRYMAN, Alphonso Clyde. Asst. biology
1904-06, A.B. 1904.
MERSEREAU, Richard Alan. Asst. dir. Sr.
Center & asst. coordinator summer programs
1974—, A.B. 1969.
MESERVE, Philip Weston. Instr. chemistry to
prof. 1915-40, A.B. 1911.
MIKAELIAN, Harutune Hovanes. B.S. Boston
Coll. 1958, Ph.D. Brandeis Univ. 1965.
Psychology (instr. 1962-64, asst. prof. 1964-66).
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MILLER, Henry William. M B. Univ. Toronto
1895, M.D. Univ. Toronto 1930. Lectr. mental
diseases 1912-13, prof. 1913-14.
MILLER, Joseph Boiter. A.B. Wofford Coll.,
maj. USA. Asst. prof, military science & tactics
1950-54.
MILLER, Robert Bartlett. Instr. (physical
training 1928-30, physical education 1930-36),
coach swimming 1935-61, coach emeritus
1961—.
MILLER, Vernon Lemont. A.B. Ohio State
Univ. 1925, A.M. Ohio Univ. 1926, Ph.D. Ohio
State Univ. 1931. Instr. psychology 1932-46.
MILLER, Walter McKinley. Ph.B. Lafayette
1918, A.M. Penn. State 1923, Ph.D. Univ. 111.
1927. Asst. prof, mathematics 1927-29.
MILLIKEN, Herbert Eldridge. Asst. prof,
gastroenterology, M.D. 1901.
MILNE, WilUam Edmund. A.B. Whitman
1912, A.M. Harvard 1913, Ph.D. Harvard
1915, Sc.D. Whitman 1940. Instr. mathematics
1915-16, asst. prof. 1916-19.
MINER, Deborah Nutter. A.B. Colby 1968,
M.Phil. Columbia 1973, Ph.D. Columbia 1976.
Instr. govt. 1974—.
MINISTER, Edward Boyd. A.B. Ohio Univ.
1960, A.M. Columbia 1961, Ed.D. Columbia
1966. Asst. prof, sociology 1967-72.
MINISTER, Kristina Arndt. B.F.A. Ohio Univ.
1957, A.M. Columbia 1961. Instr. speech
1969-71.
MINOT, Stephen. A.B. Harvard 1953, A.M.
Johns Hopkins 1955. English (instr. 1955-57,
asst. prof. 1957-58).
MITCHELL, Alfred, Jr. A.B. 1895, M.D. 1898.
Instr. surgery 1902-03; genitourinary surgery
1903-11, lectr. 1911-12, prof. 1912-21.
MITCHELL, Barry Miller. A.B. Univ. Toronto
1955, A.M. Univ. Toronto 1956, Ph.D. Brown
Univ. 1960. Education; b. Toronto Ont.
Canada June 25 1934. Instr. Columbia Univ.
1960-64, mathematics Bowdoin (asst. prof.
1965-68, assoc. prof. 1968-69), prof. Rutgers
Univ. Author, lectr. res. NJ.
MITCHELL, Charles. B.A. Oxford Univ.,
M.A. Oxford Univ., Litt.B. Oxford Univ.
Tallman Prof, history of art fall 1956. Litt.D.
1970.
MITCHELL, James Edward. A.B. Princeton,
J.D. Yale. Visiting lectr. housing & legal
studies fall 1974.
MITCHELL, Radcliffe Golder, Jr. B.S.
Norwich Univ. 1958, capt. USA. Asst. prof,
military science 1965-67.
MITCHELL, Wilmot Brookings. Instr. rhetoric
1893-95, 1896-97; Edward Little Prof.
1897-1939 (emeritus 1939-62); L.H.D. 1938.
MOLL, Richard Wood. A.B. Duke Univ. 1956,
B.D. Yale Divinity Sch. 1961. Dir. admissions
1967-75.
MONETTE, Theodore Alcide, Jr. B.S. Univ.
Mass., capt. USA. Asst. dir. ROTC Program
1972-74.
MONKE, Arthur. A.B. Gustavus Adolphus
Coll. 1950, M.S. Columbia 1958. Admin.; b.
Regent ND March 30 1925; m. Jytte Petersen
March 17 1951; ch.: Eric, Ingrid, Kirsten.
Librarian public sch. (Winthrop MN 1950-52,
Woodridge NY 1953-58), reference librarian
Colgate Univ. 1958-63, Bowdoin (asst.
librarian 1963-68, librarian 1968—). Pres.
(board of dir. Brunswick Public Library Assn.
1965-71, Me. Library Assn. 1969-71). PFC
USA 1944-46. res. Brunswick.*
MONTENEGRO, Ernesto. Tallman Prof.
Latin-Am. relations 1940-41.
MOODY, William Albion. Tutor mathematics
to prof. 1884-1907, Wing Prof. 1907-26
(emeritus 1926-47); Sc.D. 1922.
MOORE, Asher. A.B. Wesleyan 1940, Ph.D.
Harvard 1948. Visiting prof, philosophy 1962.
MOORE, Roland Banks. Prof, pediatrics
1920-21, M.D. 1907.
MOORE, Russell James. A.B. Univ. Calif.
Davis, M.S. Univ. Calif. Los Angeles. Spec,
projects curator Museum of Art 1974-75.
MOOZ, Elizabeth Dodd. A.B. Hollins Coll.
1961, Ph.D. Tufts 1967. Research assoc.
Bowdoin 1973-76.
MOOZ, Ralph Peter. A.B. Wesleyan Univ.
1962, A.M. Boston Univ. 1964, Ph.D. Univ.
Penn. 1970. Dir. Museum of Art & sr. lectr. art
1973-76.
MORAN, William. M.D. Vanderbilt 1901.
Clinical asst. diseases eye 1909-14.
MORGAN, Richard Ernest. Assoc. prof. govt,
to William Nelson Cromwell Prof. 1969—,
A.B. 1959.
MORGAN, William Edward. Clerk business
office to business mgr. athletic dept. 1931-76.
Member Class of 1938.
MORRELL, Malcolm Elmer. Asst. dir. to dir.
athletics to emeritus 1925-67, B.S. 1924.
MORSE, Frances Plummer. Asst. registrar
1901-03.
MOSKOWITZ, Merle Jack. B.S. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1950, M.S. Univ. Pittsburgh 1952,
Ph.D. Harvard 1956. Psychology (instr.
1955-57, asst. prof. 1957-60).
MOTANI, Nizaralli Abdulalli. A.B. Univ. E.
Africa 1968, Ph.D. Univ. London 1972. Asst.
prof. African studies in Dept. of History
1972—.
MOULTON, Albert Roscoe. M.D. 1875. Lectr.
mental diseases 1892-93, prof. 1893-1910.
MOULTON, Albert Willis. Opthalmology &
otology (asst. 1916-19, asst. prof. 1919-21),
Edward Mason Dispensary (acting supt.
1918-19, supt. 1919-21); A.B. 1909.
MOULTON, Bryant Edward. Instr. anatomy
Med. Sch. 1920-21, A.B. 1913.
MOULTON, James Malcolm. B.S. Univ.
Mass. 1947, A.M. Harvard 1950, Ph.D.
Harvard 1952. Education; b. W. Haven CT
July 25 1921; m. Hope Kibbe June 1949; ch.:
Nancy '73, John, James. Certified Am.
Fisheries Soc; teaching fellow biology
(Williams Coll. 1947-48, Harvard 1948-51),
asst. embryology Marine Biological Lab.
Woods Hole MA summer 1949, instr. biology
Brown Univ. spring 1951, instr. anatomy Johns
Hopkins Univ. 1951-52, instr. to prof, biology
Bowdoin 1952— . Former clerk & deacon First
Parish Church Brunswick, former board
member & pres. board of Bath-Brunswick
Mental Health Assn., former board member &
chmn. N.E. Research Foundation, fellow Am.
Inst. Fishery Research Biologists 1973
—
,
elected member Sigma Xi, visiting scientist
(Lerner Marine Lab. Am. Museum of Natural
History summer 1956, Bermuda Biological
Station summer 1958, Univ. Edinburgh
Scotland 1967, Heron Is. Marine Research
Station 1968, Harvard 1974), Fulbright scholar
& Guggenheim fellow Univ. Queensland
Australia 1960-61, visiting prof. Univ. Mass.
Amherst summer 1968. Served to 1st It.
USAAF 1942-46. Contbr. res. Brunswick.*
MOULTON, Walter Henry. Asst. dir.
admissions 1961-72, dir. student aid 1967
—
A.B. 1958.
MOULTON, Willis Bean. A.B. 1899, M.D.
Johns Hopkins 1903. Instr. diseases of women
1905-17.
MUNN, Norman Leslie. B.S. Springfield Coll.
1927, A.M. Clark Univ. 1928, Ph.D. Clark
Univ. 1930. Prof, psychology 1946-63.
MURPHY, Brian Richard. Admin, asst. Sr.
Center 1965-66, A.B. 1965.
MYHRMAN, Anders Maltson. A.B. Univ.
Minn. 1920, A.M. Univ. Penn., Ph.D. Univ.
Chicago. Visiting lectr. sociology 1958.
MYRVOLL, Ole. Candidate of Economics
degree Univ. Oslo 1935, A.M. Univ. Va. 1937.
Dr. of Economics degree Norwegian Sch. of
Economics & Business Admin. 1957. Tallman
Prof, economics spring 1962.
NAUERT, Charles Garfield, Jr. A.B. Quincy
Coll. 1950, A.M. Univ. 111. 1951, Ph.D. Univ.
111. 1955. Instr. history 1955-56.
NELSEN, Mark Ingwald. A.B. Univ. Calif
Berkeley 1966. Programmer analyst 1970—
.
NELSON, Arnette Johnson. A.B. Gustavus
Adolphus Coll. 1961. A.M. Univ. S.D. 1965.
Editing; b. Warren MN Oct. 23 1939; m.
Donald Nelron June 13 1959; ch.: Taaron.
Kurt. Teacher (LeCenter MN public sch.
1961-62. Elk Point SD High Sch. 1962-64).
Univ. S.D. Vermillion (teaching asst. 1964-65.
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instr. 1965-67), editorial asst. Bowdoin 1971-77.
Editorial asst. The British Studies Monitor, res.
Ripon WI.*
NELSON, Harvey Frans. A.B. Occidental
Coll., A.M. Fletcher Sch. Instr. govt. 1950-51.
NEMEROV, Howard. A.B. Harvard 1941.
Tallman Prof. English spring 1969.
NEWMAN, Roy Mortimer. A.B. Harvard
1913, A.M. Harvard 1919. Instr. romance lang.
1928-29.
NEWTON, Marshall. A.B. Dartmouth 1925,
A.M. Harvard 1929. Instr. German 1928-30.
NICHOLLS, Charles Raymond. E M. Univ.
Rochester 1931, M.M. Univ. Rochester 1933.
Instr. music 1946-48.
NICHOLS, Egbert Ray. Ph.B. Franklin Coll.
1907, A.M. Harvard 1909, Litt.D. Franklin
Coll. 1942. Visiting prof. English 1954-55.
NICOLETTI, Joseph. A.B. Queens Coll. 1970,
M.F.A. Yale 1972. Art (instr. 1972-76, asst.
prof. 1976—).
NIELSEN, Erik Otto. A.B. SUNY Buffalo
1967, A.M. SUNY Buffalo 1969, Ph.D. Bryn
Mawr 1974. Asst. prof, archaeology 1974—
.
NINOMIYA, Takamichi. A.B. Tokyo Univ.
1935. Whitney-Fulbright Scholar & Tallman
Prof. Japanese lang. & literature fall 1960.
NKON, Paul. Asst. prof, classics & history to
prof. 1909-20, prof. Latin 1920-46, Winkley
Prof. 1946-52 (emeritus 1952-56), dean Coll.
1918-47; L.H.D. 1943.
NORRIS, James Flack. Lectr. chemistry
1929-31, Sc.D. 1929.
NORTON, Bela Winslow. V.pres. 1953-63,
A.B. 1918.
NORTON, Walter Heselton. B.S. Dartmouth
1910. Coach baseball 1911.
NOVACK, David Robert. A.B. Univ. Mass.
1966, A.M. N.Y. Univ. 1970, Ph.D. N.Y. Univ.
1975. Sociology (instr. 1972-75, asst. prof.
1975-76).
NOWLAN, Frederick Stanley. A.B. Acadia
1908, A.B. Harvard 1909, Ph.D. Univ. Chicago
1925. Instr. mathematics 1918-19, asst. prof.
1919-21.
NUNN, Robert Raymond. A.B. Rutgers 1951,
A.M. Middlebury Coll. 1955, Ph.D. Columbia
1966. Education; b. E. Orange NJ Oct. 21
1929; m. Linda Perry '75 Dec. 28 1959; ch.:
Laura, Elizabeth, Katherine, Peter. Student
Univ. Paris France 1954-55, assoc. prof,
romance lang. Bowdoin 1959—
.
Prof.-in-charge Sweet Briar Jr. Yr. in France
1968-69. Served to sgt. USA 1951-54. Contbr.
res. Brunswick.*
NUSSBAUM, Noel Sidney. A.B. Brooklyn
Coll. 1956, A.M. Williams Coll. 1958, Ph.D.
Yale 1964. Biology (instr. 1963-64, asst. prof.
1964-65).
NYHUS, Paul Luther. A.B. Augsbury Coll.
1957, S.T.B. Harvard 1961, Ph.D. Harvard
1967. Education; b. Williston ND Aug. 6
1935; m. Ellen Lundbald Aug. 27 1960; ch.:
Krishna, Karen, Katharine. Fulbright scholar
Univ. Heidelberg Germany 1957-58, sr.
resident Radcliffe Coll. 1962-66, teaching
fellow Harvard (Divinity Sch. 1963-64, coll.
1964-66), Bowdoin (instr. history 1966-67, asst.
prof. 1967-73, acting dean of students 1969-70,
dean of students 1970-74, assoc. prof. 1973
—
,
dean of coll. 1975
—
). Contbr., transl. res.
Brunswick.*
O'BRIEN, Charles Joseph. A.B. Norwich, maj.
USA. Asst. dir. ROTC 1970-73.
OCHOA, Luis Felipe. B.S. Univ. Tex., maj.
USA. Asst. prof, military science & tactics
1952-55.
O'CONNOR, John Christopher. Coach
football 1905, M.D. 1905.
O'DONNELL, David Thomas. B.S. Univ. Me.
1962, M.S. Rutgers 1964. Instr. mathematics
1964-65.
O'HERN, John David. A.B. Stonehill 1967.
News Service (staff writer 1968-69, asst. dir.
1969-73).
O'NEIL, William Matthew. A.B. Univ. Sydney
1933, Diploma in Education Univ. Sydney
1934, A.M. Univ. Sydney 1935. Tallman Prof,
history of science spring 1960.
O'ROURKE, Andrew James. A.B. Rutgers.
Writer-photographer 1973-74.
OSGOOD, Ralph Bartlett, Jr. B.S. Univ. Mass.
1950, It. col. USA. Military science (asst. prof.
1966-68, prof. 1968-69, dir. 1969-71).
OSTERGREN, Frederick V. A.B. Holy Cross
1914. Coach football 1921-24.
OSTERHOUDT, Michael Barry. B.S. Penn.
State Univ. 1961, capt. USA. Asst. prof,
military science 1967-68.
OWSLEY, Roy Hamilton. A.B. West Ky. State
Coll. 1928, Ph.D. Univ. Ky. 1933. Adjunct
prof. govt. 1953-54.
PACE, Ralph Wayne. B.S. Univ. Utah 1953,
M.S. Brigham Young Univ. 1957, Ph.D.
Purdue Univ. 1960. Lectr. speech 1961.
PAGE, David Sanborn. B.S. Brown Univ. 1965,
Ph.D. Purdue Univ. 1970. Education; b.
Suffern NY June 1 1943; m. Abbie Miller Sept.
30 1964; ch.: David, Vivian. Visiting asst. prof.
Purdue Univ. 1970-71, asst. prof, chemistry
Bates 1971-74, Bowdoin (asst. prof, chemistry




PALMER, David Scott. A.B. Dartmouth 1959,
A.M. Stanford Univ. 1962, Ph.D. Cornell 1973.
Education; b. Boston July 16 1937; m. Sarah
Crawford June 18 1966; ch.: Walter, Crawford,
Asa. Asst. freshman football coach Dartmouth
1959, student Univ. Chile 1960, staff asst. First
Nat. Bank of Boston 1961, volunteer Peace
Corps Peru 1962-64, Dartmouth Coll. 1964-68
(asst. dean of freshman, asst. dir. admissions),
visiting prof. Catholic Univ. of Peru Lima
1971-72, asst. prof. Bowdoin 1972—. Elected
member (Delta Sigma Phi 1962, Phi Kappa Phi
1971), member Vt. State Higher Education





. Contbr. res. Arlington
VA.*
PALMER, Paul Arthur. Instr. govt. 1930, A.B.
1927.
PALMER Robert F., Jr. A.B. Univ. Ark.
Visiting instr. music fall 1975.
PALUSKA, Duane Alan. A.B. Knox Coll.
1958, A.M. Middlebury 1965, Ph.D. Brandeis
Univ. 1970. Asst. prof. English 1968-73.
PARKUS, Lawrence. A.B. Johns Hopkins
1958. Instr. govt. 1962-67.
PAUL, George Andrew. A.M. St. Andrews
1933, A.M. Cambridge 1936. Tallman Prof,
philosophy spring 1951.
PEABODY, Harlan Berkley, Jr. Instr. classics
1954-55, A.B. 1950.
PEARSON, Joseph Cleveland. Asst. physics
1900-01, instr. physics & mathematics 1903-06,
A.B. 1900.
PEASE, Dustin Stuart. Research assoc. Public
Affairs Research Center 1967-68. Member
Class of 1961.
PELLETIER Lawrence Lee. Asst. prof. govt,
to prof. 1946-55, A.B. 1936.
PERLMl TER, Lawrence Charles. A.B. Boston
Univ. 1960, A.M. Syracuse Univ. 1964, Ph.D.
Syracuse Univ. 1965. Asst. prof, psychology
1966-72.
PESKAY, Joel. A.B. CCNY 1968. Psychology
(instr. 1972-76, asst. prof. 1976—).
PETERS, Clinton Noyes. Instr. genitourinary
surgery 1918-21, A.B. 1910,
PETRIE, Charles Robert, Jr. A.B. Penn. State
Univ. 1950, A.M. Penn. State Univ. 1955,
Ph.D. Purdue 1961. Speech (instr. 1960-62,
asst. prof. 1962-63).
PIERSON, Ann Semansco. Admin.; b.
Union NJ Aug. 27 1931; m. John Pierson
March 13 1950; ch.: Russell, Claudia, Erik,
Christofer. Coordinator educational programs
& placement & volunteer service programs
Bowdoin 1969— . Member (board of trustees
Brunswick Public Library Assn., advisory
committee Me. State office on Volunteerism).
res. Brunswick.*
PINETTE, Laurent Conrad. Asst. to dir. &
exec, chef 1971—
.
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PINGREE, Harold Ashton. Clinical asst.
orthopedics 1910-21, M.D. 1901.
POLLOCK, Robert Channon Francis Xavier.
B.S. Harvard 1924, A.M. Harvard 1927, Ph.D.
Univ. Toronto 1932. Instr. (philosophy
1927-30, psychology 1927-29).
POLS, Edward. A.B. Harvard 1940, A.M.
Harvard 1947, Ph.D. Harvard 1949.
Education; b. Newark NJ Feb. 1 1919; m.
Eileen Sinnott Oct. 17 1942; ch.: Adrian,
Cynthia, Elizabeth, Alison, Benet, Mary. Instr.
Princeton Univ. 1948-49, philosophy Bowdoin
(asst. prof. 1949-55; assoc. prof. 1955-62; prof.
1962—; William R. Kenan, Jr. Prof, of
Humanities 1975
—
). Fulbright research fellow
Italy 1965-66. Served to 1st It. USA 1942-46,
awarded Bronze Star. Author: The
Recognition of Reason (1963), Whitehead's
Metaphysics: A Critical Examination of
Process and Reality (1967), Meditation on a
Prisoner: Towards Understanding Action and
Mind (1975); contbr. res. Brunswick.
PONTECORVO, Giulio. A.B. Dartmouth
1946, M.C.S. Dartmouth 1947, Ph.D. Univ.
Calif. 1956. Asst. prof, economics 1956-63.
POTHOLM, Christian Peter. Asst. prof. govt.




POTTER, Don Theron. Acting supt. grounds
& bldg. to curator Parker Cleaveland Hall of
Chemistry 1928-60, B.S. 1920.
PRICE, David Baird. A.B. Virginia. Writer-
photographer 1975—
.
PUDOR, Gustav Adolf. A.B. Harvard 1886,
M.D. Harvard 1892. Instr. dermatology
1903-11, lectr. 1911-12, prof. 1912-21.
PULLEN, Robert White. A.B. Colby, Ph.D.
M.I.T. Visiting lectr. economics summer 1951.
PULSIFER, Richard Sparrow. Admin, asst. Sr.
Center 1967-75, A.B. 1962.
PUTNAM, John Stephen. Admin, asst. in the
Moulton Union 1965, A.B. 1965.
QUINBY, George Hunnewell. Instr. English
1934-36, asst. prof. 1936-46, assoc. prof.
1949-69, emeritus 1969—, A.B. 1923.
QUINN, Patrick Francis. A.B. & A.M. Univ.
Wise. 1939. Instr. English 1948.
QUIRK, George Albert. A.B. Univ. Me. 1956.
Admin, asst. bursar 1960-61.
RAFUSE, Robert Wallace. A.B. Colgate 1934,
A.M. Univ. 111. 1935, Ph.D. Univ. 111. 1937.
Lectr. govt. 1948-49.
RAMSEY, Carol Jean. A.B. Conn. Coll. 1974.
Admin.; b. Anniston AL Dec. 31 1952. Asst.
dean of students Bowdoin 1974-76, asst. dir.
admissions Vassar Coll. 1976— . res.
Poughkeepsie NY.*
RASHISH, Myer. A.B. Harvard, A.M.
Harvard. Asst. prof, economics 1949-51.
RASMUSSEN, John Renwick. A.B. Univ.
Calif. Berkeley 1964, A.M. Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1966, A.M. Dartmouth 1970, Ph.D.
Dartmouth 1972. Asst. prof, mathematics
1972—.
RAWSON, Harlie. Coach baseball 1909.
REDWINE, James Daniel, Jr. A.B. Duke
Univ. 1954, A.M. Columbia 1956, Ph.D.
Princeton 1962. Education; b. Lexington NC
Jan. 4 1932; m. Kate Bertles Feb. 19 1966; ch.:
James D. III. Instr. English Univ. Cincinnati
1961-63, English Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1963-68,
assoc. prof. 1969-74, prof. 1975— , Edward
Little Prof. 1975—). Author: Ben Jonson's
Criticism of the Drama (1963), Ben Jonson's
Literary Criticism (1970). res. Brunswick.*
REED, Billy Wayne. B.S. Memphis State Univ.
1962, A.M. Univ. Mich. 1963. English (instr.
1965-68, asst. prof. 1968-70).
REED, Richard Burton. A.B. Bucknell 1954,
A.M. William & Mary Coll. 1958, Ph.D. Univ.
Wise. 1970. Spec, collections librarian 1970-76,
lectr. history 1972-75.
REHDER, Gerhard Oskar. Instr. history
1938-39, A.B. 1931.
REID, Edward Thomas. Coach squash & tennis
1969—.
REID, Stephen David. Asst. dir. Upward
Bound 1973—, A.B. 1972.
REISS, Ira Leonard. B.S. Syracuse Univ. 1949,
Ph.D. Penn. State Univ. 1953. Instr. sociology
1953-55.
RENSENBRINK, John Cornelius. A.B. Calvin
Coll. 1950, A.M. Univ. Mich. 1951, Ph.D.
Univ. Chicago 1956. Education; b. Pease
MN Aug. 30 1928; m. Carla Washburne June
13 1959; ch.: Kathryn, Margaret, Elizabeth.
Fulbright scholar Univ. Amsterdam the
Netherlands 1952, asst. prof. Coe Coll. Cedar
Rapids IA 1956-57; lectr. & asst. prof.
Williams Coll. 1957-61; education advisor U.S.
Agency for Int. Development Nairobi & Dar es
Sabam E. Africa 1962-65; govt. Bowdoin
1961-62, 1965— (asst. prof., assoc. prof., prof.).
Board member (Merrymeeting Community
Action Inc. 1966-70, Educational Development
Center Newton MA 1966-74), chairperson
(Reform Democrats of Me. 1968-70, Caucus
for a New Political Science 1974-76, Bowdoin
chapter Am. Assn. Univ. Prof. 1976-77).
Recipient: Citation Meritorious Service
USAID 1965. Contbr. res. Bowdoinham.*
REUTER, Shirley Ann Lute. A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa Univ. N.H. 1960, M.L.S. Syracuse
Univ. 1969. Library science; b. Presque Isle
June 23 1934; m. John Reuter May 24 1954;
ch.: Leslie, John '78, Alison, Andrea. Librarian
(SUNY Oswego 1968, Bowdoin 1969—).
Elected member Beta Phi Mu & Phi Kappa
Phi. res. Falmouth.*
RHODES, Richard Aver, II. Instr. physics
1943-44, A.B. 1944.
RICH, Wallace William. Admin, asst. & asst.
bursar 1961-63, A.B. 1956.
RICHARDS, Glenn Keville. Alumni sec.
1966-71, assoc. field dir. capital campaign N.Y.
office 1973-74; A.B. 1960.
RICHMOND, James. A.M. Univ. Glasgow
1952, B.D. Univ. Glasgow 1955, Ph.D. Univ.
Glasgow 1960. Tallman Prof, religion spring
1972.
RIDLEY, Maurice Roy. Tallman Prof. English
literature 1931-32, L.H.D. 1932.
RILEY, Matilda White. Prof, sociology 1973—,
Sc.D. 1972.
RILEY, Thomas Auraldo. Instr. German
1939-46, asst. prof. 1946-48, assoc. prof.
1948-56, prof. 1956-73, emeritus 1973—; A.B.
1928.
RING, Charles Augustus. Lectr. obstet.
1897-98, prof. 1898-1903; A.B. 1868.
RING, Charles Warren. A.B. Hamilton Coll.
1959, I.E.M. Harvard 1971. Admin, exec; b.
Fall River MA April 2 1936; m. Margaret
Thomas April 30 1960; ch.: Elizabeth,
Constance, Mary, John. Bowdoin
(development officer 1961-64, exec. sec.
1964-70, v.pres. development 1971
—
). Eastern
Me. Corp. (member board of dir., asst. treas.),
Ring Enterprises Inc. (past pres., past board
chmn.), Rich Hill Corp. (pres., board member),
Pine Tree Council Boy Scouts of Am. (member
1961—; v.pres. 1972-73, 1974-75; pres.
1973-74), trustee Bath Marine Museum, pres.
(Brunswick Village Improvement Assn.
1967-68, Town Common Planning Committee
1966-70), member (Brunswick Board of
Selectmen 1963-67, chmn. 1967; Me.
Republican State Committee 1966-70;
Brunswick Republican Town Committee
1960
—
; Cumberland County Republican
Committee 1964-70). Seaman USN 1960-61.
res. Brunswick.*
RITCHIE, Robert Franc. M.D. Rochester
Univ. Research assoc. biology 1968—
.
RITTLE, Robert Harry. A.M. Lebanon Valley
Coll. 1965, A.M. Kent State Univ. 1967, Ph.D.
Kent State Univ. 1968. Asst. prof, psychology
1968-70.
ROBERTS, David Anthony. A.B. Wesleyan
Univ. 1958, A.M. Johns Hopkins 1960. Instr.
English 1962-63.
ROBERTS, Guy Hall. A.B. Univ. Minn. 1899,
A.M. Harvard 1901, Ph.D. Harvard 1904.
Instr. history 1904-05.
ROBERTS, John. B.S. Univ. Pittsburgh 1927.
Asst. coach football 1930.
ROBINSON, Carl Merrill. Asst. hygiene &
physical training 1908-09, asst. demonstrator
anatomy 1913-15, instr. 1915-16, asst. prof.
1916-20. A.B. 1908.
ROBINSON, Caroline Tillson. Asst. curator
art collections 1902-14.
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ROBINSON, Clement Franklin. Lectr. law
1921-22, A.B. 1903.
ROBINSON, Edward. Coach football 1901.
ROBINSON, Franklin Clement. Instr. analytic
chemistry 1874-78, Josiah Little Prof.
1878-1910, prof, chemistry & mineralogy
1881-1910; LL.D. 1903.
ROBINSON, John Thomas. A.B. Johns
Hopkins 1951, A.M. Johns Hopkins 1954.
Instr. mathematics 1957-58.
ROBINSON, Newton Young. B.S. Columbia,
M.S. Columbia. Instr. 1952-53.
ROBISON, Olin Clyde. A.B. Baylor Univ.
1958, D.Phil. Oxford Univ. 1963. Admin,
exec; b. Port Arthur TX 1936; m. Sylvia
Potter; ch.: Gordon, Blake. Student
Southwestern Theol. Sem. Ft. Worth TX
1958-60, dean of students San Marcos TX
Acad. 1963-64, dir. univ. affairs Office of
Public Affairs Peace Corps 1964-66, former
spec. asst. to Deputy Under Sec. of State for
Political Affairs 1966-68, assoc. provost
Wesleyan Univ. 1968-70, Bowdoin (dean of
faculty 1970-75, sr. lectr. govt. 1971-75, provost
1972-75), pres. Middlebury VT Coll. 1975—.
Author: Baptists in England- 1760- 1820. res.
VT.
ROE, Albert Sutherland. A.B. Princeton 1936,
M.F.A. Princeton 1940. Curator of art
collection 1946-49, instr. art 1946-49, asst. prof.
1949-53.
ROEHL, Richard W. B.S. Columbia 1963,
A.M. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1965, Ph.D. Univ.
Calif. Berkeley 1968. Visiting assoc. prof,
economics 1974-76.
ROGERS, Edward Lee. B.S. Ore., LL.B. Ore.,
LL.M. N.Y. Univ. Visiting lectr. environmental
studies 1974-75.
ROGERS, John Earl. A.B. Univ. Ga. 1960,
B.Mus. Univ. Ga. 1960, M.Mus. Yale 1962.
Instr. music 1964-67.
ROOT, William Campbell. B.S. Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1925, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1927; Ph.D. Harvard 1932. Theta Delta Chi
cup established in his honor 1943. Chemistry
dept. fund established in his memory 1972.
b. Grass Valley CA Oct. 26 1903; m. Pauline
Dikeman April 16 1932. Chemistry Bowdoin
(instr. 1932-34, asst. prof. 1934-39, assoc. prof.
1939-46, prof. 1946-52, Charles Weston
Pickard Prof. 1952-69, emeritus 1969). Fellow
Royal Anthropological Inst., elected member
Sigma Xi, chmn. Am. Anthropolical Assn.
Recipient: James Flack Norris Award for
Outstanding Achievement in the Teaching of
Chemistry Am. Chem. Soc. 1968. d. Brunswick
June 13 1969.
ROSEN, Nathan. A.B. Brooklyn Coll. 1941,
A.M. Columbia 1948. Asst. prof. German &
Russian 1959-60.
ROSSIDES, Daniel Walter. A.B. Columbia
1950, Ph.D. Columbia 1958. Education; b.
Brooklyn NY; m. Marilyn Brown; ch.: James,
Anne. Lectr. Barnard Coll. part-time 1953-54,
instr. sociology Hunter Coll. City Univ. NY
1954-63, U.S. Social Science Research Council
fellow 1956, assoc. prof, sociology York Univ.
Toronto Ont. Canada 1963-68, sociology
Bowdoin (assoc. prof. 1968-74, prof. 1974
—
).
Research dir. committee on voluntary action
Canadian Assn. for Adult Education. Served
with USMC 1943-46. Author: Society as a
Functional Process: An Introduction to
Sociology (1968). res. Brunswick.
ROTHLISBERGER, Rodney John. A.B. St.
Olaf Coll. 1962, A.M. Univ. Rochester 1967.
Music (instr. 1967-69, asst. prof. 1969-70).
ROUNDS, Robert Cressey. Instr. romance
lang. 1920-21, A.B. 1918.
ROYSTER, Eugene Canfield. A.B. Antioch
Coll. 1953, A.M. Yale 1957, Ph.D. Yale 1962.
Sociology (instr. 1960-62, asst. prof. 1962-64).
RUBIN, Burton. A.B. N.Y. Univ. 1952, A.M.
Columbia 1956, Ph.D. Columbia.
Education; b. NYC; m. Elizabeth Miller;
ch.: Ellen, Nina, Ann. Columbia Univ. fellow
1953, Ford fellow 1954-55, Inter-Univ.
Committee Travel grant 1959, member faculty
Amherst Coll., with Radio Liberty Committee
1962-65, Russian Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1965-73,
assoc. prof. 1973
—
). Contbr. res. Brunswick.
RUSSELL, David Lawson. A.B. Wesleyan
Univ. 1942, Ph.D. Univ. Minn. 1953.
Psychology (instr. 1950-54, asst. prof. 1954-59),
dir. student counseling 1950-59.
RUSSELL, Henry Giffen. A.B. Haverford
1934, A.M. Harvard 1939, Ph.D. Harvard
1942. Education; b. Assiut Egypt March 25
1912; m. Ruth Chase 1937, married again; ch.:
Margaret, Emily, Stephen. Instr. biblical
literature Bowdoin 1939-46, asst. prof. 1946-49,
assoc. prof, religion 1949-54; visiting assoc.
prof, religion Columbia & Haverford Coll.
1948-49; dir. European Int. Service Seminars
Am. Friends Committee Geneva Switzerland
1950-51; assoc. finance sec. Am. Friends
Service Committee Phila. PA 1953-?; lectr.
religion Swarthmore Coll. fall 1958; with Am.
Univ. Cairo Egypt 1961-63; consultant to pres.
Education & World Affairs 1963-? Elected
member Phi Beta Kappa. Served with
UNRRA 1944-45. Contbr. res. NYC.
RUSSELL, Robert William. A.B. Ohio Univ.
1963, A.M. Tufts 1964, A.M. Tufts 1965. Instr.
govt. 1966-67.
RUTAN, Abram Raymond. Dir. theater 1971—
A.B. 1951.
RYAN, Clarence Paul, Jr. A.B. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1951, A.M. Harvard 1958. Instr.
classics 1962-66.
RYAN, Edward Anthony. B.S. Univ. R.I. 1935,
It. col. USA. Prof, military science & tactics
1959-63.
SABASTEANSKI, Barbara Laframbois.
Medicine; b. Epping NH July 2 1918; m.
Frank Sabasteanski '41 Oct. 22 1943; ch.:




SABASTEANSKI, Frank Fabean. Asst. coach
football & track to coach track & cross country
1946—, A.B. 1941.
SADIK, Marvin Sherwood. A.B. Harvard 1954,
A.M. Harvard 1961. Curator Museum of Fine
Arts 1961-64, dir. & curator Museum of Art
1964-67.
SANDS, Donald Belshaw. A.B. Lehigh 1942,
A.M. Harvard 1948. Instr. German 1948-49.
SATTERTHWAITE, James B. A.B. Yale
1937, B.A. Cambridge Univ. 1939, A.M.
Columbia 1945. Visiting lectr. fall 1968.
SAUNDERS, Phillip. A.B. Penn. State Univ.
1956, A.M. Univ. 111. 1957, Ph.D. M.I.T. 1961.
Instr. economics 1961-62.
SAUNDERS, Richard Henry, ID. Admissions
fellow 1970-71, A.B. 1970.
SCHERER, Joseph. Ph.D. Univ. Chicago
1951. Visiting lectr. economics 1954-55.
SCHINNERER, Otto Paul. A.B. Univ. 111.
1914, Ph.D. Columbia 1924. Instr. German
1918-19.
SCHMALZ, Carl Nelson, Jr. A.B. Harvard
1948, A.M. Harvard 1949, Ph.D. Harvard
1958. Art (instr. 1952-56, asst. prof. 1956-62),
curator art collections 1953-59, Museum of
Fine Arts (asst. dir. 1959-61, assoc. dir.
1961-62).
SCHOENWALD, Richard Lee. A.B. Syracuse
Univ. 1947, A.M. Harvard 1948, Ph.D.
Harvard 1952. Instr. history 1953-54.
SCHONHAAR, Rainer Fritz. Canditus
Philosophice Johann Goethe-Universitat. Instr.
German 1959-60.
SCHROEDER, John Charles. Lectr. biblical
literature 1935-37, D.D. 1933.
SCHUMANN, Detlev Walther. Ph.D.
Hamburg Univ. 1923, A.M. Brown 1946. Instr.
German 1926-27, asst. prof. 1927-29.
SCHWARTZ, Elliott Shelling. A.B. Columbia
Coll. 1957, A.M. Columbia 1958, Ed.D.
Columbia 1962. Composition & education;
b. Brooklyn NY Jan. 19 1936; m. Dorothy
Feldman June 26 1960; ch.: Nina, Jonathan.
Teaching asst. Columbia 1958-60, instr. music
Univ. Mass. Amherst 1960-64, Bowdoin music
(asst. prof. 1964-69, assoc. prof. 1969-75, prof.
1975
— ). Visiting lectr. (Trinity Coll. of Music
London England 1967; Univ. Calif. Santa
Barbara 1970, 1973, 1974), member advisory
board (St. Louis Bicentennial Horizons of Am.
Music, Am. Soc. of Univ. Composers, spec,
projects committee Me. State Comm. on Arts
& Humanities), fellow (MacDowell Colony
residence 1964 & 1965, Ford Foundation travel
& research 1969 & 1971), U.S. delegate to 1974
Int. Conf. on New Musical Notation Ghent
Belgium. Recipient: ASCAP awards annually
1965—
, Me. State Award in Arts & Humanities
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1970, 2nd Prize Gaudeamus Int. Music Week
(Netherlands) 1970, several comm.,
composition grant Nat. Endowment for the
Arts 1974. Author: The symphonies of Ralph
Vaughan Williams (1964), Contemporary
Composers on Contemporary Music (1967),
Electronic Music: A Listener's Guide (1973);
composer Aria No. 1, Aria No. 2 & Aria No. 3
Essays for Trumpet & Trombone;
Interruptions; Four Studies for Two Clarinets;
Signals; Concert Piece for Ten Players,
Texture; Soundways; and several compositions
for large orchestra, chamber orchestra, concert
band, various chamber ensembles, electronic
tape & theatre & mixed media forces;
perfomer; contbr. res. Brunswick.*
SCHWEPPE, Walter. Instr. German spring
1966.
SCIASCIA, Donna Glee. A.B. Coll. of
Emporia 1953, A.M. Univ. Denver 1956.
Library science; b. Goddland KS Feb. 25
1931; m. Salvatore Sciascia March 19 1955;
ch.: Michael, Andrew, Deborah, Catherine.
Reference librarian U.S. Geological Survey
Denver CO 1956-57, asst. circulation librarian
Univ. Hawaii Honolulu 1959-60, catalog
librarian (Headquarter Library Andrews Air
Force Base MD 1962, U.S. Military Acad.
West Point NY 1965-66), base librarian Loring
Air Force Base Me. 1967-68, catalog librarian
Bowdoin 1968—. res. Bath.*
SCOTT, Jonathan French. A.B. Rutgers 1902,
A.M. Rutgers 1905, Ph.D. Univ. Wise. 1913.
Instr. history 1909-10.
SCOTT, Roderick. A.B. Haverford 1906, A.M.
Haverford 1907, D.D. Pacific Sch. Religion
1940, Ph.D. Univ. Southern Calif. 1946. Instr.
English 1908-09.
SESSIONS, Barbara. A.B. Smith. Curator art
collections 1935-36.
SETTLEMIRE, Carl Thomas. B.S. Ohio State
Univ. 1959, M.S. Ohio State Univ. 1961, Ph.D.
N.C. State Univ. 1967. Education; b. Boston
m. Marilyn Kennedy; ch.: Todd, Scott, Julie.
Research asst. Ohio State Univ., instr. Wooster
Ohio Research & Development Center,
research asst. & Nat. Inst, of Health
Predoctoral trainee N.C. State Univ., research
assoc. Ohio State Coll. of Medicine, Nat. Inst,
of Health postdoctoral fellow Ohio State Coll.
1967
—,
biology & chemistry Bowdoin (asst.
prof. 1969-74, assoc. prof. 1974
—
). Trustee
Trinity United Methodist Church; member
Nat. Student Support Review Committee Dept.
Health, Education & Welfare; elected member
Sigma Xi. Co-author, res. Brunswick.
SHANNON, Frank. Coach baseball 1904.
SHAW, Hubert Seely. Asst. dir. admissions to
dir. 1947-67, B.S. 1936.
SHAW, Ralph Thomas. B.S. USMA, capt.
USA. Asst. dir. ROTC 1972-73.
SHAY, George Daniel. A.B. Notre Dame 1930.
Asst. coach football 1936-46, coach 1946-47,
coach basketball & tennis 1947-50.
SHEATS, John Eugene. B.S. Duke Univ. 1961,
Ph.D. M.I.T. 1966. Asst. prof, chemistry
1965-70.
SHERMAN, Katherine Snider. A.B. Bryn
Mawr 1954, A.M. Univ. Toronto 1965, Ph.D.
Univ. Toronto 1971. Asst. prof, philosophy
1969-73.
SHIPMAN, William Davis. A.B. Univ. Wash.
1949, A.M. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1950, Ph.D.
Columbia 1960. Education; b. Glen Ellyn IL
Nov. 15 1925; m. Alison Morse Feb. 12 1955;
ch.: Hugh, Jane. Price economist U.S. Office of
Price Stablization Seattle WA 1951-52, invest,
analyst Brown Bros. Harriman & Co. NYC
1953-57, economics Bowdoin (instr. to prof.
1957-69, Brookings Research Prof. 1962-63),
visitor economics Univ. Cambridge 1966-67,
Adams-Catlin Prof, economics Bowdoin
1969— . Chmn. planning board Brunswick
1961-63, trustee & chmn. invest, committee
Brunswick Savings Insituttion 1965
—
, member
Governor's Task Forces on Energy & Heavy
Industry Forest Taxation 1972-74, consultant
(Federal Power Comm., New Eng. Regional
Comm. Me. Public Utilities Comm.). Contbr.
res. Brunswick.*
SIBLEY, Elbridge. A.B. Amherst 1924, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1925; Ph.D.
Columbia 1930. Ret.; b. Worcester MA Sept.
19 1903; m. Elizabeth LaBarre Sept. 7 1927;
ch.: John, Willis, Marion, Abigail. Prof,
statistics Fisk Univ. 1928-29, instr. preventive
medicine & public health Vanderbilt Univ.
1929-30, sociology Bowdoin (asst. prof.
1932-38, assoc. prof. 1938-46), ret. 1977.
Member board of dir. Population Assn. of Am.
ca. 1943, member exec, staff Social Science
Research Council Washington DC 1944
—
,
pres. Dist. of Columbia Sociological Soc. ca.
1945. Author: Differential Mortality in
Tennessee (1930), Recruitment, Selection and
Training of Social Scientists (1948); co-author:
The Near East and American Philanthropy
(1929); contbr. res. Brunswick.
SILBERGER, Allan Joseph. A.B. Univ.
Rochester 1955, A.M. Johns Hopkins 1962,
Ph.D. Johns Hopkins 1966. Asst. prof,
mathematics 1966-72.
SILLS, Kenneth Charles Morton. Pres.
1918-52, dean 1910-18, instr. classics & English
1903-04, adjunct prof. Latin 1906-07, Winkley
Prof, of Latin lang. & literature 1907-46; A.B.
1901.
SILVER, Murray. A.B. Temple Univ. 1960,
Ph.D. Univ. Vienna 1969. Asst. prof,
mathematics 1971-77.
SIMPSON, Isaiah Hacker. Supt. grounds &
buildings 1896-1912.
SKARULIS, Patricia Castel. A.B. St. John's,
A.M. St. John's. Programmer analyst 1968-70.
SKILLIN, Waldo Thompson. Asst. medicine,
A.B. 1911.
SKILLINGS, Howard Eugene. B.S. Univ. N.H.
Admin, asst. 1964-67.
SLOAN, John Herbert. A.B. Marietta Coll.
1954, A.M. Univ. Ala. 1956. Instr. English
1956-57.
SMALL, Melinda Yowell. B.S. St. Lawrence
Univ. 1960, A.M. St. Lawrence Univ. 1964,
Ph.D. Univ. Ia. 1968. Education; b.
Baltimore MD Feb. 6 1938; ch.: Whitney,
Sebastian. Asst. prof. Douglass Coll. New
Brunswick NJ 1968-72, psychology Bowdoin
(asst. prof. 1972-77, assoc. prof. 1977—).
Member (board of dir. Bath-Brunswick Area
Mental Health Assn., Comm. on Inst, of
Higher Education of New Eng. Assn. of Sch. &
Coll.). Contbr. res. Bowdoin.
SMALL, Richard Dresser. A.B. Harvard 1894,
M.D. Harvard 1898. Demonstrator histology
1903-09, instr. obstet. 1905-13, asst. prof.
1913-21.
SMALL, Robert James. A.B. Univ. Denver
1962, M.B.A. Univ. Denver 1964. Govt,
(visiting asst. prof. 1970-71, asst. prof. 1970-76).
SMEEDING, Timothy Michael. A.B. Canisius
1970, A.M. Univ. Conn. 1971, M.S. Univ.
Wise. 1973. Instr. economics 1974-76.
SMITH, Alpheus Wilson. A.B. W. Va. Univ.
1900, A.M. Harvard 1903, Ph.D. Harvard
1906, Sc.D. Ohio Wesleyan 1942, LL.D. Ohio
State Univ. 1946. Instr. physics 1906.
SMITH, Anna Elizabeth. Curator art coll.
1914-35, A.M. 1935.
SMITH, Betty Selly. A.B. N.Y. Univ., A.M.
N.Y. Univ. Curator Peary-MacMillan Arctic
Museum & asst. to dir. Museum of Art
1974-76.
SMITH, Frederick Schroer. Instr. German
1960-61, A.B. 1959.
SMITH, J. J. Coach track 1906.
SMITH, Joseph Isaac. Asst. coach 1923, A.B.
1923.
SMITH, Manning Amison. A.B. Swarthmore
1937, Ph.D. M.I.T. 1940. Instr. chemistry
1941-44.
SMITH, Myrtle Curtis. Asst. to bursar
1947-57.
SMITH, Rodney H. B.S. USMA 1908. Asst.
coach football 1915.
SMITH, Stanley Barney. A.B. Harvard 1916.
A.M. Harvard 1917, Ph.D. Harvard 1921. b.
Schoolcraft MI March 10 1895; m. Helen
Lockwood, m. Edna Mitchell Jan. 20 1945:
ch.: Mrs. Philip Cole, Thaddeus. Abigail.
Deborah. Instr. classics Ohio State L'nn.
1921-27, assoc. prof, classics Bowdoin 1927-45,
visiting prof, classics Univ. 111. 1945-46.
Sec.-treas. Am. Philological Assn. Served to
2nd It. USMC WWI. Author, d. Schoolcraft
MI Jan. 1 1962.
SMITH, Stanton Gould. M.F. Yale. Coll.
forester 1953-59.
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SNOW, Charles Wilbert. Instr. English &
argumentation 1909-10, A.B. 1907.
SOLMITZ, Walter Moritz. A.M. Harvard
1943. Instr. German 1946-48, asst. prof.
1948-62.
SOREFF, Stephen Michael. A.B. Tufts 1964,
M.D. Northwestern 1969. Visiting lectr.
psychiatry 1973-74.
SOULE, Philip Hilton. A.B. Univ. Me. 1964.
Coach wrestling 1967—
.
SOULE, Samuel John Ed. Asst. supt. grounds
& bldg. 1975—.
SOUTHAM, Albert Edward. B.S. M I T. 1922.
Instr. mathematics 1922-25.
SPALDING, James Alfred. A.B. Dartmouth
1866, A.M. Dartmouth 1869, M.D. Harvard
1870, Litt.D. Dartmouth 1928. Clinical instr.
ophthalmology & otology 1906-16.
SPENCER, Wilbur Prescott, Jr. A.B. Univ.
Me., maj. USA. Asst. dir. ROTC 1970-74.
SPRINGSTEEL, Frederick Neil. A.B. Notre
Dame, A.M. Univ. Wash., Ph.D. Univ. Wash.
1967. Asst. prof, mathematics 1967-71.
STABLER, Arthur Phillips. A.B. Univ. Penn.
1941, A.M. Univ. Penn. 1947. Instr. romance
lang. 1947-49.
STALLKNECHT, Newton Phelps. A.B.
Princeton 1927, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M.
Princeton 1928; Ph.D. Princeton 1930.
Education; b. E. Orange NJ Oct. 24 1906; m.
Anna Henry Nov. 24 1943. Philosophy
Bowdoin (instr. 1930-32, asst. prof. 1932-36,
assoc. prof. 1936-46, prof. 1946-49), chmn.
philosophy dept. Ind. Univ. Bloomington
1949—
. Served to t/sgt. USA 1942-45;
awarded Commendation Ribbon. Author:
Studies in the Philosophy of Creation (1934),
Strange Seas of Thought (1945), Wm.
Wadsworth's Philosophy of Men and Nature
(1945); contbr. res. IN.
STANLEY, Hugh Smiley. A.B. Univ. Ga.
1926, A.M. Univ. Ga. 1928, A.M. Harvard
1934. Instr. mathematics 1937-38.
STANWOOD, C. Carson. Asst. coach football
1929.
STANWOOD, Daniel Caldwell. A.B. Oxford
Univ. 1918, A.M. Oxford Univ. 1918. b.
Gardiner May 15 1869; m. Marion Haynes
June 20 1902, m. Cornelia Van Rensselaer
March 15 1922; ch.: Charles, Cornelia. Atty.
Boston 1892-99, 1901-07; int. law Bowdoin
(lectr. 1918-19, prof. 1919-36, prof, emeritus
1936-51). Hon. fellow Univ. Coll. Oxford Univ.
1921. d. Lake Parlin July 27 1951.
STANWOOD, Geoffrey Robert. Asst. v.pres.
development 1973-75, program coordinator
Breckinridge Public Affairs Center 1975—
;
B.S. 1938.
STEPHENS, Harvey Bennett. Asst.
mathematics 1954-55, A.B. 1955.
STERLING, Daniel Joseph. B.S. St. Lawrence
Univ. 1953, A.M. Columbia 1955, Ph.D. Univ.
Wise. 1962. Mathematics (instr. 1962-63, asst.
prof. 1963-68).
STERN, Gates Barnet. A.B. Lehigh 1936, It.
col. USA. Prof, military science & tactics
1953-57.
STEVENS, Allen P. Coach fencing 1927.
STEVENS, Carl Hervey. Instr. (pathology &
bacteriology 1911-12, physiology 1912-13),
asst. demonstrator anatomy 1913-16, M.D.
1911.
STEVENS, Ezra Allen. Purchasing agt.
1975—.
STOCKTON, Thomas William. B.S. USMA
1949, capt. USA. Asst. prof, military science &
tactics 1955-57.
STODDARD, Brooks Whitney. A.B. Williams
1960, A.M. N.Y. Univ. 1962, Ph.D. N.Y. Univ.
1970. Art (instr. 1964-67, asst. prof. 1967-72).
STONE, Herbert King. A.B. Univ. Mich. 1905.
Asst. prof, romance lang. 1919-21.
STONE, Ralph Bushnell. Instr. 1907-11
(physics, mathematics), A.B. 1902.
STONE, Robert Bailey. B.M. Eastman,
M.S.L.S. SUNY Albany. Staff cataloguer
library 1963-64.
STORER, James Allen. A.B. Bard Coll. 1943,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1948, Ph.D.
Harvard 1955. Education; b. Watertown NY
Jan. 16 1922; m. Marjorie Smith July 14 1951;
ch.: Taylor, Joel. Bowdoin (instr. economics
1948-50, asst. prof. 1950-56, assoc. prof.
1956-62, prof. 1962-67, Daniel B. Fayerweather
Prof. 1967-69, dir. Center for Economic
Research 1959-65, dean of faculty 1966-69),
Fulbright lectr. Univ. Phillippines 1959-60,
asst. to dir. of economics U.S. Dept. of the
Interior 1965-66, dir. UN Food & Agriculture
Organization Rome 1969-73, dir. for int.
fisheries NOAA Dept. of Commerce Rockville
MD 1973— . Member (research advisory
committee New Eng. Council 1962-69, Dept. of
Commerce advisory committee on marine
resources 1965-68, advisory committee for
science education Nat. Science Foundation
1967-69), exec. dir. Northeastern Research
Foundation 1963-65, v.pres. Me. Council for
Economic Education 1964— , chmn. Me.
Governor's Council of Economic Advisors
1967-69, member & chmn. board of trustees
Overseas Sch. of Rome 1970-73, sec. UN Food
& Agriculture Organization Committee on
Fisheries 1971-73. Served to It. USN 1943-46.
Ed.: Me. Business Indicators (1956-65), contbr.
res. Washington DC*
STORR, Richard James. A.B. Swarthmore
1937, A.M. Harvard 1939, Ph.D. Harvard
1949. Instr. Am. history 1946-49, asst. prof.
1949-50.
STRATTON, Arthur Mills. Instr. English
1946-50, A.B. 1935.
STREETMAN, Ashley, Jr. Asst. dean of
students 1969-72, A.B. 1964.
STUART, Gail Presbrey. A.B. Williams.
Admissions fellow 1973-74.
STUART, Virginia Stanforth. B.S. Columbia.
Asst. to v.pres. development 1970-75.
STUCKEY, Daniel Kemp. A.B. Princeton
1942, A.M. Harvard 1950. Dir. athletics
1967-70.
SUTTON, John Martin, Jr. A.B. Boston Coll.
1961, maj. USA. Asst. prof, military science
1967-70.
SWEET, John Stevens. B S E. Ohio State
Univ. 1940, A.M. Columbia 1948. Ret.; b.
Mnpls. MN Feb. 8 1916; m. Monrovia
Cranford Sept. 1941, m. Deana Baron Oct.
1947, m. Evangeline Galas Dec. 1962; ch.:
Steven, Andrew. Professional actor NYC &
London England 1945-48, instr. English
Bowdoin 1948-56, teacher Horace Greeley
High Sch. Chappaqua NY 1956-?, ret.,
free-lance writer. Member nat. council
Teachers of English. Served with USA 1941-45.
res. Chappaqua NY.*
SWIFT, Henry Marshall. A.B. Harvard 1894,
M.D. Harvard 1900. Lectr. neurology 1912-13,
prof. 1913-21.
SYKES, Emery Howe. Coach football 1901.
A.B. 1894.
SZUMOWSKI, Walter John. Mgr. coll.
bookstore 1950-58, 1971—.
TAKAGI, Elda Gallison. B.S. Univ. Me., A.M.
Univ. Me., A.M. Mich., M.A. in L.S. Mich.
Documents librarian 1970—
.
TAM, Yue-Him. A.B. New Asia Coll. 1965,
A.B. Ind. Univ. 1968, A.M. Princeton 1973,
Ph.D. Princeton 1975. Education; b. Canton
China July 15 1941; m. Lai-ping Tarn May 7
1968. History Bowdoin (lectr. 1974-75, asst.
prof. 1975), New Asia Coll. Hong Kong China
1975— (dean of students, lectr. history), res.
Hong Kong China.*
TAYLOR, Alfred Maurice. Ph.D. Cambridge
Univ. 1927, A.M. Cambridge Univ. 1928.
Tallman Prof, physics 1964-65.
TAYLOR, Burton Wakeman. B.S. Yale 1928,
Ph.D. Columbia 1935. Ret.; b. NYC Feb. 1
1907; m. Edith May June 1 1929; ch.: Edith,
Hugh, Burton. Jr. accountant Price
Waterhouse & Co. NYC 1929-35, instr. & asst.
prof, sociology Syracuse Univ. NY 1935-40,
sociology Bowdoin (lectr. 1940-42, assoc. prof.
1946-51, prof. 1951-72, emeritus 1972—). Pres.
Me. Welfare Assn. 1948-49. Served to It. cdr.
USNR 1942-46. res. Brunswick.*
TAYLOR, Edmund Dennis. A.B. Holy Cross
1969, A.M. Yale 1962. Instr. English 1962-63.
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TERHUNE, Reaves Stanford, Jr. A.B.
Northwestern, M.S. 111. Acquisitions librarian
1965-66.
TERRIEN, George Blaise. A.B. Columbia Coll.
1963, B.Arch. Columbia 1966. Architecture;
b. NYC Oct. 16 1944; m. Suzanne Jones June
12 1966; ch.: David, Michael. Registered
architect A. I.A.; architect (J. T. Robertson
NYC 1966-67, F. Kennett Jr. N. Conway NH
1967-69), lectr. art Bowdoin 1969-70, architect




United Way Professional 1975, sec. planning
board Cape Elizabeth, chmn. Ft. Williams
study committee. Designed bldg. of Audubon
Soc. Me. Headquarters 1975. res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
THACHER, Archibald Gourlay. A.B. Harvard
1929, A.M. Columbia 1941. Instr. English
1941-42.
THALHEIMER, John Coolidge. Asst. to treas.
to bursar 1920-32, Member Class of 1921.
THAYER, Albert Rudolph. Instr. English
1924-25, asst. prof. 1940-46, assoc. prof.
1946-49, prof, speech 1949-60, Harrison King
McCall Prof, of oral communication 1960-69,
emeritus 1969—, A.B. 1922.
THIBODEAU, Delmar Alfred. B.S.
Georgetown, A.M. George Washington. Staff
assoc. Public Affairs Research Center 1968-69.
THOMPSON, Clifford Ray, Jr. A.B. Harvard
1955, A.M. Harvard 1958, Ph.D. Harvard
1965. Education; b. Portland. Romance
lang. (instr. 1961-65, asst. prof. 1965-71, assoc.
prof. 1971-77, prof. 1977
—
). res. Brunswick.
THOMPSON, Herbert Ellery. Asst. biology
1906-07, A.B. 1903.
THOMPSON, Philip Pickering. A.B.
Dartmouth 1902, M.D. Johns Hopkins 1906.
Asst. demonstrator anatomy 1907-11, instr.
(embryology 1911-12, diseases of women
1912-18), Med. Sch. 1903.
THORNDIKE, Samuel Lothrop, Jr. A.B.
Swarthmore Coll. 1959, Ph.D. Columbia 1967.
Asst. prof, economics 1970-71.
TIBBETTS, George Alton. Instr. surgery Me.
Med. Sch. 1919-21, A.B. 1912.
TIBBETTS, Margaret Joy. A.B. Wheaton Coll.
1941, A.M. Bryn Mawr 1942, Ph.D. Bryn
Mawr 1944. Visiting prof. int. affairs 1972-74.
TIERNEY, James Francis. A.B. Boston Univ.,
A.M. Brown Univ. 1950. Instr. govt. 1951-55.
TILLINGHAST. Edward Kenneth. B.S. Univ.
R.I. 1955, M.S. Univ. R.I. 1959. Instr. biology
1966-67.
TILLOTSON, Frederic Erie Thornlay. Prof,
music 1936-63, Mus.D. 1949.
TOBIE, Walter Eaton. M.D. 1899. Instr.
surgery, asst. demonstrator anatomy 1903-05,
lectr. 1905-06, prof. 1906-16; prof, surgery
1916-21.
TODD, Frank Harold. Instr. physics 1942-45,
B.S. 1935.
TOFT, Robert Jens. A.B. Beloit Coll. 1955,
A.M. Rice Inst. 1957, Ph.D. Rice Inst. 1960.
Biology (instr. 1960-62, asst. prof. 1962-63).
TOOMAJIAN, Charles Richard, Jr. Admin,
asst. to dean of students 1965-67, A.B. 1965.
TOWLE, Lawrence William. Prof, economics,
summer session 1947; A.B. 1924.
TRACY, Joyce Ann. A.B. Univ. Me., M.L.
Univ. Wash. Cataloguer library 1963-68.
TRASK, Robert Hartshorne, Jr. Lectr. art
1959-60, A.B. 1955.
TREADWELL, David Rogers, Jr. Assoc. dir. of
admissions 1968-71, A.B. 1964.
TUPPER, James Waddell. A.B. Dalhousie
1891, Ph.D. Johns Hopkins 1895. Tallman
Prof. English literature 1948.
TURNER, Arthur Piers Legh. A.B. Harvard
1930, A.M. Harvard 1933, Ph.D. Harvard
1935. Instr. economics 1935-37.
TURNER, James Henry. Asst. prof, physics to
assoc. prof. 1964—, A.B. 1958.
TURNER, John Harold. A.M. St. Andrews
Univ. 1964, A.M. Ind. Univ. 1966, Ph.D.
Harvard 1972. Education; b. London
England Aug. 16 1941. Romance lang. (asst.
prof. 1971-77, assoc. prof. 1977—). res.
Brunswick.*
TURNER, Perley Smith. Assoc. prof,
education to prof. 1946-56, B.S. 1919.
TUTTLE, Neal. Asst. chemist 1914-15, A.B.
1914.
TWITCHELL, Herbert Francis. Instr. clinical
surgery 1905-21, M.D. 1883.
TYLER, Edwin Grover. A.B. Va., M.L.S.
SUNY Albany. Serials librarian 1968-70.
TYSON, Forrest Clark. M.D. Tufts 1905. Instr.
mental diseases 1915-18, lectr. 1918-19, prof.
1919-20.
VAIL, David Jeremiah. A.B. Princeton 1965,
Ph.D. Yale (NDEA fellow) 1971. Education;
b. Cleveland OH June 2 1943; m. June Adler
June 18 1967; ch.: Benjamin. Rapporteur U.S.
Dept. of Labor Washington DC 1966,
Fulbright fellow Italy 1968, Yale Council on
Comparative European Studies scholar
1968-69, research fellow Makerere Univ.
Kampala Univ. Uganda Africa 1968-70, asst.
prof, to assoc. prof, economics Bowdoin
1970
— ,
economic advisor E. Africa Common
Market Arusha Tanzania 1972-73. Elected
member Nat. Honor Soc. in Economics.
Contbr. res. Brunswick.*
VAIL, June Alder. A.B. Conn. Coll. Visiting
lectr. dance 1974-75, dir. dance program
1975—.
VALENZUELA, Mario. LL.B. Univ. Chile,
A.M. Univ. Chile. Tallman Prof. int. affairs
1973-74.
VALLEJOS, Reuben Hector. Licenciado en
Farmacia y Bioqumimica Universidad
Nacional de La Plata 1961, Doctor en
Farmacia y Bioqumimica Universidad
Nacional de La Plata 1965. Visiting prof,
biology 1973-74.
Van CLEVE, Thomas Curtis. A.B. Univ. Mo.
1911, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Mo. 1912;
Ph.D. Univ. Wise. 1921. Ret.; b. Maiden
MO May 1 1888. History Univ. Mo. (asst.
1911-12, instr. 1912-13), asst. history Univ.
Wise. 1913-15, history Bowdoin (instr. 1915-16,
asst. prof. 1916-20, prof. 1920-25, Frank
Munsey Prof. 1925-26; Thomas Brackett Reed
Prof. Political Science 1926-54, emeritus
1954-76), ret. Served to capt. USA 1917-19,
served to col. 1942-45; awarded div. citation
1922, war dept. citation. Author: Markward of
Anweiler (1937); Crusade of Frederick II,
Immutator Mundi. d. Brunswick Feb. 10
1976.*
Van HOY, David Clarence. A.B. Wash. State
Univ., M.S.L.S. Western Reserve. Cataloguer
library 1965-69.
Van NORT, Richard Leigbton. A.B. Univ.
Penn. 1952, A.M. Princeton 1954. Sociology
(instr. 1955-57, asst. prof. 1957-60).
VASSAR, William Frederick. A.B. Univ. Vt.
1940, A.M. Univ. Vt. 1948, It. col. USA. Prof,
military science 1963-66.
VASTRA, Jean. Diplome Universitaire
d'Etudes Litteraires. Visiting scholar French
1972-73.
VAUGHN, Peter Hudson.A.B. DePauw Univ.
1976. Admin, exec; b. Norfolk VA Sept. 3
1945; m. Jean Ferguson April 13 1968; ch.:
Margaret. Student Univ. N.C. 1 yr.; writer
Needham, Harper & Steers Chicago IL
1967-69; with MacBeans Brunswick 1970-73;
asst. to v.pres. development Bowdoin 1974—
.
Author: Named Professorships at Bowdoin
College (1975), contbr. res. Wiscasset.*
VEAZIE, Carl Edward. A.B. Whitman Coll.
1943, Phi Beta Kappa: M B A. Columbia I44S
Economics; b. Seattle WA Nov. 15 1920: m.
Carolyn Rowland July 18 1953: ch.: Anne. S.
Joy. PortofN.Y. Authority NYC (transportation
trainee 1948-49. asst. trade economist 1949-54).
economist Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton
NYC 1954-56. transportation economist
Metropolitan Rapid transit Comm. NYC
1956-58. economic consultant EBASCO
Services Inc. NYC 1959-60. chief economist
Conn. Development Comm. Hartford l%0-68.
public affairs research center Bowdoin (staff
economist 1968-70. dir. 1970-76). Past sec.-treas.
Me. Assn. of Planners, board member the
Research Inst, of the Gulf of Me., sec. Citizens
Advisory Committee Brunswick, member
(Industrial Development Council of Me.. Natural
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Resources Council of Me., Transportation
Research Forum), res. Brunswick.*
VICK, Susan. A.B. Catawba Coll. 1967,
M.F.A. Southern Methodist Univ. 1969. Instr.
dramatics 1970-71.
VLADIMIROFF, Doris Charrier. A.B. Duke
Univ. 1949, A.M. Middlebury Coll. 1956.
Education; b.S. Bristol Nov. 5 1929; m.
Donald Davis June 19 1949, m. Vladimir
Vladimiroff May 16 1970; ch.: Frederic,
Stephen, Martha, Serge. Teacher Needham
Broughton High Sch. Raleigh NC 1949-50,
Fulbright scholar 1950, student Univ.
Nottingham England 1950, Hamden Hall
C.D.S. New Haven CT 1950-56 (asst. head of
sch.; teacher English, French), student Yale
Univ. 1952-53, teacher English Friends Acad.
Locust Valley NY 1960-66, student New Sch.
for Social Research NYC 1962-64, Upward
Bound Bowdoin (asst. dir. 1966-67 dir.
1966
—
), sr. instr. English Univ. Me. part-time
1966— . Dir. Skateland Camp part-time
Hempstead NY, member advisory committee
(sch. board 1958-59, HEW 1972-75). res.
Cundy's Harbor.*
VOLZ, Robert Lawrence. A.B. Marquette
Univ. 1962, A.M. Univ. Wise. 1963. Library
science; b. Milwaukee WI Jan. 30 1938. Asst.
rare book librarian Northwestern Univ.
1963-65; spec, collections librarian Bowdoin
1965-70; head dept. of rare books, manuscripts
& archives Univ. Rochester NY 1970-77,
custodian Chapin Library Williams Coll.
1977— . Pres. Pejepscot Historical Soc.
Brunswick 1968-70, member (trustees
committee Me. Historical Soc. 1968-70, Grolier
Club NY 1973—), Manuscript Soc. (dir.
1972-75, treas. 1975—). res. Williamstown
MA.*
Von HENDY, Andrew John. A.B. Niagara
Univ. 1954, A.M. Cornell 1957. Instr. English
1960-63.
VOSE, Clement Ellery. A.B. Univ. Me. 1947,
A.M. Univ. Wise. 1949, Ph.D. Univ. Wise.
1952. Assoc. prof. govt. & dir. Bureau of
Research In Municipal Govt. 1955-58.
WADLEIGH, Richard. Curator Museum of
Fine Arts 1960-61.
WALKER, David Bradstreet. A.B. Boston
Univ. 1949, A.M. Boston Univ. 1950, Ph.D.
Brown Univ. 1956. Govt, (instr. 1956-57, asst.
prof. 1954-64).
WALKLING, Robert Adolph. A.B. Swarthmore
Coll. 1953, S.M. Harvard 1955, Ph.D. Harvard
1962. Asst. prof, physics 1963-69.
WALLACE, Herbert Stephen. A.B. Univ.
Denver 1933, A.M. Univ. Kan. 1948, Ph.D. Ia.
State Coll. 1950. Lectr. biology 1954-55.
WALSH, Adam James. B.S. Notre Dame 1925.
Coach football 1935-44, 1947-58.
WARD, James Edward, III. A.B. Vanderbilt
Univ. 1961, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Va.
(Danforth fellow) 1964; Ph.D. Univ. Va.
(Danforth fellow) 1968. Education; b.
Greenville SC Sept. 20 1939; m. Mary Parker
Aug. 11 1962; ch.: James IV, R. Parker,
Margaret. Asst. to pres. George Peabody Coll.
Nashville TN 1961-62, jr. instr. & grad.
teaching asst. Univ. Va. Charlottesville
1963-64, teaching intern Woodrow Wilson
Foundation Spelman Coll. GA 1965-66, jr.
instr. & grad. teaching asst. Univ. Va. 1966-68,
Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1968-73, dir. Sr. Center
1971-76, assoc. prof. 1973— . Consultant on the
mathematics curriculum Va. Union Univ.
Richmond 1968, dir. (Nat. Science Foundation
for Secondary Sch. Teachers of Mathematics
Bowdoin 1969, Surdna Foundation
Undergrad. Research Project 1971-72,
Langbein Summer Research Grant 1971),
addresser State Convention of the Assn. of
Teachers of Mathematics in Me. 1969 & 1973,
sec. Bowdoin chapter of the Am. Assn. of
Univ. Prof. 1969-70 & 1970-71, member
(citizens advisory council Parkview Memorial
Hospital 1969
—
, board of dir. Assn. of
Teachers of Mathematics in Me. 1970— , lectr.
(Nat. Science Foundation Inst, for Secondary
Sch. Teachers of Mathematics Bowdoin 1969,
1971, 1974; visiting lectr. program of the
Mathematical Assn. of Am. 1971-72, 1972-73,
1973-74, 1974-75; Me. State secondary sch.
visiting lectr. program 1971-72, 1972-73,
1973-74, 1974-75), postdoctoral participant
Nat. Science Foundation advanced science
seminar on finite groups Bowdoin 1970, chmn.
(Bowdoin faculty committee on admissions &
student aid 1971-72 & 1972-73, calendar
committee 1973), pres. Longfellow Sch.
Parent-Teacher Club 1971-72, elected faculty
rep. Bowdoin Governing Boards committee on
athletics 1974, First Parish Congr. Church
(deacon, chmn. fellowship club, chmn. youth
ministry committee), elected member Omicron
Delta Kappa. Named Brunswick's Outstanding
Young Man of 1973 Brunswick Jaycees, named
one of the state's three Outstanding Young
Men of 1974 Me. Jaycees. res. Brunswick.*
WARNER, Rex. Tallman Prof, classical
history & literature 1962-63.
WARREN, Andre Rolland. Grad. Levis Coll.
1938. Asst. supt. grounds & bldg. 1955-74,
consultant to v.pres. admin. & finance 1974-75.
WARREN, Carl Orestes. Instr. mathematics
1918-19, A.B. 1912.
WARREN, Harry Knight. A.B. Univ. Penn.
1952. Admin, exec.; b.Phila. PA Jan. 3 1931;
m. Judith Dickson Aug. 30 1952; ch.: Douglas,
Susan, David. Int. Business Machines Corp.
(sales trainee Phila. 1952, sales rep. Chester PA
1953-55, marketing mgr. Hartford CT 1958-59,
branch mgr. Providence RI 1960-61, mgr.
systems & production White Plains NY
1961-63, branch mgr. Concord NH 1963-65),
administrator Bowdoin 1965— . Trustee
Brunswick Savings Inst. 1969— , Kappa
chapter Psi Upsilon House Assn. (dir. 1969—
,
past pres. 1973-74), member citizens advisory
committee Brunswick, asst. chmn. Brunswick
Town Charter Committee, sec. Civil Service
Comm. Brunswick, member vestry St. Paul's
Epis. Church. Served to PO/2 USN 1955-57.
res. Brunswick.*
WARSHAW, Howard Raphael. Visiting prof,
art fall 1969.
WASHINGTON, Lawrence Moore. A.B.
Middlebury Coll. 1949, A.M. Middlebury Coll.
1950. Instr. German 1954-56.
WASS, Edward Hames. Instr. music 1912-16,
asst. prof. 1916-22, assoc. prof. 1922-35. Mus.
D. 1928.
WATERHOUSE, Francis Asbury. A.B.
Harvard 1905, A.M. Harvard 1906, Ph.D.
Harvard 1918. Instr. French & Spanish 1915.
WATSON, Sidney John. B.S. Northeastern
1956. Education; b. Andover MA May 4
1932; m. Henrietta Halloran May 1954; ch.:
Nancy, Sidney, Susan, Michael, Christopher.
Professional football player (Pittsburgh PA
Steelers 1955-57, Washington DC Redskins
1958), Bowdoin 1959— (hockey coach, football
asst., lacrosse coach, golf coach). Am. Hockey
Coaches Assn. (pres., 1st v.pres., 2nd v.pres.,
sec.-treas.), member rules & tournament
committee NCAA Ice Hockey 1969-74. Served
to capt. USA 1956-57. res. Brunswick.*
WEATHERHEAD, Albert J., Jr. Coach
football 1916.
WEBBER, Merlon Ardeen.Asst. surgery
1913-16, A.B. 1907.
WEBBER, Millard Carroll. Clinical asst. Me.
Med.Sch. 1913-16, A.B. 1907.
WEBSTER, Fred Paterson. Me. Med. Sch.
1905-18 (instr. children's diseases, lectr., prof,
pediatrics), A.B. 1910.
WEEKS, DeForest.Asst. medicine 1920-21,
A.B. 1911.
WEIL, Gordon Lee. Visiting prof. govt. & legal
studies 1973-74, A.B. 1958.
WEISSMAN, Aaron. A.B. CCNY, Phi Beta
Kappa 1942; A.M. Columbia 1947; M.L.S.
Columbia 1967. Admin, exec; b. NYC
March 6 1922; m. Suse Kattler Jan. 1 1948;
ch.: Daniel '72, Terry, David. Advt. artist
various agencies NYC, admin. Bowdoin
1967—. Served to cpl. USA 1942-46. res.
Brunswick.*
WELCH, Francis Joseph. Me. Med. Sch.
1909-21 (clinical asst. medicine, instr.
pulmonary diseases, asst. prof.), A.B. 1903.
WELCH, George Baker. Asst. prof, physics
1933-36, A.B. 1922.
WELLS, Linn Scott. B.S. Springfield. Asst.
coach (football 1931-46, hockey 1931-34),
coach hockey 1934-40, asst. coach baseball
1931-34, coach 1934-46.
WENDELKEN, Frederick, Jr. Asst. to dept.
Grounds & Bldgs. 1960-68.
WESCOTT, Clement Plummer. M.D. Tufts
1909. Instr. neurology 1918-21.
WEST, Richard Vincent. A.B. Univ. Calif.
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1961, A.M. Univ. Calif. 1965. Museum of Art
(curator 1967-73, dir. 1969-73).
WESTFALL, Donald Wilson. Admissions
fellow 1972-73, A.B. 1972.
WHALIN, Howard Ewing. Chief of security
1975—.
WHEATLAND, David Alan. B.S.Brown Univ.
1963, Ph.D. Univ. Md. 1967. Asst. prof,
chemistry 1967-73.
WHITE, Charles D. Coach fencing 1908-13.
WHITE, James Fellows.Instr. German
1930-37, A.B. 1929.
WHITESIDE, William Boiling. A.B. Amherst
1943, A.M. Harvard 1947, Ph.D. Harvard
1952. Education; b. Cincinnati OH Oct. 17
1921; m. Virginia Sandin May 3 1944; ch.:
John, David '72. Instr. history Amherst
1951-53, Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1953-60, assoc.
prof. 1960-66, prof. 1966-69, Frank Munsey
Prof, of History 1969— dir. Sr. Center
1962-71), visiting prof. Univ. Me. 1970-71.
Chmn. (committee on teacher education &
certification, Me. advisory committee on
teacher education & certification), elected
member Phi Beta Kappa, lectr. Served to 1st It.
USAAF 1943-46. Author: the Boston YMCA
and Community Need: A Century's Evolution
1851-1951 (1951), contbr. res. Orr's Is.
WHITMORE, Frank Hayden. A.B. Harvard
1899, B.L.S. N.Y. State Library Sch. 1901.
Asst. librarian 1901-05.
WHITMORE, William Cotman. Asst.
genitourinary surgeon 1916-19, clinical asst.
1919-20, A.B. 1907.
WHlllIER, Frank Nathaniel. Dir. gymnasium
1886-1908, prof, physical training 1908-25,
lectr. hygiene & coll. physician 1924. Sc.D. 1924.
WIDGERY, Alban Gregory. A.B. Cambridge
Univ. 1908, A.M. Cambridge Univ. 1912.
Tallman Prof, philosophy of religion 1928-29.
WIGGIN, Roy Edward. Instr. romance lang.
1941-42, A.B. 1938.
WILDER, Gerald Gardner. Asst. in library to
librarian 1904-44, A.B. 1904.
WILDER, Philip Sawyer. Acting alumni sec.
1927-28, alumni sec. 1928-44, instr. education
1928-32, asst. prof. 1932-46, admissions officer
1944-46, asst. to pres. 1946-67, emeritus
1967—; B.S. 1923.
WILLIAMS, Peter William. A.B. Harvard
1965, A.M. Yale 1967, M.Phil. Yale 1968.
Ph.D. Yale 1970. Visiting assoc. prof, religion
1974-75.
WILLIAMSON, Jerry George. B.S. Okla. State
Univ. 1955, capt. USA. Asst. prof, military
science 1964-67.
WILLIAMSON, Walter Darwin. M D. Univ.
Vt. 1888. Instr. clinical surgery 1912-18.
WILLMAN, Robert Irving. A.B. Harvard 1959,
Ph.D. Harvard 1968. Asst.prof. history
1969-75.
WILSON, Dana Richard. Admissions fellow
1968-69, A.B. 1968.
WILSON, James. A.B. Univ. Rochester 1951,
A.M. Syracuse Univ. 1953. Instr. govt. 1958-62.
WILSON, William Smith, III. A.B. Univ. Va.
1953, A.M. Yale 1956, Ph.D. Yale 1961. Instr.
English 1959-61.
WINFREY, Will Rhea. A.B. Southwestern
Coll. 1940, It. col. USA. Military science &
tactics (asst. prof. 1953-54, prof. 1954-56).
WING, Charles Goddard. Lectr. & research
assoc. Physics 1971-74, visiting lectr. housing &
architecture 1974-75, A.B. 1961.
WINSTON, Reed Alan. Asst. prof, biology
1972-75, A.B. 1968.
WINTER, Robert White. A.B. Dartmouth.
Instr. history 1951-53.
WITHERLE, Charles Bryant. A.B. Harvard
1876, M.D. Harvard 1881. Instr. neurology
1903-04, lectr. 1904-05, prof. 1905-12; prof,
mental diseases 1910-12.
WOLFSON, Wendy Phillips. A.B. Boston
Univ. 1967, A.M. Univ.Penn. 1968. Instr.
sociology 1971-72.
WOODBURY, Roliston Gibson. Coach
football 1922 & 1924, A.B. 1922.
WOODCOCK, Karl Stanley. B.S. Bates 1918,
M.S. Univ. Chicago 1922, Ph.D. Univ. Chicago
1932. Visiting lectr. astronomy 1966-67.
WOODRUFF, Frank Edward. A.B. Univ. Vt.
1875, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Vt. 1878.
b. EdenVT March 20 1855; m. Ellen
Hamilton Jan. 11 1883; ch.: John, Robert,
Edith. Student (Union Theol. Sem. 1878-81,
Univ. Berlin 1881-82, Am. Sch. of Classical
Studies Athens Greece 1882-83); prof.
Andover MA Theol. Sem. (sacred literature
1883-87, Greek 1887-1909); Bowdoin (Collins
Prof. 1890-1908, Joseph E. Merrill Prof.
1909-22); lectr. Greek literature Bangor Theol.
Sem. Bangor 1905, 1908, 1910. Supt. of sch.
Brunswick 1900-04, rep. Me. Legislature
1921-22, exec, committee Me. Assn. of Coll. &
Prep. Sch., Bowdoin rep. Comm. of New Eng.
Coll. & Prep. Sch., trustee Am. Sch. of
Classical Studies. Author: Greek Prose
Composition (1891), New Greek Prose
Composition (1905), Pastoral Epistles; contbr.
d. Brunswick Nov. 19 1922.
WRIGHT, Robert Edward. B.B.A. Tulane
1950, capt. USA. Asst. prof, military science &
tactics 1953-55.
WYMAN, Barbara Ann MacPhee. Admin,
exec; b. Rumford Oct. 14 1935; m. George
Wyman Nov. 27 1954. Bowdoin (sec. 1963-69.




YANG, Yung-Ching. Tallman Prof. Chinese
civilization 1942-43, L.H.D. 1944.
YIM, Kwanha. A.B. Dartmouth 1957, A.M.
Fletcher Sch. 1958, Ph.D. Fletcher Sch. 1963.
Govt, (instr. 1961-63, asst. prof. 1963-64).
YORK, Gerald Marshall. Instr. mathematics
1947-50, A.B. 1937.
YOUNG, Carleton Clark. A.B. Hamilton Coll.
1917. Coll. forester 1960-72.
YOUNG, Gerald Craig. A.A. Cerritos Jr. Coll.
1965, A.B. Calif. StateColl. 1967, A.M. Calif.
State Coll. 1969. Instr. speech 1969.
YOUNG, LeRoy. B.S. Univ. Minn. 1955.
Visiting lectr. economics & Afro-Am.
studies 1971-72.
ZMACHINSKI, John. B.B.A. CCNY 1938.
Instr. economics 1949.
Teaching Fellows
ALEXANDER, Alexander Allan. B.S. Mass.,
M.S. Springfield. Teaching fellow biology
1957-58.
ALT, Theresa Frances. A.B. Bryn Mawr Coll.,
A.M. & M.Phil. Columbia Univ. Teaching
fellow Russian 1974-75.
ALTMAN, Stanley Nathaniel. Teaching fellow
Latin 1947, A.B. 1947.
ARAYA, Americo Gauna. Fellow Spanish
1957-58.
ARNDT, Harold Edwin. B.S. Univ. Conn.
Teaching fellow biology 1965-68.
AUZENAT, Dominique Marie-Jean. Teaching
fellow French 1956-57.
BACON, Harold Ray.B.S. Mont. State Coll.
1958, Ed.M. Penn. State Univ. 1961. Teaching
fellow biology 1962-64.
BAKER, Winslow Furber. Teaching fellow
physics 1950, A.B. 1950.
BAMBACH, Klaus. Teaching fellow German
1967-68.
BARBOUR, Marshall Stanley. Teaching fellow
chemistry 1935-36. B.S. 1935.
BARRETT, Harry Livingstone. A.B. Rochester
1942. Teaching fellow economics 1949.
BEST, Malcolm James. Teaching fellow-
Spanish 1967-69, A.B. 1970.
BEZIAT, Andre-Jean. Teaching fellow French
1965-66.
BILLERON, Genevieve. Teaching fellow
French 1973-74.
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BIRAUD, Francis Marie Edmund.Bachelier es
lettres Univ. Poitiers France 1926, licencie es
lettres Univ. Poitiers 1929. Teaching fellow
French 1930-31.
BIRD, Henry Lonsdale. A.B. Princeton.
Teaching fellow biology 1950-51.
BLAKE, Christopher. A.M. St. Andrews.
Teaching fellow philosophy 1951-52.
BLUNT, James Wallace, Jr. Teaching fellow
biology 1940-41, B.S. 1940.
BOGGIO-SOLA, Jean-Francois. Teaching
fellow French 1962-63.
BONTOUX, Claude Rene.Teaching fellow
French 1959-60, Bowdoin Plan 1955-56.
BORDET, Marcel C. C. Teaching fellow
French 1927-28.
BORIAS, Georges. Teaching fellow French
1959-60.
BOUQUIER, Pierre Paul Michel. Fellow
French 1956-57.
BRADLEY, Fontaine C. Teaching fellow
chemistry 1974-75.
BRIGGS, Edwin Stuart. Teaching fellow
English 1947, A.B. 1945.
BROWN, Peter Claude. A.B. Middlebury Coll.
Teaching fellow biology 1967-68.
BURKE, Paul James. Teaching fellow
chemistry 1962-63, A.B. 1962.
BURTON, Robert Smith. Teaching fellow
govt. 1946, A.B. 1943.
BUTZEL, Henry, Jr.A.B. Williams 1943.
Teaching fellow biology 1946-48.
CARRUTHERS, Charles Woodside. Teaching
fellow physics 1949, A.B. 1950.
CHALLBERG, Mark Dennis. Teaching fellow
biology 1974-75, A.B. 1972.
CHAMBERLAND, Maurice Roger. Teaching
fellow chemistry 1956-57, A.B. 1956.
CLARK, Fred Earl. A.B. Huntington Coll.
Teaching fellow biology 1958-59.
CLOUGH,Philip James. Teaching fellow
chemistry 1943. B.S. 1943.
COBB, Richard Neil. Teaching fellow
mathematics 1934-35, A. 1932.
COLEMAN, Phillip Stephen. B.S. Bates.
Teaching fellow chemistry 1968-69.
COOMBS, Richard York. Teaching fellow
chemistry 1954-56, A.B. 1952.
CRAIG, Leslie Ramsey. B.D. Bangor Theol.
Sem. 1948. Teaching fellow English 1951-52,
A.B. 1947.
CRAVEN, Robert Keenan. Teaching fellow
French 1940-41, A.B. 1938.
CRESPO, Leonardo. B.C.F.S. San Gabriel
Univ. 1944. Teaching fellow Spanish 1948-49.
CROSS, Robert Melvin. Teaching fellow
English 1950-51, A.B. 1945.
CUILLERIER, Jean. Teaching fellow French
1968-69.
CURTIS, Harold Ormand. Teaching fellow
physics summer 1947. A.B. 1945.
DALTON, Ernest Rockwell. Teaching fellow
government 1938-40, B.S. 1937.
DARBELNET, Jean Louis. Teaching fellow
French 1937-38.
DAUBAN, Yves-Rene. Teaching fellow French
1972-73.
DAVIS, John Clement, III. Teaching fellow
biology 1968-71, A.B. 1957.
DAVIS, John Dunning. Teaching fellow
biology 1956-57.
DEGUELDRE, Francois. Teaching fellow
French 1969-70.
DELARUE, Jean-Claude. Teaching fellow
French 1960-61.
DEMOYA, Albert Joseph. Teaching fellow
Spanish 1971-72.
DIETZ, Karl-Wilheim. Teaching fellow
German 1968-69.
DIONNE, Donna Louise. Teaching fellow
biology 1974—, A.B. 1973.
DJOUDI, Mohammed. Fellow French 1957-58.
DONOVAN, Dana John. Teaching fellow
chemistry 1972-73, 1974-75; A.B. 1971.
DOREY, Claude. Teaching fellow French
1974-75.
DOWLING, Robert John. Teaching fellow
psychology summer 1948. A.B. 1949.
DRAKE, James Benjamin. Teaching fellow
French 1933-34, A.B. 1929.
DRUCKER, Georges Marie Michel. Bachelier
es lettres Univ. Paris 1922, licencie es lettres
Univ. Paris 1926, diplome d'Etudes
Superieures 1926. Teaching fellow French
1926-27.
DUCORNET, Guy. Teaching fellow French
1961-62.
DUNBAR, George Arthur. Teaching fellow
govt. 1940-41, B.S. 1939.
EATON, Alden Way. B.S. Univ. N.H.
Teaching fellow biology 1959-61.
ECKENBACH, Uwe. Teaching fellow German
1966-67.
EGGINTON, Philippe Henri Jacques.
Teaching fellow French 1965-66.
ELLIOTT, Van Courtlandt. Teaching fellow
classics 1935-36. A.B. 1928.
FAHL, Winfried. Teaching fellow German
1963-64.
FARLEY, Charles Hamlin, Jr. Teaching fellow
history 1933-34, A.B. 1930.
FICKETT, Lewis Perley, Jr. Teaching fellow
govt. 1948, A.B. 1947.
FLEURENT-DIDIER, Jean. Teaching fellow
French 1964-65.
FLEURY, Jean Gerard. Bachelier es lettres
Univ. Paris 1923, diplome de l'Ecole des
Sciences Politique Univ. Paris 1926, licencie en
droit Univ. Paris 1927. Teaching fellow French
1929-30.
FORD, Everett Joseph, Sr. A.B. & M.Sc.
Boston Coll. Teaching fellow physics 1963-67.
FRENCH, Jonathan Wales, Jr. Teaching
fellow French 1938-39, B.S. 1937.
GALINSKY, Gotthard Karl Rudolph. Teaching
fellow Latin, A.B. 1963.
GANAROS, Anthony. B.S. Conn. Teaching
fellow biology 1950-52.
GARNIER, MarceUe Christin. Grad. Univ.
Besancon, grad. Univ. Clermont-Fernand.
Teaching fellow French Bowdoin 1971-72. res.
Lyon France.*
GIVEEN, Samuel Merritt. Teaching fellow
mathematics 1948, A.B. 1942.
GNEWUCH, William T. B.S. Marquette, A.M.
Duke. Teaching fellow biology 1969-70.
GORG, Lothar.Teaching fellow German
1970-71.
GORONDI, Alexander Zoltan. Teaching
fellow Spanish 1960-61.
GUILLEN, Juan Jose. Teaching fellow
Spanish 1961-62.
HALL, Wayne Leslie. Teaching fellow physics
1967-68, A.B. 1967.
HALLER, Alfred Raymond. Teaching fellow
biology 1956-57, A.B. 1953.
HAMELIN, Guy Georges Jean. Teaching
fellow French 1960-61.
HANIS, Nancy Metnick. A.B. Rutgers.
Teaching fellow biology 1968-71.
HARRINGTON, Robert Whiting, Jr. Teaching
fellow biology 1936-38, A.B. 1934.
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HENDERSON, James Roger. Teaching fellow
biology 1964-65, A.B. 1964.
HOLDERBAUM, Jurgen. Teaching fellow
German 1969-70.
HOOTEN, George Milner, Jr. Teaching fellow
public speaking 1947, A.B. 1947.
HOYT, David Warner. Teaching fellow
chemistry 1967-68.
ISLE, Gunter. Teaching fellow German
1970-71.
JACOB, Klaus-Peter. Teaching fellow German
1960-61.
JARS, Jean-Pierre Marie. Teaching fellow
French 1963-64.
JAY, Raymond Willy. Teaching fellow
romance lang. 1962-63.
JOLY, Jean Francois Marie. Teaching fellow
French 1966-67.
KECHEJ1AN, Nishan Jim. B.S. Bates 1955.
Teaching fellow biology 1955-56.
KENVIN, Roger Lee. Teaching fellow English
1949, A.B. 1949.
KIECKSEE, Uwe Christian. Fellow German
1957-58.
KING, James Stodden. Teaching fellow physics
1940-42, B.S. 1938.
KLEIN, Dietmar Karl Rudolf. Fellow German
1956-57, A.B. 1957.
KLUGE, Ekkehard. Teaching fellow German
1965-66.
KOEHLER, Klaus Jurgen. Fellow German
1957-58.
KOENIGSTEIN, Manfred. Teaching fellow
German 1960-61.
KOEPSEL, Jurgen. Teaching fellow German
1959-60.
KOUADA, Issoufou. Teaching fellow French
1968-70. A.B. 1971.
KRANZ, Jorn. Teaching fellow German
1964-65.
LaCASCE, Joseph Henry. Teaching fellow
mathematics 1946, B.S. 1946.
LAWRENCE, David Hughes. Teaching fellow
physics 1946-47, B.S. 1944.
LIVERSAGE, Richard Albert. A.B. Marlboro
Coll. 1951. Teaching fellow biology 1953-54.
LOGAN, Alan Livingston. Teaching fellow
German & comparative literature 1948-49,
A.B. 1942.
LOTHROP, Eaton Shaw. Teaching fellow
biology 1952-54, A.B. 1951.
LOUMENTO, Joel Alexis. Teaching fellow
French 1973-74.
MARINONI, Rene Maxime. Fellow French
1956-57.
MARLER, Charles Dean. B.S. 111. State
Normal Univ. Teaching fellow biology
1959-60.
MARTIN, Robert Frederick. Teaching fellow
chemistry 1958-59, A.B. 1958.
MARTINEZ, Ramon Argimiro. Teaching
fellow Spanish 1931-32, Bowdoin 1932-33.
MAYAUD, Charles. Teaching fellow French
1946.
MCCARTHY, Gladstone, Michael Jr.
Teaching fellow Spanish 1963-66, A.B. 1966.
McKINLEY, Daniel Lawson. A.B. & A.M. Mo.
Teaching fellow biology 1957-59.
MEYER, Herfried. Teaching fellow German
1968-69.
MICAUD, Charles Antoine. Bachelier es lettres
Univ. Lyon 1928, licencie en droit Univ. Paris
1933, diplome d'Etudes Superieures
d'Economic Politique et de droit public Univ.
Lyon 1935, A.M. Columbia 1939, Ph.D.
Columbia. Teaching fellow French 1939-43.
MIQUEL, Claude Christian. Fellow French
1957-58.
MOONEY, Peter Bryan. A.B. Univ. N.H.
Teaching fellow biology 1962-63.
MORK, Gustave William. B.S. Upsala Coll.
1950, A.M. Columbia 1954. Teaching fellow
biology 1954-55.
MORRISON, John Borland. Teaching fellow
chemistry 1966-67, A.B. 1966.
MOSER, Gene Wendell. B.S. E. Stroudsburg
State Teachers Coll. 1953, A.M. Columbia
1955. Teaching fellow biology 1955-56.
MURPHY, Peter Anthony. B.S. St. Francis.
Teaching fellow biology 1966-67.
NERADT, Daniel. Teaching fellow German
1963-64.
ODIORNE, Joseph Milton, II. Teaching fellow
biology 1934-36. B.S. 1925.
PAYNE, Donald Davis. Teaching fellow
biology 1948-50, A.B. 1950.
PEABODY, Harlan Berkley, Jr. Teaching
fellow classics 1953-54, A.B. 1950.
PELMONT, Raoul Andre. Baccalaureat;
diplome d'Etudes Superieures Univ. Paris
1926, licencie es lettres Univ. Paris 1936. Ph.D.
Columbia 1947. Teaching fellow French
1933-34.
PETTEGROVE, James Parker. Teaching
fellow English & philosophy 1935-37, A.B.
1930.
PETTINGILL, Olin Sewall, Jr. Teaching
fellow biology 1933-34, A.B. 1930.
PIERROT, Jean Nicolas Georges. Bachelier es
lettres Univ. Clermont-Ferrand 1918, licencie
es lettres Univ. Paris. Teaching fellow French
1932-33.
PONGE, Isabelle. Teaching fellow French
1974-75.
PORTES, Claude. Teaching fellow French
1960-62.
POURCELET, Francois. Teaching fellow
French 1970-71.
QUIROZ, Jose Luis Vasquez. Teaching fellow
Spanish 1962-63.
REHDER, Gerhard Oskar. Teaching fellow
history 1935-37. A.B. 1931.
RIEHM, Peter. Teaching fellow German
1961-62.
RIVERO AVEIGA, Luis Gonzaga. Bachiller en
Ciencias Sociales Colegio Eloy Alfaro
Ecuador. Teaching fellow Spanish 1952-54.
ROBERTS, David Llewellyn. Teaching fellow
physics & astronomy 1962-63, A.B. 1962.
ROCHET, Bernard Louis. Grad. Univ.
Bordeaux (Fulbright scholar) 1965, Ph.D.
Univ. Alta. (Canada Council fellow) 1970.
Education; b. Illats France March 27 1942;
m. Jessie Foley July 1 1965; ch.: Jean,
Stephane. Teaching fellow French Bowdoin
1963-64, romance lang. Univ. Alta. Edmonton
Alta. Canada (asst. prof. 1970-75, assoc. prof.
1975—). Pres. Rocky Mt. Linguistic Assn.
1975. Served to sgt. French Infantry 1965-67.
Author: The Formation and the Evolution of
the French Nasal Vowels (1976), assoc. ed.:
Canadian Journal of Romance Linguistics,
contbr. res. Edmonton Alta. Canada.*
ROGET, Jean Marc. Teaching fellow French
1966-67.
RONCALEZ, Georges Eugene. Ecole Normale
Superieure St. Cloud, Univ. Paris agrege de
l'Univ. Teaching fellow French 1938-39.
ROOS, Eckhard. Teaching fellow German
1967-68.
ROUSSEAU, Laurier Gerard. Teaching fellow
French 1934-35, B.S. 1932.
ROUSSET, Gerhard. Teaching fellow French
1967-68.
RUNKEL, Arnold. Teaching fellow German.
RUNKEL, Franz Theo. Teaching fellow
German 1958-59.
SANDQUIST, Carl Lennart. Teaching fellow
chemistry 1947-48, A.B. 1945.
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SANTOS FLORES, Byron Antonio. Teaching
fellow Spanish 1969-70, A.B. 1970.
SASSEN, Winfred. Teaching fellow German
1964-65.
SAWYER, David Burr. B.S. Bates 1943.
Teaching fellow biology 1947-49.
SCARPINO, Jon Hart. Teaching fellow
biology 1961-62, A.B. 1961.
SCHLOSSER, Pierre. Teaching fellow French
1958-59.
SCHOBER, Horst. Teaching fellow German
1962-63.
SCHONHAAR, Rainer Fritz. Teaching fellow
German 1958-59.
SCHWEIKARD, Hans. Teaching fellow
German 1959-60.
SCHWEPPE, Walter. Teaching fellow
German 1962-63.
SHAKHASHIRI, Bassam. A.B. Boston Univ.
1960. Teaching fellow chemistry 1960-61.
SHARP, Michael Conant. A.B. Amherst Coll.
Teaching fellow biology 1968-69.
SOLORZANO, Francisco Zaniboni. Fellow
Spanish 1956-57, Class of 1959.
SOTO, Alexander Gardenas. Teaching fellow
Spanish 1958-59, Spec. 1958-59.
STEINBRECHER, Arnim. Teaching fellow
German 1961-62.
STICH, Klaus-Peter. Teaching fellow Spanish
1966-67.
ST1EFENHOFER, Helmut. Teaching fellow
German 1971-72.
SUAREZ, Francisco. Teaching fellow Spanish
1966-67.
SWANN, Robert Edward. Teaching fellow
biology 1951-52, A.B. 1950.
SWIFT, Everett Lewis. Teaching fellow history
1937-38, A.B. 1936.
TARNOWSKY, Ivan de. Bachelier es Sciences
1916. Teaching fellow French 1931-32.
TAUTZ, Hans Werner. Teaching fellow
German 1965-66.
THILL, Michel Serge Pierre. Teaching fellow
French 1958-59.
THOMAS, (Frederick) Bryce. Teaching fellow
English 1939-41, B.S. 1938.
TILLIER, Maurice Alain. Licence es lettres
Univ. Lille. Teaching fellow French 1935-37.
TONG, Thomas Cheuk-kwan. A.B. Oberlin,
M.S. Creighton Univ. Teaching fellow biology
1963-64.
TONON, Mario Anthony. Teaching fellow
French 1948-53, B.S. 1942.
TOWLE, Charles Hannaford, Jr. Teaching
fellow biology 1964-65, 1968-69; A.B. 1961.
TRONERUD, Norman Konrad. Teaching
fellow French 1936-37, A.B. 1945.
TRUE, Wallace Morse. Teaching fellow
history 1934-35, A.B. 1931.
TURPIN, Pierre. Teaching fellow French
1967-68.
VAN HORN, Herbert Clyde. Teaching fellow
Spanish 1969-70, A.B. 1970.
VAN WHY, Joseph Staples. Teaching fellow
classics 1952-53.
VARGAS, Roberto Augusto. Teaching fellow
Spanish 1971-72, A.B. 1972.
VAUGHAN, Joseph Peter. B.S. Univ. of Me.
1958, Ed.M. Penn. State 1961. Teaching fellow
biology 1962-64.
VELARDE, Manuel Enrique. Teaching fellow
Spanish 1959-60.
WArT, Robert Brooks. Teaching fellow biology
1938-40, B.S. 1934.
WATSON, Nathan Wilbur. Teaching fellow
French 1937-38, A.B. 1935.
WELCH, George Baker. Teaching fellow
(physics 1933-34, mathematics 1935-36), B.S.
1922.
WILLEY, James Albert. Teaching fellow
chemistry 1933-34, B.S. 1933.
WILLIAMS, Stanley, Jr. Teaching fellow
French 1939-40, A.B. cum laude 1937.
WINE, Mary-Agnes Pratt. A.B. Mt. Holyoke
Coll. 1943, A.M. Mt. Holyoke Coll. 1945.
Education; b. Boston April 27 1922; m. Ira
Wine Sept. 15 1946; ch.: Mary, Nancy,
Rebecca, Abigail. Student Yale Univ. 1945-46,
research assoc. Presby. Hospital Phila. PA
1946-48, instr. science Portland Univ. 1958-61,
instr. biology Univ. Me. Portland 1961-69,
teaching fellow biology Bowdoin 1969— . Dir.
YWCA Portland 1968-70. res. Portland.*
ZOLLER, Manfred. Education; b. Stuttgart
Germany Oct. 6 1929; m. Gisela Henne April
18 1963; ch.: Corinna, Johannes, Anja, Iris,
Christiane. Student (Univ. Tubingen Germany
1950-55, Univ. Coll. Leicester England 1952,
Univ. Tubingen 1960-62), Univ. Tubingen
1960-62), teaching fellow Bowdoin 1956-57,
teacher Free Waldorph Sch. Tubingen 1964—
.
res. Tubingen Germany.*
ZOTTOLI, Robert Anthony. Teaching fellow
biology 1960-61, A.B. 1960.
Alumni of the College
Class of 1900
ABBOTT, William Joseph. Bowdoin 1896.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Rockland March 9 1878.
Res. Shawmut MT. d. 1964.
BABB, Percy Andrus. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Berwick June 22 1876; m.
Consuelo Barrenechea Oct. 7 1904; ch.: Peter,
Robert, Consuelo. Vintah Copper Summit Co.
Vernal VT 1900-01 (consulting mining
engineer, asst. supt.), asst. supt. & cashier
Minos Dolores y Anexas Matehuala San Luis
Potosi Mexico 1901-05, pres. Protectora
Mining Co., managing dir. Mexican
Mines-Prospects Development Co., consulting
engineer Leon Exploration Co., with Eldorado
Mining Co., with Almoloya Mining Co., dir.
Patridge Hot Blast Smelter Mfg. Co., dir.
Mexican Inst, of Mining & Metallurgy.
Contbr. d. Sept. 17 1932.
BACON, Harry Oliver. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Natick MA Nov. 24 1877. Clerk
Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Co. 1901-02. d.
Natick MA Dec. 31 1902.
BASS, John Russell. A.B., A.M. (non.) 1940.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council
1920-23, Alumni Fund dir. 1923-26.
Scholarship fund established in his memory
1965. b. Sept. 6 1878; m. Alice Ness Sept. 17
1913; ch.: George '37, Margaret, Robert '40.
With G. H. Bass & Co. Wilton 1900-63 (treas.,
dir. 1906-63). Wilton Water Co. 1942-63 (dir.,
treas., pres.); trustee Wilton Acad.; First
Congr. Church Wilton (collector 1901-53,
treas. 1926-53, deacon 1957-63); delegate
Republican Nat. Conv. 1916, 1944. d.
Farmington Aug. 23 1963.*
BEADLE, Harry Annesley. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Yale 1907.
Kappa Sigma. b. Alexandria VA Aug. 17
1870. Congr. clergy (Franklin CT 1900-11,
Pomfret CT 1911-18), principal Brewer Normal
Sch. Greenwood SC 1918-23, ret. d.
Middletown CT Aug. 21 1961.
BEANE, Charles Eugene Hill. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1905. Delta Upsilon. b. Readfield Feb.
15 1878; m. Elida Osier May 5 1907; ch.: Fred
Jr. Physician (Norridgewock 1905-09,
Hallowell 1909-46), ret. Sch. physician
Hallowell 1920-46, pres. board of aldermen
Hallowell 1932-38. Served with Civilian
Defense & Selective Service WW II. d.
Hallowell Nov. 5 1954.
BELL, Joseph Pitman. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1903. Psi Upsilon. b. Lawrence MA Jan. 10
1877; s. of Charles U. '63; m. Edith Fuller
March 27 1928. Atty. (William M. Butler
Boston 1903-04, Morse Hickey & Kenny
Boston 1904-06, Morse Kenney & Bell
1906-1939). d. Boston April 12 1939.
BRAGDON, Clifford Sawyer. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia
1918. Kappa Sigma. b. S. Windham Jan. 5
1871; m. Helen Woodside July 24 1893, m.
Florence Wilkins July 1 1911; ch.: Helen,
Pearl. Clerk W. W. Cutter Westbrook 1887-89,
prop, shoe store Westbrook 1889-96, principal
high sch. (Ashland MA 1900-03, Grafton MA
1903-06), technical high sch. Springfield MA
1906-12 (head mathematics dept., business
mgr., principal), principal (Utica NY Free
Acad. 1912-17, high sch. New Rochelle NY
1917-26, jr. high sch. New Rochelle 1926-30),
ret. 1937, acting supt. sch. Wellesley MA
1941-42. Pres. Assoc. Academic Principals of
NY State 1922. d. Orlando FL Jan. 18 1956.
BURBANK, Harry Thompson. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Exeter NH May 19 1877; s. of
Albion '62: m. Theodora Beckwith June 12
1920. Teacher Exeter NH 1900-04, Phillips
Exeter Acad. NH (asst. to dir. of Gymnasium
& Athletics 1909-10, asst. chemistry instr.
1910-27), correspondent Christian Science
Monitor 1909-10. d. Concord NH April 21
1943.
BURNELL, Albro Leonard. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Deering March 13 1875. Teacher
1901-02 (Claveria P.I., Cagayan P.I.); deputy
supt. sch. Cagayan 1902; teacher Appari P.I.
1902-03; Provincial High Sch. Tuguegarao P.I.
(teacher 1903-05, principal 1904-07); deputy &
v.consul Barranquilla Colombia 1907; in
charge of consulate 1908, 1910-11; deputy &
v.consul general Rio de Janeiro Brazil 1912; in
charge of consulate general 1913-14; consul
(Rouen France 1914, Lille 1914-21). d. Lille
France March 19 1921.
CHAPMAN, Robert Franklin. A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland April
20 1878; s. of Charles J. '68; m. Grace
Thomlinson Sept. 15 1906; ch.: Carter,
Henrietta. Pres. Northon-Chapman Co.
Portland 1901-12, treas. Eastern Grain Co.
Portland 1912-36, dir. (Chapman Nat. Bank
Portland 1910-29, Casco Mercantile Trust Co.
1929-33), ret. 1936. Served to 2nd It. Me. Nat.
Guard 1917-20. d. Portland Jan. 2 1964.*
CLARKE, Albert Warren. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Nobleboro Nov. 26 1878; s. of James W. '73.
Teacher (Westerleigh Coll. Inst. NY 1900-01,
Kenyon Military Acad. Gambier OH 1901-02,
Williston Sem. E. Hampton MA 1902-03),
physical dir. Polytech. Inst. Brooklyn NY
1903-05, with W. H. Goldey Brooklyn 1905-?,
real estate (Brooklyn 1905-11, Forest Hills
1923-34). d. Boston Aug. 19 1934.
CLEMENT, Henry George. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Gorham April 18 1879; m. Ellen
Irish Oct. 22 1904; ch.: Dorothy, Gail, Robert.
Principal (high sch. Boothbay 1900-01, S.
Windham 1901-02, Buckfield 1902-03, S. Paris
1903-04, Freedom Acad. 1904-07, Bridgton
Acad. 1907-09, high sch. Redlands CA
1909-18), supt. sch. Redlands 1918-37. Member
San Bernadino CA County Board of
Education, dir. State Council of Calif.
Teachers' Assoc. 1929. d. Buckfield April 11
1944.
CLOUGH, Burton Melville. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Biddeford Aug. 12 1876; m.
Blanche Cole Aug. 12 1902; ch.: Albert, Hilda.
Principal (high sch. Brown ville 1900-01,
Limington Acad. 1901-03, high sch. Rumford
1903-04, Ayer MA 1904-06, E. Hampton MA
1906-09), real estate Portland 1909-44, with
Maxim & Clough 1912-30, realtor & ins. broker
1931-44. Chmn. board of assessors Portland
1924-27, state mgr. of repossessed properties
Home Owners' Loan Corp. 1936-39, appraiser
real estate for USA & USN in York &
Cumberland Counties ca. 1918-44. d. Portland
April 11 1944.
COBB, Henry Woodbury. A.B., A.M. Boston
Univ. 1934. Theta Delta Chi. b. Lynn MA
Sept. 3 1879; m. Mabel Benner Aug. 17 1911,
m. Nelly Davis Sept. 3 1958. High sch. Bath
1900-12 (teacher, submaster), principal high
sch. (Rockland 1912-13, Augusta 1913-19),
Tougaloo Coll. MS 1919-47 (dean, prof,
education & psychology), ret. d. Claremont CA
Jan. 3 1968.
COLESWORTHY, George Bicknell. A.B..
A.B. Harvard 1901. Kappa Sigma. b.
Gorham April 27 1880; m. Bertha Dow June
30 1909; ch.: George Jr. Teacher N.Y. Military
Acad. Cornwall NY 1901-02, master high sch.
Windham 1903. Putnam Sch. Cambridge MA
1903-05 (submaster, principal evening sch.).
headmaster Cambridge MA (Fletcher Sch.
1905-31. Longfellow Sch. 1931-39. Peabodv
Sch. 1939-50). ret. d. Belmont MA Sept. 18
1951.
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COOMBS, Isaac Chadbourn. Bowdoin
1896-98. Kappa Sigma. b. Bath March 11
1877; m. Charlotte Pierce June 5 1909; ch.:
Edmund, Myron, Madeline, Evelyn, Mary,
Charlotte. U.S. deputy collector of customs
Bath 1908-43, ret. Served with USA 1916-18. d.
Bath Nov. 25 1952.*
CRAFTS, William Henry. Bowdoin 1896-97.
Delta Upsilon. b. S. Boston Aug. 1 1 1875; m.
Emma Hersom Sept. 6 1904; ch.; Stanley.
Teacher Mt. Vernon 1897-1900, principal high
sch. (S. Thomaston 1900-04, S. Windham
1904-05, Mt. Desert 1905-11), submaster
elementary sch. Newton Centre MA 1912-15,
headmaster Carter Sch. Chelsea MA 1915-45,
ret. d. Winchester MA Dec. 16 1955.
CUTLER, William Harvey. Bowdoin 1896-97.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Chicago IL March
6 1878; m. Alberta Orcutt; ch.: John, Louise,
William Jr. Bookkeeper Bangor (Eastern Mfg.
Co. 1898-?, Sterns Lumber Co. 1906-?),
salesman Southern Pine Lumber Co. 1920-?,
bookkeeper E. I. Brooks Bldg. 1929-? d.
Bangor Sept. 23 1934.*
EDWARDS, Robert Seaver. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Class agt. 1939-50, Scholarship & Alumni
Fund award established in his memory 1965.
b. Chicago IL Jan. 27 1877; m. Teresa
Pastene Sept. 8 1913; ch.: Esther, Betty, Jean,
Charles '41. Chemist Rockland-Rockport Lime
Co. 1902-05, state assayer 1905-10, consulting
chemist Boston 1906-10, consulting engineer
Portland OR Ry. Light & Power Co. 1910-17,
chem. & consulting engineer CA 1917-19,
development engineer Rumford Chem. Works
Providence RI 1920-39, consulting chem.
engineer Milton MA 1939-? Original member
Ore. Soc. of Engineers, member standing
committee Mass. Soc. of Cincinnati 1948-60.
Contbr., inventor mfg. process of lime &
cement, pioneer in use of concrete in road
building in western U.S. d. Milton MA June 5
1964.*
FARWELL, Robert Jewett. Bowdoin 1896-98.
b. Rockland Aug. 15 1878. d. Rockland
April 5 1903.
FOLSOM, Harold Morrell. Bowdoin 1897-98,
A.B. Univ. Me. 1901. Zeta Psi. b. Old Town
April 23 1875; s. of Albion P. M'64; m. Jane
Leavitt Feb. 1 1911, m. Violet Pilgrim; ch.:
Parker, Mary, MacGregor, Thomas, Morrill.
Rector (Biddeford 1904-10, St. John's Epis.
Church Portsmouth NH 1910-14), with dept.
store Monteal P.Q. Canada 1915, teacher h ;gh
sch. Denver CO 1916-30. Revivalist Montreal
P.Q. Canada 1915. d. Denver CO May 28 1930.
GILES, Percy Clifford. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Boothbay Harbor June 21 1875; m. Ruby
Metcalf June 30 1903; ch.: Cedric, Charles,
Donald. Principal (high sch. Denmark 1900-01,
Piat Luzon P.I. 1901-02), postmaster Piat
Luzon 1901-02, teacher (high sch. Ilegan P.I.
1902-04, Tuguearao P.I. 1904-05), with Rojas
Perez & Co. NY 1905-06, with T.H. Wheeler
Wholesale Meat Market Boston 1906, principal
high sch. (Hubbardston MA 1906-07,
Provincetown MA 1907-08, Stow MA
1908-09), teacher (Woonsocket RI 1910-11,
Aston RI 1911-12, E. Weymouth MA 1912-?).
Sec. Civil Service Examining Board Isabella
Province P. I., member Provincial Board &
Municipal Health Board 1903-04. d. Portland
July 29 1948.
GLIDDEN, Forrest Eugene. Bowdoin 1896-97.
b. Sebec Sept. 5 1873; m. Harriet Royal Dec.
31 1901. Teacher Waterville 1897-1906. d.
Sebec Dec. 29 1921.
GOODSPEED, George Flavius. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. June 15 1877; m. Ethelyn Jewett June 20
1914 (2nd marriage), m. Inez Armstrong July
27 1922; ch.: Elinor, Frances, George Jr. Prop.
(Wilton Woolen Co., Winthrop Woolen Co.),
v.pres. Wilton Trust Co., pres.
Furbish-Goodspeed Co. Wilton 1900-42. d.
Wilton July 14 1942.
GOODWIN, Austin Monroe. Bowdoin 1896.
b. Biddeford Oct. 9 1876; s. of Frank J. '72.
Journalist Portland, d. Portland Oct. 31 1945.
GOULD, George Bradford. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Bath June 13 1878; m. Grace
Hubbard June 21 1905; ch.: George, Mary.
Teacher Lawrence Acad. Groton MA 1900-02,
teacher & coach Worcester MA Acad. 1902-03,
teacher Lawrence Acad. Groton 1903-05, head
mathematics dept. Univ. Sch. Cleveland OH
1906-29, bond salesman Union Trust Co.
Cleveland 1929-33, rep. Baldwin-Wallace Coll.
Endowment Fund Committee 1933-46. d.
Warrensville OH Oct. 27 1952.
GRASS, Lewis Alvin. Bowdoin 1896. b. Ft.
Fairfield June 26 1877. Reporter Lawrence
MA Telegram, d. Methuen MA.
HAMLEN, Harry Howard. A.B., grad. M IT.
1899. Zeta Psi. b. Augusta Aug. 12 1877; m.
Edna Stoney June 2 1903. With Nat. Tube Co.
(McKeesport PA 1900-01, Swissvale PA 1902),
Am. Tel. & Tel. Co. (inspector Pittsburgh PA
1901, Phila. PA 1903-07; supt. St. Louis MO
1907- 10, Chicago IL 1910-13; spec, work NYC
1913-14, San Francisco CA 1915, NYC
1916-43). Served to It. USN 1917-19. d. NYC
Feb. 14 1943.
HAMLIN, James Archie. A.B. b. Sweden
July 25 1879; m. Mabel Grant Aug. 16 1911;
ch.: Helen, Franklin '36, Donald '43, Margaret.
Teacher & coach Coe's Acad. Northwood NH
1900-02, principal high sch. (New Gloucester
1902-04, Madison 1904-07, Old Town 1907-17),
supt. sch. (Dexter & Garland 1917-22, Sanford
1922-41, Caribou 1941-47), ret. Pres. State
Supt. Assn., officer Me. Teachers Assn., hon.
member New Eng. Conf. d. Winthrop Jan. 19
1955.*
HAMLIN, Simon Moulton. A.B. b. Standish
Aug. 10 1866; m. Anne Hitchings July 22 1902,
m. Evelyn Ward Dec. 15 1934; ch.: Katherine,
Zelma. Principal (Greeley Inst. Cumberland
1900-01, high sch. S. Portland 1901- 12,
Bridgton Acad. 1912-13), supt. sch. S. Portland
1933-34, mayor S. Portland 1933-34, U.S. rep.
1934-36, farmer 1936-39. Supt. sch. board S.
Portland 7-1925, city clerk S. Portland 1913,
member Board of Registration S. Portland
7-1933, mgr. Fisk Teachers' Agency of Boston
Portland 1926-? d. Portland July 27 1939.*
HARRIS, Samuel Pope. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
E. Machias Feb. 3 1878. With Kidder Peabody
& Co. Boston 1900-03, member Harmond &
Harris Portland 1903-07, with Me. Central RR
Portland 1907, treas. Lakeside Press Co.
Portland 1907-08, with Parker & Thombs Co.
Portland 1908. d. Deering June 27 1908.
HOLMES, Elbert Bradlee. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma. b.
Solon Dec. 5 1879; m. Effie Atwood Dec. 27
1906; ch.: Arthur, Mary, Elizabeth. Principal
Hillside Sch. Brunswick 1900-01, teacher high
sch. Brunswick 1901-02, curate St. Luke's
Cathedral Portland 1905-07, rector (St. Paul's
Epis. Church Ft. Fairfield 1907-10, Sanford
1910-14, Richford VT 1914-18, Middlebury VT
1918-21, Natick MA 1921-35, Maiden MA
1935-38, W. Newbury MA 1938-48, Trinity
Epis. Church Weymouth Landing MA
1948-50), ret. d. S. Weymouth MA July 14
1954.
JORDAN, Ernest Leon. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Auburn Feb. 22 1877. Principal high sch.
(Kezar Falls 1901-02, Cape Elizabeth 1902-03),
with Burnham Morrill Arming Factory
Auburn, d. Auburn Dec. 4 1952.
KNIGHT, James Frederick. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Rockland Aug. 12 1877; m. Alice Glover
April 24 1907; ch.: Bertha. Atty. Rockland
1903-06, with Rockland-Rockport Lime Co.
Rockland 1906-17, with Bath Iron Works
1917-18, with Penobscot Fish Co. 1918-50. Dir.
Rockland Loan & Bldg. Assn. 1935-50. d.
Rockland May 4 1950.
LEE, Frederick Crosby. A.B. cum laude, ST B.
General Theol. Sem. NYC 1903. b. Utica
NY Feb. 5 1878; m. Grace Dean June 30 1908.
Sec. & House chaplain to Bishop Codman of
Me. Portland 1903-04, curate (Christ Church
Biddeford 1903-04, St. Saviour's Church Bar
Harbor 1904-07), vicar Church of Our Father
Hulls Cove 1904-07, chaplain & instr. St.
Mary's Sch. Knoxville IL 1907-08,
priest-in-charge St. Barnabas' Church
Rumford 1908-15, rector St. Andrew's Church
Rochester NY 1915-47, ret. Trustee Church
Home Rochester NY, exec. sec. Dept. of
Missions of the Diocese of Western N.Y.
1921-32, Rochester N.Y. Diocese (sec. &
registrar 1931-44, member standing committee
1934-47). Appointed Hon. Canon to the
Ordinary of the Rochester N.Y. Diocese 1944.
d. Damariscotta Nov. 2 1963.
LEVENSALER, Alfred Watts. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Thomaston May 15 1876; m.
Mary Williams Aug. 18 1909; ch.: Atwood,
Whitman. Atty. (Boston 1903-07, Washington
DC 1907-18), asst. clerk U.S. Supreme Court
Washington DC 1912-18, spec. agt. FBI in
charge of N.H. Concord NH 1918-20, asst.
U.S. dist. atty. NH 1920-22, atty. assoc. with
Nathaniel Martin Concord NH 1922-51, ret. d.
Laconia NH May 9 1952.
McCARTY, Harry Clinton. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Westbrook March 20 1876; m.
Adelaide Bernhard Nov. 28 1906, m. Katherine
Speake April 19 1917, m. Agnes Noble June 28
1924. Spec. agt. U.S. Census Office
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Washington DC 1900-03, private sec. to
William Whitman Boston 1904-05, admitted to
Mass. Bar 1906, spec. agt. U.S. Bureau of
Corp. Washington DC 1907-14, lectr. Harvard
Univ. Grad. Sch. of Business Admin. 1916-18,
spec, examiner FTC 1917, investigator Galena
Signal Oil Co. 1919, Am. Republics Corp.NYC
1920-29 (comptroller, sec, dir., v.pres.),
marketing-trade consultant & writer 1929-31,
spec, expert U.S. Tariff Comm. Washington
DC 1931-33, member advisory board NRA
Washington DC 1934-35. Author: Trunks &
Leather Goods, Corporate Practice Review;
contbr. d. Washington DC Dec. 7 1935.
McCORMICK, Islay Francis. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Pd.D. N.Y. State
Teachers Coll. 1925; Sc.D. Union Coll. 1930.
Delta Upsilon. b. Castleford England Dec.
21 1879; m. Vivian Putnam June 22 1908; ch.:
Jean, Donald '33. Principal high sch. Boothbay
Harbor 1900-01, Bridgton Acad, (teacher
1902-03, principal 1903-05), master Roxbury
MA Latin Sch. 1905-12, Albany NY Acad,
(teacher 1912-19, headmaster 1919-40), teacher
Deerfield MA Acad. 1941-56. Sec.-general
Cum Laude Soc. 1930-56, trustee Bridgton
Acad., treas. Headmasters Assn. 1939-41,
v.pres. Country Day Sch. Headmasters Assn.
1940-41. d. Greenfield MA Jan. 10 1956.*
MERRILL, Fred Bean. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1905. Theta Delta Chi. b. Bethel April 20
1879. Banking Bethel 1900-01, teacher Gould
Acad. 1901-02, atty. 1906-13, ed. & prop.
Oxford County Citizen 1913-20, cashier Bethel
Nat. Bank 1920-46, mgr. Bethel branch Casco
Bank & Trust Co. 1946-48. Trustee Bethel
Library Assn., Gould Acad, (trustee, board
sec), d. Bethel Feb. 22 1948.
MINARD, George Cann. Bowdoin 1897, B.S.
N.Y. Univ. 1927, A.M. N.Y. Univ. 1929. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston Aug. 29 1877; m.
Carlotta McDonnough June 17 1902. Teacher
Bath 1898-1901, supt. sch. (Rockland 1901-03,
Wrentham MA 1903-06, Everett MA 1906-07,
W. Newton MA 1907-08, Hopkinson MA
1909-11), teacher Boston 1911-15, supt. sch.
(Bristol RI 1916-19, Arlington MA 1919-22),
headmaster Washington Sch. NYC 1922-25,
prof. sch. of education N.Y. Univ. 1925-40. d.
NYC July 3 1940.
MORSE, Ralph Isaiah. Bowdoin 1896, A.B.
Bates 1900. Zeta Psi. b. Liberty Jan. 12 1876;
m. Enid Perrin Feb. 14 1923. Atty. Dunton &
Morse Belfast 1906-?, Waldo County atty.
1919-25, Me. state rep. 1909-12, Me. state
senator 1938-40. Pres. Belfast Home for Aged
Women, Waldo County Bar Assn. (sec, hon.
pres.). d. Belfast Jan. 31 1957.
PALMER, Philip Mason. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, L.H.D. 1950; A.B.
Harvard 1902; Dr. honoris causa Univ. Padua
Italy 1922; Litt.D. Moravian 1941. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Westbrook May 8 1880; m. Mary
Hodgdon Aug. 4 1903, m. Anne-Marie Bauer
June 16 1914; ch.: Philip '26, Margaret, Carl,
Parker, Robert, Richard, John. Lehigh Univ.
Bethlehem PA (instr. 1902-05, asst. prof.
1905-06, prof. German 1906-50, dir. Coll. of
Arts & Sciences 1921-36, dean 1936-50, dir.
area lang. unit 1943-44, acting pres. 1944-45).
Pres. Penn. Folklore Soc, member (sch. board
Bethlehem PA, public library board 1918-21).
Recipient: 1st R. R. & E. C. Hillman Award
Lehigh Univ. 1946, resident hall Lehigh Univ.
named in his memory 1971. Author:
Grundzuege der Naturlehre 1909, co-author:
Sources of the Faust Tradition, d. Claremont
CA June 4 1951.*
PARSONS, James Richardson. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. Yarmouth Jan. 15 1879. Atty. Bird
& Bradley Portland 1904-?, asst. county atty.
Portland 191 1-? Member sch. board
Yarmouth, 1st selectman Yarmouth. Assumed
dead.
PEARSON, Joseph Cleaveland. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1903. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Andover May 25
1879; s. of Samuel W. '62; m. Marian Strayer
Sept. 21 1912; ch.: Samuel, Helen, Nancy.
Bowdoin (asst. physics 1900-01, instr.
mathematics & physics 1903-05), magnetic
observer surveying the Pacific Carnegie Inst.
Washington DC 1906-10, physicist Bureau of
Standards Washington DC 1910-24, Lehigh
Portland Cement Co. Allentown PA (asst.
chem. engineer 1924-32, dir. of research
1932-48), ret. Am. Concrete Inst, (dir., pres.).
Contbr. d. Allentown PA March 16 1948.
PHILLIPS, William Vose. A.B. b. Orrington
March 31 1878; s. of John W. '58; m. Alice
Severance Jan. 20 1913. Teacher 3 yrs. (Brewer,
Orrington), clerk Am. Ice Co., mgr. eastern
branch Me. Mercantile Agency, purchasing
agt. James Walker Co. Basin Mills 8 yrs., tax
collector Orrington, dairy farming & lumbering
Orrington. Me. state rep. 1920-21, chmn. sch.
committee Orrington, clerk of courts
Penobscot County, town selectman Orrington.
d. Bangor Nov. 29 1962.
POTTER, Charles Hagan. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Bath Sept. 4 1877. Teacher Bath
1900-01, principal Bath 1901-02, cashier First
Nat. Bank Bath 1902-05. d. Bath Feb. 28 1905.
POTTLE, Philip Lowell. A.B. Zeta Psi. Alumni
Council 1924-27 (pres. 1926-27), class agt.
1929-39. b. Lewiston Nov. 2 1878; m. Nell
Burgess Sept. 15 1909; ch.: George. Paper mfg.
(Rumford 1900-06, Munising MI 1906-07,
Windsor Mills P.Q. Canada 1907-09), supt. Int.
Paper Co. (Glens Falls NY 1909-10, Rumford
1910-11, Lewiston 1911-40), sales mgr.
Lombard & Co. ?-1940 (Boston, Montreal P.Q.
Canada). Rotary Club 1917-40 (sec, pres.,
dir.). d. Lewiston May 6 1940.
RANDALL, Henry Herbert. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Freeman June 18 1870; m. Alice
Harrington Aug. 29 1905; ch.: Catharine,
Elinor. Principal (high sch. Waldoboro
1900-01, Greeley Inst. Cumberland Center
1901-02, high sch. Berwick 1902-03), supt. sch.
(Rockland 1903-07, Auburn 1907-24), mgr.
(Me. Teachers' Agency Portland 1924-35, New
Eng. Teachers' Agency Portland 1935-44), ret.
Pres. Me. Teachers Assn. 1915, New Eng. Sch.
Supt. (pres. 1918, sec-treas. 1916-18). d.
Rockland Nov. 12 1953.
ROBINSON, Clarence Cromwell. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Brewer Jan. 18 1878; m. Sarah
Kenney April 22 1903, m. Jane Dranga June 27
1942; ch.: Reginald '29. YMCA boys' work
sec. & dir. boys' dept. Phila. PA 1900-01,
Trenton NJ 1901-06; industrial boys' sec.
Salem NJ 1906-07; students' & boys' sec.
Waterville 1907-09; boys' work sec. southern
states Charlotte NC 1909-12; sec. for wage
earning boys Nat. Council NYC 1912-32;
vocational se"c Honolulu T.H. 1932-39), ret.
Consultant Nat. Youth Admin. Brewer
1939-42, statistical research work State Dept.
Education Augusta 1942-44, pres. Territorial
Conf. of Social Work T.H. 1937, v.pres. Nat.
Vocational Guidance Assn., member Pres.
Hoover's White House Conf. on Children &
Youth, prepared report on vocational status of
boyhood in U.S. for the World Conf. of
YMCA Workers Among Boys Austria 1923.
Author: The Wage Earning Boy, The Find
Yourself Idea, Christian Teaching on Social &
Economic Questions, d. Santa Cruz CA July 30
1972.*
ROWELL, Cheney Dexter. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Concord NH Dec. 12 1876: m.
Elsie Thomas Jan. 22 1902; ch.: Helen,
Howard. With Westinghouse Electric Co.
Pittsburgh PA 1900-07 (electrical engineer
1903-07), electrical engineer (Pittsburgh Steel
Co. Monessen PA 1907-16, Jones & Laughlin
Steel Co. Pittsburgh 1916-20, W. Leechburgh
PA Steel Co. 1920-37, Canton OH 1938-47),
ret. d. Canton OH Sept. 28 1971.*
RUSSELL, George Wilkins. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Kearsage NH Oct. 19 1876; m.
Ida Newhall May 10 1905. Hotel business
Kearsage NH 1901-46 (co-prop., prop., mgr.).
Pres. (N.H. Hotel Men's Assoc., YMCA
Carroll County), rep. & senator N.H.
Legislature, dir. Carroll County Trust Co.,
trustee public libraries Conway & N. Conway
NH, member Selective Service Board.
Recipient: Presidential Medal & Citation, d.
Kearsage NH Oct. 4 1946.
SHOREY, Henry Augustus, Jr. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Bridgton Oct. 14 1877; m.
Helen March Sept. 8 1905; ch.: Elizabeth,
Henry III '41, Mary. With Bangor Commercial
1900-04 (Old Town, Brewer, Orono); assoc.
with father in operation of Bridgton News
1904- 12; engrossing desk Me. Dept. of State
1913-14, 1917-19; deputy sec. of state Me.
1919-21; chief enforcement officer div. motor
vehicles Me. State Highway Comm. 1921-23;
Bridgton News 1923-52 (ed., publisher).
Recorder Municipal Court Northern
Cumberland County. Served on draft appeal
board WW II. d. Bridgton Jan. 5 1952.*
SPARKS, Frank Melville. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Bangor Feb. 28 1877; m. Marie McCarty
June 19 1905; ch.: Priscilla. Reporter Bangor
Daily News 1900-01, physical dir. Mich.
Military Acad. 1901, reporter Detroit MI Free
Press 1901, asst. sports ed. Detroit Tribune
1901-02, advt. mgr. Detroit Legal News 1902.
managing ed. Evening News Sault Ste. Mane
MI 1902-04, Grand Rapids MI Herald
(reporter 1904, asst. city ed. 1904-05, city ed.
1905. state ed. 1905-48. assoc. ed. 1908-28, ed.
1928-48), city ed. Grand Rapids Evening
Express 1905-07. general mgr. Daily Sentinel
Holland MI 1907-08. ret. 1948. Chmn. Charter
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Comm. E. Grand Rapids. Author: The
Business of Government 1916, Government as
a Business 1916; lectr.; radio commentator, d.
Grand Rapids MI March 7 1950.
SPEAR, Louis Mahlon. A.B., M.D. Harvard
1904. Zeta Psi. b. Monmouth Dec. 18 1878;
m. Marion White Feb. 8 1906, m. Eliza
Stickney 1919; ch.: William. Physician (Boston
1904-12, Brookline MA 1912-29, Newton MA
& Boston 1929-?). Chief of staff Robert Breck
Brigham Hospital. Served to capt. MCUSA
1917-19. d. Northampton MA Oct. 11 1974.*
STACKPOLE, Everett Birney. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia
1902. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Lisbon Dec.
11 1879; s. of Everett S. '71; m. Mary Hard
Aug. 4 1917; ch.: Elizabeth. Atty. Seattle WA
1907-14, with foreign trade dept. Nat. Assn. of
Mfr. NY 1920-21. Served with Royal Canadian
Army 1914-16, served to capt. USA 1917-19. d.
Seattle WA April 20 1938.
STEVENS, Louville Mariner. Spec. 1896-97,
Med. Sch. 1898. b. Auburn Oct. 25 1877.
Shoe worker Brockton MA 1913-17. Assumed
dead.
STROUT, Arthur Weston. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1903. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Gardiner
Feb. 13 1877; s. of Albion K. P. M'73; m. Delia
Swain Sept. 26 1906. Physician Gardiner
1903-31 (city physician 1904-12, physician of
public health 1912-17). d. Gardiner Jan. 16
1931.
SYLVESTER, Malcolm Cameron. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Casco March 19 1877; m.
Marie Goodman Sept. 29 1905, m. Ruby
Brown Feb. 23 1918; ch.: Carolyn, Mary,
Malcolm, Donald, Rosser. Instr. Perkins Inst,
for the Blind Boston 1900-02, planter Marietta
GA 1903-04, teacher (Smyrna GA 1905-08,
Marietta 1908-09), principal Marietta 1909,
teacher Vidalia GA & Acworth GA 1909-11,
with U.S. Postal Dept. (Marietta 1911-29,
Atlanta GA 1929-38), with U.S. Civil Service,
d. Atlanta GA Sept. 1 1 1938.
USHER, Virgil Moeldner. Bowdoin 1896-97.
b. Hollis May 13 1874. With drugstore
Brookline MA 7-1901. d. Boston May 6 1901.
WARD, Fred Uriah. A.B., A.M. Harvard 1908.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Cherryfield March
25 1876; m. Katherine Coffin Feb. 23 1901;
ch.: Edgar, Frederick. Teacher Bucksport Sem.
1900-02, with Ward Plummer & Ward Addison
1902-03, principal (Foxcroft Acad. 1903-07,
high sch. Attleboro MA 1908-11), headmaster
& teacher high sch. Taunton MA 1911-46, ret.
d. Addison June 12 1959.*
WEBBER, James Plaisted. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1904. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bath
April 28 1878. Teacher Bath 1900-03, instr.
Nat. Conservatory of Dramatic Art NYC 1902,
head English dept. Salem MA 1903, instr.
(Nautical Prep. Sch. PA 1904, Phillips Exeter
Acad. Exeter NH 1905-25), organist Christ
Church Exeter, with Stuart Walker Co.
Indianapolis IN 1920, instr. Oneonta Coll.
Hardurdy NY 1929. Playwright, poet, contbr.
d. Bath Dec. 7 1930.
WEST, Harold Preston. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. George
Washington Univ. 1904. Delta Upsilon. b.
Lewiston Dec. 9 1877. Teacher (Brunswick
1900-01, Washington DC 1901-02,
Lawrenceville NJ 1903, Elizabeth NJ 1903-05),
newspaper work & tutoring Auburn 1906-07,
teacher NYC 1 908- 1 1 . d. NYC March 26 1 9 1 1
.
WHITNEY, Joseph Walker. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland Nov. 25 1877; m. Bertha Steward Oct.
7 1908; ch.: Joseph. With Kendall & Whitney
Portland 1900-30 (mere, v.pres.), ret. Dir.
Casco Mercantile Trust Co., dir. Home for
Friendless Boys. d. Portland Dec. 31 1942.
W1LLARD, Charles Glidden. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Harvard 1904. Zeta Psi. b. Newcastle
July 4 1878; m. Sara Locke Dec. 26 1904, m.
Minnie Lamb 1952. Principal Fryeburg Acad.
1900-03, submaster high sch. Winchester MA
1904-05, principal Fryeburg Acad. 1905-08,
teacher high sch. Andover MA 1910-11, atty.
(Boston 1911-12, Brockton MA 1912-60), ret.
1960. Atty. Security Federal Bank 1916-54,
pres. (Plymouth County MA Bar Assn.
1927-29, Brockton Hospital 1939-42), Wales
Home for Aged Women Brockton (pres.
1938-52, dir. 1923-53). d. Brockton MA Dec.
31 1963.*
WILLIAMS, Edmund Percy. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, M.D. Med. Sch. 1908.
b. Topsham June 11 1876; m. Effie Cowan
Nov. 23 1907; ch.: Ralph '29, Philip, Elizabeth.
Principal high sch. (New Gloucester 1900-02,
Gorham NH 1902-04), intern Dr. King's
Hospital Portland 1906-08, physician (Sidney
1908-23, Oakland 1923-59), supt. sch. & tax
collector Sidney, d. Oakland Dec. 30 1959.
WOOD, Arthur Brooks. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland Dec. 1 1877; m. Mabel
Fairbanks Jan. 14 1901; ch.: Nathan, Alfred,
Margaret, Eleanor. Mfg. chemist Nathan
Wood & Son Portland 1902-47, officer Penn.
Me. Oil Co. Portland, d. Portland Oct. 25 1947.
WOODBURY, William Billings. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Dartmouth
1906. Beta Theta Pi. b. Farmington April 20
1877; s. of Roliston '64; m. Maude Johnson
June 25 1903; ch.: Kenneth, Frederick '33.
Teacher Bucksport Sem. 1900-01, principal
high sch. (Pittsford VT 1901-02, Hanover NH
1902-06, Farmington NH 1906-07, York
1907-10), supt. sch. (Turner, Canton 1910-12;
Belfast, Searsport 1912-18; Farmington, New
Vineyard, Temple 1918-21; Skowhegan &
Madison 1921-39), ret. Pres. (Somerset County
Teachers' Assn. 1927-28, Me. Teachers' Assn.
1934-35). d. Skowhegan Oct. 19 1956.*
Class of 1901
ATHERTON, David Frank. A.B. b.
Brunswick March 4 1876; m. Sarah Thwing
1899, m. Alice Lilly Dec. 5 1908; ch.:
Margaret. Pastor (Georgetown MA 1902-04,
Hookset NH 1907-08, N. Abington MA
1909-10), advt. salesman 1910? (Boston,
Newark NJ), dir. education Garfield Worsted
Mills Passaic NJ 1920-?, rehabilitation work
Buffalo NY 1922-?, instr. Bryant & Stratton
Boston 1922-?, teacher Buffalo NY. Lectr.,
writer, contbr. d. Sanford Feb. 4 1944.
BERRY, Harold Lee. A.B., A.M. (hon.) 1931.
Psi Upsilon, Alumni Council 1919-22 (pres.
1921-22), Alumni Fund dir. 1920-30 (chmn.
1924-30), class agt. 1931-51, Overseer 1921-37,
Trustee 1937-60 (v.pres. 1959-60), Trustee
Emeritus 1960-62. Recipient: Alumni Service
Award 1951. Special Collections suite,
Hawth-Long. Library, named in his memory.
b. Portland Aug.26 1877; m. Violetta Brown
Aug. 28 1905; ch.: Martha, Violetta. With A.
H. Berry Shoe Co. Portland 1901-48 (pres.
1923-48), sr. v.pres. & dir. Canal Nat. Bank
Portland 1923-60, dir. (West End Realty Co., J.
B. Brown & Sons, P. H. & J. M. Brown Co.),
treas. & dir. John Marshall Brown Co.,
Portland Savings Bank (corporator, trustee
1934, pres. 1947-57), dir. (E. N. Swett Shoe Co.
Norway, Ware Knitters Inc. MA, Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston, Eastern Mfg. Co.
Brewer), Falmouth Loan & Bldg. Assn. (pres.,
dir.), corporator Me. General Hospital, Am.
Red Cross Portland (pres., chmn. finance
committee 1932-62), city councilor Portland
1910-11, N. Yarmouth Acad, (trustee, member
finance committee), Portland Benevolent Soc.
(mgr. 1930-35, sec.-treas. 1935-53). d.
Falmouth Foreside Aug. 17 1962.*
BODWELL, Royal Henry. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Keene NH Jan. 22 1879; m. Alice
Macomber Oct. 4 1906. With N.Y. New Haven
& Hartford RR Dedham MA 1901-03, with
Wachusett Thread Co. Boston 1904-05, ins.
adjuster 1905-18. Sec. State House Bldg.
Comm. Augusta, d. Augusta July 8 1918.
BOWLER, Thomas William. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Hopkinton MA May 9 1878; m.
Lillian Bickford Jan. 3 1903; ch.: Mrs. Preston
Brown, Mrs. Harry Gagne, Mrs. Norman
Girard, Gerald, Richard, Mary. Teacher Luzon
P.I. 1901-05, submaster high sch. Caribou
1905-07, principal high sch. Vineyard Haven
MA 1907-12, head Latin dept. high sch.
Westfield MA 1912-50, ret. Activities dir.
Whitney Playground Westfield MA 1915-41.
Recipient: Civic Service Award from Westfield
MA Council of United Commercial Travelers,
d. Westfield MA June 19 1956.
BRAGG, Roland Everett. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Bangor June 3 1880; m. Mary Mongovan
Sept. 15 1904; ch.: Mrs. Granville M. Bond,
Mrs. Edward E. Lovejoy III. N. H. Bragg &
Sons Bangor 1901-57 (treas., dir.). d. Bangor
Oct. 28 1957.*
BROWN, Charles Stanley. Bowdoin 1897-98,
A.B. Harvard 1901. b. Augusta Feb. 28
1878; married; ch.: Mildred. Real estate
Vancouver B.C. Canada, d. 1927.
CLARK, Marshall Scott. Bowdoin 1897-99.
Kappa Sigma. b. Brunswick Feb. 16 1879;
married. Business Portland 1906-08, with Am.
Soda Fountain Co. Rochester NY, business
Rochester 1908-28. d. Rochester NY Dec. 8
1928.
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CLARK, Roland Eugene. A.B., A.M. (hon.)
1952, LL.B. Georgetown Univ. 1904. Psi
Upsilon. Alumni Council 1925-28 (pres.
1927-28), Alumni Fund dir. 1932-35 (chmn.
1934-35), Overseer 1939-49, Trustee & treas.
1949-58. b. Houlton July 3 1879; m. Virginia
Donnell April 7 1920, m. Gladys Tingle Feb.
14 1941. Pvt. sec. to U.S. Rep. Llewellyn
Powers Washington DC 1901-05, atty. Houlton
1905-17, v.pres. trust dept. (Fidelity Trust Co.
Portland 1919-33, Nat. Bank of Commerce
Portland 1933-58), trust consultant First
Portland Nat. Bank 1958. Corporate
Fiduciaries Assn. of Me. 1925-28 (a founder,
pres.), trust div. Am. Bankers' Assn. (member
exec, committee 1929-32, 1935-38, ex-officio
1941-43; chmn. 1937-38; v.pres. 1938-39; pres.
1939-40), a founder Me. Charity Foundation
1921, trustee public library Portland. Served to
maj. USA 1917-19; awarded Victory Medal, 5
stars. Contbr. d. Portland Nov. 1 1958.
CLOUDMAN, Harry Howard. A.B., Med. Sch.
1900-01, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1905. Kappa Sigma.
Drinking fountain near Sargent Gymnasium
erected and named in his memory 1938. b.
Gorham Oct. 22 1877; m. Maebelle Burnell
Sept. 9 1902; ch.: Vena, Olin '29, Harry '39.
Univ. Vt. (track & football coach, physical dir.
1902-08; asst. pathology 1907-08), physician
Oklahoma City OK 1909-46, ret. Dir. of health
sch. system Oklahoma City 1909-46, sec. Okla.
Med. Soc. Served to capt. MCUSA 1918,
served to It. col. 1940-41. d. Portland Dec. 11
1950.
COOMBS, Harry Stevens. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Harry S. & Jane B. Coombs Fund established
in his memory 1962. b. Lewiston Oct. 27
1878; m. Jane Coombs Oct. 1 1902. Architect
& partner Coombs Brothers Lewiston 1902-39.
Dir. First Auburn Trust Co. d. Lewiston May
17 1939.
CORLISS, John Arthur. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Woolwich Sept. 14 1880; m. Villa Wilder
May 20 1908; ch.: Ruth, Richard '42. Teacher
Daet P.I. 1901-02, U.S. Civil Service worker
Manila P.I. 1903-06, sales mgr. carbon paper &
ribbon div. Carter's Ink Co. Cambridge MA
1907-48, ret. Served to maj. Mass. State Guard
1920. d. Everett MA Aug. 31 1964.*
COWAN, Arthur Fenno. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Upsilon. b.
Biddeford Aug. 4 1879. High sch. Biddeford
(teacher 1901-10, principal 1910-11), with
Stone & Webster Electrical Engineering Corp.
(Boston 1911, Burleson TX 1912, Boston 1913),
teacher (NH & MA 1914-15, Biddeford
1915-17), principal elementary sch. Biddeford
1919-32. Pres. local teachers' assoc., chmn.
Am. Red Cross local chapter, 1st cdr.
Biddeford chapter Am. Legion. Served to 1st It.
USN 1917-19. d. Saco Dec. 4 1934.
COWAN, Fred Herbert. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
(hon.) 1903. Delta Upsilon. b. Sidney July 18
1874; m. Lena Pierce Aug. 19 1902; ch.:
Frederick, Margaret. Teacher high sch.
Augusta 1901-04, principal high sch. Bar
Harbor 1904-06, teacher Girls' Latin Sch.
Boston 1906-19. d. Boston April 27 1920.
DANA, Ripley Lyman. A.B. cum laude, LL.D.
1936; LL.B. Harvard 1904. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Council 1921-24, Alumni
Fund Dir. 1921-22, Overseer 1924-34 (v.pres.
1930-34), Trustee 1934-40. b. Portland Aug.
27 1880; m. Edith Kidder June 4 1908; ch.:
Mrs. Henry L. Johnson Jr., Lawrence. Atty. &
member Boston (Johnson Clapp & Underwood
1904-17, Bingham Dana & Gould and
predecessor firms 1919-39). Dir. (Norfolk
County Trust Co., Morton C. Tuttle Co.),
trustee (Newton MA Savings Bank, Newton
MA Hospital), general chmn. 1936 Boston
Community Federation Campaign, Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital (treas., trustee), member
advisory board dept. of public welfare
Commonwealth Mass. Served to maj. USA
1917-19. d. Newton Dec. 19 1939.*
DANFORTH, Murray Snell. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Sc.D. 1941; M.D.
Johns Hopkins 1905. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Dr.
Murray Snell Danforth Fund established in his
memory 1956, scholarship fund established in
his memory 1967. b. Lagrange May 16 1879;
m. Helen Metcalf April 26 1916; ch.: Stephen,
Helen, Murray Jr. Physician, head orthopedic
& fracture clinics Providence RI Hospital;
orthopedic surgeon (Butler Hospital, Charles
V. Chapen Hospital). R.I. Med. Soc. (pres.,
v.pres. 1943), Providence RI Med. Soc.
(member exec, board, pres. 1941), head RI
Committee on Infantile Paralysis, chmn. RI
Committee on Crippled Children, diplomate
Am. Board of Orthopedic Surgery, F.A.C.S.
Served to maj. USA 1917-19. Ed., contbr. d.
Providence RI June 5 1943.*
DASCOMBE, Otho Lee. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Johns Hopkins 1905. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Wilton Oct. 5 1880. Physician
Waltham MA 1905-43, Waltham Hospital
(asst. physician 1908, roentgenologist 1917-39,
visiting physician 1921-43, visiting obstet.
1922-43, sr. physician 191 1-43). Served to 1st It.
MCUSA 1918-19. d. Waltham MA Sept. 28
1943.
DILLAWAY, Frank Alexander. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Bath April 8 1878; m. Frances Clark; ch.:
Dorothy. Mining engineer Joplin MO 7-1907.
d. Baxter Springs KS Nov. 6 1907.
EVANS, Henry Darenydd. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1905. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Bristol Sept. 14 1879; m.
Elizabeth Vickery Aug. 19 1914; ch.: Hester.
Asst. chemistry Bowdoin 1901-02, teacher
Thornton Acad. Saco 1902-05, dir. Me. State
Lab. of Hygiene Augusta 1905-19, prof. Me.
Med. Sch. 1912-18, chemist & supervisor of
dyeing & bleaching operations Bates Mfg. Co.
Lewiston 1919-26, chemist York Mfg. Co. Saco
1926-30, chemist & dir. of research Pepperell
Mfg. Co. Biddeford 1930-54, ret. d. Wilton NH
April 14 1966.*
FENLEY, Edward Trowbridge. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma, b. Portland Sept. 21 1877; m.
Kitty Johnston; ch.: Allen '35. Atty. (Portland,
NYC, W. Orange NJ 1919-48), atty. title div.
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. NYC 1919-48, ret.
d. W. Orange NJ July 23 1958.
FLINT, Clarence Blake. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Portland March 18 1879; m. Carolyn George
Oct. 27 1903, m. Florence Pease April 26 1921;
ch.: Blake, Robert. Teacher high sch. Bellows
Falls VT 1901-02, mgr. Newtown Fire Brick
Co. Albany NY 1902-10, with Flint & Chester
Co. NYC 1910-21 (pres. & dir. 1912-21), Paige
& Jones Chem. Co. NY 1922-30 (v.pres., dir.),
Nat. Aluminate Corp. Chicago IL (v.pres., dir.
1930-51; consultant 1951-52), v.pres. (Visco
Products Corp. Houston TX 1940-51, Chicago
Chem. Co. 1940-51), dir. Aluminate Chem.
Ltd. Montreal P.Q. Canada 1938-51. d. Vero
Beach FL Feb. 14 1952.
FOSTER, Robert Chapman. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1905, M.D. Harvard 1915. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Bethel March 19 1880; s.
of Enoch F. '64; m. Ethel Damsel June 4 1906;
ch.: Robert Jr. '29. Co-partner with Enoch
Foster (father) law firm Portland 1905-13.
Served to capt. Nat. Guard, d. Boston March 7
1916.*
FULLER, Edwin Motley, Jr. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1904. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bath March
10 1880; s. of Edwin F. M'73. Physician Bath
1906-47; instr. pathology, bacteriology Me.
Med. Sch. 1911-20. F.A.C.S. d. Bath Dec. 2
1947.
GARCELON, Alonzo Herrick. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1907. b. Washington NJ Oct.
29 1878; m. Marion Stetson July 16 1921; ch.:
Jeanne, William. With Pullman Co. 1907-09,
atty. Garcelon & Emerson Boston 1909-66.
Spec. asst. atty. Mass. dist. in charge of I.R.S.
litigation 1918-21. d. Winchester MA May 11
1966.*
GARDNER, George Redman. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1913. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Brewer March 4 1878; m. Margaret Kimball
July 29 1914; ch.: Margaret, William '39,
Richard '42. Teacher high sch. Brewer 1901-03,
principal high sch. Bridgton 1903-05, teacher &
head science dept. high sch. Bangor 1907-08,
principal high sch. (Camden 1908-11,
Brunswick 1911-20), supt. sch. (Lisbon NH
1920-24, Auburn 1924-43), jr. accountant Price
Waterhouse & Co. Boston 1944-45, instr.
mathematics Sampson Coll. NY 1947-48,
Dickinson Coll. Carlisle PA (asst. prof,
accounting 1948-53, prof, emeritus 1953-66).
New Eng. Assn. Sch. Supt. (dir. 1933-36, pres.
1936-37). d. Carlisle PA Feb. 12 1966.*
GEHRING, Norman John. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Med. Sch. 1899. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Cleveland OH Sept. 23 1877; m. Rosana
Bartling 1930; ch.: Katherine, Mabel. Bowdoin
(asst. chemistry 1899-1901, asst. demonstrator
histology 1903-06), physician (Portland
1901-06, Norman OK & Oklahoma City OK
1906-19, San Diego CA 1919-51), ret. d. San
Diego CA Sept. 7 1961.*
GREGSON, John, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Bath Aug. 2 1878; m. Edith Goodell Sept.
26 1905; ch.: Margaret. With Carnegie Steel
Co. (Steelton PA 1901-09, Milwaukee WI
1910-16, Chicago IL 1916-22), ins. Chicago
1922-32. d. LaGrange IL April 2 1932.
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GRIFFITHS, Arthur Llewellyn. Bowdoin
1897-98, A.B. Yale 1901, A.M. Yale 1905.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Boston June 22 1875.
With Bureau of Public Instruction U.S.
Philippine Comm. P.I. 1901-03, exploring
expedition Northern Luzon P. I., It. governor
Lepanto-Bontoc Providence P.I., writer &
lectr. (Portland 1910, Lawrence MA 1933-66).
Author: Wild Days in the Philippines, Wild
Scottish Clans, The Philippine Teacher;
contbr. d. Lawrence MA July 7 1966.
HILL, Frederick Lewis. Bowdoin 1897-98, A.B.
Dartmouth 1901. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Townsend MA June 10 1880. Atty. Brockton
MA d. San Juan P.R. Oct. 7 1908.
HILL, Paul Stanley. A.B., Med. Sch. 1901,
M.D. George Washington Univ. 1906. Delta
Upsilon. b. Biddeford May 3 1881; s. of
Hampton E. M'71; m. Catherine Moses June
15 1904, m. Alice Lloyd Nov. 22 1923; ch.:
Paul Jr. '27. Worked for U.S. Senator Frye,
with U.S. Civil Service Washington DC
1903-06, surgeon Biddeford 1906-47, co-prop.
Trull Hospital Biddeford 1923-47, consulting
surgeon Webber Hospital Biddeford. Member
State Board of Health. Served to maj. MCUSA
1917-19. d. Biddeford July 26 1947.
JOHNSTON, WilUam Alden. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Sebec Sept. 21 1879; m. Grace
Goodwin June 27 1907; ch.: A. May, Owen,
Alden. Traveling salesman, pharmacist &
business prop. (E. Millinocket 1907-18,
Rockland 1918-35). Member sch. board
Rockland, trial justice, d. Rockland Feb. 15
1935.
KNAPP, Arthur Chamberlain. Spec. 1897-98.
b. Bridgton June 11 1876. Dentist Phila. PA.
d. Boston July 10 1942.
LaFERRIERE, Alfred Louis. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. b. Mechanic Falls Nov. 13
1878; m. Josephine Bowker July 27 1912.
Teacher Hebron Acad. 1901-06, coach
Bowdoin 1906, Brown Co. (Victoriaville P.Q.
Canada 1906-12, personnel dir. & production
exec. Berlin NH 1912-37). Served to 1st sgt.
USA during Spanish-Am. War. d. Berlin NH
Sept. 3 1937.
LARRABEE, Austin Park. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1903;
Ph.D. Univ. Ia. 1927. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Gardiner Jan. 26 1878; m. Winona Jones
Aug. 21 1907; ch.: Philo, Ruth, John. Asst.
(biology Bowdoin 1901-02, zoology Harvard
1903-04), teacher (high sch. Salt Lake City UT
1904-07, Palo Alto CA 1907-09), prof, biology
Fairmont Coll. Wichita KS 1909-16, Yankton
Coll. SD (prof, biology 1916-49, emeritus
1949-54). Pres. S.D. Acad, of Science 1927.
Contbr. d. Bellevue WA May 5 1954.
LEIGHTON, Edward Kavanagh. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland Sept. 18 1878; m.
Winifred Spear Aug. 18 1903. C. F. Hathaway
Shirt Co. Waterville (dir. 1901-15; pres., treas.
1915-47; chmn. board of dir. 1947-53). d.
Belleair FL Feb. 20 1953.
LEWIS, George Lothrop. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1903;
B.L.S. N.Y. State Library Sch. 1907. Delta
Upsilon. b. S. Berwick June 10 1878; s. of
George L. '64; m. Frances Bell June 10 1913;
ch.: Robert. Reference librarian Bowdoin
1901-05, librarian Westfield Athenaeum
1907-19, librarian & prof, history Northland
Coll. Ashland WI 1919-33. Served with WW
Library Service Am. Library Assn. d. Ashland
WI May 6 1933.
LORING, Elliott William. Bowdoin 1897-1900.
Kappa Sigma, b. Yarmouth Feb. 3 1881, m.
Emily Baker April 28 1900; ch.: Eunice,
Richard, Frank, Ella, Gertrude, Albert.
Wholesale mere, fancy goods Portland
1900-04, retail furnishing Strong 1904-12,
general storekeeper's office USN yard
Portsmouth NH 1912-18, mere. Wakefield MA
1918-31, agriculture Danville NH 1931-41,
chemist Melrose MA 1941-48, ret. d. Wakefield
MA May 29 1950.*
MARTELLE, Henry Augustus. A.B., M.D.
Johns Hopkins 1905. Zeta Psi. b. Richmond
Aug. 8 1879; m. Hazel Pine Aug. 18 1923.
Intern Hartford CT Hospital, physician
(Annapolis MD 1905, Hartford CT 1905-15),
med. dept. Travelers' Ins. Co., Conn. Mutual
Life Ins. Co. Hartford CT (asst. examining
physician, assoc. med. dir.). Served to It.
MCUSA 1917-19. d. Hartford CT Jan. 10 1929.
MILLIKEN, Harris James. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1904. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bangor Dec. 5
1878; m. Anne Buck Oct. 25 1907; ch.: Harris
Jr. Intern Eastern Me. General Hospital
1904-?, physician Bangor 1904-33. Med.
examiner Bangor, physician Penobscot County
Jail. d. Bangor Oct. 4 1933.
NUTTING, James Deering, Jr. Bowdoin 1897,
Med. Sch. 1898-99, M.D. Baltimore Univ.
1903. b. Hallowell Feb. 1 1 1875; s. of James
D. M'65; m. Edith Harrington June 28 1905;
ch.: Harriet, Elizabeth. Physician Hallowell
1903-43. Chmn. (Republican City Committee,
sch. board Hallowell), trustee (public library
Hallowell, Old South Congr. Church), d.
Portland Oct. 24 1943.
PAGE, Albert Dean. Bowdoin 1897-98. b.
Richmond Nov. 6 1874. Attendant Me. State
Hospital Augusta 1899-1905, electrotyping
(Boston 1905-06, Phila. PA 1907, NYC), d.
Richmond Dec. 12 1941.
PALMER, Artelle Elisha. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Brewer Feb. 2 1878, m. Bertha
Howland Sept. 12 1913; ch.: Frederick, Paul.
With F. H. Ayer Co. Brewer 1902-12, with
Eastern Mfg. Co. Brewer 1912-16, with Blue
River Lumber Co. Ltd. P.Q. Canada 1916, with
Eastern Mfg. Co. Brewer 1917-27, city
purchasing agt. & treas. Brewer 1928-33. d.
Brewer Jan. 8 1947.*
PARKER, Gardner Merrill. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Gorham Nov. 17 1879. Atty. Portland
1911-36. Served with YMCA in France WWI.
d. Westbrook March 21 1936.
PERCIVAL, Percy Snow. Bowdoin 1897. Psi
Upsilon. b. Waterville July 26 1879; m.
Catherine Morrissey Nov. 7 1910; ch.: Joseph,
William. Clerk Boston 1901-?, bank cashier
Peoples Nat. Bank Waterville 1912-?, invest,
security business Boston, d. NYC Jan. 28 1940.
PIERCE, John Alexander. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Portland Sept. 14 1878; s. of Lewis '52.
Editorial writer Int. Encyclopedia NYC
1901-08, reporter & editorial writer NY
Evening Sun 1908-17, drama critic NY Herald
Tribune 1917-18, free lance reporter & editorial
writer (NYC 1918-25, U.S. & Paris France
1925-41). d. Mexico City Mexico March 1
1950.
PRATT, George Lo'ring. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Med. Sch. 1904. Delta Upsilon. b. Strong
June 17 1877; m. Ethel Staine June 26 1909.
Intern Me. General Hospital Portland 1904-05,
physician & surgeon Farmington 1905-60, ret.
Established Franklin County Memorial
Hospital Farmington, sec. (Me. Medico-Legal
Soc. 1935-60, Me. Med. Soc. 1909-37),
Franklin County med. examiner 1909-60, pres.
Me. Med. Assn. 1939-40, member (health
board Farmington 1907-15, sch. board
Farmington 1909-16), Me. rep. 1st Western
Hemisphere Conf. World Med. Assn.
Richmond VA 1952. d. Waterville Nov. 4 1967.
QUINN, Hugh Francis. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch.
1909. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bangor June 27
1879. State bacteriologist & assoc. with Me.
State Lab. of Hygiene 1905-07, physician
(Phila. PA 1910-12, Bangor 1913-16). Milk
inspector, d. Bangor April 29 1916.
RANDALL, Thomas Cummings. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Freeport Nov. 18 1878; m. Sarah Soule Aug.
9 1918; ch.: Thomas Jr. Teacher Bulan Luzon
P.I. 1901-04, accountant Boston 1904-07,
traveling salesman A. H. Berry Shoe Co.
1907-28, ret. d. Freeport May 21 1933.
RUMERY, Clarence Byron. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1906. Delta Upsilon. b. Biddeford
March 3 1879; m. Caroline Bragdon July 14
1909. Journalist Biddeford 1901-03, atty.
Biddeford 1906-67, ret. Recorder Municipal
Court Biddeford 1910-14, city solicitor
1923-26. d. Biddeford Nov. 10 1971.*
SANBORN, Walter Lyman. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. Class agt. 1929-31. b.
Norway Nov. 28 1879; m. Ethel Nye Sept. 21
1907. Principal high sch. Danforth 1901-02,
news ed. Boston Morning Globe 1904-15,
publisher Lansdale PA Reporter 1915-23,
newsprint broker Bucks & Montgomery
Counties PA, publisher North Penn. Reporter
Lansdale 1927-47, sec.-treas. Equitable
Publishing Co. Lansdale ?-1947. Newspaper
Publishers Assoc. of Bucks & Montgomery
Counties (charter member, sec.-treas.,
purchasing agt.), pres. Press League of Bucks &
Montgomery Counties, d. Lansdale PA Oct. 20
1947.
SHORT, Freeman Milliken. Bowdoin 1897-99.
Psi Upsilon. b. Portland June 12 1878. d.
Portland Nov. 6 1899.
SILLS, Kenneth Charles Morton. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1934; A.M.
Harvard 1903; LL.D. (Univ. Me. 1916, Bates
1918, Dartmouth 1918, Colby 1920, Williams
1927, Dalhousie 1939, Yale 1941, Tufts 1947,
[1901-1902]
Amherst 1952, Boston Univ. 1949). Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council 1915-17, pres.
General Alumni Assn. 1915-18, Trustee
1918-52, Overseer ex-officio 1918-52 (Emeritus
1952-54). Recipient: Alumni Achievement
Award 1939, Bowdoin Prize 1948. Classroom
bldg. named in his honor 1950. Book fund
established in his honor 1952. Loan fund
established in his memory 1964. b. Halifax
N.S. Canada Dec. 5 1879; s. of Charles M.
H'87; m. Edith Koon Nov. 21 1918. Asst.
English Harvard 1901-03, instr. classics &
English Bowdoin 1903-04, tutor English
Columbia 1904-05, Bowdoin (adjunct prof.
Latin 1906-07, Winkley Prof, of Latin Lang. &
Literature 1907-46, clerk of faculty 1906-10,
dean 1910-17, acting pres. 1917-18, pres.
1918-52). Pres. (Me. Historical Soc. 1922-24,
New Eng. Assn. of Colls. & Secondary Schs.
1925-26), member Board of Visitors USNA
1917-21 & 1935 (pres. 1920-21, 1935), member
(board of dir. Me. Med. Center 1954, advisory
council on Health & Welfare in the State of
Me. 1943-47), trustee (Wellesley 1927-46,
Worcester MA Acad. 1938-45, Epis. Theol.
Sch. 1938-54, Waynflete Sch. Portland 1939-54,
Hebron Acad. 1952-54, public library Portland
1954, World Peace Foundation 1943-54),
public member New Eng. Regional War Labor
Board 1943-45, nat. pres. Delta Kappa Epsilon
1929, Athens Coll. Greece (trustee 1927-54,
board chmn. 1944-47), Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching (trustee
1933-54, chmn. 1939-41). Recipient: Denmark
Medal of Liberation 1946, Brunswick
Distinguished Service Award 1952, Epis.
Diocese of Me. extroardinary service medal
1954. Author: The First American & Other
Poems (1911). d. Portland Nov. 15 1955.
SMALL, Arthur Lawrence. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Yarmouthville Aug. 2 1879; m. Esther
Dunlap May 1911; ch.: Constance, Philip.
Teacher Abulug Luzon P.I. 1901-03, traveling
salesman J. B. Williams Co. Glastonbury CT
1903-22, branch mgr. Durham Duplex Razor
Co. of N.Y. Sydney Australia, sales rep. Wade
& Butcher Ltd. Cutlery Sheffield England
197-27, sales & public relations Lance Inc.
Charlotte NC 1929-44, ret. d. Charlotte NC
Jan. 13 1960.
SMITH, Ernest Thomas. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Chicago 1930. Theta Delta Chi. b. Deering
May 19 1879; m. Bettina Garwick Aug. 4 1911;
ch.: Thomas. Business St. Louis MO 1901-02,
teacher (Ashland WI 1902-04, Appleton WI
1904-09, Stevens Point WI 1909-12), with Univ.
Wise. 1919-20, pres. Wise. State Teachers' Coll.
1938-40. State chmn. Wise. Teachers Assn.
(history section, civics section). Author: A New
Approach to History, New Approach to
Modern European History, A New Approach
to European History; co-author: A New
Approach to American History; historical
writer, d. Stevens Point WI Sept. 28 1940.
SNOW, Donald Francis. A.B., LL.B. Univ. Me.
1903, LL.M. Univ. Me. 1904. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Council 1915-19, Overseer
1930-33. b. Bangor Sept. 7 1877; m.
Christine Pennell Oct. 3 1906; ch.: William '29.
Atty. Bangor 1901-29, city solicitor 1907-11,
atty. Penobscot County 1912-13, U.S. rep.
1929-33, sec. E. C. Jones Ins. Co. Portland.
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Trustee Eastern Me. General Hospital Bangor.
Ed.: Tales of Bowdoin. d. Gorham Feb. 12
1958.*
STEWART, Herbert Duncan. A.B. b. Bath
Jan. 13 1879. Principal (elementary sch.
Harpswell 1901-02; high sch. Richmond
1902-06, N. Haven 1906-07, Oxford 1907-08,
Orleans MA 1908-36), principal emeritus high
sch. Orleans 1936-43. d. Hyannis MA April 6
1943.
STORER, Rufus York. A.B. b. Brunswick
Aug. 14 1879. Principal (high sch. Hollis NH
1902-03, N. New Portland 1903-05), teacher
Pasadena CA 1905-06, principal (high sch.
Brownfield 1906-07, N. New Portland
1908-09), submaster high sch. Farmington
1910-18, principal high sch. (Kingfield 1918-19,
Farmington 1920-23), submaster high sch.
Sanford 1923-30, ret. Pres. York County
Teachers Assn., member sch. board Brunswick,
d. Brunswick June 27 1961.
SWETT, Herbert Lindsey. A.B., A.M. (hon.)
1931. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Fund dir.
1932-35. b. Bangor Sept. 25 1878; m.
Fancher Sawyer Dec. 12 1912; ch.: Eleanor,
Elizabeth. Mgr. Somerset Traction Co.
Skowhegan 1902-28, Lakewood Inc.
Skowhegan 1928-45 (founder, prop., treas.,
sec, general mgr.). Chmn. China Relief, dir.
New Eng. Council, pres. Me. Publicity Bureau,
member State. Development Comm. d.
Skowhegan Oct. 20 1945.
TYLER, Lester Dean. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Hollis Oct. 12 1877; m. Marie Lawton June 19
1915; ch.: Lester Jr., Thomas. Teacher
(Newton MA 1901-03, Haverford PA Sch. for
Boys 1903-39). d. Haverford PA Ma 12 1939.
VOSE, Harold Penniman. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Machias
Sept. 2 1879; m. Abbie Wright Sept. 7 1920.
Teacher (Warren MA 1901-02, Greenwich CT
Acad. 1903-05), factory mgr. Innovation Truck
Co. NYC 1905-13, with Nat. Workmen's
Compensation Service Bureau NYC 1914-18
(branch mgr. Milwaukee WI 1916-17), Am. Int.
Corp. NYC (research dept. 1918-26, dept. mgr.
1922-26), business NYC 1926-33, research &
planning div. NRA Washington DC 1933-36,
statistical dept. White Weld & Co. NYC 1937,
reports & appraisal div. J. G. White
Engineering Corp. NYC 1941-54, ret. 1954. d.
Greenwich CT Sept. 1 1969.
WALKER, Harry Eaton. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Ellsworth June 8 1875; m. Annie
McFarland Nov. 26 1902. Principal high sch.
(Mechanic Falls 1901-02, Ft. Fairfield 1902-06,
Exeter NH 1906-21), high sch. Medford MA
(teacher, head history dept. 1921-34, jr.
submaster 1931). Instr. Dartmouth Summer
Sch. 1915, assoc. with Boston Univ. lecture
courses 1921-?, v.pres. Medford Historical Soc.
d. Medford MA May 2 1934.
WARREN, William Moncena. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Bangor Feb. 26 1875; m. Gertrude
Fowler July 3 1905; ch.: Margaret. Atty.
Bangor 1906-43; judge Probate Court
43
Penobscot County 1912-16, 1920-37. d. Jan. 18
1943.
WHEELER, George Currier. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1904.
Delta Upsilon. Alumni Council 1915-18.
Recipient: Alumni Achievement Award 1936.
b. Farmington March 5 1879; m. Margaret
Starbird April 21 1919; ch.: Warren, Alvan,
Nancy, Stanton. Atty. (Farmington 1904-05,
Portland 1905-23), referee in bankruptcy
Cumberland & York Counties 1912-18, clerk of
U.S. Courts Portland 1920-23, atty. & estate
management Pomona CA 1923-56, ret. Dir.
(Peoples Nat. Bank Farmington 1914-23, Calif.
Walnut Growers Assn. 1933-48). d. Pomona
CA Jan. 1 1970.*
WHITE, John Humphrey. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Lewiston Dec. 15 1878; s. of Wallace
H. M'68; m. Julia Bearce May 29 1905; ch.:
Gretchen. Cotton mfg. Bates Mills Lewiston
1901-04, supt. Edwards Textile Mfg. Co.
Augusta 1904-11, asst. to agt. Union Water
Power Co. Lewiston 1911-25, woolen mfg.
Lewiston 1925-40, personnel dir. Wilner Wood
Products Co. S. Paris 1945-52. d. S. Paris May
3 1952.
WHITING, Roscoe Everett. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. b. Newport Aug. 9
1881. Teacher P.I. 1901-06, with Civil Service
Washington DC 1906-?, atty. Columbia SC
7-1936. d. Columbia SC April 13 1936.
WILLEY, Stanley Chandler. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma, b. Cherryfield Sept. 15 1878;
m. Virginia MacKenzie 1916. Asst. chem. dept.
Oxford Paper Co. Rumford 1901-03; with
Great Northern Paper Co.; with Int. Paper Co;
with Atterbury Bros. Inc. NYC (1912); with
Nilsen, Rantoul & Co. NYC (1916); mgr. pulp
sales dept. Perkins, Goodwin Pulp & Paper Co.
7-1947; ret. 1947; continued as a consultant, d.
NYC Dec. 10 1949.
WYMAN, John Howard. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa, Med. Sch. 1902; M.D.
Harvard 1906. b. Skowhegan Aug. 29 1879;
m. Daisy Holway Oct. 16 1907; ch.: Holway,
Walter. Physician Medway MA 1907-34.
Physician health board, sch. physician
Medway, town med. examiner Norfolk
County. Served to capt. MCUSA 1917-19. d.
Milford MA Dec. 17 1934.
YOST, Clemens Andrew. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1909.
Kappa Sigma. b. Portsmouth OH Jan. 18
1880. Teacher (Hitchcock Acad. Brimfield OH
1901-03, Washington & Jefferson Acad. PA
1903-08, Phillips Andover Acad. MA 1911-14),
instr. (Trinity Coll., Duke Univ. NC 1914-16:
Williams Coll. 1916-18), instr. manual training
high sch. Brooklyn NY 1920-43, ret. 1943.
Served with Mass. State Guard 1917-18, served
with USA 1918. d. Portsmouth OH March 16
1953.
Class of 1902
ANTHOINE, Edward Swazey. A.B. cum laude.
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A.M. (hon.) 1930. Zeta Psi. b. Portland Jan.
30 1882; m. Sara Pinkham Sept. 28 1910; ch.:
Robert. Asst. history Bowdoin 1902-03, atty.
Portland 1906-42. Homestead Loan & Bldg.
Assn. (sec, dir.), pres. city council Portland,
Me. state senator, member governor's staff,
trustee (Me. Sch. for Deaf, Gorham Acad.),
reporter of decisions Supreme Judicial Court.
Served to maj. USA 1917-19, served with
USAR. d. Togus Oct. 29 1942.
APPLETON, John. A.B., M.F. Yale 1904.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Bangor Aug. 23
1879; s. of Frederick H. '64; m. Sarah Hall, m.
Winifred Hodge Oct. 25 1905; ch.: Sarah.
Forester U.S. govt. 1904-06, self-employed
Appleton & Viles (NYC, Bangor). Chief fire
warden Bangor, pres. Bangor Humane Soc.
Composer, contbr. d. Laurel MD April 2 1914.
BARKER, Ben. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Portland Feb. 20 1897; m. Lillian Morse Sept.
8 1910; ch.: Sydney. Ins. agt. Turner, Barker &
Co. Portland 1902-?; spec. agt. Great Am. Ins.
Co. NYC 1914-34. d. Portland June 8 1937.
BARKER, Nat Bailey Twycross. A.B., M D.
Med. Sch. 1905. b. Dresden Jan. 27 1878; m.
Catharine Blaisdell Aug. 30 1917. Mill
physician St. Croix Paper Co., physician
(Woodland 1905-26, Isleboro 1927-31,
Yarmouth 1933-67). Med. examiner Selective
Service Board Cumberland County 1940-42,
trustee (public library Yarmouth, Bridge
Acad.), member (sch. board Woodland
1906-26, Yarmouth 4 yrs.; health board
Woodland 1905-26, Yarmouth 1927-31), v.pres.
Cumberland County Med. Soc. 2 yrs.
Recipient Congressional medal for Civil
Defense work; presidential citations for
Selective Service work from Presidents
Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy,
Johnson; Lions Club award, Yarmouth Village
Improvement Soc. award, d. Portland June 8
1967.*
BELLATTY, Charles Edgar. Spec. 1898-99.
Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Ellsworth June 4 1877; m.
Nellie Franklin June 19 1907; ch.: Ruth,
Elizabeth, Barbara. Newspaper correspondent
Ellsworth 1895-98, ed. Ellsworth Enterprise
1900-01, exec. advt. dept. H. B. Humphrey Co.
Boston 1901-07, exec.-dir. Mass. Health
Comm. 1918-19, counselor U.S. Veterans
Bureau 1920-25, Boston Univ. (supervisor
student employment, organizer advt. dept. of
Business Coll., prof. advt. selling Coll. of
Business Admin. 1919-43, emeritus 1943
—),
instr. advt. through correspondence courses in
cooperation with 189 coll. & 239 high sch.
1933-38, dir. Advisory Service for Students of
Advt. 1940-46, past press agt. (Cape Cod Hotel
Men's Assn.; N.Y., N.H. & Hartford CT RR),
past Cape Cod correspondent N.Y. Sun &
N.Y. Times, past publicity dir. St. Paul's
Cathedral Boys Club Boston, ed. Simplex Wire
& Cable Co. Cambridge 1943-60, ret. Member
Boston Committee on Recruiting WWI, dir.
publicity campaign on health of soldiers &
sailors in cooperation with USA & USN
officers WWI. Hon. life member Boston
Admens Club. Author: correspondence course
on advt. in cooperation with Tne Saturday
Evening Post, correspondence course on advt.
(Mass. Dept. of Education, USA Europe after
WWI); ed.: Univ. Club News Boston 1927-30;
Criticism, Suggestion & Advice 1927-43; The
Business Manager Boston 1930-31; Simplex
Pennant 1943-60. res. Treasure Is. FL.*
BENSON, Robert Sanford. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa, b. W. Paris March 2
1880; s. of Charles B. '72. Teacher Washington
Acad. 1902, asst. chemistry Bowdoin 1903-04,
general store & grocery business Snows Falls
1904-28, U.S. postmaster Snows Falls 1910-14,
apiarist W. Paris 1918-45, ret. 1945. d.
Mechanic Falls March 2 1957.
BLAKE, Thomas Herbert. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Bangor March 11 1878. Part owner G.B.
Haskell Co. Lewiston 1902-16, mgr. Blake
Plaster Co. San Francisco CA 1916-17. d. San
Francisco CA Sept. 27 1917.
BODWELL, Ralph Porter. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Vinalhaven April 18 1881; m. Margaret
Will July 14 1908. E.S. Bodwell & Son
Brunswick 1902-25, ret. 1925. Dir. Stevens
Home Brunswick. Extended care facility to
Regional Memorial Hospital Brunswick named
in his memory 1966. d. Brunswick Nov. 6 1960.
BRADBURY, Gibeon Elden, Jr. A.B., A.M.
(hon.) 1904. Beta Theta Pi. b. Buxton Jan. 12
1878; m. Maud Woodworth Sept. 7 1904; ch.:
Charles, Phoebe, Herbert. Teacher Coe's Acad.
Northwood NH 1902-03, principal high sch.
(Jay 1903-04, Tenant's Harbor 1904-05),
teacher (high sch. Westerly RI 1905-12,
Hartford CT 1912-18, Berkshire Sch. Sheffield
MA 1918-19, Hartford CT 1920-43), ret. 1943.
d. Buxton Aug. 2 1951.
CARTER, Edward Edgecombe. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.F. Yale 1904.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Bath Oct. 7 1880; m.
Helen Johnson Oct. 22 1907; ch.: Margaret,
Edward. Instr. forestry Harvard 1904-05, with
U.S. Forest Service Washington DC 1905-10,
asst. prof, forestry Harvard 1910-15, with U.S.
Forest Service Washington DC 1915-45 (asst.
chief in charge of timber management
1920-45), ret. 1945. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
rep. to U.S. Board of Geographic Names,
fellow Soc. of Am. Foresters. Recipient U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture charter member
certificate for pioneer work in Am. forestry
1955. d. Washington DC Oct. 11 1963.*
COBB, Philip Howard. A.B., Ph.D. Johns
Hopkins 1905. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Class agt.
1941-43. b. Portland Nov. 15 1880. Tufts
Coll. (instr. chemistry 1905-08, asst. prof.
1908-14), asst. prof. Harvard summer sch.
1914, assoc. prof, research chemistry Lehigh
Univ. Bethlehem PA 1918-22, ret. 1922. Chmn.
(Red Cross Drive Greater Portland 1939, sch.
board Cape Elizabeth 1923-29), pres. board of
dirs. public library Cape Elizabeth 1946-53.
Civilian defense chmn. WWII. d. Portland July
18 1953.
COUSENS, Lyman Abbott. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1903.
Zeta Psi. Alumni Council 1927-30 (pres.
1929-30), class agt. 1930-41, Overseer 1933-41.
Recipient Alumni Acheivement Award 1932.
b. Portland March 3 1880; m. Gertrude
Cartland Oct. 4 1906; ch.: Gertrude, Lyman Jr.
'31. With Milliken, Cousens & Co. Portland;
pres. L.M. Cousens & Co. Portland; Dana
Warp Mills Westbrook (dir., v.pres.); dir.
Long, Libby & Hanson Portland; partner
Noyes & Cousens (Portland 7-1915. Trustee
Portland Savings Bank, dir. (Provident Loan
Co., Widow's Wood Soc, Portland Benevolent
Assn.), treas. Me. State Soc. Protection of
Animals, d. Portland June 15 1941.*
DOLE, Richard Bryant. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Med. Sch. 1902. Kappa
Sigma, b. Portland May 8 1880; s. of Daniel
H. M'71; m. Huldah Humphreys June 20 1906.
Asst. instr. Bowdoin 1903, Minn. State chemist
St. Paul MN 1904-05, chemist U.S. Geological
Survey Washington DC 1905-17, agt. in charge
U.S. govt, exhibit Nat. Ecuadorian Exposition
(1909), sanitary engineer San Juan P.R., Chmn.
div. of Water, Sewage & Sanitation of Am.
Chem. Soc: asst. U.S. Dept. Interior
presentations & int. exhibits; member
committee on standard methods of water
analysis of the Am. Public Health Assn.
Contbr. d. Washington DC Jan. 21 1917.
DORMAN, Fred Henry. Bowdoin 1898-1901.
Delta Upsilon. b. Auburn Feb. 18 1880.
Bond dept. Stone & Webster Boston (1916),
with Nims & Co. Boston (1931). d. Portland
Dec. 15 1947.
EASTMAN, Harold Benjamin. B.S., M.F. Yale
1904. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland June
24 1878; m. Bessie Clifford Oct. 18 1906; ch.:
Martha, Elizabeth. Student & Staff member
Bureau of Forestry Mo. Botanical Gardens &
researcher in white pine restoration Southern
New Eng. 1902-05; asst. forest expert U.S.
Forest Service, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
Tacoma WA 1905-08; with St. John Lumber
Co. Van Buren 1908-09; Eastman Bros. &
Bancroft Portland 1908-32 (store management,
merchandise mgr.); ins. agt. Federal Life &
Casualty Ins. Co. 1932-? Contbr. d. Portland
June 23 1959.
FILES, Ernest Woodbury. A.B., M D. Med.
Sch. 1905. Kappa Sigma, b. Gorham Sept. 24
1881; m. Mabel Haskell June 19 1912; ch.:
Barbara. Intern Me. General Hospital,
physician & surgeon Portland 1905-?, Med.
Sch. (clinical asst. medicine 1909-12, surgeon
1912-14, instr. clinical medicine 1914-18), chief
gynecol. service Me. General Hospital 1928-45,
dairy farmer & cattle raiser W. Gorham. Dir.
(Dr. King Hospital, State St. Hospital), d.
Portland April 10 1958.
FLYE, William Laberee. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Newcastle Oct. 22 1877; m. Lois Meserve
Aug. 21 1907; ch.: Frances, Harriett. With
N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC 1902-12, civil engineer long
lines engineering dept. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co.
NYC 1912-33, ret. 1933. Lincoln Acad. 1943-54
(trustee, treas.), town selectman Newcastle
1944-48, treas. 193rd dist. Rotary Int. 1943-53.
Served to sgt. USA 1917-18. d. Bath Oct. 29
1957.*
FOGG, George Edwin. A.B. magna cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1942. Psi
Upsilon. Alumni Council 1930-33 (pres.
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1932-33), pres. General Alumni Assn. 1940-43.
b. Portland June 21 1878; m. Blanche
McDougall Aug. 9 1909; ch.: George Jr. '43.
Atty. Portland 1906-17, economist &
statistician E.I. DuPont de Nemours Export
Co. 1920-21, solicitor Me. Central RR 1921-43,
ret. 1943. Pres. Conf. of State Charities &
Corrections, delegate Int. Prison Congress
1913, state rep. burial of unknown soldier
Washington DC. Served to maj. USA 1917-19,
served to brig, general USA 1941-42, served to
cdr. Me. Nat. Guard, d. NYC July 26 1944.
FOLSOM, Ernest Bertrand. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1905. Kappa Sigma. Ernest B. Folsom
Fund established in his memory 1963,
scholarship established in his memory 1967.
b. Gorham Dec. 27 1878. Asst. biology Med.
Sch. 1902-04, intern Me. General Hospital
Portland 1905-06, physician & surgeon
Portland 1908-10, clinical asst. Me. Med. Sch.
1912-21. Served to maj. MCUSA 1917-19. d.
Portland April 19 1963.
FURBISH, John Arthur. A.B., Med. Sch. 1902,
D.M.D. Harvard 1905. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Brunswick Oct. 14 1878; m. Mildred
Grush May 3 1911; ch.: Alice. Dentist Boston
1905-52. Pres. (Harvard Odontological Soc.
1923, Am. Acad, of Dental Science 1936-37). d.
Auburndale MA Oct. 4 1952.
GARCELON, William Skelton. A.B., Med.
Sch. 1901-02, M.D. McGill 1907. b.
Lewiston Aug. 21 1880; m. Mary Goodwin
June 9 1904; ch.: Gerald '30, William.
Physician (Lewiston 1907-30, Dark Harbor
1930-46, Sabattus 1946-50). Pres.
(Androscoggin County Med. Soc. 1911, health
board Lewiston 1909-11), health officer Dark
Harbor 1930-46, town physician Isleboro, med.
inspector public schs. Lewiston. d. Sabattus
Jan. 30 1950.*
GIBSON, Harvey Dow. A.B., LL.D. 1919,
LL.D. Univ. N.H. 1933, LL.D. Northeastern
Univ. 1945. Theta Delta Chi. Overseer 1917-24,
Trustee 1924-50. Recipient: Bowdoin Prize
1938. The Harvey Dow Gibson Memorial
Trophy given in his memory 1951. Harvey
Dow Gibson Hall of Music named in his
memory 1954. b. N. Conway NH March 12
1882; m. Carrie Curtis June 10 1903, m. Helen
Bourne March 12 1926. Am. Express Co.
(office boy Boston 1902; chief clerk financial
dept. 1903; financial agt. Montreal P.Q.
Canada 1903-06; asst. mgr. financial dept.
Boston 1906-09, NYC 1910-12), Liberty Nat.
Bank NYC (asst. to pres. 1912, v.pres. 1913,
pres. 1913-16), pres. N.Y. Trust Co. NYC
1921-31, pres. & board chmn. Mfrs. Trust Co.
NYC 1931-50. Dir. (Am. Home Products
Corp., Chesapeake & Ohio RR, Distillers Corp.
Seagrams Ltd., Hershey Creamery Co., Home
Ins. Co., Huron Holding Corp., Paramount
Pictures Inc., Shuron Optical Co. Inc., Greater
N.Y. Fund, N.Y. Community Trust, citizens
committee N. County Community Hospital,
Am. Arbitration Assn., English Speaking
Union), board chmn. (Textile Banking Co.,
U.S. Lines Co., Western Electric Co.), chmn.
(Emergency Unemployment Relief Committee
NYC 1931-33, Am. Committee of Short-Term
Creditors of Germany & Hungary), trustee
(Northeastern Univ., Am. Foundation for the
Blind, Community Service Soc, Nat.
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, Florence
Nightengale Int. Foundation, Turrell Fund),
treas. & dir. (Beekman-Downtown Hospital,
Emergency Food Collection Inc. 1946), treas.
(Helen Keller Endowment Fund, Jane A.
Delano Memorial Fund), member (advisory
council Am. Inst, of Banking, Pres.'s War
Council & War Finance Comm. 1917-19), pres.
board of trustees Fryeburg Acad., mayor
Lattingtown NY, v.pres. C. of C. NY, v.pres. &
general mgr. Raymond & Whitcomb Co. NYC
1910-12, N.Y. Worlds Fair Inc. 1936-41 (chmn.
finance committee, member exec, committee,
board chmn.), Am. Red Cross (chmn. N.Y.
chapter 1917, general mgr. nat. organization
1917, commissioner for France 1918,
commissioner for Eur. 1919, incorporator nat.
organization 1919, hon. v. chmn. & dir. N.Y.
chapter 1920-50, commissioner to Great
Britain 1942-45, commissioner to Western
Europe 1944-45, nat. chmn. 1946-47 fund
campaigns, governor & member exec,
committee 1947-50, member Committee on
Program 1949-50). Served to col. USA
1918-19; awarded citation by Pres. Truman,
Legion of Honor France 1919, Cdr. Order of
the Crown Belgium 1919, Presidential Medal
for Merit 1945, Cdr. Order of St. John &
Jerusalem Great Britain. Named Knight Order
of Vasa Sweden 1922, Knight Order of the
Crown Rumania 1939; recipient: Gold Medal
Award 1917-19, Award of Certificate by
Franklin D. Roosevelt 1942, Award of
Certificate by Dwight D. Eisenhower 1945,
Univ. N.H. Pettee Medal 1948. Harvey Dow
Gibson Science Bldg. Fryeburg Acad, named
in his memory 1962. d. Boston Sept. 11 1950.*
GILES, Erwin Garfield. A.B. cum laude. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Brownfield June 3 1879; m.
Kate Towle Feb. 18 1907; ch.: Mrs. Arthur
Greene Jr., Pauline. Prop. Giles Ins. Agency
Fryeburg 1902-49, owner garage business N.
Brownfield 1915-47, sec. Electric Co.
Brownfield 7-1946. V.pres. Burnt Meadow
Brook Cemetary Assn. 1940-49, town auditor
Brownfield, member sch. board Brownfield. d.
Dec. 17 1949.
GLIDDEN, Walter Seward. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. 1903. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Boston June
12 1874; m. Maude Weeks Oct. 7 1896.
Admitted to Me. Bar 1894, atty. 1894-99, clerk
of courts Sagadahoc County 1899-1904, atty.
(Bath 1894-1904, Honolulu T.H. 1904-05, Bath
1905-38), chief counsel Bath Iron Works, judge
of probate Sagadahoc County 1934-38. Pres.
(board of trustees public library Bath,
Sagadahoc Bar Assn.), trustee Old Folks
Home, clerk & counsel Bath Water Dist. d.
Bath Sept. 27 1938.
GRAY, Lee Thomas. A.B., A.M. Boston Univ.
1928. Zeta Psi. b. Waite July 17 1882; m.
Carrie Trafton Nov. 1902; ch.: Paul, Rebecca.
Principal high sch. Vinalhaven 1904-06, high
sch. Palmer MA 1906-14 (teacher, principal),
submaster high sch. Bangor 1914-18, principal
high sch. (Portsmouth NH 1918-26,
Swampscott MA 1926-47), ret. 1947. Register
of deeds Carroll County NH 1949-62. d.
Wolfeboro NH Oct. 1 1962.*
GRINNELL, Herbert Leroy. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Me. 1910. Beta Theta Pi. b.Bath Jan. 29
1911; m. Jennie Bartlett June 26 1907; ch.:
George, Barbara, Victoria. Teacher public
schs. 1902-04 (ME, Boston), sch. principal
Derry NH 1904-05, dist. supt. schs. Derry
1904-08, atty. G.K. & B.T. Bartlett Derry
1910-56, judge Municipal Court Derry 1915-51,
operator Derry Ins. Agency 1910-56. Pres.
(Alexander-Eastman Hospital 1954,
Rockingham County NH Bar 1947, Derry
Savings Bank, Cooperative Bank); town
moderator 1926-46; town counsel; fire dist.
moderator; member sch. board; chmn.
Selective Service Board Rockingham County
1917-19, 1939-46. Grinnell Sch. Derry named
in his honor, d. Derry NH April 30 1956.
GROSS, Daniel Irving. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa, D.D. 1922; S.T.B. Andover
Theol. Sem. 1908. b. Orland Feb. 10 1875;
m. Annie Parsons July 12 1905; ch.: Elisabeth,
Virgil. Licentiate Immanuel Church Beverly
MA 1906-08, pastor (First Congr. Church
Marshfield MA 1908-11, Pilgrim Church
Nashua NH 1911-18, Woodfords Congr.
Church Portland 1918-31, Athol MA Congr.
Church 1931-45). Pres. (N.H. Sunday Sch.
Assn., Central N.H. Congr. Club, Missionary
Soc. of Me.), dir. Boston Seamen's Friend Soc,
v.pres. board of trustees Nashua NH Good
Will Assn., trustee General Conf. of Congr.
Club NH, member exec, committee Red Cross,
corporate member N.H. Bible Soc. of N.H.
Prisoners' Aid Assn., chmn. (Hillsborough
County Benevolent Congr. Presby. Charities,
State Assn. of Social Service Comm. of Congr.
Churches). Poet: On the Bay & Other Poems; I
Find in Contemplation; What, Saxon; contbr.
d. Boston Sept. 30 1945.
HALEY, Eben Ricker. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Gardiner Aug. 11 1879. Kent Sch. CT 1905-14
(founder, sr. master), ret. 1914. Interior
decorator, master of needlepoint, upholsterer,
antique collector Gardiner 1914-55. d.
Gardiner Feb. 22 1955.
HAMBLET, George Clifford. Bowdoin
1898-99. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Aug.
22 1878; m. Mary King Nov. 30 1909; ch.:
Melvin, George Jr., Richard. Owner Hamblet
Brick Co. Portland 1900-26. d. Portland Nov.
22 1926.*
HAMILTON, Benjamin Peirce. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Waterboro July 9 1875; m.
Francisca Dambman Sept. 23 1916; ch.:
Benjamin Jr., Emily, Carl, James. DeLancey
Sch. Phila. PA (teacher, athletic dir. 1902-06;
dept. head physics & chemistry 1906-12),
teacher Drexel Inst. Phila. 1912-14, co-founder
Hamilton Lumber Co., ins. business,
agriculture Waterboro 191 5-? Chmn. board of
trustees fire dept. Waterboro. d. Portland July
25 1968.*
HAMILTON, James Oliver. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Waterboro Aug. 18 1879; m. Blanche
Charles Nov. 29 1912, m. Beatrice Severence
1937. Submaster high sch. Bellows Falls VT,
teacher & physical dir. (Bordentown NJ
Military Inst. 1902-03, Epis. Acad. Phila. PA
1903-06), with Cann & Hamilton Camaguev
Cuba 1906-08, construction engineer
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Madeira-Mamore RR Porto Velo Cuba
1908-09, with Cann & Hamilton Camaguey
Cuba 1909-17, mgr. Turiguano Land Co. Cuba
1912-17, U.S. consul Camaguey Cuba 1912-17.
Town selectman Lovell 1918-23. d. Gorham
July 2 1954.
HAYDEN, Benjamin Franklin. A.B., M.D.
Med. Sch. 1905, M.S. (hon.) 1929. Delta
Upsilon. b. Portland Aug. 8 1882; m. Lona
Hopkins July 29 1910. With U.S. govt. (asst.
surgeon Nat. Home Service Togus 1905-10; sr.
asst. surgeon Dayton OH 1910-11; chief
surgeon Los Angeles CA 1911-17, Dayton OH
1923-30; asst. chief, med. officer Bureau of
Nat. Homes V.A. Washington DC 1930-33;
mgr. V.A. Home Hampton VA 1933-35, Bronx
NY 1935-44), ret. 1944. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1917-20; awarded Victory Medal, d.
Augusta Sept. 10 1963.
HAYES, Edmund. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Farmington Oct. 15 1879. With laundry
business Farmington, with bridge co. Buffalo
NY, with lumber co. Bogalusa LA 1909-11,
timekeeper Madera Lumber Co. Madera
Mexico 1911-13. d. Madera Mexico Aug. 15
1913.
HAYNES, Harold Woodward. Bowdoin
1900-01, B.D. St. Lawrence Univ. 1911. Delta
Upsilon. b. Old Town March 28 1874; m.
Nellie Crie March 4 1901; 1 child. Merc.
Rockland 1901-08 (lobster, fish, general
merchandise), pastor (First Universalist
Church Mt. Vernon NY 1911-14, Winthrop St.
Universalist Church Augusta 1914-16, Lowell
MA, Beverly MA, Southbridge MA, Herkimer
NY, Binghamton NY, Schuyler Lake NY), ret.
1946. d. Goffstown NH July 2 1953.
HIGGINS, John Warren. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. Starks Aug. 23 1877; m. Florence Stanley
April 26 1915. Teacher Sullivan 1902-03,
principal (high sch. Kennebunkport 1903-06,
Wilton Acad. 1906-07, high sch. Starks, high
sch. New Sharon, high sch. W. Enfield, high
sch. Kezar Falls), register of deeds Somerset
County 1915-38, ret. 1938. Dir. Somerset Bldg.
& Loan Assn., Me. state rep. 1909-10. d.
Skowhegan Sept. 6 1968.*
HILL, Almon Franklin, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Bridgton June 15 1879; m. Elizabeth
Morrow Feb. 23 1911. With N.Y. Tel. & Tel.
Co. NYC 1902-07, real estate broker (Wilbur
Land Co. Boston 1907-12, Dayton OH
1912-47), publisher's rep. d. Dayton OH March
8 1954.
HOYT, Frank Edward. Bowdoin 1898-1900.
Kappa Sigma, b. Gorham Aug. 27 1881; m.
Alice Day; ch.: Frank Jr., Ethelyn. Salesman
Clark Eddy Co. Portland; U.S. postmaster
Gorham 1921-33; town treas., tax collector
Gorham 1933-51; ret. 1951. Fire ins. agt.
Safeguard Ins. of Hartford CT, Me. state rep.
1956-60, town selectman Gorham 2 terms,
corporator & trustee Gorham Savings Bank. d.
Gorham July 17 1972.*
HUNT, Charles Henry. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, M.D. Med. Sch. 1905.
Psi Upsilon. b. Portland Jan. 9 1881; s. of
Charles O. '61; m. Ella Wheeler Aug. 5 1909;
ch.: Mrs. Wadsworth Hinds, Charles '39.
Physician Portland 1905-44, supt. Me. General
Hospital, Me. Med. Sch. (instr. materia medica
1905-09, lectr. 1909-10, prof, pharmacology &
therapeutics 1910-20). Chmn. civilian defense
med. unit. d. Portland Jan. 27 1944.*
HUNT, Harrison Joseph. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1905. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Brewer June 1
1878; m. Marion Webb June 28 1905; ch.:
Ruth. Physician (Bangor 1905-07, Is. Falls
1907- 13), surgeon & explorer with MacMillan
Crocker Land expedition 1913-17, physician
Bangor 1917-54, urology spec. Boston (Peter
Bent Brigham Hospital, Mass. General
Hospital), resident consultant & originator
urology dept. Eastern Me. General Hospital,
health officer & physician Swan Is. 1954-60,
ret. 1960. Clinic dir. Me. Dept. Health, U.S.
Dept. Health 32 yrs. Served with Nat. Guard,
d. Bangor July 17 1967.
KELLEY, Benjamin Edward. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Boothbay June 20 1879; m. Irene
Russell Oct. 31 1911. Teacher Brunswick Sch.
Greenwich CT 1902-05, Greenwich News
1905-14 (journalist, asst. ed.), owner &
publisher Boothbay Register Boothbay Harbor
1914-36. Dir. Boys' Club Greenwich CT; clerk,
treas. Borough of Greenwich, d. Portland June
24 1936.
KELLEY, Eugene Robert. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Sc.D. 1925; M.D.
Johns Hopkins 1906. Zeta Psi. b. Bancroft
Nov. 5 1882; m. Grace Boutelle June 16 1909;
ch.: Jeannette, Robert. Physician Seattle WA
1908-09, asst. commissioner of health State of
Wash. 1909-11 (commissioner of health WA
1911-15), dir. Div. of Communicable Diseases
Mass. State Dept. of Health Boston 1915-18,
commissioner of public health State of Mass.
1918-25. Chmn. State Public Health Council
MA, Conf. on State & Provincial Health
Authorities of N. Am. Contbr. d. Dorchester
MA Sept. 27 1925.
KENNISTON, George Blair. Bowdoin 1898.
Psi Upsilon. b. Boothbay Harbor Jan. 25
1878; s. of George B. '61. d. at sea Nov. 27
1898.
MABRY, Irving Ellis. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch.
1909. Theta Delta Chi. b. E. Hiram April 28
1878; s. of Irving M'80; m. Hattie Rand; ch.:
Ellen, Betty, Burton. Intern 1909-11 (Salem
MA, N.Y. Lying In Hospital NYC), physician
Bridgton 1912-52. Bridgton Hospital (a
founder, chief of staff). Served to capt.
MCUSA 1 yr. Recipient medal & gold watch
for service to citizens of Bridgton, Denmark,
Hiram & Brownfield 1952. d. Bridgton March
4 1959.*
McCANN, Harrison King. A.B., A.M. (hon.)
1942. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni Council
1921-24, Overseer 1923-53 (v.pres. 1949-53),
Emeritus 1953-62. Harrison King McCann
Music Lounge in the Senior Center named in
his memory 1964. b. Westbrook Nov. 4
1880; m. Dorothy Barstow Nov. 17 1939.
Salesman Hiram Ricker & Son NYC 1902,
copywriter Amsterdam Advt. Agency NYC
1903, advt. mgr. (N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC 1904-10,
Standard Oil Co. 1911), founder H.K. McCann
Co. NYC 1912-30, McCann-Erikson Inc. NYC
(pres. 1930-48, board chmn. 1948-59, hon.
board member 1959-62). Trustee Lennox Hill
Hospital, dir. (Technicolor Inc., Zouite Corp.,
U.S. Potash Co., Nat. Outdoor Advt. Bureau),
d. Old Westbury NY Dec. 21 1962.
MERRILL, Benjamin Perez. A.B.. D.D.S.
Univ. Penn. 1908. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Scarborough Feb. 16 1880; m. Frances
Tibbetts Dec. 18 1913; ch.: Edwin. Principal
high sch. Is. Falls 1902-04, teacher &
submaster high sch. Rockland 1904-05, dentist
Trenton NJ 1908-55. d. Trenton NJ 1955.
NOYES, Sidney Webb. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Alumni Fund dir. 1928-31. b. Portland Sept.
27 1879; m. Abby Clark Sept. 27 1906; ch.:
Edward, Sidney Jr., Frank, Charles '37,
Madelyn. With W.S. Jordan Co. Portland
1902-03; bond broker Noyes & Cousens
Portland 1903-17; v.pres. NYC (Liberty
Securities Corp. 1917-26, N.Y. Trust Co.
1926-33); partner NYC (Ewart, Noyes & Bond
Inc. 1933-35; Slater, Noyes & Gardner
1935-39); rancher MT, mfg. OH & NY
1939-50; ret. 1950. d. W. Baldwin Dec. 27
1966.*
PRESTON, Clifford Hamilton. A.B. cum
laude, Med. Sch. 1901-02, B.S. M.I.T. 1908.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Farmington Aug. 1
1880. Teacher Abbott Sch. Farmington,
principal high sch. Brewer 1905-06, architect
NYC 1910-50, dir. Parsons Sch. of Design
1934-50, ret. 1950. Ensign USN 1917-18. d.
Farmington April 14 1954.
RODICK, Andrew Stroud. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Class agt. 1945-52. b. Plantation No. 8
Aug. 28 1880; m. Madolin Tompkins Nov. 7
1906; ch.: John '36. Operated real estate & ins.
business Bar Harbor 1903-59. First Nat. Bank
Bar Harbor (pres. 1908-51, dir. 1907-69, chmn.
board of dirs. 1951-69), Bar Harbor Med. &
Surgical Hospital (clerk 1905-23, v.pres.
1929-31). d. Bar Harbor Oct. 16 1969.*
ROLFE, Charles Edgar II. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Memorial book fund established in his
memory 1970. b. Morrell P.E.I. Canada May
24 1880; m. Emma Miller 1907, m. Helen
Judson 1928; ch.: Mrs. J. Graham Hopkins,
Andrew '35. With Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Portland 1902-05, with Chesapeake & Potomac
Tel. Co. Washington DC 1905-07 (mgr.
Cumberland MD office commercial dept.
1907), advt. & newspaper business 1907-10
(Buffalo NY, NYC, Phila. PA), directory advt.
mgr. Bell Tel. of Penn. 1910-17, New Eng. mgr.
Reuben H. Donnelley Co. 1917-23, Southern
New Eng. Tel. Co. (exec. asst. in charge of
organizing public relations dept., publicity
mgr., general information mgr. 1923-42; asst.
to pres. 1942-45), ret. 1945, v.pres. in charge of
New Eng. office Albert Woodley Advt. Co.
New Haven CT 1945-55. Chmn. State of Conn.
Development Comm. 1939-43, dir. (Eagle
Locke Co. Terryville CT 1940-43, Grace-New
Haven CT Community Hospital), Conn. dir.
New Eng. Council 1938, member Governor's
Cabinet for Defense Program 1940, founder
New Eng. Industrial Research Foundation Inc.
d. Wallingford CT Feb. 26 1964.*
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SIMPSON, Edgar Meade. Bowdoin 1898-99.
b. Oakland CA Oct. 31 1880; married; ch.:
Edgar Jr., Michael. Mariner 1897-98,
1899-1900: 2nd mate 1901-02; capt. 1902-05;
master 4-masted barkentine; with Pacific Mail
Steamship Co., asst. mgr. Simpson Lumber Co.
OR 7-1916; pres. & owner Friend & Terry
Lumber Co. Sacramento CA; owner & mgr.
Diamond S Ranch Hood CA 1914-56. d. Hood
CA Sept. 17 1956.
SINKINSON, John Hudson. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Kendal Westmoreland England March 5
1878; m. Mary Mellen Sept. 27 1906; ch.: John
Jr., Janet. Foreman Western Electric Co.
1902-03, with Brooklyn NY Edison Co.
1903-09, with Potomac Electric Power Co.
Washington DC 1909-10, with Cleveland OH
Electric Illuminating Co. 1910-12, with United
Electric Co. NYC & Nat. Lead Co. NYC
1912-17, account exec. & copywriter H.K.
McCann Co. NYC 1917-37, ret. 1937. Served
with USNR 1898. d. Kennebunk July 6 1971.*
STANWOOD, Frederic Arthur. A.B., M.D.
Harvard 1907. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Brooklyn
NY March 20 1880; m. Jeannette Snare Sept.
21 1911; ch.: Frederic Jr., Geoffrey '38.
Physician Wellesley MA 1911-65; Norfolk
County med. examiner 26 yrs.; sch. physician
Wellesley 1924-60; Newton-Wellesley Hospital
(pres. med. staff 1936, chief med. staff
1940-46); chmn. div. of health & social services
Wellesley Public Safety Comm. 1941; member
health board Wellesley 1917, 1918-63 (chmn.
1917, 1918-61). Served to maj. USA 1918-19.
Named General Practitioner of the Year by
Charles River Dist. Med. Soc. 1957. d. W.
Falmouth MA Jan. 12 1975.*
STOCKMAN, Arthur Harris. Bowdoin
1898-99, 1900-02: LL.B., LL.M. N.Y. Law Sch
1905. Delta Upsilon. b. Boston Sept. 9 1879;
m. Mildred McAdam Nov. 4 1914. Furniture
salesman Biddeford, city solicitor Saco, atty.
(Biddeford 1906-11, Saco 1913-15, Portland
1915-22). d. Portland May 10 1922.
STONE, Ralph Bushnell. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1904.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Otter River MA June 4
1881; m. Ethel Webb June 21 1913; ch.:
Franklin, Bowdoin (instr. physics 1907-08,
mathematics 1907-11), Purdue Univ. (instr.
mathematics 1912-14, asst. prof. 1914-22,
assoc. prof. 1922-52, asst. registrar 1914-18,
registrar 1918-47, prof, emeritus 1952-59). d.
W. Lafayette IN Feb. 27 1959.
SWETT, Harry Gordon. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Arrowsic June 12 1880. Teacher (Waterboro
1902-04, New Brighton NY 1904-05), res.
Covina CA 15 yrs. d. Bath May 28 1942.
WALKER, George Rowland. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1932;
LL.B. Harvard 1905. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Alumni Council 1917-20, Overseer 1919-53
(pres. 1939-43), Emeritus 1953-54. b. Oxford
Aug. 28 1879; m. Ruth Steinthal April 30 1919;
ch.: Ruth, George Jr. '45, Frances. Atty.
1906-40 (Walker & Redman NYC 1919-40),
banker Mfrs. Trust Co. NYC 1940-54. Dir.
(Jacob Ruppert Inc., General Public Utilities
Corp., Yankees Baseball Club, N.Y. County
Bank), pres. & dir. (Huron Mines Inc., Huron
Holding Corp.), Alsen's Am. Portland Cement
Works (dir., pres.). Served with Nat. War Work
Council YMCA WWI. d. NYC Feb. 4 1954.*
WATSON, William Leavitt. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Portland Aug. 8 1879; m. Belle
Blackden 1902; ch.: Jerome. Coal mere.
Portland 1902-13, Central Nat. Bank & Trust
Co. St. Petersburg FL 1913-29 (bookkeeper,
v.pres.), business St. Petersburg 1929-31, with
RFC 1931-34 (FL, GA), v.pres. Union Trust
Co. St. Petersburg. Pres. (C. of C. St.
Petersburg, Rotary Club St. Petersburg), dir.
Salvation Army. d. St. Petersburg FL April 28
1943.
WEBB, Harold Randall. A.B., M.D. Johns
Hopkins 1906. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Brunswick July 22 1879; m. Eliza Deane July
15 1908; ch.: Frank, Nancy, Edgar, Cynthia.
Intern City Hospital Waltham MA 1906-08,
physician Arlington MA 1907-37, asst. to Dr.
Frank Lahey at Lahey Clinic Boston, physician
Brunswick 1937-54, ret. 1954. Staff pres.
Symmes Arlington MA Hospital 20 yrs; police
surgeon, town physician Arlington MA; health
officer Brunswick 1942-54; sch. physician
1942-55. d. Brunswick Oct. 18 1955.
WING, William Ellery. A.B., A.M. 1927. Delta
Upsilon. Alumni Council 1929-32, class agt.
1943-45. b. N. New Portland July 4 1880; s.
of Ellery M. M'79; m. Lucy Davis Aug. 1 1904.
Principal (E. Corinth Acad. 1903-06, high sch.
Presque Isle 1907-09). teacher high sch.
Portland 1909-10, high sch. Deering (submaster
1910-19, principal 1919-42), securities salesman
H.M. Payson Co. 1942-57, ret. 1957. Pres. (Me.
Teachers Assn. 1932-33, New Eng. Assn. of
Colls. & Secondary Schs. 1938-39), a founder &
1st pres. Me. Principals' Assn. 1921-24, a
founder & pres. Portland Jr. Coll., organizer &
pres. Nat. Assn. of Secondary Sch. Principals,
d. Portland Aug. 15 1962.
WOOD, Harry Oscar. Bowdoin 1898-99, A.B.
Harvard 1902, A.M. Harvard 1904. Gardiner
July 28 1879. Instr. mineralogy & geology
Univ. Calif. 1904-12, research assoc.
seismology Hawaiian Volcano Observatory
M.I.T. T.H. 1912-17, acting asst. sec. Nat.
Research Council Washington DC 1919-21,
research assoc. seismology Carnegie Inst, of
Washington DC, Pasadena CA 1921-42, ret.
1942. Seismological Soc. of Am. (v.pres., dir.).
Served to capt. USA 1918-19. d. Pasadena CA
Feb. 5 1958.
YOUNG, Corydon Leslie. Spec. 1898-99, Med.
Sch. 1899-1900. b. New Portland July 9
1876; m. Frona Wheeler Aug. 26 1911.
Traveling salesman Boston. Assumed dead.
Class of 1903
ABBOTT, Edward Farrington. A.B.. A.M.
(hon.) 1948. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni Council
1919-22, Alumni Fund dir. 1919-22. Overseer
1921-46, Trustee 1946-52. E. Farrington
Abbott Memorial Scholarship Fund
established in his memory 1965. b. Lake City
CO April 3 1882; m. Mary Dana June 7 1906;
ch.: Helen, Margaret, Edward Jr. '31, Ruth,
Luther '39, John '43. With Cushman-Hollis Co.
Auburn 1903-52 (v.pres. 1914-19, pres.
1919-52), with Charles Cushman Co. Auburn
1933-52 (pres., treas.), v.pres. Webster Rubber
Co. 1925-52, dir. Dana Warp Mills 1937-52.
Board chmn. Crest Shoe Co. Lewiston, dir.
Nat. Boot & Shoe Mfrs. Assn. 1924-27,
member sch. board Auburn 1916-19, city
councilman Auburn 1918-24, pres. (C. of C.
Auburn 1918-20, Auburn-Harpswell Assn.
1922-52), member water dist. board Auburn
1926-52 (trustee 1928-52), YMCA Auburn
(mgr. over 30 yrs.; pres. 1923-29, 1932). Abbott
Gymnasium YMCA Auburn-Lewiston
renamed in his honor 1947. d. Auburn Dec. 1
1952.*
ANDREWS, Ralph. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Kennebunk Jan. 7 1881; m. Mary Little Aug.
28 1906; ch.: Catherine. With Leatheroid Mfg.
Co. Kennebunk 1903-23, town treas.
Kennebunk 1922-24, recorder Municipal Court
Kennebunk 1924-36, register of probate York
County 1936-53, ret. 1953. Dir. Rogers Fibre
Co. Kennebunk. d. Kennebunk April 19 1960.
BARROWS, Harris Clark. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, M.D. Med. Sch. 1906.
Delta Upsilon. b. Ludlow VT Feb. 1 1881.
Intern St. Mary's Hospital Lewiston 1906-07,
physician (Augusta State Hospital 1907-08,
state hospital Gardiner MA 1908-10, private
practice Boothbay Harbor 1910-61), ret. 1961.
Trustee public library Boothbay Harbor.
Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1918-19. Recipient
55-yr. service pin Me. Med. Assn. 1961. d.
Augusta May 12 1965.
BEEDY, Carroll Lin wood. Bowdoin 1899-1900,
A.B. Bates 1903, LL.B. Yale 1906. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Phillips Aug. 3 1880; m. Dorothy
Lathrop April 18 1914, Atty. Portland 1907-?,
Cumberland County atty. 1917-21, Me. State
rep. 1921-34, atty. Washington DC 1934-47. d.
Washington DC Aug. 30 1947.
BISBEE, Robert Calvin. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Newry May 9 1882; m. Elizabeth
Andrews March 18 1911. Sugar chemist sugar
plantation labs. 1904-10 (Cuba, P.R.),
stockbroker Lewiston 1910-12, with lumber
business 1912-13, chief chemist gas plant,
chemist Oxford Paper Mills Rumford 1931-37.
d. Boston Nov. 7 1937.
BLANCHARD, Jesse Merrill. A.B. magna
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Winterport April 26 1881; m. Virginia
Corbet July 4 1912. Instr. (Northwestern Acad.
Evanston IL 1903-04, William & Mary Coll.
Williamsburg VA 1904-06), asst. dir. physical
training Washington Univ. St. Louis MO
1906-08. dir. physical training Whitman Coll.
Walla Walla WA 1908-09, coach William &
Mary Coll. VA 1909-10, teacher NV 1910-11,
general collector Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Baltimore MD 1911-14. d. Williamsburg VA
April 2 1914.
BLY, Edmund Knight. Bowdoin 1900-03. Psi
Upsilon. b. Bradford MA Feb. 26 1883; m.
Marion Fenno June 25 1913. With New Eng.
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Tel. Co. (Lawrence MA 1903-05, Boston
1905-08; dist. plant chief Portland 1908-11,
Lewiston 1911-21, Manchester NH 1921-23,
Providence RI 1923-24, Brookline MA
1924-26), with Conn. Electric Light & Power
Co. Waterbury CT 1926-48, ret. 1948. d.
Waterbury CT 1967.
BRADSTREET, Joseph Sturgis. Bowdoin
1900-02. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Norwalk
CT Aug. 2 1880; m. Mary Nunn Jan. 28 1919.
With lumber co. Gardiner 1902-?, stockbroker
NYC (Bauer, Pogue, Pond & Vivian; Fenner &
Beane & Co. 1936), ret. 1936. d. Bronxville NY
Aug. 13 1937.
CLIFFORD, Philip Greeley. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa, D.C.L. 1952. Psi
Upsilon. Governing Board rep. on Alumni
Council 1921-27, Overseer 1915-70' (v.pres.
1947-49, pres. 1953-57). Recipient: Governing
Boards 50 yr. Service Diploma 1965. b.
Portland Sept. 11 1883; m. Katharine Hale
Oct. 11 1905; ch.: Margaret, Mathilda, Ann.
With Clifford Verrill & Clifford Portland
1905-07, atty. Portland 1907-68, general mgr. &
treas. (J. B. Brown & Sons Portland, W. H.
Clifford Co. Portland), ret. Sec. Board of Me.
Examiners 1915-35, trustee public library
Portland, treas. Me. Historical Soc. d. Portland
July 22 1970.
COFFIN, Philip Owen. A.B. cum laude. Zeta
Psi. Philip O. & Alice Meyer Coffin
Scholarship Fund established in his memory
1967. b. Brunswick Nov. 14 1881; m. Alice
Rodgers June 28 1928. With Pressed Steel Car
Co. Pittsburgh PA 1903, teacher Rumford
1903, with N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC 1904-05,
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. (traffic
inspector Washington DC 1905, traffic mgr.
Baltimore MD 1905-08), toll rate & revenue
clerk Bell Tel. Co. Phila. PA 1908-11, receipts
auditor tel. co. Washington DC - Baltimore
MD - DE region NYC 1911-13, N.Y. Tel. Co.
NYC 1913-19 (v.pres. in charge of finances &
accounts, auditor), general auditor NYC
1919-23 (N.Y. Tel. Co., Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel. Co., Bell Tel. Co.), Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel. Co. Washington DC (v.pres.
1923-44, dir. 1928-44, sec. 1931-44), ret.
Member (exec, committee Red Cross
Washington DC 1943-?, board of loyalty
review Civil Service Comm. 1951-?). d.
Hamilton MA May 16 1957.*
CONNERS, Charles Patrick. A.B., LL.B.
Univ. Me. 1906. Alpha Delta Phi. V.pres.
General Alumni Assn. 1943-46. b. Bangor
Sept. 4 1879; m. Marion Brown Oct. 22 1913;
ch.: Nancy, Betsey, Mary, Marion, Anne. Atty.
(Boston 1906-10, Fletcher & Connors Bangor
1911-12, pvt. practice 1912-47, Penobscot
Savings Bank Bangor 1923-47, Brewer Savings
Bank 1940-45), Bangor Gas Co. 1921-45 (atty.,
pres.). Trustee (Eastern Me. General Hospital
Bangor 1921-47, Penobscot Savings Bank
Bangor 1923-47), Penobscot County member
State Committee Public Safety, local chmn.
Four Minute Men, dir. (First Nat. Bank
Bangor, C. of C. Bangor), city councilman
Bangor 1934-36. Spec. govt, investigator WWI,
asst. to atty. general Washington DC WWII. d.
Bangor Nov. 4 1947.
DANA, Luther. A.B., A.M. 1953. Theta Delta
Chi. Alumni Council 1922-25; Alumni Fund
dir. 1923-26; Overseer 1926-59, Emeritus
1959-66. Recipient: Alumni Service Award
1933. b. Westbrook Nov. 21 1880; m. Mary
Decrow Oct. 10 1905, m. Kathleen Bell Oct. 12
1957; ch.: Louise, Mary. With Dana Warp
Mills Westbrook 1903-57 (supt. 1911-24, pres.
& asst. treas. 1924-54, treas. 1954-55, general
mgr. 1955-57), Mass. Mohair Plush Co.
1955-57 (v.pres., dir.), ret. Trustee (Nasson
Coll., Osteopathic Hospital Portland), chmn.
sch. board Westbrook. Sugar admin.
Westbrook WWI. d. Scarborough Aug. 29
1966.*
DUNLAP, Edward Augustus, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Richmond Coll. VA 1908. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Brunswick Sept. 29 1879; m. Dora
Edwards June 6 1917; ch.: Edward III '40,
Walter. Dir. athletics 1904-11 (Hackley Sch.
Tarrytown NY, Richmond Coll. VA), civil
engineer Richmond VA 1911-15, ins. business
Haverhill MA 1915-17, inspector United Shoe
Machinery Co. Beverly MA 1917-26, ret. 1926.
d. Haverhill MA June 10 1964.*
EMERSON, Leon Jerome. Bowdoin
1899-1900. b. Norton Mills VT June 21 1883.
Mariner, business Bombay India, d. San Diego
CA July 21 1905.
EMERY, Barton Comstock. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Kernville CA July 19 1879; m.
Louise Johnson Sept. 19 1914; ch.: Sara,
Elizabeth. With N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC 1903-15,
agriculture Holliston MA 1916-62. d. Holliston
MA Feb. 3 1962.
EVANS, Leslie Clark. Bowdoin 1899. Delta
Sigma. b. Lewiston May 13 1883; s. of
Osman C. '76; m. Marguerite Waldron June 28
1911, m. Alice O'Brien 1929; ch.: Marguerite,
Edward. Clerk ship chandlery J.S. Winslow &
Co. Portland 1902-17, 2nd mate U.S. Merc.
Marine 1918-21, clerk Milliken Tomlinson Co.
S. Portland 1921-29, agriculture W. Falmouth
1929-58. d. Portland Oct. 21 1958.
FARLEY, Henry Garfield. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Portland July 28 1881; m. Alice Goudy
Oct. 5 1911; ch.: (Lyman) Abbott, Alison.
Journalist Ridgeway-Thayer Magazine NYC
1903-05, C. H. Farley Co. Portland 1905-38
(partner, treas., mgr., pres.). d. Portland Dec. 7
1938.
FARNSWORTH, George Bourne. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard
1907. Theta Delta Chi. Scholarship fund
established in his memory 1966. b. Roxbury
MA Dec. 16 1880; m. Ruth Wick June 8 191 1;
ch.: Suzanne. Physician Boston, resident
obstet. Lakeside Hospital 1910, demonstrator
obstet. Med. Coll. Western Reserve Univ.
1910, asst. obstet. Maternity Dispensary
Lakeside Hospital 1910, instr. obstet. Med.
Coll. Western Reserve Univ. 1911, obstet. 1912
(German Hospital, Maternity Hospital), asst.
obstet. St. Clair Hospital 1912, physician
Cleveland OH. F.A.C.S., trustee Gould Acad.,
pres. (Bingham Assoc. Fund, Advancement of
Rural Medicine). Served to maj. USA 1917-18.
d. S. Bristol May 22 1947.*
FARNSWORTH, Herbert Eldridge. Bowdoin
1899. b. Jonesboro June 14 1878; m. Eugenia
McKenzie Nov. 25 1902; ch.: Edgar, Herbert
Jr., Clara, Richard. Clerk W. Jonesport, service
rep. Mutual Life Ins. Co. of N.Y. (Jonesport
197-29, Portland 1929-43), ret. d. Portland
April 3 1959.
FILES, Harold Woodman. Bowdoin 1899-1900,
1904-05. Zeta Psi. b. Gorham Aug. 3 1881;
m. Daisy West Aug. 16 1905, m. Elizabeth
Moore Dec. 3 1923; ch.: George, Harold. Supt.
sch. & high sch. principal (Frankfort 1905-08,
Bowdoinham 1908-09, Wilmington MA
1909-11), supt. sch. (Biddeford 1911-15,
Putnam CT 1915-18), securities salesman
(Paine Webber Co.; A. B. Benkert & Co.;
Townsend, Graff & Co.), self-employed River
Edge NJ 1924-43. Pres. (York County
Teachers' Assn., secondary sch. group Me.
Teachers' Assn., York County TB Soc). First
War Loan Drive (relief admin., dist. chmn.,
dir.). Contbr. d. River Edge NJ Aug. 26 1943.
FULLER, Carl Spencer. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lewiston March 3 1881; m.
Margaret French June 9 1910; ch.: Mary,
Henry. Chemist Lewiston 1903-04, salesman
Boston 1904-05, dye chemist Amoskeag Mfg.
Co. Manchester NH 1905-13, chem. engineer
Atlantic Dyestuff Co. 1915-25, ret. Dir.
(Hillsborough County Savings Bank 32 yrs.,
N.H. Blue Cross), Elliot Hospital Manchester
(trustee 20 yrs., pres. board of trustees 10 yrs.).
d. Manchester NH Jan. 17 1950.
GOULD, Daniel Israel. Bowdoin 1900-03,
LL.B. Univ. Me. 1911. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Harborville N.S. Canada Nov. 21 1875; m.
Florence Speare June 22 1904; ch.: Phyllis,
Sylvia. Principal Hartland Acad. 1903-04,
submaster high sch. Norway 1904-08,
managing ed. Me. Law Review 1910-11, atty.
Bangor 1911-68. Served to capt. Me. Nat.
Guard 1918. World's record scorer for rapid
fire military rifle 1911-12, U.S. high aggregate
champion for small bore rifle 1913. d. Bangor
Feb. 1 1968.
GRAY, Samuel Braley. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Old Town Nov. 21 1881; m.
Bessie Benson Sept. 15 1911; ch.: S. Braley Jr.
'34, Alexander, Eleanor, Ruth, Deane '42.
Lumbering business Old Town 1903-04, Old
Town Canoe Co. (treas. 1905-61, pres.
1928-61), prop. Gray Hardware Co. Old Town.
Dir. (Merrill Trust Co. Bangor 1933-61, Arthur
Chapin Co. Bangor 1942-61, Bangor
Hydroelectric Co. 1944-61), alderman Old
Town 1905-10, board member YMCA Old
Town 1934-45, chm. sch. board Old Town
1905-60. d. Bangor March 20 1961.*
GREENE, John Adolph. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch.
1908. Delta Upsilon. b. Coplin Plantation
Sept. 7 1881; m. Hulda Pettengill Oct. 21 1914;
ch.: John '38. Physician Rumford 1909-62.
Med. examiner Oxford County 197-60. Town
selectman Rumford. d. Rumford Nov. 17
1962.*
HARLOW, John Alfred. A.B. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Brewer Sept. 12 1880; m.
Josephine Berry Aug. 29 1906; ch.: Frank '29,
Hope, Freeland '32. Penobscot Chem. Fibre
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Co. Great Works (chemist 1903-15, supt.
sulphite div. 1915-32). Chmn. (Northwestern
div. Am. Pulp & Paper Mill Supt. Assn.
1931-32, library board), dir. C. of C. Old Town,
pres. YMCA, treas. methodist church Old
Town 1925-32. d. Old Town Dec. 14 1932.*
HARRIS, Philip Talbot. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.F. Yale 1905. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. E. Machias Feb. 10 1881; s. of
Austin H. Gov. Boards; m. Dorothea Van
Orden Sept. 14 1910; ch.: Austin, Samuel,
David, Peter, Kate. Forest asst. U.S. Forest
Service 1905-08 (Washington DC, WY, MT),
forest examiner San Francisco CA 1908-09,
deputy forest supervisor (Shasta Nat. Forest
Sisson CA 1909-11, Rainier Nat. Forest
Tacoma WA 1911-17), supervisor Okanogan
Nat. Forest WA 1917-43, ret. 1943, with pulp
mill Spokane WA, with Wash. Forestry Service
Bremerton WA, in charge of demonstration
forest Univ. Wash. Forest Sch., ret. 1945. d.
Berkeley CA April 10 1963.
HAVEY, Andrew Percy. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Sullivan Nov. 25 1881; m.
Harriett Blaisdell Sept. 15 1904; ch.: Sarah,
Philip, David. Teacher Sullivan 1904-05, with
Crabtree & Havey (1906), member
Enforcement Comm. 1909-11, Me. Ins.
commissioner 1911-13, div. chief IRS Bangor
1921-?, claim adjuster Aetna Ins. Co. Hartford
CT 1925-27, mining business west coast.
Member Me. state legislature 1907-10, town
selectman Sullivan. Served with YMCA WWI.
d. Hartford CT June 9 1927.
HELLENBRAND, Ralph Wellington
Henderson. A.B., M.D. Johns Hopkins 1907.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Old Town Jan. 1
1
1882. Surgeon & physician (Manhattan
Maternity Hospital 1907-08, N.Y. Hospital
1908- 1 1), clinics 1911 (Berlin Germany, Vienna
Austria), physician Dr. Ford Sanitorium
Kerhonkson NY 1911-17. Served with
MCUSA 1917-18. d. Boston Aug. 21 1929.
HOLT, Albert Perry. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Billerica MA June 13 1882; m. Grace
Hunneman Jan. 9 1910, m. Elizabeth Lionais
Dec. 15 1943; ch.: Albert. Teacher Stone Sch.
Hartford CT 1903-04, dept. store buyer Boston
1904-?, salesman Thomas Long Co. Boston
1909-46. d. Newton MA April 14 1946.
HOUGHTON, William Morris. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1904. Psi Upsilon. b. Lucerne Switzerland
Oct. 1882; m. Hess Pringle Sept. 1 1909, m.
Pauline Steele 1947, m. Louise Miner 1958;
ch.: William, Hess. Writer publicity bureau
Boston 1904-06; reporter, feature writer,
editorial writer N.Y. Herald Tribune NYC
1906-17, 1927-33, 1935-48; govt, publicity
campaigns WWI; advt. exec. William Green
Inc. 1919-21; ed. Leslie's Weekly 1912-22;
assoc. ed. Judge Magazine 1922-27; ed. staff
The Literary Digest 1933-35, ret. 1948. d. S.
Plainfield NJ Dec. 27 1960.
JONES, Harris Allen. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland July 11 1881; m. Mabel Bridges May
8 1907; ch.: Robert. With Haskell & Jones
Portland 1903-31 (treas. 1907, pres. 1920), with
Federal Life & Casualty Ins. Co. Portland
1931-35. d. Portland June 22 1935.
LARRABEE, Sydney Bartels. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1906. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland July 12 1881; s. of Seth L. '75; m.
Frances Thorne July 6 1911; ch.: Frances, Seth
'39. Atty. Portland 1906-35. Treas. & dir.
(Casco Bldg. & Loan Assn., Casco Bay Lines),
dir. (Morris Plan Bank, Portland Nat. Bank),
dir. & legal advisor Union Safe Deposit &
Trust Co., city councilman & council pres.
Portland 1918-20. Served with U.S. Justice
Dept. WWI. d. Portland June 22 1935.*
LAWRENCE, Franklin. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland March 3 1882; m. Ruth Crocker April
24 1907; ch.: Richard, Donald. With Portland
Stove Foundry Co. 1903-53 (mgr. 1913-20,
treas. 1920-24, pres. 1924-53). Me. General
Hospital (dir. 1925-33, v.pres. 1933-49, member
emeritus 1950-53), Portland Dispensary
(governor 1921-25, pres. 1925-50), dir. Bates
Mfg. Co. Lewiston 1949-51 v.pres. Me. Savings
Bank 1930-53, pres. Delano Park Assn. d.
Portland April 26 1953.*
LIBBY, George, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Portland June 24 1881; m. Evelyn Hussey June
2 1915. General mgr. (Gilchrist Dept. Store
Boston 1903-10, Rothbergs NYC 1910-14),
plant supervisor Edison Illuminating Co.
Boston 1914-38, ret. 1938, with Benoit's
Clothing Co. Portland 1942-46, ret. 1946. d.
Boston Oct. 24 1951.
MacCORMICK, Donald Edward. A.B. magna
cum laude. Delta Upsilon. Class agt. 1960-62.
b. Castleford England Dec. 28 1882; m.
Helen Avery Dec. 28 1909, m. Dorothy Brown
July 21 1938. Teacher (high sch. Warren MA
1903-04, high sch. Framingham MA 1904-09,
Volkman Sch. Boston 1909-14), head
mathematics dept. William Penn Charter Sch.
Phila. PA 1914-48 (sr. master 1938-48), ret.
1948. Inter-Academic Athletic Assn. of Phila.
& Vicinity (pres., sec. 15 yrs.), member sch.
committee Framingham MA. d. Ellsworth
Sept. 8 1962.*
MARSHALL, Farnsworth Gross. A.B. cum
laude. Delta Upsilon. b. Upper Fairmount
MD Sept. 25 1875; m. Mary Wood Aug. 6
1907. Principal high sch. (Old Town 1903-06,
Augusta 1906-10), supt. schs. (Augusta
1910-13, Maiden MA 1913-46), ret. 1946. Pres.
(Maiden MA Teachers Assn., Middlesex
County Teachers Assn., Mass. Supts. Assn., C.
of C. Maiden, Rotary Club Maiden), organizer
Mass. Jr. Red Cross (dir. Maiden program
1919-46), exec. sec. Community Chest Maiden,
corporator Maiden Savings Bank 1918-45. d.
Maiden MA April 30 1953.
MARTIN, Selden Osgood. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1904;
Ph.D. Harvard 1912. Zeta Psi. b. Foxcroft
June 3 1881; m. Ethel Jenney June 10 1913, m.
Emily Beasley April 19 1921; ch.: Roger,
Richard. Teaching fellow Harvard 1904-07,
spec. agt. U.S. Bureau Corps 1907-10,
researcher & instr. Harvard Grad. Sch.
Business Admin. S. Am. 1910-11, Harvard
Business Sch. (asst. prof, marketing 1911-16,
dir. Bureau Business Research 1912-16), mgr.
research dept. Am. Int. Corp. NYC 1916-21,
pres. Sonora Phonograph Co. 1924-27, exec,
dir. industrial advisory committee N.Y.
Federal Reserve Bank, with U.S. govt. 1941-42
(expert consultant to sec. of war, chief of a
control div. of services of supply), d. New
Rochelle NY Sept. 14 1942.
MERRILL, Edward Folsom. A.B., LL.D. 1950,
LL.B. Harvard 1906, LL.D. Portland Univ.
Law Sch. 1954. Zeta Psi. Alumni Council
1939-42. b. Skowhegan April 11 1883; s. of
Edward N. '74; m. Daisy Day Oct. 9 1906; ch.:
Mary, Edward II '32, Stephen '35, Anna. Atty.
Skowhegan 1906-45, Somerset County atty.
1919-21, judge Me. Superior Court 1945-48,
Me. Supreme Judicial Court (judge 1948-53,
chief justice 1953-54), ret. Pres. & dir.
Skowhegan Water Co. 1919-25, pres. Me. Bar
Assn. 1934-35, member Me. State Board of Bar
Examiners 1928-45, trustee Bloomfield Acad.
1945-48. d. Skowhegan Jan. 31 1962.*
MITCHELL, John Lincoln. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Brunswick July 10 1880; s. of Alfred '59;
m. Anna Welzenbach April 29 1916. Overseer
Amoskeag Mfg. Co. Manchester NH 1904-29.
Town selectman 1923-24. Served with Me.
State Guard 1918. d. Manchester NH Oct. 26
1929.
MOODY, Edward Fairfield. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Edward F. Moody Scholarship established
in his honor 1912. b. Portland March 5 1880;
m. Jennie Milliken Dec. 11 1912; ch.: Edward
Jr., William '46, Elizabeth, Alice. Chemist Int.
Paper Co. Glens Falls NY 1905-06, chemist &
salesman Portland 1907-10 (Burgess Sulphite
Fibre Co., Vera Chem. Co.), sales mgr. Brown
Co. of Berlin N.H. 1910-34, founder &
operator Paper Mill Supply Co. Portland
1934-40, ret. A founder & dir. Interlake Paper
Co. of Canada, dir. Groveton Paper Co. NH,
trustee Thomas Memorial Library, d. Portland
Sept. 10 1958.*
MOORE, Edward Whiteside. A.B., B.D. Yale
1900. b. Champlain NY May 15 1872. Pastor
(First Congr. Church Wiscasset 1901-08,
Congr. Church Berlin NH 1908-27,
Community Church Monmouth 1939-45),
agriculture Greene 1912-45, ret. 1945. Trustee
Araxine Wilkins Sawyer Foundation Greene
1936-45. d. Auburn Sept. 24 1958.
MOORE, Ernest Linwood. Bowdoin
1899-1901. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Ellsworth Oct. 22 1875; m. Elizabeth
McQuistion June 2 1908, m. Mary Findley
June 14 1934. Prop. Moore Plumbing &
Heating Business Longmont CO 1903-61.
Member public library board Longmont 40
yrs. d. Longmont March 27 1961.*
MUNRO, Daniel Colin. A.B., Med. Sch.
1902-03, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1911. Alpha Delta
Phi. Class agt. 1962-65. b. Earltown N.S.
Canada Jan. 4 1882; m. Priscilla Chamberlain
Sept. 1 1909, m. Helen Power Dec. 27 1958;
ch.: Harriet. Coach Mercersburg Acad. PA
1903-04. teacher high sch. Utica NY 1904-06.
athletic dir. Kenyon Coll. 1907-08, physical dir.
Univ. Vt. 1908-10. physician Utica 1912-29.
med. dir. Lake Placid NY Club 1929-43.
physician Utica 1944-59. ret. 1959. Fellow
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AMA. Served to capt. USA 1917-19, receiving
surgeon U.S. War Shipping Board NYC
1943-44. Author: Man Alive, You're Half
Dead (1940); You can Live Longer Than You
Think (1948); Slimming for New Beauty; You
are Slipping (1960). d. San Antonio TX Sept. 1
1965.
NUTTER, Irving Wilson. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Bangor Oct. 6 1880;
m. Berta Burnham May 17 1911. With Colo.
Tel. Co. Denver CO 5 yrs., supt. Noyes &
Nutter Mfg. Co. Bangor, d. Bangor July 12
1911.
PAINE, Roscoe Randall. A.B. 1906. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Ottawa IL Aug. 8 1878;
m. Ellen Cratty 1914; ch.: Betty, Warren,
Jeremiah. Forestry 1906-09, lumber mere.
Waterville 1910, with life ins. agency Portland,
d. Portland Aug. 31 1939.
PALMER, Fred Sanford. Spec. 1899-1903.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Brewer July 11 1877.
Agriculture S. Brewer 1903-09; Portland OR
1909-?, Lents OR. d.
PEABODY, Henry Adams. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1906, LL.D. Portland Univ.
1959. Zeta Psi. b. Portland Dec. 1 1881; m.
Velma Greenlaw June 30 1919; ch.: Arthur.
Atty. Portland 1907-66; registrar of probate
Cumberland County 1917-64; Portland Univ.
Law Sch. (prof, wills & admin. 6 yrs., prof,
emeritus); dean Peabody Law Sch.; counsel to
Preti, Peabody, Johnson & Smith Portland
1965-66. Pres. Assn. of Registrars of Probate,
member Me. Comm. on Uniform Probate
Rules & Blanks 1932-66. Served to 2nd It. USA
1917-19, served to It. col. Me. Nat. Guard
1925-40. d. Naples June 2 1966.*
PEARL, Haraden Spofford. Spec. 1899-1900.
Zeta Psi. b. Bangor June 27 1879; m. Irene
Montgomery June 20 1912. Journalist Bangor
Daily News 1900-09, pastor (Union Congr.
Church Providence RI 1912-14, N. Congr.
Church Belfast 1914-16), treas. Pearl &
Dennett Co. 1916-24. d. Bangor Oct. 5 1924.
PERKINS, James Blenn. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Me. 1909. Kappa Sigma. b. Boothbay
Harbor April 10 1881; m. Fannie Orne; ch.:
James Jr. '34, Elizabeth. Teacher (Rockland
Acad. 1903-04, Boothbay Harbor 1904-05,
Hartford CT 1905-07), supt. schs. Southport
1907-18, atty. (Tupper & Perkins Boothbay
Harbor 1909-12, Lincoln County 1910-16,
Pattangall Locke & Williamson Augusta
1923-33, Perkins & Perkins Boothbay Harbor
1937-48). Receiver (Waldo Trust Co. 1927-31,
Augusta Trust Co. 1933-42, Boothbay Harbor
Savings Bank 1928); pres. Me. Bar Assn.
1945-46; town moderator Boothbay Harbor
1913-47; member Federal Prohibition Admin.
1920-21; councilor Phila. Order of Garter &
Barons of the Magna Charta; Me. state rep.
1919-20, 1943-48. d. Boothbay Harbor Jan. 14
1948.*
PERKINS, Niles Lee. A.B. Delta Upsilon. b.
Windsor Oct. 25 1881; m. Marion Sterling
Aug. 19 1916; ch.: Niles Jr. '42, George '44,
Esther. With law office Wendell P. McKown
NYC 1906-08, partner Blaine Viles Augusta,
forester Augusta, city councilman Augusta,
city treas. & tax collector 1911-15, Me. state
rep. 1915-16, Nat. Home for Disabled Soldiers
Togus (QM 1915-30, supply officer 1930-51),
ret. 1951. Recipient: Honorary Veterans of
Foreign Wars Distinguished Service Medal
1949, Spanish Am. Veterans Award, d.
Augusta Nov. 19 1964.*
PHILLIPS, Moses T. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Orrington June 22 1880; s. of John W. '58; m.
Lillian Field June 28 1923. Timekeeper &
paymaster Eastern Mfg. Co. 1903-13, ticket
officer Me. Central RR 1913-33, with Bangor
Hydro-Electric Co. 1930-50. d. Bangor Jan. 29
1968.
PIERCE, Grant. A.B. Delta Upsilon. b.
Embden Jan. 23 1881; m. Sally Durgin Feb. 14
1913; ch.: Lincoln, Henry. Submaster high sch.
Westbrook 1903-07, Am. Radiator Co.
(salesman Boston 1907-11; sales mgr.
Providence RI 1911-21, Baltimore MD
1921-22; dist. mgr. Boston 1921-28), pres. Nat.
Radiator Co. NYC 1928-30, v.pres. & dir. H. B.
Smith Co. Westfield MA 1932-35, ret. Exec,
v.pres. Central Supply Co. Indianapolis IN
1958-63. d. Providence RI Nov. 15 1963.
PRATT, Harold Boswell. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Shanghai China Sept. 20 1881; m.
Marguerite Rockwell Sept. 14 1909; ch.: John,
William, Richard, Marguerite, Lucinda,
Elisabeth. With N.Y. Tel. Col. NYC 1903-05,
served to It. col. USMC 1905-35, ret.,
expeditionary duty (Cuba, Mexico, Santo
Domingo Dominican Republic, Haiti), active
duty Washington DC 1941-45, ret. Awarded
Service Medals Cuba, Mexico, USMC
expeditionary; awarded Distinguished Service
Medal Haiti, d. Washington DC May 14
1965.*
PREBLE, Paul. A.B., M.D. Johns Hopkins
1907. Delta Upsilon. b. Auburn Dec. 5 1881;
m. Blanche Loring Jan. 1 1909; ch.: Paul Jr.,
Frederick. With U.S. Marine Hospital
Baltimore MD 1903, resident surgeon St.
Agnes' Hospital Baltimore MD 1907-08, asst.
surgeon U.S. Public Health & Marine Hospital
Service 1908-09 (Stapleton Staten Is. NY,
Baltimore MD), chief miscellaneous div.
Washington DC 1909-12, USPHS Washington
DC (surgeon 1912-30, sr. surgeon 1930). d.
Ancon Canal Zone Central Am. July 13 1930.
RIDLON, Joseph Randall. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Med. Sch. 1906. Kappa Sigma. b.
Gorham April 18 1882; m. Agnes Pyke July 2
1913; ch.: Evelyn. House physician Me.
General Hospital Portland, asst. surgeon
USPHS with USMC hospitals (NY, Phila. PA,
Ellis Is., Ft. Stanton, NM, New Orleans LA),
med. officer in charge of hospitals (Savannah
GA, Galveston TX, Detroit MI, Portland, New
Haven CT), med. officer in charge of
quarantine stations (San Francisco CA, Detroit
MI, Portland), med. officer USCG vessels
1908-09, served in Hygienic Lab. Washington
DC, med. investigator (TX, WV, AK. Tampico
Mexico, P.R.), dist. med. officer USCG
Charleston SC 1945-46, ret. 1946. F.A.C.P,
diplomate Am. Board Preventive Medicine &
Public Health. Contbr. d. Portland June 2
1973.*
RILEY, Thomas Harrison, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Brunswick Nov. 19 1880; s. of
Thomas H. '80; m. Orra Mitchell July 8 1903;
ch.: Elizabeth Forsaith, Lena Curtis, Lydia
Sturtevant. Newspaper correspondent
1898-1920, asst. assessor Brunswick 1907-19,
U.S. census taker 1910, prop. & mgr. Mere
Point Tel. Co. 1911-30, banking Brunswick
Savings Inst. 1918-45 (asst. treas. 1919-30,
treas. 1930-45, trustee 1937-45). Pres.
(Huddersfield Inc. Portland 1942-44, alumni
assn. high sch. Brunswick 1925-26), dir.
Worumbo Mfg. Co. Lisbon Falls 1935-42,
town historian for WWI Brunswick, Rotary
Club Brunswick (pres. 1941-42, sec. 1929-36),
officer Pejepscot Lodge, dist. officer Int. Order
of Odd Fellows, Nat. Assn. of Mutual Savings
Banks (member Council of Admin. 1928-31,
member exec, committee 1941-45, chmn.
committee on problems of small savings banks
1929-34, chmn. methods & services committee
1941-45), Am. Bankers Assn. (v.pres. for State
of Me. 1941-43, regional v.pres. for N.Y. &
New Eng. 1943-45, member exec, council
1944-45), Savings Banks Assn. of Me. (pres.
1927-28, 1940-41; member exec, committee;
chmn. ins. committee; member exec,
committee of Me. Bank Study Conf. 1942-44;
rep. Me. banking interests on reorganization
committees as chmn. in charge of these
Portland real estate corps.: Chadwick Realty
Co., Metropolitan Apartments, The Stateway,
Vaughan Hall Inc.). Asst. to draft board WWI.
Authority FHA Loans. As an Assoc. Press
correspondent he carried the first news on 1909
to Mrs. Peary, at the Peary home on Eagle Is.,
that her husband Adm. Robert Peary, had
discovered the North Pole. d. Brunswick June
22 1945.*
ROBINSON, Clement Franklin. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1943;
LL.B. Harvard 1906. Alpha Delta Phi.
Overseer 1925-64 (v.pres. 1934-43, pres.
1943-49). b. Brunswick March 27 1882; s. of
Franklin C. '73; m. Myrta Booker Oct. 15
1908; ch.: Emily. Atty. Taylor & Young
Boston 1906-07, clerk spec. Me. tax comm.
1907-08, atty. Portland (George E. Gould
1908-09. Woodman & Whitehouse 1909-11,
Arthur L. Robinson 1911-23, Forrest E.
Richardson 1923-28), atty. & member
Robinson Richardson & Leddy (Portland
1938-50, Brunswick 1950-64). Lectr. law
Bowdoin 1921-22; asst. state atty. Cumberland
County 1918-20; state atty. Cumberland
County 1920-24; deputy atty. general Me.
1924; atty. general Me. 1929-32; Nat. Assn.
Atty. General (v.pres. 1931, pres. 1932); pres.
(Community Chest 1935-37, Me. Alpha
chapter Phi Beta Kappa 1936-40); v.pres.
Pejepscot Hisotrical Soc. Brunswick 1947-?;
chmn. (Legislative Recess Committee on
Occupational Diseases 1937-38, war work
committee Me. State Bar Assn. 1942-64,
Cumberland County Republican Committee
1926-32, Me. Lawyers War Work Committee
1942-46); Economics Club of Portland (sec.
1910-30, pres. 1934-35); delegate to Int. Tax
Assn. meetings 1907-10, 1913-14, 1917; legal
advisor USN air station Brunswick; trustee
(Me. Home for Boys 1923-64, Congress Square
Church Portland 1927-29, New Eng.
Conservatory for Music 1944-64, Universalist
Church of Me. 1946-49. public library
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Brunswick 1947-64, Me. Historical Soc.
1939-48); Am. Bar Assn. (Me. state delegate
1929-57, sec. ins. law section 1939-41, chmn.
1941-42, governor 1942-45); Cumberland
County Bar Assn. (pres. 1950, chmn. library
committee 1947-62); Squirrel Is. Village Corp.
(clerk 1933-56, treas. 1933-?); moderator town
meetings Brunswick; dir. (Am. Judicature Soc.
1939-55, Brunswick Savings & Loan Assn.
1949-?, Brunswick Village Improvement Assn.,
C. of C. Brunswick 1947-?); First Portland Nat.
Bank (dir. 1933-64, hon. dir. 1964); First Parish
Church Brunswick (moderator parish meetings,
deacon). Recipient: citation USN air station
Brunswick 1958, honored by Cumberland
County Bar Assn. 1962 for 50 yrs. service.
Author: The Professor (1941), Second Mowing
(1943), Another Mowing (1944); assoc. ed.
Bowdoin Alumnus 1942-62; contbr. d.
Brunswick Dec. 13 1964.*
SABIN, George Shaw. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland Oct. 9 1881; m. Tula Bowman Jan. 8
1907; ch.: Henry. With George Shaw Co.
Portland 1903-09, asst. treas. Nat. Equipment
Co. Springfield MA 1919-26, Springfield Bed
Co. 1926-50 (pres., treas., principal co-owner).
Dir. Chem. Paper Co. d. Springfield MA May
5 1950.
SCANNELL, Joseph William. Spec. 1899-1900,
M.D. Univ. Md. 1906. b. Lewiston March 22
1883; m. Therese Winn Oct. 5 1910. Physician
Lewiston 1908-37, Central Me. General
Hospital (surgeon-in-chief, staff pres., chmn.
cancer clinic), house physician Poland Spring.
Dir. (Androscoggin County Savings Bank, Am.
Red Cross), pres. Androscoggin County Med.
Assn., chmn. cancer section Me. Med. Assn.
1935-37, fire commissioner 1931-36, fire
surgeon 1921-31. Served to It. (jg) MCUSN
1917-19. d. Lewiston Jan. 6 1937.
SHAUGHNESSY, Michael James. A.B. cum
laude, Med. Sch. 1902-03, M.D. Harvard 1907.
Kappa Sigma, b. Ashland MA Nov. 8 1881
;
m. Mary O'Brien; ch.: James, Mrs. Robert
Gordon, Mrs. Donal Pyle, Eleanor. Physician
Boston & Albany RR Boston, house surgeon
Boston City Hospital 7-1909, exec. asst. to supt.
Boston Hospital 1909, surgeon St. Elizabeth's
Hospital Wabasha MN 1909-?, chief of staff
Framingham Union Hospital MA 1919-?,
surgeon state women's reformatory
Framingham MA, private practice
Framingham MA 7-1945. F.A.C.S., trustee
Medford State Hospital, d. Framingham MA
Feb. 17 1945.
SHAW, Charles Carroll. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1923. Kappa Sigma, b. Cumberland April 16
1876; m. Esther Parker June 27 1907. Principal
Bridge Acad. Dresden Mills 1903-04, high sch.
Gorham (principal 1904-38, principal emeritus
1938-55), ret. 1938. Pres. (Cumberland County
Teachers' Assn., Me. Principals' Assn.), trustee
public library Gorham. Charles C. Shaw
Memorial Scholarship high sch. Gorham
established in hin memory 1957. d. Gorham
Jan. 26 1955.
SIMPSON, Scott Clement Ward. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. Class
agt. 1929-53, Alumni Council 1933-36, Alumni
Fund Dir. 1940-43 (v.chmn. 1941-42), pres.
General Alumni Assn. 1943-45. Recipient
Alumni Achievement Award 1938. b.
Augusta Sept. 30 1880; m. Florence Williams
March 26 1912. Teacher, lumber business CA,
with D.C. Heath & Co. Boston 1907-09, with
Benjamin H. Sanborn & Co. (sec. 1909-13,
v.pres. 1913-33), N.H. state rep. 1932-36, N.H.
state senator 1936-38, N.H. state rep. 1938-42,
member N.H. Governor's Council 1943-44,
N.H. state senator 1944-46. Member N.H.
Const. Conv. 1938, v.chmn. Republican State
Committee 1944, delegate Nat. Conv. Chicato
IL 1944, sgt.-at-arms N.H. delegation 1948
Conv. Served as N.H. supervisor CWA.
Recipient Civil Service Citation 1946. d.
Ashville NC Oct. 29 1962.
SMITH, Bertram Louis, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. English literature prize established in
his memory 1925. b. Bangor Oct. 16 1880. d.
Lewiston Sept. 29 1903.
SMITH, Carl Williams. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1906. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Aug.
4 1881; m. Bertha Page May 29 1909. Atty.
(Boston 1906-09, Portland 1909-28). Trustee &
sec. Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary, clerk (T.A.
Hudson & Co., Utah-Apex Mining Co.), clerk
& sec. Portland Evening News Inc., clerk & dir.
Portland Garford Co. Served to maj. USA
1924-28. d. Portland July 14 1928.
SOULE, Alfred Morton Gilmore. Bowdoin
1899-1901, Med. Sch. 1901-02, A.M. (hon.)
1940. Zeta Psi. b. Woolwich Nov. 5 1879; m.
Mary Hilton Sept. 4 1907, m. Abigail Knowles
June 25 1927; ch.: Gilmore '30, Mary, Frances,
William '36, David '38. Journalist Boston
Herald 1904, with New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
1905-06, inspector plant industry div. State
Dept. of Agriculture Augusta 1907-50, with
inspection div. 1914-50, ret. 1950, consultant
Me. Sardine Tax Comm. Pres. (Nat. Assn. of
Food & Drug Officials, New Eng. Assn. of
Food & Drug Officials), member (board of
education Augusta, State Food Production &
Conservation committee), Federal Food
administrator Kennebec County. Delegate Int.
Food Conf. Phila. PA WWI, chief food
inspector Me. Civil Defense Program WWII. d.
Augusta April 27 1956.*
SPENCE, Carl Wesley. Spec. 1899-1900. b.
Manchester NH March 10 1880. Journalist
(Concord NH, Boston, New Bedford MA, Fall
River MA, Valparaiso IN), d. Valparaiso IN
Feb. 15 1919.
SPOLLETT, Frederick William. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. Brunswick Jan. 18 1880; m. Sarah
Alexander Dec. 25 1906. With tel. co. 3 yrs.,
advt. mgr. Carter Ink Co. Boston, with
Zeese-Wilkinson Co. of N.Y. & Boston, dir.
Lunn & Sweet Shoe Co. Auburn 7-1914, mgr.
advt. & sales depts. Thomson-Crooker Shoe
Co. of Boston 1914-?, New Eng. mgr.
Peninsular Engraving Co. of Detroit MI, advt.
staff Boot & Shoe Recorder Publishing Co.
Boston. Pres. (Old Colony Advt. Club
Brockton MA, World Conv. of Advt. Clubs
London England 1924). d. Boston May 14
1960.
STEVENS, Harold Miller.Bowdoin 1899-1901.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Saco June 16 1883;
married; ch.: Elizabeth, Charles. Rancher AZ
(1901); instr. Nashville TN; with Deering
Milliken Co. NYC; mgr., part owner
Bridgewater Woolen Mills (Woodstock VT,
Lowell MA), d. Battle Creek MI Nov. 21 1916.
STOVER, George Hinkley. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1906.
Psi Upsilon. b. Brunswick Aug. 13 1879; m.
Edna Nichols June 12 1913, m. Marion
McDonald May 15 1945; ch.: Mary, Mrs.
Harry Horn Jr. Atty. Sullivan & Cromwell
NYC 1906-10, with Municipal Research
Bureau NYC 1910-17, legal staff Public Service
Comm. NYC 1917-21, Transit Comm. NY
(com. counsel 1921-29, chief counsel 1929-43).
d. New Dorp NY May 23 1946.
THOMPSON, Herbert Ellery. A.B. magna
cum laude, M.D. Med. Sch. 1909. b.
Standish May 27 1878; m. Alice Ebbeson Oct.
26 1910; ch.: Alice, cher (Potter Acad. 1903-04.
Washington Acad. 1904-05, high sch.
Claremont NH 1905-06), asst. biology
Bowdoin 1906-07, with Me. Eye & Ear
Infirmary Portland 1909-10, pathologist
(Eastern Me. Insane Hospital Bangor 1910-16,
state hospital Worcester MA 1916-18, Me.
State Dept. of Health Augusta 1918-21,
Eastern Me. Insane Hospital Bangor 1921-42),
ret. 1942. Pres. (Penobscot Med. Soc. 1933-34,
Me. Med. Soc), fellow Am. Soc. of Clinical
Pathologists, F.A.C.S. d. Bangor March 29
1949.
TOWNE, Frank Ernest. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1907. b. Kennebunkport May 22 1879;
m. Maude Day Sept. 10 1910. With Towne
Bros., with Dix Lumber Co. N. Cambridge
MA. d. Peabody MA Dec. 17 1967.
TOWNE, Winfield Chester. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1906. b. Kennebunkport Nov. 14
1880; m. Helen Gillespie June 29 1911. Dir.
physical training M.I.T. 1903-08, atty. Boston
1906-42, plant atty. Saco-Lowell Shops
Biddeford 1942-56, ret. 1956. Organizer
Abrasive Products Inc. S. Braintree MA, asst.
controller YMCA U.S.S.R. 1918-20. d.
Biddeford Dec. 24 1965.
WALKER, Leon Valentine. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1906.
Theta Delta Chi. Alumni Council 1918-21,
1928-31 (sec. 1919-20, pres. 1930-31); Overseer
1946-66. Scholarship fund established in his
memory 1973. b. Oxford Dec. 20 1882; m.
Maribel Holt Feb. 28 1908; ch.: Dorothy, Leon
Jr. '32, Winthrop '36. Atty. & partner Verrill
Hale Booth & Ives, Verrill Hale Dana &
Walker & successor firms Portland 1906-66.
Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary (trustee 45 yrs.. asst.
treas. 1914-22, treas. 1923-25, pres. ' 1926-66,
trustee (Gould Acad. 1927, Me. Med. Center
Portland), dir. Assoc. Hospital Service of Me.,
pres. Cumberland Bar Assn. 1944. chmn. Am.
Bar Assn. committee on improving the admin,
of justice 1946. d. Cape Elizabeth Jan. 19
1966.*
WEBBER, Harrie Linwood. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lisbon June 20 1880; m. Grace
Nevens 1907; 2 children. Teacher Auburn,
atty. Auburn, judge Municipal Court Auburn
191 1-7 d. Auburn Aug. 23 1918.
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WEBBER, John Prescott, Jr. Spec. 1899-1901.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Scholarship fund
established in his memory 1902. b. Bangor
April 13 1879. d. Brunswick May 1 1901.
WELCH, Francis Joseph. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1906. Theta Delta Chi. Arthur D. &
Francis J. Welch Scholarship Fund established
in his memory 1967. b. Portland Aug. 27
1879. Physician Portland 1907-52, ret. 1952.
Edward Mason Dispensary Portland (founder,
chief TB clinic 40 yrs.), Maple Crest
Sanitorium E. Parsonfield (founder, med. dir.
1911-54), Me. Med. Sch. (clinical asst.
medicine 1909-13, instr. pulmonary diseases
1913- 18, asst. prof. 1918-21), Mercy Hospital
Portland (founder, chief of staff 7 yrs.), pres.
Cumberland County Med. Assn. 1919, TB
spec. U.S. Veterans Bureau, F.A.C.S., fellow
Am. Coll. of Chest Physicians, Boston
Symphony Orchestra (1st violinist, concert
violinist), d. Portland Feb. 10 1955.*
WELLS, Theodore Walter. A.B. b. Portland
Oct. 25 1877; s. of Walter '52. Teacher, clerk
(FL, Washington DC), d. Portland Oct. 15
1936.
WHITE, Thomas Carter. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Alumni Fund dir. 1930-33, Alumni
Council 1934-37. b. Lewiston Sept. 8 1881; s.
of Wallace H. M'68; m. Martha Pratt June 10
1908; ch.: Thomas Jr., William. With Me.
Central RR 1903-06, with George Haskell
Implement Co. 1906-09 (Lewiston, Boston),
partner Benson & White Ins. Co. Lewiston
1909-15, White & Whittum Ins. Co. 1915-25,
Thomas White Ins. Agency 1925-62 (prop.,
pres.). Me. state rep. 1949-50, dir. Me. Bonding
& Casualty Co., pres. (Androscoggin City
Board of Underwriters, C. of C. Lewiston), Me.
Ins. Agt. Assn. (sec, pres., board chmn. over
30 yrs.), member Common Council Lewiston
1904. d. Auburn March 19 1962.
WHITMORE, Leonard Cecil. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Gardiner Dec. 14 1880; s. of Stephen
C. '75; m. Florence Nickerson April 20 1910;
ch.: Barbara, Stephen, L. Cecil Jr. General
mgr. Brunswick Paper Box Co. 1904, mgr.
Baxter Paper Box Co. Brunswick 1907, general
supt. Boonton NJ Rubber Mfg. Co. 1908-17.
Dir. YMCA Boonton. d. Boonton NJ April 8
1917.
WILSON, Jesse Davis. A.B., B.S. Univ. Me.
1907. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Brunswick
Jan. 21 1881; s. of Frederick H. M'70; m.
Charlotte Danforth May 25 1909. Served to
night supt. Pejepscot Paper Co. 1903-05, with
George Hardy NYC 1907-08, with Pejepscot
Paper Co. 1908-15, prop. Wilson's Pharmacy
Brunswick 1915-53, ret. d. Brunswick Nov. 9
1967.*
WOODBURY, Malcolm Sumner. A.B. cum
laude, Med. Sch. 1902-03, M.D. Jefferson Med.
Coll. 1906. Theta Delta Chi. b. Dennysville
March 27 1881; m. Stella Baker; ch.: Margaret,
Alden, Emily, Elizabeth. Clifton Springs
Sanitorium NY (asst. surgeon 1906-10, supt.
1914-21). Fellow Am. Acad, of Medicine, d.
Clifton Springs Jan. 6 1921.
Class of 1904
ALLEN, Elbridge Gerry. Spec. 1900-01. b. E.
Boston MA May 7 1877. With hospital Boston,
engineer (CO, AK, WA), chief engineer Pacific
Electric Ry Co. Los Angeles CA ca. 1912, spec,
engineer Santa Fe Ry Co. Chicago IL ca. 1930.
d. Escondido CA Jan. 7 1960.
ALLEN, Perce Greeley. Bowdoin 1900-03.
Delta Upsilon. b. Freeport Oct. 20 1880; m.
Annie Fowler; ch.: Martha. Business
Washington DC, experimental agriculture
(Freeport, Houston TX, Wildwood CA,
Freeport 1914-17), shoeworker. d. Gardiner
May 29 1962.
ARCHIBALD, Bernard. A.B., LL.B. Univ. Me.
1907. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council
1933-36. b. Monticello Oct. 7 1881; m.
Emma Putnam Nov. 10 1909; ch.: James '34,
Mary, Ruth. Atty Houlton 1907-42. Aroostook
County Atty. 1914-19, member (Me. state
legislature 1923-24, Me. Board of Bar
Examiners 1930-42), trustee Ricker Classical
Inst. Houlton, dir. (Houlton Water Co.,
Houlton Trust Co., Washburn Electric Co.),
pres. Me. Conf. Unitarian Churches. Contbr.
d. Houlton June 24 1942.*
BEANE, Emery Oliver. A.B. magna cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1908. Delta Upsilon. Alumni
Council 1922-25, 1931-34. b. Hallowell Dec.
23 1883; m. Sarah Moody Feb. 4 1914; ch.:
Eleanore, Emery Jr. Atty. Hallowell 1907-19,
mayor Hallowell 1911-14, judge Municipal
Court Hallowell 1912-17, chief deputy IRS
Augusta 1919-21, atty. Augusta 1921-60, city
solicitor Hallowell 1927-29, judge Municipal
Court Augusta 1936-40, police commissioner
Augusta 1943-56, judge of probate Kennebec
County 1956-60. Atty. Hallowell Loan & Bldg.
Assn. 1908, Augusta Loan & Bldg. Assn. (atty.
1921-?, dir. 1934-?), pres. Me. League Loan &
Bldg. Assns. 1942, v.pres. Me. dept. Reserve
Officers Assn. of the U.S., chief air raid warden
Augusta, cdr. civil defense Augusta. Served to
capt. USA 1917-19, served to col. USAR
1941-45. d. Augusta Dec. 28 1960.
BEVERAGE, Henry Eugene. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Thomaston Jan. 20 1883; m. Lena
French Aug. 26 1909; ch.: John, Elizabeth,
Mrs. Charles McLam. Business (Chicago IL
1904-08, Madison WI 1908-?), advt. dept.
Portland Daily Press 7-1915, with L.A. Hinds
Advt. Agency Portland 1915-?, sales mgr.
White & Bagley Co. Worcester MA 1927-48. d.
Southbridge MA May 3 1948.
BRIDGHAM, John Merrill. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Dartmouth 1905;
Ph.D. Univ. Wise. 1913. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Dexter March 25 1882; m. Miriam Low June
18 1910; ch.: David, John, Paul, Philip.
Teacher (high sch. Hanover NH 1904-05,
Groton Sch. MA 1905-07), instr. classics &
history Bowdoin 1908-09, prof. Latin Ripon
Coll. WI 1909-11, instr. classics Univ. Wise.
1912-13, prof. Wise. State Teachers Coll.
LaCrosse WI 1913-18, prof. Latin Cornell Coll.
IA 1918-26, Grinnell Coll. (prof, classics
1926-47, prof, emeritus classical langs.
1947-67). Band dir. (Cornell Coll., Grinnell
Coll), d. Grinnell IA Aug. 19 1967.
BRIGHAM, Ernest Lord. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. b. Kennebunk Jan. 17 1882; m.
Edna Scudder April 17 1917, m. Florabel Ross
Sept. 16 1942; ch.: Dudley. Principal high sch.
Warren MA 1904-05, with Int. Banking Corp.
(London England 1905-07, Yokohama Japan
1907-10, Canton China 1910-11, Hong Kong
1911-13, Panama Central Am. 1914-17, Manila
P.I. 1917-19), asst. cashier Nat. City Bank of
N.Y. NYC 1920-3V ret. 1931. d. Saco Aug. 25
1975.*
BRYANT, Myrton Andrew. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Harrison April 11 1880;'m. Gertrude Morrell
March 20 1907; ch.: Dorothy, Katharine, Jean.
Principal high sch. Gorham NH 1904-05, with
Ginn & Co. 1905-18 (NYC, Phila. PA), Bryant
Teachers Bureau Inc. Phila. PA 1918-52
(founder, pres.), ret. 1952. Pres. Nat. Assn.
Teachers Agencies, d. Haddonfield NJ April
14 1958.
BURPEE, George William. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Sc.D. 1939; B.S. M.I.T
1906. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Overseer 1945-52,
Trustee 1952-59 (Emeritus 1959-67).
Scholarship fund established in his memory
1968. b. Sheffield N.B. Canada Nov. 9 1883;
m. Katherine Kellam June 2 1915; ch.: George,
Louise, Elizabeth. Civil engineer Louisville &
Nashville RR TN 1906-07, managing engineer
1907-21 (Westinghouse, Church & Kerr Co.,
Dwight P. Robinson & Co.), Coverdale &
Colpitts NYC (sr. engineer 1921-23, partner
1923-63, sr. partner 1951-67, consulting partner
1963-67). Pres. (Am. Inst, of Consulting
Engineers 1934-35, education board Bronxville
NY), sr. member Am. Ry Engineering Assn.,
Am. Soc. of Civil Engineer8 (hon. member,
v.pres.), life member Engineering Inst, of
Canada, consultant rapid transit service NYC
mayor's committee on city management 1951,
member (board of governors Lawrence
Hospital Bronxville, zoning appeals board
Bronxville, advisory committee Revision of
Bldgs. Code, United Engineering Trustees,
Board of Engineering Consultants to the Port
of N.Y. Authority 1947-56), exec. v.pres. Am.
Export Airlines 1942-44, dir. (Public Health
Nursing Organization Bronxville; Tenn., Ala.
& Ga. Ry Co.; Nat. Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wilmington VA 1945-?; General Dyestuff
Corp. NYC 1943-47; Chase Manhattan Bank
NYC 1944-?; Brooklyn Union Gas Co. 1945-?;
Burson Knitting Co. Rockford IL), pres. of
General Aniline & Film Corp. 1943-47 for the
Alien Property Custodian, board member
(Lukens Steel Co., Kaiser Steel Co.), trustee
Cathedral Church of St. John the Divine NYC.
Construction work (for govt, nitrate plant
Muscle Shoals AL WWI, for federal govt, basic
magnesium plant Las Vegas NV WWII).
Recipient: Am. Inst. Consulting Engineers
Award of Merit 1966, N.Y. Bishops Cross
1963. Developed 1960 Calif. Water Plan,
contbr. d. Bronxville NY Nov. 7 1967.
BYRAM, Frank Harold. A.B. b. Freeport
Oct. 30 1882; m. Mary Marston June 26 1909,
m. Muriel Palmer June 19 1921. Principal high
sch. (Brownfield 1908-09. Cornish 1909-10, N.
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Berwick 1911-12, Livermore Falls 1912-15),
dist. supt. schs. (Bethel 1915-17, Yarmouth
1917-25, Lisbon Falls 1927-43), ret. 1943. d. St.
Cloud FL April 26 1957.
CAMPBELL, Gilman Hutchins. A.B. cum
laude, Ed.M. Harvard 1925. Kappa Sigma.
b. Allston MA Nov. 2 1884; m. Anne
Meserve Sept. 2 1908, m. Ruth Fredrickson
Oct. 31 1941. Teacher Brewer 1904-05,
principal (high sch. Milton Mills NH 1905-06,
Limerick Acad. 1906-09), submaster high sch.
Natick MA 1909-12, principal high sch.
(Rochester NH 1912-19, Needham MA
1919-27, N. Easton MA 1927-49), Stonehill
Coll. N. Easton (instr. mathematics 1949-52,
assoc. prof, education 1952-65, dir. teacher
training), ret. 1965. Pres. N.H. Teachers Assn.,
Mass. Teachers Assn. (pres., dir.). d. N. Easton
MA April 11 1966.*
CASS, Herbert Weymouth. Bowdoin 1900-02.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Dover Sept. 8 1881;
married; ch.: Herbert Jr. Owner Herbert Cass
& Son Dover-Foxcroft 1924-49. d.
Dover-Foxcroft April 1 1949.
CHASE, Millard Filmore. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Brooks Sept. 21 1881; m. Maude
Pennell Feb. 21 1906; ch.: William, Madalene,
Millard Jr., Alfred, Richard, Robert, Edward.
Mgr. Dodd, Mead & Co. Boston 1904-09; New
Eng. rep. Boston (Stutz Motor Cars, Owen
Magnetic Cars); with automotive accessories
firm Chicago IL 1918-?; real estate Madison
WI; mgr. Balsams Hotel Eagle River WI
1924-41; with United Package Delivery Service
Long Beach CA 1941-49; ret. 1949. d. Madison
WI March 27 1956.
CHASE, Thomas Emerson. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Buckfield May 17 1883; m. Catharine
Abbott March 17 1915. With Standard Optical
Co. NYC 1904-05, Chase Nursery Co. Chase
AL 1905-10, nurseryman Auburn 1910-15,
owner- operator Chase Orchards Buckfield
1915-60, ret. 1960. Treas. (Me. Fruit Growers
Exchange 1930-35, Me. State Pomological
Soc; 1916-47), sec.-treas. Oxford Bears Fruit
Growers Assn. 1920-33. d. Lewiston June 14
1970.
CLARK, Philip Maclean. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1907.
Zeta Psi. b. Portland Oct. 15 1883; m.
Margaret Kreutz Oct. 9 1911, m. Martha
Henley Sept. 4 1928; ch.: Charles, Margaret,
Philip Jr. Atty. Boston 1907-23, spec. asst. to
Sec. of the U.S. Treasury, IRS (spec. atty.
Washington DC 1923-38, asst. div. counsel
Detroit MI 1938-48, div. counsel Cincinnati
OH 1948-53, asst. appellate counsel Cincinnati
dist. OH 1953-54), ret. 1954. d. St. Petersburg
FL April 11 1958.
CLARY, Henry Charles. Bowdoin 1900-01,
B.S. Dartmouth 1904. Delta Upsilon. b.
Hallowell Feb. 2 1882. Grocery business
Hallowell 1904-08. d. Hallowell Dec. 31 1909.
COAN, William Frederick. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Garland May 2 1881; s.
of Elisha S. M'70; m. Mary MacKintosh June
30 1908; ch.: Mrs. Charles Mills. Teacher
Houlton 1905-06, principal high sch. Houlton
1906-09, supt. schs. 1909-13 (Houlton,
Littleton), educational research MA 1914-16,
purchasing agt. Clinton Wire Cloth Co. Boston
1917-28, ed. Latin dept. D.C. Heath & Co.
Boston 1930-51, ret. 1951. Pres. (Me. Teachers
Assn. 1909-11, McGrath-Sherrill Press Boston
1920). d. Bangor Jan. 28 1964.
COX, James Francis. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch.
1909. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Hampden
July 22 1882; m. Mary Burns Sept. 19 1913, m.
Helma Perry Oct. 17 1938; ch.: James Jr. '37,
Andrew '38, Evan, Barbara, Joan. Physician
Bangor 1909-42. Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1918- 19. d. Bangor Jan. 18 1942.
CRAM, Marshall Perley. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. 1905; Ph.D.
Johns Hopkins 1908. Faculty rep. on Alumni
Council 1927-30. Alumni House named for
him 1975. b. Brunswick Jan. 1 1882.
Bowdoin (asst. chemistry 1904-05, instr.
1908-09, asst. prof. 1909-11, prof, chemistry &
mineralogy & Josiah Little Prof, of Natural
Science 191 1-33), lectr. Me. Med. Sch. Member
Me. Board of Health 1910-18, fellow English
Chem. Soc. d. Portland Oct. 10 1933.
CUNNINGHAM, Theodore Woodman. A.B.
cum laude. Zeta Psi. b. Bucksport Aug. 5
1882; s. of Oscar P. '69; m. Juliet Hunt July 29
1912, m. Helen Stanton April 16 1938; ch.:
Theodore, Rose, Russell. Teacher Ossining NY
1904-05, atty. Boston 1907-19, legal counsel
Loans & Currency Div. U.S. Treasury Dept.
Washington DC 1919-34, chief counsel Bureau
of Public Debt 1934-52, ret. 1952. Served with
U.S. Shipping Board Recruiting Service
1917-18, served with JAGD USN. Recipient
Gallatin Award U.S. Treasury Dept. 1952. d.
Annandale VA May 4 1963.
DANA, Samuel Trask. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa, Sc.D. 1930; M.F. Yale 1907;
Sc.D. Syracuse Univ. 1928; Sc.D. Yale 1953;
LL.B. Univ. Mich. 1953. Psi Upsilon. Ret.;
b. Portland April 21 1883; m. Kate Fletcher
May 10 1911, m. Ruth Merrill Aug. 7 1915;
ch.: Harriet, George. U.S. Forest Service
Washington DC (forest asst. 1907-19, asst.
chief research 1919-21), Me. state forest
commissioner Augusta 1921-23, dir.
Northeastern Forest Experiment Station U.S.
Forest Service Amherst MA 1923-27, Univ.
Mich. 1927-51 (prof, forestry, dean Sch. of
Forestry & Sch. of Natural Resources, Filibert
Roth Univ. Prof, of Forestry 1951-53, prof. &
dean emeritus 1953
—), ret., forestry consultant
Ann Arbor MI 1953-71. Chmn. Am. delegation
First World Forestry Congress Rome Italy
1926, Forest History Soc. (fellow 1956, dir.
1960-69), Soc. Am. Foresters (treas. 1910-13,
pres. 1925-26, v.pres. 1934-35), fellow 1934 &
past v.chmn. (Comm. on Nat. Resources &
Conservation, Kestnbaum Comm.), past
advisor U.S. sec. of agriculture, past consultant
U.S. Forest Service, past advisor Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation (Univ. Fal., N.C. State
Univ., Yale), Am. Forestry Assn. (past
consultant, past dir., past v.pres., hon. v.pres.,
hon. life member), fellow Forest History
Foundation, hon. member Finnish Forestry
Soc. & Ecuadorian Inst. Nat. Resources,
foreign member Finnish Acad. Sciences &
Letters 1947. Recipient: Am. Forestry Assn.
Award 1954, Sir William Schlick Memorial
Medal Soc. Am. Foresters 1956, Distinguished
Service Award Am. Forest Products Industries
1961, Outstanding Service Medal int. forestry
6th World Forestry Cong. Madrid Spain 1966,
Univ. Mich. Sesquicentennial Medal 1967,
John Aston Warde Medal Am. Forestry Assn.
1975. Appointed by Pres. Eisenhower to
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Comm.
1958-62, by Herbert Hoover to study U.S. govt,
management of natural resources; endowed
chair of outdoor recreation Univ. Mich, named
in his honor 1966; Univ. Mich. Sch. Natural
Resources bldg. named in his honor 1973.
Served to capt. USA 1918-19. Author: Forest
& Range Policy Its Development in the United
States (1956); co-author: California
Lands-Ownership, Use & Management (1958);
Minnesota Lands-Ownership, Use &
Management of Forests & Related Lands
(1960); Forestry Education in America Today
(1963); ed.: History of Activities in Field of
Natural Resources Univ. Mich. (1953);
contbr.; lectr.; ed.-in-chief: Journal Am.
Forestry 1928-30, 1942-45. res. Alexandria
VA.*
DENNISON, Carroll Hobart. Bowdoin
1900-01. b. E. Machias Jan. 9 1880; m. Daisy
Davis June 25 1904; ch.: Clara. Teacher E.
Machias 1900-1 1, store clerk E. Machias 191 1-?
Assumed dead.
EMERSON, Chester Burge. A.B. magna cum
laude, D.D. 1920, B.D. Union Theol. Sem.
1909, D.D. Kenyon 1933. Alpha Delta Phi.
Overseer 1924-59 (Emeritus 1959-73). b.
Haverhill MA July 28 1882. Teacher Kimball
Union Acad. Meriden NH 1904-06, pastor
(First Congr. Church Saco 1909-13, N.
Woodward Ave. Congr. Church Detroit MI
1913-33), Trinity Cathedral Cleveland OH
(canon residentiary 1933, dean 1933-51), ret.
1951. Priest-in-charge (St. Ann's Epis. Church
Kennebunkport summers 1942-62, Christ
Church Hobe Sound FL, Calvary Church
Pittsburgh PA 1951-52, St. Peter's Church
Albany NY 1952-53). Trustee Hampton Inst.
VA, member governing boards Union Theol.
Sem. Served as chaplain USA WWI, YMCA
work WWI; cited by General Pershing, d.
Palm Beach FL Aug. 5 1973.
EVERETT, Harold Josselyn. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Med. Sch. 1907. Zeta Psi. b. Portland
Oct. 12 1883; m. Alice Foster June 19 1915;
ch.: Lena, Mary, Edward '40. Physician
Portland 1909-50, Me. Med. Sch. (asst. obstet.
1911-13, instr. 1913-14, asst. obstet. 1914-15,
instr. 1915-21). Pres. (Me. General Hospital
staff, Cumberland County Med. Assn.,
Portland Med. Club), city physician Portland
1910. Served to capt. MCUSA 1917-19. d.
Portland Jan. 5 1950.*
FESSENDEN, Philip James Perkins. Bowdoin
1901-02, 1903. Psi Upsilon. b. Boston July 29
1882. d. Tenant's Harbor Sept. 16 1903.
FROST, John William. A.B. cum laude, LL.D.
1954. LL.B. St. Lawrence Univ. 1909. Alpha
Delta Phi. Alumni Council 1922-25, Overseer
1929-63 (pres. 1949-53). b. Topsham Jan. 4
1885; m. Christina Gurlitz Sept. 28 1914: ch.:
William, Stevens, Hunter. Asst. principal high
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sch. Topsham 1904-05. with Bond & Mortgage
Co. NYC 1905-09. Title Guarantee & Trust
Co. Brooklyn NY 1909-17 (atty., asst. trust
officer), W. A. & A. M. White NYC (atty.,
invest, banking 1921-58, partner 1936-58),
counsel to DeForest Elden & Mulreany NYC
1958-62, ret. 1962. Mayor Pleasantville NY
1933-41, 1943-45. Served with Nat. Guard
1914-18, served to capt. USA 1917-19, member
N.Y. State Selective Service Board 1940-46;
awarded divisional citation for gallantry in
action. Conspicuous Service Cross, d. NYC
Jan. 19 1963.
GOULD, Will Day. A.B. Delta Upsilon. b.
Kennebunkport Feb. 4 1882; m. Winifred
O'Brien Oct. 8 1913. With H.W. Peabody Co.
NYC 1904-12, Am. Hawaiian Steamship Co.
San Francisco CA 1912-17, operating mgr.
U.S. Shipping Board NYC 1918-23, mgr.
Matson Navigation Co. 1923-39 (Baltimore
MD, Seattle WA), ret. 1939. Served with Army
Transport Service 1917. d. Kennebunk June 7
1954.
GRANT, Clyde Franklin. A.B. cum laude. b.
Ft. Fairfield July 11 1880; m. Frances Beairsto
July 14 1909; ch.: Hilda. Teacher (Mitchell's
Military Sch. Billerica MA 1904-07; Hotchkiss
Sch. Lakeville CT 1907-10, 1911-42. d.
Lakeville CT June 8 1942.
GRIFFIN, Howard Cousens. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Bangor Oct. 2 1881 ; m. Mary Williams Aug. 18
1944. Instr. chemistry (Hobart Coll. 1904-07.
CCNY 1907-1 1), Carnegie Inst, of Tech. (instr.
chemistry 1911-16, asst. prof. 1916-18), chief
chemist Atlantic Chem. Co. Mansfield MA
1918- 19, assoc. prof. Carnegie Inst, of Tech.
1919-44, ret. 1944. d. Bangor May 22 1954.
HALEY, John Hubbard. Bowdoin 1900-01.
Zeta Psi. b. Gardiner Sept. 27 1881. Business
Chicago IL 1901-12. d. Chicago IL May 30
1912.
HARPER, Chester Truman. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. b. Christiana PA
Oct. 10 1880. Teacher & principal high sch. Is.
Heights NJ 1904-05, instr. Smith Acad. St.
Louis MO 1905-09, with shoe mfg. co. St. Louis
MO 1909-10, petroleum & gas business 19 10-?
(Colorado Springs CO. Denver CO), d. Denver
CO Nov. 15 1950.
HATHAWAY, Eugene Pablo Durant. A.B.
summa cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Las Delicias Sonora Mexico
April 24 1884; m. Josephine Ames March 7
1911; ch.: Olive. Business Washington DC
1904-55; Guy, Curran & Co. Inc. Washington
DC (sec.-treas. 1926-39, v.pres. & treas.
1939-48, pres. & treas. 1948-55). d. Washington
DC May 26 1955.
HERMS, Emil Otto Carl. A.B. b. Berlin
Germany Jan. 24 1872; m. Mary French May
29 1895. Washington Acad. E. Machias
1906-08 (submaster, principal), principal high
sch. Lisbon Falls 1908-10. supt. schs. 1910-12
(Norway, Waterford), teacher (Westbrook
Sem. 1912-16, Turner Center 1918-25),
agriculture Turner Center 1918-30. d. Turner
Center Aug. 2 1930
HILL, Galen Wentworth. AB., B.L.S. N.Y.
State Library Sch. 1910. Kappa Sigma. b.
Dexter Sept. 18 1882; s. of Jere M. '76; m.
Anne Gilnack April 12 1912; ch.: Marjorie,
Lawrence. Office mgr. Enterprise Coal Mining
Co. IA 1904-07, asst. librarian law library
Albany NY 1907-08, librarian (Millicent
Library Fairhaven MA 1911-25, public library
Quincy MA 1926-52). Pres. (Cape Cod Library
Club, Old Dartmouth Library Club 1923-24,
Mass. Library Assn. 1928-29), Family Welfare
Soc. Quincy MA (dir. 1936-52, pres. 1944-47),
treas. Fairhaven Water Co. 1918-26. Served as
a librarian Camp Upton NY 1917-18. d.
Quincy MA Sept. 22 1952.
KENNEDY, Fred Chandler. Bowdoin 1900-03.
b. Millbridge May 12 1879. Teacher Tabayes
P.I. 1904-11, principal (high sch. Newport
1912-13, elementary sch. Augusta 1913-14),
supt. schs. 1914 (Livermore Falls, Wayne), d.
Livermore Falls Oct. 1 1914.
KIMBALL, George Everett. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1907. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Northeast Harbor May 14 1882; m. Gertrude
Richardson Sept. 15 1917; ch.: Ann, Martha,
Louise. Atty. Matthews, Thompson & Spring
(1912); partner Graves & Kimball (1913); atty.
(White & Barnes, Boston & Me. RR Boston
1917-34). Kent's Hill Sch. (trustee, pres. board
of trustees), d. Winchester MA Jan. 18 1934.
LARRABEE, Leon Sturtevant. Bowdoin 1900.
1901-02. Psi Upsilon. b. Portland Dec. 20
1883; s. of Seth L. '75. Agriculture Orlando FL.
d. Phila. PA Feb. 19 1962.
LARSON, Oscar Franklin. Bowdoin 1900-01.
M.D. Albany Med. Coll. 1905. b. Monson
April 6 1881; m. Martha Cross, m. Josie
Woodward; ch.: Thurmon, Karl, Virginia.
Physician (Monson 1906-07. Jonesport
1907-14, Pleasantville NY 1914, Machias
1914-57), surgeon USPHS 1921-48, med.
examiner Washington County 1947-57. Pres.
(Me. Med. Assn. 1943-44, Me. Medico-Legal
Assn. 1938). Served to It. USN 1917-18.
Recipient Me. Med. Assn. 50-Yr. Award 1955.
d. Machias April 10 1957.
LEATHERBARROW, George Edward. A.B.
Class Agt. 1931-33. b. Portland Dec. 29
1879; m. Harriet Gilman April 10 1905.
Principal Shapleigh High Sch. 1905-06, teacher
(Milton Mills NH 1906-1 1. N. Middleboro MA
1911-13, Limerick Acad. 1912-15, Thornton
Acad. Saco 1917-47), ins. business Saco d. Saco
Jan. 5 1973.
LOWELL, Clifford Elmer. A.B. magna cum
laude. Kapp? Sigma. b. Gorham Aug. 30
1880; m. Edith Henry June 8 1910. Teacher
Calif. Military Acad. Santa Monica 1906-09,
high sch. Berkeley CA (teacher 1909-20, dept.
head history & economics 1916-20), state bank
examiner 1920-50 (chief examiner 1927-50). d.
Oakland CA July 10 1974.*
LUNT, William Edward. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; L.H.D. 1929; A.M.
Harvard 1905; Ph.D. Harvard 1908; L.H.D.
Princeton 1950; L.H.D. Haverford Coll. 1952.
Zeta Psi. Alumni Council 1934-37. Overseer
1939-56. Recipient: Alumni Achievement
Award 1937. b. Lisbon Jan. 13 1882; m.
Elizabeth Atkinson Dec. 5 1910; ch.: William
Jr., Robert '42 Asst. govt. Harvard 1905-07,
instr. history & govt. Univ. Wise. 1908-10,
Sheldon fellow Harvard 1910-11, Thomas
Brackett Reed Prof, of History & Political
Science Bowdoin 1911-12, prof. English
Cornell 1912-17, Haverford Coll. (prof. English
& const, history 1917-52, emeritus 1952-56).
Pres. Mediaeval Acad, of Am. 1951-54, instr.
grad. course Univ. Penn. 1944-45. Chief Italian
Div. Am. Committee to Negotiate Peace Paris
France 1918-19. Recipient: Mediaeval Acad,
of Am. Haskins Medal 1941. Author: Papal
Revenues in the Middle Ages (1934), Financial
Relations of the Papacy to England to 1937
(1934-62), History of England (1957), The
Valuation of Norwich; assoc. ed. Am.
Historical Review (1945-47); contbr. d.
Haverford PA Nov. 10 1956.
MARTIN, George Dudley. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Camden Sept. 1 1881; m. Mary Grinnell
June 19 1907. With W.B. Franklin & Co. NYC
1904-05, with A. H. Bickmore & Co. NYC
1905-09. Dir., asst. treas. (Nat. Light. Heat &
Power Co.; Bennington Electric Co.; Paris IL
City Gas & Electric Co.; Marshall MO Light,
Heat & Power Co.; Hoosick Falls NY
Illuminating Co.); treas., dir. Twin State Gas &
Electric Co.; treas. (Pana IL Gas & Electric
Co., Lexington MO Gas & Electric Co.); dir.
Taylorville IL Gas & Electric Co. d. NYC Oct.
5 1909.
MAYO, Harold Elmon. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Hampden April 3 1882; m. Florence
Haskell 1918, m. Maude Norman 1945. Bond
salesman 1904-08 (Boston, NYC), with Great
Northern Paper Co. 1909-12, payroll auditor
compensation & liability dept. Travelers Ins.
Co. Bangor 1916-27, A.B. Haskell Co. Bangor
1927-34 (treas.. general mgr.). ins. examiner
State of Me. Augusta 1938-56. ret. 1956. d.
Winthrop May 14 1973.
McCUTCHEON, Raymond John. Bowdoin
1900-01. Delta Upsilon. b. Hallowell Feb. 18
1884. res. unknown.
McRAE, Merton Asa. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Wesley Dec. 21 1881; m. Edna Donahoe
June 1 1905. With Chesapeake & Potomac Tel.
Co. Baltimore MD 1904-08, New Eng. Invest.
6 Securities Co. Boston, Williamsport Paper
Co. PA 1908-11, sales mgr. Grand Union Tea
Co. Wheeling WV 1911-?, salesman Tinkham
Brothers Inc. Jamestown NY, Tri-State Paper
Co. Cumberland MD 1928-52, ret. 1952, with
Algonquin Hotel Cumberland MD, New
Century Hotel Romney WV (night clerk, asst.
mgr.). d. Cumberland MD Dec. 26 1967.
MERRYMAN. Alphonso Clyde. A.B., A.M.
1906. b. Freeport Jan. 19 1882; m. Annie
Harrington Aug. 24 1909. Asst. biology
Bowdoin 1904-06, teacher (Milwaukee WI
Acad. 1906-09, high sch. Superior WI 1909-12).
d. Superior WI Dec. 7 1912.
OAKES, Herbert Henry. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Auburn Feb. 14 1882; s. of Wallace K.
'70; m. Emma Armstrong Dec. 10 1908; ch.:
Virginia. Int. Banking Corp. (NYC 1904-05.
London England 1905-06, Manila P.I. 1906-08,
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NYC 1908-18), head foreign exchange dept.
First Nat. Bank Boston 1918-28. d. Boston
Aug. 3 1928.
PACKARD, Cyrus Franklin. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Lewiston April 15 1881; m. Winifred
Holt, m. Louise Devoe Nov. 15 1925; ch.:
George, Cyrus Jr., Alice. General agt. Avon
Mills Lewiston 1904-23, with Bath Iron Works
1941-46, ret. 1946. Trustee Peoples Savings
Bank Lewiston 1907-60. d. Dunedin FL March
12 1969.
PALMER, Harry Lane. A.B., A.M. (hon.)
1951. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni Council
1928-31, 1936-39; Overseer 1934-57 (Emeritus
1957); Sesquicentennial Fund Campaign
(chmn. spec, gifts committee 1947-49, exec. dir.
1949-53). Recipient: Alumni Achievement
Award 1934. Fund established in his memory
for maintenance of pianos & purchasing of
recordings for the Harvey Dow Gibson Hall of
Music 1959. b. Skowhegan Jan. 28 1881; m.
Madeline Hancock 1951. N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC
(commercial engineer & dist. mgr. 1904-13, div.
mgr. 1913-17), H. K. McCann Co. NYC
(general mgr. & dir. 1917-22, v.pres. & dir.
1922-38), ret. 1938. Dir. U.S. Potash Co.
1936-48, exec. Am. Red Cross Great Britain &
W. Eur. 1943-45. d. Skowhegan Nov. 1957.*
PHIPPS, Maurice Bowman. Spec. 1900-01.
b. Chelsea MA Nov. 8 1880; m. Maude
Haggerty April 4 1907. With Nat. Hamilton
Bank Boston 1902-05, mining 1905-10 (NV,
NM, Honduras & Mexico Central Am.),
newspaper & magazine work Boston 1910-?,
advt. Los Angeles CA ca. 1925, newspaper ed.
Ft. Worth TX. d. Ft. Worth TX Aug. 26 1959.
POWERS, Wallace Merton. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Alumni Council 1924-27, 1941-44; Alumni
Fund dir. 1931-34; class agt. 1933-68. b.
Fryeburg July 18 1882; m. Sarah Merriman
April 23 1910; ch.: Susan, Sally. Journalist
NYC 1904-15 (N.Y. Herald, N.Y. Tribune),
publicity & advt. 1915-21 (Triangle Film Corp.,
Artcraft Films), publicity rep. 1921-26 (Epis. &
Unitarian Churches, Unitarian Layman's
League Boston), Boston Transcript 1926-37
(city ed., make-up ed.), copy ed. N.Y. Times
1937-57, ret. 1957. Press relations WWI
(YMCA Nat. War Work council, United War
Work), d. Jackson Heights NY April 10 1968.*
PURINGTON, George Colby, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Brunswick Dec. 5 1880, s. of
George C. '78; m. Ethel Sincock Feb. 16 1909,
m. Anne Winchester Aug. 25 1928; ch.: George
III. Principal high sch. Houlton 1904-05; with
Longmans, Green & Co. Boston ca. 1909-?;
New Eng. rep. Scott, Foresman & Co. Boston
1916; with Ryan & Buker Inc. Boston ca. 1920;
with Bertram, Griscom & Co. Boston; with
Harris, Forbes & Co. Boston 1918-23;
principal high sch. (Ft. Fairfield 1923-25,
Sanford 1925-42). d. Sanford Sept. 19 1942.
PUTNAM, Fred Lysander. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Overseer 1942-64 (Emeritus 1964-74).
b. Houlton Nov. 18 1880; m. Mary Pearce
Jan. 19 1910; ch.: Cordelia, Albert. Supt. schs.
Houlton 1904-09, pres. Fred L. Putnam Inc.
Houlton 1904-70, co-prop. Putnam Brothers
Co. Houlton 1908-45, assoc. Gulf Oil Co.
1910-45, agriculture 1945-66. Pres. (Houlton
Agricultural Soc, board of trustees Ricker
Classical Inst. & Jr. Coll. 1939-52), dir.
(Houlton Trust Co., Bangor & Aroostook RR
1940-74), member Me. Potato Tax committee,
hon. trustee Ricker Coll. 1967, head (S.
Aroostook Red Cross WWII, board of trustees
Unitarian Church 20 yrs.). Recipient: C. of C.
Man of the Year Award Houlton 1967, Ricker
Potato 1970. d. Houlton Sept. 12 1974.*
ROBERTS, Wilbur Garfield. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Alfred June 10 1880. Agriculture Alfred
1904-71, entomologist Me. Dept. of
Agriculture Sanford 1909-10. d. Sanford
March 25 1971.
ROBINSON, Harold Wood. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lewiston April 23 1881; m.
Lucille Bayley July 22 1923. With wholesale
paper co. Auburn 1904-07, with B. F. Wood
Music Co. Boston 1907-50 (pres. 1921-50), ret.
1950. Sec.-treas. Boston Music Publishers'
Assn., member board of assessors Nahant MA.
d. Lynn MA May 21 1964.
ROWE, William Thomas. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Med. Sch. 1907. Kappa Sigma. b.
Portland Sept. 15 1881; m. Marion Littlefield
May 12 1909; ch.: Catherine, Elizabeth,
William, Linwood, Barbara, Sally, John. Intern
Portland 1907-08, physician & surgeon
Rumford 1908-48, ret. 1948. Sch. trustee
Rumford 1929-48. d. Portland May 5 1955.
SARGENT, Fitz Edward. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma. b. Falmouth Oct. 6 1881.
Business Enterprise IA 1905-06, agriculture
(Falmouth 1906-10, Pembroke MA 1910-12),
member (Sargent Fish Co. Portland; Sargent,
Lord & Co. Portland), agriculture Falmouth
7-1946. Served to cpl. USA 1918-19. d.
Portland Aug. 15 1946.
SAUNDERS, Harry Clayton. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1908. Kappa Sigma, b. Portland Feb. 26
1882; m. Mary White; ch.: Harry Jr., Mrs.
Wesleyan S. Manning. Physician (Castine
1909-11, NYC 1911-49, Mt. Vernon NY
1944-49), clinical prof. N.Y. Univ. Med. Sch.
Served to maj. MCUSA 1917-19. d. Mt.
Vernon NY Nov. 27 1949.
SAWYER, Alfred Loomis. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1907. b. Lisbon Dec. 25 1882; s. of
Alfred D. M'80; m. Tressa Roberts Sept. 22
1913, m. Eva Mills June 21 1924; ch.: Tom,
Herbert, Alfred, Robert. Physician Ft.
Fairfield 1907-39. Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1918-19. d. Millinocket Aug. 14 1939.
SEXTON, Walter Howard. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Billerica MA April 4 1881. Business
1904-11 (Pawtucket RI, Somerville MA),
teacher (high sch. Portsmouth NH 1911-12,
White Plains NY 1912-14). head commerce
dept. Tempe AZ Normal Sch. 1917-20. d.
Tempe AZ April 6 1921.
SHOREY, Arthur Carlton. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Bath Sept. 16 1881; m. Emma Gibbs Dec. 12
1916; ch.: Patience, Mary, Arthur Jr. Teacher
Higgins Classical Inst. Charleston 1904-05, Int.
Banking Corp. (London England, NYC,
Mexico City Mexico 1905-09; Hong Kong,
Yokohama Japan, Manila P.I. 1909-14;
Panama Central Am. 1915-16; Santo Domingo
Dominican Republic 1917; NYC 1917-27),
Nat. City Bank NYC (asst. controller 1927-28,
asst. v.pres. 1928-46), ret. 1946. Treas. Am.
Asiatic Assn. 1924-46. d. Portland April 8 1959.
SMALL, Edward Durgin. A.B. cum laude. b.
Portland Dec. 4 1880. Sports ed. (Portland
Argus 1904-19; Portland Evening Express,
Portland Sunday Telegram 1919-36), ret. 1936.
Named to Me. Baseball Hall of Fame 1970. d.
Providence RI May 10 1939.
SMITH, Ralph Stanley. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Upsilon. b.
Newburgh Dec. 9 1880; m. Myrtle Ellingwood
Aug. 23 1905; ch.: Ralph Jr., Nancy. Teacher
Fryeburg Acad. 1904-06, principal (high sch.
Sterling MA 1906-07, Fryeburg Acad. 1907,
Washington Acad. E. Machias 1907-21, high
sch. Adams MA 1921-24), supt. schs. Adams
MA 1924-32. Trustee public library Adams
MA. d. Adams MA July 5 1932.
SNYDER, John Frederick. A.B., B.D. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1902. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Birstein Germany Dec. 7 1873; m. Lucy
Kimball July 1904; ch.: John, Robert. Minister
Congr. Church (Winterport 1904-07, Danville
VT 1907-13, Windsor VT 1913-16), agriculture
& temporary minister Acton MA 1 9 16-? d.
Maplewood NJ Aug. 1960.
SPEAR, Austin Edward. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma, b. Rockland May 20 1881; m.
Anita Woolley Aug. 26 1908, m. Inez Ginder
July 1929; ch.: Roberta, Ellen, John. Teacher
(Lancaster MA 1904-05, NYC 1906), prof.
German & Spanish Norwich Univ. Northfield
VT 1906-11, teacher (Scarsdale NY 1911-14,
NYC 1914-24, Brooklyn NY 1926-35). d.
Hempstead NY March 10 1935.
TROTT, Harold Charles. A.B. b. Portland
Feb. 25 1882. With Milliken, Cousins & Short
Clark-Eddy Co. Portland 1904-12; salesman
Mills & Gibbs NYC 1912-18; with Eastman
Bros. & Bancroft Portland 1919-20; with R.H.
Stearns Co. Boston 1920-21. d. Portland May 2
1921.
WALKER, Donald Stone. A.B. 1906, B.L.
Brooklyn Law Sch. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Liberty Sept. 16 1881. Real estate & lumber
NYC 1904-57. Pvt. USA 1917-19. d. Brooklyn
NY Feb. 2 1957.
WHITNEY, George Burgess. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1908. b. Natick MA July 27 1881; m.
Charlotte Brainerd July 1 1914; ch.: John,
Theodore. Physician Haverhill MA 1909-37.
Member sch. board Haverhill 1922-26.
co-founder Pentucket Assn. of Physicians, d.
Boston Nov. 19 1937.
WILDER, Gerald Gardner. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1929.
General Alumni Assn. (treas. 1916-23. sec.
1924-44). Cataloguing room in Hawth.-Long.
Library1 a memorial to him. b. Pembroke
April 30 1879; m. Kathleen Hobart July 16
1908. Bowdoin (asst. in library 1904-06, asst.
librarian 1906-16. librarian 1916-44). Me.
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Library Assn. (pres. 1913-14, 1916; sec.
1905-12; v.pres. 1912-13). Ed. (General
Catalogue of the Non-Graduates of Bowdoin
1794-1915, Bowdoin Catalogue 1911-42,
General Catalogue of Bowdoin 1794-1912,
Church Calendar First Parish Church
Brunswick 1920-44). d. Brunswick June 28
1944.
WILDES, Walter Keene. A.B., M.F. Yale
1910. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Skowhegan
June 9 1881; m. Ruth Beattie Feb. 22 1907, m.
Florence Hale 1931, m. Marguerite Lamb
1938. Mfg. Skowhegan 1904-05, with Am.
Woolen Co. NYC 1905-08, asst. state forester
Burlington VT 1910-11, N.J. Excelsior Co.
NYC & Auburn NY 1911-17 (consulting
forester, pres.), sales & mfg. public utilities NY
1911-48, v.pres. Empire Paper Products Co.
NYC 1920-25, dir. & sec. Ordinance
Production Corp. 1941-45, ret. Inspector
Bureau of Aircraft Production USA 1918-19. d.
Auburn Dec. 27 1970.
Class of 1905
BRADBURY, Edward Joseph. Bowdoin
1901-03. Zeta Psi. b. Saco Dec. 14 1881; m.
Cornelia Cushman Nov. 22 1914; ch.: Edna,
Joseph. Pharmacist Saco 1907-30, sales mgr.
Columbus OH 1930-48. d. Columbus OH June
6 1948.
BRADFORD, Edgar Wild. Bowdoin 1901-02,
A.B. Princeton 1906, LL.B. Harvard 1912. b.
Duxbury MA Nov. 23 1883. Atty. Providence
RI 1912-18, U.S. v.consul Trinidad B.W.I.
1918, with U.S. Treasury Dept. Washington
DC 1918-23, atty. Providence 1923-63, ret.
1963. d. Providence RI July 13 1974.
BRETT, John Hall. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Delta Phi. Scholarship fund established in his
memory 1957. b. Auburn Sept. 25 1884; m.
Tedesco Greenley. Assoc. Int. Banking Corp.
1905-28 (London England 1905-06, Shanghai
China 1905-11, Canton China 1911-?, Peking
China, Tientsen China 7-1928), mgr. Siam
Commercial Bank Bankok Siam 1932-38, ret.
1949. d. Santa Barbara CA Dec. 21 1956.
BRIMIJOIN, William Stephen. A.B., A.M.
1907. b. Lisbon Falls Jan. 12 1884; m.
Nadine Edwards Jan. 1 1908, m. Anna Owen
April 28 1910; ch.: Ellen, Mary, Elizabeth.
Asst. chemistry Bowdoin 1905-06, E.I. Du Pont
de Nemours Powder Co. (acid supervisor
Landing NJ 1906-12; asst. supt. Birmingham
AL 1912-13, Emporium PA 1913-14), Hercules
Powder Co. (asst. supt. Joplin MO 1914-18,
supt. 1918-22; supt. Jefferson AL 1922-24; asst.
supt. Kenvil NJ 1924-30; supt. Emporium PA
1930-31, safety engineer 1931-37). d.
Middletown DE March 23 1937.
BROWN, Ralph Prentiss. Bowdoin 1902-04.
Kappa Sigma. b. Greenville June 28 1883;
m. Lois Hamilton Sept. 6 1905, m. Gladys
Watson May 1930; ch.: Priscilla, Rachel.
Merc. Greenville 1904-18, Fisk Tire Co. (dist.
mgr. Bangor 1918-22, office mgr. Portland
1922-28), treas. Pine Tree Tire Co. Portland
1928-34, mgr. Firestone Tire Co. 1934-37
(Lewiston, Manchester NH). Town clerk
Greenville 1905-15. d. Oct. 9 1937.
BURROUGHS, Ernest Henry Redding. A.B.,
LL.B. Harvard 1908. Zeta Psi. b. Boston
Sept. 26 1877; m. Edna Buck Oct. 7 1909; ch.:
Marion. Atty. Boston 1909-53. Served to It.
Mass. State Guard WWI, atty. Somerville MA
Draft Board, d. Wakefield MA Nov. 8 1953.*
CAMPBELL, Morris O'Brien. A.B. magna
cum laude, LL.B. Harvard 1908. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Cherryfield May 10 1883; m.
Martha Wilson Sept. 4 1909; ch.: Morris Jr.,
Deborah, Caroline. Claims atty. Boston &
Albany RR Boston 1908-48. d. Boston Jan. 18
1948.*
CHASE, Stanley Perkins. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1906;
Ph.D. Harvard 1911. Faculty rep. Alumni
Council 1934-35. Chase Barn Chamber named
in his memory, memorial lamps in front of the
Moulton Union dedicated to his memory 1954.
b. Portland April 4 1884; m. Helen Johnson
June 21 1912. Asst. English Harvard 1906-07,
instr. English literature Northwestern Univ.
1907-09, Union Coll. (instr. English 1911-12,
asst. prof. 1912-19, assoc. prof. 1919-25),
Bowdoin (lectr. English literature 1925, prof.
1925-26, Henry Leland Chapman Prof, of
English Literature 1926-51). Sec. Bowdoin
chapter Phi Beta Kappa 1925-48, pres. 1948;
senator United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa
1946-51. Transl.: The Pearl (1932), co-ed.:
English Poetry in the Nineteenth Century, d.
Brunswick Jan. 21 1951.
CLARKE, James Arthur. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Nobleboro Sept. 25 1881; s. of James W. '73;
m. Clarissa Laughlin Aug. 5 1908; ch.:
Thomas, Nancy, James Jr. Agt. N.Y. Life Ins.
Co. Portland 1905-40. Recipient: Sr. Nylic life
ins. award 1928. d. Boston June 12 1940.
CLEAVES, Charles Poole. A.B. magna cum
laude, grad. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1893. b. N.
Yarmouth Nov. 4 1869; m. Alice Lawrence
June 12 1893; ch.: Mary, Margaret, Chester.
Pastor (Enosburg VT 1893-94; Waterford
1896-98; Standish 1898-1900; Robbinston, Red
Beach 1900-01; Buxton 1901-02; Bar Mills,
Groveville, 1902-03; Winthrop 1905-06;
Limerick 1907-10), clerg. & optometrist
(Andover NH 1910-13, Ossipee NH 1913-16,
Litchfield NH 1916-22, Alton NH 1922-24,
Center Harbor NH 1924-30), optometrist
Laconia NH 1930-32. Poet, contbr. d. Laconia
NH Oct. 8 1932.
COLE, Herbert Francis. Bowdoin 1901-02.
Delta Upsilon. b. S. Portland Nov 16 1883;
m. Marion Smith. Clerk Portland 1902-06, with
General Electric Co. (Lynn MA 1906-?, exec.
Pittsburgh PA), d. Mountonboro NH June 3
1952.
COOK, Charles Bayley. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland Sept. 21 1882. Clerk Portland
1905-08; artist Woodstock NY 1908-17?; treas.
Cook, Everett & Pennell Co. Portland 1921-32.
d. Portland Feb. 29 1932.
CUSHING, Ralph Norwood. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Class agt. 1953-66. b. Thomaston July 4
1883; m. Mary Dalrymple May 6 1909, m.
Nida Eldred 1945. In business with father
Thomaston 1905-06; advt. Chicago IL 1906-49
(Lord & Thomas, Vanderhoof & Co.); public
relations Fred Robbins; Presba, Fellers &
Presba 1940-49 (account exec, media dir.); ret.
1949. Knox County General Hospital
(incorporator 1951-66, trustee 1952-66, treas.
1954-66). d. Rockland May 18 1966.*
CUSHING, Walter Samuel. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Skowhegan Dec. 27 1880. With
Int. Banking Corp. 1905-09 (NYC, London
England, Yokohama Japan, Hong Kong
China), d. Monrovia CA Aug. 9 1910.
DAMREN, Kenneth Howard. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Auburn March 16 1882; m. Ruth
Blanchard; ch.: Maxine, Marion. Atty. Boston
1908-09, real estate Shaw Lumber Co. Boston
1909- 11, state personnel officer Boston
1912-30, Suffolk County personnel
administrator Boston 1930-50, ret. 1950. With
Colpitts Travel Agency Boston ca. 1920, pres.
Camp Allen for the Blind Inc. 1937-49,
Commonwealth Cooperative Bank Boston
1937-50 (dir., v.pres.). d. St. Petersburgh FL
Feb. 1 1957.
DAVIS, Raymond. A.B. magna cum laude,
M.F. Yale 1907. Psi Upsilon. b. Portland
Sept. 5 1883; m. Emilie Girardon Aug. 31 1920.
Lumber business Cloquet MN 1907-09,
pomologist N. Yakima WA 1909-?,
construction worker, relief work Serbian Child
Welfare Assn. Serbia & Greece 1919-20, U.S.
consul (Aden Arabia 1921-24, Paris France
1924-29, Rosario Argentina 1929-32, Prague
Czechoslovakia 1932-33). Served to capt. USA
1917-19. d. Prague Czechoslovakia June 24
1933.
DAY, Frank. A.B. Kappa Sigma, b. Trevett
July 18 1876; ch.: Mrs. John Tivnan, Mrs.
Edward Killian, Mrs. James Calio. Teacher
(High Hall Sch. W. Hartford CT 1905-06,
several sch. Hartford CT 1906-10), v.principal
1910- 11, principal Hartford (New Park Ave.
Sch. 1912-24, jr. high sch. 1915-34, New Park
Ave. Sch. 1934-45), ret. 1945. Commercial
fly-tying. Poet: My Book of Rhymes (1967). d.
Hartford CT Aug. 20 1972.
DENNING, Ansel Cyrus. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Oxford July 19 1880; m.
Elizabeth Cuskley June 24 1908; 1 child. With
Milliken Higgins Co. Herkimer NY 1905-06,
supt. Nat. Fiber Board Co. Kennebunk
1906-07, mgr. Herkimer NY Fibre Co. 1908-?,
supt. leather board dept. Endicott- Johnson
Co. Johnson City NY 7-1923. d. Johnson City
NY July 17 1923.
DONNELL, Charles Joseph. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Bath June 24 1884; m. Mary Strong Oct. 1
1
1916; ch.: Jane, Barbara, Mary. Int. Banking
Corp. 1904-22 (NYC 1905-06; London
England 1906-07; Manila P.I. 1907-10; Cebu
P.I. 1910-12; Manila P.I. 1912-13; Kobe
Japan; Cebu P.I.; Singapore 1914-?; Hong
Kong China; Tientsin China 7-1922), exchange
broker Tientsin China 1922-30, ret. 1930,
invest, counselor Kalamazoo MI 1935-45,
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estate management Kalamazoo 1945-?, ret.
1966. d. Bath Jan. 5 1970.
EATON, Robert Knight. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Providence RI July 31 1883; m.
Lena Brayton Aug. 15 1908; ch.: Russell,
Roxana. Apprentice machinist Whitin
Machine Works Whitinsville MA 1906-09, asst.
supt. Ashburnham MA Mills 1909-10, agt.'s
asst. Cabot Mfg. Co. Brunswick 1910-23, with
Pine Tree Pulp Co. Gardiner, textile sch.
Clemson Coll. (prof, carding & spinning
1923-49, acting dean 1941-45, head textile
placement bureau 1945-49), ret. 1949. Served to
1st It. USA 1917-18. d. Clemson SC March 16
1949.
EMERY, James Newell. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Eden June 11 1884; m. Olive Grishee June 30
1914; ch.: Donald. Journalist Bar Harbor
1905-12, atty. Bar Harbor 1912-13, supt. schs.
Dover-Foxcroft Union Dist. 1913-15, ed. Bar
Harbor Times 1915-17, dist. principal
Pawtucket RI 1917-54, ret. 1954. Contbr.,
author Bowdoin Half a Century Ago 1956. d.
Pawtucket RI Oct. 28 1959.
FINN, James Gregory. A.B., LL.B. St.
Lawrence Univ. 1909. Alpha Delta Phi. Class
agt. 1947-48. b. Lewiston Jan. 30 1879; m.
Blanche GaNun Aug. 3 1929. With Title
Guarantee & Trust Co. Brooklyn NY 1905-09,
atty. NYC 1909-42, asst. corp. counsel City of
N.Y. 1913-42, ret. 1942. Served to capt. USA
1916-23; awarded Mexican Border Medal,
Silver Star, French Legion of Honor, Purple
Heart (2). d. Miami FL Sept. 15 1957.*
FINN, William Francis, Jr. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Natick MA July 21 1882; m. Marion Graves
Nov. 2 1911; ch.: Elizabeth, Marion. With
Western Electric Co. NYC 1905-07, general
ins. Seattle WA 1907-55. d. Seattle WA April
16 1955.
FOSTER, George Adams. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Med. Sch. 1908.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Le Mars IA March 8
1883; s. of George W. '68; m. Edith Griffin
July 25 1910; ch.: George, Grace. Physician
(Winn 1909-10, Sacramento CA 1911-36, Grass
Valley CA 1936-48), chief surgeon State
Veterans' Home Yountville CA 1948-53,
physician 1953-59, ret. 1959. d. San Carlos CA
Dec. 27 1962.
GARCELON, Harold Webb. A.B., M.D. &
CM. McGill 1908. b. Lewiston April 21
1883; m. Gertrude Anger 1912; ch.: Alonzo
'36, Barbara. Physician Lewiston 1912-43, chief
surgeon St. Mary's Hospital Lewiston.
Member superintending sch. committee
Auburn 1933-43 (pres. 1940-43). L.R.C.P.S.E.,
F.A.C.S., F.A.C.P. Univ. Edinburgh, d.
Auburn April 17 1943.*
GREENE, Harold Frederick. Bowdoin 1903-04.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Machias Jan. 25 1881.
Banking (Boston 1901-05, NYC 1905-09),
invest. Albany NY 1909-15, banker NYC
1915-30. d. Brookline MA Dec. 10 1930.
GREENE, Philip Kilborn. A.B. magna cum
laude. Delta Upsilon. b. Otisfield April 14
1883. Teacher Mt. Herman Sch. Northfield
MA 1905-07. d. Mt. Hermon MA July 2 1907.
HAGGETT, Benjamin Stimpson. A.B. cum
laude. Kappa Sigma, b. Bath Oct. 2 1883; m.
Anna Young Aug. 19 1908; ch.: Benjamin Jr.
Principal high sch. Alfred 1905-06, teacher
(high sch. Bath 1906-07, Asbury Park NJ
1907-16), chmn. social studies dept. high sch.
Newark NJ 1916-48, ret. 1948. d. Bath Feb. 23
1962.
HALL, Robert Elwyn. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1908. Zeta Psi. b. Monson March 19 1883; s.
of Crowell C. M'76; m. Mabel Bathgate June 9
1909; ch.: Jane, Patricia. Atty. (Dover 1908-20,
liability claims dept. Aetna Life Ins. Co.
Hartford CT 1920-28), assoc. counsel the Four
Aetna Life Co. 1928-54, ret. 1954. Dir. Kineo
Trust Co. 1914-20, Piscataquis County atty.,
chmn. policy forms committee Nat.
Automobile Underwriting Assn. 16 yrs. d. W.
Hartford CT Aug. 7 1962.
HAMILTON, Everett Woodbury. A.B. cum
laude. Kappa Sigma, b. Cumberland Dec. 12
1884; m. Edith Hulbert June 20 1913, m. Anna
Schmidt Oct. 9 1943. Teacher high sch.
Willimantic CT 1905-06; with Int. Banking
Corp. & Seaboard Nat. Bank NYC 1906-08;
master Choate Sch. Wallingford CT 1908-09;
financial reporter & analyst Wall St. Journal
NYC 1909-16; managing ed. Commercial West
Mnpls. MN 1916-19; asst. financial ed. a
Frank Munsey newspaper 1919-22; market
letter writer Clark, Dodge & Co. 1922-27;
statistician & confidential consultant Watson
& White NYC 1927-38; with Kohler, Fish &
Co. NYC 1938-?; research analyst Merrill,
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith NYC; ret.
1949. d. Daytona Beach FL Aug. 25 1964.
HARVEY, Edwin LaForrest. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Gorham NH April 24 1884; m. Alice Tedder
Nov. 20 1912, m. Margaret Brown Feb. 2 1929.
Journalist NYC 1905-45 (N.Y. Globe 1905-08,
N.Y. Times 1908-12, asst. city ed. N.Y.
Evening Journal 1912-16), ret. 1945. Managing
ed. Fox Movietone News 1929-34, pres. Forty
Plus Club NYC 1940-41, asst. publicity dir.
Democratic Nat. Committee 1916, dir. (Soc. of
the Salurians 1938-46; Embassy Theater
1929-32 NYC, London, Paris, Berlin). Served
as an asst. sr. censor Office of Censorship
1941-45. d. NYC Aug. 18 1953.
HENDERSON, Walton Thomas. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Webster Oct. 30 1881. Instr.
Fryeburg Acad. 1905-07, Metallurgist Tiro
General Mining Co. Charcas Mexico 1907-08,
Zapatilla Mining Co. San Lius Potosi Mexico
1908-09 (supt., cyanide chemist), supt. Cia
Exploradora de Jalisco Hostotipaquillo Mexico
1909- 10, mgr. Eldorado Mining Co. Amatian
de Canas Tepic Mexico 1910-11, engineer
Amparo Mining Co. Etzatlan Jalisco Mexico
1912-?, foreman Angangueo Michoacan
Mexico, Ocotlan Oaxaco Mexico, Taviche
Oaxaco Mexico, general supt. Campania
Minera El Jajo Hostoti Paquillo Mexico
?-1940. d. Hostotipaquillo Jalisco Mexico July
28 1940.
HILL, Herbert Staples. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. b. Saco July 24 1883; m.
Clara Hendrickson July 25 1910; ch.: Louise,
Robert, Mrs. John Hinman. Principal (high
sch. Cornish 1905-07, high sch. Yarmouth
1907-09, high sch. Wells 1911-14, Foxcroft
Acad. 1914-18), prof, agricultural education
Univ. Me. 1918-47, dir. agricultural education
State Dept. of Education Augusta 1918-48, ret.
1948. Organized State of Me. chapter Future
Farmers of Am. 1926, member Me. Farm
Security Advisory committee 1939. d. Portland
July 14 1964.
LAIDLEY, Paul. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b. St.
Louis MO Oct. 13 1882; m. Alice Knight Oct.
13 1910; ch.: Paul Jr. With Victor Chem. Co.
Works St. Louis 1905-17, with R. E. Laidley
Lumber Co. St. Louis 1919-?, real estate St.
Louis. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19, served
with Nat. Guard Officers Reserve Corps
WWII. d. St. Louis MO 1967.
LERMOND, Henry Alfred. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Warren Jan. 1 1 1878. Teacher Thornton Acad.
Saco 1905-07. d. Saco March 5 1907.
LEWIS, Henry. A.B. Psi Upsilon. Class agt.
1937-39. b. Gardiner Nov. 20 1881; s. of
Weston '72; m. Ella Burlingame Sept. 3 1910;
ch.: Weston II '36, William. With Charles H.
Gilman Co. Portland 1906-09, with C. E.
Dennison Co. Boston 1909-12, Charles H.
Gilman Co. Portland (partner 1912-?, prop. &
pres. ca. 1930-64). Pres. Calais Water & Power
Co., v.pres. Home for Aged Men, trustee
(Portland Savings Bank, Portland Acad.),
member advisory boards (Home for Aged
Women, Children's Home, Eunice Frye Home,
Clark Home, Opportunity Farm), d. Portland
Feb. 8 1964.*
MANSFIELD, Harry Milton. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Jonesport Jan. 29 1883; m.
Lillian Sawyer Jan. 1 1909; ch.: Ellery, Lillian,
Rosalie. Fish packing business Jonesport
1905-21, general store & ins. business 1921-30.
Artist, d. Calais July 11 1933.*
MARR, Harold Everett. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Upsilon. Class agt. 1939-41. b. Clinton Dec.
10 1883; m. Mildred Bowen; ch.: Harold Jr.,
Mildred. Principal high sch. Searsport 1905-06.
1907; served with USA (2nd It. 1908-11, 1st It.
1911-16, capt. 1916-20, maj. 1920-32, It. col.
1932-37, col. 1937-40); ret. 1940. d. Bangor
Feb. 11 1947.
MARSTON, James Philip. Bowdoin 1901-03,
A.B. Columbia 1905. Delt? Kappa Epsilon.
b. Hallowell March 13 1885; m. Lottie
Johnson. Teacher & coach NYC 1908-10 (pvt.
sch., high sch.), teacher Stuyvesant High Sch.
NYC 1910-38, ret. 1938. Contbr. d. Jesup GA
May 13 1966.*
McCOBB, Arthur Lewis. A.B. cum laude. A.M.
Harvard 1910, Ph.D. Johns Hopkins 1917.
Delta Upsilon. b. Boothbay Harbor Sept. 24
1883. Teacher (Pingry Sch. Elizabeth NJ
1905-06. Adirondack-Fla. Sch. Rainbow Lake
NY 1907-09), asst. prof, modern langs. Trinity
Coll. Durham NC 1910-12. instr. German
Harvard 1912-14, Clark Coll. (instr. German
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1914-15, asst. prof. 1915-16), asst. prof. M.I.T.
1917-18, asst. mgr. Rohm & Haas Co. Buenos
Aires Argentina 1919-21. Ensign USN 1918. d.
Buenos Aires Argentina Jan. 30 1921.
MIKELS, Frank Mikelsky. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1910. b. Rockland Aug. 22 1880; m.
Delia Marx June 1915; ch.: Elaine, Annette,
Selma, Jean. Acting asst. surgeon Portland
1910-11 (USPHS, USMC Hospital Service),
physician (Greystone Park NJ 1911-15, Denver
CO 1915, Long Beach CA 1916-41). Trustee
Seaside Hospital Long Beach. Served with
USA. d. Los Angeles CA Aug. 20 1941.*
MUCH, Rupert MacConnell. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Phila. PA Feb. 17 1884; m. Emma
Beck June 5 1912; ch.: Rupert Jr., Doris. Supt.
Metropolitan Steamship Co. NYC 1905-10,
circulation mgr. Curtis Publishing Co. Phila.
1910-14, general mgr. Hudson Navigation Co.
NYC 1914-18, treas. Va. Shipbuilding Co.
Alexandria VA 1918-21, pres. U.S. Steamship
Co. Augusta 1921-23, business management
consultant (Phila. 1923-30, Boston 1930-42),
consultant USN Danisville RI 1942-44, pres.
R. M. Much & Assoc. Boston 1944-?, ret.
Directorships in more than 100 companies, d.
Perkasie PA Sept. 5 1958.
NEWTON, John Edward. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Yale 1906; B.D.
Bangor Sem. 1958. b. London England Sept.
9 1872; m. Edna Harvey June 19 1900; ch.:
Donald, Helen. Pastor (Lyman 1898-1900,
Eliot 1900-03, Woolwich 1903-05, Jewett City
CT 1905-08, New Haven CT 1908-13, First
Congr. Church Rockland 1913-19, Westville
Congr. Church New Haven CT 1919-42), ret.
1942, Short Beach Union Chapel Branford CT
(pastor 1942-52, emeritus 1952-63), ret. 1952.
Served as sec. YMCA 1917-18. Author: The
Rogue & the Witch (1955). d. New Haven CT
Aug. 20 1963.*
NORCROSS, Winfield Irvin. A.B. b. Butte
MT June 4 1884. res. unknown.
NORTON, Joseph French. Bowdoin 1901-02.
b. Farmington June 22 1881; m. Ruth
Gooden Oct. 15 1908; ch.: Rachel. Merc.
(Farmington 1902-15, Silver City NM
1915-18), confectioner Pinebluff NC 1925-26.
d. Pinebluff NC Feb. 24 1926.
NORTON, William John. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Sc.D. 1938; LL.D.
Wayne State Univ. 1934; LL.D. Univ. Mich.
1941. Beta Theta Pi. b. Whitehead Is. April 8
1883; m. Effie Comstock Sept. 3 1908; ch.:
John, James '34, Florence, William Jr. '38.
Reporter Cleveland OH Press, social work
(Maxwell House Brooklyn NY 1905, Goodrich
House Cleveland 1905-09), sec. Dept. Charities
& Corrections Cleveland 1910-12, lectr.
sociology Western Reserve Univ. 1908-12, with
Cincinnati OH Bureau of Municipal Research
1912-13, organizer & dir. Cincinnati Council of
Social Agencies (sec. 1912-17), 1st exec. dir.
Council of Social Agencies & Detroit
Community Fund (sec. 1917-30), lectr.
sociology (Univ. Mich. 1924-29, Wayne State
Univ. 1927-30). Children's Fund of Mich,
(trustee 1929-34, exec, v.pres. 1930-34), Child
Research Center League of Mich, (a founder,
sec.-treas.), organizer of forerunner of
community services, sec. (Cincinnati Flood
Relief Comm. 1913, Norman's Bldg. Fund
Campaign Detroit 1927), exec, v.pres. United
Mental Hygiene Soc. 1936, Am. Red Cross
Detroit (v.chmn. 1918-41, chmn. 1941-44),
McGregor Fund (v.chmn. 1927-70, trustee
1925-?, pres. board trustees), chmn. (Detroit
Mayor's Interracial Comm. 1942-43, Red Cross
Emergency Relief Comm. 1933-38, Cranbrook
Sch. for Boys 1933-36, Detroit Emergency
Relief Comm. 1931, Wayne County Hospital
Study Comm. 1931, Mayor's Youth Comm.
1945-47), pres. (Nat. Conf. of Social Work
1925, Greater Detroit Hospital Fund 1948-52,
Nat. Assn. of Community organizations
1920-22, Ferndale Pleasant Ridge Sch. Board
1921-29, Oakland Housing Inc. 1935-65),
Mich. Soc. for Mental Health (pres. 1953-54,
member board of dir. 1936-65, a founder 1936),
hon. member (Mich. Hospital Comm. 1939-44,
Governor's Welfare Study Comm. 1938), Mich.
State Mental Health Comm. (member 1939-47,
chmn. 1945-47, pres.). Honored as Detroit's
citizen of the yr. 1951. Recipient: Southeastern
Mich, chapter Am. Red Cross 50 yr. service
pin. Author: The Co-operative Movement in
Social Work, co-author: The Biography of a
Foundation, contbr. d. Ann Arbor Ml July 3
1975.*
NUTTER, Harold Russell. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Bangor July 13 1882. Treas.
Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co. Bangor 1905-19. d.
Bangor March 13 1919.
PARENT, Henri. Spec. 1901-02. b.
Brunswick Sept. 7 1883; married; ch.: Mrs. E.
W. White. Agt. Me. Central RR Winnecook
1901-04, agriculture Winnecook 1904-?, res.
Miami FL. Assumed dead.
PETTENGILL, Ray Waldron. A.B. magna
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1909; Ph.D. Harvard 1910. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agt. 1948-53. Library book fund
established in his memory 1975. b. Augusta
April 14 1885; m. Rachel Little Oct. 22 1910;
ch.: George '33, Daniel '37. Teacher Perkins
Sch. for the Blind MA 1905-06, instr. German
Harvard 1909-21, prof. German & English
Davidson NC Coll. 1921-22, prof. German &
Latin Skidmore Coll Saratoga Spring NY
1922-39, research work U.S. War Dept.
(Washington DC 1939-42, Arlington VA
1942-54). Recipient: War Dept. commendation
for meritous service 1946. Transl., ed. Letters
from America 1776-79, ed. & publisher
Longfellow's Boyhood Poems, co-author
several works, d. Hartford CT April 15 1973.*
PHILOON, Wallace Copeland. A.B., M.S.
1944, B.S. USMA 1909. Alpha Delta Phi.
Overseer 1941-60 (Emeritus 1960-70); class agt.
1946-47, 1966-68; Sesquicentennial Fund
chmn. 1947-49. Recipient: Alumni
Achievement Award 1948. b. Auburn Oct.
15 1883; m. Mary Grayson Oct. 20 1921; ch.:
Wallace Jr. Served to brig, general USA (inf.
officer WA, T.H. 1909-17; aide-de-camp to
commanding general Hawaiian dept. later
commanding general 40th div. 1917-18;
provost marshall Washington DC 1918-19;
asst. military attache Peking China 1919-23;
Nat. Guard duty Augusta 1925-27; bn. cdr.
Portland Harbor 1927-28; instr. Command &
General Staff Sch. Ft. Leavenworth KS
1928-32; cdr. Pettit Barracks P.I. 1933-35; War
Dept. general staff Washington DC 1935-39;
cdr. 14th inf. Panama Canal Zone 1939-40;
chief of staff Panama Canal Dept. 1940-41,
Caribbean Defense Command 1941-42;
commanding general IRTC Ft. McClellan AL
1942-44; deputy cdr. Alaskan Dept. 1944-45;
ret. maj. general 1945). Awarded Legion of
Merit, Oak Leaf Cluster (in lieu of 2nd Legion
of Merit). Admin, asst. Me. governor Augusta
1945-47, dir. Arn. Red Cross Brunswick
1952-57. d. Portland Jan. 16 1970.
PIERCE, Leonard Augustus. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1955; LL.B.
Harvard 1908; LL.D. Colby 1956. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council 1917-20,
1923-26; Overseer 1924-52; Trustee 1952-60.
b. Houlton Sept. 22 1885; m. Anna Putnam
Dec. 31 1915; ch.: Leonard Jr., Jotham,
Francis, Benjamin, Jane, Alice, Lucia. Atty.
(Houlton 1908-19, Portland 1919-60). Member
(Me. state legislature 1915-16, Me. Bar Assn.,
Me. Judicial Council organization committee,
United Community Fund, War Campaign for
Greater Portland, board of corporators Me.
General Hospital, board of mgr. Cuildren's
Hospital), trustee Portland (Me. Med. Center,
public library, Waynflete Sch.). d. Portland
Sept. 1 I960.*
PINKHAM, Stephen Hodgson. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Trevett Aug. 1 1879; m. Lorena
Dunton Oct. 29 1907; ch.: Stanley '31, Helen.
With Western Electric Co. NYC 1905-12, with
Lamson Co. 1912-28 (Syracuse NY, Boston),
with Remington Rand Co. Buffalo NY 1928-36
(v.pres. 1935-36). d. St. Petersburg FL March
12 1936.
PIPER, John Thomas. Bowdoin 1901-02.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Rockport July 24 1882;
married, d. Augusta Nov. 9 1951.
PLUMMER, Carl Thomas. Bowdoin 1901-02.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Bridgton Oct. 20 1882;
m. J. Burnham April 26 1905. res. unknown.
PRIEST, Ernest Rockwood. Bowdoin 1901-03.
b. Vassalboro Oct. 24 1883; m. Josephine
Nickerson Dec. 9 1909; ch.: Philip, Elizabeth.
Donald. Agriculture Vassalboro 1903-26.
Trustee Oak Grove Sem. d. Waterville Dec. 15
1926.
RANDALL, Neal Dow. Bowdoin 1901-04, B.S.
Northeastern 1918. Zeta Psi. b. Freeport
Dec. 20 1881; m. Lillian Fogg June 23 1931.
With First Nat. Bank Boston, accountant
French Advt. Agency Boston, owner-operator
Northeastern Co. Cambridge MA 1926-46, ret.
1946. d. Freeport July 18 1947.
REDLON, Nathan Carroll. Bowdoin 1901-02,
A.B. Dartmouth 1906. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Portland March 29 1883; m. Blanche Gooding
Nov. 8 1911; ch.: Franklin, Nathan Jr. With
tel. co. Pittsburgh PA 1906-09, N.E. Redlon
Co. Portland (contractor 1909-32; treas.,
general mgr. 7-1932). Pres. Me. chapter Assoc.
General Contractors of Am., member
Common Council Portland, d. Portland May
21 1932.
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RICHARDS, Thomas Lowell. Bowdoin
1901-02. Theta Delta Chi. b. Waldoboro
June 1 1883. With Howard Ins. Agency
Waldoboro 1902-? Me. state rep. 1916-17.
Served in S. Portland shipyard WWII. d.
Waldoboro March 22 1950.
RILEY, John Winchell. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Trustee & Overseer ex-officio 1926-44,
Overseer Emeritus Sec. 1929-30, 1944-55. b.
Brunswick Sept. 26 1882; s. of Thomas H. '80;
m. Marjorie Prince Sept. 3 1907; ch.: John Jr.,
Eleanor, Caroline, Thomas. Prop. Riley Ins.
Co. Brunswick 1905-55. Brunswick Savings
Inst. (pres. 1942-45, trustee 1937-55), town
clerk Brunswick 1911-48. d. Brunswick Sept. 18
1955.
ROBBINS, Paul Gould. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Biddeford Dec. 9 1882; m. Carol Crockett,
m. Addie Davis June 11 1919; ch.: Paul Jr.
With Boston & Me. RR 1905-09, with Am.
Woolen Co. Lawrence MA 1909-16, asst. supt.
United Shoe Machinery Co. Havana Cuba
1916-?. with F. G. Shattuck Co. NYC, with
Walter Fernald State Sch. MA, ret. 1953. d.
Bellows Falls VT Dec. 15 1967.*
ROBINSON, Ralph Sylvester. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Warren April 17 1879; m. Julia Vinal Dec.
20 1905. Teacher high sch. Northeast Harbor
1905-07, principal high sch. Thomaston
1907-13. d. Warren Dec. 8 1913.
RUNDLETT, Carl Waldron. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. S. Portland Sept. 19 1881; m. Winifred
Heath Feb. 29 1916, m. Mary Boyle Dec. 26
1948; ch.: Mrs. Valdane Stephens, Mrs. James
Bradley. Automobile machinist Pelham Manor
NY 1905-08, automobile dealer New Rochelle
NY 1908-25, industrial engineer (NYC
1925-41, Newton MA 1941-46), agriculture
Sampsel MO 1946-52, yacht salesman Depew
Marine Hardware & Boat Co. San Diego CA
1951, pres. Rundlett & Reynolds Inc. d.
Ramona CA Jan. 10 1952.
RYAN, (Frank) Keith. Bowdoin 1903-05. Psi
Upsilon. Class agt. 1932-37. b. Paris France
May 19 1883; m. Ruth Bradstreet Nov. 6 1909,
m. Emily Stinson May 11 1920; ch.: Joanne.
Law St. Louis MO 1910; mgr. Beyer & Small
Augusta 7-1917, 1919-23; Nat. Soldiers' Home
Togus 1923-35 (treas., mgr.); mgr. V.A. Center
Kecoughtan VA 1935-? Served to 1st It. USA
1917-19. d. Hampton VA Aug. 11 1959.
SANBORN, Walter Martin. A.B., grad.
Harvard Law Sch. Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni
Council 1926-29 (pres. 1928-29). b. Augusta
Sept. 29 1882; s. of Bigelow T. M'66; m. Nita
Goodell Oct. 11 1917; ch.: Richard '40, John,
Margaret. Atty. Augusta 1908-65, Kennebec
County atty. Pres. (First Nat. Granite Bank
Augusta, Kennebec Savings Bank), dir.
(Augusta Savings & Loan Assn., Augusta
General Hospital), mgr.
Augusta-Gardiner-Boothbay Steamship Co.,
referee in bankruptcy (Kennebec, Sagadahoc,
Knox & Lincoln Counties), d. Augusta Oct. 27
1965.*
SEAVEY, Frank Elias. A.B. Harvard 1916.
Zeta Psi. b. Lynn MA Oct. 7 1880; m.
Georgiana Duncan Aug. 1 1911; ch.:
Charlotte, Duncan, Priscilla, Mayhew. Teacher
Cayuga Lake Acad. Aurora NY 1905-06, instr.
Highland Military Acad. Worcester MA
1906-08, Tufts Univ. (instr. English 1908-13,
asst. prof. 1913-17, prof. 1917-31). Member
nat. council Soc. for Promotion of Engineering
Education 1923-26, Nat. Comm. on Teaching
of English 1921-31. Co-author: Sentences &
Their Elements, d. Medford MA Nov. 13 1931.
SHOREY, Archibald Thompson. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Bridgton Dec. 13 1882; m.
Anna Snow Aug. 26 1912. Ed. Rye NY
Chronicle 1905-08, member staff N.Y. World
1908-29, camp & trail inspector N.Y. State
Conservation Dept. 1931-53, supt. Allegheny
State Park 1932-? Leading figure Boy Scouts
1908-1973, first aid instr. Am. Red Cross,
member board of governors (Adirondack
Mountain Club, Albany NY Sr. Citizens'
Center), First Congr. Church Albany (clerk,
trustee). Recipient: 1st annual Frederick J.
Loeper Memorial Award from Albany Sr.
Citizens' Center 1955. Initiated ADK Map
service for Adirondack Mountain Club. d.
Albany NY Nov. 28 1974.*
STEWART, Ralph Carroll. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Med. Sch. 1908. Delta Upsilon. b. New
Vineyard Jan. 22 1881; m. Helen Fairweather
Oct. 7 1914; ch.: John. Physician Lowell MA
1908-10, roentgenologist Lowell General
Hospital 1910-51, ret. 1950. Fellow Coll. of
Radiology, d. Lowell MA Jan. 26 1965.*
STONE, George Henry. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch.
1908. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Oct. 25
1882; m. Eva Scott Nov. 19 1914; ch.:
Caroline, Eleanor, George Jr. Intern Portland
1908-09, physician (Clinton MA 1909-11,
Boston 1911-21, Bangor 1921-30, Worcester
MA 1930-43) ret. 1943. Med. examiner
(Prudential Ins. Co. of Am. Boston, Mutual
Life Ins. Co.), pres. New Eng. Hospital Assn.
1924-25, town physician Clinton MA 1910-11.
Served to maj. MCUSA 1918-19. d. New
Orleans LA Jan. 4 1947.
SYMONDS, Stuart Oakley. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Huntington NY Aug. 3 1885; s. of Joseph
W.'60. Atty. Portland 1912-30, bail
commissioner Cumberland County 1930-56. d.
Portland Sept. 18 1956.
TUCKER, George Everett. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Med. Sch. 1908. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Hyde Park MA May 17 1883; m. Rachel
Dillon June 4 1913; ch.: Barbara. Physician
Salem MA 1909-36. d. Salem MA Nov. 30
1936.
MLES, Blaine Spooner. A.B., M.F. Yale 1904,
hon. degree Univ. Me. 1934. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. New Portland July 22 1879; m.
Annie Johnson June 30 1904; ch.: Dorothy,
William. With U.S. Forest Service 1903-04,
supt. & forester Austin Corbin Game Preserve
Newport NH 1904-08. lumber business
Augusta 1908-43, commissioner Inland
Fisheries & Game Augusta 1910-19, Me. forest
commissioner Augusta, woods mgr. Cushnoc
Paper Co., mayor Augusta 1915-16. Me. state
senator 1921-22, Me. state rep. 1919-21, chmn.
(Governor's Council 1925-31, Governor's
Finance Committee 1923-25), pres. (Augusta
Lumber Co., 1928-43 Kennebec Land Co.,
Kennebec Box & Lumber Co. S. Gardiner
1934-43, Brown & White Paper Co. Bangor
1928-43), dir. (Kennebec Log Driving Co.,
Augusta Trust Co., Fidelity Trust Co.
Portland), pres. C. M. Rice Paper Co. Portland,
d. Augusta Sept. 9 1943.
WARREN, Raymond Thomas. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Castine July 27 1881; m.
Alice Hamlin Nov. 26 1914. With Guarantee
Trust Co. NYC 1905-08, business Castine
1909-10, plant dept. New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Portland 191 1-44, ret. d. Portland Feb. 18 1958.
WEBB, William Blaine. A.B. cum laude Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1943-46. b.
Skowhegan Sept. 29 1881; m. Mary Lawrence
June 15 1910, m. Margaret Potter Sept. 1930;
ch.: Mary, William Jr. '38. With Int. Banking
Corp. 1905-10 (NYC, London England,
Manila P.I.), pres. Wabasha MN Roller Mill
Co. 1910-43, ret. 1943. Pres. First Nat. Bank
Wabasha 1933-41, dir. (Midway Nat. Bank St.
Paul MN, Millers' Nat. Federation), d.
Honolulu T.H. April 21 1947.*
WELD, Louis Dwight Harvell. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. 111.
1907; Ph.D. Columbia 1908. Theta Delta Chi.
Alumni Fund dir. 1934-37. b. Hyde Park
MA April 18 1882; m. Florence Applegate
Dec. 23 1909, m. Mary Hickox July 20 1925;
ch.: Louis Theodore. With Int. Banking Co.
London England, instr. economics (Univ.
Wash. 1908-09, Univ. Penn. 1909-10), spec. agt.
U.S. Census Bureau Washington DC 1910,
asst. prof, economics Univ. Minn. 1910-16,
prof, economics Yale Univ. 1916, mgr.
Commercial research dept. Swift & Co.
Chicago IL 1917-26, research dir. McCann
Erickson NYC 1926-46. Pres. Am. Marketing
Soc. 1933. Author: Marketing of Farm
Products, co-author: Marketing of Agricultural
Procucts, contbr. d. Gloucester MA July 7
1946.
WHITE, Donald Cameron. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Alumni Council 1932-35. b. Lewiston
Nov. 6 1882; s. of Wallace H. M'68; m. Ethel
Ham Sept. 18 1907. Treas. J. B. Ham Co.
Lewiston 1905-30, exec, v.pres. First Nat. Bank
Lewiston 1930-? Pres. exec, council Me.
Bankers' Assn. 1941-42. Served to 1st It. Nat.
Guard WWI. d. Lewiston Oct. 14 1960.
WHITE, James Edward. Bowdoin 1901-02.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Vassalboro July 17 1881.
Salesman Swift Co. Elizabeth NJ 1902-03.
conductor NYC Ry Co. 1903-05, clerk U.S.
Post Office (NYC 1905-07, Boston 1907-18). d.
Boston Aug. 30 1918.
WILLIAMS, James Albert. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1914. b. Topsham Oct. 26 1881; m.
Alice Blake June 30 1915; ch.: Frank, Roger,
Richard. Principal high sch. Lubec 1905-07,
supt. sch. Millinocket & E. Millinocket
1908-10. intern St. Mary's Hospital Lewiston.
physician (Jonesport 1917-24, Mechanic Falls
1924-?). Recipient: Me. Med. Assn. 50 vrs. Pin
1964. d. Lewiston Feb. 20 1975.
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WILLIAMS, Stanley. A.B. cum laude. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Portland Aug. 30 1883; m.
Emalyn Holland Nov. 7 1914; ch.: Stanley Jr.
'37, Mrs. Louis Wright Jr. Int. Banking Corp.
of N.Y.C. (NYC 1905, London England
1905-06, Manila P.I. 1906-08, Cebu P.I.
1908-10, Manila 1910-11, Hong Kong Am.
1916-19, Tientsin China 1919-20, Manila P.I.
1920-29, Madrid Spain 1929-31), Nat. City
Bank of N.Y. (London 1931-35, NY 1935-39),
ret. 1939. Am. Red Cross P.I. (treas. 1923-28,
acting chmn. 1927). d. Palo Alto CA March 20
1959.*
WOODRUFF, John Hamilton. A.B., M.D.
Med. Sch. 1908. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Andover MA Feb. 17 1884; s. of Francis E.; m.
Marion Ewen Sept. 29 1910; ch.: John Jr.,
James, Frank. Intern City Hospital Worcester
MA 1908-10, instr. surgery Vt. Med. Sch.
1910-13, physician & surgeon Barre VT
1910-65. Pres. & founder (Vt. div. Am. Cancer
Soc, Vt. TB & Health Assn.), pres. med. staff
Barre City Hospital. Served to capt. MCUSA
1918-19, chief of physician procurement State
of Vt. WWII. d. Barre VT Dec. 12 1973.
Class of 1906
ABBOTT, Edville Gerhardt. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Med. Sch. 1898, A.M. (hon.) 1908, Sc.D.
1914, LL.D. Univ. Me. 1938, Sc.D. Colby 1925.
Psi Upsilon. b. Hancock Nov. 6 1872; m.
Sara Sargent March 14 1893. Orthopedic
surgeon Portland 1901-38, Me. Med. Sch.
(instr. orthopedic surgery 1903-11, lectr.
191 1-12, prof. 1912-21). F.A.C.S. Contbr., lectr.
d. Portland Aug. 27 1938.
ANDREWS, Dura Bradford. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Canton March 26 1895; m.
Zephie Stephens Dec. 7 1912; ch.: Lois, Ann.
With Int. Banking Corp. Mexico City Mexico
1906-07, with mining engineering co. (Mexico
Central Am. 1907-09, W. Milan NH 1909-10),
Oxford Paper Co. Rumford 30 yrs. (supt.
sulphite dept. 1912-?, asst. mgr. Me. coated
div.), chemist paper mills Hull P.Q. Canada,
with Oxford-Miami Paper Co. W. Carrolltown
OH. d. Roxbury MA March 11 1937.
ANDREWS, Philip Roy. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. b. Kennebunk June 2 1884; m.
Rosita Crane Jan. 2 1909, m. Margaret
Lockwood Sept. 1921; ch.: Emery, Marjorie.
Mfr. Kennebunk 1906-10, real estate business
Jacksonville FL 1925-26. d. Jacksonville FL
May 29 1927.
BARTLETT, James Austin. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Wrentham MA Jan. 16 1881; m. Emily
Goodwin March 6 1913. Teacher (Thornton
Acad. Saco 1906-10, Hill Sch. Pottstown PA
1910-13, high sch. Maiden MA 1913-42). d.
Maiden MA Sept. 22 1942.
BATES, Edwin Cassius. Bowdoin 1902-04,
M.D. Columbia 1908. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. St. Stephen N.B. Canada Dec. 19 1882; m.
Grace Deinstadt Aug. 10 1911, m. Louise
Harrison Sept. 20 1923. Physician Houlton
1908-33. d. Houlton Sept. 23 1933.
.
BAVIS, Chester Swan. A.B., LL.B. Valparaiso
1910. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Calais Nov.
22 1882; m. Mertle Ball Sept. 4 1912; ch.:
Charlotte, Eleanor, Elizabeth, Patricia. Ticket
agt. Metropolitan Steamship Co. NYC
1906-08, atty. MA (Fitchburg 1910-12,
Worcester 1912-16), asst. clerk Superior Courts
Worcester 1916-22, registrar of deeds
Worcester County 1922-39. Dir. Independent
Cooperative Bank Worcester. Legal writer,
lectr. d. Worcester MA Nov. 24 1939.
BODKIN, Arthur Horace, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Falmouth Sept. 10 1883; m. Gertrude
Wood Aug. 6 1906, m. Mary Scot Sept. 10
1922; ch.: Thelma, Arthur. Salesman D. C.
Heath & Co. NYC 1906, salesman & chemist
Am. Ice Co. NYC 1909-12, chemist S. D.
Warren Co. Westbrook 1913, chem. engineer &
chemist Wilmington DE 1914-16, chem. sales
mgr. NYC 1917-21, agricuture Cumberland
Center 1922-60. d. Falmouth Nov. 4 1960.
BOODY, Henry Phillips. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1921. Kappa Sigma. b.
Jackson April 2 1881; m. Myrtle Blackwood
Aug. 1 1913; ch.: Elizabeth. Teacher &
submaster high sch. Norway 1906-07, head
English dept. Me. Wesleyan Sem. Kents Hill
1908-15, Ripon Coll. WI (prof. 1915-46,
emeritus 1946-60), agt. C. H. Tinkham Ins.
Agency Ripon WI 1946-? Supply pastor WI
churches 1915. Author: A Laboratory Course
in English Composition, d. Mar Kesan WI Jan.
23 1964.
BOOKER, Walter Herman. Bowdoin 1902-03.
b. Brunswick Aug. 31 1883; married 1937.
With match mfg. firm, electrical engineer Int.
Paper Co. Rumford 1915-40, ret. d. Brunswick
Nov. 13 1960.
BOOTH, Harold George. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, b. Buffalo NY Aug.
11 1873; m. Henrietta Roberts July 10 1918;
ch.: George, William. Pastor (Sioux City IA
1906-08; Mobridge SD 1908-10; Brooks,
Jackson 1910-11; Buffalo 1911-?; Portland
7-1918; York 1918-22; Portland 1922-31;
Fryeburg 1931-37; Cumberland Center
1937-42; Brooks, Jackson 1943-44). d. Brooks
Feb. 1 1944.
BOOTHBY, Alfred Russell. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Saco March 23 1883; m. Elizabeth
Cavanaugh May 13 1909. Chemist DuPont
Powder Co. Chester PA 1907-? d. Woodbury
NJ Feb. 6 1937.
BOOTHBY, Clayton Deering. A.B. cum laude,
B.D. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1894. b. Saco April
8 1868; m. Gertrude Marshall Nov. 25 1891;
ch.: Helen, Albert '29. Pastor (Thomaston
1894-1901, Madison 1901-08, Calais 1908-10.
Augusta 1910-19, Meriden CT 1919-39, Easton
CT 1939-44), ret. 1944. Officer & dir. Congr.
Conf. Missionary Soc. of Me. d. W. Hartford
CT Nov. 24 1944.
BRADFORD, Charles Henry. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Upsilon. b.
Livermore May 21 1884; m. Maude Gibbs
Aug. 30 1907. With W. A. Stuart Co.
Livermore Falls 1906-09, served to asst. treas.
Livermore Falls Trust Co. 1909-56, ret. 1956. d.
Livermore Falls April 14 1966.
BROWN, Percy Mansfield. Bowdoin 1902-05.
Delta Upsilon. b. Washburn Sept. 9 1 88 1 ; m.
Mary Clayton Nov. 26 1908; ch.: Arthur,
Esther, Donald, Marion, Emily, Martha.
Principal high sch. Strong 1905-07, mere,
general store Strong 1908-14, agriculture
(Wayne 1914-20, Livermore 1920-63), ret. 1963.
Tax collector Livermore 1938-53, New Century
Pomona Grange (master, lectr., treas.), Me.
State Grange (chief deputy, subordinate
deputy, treas.). d. Farmington March 18 1967.*
CHANEY, Irvin Wayne. Bowdoin 1902-04,
Ph.C. Univ. Me. 1905. b. Clinton Dec. 20
1882; s. of James F. '71; m. Susie Towle Aug.
14 1909; ch.: Lyman, Florence. E. L. Patch Co.
Stoneham MA (analytical dept. 1906-08, detail
salesman 1908-17), head pharmacist
out-patient dept. Mass. General Hospital
Boston 1917-18, mfg. pharmaceutical chemist
& druggist Ropes Drug Co. Salem MA
1918-21, with Ackerman Drug Co. Lynn MA
1921-22, retail druggist & prop. Manchester
MA 1923-53. d. Salem MA April 9 1953.
CHAPMAN, Henry Philip. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Library book fund established in his
memory 1967. b. Deering June 1 1884; m.
Marion Ralph Sept. 4 1908; ch.: H. Philip Jr.
'30, Mrs. G. A. Macdonald, William, David.
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. (Somerville MA
1906-07; chief operator Lewiston 1907-08; dist.
traffic chief Auburn 1908-09, Springfield MA
1909-23, Boston 1923-25), invest, securities
salesman & partner Timberlake & Co.
Portland 1925-40, ret. d. Portland June 13
1950.*
CHAPMAN, Philip Freeland. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1909.
Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni Council 1916-19,
1920-23 (pres. 1922-23); Alumni Fund dir.
1930-33. b. Portland Nov. 3 1885; s. of
Charles '68; m. Gladys Doten Oct. 23 1909;
ch.: Virginia, Marion, Lewis, Philip Jr. '38.
Atty. Portland 1909-44, Chapman Nat. Bank
Portland (dir. 1911-30, pres. 1917-30), military
aide. Me. governor's staff 1925-29, part-prop.
Portland Evening News 1930-38, ret. 1944. Dir.
(U.S. Trust Co., Cumberland Loan & Bldg.
Assn., Portland Morris Plan Bank, Wildwood
Park Assn.), Preble Co. (dir., pres.), treas.
Portland & Ogdensburg RR, pres. Concord
Realty Co., Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary (trustee,
sec), chmn. board of health Portland 1914-20,
trustee Portland Water Dist. 1920-37. Served to
It. col. USA 1917-19, served with USCGR
1942-45. d. Daytona Beach FL May 20 1949.
CHILDS, Harry Leslie. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Canton Dec. 8 1883; m. Gladys Spear Oct.
27 1909. With shoe mfg. business Millis MA,
with paper box mfg. business Lebanon NH
1920-?. treas. Standard Box Co. Auburn
1940-59, ret. d. Lewiston Dec. 14 1961.
CLARK, Walter Braden. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Houlton July 7 1882; m. Ethel Whitehead July
21 1908; ch.: Alan '31. Aroostook County
Houlton (asst. to clerk of courts 1906-22, clerk
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of courts 1922-42). Town clerk Houlton, pres.
State of Me. Clerk of Courts' Assn. d. Houlton
March 31 1942.*
COPELAND, Melvin Thomas. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Sc.D. 1931; A.M.
Harvard 1907; Ph.D. Harvard 1910. Beta
Theta Pi. Alumni Fund dir. 1926-29; class agt.
1929-30, 1931-34; Overseer 1934-47 (v.pres.
1943-47); Trustee 1947-61 (Emeritus); 1962
capital campaign nat. committee chmn. b.
Brewer July 17 1884; m. Else Helbling July 2
1912; ch.: Elsie, Martha. Instr. Harvard
1909-10, Frederick Sheldon Traveling fellow
Harvard in Eur. 1910-11, instr. economics N.Y.
Univ. 1911-12, Harvard (instr. 1912-15, asst.
prof, marketing 1915-19, dir. Bureau of
Business Research 1916-20, prof. 1919-53,
Business Sch. research dir. 1942-53, George
Fisher Baker Prof, of Admin. 1950-53).
Incorporator & trustee Dogtown MA
Foundation, member zoning board of appeals
Gloucester MA, sec. Nat. Defense Council
Commercial Economy Board Washington DC
1917-18, exec. sec. conservation div. War
Industries 1918, member War Dept.'s Purchase
Policy Advisory Committee Washington DC
1943, chmn. (advisory council to U.S. Senate
Trade Policies Comm. Washington DC 1947,
Mass. Committee on Post-War Readjustment
1941-46). Recipient: Harvard Business Sch.
Assoc. Distinguished Service Award 1973,
David A. Wells prize in economics Harvard.
Author: The Executive at Work, The Story of
the Harvard Business School, The Cotton
Manufacturing Industry of the United States,
Problems in Marketing, And Mark an Era;
co-author: Sage of Cape Ann; contbr.;
inventor of the term marketing, d. Annisquam
MA March 27 1975.*
CUNNINGHAM, Charles Hunter. A.B., M.D.
Med. Sch. 1909. Delta Upsilon. b. New
Vineyard June 17 1881; m. Hermia Beal Jan. 1
1908; ch.: Ruth. Intern Salem MA 1909-10,
physician Auburn 1910-37. F.A.C.S., fellow
Am. Radiological Soc. d. Auburn July 14
1937.*
EDWARDS, Harold Merton. Bowdoin
1903-05, Med. Sch. 1905-06. Kappa Sigma.
b. Monmouth May 8 1882; s. of Merton O.
M'81. Salesman Boston, member advt. staff
Boston Record & Sunday Advertiser Boston
1907-42. d. Boston April 13 1942.
ELDER, Harold Starbird. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Deering June 24 1884; s. of Isaac
L. '73; m. Mary Crocker Sept. 24 1913; ch.:
Robert. With Willard Service Station Portland,
asst. mgr. Cash Fuel Co. Portland ca. 1912,
with Retail Credit Co. 7-1950, ret. 1950. d.
Portland Dec. 17 1957.
FAVINGER, Charles Luff. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1913. Zeta Psi.
b. Frederica DE Oct. 27 1879; m. Alice
Poore Dec. 25 1909; ch.: George, Helen, Anne.
Instr. classics Tome Inst. Port Deposit MD
1906-09, teacher high sch. Maiden MA
1909-10, atty. Boston 1913-27, partner Blodgett
Jones Burnham & Bingham 1918-27. d. Waban
MA April 15 1927.
FOX, Louis Hewitt. A.B. cum laude. b.
Portland Feb. 9 1883. Asst. library Bowdoin
1906-08, clerk Int. Banking Corp. NYC
1908-10, promotional work 1910-13 (D.
Appleton & Co., Gimbel Brothers Co. NYC),
chief newspaper div. public library NYC
1913-50, newspaper collection N.Y. Historical
Soc. Served as asst. librarian camp library
1918. d. Brooklyn Heights NY April 10 1966.
GALLAGHER, Morrill Allen. Spec. 1905-06,
A.B. Dartmouth 1907, LL.B. Harvard 1911.
b. Boston June 7 1883. Atty. Boston 1912-13,
with steamship supply co. Boston, d. Portland
Feb. 24 1920.
GRINDLE, Chester Harris. Bowdoin 1902-04.
Kappa Sigma. b. Trenton Sept. 7 1884; m.
Alice Minton; ch.: Margaret, Forest, Sprague,
Allen, Stanley, Richard. Bookkeeper Bar
Harbor Water Co. d. Ellsworth April 24 1970.*
GUMBEL, Joseph. Bowdoin 1902-03. b.
New Orleans LA Aug. 5 1882. m. Ruth
O'Brien. With W. S. Gumbel & Co. Ltd. New
Orleans LA 1906-51. Civic leader &
philanthropist. Joseph Gumbel Int. Drive New
Orleans named for him. d. New Orleans LA
Oct. 1 1951.
GUMBEL, Lester. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. New Orleans LA Aug. 5 1882;
m. Alma Gayle July 3 1936. With S. Gumbel &
Co. Ltd. New Orleans 1906-58. Pres. (S.
Gumbel Realty & Security Co. Inc., Brooklyn
Land Co.), treas. Phoenix Development Co.
Inc., dir. Vermillion Irrigation Co., hon. consul
of Finland New Orleans (jurisdiction over AK,
MS, TN), member (New Orleans C. of C, nat.
taxation comm., advisory comm., draft board,
Price Panel, OPA, board supervisors La. State
Univ. 10 yrs.). Asst. chief observer Aircraft
Warning Service, d. New Orleans LA Aug. 12
1958.
HALE, Edward Russell. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland May 25 1884; m. Ethel Mitchell May
26 191 1, m. Betty King Aug. 31 1958; ch.: Mrs.
E. Francis Bowditch. Atty. (Haverhill MA
1910-26, Boston 1926-63), founder Hale &
Sanderson Boston 1926 & successor firms, atty.
Marvin Peyser Hale & Sanderson Portsmouth
NH 1958-63. Chmn. Republican city
committee Haverhill 1914-19; delegate Mass.
Const. Conv. 1917-18; spec, justice Dist. Court
Haverhill 1924-25; chief, asst. U.S. atty. Boston
1925-26; spec. counsel Mass. Bank
Commissioners 1931-33; pres. & treas. Hoosic
Hills Corp. 1949-63; dir. Butler, Prentice &
Co.; v.pres. board of trustees Bradford VT Jr.
Coll. 11 yrs. d. Exeter NH July 5 1963.
HALL, Crowell Clarinton, Jr. A.B., M.D. Johns
Hopkins 1910. Zeta Psi. b. Monson Nov. 22
1884; s. of Crowell C. M'76; m. Marjory Waite
Sept. 27 1910; ch.: Elizabeth, Crowell III.
Physician Foxcroft 1910-18, pediatrician
Hartford CT 1920-32. Served to It. MCUSA
1918-19. d. W. Hartford CT Jan. 25 1932.
HATCH, George Ulmer. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Belfast June 21 1881; m. Isabel Bartlett Aug.
19 1911; ch.: Elizabeth. Principal high sch. Ft.
Fairfield 1906-07, teacher Cincinnati OH
1907-09, real estate Cincinnati 1909-10, advt.
mgr. real estate & developing co. Oakland CA
1910-12, general sales mgr. Ensign Mfg. Co.
Boston 1916-?, sales mgr. Winchester
Repeating Arms Co. New Haven CT 7-1920,
Millers Fall Co. Greenfield MA 1920-48 (sales
mgr., v.pres.). d. Greenfield MA March 22
1948.
HAWKESWORTH, Charles Wesley. A.B.,
A.M. (hon.). Beta Theta Pi. b. Port George
N.S. Canada April 19 1878; m. Ida Rear June 6
1907. Govt, teacher Point Barrow Alaska
1906-10, asst. supt. sch. & supt. reindeer herd
N. Alaska 1910-12, supt. board of education
Hydaburg Alaska 1912-7, acting dir. field
service Office of Indian Affairs U.S. Dept. of
Interior Juneau Alaska 7-1937. d. Nov. 4 1940.
HICKS, Charles Joseph. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Westbrook Aug. 11 1887; m. Marcella
McGinnis. res. Phila. PA 35 yrs. d. Westbrook
Nov. 22 1947.
HODGSON, Robert John, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. White Rock RI March 23 1885;
m. Olive Vanderbilt June 20 1918; ch.:
Barbara, Olive. With Continental Mills
Lewiston 1906, cotton goods salesman A. G.
Hyde & Sons NYC 1907-09, resident buyer
John V. Farwell Co. (NYC 1909-12, Chicago
IL 1912-18), partner William H. Childs & Son
NYC 1918-21, pres. Fine Goods Sales Assn.
NYC 1932-45, ret. 1945. d. Mineola NY Aug.
27 1949.
HOLMAN, Currier Carleton. Bowdoin
1902-06. Delta Upsilon. Class agt. 1948-75.
Scholarship fund established in his honor 1973.
Law; b. Farmington Dec. 4 1883; m. Rosa
Skillings Aug. 4 1915; ch.: Loraine, Joseph '47.
Atty. Holmans' Law Offices Farmington
1909—. Pres. (Me. Consolidated Power
1960-66, Franklin County Bar Assn. 1947-69,
Me. State Bar 1947-49), Peoples Nat. Bank of
Farmington (pres. 1941-64, board chmn.
1964-71), board chmn. Northeast Bank N.A. of
Farmington 1972-74, member Me. state
Governor's Exec. Council 1957-58. res.
Farmington.*
HOUGHTON, Charles Andrew Johnson. A.B.
Psi Upsilon. b. Holliston MA Jan. 8 1884; s.
of William A. faculty; m. Grace Carr Nov. 26
1913. With Amoskeag Woolen Co. Manchester
NH, with L. B. Harding & Co. Boston, with
New Eng. Tel. Co. Boston, with E. H. Tate Co.
Boston. Served with Medford MA Distribution
Center WWII. d. W. Medford MA Dec. 19
1950.
HUBBARD, Adolph. Bowdoin 1902-03. b.
Poland Russia Dec. 24 1884. Supt. bottle
factory Shinglehouse PA 1910; assoc. ed. Jacob
de Haas publication 1911-12; atty. Boston
1912-16, 1921-41. Founder Zionist
Organization of Am., organizer Am. Hadassah
Hospital Jerusalem 1914. librarian Palestine
Emergency Council NYC, exec. dir. New Eng.
Zionist Region 1930's, field sec. Zionist
Organization of Am. NYC 1939-41, with Am.
Zionist Emergency Council NYC 1941-7
Served with med. unit of Zionists Palestine
1918-19. d. Boston March 7 1971.
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JENKS, Charles Fitch. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Class agt. 1946-48. b. Lawrence MA Feb. 12
1884; m. Gertrude Oak May 14 1914; ch.:
Mary, Gertrude. Wool apprentice Canton MA
1906-09, with Winslow Brothers & Smith
Norwood MA 1910-11, with Swift & Co. NYC
1911- 12, with S. A. Maxfield Co. Bangor
1912- 14, v.pres. Houghton Wool Co. Boston
1914-28, wool top salesman combing div.
Cudahy Packing Co. 1928-39, ret. d. Wellesley
Hills MA Jan. 19 1957.*
JOHNSON, Romillv. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Lynn MA May 6 1883. Vocalist & voice
student Florence Italy 1908-23, composer &
concert artist Europe & NYC 1923-29.
Composer: Boat Song, My Dream of You,
Angelus, Pillow Time, Down in Alabama,
Marietta, Napoli, Fioretta. d. Lynn MA Aug. 7
1929.
JOHNSON, William Treby. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Augusta Aug. 10 1884; m. Dorothy
Daly; ch.: Dorothy, William Jr. '53, Frank.
Cashier Bridgton Nat. Bank 1908-24; with
People's Nat. Bank Waterville 1924-34; with
Granite Nat. Bank Augusta 1934-60, v.pres.
1940-60. d. Hallowell March 24 I960.*
KALLOCH, Dudley Cromwell. Bowdoin
1902-04, M.D. Tulane 1911. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Stapleton NY Dec. 10 1883. res. unknown.
KNOWLTON, Charles Colby. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1911. Zeta Psi.
b. Bucksport March 3 1885; m. Ella Morary
Sept. 9 1909, m. Mary Backman June 26 1937;
ch.: John II '41, Mary, Elizabeth. Intern
Hartford CT Hospital 1911-13, physician,
surgeon, Hancock County med. examiner
1913-59. Hurley Hospital Ellsworth (head
surgeon, mgr.). Draft board med. examiner
WWII. Elementary sch. Ellsworth named for
him. d. Bangor Nov. 23 1959.
McDOUGALL, William James. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Rockland Feb. 4 1881; m. Alice
Taylor Oct. 15 1906. Teacher high sch. Hinkley
1906-08, principal high sch. MA (Topsfield
1908-09, Scituate 1909-11, Athol 1911-15,
Marlboro 1915-20), supt. MA
(Carver-Lakeville Union 1920-23, W.
Bridgewater 1923-28, Blackstone 1929-36), ret.
1936. Town selectman Middleboro MA
1936-48 (chmn. 1944-47). d. Middleboro MA
Oct. 21 1955.
MERRILL, Alonzo Powers. Bowdoin 1902-03.
Zeta Psi. b. Skowhegan June 20 1884. With
shoe business Skowhegan 1906-14. d.
Skowhegan June 14 1914.
PACKARD, Frederick Lucius. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1915. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Turner Sept. 8 1883; m. Gertrude French Aug.
14 1912; ch.: Robert. Bank clerk Brooklyn NY
1906, with Int. Banking Corp. London England
1906-07, teacher (Lebanon NH 1907-08,
Brookfield CT 1908-10, Danbury CT 1910-12),
teacher & chmn. social studies dept. Montclair
NJ 1912-45, ret. Pres. Montclair Educational
Assn. d. Upper Montclair NJ April 23 1970.*
PARCHER, George. A.B., Med. Sch. 1905-06,
M.D. Harvard 1910. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Ellsworth June 17 1885; m. Esta Brooks Dec.
1920; ch.: Nanette. With USPHS 1911-33 (in
charge of USMC Hospital San Francisco CA
1917-20, USPHS hospitals Arrow Springs CA
& Kansas City MO 1920-22, Marine hospital
Portland 1925-30, med. officer in charge Am.
Consulate Oslo Norway 1930-32, hospitals Ellis
Is. NY & Stapleton NY 1932-33), physician
Ellsworth 1933-61. Recipient: 50 yr. pin Me.
Med. Assn. d. Bangor June 5 1962.
PARKER, Leon Vasco. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Rush Med. Coll. 1920.
Beta Theta Pi. b. White Rock Aug. 1 1 1884;
m. Elizabeth Lewis Oct. 16 1907: ch.: Florence,
Dorothy. Chemist Ohio State Board of Health
Columbus OH 1906-10, asst. bacteriologist
Univ. N.D. Minot 1911-16, physician Minot
1916-22. d. Minot ND Dec. 11 1922.
PERRY, Elmer. A.B. cum laude, LL.B.
Harvard 1909. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland
June 2 1883; m. Sara Hall June 22 1907; ch.:
Lena, Charlotte. Atty. Portland 1909-30, asst.
U.S. dist. atty. Portland 1916-22. d. Portland
Aug. 3 1930.
PETERSON, Oscar William. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Landgral
Brokind Sweden Feb. 3 1876; m. Emma Stubbs
Oct. 17 1905; ch.: Alma, Hilda. Congr. clerg.
(Phillips, Strong 1902-04; Cornish, E. Baldwin
1904-09), principal Parsonfield Sem. N.
Parsonfield 1909-10, congr. pastorates
(Brownfield & Denmark 1910-13, Newcastle
1913-17, Claremont NH 1917-22, Penacook
NH 1922-32, N. Troy VT 1932-36), ret. 1936.
Sec. Merrimack Ministers Assn. Concord NH
1924-32, speaker State Liberty Loan Comm.
1917- 18. Weekly columnist The Parson's Easy
Chair Journal Transcript Franklin NH
1925-45, contbr., transl.: Songs & Lyrics from
the Swedish (1910). d. Pepperell MA June 24
1953.
PIPER, Fred Edgecomb Richards. A.B., LL.B.
Univ. Me. 1910. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Rockport May 25 1884; m. Hazel Houghton
July 27 1910; ch.: Elizabeth. Atty. Portland
1910- 11, with Mass. Bonding Co. Boston
1911- 13, with New Eng. Casualty Co. Boston
1913-17, asst. mgr. claims div. Travelers Ins.
Co. Hartford CT 1917-43. d. NYC June 13
1943.
PORTER, David Richard. A.B., L.H.D. 1935,
B.A. Oxford 1907, M.A. Oxford 1911, D.D.
Colgate 1935. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. W.
Old Town April 21 1882; m. Alice Hinckley
Dec. 23 1908, m. Berta Beazley 1952; ch.:
Esther, George, Jean, Robert '41. Rhodes
scholar Trinity Coll. (Oxford 1906-09), YMCA
(sec. secondary sch. dept. Int. Committee
1907-15, exec. sec. student div. Nat. Council
1915-34), member exec, committee World
Student Christian Federation 1922-34, Mt.
Hermon Sch. MA (master & faculty chmn.
1934-35, headmaster 1935-43), with war
prisoners aid dept. World's Committee of
YMCA Washington DC & Geneva
Switzerland 1943-47. Nat. pres. Cum Laude
Soc. 1941-44. Author: The Quest for the Best
in Education 1960; ed.: Poems of Action, The
Enrichment of Prayer, Dynamic Faith,
Worship Resources for Youth; founder & ed.:
The Inter-collegian, d. Frilford Heath England
May 21 1973.*
POWERS, Walter Averill. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1909.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Scholarship fund
established in his honor 1963. b. Brookline
MA April 16 1888; m. Marion Gallaudet
March 28 1928, m. Pauline Cockrell Dec. 7
1949; ch.: Philip, Peter, Neville, Denise, Mrs.
John Thornton. Atty. Boston 1909-49, asst.
atty. general MA 1912-14, founder & pres.
Dorcourt Co. 1920-49, ret. Served to capt.
USMC 1917-19; awarded Purple Heart, d.
York Harbor Oct.'22 1969.*
PRINCE, Norman Call. Bowdoin 1902-03,
M.D. Univ. Colo. 1907. b. St. Paul MN June
3 1884; s. of George T. '76; m. Claire Porteous
May 19 1906. Physician (Glenwood Springs
CO, Macedonia IA, Omaha NE 7-1926,
Amarillo TX 1926-?). Served to capt. MCUSA
WWI. d. Amarillo TX Feb. 23 1951.
PUTNAM, Arthur Otis. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Houlton April 30 1882; m. Claire
Pearce July 1 1916; ch.: Isabel, Arthur '44,
Hanna, Mellen, Joseph. Salesman Dodd, Mead
& Co. Boston 1906-08; general mgr. Putnam
Brothers Co. Houlton 1908-70. Dir. Houlton
Savings Bank. Recipient: Gulf Oil Co. 50 yr.
plaque 1960. d. Houlton April 6 1970.
RANDALL, Chester Brigham. Bowdoin
1902-03. b. Hudson MA Nov. 27 1883.
Electrician Boston 1912-13, florist Providence
RI. d. Hudson MA Jan. 3 1955.
R1CKER, Lawrence Campbell. Bowdoin
1903-04, B.S. USMA 1908. b. Cherryfield
July 22 1884; m. Wilma Perham Nov. 13 1909;
ch.: Francis. Teacher (Mt. Vernon NH
1909-10, Portsmouth NH 1910-11, St. Albans
Washington DC 1911-16), clerk Corn
Exchange Bank NYC 1919-30, teacher
Brooklyn Acad. NY 1937-49, ret. Served to It.
USA 1908-09, served to capt. USA 1917-19. d.
Chelsea MA Jan. 12 1965.
ROBERTS, Thaddeus Blaine. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa, b. Norway Nov. 20
1884; s. of John A. "77; m. Lena Schenck Aug.
17 1915; ch.: John, Mary, Martha. Dairy &
poultry farmer Norway 1908-15, mgr. Lakeside
Inn Norway 1916, prop. & mgr. Bowdoin Inn
Augusta 1916-24, with Thomas A. Edison
Augusta & Auburn 1919-26, prop. & mgr.
Roberts Jersey Farm Norway 1929-45, tree
farmer Norway, ret., sales rep. various co. d.
Norway June 2 1968.
ROGERS, Clarence Arthur. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Brunswick Feb. 29 1884; m. Frances
Eyck Sept. 5 1919; ch.: Margaret. Irons &
Russell Co. (salesman Providence RI 1906-08;
mgr. Chicago IL 1908-37, E. Orange NJ
1937-71). Trustee & deacon congr. churches La
Grange IL & E. Orange, d. E. Orange NJ May
31 1975.*
ROWE, Frank Davis. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1920. Kappa Sigma. Scholarship fund
established in his memory 1975. b. Ellsworth
June 8 1882; m. Gertrude Newcombe March
14 1910. Principal (high sch. Brownville
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1906-07, high sch. Warren 1907-16, George
Stevens Acad. Bluehill 1916-17), supt. sch.
1917-42 (Warren, Union, Matinicus,
Criehaven), teacher summer (Farmington
Normal Sch., Gorham Normal Sch.,
Washington State Normal Sch. Machias), ret.
1942. Me. Supts. Assn. (acting sec, treas.,
pres.), member exec, board New Eng. Supts.
Assn., Me. Teachers' Assn. (v.pres., member
exec, committee), delegate Nat. Education
Assn. Asst. state supervisor (war production
training project of sch. youth-adult program
Rockland to Bangor, Federal Farm Machinery
Repair Course Warren WWII). Elementary
sch. Warren named in his honor 1974. d.
Warren April 24 1974.*
SAWYER, Harry Augustus. Bowdoin 1902. Psi
Upsilon. b. Monmouth Nov. 30 1884. Res.
Lawrence MA 1906, N. Wayne 1908. d. N.
Wayne Jan. 19 1921.
SEWALL, James Wingate. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. Class agt.
1930-31, 1934-38. b. Old Town Feb. 12 1884;
s. of James W. '77; m. Louise Gray May 12
1908; ch.: George '32, Joseph '43, Elizabeth,
Mrs. Richard Alden, Mrs. James Page. With
Forester David Pingree Co. Bangor 1906-09,
partner Appleton & Sewall Co. Bangor
1909-12, pres. James Sewall Co. Bangor
1912-46, U.S. postmaster Old Town 1915-21,
Forester-in-charge Me. CCC 1933-36, Bowdoin
forester 1936-46, dir. Old Town Trust Co., St.
James Epis. Church Old Town (member vestry,
sr. warden), member city council Old Town.
Contbr. d. Old Town July 20 1946.*
SHAW, Cyrus Clyde. A.B. magna cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. b. Gorham
Nov. 15 1883; m. Margaret Curry Nov. 2 1919;
ch.: Richard, John. With N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC
1906-12, with Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co.
Baltimore MD 1912-20, with N.Y. Tel. Co. E.
Orange NJ 1920-48 (supervisor traffic dept.,
spec, studies supervisor), d. E. Orange NJ Aug.
31 1948.
SHAW, Richard Edson. A.B. b. Elmwood
MA Sept. 8 1885; m. Marion Hazeltine Aug. 7
1918; ch.: Frank '43. With domestic & foreign
branches Int. Banking Corp. & Nat. City Bank
NYC (San Francisco CA 1907-08; Manila P.I.
1908-10, 1925-34; intervening assignments in
London England, Hong Kong, Peking China,
Canton China, Tsingtae China, Kobe Japan,
Yokohama Japan), with Foreign Funds
Control div. U.S. Treasury Dept. Washington
DC 1942-45. d. Belfast Oct. 18 1974.*
SILHA, Emil Albert. A.B., B.S. Dartmouth
1907. b. Chicago IL July 10 1883; m. Alice
Lindstrom June 4 1913; ch.: Otto. Sales rep.
Charles Shonk Co. Boston, Studebaker Sales
Corp. Chicago 20 yrs. (salesman, sales mgr.),
sales rep. several co. St. Paul MN 1933-57
(Beebe Labs, of St. Paul 1946-56, Med. Supply
Corp. of Am. & Northland Veterinary Supply
Co. St. Paul 1957), ret. d. Mnpls. MN Sept. 1
I960.*
SIMONDS, Otis Franklin. A.B., M D. 1909.
Delta Upsilon. b. Portland April 9 1882; m.
Dorothy Arnold Sept. 24 1925; ch.: William,
James. Physician (Boston 1909-10, Worcester
MA 1910-11), surgeon USA Ancon Canan
Zone Panama 1911-19, physician Cleveland
OH 1919-43. d. Lakewood OH Sept. 26 1943.
SKOLFIELD, Clement. A.B. b. Harpswell
March 4 1885; m. Frances Fulton 1913, ch.:
James, Katherine, Emery. Chemist E. I.
duPont Powder Co. (Woodbury NJ 1906-10, E.
St. Louis IL 1910-16), supt. Southern Acid &
Sulphur Co. Texarcana TX 1918-24, chemist
Oakland CA 1924-25, with Western Foundry
Co. Tacoma WA 1928-29. d. Oakland CA Jan
5 1945.
SMITH, Fred Elhanan. A.B. cum laude. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Norway Feb. 12 1884; m.
Blanche Penley Sept. 5 1907; ch.: June, Edwin.
Cashier, v.pres. & dir. Norway Nat. Bank
1906-59; ret. 1959. Assessor Norway Village
Corp., treas. & pres. Board of Trade Norway,
treas. Second Congr. Church, past sec. & treas.
Oxford Council, past dist. deputy grand master
16th Masonic Dist. Named Worshipful Master
by Oxford Lodge 1915, High Priest by Oxford
Chapter 1919. Trustee & treas. memorial
library Norway 30 yrs. res. Norway.*
SOULE, George Carroll. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Freeport Feb. 2 1885; m. Mildred Loring Aug.
25 1909; ch.: Stella, Mrs. Harvey Clark, Mrs.
Douglas Ramsay, Mrs. Lonnie Floyd. Me.
Steel Inc. 1906 (pres., treas.), pres. Steel
Products Corp. Windham, d. Brattleboro VT
Dec. 20 1957.
STAPLES, Albert Holman. Spec. 1902-03,
D.D.S. Medico-Chirurgical Coll. 1906. b.
Brunswick Feb. 5 1883; m. Alice Eaton June 5
1912; ch.: Josiah. Dentist (Norway 1906-09,
Brunswick 1909-44). Served to maj. MCUSA
1917-19. d. Togus Feb. 11 1944.
STETSON, Harold Stanwood. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. Brunswick Nov. 23 1883; m. Ethel
Day Oct. 16 1909; ch.: Richard. Branch mgr.
Int. Banking Corp. & successor firm 1906-33
(San Francisco CA, London England, Tokyo,
Yokohama, Kobe, Osaka Japan; Singapore;
Sourabaya Java), mfg. Copenhagen Denmark
1935-40, managing dir. Insulite Co. Helsinki
Finland 1940-42, eastern rep. Treasury Dept.
Minn. & Ont. Paper Co. of Mnpls. MN
1942-48, business Princeton NJ 1942-48, ret.
1948. Am. Co. Shanghai China Volunteers
1915-17. d. Princeton NJ Nov. 24 1955.
STEVENS, Robie Reed. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. (hon.) 1941. Psi
Upsilon. b. Kennebunk Nov. 25 1884; m.
Gertrude Lockwood Jan. 9 1919; ch.: Mary.
With Int. Banking Corp. (NYC 1906, Mexico
City Mexico 1906-07, Colon Canal Zone S.
Am. 1907-09, NYC 1909-10, London England
1910, Washington DC 1910, NYC 1910-12).
general mgr. Chattel Loan Soc. NYC 1912-15.
with Int. Banking Corp. 1915-18 (Madrid
Spain ca. 1916, Petrograd Russia ca. 1917), ret.
1919. d. Altadena CA Aug. 3 1945.
STIMPSON, Harold Lemont. Bowdoin
1902-04. Kappa Sigma, b. Brunswick Sept. 7
1884. With shoe store Freeport 1904-05. d.
Freeport May 10 1905.
STONE, William Haines. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1911. Delta Upsilon. Law; b.
Mnpls. MN Jan. 21 1885; m. Gertrude Irving
June 24 1917, m. Mertie Jones March 18 1967;
ch.: Dorothy. Atty. (Warren, Garfield,
Whiteside & Larson Boston 1911-15;
Biddeford 1915
—
). Member Me. state
legislature 1927-29. res. Biddeford.*
SWEENEY, Charles Francis. Spec. 1902-03.
b. Fitchburg MA May 1 1884. Business
Fitchburg. res. unknown.
TOBEY, Harold Grant. A.B., Med. Sch.
1907-09, M.D. Harvard 1911. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Lancaster MA Dec. 22 1884; s. of George L.
M'79; m. Anna Sundberg Sept. 15 1919; ch.:
Harold Jr., Sally, Nancy. Intern (R.I. General
Hospital Providence RI 1911-13, Mass. Eye &
Ear Infirmary Boston 1914-15), physician
Boston 1915-?, teacher Harvard Med. Sch.,
visiting surgeon Boston (Mass. General
Hospital, Children's Hospital, Mass. Eye & Ear
Infirmary). Pres. New Eng. Otological &
Laryngological Soc. 1936. Served to capt.
British Expeditionary Force 1915, served to
capt. USA 1917-19. d. Boston Dec. 26 1955.
TUELL, Gilbert Woodsum. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Bethel Aug. 9 1884; m. Edna Gilbert
Oct. 30 1909; ch.: Frances, Dorris, Isabel.
United Zinc & Chem. Co. (clerk Kansas City
MO, Springfield IL 1906-09; mgr. St. Louis
MO 1909-10; office mgr. Kansas City 1910-12),
asst. treas. Atlas Tack Co. Fairhaven MA
1912-48, treas. Braley's Creamery Fairhaven
MA. Member (board of fire engineers 1933-34.
board of appeals 1936-48, town finance
committee 1943-47). d. New Bedford MA Feb.
21 1948.
TUTTLE, Chester Clinton. A.B. b. Buckfield
Oct. 6 1883; m. Lillian Small June 29 1912, m.
Florice Field; ch.: Charles '37. Principal high
sch. Bryants Pond 1906-07, with Me. State
Treasury Dept. Augusta 1907-09, principal
(high sch. Caribou 1909-10, high sch.
Biddeford 1911-12, Bridgton Acad. 1912-16),
supt. sch. Buckfield 1916-19, banker Ocean
Nat. Bank Kennebunk 1919-23, supt. sch.
1925-33, U.S. postmaster 1947-56, ret. With
CCC 1934-37, 1939-41. Served with USAR
1925, served to capt. USA 1942-43. d. Sanford
Sept. 14 1958.*
WALKER, Thomas Butler. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Kennebunk Oct. 17 1882; married; ch.:
Edwin '36, Roger '47, Pauline. Read law
1906-09, atty. N. B. & T. B. Walker 1909-63.
Trustee (Biddeford Savings Bank, MacArthur
Library). Served to maj. Nat. Guard WWII.
Recipient: York County Boy Scouts Assn.
Silver Beaver Award, d. Sanford Oct. 15 1968.
WATERMAN, Joseph Samson. Bowdoin 1903.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Roxbury MA Feb. 12
1885; m. Florence Floeter June 12 1907.
Funeral dir. Boston 1905-64. Pres. J. S.
Waterman & Sons Inc. Boston, d. Boston Aug.
23 1964.
WEBBER, Ralph Grant. A.B. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. Class agt. 1938-46. b. Vassalboro
Oct. 25 1882; m. Delia Rice Feb. 7 1911. m.
Dora Stubbs Nov. 28 1916, m. Louise Davies
64
July 26 1930; ch.: David. With Int. Banking
Corp. (London England 1906-07, Manila P.I.
1908-10, Hong Kong 1910-11), with Depositers
Trust Co., with Guy Gannett Publications
Augusta 1912-44, Me. rep. F. S. Moseley & Co.
1944-56. Publicity dir. State of Me. Office Civil
Defense WWII. d. Augusta Aug. 4 1956.*
WHITMORE, Samuel. Spec. 1902-03. Zeta
Psi. b. Brunswick March 2 1883. Head
Whitmore Shoe Corp. NY (Auburn, Syracuse),
d. Auburn NY Dec. 16 1918.
WILLIAMS, Raymond Blin. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Portland Nov. 11 1883; m.
Clarissa Weymouth Sept. 2 1912; ch.: Joseph,
Martha. With Int. Banking Corp. (Hong Kong,
Canton China 1906-10; Boston 1911-16),
financial advisor eastern div. First Nat. City
Bank of NYC 1916-48, ret. Accountant
Children's Specialized Hospital Mountainside
NJ. d. Rahway NJ April 9 1967.*
WINCHELL, John Patten. Bowdoin 1902-04.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Brunswick April 16
1883; m. Elizabeth Burt June 24 1913, m.
Rebecca Bradley April 8 1963; ch.: Lysbeth,
John Jr. '40, James. With First Nat. Bank of
Brunswick 1904, with Lisbon Falls Fibre Co.,
with Cabot Mfg. Co. Brunswick, with
Brunswick Knitting Mills 197-11, accountant
Bell Tel Co. Phila. PA 1911-12, N.Y. Tel. Co.
(NYC 1912-24, safety engineer Boston 1924-27,
Brunswick 1927-41), sr. safety inspector New
Eng. Shipbuilding Corp. S. Portland 1941-44,
safety engineer (USN air station Brunswick
1944-47, Loring USAF Base Limestone
1947-48, USN air station Brunswick 1948-56),
ret. d. Daytona Beach FL March 13 1966.*
WING, Eugene Eveleth. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Fairfield
Nov. 28 1883; m. Nellie Macbeth Jan. 1914;
ch.: Hope. With Int. Banking Corp. (NYC,
London England 1906-07; Singapore 1907-08;
Calcutta India 1908-09; Manila P.I. 1909-12;
Cebu P.I. 1912-?), pres. China Banking Corp.,
treas. Marsman & Co. d. P.I. April 1944.
WINSLOW, Harvey Philip. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Gardiner July 29 1883; m. Ella
Farmer Nov. 7 1906, m. Marian Macdonald
Dec. 5 1935; ch.: Dorothy. Freight audit dept.
Me. Central RR Portland 1906-10, asst. office
mgr. Ernest Decker Agency Portland 1910-16,
mgr. Harvey Scribner Machine Shop Gardiner
1916-18, property & stock control supervisor
USA Air Force & WAA Chicago IL 1942-50.
Served to 2nd It. Me. Nat. Guard 1902-18,
served to capt. QM Corp. USA 1918-19. d.
Chicago IL April 25 1950.
WOODRUFF, Robert Thomson. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1910.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Andover MA May 26
1885; s. of Frank E. faculty; m. Alice Sanborn
May 24 1911; ch.: Robert Jr. Atty. Niles
Stevens Underwood & Mayo Lynn MA
1910-15, partner Barney & Woodruff Lynn
MA 1915-17, atty. Simpson Thatcher &
Bartlett NYC 1917-20, v.pres. Kinsley
Steamship Lines NYC 1920-22, atty.
(Woodruff Bailey & Cadman NYC 1922-?,
Walker & Redman NYC 1922-30), assoc.
counsel Worthington Pump Machinery Co.
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NYC 1941-47, ret. d. Sarasota FL May 18
1948.
YOULAND, William Edward, Jr. A.B., Med.
Sch. 1906-07, M.D. McGill 1910. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lewiston Aug. 25 1884; m.
Muriel Coulson June 23 1919; ch.: Mary,
Susan, Jane. Ambulance duty Brooklyn NY
City Hospital, house surgeon Bellevue Hospital
NYC 1910-11, clinical pathologist Cornell div.
Bellevue Hospital 1911-14, bacteriologist N.Y.
State Dept. of Health Albany NY 1914-20,
bacteriologist & pathologist NYC 1920-45,
prof, pathology N.Y. Med. Coll. 1922-45,
pathologist (Watertown & Brooklyn NY
1945-49, Cherokee IA State Hospital 1949-56),
ret. Served to capt. USA 1917-19, served with
MCUSA 1919-24. d. NYC Sept. 29 1963.
Class of 1907
ADAMS, Lester. A.B., M.D. Johns Hopkins
1911. b. Bangor Nov. 10 1884; m. Margaret
Prentiss June 30 1917, m. Violet Mills Aug. 12
1926; ch.: Susan, Sarah. Intern St. Francis
Hospital Pittsburgh PA 1911-12, resident
Bayview Hospital Baltimore MD 1912-13,
pathology dept. Johns Hopkins Hospital
1913-14, pathologist Eastern Me. General
Hospital Bangor 1914-17, resident Trudeau
Sanitorium Sardnac Lake NY 1919-21, supt.
(Bel Aire PA Hospital 1921-23, Western Me.
Sanitorium Greenwood Mountain 1923-30),
pvt. practice Bangor 1931-34, supt. Western
Me. Sanitorium Greenwood Mountain
1933-35, ret. Served to capt. MCUSA 1917-19.
Recipient: Me. Assn. 50 yr. medal 1961, 55 yr.
medal 1966, 60 yr. medal 1971; hon. staff
member Central Me. General Hospital
Lewiston. d. Thomaston Dec. 14 1971.*
ALLEN, Neal Woodside. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Delta Phi. Class
agt. 1938-44, Alumni Council 1940-42,
Overseer 1941-64 (Emeritus 1965-76),
Governing Board rep. on Alumni Council
1942-45. b. Portland Sept. 3 1884; m.
Margaret Stevens June 19 1909; ch.: Louise,
Charles '34, Frederick, Neal Jr. '40, Barbara,
Franklin '45. Pres. F. O. Bailey Co. Inc.
Portland 1907-ca. 1962 (board chmn. 1969),
ret. Past trustee Westbrook Jr. Coll. 1934-67,
past chmn. (city planning board Portland,
United Community & War Chest Campaign),
First Radio Parish Church of Am. (past pres.,
original dir.), past dir. (YMCA Portland,
Family Welfare Soc), past pres. (Rotary Club
Portland, Portland Soc. of Art), d. Portland
June 25 1976.*
BALDWIN, Lorenzo Wilson. A.B., LL.B.
Columbia 1910. Theta Delta Chi. b. Forest
City FL Sept. 29 1886; m. Rose Gillespy April
8 1916; ch.: Mrs. Chan W. Home, Lorenzo Jr.
Atty. Jacksonville FL over 50 yrs., ret. Member
Selective Service board, d. Jacksonville FL
Oct. 27 1968.*
BASS, Frank Lyman. A.B., LL.B. Univ. Me.
1910. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council
1919-22. b. E. Poland March 10 1884.
Editorial staff Daily Commercial Bangor
[1906-1907]
1911-42 (state ed., city ed., managing ed., ed.
1935-42), atty. Bangor 1942-53. Dir. J. P. Bass
Publishing Co. 1918-37, Me. Law Review
Editorial Board 1910. Bangor Army Filter
Center 1941-43. d. Bangor March 7 1953.
BENNETT, Charles Reynolds. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma.
Lectureship fund established in his memory
1962. Scholarship fund established in his
memory 1967. b. Yarmouth April 19 1885;
m. Mary Freeman Feb. 10 1916. With Int.
Banking Corp. (NYC 1907, London England
1907-09, Kobe Japan 1909-13, Hong Kong
1913-15, Kobe 1916-17, Peiping China 1917-30,
Shanghai China 1931-33, Peiping 1933-36), ret.
Rep. Am. Group of China Banking
Consortium J. P. Morgan & Co. Shanghai
1936-39, U.S. Govt. Washington DC 1944-47
(economic advisor Office of Far Eastern
Affairs, chief China div. Foreign Liquidation
Office of State Dept.), treas. & trustee China
Foundation for the Promotion of Education &
Culture 1923-39, trustee Peiping Union Med.
Coll. 1943-47. Recipient: Chia-Ho Decoration
by Chinese govt. d. N. Andover MA April 27
I960.*
BLANCHARD, Paul Drake. Bowdoin 1903-07,
Med. Sch. 1906-07, M.D. Tufts 1911. Psi
Upsilon. b. Springfield Sept. 25 1885; m.
Sarah Gibson July 23 1913. Intern Lowell MA
1911-13, physician (Bangor 1913, Lowell
1913-31). d. Lowell MA March 23 1931.
BOWER, George Allen. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Lisburn PA Sept. 19 1885; m. Isabel
Cummings June 25 1913; ch.: Robert, Philip,
William, John. Asst. supt. Columbia Mills
Lewiston 1907-23, pres. Bower Mill Lewiston
1923-42. Composer, d. Lewiston Dec. 28 1942.
BRADBURY, John Sturgis. Bowdoin 1903-04.
Delta Upsilon. b. Fairfield April 2 1882. res.
unknown.
BRIGGS, Benjamin Franklin. A.B. 1929. Psi
Upsilon. b. Auburn Nov. 16 1883; m.
Dorothy Green Sept. 6 1913; ch.: Jean, John,
William '43, Benjamin Jr. Atty. Houlton
1909- 10, chief trial counsel N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC
1910-27, trust officer Nat. City Bank NYC
1927-37, atty. (McClellan & Shrewsbury NYC
1937-41, Westfield MA 1941-45), ret. d. Naples
FL March 9 1966.*
BRIGGS, Eugene Hale. Bowdoin 1903-05. Psi
Upsilon. b. Auburn Nov. 6 1885; m.
Florence Bush June 14 1910; ch.: Barbara.
Spec. asst. to v.pres. Am. Brake Shoe &
Foundry Co. Mahwah NJ 1910-19, salesman
Independence Fund of N. Am. (Buffalo NY
1919-30, NYC 1930-35), exec. Walworth Co.
NYC 1935-45. d. NYC Aug. 31 1945.
BROWN, Harry Leland. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Westbrook Dec. 25 1884; m. Edna Smith
April 29 1916; ch.: Mrs. Malcolm Young, Mrs.
Kenneth W. Howat. With Cushman-Hollis Co.
Auburn 1907-08, with Western Electric Co.
Chicago IL 1908-09, with New Eng. Tel. Co.
(Boston 1909-10, Lowell MA 1910-11,
Manchester NH 1911-12, Boston 1912-13),
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with Tel. & Tel. Co. NYC 1913-48, ret. d. Ft.
Myers FL June 30 1970.
BURTON, Felix Arnold. A.B. cum laude, B.S.
M.I.T. 1909, M.S. M.I.T 1911. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Council 1923-26; Alumni
Fund dir. 1934-37, chmn. 1935-37; class agt.
1938-44. b. Millis MA Aug. 4 1885; s. of
Alfred '78; m. Helen Eaton Oct. 31 1911; ch.:
Alice. Architect & draftsman (Portland OR
1911-12, NYC 1913-14, Brunswick 1914-18,
Boston 1919-42), ret. Pres. Architects Small
House Service Bureau New Eng. div. 1926-43,
treas. Boston Soc. of Architects 1933-34, mgr.
Real Property Inventory Newton MA 1934-35.
Served to 1st It. USA 1918-19. d. Boston Nov.
28 1949.*
BUTTRICK, Paul Allen. A.B. b. New Haven
CT Nov. 8 1883; s. of Wallace H'25; m.
Martha Pratt Dec. 25 1921; ch.: Martha,
Wallace, Paul, Polly. With Spencer Trask &
Co. NYC 1907-11, with First Nat. Bank
Denver CO 1911-12, with wholesale grocery
Chicago IL 1912-14, with Bankers Trust Co.
NYC 1914-17, with YMCA Europe 1917-22,
pres. George Rockwood & Co. Bennington VT
1922-35. Trustee (Baptist Church Bennington,
Bennington Hospital), d. Bennington VT Nov.
27 1935.
CARNEY, Richard Irving. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Sheepscot Nov. 21 1884; m. Gretchen
Horstmeyer Sept. 4 1918; ch.: Franklin,
Richard Jr., Otis. Teacher Steam's Sch. Mt.
Vernon NH 1907-09, chem. research asst.
Nutrition Lab. Carnegie Inst, of Washington
DC Boston 1910-11, chemist & lab. organizer
W. F. Schrafft & Sons Inc. Boston 191 1-57, ret.
Dir. & v.pres. Boston Federal Savings & Loan
Assn. 1911-58. d. Melrose MA May 1 1958.*
CHADBOURNE, Arthur Chase. A.B. magna
cum laude. Beta Theta Pi. b. Hallowell
March 2 1886; m. Ida Holmgren Sept. 8 1924;
ch.: Helen, Arthur Jr. With Int. Banking Corp.
(London England 1907-09, Mexico City
Mexico 1909-14; asst. mgr. Manila-Cebu
branch P.I. 1914-16, mgr. Santo Domingo City
Dominican Republic 1916-21), Nat. City Bank
NYC (branch mgr. Madrid Spain 1921-29, asst.
cashier NYC 1929-38), ret. Served with
Censorship Office War Dept. NYC 1942-45. d.
Hallowell Aug. 6 1951.
CHANDLER, Harold Heckles. A.B., M.D.
Harvard 1911. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Chelsea
MA Dec. 18 1885; m. Margaretta Faxon June
19 1915; ch.: Dorothy, Barbara, Harold Jr.
Ophthamologist Boston 1912-46. Served to It.
MCUSA 1917-19. d. Newton MA July 14 1946.
CLARK, Chester Gordon. Bowdoin 1903-06,
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1911. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Portland Nov. 24 1884; m.
Beatrice Hardy June 2 1917; ch.: John,
Richard. Atty. 1911-64 (Boston, Wellesley
MA), ret. Town selectman Wellesley; chmn.
advisory committee Wellesley; treas., clerk &
dir. Boston Ins. Exchange Bldg.; asst. treas. &
dir. Shawmut Engineering Co., dir. State Street
Exchange, d. Wellesley Hills MA July 30 1965.
COLLINS, James Harold. A.B. cum laude,
Med. Sch. 1906-07, M.D. George Washington
Univ. 1914, A.M. George Washington Univ.
1915. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Brewer Oct.
12 1884; m. Mary Stout Aug. 8 1914; ch.:
Frank, Edward, James Jr., Claire, Helen,
Dorothy. With Lackawanna Steel Works
Buffalo NY 1907-11, physician Washington
DC 1915-17, George Washington Univ. 1917
(assoc. prof, physiology, pharmacy), Univ.
Tenn. 1918-22 (prof, physiology, pharmacy),
physician Memphis TN 1922-41. d. Memphis
TN Aug. 5 1941.
CONY, Robert Alexander. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. George Washington Univ. 191 1. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Augusta Sept. 13 1876; m.
Louise Gartley Nov. 26 1913. Pvt. sec. to a U.S.
congressman Washington DC 1907-11, atty.
Augusta 1911-40, justice Superior Court ME
1940-44. Clerk to a U.S. Senator Washington
DC 1913-16, recorder Municipal Court
Augusta 1919-27, mayor Augusta 1928-34, U.S.
commissioner ME 1934-39, Me. state senator
1939-40, v.pres. Depositors Trust Co. d.
Augusta Jan. 1 1945.*
COONS, Leroy Wilson. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1908; B.D.
St. Lawrence Univ. 1898; D.D. St. Lawrence
Univ. 1915. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Arcanum
OH Aug. 23 1872; m. Loraine Thomas Aug. 25
1897; ch.: Quentin. Universalist clerg.
(Hallowell 1896-98, Pittsfield 1898-1907,
Brunswick 1907-08, Augusta 1908-14,
Haverhill MA 1914-22), supt. Universalist
Churches of Mass. 1922-42, ret. Doolittle
Home for Aged Persons Inc. Foxboro MA
(trustee 1922-42, hon. trustee 1942-48). d.
Brookline MA Aug. 25 1948.
CRAIGIE, George William. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Westbrook May 12 1885; m.
Mildred MacQuarrie Jan. 15 1917; ch.:
Elizabeth, George Jr. '44, Hugh, Anne. Student
M.I.T. 1908, S. D. Warren Co. Westbrook
1908-? (supt. rag dept., asst. to general supt.).
Pres. (New Eng. Teachers Agency Portland
1916- 18, Am. Pulp & Paper Mill Assn.
1918-32), exec. sec. nat. conv. Chicago IL 1932,
pres. Kiwanis Club Portland 1916, dir.
(Westbrook Trust Co. 1916-20, Cumberland
County Public Health Assn., Assoc. Charities
of Portland), past sec. Paper Industry
Management Assn. res. Orlando FL.*
DOHERTY, Cornelius Francis. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Portland March 10 1885; m. Bess
Wilhelm Jan. 24 1908; ch.: Cornelius Jr. '33.
Advt. business NYC 1907-50, ret. d. Milford
CT Dec. 30 1961.
DRUMMOND, Joseph Blake. A.B., M.D.
Med. Sch. 1910, Sc.D. 1942. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Council 1930-33. Scholarship
fund established in his memory 1966. b.
Portland July 12 1884; m. Katharine Randall
Dec. 14 1911; ch.: Barbara. Me. Med. Sch.
(asst. demonstrator histology 1910-11,
demonstrator 1911-12, instr. anatomy 1912-13,
asst. prof. 1913-16, lectr. 1916-17, prof.
1917-21), assoc. surgeon Me. General Hospital
Portland 1923-44, emeritus 1951-55, sr. surgeon
State Street Hospital Portland 1922-44. Med.
Dir. Union Mutual Life Ins. Co. 1934-46. d.
Portland April 21 1955.*
DRUMMOND, Wadleigh Bean. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Portland Sept. 10
1885; m. Lida Chenery Sept. 23 1913; ch.:
Josiah '36. Atty. Portland 1907-?. Union
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Portland (past dir., past
board chmn.), past dir. (Me. Nat. Bank, Bath
Iron Works Corp. Oxford Paper Co.), dir. Me.
Bonding & Casualty Co., clerk of corp. Nat.
TB Assn. res. Portland.*
DUDDY, Edward Augustin. A.B. magna cum
laude, A.M. Harvard 1908. Kappa Sigma, b.
Portland Jan. 17 1884; m. Alice McCarthy
Aug. 30 1911; ch.: Edward, Mary, Richard.
Asst. prof. English Mont. State Coll. Bozeman
1909-11, instr. Univ. Utah 1911-12, newspaper
work & agriculture Bozeman & Gallatin Valley
MT 1912-15, assoc. prof. English Mont. State
Coll. 1915-20, Univ. Chicago Sch. of Business
(lectr. 1920-21; asst. prof., assoc. prof. 1921-31;
prof, marketing 1931-49; emeritus 1949-66).
Admin, asst. Subsistence Homesteads div. U.S.
Dept. of the Interior Washington DC 1933,
principal agricultural economist Dept. of
Agriculture 1935, economist OPA Washington
DC 1942. Author, ed.: Journal of Business
Univ. Chicago 1928-49. Served to 2nd It. USA
1918-19. d. Tucson AZ March 4 1966.*
ERSKINE, Linwood Mandeville. A.B. cum
laude, LL.B. Harvard 1910. Zeta Psi. b.
Jefferson April 1 1885; m. Katharine Forbes
June 29 1918; ch.: Harriette, Louise, Linwood
Jr., Christopher. Atty. Worcester MA 1910-56.
Dir. (Coppus Engineering Corp., Worcester
Film Co., Hobbs Mfg. Co., Arter Grinding
Machine Co., Kerns Casket Co., Warp
Compressing Machine Co., Mass. Congr. Conf.
& Missionary Soc. 1941-41, Home for Aged
Men in Worcester 1938-48, Worcester Animal
Rescue League 1938-48), pres. (Memorial
Homes for the Blind 1947-48, Rufus Putnam
Memorial Assn. 1947-48, Rotary Club
Worcester 1940-41, Worcester Economic Club
1946-47, Worcester Torch Club 1943-44,
Worcester Congr. Club), member exec,
committee Worcester Int. Council 1947-48,
treas. & general mgr. Merrifield Bldgs. Trust
Inc., mgr. Day Trust, trustee Leicester MA
Acad., Leicester Jr. Coll. (trustee 1948-56,
chmn. 1948-53). Residence Hall Leicester Jr.
Coll. named in his memory 1958. d. Worcester
MA April 5 1956.*
FERNALD, Clarence Joel. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1916. b. Winn June 17 1881; s. of
Benjamin '69; m. Nellie Keene June 25 1912,
m. Frances Wells 1957; ch.: Clarence, Fred '40.
Physician Van Buren 1916-17; post-grad, work
eye, ear, nose & throat diseases NYC 1917-18;
physician Washington DC 1918-60; ret. d. St.
Petersburg FL April 8 1964.
GANNETT, Frank Stinson. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Ft. Fairfield June 2 1884; m. Zola Hitchcock
Dec. 23 1915, m. Eva McCorkle Oct. 27 1944;
ch.: George, Lucy, Evelyn. Principal jr. high
sch. Salem OR, mortgage & bond business
Portland OR 1916-20. prop, automobile garage
Eugene OR 1920-30, mgr. Fyr Fyter Products
Co. Portland OR 1935-52. ret. 1952, prop, meat
tenderizing mfg. co. Portland OR. Pres. Ore.
State Soc. Sons of the Am. Revolution 1938.
v.pres. Pacific Coast Sons of the Am.
Revolution 1939. Recipient: award during
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Portland Rose Festival 1972. d. Portland OR
Feb. 7 1977.*
GILES, Ralph Waldo Emerson. A.B., Med.
Sch. 1907-08. Beta Theta Pi. b. E. Brownfield
Nov. 13 1883; m. Mabelle Chadbourne Aug.
19 1912; ch.: Everett '41. With general store &
lumber mill E. Brownfield 1908-18, life ins.
business 1919-20, dist. mgr. New Eng. & N.Y.
wholesale pharmacy business E. Baldwin &
Brunswick 1932-55. d. Brunswick Nov. 5 1955.
GLIDDEN, Arthur Boynton. Bowdoin 1903-04.
Psi Upsilon. b. Woods Hole MA June 14
1885; m. Nannie Dale; ch.: Arthur Jr.,
Stephen, William, Margaret, John '52, Phyllis,
res. Newcastle, Dover MA. Served in WWI. d.
Damariscotta Aug. 21 1953.
GOODHUE, Harold Vinton. Bowdoin 1903-05.
Zeta Psi. b. Ft. Fairfield Aug. 15 1883; m.
Winnifred Larrabee Sept. 12 1907, m. Caroline
Schwartz; ch.: Helen, Paul. Merc. Ft. Fairfield
1907-?, traveling salesman Los Angeles CA ca.
1927, with advt. co. 7-1939 (MA, Portland), d.
Portland Sept. 9 1939.
HACKER, Tom Edgar. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Ft. Fairfield July 15 1884; m.
Sarah Burns July 1 1907; ch.: Mary, June,
Jerre, Tom, Richard, John. Mgr. shoe store Ft.
Fairfield, with Ames & Hacker Ft. Fairfield 20
yrs., with Stewart & Hacker Ft. Fairfield
7-1937. Chmn. board of selectmen Ft. Fairfield
1925-30, pres. Ft. Fairfield (Nat. Bank 1918-33,
Sewer Co., Farm Loan Assn.), dir. public
library Ft. Fairfield, d. Ft. Fairfield Sept. 30
1937.
HAGGETT, Fred Bartlett. Bowdoin 1903-04.
b. Bath Aug. 23 1886; married; ch.: Fred Jr.
Accountant Bath 1905-7, roofing estimator
Boston 7-1953, ret. d. Quincy MA May 7 1956.
HAINES, Willis Nathan. Bowdoin 1904-07,
A.B. Univ. Me. 1909. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Dexter July 24 1885. Musician Boston, theater
organist Vallejo CA ca. 1929, with Standard
Oil Co. Sacramento CA ca. 1931. d. Los
Angeles CA 1939.
HALEY, Seth Gurney. A.B. cum laude. Zeta
Psi. b. Portsmouth NH Sept. 26 1881; m.
Helen Hill Dec. 21 1911. With Int. Banking
Corp. London England 1907-08, principal
(high sch. Collinsville CT 1908-15, high sch. E.
Hartford CT 1915-16, Monson MA Acad.
1916-17, high sch. W. Haven CT 1919-33),
supt. sch. W. Haven 1933-51, ret. Dir. (public
library W. Haven 1938-44, community council
1934-40), chmn. Am. Red Cross W. Haven
1940-47. Served with Am. Expeditionary
Force, YMCA 1917-18. Elementary sch. W.
Haven named for him 1952. d. New Haven CT
June 24 1965.
HALFORD, John Henry. Bowdoin 1903-05,
A.M. (hon.) 1927. Zeta Psi. Class agt. 1929-38,
Alumni Fund dir. 1933-36, Overseer 1948-53,
Trustee 1953-67 (Emeritus 1967-68). b. Great
Horton Yorkshire England Sept. 29 1885; m.
Hannah Kellett Nov. 25 1914; ch.: John Jr. '38,
Jane. Asst. to supt. worsted yarn mill Limerick
1905-1 1, asst. supt. S. B. & B. W. Fleisher Mills
Phila. PA 1911-13, James Lees & Sons
Bridgeport PA (supt. 1913-18, v.pres. 1918-51,
dir. 1951-62), ret. 1951. Dir. (Lee's Bldg. Assn.
Bridgeport, Bridgeport Nat. Bank, YMCA
Norristown PA 20 yrs.), trustee (community
chest Norristown, Hebron Acad. 1949-68),
trustee & pres. Montgomery Hospital
Norristown, member advisory committee
(Liberty Real Estate Trust Co., Fidelity-Phila.
Bank & Trust Co.), elder First Presby. Church
Norristown. Served with WPB WWII.
Residence Hall Hebron Acad, named in his
honor 1967. d. Bridgton July 8 1968.*
HATCH, Arthur Loud. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Bristol July 28 1886. Jewelry salesman TX
1907-7, educational sec. USMC training camp
Parris Is. SC 1918, educational dir. (USA,
USN, YMCA Key West FL 1918-19; YMCA
Havana Cuba), teacher Bridgeport CT ca.
1922, dist. educational advisor USA Third
Corps Baltimore MD ca. 1939. d. Jacksonville
FL April 25 1944.
HICHBORN, Harold Sprague. Bowdoin
1903-06. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Augusta
April 12 1885; m. Martha Batchelder Oct. 18
1911; ch.: John, Robert, Alden. With First
Nat. Bank Augusta 1906-7; with P. W. Brooks
& Co. Augusta ca. 1910; jr. member Liggett,
Hichborn & Co. NYC ca. 1917. d. Augusta
May 29 1919.
HOLT, Erastus Eugene, Jr. A.B., M D. Med.
Sch. 1910. b. Portland Sept. 5 1886; s. of
Erastus E. M'74; m. Adelaide Munsey Sept. 5
1913; ch.: Mary, Elizabeth, Martha. Intern
Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary Portland,
ophthalmologist Portland 1910-46. Exec,
surgeon & supt. Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary
Portland, Bowdoin (asst. demonstrator
histology 1910-11, demonstrator 1911-12, instr.
anatomy 1912-14, clinical asst. ophthalmology
1914-21), F.A.C.S. 1922-46. Dir. Casco
Mercantile Trust Co., corporator Me. Savings
Bank, pres. (Portland Med. Club, New Eng.
Ophthalmological Soc, Council of Me. Med.
Assn.), Cumberland County Med. Assn. (sec.
treas., pres.), member (med. advisory board
Selective Service, Am. Acad. Ophthalmology
and Otolaryngology, examing board Am.
Acad. Ophthalmology). Lectr., contbr. d.
Portland Feb. 2 1946.
HOPEWELL, Henry Chase. Bowdoin 1904-05,
A.B. Harvard 1907. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Cambridge MA Sept. 23 1883; m. Hilda Prince
Feb. 15 1919; ch.: Henry, Robert, Frank.
Served to dir. L. C. Chase & Co. Boston 1907-7
Pres. Tanide Products Corp. Watertown MA
7-1939, dir. Sanford Mills, d. Wolfeboro NH
Aug. 23 1939.
HULL, George Herbert. A.B., B.D. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1904. b. Toledo OH Nov. 6
1868; m. Luda Guthrie Sept. 15 1892; ch.:
Verona. Clerg. (Fairfield NB 1898-1900,
Merrimack NH 1900-01, Barnstead NH
1901-03, Hampden 1903-05, S. Freeport
1905-08, Boothbay Harbor 1908-09), state mgr.
Dodd Mead & Co. Portland, with Aetna Life
Ins. Co. Portland OR ca. 1922, ins. business
Vancouver B.C. Canada ca. 1931. d. Portland
OR June 16 1939.
HUPPER, Roscoe Henderson. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1945; grad.
George Washington Univ. 1910. Zeta Psi.
Alumni Council 1924-27, Overseer 1938-63
(Emeritus 1963-67). Scholarship fund
established in his memory 1968. b.
Thomaston March 11 1883; m. Dorothy
Healey June 13 1923; ch.: John '50, Roger '50,
Joel '54. Atty. to sr. partner Burlingham
Hupper & Kennedy NYC 1911-61, ret. V.pres.
Luckenbach Steamship Co. 1943-7, Hebron
Acad, (trustee, pres. 1946-63 trustee emeritus
1963-67). Library Hebron Acad, named in his
memory 1970. Recipient: Order of
Orange-Nassau of the Netherlands 1952. d.
NYC May 9 1967.
JOHNSON, Henry Lincoln. Bowdoin 1903-05,
Med. Sch. 1908-10, M.D. Columbia 1912. Zeta
Psi. Faculty rep. on Alumni Council 1939-42.
b. Wiscasset Feb. 16 1886; m. Mary Buffam
July 27 1915; ch.: Lincoln, Robert, Helen.
Physician (Westerly RI 1913-27, Bowdoin
1927-47, Watch Hill RI summers 1927-42,
Brunswick 1942-47). Served to It. (jg) USN
1917-19. d. Brunswick Dec. 3 1947.*
JOY, Harry Jarvis. Bowdoin 1903-06. Psi
Upsilon. b. Ellsworth May 14 1885. res.
unknown.
KIMBALL, Phillips. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Alumni Council 1925-28. b. Lewiston Feb.
20 1886; s. of Edward H. '76. With Kimball
Brothers Bath 1907-12, general mgr. Liberty
Paper Co. NYC 1912-22, receiver to pres.
Midwest Laundries Inc. St. Louis MO 1925-7,
receivership dept. Irving Trust Co. NYC
1930-31. d. Bath July 15 1932.
KINGSLEY, Chester Sumner. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lewiston June 5 1884; m. Ethelle
Smiley Sept. 30 1909; ch.: Virginia.
Bacteriologist Me. State Lab. Hygiene Augusta
1907-17, resident sanitarian U.S. Shipping
Board Bath 1917, USPHS Bath (scientific asst.
1917-19, asst. epidermatologist 1919-30), state
health officer Bath 1919-30, dir. Me. State Lab.
Caribou 1930-44, ret., clothing business
Boothbay Harbor 1944-47. d. Boothbay
Harbor Oct. 22 1949.
KINSMAN, Charles Penney. Bowdoin
1903-05. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Augusta
April 28 1883; s. of Frederick G. M'83; m.
Hortense Powers Dec. 6 1906; ch.: Charles Jr.,
Frances. With stock & bond firm Boston,
served to pres. Capitol Drug Co. Augusta, Is.
Park 10 yrs. (pres., mgr.). Alderman Augusta 5
yrs., Me. state rep. 2 terms, chmn. Advisory
Council of Me. Fish & Game Dept. 8 yrs.,
exec, board member State Trust Co., board
member (Augusta Opera House Co., Augusta
Hotel Co). YMCA work WWII, served with
state militia 3 yrs. d. Augusta June 9 1958.
LAWRENCE, Glenn Allan. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
N. Lubec Nov. 24 1884; m. Grace King April
21 1909; ch.: Ruth, Mary. With Union Trust
Co. Ellsworth 1907-09, mfg. business Boston
1909-11, pres. Lawrence Canning Co.
Rockland 1911-38, pres. & treas. Belfast
Packing Co. 1938-54, treas. Bath Canning Co.
1946-54, factory prop. & operator ME, ret. Dir.
(First Nat. Bank Belfast, Securities Trust Co.
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Rockland, Waldo County Hospital), member
advisory board Depositors Trust Co. d. Belfast
Sept. 9 1966.*
LEYDON, John William. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, L.H.D. 1957; A.M.
Univ. Penn. 1922. Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni
Council 1926-29, class agt. 1945-70.
Scholarship fund established in his memory
1972. Recipient: Alumni Service Award 1957.
b. Bath Feb. 1 1886; m. Theodora Koebig
Dec. 27 1915; ch.: Theodore '41, John. Teacher
(Worcester MA Acad. 1907-11, Carnegie
exchange Charlottenburg Germany 1911-12,
Worcester Acad. 1912-14, William Penn
Charter Sch. Phila. PA 1914-22), dir. Leydon
Tutoring Sch. Hanover NH summers 1914-28,
headmaster Park Sch. Baltimore MD 1922-25,
chmn. Romance Langs, dept. Girard Coll.
Phila. 1925-56. Dir. (Phi Beta Kappa Soc, New
Eng. Soc, M.L.A. Phila.) d. Bryn Mawr PA
Aug. 9 1970.*
LIBBY, Bion Bradbury. Bowdoin 1903-05, A.B.
Tufts 1908, LL.B. Harvard 1911. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Portland July 26 1886; s. of
Charles F. '64. Atty. Washington DC 1911-17,
served to capt. mere, marine 1917-19, atty.
(Washington DC 1919-28, Tampa FL). Served
with USCG WWII. d. Portland March 25 1953.
LIBBY, Laurence Leonard. Spec. 1903-05. b.
Gorham Sept. 16 1880; m. Lulu Simon Aug. 14
1911; ch.: Virginia. With paper mill Westbrook
1905-07, canning business ME & Canada
1907-41. d. Sinclairville NY May 11 1941.
LINNELL, William Shepherd. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1960; grad.
George Washington Univ. 1911; LL.D.
Portland Univ. 1962. Beta Theta Pi. Alumni
Council 1938-41 (pres. 1940-41), pres. Alumni
Assn. 1940-41. b. Biddeford July 21 1885; m.
Jessie Hopkinson Nov. 12 1912; ch.: Sarah,
Nancy, Robert '53. Atty. Portland 1911-68 (sr.
partner Linnell Perkins Thompson Hinckley &
Thaxter 1934-68). Portland Gas Light Co.
(pres. 1927-63, dir. 1963-68), Thornton Acad.
Saco (trustee 1932-1968, pres. 1960-68),
Westbrook Jr. Coll. (trustee 1934-68, pres.
1951-68), trustee Bangor Theol. Sem. 1953-66,
dir. Bancroft & Martin Rolling Mills Co.
1918-68, Nat. Bank of Commerce Portland
1933-58), pres. (Int. Assn. of Torch Clubs
1935-36, C. of C. Greater Portland 1924-25 &
1959-61), member (Me. governor's Exec.
Council 1925-28, Republican Nat. Committee
1937-48), governor 285th dist. Rotary Int.
1949-50, corporator Me. General Hospital.
Gymnasium Thornton Acad, dedicated in his
honor 1963, residence hall Westbrook Jr. Coll.
named in his honor 1963. d. Portland Feb. 14
1968.*
MacMICHAEL, Earle Haggett. A.B., Med.
Sch. 1906-07, M.D. Harvard 1910. Delta
Upsilon. b. Boston May 13 1884; m. Grace
Anthony May 13 1913. Physician Maiden MA
1911-22, ret. Served to capt. MCUSA 1918-19.
d. Englewood CA Oct. 27 1940.
MINCHER, Leon Dearborn. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.;
b. Mattawamkeag Aug. 24 1884; m. Mary
Dalton Jan. 18 1913; ch.: Mary, Leon, Elinor,
Barbara. Teller Eliot Savings Bank Dorchester
MA. Treas. Church of the Epiphany
Dorchester 5 yrs. res. Newton Centre MA.*
MITCHELL, Harry Edward. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. New Portland July 27
1877; m. Laura Reed Jan. 1 1910, m. Irma
Wells Aug. 27 1938; ch.: Harry Jr. Pres., dir.
Mitchell-Coney Co. (Augusta 1907-10,
Brunswick 1910-12); salesman Sanborn Co.
Reading PA 1912-38; agt. Continental
Casualty Co. Reading 1938-44. d. Reading PA
Oct. 3 1944.
MORRILL, George Harold. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Athens Feb. 27 1884. res. unknown.
NEAL, Morris Humphrey. Bowdoin 1903-05,
B.S. Worcester Polytech. Inst. 1908. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Collinsville CT Nov. 3
1885; m. Claudia Tracy Oct. 29 1919; ch.:
Carolyn. With Worcester Pressed Steel Co.
1908-09, inspector Factory Ins. Assn.
(Hartford CT 1909-12, NYC 1912-54), ret. d.
Babylon NY Nov. 27 1974.
OTIS, Ensign. A.B. Kappa Sigma. b.
Rockland Sept. 7 1884; m. Elizabeth Farwell
Oct. 10 1911. With Rockland Opinion 1908-17
(ed. 7-1917), with Cobbs Inc. Rockland
1917-23, atty. Rockland 1923-45 (sr. partner
Otis & Harmon 1940-45), Knox County atty.
Recorder Municipal Court Rockland 1933-?
Knox County coroner, dir. (N. Nat. Bank,
Knox County Hospital Assn.), receiver
Security Trust Co., Snow Shipyards Inc.),
trustee State Juvenile Inst. d. Rockland Oct. 20
1945.
PIKE, Asa Osgood, II. A.B. cum laude. Zeta
Psi. b. Fryeburg Feb. 7 1886; m. Geraldine
Fitzgerald June 30 1909; ch.: Asa III '34, Mrs.
Ronald G. Torrey, John. Me. State Dept. of
Agriculture (gypsy moth control project
1909- 11, field agt. 1911-13); agriculture &
timber operations Fryeburg 1913-22; founder
A. O. Pike II Ins. Agency Fryeburg 1922,
partner 1935-53, ret. Trustee Fryeburg Acad.,
trial justice Fryeburg 20 yrs., moderator town
meetings Fryeburg, town selectman Fryeburg,
chmn. (allocation committee Clarence E.
Mulford Trust Fund, Bradley Memorial Park
committee), dir. Fryeburg Water Co. d.
Fryeburg July 29 1966.*
PIPER, Frank Sherman. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. N. Parsonfield July 5 1884; m. Frances
Cushing June 26 1926; ch.: Patricia. Lumber
business Parsonfield 1910-30, Parsonfield Sem.
(teacher 1920-23, principal 1923-31), atty.
Cornish 1934-49. Trustee Parsonfield Sem. d.
Cornish Jan. 18 1949.
POPE, Edward Carpenter. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Manchester Oct. 26 1880; m. Susan Norton
Jan. 26 1918. Agriculture Manchester 1907-19.
d. Manchester March 26 1919.
POWERS, Elisha Shaw. Bowdoin 1903-05.,
LL.B. Univ. Me. 1910. Psi Upsilon. b.
Newport Aug. 26 1885; s. of Don A.H. '74; m.
Beatrice Moir May 29 1926; ch.: James. Atty.
Houlton 1910-?, chief inspector U.S.
Immigration Service Waddington NY,
reviewing officer U.S. Immigration &
Naturalization Service Boston 1943-52. Served
to 2nd It. USA 1917-19. d. Maiden MA July 15
1952.
POWERS, Harold Wyman. Bowdoin 1903-04.
b. Fryeburg March 20 1884; m. Sophie
Wachner Sept. 4 1920. Draftsman N.Y. Edison
Co. NYC 1905-?, res. CA 1920-1943. Served
with USA WWI. d. LaCanada CA Oct. 8
1943.*
REDMAN, Fulton Jarvis. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1910. Psi Upsilon. b. Ellsworth March 12
1885; s. of Erastus F. '70; m. Florence Murphy
April 24 1914. Atty. (NYC; Redman, White &
Willey Portland; Bar Harbor). Me. state rep.
1917-19, pres. Me. Publishing Corp., political
columnist Guy Gannett Publishing Co. d. Bar
Harbor Sept. 11 1969.
ROBERTS, Ammie Blaine. A.B. b. Portland
March 17 1886; m. Eva Morse Sept. 14 1907.
Instr. English, sec. to faculty Univ. Utah
1908-11; teacher high sch. Modesto CA
1911-12; education sec. YMCA Oakland CA
1913-14; instr. English Reed Coll. 1914. d.
Portland OR Nov. 29 1914.
ROBERTS, Willis Elmer. A.B., grad. Univ.
Me. 1909. Beta Theta Pi. b. Brunswick Sept.
18 1885; m. Grace Lunt Sept. 25 1912; ch.:
Ruth. Atty. Brunswick 1910-13, prop. Roberts
Shoe Store Brunswick 1913-59. Municipal
Court Brunswick (recorder 14 yrs., judge
1940-44), member Civil Service board,
incorporator Brunswick Savings Inst. d.
Brunswick March 29 I960.*
ROBINSON, Dwight Stillwell. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Brunswick Aug. 2 1885; s. of
Franklin C. '73; m. Ruth Ellis Jan. 15 1913, m.
Virgnia Boone June 1 1940; ch.: Anne,
Eleanor, Franklin '41, Barbara. E. I. duPont de
Nemours Powder Co. (chemist Woodbury NJ
1907-08; supt. Louviers CO 1908-11,
Washburn WI 1911-17, Louviers 1917-19,
duPont WA 1919-23), pres. & part-prop.
Western Furnaces Inc. Tacoma WA 1923-31.
asst. supt. cellophane plant E. I. duPont de
Nemours Powder Co. Old Hickory TN
1932-45, pres. & part-prop. Western Furnaces
Inc. Tacoma 1945-54. d. Tacoma WA Jan. 14
1954.*
ROBINSON, William Alexander. A.B. magna
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Wise.
1910; Ph.D. Yale 1913; A.M. Dartmouth 1920.
Kappa Sigma. b. New Haven CT Sept. 5
1884; m. Ruth Rule Dec. 20 1931. Fellow
history dept. Yale 1911-13, assoc. prof, political
science Univ. Ida. Moscow 1913-14.
Washington Univ. St. Louis MO (asst. prof,
political science 1914-17, assoc. prof. 1917-19),
prof. govt. Dartmouth Coll. 1919-50. Author:
Jeffersonian Democracy. Life of Thomas B.
Reed; contbr. d. Concord NH June 10 1950.*
RUSSELL, Blinn Whittemore. A.B. cum laude.
M.D. Med. Sch. 1910. Delta Upsilon. b.
Phillips June 29 1883: m. Addie Whittier July
21 1910; ch.: Blinn Jr. '39. Physician Lewiston
1910-53, ret., surgeon Continental Mills Bates
Mfg. Co., med. examiner Lewiston. d.
Amesburv MA Jan. 31 1954.
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SARGENT, Daniel. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland Aug. 25 1884; s. of Charles '76; m.
Gertrude Summering Oct. 29 1913; ch.:
Barbara. With traffic dept. New Eng. Tel. &
Tel. Co. Boston 1907-11, tel. relations Western
Union Tel. Co. Boston 1911-20, engineer Am.
Tel. & Tel. Co. NYC 1920-29, supervisor
commercial methods N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC
1929-35. d. Dunellen NJ April 21 1935.
SAWYER, Ralph Eugene. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Wilton May 28 1885; m. Anne Berryman;
ch.: Harold, Mrs. Robert Wait, Ruth. With
Armour & Co. 1907-?, prop. Wilton Hardware
Store, with Rogers Fuel Co. Topsham. d.
Topsham Feb. 27 1955.
SHOREY, Philip Ricker. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Bridgton Jan. 28 1885. Freight clerk
S.S. Yale Consolidated Steamship Co. 1907,
reporter N.Y. Evening World NYC 1907-24,
Fox News NYC 1920-24 (news ed., assoc. ed.),
ed N.Y. Evening Journal NYC, dir. State of
Me. Publicity Bureau 1925-28. Served with
USA 1916-17. d. NYC Nov. 8 1937.
SMALL, Ralph Millard. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Gardiner Oct. 23 1882; m. Belle Montfort
Dec. 1908; ch.: Elizabeth, Helen. Principal
high sch. (Princeton MA 1907-08, Groveland
MA 1908-09, Topsham 1909-10), teacher high
sch. Fall River MA 1910-51 (head Latin dept.
1917-22, v.principal 1922-51), ret. Sch. Fall
River dedicated in his honor ca. 1950. d.
Lancaster OH Oct. 25 1962.
SMITH, Lewis Winfield. A.B. Student
residence named in his memory 1972. b.
Brunswick Aug. 7 1884; m. Edith Skolfield
March 1 1907, m. Catherine Zell Feb. 5 1920;
ch.: L. Winfield Jr., Irma, Melinda, Jane,
Eugene. Teacher & supt. schs. Bryant Pond;
chemist Windsor Mills P.Q. Canada &
Pejepscot 1907-08; agriculture Brunswick
1908-53; landscaping Bath, Brunswick,
Lewiston, Gardiner 1922-53. Dir., appraiser &
caretaker Mere Point Colony & Federal Land
Bank Cumberland County; chmn. Agricultural
Conservation Program Brunswick, Freeport &
Harpswell; deputy sheriff Cumberland
County, d. Augusta April 8 1953.*
SNOW, Charles Wilbert. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1925, Litt.D. 1973;
A.M. Columbia 1910 (1st Longfellow scholar
1908); LL.D. Wesleyan 1945; Litt.D. Marietta
Coll. 1946; A.M. & D.F.A. Nasson Coll.;
L.H.D. Univ. Me.; Litt.D. Ricker Coll. 1975.
Recipient: Distinguished Bowdoin Educator
Award 1965. Ret.; b. White Head Is. April 6
1882; m. Jeannette Simmons Feb. 3 1922; ch.:
Charles Jr., John, Nicholas, Stephen, Gregory
'58. Instr. English & debating N.Y. Univ.
1907-08, reindeer agt. & Eskimo educator
Seward Penninsula AK 1911-12, instr.
(Bowdoin 1909-10, Williams Coll. 1910-11,
Univ. Utah 1913-15, Ind. Univ. 1916-17, Reed
Coll. 1917-18, Ind. Univ. 1919-21, Wesleyan
Univ. 1921-52), ret. 1952. Lt. governor CT
1944-46, governor CT 1947-48, founder
Middlesex Community Coll., member sch.
board Middletown CT 32 yrs. Served with
USA 1917-18, served to capt. USAR. Author:
Codline's Child (1924), poet. res. Middletown
CT, Spruce Head.*
SPEAKE, William Eugene. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Washington DC Jan. 31 1884. With
U.S. Civil Service Washington DC. d. Sharon
PA.
STETSON, Clarence Elbert. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Hartford Sept. 1 1884. d.
Hartford March 13 1909.
STONE, Harold Edgar. Bowdoin 1905-07, A.B.
Bates 1909. b. Topsham May 10 1884; m.
Marion Farrar; ch.: Harold Jr., Olive, Barbara.
Laborer Lisbon Falls, submaster & head
science dept. Murdock Sch. Winchendon MA,
head math dept. high sch. Framingham MA
1909-19, teacher high sch. Worcester MA
1919-53, ret. Teacher Shepherd-Knapp Sch.
Boylston MA 2 yrs., professional baseball
player Toronto Ont. Canada, baseball coach
Clark Univ. Served with Mass. State Guard
WWI. d. Sanford Jan. 25 1974.
THOMAS, Charles Francis, Jr. A.B. M.D.
Harvard 1912. Kappa Sigma. b. Caribou
June 14 1885; s. of Charles F. M'73. Teacher
(high sch. Caribou, Highland Military Acad.
Worcester MA); principal high sch. Charlton
MA 1907-08; physician Caribou 1912-17,
1920-47; dist. health officer State of Me.
Health & Welfare Dept. 1947-54. Local health
officer Caribou 1912-17, 1921-26; with USPHS
1920-21. Served to maj. MCUSA ,1917-20. d.
Presque Isle March 14 1954.
T1BBETTS, John Edwin. Spec. 1903-04, D..S.
Harvard, b. Rockland Jan. 11 1884. With
Forsyth Dental Clinic Boston, dentist
Rockland. Served to lt. MCUSNR WWI. d.
Rockland Feb. 15 1960.
UPTON, Francis Robbins, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Orange NJ Dec. 24 1884; s. of
Francis R. '75; married; ch.: Francis. Real
estate business NYC 1907-10; mining western
U.S. 1910; partner Upton & Byrnes San
Francisco CA 1910-?; v.pres. Hewitt & Co.
1933-35; salesman, promoter San Francisco, d.
San Francisco CA July 15 1959.
VOORHEES, Aubrey James. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. St. Paul's Coll.
of Law 1915. Theta Delta Chi. b. Flatlands
NY Feb. 20 1885; m. Margaret Moore Feb. 12
1916; ch.: Daniel. Mgr. branch office Aetna
Casualty & Surety Co. (Washington DC
1921-32, Albany NY 1932-41, Springfield MA
1941-54), ret. Trustee (Albany Acad., Albany
Home for Children 1932-41). d. Madison WI
May 27 1963.*
WEBBER, Merlon Ardeen. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1910. Zeta Psi. b. Burnham Nov. 1
1883; s. of George F. M'79; m. Bertha Bannon
Dec. 24 1916, m. Grace Craig Sept. 19 1948;
ch.: George. Intern Central Me. General
Hospital Lewiston 1910-11, acting asst.
surgeon USPHS & Marine Hospital Service
1911, physician (Portland 1911-12, Pittsfield
1921-70), ret., chief of staff & anesthesiologist
Scott-Webb Memorial Hospital Hartland,
health officer Pittsfield 16 yrs. Served to capt.
USA 1917-19. d. Pittsfield Sept. 21 1971.*
WEBBER, Millard Carroll. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1910. Zeta Psi. b. Richmond June 7
1882; s. of George F. M'79; m. Martha O'Brien
Aug. 15 1915; ch.: Millard Jr., Albert. House
surgeon Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary Portland
1910-11, physician Portland 1911-60, clinical
asst. Me. Med. Sch. 1913-16, supt. Edward
Mason Dispensary Portland 1913-15. Served to
capt. MCUSA 1918-19. d. Portland March 19
I960.*
WEED, Frank Jones. A.B. cum laude. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Painesville OH Aug. 3 1883.
Alfred Univ. (instr. piano 1913-14, prof, music
1914-16), teacher piano 1916-18 (Alfred &
Hornell NY). Composer, d. Alfred NY Oct. 13
1918.
WHIPPLE, Malon Patterson. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.S. M.I.T 1909. b.
Solon Aug. 18 1884; m. Gladys Starbird Oct. 3
1914; ch.: Richard. Chemist Stephen F.
Whitman & Son Confectionary Co. Phila. PA
1910, head chemist & asst. supt. Apsley
Rubber Co. Hudson MA 1911-24, treas. &
mgr. Wales Co. Boston 1924-34, head Fire &
Loss & Accident Prevention dept. Liberty
Mutual Fire Ins. Co. Boston 1934-49, ret. d.
Waterville Feb. 11 1968.
WHJTMORE, William Cotman. A.B., M.D.
Med. Sch. 1909. b. Portland Dec. 14 1883;
m. Hazel Rounds Aug. 29 1912; ch.: Barbara.
Intern Me. General Hospital 1909-10,
physician Portland 1910-17, Bowdoin (asst.
genitourinary surgery 1916-19, clinical asst.
1919-20), served to maj. MCUSA 1917-36. City
physician Portland 1916-17. d. Governor's Is.
NYC Harbor April 17 1936.
WIGGIN, Chester McLoon. Bowdoin 1903-04,
Med. Sch. 1903, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1906. b. S.
Thomaston July 15 1882; m. Anne Gallagher
Dec. 9 1950 (2nd marriage); ch.: Chester Jr.,
Bruce. Physician (Stonington 1907-10, N.
Conway NJ 1911-64), ret. Obstet. dept.
Memorial Hospital N. Conway named for him.
Served with MCUSA WWI. d. Ft. Pierce FL
May 22 1966.
WILSON, Harold Everett. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Upsilon. b.
Newburyport MA Nov. 12 1883; m. Marion
Toppan Oct. 3 1908; ch.: Virginia, Elizabeth.
With Frank P. Bennett & Co. (Boston, NYC
1907; spec, correspondent Phila. PA 1907-11,
office mgr. 1907-?), advt. mgr. Me. Belting Co.
Phila. 7-1919. d. Lansdowne PA Feb. 5 1919.
WINCHELL, Thomas Riley. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Alumni Council 1933-36 (pres. 1935-36),
pres. General Alumni Assn. 1936-39, class agt.
1944-45. Ret.; b. Brunswick Oct. 9 1884; m.
Louise Wetherill June 12 1909; ch.: Jeannette,
Robert '34. Plywood mfr. 1907-54, (served with
7 mfrs. as chmn., pres., v.pres., treas. & dir.),
ret. 1954. res. Orrs Is., Bloomfield CT.*
WOGAN, John Francis. Bowdoin 1903-04.
Delta Upsilon. b. Boston Nov. 4 1885; m.
Mildred Mansfield Jan. 26 1921; ch.: Joseph,
Ellen. United Shoe Machinery Corp. Boston
1904-55 (shipping room, eyeletting dept. to
mgr., asst. general mgr. 1928-41, general mgr.
1941-55, v.pres., dir.), ret. Trustee
Newton-Wellesley MA Hospital, d. Newton
MA Nov. 7 1959.
[1908]
Class of 1908
ABBOTT, Charles Noyes. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1912. Kappa Sigma. b. Is.
Pond VT Aug. 3 1886; m. Louise Anderson
March 13 1909; ch.: Edward. With Dominion
Express Co. Montreal P.Q. Canada 1908-09,
atty. White & Barnes Boston 1912-16. d.
Somerville MA March 29 1916.
ARCHIBALD, James Nelson. Bowdoin
1904-06. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Monticello
Feb. 28 1884. d. Houlton July 25 1908.
BOYCE, Joseph Michael. A.B. b. Portland
March 25 1885; m. Nell Epperson 1917, m.
Margaret Burns 1931; ch.: Joseph Jr. E. P.
Ricker Co. Silverton CO 1909-20 (assayer,
chemist), teacher CO (Hotchkiss 1920-21,
Golden 1921-22, Denver 1922-23), asst. mgr.
surety bonds Daly General Agency 1923-57,
ret. Past sec. board of education Silverton res.
Long Beach CA.*
BRIGHAM, Herbert Storrs, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. b.
Kennebunk Dec. 2 1885; m. Harriet Yeaton
May 31 1930; ch.: Florence. With Int. Banking
Corp. NYC 1909, teacher Irving Sch. NYC,
with The Tex. Co. (Bath, NYC), ret. 1950. With
tanker requirements committee USN 1950-52,
dir. Tropical Audubon Soc. d. S. Miami FL
Sept. 10 1976.*
CAMPBELL, Colin Joseph. Bowdoin 1904-06,
grad. Columbia 1908-1 1. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Cherryfield July 16 1886; m. Mary Nash
Feb. 22 1915; ch.: Alice, Josephine. Real estate
Boston 1906-08, atty. (NYC 1911-15, San
Francisco CA 1915, NYC 1915-30, Machias
1930-56, Portland), d. Portland May 18 1971.*
CHANDLER, Hiram Benjamin Tuell. A.B.
Zeta Psi. b. Sumner Dec. 2 1884; m. Louise
Carlson Nov. 27 1918; ch.: Ronald. With Me.
Gypsy Moth Committee 1908-09, with Western
Electric Co. Chicago IL 1909, mgr. King Lock
Co. Chicago 1909-16, Security Tool Works
Chicago 1916-22 (sec, treas., mgr.), advt. mgr.
Machman Spring Co. Chicago 1922-26,
salesman Simplex Printing Co. Chicago
1926-28. d. Chicago IL Oct. 9 1928.
CHANDLER, James Mitchell. Bowdoin
1904-06. Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Oct. 17
1882; m. Marguerite Robb Feb. 16 1907; ch.:
Ellen, Russell, Grace, Mary, Anne, Olivia.
Newspaper work Boston 1903-04; with U.S.
Forest Service, ranching CA 1906-08; advt.
business Boston 1908-12; Warren Construction
Co. LaGrande OR & Bozeman MT 1912-13
(branch mgr., cashier); business mgr. Fergus
County Argus Lewiston OR 1913-15; Warren
Construction Co. LaGrande & Bozeman
1915-17 (branch mgr., cashier); payroll auditor
Am. Int. Shipbuilding Corp. Hog Is. PA
1917-20; spec. rep. to the controller Am.
Express Co. NYC 1920-22; asst. to treas.
Dwight P. Robinson Co. NYC 1922-23; Theta
Delta Chi NYC 1923-26 (mgr. Club, registrar
Fraternity & Press); agriculture Camden
1928-38; WPA Knox County 1938-42 (chief
clerk, cost accounting, paymaster);
shipbuilding with Marine RY Co. Camden
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1942-43; construction cost auditor Travel
Audit Unit U.S. Maritime Commission
1943-46; accounting dept. U.S. Naval
Ordnance Test Station China Lake CA
1946-51. d. Inyokern CA Aug. 20 1951.
CLARK, Ridgley Colfax. A.B., A.M. Yale 1929.
b. Dexter Aug. 6 1882; m. Idell Hill June 27
1912; ch.: Leonard, David, Bruce. Principal
Fryeburg Acad. 1908-13, supt. sch. (Fryeburg
1912-13, Guilford CT 1913-17, Seymour CT
1917-37). Sec. C. of C. Seymour, member
(public library board, Public Health Advisory
Board). Contbr. d. Seymour CT March 23
1937.
COX, Neal Willis. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Gardiner Jan. 19 1886; m. Gwendoline Jenkyn
Oct. 28 1908; m. Anna Milliken Feb. 10 1923;
ch.: Neal, Jenny, Esther. Treas. Cox-Sterling
Shoe Co. Portland 1908-18, with shoe co.
Wayland MA 1918-39. d. Sebago Dec. 1 1939.
COYLE, Earl Howard. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Portland March 10 1885; married; 3
children. Served with military (pvt. 1911-13,
2nd It. 1913-17, capt. 1917-18, maj 1918-20). d.
Ft. Logan CA Jan. 7 1922.
CROWLEY, William James. Bowdoin 1904-07,
D.D.S. Univ. Penn. 1910. Psi Upsilon. b.
Charlestown MA Sept. 3 1884; m. Fleda
Brockway Feb. 16 1915. Dentist Phila. PA
1911-32, dental surgeon Ardmore PA 1932-52.
d. Phila. PA Sept. 19 1952.*
CROWLEY, William Robert. Bowdoin
1904-09, A.M. (hon.) 1928. Alpha Delta Phi.
Alumni Fund dir. 1934-37, Alumni Council
1939-42 (pres. 1941-42), Overseer 1942-68, class
agt. 1943-53. b. Bangor Dec. 19 1884;
Research chemist E. I. duPont de Nemours &
Co. Wilmington DE 1909-10, educational mgr.
Longmans Green & Co. NYC 1910-39, pres.
Savannah GA Shipyards Inc. 1940-45, v.pres.
Seaboard Marine Service Corp. NYC 1945-48.
Football referee 40 yrs., founder Brunswick
Boys Club, recreation advisor Sing Sing Prison
Ossining NY, pres. (Public Schs. Athletic
League NYC, Eastern Assn. Intercollegiate
Football Officials 1935-38), trustee public
library Brooklyn NY 1937-39, member board
of education NYC 1939-45, ret. 1948. Contbr.
d. Bangor Oct. 29 1968.*
CURTIS, Ralph Augustus. Bowdoin 1904-05.
Zeta Psi. b. Freeport March 16 1883; m.
Ethel Nichols, m. Daisy Kennedy; ch.: Clarice.
Real estate broker Rumford 1906-09, machinist
Kennox Shoe Co. & L. L. Bean Inc. Freeport
20 yrs., apple orchardist Freeport. d. Freeport
May 8 1956.*
DAVIS, Joseph Albert. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Penn. 1914.
Theta Delta Chi. Class agt. 1958-66. b.
Westbrook March 7 1882; m. Bertha McGee
Feb. 21 1912; ch.: Joseph Jr., Alma. Principal
high sch. (Freeport 1908-09, Houlton 1909-10),
teacher (high sch. Fitchburg MA 1910-11,
Horace Mann Sch. NYC 1911-12), principal
(high sch. W. Chester PA 1912-15, Wellesley
MA 1916-17; St. Johnsbury VT Acad.
1917-20), household supt. Girard Coll. Phila.
PA 1920-49, ret. 1949. Sec. New Eng. Soc. of
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Penn., board member Penn. Soc. of Mayflower
1950-64, Arch Street Presby. Church Phila.
(elder, clerk of session, pres. board of trustees),
d. Portland Aug. 22 1967.*
DELAVINA, Fred Valentine. A.B., LL.B.
Columbia 1912. Kappa Sigma. b. Portland
Oct. 5 1885. Teacher Wellesley MA Sch. for
Boys 1908-09, atty. NYC 1912-45. d. NYC
Nov. 6 1945.*
DONNELL, Murray Cushing. A.B., Zeta Psi.
b. Houlton July 27 1886; married; ch.:
Sheila. Atty. Atlanta GA 1909-15, legal dept.
Guarantee Trust Co. NYC. Served to 2nd It.
British Army 1915-17, served to capt. USA
1917-19. Playwright: China O'Neil, The
Legionnaire, d. Sant Anna CA May 31 1951.
ELLIS, Harvey Anderson. Bowdoin 1904-06.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Whitinsville MA June 3
1884; m. Lillian Oliver Sept. 14 1912, m.
Dorothy Lally Oct. 18 1947. Business NYC,
with Chicago IL Pneumatic Tool Co., res.
Woodstock NY 1932-67. d. Woodstock NY
April 25 1967.*
FAIRCLOUGH, William Whitney. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Richmond Oct. 28 1887; m.
Olive Green June 27 1916; ch.: Jane, William
Jr. '40, James. Principal high sch. Topsham
1909; teacher Hebron Acad. 1909-14; teacher,
coach (Moses Brown Sch. Providence RI
1915-16, high sch. White Plains NY 1916-23);
principal high sch. Pelham NY 1923-45; supt.
schs. Pelham 1945-55; ret. 1955. d. New
Milford CT May 8 1956.
FILES, Charles Edward. A.B. Zeta Psi. Alumni
Council 1947-51, class agt. 1953-54, chmn.
Sesquicentennial Fund N.W. York County
1948. b. Portland May 19 1883; m. Elsie
Littlefield March 28 1925. Teacher Cornish
1908-10, teacher & coach (Rockridge Hall
Wellesley MA 1909-11, high sch. Portland
1911-12), bond salesman Hayden & Stone
Portland 1912-? Me. rep. Guarantee Trust Co.,
trustee Cornish Library Assn., professional
baseball pitcher (Phila. Am. 1908-10, Holyoke
Conn. League, Providence Eastern League,
Worcester New Eng. League), d. Cornish May
10 1954.
FOSS, George Herbert. A.B. Zeta Psi. b. Ft.
Fairfield May 2 1888; m. Grace Stevens Sept. 1
1909; ch.: Claire. Teacher Mitchell Military
Sch. Billerica MA 1908-13, principal high sch.
Ft. Fairfield 1914-24, pres. Me. Potato
Growers Exchange Caribou 1924-26, potato
farmer Ft. Fairfield 1926-32, prop. & operator
Riverside Dairy Farm Ft. Fairfield 1926-32.
Pres. (Roberts-Foss Ins. Co. Ft. Fairfield
7-1932, Me. Teachers Assn. 1922), recorder
Municipal Court Ft. Fairfield, d. Ft. Fairfield
April 17 1932.
GARCELON, Louis. Bowdoin 1904-07. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Lewiston April 1 1886; m.
Ethel Greenlaw 1916; ch.: Louis Jr. '39. With
Deering Milliken Co. NYC. Bureau of
Inspection Me. Dept. of Agriculture, dir. N '
Inspection Service Nat. Canning Assn., with
Sears Nichols Canning Co. Chillicothe OH.
rep. Sears Nichols line Butler & Sargent Co.
Cleveland OH. mgr. Arthur L. Johnson Co. of
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Mass. Boston 1929-40, prop. Louis Garcelon
Co. Inc. 1940-1960. Grocery Mfrs. Reps, of
New Eng. (hon. life member, chmn.
membership committee), real estate broker
ME, public relations Magnum Boat Line
Boothbay Harbor ca. 1963. d. Boothbay
Harbor July 29 1963.*
GAY, Thomas Edward. A.B. summa cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Dartmouth 1920. b.
Auburn June 2 1885; m. Marion Manning Oct.
14 1914; ch.: Thomas Jr. Teacher (Milwaukee
WI Acad. 1908-09, high sch. Ottumwa I
A
1909-10), principal high sch. (Mt. Desert
1911-16, W. Lebanon NH 1917-20), supt. sch.
(W. Bridgewater MA 1920-23, Auburn MA
1923-25). d. Auburn MA Feb. 17 1925.
GOULD, Albert Trowbridge. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1946; LL.B.
Harvard 1911. Psi Upsilon. Alumni Fund dir.
1925-28, Alumni Council 1929-32 (pres.
1931-32), class agt. 1931-34, Overseer 1933-43,
Trustee 1943-47. b. Thomaston Jan. 9 1885;
m. Emilie Creighton Dec. 23 1909; ch.: Albert
'37, May. Atty. (NYC 191 1-13, Boston 1913-16,
partner Bingham Dana & Gould Boston
1916-17). Member exec, committee Maritime
Law Assn. of U.S. Governing Board (chmn.
1933-40), Int. Grenfell Assn. (pres. 1926-38,
dir.). Author: The St. George River, d.
Cambridge MA March 1 1947.*
GRAY, Jay Lyman. A.B. cum laude, LL.B.
George Washington Univ. 1911. Zeta Psi. b.
Lubec Sept. 16 1885; m. Clara Hocker; ch.:
James. Asst. U.S. Library of Congress
Washington DC 1908-11, atty. MA 1911-56
(Westfield, Springfield), ret. 1956. Public
prosecutor Hampden County MA over 10 yrs.,
news dir. WALB Television Albany GA
1956-63. d. Albany GA Sept. 5 1963.*
GREENE, Charles Harlow. Spec. 1904-06,
Med. Sch. 1906-09. Delta Upsilon. b.
Bolsters Mills Nov. 10 1885; m. Gertrude
Fagan April 29 1909. With Mattawamkeag
Lumber Co. Is. Falls, teacher Lawrence Acad.
Athens, real estate Hebron ca. 1929. d.
Bridgton June 15 1941.
GREGSON, Bowdoin Nealley. Bowdoin
1904-07, architectural certificate Univ. Penn.
1 93 1 . Alpha Delta Phi. b. Wilkmsonville MA
Feb. 24 1886. Architectural draftsman (Boston
1907- 17; Portland 1922-27; Phila. &
Harrisburg PA 1927-35; Portland 1935-40,
1945-?), shipyard worker S. Portland WWII.
Served to cpl. USA 1917-19. d. Portland Oct.
17 1956.
HAM, Arthur Harold. A.B. magna cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1947. Psi
Upsilon. Alumni Council 1933-36, Overseer
1937-48. b. Livermore Falls July 2 1882; m.
Gertrude Christopher May 31 1910; ch.:
Barbara, Joseph '34. Fellow Bureau of Social
Research N.Y. Sch. of Philanthropy Columbia
1908-09, Remedial Loan Soc. Russell Sage
Foundation NYC (agt. 1909-11; dir. loans
1911-14; trustee, treas. 1944-50), exec. v.pres.
Provident Loan Soc. NYC 1918-47. Dir. (Life
Extension Inst., Bush Terminal Bldg. Corp.),
trustee Hebron Acad. 1930-50. Served with
USN 1901-04, head War Savings Soc. Dept.
War Loan Organization of the Treasury Dept.
Washington DC 1918. Author: Chattel Loan
Business (1909), Campaign Against the Loan
Shark; co-author: A Credit Union Primer
(1914); principal author: Uniform Small Loan
Act. d. Pinehurst NC April 4 1951.*
HANSON, Ole. Bowdoin 1904-05. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Bath May 10 1887; m. Maude Wood
Sept. 25 1912; ch.: Philip. Draftsman Bath
1908-12, draftsman & civil engineering Lyons
NY 1912-14, Erie Canal Commission Seneca
Falls NY 1914-16, (repair foreman, dredging
contractor), draftsman Bath Iron Works
1916-20, naval architect Kittery Naval Yard
1920-40. d. Portsmouth NH Sept. 8 1940
HAYES, Harry Herman. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. b. Somerville MA Dec. 2
1886. With Int. Banking Corp. (NYC, London
England 1908-10, Manila P.I. 1910-12, Hong
Kong 1912-15), with Market Trust Co.
Brighton MA 1915-?, with First Nat. Bank
Boston 7-1947. d. Lynn MA Jan. 4 1947.
HUSE, Arthur Hosmer. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Camden April 18 1884; s. of Benjamin
D.E. M'71. Asst. treas. Camden Savings Bank
Rockport 1910-11, with Megunticook Nat.
Bank & Security Trust Co. Camden, d. Boston
July 1 1946.
HYDE, George Palmer. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1938;
LL.B. Harvard 1911. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Alumni Council 1915-17 (sec. 1929-32). b.
Brunswick April 9 1887; s. of William D. pres.;
m. Anna Walker Nov. 6 1915; ch.: William '38,
Sara, Richard '43, Prudence. Atty. Boston
1911-23, treas. Smith Coll. 1923-45. Dir.
(Northampton MA Nat. Bank & Trust Co.
1925-45, Northampton Electric Lighting Co.
1943-45), Assn. of Univ. & Coll. Business
Officers of the Eastern States (v.pres. 1938-40,
pres. 1940-41). d. Northampton MA Sept. 3
1945.*
JUDE, William Floyd. Bowdoin 1904-07.
Kappa Sigma, b. Ellsworth June 11 1883; m.
Lena Austin Aug. 15 1912; ch.: Judson.
Principal Monson Acad. 1908-09, atty.
(Castine 1911-14, Jackman 1914-27), judge
Municipal Court Newport 1927-63. d. Newport
May 16 1963.
KILBORN, Karl Bray. A.B., B.S. M I T. 1911.
Zeta Psi. b. Portland April 16 1886; m.
Marion Bunnell Sept. 1 1917. Served to mgr.
experimental engineering Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co. Akron OH 1911-21, mgr.
(engineering Seiberling Rubber Co. 1921-35,
mfg. operations Avon India Rubber Co. Bath
England 1935-38, machine design Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co. Akron 1938-57), ret. d.
Akron OH Dec. 21 1969.
KINCAID, John Everett. Bowdoin 1904. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lewiston Sept. 21 1883. Coal
business Lewiston ca. 1908. res. unknown.
KINNEY, Roy Luther. Bowdoin 1904-07.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Woodstock N.B. Canada
March 2 1885; m. Dorothy Kimball Oct. 2
1912; ch.: Roy Jr., Gail, Frank. Coal hauler
Butte MT 1907, contractor & farmer Holtville
CA 1908-11, citrus grower Fellsmore FL
1911-45, ret. 1945. Indian River Nurseries &
Development Corp. 1928-34 (dir., treas.),
member city council Fellsmore 1925-29, pres.
C. of C. Fellsmore 1925-35. d. St. Cloud FL
March 14 1962.*
LAMB, James Blaine. Bowdoin 1904-05.
Kappa Sigma. b. Livermore Feb. 1 1884. d.
Lewiston March 25 1906.
LEAVITT, Srurgis Elleno. A.B., Litt.D. 1943,
A.M. Harvard 1913, Ph.D. Harvard 1917,
Litt.D. Davidson Coll. 1941, LL.D. Univ. N.C.
1965. Kappa Sigma. Class agt. 1966-74, 1972
capital campaign area co-chmn. b. Windham
Jan. 24 1888; m. Alga Webber June 29 1916.
Instr. French & German Jackson MO Military
Acad. 1908-09, instr. Cushing Acad. MA
1909-12, instr. romance lang. (Northwestern
Univ. 1913-14, Harvard 1914-17), Univ. N.C.
(asst. prof. Romance lang. 1917-18, assoc. prof.
Spanish 1921-45, Kenan Prof, of Spanish
1945-60, Emeritus 1960-76), ret. 1960. Dir. Inst.
Latin Am. Studies Univ. N.C. 1940-59, pres.
(Am. Assn. Teachers of Spanish & Portugese
1946, S. Atlantic M.L.A. 1935-37), delegate
(Am. Council U.S. Office of Education
1941-45, Ed.'s Advisory Council Hispania),
corresponding member (Academia National de
Historia Columbia, Real Academia de Artes y
Ciencias Spain, Sociedad Chilena de Historia y
Geografia, Instituto Mexicano de Cultura).
Recipient: Mexican Acad. Diploma of Honor.
Author: Argentine Literature: A Bibliography
of Literary Criticism (1924), The Estrella de
Sevilla and Claramonte (1931),
Hispano-American Literature in the United
States (1935), Revistas Hispanoamericanas
(1960), An Introduction to Golden Age Drama
in Spain (1971), Golden Age Drama in Spain
(1972); contbr. d. Chapel Hill NC March 3
1976.*
LEE, Richard Almy. Bowdoin 1904-07. Beta
Theta Pi. Scholarship Fund established in his
memory 1910. b. Brunswick May 11 1886; s.
of Leslie A. faculty, d. at sea off Phippsburg
July 9 1907.
LEE, Walter D. A.B. Delta Kappa Sigma, b.
Greenville IL July 21 1883; m. Maud Henschel
April 9 1917. With Int. Banking Corp. (NYC
1908-09, London England 1909-10; Yokohama
Japan, China, P.I., Dutch W.I., Panama
1911-23), with Chem. Bank & Trust Co. NYC
1924-48, ret. d. Ossining NY June 16 1973.*
LEIGHTON, Chester Adam. A.B. 1909. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland Oct. 25 1884; m. Jeanne
Lefevre 1916. Asst. Dept. of Public Works
Portland, civil engineer (N.Y. Central RR, J.
G. White Co., Sperry Engineering Co., West
Construction Co., Bermuda Base Contractors),
chief engineer Marine Industries Ltd. Montreal
P.Q. Canada (Europe, S. Am., U.S.A. &
Canada), d. Montreal P.Q. Canada Feb. 1961.
LOWELL, Herbert Gershom. Bowdoin
1903-05, 1906-08. Kappa Sigma, b. Gorham
Oct. 3 1884; m. Charlotte Pike Sept. 12 1912;
ch.: Herbert Jr. Teacher Fryeburg Acad.
1908-09, asst. chemist duPont de Nemours
Powder Co. Chester PA & Hudson Heights NJ
1909- 13, agriculture Fryeburg 1914-17,
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principal high sch. (Danforth 1917-18, Ashland
NH 1918-19), asst. chemist S. D. Warren Co.
Westbrook 1919-21, chemist Dana Warp Mills
1921-33, ins. agt. Conn. Life Ins. Co. 1933-42,
checker shipyard S. Portland 1942-45, with
Utilities Distributors Inc. 1945-46, contracting
painter Portland, city auditor Westbrook. d.
Glastonbury CT Aug. 28 1964.*
McGRAW, Bernard James. Bowdoin 1904-05.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Exeter NH Oct. 25 1883;
m. Frances Connellan Oct. 25 1911; ch.:
Dorothy. Coach (Hebron Acad. 1907-10,
Colby Coll. 1910-11), with Metropolitan Life
Ins. Co. Saco 1911-13, supt. Mechanics' Inst.
Rumford 1913-15. d. Portland Jan. 29 1925.
MERRILL, Albion Weston. Bowdoin 1904-07.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Brewer Oct. 17
1884; married. Business (Norndgewock,
Augusta), sec. YMCA N. Abington MA &
Fitchburg MA, grocer Fitchburg. d. N.
Abington MA June 16 1963.
MERRILL, Maurice Palmer. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1911. Zeta Psi. b. Skowhegan
April 28 1887; m. Ruth Lander May 24 1917;
ch.: Elizabeth, Margaret, Palmer, Ruth. Atty.
Skowhegan 191 1-24, judge Western Somerset
Municipal Court 1924-42. Trustee (Bloomfield
Acad., public library Skowhegan). d. Portland
March 26 1942.
MITCHELL, Carl Golder. Bowdoin 1904-05.
Zeta Psi. b. S. Boston Feb. 6 1884; m. Nellie
Plummer Aug. 1907, m. Beatrice Plamondon
1943; ch.: Barbara, Donald. Agt. Am. Express
Co. (Newton Centre MA 1907-11, Rochester
NH 1911-41, Hartford CT 1942-43), salesman
combination windows Springvale 1944-? d.
Lebanon April 7 1961.
MORRISON, John Franklin. Bowdoin
1904-07. Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Medford MA Nov. 9 1886. d. at sea off
Phippsburg July 9 1907.
MORSE, Benjamin Wyman. Bowdoin 1904-05,
A.B. Harvard 1908. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Brooklyn NY Dec. 17 1886; s. of Charles W.
'77; m. Elva Pevey June 24 1908, m. Alice
Owens Nov. 18 1923, m. Frances Pennington
Nov. 15 1963; ch.: Benjamin Jr. Steamship
business NYC 1908-09, ice mfg. Baltimore MD
1909-14, shipping NYC 1914-17, shipbuilding
Washington DC 1917-19, steamship ownership
& operation (NYC 1919-21, Boston 1921-25),
shipping & ship surveying NYC 1925-?,
steamship repair cost appraisal U.S. Maritime
Comm. 1945-47. V.pres. U.S. Steamship Co.,
partner Continental Trading Co., prop. Marine
Survey Service, pres. (Atlantic-Adriatic
Steamship Co., Wyman Steamship Co.,
Tri-Nat. Steamship Co., Morse Construction
Co.). Dir. Naval procurement Brooklyn NY
Navy yard 1941-45. d. White Plains NY Dec. 3
1972.
MUDGETT, John Eugene Remick. Bowdoin
1904-06. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bangor Sept. 5
1881; m. Myrtle Beneway Nov. 30 1907.
Journalist Bangor 1906-12; architectural advt.
& sales NYC 1914-18, 1919-ca. 1948.
Architects Sample Corp. (pres., dir.), v.pres.
Edwin A. Scott Publishing Co., Carpenter Mfg.
Co. (v.pres., treas.). Served with USA 1918;
served with USA, USN 1943-45. d. NYC Sept.
16 1956.
OSBORNE, Clyde William. Bowdoin 1904-05.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Ft. Fairfield Dec.
29 1884; m. Louise Chase Dec. 23 1914; ch.:
Margaret, Jack, Bion. Business Ft. Fairfield;
with Am. Tel. & Tel. Co. Houlton; inspector
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe RR KS 1910-14;
plant supt. Ayer & Lord Tie Co. Carbondale
IL 1914-18; dist. mgr. Pope & Talbot Inc.
Portland OR 1918-50; ret. with Koppers Co. d.
Portland OR May 30 1973.*
PACKARD, George. Bowdoin 1904-06. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Dorchester MA July 18 1886.
Res. Brighton MA. d. Chicago IL 1942.
PACKARD, Kent. Bowdoin 1904. Psi Upsilon.
b. Reading MA Dec. 19 1886; s. of George T.
'86; m. Edna Darrach June 12 1915; ch.: Kent
Jr., Henry. With E. I. duPont de Nemours
Powder Co. NJ; newspaper reporter & ed.
(Boston Advertiser 1906-08, Phila. PA Press &
Public Ledger 1908-12); advt. F. Wallis
Armstrong & Tracy Parry Co. 1912-14; general
ins. Stokes, Packard & Smith Phila. 1914-63 &
successor (mgr. workmen's compensation
dept., sec. 1940); ret. 1963. V.pres. Marsh
McLellan Inc. Phila., dir. Walnut Street Assn.
1920-46, sec. Ins. Federation of Penn. 1922-24.
Served with MVM 3 yrs. d. Bryn Mawr PA
June 19 1967.*
PARKER, David Taylor. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1915. Psi Upsilon. b. Boston Oct. 25 1888; s.
of Arthur T. '76; m. Vera Wheadon Aug. 25
1915; ch.: David, Ellen, James, Joan, John.
Teacher Bath 1908-11; bond salesman Boston
1912-16; accountant Bridgeport CT 1917-21;
teacher, accountant E. Orleans MA 1922-26;
IRS (agt. Chicago IL 1927-31, New Haven CT
1931-34; spec. agt. NYC 1934-41, Providence
RI 1941-60); ret. d. Cape Cod MA April 10
1963.
PENNELL, Frederick. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland Nov. 13 1884; m. Frances Bentley
Sept. 5 1918. Atty. (Portland 1911-17,
Burlingham Veeder Masten & Fearey NYC
1917-63). d. Jackson Heights NY Dec. 18
1963.*
PERCY, Sewall Watson. Bowdoin 1905-08,
Med. Sch. 1904-05. Psi Upsilon. b. Bath July
18 1886; m. Virginia Pingree April 21 1911;
ch.: Virginia, Anne. Salesman (D. T. Percy &
Sons Bath 1908-11, Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. Akron OH 1911-13), sales mgr. (D. T.
Percy & Sons Bath 1913-27, Standard Oil of
N.J. Portland 1927-35), bond salesman
1935-40, with New Eng. Shipbuilding Corp.
1940-45, salesman A. H. Benoit Co. Portland
1945-47. d. S. Portland Jan. 14 I960.*
POWERS, Paul Hussey. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Houlton Aug. 31 1886; s. of Frederick A. '75.
Atty. Houlton ca. 1911-31. Me. State Senator
1923-26. d. Boston Sept. 1931.
PULLEN, George William. Bowdoin 1904,
M.D. Albany Med. Sch. 1916. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Brewer Oct. 6 1885; m. Elizabeth
Kochs Feb. 1 1948; ch.: Betsy. With
(Lackawanna Steel Co. Buffalo NY 1906-10,
Seneca Iron & Steel Co. 1910-11), physician &
surgeon (Cleveland OH, Gilman VT), med. dir.
WWII (Camden Shipbuilding, Me. Ry Co.),
ret. 1946. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1917-19,
capt. 1943-46. d. Bath Aug. 12 1973.*
PURINGTON, Harry Woodbury. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Bethel Aug. 25 1885; m.
Audrey Collins Aug. 26 1914, m. Fannie
Knight July 19 1946. Clerk Nat. Shawmut
Bank Boston 1909-11, Manchester MA Trust
Co. 1911-23 (teller, treas.), confidential sec.
Manchester 1930-38, Walter R. Bell Ins.
Agency Manchester 1938-ca. 1954 (ins. broker,
prop.). V.pres. Beverly MA Board of Fire
Underwriters 1940-54, trustee Cape Ann
Savings Bank Gloucester MA 1934-54, town
assessor Manchester 1952-54, treas. 1946-54
(Hattie Lee Harris Trust Fund, Manchester
Historical Soc), member town finance
committee, d. Manchester MA May 5 1954.
PUTNAM, Aaron Albert. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Me. 1911. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Houlton
July 23 1886; m. Maria Hacker; ch.: Elizabeth,
Aaron, Maria, John. Atty. Houlton 1911-68.
Me. state rep., 1st recorder Municipal Court
Houlton. First Nat. Bank of Houlton (dir.
1937-?, v.pres.), pres. Aroostook County Bar
Assn., sec.-treas. Federal Land Bank, trustee
(Aroostook General Hospital, Unitarian
Church). Hon. member Me. Bar Assn. d.
Houlton Oct. 29 1968.*
RICHARDSON, Ralph Maurice. Bowdoin
1904-05. b. Baldwin Aug. 13 1884; m. Ethel
Enyeart Oct. 15 1915; ch.: Ralph Jr., Donald.
Traveling salesman Peerless Cooker Co.
Buffalo NY 1905-12, prop. & pres. Richardson
Vending Co. San Francisco CA 1912-44. d.
Berkeley CA Dec. 11 1944.
RICKER, Shipley Wilson. A.B. magna cum
laude. Delta Epsilon. b. S. Berwick Jan. 3
1887; m. Edna Harris Aug. 24 1910, married
again Dec. 1928; ch.: Frederic. Teacher
Plymouth NH 1908-09, principal high sch.
Shirley MA 1909-10, asst. Library of Cong.
Washington DC 1910-11, chief current
periodical div. public library NYC 1912-18,
teacher & coach high sch. Woburn MA
1918-56, submaster sr. high sch. Woburn
1920-56. Treas. New Eng. Assn. of Chemistry
Teachers 1922-31. d. Burlington MA Dec. 14
1956.
ROBINSON, Arthur Lincoln. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1911.
Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni Council 1915-19. b.
Brunswick Feb. 4 1887; s. of Franklin C. '73:
m. Priscilla Kimball Aug. 20 1921; ch.:
Marjorie. Law clerk to U.S. Dist. Court judge
NYC 1911-12, atty. Portland 1912-23.
investigations clerk Me. state atty. general's
office Portland 1919-23. asst. legal advisor Me.
State Industrial Accident Comm. Portland
1919-21. Served to capt. USA 1917-19. d.
Augusta March 8 1923.*
ROBINSON, Carl Merrill. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Med. Sch. 1907-09,
Sc.D. 1940; M.D. Harvard 1911. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Overseer 1938-62 (Emeritus 1962-63).
Class agt. 1954-58. b. Portland July 4 1886:
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m. Grata Payson Sept. 20 1917; ch.: Ann,
Martha, Grata, Mary, Hugh '48. Instr. hygiene
& physical training Bowdoin 1908-09, intern
(R.I. Hospital Providence 1911-12, Mass.
General Hospital Boston 1912-13), surgeon
Portland 1913-55, ret. Member faculty Me.
Med. Sch. 1913-20, supt. Edward Mason
Infirmary, chief surgical service Me. General
Hospital Portland 1930-47, surgical consultant
Me. Med. Center, F.A.C.S. 1920 (member
board of governors 1946-49), member
Founders Group of Am. Board of Surgery
1937, pres. New Eng. Surgical Soc. 1940, fellow
Acad, of Int. Medicine 1944. Served with
Harvard Unit Royal Army Med. Corp. to maj.
MCUSA WWI. d. Falmouth Foreside Aug. 25
1963.*
ROBINSON, Clarence Perrin. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Providence RI Feb. 22 1885; m.
Bessie McGachey Sept. 29 1909; married
again; ch.: Bessie, Allan, Lewis, Edward.
Chemist E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Co.
(Chester PA 1908-10, Woodbury NJ 1910-13,
Chester 1913-31, Gibbonstown NJ), with
Apache Powder Co. Benson AZ 1931-34. d.
Benson AZ June 26 1934.
SANBORN, Edward Talbot. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. E. Machias Aug. 27 1887; m.
Genevieve Israel Feb. 24 1914; ch.: Janet,
Marjorie, Sarah. Lumber business (Andover
NH 1908-10, Puget Mills Co. Port Gamble WA
1910-26, Stockholm 1927-30, mgr. Atlas
Plywood Corp. Goldsboro NC 1930-57), ret. d.
Goldsboro NC July 6 1971.*
SCATES, Karl Desmond. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Westbrook May 10 1887; m.
Margaret Kent Oct. 11 1911; ch.: Sally, John
'49. With Boston Woodstock Lumber Co.
(Aroostook County 1908-11, Boston 1911-29),
Parker-Young Co. 1929-35 (treas., general mgr;
pres., treas. & dir. various subsidiaries), ret.
1935. General mgr. Waltham MA Mfg. Co.
1942-44, dir. First Nat. Bank Medford MA
1936-?, Lawrence MA Memorial Hospital (dir.,
v.pres.). d. Winter Park FL Feb. 17 1969.
SIMPSON, Thomas Charles, Jr. Bowdoin
1904-05. Theta Delta Chi. b. Newburyport
MA Feb. 28 1887; m. Edith Axford; ch.:
Thomas III. With Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
Detroit MI. d. Newton MA June 10 1975.
SMITH, Floyd Tangier. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Yokohama Japan April 5 1882; married.
With Nat. City Bank of N.Y. Bombay India
1908, Far Eastern explorer 1908-39, head
Marshall Field zoological expedition. S.E. Asia
1930-32. d. Mastick NY July 12 1939.
STANWOOD, Harold William. A.B., M.D.
Med. Sch. 1912. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Canton
Dec. 31 1886; s. of Albert L. M'76; m. Agnes
Corsens 1912, m. Mildred Brown June 1922;
ch.: Miriam, Harold, Sally. Physician Rumford
1912-55, city health officer Rumford 1945-55,
sch. physician Rumford 1948-54, ret. Served
with MCUSA 1918-19. d. York Harbor Dec. 9
1966.*
STETSON, Rufus Edwin. A.B., Sc.D. 1958,
Med. Sch. 1907-09, M.D. Columbia 1911. Zeta
Psi. Class Agt. 1934-39, Alumni Council
1937-40 (pres. 1939-40), Overseer 1942-65
(Emeritus 1965-67). b. Damariscotta Aug. 10
1886; s. of Edwin F. '78; m. Irma Tierney April
4 1917; ch.: Edwin '41, Rufus Jr. '42, William.
Intern Bellevue Hospital NYC, physician &
surgeon (NYC 1911-41, Damariscotta
1941-65), chief of staff Miles Memorial
Hospital Damariscotta 1951-56, ret. 1965.
Clinical instr. Cornell Med. Coll., trustee Blood
Transfusion Assn. of N.Y., pres. (W. Side
Clinical Soc. 1936, Med. Strollers 1935),
attending hematologist Knickerbocker
Hospital, consulting hematologist (N.Y. Eye &
Ear Infirmary, St. Clare's Hospital), fellow Int.
Coll. of Surgeons, pres. Me. Soc. of N.Y.
1937-39, Lincoln Acad, (trustee, board pres.).
Recipient: Distinguished Service Award
Lincoln Acad. 1961. Contbr. articles dealing
with RH blood incompatibility, d. Washington
DC Nov. 13 1967.*
TAYLOR, Russell Shepard. A.B. b. Phila.
PA Sept. 20 1886; m. Carrie Davis Aug. 12
1909, m. Violet Green July 29 1929; ch.:
Elizabeth. A.M. through Harvard summer sch.
& Univ. Me., principal high sch. (Hartland
1908-09, Freeport 1909-14), supt. sch.
Greenville Dist. Union 1914-42, ret. Trustee
Athens Acad. 1943-52; member sch. committee
Madison 1944-47, 1950-53. Served with Nat.
Guard 1904-05. d. Skowhegan May 4 1952.*
THOMAS, Frank Howard. Bowdoin 1904-07,
B.S. Univ. Penn. 1909. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Brewer Aug. 5 1884; s. of Calvin P. M'75; m.
Virginia Light May 17 1915; ch.: Frank Jr.,
John. With forestry dept. Great Northern
Paper Co. 1909-13, A. F. Merrill Co. Brewer
1913-22 (co-prop., treas.). d. Bangor March 31
1922.
TIMBERLAKE, Philip Hunter. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1910. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Bethel June 5 1883; s.
of Davis T. '70; m. Edith Milhous Nov. 26
1917; ch.: Elizabeth, Philip, Priscilla. With
U.S. Bureau of Entomology 1908-13 (Melrose
Highlands MA, Whittier CA, Salt Lake City
UT), asst. entomologist experimental station
Hawaiian Sugar Plantation Assn. Honolulu
T.H. 1914-24, prof. Univ. Calif. Riverside 1924.
Contbr. res. Riverside CA.*
TOOLE, Christopher. Bowdoin 1904-05, LL.B.
Univ. Me. 1910. Theta Delta Chi. b. Bangor
April 25 1883; m. Ada Hurd June 16 1915, m.
Reta Callahan May 1 1955. 1962 capital
campaign worker. Atty. Travelers Ins. Co.
(Hartford CT 1910-11, Buffalo NY 1911-12),
ins. broker 1919-42 (Buffalo, Syracuse NY,
NYC, Springfield MA, Providence RI), asst.
mgr. (Hotel Roosevelt Washington DC 1942-?,
Hotel Commodore & Hotel Ebbitt Washington
DC ca. 1961-66, Green Hotel Corp. ca. 1963),
ret. 1966. Life member charter 31 Hotel
Greeters of Am. 1963. Recipient: certificate in
appreciation & gratitude Bowdoin 1908,
testimonial Univ. Me. General Alumni Assn. d.
Washington DC April 2 1967.*
WEILER, Harold Charles. Bowdoin 1903,
1904-08. b. Boston Oct. 10 1886; married;
ch.: John, Mildred, Phyllis. General mgr. Penn
Oil Co. Los Angeles CA 7-1938. d. Los Angeles
CA March 26 1938.
WESTON, Nathan Simmons. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Class agt. 1939-43. b. Augusta Oct. 25
1885; m. Marion Lowell June 12 1912; ch.:
Lowell, Nancy. Teacher high sch. Auburn
1908-09, with Vickery & Hill Publishing Co.
1909-42 (dir. 1916-42, v.pres. 1931-42, treas.
1933-42). YMCA Augusta 1926-68 (trustee,
treas.), 1st Consumers Savings Bank Augusta
(trustee, pres.), trustee State Trust Co. Pvt.
USA 1918, civilian defense coordinator
Kennebec County WWII. d. Portland May 24
1968.*
WIGHT, Francis Pearl. A.B. 1930. Zeta Psi.
b. Rockland June 29 1884; m. Alice Webb
Sept. 28 1910. Hotel business NC & MI
1908-15, with Penn. Co. Bank Phila. PA,
established brokerage office Penn. Mutual Life
Ins. Co. Phila., with Eastman Dillen Union
Securities & Co. Phila. Member vestry St. Luke
& the Epiphany Church Phila. 1950-59, (sec.
1954-59). d. Phila. PA Oct. 17 1959.*
YEATON, Chester Henry. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1909;
Ph.D. Univ. Chicago 1915. b. Richmond
Nov. 1 1886; m. Ethel Kitch June 21 1923, m.
Marie Johnson Oct. 27 1943. Instr.
mathematics (Union Coll. 1910-11;
Northwestern Univ. 1911-13, 1915-16), fellow
Univ. Chicago 1913-15, student Yerkes
Observatory summer 1914, asst. prof,
mathematics Northwestern Univ. 1916-17,
instr. mathematics Univ. Minn. 1919, prof,
mathematics Coll. of Electrical Engineering
Milwaukee WI 1919-21, Oberlin Coll. (asst.
prof, mathematics 1921-25, assoc. prof.
1925-27, prof. 1927-52), sr. participant &
advance instr. research & mechanics Brown
Univ. 1942-43, ret. 1953. Elected member
Sigma Xi & Gamma Alpha, chmn. Rotary
Club Oberlin OH, AAAS (elected member
1916, fellow 1933, emeritus annual member
1955). Pvt. USA 1917-18. Contbr. d. Oberlin
OH July 7 1970.*
Class of 1909
ATWELL, Robert King. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1912. b. Portsmouth NH July 26 1884. Instr.
mathematics (Syracuse Univ. 1909-11, Cooper
Union 1913-14), prof, mathematics Univ. P.R.,
instr. mathematics (Army & Navy Coll.
Marion AL 1918-19, Tex. State Coll. for
Women 1920-34), U.S. War Dept. (transl.
Newark NJ 1934-36, chief transl. St. Louis MO
1946-51), ret. 1951. d. OR Feb. 16 1958.
ATWOOD, Harrison. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni
Fund dir. 1923-26, Alumni Council 1932-35
(pres. 1934-35), Overseer 1942-56. b. Auburn
Sept. 30 1886; s. of Tascus '76; m. Lena Paul
June 16 1915; ch.: Catherine, Patricia, Harriet.
Advt. mgr. (N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC 1909-11,
Standard Oil of N.Y. NYC 1911-12), H. K.
McCann Co. NYC (founder, v.pres. 1912-13,
1921-30; mgr. Pacific coast branch San
Francisco CA 1913-20; v.pres. NYC 1921-30),
McCann-Erickson Co. NYC (sr. v.pres.
1930-48, board v.chmn. 1948-56, chmn. exec,
committee 1948-54, chmn. finance committee,
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chmn. employee benefits committee). Board
member Nat. Outdoor Advt. Bureau 1927-56
(dir., chmn. operating committee 1933-47; dir.,
chmn. exec, committee 1947-50; board chmn.
1950-56), semi-ret. 1954, dir. & pres. Traffic
Audit Bureau d. NYC Nov. 22 1956.
BALTZER, Melbourne Owen. A.B., S.T.B.
Andover Theol. Sem. 1910, S.T.M. Boston
Univ. 1928. b. Outram N.S. Canada Sept. 30
1878; m. Sophie Baker July 1912, m. Delia
Baker 1931, m. Lydia Waterman Sept. 20 1950;
ch.: Mollie, Melba. Asst. pastor Phillips
Church S. Boston 1910-12, clerg. (First
Trinitarian Church Lovell 1912-15, Congr.
Church Mexico 1915-17, Second Congr.
Church Norway 1917-21, Waldo Congr.
Church Randolph MA 1921-29, Congr. Church
Brockton MA 1929-39, N. Congr. Church
Lynn MA 1939-45, Linden Congr. Church
Maiden MA 1945-52), ret. 1952. Statistical
scribe Pilgrim Assn. Congr. Churches 1922-29,
pres. (Maiden Ministers Assn. 1951-52,
Selective Service board Oxford County
1917-19). d. Steuben MA Oct. 4 1952.
BENNER, Hervey Drowne. A.B. 1911. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Lawrence MA April 20 1885;
m. Laura Savage May 15 1918; ch.: Audree,
Robert. With Choralcelo Studios Boston
1909-10; with Municipal Publicity Bureau
Dallas TX 1912; traffic chief Southwestern Tel.
& Tel. Co. TX (Wichita Falls 1914, Ft. Worth
1915-16); Addressograph Co. (salesman
Pittsburgh PA 1916-19, dist. mgr. Des Moines
IA 1919-28); pres. Sterile Products Co. San
Diego CA 1928-46; mfr. Barker Horological
Equipment San Diego CA 1946-48; mining,
horticultural experimenter Compostela Mexico
1948-? d. Desert Hot Springs CA Dec. 20 1952.
BISHOP, Percy Glenham. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Eastport April 30 1887; m. Hazel Nickerson
June 6 1916; ch.: Glenham. With Int. Banking
Corp. NYC 1909, with N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC
1909, teacher Juana Diaz P.R. 1909-10, with
Hess & Buckley Ponce P.R. 1910-19, mgr.
sugar mill Ponce P.R. 1919-22, general mgr. &
v.pres. Cuban Cane Sugar Co. Oriente
Province Cuba 1922-25, prop & operator sugar
mill Clewiston FL 1925-40. Served to capt.
USA 1918. d. Miami FL March 20 1940.
BLAIR, Maurice Linwood. Bowdoin 1905-06.
Delta Upsilon. b. Richmond May 27 1884;
m. Irene Cook Oct. 24 1908, m. Mabel Atwell
Sept. 30 1921, m. Alice Campbell Oct. 7 1949;
ch.: Nathalie, Fern, Maureen. With Fontneau
& Cook Co. Attleboro MA 1908-14, with Jewel
Tea Co. Boston 1914-19, with oil co. Boston
1919-23, real estate Boston 1923-60. d.
Framingham MA Dec. 17 1972.*
BOUVE, Charles Osborn. Spec. 1905-07.
Kappa Sigma, b. Hingham MA Oct. 14 1886.
Actor, salesman Houghton Mifflin & Little
Brown Co. Boston, with Old Corner Book
Store Boston 197-55, ret. Served to sgt. USA
1917-19. d. Boston Oct. 7 1975.*
BOWER, Claude Oliver. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. New Cumberland PA
April 12 1887; m. Alice Doughty June 24 1914;
ch.: Richard, Donald. Overseer Columbia
Mills Lewiston 1909-24, supt. Beaver Brook
Blanket Mill Am. Woolen Co. Collinsville MA
1924-26, agt. Royalston MA Blanket Mill
1926-27, ret. 1927. d. Arlington MA March 30
1933.
BREWSTER, (Ralph) Owen. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1942; LL.B.
Harvard 1913; LL.D. Univ. Me. 1928. Alumni
Council 1919-22, sec. 1921; Overseer 1941-61.
b. Dexter Feb. 22 1888; m. Dorothy Foss
April 20 1915; ch.: Charles '37, Owen.
Principal Castine High Sch. 1909-10, atty.
Chapman & Brewster Portland 1914-25, Me.
state governor Augusta 1925-29, atty. pvt.
practice Dexter 1929-34, U.S. congressman
Me. 3rd dist. 1935-41, U.S. senator Dexter
1941-53, ret., atty. pvt. practice Dexter 1953-61.
Me. state (rep. 1917-18, 1921-22; senator
1923-24); chmn. U.S. Governor's Conf.
1925-27, pres. The First Church of Christ
Scientist Boston 1932-33; chmn. U.S. Senate
Republican Campaign Committee 1946-47,
1949-50; U.S. Senate Committee 1946-48;
Congressional Aviation Policy Committee
1947-48); Am. rep. to World Interparlimentary
Union: Cairo 1947, Rome 1948, Stockholm
1949, Dublin 1950. Served to capt. USA
1917-18. Recipient: Silver Antelope & Silver
Beaver Award Nat. Boy Scouts of Am.
Author: Portland City Manager Charter
(1923), ed.: Harvard Law Review, d. Brookline
MA Dec. 25 1961.*
BRIDGE, Ezra Ralph. A.B. cum laude, Med.
Sch. 1909-11, M.D. Columbia 1913. b.
Dexter Oct. 26 1886; m. Marion Volk Sept. 16
1913; ch.: Ezra, Shirley. Physician Skowhegan
1913-14, resident physician Loomis NY
Sanitarium 1914-15, LaVina Sanitarium
Pasadena CA (resident physician, supt.
1915- 17; med. dir. 1919-21), asst. surgeon
USPHS New Haven CT 1921-22, supt. Stony
Wold Sanitarium Lake Kushaqua NY 1922-26,
med. dir. & supt. Iola Sanitarium Rochester
NY 1926-50, asst. prof, medicine Univ.
Rochester Sch. of Medicine & Dentistry ca.
1926-50, consultant V.A. hospital Canadaigua
NY 1947-50, physician & mgr. hospital Batavia
NY, chief professional services V.A. hospital
Newington CT 197-57, ret. Dir. Nat. TB Assn.,
pres. Am. Thoracic Soc. 1938-39 & 1945-46.
Served with MCUSA 1917-18. d. S. Royalton
VT Oct. 10 1968.
BROWN, Philip Hayward. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Watertown NY March 25 1888; m. Agnes
Schlemm Aug. 15 1914; ch.: Elon, David,
Philip '43. Atty. Watertown NY 1913; with
Fearing, Whiton & Co. (Boston 1914-16, NYC
1916-7); with Delano, Bartlett & Dexter
Boston; exec, v.pres. Philip H. Brown dept.
Farnsworth-Hoyt & Co.; with Nat. Fabric &
Finishing Co. NYC 1925-31; dir. Turner
Halsey Co. NYC 1931-43; pres. Harlomoor
Co. Inc. 1925-31. d. Scarsdale NY July 21 1943.
BUCK, George Henry. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch.
1912. Delta Upsilon. b. Harrison Oct. 18
1886; m. Hazel Willis July 8 1914, m. Helen
Haines Sept. 27 1924; ch.: Willis, George Jr.,
Merrill, Sandra. Intern Good Samaritan
Hospital Portland OR 1912-13, pvt. practice
Portland 1913-50. Dist. surgeon S. Pacific RR
Portland 1913-36, med. examiner Metropolitan
Life Ins. Co. 1914-36, trustee Bridgton Acad.
Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d. Portland OR
June 15 1969.*
BURTON, Harold Hitz. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1937; LL.B.
Harvard 1912; LL.D. Oberlin 1941; LL.D.
Ohio Wesleyan 1942; L.H.D. Mt. Union Coll.
1943; LL.D. Kenyon 1944; LL.D. Boston
Univ. 1944; LL.D. Wooster Coll. 1945; LL.D.
Heidelberg Coll. 1945; LL.D. Western Reserve
Univ. 1946; LL.D. Wesleyan 1946; LL.D.
Fenn Coll. 1952; J.D. Univ. Toledo 1953;
L.H.D. Univ. Cincinnati 1958. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Council 1915-16, Alumni
Fund dir. 1931-34, Overseer 1936-64.
Recipient: Bowdoin Prize 1958. Book fund
established in his memory 1967. b. Jamaica
Plain MA June 22 1888; s. of Alfred E. '78; m.
Selma Smith June 15 1912; ch.: Barbara,
William '37, Deborah, Robert '43. Atty. Gage
Wilbur & Wachner Cleveland OH 1912-14,
asst. atty. Salt Lake City UT 1914-16 (Utah
Power & Light Co., Utah Light & Traction
Co.), atty. (Ida. Power Co. Boise ID 1916-17,
Day Day & Wilkin Cleveland 1919-25), instr.
corp. law Western Reserve Univ. 1923-25, atty.
Cull Burton & Laughlin Cleveland 1925-29,
with board of education E. Cleveland OH
1928-29, Ohio state rep. 1929, dir. of law
Cleveland 1929-31, acting mayor Cleveland
1931-32, atty. Andrews Hadden & Burton
Cleveland 1932-35, mayor Cleveland 1935-40,
U.S. senator 1941-45, assoc. justice U.S.
Supreme Court 1945-58, ret. chmn. (Cuyahoga
County Council of the Am. Legion 1926-27,
research committee on Regional Govt. 1928,
Am. Legion committee on Cooperation with
the Am. Peace Soc. 1928, intercity committee
on Lake Erie Ports 1932-33, Cleveland
education committee on citizenship Training
1934, County Charter Comm. of Cuyahoga
County 1934-35), pres. First Unitarian Church
of Cleveland 1926-28, v.pres. Cleveland Bar
Assn., assoc. counsel city of Cleveland 1932,
member Governor's Comm. on County Govt.
1934, trustee (U.S. Conf. of Mayors 1937-40,
Wellesley Coll., Fenn Coll. Cleveland, Hiram
OH Coll.), incorporator Am. Nat. Red Cross
1937-46, moderator Am. Unitarian Assn.
1944-46. Served to capt. USA 1917-19, served
to maj. U.S. Inf. Reserve Corp. 1921-45;
awarded Croix de Guerre (Belgium), Purple
Heart. Author, ed.: 600 Days Service (1919). d.
Washington DC Oct. 28 1964.*
CARTER, Charles Frederick. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Woolwich July 5 1888; m. Sadie Holmes
Jan. 4 1930, married again July 9 1959.
Newspaper reporter (NYC 1909-16, Denver
CO 1916-17), journalist 1919-34 (TX. OK, Los
Angeles CA), publicity dept. RKO Radio
Pictures Inc. Hollywood CA 1934-7, feature
writer & dept. ed. Los Angeles Times 197-55,
ret. Served to sgt. maj. USA 1917-19. d.
Cambria CA May 10 1965.*
COOPER, Matthew Hale. Bowdoin 1905-07.
Delta Upsilon. b. Reed City MI Jan. 29
1886; married. Merc. Great Falls MT. d. Great
Falls MT. Sept. 1952.
CROWLEY, John Edward. Bowdoin 1905-07.
B.S. M.I.T. 1912. Psi Upsilon. b. Bangor
Aug. 6 1886: m. Marjory Bond April 21 1917;
ch.: John. Jr. engineer construction dept. Stone
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& Webster Boston 1912-14; mgr. Frank Ridlon
Co. Boston (maintenance dept. 1914,
construction dept. 1915-22); electrical
contractor Stearns, Perry & South Boston
1922-34; mgr. & v.pres. Derby Electric Motors
Co. 1934-55; ret. d. Winchester MA Aug. 11
1968.*
CUSHING, Max Pearson. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1912;
Ph.D. Columbia 1914. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Bangor Oct. 27 1886. Instr. English
Robert Coll. Istanbul Turkey 1909-11; Reed
Coll. (instr. history 1913-16, asst. prof.
1916-18); instr. history Columbia Univ. 1919-?;
musician NYC 1921-24; choirmaster Trinity
Church Ossining NY 1924-29; music dir.
Bedford-Rippowan Sch. NYC 1930; organist,
choirmaster (St. John's Epis. Church
Larchmont NY 1932-34, Church of The
Assumption Washington DC 1934-42); asst.
organist Nat. Cathedral Washington DC
1942-47; voice teacher, dir. singing sch. (NYC,
Wilton CT, Washington DC); organist First
Congr. Church S. Norwalk CT 1949-51.
Singing coach, studios (NYC, Washington DC,
Wilton). Served to 1st It. military intelligence
dept. d. NYC Jan. 12 1951.
DRESSER, Kenneth Howard. Bowdoin
1905-08. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Jan.
29 1889; m. Mary Mallee May 18 1910. Mgr.
branch office Harold L. Bond Co. (Boston
1908-09, NYC 1909-12), Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co. (salesman Akron OH 1912-13,
branch mgr. Portland 1913-15, mgr. Springfield
MA 1915-17, staffman motorcycle tire dept.
Akron 1918, mgr. sales dept. NYC 1919, mgr.
Newark NJ 1919-25). d. Newark NJ Jan. 7
1925.
DRUMMOND, Daniel Tucker Coffin.
Bowdoin 1905-08. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Portland July 18 1887; m. Gladys Newell May
4 1921, m. Florence Doughty April 11 1941;
ch.: Daniel Jr. '42. With city engineer's office
Portland 1908-12, with W. H. Thaxter & Son
Portland 1912-14, Me. rep. Washburn-Crosby
Co. 1914-52, ret. Served to sgt. USA 1918-19. d.
Portland Feb. 23 1970.*
ELLIS, Reed Hobart. Bowdoin 1905-07, LL.B.
LaSalle Univ. 1926. Delta Upsilon. b.
Rangeley May 11 1886; m. Katharine Nice
Jan. 20 1917; ch.: R. Hobart Jr. '39, William, J.
Edward '44. Real estate & ins. business
Rangeley 1907-?, ret. ca. 1950. Me. State rep.
1931-37, U.S. postmaster Rangeley lOyrs., trial
justice Rangeley, prop. (Rangeley Tavern, Ellis
Hotel, Lake View House), member (sch. board,
budget committee), pres. Rangeley Lakes Fish
& Game Club & Game Protection Assn.,
v.pres. Oquossoc Light & Power Co. d.
Portland Dec. 18 1968.*
ESTES, Guy Parkhurst. A.B., C.S. Alfred
Farlow C.S.D. Inst, of Christian Science. b.
Skowhegan May 26 1886. Christian Science
practitioner (Winsted CT 1909-16, NYC
1916-58). First reader Christian Science Soc.
Winsted CT 1913-19, Fifth Church of Christ
Scientist NYC (first reader 1919-22, trustee,
chmn. bldg. committee), founder Foundation
for Biblical Research & the Preservation of
Primitive Christianity Charlestown NH 1956.
d. Charlestown NH 1958.
FILES, Ralph Henry. A.B. Kappa Sigma, b.
Gorham March 11 1885; m. Mary Haskell
Sept. 1 1913; ch.: Ernest. With Western
Electric Co. (Hawthorne IL 1909-10, NYC
1910-12), with F. W. Woolworth Co., with
Westbrook Trust Co. 1916-18, spec. agt. New
Eng. Mutual Life Ins. Co. Westbrook 1918-31.
Member Westbrook (city council, sch. board),
d. Westbrook Feb. 3 1931.
FISK, Anthony Humphries. Bowdoin 1905-10.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Brunswick April 22
1886; m. Mildred Williams March 15 1916;
ch.: Helen. High sch. W. Paris 1911-13
(teacher, principal), athletic dir. high sch.
Haverhill MA 1913-14, sales mgr. bakery
business Jersey City NJ 1914-19, business
Providence RI 7-1935. d. Providence RI April 8
1935.
GAMMONS, Herbert. Bowdoin 1905-06, A.B.
Clark Univ. 1911. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
W. Newton MA Sept. 9 1886. Teacher (Conn.
Military Inst. Suffield CT 1912-14, Stone Sch.
Cornwall NY 1914-?, Mohonk Sch. Mohonk
Lake NY, Deerfield MA Acad. 7-1952). d. W.
Newton MA April 3 1952.
GASTONGUAY, Thomas Amedeus. A.B.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Onezine P.Q.
Canada April 1 1883; m. Harriet Durker Oct.
15 1921, m. Martha Cloutier. With Int. Paper
Co. Ft. Edward NY 1909-11, adjuster Casualty
Co. of Am. Glens Falls NY 1911-12, inspector
Int. Paper Co. NYC 1912-21, sales engineer
Trimbey Machine Works Glens Falls 1921-45,
ret. 1945. d. Glens Falls NY Feb. 9 1955.
GINN, Thomas Davis. A.B., Ed.M. Harvard
1923. Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston July 28 1885;
m. Florence Hale June 24 1924. V.principal
high sch. Wallingford CT 1909-1 1, teacher high
sch. Waterbury CT 191 1-14, head science dept.
Boston Trade Sch. 1914-20, asst. dept. of
Vocational Guidance Boston 1920-34,
principal Roxbury MA Evening Commercial
High Sch. 1931-?, head employment div.
Bureau of Child Accounting Boston 1942-?,
dir. dept. of Vocational Guidance Boston
1947-54, ret. 1954. Hon. member Greater
Boston Personnel & Guidance Assn., lectr.
(Boston Univ., Boston State Teachers Coll.),
pres. Guidance Assn. 1930-32, supt. St. Paul's
Church Sch. Newton Highlands MA,
counselor St. Paul's Cathedral WWI, air raid
warden WWII. d. Boston Sept. 3 1968.
GOODSPEED, Ernest Leroy. A.B. summa
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Univ. Me.
1914. Kappa Sigma. b. Randolph Oct. 27
1888; m. Olive Paine Oct. 17 1916; ch.: Ernest
Jr. '39, Anna, Natalie. Teacher Worcester MA
Acad. 1909-10, atty. (Randolph, Gardiner
1914-38; Augusta 1938-59), judge Municipal
Court Gardiner 1928-32, ret. 1959. Conservator
Me. Trust & Banking Co. Gardiner 1933-?,
town selectman Randolph, supt. sch.
Randolph, member city council Gardiner, tax
collector Gardiner, city solicitor Gardiner,
deputy collector Me. State IRS, chmn. Am.
Red Cross Gardiner 3 yrs. d. Augusta April 7
1970.*
GREEN, Carl Robinson. Bowdoin 1905-07.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Shawmut Dec. 6
1881; m. Florence Eaton, m. Mabel Waite; ch.:
Rebecca. Coach Kents Hill Sch. 1907-13, S. A.
& A. B. Green Fuel Co. Waterville 1913-53
(prop., mgr.), ret. 1953. d. Oakland July 9 1962.
HAFFORD, Leo Edgar. Bowdoin 1905-06.
Delta Upsilon. b. Boston 1883. Professional
baseball 1906-11. d. Willimantic CT Oct. 1
1911.
HAINES, William. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Waterville Oct. 2 1886. Real estate Waterville.
Assumed dead.
HARLOW, Roy Clifford. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Richmond Aug. 30 1886; m. Georgia
Fales Dec. 7 1920, m. Frances Davis Jan. 1923;
ch.: William. With Int. Paper Co. Livermore
Falls, with Adams Express Co. Boston, sales
mgr. Republic Rubber Co. CA 1910-17, with
Faultless Rubber Co. Ashland OH 1919-25,
invest, banking business Cleveland OH
1925-42, with WPB 1942-45, with CPA
1945-47, dist. mgr. WAA 1947-?, examiner
Ohio State Highway Dept., invest, banking
Cincinnati & Ashland OH 1948-50, ret. Served
to sgt. USA 1918-19. d. Bedford VA April 13
1968.*
HARRIS, William Matthew. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Med. Sch. 1908-09.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Newcastle Feb. 3
1886; m. Marie McKinley Aug. 30 1911; ch.:
William, Leslie '39, Margery. Principal high
sch. (Mexico 1909-10, Dexter 1910-11,
Hinckley 1911-13), pres. Westbrook Sem.
1913- 14, Boston Continuation Sch. (instr.
1914- 15, dir. 1915-17), personnel &
employment dir. Willett Sears Co. Boston
1917-18, Am. Red Cross (dir. military relief &
field work. New Eng. area Boston, Portsmouth
NH 1918-21; New Eng. roll call dir. first aid &
life saving Washington DC 1921-24; staff asst.
nat. v.chmn. Washington DC 1924-26), dir.
(disaster relief Ft. Lauderdale FL 1926-27,
Miss. Flood Disaster Operations Greenville
MS 1927, flood relief work VT 1927-28, fund
raising Children's Community Center New
Haven CT 1928-29), exec. sec. Lincoln House
Assn. Waterbury CT 1929-41, mgr. anti-TB
League Waterbury 1929-41, probation officer
Court of Common Pleas Superior Court
Waterbury 1929-41. Dir. State Reformatory
Cheshire CT, exec. sec. Conn. Prison Assn.,
member Governor's committee for Nat.
Defense Hartford CT, chmn. Mutual Aid
Unemployment Fund of Waterbury Inc., pres.
(Conn. Council of Social Work, Waterbury
Council of Social & Religious Agencies), d.
Waterbury CT May 20 1941.
HAYDEN, Wallace Hanson. A.B., E M. Colo.
Sch. of Mines 1914. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Flatbush NY May 27 1886; m. Barbara Albers
June 9 1928. Teacher high sch. Granite City IL
1920-21, mining engineer 197-58 (Point Mills
MI, Pittsburgh PA, De Pue IL, Timmins Ont.
Canada 1920-27, Buffalo NY 1927-31,
Washburn WI 1931-35, Schenectady NY
1935-41, Washburn 1941-?), engineering dept.
Nordberg Mfg. Co. Milwaukee WI ca. 1940-50,
ret. 1958. d. Washburn WI Jan. 28 1976.
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HEATH, Gardner Kendall. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Augusta May 29 1886; s. of Herbert M. '72; m.
Bess DiNuzio April 29 1912, m. Cora Sulloway
Sept. 4 1934, m. Ethel Cayford April 16 1960.
Agriculture Readfield 1911-13, asst. clerk Me.
House of Rep. 1913-14, business Augusta
1914-17, business mgr. Health Inst. Boston
1917-25, inspector Me. State Dept. of
Agriculture 1926-39, deputy state sealer of
weights & measures 1939-48, ret. 1948. d.
Skowhegan Dec. 7 1960.
HINCKLEY, Harry Farrar. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Phillips April 7 1887; m. Ida
Hegeman June 7 1917; ch.: Harry Jr. With
N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC 1910-13, Am. Bank Note
Co. (salesman NYC 1914-15, mgr. Pacific coast
branch San Francisco CA 1916-20, New Eng.
salesman NYC 1921-34), with New Eng. Life
Ins. Co. Brookline MA 1935-54, ret. d. Augusta
Oct. 30 1961.*
HINCKLEY, Walter Palmer. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Bangor May 27 1885; m.
Nellie Wagner July 27 1910, married again;
ch.: Harriet. Good Will Homes & Sch. Assn.
Hinckley (teacher 1909-12, sec. 1912-19, sec. &
supt. 1910-54, dir. 1954-63), ret. 1954. d.
Waterville May 4 1963.
HIWALE, Anand Sidoba. A.B. b.
Ahmednagar India July 18 1879; m. Taibai
Patole Jan. 12 1910; 2 children. Missionary
(Satara India 1909-17, Ahmednagar India
1917-22). d. Ahmednagar India Feb. 28 1922.
HOVEY, Dudley. A.B. cum laude. b.
Waldoboro Oct. 28 1886; m. Inez Lind June 27
1921; ch.: Virginia, Dudley '53. Reporter
Boston Herald 1909-10; writer Boston News
Bureau 1910-18; RR ed. Boston News Bureau
1919-41; regional information officer Office of
Production Management Boston 1941-42; head
invest, research dept. Shirmen, Atherton & Co.
1942-64. Member (exec, committee Republican
City Committee Newtonville MA, Newtonville
Improvement Assn.). Pvt. USA 1918-19.
Author: Fifty years on State Street, contbr. d.
Newtonville MA Sept. 18 1964.
HUGHES, Arthur Wilder. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Brunswick Sept. 5 1887; m. Cara
Runciman 1927. With Western Electric Co.
1909-19 Chicago IL & Boston; N.Y. mgr.
Delano, Bartlett & Dexter 1919-29; bond
salesman Watson & White Portland 1929-?;
partner (Hunnewell & Co. Portland 197-51;
Harris, Upham & Co. Portland 1951-?). Served
to 1st It. USA WWI. d. Portland April 26
1971.*
HURLEY, John Robert. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. St. Lawrence
Univ. 191 1. Psi Upsilon. b. Old Town Oct. 9
1887; m. Helen Rafter May 24 1918; ch.: John
Jr. '44, Helene C.P.A. (NY); engineer N.Y. Tel.
Co. Brooklyn NY 1909-15, with W. S. Barstow
& Co. NYC 1915-16, comptroller George H.
Burr & Co. NYC 1920-33, auditor Provident
Loan Soc. NYC 1940-52, ret. OTS 1918,
auditor Am. Relief Admin. Europe 1918-19. d.
St. Petersburg FL June 24 1972.*
JACKSON, Sumner Waldron. A.B., Med. Sch.
1908-09, M.D. Jefferson Med. Coll. 1914. Zeta
Psi. b. Spruce Head Oct. 7 1885; m.
Charlotte Barrelet Nov. 29 1917; ch.: Phillip.
Companion Germantown PA 1909-11, intern
Mass. General Hospital Boston 1914-16, asst.
urologist Phila. PA 1919-21, Am. Hospital
Paris France 1921-44 (surgeon, urologist, chief
of staff 1940-44), P.O.W. 1944-45. Physician
Harvard Unit France 1916-17, served to capt.
MCUSA 1917-19; awarded Croix de Guerre,
Certificate of Service (England), Citation for
Medal of Freedom U.S.A. d. at sea off Lubec
Germany May 3 1945.
JOHNSON, Edwin William. A.B., A.M.
Brown Univ. 1915. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Southport CT Nov. 4 1886; m. Alice Bale Jan.
28 1922. Chemist Me. State Lab. of Hygiene
Augusta 1909-12, teacher (Hoover Sch.
Paterson NJ 1912-13, high sch. Pawtucket RI
1913- 18), instr.-in-charge Apprentice Sch.
Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge
Co. Bridgeport CT 1918-19, teacher Bridgeport
1919-46 (dir. audio-visual education 1946-47),
ret. 1946. d. Weston VT Dec. 10 1947.
KANE, Howard Francis. A.B., Med. Sch.
1908-09, M.D. George Washington Univ. 1912.
Zeta Psi. b. Machias May 14 1887; m. Clara
Bailey Jan. 28 1920. Physician (Machias
1914- 16, Washington DC 1916-46), George
Washington Univ. (instr. obstet. 1916-32; prof,
obstet., gynecol. 1932-46; emeritus 1946).
F.A.C.S., fellow Int. Coll. Anesthetists. Served
to maj. MCUSA 1917-19, served to cdr. USN
1940-46; awarded British Military Cross.
Recipient: Frank E. Gibson Prize Washington
DC Med. & Surgical Soc. 1939. Contbr., ed.
Quarterly Review of Obstet. & Gynecol, d.
Machias July 21 1946.
KOUGHAN, Daniel Francis. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1916. Beta Theta Pi. b. Victoria
Cross P.E.I. Canada Oct. 10 1886; m. Marion
Corey July 16 1919; ch.: John '41, Donald '45.
Principal high sch. (Vinalhaven 1909-10,
Topsham 1910-16), teacher high sch. (Portland
1916-20, head history dept. 197-20; Newton
MA 1920-54), ret. Dir. tutoring Cobb's Camps
Denmark 35 yrs. Served to PO/3 USN
1918-19. d. Albuquerque NM Feb. 9 1976.*
LUMBARD, Lucius Dwight. Bowdoin 1905-06.
Psi Upsilon. b. Fremont NE April 27 1886;
m. Theresa Storz May 15 1937; ch.: Hugh. Int.
Silverware Co. Seattle WA (sales dept., served
to asst. mgr. Pacific coast region San Francisco
CA 1914-49), ret. 1949, mfr. containers sterling
silverware 1950-64. d. San Francisco CA May
9 1964.
MANTER, John West. A.B. 1920. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Readfield Sept. 15 1885;
m. Mary Berry July 2 1913; ch.: Wilbur '36,
Eleanor. With Int. Paper Co. (Rumford
1909-12, Glens Falls NY 1912-13), teacher &
coach high sch. Winthrop MA 1913-23, teacher
& athletic dir. high sch. Augusta 1923-47, ret.
Apple orchardist Vassalboro d. Vassalboro
Feb. 13 I960.*
MARSH, Harold Newman. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. George Washington Univ. 1916. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Cleveland OH May 2
1887; m. Dorothy Dennis H'64 May 25 1921;
ch.: Richard, H. Newman Jr. '45, Samuel '47,
David '51. Banking Northern Trust Co.
Chicago IL 1911-13, atty. Washington DC
1916-49. Pres. Kiwanis Club Washington DC;
dir. (Instructive Visiting Nurse Soc.
Washington DC, Nat. Symphony Orchestra
Washington DC, Liberty Nat. Bank, Am.
Columbian Corp.); dir., v.pres. & general
counsel Federal Storage Co. Served to capt.
USA 1917-19, member Dist. of Columbia
Selective Service board WWII. d. Bronxville
NY Nov. 11 1949.*
McDADE, Daniel Michael. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Fall River MA Aug. 4 1885; m. Anna
Flanagan Aug. 31 1920; ch.: Anna. Newspaper
reporter (Fall River MA Herald, Johnstown
Journal, Spokane WA Chronicle); chemist
textile firm Bend & Burns OR 1911-13, dist.
county supt., principal elementary sch. Harney
OR 1913-16; principal high sch. OR (Brogan
1916-17, Burns 1920-26); dir. Journal Jr. OR
Journal Portland OR 1926-52; ret. Nat. v.cdr.
Am. Legion, Jury commissioner Multomah
County OR Circuit Court, chmn. Multomah
County Committee for Hiring the
Handicapped. Served with USN 1917-19. d.
Portland OR Dec. 26 1961.
MERRILL, Harry Clyde. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma, b. Brownfield Aug. 6 1885; m.
Emily Mitchell. Submaster high sch. Eastport
1909-10, chemist Jones & Laughlin Steel Co.
Pittsburgh PA 1910-11, advt. solicitor Evening
Express Publishing Co. Portland 191 1-17, bond
salesman William P. Bonbright Co. Inc.
(Boston 1917-7, Detroit MI 7-1919). d. Detroit
MI Jan. 18 1919.
MERRILL, Raymond Earle. A.B., LL.B.
Northeastern 1929. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Conway NH Aug. 30 1885; m. May Hillman
Aug. 1 1914; ch.: Raymond Jr., Elizabeth,
Joan. Lumber business Conway 1909-16,
teacher high sch. (Hollis NH 1916-18,
Wellesley MA 1918-19), banking Gardiner MA
1919-22, head science dept. high sch. Medford
MA 1922-48. d. Arlington Heights OH Dec. 27
1948.
MESSER, Robert Walcott, II. Bowdoin
1905-06, A.B. Stanford 1911. Beta Theta Pi.
b. April 19 1887. Chmn. commercial dept.
high sch. Los Angeles CA 1920-49, ret. 1949,
personal staff Hughes Productions Hollywood
CA 1950—. Ed. The Hebron Semester 1905—.
res. Los Angeles CA.*
MORRELL, Harry Arch. Bowdoin 1905-06.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Gardiner Sept. 29 1886;
m. Florence Dick Sept. 3 1923; ch.: James.
Reporter Worcester MA Telegram 1908-09.
telegraph ed. New Haven CT Journal Courier
1909. reporter (Rochester NY 1912-15.
Reporter-Journal Gardiner 1915-16), journalist
St. Johnsbury VT 1916-17, copy ed. Buffalo
NY Courier ca. 1920-22. city ed. Santa Barbara
CA Daily News 1925-31. eidtorial dept. Long
Beach CA Telegram 1931-44. Served with USN
1917-19. d. Long Beach CA June 25 1944.
MOULTON, Albert Willis. A.B.. M.D. Med.
Sch. 1913. Kappa Sigma, b. S. Portland June
26 1887; m. Alice Turner July 29 1914; ch.:
Albert Jr. '37, Willis. Ophthalmologist (Me.
General Hospital Portland; Me. Med. Center;
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USMC Hospital; Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary;
Webber Hospital; Mercy Hospital; Manhattan
Eye, Ear & Throat Hospital), consulting
ophthalmologist USPHS, asst. prof,
ophthalmology Me. Med. Sch. 197-21. Me.
General Hospital (past staff pres., past chief
ophthalmological services), past pres.
(Cumberland County Med. Soc, Me.
Charitable Mechanic Assn. of Portland),
Portland Dispensary (past supt., past chief of
staff)- Served as Me. state med. dir. for Civilian
Defense 1942-? Recipient: Me. Med. Assn.
award for 55 yrs. service 1963. res. Portland.*
NEWMAN, Paul Jones. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Fryeburg Jan. 3 1888; m. Virginia Murray
June 24 1915, m. Audrey Courtier Sept. 1955;
ch.: Murray, Paul, Caroline. Log Scaler
Coe-Pingree Lumber Co. Bangor 1909-10;
Little, Brown & Co. Boston (midwestern book
rep. 1910-20, W. mgr. 1920-60); ret. d. N.
Conway NH June 25 1973.*
NEWTON, Harry Jenkinson. A.B. cum laude,
B.D. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1907, A.M. Yale
1910. b. London England March 27 1881; m.
Effie Wayne Nov. 30 1910; ch.: James. Pastor
(Bradford VT 1911, Salem MA 1912-23,
Lawrence MA 1923-28, New Haven CT
1928-52, emeritus Edgewood Congr. Church
New Haven). Dir. Boston Seaman's Friends
Soc, pres. New Haven Council of Churches,
sec. YMCA England & France 1917-18. d.
New Haven CT April 11 1955.*
PENNELL, Robert Maxwell. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1912. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Class agt.
1932-38, Alumni Fund dir. 1937-40. b.
Brunswick Dec. 25 1887; m. Ethel Jones June
14 1917, m. Flora MacLeod March 10 1941;
ch.: Robert Jr. '40, Edward '44, Virginia,
William '65, Leida. Atty. Portland 1912-25,
pres. E. C. Jones & Co. Portland 1925-65, ret.
Member State Personnel Board 197-51, deputy
clerk of courts Cumberland County 1914-15,
registrar of probate Cumberland County
1915-16, pres. (Me. Assn. Ins. Agts. 1934-36,
New Eng. Assn. Ins. Agt. 1937-39, Cumberland
County Board of Fire Underwriters 1944-46).
Served to 2nd It. USA WWI. d. Gorham Sept.
8 1975.*
PHILLIPS, Willard True. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Westbrook Dec. 5 1886; m. Lillian Hasey
June 4 1914. Auditing dept. E. T. Burrowes
Screen Co. Portland 1909-12, principal evening
sch. Westbrook 1912-13, E. T. Burrowes Screen
Co. Portland (mgr. 1913-19, keeper of stores
1919-23, v.pres. 1923-36, purchasing agt.
1931-36), ret. 1936. d. Biddeford Feb. 23 1941.
PIKE, Harold Parker. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Lubec June 30 1887; m. Sarah Mitchell July 2
1912; ch.: Clifton, Ruth. Merc. Lubec 1909-45.
d. Whitney Feb. 5 1945.
PLETTS, Louis Oliver. A.B. b. Montreal
P.Q. Canada Dec. 19 1885; s. of David A.
M'92; married; ch.: Isabel, Hazel, Muriel.
With Bell Tel. Co. Montreal 1909-14, claims
agt. The Canada Accident Ins. Co. Montreal
ca. 1916-29, with Imperial Oil Co. Montreal ca.
1930-31. d. Portland June 1 1 1940.
POTTLE, Ernest Harold. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Livermore Falls June 30 1887; m. Louise
Knapp Dec. 29 1917; ch.: Ernest Jr. '41, Ruth.
Real estate business Herbert E. Williams
Brooklyn NY 1909-10, with Blanchard Press
NYC 1910, paint mfg. Colonial Works
Brooklyn NY 1910-27, mgr. Fischer
Phonograph div. Mayor Brothers & Bramley
NYC 1922-24, pres. Hazard Lead Works
Hazardville CT 1924-27, sales agt. Buxton Inc.
NYC 1927-50, ret. Sec. Civil Defense Council
Glen Ridge NJ 1942-45. d. Norwalk CT June 2
1968.*
POWERS, Carl Abner. Bowdoin 1905-07. b.
Pittsfield MA May 30 1885; s. of John C. F.
'85; m. Lois Davis Feb. 14 1911, m. Elizabeth
Plenty June 17 1926; ch.: Carolyn. Hotel clerk
Kearsage NH 1907-09, Western Newspaper
Union (head accounting dept. Charlotte NC
1909-14, head accounting & credits NYC
1914-19, supt. 1919-29, sales mgr. printing
machines 1929-49), ret. d. Hackensack NJ Aug.
12 1950.
PRATT, Harold SewalJ. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, M.D. Med. Sch. 1912.
Delta Upsilon. b. Strong Aug. 8 1887; m.
Cora Chase Aug. 3 1916; ch.: Elbert, Philip '41.
Physician & surgeon (Farmington 1913-18,
Livermore Falls 1919-67), semi-ret. ca. 1961.
Med. examiner (Franklin County 1916,
Androscoggin County ca. 1938-67), F.A.C.S.
1937, member sch. board Livermore Falls
1935-44, past cdr. Am. Legion Post 10, past
master Blue Lodge A. F. & A. M., past high
priest Royal Arch Chapter Livermore Falls.
Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1918-19; awarded
Victory Medal, Bronze Star. Recipient:
Distinguished Service Medal Grand Royal
Arch Chapter of Me. d. Augusta Jan. 8 1967.*
RANGER, Verne Arden. Bowdoin 1905-06.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Jay Nov. 18 1886; m. Mary
Mountain Dec. 22 1913; ch.: Charles Jr. Baker
Norway 1906-14, furrier Auburn 1914-15, with
creamery farm Harpswell 1915-20, grocer
Wales 1924-27. d. Wales Aug. 27 1927.
RICH, Irving Lockhart. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Class agt. 1938-63. b. Portland Sept. 15 1886;
m. Mildred Lang June 9 1914; ch.: Elizabeth.
Funeral dir. Portland (S. S. Rich & Son
1909-60, Jones & Rich Inc. 1960-63). Casco
Loan & Bldg. Assn. (dir. 1925-7, pres. 1937-59,
chmn. 1959-7); pres. (Me. Savings & Loan
League, past Me. Charitable Mechanics Assn.,
Masons); Casco Loan & Bldg. Assn. (dir.
1925-7, pres. 1937-59, chmn. 1959-7); past pres.,
sec. & treas. Me. Funeral Dir. Assn.; pres. &
dir. Casco Homestead Savings & Loan Assn.;
charter member & 1st sec. Kiwanis Club
Portland, d. Portland Oct. 9 1963.*
RICHARDSON, Clyde Earle. A.B., M.D.
Med. Sch. 1916. Delta Upsilon. b. Avon
March 14 1885; m. Ethel Pike Aug. 12 1908;
ch.: Phyllis. Principal (Freedom Acad. 1909-12,
high sch. Danforth 1910-12), intern Me.
General Hospital Portland 1916-17, prop. &
dir. Somerset Hospital Skowhegan 1917-26,
founder & operator Brunswick Hospital
1926-43, physician & surgeon Brunswick
1926-61. F.I.C.S., dean physicians Brunswick,
pres. Rotary Club Brunswick. Surgical suite
Parkview Memorial Hospital Brunswick
named in his honor 1959, Regional Memorial
Hospital Brunswick 1961. Med. Examiner
Selective Service WWII. d. Portland Dec. 17
1961.
SAUNDERS, Edmund Randall. Bowdoin
1905-06. b. Templeton MA Aug. 19 1884.
res. Waltham MA.
SCAMMAN, Clarence Linwood. A.B. 1920.
M.D. Med. Sch. 1912, M.P.H. Harvard-M.I.T.
Sch. of Public Health 1947. Zeta Psi. b. St.
Albans June 7 1888; m. Flora Gradie June 12
1917; ch.: Richard, Joanne. Intern (Central
Me. General Hospital 1912-13, Providence RI
Lying-in Hospital 1913); physician E.
Millinocket 1913-17, 1919-21; deputy supt.
health RI 1922-26; deputy commissioner Mass.
State Dept. of Health Boston 1926-31; dir. div.
of Public Health of the Commonwealth Fund
NYC 1931-49; med. dir. Mass. div. Am.
Cancer Soc. 1949-58; ret. Pres. Mass. Public
Health Assn., fellow Am. Public Health Assn.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1917-19. d. Brookline
MA June 25 1965.
SEWALL, Edgar Floyd. Bowdoin 1905-08,
M.D. Tufts 1913. Delta Upsilon. b.
Newburgh Oct. 1 1885; m. Edna Gordon June
10 1915; ch.: Edgar Jr. '39, Barbara. Salesman
Boston 1908-09, physician Somerville MA
1913-49. Sch. physician Somerville, member
Selective Service board 1917-19. d. Somerville
MA March 22 1949.*
SHEHAN, Thomas Francis. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Portland Sept. 17 1886. d.
Portland Sept. 17 1909.
SIMMONS, John Standish. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Gloucester MA July 13 1886; s. of Parker P.
'75; m. Essie Giles; ch.: Rogers, Harriet.
Salesman mfg. co. Worcester MA 1909-10,
partner Parker P. Simmons Co., with rayon
div. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. (NYC
1933-37, Wilmington DE 1937-51), ret. d.
Millertown NY April 13 1960.
SMALL, James Henry. Bowdoin 1905-07. Zeta
Psi. b. Temple Sept. 25 1884; married 1910.
With W. W. Samll Co. Farmington 1909-ca.
1934. d. June 18 1946.
SMITH, Arthur Lawrence. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. New Vineyard June 25 1887; m. Drusilla
Townsend Oct. 28 1912; ch.: Margaret,
Marian, Jane. Fred O. Smith Mfg. Co. 1909-65
(pres., treas. 1920-65), ret. Town clerk New
Vineyard 1910-42, town treas. New Vineyard
over 50 yrs., trustee & member governing
board Franklin County Memorial Hospital
Farmington, corporator Franklin County
Savings Bank Farmington, New Vineyard
Congr. Church (treas. 1920-64, deacon), past
pres. Rotary Club Farmington, member Davis
Lodge A. F. & A. M. PFC USA 1917-19. d.
New Vineyard May 26 1967.*
SMITH, Harold Morton. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Barrington NH Sept. 1 1887; m. Agnes
Greene Aug. 19 1911; ch.: Nathalie, Barbara.
Atty. NH (Rochester 1912-13, Portsmouth
1913-49). N.H. state rep. 1919-32 (House
speaker 1931). d. Rye NH Sept. 25 1949.*
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SPARKS, William Cone. Bowdoin 1905-07,
B.S. Temple Univ. 1924, M.S. Temple Univ.
1925. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Bowdoinham
Sept. 18 1882; m. Saida Bmnk 1913, m. Bella
Loy March 23 1922; ch.: Mrs. Cameron
Andrews, Mrs. James Cox, William. Athletic
dir. (high sch. Newport RI 1907-08, Hobart
Coll. 1908-12, Mich. Coll. of Mines 1912-14,
Norwood MA Civic Assn. 1914-15), dir.
recreation & playgrounds Girard Coll. Phila.
PA 1915-49, ret. d. Williamsburg VA April 14
1969.*
STACEY, Gardner Wesley. Bowdoin 1905-06.
Delta Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA Aug. 14
1884; m. Mary Roberts Oct. 15 1914. Clerk
(Swift & Co. Chicago IL 1906-07, New Eng.
Tel. & Tel. Co., A. C. Lawrence Leather Co.
Somerville MA 1907-11), branch mgr.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Akron OH
191 1-? Area dist. & salvage agt. ACUSA,
rationing admin. Rochester NY. d. Rochester
NY Aug. 8 1944.
STAHL, Jasper Jacob. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa, Litt.D. 1960. Zeta Psi. Class
agt. 1963-70. b. Waldoboro Nov. 14 1886.
Reed Coll. (instr. modern langs. 1911-13, asst.
prof. German 1913-17), dir. studies Hill Sch.
Pottstown PA 1919-47, ret. Member (sch.
committee Waldoboro, Me. Sch. Bldg.
Authority 15 yrs.), hon. member Me. Historical
Soc. Served to ensign USN 1917-19. Recipient:
Francis Parkman Prize in Am. History for &
author of History of Old Broad Bay and
Waldoboro (2 volumes) 1956. d. Damariscotta
May 10 1970.*
STANLEY, Fred Veston. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.D. Bangor Theol.
Sem. 1911. b. Eden Jan. 3 1875; m. Francis
Dolliver Dec. 22 1893; ch.: Marie. Clerg.
(Swan's Is., Penobscot, Orrington, Lisbon
1907-09, Kingston NH 1909-12, Hallowell
1912), Second Congr. Church Cohasset MA
(pastor 1915-40, emeritus 1940-54), supply
minister (Atlantic Memorial Congr. Church N.
Quincy MA, Wendell Ave. Congr. Church
Brockton MA 1940-46, Beechwood Congr.
Church Cohasset 1946-54). Moderator Pilgrim
Assn. Congr. Churches 1939-40, delegate Nat.
Council 1939, chaplain Konohassett Lodge A.
F. & A. M., scout-master 25 yrs., public library
Cohasset 1915-48 (treas., dir.), chmn. sch.
committee Cohasset 1918-28. Recipient:
Masons 50 yr. member gold medal 1954, Mass.
Grand Lodge 50 yr. medal, Boy Scouts of Am.
Silver Beaver award, d. Cohasset MA April 26
1954.
STANLEY, Oramel Henry. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1912, grad. USA Med. Sch. Washington
DC 1917. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Fryeburg
July 11 1887; m. Beatrice Hacker Sept. 27
1916; ch.: Richard '41. Physician (Me. General
Hospital 1912-13, Concord NH 1913-16, Essex
County Hospital Cedar Grove NJ 1916),
served to col. MCUSA 1916-49 (Ft. Slocum
NY, Del Rio Tx, head USA hospital Ft.
Constitution Portsmouth NH, Manila P.I.,
Tien-tsin China, with med. detachments San
Francisco CA Presidio 2 yrs., head military
hospital Altaraz Is. San Francisco 1924-1926,
prof. med. dept. Univ. Vt. 1926-29, San
Antonio TX, deputy surgeon ETO & head 30th
General Hospital, deputy chief surgeon
Cheltenham headquarters Services of Supply
England, organized and commanded Fifteenth
Hospital Center Cirencester England 1944-45,
commanded and detached hospital center
Camp Pickett VA 1945-46, commanded
Halloran General Hospital Staten Is. NY
1946-47, commanded Oliver General Hospital
Augusta GA 1947-49), ret. 1949. Pejepscot
Historical Soc. Brunswick (past 1st v.pres., past
dir.), trustee Regional Memorial Hospital
Brunswick 1961-74, past v.pres. Brunswick
Health Council, past asst. deputy
.
dir. med.
staff Cumberland County Civil Defense, past
asst. deputy dir. in charge of med. services Me.
Civil Defense. 32nd degree Mason Int. Lodge
China, Stanley Drive Augusta GA renamed in
his honor 1951. Awarded Bronze Star (2),
Commendation Ribbon, res. Brunswick.*
STETSON, John Ara. Bowdoin 1905-08.
Kappa Sigma. b. Brunswick May 16 1886;
m. Katherine Downey Nov. 12 1915. With
Bath Iron Works 1908-10, shipyard worker
Fore River Shipbuilding Quincy MA 1910-18,
foreman shipyard (Montreal P.Q. Canada
1918-20, Squantum MA 1920-28), with
Armstrong Transfer Co. Boston 1928, with
Checker Taxicab Co. Boston 1928-45. d.
Arlington MA Aug. 3 1945.
STEVENS, Charles Leon. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Warren July 14 1881; m. Elizabeth
Minott. Clerg. (Phippsburg 1907-11, Chicopee
MA 1911-15, Camden 1915-18, S. Deerfield
MA 1919-30, Alfred 1930-48), ret. Mgr. Kamp
Keebec Phippsburg, religious sec. YMCA
Brooklyn NY 1917-19. d. Bath Feb. 5 1957.
STONE, Carl Ellis. A.B., Ph.C. & Ph.G
Medico-Chirurugical Coll. 1911. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Lewiston April 15 1888; m. Josephine
Stearns Aug. 7 1913; ch.: Mary, David.
Pharmacist & chemist Stone's Drug Store
Norway 1911-13, asst. dir. labs. Van Camp
Packing Co. Indianapolis IN 1913-35, dir. labs.
(W. coast div. Stokely Brothers Inc. Alameda
CA 1935-44, William S. Scull Co. Camden NJ
1944-49), prop. Stone's Drug Store Norway
1949-? Chmn. Ind. section Am. Chem. Soc,
treas. Phila. PA section Inst. Food
Technologists, d. Norway Aug. 8 1969.
STUBBS, Robert Goff. A.B., M.F. Yale 1913.
b. Strong Aug. 12 1886; s. of Philip H. '60;
m. Marion Brainerd Dec. 8 1927; ch.: Robert.
Asst. to engineer in charge of triangulation Int.
Boundary Comm. 1910, with Vitale & Rothery
Mont Laurier P.Q. Canada 1913, A. E. Borie
Hacklebarrel NJ 1914-15 (forester, landscape
architect), consulting forester Augusta 1915-16,
Pejepscot Paper Co. Topsham 1916 (camp
clerk, scaler), Nehasane Park Assn. Forest
Reserve NY 1917-20 (logging inspector, scaler),
forester State board of Assessors Augusta
1921-23, Mengee Mahogany Logging Co.
Axim Gold Coast British W. Africa 1924-26
(forester, asst. mgr.), forester State board of
Assessors Augusta 1926-27, supervisor
southern section Me. Forestry Dist. 1927-41.
Dir. Appalachian Trail Conf. d. Hallowell
April 17 1941.
STUDLEY, Fuller Pierce. Bowdoin 1905-08.
Psi Upsilon. b. S. Portland Nov. 8 1887; m.
Enid Sleeves Nov. 26 1913, m. Grace Luce;
ch.: John. With Hood Rubber Co. W.
Somerville MA 1909-10, with Am. Druggist
Syndicate L.I. NY 1910-1 1, with W. T. Studley
Co. Portland, Rundlett Co. Portland (v.pres.,
sales mgr.), sales mgr. Portland Fish Co. 10
yrs., Willard-Daggett Co. Portland (sales mgr.,
buyer), with Me. Sea Foods Inc. d. Portland
Feb. 16 1950.
STURTEVANT, James Melvin. A.B., M.D.
Med. Sch. 1914. Theta Delta Chi. b. Dixfield
Aug. 24 1886; s. of James S. M'84; m. Bhima
MacDonald Dec. 15 1915, m. Lenore
Fernandes March 25 1935; ch.: James Jr. '41,
Joseph '43, Judith. Physician (Dixfield 1916-23,
NYC 1923-41, New London CT 1941-69), ret.
Instr. pediatrics Columbia Univ. 20 yrs., dir.
pediatrics Knickerbocker Hospital NYC
1935-41, Lawrence Memorial Hospital New
London (chief pediatrician 1948-60, consultant
1961-70). Served to capt. MCUSA 1918-19,
surgeon USPHS 1942-45; awarded Cong,
medal, d. New London CT April 19 1970.*
TEFFT, Kenneth Remington. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Syracuse NY May 7 1886; m. Marion Stone
May 8 1917; ch.: Kenneth Jr. Advt. dept.
Conde Nast Publishing Co. NYC 1909-14,
salesman General Chem. Co. (NYC 1914-17,
Chicago IL 1917-38), salesman Merc. Chem.
Co. Chicago 1938-47, ret. 1947. d. Chicago IL
March 21 1950.
THAXTER, Roger Lewis. Bowdoin 1905-06.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland May 1 1886; m.
Helen O'Neil Feb. 7 1911; ch.: Grace. Merc. S.
W. Thaxter & Co. Portland 1906-18, prop.
(Economic Auto Bulb Co. NYC 1919-26,
Cincinnati OH Jacket Co. 1926-29, Thaxter
Mfg. Co. Dallas TX 1929-46, Standard
Products Co. Dallas 1946-?). Civilian employee
Aircraft Production Service WWII. d. Dallas
TX May 12 1963.
THWING, Walter Nathaniel. Bowdoin
1905-06, LL.B. Syracuse Univ. 1910. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Woolwich Oct. 25 1883; m. Lena
Burdick Jan. 4 1910; ch.: Richard. Atty.
Gannon Spencer & Mitchell Syracuse NY
1910-15; instr. contracts Syracuse Univ. Coll.
of Law 1915-16; Rochester, Buffalo &
Lockport NY Rys 1915-19 (local atty., claim
agt.); atty. Brockport 1919-41. Member
Selective Service board Steuben County NY.
Disappeared Nov. 25 1941, declared dead
March 1951.
TIMBERLAKE, Leonard Fremont. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1929-32. b.
Phillips May 15 1886; m. Jessie Chapman Feb.
2 1911; ch.: Aristeen, Augusta, Elizabeth. Dir.
boys' work sec. YMCA (Buffalo NY 1909-10.
Chicago IL 1910-12), invest, business Boston
1912- 13, pres. Timberlake & Co. Portland
1913- 16, invest, business Boston 1916-19. pres.
Timberlake & Co. Portland 1919-50, Casco
Bank & Trust Co. Portland (founder. 1st exec,
v.pres. 1933-43. pres. 1943-55, chmn. board of
dir. 1955-59), ret. 1950. Treas. Me. State C. of
C. 1940-?, dir. YMCA Portland, corporate dir.
(Casco Bank & Trust Co. Portland. Saunders
Engineering Co., Foster Mfg. Co. Farmington).
pres. (Me. Bankers Assn., Casco Mercantile
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Trust Co.). Served to 1st It. USA WWI. d.
Glendale CA Feb. 11 1959.*
VOTER, Perley Conant. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1911. Delta Upsilon. b. Farmington
April 30 1889; m. Anne Crossland Aug. 13
1913; ch.: Muriel, Roger. Austin teaching
fellow chemistry Harvard 1910-12, Middlebury
VT Coll. (instr. chemistry 1912-13, asst. prof.
1913-19, prof. 1919-53, dean summer sch.
chemistry 1921-30, chmn. div. natural sciences
1947-53, Burr Prof, of Chemistry & Natural
History 1952-53). Dir. chem. warfare service
section SATC Middlebury Coll. 1917-19. d.
Middlebury VT June 12 1953.
WAKEFIELD, Leonard Foster. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Bar Harbor July 6 1887; m.
Marguerite Murphy Sept. 7 1918. With
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. Kansas City MO
1909-48, ret. 1948. Served with USA 1918-19.
d. Kansas City MO Nov. 16 1951.
WENTWORTH, John Alexander. A.B., Med.
Sch. 1908-09, M.D. Harvard 1913. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Portland April 26 1888; m. Ruth
Webb June 30 1917; ch.: John Jr. '43, Mary.
Intern Hartford CT General Hospital 1913-15,
resident physician Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital Boston 1915-17, physician (Clifton
Springs NY 1917-21, Hartford 1921-47), ret.
F.A.C.S. 1931, dir. Hartford County Mental
Hospital 1936-38. Served to It. MCUSA
1918-19. d. Northampton MA Sept. 17 1951.
WITT, Charles Madison. Bowdoin 1905-06.
b. Marlboro MA Nov. 18 1884; m. Sarah
Abbott Aug. 31 1910; ch.: Margaret. Fuller,
Chandler, Patten & Co. Hudson MA
(accountant 1910-17, asst. treas. 1917-26). d.
Hudson MA Feb. 21 1926.
Class of 1910
ASHWORTH, George Robert. Bowdoin
1906-07, LL.B. Univ. Me. 1915. Zeta Psi. b.
Waterfoot England May 6 1887; m. Harriet
Clarke Dec. 24 1928. Principal high sch.
(Boothbay 1907, Carthage 1909-11, Andover
1911), atty. (Rumford 1915-25, St. Johnsbury
VT 1929-37). Ed.-in-chief Me. Law Review
1914-15. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d. St.
Johnsbury VT March 7 1937.
ATWOOD, William Elbridge, Sr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Paris Jan. 9 1888; m. Viola
Dixon June 26 1913; ch.: William Jr., Robert,
Stanley, George II. Sales mgr. (Dixfield
Toothpick Co. 1910-11, H. Wesley Hutchins
Co. Auburn 191 1-12), A. H. Scott Co. Portland
1912-13 (pres., treas.), invest, banker Portland
1920-40 (Whitney, Cox & Co.; Edward B.
Smith & Co.; William E. Atwood & Co.),
public accountant & income tax consultant
Portland 1940-? Treas. Hebron Acad. 1913-18.
d. Portland Sept. 17 1966.*
BABBITT, George Hutchinson. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Rutland VT Oct. 11 1885; m.
Margaret Boshart June 24 1914; ch.: Ruth.
Salesman & advt. mgr. Babbitt & Co. Albany
NY 1910-30, salesman Albany 1930-37, with
U.S. Govt. Albany 1937-42, accountant
General Electric Co. Albany 1942-45, with
N.Y. State Retirement System Albany 1945-56.
d. Albany NY Sept. 10 1968.*
BAGLEY, Edward Spaulding. A.B. cum laude,
Med. Sch. 1907-08. Beta Theta Pi. b. Nov. 10
1886; m. Louise Houghton April 10 1907, m.
Mildred Zaeringer Jan. 24 1918; ch.: Kathryn,
Alice, Edward. With Swift & Co. (Ft. Worth
TX 1912-14, New Orleans LA 1914-15), with
Wilson & Co. New Orleans 1915-18, mfr's agt.
Havana Cuba 1918-36. d. New Orleans LA
Jan. 7 1936.
BAILEY, Ralph Edwin Gilmore. A.B. 1916.
Zeta Psi. b. Anson Feb. 24 1887; m. Mary
Kateon Aug. 4 1911; ch.: Ralph Jr., Martha.
Principal (high sch. Granby MA 1911-12,
Anson Acad. 1912-16, high sch. Lubec
1916-17), teacher high sch. Portland 1918-19,
field asst. Travelers Ins. Co. Portland 1912-29,
partner A. Q. Miller Ins. Co. Auburn 1929-37,
mgr. (Me. State Employment Service 1938,
Bailey Nursing Home Portland 1939-59). Me.
Mutual Auto Ins. Co. (sec, underwriter), d.
Portland Oct. 3 1964.*
BALLARD, Harold Bearse. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Farmingdale Jan. 28 1889; m. Helen
Milligan; ch.: Priscilla, Prudence. With Penn.
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1910-19, general
sales mgr. Colonial Steel Co. Pittsburgh PA
1919-25, sales mgr. Stewart Warner Corp.
1925-53. Served to It. (jg) USN 1917-21. d.
Togus Feb. 19 1961.
BOYNTON, Chester Alden. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Jefferson April 14 1885; m. Addie
Knight; ch.: Alden, Albert, George, Dana,
Virginia, Marcia, Shirley. Mfr., lumbering N.
Whitefield; cotter 1910-73. Me. state senator
1916, tax collector & town treas. Jefferson, d.
Damariscotta July 23 1973.
BROWN, Stuart Franklin. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Lobby Hawthorne-Longfellow Library
dedicated in his memory. Scholarship fund
established in his memory 1968. b.
Northbridge MA Sept. 10 1888; m. Ruth
Trowbridge June 28 1918; ch.: Zylpha, George,
Judith. Production mgr. Whitin Machine
Works Whitinsville MA 1910-21, Whitinsville
Spinning Ring Co. 1921-62 (treas., dir., mgr.).
Pres. Whitinsville Savings Bank 1936-62, dir.
Blackstone Valley Nat. Bank. d. Worcester
MA Oct. 10 1962.
CARY, Charles Austin. A.B. magna cum laude,
A.M. flion.) 1950, LL.D. 1963, B.S. M.I.T.
1912. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Overseer 1947-51,
Trustee 1951-65 (Emeritus 1965-70), 1962
capital campaign nat. chmn. Recipient:
Alumni Service Award 1960. b. E. Machias
March 14 1890; s. of George F. '88; m. Frances
Campbell Aug. 26 1913; ch.: George, Mary,
Campbell. Engineer Electric Bond & Share Co.
NYC 1912-18, duPont Co. Wilmington DE
(black powder div. 1918-25; rayon div.
1925-40; asst. mgr. nylon div. 1940-44, mgr.
1944-45; asst. general mgr. textile fibers dept.
1944-46; v.pres. & exec, committee member
1946-55; member board of dir. 1946-70).
Member YMCA int. committee 1954-? d.
Wilmington DE Jan. 22 1970.*
CHAPMAN, Harrison Carter. A.B. 1912.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland Sept. 19 1888;
s. of Charles J. '68; m. Virginia Woodbury Feb.
15 1913, m. Frances Moran Nov. 11 1927; 1
child. Real estate & ins. Portland, prop. & pres.
Saco Valley Canning Co., with Birds
Eye-Snider div. General Foods Corp. various
cities & Rochester NY 1932-53, ret. d. Portland
Dec. 25 1975.*
CLAVERIE, James Forbush. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Class agt. 1929-31, 1947-48; Alumni
Council 1946-50. Scholarship fund established
in his memory 1967. Recipient: Alumni
Achievement Award 1946. b. Boston Dec. 8
1887; m. Dorothy Abbott Sept. 6 1913; ch.:
Mrs. John Warren, Anne, Sumner, Marjorie.
With Baeder, Adamson & Co. Boston 1910-14;
founder & prop. Claverie & Co. Boston 197-59;
ret. Dir. & v.pres. Second Federal Savings &
Loan Assn. Boston, d. Drakes Is. Wells Aug.
27 I960.*
CLIFFORD, John David, Jr. A.B., LL.D. 1952,
LL.B. Georgetown Univ. 1913. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Lewiston May 15 1887; m. Lucille
Smith July 14 1915; ch.: Jeanne, John III.
Atty. Lewiston 1913-17, Me. State rep. 1915-18,
dist. atty. 1934-47, judge U.S. Dist. Court
1947-56. d. Lewiston Nov. 18 1956.*
COLBATH, Henry Jewett. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Colbath Room in
Morrell Gymnasium a memorial to him. b.
Clay Center KS Sept. 1 1888; m. Marion Potts
June 11 1919; ch.: Henry Jr., Dorothy. Hill
Sch. Pottstown PA (teacher & coach 1910-53,
head science dept. 1918-52, partner 1919-56,
alumni dir. 1953-56), semi-ret. 1956. Pres.
Great Oak Spring Water Co. 1923-54, member
vestry Christ Epis. Church Pottstown. Served
to 2nd It. USA 1918. Author: Outline of
Elementary Inorganic Chemistry, d. Pottstown
PA Nov. 25 1956.*
COLE, Gardner Wilson. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Raymond May 28 1887; m. Laura Day Aug. 30
1912; ch.: Philip, Katherine. Teacher Billerica
MA 1910-11, principal Foxcroft Acad.
1911-14, supt. schs. 1917-20 (Casco, Otisfield,
Raymond), principal high sch. Casco 1926-48,
prop. Casco Inn 1926-48. Member Me.
legislature 1945-46, supt. local Sunday Sch. d.
Casco Nov. 12 1948.
COMMINS, Thomas Charles. Spec. 1906-08.
Delta Upsilon. b. Somerville MA Jan. 31
1886. res. Somerville MA.
CROSBY, John Leland, II. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1966-71.
Ret.; b. Bangor Sept. 24 1888; m. Britomarte
Emerson; ch.: John Jr. '37; m. Bessie Fisher.
With New Eng. Tel. & Tel. MA (Boston,
Worcester, Springfield), res. Orono.*
CROSSLAND, Edgar. A.B. cum laude, S.T.B.
Andover Theol. Sem. 1911, S.T.B. Harvard
1911, B.D. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1919, M.R.E.
Boston Univ. 1921, M.Th. Princeton Theol.
Sem. 1923. b. Halifax Yorkshire England
Feb. 14 1878; m. Alice Maclntyre June 25
1913; ch.: Edgar. Minister Congr. Church
(Mechanic Falls 1908-10, S. Acton MA
1911-14, Barre VT 1914-19), St. Paul's Presby.
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Church Mattapan MA 1919-22, Woodstock
Presby. Church NYC 1923-41. Dir. Big Brother
Movement NYC, pres. Bronx Ministers Assn.
Served with British Army 1899-02. d. NYC
June 12 1941.
CROWELL, Ralph Savage. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Bangor Sept. 2 1887; m. Helen
Miller June 17 1911, m. Mary Inforati Dec. 27
1935; ch.: Mrs. Victor M. Montgomery,
William. Cashier Eastern Steamship Co.
Bangor 1911-?, pres. & treas. Rice & Miller Co.
Bangor 1914-39, farmer Landrum SC 1939-45.
d. Spartanburg SC July 2 1947.
DAVIE, Harold Wheeler. Bowdoin 1906-08.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Lafayette IN Dec. 16
1887; m. Miriam Phinney Sept. 30 1914, m.
Rosamond Andrews Oct. 2 1942, m. Kathleen
Sweet June 27 1955; ch.: Morris '40, Mrs. W.
Scott Bartlett Jr. Research Am. Optical Co.
Southbridge MA 1910-12, sales mgr. T. A.
Willson & Co. Reading PA 1912-14, textiles
(Reading 1914-16, NYC 1916-31), food
packing Boston 1931-57, v.pres. Prudence
Foods Boston, v.pres. & mgr. Martin L. Hall
Co. Dir. Burnett Co., exec. dir. Charles Irwin
Travell Fund Boston 1957-61. Contbr. d. Cape
Cod MA April 28 1961.*
DEMING, Clyde Leroy. A.B., Sc.D. 1935,
M.D. Yale 1915. Theta Delta Chi. b. Cornish
NH Aug. 18 1885; m. Evelyn Kimball April 4
1925; ch.: Herbert, Joan, Doris. Principal high
sch. Portland CT 1910-11, Yale Univ. (prof,
clinical urology 1921-55, emeritus 1955-69),
chief urologist & surgery resident New Haven
CT Hospital, consulting urologist CT (Griffin
Hospital Derby, Meriden Hospital,
Community Memorial Hospital Willimantic),
pres. (Am. Urological Assn. 1944-46, New Eng.
Urological Assn.), F.A.C.S., fellow AAAS,
trustee & board pres. Kimball Union Acad.
NH, hon. member L.I. Med. Soc. Author,
contbr. d. New Haven CT Nov. 10 1969.*
DRAPER, James Battles. Bowdoin 1906-08.
Theta Delta Chi. Alumni Council 1948-50. b.
Canton MA Nov. 7 1888; m. Helen Dana June
17 1909; ch.: Charles, Janet, Ann, James Jr.
'49. With Am. Woolen Co. 1908-14 (Burlington
VT, Rockdale MA, Boston), with Crimmins &
Pierce Co. Boston 1914-20, v.pres. & dir.
Draper & Co. Boston 1920-35, pres. & dir.
(Draper Top Co. 1935-47, James B. Draper &
Sons Inc. 1947-55). Trustee House-in-the-Pines
Sch. Norton MA. d. E. Jaffrey NH Oct. 11
1955.*
DREER, Samuel Herman. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.D. Va. Theol. Sem.
1912; A.M. Univ. Chicago 1916; Ph.D. Univ.
Chicago 1955. Ret.; b. Washington DC Sept.
12 1888; m. Mary Thomas May 30 1912; ch.:
Clarice, Vivian. Teacher board of education St.
Louis MO 1914-18, asst. principal high sch.
summer St. Louis 1919-25, prof. English Harris
Teacher's Coll. St. Louis 1926-35, pastor
Kingsway Baptist Church St. Louis 1935-60,
prof, sociology Kans. Wesleyan Univ. Salina
1955-58, pastor emeritus Kingsway Baptist
Church St. Louis 1973— . Organized St. Louis
branch Assn. for the Study of Negro Life &
History 1920— . Author: The Immediate Jewel
of His Soul, The Tie That Binds; contbr. res.
St. Louis MO.*
DUGAN, Harry Joseph. Bowdoin 1906-07.
Delta Upsilon. b. Bangor Aug. 20 1889. d. at
sea off Castine July 9 1907.
EASTMAN, Richard Raymond. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Ft. Fairfield Oct. 19 1888; m. Marion
Wheeler June 4 1913. With New Eng. Tel. &
Tel. Co. (Boston 1910-13, asst. traffic engineer
Me. div. Portland 1913-15), copper mining
Salmon River Dist. NY 1915-18, Nat. City Co.
Boston 1918-20 (invest, broker, dist. mgr.). d.
Cambridge MA Jan. 6 1920.
EATON, Carleton Whidden. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.F. Yale 1912. Psi Upsilon. b. Calais
Sept. 2 1887; m. Mary Haskell Aug. 23 1917;
ch.: Anthony '42, Jane. With U.S. Forestry
Service Santa Fe NM 1910-13, asst. prof,
forestry Univ. Me. 1913-16, forestry &
agriculture Gray 1949, ret. d. Canton NY Jan.
8 1971.
EDWARDS, Sumner. A.B. magna cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1915. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Lewiston June 10 1889; s. of
Ayres M. '80. Teacher & coach Hebron Acad.
1911, intern Peter Bent Brigham Hospital
Boston 1915. d. Boston Jan. 7 1916.
EVANS, Frank Caradoc. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. 1911, LL.D.
1976. Beta Theta Pi. Class agt. 1931-45,
1971-75; Alumni Fund dir. 1941-44; class
bequest chmn.; Overseer 1953-74 (Emeritus
1974—). Ret.; b. Boothbay Harbor June 25
1888; m. Clara Eckhardt April 17 1917, m.
Alice McCoy Aug. 14 1965; ch.: Lewis '28.
Asst. in chemistry Univ. Wise. Madison
1911-14, E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. (acid
supt. Hopewell VA 1914-1918; plant control
Wilmington DE 1918-22; asst. mgr. Barksdale
WI 1922-26, Dupont WA 1926-27; dir.
employee relations Wilmington 1927-51). Pres.
Rotary Club 1945, member (advisory board
Salvation Army 1960— , Council of Churches
of Wilmington), res. Wilmington DE.*
FARRAR, Guy Wilbur. Bowdoin 1906-08.
Delta Upsilon. b. S. Paris Oct. 21 1888. res.
unknown.
FARRIN, Alton Holmes. Bowdoin 1906-10.
Kappa Sigma, b. Pemaquid June 14 1885; m.
Annie Gamage; ch.: Kenneth, Frank, Afton
Jr., Robert, Alva, Ramon, David, Paul, Mrs.
Robert Bullock, Mrs. Clinton Gilbert, Mrs.
Anthony Eugley, Mrs. Maxwell House.
Teacher (Bremen 1903-?, Irasburg VT 1911-?),
principal high sch. (S. Bristol 1913-21.
Boothbay Center 1922, E. Boothbay 1923-25),
prop. General Store S. Bristol 1930-48, U.S.
postmaster S. Bristol 1934-48. d. S. Bristol Dec.
28 1948.*
FISHER, Ransom Edgar. A.B. 1913. b.
Byfield MA Oct. 4 1888; m. Margaret
Adlington July 20 1916; ch.: George. Principal
(high sch. Woodstock, high sch. Eliot 1913-14,
Washington Depot CT 1916, high sch.
Stratford CT 1917), head history dept. high
sch. Wakefield MA 1921-46, asst. supt. sch.
Wakefield 1946-58, ret. Pres. Int. Assn. YMCA
Men's Clubs, d. Kennebunk Aug. 7 1961.
GRACE, Ralph Boothby. A.B. cum laude,
B.B.A. Boston Univ. 1924. Kappa Sigma, b.
Saco July 10 1886; m. Aurelia Hill June 20
1914; ch.: Caro. Teacher high sch. Biddeford
1910-1 1, business Boston 191 1-28, CP.A. 1928,
Charles E. DiPesa & Co. Boston (accountant
1928-46, partner 1946-57). d. Everett MA Jan.
10 1957.*
GUPTILL, William Stewart. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Gorham June 3 1888; m. Ruth
Weatherbee June 30 1913; ch.: Arnold,
Edward. Principal (Limerick Acad. 1910-11,
Mattanawcook Acad. Lincoln 1911-12,
Hartland Acad. 1912-13), teacher high sch.
(Fall River MA 1913-17, Waterbury CT
1917-26). d. Brooklyn NY March 25 1926.
HALE, Robert. A.B. summa cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1947; B.A. Oxford (Rhodes
scholar) 1912; A.M. Univ. Me. 1933. Psi
Upsilon. Alumni Council 1917-20, Alumni
Fund dir. 1928-31 (chmn. 1930-31), Overseer
1931-73 (Emeritus 1973-76). b. Portland
Nov. 29 1889; s. of Clarence '69; m. Agnes
Burke April 20 1922; ch.: Patricia. Atty.
(Choate Hall & Stewart Boston 1914-16, Verrill
Hale Booth & Ives Portland 1917-42), member
House of Rep. Washington DC 1943-59, atty.
Davies Richberg Tydings Landa & Duff
Washington DC 1959-75, ret. Me. State
Legislature (member 1923-30, speaker 1929),
treas. Warren Memorial Foundation 1927-75.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19, served to capt.
USAR. Contbr. d. Washington DC Nov. 30
1976.*
HANRAHAN, John Benedict. Bowdoin
1906-07. Delta Upsilon. b. Lawrence MA
Nov. 1 1886. With constabulary P.I. ca. 1911.
res. unknown.
HANSEN, Harlan Frank. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Portland June 26 1884. Publicity &
advt. dept. N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC 1910-17, with
Bell Tel. Co. Chicago IL 1917-19, rep.
Disinfecting Co. Chicago 1919. d. E.
Parsonfield May 17 1919.
HAWES, Henry Quinby. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1911.
Theta Delta Chi. 1st floor Sr. Center named in
his memory. b. Westbrook Oct. 4 1888; m.
Corinne White June 8 1925. Supt. Mechanics
Inst. Rumford 1911-13, advt.
McCann-Enckson Inc. (NYC 1913-14; San
Francisco CA 1914-59, v.pres. 1921-52, sr.
v.pres. & prop. 1952-59), cattle rancher
Kenwood CA 1959-64. Trustee Mills Coll.
1938-48, dir. (Am. Trust Co. 1939-60, Red
Salmon Canning Co. 1946-48, Schlage Lock
Co. 1932-41, C. of C. San Francisco), fund
raising chmn. Golden Gate Int. Exposition
1939-40. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d.
Kenwood CA Dec. 19 1964.*
HILL, Merrill Cristy. A.B. magna cum laude.
Kappa Sigma. Bangor Oct. 2 1888. res.
Stoughton MA.
HOBBS, Elmer Hamilton. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Waterboro Sept. 28 1888; s. of Frank H.
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M'00; m. Natalie Knight Oct. 30 1912; ch.:
Elizabeth, Frank, Priscilla, Rebecca. Lumber
business Waterboro 1910-12, with J. H.
Gallagher Waterboro 1912-?, prop, marble
mfg. works Sanford ca. 1921, treas. & mgr.
Elmer H. Hobbs Garage Inc. Waterboro
1922-31. Pres. Me. Marble Workers, dir. York
County Farmers' Union, town treas.
Waterboro 2 yrs. d. Waterboro Dec. 15 1931.
HUBBARD, James Anthony. Bowdoin
1907-08, A.B. Christian Brothers Coll. 1911.
b. Versailles MO July 18 1889; m. Lillian
Findlay Jan. 1 1924. Mining Lovelock NV
1911-13, supt. coal mines Bunceton MO
1913-15, automobile dealer EL Paso TX ca.
1915, civil engineer Santa Fe RR ca. 1916,
project engineer (Mo. State Highway Dept.,
Okla. State Highway Dept. 1920-24). Served to
capt. USA 1917-20; awarded order of St. Sava
(Servia). d. Oklahoma City OK April 30 1926.
INGERSOLL, Henry Gurney. Bowdoin
1907-08. b. Canton Jan. 9 1885; m. Gertrude
Coombs Oct. 24 1916, m. Geniveve Bicknell.
Supt. Saco Valley Canning Co. Portland,
accountant Potter Press Co. Waltham MA. d.
Lowell MA Aug. 29 1960.
KENDRIE, Frank Estes. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1912. Beta Theta Pi. b. St. Paul MO July 4
1887; m. Helen Walcott June 29 1915; ch.:
Carolyn. Violinist St. Louis MO Symphony
Orchestra 1913-14, prof, music Valparaiso
Univ. Conservatory 1915-17, prof, violin
(Univ. Kan. 1917-21, Univ. Ia 1921-36), prof.
& chmn. music dept. Carleton 1936-47.
Conductor Tri-City Symphony Orchestra
Davnport IA. 1921-36, dir. Property Owners
Assn. Inc. Pemaquid Point. Composer; author:
Fundamentals in the Mechanics of Expression
for the Violinist, Handbook in Conducting &
Orchestral Routine, d. Northfield MN Jan. 18
1947.
KIMBALL, Frank Alden. Bowdoin 1906-08.
Delta Upsilon. b. Ft. Keogh MT July 11
1887; m. Clara Winn Nov. 27 1913; ch.:
Barbara, Carolyn, Margaret. Rancher NE
(Kimball 1913, Gifford 1913-14), prop. & mgr.
Kimball Cannery Redlands CA 1914-63. Treas.
Model Creamery Redlands 1928, dir. C. of C.
Redlands 1947-49, member city council
Redlands 1924-28. Served to 2nd It. Calif. State
Guard 1941-45. d. Redlands CA May 31
1963.*
LANDER, Allen Wintworth. Bowdoin 1906-07.
Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Bingham June 14 1888;
m. Mary Grondin June 8 1934. With Lander
Last Co. Maiden MA & Bingham 1909-16,
night supt. Inman Poulsen Lumber Portland
OR 1919-20, point mill mgr. China Import &
Export Shanghai 1920-26, sales engineer &
sales mgr. E. Dist. Lunkenheimer Co.
Cincinnati OH 1926-50, ret. Served with USN
1916- 19. res. Kissimmee FL.*
LARRABEE, Fred Henry. Bowdoin 1906-07.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Danforth May 14 1889;
m. Dorothy Rogers Aug. 24 1919; ch.: Fred Jr.,
Rogers. Salesman Marshall Field & Co.
Chicago IL 1909-37; mfr's rep. Kansas City
MO 1937-42, 1945-ca. 1956. Served with USA
1917- 19, chief Radio & Radar div. WPB
Kansas City 1942-45. d. Kansas City MO July
27 1956.
LIPPINCOTT, Leon Stanley. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1913. Theta Delta Chi. b. Augusta Nov.
1 1888; m. Emily Felt Aug. 1 1912, m. Grace
Holcomb Feb. 1 1923; ch.: Emily, Leon Jr.
Me. Med. Sch. (instr. physiology 1913-17, asst.
prof. 1917-18), pathologist Vicksburg MS
Sanitorium 1919-43 (staff sec. 1921-42),
pathologist Stoddard Lab. Eastern Me.
General Hospital Bangor 1943-47, pathologist
& med. dir. Halifax Dist. Hospital Daytona
Beach FL 1947-50. Miss. State Med. Assn. (ed.
1929-39, historian 1934-42), Miss. State
Hospital Assn. (pres. 1932-33, sec. 1933-43),
founding fellow Coll. of Am. Pathologists,
fellow Am. Soc. Clinical Pathologists. Served
to maj. MCUSA 1917-19. Contbr. d. Daytona
Beach FL Nov. 25 1950.
LUDWIG, Laurence Gorham. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Houlton Sept. 3 1888; m. Theressa Hoyt
July 2 1917; ch.: John, Frances. Potato farmer
1910-51. Town selectman Houlton. d. Houlton
Nov. 3 1951.
MacLAUGHLIN, Harry Budington, Sr. A.B.
Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Williamstown MA
June 18 1886; m. Beatrice Werhan Aug. 22
1918; ch.: Andrew, Mary Ann, Carol, Harry
Jr. C.L.U.; hotel room clerk Wellington Hotel
NYC 1910-11, salesman Am. Book Co. NYC
1911- 18, capt. B Truck Co. NYC 1919, branch
mgr. (Dodge Brothers Yonkers NY 1924-29,
Mobil Oil Co. NYC 1930-33), with Edison NJ
Auto Batteries 1933-35, with First Investors
Corp. NYC 1940-65, ret. Member board of
education Pleasantville NY 19?-? Served to
capt. USA 1918-19. res. Pleasantville NY.*
MADISON, Arthur Alexander. A.B. cum
laude. b. Madison Park AL Nov. 11 1883.
Salesman Fred Douglass Shoe Co. Haverhill
MA 1910-11, mgr. Madison Clothing Store
Montgomery AL 191 1-?, atty. NYC 1927-57. d.
NYC Jan. 18 1957.
MARSH, Harold Potter. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Sheldon VT May 8 1888; m. Mildred
French; ch.: Richard '39. Salesman
Birdsey-Somers Co. NYC 1910-?, with Marble
Co. Proctor VT ca. 1912, mgr. (shoe business
Keene NH 2 yrs., farm equipment Sheldon),
trucking business Manchester NH 1943-58. d.
Manchester NH Sept. 12 1968.
MARTIN, Robert Burleigh. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1913. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Augusta Sept. 3 1888; m. Francis Purinton;
ch.: Burleigh Jr., Robert '41, Mary. Atty.
Augusta 1913-62; mayor Augusta 1919-20; Me.
state rep. 1923-24, 1925-26; speaker Me. House
1927-28; Me. state senator 1929-30; pres. Me.
Senate 1931-32. d. Augusta March 23 1962.*
MATTHEWS, Edward Curtis, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Fund dir. 1936-39,
Alumni Council 1940-43 (pres. 1942-43), class
agt. 1945-47, dir. Peary-MacMillan Arctic
Museum Assoc. b. Portsmouth NH Nov. 18
1887; m. Beatrice Henley 1915; ch.: Louise,
John. Receiving teller to pres. Piscataqua
Savings Bank 1910-59, ret. Treas. Piscataqua
River Towing Co., pres. (Savings Bank Assoc.
of N.H., C. of C), trustee public library
Portsmouth. Served with USCGR. d. Groton
CT Aug. 28 1973.*
McGLONE, Frank Bernard. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Natick MA Nov. 23 1884. With
Morris Beef Co. 19 10-? (Boston, Yonkers NY),
with Sulzberger & Sons Co. Jersey City NJ
7-1914. d. NYC April 18 1915.
McMILLAN, William Duncan. Bowdoin
1906-07. b. Norwich CT Aug. 17 1883. Res.
Norwich CT ca. 1915. deceased.
MIKELS, Lewis Lee. A.B., Med. Sch. 1910-11.
b. Bath Nov. 16 1889. Oil production promoter
(Ft. Worth TX 1919-20, Nacogdoches TX
1920-23, Long Beach CA 1923-26), oil &
merchandise exporter (Hong Kong 1926-34,
Los Angeles CA 1934-45). Served with USA
1918-19. d. Los Angeles CA Oct. 2 1949.*
MORRILL, Berton Charles. Spec. 1906-07,
Med Sch. 1911, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1915. b.
Belgrade Nov. 21 1879; m. Florence Cluff Sept.
23 1914; ch.: Virginia, Dorothy. Asst. physical
training Bowdoin 1908-14, track coach (Bates
1914, Purdue 1915-16, Harvard 1916-17). d.
Jan. 3 1918.
MORSS, Philip Brayton. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Portsmouth NH March 22 1888. Mgr.
Bermuda General Motor Transportation Co.
Hamilton Bermuda 1910-11, contract agt. New
Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. Worcester MA 1911,
chemist Damascus VA 1911-14, stockraiser
Damascus 1914-18. d. Damascus VA Oct. 25
1918.*
MORSS, Robert Dillingham. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Portsmouth NH May 20 1889; m.
Marion Stevens Sept. 10 1915, m. Marion
Clark; ch.: Robert '38, Marion, Elizabeth,
Priscilla. With Ginn & Co. (Boston 1910-15,
local rep. London England 1915-19, managing
dir. 1919-40). d. Newton Center MA Dec. 1
1940.*
MORTON, Colby Lorenzo. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Friendship Sept. 9 1886; m. Alice
Conklin July 5 1914, married again 1959. Asst.
supt. Colonial Works Inc., factory supt.
Charles H. Brown Paint Co. Brooklyn NY
1910-30, paint & varnish salesman Lincoln
Park NJ 1931-48, salesman Burry Colonial
Corp. Broadalbin NY 1948-64. Police justice
Lincoln Park 1933-38. d. Broadalbin NY Oct. 4
1964.
NEWMAN, William Proctor. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Alumni Council 1939-42. b. Sedgewick
Nov. 29 1888; m. Gertrude Soper July 9 1913;
ch.: William Jr. '35, Frederic '38, Louise.
Bookkeeper First Nat. Bank Bar Harbor
1910-13, branch mgr. Kineo Trust Co. Milo
1913-22, Eastern Trust & Banking Co. Bangor
(auditor 1922-39, sec. 1924-39, pres. & dir.
1939-65, board chmn. 1965-69, hon. dir.
1969-71). Pres. & dir. (Millinocket Trust Co.
1929-65, Lincoln Trust Co. 1930-65), pres. (Me.
Bankers Assn. 1943-44, Me. Trust Co. Assn.
1940-41), dir. & treas. Jackson Memorial Lab.
Bar Harbor 1945-57, v.pres. & dir. Pine Tree
State 4-H Foundation ca. 1966-71, trustee
Bangor (Hersey Fund 1945-71, public library).
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Husson Coll. Bangor (trustee 1959-71, general
chmn. 1966 capital campaign), d. Bangor July
3 1971.*
NICKERSON, Parker Toward. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Boothbay Harbor Oct. 2 1888. Spec. agt.
U.S. Bureau of Fisheries 1910-11, with Swift &
Co. Lynn MA 1911-?. with credit dept. Jordan
Marsh & Co. Boston ca. 1971, mgr. Cove
Cottage Southport ca. 1921, prop. Sprucewold
Lodge Boothbay Harbor 1916-42. Treas.
Nickerson's Community Camps, pres.
Sprucewold Estates. Engisn USN 1917-19. d.
Portland March 11 1942.
NULTY, William Bridgham. A.B. cum laude,
Med. Sch. 1909-10, LL.D. 1953, LL.D.
Portland Univ. 1952. Alpha Delta Phi. Class
agt. 1948-53. b. Buckfield Jan. 28 1888; m.
Anna Wright Nov. 27 1912; ch.: William Jr.
Teacher (high sch. S. Portland 1910-12,
Portland 1912-15), atty. Portland 1917-22, asst.
U.S. dist. atty. Me. 1922-31, acting dist. atty.
Me. 1931-34, (Me. Superior Court 1947-49, Me.
Supreme Court 1949-53). Trustee (Hebron
Acad. 1934-53, Portland Univ. Law Sch.
1951-53). d. Boston Sept. 11 1953.
OTIS, Thomas. A.B., LL.B. Yale 1913. Kappa
Sigma. b. New Bedford MA Feb. 24 1887;
m. Elise Makepeace Dec. 26 1914; ch.: Mary,
Priscilla, Thomas Jr. Atty. MA (Crapo Clifford
& Prescott New Bedford 1913-15, Hyannis
1915-48), ret. 1948. First Dist. Court
Barnstable MA (clerk 1917-22, assoc. justice
1924-52), public administrator County of
Barnstable 1928-50, pres. & dir. Hyannis
Cooperative Bank 1925-52, dir. (Hyannis Trust
Co., Cooperative Central Bank of Boston), d.
Hyannis MA Nov. 11 1952.*
PETERS, Clinton Noyes. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1914. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Portland
Feb. 4 1888; m. Florence Rideout 1916, m.
Alice Fortin Nov. 25 1933. Me. Med. Center
Portland (urologist 1917-27, chief urology
service 1927-54), ret. Certified Am. Urological
Soc. Board, F.A.C.S. 1918, asst. prof, urology
Med. Sch. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1914-16.
res. Raymond.*
PHELPS, Thomas Cooley. Bowdoin 1907-09.
Delta Upsilon. b. Williamstown MA March
6 1882. Mgr. Phelps General Store
Williamstown 1909-65, reporter Springfield
MA Republican, d. N. Adams MA March 26
1965.
PICKARD, Edward Temple. Bowdoin 1906-07.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Buenos Aires
Argentina Aug. 7 1889. d. Brunswick Dec. 15
1907.
READEY, Daniel John. Spec. 1906-07, A.B.
Clark Univ. 1910. Zeta Psi. b. Manchester
NH March 20 1886. Lt. Constabulary Service
P.I. 1910-17; shoe exporter NYC, Boston; shoe
stylist, exporter-importer leather Paris France
1926-35. Served to capt. USA 1917-19. d. Aug.
15 1935.
RICHARDS, Alfred Perry. Spec. 1906-08,
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1913. Zeta Psi. b.
Rockport Oct. 11 1886; m. Lemira Hobbs June
15 1921; ch.: Ann. Teacher P.R. 1908-09, atty.
(Boston 1913-14; Plymouth MA 1914-16,
1919-48), Mass. state rep. 1919-23, asst. atty.
general 1923-? Trustee Plymouth Savings
Bank, chmn. town finance committee
Plymouth. Served to capt. USA 1917-19. d.
Plymouth MA March 17 1948.
ROBINSON, Ira Brown. A.B. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Bath Sept. 21 1888; m. Pearl
Orgelman June 23 1913; ch.: Doris, Donald.
Advt. mgr. & foreign correspondent McLean,
Black & Co. Boston 1911-14; advt. mgr.
Brockton MA Public Market 1914-16; high
sch. Irvington NJ (teacher 1916-54, head
modern lang. dept. 1923-54); ret. Sec. Selective
Service Board Irvington 1942-45. d.
Morristown NJ Jan. 21 1963.*
ROBINSON, Warren Eastman. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1914. Alpha Delta Phi. Gateway near admin,
bldg. named for him 1920. b. Somerville MA
May 7 1890; s. of Walter A. '76; m. Anne
Johnson Dec. 26 1914. Teacher high sch.
(Quincy MA 1911-13, Boston 1914-17). Served
to 1st lt. USA 1917-18. d. France Nov. 6 1918.
ROSS, Rodney Elsmore. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1913.
Psi Upsilon. b. Kennebunk April 9 1889; s.
of Frank M. M'73; m. Gladys Clifford May 29
1926 (2nd marriage); ch.: Lina, Barbara,
Rodney Jr. '41. Atty. Boston 1913-14, Hyde
Windlass Co. Bath (treas. 1914-59, pres.
1915-59), ret. Member advisory board Me.
Nat. Bank, trustee & v.pres. Bath Trust Co.,
trustee & dir. Bath Savings Inst., trustee (Bath
Memorial Hospital, Old Folks Home), d.
Portland June 6 1969.*
ROWELL, Harold Edwin. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1926.
Zeta Psi. b. Cornville Aug. 2 1888; m. Nettie
Pollard June 22 1912; ch.: Gordon, Barbara,
Frances. Teacher Chauncey Hall Boston
1910- 11, principal (high sch. E. Jaffrey NH
1911- 12, Bridgton 1912-15, Collinsville CT
1915-20), headmaster Dow Acad. Franconia
NH 1920-31, principal high sch. (Rumford
1931-37, Jackman 1937-40, Beals 1940-43.
Sedgwick 1943-?). d. Skowhegan Dec. 9 1954.
RUSSELL, Henry Lowell. Bowdoin 1906-08.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Salem MA Aug. 2 1888;
m. Anna Lehane; ch.: Mrs. Arthur T. Brown.
With William F. Messer Co. Salem, prop.
Northern Leather Co. Salem, d. Marblehead
MA Aug. 16 1959.
SANBORN, William Harrison. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1913. Psi Upsilon. b. Portland April
27 1887. Atty. Portland 1913-42, trial justice &
atty. Gray 1942-55. Alderman Portland
1916- 17, chmn. 1917-?; chmn. police
examining board 1920-24. Served to capt. USA
1917- 19. d. Portland June 1 1955.*
SLOCUM, Harold Wilson. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Angelica NY Sept. 16 1886; m.
Emma Miller March 4 1913; ch.: Mrs. Keith
Jennison, Mrs. Robert Franzoni, John. Sec.
Anti-TB Committee Mnpls. MN 1912-15, exec,
sec. Vt. TB Assn. Burlington VT 1916-50,
founder Modern Health Crusader 1917,
Caverly Preventorium Pittsford VT (founder
1918, part-time worker), dir. TB div. Vt. Dept.
of Public Health, founder & dir. Industrial
Hygiene div. Health Dept. Burlington 1937-40,
ret. d. Burlington VT Jan. 27 1956.*
SMALL, Harold Sumner. Bowdoin 1906-07,
Psi Upsilon. b. Richmond March 10 1887;
m. Alice Ladd, m. Viola Crouch; ch.: Harold
Jr. Agt. United Fruit Co. Boston, invest.
Chandler & Co. Phila. PA 1910-12, with
Maynard S. Bird Co. Portland 1912-15, with
Beyer & Small Portland 1915-17. Served to sgt.
USA 1917. d. Charlotte NC Dec. 3 1917.
SMITH, Charles Albert. A.B., B.S. M.I.T.
1913. Zeta Psi. Civil engineering; b. Maiden
MA Aug. 8 1888; m. Rose Walker Nov. 29
1917; ch.: David, Donald. Certified civil
engineer & land surveyor (CA & NV); civil
engineer (Miami Copper Co., Calumet & Ariz.
Copper Co., Standard Oil Co. of Calif.,
Fontana Water Co., Lytle Creek Water
Conservation Assn.); city engineer Corona CA
1954-63; civil engineer Barnett, Smith & Salit
Inc. 1944-57. Authority on urban, storm
drainage & sewage disposal, res. Altadena
CA.*
SMITH, Leon Hartley. A.B. cum laude. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Portland July 2 1887; m. Helen
Ward Oct. 14 1915; 2 children. Contractor
Portland 1910-28, ret. d. Cape Elizabeth April
22 1931.
SMITH, Ralph Woodward. Spec. 1906-09. Zeta
Psi. b. Augusta Dec. 23 1884; m. Lillie
Johnson June 23 1915; ch.: Mary. Partner
Melville Smith & Son Augusta 1910-34. d.
Augusta Oct. 17 1934.
SPURLING, Francis Benjamin. Bowdoin
1906-09. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Northeast
Harbor June 12 1888. d. Kents Hill Dec. 14
1909.
STANLEY, Derby. Spec. 1906-07. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Southwest Harbor March
24 1886; m. Edith White May 24 1911; ch.:
Warren, Wilma. Asst. hotel mgr. NYC; mgr.
Stanley House Southwest Harbor 1909-10;
lobsterman, fisherman, sea capt. Manset
1910-47. d. Manset Aug. 20 1947.
STEPHENS, Winston Bryant. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1914. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Welaka FL Dec.
20 1888; m. Edmee Baud Nov. 20 1919; ch.:
Mrs. R. A. Davis, Amy, Winston Jr. Teacher
Holderness Sch. Plymouth NH 1910-12,
exchange teacher English Kalbirg Germany
1912-13, asst. prof. German Colgate Univ.
1914-15, instr. German Simmons Coll. 1915-17.
teacher Riverdale Country Sch. NYC 1920-24,
headmaster Woodmere Acad. NY 1925-31,
acting dir. field section Education &
Recreation Bureau 1931-34. U.S. Govt.
1935-45 (personnel dir. Agriculture Dept. of
Resettlement Admin., dir. & training
coordinator Civil Service Comm.. with War
Relocation Authority), with Grolier Soc. NYC
& Washington DC 1945-47, with A. C.
Houghton & Son Washington DC 1947-59. d.
Bethesda MD April 5 1959.
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STONE, Alfred Wheeler. A.B. cum laude,
BTh. Andover Theol. Sem. 1916, D.Rel.A.
Great China Arts Coll. 1973. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Clergy; b. Camden April 24 1887; s.
of Oscar W. M'78. Student (Bangor Theol.
Sem. 1912-14, Harvard 1914-16), sec. high sch.
students YMCA Detroit MI 1910-11, asst.
minister Eliot Congr. Church Newton MA
1914-16, minister W. Concord MA Union
Church 1916-36, E. MA & NH 1936-49
(interim & supply preacher, lectr.), minister
Prospect Hill Congr. Church Somerville MA
1949— . Pres. (Greater Boston Congr. Ministers
Meeting 1932-33, Pilgrim Club Congr.
Ministers Greater Boston 1933-34, Pilgrim
Club). First honorable mention Carl Sandburg
Poetry Contest 1973. Recipient: Somerville
Clergy Assn. award for 50 yrs. in ministry
1969, Prospect Hill Congr. Church award for
25 yrs. pastor 1974. Author: As the Spirit
Blows (1971). res. Watertown MA.*
TAYLOR, Randall Leroy. Bowdoin 1906-07.
b. Roxbury Sept. 2 1884; m. Mary White
June 27 1911. Principal (high sch. Canaan
1907-08, elementary sch. E. Bridgewater MA
1908-09, Middleboro MA 1909-11, sch. dist.
Marshall Spring Sch. Watertown MA 191 1-16).
d. Newton MA Feb. 25 1916.
THOMPSON, Ralph Lane. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. b. Westbrook Nov. 28 1887;
m. Katherine Rose March 22 1929; ch.: Lane,
Katherine, Christopher. With bookstore
Portland 1910-11, with DeWolfe & Fiske
Boston 1911-17, lumberman ME 1919-22,
librarian public library NYC 1923, loan
librarian Ohio State Library Columbus
1923-26, public library Washington DC (chief,
order & accessions div. 1926-27; librarian Mt.
Pleasant branch 1927-?; 1st librarian
Georgetown branch; librarian central library;
asst. librarian Central library 1942-57), ret.
Certificate Library Sch. NYC Public Library
1923, pres. Washington DC Library Assn.
1938-39. Served to sgt. USA 1917-19. d. Hilo
HI Nov. 29 1972.*
TOWNSEND, Frank Dunham. A.B. b.
Brunswick Nov. 13 1886; m. Muriel Johnson
Oct. 30 1917; ch.: Mary, Florence. With New
Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. (Boston 1910-12, asst.
traffic chief New Bedford MA 1912-14), traffic
supt. Bell Tel. Co. of Canada Montreal P.Q.
Canada 1916-48. Alderman Mt. Royal P.Q.
Canada, chmn. health board Mt. Royal, d.
Royal P.Q. Canada Aug. 16 1948.
TUTTLE, Raymond Anderson. A.B. magna
cum laude. Theta Delta Chi. b. Freeport Jan.
7 1889; m. Harriet Kelsey Sept. 15 1915; ch.:
Ruth, Charles '45, Virginia, Donald '51.
Salesman Ripley & Gowen Co. Attleboro MA
1910-47, salesman self-employed Attleboro
1947-54. PFC MCUSA 1918. d. Attleboro MA
Jan. 15 1975.
WALKER, Charles William. Bowdoin 1906-08.
Zeta Psi. b. Mercer Dec. 8 1887; m. Eva
LaCasce 1908; ch.: Thetis, Muriel, Lois, W.
Norman '41. Lumber business Skowhegan
1908-59. d. Skowhegan June 6 1959.*
WANDKE, Alfred Wilhelm. A.B., Ph.D.
Harvard 1917. Delta Upsilon. b. Lisbon May
13 1887; m. Alice Dinsmore June 16 1920, m.
Clarissa Dinsmore Sept. 19 1935; ch.: Alfred
Jr., Richard, Roland. Teacher high sch.
(Augusta 1910-?, Maiden MA), with Alaska
Development Co. 1916, Moctezuma Copper
Co. Pilares de Nacozani Sonora Mexico
(mining geologist 1917-18, mine foreman
1918-19), member research staff Calumet &
Hecla Copper Co. Calumet MI 1921-23, instr.
economic geology Harvard 1921-22,
Guanajuato Consolidated Co. Guanajuato
Mexico consulting geologist 1923-24, mgr.
1924-39), pres. mgr. Cia. Min. of Ben.
Zacaticana de Oro y Plata y Cia. Minera
Guadalupe 1934-41. Served to sgt. USA 1918.
d. Guanajuato Mexico Feb. 14 1941.
WARREN, Herbert Everett. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Fairlee VT Sept. 26 1886; m.
Genevieve Eaton July 26 1939. Teacher
(Riverview Military Acad. Poughkeepsie NY
1910-13; Lawrenceville Sch. Elizabeth NJ
1926-34, 1937-39), ret. 1944. Served to 1st It.
USA 1918-19. d. Hanover NH Sept. 30 1966.
WEBSTER, Edward Harlan. A.B., Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1920. Delta Upsilon.
b. Westfield PA Sept. 13 1876; m. Katherine
Blossom June 19 1912; ch.: Katherine. Instr.
Polytech. Prep. Sch. Brooklyn NY 1910-12,
head English dept. High Sch. of Commerce
Springfield MA 1912-19, chmn. English div. Sr.
Teachers Coll. of Cleveland Sch. of Education
& Western Reserve Univ. 1923-24, prof.
English (Mt. Pleasant State Teachers Coll. MI
1924-27, Montclair State Teachers Coll. NJ
1927-37). Dir. English jr. high sch. Springfield
MA 1916-19, lectr. English Columbia summer
sessions 1922-24. Author: English for Business
(1916), Effective English Expression (1920),
Daily Drills for Better English (1930), Oral
Tests for Correct English (1930); co-author:
Teaching English in the Jr. High School (1927),
Good English Through Practice Books I, I &
III (1936); contbr. d. Upper Montclair NJ
Nov. 14 1937.
WEBSTER, Fred Paterson. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1901.
Psi Upsilon. b. Somerville MA April 18
1878; m. Helen Parsons; ch.: Mrs. R. William
Brown Jr., Mrs. Richard K. Gould, Scott, Eliot
'32. House physician (Mass. General Hospital
1901-02, Boston Children's Hospital 1903),
physician Portland 1904-58, Me. Med. Sch.
(instr. children's diseases 1905-11, lectr.
1911-12, prof, pediatrics 1912-18), pediatrician
(Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary, Me. General
Hospital). Chmn. board of health Portland.
Contbr. d. Portland Feb. 26 1958.
WEBSTER, Sereno Sewall. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Class agt. 1953-66. Ret.; b. Augusta Oct.
28 1889; m. Weltha Thompson Oct. 9 1914;
ch.: Weltha, Sewall Jr., William. Salesman
Hornblower & Weeks Boston 1910-12, mgr.
Augusta Ice Co. 1912-14, accountant (Tex. SS.
Co. Bath 1919-23, various positions Augusta
1924-55), city clerk & auditor Augusta 1930-44,
ret. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. res.
Georgetown.*
WEEKS, Harold Edward. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Me. 1912. Zeta Psi. b. Fairfield July 1 1889;
s. of George F. '82; m. Carolyn Hamlin Sept.
24 1932. Atty. Fairfield 1912-39. Me. state rep.
1921-25, Somerset County atty. 1925-29, Me.
state senator 3 terms (pres. 1935), pres.
(Fairfield Savings & Trust Co., Kennebec
Water Dist. Waterville). Served to capt. USA
1918-19. d. Augusta Feb. 7 1939.
WESTON, George Cony. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Alumni Fund dir. 1938-41. b. Augusta Sept.
20 1887; m. Mary Stinson Sept. 7 1916, m.
Virginia Fry May 9 1962. Retail mere. Bussell
& Weston Co. Augusta 1910-20; partner
Macomber, Farr & Whitten Augusta 1920-63;
ret. Dir. & sec. Augusta Mutual Plate Glass
Ins. Co. 1920-?, dir. & v.pres. Mutual Fire Ins.
Co. Saco 1941-50, member Me. State Exec.
Council. Pvt. USA 1918. d. St. Petersburg FL
March 22 1968.*
WILLIAMS, Thomas Westcott. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Recipient: Alumni
Achievement Award 1943. Book fund
established in his memory 1947. b. Winslow
Aug. 2 1887; m. Dorothy Trexler Dec. 5 1917;
ch.: Thomas, Mrs. M. James Coyne. With New
Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. Boston 1910-16, with Am.
Tel. & Tel. Co. 1916-20, N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC
1920-46 (asst. v.pres. 1944-46). City
communications coordinator NYC 1942-44. d.
NYC March 29 1946.
WING, Earl Lytton. A.B. LL.B. Univ. Me.
1915. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Phillips Oct. 18
1887; married; ch.: Herbert, Lytton, Muriel.
First selectman Kingsfield 1915-26, county
atty. 1926-56, member state legislature 1956-59,
farmer Wood Turning Mill 1959-?, ret. 1970.
res. Kingfield.*
WING, Robert Fessenden. Bowdoin 1906-08.
b. Brooklyn NY Aug. 31 1889. d. Wells Jan.
19 1910.
WOODWARD, Harry Whiting. A.B., M.D.
Harvard 1915. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Leadville CO March 2 1887; s. of Edwin C. '70.
Physician Colorado Springs CO 1919-60.
Surgeon Ft. Carson CO 1942-60, physician
Colo. Coll. athletic teams 1918-ca. 1960. Served
to capt. Royal Army Med. Corps 1915-17,
served to It. col. MCUSA 1942-46; awarded
Commendation Ribbon (3). d. Colorado
Springs CO Aug. 25 1960.
Class of 1911
ALLEN, William Clinton. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Penn. 1927. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Cloquet
MN July 21 1887; m. Marguerite Fitzgerald
May 25 1912; ch.: Frances. With Am. Woolen
Co. Boston 1911-12, with Smith & Allen Co.
Duluth MN 1912-20, teacher Phila. PA
(Germantown Acad. 1921-23, Temple Univ.
High Sch. 1923-24, Oak Lane Country Day
Sch. 1924-27), Rye NY Country Day Sch.
(teacher 1927-55, dean of boys & head science
dept. 1930-55), ret. d. Boothbay Harbor Aug.
26 1958.*
AUBREY, Melville Cony. Bowdoin 1907-09.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Chicago IL Dec. 19
1899; married; ch.: Mrs. Cecil Phillips. Res.
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(Washington DC, Kittanning PA 1910-24, San
Diego CA 1924-40). d. Chicago IL March 17
1940.
BABBITT, John Henry. Bowdoin 1908-09.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Rutland VT Nov. 23
1886; m. Irma Tainter July 22 1912; ch.: John,
Robert, Louise, Richard. Babbitt & Co. Inc.
Albany NY (clerk 1909-1 1, dept mgr. 1912-30),
life ins. agt. John Hancock Boston 1930-37,
tailoring A. Nash Co. Cincinnati OH 1937-44,
dept mgr. Bond Stores Inc. Albany 1942-52,
store mgr. Tad's Men's Shop Delmar NY
1952-66, ret. 32nd degree Mason, d. Utica NY
Sept. 14 1975.*
BAILEY, Merton Glenn Lewis. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Randolph March 29 1888; m.
Lula Barber April 23 1913. Vickery & Hill
Publishing Co. Augusta (circulation mgr.,
managing ed. 1911-30; dir. 1930-41), dir.
Needlecraft Publishing Co. 1930-41, realtor
Williams Realty Inc. Augusta 1941-1960
(v.pres. 1946-48). Regional v.pres. Am.
Unitarian Assn., pres. (Augusta TB Prevention
Service, Augusta & Hallowell Council of Social
Agencies, Kennebec Historical Soc), alderman
Augusta 1938, city clerk Augusta 1943-44, dir.
& treas. Lithgow Library Augusta, d. Augusta
Sept. 10 1969.
BARTON, George Sampson. Bowdoin 1907.
Kappa Sigma. b. Cawker City KS Jan. 27
1885; m. Virginia Babcock June 14 1911; ch.:
Dorothy, Elizabeth. Lewiston Sun-Journal
1908-59 (bookkeeper, general office mgr.), ret.
Pres. sch. board Auburn, d. Scarborough Dec.
28 1966.*
BEAL, Raymond Coombs. Bowdoin 1907-10,
B.S. Boston Univ. 1931. b. Lisbon Falls Sept.
24 1890; m. Sara Kelley Nov. 21 1914; ch.:
Stetson, Dwight, George II. Carpenter Lisbon
Falls 1911-15, principal & supt. schs.
(Whitefield 1915-19, S. Royalton VT 1919-30),
principal & teacher Lisbon Falls 1930-55. Me.
state rep. 1953-55. d. Lewiston June 11 1955.
BERRY, Harrison Morton. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Gardiner Nov. 6 1888; m. Gladys Berry
1915; ch.: Harrison Jr. '41, Richard '45. Bell
Tel. Co. of Penn. (auditor receipts Phila. PA
1911-30, auditor central area Harrisburg PA
1930-44, general accounting mgr. 1944-51), ret.
d. Weston MA July 22 1970.*
BICKMORE, Harold Vincent. A.B., M.D. Med
Sch. 1914. Beta Theta Pi. b. S. Thomaston
Feb. 24 1889; m. Edith McDonald Sept. 31
1919, m. Laura Goding Feb. 24 1926, m. Doris
Griffin April 30 1955; ch.: Gladys, Harold Jr.
Physician Portland 1914-57. Med. Sch. (instr.
pharmacy 1918-19; instr. materia medica,
pharmacy, therapeutics 1919-21), med. dir. Me.
Blue Cross Assoc. Hospital Service, city
physician, county physician, F.A.C.P.,
diplomate Am. Board Internal Medicine.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1918-19. d. Cape
Elizabeth Sept. 9 1957.*
BLACK, Fred Charles. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Brooklyn NY Sept. 21 1888; m. Hazel Perry
Aug. 27 1912; ch.: Catherine, Gerald. Treas. &
pres. Black & Gay Canners Inc. Thomaston
1911-69. V.pres. Me. Canners' Assoc. dir.
(Thomaston Nat. Bank, Rockland Dist.
Nursing Assoc. ca. 1956); member advisory
board (Me. Nat. Bank of Thomaston,
Rockland Salvation Army); treas. Rockland, S.
Thomaston & St. George RR. d. Rockland
April 12 1969.
BRADFORD, Robert. Bowdoin 1907-09. Delta
Upsilon. b. Wayne Feb. 12 1887; m. Beatrice
Dunton Aug. 1910; ch.: Benjamin, Wayne.
Mgr. Turner Centre Dairying Assn. Livermore
Falls 1912-16, shipping dept. Record Foundry
& Machine Co. Livermore Falls ca. 1925-60,
ret. d. Skowhegan Jan. 5 1974.
BRUMMETT, John Leslie. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Roxbury MA April 22 1889; m. Viola
Sanders Dec. 1 1917. Asst. sales mgr. McClean,
Black & Co. Boston 1911-15; Hewes & Potter
Co. Boston 1915-35 (sales mgr., advt. mgr.,
v.pres., pres.); Curtis Publishing Co. (advt. rep.
Detroit MI 1935-37, Phila. PA 1937-48; advt.
sales mgr. Phila. 1948-52); ret. d. Everett MA
Oct. 20 1961.*
BURGH, David Tosh. A.B., B.D. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1912, LL.B. Washington Coll. of
Law 1934, S.J.D. Nat. Univ. 1935. b.
Glasgow Scotland March 10 1881; m. Effie
Robinson Sept. 17 1937. Clerg. congr. church
Warren 1912-17, with Federal board for
Vocational Education V.A. NYC 1920-29,
FTC Washington DC (clerk 1930-34; atty.,
asst. chief mail & files 1935-44; atty., chief mail
& files 1944-48; atty. Bureau Litigation 1949),
ret. Served to capt. USA 1918-19; awarded
Distinguished Service Cross, d. Bay Pines FL
Aug. 21 1961.*
BURKETT, Franz Upham. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Me. 1916. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Class agt.
1953-58. b. Union Oct. 24 1887; m. Phoebe
Gallant Feb. 15 1930; ch.: Ann, Dorothy.
Principal high sch. Union 1911-13, atty.
Portland 1916-61. Asst. county atty.
Cumberland County 1924-28, Me. state rep.
1929-33 (House speaker 1933), Me. state
senator 1935, atty. general Me. 1937-41. Served
to 2nd It. USA 1918-19, atty. Emergency
Municipal Finance Board 1941-44. d. S.
Portland Jan. 23 1961.
BURNHAM, Harold Nichols. A.B., LL.B.
Univ. Penn. 1918. Beta Theta Pi. b. Bridgton
Sept. 22 1888; m. Margaret Skinner June 24
1920; ch.: Harold Jr. '48, William '52. Treas. P.
P. Burnham & Co. Bridgton, atty. Portland
1918-21, atty. & asst. treas. Chapman Nat.
Bank Portland 1921-30, asst. trust officer
Casco Mercantile Bank Portland 1930-31. Pres.
& treas. Hamlin Rocking Grate Co. Inc.
Served with military 1917. d. Portland March 6
1931.
BURNS, Frank Hastings. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Damariscotta Feb. 22 1889. res. Medford MA.
BYLES, Charles Hinckley. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Central Village CT March 3 1888; m. Elsie
Dyer Oct. 19 1915; ch.: Ruth, Kathryn, Elsie,
Theodore. Minister Congr. Church (Maxbass
ND 1912-13, Lockport IL 1913-14, Chicago IL
1914-16, Oswego IL 1916-18, Plymouth CT
1918-21, Niantic CT 1922-23). d. Norwich CT
Aug. 23 1924.
CALDWELL, Wilbur Chamberlain. Bowdoin
1907-10. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Buckfield June
5 1888; s. of Joseph C. M'70; m. Joanna
Collins April 18 1918; ch.: Joseph, John, Jane.
With Int. Paper Co. Turner Falls MA 1910-12;
salesman Travelers Ins. Co. 1912-14 (Hartford
CT, Chicago IL, Omaha NB); spec. agt.
London & Lancashire Industrial Co. NYC
1914- 17; with Halsey & Stuart Co. Springfield
MA 1917-(29); with Otis & Co. ME ca. 1929;
with Tucker, Anthony & Co. Portland ca.
1930; invest, broker 7-1948; ret. Served to 2nd
It. USA 1917-19. d. Springfield MA Jan. 3
1953.
CALLAHAN, William Henry. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. S. Berwick Oct 2 1889. With N.Y.
Tel. Co. NYC 1911-44 (div. auditor receipts),
ret. d. Lewiston Nov. 21 1962.*
CARTLAND, John Everett. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1914. Beta Theta Pi. b. Brunswick Sept.
25 1889; m. Genevieve Dwinal Aug. 26 1915;
ch.: John Jr., Frances. Intern Central Me.
General Hospital 1914-15, physician Kingfield
1915-27, physician & surgeon Auburn 1927-53.
Pres. (Franklin County Med. Soc. 1918,
Androscoggin County Med. Soc. 1938, sch.
board Auburn 1936-44). d. Lewiston Feb. 17
1953.*
CHAPIN, William Harper. Bowdoin 1907-09.
Kappa Sigma, b. Grancy MA April 24 1890.
With Western Electric Co. (Springfield MA
1910, Waterbury CT 1910-1 1), agriculture Saco
1911-21. d. Saco Nov. 10 1921.
CLARKE, Linwood Everett. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Jay March 2 1889; m. Alice Colcord
Dec. 30 1909; ch.: Linwood Jr. With Standard
Oil Co. NYC 1911-18, invest. NYC 1918-26,
pres. United Roofing Co. Begota NJ 1926-?
Pres. Invest. Bldg. & Loan Assn. Berger
County NJ. Recipient: Carnegie Hero Medal
Wilton 1909. d. Farmington Dec. 17 1964.
CLIFFORD, William Henry. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1914. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lewiston
Feb. 14 1889; m. Alice Sughrue June 22 1926;
ch.: Jere, Constance, William Jr. '51, Peter '53,
Paul '54, Richard, Robert '59, David. Atty.
Lewiston 1914-72. Pres. & dir. (First Federal
Savings & Loan Assn. 1941-72, C. of C.
Lewiston 1948-?); pres. Androscoggin County
Bar Assn.; dir. (Central Me. General Hospital
1936-?, Me. Publicity Bureau Androscoggin
County); city corp. counsel Lewiston 1915-16,
1930-31. Recipient: Elks Community Service
Award. Served to CPO USN 1918-20. d.
Lewiston Sept. 9 1972.*
COLE, Arthur Harrison. A.B. cum laude, Sc.D.
1951, A.M. Harvard 1913, Ph.D. Harvard
1916. Psi Upsilon. b. Haverhill MA Nov. 21
1889; m. Anna Steckel Aug. 5 1913; ch.:
Barbara, Jonathan. Instr. Harvard 1913-33,
admin, curator Harvard Business Sch. Library
1929-32, prof, business economics Harvard
1933-56, librarian Baker Library Harvard
Grad. Sch. of Business Admin. 1932-56.
Research Center Entrepreneurial History
Harvard 1948-58 (dir.. chmn.). ret. 1956.
Financial rep. Int. Scientific Committee on
Price History 1930-39. 3rd pres. Am. Economic
Historical Assn. 1945-46. chmn. (Inter Am.
J
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Univ. committee on research in economics
1940-60, comittee on research in economic
history 1941-48), member advisory committee
Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation, spec,
investigator U.S. Tariff Comm. Washington
DC 1919-20. Author: The American Wool
Manufacture (1926), Economics and Business
(1947), The Great Mirror of Folly (1950),
History of the Wool Manufacture in the U.S.,
Measures of Business Change: A Baker
Library Index (1952), Wholesale Commodity
Prices in the U.S. 1700-1861 (1938); co-author:
The American Carpet Manufacture (1941),
Fluctuations in American Business (1935), The
Handicrafts of France as Recorded in the
Descriptions des Arts et Metiers 1761-88
(1952), A Manual of Thesis-Writing for
Graduates and Undergraduates (1928, 1934,
1935); managing ed.: Review of Economic
History 1943-46; contbr.; book reviewer, d.
Cambridge MA Nov. 11 1974.*
CONWAY, Leon Tucker. Bowdoin 1907-09.
Psi Upsilon. b. Portland July 7 1889; m.
Florence Kennedy Aug. 30 1924. Clerk
Portland 1909-13, salesman Toronto Ont.
Canada Electric Light Co. 1913-17, with Italian
Purchasing Comm. Washington DC 1917-19,
merchandise mgr. Palais Royal Washington
DC 1919-26, S. S. Kresge Dept. Stores (mgr.
NYC buying office 1926-31, v.pres. & dir.
1928-31), store mgr. Sears Roebuck & Co.
(Washington DC 1931-37, Hackensach NJ
1937-52), ret. Pres. Community Chest
Hackensack, C. of C. Bergen County), member
Grand Jurors Assn. d. Hackensack NJ Sept. 18
1969.
CURTIS, John Libby. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. b. Camden
July 8 1890; m. Alice Perkins June 3 1922; ch.:
Barbara, John, Alexander '49. Int. banking
Nat. City Bank of N.Y. (London England
1911-13, Panama 1913-15; general mgr.
Manchuria & Japan branches Yokohama
Japan, Hong Kong 1915-18, Kobe Japan,
Harbin Japan, Tokyo Japan 1920-41; asst.
v.pres. NYC 1941-48), ret. 1948. Sec. (Phelps
Memorial Hospital, Ossining Hospital), trustee
Briarcliff Jr. Coll., chmn. Am. Red Cross
Westchester County, member Council Foreigh
Relations NYC. PFC USA WWI, served with
USA WWII. d. Scarborough NY June 5 1955.
CURTIS, Willard Hallowed. A.B. cum laude,
grad. Bangor Theol. Sem. ca. 1909. Delta
Upsilon. b. Edmunds June 19 1888; m.
Arline McCleary Sept. 6 1928. Asst. pastor
Jamaica Plain MA 1911-12, with YMCA
Portland 1912-14, pastor (E. Millinocket
1914-16, Boothbay Harbor 1916-17), business
NYC 1919-28, pastor Phillips 1928-35, mgr.
service station & Curtis Gardens Strong
1935-54, ret. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19. d.
Strong Nov. 1 1961.*
DAVIS, Frank Elmer Keefe. Bowdoin 1907-08.
b. Skowhegan Nov. 9 1888; m. Elizabeth
Haynes 1925; ch.: Barbara, d. Pittsfield Aug.
16 1974.*
DAVIS, Lawrence. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Charlestown MA Dec. 29 1888; m. Alice Little
April 15 1914; ch.: Robert, Frances. With
Vickery & Hill Publishing Co. Augusta 1911,
publishing Boston 1911-13, salesman (Smith &
Allen Duluth MN 1913-15, Waverly MA
1915-18), advt. mgr. & public relations dir.
Kendall Mills Co. Walpole MA 1918-53, ret.,
sales agt. Walpole MA Woodworkers 1953-66.
d. Boston Feb. 28 1967.
DENNIS, Alonzo Garcelon. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Lewiston June 16 1888; m. Irene
Daly June 2 1924; ch.: Jeannine, Donald '51.
Office mgr. (Charles H. Tenney & Co. Boston
1911-16, Am. Int. Corp. Phila. PA 1917-18),
Am. Express Co. (comptroller London
England 1919-24, served to general auditor for
Eur. & Near East Paris France 1925-29), ret. d.
San Diego CA July 17 1974.*
DEVINE, John James. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1914. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1938-54.
b. Portland Dec. 6 1886; m. Mary Duddy May
29 1917; ch.: John Jr. '44, Edward '45, Bernard
'49, Wilfred '48. Atty. Portland 1914-54. Asst.
county atty. Cumberland County 1915-16,
member Common Council 1920, alderman
Portland 1921-22, trustee Katherine Morrill
Dispendary Portland, d. Portland March 31
1954.*
DINSMORE, Charles Walter. Bowdoin
1907-08. Zeta Psi. b. Boston Nov. 26 1888.
Branch mgr. Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
Machias 1912- ca. 1922. d. Dec. 18 1922.
DONNELLY, Francis Thomas. Bowdoin
1907-09. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bangor Dec. 1
18888; m. Marguerite Hutchins Sept. 18 1917,
m. Margaret Forsythe. Mgr. Union Twist Drill
Co. Pittsburgh PA ca. 1917. d. Pittsburgh PA
May 4 1942.
EMERSON, Walter Nelson. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Jamaica Plain MA Dec. 24
1887; m. Beatrice Cook May 27 1913. Business
(Cleveland OH 1911-15, Bangor 1915-19),
wholesale stamp dealer Chicago IL 1919-56,
ret. Pres. (Chicago Philatelic Soc, First Church
of Christ Scientist Lakeland FL). Ed.: Fla.
Philatelist 7 yrs. d. Lakeland FL April 29 1966.
FIFIELD, Ernest Gibson. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1915.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Conway NH
March 11 1890; s. of Holmes B. H'79; m.
Margery Haven May 29 1918; ch.: Haven '41,
Barbara. Lawyer NYC (White & Case 1915-35,
Union Carbide Corp. 1935-65), ret. Pres.
(Unitarian Church Montclair NJ 1948-50,
Visiting Nurse Assn. of Montclair), trustee
Family & Children's Soc. Montclair, member
planning board town of Montclair. Pvt. USA
1918. res. Upper Montclair NJ.*
FILES, James Holden. Bowdoin 1907-08.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland May 28 1889.
Clerk Boston 1913-19. d. Nov. 26 1919.
GENTHNER, Sylvan Brooks. A.B., Ed.M.
Harvard 1934. b. Bremen April 19 1890; m.
Adeline Annis Aug. 26 1915; ch.: Sylvan,
William '49. Submaster high sch. Randolph VT
1911-13, principal high sch. (Greenville
1913-14, Mars Hill 1914-15, Charlton MA
1915-17, Warren MA 1917-22), supt. sch.
1922-51 (Warren, W. Brookfield, New
Braintree MA), ret. Pres. Worcester County
Sch. Supt. Assn. d. Warren MA May 30 1952.
GIBSON, Algernon Turtle. Bowdoin 1907-09,
B.S. M.I.T 1913. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bangor
March 27 1891; s. of Arthur C. '83; m. Ruth
Winslow Nov. 17 1915; ch.: Winslow, Sally.
Mining Mammoth CA 1913, served to pres.
Lawrence Warehouse Co. San Francisco CA
191 3-? Ensign USN 1918-19. d. San Francisco
CA Dec. 14 1940.
GIBSON, Arthur Collis, Jr. A.B., M.D.
Harvard 1915. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bangor
May 24 1889; s. of Arthur C. '83; m. Ethel
Palmenteer June 9 1915, m. Dorothy Carman;
ch.: Jane, Arthur III. Physician (San Francisco
CA 1915-17, Boston 1919-21, San Francisco
1921-52). Chmn. editorial board San Francisco
County Med. Soc. Monthly Bulletin. Served to
capt. MCUSA 1917-19. d. San Francisco CA
Aug. 28 1952.
GOULD, Melville Asher. Bowdoin 1907-08. Psi
Upsilon. b. Old Town May 28 1888; m.
Helen Sage April 14 1921, m. Henrietta Bigney
Sept. 26 1946; ch.: James, Melville Jr.,
Richard, Ruth, Frances, Marie. Mgr. (Pine
Grove Poultry Farm Old Town 197-25, Clark
Store, Gould Co. Store Madison 1925-39),
deputy collector U.S. Bureau Internal Revenue
(Dover-Foxcroft 1940-56, Calais 1956-57,
Bangor 1957-58), ret., tax consultant Bangor
1958-67. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d.
Bangor May 26 1967.
GRAHAM, George Malcolm Spec. 1909-10,
grad. Cobb Divinity Sch. Bates, b. Meredith
NH March 30 1883. Pastor First Baptist
Church (Topsham 1907-09, W. Minot 1909-12,
Weld 1 winter, Andover 1913-19), asst. pastor
(Baptist Church Hancock MA 1920-22,
Community Church S. Stratford VT 1923-45),
interim pastor (Barre VT, Burlington VT),
counselor Morgan Memorial summer camp
Athol MA 1946-57. Contbr. d. Jamaica Plain
MA June 8 1974.*
HAGGERTY, William Gardner. Bowdoin
1907-08. Zeta Psi. b. Southbridge MA April
10 1889; m. Ruth Leavens Feb. 5 1910; ch.:
Charles, Dwight. Agriculture Newton NH
1908; teacher Webster MA 1908-09; taxicab
prop. Haverhill MA 1909-10; shipping clerk,
teacher Webster 1910-ca. 1948. res. unknown.
HALEY, Orison Perkins. Bowdoin 1907-09.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Popham Beach Feb. 23
1886; m. Lottie Hunt Dec. 26 1927. Ranch
supt. CA (Los Minos Citrus Farms Co.
1914- 16, Rancho Buene Vista Cottonwood
1916-31), agriculture Millville CA 1931-ca. 58.
d. Reading CA Jan. 30 1958.*
HANSEN, Philip Herman. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Portland May 31 1890; m. Emma
Denny 1913, m. Violet Colt March 1 1919; ch.:
Philip Jr., Suzy. Auditing dept. Am. Bell Tel.
Co. Phila. PA 1911-?, with Barrett Mfg. Co.
Frankford PA, with various co. Mnpls. MN
1912-22 (including Thorpe Brothers Inc.), sales
exec. Pittsburgh PA 1922-36, invest. &
securities broker Portland 1936-68 (J. Arthur
Warner & Co.; Nathan C. Fay & Co.; Draper,
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Sears & Co.). Served with USA 1918. d.
Portland Aug. 4 1968.
HASTINGS, Hugh Warren. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1914. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Fryeburg
March 12 1890; s. of Edward E. '79; m. Martha
Fifield Sept. 4 1920; ch.: Helen, Edward II,
David II '46, Hugh II '51, Jane, Mary, Peter
'57. Atty. Fryeburg 1914-67. Judge W. Oxford
Municipal Court 1945-66, Oxford County atty.
1923-27, Fryeburg Acad, (trustee 1927-67,
treas. 1932-67), trustee Memorial Hospital
Conway NH, dir. Fryeburg Water Co. Served
to capt. USA 1917-19. Recipient: Fryeburg
Acad. Distinguished Alumni Award 1966. d.
Fryeburg Jan. 5 1967.*
HAWES, Charles Boardman. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. b. Clifton Springs NY Jan. 24
1889; s. of Charles T. '76; m. Dorothea Cable
June 1 1916; ch.: John, Baldwin. Teacher
Harrisburg PA Acad. 1912-13, editorial staff
The Youth's Companion Boston 1913-20,
assoc. ed. The Open Road Boston 1920-23.
Recipient: Newbury Medal Am. Library Assn.
1923. Author: The Mutineers (1919), The
Great Quest (1921), The Dark Frigate (1923),
Gloucester by Land & Sea (1923), Whaling
(1924; contbr). d. Springfield MA July 15 1923.
HEWES, Vyndel Alton. Bowdoin 1907-08.
Kappa Sigma, b. Portland Dec. 18 1889; m.
Margie Davis Sept. 6 1911; ch.: Searles,
Cedric, Marjorie. Mailman Saco 1908-18, asst.
clerk Me. Public Utilities Comm. Augusta
1919-21, salesman Arthur Perry & Co. Boston
1921-22, prop. Portland (Hewes & Co. 1922-68,
Hewes Ins. Agency 1942-68). Dir. (Central By
Signal Co. Inc. 1937-46, Ramie Mills of Fla.
1948-?), Republican finance chmn.
Cumberland County 1959-? d. Westbrook Jan.
9 1968.*
HICHBORN, Alden Sprague. A.B. Delta
Kappa Sigma. b. Augusta Sept. 9 1890;
married Oct. 8 1915; ch.: Arthur. Bond
salesman NYC, with Capital Issues Comm.
Washington DC 1919, invest. Augusta 1919-39.
d. Oct. 10 1939.
HINE, Harold Kirkham. A.B. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Norwich CT Feb. 26 1891.
Chemist, fertilizer business Bridgeport CT
1911-17. Served to 1st It. ACUSA 1918-22. d.
Langley Field VA Feb. 21 1922.
HINE, Roderick Paul. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. b. Norwich
CT Nov. 25 1889; m. Mildred Hubbard May 8
1920; ch.: Lawrence, Harold. Sec. & treas.
Berkshire Fertilizer Co. Bridgeport CT
1911-32, purchasing agt. Underwood Corp.
Bridgeport 1933-56, Hunter & Havens
Bridgeport 1956-70 (asst. sales mgr., inventory
supervisor), ret. Rotary Club Bridgeport
1927-70 (sec. 1935-70, dist. 798, treas. 1949-64).
d. Bridgeport CT Feb. 16 1970.*
HORSMAN, Read Clark. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Princeton Jan. 22 1886; m. Marion Pike Sept.
12 1927. With W. W. Mercer Princeton
1911-37. Town treas. Princeton, d. Princeton
Dec. 2 1937.
HOWE, George Wilson. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1914. Theta Delta Chi. Class agt. 1930-38.
Ret.; b. Milo Jan. 11 1890; m. Ruth Searles
Oct. 9 1920; ch.: Stephen, Leland '40. Atty.
Dane Howe & Brown Boston 1972— . Trustee
public library. Served to capt. USA 1914-19.
res. Swampscott MA.*
HUSSEY, Stetson Harlowc. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Blaine June 10 1887; m. Gladys Goodhue July
28 1915; ch.: Stetson Jr. '41, Mary. Student
Harvard 1911-13, atty. Mars Hill 1914-73,
member (Me. House of Rep. 1919-23, Me.
Senate 1923-27), ret. 1973. Past pres.
Aroostook Bar Assn., hon. dir. Aroostook
Health Center, dir. Mars Hill Trust Co., former
trustee (Aroostook Central Inst., Ricker
Classical Inst.), d. Presque Isle Sept. 4 1976.*
HYLER, David Scribner. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Brooklyn NY Feb. 15 1888; m. Irma Williams
May 10 1916; ch.: David. Sales, hotel work
(MI 1911-?, OH, IN 197-21, Rockland
1921-35); with WPA; with Me. Unemployment
Compensation Comm.; office of supervisor of
shipbuilding USN Bath 1936-46; with Parsons
Industries Inc. 1946-?, with Rennie Oil Co.
Traverse City MI 197-68. d. Traverse City MI
April 19 1974.
JOHNSON, Alfred Wellington. A.B., Med.
Sch. 1911-12. Delta Upsilon. b. Whitefield
Sept. 16 1890; m. Mary Johnson Dec. 3 1913;
ch.: Lois. Plant clerk Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lebanon PA 1918. d. Augusta Nov. 6 1918.
JOHNSON, Hermann Adolph. Bowdoin
1907-10. b. Bath Nov. 24 1889. With Eastern
Steamship Co. Bath 1910-23, with Johnson
Brothers Bath 1923-37, disabled, d. Bath Oct.
29 1963.*
JOHNSON, John Loring. A.B., M.D.
Columbia 1914. Zeta Psi. b. Houlton June 7
1888; m. Elvira Carpenter June 7 1903.
Physician (Houlton 1915, Mars Hill 1916-20,
otolargyngologist (Presque Isle 1920-22,
Bangor 1922-37). Pres. (Eastern Me. General
Hospital 1926-30, Me. Med. Assn. 1935-36),
member city council Bangor 1934-37,
diplomate Am. Board of Otolaryngology 1934.
Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1917-19. d. Bangor
Jan. 14 1937.
KAULBACH, George Chandler. Bowdoin
1907-08. Theta Delta Chi. b. Greenfield MA
April 14 1889; m. Marion Coates April 19
1919; ch.: George Jr., Suzanne, Lois. Salesman
(Boston 1908-10, NYC 1911-16), employment
mgr. Greenfield 1916-17, asst. mgr. Ernst &
Ernst Atlanta GA 1920-42, organization &
admin, consultant OPA Atlanta 1942-47, with
John Hancock Life Ins. Co. Atlanta 1947-ca.
60. Employment mgr. Watervliet NY Arsenal
1917-18, served with N.Y. Naval Militia ca. 4
yrs. d. Atlanta GA Aug. 8 I960.*
KELLOGG, Chester Elijah. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1912;
Ph.D. Harvard 1914. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Melrose MA Nov. 1 1 1888; m. Olive French
Dec. 29 1914; ch.: Sheila, Nancy. Lectr.
psychology Bryn Mawr Coll. 1914-15. instr.
Univ. Minn. 1915-16, with ins. co. Hartford CT
1916-17, prof, psychology & education Acadia
Univ. Wolfville N.S. Canada 1921-24, McGill
Univ. (assoc. prof, psychology 1924-47, prof.
1947-48). Pres. Canadian Psychological Assn.
1946. Served to capt. MCUSA 1917-21.
Co-author: Revised Beta Exams, contbr. d. St.
Lambert P.Q. Canada July 9 1948.*
KERN, Edward Eugene. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Oxford (Rhodes
scholar) 1914. Beta Theta Pi. b. Farmington
Oct. 8 1889; m. Esther Huger Jan. 26 1924; ch.:
Edward, David, John. Instr. Phillips Acad.
Andover MA 1914-15, pvt. sec. to H. H.
Rogers NYC 1915-29, ret. 1932. Served to 1st
It. USA 1917-19. d. Braunlage Germany Feb.
23 1939.*
KIMBALL, Philip Horatio. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1927, Ed.M. Harvard 1927, Ed.D.
N.Y. Univ. 1939. Kappa Sigma, b. Gorham
Aug. 30 1890; m. Bessie Legate Aug. 15 1917,
m. Geraldine Gerrish Nov. 30 1939; ch.:
Richard, Judith. Principal Smith Acad.
Hatfield MA 1911-12; teacher high sch.
Westbrook 1912-13; salesman McLean, Black
& Co. Westbrook 1913-14; principal high sch.
Charlemont MA 1914-16; headmaster high
sch. (Peterborough NH 1916-19, Lebanon NH
1919-20); principal high sch. Brunswick
1920-24; supt. sch. Brunswick 1924-27;
principal Washington State Normal Sch.
Machias 1927-42. Pres. (Me. Teachers Assn.
1934, New Eng. Teacher Preparation Assn.
1938). d. Machias July 3 1942.
KING, Elmer Henry. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch.
1913. Zeta Psi. b. Syracuse NY Feb. 19 1878;
married; 3 children. Physician (Portland
1914-21, NYC 1922-33), Bowdoin
(demonstrator histology 1911-12; asst.
demonstrator anatomy 1915-17; instr. 1917-18,
1919-20). d. Astoria NY March 15 1933.
KNIGHT, Frank Willis. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1928. b. Wiscasset Nov. 19 1886; m. Geordie
Hamlin Sept. 1 1915; ch.: Eleanor. Principal
NH (high sch. Gorham 1911-14, Colebrook
Acad. 1914-18, high sch. Ashland 1918-19),
supt. sch. rural education Conn. State Dept. of
Education Bridgeport CT 1919-49, Danbury
CT State Teachers Coll. 1949-56 (assoc. Prof,
education, dir. extension program & summer
sch.). d. Trumbull CT Sept. 2 1960.
LAWLIS, Robert Martin. A.B., LL.D. Harvard
1914. b. Houlton Oct. 19 1886; m. Alice
Madigan Nov. 20 1919; ch.: Robert, Richard,
Joan. Atty. Houlton 1914-?, judge Municipal
Court Houlton 1923-43, judge of probate
Aroostook County 1943-53. Master in
chancery 1947-53. d. Houlton Nov. 13 1953.*
LORD, Fred Raymond. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Alumni Fund dir. 1926-29, Overseer 1944-47.
Ret.; b. Bath Sept. 22 1889; m. Madeleine ?
May 22 1917; ch.: George M. '43. Martha.
V.pres. Public Broadcasting Co. Augusta
1914-?, ret. 1965. PFC USA WWI. res.
Augusta.*
MACOMBER, George Herbert. A.B cum
laude. Beta Theta Pi. Sesquicentennial
campaign fund area chmn. b. Augusta Julv
24 1887; m. Doris Wilder Oct. 6 1920: ch.: G.
Thomas '50, Dorothy. Served to partner
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Macomber, Farr & Shittier Ins. Agency
Augusta 1911-60. Trustee (Kennebec Savings
Bank, YMCA Augusta. Pvt. USA 1918. d.
Augusta Dec. 9 1962.*
MARSTON, Harold Percival. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Cornish Sept. 21 1889; s. of
Percival F. '88; m. Nellie Vinal Sept. 17 1913.
Principal high sch. Vinalhaven 1911-12, asst.
principal high sch. Medford MA 1912-13,
principal high sch. MA (Carver 1913-14,
Groveland 1914-17), salesman A. E. Martell
Co. of Keene N.H. W. Apringfield MA
1917-43. Pres. Marston-Warner Co. 1936-43. d.
Hammond IN July 31 1943.
McFARLAND, Lawrence. A.B. cum laude,
Med. Sch. 1911-14. Delta Upsilon. b.
Rockland Oct. 21 1886. d. Boston March 22
1915.
McKUSICK, James Gillespie Blaine. Bowdoin
1907-09, A.B. Univ. S.D. 1911, LL.B. Univ.
S.D. 1916. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Calais
Feb. 2 1888; m. Marjorie Chase Dec. 5 1916;
ch.: Blaine, Laura, Marshall. Principal high
sch. Armour SD 1911-12, head football coach
Mo. Military Acad. 1912, high sch. Mnpls. MN
1913- 14 (teacher, coach), Univ. S.D. 1916-17
(athletic dir., head football coach), athletic
officer Culver Military Acad. IN 1918-20, atty.
Mnpls. 1921-56, Univ. Minn. 1921-36 (asst.
football coach, instr. physical education),
Minn. Federal Savings & Loan Assn. (general
counsel 1936-54, dir. 1939-54), ret. 1956. Pres.
Twin City Council of Savings & Loan Assn.
1946, Minn. League of Savings & Loan Assn.
(v.pres. 1939-40, pres. 1941), dir. U.S. League
of Savings & Loan Assn. 1946-47. d. Mnpls.
MN Aug. 8 I960.*
MERRILL, William Folsom. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1914.
Zeta Psi. b. Skowhegan Dec. 8 1890; s. of
Edward N. '74; m. Jeannette Lander Oct. 11
1915; ch.: John, Frances. Atty. Skowhegan
1914-53. Co-founder Legal Aid Soc, member
Law Inst. d. Skowhegan Dec. 17 1953.*
MESERVE, Philip Weston. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1915. Delta Upsilon. Faculty rep.
Alumni Council 1930-33. Departmental prize
fund established in his memory 1941. b.
Portland Nov. 24 1888. Assoc. pharmacology
hygiene lab. USPHS Marine Hospital Service
Washington DC 1912-13, instr. chemistry
Simmons Coll. 1914, Bowdoin (instr. chemistry
1915- 16, asst. prof. 1916-27, assoc. prof.
1927-28, prof. 1928-40). Served to capt. USA
1917-19. d. Brunswick May 10 1940.
MILLER, Paris Edward. A.B., grad. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1895. b. Burlington Dec. 25
1866; m. Augusta Pinkham May 22 1895, m.
Stella Soule Sept. 20 1911; ch.: Theodore,
Dorothy. Minister Congr. Church (E. Sumner
1895-1899, Cumberland Centre 1899-1909, S.
Freeport 1909-11, Agawam MA 1911-14, S.
Berwick 1914-21, Henniker NH 1921-29), ret.
d. Mt. Dora FL Dec. 12 1937.
NOYES, WiUiam Elton. Bowdoin 1907-08.
Delta Upsilon. b. Norton MA June 7 1888;
married Dec. 4 1915; ch.: Earle, Marguerite.
Electrical mechanic MA (B. F. Sturtevant Co.
Hyde Park 1913-16, General Electric Co. E.
Boston 1916-?), inspector & serviceman Boston
Edison Co. ca. 1936-54, ret. 1954. Served with
USN 1908-12. d. Homestead FL Dec. 10
1972.*
ORAM, Julius Calvin. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch.
1915. Zeta Psi. b. Bristol Oct. 17 1885; m.
Dorothy Tobie Dec. 25 1917; ch.: Ruth,
William. With Am. Tel. Co. Phila. PA 1911-?,
intern Central Me. General Hospital Lewiston
1915-16, physician S. Portland 1919-43. Pres.
Cumberland County Med. Assn. ca. 1943, dir.
S. Portland Bldg. & Loan Assn., member sch.
committee S. Portland 3 terms, city physician
S. Portland. Served to capt. MCUSA 1917-19.
d. Boston Nov. 19 1943.
OXNARD, Charles Lewis. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma. Class agt. 1958-73. b.
Medford MA Sept. 29 1889; m. Lillian Perkins
Oct. 1 1915; ch.: Edith, Frank '45, Anne. Prop
retail milk delivery business Medford 1915-53,
ret. Corporator (Medford Savings Bank
1945-72, Lawrence Memorial Hospital 1953),
Medford Cooperative Bank (dir. 1930-62,
v.pres. 1956-62), Royall House of Medford
Assn. (dir., pres. 1965-68), treas. Trinity
Methodist Church W. Medford MA 1918-49,
V.A. of Lawrence Light Guard (member,
trustee), pres. (Council of Churches Medford
1954-55, Medford Historical Soc, Fellsland
Council Boy Scouts of Am.), C. of C. Medford
(incorporator, pres. 3 yrs.), Rotary Club
Medford (sec. 1925-67, hon. member 1967-75,
Paul Harris fellow 1973), Rotary Int. Dist. 794
(trustee, treas.). Recipient: Boy Scouts of Am.
Silver Beaver Award, city of Medford Plan E
Civic Assn. Award 1958. d. Medford MA Sept.
24 1975.*
PALMER, Edward James Barnes. Bowdoin
1907-09, B.S. Harvard 1912. b. Boston Oct. 3
1886; s. of Charles J. '74. Instr. chemistry
Allegheny Coll. 1912-13. d. Meadville PA April
3 1913.
PARKMAN, Lawrence Pratt. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Portland Dec. 27 1888; m. Helen
Sargent Nov. 19 1913; ch.: Anna. Served to
supt. S. D. Warren Co. Westbrook 1911-ca.
1959. 1st v.chmn. N.E. div. Am. Pulp & Paper
Mill Supt. Assn. 1932. d. Falmouth Foreside
Feb. 25 1959.
PARTRIDGE, Ben Weston. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Gardiner Nov. 8 1889; m. Elizabeth
Slocum April 15 1950; ch.: Ben II, Bateman,
Elizabeth. Invest. Securities Boston (Coffin &
Burr 1912-34, Shields & Co. 1934-52, Hayden
Stone & Co. 1952-62), ret. d. Winter Park FL
March 16 1963.*
PEARSON, Keith Nelson. Bowdoin 1907-09.
Zeta Psi. b. Belmont Sept. 1 1889; m. Sue
Smith Dec. 25 1918; ch.: Jean, Keith Jr. With
jewelry business N. Attleboro MA 1910-13;
shipyard repairman Brooklyn NY 1913-21;
farmer, ins. salesman & ajuster Cooperative
Fire Ins. Co. Middlebury VT 1921-55. Vt. state
rep. 1943, 1945; Vt. state senator 1947, 1949;
sec. & pres. Nat. Farm Loan; county pres.
Farm Bureau 5 yrs. Served to cpl. USA
1917-19. d. Middlebury VT Aug. 23 1955.
PHIPPS, Benjamin Kimball. Bowdoin 1907-08.
Kappa Sigma, b. Chelsea MA June 24 1889;
m. Lucie Law July 20 1912, m. Bertha Forsyth
July 7 1917; ch.: Frances, Benjamin Jr.
Automobile salesman Boston 1908-10, canner
& planter Tallahassee FL 1910-19, salesman
Cambridge MA (Ford Motor Co. 1923-28,
MacKenzie Motor Sales Co. 1930-37). d.
Jacksonville FL April 2 1937.
PIERCE, James Madigan. Bowdoin 1907-08,
A.B. Georgetown Univ. 1912, LL.D.
Georgetown Univ. 1961, LL.D. Pucker Coll.
1969, LL.D. St. Joseph's Coll. 1972. Delta
Kappa ' Epsilon. Ret.; b. Houlton Jan. 24
1888; m. Winifred Coll. Member Me. Potato
Tax Comm., chmn. Citizens Comm. for the
Me. Power Authority 1965, charter member
Me. Industrial Bldg. Authority 1965.
Recipient: 175th Anniversary Medal of Honor
Georgetown Univ. 1964. res. Houlton.*
PIERCE, Stanley Woodward. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bath Feb. 20 1890; m.
Sallie Smith Oct. 26 1918; ch.: Walter '41,
Read. With Am.-Hawaiian Steamship Co.
NYC 1911-16, with U.S. Shipping Board
1919-23 (Washington DC, NYC), v.pres.
Hedger Transportation Co. NYC 1924-32,
exec. asst. Singer Sewing Machine Co.
(Richmond VA 1933-43, NYC 1943-61), ret.
1961. Sec. freight confs. W.I. & S. Am. Trade
NYC 1920-23, chmn. publicity & exec,
committee member Am. Red Cross Ridgewood
NJ 1927-28. Served to capt. USA 1917-18,
served to It. USN 1918-19. d. Watertown MA
Jan. 11 1975.*
POPE, Alton Stackpole. A.B. Phi Beta Kappa,
M.D. Tufts 1924, D.P.H. Harvard 1925. Beta
Theta Pi. Scholarship fund established in his
memory 1970. b. Manchester April 26 1886;
m. Elinor Pedley June 27 1927, m. Gladys
Spaulding June 7 1941, m. Henrietta Bonkeyo
May 16 1963; ch.: Margaret. Agriculture
Manchester 1911-18, Me. State dist. health
officer Waterville 1920-21, asst. prof,
epidemiology Columbia Univ. 1925-26, chief
Bureau of Communicable Diseases Chicago IL
Health Dept. 1926-29, instr. epidemiology
Univ. Chicago 1926-29, Mass. Dept. of Public
Health Boston (dir. TB div. 1929-54, deputy
commissioner 1937-54), ret. Lectr. preventive
medicine Tufts Univ. 1932-52, instr. public
health practice & asst. prof, epidemiology &
public health admin. Harvard 1936-55, Pinellas
County FL Health Dept. 1958-59 (consultant
gerontology, research epidemiology), pres. Nat.
TB Assn. 1951-52, Am. Soc. of Epidemiologists
(pres. 1945, fellow 1927-55), member editorial
board Am. Public Health Assn. 1944-47.
Served with USPHS Reserve Corps 1941-?
Recipient: Mass. Public Health Assn. Lemuel
Shattuck Medal 1956. Contbr. d. St. Petersburg
FL July 8 1969.*
PURINGTON, Frank Humphrey. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Mechanic Falls
Nov. 1 1889; s. of Frank I. '80; m. Elsa
Schroeder Sept. 15 1915; ch.: Frank Jr. '38,
Joan, Carol, Mary. Teacher MA (Berkshire
Sch. Sheffield 1911-12, Country Day Sch.
Newton 1912-14), salesman Odell Mfg. NYC
1915-17, Eastern Corp. NYC (salesman
1917-39, N.Y. dist. sales mgr. 1939-56). V.pres.
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Salesman Assn. of Paper Industry 1930-32. d.
Whitestone NY March 11 1956.*
REDFERN, Donald. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Swampscott MA Dec. 7 1887. Teacher
Governor Dummer Acad. S. Byfield MA
1911- 12, asst. sec. Lynn MA Assoc. Charities
1913-14, supt. Welfare Dept. Swampscott MA
1933-53, ret. Sec. YMCA Russia 1917, served
with USA air service 1918. d. Madeira Beach
FL March 10 1965.
RICHARDS, Frank Pierce. Bowdoin 1907-09.
b. Bar Harbor Jan. 1 1888; m. Isabel
Crothers May 6 1913. Hotel business NYC
1910-22. d. NYC Nov. 1 1922.
ROBBINS, Charles Dudley. Bowdoin 1907-09.
Zeta Psi. b. Worcester MA Nov. 5 1886; m.
Beaulah Prince Jan. 31 1911, m. Helen Walker
Nov. 25 1931; ch.: Charles Jr. '46, Beverly,
John. Principal elementary sch. Orr's Is. 1909,
registrar Hotchkiss Sch. Lakeville CT 1909,
asst. sales mgr. & sec. to pres. William P.
Bonbright Co. NYC 1910-32, partner C. D.
Robbins & Co. Short Hills NJ 1932-68. Dir.
(Richmond Radiator Co. 1928-32,
Cosmopolitan Ins. Co. 1928-32, Equitable
Trust Co. Newark NJ 1926-29, Southeastern
Public Service Co.). d. Short Hills NJ April 22
1968.*
ROBERTS, John Leonard. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1917.
b. Lewiston Nov. 29 1888. Teacher (high sch.
Kennebunk 1911-12, N. Yarmouth Acad.
1912- 13), with actuary dept. Travelers Ins. Co.
Hartford CT 1913, teacher (Maunabo P.R.
1913- 14, Jefferson Sch. for Boys Baltimore MD
1914- 15, Bristol 1915-16), instr. (mathematics,
astronomy Univ. Me. 1916-17; Case Sch. of
Applied Sciences Cleveland OH 1919-21;
Univ. Richmond VA 1921-14), actuary
Prudential Life Ins. Co. 1924-29, teacher high
sch. Presque Isle 1929-30, ret. Member Soc. of
Actuaries. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19.
Contbr. d. Togus Dec. 10 1957.*
ROBINSON, Harrison Leonard. A.B., M D.
Med. Sch. 1914. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bangor
Jan. 25 1889; s. of Daniel A. '73; m. Lida
Baker April 28 1917; ch.: Samuel, Jane.
Eastern Me. General Hospital Bangor (chief
surgeon, sr. staff, consulting surgeon).
F.A.C.S.; member city council Bangor 1937,
1940. Served to capt. MCUSA 1918. Contbr. d.
Bangor Nov. 4 1950.
SANBORN, Oliver True. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.; b.
Portland July 29 1888; m. Mildred Mudget
April 15 1911, m. Marion Libby April 19 1951;
ch.: Herbert, Oliver Jr., Harold, Eleanor,
Harrison. Prop, taxi service Brunswick 1911,
automobile dealer self-employed Portland
1912-16, time keeper & paymaster Portland
Dept. Public Works 1916-24, fire chief
Portland 1924-54, city electrician Portland
1924-54, supt. & inspector fire prevention &
arson div. Me. State Dept. of Ins. 1954-60, ret.
res. Portland.*
SANFORD, Gardner. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Boston Oct. 27 1888; s. of Alpheus '76; m.
Ruth Little May 8 1918; ch.: Alpheus II.
Statistician Boston Elevated RR Co. 1912-18,
asst. to fuel admin. Boston 1918-19, cotton &
wool ed. Boston News Bureau 1919-25, advt.
mgr. Pepperell Mfg. Co. Boston 1925-27, mgr.
industrial relations 1927-19. Author, d. E.
Milton MA Jan. 19 1929.*
SKELTON, Edward Warren. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma. b.
Perry Jan. 5 1889; m. Frances Schmidt June 16
1922; ch.: Joan. With N.Y. Tel. Co. Brooklyn
NY 1911-54 (general auditor of receipts
1928-38, general accounting supervisor
1938-54), ret. Asst. treas. Township of Millburn
NJ 1955-68. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19. d.
Orange NJ May 2 1971.*
SKILLIN, Waldo Thompson. A.B., M D. Med.
Sch. 1914. Delta Upsilon. b. Hallowell Dec.
5 1889; m. Josephine Deury Oct. 30 1916; ch.:
Charles '39, Fred, Philip, Mary, Margaret, Mrs.
Robert Ward. Intern Me. General Hospital
Portland 1914-16, physician S. Portland
1916-58. City physician & health officer S.
Portland, health officer Cape Elizabeth, board
of education S. Portland (member 1940-58,
chmn. 1957-58). Elementary sch. S. Portland
named in his memory 1965. d. S. Portland
March 18 1958.*
SMITH, Earl Baldwin. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa, L.H.D. 1931; A.M. Princeton
1912; Ph.D. Princeton 1915. Psi Upsilon.
Alumni Council 1934-37. b. Topsham May
25 1888; m. Ruth Hall Jan. 27 1917, m. Nancy
Hough June 19 1930; ch.: Mary, Lacey,
Nathaniel, Susan. Princeton Univ. (instr. art &
archaeology 1915-19, asst. prof. 1919-23, assoc.
prof. 1923-16, prof. 1926-31, Howard Crosby
Butler Memorial Prof, of the History of
Architecture 1931-56). Dir. (Coll. Art Assn.,
Archaeological Inst, of Am.), Charles T.
Mathews Foundation lectr. Columbia Univ.
1940, fellow Medieval Inst. Served 'o capt.
USA 1917-1919, instr. NAIOS Quonset RI
1942-43, chmn. arts & skills program Tilton
Hospital Ft. Dix NJ 1944-45. Author: Early
Christian Iconography, Early Churches in
Syria, Egyptian Architecture, The Dome,
Architectural Symbolism, d. Princeton NJ
March 7 1956.*
SOMES, Andrew Jackson. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. b. Mt. Desert March 3 1888;
m. Vianna Bridgman Sept. 3 1913. Spec. agt.
H. Curtis Ins. Agency Boston 191 1-40. Trustee
(Fryeburg Acad., New Eng. Baptist Hospital
Boston), election warden Newton MA 1923-40.
Served to maj. USA 1912-19. d. Newton Centre
MA Dec. 12 1940.
STRAW, Palmer. A.B. b. Gorham July 5
1887; s. of (O')Neil W. R. M'77. Clerk Me.
Central RR Co. Portland 1911-17, with Am.
Realty Co. 1917-22, bond salesman Fidelity
Trust Co. Portland 1922-28, pvt. invest,
counselor Portland 1928-45. d. Portland June
22 1945.*
SULLIVAN, Richard Wesley. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. b. Boston Aug. 13 1899; m.
Monica McCoy June 14 1916; ch.: Richard Jr.
'40, Louise, Carol, Jeanne, Barbara, Roger '52.
Engineering dept. New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Boston 1911-44. d. W. Roxbury MA June 30
1944.*
SWAN, Andrew Coburn. Bowdoin 1907-08.
Delta Upsilon. b. Harvey Station N.B.
Canada Aug. 11 1887; m. Grace Coffin Aug.
30 1911, m. Florence Cyr Nov. 16 1923; ch.:
Clara, Ruth, Elizabeth, Andrew Jr. Teacher &
hotel prop. Princeton 1911-13, grocer
Princeton 1913-27, agt. Passamaquoddy Indian
tribe 1920-37, supervisor (Me. State Fish &
Game Dept. 1928-33, Me. State Highway
Comm. 1936-43), deputy collector U.S. Bureau
of Internal Revenue Bangor 1943-45. town
mgr. (Blaine 1945-46, Richmond 1946-47).
Town selectman Princeton 1920-27, 1933-36. d.
Richmond Nov. 20 1947.
TORSNEY, George Alexander. Bowdoin
1907-10. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Whitefield NH
Nov. 12 1887; m. Eleanor Clute Aug. 12 1913;
ch.: John, Amelia. Reporter N.Y. Tribune
NYC 1912-13, asst. financial ed. The Sun NYC
1913-17, broker N.Y. Stock Exchange Firms
1917, bursar & lay canon Cathedral St. John
the Devine NYC 1951-61, ret. V.pres. Douglas
Manor Assn. Douglaston NY. res. Anaheim
CA.*
WATSON, Horace Herbert. Bowdoin 1907-09.
Theta Delta Chi. b. E. Boston MA Sept. 28
1886; m. Phylis Kilby March 12 1909, m.
Mildred Babb Jan. 19 1918; ch.: Horace Jr.,
Ralph. Clerk Portland 1909-14; branch mgr.
Knapp Co. Portland 1914-17; sales rep. Cedar
Rapids Engineering Co. VA 1917-22, 1929-41;
U.S. postmaster Bushy VA 1946-ca. 1959; ret.
1959. d. Wake VA Dec. 13 1962.
WEATHERILL, Edward Hacker. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Brunswick Aug. 18 1888; m.
Ethel Hollis Sept. 9 1916; ch.: Philip, Marcia.
With York Cooperative Soc. 1912-15, with
Advertiser Newspaper Co. Boston 1918-29,
asst. treas. Bemis Bros. Bag Co. Boston
1928-58, ret. d. Bastrop LA June 25 1969.*
WEEKS, DeForest. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Med. Sch. 1914. Delta Upsilon. b. Limington
April 1 1890; s. of George W. M'88; m. Addie
Wagner Jan. 8 1918; ch.: Elizabeth, George
'42, Estelle. Physician Portland 1914-62. Served
to 1st It. MCUSA 1918-19. d. Portland June 10
1962.*
WHITE, Harold Sewall. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Lewiston April 27 1889; s. of Wallace H.
M'68; m. Marion Wellman June 1 1915; ch.:
John, Harold Jr., Wallace III, Jane, Sally. Atty.
Auburn 1915-58. Pres. (Me. Dairymen's Assn.
1934, Me. State Assn. of Soil Conservation
Dist., C. of C. Auburn 1915-58), dir. Me.
Mutual Ins. Co. d. Auburn June 8 1958.
WHITE, Joseph Curtis. A.B. cum laude, LL.B.
George Washington Univ. 1914. Alpha Delta
Phi. Alumni Fund dir. 1933-36. b. Bangor
March 2 1889; m. Margaret Wardell July 1
1929; ch.: Mary. Asst. Library of Cong.
Washington DC 1911-15. atty. (Bangor
1915-17, NYC 1918-61). Served to 2nd It. USA
1918. d. NYC July 5 1961.*
WHITMORE, Harold Preble. Bowdoin
1907-09. Theta Delta Chi. b. Bar Harbor
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Aug. 18 1888; m. Henrietta Gilpatrick Oct. 5
1914; ch.: Frances. Agt. Me. Central RR
(Northeast Harbor 1912-18, Bar Harbor
1918-25, Grand Central Terminal NYC
1925-31), mgr. M. D. I. Dairies Bar Harbor
1931-37, town treas. & tax collector Bar
Harbor, 1937-41, town clerk Bar Harbor
1941-64. V.pres. Me. Town & City Clerks Assn.
1948-? d. Aug. 16 1964.
WIGGIN, Harry Lawrence. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agt. 1929-30. b. Lawrence MA
Feb. 12 1888; m. H. Mildred Eames June 2
1928. Bookkeeper & asst. paymaster Am.
Woolen Co. Boston 1911-31, First Nat. Bank
Reading MA (asst. cashier & dir. 1931-38, dir.
& v.pres. 1931-46), agriculture Francestown
NH 1938-73. Served to capt. USA 1917-19. d.
Peterborough NH Aug. 11 1973.*
WILLIAMS, Phillips. Bowdoin 1907-08. b.
Plymouth PA July 4 1883. Mgr. general store
Freedom, prop. Freedom Supply Co. d. Belfast
Feb. 6 1962.
WILSON, Jesse Scott. Bowdoin 1907-08, B.S.
Dartmouth 1910. b. Concord NH Sept. 27
1886. res. unknown.
Class of 1912
ABBOTT, Charles Cushman. Bowdoin
1908-09. Theta Delta Chi. b. Lake City CO
Sept. 22 1889; m. Margaret Ham June 9 1914;
ch.: Charles Jr., Edmund, Royce, Catherine.
Cushman-Hollis Co. Auburn (asst. foreman ca.
1911-20, production supt. 1920-33, v.pres.
1933-49), mgr. Cushco Services 1933-49. Dir.
Abbott Brothers Co. Pvt. USA 1918. d.
Lewiston Dec. 21 1949.
ADAMS, Charles Francis. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1915. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; Auburn June 3
1889. Lawyer pvt. practice Auburn 1915-54,
ret. res. Auburn.*
ALLEN, James Bailey. A.B., cum laude. Delta
Upsilon. b. Mt. Desert Jan. 6 1889. With
Stone & Webster Inc. Boston 7-1918, Poultry
farmer Mt. Desert, time keeper road
construction co. Acadia Nat. Park Mt. Desert,
d. Bangor Jan. 20 1971.
ANDREWS, Harold Augustus. A.B. cum laude,
LL.D. 1958, LL.B. Harvard 1915. b. Conway
NH Aug. 26 1889; m. Helen Daniels June 21
1922; ch.: Jean, Priscilla. Atty. (Stone &
Lovejoy Providence RI 1915-?; Hinckley Allen
Tillinghast & Wheeler 1926-48, partner
1930-48), asst. U.S. dist. atty. R.I. 1921-26, law
revision commissioner 1928-33, assoc. justice
R.I. Supreme Court 1956-58. Served with R.I.
Nat. Guard 1916, served to sgt. USA 1917-19.
d. Providence RI Dec. 8 1958.*
ARENOVSKY, Harold Chadbourne. A.B. b.
Westbrook Dec. 29 1889; m. Elsie Meadows
May 21 1919. Prop. & mgr. Harold C.
Arenovsky General Ins. Uniontown PA ca.
1926-46, with Daily News Standard
Uniontown ca. 1929. d. Connellsville PA Oct.
30 1946.
ASHEY, Harold Charles Lewis. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Alumni Fund dir. 1938-41, Overseer
1945-51. b. Leicester MA May 31 1890; m.
Marguerite Robinson Sept. 6 1919; ch.: Joan,
John II '49. Mfr. & pres. Rockwood Sprinkler
Co. Worcester MA 1912-30, Hobbs Mfg. Co.
Worcester (pres. & treas. 1930-41, trustee
1941-51). Trustee (Worcester Acad. 1944-51,
Leicester Jr. Coll.), Worcester Family Service
Organization (pres. 1944-48, dir. 1948-51),
member exec. committee Worcester
Community Council, warden & treas. St.
John's Epis. Church Worcester 1947-52,
member standing committee Diocese of W.
Mass. d. Worcester MA July 23 1951.*
AUTEN, Meredith Bodine. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. Banking; b. Caro MI April
18 1891; m. Virginia Wilsey June 19 1920, m.
Lucy Starman March 19 1969; ch.: Charlotte,
Caroline, Frederick '47, Charles '50. Buick
dealer 1913-28, Ford dealer 1915-68, served to
chmn. Cass City State Bank MI 1912— . Pres.
Rotary Club 1930-?, village clerk, sch. treas.,
member sch. board, village trustee. Served to
2nd It. USA 1917-1919. res. Cass City ML*
BAILEY, Charles 'Olin, Jr. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
S.D. 1914. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Sioux Falls
SD April 19 1890. Atty. Sioux Falls. Served
with USN ca. 1914. d. Sioux Falls SD Jan. 15
1953.
BARBOUR, Elden Greenwood. A.B., Ed.M.
Bates 1937. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b.
Yarmouth March 6 1890; m. Edna Chandler
June 14 1920. With Pejepscot Paper Co.
Topsham 19?, distribution mgr. Brush Co.
Palmer MA 1920-24, teacher (Potter Acad.
Sebago 1925, high sch. Laconia NH 1925-27,
Rochester NH 1927-29, New Haven CT High
Sch. 1929-51, Fla. Southern Coll. Lakeland
1960-61), student Yale Univ. 1931-32, ret.
Member N. Haven CT (board of education,
high sch. building committee). Served with
USA 1918. res. Brunswick.*
BLANCHARD, Solomon Morrison. Bowdoin
1908-09. Delta Upsilon. b. Falmouth Dec. 1
1889; m. Eleanor Bellefontaine May 3 1938;
ch.: Frank, John, Robert, Viola, Katherine,
Frances, Helen, Mary, Nancy, Patricia,
Barbara, Carol, Elizabeth, Eleanor, Margaret.
Dairyman & truck farmer Falmouth, d.
Portland May 12 1965.
BOSWORTH, Bernard Dewey. Spec. 1908-10.
Zeta Psi. b. Leominster MA June 15 1887;
m. Barbara Vail March 23 1913. Jr. partner
Bosworth & Son Leominster 1910-15, branch
mgr. (J. Cushing & Co. Leominster 1915-16,
General Mills Leominster ca. 1913-44), shipper
Wachusett Shirt Co. Leominster ca. 1944-57.
Member board of incorporators Leominster
Savings Bank 1935-?, Pilgrim Congr. Church
Leominster (trustee, treas.). Served to sgt. USA
1918. d. May 1 1957.
BRADFORD, Eugene Francis. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1913; Ph.D.
Harvard 1927. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Bangor March 5 1889; m. Marjorie Campbell
Dec. 26 1919; ch.: Campbell '42. Syracuse
Univ. 1913-28 (instr. English, asst. prof., prof.),
Cornell Univ. (organizer admissions office
1926, dir. 1928-46, registrar 1931-57, emeritus
1957-72). V.chmn. & member exec, committee
CEEB, hon. member Comm. on Higher Insts.
Middle States Assn. Served to 1st It. USA
1918- 19. d. Ithaca NY Feb. 21 1972.
BRAGDON, Lester Mackenzie. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Fordham 1926.
Delta Upsilon. b. Wells Feb. 22 1892; m.
Grace Weare Oct. 28 1919, m. Ethelyn Lowell
March 3 1968; ch.: Roger '43. Teacher
Mercersburg PA Acad. 1912, clerk (Bowdoin
1913, The Review of Reviews Co. NYC
1913-15), sales correspondent (Continental
Paper Bag Co., Union Bag & Paper Co. NYC
1915-24), office mgr. & clerk Marvin &
Pleasants NYC 1924-26, atty. (NYC 1926-27,
York 1927-70.) Trial justice York County
1930-65, town clerk York 1929-35, trustee York
Water Dist. 1929-34. Served to sgt. maj. USA
1918. d. York Sept. 3 1971.*
BRIGGS, Henry Adie. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Portland Nov. 24 1890; m. Mary
Morse Oct. 16 1917; ch.: Ruth, George,
Robert, Mary, John, William, Janet. Treas.
(Rumford Garage 1912-35, Capital City Motor
Co. Augusta 1920-59, Gardiner Automobile
Sales Co. 1921-41, Motor Finance Co. Augusta
1928—, Waterville Auto Sales 1930—), ret. res.
Augusta.*
BROOKS, George Clark. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Brookline MA May 4 1890; m.
Rachel Smith Aug. 16 1911. With Brooks &
Co. Boston 1912-?, lumber salesman E. W.
McClave & Son of Harrison N.J. Reading MA
1919-21, invest. (Old Colony Trust Co.; First
Boston Corp.; E. M. Newton & Co. Boston
1921-56; Hayden, Stone & Co. Boston
1956-69), ret. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d.
Reading MA Sept. 24 1970.*
BRYANT, Herbert Lorenzo. A.B. Class agt.
1956-67. b. Round Pond Jan. 30 1891; m.
Annetta Richards 1933. Chmn. English dept.
Hebron Acad. 1912-13, principal high sch. (N.
New Portland 1913-14, Sangerville 1914-17),
headmaster high sch. Gorham NH 1917-19,
principal high sch. Enfield CT 1919-20, teacher
high sch. (New Rochelle NY 1920-21, Portland
1921-22, Bangor 1923-30), teacher & principal
Bristol High Sch. 1932-34, psychometrist V.A.
Bangor, teacher high sch. Houlton, with Bath
Iron Works WWII. Treas. & trustee Little
Brown Church Round Pond, trustee Miles-
Memorial Hospital d. Round Pond May 12
1967.*
BURLINGAME, Mark Wescott. Bowdoin
1908-10. Zeta Psi. b. Elmira NY Aug. 17
1886; m. Helen Hodgdon Feb. 17 1911; ch.:
Mark Jr., Brooks, Martha, Richard. Contract
agt. New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. 1911-12, chief
clerk Western Union Tel. Co. 1912-14, advt.
copy writer Shoe Retailer 1914, advt. mgr.
(Nat. Sportsman 1914-15, Filenes Automatic
Bargain Basement), publicity dir. Me. State
Agricultural & Industrial League, advt. mgr. &
dir. Salt Water Sportsman over 25 yrs. Author,
contbr. d. Mattapan MA June 8 1967.
CHAPMAN, Clyde Raymond. A.B., LL.B.
Univ. Me. 1917. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Fairfield
July 23 1889; m. Eva Humphrey Feb. 14 1919;
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ch.: Gordon. Atty. Belfast 19?—Judge Belfast
Municipal Court 1920-24, mayor Belfast
1930-33. Member Me. Legislature 1919-33. res.
Belfast.
CHURCHILL, Kenneth. A.B., M.D. Harvard
1916. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Arlington MA
Feb. 15 1890; m. Miriam Fuller June 22 1916;
ch.: Mary, Martha. Physician self-employed
Lebanon NH 1919-66, ret. Served to 1st It.
USA 1914-18. res. Lebanon NH.*
CLARKE, Chester Leonard. A.B., M.D.
Homeopathic Med. Coll. of NYC 1916. Kappa
Sigma. b. Mnpls. MN April 11 1889; m.
Bernice MacFarland July 22 1924. Intern
Flower Hospital NYC 1916-?, physician
Portland 1920-58. Served with British med.
corps Canadian forces, transferred to MCUSA
as maj. 1917-19. d. Portland Jan. 22 1958.*
COLE, Philip Pearson. A.B., grad. Harvard
Forestry Sch. 1913. Theta Delta Chi. b. Bath
Aug. 22 1890; s. of Herbert E. '83; m. Frances
Taylor Aug. 2 1916; ch.: Philip Jr. '43, David
'47, Frances. Forest engineer Brown Co. of
Portland La Tuque P.Q. Canada 1913-17,
v.pres. Carter Guarantee Brokerage Co.
Nashville TN 1919-25, mfr. agt. Louisville KY
1925-31, member War Dept. General Staff
1931-35, sales mgr. Baldwin Locomotive
Works Eddyston PA 1931-39, prop. Barnegat
NJ Boat Works 1939-41, consultant for
consumers pulp & paper branch Civilian
Supply div. Office of Production Management
Washington DC 1941, served to col. ACUSA
(sr. working staff member Richardson Board
1943-44, deputy chief of staff Plans Ninth Air
Force 1943-44, exec. Post-War Planning
Section USAF 1944-45), ret. 1946. Sec. Am.
Red Cross Nashville 1923-25. Served to capt.
USA 1917-19; awarded Legion of Merit,
Bronze Star, Air Medal, Commendation
Ribbon. Author: War Organization of Japan,
d. Togus Dec. 14 1951.*
COLE, Robert Danforth. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. 1913; Ph.D. Univ. Penn.
1927. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Berlin NH
Sept. 7 1889; m. Hulda St. John June 27 1925;
ch.: Robert Jr., Mary. Teacher & coach
William Penn Charter Sch. Phila. PA 1912-17,
head modern lang. dept. Huntington Sch.
Boston 1919-20, head French & Spanish dept.
Lawrenceville NJ Sch. 1920-26, prof,
secondary education Univ. N.D. 1926-32.
Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. Author: Modern
Foreign Languages and Their Teaching (1931),
contbr. d. Fargo ND Nov. 23 1932.
CONANT, Richard Odell. Bowdom 1908-11.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland May 31
1888; s. of Frederick O. '80; m. Roxa Morse
Oct. 8 1919; ch.: Nancy, Penelope. With
Conant Patrick & Co. Portland 1912-27 (v.pres.
ca. 1927), with Memorial Granite Co. MA
1936-37, with Federal Life & Casualty Ins. Co.
Dir. Conant Corp. Served to 1st It. USA
1918-19. d. Portland March 4 1950.
COREA, George Thomas. Bowdoin 1908-09,
R.N., M.D. Tufts. Kappa Sigma b.
Provincetown MA July 20 1888; m. Ruth
Bailey. Fish business Provincetown ca. 1916,
nurse Boston City Hospital, physician
Provincetown MA. d. July 4 1955.
COUSINS, Edgar Fuller. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Westbrook May 24 1888. res. Old Town.
CRANE, James Lyons. Bowdoin 1908-09.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Rantoul IL Aug. 9 1889.
res. unknown.
CRESSEY, George Fabyan. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Class agt. 1936-40, Alumni Council
1945-47. b. Portland June 24 1889; m. Sally
Churchill Sept. 15 1920; ch.: Churchill '50.
With Auto Piano Co. NYC 1912-13, Cressey &
Allen Portland (salesman 1913-29, treas. & dir.
1929-46). Dir. Nat. Assn. of Music Merc,
corporator Me. Savings Bank. d. Portland Feb.
2 1946.*
DAVIS, Francis Warren. Bowdoin 1908-11.
Delta Upsilon. b. Franklin Falls NH Aug. 9
1889. Author: Verses (1918). d. Brookline MA
Nov. 24 1914.
DAVIS, Herbert Andrew. Bowdoin 1908-10.
Delta Epsilon. b. Kingston NH Nov. 26
1890. Salesman Portland 19 14-? res. W. Orange
NJ ca. 1951.
DUNN, Percy Oren. Bowdoin 1908-10. b.
Yarmouth March 16 1889; m. Florence
Edwards June 22 1910, m. Nellie Caldwell; ch.:
Wilfred, Oren. Bookkeeper Fidelity Bank
Portland 1910-13, horticulturist Yarmouth
1914-?. d. Portland Sept. 17 1955.
ESTES, Roy Lincoln. Bowdoin 1908-09. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Pomona CA July 20 1888. res.
Stockton CA ca. 1912. d. San Francisco CA
Oct. 23 1918.
FOOTE, Lowell Sanborn. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Sanbornville NH June 2 1891; m. Grace
Allen June 4 1917; ch.: Grace, Priscilla,
Cynthia. Business Sanbornville NH 1912-?,
with Library Bureau (Boston 1913-17, Denver
CO 1917-20, NYC 1920-21), with Dinsmore
Mfg. Co. Salem MA 1921-24. d. Lynfield MA
Sept. 22 1924.
FOSS, Reginald Edson. A.B. Zeta Psi. Ret.;
b. Skowhegan March 10 1888; m. Catherine
Cooke Jan. 12 1946; ch.: John '69. Salesman
Library Bureau Boston, Chicago IL &
Cleveland OH 1913-26; broker Coffin & Bun-
Springfield MA & NYC 1927-60, ret. Served to
col. USA 1917-19, 1942-46; awarded Croix de
Guerre, Bronze Star. res. S. Freeport.*
FULLER, Walter Atherton. Bowdoin 1908-11,
A.B. Harvard 1913. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Seal Cove Jan. 28 1891; m. Marjorie Frank
Nov. 26 1914; ch.: Walter, Leroy, George.
Reporter Boston News Bureau 1913-14, sec. &
asst. to pres. William Whitman Co. Boston &
NYC 1914-1954. Pres. Scarsdale NY Art Assn.,
assessor Southwest Harbor, res. Ellsworth.*
GILLIN, James McKinnon. Bowdoin 1908-10,
LL.B. Univ. Me. 1913. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Bangor March 9 1891; married; ch.: James Jr.,
John, Hazelle. Atty. Bangor 1913-63. Counsel
U.S. House of Reps. Armed Services
Committee 1949, city atty. Bangor 1917,
member Governor's Council, military aid to
Governor Baxter ca. 1926. Served to 1st It.
ACUSA 1917-19. d. Bangor Jan. 6 1963.*
GRANT, Alton Levicount, Jr. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1916. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lewiston
Nov. 1 1889; m. Beatrice Soutar Aug. 2 1918;
ch.: John '45, Peter '48, Barbara. Oculist &
aurist Auburn 1921-54. Visiting surgeon
Central Me. General Hospital Lewiston
1921-45, consulting surgeon Aural &
Ophthalmic Services 1945-54. Served to It.
MCUSA 1917-20. d. Lewiston Oct. 9 1954.
GRAY, Maurice Herbert. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Old Town Sept. 23 1890; m.
Marion Keith Sept. 2 1914; ch.: Herbert II,
Harriet. Pres. Old Town Woolen Co. ca. 1930,
supt. Sangerville & Guilford Woolen Mills
1916-38, pres. & treas. Bickmore Co. Old Town
1941-64. d. Old Town May 7 1964.*
GREENE, Merton William. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Hiram Sept. 17 1891. res. unknown.
GREENLEAF, Walter James. A.B., A.M.
Princeton 1918, Ph.D. George Washington
Univ. 1922. Kappa Sigma, b. Norridgewock
March 23 1889; m. Ruth Gschwind Dec. 12
1923; ch.: Sibyl, Audrey. Teacher high sch.
(Biddeford 1912-15, Princeton NJ 1916-18),
supervisor V.A. Washington DC 1919-24,
staffing spec. U.S. Office of Education
1924-56, ret. Guidance consultant Washington
DC 1956-? Served to sgt. USA 1917-19.
Recipient: Meritous Service Award Nat.
Vocational Guidance Assn. 1968. Author:
Occupations and Careers 1955. d. Stamford CT
Oct. 10 1968.*
HALE, John Teague. Bowdoin 1908-10. Zeta
Psi. b. Lewiston June 14 1890; m. Edith
Maurer Aug. 19 1916; ch.: Edith. N.Y. Tel. Co.
(NYC 1911-13, auditing dept. Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel. Co. Baltimore MD 1913-?),
invest, broker NYC 1919-60 (Sutro &
Kimbley; F. L. Putnam & Co. ca. 1944; Amott,
Baker & Co. ca. 1948; Shearson, Hammill &
Co. 1946-60), ret. d. Bronxville NY Dec. 1
I960.*
HAMILTON, John Warren. Bowdoin 1910-13,
Med. Sch. 1912. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Middlebury VT Jan. 16 1892; m. Ruth Tan-
Dec. 22 1931. Farmer Brattleboro VT 1913-ca.
1957. d. Brattleboro VT March 21 1957.
HARRINGTON, Francis Elias. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Rockland July 30 1890; m. Rose
Davis Dec. 1913; ch.: Charles. Teacher high
sch. (Rockland 1912-13, Auburn 1913-14), with
Security Trust Co. Rockland 1914-15. principal
high sch. Lisbon Falls 1915-17, supt. sch.
Thompson & Woodstock CT 1917-19, Conn.
State Board of Education (inspector evening &
parochial sch. 1919-20. dir. evening &
continuation sch. 1920-25), eastern field mgr.
Rand-McNally Co. NYC 1925-33, managing
ed. The Conn. Teacher 1933-40, New Eng.
mgr. A. J. Nystrom & Co. 1941-42, teacher
Essex CT 1942-44. Exec. sec. Conn. State
Teachers Assn. 1933-40. d. NYC Nov. 30 1944.
HART, Fred Willis. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Exeter Dec. 1 1889; s. of Willis F. M'86: m.
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Annie Sanders June 12 1915; ch.: Mary.
Accountant Stone & Webster Baton Rouge LA
1913-17, civilian service U.S. War Dept.
Washington DC 1917-18, accountant treas.
dept. duPont Co. Wilmington DE 1918-54, ret.
d. Spartanburg SC Nov. 24 1969.*
HATHAWAY, Raymond White. Bowdoin
1908-11. Zeta Psi. b. Providence RI Jan. 8
1889; m. Grace Sweet Aug. 16 1911, m.
Dorothy Mallette July 3 1942; ch.: Anita,
Russell, Richard. Salesman Library Bureau
(Providence 1911-20, Boston 1920-28), with
system div. Remington Rand Inc. (NYC
1928-42, Pittsburgh PA 1942-54), ret. Securities
salesman Richard J. Buck & Co. Hyannis MA
1957-? d. Centerville MA Feb. 6 1968.*
HENRY, George Rann. Bowdoin 1908-10. b.
Barton VT May 26 1888; m. Jessica Hemberg
Aug. 29 1919; ch.: George Jr., Thomas.
Statistician Chicago, Rock Is. & Pacific RR
Chicago IL 1910-11; clerk to auditor
disbursements Chicago & Northwestern RR
Portsmouth NH 1911-12; statistician NYC
1912-53 (Standard Paint Co., Nat. Process
Co.); locker room mgr. YMCA Ridgewood NJ
1961-69; ret. 1969. d. Pomona CA May 23
1971.
HILL, Maurice Pierce. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Rockland May 10 1886; m. Jessie
Higgins Sept. 6 1920. Abstractor Burton
Abstract Co. 1912-15, clerk (lumber dealer
Bangor 1915-42, Snow's Shipyard Rockland
1942-?), ret. res. Rockland.*
HOIT, Ralph Henry. A.B. Kappa Sigma, b.
Goffstown NH June 26 1888; m. Florence
Luscombe July 3 1912; ch.: Nancy, Mrs.
Daniel McNemey. With New Eng. Tel. & Tel.
Co. (Manchester NH 1917-23, branch mgr.
Palmer MA 1923-25, Greenfield MA 1925-41;
commercial rep. Pittsfield MA 1941-44). d.
Pittsfield MA Feb. 3 1944.
HOLT, William. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch. 1919.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council
1943-46. b. Boston Jan. 9 1888; m. Marjorie
Scribner Jan. 16 1920; ch.: Joan, William Jr.
With Louisville & Nashville RR St. Louis MO
1912- 13, with Western Union Tel. Co. Boston
1913- 14, asst. supt. & physician Providence RI
1920-33 (Chapin General Hospital, R.I.
General Hospital), sch. physician Phillips
Exeter NH Acad. 1923-24, physician Portland
1924-55. City physician Portland 1925-28,
Cumberland County med. examiner 1925-55.
Dir. radium therapy & radium consultant Me.
General Hospital Portland, F.A.C.S. 1929, Me.
Cancer Soc. (pres. 1946-49, dir.), Bridgton
Acad. (pres. board of trustees, alumni assn.),
member city council Portland, sec. & treas.
Cumberland County Med. Assn., past pres.
(Portland Med. Club, Rotary Club Portland,
Portland Club, Exec. Club). Served to 1st It.
USA 1917. Student residence hall Bridgton
Acad, named for him. d. Portland May 17
1955.*
HOUSTON, Robert Craig. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Sangerville Dec. 4 1890; m. Nell
Davis June 17 1915; ch.: Harry '40, John. Supt.
& agt. Piscataquis Woolen Co. Guilford
197-39. Dir. Guilford Trust Co. 1937-38. d.
Guilford Sept. 1 1944.
HUGHES, Stephen Winfield. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Everett MA Dec. 26 1889;
m. Florence Higgins June 7 1922; ch.: Lee '50.
Atty. S. Portland 1916-57. City atty. S.
Portland 1920-27; corporation counsel
1941-46; judge Municipal Court S. Portland
1927-31, 1932-36; dir. & atty. Falmouth Loan
& Bldg. Assn.; atty. Cumberland Savings &
Loan Assn. 32nd Degree Mason. Served to 2nd
It. USA 1918-19. d. Portland Jan. 19 1957.*
HURLEY, John Lawrence. A.B., LL.B. Suffolk
Law Sch. 1918. Zeta Psi. Alumni Fund dir.
1939-42, Alumni Council 1942-43. b. Maiden
MA Jan. 21 1887; m. Mabel Howatt July 3
1930, m. Alice Long 1950. Atty. Brookline MA
1918-62, asst. U.S. atty. MA 1930-33, asst.
Mass. atty. general 1933-34, member Mass.
Appellate Tax Board ca. 1940-46, prof, torts &
contracts Suffolk Law Sch. 1951-62. Recipient:
Carnegie Medal for heroism 1914. d. Roxbury
MA Dec. 3 1962.*
JENKINS, Elias Ambrose. Spec. 1910-11, grad.
Bangor Theol. Sem. 1908. b. Boverton
Llantwitt Wales Dec. 22 1880; m. Anna Ward
July 28 1908; ch.: Marion, Eugene. Minister
Congr. Church (Mt. Desert 1909-11, Jonesport
1912-15, Pigeon Cove MA 1915-17, N.
Chelmsford MA 1917-23, Revere MA
1923-44). Pres. Revere Ministers' Assn., treas.
Suffolk Ministers' Assn., trustee public library
Revere, d. April 29 1944.
JOY, John Henry. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Alumni Council 1944-47. b. Dorchester MA
Nov. 27 1888; m. Lucy Waterman May 27
1919, m. Edna Overman Sept. 24 1953; ch.:
Dorothy, Carolyn, Franklin II '44, John '50,
Thomas '54. With Western Union Tel. Co.
Boston 1912-14; with Wellington, Sears & Co.
Boston 1914-17; real estate & ins. Boston
1919-56. Trustee (Brewster Acad. Wolfeboro
NH, Franklin Savings Bank Boston 1933-56),
dir. J. S. Waterman & Sons Inc. 1928-56, pres.
Grand Nat. Curling Club of Am. 1954, v.pres.
Royal Caledonian Curling Club of Scotland
1955-56. Served to CPO USN 1917-19. d.
Winchester MA May 4 1956.*
KATEON, Frederick Lincoln. A.B., Med. Sch.
1911. b. Bath July 7 1891. Principal &
teacher (high sch. Waterboro 1912-14, N. Barre
VT Sch. 1914-16), buyer Jordan Marsh & Co.
Boston 1916-21, teacher (Carthage NY
1922-31, high sch. Fall River MA 1931-33,
Providence RI 1933-38, middle sch. Providence
1938-61), ret. Pvt. USA 1917-18. d. Acapulco
Mexico March 18 1968.*
KEATING, Harry McLain. A.B., B.S. M IT.
1914. Ret.; b. Rockland Dec. 15 1889; m.
Edna Hall 1917; m. Margaret TenBroeck June
1 1921; ch.: David, Priscilla, Schuyler. Teller
Rockland Nat. Bank 1915, Strathmore Paper
Co. Springfield MA (lab. technician 1916-17,
asst. supt. 1917-18, supt. 1918-24), asst. to mgr.
Am. Writing Paper Co. Holyoke MA 1924-26,
Smith Paper Co. Lee MA (asst. to v.pres.
1926-32, asst. mgr. & tech. dir. 1932-50).
Trustee & v.pres. savings bank, church
(deacon, treas., business mgr.), chmn. town
planning board, pres. town sewer comm. res.
Lee MA.*
KENT, Edward Weston. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Bremen Oct. 8 1888; m. Doris Grant April 21
1939; ch.: Sarah. Principal high sch.
Waldoboro 1917-22. d. Waldoboro Feb. 3
1962.*
KERN, George Cragin. A.B., Med. Sch. 1911.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Farmington Dec. 22 1890;
m. Katherine Johnson <Sept. 18 1922; ch.:
George '45, William '48, Katrina. Teacher &
coach high sch. Portland 1915-17; with John
Kern & Son Co. Portland 1912-15, 1918-50,
pres. 1938-50. Member (city council Portland
1915, Portland Research Council). Served to
1st It. USA 1917-18, served to It. col. USA
1939-41. d. Portland June 8 1950.*
KING, Robert Parsons. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Ellsworth June 27 1890; m. Eleanor Brewer;
ch.: Eleanor, Arno, Robert, Nancy, Nathan.
Student Harvard 1914-15, res. (Ellsworth 1936,
Bar Harbor 1936-41, Billerica Center MA
1941-49). Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d.
Bedford MA June 15 1964.*
KNOWLES, Stanley Stone. A.B. b. Augusta
Dec. 12 1890; m. Janice Leonard 1924; ch.:
Jane. Clerk Gamewell Fire Alarm Co. Newton
MA 1912-16, The Standard Boston (with
editorial dept. 1916-36, managing ed. 1936-40,
ed. 1940-46, publisher 1946-59, exec. dir.
1959-68). Pres. & dir. Standard Publishing Co.
Boston 1940-68. Served to cpl. USA 1916-18. d.
Boston Nov. 27 1968.
LEIGH, Edward Oliver. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Nelson NE Sept. 29 1887; m. Vera Twist
April 14 1915; ch.: Edward Jr., Frank. Lumber
business Seattle WA 1912-20, Universal Index
Tab Co. & Universal Plastics Co. 1921-62
(co-founder, treas., pres. Seattle, Portland OR;
founder Vancouver B.C. Canada branch), d.
Seattle WA July 31 1962.*
LIBBEY, Henry Alexander. Bowdoin 1908-09.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Newton MA June 8
1889. res. Topeka KS.
LINCOLN, Lendall Durant. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Wayne Sept. 16 1888; m. Grace
Appleby May 26 1917, m. Maud Bridges June
30 1926; ch.: Homer. With D. E. Makepeace
Mfg. Co. Attleboro MA 1914, with Fuller
Brush Co. Attleboro 1918-21, mgr.
Androscoggin House Wayne 1921-27, prop,
general store Wayne 1927-36. d. Lewiston
April 29 1936.
LOCKE, Herbert Edson. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1915. Zeta Psi. Alumni Council 1945-48.
b. Augusta April 6 1891; m. Marguerite Lowell
May 24 1916; ch.: Nancy. Teacher high sch.
Augusta 1913, atty. Augusta 1915-60. City atty.
Augusta 1923-26, U.S. commissioner 1928-31,
spec, tax counsel state of Me. 1934-40, Me.
commissioner for uniformity of legislation in
the U.S. 1935-39, sec. & treas. Me. State Bar
Assn. 197-60, dir. Augusta Trust Co. 1929-32.
Recipient: Supreme Judicial Court of Me.
Certificate of Appreciation & Distinction 1959.
d. New Smyrna Beach FL Jan. 1 1962.*
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LOMBARD, Herbert Luther. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1915, M.P.H. Harvard (Rockefeller
fellow) 1925. Ret.; b. Bridgton Dec. 2. 1889;
s. of Herbert A. M'86; m. Mary Smith June 8
1916; ch.: Olive. Physician pvt. practice
Bridgton 1916-20, health officer Me. State
Dept. of Health 1921-25, Mass. State Dept. of
Health (field investigator 1925, epidemiologist
1926-29, dir. div. of cancer & chronic disease
1929-59, chief Bureau of Preventive Disease
Control 1954-59), Tufts Univ. (lectr. 1927-28,
asst. prof, hysiene & public health 1928-49,
prof, public health 1949-60, lectr. orthodontics
1951-60), Harvard (asst. public health admin.
1926-30, lectr. public health admin. 1939-41,
instr. public health practice 1942-60),
consultant USPHS 1937, spec, consultant to
Nat. Cancer Inst. 1948-50, surgeon Public
Health Service 1942-52, spec, consultant Public
Health Service 1958-65, affiliate New Eng.
Deaconess Hospital 1963
—
, ret. First pres.
Public Health Cancer Assn. of Am., dir. &
member professional committee Am. Cancer
Soc. MA. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1918-19.
Recipient: Public Health Cancer Soc. Award
1953, Am. Cancer Soc. Medal 1956, Lemuel
Shattuck Award 1960, citation by Foster
Furcolo Governor of MA 1960. Co-author:
Cancer and Other Chronic Diseases, contbr.
res. Newton Centre MA.*
LONG, Clarence Ray. Bowdoin 1909-10. Psi
Upsilon. b. Parkerslanding PA Nov. 19 1889.
res. unknown.
MacCORMICK, William Alexander. A.B.,
Ed.M. Harvard 1929. Delta Upsilon. Class agt.
1952-56, class bequest chmn. b. Speedside
Ont. Canada July 29 1890; m. Lillian Walford
Aug. 18 1914, m. Beatrice Lewis June 24 1949;
ch.: Robert, Barbara. YMCA (asst. general sec.
Chelsea MA 1912-14; general sec. Bath
1914-17, Montclair NJ 1917-20, N.J. state
1920-23; dir. Boys' Work Boston 1923-38;
exec. sec. city-wide Boys' work board 1938-48),
chmn. Mass. State Youth Service Board
1948-52, project dir. Juvenile Delinquency
Program Citizens Crime Comm. of Mass. Inc.
1953-?, principal elementary sch. E. Boothbay
1955-56, asst. dir. YMCA Boothbay region
1956-59, ins. agt. J. Edward Knight & Co.
Boothbay Harbor 1959-? Trustee YMCA
Boothbay region 1956-73, instr. part-time
(Gordon Coll. of Theol. & Missions Wenham
MA ca. 1948, Northeastern Univ., Springfield
MA Coll. ca. 1954), chmn. Crime Prevention
Comm. of Boston, member Me. state comm.
Nat. Council on Crime & Delinquency 1966-?
Recipient: Rotary Lifetime Service Award
Boothbay Harbor 1965. d. Boothbay Harbor
Dec. 5 1973.*
MacKAY, Malcolm. A.B., grad Bangor Theol.
Sem. 1911. b. Glasgow Scotland April 27
1883; m. Edith Thomas Sept. 8 1915. Minister
Congr. Church (Pittson 1911-12, Oxford
1912-17, E. Calais VT 1917-18). d. E. Calais VT
March 21 1918.
MAHR, Frederick William. Bowdoin 1908-09,
D.O. Mass. Coll. of Osteopathy 1927. Psi
Upsilon. b. Jamaica Plain MA March 18
1888; m. Esther Cone May 9 1923, m. Cora
Boyd Feb. 9 1941; ch.: Virginia, Georgia.
Reporter Commercial Credit Co. Boston
1918- 19, investigator R. G. Dunn Boston
1919-20, agt. Habicht-Braun Co. Boston
1920-23, osteopathic physician Boothbay
Harbor 1928-60, ret. Playwrite. Served to sgt.
USA 1918. d. Boothbay Harbor Oct. 29 1970.*
MAKEPEACE, True Edge-comb. A.B., M.D.
Med. Sch. 1917. Delta Upsilon. b.
Chesterville April 5 1891; s. of Benjamin F.
M'85; m. Jean Longfellow Sept. 28 1918; ch.:
Jane. Teacher Stratton 1912-13, intern Central
Me. General Hospital 1917-18, physician
Farmington 1919-34, Franklin Memorial
Hospital 1929-34 (roentgenologist, lab. dir.,
sec. med. staff). Thadeus Rodderick Post Am.
Legion (cdr., historian), master local Masonic
Lodge. Served to 1st It. MCUSA WWII, served
to capt. Reserve Corps, d. Farmington Nov. 6
1934.
MALONEY, Earle Francis. A.B. b. St.
George Aug. 29 1 89 1 ; m. Stella Cram June 20
1911; ch.: Bettina, Phyllis, Earle Jr., David,
Nancy, Anne. Principal (high sch. Holliston
MA 1913-16, Bacon Acad. Colchester CT
1916-18), instr. Girard Coll. Phila. PA 1918-22,
treas. Bryant Teachers bureau Phila. 1922-27,
banking & automobile business Collingswood
NJ 1927-32, partner & mgr. Fisk Teachers
Agency Phila. 1932-67. Dir. & trust officer
Collingswood Trust Co. Co-author: Types of
Mental Defect, d. Collingswood NJ May 13
1967.*
MARSH, Seward Joseph. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; L.H.D. New Eng. Coll. 1960.
Delta Upsilon. Class agt. 1932-36, Alumni
Fund dir. 1937-40. Recipient: Alumni Service
Award 1958. b. Pownal July 30 1890; m.
Mary Holyoke Sept. 25 1925; ch.: Molly. Plant
dept. Western Union Tel. Co. Boston 1912-16;
sales rep. Colgate Co. Portland 1916-18;
salesman & dist. mgr. invest. Nat. City Co.
Portland 1919-32; with John Hancock Life Ins.
Co. Portland 1932-37; invest. Perrin, West &
Winslow Inc. 1937-41; Bowdoin (alumni sec. &
ed. Bowdoin Alumnus 1942-59, sec. Alumni
Council & Alumni Assn., alumni sec. emeritus
1959-66), ret. 1959. Am. Alumni Council (dir.
1946-47, 1949-50; pres. 1953-54; hon. member
1960), dir. (Portland Players, Brunswick Area
United Way 1963-66). Served to 2nd It. USA
1918-19. d. Topsham July 10 1966.*
MATHEWS, Percy Warren. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Wilsons Beach N.B. Canada
June 9 1888; m. Mamie O'Brien July 6 1918.
Teacher (E. Dennis MA 1912-14, Washington
CT 1914-15, Framingham MA Sch. for Boys
1915- 17, Hill Sch. Pottstown PA 1917-18).
principal high sch. Lubec 1918. d. Lubec Oct.
17 1918.
McALISTER, Milton Vosmus. Bowdoin
1911-12. b. Lovell July 3 1882; m. Blanche
Barrows Jan. 18 1911; ch.: Eugene, Richard,
Lois, Clarice. Pastor (Salem NH 1909-11,
Congr. Church Eliot 1912-16, Pelham NH
1916-22, Buxton 1922-36), prop. R & W Store
Kennebunk 1935-47. d. Middlebury CT Sept.
24 1974.
McKENNEY, Jesse Hamilton. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Brunswick July 4 1889; m. Iva Record
Aug. 25 1915, m. Doris Timberlake July 29
1919: ch.: Janice. Asst. to headmaster Bridgton
Acad. 1912-13, with Western Union Tel. Co.
Boston 1913-15, principal Anson Acad. 1915-?,
asst. purchasing agt. Dingley-Foss Shoe Co.
Auburn, cost man Queen City Cotton Co.
Burlington VT 6 yrs., production mgr.
Dominion Wood Heel Co. Montreal P.Q.
Canada 2 yrs., businessman Sanford ca.
1928-30, caterer Westbrook 197-58, ret. Served
with USA WWI. d. San Luis Obispo CA Aug.
21 1970.*
MEANS, Leland Green. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Fund dir. 1947-50. b.
Orleans NE March 31 1891; s. of Edgar L. '87;
m. Sally Kimball March 31 1916; ch.: Leland
Jr., Richard, Sally. Invest, broker Maynard S.
Bird & Co. Portland 1912-26, Bond &
Goodwin Inc. Portland 1926-49 (asst. v.pres.
1930-33, v.pres. & dir. 1933-49), co-mgr. A. C.
Allyn & Co. 1949-63, invest, broker Francis I.
duPont & Co. 1963-64. Dir. Bangor Gas Co.
1942-? Served to ensign USN 1917-19. d.
Portland Nov. 10 1964.*
MIFFLIN, John Houston. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Ret., b. NYC May 8 1890; m. Lucy
Breckenridge Sept. 19 1917. Industrial
Relations Dept. Hooker Co., ret. Elder 1st
Presby. Church Niagara Falls, res. Lockport
NY.*
MITCHELL, John Arnett. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Ohio State Univ. 1925;
L.H.D. Central State Univ. 1957. b.
Gallipolis OH Sept. 9 1889; m. Grace Hatter
March 10 1919, m. Lulu Gee June 10 1950; ch.:
Faith, John Jr., Robert, Hilda. Instr. English
literature Tuskegee Inst. 1914-15, instr. & dean
academic dept. Southern Univ. Scotlandville
LA 1915-17, teacher Sumner High Sch. St.
Louis MO 1918-19, instr. & dean academic
dept. Southern Univ. 1919-21, principal jr. high
sch. Columbus OH 1921-59, ret. Member (nat.
board of dir. The Frontiers of Am., Columbus
Metropolitan Committee & Urban League,
mayor's wage & price stabilazation committee,
Columbus town meeting, the personnel &
industrial committees of the Columbus Urban
League, Nat. Educational Assn., Ohio
Secondary Sch. Principals Assn.), 32nd degree
Mason. Author: The Problem of the Negro
Child in the Light of Psychological Tests
(1924). d. Columbus OH Sept. 26 1969.*
MORSS, Edward Longworth. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Milton MA April 27
1893; m. Sybil Kittredge May 9 1917, m.
Florence Underwood Aug. 1 1 1930, m. Marion
Clark 1952; ch.: Philip. Ginn & Co. Boston
(editorial dept. 1912-30; mfg. dept. 1930-52,
head 1952-57; press plant mgr. Athenaeum
Press Cambridge MA 1942-?; dir. 1947-49), ret.
ca. 1954. Sec. & chmn. finance committee
Needham MA 1924-28. Served to capt. USA
1917-19. Co-author, d. Winter Park FL Feb. 5
1964.*
MOSELEY, John Henry. A.B., grad. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1909. b. Barkhampstead CT
Jan. 15 1882; m. Sarah Foss June 9 1909; ch.:
Charles, Clark. Mrs. Carleton Wells, Mrs.
Donald Pearce. Minister (Frankfort 1908-10.
Waldoboro 1910-11, New Sharon ca. 1911-12.
Colebrook NH ca. 1916. S. Royalton VT.
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Lunenbert VT, Dudley VT, Grafton MA ca.
1937, Windsor CT ca. 1949, Congr. Church
Riverton CT & W. Hartland CT Federated
Church 1951-60). d. Hartford CT Jan. 7 1960.
NEWELL, Joseph Henry. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Richmond Jan. 19 1890; m. Margaret
Wilson June 7 1919; ch.: John, Judson. Sales
rep. (Boston 1912-16, Chicago IL 1916), mgr.
Library Bureau office St. Paul MN 1917-18,
sales rep. Chicago 1919-23, advt. account
salesman Hearst Newspapers Chicago 1923-35,
ins. Chicago 1935-52. d. Lake Bluff IL Nov. 7
1952.
NICHOLS, George Henry. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Salmon Falls NH Aug. 31 1889; m. Olivia
Bagley June 22 1918, ch.: George Jr.,
Mary-Ellen. Wholesale dry goods Boston
1912-16, salesman Library Bureau Chicago IL
1916-27, Remington Rand (salesman Chicago
1927-32, dist. mgr. Wichita KS 1932-35), with
Howell Co. Detroit MI 1935-53. Served to 1st
It. USA 1916-19. d. Farmington MI Oct. 18
1953.
NICKERSON, Harry Arthur. Bowdoin
1908-09, LL.B. Univ. S.C. Kappa Sigma. b.
Boothbay Harbor May 10 1891; m. Hazel
Blake May 10 1919; ch.: Shirley, Jean. Atty.
(Portland 1920-21, Boston 1921-63). Dir.
YMCA Dorchester MA, chmn. Republican
Committee. Member Selective Service board
Dorchester WWII. Contbr. d. Sharon MA July
28 1963.*
NOLIN, Frank Elmer. Bowdoin 1909-11, Med.
Sch. 1908-09. Zeta Psi. b. Skowhegan Aug.
30 1888; m. Mertie Rice. With Nolin Mfg. Co.
Skowhegan 1911-?, res. Madison ca. 1927.
Served to SFC USA 1917-19. d. Augusta Jan.
18 1939.
OAKES, Ralph Gilbraith. Bowdoin 1908-09,
B.S. Farmington Normal Sch. 1918, A.M.
Univ. Me. 1928. Delta Upsilon. b.
Chesterville Nov. 28 1888; m. Myrtle Lyons
June 15 1921; ch.: Emily. Teacher Chesterville
1910-13, supt. sch. (Chesterville 1913-15;
Readfield, Belgrade, Fayette, Mt. Vernon
1918-25; Harpswell, Pownal, Yarmouth,
Freeport 1925-44), asst. mgr. New Eng.
Teachers Agency Inc. Portland 1944-48, ret.,
instr. Farmington State Coll. summer session
1949. d. Portland Nov. 7 1971.*
O'NEIL, Joseph Carter. A.B., Ed.M. Harvard
1929. Zeta Psi. b. Portland Jan. 28 1890; m.
Marie Dyer June 29 1916; ch.: Joseph Jr.,
Edith, Nathan, Mary. Teacher & coach high
sch. S. Portland 1912-15, chmn. science dept.
high sch. Portland 1915-20, high sch. Hartford
CT (teacher 1920-31, head science dept.
1927-50, v.principal 1930-50), ret. Grace Epis.
Church Windsor CT (clerk 1922-30, pres.
Laymen's Club), pres. Hartford Men Teachers
Club, chmn. credit committee Hartford
Teachers Federal Credit Union. Instr.
pre-flight training Harvard Adult Sch. WWII,
d. S. Portland April 17 1975.
PARCHER, Arthur Hale. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1915. Beta Theta Pi. b. Ellsworth July 4
1889; m. Winifred Hassall Oct. 8 1919; ch.:
Joan. Intern Eastern Me. General Hospital
Bangor 1915-16, physician (Ellsworth 1916-46,
Bangor 1924-25). Alderman Ellsworth,
member sch. board Ellsworth. Served to capt.
MCUSA 1917-19. d. Ellsworth Dec. 25 1946.
PERRY, Stephen Carroll. Bowdoin 1908-10.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland March 10 1890;
m. Mildred Meriweather Nov. 15 1913; m.
Esther Newton Feb. 6 1934; ch.: Barbara.
Cashier & chief clerk shipyard Jacksonville FL
1918-?, with Nat. Lead Co. Jacksonville 7-1928,
Me. agt. Curtis Publishing Co. Portland
1929-30, accountant Fidelity Trust Co.
Portland 1930-31, copy reader Portland Press
Herald 1931-39. d. Jacksonville FL June 23
1939.
PRATT, Loring. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b. Elmira
NY Nov. 4 1888; m. Marie Chandler Jan. 17
1920; ch.: Loring C, Chandler, Peter, Loring
G. '55. With Remington Typewriter Co.
Binghamton NY ca. 1914, advt. mgr. Edison
Lamp div. General Electric Co. Harrison NJ
1919-22, ed. & dir. Ahrens Publishing Co.
NYC 1922-29, advt. account exec. (Benton &
Bowles 1930-34; Erwin, Wasey & Co. 1935-39;
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc. 1940-49), ret. Dir.
Community Chest Mamaroneck NY, member
Grand Jurors Assn. Westchester County NY.
Served to sgt. USA 1918-19, chmn. Village War
Council Mamaroneck 1942-46. d. Nokomis FL
June 26 1953.*
PRATT, Lyde Stuart. A.B. Delta Upsilon. b.
Strong Jan. 5 1890. res. Fairfield.
PURINGTON, Ellison Smullen. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Sc.D. 1965; A.M.
Harvard (Everett fellow) 1913. Alpha Delta
Phi. Class agt. 1967-72. Ret.; b. Mechanic
Falls Oct. 13 1891; s. of Frank O. '80; m.
Harriet Mower April 28 1923, m. Catherine
watson Nov. 28 1959; ch.: Anne. Teacher
Ridgewood NJ High Sch. 1913-14, Nat. Bureau
Standards Washington DC (lab. asst. 1915 to
assoc. physicist 1918-20), Hammond Research
Corp. Gloucester MA (research engineer 1920
to pres. 1965-66), ret. With Inst, of Electricians
& Electrical Engineers 1919 to Life fellow
1972— . Contbr., holder 79 patents, res.
Gloucester MA.*
REYNOLDS, Harris Walter. Bowdoin
1908-10. b. Bangor Oct. 27 1886; m. Astnd
Norling June 26 1940. Teacher (Peterboro NH
191 1-13, Canaan); real estate broker, free-lance
photographer & lectr. Brookline MA ca.
1921-67. Ensign USNR 1918-21. Contbr. d.
Brookline MA June 17 1967.
RIDLEY, Frank Haddock. Bowdoin 1908-09.
b. Brunswick March 29 1889; m. Alice
Thomas June 30 1915; ch.: Arthur. With
George B. Ridley & Son Hardware Co.
Brunswick 1909-29, salesman hardware supply
1929-?, with Bath Iron Works WWII, ret. ca.
1961. d. Brunswick June 2 1973.*
RIGGS, Benjamin Hinckley. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Portland March 7 1889; m.
Margaret Mitchell Aug. 18 1917; ch.:
Winthrop II, Mary-Elizabeth. With Armour &
Co. Portland, sec. & treas. George C. Frye Co.
Portland 1936-52. Served to 2nd It. ordnance
1917-18. d. Portland March 1 1952.*
RODICK, Burleigh Cushing. A.B., A.M.
Harvard (University scholar) 1914; Ph.D.
Columbia 1928. Kappa Sigma. Ret., b.
Freeport June 12 1889. Instr. English 111. State
Normal Sch. 1915-16, master history
Laurenceville NJ 1918-19, prof. Allegheny
Coll. Meadville PA 1919-20, instr. history &
govt. Hunter Coll. Extension NYC 1920-42,
instr. history Wagner Coll. Staten Is. NYC,
asst. prof. Brooklyn Coll. NY 1938-59, ret. res.
NYC*
ROWELL, Parker Whitmore. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Roxbury MA Dec. 20 1887; m.
Janet Chesley Oct. 1 1913; ch.: Elizabeth, Jean,
Martha, Carolin. With Library Bureau
Menands NY 1913-19, purchasing tool &
production mgr. Waterbury CT Tool Co.
1919-25, credit mgr. Howland-Hughes Co.
Waterbury 1925-41, purchasing agt. Sperry
Vickers Co. Waterbury 1941-53, ret. Pres.
Waterbury Credit Bureau 1925-? d. Milford
CT March 7 1971.*
RUGG, Luther. Bowdoin 1908. b. Sterling
MA Feb. 1 1890. With Worcester MA
Telegram 2 yrs., deputy sheriff Catskill Patol &
construction foreman 2 yrs., with Worcester
Telegram 4 yrs., with Lynn MA Telegram 1 yr.
Served with MVM. Author, res. unknown.
RUSSELL, Earle Leander. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1915. Kappa Sigma, b. Portland Feb.
16 1890; m. Ellen Alexander Jan. 20 1934; ch.:
James, Katherine, Phoebe. Atty. Portland
1915-44, justice Me. Superior Court 1944-47.
Member (Common Council Portland 1916-19,
sch. board Portland 1920-38, Me. Industrial
Accident Comm. 1929-44, sch. board Cape
Elizabeth 1942-44), trustee (Portland Jr. Coll.,
Me. Wesleyan Sem. Kents Hill). Pvt. USA
1918-19. d. Portland Aug. 5 1947.*
SAYWARD, Ralph Kay. Bowdoin 1908-09,
A.B. Northeastern, LL.B. Northeastern. Delta
Upsilon. b. Oswego NY Sept. 13 1886; m.
Grace Maynard; ch.: Jonathan. Agriculture
Monmouth ca. 1909, atty. Maiden MA 197-41,
ret. Served in WWI. d. Falmouth MA Aug. 1
1971.*
SIMPSON, Frederick Benjamin. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Carmel June 19 1889; m.
Frances Eldridge March 13 1916; ch.: Francis
II. Pres. Bangor (F. L. Jones Co. 1916-28, radio
station WABI 1932-49), ret. d. Sullivan Sept. 3
1956.
SKILLIN, Carl Dana. A.B., B.D. Hartford
Theol. Sem. 1915. Delta Upsilon. b.
Hallowell March 29 1891; m. Viola Rose Nov.
20 1917; ch.: Keith, Dean, Glenn. Pastor
Congr. Church NH (Hancock 1915-18,
Franklin 1918-22), minister Peace Dale RI
Congr. Church 1922-29, Old S. Congr. Church
Worcester MA (minister religious education
1929-28, assoc. pastor 1929-37), general agt.
Farmers & Traders Life Ins. Co. Syracuse NY
1938-51, interim pastor MA 1938-51 (15
churches including Oxford, Paxton, Spencer,
Hudson, Leicester, Templeton, First Congr.
Church Shrewsbury, First Congr. Church
Boylston, Greendale People's Church, First
Christian Church Worcester 1943), pastor
United Church Hardwick VT 1951-58, ret.
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Trustee Franklin Hospital 1920-22, chmn.
(Am. Red Cross Peace Dale 1925-29, Mass.
State Congr. Religious Education Committee
1937, Worcester Interracial Council 1940). d.
Wakefield RI Dec. 16 1963.*
SLOCUM, Frank Davis. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Angelica NY July 13 1889; m. Sonia Galos
Jan. 22 1926. Teacher Hibbing MN 1915-?,
librarian Library War Service Am. Library
Assn. Camp Sheridan AL 1917-19, with Alcoa
Sheet Mill Works Maryville TN ca. 1920,
librarian (public library Brooklyn NY,
Columbia Univ. Library 197-24; John Crerar
Library Chicago IL 1924-25), teacher Caverly
Preventorium VT 1927-28, pvt. book dealer &
collector NYC 197-63. d. NYC Feb. 19 1963.
SMITH, Frank Arthur. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch.
1915. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1929-32,
Alumni Council 1932-35. b. Mascarene St.
George N.B. Canada; m. Edith Hamblin Aug.
20 1917; ch.: Frank Jr. '42, Alexander, Sarah.
Intern (Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary Portland,
Boston City Hospital), physician (Gorham
1920-28, Westbrook 1928-52). City physician
Westbrook, police commissioner Westbrook,
pres. (Cumberland County Med. Assn.
1950-51, Rotary Club Westbrook). Served to
capt. Royal Army Med. Corps 1915-20. d.
Westbrook Jan. 14 1952.*
SPRAGUE, Peleg William. Bowdoin 1908-11,
A.B. Wesleyan 1913. b. Bath July 8 1 89 1 . res.
unknown.
STEWART, George Hawley. Bowdoin
1908-10, A.B. Wesleyan 1916. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Bath May 26 1891; m. Faith Gracie. Mgr.
export firm (NYC, London England, Manila
P.I., Kobe Japan, Shanghai China ca. 1919-29),
material planner electrical dept. Bethlehem
Steel Corp. Quincy MA 1931-55. Served with
USA ca. 1917-19. d. Quincy MA Oct. 16 1955.
SULLIVAN, John Joseph, Jr. Bowdoin
1908-09, C.E. Princeton 1913. Phi Beta Kappa.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. S. Hadley Falls MA
Nov. 2 1891; m. Beatrice LaFrance Oct. 20
1923; ch.: Robert. Pulp & paper broker
Holyoke MA ca. 1948-58, sales rep. ca. 1948-58
(Groveton NH Paper Co., Holyoke MA). Asst.
mgr. Louis A. LaFrance Estate Holyoke. d.
Brookline MA Dec. 20 1958.
TIBBETTS, George Alton. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1915. Delta Upsilon. b. Gardiner May
16 1887; m. Mabel Hughes Aug. 26 1917; ch.:
Eleanor, George Jr. Physician Portland
1915-48, instr. surgery Me. Med. Sch. 1919-21.
F.A.C.S., pres. Cumberland County Med. Soc,
med. dir. V.A. Bureau Portland 1921-28.
Served to maj. MCUSA 1917-18. d. S. Portland
Feb. 21 1948.
TIMBERLAKE, Carl Billings. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1924. Zeta Psi. b. Lancaster
NH Jan. 3 1888; s. of Davis T. '70; m. Hazel
Littlefield Aug. 20 1921; ch.: Richard, John.
Teacher (Tabor Acad. Marion MA 1912-14,
high sch. Bath 1915-17), principal high sch.
(Freeport 1917-18, Berwick 1919-21), teacher
Crosby High Sch. Waterbury CT 1921-58, ret.
PFC USA 1918-19. d. Waterbury CT Nov. 15
1962.*
TORREY, Edward Wadsworth. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma. b.
Peabody MA April 19 1891; married Oct. 23
1929. With Int. Banking Corp. (NYC, London
England 1912-14; Ancon Canal Zone 1914-15;
Shanghai 1915-25; Dairen S. Manchuria
1925-29; Shanghai China 1929-31; Hankow
China 1932-34; Tietsin China 1934-41),
interned by Japanese 1941-43, with First Nat.
City Bank (NYC 1944-45; Tietsin, Peking
China 1946), ret. d. San Francisco CA March
10 1971.
VANNAH, Harold Perry. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b.
Waldoboro Oct. 11 1891; m. Bessie Locke Dec.
29 1915; ch.: Mrs. Thomas Carr, William '41,
Mary, Harold Jr. '46. Chemist (Me. State Dept.
of Agriculture Augusta 1912-13, U.S.
experimental station Orono 1913-15), with H.
P. Hood & Sons Newport VT 1915-18, research
chemist Brown Co. (Berlin NH, Belle Glade
FL 1926-31, Berlin 1931-41), dir. & v. pres.
plant research dept. Calif. Central Fibre Corp.
Pisgah Forest NC 1941-49, research chemist
Marine Colloids Inc. Rockland 1950-63.
Contbr. d. Rockland June 6 1963.*
WAIT I, Roland Hiram. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Gardiner July 6 1886. Ins. NYC 1912-14,
res. Berlin NH 1914-16, with Int. Paper Co.
Berlin 1916-17. Pvt. USA 1917-18. d. France
Sept. 7 1918.
WALTON, Everett Parker. A.B. b.
Dorchester MA March 15 1889; m. Leola
Goding June 25 1915; ch.: Dorothy, Gene.
Principal high sch. (Stratton 1913-15, Jay
1915- 16), teacher Portland Country Day Sch.
1916- 17, principal high sch. Rangeley 1917-19,
teacher high sch. CT (Manchester 1919-22,
Hartford 1922-38). Co-author: Social Biology
(1936). d. Manchester CT Sept. 3 1938.
WARREN, Carle Orestes. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1919.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Hollis March 27
1892; m. Ella Saunders Jan. 23 1943; ch.:
Joseph, William, Eve. Teacher (Houlton High
Sch. 1912-13, Westbrook Sem. Portland
1913-14, Moses Brown Providence RI 1914-15,
Horace Mann NYC 1915-17), instr.
mathematics Bowdoin 1918-19, headmaster
Marquand Sch. Brooklyn NY 1919-26, security
business NYC 1926-40, asst. headmaster
Oxford Acad. Pleasantville NJ 1940-46, prop.
& operator The Warren Sch. Olney MD
1946-56, ret. 1956, principal Truxton NY
Central 1957-62. Founder & prop. Camp
Waganski for Boys ME 1919-33. Served to 2nd
It. USA 1917-18. Author: N.Y. Model College
Entrance Aptitude Tests, res. Homer NY.*
WEEKS, Ernest Eugene. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Cornish Dec. 28 1890; m. Augusta Walker
Aug. 31 1916; ch.: Ernest Jr. '39, Donald,
Mary. Principal (high sch. N. Berwick 1912-13,
Fryeburg Acad. 1913-19, high sch. Gorham
NH 1919-21), agriculture Fryeburg ca. 1922,
principal (high sch. Conway NH 1923-24,
Parsonfield Sem. 1931-42), with credit union
Wilhmantic CT 1943-45. partner
Meadowbrook Farm Orchards Cornish
1945-51. Trustee Parsonfield Sem. 1946-51.
probation officer York County 1946-51. d. E.
Parsonfield March 13 1951.*
WELCH, Arthur Deehan. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1915. Theta Delta Chi. Scholarship Fund
established in his memory 1967. b. Portland
Oct. 16 1889; m. Jane Bogan April 11 1917;
ch.: Vincent '38, Kenneth '40. Atty. Portland
1915-71, ret. Charter member & pres. Kiwanis
Club Portland, dist. deputy (Knights of
Columbus, Elks), int. lectr. Nat. Kiwanis Club,
chmn. city council Portland. Named Man of
the Half-Century by Kiwanis Club Portland
1967, given city key by city council Portland
1967. Contbr. d. Portland Oct. 26 1972.*
WESTON, Andrew Donald. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Poland Oct. 29 1890; m. Hilda
Bridgham Oct. 27 1917; ch.: Margaret, Robert
'42, Richard, Patricia. Treas. & general mgr. A.
J. Weston Co. Mechanic Falls 1912-43,
purchasing dept. Consolidated Vultee Aircraft
Corp. Allentown PA 1943-45, asst. purchasing
agt. Am. Houses Inc. NYC 1945-48, salesman
& estimator Trexler Lumber Co. Allentown
1948-58, ret. d. Allentown PA Sept. 12 1962.*
WHITE, (Heman) Ashmead. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Class agt. 1940-52, Alumni Fund dir.
1942-45, Alumni Council 1946-49 (v.pres.
1947-48, pres. 1948-49), Sesquicentennial
Campaign Fund regional chmn. 1947-52, pres.
Alumni Assn. 1948-49, Overseer 1949-52. b.
Bangor Feb. 23 1890; m. Doris Pike Aug. 12
1944. Invest. Bangor 1912-36; pres. & treas.
Pierce, White Drummond Bangor 1936-52.
Dir. (Penobscot Savings Bank, Bangor Savings
Bank). Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d.
Bangor Dec. 8 1952.
WHITE, Richard Frazar. A.B. cum laude, Phi.
Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Winchendon MA Dec. 26 1890. d. at sea April
15 1912.
WILSON, Edmund. A.B. b. Portland Sept.
12 1890; s. of Bion '76; m. Marjorie Power
1937. With New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. Portland
1912-45, ret. 1945. d. Norwalk CT April 17
1950.
WILSON, George Frank. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Old Town March 29 1889; m. Edith Klein Feb.
19 1913, m. Daisy Murray Sept. 16 1922; ch.:
Ann. Catcher Detroit MI Tigers 1911, 1st
baseman Boston Red Sox 1914, teacher high
sch. Reading MA 1913-14, principal & teacher
high sch. Winthrop 1915-24, prop, chain of
Wilson's Dollar Stores (Winthrop 1915-57,
Livermore Falls ca. 1925-57, Auburn ca.
1930-57, Norway, Lewiston 1956-57), ret.
Trustee Kents Hill Sch.; v.pres. Lewiston.
Green & Monmouth Tel. Co.; member
advisory board Depositors Trust Co.;
participant Me. semi-professional baseball
several yrs. d. Augusta March 26 1967.
WOODCOCK, Allan. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch.
1915, Sc.D. 1955. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Overseer 1942-68 (Emeritus 1968-74).
Scholarship fund established in his memorv
1975. b. Bangor Mav 29 1891; m. Priscilfa
Crosby 1917; ch.: Sally, Allan Jr. '44. John '44.
Eastern Me. General Hospital Bangor (intern,
resident consulting orthopedic surgeon).
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orthopedic surgeon Bangor 19 19-? F.A.C.S.,
fellow Am. Acad. Orthopedic Surgeons, pres.
(New Eng. Bone & Joint Soc, Me. Med. Assn.
1959-?, Me. div. Am. Cancer Soc), member
city council Bangor 1936, chmn. campaign
fund St. Joseph Hospital Bangor ca. 1961.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1917-19. Recipient:
Me. Med. Assn. 50-yr. pin. d. Bangor Jan. 30
1974.*
WOODMAN, George Edwin. A.B. b.
Chelsea MA Nov. 22 1873; m. Alice Hopkins
(2nd marriage); ch.: Edwin, Ruth, Priscilla.
Minister Congr. Church (Monmouth
1898-1902, Wilmington VT 1903-06,
Monmouth 1906-09, Freeport 1909-13, Shirley
MA 1913-16, W. Boylston MA 1916-?, Milton
MA, Rye NH 7-1942, Duxbury MA 1942-46),
ret. 1946. d. Eustis FL May 18 1947.
WYMAN, Thomas Clark. Bowdoin 1908-10,
M.D. Tufts 1917. Zeta Psi. b. Portland April
2 1890; m. Marion Hastings Aug. 6 1921; ch.:
Ruth, George. With Chapman & Wyman Drug
Firm Portland 1910-13, physician Portland
1919-? Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1917-19. d.
Portland Nov. 14 1964.*
Class of 1913
ABBOTT, Chester Granville. A.B., LL.D.
Univ. Me. 1955. Kappa Sigma. Alumni Fund
dir. 1936-39, Overseer 1944-65 (v.pres. 1953-57,
pres. 1957-61, Emeritus 1965-71), 1962 capital
campaign committee chmn. Recipient: Alumni
Service Award 1945. b. Lynn MA June 1
1890; m. Olive Barnes Oct. 16 1915; ch.:
Nancy, Mary. Henley-Kimball Co. Portland
(salesman 1913-15, mgr. for ME 1915-24,
general mgr. Boston 1924-29, v.pres. 1929),
general sales mgr. Hudson Motor Car Co.
Detroit MI 1929-35, with Henley-Kimball Co.
Boston 1935-38, with Plymouth-Dodge
Transport Co. Portland 1938-41, First Nat.
Bank Portland (dir. 1938-71, v.pres. 1942-50,
pres. 1950-60, chmn. exec, committee & trust
officer 1960-71). Pres. (Me. Bankers Assn.
1953-55, C. of C. Portland 1942-44), chmn.
Industrial Development Committee Portland,
dir. (State of Me. Publicity Bureau 1955-65,
Oxford Paper Co. 1957-65, Hannaford
Brothers, New Eng. Council). Recipient:
Kiwanis Plaque for Distinguished Service to
the City of Portland 1946. d. Portland June 24
1971.*
ABBOTT, Howard Clement. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Deny NH March 31 1891; m. Lillian
Robbins, m. Mildred Goldsmith. Lafayette
Spring Water Co. Derry (bottler 1913-15, prop.
1915-22). Tax collector Derry 1922-56. Served
to It. USA 1918. d. Nashua NH March 4
1975.*
ALEXANDER, Moses Burpee. Bowdoin
1909-10. Zeta Psi. b. Woodstock N.B.
Canada Oct. 26 1889; m. Harriet Reed June 17
1914; ch.: Mrs. Herbert Livesay Jr., Mrs.
Ralph Kane, John, Donald. With Aroostook
Tel. Co. Houlton 1912, U.S. postmaster Bear
River N.S. Canada 1919-28, engineer
construction worker 1913-40, cost engineer
Tuckahoe NY ca. 1943. Served to capt. Royal
Canadian Army 1916-19; awarded British War
Medal, d. Mamaroneck NY March 26 1952.
ARCHER, Harold Davis. Bowdoin 1909-10.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Dorchester MA Dec. 25
1888; m. Alfreda Gore Oct. 7 1913, m. Evelyn
Meldrum June 6 1941. With Parke, Davis &
Co. Detroit MI ca. 1911; salesman Boston
1911- 16; sales rep. Parke, Davis & Co. (San
Juan P.R. ca. 1916-17, Caracas Venezuela ca.
1921); export sales mgr. Argentina branch
Sharp & Dohme Pharmaceuticals of Phila.
Buenos Aires Argentina 1940-49. Served to 1st
It. USA 1917-19. d. Brockton MA Feb. 8 1950.
BAKER, Edward Oliver Ticknor. A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa. Delta Upsilon. b. Meriden CT Sept.
30 1890; adopted ch.: Shirley. Instr. English
Univ. Vt. 1914, teacher Lawrence Smith Sch.
for Boys NYC ca. 1917, free-lance lectr.
English literature & poetry 1930-38, lectr.
English literature & composition div. univ.
extension Mass. State Dept. of Education
Boston ca. 1938-45, ret. d. Ann Arbor MI Dec.
5 1971.*
BELKNAP, Robert Willis. A.B., Med. Sch.
1912- 13, M.D. Harvard 1917. Zeta Psi. b.
Damariscotta Sept. 1 1890; m. Martha
Chapman Sept. 22 1917; ch.: Ruth, Martha,
Samuel '43, Robert Jr. '45, James '56, David
'58. Physician Damariscotta 1917-54. Chief of
staff Miles Memorial Hospital Damariscotta,
pres. Me. Med. Assn. 1954. Served to It. (jg)
MCUSN 1917-19. d. Damariscotta Aug. 11
1954.*
BROWN, Josiah Steele. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Whitinsville MA Sept. 23 1890; m. Florine
Price June 22 1925; ch.: Marilyn, Constance.
With R.I. Hospital Trust Co. Providence RI ca.
1913, treas. Boston Paper Mfg. Co., partner J.
S. Brown & Co. Detroit MI, with Aetna Life
Ins. Co. Syracuse NY, sales rep. & ins.
salesman Woodland Art Co. of George's Mills
NJ & Gae's Originals of Briarcliff Manor NY
(Darien CT ca. 1961-70, Stamford CT
1970-72). Served to 2nd. It. USA 1917-18. d.
Stamford CT Jan. 9 1972.*
BUCK, Percy Clarence. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Harrison Dec. 11 1890; m. Elizabeth
Rice June 12 1920; ch.: Barbara, Phyllis.
Principal High Sch. W. Upton MA 1913-1914,
with Defiance Paper Co. Niagara Falls NY
1915-1917, v.pres. & dir. Acheson Industries
Inc. 1919-71, ret. Member Salvation Army
Board, Boy Scouts. Served to 1st It. USA
1917-18. res. Port Huron ML*
BULL, Charles Roy. A.B., LL.B. George
Washington Univ. 1916. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Oakland CA Aug. 7 1891. Atty. NYC 1916-17,
with Bureau of War Risks Ins. Washington DC
1917. Served to sgt. USA 1917-18. d. Camp Lee
Petersburg VA Oct. 11 1918.
BURLEIGH, Edwin Clarence. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Augusta Dec. 9 1891; s. of
Clarence B. '87; m. Catherine Currier Oct. 28
1914. Kennebec Journal Augusta 1913-30
(reporter, city ed.), treas. & mgr. Kennebec
Coal & Lumber Supply Inc. Hallowell 1930-41,
with Me. State Liquor Comm. Gardiner
1941-61, ret. 1961. Dir. YMCA Augusta,
trustee public library Hallowell, Me. Magicians
Assn. (pres. 1947, sec.-treas. 1950-57). d.
Pittston July 18 1966.
BUSFIELD, Manning Hapgood. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Bangor Dec. 29 1889; m. Grace
Sorensen Oct. 2 1926. Banking NYC 1913-14,
advt. mgr. Torrington CT Daily News ca. 1916,
salesman tech. service dept. Calco Chem. div.
Am. Cyanamid Co. (Bound Brook NJ 1933-43,
Auburn 1943-55), dir. research applications
Peerless Color Co. Inc. Plainfield NJ 1955-?
Served to cpl. USA 1917-19. d. Norwood MA
Oct. 20 1959.
CARNEY, Harold Edwards. Spec. 1909-10,
Med. Sch. 1908-09, M.D. Tufts 1916. b.
Portland Feb. 7 1888; m. Florence Robinson
Jan. 24 1917; ch.: Martha, Louise, Harold Jr.
Physician (Boston 1916-17, Macon GA 1920),
surgeon USPHS (Ashville NC 1920-21,
Alexandria LA 1922-23, Kerrville TX 1923-24),
physician (Panama City Panama 1924-25,
Monroe LA 1926-29). Served to capt. MCUSA
1917, served to It. col. MCUSAR ca. 1917-20.
d. Monroe LA Nov. 6 1929.
CARR, John Coleman. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Upsilon. b. Frankfort June 15 1890; m. Ruth
Green 1915; ch.: Mrs. Fred Yale, Mrs. Rufus
B. Bishop, Mrs. Edward Martin. Teacher
(Wilbraham MA Acad. ca. 1913, high sch.
Holyoke MA, high sch. Meriden CT 1919-26),
principal & teacher CT (high sch. Branford
1926-44, Guilford 1944-?), with Conn. Savings
Bank New Haven CT. Member board of
assessors Guilford. Served to sgt. Conn. State
Guard, d. New Haven CT March 29 1963.
CHILDS, John Swasey. Bowdoin 1909-10.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Canton Jan. 5 1889; m.
Mildred Cobb Nov. 25 1920, m. Mary
McKenney; ch.; Jean, Joan, John Jr. With
Standard Box Co. Auburn 1910-17, mgr. paper
box dept. Norwich Knitting Co. NY ca.
1920-54, ret. 1954. Served to 1st It. USA
1917-19, served with Me. Nat. Guard 1920-40,
served to maj. USA 1941-45. d. W. Hollywood
FL April 3 1958.
CLANCY, John Terence. Bowdoin 1909-10.
Kappa Sigma. b. New Brunswick NJ Aug.
29 1890. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917. deceased.
COLBY, Rensel Harold. A.B. b. Wellesley
MA Nov. 12 1881; m. Ida McPhetres June 24
1914; ch.: Barbara, John. Clerg. Congr.
Church (Scarborough 1913-28, S. Paris
1928-49, Wiscasset 1949-52). 1st v.pres. Board
of Trade Scarborough, disaster chmn. Am. Red
Cross S. Oxford 1940-43, dir. S. Pans Library
Assn. 1938-48 (pres. 1940-41). Congr. Christian
Conf. of Me. (clerk 1929-34, v.pres. 1934, pres.
1935, dir. 1933-39), member Spec. Prison
Investigation Board 1950-51. Served as
chaplain Me. State Guard 1942-45. Recipient:
Boy Scouts of Am. Silver Beaver Award 1947.
d. Wiscasset Sept. 6 1952.
COMERY, Sanford Burton. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Scholarship fund established in his
memory 1936. b. Thomaston April 1 1891;
m. Lillian Chaffee June 29 1918; ch.: Franklin
'41. Principal high sch. Newport NH 1913-16,
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high sch. Belmont MA (asst. principal, head
science dept. 1916-21, principal 1921-35). d.
Belmont MA Dec. 20 1935.
CONANT, Reginald Odell. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Portland Oct. 1 1889; s. of
Frederick O. '80; m. Marion Drew June 1 1916.
With Marine Hardware Equipment Co. S.
Portland, invest. Fidelity Trust Co. Portland,
with Nat. City Co. NYC 1918-?, with Paine
Webber & Co. NYC, with R. O. Conant & Co.
NYC 7-1940, ret. Pres. York Utility Co.
Sanford 1928-?, dir. Casco Bay Light & Power
Co. 1946-?. chmn. Brunswick (Am. Red Cross
WWII, town planning committee), d.
Brunswick Nov. 19 1965.*
COWAN, Frank Irving. A.B., LL.B. Univ. Me.
1918. b. Palmyra May 20 1888; m. Helen
Caspar Oct. 11 1913; ch.: Caspar '36,
Frederick, Douglas, Cynthia. Teacher (high
sch. Plymouth 1908-09, tech. high sch. Newton
MA 1913-14), principal Calais Acad. 1914-15,
atty. (Bangor 1917-18, Portland 1918-48).
Portland Common Council (member 1920-22,
pres. 1921-22), recorder Municipal Court
Portland 1926-31, regional dir. Federal Land
Bank Springfield MA 1932-35, State Mutual
Fire Ins. Co. (dir. 1935-48, pres. 1935-40), dir.
Aroostook Mutual Fire Ins. Co. 1940-48, lectr.
Peabody Law Sch. Portland 1936-41, founder
Cumberland Legal Aid Bureau, Me. state rep.
1939-40, Me. atty. general 1941-45, state sec.
New Eng. Legal Aid Council & Nat. Assn. of
Legal Aid Organizations, ed. Me. Law Review
ca. 1917. d. Portland Feb. 23 1948.*
CRAIG, Vurnyer Adrian. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Mattawamkeag March 5 1882; m. Verna
Larrabee Nov. 6 1912; ch.: Keith, Richard,
Leonard. C.L.U.; with Craig Brothers Detroit
MI ca. 1913, teacher ME, ins. underwriter
Niagra Falls Ont. Canada 1916-1956. d.
Niagara Falls Ont. Canada Nov. 4 1956.
CREIGHTON, James Alexander. Bowdoin
1909-11, B.S. M.I.T 1914. Psi Upsilon. b.
Thomaston Jan. 16 1891; m. Helen Copeland
Sept. 29 1917; ch.: James Jr., Lois, Joanne.
With Bethlehem Steel Co. (Steelton PA
1915-26, supt. open hearth Lackawanna NY
1926-49, supt. steel div. Lackawanna 1949-50).
d. Hamburg NY Nov. 16 1950.*
CROSBY, Laurence Alden. A.B. summa cum
laude. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Bangor Dec.
20 1892. res. Bangor.
CROWELL, Cedric Russell. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Alumni Council 1926-29, 1932-35. Theater
book fund established in his memory 1956.
b. N. Vassalboro Feb. 1 1889; m. Hester
Flynn Oct. 8 1919; ch.: Jane, David '49. Asst.
traveling sec. Nat. headquarters Zeta Psi NYC
1913-14; actor NYC 1914-15; general mgr.
Doubleday, Page Book Shops NYC 1919-37;
Doubleday, Doran & Co. (sales mgr. 1937-45,
dir. 1934-46, sec. 1938-46, v.pres. 1945-46);
authors' agt. (Port Washington NY 1946-52,
Roxbury CT 1952-55); lectr., bookselling NYC
(Cooper Union, Columbia, N.Y. Univ.).
Trustee public library Port Washington
1925-52, co-founder & trustee Manhasset Bay
Sch. Port Washington, founding member &
officer Port Washington Play Troupe 1936-55,
dir. & hon. fellow Am. Booksellers Assn.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19. d. Roxbury CT
June 25 1955.*
CUMMINGS, George Otis. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1916. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b.
Portland July 31 1891; s. of George H. '72; m.
Sybil Kemp Nov. 25 1927; ch.: Sybil, George
Jr. '42, Albert '46. Physician Portland 1919-?,
past pres. staff Me. Med. Center, ret. F.A.C.S.
Served to It. MCUSN 1916. Contbr. med.
articles, res. Portland.*
CUSHMAN, Albert Percival. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1915, grad. USNA 1918. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Ellsworth Aug. 11 1891; m. Ellen
Sommerville June 2 1920; ch.: Jane. V.pres.
Merrill Trust Co. Bangor 1918-33, pres.
Northampton MA Nat. Bank 1933-?, ret. Pres.
C. of C. Northampton, member vestry Epis.
Church. Served to ensign USN 1918. res.
Clinton CT.*
DANIELS, Theodore William. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Natick MA March 6 1891;
m. Helen Baily Dec. 30 1919; ch.: Theodore,
Richard. Chemist U.S. Steel Pittsburgh PA
1913- 16, electric ice operator Electric Steel Co.
Speedway City IN 1916-17, Wheeling WV
Mold & Foundry (roll metallurgist 1919-22,
mgr. Warwood Plant 1922-31), supt.
Macintosh Hempshill Co. Pittsburgh 1931-36,
asst. general supt. U.S. Steel Canton OH
1936-56, ret. res. Canton OH.*
DODGE, Leon Alfred. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Damariscotta March 22 1891; m.
Christine Huston June 24 1916; ch.: Joel, Leon
Jr. With New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. (Boston
1914- 15, Bangor 1916-17), First Nat. Bank of
Damariscotta (cashier 1920-32, pres. & trust
officer 1932-54, dir. 1920-54), ret. Co-prop. &
mgr. Winslow Ins. Agency Damariscotta, dir.
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston 1936-?, Me.
Bankers Assn. (pres. 1939-40, member exec,
council 1943-?), pres. & dir. Miles Memorial
Hospital Damariscotta, trustee & treas.
Lincoln Acad. Newcastle, pres. Lincoln
County Cultural & Historical Assn. 1957.
Served to ensign USN 1918-19. Contbr. d.
Damariscotta Aug. 31 1948.*
DODGE, Willis Elden. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Bates 1925. Delta Upsilon.
b. Calais Sept. 8 1889; m. Florence Dunn
Aug. 27 1918. Teacher Worcester MA Acad.,
principal high sch. (Princeton 1915-18,
Branford CT 1923-25, Great Neck NY 1925-?),
supt. sch. Great Neck ?- 1 940, teacher Western
Reserve Acad. Hudson OH 1942-54, pastor
Federated Church Pittsfield VT 1954-58.
Served to sgt. USA 1918. d. Auburn June 10
1958.
DOLE, Stanley Fuller. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Alumni Fund dir. 1944-47, Alumni Council
1947-51 (v.pres. 1948-49, pres. 1949-50),
Overseer 1951-62. b. Portland July 9 1890;
m. Valrosa Vail 1925; ch.: Stanley Jr. *47.
Invest. Stone & Webster Boston 1914-16, Great
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. Springfield MA
1921-55 (unit mgr. Albany NY 1922-25,
auditor Boston 1926-27, asst. to general auditor
NYC 1928-31, treas. central western div.
Detroit MI 1931-55), ret. Dir. (United
Foundation Detroit, Detroit Board of
Commerce 1946-?, Inst, for Economic
Education), Olivet MI Coll. (trustee 1951-?,
v.pres. 1955-58), member exec, committee
General Council of the Congr. Christian
Churches of Am. 1956-62, Am. Red Cross
Detroit (chmn. 1954, dir.), member (Am.
Comm. to Negotiate Peace 1919, Am. Mission
to Russia 1919-20. Recipient: White Russian
Order of St. Anne 3rd class. Order of St.
Stanislav 2nd class, d. Alden MI Oct. 4 1962.*
DOUGLAS, Paul Howard. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1953; A.M. Columbia
1915; Ph.D. Columbia 1921; LL.D.
MacMurray Coll. 1950; LL.D. Bates 1950;
LL.D. DePaul Univ. 1950; LL.D. St. Ambrose
Coll. 1951; LL.D. Lake Forest Univ. 1951;
LL.D. William and Mary Coll. 1951; LL.D.
Oberlin 1951; LL.D. New Sch. for Social
Research 1951; LL.D. Univ. Rochester 1952;
LL.D. Knox Coll. 1953; LL.D. Bryant 1953;
LL.D. Bucknell Univ. 1953; LL.D. Brandeis
Univ. 1953; LL.D. Bard Coll. 1966; LL.D.
Tulane Univ. 1966; LL.D. Amherst 1966;
Litt.D. Rollins Coll. 19? Delta Upsilon.
Recipient: Bowdoin Prize 1938. b. Salem
MA March 26 1892; m. Dorothy Wolff, m.
Emily Taft March 14 1931; ch.: John, Helen,
Paul, Dorothea, Jean. Instr. economics Univ.
111. 1916-17, asst. prof. Reed Coll. 1917-18,
assoc. prof. Univ. Wash. 1919-20, Univ.
Chicago (asst. prof, industrial relations
1920-23, assoc. prof. 1923-25, prof, economics
1925-48), visiting prof. Amherst Coll. 1924-27,
Guggenheim fellow 1931, U.S. senator 1948-66,
prof, economics & politics New Sch. for Social
Research 1966, ret. Pres. Am. Economic Assn.
1947, alderman city council Chicago 1939-42,
fellow (Econometric Soc, AAAS). Served to It.
col. USMC 1942-46; awarded Bronze Star,
Purple Heart. Recipient: Sidney Hillman
award 1957, Congressional Distinguished
Service award 1961. Author 12 books
including: American Apprenticeship and
Industrial Education (1921), Wages and the
Family (1925), Real Wages in the United
States (1930), The Coming of a New Party
(1932), The Theory of Wages (1934),
Controlling Depressions (1935), Ethics in
Government (1952), America in the Market
Place (1966), In the Fullness of Time: The
Memoirs of Paul Douglas (1971); contbr. d.
Washington DC Sept. 24 1976.*
DUFFEY, George Campbell, Jr. Bowdoin
1 909- 1 1 . Kappa Sigma, b. Medford MA Oct.
15 1892. With Sears Roebuck & Co. Seattle
WA 1912-14; with Mitchell, Duffey Co.
Medford 1914-16; with Henley-Kimball Co.
Boston 1917-24 (office mgr. 1924-28, mgr.
service dept. 1928-38); ret. 1939. d. Medford
MA Jan. 31 1940.
DUNPHY, John Edward. A.B.; A.M. Catholic
Univ. 1917; M.B.A. Univ. Colo. 1932; LL.B.
Nat. Univ. 1940; M.P.L., S.J.D. Nat. Univ.
1941. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Dec. 3
1888; m. Amy Carruthers Nov. 17 1922.
Accountant Grand Trunk RR Portland, agt.
Prudential Ins. Co. Portland 1923-26. prof,
sociology Coll. of St. Teresa Winona MN
1929-30, dir. dept. of economics & finance
Regis Coll. Denver CO ca. 1929-33. instr.
economics Univ. Denver 1933-34, economic
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analyst U.S. ICC Washington DC ca. 1935-39.
Served to ensign USN 1918-19. d. Silver Spring
MD Aug. 30 1960.
EBERHARDT, Walter Faber. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Brooklyn NY Nov. 7 1891; m. Harriet
Kimball Dec. 30 1925. Business (Winnipeg
Man. Canada 1913-14, Duluth MN 1914-16,
Washington DC 1918), public relations dept.
Electric Research Products Co. NYC 1918-35.
Author: Murderous Voice, Sundown, She
Gave Up Stardom, Classmates, Dagger in The
Dark, Jigsaw Puzzle, Murder, d. Scarsdale NY
Oct. 27 1935.
EDWARDS, Frederick Trevenen. Bowdoin
1909-1 1, A.B. Columbia 1915. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Cambridge MA July 11 1892. Served to 1st
It. USA 1917-18. d. near Montfan^on France
Oct. 6 1918.
EMERY, Paul Hamilton. A.B. b. Biddeford
Dec. 23 1892. Greeley CO Tribune (editorial
staff 1913-30, night ed. 1930-58), irrigation
farming Greeley ca. 1918-60. Ensign USN
1918-20. d. Greeley CO Sept. 29 1960.
EMERY, Theodore Evans. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Randolph Oct. 4 1888; m. Eleanor Lewis
Oct. 6 1919; ch.: Theodore Jr., Weston,
Carleton. Agriculture Pharr TX ca. 1913-15,
agt. Tex. Oil Co. Lewiston ca. 1915-18, pres. &
treas. Kennebec Oil Co. Augusta 1920-30, pres.
Emery Co. Gardiner 1930-35, Emery Inst, for
the Correction of Stammering & Stuttering
Winter Park FL (founder & dir. 1935-64, pres.
1940-64, speech correction research 1961-64).
Me. Independent Oil Dealers Assn. (organizer
& pres. 1927); speech therapy Orange County
schs. FL 1943-48, 1950-52. Served to ensign
USN 1918-20. Co-author: The Emery Guide
for the Correction of Stammering, d. Winter
Park FL Jan. 29 1964.*
FARNHAM, Charles Richard. Bowdoin
1909-11. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Bath Nov. 9
1889; m. Ena Smith Sept. 11 1934. Lumber
business Bath 1911-24, custodian Bowdoin
Library, ret. res. Brunswick.*
FOGG, Neil Augustus. A.B., Med. Sch.
1908-10, M.D. Harvard 1916. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Freeport Nov. 25 1889; m. Doris Perry Dec.
29 1922; ch.: Donald, Neil. Intern Mass.
General Hospital Boston 1916-17, physician
Rockland 1919-54, surgeon & chief of staff
Knox County General Hospital Rockland
197-54, ret. Me. state rep. 1934. Served to 1st It.
MCUSA 1918-19. d. Portland April 27 1958.
FULLER, Edwin Johnson. A.B. b.
Brookfield MA Oct. 8 1889; married.
Consulting forester Boston ca. 1918; city
forester, supt. of parks & cemeteries Orlando
FL ca. 1924. d. Haverhill MA July 11 1954.
GARDNER, Daniel Earl. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Calais July 26 1890; m. Villa Jacoby Dec.
27 1923; ch.: Daniel Jr., William '57. Teacher
(Washington Acad. E. Machias 1913-14,
Hebron Acad. 1914-16, Tabor Acad. Marion
MA 1916-18, Wilbraham MA Acad. 1918-19),
Riverdale Country Sch. NYC (athletic dir. &
teacher 1919-57, asst. headmaster & principal
1927-57), ret. Chmn. Prospective Students
Committee NYC 1937-39, pres. Schoolmasters'
Assn. of N.Y. & Vicinity 1935-36. Served to
2nd It. USA 1918, served with Mass. State
Guard 1916-18. d. Dallas TX Sept. 26 1972.
GATES, Herbert Frank. Spec. 1909-11. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Mardin Turkey July 2 1888.
GILBERT, Harold Davis. Delta Upsilon. b.
N. New Portland Feb. 15 1891. With Am.
Radiator Co. Boston 1913-14; with Crown
Cork & Seal Co. Boston 1914-15; with E.
Crosby & Co. Brattleboro VT 1916; with
Tucker, Anthony & Co. Boston 1916-18; bond
salesman Blodgett & Co. Portland 1919-24;
with Weld, Green & Co. ca. 1924-33; invest,
securities 1933-37; ins. 1938; invest, securities
duPont, Homsey Co. Boston ca. 1938-46.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1918. d. Portland Feb.
28 1946.
GREENE, Winthrop Stephenson. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Worcester MA May 1 6 1 89 1 ; s.
of Joseph M. L. '77; m. Jacqueline Barker Oct.
14 1926; ch.: Jacqueline. Ins. Worcester
1913-22, U.S. Foreign Service 1924-51 (U.S.
v.consul Cobh Ireland 1924-29, 3rd sec.
Embassy Santiago Chile 1926-29, 3rd sec.
Legation Bern Switzerland 1930-34, 2nd sec.
Legation Bogota Columbia 1934-39, sr. foreign
service officer charge d'affaires Stockholm
Sweden 1939-43, 1st sec. Embassy Norweigian
govt.-in-exile London England 1944-45, charge
d'affaires U.S. Legation Luxembourg 1944, 1st
sec. Embassy Oslo Norway 1945-46, consul
general Lagos Nigeria 1946-48, Bratislava
Czechoslovakia 1948-?, Am. Legion Vienna
Austrai 7-1951), ret. Spec, correspondent
Worcester Telegram Vienna 1951-7. sec. U.S.
delegation Conf. on Limitation of
Manufacture of Narcotic Drugs Geneva
Switzerland 1931, trustee Worcester County
Musical Assn. 1920-7 Served to capt. USA
1917-19, served to It. col. 1922-24. d. Vienna
Austria May 13 1970.
GREENWOOD, Carleton. Bowdoin 1909-11.
Kappa Sigma. b. Boston Oct. 12 1889; m.
Marie Walsh; ch.: Grace, Carleton. Teacher
Ensenada P.R. 1913-14, cane sugar business
1914-31 (P.R., Dominican Republic, Peru,
Cuba, FL), Frankfort Distilleries Inc.
Louisville KY, Jospeph E. Seagram & Sons
1931-56 (New Eng. rep., asst. dist. mgr.. Four
Roses branch mgr.). d. Boca Rotan FL Feb. 16
1971.*
HAGAN, Mark Langdon. A.B. b. Bath Feb.
8 1891. Ins. Boston 1926-32, with CCC
1933-38. Served to Yeoman 1/c USN 1917-26.
d. Wallingford VT Nov. 7 1938.
HAGAR, Raymond Kingsley. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. Richmond March 2 1891; m. Regis
Pond May 18 1914. Pharmacist Liggett's Drug
Store Patten 1913-40, machinist Phila. PA
1940-7 Served with USNR 1917-19. d. Phila.
PA Oct. 19 1951.*
HALL, Harry Howes. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Hudson MA May 19 1891; s. of
John C. '85; m. Mildred Allan March 6 1916;
ch.: Allan, Lisanne. Efficiency work Boston
Woven Hose & Rubber Co. 1913-14, New Eng.
sales mgr. (Elson Art Publishing Co.,
Houghton-Mifflin Publishing Co. Boston
1915-24), sales rep. textbooks Milton Bradley
Publishing Co. of Boston Los Angeles CA
1924-7, sales mgr. sch. dept. Schwabacher-Frey
Co. Los Angeles ca. 1937-55, with sch. dept.
Macpherson's Stationers Los Angeles 1955-60,
ret. Illustrator, d. Fullerton CA Feb. 8 1966.
HASKELL, Charles Blanchard. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Pittsfield Jan. 21 1891;
married; ch.: Priscilla, Martha, David.
Submaster Me. Central Inst. Pittsfield 1913-15,
principal (Leavitt Inst. Turner 1915-19, high
sch. S. Portland 1919-25), headmaster Abbott
Sch. Farmington 1925-7, principal high sch.
Milton MA, instr. physics 1948-52 (Univ.
N.H., Univ. Conn. Ft. Trumbull), d. Boston
Dec. 3 1959.
HATCH, Charles Alfred. A.B., B.D. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1913, S.T.B. Andover Theol. Sem.
1916. b. St. Albans VT March 8 1886; m.
Francesca Walker May 27 1914, m. Marjorie
Rollins June 16 1928; ch.: Charles Jr., Stephen,
Paul. Clerg. Congr. Church Manchester MA
1913-16, teacher (high sch. Biddeford ca. 1919,
Mill Brook Sch. Concord MA, Powder Point
Sch. Duxbury MA ca. 1924, Brewster Acad.
Wolfeboro NH 1924-34), principal high sch.
Ossipee NH 1934-37, teacher high sch.
Templeton MA 1943-7 Organist First Congr.
Church Concord NH 1924-34. d. Bradenton
FL March 12 1952.
HAZLETON, Philip Thoburn. Bowdoin 1909.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Sioux Falls SD April 19
1890; m. Virginia Holland Aug. 16 1921; ch.:
Mrs. Sanford Mirling, Philip. Clerk Portland
1910-7, atty. U.S. Veterans Bureau 197-50
(Washington DC, Richmond VA). d. Brockton
MA Sept. 2 1950.
HINCH, Stanley John. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Danforth April 30 1889; m.
Helen Kelley Nov. 16 1911; ch.: John, Mrs.
Thomas E. Ahern Jr. Lumber business
Danforth 1918-7 1st town selectman Danforth.
Served to 1st It. USA 1918. d. Seattle WA June
12 1964.
HOLT, Benjamin Dyer. A.B., LL.D. Harvard
1917. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Aug.
11 1890; s. of Erastus E. M'74; m. Anne
Payson Dec. 17 1917; ch.: Sally, Benjamin.
Lawyer (Cook McGowan Foote et al
Cleveland OH 1919-32; pvt. practice NYC
1932-45, Portland 1945-49), farmer Thornhurst
Farm Inc. Falmouth 1949-67, ret. Served to
2nd It. USA 1917-19. d. April 16 1977.*
HOWES, Herbert Martin. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1917. b. Newton MA Dec. 20 1890; m.
Jamie Mountfort June 2 1917. Asst. prof,
pathology Med. Sch. 1918-19. Served to 1st It.
MCUSA 1918-19. d. Brunswick Jan. 10 1919.
IWASAKI, Shintaro. Bowdoin 1912, A.B.
Middlebury Coll. 1913. b. Osaka Japan Feb.
13 1883. Clerg. Tokyo Japan ca. 1927. res.
Tokyo Japan 1940.
JONES; Leon Everett. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Portland
Nov. 16 1890; m. Frances Bradish May 25
1922; ch.: Leone. Trainee Barrett Co. Boston
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1913-16, Me. rep. Portland (S. W. Straus & Co.
1919-25, H. M. Byllesby & Co. 1925-35, Paul &
Co. 1935-43), supervisor inventory control New
Eng. Shipyard S. Portland 1943-47, chief
examining section V.A. Portland 1947-1960.
PFC USA 1918-19. res. Portland.*
KENNEDY, Raymond Davenport. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Ret.; b. Jefferson Oct. 19 1887; m. Anna
Smith June 14 1917. Harrisburg PA Acad,
(teacher 1913-17, 1922-28, 1936-42;
headmaster 1942-48), teacher (Marion MA
1920-21, Boston 1921-22, Southern Pines NC
1928-36), Pa. State Coll. Harrisburg (instr.
English composition, librarian 1948-50), ret.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19. res. Rockland.*
KNIGHT, Ira Benjamin. Bowdoin 1909-10.
Kappa Sigma, b. Keene NH Nov. 28 1888;
m. Marian Lord Aug. 27 1914; ch.: Emile,
Mary. Principal high sch. (several towns
Washington County 1913-18, Eastport
1918-20), office mgr. & bookkeeper Bangor
1920-28, service station operator Gardner MA
1929-33, with furniture factory Gardner ca.
1933-39, accountant U.S. Timber Salvage
Gardner 1939-40, ret. 1940. Playground & Park
Commissioner Gardner 1937-40. d. Templeton
MA Feb. 16 1952.
LEAVITT, Verd Russell. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Wilton Aug. 24 1891; m. H. Edna Rice Sept.
27 1916; ch.: Mrs. John W. Beach, Brooks '46,
Jane. Invest. Bertron, Griscom & Co. Hartford
CT 1914-18; Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis
Hartford 1918-41 (mgr. CT 1918-41, resident
partner 1941-46). Dir. (Lincoln Fire Ins. Co.
NYC 1924-33, Am. Reserve Ins. Co. NYC
1925-33, Veeder-Root Inc. 1928-33 Plantsville
CT Nat. Bank, underwriters Finance Co.
Hartford, Trumbull-Vanderdoel Lumber Mfg.
Co. Bantam CT), pres. Conn. Invest. Bankers
Assn. d. W. Hartford CT Sept. 12 1946.*
LEWIS, John. Bowdoin 1 909- 1 1 . Zeta Psi. b.
Sherman Mills March 16 1889; m. Mildred
Chute Aug. 16 1917; ch.: John Jr. Atty.
Skowhegan 1915-40. Treas. Somerset Law &
Library Assn. d. Skowhegan Oct. 8 1940.
LIPPINCOTT, Wilmot Clyde. A.B., Med. Sch.
1916. Theta Delta Chi. b. Augusta Oct. 1
1891; m. Ruth Ross Aug. 29 1931. Industrial
chemist, asst. supt. (Cherry River Paper Co.
Richwood WV 1913-15, S. D. Warren Co.
Westbrook 1915, Pejepscot Paper Co.
Topsham 1916-17); mgr. mechanical sales
dept. B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co. NYC
1917-36. Served to 1st It. USA 1918. Author:
Outdoor Advertising, asst. ed.: Real Estate
Handbook, d. NYC June 25 1936.
LUNT, Paul Cammett. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Portland Nov. 2 1889; m. Helen Thompson
May 8 1917; ch.: James '42, Benjamin, Richard
'50, Elizabeth, Ruth, Margaret. With Wyman
Paper Box & Lumber Co. Portland ca. 1913,
theater mgr., real estate Portland 1913-? Dir. S.
Portland Bldg. & Loan Assn. d. S. Portland
Jan. 26 1971.
MARDEN, Aaron. Bowdoin 1909-10. b.
Farmington May 20 1889; married; ch.: Erma,
Heulur, Harold. Teacher Starks 1910-14, sch.
supt. 1914-15, caretaker Adm. Peary Estate
Eagle Is. Harpswell 20 yrs. d. Augusta Dec. 1
1955.
MARSTON, Clair Randolph. Bowdoin
1909-10. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Skowhegan May 17 1886. Plumbing & heating
business Waterville 1910-23, salesman Franklin
Service & Sales Waterville 1923-?, prop. &
operator summer sporting camps Messalonskee
Lake Oakland, d. Waterville June 25 1962.
McMAHON, William Benedict. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Brunswick May 18 1888; m.
Dorothy Eaton June 1918; ch.: Marjorie,
Dorothy. Salesman (Boston 1913-21,
Washington DC 1921-24), with U.S.
Immigration & Naturalization Service
Chateaugay NY 1924-58. d. Chateaugay NY
March 27 1958.*
McMURTRIE, Douglas Howard. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.S. M.I.T 1915. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Franklin MA April 27 1891; m.
Madeleine Lempereur May 24 1919; ch.:
George, Robert, David, Marguerite, Richard.
Brown Co. of Berlin N.H. (chem. engineer
LaTuque P.Q. Canada 1915-17, dir. research &
development dept. Berlin 1919-59), ret. Chmn.
sch. board Gorham NH 1934-35. Served to 1st
It. USA 1917-19. Patentee in vapor-phase
nitration of cellulose, contbr. d. Orlando FL
March 27 1970.*
McNEALLY, Eugene Wallace. A.B. Class agt.
1939-75. Ret.; b. Saco Sept. 4 1890; m.
Evelyn Hall Nov. 10 1917; ch.: Robert,
Douglass '46. Clerk Am. Express Co. Portland
1914-16, U.S. Marshal Me. (deputy 1916-17,
clerk office deputy 1917-37, chief deputy
1938-59), ret. Immanuel Baptist Church
Portland (trustee 1940-50, moderator 1950-70),
member Odd Fellows, res. Portland.*
MERRILL, Ralph Whelan. Bowdoin 1911-12.
b. Hinsdale IL Aug. 16 1890. Advt. business
Chicago IL ca. 1949.
MILLER, Harold William. A.B., B.B.A. Boston
Univ. 1921, M.B.A. Boston Univ. 1924. Zeta
Psi. b. Haverhill MA Nov. 2 1890; m. Bessie
Waite Sept. 7 1918; ch.: Marilyn. Salesman
Brown, Durrell Co. Boston 1913-16; Jordan
Marsh Co. Boston (salesman 1916-20, asst.
employment mgr. 1920-23, employment mgr.
1923-24, personnel supt. & dir. of personnel
1924-41). Served to sgt. USA 1918. d. E.
Bridgewater MA July 7 1941.
MONTGOMERY, William Edward. Bowdoin
1909- 10. Theta Delta Chi. b. Winthrop Oct.
19 1883. Fire protection engineer Lewiston
1910- 14, mgr. Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.
Boston 1914-17, with Automatic Sprinkler Co.
of Am. Hartford CT 19 17-? safety engineer
Maiden MA 197-62. Served to ensign USA
1917- 19. d. Maiden MA Aug. 6 1962.
MORRIS, Robert. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch. 1917.
b. Dolwyddelen N. Wales May 29 1872;
married; 2 children. Minister Baptist Church
(Skowhegan 1908-11, Brunswick 1911-14, S.
Gardiner 1914-15), physician Rome NY
1918-21. d. Rome NY Dec. 6 1921.
MOULTON, Bryant Edward. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1916. Kappa Sigma, b. Portland May 12
1891; s. of Willis B. M'83; m. Katherine Fox
July 14 1917; ch.: Elizabeth, Barbara, Eleanor.
Instr. anatomy Me. Med. Sch. 1920-21,
physician Bridgton 1921-23, asst. physician
state psychopathic hospital Univ. Mich. ca.
1923-26, asst. supt. Ionia MI State Hospital
1926-29, asst. supt. Wayne County Training
Sch. Northville MI ca. 1926-29, psychiatrist
Winchester MA 1929-?. V.A. (med. staff
Bangor 1947-48, med. spec, chief grade
Portland 1948-56). With Judge Baker
Foundation Boston 1929-?, research assoc.
Harvard 1939-46. Served to It. MCUSN
1917-19. d. Lexington MA Dec. 10 1965.
NIXON, William Joseph. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Rochester NH Sept. 2 1893; m.
Leonie Crowe April 25 1929; ch.: Elizabeth,
Andrea. With Lewis E. Tracy Co. Boston
1913-20, asst. to pres. Henry C. Kelley Co.
NYC 1920-23, A. W. Archer Co. NYC (general
mgr. 1923-30, pres. & treas. 1930-58), pres. &
treas. Nixon-Seddon Corp. NYC ca. 1943-58.
Trustee Trinity Coll. Washington DC, member
arbitration board Yarn Assn. Served to 2nd It.
USA 1917-19. d. NYC Nov. 5 1958.
NORTON, James Augustus. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Portland Sept. 14 1890; m. Marion Smart
March 30 1917; ch.: James Jr., Jean. Reporter
Evening Express Portland 1913-17; pvt. sec.
Senator Frederick Hale Washington DC
1917- 18; Am. Friends Service Committee (war
relief worker France 1918-20, asst. exec. sec.
Phila. PA 1920-22); student Univ. Penn. Phila.
1922 & 1926; U.S. rep. Wayfarers Travel
Agency NYC 1922-24; treas. Branson & Co.
Phila. 1924-27; asst. sec, treas. & v.pres. Phila.
Quartz Co. 1927-60. Clerk Chestnut Hill
Religious Soc. of Friends Phila. 1932-33, Phila.
Quartz Co. (dir. 1934-62, member exec,
committee 1940-60), ret. res. Phoenix AZ.*
PAGE, Clifton Orville. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Ind. Univ. 1937. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Damariscotta Sept. 1 1891;
m. Dorcas Allen Sept. 4 1919; ch.: Eliot,
Horace, Sarah. Clerk Am. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Boston 1913-15, principal high sch.
Scarborough 1915-16, supervisor student
activities & teacher high sch. Springfield MA
1916-18, teacher Taft Sch. Watertown CT
1918-20, head English dept. Country Day Sch.
for Boys of Boston 1920-24, Lawrenceville NJ
Sch. 1924-28 (teacher, house master),
headmaster (Park Sch. Indianapolis IN
1918-39, Detroit MI Univ. Sch. 1939-42).
acting headmaster Shady Side Acad.
Pittsburgh PA 1942-44, teacher William Penn
Charter Sch. Phila. PA 1944-57, ret. Trustee
Unitarian Churches (Indianapolis. Detroit,
Phila.). Lectr. res. Phila. PA.*
PALMER, Ray Eaton. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Bath Feb. 27 1891; m. Georgette Benario; ch.:
Rene. With Int. Banking Corp. (NYC 1913-14.
London England 1914-?, Spain 1924-37. NYC
1937-39). with Nat. City Bank Barcelona
Spain, d. NYC July 21 1939.
PARKHURST, Albert Elisha. A.B. magna cum
laude. M.D. Harvard 1918. Theta Delta Chi.
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Ret.; b. Presque Isle Nov. 13 1891; m.
Eleanor Chickering May 29 1920; ch.: Edward.
Apprentice Norton Co. Worcester MA 1 yr.,
physician Beverly MA 1920-67, ret. 1967. res.
Lexington MA.*
PERHAM, Harry Leavitt. Bowdoin 1909-10,
D.O. Mass. Coll. Osteopathy 1915, M.D.
Middlesex 1916. Psi Upsilon. b. Acworth
NH July 29 1884; m. Mary Norcross Aug. 4
1915; 1 child. Osteopathic physician
(Cambridge MA ca. 1916-18, Concord NH
1918). d. Concord NH Oct. 19 1918.
PHILOON, James Everett. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1916. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Auburn
May 1 1887; m. Alice Rowe Sept. 18 1920.
Atty. Auburn ca. 1916-66. Clerk of courts
Androscoggin County 1935-47, sec.-treas. First
Androscoggin Nat. Farm Loan Assn. 1935-44,
trustee public library Auburn, pres. & treas.
Androscoggin Historical & Antiquarian Soc.
1929-33. Author: The Everyday Life of Our
Pioneer Ancestors (1938), contbr. d. Lewiston
Sept. 8 1970.
PIKE, Sumner Tucker. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1941; LL.D. Bates
1945; Sc.D. Centre 1947; LL.D. Colby 1948.
Delta Upsilon. Alumni Fund dir. 1930-33,
Overseer 1939-76 (pres. 1961-65, Emeritus
1966-76), 1962 capital campaign nat.
committee member. Alumni Service Award
1949, established Lubec Scholarship Fund
1960, anonymous financial aid fund
established in his honor 1966. b. Lubec Aug.
30 1891. Clerk (Stone & Webster Boston
1913-14, Savannah GA Electric Co. 1914-17),
chief clerk Lowell MA Electric Light Corp.
1917, asst. to mgr. E. Tex. Electric Co.
Beaumont TX 1919, v.pres. Service Station
Equipment Co. Dallas TX 1919-22, asst. to
pres. G. Amsinck & Co. NYC 1923, asst. sec.
to sec. Continental Ins. Co. NYC 1924-28,
v.pres. Case Pomeroy & Co. NYC 1928-39,
U.S. Govt, (business advisor to sec. of
commerce Washington DC 1939-40,
commissioner SEC Washington DC & Phila.
1940-46, dir. fuel pricing OPA Washington DC
1942-46, U.S. Atomic Energy Comm.
Washington DC 1946-51), chmn. Public
Utilities Comm. Augusta 1953-56. Pres.
Holmes Packing Co. Eastport 1937-75,
member Me. House of Rep. Lubec 1959-68.
Served to capt. USA 1917-19. d. Lubec Feb. 20
1976.*
POWERS, Ralph Averill. Bowdoin 1909. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Houlton Sept. 24 1893; m.
Bernice Taylor Nov. 3 1915, m. Katherine
Francis Aug. 31 1934; ch.: Mrs. Charles M.
LaCour, Mrs. Neil E. Humphreville, Susan,
Ralph Jr., Mrs. Joseph A. Locke, Mrs. Prentice
Bronwer. Wool business & invest. Boston ca.
1918-21, Robertson Paper Box Co. Montville
CT (pres. 1921-71, chmn. board of dir. 1971).
V.pres. & dir. Am. Agriculture Chem. Co.
NYC 1929-33, dir. (Southern New Eng. Tel.
Co. 1953-58, Conn. Power Co. 1952-69, Nat.
Bank of Commerce of New London CT
1939-53, Nat. Assn. of Mfr. 1952-55), member
Conn. Development Comm. 1946-53, v.pres. &
dir. (New Eng. Council 1946-52, Nat.
Paperboard Assn. 1951-55, Am. Foundation of
Religion & Psychiatry NYC), pres. & dir.
Folding Paper Box Assn. of Am. 1947-49,
v.pres. Conn. Hospital Assn. 1950-51, pres. &
trustee New London 1947-49, (Lawrence
Hospital, Memorial Hospital). Served to ensign
USN 1917-18, dir. paperboard div. WPB
1944.45. d. New London CT Aug. 1 1971.
ROGERS, Walter Henry. Bowdoin 1909-10,
Ph.C. Univ. Me. 1913, B.S. Univ. Me. 1915.
b. Topsham June 10 1891. res. unknown.
ROWE, Henry. A.B. b. Old Town Aug. 25
1889. res. unknown.
SAUNDERS, Daniel. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1917. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. York
Sept. 25 1891; m. Augusta Frank Sept. 25
1918; ch.: William, Jane. Atty. Lawrence MA
1913-30, counsel chief of foreign guardianship
solicitor's office V.A. Washington DC 1930-58,
ret. 1959. Member sch. committee Lawrence
1916- 19. Pvt. USA 1917. d. Chevy Chase MD
March 17 1959.*
SAVAGE, Paul Chapman. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Bangor Aug. 31 1891; m.
Elizabeth Sullivan June 19 1915; ch.: Eugenia,
Barbara, Priscilla. With C. H. Savage Co.
Bangor 1913-62 (pres. 1934-62), ret. Dir.
Merrill Trust Co., corporator Bangor Savings
Bank. d. Bangor Feb. 13 1974.*
SEWALL, Donald Swanton. Bowdoin 1909-11.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bath Oct. 28 1891; m.
Marguerite Monjo March 29 1924; ch.: Mark.
General mgr. Arnold, Cheney Co. (Mombasa
Kenya 1912-13, Zanzibar Tanzania 1913-14,
Nairobi Kenya 1914-15); branch mgr. Tex. Oil
Co. Portland 1916-17; hull inspector (Bath
shipyard, Tex. Steamship Co. ca. 1919); sec.
Pine Tree Pulp Co. S. Gardiner ca. 1924; prop.
& mgr. Don S. Sewall Co. & Sewall's Garage
Boothbay Harbor 1927-59; ret. Served to sgt.
USA 1917-19. d. Boston June 23 1962.*
SHACKFORD, Lester Borden. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Poland May 7 1893; m. Anna
Riechert April 5 1923; ch.: Anne, Lester Jr. '49.
Mgr. Poland Spring Co. NYC 1913-17, with
Ault-Williamson Shoe Co. (Auburn 1919-23,
v.pres. & advt. mgr. stock dept. St. Louis MO
1923-27, Auburn 1927-35), mgr. Renton Heel
Co. Lynn MA 1939-50, treas. & dir. Webster
Rubber Co. Sabbatus 1950-63. Dir. YMCA
Auburn 1928-35. Served to m/sgt. MCUSA
1917- 19. d. Salem MA Dec. 14 1971.*
SKOLFIELD, George Lincoln, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Professorship established in his
memory 1958. b. Brunswick March 5 1890;
m. Mary Brooks 1916. Marine engineer
Chester PA Shipbuilding Corp. 1915-22;
v.pres. Merritt, Chapman & Scott San Pedro
CA 1922-35; pres. CA 1935-41 (Newport
Dredging Co. San Pedro, Dechez Stere Co.
Riverside), d. San Pedro CA July 1 1941.*
SLOCUM, John Albert. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Rouses Point NY Sept. 1 1884; m. Jennie
Olmstead Aug. 2 1913; ch.: Elizabeth, John Jr.
Mgr. Coll. Book Shop Brunswick 1913-19,
industrial chemist (Cushman, Hollis Co.
Auburn 1919-29; Lewis-Slocum Co. 1929-34),
Slocum Chem. Co. Lynchburg VA 1934-53
(prop., sec. & treas. 1953-56). Member sch.
board Auburn 1926-34 (pres. 1933). Served to
capt. USA 1917-18, maj. Officers Reserve
Corps 1922-36. d. Lynchburg VA Jan. 28
1956.*
SMITH, Lawrence Willey. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Class agt. 1929-39, sec. Overseers 1924-45,
acting exec. dir. Sesquicentennial Campaign
Fund 1947-48. b. Portland Dec. 15 1889; m.
Frances Skolfield March 16 1918, m. Virginia
Woodbury Sept. 12 1949; ch.: Barbara. With
U.S. Rubber Co. NYC ca. 1913-18, mfr.
infants' wear Brunswick 1921-29, agt. & unit
mgr. Equitable Life Assurance Soc. Portland
1930-41, general agt. Nat. Life Ins. Co. of Vt.
Portland 1941-?, C.L.U. 1942. Pres. Southern
Me. Life Underwriters Assn. 1937-39, chmn.
Pejepscot dist. Boy Scouts of Am. Served to 1st
It. USA 1918-19. d. Brunswick Oct. 29 1955.*
SPINNEY, William Riley. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
1962 capital campaign area co-chmn. Ret.;
b. Unity Dec. 5 1888; m. Fanny Libby Oct. 11
1916, m. Lorraine Franke Aug. 28 1943. Supt.
of agencies Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Portland 1924-29, trust officer Title Ins. &
Trust Co. Los Angeles & San Diego CA
1940-64, ret. 1964. Pres. (San Francisco Life
Underwriters Assn. 1934-35, Los Angeles Life
Ins. & Trust Council 1950-51); founder Calif.
State Life Underwriters Assn. 1934; v.pres.
Lions Club Los Angeles 1942-44; dir., v.pres. &
pres. Lark Ellen Home for Boys; past member
board of dir. Braille Inst, of Am. Author:
Estate Planning Quick Reference Outline, res.
Sherman Oaks CA.*
SWEET, Alfred Henry. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1914;
Ph.D. Cornell Univ. 1917. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Methuen MA Sept. 9 1890; m. Gladys
Greenleaf June 12 1916; ch.: Charles. Asst.
prof. English history Cornell Univ. 1917-20,
assoc. prof, history Washington Univ. St. Louis
MO 1921-22, prof, history St. Lawrence Univ.
Canton NY 1922-25, prof. European history
Washington & Jefferson Coll. Washington PA
1925-50. Fellow Royal Historical Soc. Author:
History of England (1931), contbr. d.
Washington PA April 22 1950.
TILTON, Albert Dyer. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. S. Portland Dec. 22 1890; m. Evelyn York
July 28 1919; ch.: Charles II, Marie. Cost
accountant Arms Co. New Haven CT 1913-19,
mgr. C. A. Tilton & Co. S. Portland 1919-41,
with New Eng. Shipbuilding Corp. S. Portland
1941-46, accountant Greater Portland Public
Development Comm. Member S. Portland
Civil Service Comm. d. S. Portland Feb. 26
1955.
TROTT, John Howe. Bowdoin 1909-10,
1912-13. b. Woolwich May 5 1889; m. Ruth
Bronson Dec. 2 1914; ch.: Robert, Betty,
Barbara. Salesman NYC 1910-12, principal
high sch. Brooks 1912-13, salesman Springfield
MA 1913-15, munitions worker Springfield
1915-17, principal (jr. high sch. W. Brookfield
MA 1917-18; elementary sch. E. Hartford CT
1918-19, W. Hartford CT 1919-21, Manchester
CT 1921-37) ret. 1937. d. Concord NH June 12
1946.
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TUCKER, Harold Arthur. Bowdoin 1909.
Delta Upsilon. b. Norway Oct. 27 1890. Mgr.
(corn canning factory MD ca. 1910, McWain
Packing Co. E. Waterford 7-1916), local agt. E.
A. Strout Farm Agency Inc. Norway 7-1916. d.
Lewiston April 27 1916.
TUFTS, Elmer Emmons, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1917. Delta Upsilon. b. Kingfield
Feb. 27 1891; m. Florence McClatchey Oct. 21
1922; ch.: Elmer III. Submaster Bridgton
Acad. 1913, principal high sch. Kingfield
1913-14, atty. Edwards & Angell Providence
RI 1919-62 (partner 1929-62). Member zoning
board of appeals Attleboro MA 1942-58
(chmn. 1942-7). PFC USA 1917-19; awarded
Purple Heart, d. Attleboro MA Dec. 10 1962.*
TUTTLE, Curtis. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
San Francisco CA Aug. 14 1891; s. of Charles
W. '86; m. Elizabeth Scott June 24 1919. Sheep
rancher Colusa CA 1913-32, with Standard Oil
Co. of Calif. Richmond 1933-42, sheep rancher
Colusa 1942-50. Served to 2nd It. USA
1918-19. d. Colusa CA Nov. 19 1950.
TUTTLE, Earle Blanchard. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Gorham Feb. 1 1892; m. Marguerite Wood;
ch.: John '43, Marion, Eleanor. With Pillsbury
Flour Mills Co. Portland 1913-16, Minn, sales
rep. Ginn & Co. Publishers of Chicago
1918-28, salesman (Eastman Kodak Co.,
MacMillan Co., Am. Book Co. 1928-56), ret. d.
Teaneck NJ Oct. 25 1958.*
TWOMBLY, William Fletcher. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council 1946-48, 1972
capital campaign chmn. b. Reading MA
June 29 1891; m. Esther Dallett; ch.: Linda.
Ed. & publisher newspaper Reading MA. d.
Nashua NH Oct. 24 1976.
WALKER, Harry Burton. A.B., M D. Med.
Sch. 1919. Delta Upsilon. b. Biddeford Sept.
27 1890; m. Ada Harris July 30 1921; ch.:
Harry Jr. '43. With Houston TX Electric Co.
ca. 1913-15, intern Worcester MA City
Hospital 1919-21, physician & surgeon
Vineland NJ 197-64, chief of staff Newcomb
Hospital Vineland, ret. 1964. Trustee
(Newcomb Hospital 1943-7, YMCA Vineland),
coroner Cumberland County NJ. Served with
USA 1917-19. d. Denver CO Oct. 15 1971.
WHITTIER, Luther Gordon. A.B. Ret.; b.
Farmington July 18 1888. Agriculture 1913-7
ret. Me. state rep. 1965-66, chmn. House
Committee on Welfare. Pvt. USA 1918-19. res.
Farmington.*
WIGGDM, Frederic Shaw. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Saco April 9 1891; m. Dolly
Harrington. Cotton mfg. (Somersworth NH
1913-7, Ashton RI ca. 1924), supt.
Grosvernordale Co. N. Grosvenordale CT
1919-7, with Bamburger & Co. Newark NJ ca.
1930, Tug dept. Kresge Co. Newark ca.
1946-56. d. Orange NJ Feb. 26 1956.
WINSLOW, Everett Stevens. Bowdoin
1910-1 1, Med. Sch. 1909. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Portland Feb. 11 1890; married; ch.: Jane,
Betty. Student Am. Coll. 1911-13, osteopathic
physician Waterville & Portland. Pres. (Me.
Osteopathic Assn. 1933-35, Cumberland
County Osteopathic Soc. 1948-53). Recipient:
Distinguished Certificate Me. Osteopathic
Assn. 1957. res. Portland.*
WISH, Fred Dixon, Jr. A.B. cum laude. Kappa
Sigma. b. Portland May 15 1890; m. Retta
Morse June 27 1916; ch.: Robert, Frances.
Principal high sch. Scarborough 1913-14,
teacher (high sch. Portland 1914-17, Hartford
CT 1917-23), sch. supt. Hartford 1923-51, asst.
dir. Joint Council on Economic Education
NYC 1951-7, exec. sec. Conn. Council for
Advancement of Economic Education
Westport CT 1953-54, asst. prof, economics
Fla. Southern Coll. Lakeland 1954-58. Pres.
Northeastern Assn. Sch. Supt. 1940-41,
member advisory council Am. Assn. of Sch.
Administrators 1940-7, Conn. Assn. of Sch.
Supts. (sec. & treas. 1948-49, v.pres. 1949-50).
Recipient: Boy Scouts of Am. Silver Beaver
Award 1941. d. Lakeland FL Dec. 28 1958.
WOOD, Philip Shaw. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Everett MA Jan. 31 1891; m. Susan
McEvoy Aug. 30 1919; ch.: Philip Jr.,
Katherine. Farmer & contractor Pharr TX
1913-17, served with USA (2nd It. 1917, 1st. It.
1917, capt. 1917-30, maj. 1930-39, It. col.
1939-45, col. 1945-48), ret. 1948. Awarded
Purple Heart, Legion of Merit (2), Bronze Star
(2). d. Miami FL Jan. 2 1972.*
Class of 1914
ADAMS, Hebron Mayhew. A.B. 1915. b.
Westbrook Feb. 1 1888. Pomologist N. Sebago
1915-18, real estate Westbrook 1919-29, ret.
1929. Served with USA 1918. d. Togus Sept. 8
1941.
ALLING, Frederick Kenneth. Bowdoin
1910-11. Beta Theta Pi. b. New Haven CT
Jan. 23 1889; m. Helen Stowell Feb. 18 1918.
Comptroller Biblical Sem. NYC 1929-37, trade
assn. work Washington DC 1937-38. Pres. &
dir. Pollard-Ailing Mfg. Co. NYC, dir. Am.
Soap & Glycerine Producers Inc. NYC. Served
to sgt. USA 1917-19. d. Mt. Vernon NY Feb. 9
1954.
ASHBY, Herbert Wassail. A.B. b. Salem
MA April 11 1890. Photographer Salem, d.
Oct. 17 1918.
BADGER, Omar Perlie. A.B., M D. Harvard.
Zeta Psi. b. Harmony Oct. 5 1888. 1st asst.
physician Boston City Hospital. Served with
MCUSA 1917-18. d. Boston Sept. 25 1918.
BARBOUR, John Lloyd. Bowdoin 1910-12.
Kappa Sigma, b. Lum MI Feb. 21 1892. res.
unknown.
BARTON, Horace Allen. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1917. Theta Delta Chi. b. Greenwich CT
Feb. 28 1893; m. Elizabeth Hoisington Nov. 16
1923; ch.: Allen, David, Elizabeth. Atty.
Greenwich CT 1919-47, Conn, state senator
1930-32, judge borough court Greenwich
1931-33, town counsel Greenwich 1935-47.
Member Merritt Parkway Comm. 1935-42,
pres. Bar Assn. Greenwich 1930, ed. Conn.
State Bar Journal, chmn. exec, committee
Greenwich (Lafollette for Pres. 1924, Al Smith
for Pres. 1928). Served to QM USN 1918. d.
Greenwich CT Feb. 5 1947.*
BICKFORD, Charles Harold. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Class agt. 1940-54, Alumni Fund dir. 1949-51,
(v.chmn. 1950-51). b. Portland April 27
1892; m. Lucy Weir May 31 1917. With
Fidelity Trust Co. Portland 1920-30,
purchasing agt. Financial Inst. Inc. 1930-33.
treas. State Loan Co. 1938-53, asst. cashier
Nat. Bank of Commerce 1946-53. Pres. & treas.
Am. Inst, of Banking. Served with USA 1917.
d. S. Portland Oct. 7 1953.
BORDEAUX, Pearl Smith. Bowdoin 1910-11.
Delta Upsilon. Tax assessing; b. Mt. Desert
Jan. 18 1892; m. Eva Rice 1912. Tax assessor
town of Mt. Desert 1916-22, 1940—; prop,
garage 1919-70. res. Mt. Desert.*
BROWN, Clarence Arthur. A.B. 1915. Beta
Theta Pi. Class agt. 1933-40, Alumni Council
1944-47. b. Berlin NH Dec. 9 1890; m. Flora
Smardon Dec. 15 1917; ch.: William. Atty.
Portland 1920-55. Member (city council
Portland 1923, sch. comm. 1939-42). Served to
1st It. USA 1917-19. d. Portland Jan. 3 1955.*
BROWN, Lewis Turner. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Class agt. 1953-70. b. Berlin NH May 10
1889; m. Olive Holway. Grain broker Portland
1914-15, lumbering Wentworth NH 1915-16,
with textile mfg. co. (Augusta 1916; supt.
Lewiston, Buffalo NY, Old Hickory TN),
mere. Limington ca. 1939. Delegate Grand
Lodge to N.E. Conf. on Masonic Education
Boston 1958. d. Augusta May 1 1976.*
BROWN, Walter. Bowdoin 1910-12. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Bath March 29 1891; m.
Gertrude Dillon Oct. 16 1920; ch.: Geraldine,
Beverly. Asst. to v.pres. Packard Motor Co.
Boston 1912-28, dist. mgr. Pierce-Arrow Co. of
Buffalo NY Springfield MA 1929-37, prop.
Washington DC branch Audiophone Co.,
distributor Western Electric Hearing Aids
Washington DC 1938-7 Served to 2nd It. USA
1917-19. d. Moorestown NJ Sept. 19 1968.
BUELL, Ralph Lewin. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Smyrna NY March 30 1891; m. Ruth
Flynn Jan. 1 1921; ch.: Ralph Jr.. Sidney,
Walter. Agriculture Pharr TX 1914-17, ed. TX
(Mercedes Tribune 1921-28, San Benito Light
1930), ed.-mgr. Brownsville TX Herald
1931-36, chief traffic licenses State Public
Safety dept. Austin TX 1936-40, business mgr.
State Psychopathic Hospital Rusk TX 1941-43.
prop. & publisher Grand Saline TX Sun
1943-44. Served to 2nd It. USA. d. Hines IL
May 2 1944.
BURNS, Kendrick. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Alumni Fund dir. 1946-49 (v.chmn. 1947-48,
chmn. 1948-49), Alumni Council 1949-52
(v.pres. 1950-51, pres. 1951-52). Recipient:
Alumni Service Award 1954. b. Saco June 23
1889; m. Mary Nagel May 28 1919, m. Mary
Aikin Dec. 22 1951; ch.: Mary. Ruth. S. D.
Warren Co. Westbrook (clerk 1914-21. asst.
mgr. woodlands dept. 1921-28, woodlands mgr.
1928, woodlands purchasing agt. 1933-35). Dir.
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(Kennebec Log Driving Co. 1928-37, Am.
Pulpwood Assn. 1944-?), New Eng. Purchasing
Agt. Assn. (dir. 1944-?, treas. 1945-46, v.pres.
1946-47, pres. 1947-?), member (New Eng. War
Labor Board, city council Portland 1933-35),
sch. board Westbrook (member 1929-31, chmn.
1930-31). d. Portland Nov. 12 1955.
CALLAHAN, Francis Xavier. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Ret.; b. Portland April 26 1892; m.
Dorothy Callahan April 26 1922; ch.: Nancy,
Francis. Salesman Brown Durrell Boston
1914- 15, Travelers Ins. Co. (claims adjustor
NYC 1915-17, field supervisor Wheeling WV
1919-21), ins. branch mgr. Life of Va.
Washington DC 1925-41, with U.S. Govt.
Treasury Dept. & V.A. 1942-58, ret. Member
board of Catholic Charities Washington DC,
pres. Boys Camp Comm. Served to 1st It. USA
1915- 19; awarded Purple Heart, Silver Star
Award, res. Washington DC*
CATE, Harold Webster. Bowdoin 1910-11.
Zeta Psi. b. Weymouth MA Aug. 17 1891;
m. Louise Tirrell July 25 1911; ch.: Marjorie.
Accountant Price Waterhouse & Co. Boston;
real estate, ins. Quincy MA. d. Weymouth MA
May 23 1939.
CHASE, Samuel Wood. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1916, Ph.D. Harvard 1921, Sc.D. Case Western
Reserve Univ. 1967. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Lowell MA May 27 1892; m. Josephine
Graham 1914, m. Hilda Roehm June 28 1922;
ch.: Robert, Martha, Ruth. Teaching fellow
Harvard 1916-17 & 1919-20, Sch. of Medicine
Case Western Reserve Univ. (demonstrator
histology & embryology 1920-22, instr.




orthopedic surgery 1962-71), Sch. of Dentistry
Case Western Reserve Univ. (instr. biology
1920-22, asst. prof. 1922-25, assoc. prof.
1925-40, prof. 1940-62, emeritus 1962—), ret.
Pres. Int. Assn. for Dental Research 1946.
Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. Contbr. res.
Cleveland Heights OH.*
COLE, Alan Ramsay. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Bath Feb. 1 1 1893; s. of Herbert E. '83; m.
Alison Aird June 20 1924; ch.: James, Shirley.
Clerk ship chandlery Portland 1915-16, with A.
McKim Ltd. (Montreal P.Q. Canada 1919-22,
London England 1922-26), with Me.
Publishing Co. Portland 1935-38, invest. 1938-?
(Carl K. Ross & Co., Saco-Lowell Corp.
Portland). Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19;
awarded Distinguished Service Cross, Silver
Star. d. Portland Nov. 24 1960.
COOMBS, Warren Crosby. A.B. 1915, Ed.M.
Bates 1935. Chi Psi. b. Somerville MA
March 4 1890; m. Ruth York 1917; ch.: Robert
'40, Richard '52. Teacher (Freedom Acad.
1915-16, Mt. Pleasant Military Acad. Ossining
NY 1916-17), principal high sch. (Livermore
Falls 1917-24, Gorham NH 1924-39), New
Hampton Sch. NH 1939-56 (head mathematics
dept., athletic dir.), teacher Bridgton Acad.
1956-58, principal high sch. Errol NH 1958-59,
ret. Pres. N.H. Headmasters' Assn., 50 yr.
Mason, Boy Scout leader, d. Ventura CA
March 6 1973.*
CUNLIFFE, William Henry. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Ft. Kent March 30 1890; m.
Winifred Bradbury June 29 1920; ch.: William
Jr. Lumber business Ft. Kent 1914-?, with Van
Buren & Madawaska Lumber Co., civil service
Loring USAF Base Limestone 1947-56.
Member town council Ft. Kent, pres. Ft. Kent
Tel. Co., sec. Madawaska Log Driving Corp.
Served to 2nd It. ACUSA 1917-18. d. Ft. Kent
Sept. 10 1956.
DIXON, Henry Campbell. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1917. b. Sterling CT April 28 1891; m.
Ruth Brooks; ch.: Henry Jr. '46, Diana.
Physician (Danielson CT 1919-25, Boston
1926-28), ophthalmologist Norwich CT
1928-58, ret. Alderman Norwich 1941-45,
chmn. board police commissioners 1942-45,
member city planning comm. zoning board
Norwich 1948-56. Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1918-19. d. Norwich CT Nov. 25 1961.*
DONAHUE, Louis Augustin. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Portland June 2 1892; m. Eleanor
McCarthy Oct. 26 1927; ch.: Robert, Thomas,
Elizabeth. Ins. Rowe & Donahue Inc. Portland
ca. 1920-34, with JRS Augusta 197-61 (chief
field div.), ret. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d.
Portland March 3 1974.*
DONAHUE, Paul Edwin. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Me. 1917. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Oct.
6 1891; m. Ruth Billings Sept. 11 1920; ch.:
Catherine. Atty. Portland 1917-32. d. Portland
June 23 1932.*
EATON, George Franklin. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Me. 1916. Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni Council
1935-38, Alumni Fund dir. 1951-54. b.
Brewer March 15 1892; m. Elizabeth Littlefield
Aug. 22 1917; ch.: Franklin '42, Richard '44,
Robert '51, Dwight '57. Atty. Bangor 1916-56;
founder, sr. partner Eaton Peabody & Veague
Bangor 1940-56. City Solicitor Bangor 1921-25,
Penobscot County atty. 1926-28, member
Bangor (sch. board 1926-31, city council
1932-33), member advisory committee (Federal
Tax Inst. New Eng., Am. Law Inst.), pres. (Me.
Bar Assn. 1954-55, European & Am. Railway),
trustee & treas. Bangor Theol. Sem., trustee &
v.pres. public library Bangor, trustee & pres.
(Eastern Me. General Hospital, Bangor
Savings Bank 1933-56), pres. & dir. Merc.
Corp. 1934-56, dir. (Merc. Nat. Bank,
Community Broadcasting Service, Community
Telecasting Service), 33rd degree Mason.
Served to 1st It. ACUSA 1917-19. d. Bangor
Oct. 1 1956.*
EDDY, Warren Day. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Portland Sept. 1 1891; m. Marion
Longley June 10 1918; ch.: Warren Jr. '43,
Harry '45, Barbara. With Oxford Paper Co.
Rumford, with Am. Can Co., realtor Me.
Lakes & Coastal Co. Portland 1927, city
assessor Portland 1927-34, mgr. real estate &
mortgage dept. Me. Savings Bank 1934-61, ret.
Trustee Portland Water Dist. 1957-67 (pres.
1966-67), member Portland Citizens' Tax
Study Committee. Served to sgt. maj. USA
1918. d. Gray July 1 1967.*
FARRAR, William Haskell. A.B. 1915 Delta
Upsilon. Sec. Board of Trustees 1944-64,
Overseer-ex-officio 1944-64, emeritus 1964-70.
b. Searsmont Oct. 17 1888. Asst. to treas.
Bowdoin 1914-17, First Nat. Bank Brunswick
(asst. cashier 1917-32, cashier 1932-56, pres.
1952-62), sr. v.pres. First Nat. Bank Portland
1962, ret. Pres. Cumberland Seed Potato Co.,
dir. (Richmond Water Works, C. of C.
Brunswick), treas. (Brunswick Development
Co., Me. Cancer Soc. I960-?), Sewer Dist.
Brunswick (trustee 1948-69, treas. 1961-69).
Recipient: Brunswick Rotary Club Charter
member gold label pin 1962. d. Brunswick Aug.
26 1970.
FOWLER, Lemuel Bartlett. Bowdoin 1910-11.
Psi Upsilon. b. Chicago Jan. 5 1893; s. of
Samuel B. '87; m. Ibelle Beals June 25 1919;
ch.: Robert. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.
(Hartford CT 1915-19; supt. bond dept.
Lansing MI 1919-21, Denver CO 1921-23; field
supervisor Hartford 1923-42; asst. sec.
1942-59), ret. 1959. Served to 2nd It. USA
1917-19. d. Hartford CT Nov. 28 1965.
FOX, Philip Ramon. A.B. Kappa Sigma. b.
Portland June 17 1892; m. Bessie Richmond
May 29 1919; ch.: William, Joyce. Teacher
high sch. Cranston RI ca. 1916, sales engineer
Providence RI 1917-38 (Am. Radiator Co.,
Nat. Radiator Corp.), sporting goods store
Pawtucket RI ca. 1946-48, co-prop. & mgr.
William R. Fox Co. Attleboro MA 197-58.
Mgr. Smaller War Plants WWII. PFC 1917-18.
d. Pawtucket RI Nov. 21 1958.*
GAGE, Elwyn Collins. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1915, Ph.D. Harvard 1924. Zeta Psi. b.
Augusta March 27 1892. Teacher high sch. ca.
1915-28 (Brattleboro VT, Melrose MA, E.
Orange NJ), Montclair State Teachers Coll.
Upper Montclair NJ (prof, social studies
1928-56, emeritus 1956-69). d. Readfield Nov.
5 1969.*
GARLAND, Francis Tibbetts. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Bangor Oct. 29 1891. Principal high
sch. (Eliot 1914-15, Topsham 1915-17),
correspondent Alexander Hamilton Inst. NYC
1919-?, with Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston
ca. 1931, engineer Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Springfield MA ca. 1954, with Indian
Motorcycle Co. 197-56, ret. Served to 2nd It.
USA 1917-19. d. Springfield MA Nov. 16
1973.*
GIBSON, Leonard Henry, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1915. Delta
Upsilon. b. Bath Sept. 11 1893; m. Margaret
Harding June 19 1917. Instr. English Lafayette
Coll. Easton PA 1917-18. Served with USA
1918. Contbr. d. Camp Devens MA Sept. 27
1918.
GORDON, Eugene Bradley. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Brewer March 11 1891; m. Julia
Gardner Aug. 21 1917, m. Lillian McKay July
5 1930; ch.: Thomas '39, Robert '41. Teacher
(Bridgewater Classical Acad. 1914-15, Abbott
Sch. for Boys Farmington 1915-17), joint
principal Portland Country Day Sch. 1917-20,
asst. principal high sch. Bar Harbor 1920-24,
principal high sch. (Livermore Falls 1924-27,
Brewer 1927-38), instr. mathematics Univ. Me.
Orono 1942-49. Member city council Brewer
1943-49, mayor Brewer 1947-48, pres.
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Androscoggin County Teachers Assn. d.
Brewer Sept. 16 1949.*
GRAY, Alfred Everett. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1954. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Newfields NH April 21
1892; m. Yvette LaPointe Sept. 1 1924; ch.:
Alfred Jr., Anne. Teacher (St. Paul's Sch.
Concord NH 1914-18; Milton MA Acad.
1919-57, head modern lang. dept. 1947-57), ret.
Served to sgt. USA 1918-19. d. Milford NH
May 26 1974.*
HALL, Henry Levensaler. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Thomaston March 5 1890; m. Katherine
Allen May 10 1919; ch.: Richard, David, Ruth,
John. Teacher high sch. Norwood MA
1914-17, principal high sch. Proctor VT
1917- 18, Great Northern Paper Co. (chemist E.
Millinocket 1919-20, asst. supt. 1920-24; asst.
supt. Madison 1924-30, supt. 1930-48), ret.
Mason. Served to cpl. USA 1918. d.
Skowhegan Dec. 27 1957.*
HAMBLEN, Maurice Wingate. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Bridgton Oct. 4 1891; m. Helen Shank Aug. 25
1920; ch.: Barbara. With Wales & Hamblen
Hardware Co. Bridgton 1914-17, mgr.
hardware dept. Montgomery Ward Chicago IL
1918-20, mgr. & treas. Wales & Hamblen Co.
Bridgton 1920-47. Pres. C. of C. Bridgton
1932-?. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19. d.
Bridgton Oct. 21 1947.
HAYES, Harold Merrill. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Foxcroft Feb. 2
1894; m. Mabel MacFadyen July 17 1918; ch.:
Stuart '44, Lendall '47. Instr. physics Bowdoin
1914-15, atty. Dover-Foxcroft 1918-63.
Recorder Piscataquis Municipal Court
1919-20, Piscataquis County atty. 1921-22,
judge Piscataquis Municipal Court 1922-34,
Me. state dir. Selective Service 1944-47, Me.
state rep. 1949-52, Me. Bar Assn. (v.pres.
1958-59, pres. 1959-60), trustee Foxcroft Acad.,
member sch. committee Dover-Foxcroft, dir.
Dover-Foxcroft Water Dist. Served to 2nd It.
USA 1917, served to It. col. 1943-46; awarded
Commendation Ribbon, Legion of Merit, d.
Dover-Foxcroft Oct. 30 1963.*
HEALEY, Joseph Francis Xavier. Bowdoin
1910, 1912-15. b. Portland Dec. 3 1892; m.
Elyse Goucheau, m. Mary Murphy July 15
1939. With Andrews & Co. Portland, with Me.
Central RR Portland 1915-?, with Old Colony
Trust Co. & First Nat. Bank of Boston ca.
1939-45. d. Boston May 23 1950.
HEYWOOD, John. B.S. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Chicago IL April 28 1890; m. Caroline
Travers Feb. 10 1917. Breeder wild game birds
Gardner MA. d. Boston Sept. 8 1918.
HUBBARD, Roswell Earle. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1918. b. Hatfield MA Jan. 1 1891; m.
Amy Field Dec. 28 1918; ch.: John '41,
Roswell Jr. '45, Mary, Jean. Physician
Waterford 1919-73. Health officer towns of
Waterford & Sweden. Served to It. (jg)
MCUSN 1918-19. Several honors from
newspapers (Boston, Portland & Lewiston),
and towns (Waterford, Albany & Sweden) for
his devotion to health care. Recipient: Me.
Med. Assn. 50-yr. pin 1968. d. Waterford Jan.
19 1973.*
KING, Harold Fremont. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1927. b. Scituate RI July 13 1888; m. Nettie
Mathewson Aug. 4 1920. Teacher (Uniontown
PA 1914-15, high sch. Ft. Wayne IN 1915-17,
Detroit MI 1918-19, high sch. Pelham NY
1920-32), principal high sch. Washington RI
1934-41, supt. sch. Washington 1941-45. Sec.
Narragansett Archaeological Soc. d.
Washington RI March 5 1945.
LACASCE, Elroy Osborne. A.B., A.M. (hon.)
1936. Zeta Psi. Alumni Council 1943-46.
Ret.; b. Skowhegan Feb. 6 1891; m. Marion
Steward Sept. 3 1918; ch.: Elroy Jr. '44,
Charles '50, Joseph '46, Marion, John '56.
Salesman Fellows & Co. Boston 1914-15,
teacher & coach (Westbrook Sem. Portland
1917-20, Laconia NH High Sch. 1920-21,
Melrose MA High Sch. 1921-22), principal
Fryeburg Acad. 1922-55, ret. Served to cpl.
USA 1916-17. res. Fryeburg.*
LaFLECHE, Remi Richter. Bowdoin 1910,
Med. Sch. 1909-10. b. Louisville P.Q.
Canada Sept. 25 1887. res. Caribou.
LEIGH, Robert Devore. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1936; A.M.
Columbia 1915; Ph.D. Columbia 1927; LL.D.
Colgate Univ. 1934. Kappa Sigma. Alumni
Council 1927-30. b. Nelson NE Sept. 13
1890; m. Mildren Boardman June 23 1916, m.
Carma Zimmerman Oct. 22 1960; ch.: Helen,
Virginia. Reed Coll. 1914-17 (instr. govt., asst.
prof.), asst. educational dir. USPHS
Washington DC 1917-19, Columbia Univ.
1919-22 (lectr. govt., asst. to dean), prof. govt.
Williams Coll. 1922-28, co-founder & 1st pres.
Bennington VT Coll. 1928-41, spec, advisor
Nat. Resources Planning Board Washington
DC 1941-42, dir. Foreign Broadcast
Intelligence Service FCC 1942-44, chmn. UN
monitoring committee 1943-44, visiting prof,
political science Univ. Wash. Seattle 1946, dir.
Comm. on Freedom of the Press 1944-46, dir.
Public Library Inquiry Social Science Research
Council 1947-50, Columbia Univ. Sch. Library
Service (visiting prof. 1948-54, acting dean
1954-56, dean 1956-59, dean emeritus), dir.
Governor's Study of Public & Sch. Libraries
Honolulu HI 1959-60. Village of Old
Bennington (clerk 1932-38, moderator
1938-41), member staff Inst, for Advanced
Study Princeton NJ 1940-41, chmn. Comm. of
Experts on Mass Communications UNESCO
Paris France 1948. Author: Federal Health
Administration in the U.S. (1927), Group
Leadership (1936), Modern Parliamentary
Procedure (1936), The Public Library in the
U.S. (1950), Major Problems in the Education
of Librarians (1954); co-author: Peoples
Speaking to Peoples (1946); contbr. d. Chicago
IL Jan. 31 1961.*
LOEFFLER, Frank Robert. A.B. Class agt.
1929-33. Ret.; b. Lisbon Falls March 24
1893; m. Lorette Hengie Aug. 21 1923. With
The Nat. City Bank of N.Y. 1914-28 (Panama.
Manila P. I., Cebu P.I. & Tientsin China), exec,
v.pres. Gloucester MA Nat. Bank 1928-61, ret.
Trustee Mass. Bankers Assn. 6 yrs. res.
Ormond Beach FL.*
MARR, Vernon Waldo. A.B., LL.B.
Northeastern 1922. Delta Upsilon. b.
Farmington Dec. 19 1891; m. Ruth Goodchild
Jan. 18 1918. Principal high sch. Old Orchard
1914-16, with United Drug Co. Boston
1919-21, atty. Boston 1921-67. Asst. general
counsel Boston Legal Aid Soc. 1923-42, town
counsel Scituate MA 1928-48, member Mass.
State Industrial Accident Board 1942-46, Mass.
commissioner public utilities 1947-49, treas.
Nat. Assn. Legal Aid Organizations 1940-42,
trustee & v.pres. Hillside Sch. Marlboro MA.
Served to capt. USA 1917-19. d. Belmont MA
Nov. 21 1967.
MASON, Wallace Edward, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Orange MA Feb. 9 1894; s. of
Wallace E. '82; m. Merna Mosher Sept. 1 1923.
Agriculture Middletown CT 1916-19, real
estate agt. (Strout Farm Bureau Greenfield
MA 1919-43, Ft. Lauderdale FL 1943-60), ret.
d. Ft. Lauderdale FL July 17 1965.
McCARGO, Francis Wood. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. St. Louis MO July 22 1894. With
Standard Oil Co. Bombay India 1920-30, real
estate Augusta 1930-?, with New Eng. Tel. &
Tel. MA 7-1972. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918. d.
MA Jan. 1972.
MERRILL, Arthur Stowers. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Brewer Feb. 8 1892; m. Barbara
Johnson Aug. 16 1917; ch.: Mary, William,
Helen, Alice, Barbara. Boys' work sec. YMCA
Augusta 1914-15, submaster Me. Central Inst.
Pittsfield 1915-17, supt. sch. 1918-19 (Mexico,
Byron, Roxbury, Andover), sec. YMCA
Kennebec County 1919-20, community sec.
Westbrook 1920-22, ins. & invest. (Westbrook,
Portland, Bangor 1922-?, New London CT ca.
1936), sr. training officer Rehabilitation &
Education div. V.A. Togus 1945-49, facilities
spec. V.A. Aroostook County Houlton 1949-?,
prop. & mgr. A. S. Merrill Co. Augusta ca.
1954-60, Penobscot County mgr. Investors
Syndicate. Served to capt. USA 1917-18,
served to It. col. 1940-45. d. Togus Nov. 8 1960.
MINOTT, Clarence Marshall. Bowdoin
1910-15. Kappa Sigma, b. S. Portland April
19 1892; m. Martha Lewis Sept. 15 1915, m.
Annie Hagan June 1 1940; ch.: Helen, Shirley,
Richard, Robert, Rebecca. Mgr. J. W. Minott
Co. Inc. (Portland 1915-25, Bangor 1925-28);
with Lincoln Street Greenhouse, Kennebec
Greenhouse & Silby's Flower Shop 1930-63;
ret. d. Brunswick Nov. 17 1973.*
MITCHELL, Percy Downing. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Class agt. 1970-72. b. Biddeford
Feb. 8 1892; m. Eleanor Bradlee July 7 1917;
ch.: Bradlee, Richard. CP.A.; accountant John
O. Rice Audit Co. Portland 1914-16. sr.
accountant Jordan & Jordan Portland 1917-41.
Morgan Construction Co. Worcester MA (asst.
treas., controller 1941-59, v.pres., dir.).
Portland Symphony Orchestra (pres. 1933-36.
corporate dir. 1932), active with Worcester
Philharmonic Orchestra, controller-trustee
Morgan Pension Trust & Morgan Profit
Sharing Trust. Installed accounting system at
Bowdoin. Contbr. d. St. Petersburg FL Sept. 25
1975.*
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MONROE, Reginald Allen. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Milo Feb. 19 1891; m. Gladys Landregan Nov.
29 1919; ch.: Carolyn, Elizabeth. Pvt. tutor
1914-18, Standard Oil Co. of Calif, (asst. spec,
agt. Visalia CA 1919, Coalinga home office
analyst San Francisco CA 1931-34; substation
supt. Portland OR 1934-35; asst. dist. sales
mgr. Bakersfield CA 1935-46). d. Bakersfield
CA Oct. 13 1946.
MOUNTFORT, Sumner Leighton. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Portland March 30 1891; m.
Isabel Littlefield Feb. 22 1919; ch.: Elizabeth.
High sch. S. Portland 1914-16 (submaster,
athletic dir.), pres. Parsonfield Sem. 1916-19,
New Eng. agt. Federal Board for Vocational
Education 1919-20, high sch. Arlington MA
1920-21 (submaster, head science dept.),
principal high sch. Littleton NH 1921-22. d.
Littleton NH June 30 1922.
NASON, Evan Albert. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Monson MA Dec. 16 1893; m. Lulu Winters
May 17 1918; ch.: Nancy. Teacher (Donaldson
Sch. Ilchester MD 1914-15, Powder Point Sch.
Duxbury MA 1915-20), head mathematics
dept. Albany NY Acad. 1920-42, instr. Phillips
Acad. Andover MA 1942-59, ret. Served to cpl.
USA 1918. d. Harper's Ferry WV April 24
1961.*
NEWCOMBE, Alfred Watts. A.B., L.H.D.
1957, B.D. Newton Theol. Sch. 1917, Ph.D.
Univ. Mich. 1934, LL.D. Knox Coll. 1958. Zeta
Psi. Ret.; b. Thomaston Jan. 5 1891; m.
Lucile Sleezer Aug. 7 1920. Religious worker
Cincinnati OH 1917-28, teaching fellow Univ.
Chicago 1919-20, prof, history Knox Coll.
Galesburg IL 1920-59, student Univ. London
England 1924-26, ret. Trustee public library
Galesburg. res. St. Petersburg FL.*
NICHOLS, Henry Allen. Bowdoin 1910-12.
Delta Upsilon. b. Pomona CA Aug. 31 1890.
res. Pomona CA.
PAYSON, Edgar Robinson, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland April 20 1891. With
Merc. Nat. Bank Boston 1914-?, ret. 1947.
Served to It. (jg) USN 1917-19. d. Portland
March 19 1973.*
PETERS, Almon Lauchlin. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Maiden MA June 12 1889. Salesman
(automobile agency Maiden 1914-39, Dunn
Printing Co. Boston 1939-55). Served with
USA 1917-19. d. Maiden MA Jan. 30 1955.
POPE, Philip Huntley. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1917, Ph.D. Univ. Pittsburgh 1921. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Manchester Oct. 24 1887; m. Louis
Smith July 12 1922; ch.: Edith. Instr. biology
Reed Coll. 1921-30, Whitman Coll. (instr.
biology to prof. 1930-35, head dept. 1935-55,
emeritus 1955-70, curator Museum of Natural
History 1946-70), ret. 1955, teacher St. Paul's
Sch. for Girls Walla Walla WA. Served to sgt.
MCUSA 1917-19. Author: Vercingetorix, poet,
lectr., contbr. d. Walla Walla WA Nov. 16
1970.*
PRATT, Arthur Llewellyn. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Richmond May 12 1892; m. Louise
Marson June 6 1917; ch.: Mrs. Leonard
Thombs. With Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Akron OH ca. 1914-16, with duPont Powder
Co. Washburn WI 1916-19, office mgr. O. M.
Redlon Co. Bath 1922-42, engineer Hyde
Windlass Co. 1942-61. Member city council
Bath, charter member & past pres. Lions CLub
Bath. d. Bath March 28 1961.*
PRATT, Leo Walter. A.B. Kappa Sigma, b.
Wilton Aug. 26 1890; m. Phyllis Polister Dec. 1
1920; ch.: Leo Jr. Swift & Co. (asst. sales mgr.
Bangor 1915-25; sales mgr. Biddeford 1926-33,
Manchester NH 1933-38, Biddeford 1938-53).
Dir. YMCA Manchester 1935-38, pres.
Webber Hospital Biddeford 1946-48. Served to
cpl. USA 1918. d. Saco Oct. 23 1953.
ROBINSON, Kenneth Allan. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1916; A.M.
Dartmouth 1923. Delta Upsilon. b.
Biddeford Aug. 10 1891; m. Jean Lambuth
July 14 1924. Dartmouth Coll. (instr. English
1916-19, asst. prof. 1919-23, prof. 1923-59,
emeritus 1959-61), Whitney Visiting Prof.
Birmingham-Southern Coll. Birmingham AL
1959-60. Contbr. d. Hanover NH Dec. 20 1961.
RUSSELL, Clifford Little. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Portland June 16 1890; m. Grace
Ladner Aug. 14 1918; ch.: Patricia. Invest.
(Portland 1916-27, G. L. Ohstrum & Co.
Boston 1927-34), with Am. Water Works NYC
1934-?, asst. treas. Water Works Service Co.
(NYC 19?-50, Phila. PA 1950-55), ret. d.
Wyomissing PA Oct. 9 1971.*
SEVERANCE, Robert Graves. Bowdoin
1910-1 1. Beta Theta Pi. b. Turners Falls MA
Oct. 26 1891; married. CP.A.; with Northern
Mass. Ry Co. Greenfield MA 1912-14;
accountant William A. Rogers Ltd. Niagara
Falls NY 1914-17; sr. accountant Watkins,
Kreher & Strong Buffalo NY 1919-23;
accountant Lucker & Severance Buffalo
1923-37. Served with USA 1917-19. d. Buffalo
NY April 25 1937.
SHEA, Herbert Meyer. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Hallowell Dec 6 1892; m. Vera Bilodeau
June 17 1922; ch.: Arlene. With General
Electric Co. (Lynn MA 1918-25, Cincinnati
OH 1925-32), power sales engineer Columbus
& S. Ohio Electric Co. Columbus OH 1932-58,
ret. CPO U.S. Merc. Marine 1917-18. d.
Reynoldsburg OH Oct. 17 1971.
SHEPHERD, Prentiss. Bowdoin 1910-12. Psi
Upsilon. b. Orange MA July 28 1891; m.
Ellen Eldredge April 26 1923; ch.: Prentiss Jr.,
Ellen. Invest. Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis
Boston 1915-?. d. Boston Nov. 5 1962.*
SIMPSON, Richard Earl. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Portland Aug. 2
1892. Teacher (high sch. Salem MA 1914-15,
Portland 1915-16; Sewanee TN Military Acad.
1917-18). Served with USN 1918-19. d.
Jamaica Plain MA Aug. 11 1920.
SNOW, Edward Holyoke. A.B., L.H.D. 1956,
A.M. Columbia 1926. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b.
Winn May 27 1890; m. Pearle Sutton July 8
1915; ch.: Geraldine. Principal high sch. (Avon
MA 1914-17, Putnam CT 1917-23, Lower
Merion Ardmore PA 1923-56), lectr. Fel's
Planetarium Franklin Inst. Phila. PA 1956-74,
ret. Chmn. (Montgomery County Polio Fund
Campaign, Community Chest), founder Lower
Merion PA Historical Soc. res. Narberth PA.*
STANDISH, Myles, Jr. A.B., M B A. Harvard
1916. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Boston
Nov. 22 1893; s. of Myles Sr. H'75; m. Hester
Trumbull Sept. 15 1919; ch.: Anne, Myles III.
Invest, research & salesman Estabrook & Co.
Boston 1919-28, various positions New Eng.
Merc. Nat. Bank 1929-58, ret. Trustee & treas.
Hillside Sch. for Boys Marlboro MA, member
Wellesley MA (advisory committee, sch. salary
committee, jr. high sch. 'building committee),
member Sudbury MA Power & Light
Committee, town historian Sudbury. Served to
sgt. MCUSA 1917-19. res. Lincoln MA.*
STETSON, Leslie Nathaniel. Bowdoin
1910-15. Zeta Psi. b. Brunswick Feb. 14
1890; m. Alfaretta Graves Oct. 1920; ch.:
Barbara, Virginia. Clerk Brunswick 1915-18,
with Canada Cement Co. Montreal P.Q.
Canada ca. 1918, foreman open hearth plant
Lackawanna Steel Co. Buffalo NY 1920-?, with
Peter A. Frasse & Co. Inc. of NYC Buffalo
1925-41 (dist. mgr. 1941-58, asst. v.pres.
197-58), ret. 1958. Chmn. Buffalo chapter Am.
Soc. of Metals, pres. Western N.Y. Warehouse
Assn. Served with USA 1918-19. d. Jamestown
NY July 18 1959.
SWAYE, Joseph. A.B. b. Russia Eur. Jan. 17
1893. Atty. part-time Hartford CT, teacher
high sch. Hartford 1918-45. Served with USA
WWI. d. Hartford CT April 8 1976.*
SYLVESTER, Ermond Lyndhurst. A. B.
Kappa Sigma. b. Durham Jan. 8 1892. res.
Freeport.
TAPLEY, Clarence Hall. Bowdoin 1911-13.
b. Ellsworth June 10 1892. With Factory Ins.
Assn. Greensboro NC 1916-19, agt.
(Underwriters' Bureau of New Eng. Boston
1919-23, London & Lancashire Ins. Co.
Portland 1924-28, Caledonian Ins. Co.
Syracuse NY 1928-?), ins. Rockland 1945-65,
ret. d. Belfast March 11 1970.
TARBOX, James Obadiah. A.B. b. Topsham
Feb. 27 1891; m. Mary Lightbody July 21
1915. Teacher Lincoln Acad. Newcastle
1914-17, USA (2nd It. 1917, 1st It. 1917-20,
capt. 1920-35, maj. 1935-40, It. col. 1940-41,
col. 1941-46), ret. d. Tampa FL Sept. 17 1976.
THOMPSON, Earle Spaulding. A.B., A.M.
(hon.) 1944, LL.D. 1969, LL.D. W. Va. Univ.
1956, LL.D. Marietta Coll. 1959. Alpha Delta
Phi. Alumni Fund dir. 1929-32, Alumni
Council 1936-38, Overseer 1937, Trustee
1947-70 (Emeritus 1970—), 1962 capital
campaign nat. committee, 1972 capital
campaign worker, class agt. 1972-77.
Recipient: Alumni Service Award. Established
scholarship fund 1947. Ret.; b. Bath March
2 1892. Clerk Nat. Fire Ins. Co. Hartford CT
1914-16, security salesman Hornblower &
Weeks Portland 1916-17, jr. exec. Am. Red
Cross Washington DC 1917-19, salesman
Portland (Hornblower & Weeks 1920, ins.
Prentis Loring Son & Co. 1921), jr. exec, to
pres., chmn. & dir. Am. Water Works &
Electric Co. NYC 1922-67, (now Allegheny
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Power System Inc.), ret. Trustee (treas. Big
Brothers Inc. 1928-53, City Bank Farmers
Trust Co. 1938-63, Lenox Hill Hospital
1946-69, Teachers Ins. & Annuity Assn.
1948-59), dir. (Monongahela Power Co.
1932-67, Potomac Edison Co. 1932-67, W.
Penn. Power Co. 1932-67, Dry Dock Savings
Bank 1944-63), trustee & pres. (Samuel Hughes
Watts Memorial Foundation 1955-73, Nat.
Organization for Public Health Nursing, Yale
& Towne Mfg. Co., Pejepscot Paper Co. Ritz
Carlton Hotel Co.), member (Council on
Foreign Relations NYC 1955-77, distribution
committee N.Y. Community Trust 1958-72),
v.pres. C. of C. N.Y. State. Served in WWI. res.
NYC*
THOMPSON, Frederick William. Bowdoin
1910-11. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Hallowell
July 3 1892; s. of William S. '75; m. Margaret
Caswell July 30 1931; ch.: Margaret.
Contractor Detroit MI 1914-17, asst. supt.
bldgs. state of Me. Augusta 1933-61, ret.
Served with USN 1917-23. d. Augusta Nov. 27
1968.*
TOWLE, Philip Innes. Bowdoin 1910-11,
B.B.A. Boston Univ. 1921. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Saco June 15 1892; m. Ruth Woodman
Jan. 12 1912; ch.: Phyllis, Philip II, Melville.
Principal Saco Commercial Sch. 1912-14, head
commercial dept. Thornton Acad. Saco
1914-16, teacher (Rochester NY 1916-17,
Medford MA 1917-21), head dept. business
education E. Orange NJ 1921-57, principal
Adult Sch. E. Orange 1936-?, ret. 1957. Pres.
NJ (Business Education Assn. 1926, Secondary
Sch. Dept. Heads Assn. 1930). d. Salmon Falls
Jan. 5 1974.*
TROTTIER, Edward Alfred. Spec. 1911-13.
Delta Upsilon. b. Newmarket NH Aug. 4
1890; married July 14 1917. Served with USN
1918. d. Hingham MA Sept. 23 1918.
TUPPER, Carl Hamilton. Bowdoin 1910-11.
b. Scarborough Nov. 10 1891; m. Marion
Ingersoll; ch.: Donald, Robert. Served to asst.
cashier First Nat. Bank Portland 1912-57, ret.
Member S. Portland (sch. board, zoning
board), d. Portland Sept. 28 1971.*
TUTTLE, Neal. A.B. magna cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1917. Theta Delta
Chi. b. S. Windham April 5 1893. Asst.
chemist Bowdoin 1914-15, athletic dir.
Fessenden Sch. W. Newton MA 1915-16,
Rhodes scholar Oxford 1919-21. Served to 1st
It. USA 1917-19. Contbr. d. Freeport Aug. 11
1923.*
URQUART, Douglas. Bowdoin 1910-11. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Ashfield MA Oct. 9 1890. With
Am. Writing Paper Co. Holyoke MA 1911-17.
Served with USA 1917-18. d. France July 29
1918.
VERRILL, Ray Marshall. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1916. b. Newry April 1 1891; m. Margaret
Small July 12 1917; m. Thelma Stone 1965;
ch.: Richard. Instr. English Univ. Wise.
Madison 1916-18, teacher Gilman Country
Day Sch. Baltimore MD 1919-21, It. teacher
Culver IN Military Acad. 1921-23, head
English dept. The Nichols Sch. Buffalo NY
1923-57, lectr. English Millard Fillmore
College Buffalo 1923-57, ret. Buffalo
Ornithological Soc. (charter member, pres.),
pres. Am. Ornithological Union, Conservation
Forum of Buffalo & Western N.Y. (officer, a
founder), chmn. (spec. Nat. Wildlife
Federation committee; Federal Resources,
Conservation & Development project-Time &
Tide), soil & water supervisor Buffalo, board
member (Nature Conservancy, The Natural
Resources Council). Pvt. USA 1918-19.
Recipient: Man of the Year award Twin
County Extension Service 1975. d.
Bowdoinham Sept. 11 1976.*
WEATHERILL, Robert Thomas. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Brunswick Nov. 2 1892;
m. Marion Synnott Oct. 16 1926; ch.: Thomas
'48, Jared '49. Supervisor explosives mfg. E. I.
duPont de Nemours & Co. Gibbstown NJ
1915-18, foreman chem. dept. Kennecott
Copper Co. Rancagua Chile S. Am. 1918-25,
Eastern Underwriters Assn. NYC 1925-40
(supervisor, report writer-editor), Fire Ins.
Rating Organization of N.J. 1940-61
(inspector, rater, supervisor), ret. Served to 2nd
It. USA 1918-19. res. Woodbury NJ.*
WEYMOUTH, Henry Gerry. Bowdoin
1910-12. Kappa Sigma, b. Lyme NH Aug. 1
1
1890. res. Lyme, Concord NH. d. Concord NH
Nov. 18 1943.
WHITE, Charles Francis. A.B.. A.M.
Columbia 1920. Psi Upsilon. b. Cambridge
MA Dec. 5 1892; m. Ruth Cullis June 28 1924;
ch.: Ruth. Ins. agt. Keene NH 1920-42, with
United Aircraft Stratford CT 1942-?, with
Bullard Co. Bridgeport CT ca. 1953. Served to
sgt. USMC 1918-19. d. Bridgeport CT Dec. 26
1953.
WHITE, Paul Lambert. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Penn.
1916. b. Greensburg IN July 21 1890; m.
Helen Van Keuren June 19 1920; ch.: Anne.
Asst. history dept. Univ. Penn. 1914-15, instr.
history Yale 1919-22. Served to capt. USA
1917-18. Discoverer unpublished manuscripts
& notebooks of Alexis de Tocqueville, contbr.
d. Sayre PA Aug. 25 1922.*
WILLIAMSON, William Burrill. Bowdoin
1910-12. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Augusta
Nov. 20 1892; s. of Joseph '88; m. Ida Gartley
Aug. 23 1915; ch.: Joseph, Richard, William Jr.
Mgr. Colonial Theater Augusta 1913-38, pres.
& dir. (Augusta Theater Co. 1913-62, Capitol
Theater Co. Augusta 1913-62), admin, asst.
U.S. senator Frederick G. Payne Washington
DC 1953-58, public relations work 1958-60,
with Meheu & King Assoc. Inc. 1960-61, ret.
Pres. & dir. Me.-N.H. Theater Corp., dir. First
Nat. Granite Bank Augusta, military aide to
Me. governor Augusta 1949-53, alderman
Augusta, chmn. Kennebec County Selective
Service board 1939-47. Pvt. USA 1917. d.
Washington DC May 4 1962.*
WILSON, Earle Farnsworth. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Thomaston April 20 1890; m.
Lucy Jacobs July 10 1918; ch.: Ross '40, Sarah,
Earle Jr. '49. Principal Limerick Acad. 1915-17,
with fish co. Rockland 1919-21, pres. Wilson
Inc. Camden 1921-24, invest. Camden 1925-27,
mgr. George W. Osgood Co. Gray 1927-44,
U.S. postmaster Gray 1934-44. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1917-19. d. Bath Feb. 22 1944.
WRIGHT, James Preble. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Woolwich Oct. 27 1891; m. Winifred Bishop
Aug. 18 1917; ch.: Charles, Eleanor,
Jacqueline. Bookkeeper Hanford CA 1914-19,
banking Hanford ca. 1919-29, treas. & office
mgr. Cousins Tractor Co. Hanford 1919-40.
Served with USA 1917-18. d. April 8 1940.
Class of 1915
ADAMS, Brainerd Lucas. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Thomaston May 17 1892; m. Lilliane
Bishopp; ch.: Jeanne. Paint business Atlanta
GA 1919-21, ins. Atlanta 1921-29, salesman
LaTouraine Coffee Co. Boston 1931-35, with
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. (Hartford CT
1935-39, Cleveland OH 1939-57), ret. Served
with USMC 1917-19. d. Lewiston June 12
1970.
AITCHISON, William. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Glasgow 1903, B.D. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1914,
S.T.B. Harvard 1917. Law; b. Glasgow
Scotland June 24 1883; m. Gertrude Harrison
July 24 1907; ch.: Marian, Vincent, Marian.
Congr. minister 1914-25, ret., atty.
self-employed Freeport 1923— . res. Brookfield
IL.*
ALLEN, Harry Everett. A.B., M.D. Med. Sch.
1919. Delta Upsilon. b. Brunswick June 24
1893; s. of Harry W. M'86; m. Loraine Callan
June 30 1932; ch.: William '55, Loraine, Anne.
Physician & surgeon Waterbury CT 1923-73.
With med. dept. (Chase Brass & Copper Co.,
Am. Brass Co.), co-prop. Allen's Drug Store
Brunswick 197-72, F.A.C.S., pres. (Waterbury
Med. Soc, Waterbury Geriatric Soc,
Waterbury staff, Rotary Int. 1961). Served with
MCUSN 1918. d. Waterbury CT June 12 1973.
AUSTIN, Eldin Hiram. A.B., LL.B. McKinley
Sch. Law 1930. Beta Theta Pi. b. Parkman
Feb. 12 1893; m. Sarah Wardwell June 25
1917; ch.: Carolyn. High sch. Buxton 1915-17
(principal, teacher); traveling salesman Lewis
Mfg. Co. Walpole MA 1920; teller First Trust
& Savings Bank Canton OH 1920-22; ins.,
invest. Canton 1922-30; atty. Canton 1930-40.
Served to It. (jg) USN 1917-19. d. Canton OH
March 18 1940.
BACON, George William. A.B., LL.B.
Fordham 1921, LL.D. Fordham 1958. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Jefferson NH July 11 1892; m.
Charlotte Higgins June 29 1921; ch.: John "51.
With credit business NYC 1915-17, Alexander
Hamilton Inst. NYC (asst. bursar 1920-24,
bursar 1924-25), atty. NYC 1925-29, Fordham
Univ. (instr. law 1926-29, assoc. prof. 1929-36.
prof. 1936-63, Cameron Prof, of Law 1957-63.
emeritus 1963, acting dean 1953-54, law ed.
Law Digest 1950-59, emeritus 1969), ret. 1963.
With Interstate Comm. on Crime 1940-43.
Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. served as U.S.
compliance commissioner 1942-48 (WPB.
CPA. FHA). Recipient: Fryeburg Acad.
Distinguished Alumnus Award 1964. Author:
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Lawful Actions of State Military Forces (1944),
Personal Finances (1949); contbr. d. Cedar
Grove NJ July 22 1975.
BADGER, Guy William. Bowdoin 1911-13.
Zeta Psi. b. Harmony Nov. 25 1891. Business
1913-15, salesman drug co. Cambridge MA
1915-? d. Worcester MA Jan. 31 1936.
BISBEE, Ernest Franklin. Bowdoin 1911-12.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Newry Nov. 14 1889; m.
Ethel Philbrick Aug. 3 1924. Clerk Rowe & Son
Bethel 1912-16, coal dealer Bethel 1922-?
Chmn. board of selectmen Bethel 1935-54.
Served to cpl. USA 1918. d. Bethel Sept. 7
1959.
BITLER, Thomas Bruce. A.B., S T B. Andover
Theol. Sem. 1916. b. Harrison OH June 16
1889; m. Helen Merriman June 21 1916; ch.:
Janet, Lois, Martha, Clayton. Pastor MA
(Hamilton 1916-19, N. Weymouth 1919-23,
Somerville 1923-30, Northampton 1930-34).
Sec. Boston Ministers' Meeting, d. Arlington
MA Feb. 24 1934.
BODURTHA, Robert Ellsworth. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Upsilon. b.
Blandford MA July 3 1889; m. Margaret Swett
Aug. 17 1915; ch.: Paul. Instr. Latin Genesee
Sem. Lima NY 1915-16, teacher (high sch. New
Haven CT 1916-17, Worcester MA Acad.
1919-23, high sch. Worcester 1923-52). Served
to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d. Worcester MA June
12 1952 *
CARD, Philip Livingstone. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Portland Sept. 28 1892; m.
Marie Fogg May 5 1919; ch.: Jean, Patricia,
Sylvia. Ins. agt. Morse, Payson & Noyes
Portland 1915-19; spec. agt. The Travelers Ins.
Co. Buffalo NY 1919-23; salesman Alfred S.
Meldrum Inc. Buffalo 1923-24; automobile
dealer Philip L. Card Inc. Norwich NY
1924-61; ret. The Nat. Bank & Trust Co. of





chmn. exec, committee 1975
— ), pres.
Rotary Club Norwich 1950-51. Served to
ensign USNR 1917-19. res. Norwich NY.*
CHATTO, Harry Murray. A.B., B.S. M IT.
1923. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. S. Brooksville
Aug. 20 1892. Teacher high sch. Portland,
General Electric Co. (switchboard engineer
Schenectady NY 1923-26, industrial heating
engineer Boston 1926-47, chief engineer service
shop Medford MA 1947-52), prop. & mgr. H.
M. Chatto Assoc. Cambridge MA 1953-66, ret.
Chief engineering consultant Sanitary Products
Corp. Tarrytown MD 1944-? Contbr. d.
Winthrop MA Dec. 10 1968.*
COFFIN, Robert Peter Tristram. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Litt.D. 1930;
A.M. Princeton 1916; A.B. Oxford (Rhodes
scholar 1916-17, 1919-21) 1920; Litt.B. Oxford
1921; Litt.D. Univ. Me. 1937. Zeta Psi. Faculty
rep. Alumni Council 1942-45. Reading room in
Hawth.-Long. Library dedicated to his
memory 1965. b. Brunswick March 18 1892;
m. Ruth Phillip Jan. 22 1918; ch.: Mary-Alice,
Margaret, Robert Jr. '45, Richard '51. Wells
Coll. Aurora NY (instr. English 1921-22, asst.
prof. 1922-24, assoc. prof. 1924-26, prof.
1926-34, Anna Adams Piutti Prof, of English
1928-34), Pierce Prof, of English Bowdoin
1934-55. Katherine Lee Bates Poet Wellesley
1927, 1931, 1935; Phi Beta Kappa Poet
(Harvard 1932, Colby 1935, Tufts 1936,
Hamilton 1937, Univ. Va. 1938, William &
Mary 1943, Boston Univ. 1949); book review &
poetry ed. Yankee magazine 1937-39; Turnbull
Memorial Poetry Lectr. Johns Hopkins 1938;
on staff of Writer's Conference Univ. N.H.
1938-55; Patten Foundation Lectr. Ind. Univ.
1942; Sesquicentennial Poet Bowdoin 1944;
teacher Corpus Christi TX Fine Arts Colony
1948-54; George Elliston Prof, of Poetry Univ.
Cincinnati 1951; Class of 1898 Lectr.
Haverford Coll. 1953; Fulbright Lectr. Am.
Literature & Civilization Univ. Athens Greece
1953-54; F.A.A.A.S. 1949-55. Served to 2nd It.
USA 1917-19. Recipient: Gold Medal as Nat.
Honor Poet 1935, Golden Rose of New Eng.
Poetry Soc. 1936, Pulitzer Prize for Poetry for
Strange Holiness 1936, First Prize for
Magazine Verse Writers of Poetry Soc. of Am.
1955. Poet; author: Christchurch: Poems
(1924); Book of Crowns & Cottages (essays
1925); Dew and Bronze: Poems (1927); An
Attic Room (essays 1929); Golden Falcon
(poems 1929); Laud, Storm Center of Stuart
England (biography 1930); The Dukes of
Buckingham (biography 1931); The Yoke of
Thunder (poems 1932); Ballads of
Square-Toed Americans (poems 1932); Lost
Paradise (autobiography 1934); Red Sky in the
Morning (novel 1935); Strange Holiness
(poems 1935, Pulitzer Prize); John Dawn
(novel 1936); Kennebec, Cradle of Americans
(historical 1937); Saltwater Farm (poems
1937); Maine Ballads (poems 1938); New
Poetry of New England (lectures 1938);
Captain Abby and Captain John (biography
1939); Collected Poems (1939, new & enlarged
edition 1948); Thomas-Thomas-Ancil-Thomas
(novel 1941); Book of Uncles (essays 1942);
The Substance That is Poetry (lectures 1942);
There Will Be Bread and Love (poems 1942);
Primer for America (poems 1943); Mainstays
of Maine (essays 1944); Poems for a Son with
Wings (1945); People Behave Like Ballads
(poems 1946); Yankee Coast (essays 1947);
Coast Calendar (essays 1949); One-Horse
Farm (poems 1949); The Third Hunger, and
The Poem Aloud (lectures 1949); Apples by
Ocean (poems 1950); Maine Doings (essays
1950) ; Life in America: New England (1951);
On the Green Carpet (essays 1951); Sir Isaac
Coffin, Admiral and Prophet (biography
1951) ; Hellas Revisited (poems 1954); co-ed.:
A Book of Seventeenth-Century Prose ( 1929,
revised 1946). d. Portland Jan. 20 1955.*
COOLEY, Elmer Carroll. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. b. Pittsfield Jan.
3 1892; m. Alice Preston March 6 1916. With
Winchester Repeating Arms Co. New Haven
CT 1915-?, with Savage Arms Co. Utica NY 2
yrs., chief tool designing engineer Easy
Washing Machine Corp. Syracuse NY 21 yrs.,
with Crouse Hinds Corp. 16 yrs., with General
Electric Co. d. Syracuse NY Sept. 7 1974.
COX, Fred Walter. A.B. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Ret.; b. S. Durham Dec. 19 1892; m. Regina
Shelton Oct. 4 1924; ch.: Donald, Nancy,
Richard. Sales mgr. Los Angeles CA 1915-17,
contractor Imperial Valley CA 1919-21,
salesman Automobile agency Los Angeles
1921-42, shipyard worker Los Angeles 1942-46,
sales mgr. Los Angeles 1946-?. Served to sgt.
USA 1917-19; awarded Purple Heart, Croix de
Guerre, res. Vista CA.*
CRISTY, George Linsley. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Med. Sch. 1918. b. Albuquerque NM
Sept. 9 1893; m. Ruth Taylor May 2 1920; ch.:
Patricia. Physician USPHS 1919-57 (sr.
surgeon 1941-57, head med. dept. U.S.
Consulate Toronto Ont. Canada 1949-57), ret.
Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1918-19, served to
cdr. WWII. d. Richmond VA June 12 1972.*
CROSS, Harry Gustave. Bowdoin 1911-13.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Amboy MN Oct. 19
1890; m. Madeleine Feuillade Nov. 19 1918;
ch.: Madeleine, Mrs. Ray Fey Jr., Mrs. Keith
Anderson, Audrey, John. With First Nat. Bank
Red Wing MN 1912-13, with Commercial
Security Co. Chicago IL 1914-15, with S. W.
Straus Chicago 1915-19, with
Waterman-Waterbury Co. Mnpls. MN ca.
1919-59 (pres. 1946-52, board chmn. 1952-59).
Pres. Waterbury Co. Mnpls. ca. 1946-59, dir.
Third Northwestern Nat. Bank Mnlps. Served
with military 1917-18. d. Wayzata MN July 2
1959.
CUTLER, Elisha Pomeroy. A.B., B.D. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1913. Kappa Sigma. b. Boston
Oct. 24 1889; m. Agnes Cole May 28 1918; ch.:
Elisha Jr., Agnes. Congr. clerg. (Worthington
MA 1915-17, E. Corinth VT 1919-22, E.
Hampton CT 1922-25), assoc. pastor Tompkins
Ave. Church Brooklyn NY 1925-30, pastor
(Congr. Church Richmond MA 1930-58,
Immanuel Community Church Pittsfield MA
1933-58). Served to sgt. USA 1917-19. d.
Richmond MA Dec. 1 1958.
DEMMONS, Paul Douglas. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. E. Machias Sept. 25 1894; m. Jessie Blair
May 15 1948. With New Eng. Paper Box Co.
New Haven CT, with Sargent & Co. New
Haven, musician, accountant Gulf Oil Corp.
1927-59, ret. Member Humphrey Hook &
Ladder Fire Assn. Hamden CT. Served to cpl.
USA 1917-18. d. W. Haven CT March 20
1975.*
DOW, Leon French. A.B. Zeta Psi. Class
bequest chmn. Ret.; b. Jay Nov. 11 1893; m.
Mildred Smith June 21 1933. W. L. Dow
Livermore Falls (asst. 1915-21, partner
1921-28), machine operator Technicolor Corp.
Boston 1928-30, prop. Hillsdale Orchards
1931-58, developer Hillsdale Homerites
1958-72, ret. Deacon First Baptist Church
Livermore Falls. PFC USMC 1918. res.
Livermore Falls.*
DUNTON, Robert Manson. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Bath May 21 1893; m. Elizabeth
Ayers July 7 1934; ch.: Robert Jr., Mrs. C.
Roger Tillotson. Ship chandler William H.
Swan & Sons Inc. NYC 1921-71, ret. Served to
2nd It. USA WWI. d. Bath Aug. 13 1976.*
EASTMAN, Roger Kimball. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Lowell MA Aug. 16 1892;
m. Mary Holden June 11 1921; ch.: Roger Jr.
'44, Charles. Supt. Richard Young Co. 1920-36,
Winslow Brothers & Smith MA (supt. 1936-50,
general mgr. 1950-59), ret. Member vestry
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Grace Epis. Church. Served to 1st It. USA
1917-19; awarded Silver Star. res. Salem MA.*
EATON, Albion Keith. B.S. b. Calais June 14
1891; m. Mary Campbell; ch.: Albion Jr.,
Charles. Mgr. Shell Oil Co. E. U.S. (RR sales
1929-42, industrial sales NYC 197-49). Served
as flight instr. WWI, served to col. USA
WWII; awarded Legion of Merit 1946. d.
Nantucket MA June 17 1975.
ELWELL, Edward Richardson. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi.
Alumni Fund dir. 1948-51. Ret.; b. Togus
Aug. 26 1893; m. Virginia Holway June 27
1925; ch.: Walter, Caroline, Richard '52. Sales
asst. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Akron OH
1915- 16, Burnham & Morrill Co. Portland
1916-61 (asst. sales mgr., sales mgr., sec, dir.,
v.pres., first v.pres.), ret. Dir. (sec, treas., &
pres. Me. Canners Assn.; Am. Grocery Mfr.
Assn.; Nat. Canner's Assn.), trustee Food Law
Inst, of Am. Served to capt. USA 1917-18. res.
Cape Elizabeth.*
EMERSON, Prescott. Bowdoin 1911-12. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Hyde Park MA Sept. 5 1888.
res. unknown.
EVANS, Robert Joseph. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Clergy; b. Irwin PA July 11 1891. Rector (Ft.
Fairfield, Syracuse NY, Boston 1925-29,
Newark NJ 1929-34, Providence RI, Auburn
NY, Cairo NY), res. Kinderhook NY.*
FAULKNER, Harry Peter. Bowdoin 1911-13.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Liverpool England
Feb. 9 1890; married. Teacher 1913-14,
banking NYC 1920-30, financial rep. for
Raymond Patenotre, v.pres. financial policy
Phila. PA Enquirer 1930-42, cattle breeder
Wingdale NY 1935-61. d. NYC Jan. 3 1961.*
FESSENDEN, Joseph Coombs. A.B. b.
Lisbon Falls June 13 1892. Banking
(Washington DC 1916-18, Portland 1920-22),
teacher high sch. Lisbon Falls 1923-24. Served
to capt. USA 1918-19. d. Bedford MA March
16 1944.
FIELD, Charles William Wallace. Bowdoin
1911-12. Theta Delta Chi. b. Windham June
25 1892. Ticket agt. Boston 1912-17. Served to
1st It. USA 1917-18. d. Chateau-Thierry
France July 18 1918.
FISH, Arthur Raymond. Bowdoin 1911-12.
Delta Upsilon. b. Hallowell Oct. 26 1891. d.
Augusta Jan. 9 1977.
FLOYD, Gordon Pierce. B.S. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma, b. Portland Oct. 22 1892; m.
Edith Richardson Jan. 26 1924. With Henley
Kimball Co. (Portland 1915-18; Boston
1919-20; asst. treas., treas. 1920-55; dir.
1935-55). Served to ensign USN 1918-19,
served to It. col. USAF 1942-46; awarded
Commendation Ribbon, d. Wellesley MA Jan.
31 1955.
FOLSOM-JONES, Otto Rockefeller. A.B.,
M.B.A. Harvard 1917, J.D. Georgetown Univ.
1923. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Skowhegan April 1
1
1892; m. Annette Tatelman 19?; ch.: Charles.
Lawyer Washington DC (Brewster Ivins &
Phillips 1925-43, Brewster & Steiwer 1943—).
Served with USA 1917-18. Contbr. res.
Washington DC*
HALL, George Albert. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Houlton Nov. 14 1893; m.
Florence Lundon Dec. 6 1923; ch.: George III
'56, Edward '56. George A. Hall Co. Houlton
(treas. 1916-21, prop. & pres. 1921-66),
Houlton Savings Bank (treas. 1933-39, v.pres.
1933-49, pres. 1949-66). Trustee & member
exec, committee Ricker Classical Inst. & Jr.
Coll. Houlton 20 yrs., trustee Aroostook
General Hospital, pres. C. of C. Houlton,
chmn. budget committee Houlton 9 yrs. d.
Houlton Dec. 25 1966.
HAMEL, John Ralph. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa, M.D. Med. Sch. 1918. b.
Portland April 12 1892; m. Belle Mcintosh
June 21 1920; ch.: Mrs. Robert Baker, Mrs.
Richard Kingsbury. Physician Portland
1918-62. City med. examiner Portland 1920-?,
F.A.C.P., diplomate Am. Board Internal
Medicine. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1918-23. d.
Portland Jan. 2 1963.*
HASTINGS, Maynard Albert. A.B. b. Union
Sept. 24 1888. Principal high sch.
Norridgewock 1915-16. d. Norridgewock
March 22 1916.
HILDRETH, Arthur Griffin. B.S. b.
Westford MA Sept. 30 1887; m. Bertha Norris;
ch.: Mrs. George Parkhurst. Teacher high sch.
Norwalk CT, research chemist duPont Co.
Norwalk 1916-17, asst. prof, physics Univ. Me.
1918-21, teacher high sch. Newton MA
1921-46, prof, physics Univ. Mass. Ft. Devens
1946-51, prof, science Cambridge MA Jr. Coll.
1951-64. Town selectman Westford, member
sch. committee Westford, trustee Westford
Acad. Research worker USCG 1917-18. d.
Westford MA May 9 1964.
HOUGHTON, Charles Frederick. Bowdoin
1911-12. Psi Upsilon. b. Portland July 3
1890; m. Edna Bruce 1920; ch.: Charles Jr.,
Barbara. Automobile business 19 12-? Served
with USA (2nd It. 1917, 1st It. 1917, capt.
1917-18, maj. 1918-19, capt. 1920-34, maj.
1934-40, It. col. 1940-42). Awarded Croix de
Guerre (2), Silver Star, Bronze Star (6). d. Ft.
Leavenworth KS March 11 1942.
HYLER, Aaron Winchenback. Bowdoin
1911-14. Psi Upsilon. b. Cushing Jan. 16
1894. d. Thomaston Feb. 25 1916.
KNOWLTON, Frank Earle. A.B., Med. Sch.
1915. Delta Upsilon. b. Strong Jan 3 1892;
m. Mildred Hardy June 11 1922. Currier Ins.
Agency Farmington 1919-38 (partner, prop.),
register of deeds Franklin County 1938-55, ret.
Sec.-treas. Franklin County Agricultural Soc.
1923-68, trustee Farmington Library Assn. ca.
1921-68, excise tax collector Farmington
1935-47, dir. (First Nat. Bank Farmington ca.
1937-68, Rangeley Water Co. 1938-?). Served
with MCUSA 1918-19. d. Waterville Dec. 31
1968.
KOUGHAN, Paul Joseph. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Bath Dec. 15 1890; m. Virginia Diederichs
Aug. 24 1920; ch.: Patrick, Mary, Paul Jr.,
William. Sales mgr. Remington Rand Mnpls.
MN 1920-32; div. mgr. Investors Diversified
Services Mnpls. 1932-44; dist. dir. UNRRA
Germany 1944-46; Pacific N.W. mgr. Lord,
Abbott & Co. 1949-51; mutual fund mgr. &
account exec. Los Angeles CA 1951-67 (J. A.
Hogle & Co., Goodbody & Co.), ret. Dir.
(Mnpls. Community Fund 1926, 1934, 1942;
Mnpls. Soc. for Blind 1941-44), pres. Mnpls.
Catholic Welfare Soc. 1942-44, v.pres. Nat.
Assn. of Sales Exec, past pres. Minn. Assn. of
Sales Mgr., lectr. Knights of Columbus Mnpls.
Served to 1st It. USA 1926-19. Named Man of
the Yr. Nat. Assn. of Sales Exec. Mnpls. 1937.
d. Los Angeles CA July 16 1976.*
KUHN, Maynard Henderson. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Waldoboro June 29 1893; m. Florence
Spinney Aug. 27 1919; ch.: Elizabeth, Virginia.
Bond salesman ME ca. 1917, business
Waldoboro 197-26. Served to 2nd It. USA
1917-19. d. Rockland Oct. 9 1926.
LAPPIN, James Blaine. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
1972 capital campaign worker. b. Portland
May 9 1891; m. Marion Whitcomb Oct. 19
1920; ch.: Dorothy, Jean, James Jr. '49. With
V.A. Portland 1922-24, disbursing officer U.S.
Treasury Dept. (Boston 1934-41, Cleveland
OH 1941-46, Boston 1946-55), messenger First
Nat. Bank Portland 1955-65, ret. Served to It.
USN 1917-19. d. Portland Sept. 5 1975.*
LEWIS, Herbert Alton. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. N. Haven March 19 1890; m. Hope Black
Dec. 20 1920. Teacher Hebron Acad. 1915-16;
New Eng. Mutual Life Ins. Co. (acturial clerk
Boston 1916-17, salesman 1919-20); bond clerk
Lee, Higginson & Co. Boston 1920-21; safety
& industrial engineer Crucible Steel Co.
Midland PA 1921-25; consultant Dyer
Engineers Cleveland OH 1925-40; asst. to mgr.
De Laval Separator Co. Poughkeepsie NY
1940-55, ret. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d.
Rockland May 11 1977.*
LEWIS, James Abram. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. b. N. Haven Jan.
30 1889; m. Blanche Smith May 26 1918; ch.:
James, Paul '53. Me. state rep. 1915, student
Harvard 1915-16, principal high sch.
Stonington 1916-17, teacher high sch. Freeport
1918, high sch. Portland (teacher 1919-20, head
science dept. 1920-22), principal high sch.
Westbrook 1922-28, Tabor Acad. Marion MA
(teacher, head nautical program 1928-40, head
dept. naval instruction 1946-54), teacher
(Wayneflete Sch. Portland 1955, Thornton
Acad. Saco 1955-56), instr. (Portland Jr. Coll.
1956-57, Univ. Me. 1957-69), ret. Member
(State Advisory Comm., Me. Port Authority).
Served to capt. USNR 1917-49. d. Manchester
NH Aug. 4 1975.*
LITTLE, George Tappen. Bowdoin 1911. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Brunswick April 28
1891; s. of George T. H'80; m. Bertha Nelon
Dec. 1916, m. Mildred Nelson 1958 (3rd
marriage); ch.: George '40, Henry. Head
vocational dept. Portland High Sch. 1917-58.
inspector Underwriters Lab. Chicago IL
1938-70, ret. res. Lowell MA.*
LIVINGSTON, William Towle. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Fryeburg Feb. 17 1893;
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married; ch.: Robert. Student Union Theol.
Sem. NY 1915-16, with Alexander Hamilton
Inst. NYC 1915-62, ed. 1942-62 (Business
Conditions Weekly Bulletins, Modern Business
Texts). Served with USA 1918-19. Contbr. d.
Mineola NY Oct. 29 1962.
LORING, Kimball Atherton. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Class agt. 1955-62. b. Reading MA Jan.
12 1894; m. Helen Purnell; ch.: Kimball Jr.,
Linda. Served to pres. Machine Composition
Co. Boston 1917-62. Founder & pres. Int.
Typographic Composition Assn., pres.
Typesetting Products Corp. P.R., dir. Graphic
Arts Research Foundation, d. Boston April 20
1962.
LYNCH, Frederick James. B.S., M.D. Harvard
1919. Alpha Delta Phi. Scholarship fund
established in his memory 1968. b.
Cambridge MA Nov. 13 1891; m. Hope
Mahaney. Surgeon, obstet., gynecol. Boston ca.
1919-57. Asst. gynecol. Harvard 1923-28, Tufts
(asst. prof, obstet., assoc. prof. 1922-40; prof,
obstet. & clinical gynecol. 1940-?),
surgeon-in-chief obstet. Boston City Hospital,
pres. New Eng. Obstet. & Gynecol. Soc.
1944-45, diplomate Am. Board Obstet. &
Gynecol. Served with MCUSN 1917-18. d.
Boston July 8 1957.
MacCORMICK, Austin Harbutt. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Sc.D. (hon.) 1934;
A.M. Columbia (Charles Carroll Everett
fellow) 1916; LL.D. St. Lawrence 1937. Delta
Upsilon. Alumni Fund dir. 1919-22, sec.
1921—; Alumni Council 1922-27 sec. (1922-23,
1924-26); Overseer 1933-73, (Emeritus 1973—;
1972 capital campaign worker. Recipient:
Bowdoin Prize 1968. Ret.; b. Georgetown
Ont. Canada April 10 1893; m. Gertrude
Albion; m. Patricia Welling; ch.: Joan, James.
Alumni sec. Bowdoin 1921-28; asst. to pres.
Bennington Coll. NYC 1928-29; Dept. of
Justice NYC (asst. supt. 1929-30, asst. dir.
1930-33); commissioner N.Y.C. Dept. of
Correction 1934-40; exec. dir. Osborne Assn.
Inc. NYC 1940-44; Univ. Calif. Berkeley (prof,
criminology 1951-60, prof, emeritus 1960
—);
exec. dir. Osborne Assn. NYC, WA & CA
1960
—
; ret. Member exec, committee
Research Council on Problems of Alcohol
1930-40, member board of dir. 1930-40
(Madison Square Boys' Club, Boys
Brotherhood Republic, Children's Village,
Wiltwyck Sch. for Boys), member 1930-40
(Community Service Soc. Committee on Youth
& Justice, Youth Committee, City-wide
Citizens' Committee on Harlem, Nat. Soc. for
the Prevention of Crime), chmn. (N.Y. State
Committee on the Youth Correction Plan
1930-40, committee on Mental Hygiene
Services Manhattan Children's Court 1930-40,
Calif. Study Comm. on Correctional Facilities
& Services 1955-57), pres. (Am. Correctional
Assn. 1938-39, Nat. Prisoners' Aid Assn.
1941-42, Nat. Conference of Juvenile Agencies
1943-44, Am. Assn. for Adult Education
1943-44, Fellowship Center NYC 1961—), Nat.
Committee for Education on Alcoholism
(co-founder 1944, member board of dir.
1944—
,




Anonymous (member board of trustees
1949-51, member information & finance
committee 1951-61, chmn. nominating
committee 1951-61, member corporate &





, 1st v.chmn. board
of trustees 1971), San Francisco CA Bay Area
Council on Alcoholism (founder 1955, pres.
1955-60, co-chmn. Calif. Atty.-General's
Committee on crime prevention 1955-57,
consultant (N.Y.C. Board of Correction
1957-63, Task Force on Corrections 1965-67,
The President's Comm. on Law Enforcement
& Admin, of Justice 1965-67, to Governor
Winthrop Rockefeller AR 1967-68, chief Ark.
Penitentiary Study Comm. 1967-68), member
advisory committee Federal Bureau of
Narcotics 1962, member advisory comm.
Narcotic & Drug Abuse 1963, member comm.
Narcotic Addiction 1965, Task Force on
Corrections 1966 (member, committee on
narcotic addiction), chmn. of the board 1968
—
(Citizen's Committee for Children of N.Y.,
Natural Science for Youth Foundation),
member board of dir. 1968— (Am.
Correctional Assn., Mobilization for Youth,
Women's Prison Assn. NYC, Mass.
Correctional Assn. Federal Probation
Quaterly's Editorial Advisory Committee),
member 1968— (board of trustees Nat.
Council on Crime & Delinquency, citizens
advisory panel of governor's spec, committee
on criminal offenders NY). Served to It. USN
1917-20. Recipient: The August Vollmer
Award Am. Soc. of Criminology 1963,
Correctional Service Federation Award 1964,
The Edward R. Cass Award Am. Correctional
Assn. 1965, The Roscoe Pound Award Nat.
Council on Crime & Delinquency 1966,
Fellowship Center Award NYC 1969, Silver
Key Award Nat. Council on Alcoholism Inc.
1971. Author: The Education of Adult
Prisoners (1931), The Death Penalty (1963);
co-author: Handbook of American Prisons
(1926), Handbook of American Prisons and
Reformatories (1929); co-author & ed.:
Handbook of American Institutions for
Delinquent Juveniles (1943). res. NYC*
MacDONALD, Joseph Cony. A.B. cum laude,
D.D. 1950. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Overseer
1951onora Hiscock June 29 1926; ch.: Barton,
Berta. Student Union Theol. Sem. NY 1915-17
& 1919-20, minister (First Congr. Church
Wilton 1920-23, Christ Presby. Church NYC
1923-26, Union Church Waban MA 1926-65),
ret. Pres. (Newton Council of Churches,
Newton Ministers Assn.. Congr. Library
Boston). Served to It. USAF 1915-18; awarded
French Service Medal, res. Wilton.*
MacKINNON, Max Verne. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Scholarship fund established in his memory
1968. b. Calais July 2 1893; m. Louise
McCurdy July 11 1917; ch.: Virginia, William.
Correspondent Alexander Hamilton Inst.
1915-21 (NYC, Cleveland OH, Detroit MI),
with Detroit Statler 1921-?, with Palmetto
Apartment Hotel Detroit 19?-26, mgr. Detroit
(Wardell Hotel 1926-40, Belcrest Hotel
1940-43, Barium Hotel 1943-48), resident mgr.
Douglass Houghton Hall Mich. Coll. of
Mining & Tech. Houghton MI 1948-61, ret.
Mgr. Grand Hotel Mackinac Is. MI 1 summer,
pres. (Detroit Hotel Assn., Mich. Hotel Assn.,
Rotary Club Houghton), deacon First Congr.
Church Lake Worth FL, board member Fla.
Gardens Assn., member Hotel Code Authority
Detroit ca. 1934. Served with USN 1917-18. d.
Atlantis FL Dec. 11 1966.
MAHONEY, Arthur Houghton. Bowdoin
1911-12. b. Medford MA April 24 1891. res.
unknown.
MANNIX, Daniel Maurice. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1919. Kappa Sigma, b. Portland April 1
1894; m. Dorothy Towle June 24 1923; ch.:
Margaret. Intern Me. General Hospital
Portland 1919-20; physician, surgeon Portland
1921-39. Asst. Me. Med. Sch. 1920-21,
physician high sch. Portland. Served with
MCUSA WWI. d. Portland March 9 1939.
McKENNEY, Francis Paul. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; Ed.M. Temple Univ. 1937.
Beta Theta Pi. Class agt. 1962-75. Ret.; b.
Brunswick Dec. 2 1893; m. Doris Howe Aug. 2
1923; ch.: Harriet, Ann. Principal Gorham NH
High Sch. 1915-16, teacher Portland High Sch.
1916-17, asst. principal Goddard Sem. Barre
VT 1923-26, teacher William Penn. Charter
Sch. Germantown PA 1926-36, chmn. French
dept. Deerfield Acad. 1937-66, ret. Deacon &
chmn. church committee First Church of
Deerfield MA, tutor & pres. Long Lake Lodge
summer sch. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. res.
Sarasota FL.*
McWILLIAMS, George Arthur. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. St. John New Brunswick
Canada July 28 1892. res. Medway MA.
MELCHER, Stanwood Alexander. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Mt. Holly NJ Sept. 15
1893; s. of William P. '71; m. Dorothy
Harrison June 2 1928; ch.: William, Edith,
Susan. Travelers Ins. Co. (office supervisor
Baltimore MD 1916-17, Pittsburgh PA
1920-21, Montreal P.Q. Canada 1921; to sec.
personnel-admin, dept. Hartford CT 1922-59),
ret. Served to ensign USA 1917-19. d. Medford
Lakes NJ Nov. 10 1973.*
MELLOON, Ralph Reid. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Class agt. 1929-32. b. Lowell MA Feb. 21
1892; m. Ethel Salisbury June 15 1918; ch.:
Evelyn. Rep. Hornblower & Weeks (Boston
1915-20, Providence RI 1920-?). Trustee
Centerville Savings Bank W. Warwick RI.
Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d. June 13 1967.
MERRILL, Dana Kinsman. A.B., A.M. Penn.
State 1917. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland
Feb. 11 1890; m. Katherine Rawley Feb. 17
1925. Principal high sch. 1915-16, Penn. State
Univ. Univ. Park (teaching fellow 1916-17,
instr. English composition 1919-20, asst. prof.
1920-27, asst. prof. English literature 1927-33,
assoc. prof. 1933-44, prof. 1944-55, emeritus
1955). Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19. Author:
The Development of American Biography
(1932), contbr. d. Bellefonte PA Dec. 21 1973.
MERRILL, Ivan Colson. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Etna Feb. 27 1889; s. of William H. M'88.
Teacher (Lisbon 1916-17, Maiden MA
1918-19), ins. Lawrence MA 1919-22. d. Etna
Nov. 1 1934.
MORRILL, Stuart Pingree. Bowdoin 1911-14.
b. Portland Oct. 3 1892. With express co.
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Portland 1915-17. Served with USA 1917-18. d.
Dodge GA Jan. 27 1918.
MORRISON, Charles Carr. A.B., Med. Sch.
1914-15, M.D. Harvard 1918. Zeta Psi. b.
Bar Harbor July 5 1893; m. Hazel Allen Nov.
22 1919; ch.: Charlotte, Marian, Barbara,
Nancy, Patricia, Charles III. Intern Boston
City Hospital 1918-19; physician, surgeon Bar
Harbor 1919-53 (Palm Beach FL winters
1925-37). Med. examiner Hancock County
1938-53, member police & fire depts. Bar
Harbor. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1917-18,
served to It. col. USPHS 1943-? d. Bangor
April 13 1953.*
MOULTON, Manning Cole. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1918. Kappa Sigma, b. Portland March
26 1893; s. of Willis B. M'83; m. Ina Nelson
Aug. 10 1918; ch.: Virginia, Margaret, Robert,
Gardner '47. Physician Searsmont 1920-23,
ophthalmologist Bangor 1924-56, ophthalmic
surgeon (Bangor & Aroostook RR, Bangor
Children's Home). Trustee public library
Bangor, fellow Acad. Int. Medicine, member
city council Bangor, board member (Home for
Aged Women, Good Samaritan Home). Served
to It. MCUSN 1918-19. d. Bangor Dec. 5
1956.*
PERKINS, Clifford Thompson. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Upsilon.
Class agt. 1938-41. b. Ogunquit Sept. 15
1895; m. Elsie Pinkham March 20 1920; ch.:
Eloise, Cornelia. With Penobscot Chem. Fiber
Co. ME 1915-18, with S. D. Warren Co.
(Westbrook 1919-20, Boston 1920-25), asst.
mgr. Cobsecook Mill Gardiner 1925-35, S. D.
Warren Co. (production mgr. mfg. dept.
Boston 1935-37, asst. supt. Westbrook
1937-42). Served with USA 1917-18. d.
Westbrook Dec. 25 1942.
PINKHAM, Harold Batchelder. Bowdoin
1912-13. Ret.; b. Milton NH June 16 1894;
m. Edith Wiggin Oct. 21 1938; ch.: David.
Clerk Union Pacific RR Omaha NE 1913,
freight brakeman (N.Y. Central Albany NY
1916; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy RR
1917), teacher Cleveland OH 1921, laborer
Weyerhaeuser Co. Snogualmie Falls WA
1926-28, postmaster Milton NH 1943-64, ret.
Served to cpl. USA 1917-19. Poet & essayist,
res. Milton NH.*
PORRITT, Philip Webb. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. London England May 30 1892.
Advt. 1919-20 (Chicago IL, Hartford CT),
salesman Hartford ca. 1920 (Post & Lester Co.,
Whitehead & Hoag Co.), ins. NYC 197-48, ret.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19. d. Stamford CT
Oct. 4 1960.
PRESCOTT, Harold Milton. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. St. Paul MN Nov. 10 1891; m.
Isabel Caldwell June 18 1920; ch.: Harold Jr.,
Robert, Elizabeth. Teacher high sch. Rockport
1915-17, accountant (AZ 1918-28, Atlanta GA
1928-39), instr. accounting Univ. Ga. 7-1939.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-18. d. Atlanta GA
Dec. 3 1939.
PUTNAM, Roger Ashurst. Bowdoin 1911-12,
A.B. Colby Coll. 1915. Kappa Sigma. b.
York June 27 1890; m. Eleanor Hennessey
Nov. 8 1924; ch.: Roger Jr. Atty. York
1917-25. Town clerk York 1920-25. d. York
June 15 1925.
RAMSAY, Kenneth Elmer. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Stanford 1927. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. S. Durham P.Q. Canada Sept.
17 1892; m. Louise Currier May 16 1918; ch.:
James. Salesman D. W. True & Co. Portland
1915-18, with Currier Ins. Agency Farmington
1919-25, atty. Los Angeles CA 1928-36
(partner Williamson Ramsay & Hoge 7-1936).
Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19. d. Los Angeles
CA Dec. 17 1936.
RICHARDSON, Gordon Dana. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Reading MA Aug. 9 1893; m.
Violet Straub Oct. 8 1921; ch.: Mrs. A.
Langstaff Johnston III. Export mgr. Willson
Products Inc. Reading PA 1915-61, ret. Served
to cpl. USA 1917-19; awarded Purple Heart,
Bronze Star with 3 Bars. d. Reading PA Sept.
28 1968.
RICKER, George Worcester. B.S. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. b. Newburyport MA Nov. 6 1892;
m. Gladys Burr March 9 1918; ch.: Frances,
Virginia, Margaret. With USA (2nd It. 1917,
1st It. 1917-20, capt. 1920-35, maj. 1935-40, It.
col. 1940-41, col. (posthumously) 1942).
Awarded Distinguished Service Medal
(posthumously) 1942. d. Bishop CA Dec. 12
1941.
ROBERTS, Frank Stanwood. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Brunswick March 26 1892; m. Clare
Ridley Feb. 9 1918; ch.: Frank Jr., Helen. With
W. T. Grant Co. PA 1915-16, with Pejepscot
Paper Co. Topsham, accountant Ernst & Ernst
Atlanta GA 1923-59 (mgr. 1959), CP.A. 1929.
Served to It. USA 1918-19. d. Atlanta GA July
30 1974.
ROBINSON, Clarence Eugene. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Warren July 14 1893; m. Jennie
Haines Nov. 10 1921; ch.: Charles, James,
Helen. With E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
1915-59 (control chemist & supervisor Penns
Grove NJ 1925-27; chief chemist Brandywine
Lab. Wilmington DE; chief chemist Penns
Grove 1927-29; area supt. 1929-41, asst. plant
mgr. 1941-46, area supt. Carney's Point plant
NJ 1947-59), ret. Penns Grove Masonic Lodge
(master, trustee), member board of education
Penns Grove 13 yrs., 32nd degree Mason, dir.
duPont Community YMCA, treas. Methodist
Church Penns Grove, life member Army
Ordnance Assn. d. Clearwater FL Dec. 20
1963.*
RODICK, Daniel Wilson. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Penn. 1917. b. S. Portland Feb. 7 1892; m.
Laura Cronkhite Aug. 31 1916; ch.: Douglas.
Teacher high sch. (Edwardsville PA 1917-18,
Glens Falls NY 1918-19), accountant Boston
1919-20. d. Wollaston MA Feb. 15 1920.
ROGERS, Charles Talbot. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Lisbon Falls Jan. 25 1893; m. Elizabeth
Phillips July 18 1923. Hotel business Dixville
Notch NH Corp. 1915-18, Am. Meter Co.
Phila. PA 1919-59 (personnel mgr., production
supt.), ret. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19.
Contbr. d. Drexel Hill PA Nov. 12 1964.*
ROLLINS, John Fox. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1918. Zeta Psi. Class agt. 1941-55, Alumni
Fund dir. 1952-55. b. Bucksport April 11
1893; m. Gertrude Triplett May 22 1920, m.
Dorothy Watt 1959; ch.: John, Nancy. Atty.
Boston 1918-25, Int. Paper Co. NYC (asst. to
pres. 1926-39, general solicitor legal dept.
1939-61, dir. 1959-61). d. NYC Sept. 23 1961.*
RUBIN, Joseph. Bowdoin 1911-12. Delta
Upsilon. b. Near Kiev Russia Oct. 20 1888.
res. unknown.
SMITH, Philip Sidney. B.S., LL.B. Harvard
1919. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Leicester MA June
9 1892; m. Marion Strout Oct. 7 1918; ch.:
Dorothy, Henry '45, David '46, Philip Jr. '47.
Atty. Worcester MA 1919-23, Superior Court
Worcester (asst. clerk 1923-53, clerk of courts
1953-54), ret. Trustee (Leicester Jr. Coll.,
Leicester Savings Bank), treas. Mass. Assn. of
Clerks of Supreme & Superior Courts 1948.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19. d. Worcester
MA May 7 1968.*
SOMERS, Harold McNeil. Bowdoin 1911-15.
Kappa Sigma, b. Portland May 18 1891; m.
Laura Gaudreau May 12 1920. With tire &
rubber co. Portland 1915-18. Served with USA
1918-19. d. Watertown MA Sept. 19 1928.
SOULE, Reuel Blaine. Bowdoin 1911-15. Zeta
Psi. b. Presque Isle Sept. 8 1892; m. Myra
West June 27 1919; ch.: Barbara. Furniture
dealer Augusta 1915-27, Central Me. Power
Co. 1927-59 (store mgr. Lewiston 1928; store
mgr. commercial dept. Augusta, Waterville,
Rockland 1928-36; sales mgr. N. div. 1936-42;
dist. supt. Pittsfield 1942-59), ret. Served with
USN 1917-19. d. Waterville Nov. 8 1967.
STETSON, Alvah Booker. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Brunswick Nov. 22 1888; m. Mabel Lock
June 15 1918; ch.: Alvah Jr. Chief clerk
Foreign Trade Information Bureau Am.
Express Co. NYC 1915-19; with Guaranty
Trust Co. NYC; with credit service dept.
Liberty Nat. Bank NYC 197-21; with Gaston,
Williams & Wigmore Export House 1921;
reporter bank service dept. Nat. Credit Office
(NYC 1921-29, Cleveland OH 1929-33, NYC
1933-36); chief credit analyst London
Guarantee & Accident Co. Ltd. NYC 1936-62;
ret. Pres. Automotive & Metals Credit Group
1940, pres. & dir. Ramapo Valley Federal
Credit Union 1941-43, trustee First Church of
Christ Scientist Ridgewood NJ 1942-45 (board
pres. 1945), dir. & asst. treas. Consumers' Book
Cooperative Inc. 1944-45. Served to chief QM
USN 1917-18. d. Scottsdale AZ Jan. 14 1972.
STONE, Ellsworth Allen. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Lynn MA May 10 1892; s. of Frank E. M'85;
m. Mary Haines June 5 1920. Asst. sales mgr.
E. Coast Fisheries Products Co. Rockland ca.
1920-22, sales agt. Bay State Milling Co. of
Winona MN Lynn 1922-57, ret. Served to 1st
It. USA 1917-19; awarded Distinguished
Service Cross, Silver Star, Purple Heart, d.
Marblehead MA June 28 1971.
STOWELL, Elwood Harrison. Bowdoin
1911-13. Kappa Sigma. b. Freeport May 27
1892; m. Elsie Davis Oct. 4 1913; ch.:
Winthrop, Elsie, Joan, John. With Lewiston,
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Augusta & Waterville Street RR; U.S. Post
Office Freeport (clerk 1920-36, asst. postmaster
1936-53, postmaster 1953-60); ret. Am. Red
Cross (member board of dir. Brunswick
1946-47, chmn. Freeport 1946-47), Freeport
Lodge of Masons (fifty-year member, past
master), sec. C. of C. Freeport. Served with
Red Cross Home Service WWII. d. Brunswick
Aug. 4 1974.*
TACKABERRY, William George. A.B., LL.B.
Georgetown Univ. 1920. Delta Upsilon. b.
Lewiston June 9 1892; m. Marie Rivard Feb.
16 1920; ch.: Anne, Claire. Teacher high sch.
Lewiston 1915-16, asst. Library of Cong.
Washington DC 1916-18, claims adjuster War
Risk Ins. Bureau U.S. Dept. of Justice 1920-22,
atty. Lewiston 1921-37, chief adjudication
dept. Bureau of Old Age Benefits Social
Security Board Washington DC 1937-56, ret.
Served with USA 1918. d. Orlando FL Aug. 24
1964.*
TALBOT, George Henry. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma. 1962 capital campaign area
chmn. Charlotte NC. Ins.; b. S. Portland
Dec. 6 1893; m. Sarah Pitts June 8 1933; ch.:
George Jr. Various positions Beverly Hills CA
fall 1915, salesman (Wear Ever Aluminum Co.
Bridgeport CT & Gainsville FL 1916-17,
Chicago Portrait Co. S. GA 1917), Southern
Aluminum Co. New Orleans LA (salesman
1917, office worker 1917-18; salesman 1918,
1919-22), salesman Golddust Twins Memphis
TN 1918, prop. Charlotte NC (Southeastern
Aluminum Co. 1922-29, Talbot Furniture Co.
1928-70), pres. Charlotte Liberty Mutual Ins.
Co. Charlotte 1927—. Pvt. USA 1918-19. res.
Charlotte NC*
THOMPSON, George Cummings. Bowdoin
1911-14. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Augusta
Aug. 24 1894; s. of William S. '75; m. Amy
Sholes March 13 1918; ch.: William, Robert,
Donald. Mgr. Belfast 1914-27 (Colonial
Theater, Belfast Opera House), Hall Hardware
Co. Belfast (partner 1927-47; prop., pres., treas.
1947-72). Me. state rep. 1928-35, mayor Belfast
1940-41. d. Belfast June 1 1972.*
THRELFALL, John Wesley. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1919. b.
Shaw Mills Yorkshire England July 6 1889; m.
Susan Bitler June 12 1912; ch.: John, Patricia.
Pastor Congr. Church (Falmouth 1913-15,
Edgartown MA 1916-17, Southboro MA 1918,
S. Sudbury MA 1918-19, Portland OR
1920-21). d. Portland OR Jan. 15 1921.
THURSTON, Verdeil Carleton. Bowdoin
1911. Delta Upsilon. b. Livermore Falls Feb.
11 1893. Teacher Chesterville 191 1-? Served
with MCUSA. d. Jay, date unknown.
TUKEY, Norman Stanford. Bowdoin 1913-14.
B.S. Boston Univ. 1930, Ed.M. Boston Univ.
1935. b. Chelsea MA July 4 1891; m.
Dorothy Sanborn Sept. 25 1919; ch.: Norman
Jr. Teacher (Fitzwilliam NH, Barnstable MA),
prof, history Atlanta GA Univ. ca. 1920,
Attleboro MA Vocational Sch. 1923-55
(teacher, dir.), ret. Pres. Attleboro Teachers'
Assn. 1929-30. Served with USA 1918. d.
Danvers MA Dec. 31 1969.
VAN KEEGAN, William Owen. A.B., LL.B.
N.Y. Law Sch. 1918. Kappa Sigma. b.
Lewiston March 19 1894; m. Ethel Welhausen
Jan. 1 1918, m. Midge Cumming 1963. Invest.,
corporate atty. NYC, ret. ca. 1956. d. Ft.
Lauderdale FL May 7 1966.
VERRILL, Harold Everett. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Class agt. 1932-38, Alumni Fund dir.
1936-39 (chmn. 1937-39), Alumni Council
1940-43. b. Portland Oct. 20 1893; m.
Katharine Hall Nov. 29 1917; ch.: Katharine,
Constance. With Hornblower & Weeks
Portland & Bangor 1915-69 (mgr. Portland
office 1924-38, partner & Me. mgr. 1938-61,
ltd. partner & consultant 1961-69), ret. Dir. &
member exec, committee Bangor & Aroostook
RR 1930-57, dir. (Me. Bonding & Casualty Co.
1936-70, Northern Telegraph Co., Van Buren
Bridge Co., Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co.).
d. Cape Elizabeth Sept. 17 1971.*
WEINTZ, Jacob Frederick. Bowdoin 1911-12.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Evansville IN Feb.
2 1892; m. Grace Cortelyou Aug. 20 1925; ch.:
Jacob Jr., Helen, George. Shipping clerk O. L.
Gregory Vinegar Co. Paris TX, salesman
Ozark Cider & Vinegar Co. Siloam Springs
AR, mgr. Faultless Caster Co. Evansville
1919-21, advt. rep. Branham Co. St. Louis MO,
with Travelers Ins. Co. NYC ca. 1921, v.pres.
& co-mgr. Sales Management Magazine
Chicago IL 1922-38, Tide Publishing Co. NYC
1938-54 (v.pres. 1938-54, advt. dir. 1948-54),
advt. dir. Army Times Publishing Co. 1954-?,
spec. rep. NYC ca. 1961 (Harvard Business
Review, Advertising News of N.Y., Southern
Advertising & Publishing). Served to sgt. USA
1917-19. d. NYC Nov. 7 1962.
WEST, Samuel. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.;
b. Darwen England Oct. 7 1893; m. Beatrice
Wilson Oct. 7 1918; ch.: Richard, Quentin.
Div. accountant N.Y., New Haven & Hartford
RR New Haven CT 1916-29; sales promoter
New Eng. (Lever Brothers Co. 1929-55,
Manhattan Drug Co. 1955-60), ret. Pres.
Dreamland Villa Retirement Club Mesa AZ
1967-68. Served to CPO USN 1918-19. res. Los
Angeles CA.*
WILLETT, Alfred Peter. Bowdoin 1911-12,
A.B. Univ. Me. 1921, A.M. Harvard 1928. b.
Orono Feb. 15 1891; m. Mary Cota Nov. 22
1923; ch.: Mrs. Walter Roller. Teacher prep,
sch. 1915-30 (P.R., WI), Marquette Univ.
Milwaukee WI (instr. Spanish 1939-57, assoc.
prof, emeritus modern lang.). Co-author: 5
French & Spanish textbooks, d. Ft. Myers FL
Sept. 20 1957.
WING, Paul Llewellyn. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Fayette March 17 1893; m. Marion Sturtevant
Aug. 6 1919; ch.: Mary, Nancy. With
Newman-Crosby Steel Corp. Pawtucket RI
1921-61 (v.pres. sales 197-61), ret. Served to
2nd It. USA 1917-19. d. Plainfield NJ July 7
1962.*
WOODBURY, Vernon Pierce. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Leominster MA Feb. 22 1893;
m. Gertrude Cook April 23 1960. Chemist
1915-17 (state of Me. Augusta, Morris & Co.
Chicago IL), purchasing agt. Phila. PA 1919-25
(Henry Disston & Son, E. Sutro & Son), sales
rep. MA (Standard Wood & Novelty Co. Ayer
1926-28, George F. Blake Worcester 1936-42,
Bay State Abrasive Westboro 1942-46,
Brierly-Lombard Co. Worcester 1946-49, Leon
J. Barrett Co. Worcester 1949-58, United
Engineers Boston 1958-60, Assoc. Engineers
Natick 1960-61, Baker Box Co. Worcester
1961-62, Fortune Metal Finishing Co. Natick
1962-73). Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19. d.
Shrewsbury MA Feb. 20 1973.*
Class of 1916
ANTHONY, Daniel Allen. Bowdoin 1912-13,
B.C.E. Rennselaer Polytech. Inst. 1919. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Greenwich CT Jan. 8 1894; m.
Jessie Skinner; ch.: Elizabeth. Engineer
Greenwich 1916-17, utility engineer Ft.
Monroe VA 19 19-? Served with ACUSA
1917-19. d. Kecoughtan VA V.A. Hospital Oct.
21 1955.
BACON, Everett Warren. Bowdoin 1911-15.
Zeta Psi. b. Skowhegan Feb. 4 1892. With
Tex. Steamship Co. Bath 1918. d. Skowhegan
Jan. 23 1919.
BAMFORD, Wellington Arthur. Bowdoin
1912-15. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Houlton ME
March 27 1892. res. Houlton.
BANCROFT, Winthrop. Bowdoin 1912-15,
L.H.D. 1957, LL.B. Univ. Fla., hon. degree
Rollins Coll. 1954. Ret.; b. Clinton MA
March 24 1893; m. Anna Lange April 27 1937.
Life commissioner (Salvation Army, USO),
board chmn. Rollins Coll. Winter Park FL,
chmn. draft board, v.pres. Central Aguirre
Sugar Co., pres. Jacksonville FL (English
Speaking Union, Humane Soc), member Fla.
State Park Comm. (chmn.), treas. Fla. Inland
Navigation Dist., member board of dir.
(Jacksonville Univ., Fla. Nat. Bank,
Jacksonville Federal Savings and Loan Co.),
pres. Phi Delta Phi. Served to 2nd It. USA
WWI. res. Ponte Vedra Beach FL.*
BARRETT, Ralph Lester. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa, Med. Sch. 1911; M.D. Univ.
Penn. 1919. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni
Fund dir. 1939-42. b. E. Sumner May 20
1894; m. Beatrice Smith Sept. 7 1936, m.
Harriet Muneke Oct. 11 1952; ch.: Charles.
Gynecol. & obstet. (Phila. PA 1919-23, NYC
1923-62). Pres. Women's Hospital div. St.
Luke's Hospital NYC, chmn. (med. board
Doctors Hospital NYC, Comm. on Maternal
Welfare N.Y. County Med. Soc. 25 yrs.). Dir.
Obstet. Soc. USA 1918, fellow (N.Y. Acad, of
Medicine, Am. Coll. of Obstet. & Gynecol.,
Am. Coll. of Surgeons), life member W. Side
Clinical Soc. Contbr. d. NYC Nov. 12 1962.*
BARRY, James Edward. Bowdoin 1912-14,
A.B. Univ. Me. 1916. Zeta Psi. b. Bangor
May 31 1893; m. Claire LeDuke, m. Filomena
Dalessio Sept. 27 1957; ch.: Edward. Teacher
& coach high sch. Bangor 1919, prop. & mgr.
Holyoke MA 1923-? (Gleason's Laundry,
Holyoke Laundry Co.), treas. & general mgr.
Martyn's Cleaner Co. 1945-61, ret. Founder
Barry Reclaiming Co. 1928, member Holyoke
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(board of water commissioners 1948-60,
Housing Authority 5 yrs.), alderman Holyoke.
Served to It. (jg) USN 1917-21. d. Holyoke MA
May 23 1971.*
BATE, Francis Howard. A.B., B.D. Bangor
Theol. Sem. Chi Psi. b. Ticonderoga NY July
27 1886; m. NeUie Sullivan June 24 1922, m.
Beatrice Pooler May 29 1944; ch.: Vedna.
Teacher Wayne 1916-17, 1919-21; supt. sch.
Canton & Livermore Falls 1921-22; atty.
Winthrop 1927-47. Atty. Kennebec County
1935-41, Me. state senator 1941-43, judge of
probate Kennebec County 1943-56, tax
collector & town selectman Winthrop 1931-32.
Served to It. (jg) USN 1917-19. d. Augusta
April 24 1956.
BAXTER, John Lincoln. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa, A.M. 1961, LL.D. 1970. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Fund dir. 1938-41
(chmn. 1940-41), Overseer 1941-54, Trustee
1954-72 (chmn. policy committee 1959-71,
Peary MacMillan Arctic Museum committee
1967, Emeritus 1972—), class agt. 1974-75.
Recipient: Alumni Service Award 1971.
Food processing exec; b. Brunswick May 28
1896; s. of H.C. Baxter '78; m. Constance
French June 10 1919, m. Beatrice Hennessey
1952; ch.: John Jr. '42, Hartley '48. Instructor
in German Bowdoin 1916-17; partner H. C.
Baxter & Bro. Brunswick 1919
— ,
pres. Snow
Flake Canning Co. Brunswick 1939-68. Dir.
(Union Mutual Life Ins. Co. 1942-69,
Rockland Rockport Lime Co. 1950-74, Me.
Nat. Bank 1955-68, First Nat. Bank Brunswick
1920-55), N.E. Council (dir. 1924-45, sec.
1934-36, v.pres. & state chmn. 1936-40), chmn.
Me. Joint Tax Conf. 1937, regional chmn.
Comm. Economic Development, pres. Me.
Canners Assn. 1924-25, Nat. Assn. Frozen
Food Packers (v.pres. 1953, pres. 1954),
member Me. Development Comm. 1943-53,
dir. (Me. Publicity Bureau, Assoc. Industries
Me.), dir. & chmn. Me. state C. of C, chmn.
(Me. Committee of Ducks Unlimited, Me.
Waterfowl advisory committee, Brunswick
finance committee 1942-57). Served to 2nd It.
USA 1918; member Nat. Defense Advisory
Comm., OPM, WPB, USDA Washington DC
1940-45. res. Topsham.*
BEAL, George Ernest. A.B., A.M. (hon.) 1941,
A.M. Bates 1934. Theta Delta Chi. b. Lisbon
Falls July 15 1894; m. Gertrude Hall June 9
1918; ch.: Donald '41, Norman '42, Beverly.
Principal high sch. New Gloucester 1916-18,
high sch. S. Portland (submaster & coach
1919-25, principal 1925-40), sch. supt. S.
Portland 1940-55. Pres. Me. Assn. Secondary
Sch. Principals 197-48, v.pres. New Eng.
Council Secondary Schs. ca. 1936, trustee
Portland Jr. Coll., jury commissioner
Cumberland County 1935-55. Served to ensign
USN 1918-19. d. Portland Nov. 16 1955.*
BIRD, Adriel Ulmer. A.B., A.M. (hon.) 1950.
Beta Theta Pi. Alumni Council 1935-38 (pres.
1937-38), Overseer 1939-50. Recipient: Alumni
Achievement Award 1950. Scholarship fund
established in his memory 1953. b. Rockland
July 25 1893; m. Esther Brock June 16 1919, m.
Marion McGee Dec. 3 1948. John Bird Co.
Rockland (salesman 1916-27, pres. 1927-44),
pres. & dir. Boston 1929-50 (Kennedy & Co.
Inc., S. K. Ames & Co. Inc.), pres. & dir.
LaTouraine Coffee Co. Boston 1931-50. Dir.
New Eng. Hospital for Women & Children.
Served to capt. ACUSA 1917-19. d. Boston
April 15 1950.*
BLETHEN, John. Bowdoin 1912-14, spec.
1914-15. b. Jackson Aug. 3 1890; m. Minnie
MacDougal March 11 1916; ch.: Jacquelin,
John Jr., Grace. Laborer Frankfort ca. 1928,
blacksmith Rockland 7-1942. d. Rockland
Nov. 10 1942.
BOARDMAN, Elliott Sheffeld. Bowdoin
1912-15, M.B.A. Harvard 1924. Psi Upsilon.
b. Bangor April 4 1894; m. Marian Mower
Oct. 8 1920, m. Louise Little July 21 1945. Mgr.
Guilford Mfg. Co. Augusta 1915-17, member
New Eng. Sawmill Units Scotland Great
Britain 1917-18, paymaster Fred. T. Ley
Construction Co. ca. 1919, asst. credit mgr.
Forest City Paint & Varnish Co. Cleveland OH
1919-21, asst. to pres. F. N. Joslin Dept. Store
Maiden MA 1921-22, sales mgr.
Schuemann-Jones Co. Cleveland ca. 1924, with
Lawrence & Co. Boston, market analyst Pacific
Mills Boston ca. 1924-27, Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston (mgr. industrial statistics div.
1927-48, budget officer 1948-50, asst. cashier
1950-53, asst. v.pres. 1953-59), ret. Instr.
evening div. Northeastern Univ. Sch. of
Business 1928-44. Served to 2nd It. USA
1918-19, served to ensign USCGR 1943-45. d.
Laconia NH Jan. 7 1963.*
BOUTWELL, Louis Evans. Bowdoin 1912-14,
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1917. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Maiden MA Feb. 15 1892; m. Marion
Hammond April 20 1925; ch.: Ann. Atty.
Boston 1919-49. Member city council Maiden
1916-17, 1920-21 (pres. 1921); asst. dist. atty.
Middlesex County MA; high sheriff Middlesex
County 1947-49; dir. (Pilgrim Trust Co.
Boston, Rex Corp.); v.pres. Maiden Hospital.
Served to 2nd It. ACUSA 1917-19, served to
col. 1941-45, served to brig, general Mass. Nat.
Guard 1946-49; awarded Bronze Star, Air
Medal (2), Purple Heart. Building named in his
honor, d. Montgomery AL Oct. 26 1949.*
BRACKETT, James Scott. A.B.Delta Upsilon.
b. Auburn June 10 1892; m. Mildred
MacFadden Feb. 21 1925. Ed. Me. Woods
Phillips NY 1916-7 sales rep. Lowney
Chocolate Co. 7-1923 (Mansfield MA,
Montreal P.Q. Canada), supt. Smithsonian
Press Boston 1923-7, prop. & operator
Printcraft Shop Boston 7-1935. d. Boston July 8
1935.
BREWSTER, James Hiram. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Penn. 1923. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Lisbon Falls
Feb. 1 1 1895; m. Marie Rowe Aug. 2 1924; ch.:
Margaret, James Jr., Harriet. Principal high
sch. Old Orchard Beach 1916-17; teacher,
coach high sch. (Newburyport MA 1917-18,
Portland 1918-19); Bowdoin 1920-21 (asst.
hygiene, physical training), physician
Attleboro MA 1925-73, ret. res. Attleboro
MA.*
BRIDGE, Harry Pearlton. Bowdoin 1911-15.
Zeta Psi. b. Dexter Aug. 1 1890; m. Martha
Parker; ch.: Harry. Prop. (Citizens Laundry
Brunswick 1915-17, D. P. Percy Store Bath
1923-31). d. Bath June 24 1932.
BROWN, Sydney MacGillvary. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.B. Oxford 1921.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Marblehead MA Aug.
10 1897; married. Assoc. prof, history & govt.
(Lehigh Univ. Bethlehem PA 1922-7,
Duquesne Univ. Pittsburgh PA 1948-52).
Served to capt. RAF 1917-19; awarded Croix
de Guerre, Distinguished Flying Cross. Contbr.
d. Pittsburgh PA April 6 1952.
BURNHAM, Vaughan Forrest. A.B. Beta Chi.
b. Westbrook Sept. 15 1894; m. Florence
McKay Sept. 5 1921. Principal high sch.
Pembroke 1916-17, teacher high sch.
Woodland 1917-19, buyer Jordan Marsh Co.
Boston 1919-28, wholesale mgr. northern New
Eng. Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co. Reading
MA 1928-42, civilian storekeeper & inventory
man Army QM Corps Boston Port of
Embarkation 1942-47, store mgr. Reading
1948-59. d. Reading MA Jan. 14 1959.*
BURR, Kenneth Towle. Bowdoin 1912-15.
Theta Delta Chi. 1962 capital campaign
worker. b. Roxbury MA June 2 1893; m.
Edith Montagne 1919, m. Dorothy Sawyer
1961; ch.: Barbara. Bancroft & Martin Rolling
Mills Co. (treas., mgr., dir.), ret. Member board
of dir. Me. Central RR, dir. (Portland Area
Development Council, Union Mutual Life Ins.
Co.). d. Portland Dec. 27 1976.
CAMPBELL, Robert, Jr. A.B., D.D. 1934,
B.D. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1914, S.T.B. Harvard
1917, S.T.B. Andover Theol. Sem. 1917. Kappa
Sigma, b. Boston Nov. 22 1887; m. Marjorie
Perkins 1921; ch.: Hope, Jean, Robert, Bruce.
Minister First Congr. Church MA (Warren
1917-21, Swampscott 1921-32), minister (First
Presby. Church Troy NY 1932-47, Old South
Congr. Church Worcester MA 1947-7), assoc.
pastor Cliftondale Congr. Church Saugus MA
197-62, interim & supply pastor 1962-69 MA
(Hamilton, Woburn, Lynn & others). Sec. &
treas. Andover Theol. Sem. Assn., moderator
Essex South Assn. Congr. Churches 1928.
Served to maj. USA 1918-19. d. Chelsea MA
Aug. 31 1969.*
CANNEY, Aaron Wallace. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa; S.T.B. Andover Theol. Sch. 1919;
A.M. Harvard 1920. Ret.; b. Franklin MA
April 24 1894; m. Harriet Brown Sept. 24 1934.
Clerg. Westchester Congr. Church Colchester
CT 1930-72, ret. Member board of education
Colchester 4 yrs. Recipient: Man of the Yr.
Award town of Colchester 1970. res. N.
Westchester CT.*
CARTER, Philip Linwood. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Portland Nov. 7 1894; m. Gertrude Wood
May 28 1927; ch.: Philip Jr., James "56,
Stephen. Chemist (duPont Nitrate Co.
Wilmington DE 1916-17, Taltal Chile 1917-20.
Grasselli Chem. Co. W. Orange NJ 1920-23,
Atlantic Refining Co. Phila. PA 1923-31, Sun
Oil Co. Marcus Hook PA 1931-65), ret.
Honored for 50 yrs. membership Am. Chem.
Soc. 1970 & Am. Inst, of Mining Engineers
1971. Patentee 2 oil refining processes, d.
Wallingford PA March 20 1974.*
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CARTLAND, Laurence Winslow. B.S. b.
Saco March 4 1895. res. Orlando FL.
CHASE, Walter Emery. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Bath Aug. 29 1894; m. Marion
Pendleton Aug. 10 1921; ch.: Nancy. Reporter
Boston News Bureau 1916-17, with
Westinghouse Electric Sharon PA 1923-32,
supervisor ERA & PWA projects (Bath
1932-35, State of Me. 1935-55), ret. Pres. Nat.
Tobacco Tax Assn. 1952. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1917-19; awarded Atlantic Destroyer &
Cruiser Service, res. Augusta.*
CHURCH, Raymond Clark. Bowdoin 1912-13.
Ret.; b. Milford MA Oct. 14 1894; m.
Bonolyn Steele Feb. 20 1920. Draftsman (Reed
Cut Stove Co. Bedford IN 1913-15, Am.
Writing Paper Co. Holyoke MA 1916-21),
structural engineer McClintock & Craig
Springfield MA 1922-33, dist. rep. Gates
Rubber Co. Denver CO 1934-43, sales engineer
Worthington Corp. Harrison NJ 1944-1961,
ret. Pvt. USA 1918. res. East Sandwich MA.*
CHURCHILL, John Doane. A.B., A.M. Bates
1933, LL.D. Am. Int. Coll. 1953. Delta
Upsilon. b. Raymond Feb. 8 1894; m. Leone
Golder; ch.: Deane '49, Jacqueline. Teacher
MA (Williston Acad. Easthampton 1916-17,
high sch. Northampton 1919-20), western div.
Northeastern Univ. 1920-52 (dir.; instr. history,
English), pres. Western New Eng. Coll.
Springfield MA 1952-54. Pres. Civitan Club
Springfield, dist. governor Civitan Int., Congr.
Church Longmeadow MA (member board of
deacons, parish committee ca. 1928-35). Served
to sgt. USA 1917-18. Library Western New
Eng. Coll. named in his memory 1961. d. ME
Aug. 14 1954.*
CLARK, Robert Coffyn. Bowdoin 1912-13.
Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Newton MA July 6 1894;
m. Elizabeth Hopkinson 1923. Self-employed
MA 19?-? (realtor, efficiency engineer), ret.
Pres. (local real estate & ins. boards; several
social service, health & historical boards).
Served to It. USA 1917-19. res. Newburyport
MA.*
CRONIN, Eugene Joseph. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Lewiston Oct. 8 1893; m. Flora Somers
Oct. 5 1920; m. Paulette Brunelle Nov. 9 1932;
ch.: Joseph '43, Eugene Jr. '45, Paul. Clerk
Grand Trunk RR Portland ca. 1919, Peoples
Savings Bank Lewiston (asst. treas. 1925-48,
treas. 1948-56), ret. City treas. Lewiston 4 yrs.,
chmn. board of education Lewiston, public
library Lewiston (trustee 1933-43, pres. 1938),
v.pres. & treas. Federal Distributors Inc.
Lewiston & Brunswick 1956-71. Served to 2nd
It. USA 1917-19. d. Lewiston May 28 1971.*
CROSSMAN, Alfred Hall. A.B. cum laude,
B.S. M.I.T. 1923. Delta Upsilon. b.
Cambridge MA Dec. 16 1894; m. Anna Decker
July 18 1918. ch.: Alfred Jr., Whitney, Joan.
Spec. agt. New Eng. Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Boston 1916-17, engineering dept. Southern
Sierras Power Co. Riverside CA 1923-27, with
Pacific Mfg. Co. San Francisco CA 1927-31.
Served to 1st It. USA 1917-20. d. San Francisco
CA Feb. 8 1931.
CRUFF, Frederick Ellery. B.S., M.D. Harvard
1920. Psi Upsilon. b. Roxbury MA Dec. 21
1892; m. Helene Bennett Oct. 14 1922; ch.:
Joan. Physician Hyde Park MA 1925-31,
physical examiner U.S. Dept. of Commerce &
Aviation 1931-38, ret. Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1917-18, served to maj. 1940-48. d. Norwell
MA Jan. 18 1948.
DOTEN, Harold Linwood. Bowdoin 1912-14,
Med. Sch. 1911-12. Kappa Sigma. b.
Lewiston April 21 1892; m. Rose Gauthier July
4 1959 (2nd marriage); ch.: Dorothy, Richard.
With grocery store Auburn 19 19-? d. Lewiston
March 3 1969.
DRAPEAU, Eudore Alphonse. A.B., LL.B.
Univ. Me. 1919. Ret.; b. Brunswick March 2
1894; m. Marie Roy Sept. 27 1927. Atty.
(Haverhill MA 1921-41, Brunswick 1941-76),
ret. Spec, counsel Haverhill 1937. Served with
USA WWI. res. Brunswick.*
DRUMMOND, Robert Rutherford. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Portland June 11
1894; m. Ethel Frothingham Oct. 9 1923; ch.:
Damans, Deborah. Salesman Seaman Paper
Co. Phila. PA, purchasing agt. Oxford Paper
Co. Rumford, general mgr. wood dept. Oxford
Paper Co. Portland, ret. Served to 1st It. USA
WWI. res. Portland.*
DUNN, James Alfred. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. Alumni Council
1943-45, Alumni Fund dir. 1951-54. b. NYC
March 22 1887; m. Alice Bourque; ch.: James
Jr. Banking Boston 1916-17, with Willett-Sears
Co. Boston 1917-18, with Gorton-Pew
Fisheries Co. Gloucester MA 1918-20, Alden
Press Boston 1920-57 (prop., mgr., pres.). d.
Boston June 11 1957.
DYAR, Malcolm Henry. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Auburn Oct. 6 1891; m.
Charlotte Lawrence June 28 1922. Teacher
(The Potter Sch. San Francisco CA 1916-17, St.
Mark's Sch. Southboro MA 1917-18, The
Storm King Sch. Cornwall-on-Hudson NY
1919-59), ret. Trustee library Charlestown NH.
Served to 2nd It. ACUSA 1918-19. res.
Charlestown NH.*
EDWARDS, Don Jerome. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Alumni Council 1943-46 (pres. 1945-46). b.
Fairfield Nov. 11 1892; m. Hilda Laughlin
March 27 1918; ch.: Robert '43, Constance.
Sales rep. The Lubricating Metal Co. of NYC
Cincinnati OH 1916-17, asst. supt. Thomas
Laughlin Co. Portland 1919-25, with Nat. City
Co. Boston 1925-31, v.pres. & sales mgr.
General Heat & Appliance Co. Boston
1932-45, dir. & New Eng. rep. Latisteel Inc.
Boston 1945-48, general mgr. Lafayette Radio
Inc. Boston & New Eng. 1949-52, partner
Lordan & Edwards Co. Newton MA 1953-59,
founder & mgr. Edwards Assocs. 1959-65, ret.
Served to capt. USA 1917-19. d. Portland May
2 1974.*
ELLIOTT, Lowell Allison. B.S., MBA.
Harvard 1926. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b.
Haverhill MA Jan. 30 1894; m. Marion Tyler
March 30 1918; ch.: John, James, Richard '45,
Anne. Specification clerk Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co. Akron OH 1916-17; served to col.
USA 1917-49; exec, v.pres. Nat. Paint, Varnish
& Lacquer Assn. Washington DC 1951-74, ret.
Awarded Legion of Merit (2) 1942;
Commendation Ribbon 1942, Brazilian Order
of Military Merit Grade of Officer 1942,
Distinguished Service Medal 1946. res. Deltona
FL*
EVANS, Ora Liston. A.B. cum laude. Zeta Psi.
Class agt. 1929-33. Ret.; b. Dover May 22
1893; m. Lelia Gerry July 12 1917.
Ed.-publisher Piscataquis Observer, ret.
Piscataquis Savings Bank (trustee 1927-76,
v.pres. 1936-76), Me. Press Assn. (sec, treas.,
v.pres.), treas. Dover & Foxcroft Water Dist.
1936-61, Foxcroft Acad, (trustee 1944-77, pres.
1949-64), trustee Mayo Memorial Hospital
1936-48, Thompson Free Library (trustee,
pres.), selectman Dover-Foxcroft 1951-54.
Served to cpl. USA 1917. res. Dover-Foxcroft.*
FITZGERALD, John Cogan. Bowdoin
1912-13, spec. 1913-14. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Bath April 9 1893; m. Katherine Toole Nov. 20
1922; ch.: Nancy, Jane, Elizabeth. Atty.
(Fitchburg MA 1920-27, Bath 1927-35), WPA
ME (asst. administrator 1935-37, administrator
1937-42), atty. Portland 1943-69. Counsel
Home Owners Loan Corp. ME, member Me.
state board of education 1949-?, coordinator
President's Committee for Congested
Production Areas 1943, trustee Osteopathic
Hospital of Me. Portland 1957-?. Served to 2nd
It. USA 1917-18, chmn. Portland War Housing
Advisory Committee WWII. d. Portland April
12 1969.*
FORTIN, Charles Percival. Bowdoin 1912-14,
D.D.S. Harvard 1917. Kappa Sigma. b. St.
Paul MN July 17 1893. res. unknown.
FOSTER, Herbert Henry. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma. Real estate appraising; b.
Aberdeen SD Feb. 14 1893; m. Etta
Yarrington 1918, m. Janet Manwaring 1943, m.
Gladys Moss Nov. 4 1961; ch.: Herbert Jr.,
William. Clerk & mgr. Chester G. Abbott
Portland & Bangor 1916-17, partner Chandler
Motors of Me. Portland 1919-20, sales mgr.
Meador Motor Co. Houston TX 1920-22,
salesman Bank Line Lumber Co. Los Angeles
CA 1923-25, partner Foster-Huntley Co. Los
Angeles 1925-34, prop. Herbert H. Foster Co.
Palm Springs CA 1934— . Member Am. Inst.
Real Estate Appraisers 1955— . Served to 1st It.
USA 1917-19. res. Palm Springs CA.*
FRASER, Samuel. B.S., Med. Sch. 1915. Delta
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
b. Ashland Feb. 1 1890; m. Effie Hannan
April 19 1927; ch.: Anne. With Pacific
Commercial Co. Manila P.I. 1916-?,
Columbian Rope Co. Manila 1916-51 (mgr.
fibre dept., general mgr. for the P.I.), ret. Pres.
(Kling Plantation Co. Cotabato P.I., Rotary
Davao City P.I., C. of C. Davao City), member
Federal Economic Comm. Leyte P.I. 1944.
Served with USA WWII. d. Houlton Oct. 14
1968.
FULLER, Richard Stearns. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Rockland May 22 1894; m. Sarah
Briscoe Feb. 8 1919; ch.: Sarah, Richard Jr.,
William. With Stone & Webster Inc. (Boston
1916, Pensacola FL 1916-17, asst. mgr. White
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Oil Co. Okla.-Kan. div.. Red Star Refineries
Ltd. Montreal P.Q. Canada ca. 1922-24
(production mgr., dir. future plants, exec,
board member), with securities dept. Stone &
Webster Inc. Boston 1924-27. Served to maj.
USA 1917-19. d. Westport MA Sept. 10 1937.
GARLAND, Edward Phillips. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. Alumni Fund dir. 1943-46,
Overseer 1953-60. b. Bangor Oct. 24 1893;
m. Florence Oldfield 1927; ch.: David '50,
Barbara. Asst. sales mgr. Lewis Mfg. Co.
Walpole MA 1916-32, LaTouraine Coffee Co.
Boston (v.pres. & dir. 1932-50, pres. 1950-60),
v.pres. & dir. Kennedy & Co. Boston 1935-60.
Trustee Adriel U. Bird Foundation. Served
with USA 1918. d. Wellesley Hills MA Oct. 9
I960.*
GEORGE, Donald Payson. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Portland Feb. 5 1893; m. Dorothy Bird
Aug. 31 1916, m. Ruth Turner Feb. 3 1925, m.
Emily Adams Oct. 16 1960; ch.: Edward. With
The Rockland Opinion 1916-18, agt.
Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co. Rockland,
plumbing & heating business Thomaston
197-35, U.S. postmaster Thomaston 1935-61,
ret. Served to 1st It. USA 1918. d. Sarasota FL
May 4 1972.
GINTY, Allan Joseph. A.B. Kappa Sigma, b.
Somerville MA March 24 1893; m. Lillian
Robinson July 2 1932. With Library Bureau
Cambridge MA 1916-18, with paper co.
Millinocket 1919-21, salesman Century Paper
Co. Inc. Boston 1921-64. Served to sgt. 1/c
USA 1918-19. d. Chestnut Hill MA June 15
1964.*
GLIDDEN, Ralph Raymond. Bowdoin 1912-13.
Kappa Sigma, b. Calais July 10 1892; m. Ida
Randall Oct. 8 1928; ch.: Virginia. With
Hannaford Bros. Co. Portland 1923-?, with
grocery store Peaks Is. d. Portland Sept. 15
1968.
GORMLEY, Henry Lincoln. Bowdoin 1912-13.
b. Roxbury MA Jan. 29 1893; m. Margaret
Flynn; ch.: Henry Jr., Mrs. Conde B. Walker.
Day-Gormley Leather Co. Boston 1916-63
(v.pres., treas.), ret. Served to It. USA WWI. d.
Boston Feb. 22 1975.
GRIERSON, George Douglas. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. St. George May 11 1892;
m. Lillian Dunbar March 28 1931; ch.:
Bette-Jane. Principal high sch. (Stratton
1916-17, Charlemont MA 1917-18), head
mathematics dept. high sch. Winthrop MA
1919-30, high sch. Pittsfield NH 1931-32
(submaster, teacher, coach), principal high sch.
Denmark 1933-36, head mathematics dept.
Fryeburg Acad. 1936-57, ret. Served with USN
1918. res. West Roxbury MA.*
HAGERMAN, Coy Lawrence. Bowdoin
1912-14. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Houlton May
19 1893; m. Isabelle Thompson Nov. 27 1919.
Salesman McGregor Canby Co. Chicago IL
1923-35, mgr. Vulcan Last Co. (St. Louis MO
1935-41, Brockton MA 1941-65), ret. Served
with USA 1918-19. d. Boston March 24 1973.
HAGGETT, Amos Bartlett, Jr. Bowdoin
1912-16. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bath Feb. 18
1894. d. Bath April 6 1916.
HALE, Myron Eusebius. A.B. 1931, D.M.D.
Harvard 1918. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Boston Sept. 30 1894; m. Phoebe Abbott June
27 1923; ch.: Dorothy. Dentist Boston 1918-64,
ret. Served with USNR 1917-18. d. Needham
MA April 15 1972.*
HALL, Chauncey Alfred. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Augusta Dec. 16 1892; m. Dorothy Daniel
July 22 1922. With Am. Woolen Co. N.
Vassalboro 1916-17; invest. Richardson, Hill &
Co. Boston 1919-21; supt. Vickery & Hill
Publishing Co. Augusta 1922-33; purchasing
agt. LaTouraine Coffee Co. Boston 1933-59;
ret. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19. d. Augusta
Nov. 15 1966.*
HAMLIN, Raymond Charmbury. Bowdoin
1912-14. Beta Theta Pi. b. Gilsum NH Jan.
15 1895; m. Dorothy Parsons May 31 1917;
ch.: Dorothea, Barbara. Salesman (Boston
Library Bureau Maynard MA 1914-16, N.Y.
Library Bureau NYC & Bloomfield NJ
1916-18), with Edward R. Laden Co. Hartford
CT 1918, mgr. Library Bureau Atlanta GA
1918-26, Martin-Nash Motor Co. Atlanta
1926-29 (general mgr. sales promotion dept.,
sec), mgr. New Haven CT Nash Motor Co.
1929-30, partner Gordon-Hamlin Nash Motor
Co. New Haven 1930. d. New Haven CT Oct.
30 1930.
HARGRAVES, Frank Hobart Lord. B.S., Med.
Sch. 1914. Psi Upsilon. b. Buxton Aug. 10
1894; s. of Frank H. '77. With Bayer & Small
Portland 1916-18; advt. dept. The Review of
Reviews NYC 1919-22; advt. mgr. W. C.
Carter Co. (Needham MA 1922-44, Phila. PA
1944-46); v.pres. Day, Duke & Tarleton Inc.
NYC 1946-49, ret. Served to 2nd It. USMC
1918. d. Portland April 2 1974.
HART, Lawrence Joseph. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Sigma Nu. b. Bath April 3
1893; m. Mireille Geenens June 2 1928; ch.:
Anne. Principal high sch. Limestone 1916-21,
with Great Northern Paper Co. Millinocket
1919, potato business Limestone 1921-22,
teacher high sch. Gloucester MA 1922-23, mgr.
C. of C. Gloucester 1923-61, ret. Dir. public
relations Addison Gilbert Hospital Gloucester
1961-71, sec. (Essex County Assoc. Boards of
Trade 1923-46, Gloucester Fisheries Assn.
1943-71). Served to ensign USNR 1917-19. d.
Newton MA March 19 1971.*
HASELTINE, Walter Thomas. Bowdoin
1912-13. Beta Theta Pi. b. Pittsfield Aug. 24
1893; m. Alice MacKinnon 1920; ch.:
Margaret, Barbara, Fay, Patricia. Asst.
foreman shoe mfg. co. Auburn 1913-17,
salesman electrical & heating appliance co.
Lowell MA 1921-28, heating contractor
Sanford 1934-44, naval inspector Providence
RI 1945-?, installation engineer Grinnell Co.
Providence RI ca. 1949-54. Served with USA
1917-18. d. E. Providence RI Aug. 16 1954.
HAWES, Edward Cary. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Scholarship fund established in his memory
1972. b. Bangor March 14 1893; s. of Charles
T. '76; m. Harriet Faulkner Oct. 29 1921.
C.L.U.; sales mgr. Worcester MA Pressed Steel
Co. 1916-25, Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co. (agt.
Chicago IL 1925-31, head Bangor office
1931-37, with home office Newark NJ 1937-58,
dir. sales training 1946-58), ret. Trustee N.
Yarmouth Acad. Served to sgt. USA 1918. d.
Greenville Sept. 22 1971.
HAYWOOD, Ralph Winson. M.D. Med. Sch.
1917. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Ret.; b. Salem MA April 13 1893; m.
Margaret Knight June 27 1925; ch.: Priscilla,
Benjamin. Physician Salem 1922-60, ret.
Diplomate Board of Gynecol. & Obstet. Served
to 1st It. MCUSA 1918-1919. res. Lighthouse
Point FL.*
HEAD, Alden Fairfield. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Bangor Jan. 7 1895; m. Helen Ganse April 29
1918, m. Olive Jacobsen June 29 1933; ch.:
Alden '56, Priscilla. Travel agt. Temple Tours
Raymond & Whitcomb Travel Co. Boston
1920-26, accountant Daytona Beach FL
1926-29, travel agt. Raymond & Whitcomb
Travel Co. 1930-33, with Charles Hayward &
Co. Bangor 1933-52 (pres. 1935-52), prop.
Alden Head Travel Bureau Bangor 1952-1971.
Served to 1st It. USA 1918-20. d. Bangor Oct.
29 1971.*
HESCOCK, Hugh Merrill. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Foxcroft July 30 1894; m. Amelia Greenlaw
1928; ch.: Merrill. Teacher high sch. Taunton
MA 1916-17, salesman Library Bureau NYC
1920-21, real estate Baltimore MD 1921, with
United Fruit Co. Havana Cuba 1921-22,
teacher Foxcroft Acad. 1922-23, salesman
NYC ca. 1923-34 (Nat. Cash Register Co.,
General Electric Co., Alexander Hamilton
Inst.), mgr. (WLBZ radio station Bangor,
WLNH Laconia NH), production control
supervisor Scott-Williams Inc. Laconia ca.
1941-49, prop. Colonial Gift Shop Laconia ca.
1954. Pres. Lakes Region Assn. of N.H.
1936-41, mgr. N.H. Vacation Service Inc.
Concord NH 1941-? Served with USA 1918-19.
d. Laconia NH Sept. 21 1956.
HIGHT, Donald Clarke. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
b. Athens March 17 1897; m. Margaret
Green June 12 1925; ch.: Thomas, Peter.
Principal high sch. Searsport 1917, H. K.
McCann Co. (account supervisor NYC
1920-34, v.pres. & mgr. Detroit MI 1934-47),
pres. Tractor-Equipment Distributors Inc. Los
Angeles CA 1947-63, ret. Served to 2nd It.
ACUSA 1917-19. d. Pasadena CA Feb. 11
1975.
HODGKINS, Carroll William. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Mechanic Falls Feb. 9 1894; m. Iva
Nutter June 5 1920; ch.: Dorothy, Elinor. With
Am. Radiator Co. Providence RI 1916-18, with
The Portland Co. 1919-60 (purchasing agt.
1933-60), ret. Master Portland Council, past
high priest Greenleaf Chapter, past cdr.
Portland Commandery, OES (past patron,
grand patron), past officer (White Shrine of
Jerusalem, Me. Charitable Mechanics Assn.,
Sixty-plus Club). Served with USA 1918. d.
Portland Aug. 10 1973.*
IRELAND, William Dunning. B.S.. A.M. (hon.)
1919, LL.D. 1967. Beta Theta Pi. Alumni
Council 1923-26. Alumni Fund dir. 1926-29.
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Overseer 1929-40, Trustee 1940-70 (v.pres. 1960-
70, Emeritus 1970-74), 1962 capital campaign
nat. committee chmn., class bequest chmn.
Recipient: Alumni Service Award 1962.
Scholarship fund established in his honor 1968.
b. Bangor June 1 1894; m. Mary Elliott June 7
1919; ch.: Nancy, Priscilla, Mary, William Jr.
'49. With R. R. Dunning Co. Bangor 1916-17;
mgr. Richardson, Hill & Co. Portland 1919-23;
prop. Ireland & Co. Portland 1924-32; exec,
v.pres. Fidelity Trust Co. Portland 1932; pres.
State Invest. Co. 197-33; v.pres. Nat. Rockland
Bank of Boston 1933; pres. (Worcester County
MA Trust Co. 1942-50, Second Nat. Bank of
Boston 1958-61); chmn. exec, committee State
Street Bank & Trust Co. Boston 1961-63; ret.
1964. Pres. (Mass. Bankers Assn., Boston
Clearing House Assn., Sea Point Land Co.
Brunswick), v.pres. & dir. C. of C. Greater
Boston area, v.pres. (exec, committee
Community Chest, Cumberland Council Boy
Scouts of Am.), chmn. (Auditorium Comm.
Boston 7 yrs., citizens' advisory committee,
Linn Sch. survey Report, Boston Christmas
Festival finance committee 5 yrs., large firms
dept. Fall Greater Boston United Fund
Campaign, Am. Inst. Banking Boston chapter,
Second Forum Federal Reserve Auditorium),
trustee (Provident Inst, for Savings Boston,
Regional Memorial Hospital Brunswick,
Worcester County Inst, for Savings), dir.
(Reserve City Bankers Assn., Federal Reserve
Bank Boston, Wyman Gordon Co. Worcester,
Dennison Mfg. Co., Crompton & Knowles
Loom Works, Home for Aged Men, United
Community Service, C. of C. Worcester,
Worcester area Council Boy Scouts of Am.,
Worcester County Electric Co.), dir. & hon.
dir. State Mutual Life Assurance Co. of Am.,
Me. Central Inst. Pittsfield (chmn. dormitory
bldg. committee, trustee). Served to maj. USA
1917-19, served to It. col. USAR; awarded
Silver Star with Palm (2), Croix de Guerre with
Palm. d. Portland Oct. 25 1974.*
IRVING, Laurence. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa, Sc.D. 1959; A.M. Harvard 1917; Ph.D.
Stanford 1924; M.D. (hon.) Oslo 1956; Sc.D.
(hon.) Univ. Alaska 1968. Ret.; b. Boston
May 3 1895; m. Florence Binsley Nov. 1950;
ch.: Susan, William, Laurence, Alan. Asst.
instr. Stanford CA 1923-25, Univ. Toronto
Ont. Canada (assoc. prof, physiology 1927-33,
prof, experimental biology 1933-37), prof,
biology Swarthmore PA 1937-47, scientific dir.
Naval Arctic Research Lab. Point Barrow AK
1947-49, chief physiology Arctic Health
Research Center USPHS Anchorage AK
1949-62, dir. & advisory scientific dir. Inst, of
Arctic Biology Univ. Alaska 1962-74, ret.
Trustee Marine Biology Lab. 1935-44, chmn.
1st & 22nd Alaska science Conf., governor
Artie Inst, of N. Am. 1965-71, chief
physiological test section Air Force Proving
Ground, hon. research assoc. Smithsonian Inst.
1964-67, member Norwegian Acad, of Science
& Letters, hon. member Canadian
Physiological Soc. USA 1917-19, served to It.
col. USAF 1943-46. Fellow award Arctic Inst,
of N. Am. 1974. Author: Arctic Life of Birds &
Mammals (1972) and some 300 research
reports in physiology of diving, temperature
regulation & birds, res. College AK.*
KELLEY, David Francis. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Gardiner Oct. 4 1892; m. Albina Leighton
Aug. 5 1940. Teacher high sch. Gardiner
1919-20; pianist, orchestra leader Gardiner
1920-22; Kelley Brothers Hardware Co.
Gardiner 1922-34 (treas., mgr.); U.S.
postmaster Gardiner 1934-50. Alderman
Gardiner 1929-34. Served with USN 1918. d.
Gardiner Jan. 5 1950.
KINSEY, Alfred Charles. B.S. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Sc.D. Harvard
(Sheldon Traveling fellow 1919-20) 1920. Zeta
Psi. b. Hoboken NJ June 23 1894; m. Clara
McMillan June 2 1921; ch.: Don, Anne, Joan,
Bruce. Harvard (asst. zoology 1917-18, asst.
botany 1918-19); Ind. Univ. (asst. prof,
zoology 1920-23, assoc. prof. 1923-29, prof.
1929-56); biological research 1931-32, 1935-36
(Mexico, Central Am.); founder, pres. & dir.
The Inst, for Sex Research Ind. Univ. 1947-56.
Fellow AAAS. Author: Studies of Some New
Described Cynipidae (Hymenoptera) (1922),
The Gall Wasp Genus Neuroterus
(Hymenoptera) (1923), An Introduction to
Biology (1926), Field and Laboratory Manual
in Biology (1927), The Gall Wasp Genus
Cynips: A Study in the Origin of Species
(1929), New Introduction to Biology (1933,
revised 1938), Workbook in Biology (1934),
Methods in Biology (1934), The Origin of
Higher Categories in Cynips (1936), Sexual
Behavior in the Human Male (1948), Sexual
Behavior in the Human Female (1953);
co-author: Edible Wild Plants of Eastern
North America (1943). d. Bloomington IN
Aug. 25 1956.
KNIGHT, Harry Fletcher. Bowdoin 1912-14.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Townsend MA Sept. 7
1891; m. Blanche Morse; ch.: Harry Jr. Real
estate Boston 1914-16, asst. buyer dept. store
Boston 1918-26, mortician J. S. Waterman and
Sons Funeral Service Boston 1926-50, ret.,
prop. Knight Funeral Home Townsend
1950-63. Served to sgt. USA 1917-18. d. Ayer
MA June 24 1976.
KOIBUCHI, Mankichi. Spec. 1912-13. b.
Otsuka Kaminakatusuma Japan Feb. 15 1886.
res. unknown.
LADD, Paul Revere. Bowdoin 1913-15, A.B.
Harvard 1917. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Cambridge MA April 19 1894; m. Helen
Douglas June 21 1917; ch.: Paul Jr., Douglas.
Exec. sec. Civic League Framingham MA
1919-29, mgr. Retail Trade Board Providence
RI 1929-46, general mgr. C. of C. Providence
1946, ret. 1960. Pres. (Am. Assn. Retail Exec,
N.E. Assn. C. of C. Exec), chmn. zoning
committee E. Greenwich RI. Ensign USN
1917-19. res. E. Greenwich RI.*
LANE, Walter Huron. Bowdoin 1912-17.
Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Norwich CT June 24
1892; m. Aurelia Preston Nov. 2 1918; ch.:
Walter Jr. Procurement section Langley Field
NASA, ret. Pvt. USA 1918. res. Hampton VA.*
LARRABEE, Raymond Horace. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Bridgton July 25 1893; m. Mildred Arey
May 25 1918. Retail shoe business Bridgton
1916-17, with export co. NYC, teacher
Bridgton 1921-22, with electrical appliance co.
Portland, business FL 1929-33, mgr. Davis &
Co. Bridgton 1933-40, prop. & mgr. Larrabee's
Maytag Store, with State Liquor Store
Bridgton 197-57, ret. Served to sgt. USA
1917-19. d. Bridgton June 10 1965.*
LEADBETTER, Guy Whitman. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Sc.D. 1943; M.D.
Johns Hopkins 1920. Beta Theta Pi. Alumni
Council 1937-40. Scholarship fund established
in his memory 1974. b. Bangor Dec. 12 1893;
m. Alice Johnson Sept. 5 1925; ch.: Guy Jr. '47,
Patricia. Staff physician Johns Hopkins Univ.
1922-23, orthopedic surgeon Washington DC
1923-45, George Washington Med. Sch. (assoc.
prof, surgery 1928-44, clinical prof. 1944-45).
Chmn. orthopedic section Southern Med.
Assn. 1938, military committee Am. Acad.
Orthopedic Surgeons (chmn., pres. 1945), sec
sub-committee orthopedic section Nat.
Research Council, orthopedic consultant to
U.S. Sec. of War. Served with MCUSA
1917-18. Contbr., lectr. d. Washington DC
Nov. 11 1945.*
LITTLE, Edward Robert. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Brunswick July 21 1894;
s. of Edward T. '87; m. Elizabeth Palmer Feb.
28 1920; ch.: E. Robert Jr., Elizabeth, Palmer,
Marie. With Harris, Forbes & Co. Boston
1916- 17; invest. Boston; prop, invest, firm
Boston; with Hill, Richards & Co. San Diego
CA; ret. 1967. Deacon Boxford MA, member
sch. board Boxford. Served to capt. USA
1917- 19, maj. 1942-47. d. Solvang CA June 6
1975.*
LrTTLEFIELD, Arthur Eldredge. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Boston Aug. 24 1894; m. Paula
Babin Feb. 21 1920; ch.: Jacqueline, Paul,
Suzanne. With Horner Woolen Mills Eaton
Rapids MI 1916-54 (general supt. 1928-46,
v.pres. 1946-54), ret. Treas. Veterans of
Foreign Wars Nat. Home Eaton Rapids
1935-7, member sch. board Eaton Rapids
1941-44. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d.
Indianapolis IN Jan. 24 1970.
LORD, William Mason Bradley. A.B.. B.S.
M.I.T. 1918. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Portland April 5 1895; s. of Orlando M. '77; m.
Josephine McCammon June 4 1919, m. Ina
Legler Aug. 31 1945; ch.: Constance. Engineer
NYC 1919-24 (Westinghouse; Church, Kerr &
Co.), York Utilities Co. Sanford 1924-45
(v.pres., general mgr.), operator bldg. materials
& coal business Valley Falls KS 1945-52, ret.
Dir. (Springvale Nat. Bank 1936-45, Am. Short
Line RR Assn. 1936-45), member town finance
committee Sanford 1930-32, pres. C. of C.
Sanford 1930-31. Served with USA 1917-19. d.
Valley Falls KS March 9 1961.*
LULL, Ernest Proctor. Bowdoin 1912-13. Zeta
Psi. b. Pawtucket RI Dec. 23 1893; m. Mary
Hanway 1926; ch.: Ernest, Dana. With
Osborne, Lull Supply Co. Pawtucket 1913-17;
invest. NYC 1920-24; with Lull Motors Inc.
NYC 1924-29; dist. mgr. electrical appliance
co. NYC 1930-35; East End Home
Improvement Co. Baltimore MD ca. 1937-58
(contractor, prop.). Served to 2nd It. USA
1917-20. d. Baltimore MD Feb. 1958.
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MacDONALD, Charles Creighton, Jr. A.B.
b. Inverness Scotland Feb. 23 1882; m.
Blanche Vincent June 1 1910; ch.: Paul, Ian.
Pastor Congr. Church (Richmond 1912-16, N.
Abington MA 1916-18, Medford MA 1918-22,
Ft. Fairfield 1922-23). Served with British
Army 1899. d. Ft. Fairfield March 25 1923.
MARSHALL, Ernest Parsons. Bowdoin
1912- 13. Theta Delta Chi. b. S. Portland
Feb. 1 1894; m. Jean Fillmore Sept. 14 1920;
ch.: Thelma. With Oxford Paper Co. NYC
1913- 17, W. L. Blake & Co. Portland 1917-59
(salesman, sec). Served to 1st sgt. USA
1917-19. d. Portland April 13 1959.*
MERRILL, Urban Howe. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1920, M.S. Univ. Minn. 1924. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Woburn MA May 1 1894; s. of
William H. M'88; m. Catherine Smith June 18
1928. Boston City Hospital (clinical clerk
1917- 18, intern 1919), intern (Me. General
Hospital Portland 1920, Lawrence MA
General Hospital 1920-21), fellow
ophthalmology Mayo Grad. Sch. of Medicine
Rochester MN 1921-24, physician (Ellensburg
WA 1924-27, Boise ID 1927-32, Lawrence
1932-46, Newport 1946-60), ret. Health officer
Etna. Served with USA 1917-19. d. Bangor
Jan. 31 1969.*
MOULTON, James Burleigh. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Denmark Aug. 14 1894; m. Gertrude
Grant Nov. 21 1918; ch.: Elizabeth. Supt. &
sec. D. E. Makepeace Co. Attleboro MA
1916-42, ret. Member town planning board
Attleboro, dir. Attleboro Cooperative Bank
1925-66 (v.pres. 197-66). Served with USA
1918- 19. d. Attleboro MA April 5 1973.*
NICKERSON, Norman Hunt. A.B. M.D. Med.
Sch. 1919. Psi Upsilon. Semi-ret.; b. Red
Beach April 8 1892. Pres. Me. Med. Assn.
1954. Served to It. col. USA 1942-46. res.
Greenville.*
NIVEN, Paul Kendall. A.B. 1919, A.M. (hon.)
1936. Zeta Psi. Class agt. 1933-74, Alumni
Fund dir. 1941-42, Overseer 1942-70 (Emeritus
1970-74), 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Recipient: Alumni Achievement Award 1944.
b. Cranston RI Oct. 7 1892; m. Dorothy
Nichols June 26 1920; ch.: Paul Jr. '46,
Campbell '52. Salesman Barret Co. Providence
RI 1920-23, advt. mgr. Boston 1923-32 (Can-
Fastener Co., Tolman-Univ. Press, Walter B.
Snow & Staff Inc.), The Brunswick Record
1932-68 (ed., publisher), pres. Brunswick
Publishing Co. 1932-72. Pres. & dir. Me. Press
Assn., v.pres. & trustee Regional Memorial
Hospital Brunswick, pres. C. of C. Brunswick,
dir. (Central Me. Power Co. 1952-70, Portland
Goodwill Industries Inc.). Served to It. USN
1917- 19. Recipient: Outstanding Achievement
Award New Eng. Press Assn. 1974. d.
Topsham April 19 1974.*
NOBLE, Lew Maurice. A.B., LL.B. George
Washington Univ. 1922. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Phillips Sept. 23 1893; m. Ruth Wood July 11
1934, m. Helen Metcalf Dec. 3 1941. Corp.
atty. NYC, instr. English history N.Y. Military
Acad. Cornwall-on-the-Hudson NY, asst.
Supreme Court Law librarian Library of Cong.
Washington DC 1918, internal revenue advisor
NYC 1921, atty. Washington DC 1922-26, ins.
Phillips 1926-41, capt. USA 1941-50, maj.
1950-53 (asst. staff judge advocate Ft. Knox
KY), ret. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-18.
Founder Springfield Plan for protection of
enlisted personnel in their dealings with
civilian police, d. Covington KY Oct. 29 1953.
OLSON, Gordon Wesley. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Medford MA Nov. 17 1895; m. Helen
Bryne 1921, m. Nan Wilson 1938; ch.: Gordon
Jr. '49, Robert '50, John *70, Nancy. General
mgr. (New Eng., J. Robert Gair Co. Medford
1916-30; northeastern div. corrugated box div.
Continental Can Co. Boston 1930-60), ret. d.
Belmont MA Nov. 30 1969.*
OLSON, Wallace Bruce. Bowdoin 1912-14.
Kappa Sigma. b. Medford MA Sept. 30
1893. res. Springfield MA.
PARMENTER, LeClare Fall. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Portland March 27 1895; m.
Esther Haley April 23 1918; ch.: Thomas,
Robert. Teacher high sch. Portland 1916-21,
chemist (Diamond Match Co. Long Beach CA
1916-17, S. D. Warren Co. Cumberland Mills
1919-31), teacher High Sch. of Commerce
Springfield MA 1921-43, instr. Northeastern
Univ. 1925-43, mechanic Longview Fiber Box
Co. W. Springfield MA 1943-58, supt. Sulphite
Mill Penobscot Chem. Fiber Co. Old Town
1933-35. Served to 2nd It. ACUSA 1917-19. d.
Bangor Aug. 27 1935.*
PARMENTER, Ralph Colby. A.B., grad.
Cornell 1919. b. China July 8 1893; m.
Arline Morton Aug. 18 1920; ch.: Elizabeth,
Donald. Principal high sch. Oxford 1916-17;
teacher high sch. (Portland 1918-21, Commerce
Springfield MA 1921-43), instr. Northeastern
Univ. 1925-43, machine operator General
Fibre Box Co. Springfield 1943-58, ret. Served
to 2nd It. USA 1918. d. Manchester CT June
24 1977.*
PARSONS, Hayward Treat. A.B., J.D.
Harvard 1919. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Bucksport Sept. 4 1893; m. Mary Freeman
Nov. 28 1942. Atty. Hinckley Allen Salisbury
& Parsons Providence RI, ret. Dir. (Nicholson
File Co., Nicholson File Co. of Canada Ltd.,
Nicholson File Export Co., Baltic Mills Co.,
Baltic Water Co., J. C. Hall Co., Smith Estates
Inc., Providence Athenaeum 1951-55), trustee
Me. Central Inst. 1965, exec, committee treas.
R.I. Bar Assn. 1947-56, U.S. conciliation
commissioner Providence & Bristol counties
1934-46. d. Wakefield RI May 18 1977.*
PARSONS, James Franklin. Bowdoin 1912-13.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Hillsdale MI Jan. 20 1889.
Res. Barnston P.Q. Canada ca. 1918. d. Oct. 23
1921.
PEASE, William Ray. Bowdoin 1912-13. Zeta
Psi. b. Block Is. RI March 7 1893; m. Clara
Jones Oct. 16 1916; ch.: E'Llora, Frances.
With A. J. Jacobus' Sons Verona NJ 1913-16,
Am. mere, ships 1916-22 (boatswain, mate,
master), supt. Me. Port Authority Portland
1922-41, operating mgr. Naval Transportation
Service port dir. office Boston ca. 1945, supt.
Me. Port Authority Portland 1946-63, ret.
Named Portland's first Naval Port Dir. 1941,
naval port dir. (Iceland 1942-43, all Texas Oil
ports 1944, marshall Gilbert Is. of S. Pacific
1944-45). Served to cdr. USNR 1941-46. d.
Portland Aug. 28 1966.*
PETTINGILL, Lee Duren. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Fairfield Aug. 26 1894; m. Barbara French
Sept. 22 1920; ch.: Lee Jr. '45, Robert, Cynthia.
Plant supt. E. L. Tebbets Spool Mfg. Co. Locke
Mills 1920-22, Pepperell Mfg. Co. (chief
chemist Lewiston Bleachery & Dye Works
1922-30, salesman NYC 1930-52, dept. head
1940-52). Member sch. board Lewiston,
alderman Lewiston 1925-26. Served to capt.
USA 1916-19. Sch. in Lewiston named for him.
d. Portland Sept. 25 1952.*
POORE, Emery Bruce. Bowdoin 1912-13.
Delta Upsilon. b. Hudson MA June 15 1892.
POWERS, Frederick Webster. Bowdoin
1912-14. b. Portland May 14 1894; m. Hazel
Griffin Sept. 3 1921; ch.: Priscilla, Frederick
Jr. '50, David. Accountant & credit mgr.
Armour & Co. 1914-41 (Rockland, Portland),
personnel dept. New Eng. Shipbuilding Corp.
S. Portland 1941-43. d. Portland Nov. 13
1944.*
PROCTOR, Maurice Clifton. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Rockland May 25 1891; m. Chloe Work
Nov. 9 1918; ch.: Maurice Jr., Phyllis.
Salesman Am. Radiator Co. Providence RI
1916-18; broker The Equitable Life Assurance
Soc. of the U.S. Boston 1919-26, 1932-37; spec,
agt. Conn. General Life Ins. Co. Boston
1937-42; defense worker U.S. naval yard
Charlestown MA 1942-44. Served with USN
1918-19. d. Boston Dec. 28 1944.*
RAMSDELL, Leroy Addison. B.S. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1923. Delta Upsilon. b.
Falmouth June 21 1893; m. Alice Sutcliffe
June 21 1923; ch.: Robin, Dorcas, Melanie.
Field rep. Am. Red Cross S. NJ 1920-21, instr.
community organization N.Y. Sch. of Social
Work NYC 1921-28, exec. dir. Greater
Hartford CT Community Chest & Council
1928-49, supt. Public Welfare Louisa County
VA 1952-54, real estate broker Fairfax &
Madison VA 1956-66, ret. Served to 2nd It.
USA 1918-19. d. May 10 1977.*
RAWSON, Frederick Payne. Spec. 1912-14.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Lewiston Dec. 29 1889; m.
Ruth Tubbs Nov. 7 1918; ch.: Robert. Dir.
youth work Oxford NY 1914-16, instr.
vocational work YMCA Cooperative Sch.
Honolulu T.H. 1916-17, specification writer
engineering dept. Avery Co., Rawson Ins.
Agency Kirkwood IL 1918-42 (founder, mgr.,
prop.), dist. agt. Northwestern Mutual Life Ins.
Co. 1921-42. Pres. (sch. board Kirkwood 15
yrs.. Rotary Club Monmouth IL). Served to
capt. USA 1917-19, served to It. col. 1942-49. d.
Kirkwood IL May 24 1952.
RICHARDSON, Raymond Miller. A.B. Sigma
Nu. b. Lynn MA July 28 1895; m. Pauline
Leavitt May 6 1916, m. Laura Morgan Jan. 24
1941. Asst. sales mgr. Socony Oil Co.
Chinkiang China 1916-17, contractor Leavitt &
Richardson Co. Portland, prop. & mgr.
Raymond M. Richardson Co. Boston 1925-39,
principal interviewer U.S. Bureau of
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Employment Security Lynn 1939-49, business
Springfield MA 1949, ret. Served to 1st It. USA
1917-22. d. Chelsea MA May 14 1950.*
ROBIE, John Waterman. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Gorham Nov. 25 1894; m. Ellen
Frawley June 18 1924, m. Amy Teague Oct. 3
1952. Served to sec. Gannet Publishing Co.
Augusta 1920-47, ret. Served to sgt. maj. USA
1917-19. d. Gorham Dec. 26 1958.
SAYWARD, Dwight Harold. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Alumni Council 1924-27, Alumni Fund dir.
1941-44 (v.chmn. 1942-43, chmn. 1943-44).
b. Waltham MA Nov. 18 1893; s. of Charles
E. '84; m. Mary Lambert July 16 1923. C.L.U.;
with John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Portland 42 yrs. (spec. agt. 1916-26, assoc.
general agt. for Me. 1930-37, general agt.
1937-58), ret. 1958. Pres. S. Assn. of Life
Underwriters 1948-? Served to cpl. USA 1918.
d. Cape Elizabeth Feb. 11 1963.
SHEPARD, Eliot Blanchard. Bowdoin
1912-13. b. Brookline MA April 27 1891; m.
Esther Lemeris 1916; ch.: Barbara, Judith.
Electrical contractor Brookline (salesman
1928-37; asst. treas., dir., v.pres. 1937-57),
Shepard Steamship Co. 197-57 (asst. treas., dir.,
v.pres.). d. Weston MA Sept. 3 1957.*
SHWARTZ, Abraham Seth. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Sales rep.; b. Portland
April 3 1894; m. Goldie Solovich Feb. 21 1921;
ch.: Ann. Salesman Pacific Commercial
Manila P. I., rep. Hayden Stores Boston, res.
Boston.*
STRATTON, Earle Revere. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Hudson MA Oct. 21 1893; m.
Mildred DeMott 1921, m. Grace Nulph May
10 1941; ch.: Earle Jr. Efficiency work Lunn &
Sweet Shoe Co. Auburn ca. 1917; management
consultant Scovell, Wellington & Co. Boston
1918-49; ret. Served to 2nd It. USA 1916-17. d.
Lowell MA Oct. 25 1964.
STUART, George Richard. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Waterville June 22 1892. With
various steel mills Montreal P.Q. Canada
1916-20, with Peter A. Frasse & Co. (steel
salesman Phila. PA 1920-25, mgr. Buffalo NY
1925-44, member exec, committee NYC
1929-38), advisor purchasing & spec,
applications of steel NYC ca. 1944-57, ret.
Buffalo chapter Am. Steel Warehouse Assn.
(sec.-treas. 1934-35, pres. 1936-37). d.
Cambridge MA Nov. 30 1962.
STUART, Richard Hills. Bowdoin 1912-13.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Newport March 16
1894; m. Laura Wetzel May 10 1920, m.
Imogene Stewart March 12 1941; ch.: Doris.
Salesman Loring, Short & Harmon (Springfield
MA 1913-17, Portland 1919-26); dist. mgr.
Buxton Co. Springfield 1931-47. Served with
USA 1917-19. d. Columbus OH March 29
1947.
TABER, Thomas Henry. Bowdoin 1912-16,
M.D. 1918. Kappa Sigma. b. New Bedford
MA Nov. 4 1893. Served with MCUSN 1918-?,
promoted through grades to cdr.
THOMAS, Harry Sanborn. A.B. b.
Chesterville Dec. 6 1895; m. Jessie Pinkham
Aug. 1918; ch.: Harry Jr., Priscilla. Teacher
(Galahad Sch. for Boys Hudson WI 1916-17,
Eliot 1917-?, Monson MA Acad. 1917-18), with
Thomas-Marble Canning Co. Dryden 1918-51
(general mgr. 1943-51), teacher & coach high
sch. Mechanic Falls 1928-36, agriculture
Wilton 1938-51. Served to sgt. USA 1918-19,
chmn. Selective Service board Franklin County
1940-47. d. Wilton May 15 1951.
TRUST, Harry. A.B., D.D. 1934, grad. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1913, Litt.D. Univ. Me. 1934, D.D.
Boston Univ. 1939. Kappa Sigma. Alumni
Council 1941-44 (pres. 1943-44). b. Ivybridge
Devonshire England Jan. 11 1883; m. Lillian
Knowlton Jan. 3 1917; ch.: Harry '44, Thomas.
Congr. clerg. (Winthrop 1914-17, Biddeford
1917-21, Springfield OH 1921-25, Mansfield
OH 1926-33), Bangor Theol. Sem. (pres.
1933-52, emeritus 1952, Fogg Prof, of Sacred
Rhetoric & Oratory 1933-52, emeritus 1952),
clerg. The Church on the Hill Lenox MA
1953-59, ret. Moderator Ohio Conf. of Congr.
& Christian Churches 1931-32, chmn. Ohio
Pastors' Assn. 1933-34, pres. (Interseminary
Comm. for Training for *he Rural Ministry
1941-?, Pittsfield MA Area Ministerial Assn.
1955-?), member exec, committee Am. Assn. of
Theol. Sch. 6 yrs. Recipient: Silver Beaver
Award Boy Scouts of Am., Harry Trust
Professorship of Preaching & Pastoral
Relations Bangor Theol. Sem. named in his
honor, recipient Silver Beaver Award Boy
Scouts of Am. d. Pittsfield MA May 3 1960.
WEATHERILL, Philip Francis. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1917;
Ph.D. Harvard 1921. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Brunswick May 7 1894; m. Elizabeth Hall
Sept. 4 1926; ch.: Robert '48, Warren '53.
Univ. Mich. (prof, chemistry 1921-60, emeritus
1960). Fellow (AAAS, Am. Chem. Soc).
Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19. Recipient: U.S.
govt, citation 1945. d. S. Portland Dec. 24
1962.*
WEBBER, Leigh. A.B. 1917. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Hallowell April 8 1893; m. Isabel Palmer
June 29 1920; ch.: Robert, Richard. V.pres. &
treas. Webber's Electrical Service Augusta
1920-31, sales rep. LaTouraine Coffee Co.
1932-34, field investigator div. of general relief
Me. State Dept. of Health & Welfare Augusta
1935-43, town mgr. Norway 1943-46, exec. sec.
Me. Municipal Assn., town mgr. (Chelsea
1951-52, Ogunquit 1952-54, Oakland 1954-58,
Wells 1958-60), ret. Me. Town & City Mgrs.'
Assn. (sec, treas., pres. ca. 1953), trustee Me.
Municipal Assn. 1949-62. Served to 2nd It.
USA 1917-19; awarded Purple Heart, d.
Oakland April 12 1962.
WEICK, Carl Alfred. A.B., LL.B. Univ. Me.
1914. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Springfield
May 7 1893; m. Harriet Scribner June 28 1916;
ch.: Marjorie, Barbara. Atty. Presque Isle
1916-48. Dir. & pres. (Presque Isle Nat. Bank,
Northern Nat. Bank Presque Isle), judge
Municipal Court Presque Isle, treas. Merc.
Trust & Banking Co. 1922-25, clerk & sec.
Aroostook Valley RR Co., pres. (Aroostook
County Bar Assn., Aroostook County Bankers'
Assn.), sec.-treas. Aroostook Farm Loan Assn.
1923-44. d. Presque Isle March 8 1948.*
WESTON, Timothy Herbert. Bowdoin
1912-14, B.S. M.I.T. 1917. b. Bremen Oct. 9
1892; m. Ruth Raynes 1923; ch.: Daniel.
Draftsman Portsmouth NH Navy Yard
1917-18, with Boston & Albany RR 1920-21,
engineer General Electric Co. Lynn MA
1922-59, ret. d. Newburyport MA Nov. 16
1974.
WHITE, Donald Sherman. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Washington DC March 29 1892; m.
Helen White Sept. 20 1930; ch.: Cynthia. With
Indianapolis IN Star, with N.Y. Tribune, asst.
sec. for Eur. The United Distribution
Committee Paris France ca. 1920-22, with U.S.
v.consul (Vienna Austria 1923-27, Berlin
Germany 1927-28), tech. advisor Consulate
General London England 1930-38, with U.S.
Immigration Service N. Troy VT 1939-51, ret.
Served to 2nd It. ACUSA 1917-19; awarded
spec, citation, d. Majorca Spain Feb. 15 1956.*
WHITE, Langdon Robert. B.S., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1919. Sigma Nu. b. Bath Oct. 23 1891;
m. Minerva MacQuarrie Oct. 23 1920.
Physician Portland 1919-?, served from med.
dir. to col. USPHS 1927-51 (Bergen Norway,
Oslo Norway, Palermo Sicily, flenena MT,
Albuquerque NM, Mnpls. MN, Baltimore
MD, Juneau Alaska, San Francisco CA,
Montreal P.Q. Canada), ret. 1951. Served with
USA 1917-18. Contbr. d. Portland April 23
1968.*
WINTER, John Glenwood. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1917.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Kingfield July 8
1894; m. Helene Fitzgerald June 16 1924; ch.:
John Jr. '51, Norman '50, Kenneth '55. Instr.
Spanish Northeastern Univ. 1917; teacher
French & Spanish Marquand Sch. Brooklyn
NY 1920-21; teacher French & coach Horace
Mann Sch. for Boys NYC 1921-24; teacher
French & Spanish & coach Phillips Exeter
Acad, summer 1921-24; head French dept. &
teacher French, Spanish & Latin Pelham
Memorial High Sch. 1925-59; teacher French
& Spanish Pelham New Rochelle & White
Plains High Sch. summers. Road commissioner
12 yrs., member republican town committee 10
yrs., elected pres. Lake Katonah Club 1944.
Served with USN 1971-20. Recipient: Officier
d'Academie French Ministry of Public
Instruction & Beaux Arts 1931. res. New Port
Richey FL.*
WOOD, Henry Gerard. A.B., LL.B. Columbia
1924. Theta Delta Chi. b. Gouldsboro June
29 1896; m. Clara Beckwith June 5 1922, m.
Lillian Ackerson Sept. 7 1945, m. Frances
Bailey April 3 1958. With Office of Legislative
Counsel U.S. Senate Washington DC 1926-43
(head 1936-43), Equitable Life Assurance Soc.
NYC (spec. asst. to pres. 1943-50, 2nd v.pres.
1950-51, sec. & dir. 1951-54), legislative counsel
Washington DC 1954-58, atty. St. Thomas V.I.
1958-71, ret. Town selectman Gouldsboro
19 16- ? Served to 1st It. Royal Canadian Army
1917- 19. d. Ellsworth Oct. 18 1972.*
WOODMAN, Willard Paine. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Gorham Dec. 3 1893; s. of
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Willard W. '88; m. Eleanor Williamson March
29 1918; ch.: Harriet. Teacher high sch. Keene
NH 1916-17, service mgr. Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Boston 1919-22, sales Diehl & Putnam
Wellesley MA 1922-28, sales & sales mgr.
Kendall Co. 1928-58 (Utica NY, NYC,
Walpole MA), ret. Treas. Men's Club Pelham
NY, member board of dir. Community Chest
Pelham. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-1919. res.
Cape Elizabeth.*
WYMAN, Charles Emerson, Jr. Bowdoin
1912-15. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Dorchester
MA May 13 1893; m. Grace Bridge Sept. 29
1928; ch.: Cora, Janet. Student Harvard 1916,
with Packard Motor Car Co. Boston & Detroit
MI 1916-?, sales mgr. Healer Motors Inc.
Watertown MA 197-69, ret. 1970. V.pres. N.
Am. Warranty Corp. Served to 2nd It. USA
1917-19. d. Wrentham MA June 20 1973.*
YENETCHI, Ivan Hyde. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Fla. 1944. Theta Delta Chi. b. Scituate MA
Jan. 28 1894; m. Elsa Farrell Oct. 11 1927.
With Equitable Life Assurance Soc. Boston,
atty. Daytona Beach FL ca. 1944-70. Served
with USN ca. 1917-19. d. Daytona Beach FL
Sept. 27 1970.
Class of 1917
ACHORN, Erik. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1921, Ph.D. Harvard (Parker
Traveling fellow) 1925. b. Brookline MA
Oct. 9 1894; s. of Edgar O. '81; m. Rebecca
Sullivan June 2 1922, m. Ellen Vaughan Feb.
1940; ch.; Alice, Siegried. Prof, history
(Princeton, Univ. S.C. 1930-?), with Nat.
Archives Washington DC 1936-?, research &
transl. duPont Library Wilmington DE. Served
to It. USA 1917-19. Author: European
Civilization & Politics Since 1815 (1934), ed.:
Beaconlights of Western Culture (1952). d.
Riverside CA Dec. 3 1972.
ALLEN, Charles Edward. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Freeport Aug. 26 1893; m. Eleanor True
Feb. 15 1918; ch.: Margaret, Mary, Martha,
David. With shoe mfg. co. Auburn 1919-22,
with J. L. Walker Shoe Co. Lewiston 1922-25,
dir. Wood & Smith Co. Auburn 1925-39, pres.
& prop. Allen Shoe Co. Auburn 1939-41. Pres.
YMCA Auburn-Lewiston, head Auburn Shoe
Mfrs. Assn. 1938, v.pres. State Republican
Conv. Portland 1940, dir. (Assoc. Industries of
Me., C. of C. Auburn). Served to 1st It. USA
1917-19. d. Auburn Feb. 24 1941.*
BABCOCK, Leon Warren. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Lewiston July 12
1895; m. Hazel Lane June 21 1917; ch.:
William. Hercules Inc. (dept. supervisor
Carthage MO 1917-22, Emporium PA 1922-23,
asst. plant mgr. Fayville IL 1923-24, assoc. dir.
experimental station Kenvil NJ 1924-30, asst.
plant mgr. Bacchus UT 1930, plant mgr.
Kenvil NJ 1930-40, asst. dir. explosives
operations Wilmington DE 1940-45, personnel
dir. 1945-60), ret. 1960. Dir. Hercules Inc.
Wilmington DE 1954-60. res. Wilmington
DE.*
BALFE, Edward Myles. Spec. 1913-15. b.
Dorchester MA July 1893; m. Madeline
Broxup Nov. 29 1924. Teacher (Goddard Sem.
Barre VT, high sch. Provincetown MA, high
sch. Dorchester 1924-33). Served with USA
1917-19. d. Jaffrey NH Sept. 3 1933.
BARTLETT, Boyd Wheeler. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Sc.D. 1949; B.S.
USMA 1919; B.S. M.I.T. 1921; M.S. Columbia
1926; Ph.D. Columbia 1932. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Faculty rep. Alumni Council 1933-36,
Overseer 1952-61, Trustee 1961-65, 1962
capital campaign area chmn. b. Castine June
20 1897; s. of Boyd '85; m. Helen Allen July 3
1920. Physicist & group supervisor electrical
standards & measurements div. Bell Tel. Labs.
NYC 1922-27, Bowdoin (asst. prof, physics
1927-29, assoc. prof. 1929-31, prof. 1931-42;
co-ordinator Civilian Pilot Training 1940-42),
student Univ. Munich 1934-35, USMA (asst.
prof, physics 1942-43, acting prof. 1943-45,
prof. chem. & electricity 1945-46, prof,
electricity 1946-61, emeritus 1961), USA (col.
1942-61, brig, general 1961-65). V.chmn.
Middle Atlantic Section Am. Soc. for
Engineering Education 1957-58, fellow AAAS,
trustee Castine Community Hospital. Served to
1st It. USA 1918-22; awarded Legion of Merit
1946 with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster 1961. Lab. of
Nuclear Science USMA named in his memory
1968. Contbr. d. Castine June 24 1965.*
BARTLETT, Fred Oscar, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Tenants Harbor June 1 1895. res.
Petersburg FL.
BIGGERS, Lowry Andrews. A.B. cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Webster Groves MO
Feb. 22 1897. With Am. Book Co. NYC
1917-19, with Shapleigh Hardware Co. St.
Louis MO 1919-22. d. Mt. Sterling KY Sept. 22
1923.
BINGHAM, Charles. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Muncie IN Oct. 17 1895; m. Joy Reed
1922; ch.: James. Atty. Indianapolis IN
1925-27. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-18. d.
Indianapolis IN April 27 1927.
BLANCHARD, Edwin Howard. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Class agt. 1960-74. b. Augusta Aug. 19 1895;
m. Anne Parry July 12 1928; ch.: James '51.
Editorial staff The N.Y. Sun NYC 1919-50, sr.
v.pres. The Philip Lesly Co. NYC 1952-62,
consultant public relations committee Am.
Bankers Assn. NYC 1962-64, dir. Marine
Trades Assn. NYC. Served to capt. USA
1917-19. Co-author: Zeta Psi at Bowdoin
College (1967), contbr. d. Jackson Heights NY
Nov. 22 1973.*
BOND, Edward Henry. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Boston Feb. 25 1893; m. Eva Guidi
Sept. 22 1925. Income tax auditor. Served to
1st It. USA 1917-19, served to capt. USA
1942-44. res. Medford MA.*
BOOTHBY, James Eben. Bowdoin 1913-14,
1915-16. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Dubuque
IA Feb. 19 1893; s. of James M. '72; m.
Victoria Van Engers July 2 1927; ch.: Victoria,
James. Salesman James B. Clow & Sons
Chicago IL 1919-34, trust officer Farmers &
Merc. Nat. Bank Benton Harbor MI, ret.
Member vestry St. Paul's Epis. Church St.
Joseph MI 8 yrs. Served with USN 1918-19.
res. St. Joseph ML*
BOOTHBY, Russell McLellan. Bowdoin
1913-14, A.B. Univ. Mich. 1917. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Dubuque IA Oct. 13 1894; s. of
James M. '73. res. unknown.
BOWDOIN, Clifton Wentworth. A.B. cum
laude. b. Ripley July 29 1892; m. Rose
Nicholson; ch.: Charles. Asst. to headmaster
Oak Grove Sem. Vassalboro 1917-18, master
Moses Brown Sch. Providence RI 1918-19,
clerk Brown & Sharp Mfg. Co. Providence
1919-22, accountant U.S. Finishing Co.
Providence 1922-25, ins. service self-employed
Bowen Ins. Agency Providence 1925-76. First
Baptist Church (clerk 31 yrs., deacon ca. 31
yrs). d. Providence RI Sept. 26 1976.*
BRADFORD, Benjamin Pliny. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Wayne March 24 1893.
Served to 1st It. USA 1917-18. d. Tours France
Aug. 6 1918.
BRIGHAM. Woodbury Purington. Bowdoin
1913-14. b. Harpswell Feb. 14 1894. d. ca.
1948.
BURLEIGH, Donald Quimby. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Augusta June 2 1894; s. of
Clarence B. '87; m. Mary Johnson Oct. 14
1918; ch.: Sarah, Mary, Nancy, Judith. With
The Shoe Retailer Chicago IL 1919-20; with
Marr Advt. Agency Denver CO, advt. mgr. H.
A. Marr Wholesale Grocery Co. Denver, advt.
Denver News & Times, served to city ed.
Kennebec Journal Augusta 1921-23, treas.
Allan Quimby Clothespin Co. Stockholm,
prop. & mgr. (Standard Seating Co. Stockholm
1923-25, Quimby's Art Store Augusta 1925-30),
prop. 1930-42 (Me. News Bureau Augusta,
Advt. Agency Augusta, Pinetree Stamp Co.),
timekeeper Bath Iron Works Corp. 1942-45,
exec. sec. C. of C. Augusta-Hallowell 1946-51,
with Me. State Adjutant General's Office
1951-53. Member city council Augusta 1942.
pres. Augusta Community Welfare Council
1946-48, sec. Me. Magicians Assn., v.cdr. Am.
Legion, dir. Kennebec Valley Exec. Club.
Served to ensign USN 1917-19. Author: The
Kristiana Killers (1934), contbr. d. Augusta
March 13 1953.*
CAMPBELL, Boniface. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. Colby WA Sept. 27 1895; m.
Dorothy Connor May 14 1919; ch.: Elizabeth.
James '44, Dorothy. Served to maj. general
USA 1917-56 (U.S., Philippine Is., T.H., Japan.
China, Eur.). Awarded Legion of Merit with
Oak Leaf Cluster, Order of Ulchi with Gold
Star (Nationalist China), res. Washington
DC*
CARLL, Francis Whipple. Bowdoin 1913-14.
M.D. Med. Sch. 1918. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Waterboro July 26 1892; m. Clara Springer
Nov. 27 1919; ch.: Don. Student NY 1928
(Post Grad. Hospital, N.Y. Eye & Ear
Infirmary): served with USN 1918-?. promoted
through grades to cdr. d. Camp Pendleton CA
Dec. 27 1972.
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CARTER, James Franklin. Bowdoin 1913-14,
B.S. Aurora 1917, Ph.D. Temple Univ. b.
Mapleton Jan. 10 1891; m. Gladys Rollins;
ch.: Wallace. Principal high sch. (Orono
1919-?, Haverford PA Township 1925-30),
supt. sch. Haverford Township 1930-47, ret.
1947. Served with USA WWI. d. Upper Darby
PA July 2 1948.
CHAPMAN, Arthur Burton. A.B. 1932, A.M.
Syracuse Univ. 1938. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Syracuse NY Oct. 16 1893; m. Ruth Teetz
June 22 1921; ch.: Thomas '50. Teacher &
coach Manlius NY Military Acad. 1918-19,
sales rep. for N.Y. state Franklin Auto Co.
Syracuse 1919-30, head English dept. & coach
Ga. Military Acad. College Park 1931-32,
teacher high sch. Poughkeepsie NY 1932-36,
head English dept. Pulaski NY Acad. 1937-39,
dist. supt. sch. Oswego Cunty NY 1939-64, ret.
Hon. member N.Y. State Assn. Secondary Sch.
Principals 1957-71, member Educational Conf.
Board NY, pres. (Board of cooperative
Educational Services 1949-64, N.Y. State Assn.
of Dist. Sch. Supt. 1945-46). Served with
ACUSA 1917-18. d. St. Petersburg FL Jan. 26
1971.
»
COBB, Philip Hacker. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1918. Sigma Nu. b. Westbrook May
5 1895. Teacher Loomis Sch. Windsor CT
1918-24, prop, tutoring sch. Vero Beach FL,
teacher Governor Dummer Acad. S. Byfield
MA 1933-38. Dir. Camp Winona Denmark
1917-38, assoc. dir. Wyonegonic Camp for
Girls Denmark. Memorial Bldg. Camp Winona
named in his memory 1941. d. S. Byfield MA
Nov. 20 1938.*
COBB, Roland Hacker. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1930. Sigma Nu. Alumni Council 1935-38.
Ret.; b. Westbrook May 5 1895; m.
Catherine Thomson 1920, m. Helen Orr Jan. 17
1942; ch.: Virginia, Philip. Teacher Loomis
Sch. Windsor CT 1919-21, physical education
Bowdoin (instr. 1922-25, asst. prof. 1925-30,
assoc. prof. 1930-32), asst. to principal
Bancroft Sch. Worcester MA 1932-35, dir.
Winona & Wyonegonic Camps 1935-49, state
senator Me. 1949-50, commissioner Me. dept.
Inland Fisheries & Game Augusta 1950-63,
camp dir. 1964-? ret. Member (board of
governors The Portland Club; board of dir.
Int. Assn. Game, Fish and Conservation
Commissioners), town moderator Denmark,
v.pres. Am. Camping Assn. Served to capt.
USA 19.7-19, Recipient: New Eng. Camping
Assn. award for dedicated service 1975, award
from Advisory Comm. State Dept. Inland
Fisheries and Game. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
COLBATH, George Edwin. Bowdoin 1913-16.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Cambridge MA
May 4 1892; m. Ellen Chesley 1917; ch.: Ellen,
Elizabeth, George Jr. With Vacuum Oil Co.
NYC 1916-17, orange grower Claremont CA
1920-63, ret. Served to 2nd It. USA WWI. d.
Covina CA April 6 1966.*
COLBY, Raymond Foster. Bowdoin 1913-16.
b. Litchfield Sept. 23 1896. Principal
Pleasant Hill TN Acad. ca. 1921, teacher Eager
Brook Prep. Sch. Deerfield MA 1928-42, with
U.S. State Dept. 1942-60 (Panama, Belgium,
Haiti), ret. 1960. First reader First Church of
Christ Scientist Bath 1960-63. Served to 1st It.
USA 1917-19. d. Bath March 2 1963.*
COLTON, Samuel Horten, Jr. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. b. Worcester MA Feb. 2 1895. res.
Millbury MA.
COOK, Earle Warren. A.B. 1919. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Jamaica Plain MA Sept. 19 1893.
With Blake Brothers & Co. Boston ca. 1920,
treas. office Governor Dummer Acad. S.
Byfield MA ca. 1924, with John H. Joy Real
Estate Boston ca. 1929, with Estabrook & Co.
Boston 1955. Served with USN 1917-19. d.
Jamaica Plain MA Oct. 5 1971.
COOMBS, Harold Elwood. Bowdoin 1913-14.
b. Bath Jan. 30 1892; m. Agnes Gilson Dec.
18 1915. Prop., pharmacist 1916-22 (Coombs
Drug Co. Portland, West End Drug Co.
Westbrook); with Me. State Police 1922-27; It.
police dept. Glendale CA 1927-56. Relief city
marshall Glendale, deputy sheriff Los Angeles
CA 1928-? d. Glendale CA Sept. 1 1 1956.
CORBETT, Frederick Jackson. B.S., LL.M.
City Coll. of Law St. Louis MO 1929. Kappa
Sigma, b. Boston Jan. 23 1894; m. Millicent
Stanley Dec. 19 1929. Atty. St. Louis 1921-29,
ins. atty. (NYC 1929-32, St. Louis 1932-49).
Atty. & claims mgr. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. St.
Louis. Served to 2nd It. ACUSA 1917-20,
served to 1st It. USA 1942. d. Springfield MO
Dec. 14 1949.
CORMACK, William Sinclair, Jr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Charlestown MA Sept. 12 1896.
Aerial explorer Labrador Newf. Canada 1919,
aviator C. E. W. Riciou Co. China Asia 1920,
flight instr. China 1920. Ensign USN 1917-19.
d. China Asia Nov. 16 1920.
CRANE, Percy Fremont. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Waltham MA Jan. 28 1893; m.
Frances Talbot Sept. 15 1920; ch.: Talbot,
Janice. Sec. Me. State senate 2 sessions,
principal Washington Acad. E. Machias
1921-31, sr. master Gould Acad. Bethel
1931-36, dir. admissions Univ. Me. Orono
1936-58, courier Me. state senate 1961-62. res.
Orono.*
CREEDEN, Leo Francis. Spec. 1913-15. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lewiston Oct. 29 1893; m.
Beatrice Goss Dec. 27 1941. With Fuller &
Smith Cleveland OH 1915-?, partner Huber &
Creeden Boston 1930-40, with Pan Am. World
Airways Miami FL 1941-46, with Pan Am.
Grace Airways Lima Peru 1946-54. d. Lima
Peru Oct. 9 1954.*
CREHORE, Rogers Murdoch. Bowdoin
1913-15. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Peabody
MA April 29 1895; m. Marion Firby Jan. 1
1950. Pvt. USA 1918-19, ret. 1931. res. Harwich
MA.*
CROSBY, Clarence Henry. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1925.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council 1931-34
(pres. 1933-34). b. Dexter May 28 1894; s. of
Josiah W. '82; m. Helen Foss Dec. 11 1917;
ch.: Isabella, Charles '43, Priscilla, David. Sales
rep. H. J. Heinz Co. Bangor ca. 1919-21, atty.
Dexter 1925-68. Dir. & general counsel Fay &
Scott Co. Dexter 1939-67, dir. Merrill Trust Co.
Bangor 1932-67, legislative counsel Bangor &
Aroostook RR 1937-45, trustee public library
Dexter, town selectman Dexter 1928-32, Me.
state senator 1928-32, chmn. town finance
committee Dexter, v.pres. Penobscot County
Bar Assn., v.pres. & member exec, committee
Me. Bar Assn., treas. & dir. Plummer
Memorial Hospital Dexter 1930-68, Dexter
Public Health Assn. Inc. (treas. over 30 yrs.,
dir.), pres. Penobscot County War Chest
WWII. Served to It. (jg) USN 1917-19. d.
Dexter June 7 1968.*
DALRYMPLE, Sidney Collingwood. Bowdoin
1913-14, M.D. Med. Sch. 1917, Dip. Bact.
Univ. London 1935. Beta Theta Pi.
Medicine; b. W. Medford MA June 7 1892;
m. Dorothy Chester Sept. 28 1920; ch.:
Willard, Chester. Pathologist MA (Newton
Hospital 1924-45, Waltham Hospital 1928-42,
Framingham Union Hospital 1928-42,
Leonard Morse Hospital Natick 1930-42),
assoc. prof, (pathology, bacteriology Tufts
Univ. Med. and Dental Sch. 1932-37;
bacteriology Boston Univ. Sch. of Medicine
1937-42). Served to capt. MCUSA 1918-19,
MCUSN 1942-52. res. Lincoln MA.*
DAVIS, Kenneth Wayne. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Monson March 29 1895; m. Norma Browne
Aug. 17 1928; ch.: Kenneth Jr. With U. S.
Rubber Co. Boston 1919-24, teacher high sch.
(submaster Farmington NH 1924-27, faculty
mgr. Stoneham MA 1927-46), ret. Founder &
charter member Farmington-New Durham
NH Historical Soc. Served with USA 1917-19.
d. Farmington NH Aug. 20 1953.*
DAVISON, Ralph Easton. A.B. b. Central
Falls RI April 16 1896.
DOW, Lafayette Francis. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Cornell 1922. Chi Psi. b. W. Paris Oct.
27 1893; m. Eleanor Prosser June 12 1925; ch.:
Helen, Russell. Instr. (Allen Military Acad. W.
Newton MA 1917-20, romance lang. Cornell
Univ. 1920-22, Univ. Mich. 1923-43), dir. Dow
Sch. Pompano Beach FL 1943-58, ret. Exec,
sec. Mich. Assn. Modern Lang. Teachers, dir.
(Keewaydin Camps ME summers 1920-36,
Singing Cove Camp Edgecomb summers
1936-43, Audubon Soc. Broward County FL.).
Served to sgt. USA 1918-19. d. Deerfield Beach
FL Jan. 23 1969.*
EATON, Roland Leonard. Bowdoin 1913-15,
A.B. Tufts 1917. Zeta Psi. b. Phippsburg
May 8 1892; m. Eunice Story June 29 1918, m.
Elizabeth Hayden Jan. 15 1949; ch.: Eunice,
Roland Jr. Ginn & Co. (salesman Phila. PA,
Washington DC area 1920-46; foreign dept.
1946-61), ret. Dir. sch. board Swarthmore PA
1931-41, board member public library
Swarthmore 1926-38. Served to ensign USN
1917-19; awarded Croix de Guerre 1917. d.
Wilmington DE Jan. 1 1969.*
FENNING, Walter Arnold. A.B. Ret.; b.
Lynn MA Dec. 29 1893; m. Florence Eaton
June 14 1930; ch.: Walter, Ann. With
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Akron OH,
section chief USA (Office of QM General
Washington DC 1941-42. office of Chief of
Ordinance Detroit MI 1942-47), branch chief
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research and development div. Detroit Arsenal
Ordinance Dept. USA, ret. 1959. Served to 1st
It. USA 1919. res. Port Charlotte FL.*
FILLMORE, Robert Newell. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Waltham MA July 10 1892. res. Long Is. NY.
FLYNT, Leigh Damon. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Augusta Feb. 25 1894; m. Marian Fisher
June 25 1917; ch.: William. With Kennebec
Journal Augusta 1918-31 (pres., business mgr.
1929-31), pres. & treas. Flynt Chevrolet Co.
Augusta 1931-40, investigator (OPA Me ca.
1940-47, Bureau of Taxation State of Me.
1947-58). d. Portland July 25 1958.
FOBES, Theodore Burgess. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Portland June 7 1895; m. Ruth Carter June 7
1918. Treas.-general mgr. Burgess, Fobes Co.
Portland 1919-59; ret. Home Federal Savings
& Loan Assn. Portland 1961-67 (pres. 1961-67,
dir.), trustee (Osteopathic Hospital of Me. Inc.
Portland 1953
—
, Me. Charitable Mechanic
Assn. Portland 1967
—
), dir. Assoc. Hospital
Service of Me. Portland 1964-73. Served to 2nd
It. USA 1917-19. res. Portland.*
FOSTER, Clifford Robertson. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Aberdeen SD July 4 1894; m.
Raefaela Hastings June 5 1932. With Bankline
Lumber Co. CA 197-24, construction business
CA 1924-35, bldg. contractor Pasadena CA
1935-68, ret. Served with USA 1917-19. d.
Pasadena CA Feb. 15 1969.
FREEMAN, William Everett. Bowdoin
1913-14, M.D. Med. Sch. 1918. b. Lynn MA
Jan. 12 1893.
FULLER, Ernest Cummings. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. N.Y. Univ. 1938. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Union June 19 1892; m. Ellen Lasher, m.
Hildred Weymouth; ch.: Samuel II. Teacher
high sch. Syracuse NY, chmn. (modern lang.
dept. Hebron Acad., English dept. high sch.
Brockton MA), teacher high sch. New London
CT, principal high sch. Lakeville CT, teacher
Ricker Classical Inst. Houlton, principal high
sch. (Lancaster NH, Belfast 1930-36), teacher
high sch. Jackman 1942-45, prop. & mgr. Pine
Tree Camps Long Pond 1939-63. d. Jackman
Feb. 14 1963.*
GILLESPIE, Eugene Morrill. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Chelsea Oct. 18 1896; m. Hazel
Cobb July 17 1920; ch.: Richard. Accountant
Bell Tel. Co. Phila. PA 1917-27, res. Gardiner
ca. 1927-58. Served with USA 1918-19. d.
Togus Sept. 10 1958.
GLIDDEN, Jerry Dempsey. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Presque Isle Jan. 13 1896; m.
Una Scott Feb. 6 1918; ch.: Philip '51,
Margaret. Teacher high sch. Presque Isle 1919,
field inspector U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
Presque Isle 1919, mgr. chain grocery store
Presque Isle 1919-20, potato grower & shipper
Presque Isle 1920-59. Founder, dir. & treas.
industrial Enterprises Inc. 1944-47; member
advisory council Me. State Dept. of Economic
Development; dir. & member exec, committee
Potato Industry Council of Me.; exec. chmn.
Me.-Quebec Highway committee; spec. asst.
Aroostook County dir. of Civil Defense ca.
1950. Served to 1st sgt. USA 1917-18. d.
Westbrook March 28 1959.*
GOODSKEY, Alex John. A.B. 1916, A.M.
Columbia 1925. Zeta Psi. b. Collinsville CT
Dec. 16 1889; m. Anna Hausmann. Teacher
high sch. CT (Bristol 1916-17, Torrington ca.
1922), supt. sch. Seward Alaska 1922-24, dir.
adult education high sch. Torrington 1926-42,
ret. 1942, teacher Fla. Military Acad. 1943-44.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19. d. St.
Petersburg FL June 29 1960.
GREELEY, George Everett, Jr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Manchester NH Sept. 25 1894.
Teacher high sch. New Rochelle NY 1925-59,
ret. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19; awarded
Croix de Guerre with Silver Star. d. New
Rochelle NY Jan. 12 1965.*
GREGORY, Clarence Leslie. A.B. Real
estate; b. Warren Dec. 3 1895; m. Marie
Blackman Nov. 7 1925; ch.: Clarence. Chemist
Hercules Powder Co. Kenvil NJ, with N.Y.
Tel. Co. NYC 1919-20, West India Oil Co.
(asst. mgr. Santo Domingo Dominican
Republic 1920-24; mgr. Georgetown British
Guiana 1924-27, Managua Nicaragua 1927),
real estate Greenwich CT 1927
—
, ins.
Greenwich 1933-69. Ins. board of Greenwich
(treas., sec. 1946-51, v.pres. 1952, pres.
1953-54), hon. v.consul for the U.S.
Georgetown British Guiana 1925-27. res.
Greenwich CT.*
HARRISON, Wilfred Dixon. A.B., B.D.
Bangor Theol. Sem. 1918. b. Crossflats
Yorkshire England Feb. 15 1886; m. Mary
Lowell May 12 1917; ch.: Ramona. Pastor
(Amherst 1912, Seal Harbor 1913, Aurora
1914, Gray 1914-15, Falmouth 1915-16, N.
Deering 1916-17, Dorchester MA 1918-23, N.
Chelmsford MA 1923-25). d. Lowell MA April
17 1925.
HASELTINE, Frank Ashmore. Bowdoin
1913-16. Beta Theta Pi. b. Bangor Feb. 25
1892; m. Dorothy Drake Aug. 2 1919; ch.:
Frank, Mary. Heating & plumbing business
Pittsfield 1919-30, sales engineer (Halvorsen
Brothers Portland 1930-34, U.S. Radiator
Corp. 1934-44, heating div. Hall & Knight Co.
Lewiston 1944-52), part-time music teacher
public sch. Greenville 1947-48. Served with
USA 1917-19. d. N. Conway NH April 12
1952.
HAZELTINE, Frank Durham. A.B. 1922. Psi
Upsilon. b. Seattle WA Dec. 22 1895. Served
to It. USA 1917-18. d. France Eur. Sept. 12
1918.
HONE, Wendell Verne. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Presque Isle Feb. 18 1894. Teacher high sch.
Lisbon Falls 197-18, mgr. theater Presque Isle
1919-42, teacher Aroostook State Normal Sch.
Presque Isle. Served to It. USA 1918-19. d. E.
Orange NJ Nov. 21 I960.*
HUMPHREY, Edward. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Class agt. 1943-46, Alumni Fund dir. 1946-49,
Alumni Council 1952-56 (v.pres. 1953-54),
Overseer 1956-70 (Emeritus 1970—), 1962
capital campaign nat. committee chmn.
Ret.; b. Boston May 18 1895; m. Helene
Blackwell July 11 1921; ch.: Edward, Ross '50.
General sales mgr. La Touraine Coffee Co.
Boston, ret. Served to sgt. USA 1918-19. res.
Plymouth MA.*
JACOB, Francis William. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1927.
Delta Upsilon. b. Providence RI March 7
1897; m. Olga Sivolobova Feb. 24 1918, m.
Dorothy Lenfest March 11 1933, m. Hilda
McLeod Dec 1 1939; ch.: Charles, Susanna.
With Nat. City Bank Moscow U.S.S.R.
1917-18, teacher (Chauncy Hall Sch. Boston
1919-22, William Penn Charter Sch. Phila. PA
1922-23, Moses Brown Sch. Providence
1925-26), assoc. prof, law (Univ. Ida. Moscow
1927-29, Univ. Chicago 1929-30), prof, law
Univ. Kan. 1930-34, tax counsel & legal writer
S. China 1938-61. Moderator town meetings
China 1944-47, sec. town budget committee
1946-48. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19. Ed.:
Bigelow's Cases on the Law of Personal
Property (1931), contbr. d. Togus July 19
1961.*
JORDAN, Clarence Mitchell. Bowdoin 1913.
KEENE, Campbell. Bowdoin 1913-16. Psi
Upsilon. b. Augusta Dec. 25 1893; m. Beulah
Delesdernier June 20 1922; ch.: Gael. Served
to rear adm. USN 1917-50, ret. Awarded
Legion of Merit, Am. Defense Medal, Navy
Expeditionary Medal, Presidential Unit
Citation. P.O.W. Japan 45 months WWII. d.
Coronado CA June 21 1963.
KELLEY, Henry Woodhull. Bowdoin 1913-14.
b. Bangor June 26 1894. Served to cpl. USA
1917-20; awarded Purple Heart, Victory Medal
with 3 major battle bars, Verdun Medal, St.
Mihiel Medal. Mr. Kelley was seriously injured
while serving in World War I. He helped to
entertain veterans at Sautelle Hospital in
California for 25 years, d. Los Angeles CA Oct.
4 1959.
KENT, Paul Glen. B.S. Psi Upsilon. b.
Fitchburg MA April 15 1893; m. Mary Quinn
July 14 1945. Salesman Am. Glass Co. Phila.
PA 1919-7, with Charles Scribner & Sons NYC
ca. 1928, real estate Fitchburg. Admin asst. to
regional dir. Mass. Civil Defense region 9 ca.
1951. Served to ensign USN 1917-19. d.
Fitchburg MA April 30 1966.
KING, Elwyn Austin. A.B., LL.B. Yale 1926.
Zeta Psi. b. N. Andover MA June 28 1896;
m. Louisa Murray June 27 1929; ch.: Richard,
Merrylee. With Edison Lamp Works General
Electric Co. E. Boston MA 1920-22, with
Dennison Mfg. Co. Framingham MA 1922-24,
atty. Lawrence MA 1926-29, atty. & research
asst. Yale Law Sch. 1929-33, asst. counsel
NRA 1933-35, asst. regional atty. Resettlement
Admin. Washington DC 1935-37, atty. Boston
& N. Andover 1937-61, ret. Town advisory
board N. Andover (member 1943-44, chmn.
1944), member N. Andover 1946-47 (planning
board, board of appeals), town moderator N.
Andover 1952-53. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918.
Contbr. d. N. Andover MA Aug. 28 1971.
KNAPP, Richard Berry, Jr. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Wilton Feb. 15 1895; m. Theresa Johnston
Sept. 12 1917; ch.: Laura. Operator grocery
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store Wilton 1917-25, farmer Brunswick
1925-52. Member Wilton (sch. board, exec,
board), pres. Wilton Acad. Alumni Assn.,
master Masons Wilton, member Williamson
lodge A.F. & M. d. Portland Sept. 1 1976.*
KUEBLER, Carl Smith. B.S. cum laude, LL.B.
Rutgers 1920. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Hackensack NJ June 28 1894; m. Lilian Miller
June 29 1929. Atty. 1921-69, partner Carpenter
Bennett & Morrissey Newark NJ, ret. Trustee
First Presby. Church Orange NJ. res. Chatham
NJ.*
LANE, David Alphonso, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
(General Education Board & Rosenwald Fund
fellow) 1920. Ret.; b. Washington DC Oct.
18 1895; m. Mary Webb Sept. 5 1921; m.
Juanita Bobson Aug. 12 1935; ch.: David,
Hugh, Mary. Head English dept. & dean W.
Va. State Coll. Inst. 1920-37; dean Louisville
Municipal Coll. Univ. Louisville KY 1937-42;
USA 1942-55 (capt. to It. col.,
information-education spec); U.S. govt,
military historian 1955-65 (Karlsruhe,
Heidelberg Germany), ret. Served to 1st It.
USA 1917-19, served to It. col. 1942-55;
awarded Army Commendation Ribbon, Dept.
of Army Decoration for Meritorious Civilian
Service 1965, USAREUR Scroll of
Appreciation 1965. Ed. Armed Forces Talk ca.
1950-53, advisory & contributing ed. Journal of
Negro Education ca. 1930-35. res. Ossining
NY.*
LANGS, John William. Bowdoin 1913-14, A.B.
Univ. Mich. 1917, LL.B. Harvard 1922. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Simcoe Ont. Canada Aug. 6
1895; m. Elizabeth Stark Oct. 3 1931; ch.: John
Jr., Edward, Mary, Patricia. Atty. Detroit MI
1922-64. Served to It. USN WWI. d. Grosse
Pointe MI Sept. 24 1964.
LITTLE, Noel Charlton. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Sc.D. 1967; A.M.
Harvard 1920; Ph.D. Harvard 1923. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council 1945-48. Book
fund established in his honor 1966, prize in
experimental physics established in his honor
1968. Ret.; b. Brunswick Dec. 25 1895; s. of
George T. '77; m. Marguerite Tschaler Sept 8
1923, m. Florence Lovejoy Aug. 30 1972; ch.:
Mary, Clifford '46, Dana '46. Bowdoin (instr.
physics 1919-21, asst. prof. 1921-26,
Guggenheim fellow 1928, prof. 1926-66),
visiting prof. Hollins Coll. 1966-67, ret. Fellow
Am. Physical Soc, Me. coordinator Atomic
Development Activities. Ensign USN 1917-19,
served to cdr. USN 1941-46. Author: College
Physics (1928), Physics (1953),
Magnetohydrodynamics (1967). res.
Brunswick.*
LOVEJOY, Carroll Arthur. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Augusta Jan. 7 1895; m. Florence Russell
Dec. 26 1919; ch.: Barbara, Carroll Jr. '51.
Invest, dept. Guaranty Trust Co. NYC
1917-26, asst. trust officer Wachovia Bank &
Trust Co. Winston-Salem NC 1926-34, Conn.
Bank & Trust Co. Hartford CT (invest, dept.
1934-45, asst. sec. 1945-55, asst. trust officer
1955-58, trust officer 1958-60), ret. Served to
2nd It. USA 1918-19. Honored for 50 yr.
membership Beta Theta Pi 1964. d. Bradenton
FL Sept. 17 1969.
MAGUIRE, Chester Corbin. B.S. Sigma Nu.
b. Webster MA Sept. 4 1893; m. Grace
Lyons Oct. 1 1 1923. Salesman real estate
self-employed Boston 1917-23, prop, retail coal
& oil co., ret. Served to cpl. USA 1917-19. d.
Lynn MA Jan. 29 1977.*
MARONEY, Frederick William. Spec. 1913-14,
M.P.E. Coll. of the Am. Gymnastic Union
1906, M.D. Tufts 1918. Delta Upsilon. b.
Springfield MA Jan. 10 1884; m. Bernice
Gallagher July 1925; ch.: Sheila. Instr. physical
education NJ (Lawrenceville Sch. 1906-10,
Newark Acad. 1910-13), fencing coach
Bowdoin 1914, gymnastics coach Harvard
1914-18, dir. dept. health education Wise. State
Teachers Coll. 1918, dir. health & physical
education N.J. State Dept. of Education
1918-21, dir. health education public sch.
Atlantic City NJ 1921-30, pres. Arnold Coll.
New Haven CT 1930-31, Brooklyn NY Coll.
(prof, hygiene 1941-44; dean of students, head
personnel dept. 1944-54; dean emeritus 1954).
Pres. Am. Assn. for Health, Physical Education
& Recreation 1928-30; sec. N.J. Physical
Education Assn. 1918-30; member (exec,
committee N.J. State Athletic Assn. 1918-30,
White House Conf. on Health & Protection).
Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1918. Recipient:
Honor Award Am. Assn. for Health, Physical
Education & Recreation 1931; Fellowship
Award N.J. Physical Education Assn.; Ling
Medal for service to sch. children of Calif.;
citation for Distinguished & Honorable Service
from Mayor Wagner NYC 1954. Author:
Physical Education Manual; co-author:
Health, Happiness & Success; contbr. d.
Brooklyn NY Oct. 4 1958.*
MARSTON, Lawrence Howard. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Wiscasset Sept. 3 1894; m. Emeline
Huff Aug. 10 1922; ch.: Edward '46, Peter.
Clerk Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Akron OH
1919, accountant Hartshorn Co. Boston
1919-20, state bank examiner Commonwealth
of Mass. Boston 1920-22, clerk & asst. treas.
Watertown MA Cooperative Bank 1922-25,
pres. & treas. Maiden MA Cooperative Bank
1925-68, ret. Pres. (Am. Savings & Loan Inst.
MA 1929, Maiden Banking Assn. 1930-40,
Mass. Cooperative Bank League 1932, Nat.
Am. Savings & Loan Inst. 1934, Maiden Home
for Aged Persons ca. 30 years, C. of C. Maiden
1938, Rotary Club Maiden 1941, Mass.
Cooperative Central Bank 1955-68), member
town budget committee Wiscasset. Served with
USA 1918-19. Recipient: several citations from
banks & business, res. Wiscasset.*
MARTELL, Judson Gordon. A.B. 1922. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Newton MA Oct. 14 1895.
Served to capt. USA 1917-18; awarded
Distinguished Service Cross, d. Cunel France
Oct. 14 1918.
MASON, Harry Edison. Bowdoin 1913, M.D.
Tufts 1918. b. Portland Dec. 2 1891; m.
Gertrude Erickson; ch.: Harry Jr., Donald,
James, John, William. Intern (Boston City
Hospital ca. 1918-19, Lying-in Hospital 1921),
physician (Chino Copper Co. Santa Rita NM,
V.A. hospital Palo Alto CA 1928-29, Redwood
City CA 1929-65). Recipient: Certificate of
Appreciation by Pres. Roosevelt, Certificate of
Service by Pres. Truman, d. Redwood City CA
Feb. 19 1965.*
McCONAUGHY, Nathaniel Upham. A.B.
cum laude, S.T.B. Princeton Theol. Sem. 1923,
D.D. Alma Coll. 1952. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Phila. PA Nov. 21 1894; married; 4 children.
Clerg. (First Presby. Church Stambaugh MI
1923-27, Iron Mt. MI 1927-53), general
presbyter Steuben-Elmira & Binghamton NY
presbyteries Synod of N.Y. 1953-59.
Moderator Presbytery of Lake Superior &
Synod of Mich., pres. Dickinson County MI
Ministerial Assn. Served to 2nd It. USA
1917- 19. d. Wytheville VA Sept. 8 1959.
McINTIRE, Paul Hayes. A.B. cum laude,
Ed.M. Bates 1947. Zeta Psi. b. Yarmouth
Oct. 19 1895; m. Helen Hatch 1918; ch.:
Clarence, Paul Jr. Submaster Greely Inst.
Cumberland Center 1917-18, principal high
sch. Wells 1918-23, teacher high sch. Portland
1923-35, supervising principal urban sch. dist. 1
Portland 1935-49. Instr. education Bowdoin
summer sessions 1943, 1945, 1948; Portland
Teachers Assn. (pres. 1934-35, sec.-treas.
1935-42); pres. Cumberland County Teachers
Assn. 1936; member sch. board Falmouth
1927-35, chmn. 2 yrs. d. Portland Aug. 14
1949.*
McNAUGHTON, Alexander Kirk. B.S. 1920.
Zeta Psi. b. Kaukauna WI Aug. 6 1894; m.
Ida Arthur Sept. 3 1927; ch.: Alexander Jr.,
James, John, William. Purchasing agt. & treas.
Northern Paper Mills Co. Green Bay WI
1921-59, ret. With Am. Field Service USA
1918- 19. d. Worthington OH Aug. 26 1965.
MILAN, Harold Lewis. Bowdoin 1913-14, B.S.
USMA 1917. b. Bangor April 27 1894.
Served with USA (2nd It. 1917, 1st It. 1917-20,
border patrol El Paso TX 1918, recruiting
service Los Angeles CA 1920; capt. 1920-36,
Tientsin China 1921, signal corps 1924, student
officer Signal Corps Sch. Camp Alfred Vail NJ
1924-25, asst. prof, military science & tactics
with Signal Unit ROTC M.I.T. 1925-28,
commanding co. Ft. McKinley 1928-30,
student officer advanced course inf. sch. Ft.
Benning GA 1930; maj. 1936-40; It. col.
1940-47; col. 1947, asst. prof, military science
& tactics Univ. 111., tribunal court member
7708 War Crimes Group following WWII), ret.
1947. d. Bedford Hills NY Jan. 6 1974.*
MILLER, Harvey Daniel. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Me. 1927. Chi Psi. b. St. Stephen
N.B. Canada May 29 1893; m. Louise Brookes
June 17 1928; ch.: Edward. Teacher (Cushing
Acad. Ashburnham MA 1917-18, Kents Hill
Acad. 1918-19, high sch. Bangor 1919-24),
instr. English Univ. Me. 1924-27, asst. prof.
English (Bethany WV Coll. 1927-28,
Kalamazoo MI Coll. 1928-29). Served with
USA 1918-19. Author: Horace Walpole and
the Stage, d. Kalamazoo MI Sept. 18 1929.
MORAN, Edward Carleton, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Kappa Sigma. b. Rockland Dec. 29
1894; m. Irene Gushee Oct. 13 1924; ch.: Paul
'47. Pres. E. C. Moran Co. Inc. Rockland
1919-67. U.S. congressman 2nd Me. dist.
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Washington DC 1932-36, member U.S.
Maritime Comm. 1937-40, Me. state dir. OPA
1942, 2nd asst. U.S. sec. of labor Washington
DC 1945, chmn. city council Rockland
1945-47. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d.
Rockland July 22 1967.*
NOYES, Frank Earle. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Ohio State Univ. 1952. Chi Psi. Agriculture;
b. Topsham Jan. 7 1896; ch.: Claire. Export &
sales work 1920-28, sec. Ohio Bakers Assn.
Columbus OH 1929-41, pres. Frank Noyes Pies
Inc. Columbus 1938-52, ceramics teacher
Ventura CA Coll. 1954-61, mgr. & partner Live
Oaks Ranch Ojai CA 1954—. V.pres. Am.
Federation of Scientific Astrologers 1949-50,
dir. (Ojai Orange Assn. 1955-58, San Antonio
CA Water Conservation Dist. 1969
—
). Served
to col. USA 1917-19, 1941-47; awarded Army
Commendation Medal 1946. res. Ojai CA.*
NUTE, William Percy. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Wiscasset July 23 1894; m. Alice Branagan
June 3 1920; ch.: John, Esther. Prop. & mgr.
men's clothing store Lewiston 1920-26, real
estate Somerville MA 1926-41, mgr. pneumatic
repair dept. Boston Naval Shipyard 1941-64,
ret. Served to SFC USA 1917-19. d. Jamaica
Plain MA May 21 1968.*
OGLE, Gilbert Eugene. Bowdoin 1913-14.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Indianapolis IN Dec. 8
1894. Invest. Indianapolis 1914-?, with Nat.
City Bank NYC 7-1929, invest. Indianapolis ca.
1929-54. Served with Am. Field Service French
Army 1917-18, volunteer OPA 1942-45. d.
Indianapolis IN April 10 1954.
OLIVER, James Churchill. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma. Ret.;
b. S. Portland Aug. 6 1895; m. Alice McCrum
1923; ch.: J. Scott. Elected member U.S.
Congress (republican 1937-42, democrat 1958).
Served to maj. USA WWI, served to It. cdr.
USCG WWII. res. Nalcrest FL, Cape
Elizabeth.
OWEN, Henry Weston. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Saco Aug. 9 1894; m. Ruth Moore June 23
1917; ch.: Richard, David. Newspaper reporter
Saco 1919-20, teacher high sch. Biddeford
1921-22, agriculture & poultry business Saco
1923-28, receiving clerk Saco-Lowell Shops
Biddeford 1928-54, ret. Served to 2nd It. USA
1917-19. d. Biddeford Dec. 15 1966.
PAINE, William Earle. Bowdoin 1913-14.
Kappa Sigma, b. Hallowell Dec. 9 1895; m.
May Griffith Nov. 1915; ch.: Caroline, Joan,
Mary, Helene. Res. Hallowell 1917-46. d.
Hallowell Dec. 1946.*
PATTEE, Charles Walter. Bowdoin 1913-15,
A.B. Univ. N.H. 1926. b. Wilmot NH Dec.
12 1891; married; ch.: Patricia. Univ. N.H.
Durham (instr. 1926-28, alumni sec. 1929-31),
foreman Scott & Williams Laconia NH ca.
1934-57, ret. Served with USA WWI. d.
Lakeport NH Dec. 12 1959.*
PEACOCK, Deane Stanfield. A.B., A.M. Bates
1928, Ed.M. Harvard 1936. Chi Psi. b.
Freeport Jan. 12 1894; m. Ruth Coffin, m.
Jennie Nutter Dec. 21 1958; ch.: Jeanne,
Deane Jr., Sherwood. Principal high sch.
(Oakland 1919-25, Freeport 1925-30), teacher
Boston 1930-55 (English High Sch.,
Northeastern Univ. evening sch.), ret. 1955,
part-time teacher (high sch. Farmington, high
sch. Camden, Gould Acad. Bethel, Phoenix
AZ), ret. 1971. Served with ACUSA 1918-19. d.
Togus April 17 1975.*
PHILBRICK, Donald Ward. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1922.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1929-34,
Alumni Council 1930-33, Alumni Fund dir.
1940-43 (chmn. 1942-43). Law; b.
Skowhegan March 16 1896; m. Ruth Lockey
April 17 1922; ch.: Donald '44, John '58, Jean.
Assoc. Verrill Hale Booth & Ives 1922-24,
partner Verrill Dana Walker Philbrick &
Whitehouse 1925-73, counsel Verrill Dana
Philbrick Putnam & Williamson 1974— . Town
meeting Cape Elizabeth 1940-58 (moderator,
member budget committee), Me. state rep.
1935-40 (House Speaker 1939-40), pres.
(Cumberland County Bar Assn. 1957-58,
Lincoln Club, Exchange Club), v.pres.
Portland Club, chmn. (Prudential committee &
Church committee State Street Church
Portland, advisory board Salvation Army, sch.
board Cape Elizabeth 1933-39, Me. Office
Bldg. Authority, Cumberland County
Republican Comm. 1940-46), member (citizens
advisory council Hoover Comm., various Me.
legislative comm., Cape Elizabeth charter
comm., board of dir. Assoc. Charities
Portland), trustee (Mason Dispensary, N.
Yarmouth Acad.). Served to 1st It. USA
1917-19, served to col. governor's staff 1941-44.
res. Cape Elizabeth.*
PHILLIPS, Frank Edward. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. b. New Haven CT Feb. 8 1894; m. Ethel
McConky 1927; ch.: Duane '51. With Int.
Banking Corp. NYC & Far East 1920-25,
v.pres. & dir. E. S. Merritt & Co. NYC 1927-30,
pres. & dir. F. E. Phillips & Co. NYC &
Bridgeport CT 1930-41, U.S. Dept. of State
(courier U.S. Diplomatic Service Berlin
Germany 1941-43, Lisbon Portugal 1943-44,
Cairo Egypt 1944-45, Madrid Spain 1945-46;
acting communications officer U.S. Courier
Service Madrid 1946-47, Cairo 1947, Shanghai
1947-48; asst. communications officer U.S.
Courier Service Shanghai 1948-?), ret. 1961.
Served to 1st It. USA 1917-18. d. New Haven
CT Aug. 8 1969.*
PIEDRA, Harry Tiburt. A.B., A.M. Duke
Univ. 1938. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Staten
Island NY Aug. 11 1894; m. Constance
Josephson Nov. 25 1949; ch.: Harriet. Credit
investigator Chase Bank (Havana Cuba 1926,
NYC 1927-28 1927-28), sales rep. Bauer &
Black Havana 1928-31, instr. Hillsborough
Board of Public Instruction Tampa FL
1931-41, asst. censor U.S. Censorship Bureau
Miami FL 1941-42, instr. Board of Public
Instruction Miami 1942-50, sales-service
supervisor Pan Am. World Airways Miami
1950-59, ret. V.pres. Dade County Teachers
Assn. 1966-67. Served with USN 1917-18.
Co-author: May I Help You, Please? (Spanish
travelers aid handbook) 1945-46. res. Pompano
Beach FL.*
PIERCE, Dwight Wilson. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Brunswick Sept. 5 1894; m. Isabelle Olm
June 23 1920; ch.: Dwight Jr. '46, Mary.
Salesman Manchester NH 1922-27, with
Kennebec Greenhouses Bath 1927-45, prop. &
mgr. Dwight W. Pierce Ins. & Real Estate
Agency Bath 1947-61, ret. Trustee (Bath
Memorial Hospital, Bath Savings Inst.),
corporator public library Bath, member city
council Bath. Served to SFC USN 1918-19.
Honored for 50 yr. membership Beta Theta Pi
1964. d. Bath June 8 1972.*
PIKE, Carleton Maxwell. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Class agt. 1948-51. b. Lubec Oct. 9
1894; m. Margaret Bohlen July 23 1934; ch.:
Carleton, Diana. Asst. clerk Committee on
Naval Affairs Washington DC ca. 1923, invest.
Boston & NYC, pres. & dir. Trident Packing
Co. Lubec. Treas. Roxbury MA Neighborhood
House. Served to It. ACUSN 1917-18, served to
cdr. USN 1942-45. d. Boston April 25 1967.
PRESTON, John Fairbairn. A.B. Kappa
Epsilon. b. Pawtucket RI Aug. 19 1893. res.
Pawtucket RI.
RICKARD, Forbes, Jr. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Alpha Delta Phi. Poetry prize
established in his memory 1919. b. Denver
CO Feb. 13 1896. Served to 2nd It. USA
1917-18. Author: Songs and Tears, d. Belleau
Woods France July 19 1918.
ROBINSON, Stuart Ingram. Bowdoin
1913-15. Psi Upsilon. b. Worcester MA May
10 1894; m. Elizabeth Skinner Aug. 8 1936.
With Bird & Son Walpole MA. Served with
USA 1917-19. d. Lenox MA April 12 1975.
ROGERS, Joseph Young. A.B. b.
Farnumsville MA June 24 1895. res. Palmyra
PA.
ROSS, Carl Knight. A.B. Psi Upsilon. Class
agt. 1946-48. b. Portland Oct. 1 1893; m.
Ruth Morrill Sept. 3 1918; ch.: Carroll '44.
Shirley. S. Me. rep. Bonbright & Co. Portland
1920-29, correspondent Guaranty Trust Co. of
NYC Portland 1930-31, v.pres. & dir. Union
Securities Corp. 1932-33, Carl K. Ross & Co.
Inc. Portland 1933-57 (pres., treas. & dir.), ret.
Sec. & treas. Me. Invest. Dealers Assn.
1946-57, pres. 1957-?; spec, member Boston
Security Traders Assn. Served to 2nd It. USA
1917-19. d. Togus Sept. 6 1961.*
SAMPSON, Harold Howard. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Class agt. 1934-43, Alumni Fund dir.
1943-44. b. Garland Nov. 14 1893; m.
Dorothy Lufkin March 31 1918; ch.: Lufkin,
Dorothy, Shepard. Teacher & coach high sch.
Biddeford 1917-19, headmaster Bndgton Acad.
1919-43, dir. United Service Organization
Morehead City NC 1943-48, prop. & mgr.
Tabulated Bookeeping & Tax Service
Greenboro NC 1947-67. ret. Pres. (C. of C.
Bridgton 1934, Me. Winter Sports Federation.
Me. Development Comm. 1935-?), town
selectman Bridgton 1939-43, member exec,
committee Nat. Board of Approved Basketball
Officials, d. Greensboro NC Oct. 22 1968.
SCOTT, Arthur Berton. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Bloomfield VT Sept. 20 1895; m. Emma
Johnson March 20 1965 (2nd marriage); ch.:
Arthur. Berton, Barbara, Kathaleen. Teacher
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high sch. Pepperell MA 1917-18, high sch. Bath
(teacher 1918-36, principal 1925-36), rep.
Berkshire Life Ins. Co. Waldoboro 1936-42,
teacher (Hebron Acad. 1942-43, high sch.
Belgrade 1943-44, high sch. Weymouth MA
1945-51, jr. high sch. S. Weymouth MA
1951-60, jr. high sch. Portland 1960-61), ret.
V.pres. Me. Assn. Secondary Sch. Principals, d.
Boston March 15 1966.*
SEWALL, Loyall Farragut. Spec. b. Bath
Sept. 13 1894; m. Jane Smith; ch.: Loyall Jr.,
Camilla. Invest. NYC, founder & pres.
Overseas Homes Inc. NYC 1928-?, with Nat.
Can Corp. NYC ca. 1948, founder Inst. Am.
Genealogy 1928, sec. U.S. Exhibition Colonial
Exposition Paris France 1932. Served to capt.
USA 1917-19, maj. 1942-45; awarded Croix de
Guerre, Legion of Honor, chevalier (France)
1932. d. NYC April 6 1958.*
SEWARD, James. A.B. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Exeter NH June 26 1888; m. Mabel Kerr
Oct. 7 1956. Clerk experimental dept.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Akron OH 1917,
cost estimator printing dept. Shaw Stocking
Co. Lowell MA 1918-30, estimator & salesman
Oxford Press Providence RI 1930-39, prop. &
mgr. mercantile business Providence 1939-55,
ret. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-18. d.
Brentwood NH Sept. 30 1970.
SHUMWAY, Sherman Nelson. A.B., A.M.
(hon.) 1919, LL.B. Harvard 1922. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Council 1921-24, Alumni
Fund dir. 1925-28, Overseer 1927-54. Tree
replanted & dedicated in his memory 1955.
Addition to Dudley Coe Infirmary given in his
memory 1957. Scholarship fund established in
his memory 1959. b. Dover MA Dec. 18
1894; m. Agnes Mosher June 30 1925; ch.:
Forrest, Douglas, John. Atty. (Skowhegan
1922-27, Bangor 1927-33), pres. Merrill Trust
Co. Bangor 1933-44, v.pres. & dir. Signal Oil &
Gas Co. Los Angeles CA 1944-54. General
counsel (Bangor Hydroelectric Co. 1927-33,
Eastern Mfg. Co.), trustee E. Me. General
Hospital 1934-44, pres. (Me. Bankers Assn.,
Me. Trust Assn.), dir. Bangor & Aroostook RR
1940-44. Served to It. col. USA 1917-19, chmn.
Me. Civilian Defense Program 1941-?. d. Los
Angeles CA April 30 1954.*
SILTON, Charles Lewis. Bowdoin 1913-14.
A. B. Colby 1917. b. Framingham MA Dec.
10 1894; married Oct. 20 1946; ch.: Martin.
Chemist Hoosick Falls NY 1919-?, prop. &
mgr. Silton's Auto Parts Framingham ca. 1 948.
Served with USA 1917-19. d. Waban MA Jan.
8 1973.*
SKOLFIELD, Sydney Kenneth. A.B. 1933,
B.R.E. Boston Univ. 1926, LL.B. Boston Univ.
1937, LL.D. Boston Univ. 1938. b. Houlton
Feb. 5 1893; m. Emily Fisher Sept. 20 1920;
ch.: Leona, Frederick, Charles. Dir.
professional training rehabilitation div. V.A.
Boston 1919-25, Northeastern Univ. Sch. of
Law (exec. sec. 1925-35, dean 1935-45), Boston
Univ. Law Sch. (prof, property law 1945-57,
emeritus 1957-66). Served to sgt. maj. USA
1917-19. Author: Cases and Materials on the
Law of Real Property, contbr. d. Boston June 3
1966.
SPALDING, Charles Parker. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Lowell MA Oct. 22 1894;
m. Elizabeth Snow July 28 1928; ch.: Mary,
Nancy. Chemist (Nat. Aniline Co. Buffalo NY,
Avery Chem. Co. Lowell MA), sales engineer
York PA Mfg. Co., sales mgr. General
Refrigeration Co. Beloit WI, mgr. refrigeration
Yates Am. Co. Beloit, asst. sales mgr. Beloit
Iron Works. PFC USA 1917-18. res.
Fryeburg.*
STONE, Kenneth George. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi.
Alumni Council 1942-44. b. Newburgh NY
July 22 1895; s. of Moses C. '65; m. Helena
Howe Sept. 14 1918; ch.: Kenneth Jr. '42,
David, Gregory '50. Dana Warp Mills
Westbrook 1919-58 (general mgr., supt., pres.),
ret. Trustee (public library Westbrook,
Westbrook Community Assn.), dir.
(Cumberland County TB & Health Assn., New
Eng. Council), member (city council
Westbrook 1921, 1922, 1935, 1936; advisory
committee Me. State Dept of Vocational
Education), d. Portland Oct. 1 1963.*
STRIDE, Joseph Burton. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Biddeford Oct. 8 1894; m. Irene Haley
June 22 1918; ch.: Elaine, Richard. Biddeford
& Saco RR Co. (asst. to treas. 1919-20, treas.
1920-56, v.pres. 1925-31, pres. 1931-56). Dir.
York Nat. Bank Saco, trustee Thornton Acad.
Saco, Me. state chmn. & v.pres. New Eng.
Council, Webber Hospital Assn. Biddeford
(trustee, treas. & pres.), asst. treas. Biddeford
Savings Bank 1931-39, Sweetser Home for
Boys (dir. 1937-56, treas. 1939-56), pres. New
Eng. Transit Club 1951-53. Served to 2nd It.
USA 1918-19. d. Saco Jan. 25 1956.*
SUTCLIFFE, Marcus Allen. A.B. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Ret.; b. Pawtucket RI
Sept. 6 1894; m. Priscilla Leonard April 28
1958. V.pres. Salisbury Mfg. Co. Pawtucket
1920-30, pres.-treas. Lexington Worsted Mills
Central Falls RI 1925-46, self-employed
wholesale lumber 1951-66, ret. Past cdr. Am.
Legion Post 4 Pawtucket, chmn. Selective
Service Board Pawtucket 1941-53. Served to It.
(jg) USN 1917-19. res. Pawtucket RI.*
SWIFT, Raymond Whitney. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Augusta April 22 1895; m. Mildred
Farrington Aug. 22 1917, m. Dorothy Ritchie
Oct. 14 1921; ch.: Mary, George '49, Raymond
'48, Dorothy. With Holmes-Swift Co. Augusta
& Waterville 1919-30, Ames-Kennedy & Co.
Boston 1930-44 (dir., v.pres., general mgr.).
Pres. C. of C. Waterville-Winslow, dir. & sec.
Holmes-Swift Co. Augusta, dir. & treas.
Nation-wide Stores Co. Served to maj. 1917-19.
d. Melrose MA July 6 1944.*
THAYER, Ralph Bruce. B.S. cum laude, M.D.
Med. Sch. 1920. Kappa Sigma. b. Enfield
MA March 27 1895; m. Helen Caldwell April 6
1921; ch.: Ralph Jr. '43, Elizabeth, Nancy.
Intern Waterbury CT Hospital 1920-21,
physician Somers CT 1921-60, ret. V.pres.
Conn. Med. Assn.; health officer, med.
examiner, sch. physician Somers; pres.
Johnson Memorial Hospital staff Stafford
Springs CT. SATC 1919. d. Newfane VT Oct. 1
1961.*
TRUE, Daniel Waterman. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Portland March 10 1895; m.
Catherine Coughlin Feb. 13 1936; ch.:
Roxanna, William. Mgr. (D. W. True Co.
Portland 1917-26; retail dept. stores Butte MT,
Kansas City MO 1926-45), mfr. agt. Spartan
Radios 1945-? (MA, RI, CT). Served with USA
1917-19. d. Wellesley Hills MA Dec. 10 1951.
TUTTLE, Joseph Walton. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1920.
Law; b. Framingham MA Aug. 20 1894; m.
Gladys Wright Aug. 24 1924; ch.: Lucile,
Elbert. With Bikofsky Walker & Tuttle
Framingham 1973— . Town selectman
Framingham 1941-47, rep. General Court
1930-36. res. Framingham MA.*
WALLACE, Henry William. Spec. 1913. b.
Hopkinton MA June 4 1893; married; ch.:
Francis, Louise. Pres. Seaboard Petroleum Co.
Fall River MA. d. New Bedford MA July 27
1940.
WEBBER, Isaac Mervyn. B.S., M.D. Med. Sch.
1920, Sc.D. 1957; M.Sc. Univ. Minn. 1926. Chi
Psi. Medicine; b. S. China April 1 1894; m.
Eleanor Barker Oct. 2 1928; ch.: Peter '54,
Martha. Me. General Hospital Portland (chief
surgical staff 1947-57, staff pres. 1954-56), asst.
chief surgical staff Mercy Hospital Portland
1954-55, chief surgical staff Me. Eye & Ear
Infirmary 1955. Pres. Me. Cancer Soc. 1954-55,
governor for Me. Am. Coll. Surgeons 1955-57;
dir. Me. Automobile Assn., past dir. Assoc.
Hospital Service of Me., past trustee Kents Hill
Sch. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1919. Recipient:
Portland Kiwanis Int. Award for Distinguished
Service to the Community 1955; annual
Webber Surgical Lectures established in his
honor by fellow surgeons at Me. Med. Center
1971. res. Portland.*
WHITE, Hal Saunders. A.B., Litt.B. Oxford
(Henry Wadsworth Longfellow scholar) 1922.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Greensburgh IN Oct. 16
1893; m. Adelaide Bunker Jan. 11 1921, m.
Margaret Marshall 1925, m. Barbara
O'Connell May 2 1962; ch.: Hamilton, Judith.
Asst. prof. English Univ. Mont. Missula ca.
1922-25, instr. English Yale 1925-27, N.Y.
Univ. 1927-59 (instr. English, asst. prof.,
emeritus 1959-62), ret. 1959. Served to 2nd It.
USA 1917-18. Author: A Primer of Blake
(1951), poet. d. NYC July 11 1962.*
WIGHT, Winfield Emmons. A.B., M.D. Med.
Sch. 1920. Kappa Sigma. 1962 capital
campaign area chmn. b. Milan NH April 8
1895; m. Mildred Tinker July 1 1922, m. Anna
Ebert May 3 1924; ch.: Marian, Winfield Jr.
Intern & resident physician Waterbury CT
Hospital 1920-22, physician & surgeon
Thomaston CT 1922-76, med. examiner
Thomaston 1922-66, health officer Thomaston
1938-56, Waterbury Hospital (asst. surgeon
1925-41, attending surgeon 1942-59, attending
surgical staff 1959-76), ret., F.A.C.S.;
Thomaston Savings Bank (corporator 1936,
dir. 1938, pres. 1952, board chmn. 1965-71);
trustee Gould Acad. Bethel 1955-70, emeritus
1970—; sch. board Thomaston 1924-34 (chmn.
3 yrs.). Pvt. SATC 1918, served to 1st It. Med.
Reserve Corps 1924-34, surgeon U.S. Public
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Health Reserve 1943-48. d. Watertown CT
Feb. 2 1977.*
WILLEY, Frederick William. A.B. cum laude.
Chi Psi. Class agt. 1951-61; Alumni Fund dir.
1957-61, chmn. 1960-61; 1962 capital campaign
area chmn.; admissions aide. Recipient:
Alumni Service Award 1961. b. Carmel April
30 1892; m. Elizabeth Mundy July 19 1924;
ch.: Frederick Jr. '47, David '51, Diane.
Teacher Buffalo NY 1918-22, invest. E. H.
Rollin & Sons Pittsburgh PA 1922-50, v.pres. &
resident mgr. Stroud & Co. Pittsburgh 1950-71.
Chmn. W. Penn. Group of Invest. Bankers
Assn., pres. Haw-Crest Assn., governor Bond
Club of Pittsburgh, member exec, committee of
Invest. Bankers Assn., seminar conductor
municipal bond financing 1959. Served to cpl.
USA 1917-18. Author: The Outlook for
Non-Debt Revenue Bonds, contbr. d.
Pittsburgh PA Dec. 21 1974.
YOUNG, Harold Seba. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Auburn July 28 1894; m. Rachel Kitchin
Sept. 22 1923. Automobile business (Boston
1919-27, Providence RI 1927-32, Freeport
1932-34). Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19. d.
Freeport March 22 1934.
Class of 1918
ALBION, Robert Greenhalgh. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa, Litt.D. 1948; A.M. Harvard
1920; Ph.D. Harvard 1924; Litt.D.
Southampton Coll. 1970; L.H.D. Univ. Me.
1971. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Maiden MA
Aug. 15 1896; m. Jennie Pope Aug. 16 1923.
Teaching fellow Harvard 1920-22, Princeton
(instr. 1922-24, asst. prof. 1924-28, assoc. prof.
1928-38, prof. 1938-63, prof, emeritus 1963—),
part-time historian of Naval Admin. Navy
Dept. 1943-50, ret. Pres. (Me. Historical Soc.
1963-71, Am. Military Inst. 1940-44), trustee
Penobscot Marine Museum, v.chmn. Me.
Archives Advisory Committee. Served to 2nd
It. USA 1918. Presidential Certificate of Merit
1949. Author: Forests and Sea Power: The
Timber Problem of the Royal Navy (1926),
Introduction to Military History (1929), Square
Riggers on Schedule (1938), The Rise of New
York Port 1815-60 (1939), Seaports South of
Sahara (1959), Five Centuries of Famous Ships
(1977); co-author: History of England and the
British Empire (1937), Sea Lanes in Wartime
(1942), the Navy at Sea and Ashore (1947),
Forrestal and the Navy (1961), New England
and the Sea (1972); ed.: Exploration and
Discovery (1965), American Maritime Reprints
(1970); co-ed.: Philip Vickers Fithian: Journal
1776-1776 (1934). Member editorial board
Journal Economy History Am. Neptune, Essex
Inst. Historical Coll. Publications, Business
Historical Review, Maritime and Naval
History: an Annotated Bibliography 4th
edition 1972. Pioneered television course for
academic credit Harvard 1959-60. res. S.
Portland.*
ALLEN, Amos Lawrence. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Dalton MA Feb. 17 1895; s. of Herbert L.
'83; m. Rachel Potter Sept. 6 1919; ch.: Amos
Jr., Barbara, Louise. Chemist, head analytical
lab. General Electric Co. Pittsfield MA
1918-35. Recipient: Charles A. Coffin
Foundation Award 1929. d. Dalton MA Oct.
30 1935.
ALLEN, George Albert. Bowdoin 1914. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Allston MA March 22
1890. Res. Newburgh NY ca. 1925-61. d.
Newburgh NY March 12 1961.
ALLEN, Richard Obadiah. Bowdoin 1914-16.
Delta Upsilon. b. Mt. Desert Oct. 27 1895.
res. Mt. Desert.
ASHEY, Roy John Warren. Bowdoin 1914-15.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Springfield MA March
26 1893. With Rockwood Sprinkler Co.
Worcester MA ca. 1915-28, invest, analyst St.
Petersburg FL ca. 1952. d. White Plains NY
Jan. 11 1970.*
ATKINS, Morris Haynes. Bowdoin 1914-16.
Kappa Sigma. b. Greenfield MA Jan. 22
1896. res. unknown.
BABBITT, Frank Peva. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Lewiston June 3 1897; m. Gwendolyn Safford;
ch.: John '43. Invest. Hallowell, mayor
Hallowell 1943-53, invest, broker Harriman
Ripley Co. Inc. Hallowell. Served with USA
1917- 18. d. Augusta Aug. 23 1965.
BACHELDER, Calvin Leslie. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Gardiner July 6 1893; m. Ruth
Neprud Aug. 21 1926. Chemist (Pejepscot
Paper Co. Lisbon Falls 1918, Consolidated
Water Power & Paper Co. Wise. Rapids WI
1918-20, Interlake Pulp & Paper Co. Appleton
WI 1920-24), sales engineer Paper Makers
Chem. Dept. Hercules Powder Co. Kalamazoo
MI 1924-58, ret. d. Kalamazoo MI Aug. 17
1968.
BAGLEY, Bradbury Julian. A.B. magna cum
laude. b. Jacksonville Jan. 27 1897. res.
Wakefield NH.
BERNARD, Wilfred Olivier. A.B. cum laude,
Med. Sch. 1917-18. Sigma Nu. b. Lewiston
Oct. 21 1894. Served with MCUSA 1918. d.
Brunswick Dec. 17 1918.
BERRYMAN, William Laurence. Bowdoin
1914-16. Ret.; b. Westbrook June 18 1896;
m. Marian Fisher Jan. 23 1923. Clerk S. D.
Warren Co. Westbrook 1919-21, salesman H. J.
Heing Co. Boston 1921-28, policeman city of
Portland 1928-49, ret. Served with USA
1917-19. res. Peaks Is.*
BIGELOW, Murray Murch. A.B. 1920. Chi
Psi. b. Buckfield June 19 1894; married; ch.:
John, Joan. High sch. Madison NJ (teacher,
coach), with William H. Kastner Realtors
Morristown NJ 1952-72. Served with USN
1917-19. d. Madison NJ Jan. 9 1972.
BLAKE, George Horace. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1928;
L.H.D. Marietta Coll. 1961. Class agt. 1968—.
Ret.; b. Mt. Vernon Jan. 31 1895; m. Ruth
Bixby June 21 1926; ch.: George. Instr.
modern lang. Univ. N.H. 1920-27, prof,
modern lang. Marietta Coll. 1929-60, ret.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1918. res. Mt. Vernon.*
BLANCHARD, Hugh Waldo. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1929, Ed.M. Harvard 1935, J.D.
Harvard 1969. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b.
Cumberland Center Sept. 8 1897; m. Mae
Lundergan June 26 1923, m. Lucie Doyle
March 24 1969; ch.: Hugh Jr. Teacher (St.
James Sch. MD 1918-19, high sch. Biddeford
1919-20, Acad, of Richmond County Augusta
GA 1920-21, high sch. Providence RI 1922-23),
principal Traip Acad. Kittery 1923-25, asst.
supt. of sch. Madison CT 1925-27, educational
consultant Rand McNally & Co. Chicago IL
1927-72, ret. Nat. pres. Professional Bookmen
of Am. (Pi Beta Alpha) 1952-53, pres.
Educational Salesmen's Assn. New Eng. 1956,
member (Phi Delta Kappa, Mass. Bar Assn.).
res. Albuquerque NM.*
BOYD, Carroll Preston. Bowdoin 1914-15.
Ret.; b. Ft. Fairfield Oct. 6 1894; m. Bernice
Stevens April 11 1923; ch.: Robert, Mary,
Marjorie. Clerk Boyd Bros. Ft. Fairfield
1913-14, salesman U.S. Rubber Boston
1922-27, Ft. Fairfield Light & Power Co.
(electrician 1929-51, mgr. 1946-51), ret.
Member Selective Service Board Caribou
1943-45, 32nd Degree Mason Bangor. Served
with Nat. Guard 1918, served to capt. State
Guard 1918, served with State Guard 1943-45.
res. Clermont FL.*
BRIERLEY, Joseph Bowers. Bowdoin 1914-16.
b. Chelsea MA Nov. 25 1895. res. unknown.
BROOKS, Reynold Howe. Bowdoin 1914-15,
A.B. Harvard 1918. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Westbrook April 20 1897. res. unknown.
BROWN, Charles Denison. Bowdoin 1914-16.
Ret.; b. Salem MA June 6 1895; m. Kathryn
Redway Oct. 16 1920; ch.: Donald, Redway.
Branch sales mgr. Aluminum Co. of Am.
Houston TX, ret. Served to 2nd It. USA
1917-19. res. Clearwater FL.*
BROWN, Vernon Lamson. A.B. b. Portland
Aug. 3 1896. With Me. Sand & Gravel Co.
Portland 1918-30. d. Portland June 11 1930.
CALL, Edwin Clifford. Bowdoin 1914-17. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Dexter May 25 1894; m. Beulah
Edes June 24 1926; ch.: Mary, Jane.
Photographer Call's Photography Studio
Dexter 1920-46, salesman Rustcraft Co. Dexter
1946-58. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d.
Dexter Sept. 27 1958.*
CHASE, Elton Fletcher. A.B. 1920, A.M. Tufts
1928. Sigma Nu. b. Oakland July 17 1894;
m. Eleanor Jones June 18 1920; ch.: Frederic,
Helen. Instr. biology Tufts Coll. 1921-29.
teacher (high sch. New Britain CT 1929-30,
Bridgeport CT 1930-31, board of education S.
Orange NJ 1931-58). Pvt. USA 1917-19. d.
Maplewood NJ Sept. 3 1961.*
CHEETHAM, John Robert. Bowdoin 1914-15.
b. Auburn May 26 1896. Served with USN. d.
Attleboro MA July 5 1920.
CLAFF, Clarence Lloyd. A.B. 1920, Sc.D. 1958.
b. Perry NY Oct. 15 1895; m. Frances Staska
May 10 1930; ch.: Mark. With M. B. Claff &
Sons Inc. Brockton MA 1918-74 (pres., treas..
dir. 1928-74), Norfolk Paper Co. Brockton
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(pres., treas.), Image Transfer Co. Randolph
MA (pres. 1944-64, v.pres. research 1964-74,
treas.), research assoc. biology Brown Univ.
1938-40, Harvard (research fellow surgery
1940-48, research assoc. 1949-62), research
assoc. (Boston Univ. 1956-?, physiology Albert
Einstein Sch. of Medicine). V.pres. & dir.
Randolph Trust Co. 1930-39, dir. (S. Shore
Nat. Bank Quincy MA 1959-70, New Eng.
Paper Box Mfr. Assn. 1937-47, General
Biological Supply House Inc. Chicago IL
1951-70, pres. (Claffbox of P. R. Inc. 1964-71,
Ceecorr Inc. Brockton 1964-69), The Mark Co.
(dir. 1959-64, v.pres. research 1964-74), Single
Cell Research Foundation Inc. Randolph
1953-71 (founder, pres., treas., trustee, chief
investigator), pres. Am. Red Cross Randolph,
trustee (Fla. Oceanographic Soc. 1946-70,
Brockton Hospital, Falmouth MA Hospital),
cdr. Am. Legion Randolph, Marine Biological
Lab. Woods Hole MA (clerk of the corp.
1951-64, trustee 1949-63, emeritus 1964), fellow
(N.Y. Acad, of Sciences 1956, AAAS 1962),
elected member Sigma Xi 1939. Served to 1st
It. USN 1918, consultant OSS 1942-45.
Recipient: Meritorius Service Medal Am.
Heart Assn. 1964. Contbr.; inventor: Claff
Autotherm 1951, Claff Explosion-Proof Heart
Defibrillator; co-inventor: Pulsatile Pressure
Membrane Oxygenator; patentee: paper boxes,
paper box machinery, shoe stock control
methods, d. Falmouth MA March 28 1974.*
CLARK, Joseph Farwell. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Duxbury MA Aug. 25 1894.
Real estate Boston (Brown Brothers & Co.;
Atlantic Nat. Bank; Stone & Webster &
Blodget; Balton, Ballou, Adams &
Whittemore; Blyth & Co., Cambridge Assocs.),
ret. Served to It. USN 1917-19, 1942-46. res.
Duxbury MA.*
CLARKE, Milton Wells. Spec. 1914-15. b.
Gorham NH June 12 1894. Served with USA
WWI. d. Togus Nov. 13 1969.
COOMBS, Whitney. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1921; Ph.D. Columbia
1926. Beta Theta Pi. b. Ellsworth Jan. 4
1897; m. Agnes Nearing Dec. 25 1922; ch.:
Elizabeth, Dorothy. With G. Arsink & Co.
1919-21, instr. economics Lake Forest IL Coll.
1922-25, asst. prof. Allegheny Coll. Meadville
PA 1925-26, sr. economist Bureau of
Agricultural economics Washington DC
1926-29, St. Lawrence Univ. (chmn. economics
dept. 1929-30, A. Barton Hepburn Prof, of
Economics 1929-30). Served with AFS 1917-18,
USA 1918-19. Contbr. d. Canton NY Nov. 8
1930.*
COULTER, Lloyd Osborne. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Class agt. 1957-68, Alumni Fund dir. 1960-62.
Ret.; b. Marinette WI March 10 1896; m.
Marjorie Strong Feb. 7 1921. Asst. to pres.
Outing Shoe Co. Boston Factories Haverhill
Lowell MA 1919, copywriter H. K. McCann
Co. NYC 1919-22, foreign correspondent (N.Y.
& Paris Herald Bavaria & Ruhr 1922-23,
London Daily Express N. Africa 1923-24),
sales mgr. Sonora Phonograph & Radio Corp.
(NYC, Saginaw MI, Chicago IL) 1924-28, H.
K. McCann Ltd. London England & Paris
France (dir., mgr.) 1928-36, ret.,
McCann-Erickson 1952— (v.pres. radio &
television, dir. domestic & foreign boards).
Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19; awarded
French Croix de Guerre Citation E.U. 9758
1918. Recipient U.S. Treasury Dept. Citation
& Medal for Service 1945, cited by Nat. Am.
Red Cross for Invaluable Assistance in 1948
Fund Campaign, res. Epping NH.*
COYNE, John Anthony, III. Bowdoin 1914-15,
M.D. Harvard 1926. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Guildhall VT April 5 1895; married; ch.: John,
Peter, Mary. Obstet. Boston 1926-44, ret. Chief
of obstet Boston Lying-in Hospital ca.
1926-44. Served with USA 1917-19. d. July 31
1954.
CREIGHTON, Robert. Bowdoin 1914-16. Psi
Upsilon. b. Thomaston June 7 1894. Knox
Messenger Rockland 1922-25 (reporter, ed.),
with Springfield MA Republican 1925-27, staff
man (New Bedford MA Standard 1927-28,
Albany NY Evening News 1928-30, Boston
Traveler 1930-32, Providence RI Bulletin
1932-33), chief copy ed. Worcester MA
Telegram 1933-47. Served with USN 1917-18.
Contbr., artist, d. Worcester MA June 18 1947.
CURRAN, William Louis. Bowdoin 1914-16,
M.D. N.Y. Univ. 1920. Sigma Nu. b. N.
Adams MA Jan. 7 1896; married; ch.:
Catherine, James, William Jr., Marijane,
Edward, Sarah, Sandra. Physician N. Adams
1920-65, ret. d. W. Roxbury MA Oct. 30 1969.*
DAGGETT, Neil Eugene. A.B. 1920. Psi
Upsilon. b. Milo Oct. 30 1896; m. Ruth
Little Sept. 20 1920; ch.: Neil Jr., Ellen.
Salesman (Union Bag & Paper Co. Chicago IL
1920-21, Pittsburgh PA 1921-28; E. H. Rollins
& Son Pittsburgh 1928-31), prop. & mgr.
(Daggett's Pharmacy Milo 1932-57, Smith's
General Store 1957-59). Sec. Board of Trade
Milo. Served with Am. Field Service 1917, Am.
Red Cross 1917-18; awarded 2 citations 1918.
d. Milo May 20 1959.*
DEAN, Archibald Sweetland. B.S., M.D. Johns
Hopkins 1922, Dr. P.H. Johns Hopkins 1923.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Portland Dec. 14
1894; m. Eleanor Genthner June 8 1929, m.
Doris Glover Jan. 23 1971; ch.: David '52,
Donald '56, Archibald Jr., Sylvia. Psychiatrist
Nat. committee for Mental Hygiene NYC
1923-24, field worker Rockefeller committee
Drug Addictions Tacoma WA 1924,
pediatrician N.Y. Dept. of Health Albany
1924-26, dist. state health officer N.Y Dept. of
Health (Jamestown 1926-30, Buffalo 1930-48),
regional health dir. N.Y. Dept. of Health
Buffalo 1948-64, Univ. Buffalo Sch. of
Medicine (asst. prof, hygiene & preventive
medicine 1931
—
, assoc. prof, preventive
medicine, prof. 1960), illustrious prof, emeritus
preventive medicine SUNY 1960, assoc. prof,
preventive medicine Univ. Buffalo Sch. of
Nursing 1960, ret. Chmn. Sr. citizens' Seminar
for Professionals & Exec. Amherst NY, pres.
Kenmore Forum, board member (Int. Torch
Club Buffalo, Erie County Civil Defense
Buffalo). Pvt. SATC 1918. Contbr. res. Buffalo
NY, Pigeon Cove MA.*
DeMOTT, George Stuart. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Ticonderoga NY March 26 1896; s. of George
C. '94; m. Lillian Taylor, m. Icie Peterson June
17 1931; ch.: John. With Bath Times 1918-21,
with Port Juron MI Times-Herald 1921-?, copy
ed. Detroit MI Times 197-60, with Macomb
Daily Mt. Clemens MI 1961-70, ret. Served to
2nd It. USA 1918. d. Mt. Clemens MI Aug. 21
1972.*
DERBY, Romeyn Stafford. Bowdoin 1914-15.
Delta Upsilon. b. Maplewood NJ Jan. 22
1897; m. Evelyn Fowler May 5 1917; ch.:
Dorothy, Helen. Ins., real estate Wellesley MA
1925-35; realtor Harwich Port MA 1937-43;
Christian Science Monitor Boston (reporter
1943-46, asst. city ed. 1946-50, chief N.Y. News
Bureau NYC 1950-62); ret. 1962; ed. Sanford
FL Herald 197-72. Lectr. journalism Mass.
Dept. of Education Univ. Extension 1948-49,
first reader First Church of Christ Scientist
(Wellesley 1928-31, Sanford ca. 1964). Served
with USA 1918-19, served to 1st It. Mass. Nat.
Guard 1942-43. d. Sanford FL Nov. 17 1972.
DONNELL, Omn Smith. A.B. 1919. Zeta Psi.
b. Bowdoinham Dec. 25 1894; m. Maude
Dickson May 12 1921; ch.: Shirley, Willis.
With Tex. Construction Co. TX (Ft. Worth ca.
1921-28, San Antonio), res. Harwich Port MA
ca. 1940. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-18. d.
Providence RI March 6 1958.*
DUMAS, Gardner Davis. Bowdoin 1914-16.
Ret.; b. Lowell MA Dec. 18 1895; m. Beryl
Mills Sept. 18 1929; ch.: Ernest. Prop. Dumas
& Co. Printing & Bookbinding Lowell MA
1920-55, ret. 1955. Served to ensign USN
1917-19. res. Tequesta FL.*
EDWARDS, John Richard, Jr. Bowdoin
1914-17, CH. 1918. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Washington DC Oct. 14 1896. d. Jan. 7 1977.
EMERY, Hervey Ross. Bowdoin 1914-15. b.
Bucksport Sept. 13 1891. res. Bucksport.
FARMER, Glenn. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Farmington Nov. 28 1895; m. Marjorie Dilley
Dec. 20 1924; ch.: Diana, Roger '55. Jr.
engineer Toledo OH Edison Co. 1918-19, jr.
engineer & chemist Empire Gas & Fuel Co. El
Dorado KS 1919-22, chemist Mathieson
Alkalai Works NYC 1922-24, salesman
Remington Rand NYC 1924-32, research
librarian Edison Electric Inst. NYC 1933-60,
ret. Indian Town Assn. Old Saybrook CT (dir.
1967-72, pres. 1970-72). Served to 2nd It.
ACUSA 1917-19. d. CA Oct. 25 1975.*
FARNHAM, Paul Elias. Bowdoin 1914-16.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Lovell Sept. 9 1894; m.
Florence Edlund 1925, m. Alice Gibson; ch.:
Joseph. With chem. co. Arlington NJ 1918-22,
salesman Kansas City MO 1922-25, mfr. agt.
Springfield MA 1926-47, Fram Corp. Boston
(dist. sales mgr. 1948-54, consultant 1954-?).
Served to sgt. ACUSA 1917-18. d. Buffalo NY
Aug. 20 1971.
FREEMAN, Elliot. A.B. Psi Upsilon. Class agt.
1933-57. b. Portland Feb. 26 1896; s. of Eben
W. '85; m. Margaret Boothby Sept. 28 1929;
ch.: Virginia, Brenda. Accountant Kennebunk
1920-38, Rogers Fibre Co. Inc. Kennebunk
(asst. treas. & accountant 1938-57, dir.
1949-57). Pres. & treas. Southern Me. chapter
Nat. Assn. Cost Accountants 1948-49, dir.
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Kennebunk Loan & Bldg. Assn. 1934-57, town
auditor Kennebunk 13 yrs., treas. (Kennebunk
Fire Soc. 15 yrs., Congr Church 20 yrs.).
Recipient: Silver Beaver Award Boy Scouts of
Am. d. Kennebunk June 3 1957.*
FREESE, John Benjamin. A.B. 1919. Delta
Upsilon. b. Framingham MA Sept. 28 1896;
m. Miriam Breed; ch.: John Jr. '50, Miriam.
Invest. R. S. Day & Co. Boston 1919-42; New
Eng. sales rep. John Brackett Co. Newton MA;
commissioner of public works Framingham
1938-41, 1952-55. Member Framingham
Housing Authority. Served to It. (jg) USN
1917-19, served to It. cdr. 1942-45; awarded
Legion of Merit 1943. d. Framingham MA Jan
9 1956.*
FRENCH, Frederick Francis. A.B. 1920. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Orrington Nov. 7 1895; m.
Debora Davenport Dec. 2 1950. Bangor
Commercial (reporter 1920-24, news ed.
1924-26), free lance writer 1928-30,
self-employed real estate management 1932-74,
ret. Pvt. USA 1917-19. res. Bangor.*
FRIEDMAN, Lee Manheim. Bowdoin 1915-18,
CH. b. Houlton Feb. 12 1895. Invest., real
estate Brookline MA 1936-48; hardware mfg.
& sales Brookline 1949-53. Treas. (Mel Corp.,
Lee Sales Corp.). Served with USN 1917-19. d.
Brookline MA Nov. 27 1953.
FULLER, Carroll Edward. Bowdoin 1914-17.
Kappa Sigma, b. Portland April 30 1896; m.
Myrtle Eaton. Served with USA 1917-18. d.
Camp Devens MA Sept. 26 1918.
GORDON, Charles Howard. Bowdoin 1914-15,
M.D. Med. Sch. 1919. Sigma Nu. b. Ashland
NH July 11 1894; m. Paula Drew June 16
1924; ch.: Ruth. Teaching fellow
otolaryngology Univ. Minn. 1919-21,
otolaryngologist (St. Paul MN 1922-23,
Portland 1923-55). F.A.C.S., diplomate Am.
Board of Otolaryngology, fellow Am. Acad, of
Ophthalmology & Otolaryngology, Me. Eye &
Ear Infirmary (chief otolaryngology dept.
197-55, trustee), d. Portland July 28 1958.
GRANT, Hendrie Walter. Bowdoin 1914-16,
M.D. Med. Sch. 1920, M.S. Univ. Minn. 1923.
Sigma Nu. b. Calais April 5 1894; m.
Elizabeth Johnstone 1926; ch.: Hendrie,
Elizabeth. Physician St. Paul MN 1920-60,
assoc. prof, ophthalmology Univ. Minn. ca.
1935-60. Served with USA 1918. Contbr. d. St.
Paul MN Aug. 5 I960.*
GRAY, Alfred Shirley. A.B. 1918, LL.D. 1977,
B.B.A. Boston Univ. 1924. Alpha Delta Phi.
Alumni fund dir. 1953-54, 1962 capital
campaign nat. committee chmn., class bequest
chmn., admissions aide, Overseer 1954-61,
Trustee 1961-72 (Emeritus 1975—). Recipient:
Alumni Service Award 1973. Management;
b. Portland May 18 1897; m. Helen Harris
May 9 1925, m. Katheryn Bazell Oct. 10 1957;
ch.: Peter. Macallen Co. 1919-69 (trainee &
office mgr. Boston 1919-24; founder general
mgr, treas., dir. N.H. Mica & Mining Co.
Keene NH 1925-27; founder, exec, v.pres.,
admin, v.pres., general mgr., dir. Insulation
Mfr. Corp. Chicago IL 1927-63, consultant &
dir. 1963-69; v.pres. subsidiaries & dir.
1937-60; founder, admin, v.pres., general mgr.,
dir. Inmanco Inc. Chicago 1960-69; admin,
v.pres., general mgr., dir. Newmarket NH
1960-65, consultant & dir. 1965-69; founder &
chmn. board of dir. Inmanco Ltd. Toronto
Ont. Canada 1966-69; pres. & dir. W.
Washington Corp. Chicago 1946-65);
management consultant A. Shirley Gray
Assoc. Chicago 1965— . Life member (Prospect
Lodge A. F. & A. M. Roslindale MA, 32nd
degree Scottish Rites Chicago, Medinah
Temple Shrine Chicago), v.pres. Old Timers
Baseball Assn. 1965
—
, dir. (W. Central Assn.
Chicago 1946-60, Mnpls. Baseball & Athletic
Assn. 1946—, Nat. Exhibition Co. 1958—),
v.pres. & dir. (Suflex Corp. NY 1939-60, N.
State Street Corp. 1963-66), co-founder & dir.
Insulation & Wires Inc. St. Louis MO 1940-74,
dir. USO Chicago, member (sr. life Inst, of
Electrical & Electronic Engineers, life Am. Soc.
for Testing Materials, Nat. Electrical Mfr.
Assn. 1960-69, Electrical Apparatus Service










Navy League of the U.S.
I960—, MICA Industry Assn. 1961-69,
Military Order of the World Wars 1970—,
Chicago Assn. of Commerce & Industry), U.N.
MICA advisor to Govt, of India 1970-71, hon.
trustee Boston Univ. 1976— . Served to ensign
USNR 1917-18. Recipient: Marketers Award
Electrical/Electronic Insulation Conf. 1963,
Spec. Life Membership Award Old Timers
Baseball Assn. Chicago 1968, Spec. Fifty Yr.
Award with Citation Nat. Electrical Mfr. Assn.
1969. Contbr. res. Chicago IL.*
GRAY, Julian Eliot. A.B. 1922, LL.B. Harvard
1925. Psi Upsilon. b. Lubec March 30 1896;
m. Edith Gillespie 1931; ch.: Jean, Julian Jr.
With Tucker, Anthony & Co. NY ca. 1920;
fencing coach Bowdoin 1922-23; pres. Julian
E. Gray Co. NYC 1926-35; exec, supervisor
group div. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. Detroit
MI 1935-52; ret. Served to 1st It. ACUSA
1917-19. d. Detroit MI Nov. 29 1954.
HAMLIN, Jean Paul. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. b. Milo Jan. 8 1895; m. Marguerite
Houser July 14 1920; ch.: David, Paul, Arthur.
With Am. Thread Co. Milo 1918-25, ins.
Houser Co. Inc. Miami FL 1925-27, with Am.
Thread Co. 1927-59 (mgr. Me. mills 1945-59).
Served to cpl. USA 1918-19. d. Milo Feb. 12
1959.*
HAMLIN, Oscar Lawrence. A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa. Psi Upsilon. b. Milo Feb. 6 1896; m.
Pearl Morrill July 3 1917; ch.: Carl '43, Robert,
George. Clerk Am. Thread Co. Milo 1918-21,
teacher high sch. Portage 1921, branch bank
mgr. Merrill Trust Co. Milo 1921-61, ret.
Member Milo (superintending sch. committee,
town budget committee, several offices United
Baptist Church), d. Milo Aug. 29 1968.*
HANSON, Stanwood Lincoln. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. Alumni Fund dir. 1950-53, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Ret.; b. Portland Dec. 6
1893; m. Lillian Foss July 16 1918; ch.:
Richard '42, Marilyn, Margaret. Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. (claims adjuster Boston
1919-29; divisional claims mgr. Phila. PA
1929-33, NYC 1933-40; asst. to pres. Boston
1940-43), v.pres. mgr. Workmens
Compensation Claims & Med. Service 1943-58,
ret. Chmn. rehabilitation committee Nat. Assn.
Mutual Casualty Companies NYC 1953-58,
dir. (Bay State Med. Rehabilitation Clinic
Mass. General Hospital Boston 1954-58,
Kessler Inst, for Rehabilitation West Orange
NJ 1954-58), member exec, committee
President's Comm. on Employment of the
Physically Handicapped Washington DC
1947-58. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19. res.
Cape Elizabeth.*
HARRINGTON, Harlan Lewis. A.B., A.M.
Boston Univ. 1945. Kappa Sigma. b. S.
Portland June 26 1895; m. Margaret Cole
1919; ch.: Martha, Donald. Teacher high sch.
Quincy MA 1919-20, dir. Continuation Sch.
Quincy 1920-27, submaster jr. high sch. N.
Quincy MA 1927-29, dist. principal 1929-49
(Lincoln, Hancock & Adams MA, Wollaston
& Montclair MA), ret. 1949. Editorial writer
Quincy Patriot Ledger 1949-51. Served with
USA 1918-19. d. Braintree MA April 10 1951.*
HASKELL, Henry Carvill. A.B., B.S. M IT.
1920. Mfg.; b. Brunswick Dec. 28 1897; m.
Beatrice Williams 1924, m. Emily Haskell July
30 1932; ch.: Muriel, Henry '56, Mercy, Peter
'62, David. Engineer (Aluminum Co. of Am.
New Kensington PA 1920-22, consulting
1922-23, Loraine Mfg. Co. Pawtucket 1924-27),
supt. Loraine Mfg. Co. 1927-28, pres.
(Lexington Wstd. Pawtucket RI 1929-30,
Brunswick Wstd. Mills Moosup CT 1930-66),
chmn. Brunswick Wstd. Mills Pickens SC
1966
— ,
Carvill Industries Moosup 1942
—
(chmn., treas.). Pres. Plainfield Nat. Bank
Moosup CT 1934-42. Served to cdr. USN
1917-18, 1942-45; awarded USN
Commendation, res. Moosup CT, Hilton Head
Is. SC.*
HILDRETH, Edward Ernest. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. Ret.; b. Lawrence MA Jan. 4 1896;
m. Myrl Murphy Oct. 4 1930; ch.: Edward Jr.
Served to 2nd It. aviation section signal reserve
corps USA 1917-20, served to col. ACUSA
1920-47, ret. 1947. Asst. dir. Onondaga County
N.Y. Civil Defense 1950-51, 1953-54. res.
Syracuse NY.*
HOWARD, Henry Marshall. Bowdoin
1914-16, M.D. Med. Sch. 1921. Sigma Nu. b.
Andover Sept. 5 1896; m. Teresa Sloan April
28 1921; ch.: Marshall '45, Ann, Patricia.
Intern (Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary Portland.
Waterbury CT General Hospital), physician &
surgeon Rumford 1922-71, ret. 1971. Pres.
Rumford (Rotary Club, Cosmos Club),
physician Oxford Paper Co. Rumford ca. WW
II. Served to capt. USN 1918-22, served to maj.
MCUSA 1942-46. d. Greenfield MA April 23
1976.
HUNT, Isaiah Wildes. Bowdoin 1914-15. b.
Maiden MA Feb. 1 1896; m. Harnette Witham
March 23 1916; ch.: William, Philip. Mrs.
Burton L. Peck, Mrs. Fletcher Dunn.
Engineering dept. Keyes Fibre Co. Waterville.
supt. (ground wood mill Kennebec Pulp &
Paper Co. Augusta, pie plate mill Diamond
Match Co. Plattsburgh NY), production dept.
S. Portland Shipyard 1941-46, civil service
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Naval Air Station Brunswick 1946-65, ret. d.
Brunswick Nov. 13 1971.*
HURLIN, Marshall Wentworth. A.B. 1920,
A.M. Columbia 1926. Sigma Nu. b. Jackson
NH Dec. 3 1897; m. Ruby Caler Aug. 20 1925;
ch.: John, Charles. Principal 1920-26
(Jonesboro, Brownville, Lakeview), teacher jr.
high sch. Norwalk CT 1926-60, ret. Pres.
Norwalk Teachers Assn. 1927-28. Served with
USA 1918-19. Recipient: Service to Youth
Award YMCA Norwalk 1963. d. Norwalk CT
Jan. 8 1965.
JOHNSON, Philip Marshall. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland Aug. 31 1895. res.
Portland.
JONES, Linwood Harry. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Carmel Nov. 10 1894; m. Esther Wills Nov. 26
1919; ch.: Edith, Rachel. With Hercules
Powder Co. Brunswick GA 1918-27. d.
Brunswick GA Feb. 24 1927.
JOYCE, Gerald Stanley. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Gloucester MA Sept. 9 1893; m.
Bettye Sherman. Advt. asst. Filene's Boston
1919-22; advt. dept. New Eng. Dairy & Food
Council Boston 1922-26; office & clerical mgr.
hotels FL, Chicago IL & MA 1926-51; office
mgr. Los Angeles CA (Ambassador Hotel
1952-55, county of Los Angeles 1955-63, Ralph
C. Sutro Co. 1964-72). Served to cpl. MCUSA
1918-1919. res. N. Hollywood CA.*
KEIGWIN, Richard Paine. A.B. b. Norwich
CT July 21 1897. res. NYC.
KING, Frank Oscar. A.B. 1921, Med. Sch.
1920, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1924. b. Portland Dec.
1 1894. Physician (Boston, NYC ca. 1924-34,
Portland 1934-?). d. July 4 1971.
LEYDON, Harold Wilson. Bowdoin 1914-15.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bath Dec. 5 1895; m.
Olga Granstrom; ch.: Richard. Sales
promotion mgr. Breckenridge Inc. Boston.
Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d. Framingham
MA July 7 1954.
LIBBY, Dwight Linley. A.B. cum laude 1920.
Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Scarborough May 6
1896; m. Sarah Bolstridge June 25 1921; ch.:
Laurene, Ruth, Mary. Principal high sch.
(Warren 1920-22, W. Paris 1922-36, Limerick
1936-42), head science dept. high sch.
Scarborough 1942-61, ret. Sec. First Congr.
Church Scarborough. Served to sgt. USA
1918-19. res. Scarborough.*
MacCORMICK, Franklin Dugald. A.B. 1919.
Delta Upsilon. b. Boothbay Harbor Sept. 30
1896; m. Margaret Chalmers June 21 1924;
ch.: Margaret, Jean, Chalmers '52. Accountant
Framingham MA 1919-28, exec. sec.
Framingham Community Recreation Center
1928-61, supt. recreation div. Framingham
Park Dept. 1948-50. S.W. Middlesex Public
Health Assn. (exec. sec. 1929-47, dir. summer
camp Bolton MA 12 yrs.), dir. (Mass. Soc. for
Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Middlesex
Health Assn.). Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19.
Gymnasium Framingham Community
Recreation Center named in his memory 1962.
d. Framingham MA May 24 1961.*
MacDONALD, Ralph Everett. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Boston Jan. 10 1892; m.
Dorothy Davis 1924; ch.: Dorothy. Auto
dealer Palatka FL 1920-26, Chevrolet Motor
Co. (with Detroit MI 1926-30, field rep.
Tallahassee FL 1930-45), with Fla. State Dept.
of Labor 1945-72, ret. Pres. Palatka (Kiwanis
Club 1922-23, C. of C. 1923-24), cdr. Legion
Post Palatka 1942-44. Served to ensign USN
1917-1920. res. Palatka FL.*
MacINTOSH, James Pepper. Bowdoin
1914-16. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Cornersville IN
May 1 1896. res. unknown.
MacMULLIN, Robert Burns. Bowdoin
1914-16, B.S. M.I.T 1920. Psi Upsilon. Ret.;
b. Phila. PA Sept. 17 1898; m. Olive Kunkel
Sept. 3 1923; ch.: Bethea, Constance, Robert.
Asst. Hydrographer U.S. Coast & Geodetic
Survey 1916, research asst. General Electric
Co. Harrison NJ 1917, supervising chemist E.
I. duPont de Nemours & Co. Deepwater Point
NJ 1917-18, production supt. Transatlantic
Chem. Linden NJ 1919, research chemist to
mgr. development Mathieson Alkali Works
Niagara Falls NY 1920-45, R. B. MacMullin
Assoc. Niagara Falls 1946-72 (founder,
partner), ret. R. B. MacMullin Assoc. (sr.
partner 1946-70, assoc. emeritus 1972
—),
v.pres. Kemequip Corp. 1958-70, First Gas
Regiment Assn. 1972 (dir., historian, pres.),
chmn. W. N.Y. Section (Am. Inst. Chem.
Engineers 1939, Chem. Soc. 1930), chmn.
(Industrial Electrolytic div. Electrochem. Soc.
1949, Air Pollution Control dept. Niagara Falls
1956). Served to cpl. USA 1918-19. Recipient:
(Professional Achievement Award W. N.Y.
Section Am. Inst. Chem. Engineers 1955, 28th
Schoellkopf Medallist W. N.Y. Section Am.
Chem. Soc. 1958, 66th Perkin Medallist Am.
Section Soc. of Chem. Industry 1972; Silver
Beaver award Greater Niagara Frontier
Council Boy Scouts of Am. 1966). Author: The
Whirlpool Reversal Phenomenon (1973), A
Walker's Guide to the Niagara Gorge (1975);
51 published articles 1919-1975; holder of 49
U.S. Patents, res. Lewiston NY.*
MANDERSON, Harold Andrew. Bowdoin
1914-16, 1917-18 C.H., M.B.A. Harvard 1921.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Albany NY Feb. 16
1896; m. Ethel Todd Jan. 18 1930; ch.:
Martha, Sarah. Asst. mgr. purchasing Proctor
& Gamble Co. Cincinnati OH 1921-34, supt.
purchasing Continental Can Co. NYC 1935-46,
dir. purchasing White Motor Co. Cleveland
1946-50, purchasing advisor raw materials
Office of Production Management 1941,
advisor to dir. of purchasing Bureau of
Supplies & Accounts Dept. of the Navy
1942-45. Served with USA 1918. Recipient:
Distinguished Service Award (civilian) USN. d.
Cleveland OH Aug. 17 1950.
MATTHEWS, John Bowers. A.B., A.M. (hon.)
1961. Beta Theta Pi. b. Troy NY March 29
1891; m. Marion Smith June 25 1918; ch.:
Elizabeth, John Jr. '43. Hebron Acad. 1918-20
(teacher, head history dept.), high sch. Maiden
MA (teacher 1920-43, head history dept.
1922-43, headmaster 1943-61), ret., Central
Evening Sch. Maiden (teacher, principal),
principal Americanization Sch. Maiden.
Trustee (public library Maiden, Maiden
Hospital), chmn. advisory committee Maiden
Hospital Sch. of Nursing. Served to 1st It. USA
1917. d. Maiden MA Sept. 27 1962.*
McCONKY, Fred Westley, Jr. Bowdoin
1914-15. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland
June 19 1892; m. Leiia O'Leary Aug. 3 1921;
ch.: Fred III '49. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
(dist. mgr. Houston TX 1919-21, Atlanta GA
1921-23, Charlotte NC 1923-28, Chicago IL
1928-33; div. sales mgr. Akron OH 1933-42,
NYC 1942-57; asst. v.pres. 1957-58), ret.
Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d. Ft.
Lauderdale FL Oct. 8 1961.*
McQUILLAN, Arthur Harold. A.B., M.D.
Harvard 1924. Zeta Psi. b. Skowhegan July 3
1895; m. Verna Abbey 1920, m. Eunice
Woodman 1935, married again; ch.: Kathleen,
Elaine, Robert '52, John. Intern Albany NY
1925-26, resident physician N.Y. Lying-in
Hospital NYC 1926-27, spec, general surgery
Waterville 1927-?. F.A.C.S. 1939, Thayer
Hospital Waterville (founder 1931, member
board of dir. 1930-47, chief surgery 1937-58,
v.pres. board of trustees 1938-42, sec. med.
staff, member hon. staff), pres. (Central Me.
Shrine Club, Rotary Club Waterville, Arnold
Trail Fish & Game Assn.), chmn. board of dir.
First Baptist Church Waterville. Served to cpl.
MCUSA 1917-18, examining physician
Selective Service system, d. Waterville Feb. 24
1976.*
MOOERS, Horatio Tobey. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Vassalboro May 3 1894; m.
Elizabeth Kuehner Feb. 3 1919; ch.: Richard,
John. Instr. English Penn. State Coll., v.consul
Foreign Service Antwerp Belgium, ret. consul
general 1954. Elected assoc. member Academie
des Sciences Belles Lettres et Arts De Lyon
France 1950. Pvt. USA 1918. Author: La Baie
des Anges Pleureurs (1948), contbr. res. St.
Petersburg FL.*
MORRISON, John Mackey. Bowdoin
1914-16, 1919-20; CH. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Caldwell ID July 27 1894. With E. Coast
Fisheries Rockland 1920-22, storehouse keeper
Great Northern Paper Co. Rockwood 1921-29,
with recreational housing development
Ridgefield CT 1930-49, with Ida. State Drivers'
Examining Board 1951-52, with U.S. Post
Office Boise ID 1949-? History research for
Ida. state legislature. Served to 2nd It. ACUSA
1918-19. d. Boise ID Feb. 8 1971.*
MORSE, Asa Clayton. Bowdoin 1914-16.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Westbrook May 16
1896; m. Thelma Twitchell Sept. 2 1920; ch.:
Asa Jr., Sidney, Thelma. Accountant Portland
1916-17; ins. adjustor & salesman 1919-25
(Bangor, Pittsfield, Skowhegan); salesman,
plant mgr., cashier Portland 1925-33; salesman
Augusta 1933-34; guard, clerk field examiner,
adjudicator V.A. hospital Togus 1935-50.
Served to sgt. USA 1917-19. d. Augusta May 3
1950.
MOULTON, Albert Otis. Bowdoin 1914-17,
CH. 1918. Zeta Psi. b. W. Roxbury MA Oct.
5 1895; s. of Charles F. '87; m. Gladys Jackson
June 23 1920; ch.: Albert Jr., John, Charles II,
Gwalia. Salesman Modern Equipment Co.
(Taunton MA 1919-20, Chicago IL 1920-21),
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prop, laundry W. Roxbury MA 1921-?,
salesman (refrigeration co. Montclair NJ
1930-33, Poland Laundry Machine Co. Boston
1933-35). Served with USA 1917-19. d.
Lewiston Jan. 8 1935.*
MURCH, Clyde Stanley. A.B. b. Raymond
Feb. 23 1897. res. S. Casco.
NEEDELMAN, William Ralph. B.S., Med.
Sch. 1919-20, M.D. Yale 1922. b. NYC Dec.
1 1895. Intern Portland 1922-23, physician
Portland 1923-45. Civilian med. examiner USA
1927-41. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1917-19, ret.
from Me. Nat. Guard 1941 with rank of capt.
d. Portland Nov. 22 1945.*
NEVENS, George Sandford. Bowdoin 1914-16,
D.M.D. Tufts 1921. Zeta Psi. b. Bath Oct. 27
1894; m. Grace Sprague June 2 1923; ch.:
Joan, George Jr. '49. Dentist (Boothbay
Harbor 1921-39, Damariscotta 1940-65).
Established & conducted free dental clinic for
underprivileged sch. children Boothbay
Harbor 1930-39, member sch. committee
Boothbay Harbor 1931-37 (chmn. 1933-37),
dir. & board chmn. Miles Memorial Hospital
Damariscotta 1944-57, member (Nat. Comm.
on Dental History, Nat. Acad, of Dentistry,
New Eng. Dental Soc, Me. State Board of
Dental Examiners 1962-65), founder & pres.
Penobscot Dental Assn., fellow (N.Y. Acad, of
Dentistry, Int. Coll. of Dentists). Served to
s/sgt. MCUSA 1917-19. d. Damariscotta Sept.
16 1965.*
NORTON, Bela Winslow. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1919, A.M. (hon.) 1952.
Class agt. 1929-33, Alumni Council 1952-54.
Ret.; b. Bucksport Aug. 12 1896; m.
Margaret Louson Sept. 21 1922; ch.: Nancy.
Reporter N.Y. Sun NYC 1919-24, asst. city ed.
N.Y. Evening Post NYC 1924-28, assoc. Ivy
Lee & Assoc. NYC 1928-32, Colonial
Williamsburg Restoration (dir. public relations
1932-42, exec, v.pres. 1942-53), v.pres.
Bowdoin 1953-63, exec. dir. Sleepy Hollow
Restorations 1964-1970, ret. Town moderator
Topsham, chmn. zoning board of appeals
Topsham, member advisory committee on
historic sites State of Me. Park Comm. Served
to 1st It. USA 1918-19. res. Topsham.*
O'CONNOR, Denis Stanislaus. Bowdoin
1916-17, M.D. Med. Sch. 1919. b. Biddeford
July 31 1893; m. Lillian Hodson Oct. 29 1930.
Industrial surgeon Waterbury CT 1920-24,
orthopedic surgeon (Waterbury & New Haven
CT 1926-28, New Haven 1933-62), Yale Univ.
(asst. prof, orthopedic surgery 1928-33, asst.
clinical prof. 1933-?, assoc. clinical prof.
197-60, clinical prof. 1960-62). Chief
orthopedic surgery Grace-New Haven
Community Hospital 1941-62, consultant
orthopedics (Waterbury CT Hospital, Laurel
Heights CT Hospital, The Children's Center St.
Charles Hospital Jefferson NY), member
board of health New Haven 1961-?, managing
ed. Conn. Medicine 1958-61. Served to It. (jg)
MCUSN 1916-17, served to capt. 1941-45.
Recipient: Conn. State Award President's
Comm. on Aid to the Handicapped. Contbr. d.
Biddeford May 29 1971.*
O'DONNELL, John Philip. Spec. 1915-17,
1919-20. b. Phila. PA March 20 1887. res.
unknown.
PALMER, Karl Vernon. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Hollis July 6 1895; m. Helen Harlow
Jan. 5 1919; ch.: Philip, Donald. Mgr. Shear
Folks Candy Stores Brunswick, Portland
1920-22; salesman Gainaday Electric Co.
Portland 1923-25; sch. attendance officer
Portland 1925-65, ret. Served to col. USA
1918- 19, 1942-46. res. Portland.*
PARENT, Albert Alcide. Bowdoin 1914-15.
b. Brunswick Feb. 18 1891. res. unknown.
PARKER, William Bradstreet. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Groveland MA Feb. 5 1896; m.
Priscilla Creesy June 4 1923; ch.: Suzanne,
Priscilla. Partner Spencer Regulator Co.
Beverly MA. Served with Am. Field Service
1916- 17. d. Beverly MA May 23 1968.*
PAYNE, Arthur Charles. Bowdoin 1914-15.
b. Washington DC Feb. 28 1895. res. E.
Chicago IN.
PEACOCK Roland Hall. A.B. 1920, LL.B.
Harvard 1924. Delta Upsilon. Law; b.
Freeport July 13 1895; m. Elizabeth Chapman
Sept. 29 1934; ch.: Roland, Peter, Michael.
Atty. Boston 19?—. Served to capt. USA
1917- 19. res. W. Medford MA.
PENDLETON, Ralph Walter. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Brooklyn NY July 5 1895; m. Betty
Harnden; ch.: Walter '46, Mrs. William F.
Reilly. Ins. & securities Darien CT & NYC ca.
1919-52. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19. d.
Stamford CT Dec. 18 1955.*
PETERS, William Henry, Jr. Bowdoin
1914-15. b. Brooklyn NY Oct. 7 1892. res.
unknown.
PHILBRICK Maurice Swain. B.S., M.D.
Harvard 1924. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Skowhegan
May 31 1896; m. Edna Brown; ch.: Martha.
Physician Skowhegan. Served with MCUSA
1917-19. res. Ft. Lauderdale FL.
PIERCE, Howard Thayer. A.B. b. Portland
April 30 1896; m. Marion Emmons Dec. 20
1918; ch.: Dorothy, Jane. Teacher Me. Central
Inst. Pittsfield; music supervisor public sch.
Pittsfield 1918-21; teacher, music supervisor
1921-64 (Bulkeley Sch. New London CT, New
London High Sch.), music dir. Williams
Memorial Inst. New London 1921-40. Founder
& conductor Joseph Lawrence Sch. of Nursing
Choral Group, pres. (Me. Music Supervisors
Assn. 1921-22, New Eng. Music Festival Assn.
1941-48, Conn. Music Educators Assn.),
organist & choir dir. (New London Methodist
Church, Lee Memorial Methodist Church
Norwich CT, Niantic CT Community Church),
d. E. Lyme CT July 25 1964.*
PIERCE, Linwood Harvey. Bowdoin 1914-15.
b. Southport April 17 1895; m. Ella
Whitehouse Jan. 14 1920; ch.: Edward,
Dorothy, Elsie, Linwood. Prop. Yellow Front
Grocery Damariscotta 1921-48. Trustee
Lincoln Acad. Newcastle, pres. board of dir.
(First Nat. Bank of Damariscotta, Miles
Memorial Hospital Damariscotta), v.pres.
Skidompha Library Assn., member sch.
committee Damariscotta. Served with MCUSA
1917-19. d. Damariscotta Dec. 29 1948.*
PIRNIE, Roderick. Bowdoin 1914-16. Delta
Upsilon. b. Springfield MA Feb. 12 1894; m.
Hope Minor; ch.: Mrs. Charles Gruet.
Salesman Detroit MI 1921, rep. Northwestern
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Springfield 1922-25,
organizer Roderick Pirnie Estate Service
(Springfield, Holyoke MA, Worcester MA,
Providence RI), general agt. Berkshire Life Ins.
Co. (MA, RI), Mass. Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Providence 1938-59 (general agt., mgr.), exec,
mgr. War Finance Committee. Trustee Nat.
Assn. Life Underwriters, dir. C. of C.
Providence, pres. (R.I. Development Co. 1953,
R.I. General Agts. & Mgrs. Assn.),, life &
qualifying member Million Dollar Round
Table, served to 1st. It. USA 1918-20. d. Ft.
Lauderdale FL June 26 1975.
PRENTISS, Paul Hyde. Bowdoin 1914-15.
Delta Upsilon. b. Newark NJ March 26
1895; s. of Lory '89; m. Charlotte Moore 1918;
ch.: Patricia, Janet. 2nd It. ACUSA 1917-20,
1st It. 1920-23, capt. 1933-40, maj. 1940-41,
brig, general 1941-46, col. USAF 1946-52, ret.
Awarded Distinguished Service Medal, Silver
Star, Legion of Merit, Distinguished Flying
Cross, Air Medal, decoration of Honorary Cdr.
of the Military Order of the British Empire,
Presidential Citation (2), Battle Stars (5), Spec.
Poating Decoration (Chinese), d. San Antonio
TX July 20 1953.
PROSSER, Albert Laurence. A.B., L.H.D.
Nasson Coll. 1974. Chi Psi. Ret.; b.
Fitchburg MA Nov. 29 1896; m. Marion
Williams Jan. 5 1925. USNR (apprentice
seaman 1918, cadet 1918, ensign 1919), USN
(ensign 1919-22, It. (jg) 1922-25, It. 1925-39, It.
cdr. 1939^2, cdr. 1942-43, capt. 1943-47), ret.
1947. Trustee (Sanford Sewerage Dist. 1948,
Nasson Coll. Springvale 1948-56), N. Parish
Congr. Church Sanford (clerk 1952-59, deacon
1959—), Sanford Library Assn. (dir. 1953-73,
hon. dir. 1973
— ,
pres. (Portland Soc. of
Natural History 1960-65, Me. Audubon Soc.
1961-65), chmn. planning board Sanford 1953.
Author: A History of the North Parish
Congregational Church of Sanford (1961), ed.:
Sanford Me. - A Bicentennial History (1968).
res. Springvale.*
REYNOLDS, John Thomas. A.B., LL.B. Yale
1921. Theta Delta Chi. b. New Haven CT
Aug. 5 1896. Served with USN 1918-19. d. New
Haven CT Aug. 30 1921.
RIDLON, Percy Sewall. A.B. 1919, ST B.
Boston Univ. 1922, A.M. Boston Univ. 1953.
Kappa Sigma, b. Gorham June 15 1896; s. of
Charles H. H'86; m. Lula Gordon July 5 1921;
ch.: David. Methodist clerg. (Monmouth
1922-26, Kent's Hill 1928-33. York 1933-34. S.
Paris 1934-38, Peaks Is. 1938-41). principal jr.
high sch. Gorham 1924-26, teacher (Me. State
Normal Sch. Gorham 1926-28, Me. Wesleyan
Sem. Kent's Hill 1928-34, New Hampton NH
Sch. 1941-45, Irving Sch.
Tanytown-on-Hudson NY 1945-47,
Holderness Sch. Plymouth NH 1947-?), asst.
prof. English Plymouth Teachers Coll. ca.
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1952-55, teacher high sch. Beacon NY ca.
1955-58, chmn. English dept. The Barnard Sch.
for Boys NYC 1958-?. Sec. board of trustees
Me. Wesleyan Sem. 1934-?. Served with USN
1917. d. Yonkers NY Sept. 15 1965.*
RIPLEY, William Lewis. A.B. 1921. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Brunswick April 11 1893;
m. Lillian Tobey June 12 1920; ch.: Barbara.
Purchasing agt. Am. Bosch Motor Co.
Springfield MA 1920-26, Warren Steam Pump
Co. Inc. Warren MA (purchasing agt. 1926-45,
asst. treas. 1930-?, general mgr. & dir. 1945-59),
ret. Served to sgt. USA 1917-19. d. Freeport
March 14 1960.
ROPER, Daniel Calhoun, Jr. A.B. 1923. Chi
Psi. b. McColl SC Nov. 1 1893; m.
Marie-Germaine Jeanniot July 25 1918; ch.:
Madeleine, Mrs. Gerard McGinn, Marie. Spec,
agt. intelligence unit U.S. Treasury Dept. New
Orleans LA, res. New Orleans 1930-1965.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19; awarded
Purple Heart, Silver Star, Fourragere (France).
Writer, poet. d. New Orleans LA April 4 1965.*
ROUNDS, Robert Cressey. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1924. Sigma
Nu. Law; b. Gorham May 9 1896; m.
Marjorie Snow June 20 1925; ch.: Sarah, Mary.
High Sch. Gorham 1919-20 (teacher, coach),
instr. Bowdoin 1920-21, teacher Northeastern
Prep. Sch. Boston 1923-24, assoc. Alger Dean
& Sullivan Boston 1928-30, instr. Burdett Coll.
Boston 1930-31, lectr. (Boston Univ. 1942-47,
M.I.T. 1948). Dir. Chapman & Grimes Inc.
Boston 1937-45, The Cary Teachers' Agency of
Boston (co-prop. 1950-69, prop. 1969
— ,
asst.
mgr. 1950-69, exec. dir. 1969—), Cambridge
MA Jr. Coll. (treas. 1940-69, trustee 1936-75),
New Eng. placement dir. Sigma Nu Fraternity
1940-45. Served to sgt. USA 1918. Assoc. ed.
Who's Who Among Women Lawyers 1939-42.
res. Cambridge MA.*
ROUNTREE, Abner Welborne. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; grad. Newton
Theol. Inst. 1921. b. Swainsboro GA Oct. 1
1885. Pastor (Nelson GA 1915-16, Midville GA
1918-37). d. Midville GA Nov. 5 1939.
SANDERSON, Willis Richardson. Bowdoin
1914-16. b. Aurora SD Sept. 23 1893; m.
Gladys Wheeler May 16 1919; ch.: Robert,
Leonard, Willis. With Am. Book Co. NYC,
Presby. clerg. Newark & Fairville NY 197-58.
d. Newark NY Dec. 4 1971.
SANDFORD, Joseph Ralph. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Skowhegan Oct. 16 1896. Served to 1st It.
RAF 1917-18. d. France Eur. April 12 1918.
SAVAGE, Willard Arnold. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. W. Somerville MA May 27
1895; m. Phyllis Clark March 23 1931; ch.:
Bradley, Dyke. Admin, asst. to pres.
Honeywell Ltd. Scarborough Ont. Canada
19?-?, ret. 1976. Served to 2nd It. USA WWI.
res. Richmond Hill Ont. Canada.*
SCHLOSBERG, Richard Turner. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Portland May 9 1895; m.
Dorothea Farrell Sept. 21 1920; ch.: Richard
Jr. Served to col. USA, ret. Recipient: Legion
of Merit, res. Ft. Lauderdale FL.*
SCOTT, John Lester. Bowdoin 1914-16. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Lowell MA July 8 1893; m.
Dorothy Donnell; ch.: John Jr., Willis,
Donnell. 2nd It. USA 1917-19, capt. 1919-30,
maj. 1930-39, It. col. 1939-42, col. 1945-47, ret.
Awarded Legion of Merit, Bronze Star,
Commendation Ribbon, medal for battle merit
(U.S.S.R.). d. Ft. Worth TX Sept. 1 1 1959.*
SIMONTON, William Wagg. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. b. Yarmouth June 22 1894;
m. Grace Gould June 20 1924; ch.: David.
Teacher Lyndon Inst. Lyndon Center VT
1918- 19, instr. Miss. State Univ. Starkville
1919-20, high sch. Portland 1920-62 (teacher,
head science dept.), ret. Pres. (Portland
Teachers Assn. 1944-45, Me. Astronomical
Soc. 1946-48). Served with USCGTR 1942. d.
Portland Dec. 26 1965.*
SLOGGETT, John Bolton. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Houlton Sept. 4 1897; m. Phyllis
Oliver July 14 1926; ch.: Richard, Constance.
3rd to chief mate Cosmopolitan Co. NYC
1919-26, waterfront reporter Portland Press
Herald 1926-33, Mobil Oil Co. NYC 1936-61
(mate, master), ret., port warden, marine
surveyor Portland. Served to It. (jg) USNR
1917-19. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
SMITH, Cheever Stanton. Bowdoin 1914-17,
C.H., D.M.D. Harvard 1921. Kappa Sigma.
b. Westbrook Aug. 13 1896; m. Doris
Ingersoll April 12 1919; ch.: Mrs. Robert J.
Lefebvre, Stanton. Dentist (Portland 1921-22,
Westbrook 1922-48, N. Limington 1949-62).
Served with Med. Enlisted Reserve Corps
1917- 18. d. N. Limington Dec. 9 1962.
SMITH, Edward Nagle. Spec. 1914-15. res.
unknown.
SMITH, Edward Staples Cousens. B.S., A.M.
Harvard 1920. b. Biddeford Aug. 23 1894;
m. Frances Shaver Jan. 12 1946. Union Coll.
Schenectady NY (instr. geology 1923-25, asst.
prof. 1925-29, assoc. prof. 1929-31, prof.
1931-60, emeritus 1960-71). Pres. N.Y. State
Geological Assn. 1930, fellow Geological Soc.
of Am., member water resources committee C.
of C. Schenectady. Co-author: Applied Atomic
Power (1946), contbr. d. Gainesville FL Nov.
11 1971.
SMITH, Milan James. A.B., grad. Peabody
Law Sch. Portland 1931. b. Hanover NH
July 17 1894; married; 3 children. Pastor (NH
1910-12, Dennysville 1912-14, Kents Hill ca.
1918-21, Readfield, Elm St. Methodist Church
S. Portland 1928-34), atty. Portland 1931-47,
instr. Peabody Law Sch. 1934-35. City
corporation counselor Portland 1934-? d.
Portland March 17 1947.
SPEAR, Roy. A.B. 1920. Chi Psi. b. Warren
Aug. 8 1896; m. Jane MacDonald July 3 1921,
m. Grace Delia Torre Oct. 13 1951; ch.: Ivan
'44, Joan, Geoffrey '75. Dist mgr. Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Portland 1920-51, prop. &
mgr. Roy Spear Inc. Portland 1951-61, ret. N.
Yarmouth Acad, (trustee 1943-62, pres.
1952-62), trustee Wayneflete Sch. Portland
1945-52. Served with USN 1918-19. d. Portland
Sept. 5 1971.*
STANLEY, Everett Luscomb. Bowdoin
1914-17, CH. 1918. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.;
b. Dorchester MA June 16 1895; m. Gertrude
Roesch June 1 1920; 4 children. U.S. Rubber
Co. (factory worker Cambridge MA 1918-20,
mgr. clothing dept. St. Paul MN 1925), Brown
& Bigelow St. Paul MN (salesman Marblehead
MA 1928-32, asst. sales mgr. 1933-35), Mutual
Life N.Y. (asst. sales mgr. Pittsburgh PA
1936-46, mgr. Springfield MA office 1948-58),
ins. broker 1960-65, ret. Served to It. USA
1916-17. res. Cardiff,by-the-Sea CA.*
STEARNS, Timothy Raymond. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Rumford July 4 1897; s. of
Aretas E. '90; m. Margaret Hinds Sept. 22
1919; ch.: Donald '43, Priscilla, Nancy,
Martha. With Hood Rubber Co. Watertown
MA 1919-28, asst. sales mgr. Cambridge MA
Rubber Co. 1928-39, with Textile Banking Co.
NYC (from New Eng. rep. to exec. v.pres.
1940-53, pres. 1953-58), Reliance Mfg. Co.
NYC (exec, v.pres. & dir. 1958-59, pres.
1959-61). Dir. (Detroit Industrial Products Co.,
Wichita River Oil Co.). Served with USN 1918.
d. NYC March 5 1961.*
STEBBINS, Blanchard. Bowdoin 1914-15.
Contracting; b. Newton MA Nov. 11 1894.
Contractor self-employed Bedford NH 19?—
.
res. Manchester NH.
STETSON, Robert Stanwood. A.B. Kappa
Epsilon. b. Brunswick Jan. 27 1895. res.
Cave Creek AZ.
STEWART, Norman Daniel. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Richmond Oct. 7 1897. Teacher (Hebron
Acad. 1918-20, Pittsburgh NY 1920-26,
Concord MA 1926-29, Douglas AZ 1929-30),
with Hutchinson's Drug Store Richmond
1938-42, with Todd-Bath Shipyards S. Portland
1942-43. d. Portland Feb. 23 1943.
TANG, Kuan-Shang. A.B., M.B.A. N.Y. Univ.
1921. b. Canton China Nov. 4 1896. res.
unknown.
THOMAS, Boyce Allen. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; Delta Upsilon. General ins.; b.
North Haven Dec. 19 1896. Aetna Life Ins. Co.
(mgr. group dept. Phila. PA 1922-25, asst. sec.
group div. Hartford CT 1925-29, mgr. group
dept. Chicago IL 1929-33, general agt. State of
Me. Portland 1933-47), C.L.U. 1939, The
Boyce Thomas Agency Portland 1947— (prop.,
mgr., pres., treas.). Served to 2nd It. USA
1918-19. res. Portland.*
THOMAS, John White. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Evanston IL June 9 1896; m. Ruth Lovell
Nov. 6 1918; ch.: John '48, Patricia, Mary.
Asst. sales mgr. E. Coast Fisheries Co.
Rockland 1919-21, prop. Thomas Sporting
Goods Co. Rockland 1921-22, with Fairfield
Mfg. Co. Portland 1921-32, with Keyes Fibre
Co. Waterville 1932-59 (treas. & comptroller
1951-59, v.pres. 1959). Colby Coll. (music dir.
1931-42, lectr. music 1946-?, dir. vocal music
1948-51), chmn. budget committee Community
Chest. Served to ensign USNR 1917-19, served
to It. cdr. 1942-45. d. Waterville May 6 1959.
TOTMAN, John Andrew. Bowdoin 1914-15.
b. Bath Aug. 21 1896. res. unknown.
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VAN WART, William Haley. A.B., Med. Sch.
1917-18, M.D. Harvard 1922. b. Forest City
Dec. 30 1895; m. Edith Edberg April 8 1927;
ch.: John, William Jr., Donald. Physician ca.
52 yrs, ret. Served with USNR 1917-21. d.
Hartford CT May 12 1976.*
WALES, Wilfred Nichols. Spec. 1914-15. res.
unknown.
WALKER, William Edmund. A.B. 1920. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Castine Sept. 12 1895; m. Lillian
Venstrom May 16 1928; ch.: William, Robert.
With Western Electric Co. NYC 1920-23,
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. (Boston 1923-28,
regional claims mgr. San Francisco CA
1929-42, claims dept. Boston 1942-50). Served
to capt. USA 1917-19. d. Wellesley Hills MA
Oct. 9 1950.*
WALLACE, Lester Francis. Bowdoin 1914-16.
Psi Upsilon. b. Portland March 4 1896; m.
Vella Redin June 4 1917; ch.: Dorothy.
Evening Express & Me. Sunday Telegram
Portland (advt. dept. 1917-20, circulation mgr.
1920-24), sales mgr. Burgess Fobes Co.
Portland 1924-28, v.pres. & general mgr.
Commercial Acceptance Corp. 1928-34, treas.
& dir. General Finance Corp. 1934-39, budget
control supervisor New Eng. Shipbuilding
Corp. 1939-43, city purchasing agt. Portland
1943-63. Pres. (Me. Municipal Assn. 1952-?,
common council Portland 1923), founder
Central Purchasing Agency of Me., member
city council 1926-? (chmn. 1927-28). Served
with Office of Civilian Requirements WPB
Portland 1944-45. d. Gorham April 28 1963.
WARREN, Manfred Lawrence. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1921. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b.
Cornish July 13 1896; m. Lucy Dean Aug. 27
1921; ch.: Diana, Richard. Teacher Loomis
Inst. Windsor CT 1918, principal high sch.
Fairfield 1919, teacher NJ (Short Hills 1919-20,
high sch. Summit 1920-21), principal high sch.
(jr. & sr. Thomaston CT 1921-22, Brunswick
1924-28, Lexington MA 1928-60), dir. of
instruction secondary schs. Lexington 1960-64,
ret. Mass. Secondary Sch. Principals Assn.
(pres. ca. 1930, dist. committee 10-25 yrs.,
treas. 1948-60). Served to 2nd It. USCA 1918.
res. Cape Elizabeth.*
WASS, Everett Langdon. A.B. 1919. Chi Psi.
b. Cherryfield June 5 1895. With Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co. Akron OH 1919-20. Served
with USA 1917-18. d. Akron OH Feb. 10 1920.
WHALEN, Frank Edward. A.B. 1919. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Portland May 9 1898; married.
Res. Mt. Vernon NY ca. 1949. Served with
USNR 1917-19. d. Feb. 26 1963.
WHEET, Verne Josiah. Bowdoin 1914-16. b.
Groton NH Jan. 15 1895; m. Louise Jones Oct.
4 1919; ch.: Ava, Evelyn, Marian. Mail carrier
U.S. Post Office Bucksport 1919-62, ret. Served
with USA 1918-19. d. Bucksport Feb. 11 1974.*
WOOD, Merle Ashley. Bowdoin 1916-17.
Delta Upsilon. b. Boylston MA March 17
1895; m. Holly Newton Nov. 23 1918; ch.:
Barbara, Rosemary, William, Merle. With
automobile agency MA (Worcester, Clinton),
salesman W. Boylston MA 1919-35, retail
dairyman Mass. Dairyman's Assn. Boston
1935-36. Chmn. Worcester County Republican
Party. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d. Holden
MA March 5 1936.
WOODFILL, William Stewart. Bowdoin
1914-16, LL.D. Western Mich. Univ. 1966.
Theta Delta Chi. Hotel management; b.
Greensburg IN Aug. 19 1896; m. Elizabeth
Apple Oct. 27 1927. Lumbering, mgr. resort
hotel, ret. 1929-33. Chmn. Mackinac Is. State
Park Comm., Zenith Radio Corp. 30 yrs. (dir.,
hon. dir.). Served with USAF 1918, served to It.
cdr. USN 1927-43. res. Mackinac Is. MI,
Scottsdale AZ.*
WOODMAN, Karl Ayer. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Scholarship fund established in his honor
1970. Ret.; b. Gorham Feb. 15 1896; m.
Doris Kingsley June 12 1920; ch.: Phoebe,
Judith. Wonalancet Co. Nashua NH (salesman
1920-29, sales mgr. 1929-70, v.pres. 1940-70),
ret. Served to 1st It. USA 1917; awarded Silver
Star. res. Venice FL, Wells.*
WOODWORTH, Paul Louis. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1921. Scholarship fund established in
his memory 1970. b. Augusta Dec. 4 1895;
m. Irene Lagueux July 2 1949. Atty. Waterville
& Fairfield 1921-56. Town selectman Fairfield
1929-33 (chmn. 1930-33), Me. State Rep.
1947-52, asst atty. general Me. State Ins. Dept.
Augusta 1952-56. d. Augusta Feb. 1 1956.*
WYMAN, Leland Clifton. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Harvard 1923.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Livermore Falls Feb.
20 1897; m. Paula Berg May 30 1922. Boston
Univ. Sch. of Medicine 1922-62 (instr.
physiology, asst. prof., assoc. prof), prof,
biology Boston Univ. Coll. of Liberal Arts
1922-62, ret. Curator of Archives Museum of
N. Ariz. Flagstaff, research assoc. Museum of
Navaho Ceremon Art Sante Fe NM, visiting
lectr. The Art Complex Inc. Duxbury MA,
univ. lectr. Boston Univ. 1959— . Served to cpl.
MCUSA 1918-19. Recipient: Faculty
Publication Award Boston Univ. 1972.
Author: 200 articles, monographs, & books in
fields of physiology and anthropology, res.
Jamaica Plain MA.*
YOUNG, Herman Arthur. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Peabody MA July 23 1895; m.
Fannie Atwood Sept. 13 1924, m. Ethel Morse
May 24 1930; ch.: William II. W. J. Young
Machinery Co. Lynn MA (trainee 1920-22,
pres. 1922-42, treas. & CEO 1942-50), treas. H
& E Young Co. 1950-?, ret. Served to It. (jg)
USNR 1917-19. res. Mt. Dora FL.*
YOUNG, Paul Campbell. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Minn. 1920, A.M. Harvard 1921,
Ph.D. Harvard 1923. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b.
Whitewright TX Oct. 29 1892; m. Marguerite
Keller, m. Violet Keller, m. Alma Womack, m.
Oramay Welch Aug. 19 1963; ch.: Paul Jr.,
Prince, Charles. Asst. prof, psychology (Fla.
State Univ. Tallahassee 1923-24; Acadia Univ.
Wolfville N.S. Canada 1924-25; La. State
Univ. Baton Rouge 1925-60, assoc. prof, to
prof. 1927-60), chief clinical psychologist V.A.
Dallas TX 1947-49, prof, psychologist Dallas
1947-48, chief clinical psychologist Big Spring
TX State Hospital 1960-63, adjunct prof.
psychology Ft. Worth TX 1963-67, prof,
psychology Northern Mich. Univ. Marquette
1967-69, pvt. practice clinical psychology
Baton Rouge 1973-75, ret. Exec, section La.
Mental Health Assn. 1927-38, pres. (La.
Legislative Council 1957-60, Tex.
Psychological Assn. 1948-49, La. Psychological
Assn. 1951-52). Recipient: citation (Am.
Psychological Assn. 1967, La Mental Health
Assn. 1958), plaque Soc. for Clinical &
Experimental Hypnosis 1970. Contbr. res.
Baton Rouge LA.*
Class of 1919
ALBERT, Silas Frank. A.B. 1962 capital
campaign area chmn. Realty, mortgage
banking & developing; b. Kennebunkport July
1 1 1896; m. Estelle Jacobson July 29 1924; ch.:
Rosalind, Jill. Treas. Nat. Tire and Reliner Co.
Grand Rapids MI 1919-22, prop.
Albert-Realtors Grand Rapids 1922
— ,
pres.
(Albert-Builders Inc. Grand Rapids 1934-60,
Albert-Mortgages Inc. Grand Rapids 1936-59),
pres. various land development corps. MI
1928-62 (Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Battle
Creek, Albion), sr. v.pres. James T. Barnes &
Co. Grand Rapids 1959-67. Pres. (Grand
Rapids Real Estate Board 1949-50, Congr.
Emanuel 1945-46), v.pres. Nat. Assn. of
Realtors 1963-64, dir. (Mich. Real Estate Assn.
1962-64, Nat. Assn. of Realtors 1964-69),
v.pres. Am. chapter Int. Real Estate Fed.
1972-74, treas. sch. board 1927-29. Served to It.
USA 1917-19. Named Realtor of the Year
1962. res. Grand Rapids ML*
ANGUS, William. B.S., A.M. Northwestern
1928, Ph.D. Cornell 1935. Psi Upsilon. Ret.;
b. Dundee Scotland March 22 1897; m.
Margaret Sharp Aug. 28 1929; ch.: Barbara.
James. Instr. (Stearns Sch. Mt. Vernon NH
1919-20, Governor Dummer Acad. S. Byfield
MA 1920-21), student Harvard Univ. 1921-22,
instr. (Northwestern Univ. 1922-25, Ind. Univ.
1923-25), asst. prof. & dramatics dir. (Grinnell
Coll. 1925-27, Mont. State Univ. 1927-32), asst.
prof. & reader in speech & English Cornell
1932-35, prof. & dramatics dir. (N. 111. State
Teachers Coll. 1935-37, Queen's Univ. Ont.
Canada 1937-63), Rockefeller fellowship for
the study of radio arts 1945, visiting prof. Univ.
Hawaii 1956, Nuffield Foundation Grant for
research in British Museum 1958, Mayville ND
State Coll. 1965-66, dramatics dir. St. Hilda's &
St. Hugh's Sch. NYC 1966-67, ret. Regional
chmn. Dominion Drama Festival for Eastern
Ont. 3 yrs., founder-dir. Queen's summer
Radio Inst. 1945-49. PFC USA 1918.
Recipient: Canadian Drama Award 1948, first
award for radio adaptation of Shakespeare's
Julius Caesar 1946, Life Fellowship Int. Inst, of
Arts & Letters 1958. William Angus Award for
a student in drama established 1963, Queen's
Univ. dormitory named in his honor 1974. Ed.
Historic Kingston annually 1974— . contbr. res.
Kingston Ont. Canada.*
ATWOOD, Raymond Loring. CH. 1919. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Paris May 8 1895; m.
Pauline Stoughton April 23 1919: ch.:
Stoughton, Janet, Theodore, Sally. Patricia.
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Pauline, Charlotte. Spec. agt. Queen Ins. Co.
1920-25, mgr. auto dept. (Fireman's Fund Ins.
Co. 1925-35, Obrien Russell & Co. Boston
1935-43, Fairfield & Ellis Boston 1943-55),
prop. Down East Ins. Agency Boston 1955
—
,
ret. Served to It. (jg) USN 1918-20, served to It.
cdr. 1943-45. Designated Naval Aviator No.
292; one of the oldest naval aviators living, res.
Paris & Jacksonville FL.*
AVERY, Maurice Wescott. A.B. 1920 cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1922;
Ph.D. Harvard 1928. b. Bath Sept. 16 1896;
m. Alice Naugler 1919; ch.: Maurice. Principal
high sch. Rockport 1920-21, Williams Coll.
(instr. Greek & Latin 1923-27, asst. prof.
1927-35, assoc. prof. 1935-54, prof. 1954-60,
Mass. Prof, of Latin 1960-65, emeritus
1965-73). Ed.: Latin Prose Literature (1931),
contbr. d. Williamstown MA June 30 1973.
BARTON, Laurence Gould. Bowdoin 1915-18,
C.H. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Dec. 15
1895; s. of Llewellyn '84. Accountant admin,
office V.A. Center Togus 197-59, ret. Served to
capt. USA 1917-19, maj. USA 1942-45. d.
Portland April 6 1970.
BERRY, Orson Leland. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Boston Univ. 1939. Chi Psi. b.
Topsham Aug. 7 1897; m. Ruth Henderson
July 20 1921; ch.: Barbara. Am. Radiator Co.
(clerk Providence RI, Baltimore MD 1920-23;
asst. branch mgr. Boston 1924-29), inventory
clerk Nat. Radiator Co. 1929-47 (N.Y.,
Johnstown PA 1929-47), credit mgr. Middlesex
Service Co. Lowell MA 1947-50, mgr. Bangor
Hardware & Plumbing Supply Co. 1950-58,
accountant Cummins Engine Co. Boston
1958-70, ret. d. Lexington NE Oct. 4 1975.*
BLANCHARD, William Wesley. B.S. 1921.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Haverhill MA Dec.
5 1895; s. of George W. '90; m. Relda
Reissmann June 4 1925; ch.: Robert '51. Rep.
N.Y. Life Ins. Co. (Newburgh NY 1928-40,
Westwood & Hillsdale NJ 1940-63), ret. Served
with USMC 1918-19. d. Port Charlotte FL
April 1 1973.*
BORATIS, Andrew Joseph. Bowdoin 1915-16.
Kappa Epsilon. b. Westfield MA April 6
1896. res. Cumberland.
BRAWN, Herbert Andrew. Bowdoin 1915-16,
B.S. Univ. Me. 1922. b. Bath Feb. 27 1898.
res. unknown.
BUNCAMPER, Nonis Alfred. A.B., B.D.
Bangor Theol. Sem. 1922. b. Phillipsburg St.
Martin Dutch W.I. Sept. 19 1887. Independent
clerg. (W. Bangor 1914-16, Litchfield 1916-18,
Harpswell Center 1919-21, Seal Harbor
1921-22, Dennysville 1922-25, Greenfield NH
1926-27, Bradford 1932-33), salesman book co.
W. Nashua NH ca. 1939. d. Springfield MA
Feb. 12 1959.
BURLEIGH, Lewis Albert, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1922. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1929-34, chmn.
Alumni Fund dir. 1931-34, Alumni Council
1938-41. b. Augusta July 20 1897; s. of Lewis
A. '91; m. Harriet Medlicott June 9 1923, m.
Ursula Maher July 31 1937; ch.: Barbara, John
'49, Sylvia, Lewis Jr. Atty. Augusta 1922-26,
New Eng. Public Service Co. Augusta (asst.
counsel 1926-36, ins. supervisor 1936-49). Dir.
& treas. YMCA Augusta 1922-26, dir.
(Augusta Trust Co. 1924-33, Augusta General
Hospital 1940-49), U.S. commissioner ME
1924-26. Served to ensign ACUSN 1917-19. d.
Augusta Aug. 11 1949.
BURR, Robert Towle. Bowdoin 1915-16, C.H.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Dorchester MA April 1
1
1896; m. Marjorie Southack; ch.: Malcolm '46,
Philip, Virginia. With New Eng. Bolt Co. Inc.
Everett MA 1919-72. Served to 1st It. USA
1917-18. d. Winchester MA Dec. 19 1972.*
BUTTERFIELD, Clifford Allen. Bowdoin
1915-17, M.D. Tufts 1922. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Kingman Sept. 25 1892; m.
Bessie Harrison; ch.: Dianna, Linda, Jean.
Surgeon Medford MA ca. 1925-51. Member
board of health Medford. Served with USN
1917-19. d. Upper Sabao Lake Burlington Nov.
8 1951.
CALDWELL, Harry Lovell. A.B. b. Lake
View June 29 1897. res. Milo.
CANAVELLO, Frederic. Bowdoin 1915-18,
C.H. b. Brooklyn NY Oct. 21 1894; m.
Evelyn Nace March 8 1948. Salesman Sun Oil
Co. NYC 1919-36, industrial lubricating
engineer Gulf Refining Co. Utica NY 1936-42,
with 8th Army Military Govt. Yokohama
Japan 1947-48, coordinator material
procurement Northrop Aviation Corp.
Hawthorne CA 1952-66, ret. Served to sgt.
USA 1916-19, served to capt. ACUSA 1941-45.
d. Phoenix AZ May 28 1970.*
CASEY, George Hunt. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. b. Portland
Oct. 31 1898; m. Ann Williams June 29 1940;
ch.: Ellen, George Jr., John. Teacher, head
modern lang. dept. & coach high sch. Portland
1919-65; ret. Athletic ed. The Beta Theta Pi
1931-71, pres. Portland Teachers Assn. SATC
1918. d. Portland Sept. 6 1971.*
CASPAR, Albin Reinhard. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Lisbon July 20 1896; m. Bernice
Boynton Nov. 21 1925; ch.: Richard, William
'54. Great Northern Paper Co. Millinocket
(bureau of tests 1919-26, night supervisor
1926-28, asst. mgr. manufacture Boston
1928-35, v.pres. & sales mgr. NYC 1935-52,
Bangor 1952-61, dir. & member exec,
committee 1950-61), ret. Seaman USN 1918. d.
Ft. Myers Beach FL April 15 1970.
CHADBOURNE, Fred Babson. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1922. Chi Psi. b. E. Waterford
Sept. 14 1896. Teacher (Lawrenceville NJ Sch.
1919-20, MA 1922-25), mgr. & pres. Me. Dowel
Corp. (Vienna 1925-33, Farmington 1933-61).
Served to 2nd It. USA 1918. d. NYC July 11
1961.
CHIN, Chen-Peng. A.B. Delta Upsilon. b.
Peking China May 12 1895. res. Shanghai
China, London England.
COBURN, John Wesley. A.B., A.M. Bates
1920, M.D. Yale 1925. Delta Upsilon. b.
Lewiston April 19 1897; m. Margaret French
Feb. 23 1923, m. Ruth Schaff 1937, m. Virginia
Miller July 28 1948; ch.: Barbara, Edith, John
Jr., Richard, Robert, Christine. Intern Presby.
Hospital NYC 1925-26, physician (Atlanta GA
1927-28, internal medicine E. Orange NJ
1929-53), dir. (Hospital Vicente D'Antoni La
Ceiba Honduras 1953-57, professional services
U.S. V.A. Montgomery AL 1957-61, med.
program U.S. V.A. Manila P.I. 1961-66,
professional services U.S. V.A. Montgomery
1966-72), ret. Seaman 2/c USN 1918, served to
It. col. MCUSA 1942-45. d. St. Petersburg FL
May 8 1973.*
COLE, Grant Butler. A.B. Kappa Sigma, b.
Jersey City NJ April 26 1897; m. Lucella Davis
Sept. 7 1929; ch.: Nancy, Grant Jr. Heating
engineer MA 1919-41 (Boston, Springfield,
Pittsfield), asst. to pres. Clarke-Aiken Co. Lee
MA 1942-44, Cambosco Scientific Co. Boston
(mgr. 1944-45, pres. & dir. 1945-?), prop. &
mgr. Grant B. Cole Realtors Lexington MA
1949-65. Dir. Brokers' Inst. Greater Boston
Real Estate Board; pres. & dir. Central
Middlesex Multiple Listing Service; member
common council Springfield 1934-36, pres.
1936; alderman Springfield 1937. Served to
2nd It. USA 1918-19. d. Cambridge MA July
12 1965.*
CORCORAN, Edward Joseph. Bowdoin
1915-18, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1922. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Norwich CT Oct. 5 1896. d. NYC
Aug. 1931.
DECKER, Clyde Emmons. A.B. Ret.; b.
Clinton July 30 1897; m. Resper Irving Oct. 23
1920; ch.: Dorothy. Salesman Am. Radiator
Co. Providence RI 1919-20, prop, grocery
business Skowhegan 1920-24, agt. to dist. mgr.
Union Central Life Ins. Co. Skowhegan &
Augusta 1924-32, agt. ordinary dept. John
Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co. Augusta
1932-44, prop, grocery business Clinton
1944-53, agt. ordinary dept. John Hancock
Augusta & Albany 1953-60, mgr. life dept.
Craig Thorn Inc. John Hancock & Aetna Ins.
Hudson NY 1960-65, ret. Penny Memorial
Baptist Church Augusta (trustee 1936-40,
board chmn. 1939-40, member board of
deacons 1955-59), v.pres. Men's Singing Club
Augusta 1939, master Blue Lodge, cdr. Legion
Post, member sch. board 1928-32 (chmn. 1932).
Pvt. USA 1940-41. res. Hudson NY.*
DOHERTY, James Cottrell. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Springfield MA Nov. 28 1896; s.
of James L. '89; m. Augusta Gillern Sept. 6
1924; ch.: Ann. Security salesman Alden &
Birnie Co. Springfield 1920-21, with Tifft
Brothers Springfield 1921-30. Served with USA
1918. d. Los Angeles CA June 25 1932.*
DOHERTY, Louis Whittier. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1922. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1962
capital campaign area chmn. Law; b.
Springfield MA June 30 1898; m. Mary Spence
Feb. 15 1931; ch.: James '59, Paul '60. Atty.
McCarthy & Doherty 1922-41, Gordon
Doherty Buckley & Godfrey 1941-51, Doherty
& Murphy 1951-68, Doherty Wallace Pillsbury
& Murphy Springfield 1968—. Dir.
(Springfield Safe Deposit 1938-70, Springfield
Inst, for Savings 1936-73, Moore Drop Forging
1962-70), Springfield Boys Club (pres., dir.
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1928-66) Bay Path Sch. (board chmn., dir.
1958-72), chmn. Springfield Fire Comm.
1954-64. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918. res.
Longmeadow MA.*
DOHERTY, Paul Edward. A.B. 1920. b. Fall
River MA May 15 1893; m. Florence Cooledge
Dec. 26 1929; ch.: Mrs. States D. Tompkins
III, Mrs. James B. Hayes. With electrical mfg.
co. Boston 1919-23, automobile salesman
Boston 1923-24, Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
Boston (salesman 1924-25; branch mgr.
Albany NY 1925-29, St. Louis MO 1929-31,
Buffalo NY 1931-33; asst. v.pres. sales, v.pres.
NYC 1933-61), ret. Served with USN 1917-19.
d. Orleans MA July 22 1967.*
DUNHAM, Rand Augustus. Bowdoin 1915-16,
Med. Sch. 1917-19, M.D. Harvard 1922. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Phillips Nov. 20 1893; m.
Mabel Knight June 17 1922; ch.: Cynthia.
Intern Salem MA Hospital 1922-23, physician
(Easton 1923-25, E. Millinocket 1925-67), ret.
Industrial medicine & surgery Great Northern
Paper Co. 1925-67. Served with MCUSNR
1918. Recipient: Outstanding Citizen Award
Feeney Groves Am. Legion Post E.
Millinocket 1960. d. Portsmouth NH Nov. 25
1971.*
EDWARDS, Bateman. A.B., Ph.D. Princeton
1924. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bangor April 24
1898; m. Jessie Gillespie July 20 1925; ch.:
Peter, Jane, Kate. Prof. Romance lang. Univ.
Western Ont. London Ont. Canada 1919-21,
member French dept. Princeton 1924-37, prof.
French Lehigh Univ. 1937-39, prof. Romance
lang. Washington Univ. St. Louis MO 1939-47.
Author: Roman d'Alexandre (vol. VII),
co-author: Roman d'Alexandre (vol. II, 1937),
ed.: Gui de Cambrai Le Vengement Alixandre
(1928). d. St. Louis MO Sept. 1 1947.
EWER, Robert Porter. Bowdoin 1915-16.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Bangor Oct. 12 1896;
m. Edna Page, m. Alice Bishop Sept. 10 1931;
ch.: Roberta, Barbara, Jasper, Dorothy. Mgr.
parts dept. (Henley-Kimball Co. Portland
1916, Bangor Motor Co. 1917), clerk
purchasing dept. Great Northern Paper Co.
Bangor 1918, trainman & conductor Bangor &
Aroostook RR Bangor 1919-61, ret.
Brotherhood of RR Trainmen (v.chmn.
General Grievance Comm., legislative rep. 8
yrs., pres. local lodge 6 yrs), Me. state rep.
(101st, 103rd sessions; chmn. House
Committee on Labor), pres. Essex St. Baptist
Church Bangor 2 yrs., member Bangor City
Repub. committee 1961— . res. Bangor.*
FARNHAM, Rolland Craig. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Kingston NY July 9 1894; m.
Alice Zepfler; ch.: Rolland Jr., Robert, Mrs.
Welton Snow. Ed. (Springfield MA Union
1921-23, Boston Herald 1923-26), information
supervisor & ed. Telephone Topics New Eng.
Tel. & Tel. Co. Newtonville MA 1926-34. Dir.
(Boston Credit Union, Telephone Workers
Cooperative Bank). Served to ensign USN
1917-19. d. Readsboro VT May 11 1934.
FARRAR, Lincoln Benner. Bowdoin 1915-18.
Delta Upsilon. b. Bath Jan. 16 1897; m.
Ethyl West March 20 1919. Agt. Metropolitan
Life Ins. Co. Portland 1919-29, with Equitable
Life Ins. Co. of la. (Portland 1929-61, dist.
mgr. 197-61). Sec. & treas. Me. Life
Underwriters Assn. 3 yrs. Served to ensign
USN 1917-19, served with USNR 1919-21. d.
Portland Aug. 12 1961.*
FAY, William Michael. Bowdoin 1915-16,
1917- 18, CH. Zeta Psi. b. Louisville KY
April 11 1895. res. unknown.
FERNALD, Laurence Hartley. Bowdoin
1915-16. Ret.; b. Boston July 18 1895; m.
Ruth Griffin July 19 1924; ch.: Stanley.
Registered pharmacist Framingham MA 1919,
Wellesley & Medfield MA 1937-1968, ret.
1968. Deacon United Church of Christ Congr.
Served to cpl. USA 1918-19. res. Medfield
MA.*
FINN, Edward Burney. B.S. 1920. Kappa
Sigma, b. Lynn MA July 25 1896; m. Lucille
Ertel May 16 1931; ch.: Barbara. Salesman
(Union Bag & Paper Co. NYC 1919-22,
Columbia Paper Bags Co. NYC 1922-25),
served to sr. v.pres. & dir. Insulation Mfr.
Corp. Cleveland OH 1927-65. Dir. (Macallen
Corp. Newmarket NH, Inmanco Inc. Chicago
IL). Served with USA 1918. d. Cleveland OH
Jan. 30 1965.
FLYNN, Charles Edward. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1922, LL.M. Boston Univ. 1924. Kappa Sigma,
b. Saugus MA Nov. 1896; m. Miriam Shea
Aug. 22 1922; ch.: Charles Jr., Marylou. Sr.
partner (Flynn Esdaile Barrett & Morris
Boston 1924-62, Flynn & Flynn Saugus
1962-65). Trial justice Dist. Court Saugus
1936-?, town counsel Saugus, pres. Rapid
Transit Co. Winthrop MA 1930-65, dir. Saugus
Bank & Trust Co. Served to ensign ACUSN
1918- 19. d. Chelsea MA Feb. 18 1965.
FOULKE, Roy Anderson. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1939, LL.D. 1971.
Zeta Psi. Alumni Fund dir. 1937-40 (chmn.
1939-40), Overseer 1948-73 (v.pres. 1961-65,
pres. 1965-69), 1962 capital campaign worker,
class bequest chmn. Recipient: Alumni Service
Award 1974. Ret.; b. NYC Aug. 31 1896; m.
Mathilde Larsen Jan. 26 1924; ch.: Roy Jr. '50.
Credit reporter Liberty Nat. Bank NYC
1919-21, mgr. bank service dept. Nat. Credit
Office Chicago & NYC 1921-28, industrial
analyst Paine Webber & Co. NYC 1928-31,
v.pres. Dun & Bradstreet Inc. NYC 1931-61,
ret. Dir. (Am. Rediscount Corp. 1928-30,
Elevator Supply Corp. 1928-30, Dun &
Bradstreet Inc. 1955-61, E-Z Mills Inc.
1964-65), trustee (Hebron Acad. 1957-68,
Robert Schalkenback Foundation 1947-75,
Lincoln Foundation 1950-54), Am. Inst, for
Economic Research (trustee 1963-72, pres.
1968-72). Served to 2nd It. USA 1918. Author:
The Commercial Paper Market (1931), Behind
the Scenes of Business 1935-52, Are you a
Stockholder? (under the pen name Alden
Winthrop) (1937), The Sinews of American
Commerce (1941), Practical Financial
Statement Analysis 1945-68; co-author:
Practical Bank Credit 1939-63. res. Bronxville
NY.*
GARDNER, John Raymond. Bowdoin 1915-17.
b. Bangor Oct. 26 1898. res. Poughkeepsie NY.
GORHAM, Lee Sumner. A.B. 1921, A.M.
Columbia 1926. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b.
Wiscasset May 7 1896; m. Waitie Gordon July
7 1955. Submaster Hartland Acad. 1921-22,
principal high sch. Lakeville CT 1922-24,
education dir. Rectory Sch. Pomfret CT
1925-29, head history dept. Northwood Sch.
Lake Placid NY 1929-34, Me. state dir. adult
education program Augusta 1934-43, head
history dept. Shady Side Acad. Pittsburgh PA
1943-46, chief civil education section U.S. govt.
Fukushima Prefecture Honshu Japan 1946-50,
ret. Member board of selectmen Fayette
1961-64 (chmn. 1962-63). Served with USA
1917-19. res. Fayette.*
GRAVES, Percy Edwin. A.B. 1921, A.M.
Harvard 1939. Beta Theta Pi. b. Brunswick
Feb. 9 1897; m. Arietta Brehaut Dec. 28 1927,
m. Myra Joyce Aug. 29 1947; ch.: Anne.
Teacher Hebron Acad. 1921-24, inspection div.
Am. Radiator Co. Buffalo NY 1926-32, high
sch. Brunswick (teacher 1933-36, principal
1936-40), V.A. (vocational advisor Portland
1944-46; personnel dir. Togus 1946-55, asst.
center dir. 1955-56), ret. Assoc. Augusta
General Hospital. Served to cpl. USA 1917-19,
served to It. col. 1940-44. d. Gardiner April 14
1971.*
GRAY, Ellsworth Manly. A.B. Chi Psi. Ret.;
b. E. Machias May 15 1895; m. Helen Cort
Aug. 28 1926; ch.: Elinor, David. With
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Akron OH
1920-21, teacher Washington Acad. E.
Machias 1921-22, overseer George C. Moore
Co. Westerly RI 1923-64, ret. Deacon Calvary
Baptist Church Westerly 1940-50, trustee
Central Baptist Church Westerly 1950-64.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1918. res. Escondido
CA.*
GREENE, Russell Davey. Bowdoin 1915-17,
C.H.; LL.B. Boston Univ. 1922; LL.M. Boston
Univ. 1924. Kappa Sigma. b. Holyoke MA
June 14 1893. Atty. Boston ca. 1922-58, instr.
law Boston Univ. 1923-27, prof, law
Northeastern Univ. 1945-47. Chmn. board of
ed. Boston Univ. Law Review 1921-22,
member Am. Red Cross Mission to Serbia
1919, pres. Province I Phi Delta Phi. Awarded
Order of St. Sava (Serbia), First Order of
Serbian Red Cross. Contbr. d. Bedford MA
Aug. 26 1962.
GROVER, Myron Roberts. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. Coal industry exec; b. N.
Berwick July 7 1897; m. Teresa Riley June 11
1925; ch.: Myron Jr. '49, Virginia. Dist. mgr.
Am. Radiator Co. Boston 1920-29, Nat.
Radiator Co. Boston 1929-36, v.pres.
(Anthracite Inst. NYC 1936-55, industrial &
export sales Reading Anthracite Coal Co.
NYC 1955—). res. Hartsdale NY.*
HALL, Fred Philander, Jr. B.S., Ed.M. Bates
1934. Kappa Sigma, b. Lisbon Jan. 24 1897;
m. Iva Goodwin June 10 1920, married again
June 10 1957. With Am. Radiator Co.
Providence RI 1920-21, submaster & coach
high sch. Rumford 1921-24, athletic dir. &
head physical education dept. high sch. S.
Portland 1924-25, submaster high sch.
Newport 1925-27, head history dept. high sch.
Portland 1927-35, supt. Deering sch. dist.
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Portland 1935-57. Pres. Portland Teachers
Assn. 1942-? Served with USNR WWI. d.
Portland Nov. 29 1957.
HAM, Jacob Barker. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Lewiston Sept. 23 1897. res. Winthrop.
HARGRAVES, Gordon Sweat. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. W. Buxton March 8 1898;
s. of Frank S. '77; m. Nancy Sellers; ch.:
Gordon. With Newsweek Magazine, res. Mt.
Desert.
HAYNES, Robert Hammond. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. (hon.) 1949. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Ellsworth Falls Dec.
5 1896; m. Christina Doyle June 29 1921. Prop.
6 operator commercial apple orchard N.
Ellsworth 1922-28, substitute teacher jr. high
sch. Portland 1923-24, Harvard Coll. Library
(supt. of circulation 1928-33, asst. librarian
1933-63), Old Farmers Almanac Boston (assoc.
ed. 1930-35, prop. 1946-67), ret. Trustee
(Cambridge MA Jr. Coll. 1950-65, public
library Cambridge 1956—). PFC USA 1918.
res. Cambridge MA.*
HEMENWAY, Newell Lyon. Bowdoin
1915-16, B.S. USMA 1918. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland April 3 1897; m. Evelyn Aiken Jan.
12 1921. 2nd It. USA 1918-19, 1st It. 1919-34
(Camp Pike AR 1918-20, USMA 1920-21, P.I.
1921-23, asst. prof, military science & tactics
Carnegie Inst. Tech. 1923-25, Ft. Hancock NJ
1925-28, Ft. Ethan Allen VT 1928, Ft. duPont
DE 1928-30, asst. dist. engineer corps of
engineers Jacksonville FL 1930-34), capt.
1934-38 (asst. prof, military science & tactics,
assoc. prof. Va. Polytech. Inst. Blacksburg
1934-38). d. Blacksburg VA July 2 1938.
HERSUM, Harold Dunn. B.S. 1922. Delta
Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA Aug. 13 1896;
m. Clara Peabody June 23 1934; ch.: Helen,
Alice. Asst. civil engineer Green & Wilson
Waterville 1922-30, engineer bridge div. Me.
State Highway Comm. Augusta 1930-65, ret.
Member city council Waterville 1930-31, 50 yr.
member (YMCA state board, Masons), hon.
member Me. Soc. of Engineers. Served to 2nd
It. USA 1917-19, served to It. col. 1942-47,
USAR 1947-56. d. Waterville April 6 1971.*
HIGGINS, Donald Shackley, Sr. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Delta Phi.
Alumni Council 1936-39, pres. 1938-39. Ret.;
b. Brewer Jan. 6 1897; m. Marian Harvey Oct.
21 1922; ch.: Leon, Elizabeth, Donald Jr.,
Julie, William '63. General agt. Travelers Ins.
Co. 1919-74, ret., pres. Donald S. Higgins &
Sons Bangor 1974— . Pres. (Bangor Bldg. &
Loan Assn., Bangor Savings Bank, Eastern Me.
Life Underwriters), board chmn. & dir. Merc.
Nat. Bank, v.pres. E. Me. Med. Center, chmn.
First Methodist Church Brewer. Served to It.
(jg) USN 1919-20. res. Bangor.*
HILL, William Edward. Bowdoin 1915-18,
M.D. Med. Sch. 1921. Kappa Sigma. b.
Meriden CT Nov. 1 1890; m. Louise Robinson
July 7 1921; ch.: William Jr. '46, Robert. Intern
Waterbury CT Hospital 1921-22, physician
Naugatuck CT 1922-61, ret. Staff pres.
Waterbury Hospital, town med. examiner
(Naugatuck, Beacon Falls, Oxford CT),
diplomate Am. Board of Internal Medicine,
elected to life membership Am. Coll.
Physicians 1934. Pvt. USA 1917-19. d.
Waterbury CT June 26 1973.*
HILTON, Frank Arthur, Jr. B.S. cum.laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1923; Ed.M.
Harvard 1928. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b.
Portland April 11 1897; m. Frances Glover
Dec. 24 1920; ch.: Rowena. Salesman D.
Appleton NYC 1922-23, teacher high sch.
Attelboro MA 1923-24, head science dept.
Thayer Acad. Braintree MA 1924-36, asst. to
mgr. of committees on publication First
Church of Christ Scientist Boston 1936-41,
Christian Science practitioner self-employed
Boston 1941-46, mgr. Sanatorium of The
Christian Science Benevolent Assn. Brookline
MA 1946-64, ret. Pvt. USA 1918-19. Contbr.
res. Braintree MA.*
HOLBROOK, Albert Davis. Bowdoin 1915-18,
CH. Kappa Sigma. b. Rockland Jan. 26
1896. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-18. d. Fismes
France June 20 1918.
HOLBROOK, Ellsworth Wright. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Wiscasset March 5 1897; m. Dorothy
Duggan Sept. 10 1923; ch.: Dorothy, Norman,
Marjorie. Musician Portland 1922-23, with Me.
Central RR 1923-?, prop. & mgr. Me. Beautiful
Motel Wiscasset 197-63. Served with USA
1918-21. d. Portland June 25 1963.
HUTCHINSON, William Ellis. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Springfield MA May 19 1898; m.
Florence Neill June 1 1929; ch.: William Jr.
Accountant NYC 1921-23, asst. cost
accountant U.S. Housing Corp. Washington
DC 1923-26, accountant The Kellogg Service
Inc. NYC 1926-29, The Nestle-Lemur Co.
NYC (factory mgr. 1929-40, asst. sec. & treas.
1936-40), chief project auditor Arsenal
Edgewood MD 1940-44, real estate Springfield
1948-?, fiscal auditor USA Corps of Engineers
Washington DC 1958-61, ret. Served to 2nd It.
USA 1918-19. d. Baltimore MD July 25 1962.
INGRAHAM, James Fuller. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Augusta July 1 1896; m. Mabelle Little
Aug. 28 1924; ch.: Ann, Margaret, James Jr.
With Fuller-Holway Co. Augusta 1919-25,
pres. 1925-?; invest, counselor W. E. Hutton &
Co. Augusta 1956-66. Squirrel Is. Village Corp.
(treas. 1938-40, overseer 1940-44), trustee
public library Augusta. Served to ensign USN
1918- 19. d. Boothbay Harbor July 16 1966.*
IRVING, Ralph. Bowdoin 1915-18, CH. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. W. Roxbury MA Sept. 21
1897. Invest. Boston ca. 1921, with E. G. Olwell
& Co. NYC 197-51, partner Cash Discount
Warehouse La Porte TX 1951-?, prop. & mgr.
Sylvan Beach Gulf Service Station La Porte
197-73. Served to It. (jg) USN WWI. d. La
Porte TX Feb. 18 1973.*
JOHNSON, Frederick Orlando. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. b. Hancock Jan. 13 1896; m.
Elizabeth Miller July 1920; ch.: Dorothy,
Earle, Boyd. Chemist glue co. (Pittsburgh PA
1919-22, Brantford Ont. Canada 1922-29),
supervisor Eastman Kodak Co. Lynn MA
1929-55. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19. d.
Lynn MA Jan. 6 1955.
KERN, John Henry. B.S. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Portland Jan. 21 1895; m. Beulah Humiston
July 16 1925, m. Victoria Schwab; ch.: John Jr.
Teacher high sch. Portland 1919-20, Tabor
Acad. Marion MA 1920-49 (teacher, head
math dept., supt. bldgs.). Member planning
board Marion, trustee library assn. Served to
2nd It. USA 1918-19. d. Marion MA Dec. 5
1949.*
KNIGHT, Harold Carlton. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Hull July 30 1896. res. Jaffrey NH.
LANG, Raymond. A.B., S.T.B. Bangor Theol.
Sem. 1921, B.D. Epis. Theol. Sch. 1921, D.D.
Suffolk Univ. 1938. Delta Upsilon. b. NYC
March 8 1891; m. Ruth MacAron Sept. 10
1919; ch.: Edwin, Charles. Curate Calvary
Church Pittsburgh PA 1920-21, assoc. rector
Church of the Epiphany Boston 1921-25,
curate Grace Epis. Church Newton MA
1925-26, rector St. John's Epis. Church
Newtonville MA 1926-41, founder & rector St.
Christopher's Epis. Church Cheyenne WY
1946-49, substitute rector Christ Epis. Church
Middletown CT 1949-53, rector Church of the
Epiphany New Haven CT 1953-60, ret. Dir.
Newton Welfare Bureau 1926-41, trustee & dir.
Boston Penny Savings Bank 1930-41, chaplain
& trustee Newton-Wellesley MA Hospital.
Served to col. USA 1941-46. d. Torrington CT
March 1 1 1965.
LEAVITT, Stanley Lee. B.S. b. Durham
Sept. 23 1898; m. Lillian Craig Sept. 23 1924;
ch.: Mary, Martha. John C. Paige & Co.
Boston 1919-66 (inspector, office mgr., sr.
account exec). Pres. Paige Assoc. Pvt. USA
1918. d. Boston May 21 1966.*
LEECH, Paul Rittenhouse. Bowdoin 1915-18,
CH. Zeta Psi. b. Washington DC Sept. 23
1897. Securities dept. Penn. Co. Phila. PA ca.
1931. Served to ensign USN 1917-21. d. Phila.
PA July 6 1931.
LEIGHTON, Leon, Jr. B.S. 1920. Psi Upsilon.
b. Lewiston June 27 1897; m. Lucia Alford
May 31 1922; ch.: Nathalie, Sallie, Mary.
Invest, broker Portland 1920-23, pres. & treas.
The Leighton Heel Co. (Auburn 1923-35,
Harrisburg PA 1935-? Columbus OH 19?,
Lynchburg VA 19?-69), pres. Brubaker Tool
Co. Harrisburg 1946-50, pres. & treas. Eastern
Colortype Corp. NYC 1956-66, ret. Established
Leon & Margaret B. Leighton scholarship fund
1943. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19. d.
Harrisburg PA March 31 1969.*
LOMBARD, Reginald Thomas. Bowdoin
1915-18, Med. Sch. 1918-20; M.D. Yale 1922.
Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Greene Aug. 30 1896;
s. of Loring S. M. '93; m. Dorothy Jewett Sept.
12 1923; ch.: Deborah, Reginald Jr. Obstet. &
gynecol. Portland 40 yrs. Trustee Thornton
Heights Methodist Church 20 yrs., health
officer S. Portland 1925-28. Served to col.
MCUSA 1941-46. res. S. Portland, Cape
Elizabeth.*
LONGREN, Carl Jackson. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Franklin MA May 1 1895; s. of
Charles W. '84; m. Ethel Downs June 17 1928.
With Am. Steel & Wire Co. New Haven CT
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1926-27, with Sargent & Co. New Haven
1927-32. d. New Haven CT Feb. 29 1932.
LYONS, William John. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Morrson MA April 25 1897. res.
unknown.
MacININCH, Charles Bernard. Spec. 1915-17.
Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Calais Sept. 15 1892; m.
Janet Hanson Oct. 12 1920; ch.: Jane, Mary
Ann. Pharmacist (Maclninch Pharmacy
Woodland 1919-26, Brewer & Co. Worchester
MA 1926-27, Maclninch Pharmacy Woodland
1927-32), town mgr. Baileyville 1932-38,
pharmacist Maclninch Pharmacy Woodland
1938-50, prop. Mahoney Pharmacy Shelton CT
1950-62, pharmacist Lear Pharmacy Derby CT
1962-71, ret. 1971. Cdr. Am. Legion Post No.
23 Woodland 1932-33, Worshipful Master
Masonic Lodge Princeton 1937. Served chief
pharmacist's mate with USN 1917-19. res.
Trumbull Ct.*
MacPHERSON, Stephen. Bowdoin 1915-18.
Kappa Sigma, b. Brunswick Sept. 7 1894; m.
Albertina Bibber Sept. 22 1917; ch.: Stephen
Jr. With Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Akron
OH 1917-18, with Tex. Co. 1918-21, with
Garneau-Eveleth Co. 1921-26, with Nathan
Wood & Son Portland 1926-34. Pres.
Penn.-Me. Oil Co. Portland 1934-52. d.
Portland April 6 1952.*
MAHONEY, Daniel Francis. A.B., A.M. (hon.)
1952. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni Council
1953-57 (v.pres. 1954-55, pres. 1955-56). b.
Portland June 18 1898; m. Allada Feeney.
With Am. Can Co. Portland 1920-21, high sch.
S. Portland (teacher 1921-32, submaster
1932-40, principal 1940-64), coordinating
principal of curriculum & instruction jr. & sr.
high sch. S. Portland 1964-66. Pres. Me. state
Principals Assn., delegate New Eng. Assn. of
Coll. Secondary Sch., member Me. State Parks
& Recreation Comm., dir. Youth Clubs Inc. d.
S. Portland Aug. 9 1966.
MARTIN, William Frye. Bowdoin 1915-17,
CH. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Medford MA June
26 1897; s. of William P. '80. Served with USN
1917-18, served with USA 1918. d. Argonne
Forest France Oct. 9 1918.
MCCARTHY, Louis Blalock. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. Alumm Fund dir. 1954-57 (chmn. 1956-57),
Overseer 1957-60. Scholarship fund established
in his memory 1966. b. Boston June 17 1897;
m. Gertrude Banks Feb. 3 1923; ch.: Louis Jr.,
Janet, Phyllis. With Macallen Co. (Boston
1919-50, Newmarket NH 1950-60; v.pres.,
treas., dir. & general mgr. 1931-60). Insulation
Mfr. Corp. Chicago IL (founder, v.pres. &
treas. 1927-60), dir. N.H. Mfr. Assn., pres.
board of trustees Portsmouth NH Hospital,
member planning board Newcastle NH.
Served to sgt. USMC 1918-19. d. New Castle
NH July 12 I960.*
McCLAVE, John Albert Edgar. B.S. Beta
Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Cliffside Park NJ Aug. 29
1895; m. Irene Gilligan June 16 1928; ch.:
Barbara, Carol. Export mgr. Standard Oil of
N.J. NYC 1920-33, account exec. N. W. Ayer
& Son Phila. PA 1933-44, v.pres. & board
chairman Lewis & Gilman Phila. 1944-64.
V.pres. & dir. Phila. (Poor Richard Club,
Crippled Children). Served to QM/1 USN
1917-18. Developed bomb dropping device
WWI. res. Southern Pines NC*
McCULLOCH, Laurence. Bowdoin 1915-19,
CH. Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Aug. 19
1895; m. Effie Riddick Sept. 9 1923; ch.:
Virginia, Barbara. Mgr. Richardson &
Boynton Co. Buffalo NY 1923-33, treas.
Boswell Heating Equipment Co. Schenectady
NY 1933-42, with General Electric Co.
Schenectady 1942-51, Pulver Gas & Oil Corp.
Hudson NY 1951-62 (mgr. fuel oil dept., chief
engineer), ret. Served to It. (jg) USN 1917-19.
d. Lexington MA Nov. 20 1974.*
McDONALD, Donald. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Union Hill NJ Nov. 16 1896; m. Margaret
Graham Sept. 14 1929; ch.: Marion. Salesman
Library Bureau Portland 1919-22, invest,
broker Portland (Nat. City Co. 1922-30; Bond
& Goodwin Co. 1930-49, asst. v.pres. 1941-49;
A. C. Allyn Co. 1949-63). Served to cpl. USA
1918. d. Portland Jan. 1 1963.*
McGORRILL, Milton Morse. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1923, D.D. Kalamazoo Coll. 1936.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Clinton June 12 1897; m.
Helene Fenderson June 16 1920; ch.: Milton
Jr. '48, H. Wakefield, Gainor. Teacher
Norwich CT Acad. 1919-20, minister
(education Baptist Temple Brooklyn NY
1922-23, Normal Park Baptist Church Chicago
IL 1923-28, First Baptist Church Boulder CO
1928-33, Fountain Street Church Grand
Rapids MI 1933-43), founder & dir. Faith for
Am. 1943-45, minister (Church of Universal
Fellowship Orono 1947-57, First Universalist
Church Bangor 1957-63, Unitarian Church
Concord NH 1963). Asst. prof, religion Univ.
Colo. 1930-33, trustee Kalamazoo MI Coll.
1935-44, member (governor's tax revision
committee ME, Sherwood Eddy Int. Relations
Seminar 1951), lectr. homiletics Bangor Theol.
Sem., supt. Universalist Church of Me.
1955-59. Recipient: first award sermon
category Freedoms Foundation Inc. 1949,
Simon Greenleaf Medal Me. Masonic Lodge
1961. Religious writer, lectr. d. Concord NH
April 7 1963.*
McGRATH, Merton John. Bowdoin 1916-17.
b. Percy NH July 29 1895. res. Milwaukee
WI.
MERRILL, Warren Carleton. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Farmington Dec. 26 1897;
s. of Carleton P. '96; m. Beatrice Straw Nov. 21
1921; ch.: Jane, Carleton, Edward. With
Bradford Mfg. Co. 1919-21, with Wauregan
Mills Norwich CT 1921-22, with Edwards Mfg.
Co. Augusta 1922-23, served to dir. Joseph
Sykes Brothers Ltd. of England 1923-41
(Brookline MA, Newton MA, Charlotte NC).
Served with MCUSA 1917-19; awarded Purple
Heart, d. Charlotte NC Jan. 23 1941.*
MINOT, George Evans. A.B. cum laude.
Litt.D. Suffolk Univ. 1961. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Belgrade Dec. 18 1898; m. Ruth
Woodend Sept. 24 1921; ch.: John, Olive.
George Jr. Managing ed. Boston Herald 23
yrs., reporter Boston Herald Traveler 53 yrs.
(reporter, city ed., managing ed.), Boston
Herald Record American 3 yrs. (editorial
writer, columnist), ret. Served to 2nd It. USA
1918-19. Author, contbr. d. Cambridge MA
Feb. 3 1976.*
MITCHELL, Hugh Addison. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Class agt. 1935-38, Alumni Fund dir.
1935-38. Ret.; b. Freeport July 29 1897; s. of
Wilmot B. '90; m. Henrietta Lovejoy May 20
1926; ch.: Wilmot II '53. McCann-Erickson
Inc. NYC 1919-59 (market research, copy
writing, media planning, European mgr., chmn.
London co., campaign dir.). Dir.
(McCann-Erickson Inc. NY 1939-54, McCann
Erickson Ltd. London 1946-52, Manhattan
Life Ins. Co. NY 1953-69), trustee W. Center
Church Bronxville NY 1940-45. Served to
ensign USN 1918-19. res. Westport CT.*
MOON, Ray Everett. Bowdoin 1915-16. Sigma
Nu. b. Hancock July 22 1895; m. Beatrice
Maynard Dec. 24 1922; ch.: Eugene, Joyce.
Refrigeration engineer & salesman, sr. member
Moon & Smith Refrigeration Co. Bangor
1924-47. Member Masons Lincoln. Served with
military WWI, served with auxiliary police
WWII. d. Bangor Jan. 3 1947.*
MORRISON, Frank Buchanan. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Glasgow Scotland Sept. 18 1895; m. Carol
Judkins July 21 1934. With Cabot Mfg. Co.
(Brunswick 1919, Woonsocket RI ca. 1920-34,
Brunswick 1934-41), supervisor dye dept.
Wilkes-Barre PA Lace Mfg. Co. 1941-55, ret.
Served with USA 1918-19. d. Lewiston Oct. 7
1971.*
MOSHER, Harlow Baynum. Bowdoin 1915-16.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Nov. 25 1895; m.
Gladys Spicer April 29 1922. With Bangor
Lumber Co. S. Brewer 1919-?, with lumber co.
Brooklyn NY 1921-29, with wholesale lumber
& trim co. Great Neck NY 1929-47. Served
with USA 1917-19. d. NYC June 30 1947.
NELSON, Henry Chester. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1926. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.;
b. Rumford March 15 1897; m. Hope Morrill
June 18 1927; ch.: Carol, Anita. With
Goodyear Tire Co. Akron OH, chemist
General Tire Co. Buffalo NY 1920-21, board
of education Willimantic CT (teacher 1921-23,
v.principal 1923-47, principal 1947-66,
principal & acting supt. 1966-67), ret. Served to
2nd It. USA 1918-19. res. Alna.*
NEWELL, Howe Samuel. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; Ed.M. Boston Univ. 1941. Delta
Upsilon. Class agt. 1944-58. b. Wilkinsburg
PA Dec. 6 1895; m. Helen Shirley June 10
1922; ch.: Chandler, Nancy, Shirley. Teacher
Powder Point Sch. Duxbury MA 1919-22.
Wilbraham MA Acad, (teacher 1922-56.
scholastic advisor 1935-56, dean 1956-60), dean
Deer Isle Summer Sch. Trustee public library
Wilbraham. d. Springfield MA May 30 I960.*
NOYES, Durrell Leighton. Bowdoin 1915-17.
CH. 1919. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Steuben
Oct. 22 1896; m. Mary Welsh July 9 1926. With
Am. Relief Admin. Eur. 1919-23. with N.J. Bell
Tel. Co. Trenton 1923-61. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1917-19. served to It. cdr. 1942-44. d.
Rock Hall MD June 3 1971.*
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PATRICK, Howard. Bowdoin 1915-18. b.
Seward NY Feb. 16 1896. res. Framingham
MA.
PAUL, Ether Shepley, II. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. b. Lewiston June 7 1896; m.
Hazel Bosch June 30 1924. Exec. E. S. Paul Co.
Lewiston 1919-27, Charles S. Cummings Ins.
Agency Auburn (broker 1927-32, prop.
1932-37), prop. E. Shepley Paul Ins. Agency
Auburn 1937-64, ret. Androscoggin County
Savings Bank (trustee 1940-67, pres. 1964-67),
dir. Auburn Savings & Loan Assn. 1934-64,
Me. Assn. of Ins. Agt. (sec. & treas. 1940-43,
pres. 1943-45), Nat. Assn. of Ins. Agt. (chmn.
New Eng. Advisory Board, state dir. 1945-47),
33rd Degree Mason N. Masonic Jurisdiction,
past dist. deputy Grand Lodge of Me. Served
to 2nd It. USA 1918. d. Lewiston July 13
1967.*
PEARSON, Leslie Whidden. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Portland May 29 1897; m.
Clithroe Warren May 29 1930; ch.: Lewis,
Apphia, Arcadus, Tristram. Teacher & high
sch. principal 25 yrs., with Social Security
Admin. 12 yrs., ret. Member exec. comm. Me.
State Secondary Principals Assn. 1931-34.
Served to cpl. USA 1918. res. Portland.*
PENDLETON, Lloyd Robert. Bowdoin
1915-16. Delta Upsilon. b. Dark Harbor
April 9 1898; m. Christina Gillis Sept. 10 1936.
Amusement business Dark Harbor 1921,
painting contractor Isleboro & Dark Harbor.
Treas. & tax collector Isleboro 13 yrs. d.
Bangor Sept. 5 1953.*
PERKINS, Stephen Erving. B.S., Med. Sch.
1919-20, M.D. Boston Univ. 1923. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Bartlett NH Feb. 16 1898. d. Togus
Sept. 22 1972.
RACINE, Wilfred Philippe. B.S. cum laude,
D.M.D. Tufts 1924. Sigma Nu. b. Brunswick
Jan. 17 1897; m. Marion Harkins 1928; ch.:
Thomas. With Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Akron OH 1919-20, dentist (Brunswick
1924-42, Brandon VT 1942-56, Arlington VT
1956-65). Member board of education Brandon
1945-55. Served with USA 1918. d. Camden NJ
Nov. 19 1965.*
ROBBINS, Norman Eugene. Bowdoin 1915-19.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Cumberland WA Dec.
31 1896; m. Marian Hamer April 27 1920,
married again Jan. 14 1962. White River
Lumber Co. WA (asst. mgr. Tacoma 1921-33,
mgr. retail div. Pasco 1933-56, dir. 1938-56),
ret. V.pres. & dir. Bank of Stevenson WA
1935-45, stockraiser. Served to ensign USN
1917-19. d. Sun City AZ Oct. 18 1973.
ROBINSON, Orett Forest. Bowdoin 1915-16,
B.S. Boston Univ. 1928, grad. Rockland
Business Coll. & Rockland Navigation Sch.
Kappa Sigma. b. Warren Dec. 5 1896; m.
Stella Hallowell June 22 1918; ch.: Lois.
Principal high sch. Friendship, teacher (Castine
Normal Sch., Aroostook State Normal Sch.),
ret. 1949. Served with USN 1917-19. d. Togus
Aug. 31 1974.*
ROLLINS, Andrew Mace, Jr. B.S. 1920. Zeta
Psi. Class agt. 1958-69. Ret.; b. Round Lake
NY Jan. 15 1898; m. Ann Gottselig Nov. 17
1921, m. Nancy Beckwith Sept. 30 1972; ch.:
Nancy, Andrea. Home office rep. Aetna Life
Ins. Co. Hartford CT 1920-24, mgT. group ins.
John Hancock Life Boston & NYC 1925-29,
Prudential Ins. Co. of Am. 1929-63 (mgr. group
ins. NYC; pension sales mgr. Newark NJ,
regional sales mgr., dir. group ins.), ret. Trustee
public library Rutherford NJ 1952-72, assessor
Rutherford 1963-72. Served with USN 1917-19.
res. Belleair FL.*
SAFFORD, George Alden, Jr. Bowdoin
1915-19, CH. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Hallowell April 30 1898; m. Frances
Thompson; ch.: Melinda. Banking Hallowell
ca. 1921, with iron foundry Chapman Valve
Co. Indian Orchard MA 1923-24, foreman
steel foundry 1956-57, general foundry supt.
1957-60, mgr. foundry operations 1960-61.
Pres. Electrical Metal Makers Guild of Am.,
v.pres. Electrical Metalmakers Guild. Served
with USA 1917-19. d. Wilbraham MA June 13
1961.*
SAVAGE, Arno Charles. Bowdoin 1915-17.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Bangor May 14
1896; m. Gertrude Lowell; ch.: Charles,
Nancy, Lowell. Treas. C. H. Savage Co.
Bangor 1920-62, ret. Served with USN 1917-19.
d. Bangor March 2 1969.*
SAWYER, Harold Boardman. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. Class agt. 1969-75.
Photography; b. Providence RI June 30
1897; m. Cornelia Condon April 22 1926, m.
Milicent Matthews May 2 1967; ch.: Marjorie,
Thomas. With Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Akron OH 1919-20, with Sawyer Pictures
Concord NH 1920-54 (prop. 1954—). Served to
2nd It. USA 1918-19. res. Concord NH.*
SCARBOROUGH, Duncan. A.B. 1921. Delta
Upsilon. b. Portland July 10 1896; m. Mary
Holcomb March 14 1928; ch.: Elizabeth. Clerk
(Boston Music Co. 1920-22, Am. Library
Bureau Cambridge MA 1922-23), served from
clerk to comptroller Prudential Ins. Co.
Newark NJ 1923-61, ret. Organist First
Methodist Church W. Orange NJ 1944-48.
Served to seaman 2/c USNR 1918. d. Orange
NJ Sept. 19 1963.
SHWARTZ, Harry Martin. A.B. cum laude.
Business exec; b. Portland Aug. 28 1898.
Pres. D. Shwartz Sons Inc. Portland 19?—.
Member several civic committees Portland.
Served with USN 1917-19. res. Portland.
SIMMONS, Eric Melville. A.B., Med. Sch.
1919-20, M.D. Yale 1923. Sigma Nu. b.
Union Oct. 25 1896; m. Dorothy Sternberg
June 20 1925; ch.: Marion, Eric Jr. '51.
Waterbury CT Hospital 1923-25 (intern,
resident physician), physician & surgeon
Southington CT 1928-72. Pres. Southington
Med. Assn. 1940-47, med. examiner
Southington. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918,
Selective Service examiner, d. Hartford CT
Jan. 9 1975.*
SMALL, Reginald Thornton. A.B. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. b. Westbrook July 9 1897; m. Jane
Allard Jan. 28 1925; ch.: Mrs. Richard A.
Fitzmaurice Jr. Salesman Am. Radiator Co.
Providence RI, deputy tax assessor Cranston
RI 14 yrs. Served to 2nd It. USA WWI. d.
Providence RI Oct. 17 1962.*
SMETHURST, Benjamin McKinley. A.B.
1920. Kappa Sigma, b. Maynard MA Feb. 6
1897; m. Evelyn Priest Oct. 20 1920, m. Beryl
Richardson May 17 1958; ch.: Benjamin Jr.
'50. C.P.A.; asst. mgr. Walker Potash Co.
Antioch NE ca. 1920, with James D. Gluntz
(Boston 197-24, established branch office
Miami FL ca. 1924), operated own C.P.A. firm
Miami 1925-55, ret. Served to ensign USN
1918-19. d. Concord NH July 17 1966.*
SMITH, Louis Oscar. A.B. b. Bangor June
13 1897; m. Betty Steinberg Oct. 27 1929; ch.:
Mark, Nancy. Brokerage clerk Boston 1919-20,
teacher Boston 1920, partner Union Clothing
Co. Boston 1920-29, prop. R. A. Day Co.
Salem MA 1929-63, ret. d. Salem MA Dec. 7
1968.
SMITH, Roger Williams. A.B. b. Shapleigh
Sept. 14 1898. res. Phila. PA.
SPRAGUE, Charles Myron. A.B. 1922, A.M.
Stanford Univ. 19? Zeta Psi. Education; b.
Bath June 21 1897; m. Marea Melvin 1922;
ch.: Clare, Florence. Assoc. dir. physical
education Stanford CA Univ. 19?— . Served to
ensign USN 1917-19. res. Stanford CA.
SPROUL, Merrill Frederick. Bowdoin
1915-16, grad. USNA 1919. Zeta Psi. b.
Brewer Nov. 26 1897. res. unknown.
STEPHENS, Gaston McFarland. Spec.
1915-16, B.S. Columbia 1920, A.B. Columbia
1921. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Cambridge NY
Sept. 27 1896. res. unknown.
STEVENS, Clyde Ellerton. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Temple Oct. 13 1896; m. Ernestine Strout
1918, m. Louise Warren Jan. 1922, m. Sadie
Wilson March 7 1931; ch.: Madelyn, Emery
'49, Carolyn. Mill clerk Pejepscot Paper Co.
Topsham 1919-27, mgr. MA (Economy
Grocery Store Brookline 1928-29, Cottage
Creameries Natick 1929-30), foreman mails
U.S. Post Office Natick 1930-64, ret. Served to
1st sgt. USA 1918. d. Natick MA March 24
1974.
STEVENS, Ralph Archie, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Hyde
Park MA July 9 1898; m. Grace Littlehale June
30 1923; ch.: Ralph, Barbara, Shirley. Advt.
mgr. Brokelman Brothers Fitchburg MA 1919,
instr. Detroit MI Preparatory Sch. 1919-20,
v.pres. Fitchburg Business Coll. 1920-32,
computer U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey
Washington DC 1932-34, soldier USA 1934-55
(camp cdr. CCC Pierce Bridge NH 1934,
Palisade CO 1938; sub-dist. cdr. CCC
Glenwood Springs CO 1938-41; adjutant 36th
CA Brigade 1941-42; exec, officer 68th CA
(AA) Regt. 1942-43; commanding officer 3rd
Bn. 68th CA (AA) 1943-44; exec, officer 505th
AAA Group 1944-45; commanding officer
315th QM Bn. 1945-46, 59th AART Bn. 1946;
dir. of training 138th AAA Group 1947;
economics officer Military Govt. Team Tokyo
1947-48; War Crimes Comm. JA Section 8th
Army Yokohama 1948-1949; instr. N.Y. Nat.
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Guard Buffalo 1949-50; fiscal spec. Army Base
Boston 1950-53, Camp Haugen Ichikawa
Japan 1953-55), ret. as col. Oakland CA Army
Base 1955. Treas. Melrose FL Volunteer Fire
Dept. 1960-76. res. St. Petersburg FL.*
STOWELL, Raymond Wheeler. Bowdoin
1915-16. b. Freeport March 18 1896; m.
Evelyn Groves. Mgr. L. L. Bean Inc. Freeport.
Cdr. J. Arthur Stowell Post. Served with
MCUSA 1917-19. d. Portland Aug. 16 1963.*
STURGIS, Parker Brooks. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Auburn May 27 1897; s. of Leigh
F. M'96; m. Mildred Edwards Oct. 2 1928; ch.:
John, Judith. City staff Lewiston Journal
7-1921, with Produce News 1921-? (Chicago IL,
Dallas TX), sec. to pres. Tex. & Pacific RR
Dallas 1922-24, asst. dir.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Culver City CA
1924-25, sec. to pres. St. Louis MO
Southwestern RR 1925-27, publicity mgr. Nat.
Air Transport Chicago 1927-28, jr. officer
Transcontinental & Western Air Inc. 1928-37
(St. Louis, Phila. PA, NYC, Pittsburg PA,
Chicago, Kansas City), account exec. Jam
Handy Picture Service 1937-40 (Detroit MI,
NYC). Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19. d. NYC
Dec. 7 1940.
SULLIVAN, Almon Bird. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Rockland Nov. 29 1894; m. Marjorie
Swift Aug. 31 1918; ch.: Marjorie, Helen, Joan.
Holmes-Swift Co. Augusta (salesman 1919-28,
sales mgr. 1928-46, pres. 1946-60, treas. &
chmn. board of dir. 1960-73). Dir.
(Nation-Wide Stores Co., Augusta Savings &
Loan Assn.), Augusta Savings Bank (trustee,
v.pres., pres.). Served to 2nd It. USA 1918. d.
Augusta Oct. 17 1973.*
SYLVESTER, Allan Whitney. B.S., Med. Sch.
1920, M.D. Harvard 1924. Chi Psi. b.
Harrison July 27 1898; s. of Charles B. M'89;
m. Dora Higgins Aug. 30 1923; ch.: Stanley
'46. House physician Me. General Hospital
Portland 1924-25, physician Portland 1925-27.
Attending physician 1927-30 (Portland Day
Nursery, Home for Friendless Boys, The
Children's Home, city dispensary Portland).
Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1918. d. Portland Jan.
1 1930.*
TEBBETS, Donald Harmon. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Locke Mills July 26 1896; m.
Jeannette Churchill Aug. 4 1919; ch.: John.
Treas. E. L. Tebbets Spool Co. Locke Mills
1919-44, v.pres. & general mgr. Ekco-Tebbets
Co. Locke Mills 1944-62, ret. 1962. Founder &
dir. Wood Turners & Shapers Assn. With USA
1918. d. Lewiston July 5 1971.*
THOMAS, Charles Edward. Bowdoin 1915-18.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lewiston June 28 1897.
E. L. Tebbets Spool Co. Locke Mills 1921-?,
USN Dept. San Diego CA (admin, asst.
1944-46, admin, officer 1946-?). Served to t/sgt.
USA 1942-43. d. San Diego CA Feb. 1 1 1954.
TTLLEY, Lewis William. Bowdoin 1915-16.
b. Shermon Mills Dec. 8 1895. res.
Bucksport.
T1LLSON, Rufus Harris. Bowdoin 1916-17,
CH. Beta Theta Pi. b. Dexter May 18 1895;
m. Edith Marden Nov. 10 1920; ch.: Thomas,
Robert. Hardware business Dexter 1919-51.
Town selectman Dexter, member town finance
board Dexter. Served to cpl. USA 1917-18. d.
Dexter Dec. 6 1952.*
TURNER, Perley Smith. B.S. 1921, A.M.
Columbia 1940. Zeta Psi. Class agt. 1939-44,
Alumni Fund dir. 1942-45 (v.chmn. 1943-44).
The Turner tree replanted & dedicated in his
memory 1957. b. Montville Feb. 16 1896; m.
Helen Enemark June 27 1922; ch.: Patricia,
David. Student Colo. Sch. of Mines 1919-20,
high sch. Auburn 1921-24 (submaster, athletic
dir.), principal high sch. (Skowhegan 1924-34,
Cape Elizabeth 1934-36, Auburn 1936-41),
supt. sch. Sanford 1941-46, Bowdoin (assoc.
prof, education 1946-52, prof. 1952-56). Pres.
Me. State Principals Assn. 1927-28, Henrietta
D. Goodall Hospital Sanford (sec. board of
trustees, member exec, board), pres. Rotary
Club Skowhegan 1931-32, coordinator Me.
branch New Eng. Sch. Development Council
1950-54, dist. governor Rotary Int. 1944-45,
dir. (YMCA Sanford, postwar planning
committee Sanford, Miles Camp for Boys &
Girls Christmas Cove 1930), member (building
committee First Parish Church Brunswick
1954-56, New Eng. Coll. Entrance Certificate
Board, Ford Foundation Scholarship
Committee). Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19.
Contbr. d. Brunswick Sept. 2 1956.*
TURNER, Russell Sage. Bowdoin 1916-17,
grad. Dartmouth 1919. b. Billerica MA Feb.
15 1897; m. Mary Larratt 1926; ch.:
Constance. Pharmaceutical sales rep. Soering
Corp. 1934-62, ret. Served to ensign USN
WWI. d. Providence RI Dec. 15 1976.*
VANCE, James Elmon. A.B., Med. Sch.
1919-20, M.D. Boston Univ. 1923. Beta Theta
Pi. Ret.; b. Lovell May 5 1894; m. Endora
Mortimer Feb. 29 1924, m. Lucy Church Nov.
6 1971; ch.: Mary, James Jr. Physician general
practice Natick MA 1924-57, chief dispensary
USA Natick Lab. 1957-69, ret. Middlesex West
Dist. Med. Soc. (v.pres. 1 yr., pres. 1 yr.), chmn.
health board Natick 27 yrs. Served to capt.
USAF 1917-18. res. Natick MA.*
VAN SCHOONHOVEN, Francis Yvonnet, Jr.
Spec. 1915-16. A.B. Princeton 1918. b. Troy
NY May 15 1895. Served to It. USA 1917-18. d.
Belieu Bois France Oct. 1918.
WARREN, Francis Codd. Bowdoin 1915-16,
1917-18, C.H.; A.B. Rollins 1934. Kappa
Sigma. b. Schenevus NY April 9 1896; m.
Maude Spooner 1923, m. Hazel Nightingale;
ch.: John. Asst. physical education M.I.T.
1923-24, athletic dir. (public sch. Belfast
1924-26, high sch. Lincoln 1926-31), high sch.
Winter Park FL 1932-41 (teacher, athletic dir.),
security officer Ashley Hall Sch. Charleston SC
7-1965, ret. Served to sgt. USA 1918, served to
1st It. USA 1942-45. d. Dec. 8 1969.
WHITCOMB, Eben Morrison. A.B. 1920.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Ellsworth June 25
1896; m. Eleanor Gillette Dec. 27 1921; ch.:
Eben, Ann. U.S. Tariff Comm. Washington
DC (asst. chief investigator 1925-32, dir.
research 1932-36, chief tech. services 1936-41,
dir. investigations 1941-50), pres. Citizens Bank
Tacoma Park MD 1950
— ,
v.pres. Liberty Nat.
Bank Ellsworth 1951-77, ret. Pvt. USA
1919-20. res. Ellsworth.*
WHITCOMB, Ruel Whitney. Bowdoin
1915-16, A.B. Univ. Me. 1920, LL.B.
Northeastern 1927. Kappa Sigma. b.
Ellsworth June 25 1896; m. Hazel Jones Sept.
II 1922. Asst. regional claims mgr. Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1920-49. Trustee
Cambridge MA Jr. Coll. Served with USA
1918-19. d. Ellsworth May 28 1949.
WHITE, David Walter. Bowdoin 1915-17, CH.
1919. Ret.; b. Topsham July 4 1896; m.
Grace Lowell Jan. 12 1918, m. Evelyn Adams
Nov. 22 1950; ch.: David Jr., Lorraine.
Displayman (B. Peck Co. Lewiston; Jordan
Marsh Boston; Rines Brothers Co. Portland;
Senter, Giroux & Caniff Co. Lewiston), ret.
1976. Served to ensign USN 1917-20. res.
Topsham.*
WHITE, John Carroll. Bowdoin 1915-16. Zeta
Psi. b. Jonesport March 18 1894; m. Alice
Howland Nov. 24 1920; ch.: Fred, John Jr.,
Agnes, Frank, Clarence. Teacher 1919-21
(Jonesboro, Wytlpitlock), U.S. postmaster &
general store prop. Brookton 1922-30. PFC
USA 1918-19. d. Brookton Feb. 11 1930.
WITT, Lawten Walter. Bowdoin 1915-16. b.
Winchendon MA 1896. res. Miami FL.
Class of 1920
ABBOTT, Jere. B.S., D.F.A. Colby 1970. Beta
Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Dexter Oct. 5 1897. Grad.
student Harvard 1920-21, 1926-27; instr.
physics Bowdoin 1921-22; grad. student
Princeton 1924-26, 1928-29; assoc. dir.
Museum of Modern Art NYC 1929-32; dir.
Smith Coll. Museum of Art Northampton MA
1932-47; ret. Treas. Amos Abbott Co. Dexter.
Served with USN WWI. Assisted in
establishing Museum of Modern Art NYC. res.
Dexter.*
ADAMS, Robert Haviland. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Holliston MA Oct. 9 1898; m.
Dorothy Leland April 25 1926, m. Dorothy
MacGregor July 11 1969; ch.: John, Robert,
Jared. With Cushman Hollis Shoe Co.
Lewiston 1920-?, v.pres. Charles Cushman
Shoe Co. Lewiston, Crest Shoe Co. Lewiston
1947-72 (founder, pres., dir., board chmn.), ret.
Pres. (Auburn Shoe Mfg. Assn., Boston Boot &
Shoe Assn., Mass. Assn. of Finance
Committees), chmn. (republican town
committee Holliston, Am. Red Cross Holliston
WWII, sch. bldg. committees), member (town
finance committee Holliston 30 yrs., OPA
advisory board), Holliston-Hopkinson Savings
Bank (trustee, corporator, pres.), Framingham
Union Hospital (pres., trustee). Served to 2nd
It. USA 1918-19. Middle sch. Holliston named
in his honor 1969. d. Hyannis MA June 6
1975.*
ADAMS, Stanley Baker. Bowdoin 1916-17.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Book fund established in
his memory 1943. b. Bangor May 6 1898; s.
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of Frederic W. '89. Served with ACUSN
1918-19. d. Bangor April 2 1920.
ALLEN, Everett Agnew. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Bangor April 25 1896; m. Theresa Pretto
Sept. 1 1928; ch.: Walter II. Cigar mfr. Bangor
1920-35. Served with USA 1918. d. Bangor July
12 1935.
ALLEN, Gordon Hewes. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Dorchester Sept. 5 1897. d. Seabrook NH
Dec. 17 1976.
ASNAULT, George Raymond. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Lancaster NH Dec. 10
1897; m. Winifred Sullivan Aug. 21 1922.
Officer First Nat. Bank of Boston, ret. res.
Cambridge MA.*
ATWOOD, Edward Wilson. Bowdoin 1916-17,
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1922. Psi Upsilon. Law;
b. Portland June 27 1897; m. Luena
Hutchinson Sept. 1 1927; ch.: Thomas, Luena.
Atty. Dir. Keyes Fibre Co. 1960
—
, member
Me. State Legislature (1923, 1925). Served to
2nd It. ACUSA 1917-19. res. Portland.*
AVERY, Myron Haliburton. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1923. Psi
Upsilon. b. N. Lubec Nov. 3 1899; m.
Jeanette Leckie Feb. 18 1925; ch.: Robert '51,
Haliburton '55. Atty. (U.S. Shipping Board
Merc. Fleet Corp. Washington DC 1923-25,
Hartford CT 1925-27, admiralty NYC
1939-42), admiralty counsel USN Dept.
Washington DC 1948-52. Chmn. Appalachian
Trail Conf. 1931-32. Pvt. USA 1918; served to
capt. USN 1942-47, USNR 1949-52; awarded
Legion of Merit. Contbr. d. Annapolis Royal
Canada July 26 1952.*
BADGER, Joseph Lynwood. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. St. Albans Aug. 9 1899; m. Rose Erskine;
m. Dorothy Green Dec. 24 1936; ch.: Joseph,
Robert '49, Richard '50, Holly. Pres. Badger &
Browning Advt. Agency, ret. Member exec,
committee Megunticook Lake Assn., pres.
public library Camden, v.pres. Camden
Community Hospital. Served to It. cdr. USN
1917-19, 1942-45; awarded U.S. campaign
medals, d. Camden July 24 1976.*
BARTLETT, Albert Russell. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Norway June 5 1898; m. Hercelia
Bradbury April 19 1927; ch.: Ann, Patricia.
Managing dir. Muller & Phipps Ltd. Calcutta
India 1920-29, Far Eastern sales mgr. Nash
Motors Co. Kenosha WI 1929-32, Far Eastern
mgr. General Milk Co. Singapore 1934-41, The
Knox Co. Los Angeles CA 1941-70 (v.pres.,
dir. foreign sales), ret. Seaman USN 1917-18. d.
Sun City AZ Sept. 1 1974.*
BERMAN, Edward. A.B., LL.B. Harvard 1923.
b. Lewiston Feb. 10 1898; m. Barbara Miller
Dec. 1 1931, m. Sylvia Wormser July 30 1965;
ch.: Richard, Joan. Atty. Portland 1923-69.
Instr. Peabody Law Sch. Portland 1932-33, Me.
membership chmn. Defense Research Inst.
1964. Recipient: Israel Freedom Medal 1965.
d. Portland May 29 1969.
BERRY, Wendell Hinds. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1923. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b.
Cambridge MA Jan. 10 1899; m. Eleanor
Stedman June 15 1929; ch.: Judith, Wendell Jr.
Assoc. dir. Northeastern Univ. 1924-28; dir.
YMCA sch. Syracuse NY 1928-29; branch
mgr. Nat. Shawmut Bank Boston 1929-37;
salesman Weil, McKey, Pearson & Co. Boston
1937-41; mgr. First Nat. Bank Boston 1941-61;
ret. Pvt. USA 1918. res. Wolfeboro NH.*
BOARDMAN, Elmer Isaiah. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Isleboro Aug. 3 1897; m. Olive
Hadley April 14 1927; ch.: Peter. Salesman
Am. Radiator Co. Boston 1920-28, asst. to
pres. NYC (Nat. Radiator Co. 1928-30,
Richardson & Boynton 1930-41), sales mgr.
(Armstrong Furnace Co. Columbus OH
1941-43, Spencer Heating div. Williamsport
PA 1944-62), ret. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918.
d. Williamsport PA Oct. 11 1966.
BROWN, Lewis Woodbridge. B.S., Med. Sch.
1920, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1924. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class bequest chmn. Medicine; b.
Skowhegan Dec. 23 1898; m. Agnes Liversidge
July 1 1944; ch.: Woodbridge, Susan, Linda,
Lucinda. Physician (Newark NJ 1924-?,
hospitals Essex County NJ 19?
—
). Pres. (N.J.
Acad, of Medicine 1950-52, St. Vincent's
Hospital Staff Montclair NJ 1952, Essex
County Pathological Soc, N.J. Allergy Soc),
founder allergy clinics Newark Nj (St.
Vincent's Hospital, Presby. Hospital). Served
with USA 1918, N.J. Nat. Guard 1930-38;
served to cdr. MCUSNR 1943-46. res.
Lauderdale By The Sea FL.*
BROWN, Robert Edward. Bowdoin 1916-17.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Sharon MA April 28
1897. res. unknown.
BURNS, Lisle Leroy. Bowdoin 1916-18,
1929-30. Beta Theta Pi. b. Waldo May 27
1897. Clerk Bath Iron Works 1940-67, ret.
Served to ensign USN 1918-21. d. Bath May 10
1969.
CAIN, Joseph Lambert. Spec. 1916-17, grad.
Boston Univ. Law Sch. res. Cambridge MA.
CATE, Laurence Hill. Bowdoin 1916-17, CH.
Zeta Psi. b. Weymouth MA April 19 1896; s.
of Frederick S. M'97. Served to ensign
ACUSN 1917-18. d. Pensacola FL Oct. 9 1918.
CHICK, Howard Lawrence. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Norway Feb. 27 1896; ch.:
Howard. Teacher Lubec, principal Sangerville,
teacher (S. Paris, Norway), ret. Served to cpl.
USA 1916-18. res. Norway.*
CLAPHAM, Irving Granderson. Bowdoin
1916-18, A.B. Univ. Mich. 1920. b. Brewer
MA Jan. 22 1899; m. Winefred Beithan Oct. 14
1928; ch.: Elizabeth, Frances, Robert.
Accounting dept. (Buick Motor Co. Flint MI
1921-23, L. C. Smith Typewriter Co. Boston
1923-24, United Fruit Co. Central & S. Am.
1924-29, Stanford Research Inst. Palo Alto
CA), accountant Walter W. Johnson Co. San
Francisco CA. d. Sept. 25 1972.
CLEAVES, Robert Earle, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Dorchester MA May 3 1898; m.
Mary Stearns June 30 1920; ch.: Robert III '54,
Bernice, Dorothy. With R. E. Cleaves & Son
1920-66 (pres. 1941). V.pres. Van Buren
Madawaska Lumber Co., pres. (W. Me.
Timber Salvage 1947, Me. State C. of C. 1946,
New Eng. Wholesale Lumber Assn.), Me. state
rep. 1938-44, Me. state senator 1944-48. Served
with USN 1918-19. d. Portland Jan. 12 1966.*
CONGREVE, William, Jr. Bowdoin 1916-17,
B.S. Univ. Penn. 1922. Kappa Sigma. b.
Sheffield England Jan. 25 1891; m. Consuelo
Berguido June 9 1923; ch.: Mary, William III.
Securities analyst Commonwealth of Penn.
Harrisburg 1930-35, mgr. banking Phila. PA
1935-57, ret. Served to CPO USN 1917-19,
served to It. USCG 1942-46. d. Yeadon PA
April 15 1973.*
COOK, Willard Morse. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Jamaica Plain MA Oct. 6 1896. Teacher
(St. Georges Sch. Newport RI 1920-31,
Somerset Hills NJ Prep. Sch. 1931-35). Served
to ensign USN 1917-19. d. Far Hills NJ Nov.
13 1935.
COOMBS, Keith Campbell. B.S. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Lisbon Falls Aug. 10
1897; m. Maxine Dingley Sept. 12 1923; ch.:
Minoh. Salesman Oscar Holway Co. Auburn
1920-24, treas. Coombs & Son Co. 1924-31,
dist. mgr. Equitable Life Lewiston 1931-36,
mgr. Social Security Admin. Portland 1936-69,
ret. Seaman USNR 1918-20. res. Portland.*
COOMBS, Kenneth Brown. B.S., Ed.M. Bates
1937. Kappa Sigma, b. Ret., b. Lisbon Falls
Aug. 10 1897; m. Irma Emerson Dec. 29 1920;
ch.: Kenneth, Ernest. Headmaster N.
Yarmouth Acad. 1950-58, ret. Apprentice
seaman USNR 1918-22. res. Bristol.*
COUSINS, Sanford Burnham. A.B., LL.D.
1972. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni Council
1945-49 (v.pres. 1946-47, pres. 1947-48),
Overseer 1950-59, Trustee 1959-74 (v.pres.
1970-74, Emeritus 1974—), 1962 capital
campaign nat. committee chmn., 1972 capital
campaign committee member. Recipient:
Alumni Service Award 1969. Ret.; b. Gray
Oct. 1 1898; m. Elizabeth Nash Oct. 3 1922;
ch.: Patricia, Nancy. General traffic mgr. N.Y.
Tel. Co. NYC 1940-43, asst. v.pres. Am. Tel. &
Tel. Co. NYC 1944-49, v.pres. New Eng. Tel.
Co. Boston 1949-50, Bell Tel. Lab. NYC
1950-52 (v.pres. general mgr.), pres. N.W. Bell
Tel. Co. Omaha NE 1952-55, v.pres. Am. Tel.
& Tel. Co. NYC 1955-63, ret. Dir. 1952-55
(U.S. Nat. Bank Omaha NE, N.W. Bank Corp.
Mnpls. MN), dir. tel. co. 1955-63 (NY, NJ,
New Eng.). Pvt. USA 1918. res. Brunswick.*
CRABTREE, Kenneth Gerard. Bowdoin
1916-17. b. Hancock Sept. 16 1898. res.
Hancock.
CROCKETT, Philip D. A.B. cum laude, B.A.
& M.A. Oxford Univ. (Rhodes scholar) 1923.
Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Everett MA May
30 1898; m. Ruth Dill June 20 1940. Chmn.
board Arden-Mayfair Inc. Los Angeles CA
1963-76, ret. Served to cdr. USNR 1939-46;
awarded Bronze Star. res. New Brunswick NJ.*
CROSSMAN, Mortimer Blake. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Cambridge June 10 1897;
m. Mildred Michaels Sept. 22 1925; ch.:
Virginia, John. Graduate work (Boston Univ.
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1921, Columbia Univ. 1920, Univ. Calif 1926);
traffic mgr. Am. Tel. & Te. NYC, Boston, St.
Louis MO 4 yrs.; with lumber industry OR &
CA 4 yrs.; counselling & sales invest, banking
San Francisco Bay area 15 yrs.; U.S. V.A. 7
yrs. (mgr. 5 offices, dir. & supervisor 17
counties); research analyst Senate state of
Calif. 1 yr.; mgr. civic affairs C. of C.
Sacramento CA 10 yrs.; ret. Pres.
Berkeley-Garfield Jr. High Sch. Dad's Club,
life member (The Retired Officers Assn., Nat.
Assn. for Unified Services), First Congr.
Church (member board of deacons, ushers;
chmn. music committee; Sunday sch. teacher;
v.pres. & program chmn. Men's Club), dir.
sons in retirement Sons of Am. Revolution,
chmn. community service committee Rotary
Int., Visiting Nurse Assn. Sacramento (member
board of dir., member exec, committee, chmn.
finance committee), commandant's rep.
Twelfth Naval Dist. Santa Rosa CA, goodwill
ambassador Port of Sacramento. Served with
USN 4 yrs. WWI, served with USN 6 yrs.
WWII, served to cdr. USN. res. Sacramento
CA.*
CURTIS, Harry Lester. A.B., Med. Sch. 1920,
M.D. Tufts 1924. Chi Psi. b. Topsham Oct.
18 1896; s. of Harris O. M'91; m. Alice Hansen
Aug. 14 1928; ch.: Ruth, Dorothy, Harris '56.
Physician, surgeon Portland 1925-54. Served
with USA 1917-19, served to maj. Me. Nat.
Guard 1925-33. Contbr. d. Portland Sept. 17
1954.*
CURTIS, William Woodside, Jr. A.B.,
certificate Harvard Sch. of Business Admin.
1943. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni Fund dir.
1955-58. b. Pawtucket RI March 27 1898; s.
of William W. '82; m. Ethel Whittlesey Sept. 15
1923; ch.: Charles '47, Cornelia. With Sayles
Finishing Plants Saylesville RI 1920-28, with J.
O. Draper Soap Co. Pawtucket 1928-40 (treas.
1939-40), purchasing agt. Aluminum Co. of
Am. Wellesley MA 1943-63, ret. Served to SFC
USN 1917-18. d. Willimantic CT March 27
1974.
CUTLER, George Hillard Bradford. Bowdoin
1916-17. b. Boston MA Jan. 4 1892. d. York
Sept. 16 1918.
DAVIES, Henry Harlow. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Augusta May 5 1897; s. of Oscar C.
S. '79; m. Lilian Johnston May 30 1936. Chief
Negotiable Securities Scudder, Stevens & Clark
Boston 1924-28; assoc. with various invest,
securities co. NYC & Los Angeles CA; chief
examiner & exec, head Civil Service Dept. city
of Long Beach CA 21 yrs.; ret. Official church
board. Served with SATC & USA 1918. res.
Long Beach CA.*
DAVIS, Allan Littlefield. A.B., M.D. Harvard
1923. Semi-ret.; b. N. Waterboro April 19
1901; s. of Ansel S. M'01; m. Grace Patch
1972, m. Ethel Durgin March 1976; ch.: Allan
Jr., Ansel. Assoc. prof, surgery Tufts Univ.,
surgeon pvt. practice Boston 49 yrs. F.A.C.S.,
certified Am. Board of Surgery, med. dir.
Soldiers Home Chelsea MA, 50 yr. member
Mass. Med. Soc. Served to col. MCUSA
1942-46, USAR. res. N. Waterboro.*
DAVIS, Ralph Percy. Bowdoin 1916-17. b. S.
Berwick Feb. 24 1895. res. Kennebunk.
DELEHANTY, Michael Joseph, Jr. Spec.
1916-17. Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston Jan. 17
1896. Served to ensign ACUSN 1917-18. d.
Pensacola FL March 25 1918.
DEMUTH, Arthur Albert. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Lisbon Falls Jan. 27 1898; m.
Marion Griffin Aug. 21 1929; ch.: Jane, Ann.
Office mgr. Park Street Motors Lewiston
1920-23, sales rep. Plimpton Mfg. Co. Walpole
MA 1923-24, student N.Y. Univ. 1926-27,
registered rep. invest. E. Orange NJ 1925-?, ret.
1965. Served with USNR 1918. res. E. Orange
NJ.*
DENNETT, Louis Burton. A.B. 1921. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland Sept. 17 1897; m. Laura
Hooks 1925, m. Eleanor Jarratt Nov. 12 1954;
ch.: Delia. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
(operator & foreman Rayon Plant Buffalo NY
1921, service Rayon Plant Old Hickory TN
1925-31, N.Y. office 1931-36, tech. service mgr.
Argentina S. Am. 1936-49, export mgr. textile
fibers dept. Wilmington DE 1949-64), ret. 1964.
Served to 2nd It. USAR 1918. d. Portland May
22 1977.*
DOE, Harvey Franklin. B.S. 1921, M.D.
Jefferson Med. Coll. 1936, M.P.H. Johns
Hopkins 1939. Psi Upsilon. b. Fairfield Aug.
9 1896; m. Martha Perry 1942; ch.: Beverly.
Teacher (Oak Grove Sem. Vassalboro 1921-24,
Montclair NJ 1924-31); surgeon (Fairfield
1939-43, Phila. PA 1944-49); physician (Weeks
Mills, Augusta GA, Vernal VT); surgeon,
physician Edgerton OH. Asst. clinical surgeon
Edgerton, asst. surgical chief Phila. General
Hospital 1945-49. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917;
awarded Selective Service System Medal.
Co-author: Monographs on Spinal Anesthesia,
d. Ft. Wayne IN Dec. 10 1964.*
DOSTIE, Archie Oliver. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Waterville Aug. 16 1897; m. Crystal Hughes
Oct. 14 1929. Teacher & coach Brighton Acad.
1920-21, teacher high sch. Skowhegan 1921-57
(coach 1921-54). Delegate Nat. Teachers'
Conv. 1932. Sports ed. Independent Reporter
1941, 1947, 1948. Pvt. USA 1918-19. d.
Skowhegan June 24 1957.
DRAPER, James Sumner. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Wayland MA Oct. 28 1897; m. Mildred
Leathers Oct. 14 1922. With Pacific Mills
Lawrence MA 1920-22, supervisor divisional
claims service Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. 1922-51.
Pres. (N.Y. Claims Assn., N.Y. Casualty
Claims Mgr. Council), d. Feb. 1 1951.
DRUMMOND, Ainslie Hayden. Bowdoin
1916-20, Med. Sch. 1920-21, M.D. Jefferson
Med. Coll. 1923. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Portland Nov. 30 1897; m. Elizabeth Laney
June 24 1925; ch.: Ainslie Jr. '50, Joseph.
Physician NYC 1923-66, ret. Served with USA
1917- 19. d. Whitestone NY June 17 1972.
DUNBAR, Delmont Thurston. Bowdoin
1915-20, Licenciado en Literatura Univ.
Madrid Spain 1926. Psi Upsilon. b.
Penobscot Dec. 28 1897; m. Dorothy Morton
Aug. 18 1946, m. Priscilla Fernald Aug. 22
1953. Principal high sch. S.W. Harbor ca. 1921,
instr. Tabor Acad. Marion MA 1926, assoc.
prof. Amherst 1926-33, reporter N.Y. Herald
Tribune 1933-40, with State House Bureau
Assoc. Press Augusta 1940-47, Bangor Daily
News 1947-54 (editorial writer, ed.), with
Gannett Publishing Co. (Augusta, Portland,
Waterville), with Kennebec Journal Augusta.
Author: Edicion Anotada del Peoma del Cid.
d. Phoenix AZ Feb. 28 1975.
ELLMS, Edward Horace. B.S. cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Ripley
Oct. 1 1898; m. Vivienne Frame 1921, m. Jean
Pugh 1949; ch.: Virginia, Shirley, Barbara.
Professional engineer (PA), Registered Land
Surveyor (ME); instr. chemistry M.I.T.
1920-25; asst. to chief engineer plastics div.
Allied Chem. Corp. NYC 1946-60; ret.
Member (Cooperative Fuel Research
Committee Soc. of Automotive Engineers ca.
1935-40, planning board Ripley). Served with
SATC 1918. Holder of several U.S. patents,
survey of potential supply of tolvene for Nat.
Defense ca. 1940. res. Dexter.*
EMERSON, Roswell Delmont. Bowdoin
1916-17. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Island Falls
Aug. 28 1897. res. Is. Falls.
EUSTIS, Ralph Emerson. Bowdoin 1916-17.
b. Strong June 25 1898; m. Marion
Richardson Jan. 30 1822; ch.: Richard,
Marjorie. With Goodyear Rubber Co. (OH,
Fitchburg MA, Portland), with grocery stores
Strong, mail carrier U.S. Post Office 1959.
Member (legislative committee 12 yrs., chmn. 4
yrs.; local sch. board 4 yrs.), delegate to 8 nat.
mail carrier conv. OTS WWI. d. Lakeland FL
March 5 1959.*
FLANDERS, Reginald Langley. Bowdoin
1916-17. Ret.; b. Brentwood NH Sept. 8
1899; m. Elizabeth Welch July 3 1942 (second
marriage); ch.: Freda. Salesman, ret. Served
with USN 19)7-19, served to sgt. USA 1942-45.
res. Mt. Desert.*
FORD, Francis Allan. Bowdoin 1916-17, B.S.
USNA 1921. b. Portland Jan. 28 1898. res.
unknown.
FOSTER, Newell Hamilton. Bowdoin 1916-17.
Zeta Psi. b. Newcastle June 3 1897. res.
Newcastle.
GOODHUE, Philip Everett. A.B.. A.M.
Harvard 1932. b. Portland Jan. 29 1898; m.
Doris Glover Aug. 22 1928. Social work
Brooklyn NY, teacher Portland Day Sch., advt.
Chicago IL. English dept. Lafayette Coll.
Easton PA, principal Chapel Hill Sch.
Waltham MA 1937-40, Babson Inst. Wellesley
MA 1947-62 (chmn. English dept., dir.
publicity), ret. Trustee Cambridge Jr. Coll.
1936-66. SATC 1918. d. Rockport MA Nov. 11
1966.*
GOODRICH, Leland Matthew. A.B. summa
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; Sc.D. 1952; A.M.
Harvard 1921; Ph.D. Harvard 1925; LL.D.
Columbia 1971. Psi Upsilon. Overseer 1961-66,
Trustee 1966-75 (Emeritus 1975—). Ret.; b.
Lewiston Sept. 1 1899; m. Eleanor Allen June
30 1928; ch.: Richard, John '55. Instr. (Brown
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Univ. 1922-23, Lafayette Coll. Easton PA
1925-26), Brown Univ. 1926-50 (asst. prof.,
assoc. prof., prof.), dir. World Peace
Foundation Boston 1942-46, prof. Columbia
NYC 50-68, visiting prof. Univ. Toronto Ont.
Canada 1969-71, ret. Trustee World Peace
Foundation 1955-75, dir. Acad. Political
Science 1973
—
, member exec, committee
Comm. to Study the Organization of Peace
1971
—
, board ed. Int. Organization (chmn.
1947-55, member 1947-75). Pvt. USA 1918.
Author: The United Nations (1959), The
United Nations in a Changing World (1973);
co-author: Charter of the United Nations:
Commentary Documents (1946, 1949, & 1969),
The United Nations and the Maintenance of
International Peace and Security (1955). res.
NYC*
GORDON, Stanley Meacham. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Columbia 1923. b. Ilion NY Jan. 11
1896. Atty. 1923-43 (NYC, Roselle NJ), ret.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19. Recipient:
highest medal of honor for scoutmasters in
N.J. d. Ilion NY March 8 1969.
GUPTILL, Plimpton. A.B., Med. Sch. 1920-21,
M.D. Harvard 1924. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Topsham July 28 1898; m. Bertha Lyman
Nov. 1926. Surgeon (Rochester NY 1928-42,
Seattle WA 1951-56), surgeon & physician Los
Padres CA 1956-67, ret. Served to 2nd It. USA
1918, served to It. col. USA 1942-48; awarded
Commendation Ribbon, ETO Ribbon with 5
Battle Stars. Contbr. d. Los Osos CA Aug. 16
1971.
HADDOCK, Douglass Arno. A.B., Med. Sch.
1919-20, M.D. Univ. Md. 1923. Sigma Nu. b.
Cambridge MA Jan. 25 1898; m. Jennie
Moores 1918, m. Maude Elder 1938; ch.:
Douglass, Bernice, James, John, David.
Physician (Woodland 1924-26, Detroit MI
1926-35, Orchard Lake MI 1935-60), hospital
physician Ariz. State Hospital Tempe part-time
1960-65, med. div. Metropolitan State Hospital
Norwalk CA 1965-67). Pvt. USA 1918. d. Nov.
11 1967.*
HAGGERTY, Charles Alphonse. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Webster MA Feb. 22 1897; s. of Charles '91.
Contractor Shrewsbury MA 1939-? Served to
2nd It. USA 1918-19. d. Nov. 5 1963.
HALL, Allan William. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Whiting Feb. 1 1897; m.
Ruth Van Wart Jan. 29 1926; ch.: William,
Elizabeth, Gardiner. Salesman, ret. Deacon
United Church of Christ, trustee Merrill
Library 18 yrs. Pvt. OTS 1918. res. Yarmouth.*
HALL, Oliver Gray. A.B. 1921. Zeta Psi. b.
Rockland March 1 1898; m. Helen Small Sept.
8 1922; ch.: Oliver III. Teacher high sch.
(Rockland 1922-23, Bar Harbor 1923-30), mgr.
(Everglade Club Palm Beach FL 1930-36, Bar
Harbor Club 1930-39), dist. mgr. Frankfort
Distilleries Augusta 1939-42, with OPA
1942-47 (Augusta, Boston), with Me.
Unemployment Compensation Comm.
Augusta 1947-?, with Office of Pnce
Stabilization Portland 197-60, ret. Me. state
rep. 1933-36, with Me. Dept. of Agriculture
1933-36, real estate Palmer & Hall Bar Harbor
1926-?. Served to seaman 2/c USN 1918-19. d.
Portland June 20 1971.
HANSON, Henry Wallace, Jr. Bowdoin
1916-18, Med. Sch. 1918-20, M.D. Yale 1922.
Psi Upsilon. b. Bath May 19 1897; m. Ruth
Black April 26 1934; ch.: Sylvia. Physician
(Portland 1922-25, Cumberland 1926-60), ret.
Me. state rep. 1931-33. PFC USMC 1919. d.
Togus March 17 1963.
HARRIS, Charles Roy. Bowdoin 1916-17. b.
Lynn MA Nov. 4 1895. res. unknown.
HAY, Walter Fulton Whittimore. Bowdoin
1916-17, M.D. Harvard 1924. Zeta Psi. b.
Tangier N.S. Canada Feb. 1 1897; m. Alice
White Sept. 20 1920; ch.: Walter Jr. '44,
Richard, John, Harry. Physician (Boston
1924-27, Portland 1927-44). Fellow Am. Coll.
of Physicians & Surgeons, member gynecol.
staff Me. General Hospital Lewiston 1930-44.
Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. Contbr. d.
Portland Dec. 27 1944.*
HENDERSON, Alexander. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta • Kappa; M.Div.
Andover-Newton Theol. Sch. 1918. Ret.; b.
Aberdeen Scotland April 23 1890; m. Betsy
Annis, m. Eva Clarke, m. Doris Burns April 20
1968; ch.: Teresa, Phillips, Alexander, Ruth,
Kenneth, Robert, Donald '50, Christine. Dir.
religious education Baptist Conv. ME 1920-23,
minister (First Baptist Church Fairfield
1923-29, Calvary Baptist Church Lowell MA
1929-38, First Baptist Church Medford MA
1938-60), pastoral interim service 1960-73, ret.
Pres. (Rotary Club Medford MA, Mass.
Baptist Conv.), trustee (Mass. Charitable Soc,
Andover-Newton Theol. Sch.), incorporator
New Eng. Baptist Hospital, res. Winter Haven
FL.*
HIGGINS, Emerson Hiram. CH. 1918. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. S. Portland March 8
1897; m. Sadie Harrington Aug. 1920, m.
Dorothy Comeau Dec. 4 1943; ch.: Yvonne,
Frances, Irene, Thomas. Rep. Am. Red Cross
Washington DC 1944-46, education rep. U.S.
V.A.. Bangor & Houlton 1946-49, accountant
Sheehan Accounting Houlton 1949-55, city
mgr. Calais 1955-60, ret. Trustee Universalist
Unitarian Church 1966-68, dir. Sr. Citizens
Group Brunswick 1966-70, high priest Royal
Arch Masons 1970. Winooski VT (city mgr.,
tax collector, treas., supt. water works). Served
with USMC 1918-32, served to capt. USA
1933-44; awarded overseas medals 1919. res.
Topsham.*
HOUGHTON, John Reed. Bowdoin 1916-17.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bath Nov. 22 1896. Dir.
Bath Nat. Bank. Served to 2nd It. USA
1917-19. d. at sea Sept. 29 1932.
HOUSTON, Craig Stevens. A.B., M.D.
Harvard 1924. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Sangerville Dec. 31 1898; m. Charlotte Kelsey
July 17 1925; ch.: Anne, Ruth. Physician
Providence RI 1924-66. Chief of staff
Providence Lying-in Hospital 1953-58, pres.
New Eng. Obstet. & Gynecol. Soc, emeritus
fellow Obstet. Soc. Boston, member Am. Board
Obstet. & Gynecol., clinical prof. Tufts Med.
Sch., instr. obstet. Harvard Med. Sch. Pvt.
USA 1918. d. Providence RI Feb. 22 1966.
HOUSTON, George Goodwin. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Sangerville Dec. 20 1898.
With Kinsley Steamship Line NYC 1920, real
estate St. Petersburg FL 1928-? Served to 2nd
It. USA 1918. d. St. Petersburg FL Feb. 2 1969.
HURRELL, Albert Edwin. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Brighton MA April 8 1898; m.
Mildred Lucas Oct. 4 1925. Purchasing dept.
(General Electric Co. 1920-22; Stanley Motor
MA 1922-25; agent Duff Mfg. Co. & successor
firms Boston, Moline IL, Pittsburgh PA,
Charlotte NC 1925-67), ret. res. Charlotte NC*
JOHNSON, Donald Cogswell. Bowdoin
1916-17. Delta Upsilon. b. Putnam CT Feb.
11 1899. res. unknown.
JONES, Burleigh Stevens Powers. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Chelsea Feb. 4 1898; m. Jennie
Tibbets Aug. 19 1922; ch.: Beverly, Louise.
Supply officer Nat. Soldiers' Home Togus
1920-34. Served with USA 1918. d. Gardiner
June 27 1934.
KILESKI, Frederic Greenhalge. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Lowell MA Dec. 25 1895; m.
Katherine Shafer June 29 1932. Comptrollers
dept. Travelers Ins. Co. Hartford CT 1922-42,
military training spec, to maj. Camp Sibeni
AL, commandant Chem. Corps Sch.
Edgewood Arsenal 1946-51. Served to 1st It.
USA 1917-19, capt. USAR 1919-29, served to
It. col. USA 1951-58; awarded Commendation
Ribbon. Contbr. d. Aberdeen Proving Ground
MD June 7 1969.*
KIRK, Chester William. A.B., certificate in
chemistry Franklin Union Tech. Inst. 1936.
b. Lynn MA Oct. 7 1896; m. Dorothy
Spinney 1921, m. Marion Tuell 1930; ch.:
Chester Jr. Ins. Boston 1920-32, research Lever
Brothers (tech. Cambridge MA 1933-40,
chemist Edgewater NJ 1940-54). Pvt. USA
1918. d. Edgewater NJ April 8 1954.
LAMB, Henry William. A.B., M.D. Johns
Hopkins 1924. Psi Upsilon. b. Tilton NH
April 16 1899; s. of Frank W. M'95; m. Helen
Lord Aug. 24 1938; ch.: Nancy. Orthopedic
surgeon Portland 1926-54, ret., prop. Gray Gull
Gift Shop Portland. Consulting orthopedic
surgeon (Me. hospitals from Aroostook to
York Counties, Me. Services for Crippled
Children), dir. (Soc. Mentally Retarded
Children, Cumberland County Infantile
Paralysis Chapter), founder & 1st pres. Pine
Tree Soc. for Crippled Children & Adults Inc.
Pvt. USA 1918. Contbr. d. Portland April 19
1964.*
LANNON, Thomas Hugh. Spec. 1916-17.
Kappa Sigma. b. Stoneham MA July 1895.
Ins. claims adjustor Stoneham. d. Worcester
MA Oct. 28 1968
LAPPIN, John Joseph. Bowdoin 1918-19,
M.D. Dartmouth 1923, M.D. N.Y. Univ. 1925.
Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Portland Aug. 11
1897; m. Anna Riley Oct. 8 1929; ch.: Patricia,
Geraldine, Elizabeth, John. Physician NYC &
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Portland, ret. 1960. Pvt. USA 1918. res.
Portland.*
LEACH, Frederic Knight. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Rockport Jan. 21 1897; m.
Anne Leary Oct. 6 1920; ch.: Frederica,
Bradford. Asst. mgr. (Hotel Magaret Brooklyn
NY 1921-23, Hotel New Weston NYC
1923-24), mgr. (Hotel Gotham NYC 1924-26,
Grindstone Inn Winter Harbor 1926-27, Hotel
Royal Victoria Nassau Bahamas B.W.I.
1926-27), purchasing agt. Hudson River Nav.
NYC 1928-37, mgr. ins. & claims East Gas and
Fuel Assn. Boston 1937-63, ret. Seaman USN
1918. res. Rockport.*
LeMAY, Harold Edward. A.B., B.D. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1923, M.Div. Bangor Theol. 19?
Sem. Ret.; b. Worcester MA July. 19 1893;
m. Ruby Marston Sept. 3 1918; ch.: David,
Miriam, Rebecca, Harold Jr., Barbara.
Minister (S. Gardiner Congr. Church 1918-20,
1st & 2nd Congr. Churches Searsport 1920-23),
missionary Am. board Commissioners for
Foreign Missions Shaowu Fukien China
1923-27, minister (Me. Council Congr.
Churches Aroostook Larger Parish Ashland
1928, S. Bristol Congr. Church & Bristol Mills
Congr. Church 1928-31, Federated Church
Ayer MA 1931-42) chaplain USN Washington
D.C. 1942-53, minister (Cloverdale Congr.
Church CA 1953-56, First Congr. Church Eliot
1957-61), ret. Served to cdr. USN 1942-53. res.
Eliot.*
LINDNER, Clarence Ralph. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Lawrence MA Sept. 16 1898; m. Vernice
Nicholson June 19 1926. Telephone Co. NY
(exec. Brooklyn 1920-24, Jamaica 1924-63;
traffic supervisor), ret. 1963. SATC 1918. d.
Jamaica NY Oct. 10 1963.*
LOOK, Burchard Kilkenny. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Strong May 30 1899; m. Eleanor Browning
March 15 1924; ch.: Elizabeth, Shirley. With
Aetna Life Ins. Hartford CT 1920-28, with
Johnson & Higgins NYC 1929-45, prop. Look
Ins. Agency Newport 1945-69, ret. Served with
USA WWI. d. Apoka FL March 8 1970.*
LOVEJOY, Charles Waldo. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Rumford Oct. 10 1897; m. Constance
Dodge 1923; ch.: Charles, Virginia. With
Rumford Falls Ins. Co. 1920-37 (mgr. 1922-37),
state ins. commissioner 1937-40, Mass.
Bonding & Ins. Co. Boston (mgr. New Eng.
dept. 1940-45; asst. sec, v.pres., sr. v.pres., dir.
1958), Hanover Ins. Co. 1961-63 (sr. v.pres.,
dir.), consultant Remer & Boggs NYC 1963-64,
partner Bryant Lovejoy & Co. NYC 1964-66.
Sec. & treas. Me. Assn. Ins. Agt. Served to 2nd
It. USA 1918. d. Winchester MA April 11
1966.*
LOW, Percy Ridley. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Baltimore Nov. 8 1897. res. Bath.
MANSFIELD, William Lewis. Bowdoin
1916-19, CH. Delta Upsilon. b. Jonesport
March 24 1899; m. Lila Farrington May 7
1920; ch.: Mrs. Robert Anderson, Martha,
William, Kerwin. High sch. Winslow 1920-42
(head mathematics dept., dir. athletics),
salesman Northwestern Life Ins. Portland
1945-48. Trustee Thayer Hospital Waterville.
OTS USA WWI, served to It. col. USA
1942-45. Mansfield Memorial Clinic Thayer
Hospital named in his memory 1948. d.
Sanford Aug. 11 1948.
MARSHALL, Alfred Wade. Bowdoin 1916-17.
Sigma Nu. b. Ft. Fairfield Dec. 7 1898; m.
Beulah Churchill; ch.: Shirley, Winston,
George. Certified seed potato grower Ft.
Fairfield 1917-72. Ft. Fairfield Production
Credit Assn. (dir. 3 1 yrs., pres. 8 yrs). Member
town council Ft. Fairfield 6 yrs. d. Ft. Fairfield
Feb. 27 1972.*
MASON, Paul Venner. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Brunswick Aug. 24 1897; m. Phyllis
Wyman Nov. 10 1925, m. Una Haskell Sept. 26
1941; ch.: Gay, Neil, Nancy. N. Anson Acad.
1920-22 (teacher, athletics dir.), teacher
(Abbott Sch. Farmington 1922-?, Alfred),
principal Bailey Evening Sch. Bath, dist. sales
agt. Edison Illuminating Co. Boston 1924-38,
with U.S. Post Office Bath 1938-67, ret.
Sgt.-at-arms 103rd Me. State legislature
Augusta 1967-68. Recipient: Superior
Accomplishment Award U.S. Post Office Bath
1965. d. Bath Sept. 14 1968.
MAXFIELD, Stacy. Bowdoin 1916-18. b.
Pittsfield Nov. 19 1896. res. Boston.
McELWEE, Laurence. Bowdoin 1916-17.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. San Diego CA Jan.
1 1896. Salesman (Stamford, Cotton & Produce
Co.; Boston 1932-50). Served to ensign
1917-19. d. Boston April 9 1950.
McGRATH, Mitchell Hull. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. White Plains NY March 17 1897. Spec. agt.
legal dept. Boston & Albany RR Boston
1920-21, general mgr. Nat. Trade Mark Co.
NYC 1921-22, advt. rep. NYC office Gannet
Publishing Co. 1922-25. Served with USA
1917. Contbr. d. Montclair NJ Feb. 6 1925.
McKINLEY, Alan Robertson. A.B., M.Sc.
Stellenbosch Univ. S. Africa 1923. Sigma Nu.
b. Durban Natal S. Africa July 11 1891; m.
Florence Wells June 4 1914; ch.: Gordon,
Allan '50, Muriel, Ruth. Clerg. (S. Africa
1920-25, Kennebunk 1925-30, Warsaw NY
1930-42), ins. 1935-42 (Warsaw, Rochester
NY), priest (Sanford 1945-52, Ansonia CT
1952-53, Versailles KY 1953-57, Safety Harbor
& Okeechobee FL 1957-59). d. Okeechobee FL
Jan. 30 1959.*
McLELLAN, John Houghton, Jr. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ins.; b. Bath Feb. 23 1898. Group
dept. Travellers Ins. Co. Hartford CT 1920-22,
agency dept. Conn. General Life Ins. Co.
Hartford 1924-26, ins. broker Rogers &
Hatfield Boston 1926-72. Treas. (Peregrin
White Bird, Sanctuary, First Credit Corp.),
advisor Gibout Valley Co. Vt., dir. Brown
Percy Co. Invest., chmn. First Chapter
Steamship Historical Soc. of Am., Morgan
Memorial Boston (dir., corporator), trustees &
executors on estates. Seaman USNR 1918-20.
res. Boston.*
McPARTLAND, Justin Stephen. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. New Haven CT May 4
1898; m. Mabel Horrigan Oct. 18 1928.
Salesman (Blair & Co. NYC 1922-24,
Estabrook & Co. Boston 1924-27), asst.
supervisor N.Y. Dept. Hospitals Lincoln Hosp.
1934-46, asst. dir. U.S. V.A. hospital
(Northampton MA 1946-49, Montrose NY
1949-68), ret. Fellow Am. Coll. of Hospital Dir.
Served with USN 1917-18, served to maj. USA
1942-45. res. New Haven CT.*
McWILLIAMS, Richard Kenneth. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1923. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b. St.
John N.B. Canada: m. Mary White Nov. 11
1926; ch.: Susan. Atty. (Alfred B. White
Boston 1923-26; self-employed Rumford,
Portland 1927-36; Aetna Ins. Co. Hartford CT
1936-63), ret. V.pres. Century Indemnity Co.
Hartford CT 1949-54, corporate sec. Aetna Ins.
Co. 1952-63. SATC 1918. res. Newington CT.*
MERRILL, Lawrence Buxton. B.S., A.M.
Columbia 1926. b. Yarmouth July 7 1897.
With Western Electric Co. NYC 1920-?,
teacher (Lincoln Acad. Newcastle, high sch.
Stoughton MA 197-25), head teacher science
dept. high sch. Amherst MA 1925-28, teacher
(high sch. N. Adams MA 1928-39, jr. high sch.
Keene NH 1934-37, physics & mathematics
Portland Jr. Tech. Coll. 1937-38), dir. Merrill
Diesel Sch. Portland 1938-39, Dexter Nat.
Youth Admin. Trade Project for Machinists
1940-45 (coordinator, mathematics instr.),
engineering design analyst United Aircraft
Corp. E. Hartford CT 1945-62, ret. Leader
New Eng. contingent Boy Scouts to World
Jamboree Birkenhead England 1929. Pvt. USA
1918. d. Portland March 25 1972.*
MILLARD, Warren Fairchild. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1928. b. Brooklyn NY Sept. 5
1897; m. Isabelle Wickes July 25 1929; ch.:
Warren '52, James '56, Isabel. Personnel dept.
Hinkle Iron Works, with Richard & Co., with
J. V. Farwell Co., teacher & coach high sch.
(Spring Valley NY, Oceanside NY, Rutherford
NJ 197-3 1), teacher NYC (public sch. system
1931-?, high sch. 19?-60), ret. SATC. d.
Freeport NY June 10 1971.
MONTGOMERY, William Henry. Bowdoin
1916-18. Beta Theta Pi. b. Toledo OH June
23 1896; m. Elizabeth Clayton; ch.: Louise.
With Pure Oil Co. Chicago IL 1921-60 (general
credit mgr. 1951-60). Pres. Nat. Petroleum
Credit Assn. Served to ensign USN 1917-19. d.
Evanston IL Feb. 10 1960.
MOORE, Nahum Park. Bowdoin 1916-18.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Mexico Feb. 18 1898; m.
Dorothy Kimball Aug. 29 1918; ch.: Barbara.
Ins. Bethel 1921-27, lumber dealer Bethel ca.
1932. d. Pittsfield MA Sept. 7 1932.
MOSES, Leland Harper. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. N. Gorham Nov. 19 1897; m. Bessie
Dawson 1924, m. Esther Miller Sept. 5 1962;
ch.: Miriam. With Electric Steel Co. Chicago
IL 1920, agt. IRS 1920-57 (NH. MA. CT).
operator accounting business Keene NH
1957-?. Served to 2nd It. WWI. d. Keene NH
May 5 1973.*
MOSES, Oliver III. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Ret.; b. Bath April 28 1899; m. Eleanor
Doyle Dec. 1 1923; ch.: Oliver IV, Richard.
Pres. Worumbo Mfg. Co., ret. Dir. Bath (Nat.
Wool Mfg. Assn. 1936-39. 1942-45; First Nat.
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Bank of Bath 1947-57), industry member Me.
Water Pollution Board 1940-46. Served with
USN 1917-18. res. Pompano Beach FL.*
MUNDIE, Perley James. Bowdoin 1916-18,
Med. Sch. 1918-21, M.D. Yale 1922. Psi
Upsilon. b. Vanceboro Aug. 15 1897; m.
Myra Johnson Sept. 21 1921; ch.: Eleanor.
Physician Calais 1924-75. Trustee United
Methodist Church Calais, honored as 50 yr.
member N.B. Med. Soc. 1975 & 50 yr. member
Me. Med. Soc. 1972. Served in military 1918,
Selective Service examiner, d. Calais Nov. 27
1975.*
NORWOOD, Leslie Everett. A.B., LL.B.
Portland Univ. Law Sch. 1953. Sigma Nu. b.
S. Portland Dec. 4 1898; m. Mildred Knight
June 1929. Teacher Taunton MA 1920,
accountant S. Portland 1922, atty. Portland
1924-?. Cumberland County courts (deputy
clerk 1926-?, clerk of courts 1948-58). Instr.
Portland Univ. Law Sch. 10 yrs., alderman S.
Portland 1923-24. d. Portland Feb. 27 1958.
NOSS, George Sherer. A.B., B.D. Union
Theol. Sem. 1930, ST.M. Union Theol. Sem.
1937, Th.D. Union Theol. Sem. 1943. Ret.;
b. Sendai Japan Feb. 21 1898; m. Marie
Geissinger June 20 1921; ch.: Margaret,
Martha, Dorothea, Charles. United Congr.
Church (educational missionary Sendai Japan
1921-30, evangelist, missionary Aomori Japan
1930-41), lectr. Chinese & Japanese Columbia
Univ. 1942-45, prof, philosophy & religion
Berea Coll. KY 1945-66, ret. 1966, city judge
Commonwealth Berea KY 1969— . State judge
under comm. of Ky. governor. Served with
USA 1918. res. Berea KY.*
PALMER, Edwin Clarence. B.S. Sigma Nu.
b. Millville N.B. Canada Aug. 27 1895; m.
Uryan Bowman June 25 1923; ch.: Edwin,
Patricia, Barbara, Maureen, John. With
General Electric Co. Schenectady NY 1920-22,
Estabrook & Co. (invest, banker Hartford CT
1922-45, bank stock analyst Boston 1945-69),
ret. d. Santa Clara CA Jan. 10 1972.
POTTER, Don Theron. B.S. 1922. b.
Brunswick May 8 1895; m. Mary Noyes Nov.
16 1929; ch.: Joan. Teacher Hebron Acad.
1922-23, salesman St. Petersburg FL 1923-25,
electrical business Brunswick 1926-28,
Bowdoin (acting supt. grounds & bldg.
1928-29, supt. 1929-54; curator Parker
Cleaveland Hall of Chemistry 1954-60), ret.
Served to cpl. USA 1917-19. d. Brunswick Jan.
30 1971.
PROSSER, Harold Stanley. A.B. cum laude.
Chi Psi. b. Lisbon Falls Jan. 15 1898; m.
Frances Dietrich April 14 1928; ch.: Norman.
With Worumbo Mfg. Co. Lisbon Falls 1920-?,
mgr. W. T. Grant Co. (Lincoln NE 1935-?,
Evansville IN 1937-?), with George Cram Co.
Indianapolis IN 197-66 (dist. mgr. N.E. div.
1954-66). d. Woodbury NJ May 23 1966.*
RANDALL, Donald Clark. Bowdoin 1916-17.
b. Cutler May 5 1896. Business Bangor 1940.
d. Boston Sept. 23 1949.
RHOADS, Cornelius Packard. A.B., Sc.D.
1944, M.D. Harvard 1924. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Springfield MA June 20 1898;
married Sept. 9 1936. Surgeon Boston 1924-25,
Trudeau fellow NY 1925-26, asst. pathologist
Boston, instr. pathology Harvard 1926-28,
Rockefeller Inst, for Med. Research 1928-39
(assoc. pathologist, assoc. member, pathologist
1931-39), dir. Memorial Hospital for
Treatment of Cancer & allied diseases NYC
1940-53, prof, pathology Cornell 1940-52,
Sloan-Kettering Inst. NYC (dir. & organizer
1945-59, scientific dir. Memorial Center
1953-59). Spec, consultant USPHS 1947-59,
chief med. div. USA chem. center MD 1943-45,
v.pres. N.Y. Acad, of Medicine 1943-45,
trustee Brookhaven Nat. Labs, of Atomic
Energy Comm., chmn. blood procurement
program, v.chmn. committee on treatment of
gas casualties of Nat. Research Council, dir.
Am. Cancer Soc. 1941-46. Served with USA
1917-19, served to col. MCUSA 1943-45;
awarded Legion of Merit. Recipient: Am.
Cancer Soc. Award 1955, Royal Acad, of
Surgeons Walker Award 1956, Judd Award
1959. Co-author, contbr. Pioneer in
chemotherapy development, authority on
tropical diseases. Library Sloan-Kettering Inst,
dedicated in his memory, d. Stonington CT
Aug. 13 1959.*
RICHAN, Avard Leroy. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Class agt. 1929-32. b. Camden Dec. 4 1897;
m. Helen Cooper April 7 1924; ch.: Janet,
Willard '49. With Stillwater Worsted Mills
Harrisville RI 1920-22, physical dir. YMCA
Auburn 1922-26, circulation mgr. Lewiston
Sun-Journal 1926-32. d. Lewiston Oct. 2 1932.*
RICHARDS, Irving Trefethen. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Me. 1925;
A.M. Harvard 1927; Ph.D. Harvard 1933.
Kappa Sigma, b. S. Portland Oct 19 1896; m.
Raeburn Carson June 5 1921; ch.: Paul.
Teacher MO (Jackson Acad. St. Louis 1920,
Webster Groves 1921-22), Univ. Me. (instr.
English 1922-25, asst. prof. 1925-30), English
dept. 1929-32 (Harvard, Tufts), Cambridge
MA Jr. Coll. (founder, pres. 1934-67, trustee
1936-67). Dir. summer sessions Univ. Me.
1928-30. Pvt. USA 1918-19. Co-author: Proper
Words in Proper Places (1964), contbr. d.
Cambridge MA July 24 1967.*
ROUNDS, Ezra Pike. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. Class agt.
1968-75, Alumni Council 1944-47, 1947-49
(v.pres. 1945-46, pres. 1946-47), Overseer
1952-74 (Emeritus 1974—), 1972 capital
campaign worker. Ret.; b. Cornish Nov. 28
1898; m. Melvina Scoville June 26 1923, m.
Irene Jones Dec. 24 1960; ch.: John, Stephen.
Phillips Exeter Acad. Exeter NH (instr.
1920-34, dir. summer session 1933-34, dir.
admissions & scholarships 1934-65, emeritus
1965—); ret. Pvt. USA 1918. res. Exeter NH.*
ROWELL, Thomas Baker. Bowdoin 1916-17.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Bar Harbor July 24 1898.
Salesman Barbour Asphalt Co. Independence
MO 1922-? Served with USN 1917-18. d.
Greenville SC Nov. 5 1944.
SAXON, Harold Young. Bowdoin 1916-17.
b. Atlanta GA Dec. 5 1894; married June 28
1934. Sales mgr. & trainer Electrolux Co. ca.
1933. (NJ, Pittsburgh PA, Cleveland OH,
South Bend IN), inspector Colt Automatics
Union Switch & Signal Co. Swissvale PA,
electrical appliance business. Served to capt.
French Flying Squadron 1917-19; awarded
Croix de Guerre (3). d. Pittsburgh PA Oct. 26
1965.
SCRIMGEOUR, Charles William. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Lewiston Dec. 3 1898. res. Ft.
Lauderdale FL.
SEWALL, Arthur II. Bowdoin 1916-17. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Honolulu T.H. Feb. 28 1898;
m. Anne Warren Jan. 21 1926; ch.: Harold '51,
Nancy, Cynthia, Sally. With Patterson,
Graham & Co. NYC 1920; partner McClave &
Co. NYC ca. 1920-1941; exec. asst. to pres.
Todd-Bath Iron Shipbuilding Corp. & S.
Portland Shipbuilding Corp. 1941-?. Bath Nat.
Bank (v.pres., dir. 197-61). Served to ensign
1917-19. d. Bath June 24 1962.*
SKILLIN, Charles Albert. Bowdoin 1916-17.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Hallowell Aug. 11
1897; m. AJmeda Cunningham March 11 1922;
ch.: Isabel, Charles Jr., Richard, Effie, Robert.
Clerk (Portland Terminal Co. 1917-19, Cressey
& Allen Portland 1919-20), salesman (C. E.
Downing Co. Augusta 1920-21, Otis Skinner
Co. Bangor 1921-26), mgr. warehouse Portland
1926-62 (Cressey & Allen, Commercial Dist.),
ret. res. Portland.*
SKILLINGS, Roger Deering. Bowdoin
1916-17, B.S. Univ. Va. 1920. b. Bath Nov. 7
1897; m. Emily Pease Sept. 5 1929; ch.: Roger
Jr. '60. Chemist Haynes Stellite Kokomo IN
1920-21, prop, general ins. & real estate Bath
1922-63, ret. Dir. (First Federal Savings &
Loan Assn., Bath Nat. Bank), d. Portland Feb.
26 1977.*
SMALL, Cloyd Eldon. A.B. cum laude, Ed.M.
Harvard 1946. Chi Psi. Recipient: Alumni
Service Award 1955. Ret.; b. Rumford Oct.
29 1897; s. of Harry L. M'04. Teacher (Hebron
Acad. 1920-22, Worcester MA Acad. 1922-66),
ret. Alumni sec. Worcester MA Acad. 10 yrs.
SATC 1918, served with USA 1942-45. res.
Needham Heights MA.*
SMITH, Paul Webster. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Portland May 30 1897; s. of Edward A. B. '89;
m. Bessie Vernon June 14 1923; m. Helen
Munroe Dec. 28 1936; ch.: Mrs. James J.
Johnson. With Guarantee Trust Co. & Assoc.
Merchandising Corp. NYC 1921-23, with Tate
Furniture Co. High Point NC 1924-34, prop.
Paul W. Smith & Co. 1934-? (Boston, High
Point). Served with USA 1918. d. High Point
NC July 2 1969.
SMITH, Samuel Albert. A.B. b. Patten Feb.
1 1899; m. Eleanor Malchman June 15 1926;
ch.: Curtis, Beryl. Financial investigator R. G.
Dun & Co. 1920, reporter Brookline MA
1920-21, partner Union Clothing Co. Brookline
1921-26, Malchman's Dept. Store Falmouth
MA (mgr. 1926-48, prop. & pres. 1948-62).
Corporator Wareham Savings Bank 1944-62.
Cadet USMA 1918. d. Falmouth MA June 16
1962.
SPRINCE, Henry. A.B. Med. Sch. 1919-21,
M.D. McGill 1923. b. Paris France Aug. 16
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1898; m. Norma Rothschild Dec. 10 1924; ch.:
Richard. Physician Lewiston 1925-39. Member
State Board Med. Examiners. Served with
USA 1918. d. Lewiston Aug. 4 1939.
SPRINGER, Harold Merle. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Lamoine
April 2 1897; m. Sarah Cody June 24 1939; ch.:
Susan. With Phoenix Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Hartford CT (1921-44, asst. actuary 1934-44).
Assoc. Actuarial Soc. of Am. Served with USN
1918. d. Wethersfield CT June 19 1944.
STURGIS, William Alfred. Bowdoin 1916-18.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland March 18 1898;
m. Margaret Hall Aug. 29 1923; ch.: Margaret,
Alice, Joy. Ins. (Brooklyn NY 1919-20,
Portland 1921-27, Boston 1927-52). 2nd v.pres.
New Eng. Ins. Exchange 1934-?. Served with
military 1918-19. d. Cambridge MA June 5
1952.
SULLIVAN, John Joseph, Jr. Spec. 1916-17,
A.B. Princeton Phi Beta Kappa 1913. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Cambridge MA April 10 1892;
m. Beatrice LaFrance; ch.: Robert. Prop, pulp
& paper brokerage business Holyoke MA,
sales rep. Groveton NH Paper Co., mgr. real
estate property of Louis A. LaFrance estate, d.
Brookline MA Dec. 20 1957.
TAFT, Walter Blake. Bowdoin 1916-18. Sigma
Nu. b. Lawrence MA April 28 1896. Served
with USA 1917-19. d. Washington DC May 31
1919.
TAYLOR, Edgar Curtis. A.B. cum laude,
L.H.D. 1940; M.A. Trinity Coll. Oxford
England (Longfellow scholar) 1928. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Derry NH May 17 1897;
m. Norah Jamieson June 7 1927; ch.: James,
Edgar Jr. The Hill Sch. Pottstown PA 1920-23
(instr., coach), instr. English Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1924-25, asst. prof. English Wash.
Univ. St. Louis MO 1925-28, broker Love
Bryan & Co. St. Louis & NYC 1928-29, Taylor
Sch. St. Louis 1930-71 (founder, prop.,
headmaster), ret. Sec. (The Round Table 1
1
yrs., Burns Club, Town & Gown), board
member (English Speaking Union, St. Louis
Council World Affairs), pres. Independent Sch.
Assn. of the Central States ca. 1940, ordained
Epis. priest 1949, Hon. Canon (Christ Church
Cathedral, Wroxton College England). Served
as 2nd It. USA 1917-19, served as capt. MO
State Guard 1942-45. Contbr. res. St. Louis
MO*
THEBEAU, Charles Leo. B.S., LL.B. Suffolk
Univ. 1925. Sigma Nu. b. Bath Nov. 20
1898; m. Lillian Golden Sept. 22 1925.
Purchasing agt. Howe & French Inc. Boston
1920-25, atty. Boston 1925-32. Clerk of corp.
Haartz-Mason-Grower Co., dir. Cong.
Co-operative Bank. d. Quincy MA May 5
1932.
TIBBETTS, Brooks Maxwell. B.S., LL.B.
Fordham 1926. Ret.; b. Pemaquid Harbor
Oct. 21 1897; m. Thera Knight, m. Eleanor
Hutton July 21 1934. Atty. (Metropolitan Life
Ins. Co. NYC 1922-28, White & Case NYC
1928-37, Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. NYC
1942-62), ret. Served as apprentice seaman
USN 1917-18. res. Pemaquid Harbor.*
TITCOMB, Frederic Guy. A.B., A.M.
Columbia. b. Saco May 7 1898. Teacher
(Bethlehem PA Prep. Sch. 1922, St. Lukes Sch.
Wayne PA 1923-27, Swarthmore PA Prep. Sch.
1927-32, Harrisburg PA Acad.), asst.
headmaster Southampton NY Country Sch.
1935-36, teacher (Montgomery Sch.
Wynnewood PA 1936-39, Pentecost-Garrison
Sch. Memphis TN 1939-41, Marot Jr. Coll.
Thompson CT 1941-42, Mt. Hermon MA Sch.
1941-45, Cathedral Sch. of St. Paul Garden
City NY 1945-55). d. Brooklyn NY March 6
1955.
TURNER, Rodney Davenport. Bowdoin
1916-19, M.D. Boston Univ. 1923. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Augusta Jan. 1
1898; m. Methyl Brooks Sept. 1921; ch.:
Methyl, Rodney, Dritte. Ophthalmologist
1924-47, ret. res. Flagler Beach FL.*
WADSWORTH, Ronald Bibber. B.S. 1921.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Eastport April 23
1895; m. Lucie Atwood Oct. 9 1922; ch.:
Ronald Jr., Prescott. Salesman Bird & Son Inc.
1921-36 (E. Walpole MA, Manchester CT),
sales mgr. Ballard Oil Co. Manchester 1940-53.
Served with ACUSN 1917-18. d. Bangor Aug.
24 1953.
WALTZ, Maynard Cole. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Bates 1928. Chi Psi. 1962 capital campaign
area chmn. Keene NH. Ret.; b. Warren July
10 1898; m. Merle Rokes Dec. 19 1921; ch.:
Miles '57, Mark. Instr. Hebron Acad. 1920-21,
principal high sch. (N. Haven 1921-22, Canton
1922-27, S. Paris 1927-30), prof, education
Univ. N.H. 1930-65, ret. Pres. Oxford County
Teachers' Assn., coordinator Sloan Applied
Economics Program Keene NH State Coll.
1942-50. Pvt. SATC 1918. Contbr. res. N.
Conway NH.*
WEINBLATT, Robert. Bowdoin 1916-17. b.
Portland Dec. 20 1897. d. Bath March 23 1918.
WENTWORTH, George Allan. Bowdoin
1916-17. Zeta Psi. b. Skowhegan Aug. 2
1897; m. Margaret Ralston Sept. 11 1926; ch.:
George Jr., Neil. Ins. agt. 49 yrs., ret. Somerset
Loan & Bldg. Assn. (dir. 1943-76, pres.
1963-76). d. Skowhegan Dec. 16 1976.*
WHITNEY, John Joseph. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Ellsworth Falls Oct. 2 1899; m. Marjorie
Jellison July 17 1926; ch.: John, Richard,
Elizabeth. Lumber mfr. Whitcomb, Haynes &
Whitney Ellsworth 1921-31; spec, investigator
U.S. Tariff Comm. Washington DC 1930-31;
banker Ellsworth 1931-67 (treas. 1943, dir.
1944, v.pres. 1948, pres. 1949-67, chmn. board
of dir. 1967); dir. Development Credit Corp. of
Me. Pvt. USA 1918. d. Hartford CT March 10
1967.
WOOD, Tracy Sumner. Bowdoin 1916-19.
Delta Upsilon. b. Boylston MA March 13
1897. d. Boylston MA Aug. 23 1919.
WYMAN, Willard Gordon. Bowdoin 1916-17
C.H., A.M. (hon.) 1951, B.S. USMA 1918. Zeta
Psi. b. Augusta March 21 1898; m. Ethel
Meggison Sept. 27 1921; ch.: Willard Jr.,
Patricia, Nancy. 1st It. USA 1919-35 (with Am.
Expeditionary Force France 1919; lang.
student Peking China & topographer Am.
Museum Natural History Center Asiatic
expedition Mongolia 1928-32; with Chinese
Route Army Shanghai 1932; regimental signal
officer, regimental adjutant 3rd USA Cav. Ft.
Myer VA), capt. 1935-40 (student to Command
& General Staff Sch. Ft. Leavenworth KS
1936-37, instr. cav. sch. Ft. Riley 1937), maj.
1940-41 (aide-de-camp commanding general
1st Cav. Div. IX Army Corps Ft. Lewis WA),
It. col. 1941-42 (asst. chief of staff for personnel
IX Army Corps), col. 1942-43, It. col. 1942
(member Plans Group War Plans Div. War
Dept. General Staff, General Joseph Stilwell's
plans & operations rep. Chinese 5th Army
Burma 1942, asst. chief of staff G3 USA
Forces China-Burma-India Theater of
Operations), brig, general 1943-44 (chief of the
plans sub-section G3 Allied Forces
Headquarters N. African Theater of
Operations, asst. cdr. 1st Inf. Div. Sicilian
Campaign, Normandy Invasion, Aachen
Seige), maj. general 1944-52 (cdr. 71st Inf. Div.
Ft. Benning GA; France, Germany, Austria
1945; asst. chief of staff headquarters USA
Ground Forces Ft. Monroe VA 1946; chief of
staff 1st USA Governors Is. NY 1947; Nat.
Corps of Defense Washington DC 1947-51;
cdr. IX Army Corps Korea 1951), It. general
1952-56 (cdr. Allied Land Forces NATO SE
Europe Izmir Turkey 1952-54, cdr. 6th USA
Presidio San Francisco CA 1954-55,
commanding general Continental Army
Command Ft. Monroe VA 1955), general
1956-58, ret. 1958. Awarded Distinguished
Service Cross by President Eisenhower,
Distinguished Service Medal, Silver Star,
Legion of Merit, Bronze Star with Oak Leaf
Cluster, Croix de Guerre with 4 Stars.
Recipient: 2nd annual Knox Award for
Patriotism Thomaston 1962. Contbr. d.
Washington DC March 29 1969.*
YORK, Carroll Everett. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Brunswick May 18 1895; m. Vivian Evans
Sept. 17 1924. With DuPont Powder Co.
1922-23 (DuPont WA 1922-23, Woodbury NJ
1923), mgr. Camp Lewis WA Service & Garage
Station. Served with ACUSA 1917-19. d.
Tacoma WA Feb. 5 1926.
ZEITLER, Emerson Walter. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Class agt. 1932-68, dir. Sesquicentennial
Campaign Fund, Alumni Fund dir. 1950-53.
Recipient: Alumni Service Award 1964. b.
Weatogue CT Jan. 7 1897; m. Sarah Wheeler
April 19 1924; ch.: Emerson, Marilyn,
Elizabeth. With Conn. General Life Ins. Co.
Hartford CT 1921-23, assoc. State Invest.
Banking Co. Portland 1923-26, invest, banking
Brunswick 1926-69. Am. Red Cross (chmn.
Brunswick 1947-67, nat. fund v.chmn. 8 yrs.,
member nat. board of governors 1953-56),
Regional Memorial Hospital Brunswick
(trustee, pres. 1965-69). chmn. Governor's
Advisory Council for Civil Defense & Public
Safety in Me. Served to It. USA 1918.
Recipient: Am. Red Cross service certificate
1959. Named Citizen of the Yr. Brunswick
1968. d. Brunswick March 21 1969.*
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ALDEN, Dwight Merrill. A.B., LL.B.
Northeastern 1927. Delta Upsilon. b.
Portland Jan. 4 1900; m. Ruth Roberts July 5
1925; ch.: Richard '50, John '57, William,
Ruth. Headmaster Ethan Stone High Sch.
Newfield 1921-22, asst. counsel John Hancock
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1922-65, instr.
Northeastern Univ. Law Sch. 1927-43, ret.
Served to sgt. SATC 1918. d. Dec. 11 1976.*
ANDERSON, Frederick Wolfe. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1925. Chi Psi. b. Rochester NY Oct.
29 1899. res. unknown.
ATWOOD, Benjamin Wells. Bowdoin 1918-19.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Brighton MA Feb.
1 1899; m. Helen Booth Aug. 18 1928. With
New Eng. Oil Co. Fall River MA 1927-29, with
Shell Oil Co. NYC 1929-41, prop. & operator
Atwood Oil Co. Hyannis MA 1941-70, ret.
Served to 2nd It. USMC 1918-19. d. Pocasset
MA April 1 1971.*
ATWOOD, Raymond Pervere. Bowdoin
1917-10, A.B. Dartmouth 1922. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Boston March 27 1900. res.
unknown.
BEACH, Harold Ernest. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. Lancaster NH Nov. 16 1898; m.
Margaret MacKay April 26 1930; ch.: Stephen,
Carolyn, David. Office clerk A & P Tea Co.
Albany NY 1923-26, dept. head (various
accounting, statistical, financial, auditing dept.
in Boston, New Haven CT, Montreal P.Q. &
Toronto Ont. Canada, Detroit MI, Toledo &
Cincinnati OH, Indianapolis IN, Grand
Rapids MI 1942-63), ret. 1963. Served with
USN 1918-19. res. Grand Rapids ML*
BEAN, Carroll Leslie. A.B., Ed.M. Univ. Me.
1950. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. E. Corinth March 19
1898; m. Ina Gerrish July 15 1926. Principal
high sch. Winter Harbor, high sch. Portland
(instr. 43 yrs., head science dept. Deering High
Sch. 10 yrs.), ret. SATC 1918. res. Portland.*
BELIVEAU Romeo Albert. Bowdoin 1917-20,
Med. Sch. 1920, M.D. Boston Univ. 1925. b.
Lewiston Aug. 21 1896; m. Jeannie Maillet
1926; ch.: Gilbert, Joline. Physician Lewiston
1925-72, chief pathologist St. Mary's General
Hospital Lewiston ca. 1939-72. Pres. (Me.
Cancer Soc, Me. Soc. Pathologists, Me.
Medico-Legal Soc), county med. examiner.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-18. d. Lisbon
March 25 1972.*
BENTON, Albion Moulton. A.B. Sigma Nu.
1962 capital campaign area chmn. Ret.; b.
Kezar Falls Dec. 15 1898; m. Elizabeth Tan-
April 1926; ch.: Mary. V.pres. Me. Ins. Agt.
Assn., pres. Laural Hill Cemetery Assn. Saco,
dir. Mutual Fire Ins. Co. Saco ca. 1940, ret.
Deacon United Church of Christ, res. Saco.*
BERRY, John Linehan. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Denmark Dec. 7 1900; m. Dorothy Buss Sept.
16 1933. Teacher Bridgton Acad. ca. 1921,
hotel mgr. (NYC 1926-37, Providence RI
1937-45, Cambridge MA 1945-47), principal
high sch. Denmark 1947-52, teacher Fryeburg
Acad. 1952-55. Dir. Sheraton Corp. Cambridge
1944-45, operator Denmark Inn summers
1946-55. d. Vero Beach FL March 29 1955.
BINGHAM, Francis James. Bowdoin 1917-18,
CH. Zeta Psi. b. Conshohocken PA May 16
1895; m. Ruth Shufelt 1952. Served to general
mgr. S. W. Card Mfg. Co. Mansfield MA 1951,
ret. Pres. Bungay Lake Assn. 1941-50, head
Mansfield Tavern Corp. Served to It. USA
WWII. d. Hyannis MA Jan. 31 1961.*
BLODGETT, George Allen. A.B. 1922. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Chicago IL April 26 1899;
m. Mildred Chenoweth, m. Ruth Chenoweth
April 22 1975. Research chemist Swift & Co.
Chicago IL 1922-64, ret. Served to cpl. SATC
1918. res. Palm Harbor FL.*
BOARDMAN, Kenneth Sheffeld. B.S., M B A.
Harvard 1923. Psi Upsilon. b. Providence RI
June 27 1899; m. Vivian Robb Nov. 4 1939.
Research staff Harvard Business Sch. Admin.
1923-29, with Recording & Statistical Co.
Boston 1929-31, economist FTC Washington
DC 1931-34, Securities & Exchange Committee
1934-41, lend lease admin. Foreign Economists
Admin. 1941-45, forest products div. U.S.
Dept. of Commerce 1946-57, ret. 1957. d.
Washington DC July 6 1966.
BUKER, Samuel Cummings. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Somerville MA Oct. 5 1898; m.
Eileen Dumas 1926. Teacher Aroostook
1921-22, U.S. Envelope Co. (salesman
Springfield MA 1922-26, asst. mgr. Phila. PA
1926-29). Officers Training Comm. 3rd bn.
Plattsburg summer 1918. d. White Haven PA
Sept. 21 1929.*
CARPENTER, Ray Alanson. Bowdoin 1917.
Psi Upsilon. b. S. Berwick May 1 1897;
married; ch.: Deborah. With textile mills (MA,
TN), maintenance dept. Smith Coll. 1935-60,
ret. d. York Dec. 20 1972.*
CLAFF, Chester Eliot. A.B. b. Randolph
MA Nov. 12 1900; married twice; ch.: Patricia,
Chester Jr., Carol. With Landay Bros. Inc.
Newark NJ, with electrical co. NYC 197-26,
with M. B. Claff & Sons Inc. Brockton MA
1926-65 (exec, v.pres., dir.), ret. V.pres. (Image
Transfer Inc. Randolph, Norfolk Industries
Inc. Brockton, Ceecorr Inc., Blue Hill Trading
Co.), trustee Claff Foundation, dist. governor
795th dist. Rotary Int. d. Sarasota FL June 19
1972.*
CLARK, Carroll Herbert. Bowdoin 1917-21.
1962 capital campaign area chmn. Ret.; b.
Ogunquit Oct. 9 1897; m. Gladys Leonard
June 1924; ch.: Jean, Carroll Jr. U.S.
postmaster Ogunquit 1972-33, It. col. USA
1934-62 (invasions N. Africa, Italy, France;
occupation Japan; military attache Paris
France), ret. Member vestry Epis. Church
(Paris France; St. John's, Village NYC; St.
George York Harbor; St. Peter's Ogunquit);
town moderator Wells, Ogunquit; past state
rep. 1967-71; past governor (Mayflower Soc. in
Me., Sons Am. Revolution in Me., Founders &
Patriots in Me., Colonial Wars in Me.).
Awarded six service medals, Legion of Honor
France, res. Ogunquit.*
CLIFFORD, Donald Knight. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Class agt. 1949-53. Ret.; b. Old
Orchard Feb. 17 1900; m. Margery Meigs June
15 1929; ch.: Louise, Donald Jr., Margery.
Trainee advt. N. W. Ayer & Son Phila. PA
1922-25; account exec, and v.pres. Pedlar &
Ryan Inc. NYC 1925-44; chmn. Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield NYC 1944-65; ret.






Assoc. 1970—, Advt. Council 1962-66); v.pres.
Consistory, Reformed Church Bronxville NY;
trustee (Lawrence Hospital Bronxville 1955-59,
village Bronxville 1956-62); treas. Am. Assn.
Advt. Agencies 1946-47. res. Bronxville NY.*
COBURNE, Maurice Sydney. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1923.
b. Vilna Russia Jan. 15 1899. Teacher high
sch. Dedham MA 1921-22, instr. English Univ.
Wise. 1923-25. Author, poet. d. Madison WI
Dec. 19 1925.
COLE, Hiram Spaulding. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. S. Portland Sept. 9 1899; m. Lyndell
Bailey June 29 1926; ch.: Wallace, Philip '54.
Principal & teacher Newfoundland NJ
1922-23, grocer S. Portland 1924-?, Me. State
Rep. 1927-28, real estate S. Portland, sec. Me.
Retail Grocer's Assn., mgr. S. Paris Inn 1954-?
Ed. Me. Grocer's Bulletin, d. Togus Dec. 7
1965.
COOK Sanger Mills. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Council 1937-40. Ret.; b.
Unity Sept. 29 1899; m. Ruth Plummer June
1923. Asst. principal Me. Central Inst.
Pittsfield 1922-42, Sanger M. Cook Ins. Agency
Pittsfield, ret. 1965. Me. state rep. & senator
86th-89th sessions, member exec, committee
Me. Teachers Assn. 1937-40, trustee ca.
1960-70 (Me. Central Inst.,
Universalist-Unitarian Church Pittsfield).
SATC 1918. res. Pittsfield.*
CROWELL, Charles Wellington. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Washington DC Sept. 7 1897; m. Louise
Folsom Sept. 17 1923; ch.: Charles, Russell '55.
Printing business NYC 1921-?;
Mortimer-Walling Inc. (v.pres., dir.); v.pres.
Rogers, Kellogg, Stillson Co. NYC. Served to
sgt. USA 1918. d. Garden City NY March 23
1962.*
CUMMING, George Jordan. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Houlton Aug. 22 1899; m.
Feme Briggs Aug. 3 1921; ch.: George Jr.,
Joyce, Gordon. Principal Bridgewater Classical
Acad. 1921-22, submaster high sch. Bar Harbor
1922-26, principal jr. high sch. Houlton
1926-31, supt. of sch. (Houlton 1931-36,
Rockland 1936-41, Houlton 1941-52), dean
Culinary Inst, of Am. New Haven CT 1952-53,
teacher (Foot Sch. New Haven 1953-54, high
sch. Freeport 1954-69), ret. Pres. Me. Supt. of
Sch. Assn. Pvt. USA 1918, served to 1st It. Me.
Nat. Guard 1929-38. res. Freeport.*
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DODGE, Charles Leroy. Bowdoin 1917. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. River Forest IL May 19
1898. res. unknown.
DONNELLY, Frank Peter. Bowdoin 1917-19.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Norwich CT June 3
1899; m. Jane Reed Nov. 29 1923. With L. R.
Steel Services Corp. NYC 197-33, collection
div. Hartford CT dist. of Boston region IRS
1933-62, ret. PFC USA 1918. Recipient: Albert
E. Gallatin Award for exceptional service by
sec. of treasury 1962. d. Norwich CT Nov. 1
1965.*
DUDGEON, Harold Anthony. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. New Bedford MA Jan. 14 1899;
m. Ella Stevens 1924; ch.: Samuel '50, Edward,
Robert. Asst. buyer Holyoke MA 1921-29,
Steiger-Dudgeon Co. New Bedford 1929-33
(store mgr., merchandise mgr., 2nd treas.),
Montgomery Ward Co. (asst. mgr., salesman
Winston-Salem NC; mgr. Charleston WV,
Altoona PA 1934-36; sales promotion NYC
1936-41), with Goodall-Sanford Co. NYC
1941-48 (mgr. inventory control 1948-59),
operator & prop. Sanford Sales Room 1958-62.
d. Sanford Dec. 11 1962.*
DYER, Emery Turner. B.S. Ins.; b.
Skowhegan May 24 1897. res. Skowhegan.
EAMES, Paul Herford. B.S. Zeta Psi. Alumni
Fund dir. 1947-50. b. Bingham Dec. 24 1897;
m. Elizabeth Head Dec. 27 1923; ch.: Paul Jr.
'46, Richard '47. Asst. sales mgr. George H.
Wahn Co. Newtonville MA 1922-28, pres. (Ice
Service Co. OH, Citizens Ice & Fuel Co.
Toledo OH, Springfield Coal & Ice Co.),
utilities operations exec. (Allaince OH 1928-30,
Montclair NJ 1930-47), Christian Science
practitioner (Winterport 1947-58, Dunedin FL
1958-66). Partner Loeb & Eames 1936-?, pres.
& dir. (S.E. Gas & Water Co. 1936-41, N. Am.
Gas & Electric 1936-45), v.pres. & dir. (Central
State Edison Inc. 1936-45, Dominion Electric
Power Ltd. 1940-44, Washington Gas &
Electric Co. 1936-44), v.pres. (S. Utah Power
Co. 1936-45, Colonial Ice Co. 1931-45, S.W.
Natural Gas Co. 1943-44), pres. Eames Corp.,
trustee First Church of Christ Scientist
Montclair 1946-47. Served to ensign USN
1917-19. Contbr. d. Little Rock AR Oct. 8
1966.*
FARNHAM, Clarence Verdell. Bowdoin
1917-18. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Mexico Aug. 17
1896. d. Rumford June 27 1918.
FARRINGTON, Wendell Fremont. Bowdoin
1918-19, B.S. Colby 1922, A.M. Clark Univ.
1924. b. Livermore Falls May 7 1895. res.
unknown.
FENDERSON, Carll Nathaniel. Bowdoin
1917-19, LL.B. Boston Univ. 1923. Chi Psi.
b. Farmington June 11 1900; m. Irene
Record Dec. 25 1919; ch.: Albion Carll Jr.,
Owen. Atty. Farmington 1923-33. County atty.
1926-32, judge Municipal Court Farmington
1932-33. d. Farmington Sept. 25 1933.
FLYNN, John Francis. Bowdoin 1917-19.
Kappa Sigma. b. Cliftondale MA Aug. 29
1898; married; ch.: John '51, Lorraine.
Salesman publishing co. Katonah NY. SATC
1917-18. d. Laconia NH Aug. 18 1962.
FRENCH, John Edmund. Bowdoin 1917, B.S.
USNA 1922. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Durham March 6 1900; m. Marion
Faulkenstein Oct. 30 1925; ch.: Donald. Served
to It. cdr. USN 1922-41 (USS Huron, USS
Helena China, P.I. 1922-25; USS Overton, USS
Sturtevant Boston, Guatemala, Newport RI
1926-29; USNA 1929-31; USS Ashville
Boston, Panama 1931-32; USS Ashville, USS
Smith-Thompson China, P.I. 1932-34; USNA
1934-37; USS Phila., San Pedro 1937-39;
USNA 1939-41; USS Arizona Pearl Harbor
Hawaii 1941). d. Pearl Harbor T.H. Dec. 7
1941.
GAFFNEY, Herman Davis. B.S. Kappa Sigma,
b. Gloucester MA March 2 1899; m. Dorothy
Gardner Jan. 15 1928. With Int. Petroleum Co.
Tempico Mexico ca. 1921, with New Eng. Tel.
& Tel. Co. Salem MA, with Twin Mutual Ins.
Co. Brockton MA ca. 1928. d. Brockton MA
Sept. 22 1928.
GARDEN, Arthur Newell. Bowdoin 1917-19,
B.S. Univ. Penn. 1921. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Caribou June 29 1899. res. unknown.
GIBSON, Leslie Edwin. B.S. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Norway Sept. 7 1899; m.
Annette Stearns Oct. 22 1922; ch.: Edwin,
William, Joan, Warren. Prop, retail shoe store
Roseville CA 1926-32; U.S. Employment
Service W. Paris 1932-66 (field rep., office
mgr.); town clerk, town treas., tax collector W.
Paris 1966-68. d. Norway Nov. 18 1968.
GOODWIN, George Russell. B.S. Kappa
Sigma, b. Auburn Feb. 25 1897; m. Lenette
Holmes; ch.: Russell, Willis, Dianne. Supt.
Chelsea MA Radio 1921-28, drafting RCA
Victor Camden NJ 1930-31, supt. Pawtucket
RI (Royal Electric 1931-42, Miller Electric Co.
1942-75). d. Seekonk MA April 14 1977.*
GRANGER, George Borden. B.S., Med. Sch.
1920, M.D. Harvard 1924. Sigma Nu. b.
Brooklyn NY Oct. 13 1896; m. Mary Cahoon
May 26 1928; ch.: John, Prudence. Physician
Rockville Center NY 1926-37; obstet., gynecol.
Rockville Center 1937-53; ret. Physician with
Medico Kabul Afghanistan 1960-61, F.A.C.S.,
chief obstet. service Naussau Hospital Mineola
NY. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-18. Contbr. d.
Northampton MA Sept. 28 1968.*
HAINES, Norman William. A.B., LL.B.
Northeastern 1926. Theta Delta Chi. Law; b.
Greenland NH July 11 1899; m. Blanche
Lawless 1927; ch.: William '50, Nancy. Atty.
pvt. practice Boston 19?— . res. Reading MA.
HALPIN, Luke. A.B. cum laude, A.M. Boston
Univ. 1933, Ed.M. Harvard. Kappa Sigma.
b. Rochester NH May 15 1900; m. Anne
Hussey; ch.: James, John. Teacher, principal,
guidance director Reading MA 1922-54; ret.
Head mathematics dept. high sch. Reading.
part-time teacher (Boston Univ., Northeastern
Univ.). Pvt. USA 1918. d. Roxbury MA March
30 1965.
HART, Hilliard Stuart. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Deer Isle Nov. 16 1898; m. Blanche
Wyman Jan. 1 1925; ch.: Willard, Eileen.
Teacher Abbott Sch. Farmington 1922-23,
production supervisor & merchandise mgr.
1923-28 (Watertown MA, Detroit MI),
salesman Earle Equipment Co. 1928-30,
municipal service Detroit 1930-62, ret. res.
Three Rivers ML*
HATCH, Lloyd Harvey. B.S. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. Class agt.
1947-49, 1959-66; 1962 capital campaign nat.
& area committee chmn. Recipient: Decade
Leader Award Bowdoin Alumni Fund 1960-61.
Ret.; b. Somerville MA Dec. 25 1897; m.
Winifred Hill April 12 1916; ch.: Lloyd Jr. '40,
Barbara, Malcolm. Cornell Univ. (instr.
English const, history 1921-23, Pres. White
Fellow in modern European history 1923-24),
instr. modern European history Bowdoin
1925-26, Hatch Prep. Sch. Dexter (headmaster
1926-59, ret. 1959, emeritus & consultant
1959-70). Pres. (board of governors Plummer
Memorial Hospital, Dexter Club, Piscataquis
Valley Country Club), chmn. (finance
committee Universalist Church Dexter, finance
committee Dexter Area Winter Sports Assn.,
med. lab. fund raising committee in honor of
Dr. H. Edward Whalen Med. Sch. 1919-20),
co-founder & 1st pres. Dexter Lions Club,
co-founder & 1st exec. sec. C. of C. Dexter, dir.
(Eastern Me. Tennis Tournament 7
consecutive yrs., Dexter Development Assn.).
Seaman USN 1918. res. Dover-Foxcroft.*
HEENEY, Leslie Boulter. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Kittery Feb. 9 1899; m. Etta Sullivan
Aug. 28 1941. Clerk The George D. Boulter Co.
Kittery 1921-24, cafeteria mgr. The Georgian
Inc. Boston 1924-29, salesman Bankers Trust
Co. N.Y. & New Eng. 1929-31, The George D.
Boulter Co. (mgr. & treas. 1931-58, prop. &
pres. 1958-75). V.pres. New Eng. Council of
Camera Clubs. SATC. Recipient:
Photographic Soc. of Am. Assoc. award for
lecturing, exhibiting & judging in camera
clubs; master membership New Eng. Council
of Camera Clubs, d. Portsmouth NH Oct. 13
1975.*
HELSON, Harry. A.B. magna cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1922; Ph.D.
Harvard 1924. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Chelsea
MA Nov. 9 1898; m. Lida Anderson Sept. 3
1926; ch.: Henry, Martha. Instr. psychology
(Cornell Univ. 1924-25, Univ. 111. 1925-26).
asst. prof. Univ. Kan. 1926-28, assoc. prof. &
prof. Bryn Mawr Coll. 1928-49, acting prof.
Stanford Univ. 1948-49, prof. (Brooklyn Coll.
1949-51, Univ. Tex. 1951-61), Regents prof.
Kan. State Univ. 1961-67, Distinguished Prof.
York Univ. Toronto Ont. Canada 1967-68.
prof. Univ. Mass. 1968-71, Distinguished
Visiting Prof. Lawrence Univ. 1974, visiting
prof, summers (Southern Gal., Univ. Calif..
Univ. Colo., Harvard), ret. SATC 1918.
Recipient: Am. Psychological Assn.
Distinguished Scientific Contribution 1962,
Soc. of Experimental Psychologists Howard
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Crosby Warren Medal 1959, Inter-Soc. Color
Council I. H. Godlove Award 1969. Ed.
Psychological Bulletin, consulting ed. several
journals, ed. or co-ed. 10 volumes, author 2
books, contbr. res. Berkeley CA.*
HOLMES, Alonzo Barker. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Class agt. 1938-40, 1953-59. b. Avon Sept. 30
1896; m. Emily Baxter June 4 1925; ch.: David
'56. With Worumbo Mills Lisbon Falls, with E.
C. Jones Ins. Co. Portland 197-25, founder A.
B. Holmes Ins. Co. 1925-64. Sec.-treas. Me.
Canners Ins. Co. 1925-64, civil defense dir.
Topsham. Served to 2nd It. USA 1918-19,
served to brig, general USA WWII; awarded
Commendation Ribbon, Purple Heart (2),
Belgian Fourragere. d. Portsmouth NH July 21
1964.
HONE, John Woodford. A.B., Ed.M. Rutgers
1947. Sigma Nu. b. Presque Isle Feb. 10
1898; m. Mary Oliver June 23 1927; ch.: John
Jr. '52, Oliver '57, Marjorie. Teacher high sch.
(Easton 1921-22, Holliston MA 1923-24, Perth
Amboy & Metuchen NJ 1925-60), ret. Pres.
Middlesex County NJ Ret. Teachers Assn.,
member exec, committee N.J. Education Assn.
Served with USA 1918. d. Edison NJ Jan. 14
1972.*
HOUGHTON, George Edmond, Jr. A.B.
magna cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M.
Harvard 1922. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Newton
MA Aug. 14 1900. Teacher Cascadilla Sch.
Ithaca NY 1922-23, Woodberry Forest VA
Sch. 1923-25), student Univ. Berlin Germany
1925-27, teacher (Pembroke Sch. Kansas City
MO 1928-31, Beacon Sch. Wellesley MA
1936-38, Cheshire CT Acad. 1940-70). Served
to t/sgt. USA 1942-45; awarded Army
Commendation Ribbon, res. Meriden CT.*
HOWARD, Gordon Randolph. A.B., M.D.
Univ. Mich. 1925. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Freeport Feb. 6 1900; married; ch.: Jean.
Physician & surgeon (Elgin IL 1928-32, Bell
CA 1932-62). d. Huntington Park CA Nov. 20
1962.
INGRAHAM, Herbert Shepherd. A.B., Ed.M.
Harvard 1929. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Rockport Sept. 13 1898; m. Caroline Daggett
Aug. 25 1924; ch.: Herbert Jr., Jane. Principal
high sch. (Milo 1922-28, Brunswick 1928-31,
Newburyport MA 1931-34, Skowhegan
1934-40), It. col. USA 1940-60 (prof, military
science Univ. Me. 1940-44, Boston Univ.
1944-46; dir. Am. sch. Tokyo Japan 1946-49;
prof, military science Univ. Me. 1949-53;
education officer 8th Army Korea 1953-54;
Army Reserves subdistrict cdr. Raleigh NC
1954-58, subsector cdr. Auburn 1958-60, ret.
1960), instr. Auburn 1960-70. Awarded Bronze
Star. res. Greene.*
JACKSON, Frederick Everett. Bowdoin
1917-19. Zeta Psi. b. Jefferson Nov. 5 1898;
m. Doris Ham Oct. 1 1924, m. Winifred Waitt.
Salesman Grandih Grain Co. Jamestown NY,
prop, grain store Winthrop 1925-57, ret. d. St.
Petersburg FL June 9 1974.
JORDAN, Charles Alton. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Lisbon April 23 1897; m. Dorothy
Caldwell July 18 1923; ch.: James, Charles Jr.
'47, Jacqueline. Principal high sch. (Hollis
1921-22, Sherman Mills 1922-23), salesman J.
L. Hammet Co. Cambridge MA 1923-49. Pres.
Educational Salesman's Assn. of New Eng. d.
Weymouth MA Aug. 3 1949.
KING, Roy Bartlett. Bowdoin 1917-20. Sigma
Nu. b. Caribou Nov. 27 1898; m. Hannah
Mills June 6 1919; ch.: Carl. Pharmacist
Presque Isle 1922-27, res. Los Angeles CA
1927-35. d. Huntington Park CA Nov. 12 1935.
KURTZ, Stewart Sylvanus, Jr. Bowdoin
1917-18. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Canton OH
May 21 1900. res. Merion Station PA.
LARRABEE, Howard Paul. Bowdoin 1917-20,
B.S. Boston Univ. 1922, Ed.M. Boston Univ.
1936. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Newcastle
May 18 1899; s. of George H. '88; m. Ruth
Fanning Aug. 9 1924; ch.: John, Paul.
Principal high sch. Somerset MA 1923-28, supt.
of sch. (E. Bridgewater MA 1928-36, Concord
MA 1936-45, Biddeford 1945-62), instr. Univ.
Me. 1962-69. Church deacon, chmn. church
business committee, clerk board of trade
Concord. Served with USA 1918-19. res.
Biddeford.*
LAUGHLIN, Curtis Stuart. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. Class
agt. 1932-38. Ret.; b. Portland Dec. 8 1898;
m. Dorothy Taylor June 13 1931; ch.: Curtis
Jr., Robert, Ernest, Frederic. Operator Smith &
Sale Portland 1921-27, compositor Southworth
Press Portland 1927-31, treas. Machigonne
Press Portland 1933-46, foreman (Ellsworth
Am. 1947, Church World Portland 1948-57),
floorman Gannett Publishing Co. Portland
1957-71, ret. Chmn. Portland Superintending
Sch. Committee ca. 1966. Served to acting sgt.
SATC 1918. Author: Fertile Soil from the Sea
(1954). res. Portland.*
LEATHERS, Kenneth Elwood. Bowdoin
1917-20, A.B. Bates, grad. Mass. Coll. of
Pharmacy. Zeta Psi. b. Hampden May 26
1898; married. Pharmacist (Attleboro MA,
Auburn, Gilman VT, Stockton Springs, Old
Orchard, W. Paris), ret. 1962. d. Lewiston Nov.
18 1964.*
LEYDON, Thomas William. Bowdoin 1917-18,
B.S. Boston Univ. 1929, Ed.M. Boston Univ.
1937. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bath Nov. 9 1897;
m. Marian Haraden March 23 1919; ch.: J.
Marshall '41, Thomas Jr., Patricia. Teacher &
athletic dir. (Friends Sch. Baltimore MD
1920-24, Rivers Country Day Sch. Weston MA
1925-56), ret. Dir. (Brookline Day Camp
1936-46, Beaver Day Camp 1947-?), Leydon
Camps Inc. (pres., treas. 1946-?), pres. New
Eng. Day Camps Assn. OTS USA 1918, served
to SFC USCGTR 1943-45. d. Orlando FL July
25 1965.
LINSERT, Ernest Edward. Spec. 1918-19.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Belmont MA Jan. 19
1899; m. Dorothy Tenney July 23 1922; ch.:
Yvonne. USNR 1918, Nat. Guard 1919,
USMC 1919-22, 2nd It. 1922, It. col. 1942, ret.
1943. In charge of development & research
Higgins Industries 1943-45, advisor on
environmental clothing & survival equipment
Int. Latex Corp. Dover DE 1950-63. Awarded
Distinguished Service Cross, Medal of Merit
Nicaragua, d. Bethesda MD April 5 1963.*
LOVELL, Philip Robinson. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1925. Alpha Delta Phi. Class
agt. 1930-32, Alumni Council 1950-52. b.
Brunswick July 28 1899; m. Elizabeth Thomas;
ch.: Anne, Robert. Atty. (Chapman & Wilbur
Portland 1925-28, Hale & Hamlin Ellsworth
1928-61). Union Trust Co. Ellsworth (chmn.
board of dir., member exec, committee), hon.
chmn. board of trustees Me. Coast Memorial
Hospital, d. Ellsworth,March 28 1961.
LYSETH, Harrison Claude. A.B., Ed.M.
Harvard 1928, Ed.D. Harvard 1940. Delta
Upsilon. Class agt. 1940-44. b. Auburn July
12 1898; m. Doris Wakely Aug. 24 1921. High
sch. Augusta 1928-41 (teacher, head science
dept., sub-principal), Me. State dir. secondary
education Augusta 1928-41, supt. schs.
Portland 1941-57, ret. Univ. Me.
Portland-Gorham, Orono (lectr., supervisor
student teaching); pres. (Me. State Teachers
Assn. 1947-48, Nat. Assn. Secondary Sch.
Principals 1936); trustee (Portland Jr. Coll., N.
Yarmouth Acad., Westbrook Jr. Coll., Nasson
Coll.); visiting prof, education Univ. Va.
summers 1935-40; spec. asst. to pres. Univ.
Me.; founder Univ. Me. Portland; chmn. Me.
Youth Job Opportunity Board; dist. governor
Rotary Int.; dir. (Boys Club Portland, Pine
Tree Council Boy Scouts of Am., Am. Red
Cross Portland, YMCA Portland). Assoc.
magazine ed. Served with USA 1918.
Elementary sch. named in his honor, d.
Portland July 13 1966.*
MARSTON, Paul Clarence. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Vt. 1932. Chi Psi. Medicine; b. W. Baldwin
April 16 1900; s. of Clarence H. M'01; m.
Sylvia Brooks June 8 1924; ch.: Pauline, Mary.
Teacher ME 1921-28, physician (Freedom NH
1932-36, pvt. practice Kezar Falls 1936—). Past
pres. (Kiwanis Club, Am. Acad. Family
Practice 1957-58), pres. Cumberland County
Med. Assn. 1958, fellow Am. Acad. Family
Practice 1974. Served to It. col. USA 1942-45.
Recipient: Annual Distinguished Alumni
Award Fryeburg Acad. Alumni Assn., Univ.
Vt. Physicians Outstanding Alumnus of the Yr.
Award 1974. res. Kezar Falls.*
MASON, William Clark. Bowdoin 1917-23.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Walpole MA Sept.
13 1898. res. unknown.
McCRUM, Philip Henry. B.S. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1925.
Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Portland Aug. 27 1899;
m. Doris Dyer April 20 1927. Obstet.-gynecol.
Pres. (Kiwanis Club S. Portland 1941, Portland
Med. Club ca. 1950), It. governor Kiwanis Int.
1969, dir. S. Portland Public Health Assn.
1973—. Served to col. MCUSA 1942-45. res. S.
Portland.*
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McGOWN, Russell Miller. A.B. cum laude,
B.D. Yale 1931, D.D. Am. Int. Coll. 1939,
Ph.D. Yale 1942. Kappa Sigma. b.
Amesbury MA June 15 1899; m. Ruth Burdon
June 21 1922; ch.: Donald, Dorothy. Boys'
Work Sec. YMCA Fitchburg MA 1921-23,
YMCA sec. & instr. English Bates Coll.
1923-28, student minister Shelton CT Congr.
Church 1928-32, minister First Congr. Church
CT (Glastonbury 1932-43, Stamford 1943-65).
Committee chmn., pres. (Interfaith
Brotherhood, Rehabilitation Center, YMCA
organizations), d. W. Hartford CT June 8
1977.*
McLELLAN, Philip Garretson. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Harvard 1925. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Caribou Feb. 28 1900; m.
Mildred Walter July 24 1933, m. Lillian
Kowaesky; ch.: Robert, Phyllis. Surgeon
Hartford CT 1931-57. F.A.C.S., Hartford
Hospital (chmn. exec, committee, dir. surgery).
Served to It. cdr. MCUSN 1942-45. d. W.
Hartford CT Jan. 22 1957.
MEEKER, Charles Hiram. A.B. b. Comstock
NY Feb. 22 1888. res. N. Miami FL.
MERRIAM, Jackson Gilkey. B.S. Kappa
Sigma, b. Kansas City MO Jan. 20 1879; m.
Jean Watson June 2 1934; ch.: Jane, Susan.
Chem. engineer Niagra Falls NY 1928-41, asst.
supt. chem. plant Freeport TX 1941-46, chem.
engineer James Russell Engineering Works
Inc. Braintree MA ca. 1946. d. Boston Oct. 17
1951.
MILLIKEN, Carroll Lewis. B.S. Ret.; b.
Saco July 13 1896; m. Myrtle Thurston Sept. 3
1923; ch.: Lewis '45, Stephen '58. Foreign
exchange clerk Am. Express Co. NYC 1921-22;
rate examiner Munson Steamship Co. NYC
1922-23; sales rep. Westinghouse Lamp Co.
NH & VT 1924-33; mgr. & asst. dir. NH State
Employment Service 1933-41; chief budget,
organization & management div. Bureau of
Employment Security U.S. Dept. of Labor
1941-66; ret. 1966. Served with USCG 1944-45.
res. Arlington VA.*
MORRELL, Arch Hiram. A.B., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1926. b. Gardiner Feb. 28 1897; m.
Margaret Moulton Feb. 2 1929; ch.: Linwood
'52, Anne. Asst. pathologist Me. General
Hospital Portland, with Me. State Health &
Welfare Dept. 1932-60 (dir. state diagnostic
lab.). Sec.-treas. Me. Soc. Pathologists, sec.
Kennebec County Med. Assn. Pvt. USA 1918.
d. Augusta Feb. 4 1961.
MORRILL, Harold Frost. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1925.
Ret.; b. S. Hampton NH Dec. 10 1899; m.
Florence Rogers Sept. 29 1928. Surgeon, med.
examiner various cities & towns CT 1930-62,
ret. PFC SATC 1918. res. Wolcott CT.*
MORSE, Robert Winthrop. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Boston June 13 1892. res.
Manchester NH.
MYERS, Edwin Thomas. B.S., LL.B. Fordham
1927. b. Portland Jan. 2 1899; m. Mary
McAlone Nov. 24 1926; ch.: Edwin, Mary.
Salesman Am. Radiator Co. Providence RI
1922-24, commercial dept. N.Y. Tel. Co.
1927-39, atty. New Rochelle NY 1939-66.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1918. d. New Rochelle
NY June 4 1966.*
NIXON, Hugh. A.B. cum laude, Ed.M.
Harvard 1932. Delta Upsilon. Class agt.
1973—. Ret.; b. Boston April 15 1899; m.
Eleanor Phillips Aug. 1 1923; ch.: Ruth,
Theodore '50. Business Boston 1921-22,
teacher MA (Mitchell Sch. for Boys Billerica
1922-23, high sch. Taunton 1923-25), principal
high sch. Avon MA 1925-27, underwriter
Equitable Life Ins. Co. Boston 1927-28, teacher
high sch. Maiden MA 1928-30, exec. sec. Mass.
Teachers Assn. Boston 1930-64, ret. Member
board of dir. (Am. Congr. Assn., Mass. Ret.
Teachers Assn.), past chmn. board of trustees
public library Melrose MA. Pvt. USA 1918.
Ed. The Massachusetts Teacher 1936-63. res.
Melrose MA.*
NOYES, Reginald Webb. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Columbia 1929. Sigma Nu. b.
Stonington May 8 1898; m. Inez Webb Aug. 24
1927. Teacher high sch. Portland 1922, asst.
Dewey Catalogue classification 12th edition
Albany NY 1925-26, jr. librarian Smithsonian
Inst. 1926-27, librarian Masonic Library Grand
Lodge of NYC 1927-28, documents librarian
Univ. Mich. 1929-37, chief librarian Maxwell
Sch. Syracuse Univ. 1937-43, asst.
prof.-librarian Northland Coll. Ashland WI
1946-49, classifier & later asst. librarian Clark
Univ. 1949-53, Colby Coll. (cataloger 1953-58,
classifier 1959-67), ret. Pvt. SATC 1917. Ed.
Bibliography of Maine Imprints to 1820 &
Supplement 1929-30. d. Waterville March 8
1976.*
O'CONNELL, Frederick Francis. Bowdoin
1917-18. Psi Upsilon. b. Dalton MA Sept. 27
1897. res. Waterville.
OGDEN, Ralph Trafton. A.B., M.D. Harvard
1924. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council
1959-63 (v.pres. 1961-62, pres. 1962-63),
Overseer 1963-75. b. Springvale March 1
1898; m. Mary Foss July 2 1924, m. Lenora
Woodard 1966. Intern (Mass. General Hospital
Boston, Hartford CT Hospital), Hartford
Hospital (chmn. exec, board, dir. radiology
dept., pres. med. & surgical staff 3 yrs.),
radiologist (Charlotte Hungerford Hospital,
Litchfield County Hospital, Johnson Memorial
Hospital), consulting radiologist, ret. 1964.
Pres. (Am. Radium Soc, Conn. State Med.
Soc, Hartford County Med. Assn., Hartford
branch Am. Cancer Soc), diplomate Am.
Board Radiology, fellow Am. Coll. Radiology,
F.A.C.S. Pvt. USA 1918, with USPHS Reserve,
served on med. advisory board State of Conn.
Selective Service; awarded Selective Service
certificate of merit & medals WWII. Contbr. d.
Portland July 10 1975.*
ORMEROD, Frank Howarth. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign area co-chmn.
Ret.; b. New Bedford MA July 22 1898; m.
Vivi Johnson Oct. 3 1923; ch.: Barbara.
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. Washington
DC (accountant 1921-22, asst. statistician
1922-27), Am. Tel. & Tel. Co. NYC (methods
asst. 1927-31, supervisor treasury methods
1931-39, treasury dept. statistician 1939-50,
stock transfer mgr. 1950-58, treasury dept.
prsonnel supervisor 1958-61), ret. Pvt. USA
1918. res. Short Hills NJ.*
OSTERMAN, Louis. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. London England Jan. 8 1900. res.
unknown.
PARENT, John Wilfred. Bowdoin 1919-20,
M.D. Jefferson Med. Coll. 1924. Sigma Nu.
b. Hamlin Plantation Dec. 27 1898; m. Mary
Brodie June 30 1925; ch.: Fred, John Jr.,
Kevin, Mary, Ann. Farmer, potato broker,
gasoline station prop., physician, farm
equipment store prop. Van Buren. Pres. Parent
Brothers Van Buren. Served to It. (jg) USA,
served with USN (Chelsea MA 1924-25,
Panama 1925-26). d. Van Buren Sept. 4 1950.
PARENT, Wilfred Leo. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Boston June 15 1899. Buyer Jordan Marsh
Co. Boston 1921-25, Shepard Shoes Boston
(buyer 1925-26; mfr. rep. Boston, NYC
1927-29), with Travelers Ins. Co. NYC 1930-33.
d. Brookline MA Dec. 8 1935.
PENDEXTER, Hugh, Jr. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Philips May 27 1899. res. Savannah GA.
PENNELL, Laurence Woodside. A.B. cum
laude. Ret.; b. Brunswick Sept. 7 1897. Merc
retail mens & youths clothing store Brunswick,
ret. PFC SATC 1918. res. Brunswick.*
PERKINS, Roderick Lawrence. A.B., LL.B.
Rutgers 1928. Law; b. Bartlett NH Oct. 6
1900; m. Kathryn Stasse Jan. 20 1933; ch.:
Elizabeth, Charles. Claims mgr. Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Newark NJ, ins. mgr. The
Barrett Co. NYC 1929-36, partner Stevens &
Perkins Newark 1936-58, self-employed East
Orange NJ 1954— . Pres. & principal prop. R.
L. Perkins & Co., trustee & elder First Presby.
& Trinity Church S. Orange NJ, candidate
member N.J. State Assembly. Pvt. ROTC 1917,
res. Lakewood NJ.*
POLLAY, Philip. B.S. b. Boston May 2 1900.
res. Milwaukee WI.
POND, William Hart. Bowdoin 1917-18. Psi
Upsilon. b. Bangor Dec. 4 1898; married;
ch.: Mrs. Harold Bruce, d. Hampden March
1952.
PROUT, George Oliver. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. Biddeford April 30 1898.
Accountant N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC 1929-63. Pvt.
USA 1918. res. Poughkeepsie NY.*
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REDMAN, Crosby Eaton. B.S., A.M. Univ.
Wash. 1929. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Corinna
March 21 1898; m. Helen Goodsell June 22
1932; ch.: Helen, Constance. Principal high
sch. Castine 1921-23, teacher N.M. Military
Acad. Roswell 1923-26, head English dept.
(Lakeside Sch. Seattle WA 1926-29. Beacon
Sch. Wellesley Hills MA 1929-34, high sch.
Weston MA 1934-38, Haverford PA Sch.
1936-48, Great Neck NY Sch. 1948-67), ret.
1967. Head Phila. Pvt. Sch. Assn. 1945-47. Ed.:
high sch. textbooks, res. Bryn Mawr PA.*
REIBER, Lea Alfred. Bowdoin 1919-21. Sigma
Nu. Ret.; b. Lamourie LA Jan. 12 1896.
Counselor Camp Timanous Raymond 1919-20,
youth work Christ Church Raleigh NC
1923-24, counselor Camp Transylvania
Brevard NC 1924-25, Aiken Sch. New Orleans
LA (physical education dir.-boys club dir.
1926-27, 1928-29), business mgr.-asst. dir.
Univ. Civic Theater Denver CO 1930-34, actor
MGM Hollywood CA 1934-35, asst. dir.
League of N.H. Arts & Crafts Concord NH
1936-37, asst. to dir. Russell Sage Foundation
NYC 1938-39, ret. Licensed lay reader Epis.
Church Diocese of Me. Served with MCUSN
1917-18. res. Addison.*
RHODES, Arthur Pym. Bowdoin 1917-18,
A.B. Univ. Calif. 1921, A.M. Stanford 1922.
Beta Theta Pi. b. San Francisco CA July 10
1890; m. Louise Walden June 14 1922; ch.:
Richard, Stuart. With Standard Oil Co. San
Francisco 1922-28; teacher, principal high sch.
CA (Gilroy, Cloverdale, Lakeport 1928-41);
civil engineer USN San Diego CA 1941-65 (dir.
design div. public works dept. Naval Training
Center). Served with ACUSA 1918-19, served
to 1st It. Calif. Nat. Guard 1922-25. d. San
Diego CA Sept. 26 1965.*
RICH, Walter John, Jr. Bowdoin 1917-20.
Alpha Delta Phi. Industrial exec; b.
Hillsdale NJ Feb. 6 1900; m. Cynthia Adams
Nov. 15 1926; ch.: Cynthia, Barbara. Asst.
supt. E. Coast Fisheries Rockland 1920-22,
N.Y. Stock Exchange (asst. mgr. W. J.
Wollman Co. 1922-24, asst. to partner
Livingston & Co. 1924-28, member N.Y. Stock
Exchange 1928-30), v.pres.-treas. Thurberator
Corp. 1931-35, partner Exeter Co. 1939-53.




Hospital 1940-46, chmn. (public library
maintenance fund Camden, Curtis Memorial
Fund). Pvt. USA 1918. res. Camden.*
ROCHON, Francis Ludger. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Lisbon May 6 1897; m. Beatrice Toal July
13 1925; ch.: Diane, Francis '47, Constance.
Ins. Portland 1922-52, state mgr. Sun Life
Assurance Co. of Canada 1932-52. Served to
2nd It. USA 1918. Franklin Rochon Co.
pension planning, d. Portland May 8 1952.*
ROGERS, Forest Hallie. Bowdoin 1917-19,
Med. Sch. 1919-21, M.D. Yale 1923. Sigma Nu.
b. Bath Nov. 7 1899; m. Florence Wakelee
June 6 1926. Intern Waterbury CT Hospital
1923-24, physician Waterbury 1924-27. Served
with SATC, served to 1st It. Conn. Nat. Guard,
d. Waterbury CT Aug. 12 1927.
ROUILLARD, Robert Gooch. Bowdoin
1918-19. b. Kennebunk May 27 1899; m.
Sarah Cowan 1929. Licensed commercial radio
operator; radio operator 19 sea voyages
1920-21, 1924-29 (Denmark, Germany, S.
Am.), security officer Harvard (Widener
Library 1930-53, Cruft Labs. 1953-64), ret.
Served to s/sgt. Me. Nat. Guard, d. Waltham
MA Jan. 26 1975.*
ROUSSEAU, Joseph Honore, Jr. Bowdoin
1917-18, B.S. USMA 1920. b. Brunswick
April 5 1899; m. Anne Drapeau Aug. 16 1929.
2nd It. USA 1920-25, 1st It. 1925-35, capt.
1935-40, maj. 1940-41, It. col. 1941-50, col.
1950-55, ret. d. Miami Shores FL March 29
1969.*
RYDER, John Maxim. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. New Bedford MA Sept. 22 1899; m.
Martha Ford June 23 1924; ch.: Phillips '47,
Campbell '49. Advt. dir. Standard-Times New
Bedford 1921-28, nat. advt. mgr. Transcript
Boston 1928-31, advt. dir. Standard Times
New Bedford 1931-39, advt. mgr. Springfield
MA newspapers 1939-46, gen. mgr. Democrat
Waterbury CT 1946-47, radio station mgr.
(WBRY Waterbury 1947-58, WQUA Moline
IL 1958-66), ret. Pres. (New Eng. Newspaper
Advt. Exec. Assn. 1935-36, Conn. Broadcasters
Assn. 1950-51), sec.-treas. Columbia
Broadcasting System Radio Affiliates Assn.
1954-57, Pompano Beach FL (mayor 1972-73,
1976-77; city commissioner 1972-74, 1976—).
res. Pompano Beach FL.*
SCHONLAND, Robert Renker. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland June 2 1898; m. Myrtle
Mathis June 2 1924; ch.: Robert Jr. '47. Treas.,
mgr., mfr. Portland 1921-42; salesman
Portland 1942-58; ret. Sexton High Street
Congr. Church Auburn, d. Lewiston March 18
1967.*
SEARS, Norman Edward. Bowdoin 1917-20,
E.M. Colo. Sch. of Mines 1924. Delta Upsilon.
b. E. Dennis MA Dec. 12 1898; m. Millicent
Painter April 14 1926; ch.: Jere, Norman Jr.
Grant Powder Co. Salt Lake City UT
(explosives engineer, sales engineer), explosives
investigator U.S. Bureau of Mines Salt Lake
City. Served with USN 1918. d. Twin Falls ID
Feb. 10 1961.
SKELTON, Harold Newell. Bowdoin 1917-19.
Psi Upsilon. b. Lewiston Jan. 1 1899; m.
Agnes Kelley July 6 1921; ch.: Jane, Mary,
William II '51, Harold '55. Student Boston
Univ., partner Skelton Taintor & Abbott
Lewiston 1927-75, mayor Lewiston 2 terms ca.
1931. Pres. (C. of C. Lewiston, Rotary Club
Lewiston-Auburn ca. 1938), member town
finance comm. Lewiston. staff col. Me. state
governor. First Nat. Bank Lewiston (v.pres.,
board chmn., pres.), chmn. Lewiston
Republican City Comm., trustee (YMCA,
Central Me. General Hospital), dir. Lewiston
Loan & Bldg. Assn. Served with USA WWI. d.
Lewiston Aug. 21 1975.*
SMILEY, Earl Kenneth. A.B., A.M. Lehigh
Univ. 1935, L.H.D. Moravian Coll. 1946,
LL.D. Waynesburg Coll. 1952. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. Caribou March 11 1899; m.
Gertrude Dunlop June 24 1931; ch.: Maureen,
Marcia, Norton. Master Bethlehem PA
Preparatory Sch. 1921-23, Lehigh Univ.
Bethlehem (instr. English 1923-24, asst. dean &
registrar 1924-26), Univ. N.D. (dean of men
1926-34, dean jr. div. 1928-34), Lehigh Univ.
(asst. dir. admissions 1934-38, dir. admissions
1938-46, v.pres. 1945-64, sec. board of trustees
1951-64), ret. Member exec, committee Coll.
Entrance Examination Board 1948-51, Middle
States Assn. of Coll. & Secondary Sch. (chmn.
Comm. on Inst, of Higher Education 1950-53,
pres. 1955-56), pres. Bethlehem Family Welfare
Assn. 1950-53, member vestry Cathedral
Church of the Nativity ca. 1945-50, trustee
Diocese of Bethlehem ca. 1948-58, dir.
Bethlehem (Community Chest, YMCA,
chapter Red Cross), res. Bethlehem PA.*
STANDISH, Alexander. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agt. 1965-73, class bequest
chmn. 1971. Ret.; b. Lexington MA June 23
1899; s. of Myles '75; m. Mary Dennis March
18 1922; ch.: Lora, Mary, Barbara. Analyst
(Am. Tel. & Tel. Co. NYC 1921-26, Invest.
Research Corp. Detroit MI 1926-30); pres.
Standish, Ayer & Wood Inc. Boston 1932-46;
partner J. H. Whitney & Co. NYC 1946-51;
invest, consultant Canterbury NH 1951-65;
chmn. Standish, Ayer & Wood Inc. Boston
1951-64; ret. Dir. (Nat. Research Corp.
Cambridge MA 1947-48, Spencer Chem. Co.
Kansas City MO 1947-51, N.H. Children's Aid
Soc. 1955-65), Minute Maid Corp. NYC
(chmn. 1949-51, dir. 1947-60), trustee (U.S.
Trust Co. of N.Y. NYC 1947-60, Canterbury
Community Church 1960-75), member
planning board Canterbury 1954-74. Served to
2nd It. USA 1918, served to col. 1942-45;
awarded Legion of Merit, Bronze Star, Order
of the British Empire, Legion of Honor, Croix
de Guerre with Palm (Belgium), res.
Canterbury NH.*
STANLEY, Walter Packard. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. Boston March 2 1898; m. Marina
Wood June 21 1923; ch.: Elizabeth, Walter Jr.
Salesman textbooks Allyn & Bacon Co., real
estate, prop. Winthrop News. Served with USA
1917. d. Augusta Dec. 16 1953.
ST. CLAIR, Frank Adams. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Rockland Sept. 23 1900; m. Elizabeth
Hamilton Sept. 9 1923; ch.: Jerome '49. With
Asia Banking Corp. NYC, traffic inspector
general traffic engineer's office N.Y. Tel. Co.
1922-27, N.J. Bell Tel. Co. 1927-65 (traffic
supt. Jersey City dist. 1945-46, div. traffic
engineer central div. 1946-47, dial results
supervisor 1947-53, general traffic engineer
1953-56, div. traffic mgr. Hudson div. 1956-61,
general dial operations supervisor 1961-65), ret.
Certified master by Am. Contract Bridge
League, d. Livingston NJ Nov. 17 1975.*
STETSON, Philip Stanwood. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Brunswick Feb. 7 1899; m.
Margaret Langil 1926, m. Marion Jameson
1942. Invest. NYC. Served in WWI, WWII. d.
Brooklyn NY Feb. 2 1959.
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SWEETSER, Douglass DeForest. Bowdoin
1917-19. Psi Upsilon. b. Portland Dec. 18
1898. res. unknown.
THALHEIMER, John Coolidge. Bowdoin
1917-19. Delta Upsilon. b. W. Medford MA
Aug. 13 1899; m. Mildred Reiger, married
again; ch.: John Jr., Harold '46. Bowdoin (asst.
to treas. 1920-24, asst. treas. 1924-26, bursar
1926-32), with Int. Harvester Co. (Auburn NY
1934-50, chief budgets & statistics Memphis
TN 1950-64), ret. d. Santa Maria CA Jan. 26
1973.*
THOMPSON, Jason Collins. Bowdoin 1917,
1919. Zeta Psi. b. Southport Nov. 15 1898.
Hotel mgr. Southport 1917-36, town selectman
Southport 1934-38, town clerk Southport ca.
1948, tax collector Southport ca. 1949. d.
Southport Oct. 27 1954.
THOMSON, Alexander. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; B.A. Oxford Univ. 1925; M.A.
Oxford Univ. (Rhodes scholar Trinity Coll.
1921-25) 1928; Ph.D. Cornell 1932. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Skowhegan July 17 1899;
m. Mary Blunt 1925; ch.: Sarah, Mary,
Elizabeth. Instr. history N.Y. Univ. 1926-28,
Wesleyan Univ. (asst. prof, history 1928-38,
assoc. prof. 1938-42, prof. 1942-49; dean of
freshmen). Ed.: Journal of Modern History,
contbr. Pvt. USA 1918. d. Middletown CT Jan.
5 1949.*
TOBEY, Ronald Whitcomb. Bowdoin 1917-20.
Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Guilford March 5 1899; m.
Ella Harris July 16 1926; ch.: Ronella, James,
Diana. Supervising examiner Liberty Mutual
Ins. Co. 1922-64, ret. Trustee & deacon Baptist
Church. Served to sgt. Me. Nat. Guard, res.
Concord MA.*
TOYOKAWA, Ryonosuke. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Tokyo Japan April 24 1895. res.
Hino City Tokyo Japan.
TUPPER, Clifford Rose. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1929. Chi Psi. b. Princeton June 25 1897; m.
Marion Johnson Aug. 11 1923. Teacher (Boys
Latin Sch. Baltimore MD 1922, Cranford NJ
1923-27, head Latin dept. high sch. Great Neck
NY 1927-58). d. Great Neck NY April 13 1958.
WAKEFIELD, Lawrence McCarthy. Bowdoin
1917-19, CH. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Orillia Ont. Canada March 26 1900. res.
unknown.
WHrTE, Edward Everett. A.B. b. Topsham
March 13 1899; m. Hazel Bostwick Feb. 17
1927; ch.: Judith. Sperry Rand Corp. (sales
mgr. Remington div., nat. mgr. Univac). d.
Boston June 15 1977.*
WILKINS, Percy Desmond. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Case Sch. of Applied Science 1927. Zeta
Psi. b. Hardwick VT March 12 1900; m.
Alice Cunningham Sept. 1 1931. Instr.
mathematics Tufts Univ. 1921-25, instr. Case
Sch. of Applied Science Cleveland OH
1925-27, Bates Coll. (asst. prof, mathematics
1927-34, assoc. prof. 1934-41, prof. 1941-68). d.
Georgetown July 19 1973.*
WILLIAMS, John Haynes. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Guilford Sept. 27 1899; m. Julia
Travis June 17 1924; ch.: Betty, John Jr.,
Robert. With Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co.
Washington DC 1921-39. d. Ridgewood NJ
Jan. 6 1939.
WILLSON, Merritt Lawrence. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Class agt. 1944-47. b. Sussex NJ
Sept. 3 1898; m. Isabel Adams Dec. 30 1929;
ch.: John, Lawrence. Legal dept. Industrial
Acceptance Corp. NY 1925-34, partner
Browne Hyde & Dickerson 1960-65. Dir. &
board chmn. (Farmers Nat. Bank Sussex,
Sussex County Trust Co. Franklin NJ), trustee
First Presby. Church Sussex, d. Sussex NJ May
20 1976.*
WING, Milton Jewell. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Kingfield April 30 1896; m. Ruth Goss
Oct. 25 1921; ch.: Eugene. Supt. Wing Spool &
Bobbin Co. Kingfield ca. 1921, ins. Kingfield
ca. 1933, lumberman Kingfield 1948-56. Served
in WWI. d. Waterville July 19 1956.
WOODWARD, John Everett. B.S. Zeta Psi.
b. Melrose MA Jan. 31 1899; m. Jayne
Jewett, m. Florence Munsie; ch.: Ruth, Joan.
Chemist (Boston Shoe Rubber Co. Maiden
MA 1922-33, Pioneer Petroleum Co. Tulsa OK
1933-41, Hood Rubber Co. Watertown MA
1941-52). Served with USN WWII. d. Reading
MA June 25 1952.
YOUNG, John Garnett. B.S., Med. Sch. 1921,
M.D. Harvard 1925. Sigma Nu. 1962 capital
campaign area chmn. b. Greenville TX Sept.
4 1899; m. Isabel Stults June 7 1922; ch.:
Robert '51, David '53, Joan. Physician Dallas
TX 1927-65. F.A.C.S., fellow Am. Coll.
Pediatrics, pres. board of trustees
(Southwestern Christian Coll., Southwestern
Bible Inst.), trustee (Harding Coll., St. Mark's
of Tex. Sch. for Boys), chmn. Dallas Health
Council, prof, pediatrics Southwestern Med.
Coll., assoc. prof, pediatrics Baylor Med. Sch.
Waco TX, chief of staff (Freeman Memorial
Clinic for Children, Tex. Childern's Hospital).
Pvt. USA 1917. Contbr. d. Dallas TX May 4
1966.*
Class of 1922
ABELON, Philip. A.B. b. Boston May 22
1898. res. Lynn MA.
ALEXANDER, William Wilmot. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Is. Falls July 2 1900. Teacher
Suffield CT Acad. 1922-23, claims dept.
(Travelers Ins. Co. Hartford CT 1923-28,
Commercial Casualty Ins. Co. Newark NJ
1928-?), with Metropolitan Casualty Ins. Co.,
with Am. Fore Loyalty Group Newark 197-64,
ret. Recipient: certificate Hartford Coll. Law
1926. d. Bucksport April 23 1971.*
ALLEN, Clarence Edward. Bowdoin 1919-20,
D.M.D. Tufts 1928. Kappa Sigma, b. Bangor
Dec. 21 1897. res. unknown.
ALLEN, Frederic Augustus. Bowdoin
1918- 1920. Psi Upsilon. b. Sanford July 9
1897. res. Sanford.
AMES, Herman Robie. Bowdoin 1920-21, A.B.
George Washington Univ. 1922, A.M. George
Washington Univ. 1923. b. Piermont NH
Dec. 10 1900. res. unknown.
ANDERSON, Justin Leavitt. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1930. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Alfred June 29 1901
;
m. Margaret Hunt April 28 1934. Teacher high
sch. Franklin MA 1922-26, intern Lowell MA
Corp. Hospital 1930-31, resident Mass. State
Infirmary Tewksbury 1931-34, physician
(Somersworth NH 1934-36, Reading MA
1936-72). Pres. (Middlesex E. Dist. Med. Soc.
1945, Winchester Hospital Med. & Dental
Staff 1965-66), member town meeting Reading
1946-50. res. Topsfield MA.*
AVERILL, Frank Given. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Boston March 6 1900; s. of
Roswell F. M'00; m. Charlotte Sanger Jan. 19
1929; ch.: Richard, Constance. Staff member
Portland Press Herald 1922-23, telegraph ed.
Bangor Commercial 1923, agriculture ed. Univ.
Me. 1923-28, member (Memorial Fund
Committee 1928-29, John Price Jones Corp.
NYC 1929-36), Northeastern Univ. 1936-42
(head public relations dept., chmn.
development committee, asst. sec. of Univ.),
member New Eng. Council 1942-47, public
relations counselor 1947-48. d. Wellesley MA
July 22 1948.
BACHULUS, John Matthew. Bowdoin
1919-20, Med. Sch. 1920-21, M.D. Univ. Vt.
1924. Kappa Sigma. 1962 capital campaign
area chmn., 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ret.; b. New Britain CT May 6 1899; Intern
U.S. Naval hospital Chelsea MA 1924-25, jr.
med. officer (USS Utah Boston 1925-27,
USNA 1927-30), med. officer (USN Fleet Air
Base Ford Is. Honolulu T.H. 1931-34, U.S.
Naval Air Station Norfolk VA 1934), 1st naval
dist. flight surgeon USN Yard Charlestown
MA 1935-38, flight surgeon USS Lexington
Long Beach CA 1938-41, organized Sch. of
Aviation med. tech. & Aviation Physiology
Section USN Sch. of Aviation Medicine
Pensacola FL 1941, sr. med. officer (U.S.
Naval Air Station Lake Hurst NJ 1941-42, USS
Saratoga S. Pacific 1942-43, USN Air Station
Moffet Field CA 1944-45), commanding
officer USN Base Hospital Oran Algeria 1945,
staff med. officer (Naples Italy 1945-46,
London England 1946-48), med. research
Office Naval Attache London 1948-50, liason
officer supreme committee for liberation of
Lithuania 1947-50, med. intelligence Office
Naval Intelligence Washington DC 1950-54,
ret. capt. USN 1955. Driftwood Inn & Motel
Brunswick 1959-61 (dir. & treas.). Awarded
Victory Medal 1918, Am. Defense Medal 1939.
Am. Defense Sea Duty Medal 1939-41, Pacific
Asiatic Medal with 5 Stars 1942-43, African
Mediterranean Medal 1945-46, German
Occupation Medals, Korean Medal 1950-52.
Italian Decoration Crown of Italy 1946.
Contbr. res. Brunswick.*
BAGDIKIAN, Paul Garabed. Bowdoin
1918-20, Med. Sch. 1920. D.C. Palmer Coll. of
Chiropractic 1923. Psi Upsilon. Ret.: b.
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Adana Turkey Jan. 25 1896; m. Frieda Ehlers
Aug. 18 1923; ch.: Anita, Paul Jr. Chiropractor
Bath 1924-75, ret. res. Bath.*
BALL, Samuel John. A.B. Delta Upsilon. b.
Westbrook Aug. 1 1 1 899. res. Arcadia FL.
BARKER, Warren Edward. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Retford Notinghamshire
England Oct. 2 1899; m. Ruth Poole Feb. 28
1935; ch.: Jane. Supervisor general training
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. 1922-61, ret. Served
with USNR 1918. res. Clearwater FL.*
BARTLETT, Arthur Charles. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Norway May 22 1901; m. Eleanora
Very 1927; ch.: Jonathan '53, Constance,
Ellen. Newspaper reporter (Portland Press
Herald 1922-24, Sioux City IA Tribune,
Portland Press Herald, The Edmonton Bulletin
Alta. Canada 1924-25, The Boston Herald
1925-28); assoc. ed. Country Home Magazine
NYC 1929-35; managing ed. United
Newspapers Magazine Corp. NYC 1935-37;
contributing ed. This Week Magazine NYC
1938-45; assoc. ed. Country Gentlemen
Magazine NYC 1945-46; contributing ed. &
free lance writer 1946-52 (New Yorker,
Holiday, Saturday Evening Post); chief
information officer, press & public affairs
officer 1952-62 (New Delhi India, Baghdad
Iraq, Manila P.I., Calcutta India); chief press
& publication branch for Near East & Asia
U.S. Information Agency Washington DC
1962-64. Author, contbr. d. Washington DC
July 13 1964.
BATTISON, Ralph Emmons. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Wollaston MA June 15 1902; m.
Claire Parker Oct. 17 1925. With McCann
Erickson (NYC 1923-24, Chicago IL 1924-25,
San Francisco CA 1925-33). d. San Mateo CA
Aug. 2 1933.
BERNSTEIN, Louis. A.B., LL.D. 1973. Class
agt. 1940-42, 1947-75; Alumni Council 1955-58
(v.pres. 1956-57, pres. 1957-58); Alumni Fund
dir. 1952-55 (v.chmn. 1953-54, chmn. 1954-55);
Overseer 1958-73 (v.pres. 1965-69, pres.
1969-73), emeritus 1973—; 1962 capital
campaign nat. committee & area chmn.; 1972
capital campaign worker. Law; b. Portland
Nov. 26 1900; m. Selma Seligman Jan. 27 1946.
Atty. self-employed Portland 1922—
.
Corporator emeritus Me. Savings Bank, Jewish
Community Center (dir., founder), trustee
emeritus Me. Med. Center, Municipal Court
Portland (recorder, judge), member city
council Portland 1923, Civil Service Comm.
Portland (member 1934-41, chmn. 1938-39),
chmn. United Fund 1953-54, a founder Temple
Bethel, pres. Municipal Court Judges of Me.
1954. Served to maj. USAF 1942-45. res.
Portland.*
BREWER Wilfred Reginald. A.B., M B. &
Ch.B. Univ. Edinburgh 1935. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Ashland Oct. 30 1900; m.
Countess Anne-Marie Konta Lucci Jan. 1943,
m. Barbara Hiester Jan. 23 1965; ch.:
Alessandra, Pamela. Physician (Westbury NY
1938-42, Hempstead NY 1946-49, USPHS), ret.
1964. Med. dir. W. R. Grace Co. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1942-47. d. Kennebunk Nov. 22
1966.*
BUTLER, Lee Melvin. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Portland July 9 1900. res. Rye NY.
CANTER, Milton Maurice. A.B. b. Gardiner
Feb. 18 1901; m. Rosalie Goldberg July 24
1943. Teacher high sch. Ft. Kent 1924, prop.
Cantor's Clothing Store Gardiner 1925-42,
contact rep. U.S. V.A. Bangor 1945-?, prop.
Canter's Clothing Store 197-68, ret. Served with
USA 1942-44. d. Gardiner June 28 1972.*
CARLSON, Karl Elof Verner. B.S. b.
Frnorsru Sweden March 4 1900. res. Santa
Barbara CA.
CLARK, Leslie William. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Ogunquit July 30 1899; m. Jeanette
Caliendo Dec. 29 1934, m. Josephine Snow
May 15 1948; ch.: Johanne, Francesca.
Teacher (Pennington Sch. NJ 1922-24, Friends'
Central Sch. Phila. PA 1924-27, high sch. Phila.
1927-28); hotel & restaurant business, real
estate Ogunquit 1922-52. Served to cpl. USA
1917-18. d. Ogunquit Oct. 15 1952.
CLIFFORD, Nathan, Jr. Bowdoin 1918-20.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland Aug. 9 1900.
With Am. Can Co. 1920-22; with Lee,
Higginson & Co. 1922-24; with paper business
Rumford 1924-25. d. W. Paris June 27 1925.
CLYMER, William Fredrick. B.S. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. Syracuse NY March 13 1900; m.
Margaret McCullough Aug. 3 1934. Credit
investigator Seaboard Nat. Bank NYC
1922-28, E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
1928-65 (credit investigator, mgr. NYC,
Buffalo NY, Wilmington DE; regional credit
mgr. Los Angeles CA; credit spec.
Wilmington), ret. 1965, resident mgr. Rodney
Court Apartments Wilmington 1966-? First
Church of Christ Scientist Wilmington (first
reader 3 yrs., member board of dir. 9 yrs.
chmn. of board, pres.), committee on
publication for Dela. for Christian Science.
Pvt. SATC 1918. res. Wilmington DE.*
COBB, Richard Winslow. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Harvard 1924.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Providence RI Jan. 19
1901. Winona Camps Denmark summers
1922-67 (pres., dir., sec. & treas.), citrus grower
Vero Beach FL winters 1924-67. Served to It.
cdr. USN 1943-46. d. Vero Beach FL Jan. 6
1967.*
CONGDON, Clyde Thompson, Sr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Springfield MA Jan. 27
1899; m. Isabelle Pollard Jan. 23 1923, m.
Helen Fagone Jan. 10 1973; ch.: Drusilla,
Clyde Jr. Salesman Library Bureau Boston &
Portland 1926, field asst. Travers Ins. Co.
1926-34, Brunswick Loan & Bldg. Assn.
1934-69 (sec, treas., director), exec, v.pres.
Federal Savings & Loan 1965-69, general ins.
agt. Brunswick 1934-72, hon. v.pres. Brunswick
Pres. (Independent Ins. Agt. State of Me., Me.
League of Loan & Bldg. Assn.). Apprentice
seaman USN 1918. res. New Port Richey FL.*
CURRAN, George Albert. Bowdoin 1918-20.
Psi Upsilon. b. Calais June 18 1901; m.
Frances Sage June 20 1927; ch.: Ben, Sally,
Vierra. With Bank of Am. Invest. Co.
Sacramento CA, invest, broker Donnelan Co.
Sacramento, prop, real estate & ins. agency
Tracy CA 1946-62. Served to capt. USAF
WWII. d. Oakland CA Dec. 27 1962.*
DAHLGREN, John Walter. B.S. Kappa Sigma,
b. Highland Park IL July 7 1898. Served to
sales mgr. Am. Radiator Co. Boston, salesman
John R. White & Son Coal Co. Providence RI,
general mgr. Domestic Peat Co. Centerville,
shipyard worker Stores div. Todd-Bath
Shipyard Corp. Portland 1942-45, florist
Falmouth Foreside 1948, mill worker Dexter,
gardener Dexter, d. Dexter Dec. 16 1961.
DOE, Harold. Bowdoin 1918, B.S. USNA
1923. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. China
May 3 1900; m. Evelyn Lee Feb. 6 1926; ch.:
Nancy, Harold Jr., Randolph, Lucinda. Served
to cdr. USN 1918-46, ret. res. China.*
DRAKE, George Spencer. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Lynn MA Feb. 7 1899; m. Thelma
Moore June 16 1928; ch.: Spencer, William '53.
With Old Colony Trust Co. Boston 1922-27,
accountant Bangor Hydro-Electric Co.
1927-37, invest, broker Portland 1937-63.
Served with USN WWII. d. Portland March 24
1963.*
ELDRIDGE, Dean Stratum. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Colerain MA April 19 1899. res. unknown.
ELDRIDGE, Millard Alfred. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Is. Falls June 15
1899; m. Hazel Saunders July 9 1924; ch.:
Pauline. Lumbering, ret. Served with SATC
1918. res. Bucksport.*
EMERY, Howard Rodney. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1929. Chi Psi. b. W. Paris June 20 1901.
Teacher (Proctor Acad. Andover NH 1922-23,
high sch. Castine 1923-25, Hebron Acad.
1925-31, Peddie Sch. Highstown NJ 1931-37),
Hebron Acad, (head history dept. 1937-42,
dean 1939-42), chmn. history dept. Governor
Dummer Acad. S. Byfield MA 1942-47,
teacher Lawrenceville NJ Sch. 1947-67 (chmn.
history dept. 1963-67, house master), ret. 1967.
d. Lawrenceville NJ Feb. 27 1970.
EMERY, Shepard May. A.B., M.B.A. Harvard
1927. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland June 3
1900; s. of Harry '93; m. Charlotte Smith June
20 1923, m. Barbara Bailey April 10 1947; ch.:
Barbara, Josephine. With People's Nat. Bank
Groveton NH, with Canal Nat. Bank Portland
1938-?, with Newton MA Nat. Bank, auditor
Ernst & Ernst Boston, with E. H. Griswold &
Co. Portland ca. 1947, supervisor Me. State
Dept. of Audit 1950-69, ret. d. Togus July 14
1974.
FAGONE, Francisco Agrippino. Bowdoin
1918-20, Med. Sch. 1920, M.D. Tufts 1924.
Scholarship fund established in his memory
1969. b. Mineo Sicily Italy Jan. 1 1899; m.
Jeanette Del Gaudio 1925, m. Helen Bacon
May 30 1944; ch.: Francis '66, Josephine,
Albert. Physician Mercy Hospital & Me. Med.
Center Portland 1924-68. Pres. Me. Acad, of
General Practice 1953, county med. examiner
1926-40, Me. chapter Am. Acad, of General
Practitioners (asst. city physician, charter
member, pres.), physician Me. Boxing Comm.
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Served to col. MCUSA 1940-46. d. Portland
April 18 1968.*
FERRIS, William Francis, Sr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. NYC March 10 1899; m.
Katie Pletts June 23 1922; ch.: William Jr. '45,
Fred '47, Jane. With Guaranty Trust Co. NYC
1922-23, with Equitable Trust Co. NYC
1923-24, municipal bonds spec. Hamilton A.
Gill & Co. NYC 1924-25, founder William F.
Ferris & Co. NYC 1925-28 (became Cravin,
Ferris, Jones & Co. 1926), foreign bonds spec.
F. J. Lisman & Co. NYC 1928-29, head
founder William Ferris & Co. NYC 1929-65,
ret. d. NYC Sept. 24 1968.*
FISH, Stanwood Shumway. A.B. cum laude,
Ed.M. Harvard 1933. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Freeport Sept. 25 1900; m. Helen Curtis Aug.
27 1932; ch.: Marilyn, Stanwood '60. Teacher
board of education Milton MA 1922-24, board
of education Quincy MA 1925-31 (teacher,
principal elementary sch.), board of education
Hartford CT 1931-60 (principal elementary
sch. & jr. high sch.), section camp dir. Camp
Wyanoke Wolfeboro NH 1943-50, teacher
(Loomis Sch. Windsor CT 1960-65, Univ.
Hartford 1965-67), ret. Member Phi Delta
Kappa, pres. Hartford Sch. Principal's Club,
res. S. Freeport.*
FLETCHER, Charles Lloyd. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Portland Jan. 27 1900; m.
Blanche Brisebois Sept. 16 1955. Chemist
(Allentown PA 1922, Milwaukee WI 1922-23),
accountant Western Electric Co. Inc. NYC
1923-64, ret. Pvt. SATC 1918. res. Cos Cob
CT.*
FLINN, Waldo Raymond. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1927. Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt.
1929-34, Alumni Council 1934-37 (pres.
1936-37), Athletic Council 1934-35, class
bequest chmn. Ret.; b. Is. Falls June 9 1900;
m. Thelma Damren Sept. 5 1924; ch.: Barbara,
Judith. High sch. Westbrook 1922-25 (coach,
teacher), sales dept. Barron's Weekly Boston
summer 1924, The Rockefeller Inst. NYC
1927-65 (asst. business mgr., business mgr.),
ret. Treas. Searsdale Congr. Church, Alpha
Delta Phi fraternity (chmn. exec, council,
treas.). Pvt. SATC 1918. res. Newport Beach
CA.*
FOGG, Ralph Hervey. A.B. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b.
Bath Sept. 4 1899; m. Mildred Beale.
Apprentice Edwards Mfg. Co. Augusta
1922-26, Central Me. Power Co. Augusta
1926-64, ret. Pvt. SATC 1918. res. Waterville.*
FOSS, Philip Emery. B.S., A.M. Bates 1929.
Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Norway March 21 1896; m.
Thelma Tracy Dec. 30 1922; ch.: Richard,
Mary. Instr. Mass. Agriculture Coll. Amherst
1922-04, Centenary Coll. Inst. Hackettstown
NJ 1924-25 (registrar, instr. science), board of
education Southington CT 1925-26
(v.principal., teacher), board of education
Rockville CT 1926-27 (principal adult sch.,
teacher), teacher board of education Hartford
CT 1927-63, ret. Served to sgt. USA 1917-19.
Co-author: Social Biology (1935), contbr. res.
Windsor CT.*
FREEMAN, Francis Pike. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Class agt. 1938-40, 1941-45; Alumni Fund dir.
1944-46 (v.chmn. 1944-45, chmn. 1945-46);
Alumni Council 1950-52 (v.pres. 1951-52). b.
Portland Feb. 17 1901; s. of Eben W. '85; m.
Suzanne Thompson Oct. 10 1925; ch.: Eben II,
Nancy, Audrey. Atty. Portland 1925-51,
referee in bankruptcy 1939-49, member (Me.
State Parole Board 1942-47, Me. Board of Bar
Examiners 1950-51), pres. YMCA Portland
1944-46. d. Boston Sept. 21 1951.*
GOFF, Robert Fiske. A.B., A.M. Bates 1942.
Psi Upsilon. b. Gray Feb. 18 1900. Teacher
Me. Sch. of Commerce (Portland, Auburn);
pvt. tutor ca. 1930; teacher Northeastern
Business Coll.; teacher high sch. Caribou
1942-47; instr. lang., mathematics, sociology
Portland Jr. Coll. 1942-57; asst. prof. German,
English Univ. Me. Portland 1957-61. Teacher
Waynflete Sch. Portland, d. Portland July 18
1961.
GOLDBERG, Louis Edward. Bowdoin
1919-20, Med. Sch. 1920, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1924.
b. Portland Dec. 22 1899; m. Lillian Bucharest
Feb. 25 1939. Physician Newark NH 1928-56,
chief 2 pediatric dept. Beth Israel Hospital
Newark. Fellow Am. Acad, of Pediatricians.
Contbr. d. Newark NJ Sept. 24 1956.*
GOODWIN, Carl. Bowdoin 1921-22. b.
Wells Oct. 8 1898. res. unknown.
HALL, Ernest Merryman. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Brunswick Aug. 22 1898; m. Louise Cahill
June 24 1922, m. Ruth Hanson Jan. 7 1967.
Principal high sch. Stockton Springs 1922-24,
instr. economics & coach Portland Univ.
1924-26, prop, retail shoe business (Brunswick
1926-62, Boothbay Harbor & Damariscotta
1935-62). Dir. C. of C. Brunswick, 32nd degree
Mason. Served with USA 1918. d. Brunswick
May 6 1967.*
HALL, William Kelsey. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Oxford Dec. 4 1899; m. Caro Bailey Aug 21
1930; ch.: Janet, Barbara. Bowdoin (asst. to
treas. 1924-26, asst. to bursar 1926-46, asst.
bursar 1946-59), ret. d. Brunswick Nov. 6
I960.*
HAM, Edward Billings. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, L.H.D. 1952; A.M.
Harvard 1923; Ph.D. Oxford Univ. (Rhodes
scholar 1923-24) 1927. Alpha Delta Phi.
Alumni Council 1931-34. b. Boston Nov. 7
1902; s. of Roscoe J. faculty; m. Mary
Hartman June 22 1933, m. Galia Millard Sept.
1 1955; ch.: Richard. Harvard (instr.
mathematics 1924-25, French 1927-28), instr.
French Radcliffe Coll. 1927-28, research assoc.
French Princeton Univ. 1928-33, post-doctoral
fellowship in the humanities by Am. Council of
Learned Soc. 1933-34, asst. prof. French (Yale
Univ. 1934-41, Albertus Magnus 1935-41),
Univ. Mich, (assoc. prof. French 1941-48, prof.
1948-63), Guggenheim fellow 1961-61,
distinguished residential prof. Calif. State Coll.
Hayward CA 1963-65. Author, ed., contbr. d.
Berkeley CA Nov. 30 1965.*
HARMON, Ceba Montelle John. B.S. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Stonington July 28 1899; m.
Helen McGroarty May 12 1923; ch.: Jeanne,
Claire, Anne. Bond salesman Blair & Co. NYC
1922-23; asst. mgr. Chase Nat. Bank NYC
1925-28; Union Tobacco Co. Forest Hills NY
1928-36 (sec, treas., dir.); comptroller N.Y.
World's Fair Forest Hills NY 1936-40; staff
member Booz, Fry, Allen & Hamilton Chicago
IL 1940-42; with Optical Research Inc.
1942-44; partner U.S. Management &
Engineering Co. NYC 1944-?; financial
consultant Yeshiva Univ. & Ovitron Corp.
Seaman apprentice USNR 1918. d. NYC June
27 1971.
HART, Frank Messenger. Bowdoin 1918-19.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Camden Jan. 29 1899; s. of
Willis F. M'86. res. unknown.
HOWE, Maynard Stephen. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Lynn MA Sept. 2 1899; m. Viola Rowe Aug. 14
1923; ch.: Raymond, Maynard Jr. Principal
high sch. (Denmark 1922-24, Brownfield
1924-43); teacher, registrar Vocational-Tech.
Inst. Me. State Dept. of Education (Augusta
1946-52, S. Portland 1952-62); ret. Town health
officer Brownfield 1936-43, treas. & dir.
Consumers Electric Co. Brownfield 1940-47,
prop. Brownfield Print Shop 1933-47. Served
with ACUSN 1918-21, USNR 1918-21; served
to capt. ACUSA 1943-46; served to maj.
USAFR 1946-63. Boys' dormitory S. Me.
Vocational-Tech. Inst, named in his memory,
d. Kezar Falls April 19 1967.*
HOWE, Reginald McLellan. Spec. 1918-19.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Gorham NH Sept. 4 1898.
res. unknown.
HUNT, Edward Atherton. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Braintree MA Dec. 14 1900; m.
Catherine Maxwell Feb. 13 1926; ch.:
Eleanore, Margery, Edward Jr., James, Robert
'61. Salesman Boston (Cordingley & Co.
1922-39, Henkels & Co. 1939-59), v.pres.
Henkels & Hunt Boston 1959-72, ret. Dir.
Boston Wool Trade Assn. 1955, pres. All Souls
Mens Club Braintree 1954. res. Norwell MA.*
JAMES, Proctor. Bowdoin 1918-20. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Portland Aug. 26 1899; m.
Ruth Dunbar July 28 1928; ch.: Louise. Invest,
counselor & mgr. James & Co. NYC 197-35,
ret. Brockton ca. 1949. Served with USN WWI.
d. Chebeague Is. July 26 1955.
JONES, Lee Hamilton. Bowdoin 1918. b.
Ludlow Jan. 8 1899; m. Winifred Lee; ch.: Lee
Jr., Phyllis, Joy. Served with USA WWI. d.
Portland March 2 1976.
JORDAN, Maurice Donald. Spec. 1918-19.
1920-21. Chi Psi. b. Brockton MA March 17
1900; m. Leola Adams Jan. 6 1926: ch.:
Maurice Jr. With Norris-Hayden laundry
business Auburn 1921-28, with Personal
Finance Co. Augusta 1928-33, mgr. Monroe
Loan Soc. Bangor 1933-?, with Seaboard
Finance Co., examiner Me. State Banking
Dept. 197-35, served to asst. treas. Casco Bank
& Trust Co. Portland 1955-65, loan consultant
Westbrook Trust Co. 1965-71, ret. d. Portland
April 11 1974.*
KEENE, Caroll Herbert. A.B., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1925. Sigma Nu. b. Bremen Aug. 5
1897; m. Harriette Camp Oct. 16 1928: ch.:
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Edward '52, Weston. Physician Chatham MA
1926-73. USPHS 1940-46 (pres.), member
Barnstable County Med. Soc. ca. 1940,
member board of health Chatham 10 yrs.
(chmn.). Named dist. doctor of the yr. 1961,
recipient: Distinguished Service Award
Chatham Jaycees 1968. d. Centerville MA June
5 1973.
KIMBALL, Herrick Charles. A.B., M.D.
Western Reserve Univ. 1925. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Ft. Fairfield March 16 1902; m.
Mary Towle Sept. 1 1932; ch.: Philip '59,
Carolyn. Physician (Cleveland OH 1925-28, Ft.
Fairfield 1928-66). F.A.C.S., county med.
examiner 1949-63, med. advisor Selective
Service Board 1942-66. d. Ft. Fairfield Jan. 3
1966.*
KING, Leopold Firman. Bowdoin 1918-20,
Med. Sch. 1920, M.D. Boston Univ. 1925,
L.H.D. Merrimack Coll. 1957. Sigma Nu. b.
Waterville May 14 1902; m. Alberta Wholley
1927, m. Lillian Keegan Nov. 7 1956; ch.:
Peter '50, Leopold '51. Surgeon Lowell MA
1925-73. F.A.C.S. 1936, pres. (Lowell Invest.
Assn., Mass. Soc. of Examining Physicians),
chief of staff St. Joseph's Hospital Lowell
1945-73. SATC 1918. Named Hon. Oblate of
Mary Immaculate 1970. Contbr. d. Lowell MA
Sept. 4 1973.
KNIGHT, Douglas Ewart. Bowdoin 1918-19.
Zeta Psi. b. Boothbay Oct. 29 1898. res.
Mesa AZ.
KNIGHT, Ralph Brown. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. b. Waterford June 8
1900; m. Elizabeth Bridgman June 8 1934, m.
Gladys Mounton May 16 1942. Salesman
Library Supplies Co. Portland 1922-23, treas.
N. Waterford Spool Co. 1923-28, ins. salesman
N. Waterford 1928-53. Me. state rep. 1933-34.
SATC 1918. d. N. Waterford June 9 1953.
KNOTT, Ralph Blossom. Spec. 1918-19. Sigma
Nu. b. Boston Jan. 21 1899; m. Lora
Blanding June 6 1921; ch.: Stuart, Patricia.
Asst. controller Eastern Corp. Bangor 1917-39,
controller (Raytheon Mfg. Co. Boston 1939-49,
Int. Minerals & Chems. Corp. Chicago IL
1941-43), management consultant McKinsey &
Co. Chicago & San Francisco CA 1943-48,
asst. treas. & controller Fireboard Products Co.
San Francisco 1948-54 (treas., v.pres.).
Founder & pres. Me. chapter Nat. Assn. Cost
Accountants (officer Boston chapter, v.pres.
Chicago chapter, pres. San Francisco chapter).
Apprentice seaman USN 1918-21. d. San
Francisco CA April 30 1954.
KNOWLTON, Wilson Warner. B.S., M.D.
Harvard 1926, M.P.H. Harvard 1934. Phi
Delta Psi. b. Plymouth NH Aug. 3 190; m.
Audrey Smith Aug. 8 1928. County health
officer Rockefeller Foundation LA (Richland
Parish 1927, St. Landry Parish 1928), dist.
health officer Commonwealth of Mass.
1928-33, asst. supt. Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital Boston 1934-39, supt. Boston
Lying-in Hospital 1939-47, asst. supt. Hospitals
div. Commonwealth of Mass. 1947-48, supt.
Westfield State Sanatorium Commwealth of
Mass. 1948-62, ret. Trustee Washingtonian
Hospital for Alcoholics Boston 1939-48. d. San
Francisco CA July 20 1976.*
LEAVITT, Charles Ernest. Bowdoin 1918-19,
A.B. Albion 1928, A.M. Northwestern 1919.
Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Richmond May 13
1901; m. Dorothy Bassett Jan. 1 1924. Public
Sch. Grosse Pointe MI 1929-66 (teacher,
principal), ret. res. Grosse Pointe MI.*
LINN, Arthur Tsu-Kuang. Bowdoin 1920-21.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Hong Kong April 21
1896. res. unknown.
LiTTLEFIELD, William Dean. Bowdoin
1919-23, grad Hampden Coll. of pharmacy.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Berwick April 23
1899; m. Beatrice Bagg Nov. 5 1927. Chemist
MA (Strathmore Paper Co. Springfield 1923-?,
Whiting Paper Co. Holyoke 7-1947), ret. 1947.
Treas. & trustee Meeting House Hill Cemetery,
member finance committee W. Springfeild. d.
Westfield MA July 9 1976.
LUDDEN, William Robinson. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. b. Auburn Jan. 9 1900; m. Dorothy
Barry (2nd marriage); ch.: Elizabeth, Forest,
David, Robert. With accounting dept. N.Y.
Tel. Co. NYC 1922-23, with Binghamton NY
Morning Sun 1923-?, salesman Binghamton,
advt. dept. Lewiston Sun Journal 7-1928,
Auburn Free Press 1928-40 ed., publisher), d.
Rockwood July 27 1940.
LUDWIG, Leland Ornell, Jr. Bowdoin
1919-20, B.S. M.I.T. 1924. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Houlton Aug. 17 1897. res.
unknown.
MARTIN, Silvio Chrysostrom. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Van Buren Jan. 28 1901; m. Pauline
Hayes June 1 1940; ch.: John '63, Beatrice.
Self-employed ins. adjuster, ret. Member board
of dir. Kiwanis Club. SATC 1918, served with
N.H. State Guard 1942. res. Manchester NH.*
McCANN, Harold Gilman. A.B. b. Milford
MA Feb. 25 1888; m. Cora Hayden July 16
1913; ch.: Harold Jr. Clerg. (Kittery 1914-16,
Eliot 1916-19, Brunswick 1919-21, Saco
1921-24, Portland 1924-27, Bangor 1927-33,
Lewiston 1933-37). d. Lewiston Jan. 27 1937.
McCONKY, Kenneth Whipple. Spec. 1918-20.
Dellta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland May 23
1898; m. Helen Bradley Jan. 16 1929; ch.:
Bradley '59, Joanne. Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. Akron OH 1920-63 (member co. sales sch.,
counter salesman, adjuster NYC; general line
& truck tire salesman Hartford CT; truck &
bus tire salesman NYC & Boston 1929; nat.
account sales Boston 1930-35; Akron sales
staff 1936-37; N.Y. account exec. mfr. sales
dept. 1936-63). d. Clinton CT Oct. 15 1963.*
McCORMACK, Roland Lawton. A.B., M.D.
Univ. Louisville 1925. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.;
b. Norway Dec. 20 1899; m. Kathryn Crane
May 1924, m. Ann Munn April 10 1965; ch.:
William '49, Mildred. Physician, ret. SATC
1918. res. Marco Island FL.*
McCURDY, Hugh Graham. B.S., A.M.
Wesleyan 1938. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b.
Springfield MA March 19 1900; m. Dorethy
Ranney Dec. 28 1924; ch.: Paul, Katharine.
Physical education Wesleyan Univ. 1922-68
(prof., chmn.), soccer rules committee Nat.
Collegiate Athletic Assn. (member 1959-64,
chmn. 1963-64), sec.-treas. N.E. Intercollegiate
Swimming Assn. 1931-69, pres. Middlesex
County Boy Scouts 1948-50. Pvt. USA 1918.
Elected member Helms Hall of Fame as
athletic dir. 1970. res. Middletown CT.*
McGORRILL, Virgil Courtney. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Class agt. 1934-38, Alumni Council
1936-39, Alumni Fund dir. 1945-48. b.
Clinton May 22 1899; m. Bernice Butler June
23 1923; ch.: John '48, Bruce '53. State Invest.
Co. Portland 1922-57 (invest, broker, pres.).
Trustee Me. Med. Center, pres. (C. of C.
Portland, Community Chest Portland), dir.
(Better Business Bureau, Portland & State
YMCA). d. Portland Nov. 16 1957.*
MEACHAM, Ralph Albert. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Brimfield MA Jan. 30 1899; married, d.
PA April 2 1976.
MENDELSON, Martin. B.S. b. Auburn July
15 1901; m. Gertrude Harvey Nov. 8 1935; ch.:
Frederic, William, Alan. Men's wear salesman
Lewiston 1922-26, fur mere. NYC 1926-35,
sales rep. (Jack Fin Co., Manhasset Casuals
NYC, Miss Jane Miami FL). d. Brookline MA
Jan. 3 1970.
MERRILL, Lawrence Freeman. Spec. 1918-19,
1919-20. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland Dec. 1
1898; m. Louise Holbrook July 2 1949; ch.:
Lynne, Stephen. With Burnham & Morrill Co.
Portland, with J. E. Palmer Co. Portland, mfg.
rep. (E. T. Burrowes Co. Greensboro NC
1926-30, Wells & Richardson Co. NYC
1930-40), lumber & real estate Westbrook
1940-47, funeral dir. Hay & Peabody Portland
1947-51, inquiry mgr. State of Me. Publicity
Bureau 1951-64. Pres. Kiwanis S. Portland
1956-57. Served to SFC USN 1917-18. d. Cape
Elizabeth March 26 1971.*
MERRY, Henry Herbert, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
George Washington Univ. 1928. Kappa Sigma,
b. Auburn June 21 1900; m. Kathryn Mahoney
Dec. 31 1932; ch.: Thomas. With V.A. Atlanta
GA 3 yrs., tech. advisor Social Security Board
Washington DC 1936-?, atty. & admin, analyst
Bureau of the Budget Washington DC 1936-53.
d. Arlington VA April 6 1953.
MITCHELL, James Edward. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1925; LL.D.
Univ. Me. 1965. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Bangor
April 4 1900; m. Elizabeth Palmer Sept. 5
1925; ch.: Ann, Mary, Sally, Elizabeth, James
'61. Atty. Bangor 1925—. Seaman USN
1918-19. res. Bangor.*
MONAHON, Clifford Philip. Bowdoin
1917-21, A.B. Bates 1922, A.M. Cornell 1933,
B.S. Columbia 1945. Kappa Sigma. b.
Portland Dec. 2 1897. res. unknown.
MORRELL, Allen Everett. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Hyde Park MA July 7 1897; m.
Ellen Baxter, m. Florence Counsel; ch.: Robert
'47, Richard '50. Pres. & trustee Brunswick
Savings Inst., pres. Brunswick Coal & Lumber.
Board chmn. MOHEDA Ins. Trust, past dir. C.
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of C. Brunswick, corporator Brunswick Savings
Inst. 1975. res. Brunswick.
NAKANE, Shigeo. B.S. cum laude, M.S. Univ.
Chicago 1923. Exec; b. Sendai Japan May
20 1898; m. Yamanoue Itoko Barnard, m.
Odashiro Sachiho Furitsu Daigo; ch.: Akira
'54, Kiyoshi '59, Takashi Keio. Tech. advisor
Pulp & Paper div. GHQ SCAP 1945-50, tech.
consultant Pulp & Paper Industry 1950-55,
Nippon U.S. Machinery Co. Ltd. (pres.
1955-70, board chmn. 1970—). res. Tokyo
Japan.*
NIXON, Theodore. A.B. Delta Upsilon. b.
Braintree MA Jan. 17 1901; m. Gladys Chase
Sept. 30 1930; ch.: Theodore. Teacher (high
sen. Wickford RI, Lawrenceville NJ Sch.
197-27), advt. Wall Street Journal NYC
1927-41, with Sentry Ins. Co. Boston, d.
Newton MA Jan. 8 1966.*
NORTHROP, Stanley Otis. Bowdoin 1918-19.
Delta Upsilon. b. Saco Sept. 28 1900.
Accountant Daytona Beach FL 1928. d. Old
Orchard Nov. 5 1955.
NORTON, Carroll Plummer. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Jonesport Jan. 14 1899; m.
Josephine Eales Feb. 17 1923; ch.: Richard '50,
William '50. High Sch. (teacher, principal),
hotel mgr., ret. res. Bangor.*
NOYES, George Howard. Bowdoin 1918-20.
Sigma Nu. b. Stonington Nov. 8 1901; s. of
Benjamin L. M'95; m. Ethel Barker July 11
1919; ch.: Vernette. Automobile dealer
Ellsworth 1920-25, general mgr. Stonington &
Deer Isle Power Co. 1925-39, pres. Stonington
Water Co. 1st town selectman, d. Portland Jan.
16 1939.
PAGE, Eben Blake. Bowdoin 1919-20. Psi
Upsilon. b. Winchester MA June 12 1898;
m. Dorothy Wells April 4 1922; ch.: Eben III,
Gordon '47, Ann. With Everlastic Co. Chelsea
MA, prop. Front Street Sales & Service Co.
Scituate MA 1927-57, ret. Scituate Federal
Savings & Loan (dir., founder, 1st v.pres.).
Served with USN WWI. d. Boston Feb. 18
1968.
PARTRIDGE, George Allen. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Alumni Fund dir. 1954-57. Ret.; b.
Gardiner March 25 1901; m. Louise
Hammond Dec. 24 1927; ch.: Margaret.
Salesman (Am. Radiator Co. Boston &
Portland 1922-29, Nat. Radiator Corp.
Portland 1929-30), self-employed Partridge Co.
1932-75, ret. Engineer WPB Portland 1942-46.
res. Falmouth-Foreside.*
PERRY, Standish. A.B. Kappa Sigma. b.
Rockland Dec. 2 1898; m. Ruth Montgomery
June 19 1924, m. Lillian Averbach; ch.: Joan.
With Plaster Co. Camden 1922-?, bond
salesman Kidder Peabody Camden 1924-30,
teacher hish sch. Camden 1930-31, with
LaTouraine Coffee Co. Boston 1932-33, res.
(Camden 1934-39, Tucson AZ 1940-43, Dallas
TX 1944-47), sec. to admin. Sawtelle Veterans'
Hospital Los Angeles CA 1947-50. d. Los
Angeles CA Dec. 25 1950.
PICKARD, John Coleman. A.B., LL.B. 1968.
Theta Delta Chi. Alumni Council 1940-43,
Overseer 1952-61, Trustee 1961, 1962 capital
campaign nat. committee chmn. Charles
Weston Pickard Lectureship given by him in
memory of his grandfather. Recipient: Alumni
Service Award 1963. b. Portland Sept. 3
1900; s. of Frederick W. '94; m. Lilley Ireson
June 7 1924, m. Margaret Murphy Sept. 7
1934, m. Irene Stones Feb. 26 1955. With E. I.
duPont de Nemours & Co. 1922-55 (Arlington
NJ, NYC, London England, Niagara Falls
NY, Los Angeles CA, Wilmington DE), ret.
1955. Trustee (Edward Little Inst. Auburn,
Hebron Acad. 1955-67), member corp. Woods
Hole Oceanographic Inst., former treas. Soc.
Natural History of Dela. d. Wilmington DE
Sept. 5 1970.*
POWERS, Neal. Bowdoin 1918-20, B.B.A.
Boston Univ. 1927. b. Ft. Fairfield March 25
1901; m. Eva Smith Aug. 1942. Prop. General
Ins. Agency Ft. Fairfield 1927-69. Sec. (Eastern
Frontier Lodge F. & A.M. No. 112, Rotary
Club Ft. Fairfield), d. Caribou June 4 1977.*
PUGSLEY, Raymond Felker. Bowdoin
1918-19. Kappa Sigma. b. Rollinsford NH
March 15 1899; s. of Everett A. '92; m. Thelma
Berry June 6 1922; ch.: Ramona. With Twin
State Gas & Electric Co. Dover NH, Kittery
Navy Yard 1924-33 (journeyman electrician,
submarine construction), USN Groton CT
(inspector electrical engineering Electric Boat
Co. 1933-41, principal inspector ship electrical
construction 1941-51, sr. supervising inspector
Electric Boat Co. 1951-62), ret. Pvt. USA 1918.
d. Mystic CT July 15 1966.*
PUTNAM, Raymond Gentlee. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Danvers MA May 5 1900.
res. unknown.
RACE, Shirley Kempton. Bowdoin 1918. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. E. Boothbay Feb. 21
1899; m. Mary Ellis Jan. 21 1930; ch.: Peter
'52. Claim adjuster Liberty Mutual Boston
1920-22, office mgr. Atlas Plywood Corp.
Boston 1922-26, account exec. Walter B.
Snowstaff Advt. Boston 1926-30, Broadway
actor NYC 1930-33, salesman Adams Mitchell
Co. Boston 1933-47, agt. Equitable Life Assn.
Soc. Boston 1951-69, ret. Pvt. SATC 1918. res.
Brookline MA.*
RICHARDS, Stuart Forbes. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Reading MA April 11 1900; m. Ednamay
Kelso July 29 1929; ch.: Stuart Jr. Wool sorter
& grader, div. Am. Woolen Co. Eddington
Shawsheen MA 1923-25, mere, self- employed
1925-72 MA (Reading, Waltham, Lynn, W.
Somerville), ret. Pvt. SATC 1918. d.
Winchester MA Nov. 1 1976.*
RICHARDSON, Jeffrey, Jr. Spec. 1918-20.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Brookline MA Oct.
23 1898; m. Henrietta Wing June 7 1924; ch.:
Henrietta, Emily. Invest, banker Boston
1921-48. d. Southbridge MA Nov. 4 1948.
RICKER, Sargent Wood. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Castine Aug. 23 1900; m. Olive
Jones June 17 1929; ch.: Carolyn, Arthur.
Teacher high sch. Vinalhaven 1923, clerk Am.
Radiator Co. Boston 1923-25, cashier Ludlow
Corp. Needham MA 1925-65, ret. Pvt. SATC
1918. res. Needham MA.*
RIDLEY, Francis Ruthven. A.B., LL.B. Temple
Univ. 1937. Delta Upsilon. b. Richmond
Sept. 19 1901; m. Florence Morrison April 20
1925; ch.: Francis Jr. Student Univ. Penn.
1923-24, with telephone co. (Phila. PA 1922-28,
Trenton & Canton NJ 1928-62), ret. d.
Dunedin FL Dec. 30 1968.
RIDLON, Magnus Fairfield. A.B., M B. Univ.
Cincinnati 1926, M.D. Univ. Cincinnati 1927.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Stetson March 7
1898; m. Marie Clark Nov. 7 1928; ch.:
Herrick '54, Dean '57. Intern & resident
Cleveland OH 1926-29, physician Bangor
1929-68, ret. F.A.C.S., chief surgery & gynecol.
Eastern Me. General Hospital Bangor (staff
pres.). d. Bangor July 16 1969.*
ROGERS, Albert Foster. Bowdoin 1917-20.
Delta Upsilon. b. Standish Dec. 12 1900; m.
Hazel Matteson March 15 1928; ch.: William
'52, Joseph '55. Clerk & salesman Phila. PA
1922-29, U.S. Bureau of Customs (inspector Ft.
Fairfield 1929-44; deputy collector Portland
1944-61; customs service field auditor;
supervisory auditor Phila. 1961-63, NYC 1963),
ret. d. Plymouth MI July 5 1969.*
RYAN, Terence Cullen. Bowdoin 1919-20,
M.D. Harvard 1924. b. Rumford Falls Oct.
17 1897; s. of Matthew F. M'89; m. Clare
McGoldrick Sept. 6 1929; ch.: Terry, John.
Physician Springfield MA 1928-56. d.
Springfield MA July 6 1956.*
SEALAND, Evans Franklin. Bowdoin 1918-20,
Med. Sch. 1921, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1924. Sigma
Nu. Ret.; b. Bangor Dec. 5 1899; m. Marion
Gray June 17 1927; ch.: Evans Jr. '51. Barbara.
General surgeon, ret. F.A.C.S. 1941. res.
Manchester CT.*
SHWARTZ, Sidney Philip. Bowdoin 1918-19,
grad. Peabody Law Sch. Portland. b.
Portland July 7 1901. Real estate broker
Portland 1922-62. d. Portland March 15 1962.*
SILVERMAN, David. B.S. Self-employed
wool dealer; b. Portland May 15 1901; m.
Sadie Abrahamson July 3 1949. Partner P.
Silverman & Son Portland 1949, self-employed
Boston 1949— . res. Brookline MA.*
SIMPSON, Dean Matthew. Bowdoin 1918-19.
b. Waterville Nov. 8 1901. U.S. Customs
officer 7-1927. d. Waterville Feb. 27 1927.
SIMPSON, Hartley Fremont. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1956. Delta
Upsilon. b. Tilton NH April 24 1900. Instr.
history Cornell Univ. 1923-26, asst. prof,
history Univ. Pittsburgh PA 1926-29, Yale
Univ. (research asst. history 1929-42, asst. prof.
1946-61; asst. dean grad. sch. 1942-47, assoc.
dean 1947-55, dean 1955-61), ret. Yale Univ.
(exec. sec. Univ. Office of Selective Service
1943-47; asst. dir. Office of Veterans Affairs
1945-47; dir. Div. of General Studies 1942-61;
member admin, board exec, committee Master
of Arts Teaching Program 1950-61; delegate to
Assn. of Am. Univ., Assn. of Grad. Schs. 18
yrs.). Contbr. d. Hanover NH Oct. 4 1967.
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SLEEPER, Francis Harper. Bowdoin 1918-20,
Med. Sch. 1920, D.Sc. 1954, M.D. Boston
Univ. 1924. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Houlton Oct.
5 1900; m. Ruth Putnam July 30 1924; ch.:
Francis. Worcester MA State Hospital
(physician 1926-27, clinical dir. 1927-28, asst.
supt. 1928-30, resident dir. research 1930-35,
asst. supt. 1935-38), Mass. Dept. Mental
Health Boston (dir. hospital inspection
1938-41, asst. commissioner 1941), supt.
Augusta State Hospital 1946-63, ret. Member
Governors Advisory committee on Mental
Health 1963-68, pres. rotary club Augusta
1953. Served to maj. Mass. Nat. Guard Med.
Corps 1926-40. Recipient: Roselle W.
Huddilston Award for distinguished service &
outstanding contbr. in field of health to people
in State of Me. 1960. Author: Custodial Care
and Management of Psychotic Soldiers (1944),
contbr. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
SMITH, Hollis Randall. B.S., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1925. b. Natick MA June 5 1900; m.
Helen Price 1925; ch.: Hollis. Physician
Wellesley MA 1925-30, asst. supt. City
Hospital Worcester MA 1930-33, hospital
physician Belmont MA 1933-40, physician
Middlesex County Sanitorium Waltham MA
1940-44, supt. & med. dir. Mt. View Sanitorium
Lakeview MA 1944-57, ret. d. Tacoma WA
Aug. 26 1962.
SMITH, Morris. B.S., M.D. Univ. Vt. 1925.
b. Latvia Eur. Dec. 14 1898. Intern Erie PA,
physician Bethlehem PA 1927-71. d. Bethlehem
PA May 3 1971.*
STACK, Frank O'Brien. A.B., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1947. Zeta Psi. b. Portland
June 23 1901; m. Madelyn Austin June 8 1945;
ch.: Hugh. Teacher (Rockland 1922-24,
Fryeburg 1924-25), with telephone co. Portland
1925-28, teacher Portland 1928-52 (head
Spanish dept. 1935-52), teacher & chmn. lang.
dept. Admiral Farragut Acad. St. Petersburg
FL 1954-66. d. Madrid July 1 1 1966.
STARRETT, Ralph Edward. Bowdoin 1918-20.
Chi Psi. b. Warren May 7 1899; m. Eva
Childs Sept. 1 1928. Bookkeeper (Warren
1920-28, S. Union 1928-39), partner Charles
Starrett & Sons Co. 1938-57, ret. Real estate &
ins. business part-time 1957-62. Served with
USA 1918. d. S. Union Feb. 16 1962.*
STEARNS, Walter Eckley. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Rumford March 26 1901 ; s. of Aretas
E. '90; m. Jane O'Brien Nov. 26 1925; ch.:
Laurie, Mary Anne. With E. K. Day Co.
Rumford 1922-?, Poole Dry Goods Co.
Springfield MA 1925-46 (v.pres., general mgr.),
div. merchandise mgr. Albert Steiger Co.
Springfield 1946-61. d. Springfield MA March
3 1961.*
STRELNECK, Martin. Bowdoin 1917-20. b.
Libara Russia Dec. 19 1898. res. Auburn.
SWEATT, Linwood Austin. Bowdoin 1919-20,
Med. Sch. 1920, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1924. Ret.;
b. Rangeley July 22 1894; m. Vivian Marden
Dec. 25 1919; ch.: Bethelyn, Beverly. Served to
cpl. USA 1917-19. res. Auburn.*
TARBOX, Richard Carlyle. Bowdoin 1918-20.
Theta Delta Chi. Ret. b. Saco Feb. 8 1899;
m. Barbara Beal July 31 1920, m. June Pierce
Oct. 28 1958; ch: Richard, Jr., Arthur, Robert,
Barbara. Time study engineer (Saco-Lowell
Shops Biddeford 1932-58, Raytheon Co.
Waltham MA 1959-63, Boston Shoe & Leather
Co. Lewiston 1963-64), ret. Seaman USNR
1918. res. S. Windham.*
TAYLOR, Jonas. Spec. 1918-19. b.
Cambridgeshire England 1890; married; ch.:
Wesley. Clerg. Warren Congr. Church
Westbrook 1919-21. d. Westbrook June 22
1921.
THAYER, Albert Rudolph. A.B., A.M.
Emerson Coll. 1943. Zeta Psi. Faculty rep.
Alumni Fund 1962-65. Fund for speech center
established in his honor 1968. Ret.; b.
Torrington CT Dec. 28 1898; m. Constance
Colwill June 13 1931; ch.: Eleanor, Marjorie.
Teacher Woodmere Acad. NY 1926-39,
Bowdoin (instr. English 1924-25, 1939-40; asst.
prof. 1940-46; assoc. prof. 1946-49; prof,
speech 1949-?), ret. Pres. (Community Chest
Brunswick, New Eng. Speech Assn.), member
(legislative assembly, Nat. Speech Correction
& Hearing Assn. 1940). Pvt. SATC 1918. res.
Brunswick.*
THERRIAULT, Edmund Patrick. Bowdoin
1918-20. Sigma Nu. b. Van Buren Jan. 21
1899; m. Cecile Cyr Aug. 1924. ch.: Carmel,
Sylvia, Jeannette, Patrick. Photoengraver
Cambridge MA 1921-26, ins. agt. Limestone
1926-? d. Togus March 3 1968.
THOMAS, Widgery. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Fund dir. 1944-47 (v.chmn.
1945-46, chmn. 1946-47), Overseer 1948-60,
Trustee 1960-72, 1962 capital campaign nat.
committee chmn. Recipient: Alumni
Achievement Award 1947. b. Portland Feb.
22 1901; s. of William W. Gov. Boards; m.
Zella Bridge June 16 1923; ch.: Zella, Widgery
Jr. '47, Mary. With Canal Nat. Bank Portland
1922-72 (dir. 1923-72, exec, v.pres. 1931-46,
pres. 1946-65, board chmn. 1964-67, board
chmn. exec, committee 1967-68), ret. Trustee
(Wayneflete Sch. Portland, Me. Med. Center
Portland, Samuel Clark Home for the Aged,
Timberlands Development Portland),
corporator Me. Savings Bank, Portland Co.
(part-time prop., treas.), treas. & dir. Chapman
Electric Neutralizes dir. (Portland Gas Light
Co. 1926-27, Falmouth Bldg. & Loan Co.),
v.pres. Am. Bankers Assn. d. Yarmouth Feb. 6
1972.*
THOMPSON, Albert Edward. Spec. 1918-19.
Zeta Psi. Plumbing supplies business Long
Beach CA 1941. Served with ACUSA 1942-47.
Patentee, d. CA.
THOMPSON, Cecil Frank. A.B. 1923, M.D.
Tufts 1926. Chi Psi. b. Freeman Nov. 15
1899; m. Olive Rose June 10 1922; ch.: Nelda,
Jean, Gordon. Physician Phillips 1927-59.
Pres., treas. Me. Med. Assn. d. Farmington
July 8 1959.
TIBBITTS, Jonathan Cilley. B.S. Phi Delta Psi.
Ret.; b. Alemeda CA Oct. 1 1 1899; m. Beatrice
Braue April 11 1929, m. Mildred Campbell
Oct. 22 1966; ch.: Helen, Jonathan Jr.
Machinists apprentice Pacific Diesel Engine
Co. Oakland CA 1923-25, oiler Standard Oil
tanker, 3rd asst. engineer's license diesel ships,
real estate, ins., judge Shasta County CA 1941,
member board of supervisors Shasta County
1956-68, ret. Member (board of dir. Shasta
Dam Area Public Utility Dist., vestry All
Saints' Epis. Church Redding CA, Shasta
County Planning Comm., Shasta County
Water Resources Board). Pvt. SATC 1918. res.
Central Valley CA.*
TILESTON, Eben Gordon. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Boston July 12 1898. Asst. merchandise mgr.
dept. store Union Hill NJ ca. 1924, hotel
management (NYC 1929-30, Williamstown
MA 1929-30, WaUingford VT 1930-31,
Dearborn MI 1931-32, Kingsport TN 1932,
Dorchester MA 1932-?, Manchester VT,
Dover-Foxcroft, Hartford CT 1937-?,
Catasaque NY 1937, Canadaigua NY), asst.
purchasing agt. Oakland CA 1951-? Served to
seaman 2/c USN 1918-21, served to 2nd It.
USA 1942-47. d. Oakland CA April 15 1958.
TOMPKINS, Harvey McLellan. Bowdoin
1918-19. Psi Upsilon. b. Lowell MA March
21 1899. res. unknown.
TOWLE, Carroll Sherburne. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Yale 1933. Zeta
Psi. b. Winthrop July 13 1901; m. Dorothy
Siemering June 8 1926, m. Barbara Gorham
Oct. 17 1953; ch.: Janet, Patricia, David, Sally.
Instr. English (Univ. Tex. 1923-26, Yale Univ.
1926-31), Univ. N.H. (assoc. prof. English
1931-47, prof. 1947-62, emeritus 1962).
Established summer writers' conf. Univ. N.H.
1938 (dir.), asst. state horticulturalist WWII.
Co-author: A Complete College Reader,
Writers on Writing 1950. d. Exeter NH Sept. 16
1962.*
TRUE, George Lewis, Jr. A.B., A.M. Tufts
1936. Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Delta Psi. Ret.;
b. Brunswick Sept. 17 1901; m. Mildred
Monkiewicz Jan. 7 1961; ch.: Robert '46. Head
science dept. Green Mt. Jr. Coll. Windham VT
1922-28, asst. headmaster & head science dept.
Clark Prep. Sch. NH 1928-31, head biology
dept. high sch. Maiden MA 1931-47, head
science dept. high sch. Lewiston 1947-48,
principal high sch. Biddeford 1948-49, City of
New Britain CT (teacher high sch. 1949-59, dir.
adult ed. 1949-59, coordinator of instructional
services & dir. personnel 1959-69), ret. Past
pres. (Maiden Men Teachers' Club, Maiden
Teachers' Assn., Maiden Municipal Employees
Assn., New Britain Lions' Club, Conn. Adult
Education Assn., New Britain Council on
Citizenship, New Britain Faculty Club, Pine
Tree Rifle Club, New Britain Community
Council), past v.pres. Mass. Teachers' Assn.,
Town of Freeport (planning board member,
councilman, interim town mgr.). res.
Freeport.*
TUTTLE, Rufus Clarke. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Freeport April 1 1896; m. Hazel Woods June
24 1930; ch.: Donald. Teacher NH
(Holderness Sch. Plymouth 1925-26, New
London 1925-27), coach high sch. Springfield
MA 1928-30, teacher (Orange MA 1928-30,
Bridgton 1930-34, Freeport 1934-35), principal
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high sch. Mattawamkeag 1936-37, ret. 1937. d.
Augusta Oct 31 1944.
TYLER, William Simmons. Spec. 1918-19.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Bangor Jan.
27 1900; m. Estella Cronk Sept. 16 1933, m.
Mary Searles Dec. 28 1972. Teller First Nat.
Bank Bangor 1920-27, self-employed pulpwood
& lumber operations ME & Canada 1927-40,
foreman Brewer Mfg. Co. Old Town 1940-61,
ret. All Souls Church 10 yrs. (member board of
deacons, usher chmn.). SATC 1918. res.
Bangor.*
VOSE, John Peters. A.B., J.D. Harvard 1925.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Bangor Nov. 26
1899; m. Helen Yates Sept. 2 1929; ch.: Ann,
Robert '55. Atty. Boston 1925-29, asst. trust
officer Merrill Trust Bangor 1929-54, trust
officer Canal Nat. Bank Portland 1954-68, ret.
Pres. (Katahdin Council 1944-71; Corporate
Fiduciaries Assn. 1944-46, legislative chmn.
1954-67), dir. (C. of C. Bangor 1944-52, trustee
Bangor Family Service 1944-49), sch.
committee (supt. 1945-54; chmn. 1946, 1951,
1954), corporator Bangor Savings Bank &
Penobscot Savings Bank 1951-71, chmn.
(Ration Board, Me. chapter Appalachian Mt.
Club 1961), treas. Pine Tree State Girl Scouts
1960-67, member (finance committee Bangor
Children's Home, governor's committee
Mid-Century Conf. on children & youth,
budget committee Bangor-Brewer Community
Chest). Recipient: Beaver Award Boy Scouts
of Am. 1945. SATC 1918. d. Portland March
14 1971.*
WAGG, Evarts Judson. B.S. cum laude. Kappa
Sigma. b. Auburn Feb. 8 1900; m. Mildred
Griffith Nov. 5 1925; ch.: Margaret, Evarts Jr.
Oak Grove Seminary Vassalboro 1922-23
(teacher, coach), C. & P. Telephone Co.
Washington DC (accountant 1923-38, general
accounting supervisor 1938-55, statistician
1955-61), ret. Member (Selective Service Board
1968-71, Marit System Board, Park & Planning
Comm. 1967-72), precinct chmn. 1961-67,
delegate (Republican State Conv. 1964,
Diocesan Conv. 1965-69), pres. Woodside Park
Civic Assn. 1943-45, sr. warden Grace Epis.
Church 1951-55. Pvt. USA 1918. d. April 15
1977.*
WATERMAN, Maurice Oliver. B.S. Phi Delta
Psi. b. Buckfield Aug. 19 1901. res.
Harpswell.
WEBB, Norman Leslie. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Stonington Feb. 25 1900; m. Lucille Rudd
1936. Traveling engineer Richmond VA
1935-40, construction supt. 1940, ret. d. July
1951.
WELCH, George Baker. B.S. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Cornell 1928.
Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.; b. Lowell MA June
25 1897; m. Edna Lyon Sept. 1 1923; ch:
George, Jane. Instr. physics Williams Coll.
1923-25, assoc. prof. Marshall Univ.
Huntington WV 1928-31, asst. prof. Wells Coll.
Aurora NY 1932-33, teaching fellow & asst.
prof. Bowdoin 1933-36, prof. Northeastern
Univ. 1936-67, visiting prof. USN Radar Sch.
Boston 1944-45, ret. Contbr. res. W. Neston
MA.*
WETHERELL, James Henry. B.S., M B A.
Harvard 1925. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Harrison
June 18 1900; m. Helen Sterling Oct. 26 1933;
ch.: Ann. Branch mgr. Martin-Page Co. Inc.
Middlesboro KY 1922-23, trainee Batchelder
& Snyder Inc. Boston 1923, studio mgr.
Bachrach Inc. Boston 1925-27, various
positions to sales service mgr. fabrics & finishes
dept. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. 1927-63
(Newburgh NY, Phila. PA, NYC, Newburgh),
ret. Elder Union Pres. Church Newburgh NY.
Pvt. USA 1918. res. Newburgh NY.*
WHITE, Bruce Hugh Miller. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Food processng exec; b. Nelson
B.C. Canada Oct. 7 1900; m. Mary Baxter May
19 1923; ch.: Lucy, Bruce Jr. Mary, Suzanne,
Rupert '56, Houghton '58. Dir. Bath Trust Co.
1924-27, treas. (Snowflake Canning Co.
1923-65, Me. Canners Mutual Ins. Co. 1923-75,
Fraternity Co. 1923-75), treas. Stowe Travel
Agency Brunswick. Dir. (Me. & Nat. Canners
Assn., Me. Canners Seed Co.), partner H.C.
Baxter & Bro. Served with SATC 1918. res.
Brunswick.*
WHITE, Wendell James. Bowdoin 1918-20,
Med. Sch. 1920, B.S. Harvard 1931. Sigma Nu.
res. unknown.
WHITNEY, Arthur Thomas. A.B., M.D.
Boston Univ. 1927. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Houlton Sept. 14 1900; m. Gladys Morehouse
Sept. 6 1926; ch.: Arthur Jr., Cynthia.
Physician (Worcester MA 1927-29, Houlton
1929-40). d. Island Falls Dept. 22 1940.
WILLS, George Henry Frederick. B.S. 1923.
Zeta Psi. b. Brooklyn NY June 26 1899; m.
Margaret Lally April 17 1927; ch.: Mary.
Stockbroker Kidder Peabody Co. NYC 1923-?
Served with USA 1918. d. April 7 1963.
WILSON, Robley Conant. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1931. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Sanford July 7 1898; m.
Dorothy Stimpson June 23 1928; ch.: Robley
Jr. Teacher (Washington Acad. E. Machias
1922-24, Holderness Sch. NH 1924-30, high
sch. Sanford 1935), ret. Grand High Priest
Grand Royal Arch chapter of Me. 1967-68,
Grand Sovereign Grand Imperial Council of
Me. Red Cross of Constantine 1975-76. Pvt.
SATC 1918. res. Sanford.*
WOODBURY, Roliston Gibson. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Alumni Fund dir. 1932-35, Alumni
Council 1942-45, class agt. 1945-47, Overseer
1955-68. Roliston G. Woodbury Memorial
Award established in his honor 1963. Roliston
G. Woodbury Scholarship Fund established in
his honor 1964. b. Fryeburg April 19 1899;
m. Eleanor Russell March 10 1927; ch.: James
'49, Sally, Suzanne. Served to board v.chmn.
Textile Banking Co. NYC 1922-64, ret. Pres.
(N.Y. Credit & Financial Management Assn.,
Textile Salesmen's Assn., 475 Club), chmn.
Uptown Credit Group, trustee N.Y. Inst, of
Credit, dir. (Nat. Federation of Textiles. Credit
Men's Fraternity), member advisory board
Mfrs. Trust Co. Served with USN WWI.
Elected life member N.Y. Credit & Financial
Management Assn. Recipient: Toppers Credit
Club Award for Meritous Achievement in
Credit, 475 Club Medallion of Merit,
Achievement Award Textile Veterans Assn.,
Laurel award N.Y. Credit & Financial
Management Assn. 1964. d. Bronxville NY
Sept. 21 1968.*
YERXA, Clarence Pennington. A.B Zeta Psi.
b. Houlton May 16 1900; m. Aha Sherwood;
ch.: Joseph, Richard. Agriculture Houlton
1922-59, mere. Houlton ca. 1932. d. Houlton
Jan. 28 1959.*
YOUNG, Maynard Robbins. B.S. Phi Delta Psi.
Business; b. Hallowell Nov. 29 1900; m. Ruth
Barrows Oct. 15 1924; ch.: Maynard Jr. '49,
Berniece, Elaine, Cynthia. Certified electronic
tech.; chemist Pejepscot Paper Co.
Topsham/Brunswick 1922-24, partner Young's
Wholesale Bakery Augusta 1924-30, prop.
Young's Radio TV sales service 1922
—
,
teacher high sch. 1930-35 (Kents Hill, Augusta,
Mexico), clerk U.S. Post Office Augusta
1930-60. Me. Electronic Tech.'s Assn. Inc.
(founder 1970, pres., sec. ed. newsletter 3 yrs.),
member committee to co-operate with Me.
Vocational Tech. Inst., licensed by Federal
Communication Comm. for
communications-radio. Served to It. (jg) USNR
1929-40. Awarded plaque by Nat. Electronic
Assn. Portland OR 1970, plaque Me.
Electronic Tech. Assn. Inc. 1974. res.
Augusta.*
YOUNG, Percy Sidney (San). B.S., grad.
Harvard Business Sch. Alpha Tau Omega, b.
Tangshan Chihli China Jan. 18 1897; m.
Marian Swanson April 25 1932; ch.: Norman,
Byron, Robert, Mrs. Robert Marsetta. Food
broker Boston, d. Newton Center MA Sept. 22
1966.*
Class of 1923
ALBERT, Edmund Alfred. Bowdoin 1919-21,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1926. Delta Upsilon. b.
Madawaska Oct. 21 1898; m. Irene Theriault
Feb. 12 1931; ch.: Doris. Physician (Sanford
1931-38, Madawaska 1938-?). d. Ft. Kent April
16 1961.
ALLEN, Laurence Came. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Atty.; b. Sanford Aug. 5 1899; s. of Fred J.
'90 m. Dorothy Grant Nov. 7 1925, m. Ruth
DeBertrem April 15 1933; ch.: Frank '51,
Charles, Marion. Atty. Sanford, prop. &
operator Allen's Motel & Chateau Sanford,
prop. Beau-Site Farm Sanford 1914-54.
Treas.-atty. Capitol Realty Corp. 1929-68, past
pres. (Me. Unitarian Assn., Kiwanis Club
Sanford), past pres. & sec.-treas. The Am.
Partridge Plymouth Rock Club, life member
(Elks Club Sanford, Sanford-Alfred Historical
Soc). Recipient: Me. Innkeeper Assn. plaque
for Me. Innkeeper of the Year 1972. res.
Sanford.*
ANDREWS. Luther Dyer. Bowdoin 1919-20.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.: b. Jonesport March 1
1901; m. Julia Mansfield Oct. 25 1930; ch.:
Daniel. Ins. salesman, ret. res. Manset.*
BADGER, Hartley Page. Bowdoin 1919-20.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Walpole MA March
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9 1901; s. of Abner A. '95; ch.: Hartley,
Barbara; m. Josephine Gould Dec. 29 1966;
Self-employed Long Branch NJ 1920-22, with
Western Electric Co. Inc. Los Angeles CA
1923-66, ret. res. Yucca Valley CA.*
BARKER, Louis Whitcomb. B.S. b.
Livermore Falls Dec. 24 1900; m. Florence
O'Connell Oct. 14 1927; ch.: Richard,
Kenneth. Served to asst. supt. brokerage dept.
Nat. Fire Ins. Co. Hartford CT 1923-52. d.
Manchester CT March 5 1952.
BATES, Raynham Townsend. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1966-75, Alumni
Fund dir. 1970-73 (v.chmn. 1971-72, chmn.
1972-73). Ret.: b. Rochester NH Oct. 16
1901; s. of John H. '96; m. Priscilla Clarke
Sept. 28 1929; ch.: John. Asst. auditor Jordan
& Jordan Co. Portland 1923-25, E. I. duPont
de Nemours & Co. (clerk Newburgh NY 1926;
office mgr. Fairfield CT 1926-35, Detroit MI
1936-41, Chicago IL 1942-44; asst. control mgr.
Wilmington DE 1944-58, control mgr.
Wilmington 1958-63), ret. Member (town
council Yarmouth, vestry Episcopal Church),
res. Yarmouth.*
BEAL, Eugene Milton. Bowdoin 1919-20.
Delta Upsilon. b. Jonesport Jan. 22 1901.
With Congress Square Hotel 1923-24. d.
Portland Nov. 23 1924.
BEAN, Charles Warren. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Freeport Nov. 1 1 1901 ; m. Hazel Turner July 3
1940; ch.: Linda, Diana. Orchestra mucisian
Freeport 1923-34, clerk L. L. Bean Freeport
1934-71 (asst. treas., dir. 1934-71). d.
Brunswick Sept. 10 1971.*
BERGENSTRAHLE, Per Otto Gunnar. A.B.
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, b. Sala Sweden
Nov. 21 1901; m. Hilda Besche April 9 1927;
ch.: Ebba, Kristina, Gunilla. Foreign dept.
Irving Bank-Columbia Trust Co. NYC
1923-24, banking Credit Lyonnais Paris France
1924, with Schweizerische Bankverein Basil
Switzerland 1924-25, with Inteckningsbanken
Stockholm Sweden 1925-27, Swedish Match
Co. (Stockholm 1927-33, pres. of finance
Jonkoping Sweden 1933-45), managing dir. F.
W. Hasselbad & Co. Gothensburg Sweden
1945-47, export dir. Husquarna Vapenfabriks
AB 1957-66. Board chmn. Scandinavian
Aluminum Profile Co., dir. (Smalands Bank
1951-66, Carlfors Bruk), member (Swedish
Committee of Scientific Management,
Province of Smaland Legislature), exec.
(Swedish Wholesalers Assoc., Textile
Wholesalers Assoc.), pres. (SELIMAC,
Professional Training Sch. Huskvarna,
Conservative Party Jonkoping 1939-44),
participant (Swedish State Abroad Conf.
Moscow U.S.S.R. 1941, GATT-Conf. Annecy
France 1949, SUKAB-Negotiations Buenos
Aires Argentina 1953). Served with Swedish
Military Air-Defense 1939-45. Named Knight
of the Royal Order of Vasa 1961. d. Skane
Sweden Sept. 26 1966.
BERMAN, David Victor. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1926. b.
Lewiston April 25 1900; m. Ruth Miller July 8
1932; ch.: Donald. Atty. Corp. counsel city of
Lewiston 1930-31, city solicitor Auburn
1945-47. d. Auburn March 30 1977.*
BISHOP, Harvey Powers. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1925. Beta Theta Pi. b. Paris June 9
1901; m. Maud Kirk Jan. 27 1928. Managing
dir. Royal Baking Powder Co. Capetown S.
Africa 1927-43, Harvard (assoc. prof.; asst.
dean Business Sch. of Advanced Management
1943-46, dean 1946-56; dir. case distribution
1956-66), ret. Loan fund established in his
honor Harvard Business Sch. Contbr. d.
Boston Sept. 24 1973.*
BISHOP, Lloyd Willard. A.B., M.D. Harvard
1927. Beta Theta Pi. b. Paris Aug. 19 1902;
m. Marjorie Ormon Oct. 24 1930; ch.: Lloyd
'55. Pediatrician Portland 1929-68. Consultant
Catherine Morrill Day Nursery Portland
1940-60, founder (S. Portland Public Health
Assn. Clinic, St. Luke's Well Baby Clinic), d.
Portland April 26 1968.*
BISSON, Casimir Andrew. Bowdoin 1919-21,
D.O. Kirksville Coll. Osteopathy & Surgery
1925. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Skowhegan
Feb. 1 1 1898; m. Mary Miller Dec. 28 1928, m.
Thirza Fluno July 23 1955; ch.: John.
Osteopathic physician (Skowhegan 1927-53,
Winter Park FL 1953-66). Served to sgt. USA
1917-19; awarded Purple Heart, d. Winter Park
FL March 22 1966.
BISSON, Philip Henry. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Barre VT Nov. 1 1899; m. Ruhama Wood
Aug. 19 1946 (2nd marriage); ch.: June. With
Stanley Works 1923-24, with Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Co. MA & CT 1924-64, ret. d. Dallas TX
July 6 1973.*
BLACK, James Albert. A.B. Zeta Psi. Ret.;
b. Waterville May 23 1900; m. Ruth Crowell
Sept. 8 1924; ch.: James '52. Reporter & dept.
mgr. Nat. Credit Office NYC 1924-29; radio
broadcasting 1929-33; reporter, supervisor, div.
mgr. & bank rep. Dun & Bradstreet Co. Inc.
1933-65. res. Yarmouth Port MA.*
BLACK, Lester Miles. Bowdoin 1919-20.
Ret.; b. Dedham Sept. 4 1898; m. Lillian
Porter 1925; 2 daughters. Painting contractor,
ret. Treas. Provident Assn. of Saco, pres. Saco
Sr. Citizens, res. Saco.*
BLAKE, Malcolm Sheppard. Bowdoin 1919-21,
B.S. M.I.T. 1925. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Newton MA Feb. 23 1900; m. Constance
Bailey 1928; ch.: Barbara, Patricia, James '60.
Draftsman General Electric Co. Lynn MA
1925-29, field engineer Nat. Fire Protection
Assn. Boston 1929-40, asst. ins. mgr.
Bethlehem PA Steel Co. 1940-65, ret. Member
board of dir. Nat. Fire Protection Assn.
1947-49. d. Weymouth MA Nov. 5 1975.*
BRAMSON, Udell. A.B., LL.B. Boston Univ.
1929. 1972 capital campaign worker. Atty.;
b. Salem MA Aug. 11 1902; m. Marianne
Perlin, m. Thelma Hamlin Oct. 9 1954; ch.:
Mark. Atty. Portland 1929— . Me. state rep.
1935. Pvt. USA 1942-43. res. Portland.*
BROWN, Byron Freeman. Bowdoin 1919-21,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1925. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Presque Isle March 23 1902; m. Veronica
LaPrad 1929; ch.: Peter, Ellen, Beverly. Served
to It. cdr. USNR 1926-40, MCUSN (It. cdr.
1940-42, cdr. 1942-45, capt. 1942-62), ret.
Awarded Bronze Star. d. Milford MA Sept. 30
1962.*
BURGESS, William Edwin. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Ottawa IL Feb. 15 1901; m. Marguerite
Richards June 14 1924; ch.: Neal, William Jr.
Furniture salesman (Forbes & Wallace Co.
Springfield MA 1923-27, Bullard's New Haven
CT 1927-28), asst. mgr. Flint & Brackett
Furniture Co. Springfield 1928-29, co-prop.
Retain Furniture Warehouse W. Springfield
1929-60, ret. d. Springfield MA Feb. 1 1974.*
BURR, Malcolm Walcott. Bowdoin 1919-21.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston July 29 1901. res.
Elgrin AZ.
BUTLER, Glenn Vaughan. A.B., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1932. Chi Psi. b. Rangeley July 24
1901; m. Irene Hellier Sept. 6 1930, m. May
Litteney Aug. 18 1937. Teacher high sch.
Kingston MA 1924-26, physician Weymouth
MA 1934-67, ret. Pres. staff S. Shore Hospital
1948-50. d. Lake Wales FL May 6 1974.
CARTER, Shirley Hall. Bowdoin 1919-21.
Ret.; b. Blue Hill Dec. 11 1900; m. Gladys
Prince June 2 1923, m. Marion Donnell July 6
1934; ch.: Shirley Jr., Mildred, Albert. Sales
rep. Bangor ME Hydro-Electric Co. 1925-1949,
life ins. underwriter, ret. Board member United
Baptist Churches of Me., moderator Hancock
Baptist Assn., United Baptist Church of
Ellsworth (deacon, trustee), Gideons Int. Assn.
(state treas., state church assignment sec),
Bangor Camp Gideons (pres., sec, Chaplain,
church assignment sec), res. Ellsworth.*
CHANDLER, Marcus Patterson. Bowdoin
1919-22. Kappa Sigma, b. Camden Jan. 13
1901; m. Sarah McDougall Sept. 16 1925; ch.:
John, Richard, Mrs. Kenneth C. Hall. Prop,
drug store Camden 1923-26, with
McDougall-Ladd Co. Rockland 1926-36, with
General Finance Corp. Portland 1936-38,
salesman Portland (Bartlett & Clark Co.
1938-?, The State Invest. Co.-Leonard & Co.
ca. 1972). Pres. Me. Invest. Dealers Assn.,
member board of dir. YMCA Portland, d.
Portland Aug. 23 1975.
CHANDLER, Whitman Mitchell. Spec.
1919-20. Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Sept. 25
1900. d. Nov. 10 1976.
CHRISTIE, Allen Quimby. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Riverpoint RI Oct. 22 1901; s. of
Charles S. '95; m. Mildred Richardson Sept. 27
1930; ch.: Charles '55, Peter, Mrs. Richard S.
Camp. With Barber-Coleman Co. Framingham
MA 1923-?, sales rep. Bryant Chem Corp. N.
Quincy MA 1944-55, industrial supply
salesman Providence RI Mill Supply Co.
1955-64. d. Providence RI Dec. 23 1964.*
CLARK, Blake Everett. Spec. 1919-20. Psi
Upsilon. b. Somerville MA June 22 1900. res.
unknown.
CLARK, Pierce Usher. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Plainville CT May 9 1898. res. Guilford
CT.
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COLBURN, Stanley Wilson. B.S. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. b. Augusta
Nov. 6 1900; m. Elizabeth Bellinger Jan. 12
1929; ch.: Stanley Jr., Anne. Instr. chemistry
Bowdoin 1924-25, advt. salesman Boston
1925-26, invest. Boston 1926-?, with
Fahnestock & Co. Boston 197-70. d.
Winchester PA March 21 1970.
COUSENS, Theodore Wells. A.B. magna cum
laude, LL.B. Harvard 1926, LL.M. Harvard
1929. Phi Delta Psi, Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.;
b. Kennebunk Feb. 10 1900; m. Mildred
Ferguson June 29 1929; ch.: Theodore Jr. Atty.
Warren Garfield Whiteside & Lamson Boston
1926-28, assoc. prof. govt. & law. Lafayette
Coll. 1929-43, atty. Gaston Snow Rice & Boyd
Boston 1943-46, assoc. prof. (Associated Coll.
of Upper NY Plattsburgh 1946-48, Bucknell
Univ. 1948-49), legal ed. Lawyers Cooperative
Publishing Co. Rochester NY 1949-66, ret.
Author: Politics and Political Organizations in
America (1942), contbr. res. Cambridge MA.*
CRAWFORD, Donald. Bowdoin 1919-20. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Camden April 27 1899; m. Sallie
Robinson, m. Evelyn Waldron July 10 1965;
ch.: Priscilla, Donald Jr., Karl, Judith,
Cynthia, Elizabeth. Prop, plumbing business
Camden, pipe fitter Kittery Naval Shipyard
1942-46, sanitary engineer General Electric Co.
Somersworth NH 1948-64, with Simplex Cable
Co. Newington NH 1964-66, with Kittery
Naval Shipyard 1966-1967. d. York Corner
Feb. 24 1967.*
CRAWFORD, Howard Egbert. B.S. Zeta Psi.
b. Boston July 11 1901; m. Dorothy Tufts
May 8 1926, m. Helen McDonough April 1
1950. Traffic mgr. New Eng. Tel. Co. 1923-43
(Boston, Providence RI, Portland, New
Bedford MA), Middlesex County Nat. Bank
MA (asst. cashier Everett, Cambridg8 1943-?;
branch mgr. Melrose; asst. v.pres. 1963-66), ret.
d. Melrose MA Sept. 24 1971.*
CURRAN, Joseph Reginald. Bowdoin 1921-22.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Old Town Jan. 20 1900;
m. Flora Bowlen. Res. Augusta 1955-56. d.
Augusta July 3 1956.
DAVIAU, Leo Arthur. Bowdoin 1919-22. b.
Waterville March 12 1901. res. unknown.
DAVIS, George Ellsworth. Bowdoin 1919-21.
Delta Upsilon. b. Freeport Dec. 29 1893.
Clerk San Francisco CA, foreman land
development co. Carmel CA 1924-31. Served
with USN 1917-19. d. Monterey CA Jan. 16
1931.
DAVIS, George Thomas. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Portland Sept. 15 1902; m. Berneice
McCarthy June 30 1926; ch.: George Jr. '57,
Nancy-Jo. Ed. Guy Gannett Publishing Co.
Portland 1926-67. res. Portland.*
DAVIS, Hubert Vincent. B.S., A.M. Univ.
Mich. 1936. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b.
Rutherford NJ Dec. 2 1898; m. Theodosia
Shaler June 25 1928; ch.: Theodosia, Hubert,
Dwight. Trainee Aetna Ins. Co. Hartford CT
1923-24, overseer Cuban Dominican Sugar Co.
Cuba 1924-25, teacher (St. Paul's Sch. Garden
City NY 1925-27, The Hill Sch. Pottstown PA
1927-32), dean & math dept. head Cranbrook
Sch. Bloomfield Hills MI 1932-64, ret. Served
to 1st It. USA 1917-19, served to It. col.
1943-46. res. Fort Lauderdale FL.*
DENNIS, Daniel. A.B. 1925. b. Bangor Jan.
11 1901. Asst. mgr. Waldorf Towers NYC
1930-?, asst. credit mgr. Hotel Statler NYC. d.
Dec. 8 1949.
DESJARDINS, Anatole. Bowdoin 1919-21,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1925. Phi Delta Psi. b.
Brunswick Feb. 10 1893; m. Marie Raussin
May 15 1941; ch.: Jacqueline. Intern New
Britain CT 1925-26, radiology resident Boston
City Hospital 1926-21, dir. radiology dept.
Wilkes-Barre General Hospital 1927-41. Served
with USN 1917-19. d. Wilkes-Barre PA Sept.
18 1941.*
DUDGEON, Stuart Richmond. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. b. New Bedford MA Oct. 23 1901;
m. Alycee Hiller July 6 1926; ch.: Stuart, Mrs.
Paul Glennon, Mrs. Alan Perkins. With
Steiger-Cox Fall River MA 1923-29, with
Steiger Dudgeon Co. New Bedford 1929-33,
real estate broker New Bedford 1933-54,
bartender Provincetown MA ca. 1954. d. New
Bedford MA Aug. 4 1958.*
DUNLAEVY, James Bernard, Jr. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. NYC Jan. 23 1901, 1901
;
m. Helen Thompson Jan. 25 1930; ch.: Janetta,
Cordelia, James '68. Broker Brown Crosby &
Co. NYC 1923-31; sec. Jennings & Cleaves
Inc. NYC 1931-33; v.pres. Thomas Denny &
Co. Inc. NYC 1933-37; broker DeLanoy, Kipp
Inc. NYC 1937-43; v.pres. The N.Y. Bank for
Savings NYC 1943-66, partner William P.
Hughes Assn. NYC 1966— . Chmn. ins.
committee (N.Y. State Assn. Mutual Savings
Banks, Nat. Assn. Savings Banks), res. Cos
Cob CT.*
EAMES, Donald Jennings. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Business exec; b. Bingham Jan. 12 1900; m.
Frances Bragg Sept. 19 1925; ch.: G. Clifton,
Mary, Eleanor. With N. H. Bragg & Sons
Bangor 1925— . Member (city council Bangor
1944-46, water district 1957-62). res. Bangor.*
FILLMORE, Ernest George. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Boston Nov. 18 1898; m. Gretchen Kinsman
Oct. 11 1925; ch.: Gretchen, Robert. With
State of Me. Bank Examining Force 1924-25,
bookkeeper Western Union Hartford CT
1925-?, v.pres. Guardian Plan Hartford, d.
Newington CT Dec. 26 1931.
FINNEGAN, Joseph. Bowdoin 1919-20, LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1923. Kappa Sigma. b. Mayo
Ireland May 15 1898; m. Julia Kendrigan Aug.
10 1929; ch.: Joseph, John, Thomas, David,
Stephen, Patricia, Eleanora, Julia. Atty. Boston
1920-?, Mass. State rep. 1927-30, Mass. State
senator 1931-34. SATC 1918. d. Dorchester
MA Oct, 12 1962.
FITZMORRIS, Roy Michael. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1926. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Bingham March 21 1897. Atty. Cambridge MA
1926-54. Served to 2nd It. USA 1917-19, served
to maj. 1942-46; awarded Commendation
Ribbon, d. June 29 1954.
FRENCH, Earle Kenneth. Bowdoin 1919-23,
grad. Keene Normal Sch. 1928, Ed.B. Boston
Univ. 1933, Ed.M. Boston Univ. 1936. Sigma
Nu. Ret.; b. W. Bath Oct. 22 1901; m.
Marion Page June 25 1930. Teacher (Lancaster
NH 1928-29, Belmont MA 1929-66), ret. res.
Bedford MA.*
GERRARD, Floyd Alexander. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Barre VT May 28 1901; m. Ruth
Kyte May 23 1928. Mgr. wholesale dept.
Russell Mfg. Co. Middletown CT 7-1937. d.
Hartford CT June 2 1937.
GRAY, Joseph, Henry Lancey. Bowdoin
1919-21. Psi Upsilon. b. Lubec June 9 1899;
m. Erma Hyde Sept. 11 1926; ch.: James,
Alice. Salesman Am. Brass Co. (Buffalo NY,
Pittsburgh PA 1927-42), self-employed
Jamestown NY 1942-48, dist. sales mgr. C. G.
Hussey & Co. Buffalo NY 1948-65, ret. SFC
USN 1918-19. d. Rochester NY March 6
1973.*
GROSS, Frederic Mason. B.S. b. Orland
Jan. 11 1903; m. Lowena Leach May 12 1928,
m. Alice Stairs Aug. 28 1959; ch.: Richard.
Dept. supt. St. Regis Paper Co. Bucksport. d.
Orlando FL Jan. 12 1977.*
HANDY, John Ferris. Bowdoin 1919-22, LL.B.
Northeastern 1924. b. Worcester MA Dec. 5
1895; m. Charlotte Stone 1926, m. Grace
Lyons 1938; ch.: John '52, Jeremiah. Mass.
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Springfield MA (member
law dept. 1924-27, atty. 1927-31, asst. counsel
1931-33, assoc. counsel 1933-38, general
counsel 1948-54), ret. Am. Bar Assn. (member
House of Delegates, committee that formed
Section of Ins. Law; chmn. 1949; presided over
sessions of Section of Ins. Law during 1st joint
meeting of Am. & Canadian Bar Assns. 1950).
Pvt. USA 1917-19. d. Tenants Harbor Jan. 7
1959.*
HANSCOM, Robert Davis. A.B. cum laude,
Ed.M. Harvard (Austin scholar) 1932. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Bethel Sept. 3 1901; s. of Frank E.
H'07 m. Maude Pumphrey June 11 1930; ch.:
Virginia, Robin. Teacher English (Moses
Brown Sch. Providence RI 1923-31, Bentley
Coll. Boston 1932-33, high sch. Scarsdale NY
1933-34), chmn. English dept. Cushing Acad.
Ashburnham MA 1934-66, instr. English
Wassookeag Sch. Dexter 1930-42 summers, ret.
Trustee public library Ashburnham MA
1945-66. res. Venice FL.*
HAYES, Reginald Fernald. Bowdoin 1919-20.
Ret.; b. Rochester NH July 25 1901; m.
Beulah Morrison June 25 1927; ch.: Mildred.
Purchasing agt. N. B. Thayer & Co. Rochester
NH 1921-28, Hydraulic Development Co.
(inspector Boston 1928-29. salesman 1929-44;
sales mgr. & v.pres. NYC 1944-50, pres. &
treas. 1950-72), ret. Water Works Mfr. Assn.
(pres. 1950, treas. 1955-69), dir. Am. Water
Works Assn. 1951-53. res. New Boston NH.*
HEALY, Harold Eugene. B.S. b. Lewiston
Jan. 16 1899; m. Lora Havward Sept. 18 1826.
m. Annette Pelletier Jan. 14 1940. Drug clerk
(Auburn 1925-28, Woodfords 1928-29).
pharmacist (Portland 1929-?. Lewiston 19?-68).
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ret. SATC 1918. Author, d. Lewiston March 17
1974.*
HEATHCOTE, Earl William. Bowdoin
1919-20, grad. USA Coast Artillery Sch. 1927,
grad. USA Command & General Staff Coll.
1941, grad. USA Intelligence Sch. 1942. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Fall River MA Feb.
28 1900; m. Charlotte M. de Tonnancour April
19 1922, m. Mary Garnett Dec. 1950; ch.:
Jeanne. Ed. The Assoc. Press Albany NY
1923; bureau chief The Providence RI Journal
Fall River MA 1924-40; Nat. Guard 1921;
commissioned maj., It. col., col., brig, general
USA; ret. 1955; general partner Investment &
General Ins. 1955-75. Pres. Salvation Army
Advisory Council El Paso TX 1960-65, chmn.
advisory council Catholic Youth Organization
El Paso 1957-60, dir. El Paso County Historical
Soc. 1970-75. Awarded several decorations &
commendations from USA, State Dept. &
Justice Dept. res. El Paso TX.*
HEBB, Edwin Gordon. A.B., M.D. Univ. Vt.
1927. Theta Delta Chi. b. Bridgton April 16
1900; s. of Angus G. '96; m. Elizabeth Clark
1926, m. Mary Finnerty July 15 1944; ch.:
Edwin Jr., Angus '50, Mary, William, James.
House officer Boston City Hospital 1929-33,
physician Nat. Acme Co. Windsor VT 1933,
surgeon & physician Bellows Falls VT 1933-66.
Pres. Med. staff Rockingham Memorial
Hospital Bellows Falls. An expansion of
surgery & out-patients depts. Rockingham
Memorial Hospital carried out as a memorial
to him. d. Bellows Falls VT May 31 1965.*
HILL, Francis Batchelder. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Alumni Council 1954-58 (v.pres. 1955-56, pres.
1956-57); class agt. 1936-41, 1954-62. Ret.; b.
Augusta March 5 1899; m. Harriet Jackson
June 24 1926; ch.: Jackson, Elizabeth, Frederic
'62, Richard. Advt. salesman & asst. advt. mgr.
(Portland Press Herald 1923-27, Boston
American 1927-31), MONY life ins. (sales
Portland 1931-35, asst. mgr. 1935-40; mgr.
Manchester NH 1940-64), ret. Past pres.
Manchester Life Underwriters, pres. (N.H
State Assn. Life Underwriters, General Agt. &
Mgr. Assn. of N.H.), dir. New Eng. Assn.
General Agt. & Mgr. Assn., Kiwanis Club
Manchester (pres. 1951, It. governor 1952), past
commondery & shrine Lafayette Lodge
Masons Manchester, res. Bath.*
HUGHES, Curtis Lisle. Bowdoin 1919-20.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Manchester MA May 20
1900; m. Florence Duncanson, m. Jessica
McDonald Feb. 1931. Teacher 6 yrs., ins.
7-1937. d. Bath July 31 1937.
HUNT, Emerson Wilson. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Auburndale MA July 29 1900. With
Lauriat's Bookstore Boston; salesman Little,
Brown & Co.; ed. & mgr. The Brunswick
Record; pvt. sec. to pres. William Filene's Sons
Boston 1 yr.; Boston Herald 1925-35 (reporter,
night city ed., columnist); New Eng. Tel. &
Tel. Co. (general information mgr. 1935-62,
v.chmn. public utilities div.); ret. 1962. Served
to cdr. USN 1942-45, capt. USNR 197-61;
awarded Commendation Ribbon. Contbr. d.
New London NH April 10 1974.*
HUSSEY, Maurice Lowell. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1926. Zeta Psi. b. Blaine Sept. 21
1901; m. Francis McKee May 26 1928. Atty.
Boston 1926-69. General counsel for Richard
S. Robie Enterprise 25 yrs. d. Boston Aug. 4
1969.*
JACOB, William Beale. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Upsilon. Class
agt. 1931-36, Alumni Council 1937-38. b.
Providence RI April 16 1902; m. Iva Mitchell
June 5 1923; instr. German Bowdoin 1923-24,
teacher (Groton MA Sch. 1924-25, Phillips
Acad. Andover MA 1925-30), Governor
Dummer Acad. S. Byfield MA (instr. 1930-34,
asst. headmaster 1934-38). Author, d. S.
Byfield MA Nov. 10 1938.
KEMP, Ralph Bradstreet. Bowdoin 1919-21.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Springfield MA Aug. 13
1899; s. of Zachariah W. '84; m. Mildred
Swasey Aug. 25 1924; ch.: Natalie.
Maintenance supervisor Bird & Son Inc. E.
Walpole MA ca. 1922-62, ret. Pres. & treas.
Pocasset Heights MA Improvement Assn.,
trustee Sanborn Sem. Kingston NH. Served
with USN 1918. d. Falmouth MA Dec. 10
1975. *
KENNEDY, Carr Foss. Bowdoin 1919-22,
B.P.E. Springfield 1925, B.S. Springfield 1925.
b. Dorchester MA Nov. 14 1901; m. Helen
Kenyon July 14 1933. Athletic dir. Gould
Acad. Bethel 1925-28, physical dir. & coach
high sch. Camden NJ 1928-30, teacher William
Penn Charter Sch. Germantown PA 1930-38,
restaurant prop. NJ 1938-47 (Mt. Holly,
Medford Lakes), ret., restaurant prop. Mt.
Holly 1955-63, ret. d. Vincentown NJ Oct. 14
1971.*
KIMBALL, W. Montgomery. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Marblehead Neck MA Aug. 4 1902; m.
Dorothy Wheeler June 25 1927; ch.: Marcia,
Carolyn. Shipping clerk Canada Dry Bottling
Co. Hudson NY 1924, wholesale drug
salesman Towns & James Brooklyn NY 1925,
Merck & Co. Inc. Rahway NJ (asst. packaging
mgr. 1926, planning mgr. production control
7-1966), ret. Fire commissioner Woodbridge
NJ. Contbr. d. Hendersonville NC Nov. 11
1976. *
KUNKEL, James Alton. B.S. Phi Delta Psi.
b. Utica NY Dec. 30 1899. res. Rochester
NY.
LATTY, Elvin Remus. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1975; J.D. Univ. Mich
1930; J.Sc.D. Columbia 1936. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Hopkinton MA May 12 1903; m.
Ruth Wagner Jan. 25 1932; ch.: Joan. Assoc.
Sullivan & Cromwell NYC 1930-33, assoc.
prof, law Univ. Kan. 1934-35, prof. Univ. Mo.
1935-37, Duke Univ. (prof. 1937-73, dean Sch.
of Law 1957-66), ret. Recipient: Univ. Mich.
Sesquicentennial Award. Ed. Law &
Contemporary Problems 1943-46. Author:
Introduction to Business Associations (1951);
co-author: Basic Business Associations (1963),
Subsidiaries and Affiliated Corporations
(1936), contbr. res. Durham NC*
LEWIS, Edward Williams. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. Cambridge MA Aug. 8 1899; m.
Rosalind Foster March 7 1927; ch.: Edward
Jr., Jay. Reporter (Springfield MA Republican
1923-24, Hartford CT Courant 1924-25),
member editorial dept. Bridgeport CT
Telegram 1925, reporter & editorial positions
1925-44 (NYC, Atlanta GA, St. Louis MO,
Washington DC), Washington bureau N.Y.
News (news ed., political ed. 1944-60, bureau
chief & political columnist 1961-69, chief
Washington correspondent & columnist
1969-72), ret. SATC 1918. Author: Come the
Revolution (1971), contbr. res. Washington
DC*
LIBBY, Edmond Parker. Bowdoin 1919-20.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Saco June 17 1897; m.
Alma Hartford; ch.: George. With
Saco-Lowell Shops over 17 yrs. Served with
USN WWI. d. Saco Feb. 16 1964.*
LITTLE, Charles Stuart. Bowdoin 1919-20,
grad. Bangor Theol. Sem. b. Boston Feb. 23
1901. Minister 197-43. (Bristol, Newcastle), ret.
1943. d. Monson MA Aug. 8 1957.
LOTHROP, Eaton Shaw. Bowdoin 1920-24,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1925. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Portland May 31 1900; m. Alice Sweetser
Sept. 3 1927; ch.: Eaton Jr.'51, Anne, Jane.
Surgeon Children's Hospital & Me. General
Hospital Portland 1925-49. F.A.C.S. 1936, city
physician 1927-31, public health officer Cape
Elizabeth. Served to It. col. MCUSA 1942-44.
d. Portland Nov. 23 1949.*
LOVE, Robert Beleau. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D. Yale 1926. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Danforth Nov. 17 1901; s.
of Robert J. M'85; m. Nellie Dunham June 29
1926; ch.: Barbara. Physician general practice.
Member board of trustees Gorham Methodist
Church 1928-59, board chmn. Gorham Library
Assn., med. examiner 1935-40, sch. physician
Gorham 1947-71. Served to It. col. MCUSA
1941-45. res. Gorham.*
LYONS, George Joseph. Bowdoin 1922-23,
LL.B. Fordham 1927, LL.M. N.Y. Univ. 1928,
J.D. Fordham 1969. Ret.; b. Portland April
28 1902; m. Dorothy Shea Aug. 14 1930. N.Y.
Tel. Co. NYC (mgr. 1924-27, div. sales mgr.
1927-32, general sales supervisor 1932-43), Am.
Tel. & Tel. NYC (sales mgr. yellow pages
1943-50, personnel relations mgr. 1950-59,
customer & personnel relations mgr. 1960-68),
ret. Pres. (Hospital Credit Exchange 1936-70,
Jaycees NYC 1937-38, chmn. Parish Council
St. Joseph's Church 1971-74), dir. C of C.
NYC 1937-43, adjunct prof. N.Y. Univ. Grad.
Sch. of Business 1940-70, v.chmn. & trustee
United Way NYC 1947, trustee & pres. N.Y.
Polyclinic Hospital 1961-70, chancellor
Polyclinic Med. Sch. 1971-74, dir. (Leukemia
Soc. NY 1976, Washington Square Assn.
NYC). Author: Seven Keys in Getting a Job
(1940), co-author: Strategy of Job Finding
(1939). res. NYC*
MacDONALD, Frank Ebby. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. Class agt. 1962-66. Recipient:
Distinguished Bowdoin Educator Award 1966.
Ret.; b. Windham Sept. 19 1902; m. Louise
Baker June 26 1926; ch.: Jean, Nancy, Frank
'54, Fred. Teacher-coach (Traip Acad. Kittery
1923-24, high sch. Adams MA 1924-26),
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teacher high sch. Pawtucket RI 1926-28,
teacher-coach high sch. Quincy MA 1928-32,
asst. principal-coach high sch. N. Quincy MA
1932-44, asst. principal high sch. Quincy
1944-46, head mathematics dept. high sch. N.
Quincy 1946-52, teacher Thayer Acad. S.
Braintree MA 1952-66, ret. Pres. (Quincy
Teachers Assn. 1 yr., Friends of Library Eliot 2
yrs.); member board of dir. Mass. Teachers
Assn. 2 yrs.; church deacon, trustee & chmn.
finance board; co-chmn. bldg. committee
Congr. Church; Eliot member city council
Quincy 2 yrs.; member board of trustees city
hospital Quincy 5 yrs. res. Eliot.*
MALLETT, Emery Longfellow. A.B., LL.B.
George Washington Univ. 1928. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Farmington June 28 1901; s. of
Wilbert G. '91; m. Phyllis Wiley Nov. 6 1933;
ch.: Deborah. With Chesapeake & Potomac
Tel. Co. Washington DC; with the Office of
Alien Property Custodian Washington DC;
with Paine, Webber & Co. Hartford CT
1929-33; Franklin County Savings Bank
Farmington (asst. treas. 1933-34, treas.
1934-47, v.pres. 1957-67, trustee 1934-67);
office supervisor Me. Consolidated Power Co.
Farmington 1947-66; dist. mgr. Central Me.
Power Co. Sturtevant Dist. Farmington
1966-67. Pres. Savings Bank Assn. of Me.
1944-45, jury commssioner Franklin County,
sec. & treas. Farmington Village Corp. d.
Farmington Feb. 5 1967.*
MARTIN, John Sidney. Bowdoin 1919-21,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1925. Delta Upsilon. b.
Richmond Feb. 26 1897; m. Rachel Pike Dec.
3 1927. Physician Norwood MA 1927-61, ret.
Served to sgt. MCUSA 1917-19. d. Oscala FL
March 21 1977.*
MASON, Geoffrey Travers. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Council 1961-65, 1972 capital
campaign worker, class bequest chmn. 1973.
Ret.; b. Phila. PA May 13 1902; m. Sarah
Graham June 7 1924; ch.: Elisabeth, Helen,
Barbara. Teacher Swarthmore PA Prep. Sch.
1923-24, instr. German Bowdoin 1924-26,
foreman Cracking Plant Cities Service Camden
NJ 1928-30, teacher Sewickley PA Acad.
1931-47, pipefitter Pittsburgh Coke & Chem.
Co. McKees Rocks PA 1942-46, personnel &
safety dir. Newman Crosby Steel Co.
Pawtucket, pres. (R.I. Industrial Recreation
League, R.I. Industrial Bowling League, R.I.
Industrial Basketball League), v.pres.
Blackstone Valley Safety Council. Olympic
Bobsled Champion St. Moritz 1928. Nat.
Basketball Free Throw Champion 1942-44. res.
Rumford RI.*
McLAUGHLIN, Cecil Cleophus. Bowdoin
1919-21, M.D. Boston Univ. 1925. Sigma Nu.
Study in Chamberlain Hall a memorial to him.
b. Houlton Sept. 26 1898; m. Virginia Olson
June 19 1926. Physician & surgeon Worcester
MA 1925-61. F.A.C.S., sr. surgeon &
consultant Worcester City Hospital. Served
with USN 1918-19. d. Worcester MA Nov. 15
1961.*
McLELLAN, Lendal Irvine. Bowdoin 1919-21.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Caribou June 27
1902; m. Helen Terrell Oct. 18 1945. With
Signal Hill Oil Field Long Beach CA, mortgage
loan div. Alison Co. Beverly Hills CA 1929-43,
pres. McLellan Invest. Co. Inc. Pasadena CA
1943-67, ret. Pres. (Pasadena Realty Board
1947, 13th dist. Calif. Real Estate Assn. 1948,
Calif. Real Estate Assn., 1954, Jaycees Beverly
Hills), chmn. Nat. Committee on Ethics, dir.
Nat. Assn. of Real Estate Boards, d. La Jolla
CA Jan. 27 1972.*
MEANS, Edgar Lincoln. Bowdoin 1921-23.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Orleans NE Feb. 12
1900; s. of Edgar L. '87. Bond salesman First
Trust Co. Omaha NE 1927-28. d. Omaha NE
Sept. 21 1928.*
MILLER, Norman Franklin. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Lewiston April 1 1 1900; m. Jean
Lynch April 11 1953. With Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co. 1925-29 (Akron OH, Boston,
Pittsburgh PA), with Lewis Mfg. Co. Walpole
MA 1929-31, with Curtis Publishing Co. NYC
1931-33, with Thomas J. Stewart Co. NYC
1933-36, with Manhattan Storage &
Warehouse Co. NYC 1936-56, with Morgan &
Brother & Manhattan Storage Co. Inc. NYC
1956-70. res. Fort Lee NJ.*
MOHR, Homer Leroy. Bowdoin 1919. Kappa
Sigma. b. Bethelem PA Sept. 15 1898. res.
Ipswich MA.
MORIN, Maurice Albert. A.B., LL.B.
Northeastern 1936. b. Topsham Jan. 8 1898;
m. Violette Rancourt Aug. 4 1930; ch.: Marc
'58, Carl. Teacher (Sanford Sch. Redding
Ridge CT 1923-24, high sch. W. Chester PA
1924), instr. (Portland Univ. 1925, romance
langs. Lehigh Univ. 1925-27, romance langs. &
business law Dean Acad. & Jr. Coll. Franklin
MA 1927-44), atty. Brunswick 1944-50, instr.
(law Portland Jr. Coll. 1946-47, Searing
Tutoring Sch. Bedford Hills NY), teacher
(Jefferson Sch. Jeffersonville NY, high sch.
Hopedale MA 1957-62). d. Portland March 16
1962.
NOAH, George. Bowdoin 1920-23, A.B. Univ.
Me. 1923. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Melrose
MA July 4 1901; m. Mary Bonneau June 27
1947. With chain store system 1923-24 IN &
KY, miniature lamp spec. Edison Lamp Works
General Electric Co. NYC 1924-27, with
invest, securities business, with Raytheon Mfg.
Co. Waltham MA 1943-45, engineer USA labs.
Natick MA 1945-?. Served with USA WWII. d.
Natick MA Aug. 25 1968.*
ORCUTT, Orville Hussey. Spec. 1919-20. Psi
Upsilon. b. Ashland May 14 1899; m.
Dorothy MacLeod May 13 1935. With General
Electric Co. Lynn MA WWII, with Atlantic
Refining Co. 197-65, ret. Served with USA
1917-19. d. Eau Gallie FL March 2 1967.*
PALMER, Stephen. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
Class agt. 1929-31. Ret.; b. Newton MA
Dec. 21 1900; m. Velma Spencer Sept. 1946;
ch.: R. Park, Stephen Jr., Jonathan. Exec,
v.pres. A. C. Lawrence Leather Co. Peabody
MA. Member WPB & OPA. res. Providence
R.I.*
PARCHER, Clifford Proctor. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Saco Sept. 6 1900; m. Emily Seaber June 22
1923, m. Margery Smith Nov. 3 1961; ch.:
Barbara, Patricia. Asst. advt. mgr. Burnham &
Morrill Portland 1923-27; account exec.
William B. Remington Advt. Agency
Springfield MA 1927-29; v.pres. Badger &
Browning Inc. Boston 1929-41; Badger,
Browning & Parcher Boston (exec, v.pres.
1949-65, pres. 1950-65, board chmn. 1965-69),
ret. Dir. public relations Jordan Hospital
Plymouth MA 1966-70. Contbr. d. Plymouth
MA March 22 1970.*
PARSONS, Willis Gilman. A.B. LL.B.
Harvard 1926. Zeta Psi. b. Foxcroft Dec. 10
1900; m. Alma Peterson; ch.: Willis Jr., John,
Marilyn. Atty. Hartford CT 1926-64. d. W.
Hartford CT March 30 1964.*
PERKINS, Earle Bryant. B.S., M.S. (hon.)
1935, A.M. Harvard 1926, Ph.D. Harvard
1927. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. S. Portland
May 21 1901; m. Mary Kimball 1932, m.
Eleanor Dennis Dec. 31 1957; ch.: Joyce. Asst.
prof, zoology Rutgers 1927-46, zoologist Byrd
Antarctic Expedition II 1933-35, dir. med. &
surgical film production Am. Cyanimid Co.
subsidiaries Lederle Lab. & Davis & Geek
1946-49, dir. (med. films production USN
1949-50, Hyde Home for Crippled Children
Bath 1950-53), dir. education Me. State Dept.
of Mental Health & Corrections 1954-67, supt.
Militaryard Naval Children's Home Bath
1965-67, ret. Served to It. cdr. USNR 1942-46.
Contbr. res. Phippsburgh.*
PERKINS, Elliot Payson. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1926. Theta Delta Chi. Class agt.
1944-47. b. Cornish Sept. 10 1899; s. of
Walter P. '80; m. Evelyn Ross 1927; ch.: Peter
'53, Payson '57. Atty. Portland 1926-76
(Bradley Linnell & Jones, sr. partner Perkins
Thompson Hinckley & Keddy). Member sch.
committee Portland 1947-53, chmn. (plant
committee Portland Sch. Development Comm.,
bldg. committee Helen M. King Sch.), trustee
Me. Home for Boys, pres. & 1st v.pres.
Woodfords Club. d. Portland Jan. 19 1976.*
PHILBRICK, Karl Russell. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1925. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni
Council 1949-53, class agt. 1947-54, Alumni
Fund dir. 1933-36, Sesquicentennial Fund area
chmn., Overseer ex-officio & sec. Pres. &
Trustees 1964-71, Overseer emeritus 1971—
.
Ret.; b. Skowhegan May 28 1900; m.
Florence Dodge Aug. 5 1925; ch.: Annie,
Samuel '50. Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
Bangor 1925-69 (exec, v.pres., trust officer,
dir.). All Souls Congr. Church Bangor (treas..
trustee), member sch. board Bangor, officer
numerous charities, past trustee Me. Central
Inst. Pittsfield. res. Portland.*
PHILBROOK, Charles Sheldon. B.S. Chi Psi.
b. Wilton Aug. 19 1901. res. unknown.
PIERCE, Frank Montgomery. Bowdoin
1919-20. Kappa Sigma, b. Bucksport Jan. 16
1902. res. Bucksport.
PLUMMER, Albert Stetson. Bowdoin 1919-20.
Chi Psi. b. Oakland Aug. 7 1899; s. of Albert
W. M'94. res. unknown.
POLLARD. Clair Alonzo. Bowdoin 1919-20.
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Alpha Delta Phi. b. Masardis Aug. 25 1899.
d. Readfield Nov. 18 1973.
POOR, Walter Willis. A.B. Alpha Tau Omega,
b. Denmark March 8 1901; married. Principal
high sch. Danville VT 1922-23, teacher FL
1923-24, with store syndicate, chicken raiser
Hiram, U.S. postmaster E. Hiram 1941-51,
teacher Hiram 1952-53, prop, grocery store N.
Waldoboro 1953-56, U.S. relief postmaster
1956. d. Hiram April 12 1966.*
PUTNAM, Wallace Joseph. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Newburyport MA May 27 1896. res.
Charleston WV.
QUINBY, George Hunnewell. A.B., M.F.A.
Yale 1946. Psi Upsilon. Faculty rep. Alumni
Council 1951-54, class agt. 1943-44. Ret.; b.
Newton MA March 26 1901; m. Clarice
Guthrie English June 28 1939. Instr. English
Lafayette Coll. 1923-25, seaman Merc. Marine
1925-26, stage mgr. & actor Hampton Players
NYC 1927-30 & 1930-34, dir. Savannah GA
Town Theatre 1928-30, Bowdoin Coll. (instr.
English 1934-36, dir. dramatics 1935-66,
fencing coach 1946-51, asst. prof. English
1936-46, assoc. prof. 1946-49, prof. 1949-69,
emeritus 1969
—), visiting dir. dramatics
Queens Univ. Kingston Ont. Canada 1956,
Univ. Tehran Iran (Smith-Mundt lectr.
dramatics 1956-57, Fulbright lectr. dramatics
1962-63), visiting prof. English Me. Maritime
Acad. Castine 1971
—
, ret. Stage mgr. & actor
summer theatres (Portland 1922, Tamworth
NH 1933-36, Franconia NH 1941), theatre
Assn. of Me. (pres. 1973, dir. 1973-76), member
Me. State Comm. on Arts & Humanities
1975
—
, chmn. architecture committee Am.
Educational Theatre Assn., incorporator New
England Theatre Conf. 1974. Guest-delegate
8th annual arts festival Shiraz Iran 1974.
Contbr. res. Brunswick.*
REED, Howard Clinton. Bowdoin 1919-21,
M.D. Tufts 1926. Chi Psi. b. Whitman MA
Feb. 24 1899; m. Mertie Oakman June 29
1929; ch.: David, Donald. Physician (Whitman
1927-70, Yarmouth Port MA 1960-70). Council
member Mass. Med. Soc. Served to sgt.
MCUSA 1918-19. d. Hyannis MA June 8
1970.*
RENIER, John Ulmer. A.B. Zeta Psi. 1962
capital campaign worker. Accounting; b.
Madison Oct. 17 1900; m. Patricia Thurber
Nov. 26 1923. Accountant RI (Franklin
Process Co. 1928-43, Lonsdale Co. 1942-50,
Textron 1950-53, Federal Products Corp.
1953-65), treas.-mgr. Federal Products Credit
Union RI 1957-73. Treas. Beneficent Congr.
Church Providence RI 1935-50. res. Cranston
RI.*
RIDLON, Elmer Sewall. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Gorham March 20 1901; s. of
Charles H. M'86; m. Julia Johnson Nov. 30
1928; ch.: Charles, Ann. Clerk (N.Y. Tel. Co.
NYC 1923-24, New Eng. Tel. Co. Portland
1924-26), teacher Kennebunk 1926-27,
principal Sutton MA 1927-30, teacher
Greenwich CT 1930-63. res. Ridgefield CT.*
ROBINSON, Colby Walter. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Bingham Nov. 16 1900; m. Verna Kimball Oct.
21 1925. Mgr. Robinson Motor Co. Bangor ca.
1926, prop, motion picture theater Bingham
1935-50. d. Portland July 30 1950.
ROGERS, William Orville. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa, b. Phippsburg March 30 1899;
m. Mary Barnhart March 27 1926; ch.:
William Jr. Penn. State Univ. Univ. Park (instr.
mathematics, assoc. prof., prof. 1923-64;
emeritus 1964). Co-author, d. State College PA
May 1 1976.
ROSS, Lewis Harry. Bowdoin 1919-21. b.
Auburn Sept. 3 1901. res. unknown.
RUSSELL, George Frederick. Bowdoin
1919-22. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b.
Houlton Nov. 16 1900; m. Ressie Wetmore
Sept. 25 1926; ch.: George, John, Frances,
Carol, Nancy, Susan, Paul. Trainee Houlton
Wool Co. 1923-25, J. J. Newberry Co. NYC
(trainee 1925-26, store mgr. 1926-40, dist. mgr.
1940-66). res. Houlton.*
SCHLOSBERG, Philip Henry. Bowdoin
1919-20, B.S. Univ. Penn. 1.924. Psi Upsilon.
b. Portland April 21 1901; m. Harriet Blake
Feb. 18 1937, m. Ruth Young Oct. 3 1961. L.
H. Schlosberg Inc. Portland 1925-69 (pres.,
treas., mere). Pres. Portland Better Business
Bureau 1956. d. Portland March 25 1969.*
SCHWIND, Philip Morris. B.S. 1962 capital
campaign area chmn., 1972 capital campaign
worker. Exec; b. Rumford May 18 1901; m.
Katherine Arsenault Nov. 6 1929; ch.: Nancy,
Sylvia, Saul. Israelson Motor Co. Inc. Rumford
(parts mgr. 1923-27, service & parts mgr.
1927-39, general mgr. 1939-42, pres. 1942—).
Member board of dir. Me. Automobile Dealers
Assn. 1962-66, 1968-72. res. Rumford.*
SHEESLEY, Jay Richard. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Business exec; b. Mahaffey PA March 25
1896; m. Adele Barker 1931; 2 children. Pres.
One Crossroads of Commerce Rolling
Meadows IL 19?—
. res. Glencoe IL.
SIROIS, Edmond Joseph. Bowdoin 1919-21.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Ft. Kent Sept. 11
1898. res. unknown.
SLATER, Wilford Ernst. Bowdoin 1919-20.
Chi Psi. b. Dexter June 14 1898; m. Ruth
Shepherd June 29 1926. Tax collector Dexter
1927-30, U.S. postmaster Dexter 1930-34,
theater checker 1935-45, church custodian &
meter reader 1945-50. Served with USN 1918.
d. Dexter Feb. 12 1951.*
SMALL, Clifford Osgood. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Mexico Sept. 6 1900. res. Mexico.*
SMALL, Richard Irving. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1926. Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt. 1941-43. b.
Farmington April 5 1901; m. Dorothy Snell
June 28 1930; ch.: Ronald, Eleanor, Nancy.
Atty. Portland 1927-69, Me. asst. atty. general
1928-35. d. Portland Oct. 16 1969.*
SMITH, Abiel Manley. Bowdoin 1919-20.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland Aug. 16 1897;
m. Georgia Warren, m. Natalie Brown March
2 1935; ch.: Joseph '51, Thomas, Joan, Marcia,
Sarah. With Great Northern Paper Co.
Millinocket; with Carter Rice Co. Boston; with
S. D. Warren Co. Westbrook; with Storrs &
Bement Co. Boston; with A. R. Metcalfe Co.
Springfield MA; sales rep. VT dist. Carter
Rice, Storrs & Bement Co. Boston 1934-67.
Served with USA 1917-19, served to capt.
1941-46. Organ Christ Epis. Church
Montpelier VT installed in his memory, d.
Montpelier VT June 10 1967.*
SMITH, David Saul. B.S., LL.B. Boston Univ.
1927. Law; b. Patten Dec. 24 1900; m.
Frieda Mikels Sept. 29 1927; ch.: Ina, Robert
'62. Atty. Smith Levenson & Smith Boston
1927—. res. Brookline MA.*
SMITH, Joseph Isaac. A.B., M.D. Tufts 1929.
Scholarship fund established in his memory
1974. b. Riga Latvia March 15 1901; m.
Estelle Orkin June 1 1925; ch.: Bladen '49,
James '54. Asst. coach Bowdoin 1923, teacher
& coach Brunswick High Sch. 1923-24,
physician (Concord NH State Hospital, Bath
1930-71). Prop. Smith Chevrolet Inc. Bath,
asst. acting surgeon USPHS Bath 1935, health
officer Bath 1932-44, Sagadahoc County med.
examiner 1944, v.pres. med. staff Bath
Memorial Hospital, examining physician
Selective Service board Sagadahoc County
1940. d. Bath Oct. 11 1971.*
STACKHOUSE, Scott Harold. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Conn.
1956. b. Springfield OH Feb. 10 1901; m.
Maude Smith Sept. 4 1949 (2nd marriage).
With Am. Commercial & Savings Bank & Am.
Trust Co. Davenport IA 1923-?, statistician &
asst. to housing supt. Cuyahoga County Relief
Bureau Cleveland OH 197-42, training officer
V.A. Binghamton NY 1945-?, labor analyst
Binghamton-Elmira dist. Bureau of
Employment N.Y. State Dept. of Labor 197-47,
storekeeper CT (Southbury Training Sch.
1947-51, Mansfield State Training Sch.
1953-57), ret. Served to PO/1 USN 1942-45. d.
Manchester CT Oct. 2 1969.
STAPLES, Horace Francis. Bowdoin 1919-21,
grad. Mass. Coll. of Embalming 1921. Chi Psi.
b. Colebrook NH Sept. 4 1900; m. Katherine
Hickey June 29 1926; ch.: Thomas '51, Mrs.
George Blair, Mrs. John Mullin Jr. Funeral dir.
(Pittsfield, Guilford, Augusta 197-33; Gardiner
1933-65). Pres. (dist. 9 Me. Funeral Dirs. Assn.,
Me. Funeral Dirs. Assn.), chmn. (Me. State
Board of Examiners of Embalming & Funeral
Directing, Legal & Legislative Committee of
State Funeral Dirs. Assn.), town health officer
Farmingdale, governor dist. 1 Nat. Funeral
Dirs. Assn., member Me. State Advisory
Committee of Health & Welfare, d. Gardiner
Sept. 8 1965.*
STETSON, George. Bowdoin 1919-20. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston Nov. 25 1899; s.
of George F. '98; m. Edith Poyner Sept. 18
1940; ch.: Edith. With Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
(Boston, Portland, NYC, Hartford CT, New
Haven CT, Baltimore MD 1920-40), ins. Reno
NV 1940-42, pres. & dir. Stetson-Beemer & Co.
Reno 1942-68. ret. Treas. Nev. Recreation Co.,
co-operator Reno Silver Sox, pres. Nev. Ins.
Agt. Assn. d. Reno NV April 10 1972.*
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STONEMETZ, Harold Turner. Bowdoin
1920-22. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Newton
MA Jan. 26 1901; m. Catherine Richardson
Nov. 14 1924; ch.: Nancy, Barbara, Spencer.
Safety Fumigant Co. pest control Hingham
MA. res. Clearwater FL.*
STROUT, Roger Stackpole. B.S., M.S. Univ.
Chicago 1927. b. Brunswick Aug. 29 1901;
m. Edith Bauer Sept. 19 1925; ch.: Benjamin.
Lumber business Denver CO 1925-26, asst.
prof, physics Ga. Inst. Tech. Atlanta 1928-31,
instr. physics & mathematics CA (Stockton Jr.
Coll. 1939-40, Marin Jr. Coll. Kentfield
1940-67), ret. Served to cdr. USNR 1943-45.
Lectr., contbr. d. Kentfield CA Dec. 23 1971.*
SULLIVAN, John Francis. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Portland Sept. 14 1900. res. unknown.
SULLIVAN, Thomas Francis. A.B. b.
Biddeford Feb. 7 1899. Atty. Biddeford
1927-44. d. Biddeford Oct. 20 1944.
SW1NGLEHURST, Elmer Norman. Bowdoin
1919-21. Delta Upsilon. b. Phila. PA Oct. 27
1901. res. Ft. Lauderdale FL.
TICE, Dewees Frank. Bowdoin 1919-21. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Boston Feb. 19 1903; m. Jean
Waldron June 6 1922; ch.: Marjorie, Benjamin.
Salesman Columbia Mills Inc. 1922-?; bond
salesman 197-34 (G. L. Olhstrom Inc.,
Shawmut Corp.); salesman Brown, Donovan &
Lutes, d. Melrose Highlands MA Feb. 1934.
TOOTELL, Frederic Delmont. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Lawrence MA Sept. 9 1902; m. Anne
Parsons April 3 1926, m. Lucy Rawlings Aug.
25 1937; ch.: Jeffrey, Natalie, Diana, Joan,
Karen. Asst. coach Mercersburg PA Acad.
1924-25, R.I. State Coll. Kingston (asst.
athletic dir., track coach, asst. football coach
1925-57; prof, physical education 1925-64;
athletic dir. 1953-62). Pres. (Coll. Track
Coaches of Am., Nat. Coll. Track Coaches
Assn., Nat. Coll. Cross-Country Assn.),
developer NCAA, Nat. Am. Amateur Union
(developer, governor, chmn. track & rules
committee), chmn. New Eng. Regional
Olympic Fund Raising Committee. Recipient:
Olympic gold medal for hammer throwing
Paris France 1924, Univ. Penn. certificate of
Athletic Merit 1968, Bert Sumner Memorial
Award from R.I. Jewish Bowling Cong.
Named to Helm's athletic Hall of Fame, Univ.
R.I. trophy named in his memory. Contbr. d.
Wakefield RI Sept. 29 1964.
TURGEON, Frederick King. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1924;
Ph.D. Harvard 1930; A.M. Amherst 1940. Beta
Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Auburn Dec. 26 1901; m.
Charlotte Snyder Nov. 28 1934; ch.: Charles,
Thomas, Charlotte. Instr. French Harvard
1924-26, Amherst Coll. (instr. French 1926-30,
asst. prof. 1930-34), visiting prof. Univ. Iowa
1933, Amherst Coll. (assoc. prof. 1934-40, prof.
1940-69), visiting lectr. Mt. Holyoke Coll. 1957,
ret. Awarded Chevalier dans l'Ordre des
Palmes Academiques. Author: French Review
for Reading Knowledge (1942), Cours Pratique
de Franijais (1947); ed.: French One-Act Plays
of Today (1938), Quatre Pieces Modernes en
un Acte (1951), Cinq Comedies du Moyen Age
a Nos Jours (1969); co-ed. Principal Comedies
of Moliere (1935). res. Amherst MA.*
VARNEY, George Dean. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. S. Berwick June 28 1903. res. Eliot MA.
WAKELY, Charles Fred, Jr. Bowdoin 1919-20.
Chi Psi. b. Topsham May 8 1900. res. Lisbon
Falls.
WALKER, Fred Maynard. B.S. Chi Psi. Ret.;
b. Brownfield Aug. 12 1900; m. Christine
Hofer Dec. 30 1929; ch.: Beverly, Lois.
Teacher high sch. Dedham MA 1924-28, store
mgr. W. T. Grant Co. 1929-37, automobile
dealer Brownfield 1937-59, ret. Trustee
Fryeburg Acad., Me. state rep. 100th
legislature, selectman, member sch. board, res.
Brownfield.*
WEBB, Herbert Clark. A.B. Zeta Psi. Ret.;
b. Bangor June 6 1899; m. Dorothy Haldeman
Aug. 7 1929; ch.: Herbert, Josephine. Invests.,
ret. Member Civil Service Comm. Beverly Hills
CA. Served to cpl. USA 1918. res. Beverly Hills
CA.*
WESTCOTT, Alfred Johnson. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Pawtucket RI Sept.
8 1901; m. Marjory Luther June 18 1927; ch.:
Deborah. With Stone & Webster Service Corp.
1925-48, mgr. gas operations Va. Electric &
Power Co. 1948-66. Pres. Southeastern Gas
Assn. 1959, dir. Kiwanis Club Norfolk 1967-68.
res. Norfolk VA.*
WHrTE, Stanley Edison. Bowdoin 1919-20,
grad. M.I.T. Sigma Nu. b. Rumford July 22
1901; m. Helen Cooley; ch.: Miriam, Otis,
Stanley Jr. Architect Cold Spring NY 1922-60,
ret. Member board of education Haldane
Central Sch. Dist. 1945-60, pres. 1956-60. d.
Cold Spring NY Aug. 5 1970.*
WHITMAN, Victor Sargent. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. Free-lance writing; b. Canton
April 5 1901; m. Helen Ingalls Nov. 10 1931;
ch.: Ann, Nancy, John. Production dir. WEEI
Boston 1930-36; script chief Columbia
Broadcasting System NYC 1936-37; writer &
dir. Wilson, Powell & Hayward NYC 1937-38;
free-lance writer radio 1938-51; writer
Hollywood CA 1944— . V.pres. board of Music
Acad, of the West, chmn. sch. board Norway,
developed first Me. radio network for Civil
Defense broadcasts 1941. Served to capt. Me.
State Guard 1942-44. Author: Afterflash
(1969). res. Santa Barbara CA.*
WHITNEY, Walter Reginald. B.S., A.M.
Harvard 1935. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b.
Richmond Jan. 11 1901. Univ. Me. (instr.
English 1928-33, asst. prof. 1933-47, assoc.
prof. 1947-51, prof. 1951-65), assoc. prof. Calif.
State Polytech. Univ. 1965-72. res. Upland
CA.*
WILDER, Philip Sawyer. B.S., Ed.M. Harvard
1930. Alpha Delta Phi. Sec. Alumni Council
1927-44, 1972 capital campaign worker, sec. of
Pres. & Trustees & Overseers ex-officio
1971-77. Recipient: Alumni Service Award
1968. Ret.; b. Newton MA Dec. 2 1901; m.
Elisabeth Clark Oct. 20 1923; ch.: Philip Jr.
'45, Charles '50. Trainee S. D. Warren Co.
Westbrook 1923-24, teacher & submaster high
sch. Gorham 1924-27, Bowdoin (acting alumni
sec. 1927-28, alumni sec. 1928-44, instr.
education 1928-32, asst. prof. 1932-46, admin,
officer 1944-46, asst. to pres. & veterans
advisor 1946-67, foreign student advisor
1946-71, student aid dir. 1959-67, ret. 1967 as
emeritus), historical columnist Brunswick
News 1970. Past pres. Brunswick (Rotary Club,
Area United Fund), past chmn. Brunswick
(Republican Town Committee, Community
Chest campaign, Regional Memorial Hospital
bldg. fund), past dir. Am. Alumni Council &
Nat. Assn. for Foreign Student Affairs, Am.
Red Cross (chapter dir.; past chmn.; member
nat. staff 1940, 1942), First Parish Church
(deacon, bldg. renovation chmn.), dir.
(Pejepscot Historical Soc. 1970, Area Student
Aid Fund), chmn. Bicentennial Comm. 1973,
member town council 1974. Served to It. col.
USA 1942-46; awarded Army Commendation
Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster. Recipient:
Brunswick C. of C. Citizen of the Year Award
1973. Ed.: The Bowdoin Alumnus 1927-41,
General Catalogue of Bowdoin College 1950.
res. Brunswick.*
WILLIS, Richard Simms. B.S. Real estate
consulting; b. New Bedford MA June 16 1901;
m. Velma Hutchinson March 25 1930; ch.:
Nancy, Richard. Salesman C. W. Whittier
Boston 1923-28, real estate officer First Nat.
Bank Boston 1928-37, v.pres. New Eng.
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1937-66, real
estate consultant self-employed 1966— . Dir.
Norfolk County Trust Co. Brookline, v.pres.
Eliot Savings Bank Boston, trustee Bradley
Real Estate Trust, res. Newton Center MA.*
WING, Eugene Courtise. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Stratton Dec. 4 1901. res. unknown.
YEMPRAYURA, Waht Para. Bowdoin
1919-21, M.D. Syracuse Univ. 1925. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Bangkok Siam Dec. 7 1900. res.
unknown.
Class of 1924
ALDRED, Joseph Addison. B.S., A.M. (hon.)
1956, LL.B. Suffolk Law Sch. 1930. Sigma Nu.
Class agt. 1943-47, sec. Board of Overseers
1945-55. b. Lawrence MA Aug. 31 1898; m.
Elizabeth Purinton Aug. 29 1925, m. Dorothea
Leland Jan. 1 1947; ch.: Dorothy, Joseph Jr.
'53. Teacher & coach MA (Lawrence Acad.
Groton 1924-25, high sch. Reading 1925-30),
atty. Brunswick 1930-72. Trustee
Brunswick-Topsham Water Dist. 1949-51;
town selectman Brunswick 1954-57, chmn.
1955-56; coach high sch. Brunswick 1930-40;
Brunswick Savings & Loan Assn. (dir., v.pres.,
atty.). d. Sarasota FL Feb 21 1972.
ASDOURIAN, Horian David. B.S. b. Keghi
Erzerum Armenia Aug. 28 1900; m. Arshie
Hachadoorian July 26 1928; ch.: Richard '54.
With Stanley Works New Britain CT 1925-?,
with P. & F. Corbin div. Am. Hardware Corp.
New Britain 1925-?, with E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co., with U.S. Gypsum Co.
Hackettstown NJ 1933-45. with Barrett Co.
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Edgewater NJ 1945-?, Allied Chem. Corp.
197-63 (tech. supervisor, research chemist, chief
chemist plastics div.). d. Hackensack NJ Oct.
22 1969.*
BADGER, Richard Gorham, Jr. Bowdoin
1920-21. Sigma Nu. b. Wellington MA June
25 1901. res. unknown.
BALDWIN, Marshall Albert. Bowdoin
1920-21, B.S. Calif. Inst. Tech. 1927 Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Winthrop Sept. 10
1902; m. Katharyn Decker May 9 1921; ch.:
Frances. Benefits advisor, ret. res. San Rafael
CA.*
BEALS, Ethan Alfred. Bowdoin 1920-23.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lowell MA March 27
1898; married; ch.: Virginia. With garage
Lowell, automobile dealer self-employed
Nashua NH, real estate business New Boston
NH 1928-58. d. New Boston NH May 17
1968.*
BECK, Henry Walter. Bowdoin 1921-22, M.D.
Univ Vt. 1927. b. Lawrence MA April 24
1894; m. Anne Scruton 1927; ch.: Henry Jr.,
Dorothy. Physician Gray 1928-57. Pvt. USA
1917-18. d. Gray June 4 1957.
BISHOP, Francis Powers. A.B. Ret.; b. Paris
Hill Oct. 12 1903; m. Charlotte Corey June 27
1925; ch.: Francis Jr. '50, Kenneth, Robert.
Teacher Ricker Classical Inst. Houlton
1924-26, New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. (accounting
supervisor Portland, Salem MA 1927-41;
accounting mgr. Portland, Manchester
1941-61; general accounting supervisor Boston
1961-64; S.E. general accounting mgr. Quincy
MA 1964-66; general accounting supervisor
Mass. Boston 1966-68), ret. res. Wellesley
MA.*
BLAISDELL, Richard Howell. Bowdoin
1920-21. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Newton MA
Aug. 29 1901; m. Hazel Townsend; ch.:
William, Nancy. Accountant 1921-22
(Estabrook & Co., United Fruit Co.),
McAllister Sch. Concord MA 1922-24 (teacher,
coach), Bryant & Stratton Sch. Boston (asst.
instr., examination instr., employment mgr.
1924-38; dir. 1933-56; v.pres.; pres. 1942-56).
Pres. Mass. Assn. of Business Schs. d. Boston
Oct. 7 1956.
BLANCHARD, Ralph Ellery. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Portland July 23 1902; m. Helen
Barrett Sept. 5 1931; ch.: Nancy, Peter.
Salesman E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
(Arlington NJ 1925-29, Chicago IL 1929-31,
Arlington 1931-37, Chicago 1937-43), asst.
mgr. Stimsonite Plastics Co. Chicago 1943-47,
mfr. & founder Reblan Plastics Products
Chicago 1947-59. d. Winnetka IL Aug. 2 1959.
BLATCHFORD, Lawrence. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Former class agt. Ret.; b. Chicago IL
May 3 1902; married Dec. 31 1927, married
Aug. 30 1969; ch.: John '51, Peter '54. Admin,
positions Marthas Vineyard & Nantucket
Steamboat Line 1925-61, ret. Served to It. cdr.
USN 1942-46. res. S. Dartmouth MA.*
BOUFFARD, Charles James. Bowdoin
1920-21, D.M.D. Tufts 1928. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Berlin NH Oct. 16 1900; m. Rose
Casey Oct. 16 1937; ch.: Raymond. Dentist,
ret. Lt. governor Kiwanis 1940, 1946; dir.
(Portland Dental Soc, N. Eastern Dental Soc,
Civil Defense Gorham). Served to maj. USA
1942-45, awarded Commendation Medal 1943.
Recipient: Civil Defense Gold Seal of Merit
1955, presidential citation from Pres. Johnson
1965; named outstanding citizen of Gorham
1959. res. Gorham.*
BRISEBOIS, Joseph Michael. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Nashua NH July 12 1896; m.
Blanche Martenis Aug. 7 1927. Merc. NYC
1924-25, E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. (clerk
Wilmington DE 1925, mgr. cellophane div.
sales records dept. NYC 1925-29), with U.S.
Rubber Co. NYC 1929-54 (mgr. market
research tire div. 197-34). Served with USN
1917-19. d. NYC Aug. 4 1954.
BROOKS, Philips. Bowdoin 1922-24. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Griffin GA July 1 1901. res.
unknown.
BROUSSEAU, Henry Gilmore. Bowdoin 1922,
B.S. M.I.T. 1925. b. Putnam CT Aug. 8 1903.
res. unknown.
BURNELL, Thornton Lewis Clough. B.S. Zeta
Psi. b. Westbrook March 12 1900. res.
Portland.
BUTLER, Forest Clifford. B.S., A.M. Boston
Univ. 1952, Ed.M. Suffolk Univ. 1961, grad.
Keene Normal Sch. Sigma Nu. b. Bath Feb.
18 1901; m. Emma White Aug. 20 1929; ch.:
Ann, Roberta, Audrey, George. Teacher
Corozal Coamo P.R. 2 yrs., principal N.
Woodstock NH 1929, teacher jr. high sch.
Belmont MA 1930-66. d. Boston July 2 1974.*
CALDWELL, Curtis Holbrook. Bowdoin
1921-22. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b.
Winchester MA June 2 1901; m. Girvan
Skilling Oct. 1 1927. Security salesman
Sunapee NH, ret. Dir. Sunapee Mutual Fire
Ins. Co., selectman Sunapee res. Sunapee NH.*
CAUGHEY, Philip Markham. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Waltham MA March 3
1902. res. Northeast Harbor.
CHAMBERLAIN, Glen Davis. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Ft. Fairfield June 28 1903.
Teacher (Presque Isle 1925-30, Quincy MA
1930-31, Presque Isle 1931-63), ret. Contbr. d.
Presque Isle Nov. 19 1966.
CHURCHILL, Lindsey Crawford. A.B., Ed.M.
Harvard 1929. Kappa Sigma. b. Winthrop
MA Jan. 4 1903; s. of Preston B. '99; m. Vieno
Kajander 1929; ch.: Lindsey Jr., John '61.
Teacher (Sch. for Crippled & Deformed
Children Boston 1924-25, high sch.
Thompsonville CT 1925-28, high sch. Meriden
CT 1928-61 & chmn. English dept. 197-61).
Recipient: Probus Educational Award
Theacher of the Year Meriden, Interfaith
Medal 1950, Outstanding Citizen of Meriden
Award 1952. d. Meriden CT July 3 1961.*
CLAVIN, Charles Barry. Bowdoin 1920-21,
B.S. Norwich Univ. 1925. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b.
Worcester MA Aug. 11 1899; m. Mildred
Carroll; ch.: Charles. Asst. warehouse supt.
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. Portland,
salesman E. H. Rollins & Son Boston 1927-38,
ret. Asst. adjutant general Commonwealth of
Mass. Served to brig, general USA 1941-45.
Recipient: Legion of Merit, res. New Bedford
MA.*
COBB, George Everett. Bowdoin 1920-21.
Sigma Nu. b. Gorham Feb. 27 1902. res.
Sterling MA.
COBURN, Edward Harold. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Trinity Coll.
1928. Ret.; b. Brunswick Dec. 28 1902; m.
Ilene Skolfield Aug. 5 1925; ch.: Edward Jr.
Austin teaching fellow Harvard 1924-25,
teacher board of education Hartford CT
1925-50, lectr. Fulbright grant Ewing Christian
Coll. Allahabad U.P. India 1950-51, teacher
board of education Hartford 1951-61, chem.
engineer Ensign-Bickford Co. Simsbury CT
1962-67, ret. res. Melbourne FL.*
COUSINS, Forrest Erwin. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. Alumni Council
1964-68. Ret.; b. Phila. PA Nov. 22 1901; m.
Alice Flaherty May 12 1928. Guy Gannett
Publishing Co. Portland 1924-65 (city &
managing ed., columnist, business mgr.), ret.
res. Tucson AZ.*
CURTIS, Raymond Dennison. B.S. Chi Psi.
Sales; b. Freeport May 4 1901; m. Hester
Skillin Oct. 9 1926, m. Geraldine Orne Aug. 22
1964; ch.: Alice. Sales Portland (Agency N.Y.
Life 1924-25, Portland Nash Co. 1925-29,
Couri Motor Co. 1929-32, Equitable Life of la.
1932-41), parts & service mgr. Couri Motors
Co. Portland 1947-59, service mgr. Portland
(Chaplin Motors 1959-60, Portland Motor
Sales 1960-61), Health & Welfare Social
Service ME 1961-62, sales & buying Benoits
Portland 1962—. Served to 2nd lt. USAAF
1941-47. res. Portland.*
DAVIS, George Tobey. A.B., A.M. Wesleyan
1925, Ph.D. Univ. Penn. 1959. Psi Upsilon.
b. Augusta March 2 1901; m. Alice
Goodridge Sept. 3 1926; ch.: William II '51,
Caroline. Teacher Epis. Acad. Phila. PA
1925-66 (chmn. classics dept.), ret. Teacher PA
(Germantown Acad. Ft. Washington 1966-71,
Haverford Coll. 1971-73). d. Havertown PA
Oct. 20 1973.*
DEMMONS, James Alvin. Bowdoin 1920-21.
Psi Epsilon. b. Machias Dec. 6 1900; m. Jean
Petrelli Jan. 27 1934; ch.: Patricia. Cost & chief
accountant Wyatt Oil Co. New Haven CT
1943-65, ret. 1965. 32nd degree Mason, d. Bay
Shore NY Sept. 27 1974.*
DENNETT, Guy Franklin. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Springvale July 16 1902; m. Kathleen Holt
Aug. 20 1927; ch.: James. Salesman Nat.
Casket Co. Boston 1925-32. d. Boston Oct. 15
1932.
DOW, Henry Kenneth. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Auburndale MA Feb. 18 1901; m. Leah
Caldwell March 27 1926; ch.: Henry '54,
Barbara, Clista. With stewards' dept. Hotel
McCurdy Evansville IN, restaurant mgr. Fred
Harvey restaurant chain OK & TX 1926-34,
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asst. mgr. Manger Hotel Boston 1934-41,
dormitories mgr. M.I.T. 1941-46. d. Cambridge
MA July 29 1964.
DUNHAM, Carl Ernest. B.S. cum laude, M.D.
Harvard 1933. Chi Psi. b. Portland Dec. 5
1898; m. Marian Whitney Feb. 21 1938.
Teacher high sch. Bath 1927-30, intern Me.
General Hospital 1933, physician (Fall River
MA 1934, N.Y. Post Grad. Hospital 1935,
Portland 1935-68), ret. F.A.C.S., pres. (Mercy
Hospital staff, Portland City Hospital med.
staff, Cumberland County Med. Assn.), assoc.
chief gynecol. service Me. Med. Center
1936-61. Served to PO/1 USN 1917-19, served
with Me. Nat. Guard 1936-41, served to maj.
MCUSA 1941-46, It. col. USAR 197-56. d.
Portland Jan. 3 1969.*
DUNPHY, Harold Henry. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Is. Falls Aug. 28 1901; m. Elizabeth
Du Long April 23 1959. Salesman E. I. duPont
de Nemours & Co. Wilmington DE 1925-61,
ret. Pres. New Eng. Chem. Club 1950-51,
chmn. board of trustees Whittier Congr.
Church Is. Falls 1961-72, town selectman Is.
Falls 1966-69. Served to s/sgt. USA 1942-45.
res. Is. Falls.*
ERVIN, Jerome Richardson. Bowdoin 1920-23.
Zeta Psi. b. Ft. Fairfield June 25 1901;
married; ch.: Victoria, Michael. With R. J.
Reynolds Co. Portland OR, magazine &
newspaper business Pendleton OR, prop, retail
store Pilot Rock OR 1926-38, with Pilot Rock
Lumber Co. 1938-61, pres. & general mgr. Pilot
Rock Housing Co. 197-66. d. Pilot Rock OR
Nov. 18 1966.*
FERGUSON, Homer Leslie. Bowdoin 1920-24.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Mechanicville NY
July 13 1902; m. Meredith James June 2 1945;
ch.: Lindsey. Asst. athletic dir. & teacher high
sch. Cranston RI 1928-45, Me. guide ca. 1930,
chief examiner Me. Junior Guides 1943,
electroplating supt. Elison Inc. Providence RI
1945-1949, sales engineer Technic Inc.
Providence 1951-59, pres.
Providence-Attleboro Branch Am.
Electroplaters Soc. 1959, chem. engineer
Glass-Tite Industries Providence 1963-1968. d.
Providence RI Jan. 22 1968.*
FERNALD, Cyrus Fenderson. Bowdoin
1920-22, B.S. M.I.T. 1925. Ret.; b. Wilton
March 6 1901; m. Emily Sanborn Nov. 17
1950. CPA. (ME); production control mgr. E.
I. duPont de Nemours & Co. Newburgh NY
1925-31. Town auditor (Wilton 1937-62, Jay,
Weld, Norridgewock). Recipient: Am. Assn. of
Variable Star Observers Merit Award 1948.
Has reported over 134,000 variable star
observations to the AAV. SO., believed to be
more than any other observer in northern
hemisphere, res. Longwood FL.*
FILES, Rollin Earle. Bowdoin 1920-24. Kappa
Sigma, b. Gorham June 28 1950; m. Cornelia
Wilson Aug. 17 1926; ch.: William, Elizabeth.
Mgr. Personal Finance Co. 1926-27 (Saco
1927-31, Augusta 1931-33, Jackson MI 1933-7),
instr. aviation sch. Los Angeles CA 1946, mgr.
nursing home, agriculture Gorham 197-57. d.
Gorham June 21 1957.
FISHER, Kimball. Bowdoin 1920-21. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Augusta July 19 1899. Served
with USN WWI. d. Biltmore NC Jan. 30 1922.
FOWLER, Theodore Lefavour. B.S. Alumni
Council 1949-50. b. Farmington Jan. 19
1903; m. Dorothy Black June 14 1924, m.
Virginia Drew Dec. 29 1954; ch.: Jeanne,
Martin. C.L.U. 1938; salesman Me. Oil &
Heating Co. Bangor 1926-29, with Nat. City
Co. Boston, with Paine Weber Co., ins.
salesman State Mutual Life Boston 1931-36,
with Union Central Life Ins. 1936-37 (asst.
mgr. Boston, Phila. PA 1936-40; agency
supervisor Cincinnati OH 1940-43; mgr.
Fowler Agency Boston 1943-67), ret. Deacon
Congr. Church Byfield MA 1957-67, trustee
River Country Day Sch., member (Masons,
editorial board Mgrs.' Magazine). Served to
2nd It. USN 1932. Lectr., contbr. d. Honolulu
HI Feb. 9 1969.*
GIBBONS, Albert Edward, Sr. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Business; b. Bridgetown NS Canada Jan. 19
1901; m. Arlene Helson Aug. 3 1929; ch.:
Albert Jr. '58, John. Salesman (E. H. Rollins &
Sons Boston & Portland 1924-28, Brown Bros.
Portland 1924, Brown Bros. Harriman
Portland 1930, Harriman Ripley & Co.
Portland 1942, H. M. Payson & Co. Portland
1942
—), racing sec. Yonkers NY Raceway
1950-73. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
GILPATRICK, Granville Shackford. A.B.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Old Orchard June 1
1903; m. Evelyn Olsen July 23 1950; ch.:
Susan. Invests. Paine Webber & Co. NYC
1924-40, estate management Woodstock
Service Corp. Boston 1940-74, ret. res.
Brunswick.*
GONYA, Theodore. B.S., LL.B. Harvard 1927.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Rumford Oct. 27 1903;
m. Marylane Frederick Feb. 10 1939. Atty.
(Portland 1927-38, Rumford 1938-59). Oxford
County atty. 1942-47, atty. Oxford Paper Co.,
legislature agt. paper mfr. Rumford, Me. State
bar examiner, d. Andover Oct. 28 1959.
GOODWIN, Linwood Johnson. Bowdoin
1920-22. Chi Psi. b. Springvale June 4 1901.
res. Danvers MA.
GORHAM, Francis Wilbur. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Bristol March 29 1902; m. Cecilia
Buckley Feb. 1928; ch.: Francis Jr. Estabrook
& G Boston 1924-27, Liberty Mutual (casualty
claims adjuster Boston 1927-35, claims mgr.
Springfield MA 1935-67), ret. res. Scituate
MA.*
GOWEN, Cecil Hamilton. Bowdoin 1920-21,
1922-23. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Sanford
June 3 1901; m. Elizabeth Whiteside, m.
Audrey Duffy; ch.: Richard. Hospital tech.
New Brunswick NJ, chief tech. Orange NJ,
bacteriologist Leominster MA 197-53. Pres.
N.J. Soc. of Med. Tech. Contbr. d. Leominster
MA July 24 1953.
GRAVES, Samuel Sidney. Bowdoin 1921-22.
Kappa Sigma. Real estate; b. Marblehead
MA Nov. 30 1901; m. Marion Johnstone May
22 1935; ch.: Eugene. A founder Marblehead
Trust Co. Member Maine Baseball Hall of
Fame. res. Kennebunk.*
GRAY, Glenn Wesley. A.B. b. New
Vineyard July 28 1900. res. unknown.
GRENFELL, Elmer Warren. B.S., M B A
N.Y. Univ. 1933. Zeta Psi. b. Fall River MA
Sept. 6 1899; m. Alta Porter Sept. 21 1935.
Credit investigator NYC, asst. to sec. & treas.
Esmond Mills NYC 1925-32, cost accountant
NYC (W. Harris Thurston Inc. 1934-50,
Reeves Brothers 1950-57), ret. Pvt. USA 1918.
d. Clearwater FL March 24 1961.*
GULICK, John Halsey. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Springfield MA Dec.
27 1899; m. Katherine Merrill June 21 1931;
ch.: Katherine, Charlotte, Louise. Instr.
physical education (Lehigh Univ. Bethlehem
PA 1924-25, Princeton NJ 1926, Fessenden
Sch. W. Newton MA 1931-33, Wheeler Sch.
Providence RI 1933-35), headmaster Proctor
Acad. Andover NH 1935-52, Luther/Gulick
Camps S. Casco 1928-69 (dir., prop.), ret. Pres.
(Me. Camp Dir. Assn. 1945-46, New Eng.
Camping Assn. 1934-37, N. New Eng.
Independent Sch. 1946-47), trustee (Westbrook
Coll. 1964-75, Stoneleigh Prospect Hills
1948-52). Pvt. SATC 1918. res. S. Casco.*
GUTMAN, Walter Knowlton. B.S. magna cum
laude. Invests.; b. Chicago IL April 15 1903;
m. Dorothy Darrow 1934; ch.: Judith, Brook,
Susan. Student (Yale Univ., N.Y. Univ.),
stockbroker & market analyst Guntal & Co.
NYC 19?—, self-employed NYC (author, film
producer, artist, art collector). Established
Walter K. Gutman Foundation 1960. res.
NYC.
HAMILTON, Frederick Rice. A.B, grad.
Rutgers Univ. Grad. Sch. of Banking. Kappa
Sigma. b. S. Portland Aug. 17 1902; m.
Madolyn Elliott Aug. 30 1929. Foreign service
dept. First Nat. Bank of Boston Cuba 1924-37
(Havana 1926-28, Cienfuengos 1928-29,
Santiago 1929-30, Havana 1930-37), Second
Nat. Bank Boston (asst. auditor 1937-46, asst.
cashier 1946-55, asst. v.pres. 1955-60). Sec.
(Boston Bank Personnel Group, Second
Bank-State Street retirement committee
Boston), pres. Boston chapter Nat. Assn. of
Bank Auditors & Comptrollers, d. Weymouth
MA Feb. 7 1960.
HARDY, Malcolm Elwin. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Livermore Falls March 31 1902; m.
Hannah Spohn Jan. 9 1930. Teacher & coach
(Milton MA Acad. 1924-25, Lawrenceville NJ
Sch. 1925-26), stock broker NYC (Henry L.
Doherty & Co. 1926-27, Paine Webber & Co.
1927-7, Delafield & Delafield 197-68). Served
to maj. USMC 1942-45. d. NYC April 5 1969.
HIGHT, Arthur Mellen Josiah. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Athens Nov. 23 1903. Teacher
Somerset Acad. Athens 1924. d. Athens Dec. 3
1924.
HILL, George Edwin. A.B.. LL.B. Harvard
1927. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Collinsville CT Dec.
9 1903; m. Geraldme Miller Aug. 31 1927; ch.:
Beth. Atty. Portland 1927-41, Me. state (rep.
1933-39, speaker of house 1937-39). senator
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1939-41, corp. counsel S. Portland 1937-41,
state tax assessor 1941-42, chmn. state board of
emergency municipal finance 1941-42,
commissioner Me. Public Utilities Comm.
1942-53, Metropolitan Edison Co. Reading PA
(mgr. rates 1953-55, atty. 1955-60, staff counsel
1960-68), counselor-at-law part-time
Wymossing PA 1968, ret. Wyomissing PA
1968. Dir. (N. Penn. Power Co. ca. 1955, N.
Berwick Nat. Bank 1940-41, N. Berwick Co.
1941-51). res. Wyomissing PA.*
HUTCH1NS, Paul Aiken. Bowdoin 1920-21.
b. Stratford NH Aug. 17 1900. res. unknown.
INGRAHAM, Horace, Jr. Bowdoin 1921-23.
b. Augusta March 28 1901. res. Augusta.
JACQUES, Dennis Lionel. Bowdoin 1920-21.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Lewiston May 10
1900. res. unknown.
JAMES, Morrison Cutler. Bowdoin 1920-23.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Chelsea MA May 31 1900;
m. Dorothy Clowes Sept. 4 1926. Salesman
Lever Brothers Cambridge MA 1924-25, asst.
employment mgr. Bird & Son Inc. E. Walpole
MA 1925, with advt. dept. Portland Press
Herald 1925-27. d. Portland March 7 1927.
JARDINE, Irvine Wendell. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Van Buren Oct. 11 1901.
Merchandising trainee R. H. Sterns Co. Boston
1925-31, salesman M. B. Guiou Co. Ft.
Fairfield 1941, quality review inspector Pratt &
Whitney E. Hartford CT 1942-66, ret. res. Ft.
Fairfield.*
JEWETT, Langdon Arthur. B.S. Ret.; b.
Skowhegan April 27 1902; m. Evelyn Craig
March 21 1944; ch.: William, Robert. Heavy
construction purchasing agt., salesman
Midwest Equipment Cincinnati OH 1957-75,
ret. d. Dec. 27 1976 Cincinnati OH.*
JOHNSON, John Henry. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Portland Dec. 20 1901; m. Berta
Langsworth June 18 1924; ch.: Bruce. With
N.Y. Life Ins. Co. Portland 1924-27, with
Bigelow's Oriental Rug Studio Portland
1927-32, mail advt. Portland 1932-37, with
defense industries Portland WWII, with
Greater Portland public development comm.
1946-49, Me. Publicity Bureau 1949-66 (field
rep., advt. mgr., spec, projects mgr., convs.
mgr.), ret. Me. Civil Air Patrol, official Me.
Intercollegiate Track Meet 40 yrs. d. Warwick
RI Feb. 6 1967.*
JOHNSON, Rupert Gordon. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Brownfield April 19 1902; m. Doris Thomas
1925, m. Rachel Morgan 1969; ch.: Janet,
Joyce, Jean. Teacher & coach high sch. S.
Portland 1924-25, high sch. Standish 1925-61
(principal, teacher, coach), high sch. Buxton
1961-65 (teacher, athletic dir.), ret. V.pres. Me.
Assn. Principals of Secondary Sch., pres.
Kiwanis Club Standish. Recipient: Fryeburg
Acad. Award 1968. Elementary sch. Standish
named for him, selected for Me. Baseball Hall
of Fame 1974. d. Portland Jan. 23 1974.
JOHNSTON, Reginald Fulton. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1927.
Ret.; b. Perry Jan. 22 1902; m. Margaret
Hartley Feb. 28 1931; ch.: Virginia, Reginald,
Helen, Robert. Intern (Boston City Hospital
1927-29, Boston Lying-in Hospital 1929),
physician Concord MA 1929-64 (Middlesex
Sch., Concord Acad., Fenn Sch. 1934-64), ret.
Pres. Emerson Hospital medical staff Concord
MA 1945. Recipient: Man of Year Rotary
Club Concord 1964. res. Acton MA.*
KEANEY, Harry Maurice. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Cambridge MA May 3 1899. res. unknown.
KENISTON, James Mortimer. B.S., M B A.
Harvard 1928. Beta Theta Pi. b. Portland
Jan. 23 1902; m. Barbara White Feb. 15 1937;
ch.: James, Susan. With Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co. 1924-26, retailing (Filene's, R.
H. White Co. Boston 1928-35; Louisville KY
1936-37; John C. Maclnnes Co. Worcester MA
1937-53), general merchandise mgr. McCarthy
Dry Goods Store Woonsocket RI 1953-54,
assoc. prof, retailing Bryant Coll. Providence
RI 1954-61, assoc. prof. & chmn. dept. business
admin. Piedmont Coll. Demorest GA 1961-66,
assoc. prof, marketing & retail managing
marketing dept. Nichols Coll. Dudley MA
1966-69, ret. Teacher (business &
merchandising Northeastern Univ., retailing
Worcester Jr. Coll.), corporator Hahnemann
Hospital, dir. (O. C. White Co. 1957-64,
Grafton MA Taxpayers Assn.), chmn. finance
board Grafton. Served to It. Mass. State Guard
WWII. Author, contbr. d. New London CT
Jan. 28 1971.*
KETTELL, Albert Bernhard. A.B., B.D.
Bangor Theol. Sem. 1926, S.T.M. Hartford
Theol. Sem. 1929, M.R.E. Hartford Sch. of
Religious Education 1930. b. Somerville MA
March 7 1896; m. Esther Greenstein Sept. 10
1923, m. Clara Dito June 11 1949; ch.:
Elizabeth, Charlotte. Pastor Congr. Church
(Veazie 1919-22, E. Bangor 1920-22, Hiram
1922-25), co-pastor Aroostook Larger Parish
Ashland 1925-27 (Portage, Masardis, Oxbow),
pastor Congr. Church (W. Stockbridge MA
1929-33; Shelburne Falls MA 1933-36; United
Church Irasburg VT 1937-42; Ft. Kent, St.
Francis 1950-52; Princeton, Waite & Grand
Lake Stream 1952-57; E. Concord NH,
London NH 1957-60; Burlington CT 1961-68),
ret. 1968. Served to capt. USA 1942-46. d.
Clearwater FL Dec. 30 1976.*
KIMBALL, George Myron. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Lovell May 27 1902. res. unknown.
KIRKPATRICK, Robert John, Jr. B.S. Zeta
Psi. b. Portsmouth NH Nov. 18 1902. res.
unknown.
LAND, Thornton Coddington. B.S., A.M.
Brown 1927, LL.B. N.Y. Univ. 1932. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Yonkers NY May 4 1904;
m. Isabel Orr; ch.: Michael, Thornton,
Marjorie. Rhodes scholar Oxford Univ.
1924-25, buyer NYC 1929-32, law clerk
Trenton NJ 1933-34, atty. (Breed Abbott &
Morgan NYC 1934-65, Blairstown NJ). Dir.
Equitable Service Corp. 1932-34, pres. board of
education Blairstown 1948-?, trustee & legal
counsel Blair Acad. d. W. Orange NJ May 13
1965.
LARRABEE, Charles William. Bowdoin
1921-24. Ret.; b. S. Portland July 22 1900;
m. Eleanor Bates. Sales engineer Int. General
Electric Co. Inc. Waldoboro. res. Waldoboro.
LAVIGNE, Robert James. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Saco June 2 1901; m. Mary Leadbeater
Aug. 27 1948 (2nd marriage); ch.: Robert Jr.
Asst. steward Ormond Beach FL 1925-26, store
mgr. W. T. Grant Co. 1926-34 (NY, NJ, TX,
IL, ME, VA, LA), foreman Cushman's Bakery
surplus food store Lynn MA 1934-63, ret. d.
Lynn MA Feb. 8 1975.*
LEE, Richard Henry. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1928. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Foxcroft Dec. 20
1901; m. Elizabeth Lane Oct. 5 1929; ch.:
Alice, Elizabeth; m. Elizabeth Tucker Apr. 23
1976. Teacher Colby Acad. New London NH
1924-25, law assoc. McLellan Bridley & Sears
Boston 1929-34, assoc. William F. Garcelon
Boston 1935-41, instr. Northeastern Univ. Law
Sch. 1930-42, partner Boston (Blakemore &
Lee 1947-58, Lloyd Lee & Sherman 1953-62),
atty. pvt. practice Boston 1963— . Hearthstone
Ins. Co. (sec, dir.), moderator Eliot Congr.
Church, trustee Jackson Homestead, alderman
Newton, Mass. State Senator 1947-57. Served
to col. USA 1941-46. Contbr. res. Newtonville
MA.*
LITCHFIELD, Earle Vincent. B.S. Ret.; b.
Freeport Dec. 5 1899; m. Anne Talley Jan. 19
1946. Exec. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. 40
yrs., ret. Served as yeoman USN 1918-19. res.
Barrington RI.*
LOVELL, Harvey Bulfinch. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1927; Ph.D.
Harvard 1933. Sigma Nu. b. Waldoboro
June 9 1903; m. Ethel Weeter Nov. 25 1933;
ch.: John II, Eleanor. Teacher & coach
Fryeburg Acad. 1924-25, teacher high sch.
Milton MA 1925-26, teaching fellow Harvard
1927-19, Univ. of Louisville KY (asst. prof,
biology 1929-36, assoc. prof. 1936-49, prof.
1949-69, emeritus 1969). Pres. (Ky.
Orinthological Soc, Ky. Soc. of Natural
History, Ky. Acad, of Science). Ed., contbr.,
lectr. d. Louisville KY Nov. 23 1969.*
MANSON, Willis Chessman. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Rockland July 30 1903; m. Josephine
Lyon Sept. 24 1927; ch.: Betty-Lyon.
Accounting certificate Walton Sch. of
Commerce Chicago IL 1931; Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel. Co. (accountant revenue
accounting Baltimore MD 1924-25, accountant
traveling auditor's force Washington DC
1925-26, chief bookkeeping supervisor revenue
accounting 1926-27, methods accountant
group accounting staff 1927-29, revenue
methods supervisor revenue accounting
1929-30, general revenue supervisor revenue
accounting 1930, disbursements methods
supervisor disbursements accounting 1930-36,
auditor of disbursements accounting 1936-41,
general revenue accountant group accounting
1941-49, general accounting supervisor general
accounting 1949-52, auditor of receipts revenue
accounting 1952, asst. general mgr. 1952). d.
Baltimore MD Sept. 12 1952.
MARGESSON, John Leavitt. Bowdoin
1920-23. Psi Upsilon. b. Caribou Feb. 19
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1903; m. Beatrice Drake Feb. 19 1931; ch.:
Burland. Teller Caribou Nat. Bank 1923-24,
accounting clerk United Fruit Co. Pto. Castilla
Honduras Central Am. 1924-29, principal clerk
finance office Army Air Base Presque Isle
1942-45, teller Aroostook Trust Co. Caribou
1945-46, Me. State Highway Comm. Caribou
1947-68, ret. d. Caribou Nov. 6 1976.*
MARSHALL, Hugh McCulloch. Bowdoin
1920-24. Psi Upsilon. b. E. Walpole MA
Feb. 26 1900; m. Elaine Hoeglund June 18
1932; ch.: Hugh Jr., Enid. With Kendall Co.
Walpole 1925-45 (supt., sales dept. supervisor),
plant mgr. San-Nap-Pak Mfg. Co. Wheelwright
MA 1945-46, industrial engineering consultant
1946-60, industrial development dir.
Biddeford-Saco development committee
1960-66. Operator boatyard Kennebunk River
1949-55, dir. S. Me. Vocational Tech. Inst.,
chmn. King Philip Regional High Sch. Dist.
Wrentham MA 1949-60. Served with USMC
WWI. d. Portland Aug. 20 1969.*
MASON, Archie Church. Bowdoin 1920-23,
B.S. Rutgers 1941. Kappa Sigma. b.
Crompton RI Dec. 27 1903; m. Miriam Curtis,
m. Pauline Applebaum; ch.: Curtis. CP.A.
(ME); foreign exchange dept. Bank of Canada
Toronto Ont. Canada., clerk First Nat. Bank
Boston 1927-32, research statistics Portland
1932-39, accountant Highland Park NJ, spec,
agt. IRS Newark NJ, accountant & tax
consultant Newark 1946-56. d. Honesdale PA
Aug. 4 1956.*
McMENNAMIN, George Bernard. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Washburn Aug. 10 1901;
ch. Claire, Roy. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
Boston & NYC 1925, N.Y. Tel. Co. Brooklyn
NY & NYC 1925-66 (engineer, various
positions), ret. res. River Edge NJ.*
MERRILL, Adelbert Howard. Bowdoin
1920-22. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland Oct.
30 1897; m. Florence Knight, m. Adelaide
Blake Oct. 20 1967. Ins. adjuster Travelers Ins.
Co. 1922-23, office asst. Clement F. Robinson
1924-26, research & statistics C. of C. Portland
1927-34, field worker State of Me. Portland
1940-46, ins. inspector Retail Credit Co.
Portland 1948-60, ret. Pvt. USA 1917-19,
served to maj. USAR 1941-42. d. Portland Oct.
10 1976.*
MIGUEL, Arthur Joseph de Souza. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA Aug. 29 1901.
Hide export business Buenos Aires Argentina
1924-26, mgr. C. of C. Buenos Aires,
correspondent N.Y. Times Buenos Aires. Ed.,
contbr. d. Buenos Aires Argentina Jan. 10
1942.
MILLER, Thor. Bowdoin 1920-21, M.D.
Boston Univ. 1930. Medicine; b. Portland
Nov. 19 1900; married; ch.: Thor Jr. Physician
Westbrook 19?—. res. Westbrook.
MOORE, Walter DeCoster, Jr. Bowdoin
1920-24. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Lancaster
NY April 16 1902; m. Catherine Baldwin Aug.
4 1934; ch.: Karen. Supt. agt. Mutual Benefit
Life Portland 1924-33, pres. Moore Ins.
Agency Portland 1933-42, asst. mgr. War
Shipping Board U.S. Govt. Portland 1942-45,
sales engineer H. G. Davis Inc. Boston
1945-52, salesman Wolfe Ford Co. Portland
1952-63, ret. Pres. Jaycees Portland 1925-27,
member board of dir. U.S. Jaycees 1927-30,
past cdr. Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil
War Shepley Camp. Contbr. res. S. Portland.*
MORAN, Anson Blake. Bowdoin 1920-21.
Delta Upsilon. b. New Brunswick NJ Jan. 6
1902; m. Janet Anderson May 6 1937; ch.:
Nina, Anson Jr. Teacher (Tucson AZ 1936-39,
Albany NY 1939-43), wage rate & planning
dept. General Electric Co. Schenectady NY
1943-44. d. Schenectady NY Aug. 1 1944.
MORLEY, John. B.S., LL.B. Harvard 1927.
b. Manchester MA Dec. 26 1901; m.
Dorothy Marlowe; ch.: John Jr., Robert,
Douglas. Legal dept. Nat. Surety Co. of N.Y.
1927-64 (Pittsburgh PA, Phila. PA, Boston),
ret., municipal light commissioner Wakefield
MA 1964-68. d. Norwalk CT June 7 1968.*
MORRELL, Malcolm Elmer. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Class agt. 1949-66, faculty rep. Alumni Council
1954-57, Alumni Council 1967-69. Recipient:
Alumni Service Award 1958. Gymnasium &
dir. office named in his honor 1964.
Scholarship fund established in his honor 1967.
b. Hyde Park MA Jan. 28 1895; m. Edna
Briggs June 26 1926; ch.: Malcolm Jr. '49, John
'52. High sch. Augusta 1924-25 (athletic dir.,
coach), Bowdoin (asst. to dir. athletics 1925-27,
asst. football coach 1925-26, instr. physical
training 1926-27, football coach 1927-29,
acting athletic dir. 1927-28, athletic dir.
1928-67, emeritus 1967, asst. prof, physical
education 1930-37). Pres. (New Eng. Coll.
Conf. on Athletics 2 terms, New Eng.
Intercollegiate Hockey Assn., New Eng. Coll.
Athletic Assn., Me. Intercollegiate Track
Assn., Me. Intercollegiate Athletic Assn., Pine
Tree Council Boy Scouts of Am., Rotary Club
Brunswick), trustee Brunswick-Topsham
Water Dist., sec. & treas. Small Liberal Arts
Coll. Club of the NCAA, state campaign
chmn. United War Fund 2 yrs., cdr. &
organizer civil defense system Brunswick,
organizer USO Brunswick, chmn. United Fund
Brunswick area 1965. Served to 2nd It. USA
WWI; awarded Silver Star. Recipient: Boy
Scouts of Am. Silver Beaver Award; United
Fund Brunswick area citation 1965; Me. Assn.
Health, Physical Education & Recreation spec,
citation in recognition of outstanding work for
the betterment of the state's young people
1967. Named to Helm's Athletic Hall of Fame
1971. d. Brunswick Oct. 18 1968.*
MUIR, William Francis. Spec. 1920-21. b.
Boston June 21 1896; m. Kathleen Pierce; ch.:
Mary, Frances. Theater mgr. Belfast 1944-52.
d. Togus April 6 1953.*
MUSHROE, Harry Lee. A.B., Ed.M. Bates
1938. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Princeton July 17
1903; m. Gladys Webber June 22 1929, m.
Ethel Groves Dec. 11 1971; ch.: Richard, Joan.
Principal high sch. (Princeton 1925-27, Calais
1927-29), teacher high sch. Chelsea MA
1929-30, principal high sch. MA (Charlton
1930-53, Mansfield 1953-57), supt. of schs.
(Provincetown & Truro MA 1957-59, Hadley
MA 1959-62, Calais Sch. Union 1963-67), ret.
Pres. Worcester County Teachers' Assn. res.
Calais.*
NEEDLEMAN, David Daniel. Bowdoin
1920-21, 1922-24. b. NYC Dec. 25 1898; m.
Geraldine Farina April 6 1938; ch.: Mark,
Barbara, Marilyn, Jo Ann. Prop, drug store
Mexico 1924-32, supervisor Federal Transient
Bureau Portland 1932-42, shipyard worker S.
Portland 1945-?, with Allstate Home
Improvement Co. Portland, sales & office mgr.
Albert R. Josephson co. Portland, employee
Riverside Golf Course part-time. Served with
ACUSA WWI. d. Portland May 22 1971.*
PAGE, Lawrence Lord. A.B., Ed.M. Bates
1942, H.H.D. Nasson Coll. 1960. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Warwick RI Sept. 5 1902; m. Laura
Brackett Feb. 10 1927; ch.: Joanne, Janet.
Principal high sch. S. Bristol 1924-25, teacher
jr. high sch. New Britain CT 1927-28, principal
high sch. S. Bristol 1928-34, high sch.
Kennebunk (sub-master 1934-37, principal
1937-46), principal high sch. Sanford 1946-65,
ret. Pres. State Principals' Assn. 1946-47. res.
Windham.*
PATTERSON, Arthur Donald. Bowdoin
1920-21. Kappa Sigma, b. Vinalhaven Feb.
25 1903. res. unknown.
PETTENGILL, Theodore. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Sales; b. Is. Falls Oct. 1 1900. Salesman Swift
& Co. (MA 1924-25, ME 1925-27), dist.
supervisor U.S. Dept. Agriculture ME 1935-42,
with C. L. Pettengill Is. Falls 19?-?. Trustee
(Congr. Church, Is. Falls volunteer Fire Dept.),
selectman Is. Falls. Served to QM USN
1942-45; awarded Am. Theatre of Operations
Ribbon, ETO Ribbon, res. Is. Falls.*
PHILLIPS, Paul Lange. A.B., M.D. Cornell
1929. Sigma Nu. b. Brooklyn NY Dec. 16
1904; m. Margaret Turner Feb. 14 1931; ch.:
Karl, Peter. Instr. biology N.Y. Univ. 1924-25,
intern (NYC 1929-30, Port Chester NY
1930-32), physician (NYC 1933-34, Hartford
CT 1934-40, Pensacola FL 1940-41). Served to
cdr. MCUSN 1941-47. Contbr. d. Norfolk VA
May 11 1947.
PHILLIPS, Richard Berts. Bowdoin 1920-23,
A.B. Univ. Wyo. 1926, M.D. Univ. Edinburgh
1933. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Boston Sept. 15
1901; m. Elizabeth Pillsbury, m. Aldine
Sahlholm, m. Loretta Brannack 1938; ch.:
Alexander III, Pauline, Penelope, Albert '51.
Served to capt. MCUSN. res. Rancho
Bernardo CA.
PHILLIPS, Robert Titus. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1932. Class agt. 1932-38. b. Dorchester MA
Sept. 15 1901; m. Elizabeth Kittredge June 30
1926; ch.: Roberta, Pamela, Cynthia, Cadis.
Teacher Governor Dummer Acad. S. Byfield
MA 1926, reporter Telegram-Gazette
Worcester MA 1926-28, physician (Boston
1932-38, Portland 1938-41). Founder &
organizer Tufts Med. Alumni Assn., diplomate
Nat. Board of Med. Examiners, dir. Billerica
MA Trust Co. Served to maj. MCUSA
1941-43. Contbr. d. P.I. June 11 1943.
PIKE, Frank Avery. Psi Upsilon. b. Lubec
Aug. 9 1901. res. Georgetown MA.
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PLAISTED, Frank Hughey. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Salt Lake City UT Sept. 18
1900; m. Edna Linderholm Sept. 9 1933; ch.:
Frank Jr., John, Frances. CLU (OR); general
agt. Aetna Life Ins. Co. 1925-65, ret. res.
Hillsboro OR.*
PORTER, Herman John. B.S. Zeta Psi. Ret.;
b. Skowhegan April 27 1901; m. Grace
Timmerman Sept. 21 1929. Trunk layout &
service engineer N.Y. Tel. Co. Brooklyn NY
1924-61, ret. res. Skowhegan.*
PUTNAM, Preston Meldrum. Bowdoin
1920-22, B.S. M.I.T. 1925. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Danvers MA Aug. 20 1902; m.
Janice Allardice 1932; ch.: Virginia, Elliott.
Salesman furnishings dept. Browning, King &
Co. 1922; sr. civil engineer Metropolitan Dist.
Water Supply Comm. Ware MA 1927-41;
resident engineer Stone & Webster Engineering
Corp. 1941-44 (Muscles Shoals AL, Freeport,
TX); engineer (J. A. Jones Construction Co.
Oak Ridge TN 1944-45, Charles T. Main
Engineers Boston 1945-48); chief engineer (B.
Perini & Sons Inc. Newton MA 1948-51,
Hydro-Electric Comm. of Ont. Niagara Falls
Ont. Canada 1951-54). d. Niagara Falls NY
Dec. 24 1954.
RANNEY, Moses Scott. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Winn Oct. 17 1901; m. Katrina
Hedman July 5 1929; ch.: Karin, Peter.
Supervisor S. S. Pierce Co. Boston, ret. Poet,
res. Natick MA.*
RAYE, Edward Wesley. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1928. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Lynn MA Sept. 6
1902; m. Helen Taylor Sept. 3 1938; ch.: Jean,
Edward Jr., Eleanor. Chief Legal Branch War
Dept. Boston 1942-45, atty. Lincoln & Raye
Boston 1946— . res. Melrose MA.*
ROBERTSON, Donald James. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Ft. Fairfield Dec. 4 1902. res.
Caribou.
ROBINSON, Allan Preble. Bowdoin 1920-23.
Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Bingham Nov. 18 1901; m.
Ruby Frost June 10 1925. Self-employed, ret.
Deacon First Congr. Church, member selective
service Somerset County 22 yrs., town treas.
Bingham 10 yrs., King Lion Lions Club
Bingham, res. Bingham.*
ROSS, Bradley Bent. Bowdoin 1920-22,
1923-24. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Class agt.
1966-75. Ret.; b. Danvers MA Sept. 22 1902;
m. Phyllis Woodman Oct. 5 1927; m. Ruth
Crowell May 3 1969; ch.: Adam '65, Jonathan
'68. Hartford Life (Boston 1924-27, NYC
1927-67), ret. Trustee New Canaan CT Congr.
Church, res. Yarmouth Port MA.*
ROTH, John Herman, Jr. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Peoria IL Jan. 15 1903; m. Caroline Geroe
Nov. 16 1929; ch.: Charles, John III, William.
With father's chinaware importing co. Peoria
1924-28, life underwriter & broker
Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co. Peoria
1928-45, prop. John H. Roth & Co. Peoria
1945-67. Pres. & dir. Peoria Life Underwriters
Assn. d. Peoria IL Sept. 14 1967.
ROUILLARD, Clarence Dana. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Litt.D. 1964;
A.M. Harvard 1925 (Longfellow scholar);
Ph.D. Harvard 1936. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.;
b. Bath July 7 1904; m. Harriet Lane June 23
1928. Instr. (Harvard 1925-27, Amherst MA
1927-37), Univ. Coll. Univ. Toronto Ont.
Canada (asst. prof. 1937-45, assoc. prof.
1945-49, prof. 1949-72, emeritus 1972—),
research officer Nat. Research Council Ottawa
Ont. Canada 1942-45, instr. Carleton Coll.
Ottawa Ont. Canada 1942-45, ret. 1972. Dir.
Federation de l'Alliance Franchise Etats-Unis
et Canada 1945-52, councillor Union des
Alliances Franchises du Canada 1951-63, head
(French dept. Univ. Coll. Univ. Toronto
1959-69, grad. dept. Romance lang. &
literature Univ. Toronto 1956-63). Recipient:
Alliance Francaise Medal 1947, Chevalier de la
Legion d'honneur (France) 1968, C.R.B.




Soc. of Canada 1956— . Author: The Turk in
French History, Thought & Literature
1520-1660 (No. 13 in Etudes de Litterature
Etrangere et Comparee) (1940); co-ed.: Le
Notaire du Havre (1954); ed.: Souvenirs de
jeunesse (1957); contbr. res. Toronto Ont.
Canada.*
ROWE, G. William. A.B., LL.B. Univ. Penn.
1927. Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Bangor March
1 1901; m. Eleanore Richart June 25 1927; ch.:
Peter. Teacher & coach PA (Swarthmore Prep.
Sch. 1924-26, Abington Friends Sch.
Jenkintown 1926-27), assoc. atty. Moore &
Butler Atlantic City NJ 1927-29, atty. &
partner Lindabury Steelman Zink & Laffrty
(now Rowe McMahon McKeon & Cortin)
Newark NJ 1929— . Member vestry, warden &
treas. St. Mark's Basking Ridge NJ; treas. St.
Martin's House; trustee (Bernands Township
Library, Civic Assn., Recreation Assn.); dir.
Peerless Tube Co. 1952-75; member probate &
tax committees Essex County NJ. Fellow Am.
Coll. of Probate Counsel, res. New Vernon
NJ.*
SAUNDERS, Raymond Justin. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ed.M. Temple Univ.
1946. Chi Psi. b. S. Waterford Oct. 18 1900;
m. Katherine Stone Dec. 20 1930. Principal
high sch. Oxford 1924-29, teacher
Meadowbrook Sch. for Boys Abington County
PA 1930-47, headmaster Pen Ryn Sch.
Andalusia PA 1948-52, teacher high sch. Mt.
Holly NJ 1952-56. d. Mt. Holly NJ Aug. 1
1956.
SAVAGE, Brooks Elliott. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agt. 1947-49. b. Skowhegan
Feb. 22 1898; m. Elizabeth Harmon Sept. 28
1929; ch.: Mark '55. Adjuster Liberty Mutual
Ins. Co. Boston 1925-36, prop. Skowhegan Ice
Co. 1936-51. Me. state rep. 1941-45, Me. state
senator 1945-51. Served to sgt. USA 1917-20. d.
Skowhegan Oct. 7 1951.*
SELLMAN, Frank Harwood. Bowdoin
1920-22. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Brooklyn
NY March 21 1902; m. Dorothy Abbe 1932, m.
Elizabeth Bryant Jan 30 1959; ch.: Cynthia,
Charles. Invest, banker & broker Spencer
Trask & Co. Boston 1924-75. res. Needham
MA*
SIMON, Harry Alexander. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1929. b. Salem MA Oct. 18 1903; m.
Sally Waskowitz June 16 1929; ch.: James '57,
Robert '63, Margery. Atty. Salem MA 1927-73.
Corporator Salem Savings Bank, trustee
Monson State Hospital, founder & hon. life
pres. Temple Israel Marblehead MA, hon.
chief Mass. Chiefs of Police Assn. Served with
USCGTR 9143-44. d. Marblehead MA Jan. 1
1
1973.*
SMALL, Harold Arthur. Bowdoin 1919-21.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Stonington Dec. 8 1897; m.
Alda Goss July 4 1925; ch.: Montelle. Ins.
Stonington 1922-25, mere. Stonington 1925-34,
salesman wholesale grocery & produce co.
Stonington 1934-38, office worker Stonington
(John L. Goss Granite Corp. 1938-42, Yacht
Basin 1942-44), office mgr. lobster business
Stonington 1944-45, rep. Rockland Wholesale
Grocery Co. 1945-51, office worker John L.
Goss Granite Corp. 1947-51. Sec. Reliance
Lodge F. & A. M. Served with USA 1917-19. d.
Stonington July 25 1951.
SMALL, Joseph Thomas. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Bath April 9 1901. Student Harvard
1925-27, securities analyst Paine Webber
Jackson & Curtis NYC. d. Brookline MA Feb.
4 1977.
SMITH, Perley Dennison, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1927. Zeta Psi. b. Methuen
MA Oct. 30 1902; s. of Perley D. '95; m.
Elizabeth Snyder Dec. 20 1930, m. Helen
Perkins Dec. 19 1940; ch.: Susan, Pamela.
Asst. prof. S. Dakota Sch. of Law 1927-28, atty.
Boston & Marblehead MA 1928-51, prof, law
Boston Univ. 1928-51. Trial atty. Mutual Ins.
Co. Boston; faculty marshall Boston Univ.
1945-51, chief 1948-51. Author, d. Boothbay
Harbor Aug. 11 1951.*
SPRINGER, Arthur Lorraine. A.B., M.D.
Harvard 1928. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Foxcroft
Aug. 28 1902; m. Dolores Franco Feb. 5 1966.
Med. Officer U.S. govt. 1936-72, ret. Served
with USPHS 1944-46. res. Alexandria VA.*
STILES, David Addison. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Moncton N.B. Canada Nov. 23 1901 ; m. Abbie
Carter Sept. 22 1926, m. Ruth Quigg Jan. 30
1937; ch.: Miriam. Accounting dept. Central
Me. Power Co. Augusta 1924-36, Glenwood
Range Co. Taunton MA (office mgr. 1936-42,
sec. 1942-45). d. Taunton MA Nov. 2 1945.
STONE, Alfred Theodore. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. E. Otisfield Aug. 9 1902; m. Mildred
O'Neill Nov. 9 1935. Sales engineer (Am.
Radiator Boston 1924-30, Phila. & Reading
Boston 1930-35), salesman Underwood Elliott
Fisher Boston 1935-41, chief estimator The
Bendix Corp. Teterboro NJ 1942-68, ret. Past
master Tuscan A. F. & A. M. Lodge
Englewood NJ. res. St. Petersburg Beach FL.*
THOMAS, George Elmer. Bowdoin 1920-22,
1923, 1925-30. Zeta Psi. b. Rumford Center
Sept. 15 1902. res. S. Portland.
TILESTON, Frederic Mitchell. B.S. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Roxbury MA Dec. 14 1902; m.
Elizabeth Leavitt Sept. 1 1929; ch.: Nathaniel.
Banking Boston 1924-29, clerg. (Duxbury MA
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1934-36, Atlanta GA 1936-39, Deerfield MA
1940-45). d. Deerfield MA March 28 1945.
TOWLE, Lawrence William. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1927;
Ph.D. Harvard 1932. Psi Upsilon. b. Saco
May 24 1902; m. Dorothy Taylor June 14
1927; ch.: William. Banking Fidelity Trust Co.
Portland 1924-26, instr. economics Amherst
Coll. 1927-29, instr. & tutor economics
Harvard 1930-33, with York Nat. Bank Saco
1933-34, instr. economics (Williams Coll. 1934,
Colgat8 Univ. 1934-35), assoc. prof, economics
Lawrence Univ. Appleton WI 1935-42, prof,
economics Trinity Coll. Hartford CT 1942-70
(G. Fox Prof. Economics 1956-67), ret. 1970,
Theodore Roosevelt Prof. Economics Naval
War Coll. Newport RI 1970-71, ret. Faculty
sec. Trinity Coll. 1947-67, dir. Hartford
Federal Savings & Loan Assn., fellow (Royal
Economic Soc, Pi Gamma Mu), member
(exec, council Psi Upsilon, Conn. State
Minimum Wage Comm. on Mercantile
Trades), principal economist office of Alien
Property Custodian NYC 1942-43, prof,
economics Univ. summer session Bowdoin
1947, visiting prof, economics Univ. Fla. 1942.
Contbr. d. Indialantic FL Jan. 20 1974.*
TUTTLE, Irving Parshley. Bowdoin 1920-22,
D.O. Kirksville Coll. Osteopathy & Surgery
1927. Beta Theta Pi. b. Rockland Oct. 4
1900. res. unknown.
UPTON, Paul Hewes. B.S. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Salem MA Oct. 6 1901; m. Constance Travers
April 14 1941; ch.: Robert, John. With printing
co. Cambridge MA 1925-26; with Hewes &
Potter Inc. Boston 1926-66, pres. 1937-66, ret.
d. Saugus MA Dec. 29 1970.
WATSON, John. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b. NYC
March 2 1902; married; ch.: Mrs. Paul M.
Lochart. Journalist Portland 1924-26, re-writer
New York American NYC 1926-?, with New
York Herald Tribune NYC & Paris France
Tribune 1928-29, with New York American
NYC 1930-?, editorial writer New York
Journal-American NYC, chief editorial writer
Hearst Newspapers 19?-66. d. NYC Aug. 11
1966.
WENTWORTH, Sydney Dewey. B.S. Chi Psi.
b. Albion Dec. 29 1897; m. Grace Larson;
ch.: Hugh. Banking NYC 1925-37, with
Chapin & Bangs Stratford CT 197-42. Served
with USA 1917-19. d. Newington CT Aug. 26
1942.
WEYMOUTH, Clinton George. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. Mich. 1931, A.M. Univ. Mich. 1935.
Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Freeman May 25 1901;
m. Rebecca Eberlein June 18 1938. Instr. MA
(Petersham 1924-25, Greenfield 1925-59), ret.
Author: A Guide and Workbook in Biology
(1937), Science of Living Things (1941). res.
New Port Richey FL.*
WEYMOUTH, Frank Leslie Day. Bowdoin
1920-21. b. Old Town Sept. 19 1888. res.
unknown.
WEYMOUTH, Waldo Gery. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Limestone Dec. 3 1902; m. Elizabeth
Fowler Nov. 28 1929; ch.: Constance, Patricia.
With Cushman-Hollis Shoe Co. Auburn, with
W. S. Libby Co. Lewiston, foreman Somerset
Shoe Co. Skowhegan 1929-31, supt. Wolfeboro
Shoe Co. Biddeford 1931-33, supt. & office
mgr. Somerset Shoe Co. 1937-45, prop.
(Weymouth Shoe Co. Lewiston 1945-61,
Weymouth Footwear Co. Temple TX 1961-63),
with Endicott Johnson Corp. Ackerman MS
1963-65, supt. E. Berlin PA plant Gettysburg
Shoe Co. 1965, supt. Spring Valley Corp.
French Lick IN 1965-66, with Gerwin Shoe Co.
Seymour IN 1966, plant mgr. Lycoming Shoe
Co. Stanton KY 1966-69. d. Stanton KY Nov.
16 1969.
WHALEN, Raymond Reginald. Bowdoin
1920-23. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland March
21 1902. res. Yonkers NY.
WHITE, Blair Coburn. Bowdoin 1921-23, A.B.
Univ. Me. 1924, A.M. Harvard 1926. Zeta Psi.
b. Danforth Feb. 22 1902. Lumber business E.
Holden. d. Bangor Feb. 13 1969.
WHITING, Dana. B.S. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b.
Belmont MA Aug. 29 1901; m. Miriam Baker
March 28 1928; ch.: Dana, Ruth. Teacher
(Dover NH 1924, Albany NY Acad. 1924-30,
also head math dept. Columbus OH Acad.
1930-71, Long Lake Lodge Bridgton summers
1925-41), ret. First Congr. Church Columbus
OH (deacon, usher, teacher, head adult
education), sec. OH (Cum Laude Soc.
Columbus Acad., health board Bexley), air raid
warden Bexley, judge of elections Bexley.
Recipient: Faculty Fellowship award 1955,
1964, 1971. Author: First Year Algebra, res.
Columbus OH.*
WOODRUFF, Luman Albion. Bowdoin
1920-23, M.D. Boston Univ. 1928. Phi Delta
Psi. Ret.; b. Ellsworth April 25 1901; m.
Doris Atkins June 29 1929; ch.: Alan '58.
Physician & obstet. MA, ret. Resident obstet.
Mass. Memorial Hospital Boston, visiting
physician Talitha Cumi Home, hon. staff
member S. Shore Hospital Weymouth MA, ret.
res. Camden.*
WORSNOP, Harold Raymond. B.S., M.B.A.
Harvard 1926. Kappa Sigma, b. Woonsocket
RI Sept. 17 1902; m. Elaine Laidlow Jan. 24
1931; ch.: Richard, Mrs. Thomas C. Jones.
Asst. to pres. Sheffield Farms Inc. NYC
1927-30, with J. & W. Seligman & Co. NYC
1930-?, asst. to pres. Eagle-Picher Co.
Cincinnati OH 1950-68. d. Cincinnati OH Oct.
26 1968.*
YOUNG, Douglas Winthrop. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Boston Dec. 4 1903; m. Kate
Roach (third marriage) Oct 31 1970. Sales, ret.
res. Woodbury CT.*
Class of 1925
ADAMS, Clayton Comfort. Bowdoin 1921-25.
Beta Theta Pi. b. NYC Nov. 1 1902; m.
Ethel Fitzgerald June 21 1947; ch.: Michael.
Salesman Little Brown & Co. Boston 1925-35,
eastern rep. Text Firm Corp. Phila. PA
1935-42, public relations (asst. dir.
McCann-Erickson Inc. Chicago IL 1945-47,
dir. Bryn Mawr Coll. 1948-52, dir. Penn. State
Council of Civil Defense Harrisburg PA
1951-52). Served to 1st It. ACUSA 1942-45. d.
Germantown PA June 17 1952.
ALLEN, John Everett. Bowdoin 1921-22,
1923-24. Sigma Nu. b. NYC March 1 1902.
res. unknown.
ANNETT, Richard Leighton. Bowdoin
1921-22. Theta Delta Chi. b. E. Jaffrey NH
June 21 1902; m. Dorothy Barnes Oct. 30 1926;
ch.: Barbara. Hotel clerk mgr. 1922-27 (Miami
FL, E. Jaffrey), with Norton Co. &
Marble-Nye Co. Worcester MA 1927-45. d.
Worcester MA May 21 1945.
BAILEY, Loren. Bowdoin 1921-22. b.
Metluier MA Nov. 24 1901. res. Syracuse NY.
BARKER, Ellsworth Edward. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. New Vineyard May 7 1902; m.
Miriam Huntoon Nov. 24 1928. Spec. agt. life
ins., ret. Sec. Me. Life Assn. res. Portland.*
BENTLEY, Robert Oliver, Jr. Bowdoin
1921-22. b. Allentown PA Jan. 7 1902. res.
unknown.
BERRY, Charles Howard. Bowdoin 1921-22.
b. Rockland June 12 1901; m. Katherine
Dahlgren May 23; ch.: Marie. Prop. Fireproof
Garage Rockland 1922-54, ret. Dir. (C. of C.
Rockland, Knox County Trust Co., Knox
County General Hospital), pres.
Camden-Rockland Water Co. d. Rockland
May 22 1964.
BERRY, James. B.S. Delta Upsilon. b. W.
Harwich MA Aug. 19 1904; m. Dorothy
Vandervest Sept. 6 1930; ch.: James. Salesman,
zone mgr. Oldsmobile General Motors Corp.
(Detroit MI 1926-34, Cincinnati OH 1934-40,
Detroit 1940-45); pres. Metropolitan Buick
Cleveland OH 1945-55; prop. James Berry
Chevrolet Inc. Cleveland 1960-61; ret. 1961;
real estate & invest. James Berry Inc.
Cleveland ca. 1964. Cleveland Automobile
Dealers Assn. (pres., trustee), pres. Nat.
Automobile Dealer Consultants, chmn.
legislative committee (Ohio Automobile
Dealers Assn., Nat. Assn. of Buick Dealers).
Recipient: Public Relations Award Cleveland
Automobile Dealers Assn. 1955. d. Naple FL
March 16 1967.*
BISHOP, Malcolm Stanley. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Portland Feb. 3 1903; m. Louise
Studley April 19 1927; ch.: Janet. Pres. A. R.
Bishop & Son, ret. res. S. Portland.*
BLACKMER, Stanley. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Hyde Park MA Nov. 16 1903; m.
Dorothy Pollard July 7 1931; ch.: Anne.
Stanley '57, Betsey. Bird & Son Inc. E. Walpole
MA (salesman 1927-49, field mgr. 1949-58,
asst. sales mgr. 1958-62), salesman Knox & Co.
Walpole MA 1962-70. ret. res. Oklawaha FL.*
BLAKE, Ernest Lester. B.S., M.B.A. Harvard
1932. Theta Delta Chi. Class agt. 1938-45. b.
Portland May 2 1902; m. Doris Greene July 2
1936; ch.: Harold. Ernest Jr.. Berniece. Asst.
traffic mgr. New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. Portland
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1925-31, Blake & Hamilton Ins. Co. S.
Portland (partner 1931-39, prop. 1939-54).
Pres. Cumberland County Board of Fire
Underwriters, treas. S. Portland Board of
Industry. Memorial plaque given in his honor
to high sch. S. Portland, d. Portland July 23
1954.*
BORNEMAN, Joseph Ide. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Phila. PA Jan. 27 1903; m. Eleanor Schranz
June 4 1930; ch.: Joseph Jr., Nancy. With
Aetna Life Ins. Co. NYC 1925-30, book
business Phila. 1930-67. d. Phila. PA Oct. 6
1969.*
BOSWORTH, Frederick Lyman. Bowdoin
1921-23, B.S. Tufts 1928, Ed.M. Boston Univ.
1934, C.A.G.S. Boston Univ. 1947, M.P.R.
Boston Univ. 1950. b. Acton MA Jan. 27
1903; m. Eleanor Giles June 26 1932, m.
Phyllis Lynch. Sports ed. Medford MA
Mercury 1928-30; with United Press 1930-31;
teacher, coach high sch. MA (Millis ca. 1931,
Hamilton 1948-49); advt. business W.
Somerville MA 1940-42; dir. physical
education (Jewett City CT 1945-46, Boston
1947-48); with Babson's Reports Inc. 1949-50;
with Beverly MA Evening Times 1948-50; mgr.
filling station Arlington MA; commercial mgr.
WCRB radio station Waltham MA ca. 1952;
publicity dir. Revere MA Racing Assn. Inc. ca.
1953; general mgr. Casco Music System
Cambridge MA 197-59. Served with USN
1942-45. d. Waltham MA Feb. 27 1959.
BOWKER, Everett Murray. Bowdoin 1921-23.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Brookline
MA Sept. 17 1901; m. Mildred Clemons June
19 1937. Sr. partner Bowker Payson Ins.
Agency, ret. Trustee Norfolk County Hospital
8 yrs., chmn. Norfolk County Agricultural Sch.
8 yrs., chmn. deacons Harvard Church Congr.
3 yrs., member advisory council Mass. Ins.
Brokers, town auditor Brookline MA, Mass.
state rep., commissioner Norfolk County, res.
Brookline MA.*
BROWN, Walter Cole. Bowdoin 1921-23.
Alpha Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. S. Portland
March 9 1903; m. Iza Richardson July 8 1929;
ch.: Iza, Jean. Asst. mgr. New Eng. Cold
Storage Portland 1923-28, asst. div. mgr. Int.
Paper Co. NYC 1928-31, western sales mgr.
Keyes Fibre Co. Waterville 1931-68, ret. res.
Waterville.*
BROWNE, Frederick Webster. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Lawrence MA Jan. 31 1903; m.
Nelly Baxter Oct. 9 1926, m. Lena Everett Oct.
16 1942; ch.: Persis, Jonathan, Peter, Margaret,
Timothy. Partner H. C. Baxter & Brother
Brunswick 1925-68, v.pres. sales & advt. Snow
Flake Canning Co. Brunswick 1945-68. Me.
Canners & Freezers Assn. (sec.-treas. 1928-58,
v.pres. 1958-60, pres. 1960-62), pres. Frozen
Potato Products Inst., dir. (Nat. Assn. of
Frozen Food Packers, Me. World Trade
Council). Recipient: Me. Canners & Freezers
Assn. Award 1959. d. Brunswick Sept. 12
1968.*
BUJOLD, Charles Clayton. Bowdoin 1921-22.
b. Rumford July 16 1903. res. unknown.
BURNARD, Edwin Capen. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Corinna July 9 1903; m. Helen Avery July 24
1926; ch.: Steven. With New Eng. Tel. & Tel.
Co. Bellows Falls VT 1925-26, Portland
Press-Herald (court & police reporter 1926-38,
asst. city ed. 1938-42). Sec. Maine Golf Assn.
Served to 1st It. USA 1942-45. d. San Francisco
CA March 28 1945.
BURNETT, Robert St. Dennis. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Plymouth MA Sept. 23 1903;
m. Eleanor Garvin Aug. 31 1946. With shoe
mfg. co. 1925-28 (Sanford, Springvale), with
Am. Optical Co. Southbridge MA 1928-34,
salesman Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. Boston
1934-56. d. Quincy MA July 12 1956.
BUTLER, Roland Elmer. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Manchester MA Nov. 30 1902; m.
Dorothy Orchard June 27 1926; ch.: Nancy.
Copywriter advt. business Cleveland OH
1927-30, salesman Rockport MA 1930-40, sales
counselor General Electric Appliance Inc.
1940-51, sales rep. Glenwood Range Co.
Medomak 1951-71. Served with Mass. State
Guard 1919-21, served with Me. Nat. Guard
1923-25, served to maj. USA 1943-46. d.
Bremen Oct. 25 1971.* •
CAMPBELL, Angus Kenneth. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Sangerville Feb. 25
1904; m. Mary Johnston Dec. 3 1932. With
N.Y. Tel. Co., ret. res. Clearwater FL.*
CARR, James Henry. Bowdoin 1921-22. Delta
Upsilon. b. Wobura MA Oct. 27 1901. res.
unknown.
CHARLES, Wellington. A.B. Chi Psi. b. N.
Fryeburg May 7 1903. res. Lovell.
CLARK, Huber Aaron. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1931. Ret.; b.
Middletown CT Oct. 18 1903; m. Marion
Vibert July 9 1927; ch.: Barbara, Laurence,
David, Gordon. Teacher high sch. (MA, CT,
NY, NJ) 41 yrs. Contbr. res. Stockbridge MA.*
CLOW, Hollis Emerton. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
b. Hampstead NH Oct. 24 1904. d. Dec. 18
1976.
COBB, Albert Spear. Bowdoin 1921-16, grad.
Gray's Portland Business Coll. 1920. Kappa
Sigma, b. Portland Nov. 23 1902; m. Virginia
Swett June 13 1931; ch.: Jane, David.
Accountant (Lamson Co. Syracuse NY 1926;
C. M. Rice Paper Co. Portland 1926-27; Brown
Co. Portland 1927-29; Gulf Refining Co.
Bennington VT 1929-30, Providence RI 1930.
Portland 1930-32; Halverson Brothers Heating
Co. 1932-33), mgr. Metropolitan Apts.
Portland 1933-37, with Metropolitan Life Ins.
Co. Portland 1937-42. d. Falmouth May 12
1943.
COCKBURN, Lawrence Stuart. B.S Ret.; b.
Skowhegan April 22 1903; m. Verna Porter
Aug. 25 1927; ch.: William '52, Marilyn. Am.
Woolen Co. Skowhegan (apprentice 1925, asst.
supt. 1927-29, yarn supt. 1929-39, general supt.
1939-53, resident mgr. 1953-55), mgr. (Textron
1955-57, Ameratron 1957), ret. Somerset Loan
& Bldg. (officer, dir.), C. of C. Skowhegan (a
founder, dir.), deacon Federated Church,
Redington Memorial Hospital (clerk, trustee),
past Master Somerset Lodge F. & A. M.,
committee member Skowhegan (library,
history house, trust funds), member (town
advisory board, sch. board), res. Largo FL.*
COFFIN, Frank Leslie. Bowdoin 1921-23. b.
Brunswick Feb. 15 1898; m. Wildie Benson, m.
Margaret Pero, m. Barbara Younger; ch.: Mrs.
Warren Austin, Andrew, Frank L. Jr., Mrs.
Robert Mogk, Mrs. Bertram Pennell, John,
Judith, Cathy, Mary. Teacher (Boise ID,
Phillips Acad. Andover MA), chemist Bath
Iron Works, d. Brunswick Jan. 26 1955.*
COLLETT, Ray Eugene. B.S. Exec; b.
Bangor Sept. 25 1903; m. Ethelle Cleale June
23 1925, m. Jeanice Clark Dec. 27 1969; ch.:
Nancy, Linda. Pres. Brewer Mfg. Co. Houlton
1925—. Brewer Savings Bank 1940-72 (trustee,
v.pres.), dir. Bangor Hydro Electric Co.
1942-72, trustee (Bangor Theol. Sem. 1952-72,
Ricker Coll. 1967-75), v.pres. Me. State
YMCA, pres. (Me. Publicity Bureau, Wood
Turners Service Bureau), Rotary Int. (dist.
governor 1947-48, v.pres. 1951-52), member
city council Brewer, res. Boynton Beach FL.*
COLLINS, Stanley Newcomb. A.B., J.D.
George Washington Univ. 1932, A.M. George
Washington Univ. 1938. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Ware MA Oct. 29 1902; m. Mary
Bloxom Nov. 3 1928; ch.: Stanley Jr. Atty., ret.
Trustee Clarendon Methodist Church 1956-60,
operations officer civil defense Commonwealth
of Va. 1960-62. Served to col. USA 1943-62.
Recipient: commendation: civil
affairs/military govt. 1945-46. res. St.
Petersburg FL.*
CONVERSE, George Peabody. Bowdoin
1921-22. Beta Theta Pi. b. NYC Nov. 18
1902; m. Olivia Long, m. Anita Stewart July 24
1929, m. Dorothy Knight. Pres. (radio mfg. co.
Hollywood CA 1927-31, motion picture film
distribution co. Hollywood 1936-41,
procurement consultation co. NYC 1947-?,
Sperti Products Inc. 197-54, George P.
Converse Inc. NYC 1954-63). Agriculture
Sandy Hook CT, exec. sec. Nat. Draft
Eisenhower League Inc. ca. 1948. Served to It.
col. USA 1942-45; awarded Legion of Merit, d.
NYC June 1 1 1963.*
CRAIGHEAD, George Van Kirk, Jr. B.S.
Ret.; b. Wilkinsburg PA Oct. 8 1901; m.
Janet Palmer Aug. 11 1928. With Aluminum
Co. of Am. 35 yrs. (Upstate NY dist. mgr.),
ret.; sales engineer M. Danel Refractory
Porcelain Co. ca 2 yrs., ret. Trustee First
Presby. Church Buffalo NY. res. Buffalo NY.*
CRANDALL, Albert Farnsworth. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. Providence RI April 30 1904;
m. Dorothy Brown Sept. 3 1927, m. Mary
Kehn May 18 1973; ch.: James, Charlotte.
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. (spec. agt. Boston
1925-27, supt. bond dept. Providence 1927,
bond mgr. Boston 1934-69); bond mgr. R. C.
Knox General Agency Hartford CT 1928-34;
assoc. Beebe, Blakeley & Forbes Boston
1969-74. Treas. Conn. Surety Assn. 1930-31,
pres. Surety Underwriters Assn. of Mass. d.
Boston Jan. 25 1974.
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CRONIN, John William. A.B., LL.B.
Georgetown Univ. 1929. Phi Delta Psi. Ret.;
b. Lewiston Feb. 10 1905; m. Esther Johnson
Sept. 24 1938. Library of Congress Washington
DC (asst. card div. 1925-32, asst. chief 1932-38,
acting chief 1938-40, chief 1940-44; asst. dir.
processing dept. 1944-52, dir. 1952-68), ret.
Recipient: Library of Congress Distinguished
Service Award 1965, Am. Library Assn. Melvil
Dervey Award 1964, Margaret Mann Citation
in Catologing & Classification 1961. res.
Washington DC*
CUMMINGS, Arthur Donald. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard.
b. Portland Sept. 28 1903; m. Edith Stevens
Aug. 17 1940; ch.: Arthur Olin, Marydith.
Goodyear fellow in rubber chemistry Univ. of
Akron OH 1926-27, research chemist
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. (Akron 1927-29,
Washington DC 1930-33), Electrical Cable
Works of Am. Steel & Wire Co. Worcester MA
1933-36 (chemist, asst. to chief development
engineer), chemist Collyer Insulated Wire Co.
Pawtucket RI 1936-49. Contbr. d. Providence
RI Sept. 1 1949.
CUMMINGS, Charles Francis. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Alumni fund dir. 1948-51, class agt.
1950-55. Ret.; b. Norway Feb. 25 1902; m.
Elizabeth Bartlett June 30 1926; ch.: Frances,
Stuart '52. Pres. (C. B. Cummings & Sons Co.
Norway 1937-72, Norway Savings Bank
1970-75), ret. Pres. (Me. Hardwood Assn., sch.
board, Norway Country Club, Norway C. of
C), member advisory board Am. Mutual
Liability Ins. Co. Lynnfield MA 1940-70,
v.pres. Assoc. Industries of Me. 1966-69, jury
commissioner Oxford County 1948-59, trustee
(Norway Savings Bank 1960-75, Congr.
Church), ret. dir. Wood Turners Service
Bureau, res. Norway.*
CURRIER, Stuart Emery. Bowdoin 1921-24,
E.E. M.I.T. 1928. Kappa Sigma, b. Portland
Feb. 8 1904; m. Altena Woodward; ch.:
Emery, Cecilia. Mgr. engineering services
communication div. Int. Tel. & Tel. federal div.
Clifton NJ 1942-62. d. Orange NJ Jan. 15 1962.
CUSHMAN, Harold Bills. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Scarsdale NY April 2 1902; m.
Charlotte Bogle Dec. 26 1934; ch.: Robert '54,
Charles '61, Harold Jr. Dir. Cushman Baking
Co. Portland, Cushman Bakery Lynn MA
(pres., general mgr.), ret. Dir. Essex County
Bank Lynn, cooperates Lynn Five Cents
Savings Bank, trustee Swampscott Congr.
Church, pres. Lynn Boys' Club. res.
Swampscott MA.*
DAGGETT, Asa Philbrook. A.B. cum laude,
Ed.M. Univ. Me. 1949. Delta Upsilon. Ret.;
b. Smyrna Mills Feb. 5 1905; m. Frances
Ingalls June 14 1927; ch.: Vernon, Judith.
Country Day Sch. Portland 1925-27 (teacher,
coach), principal (Norwell MA 1929-39,
Hodgdon 1941-46, Howland 1946-50,
Biddeford 1950-53, S. Yarmouth MA), ret.
Pres. Cape Cod Principals Assn. res. W.
Buxton.*
DAGGETT, Athern Park. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1969; A.M.
Harvard 1928; Ph.D. Harvard 1931. Faculty
rep. Alumni Council 1936-39, acting Pres.
1967-68. Recipient: Alumni Council Alumni
Award for Faculty & Staff 1963. Library book
fund established in his memory 1974. Main
lounge Wentworth Hall named in his memory
1974. b. Springfield MO Jan. 10 1904; m.
Catherine Travis Sept. 4 1936; ch.: William II,
Ellen. Instr. (English Lafayette Coll. Easton
PA 1925-27, summer sch. Univ. Me. Orono
1930, history & govt. Bowdoin 1930-31,
political science Dartmouth 1931-32), adjunct
prof, political science Randolph-Macon
Women's Coll. Lynchburg VA 1932, Bowdoin
(instr. history & gcvt. 1932-33, English
1933-34; asst. prof. English & govt. 1934-36;
asst. prof. govt. 1936-40; assoc. prof. 1940-46;
prof. 1946-51; William Nelson Cromwell Prof,
of Const. & Int. Law & Govt. 1951-73), visiting
prof. int. relations Brown Univ. 1948-49, instr.
summer sch. Columbia 1953. Congr. Christian
Conf. of Me. (moderator 1946-47, pres.), pres.
(New Eng. Political Science Assn. 1956-57,
Bowdoin chapter Phi Beta Kappa), Bangor
Theol. Sem. (trustee 1950-70, emeritus 1972),
First Parish Church Brunswick (deacon,
Sunday sch. treas., lay chrnn. standing
committee, moderator), chmn. Community
War Chest drive Brunswick 1944, dir. World
Affairs Council of Me., member (exec, council
Am. Soc. of Int. Law 1940-43, Region I
selection committee Woodrow Wilson Nat.
Fellowship award 1961-?). Recipient: Town of
Brunswick Distinguished Service Award 1969.
Lectr.; contbr. d. Portland Jan. 20 1973.*
DAVIS, James Gerald. Bowdoin 1921-22, B.S.
Univ. Penn. 1926. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b.
Phila. PA June 1 1903; m. Eve Amundson Aug.
28 1937; ch.: James, Jonathan. Securities
salesman Goldman, Sachs & Co.; ret. St.
Luke's Church Germantown PA (accounting
warden, member vestry). Served to It. cdr.
USN 1942-45. res. Boalsburg PA.*
DAVIS, Philip Samuel. Bowdoin 1921-23,
B.B.A. Boston Univ. 1930. Ret.; b. N.
Shapleigh Jan. 25 1903; m. Louise Brittain July
1928, m. Ruby Harris June 1936, m. Goldie
Kennedy Aug. 17 1963; ch.: Claire, Samuel,
Donna. Sears Roebuck & Co. (trainee Chicago
IL 1928-29, asst. buyer Chicago 1929-30, buyer
Boston 1930-63), ret. res. Zephyrhills FL.*
DEAN, James Brown. Bowdoin 1921-23. Sigma
Nu. b. Cheshire MA Oct. 3 1902; m.
Florence Palmer; ch.: George, Lois, Doris.
Pres. Cheshire White Quartz Sand Co. 197-42,
tester General Electric Co. Pittsfield MA
1942-47. d. Pittsfield MA Oct. 18 1947.
DEERING, Noel Webster. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1929. Alpha Tau Omega. Scholarship
fund established in his memory 1970. b.
Waterboro July 1 1902; m. Winifred Lowe
Aug. 17 1935; ch.: James, David. Teacher
Fryeburg Acad. 1925-26; atty. Boston 1929-66;
trial atty. N.Y., New Haven & Hartford RR
Co. Boston 1935-66. d. Algonquin IL May 15
1966.
DOW, Edward French. B.S. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1926, Ph.D. Harvard 1932. Ret.; b.
Falmouth April 19 1901; m. Amy Burnell June
30 1930; ch.: Ruth, Mary, Jean, David. Instr.
govt. (Western Reserve Cleveland OH 1926-27,
Dartmouth Coll. 1927-28), Univ. Me. Orono
(assoc. prof. govt. 1929-38; dept. head history
& govt. 1932-66; prof. govt. 1938-69, 1971-72),
prof, business admin. Husson Coll. Bangor
1969-71, researcher Bureau of Public Admin.
Univ. Me. 1973-75, ret. Chmn. (Me. Personnel
Board 1941-46, Me. Retirement System
1942-46), hon. member Int. City Management
Assn. 1959
—
, elected member Phi Kappa Phi
1932. Founder (N.E. Manager's Inst. 1946,
training program for city & town managers at
undergrad. level 1945), originator Dist. Court
Plan for Me. 1952. Largely responsible for
creation & organization of the Bureau of
Public Admin. Contbr. res. Orono.*
DRUMMOND, Charles Hall. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Portland June 12
1903; m. Yvette Gagnon Aug. 17 1931; ch.:
Charles. Quality control paper manufacture,
ret. res. Fort Lauderdale FL.*
DUREPO, Levi Guy. Bowdoin 1921-22. b.
Limestone Dec. 21 1898; m. Madeline Temple
June 17 1923. Principal high sch. (Rumford
Point 1923-31, Canton 197-42), teacher high
sch. Rumford 1931-7 Officer Me. Teachers
Assn., delegate Nat. Teachers Assn. Served to
maj. USA 1942-46. d. Framingham MA April
14 1946.
EASTMAN, Harold Francis. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Fryeburg Jan. 23 1904; m. Alys
Hawley July 1 1928; ch.: Robert, Ruth,
Richard. Asst. Chemist Bates Mill 1925-31,
supt. W. Me. Nursery Fryeburg 1931-46,
co-prop. W. Me. Forest Nursery Co. Fryeburg
1946-75, ret. Town treas. Fryeburg 1945-49.
Served to cpl. USA 1941-42. res. Fryeburg.*
EASTMAN, Harry Kimball. Bowdoin 1921-24.
Ret.; b. Chatham NH July 29 1904; m. Leura
Hill Aug. 19 1929; ch.: Conrad, Clyde, Diane,
Stephen. Mgr. First Nat. Fryeburg 1930, W.
Me. Nursery Co. (salesman 1931-46, co-prop.
1946-73), ret. Pres. (New Eng. Nurserymans
Assn., C. of C. Fryeburg, Kiwanis Club
Fryeburg-Lovell). res. Fryeburg.*
ELLIOTT, Gilbert Molleson, Jr. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1945-50, Alumni
Fund dir. 1949-52 (chmn. 1951-52), chmn.
Alumni Fund dir. on Alumni Council 1951-52
(pres. 1954-55), Overseer 1957-75 (Emeritus
1975—). Ret.; b. Brunswick Dec. 23 1902;
m. Virginia Nash June 18 1927; ch.: Joan,
Constance. Salesman Portland (Ireland & Co.
1925, Fidelity Ireland), State Invest. Co.
Portland (pres., treas.), chmn. of board State
Invest. Leonard & Co. Portland, ret. Dir.
(Casco Loan & Bldg. Assn., Casco Homestead,
Home Federal Savings & Loan Assn., Sun
Federal Savings & Loan Assn., First Radio
Parish of Am.); charter member Me. Invest.
Dealers Assn.; member board of governors
dist. 13 Nat. Assn. Securities Dealers Inc. New
Eng., NY. Served to capt. USAF 1942-45. res.
Falmouth.*
ELLIOTT, Harrison Ware. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. S. Portland May 4 1902; m.
Wilna Hallett Feb. 2 1938. Clerk Standard Oil
Co. S. Portland 1926-30. agt. Portland Savings
Bank 1937-41. timekeeper N.E. Shipbuilding
Corp. S. Portland 1941-45, clerk accounting
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dept. Me. Central RR 1945-69, ret. 1969. res. S.
Portland.*
FARDY, Russell Walley. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Mechanic Falls Feb. 28 1903; m.
Martha Hurley June 24 1934; ch.: Stephen,
Richard. Management S. S. Kresge Co. 45 yrs.,
ret. Sec. Kiwanis Club 1973. res. Fond du Lac
WI.*
FASSO, Thomas Nicholas. B.S.. LL.B.
Columbia 1929. Kappa Sigma, b. NYC Dec.
1 1899; m. Marie Reisch Oct. 8 1932; ch.: Lois.
Atty. New Rochelle NY 197-66. Member
(board of supervisors Westchester County, city
council New Rochelle 1929-34), pres. (C. of C.
New Rochelle, Westchester County Assn. of
Magistrates), judge city court New Rochelle
1934-? Served to CPO USN 1917-20. d.
Montrose NY May 19 1966.
FISH, Chauncey Lauriston. A.B., A.M. Bates
1938. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Freeport June
7 1903; m. Caroline Kusterer Jan. 29 1943; ch.:
William '66, Mardrey. Me. public schs. 2 yrs.
(sub-master, principal), Conn, public sch. 19
yrs. (teacher, guidance), instr. L.I. NY 9 yrs.,
Univ. Bridgeport 11 yrs. (dean of students,
personnel, chmn. dept. secondary education),
ret. Chmn. religious education Fairfield CT,
pres. (Lions Club Bridgeport CT, General
Gold Sillivan Branch S.A.R. Bridgeport).
Served to It. cdr. USNR 1942-46. res. S. Boston
VA.*
FISH, Harold Somers. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Sidney March 3 1903. res. Cashiers NC.
FLETCHER, Edward Garland. A.B. Phi Delta
Psi. b. Portland May 11 1904. res. Portland.
FOSTER, Robert John. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Sydney Cape Breton N.S. Canada Jan. 6
1903; m. Mildred Alberts Oct. 3 1936; ch.:
Michael. Salesman Boston 1925-30, Conn.
General Life Ins. Co. Mnpls. MN 1930-40
(salesman, mgr. group div.), ranch mgr. Tucson
AZ 1946-51, teacher missiles Ft. Bliss TX
1955-61, field engineer Philco Corp. El Paso
TX 1961. Instr. science M.I.T. Served to It. col.
USA 1940-46, col. 1951-55; awarded Bronze
Star, Croix de Guerre, Am. Defense Service
Ribbon, Am. Theater Campaign Ribbon,
Asiatic-Pacific Theater Ribbon,
European-African-Middle Eastern Theater
Ribbon, WWII Victory Medal, Army of
Occupation Medal, UN Service Ribbon,
Korean Service Ribbon, d. Palo Alto CA Aug.
29 1961.
FRIZZELL, Lawrence David. B.S., A.M.
Harvard 1931, Ph.D. Harvard 1933. Delta
Upsilon. b. S. Portland Nov. 18 1903; m.
Frances Wilson Dec. 23 1946; ch.: Margaret,
Christina, Susan, Laurie, Jason. Asst. chemist
A. D. Little Inc. 1925, teacher high sch. S.
Dartmouth MA 1925-26, asst. chemist
(Radcliffe Coll. 1928-32, Harvard 1933-35),
research chemist Norton Worcester MA
1936-37, asst. chemist Harvard 1938-39, instr.
to assoc. prof. Northwestern Univ. 1940-49,
Merrimack Coll. N. Andover MA (prof.
1949-66, emeritus 1966-71). Fellow AAAS
1964, member Peary Memorial Expedition to
Greenland 1932. Contbr. d. W. Boxford MA
Oct. 22 1971.*
GARLAND, Joseph Daniel. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Alumni Council 1938-41. b. Carmel Nov. 4
1899; m. Carolyn Adams Aug. 18 1923; ch.:
Joanne, Carolyn. Asst. cashier Merc. Nat.
Bank Bangor 1925-33, general mgr. R. B.
Dunning & Co. Bangor 1933-46. Chmn. board
of dir. R. B. Dunning & Co., pres. C. of C.
Bangor, dir. New Eng. Council. Served in
WWI. d. Bangor Feb. 24 1946.
GODFREY, Charles Logan. Bowdoin 1921-22.
Zeta Psi. b. Somerville MA Nov. 27 1900; m.
Lillian Gardner Feb. 18 1929; ch.: Charles '54,
Robert. Salesman Henshaw Motor Co. Boston
1925-27; asst. mgr. William Currie Ltd.
Montreal P.Q. Canada 1927-31; Perrin,
Seamans & Co. Boston 1931-62 (treas., general
mgr.). d. Aug. 14 1972.*
GOODHUE, Albert Burnham. Bowdoin
1921-24. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Beverly MA
April 14 1903. res. unknown.
GRAFFAM, Roy Stanley. Spec. 1921-24,
B.R.E. Boston Univ., S.T.B. Boston Univ. b.
Bangor Aug. 15 1892; m. Marie Rowell July 3
1918; ch.: Alden, Norma. Methodist minister
(Dixmont 1916-18, Swan's Is. 1918-20,
Woolwich 1921-24, W. Kennebunk 1924-27,
Fairview MA 1928-33, Smyrna Mills 1933-34,
Hartland 1935-37, Clinton 1938-40, Ellsworth
1941-42, Strong 1943-50, Belfast 1951-58), ret.
d. Belfast June 27 1960.
GRAHAM, James William Law. Spec. 1923-25,
B.D. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1923. b. Lower
Economy N.S. Canada Nov. 24 1890; m. Abby
Partridge June 12 1923; ch.: Jean, James,
Janet. Clerg. (First Parish Congr. Church
Freeport 1923-28; Belleville Congr. Church
Newburyport MA 1928-43; Elm Street Congr.
Church Cortland NY 1945-49; Union Church
Gatun, Panama, Canal Zone 1949-54; First
Congr. Church Bucksport 1954-57; Lebanon
CT Congr. Church 1958-61), supply minister
(Belfast, Stockton Springs 1957; Brooklyn CT
1961-66), ret. 1961. Delegate Goodwill
Pilgrimage Bournemouth England; trustee
Northern New Eng. Sch. for Religious
Education Univ. N.H.; officer Pilgrim Club
Boston & Bangor Theol. Sem. Served with
Royal Canadian Army 1917-18; dir., chaplain
USO 1943-45 (NC, MA, Washington DC, VA).
Contbr., lectr. d. Putnam CT April 7 1966.8
GREGORY, Philip Henry. B.S., M.Div. Yale
1935, A.M. Oberlin 1937. Ret.; b.
Manchester MA July 9 1895; m. Rhoda
Hathaway Oct. 19 1942; ch.: Thomas. Pastor
(Baptist Church Manchester Center Vt
1929-30, Baptist Church Baldwinville MA
1931-36, Memorial Congr. Church Mansfield
OH 1936-37, Montmorency Parish Lewiston
MI 1937-39), pharmacist 1940-42, pastor MI
(Oak Park Congr. Church Traverse City
1942-44, People's Church Kalkaska 1944-46,
First Presby. Church Brooklyn 1946-58,
Community Church Palmyra 1958-61),
pastor-at-large preaching various churches
Blissfield MI 1961-64, pastor Marseilles
Presby. Church Upper Sandusky OH 1964-69,
ret. 1969. Moderator Lansing Presbytery
United Presby. Church U.S.A., commissioner
(Mnpls. MN 1953, Buffalo NY 1961), officer
(Brooklyn Community Chest, Kiwanis Club;
Beverly MA Jr. Order of Am. Mechanics), res.
Mansfield OH.*
GRUENBERG, Gilbert Charles. A.B., LL.B.
Georgetown 1929, S.J.D. N.Y. Univ. 1930.
Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Tolleston IN June 7
1902; m. Laura Donovan June 12 1935; ch.:
Mary, Gretchen, Laura, Gilbert. Atty. Hodges
Davis Gruenberg Compton & Sayres
Merrillville IN. Judge city court Gary IN
1952-55. res. Gary IN.*
GULLIVER, William Henry, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1928. Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni
Council 1948-52, Overseer 1965-76, 1972
capital campaign worker, b. Portland Feb. 9
1904; m. Catherine McGahan Sept. 6 1939, m.
Elin Tulloch Dec. 29 1965; ch.: William '62,
Ann, Catherine. Atty. Boston 1928-76 (Herrick
Smith Donald Farely & Ketchum 1928-50,
partner Powers & Hall 1950-76). Pres., treas. &
member finance committee Francis E. Willard
Homes 33 yrs.; chmn. (Port of Boston Comm.
1953-57, town advisory committee Wellesley
1950); dir. (Reece Corp. Waltham MA;
Torrington CT Mfg. Co.; Raymond Precision
Industries Middletown CT; Marriner & Co.
Inc. Lawrence MA; Dolan Steel Co.
Bridgeport CT; Workingmen's Co-Operative
Bank Boston; Marriner, Reed & Clement
Lathes Inc.; Marriner Import Export Inc.;
Spicket River Corp.). d. Boston March 20
1976.*
HALL, Edward Hamilton. Bowdoin 1921-25.
Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Hammond LA
Aug. 9 1903; m. Mary Turner Feb. 7 1937, m.
Georgie Nadler May 24 1974; ch.: Mary,
Douglas, Elizabeth. With Ireland & Co.
Portland 1925-28, with Nat. Leather Co.
Boston & Winchester NH 1928-30, with
Algonquin & Hoods Ice Cream 1930-33, with
Camden Ship Building 1941-44, ed. & pres.
Camden Herald Publishing Co. 1944-69, ret.
res. Tallulah LA.*
HANLON, Francis Woodward. A.B.; M.D.,
CM. McGill 1931. Delta Upsilon. b. Mexico
Dec. 12 1904; s. of Orville L. '97; m. Elizabeth
Mudge May 29 1931, m. Carolina Leighton;
ch.: Peter, Nicholas, Elizabeth. Physician
Brunswick 1933-36, surgeon Portland 1936-58.
F.A.C.S. 1941. Served to cdr. MCUSN
1942-45. d. Portland Jan. 10 1958.
HAYES, Walter Downs. B.S. Phi Delta Psi.
Ret.; b. Thorndike Jan. 29 1901; m. Pauline
Seavey July 2 1930; ch.: Richard, Nancy. Dir.
audio-visual aids sch. dept. Cranston Rl, ret.
res. Cranston RL*
HEPWORTH, Archibald L. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1936. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Derry NH
Oct. 30 1902; m. Stella Whitman June 6 1928;
ch.: David, Anne. Teacher (Colby Acad. New
London NH 1925-26, Williston Acad.
Easthampton MA 1926-73, Wassookeag Sch.
Camp Dexter 1931-32), Williston Acad.
Easthampton (head history dept. 1933-70, dean
of students 1965-73, asst. headmaster & trustee
1968-72), ret. Moderator & town meeting
member Easthampton, member F. & A.M.
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1924—
, chmn. republican town committee,
delegate State republican convention 1952-58,
chmn. Easthampton Sch. admin, committee,
member Easthampton (housing authority,
charter comm.). Served to It. cdr. USNR
1943-46. Recipient: Distinguished Service
Award Williston Acad. Easthampton 1973. res.
Easthampton MA.*
HERSOM, Lawrence Walter. Bowdoin
1922-24, 1927-28. Beta Theta Pi. b. Blaine
Aug. 1 1903; m. Ruth Ryder March 29 1934;
ch.: Walter, Amelia, Ruth, Lydia, Michael.
Farmer with FSA Blaine 1928-40, with Farm
Lands Loan Dept. Winthrop 1940-46. d.
Augusta Oct. 31 1946.
HILDRETH, Charles Lawrence. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1928. Alumni Fund dir. 1943-46
(chmn. 1944-45), Alumni Council 1951-55
(v.pres. 1952-53, pres. 1953-54). b. Gardiner
Dec. 2 1902; m. Dorothy Wyman Sept. 14
1929; ch.: Alice, Charles Jr. '53, Florence,
Mary, Margaret. Chmn. Emery Waterhouse
Co. Portland, ret. Trustee Me. Savings Bank
Portland, dir. (Me. Nat. Bank Portland,
Central Me. Power Co. Augusta, Keyes Fibre
Co. Waterville, Diversified Communications
Camden, Emery Waterhouse Co. Portland), d.
Cape Elizabeth Sept. 14 1929.*
HILDRETH, Horace Augustus. A.B., LL.D.
1946, LL.B. Harvard 1928, LL.D. Univ. Me.
1945, LL.D. Temple Univ., Ed.D. Suffolk
Univ., LL.D. Bucknell Univ. 1953, LL.D.
Peshawar Univ. Pakistan 1956. Zeta Psi.
Alumni Council 1936-39, Overseer 1953-74
(Emeritus 1974—). Ret.; b. Gardiner Dec. 2
1902; m. Katherine Wing Oct. 5 1929; ch.:
Horace Jr. '54, Josephine, Anne, Katherine.
Atty. (Ropes Gray Best Coolidge & Rugg
Boston 1928-37, Pierce Atwood Scribner Allen
& McKusick Portland 1937-44); Me. state rep.
1940; Me. state senator 1941, 1943 (pres. 1943);
governor state of Me. 1945-49; pres. Bucknell
Univ. Lewisburg PA 1949-53; U.S. ambassador
Karachi Pakistan 1953-57; dir. educational
television representing Bowdoin Lewiston
1960-75, ret. Radio & television stations state
of Me. 1950-75 (pres., board chmn.), dir.
(Diversified Communications Inc., Emery
Waterhouse Co.), trustee Bucknell Univ.
1953-74. res. Portland.*
HODGMAN, Crosby Gilman. A.B., A.M.
Cornell 1927. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b.
Medford MA April 12 1902; m. Donna
Hampton 1929, m. Charlotte Mansfield April
13 1968; ch.: Christopher. Instr. Cornell Univ.
1925-26, head history dept. Chicago IL Latin
Sch. 1926-43, headmaster Beaver Country Day
Sch. Chestnut Hill MA 1943-63, artist 1963—,
mere. & co-prop. (New Cargoes Wiscasset
1968-76, Le Garage Restaurant Wiscasset
1973
—
), ret. Hull House Chicago IL (resident
1936-41; delegate European conf. 1948, 1952);
member (Am. Delegation Atlantic Treaty
Assn. Paris France 1956, Luxembourg 1960,
Kiel Germany 1961; committee Int. Education
Through Act Netherlands 1956, committee Int.
Sch. Conf. Paris France 1958). res. Wiscasset.*
HOOD, Philip Milton. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Melrose MA March 19
1902; m. Caroline Richardson June 22 1929;
ch.: Richard, Elizabeth. Teacher (Moses
Brown Sch. Providence RI 1926-30,
Englewood Sch. NJ 1930-36, Peddie Sch.
Hightstown NJ 1936-66), ret. Organist & choir
dir. various churches Hightstown NJ. res.
Allentown NJ.*
HORSMAN, Lindsay DeWitt. B.S. Chi Psi.
b. Princeton April 20 1903; m. Charlotte
Porter; ch.: Faye. Trade sales mgr. finishes div.
E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. 1925-54
(Wilmington DE, Phila. PA, Boston), d.
Newtonville MA Oct. 12 1954.
HOWARD, Conrad Cote. A.B. Ret.; b.
Rockland July 27 1903; m. Kathryn Eisinger
Oct. 19 1935. Business office mgr. N.Y. Tel.
Co. NYC, ret. res. Rockville Centre NY.*
HOWES, Samuel Allan. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1927. Psi Upsilon.
b. Holyoke MA Dec. 31 1903; m. Elizabeth
Boyd Aug. 29 1930; ch.: Sally, Mary. Instr.
biology R.I. Coll. 1928-30, Groton MA Sch.
(teacher 1930-35, dept. head 1936-42), treas. E.
Corey & Co. Portland 1945-48, headmaster
Waynflete Sch. Portland 1948-54, pres. & treas.
E. Corey & Co. Portland 1954-65, mgr.
Portland Symphony Orchestra 1965-66, instr.
part-time anatomy & physiology Westbrook
Coll. Portland 1966-67, U.S. jury commissioner
State of Me. 1967
—
, volunteer pathology lab.
Me. Med. Center Portland 1971— . Corporator
(Me. Savings Bank 1950
—
, Me. Med. Center
1952
—), pres. (United Community Services
greater Portland 1960-63, public library
trustees Portland), chmn. United Fund
campaign Greater Portland 1959. Served to It.
cdr. USNR 1942-45. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
JEWETT, Harold Vernon. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Calais Dec. 7 1903. res. Calais.
JOHNSON, Harold Rogers. Bowdoin 1921-25.
Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Portland Dec. 27 1902;
m. Priscilla Robinson Sept. 17 1927, m. Marie
Robarts Oct. 23 1970; ch.: Rogers '52. Area
sales mgr. Cushman Bakery Lynn MA, ret. res.
Marblehead MA.*
JONES, Richard Philip. Bowdoin 1921-23,
1924-25; M.D. McGill 1930; M.P.H. Harvard
1942. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Springfield
MA March 4 1901; s. of Pitt H. M'83; m.
Priscilla Fortier Aug. 30 1929; ch.: Betty,
Mary, Gail. Intern Eastern Me. General
Hospital Bangor 1930-31, physician Belfast
1931-51. Dir. venereal diseases Me. State
Bureau of Health 1941-42, 1946-51; pres. staff
Waldo County General Hospital. Served to
capt. MCUSA 1942-45. d. Belfast March 31
1951.
JOY, Ernest Harriman. B.S., M.D. Tufts 1932.
Zeta Psi. b. Bar Harbor Sept. 24 1903; m.
Leona Ashley June 15 1940; ch.: Marion,
Ernest Jr., Barbara, Margaret, Linda, Peter.
With Jordan Marsh Co. Boston 1925-26, with
Nat. Credit Co. New Haven CT 1926-28,
physician Warner NH 1934-37, obstet. (NYC
1937-40, Toms River NJ 1940-41), MCUSN (It.
Naval Air Station Lakehurst NJ 1941-42; It.
cdr. USS Bridge 1942-44, Naval Air Station
Moffett Field CA 1944-45; cdr. med. officer
USS Fargo Newport RI 1945-46, U.S. Naval
Hospital Portsmouth VA 1946-48, Key West
FL 1948-51, Charleston SC 1951-53, USS
Yosemite 1953-54; sr. capt. Brunswick Naval
Air Station 1954-58, destroyer force med.
officer Newport 1958-62, officer-in-charge
USN preventive med. unit 2 Norfolk VA
1962-65), ret., chief Bureau of Public Health
Service Montgomery County MD 1965-67, dir.
Chesapeake Dept. of Public Health 1967-71.
Staff med. officer Adm. Farragut Acad. ca.
1941, fellow Royal Society of Health London
England. Awarded Certificate of Merit.
Contbr. d. Virginia Beach VA July 4 1971.*
KING, Delmar Harding. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Steuben July 1 1901. Principal Cherryfield
Acad. 1925-31; prop. Elite Dry Cleaning Co.
Bar Harbor 1931-37, teacher & principal
197-58 (Cherryfield Acad.; high sch. Castine,
Brooklin, Steuben, Machias, Harrington),
antique dealer 1958-64. Served with USA
WWII. d. Steuben Nov. 5 1964.
KLEES, Fredric Spang. A.B. cum laude. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Reading PA June 25
1901. Instr. (Swarthmore Coll., Brown Univ.),
Swarthmore Coll. (asst. prof., assoc. prof., prof.
English literature), ret. Author: The
Pennsylvania Dutch (1950), The Round of the
Year (1963); contbr. res. Swarthmore PA.*
KROLL, Howard Edward. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Northampton MA April 1 1903; m.
Ruth Allen June 1937; ch.: Peter. Reporter
Nat. Credit Office Inc. NYC 1925-28, analyst
Hudson Research Co. NYC 1928-31, Dun &
Bradstreet Inc. Chicago IL (report mgr.
1931-48, regional spec, report mgr. 1948-63),
analyst Nathan Blum Chicago IL 1963-68, ret.
Kroll Inc. (treas., clerk, dir.), Edwards Church
Northampton MA (chmn. board of trustees,
collector). Recipient: Whiteside Award Dun &
Bradstreet Inc. Chicago IL. Contbr. res.
Northampton MA.*
KURTH, William Waters. Bowdoin 1921-22,
1923-25. Kappa Sigma. b. Lawrence MA
July 23 1902; m. Isabel Sutherland Feb. 22
1927; ch.: Elisabeth, William '54. With A. B.
Sutherland Co. Lawrence 1925-66 (pres., treas.
1944; board chmn. 1963). Dir. (Mass. Electric
Co., Bay State Merc. Bank, Lawrence
Cooperative Bank, Essex Saving Bank).
Recipient: promotion award 1950; Silver
Award 1957, 1958, 1959, Gold Award 1960;
Retailer of the Yr. Award 1962. d. N. Andover
MA Aug. 12 1966.*
KWOUK, William. Bowdoin 1921-22, C.B.
Cornell 1926. b. Kwangtung China Sept. 15
1902. res. unknown.
LaCASCE, Raymond Elmore. Bowdoin
1921-25. Zeta Psi. b. Skowhegan Feb. 15
1901; m. Helen French Feb. 26 1928; ch.: C.
Richard, James. Automobile salesman Phila.
PA 1925-29, principal Alfred High Sch. Alfred
1929-31, teacher Fryeburg Acad. 1931-34,
dealer LaCasce Chevrolet Inc. Fryeburg
1934-56, ret. Past cdr. Frank W. Shaw Post
Am. Legion. Served to 1st It. USA WWII. d.
Dexter Oct. 8 1976.*
LANE, Roy Hale. A.B.. A.M. Harvard 1939.
Kappa Sigma. b. Rockport MA Feb. 14
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1902; m. Clara Clark June 22 1926; ch.: David,
Judith. Instr. mathematics Bowdoin 1925-28,
teacher high sch. Gloucester MA 1930-56
(head mathematics dept. 1955-58), chmn.
mathematics dept. Hamilton-Wenham High
Sch. 1958-67. Prop. Lane's Golden Bantam
Farm & Lane's stand Rockport summers,
selectman Rockport 1929-34, assessor
Rockport 1929-45, founder Mathematics
League of the North Shore, instr. biology
Harvard, treas. Mass. Selectmen's Assn.
1937-40, lay preacher Universalist Church
Rockport 1938-40, member conservation
comm. Essex MA 1964-66. Contbr. d. Essex
MA Jan. 26 1967.*
LEIGHTON, Henry Leland Chapman. A.B.
cum laude; A.M. Harvard 1930. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Augusta Nov. 4 1904; s. of
Ralph W. '96; m. Doris Woodbury Aug. 10
1934; ch.: Ralph, David. Head mathematics
dept. Cony High Sch. Augusta 1925-28, instr.
mathematics (Tufts Univ. 1930-31, Phillips
Exeter Acad. Exeter NH 1931-71), ret. Author:
Solid Geometry and Spherical Trigonometry
(1943), Solid Geometry (1944). res. Exeter
NH.*
LEIGHTON, Lawrence Brock. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1933. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland June 11
1904; s. of Charles M. '94; m. Gladys Bird.
Rhodes scholar Trinity Coll. Oxford Univ.
1925-28, instr. (classics Dartmouth Coll.
1928-34, literature Harvard 1934-40), lectr.
history (Middlebury VT Coll. 1944-45, Union
Coll. 1945-46), asst. prof, history Middlebury
Coll. 1946-55, chmn. lang. dept. Manlius NY
Sch. 1955-66. Editorial asst. VT (Burlington
Free Press, Rutland Herald). Contbr. d.
Manlius NY May 9 1966.*
LORD, Phillips Haynes. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Hartford VT July 13
1902; m. Sophie Mecorney July 21 1925, m.
Donnie Boone March 21 1941; ch.: Phillipa,
Patricia, Jean. Principal high sch. Plainsville
CT 1925-27, Downeast humor radio
personality 1929-59 (Hartford CT 1929-?;
radio & television writer, producer, dir. Nat.
Broadcasting Co.), music composer &
arranger, movie actor. Prop, (campground;
golf course & country store Trenton; farm &
boat yard Bartlett's Is. Blue Hill Bay, then
Somesville Mt. Desert Is.), ret. 1959.
Composer: You Go To Your Church, That
First Little Sweetheart of Mine, Seth Parker
Hymnal; creator radio shows: Seth Parker,
Gang Busters, We The People, Counter Spy,
Mr. District Attorney, Uncle Abe & David,
Police Woman, Treasury Agent, The Old
Country Doctor, The Stebbins Boys. d.
Ellsworth Oct. 19 1975.
LOVELL, Franklin Winslow. Bowdoin
1921-22. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland Dec.
20 1899. Atty., musician Portland 1932-52.
Yeoman 1/c USN 1942-44; awarded victory
medal, d. Portland Oct. 7 1952.
MacCREADY, Walter Cyrus. Bowdoin
1921-25. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b.
Brewer Feb. 19 1902; m. Mildred Knowlton
July 7 1934, m. E. Lorraine Kell Aug. 18 1961;
ch.: Judith. Sales exec. The Travelers Ins.
1926-65, ret. res. Peterborough NH.*
MacKINNON, Donald Wallace. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1926; Ph.D. Harvard 1933. Alpha Delta Phi.
Ret.; b. Augusta Jan. 9 1903; m. Mary
Linehan Sept. 15 1928; ch.: Julia, Ann. Instr.
(Univ. Me. Orono 1927-28; Harvard &
Radcliffe 1928-30, 1930-33), Sheldon Traveling
fellow Harvard Europe 1930-31, asst. prof, to
prof. Bryn Mawr Coll. 1933-47, dir. Station S
OSS U.S. govt. Fairfax VA 1944-46, Univ.
Calif. Berkeley (prof. 1947-70, emeritus
1970
—
; dir. Inst, of Personality Assessment &
Research 1949-70; research psychologist
1970
—), visiting fellow Center for Creative
Leadership Greensboro NC 1973-74, adjunct
prof, psychology Univ. N.C. Chapel Hill
1973-74, ret. Pres. Western Psychological Assn.
1963-64, trustee Creative Education
Foundation Buffalo NY 1974—, Am.
Psychological Assn. Walter Van Dyke
Bingham lectr. 1962. Recipient: Richardson
Creativity Award 1967. Author: CCL
Monograph I (1974), co-author: Assessment of
Men (1948), contbr. res. Berkeley CA.*
MACOMBER, Frederick Hatch. Bowdoin
1921-23. Sigma Nu. b. Seal Harbor Oct. 26
1901; m. Ruth Lucas Aug. 3 1940. Salesman (S.
S. Pierce Co. Boston 1923-25, Remington Rand
Portland 1925-29), storekeeper Portland
1931-38, with General Ins. Agency 1938-65. d.
Portland Oct. 25 1965.*
MASON, Donald Kimball. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Portland Jan. 25 1903; m.
Geraldine Stewart July 10 1929; ch.: Mary,
Kimball '58. Supt. (Mason Mfg. Co. S. Paris
1926-35, Uniontown PA Water Co. 1936-41,
Penley Bros. Inc. W. Paris 1942-58), pres.
Mason Mfg. Co. S. Paris 1958-72, ret. Trustee
(First Congr. Church, library Paris Hill), res.
Paris.*
McGARY, Floyd Chester. Bowdoin 1921-25.
b. Patten March 2 1902; m. Delia Downie
Jan. 13 1951; ch.: William, Robert, Janice.
Pres. McGary Transfer Co. Medford MA ca.
1948, accountant Hotel Saranac Saranac Lake
NY ca. 1961. d. Saranac Lake NY Feb. 5
1963.*
McGOULDRICK, Paul Foster. Bowdoin
1921-22, grad. Burdett Business Coll. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Machias Sept. 29 1897; m. Jane
Nelson June 1924; ch.: Nancy, Paul Jr., Mrs.
John C. Ryder. With Worumbo Woolen Mills
Lisbon Falls ca. 1924, internal revenue officer
U.S. Treasury Dept. (Machias 1940-43, Bangor
1943-?). With semi-professional baseball teams
ME. d. Bangor Nov. 14 1957.
McINTIRE, Glenn Ronello. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. (hon.) 1953. Chi Psi. b. Waterford Jan.
3 1898; m. Marguerite Pearman June 3 1927;
ch.: Justin, Chloe, Sarah. Partner B. G.
Mclntire & Son Timberland & Lumber
Norway 1925-32, Bowdoin (acting bursar
1932-33, bursar 1933-59, asst. treas. 1956-66),
ret. Brunswick Savings Inst, (corporator
1943-70, trustee 1945-70, v.pres. 1960-70),
Bridgton Acad, (trustee 1940-51, treas.
1941-51), treas. (General Sunday Sch. Assn.
Universalist Church 1938-49, Universalist
Church Brunswick 1960-69), trustee
(Universalist Church of Me. 1958-63, Me. State
Retirement System 1967-73), member Me. state
legislature 1927-28, town of Brunswick
(selectman 1949-51, treas. 1962-66). d.
Brunswick Aug. 18 1976.*
McPARTLAND, Francis Joseph. Bowdoin
1921-24. Theta Delta Chi. b. New London
CT Jan. 29 1900. res. Forest Hills Long Is. NY.
MERRILL, Alden Turner. Bowdoin 1921-22,
B.S. Northeastern 1925. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Ret.; b. Augusta June 10 1902; m. Margaret
Moir Nov. 2 1928; ch.: Jean, Alden Jr.
Specialty salesman (Flintkote Co. Boston
1925-30, C. H. Newton Co. Boston 1930-36,
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co. New Britain CT
1936-39), prop. Alden T. Merrill Real Estate &
Ins. Augusta 1939-75, ret. Dir. & pres. Augusta
(C. of C, YMCA 1941), trustee S. Parish
Congr. Church Augusta, potentate Kora
Temple Shrine 1952. res. Manchester.*
MILLER, George Nathan. Bowdoin 1921-24.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Feb. 24 1902.
res. Portland.
MILLER, Theodore Seymore. Bowdoin
1921-23. Psi Upsilon. b. Cumberland Center
April 20 1904; s. of Paris E. Ml; married Sept.
14 1925. With N.H. Fire Ins. Co. Manchester
NH 1923-59. d. Manchester NH March 15
1959.
MITCHELL, Byron Lewis. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Class agt. 1955-59, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Invest, counselor; b.
Biddeford Aug. 10 1903; m. Jeanette Lamont
July 8 1933. With Jordan Marsh Co. Boston
1925-27, with C. Dimon Mitchell 1927, teacher
and tennis coach (Kennebunk High Sch.
1927-29, Deering High Sch. 1929-43), invest,
counselor H. M. Payson & Co. Portland
1943— . Delegate (Nat. Education Assn.,
Synod United Church of Christ), dir. First
Radio Parish Church, chmn. finance
committee (State Street Church, Me. Conf.
United Church of Christ), res. Cumberland
Foreside.*
MITCHELL, Horace, Jr. Bowdoin 1921-23.
b. Kittery June 27 1904; m. Jeanette Gordon
Aug. 24 1940; ch.: Eleanor, Mary. Ed. Forest
and Stream ca. 1929, prop. Kittery Press
1937-65. Author, contbr. d. Kittery Point Feb.
21 1965.
NASON, Clyde Ellsworth, Sr. A.B., Ed.M.
Boston Univ. 19? Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b.
N. Waterford Aug. 24 1896; m. Beatrice
Higgins June 30 1928; ch.: Clyde Jr. '55, Dana.
High sch. S. Portland 31 yrs. (teacher,
sub-master), with Bridgton Acad., with Univ.
Me. 3 yrs., with Bridgton Acad. 3 yrs., with
Trinity Pawling Sch. Pawling NY 6 yrs., ret.
Trustee S. Portland Nursing Assn., treas. S.
Portland Welfare Assn., supt. Sunday sch. Pvt.
USA 1918. d. S. Portland March 1 1977.*
NEEDHAM, Allen Knight. Bowdoin 1921-23.
Psi Upsilon. b. Manchester MA Oct. 13
1902; m. Florence Allen Dec. 3 1932; ch.:
Allen Jr., George. Salesman Equitable Life
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Assurance Soc. Boston 1925-64, ret. Member
town finance committee Manchester, d.
Beverly MA April 30 1975.
NEIL, Edward Joseph, Jr. Bowdoin 1921-24.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Lawrence MA Jan. 17
1902; m. Helen Nolan March 27 1928; ch.:
Edward III. Journalist Assoc. Press 1924-38
(Boston 1924-?; Baltimore MD 197-26; NYC
1926-35; foreign correspondent Ethiopia
1935-36, Palestine 1936; roving reporter USA
1936-37; foreign correspondent England 1937,
Spain 1937-38). Recipient: hon. mention
Pulitzer Prize Awards 1932, Nat. Headliners
Club award 1938, Bronze Medal & campaign
cross (Italy) 1938, Eastern Coll. Ring Trophy,
Military Cross of Honor (Spain) 1939. d.
Zaragoza Spain Jan. 2 1938.
NELSON, Carl Victor. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Stamford CT Jan. 17 1904. res. Corryton TN.
NEVINS, Norman Noyes. A.B., Ed.M. Bates
1935. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. New Gloucester
March 12 1905; m. Helen Merrill Sept. 1 1927;
ch.: Joan. Teacher (Madison, Brewer, Easton),
head social studies Milton MA, ret. V.pres.
Bristol County Teachers Assn., pres. teachers'
club (Milton MA, Easton), treas. Blue Hill
C.C. 1945-74. res. Blue Hill.*
NICHOLS, Barrett Campbell. A.B. Class agt.
1934-38, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Semi-ret.; b. Bath Dec. 14 1901; m. Lovis
Sawyer Aug. 24 1929, m. Katherine Phillips
1976; ch.: Barrett Jr. '54, Susan, Henry '76.
Trainee invest, analyst Merrill Oldham Boston
1925-27, invest, analyst Atlantic Merrill
Oldham Corp. Boston 1927-28, statistician
(Wm. Scholl & Co. NY 1928-30, Shawmut
Corp. Boston 1930-33), chief exec, officer
(Peoples Nat. Bank Barre VT 1933-50, Me.
Savings Bank Portland 1951-69). Dir. (Peoples
Nat. Bank 1934-50, C. of C. Portland, Me.
Fidelity Life Ins. Co. 1960-73), trustee Me.
Savings Bank 1954-69, treas. Greater Portland
Bldg. Fund, pres. & treas. Portland Club,
member Wage & Hour Comm. N.E. regional
committee Boston 1944. res. Falmouth.*
O'BRIEN, Philip Michael. Bowdoin 1921-24,
LL.B. Georgetown Univ. 1929. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Hallowell June 9 1903; m. Evelyn
Matthews Jan. 19 1946; ch.: Susan, Carol.
Atty. Washington DC 1929-39, office of the
solicitor U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Washington
DC 1938-47, staff sec. of Agriculture
Washington DC 1947-53, U.S. Dept. of State
(rural improvement officer Point 4 Mission
tech. cooperation admin. Iran 1953-56,
Cambodia), ret. 1966. d. Acapulco Mexico July
27 1973.
ODIORNE, Joseph Milton, II. B.S., A.M.
Harvard 1931, Ph.D. Harvard 1934. Kappa
Sigma. Ret.; b. E. Pittston Aug. 2 1904; s. of
Joseph E. '98 & Med. Sch. '01; m. Elisabeth
Damon April 8 1927. Instr. biology Western
Reserve Univ. Cleveland OH 1926-30, teaching
fellow (zoology Harvard 1930-34, biology
Bowdoin 1934-36), instr. biology Colby
1936-39, Sch. of Medicine & Dentistry
Georgetown Univ. (instr. anatomy 1939-42,
asst. prof. 1942-47), asst. prof, zoology Fla.
State Univ. Tallahassee 1947-50, N.Y. Univ.
Coll. of Medicine NYC (asst. prof, anatomy
1950-57, assoc. prof. 1957-65), assoc. prof,
anatomy faculty of medicine Univ. B.C.
Vancouver Canada 1965-69, ret. Served to
chief boatswain's mate USCGR 1944-45.
Author: A Rundlett-Randlett Genealogy
(1976); contbr. res. Brunswick.*
OWSLEY, Dawson William. Bowdoin 1922-24.
Delta Upsilon. b. Westerville OH March 29
1902; m. Claire Myers March 5 1927; ch.:
Rosemary, Suzanne. Salesman (Fuller Brush
Co. Lexington MA 1924-25, newspaper advt.
Columbus OH Dispatch 1926-68), ret. d.
Columbus OH Jan. 21 1972.
PARKER, Henry Langdon, III. Bowdoin
1921-22, B.S. Dartmouth 1926, M.B.A.
Harvard 1928. Psi Upsilon. b. Worcester
MA Oct. 9 1903. res. unknown.
PAUL, Theodore. Bowdoin 1921. b.
Lewiston Feb. 3 1902. res. Auburn.
PEARY, Robert Edwin, Jr. B.S., CE. Lehigh
Univ. 1927. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b.
Washington DC Aug. 29 1903; s. of Robert E.
'77; m. Inez Kelly May 30 1931; ch.:
Josephine, Robert III. Professional engineer
(ME); civil engineer (Longview WA 1927-31,
Columbus OH 1931-33, San Francisco CA
1933-35, Alameda CA 1935-39, NYC 1939-41,
Pittsburgh PA 1941-46); chief engr. Me. State
Inland Fisheries & Game Augusta 1950-52;
civil engr. Metcalf & Eddy Boston 1953-59;
design & construction of airports radar stations
Greenland, Iceland, Baffin Is., Labrador,
Newfoundland; civil engineer Me. State
Highway dept. Augusta 1959-70; ret. 1970.
Surveyed unknown areas of Mill Is. in Fox
Basin & w. coast of Baffin Is., developed the
principals of the Korean Mickey Mouse boot
in collaboration with Dr. G. Edgar Folk. res.
Augusta.*
PENNELL, Andrew Simpson. Spec. 1921. b.
Pennellville March 16 1899; m. Alice Coffin
March 26 1927; ch.: Arline, Carroll '56.
Principal (jr. sch. Towaco NJ, Sterling CT,
Monroe NY ca. 1927, St. John's Military Sch.
Ossining NY), general mgr. automobile service
stations United Fuel Corp. Brunswick 1928-?,
with John Hancock Life Ins. Co., employee
Bath Nat. Bank 7 yrs., sales analyst
Trans-oceanic Electronics MA, real estate &
ins. Brunswick ca. 1964. d. Brunswick Dec. 22
1968.*
PERKINS, Frederick Powers. B.S. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni
Council 1958-62 (v.pres. 1960-61, pres.
1961-61), 1962 capital campaign area chmn.,
nat. pres. Alumni Assn., Overseer 1962-65,
Trustee 1965-75, 1972 capital campaign
worker. b. Skowhegan Aug. 18 1904; m.
Eleanor Sturgis July 12 1930; ch.: Elisabeth,
William. With Aetna Life & Casualty Co.
Hartford CT 1925-69 (v.pres. 1954-56, sr.
v.pres. 1956, head group ins. dept. 1956-69, dir.
1959), ret. 1969. Dir. (Conn. Bank & Trust Co.,
State Dime Savings Bank, C. of C. Greater
Hartford), corporator Hartford Hospital,
trustee & v.pres. Open Hearth Assn., fellow
(Soc. of Actuaries, Am. Acad, of Actuaries),
deacon First Church of Christ Congr. d.
Hartford CT Nov. 4 1975.*
PHILBRICK, William. Bowdoin 1921-23.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Real estate; b.
Skowhegan Dec. 1 1902; m. Margaret Leavitt
March 19 1924; ch.: Mary, William, Margaret.
Self-employed lumbering Skowhegan 1925-75,
treas. Kennebec Log Driving Co. ME 1929
—
,
treas. & agt. Coburn Lands Trust Skowhegan
1935
— ,
prop. Merrimac Apt. Hotel Ft.
Lauderdale FL 1962— . With Depositers Trust




Pine Tree Soc. for Crippled Children & Adults,
member (Somerset County Committee, Me.
Publicity Bureau Coburn Park, Me. State
Forestry Dept.). res. Skowhegan.*
PIERCE, Harry Hutchinson, Jr. Bowdoin
1921-23. b. Chicago IL Nov. 18 1902. res.
Goleta CA.
PIKE, Alger Wayland. Bowdoin 1922-24.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lubec Aug. 1 1899. res.
unknown.
PIKE, Radcliffe Barnes. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Ret.; b. Lubec Oct. 1 1903. Instr. landscape
horticulture Univ. N.H. Durham, res. Lubec.
PLUMMER, Norton Hill. Bowdoin 1921-22.
b. Augusta May 24 1901. res. Augusta.
POWERS, Kenneth Glenwood. B.S., M.B.A.
Harvard 1927. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Caribou
Dec. 18 1903. res. unknown.
PREBLE, Howard Burnham. A.B., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1936. Delta Upsilon. b.
Everett MA July 10 1904; m. Annan Goodwin
July 21 1934; ch.: Judith. With Nat. Credit Co.
1925-28 (Boston, NYC, Chicago IL), The
Choate Sch. Wallingford CT (teacher 1928-68,
coach 1934-49). d. Wallingford CT Jan. 14
1968.*
PUSHEE, John Walton. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Cambridge MA April 23 1903. res.
Peterborough NH.
REAGAN, William Arthur. B.S., A.M. Bates
1932. Kappa Sigma. b. Auburn Aug. 29
1902; m. Madeline Milliken Aug. 31 1925; ch.:
William, John. Teacher & coach CT (Seymour
1926-27, Milford 1927-37), submaster Bridgton
1943-45, principal (jr. high sch. E. Millinocket
1937-43, high sch. N. Berwick 1945-50, high
sch. & elementary sch. Edgartown MA
1950-61). d. Wareham MA March 30 1961.*
RICHARDS, Hawthorne Howe. Bowdoin 1921,
LL.B. Univ. Fla. Zeta Psi. b. Reading MA
Nov. 21 1904. Salesman NYC 1922, atty.
Lawrence & Kash Sebring FL ca. 1927. d. FL
1938.
ROBERTS, Carl Emerson. Bowdoin 1921-23
Chi Psi. b. Portland May 20 1903; m.
Marion Johnson April 18 1927; ch.: Carl Jr.
'53. Invest, broker Me. Securities Co. Portland
1923-69. Pres. & hon. member (biographer Me.
History Soc, Natural History Soc). deputy
governor general Me. Soc. of Colonial Wars. d.
Portland May 5 1969.*
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RUSSELL, Joseph Max. Bowdoin 1921-22.
Sigma Nu. b. Houlton Sept. 12 1901. res.
unknown.
RYDER, Wilson Coombs. A.B. magna cum
laude. Ret.; b. Martha's Vineyard MA Oct.
24 1902; m. Zadia Barter Oct. 4 1929; ch.:
Wilson Jr., Harland, Arthur. Teacher high sch.
Brunswick 1925-26, agriculture self-employed
Dresden 1926-41, tin smith Bath Iron Works
1941-46, agriculture self-employed Dresden
1946-66, ret. res. Dresden.*
SHEA, James William. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
Alumni Council 1945-46. b. Bar Harbor
April 30 1904; m. Mildred Hawes May 17
1928, m. Phyllis McGee Jan. 4 1945. Prince
George Hotel FL 1925-26 (steward, cashier),
head clerk Terrace Gables Hotel Falmouth
Heights 1926, hotel storeroom boy FL 1926-27,
Middlebury VT Inn 1927-31 (steward, asst. to
mgr.), asst. mgr. (Dearborn MI Inn 1931-35,
Bellevue Hotel Boston 1935-39), mgr.
Middlebury Inn 1939-46, with St. Clair MI Inn,
mgr. & dir. Treadway Inns Club Div. of
Waterbury CT, mgr. & prop. Ravine House
Motel Randolph VT 1948-55, mgr. Royal Park
Inn Vero Beach FL 1955. Pres. (N.H. Hotel
Assn., Vt. Hotel Assn.), New Eng. Hotel Assn.
(v.pres., dir.), dir. Am. Hotel Assn. d. Vero
Beach FL May 17 1955.
SHERMAN, William Edgar. Bowdoin 1921-23.
Zeta Psi. b. Bar Harbor Jan. 19 1903; m.
Ruth Nelson Aug. 4 1945 (2nd marriage); ch.:
Mary, Ruth, Mary, Charlotte, Elizabeth. Real
estate Winter Park FL 1925-27, importer
Copeland & Thompson Co. NYC 1938-46, F.
E. Sherman Co. Bar Harbor (mere. 1929-38,
treas. 1946-48, pres. 1948-63). d. Big Cranberry
Isle June 14 1963.*
SHIELDS, Frederick Hobson. Bowdoin
1921-22. Psi Upsilon. b. Saco March 26
1902; m. Susan Bean June 8 1940 (2nd
marriage); ch.: Frederick Jr., David, James,
Christopher. Wholesale meat business Saco
1922-38, prop. Ted Shields Wholesale Meats
Kennebunk 1938-69. d. Kennebunk Sept. 11
1969.*
SIBLEY, Paul. B.S. Alumni Fund dir. 1950-53
(v.chmn. 1951-52, chmn. 1952-53), Alumni
Council 1953-57, class agt. 1959-75, 1962
capital campaign chmn., Overseer 1960-76
(Emeritus 1976—). Ret.; b. Worcester MA
Aug. 19 1902; m. Nancy Norton June 12 1930;
ch.: Charles II, Paul '58, Caroline. Office mgr.
Jigbusning Co. Pontiac MI 1927-29, salesman
Stromberg Electric Co. Chicago IL &
Cleveland OH 1929-30, office mgr. Leland &
Gifford Co. Worcester & Pontiac office
1930-31, office & sales mgr. Fleming Machine
Co. div. Black & Decker Co. 1931-32,
treas.-dir. Worcester Taper-Pin Corp. 1932-66,
ret. Dir. Worcester Commercial Travelers
1932-36, Worcester County Employers Assn.
(dir. 4 yrs., pres. 2 yrs.), pres. physical plant
committee 1965— . res. E. Swanze NH.*
SMALL, Asa Martin. A.B., J.D. Northeastern
1931, LL.M. Boston Univ. 1934. Ret.; b.
Portland April 13 1903; s. of Harry L. M'1904;
m. Doris Brown June 17 1926; ch.: Joyce,
Mary, Asa Jr. res. Needham Heights MA.*
SMITH, Alden Grover. A.B. Ret.; b. Lake
Forest IL Jan. 21 1904; s. of Warren R. '90; m.
Lydia Baxter June 30 1926, m. Alice Applegate
Feb. 24 1942; ch.: Lydia, Asa '65, Alden. Clerk
Continental 111. Bank Chicago IL 1925-26,
v.pres. & dir. Bath Trust Co. 1926-39, securities
analyst Securities & Exchange Comm.
Washington DC 1940-41, Lend Lease Admin.
Washington DC 1941-43 (principal liason
officer in charge of British Dominions &
Colonies, rep. to New Zealand & Australia),
asst. to v.pres. & treas. Pan Am. Airways NYC
1943-46, treas. & dir. Aeronautical
Development Corp. New Haven CT 1946-51
(independent financial & industrial consultant
to publisher, public relations, and several
industrial concerns), chief program operations
Economic Cooperation Admin. Taipei Taiwan
1951-52, rep. Small Business Admin. Rome NY
1953-57, chief commodity import advisor Int.
Cooperation Admin. Phnom Penh Cambodia
1957-62, Small Business Admin. 1962-67 (rep.
Army Tank Automotive Center Warren MI,
office mgr. Marquette MI), chief Taiwan office
USA Republic of China Joint Production
Program Taipei Taiwan 1967-72, ret.
Kennebec Towage Co. Bath 1930-38 (treas.,
general mgr.), pres. Taipei Am. Sch. Taiwan
1951-52, dir. YMCA Bath 1929-39, coach
football high sch. Bath 1932-36, member board
of education Bath 1932-37, overseer poor Bath
1930-35. Author: American Bankers Journal
(1928), Economic Society of Australia & New
Zealand (1942). res. St. Simons Is. GA.*
SMITH, Harry Francis. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. New Vineyard Dec. 1 1902; m. Dorothy
Feller Aug. 16 1926; ch.: Letitia, Fred II '56.
With Fred O. Smith Mfg. Co. 1925-71 (treas.,
pres.). Dir. & charter member Wood Turners &
Shapers Assn., member sch. board New
Vineyard 1928-34, chmn. Republican town
committee 1940-71, head N.V. Civil Defense
WWII, past pres. Rotary Club Farmington. d.
Waterville July 24 1971.*
SMYTHE, Robert Frederick. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Benton Harbor MI Jan. 27 1904; m.
Virginia Paine Sept. 28 1928; ch.: Robert III.
Chemist Marquette Cement Co. Chicago;
bonds, real estate Champaign IL 1932-40. d.
Benton Harbor MI July 23 1940.
SOUTHARD, Ledyard Allen. A.B., A.M.
Lafayette 1928. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b.
Wiscasset Sept. 20 1903; m. Elizabeth Oakes
Aug. 24 1930; ch.: Barbara, John, Walter.
Teacher (Cornish 1922-23, also principal
Harrington 1925-27, Lawrence Sch. Easton PA
1927-29, Westminster Sch. Simsbury CT
1929-32, Northampton MA 1932-69, Univ.
Mass. Amherst 1942-44), ret. Deacon Florence
Congr. Church, res. Hadley MA.*
SOUTHWICK, Lawrence Fairman. B.S. Zeta
Psi. b. Uxbridge MA Feb. 12 1903; m.
Frances Symonds Oct. 12 1928; ch.: David,
Peter '52, Sara, Nancy. Salesman Bird & Son
San Francisco CA 1925-26; textile agt.
Wellington, Sears & Co. NYC 1926-30;
Plymouth Cordage Co. Andover MA
(salesman 1930-45, New Eng. dist. mgr.
1945-51, asst. general sales mgr. 1951-55,
general sales mgr. 1955-64). d. Dorchester MA
April 23 1964.*
SPEAR, Avery Marion. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Delta Upsilon. b. Portland
Aug. 12 1904; m. Jessie Polley Oct. 30 1928.
Business Albuquerque NM 1925-29, mgr.
Strong's Book Shop Albuquerque 1929. d.
Albuquerque NM Dec. 13 1929.
STALFORD, John Blyth. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Bar Harbor Sept. 29 1904; m. Altha
Edmonds Nov. 9 1929; ch.: John '52, Charles.
With Tamblyn & Brown NYC 1925-28, assoc.
treas. N.Y. Trust Co. NYC 1928-62, public
relations officer Small Business Admin, d.
NYC May 6 1972.*
STRINGER, Charles Russell, A.B., A.M.
Brown 1930. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Chicago
IL May 5 1903; m. Nancy Bomar May 29
1935. Teacher (Phillips Exeter Acad. Exeter
NH 1930-39, Santa Barbara CA Sch. 1939-43,
Pomfret CT Sch. 1943-67), ret. res. S.
Woodstock CT.*
SULLIVAN, Raymond Francis. Bowdoin
1921-23. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Lowell MA May
16 1901. Exec. 1925-66 (Hearst magazine, the
Ford Dealers News, Macfadden Publications,
Butterick Publishing Co.), ret. Catholic Inst, of
the Press 1945-50 (a founder, board member),
res. NYC*
SWAPP, Andrew Freeman. A.B., B.D. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1927, B.S. Fla. Southern Coll.
1937, A.M. Fla. Southern Coll. 1938. b.
Lowell MA Feb. 1 1898; m. Harriet Burtt.
Clerg. 1920-35, supervising principal FL (St.
Cloud 1935-46, Titusville 1946-51). Served with
USN 1918. d. Palatka FL Jan. 29 1955.
THALHEIMER, Harold Emerson. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Medford MA Oct. 27 1900;
married; ch.: Richard '61. Mgr., ret. res.
Beverly MA.*
THOMPSON, Wendell Leavitt. Bowdoin
1921-22. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Athens Aug. 21
1902. Prop. & mgr. hard wood products
business. Dir. Federal Bank Waterville. res.
Skowhegan.*
TOLMAN, Albert Walter, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. N.Y. Univ. 1927, LL.B. N.Y. Univ.
1936, LL.M. N.Y. Univ. 1971. Psi Upsilon.
Class bequest chmn. 1972. b. Portland June
8 1904; s. of Albert W. '88; m. Helen Nichols
June 23 1928; ch.: Charles, Mary, Deborah.
C.P.A. (NY); public accountant NYC 1925-35
(Arthur Young & Co., Haskins & Sells, partner
George M. Dallas & Co.); invest, banker
Morgan, Stanley & Co. 1936-40; pvt.
accountant E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
Wilmington DE 1941-43; accountant NYC
1946-47; partner Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &
Co. 1947-66 (NYC, Jacksonville FL, Boston,
Houston TX, Los Angeles CA, Tokyo Japan),
ret. 1966. Pres. Houston chapter Soc. CP.A.,
treas. Psi Upsilon Club of N.Y. Served to It.
col. USA 1943-46; awarded Legion of Merit,
Bronze Star, Commendation Ribbon (2). d.
Houston TX Aug. 28 1974.*
TOWNE, Elwin Francis. Bowdoin 1919-20,
1922-23, 1926-27. Chi Psi. b. E. Parsonsfield
July 25 1900. res. unknown.
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TOWNSEND, Newell Colby. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Newton MA Jan. 27
1902; m. Grace Moore Jan. 1 1926; ch.:
Thomas, Sally. Production mgr. Milton
Bradley Co. Springfield MA 1925-59, salesman
self-employed Syracuse NY 1930-34, sales
Syracuse (Phoenix Mutual Life Ins. 1934-36,
Assoc. Discount Corp. 1937-42), employment
& safety U.S. Hoffman Machinery Corp.
Syracuse 1942-52, mgr. safety council C. of C.
Syracuse 1953-67, ret. Chmn. (board of fire
commissioners DeWitt NY 1933-71, State
Fund Policy Holders Advisory Group), sec.
Central N.Y. chapter Am. Soc. Safety
Engineers 1953
— ,
pres. Lions Club Syracuse
1938-39. Recipient: Central N.Y. Safety
Conference Citation 1955, certificate of
Meritorious Service for Promotion of Driver
Education board of education Syracuse 1958,
Nat. Safety Council Certificate of Merit for
Promotion of Traffic Inventory Syracuse 1963.
Contbr. res. DeWitt NY.*
TUCKER, Frank Latham. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Portland Aug. 6 1904. Clerk Int.
Acceptance Bank NYC 1926-27, coach
Fessenden Sch. for Boys W. Newton MA
1927-28, Providence Country Day Sch. E.
Providence RI 1928-29 (coach, teacher), Great
East Lodge Sanbornville NH 1929 (coach,
counselor), d. Portland March 13 1930.
WAIT, Edward Riggs, Jr. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Winchester MA May 18 1901; m.
Pauline Smith Sept. 4 1929; ch.: Edward III,
Langdon, Constance. Kendall Mills Co.
Walpole MA (buyer 1925-30, admin, asst. ca.
1961). d. Norwood MA Aug. 12 1961.*
WALCH, John Weston. B.S. cum laude, Ed.D.
1975, Ed.M. Bates 1940. Phi Delta Psi.
Publishing; b. Brunswick Nov. 27 1901; m.
Ruth Sanborn; ch.: Carolyn, Peter. Teacher
high sch. Farmington 1925; submaster jr. high
sch. Wakefield MA 1925-26; high sch.
Portland 1926-53 (debate coach, dept. head
social studies); J. Weston Walch, publisher
(prop. 1927-61, pres. 1961
—
). Member (board
of dir. public library Portland; city council
Portland 1963-68, chmn. 1964 & 1965). Contbr.
res. Portland.*
WALKER, Vaughan Ayer. Bowdoin 1921. b.
Is. Falls Sept. 12 1902. res. Is. Falls.
WALTON, Donald Cameron. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Wayne Jan. 27 1903; m. Ebba
Anderson June 6 1931, m. Mona Wyer March
2 1965; ch.: Donald Jr. '55, Ronald. Trainee
Stanley Works New Britain CT 1925-27,
efficiency engineer Remington Noiseless
Typewriter Co. Middletown CT 1927-28, New
Eng. Tel. Co. (trainee 1928-34, mgr. 1934-51,
Me. commercial supervisor 1951-65), ret. res.
Sun City Center FL.*
WEBSTER, Robert Seymour. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. Class agt. 1929-34. b. Brookline MA
April 4 1902; m. Emily Lippincott May 21
1927, m. June Danforth Nov. 1933. Camp dir.
Belgrade 1925-33, teacher Portland 1927-29.
V.pres. Nat. Assn. of Camp Dir. d. Eagle Lake
Oct. 12 1934.
WELTS, Raymond Ellsworth. Bowdoin 1921.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Caribou July 4 1901; m.
Katharine Harriman Dec. 24 1924; ch.:
Jeremy, Polly. Pres. Harriman-Welts Co.
Boston & Haverhill MA 1928-48, advt. mgr.
Dewey & Almy Chem. Co. Cambridge MA
1948-54. Served with USA 1918-19, chief
wholesale-retail trades section Region I War
Product Board 1942-44. d. Haverhill MA Sept.
21 1954.*
WHITCOMB, John. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1962 capital campign area chmn. b.
Ellsworth March 11 1905; s. of Benjamin B.
'94; m. Ruth Whiting March 11 1926; ch.:
John Jr. '48, Mary, William. Salesman Bird &
Son E. Walpole MA 1925-26; mgr. Whitcomb,
Haynes & Whitney 1926-29; master of
ceremonies Vt. Lumberjacks program N.Y.
radio network Nat. Broadcasting Co. 1929-32,
ins. & real estate (Whitcomb Agency
Bucksport 1932-38, prop. Fred C. Lyman
Agency Bar Harbor 1938-66). Prop.
Nahmakanta Lake Camps, dir. (Bar Harbor
Banking & Trust Co., Nat. Assn. of Ins. Agt.,
Me. Seacoast Mission 1942-48), pres. (Me.
Assn. of Ins. Agt., Me. Conf. of Congr.
Churches 1952-53, Me. Seacoast Mission
1958-64, Bar Harbor Water Co. 1959-66,
Jessup Memorial Library), hon. member &
clerk Mt. Desert Biological Lab. 1958-66.
Recipient: Outstanding Service Award Me.
Assn. of Ins. Agt. 1966 (posthumously), d. Bar
Harbor Aug. 11 1966.*
WHITE, Cecil Robert. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Hulls Cove June 6 1904. Carpenter Hulls Cove
1925-? d. CA 1945.
WHITNEY, Francis William. Bowdoin
1921-24. Kappa Sigma, b. Oakland Nov. 24
1904; s. of Walter E. M'87; m. Barbara
McDonald March 11 1924, m. Katharine
Haskins July 1929; ch.: William, John, Robert,
d. Brighton MA May 30 1937.*
WILKINS, Ernest Pownal. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Gilmanton NH Nov. 3 1903; m. Eleanor
Mahan April 27 1930; ch.: Ernest, Richard,
George. Buyer Jordan Marsh Co. Boston
1925-34, buyer & merchandise mgr. Chandler
& Co. Boston 1934-58, mgr. Conrad &
Chandler Store Belmont MA 1958-68. d.
Brookline MA Nov. 18 1968.
WILL, Donald Harvey. Bowdoin 1921-23. b.
Avon Feb. 25 1904; m. Edna Sterling 1926, m.
Helen DeWitt 1947, m. Natalie Thompson Jan.
28 1961; ch.: William. Accountant 1924-42
(N.Y. Life Ins. Co., Cumberland County
Power & Light Co. Portland), public
accountant (Portland 1942-47, Bangor
1950-70), State Dept. of Audit Bangor 1947-50.
Pres. Assn. of Public Accountants of Me., state
dir. Nat. Soc. of Public Accountants, d. Bangor
June 30 1970.*
WILLIAMS, Samuel Hemenway. B.S. Beta
Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Everett MA June 20 1901
;
m. Elizabeth Coombs June 24 1930; ch.:
Deborah, Leslie, Samuel Jr. Aetna Casualty &
Surety Co. Boston (underwriter 1926-32,
agency asst. 1933-51), ins. broker
self-employed Boston 1952-64, ret. res.
Falmouth MA.*
WILSON, John James. Bowdoin 1921-22. b.
Amesbury MA Oct. 4 1901. res. Oceanside CA.
WILSON, Oramandal Smith. B.S. b.
Harpswell Feb. 28 1903. res. Topsham.
WITHEY, Newell Emerson. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Oklahoma City
OK Oct. 9 1901 ; m. Alice Mason Dec. 29 1927;
ch.: John, Ann. Asst. Spanish, French
Bowdoin 1925-26; sec. Southern Pacific RR
NYC; civil engineer TX 1938-41 (Dallas,
Mineral Wells); assoc. with construction of
USA ordnance plants Middle West 1941-44;
instr. (Sewickley PA Acad. 1944-45, Gunnerv
Sch. Washington CT 1945-46, N.Y. Militarj
Acad. Cornwall-on-the-Hudson 1946-48). d.
Cornwall-on-the-Hudson NY March 22 1948.
WOOD, Nathan. Bowdoin 1921-22, 1923-25.
Psi Upsilon. b. Boston Oct. 6 1901; s. of
Arthur B. '00; married; ch.: John. With
Nathan Wood & Son Portland 1925-?, with
Martin Typewriter Co. Portland, d. Worcester
MA Oct. 29 1936.
WOTTEN, Charles Crockett. Bowdoin
1921-22. Kappa Sigma, b. Rockland April 28
1901. res. unknown.
YORK, Harold Edward. A.B. Ret.; b.
Oakland Aug. 1 1900; m. Georgia Youngman
Oct. 30 1931; ch.: Carol, Thomas. Mgr.
Emerson & Stevens Mfg. Co. Oakland 1926-70,
treas. & mgr. Spiller Axe & Tool Co. Oakland
1930-70, treas. Emerson & Stevens Mfg. Co.
Oakland 1965-70, ret. res. Oakland.*
YORK, Russell Harding. Bowdoin 1921-22,
1923. Psi Upsilon. b. Portland Nov. 23 1902;
m. Letina Adams. With Continental Optical
Co. Boston, with Am. Optical Co. Phila. PA. d.
Haddonfield NJ May 11 1969.
Class of 1926
ABRAHAMSON, Albert. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Sc.D. 1971; A.M.
Columbia 1927. Faculty rep. Alumni Council
1948-51, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Recipient: Alumni Award for Faculty & Staff
1969. Ret.; b. Portland Nov. 4 1905.
Bowdoin (instr. economics 1928-30, asst. prof.
1930-36), economist President's Cabinet
Comm. Price Policy Washington DC 1934-35,
administrator Me. WPA 1935-37, assoc. prof,
economics Bowdoin 1936-47, exec. dir. (Jewish
Occupational Council NYC 1939-40, Nat.
Refugee Service NYC 1941-43), asst. exec. dir.
War Refugee Board Washington DC 1944-45,
spec. asst. to U.S. Sec. Labor 1945-46, prof,
economics Bowdoin 1947-59, spec, consultant
to chmn. Nat. Security Resources Board 1950,
consultant President's Materials Policy Comm.
1951, George Lincoln Skolfield Jr. Prof.
Economics Bowdoin 1959-76 (emeritus
1976
—
), Nat. Science Foundation Washington
DC (sr. staff assoc. science resources planning
1964-65, consultant 1968), dean of faculty
Bowdoin 1969-70. Economist United Jewish
Appeal 1955, member (Me. Panel of Mediators
1957-63, Me. Economic Advisory Board
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1959-63), chmn. (Me. Advisory Comm., U.S.
Comm. Civil Rights 1958-60), consultant (Nat.
Manpower Comm. 1955-62, Nat. Science
Foundation 1965-70). Pvt. USA 1943-44.
Contbr. res. Brunswick.*
ANDREWS, Alfred Carleton. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Penn. 1929, Ph.D. Univ. Penn.
1931. Kappa Sigma, b. Clinton Jan. 9 1904;
s. of Sullivan L. M'01; m. Dorothy Craighead
Oct. 11 1930, m. Sydnae Hershey Dec. 20 1958.
Instr. Latin Univ. Penn. 1926-29, teacher
Germantown Acad. Ft. Washington PA
1929-31, asst. prof, (classics Univ. Me. 1931-37,
Latin Univ. Vt. 1937-39), assoc. prof. Latin &
French Washington Coll. Chestertown MD
1939-40, Univ. Miami FL (assoc. prof, classics
1947-60, prof. 1960-64), prof, classics Fla.
Atlantic Univ. Boca Raton 1964-70. Served to
It. col. USA 1941-47. Contbr. d. Miami FL
Aug. 5 1970.'
ANDREWS, Wolcott Erskine. B.S., M.L.A.
Harvard 1930. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b.
Chicago IL May 1 1903; m. Anne Lord April
17 1937; ch.: Penelope, Martin, Christopher.
Professional landscape architect; asst.
landscape architect Olmsted Bros. (Brookline
MA 1930-31, NYC 1932-34), landscape
architect NYC Dept. of Parks 1934-35, chief
landscape architect NYC Housing Authority
1945-66, ret. Pres. (N.Y. chapter Am. Soc.
landscape Architects, Fine Arts Federation of
N.Y.), v.pres. Architectural League of N.Y.,
trustee Municipal Art Soc. of N.Y., landscape
architect (Ft. Tyron Park NYC 1934, NYC
housing projects 1945-66, Me. Yankee Atomic
Power Plant 1972-74, court house Lincoln
County Wiscasset). Recipient: Lincoln Acad.
Most Distinguished Alumnus Award 1975. res.
Wiscasset.*
ARMSTRONG, Gordon Ernest. A.B. Sigma
Nu. b. Brookline MA Feb. 27 1901; m.
Evelyn Chase Feb. 27 1929; ch.: Patricia,
Dorothy. Piano player bands Boston 1928-30,
Don Armstrong Music Publishing Co. NYC
1930-40 (music arranger, publisher), organist
(skating rink New Haven CT 1940-42, St.
John's Epis. Church W. Haven CT 1942-45),
music teacher New Haven 1946-47, New
Haven Register 1947-65 (columnist, music
critic). Correspondent, pianist Musical Am.,
with dance groups New Haven, d. Milford CT
Sept. 25 1965.
ASPINWALL, John Abel. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. Pittsburgh PA Oct. 21 1903; m.
Dorothy Grannan June 12 1938. Reporter
Beacon N.Y. News 1928-30, city ed. Newburgh
NY News 1931-36, Assoc. Press (newsman
Albany NY 1936-37; correspondent Syracuse
NY 1938-39; foreign news, general news, head
broadcast news dept. 1951-68), ret. res. Shelter
Is. Heights NY.*
ATWOOD, Kenneth Flye. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret., b. Lewiston Dec. 27 1903; m. Avis
Kilbourn Oct. 16 1937; ch.: Alan, Phyllis,
Fred. Chemist (Heywood Wakefield Co.
Gardner MA 1926-27, Pratt & Lambert
Buffalo NY 1927-32, Gilbert Spruance Co.
Phila. PA 1932-41, Sears Roebuck & Co. Phila.
PA 1941-47), Glidden Durkee div. SCM Corp.
(chemist Cleveland OH 1947-59, tech. dir.
Atlanta GA 1959-71), ret. res. Atlanta GA.*
AUSTIN, Gerard Leonard. Bowdoin 1922-24,
grad. Burdett Business Sch. 1926. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Bar Harbor June 1 1904; m. Vera
Wright Aug. 2 1934; ch.: Whitney, Joan,
Kathryn. Bank teller Cambridge MA Savings
Bank 1926-30, div. mgr. Mt. Desert Is. div.
Hydro-Electric Co. 1930-63 (Bangor, Bar
Harbor). Dir. Bar Harbor (Loan & Bldg. Assn.,
YMCA), pres. C. of C. Bar Harbor, trustee &
deacon Bar Harbor Congr. Church, d. Bangor
Nov. 13 1963.*
BAECKSTROM, Sven Anders. B.S. Phi Delta
Psi. b. Youkopuiq Sweden April 2 1 1906. res.
Hofors.
BARAKAT, George Massoud. A.B., J.D.
Harvard 1937. Ret.; b. Camden March 16
1904; m. Katharine Makauna Feb. 15 1933, m.
Marie Sawabine Sept. 4 1971. Atty. Boston
1937-43, ed. Federation Herald Boston
1939-43, instr. Princeton Univ. 1943, Near East
spec. Board of Economic Warfare Washington
DC 1943, with Foreign Economic Admin. &
U.S. State Dept. 1943-45, asst. dir. Near East
Coll. Assn. NYC 1946-47, exec. dir. Am.
Middle East Relief Inc. NYC 1948-63, atty.
Boston 1963-75, ret. 1975. Advisor (Am. Law
Inst. Human Rights Comm. 1944, Iraq
Delegation UN Conf. San Francisco CA 1945),
pres. (Syrian-Lebanese Am. Federation of the
Eastern States 1940-47, Nat. Assn. Federations
of Syrian & Lebanese Am. Clubs 1953-55),
member advisory board (Am. Friends of the
Middle East, dept. oriental lang. & literature
Princeton Univ.). Recipient: citation by Am.
Friends of Middle East for Arab refugee work
1952, Lebanon Gold Medal of Merit 1952,
Syrian Medal of Merit 1955. res. Ft.
Lauderdale FL, Centerville MA.*
BARKER, Perry Tilley. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Burlington April 24 1905;
m. Helen Page Oct. 9 1926; ch.: Clifton, Bruce.
Bank clerk Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
Bangor 1924-44, Ry mail service Portland &
Bangor 1944-46, chicken farmer Burlington
1946-51, Lincoln Trust Co. 1952-74 (treas.,
exec, v.pres., pres.), ret. 1974. Dir. Northeast
Bank of Lincoln 1970
—
, member town council
Lincoln 1963-64. res. Lincoln.*
BEAUMONT, Edmund Wallace. A.B. Phi
Delta Psi. Ret.; b. Lewiston July 9 1904; m.
Rita Dupont Oct. 15 1935; ch.: Raymond.
Card div. clerk Library of Cong. U.S. govt.
Washington DC 1929-37, dispatch clerk U.S.
post office Saco 1940-56, motel prop. & mgr.
Old Orchard Beach 1956-75. Member town
council Old Orchard Beach, res. Old Orchard
Beach.*
BELL, William Frederick Gordon. A.B. cum
laude. Zeta Psi. b. Hamilton Ont. Canada
Oct. 16 1905; m. Dorothy Hubbard Dec. 21
1929, m. Evelyn Humphreys Nov. 18 1967; ch.:
Charles, Walter. Reporter Bronx NY Home
News 1926-27, ed. & proofreader Viking Press
NYC 1927, Nat. Process Co. Inc. NYC 1927-36
(estimator, job planner), prop. Hampstead
Studio S. Norwalk CT 1936-?, Gardner MA
News Inc. (tech. consultant 1961-62, member
board of dir. 1962-75, pres. 1962-72). Pres.
Conn. Photographers Assn. 1941, cdr. Norwalk
CT Power Squadron. Served to It. USNR
1942-45. Recipient: Master of Photography
degree, Photographic Craftsman degree
Professional Photographers of Am. Magazine,
d. Gardner MA July 27 1975.*
BERRY, Charles Edward. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1931. Delta Upsilon. Ret., b. Boston Dec. 20
1904; m. Erma Seavey Aug. 30 1930; ch.:
Charles, Deborah. Asst. headmaster
Washington Acad. E. Machias 1926-27,
teacher Brewster Acad. Wolfeboro NH
1927-28, asst. headmaster Wassookeag Dexter
1931-36, teacher Hotchkiss Lakeville CT
1936-70, ret. res. Lakeville CT.*
BERRY, Francis Bradbury. Bowdoin 1922-24.
Chi Psi. b. Denmark Aug. 28 1905. res.
Lisbon Falls.
BIGELOW, Julian Stewart. Bowdoin 1922-24,
A.B. Bates 1929, A.M. St. Bonaventure's Coll.
1949. Zeta Psi. b. Portland Oct. 28 1902; m.
Mary White June 1 1939; ch.: Julie. Clerk U.S.
Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corp.
Washington DC 1926, instr. (Gould Acad.
Bethel 1929-31, Lancaster NY ca. 1932-39,
Bergen Jr. Coll. Treaneck NJ 1946-?), head
English dept. Central Sch. Falconer NY
7-1952. d. Jamestown NY Sept. 6 1952.
BIXLER, James Wilson, Jr. Bowdoin 1922-24,
A.B. Marietta Coll. 1926. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
New London CT Oct. 6 1902; m. Elizabeth
MacGregor March 22 1934; ch.: William,
James III, Karen. Staff member Am. Univ.
Beirut Lebanon 1926-28, with Nat.
Broadcasting Co. & Am. Broadcasting Co.
NYC 1928-52, pres. Bixler Beverages Inc. Vista
CA 1956-62. d. Vista CA May 21 1962.*
BLACKWELL, Burton Woodman. Bowdoin
1922-27. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Boston Feb.
13 1904. Retail management (with chain store
1927, E. Boston MA 1929, Waltham MA 1934,
Taunton MA 19?, Portland 1934, Millinocket
1939, Lowell MA 19?), ret. 1976. res. Littleton
MA.*
BOODY, Robert Hemenway. Bowdoin
1922-23, M.E. Tufts 1928. Zeta Psi. b.
Hyannis MA May 2 1903. res. unknown.
BRADEEN, Charles Shaw. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. Ret., b.
Essex CT Feb. 18 1905; m. Winifred Johnson,
m. Elizabeth Dessau Feb. 16 1975; ch.: Charles
Jr., Sara. General sec. Zeta Psi Fraternity NYC
1927-29, Canadian Fairbanks Morse (sec.
Montreal P.Q. Canada 1930-38, asst. to pres.
Chicago IL 1938-40, exec, v.pres. & dir.
Montreal 1940-45), Upton Bradeen & James
Montreal (v.pres., sec, treas. 1945-63, dir.
1945-70, pres. 1963-70). res. Sarasota FL.*
BRADLEY, Charles Arthur. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Newark NJ Aug. 29
1903; m. Wilhelmina Higgins Sept. 1 1926; ch.:
Peter '49, Charles '51, David '54, Hona.
Reporter (Montclair NJ Times 1923-25,
Elizabeth NJ Daily Journal 1925-27), ed.
Rahway NJ Record 1927-29, ed.-publisher
Union NJ Register 1929-40, group ins. rep.
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1940-68 (NYC, Phila. PA, Pittsburgh PA,
Cleveland OH), ret. res. Ogunquit.*
BRAY, Harry. Bowdoin 1922-23. b. Port
Chester NY Nov. 11 1905. res. unknown.
BROCK, Robert Hawes. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. Brighton MA June 28 1902; m.
Madaleine Brigant June 6 1931. With Am.
Steel & Wire Worcester MA 1927-33, Curtice
& Brock Boston 1933-38, Batchelder &
Whilemore Coal 1938-40, Whitty Co. Boston
1940-48, Spence Engineering Co. Walden NY
1948-?, ret. res. Walden NY.*
BUCKNAM, Gordon. A.B., M.B.A. Harvard
1928. Theta Delta Chi. b. Newton MA Sept.
15 1904; s. of Charles C. *93; m. Eleanor
Adams Sept. 30 1930; ch.: Judith, Cecile.
Invest. Wellesley Hills MA 1928-38, textile
mfr. Wellesley Hills 1938-61, ret. Lace Selling
Co. (sec, dir.), Richmond Lace Works Inc.
(pres., clerk corp., dir.), pres. Am. Lace Mfrs.
Assn. d. Newton MA July 1 1966.
BURBANK, Benjamin Bray. Bowdoin 1922-24.
Ret.; b. Franklin MA June 15 1901; s. of John
E. '96; m. Frances Booth Sept. 27 1930.
Research chemist (Technicolor Boston,
Hollywood CA 1926-32; Pejepscot Paper
Brunswick 1932-41), metallurgist Bath Iron
Works 1941-66. Bowdoin (voluntary curator
minerals, geology dept.). Recipient: certificate
of appreciation Nat. Research Council
Washington DC for ship structure comm. work
1966-69. res. Brunswick.*
CARLL, Earle Clinton. B.S. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Waterboro March 23 1904. With Traveler's
Ins. Co. (Portland 1926-30, cashier Montreal
P.Q. Canada 1930). d. Montreal P.Q. Canada
Dec. 7 1930.
CARSLEY, Leonard Albion. Bowdoin 1922-25.
Chi Psi. b. Portland June 6 1902; m. Ruth
Trudgen July 20 1929. With Community
Market Pittsburgh PA 1925-28, with
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. E.
Pittsburgh PA 1929-31, with Ochiltree Electric
Co. Pittsburgh 1933. d. Pittsburgh PA Oct. 20
1933.
CHAFFEY, Harold Leland. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Vt. 1961. b. Eastport Dec. 5 1900; m. Rachel
Cole July 11 1942. Head English dept.
Thornton Acad. Saco 1926-30, teacher & head
English dept. high sch. Brattleboro VT
1930-61, ret. Poet. d. Eastport June 2 1961.
CHUTE, Howard Morse. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Boston Jan. 4 1905. Clerk med. dept. New Eng.
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston, d. Boston Jan. 1
1928.
CLAFF, Leslie Alden. A.B. Class agt. 1959-70.
b. Randolph MA Sept. 29 1904; m.
Geraldine Leggett Aug. 18 1935; ch. Barabara,
Neil. M. B. Claff & Sons Inc. Brockton MA
1926-73 (dir. 1929-73, v.pres. 1935-73, treas.
1955-73), with Image Transfer Inc. Randolph
(dir. 1940-46, v.pres. 1946-?, treas. 1958-?), with
Norfolk Industries Inc. Brockton (v.pres.
1940-58, treas. 1958-?). Dir. Plymouth Home
Nat. Bank 1960, treas. (Claffbox of P.R. Inc.
1965-73, Ceecorr Inc. Brockton 1965-?), 32nd
degree Mason shriner. Served to col. USA
1943-45; awarded Bronze Star, Legion of
Honor, Croix de Guerre (2), Commendation
Ribbon (3). d. N. Palm Beach FL April 15
1973.*
CLARK, Theodore Dodge. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Sanford Oct. 27 1905; m.
Doris Elva; ch.: Theodore, Mary. Physician
Newtonville MA. res. Wells.*
CLOUTIER, Thomas Arthur. Bowdoin
1922-26. Phi Delta Psi. b. Sanford Dec. 16
1904, m. Alice Regan Oct. 12 1935. Business
mgr. Palladium-Times Oswego NY 1926-71,
ret. Dir. (Security Bldg. & Loan Assn. Oswego
44 yrs., Heart Assn., N.Y. State Publishers
Assn.), chmn. (Red Cross, Policy Holders
Central N.Y. State Ins. Fund), Newman Center
State Univ. Coll. Oswego (incorporator, dir.),
Meals on Wheels Oswego (incorporator, pres.,
dir.), St. John's Catholic Church Parish
Council (member, chmn. 3 yrs.), sec. (Rotary
Club Fulton 13 yrs., County Historical Soc),
member board of health Oswego County.
Contbr. d. Syracuse NY Sept. 14 1976.*
COBB, Nathan Allen. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1929. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland June 27 1905; m.
Louise Trampe Sept. 15 1938; ch.: Nathan Jr.
Atty. Richards Montgomery Cobb & Bassford
P.A. & predecessor firms Mnpls. MN 1930-76.
U.S. prosecuting atty. Japanese War Criminal
Trials 1946-48. Member church council St.
John's Lutheran Church Mound MN 1950-52,
1961-63. Served with USA 1943, 1946-48.
Member editorial board Harvard Law Review
volumes 41 & 42 (1927-29). d. Wiconia MN
July 17 1976.*
COBURN, Leavitt Oliver. Bowdoin 1922-23,
1924. Delta Upsilon. b. Lewiston July 5
1903; m. Louise Bragdon; ch.: Justin. Advt.
business Atlanta GA 1928-30, treas. Sanifoam
Inc. NYC 1930-40, publishers rep. Atlanta ca.
1940-51. d. Atlanta GA June 4 1956.
COOK, Earl Freeman. A.B., J.D. Boston Univ.
1930. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.; b.
Portsmouth NH May 10 1903; m. Elizabeth
Robinson Dec. 31 1933; ch.: Anne, Ellen. Atty.
Lynn MA & Boston 1930-43; company atty.
Sylvania Electric Products 1944-52; exec. dir.
independent development two cities MA
1952-57; economic consultant (Austrian
Federal Chancellery Vienna Austria 1957-59;
State Dept. Iran, Israel & Jamaica 1959-61);
independent development consultant one
mid-western city, one city MA 1964-68; ret.
Chmn. board of trustees Tower Sch., fellow
Am. Industrial Development Council, member
(vestry St. Michael's Church, town finance
committee Marblehead MA, advisory draft
board). Recipient: decoration from Austrian
Province of Bungenland with Order of Merit
Citation for work in industrial & economic
development Eisenstadt Austria 1966. Contbr.
res. Marblehead MA.*
CRESSEY, Wolcott Hale. A.B., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1934. Ret.; b. Cambridge
MA Sept. 5 1903; m. Beatrice Whitney June 20
1936; ch.: William, David. Teaching fellow
Univ. Lyon France 1932-33, teacher
(Worcester MA Acad. 1934-36, Kingswood W.
Hartford CT 1936-50), grantee of USIA Chile
Colombia Argentina 1950-57, teacher (French
& Spanish Endicott Jr. Coll. Beverly MA
1957-62, Spanish Marblehead MA High Sch.
1962-65, St. Mary's-in-the-Mt. Littleton NH
1965-71), ret. res. Meredith NH.*
CROCKETT, George Edward. Bowdoin
1922-23. b. Naples July 20 1903. Steel
checker New Eng. Shipbuilding Corp. S.
Portland ca. 1943, with Gaylord Farms
Sanitorium Wallingford CT ca. 1964. d.
Waterbury CT Sept. 26 1964.
CROCKETT, Lloyd Frank. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Ret.; b. N. Haven Jan. 22 1904; m. Louise
Washburn Sept. 10 1939. Farmer
self-employed N. Haven 1922-55, prop, hotel
N. Haven & Perry 1949-61, mgr. MacDowell
Art Colony Peterborough NH 1961-73, ret.
Selectman & chmn. rep. town committee N.
Haven; member Me. Legislature 1937, 1939,
1941; deputy sheriff Knox County 20 yrs. res.
W. Palm Beach FL, N. Haven.*
CUTTER, Charles Nelson. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
b. Somerville MA March 5 1904; m. Esther
Mitchell Nov. 10 1928; ch.: Priscilla, Richard
'61, Joann. Colonial Air Transport (asst. traffic
mgr. Boston 1928, mgr. Hartford CT 1929-?),
traffic mgr. (New Eng. & Western Air
Transport, Boston-Me. Airways Portland
1930-33), dist. mgr. Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Nashua NH 1933-71. Pres. N.H. State
Underwriters, sec. N.H. Life Mgrs. Assn.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-45. Contbr. d.
Boston April 28 1971.*
DAVIS, Charles Parsons. Bowdoin 1922-25.
Zeta Psi. b. Bangor Nov. 15 1904; m. Flavia
Folsom Aug. 21 1926, m. Amy Webb Sept. 9
1940; ch.: Jane, Charles '53. With First Nat.
Bank Boston 1925-37; with Hayden, Stone Co.
1937-39; with H. J. Dowd Co. 1939-42; camp
mgr. Tex. Petroleum Co. Caracas Venezuela
1946-50; v.pres. Managed Funds Los Angeles
CA 1950-54; pres. Mutual Fund Distributors
1954-59; v.pres. (Slayton & Co., Chase
Distributors Shareholders Trust of Boston
Santa Barbara CA 1960-62). Served to capt.
ACUSA 1942-46. d. Los Angeles CA April 13
1962.*
DAVIS, Milton Ben. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. b.
S. Berwick Dec. 12 1904. res. Tilton NH.
DAY, Ashley Temple. Bowdoin 1922-24, Ph.B.
Yale 1927, A.M. Columbia 1949, Ed.D.
Columbia 1951. Delta Upsilon. Ret., b.
Freeport Jan. 9 1903; m. Patrina Duggan Feb.
28 1936. Master St. George's Sch. Newport RI
1927-41, principal Am. Community Sch. Beirut
Lebanon 1951-52, librarian N.Y. Univ.
1953-68, ret. Served to maj. MCUSAR
1942-46. res. Pleasantville NY.*
DENACO, Richard Parker. Bowdoin 1922-24.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Bangor April 22 1904;
m. Frances Haycock May 31 1930. With
Merrill Trust Co. Bangor 1925-36. C.
Woodman Lumber Co. Brewer (treas.. pres.).
Past pres. Me. Lumber Dealers Assn.. past
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master Rising Virtue Masons Bangor, d.
Bangor May 5 1974.*
DUNHAM, Frederick Albert. Bowdoin
1922-23, M.D. Tufts 1932. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Rumford Jan. 30 1904. res. unknown.
DUNPHY, Elroy Boomer. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Sigma Nu. b. Manchester May 30 1899; m.
Hazel Verrill; ch.: Barry, Burns. Served with
USCG 30 yrs., ret. as It. cdr. Served with USN
1917-19. d. Lewiston Feb. 25 1965.
EGGLESTON, Arthur Richard. Bowdoin 1922.
Psi Upsilon. b. Old Town Sept. 10 1903. res.
Englewood FL.
EWING, Bertram Thayer. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Utica NY May 20 1902.
res. unknown.
FANNING, Edmund Joseph. A.B., J.D. N Y.
Univ. 1930, LL.M. N.Y. Univ. 1949. Kappa
Sigma. b. Gloucester MA Jan. 23 1904; m.
Rose Murphy June 23 1945; ch.: Donald,
John. Engineering asst. N.Y. Tel. Co. 1926-30,
investigator Am. Mutual Liability Ins. Co.
NYC 1930-34, atty. NYC 1934-64, ret. Served
to It. cdr. USN 1942-46, capt. USNR. d.
Mamaroneck NY March 11 1969.*
FICKETT, Lewis Perley. Bowdoin 1922-25.
Delta Upsilon. b. Naples June 9 1904; s. of
Jerome P. M'98; m. Phyllis Macpherson June
27 1925; ch.: William '54, Richard '57, Lewis
Jr. '47. Automobile salesman Portland 1925-30,
traveling rep. L. G. Balfour Co. Bangor
1930-35, prop. & operator L. P. Fickett
Lumber Co. Naples 1935-73. Member
Republican state committee 1960-65, rep. 96th
Me. State Legislature 1952-54. d. Naples Jan.
22 1973.*
FISCHER, Robert Hathaway. Bowdoin
1922-23, 1924, 1925-26, 1926-27. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Pittsfield NH March 3 1905; m.
Diana Herbert Oct. 10 1936. Lumber operator
Pittsfield Box & Lumber Co. 1961-66, pres.
Pittsfield Nat. Bank 1946-66. d. Pittsfield NH
May 24 1966.*
FISHER, William Weston. B.S., LL.B.
Harvard 1930. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b.
Middletown CT June 5 1904; m. Gertrude
Johnson June 22 1928; ch.: William Jr. '54,
Betsey. Home office rep. Aetna Life Ins. Co.
Cleveland OH, Robinson & Cole Hartford CT
(assoc. 1931-37, partner 1937
—
). Dir. Conn.
Natural Gas Corp. Hartford 1960-75. res.
Farmington CT.*
FITZ, Leo Leslie. Bowdoin 1922-23, grad.
Shaw's Business Coll. 1924. b. Levant Sept.
20 1902. Accountant Washington DC 1924-29.
d. Corinth Feb. 15 1930.
FOWLES, Lloyd Wright. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1933. Chi Psi. b. Portland Aug. 31 1904; m.
Jane Briggs June 17 1936; ch.: Jinnet, Robert,
Nathan. Teacher Loomis Sch. Windsor CT
1926-30, Punahou Sch. Honolulu T.H. 1930-31
(teacher, asst. coach), Wassookeag Sch. Dexter
1931-32 (head physical education dept., coach),
Loomis Sch. (teacher 1933-70, coach 1937-70,
chmn. history dept. 1943-70, occupied Jennie
Loomis Chair of History 1943-70), research
student London England Sch. of Economics
1938-39, ret. 1970. Pres. (Windsor Historical
Soc, Windsor Library Assn.), member
(Windsor Historic Dist. Comm., Windsor
Bicentennial Comm., board of education
Windsor 1961-65). Honored by town of
Windsor as the unofficial town historian 1973.
Author: Harvest of our Lives: The History of
the First Half Century of the Loomis Institute,
An Honor to the State; contbr. d. Windsor CT
Feb. 2 1974.*
FOX, Edward Eben. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Lovell Dec. 4 1904; m. Mildred LeGrow Aug.
17 1927, m. Dorothy Waldron April 18 1956;
ch.: Jere. N. T. Fox Co. Inc. Portland (lumber
dealer 1926-72, treas. 1927-72, pres. 1964-72).
Pres. (N.E. Retail Lumbermen's Assn., Retail
Lumber Dealers of Me.), dir. Casco Bank &
Trust Co. d. Portland May 25 1972.
GAY, Marshall Gordon. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Winchester MA Sept. 29 1902; m.
Adelaide Ewing Jan. 9 1928; ch.: Phoebe,
Janet, Charlotte, Susan. Pacific Mills NYC
(field sales rep. 1926-29, asst. dept. head
1929-42, dept. head 1942-54, merchandise
supervisor 1954-55), v.pres. merchandising
Pacific Mills (div. of Burlington Industries
1955-58, Domestic Corp. div. of M. Lowenstein
& Sons 1958-59), ret. Trustee (Woodstock VT
Country Sch. 1948-66, Radburn NJ Assn.
1935-45), member board of appeals Sharon CT
1974—, First Church of Christ Cornwall CT
(trustee 1963-64, deacon 1973-75). Recipient:
Allied Linens & Domestics Assn. Award for
development of contour sheets 1952, Int. Exec.
Service Corp. Award Recife Brazil S. Am.
1969. res. Cornwall Bridge CT.*
GENTHNER, Gordon Campbell. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1928. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Guilford
Aug. 4 1903; m. Patience Pecker Dec. 31 1935;
ch.: Jane, Sally, John. Accountant Racine WI
1928-30, statistician Ajax Rubber Co. Pittsfield
MA 1930-34, with Peavey Rubber Co. Boston
ca. 1934, with Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Boston, with John Carruthers & Co. Boston,
with N.E. Airlines, Harvey Radio Labs. Inc.
Cambridge MA 1948-? (v.pres., comptroller,
dir.), accountant Abbot Worsted Co.
Graniteville MA 197-59, accountant Walpole
MA part-time ca. 1961. Dir. (Westfield MA
Chem. Corp., Middlesex Broadcasting Corp.
Cambridge), d. Walpole MA June 20 1961.
GEROW, John Wallace. Bowdoin 1922. b.
Uluia PA Feb. 2 1900. res. Rochester NH.
GOLDSBOROUGH, Edmund Lee, Jr.
Bowdoin 1922-25, A.B. Univ. Penn. 1930, A.M.
Univ. Penn. 1933. Zeta Psi. b. Washington
DC June 25 1903; m. Jean Reid Aug. 1 1933;
ch.: Edmund III, Jean. Head English dept.
Valley Forge Military Acad. Wayne PA
1933-36, Drexel Inst, of Tech. Phila. Pa (asst.
prof. English 1936-?, asst. to dean of men
1942-45, assoc. prof. English 197-61). d. Phila.
PA May 25 1961.
GOODSPEED, Ralph Flavius. Bowdoin
1922-25. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Wilton
Aug. 6 1903; m. Thelma Hunt June 30 1925.
Printer & publisher self-employed CA (Indio
1927-54, Riverside 1940-59, Santa Barbara
I960—), ret. Pres. (Indio Publishing Co. Inc.
1 928-54, Goodspeeds-Printers-Lithographers
1940-59, Mecca Grape Growers 1948-50). res.
Santa Barbara CA.*
GOOLD, Gilbert. Bowdoin 1922-24, B.S.
Columbia 1926. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Portland Feb. 28 1904; m. Margaret Prather
Oct. 24 1930, m. Louisa Vass March 19 1960;
ch.: Peter, Gerald. Asst. to pres. Daniel Starch
& Staff NYC, treas. Barton & Goold NYC,
pres. Goold & Tierney NYC. Recipient:
Alumni Medal Columbia Univ. 1956. res.
Brunswick.*
GRAY, Eldon Adelbert. B.S., Ed.B. Univ.
Queensland 1963. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b.
Holbrook MA Aug. 29 1903; m. Shirley Curtis
July 24 1944; ch.: David, Elizabeth, Frederick.
Asst. buyer Beck Hazzard Inc. NYC 1926-28,
jr. accountant Nat. City Bank of N.Y. Osaka
Japan 1928-32, asst. treas. Electrol Inc. Clifton
NJ 1932-42, spec. agt. USA Far East 1942-60,
teacher (high sch. Brisbane Australia 1963-66,
County of Vermilion Alta. Canada 1966-71),
ret. Served to CWO Counter Intelligence Corp
1942-60; awarded Bronze Star 1945 & 1952,
Commendation Medal 1952 & 1960. res.
Portland OR.*
GRIFFIN, Charles. B.S., M.B.A. Harvard 1932,
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1935. Psi Upsilon. b.
Boston Sept. 4 1904; m. Mary Kelly Oct. 3
1956. Atty. (Quincy MA, Weymouth MA
1935-45; Lincoln NH 1945-51), N.H. state rep.
1949-55 (Speaker of the House 1955), asst.
judge municipal court Lincoln 1951-55, dir.
N.H. Dept. of Employment Security Lincoln
1955-58, judge municipal court Lincoln
1958-60. Dir. (N. Weymouth Assoc., John F.
Griffin Contractors), assoc. prof. Suffolk
Univ., counsel New Eng. Weekly Press Assn.,
co-founder Suffolk Univ. Sch. of Journalism,
d. Lincoln NH Jan. 19 1960.
GULLIVER, Arthur Wadleigh. Bowdoin
1922-24, B.S. M.I.T. 1929. Delta Upsilon. b.
Portland July 26 1929; m. Josephine Bradley
1933, m. Mary Frisby 1947; ch.: William, J.
Margaret, Michael, Camille, Edward. Prop.
Gulliver Co. 1926-28, construction engineer
NYC 1929-33, sales engineer NYC 1933-40,
Frigidaire div. General Motors Sales Corp.
1940-42 (civil engineer, dist. rep.), sales
engineer Tube Turns Inc. NYC 1942-55,
self-employed 1955-57, with Dravo Corp.
Marietta OH 1957-60. d. Marietta OH Jan. 18
I960.*
GUTTERMAN, Irwin Strauss. Bowdoin
1922-23. b. Charlestown MA Dec. 21 1902.
res. unknown.
HALL, Stanley Raymond. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Portland Sept. 7 1904; m. Edith
Stowe Jan. 12 1910; ch.: Carolyn. Greyhound
Lines (chief clerk Jacksonville FL, revenue
auditor Jacksonville, traveling auditor
Lexington KY 1957-69), ret. Riverside Park
United Methodist Church (board sec. 1973—
,
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HALPIN, James Herschel. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1929. Kappa Sigma. Law; b.
Corning NY Oct. 24 1902; m. Frances Round
Feb. 28 1933; ch.: James, Harriet. Assoc.
Spence Hopkins & Walser NYC 1929-40,
partner (Spence Windels NYC 1940-54,
Kissam & Halpin NYC 1954—). Windham
Child Care and predecessor TB Preventorium
for Children (dir. 1944—; pres. 1960-69,
1970-73; board chmn. 1973—), Assn. of the
Bar of the City of N.Y. (chmn. exec, committee
1960-61, v.pres. 1961-63). res. Bronxville NY.*
HAMILTON, Clarence Franklin. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret., b. S. Portland Nov. 5 1903;
m. Barbara Goldy Sept. 27 1927; ch.: Janice.
Mgr. W. T. Grant Co. various locations
1926-32, partner Blake & Hamilton S. Portland
1932-38, personnel mgr. A. H. Benoit & Co.
Portland 1938-73, ret. res. S. Portland.*
HARKNESS, Robert. B.S. Sigma Nu. b. Salt
Lake City UT Aug. 9 1903. Conductor
Pullman Co., with Charlesgate Hotel Boston,
with Curtis & Sanger 1926-29, Pullman Co.
(traveling passenger agt. Chicago IL 1929-37;
asst. zone supt. San Francisco CA 1937-40;
dist. supt. El Paso TX 1940-42; conductor San
Francisco, Amarillo TX, Sale Lake City
1944-53), ret. Served to capt. USA 1942-44. d.
Salt Lake City UT Oct. 11 1964.
HARTHORNE, John Wilson. Bowdoin
1922-23, D.D.S. Univ. Penn. 1927. Ret.; b.
Bangor Oct. 14 1899; m. Florence Torrey; ch.:
J. Warren '53. Orthodontist pvt. practice S.
Portland, res. S. Portland.
HAYES, Lester Davies. Bowdoin 1922-24.
Management analysis; b. Portland Dec. 23
1903; m. Audrey Waterman Aug. 14 1931; ch.:
Lester D. Jr., D. W. Chemist (Gulf Oil Corp.
Bayonne NJ 1926-29, Am. Electro-Metal Corp.
Reutte Austria 1929-30), mgr. Highland Spring
Co. Lewiston 1930-35, field investigator U.S.
govt. 1936-66 (Washington DC, OH, MD, FL),
self-employed management analyst Tampa FL
1966—. Sec.-treas. B.L.M.A. Corp. 1966-72,
member (sch. board Brooklyn OH 1948-49,
President's committee on Employment of the
Physically Handicapped 1958), pres. Federal
Workers Cleveland OH 1944-45. res. Sun City
Center FL.*
HELMER, George Jacob, Jr. Bowdoin
1922-23. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Chelsea VT Sept.
1902. res. Chelsea VT.
HERSEY, Carl Kenneth. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
(Longfellow scholar) 1927; Ph.D. Harvard
1935. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Sanford Oct.
27 1904; s. of Will O. '92; m. Frances Whipp
June 24 1931; ch.: Constance, Elizabeth,
Richard. Instr. fine arts Williams Coll. 1927-31,
fellow Coll. Art Assn. 1931-32, Harvard (Sachs
research fellow in Spain 1932-33, instr. fine arts
summer sch.), fine arts Univ. Rochester NY
(instr. 1933-34, asst. prof. 1934-39, assoc. prof.
1939-45, prof. 1945-70), ret. Member board of
mgrs. Memorial Art Gallery 1936-68, pres. The
Soc. for the Preservation of Landmarks in
Western N.Y. 1946-50, Guggenheim fellow
France & England 1947-48, traveling lectr.
Archaeological Inst, of Am. 1948-50, Charles
Mathews Foundation Lectr. on Medieval
Architecture Columbia 1950, chmn. Univ.
Committee on Sites & Traditions 1955-67, pres.
Rochester Historical Soc. 1959-63, consultant
(N.Y. State Council on the Arts 1963-70, Univ.
Marshall 1964), sec. Faculty of Arts & Science
10 yrs., charter member & trustee Soc. of
Architectural Historians, pres. Central N.Y.
Soc. of Architectural Historians. Recipient:
Alumni Federation Citation for scholarly
achievement 1968. Author: The Salmantine
Lanterns (1937), contbr. res. Pembroke.*
HERTZ, Clarence Edward. B.S. Sigma Nu.
b. Stamford CT May 1 1904; m. Elizabeth
Murray Sept. 16 1929; ch.: Mary, John, Mrs.
Charles Hewitt. Prop. Hertz & Jevne
Construction Co. Stanford 1928-50, mgr.
Villager Bedford NY 1950-53, chief editorial
writer Stamford Advocate 1953-68. Ed.
Pitney-Bowes House organ WWII. d. Noroton
CT Dec. 10 1968.
HIGGINS, Joseph Warren, Jr. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Bath March 17 1904. Coal &
wood business Brunswick ca. 1929, substitute
postal clerk Portland ca. 1940. d. Portland Oct.
3 1940.
HOHBEIN, Earl Wilbur. Bowdoin 1922-23,
grad. Columbia, grad. Fordham Univ. Zeta
Psi. b. Burlington CT May 23 1904; m.
Adelle Brown; ch.: Earl. With Hartford
Accident & Indemnity Co. NYC ca. 1928,
fidelity underwriter NYC (Century Indemnity
Co., U.S. Guarantee Co. ca. 1943), mgr. Chubb
& Son Phila. PA ca. 1961. d. Wayne PA Oct. 11
1961.
HOLWAY, William Crocker. Bowdoin
1922-23. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Machias
July 25 1902; m. Marjorie Sterling May 29
1926, m. Ilah Manchester Oct. 20 1956; 2
children. Div. mgr. L. G. Balfour Co. Attleboro
MA 1926-38, agency organizer Mutual of N.Y.
1938, with right of way div. Me. State Dept. of
Transportation 1952-67, ret. Served with USN
1942-45. res. Winthrop.*
HOUGHTON, Herbert Lincoln. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. b. Lexington MA Aug. 23 1903. res.
W. Cornwall CT.
HOVEY, Leland Webb. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Alumni Council 1956-60 (v.pres. 1957-58, pres.
1958-59). Recipient: Alumni Service Award
1956. b. Houlton June 1 1905; m. Mary
Orcutt Nov. 5 1930; ch.: John '55, Burns '55,
Leland Jr. '57, Donald '58, Mary. With James
Lees & Sons Co. Norristown PA 1926-70 (sales
rep. 1926-61, v.pres. 1961-70), ret. Pres.
Norristown Borough Council, chmn.
Montgomery County Republican Finance
Committee, treas. Union Fire Co.
Bala-Cynwyd PA, elder (First Presby. Church
Norristown, Presby. Church of the Covenant
Bala-Cynwyd). d. Bala-Cynwyd PA Oct. 12
1972.*
INGRAHAM, Oliver Prescott. Bowdoin
1922-25, 1927. Delta Upsilon. b. Rockport
April 9 1904. res. Rockland.
IVES, Lyman Brewster. Bowdoin 1922-23. B.S.
Univ. Penn. 1928. b. Danbury CT Sept. 22
1903. res. unknown.
JENSEN, Henry August Christian. A.B. Phi
Delta Psi. Ret.; b. Westbrook Feb. 27 1905;
m. Louise Green July 9 1929; ch.: Lois,
Ronald. Mgr. & dist. mgr. W. T. Grant Co.
1926-67, ret. res. Buffalo NY.*
JOHNSON, Henry Lincoln. A.B. b. Atlanta
GA June 20 1904. res. Washington DC.
JONES, Henry Augustus. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Zeta Psi. b. Paris IL March 18 1902; m.
Laura Skinner June 20 1925; ch.: Henry Jr.,
Mrs. Frederick Johnson. Pres. Boats Inc.
Chicago IL 1933-41, agriculture Pans 1941-63,
ret. d. Paris IL March 7 1971.*
JONES, James Newhall. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
Ret.; b. Bucksport Oct. 31 1902; m. Edith
Arnold Aug. 19 1929; ch.: James, Peter.
Decatur & Hopkins Boston (asst. credit mgr.
1926-31, credit mgr. 1931-38, treas. 1938-68),
ret. Pres. (Hardware Assoc. 1938, N.E. Assn.
Credit Exec. 1948-51), member nat. board of
dir. Nat. Assn. of Credit Exec. 1954-57. res.
Jaffrey NH.*
VAN KEEGAN, Charles Hazelwood. Bowdoin
1922-26. Kappa Sigma. b. Lewiston March
11 1905; married; ch.: Elizabeth, Marianne.
With Equitable Life Assurance Soc. NYC
1928-1955. d. Franklin NJ Feb. 5 1955.
KEIRSTEAD, Ralph Elwood. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; Ed.M. Bates 1937. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Oakland Sept. 22 1903; m. Marjorie
Young June 12 1927; ch.: Ralph Jr. '48.
Teacher (Hartland Acad. 1922-24; also asst.
principal jr. high sch. Waterville 1926-28; also
head science dept. Wethersfield CT 1926-40,
Newport RI 1940-44, Hackley Sch. Tarrytown
NY 1944; high sch. Hartford CT 1945-54),
consultant science education Conn. State dept.
of education Hartford CT 1954-68, ret. First
Church of Christ Wethersfield CT (moderator
1960-61, deacon 1964-67), dir. Nat. Science
Teachers Assn. 1954-55, New Eng. Assn. of
Chemistry Teachers (pres. 1938-40, hon.
member 1953
—
), hon. member Conn. Science
Teachers Assn. 1969— . Recipient: John
Prymak Service Award Conn. Science
Teachers Assn. 1967. Co-author Wonderworld
of Science (1944, 1947, 1950). res. Wethersfield
CT.*
LAGROE, Guy Henry. Bowdoin 1922-24, A.B.
Bates 1927. b. Enosburg VT April 6 1902.
res. unknown.
LAING, Robert Thompson. Bowdoin 1922-23,
A.B. Penn. State Coll. 1929. A.M. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1932. Beta Theta Pi. b. Rossiter
PA June 4 1900; m. Josephine Miller Nov. 28
1923; ch.: Robert Jr., Mrs. Gunter Moltmann.
Principal PA (Heilwood 1923-32, Knox
1932-41. Kittanning High Sch. 1941-45).
Mineral Producers Assn. (exec. sec. 1945.
sec.-treas.). chief exec. Central Penn. Coal
Producers Assn. 1950-69, ret. Pres. Teachers'
Assn., member board of dir. (Knox Hotel Inc.,
TB & Health Assn., Salvation Army), chmn.
Red Cross, county chmn. War Bond Drives,
elected member (Phi Delta Kappa, Masonic
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bodies PA), elder Presby. Church Sun City AZ,
past pres. Kiwanis Club Kittanning, life
member Nat. Education Assn. Recipient:
Distinguished Service Certificate Armstrong
Co. Am. Legion PA. Lectr. d. Hershey PA May
25 1974.*
LAMPREY, John Alfred. B.S. b. Newton
MA July 11 1904. res. Andover MA.
LINTON, Ralph Brooks. Bowdoin 1923-24,
A.B. Oberlin 1926. b. Southington CT
March 20 1901; m. Dorothy Hoitt. Teacher
Colby Acad. New London NH 1926-28,
student N.H. Univ. 1945-46, principal high sch.
NH 197-57, ret. Elected member Kappa Delta
Pi. d. Washington NH Jan. 13 1970.*
LITTLEFIELD, Harold Grant. B.S. Sigma Nu.
b. Wells Aug. 30 1901; m. Elinor Scribner June
21 1926; ch.: John, William. N. Am. Cement
Corp. (Boston ca. 1926, salesman W. Haven
CT 1929-31; sales mgr. W. Haven 1931-34,
Hempstead NY 1934-35, Stamford CT
1935-37, Belmont MA 1937-38, Hingham MA
1938-39). d. Hingham MA April 8 1939.
LITTLEFIELD, Roger Horace. Bowdoin
1922-25. Beta Theta Pi. Ret., b. Dorchester
MA Oct. 19 1903; m. Gertrude Wade April 12
1935, m. Ruth Stringer April 9 1969; ch.:
Judith. Steward & sales mgr. Hotel Kenmore
Boston 1929-32, steward Belchertown MA
State Sch. 1932-37, prop. Travelers Inn
Plymouth NH 1939-42, steward Wrentham
MA State Sch. 1942-45, prop. Wampum
Specialties Wrentham 1946-75, ret. Assoc.
member Nat. Assn. Coll. Book Stores, Trinity
Church Wrentham (warden, member vestry),
member (Conservation Comm., Wrentham
Beautification Committee), res. Wrentham
MA.*
LOUD, John Francis. B.S. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b.
Brookline MA May 1 1 1904; m. Mary
Livingston Olmstead Sept. 1 1928; ch.: John
'51, Robert, Jean. Loomis Sayles & Co.
Investment Counsel Boston 1928-69
(counselor, v.pres.), ret. Trustee Longy Sch.
Cambridge MA ca. 1950-65, Lincoln MA Land
Conservation Trust (trustee, treas.). res.
Lincoln MA.*
MacCLOSKEY, Myer Edmund. A.B., A.M.
Boston Univ. 1933. Ret.; b. Oswego NY Oct.
13 1903; m. Shirley Robinson June 22 1935;
ch.: Susan, Robin, Ruth. Teacher (Worcester
MA Acad. 1926-27; DeWitt Clinton Hebberd
Newton MA 1927-28; St. Marks Sch.
Southboro MA 1928-29; Rutgers Prep. Sch.
New Brunswick NJ 1930-33; high sch. Fulton
NY 1933-40, Belmont MA 1940-57, Wincester
MA 1957-67), instr. Northeastern Univ. 25 yrs.,
ret. res. Duxbury.*
MacLEAN, Kenneth Ross. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Sigma Nu. b. Tacoma WA March 2 1904.
res. Longview WA.
MARKSON, Robert Theodore. Bowdoin
1922-23, B.S. Harvard 1927. b. Portland May
26 1904. res. unknown.
MARSHALL, John Geiger. Bowdoin 1922-24.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Cambridge MA Sept. 15
1904; married; ch.: Barbara, John. Served to It.
USN 1934-37. d. Fellsmere FL Nov. 7 1937.
MATHEWSON, Allen Hunt. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Cleveland OH Nov. 4 1904; m.
Alice Davies Dec. 24 1929; ch.: Ann. With silk
mill New Bedford MA 1926-27, accountant
New Eng. Gas & Electric Assn. Cambridge
MA 1928-36, asst. supt. New Haven CT
Hospital 1936-40, dir. purchases Boston
1940-56 (Mass. Eye & Ear Infirmary, Mass.
General Hospital), mgr. Katama Shores
Apartments Edgartown MA 1956-58, V.A.
hospital (spec. asst. to mgr. NYC 1958-60,
management analyst Bedford MA 1960-61),
administrator (Plymouth Residence Inc.
Mnpls. MN 1961-?, John E. Andrus Hospital
Hastings-on-Hudson NY 197-63). d. Yonkers
NY Dec. 31 1963.
MCLAUGHLIN, David Sheridan. Bowdoin
1922-23, 1924-26, LL.B. Boston Univ. 1929.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Holbrook MA Jan. 9
1903; m. Regina Murray June 26 1933; ch.:
Bennett, Gerard, Elizabeth. Investigator Retail
Credit Co. Boston 1929-30, claims examiner
(Globe Indemnity Co. Newark NJ 1930-32,
Fidelity & Casualty Co. NYC 1932-38, Chubb
& Son NYC 1938-45), claims atty. & v.pres.
Assoc. Aviation Underwriters NYC 1945-68,
ret. 1968. res. Manasquan NJ.*
McLEOD, Thomas William. Bowdoin 1922-24.
Ret.; b. S. Portland Feb. 3 1904; m. Madelyn
Burns May 31 1937; ch.: David, Peter. Store
mgr. & buyer A. H. Benoit & Co. Me. stores 46
yrs. Warden St. Albans Epis. Church 1965-70.
res. Clearwater FL, Gray.*
MICHALOPLOS, Theodore Soterius. A.B.
b. Livartzion Greece Sept. 1896. res.
unknown.
MILLER, August Brownell. Bowdoin 1922-26.
Psi Upsilon. b. Paris France Dec. 19 1902.
res. Bristol RI.
NEALLEY, Edward Bowdoin. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Bangor July 22 1903; m.
Maxine Sawyer June 11 1927; ch.: Barbara,
William, Margo, Maxine. Pres.-treas. Hincks
Oil Co. Bangor 1930-70, pres. Stickney &
Babcock Bangor 1970-74, ret. Chmn. board of
dir. Snow & Nealley Co. res. Bangor.*
NUTTER, Hazen Edward. Bowdoin 1922-23,
A.B. Univ. Fla. 1935, A.M. Univ. Fla. 1938.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Bangor June
23 1905. Prof, education Univ. Fla. Gainesville
1938-75, ret. res. Gainesville FL.*
OLIVER, James Howland. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Bath Dec. 4 1903; married; ch.: Lea,
Phoebe. With W. T. Grant Co. 1926-42
(Newark NJ 1926-27, Reading PA, Wilmington
DE ca. 1928, Toledo OH, Kingston NY,
Baltimore MD, New Haven CT; asst. dist.
supt. Portland ca. 1932; mgr. Nutley NJ ca.
1937, New Rochelle NY ca. 1940, New Britain
CT, Bridgeport CT), eastern mgr. Interstate
Co. NYC ca. 1955, mgr. drive-in restaurant
Reading ca. 1962. Served to maj. USA 1942-45.
d. Reading PA Dec. 6 1962.*
PACKARD, Kenneth Gilchrist. A.B., A.M.
Boston Univ. 1932. Chi Psi. Ret.; b.
Brockton MA Nov. 15 1904; m. Helen
Moakley Nov. 10 1928; ch.: John, Ann, Jane,
Charles '57. Teacher (Chauncy Hall Sch.
Boston 1926-33; high sch. Arlington MA
1933-34, Newton MA 1934-63), ret. Member
recreation committee Lexington MA 1950-53.
Author: First Year German (1938), Teaching
German (1940). res. E. Dennis MA.*
PALMER, James Harold. Bowdoin 1922-24,
1926. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Brookline MA
July 12 1905; m. Virginia Wallis May 24 1936;
ch.: James, Robert. Pres. Rose Binding Co.
Boston 1936-46, agriculture Cumberland
1946-53, Me. Turnpike Authority Portland
(engineer 1953-55, auditor 1956-70), ret.
Member resources conservation &
development committee 1970— . Recipient:
award by Council of govt. Portland for 12 yrs.
service in local & regional planning 1959-72.
res. S. Portland.*
PALMER, Philip Motley. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1927. Ph.D. Harvard 1930. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. Bethlehem PA Nov. 1 1904; m.
Muriel Chamberlain 1927, m. Dorothy
Butterfield June 21 1944; ch.: Charles '50,
Philip. Asst. prof. (Univ. Mo. Columbia
1930-31, Univ. Cincinnati OH 1931-44), lectr.
Univ. Wisconsin Madison 1944-46, assoc. prof.
Clark Univ. Worcester MA 1946-48, prof.
Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1948-73, ret. St. Patrick's
Epis. Church (dept. chmn, treas.). Author:
Neuweltworter im Deutschen (1938), The
Influence of English on the German
Vocabulary to 1700 (1950), German Works on
America 1492-1800 (1952). res. Berkeley CA.*
PALMIER!, Gian-Raoul. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1948. Alpha Tau Omega.
Ret.; b. New Haven CT Nov. 10 1899; m.
Frances Sedlaczek Dec. 26 1928; ch.:
Gian-Raoul. Teacher Stamford CT High Sch.
1927-57, ret. res. Guanajuato Mexico.*
PAQUETTE, Richard Beaumont. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. b. Portland Aug. 21 1904. res.
Chicago IL.
PAYSON, Henry Lowell. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Camden Oct. 9 1903;
m. Doris Phoebus June 30 1950; ch.: Jean,
Doris. Accountant Federal govt. (Washington
DC 1930-31, 1933-36; Baltimore MD 1936-73),
ret. res. Baltimore MD.*
PEARSON, Karl Maurice. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1928. Ret.; b. Salem MA March 29 1905; m.
Ruth Thayer June 26 1930, m. Mary Carlson
July 3 1965; ch.: Karl Jr. '54, Priscilla.
Principal & teacher high sch. Hiram 1926-27,
teacher high sch. Haverhill MA 1928-71, ret.
Served to It. col. USA 1940-44. res. Haverhill
MA.*
PENNELL, Elliott Harmon. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. b. Harpswell Feb. 20 1904; m.
Maryland Young Nov. 29 1934. Teacher high
sch. Portland CT 1926-28, USPHS Washington
DC (statistician chief program analysis branch
chronic disease div. 1931-50, chief statistical
staff div. dental public health & resources
1950-61). Am. Public Health Assn. (fellow, life
[1926]
member). Contbr. d. Washington DC Feb. 6
1961.'
PENNELL, Everett Seymour. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1931. Kappa Sigma. b.
Harpswell Feb. 20 1904; m. Alice Wolff June
13 1931. Bell Tel. Lab. NYC 1926-53 (engineer,
researcher military communication
development dept.). Contbr. d. Summit NJ
Dec. 1 1953.*
PENNOCK, Ralph Baxter. B.S., A.B.A.
Rutgers 1949. b. Braintree MA Jan. 31 1904;
m. Mildred Roberts July 27 1931; ch.:
Constance. With First Nat. Bank Boston
1926-33; with Weil, McKey, Pearson & Co.
Boston; with Indian Head Nat. Bank Nashua
NH 197-44; with Girard Trust Corn Exchange
Bank Phila. PA 1944-69 (asst. v.pres. 1961-69),
ret. Past pres. (Arch Street Business Men's
Assn., Old Christ Church Neighborhood
Business Men's Assn.), dir. Central YMCA, life
member Robert Morris Assoc. d. Stuart FL
Aug. 19 1972.*
PHILLIPS, Henry Burdett. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Scholarship fund established in his memory
1975. b. Salem MA April 25 1905; m.
Katherine Bartlett July 15 1933; ch.: Marcia.
With Travelers Ins. Co., seaman U.S. Merc.
Marine, traffic engineer New Eng. Tel. & Tel.
1926-69 (Boston8 Worcester MA, Springfield
MA 1929-55; Portland 1966-69), ret. d.
Mediterranean Sea May 17 1973.
PITMAN, Robert Williams. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Class bequest chmn. 1972-75. Book
fund established in his memory 1976. b.
Somerville MA Oct. 10 1901; m. Dorothy
Nourse Nov. 26 1953. Head bank service dept.
Nat. Credit Office NYC 1926-46, staff asst.
Dun & Bradstreet NYC 1946-66, ret. d.
Lewiston Nov. 11 1975.*
PLUMMER, Earl Merrill. Bowdoin 1922-23,
1924. Kappa Sigma. Ret; b. S. Portland July
16 1903; m. Gertrude Trefethen Oct. 1 1941.
With Wrenn Bros. & Co. Portland 1925-27;
with E. A. Pierce & Co. NYC 1927-35; with W.
E. Hutton & Co. Portland 1945-59; with
Hayden, Stone Inc. Portland 1959-69; ret.
1970. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
POND, Kenneth Hurlburt. A.B. Ret.; b.
Sheffield MA May 6 1904; m. Katharine Willis
July 3 1926; ch.: Jean. Jr. salesman Towell
Cadillac Co. Cleveland OH 1926-30,
draughtsman Package Machinery Co.
Springfield MA 1930-35, independent machine
designer Springfield 1935-68, ret. res.
Longmeadow MA.*
POTTER, Frank Orville. A.B. b. Boulder
CO July 5 1905. Chemist (Lever Brothers
Boston 1927-29; U.S. Smelting, Refining,
Mining Co. 1929-30), agriculture NH 1930-40.
d. Boston Sept. 21 1943.
PRIEST, George Temple. Bowdoin 1922-24.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Watertown MA Nov. 25
1902; m. Alice Sykes; ch.: Benjamin. With
Bigelow Dowse & Co. 1924-?, asst. traffic mgr.
Avivia Transportation Co. 1928, with Boy Day
Piston Co. Detroit MI 1929-?, real estate
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Boston 7-1939. d. at sea near NYC July 15
1939.
RABLIN, Richard Loring. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1929. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Boston Nov. 4 1903; m. Jessie Hayden Dec. 5
1929; ch.: Joan. Banker Lee Higginson Trust
Co. Boston 1929-30, New Eng. Electric System
Boston 1930-68 (statistician, report supervisor,
auditor, rate analyst), ret. Trustee Trust Funds
Antrim NH, Contoocook Valley Development
Corp. 1969— (treas., clerk), dir. Peterborough
Historical Soc. 1973— , deacon First Church
Unitarian Cambridge MA 1957-61, clerk First
Parish Unitarian Cambridge 1952-62. res.
Antrim NH.*
RAYMOND, Arthur Norman. B.S., M B A.
Harvard 1932. Theta Delta Chi. b. N. Jay
April 16 1905; m. Florence Kyes June 25 1932.
With Bell Tel. Co. Phila. PA 1926-28, granite
quarrying 1928-30, accountant (Price
Waterhouse & Co. Flushing NY 1932-42, New
Eng. public utilities Augusta 1946-68), C.P.A.
1935. Served to maj. USA 1942-46, It. col.
USAR; awarded Commendation Ribbon, d.
Augusta Nov. 27 1968.
READ, Lawrence Mitchell. A.B. cum laude.
Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Durham NH Feb. 15 1904;
m. Dorothy MacDonald July 20 1921, m. Alice
Plummer Dec. 31 1972; ch.: Judith, Walter '60.
Various positions including sec.-treas. Nat.
Credit Office div. Dun & Bradstreet Inc.
1926-69, consultant WPB 1944, ret.
Trustee-chmn. new bldg. committee Bayside
NY Community Church 1950-56, member
town council Falmouth 1972-74, pres. sr.
citizen council Cumberland-York counties, dir.
(Cumberland-York Task Force on Aging, State
Council of Older People), res. Raymond.*
REED, George Putnam, Jr. Bowdoin 1922-24.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Nov. 12 1904;
m. Freida Schonland 1927; ch.: George III,
Irma. Salesman R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Portland, asst. supt. Great Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Co. Berlin NH, salesman Randall &
McAllister Portland 1937-40, seaman oil
tankers 1940-42. d. at sea near NC March 24
1942.
ROBINSON, George Stanley. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1931. Kappa Sigma. b. Winn July
17 1904; m. Doris Barrington April 8 1933;
ch.: Joan, Paula, George '60. Atty. Providence
RI 1931-32, U.S. Justice Dept. (atty. 1932-34,
U.S. atty. & legal advisor to governor V.I.
1934-37), asst. solicitor U.S. Dept. Interior
Washington DC 1937-39, spec. asst. to U.S.
atty. general 1939-47, asst. general counsel U.S.
Maritime Comm. 1947, spec. asst. & legal
advisor to Dept. of Air Force 1947-?, spec,
counsel to Kefauver Senate Committee to
Investigate Organized Crime Chicago IL, spec,
asst. & legal counsel to Dept. of Air Force,
deputy spec. asst. for installations to sec. of Air
Force 197-65, ret. Board chmn. correction of
military records of Air Force, board chmn. V.I.
(education municipalities of St. Thomas & St.
Croix, parole). Served to It. col. ACUSA
WWII; awarded Presidential citation.
Recipient: Citation of Honor Air Force & Air
Force Assn. d. Fairfax VA Feb. 28 1976.*
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ROBINSON, Harry. B.S. cum laude. Ret.;
b. Portland Feb. 12 1905; m. Roslyn Robinson
July 14 1935; ch.: Alan '58, Norman '63. With
Nat. Credit Office NYC 1926-27, with Int.
Business Machines NYC 1927-29, with Am.
Chicle Co. L.I. NY 1929-33, pres.-treas.
Roinson Wood Turning Co. Inc. Burlington
VT 1934-75, ret. res. Worcester MA.*
ROBINSON, James Macomber. Bowdoin
1922-24. Beta Theta Pi. b. Brooklyn NY
April 7 1904. res. unknown.
ROSE, Caleb Cecil. Bowdoin 1922-23. Beta
Theta Pi. b. St. Anthony Newf. Canada Oct.
15 1902; m. Gertrude Janes Jan. 24 1931; ch.:
Richard, Robert, Jon. Orderly Mass. General
Hospital Boston ca. 1925, prop. Rose
Sanitarium Salem MA 17 yrs., with Bertram
Home Salem 1956-67. Served to It. British
Royal Navy 1942-47. d. Lynn MA Nov. 7 1967.
SCHOCK, Frederick Forest, Jr. Bowdoin
1922-23. Beta Theta Pi. b. Spring Lake NJ
July 14 1903. res. unknown.
SEWALL, Edgar Knight. Bowdoin 1922,
1923-25. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Wiscasset
Dec. 5 1903; s. of Charles S. '97; m. Hilda
Osgood Sept. 5 1928; ch.: Edgar Jr., Marcia.
Spec. agt. Mass. Indemnity Ins. Co. Providence
RI 1926-42. Served to capt. USA 1942-44. d.
Washington DC Aug. 11 1944.
SHURTLEFF, Laurence Francis. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Brockton MA June 24
1904. New Eng. Tel. Co. MA (traffic dept.
Springfield & Worcester areas 1926-36, Boston
area 1937-53, general personnel dept. 1953-69),
ret. Pres. (Thomas Sherwin Chapter Tel.
Pioneers of Am., Braintree MA Choral Soc),
Turner Library Randolph MA (trustee
1947-69, pres. board of trustees 1956-69), dir.
YMCA Cambridge MA 1950-51. res.
Randolph MA.*
SIBLEY, Wayne. A.B., LL.B. Boston Univ.
1929. Psi Upsilon. Scholarship given in his
memory 1956. b. Worcester MA March 13
1904; m. Priscilla Johnson Sept. 9 1936; ch.:
Joan. Atty. Worcester 1929-53. Worcester
Taper Pin Co. (sec, dir.), trustee George I.
Alden Trust Co. Worcester, d. Montmagny
P.Q. Canada Sept. 26 1953.
SIMMONS, Cyril Homer. A.B. Ret.; b.
Providence RI Nov. 17 1903; m. Helen
MacDonald April 4 1936. Teacher (Winnwood
Sch. Lake Grove L.I. NY 1927-28; Gilman
Sch. Roland Park MD 1929-31; Beacon Sch.
Wellesley Hills MA 1931-35; Country Day
Sch. Newton MA 1935-40; Grosse Pointe MI
Univ. Sch. 1940-41, 1956-69; Winsor Sch.
Boston 1941-42; Governor Dummer Acad. S.
Byfield MA 1946-56; New Eng. Military Sch.
S. Byfield 1969-71); ret. Chmn. finance
committee 3 yrs., First Religious Soc.
Newburyport MA (clerk, head usher), teacher
(trigonometry & algebra Boston Univ.
intersession 1946, mathematics Wassookeag &
Waya Awi summer sch. Dexter). Served to It.
cdr. USNR 1942-45. res. Newburyport MA.*
SMALL, Alan Fraser. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Worcester MA April 30 1903; m.
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Helen Swartz Sept. 9 1939. Grower Terry's
Greenhouses Bristol CT 1927-35, prop. Small's
Greenhouse Milton PA 1935-39, pres. Small's
Greenhouses Inc. Milton 1939-71, ret. res.
Milton PA.*
SMITH, Paul Ashton. Bowdoin 1922-24. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Corinna Aug. 19 1902; m.
Frances Bradley. With Central Me. Power Co.
1926-29; with Blake, Barrows & Brown Ins.
Bangor 1929-31; with Corinna Mfg. Co.
Arlington 1929-31; exec, head Paul A. Smith &
Co. 197-49. d. Bangor March 15 1949.
SMITH, Theodore. A.B., A.M. Harvard 1930.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Marblehead MA
Aug. 8 1905; m. Ruth Proskauer June 11 1932,
m. Elliott Blanc 1949; ch.: Gael, Anthony.
Asst. to assoc. prof. M.I.T. 1929-46), various
positions Motion Picture Assn. NYC 1946-55,
exec. dir. U.S. Committee for the UN NYC &
Washington DC 1955-60, financial asst. AMF
NYC 1960-62, dir. admissions St. John's Coll.
Santa Fe CA 1965-69, ret. Served to cdr.
USNR 1942-46. Contbr. res. Washington DC*
SNOW, Hugh Bain. B.S., B.S. M.I.T. 1929.
Sigma Nu. b. Rockland Jan. 30 1905; m.
Edith Carter June 23 1934; ch.: John '57, Hugh
Jr., Sara, Margaret. With N.Y. Central RR
1929-34, civil engineer Fore River Shipyard
Bethlehem Steel Co. Brain tree MA 1934-57. d.
Braintree MA June 18 1957.
SPANOS, John Demetrius. A.B. b. Greece
March 9 1897. Teacher Greek Parochial Sch.
Lowell MA ca. 1927, principal English High
Sch. Athens Greece 1934-41. Assumed dead.
SPEAR, George Otis. Bowdoin 1922-23. Sigma
Nu. b. S. Portland. Clerk S. Portland
1923-38, agt. S. Portland 1938-42, clerk S.
Portland 1942-? Pvt. USA 1918, served with
USMCR 1928-32, served with Me. Nat. Guard
1935-40, PFC ACUSA 1942-44. d. Portland
March 6 1955.
SPEAR, Gilbert Armistead. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Pittsfield July 8 1904; m. Emily
Hawkins June 30 1935; ch.: Mary Ellen,
Coralinn. F. W. Woolworth Co. (stock man
Bangor, Boston, Fitchburg MA 1926-27; asst.
store mgr. Fitchburg, Springfield MA, NYC
1928-29; store mgr. Brooklyn NY 1930; store
mgr. Boston, Hudson MA, Marlboro MA
1931-45), self-employed retail business
Pittsfield 1945-55, teacher Me. Central Inst.
Pittsfield 1957-72, ret. Trustee First
Universalist Church Pittsfield 5 yrs., member
cemetery committee Pittsfield 5 yrs. res.
Woodbury CT.*
SPINNEY, Leon Leslie. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1929. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b. N.
Berwick Aug. 19 1903; m. Jean Cooper Aug. 1
1
1928; ch.: Dorothy, Mary, Janet. Atty. pvt.
practice Brunswick 1929— . Deacon First
Parish Congr. Church Brunswick, judge
Municipal Court 1942-60. res. Topaham.*
STARK, George Mercer. Bowdoin 1922-23,
B.S. Boston Univ. 1926. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Belfast Ireland May 10 1902; m. Mary
Miller Oct. 19 1946. Home office group rep.
John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co. Baltimore
MD 1929-31, ins. Phila. PA 1931-33, New Eng.
group health & accident rep. Am. Mutual
Liability Ins. Co. Boston 1933-58. PFC USA
1942-43. d. Boston June 25 1958.
STARRETT, Jay Ellis. Bowdoin 1922-24, B.S.
Univ. N.H. 1926, M.D. Tufts 1930. Kappa
Sigma, b. Bangor June 24 1904; s. of Joseph
F. M'98; m. Dorothe Barton Sept. 22 1932, m.
Veronica Hicks Sept. 19 1942; ch.: Robert.
Urologist & surgeon Stamford CT 1932-67.
Dir. urology dept. Stamford Hospital. Served
to It. col. MCUSA 1942-46. d. Phoenix AZ Oct.
16 1967.*
STEELE, Sherwood Hall. A.B., B.L.S. Univ.
111. 1928. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Worcester MA
Sept. 16 1902; m. Henrietta Boyd June 26 1937.
Clerk Norton Co. Worcester MA 1926-27,
librarian-cataloger library Univ. 111. Urbana
1928-29; librarian (L.I. Univ. Brooklyn NY
1929-39, NYC board of education 1939-65),
ret. Member vestry St. Margaret's Epis. Church
Belfast 1968-72, sec. Belfast (Humane Soc.
1969-71, Historical Soc. 1968-70). res. Belfast.*
STINSON, Thatcher Milford. Bowdoin
1922-23. Beta Theta Pi. b. Augusta June 3
1904; s. of Henry K. M'00; m. Kathryne Finley
Dec. 19 1931; ch.: Louise, Nancy. With drug
store Waltham MA ca. 1924, student Colo.
State Univ. 1925-28, deputy county clerk
Moffat County CO 1929-32, with U.S. Forest
Service 1933-41 (CO, WY, MI), with U.S.
Corps of Engineers CO 1941-43,
conservationist Soil Conservation Service
1943-66, ret. d. Denver CO Aug. 16 1972.*
STODDARD, Edward Russell. A.B. Phi Delta
Psi. b. Pembroke Sept. 5 1905. res. Lexington
MA.
STONE, Walter Grey. Bowdoin 1924-25. Delta
Upsilon. b. Biddeford Sept. 4 1887. res.
unknown.
STROUT, Alfred Meserve. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1932. Sigma Nu. b. Thomaston
March 30 1905; m. Olive Edwards Dec. 20
1931; ch.: Arthur '57. Atty. (Alan L. Bird
Rockland 1926-29, sr. member Strout Adams
& Payson), prop. & operator Strout Ins.
Agency 1926-57, ret. Town selectman
Thomaston, trustee public library Thomaston,
Thomaston Baptist Church (deacon, trustee).
Judge Rockland Municipal Court (ret. 1970).
d. Thomaston April 19 1977.*
STUBBS, Joseph Harold. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Ins. sales consulting; b. Falmouth Foreside
Feb. 16 1904; m. Anne Clark Aug. 11 1935;
ch.: Joanne, Jonathan, Marcia. Salesman to sr.
sales consultant Equitable Life Ins. Boston
1926—, C.L.U. 1938. Chmn. Northboro MA
(finance committee, Red Cross), dir. YMCA
Needham MA. res. Dover MA.*
TARBELL, John Weatherbee. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. Class agt. 1940-59, Alumni Fund dir.
1942-44, admissions aide 1951-57. Banking
exec; b. Bangor March 28 1904; m. Merideth
Farnum Sept. 27 1930; ch.: Mary-Ann, Joyce,
Barbara, Merideth, John. Instr. Deerfield MA
Acad. 1927, asst. mgr. F. W. Woolworth Co.
Boston 1927-28, prop. Pantry Groceries Inc.
NYC 1928-32, sales mgr. Brockton MA Public
Markets Inc. 1932-42, regional food officer
Office of Price Admin. Boston 1942-46, pres. J.
W. Tarbell Co. Inc. Braintree MA 1946—, sr.
v.pres. People's Savings Bank Brockton
1974—. Trustee Brockton Hospital 1942-49,
dir. Boston Food Brokers Assn. 1947-49. res.
Brockton MA.*
TAYLOR, Herbert Alton. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Delta Upsilon. b. Medfield MA Feb. 22
1905; m. Alice Bowie June 29 1940; ch.:
Herbert Jr. Hardware business Freeport 7 yrs.,
motor oils business Winchester MA 5 yrs.,
prop. Hamilton Mfg. Co. Portland 1939-?, sales
engineer Stultz Electric Works ME 197-69, ret.
d. Portland Nov. 10 1974.*
TEVRIZ, Edward Herant. A.B. cum laude.
1962 capital campaign area chmn. b. Boston
March 26 1902; m. Eulalia Blair Dec. 28 1950.
Student Harvard 1926-29; security analyst
Atlas Portland Cement Co. NYC 1929-33;
assoc. ed. Standard Statistics NYC 1933-36;
mgr. RR dept. Blyth & Co. NYC 1936-48;
v.pres. & mgr. RR dept. Glore Forgan, William
R. Staats Inc. NYC 1952-68. Rep. Eurofund
Inc., chartered financial analyst 1966. d. NYC
Jan. 16 1968.*
THIEL, Albert John. Bowdoin 1922-23, B.S.
Colby 1928, A.M. Boston Univ. 1931. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Cambridge MA Feb. 3
1904. res. unknown.
THOMAS, Joseph Smith. B.S., M.S.
Middlebury Coll. 1928, Ph.D. Harvard 1934.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. W. Springfield MA
July 24 1905; m. Caroline Balmer June 26
1933; ch.: Katharine, Sarah, Doris. Instr.
Middlebury VT Coll. 1930-31, 1934-35; with
FMC Corp. chem. group & predecessor firms
(research chemist & div. head Carteret NJ
1935-46, tech. personnel mgr. NYC 1947-56,
patents research liason Carteret 1957-59,
foreign patents mgr. Princeton NJ 1960-70);
ret. res. Scarborough.*
THOMPSON, James Edward. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Brookline MA March 30
1903; m. Barbara Wingate. Appliance
Engineering Corp. Boston (v.pres. & general
mgr. 1929-34, pres. & treas. 1934-76). d.
Newton Lower Falls MA Nov. 14 1976.*
THOMPSON, Porter. B.S., LL.B. Harvard
1929. Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt. 1933-40.
Law; b. Berlin NH Aug. 1 1904; m. Fanny
Mapel July 31 1928. Assoc. (Warner Stackpole
Bradlee & Cabot Boston 1929-31, Bradley
Linnell & Jones Portland 1931-33), partner
(Linnell Perkins Thompson Hinckley &
Thaxter 1934-74, Perkins Thompson Hinckley
& Keddy 1974, counsel 1974—). Me. Eye &
Ear Infirmary (trustee 1950—, pres. 1972—),
Me. Med. Center (incorporator 1972— , trustee
1972
— ), incorporator Sweetser Children's
Home 1960, member town budget committee
Falmouth, dir. Canal Nat. Bank 1953—,
United Bancorp of Me. 1970-72, Am. Hoist &
Derrick Co. 1959-66. Served to maj. ACUSA
1942-45. Recipient: Legion of Merit 1945. res.
Falmouth.*
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TRUE, Leroy Howard. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Kappa Sigma. Admin.; b. Freeport Sept. 24
1902; m. Eleanor Jewett June 14 1927; ch.:
Lois, Janet. Dir. vocational sch. Nantucket
MA, administrator Nantucket (Cottage
Hospital, Historical Assn.). Trustee (Nantucket
Inst, for Savings, First Congr. Church), v.pres.
Nantucket Atheneum, member town of
Nantucket (finance committee, sch. bldg.
committee), res. Nantucket MA.*
TRUE, Lloyd Moxley. B.S. b. Freeport Nov.
17 1903; m. Zina Logvinenko Sept. 21 1932, m.
Dorothy Sturm Sept. 25 1971; ch.: Donald,
Ralph. CPA. GA; Clerk First Nat. City Bank
of N.Y. NYC 1926-34, salesman Conn.
General Life Ins. Co. Portland 1934-35, several
U.S. govt, agencies 1935-39, Federal Deposit
Ins. Corp. Washington DC 1939-42,
accountant Reconstruction Finance Corp.
Washington DC & Atlanta GA 1942-54, field
accountant U.S. Dept. HUD Atlanta GA
1954-68, ret. d. March 11 1977.*
TUTTLE, Murray Warburton. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1928. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b.
Lawrence MA March 17 1905; m. Florence
Darling June 15 1935; ch.: Audrey. Mgr.
Murray Brothers Co. Lawrence, Haverhill MA
1928-56; writer The Harding Index Boston
1956-57; tech. ed. Raytheon Service Co.
Andover MA 1957-70, ret. res. Andover MA.*
VOSE, Emlyn Stone. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Walpole MA Oct. 12 1903; m. Louise Bratten
May 22 1937, m. Janice Farmer Nov. 16 1939.
Hollingsworth & Vose Paper Co. (mill worker
Versailles CT 1926-27, Oswego NY 1927-28;
sales rep. Groton MA 1932-44; mfr.'s rep.
Boston 1944-50). Hollingsworth & Vose Co.
1938-43 (clerk of corp., dir.). d. Beverly MA
July 26 1950.
WARREN, Donald Blake. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Tex. 1932. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Hampton NH Nov. 18 1904. res.
St. Louis MO.
WATSON, Jerome Levitt. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Sept. 27
1903; s. of William L. '02; m. Florence
Sovrich; ch.: William II, Mrs. Sam R. Long.
Engineer Gawdy Bridge Construction 1923-24,
Power Corp. 1924-58 (meter clerk St.
Petersburg FL 1924-?, mgr. Apalachicola dist.,
supervisor of service 7-1940, chief purchasing
agt. 1940-55), ret. 1955. Pres. Fla. Purchasing
Agt. Assn., dir. Nat. Assn. of Purchasing Agt.
Recipient: Crusade for Freedom Citation 1954.
d. St. Petersburg FL Sept. 1 1958.
WENTWORTH, Ralph Douglas. Bowdoin
1922-23. b. Waterford July 31 1900; m. Ruth
Jordan; ch.: Edward, Fred, Joseph, Margaret.
Custodian Harrison Village Sch. First
selectman Harrison, d. Casco June 21 1957.*
WHITE, Loren Clifford. Bowdoin 1923-24.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Business; b. Faribault
MN July 22 1902; m. Frances Henshaw 1927;
ch.: Loren Jr., Mary. Treas. & general mgr.
Clark & White Inc. Boston 19?—. res. Boca
Raton FL.
WIDEN, William. B.S. Psi Upsilon. b.
Boston Dec. 9 1902; m. Helen Bryant; ch.:
Pauline, Lois, Ellen, Peter. Partner Widen &
Lord Co. MA 1927-41 (Danversport,
Pittsfield), R. J. Widen Co. N. Adams MA
1941-60 (pres. 197-60, treas.). d. N. Adams MA
Dec. 26 1960. 2 1957.*
W1ES, Edward. B.S. b. Maiden MA Oct. 31
1904; married; ch.: David '55. Teacher
Nathaniel Hawthorne Sch. Yonkers NY
1930-45, ret. d. NYC Nov. 2 1957.*
W1GNOT, Richard Gordon. Bowdoin 1922-26.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Wellfleet MA Jan. 30
1905; m. Doris Chick Jan. 24 1937. Directory
enumerator Crowley & Lunt Beverly MA
summer 1926, teller Putnam Trust Co.
Greenwich CT 1928-31, crew supt. H. A.
Manning Co. Greenfield MA 1937-42,
production control & timekeeping Emhart
Corp. Berlin CT 1942-70, ret. Pres. Teutonia
Mannerchor New Britain CT, actor Repertory
Theatre New Britain, res. E. Wakefield NH.*
WILLIAMS, Victor Francis, Sr. A.B., LL.B.
George Washington Univ. 1930. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Guilford June 18 1904; m. Lyne
Smith Oct. 13 1928; ch.: Victor Jr., Lyne. Atty.
(self-employed Washington DC 1931-38, also
general mgr. Louisville KY board of Realtors
1938-48, Ky. Dept. Revenue Louisville
1948-59, Ky. Bureau Highways 1959-69), ret.
1969. Dir. (Ky. State Tennis Assn. 1958-75,
Jefferson County Ky. Govt. Conference
1958-75); deacon Strathmoor Presby. Church
Louisville 1958-64, 1968-74; member board of
trustees Strathmoor Gardens KY 1946-75.
Recipient: 1964 award from Ky. Jr. tennis
players, 1966 award from Ky. State Tennis
Assn. & Ky. Tennis Patrons Foundation, res.
Louisville KY.*
WILSON, Donald Malcolm. Bowdoin 1922-23,
B.P.E. Springfield Coll. 1929, Ed.M.
Springfield Coll. 1954. Alpha Tau Omega.
Ret.; b. Sanford Sept. 10 1901; m. Louise
Dickinson Aug. 27 1930; ch.: Ronald,
Rosemary, Wallace. Teacher board of
education (Wichita KS 1929-43, CT 1943-66),
ret. Member adjustment board Center
Sandwich NH. res. Center Sandwich NH.*
WINTER, Emit Everett. Bowdoin 1922, 1923.
Delta Upsilon. b. Kingfield Aug. 4 1902; m.
Roxie Dunton Sept. 1 1925; ch.: Emil,
Damaris, Summer. With H. G. Winter & Sons
Inc. Kingfield 1924-43, general fire ins.
business Kingfield 1928-43. d. Boston Aug. 11
1943.
WISEMAN, Albert Francis. Bowdoin 1923-25.
Kappa Sigma, b. Portland Jan. 14 1903; s. of
Robert J. M'03. Priscilla Pharmacy Lewiston
(mgr., pharmacist 1925-42, partner 1942-45). d.
Old Orchard Beach July 8 1945.
WOOD, George Everett. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Naugatuck CT June 3 1903; m. Adeline
Anderson June 27 1929; ch.: Dorothy, George.
With Cadillac Motor Co., teacher (Derby
Acad. Hingham MA, St. Paul's Sch. Garden
City NY 1927-29), Providence RI Country Day
Sch. 1929-65 (athletic dir., head mathematics
dept.), ret., teacher high sch. Casco. Selectman
Raymond 1967-73. d. Raymond June 8 1973.*
YOUNG, Harlow Creighton. Bowdoin 1922-23.
Sigma Nu. b. Hartland July 15 1904; m.
Sally Murphy April 20 1956. Statistician Cities
Service Oil Co. Bala-Cynwyd PA 1928-68.
Served with ACUSA 1943-45. d. Blackwood
NJ July 21 1968.
YOUNG, Harold Earl. A.B. Sigma Nu. Ret.;
b. Hartland July 13 1903; m. Elizabeth
Hawkins Dec. 30 1933. Chief accountant &
booker Paramount Pictures Boston 1926-30,
booker Publix Theatres Boston 1930-32,
booking mgr. Paramount Pictures Boston
1932-36, office mgr. Columbia Pictures Boston
1936-39, buyer & booker for theatres
self-employed Boston 1939-64, theatre mgr.
Cody Theatres Barre & Montpelier VT
1967-73, ret. Pres. Men's Club 1967-68,
member board of trustees Universalist Church
1969-71. res. Barre Town VT*
Class of 1927
ADAMS, George Joseph. A.B. Ret.; b.
Rockland March 27 1906; m. Catherine
Coughlin June 27 1938; ch.: Joseph. Instr.
French Bowdoin 1927-28, teacher
(Wassookeag Sch. & Camp Dexter 1928-36,
Page Sharp Hartford CT 1936-38, remedial
youth camp Rangeley summers 1936-51,
Loomis Sch. Windsor CT 1938-71), ret. res. W.
Hartford CT.*
ARMSTRONG, William Francis. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Ret.; b. Brookline MA June 14 1903; m.
Mary Foley June 15 1931; ch.: Barbara. Life
ins. underwriter John Hancock Mutual Life
Ins. Co. Boston 1928-68. res. W. Roxbury
MA.*
BALLANTYNE, Alister Read. A.B. Ret.; b.
Brechin Scotland Feb. 18 1905; m. Barbara
Peters April 17 1929; ch.: Nancy. Trainee (Am.
Woolen Co. Lawrence MA 1927, S. S. Kresge
Co. Lawrence MA & Jamaica NY 1927-29).
asst. mgr. Audet's Bakery Salem MA 1930-33,
self-employed Andover MA 1933-34, asst.
overseer Arlington Mills Lawrence 1934-40,
underwriting sec. Mutual Fire Ins. Assn.
Peabody MA 1940-70, ret. res. Danvers MA.*
BALLARD, George Alvan. Bowdoin 1923-24,
1925-27. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Fall River
MA July 4 1904; m. Helen Glynn Sept. 29
1925; ch.: Diane, George Jr. Salesman New
Eng. Coke Co. Quincy MA 1940-47, real estate
self-employed Centerville MA, supply mgr.
Tidewater Refinery Wilmington DE (C. F.
Braun & Co. 1956-57, Catalytic Construction
1957). d. Wilmington DE July 24 1957.*
BARGH, Samuel John. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Dedham MA March 12 1906; m. Caroline
Whitner May 26 1932. Mgr. Compania
DeAcquechectos De Cuba Havana Cuba
1930-36, Am. Water Works Service Co.
1936-55 (div. mgr. 1936-46; head Greenwich
CT, Port Chester NY 1946-49; mgr. New Eng.
div. 1949-55; v.pres. Phila. PA 1955). Pres., dir.
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(Dedham Water Co., Hingham MA Water Co.,
Bristol County Water Co., Butler Water Co.,
Citizens Water Co., New Castle Water Co.,
Monongahela Valley Water Co., Uniontown
Water Co.). d. Villanova PA Dec. 25 1955.
BARTLETT, Rodney Hall. Bowdoin 1923-24,
B.S. Ithica Coll. 1928. Chi Psi. b. Bethel Dec.
9 1905; m. Hulda Hinckley June 30 1934; ch.:
Jane, Nancy. Teacher (Attica NY 1928-30, jr.
high sch. Ridgewood NJ 1930-33, Stamford
NY 1935-41, Mattanawcook Acad. Lincoln
1941-41, Bangor sch. system 1942-53),
principal George Stevens Acad. Blue Hill
1953-56, asst. principal high sch. Bangor
1956-69, ret. d. Blue Hill Oct. 29 1971.*
BEAL. Forrest Clem. A.B. b. Jonesport Sept.
18 1900; m. Clara Russell Aug. 17 1923; ch.:
Ruth, Allan. Principal high sch. Wells 1927-28,
teacher high sch. Bangor 1928-37, free-lance
writer Bangor 7-1948, WABI radio Bangor
1948-63 (copywriter, continuity dir.). Contbr.
d. Bangor Nov. 16 1963.
BLANCHARD, Dana Lincoln. B.S., M.D. Yale
1931. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Hartford CT
Nov. 17 1905; m. Edith Jackson March 10
1931; ch.: Lee, Deborah, Dana Jr. '67.
Physician pvt. practice Branford CT 19?— . res.
Branford CT.*
BLANCHARD, Donald Douglas. B.S. Sigma
Nu. Ret.; b. Cumberland Center July 12
1902; m. Elizabeth Dow, m. Lena Wasserman
March 3 1967, ch.: Marie, Jean, Donna,
Donald, Jon. Teacher, ret. res. Brooklyn NY.*
BOURGET, Claude Joseph. Bowdoin 1923-24,
LL.B. Univ. Me. Portland 1952. Phi Delta Psi.
Law; b. St. Victor Sask. Canada Sept. 8 1898;
ch.: Paul. Atty. C. J. & N. C. Bourget Augusta.
Served to capt. USA 1944-46. res. Augusta.
BOYD, Richard Byron. Bowdoin 1923-25. Zeta
Psi. Ret.; b. Augusta Dec. 10 1904; m. Lucile
Purington Aug. 25 1925; m. Frederika Fife
July 14 1974; ch.: Sara. Clerk IRS Augusta
1925-27, with ins. firm Augusta 1927-37,
salesman How Mutuals Springfield MA
1939-62, ret. res. Augusta.*
BOYNTON, Everett Buxton. Bowdoin
1923-25. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Union NJ
June 8 1906; m. Dorothy Lucas June 25 1936;
ch.: Everett Jr., William, Elizabeth. With Canal
Nat. Bank Portland 1927-56, sch. business mgr.
City of Portland 1956-71, ret. Treas. (Portland
Seamen's Friend Soc. 1960-76, town of Cape
Elizabeth 1946-72). Served to spec. 3/c
USCGTR 1940-44. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
BRIGGS, Walter Backer, Jr. Bowdoin 1923-24.
Sigma Nu. b. Cambridge MA April 8 1903.
res. unknown.
BROWN, Donald Atherton. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. Medford MA Dec. 15 1905; m. Adele
Sadler March 12 1927; ch.: Cynthia, Judith,
David. Asst. sec. Stone & Webster Inc. Boston
1928-30; ins. dir. Gulf States Utilities Co.
Baton Rouge LA 1930-42; asst. supt. statistics
dept. Royal-Eagle-Globe Ins. Co. NYC
1942-44; field mgr. Standard Research
Consultants NYC 1944-49; v.pres., revenue
requirements sec. & treas. N. East co. General
Tel. System Johnstown NY 1949-62; sec. &
treas. General Tel. Co. of Fla. Tampa 1962-70;
ret. Dir. (General Tel. Co. of Vt. 1958-62,
Tri-State Assn. Tel. Corp. 1960-62, Del. Valley
Tel. Co. 1960-62, Orange County Tel. Co.
1960-62); trustee & elder First Presby. Church
Johnstown NY 1956-58; v.chmn. Am. Red
Cross Johnstown chapter; master St. Patricks
Lodge No. 4 F. & A.M. Johnstown 1959; pres.
Palma Ceia Kiwanis Club Tampa 1969,
1967/70. res. Tampa FL.*
BROWN, Sidney Pierce. A.B. Chi Psi. Ret.;
b. Newton MA Aug. 5 1904; m. Vera Fuller
April 21 1934. Ins. sales self-employed
Springfield MA 1927-42, counselor Pioneer
Valley Consumer Credit Counseling Service
Springfield 1971
—
, account sales mgr. Gilbert
& Barker Mfg. Co. W. Springfield MA
1942-48, sales mgr. Brainerd Nursery & Seed
Co. Thompsonville CT 1948-51, credit mgr.
Tarbell Watters Co. Springfield 1951-57,
branch mgr. Third Nat. Bank Springfield
1958-70, ret. res. Springfield MA.*
BUKER, Errol Leon. B.S., M.S. Springfield
Coll. 1956. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Skowhegan Sept.
13 1903; m. Nellie Sawyer Aug. 27 1925; ch.:
Leon '49. Teacher fWarwick RI 1928-29, Barre
MA 1929-30, Bath 1930-34), automobile dealer
Ford Motor Co. Skowhegan 1934-36, teacher
W. Hartford CT 1936-40, registrar
Northeastern Univ. 1940-43, sales engineer
Indian Motorcycle Co. Springfield MA
1943-47, design engineer Pond Engineering Co.
Springfield 1947-50, teacher mathematics &
science Springfield Coll. 1950-68, ret. res.
Pemaquid Pt.*
BURGESS, Hugh Frank. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Dover Oct. 1 1902. res. E. Weymouth MA.
BURLEIGH, Parker Prescott. Bowdoin
1923-24, LL.B. Southeastern 1931. Zeta Psi.
b. Houlton Jan. 9 1906; m. Mamie
Washburn Aug. 3 1932; ch.: Judith, Suzanne.
Asst. registrar of Probate Aroostook County
Houlton 1924-28, asst. sec. to U.S. senator
Washington DC 1928-31, asst. clerk Sindte
Comm. on Immigration Washington DC
1928-31, atty. Presque Isle 1931-45, judge
Municipal Court Presque Isle 1945-50. County
atty. Aroostook 1939-43, recorder Municipal
Court Presque Isle 1938-39, pres. Davidson
Land Co. 1933-50. d. Presque Isle May 12
1950.*
CAMPBELL, Charles Raymond. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1934.
Ret.; b. Bellows Falls VT June 15 1897; m.
" Marian Campbell June 15 1921; ch.: Charles,
Janet. Teacher public sch. Brunswick 1927-37,
high sch. Arlington MA (teacher 1937-40, head
English dept. 1940-53), ret. Pres. Arlington MA
Lions Club 1952-53, Rye NH Bethany Church
(deacon 1957-61, chmn. board of wardens
1962-63). Served to cpl. USA 1918-20. res.
Eliot.*
CARTER, William Hodding, Jr. A.B., L.H.D.
1947, A.M. Harvard 1947, L.H.D. Washington
Univ. 1954, L.H.D. Coe Coll. 1958, LL.D.
Allegheny Coll. 1960, hon. degrees (Sewanee,
Va. Theol. Sem.). Alpha Delta Phi. Overseer
1961-72. Recipient: Bowdoin Prize 1963. b.
Hammond LA Feb. 3 1907; m. Betty Werlein
Oct. 14 1931; ch.: Hodding III, Philip,
Thomas. Teaching fellow Tulane Univ.
1928-29; reporter Item Tribune New Orleans
LA 1929-32; night bureau mgr. United Press
New Orleans 1930; bureau mgr. Assoc. Press
Jackson MS 1931-32; ed., publisher (Daily
Courier Hammond 1932-36, Delta Star
Greenville MS 1936-38, Delta Democrat
Greenville 1938-62); Nieman fellow Harvard
1939-40; co-founder PM NYC 1940;
Guggenheim fellow 1945; writer-in-residence
Tulane Univ. 1962-70. Member Pulitzer Prize
Advisory Board 1951-61, Tulane Univ.
(journalism consultant, member board of
visitors), trustee George Peabody Coll. for
Teachers, dir. (Nat. Recreation Assn., C. of C.
Greenville), prop. (Hurricane House
Publishing Co., Pelican Publishing Co.),
co-prop, radio station WDDT Greenville,
Southern Regional Council (dir., life fellow),
fellow Sigma Delta Chi. Served to maj. USA
1940-45. Recipient: Pulitzer Prize for editorials
1946, William Allen White Foundation nat.
citation for journalistic merit 1961, Southern
Literary Award 1945, Elijah Lovejoy award for
creative writing, Phi Beta Kappa award for
creative writing, 1st Federal Foundation award
Univ. Miss. 1968. Author: Where Main Street
Meets the Rivers, The Angry Scar, The Story
of Reconstruction, First Person Plural, The
Marquis de Lafayette, Bright Sword for
Freedom, The Winds of Fear, Southern
Legacy, Flood Crest, Robert E. Lee and the
Road of Honor, Lower Mississippi, John Law
Wasn't So Wrong, Doomed Road of Empire,
The Ballad of Catfoot Grimes and other
Verses, So The Heffners Left McComb, Man
and the River, The Mississippi; ed.: Stars &
Stripes; contbr.; lectr. d. Greenville MS April 4
1972.
CASAVANT, Henri Aime. A.B., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1940. A.M. Univ. Mexico.
b. Augusta Nov. 26 1904. Teacher (Portland
Country Day Sch. 1928-29, Fishburne Military
Sch. Waynesboro VA 1929-31, high sch.
Augusta 1934-42, high sch. Sanford 1945-46),
Univ. Me. (instr. 1946-49, asst. prof. 1949-55,
assoc. prof. 1955-65). Served to sgt. USA
1942-45. d. Augusta Dec. 17 1965.
CLARK, Ellsworth Everett. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1930.
Phi Delta Psi. b. Portsmouth NH Feb. 6
1906; m. Lois Boston Aug. 4 1934; ch.: Bentley
'56, Anne. Atty. Ropes Gray Boyden & Perkins
Boston 1930-35, spec. counsel Rural
Electrification Admin. Washington DC
1935-43, assoc. general counsel OPA 1943-69,
deputy general counsel & int. legal consultant
1969-72), ret., consultant S. Berwick 1972-?
(World Bank, African Development Bank).
Governor Mayflower Soc. of Washington, d.
Washington DC Aug. 30 1975.
COLE, Charles Wells. Bowdoin 1923-24, A.B.
Yale 1928. Psi Upsilon. b. Chicago IL Dec.
26 1903; m. Ruth Roberts July 10 1936.
Partner NYC (A. K. Baker 1938-50, Charles H.
Mills & Co. 1950—). Warden St. Francis Epis.
Church Stamford CT 1956-58. Served to It. cdr.
USNR 1943-46. d. March 4 1977.*
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COLE, Clarence Libby. B.S., M B A. Harvard
1930. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Limington
June 28 1905; m. Eleanor Roche April 16 1938;
ch.: David '61, Janet, Marylou, John. Credit
investigator Nat. Shawmut Bank Boston
1930-35, dist. rep. General Electric Co. Boston
1936-42, research assoc. Harvard 1942-46, dist.
mgr. D. E. Sanford Co. NYC 1946-48, partner
Cole & Turner Lexington MA 1948-75, ret. res.
Lexington MA.*
CONNOR, Brian Kerr. B.S., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1960. Sigma Nu. Class agt. 1953-57.
Ret.; b. Boston Nov. 22 1904; m. Louise
Dana Sept. 8 1928; ch.: Patricia, Briah '66.
Chemist (Haywood-Wakefield Gardner MA
1927-28, Ault-Williamson Auburn 1928-31),
teacher high sch. Presque Isle 1931-34, high
sch. Barnstable MA (teacher 1934-39, asst.
principal 1939-57, principal 1957-66), ret. Pres.
Cape Cod High Sch. Principals Assn. 1965-66,





member town finance committee Barnstable
1973—. Served to capt. USA 1942-44. res.
Barnstable MA.*
CRAIG, Gibson Ernest. Bowdoin 1923-26.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Hartford CT Feb.
28 1904; m. Minerva Simpson. Salesman May
Tag washing machines, aviator NY, teacher
aviation mechanics NYC. d. NYC Oct. 10
1937.
CRANE, Norman Francis. B.S. cum laude,
M.D. Johns Hopkins 1931. Psi Upsilon.
Semi-ret.; b. Winter Harbor June 3 1905; m.
Mary Tabberer Dec. 10 1950; ch.: Mary.
Student internal medicine 1931-36, physician
pvt. practice Los Angeles CA 1937
—
,
consultant Summa Corp. Los Angeles CA
1960— . Elected member Alpha Omega Alpha
1931, asst. clinical prof, medicine Univ. S.
Calif. Med. Sch. 1937—. Served to capt.
MCUSA 1942-46. Contbr. res. Beverly Hills
CA.*
CUSHMAN, Kenneth Alan. Bowdoin 1923-27.
Class agt. 1945-50. Ret.; b. Scarsdale NY
Jan. 12 1906; m. Elizabeth Dellinger April 7
1932; ch.: Nathan '55, David. Pres. Cushman
Baking Co. Portland. Dir. Portland (Federal
Loan Bldg., YMCA, C. of C, Children's
Hospital), member exec, committee Westbrook
Jr. Coll. res. Sarasota FL, Sebasco Estates.*
CUTTER, George Osgood. B.S., MBA.
Harvard 1929. Alpha Delta Phi. 1962 capital
campaign area chmn., Overseer 1963-70. b.
Salem MA Sept. 19 1904; m. Gretchen
Froehlich June 30 1930, m. Ann Barton Feb.
22 1944; ch.: Mary, Sarah, George '67.
Harvard Sch. Business Admin, (research asst.
1929-30, instr. 1930-31), dir. controller's staff
Fisher Body div. General Motors Detroit MI
1931-69, ret. Instr. Univ. Detroit MI Evening
Sch. Commerce & Finance 1938-40, member
sch. dist.'s citizens' committee on education
Birmingham MI 1957. d. Detroit MI Feb. 9
1970.*
DAVIS, Gilford. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1928; Ph.D. Harvard
1933. Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.; b. Portland
June 11 1906; m. Helen Peabody Aug. 9 1930;
ch.: Elizabeth, Anne. Instr. & tutor Harvard
1929-30, Duke Univ. 1930-76 (instr., asst. prof.,
assoc. prof., prof, romance lang.), ret. 1976.
Elder Presby. Church, pres. (N.C. chapter Am.
Assn. Teachers of Spanish, Duke chapter Phi
Eeta Kappa, Am. Assn. Univ. Professors).
Author, contbr. res. Durham NC*
DeBLOIS, Charles Mitchell. A.B. 1926. Psi
Upsilon. b. Pittsfield MA March 23 1904.
res. Pittsfield MA.
DEKKER, Albert Thomas, (formerly Albert
Thomas Ecke). B.S. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Brooklyn NY Dec. 20 1905; m. Esther Guerini
April 4 1929; ch.: Jan, Benjamin, John. Actor
(NYC 1927-68, Hollywood CA 1927-68).
Member Calif. State Legislature 1945-46,
columnist Hollywood Press-Times. With USO.
Recipient: finest television acting in England
award (2). Lectr. d. Hollywood CA May 4
1968.*
DOWNS, Thomas Luther, Jr. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1930; Ph.D. Harvard 1934. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Revere MA Jan. 26 1909; m. Marion Ellis Aug.
7 1943; ch.: Deborah. Instr. Franklin &
Marshall Coll. Lancaster PA 1927-29
(mathematics, German), tutor mathematics
Harvard 1932-34, instr. Sweet Briar VA Coll.
1934-35 (mathematics, German), tutor
mathematics Harvard 1935-36, instr. Trinity
Coll. CT 1936-42 (mathematics, German),
Washington Univ. MO (assoc. prof,
mathematics 1946-56, prof. 1956-?), Nat.
Science Foundation fellow Stanford Univ.
1959, instr. mathematics Bowdoin summer sch.
1964. Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-46. Contbr.
d. St. Louis County MO Jan. 12 1972.
DUNTON, Harold Roscoe. Bowdoin 1923,
1924. Sigma Nu. b. Bath Aug. 10 1903. d.
Feb. 15 1977 Portland ME.
EMERY, Humphrey Julian. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Tilton NH Feb. 27 1902. Chief teller
Nat. Shawmut Bank Boston 1928-30, Soc. of
Arts & Crafts Boston (dir. 1930-64, pres.
1973-74), ret. res. Cambridge MA.*
FARNHAM, Edward. Bowdoin 1923-25. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Portland June 12 1904. res.
unknown.
FARRINGTON, David Elbert. Bowdoin
1923-24. b. Mt. Vernon NY Feb. 10 1904; m.
Florence Sheaf f Oct. 25 1926; ch.: Dana,
David, Ruth, Carol, Judith. Mgr. Hotel Chase
Portland ca. 1950-53, desk clerk Augusta house
ca. 1955, toll collector Me. Turnpike Kittery
1957-?. Sec.-treas. Me. Hotel Greeters Assn. of
Am. d. Kittery April 6 1969.
FARRINGTON, Frank Alden. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1936. Zeta
Psi. Alumni Council 1929-32 (Governing
Board rep. 1939-42), Alumni Fund dir.
1935-38, Overseer ex-officio (sec. Trustees
1944-64, Emeritus 1964—), class agt. 1966-73.
Ret.; b. Augusta Jan. 26 1905; s. of Frank G.
'94; m. Joan Sturtevant Aug. 10 1929; ch.:
Frank '53, Albert '54, Martha. Apprentice S.
D. Warren Paper Co. Westbrook 1927-30,
safety dir. Cushnoc Paper Co. Augusta
1930-33, atty. & Municipal Court judge
Augusta (1936-39, 1940-42), Me. deputy atty.
general 1942-43, atty. Me. Central RR 1943-46,
member & chmn. Me. Industrial Accident
Comm. 1946-56, asst. state atty. general Me.
Employment Security Comm. 1957-73, ret.
1973. Me. state rep. 1939-40. res. Augusta.*
FARRINGTON, Sears. Spec. 1923-24. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Finance; b. Boston March 18 1901; m.
Herachic Gelofiantz. Salesman Krenn & Dato
NYC 1926-28, partner (Simmons, Farrington
& Co. NYC 1928-31; Farrington & O'Sullivan
1935-40), v.pres. (Oecora Ltd. NJ 1940-43,
C.I.S. NYC 1945-60), pres. Vascular
Pharmaceutical Co. 1960-63. Pres. Jackomatic
Corp. 1936, dir. (C.I.S. 1945-60, Chavannes
Fibre 1949-53). Co-inventor of vacuum, res.
NYC*
FAY, Donald Mitchell. Bowduin 1923-24. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston Aug. 8 1904. res.
unknown.
FENDERSON, Aubrey Lord. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Ashland June 2 1905; married; ch.:
Eloise. Prop, automobile sales & service co.
Mars Hill 7-1941. d. Mars Hill Jan. 6 1941.
FITE, Raymond Lewis. Bowdoin 1923-24, B.S.
Rutgers 1925. Delta Upsilon. b. W. Grove
PA July 17 1896; m. Elizabeth Stevens June 7
1924; ch.: Robert, Elizabeth, Raymond Jr.
Athletic dir. & coach high sch. NJ (Woodbury
1919-21, Cape May 1922-23), physical
education & freshman coach Bowdoin 1923-24,
athletic dir. & coach high sch. Lansdowne PA
1925-26, dir. health & physical education
public sch. Ocean City NJ 1926-45, property &
hotel ownership & management. Pres. N.J.
State Hotel & Motel Assn. 1957-59, member
board of dir. Am. Hotel & Motel Assn.
1958-62, Presby. Church Cape May 1945-75
(ruling elder, trustee, deacon), Master Mason.
Served to 1st It. USA 1918. Recipient: Gold
Card Award (N.J. State Hotel & Motel Assn..
Eastern Intercollegiate Football Assn.
Officials), d. Somers Point NJ Jan. 4 1977.*
FLINT, Lawrence Robertson. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.; b.
Chicopee MA June 28 1905; m. Virginia
Brigham Sept. 11 1937; ch.: Robert. Susan,
Richard. Knit Goods Specialty Co. Chicopee
MA (various positions 1927-53, pres. & treas.
1953-70), pres. & treas. Flint & Robbins Inc.
Bennington VT 1952-70, treas. Springfield MA
(Turbocast Inc. 1955-56, The Pond-Ekberg Co.
1965-74), ret. Dir. Chicopee MA Cooperative
Bank 1936-61, trustee (Chicopee Falls Savings
Bank 1940-67, Community Savings Bank
Holyoke MA 1967—, First Church of Christ
Longmeadow MA 1961-63). res. Longmeadow
MA.*
FOGG, Sanford Leroy. A.B.. LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1930. Zeta Psi. Ret.: b. Bath Feb. 22
1905; s. of Sanford L. '89; m. Dorothy Viles
Sept. 22 1938; ch.: Blaine, Sanford III. Atty.
Pres. (Kiwanis Club Augusta 1935. Me. State
Bar Assn. 1969); mayor Augusta 1941-42.
1945-46; judge Municipal Court Hallowell
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1937-41. Served to It. USN 1941-44. res.
Hallowell.*
FONG, Chi-Hai. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa. Delta Upsilon. b. Canton China
Aug. 11 1903; m. Rose Hsuing 1924; ch.: Kien.
With diplomatic service China 1927-29, served
to It. col. Nationalist Army China 1929-32. d.
Peiping China July 23 1932.
FORSYTHE, John Reginald. Bowdoin
1923-27. Ret.; b. Middlebury VT Nov. 12
1902. Pres. Forsythe Shoe Co. res. S. Yarmouth
MA.*
GAGE, Joseph Albert, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Northeastern 1942. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Ret.; b. Haverhill MA Oct. 26 1905; m.
Marcia Aechtler March 7 1942; ch.: Annette,
Thomas, John. Field rep. Boston Plate Glass
Co. Boston 1927-42, Sylvania Electrical
Products (div. credit mgr. Boston 1943-54, area
credit supervisor Syracuse & Batavia NY
1955-65), counsel sales-excise tax bureau
Commonwealth of Mass. Boston 1966-75, ret.
res. Groveland MA.*
GLIDDEN, Harlan Edward. Bowdoin 1923-24.
Sigma Nu. b. Winchester MA March 17
1903. res. unknown.
GOLDSWORTHY, George Walter, Jr. B.S.
Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Chicago IL May 24
1905; m. Sarah Feltyberger Jan. 4 1930; ch.:
George III. Republic Bank Note Co.
Pittsburgh PA (trainee & sales dept. 1927-30;
asst. to pres. 1930-34; v.pres., general mgr. &
dir. 1934-42); Security Banknote Co. Phila. &
Pittsburgh PA (exec, v.pres. & dir. 1942-52,
pres. & dir. 1952-58); pres. & dir. Lanston
Monotype & Machine Co. Phila. 1955-56;
exec, v.pres. & dir. Security-Columbian
Banknote Co. Phila., Chicago & NY 1958-64;
int. consultant & foreign resident rep. U.S.
Banknote Corp. NYC 1965-69; ret. Pres.
(Banknote Engraving & Printing Assn. 1936,
Printing Industry of Pittsburgh 1935-36),
v.pres. Printing Industry of Am. 1936. res. Bryn
Mawr PA.*
GOODWIN, Morrill Parker. Bowdoin
1923-26. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Sanford July
26 1904; m. Estella Gilchrist July 14 1926; ch.:
Barbara, Winthrop. Registered sales rep. H. C.
Wainwright Co. Boston ca. 35 yrs., ret. res.
Needham MA.*
HAGAR, John Francis. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Rockland March 5 1905. res. unknown.
HAM, Robert Edmond. B.S. Zeta Psi. Ret.;
b. Chattanooga TN April 29 1904; m. Priscilla
Webster June 10 1929; ch.: Richard '52, David
'57. Jr. salesman Int. Business Machines
Boston 1927-28, tabulating supervisor Carter
Rice Co. Boston 1928-29, Int. Business
Machines machine operator Gillette Inc. S.
Boston 1929-30, filling station attendant
Socony Oil Co. Cambridge MA 1930-31, Int.
Business Machines machine accounting clerk
Recording & Statistical Corp. Boston 1931-41,
Int. Business Machine machine accounting
supervisor Texaco Inc. Boston 1941-65, ret.
Member planning board N. Reading MA 12
yrs. res. N. Reading MA.*
HAMLIN, James Harold. Bowdoin 1923-24.
Delta Upsilon. b. S. Portland Oct. 10 1903.
res. S. Portland.
HAMMOND, Sanford Loomis. Bowdoin
1 92 1 -24. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Wallingford CT
Sept. 21 1903. res. E. Greenwich RI.
HARRIMAN, Paul Porter. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma, b. Portland Oct. 12 1903; m.
Winona Messer July 3 1933; ch.: Herbert.
Teacher high sch. (Warren 1923-24; Haverhill
MA 1929-63, dept. head 1950-63), ret.
Recipient: Man of the Hour award YMCA
1960. d. S. Hope July 10 1974.*
HAWES, Louis Baer. Bowdoin 1923-24. Phi
Delta Psi. b. Boston July 29 1906; m.
Margaret Malaon March 18 1928. Cotton
buyer, credit mgr. Cambridge MA ca. 1930-32;
industrial engineer Hygrade-Sylvania ca. 1948;
Guglielmo Inc. Boston ca. 1949 (asst. to pres.,
dir.); industrial engineer Raytheon Co.
Waltham MA ca. 1961-64. d. Cambridge MA
Oct. 23 1967.
HEWETT, Merritt Alfred. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Augusta Feb. 4 1905; m.
Gaynor Brand June 18 1930; ch.: John, Roger.
Milton MA Acad, (teacher 1927-28, 1929-49;
coach 1929-49; registrar, dir. admissions
1944-49), headmaster Kingswood Sch.
Hartford CT 1949-62. Incorporator (Oxford
Sch., Hartford Hospital, Inst, for the Living
Univ. of Hartford), dir. Newington Home for
Crippled Children, d. W. Hartford CT April 27
1962.
HILL, Donald MacKay, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1930. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Newton
MA June 30 1904; m. Ruth Hastings Sept. 14
1929; ch.: Barbara, Donald III. Atty. Boston
1930—
.
res. Newton Highlands MA.*
HILL, Paul Stanley, Jr. B.S., M.D. Johns
Hopkins 1931. Chi Psi. Medicine; b. Saco
Sept. 23 1906; s. of Paul S. '01; m. Clare
Matthews Sept. 10 1930. Physician pvt.
practice Saco 1934— . Served to It. col.
MCUSA 1942-46; awarded Bronze Star. res.
Saco.*
HODGKINS, Laforest Edmund. Bowdoin
1923-26, B.S. Boston Univ. 1934, S.T.B. Boston
Univ. 1937, S.T.M. Hartford Sem. Foundation
1963. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Lisbon Falls
April 23 1905; m. Delia Schwab Feb. 2 1932;
ch.: Melvin '55. Pastor (Lynnfield MA
Community Congr. Church 1936-39, N.
Christian Church Fall River MA 1940-47,
Central Congr. Church Bath 1947-54,
Terryville CT Congr. Church 1954-65,
Middlefield CT Federated Church 1965-70),
ret. Dir. Me. State Conf. of Congr.-Christian
Churches 1951-54, chaplain Conn. dept.
Reserved Officers Assn. 1955-70. Served to It.
col. USA 1944-65, awarded Bronze Star 1945,
ETO Medal, Victory Medal, res. Bath.*
HOLMES, Archie Wales. Bowdoin 1923-26.
Delta Upsilon. b. Avon MA May 30 1903;
m. Lucina Woodbury Aug. 9 1928; ch.:
Richard, Nancy. Retail Credit Co. (inspector
Boston 1927-28; inspector, mgr. Lowell MA
1928-29; div. head, chief inspector Providence
RI 1929-41), partner Brunswick Ins. Agency
1941-69. Nat. advisor Boy Scouts of Am.,
sec.-treas. Me. Canners Mutual Ins. Co.
Recipient: Boy Scouts of Am. Silver Beaver
Award 1955. d. Brunswick April 22 1969.*
HOPKINS, John Silas, Jr. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Pittsfield MA Oct. 31 1904; m.
Carolyn Herzog Oct. 1 1932; ch.: John, Mark.
Sales rep. N.Y. Tel. Co. Albany &
Poughkeepsie NY 1930-33, operating
supervisor Montgomery Ward & Co. Inc.
Albany 1933-34, salesman-v.pres. Herzog &
Vernoy Albany 1934-39, founder & pres.
Herzog & Hopkins Albany 1939-70, ret. First
Presby. Church (deacon, trustee, elder), trustee
(Salvation Army, Visiting Nurse Assn. Albany,
Fort Orange Club). Served to maj. USA
1942-45; awarded 3 commendations U.S. War
Dept. res. Albany NY.*
HUNTRESS, Roderick Lowell. Bowdoin
1923-25. b. S. Portland Dec. 6 1904. res. N.
Windham.
HUTCHINSON, Edward Prince. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. M.I.T.
1933. Delta Upsilon. Education; b. Auburn
Jan. 3 1906; m. Louise Forbes Jan. 6 1940; ch.:
Joan, John. Asst. Tufts Coll. Med. & Dental
Sch. Boston 1927-29, instr. vital statistics
Harvard Sch. of Public Health 1929-32, Social
Science Research Council fellow 1933-35, instr.
sociology Harvard Coll. 1935-40, Guggenheim
fellow 1941-42, sr. research tech. Exec. Office
of Pres. Washington DC 1942-43, research
supervisor Immigration & Naturalization
Service Dept. of Justice Phila. PA 1943-45,
Univ. Penn. 1945-76 (assoc. prof., prof.;
emeritus 1976
—
). Guggenheim fellow 1956-57,
visiting fellow Australian Nat. Univ. 1971-72.
Trustee Balch Inst. Phila., dir. Am.
Immigration & Citizenship Conf. NY,
Population Assn. of Am. (dir., v.pres., treas.).
Author: Immigrants and Their Children
1850-1950 (1956), The Population Debate:
Theories Up to 1900 (1967); co-author Studies
of Differential Fertility in Sweden (1935);
contbr. res. Strafford PA.*
JACKSON, George Stuyvesant. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1931. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland
Feb. 22 1906; s. of Stuyvesant T. B. '83; m.
Sarah White Nov. 28 1933; ch.: Margaret,
Stuyvesant II. Teaching fellow Univ. Tenn.
1927-28, instr. English (Harvard 1928-31;
Washington & Lee Univ. Lexington VA
1931-33; Portland Jr. Coll. 1933-34;
Washington & Lee Univ. 1934-42, 1954-46; Va.
Military Inst. Lexington 1945-46), with CIA
1946-58, Univ. Me. Portland-Gorham (prof.
English 1958-71, emeritus 1971), ret. Served to
cdr. USN 1942-45. Author: Early Songs of
Uncle Sam (1933), Uncommon Scold (1937),
Hamlet: Scene by Scene, A Maine Heritage;
contbr.; artist, d. Portland Jan. 3 1976.*
JACKSON, Joseph Wallace. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Boston Sept. 14 1904; m. Ann Stratton June 8
1929; ch.: Joann, John. Salesman MA 1927-37
(coal W. Roxbury, Merrimac Mills Methuen),
methods & price setter General Electric Co. W.
Lynn MA 1937-?, Western Electric Co.
Haverhill MA 197-68 (wage incentive
engineering dept., purchasing dept., safety
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engineer safety dept., benefits service dept.,
methods analyst methods dept.), ret. 1968.
Sports writer Haverhill Gazette, d. Haverhill
MA Feb. 13 1969.
JARVIS, Alvin Philip. Bowdoin 1924-27.
Alpha Tau Omega. Management &
Education; b. Dover NH Sept. 25 1905; m.
Meredith Sheppard Sept. 21 1929; ch.:
Meredith. Rep. Guerin Mills Woonsocket RI
1928-34, R.I. Worsted Co. Stafford Springs CT
(supt. & general mgr. 1934-41, pres. & dir.
1941-50), rep. James Talcott NYC 1950-51,
instr. money & banking Western New Eng.
Coll. 1952-75, management & financial
consultant Somers CT 1951— . Finance chmn.
prudential committee Somers CT Congr.
Church, sec. board of finance Somers. res.
Somers CT.*
JOHNSON, Roger. B.S., M.B.A. Harvard
1929. Delta Upsilon. Economics consulting;
b. Everett MA Sept. 26 1904; m. Halle Waller
Sept. 28 1935; ch.: Roger Jr. Industrial
economist Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
1929-37, dir. research New Eng. Council
Boston 1937-42, business consultant U.S. Dept.
of Commerce Boston 1942-45, economist
Assoc. Industries Boston 1945-63, consulting
economist Boston 1962— . Member Business
Research Advisory Council U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics Washington DC 1954-66,
chmn. -dir. Me. Art Gallery Wiscasset 1971—
.
res. Boothbay Harbor.*
JONES, Frederick Nelson. Bowdoin 1923-25,
B.S. Columbia 1928, J.D. George Washington
Univ. 1942. b. Portland Oct. 19 1906. res.
unknown.
JONES, Herbert Goodwin. Bowdoin 1923-25.
Psi Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA Jan. 25 1903;
m. Betty Bates Oct. 11 1941. Spec. agt. New
Eng. Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1925-? d.
July 11 1943.
KALER, Oris Thompson. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. S. Portland Oct. 9 1903; m. Catharine
Ladd June 28 1930; ch.: John '54, Catharine,
Anne. With U.S. Steel, ret. res. Worcester
MA.*
KELLETT, Walter Gilbert. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Lawrence MA Aug. 25 1904; m.
Mildred Tolland March 31 1937; ch.: Mary,
Barbara, Ann. Accounting General Electric
Co. 1927 (Schenectady NY, Lynn MA),
statistical Gulf Refining Co. Boston 1927-33,
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. (resident auditor
Chicago IL & Milwaukee WI, supervising
auditor Mnpls MN & St. Louis MO, dist.
auditor & asst. general auditor Chicago
1936-51; general auditor Boston 1951-69), ret.
Member vestry & warden Epis. Church
Reading MA, sec.-treas. Reading Art Assn.,
treas. Reading Antiquarian Soc, member
(town meeting Reading, Republican Town
Committee), res. Reading MA.*
KELLEY, James Stanford, III. Bowdoin
1923-27. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland Dec.
10 1903. res. S. Portland.
KENDALL, Otis Augustus. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Biddeford Nov. 23 1906; s.
of Clarence F. '98, M '01; m. Ruth Snitseler
April 20 1935; ch.: Joyce. Sales rep. Int.
Business Machines Corp. NYC 1927-32, Sperry
Rand Corp. (branch mgr. Providence RI
1932-37; dir. sales education Buffalo NY
1937-40, methods research 1940-44, sales
promotion NYC 1944-50; New Eng. regional
sales mgr. Boston 1950-60; dir. personnel NYC
1960-66; nat. dir. sales Phila. PA 1966-70), ret.
Contbr. res. Madison CT.*
KOHLER, Julius Walter Anthony. B.S. Zeta
Psi. Ret.; b. Manchester VT April 9 1904; m.
Barbara Partridge May 27 1933; ch.:
Christopher, Barbara. Instr. St. Paul Sch.
Garden City L.I. 1927-28, sales (United-Carr
Fastener Boston & NYC 1928-33, Am. Oil Co.
Boston 1933-38, Terkelsen Machine Co.
Boston 1938-41), analyst WPB Boston 1941-45,
general mgr. Water Gorenor Co. Everett
1945-50, pres. Homans Kohler Co. Boston
1950-73. Member vestry Grace Epis. Church
15 yrs., past master Norumbega Lodge A. F. &
A. M., member Civilian Defense WPB Ward
Committee, res. Newton MA.*
LaFRANCE, Albert Philip. A.B., M.D. Yale
1931. Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.; b. Laconia
NH June 19 1905; s. of Albert J. M '96; m.
Dorothy LaFarr June 27 1936; ch.: A. Philip,
AJycia. Physician & surgeon Laconia NH
Hospital 1934-? (past chief surgicial staff, past
chief general hospital staff), ret. Treas. & one
of two founders Laconia Clinic, pres. (N-H.
Med. Soc. 1962, Rotary Club Laconia 1941),
dir. Laconia Federal Savings Loan 1934-?,
F.A.C.S., member sch. board 12 yrs., physician
Selective Service Belknap County 30 yrs.
Recipient: personal citations from Pres.
Truman & Pres. Eisenhower, res. Laconia
NH.*
LANCASTER, Donovan Dean. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Campaign worker Sesquicentennial
Fund. Recipient: Alumni Service Award 1968;
scholarship established in his honor 1964,
Moulton Union lounge named in his honor
1970. Ret.; b. LaGrange July 3 1904; m. L.
Florence LaPointe Feb. 1 1930; ch.: Richard,
Joan, Janice. Bowdoin (instr. govt. 1927-32,
physical education 1927-36; freshman football
coach 1927-35, swimming coach 1927-28, asst.
varsity football coach 1935-36, dir. & faculty
sec. student aid 1936-47, dir. centralized dining
service 1947-69), ret. 1969. Pres. (Rotary Club
Brunswick 1951-52, Epis. Churchmen of Me.
1958-59, standing committee Diocese of Me.
Epis. Church 1959-66, Brunswick Area Student
Aid Committee 1963-68), corporator
Brunswick Savings Inst. 1945— , dir. Brunswick
Area United Fund 1957-63, St. Paul's Epis.
Church (treas., vestry, jr. warden, sr. warden
ca. 35 yrs), Assn. of Coll. Unions Int. (New
Eng. regional advisor 1946-47, int. v.pres. &
pres. 1948-50), Bowdoin (member Governing
Boards & faculty committees on construction
of Coleman Hall, Sr. Center & expansion of
Moulton Union; chmn. faculty committee on
Bowdoin Parents Activities 1958-67; treas.
Kappa Sigma House Corp. 1942-65, Alpha
Kappa Sigma House Corp. 1965
—
), officer
Pine Tree Council & Boy Scouts of Am.
Recipient: Silver Beaver Award Boy Scouts of
Am. 1951, Annual Citizenship Award
Brunswick Area C. of C. 1975; high sch.
scholarship established in his honor 1968. res.
Brunswick.*
LEVINE, William Samuel. A.B. Placement
aide 1946-55. Ret.; b. Boston Sept. 19 1904;
m. Ruth Melnick June 30 1934; ch.: Matthew
'58, Richard, Janet. Salesman Pilgrim Sales
Boston 1928-29, Filenes (buyer Boston
1929-34, store rep. NYC 1934-37, asst. to mgr.
Boston 1937-55, assoc. mgr. Boston 1955-65),
lectr. retailing & distribution Northeastern
Univ. 1968-72, student M.I.T. 1951. res.
Brookline MA.*
LEWIS, Donald Eastman. A.B., Mus.B. Yale
1928. Ret.; b. S. Berwick May 13 1904; s. of
Hugh M. faculty 1927-39; m. Lillian Pelletier
June 15 1938; ch.: Faith-Ellen. Pvt. music
instr. 1928-38 (Brunswick, Farmington),
teacher high sch. (Presque Isle 1939-42, Bangor
1942-45, Belfast 1945-69, E. Lyme 1969-74),
ret. Pres. Rotary Club Belfast 1965-66,
professional small boat capt. & piano tuner
1928— . Contbr. res. Phippsburg.*
LEWSEN, Rudolph Forbes. Bowdoin 1923-24.
Kappa Sigma, b. Portland March 1 1904. res.
Augusta.
LIBBY, Lawrence Bacon. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1929. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b.
Mary Barton Sept. 16 1932; ch.: Charles,
Deborah. Securities analyst Paine, Webber,
Jackson & Curtis NYC 1929-69; spec. asst. to
dir. of Relief to Prisoners of War section Am.
Red Cross Washington DC 1943-45; ret. Treas.
United Church of Rowayton CT 1972— . res.
Rowayton CT.*
LORD, John Anderson, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Class agt. 1962-66. Ret.; b. Boston Aug. 18
1904; m. Florence Nichols Oct. 29 1931; ch.:
Anne. With leather mfg. firm Woburn MA
1927-52, ret. Dir. (Pilgrim Trust Co. 1932-36,
John Carter & Co. 1935-50). res. York
Harbor.*
LYON, Milton Henry. Bowdoin 1924-25. Zeta
Psi. b. Auburn May 25 1904. res. unknown.
MACK, Maurice Harold. B.S. cum laude, O.D.
111. Coll of Optometry 1934. Optometry; b.
Portland Aug. 20 1905; m. Ann Lipson April
20 1947; ch.: Susan. With Int. Business
Machines Corp. 1 yr., Bauer & Black Chicago
IL 4 yrs. (accounting & statistics, asst. to
comptroller), instr. mathematics 111. Coll. of
Optometry Chicago, optometrist CT (Hartford
1934-46, Bristol 1946—). Kiwanis Club Bristol
(past pres., past sec, dir.), past dir. Bristol
Girls' Club, v.pres. Conn, region Nat. Exec.
Committee of the Zionist Organization of Am.,
member (board of trustees Bristol Boys' Club.
Economic Opportunity Comm. 1966). Beth
Israel Synagogue (past pres., past sec, trustee,
treas.). sec.-treas. United Jewish Appeal of
Bristol 25 yrs.. United Fund of Bristol (dir. 9
yrs., div. chmn. 4 yrs., v.chmn. 1971 campaign),
dir. Greater Bristol Conf. of Congregations.
Served to sgt. USA 1942-45. Recipient: Bronze
Keystone Medal Boys Clubs of Am. 1968.
United Fund certificate of appreciation 1972.
councilman Bristol 1976— . res. Bristol CT.*
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MARINO, Anthony Francis. Bowdoin 1923-24.
b. Port Chester NY Feb. 1 1906. res. unknown.
MARSHALL, Don. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Univ. Mich. 1931, M.Sc. Univ. Mich. 1935.
Alpha Delta Phi. 1962 capital campaign area
chmn. Medicine; b. E. Lansing Ml Nov. 8
1905; m. Evelyn Weeks June 27 1932; ch.: Don
*58, Bruce. Univ. Mich. 1931-37 (intern,
resident, instr., asst. prof, ophthalmology),
head dept. ophthalmology Geisinger Hospital
Danville PA 1937-39, pvt. practice Kalamazoo
MI 1939—, chief of staff Bronson Hospital
Kalamazoo 1946-47. Dir. C. of C. Kalamazoo
1949-52, pres. Rotary Club Kalamazoo
1957-58, Mich. Regional Med. Program (dir.
1966-68, pres. 1968-70), Kalamazoo Acad, of
Medicine (sec. 1946-48, pres. 1956), councilor
Mich. State Med. Soc. 1964-70. Served to It.
col. MCUSA 1942-45; awarded ETO ribbon,
Bronze Star (3). Contbr. res. Kalamazoo MI.*
MARTIN, Everett Kimball. A.B. cum laude.
Sigma Nu. Journalism; b. Rumford July 27
1905. Ed. Rumford Falls Times. Past trustee
public library Rumford, past member Me.
Sanitary Water Board, res. Rumford.*
MARTIN, Thomas. B.S. Psi Upsilon. b.
Chelsea MA March 1 1905; m. Dorothy Stott
Sept. 12 1929, m. Anna Paine July 4 1937; ch.:
Deborah, Susan. Div. sales mgr. Everlastik Inc.
Chelsea MA 1928-33, sales mgr. Shoe Products
div. Am. Wringer Co. Cambridge MA 1933-38,
prop. New Eng. Inn Intervale NH 1938-63.
Dir. N.H. Hotel Men's Assn. d. N. Conway
NH Nov. 6 1963.*
MAYNARD, Erville Byron. B.S., B.D. Epis.
Theol. Sch. 1930. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Clergy; b. Somerville MA March 14 1904;
m. Ann Wetherbee; 2 children. Rector Christ
Church Grosse Pointe MI 1953— . res. Parma
MI.
MacGUIRE, William John, Jr. Bowdoin
1923-24, A.B. Webster Univ., LL.B. Southern
Law Sch. Theta Delta Chi. b. Providence RI
April 24 1900; m. Sarah Dodge July 1931; ch.:
William. Member Rockefeller Foundation
Lagor Nigeria W. Africa, atty. Atlanta GA ca.
1935, sr. partner MacGuire & Co. NYC 7-1939.
d. Millbrook NY June 12 1939.
McGOWAN, Frank Hugh. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Branford CT Sept. 5 1905; m.
Evelyn Hunt July 2 1932; ch.: Alan, David.
Dist. sales mgr. Scott Paper Co., v.pres. -dir.
The Dowd Co. Cambridge MA 30 yrs., ret.
1971. First pres. Watertown MA Art Assn.,
trustee public library Watertown, advisor on
the paper industry OPA 1942-45. Contbr. res.
Watertown MA.*
McINNES, John. A.B. Zeta Psi. Class agt.
1939-45, Alumni Fund dir. 1944-47, 1972
capital campaign worker. Ret.; b. Bath Jan.
9 1904; m. Elizabeth Randall July 1 1 1931; ch.:
John, Duncan, Susan. Security analyst NYC
(Paine Webber & Co. 1929-30, E. F. Hutton
1930-33), H. M. Payson & Co. Portland
(security analyst 1933-69, member of firm
1940-69). Trustee Portland Savings Bank
1951—; treas. Randall & McAllister Portland
1968, 1975; dir. Consumers Water Co. 1940—;
deacon State Street Church 6 yrs.; member
Financial Analysts Federation, res. Falmouth
Foreside.*
MERRILL, Henry Emery. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Exeter NH Oct. 14 1904; m. Jane Butler
July 29 1932; ch.: Dustin, Stephen, Henry.
With Lord, Thomas & Logan NYC 1928-32;
General Electric Co. Bridgeport CT 1932-47
(product promotion mgr. wiring devices, mgr.
construction materials, advt. mgr.); Patent
Button Co. Waterbury CT 1947-55 (asst.
general mgr., asst. sec); co-prop. Merrill
Brothers General Store Bethlehem CT 1955-61.
d. Bethlehem CT Oct. 25 1961.
MICHIE, Robert William. Bowdoin 1923-27.
Delta Upsilon. b. Biddeford Nov. 15 1906;
m. Frances Hodges May 9 1938; ch.: William,
Robert Jr., Thomas, Frances, Patricia, Martha.
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. (accountant
Washington DC 1927-38, auditor Richmond
VA 1938-46, v.pres. Washington DC 1946-52,
v.pres. comptrollers 1949-52, v.pres. revenue
requirements & accounts 1952-60, v.pres.
finance 1960-63). Dir. Shenandoah Life Ins.
Co., nat. dir. Financial Exec. Inst, of Am. d.
Washington DC April 16 1963.*
MILLER, August Charles, Jr. B.S., A.M.
Harvard 1941. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Taunton MA Aug. 31 1905; m. Eleanore Pary
Nov. 23 1940; ch.: August III '70. Instr.
(Peddie Sch. Hightstown NJ 1927-31, Salisbury
CT Sch. 1931-34), head history dept.
Northwood Sch. Lake Placid NY 1934-36,
instr. high sch. (Brookline MA 1936-42, Seattle
WA 1941-42), instr. history USNA 1946-47,
visiting prof. govt. Northeastern Univ. 1947-56,
asst. in govt. dept. Harvard summer 1955, prof,
govt. (Wheaton Coll. Norton MA 1948-58;
prof. & holder Miles Chair of Int. Relations,
U.S. Naval War Coll. Newport RI 1956-73;
research prof. Center for Int. Affairs Harvard
1969), ret. 1973. Served to capt. USNR
1942-47. Recipient: Personal Commendation
of Distinguished Service award, Presidential
Unit Citation, Battle Star (5); named 1st prof,
emeritus of int. affairs by Naval War Coll.
1973. Author: History of Air Squadron VC-27
(1945), Essays on American Government
(1961), Strategic Indian Ocean (1970), Journey
to Antarctica (1973); contbr. res. Middletown
RI.*
MILLIKEN, Leon Griswold. Bowdoin 1923-25,
1926-28; B.S. Boston Univ. 1932; M.C.S.
Boston Univ. 1938. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
Old Orchard Beach May 4 1905. res.
Bowdoinham.
MONTGOMERY, David Kemble. A.B. cum
laude, B.D. Epis. Theol. Sem. 1930. M.Div.
Epis. Theol. Sem. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b.
Portsmouth NH Feb. 14 1905; m. Virginia
Harris Sept. 30 1933; ch.: Mary, Richard,
George. Curate St. Ann's Lowell Ma 1930-32,
rector (Emmanuel W. Roxbury MA 1932-35,
St. Peter's Morristown NJ 1935-45, All Saints
Ft. Worth TX 1947-48), priest-in-charge Fort
Worth 1946-48 (St. Luke's, All Saints, Good
Shepherd, St. Anne's), dean St. Paul's
Cathedral Springfield IL 1948-59, rector (St.
Mark's Waterville 1959-69, St. Margaret's
Belfast 1969-72), ret. Epis. chaplain (Am.
Legion, Colby Coll. 1959-69), trustee (Diocese
of Me., Home for Aged Couples), provincial
dir. Am. Church Union, dir. Epis. Church
camp IL. Served to It. USNR 1946-47. Named
hon. canon St. Luke's Cathedral Portland
1975—. Author: Why Go to Church (1945),
The Tree of Life (1950), Signs and Symbols of
Christmas (1952); contbr. res. Gorham.*
MOORE, Roswell. Bowdoin 1923-24. Theta
Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ret.; b. New Britain CT Nov. 12 1903; m.
Elisabeth Tarbox Oct. 29 1927; ch.: Caroline,
Roswell Jr. '54, John. Trader Stevenson
Gregory & Co. Hartford CT 1926-38, asst. to
pres. Premium Commercial Co. New Britain
CT 1938-41, capt. USAF 1941-45, salesman
Ward Maier & Co. Berlin CT 1945-50, major
USAF 1950-53, ret. Dir. YMCA New Britain
1945-50. res. Sarasota FL.*
MORRELL, Walter Stuart. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Real estate; b. Cape St. George N.S.
Canada May 4 1904; m. Virginia Prior Feb. 23
1932; ch.: Brooke-Alden, Prior. Bond salesman
G. L. Ostrom & Co. 1928-31, trustee
Bio-Chemical Research Trust Boston 1931-37,
leadingman rate setter Bethlehem Hingham
1940-42, stock salesman R. H. Johnson & Co.
Boston 1943-49, prop. Morrell Realty Co.
Brookline MA 1951— . Author: Civilization on
Square Wheels (1975). res. Brookline MA.*
MORRILL, Charles Wardwell. B.S. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard
1931. Sigma Nu. b. Berlin NH May 31 1904;
m. Katherine Anstiss Nov. 14 1931; ch.:
Charles, Katherine. Atty. Boston 1931-42,
partner Peabody Arnold Batchelder Luther, d.
Wakefield MA Feb. 26 1942.
MOSHER, Frederick Whitcomb. Bowdoin
1923-26. Theta Delta Chi. b. Roslindale MA
July 25 1904; m. Anna Harrington June 1
1929; ch.: Allan. Treas. Dimick-Mosher
Products Co. Boston, d. Peterborough NH Jan.
17 1964.
MURPHY, Edward Thomas. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Hyannis MA May 4 1903; m. Ruth
Pelton May 1 1947. Salesman Int. Business
Machines Corp. NYC 1927-35, U.S.
postmaster Hyannis 1935-44, town of
Barnstable 1950-74 (selectman, assessor,
member board of public welfare), ret. Pvt.
USA 1942-44. res. Hyannis MA.*
MURPHY, William Augustine. A.B., A.M.
Calvin Coolidge Coll. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Lawrence MA Aug. 25 1903; m. Persis Lane
1940. With N.Y. Journal, N.Y. Evening Post
1928-29; with Lawrence Eagle-Tribune 7-1933;
teacher (Holderness Sch. Plymouth NH, high
sch. Lawrence 1933-35). d. N. Andover MA
Sept. 2 1955.
NEIL, Richard Jones. Bowdoin 1923-26, M.D.
Tufts 1930. Theta Delta Chi. Class agt.
1950-53. b. Lawrence MA Nov. 22 1903; m.
Alice O'Neill 1931; ch.: Marion, Richard Jr.
Physician Methuen MA 1930-54. Sch.
physician Methuen 1936-40, dept. head obstet.
& gynecol. Lawrence General Hospital, d.
Methuen MA March 17 1954.
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NELSON, Carlton Low. A.B. Sigma Nu. Class
agt. 1957-62. b. Boston Sept. 13 1904; m.
Irene Aldrich April 30 1930, m. Muriel Caffray
April 18 1959; ch.: David, Marjorie.
Trainee/asst. buyer R. H. Macy & Co. NYC
1927-29, buyer (LasaUe & Koch Co. Toledo
OH 1929-30; J. N. Adam & Co. Buffalo NY
1930-32; C. O. Miller Co. Stamford CT
1933-34; Luckey, Piatt & Co. Poughkeepsie
NY 1934-40; Hens & Kelly Co. Buffalo
1940-44), market rep. Assoc. Merchandising
Corp. NYC 1944-48, buyer John Wanamaker
Phila. PA 1948-63, New Eng. sales rep.
Waterford Glass Inc. NYC 1963-74, ret. d.
Peterborough NH June 14 1977.*
OLMSTEAD, Robert Taft. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Atlantic MA April 4 1904; m. Dorothy
Anderson July 18 1930, m. Elizabeth Keith
June 15 1934; ch.: Robert Jr., Elizabeth.
Teacher, coach (Phillips Acad. Andover MA
1927-28, Browning Sch. NYC 1928-29, Short
Hills Private Sch. NJ 1929-32, Cambridge Sch.
Weston MA 1932-34); Taft Sch. Watertown
CT 1934-? (head biology dept., dramatics
coach), d. Brewster MA Aug. 29 1958.
PALMER, Paul Arthur. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1928;
Ph.D. Harvard 1934. Phi Delta Psi. b.
Beverly MA July 31 1906; m. Hazel Robbins
Sept. 6 1934. Instr. (govt. Bowdoin 1930,
Washington Acad. E. Machias 1932-33, govt.
Harvard 1933-34), prof, political science
(Rockford IL Coll. 1934-38, Kenyon Coll.
Gambier OH 1938-41), assoc. prof, political
science Stanford Univ. 1941-42, prof, political
science Kenyon Coll. 1942-44, lectr. Harvard
1944-45, prof, political science Kenyon Coll.
1945-48. Contbr. d. Gambier OH July 22 1948.
PARKER, Malcolm Sleeper. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Middlebury Coll. 1931.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Sherman Mills May
22 1904; m. Sara Mazza June 22 1931; ch.:
Frederic, Mary. Teacher (Worcester MA Acad.
1927-28, Stearns Sch. Mt. Vernon NH 1928-33,
high sch. Smyrna Mills 1933-34), public sch.
Guilford NY 1934-41 (teacher, principal), Int.
Business Machines analyst Bendix Aviation
Sidney NY 1941-43, teacher public sch. NY
(Bainbridge 1943-44, Afton 1944-69). Sec. C. of
C. Afton 1949-55, elder Presby. Church (Afton
1950-59, Oneonta NY 1970-72), pres. (County
Teachers Guilford NY 1938-39, County
Counselors Afton 1961-62). res. Oneonta NY,
Bradenton FL.*
PAUL, Brainard Carlisle. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Rockport June 23 1904; m. Dorothy
Andrews Oct. 2 1927; ch.: Richard, William.
Principal (New Portland High Sch. 1927-28,
Limington Acad. 1928-44), education officer
Augusta 1944-47, teacher Rockland High Sch.
1944-48, principal Waldoboro High Sch.
1948-67, sanitary inspector Me. State Bureau
of Health summers 1927-56, ret. Pres. (York
County Teachers Assn. 1934-35, Knox-Lincoln
Teachers Assn. 1955-56). res. Waldoboro.*
PAYSON, Richard Conant, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1929. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Portland April 10 1905; s. of Richard C. '93;
m. Elizabeth Thatcher Oct. 17 1931, m. Pattie
Brown April 23 1937; ch.: Richard III,
Marshall, James. With John C. Paige Ins. Co.
& Skyways Inc. Boston 1929-35, v.pres. The
Portland Co. 1935-56, pres. Chapman Electric
Neutralizer Co. Portland 1936-56. d. Sarasota
FL March 14 1969.*
PERRY, Theodore Carl. Bowdoin 1923-25.
b. Portland Jan. 31 1907. res. Miami Beach
FL.
PILLSBURY, Winslow Huntley. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Lawrence MA March 9 1906;
m. Doris Sterling Oct. 30 1928; ch.: Hugh,
Winslow. Head room clerk Ponce de Leon
Hotel St. Augustine FL winters 1928-32, ins.
Portland winters 1933-34, Pillsbury's Pine
Point Restaurant (asst. summers 1927-34, prop.
1934-47), auditor Jordan & Jordan Portland
1945-47. d. Portland Nov. 3 1947.
PROCTOR, Benjamin Gooding. B.S. Alpha
Tau Omega. Ret.; b. Plymouth MA July 9
1905; m. Mary Kamerer June 16 1939, m.
Hazel Frost June 20 1969; ch.: Benjamin Jr.,
Charlene. Credits (Lever Brothers Co.
Cambridge MA 1928-29, Universal Credit Co.
Boston & Springfield MA 1929-31),
Commercial Credit Corp. 1931-68 (credits &
collections Bangor, Manchester NH; mgr.
Portland, Providence RI; div. credit &
operations mgr. Boston; eastern credit
supervisor Baltimore MD.), ret. res. St.
Petersburg FL.*
QUINN, John Curtin. A.B. cum laude. b.
Branford CT Oct. 4 1904; m. Elizabeth Sykes;
ch.: Robert, Susan, Mrs. Stuart Klarman.
Accountant Coan & Bunnell Inc. New Haven
CT. d. Branford CT April 6 1961.
RANDALL, Murray Wight. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Augusta April 15 1904; m. Kathryne Shallcross
Oct. 12 1935; ch.: Murray Jr. With Credit
Office NYC 1927-?, with Empire Trust Co.
NYC, with Am. Express Bank & Trust Co.
NYC 197-30, bank clerk Chase Nat. Bank
NYC 1930-43, Doremus & Co. NYC 1943-49
(advt., public relations), Plainfield NJ Trust
Co. 1949-51 (advt. mgr., dir., public relations),
Singer Sewing Machine Co. NYC 1951-64
(salesman 1951-?, asst. to mgr. admin,
consumer products div. 19?-64). d. NYC Sept.
9 1964.*
RANNEY, Laurence Leroy. Bowdoin 1923-26,
B.B.A. Northeastern 1928. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Ashfield MA June 2 1904; m. Maud
Tracy Dec. 23 1947. Arthur Perry & Co.
Boston (trainee 1928-29, rep. 1929-42), mgr. F.
S. Moseley Co. Boston 1946-70, ret. 1970. Vt.
chapter Arthritis Foundation 25 yrs. (pres.,
board chmn.). Served to capt. USA 1942-46.
Recipient: Nat. Arthritis Foundation
distinguished service award, U.S. Treasury
Dept. distinguished service citation, res.
Burlington & Island Pond VT.*
RATCLIFF, William Jesse Donaldson. A.B.
Chi Psi. Ret.; b. S. Paris Feb. 1 1904; m.
Doris Wardwell Aug. 14 1928; ch.: William
'52, Wardwell. Mgr. Beneficial Finance Co.
Newark NJ 1927-34, treas. & pres. George
Peabody MA Cooperative Bank 1934-74, ret.
Treas. Am. Red Cross Peabody 1938-48, pres.
Mass. Cooperative Bank League Boston
1944-45, Peabody Housing Authority 1945-74
(member Penn., treas., chmn.), dir. & pres.
Cooperative Central Bank Boston 1946-74, dir.
Federal Home Loan Bank Boston 1947-63,
member (advisory council Federal Home Loan
Bank Board Washington DC, legislative
committee U.S. League of Savings Inst.
Chicago IL), treas. & chmn. (Salvation Army,
Arthritis Foundation MA), dir. Soc. Prevention
Cruelty to Children MA. Contbr. res. Peabody
MA.*
RAY, Norman Grandville. Bowdoin 1923-25,
1926. b. New Gloucester March 14 1905; m.
Gladys Lawrence June 27 1928; ch.: Kevin,
Bradford, Gwendolyn. Prop. (Ray's Market
Lewiston ca. 1952, Riverton Grocery Auburn,
Shop & Save, Red & White Market Auburn ca.
1955). d. Gorham Aug. 26 1962.
REED, John Giveen. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1928; LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1947. Psi Upsilon. b. E. Orange NJ
Jan. 28 1906; m. Bessie Thurber 1929, m.
Marian Baker Jan. 17 1946; ch.: John Jr.
Assoc. ed. Times-Minuteman Lexington MA,
sch. rep. Longman Greene Publishing Co.
NYC 1929-32, atty. N. Adams MA 1948-74.
Served to 2nd It. MCUSA 1941-44. d. N.
Adams MA Feb. 18 1974.*
RENOUF, Henry Charles. Bowdoin 1923-24.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Tientsin China Jan. 4
1905. res. Belchertown MA.
RIDEOUT, Leon H. Bowdoin 1923-25. Zeta
Psi. b. Augusta Feb. 26 1904. res. unknown.
ROBERTSON, John Ramage. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1931. Psi Upsilon. b. Manchester
MA March 18 1905, m. Carolyn Davis Sept. 9
1939; ch.: Joan, Cynthia, Elizabeth. Instr.
(Longwood Day Sch. Brookline MA 1928-32,
Rectory Sch. Pomfret CT 1932-33), Babson
Inst. Wellesley MA (sales 1934-35, sec.
admissions 1935-39), with war industries
1939-45, Textron Inc. 1945-47 (personnel,
training), Lowell MA Textile Inst. 1947-70
(instr. to full prof.), ret. 1970. Chmn. sch.
committee Topsfield MA 3 yrs. d. Dover NH
March 24 1977.*
ROBINSON, Roy Alexander. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1943. Ret.; b. Westbrook Jan. 6
1905; m. Anne Libby Sept. 1 1924; ch.:
Richard '46. Teacher high sch. (Newport
1927-29, Biddeford 1929-34, Dixfield 1935-42).
principal high sch. Huntington MA 1942-43,
high sch. Westbrook (teacher & asst. principal
1943-54, principal 1954-67), ret. Past pres.
(Westbrook Teachers Assn. 1948, State
Principals Assn. 1963-64), state dir. Nat. Honor
Soc. 1962-67, co-founder & 1st treas. Kidney
Foundation of Me. 1969-74, chmn. sch. bldg.
comm. Westbrook 1968-75. res. Westbrook.*
ROGERS, Clyde Leighton. Bowdoin 1923-24.
B.S. Columbia 1927. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Westbrook July 18 1905. Exec, v.pres. The
Conf. Board NYC. res. Lake Worth FL.*
ROSEN, Lawrence. B.S. Scholarship fund
established in his memory donated bv Irving
Usen 1975. b. Bangor May 19 1906: m.
Doris Angoff; ch.: Neal, Daniel, Judith.
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Supervisor United Fruit Co. Honduras Central
Am. 1928-32, Usen Trawling Co. Boston (supt.
1933-36, v.pres. 1936-63). Advisor U.S. Comm.
Northwest Treaty Alliance. Served to capt.
USA 1943-46. d. Boston Aug. 1 1 1963.*
ROWE, Mahlon Clifford. Bowdoin 1923-27.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Springvale Sept. 24 1905;
m. Evelyn Bell June 10 1941. Central Me.
Power Co. (meter reader Portland 1930-35,
officer supervisor Sanford 1935-68), ret. d.
Wells July 27 1972.
SAUNDERS, Francis William. Bowdoin
1923-24, 1925-26. Kappa Sigma. b. Keene
NH July 7 1905. Surveyor Harry B. O'Neil
Keene, with Faulkner & Colony Mfg. Co.
Keene, prop, haberdashery shop (Watch Hill
RI, Palm Beach FL), with Saunders' Foods
Carthage NY 1945-46. Served with ACUSA
1942-43. d. Gouverner NY Nov. 22 1946.
SAWYER, Alden Hart. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
Class agt. 1934-39, Alumni Fund dir. 1939-42
(v.chmn. 1940-41, chmn. 1941-42), Alumni
Council 1942-45 (pres. 1944-45), Sesquitennial
Fund treas. 1947-48, Overseer 1954-67, Trustee
1967— class bequest chmn. 1971— 1972
capital campaign worker. Recipient: Alumni
Service Award 1942. Ret.; b. Bangor July 6
1906; m. Gayle Morgan June 7 1930; ch.:
Alden Jr. '53, Olin '58. With Tamblyn &
Brown NYC 1927-29, with Am. Water Works
& Electric Co. NYC 1927-31, asst. trust officer
Fidelity Trust Co. Portland 1931-33, Me. Nat.
Bank Portland 1933-70 (various positions, ret.
as pres.), treas. Bowdoin 1967— . Dir. (Me.
Nat. Bank 1960-71, Rockland-Rockport Lime
Co. 1957-73, YMCA Portland 1948-54, United
Community & War Chest 1944-45, Mercy
Hospital Portland 1963-65, Children's Dental
Clinic Portland 1960-63), pres. (Me. Bankers
Assn. 1962, Corporate Fiduciaries Assn. of Me.
1952), chmn. Stockholder's Advisory
Committee Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
1964, treas. (C. of C. Portland, Veterans'
Service Center 1944-46), member (exec, council
Am. Bankers Assn. 1963, sch. committee
Portland 1946-55), exec. mgr. Me. War
Finance Committee 1943, dir. & sec. Am. Red
Cross Portland chapter 1941-46, trustee
(Portland Savings Bank 1959
— ,
Me. Home for
Boys 1956-75), corporator (Me. Med. Center
1940-75, Children's Hospital 1940-75).
Awarded certificate of appreciation Me.
Bankers Assn. 1970. Author: History of Trust
Business in Maine (1949). res. Yarmouth.*
SAWYER, Harry Shackford, Jr. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. b. Saco May 13 1905. res. Saco.
SELLEW, David Murray. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Galesburg IL Dec. 22 1905; m. Janet
Little June 11 1932; ch.: Charlotta, Margaret.
Chemist Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Akron
OH 1927-29, Auburn Rubber Corp. IN
(purchasing agt. 1929-?; chief chemist; plant
supt.; v.pres., general mgr. 1940-52). Dir. (Toy
Mfr. Assn. of Am., Auburn Rubber Corp.). d.
Garrett IN July 29 1952.
SEWALL, Weston Fullerton. A.B., M.D.
Harvard 1931. Chi Psi. Medicine; b.
Livermore Falls Aug. 21 1905; m. Ruth Lang
July 24 1929, m. Elizabeth Livingston Dec. 30
1958; ch.: Richard. Obstet. & gynecol. Boston
1931—
.
First & Second Church Boston
(member denominational affairs committee,
budget committee, standing committee),
pres.-elect Suffolk dist. Med. Soc. Recipient:
Harvard award for 25 yrs. of teaching 1964.
Contbr. res. Roslindale MA.*
SHEH, Quincy Queen Shan. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Upsilon. b. Tientsin
China Oct. 15 1904; married 1931; 5 children.
Ed. China Tribune 1927-28, staff China Critic
1928, Nat. Univ. Chekiang Hangchow China
(instr. English 1927-32, in charge of English
work 1928-?, head foreign lang. dept. 1931-?),
instr. Peiping China 1935-37 (Nathanalist
Univ., Catholic Univ.), head temporary
Western lang. dept. Interior Chinese Ministry
of Education 1937-?, prof. & head foreign lang.
dept. Nat. Univ. Chekiang (refugee Tsunyi
Kweichow China ca. 1944-46, Hangchow
1946-49). last known res. Hangchow China.
SHERIDAN, Edwin Ayer. A.B., Litt.B.
Columbia 1928. Kappa Sigma. b. Haverhill
MA June 29 1905; m. Frances Norton March
22 1930; ch.: Edwin Jr., Ann, Miege. N.Y.
Times NYC (reporter 1928-29, financial writer
1929-34); Securities & Exchange Comm.
Washington DC (supervisor information &
research section 1934-38, exec. asst. to chmn.
1938-42); with WPB, Office of Civilian
Defense Washington DC 1942-43; head radio
advt. dept. Coca Cola Co. Atlanta GA 1943-45.
d. New Rochelle NY Sept. 20 1945.
SINGER, Morris Aaron. Bowdoin 1923-25.
b. Lewiston Nov. 6 1904. res. Chestnut MA.
SNYDER, John Kimball. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1928. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Winterport Feb. 2 1906; s. of
John F. '04. Instr. English (Univ. Wise.
1928-30, Amherst 1930-31). d. Freiburg
Germany Aug. 2 1931.
SPILLER, Merton Rudolph. Bowdoin 1923-24,
1925-29. Alpha Tau Omega. b. Mechanic
Falls April 1 1904. Stockman S. S. Kresge Co.
Wilkes Barre PA 1929, with Auburn Savings
Bank 1929-30, grocer Auburn 1930-31. d.
Auburn Aug. 27 1931.
THALHEIMER, William Hastings. B.S., A.M.
Harvard 1933. Delta Upsilon. Alumni Council
1963-67. Ret.; b. Cincinnati OH May 9
1906; m. Irma Good Sept. 7 1929; ch.:
Caroline, William '55. Chemist Arthur D. Little
Inc. Cambridge MA 1927-28, E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. (chemist Deepwater NJ
1928-29, production supervisor 1929-43; plant
mgr. New Brunswick NJ 1943-45; production
mgr. Wilmington DE 1945-49; plant mgr.
Buffalo NY & Chattanooga TN 1949-54;
production mgr. Wilmington 1954-56, product
mgr. 1956-66), ret. res. Orr's Island.*
TOLMAN, Edward Merrill. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1931, Ph.D. Columbia 1947. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Portland May 5 1906; m.
Mildred Kamner July 2 1932. Metallurgical
physicist Bell Tel. Lab. NY & NJ 1927-71, ret.
Elected member Sigma Xi. Served as
consultant for the Atomic Energy Comm.
1942-44 and while on the Manhattan Project in
1943 discovered a procedure essential for the
high efficiency of separation of Uranium-235
by the gaseous diffusion process in use since
1946 at Oak Ridge TN. res. NYC*
TRASK, Burton Warren, Jr. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1931. Theta Delta Chi. 1962 capital campaign
worker. Medicine; b. Rumford April 14
1904; m. Helen Hayden April 28 1946.
Radiologist' physician (Jersey City NJ Med.
Center 1931-34, Boston City Hospital 1934,
Jersey City Hospital 1935-37, general hospitals
Augusta & Gardiner 1937-41, V.A. 1946-52,
pvt. practice 1952
—
), consultant 1952— (Air
Corps, Barnstable MA County Hospital, Cape
Cod MA Hospital), consultant MCUSA
1974—. Served to It. col. MCUSA 1941-64.
Contbr. res. Osterville MA.*
TUCKER, Howard Martin. B.S. Phi Delta Psi.
b. Worcester MA June 4 1905; m. Helen
Payne Oct. 31 1931; ch.: Donald, Doris.
Statistician Washington DC (Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel. Co. 1927-37, Internal Revenue
Bureau 19?-64). d. Washington DC Nov. 11
1964.
VAHEY, John William. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Watertown MA Dec. 1904; m.
Lucille Hoffpaiur. With Standard Supply &
Hardware Co. New Orleans LA. d. New
Orleans LA Dec. 30 1950.
VAUX, Gilbert Earl. Bowdoin 1923-24. Zeta
Psi. b. Washington DC Aug. 23 1903. d.
Queens NY Aug. 6 1937.
WEBBER, Donald Wedgwood. A.B. cum laude,
LL.D. 1970, LL.B. Harvard 1931, L.H.D. Bates
1962, L.H.D. Defiance Coll. 1964, LL.D. Univ.
Me. 1975. Delta Upsilon. Overseer 1962—,
class agt. 1973-75. Ret.; b. Auburn Nov. 19
1906; s. of George C. '95; m. Lucy Nourse
Sept. 21 1929; ch.: George '55, Faith. Atty. G.
C. & D. W. Webber Auburn 1931-48, justice
(Superior Court Me. 1948-53, Supreme Judicial
Court 1953-73), alternate chmn. Me. Labor
Relations Board 1973— . Trustee (Auburn
Savings Bank 1946-65, Bangor Theol. Sem.
1953-65, Westbrook Coll. 1965—), United
Church of Christ (nat. moderator 1961-63,
pres. Me. Conf. 1964), city solicitor Auburn
1933-37. Served to It. USN 1943-45. res.
Auburn.*
WEEKS, George Wingate. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1931. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. S. Portland
Nov. 4 1904, m. Eileen Goodwin Feb. 17 1934;
ch.: William. Atty. S. Portland. Served to col.
USA 1941-46. res. Portland.*
WHITE, Herbert Frye. Bowdoin 1923-25,
1926-28. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lewiston
March 21 1904; s. of Wallace H. Jr. '99; m.
Dorothy Thayer Dec. 7 1935. Ins. (Brunswick
1930-35, Topsham 1935-68). d. Brunswick Feb.
3 1968.*
WHITE, Philip Francis. A.B. b. Bath Aug.
30 1898. res. Troy NY.
WHITTIER, Walter Frank. A.B. cum laude,
LL.D. 1976, M.B.A. Harvard 1929, D.B.A.
(hon.) Husson Coll. 1972. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agt. 1929-34, 1972 capital
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campaign worker. Scholarship fund established
in his honor by Hannaford Brothers Co. 1974.
Ret.; b. Passadumkeag May 12 1906; m.
Nancy Gooch Oct. 17 1931; ch.: Charles, Julia.
Statistician Fidelity Ireland Corp. Portland
1930-33, asst. to conservator Fidelity Trust Co.
1933-37, Hannaford Brothers Co. 1937-75
(treas., exec, v.pres., pres., board chmn., chief
exec, officer), ret. Past pres. (C. of C. Greater
Portland, Nat.-Am. Wholesale Grocers' Assn.
Inc.), Portland Boys' Club (treas. 25 yrs., dir.),
member board of dir. (The Sun Federal
Savings & Loan Assn. Portland, Dead River
Co. Bangor), treas. Super Market Inst. Inc.
One of 4 rep. of U.S. food industry studying
certain aspects of State Dept.'s Food for Peace
Program in India in 1964. res. Falmouth.*
WILLEY, Matthew Kenneth. Bowdoin
1923-24. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Camden Nov.
29 1903. res. Port Richey FL.
WILSON, Clement Skolfield. A.B., M.D. Yale
1 93 1 . Zeta Psi. b. Portland July 31 1 905 ; s. of
Emery G. '98; m. Elizabeth Hawkins Sept. 19
1931; ch.: Julian, Clement Jr., Mary. Physician
Brunswick 1932-48. d. Portland April 27 1948.*
WOOD, Harry Winslow. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
S. Portland May 28 1905; m. Marion Mingo
Oct. 1928; ch.: Martha. New Eng. Tel. & Tel.
(asst. traffic mgr. Quincy MA 1927-29; traffic
mgr. Winchester MA 1929-41, Manchester NH
1941-42; metropolitan supervisor Winchester
1941-68). d. Forest Hills MA Dec. 14 1968.*
WOODMAN, Arthur Barton. Bowdoin
1923-25, 1926, 1928-29; B.S. Boston Univ.
1933; M.D. Boston Univ. 1936. b. Yarmouth
Oct. 27 1902; s. of Daniel N. M'92; m. Hattie
Kendall, m. Charlotte Gibson June 26 1937, m.
Helen Moyer April 5 1971; ch.: Daniel, Janice.
Physician (Vinalhaven, N. Haven, Machias
1936-39; Falmouth Foreside 1939-71), ret.
Named Falmouth Citizen of the Year 1969. d.
Tarpon Springs FL July 23 1973.*
Class of 1928
ALEXANDER, William Dawson. B.S., A.M.
Bates 1943. Beta Theta Pi. Class agt. 1973-75.
Ret.; b. Watertown MA July 12 1906; m.
Virginia Green April 14 1928; ch.: William Jr.,
Charles. Dept. head mathematics (Belmont
MA Hill Sch. 1928-43, Middlesex Concord
MA 1943-71), coach 1928-65, ret. Member
Middlesex Admissions Board 1945-71, chmn.
New Gloucester Appeals Board 1971
—
,
Androscoggin Regional Planning Board
1972
— (commissioner, treas., exec, committee
member), res. New Gloucester.*
ANDERSON, John Dexter. Bowdoin 1924-27.
Sigma Nu. b. Dover April 8 1906; m. Bernice
Meyer May 1 1974. With Lee Higginson & Co.
Boston, Retail Credit Co. (asst. mgr. Boston
1930-33, mgr. Worcester MA 1933-50, mgr.
Portland 1950-58), ret. d. Clearwater FL Nov.
21 1976.*
ANDREWS, John Stevens. Bowdoin 1924-25.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Lawrence MA June 1 1904;
m. Justine Stratton Oct. 18 1926; ch.: John Jr.,
Richard. Clerk brokerage office Andover MA
1925-29; partner Andrews & Hibbard 1929-45
(Andover, Methuen MA); mgr. branch office
Townsend, Dabney & Tyson Lawrence
1945-57. Served with USA 1942-43. d.
Seabrook Beach NH June 6 1957.
ANGLEY, John Cole. B.S., M.D. Harvard
1932. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Brewer
Feb. 12 1906; m. Florence Davis June 9 1938;
ch.: John, Judith, Edward, Jeraldine, James,
Joseph, Jeffrey. Physician pvt. practice
Pembroke MA 1935— . Sch. physician MA
1945— (Pembroke, Halifax), med. examiner
2nd dist. Plymouth County 1956— , member
staff (asst. physician 1973 Mass. General
Hospital 35 yrs., Jordan Hospital Plymouth
MA 1934—). Served to It. col. MCUSAF
1942-46; awarded Bronze Star 1944. res.
Bryantville MA.*
BACHELDER, Philip Archelus. A.B. cum
laude. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Westbrook Oct. 28
1906; m. Barbara Rogers June 1 1935; ch.:
Stephen, Allan, David. Credit analyst First
Nat. Bank Boston Havana Cuba 1929-34, asst.
to treas. S. D. Warren Co. Cumberland Mills
1934-41, section chief OPA Washington DC
1941-45, chief statistician Kimberly-Clark
Neenah WI 1945-48, sec.-treas. Newsprint Co.
Coosa River AL 1948-55, exec, v.pres.
LaAurora SA de CV Mexico D.F. 1955-57,
pres. Coosa River Newsprint Co. 1957-64, area
dir. Latin Am. Kimberly-Clark Corp. Mexico
D.F. 1964-68, ret. Pres. Assoc. Industries Ala.
1962-63. res. Hilton Head Is. SC.*
BACHULUS, Matthew John. B.S., M.D.
Harvard 1932. Kappa Sigma, b. New Britain
CT Nov. 1 1901; m. Ernestine Humphrey June
7 1932; ch.: Ann, Judith, Joan. Jr. intern
Deaconess Hospital Boston 1930-32, surgery
resident Mass. General Hospital Boston
1932-34, cancer surgery resident Mass. State
Walpole 1934-35, Springfield MA Hospital (jr.
staff 1935-37, full staff 1937-58, chief surgery
1954-56). F.A.C.S., elected member Nu Sigma
Nu. Illustrator, d. Springfield MA Oct. 27
1958.*
BAILEY, Rodney Wilson. Bowdoin 1924-26.
Chi Psi. b. Woolwich Dec. 20 1907. d.
Brunswick Nov. 29 1926.
BARDSLEY, Clayton March. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Occ. unknown; b. Bridgton May 3
1906; m. Arlene Sheehan Aug. 30 1935; ch.:
Joseph, Thomas. U.S. govt. Washington DC
(U.S. Postal Dept., Bureau Federal Prisons,
Federal Highway Comm.). res. Bridgton.*
BECKETT, George Gardner. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1931. Psi
Upsilon. b. Calais May 25 1907; m.
Elizabeth Lawrence June 19 1948; ch.: Merrill
'76, James, Louis. Atty. (Channing Corneau &
Frothingham Boston 1931-42, Clark Sears
Salem MA 1946, Barton & Feldman &
successor firms Boston 1952-72). Chmn. zoning
board of appeals Hamilton MA 1954. Served
to maj. USA 1942-46. d. Salem MA Sept. 3
1975.
BOYD, Neal Rogers. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. Salem MA May 23 1906;
m. Cornelia Spencer 1937; ch.: Nancy, res.
Marblehead MA.
BRYANT, Gordon Whitman. B.S., M.B.A.
Harvard 1930. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Boston
March 8 1906; m. Marjorie Smith Sept. 12
1931; ch.: Cynthia, Judith, Gordon Jr. Advt.
mgr. & salesman F. A. Foster & Co. Inc.
Boston 1930-46, dept. mgr. Personal
Bookshops Inc. Boston 1941-43, prop. & chief
exec, officer (Charles E. Lauriat Co. Inc.
Boston 1946-71, Lauriat's Northshore Inc.
Peabody MA 1958-71, Lauriat's Southshore
Inc. Braintree MA 1961-71, Lauriat's
Burlington Inc. Burlington MA 1968-71), prop.
& dir. DeWolfe & Fiske Co. Inc. 1959-71
(Boston, Woburn MA), ret. Braintree Savings
Bank (corporator 1944
—
; member board of
trustees 1954
—





), Am. Booksellers Assn. (dir.
1948-69, v.pres. 1961-66), dir. C. of C. Boston
1965-67, governing council Retail Trade Board
Greater Boston (member 1960-71, pres.
1965-67), public library Braintree (chmn.
1959-61, trustee 1951-61), chmn. sch.
committee Braintree 1948-51, sec. (Taxpayers
Assn. 1937-38, town finance committee
Braintree 1943-44). Coxswain CGTR 1944-45.
Contbr. res. Braintree MA.*
BRYANT, Harding Paul. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
b. Freedom July 18 1906; m. Emma Zwicker
May 26 1929; ch.: George, Mrs. Reginald
Dews. Teacher Freedom 1928-29, novelty mill
supt. Freedom 1931-42, supervisor Bath
Canning Co. 1942-53, clerk Bath Iron Works
1953-71, ret. d. Bath July 20 1972.*
BUNKER, Paul Clark. B.S., M.B.A. Harvard
1930. Psi Upsilon. b. Montclair NJ Feb. 19
1906; m. Elizabeth Weston Sept. 12 1937; ch.:
Prudence, Paul. Advt. (Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc. NYC 1930-33;
Thomas Devlin Mfg. Co. Burlington NJ
1933-37; Armstrong Cork Co. Lancaster PA
1937-44; mgr. The Foxboro MA Co. 1944-72),
ret. Pres. Tech. Advertisers Assn. 1948-49;
member sch. committee S. Walpole 14 yrs.
(chmn. 3 terms), d. Norfolk MA July 2 1973.*
BURNS, Robert Emery. Bowdoin 1924-25. Phi
Delta Psi. b. Portland Dec. 10 1906. res.
Clearwater FL.
BUTLER, Benjamin. A.B., LL.B. Boston Univ.
1932. Law; b. Farmington Aug. 7 1905; m.
Natalie Sturges May 23 1932; ch.: Diane,
Benjamin. Pres. & general mgr. Forster Mfg.
1934-43, dir. Livermore Falls Trust Co. 1934—,
Sugarloaf Mt. Corp. (atty., dir. & registrar
1955
— ; clerk 1966—), partner Newman Motor
Co. 1952-65, atty. self-employed Farmington
1965—. County atty. 1941-46, state senator
1953-58, pres. public library Farmington
1954—
,
judge Franklin Municipal Court
1961-65, trustee Franklin County. Co-author:
History Old South Church of Farmington from
1814 to 1965 (1966), contbr. res. Farmington.*
BUXTON, Edward Gray. A.B. cum laude.
Sigma Nu. b. Ft. Fairfield Oct. 30 1906; m.
Irma Wersebe June 30 1940, m. Charlotte
Hardin Dec. 24 1959; ch.: Joanna. Asst. Latin
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Bowdoin 1928-29, teacher & coach
Wassookeag Sch. Dexter 1929-37, Gunnery
Sch. Washington CT 1937-70 (teacher, coach,
dean of students, sr. master). With Am. Red
Cross 1945-47 (Labrador, the Azores,
Greenland), d. New Milford CT Dec. 30 1970.*
CANDY, John Burge. Bowdoin 1924-26. b.
Cape Elizabeth May 4 1907. Candy business
St. Louis MO 1926-29. d. Cape Elizabeth Nov.
28 1930.
CASE, Ralph Pierson. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1935. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Boston April 9 1906;
m. Grace McK.ee July 26 1961. Teacher (high
sch. Edgartown MA 1928-30, Tilton NH Sch.
1930-35, Hill Sch. Pottstown PA 1935-42,
Kingswood Sch. W. Hartford CT 1942-43,
Hotchkiss Lakeville CT 1943-44, Poly Prep
Brooklyn NY 1944-68), ret. Recipient: degre
normal Sorborne Paris France 1934, certificate
Univ. Madrid 1959. res. W. Dennis MA.*
CASE, Whitfield Bateman. A.B. 1962 capital
campaign area chmn. Exec; b. Clover Hill
NJ March 28 1907. Pres. Case Box Lunch Inc.
Mobile Industrial Caterers Trenton NJ 19?—
.
Central YMCA Trenton (v.pres., member
board of dir.). res. Trenton NJ.*
CHANDLER, Loring Olmstead. Bowdoin
1924-26. Beta Theta Pi. Sales; b. Gorham
NH May 20 1906; m. Louise Sweatt Nov. 22
1930; ch.: Nicholas, Ann. Sales Robert's Office
Supply Co. Lewiston 1930-31, scout exec. Boy
Scouts of Am. (Portland 1932
—
, Lewiston
1933, Maiden MA 1934, Gardiner 1938-42),
salesman Phillipston MA 1942— . Deacon,
treas. & exec, board member Phillipston
Congr. Church 1951
—
; member city council
Gardner MA 1949-50; selectman Phillipston
MA 1962-68, treas. 1968—. Served to It. cdr.
USCGR 1942-46. res. Phillipston MA.*
CHAPLIN, John White. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Lewiston Aug. 7 1906; m. Florence
Vaughan July 13 1936, m. Jeanne Pozgay June
20 1966; ch.: Elizabeth, Eleanor. Various
positions including industrial engineer Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1940-70, ret. res.
Dunedin FL.*
CHAPMAN, Richard Sleeth. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1931. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni
Council 1943-49 (pres. 1945-46). b. Portland
March 1 1 1907; s. of Arthur '94; m. Theodocia
Cleveland Aug. 22 1931; ch.: Peter '56,
Richard Jr. Atty. Portland 1931-62, chief judge
Me. Dist. Court 1962-71. Asst. atty.
Cumberland County 1937-42, atty.
Cumberland County 1943-49, instr. Peabody
Law Sch., prof, law Portland- Univ. 1950,
Cumberland County Republican Committee
(treas., chmn. finance committee), pres.
Cumberland Bar Assn. 1960, v.pres. Me.
Automobile Assn., dir. W. Me. Forest Nursery
Inc. d. Cape Elizabeth Dec 17 1971.*
CLARK, Fred Adam, Jr. Bowdoin 1924-26,
M.D. Stanford 1933. b. Redlands CA Aug.
21 1907. res. unknown.
CLIFFORD, Benjamin Bailey. Bowdoin
1924-26. Sigma Nu. b. Grand Forks ND Jan.
8 1903; m. Eleanor Lewis 1927; ch.: Elizabeth,
Alvin. Clerical dept. Boston (Spencer-Trask,
Stone Co. 1929-31). d. Houston TX Sept. 18
1946.
COBB, William Lord. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Portland May 26 2907. res. unknown.
COBURN, Hayward Hoben. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1929.
Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Deadwood SD Nov. 8 1907;
m. Margaret Phinney June 22 1929; ch.: Carol,
Alan. Research chemist Hercules Powder Co.
Wilmington DE 1929-33, patent atty. Busser &
Harding Phila. PA 1933-42, atty. Drinker
Biddle & Reath Phila. 1942-75, ret. 1975.
YMCA Phila. vicinity (dir. 1950—, pres.
1957-59), v.pres. nat. board YMCA 1964-68,
pres. board of trustees (Meadville Theol. Sch.
1952-56, First Unitarian Church 1954-61).
Recipient: Master of Men Award Penn.
YMCA 1967, outstanding layman YMCA
Phila. PA 1969. res. Villanova PA.*
COULT, Joseph, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Newton NJ Sept. 30 1908. res. Hackensack NJ.
COWAN, Frederick Pierce. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1931; Ph.D.
Harvard 1935. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Bar
Harbor July 3 1906; m. Eva Taylor June 21
1934. Certified health physicist; instr. Bowdoin
1928-29, asst. & instr. Harvard & Radcliff
1929-35, instr. & asst. prof. Rensselaer
Polytech. Inst. 1936-43, research assoc.
(Harvard 1943-45, Chrysler Corp. Detroit MI
1945-47), sr. health physicist Brookhaven Nat.
Lab. Upton NY 1947-71, ret. Trustee Bellport
Methodist Church 1964-70, pres. Health
Physics Soc. 1957-58, chmn. (Am. Board of
Health Physics 1963-64, Examination Panel
Am. Board of Health Physics 1959-61),
consultant (Federal Civic Defense Agency
1951-55, Brookhaven Nat. Lab. Health Physics
& Safety div., Nevis Cyclotron Lab. Columbia
Univ., Nuclear Regulatory Comm.). Author 55
tech. publications 1950-70. res. Stuart FL.*
CRESSEY, Robert Ford. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard (Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow scholar) 1929. Ret.;
b. Groton MA Dec. 24 1907. Teacher St. Paul's
Sch. Concord NH 1929-30, coll. preparatory
tutor Harold W. Wise Tutoring Sch. Beverly
Farms MA 1935-39, poultry breeder J. V. N.
Stults Poultry Farm Franklin MA 1943-54,
gardener self-employed Arlington Heights MA
1954-68, ret., volunteer gardener Congregate
Housing Facility for Elderly Cambridge MA
1968— . res. Cambridge MA.*
DARLINGTON, Joseph Hubbard. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Cambridge Univ.
1931. Alpha Delta Phi. Investor, writer,
traveler; b. Villanova PA Feb. 8 1908; m.
Helen Peters June 6 1940, m. Kathleen Davis
Dec. 28 1960. Served to chief secret intelligence
OSS, Spain 1943-45. res. Baltimore MD.*
DAVIS, Arthur Nathaniel. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
b. Somerville MA Oct. 3 1905; m. Dorothy
Pottle May 24 1928; ch.: Joanne, Richard.
N.Y. Tel. Co. (asst. engineer Albany 1928-30,
mgr. E. Aurora NY 1930-32), salesman New
Eng. Adding Machine Co. Boston 1932-38,
Friden Calculating Machine Co. Boston
(salesman 1938-49, asst. mgr. 1949-56, branch
mgr. sales Providence RI 1956-68). Prop. &
pres. Narragansett Glass Co. Inc. Pawtucket
RI. d. Providence RI Feb. 10 1968.
DAVIS, Richard Willson. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Portland Aug. 18 1906; m. Mary Hill Aug.
24 1935; ch.: Janet, Steven. Hayden, Stone &
Co. Portland (salesman 1928-57, co-mgr.
1957-68); registered rep. Dominick &
Dominick Inc. Portland 1968-70. d. Falmouth
Foreside March 4 1970.*
DAVIS, Walter Augustus, Jr. B.S. Zeta Psi.
b. Lynn MA July 3 1905; m. Elizabeth Barr
1934, m. Marjorie Drew March 20 1961.
Teacher Rumsey Hall Cornwall CT 1928-37,
Greenwich CT Country Day Sch. (teacher
1937-68, dean of studies 1951-68, emeritus
1968), ret. Pres. board of dir. Halifax VT
Electric Corp. Inc. 1970, v.pres. Vt. Electric
Cooperative Inc. 1970-74. d. Brattleboro VT
March 30 1974.*
DESJARDINS, Albert Evariste. Bowdoin
1924-25. Phi Delta Psi, Alpha Tau Omega.
Ret.; b. Brunswick Dec. 6 1902; m. Jeanne
Perna Sept. 21 1929, m. Alcada Hall Aug. 2
1948; ch.: Andre. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.
(agt. Brunswick 1926-28, asst. mgr. Biddeford
dist. 1928-45, field training div. NYC 1945-47,
dist. sales mgr. Augusta 1947-66), ret. Trustee
Le Club Calumet Education & Literary
Foundation 1968-74, member (Civil Service
Comm. Augusta, also chmn. city planning
board Augusta), res. Augusta.*
DOYLE, Elliott Leman. A.B. Ret.; b.
Yarmouth March 21 1905. Accountant &
freight handler Enstem S.S. Co. Boston
1929-42, letter carrier & clerk U.S. Post Office
NYC 1945-75, ret. Member budget committee
Broadway Church of Christ. Served with Me.
Nat. Guard 3 yrs., served to QM/2 USNR
1942-45. res. NYC*
DRAKE, Rossiter Jerome. A.B., A.M. Bates
1941. Ret.; b. Lewiston June 3 1906; m.
Helen Brennan June 27 1936, m. Elizabeth
Thauer Sept. 7 1971; ch.: Rossiter Jr. Teacher
high sch. Lewiston 1931-45, textbook salesman
(Harper & Brothers NYC 1945-52,
McGraw-Hill Book Co. NYC 1952-53),
McGraw-Hill Sch. div. NYC (advt. dir.
1953-55, eastern regional mgr. 1955-68,
textbook salesman FL 1968-71), ret. res.
Pompano Beach FL.*
DRINKWATER, Loren Drew. A.B., LL.B.
Northeastern 1932. Delta Upsilon. Attorney;
b. Yarmouth Oct. 18 1905; m. Marjorie
Lawrence June 26 1937; ch.: Martha. Tax
officer State Street Bank Boston 1929-70, tax
practitioner Russell Brier & Co. Boston
1970—. res. Wayland MA.*
DUNBAR, William Matheson. Bowdoin
1924-28. Delta Upsilon. b. Lynn MA Sept.
1904; m. Marie Smith May 6 1939; ch.:
William, Deborah. Sales engineer Linde Air
Products Co. (Lynn 1928-35, Birmingham AL
1935-42), W. M. Dunbar Co. Inc. 1945-56
(pres., treas.). With WPB Washington DC
1942-45. d. Birmingham AL July 24 1956.
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DURANT, Edward Tucker. A.B., A.M. Univ.
N.H. 1932-33. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Pepperell
MA Aug. 9 1905; m. Irene Dietz Jan. 16 1944;
ch.: Marlene. Tutor Ebert Tutoring Sch.
Groton MA 1929-30, teacher (Rectory Sch.
Pomfret CT 1930-31, Proctor Acad. Andover
NH 1933-34, Farmington CT 1934-47,
Meriden CT 1947-65, Nashua NH 1965-70),
ret., supervisor security vault First Nat. Bank
of Boston 1977— . Deacon Farmington CT
Congr. Church, past head trustees & deacons
Community Church Pepperell, past cdr. Am.
Legion & AMVETS Farmington CT, registrar
of voters Pepperell. Served to cpl. USA
1942-43. Recipient: Andrew Carnegie Hero
Medal for aiding in saving the lives of five
people in Aug. 1955 Conn, flood, Am. Legion
Hero Medal, res. Pepperell MA.*
DYSART, James Murray. B.S. cum laude,
M.S. N.Y. Univ. 1951, Ed.D. N.Y. Univ. 1952.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Houlton May 21
1906; m. Emma Cookson May 1928, m. Ethel
Selley Nov. 24 1936; ch.: Wilfred, Careen,
Lynn. Teacher high sch. (Plainfield CT
1928-32, Braintree MA 1932-42), sales & advt.
mgr. Radio Frequency Labs Boonton NJ
1945-49, instr. psychology N.J. State Teachers
Coll. 1949-52, mgr. marketing personnel
development Westyaco Corp. NYC 1953-69,
prof, business admin. Palm Beach Atlantic
Coll. 1970—, ret. Served to maj. USAF
1942-45. res. Palm Beach Gardens FL.*
ELLIOTT, Van Courtlandt. A.B., A.M. Univ.
N.C. 1929, Ph.D. Univ. N.C. 1932. b. E.
Rochester NH July 24 1904; m. Christine
Coffey Aug. 23 1930, m. Kathleen Overmeyer
June 4 1938. Teaching fellow classics (Univ.
N.C. 1928-29, Bowdoin 1935-36), instr. (Latin
Epis. Sch. Lynchburg VA 1929-30, classics
Univ. N.C. 1930-34), asst. prof, classics Drury
Coll. Springfield MO 1936-37, teacher Latin
NY (Peeksill Military Acad. 1937-38,
Woodmere Acad. 1938-39), master Greek &
Latin Roxbury Latin Sch. MA 1939-64. Exec,
sec. Medieval Acad, of Am., ed. Speculum.
Author, d. Orbetello Italy Aug. 20 1970.
FARNHAM, Frank Henshaw. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Chestnut Hill MA Jan. 10 1905; m. Amy
Merrill March 9 1928; ch.: Janet, Louise.
Accountant Boston Ice Co. Jamaica Plain MA
1928-29, with New Eng. Merc. Nat. Bank
1929-70 (Boston, head teller Brighton MA
1960-70), ret. d. Marlboro MA May 20 1973.*
FISHER, Webster Evans. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston Dec. 2
1907; m. Mary Crandall Dec. 28 1930, m. Jean
Fiester May 6 1950; 4 children. Various
positions including chem. engineer to sr. tech.
assoc. Eastman Kodak Rochester NY 1930-70,
ret. Served to maj. USA 1941-45. Contbr., over
100 patents concerned with photographic film
manufacture, d. Rochester NY Sept. 15 1976.*
FISKE, Allen Laban. Bowdoin 1924-26,
1927-28. Chi Psi. b. Spencer MA Nov. 9
1906; m. Helen Anderson Jan. 19 1935; ch.:
John, Jeffrey, Samuel. Bindery costman
Houghton-Mifflin Boston 1928-31, sales
statistician U.S. Envelope Worcester MA
1934-50, The Evening Gazette Worcester (copy
ed. 1950-72, columnist 1956-57, chief of desk
1965-68), ret. Registrar of voters Spencer MA
27 yrs. Author & ed. 200th Anniversary
Program Spencer MA 1753-1953. d. Worcester
MA Dec. 3 1976.*
FITZ-GIBBON, Paul. Bowdoin 1924-25. Psi
Upsilon. b. Beverly MA Oct. 5 1905. res. W.
Covina CA.
FOSTER, Frank, Jr. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. Sydney Cape Breton Canada March
12 1905; m. Alice Sproule Oct. 10 1931; ch.:
Frank III, Judith, Pamela, Sharon. Supervisor
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1928-70, ret.
Supervisor compensation claims mgr. group
med. & hospital claims, deacon & treas.
church, chmn. welfare board Sharon MA.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-45. res. Phoenix
AZ.*
FRAZIER, Benjamin Howard. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Gloucester MA March 20 1906.
Teacher high sch. (Gloucester 1934-55,
Brownmoor Sch. Phoenix AZ 1955-?, Nucla
CO 197-58). d. Montrose CO Oct. 22 1958.
FRENCH, Edgar Aldro. Bowdoin 1924-26.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Attleboro MA May 18
1905; s. of Aldro A. '97; m. Nina Townsend
Feb. 27 1936; ch.: Patricia, Aldro. Atty.
(Dover-Foxcroft, Boston, Scituate MA,
Attleboro 30 yrs.). Pres. Daniel Webster
Assoc., certificate Boston Univ. Sch. of Law
1929. d. Weymouth MA Nov. 3 1973.
FULLER, Edward Melish. A.B.; LL.B., J.D.
N.Y. Law Sch. 1931. Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Ret.; b. Cranston RI Sept.
21 1906; m. Eleanor Wilcox Sept. 8 1928, m.
Margaret Plunkett Aug. 19 1959, m. Evelyn
Blatchford June 4 1960; ch.: Holly, Edward
'60. Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co.
(adjuster 1928-31, atty. 1931-38), general
counsel General Accident Fire & Life
Assurance 1938-42, Southeastern Cottons Inc.
1942-46 (corporate sec. & general counsel),
Greenwood Mills Inc. (v.pres., dir., treas. &
general counsel 1946-71; sr. v.pres. & general
atty. 1971-74), ret. Dir. (Republic Nat. Bank of
N.Y., Greenwood Mills Inc.), trustee
Independence Savings Bank, L.I. NY Coll.
Hospital (chmn., pres.), member vestry Holy
Trinity Church, chmn. board of dir. Hampton
Congr. Church, Am. Arbitration Assn. (dir.,
member exec. committee). Recipient:
Townsend Award by New Eng. Soc. in NY for
service to New Eng., honored as founder of
400-bed extended care facility L.I. Coll.
Hospital Brooklyn NY. res. NYC*
GIBBS, Charles Billings. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Bridgton Jan. 23 1905; m. Eleanor Cushman
Sept. 14 1929. With Nat. City Bank NYC
1928-31. d. Brooklyn NY May 9 1931.
GORDON, Walter Ora. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Penn. State Univ. 1931. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
1962 capital campaign area chmn. Ret.; b.
Newport Oct. 28 1904; m. Virginia Norton
June 12 1954. Penn. State Univ. State Coll. PA
(instr. 1928-39, asst. prof. 1939-44, assoc. prof.
1944-51, prof. 1951-65), ret. res. State Coll.
PA.*
GRAHAM, Stuart Webster. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Lynn MA July 9 1905; m.
Ellen Connor July 9 1934; ch.: David, Richard.
Engineer aircraft instrument div. General
Electric Co. Lynn MA 1940-48, sales rep. with
three General Motors dealers & one Ford
dealer MA 1948-71 (Lynn, Salem, Marblehead,
Swampscott), ret. 1971. res. Chatham MA.*
GRAVES, Maurice Edgar. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Ret.; b. Clinton MA Dec. 27 1901; m.
Gladys Robinson Sept. 19 1927. Northern
Trust Co. 1928-66 (jr. auditor, asst. mgr.,
second v.pres., v.pres. & comptroller, v.pres.),
ret. Chmn. operating committee Chicago
Clearing House Assn. 1950-65, Lawrence Hall
Sch. for Boys 1940-66 (asst. treas., treas.), treas.
Am. Cancer Soc. Austin City Unit 1970-75,
member board of dir. & treas. Community
Council Austin & Travis County 1971-75. res.
Austin TX.*
GRAY, Clifford Leslie. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Fryeburg Oct. 26 1905; m.
Katharine Gale May 23 1928, m. Mary Hill
Dec. 24 1964; ch.: Malcolm '65. Professional
baseball N.Y. Yankees chain 1928-29, central
Me. operator Fryeburg 1929-30, teacher-coach
Fryeburg Acad. 1930-70, ret. Member (sch.
board Fryeburg 9 yrs., draft board Oxford
County 1969-70). res. Fryeburg.*
GREENE, Nathan Ira. A.B. Zeta Psi. 1962
capital campaign area co-chmn. Boston,
Overseer 1964-80, 1972 capital campaign
worker. Exec; b. Rochester NY March 6
1906; m. Esther Smith July 3 1931; ch.:
Timothy '54, Jane, Nathanael. Trainee N.Y.
Trust Co. 1928-31, v.pres. Canal Nat. Bank
Portland 1931-55, Newton-Waltham MA Bank
(sr. v.pres. 1955-63, pres. & board chmn.
1963-71), Depositers Trust Co. Portland (pres.
1972-74, board chmn. 1974—). Pres.
Cumberland Club Portland 1955-56, Portland
Club (pres. 1975-76, treas. 1976—), board
chmn. Waltham Hospital 1956-66, board
v.chmn. Mercy Hospital Portland 1975
—
,
chmn. Community Chest Portland 1954, v.pres.
& dir. Bay State United Fund Boston 1965-70.
res. S. Portland.*
GULLIVER, John Philip. Bowdoin 1924-27.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland Jan. 16 1907.
res. Portland.
HALL, Omar Alfred. Bowdoin 1924-25. Delta
Upsilon. b. Waterville Oct. 1 1906. res.
unknown.
HARVEY, Wilbur Preston. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1942. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b.
Dover-Foxcroft Oct. 18 1906; m. Evelyn
MacLeod June 20 1929; ch.: Phyllis, George
'55, Alison. Teacher (Portland Country Day
Sch. 1928-31, Huntington Sch. Boston
1931-71), ret. res. W. Campton NH.*
HASTINGS, Addison Burnham. Bowdoin
1924-27. Sigma Nu. b. Annisquam MA July
15 1904; m. Margaret Ricker Sept. 7 1929; ch.:
Caroline, Mary, Margaret. Lord & Burnham
Corp. Irvington NY (engineer 1928-35, dir.
1935-72, sec. 1940-46). A. B. Hastings Corp.
1939-69 (pres. & treas. 1947-69). ret. 1969.
Member municipal board Irvington, founder &
pres. Ardsley Curling Club, member board of
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dir. Burnham Corp. 1946-72, v. pres. (Grand
Nat. Curling Club of Am., Royal Caladonian
Curling Club of Scotland), hon. life member
(Canadian Branch of the Royal Caladonian
Curling Club of Scotland, Grand Nat. &
Ardsley Curling Clubs). Civil engineer Army
Corps of Engineers WWII. d. Boothbay
Harbor June 19 1972.*
HEWETT, Donald Brown. Beta Theta Phi.
b. Augusta March 12 1905. res. Abington
MA.
HOGAN, Chester Frederick. Bowdoin 1924-26,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1930. Delta Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Houlton March 26 1907;




HOWES, Bradley Packard. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1932. Psi Upsilon. Law; b.
Springfield MA Oct. 26 1906; m. Gueneth
Caldon July 17 1938; ch.: Bradley, Lana.
Assoc. atty. G. Robert G. Boggs Boston
1933-46, atty. self-employed Boston 1946—.
Corporation trustee & sec. Mass. Maternity &
Foundling Hospital, alderman Medford MA
1938-45, asst. city solicitor Medford 1950-64,
assessor Medford 1964-72. Served to sgt. USA
1944-45. res. Medford MA.*
HUBBARD, Calvin Perry. Bowdoin 1924-26.
Delta Upsilon. b. Danville VT Feb. 15 1907;
m. Ann White Sept. 27 1930. Mail carrier F. W.
Woolworth Co. Forest Hills NY ca. 1934-35,
with S. Portland Shipbuilding Corp. ca. 1943,
office mgr. Austin & Clark Electric Co.
Auburn 1945-?, cost estimater Whitin Machine
Works Whitinsville MA 1959-67. Sec.-treas.
Norco Gladiolus Soc, corresponding sec. New
Eng. Gladiolus Soc. Served with USA 1943-45.
Recipient: letter of recognition Worcester MA
chapter Nat. Assn. of Accountants 1964.
Contbr. d. Worcester MA Feb. 21 1967.
HULL, Samuel Prentiss. A.B. Chi Psi. Ret.;
b. Millbury MA April 16 1904; m. Hazel
Woodman May 25 1928; ch.: Samuel Jr.,
Elisabeth. Sales promotor Am. Optical Co.
Southbridge MA 1928-29, sales engineer
Warner & Swasey Co., Cleveland OH 1929-31,
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Boston (dist. sales
mgr. 1931-36, New Eng. credit mgr. 1936-41),
contract spec. WPB Worcester MA 1941-42,
sales mgr. Worcester Stamped Metal Co.
1942-57, nat. sales mgr. H. K. Metal Craft Mfg.
Corp. Lodi NJ 1958-72, ret. Dir. Worcester
Stamped Metal Co. 1944-57, nat. pres. Pressed
Metal Inst. Nat. Trade Organization for
stamping industry 1953-54, pres. Worcester
sales exec, club 1954-55, marketing member
five man trade mission for U.S. Dept.
Commerce to LeVante Int. Trade Fair Ban
Italy 1955. res. Southbury CT.*
HYLER, Earl Stewart. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Brewer June 2 1905; m. Gladys
Clark May 13 1933; ch.: Earl Jr. Asst. loan
mgr. Beneficial Loan Soc. (Bangor 1929-32,
Portland 1932-43), inventory dept. New Eng.
Shipbuilding Corp. S. Portland 1943-45, credit
mgr. L. C. Andrew Inc. Portland 1945-66. d.
Portland Feb. 2 1966.
JENKINS, George Henry. B.S. cum laude. Phi
Delta Psi. Ret.; b. Boston April 25 1905.
Teacher (Hebron Acad. 1931-35, Suffield CT
Acad. 1937-39 & 1948-49, Bulkeley High Sch.
New London CT 1939-44), draftsman MA
(Carr Fastener Co. Cambridge 1955-61, Joseph
Pollak Corp. Dorchester 1962-68, design
General Electric Co. Lynn 1968-70), ret. Sec.
vestry St. John's Epis. Church Winthrop MA,
member town meeting, res. Winthrop.*
JEWETT, John. Bowdoin 1924-26. Chi Psi.
b. Westwood MA March 19 1907. res.
unknown.
JOHNSON, Clarence Hazelton. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.,
class bequest chmn.. Alumni Council 1973-74.
b. Topsham Nov. 25 1906; m. Mary
Chamberlayne April 3 1937; ch.: Arthur, Lewis
'69, Paul, Elizabeth, Angela. Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel. Co. (accountant Baltimore MD
1928-35, auditor disbursements Richmond VA
1936-45, auditor Washington DC 1945-49,
v.pres. & general mgr. 1949-50, v.pres. state
operations WV 1950-60, member board of dir.
1952-67, member 4 boards of dir. 1960-67,
v.pres. revenues Washington DC 1960-67), ret.
Member U.S. C. of C, Regional Memorial
Hospital Brunswick (treas., trustee), trustee
Delta Kappa Epsilon, treas. (Bath-Brunswick
Regional Planning Comm., Brunswick Mental
Health Assn.), dir. United Way Brunswick,
corporator Brunswick Savings Inst., board
chmn. town selectman Topsham. d. Topsham
Nov. 28 1973.*
KATES, David. A.B. b. Portland March 2
1907. res. unknown.
KENNEDY, Daniel Edwards, Jr. B.S. Zeta Psi.
b. Nashua NH May 17 1904; m. Margaret
Gillis June 15 1931; ch.: Daniel III. Field exec.
Boston Council Inc. Boy Scouts of Am.
1929-30, asst. mgr. & investigator Industrial
Bankers Boston 1930-35, prop. Weston MA
Studio of Upholstery 1939-? Capt. auxiliary
police, chmn. Am. Red Cross safety
committee, d. Wayland MA Nov. 17 1974.
KIDDLE, Alfred Marshall Forbes. Bowdoin
1924-26, B.S. N.Y. Univ. 1930. b. NYC Jan.
13 1902. res. unknown.
LANEY, Richard Paul. B.S., M.D. Hahnemann
Med. Sch. 1932. Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b.
Skowhegan April 3 1907; m. Marian Rock
June 27 1936; ch.: Mary, Margaret, Katherine,
William. Internal medicine physician
self-employed Skowhegan 1935— . Chmn.
(scientific committee Me. Med. Assn. 1966.
Me. State Peer Review Committee 1969-73),
past pres. Am. Soc. Internal Medicine 1970-71.
Served to It. col. MCUSA 1942-45. Recipient:
A. H. Robbins Community Service Award
1972. res. Skowhegan.*
LAVIGNE, Robert George. Bowdoin 1924-25.
b. Worcester MA Dec. 18 1903. res.
unknown.
LEADBEATER, Edward Chandlee. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Alexandria VA Jan. 5
1908; m. Lucille Johnson July 6 1935; ch.:
Erick '64, Mary, Ruth. Banker Guaranty Trust
Co. of N.Y. 1928-39, fruit grower 1939-73, ret.
Pres. (N.Y. & New Eng. Apple Inst. 1954-56,
N.H. Horticultural Soc. 1957-59), trustee
Fryeburg Acad. ca. 1950-60, Hopkinton NH
Congr. Church (trustee, deacon, moderator),
member Hopkinton (sch. board 1944, 1948-54;
town budget committee 1943
—
; N.H.
Pesticides Control Board 1966). Served to maj.
N.H. Militia 1954-58. res. Contoocock NH.*
LEADBETTER, Donald Arthur. A.B., LL.B.
Peabody Law Sch. 1941. Theta Delta Chi.
Law; b. S. Portland Sept. 11 1906; m.
Priscilla Brown. Atty. pvt. practice Portland
1941— lectr. law Univ. Me. Portland 1961-64.
Member (finance committee Cumberland
County Bar Assn., probate section committee
Am. Bar Assn.). res. Yarmouth.*
LEIGHTON, Wilbur Fiske. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1932. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Dec 1
1
1906; s. of Charles M. '94; m. Elizabeth
Loveland May 30 1932, m. Wilhelmina
Herrmann Oct. 31 1941, m. Opal Ham; ch.:
Frederick, Charles '57, Sherry. Intern R.I.
Hospital Providence 1932-34, Providence
Lying-in Hospital 1934, physician Portland
1934-74. City physician Portland 1939-46, pres.
Me. Medico-Legal Soc. 1960, Cumberland
County med. examiner 1935-74, F.A.C.S.
Served to It. cdr. MCUSN 1942-46; awarded
battle stars, d. Portland Oct. 25 1974.*
LUCAS, Bernard. B.S. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Kearsley England
Aug. 17 1907; m. June Duff Oct. 16 1937; ch.:
Robert, William. Trainee E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. Buffalo NY 1928, S. D.
Warren Co. (research lab. Westbrook 1928-32,
quality control Westbrook 1932-35, sales
Boston 1935-39, dir. sales Gardiner 1939-67),
ret. Gardiner General Hospital (dir. 1940-73,
pres. 1955-56), pres. Gardiner Library Assn.
1960-75, member sch. board Gardiner, trustee
Gardiner Savings Institution 1966— . res.
Gardiner.*
LUKE, Roger Matthew. Bowdoin 1924-26,
grad. Webb Inst. Of Naval Architecture 1931,
B.S. N.Y. Univ. 1936. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b.
E. Boothbay Oct. 22 1907; m. Mary Owen June
20 1936; ch.: William '62, Roger. Professional
engineer (ME); naval architect USN Brooklyn
NY & NYC 1931-37, Bath 1937-40; chief
engineer Hyde Windlass Co. Bath 1940-67;
pres. Pine Tree Engineering Brunswick
1967-74; ret. Trustee (Pine Tree Engineering
1967, Bath Marine Museum), Grace Church
Bath (warden, member vestry, treas.), chmn.
New Eng. section Soc. Naval Architects &
Marine Engineers 1966-67, Bath (town
councilman, alderman, chmn. planning board,
assessor, trustee water dist.), member Topsham
finance committee 1976. res. Topsham.*
LYDSTON, Albert Lawrence. Bowdoin
1924-25. b. Portsmouth NH Sept. 17 1904;
m. Mary Ruckman; ch.: Richard, Jane. With
F. W. Lydston & Co. Portsmouth, with Orville
Badger Co., clerk A. P. Tibbetts Oil Co. d.
Portsmouth NH April 7 1968.*
MARKELLA, Ennon Louis. Bowdoin 1924-25.
b. Italy March 29 1904. res. Brockton MA.
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MARSH, John Albion. Bowdoin 1925-26. b.
Dixfield March 9 1906; m. Alice Smith June 28
1930; ch.: Peter. Life ins. underwriter NYC
1932-? Served with U.S. Merc. Marine 1942-45.
d. Jackson Heights NY March 17 1965.
McGARY, Bernard Finch. Bowdoin 1924-26,
1927-28. Sigma Nu. b. Houlton Oct. 15 1905;
m. Elizabeth Hume Nov. 15 1930; ch.: Betsy,
Harriette. Mgr. Northland Hotel Houlton
1928-33, with General Motors Acceptance
Corp. Portland 1933-?, shipyard worker WWII,
v.pres. McGary Transportation Co. Boston
1948-56, sales mgr. Fox & Ginn 1956-58, mgr.
Moody's Trophies Burbank CA 1958-72. d.
Burbank CA May 8 1972.*
MEANS, George Fletcher West. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council 1942-44. b.
Orleans NE Sept. 28 1905; s. of Edgar L. '87;
m. Laura Soule Sept. 12 1931; ch.: Fletcher II
'57, Marcia. With Consumers Water Co.
Portland 1928-70 (asst. treas. 1933-51, dir.
1946-70, v.pres. & general mgr. 1951-57, pres.
1957-66, board chmn. 1966-70), ret. Treas.
George F. West & Son Portland, Dartmouth
Real Estate Co. Portland (asst. treas. 1929-50,
dir. 1950-66, v.pres. 1957-66), pres. & board
chmn. (Kankakee IL Water Co., Shenango
Valley Water Co. Sharon PA, Masury OH
Water Co.), dir. (Camden & Rockland Water
Co., Hudson NH Water Co., Blackwood NJ
Water Co., Hamilton Square NJ Water Co.,
Wanakah Water Co. Hamburg NY, Newport
Water Co., Everett Chambers Co. Portland,
Springfield MO Water Co., Biddeford & Saco
Water Co.), incorporator (Me. Savings Bank,
Me. Med. Center Portland), Children's
Hospital Portland (dir., trustee, member
finance committee). Recipient: Bowdoin
chapter Delta Kappa Epsilon award 1957. d.
Portland Feb. 25 1971.*
MERRILL, Richard Wilder. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Kiel Germany 1930, A.M. Univ. Me. 1933.
b. Brownville June 19 1904; m. Helena
Murray Dec. 5 1935. Teacher high sch. Ft.
Kent 1928-29, instr. German (Univ. Me.
1930-32, Columbia 1932-33, Univ. Me.
1933-36), petroleum inspector E. W. Saybolt &
Co. Winthrop MA ca. 1943, partner Charles
Murray Co. Bangor 197-67, ret. d. Pompano
Beach FL Aug. 10 1968.*
MORGAN, Laurence Alan. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. E. Milton MA May 26 1906. res. Santa Ana
CA.
MORRIS, John Kendall. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Feb. 3
1904; m. Frances Knox Oct. 5 1929; ch.: John
'56. Salesman Am. Cynamid Co. Boston
1929-68, ret. Pres. Chem. Club of New Eng. d.
Canton MA Aug. 14 1972.
MOSMAN, Ellsworth Reynolds. A.B. cum
laude, M.P.A. Harvard. Sigma Nu. b.
Jamaica Plain MA Nov. 21 1905; m. Sally
Cline July 2 1965. With Hanuff-Metzger Advt.
Agency NYC 1928-31, teacher Lycee des
Ganjons Rennes France 1931-35, with ACUSA
1935-37, with Plymouth MA County Press
1937-?, with Old Colony Memorial, with
Weymouth MA Enterprise 19?-42, with U.S.
Consulate Kyushu Japan 1946-52, with Far
East Affairs div. U.S. State Dept. Washington
DC 1953-63, ret. Served to It. cdr. USN
1942-46. d. Plymouth MA June 22 1968.
MOSTROM, Howard Morgan. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Class agt. 1929-40, Alumni Council 1938-41.
Ret.; b. Saugus MA Dec. 8 1905; m. Edith
Nims Aug. 26 1933; ch.: Philip, Thomas,
Richard. B. Altman & Co. NY 1928-30, invest,
counsellor Loomis Sayles & Co. Boston
1930-71, ret. V.pres. Loomis Sayles & Co. Inc.
Boston, Waverly Cooperative Bank (v.pres.,
dir. 1971), trustee YWCA Cambridge MA. res.
Belmont MA.*
MULLEN, Frederick Joseph. Bowdoin
1924-25. b. Hopkinton MA March 24 1906.
res. unknown.
NEWTON, Irving. Bowdoin 1924-25, A.B.
Brown 1928, LL.B. Harvard 1931. b.
Westerly RI Dec. 31 1906. res. unknown.
NORTON, Donald Chase. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Brooklyn NY March 29 1905; m.
Ruth Cunningham April 30 1938; ch.: Frank,
Caroline, Phyllis. Various positions to sr.
v.pres. Chase Manhattan Bank NYC 1928-66,
ret. V.pres. trust div. N.Y. State Bankers Assn.
1963-65, pres. numerous closely held corp.
1950-65, trustee Morristown NJ Memorial
Hospital 1954-56. res. Green Village NJ.*
NOYES, Richard Varnum. Bowdoin 1924-26.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Arlington MA March 27
1905. res. unknown.
OSBORNE, David Meskell. A.B. cum laude.
Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Newton MA Sept. 30
1904; m. Eleanor Mills Sept. 27 1930; ch.:
Judith, Barbara. Mgr. sales production Eastern
Products Blanchard Lumber Co. Boston
1928-38, v.pres. general mgr. Eastern Pine
Sales Corp. Boston 1938-45, treas. & general
mgr. Mason-Osborne Lumber Co. Boston
1946-47, sales mgr. R. E. Cleaves & Son
Lumber Co. Portland 1947-59, mgr. production
& sales Canadian-Overseas Lumber Ltd.
Toronto Ont. Canada 1959-61, office mgr.
Shawmut Jewelry Co. Boston 1962-73, ret. res.
Cushing.*
PACKARD, Cyrus Franklin, Jr. Bowdoin
1924-26. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lewiston
March 9 1906; s. of Cyrus F. '04. d. Lewiston
Oct. 31 1926.
PARKS, Donald William. B.S. Sigma Nu. Class
agt. 1953-55. Ret.; b. Haverhill MA June 16
1906; m. Donna Kendall Aug. 3 1936. Copy
ed. Portland Evening Express Portland
1928-32, prop, restaurant Waterville 1932-48,
atty. self-employed Brunswick 1952-69, ret.
Moderator First Parish Church Brunswick
1964-69, town atty. Brunswick 1954-67, trustee
Regional Memorial Hospital Brunswick
1959-68, pres. Old Folks Home Assn.
Brunswick 1963-69. res. Sarasota FL.*
PARSONS, Edward Scarritt. Bowdoin
1924-27. Psi Upsilon. b. Cairo IL Oct. 1907;
s. of George P. '76; m. Betty Favorite Dec. 31
1936. With oil industry Maracaibo S. Am.
1929-30, with auto sales & service Cairo
1931-34, with commercial advertisers NYC
1935-41. Served with Royal Canadian Air
Force 1941-42. d. Rockliffe Canada May 29
1942.
PEABODY, Samuel Sumner, II. Bowdoin
1924-25. b. Manchester MA Oct. 20 1905.
res. unknown.
PHELPS, Richard Franklin. B.S., M B A.
Harvard 1930. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Lynn
MA June 16 1905; m. Marie Larder Sept. 5
1936; ch.: Susan, Caroline. Spec, sales rep.
Equitable Life Assurance Soc. Boston 1931-34,
systems analyst & specialty sales engineer
Diebold Inc. Canton OH 1934-41, systems &
procedures engineer Raytheon Mfg. Co.
Waltham MA 1942-46, treas. & dir. Overland
Inc. Saugus MA 1946-60, pres. & sales mgr.
Landmark Products Inc. Natick MA 1960-72,
ret. res. E. Falmouth MA.*
PIERCE, William Curtis. A.B. cum laude.
LL.D. 1973, LL.B. Harvard 1931. Psi Upsilon.
Overseer 1962-67, 1962 capital campaign nat.




), 1972 capital campaign nat.
campaign committee member. Recipient:
Alumni Service Award 1975. Ret.; b. NYC
March 18 1906; s. of Henry H. '96; m.
Elizabeth Gay June 19 1929; ch.: Martin,
William Jr., Elizabeth, Josiah '69. Sullivan &
Cromwell NYC (assoc. atty. 1931-41; partner




, E. Baldwin Library Assn.
1947
— ,
chmn. (Banking Law section N.Y.
State Bar Assn. 1959-60, various committees




Commercial Bank Supervision 1965-67, review
committee Article 9 Uniform Commercial
Code of the Permanent Editorial Board
Uniform Commercial Code 1966-71), dir.
(European-Am. Banking Corp. 1950-73.
European-Am. Bank & Trust Co. 1952-73,
Marine Midland Int. Corp. 1963-68, Bonneville
Ltd. 1945-63, Int. Holdings Corp. 1959-66).
Served to It. cdr. USNR 1942-45. Contbr. res.
W. Baldwin.*
PIPER, Keith Irvin. Bowdoin 1924-26. b. Los
Angeles CA July 13 1906; s. of George I. '99.
With Buttura & Sons Barre VT 1944. res.
Barre. d. Barre VT Jan. 11 1960.
PRIME, Samuel Clarence. Bowdoin 1924-25.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Westfield N.B.
Canada Nov. 10 1905. res. unknown.
QUINN, Maurice Jones. Bowdoin 1924-27.
Kappa Sigma. b. Berlin NH Dec. 27 1904.
res. Berlin NH.
RILEY, Thomas Auraldo. A.B.. A.M. Yale
1937, Ph.D. Harvard 1946. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Bath April 29 1907: m.
Elizabeth Dobler May 2 1931. Instr. German
(Smith Coll. 1931-37, Univ. Mass. Amherst
1937-38. Bowdoin 1939-46). Bowdoin German
(asst. prof. 1946-48. assoc. prof. 1948-56. prof.
1956-73. emeritus 1973—). Fulbright
post-doctoral fellow 1954. Guggenheim fellow
1958, ret. Author: Praktisches Englisch.
Germany's Poet-Anarchist John Henry
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Mackay (1972); textbook ed.; contbr. res.
Brunswick.*
ROBB1NS, Horace Wolcott. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Baltimore MD Jan. 17 1907.
Musician Camden 1935. d. Rockland June 17
1935.
ROUNDS, Kenneth Karl. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Cornish May 8 1906; m. Lucille
Halsey Sept. 12 1933; ch.: Anne, Elizabeth.
Nat. City Bank (trainee NYC 1928-29, jr.
officer Hong Kong 1929-41), First Nat. City
Bank (jr. officer Rio de Janeiro & Sao Paulo
Brazil, Shanghai China 1942-50, mgr. Sao
Paulo Brazil 1950-56, v.pres. NY 1956-66), ret.
Recipient: Order of Cruzeiro Do Sul (Southern
Cross), rank of cdr. conferred by pres. of Brazil
1965. res. Charleston SC.*
RUSSELL, Loring Augustine. Bowdoin
1924-25. Sigma Nu. b. Lynn MA May 2
1905. res. unknown.
RYAN, Howard Frederick. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1935. Chi Psi. Law; b. Amesbury
MA Aug. 25 1907; m. Mary Burke June 25
1938; ch.: John, Allen '64, Paul, Mark. Asst.
buyer Jordan Marsh Co. Boston 1928-31, sales
rep. Allyn & Bacon Boston 1931-32, case
worker Mass. Dept. of Correction Boston
1934-35, underwriting atty. Aetna Casualty &
Surety Co. Boston 1935-44, atty. (pvt. practice
Salem MA 1946-48, partner Ryan Kelly &
McKinney Boston 1948-52, pvt. practice Salem
1952-60, assoc. Williams Kelly Shrigley &
Ryan Boston 1960-67, assoc. Williams Shrigley
Ryan & MacRae 1967-74, assoc. Ryan & Ryan
1974—). Served to It. (jg) USN 1944-45. res.
Beverly MA.*
SAWYER, Charles Haven. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.;
b. Bangor March 21 1906; m. Candace Loud
June 19 1937; ch.: Caroline, Charles, John.
Process chemist duPont Rayon Co. Buffalo
NY 1928-31, tech. Parker-Young Co. Lincoln
NH 1931-33, plant mgr. Smith-Lee Co. Inc.
Oneida NY 1933-64, ret. Lincoln Assocs.
Bangor 1939-74 (dir., pres., treas.). res. N.
Edgecomb.*
SEARS, Clark Simonds. A.B., LL.B.
Northeastern 1932. Psi Upsilon. Class bequest
chmn. Law; b. Danvers MA Oct. 15 1906;
m. Nancy Sears Feb. 16 1970. Clerk State
Street Bank Boston 1929-33, atty. pvt. practice
1933— . Trustee Danvers Savings Bank 1969
—
,
deacon First Congr. Church Danvers 1971-74,
pres. Salem MA Bar Assn. 1954-57, chmn.
planning board Danvers 1947-48, member
town council Danvers 1948-54, town finance
committee Hamilton MA (member 1957-61,
chmn. 1961-66). Served with USA 1943, served
to It. USN 1943-46. res. Stratham NH.*
SEELYE, Arthur Chapin. B.S., B.S. M I T.
1931. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Worcester MA
April 27 1905; m. Galia Rzepcki-D'Oresko
March 12 1935; ch.: Nicholas. Structural
designer Newport News VA Shipbuilding &
Drydock Co. 1931-35, naval architect Phila.
PA 1935-46, sales engineer Riley Stoker Corp.
Worcester 1947-68. Contbr. d. Spencer MA
March 25 1968.
SIMPSON, Edward Burleigh. Bowdoin
1924-28. Phi Delta Psi. b. Bridgton Sept. 3
1906. res. Bridgton.
STANLEY, Stuart Evans. Bowdoin 1924-27.
Phi Delta Psi. Ins.; b. Fryeburg June 24
1905; m. Esther Haley May 12 1928; ch.:
Betty. Agriculture Fryeburg, ins. agt. Fryeburg
Mutual 1952— . Town selectman Fryeburg 16
yrs. res. Fryeburg.*
STEARNS, Ralph Caleb. Bowdoin 1924-25,
1926-27. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Rumford
April 4 1906; s. of Aretas E. '90; m. Hazel
Bardsley Jan. 2 1930; ch.: Natalie, Timothy
'56, Sally, Aretas '65, Victoria. Mgr. Sears
Roebuck & Co. Augusta 1928-48, prop. (EK
Day Co. Rumford & Farmington 1948-56,
Madison Motel Rumford 1956-69), ret. res. St.
Petersburg FL.*
STEWART, Walter Powell, Jr. B.S., A.M.
Harvard 1929, Ph.D. Univ. Tex. 1939. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Norwood OH April
16 1907; m. Mary McKee June 4 1940; ch.:
Bruce. English Univ. Tex. Austin (instr.
1929-46, asst. prof. 1947-50, adjunct prof.
1951-60, prof. 1960-70^, ret. Served to capt.
USAC 1942-46. res. Austin TX.*
STODDARD, John Styles. Bowdoin 1924-25.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. New Britain CT March
19 1905; m. Emma Ludwig Aug. 8 1959 (2nd
marriage); ch.: John, Mark, Mrs. Richard
Farr. With Prince Hotel NYC 1925-27, prop.
Hearthstone Inn Berlin CT 1927-28, New Eng.
sales mgr. Quitzan-Shuler Inc. NYC 1928-38,
pres. & general mgr. Stoddard Brothers Inc.
Hartford CT 1938-42, internal auditor
Remington Arms Co. Inc. Bridgeport CT
1942-45, group leader contract termination
accounting section Chance Vought Aircraft
div. United Aircraft Corp. Stratford CT 1946-?,
supervisor accounts payable dept. Lycomong
div. AVCO Corp. Stratford 197-66. d. Stratford
CT Feb. 16 1966.
SWETT, Reginald Kittridge. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Haverhill MA Dec. 24
1906; m. Mary Hamilton Nov. 11 1933. Pres.
Swett Bros. Inc. Dir. Oil Heat Inst, of Am.,
pres. YMCA Springfield MA. res. Sarasota
FL.*
TALBOT, Kenneth Lee. Bowdoin 1924-25.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Bangor April 25 1905.
Clough & Shackley Boston (pharmacist
1928-48, mgr. 1948-53). Served to s/sgt.
MCUSA 942-46. d. Boston March 28 1953.*
TAYLOR, Donald Rowe. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Bangor Jan. 8 1907; m.
Rubye McKean Jan. 11 1932; ch.: Joanne,
Suzanne. Salesman Penn. Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Bangor & Portland 1928-41, shipyard
production dept. S. Portland 1941-45, prop,
hardware store Bucksport 1945-56, chem. plant
shift supervisor Searsport 1956-66, ret. res.
Stockton Springs.*
THAYER, Richard Salter. Bowdoin 1924-28.
Beta Theta Pi. Class agt. 1955-73, Alumni
Fund dir. 1957-60 (v.chmn. 1958-59, chmn.
1959-60), Alumni Council 1960-64. b.
Melrose Highlands MA Oct. 31 1905; m.
Elynore Roew Jan. 20 1934; ch.: Ellen, Joan,
Sarah. With Eastern Steamship Lines Inc.
Boston 1928-37, with Macallen Co.
Newmarket NH 1937-70 (purchasing agt.
1945-47, asst. treas. 1947-60, v.pres. mfg. &
product research development 1960-70), ret.,
asst. mgr. bookstore Beverly MA 1970. Town
finance comm. Marblehead MA (member
1937-43, chmn. 1941), member (Marblehead
Community Orchestra 1953-54, U.S. ice
hockey team), pres. Marblehead Taxpayers
Assn. 1951-53, chmn. sch. committee
Marblehead, dir. Industrial Protection Water
Inc., participant world amateur hockey
championship Krynicka Poland 1931. d.
Marblehead MA June 21 1973.
T1EMER, Paul. Bowdoin 1924-26, 1927-29.
Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Orange NJ June 1
1
1905; m. Ellen Newell April 16 1932; ch.: Paul
Jr., Jane. Member nat. advt. staff NYC
(Scripps-Howard Newspapers 1932-37, Time
Magazine 1937-39), v.pres. & nat. sales mgr.
Paul H. Raymer Co. NYC 1939-54, sales mgr.
Mt. Washington television Boston 1954-56,
prop. & pres. Harbor Boat Co. Cundy's Harbor
1956-59, with Muzak Inc. ME 1959-61, general
mgr. C. of C. Brunswick 1961-67, ret. Trustee
Regional Memorial Hospital Brunswick,
member citizens advisory committee Parkview
Memorial Hospital Brunswick, past dir.
Brunswick United Way, dir. Merrymeeting
Audubon Soc, sec. town of Harpswell
conservation comm. res. Cundy's Harbor.*
TRAFTON, Stephen Dain. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1930. Beta Theta Pi. Class agt.
1940-43, Alumni Council 1945-48,
Sesquicentennial Campaign Fund area chmn.
Ret.; b. Auburn May 13 1907; m. Eloise
Atwood 1936; ch.: Dain, Thomas, Jennifer.
With Mfr. Nat. Bank (1933-39, asst. trust
officer 1939-41, trust officer 1941-45, v.pres.
1945-48, dir. 1948-57, exec, v.pres. 1957-60),
pres. First-Mfr. Nat. Bank of
Lewiston-Auburn 1960-67, chmn. board of dir.
Northeast Bank of N. Am. Lewiston-Auburn
1967-72 (formerly First-Mfr. Nat. Bank of
Lewiston-Auburn), ret. Past pres. (Me. Bankers
Assn., Corporate Fiduciaries Assn. of Me.),
trustee Me. Conf. United Church of Christ,
past dir. (Northeast Bankshare Assn., Lewiston
Gas Light Co., Geiger Brothers Co.,
Community Chest Lewiston-Auburn), past
trustee (Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Me.,
YMCA Auburn), member finance board city
of Lewiston 1939-41, Central Me. Med. Center
(treas. 1940-70, trustee 1943-76, chmn. & pres.
1970-72), dir. (Androscoggin Development
Corp., Me. Central RR I960—, Central Me.
Power Co. 1964-77). res. Auburn.*
TRIPP, Robert Hudson. Bowdoin 1924-26.
Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Worcester MA Jan.
11 1905; s. of George A. '95; m. Ina Lawson
Sept. 12 1937. Mgr. leathercraft dept. Graton &
Knight Co. Worcester MA 1926-32, sales mgr.
O. C. White Co. Worcester 1932-33, Am.
Handicrafts Co. NYC & E. Orange NJ 1933-52
(prop., founder), prop. & big game outfitter
Red Rock Ranch & Motel Dubois WY
1953-64, prop. & developer Riverside Acres
sub-div. Fremont County WY 1964-71, ret.
V.pres. C. of C. Dubois 1955-56, dir. Wyo.
Motel Assn. 1955-56, member Wyo. Outfitters
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Assn. 1955-64, St. Thomas Epis. Church (treas.
1969-74, member Bishops Committee 1968—).
Author: Leathercraft (1928), Leather Carving
(1934). res. Dubois WY.*
VANADIA, Paul Francis. A.B., LL.B. Mercer
Beasley Sch. of Law 1934, J.D. Rutgers 1970.
Ret.; b. Enna Sicily Italy Sept. 12 1906; m.
Anna Federici July 3 1933; ch.: Peter '62.
Reporter, real estate & business ed. Newark NJ
Star-Eagle 1929-30; social welfare worker N.J.
Emergency Relief Newark 1930-34; exec. sec.
Newark area N.J. Office of Civilian Defense
Dir. Newark 1941-43; supervisor industrial &
public relations business methods dept.
Western Electric Co. Kearny NJ 1943-47;
Thermo Nat. Industries Inc. Newark 1947-71
(v.pres., general counsel). Shade Tree
commissioner Spring Lake Heights NJ 1955,
chmn. Republican Party Allenhurst NJ
1974-77. res. Allenhurst NJ.*
WAKEFIELD, Clyde Kennison. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Gardiner April 13 1906.
res. unknown.
WALCH, Frank Stephen. B.S. Phi Delta Psi.
Ret.; b. Brunswick Jan. 27 1904; m. Phyllis
Perry Sept. 29 1944; ch.: Stephen, Dennis,
Martha, Ellen. Office mgr. N. River Ferry Co.
Nyack NY 1928, automobile salesman Regent
Motor Sales Portland 1928, real estate
salesman E. A. Strout Realty NYC 1929-37,
general work Cabot Mfg. Co. Brunswick
1937-40, orchard operator self-employed
Bowdoin 1951-58, sathe operator Hyde
Windlass Co. Bath 1940-68, ret. res.
Brunswick.*
WALSH, William Louis. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Lewiston Feb. 24 1905; m. Mary
McCarthy June 25 1932; ch.: Carol, Margot,
William Jr., John. With nat. chain store Boston
ca. 1932, restaurant mgr. Neisner Brothers
Washington DC 1944-69. d. Arlington VA
Aug. 10 1969.
WEIL, Thomas Eliot. A.B. cum laude. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Chicago IL June 23 1906; m. Joan
Bayliss Jan. 21 1948; ch.: Thomas Jr., Susan,
Richard. Instr. Scarborough Sch. 1929-32;
passed Foreign Service exams 1932,
commissioned 1935 (instr. pvt. schs.
Washington DC 1932-34, admin, asst. FHA
1934-35); Foreign Service Officer Dept. of
State 1935; consulates General Marseille
1935-36 & Canton 1937-38; Embassy
Chungking 1938-41; consulate general
Shanghai 1941; in Japanese custody 1941-42;
legation Wellington 1942-45; UN Conf. San
Francisco CA 1945; diplomatic mission New
Delhi India 1945-46; embassy 1946-48; deputy
chief of mission Embassy Kabul 1948-49;
Dept. of State 1949-52; Nat. War Coll.
1952-53; counselor of Embassy New Delhi
1953-56; counselor of embassy & consul
general Tokyo 1956; deputy chief of mission
Seoul Korea 1956-58; sr. foreign service
inspector Dept. of State 1958-60; dir. office of
S. Asian Affairs 1960-62; counselor of embassy
& consul general London England 1962-64;
consultant Stanford Research Inst. 1965-66;
research assoc. Am. Univ. 1967-74. Member
board of governors DACOR Inc. Co-author:
15 volumes Latin Am. & Caribbean countries,
res. Washington DC*
WHIPPLE, Joseph Rayner. B.S. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Vt. 1936. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Brooklyn NY Nov. 29 1905; m. Virginia
Nowell Oct. 10 1931. Reporter Portland Press
Herald 1928, prop. The Crystal Stationer
Wakefield MA ca. 1932, plant mgr. Everpure
Ice Corp. Burlington VT 1933-35, teacher high
sch. VT (Shelburne; principal Benson), with
Educational Research Bureau Harvard ca.
1939. d. Jan. 1942.
WHITCOMB, Hale Christy. Bowdoin 1924-25,
A.B. Yale 1929, M.B.A. Northwestern 1949,
D.B.A. Georgia State Univ. 1965. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Pittsburgh PA Aug. 16
1907; m. Margaret Murphey March 24 1934;
ch.: Roger, Julia. Asst. sec.-treas. Fillmore
Foundry Inc. Buffalo NY 1929-34, partner
Roger W. Somers & Co. Chicago IL 1934-42,
C.L.U. 1936, comptroller's staff
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. Toledo OH
1942-44, controller Home Appliance div.
Murray Corp. of Am. Scranton PA 1951-52,
management consultant Hale C. Whitcomb
CPA Chicago 1944-58, research assoc.
accounting Northwestern Univ. 1958-59, assoc.
prof. economics Evansville IN Univ.
Evansville 1959-62, regents fellow Ga. State
Univ. Atlanta 1962-64, assoc. prof, accounting
Purdue Lafayette IN 1964-66, prof, finance
Miss. State Univ. State Coll. 1966-69, prof,
quantitative sciences Duquesne Univ.
Pittsburgh PA 1969-72, prof, finance Univ.
Wise. Whitewater 1972-74, lectr. accounting
Calif. State Univ. Fullerton 1974-75, ret.
Author: The Dow Theory and the Seventy
Year Forecast Record; contbr. res. Laguna
Niguel CA.*
WHITNEY, Howard Parker. Bowdoin 1924-26,
A.B. Farmington State Normal Sch. 1928, B.S.
Boston Univ. 1933, Ed.M. Boston Univ. 1934.
b. Rangeley July 15 1906; m. Hazel Stanley;
ch.: Judith, Gillian. Teacher high sch.
Kingston MA 1934-?, chmn. English speech
dept. Wilbraham MA Acad., instr. English The
Citadel 1948-71. d. Charleston S.C. Dec. 22
1971.
WINNER, John Kestor. Bowdoin 1924-26.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Arlington MA Sept.
22 1905; m. Virginia Hunt Jan. 1 1934; ch.:
Donn '56, Penelope, J. Christian. Banking &
underwriting banking, New Eng. rep. (Calif.
Consumers Corp. of Los Angeles Boston,
Stokely Honor Brand of Oakland CA NYC 21
yrs.); Eastern mgr. Sunshire Packing Corp. of
Penn.; with Snow Flake Canning Co.
Brunswick 1962, ret. 1963. Consultant to USN
& U.S. Dept. of Agriculture WWII. d.
Brunswick Oct. 2 1974.
WITHEY, Raymond Armitage. Bowdoin
1924-27. Beta Theta Pi. b. Salem MA Nov. 5
1904; m. Bernice Rietta Sept. 9 1945. With
Stone & Webster Boston 1927-28, checkteller
First Nat. Bank of Boston (Boston 1928-29,
Santiago & Havana Cuba 1929-30, Boston
1930-32), with W. T. Grant NYC 1932-34,
commercial rep. Western Union Tel. Co.
Newark NJ 1934-42, test engineer General
Electric Co. Lynn MA 1944-?, with Raytheon
Co. 197-65, ret. Served to sgt. USA 1942-43. d.
Salem MA May 5 1968.*
WOODMAN, Charles Babb. B.S., M.D. Univ.
Edinburgh 1932. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b.
Westbrook Nov. 30 1904; m. Helen Swann
Oct. 2 1936; ch.: Anthony, Christopher,
Loring. Obstet., gynecol., ret. Served to capt.
ACUSA 1942-45. res. Far Hills NJ.*
WORSTER, Raymond George. A.B., M.Div.
Union Theol. Sem. 1931. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Ret.; b. Bangor Sept. 2 1905; m. Lucille
Minton May 20 1931; ch.: Raymond Jr., Ann.
Minister (Danville VT Congr. Church 1931-33,
White Meeting House Waterbury VT 1933-40,
Bethany Congr. Church Foxboro MA 1940-49,
Washington Congr. Church Toledo OH
1949-55, Leyden Congr. Church Brookline MA
1955-64), First Congr. Church Stratford CT
(assoc. minister 1964-69, sr. minister 1969-71),
ret. Member board of dir. (Mass. Conf. United
Church of Christ 1956-59, Mass. Council of
Churches 1960-62, General Theol. Library
Boston 1963-64), member Comm. on Aging
Stratford CT 1967-71. Recipient: B'nai B'rith
citation Brookline MA 1963. res. Kensington
CA.*
WRIGHT, Quentin Stanley. Bowdoin 1924-25.
Ret.; b. Nutley NJ Aug. 10 1906; m. Elizabeth
Hofman Oct. 26 1941; ch.: John, Nancy. Ins.
broker, ret. Pfc. ACUSA 1943-46. res. Rye
NY.*
Class of 1929
ADAMS, Robert Carr, Jr. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. Class agt. 1936-40.
Ret.; b. Boston MA May 22 1906; m.
Martha Willson June 18 1932; ch.: Lynne,
Barbara. Taft Sch. Watertown CT (teacher &
coach 1929-70, athletic dir. 1946-50, dean of
faculty 1966-70), ret. Served to It. USNR
1943-46. res. Chapel Hill NC*
ALLEN, Paul Wellman. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
b. Livermore Falls Oct. 26 1907. res. Los
Angeles CA.
ANDREWS, Paul Sullivan. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1931. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b.
Clinton Jan. 19 1907; s. of Sullivan L. M'01; m.
Elizabeth Parker June 28 1937. CP. A.;
accountant Central Me. Power Co. 1932-34,
salesman Int. Business Machines Corp. Boston
1935, accountant & tax mgr. N.J. Zinc Co.
NYC 1936-67, asst. dir. taxes Gulf & Western
Industries Inc. NYC 1967-71, ret. res.
Kennebunk.*
ANGUS, Richard Arms. B.S.. A.M. Cornell
1930. Ret.; b. Phila. PA Oct. 21 1908; m.
Irene Footer July 28 1928; ch.: Annabel. Curtis
Publishing Co. Phila. PA 1930-43 (branch
office mgr., sales supervisor), general sales mgr.
Sunroc Refrigeration Co. Glen Riddle PA
1943-49, div. sales mgr. Western Auto Supply
Baltimore MD 1949-50. merchandising staff
Firestone Tire & Rubber Akron OH 1950-51.
treas. -dir. Brandywine Precision Co. Phila.
1951-54. exec. v.pres. -dir. Telkee Inc. Glen
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Riddle 1955-66, controller Maxwell Int. Corp.
Downingtown PA 1967-73, ret. 1973. Treas.
Trinity Memorial Church 1940-54, Epis.
Diocese of Penna. 1951-54 (member exec,
council, chmn. presiding bishop's committee),
lectr. marketing Drexel Univ. 1947-49. res.
Paoli PA.*
ANTHONY, John Franklin, Jr. Bowdoin
1925-26. Chi Psi. b. Bar Harbor Aug. 5 1906.
res. unknown.
ATWOOD, Donald William. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Lisbon Jan. 4 1907; m. Edith
Fawcett April 1 1931; ch.: Donald, Patricia.
W. T. Grant Co. (sales mgr. Waco TX 1929-30,
Oklahoma OK 1930-32; mgr. Hudson Falls
NY 1932-37, Kingston NY 1937-47; regional
inventory control mgr. NY 1947-?; store mgr.
Newark DE 1954, Milford DE, Bristol PA,
Lock Haven PA 197-62). d. Lock Haven PA
Aug. 1 1962.
ATWOOD, John Dickinson. Bowdoin 1925-27.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Lisbon Falls Aug. 6
1908. res. unknown.
BABB, Charles Wilkes, Jr. A.B., grad. Lowell
MA Textile Sch. Beta Theta Pi. b. Camden
May 1 1906; m. Helen Bird Feb. 11 1934; ch.:
Charles, Janan. Knox Woolen Co. Camden
1931-50 (dir., pres., mgr.). Dir. Camden Nat.
Bank, member board of dir. YMCA Camden,
d. Camden April 7 1975.*
BALFOUR, John Straw. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
Ret.; b. Boston Sept. 25 1907; m. Elizabeth
Briggs March 8 1935; ch.: Jean, John. Invest,
analyst Burr Gannett & Co. Boston 1929-42, sr.
v.pres. trust invest. New Eng. Merc. Nat. Bank
Boston, ret. 1973. Trustee & treas. New Eng.
Home for the Deaf, dir. GCA Corp. 1977—.
res. Hollis NH*
BARKER, Nathaniel. A.B. b. Presque Isle
May 18 1907; m. Rachel Adams April 29 1939;
ch.: Anne, Alison, Emily. Asst. treas. Curtiss
Flying Service E. Boston MA 1929-30, with W.
T. Grant Co. (St. Louis MO 1930-31, Clinton
IA 1931), prop. Barker Ins. Agency Presque
Isle 1931-65, invest, dealer 1931-69. d. Presque
Isle Dec. 12 1969.*
BEATTY, Arthur Sinclair. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Somerville MA March 25 1908. res.
Arlington MA.
BEAUMONT, George Richard. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. Lewiston Feb. 16 1907. Clerk
U.S. Bureau Prisons Washington DC 1930-31,
teacher night sch. Lewiston 1931-32, hotel
prop. Old Orchard Beach 1933-39, with Me.
State Liquor Comm. 1941-47. Served with USA
1942-45. d. Biddeford Feb. 5 1947.*
BIRD, Sidney Morse. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. Rockland May 18 1907; m.
Katharine Hardy; ch.: Lucille, Raymond '66.
Pres. LaTouraine Coffee Co. Boston, ret. res.
Reading MA.
BLATCHFORD, Huntington. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1931. Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt.
1930-36, Alumni Fund dir. 1942-45. b.
Winnetka IL Nov. 18 1907; m. Evelyn Parker
Aug. 17 1935; ch.: Huntington Jr., Mitchell,
Edward II. Banking Portland 1931-34, mgr.
cold storage warehouse Portland 1934-37, bond
salesman Portland 1937-38, Nat. Rockland
Bank Boston 1938-58 (asst. cashier 1941-43,
asst. v.pres. 1943-46, v.pres. 1946-58, dir.
1955-58). Treas. & dir. (Webater & Atlas Bldg.
Corp., Wellesley Congr. Church), trustee &
member board of invest. Wildey Savings Bank,
member (board of mgr. YMCA Huntington
Avenue, advisory committee Wellesley, town
meeting), d. Boston July 12 1958.*
BODWELL, Howard. Bowdoin 1925-28. Zeta
Psi. Ret.; b. Burlington VT Nov. 3 1906; m.
Dorothy Gould Aug. 4 1934. Principal
elementary sch. Richmond 1934-35, teacher
(Calif. Military Acad. 1936-37, Black-Foxe
Military Inst. 1937-39, Page Military Acad.
1939-41), methods analyst Lockheed Aircraft
Co. Burbank CA 1941-46, security officer U.S.
Naval Weapons Center China Lake CA
1947-70, ret. Member city council Augusta
1932-34. res. New Smyrna Beach CA.*
BOOTHBY, Albert Clayton. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1933. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Madison
Nov. 15 1907; m. Alice Aikins Aug. 30 1930;
ch.: Alison, Anne, Albert Jr. Instr. & coach
Tabor Acad. Marion MA 1930-43, Millbrook
NY Sch. 1943-72 (chairman history dept.,
coach, dir. of admissions), Nathan Hofheimer
Foundation Visiting Prof. Livingstone Coll.
Salisbury NC 1972-73, ret. 1973. Asst. prof,
history Plymouth NH Coll. summer 1946,
assoc. prof, history Eastern Mont. Coll.
summer 1948-50, asst. prof. Dutchess
Community Coll. Poughkeepsie NY 1968-70,
assoc. prof, history Western Mont. Coll.
summer 1961, chmn. governing board Lyle
Memorial Federated Church 1960-65, member
Council on Foreign Relations NY 1944-75,
trustee Palmer Memorial Inst. Sedalia NC,
founder & dir. of summer program for
underprivileged NC young people (later
became Upward Bound) 1964-67, chmn. Me.
state steering committee Common Cause
1974-77. Contbr. d. Daytona Beach FL April 2
1977.*
BOYD, Harvey Kimball. Bowdoin 1925-27.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Bangor Oct. 15
1906. res. Bangor.
BRAMAN, Thomas Getty. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Ottawa Canada May 11 1907:
m. Marianna Henderson; ch.: Anne. V.pres. &
general mgr. S. Pittsburgh Water Co., ret. res.
Little Compton RL*
BREWER, Leslie Hall. Bowdoin 1925-27. b.
Unionville CT May 12 1907. res. unknown.
BRIGGS, Parkin. A.B. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Caribou April 2 1908; m. Charlene
Thompson May 28 1932; ch.: Barbara,
Elizabeth, Jane. Briggs Hardware (clerk
1930-46, v.pres. 1946-56, pres. 1956-71). Dir.
Aroostook Federal Savings & Loan, advisory
dir. Northern Nat. Bank. Served to It. USN
1943-46. d. Caribou Jan. 13 1971.
BROWN, Frank Arthur, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Harvard 1934, Ph.D. Harvard (Austin
Teaching fellow) 1934. Delta Upsilon.
Education: b. Beverly MA Aug. 30 1908; m.
Jennie Pettegrove June 24 1934; ch.: Charlotte
Frank III, Diane. Instr. Univ. 111. Urbana
1934-37, Northwestern Univ. 1937— (asst.
prof.; assoc. prof.; prof.; Morrison Prof,
biology, prof, emeritus 1976
—), visiting prof.
Univ. Chicago 1941, head invertebrate zoology
Marine Biological Lab. Woods Hole MA
1945-49. Member board of dir. General
Biological Supply House 1950-65, member
board of trustees (Marine Biological Lab.
1946-71, trustee emeritus 1976—; J. G. Shedd
Aquarium Chicago 1968
—), v.pres. (Am. Soc.
Zoologists, Am. Soc. Naturalists), pres. Soc.
General ' Physiologists. Author: Selected
Invertebrate Types (1950), Comparative
Animal Physiology (1950 & 1961), Biological
Clocks (1962), The Biological Clock, Two
Views (1970); contbr. res. Wilmette IL.*
BROWN, Richard Lindley. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1930. Delta Upsilon. b. Lynn MA
Sept. 30 1906; m. Mae Clark June 25 1930; ch.:
Richard Jr., Barbara. Instr. English Lafayette
Coll. Easton PA 1930-31, Middelbury Coll.
(instr. English 1931-37, asst. prof. 1937-40,
assoc. prof. 1940-57, prof. 1957-60, asst. dir.
Breadloaf Writers Conf. 1947-55), instr.
Columbia 1950-51. d. Middlebury VT Oct. 21
1960.
BURKE, Franklin Averill. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1931. Sigma Nu. b. Ft. Fairfield
Aug. 30 1908; m. Marion Jacobs Dec. 3 1933;
ch.: Richard, William '60, Robert, Mary.
C.P.A. (ME); accountant (Augusta 1934-36,
Providence RI 1936-72), controller Costello
Brothers Inc. Providence 1939-72. Pres. &
treas. R.I. Liquor Dealer Credit Corp. d.
Bristol RI Aug. 6 1972.
BURROWES, Thomas Seward. A.B. b.
Portland Oct. 17 1908; married twice. Allen
Tours Cambridge MA (travel conductor, copy
chief), account exec. (Wood, Brown & Wood
Advt. Agency Boston; Lawrence Advt.
Agency), purchasing mgr. Tidewater Oil Co.
Los Angeles CA, Sussman Advt. Agency
Sherman Oaks CA (copy chief, account exec).
Served to 1st It. USMC 1942-47, served to maj.
USMCR Korean Conflict, d. CA April 12
1967.
BUTLER, John Franklin. Bowdoin 1925-27.
Delta Upsilon. b. Meredith NH Nov. 1 1905;
m. Ruth Wickstrom April 5 1941. Salesman
New Eng. Petro Corp. Boston 1929-36, sales
mgr. F. H. & A. H. Chappell Coal Co. 1936-42,
ins. agt. self-employed New London CT
1945-71. Dir. B. P. Learned Mission 1947-?;
pres. Southeastern Conn. Ins. Agency; treas.,
clerk & chmn. missions Second Congr. Church.
Served with USN 1942-45. d. New London CT
Dec. 24 1971.*
CLARK, Robert Irving. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Helena AR July 10 1907. Teacher high sch.
Easthampton MA 1929-30, investigator
Hooper Holmes Bureau Boston 1931-37, with
John G. Paige Ins. Co. Boston, d. Prescott WI
July 24 1946.
CLARK, Robert Smith. Bowdoin 1925-28.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Winchester MA
Jan. 18 1907. res. unknown.
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CLEAVES, Prentiss Bowden, Jr. Bowdoin
1925-26, 1927-28. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Cherokee IA Jan. 15 1908. res. unknown.
CLOUDMAN, Olin Burnell. Bowdoin 1925-26.
Kappa Sigma. b. Burlington VT Dec. 24
1906; s. of Harry H. '01. res. unknown.
COLBY, Charles Howard. Bowdoin 1925-26.
Psi Upsilon. b. Melrose MA Aug. 6 1905.
res. Brookline MA.
COLBY, Victor Noyes. Bowdoin 1926-28, B.S.
Worcester Polytech Inst. 1931. b. Franklin
NH June 24 1908. res. unknown.
COLE, Hobart Atherton. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Eliot Aug. 29 1907. res. unknown.
CONNOLLY, Joseph Thomas. A.B., J.D. St.
Lawrence Univ. 1936. Kappa Sigma.
Importing; b. Branford CT Aug. 8 1906; m.
Eleanor Paynter June 30 1934; ch.: Thomas,
Nancy. With W. R. Grace & Co. NYC
1932-50, broker self-employed Larchmont NY
1950—. res. Branford CT.*
COOPER, John Murray. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Portland May 31 1908; m. Elizabeth
Vaughan 1933, m. Jane Gilman Oct. 11 1958;
ch.: Elizabeth. Reporter & ed. United Press
NYC 1930-32, free-lance writer England
1933-35, reporter & ed. Portland News
1935-38, news ed. WCSH 1938-39, news dir.
(WBZ Boston 1939-40, KDKA Pittsburg PA
1940-42), producer & war correspondent Nat.
Broadcasting Co. NYC 1942-47, dir. radio-TV
news Int. News Service NYC 1947-55, dir.
newsfilm Columbia Broadcasting System News
NYC 1955-71, ret. Awarded USN
commendation for service as accredited Navy
war correspondent 1946. Recipient: Greater
Orlando Press Club award for best magazine
article 1974. Author 3 novels, Radio Style
Manual for INS; contbr. res. Winter Park FL.*
COULTER, Eliot Kutz. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Essex CT April 18 1906; m. Edna Dowden
April 11 1931; ch.: Thomas, Shirley, Dorothy.
With W. Perm. Electric Co. Pittsburgh PA
1930-34, with Neilolite Mfg. Co. Pittsburgh
1934-35, with Paine & Webber Hartford CT
1937-38. d. Windsor CT Sept. 22 1939.
CROSBIE, Norman Cornwell. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. b. Dorchester MA Aug. 9 1907; m.
Phyllis Beauregard June 20 1936; ch.: Carol,
Sharon. With trust dept. Nat. Shawmut Bank
Boston 1929, with N.Y. Tel. Co. 1930, with
Hathaway Baking Co., with General Mills Inc.,
with Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., with
Bethlehem Steel Co., prop, delicatessen
Hingham MA ca. 1946, material control clerk
Bethlehem Steel Co. Quincy MA ca. 1950, with
General Electric Co., with Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, with Republic Aircraft, with
Photocircuits Inc. NYC, inspector Aeroflex
Lab. Inc. NYC 1961-63. d. Plainview NY Oct.
14 1963.
CROWTHER, Kenneth Vincent. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Gardner MA June 23 1906. res.
Gloucester MA.
CUMMINGS, Charles Fremont. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Quincy MA June 23 1906; ch.: Carol,
Julianna, Sally. Teacher (high sch. Bath
1929-33, high sch. Bryant Pond 197-59,
Bromfield Sch. Harvard MA 1959-64). Pres.
1933-? (Bath Auto Co., Cummings Motor Co.
Bath), Me. state senator 1952-56. d. Concord
MA Aug. 20 1964.*
DAGGETT, Malcolm Daniel. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1931; Ph.D.
Harvard 1941. Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.; b.
Pasadena CA Dec. 13 1907; m. Frances
Lintner Aug. 25 1937; ch.: David. Instr.
(French Bowdoin 1929-30; Romance lang.
Harvard 1930-32, Univ. Rochester NY
1932-36, Harvard 1937-43), research analyst
OSS Washington DC 1943-45, Univ. Vt. (prof.
1945-72, dir. graduate studies 1949-52), ret.
Awarded Chevalier de l'Ordre des Palmes
Academiques 1960. res. Burlington VT.*
DANA, Edward Fox. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1932. Alumni
Fund dir. 1935-38, Alumni Council 1941-42,
1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b.
Portland March 8 1908; s. of John F. '98; m.
Doris Fullerton June 14 1948; ch.: John,
Deborah. Verrill & Dana Portland (assoc.
1932-36, partner 1936—). Me. General
Hospital (corporator, sec. 1946-65), Me. Med.




Assn. (v.pres. 1962, pres. 1963, exec. comm.
1959-62), dir. & treas. Child & Family Services
1946-52, Portland Boys' Club (dir. 1937-76;
sec. 1937-42, 1945-63; v.pres. 1963-70,
honorary life dir. 1976), Portland Community
Chest (dir. 1951, chmn. budget committee
1957-58), Portland Widows' Wood Soc. (pres.
1972, sec.-treas. 1949-67, dir.), pres. Portland
(Community Concert Assn. 1949-59, Soc. of
Natural History 1951-60), Me. Audubon Soc.
(trustee 1960-72, advisory trustee 1972
—
).
Served to s/sgt. USAAF 1942-45. Recipient:
Silver Keystone Award Portland Boy's Club
1976. Author: The Anthoensen Press
1947- 1967. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
DAVIS, Kingsbury Hale. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Portland Aug. 8 1908; m. Mabel
Harris; ch.: Raymond, John, Sarah. Electrical
engineer Bell Tel. Labs. (NYC 1929-41, Far
Hills NJ 1941-54). Co-inventor automatic
digital recognizer Bell Tel. d. Portland Aug. 6
1954.*
DEGILLIO, Nicholas Robert. A.B. b.
Pittston PA Dec. 9 1905. res. unknown.
DOWST, Henry Starr. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.; b.
Newton MA Aug. 7 1904; m. Margaret Mairs
Dec. 6 1930; ch.: Henry '54, Gretchen, John.
Bowdoin 1929-30 (asst. to P. Wilder, reporting
for the Alumnus), reporter Kennebec Journal
Augusta 1930-33, sales & merchandising S. S.
Pierce Co. Boston 1933-43, dining car steward
Boston & Albany RR Boston 1943-45, sales
mgr. Boston (Carr-Consolidated Biscuit Co.
1945-54, Jones-Weismann & Co. 1954-69), ret.
V.pres. Jones-Weismann & Co. Inc., member
Natick MA (vestry St. Paul's Epis. Church,
town meeting 18 yrs., Council on Aging 8 yrs.).
res. Natick MA.*
DRAKE, James Benjamin. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1931. Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Ret.; b. Bath Sept. 8 1908; m.
Elizabeth Hill Sept. 13 1949; ch.: Frances,
Harry, Margaret. Teacher Pillsbury Acad.
Owatonna MN 1931-32, fellow Bowdoin
1932-33, teacher (St. Paul's Sch. Concord NH
1934-38, St. James MD Sch. 1938-52, Allendale
Sch. Rochester NY 1952-61, public high sch.
Monroe & Wayne Counties NY 1961-75), ret.
Layreader Protestant Epis. Church 1935-52.
res. Annapolis MD.*
DUNBAR, Charles Cook. A.B. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Ret.; b. Haverhill
MA Aug. 24 1906; m. Irene Nicholls June 21
1932; ch.: Cynthia, Charles, Susan. Student
(Brown Bros. NYC 1929-30, N.Y. Univ.), with
Fiduciary Trust Co. of N.Y. 1931-67, lectr. Sch.
of Banking Univ. Wise. Madison. Trustee
Village of Flower Hill NY, treas. (Congr.
Church of Manhasset NY, State Street Church
Portland). Member sch. board Manhasset NY.
res. Portland.*
DUPUIS, John Deremo. B.S., M B A. Harvard
1931. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1962 capital
campaign area chairman. Banking; b.
Cincinnati OH Aug. 16 1907; m. Eileen Nevin
April 21 1934; ch.: Jeanne, Charles. Mortgage
banker & financial v.pres. L. M. Primack Inc.
Cincinnati. Trustee (Bethesda Hospital &
Deaconess Assn. Home), res. Vero Beach FL.*
EDWARDS, Ralph William. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Middlebury Coll. 1950;
Ph.D. Boston Univ. 1961. Ret.; b. Brunswick
July 16 1906. Teacher & acting principal
Brunswick 1929-43, actuarial clerk Aetna Life
& Casualty Hartford CT 1943-46, prof. New
Eng. Coll. Henniker NH 1946-63, head English
dept. Sterling KS Coll. 1963-64, prof. Calif. PA
State Coll. 1964-72, ret. res. Henniker NH.*
ELLIOT, Jack Edward. A.B., M.Div. Union
Theol. Sem. 1935. Chi Psi. Ret.; b.
Bridgetown N.S. Canada July 18 1904; m.
Emily Whitney 1935, m. Ruth Searles April 22
1946; ch.: Martha, Samuel '61, Gordon,
Thomas, Donald. Floater First Nat. Bank
Boston 1930-31, salesman Burroughs Adding
Machine Co. Manchester NH 1931-32, Congr.
minister (Columbus OH; Glen Ridge NJ;
Canandaigua NY; Wellesley Hills,
Stockbridge, Rutland, Harwich Center MA;
Portland), ret. 1971. Member board of dir.
(Barnstable County MA Red Cross 1963-68,
Cumberland & York Counties Task Force on
Aging 1975), corporate member Me. Bible Soc.
1975. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
FARR, Henry Leonard. A.B., Ed.M. Harvard
1935, Ph.D. Univ. Mexico 1968. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Hallowell Jan. 4 1905; m. Elizabeth
Griffin Feb. 6 1932; ch.: Alex. Teacher, coach,
administrator high sch. (Brunswick, Braintree
& Belmont MA; Manchester CT; Haverstraw
NY); ret. Elder Presby. Church, member
Human Rights Comm. Rockland County NY.
Served to col. USA 1940-46. res. Stockton
Springs.*
FAY, Edward Lawrence. Bowdoin 1925-27. Chi
Psi. b. Dedham MA Aug. 7 1905. res.
unknown.
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FENDERSON, William Elden Thistle.
Bowdoin 1925-27. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Masardis May 27 1907. res. unknown.
FISHER, Wallace Garfield, Jr. Bowdoin
1925-29. Sigma Nu. b. St. John N.B. Canada
April 22 1906; m. Jeannette Donaghy Nov. 4
1932; ch.: Marilyn, Wanda. Mgr. First Nat.
Stores Mars Hill & Millinocket 1940-45, prop.
(I.G.A. supermarket Mars Hill 1945-53,
Fisher's Market Ft. Fairfield 1953-66). d. Ft.
Fairfield Sept. 14 1966.
FLECK, Richard Carl. B.S., M B A. Harvard
1931. Sigma Nu. b. Phila. PA Feb. 8 1905;
m. Frances Rhoades Sept. 10 1932; ch.:
William, Richard Jr. '58, Nathaniel, Frances.
With Fleck Brothers Co. Phila. 1932-?, with
Lehigh Valley Supply Co. Phila., with
Providence Trust Co. Phila. 197-40, invest. &
trust administrator Wilmington DE 1940-43,
Old Colony Trust Co. Boston (invest, officer
1943-66, v.pres. 1966-70), ret. Treas. & dir.
Cambridge Sch. Inc., treas. & trustee Belmont
Hill Sch. d. Boston Aug. 18 1973.
FOSTER, Alton Eugene. A.B. b. Brewer
Aug. 6 1890. With newspaper NYC, with
Shakespeare Co. NYC, prop, chicken farm E.
Eddington 197-63. Served in WWI. d. Bangor
Oct. 13 1963.
FOSTER, Robert Chapman, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1930, M.B.A. Boston Univ. 1938.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland July 27
1908; s. of Robert C. '01; m. Dorothy Dolliver
July 6 1935; ch.: Robert III '58, William. With
Lavin Advt. Agency 1933-35, rep. N.Y. Herald
Tribune & PhUa. Public Ledger 1935-37, pres.
& treas. R. C. Foster Co. Boston 1937-60, ret.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-46. d. Boothbay
Sept. 15 1970.*
FRATES, John Dana. Bowdoin 1925-29. Theta
Delta Chi. Real estate & antiques; b.
Portland May 17 1906; m. Mary Thomas June
17 1933. Mgr. Beneficial Finance Co. 1930-59
(ME, VT, MA), real estate broker & antiques
dealer W. Bridgewater MA 1959— . Past pres.
Brockton MA (Rotary Club, Commercial
Club, Credit Bureau), res. W. Bridgewater
MA.*
GAUDREAU, Jean Baptiste. Bowdoin
1925-26, 1927. b. Brunswick Oct. 3 1903; m.
Eva Lebel 1930; ch.: Rachel. With Verney
Corp. Brunswick 1949, with Roberts' Shoe
Store Brunswick, with Leclair's Clothing Store
Brunswick, with McDufFs Clothing Store
Brunswick 1968-69, ret. 25 yr. hon. member
Knights of Columbus Brunswick, d. Brunswick
May 10 1974.*
GILLISS, Carter Stellwagen. A.B. cum laude,
B.D. Epis. Theol. Sch. 1933. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Dover NH May 8 1907; m. Edith Brown
April 10 1948; ch.: Edith, William, John.
Teacher Salisbury Sch. CT 1929-30, curate
Trinity Church Hartford CT 1933-37,
priest-in-charge CT (St. Paul's Church
Woodbury 1937-41, Epiphany Southbury,
Christ Church Bethlehem 1938-41), rector
(Christ Church Washington DC 1946-50, asst.
minister St. Andrew's Church Coll. Park MD
1950-51, St. Peter's Church Poolesville MD
1951-60). Member exec, council Diocese of
Washington 1948-7, dir. Friendship House
Washington DC 1947-50. Served to maj. USA
1941-46; awarded Bronze Star. d. Poolesville
MD Feb. 28 I960.*
GINN, Joseph Atkins. Bowdoin 1925-26. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland May 21 1905; m.
Jeanette Harvey May 16 1927. With General
Electric Co. Lynn MA 1930-46. d. Marblehead
MA Aug. 19 1946.*
GR1NNELL, Royal Everett. Bowdoin 1925-27,
D.D.T. Nat. Coll. of Drugless Physicians 1936.
Sigma Nu. b. Union Sept. 1 1907; m. Louise
Krauss 1935; ch.: John, Mary. Banking Union
1929-31, physiotherapist Louisville KY 1937-7.
res. Louisville KY.
GUILD, Carlton Boswell. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1931;
Ed.M. Harvard 1938. Business; b. Bath July
25 1908. Publicity assoc. W. Springfield MA
19?—. res. Holyoke MA.
GURLEY, Earlon St.Vlaire. Bowdoin 1925-27.
b. Livermore Falls Aug. 4 1906; m. Cecilia
Blazo April 4 1931, m. Bess Maki June 16
1968; ch.: Mrs. William Raymond, Mrs. Kevin
Carrigan. With U.S. Civil Service Comm.
1933-68 (NYC, Bath NY, Saratoga Springs
NY, Des Moines IA 12 yrs., Aberdeen SD 4
yrs.; contractor Dept. of Health Anchorage
AK 1964-68), ret. Served with USA 1930,
1945-46. d. Vancouver WA March 30 1971.*
HARLOW, Frank Berry. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Old Town March 22 1909; s. of John A.
'03; m. Constance Chalmers April 14 1934;
ch.: Damaris, Frances. With U.S. Bobbin &
Shuttle Co. Manchester NH 1929-30,
Penobscot Chem. Fibre Co. Old Town (lab.
chemist 1930-34, night supervisor 1934-35, asst.
supt. 1935-36, supt. 1955, asst. mgr. 1955-59,
mgr. 1959-63). Dir. (Penobscot Development
Co., Penobscot Savings Bank Bangor), v.pres.
& dir. Penobscot Chem. Fibre Co., chmn. New
Eng. Pulp & Paper Foundation, d. Bangor
June 27 1963.*
HART, Millard Warren. Bowdoin 1925-27.
Ret.; b. Warren March 11 1907; m. Mildred
Durost May 31 1941; ch.: Peter, John. Clerk
Narrangansett Hotel Rockland 1927-28, U.S.
Post Office clerk Rockland 1928-68, magazine
sales statistician Rockland 9 yrs. Church
deacon (33 yrs., chmn. 16 yrs.), church clerk 10
yrs., head usher 25 yrs. res. Rockland.*
HASTY, Willis LeRoy, Jr. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; B.C.S. Benjamin Franklin Univ.
1934; A.M. The Am. Univ. 1953. b. Jackson
Sept. 11 1907; s. of Willis L. M'08; m. Mable
Hiatt June 23 1933; ch.: Stephen, Barbara.
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. (statistician
Washington DC 1929-35, accountant
Richmond VA 1935-39), auditor The
Protestant Epis. Cathedral Foundation of the
Dist. of Columbia 1940-42, statistician Naval
Ordnance Lab. Washington DC 1946-47,
quality control engineer Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co. Pittsburgh PA 1947-48, statistician
Naval Ordnance Lab. Silver Spring MD
1948-49, supply requirements officer Army
Security Agency Washington DC 1950-51,
analytical statistician (USAF Washington DC
1951-53, USA biological lab. Frederick MD
1954-62), mathematical statistician U.S. Postal
Service Washington DC 1962-74, ret. Served to
capt. USA 1942-46. Elected member Sigma Xi,
Pi Delta Epsilon. d. March 11 1977.*
HAWTHORNE, Roger Mills. B.S. Chi Psi.
b. Wolfeboro NH Jan. 24 1905; m. Blanche
Boardman Jan. 1 1931, m. Sylvia Moulson
1935; ch.: Mark, Prudence. Free-lance writer
Provincetown MA 1929; cub reporter Boston
Evening American 1929; with New Bedford
MA Standard 1930; city news reporter
Portland Evening News 1930; with Boston
Evening American 1930; news staff
Washington DC Herald 1930-34; with
Washington DC Bureau Assoc. Press 1934-39;
field rep. U.S. Antarctic Service Antarctica
1939, 1941; information officer New Zealand
Legation Washington DC 1942-48; exec. asst.
to pres. English-Speaking Union NYC
1948-57; exec. dir. Stetson Law Center
Foundation St. Petersburg FL 1958-59;
free-lance writer Hyannis MA 1959-73; feature
writer Cape Cod MA Standard Times 1960-66;
feature writer New Bedford Sunday Standard
Times. Pres. White House Correspondents
Assn. 1937-38, New Zealand rep. Int. Whaling
conf. 1947. Recipient: Cong, medal of honor
1945; mt. in Antarctic named for him by Adm.
Byrd. Contbr. d. Pocasset MA May 12 1973.*
HEGAL, Harry Albert. Bowdoin 1925-26.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Buffalo NY Jan. 31
1907; m. Helen Beach Nov. 10 1926, m.
Florence Hardy. Asst. supt. U.S. Post Office N.
Weymouth MA 197-58, operator Flax Wheel
Antique Shop N. Weymouth 197-58. Served 4
years in WWII. d. Jamaica Plain MA Feb. 3
1958.
HELLER, Philip. Bowdoin 1925-26. b.
Jersey City NJ Jan. 6 1908. res. unknown.
HIGGONS, Donald Roselle. Bowdoin 1925-26.
Sigma Nu. b. Port Chester NY April 20
1907. res. unknown.
HORN, Asher Davis. A.B., LL.B. Northeastern
1944. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Farmington
Aug. 31 1906; m. Alice Luce July 15 1938; ch.:
David. Sales promotion Lever Brothers Co.
Cambridge MA 1930-44, pres. Horn Motors
Farmington 1944-70, ret. Franklin County
Savings Bank (trustee 1951—, v.pres. 1968-73,
board chmn. 1973
—
), trustee (Franklin County
Memorial Hospital, Farmington Home for the
Aged, public library), town selectman 2 terms
Farmington. res. New Vineyard.*
HOWLAND, Winslow Robinson. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Football Trophy established in
his memory 1959. b. Framingham MA July
17 1906; m. Helen Soule Sept. 12 1931; ch.:
George '57, Susan. Statistician & salesman
Hayden, Stone & Co. Boston 1929-42; treas.
Industrial-Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1942-58.
Trustee Lasell Jr. Coll. Auburndale MA
1942-58, dir. Auburndale Cooperative Bank,
member invest, committee Newton MA
Savings Bank. d. Newton MA Feb. 20 1958.*
HULL, Alden Edwards. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. Clinton MA July 16 1907; m.
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Margaret Pratt May 16 1936; ch.: Margot,
Deborah, Judith. Hotel mgr. (Louisville KY
1935-39, Worcester MA 1939-42, St. Johnsbury
VT 1946-70), ret. Dir. First Nat. Bank St.
Johnsbury 1960-64, member advisory board
Howard Bank 1964
—
, asst. judge Superior
Court of Vt. 1975—. Served to It. cdr. USNR
1941-45. res. E. Burke VT.*
HUNT, Lawrence Bennett. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Exec; b. Arlington MA July 28 1906;
m. Sarah Wilson Aug. 15 1933; ch.: Robert,
Kathryn. Chemist Brown Co. Berlin NH
1929-32, salesman (Hoover Co. Boston
1932-37, Cherry-Burrell Corp. Boston 1938-51,
Rodney Hunt & Co. Orange MA 1951-54,
James Stewart Co. Lexington MA 1954-56),
treas. & v.pres. sales Stewart-Hunt Inc.
Burlington MA 1956—. Dir. (Stewart-Hunt
Inc. 1956
—
, Dana Home Lexington MA), pres.
Lexington Debating Soc. res. Lexington MA.*
HUNT, Walter Merrill, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1931. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Business exec; b. Burlington NJ July 9
1906; m. Isabel Kemp May 4 1935; ch.:
Millicent, David. Office boy to pres. NYC
(Elbrook Inc. 1932-44, G. R. Coleman Co. Inc.
1944
—
). Served to Coxswain USCG Auxiliary
Reserve 1942-45. res. Short Hills NJ.*
HUNT, William Payson, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Portland April 9 1907. Instr. (St. Paul's Sch.
Concord NH 1929-30, Troy NY Country Day
Sch. 1930-32). d. Troy NY Oct. 19 1932.
HUSE, Herbert Willard. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Roxbury MA Nov. 2 1907; m. Eunice Stanley
July 30 1933; ch.: Mary, Sarah, Julia. Chem.
engineer E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
1930-69 (Arlington NJ 1930-39, Waynesboro
VA 1939-41, dir. research Wilmington DE
1941-69), ret. d. New London NH Oct. 16
1970.*
HUTCHINS, Bradford Howard. Bowdoin
1925-26, A.B. Princeton 1929, J.D. Yale 1932.
Law; b. Mechanic Falls March 23 1907; s. of
Guy M. M'99; m. Eleanor Butler Sept. 3 1940;
ch.: Barbara, Dorothy. Atty. 1940— (Perkins
Weeks & Hutchins, Weeks Hutchins Frye &
Welch). Past pres. YMCA Waterville, Good
Will Home Assn. (past chmn., pres.), member
board Walterville (aldermen, council), res.
Waterville.*
JAYCOX, Charles Milton. B.S. cum laude,
A.M. Am. Univ. 1960. Sigma Nu. b. Phila.
PA Sept. 15 1906; m. Mabel Hieatzman Oct. 11
1930; ch.: Warren, Claire. Statistician &
economist Chesapeake & Potomac Tel Co.
(Baltimore MD 1929-53, Washington DC
1953-68), ret. Organizer Nat. Tabulating Soc,
prop, peach orchard Woodbine MD 1968-73.
d. Baltimore MD Feb. 12 1973.*
JOHNSON, Bradford. A.B., B.D. Epis. Theol.
Sem. 1945. Delta Upsilon. b. W. Pittston PA
April 19 1908; m. Dorothy FitzGerald May 6
1933, married again; ch.: William, Edward,
Phillips. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. (claim
adjustor 1929-38, claim mgr. Allentown PA
1938-43), rector (St. Paul's Epis. Church
Brunswick 1945-49, St. Paul's Church
Nantucket MA 1949-72), ret. Founder Rotary
Club Nantucket, chaplain Pacific Club &
Winter Club, chmn. sch. committee Nantucket,
d. Cranston RI Dec. 12 1975.
JONES, Donald Emery. Bowdoin 1925-29.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bucksport June 1 1906;
m. Pauline Morganstern June 1 1940; ch.:
Marjorie. Invest. Boston 1929-32, salesman
Decatur & Hopkins Co. (Boston 1932-39,
Providence RI 1939-40), hardware buyer USN
Chicago IL 1940-44, Montgomery Ward & Co.
Chicago (buyer 1944-47, salesman 1947-48),
with General Electric Supply Co. Bangor
1948-55, agt. Hardware Mutual-Hardware
Indemnity Ins. Co. Pittsfield ca. 1951. d.
Hartland Dec. 31 1955.
JOSLIN, James Metcalf. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1933. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Winchester MA July 11 1905; m. Caroline
Smedley Oct. 30 1937; ch.: Thomas. Atty.
Boston 1935-55. d. Ardmore PA Feb. 21 1955.
KETCHAM, Richard Benton. Bowdoin
1925-29. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. NYC Sept.
23 1907; m. Marian Prebster July 14 1936, m.
Evelyn Davis June 20 1974; ch.: Dorothy. Dist.
sales mgr. Hamilton Beach div. Scovill Mfg.
Co. Waterbury CT. res. Brownsburg IN.*
KNAPP, James Varney. A.B., B.D. Epis.
Theol. Sch. 1933. Delta Upsilon. b. Everett
MA July 29 1908; m. Carol Bull July 3 1933;
ch.: Susan, Peter, David, Edith. With
Metropolitan Chain Stores NYC 1929-?, curate
St. James' Church NYC 1933-35, rector (All
Saints' Church Harrison NY 1935-45, St.
George's Church Port Arthur TX 1945-49, St.
Luke's Church San Antonio TX 1949-51),
admin, asst. to bishop San Antonio 1951-52. d.
San Antonio TX April 13 1952.
KNOX, George Basil. B.S., LL.D. 1968, M.B.A.
Harvard 1931. Overseer 1961-72, Trustee
1972-75 (Emeritus 1975—). Scholarship fund
established by him & his wife, Mary McCune
Knox, 1961. b. Medford MA. res. Los
Angeles CA.*
LADD, Samuel Appleton, Jr. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Class agt. 1942—, Alumni Fund dir. 1958-60
(v.chmn. 1959-60). Recipient: Alumni Service
Award 1975. Scholarship given in his honor
1969. Ret.; b. Newton MA Oct. 17 1906; m.
Estelle Hamilton Aug. 15 1932; ch.: Samuel III
'63. Invest. Jordan Lyman Co. Boston 1929-32,
sales rep. Boston (Dickie-Raymond Inc.
1932-35, J. L. Hammett Co. 1935-44), Bowdoin
(dir. career counseling & placement, student
housing 1957-70; tennis coach 1949-56; spec,
consultant ROTC 1st Army dist. 1965-70), ret.
Member council Soc. of Colonial Wars ME &
MA 1936
—




Brunswick 1942, chmn. Brunswick
(Community Chest 1943, War Finance
Committee 1944), elected member Newcomen
Soc. 1944-70, clerk & member standing
committee First Parish Church Brunswick
1944-56, dir. Brunswick C. of C. 1945-47,
member Masons 1946— , dir. Am. Red Cross
chapter 1947-48, pres. (Lambda chapter House
Corp. 1950-72, Eastern Coll. Personnel Officers
1952, board of trustees Community Hospital
1955-60, Pejepscot Historical Soc. 1975—),
member construction committee (Dayton
Arena 1956, Coleman Hall 1958), Coll.
Placement Publication Council 1946-58
(member advisory board, dir.), dir. (Me. Career
Opportunity 1946-47, Zeta Psi Educational
Foundation 1965-70, Youth Tennis
Foundation & New Eng. Lawn Assn. 1957-67),
corporator Brunswick Savings Inst. 1956
—
,
elected member U.S. Lawn Tennis Assn.
(1956—, Umpires Assn. 1958-62), general
chmn. centennial celebration Lambda chapter
Zeta Psi 1967, Me. Soc. Founders & Patriots
(governor 1965, councillor general 1973
—),
member (New Eng. Council 1944-50, planning
board Brunswick 1947-49, recreation comm.
Brunswick 1948, advisory board Coll.
Guidance Service 1956-58, Governor's
Manpower Comm. 1960-61), Regional
Memorial Hospital (v.pres., trustee 1961
—
).
Recipient: Distinguished Award Zeta Psi 1969.
Author: Ladd Family History (1953),
Placement at Bowdoin (1962), Zeta Psi at
Bowdoin (1967); contbr. res. Brunswick.*
LANE, Michael George. Bowdoin 1925.
Exec; b. NYC Aug. 27 1907; m. Doris
Kramer Dec. 11 1938; ch.: Stephen, Karen.
Pres. (Lane Iron Works, Elan Construction Co.
NY; Squire Hill Manor Homes, Woodland
Estates & other projects NJ), v.pres. N.Y. Steel
Code committee NRA, consultant United
Savings & Loan Assn. Paterson NJ. Pres.
(Temple Sinai Tenefly NJ, Rutgers-Douglas
Hillel Foundation), res. Fort Lee NJ.*
LARCOM, Gordon Danforth. B.S., LL.B.
Northeastern 1934. Chi Psi. Banking; b.
Beverly MA Jan. 12 1908; m. Marjorie Elliott,
m. Jean Withington Aug. 29 1946; ch.: Nancy,
Gordon Jr. '54, Richard, Barbara. Exec, v.pres.
Dedham MA Inst, for Savings 1930-58, pres.
New Bedford MA Inst, for Savings 1958—
.
Pres. C. of C. New Bedford. Served to It. USN
1942-45. res. Mattapoisett MA.*
LEAVnT, Amos Towle, Jr. B.S. 1930. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Wollaston MA April 4 1907; m.
Cleopatra Higgins April 30 1929, m. Edna
March May 24 1974; ch.: Amos III, Jonathan,
Cleo Jr., Rebecca. Research chemist Arthur D.
Little Inc. Cambridge MA 1930-33, chemist &
product mgr. Paramount Labs. Inc.
Binghamton NY 1935-37, designer & general
mgr. W. A. Robinson Inc. Ipswich &
Gloucester MA 1939-47, yacht designer &
building Blanchard Boat Co. Seattle WA
1947-49, research & design engineer Boeing
Airplane Co. Seattle 1949-71, ret. Dir. W. A.
Robinson Inc. 1944-47, member (advisory
committee Rockport MA 1945-47, planning
comm. Bothell WA 1965-68). res. Gabriola Is.
B.C. Canada.*
LEECH, Elfred Llewellyn. A.B., M D. Johns
Hopkins 1933. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Winthrop
March 24 1908; m. Pauline Hall May 8 1937.
m. Anne Mohar April 5 1973; ch.: Constance,
Thomas. Johns Hopkins Hospital Baltimore
MD (intern 1933-34, instr. pathology 1934),
intern Mary Imogene Bassett Hosp.
Cooperstown NY 1935-36, physician Homer
Folks Hospital Oneonta NY 1936-42. sr.
physician Hermann Biggs Memorial Hospital
Ithaca NY 1942, deputy dir. Homer Folks
Hospital Oneonta 1943-71. Otsego County
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Med. Soc. (sec.-treas. 9 yrs., v.pres. 1 yr., pres.
1 yr.), F.A.C.P., elected member Phi Beta
Kappa 1933. res. Ft. Plain NY.*
LEUTRITZ, John, Jr. B.S., Ph.D. Columbia
1946. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Saginaw MI
June 22 1903; m. Hazel Footer, m. Constance
Porash Jan. 22 1960. Research engineer Bell
Tel. Lab. Murray Hill NJ 1929-65, timber
products spec. U.S. Dept. Agriculture REA
Washington DC 1965-76, ret. 1976. Member
exec, committee Am. Wood Preservers' Assn.
1967-70; chmn. Gordon Conf. Industrial
Microbiology 1951, 1952; consultant Nat.
Defense Research Council. Served with
MCUSN 1921-25. Recipient: Industrial
Microbiology 25-year award, Award of Merit
Am. Wood Preserver's Assn. 1976. Contbr. res.
Alexandria VA.*
LINCOLN, Chandler Bird. Bowdoin 1925-29.
Delta Upsilon. b. Ware MA Sept. 9 1907; m.
Gladys Morse Aug. 1 1929; ch.: Nancy, Sarah.
U.S. Rubber Co. (Detroit MI 1929-30, head
sales promotion dept. Indianapolis IN
1930-38). d. Indianapolis IN Feb. 11 1938.
LINCOLN, John Dunlap, II. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Harrisburg VA Aug. 25 1907. res. Phoenix
AZ.
LOVETT, George Rowel I. Bowdoin 1925-30.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Berlin NH July 2 1905;
m. Helen Thomas; ch.: Thomas, William. With
Keyes Fibre Co. Waterville ca. 1936,
supervisor New Eng. Shipbuilding Corp. S.
Portland ca. 1943, div. sales mgr. Bancroft &
Martin Inc. Leeds 1946-66. d. Portland Nov. 4
1966.
MacKEAN, Chester Warren. Bowdoin 1925-26.
Psi Upsilon. b. Boston Aug. 20 1903. res. N.
Weymouth MA.
MACURDA, Donald Bradford. Bowdoin
1925-27. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Wiscasset Oct. 8
1906; m. Eleanor Parsons Sept. 10 1932; ch.:
Donald Jr., Hayden, Nancy. Clerk &
statistician Tucker, Anthony & Co. Boston
1927-28; bookkeeper Calif. Bank Los Angeles
CA 1929-30; statistician & invest, counsellor
Estabrook & Co. (Boston 1930-39, NYC
1939-47); sr. statistician & head of research
Clark, Dodge & Co. NYC 1947-50; sr. analyst
& asst. v.pres. The First Boston Corp. NYC
1950-55; F. S. Smithers & Co. NYC (research
mgr. 1955-56, general partner 1957-62); v.pres.
First Nat. City Bank NYC 1962-63; ret.
Member Int. Bank for Reconstruction &
Development spec, steel mission to India 1952,
elected member (Wall Street Forum, Mining
Club 1961-63, Broad Street Club), leader U.S.
Security Analysts Delegation to Japan 1962,
N.Y. Soc. of Security Analysts Inc. (dir., pres.
1961-62), past dir. & v.pres. Nat. Federation of
Security Analysts, dir. Foote Mineral Co. 1946,
assoc. member (N.Y. Stock Exchange 1957-62;
Am. Inst, of Mining, Metallurgical &
Petroleum Engineers Inc. 1957-64), economic
consultant Anaconda Aluminum Co 1964-65.
res. LaMesa CA.*
MAHAR, Lawrence Albert. Bowdoin 1925-27.
Psi Upsilon. b. Spencer MA 22 1907; m.
Anna Rainey Aug. 1928; ch.: Ronald, Shirley.
Agt. Prudential Ins. Co. Westfield MA
1928-37, Westfield Mfg. Co. (salesman
1937-43, asst. factory mgr. 1943-54, factory
mgr. 1954-62, v.pres. 1962). City council
Westfield (member 1950-55, pres. 1953). d.
Athol MA July 30 1962.
MARSHALL, Henry Lurney. Bowdoin
1925-26, LL.B. Suffolk 1933. Kappa Sigma.
b. Rockport MA April 3 1906; m. Marion
Thurlow; ch.: Henry Jr., Charles, James,
Constance, Ann, Susan. With frozen fish
industry Gloucester MA 197-67, tax
accountant 197-67. d. Rockport MA April 29
1967.
McKOWN, Wendell Phillips, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Brooklyn NY Jan. 10 1908; s. of
Wendell P. '98; m. Marguerite Fishburne June
6 1936, m. Harriet Spencer Feb. 9 1974; ch.:
David, Deborah. Securities trader Hartford CT
(Paine Webber & Co. 1929-41, Ballard & Co.
1941-42), purchasing agt. Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft E. Hartford CT 1942-52, v.pres. &
works mgr. Cooper Alloy Corp. Hillside NJ
1952-58, general mgr. (Kelsey Hayes Co. Clark
NJ 1958-59, The Shenango Co. Columbus OH
1959-70), ret. res. Avon CT.*
MELANSON, Verne Samuel. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Swampscott MA June 11 1906; m.
Janet Chase July 14 1934; ch.: Elizabeth, Jane,
Louise. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston (dist.
mgr., asst. to v.pres.), ret. Member (vestry St.
Andrews Epis. Church, sch. committee
Hanover MA 1946-54), chmn. sch. bldg.
committee Hanover 1950-56. res. Hanover
MA.*
MICOLEAU, Henri LeBrec. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni
Council 1944-47. Ret.; b. Toulouse France
June 8 1909; m. Emily Moody Oct. 14 1939;
ch.: Charles '63, Jeannette, Peter. Statistician
Harvard Economic Soc. Cambridge MA
1929-32, clerk H. M. Payson & Co. Portland
1932-33, asst. economist Tri-Continental Corp.
NYC 1933-38, economist General Motors
Corp. NYC 1938-74, ret. Dir. Pleasantville NY
Job Exchange 1953-71, pres. Forecasters Club
of N.Y. 1965, member sch. board Alpine NJ
1944-46. res. Pleasantville NY.*
MILLS, William Butler. A.B. cum laude,
LL.D. 1972, A.M. Syracuse Univ. 1931, LL.B.
George Washington Univ. 1934. Alpha Tau
Omega. Overseer 1965-75, 1972 capital
campaign nat. committee member, Trustee
1975—. Law; b. Farmington April 3 1907;
m. Helen Barnette Oct. 6 1934; ch.: Mary.
Clerk U.S. Dist. Court & probation officer
Portland 1934-42, tax atty. IRS Washington
DC 1946-47, St. Joe Paper Co. Jacksonville FL
1947-72 (tax atty., v.pres. & dir.), pres. Fla.
Nat. Bank of Jacksonville 1965-72, trustee
Jacksonville (Estate of Alfred I. duPont
1965
—
, Jessie Ball duPont Religious
Charitable & Educational Foundation 1970—),
partner Culverhouse Tomlinson Mills &
Anderson Jacksonville 1972— . Dir. (Forster
Mfg. Co. Wilton 1960-64, Fla. Nat. Bank of
Jacksonville 1950-72, Osborne Assn. NYC
1972—, YMCA 1963— Riverside Hospital
1967
— ,
St. Augustine Historical & Restoration
Comm. 1966—, Federal Reserve Bank of
Atlanta GA 1966-72), trustee (Gulf Mortgage
& Realty Invest. 1972
— ,
public library
Jacksonville 1957-69, Robert L. F. Sikes
Library 1973—, Rollins Coll. I960—, Margaret







—), campaign chmn. & dir. United Fund
Jacksonville 1957, board chmn. Jacksonville
Port Authority 1969-74, pres. (Jacksonville
Area C. of C. 1964, Fla. C. of C. 1971-73).
Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-46; awarded 3
stars, Am. Theater Ribbon, Victory medal.
Recipient: Top Management Award
Jacksonville Sales & Exec. Club 1966, named
outstanding alumnus Farmington High Sch.
1970. res. Jacksopville FL.*
MOORE, Thornton Loring. B.S. b. Boston
March 3 1907; m. Ruth Varney Dec. 27 1928;
ch.: Susanne. With Lever Brothers Co.
Cambridge MA 1929-42, with Conant &
Moore Inc. Co. Boston (v.pres. & treas.
1947-49, pres. 1949-71), ret. 1971. Member
finance committee Westwood MA. Served to
It. cdr. USN 1942-45. d. Needham MA June 8
1976.
MORSE, Waldron Lewis. A.B., M.D. Yale
1933. Chi Psi. b. Canton May 19 1908; s. of
Frank W. M'96; m. Barbara White July 16
1938; ch.: Sally, Curtis. Hartford CT Hospital
1933-35 (intern, staff surgeon), surgeon
Springvale 1938-52, coll. physician Nasson
Coll. 1940-52. Trustee Nasson Coll. 1942-52,
elected member Phi Chi Med. Fraternity, pres.
York County Med. Soc, diplomate Nat. Board
of Med. Examiners, physician Int. Crenfell
Assn. Newfoundland Canada. Served to 1st It.
MCUSA 1935-38. d. Waverly MA May 8
1952.*
MOSELEY, Herbert Case, Jr. Bowdoin
1925-26. b. Arlington MA Aug. 7 1906. res.
unknown.
MURPHY, William Douglas Patrick. Bowdoin
1925-29. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Hyannis MA
March 22 1905; m. Carrie Eldridge Dec. 26
1930; ch.: Lois, Alice, Jean, James, Carolyn,
Janet, Deborah. Chief court officer & bail
commissioner, ret. res. Hyannis MA.*
NORRIS, Carl Bulkeley. A.B., LL.B.
Northeastern 1941. Beta Theta Pi. b. Maiden
MA March 5 1908; m. Josephine Wardrobe
June 1946; ch.: George, Charles. With Nat.
Biscuit Co. 1929-33; with Maiden Cooperative
Bank 1933-71, treas. 1946-71. Dir. C. of C.
Maiden. Served to sgt. USA 1942-45. d.
Melrose MA Aug. 9 1971.*
OAKES, F. Hamilton. Bowdoin 1925-27. Zeta
Psi. Ret.; b. Boston Sept. 5 1905; m. Esther
Clement Aug. 18 1928; ch.: Robert. With
radiator business Providence RI 1927-31,
salesman Steel Co. Boston 1931-33, branch
mgr. Machine Co. Cincinnati OH 1933-44,
public relations dir. Health Service Oakland
CA 1944-63, Western regional mgr. Blue Cross
Assoc. San Francisco CA 1963-67, ret. res.
Walnut Creek CA.*
PAGE, Brewster Walker. Bowdoin 1925-28.
Kappa Sigma, b. Fryeburg Oct. 25 1905. res.
Fryeburg.
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PALMER, Rodman Leo. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Kents Hill Jan. 1 1907; m.
Elphine Palozzi Feb. 7 1930; ch.: Edward, Mrs.
Bruce Thorburn, Mrs. Robert Kendall Jr.
Auditor bursar's office Harvard 1931-35,
salesman Gentle's Baking Co. Mattapan MA
1935-41, retailer Cushman Bakery Products
1941-66, accountant U.S. Post Office Dept.
Boston 1966-69. Licensed real estate broker &
accountant. Served with USN 1942-45. d.
Randolph MA Aug. 31 1969.
PARKER, Samuel Fernald. Bowdoin 1925-27.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Lynn MA Oct. 21
1904; m. Muriel Bennett June 16 1928. Auditor
Joseph Fugette Co. NYC 1927-29, public
accountant Lynn 1928-29, spec. rep. Nat.
Shawmut Bank Boston 1929-44, Lexington
MA Federal Savings & Loan Assn. 1944-66
(exec, v.pres., treas., dir.). Pres. C. of C.
Lexington, chmn. invest. committee
Universalist Church of Am. Mass. Universalist
Conv., member board of mgr. Lynn Hospital d.
at sea March 2 1966.
PAUL, Lee Gilmour. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1932. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Denver CO July 27
1907; m. Gordon Leupp April 14 1934; ch.:
Jenifer, Mary, Deborah. Atty. pvt. practice Los
Angeles CA 1933-42, industry member
Shipbuilding Comm. Nat. War Labor Board
Washington DC 1942-46, partner Los Angeles
CA (Paul Hastings & Edmonds 1946-48. Paul
& Hastings 1948-51, Paul Hastings & Janofsky
1951-62, Paul Hastings Janofsky & Walker
1962-75, Paul Hastings & Janofsky 1975—).
Past pres. (Pasadena CA Council on
Alcoholism, The Boys' & Girls' Aid Soc. of Los
Angeles, Pasadena Child Guidance Clinic),
pres. Los Angeles Boys' Club 1973— . res.
Pasadena CA.*
PERKINS, Walter Stephen. Bowdoin 1925-29.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Cornish Sept. 15 1907; s.
of Walter P. '80; m. Esther Owens May 15
1929; ch.: John. With Burnham & Morrill
Portland (clerk cost dept. 1929-?; purchasing
agt., asst. treas., treas. 197-61; pres. 1961-65;
board chmn. 1965-67), ret. Dir. (Casco Bank,
C. of C. Portland, Gait Block Warehouse Inc.,
United Community Services), trustee Thornton
Acad. Saco. d. Saco July 21 1970.*
PERRY, Raymond Clifford. Bowdoin 1925,
1926-27. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Rockland
Dec. 2 1906; m. Natalie Regnier June 20 1928;
ch.: Jane, Evelyn, Sandra. Mgr. M. B. & C. O.
Perry Rockland 1928-43, prop. Peoples Fabric
Care Services Rockland 1943-71, ret. First
Universalist Church Rockland (deacon, chmn.
board of trustees 1945-55), alderman Rockland
1931-37, town selectman Hope 1964-65. res.
Clearwater FL & Union.*
RAND, George Henry, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Livermore Falls Oct.
16 1907; m. Ellenor Prouty; ch.: George III,
Mary Ellen. Past v.pres. Int. Paper Co. NYC.
res. Glens Falls NY.*
RAUPACH, Paul Raye. Bowdoin 1925-26.
Kappa Sigma, b. Ft. Fairfield Aug. 15 1905;
m. Ardace Savory Aug. 3 1929; ch.: Cynthia,
Gretchen, Elsa, Paul Jr. With Vacuum Oil Co.,
with General Electric Co., automobile business
MA 197-44, Sylvania Electric Products 1944-70
(purchasing agt. Lowell MA ca. 1950, mgr.
mfg. marketing Mountain View CA ca. 1970).
Member town finance committee Ipswich MA.
Served with USCGR WWII. d. Pinole CA Feb.
12 1975.*
RAY, Roger Bray. A.B. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Invest.; b. Portland Jan. 22 1908; m. Helen
Winslow Oct. 1 1932; ch.: Daniel, Benjamin
'62. Invest. Portland 1932-42, salesman H. M.
Payson & Co. Portland 1946— . Me. Historical
Soc. (treas., pres.). Served to maj. USAAF
1942-46. Author: Maine Indians' Concept of
Land Tenure; ed.: Indians of Maine, A
Bibliographical Guide, res. Cape Elizabeth.*
REHDER, Harald Alfred. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1933, Ph.D. George Washington Univ. 1934.
Alpha Kappa Sigma. Zoology; b. Boston
June 5 1907; m. Lois Corea Oct. 10 1938; ch.:
Anne, Alfred '72. Smithsonian Inst.
Washington DC (scientific aid mollusks div.
1932-34, asst. curator 1934-42, assoc. curator
1942-46, curator 1946-66; sr. zoologist
invertebrate zoology dept. 1966-76, emeritus
1976
—
). Pres. Am. Malacological Union 1941,
Fellow (Am. Assn. Advanced Science, Calif.
Acad. Science) Contbr. res. Bethesda MD.*
RICE, Parker Holmes. Bowdoin 1925-28. Zeta
Psi. 1962 capital campaign area chmn. Ret.;
b. Cambridge MA Nov. 3 1906; m. Harriet
Patten 1929, m. Dorothy Dillon March 27
1958; ch.: Cynthia, John '54. With The Tex.
Co. MA & NH 1929-33; pres. & treas.
Manchester NH Sand, Gravel & Cement Co.
Inc. 1933-72; ret. Pres. Assoc. General
Contractors of N.H., dir. Assoc. General
Contractors of Am., trustee NH (Franklin
Street Congr. Church Manchester, Huggins
Hospital Wolfeboro), member N.H. State
Labor Board. Served to It. USN 1944-45. res.
Melvin Village NH, Sotogrande Spain.*
RIDEOUT, Ronald LeRoy. Bowdoin 1925-26.
b. Van Buren Jan. 17 1909. res. unknown.
ROBERTS, Brenton Wilsdon. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. b. Arlington MA Oct. 25 1905; m.
Dorothy Hamblin Aug. 29 1941, m. Hilda
Wright Oct. 1 1966. Fiction writer Macfadden
Publications 1929-51, mgr. USA-USAF
post-exchange branch 1951-7, asst. mgr. Cape
Codder Hotel Falmouth MA, real estate
broker Falmouth 197-57, exec, clerk assessor's
office Falmouth 1957-58, with Arthur E.
Magher Co. NYC 1958-7, publicist & ed. Dept.
of Community Affairs State of Conn. Hartford
1963-67. Dir. public library W. Falmouth MA.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-45. Contbr. d.
Hartford CT Oct. 20 1967.*
ROBERTSON, William Hamilton. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Lowell MA July 25 1905;
m. Gladys Thurston; ch.: William Jr. The
Robertson Co. Lowell (advt. mgr. 1929-7,
v.pres. 1947-67). d. Lowell MA April 21 1967.
ROBINSON, Ernest Fred. Bowdoin 1925,
1926-27. Theta Delta Chi. b. Dorchester MA
March 19 1907. Mgr. Boston Edison Co. 1929-7
d. Mattapan MA Dec. 21 1934.
ROBINSON, Reginald. A.B. cum laude, Ph.D.
N.Y. Univ. 1936. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Waterville Dec. 6 1907; s. of Clarence C '00;
m. Bernice Nelke Aug. 4 1935, m. Caroline
Wagner Dec. 2 1949. Research asst. nat. board
YWCA NYC 1933-35, research assoc. (nat.
assn. of Community Chests and Councils Inc.
1936-43, Community Research Assoc.
1944-51), research dir. United Community
Defense Services NYC 1952-56, dir. Project on
Community Resources undertaken by the Joint
Comm. on Mental Illness & Health mandated
by Cong, to study mental illness & health
throughout the U.S. 1957-59, exec. dir.
Governor's Committee on Children & Youth
Boston 1960-73, ret. Fellow Am. Public Health
Assn., member ACSW. Author: Serving the
Small Community (1959), sr. author:
Community Resources in Mental Health
(1960). d. Boston Sept. 21 1976.*
ROGERS, Charles Curry. Bowdoin 1926-28.
b. Tilton NH May 16 1906; m. Arline
Lougee Oct. 28 1933; ch.: George. With Old
Colony Corp. Boston 1929-33, prop. Charles C.
Rogers Co. Laconia NH 1933-61, v.pres. Curry
Assoc. Inc. Laconia 1961-73. d. Laconia NH
June 4 1973.
ROLLINS, Lee Webster. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Laconia NH Dec. 10 1907;
m. Elizabeth Lee Aug. 1 1931; ch.: James,
Katherine. Trainee S. S. Kresge Co. 1929-31
(Everett MA, Phila. PA), agt. John Hancock
Mutual Life Portland 1931-33, mgr. Beneficial
Finance Co. 1933-59 (Laconia, Haverhill MA,
Portland), Title I rep. HUD Manchester NH
1959-74, ret. res. Freeport ME.*
ROLLINSON, Lewis Webster. B.S. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. Naugatuck CT March 29 1908; m.
Marjorie Fowler Feb. 13 1934; ch.: Bruce,
Frederic '62. Buyer G. Fox & Co. Hartford CT
1930-45, salesman-officer Pratt & Farmer Co.
NYC 1945-60, salesman-mfr. rep.
Hildreth-Baker Co. Burlington MA 1960-71,
ret. Member finance committee Eastham MA
1973—, supt. Church sch. Wethersfield CT
1940-45. res. Eastham MA.*
ROSENBUSH, Arthur Mitchell. Bowdoin
1925-26. b. Brookline MA Aug. 29 1904. res.
unknown.
ROSS, Charles Fremont. Bowdoin 1925-28.
Chi Psi. b. Farmington March 18 1906, s. of
Archibald C. M'09. res. unknown.
RUSSELL Charles Donald. Bowdoin 1925-26.
Sigma Nu. b. St. Paul MN Aug. 6 1907. res.
unknown.
SALMONSEN, Edward Jay. Bowdoin
1925-26. Theta Delta Chi. b. Farmington
Aug. 13 1906. res. unknown.
SCHIRO, Harold Saul. A.B. cum laude, M D.
Johns Hopkins 1933. Ret.; b. Bangor March
17 1908; m. June Fox Nov. 4 1936; ch.: John.
Caren. Research fellow Harvard 1934-45;
physician Boston, Durham NC. Cincinnati
OH; ret. Served to It. col. MCUSA 1942-46.
res. Cincinnati OH.*
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SCHLAPP, Raymond William. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1933. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b.
Methuen MA Jan. 20 1907; m. Alyce Gage
Oct. 12 1939; ch.: Frederick. Atty. MA 1933-?,
asst. dist. atty. Essex County MA 1946, asst.
clerk Superior Court Essex County 1948-58,
public relations U.S. Brewers Assn. Inc.
1958-63, ret. Pres. Lawrence MA Bar Assn.
1956-57, past chmn. finance board Methuen,
member town meeting Methuen 1941-58, rep.
Mass. Legislature (1941-42, 1947-48), N. Essex
MA Council of Boy Scouts (past pres., past
exec. board member), corporator
Essex-Broadway Savings Bank Lawrence.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-46. res. Andover
MA.*
SCOTT, Gorham Hopkins. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Class agt. 1940-42, Alumni Fund dir. 1959-60.
Ret.; b. Old Town Oct. 22 1907; m. Nora
Kemp Sept. 25 1937; ch.: Peter '61, Stephen,
Wendy. V.pres.-dir. (Rumford Falls Power Co.
1929-72, Rumford Light Co. 1929-58, Rumford
Falls Realty Co. 1929-54), sr. v.pres. & dir.
Oxford Paper Co. 1957-72, treas.-dir.
Nashwaak Pulp & Paper Co. Frederickton
N.B. Canada 1959-72, ret. Dir. (Me. Nat. Bank,
Boys Club Portland), chmn. sch. committee
Cape Elizabeth, St. Albans Epis. Church
(member vestry, warden), trustee Oxford
Charitable Trust. Served to capt. USAAF
1942-46. res. S. Dennis MA.*
SCOTT, Peter. A.B. Chi Psi. b. Manchester
MA May 20 1906. res. unknown.
SEAMAN, John Jackson. A.B. b. Brooklyn
NY June 10 1907. Christian Science
practitioner, res. Darien CT.*
SEWALL, Kenneth Wilkins. A.B., M.D.
Harvard 1933. Beta Theta Pi. Alumni Council
1966-70. Medicine; b. Livermore Falls Feb.
21 1907; m. Polly Patterson 1939, m. Regina
Corsi Dec. 24 1945; ch.: Richard '69, Peter '71,
Robert, Jay. Physician, past chief obstet. &
gynecol. Waterville (Thayer Hospital, Seton
Hospital). Dir. Assoc. Hospital Service of Me.
1960
—,
past pres. Kennebec Med. Soc, trustee
(Oak Grove Colburn Sch., 1965—, Me. Med.
Center). Served to It. cdr. MCUSN 1942-45.
Contbr. res. Waterville.*
SHACKLEY, Charles Henry. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1932. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
Brooklyn NY June 9 1906; m. Phyllis Burnham
April 14 1928; ch.: Donald, David. Atty.
Portland 1932-64. Treas. Me. Fraternal Assn.
for the Blind, d. Bridgton April 13 1973.
SHIELDS, Walker Edmund. Bowdoin 1925-28.
Alpha Delta Phi. Occ. unknown; b. Rock
Island IL Dec. 30 1906. res. Greenwich CT.*
SLOBIN, Nathaniel George. B.S., M B A.
Harvard 1931. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ret.; b. Worcester MA Jan. 7 1909; m. Ada
Raphael June 17 1934; ch.: Matthew,
Deborah. Merchandise mgr. G. Fox & Co.
Hartford CT 1931-53, ret. res. San Diego CA.*
SMITH, Gregory. Bowdoin 1925-26, B.S.
M.I.T 1930, M.S. M.I.T 1931. Delta Upsilon.
b. Marblehead MA Aug. 29 1907. res.
unknown.
SMITH, Herbert Harold. B.S., M.D. Boston
Univ. (Garcelon-Merrit Fund scholar) 1933.
Medicine; b. Bromley Kent England Jan. 19
1906; m. Marion Hobbs April 16 1937; ch.:
Susan, Stephen, Richard. Physician pvt.
practice. Trustee Hahnemann Hospital 1960
—
,
v.pres. Nye Industries 1950
—
, fellow Am.
Acad. Family Physicians, res. Brookline MA.*
SMITH, James Philip. A.B., M B A. Harvard
1931. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council
1958-62, Alumni Fund dir. 1962-67 (v.chmn.
1965-66, chmn. 1966-67), class bequest chmn.
Ret.; b. Corinna May 20 1908; s. of Albion
K. M'96; m. Phyllis Hedin March 31 1934; ch.:
Carl '60, Sara-Jane. Clerk Augusta Trust Co.
1931-34, security analyst W. H. Coburn & Co.
Boston 1934-43, State Street Bank & Trust Co.
Boston 1943-71 (security analyst to first
v.pres.), ret. Trustee (Melrose MA Savings
Bank I960—, Melrose-Wakefield Hospital
I960—, Bangor Theol. Sem. I960—), res.
Melrose MA.*
SMITH, Philip Allerton. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1930, Ph.D. Harvard 1940. Zeta Psi.
b. Lawrence MA March 24 1908; s. of
Charles C. '98; m. Sarah Collie June 8 1935;
ch.: Munro. Instr. (Union Coll. NY 1930-35,
Harvard 1935-42), asst. prof. English Elmira
NY Coll. 1946-47, prof. English literature
Rensselaer Polytech. Inst. Troy NY 1947-70.
Served to It. cdr. USNR 1942-46; awarded
Commendation Ribbon. Contbr. d. Troy NY
Aug. 2 1970.*
SMITH, Philip Loring. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1932. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Concord MA March 13
1906; m. Patricia Baker June 17 1939. Atty.
Boston 1932-43, asst. atty. general MA
1942-43, atty. Boston 1954-62. Served to maj.
USA 1943-54; awarded Commendation
Ribbon, d. Boston March 16 1962.
SNOW, William Penned. Bowdoin 1925-26,
1928-30; grad. Nat. War Coll. 1948. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Bangor July 23
1907; s. of Donald F. '01; m. Ethel Millard
Jan. 14 1935; ch.: Charles '59, Christine,
Margaret, Elizabeth, Katherine, William Jr.
With pvt. business firms 1930-32, with U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture 1932-34, U.S. foreign
service 1934-67 (Paris France, Stockholm
Sweden, Peru, Costa Rica, Newf. Canada,
Washington DC 1934-47; State Dept. member
Permanent Joint Board on Defense
U.S.-Canada 1948-50; deputy chief of mission
& counselor U.S. Embassy Oslo Norway
1950-54; minister-counselor U.S. Embassy
Mexico City Mexico 1954-57; deputy asst. sec.
of state for Latin Am. affairs Dept. of State
Washington DC 1957-59; U.S. ambassador to
Burma 1959-61; U.S. ambassador to Paraguay
1961-67), ret. Me. Natural Resources Council




SOLEY, Mayo Hamilton. B.S., M.D. Harvard
1933. Beta Theta Pi. b. Maiden MA April 14
1907; m. Anna Hughes Sept. 12 1931, m.
Karolina Jump Feb. 19 1938; ch.: Mayo,
Charles, Jane. Physician San Francisco CA
1935-48, Univ. Calif, (instr. physiology,
medicine 1937; instr. medicine, pharmacology
1937-39; asst. prof. 1939-42; assoc. prof. &
lectr. pharmacology 1942-44; assoc. prof,
medicine 1942-47; prof, medicine 1947-48;
asst. dean 1944-48), Univ. Ia. 1948-49 (dean,
research prof.). Contbr. d. Iowa City IA Jan. 21
1949.
SOPHOS, George Emmanuel. Bowdoin
1925-30. Ret.; b. Lowell MA July 26 1907;
m. Barbara Strazdas; ch.: George Jr., Nathan.
Mgr. E. G. Sophos Co. Inc. Lowell 1931-32,
agt. Prudential Ins. Co. Boston 1932-33,
employee M/S Miramar Brooklyn NY
1934-37, prop. A. & G. Food Corp. Brooklyn
1939-41, inspector of subsistence federal govt.
Brooklyn 1945-46, exec, steward & purchasing
(Waldorf-Astoria 1946-62; Hotel Pierce NYC
1962-63, P.R. 1964-73), ret. Cdr. Am. Legion
Post No. 1791 1959. Served to s/sgt. USA
1941-45; awarded Am. & ETO medal (2 Battle
Stars), res. Largo FL.*
SPEAR, Abbott. A.B. Theta Delta Chi. Law;
b. Boston Dec. 18 1907; m. Marjorie Spear
Sept. 4 1937; ch.: Edward, James. Atty. Boston
1932-
. res. Warren.*
SPEAR, Ellis. B.S., A.M. Harvard 1932. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Jamaica Plain MA July
11 1905; s. of Ellis '98. Asst. psychology dept.
Harvard 1930-35, teacher (The Cambridge MA
Sch. 1935-43, Rivers Country Day Sch.
Brookline MA 1943-44, Beaver Country Day
Sch. Brookline 1944-45, Lesley Coll. Lab. Sch.
Cambridge 1945-56), instr. (Nursery Training
Sch. of Boston 1942-50, Eliot-Pearson Sch.
Tufts Coll. 1950-55), lectr. education Harvard
1955-56, assoc. prof. Lesley Coll. 1957-73, instr.
summer sessions (Harvard 1953-58. Univ. Me.
1959-73), ret. 1973. res. Warren.*
SPRING, Theron Hardwick. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Baltimore 1937. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Braintree MA Dec. 28 1906; m. Margaret
Crosby July 28 1936. Clerk Lee Higginson
Trust Co. Boston 1929-31, personnel officer
The Equitable Trust Co. Baltimore MD
1933-71, ret. Served as QM/1 USN 1943-45.
res. Catonsville MD.*
STEARNS, Charles Liscom. Bowdoin 1925-28.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Somerville MA May 8
1905; m. Pamela Noyes Oct. 22 1932; ch.:
Gilbert, Mrs. John S. Halloran. Ins.
investigator Orange NJ 1931-32, with Retail
Credit Co. Boston, prop. The Camera Shop
Scituate Harbor MA 1958-60, dealer Antique
firearms Quincy & Scituate MA. d. Plymouth
MA Sept. 16 1967.
STONE, Irving Guilford. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Lexington MA Oct. 20 1906; m.
Dorothy Bowlby Feb. 18 1950; ch.: Samuel.
Trainee Bethlehem Steel Co. 1929-32, sales
engineer Wheelock Lovejoy & Co. Inc.
1934-50, prop. Bowlby Music House Rock Is.
IL 1950-58, ret. Served to cpl. USA 1942-45.
res. Bettendorf IA.*
STONE, Lewis Allston. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Lynn MA Jan. 6 1907. res. unknown.
STROBINO, Erastus Edward. Bowdoin
1925-26, B.S. Wesleyan 1929, M.D. N.Y. Univ.
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1933. b. Bethel CT May 3 1906. res.
unknown.
SUTPHIN, Herbert Allen. A.B. b. Hopewell
NJ Dec. 1 1905. res. Morrisville PA.
SWAN, Dana Merrill. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; B.A. Oxford (Rhodes scholar)
1931; M.A. Oxford 1936. Theta Delta Chi.
Alumni Fund dir. 1945-48 (v.chmn. 1946-47,
chmn. 1947-48), Alumni Council 1947-48, 1972
capital campaign worker. b. Providence RI
Feb. 26 1908; s. of Frank H. '98; m. Martha
Henwood March 25 1933; ch.: Mary. Atty.
Swan Jenckes Asquith & Davis Providence Rl
(assoc. 1932-39, partner 1939—). Dir., v.pres.





; dir. & sec. Taylor, Symonds
Co. 1945
—
; dir. & treas. Providence Gas Co.
1948-54; dir. & pres. Algonquin Gas
Transmission Co. 1949-52; Am. Red Cross
chapter chmn. 1946-47; Emma Pendleton
Bradley Hospital (trustee 1942— , pres.
1951-72, emeritus 1972—); treas. St. Martin's
Epis. Church 1972
—
; trustee public library
Providence 1947-74; state chmn. Jr. Bar Conf.
1940; pres. Estate Planning Council of R.I.
1963. d. Providence RI May 5 1977.*
SWAN, Marshall. A.B., J.D. Boston Univ.
1932. Theta Delta Chi. 1962 capital campaign
area chmn., Sesquicentennial Campaign Fund
chmn., Overseer 1965— . Law; b. Bristol RI
Aug. 25 1906; s. of Frank H. '98; m. Katharine
McLaughlin April 4 1932; ch.: Henry '56,
Susan. Assoc. Swan Keeney Jenckes & Asquith
1937— . Member town finance committee
Barrington 1947-56, dir. Dana Assoc. 1957-75,
sec. & dir. U.S. Ring Traveler Co., sr. warden
emeritus St. John's Church Barrington RI.
Served with USN 1943-45. res. Barrington RL*
SWEETSER, Robert Franklin. A.B., M.Div.
General Theol. Sem. 1933. Alpha Tau Omega.
Ret.; b. Avon Oct. 15 1907; m. Norma
Howarth Sept. 18 1933; ch.: Norma, Anne.
Rector St. Andrew's Church Newcastle
1933-34, asst. Church of the Advent Boston
1934-37, rector (St. Michael's Church Auburn
1937-51, Grace Church Hartford CT 1951-54),
headmaster Watkinson Sch. Hartford 1954-56,
rector Grace Church Sheboygan WI 1956-69,
assoc. St. Paul's Church Norwalk CT 1969-72,
ret. Diocese of Fond du Lac WI (examining
chaplain, member standing committees);
examining chaplain Bishops of Me. & Fond du
Lac; member sch. board Auburn; deputy to
General Conv. Epis. Church 1958, 1964, 1968.
res. Bridgeport CT*
THOMAS, Wolfgang Ragnar. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1 93 1 . Theta Delta Chi. b. Stockholm Sweden
July 14 1905; s. of William W. Jr. '60; m.
Eleanor Champlin April 14 1931, m. Karin
Pihlman Nov. 1 1967; ch.: Henry '57,
Elizabeth. Prop, (pottery factory Steninge
Sweden, greenhouses), dir. W. Thomas & Co.
ca. 1935, pres. & treas. Porto Products Corp.
ca. 1942, prize cattle raiser, pres. Walpole Co.
Boston, d. near Stockholm Sweden Nov. 1
1974.*
THOMPSON, George Rudolf. Bowdoin
1925-30. Theta Delta Chi. b. Quincy MA
Dec. 20 1905. res. Quincy MA.
THURSTON, Charles Egbert. Bowdoin
1925-27. Kappa Sigma. b. Port Maitland
N.S. Canada Jan. 19 1907; m. Eleanor Neagle
May 22 1931; ch.: Charles '54, Joan, John,
Susan. Bailey & Weston Inc. Boston (pres.
1949-69, treas. 1969-76). Member board of dir.
Crown Shade & Screen Co. Roslindale MA. d.
Marshfield MA April 9 1976.*
TIMBERLAKE, Fay Davis. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Lancaster NH Feb. 8 1907; m. Hazel Peters
June 20 1936; ch.: Robert, John. Accounting
clerk to asst. chief accountant W. R. Grace &
Co. NYC 1929-71, ret. United Methodist
Church of Linden NJ (pres. board of trustees 5
yrs., chmn. admin, board 4 yrs.), Linden Adult
Sch. (one of principal founders, registrar 6 yrs,
v.pres. 1 yr., treas 5 yrs.). Recipient: Linden
Adult Sch. committee service citation 1973,
B'nai B'rith Linden Lodge citizenship citation
1974, Washington Rock Girl Scout Council
service citation 1974 & 1975, IRS service
certificate of appreciation for V.I.T.A.
Program work 1975, resolution presented to his
family acknowledging his innumerable
contributions to the Linden Adult Sch. Sept.
1976. d. Linden NJ May 11 1976.*
TODD, Robert Emerson. B.S., A.M. Harvard
(Austin teaching fellow) 1935, Ph.D. Harvard
1938. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Hartford CT Dec.
10 1906; m. Grenavere Stanley July 2 1932;
ch.: William, Jane, Mary. Teacher (high sch.
Seymour CT 1929-30, Moses Brown Sch.
Providence RI 1930-33), lab. teaching asst.
Harvard Univ. 1933-38, Colgate Univ. 1938-72
(instr. zoology, asst. prof., assoc. prof., prof.).
Member board of trustees & deaconate Baptist
Church Hamilton NY, pres. (Faculty Club
Colgate Univ., Colgate chapter Am. Assn.
Univ. Prof.). Contbr. res. Hamilton NY.*
TOWNSEND, John Edward. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Stacyville April 28 1907.
res. Bangor.
TRIPP, Donald Littlefield. Bowdoin 1925-27.
Sigma Nu. Tax consulting; b. Rochester NH
Nov. 27 1907; m. Lucille Ruddock June 11
1940; ch.: David, Donna. CP.A. (MA);
accountant General Electric Co. Schenectady
NY 1934-38, sr. auditor (Hadfield, Rothwell,
Soule & Coates 1938-40; Scovell, Wellington &
Co. 1940-50), instr. auditing Northeastern
Univ. 1949-50, v.pres. (Rome NY Trust Co.
1950-58, The Oneida Nat. Bank & Trust Co. of
Central N.Y. 1958-61), Utica Coll. Syracuse
Univ. 1961-73 (assoc. prof, accounting,
coordinator business admin, div., chmn.
budget committee 1970-71), ret. Pres. United
Fund Rome 1956-57, dir. Rome (Rotary Club
1954-56, Community Chest 1957-60), C. of C.
Rome (1st v.pres. 1961, chmn. municipal
affairs committee 1955, dir. 1959-62), treas.
(Am. Red Cross Rome 1952-54, First Presby.
Church board of sessions 1958-60), Salvation
Army advisory board (dir. 1952-61, treas.
1952-66), Oneida-Herkimer Bankers Assn.
(chmn. public relations committee 1958, sec.
1954), dir. Nat. Assn. Bank Auditors &
Comptrollers central N.Y. conf. 1956, member
board of deacons First Congr. Church Sarasota
FL 1974-75, financial chmn. Ft. Stanwix
Council Boy Scouts of Am. 1953-55. res.
Sarasota FL.*
URBAN, Herman Frederick. A.B., Ed.M. Bates
1943. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Seymour CT
Aug. 24 1908; m. Katherine Driscoll July 3
1936. Seymour CT Board of Education
(teacher 1930-37, principal high sch. 1937-45,
supt. sch. 1945-67), ret. Pres. Rotary Club
Seymour 1940-41, ed.; board member (dir. Boy
Scouts of Am., selectmen 1971-73); dir.
Seymour Public Health Assn. res. Seymour
CT.*
VOSE, Prescott Hale, Jr. B.S., M.B.A.
Harvard 1931. Chi Psi. Alumni Council
1949-53. Ret.; b. Bangor July 2 1908; m.
Phyllis Schriver July 8 1929; ch.: Jane. Clerk
Merrill Trust Co. Bangor 1931-32, sales rep.
Wickwire Spencer Steel Co. NYC & Buffalo
NY 1933-39, sales mgr. Roebling Co. Boston
1940-42, Me. State dir. OPA 1942-45,
purchasing agt. Harvard 1946-50, controller
Univ. Me. Orono 1950-75, ret. Pres. (Rotary
Club Bangor 1957-58, Bangor-Brewer TB &
Health Assn. 1959, Katahdin Council Inc.
1960
—
), town of Eddington (chmn. sch. board;
moderator town meetings, sch. dist. annual
appropriation meetings), res. E. Eddington.*
WATT, William Green. Bowdoin 1925-27.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Winchester
MA April 3 1904; m. Ann Frothingham April
10 1935; ch.: Ann, William Jr., Elizabeth.
Contractor & real estate broker Rockport MA,
real estate broker Rockport & Boston, sales
Am. Home Products NY, dir. research &
curator Railway & Locomotive Historical Soc,
ret. res. Wellesley MA.*
WARD, Wendell. B.S., M.B.A. Univ. Penn.
1932. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Houlton July 30
1907; m. Virginia Merritt June 26 1937; ch.:
Judith, Thomas, Stephen. Salesman Allyn &
Bacon Inc. Boston 1932-72, ret. res. Auburn.*
WASHBURN, Elliott Churchill. A.B. Sigma
Nu. b. Plymouth MA Jan. 31 1907. res.
Sharon MA.
WHITE, Charles Frederic, Jr. A.B. Ret.; b.
Pawtucket RI June 23 1907; m. Eglantine
Lavigne Oct. 24 1930; ch.: Richard, Caroline.
Claims mgr. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. 1929-72
(Boston, NYC, St. Louis MO, Dallas TX,
Honolulu HI, Chicago IL), ret. res. Chicago
IL.*
WHITE, James Fellows. A.B. cum laude, Ph.D.
Yale 1941. b. Nelson B.C. Canada April 27
1907; m. Agnes Cockburn Aug. 1930; ch.:
Janet. Instr. German Bowdoin 1930-37, Yale
Univ. (instr. German 1939, asst. prof. 1945-50).
Cornell Univ. (visiting prof, linguistics 1950-51,
acting asst. prof. 1951-55), Univ. Vt. (assoc.
prof. German 1955-59, prof. 1959-72, emeritus
1972-76), ret. Consultant Gateway Records.
Contbr. d. Palos Verdes CA July 27 1976.*
WHITTEMORE, Lawrence Eugene. Bowdoin
1925-26. Psi Upsilon. b. Boston March 22
1906; m. Catherine Witte Oct. 18 1930; ch.:
Sally. Furniture salesman 1929-31. advt.
salesman Parta Press Cambridge MA 1931-40.
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with Gould Advt. & Sales Promotion Boston
1945-48. Served to sgt. USA 1940-45 (P.O.W.
in Japan 1943-34). d. Bedford MA May 10
1948.
WILKS, Ronald Douglas. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Dartmouth N.S. Canada Dec. 19
1906; m. Elizabeth Weida March 19 1932; ch.:
Judith, Geoffrey. Eastern hospital div. mgr.
Johnson & Johnson New Brunswick NJ
1933-45, middle Atlantic dist. mgr. Wilmot
Castle Rochester NY 1948-62, New Eng. dist.
mgr. Market Forge Everett MA 1963-73, ret.
Exec. dir. C. of C. Peterborough NH, co-chmn.
Bicentennial Comm., member Peterborough
Conservation Comm. res. Peterborough NH.*
WILLIAMS, Ralph Edmund. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Vt. 1935. Delta Upsilon. b. Sidney June 17
1908; s. of Edmund P. '00; m. Ola Dutcher
May 15 1937; ch.: Clyde, Christina, Elizabeth.
Teacher high sch. Boothbay Harbor 1929-30,
principal high sch. Garland 1930-31, intern
Waterbury CT 1935-36, physician (New
Gloucester 1936-39, Freeport 1939-61). Served
to capt. MCUSA 1942-45. d. Freeport June 23
1961.*
WOOD, Donald Culver. Bowdoin 1925-28. Chi
Psi. b. Naugatuck CT July 29 1904; m.
Dorothy Wulfeck 1948 (2nd marriage); ch.:
Donna. Asst. paymaster Beaver Falls Rubber
Shoe Co. Naugatuck ca. 1929, with Waterbury
CT Buckle Co., salesman & engineer Holland
Furnace Co., correspondent & advt. solicitor
Waterbury Republican 1931-42, chem.
compounder Naugatuck Chem. Co. 1942-?. d.
Waterbury CT Dec. 15 1970.
Class of 1930
ALLEN, Pliny Arunah III. B.S. cum laude,
M.D. Harvard 1934. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b.
Boston June 5 1909; m. Tillie MacQuinn Oct.
11 1938; ch.: Susan, David. Intern Me.
General Hospital Portland 1934-35, fellow
Mayo Foundation Rochester MN 1936,
physician general practice Bar Harbor 1936-38,
teaching fellow Tulane Univ. Med. Sch. New
Orleans LA 1938-39, physician general practice
York Harbor 1940-43, teaching fellow La. State
Univ. Sch. Med. New Orleans 1943-45, fellow
pathology Pratt Diagnostic Hospital Boston
1945-46, pathologist (Maumee Valley Hospital
Toledo OH 1946-47, Immanuel Deaconess
Hospital Omaha NE 1942-50, N. Adams MA
Hospital 1950-74), ret. Pres. Mass. Soc.
Pathologists 1962. res. Williamstown MA.*
ALTENBURG, William Montgomery, Sr. A.B.,
M.B.A. Harvard 1932. Sigma Nu. Business
exec; b. Kansas City MI July 11 1909; m.
Barbara Underhill Sept. 10 1938; ch.: William
Jr., Hovey, Sherman. Pres. Altenburg & Co.,
management consultants & industrial
engineers 1962— . New Eng. Council (member
research committee; chmn. aviation committee
1973-74, state of Me. 2 yrs.). Served to It. col.
ACUSA 8 yrs. res. S. Windham.*
AMES, John Keller. A.B., M.B.A. Univ. Penn.
1932. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Machias May 20
1907; m. Barbara Lawson 1935, m. Harriet
Bianchi; 4 children. Burrowes Corp. Portland
(v.pres., treas., dir.), pres.-treas. Machias
Lumber Co., dir. (Casco Bank & Trust Co.,
Osteopathic Hospital of Me.), ret. res. Atherton
CA.*
BADGER, George Yendell, Jr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Milton MA June 6 1906; m.
Ruth Hartt Nov. 9 1935. Small loans business
Milton 1931-35 (credit reporter, collector),
credit & ins. reporter Retail Credit Co. Boston
1935-42, machinist Boston Gear Co. 1942-43,
with U.S. V.A. 1946-51, with Worthington
Corp. Norwood MA 1952-58, Milton Savings
Bank 1958-72 (chief clerk ca. 1964, mortgage
officer), ret. Served to cpl. USA 1943-45. d.
Milton MA Sept. 29 1973.*
BARKER, Richard Lewis. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1935. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Chester NH
May 1 1908; m. Rachel Fiske Sept. 7 1933, m.
Mary Evans May 29 1968; ch.: Fred, David,
Richard, Jane, Linda, Camilla, Rachel,
Su-Ann. Fireman S.S. Yarmouth 1930-31,
physician (Derry NH 1935-60, Wellesley MA
1960-63, Concord NH 1963-73). Sr. physician
N.H. Hospital, d. N. Conway NH Aug. 24
1973.*
BATES, Richard Townsend. Bowdoin 1926-29,
B.S. Univ. N.H. 1933. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Rochester NH Sept. 28 1908; s. of John H.
'96; m. Charlotte Kuhn June 27 1936. Credit
mgr. L. C. Bates New Haven CT, traveling
auditor S. New Eng. Tel. Co. New Haven, sec.
Conn. Wholesale Liquor Dealers Assn. New
Haven, d. New Haven CT April 1 1 1940.*
BEEBE, Charles Curtis, Jr. Bowdoin 1926-28.
Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Arlington MA April 6
1908; m. Lucie Born Nov. 3 1932; ch.: Charles
III, Michael, Lucie. Pres. Temple Mt. Ski Area
Inc., chicken farmer Hollis NH 18 yrs., ret. res.
Hollis NH.*
BELL, Richard Henry. Bowdoin 1926-32. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Strong Feb. 20 1907; s. of
Charles W. M'97; m. Marilyn Chilles Aug. 9
1941; ch.: Ann, Elizabeth. Prop. Currier Ins.
Agency Farmington 1936-73, ret. Dir. (Me. Ski
Council, Sugarloaf Mt. Assn., Franklin County
Civil Defense), dir. & v.pres. U.S. E. Amateur
Ski Assn., trustee Franklin County Memorial
Hospital, Nat. Ski Patrolman. Recipient:
Sugarloaf Man of the Yr. Award. Interfaith
Chapel Sugarloaf Mt. named for him. Lectr. d.
Farmington Feb. 6 1974.
BENT, Arwood Henry. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. W. Haven CT Nov. 10 1907; m.
Florence Proctor June 15 1939; ch.: Holly,
Carolyn, Sara. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.
(field rep. Springfield MA 1932-37; surety mgr.
Harrisburg PA 1932-38, Providence RI
1938-41; asst. surety mgr. Phila. PA 1941-50),
dept. mgr. Hutchinson-Rivinus & Co. Phila.
1950-69, asst. v.pres. Alexander & Alexander
Phila. 1969-73, ret. Served to It. USNR
1943-45. res. Havertown PA.*
BERRY, Donald Ward. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Hackensack NJ April 21 1908. res. San Diego
CA.
BIRD, Frederic Henry. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agt. 1950-75, Alumni Fund dir.
1954-57, 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
b. Boston Sept. 1 1907; m. Dorothy Jones
Oct. 10 1931; ch.: David, John, Carolyn. Store
supervisor S. K. Ames Inc. Boston 1930-38,
sales mgr. Medomak Canning Co. Rockland,
ret. Member (sch. board Rockland 1942-45,
liquor comm. 1953-56, Governor's Exec.
Council 1951-52), Me. state rep. 1945-49. d.
Rockport Jan. 10 1977.*
BIRD, Stanley Leroy. Bowdoin 1926-29. Chi
Psi. b. Boston May 17 1908; m. Phyllis
Whittemore Sept. 1 1928; ch.: Philip '57,
Bruce, Douglas '71. Prop, service station
Waterville 1932-?, deputy sheriff Waterville
1936-39, atty. Waterville 1940-41, spec. agt.
FBI 1941-45, atty. Waterville 1945-68, asst.
Me. atty. general, ret. City solicitor Waterville,
chief investigator Me. Legislative Research
Comm. 1952, conducted study for Me. State
Dept. of Health & Welfare 1947. d. Boston
Jan. 1 1969.*
BDtBY, Frederick Lincoln. B.S. b. Salem
MA Sept. 17 1909; m. Esther Gordon Jan. 20
1935. With Salem Trust Co. 1930, theater mgr.
1930-35 (Park Theater Nashua NH, Franklin
Theater Springfield MA, Park Theater
Plymouth MA, Kanieo Theater Pittsfield MA,
Strand Theater Lawrence MA, Washington
Theater Boston), prop. Salem 1935-50 (Bixby's
Inc., Cogleys). C. of C. Salem (chmn.
mercantile div., v.pres., dir.). Scholarship high
sch. Salem given in his honor, Bixby Memorial
at Salem hospital named in his honor, d. Salem
MA May 30 1950.
BLODGETT, Philip Rathbone. A.B. cum
laude, A.B.L.S. Univ. Mich. 1932. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Chicago IL April 19 1908;
m. Adah Smith May 28 1937; ch.: Judith,
Martha. Reference clerk public library Chicago
IL 1930-35, librarian U.S. Southwestern
Reformatory El Reno OK 1936-39, state
supervisor WPA library projects Louisville KY
1939-41, asst. librarian Klamath County
Library Klamath Falls OR 1941-43, librarian
Clatsop County Library Astoria OR 1943-49,
library dir. public library Everett WA 1949-73,
ret. Chmn. various committees Congr. Church
Everett 26 yrs., sec. mayor's committee, pres.
Ore. Library Assn. 1946, chmn. Const.
Revision committee Pacific Northwest Library
Assn., sec. Kiwanis Club Everett 1950-75.
Recipient: Am. Library Assn. John Cotton
Dana Award 2 yrs. Contbr. res. Everett WA.*
BOWIE, George William Roland. A.B., M.D.
Jefferson Med. Coll. 1934. b. Ancon Canal
Zone Central Am. April 13 1910. Physician
(Plainfield NJ 1934-35, Rangeley 1938-39). d.
Vanceboro May 10 1940.
BRIDGES, Ronald Perkins. A.B. cum laude,
S.T.D., A.M. Harvard 1932, L.H.D. Pacific
Univ. 1944, Litt.D. Elon 1945, Litt.D.
Talledega 1945, D.D. Grinnell Coll. 1946,
L.C.D. New Eng. Coll., LL.D. Yankton Coll.,
hon. degrees (Nasson, Univ. Me.). b.
Pembroke Nov. 23 1905; m. Helen Emery Oct.
10 1931; ch.: William, Daniel. Teacher
(Sanford High Sch. 1926-29, Wassokeag
Tutorial Sch. Dexter 1931-32), jr. high sch.
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Milton MA 1932-34 (teacher, head science
dept.), writer Sanford 1934-40, assoc. prof.
English Ariz. State Coll. 1940-46, pres. Pacific
Sch. of Religion 1946-50, exec. dir. central
dept. broadcasting & films Nat. Council of
Churches 1950-54, visiting Tallman Prof.
Bowdoin 1954-55, dir. religious information
U.S. Information Service Washington DC
1955-59. Pres. (Am. Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions 1950-55, Me. Congr.
Christian Conf. 1940-41), moderator General
Council of Congr. Christian Churches 1944-46,
lay delegate World Council of Churches
Amsterdam Holland, chmn. (Church Bldg.
Loan Fund Campaign of Congr. Christian
Churches, Me. Young Republican Council),
committeeman Nat. Young Republicans,
member Glenn Frank program committee
Republican Party 1938, v.pres. & trustee World
Affairs Council of N. Calif., mission head
Foreign Aid Admin. Libya 1954, trustee
(Bangor Theol. Sem., Pacific Univ., Pacific
Sch. of Religion, Nasson Coll.), managing ed.
The Republican Chicago IL 1938-40. Contbr.,
lectr. d. W. Pembroke May 15 1959.*
BULLARD, Emerson Morse. B.S., M B A.
Harvard 1932. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b.
Norwood MA July 9 1908; m. Helen
Westaway July 29 1933; ch.: Arthur, Martha,
Beth, John, David '70. Coats & Clark Inc.
Stamford CT (trainee to v.pres. mfg. 1932-70,
consulting work 1970-74), ret. Pres. (R.I.
Textile Assn. ca. 1960, Textile Club Boston ca.
1961), dir. Ga. Textile Mfr. Assn. 1954,
member planning board (Cumberland RI
1960-65, Denmark 1974—). res. Denmark.*
BURBANK, John Emerson. Bowdoin 1926-28.
Ret.; b. Cheltenham MD Dec. 5 1906; s. of
John E. '96; m. Ellen Gilchrist Sept. 19 1936;
ch.: John, Alan. V.pres. Engineering Co.
Stamford CT, ret. 1976. res. Brunswick.*
BURKE, Richard Xavier. Bowdoin 1926-28.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Groveland MA Jan. 19
1904; m. Helen Drake Dec. 31 1932; ch.:
Richard, Kathleen, David. Advt. business
1928-32, prop. Richard Burke Co. 1932-35,
sales supervisor insulation div. Johns-Manville
Sales Co. Boston 1938-40, salesman Boston
(Nat. Biscuit Co. 1935-38, Matheson-Higgins
Co. 1940-44), advt. account exec.
Howard-Wesson Co. Worcester MA 1944-47,
Westland Civil Service Sch. Worcester 1948-51
(prop., dir.). Co.-author: Home-study Courses
for Civil Service, d. Effingham NH Jan. 25
1951.
BURNHAM, Robert Eliot. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Newton MA Oct. 28 1908; m. Alice
Gabrielsen May 24 1941. With N.Y. Tel. Co.
NYC 1930-69 (student engineer ca. 1930, dist.
mgr. ca. 1961, personnel supervisor marketing
dept. ca. 1969), ret. Served to It. cdr. USN
1942-46. d. Brooklyn NY Oct. 16 1973.*
BUTLER, Carleton Amesbury. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. N. Scarboro Dec. 25 1907. res. E.
Sebago.
BUTTERFIELD, Paul William. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Boston
Univ. 1934. b. Wilton April 23 1909; m.
Violet Koyovich July 24 1944; ch.: Paul Jr.,
Stuart. Intern Salem MA Hospital 1934-35,
resident pathologist Huntington Memorial
Hospital & Mass. Memorial Hospital Boston
1935-36, asst. prof, pathology Univ. Vt.
Burlington 1937-44, pathologist (Bishop De
Goesbriand Memorial Hospital Burlington VT
1937-44, Washington County Hospital
Hagerstown MD 1944-53, Alpena MI Hospital
1953-56). F.A.C.P., elected member Alpha
Kappa Kappa Med. Soc, consultant
pathologist Newton Baker V.A. Center
Martinsburg MD. d. Chicago IL Oct. 12 1956.*
CAMPBELL, Guy Vernon. Bowdoin 1926.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Amherst March 26 1905.
res. E. Eddington.
CARTER, Charles William. Bowdoin 1926-27.
Delta Upsilon. b. N. Hampton NH July 7
1907; m. Todd Nesbitt Sept. 4 1928; ch.:
Dudley, John, Martha. Masonry contractor
self-employed N. Hampton 1930-? d. Exeter
NH Aug. 28 1976.
CHALMERS, Herbert Wallace. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Alumni Council 1952-54. Ins. & real estate;
b. Fitchburg MA Sept. 23 1907; m. Margaret
Braithwaite Oct. 24 1936; ch.: Bruce '59,
Bethia, William. Mgr. New Eng. Tel. & Tel.
(Biddeford 1936-44, Brockton MA 1944-46,
Providence RI 1946-48), self-employed
Bridgton 1948
—
, ret. res. Bridgton.*
CHALMERS, Thomas Marshall. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. b. Newton MA Feb. 5 1907; m.
Janice Sanger April 20 1935; ch.: Gaye.
Salesman (The Quimby Co. Hartford CT
1933-34, W. S. Libby Co. NYC 1934-42). d.
Radburn NJ Sept. 7 1942.
CHAPMAN, Henry Philip, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1932. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni Fund
dir. 1940-43, Alumni Council 1950, 1972
capital campaign worker. Ret.; b. Lewiston
June 29 1909; s. of Henry P. '06; m. Marjorie
Jones July 31 1937; ch.: Heather. Clerk Casco
Mercantile Trust Co. Portland 1932-33, various
mortgage & invest, jobs 1934-39, Springfield
MA Fire & Marine Ins. Co. (analyst 1940-49,
financial sec. 1950-56, invest, v.pres. 1957-62),
dir. & chmn. invest. Monarch Capital Corp.
Monarch Life Ins. Co. Springfield 1962-70, ret.
Dir. (Springfield Life Ins. Co. 1962-70, Mutual
Fire Ins. Co. 1964-67, several fire ins. co.
1958-62), trustee (Wilbraham Acad. 1959-72,
Eastern States Exposition 1959
—
), instr.
Western New Eng. Coll. 1952-57, town
financial advisor Somers CT 1972— . Served to
It. USN 1943-46; awarded Purple Heart 1945.
res. Somers CT.*
CLAY, Vaughn Harry. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.;
b. Lincoln Sept. 4 1907; m. Katharine Files
July 7 1928; ch.: Vaughn Jr., Cynthia. Various
positions to v.pres. & general mgr. sports div.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Corp. Buffalo NY
1930-73, ret. V.pres. Nat. Council Industrial
Management Clubs, res. Williamsville NY.*
COFFIN, Lewis Charles. A.B., J.D. George
Washington Univ. 1934. Phi Delta Psi. Ret.;
b. Ashland Feb. 15 1909; m. Elizabeth Van
Brakle Oct. 15 1938, m. Inger Warmind Feb. 6
1975; ch.: Elizabeth. U.S. govt. Library of
Cong. Washington DC (various positions
1931-64, law librarian 1964-71), ret. Served to
It. cdr. USNR 1942-46. res. Washington DC*
COLE, William Crosby. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
b. China May 25 1906; m. Helen Shannon
April 14 1939; ch.: Nancy. With Burnham &
Morrill Co. Portland (sales mgr. 1930-?; v.pres.
sales & advt. 1960-65; dir. 1960-70; Me. dist.
sales mgr., consultant 1965-70). Pres. Me.
Canners & Freezers Assn., dir. Nat. Canners
Assn. d. Portland April 5 1970.
COLLINS, Ernest Porter. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Peabody MA Aug. 20 1908; m.
Margaret Henry Jan. 31 1936; ch.: Elizabeth.
U.S. Lines (purser at sea 1930-36, accountant
NYC 1936-40), It. (jg) USN (asst. supply officer
submarine base New London CT 1940-42), It.
cdr. (supply officer submarine base Dutch
Harbor Alaska 1942-44), commanding officer
in charge Navy material redistribution &
disposal offices 1944-47 (Milwaukee WI,
Chicago IL, NYC, Phila. PA), supply officer
USS Leyte Mediterranean Sea 1947-48, staff
Fleet Air cdr. Quonset Point RI, supply &
fiscal officer Naval Air Station Seattle WA
1952-53, Naval Supply Depot Scotia NY (exec,
officer 1953-55, commanding officer 1955-56),
Naval Supply Depot Subic Bay P.I. (capt.
1956-?, commanding officer 197-58), officer in
charge Aviation Supply Depot Naval Supply
Center Oakland CA 1958-60, dist. supply
officer 4th Naval Dist. Phila. PA 1960-62, ret.,
office mgr. Mutual Ins. Co. Ltd. Hamilton
Bermuda 1962-70, ret. V.pres. Port Malabar
Hardware Inc. Palm Bay FL 1970-71. Awarded
Commendation Ribbon, d. Rockledge FL Dec.
16 1971.*
CONGDON, Donald Gardner. B.S. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. Worcester MA Oct. 1 1908; m.
Elizabeth Coley June 21 1941; ch.: Gregory,
Harriet, Elizabeth. Various positions to mgr.
invest. accounting State Mutual Life
Assurance Co. of Am. 1930-73, ret. First
Baptist Church Worcester (clerk 1936-48, treas.
1969-72, member governing board 1962-65).
Pvt. USA 1943-45. res. Worcester MA.*
COOLIDGE, Charles Henry. Bowdoin
1926-27. Phi Delta Psi. Ret.; b. Lisbon Falls
Dec. 18 1907; m. Evelyn Foss June 11 1929;
ch.: Charles, Conrad. Exec, v.pres. Exchange
Bank Hollywood SC, ret. res. N. Leeds.*
CORMACK, Floyd Gordon. Bowdoin 1926-29.
Delta Upsilon. Health; b. Boston Feb. 1
1906; m. Dorothy Melanson March 6 1944;
ch.: Gordon, Dorothy. Student Boston Univ.
1930, food supervisor Kathryn Barton Nursing
Home Wayland MA 1930—. Served with USN
1942-45. res. Wayland MA.*
CROCKER, Ira. B.S. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.; b.
Manchester NH Sept. 14 1908; m. Kathryn
Frost April 24 1950; ch.: Anthony. Nat. City
Bank of N.Y. (NYC 1930-32, officer various
branches in Japan, Manchuria & China
1933-46; foreign inspector NYC & various
cities in Central/S. Am. 1946-50). credit
supervisor & contracts mgr. Lockheed 1951-73
(Burbank CA. Atlanta GA). ret. Served to cdr.
USN 1942-45; awarded Bronze Star.
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Recipient: Presidential citation, res. San
Marino CA.*
CROWELL, Prince Sears, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Harvard 1931, Ph.D. Harvard 1935.
Sigma Nu. Education; b. Natick MA May 2
1909; m. Villa Bailey July 2 1938; ch.: Persis,
Polly, Prince. Harvard (teaching asst. 1931-35,
instr. summer 1935); instr. Brooklyn NY Coll.
1935-36; instr. to assoc. prof. Miami Univ.
Oxford OH 1936-48; asst. prof, to prof,
zoology Ind. Univ. Bloomington 1948
—
; instr.
Marine Biological Lab. Woods Hole MA
summers 1936-41, 1953, 1964; ret. Program
officer Am. Soc. Zoologists 1957-59, Marine
Biological Lab. (trustee 1958-66, 1967-75; sec.
board of trustees 1972-75; member exec,
committee 1962-65, 1967-70), chmn. (zoology
section Ind. Acad, of Science 1949-50, Ind.
Science Talent Search 1963). Contbr., ed. Am.
Zoologist 1961-65. res. Bloomington IN.*
DAGGETT, Donald Drew. Bowdoin 1926-27.
Delta Upsilon. b. Portage Oct. 11 1907; m.
Rena Kennedy Nov. 11 1951. Cashier Ft.
Fairfield Nat. Bank 1927-30, with Aroostook
Production Credit Assn. Presque Isle 1930-?,
with Farm Credit Assn. Presque Isle 197-37,
Bangor Production Credit Assn. (fieldman
1937-39, sec. & treas. 1939-53), sec. & treas.
Bangor Nat. Farm Loan Assn. 1948-53. d.
Bangor March 12 1953.
DAVIS, Forrest Stinson. A.B. b. Portland
July 30 1901. res. Portland.
DAVIS, Harrison Merrill, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1932.
Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt. 1930-50, Alumni
Council 1938-39, Alumni Fund dir. 1949-52.
Ret.; b. Salem MA April 19 1908; m. Lydia
Riley June 22 1934; ch.: Harrison, Margaret,
Lydia. Instr. Evans Sch. Tucson AZ 1934-35,
asst. colonial history Harvard Coll. 1935-36,
headmaster (Evans Sch. Tucson 1936-38,
Derby Acad. Hingham MA 1938-47), pres.
Nasson Coll. Springvale 1947-50, headmaster
(Hackley Sch. Tarrytown NY 1950-51; asst.
dir. & dir. admissions, dir. development Storm
King Sch. Cornwall/Hudson NY 1952-71).
Camp Winona Denmark 1928-44 (asst., assoc.,
head counselor), assoc. dir. Pine Tree Camp for
Crippled Children Oakland 1947-48, member
board of dir. (Sanford-Springvale YMCA
1948-50, Harvard Club of Mid-Hudson Valley
1953-76), Loomis Alumni Fund (class agt.
1954-75, class rep. 1975— chmn. 50 yr.
committee 1976), sec. Cornwall NY Lions Club
1967-77, Cornwall Hospital (v.chmn. spec, gifts
Expansion Fund 1974-75, delegate (Conf. Nat.
Assn. Independent Sch. 1938-71, regional
meetings Am. Alumni Council 1947-70).
Served to s/sgt. Mass. State Guard 1940-45.
Ed. & founder The Shield & N.Y. Military
Acad. 1956, ed. 40th Anniversary publication
of the Lions Club Cornwall 1972, contbr. res.
Cornwall NY.*
DAVIS, Roy Elmore. A.B. Ret.; b. Berlin
NH Feb. 4 1907; m. Dorothe Packard Dec. 4
1932; ch.: Sally, Carol. Traffic mgr. Todd's
Express Wilton NH 1930-33, laborer H. F.
Thurston & Son Bethel 1934-37, teacher
(Wassookeag Sch. Dexter 1938-43, Lawrence
Acad. Groton MA 1944-73), ret. res. Berlin
NH.*
DAVISON, Howard Alton. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Attleboro MA Feb. 23
1910. res. unknown.
DAY, Robert Huston. Bowdoin 1926-28. b.
Wiscasset July 31 1906; s. of DeForest S.
M'05; m. Jessie Breens April 29 1936; ch.:
Robert Jr. Salesman (automobile agency
Natick MA 1929-33, beauty parlor supplies
Portland 1933-38), shipyard worker (Bath Iron
Works 1938-40, Naval Yard Charlestown MA
1940-46), mgr. filling station Detroit MI
1946-57, shipyard worker Kittery Naval
Shipyard 1957-64, custodian N.H. Tech. Inst.
1964-67, ret. d. Portsmouth NH July 14 1968.
DEAN, William Henry, Jr. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1932;
Ph.D. Harvard 1938. b. Lynchburg VA July
6 1910; m. Mary Tobias Nov. 26 1936; ch.:
Channing, Joyce. Atlanta GA Univ. (instr.
economics 1933-36, asst.^prof. 1936-42, prof.
1943-46), lectr. economics CCNY 1939,
consultant Nat. Resources Planning Board
1941-42, price exec. OPA V.I. 1942-44, Nat.
Urban League (dir. Community Relations
Project 1944-46, member board of dir.), with
UN (chief African Area Unit Dept. Economic
Affairs Secretariat 1946-52; sec. mission tech.
assistant Haiti 1948-49, Libya 1950; mission
dir. Italian Somaliland 1951). d. NYC Jan. 8
1952.
DESJARDINS, J. David. A.B. Phi Delta Psi &
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Brunswick Oct. 15
1904; m. Mary Gallivan Sept. 17 1932; ch.:
Barbara, David. Investigator Retail Credit Co.
Portland 1930-31; various positions to
supervising adjuster claim dept. Travelers Ins.
Co. Manchester NH, Providence RI 1931-69;
ret. d. Providence RI May 15 1976.*
DESTON, Raymond. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa. Ret.; b. Fall River MA Aug. 16
1906; m. Dorrance Chase March 21 1937; ch.:
Nancy, Diana, Pamela, Elizabeth. Clerk (C. D.
Robbins & Co. NY 1930, E. A. Pierce & Co.
NY 1930), general office work General Cable
Corp. Boston 1930-33, John Hancock Mutual
Life Ins. Co. of Boston (agt. 1933-37,
supervisor 1937-40, agency asst. & asst. to
v.pres. 1940-43), chief central information div.
research & analysis branch OSS Washington
DC 1943-46, Boston General Agency of John
Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co. (supervisor field
sales 1946-48, general agt. 1948-56, western
v.pres. San Francisco CA 1956-59), v.pres. &
dir. of agencies West Coast Life Ins. Co. San
Francisco 1959-61, resident v.pres. Continental
Assurance Co. Los Angeles CA 1961-71, ret.
1971, consultant business & personal financial
planning 1971— . V.pres. San Francisco
General Agt. & Mgr. Assn. 1954-55, pres. San
Francisco Life Underwriters Assn. 1951-52,
regional dir. Am. Red Cross Los Angeles 1963.
Served to It. USNR 1943-46. Recipient: San
Francisco Life Underwriters Assn. Award
1952. res. Santa Rosa CA.*
DINSMORE, James Kenneth. Bowdoin
1926-30. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. China
Sept. 23 1907. res. Palermo.
DREW, Elmer Bradford. B.S. b. Boston Sept.
20 1907; m. Evelyn Wadsworth April 6 1934;
ch.: Bradford '57. Salesman Hoover Co.,
woodworking, draftsman Lualdi & Drew
Cambridge MA 197-34, agt. John Hancock
Life Ins. Co. Worcester MA 197-65. d. Boston
April 13 1965.
DUFTON, George Frederick. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lawrence MA March 14 1905;
m. Elizabeth Brewster Oct. 16 1931, m.
Virginia Antell April 4 1942; ch.: Annette,
Veryl, Nancy. Prop, apartment bldg.; builder
Andover MA 1930-7; officer police dept.
Andover 197-42, 1945-46; prop. & pres. Dufton
Construction Co. Andover 1946-65. Served to
sgt. USA 1942-45. d. W. Roxbury MA Oct. 26
1965.
DYER, Caleb Ford. B.S., M.S. Ed. Univ. Me.
Chi Psi. Ret., b. Milo Oct. 10 1908; m. Mary
Halsted 1937, m. Marion Roberts June 16
1945; ch.: Jane. Clerk W. E. Barney & Co.
Dover-Foxcroft 1931-37, teacher Foxcroft
Acad. Dover-Foxcroft 1938-42, principal
(Brownville Jet. 1942-44, sch. dept. Howland
1944-46, sch. dept. Sherman Mills 1946-54,
Hampden Acad. Trustees 1954-70), ret. res.
Hampden Highlands.*
FARLEY, Charles Hamlin, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Harvard 1933. Alpha Tau Omega.
Ret.; b. Cape Elizabeth July 4 1907.
Teaching fellow (Bowdoin 1933-34, Harvard
1934-39), instr. history Bowdoin 1939-42, tutor
Harvard 1945-49, instr. history (Univ. Calif.
Santa Barbara 1950-51, M.I.T. 1951-52),
master in history St. Paul's Sch. Concord NH
1952-56, prof, history Suffolk Univ. 1957-74,
ret. Elected member Phi Alpha Theta. Served
to t/sgt. USAF 1942-45. res. Cambridge MA.*
FAXON, David Prescott. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Ins.; b. Media PA June 30 1908; m. Annie
McGinley; ch.: David. With Aetna Life Ins.
Co. Camden NJ. res. Riverton NJ.*
FERNALD, Herbert Hall. A.B. b. Freeport
March 16 1909. Bookkeeper & shoe worker
Freeport 1930-38, ed. Me. Writer's Project
WPA 1938-41 (Freeport, Portland), with
Monsanto Chem. Co. Springfield MA. Served
to 1st It. USA 1941-46. Songwriter, d.
Springfield MA Jan. 23 1967.*
FISHER, Barrett. B.S. Kappa Sigma. b.
Lowell MA March 25 1907; s. of Frederic A.
'91; m. Francis Sunbury 1933; ch.: Robert,
Frederic, Lois, Marilyn. Chemist (Shelton CT
1932-38, prop. Westville Lab. Monroe CT
1938-55). d. near Dover Plains NY Aug. 30
1955.
FLAGG, Joseph Pressey. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Portland June 13 1908; m. Mary
Nash May 25 1935; ch.: Charles, David.
Licenced Public Accountant ME. Accountant
(Chester M. Foss & Co. Portland 1934-54,
self-employed Portland 1954-74), ret. Dir. Nat.
Assn. Cost Accountants Me. chapter 1951-55,
treas. (Me. Soc. Public Accountants 1955-59,
Epis. Diocese Me. 1938— House of the Good
Shepherd Gardiner 1943-67, public library
Portland 1958-71), member (vestry St. Luke's
Cathedral Portland 1936-64, Diocesan Council
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Epis. Diocese Me. 1936-38), Me. state rep.
1941-44. Served to 2nd It. USAR 1930-31. res.
Portland.*
FORD, Bernard Andrew. Bowdoin 1926-32.
Kappa Sigma, b. York April 12 1906. With
mail order store, with Me. Publicity Bureau,
with Nat. Grocery Store Chain, interior
decorator York 1946-?, paper hanger & painter
Danvers MA 1969-73. Served to capt. USA
1941-46. d. Danvers MA Aug. 8 1973.
FOSDICK, Douglas. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Somerville MA April 26 1909; m. Ann
Johnson Sept. 29 1932; ch.: Carolyn, Una.
Staff (Portland Evening News 1930, Augusta
1931; Assoc. Press Portland 1930); pvt. sec. to
U.S. senator from ME Washington DC
1931-35; with W. I. Tracy Advt. Co. NYC
1936-39; Rumford Falls Times 1940-48
(v.pres., publisher); treas. Fosdick, Payson &
Co. Auburn 1948-49. Mgr. Democratic
gubernatorial campaign 1940, dir. Lewiston
Trust Co. 1945-49, sec. Me. Graphic Arts, pres.
Me. Press Assn., magazine publisher, d.
Lewiston July 25 1949.
FREIDAY, George William, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Ret.; b. Gorham July 8 1909. Teacher
(Adirondack Fla. Sch. Onchiota NY &
Coconut Grove FL 1930-32, Salisbury CT Sch.
1932-38, Governor Dummer Acad. S. Byfield
MA 1938-41, Groton MA Sch. 1941-46,
Hebron Acad. 1946-75), ret. Pres. Am. Assn. of
Teachers of French 1946-47. res. San Francisco
CA.*
FRENCH, John Burnham. Bowdoin 1926-28.
Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Port Deposit MD
Jan. 20 1908; s. of John S. '95; m. Louise
Jacques June 13 1936. Foreman Schenectady
Airport Scotia NY summers 1928 & 1929, mgr.
Northern N.E. Airlines Whitefield NH
1931-32, supt. Fownes Mfg. Co. Rochester NH
1933-35, from supervisor to chief Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft E. Hartford CT 1935-73, ret.
Citation for radio operation USN sec. 1934.
Contbr. res. W. Hartford.*
GARCELON, Gerald Goodwin. A.B., M D.
McGill 1935. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Lewiston Feb. 28 1908; m. Ruth Thompson
Oct. 12 1935; ch.: Susan, Sarah, William, Sally,
Jean. Surgeon, ret. 1976. Dir. (Mass. Med.
Service 1962-70, Am. Cancer Soc. Mass. div.
1958-77, med. Mass. Casualty Ins. Co. 1960-75,
hon. Mass. Med. Service 1971-77), pres. (Mass.
div. Am. Cancer Soc. 1966-68, New Eng.
Cancer Soc. 1964), trustee Newton-Wellesley
Hospital 1971-77, v.chmn. board of dir. Mass.
Med. Service 1970. Served to It. cdr. USN
1943-46. Recipient: Am. Cancer Soc. Gold
Medal Award 1974. Contbr. d. Kennebunkport
April 14 1977.*
GIFFORD, Lincoln Smith. Bowdoin 1926-27,
B.S. M.I.T. 1931. Alpha Tau Omega, b.
Westport MA Feb. 12 1909. res. unknown.
GLEASON, Harrison Farnsworth. Bowdoin
1926-28. Beta Theta Pi. b. Kansas City MO
March 25 1907. res. Madison OH.
GRISWOLD, Ralph Morrell. Bowdoin
1926-29. Sigma Nu. b. Greenwich CT Dec.
28 1907. res. unknown.
HAWTHORNE, Manning. A.B., A.M. Univ.
N.C. 1937. Ret.; b. NYC May 5 1906; m.
Alice Smith Dec. 22 1936; ch.: Deborah,
Elizabeth. Teacher Inst, du Rosey Switzerland,
Hebron Acad. 1930-34; instr. 1936-44 (Univ.
N.C. Chapel Hill, Univ. Mnpls., Univ. Me.);
dir. publications Am. Optical Co. Southbridge
MA 1944-51; ed. Treasury Dept. Washington
DC 1951-53, mgr. Commerce Dept.
Washington DC; cultural officer State Dept.
Washington DC, India, Japan & Malaysia
1959-71; ret. Pres. (Mass. Ed. Assn., Middle
Atlantic Ed. Assn.), v.pres. Int. Council
Industrial Ed. Contbr. res. Chapel Hill NC*
HAYCOCK, Stephen Pineo. Bowdoin 1926-28,
LL.B. Columbus Univ. 1934. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. St. Stephen N.B. Canada Nov. 22
1909; m. Ruth Yanovsky Feb. 20 1941; ch.:
Michael, Anne, Jane, John. U.S. Atty.
Washington DC (clerk 1930-37, asst. 1937-40),
General Accounting Office Washington DC
(claims examiner 1940-42, atty. 1942-50, asst. &
assoc. general counsel 1950-72), ret. res.
Annandale VA.*
HEATH, William Kidder. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia, b. Bar Harbor
Nov. 14 1908; m. Marion Burbank Aug. 21
1938; ch.: Barbara, Diana. Instr. govt.
Champlain Coll. Pittsburgh NY 1946-53,
teacher (N. Yarmouth Acad. 1930-42,
Cranbrook Sch. Bloomfield Hills MI 1942-46,
high sch. Nyack NY 1953-71). d. Nyack NY
Sept. 14 1971.*
HIRTLE, Ralph Benjamin. B.S., M D. Harvard
1936. Beta Theta Pi. b. Maiden MA Jan. 7
1907; m. Margery Blossom 1937; ch.: William,
Jeffrey, Margaret, Deborah. Intern L.I. Coll.
Hospital NYC 1936, physician (NYC 1936-39,
Maiden 1939-61). Chief general practice
service Maiden Hospital, d. Maiden MA June
10 1961.
HODGSON, Robert Reynolds. Bowdoin
1926-29. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Newton
MA July 22 1907; m. Katharine Sprague June
5 1937; ch.: Janet, William. Sales
Hodgson-Kennard Boston 1929-39, instr.
Bethelehem Shipbuilding Quincy MA 1940-44,
coordinator Washington DC 1945, products
mgr. Andrews & Goodrich Dorchester MA
1946-60, engineer Anaconda Brass Waterbury
CT 1961-72, ret. Holder of several patents, res.
Southbury CT.*
HUMPHREY, Irving Durfee. Bowdoin
1926-27. Psi Upsilon. Exec; b. Tiverton RI
Aug. 24 1906; m. Dorothy Holden June 15
1929; ch.: Irving III, Lawrence, William. Pres.
6 treas. P. D. Humphrey Co. Inc. and
affiliated companies Tiverton. Pres. C. of C.
Tiverton, v.pres. Humphrey Lumber Co. Inc.
Tacoma WA, trustee (Savings Bank & Trust
Co. Newport RI, Truesdale Hospital Fall River
MA, also deacon Central Baptist Church
Tiverton), corporator Newport Hospital
Newport, chmn. Tiverton Boy Scout Council,
member finance committee Tiverton. Served to
It. USN 1943-45. res. Tiverton RI.*
JENKINS, Benjamin Gilbert. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Salem MA Oct. 29 1907; m.
Rebecca Martin Sept. 8 1934; ch.: Meredith,
Priscilla. Served to asst. comptroller New Eng.
Tel. & Tel. Co. & Am. Tel. & Tel. Co.
1930-1968, ret. 1968. Marine Soc. Salem
(deputy master 1963-64, master 1965-66). res.
Hilton Head Is. SC.*
JENSEN, Raymond Emil. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1933. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Portland March 10 1908; m. Dorothy Hay Oct.
8 1939; ch.: Eric, Neil. Atty. self-employed
Portland 1933— . Board chmn. Federal Loan &
Bldg. Assn., dir. (Portland Boys Club, First
Radio Parish Church of Am.), pres.
Cumberland Bar Assn., member (state board
of bar examiners, city council Portland), chmn.
board of trustees Me. State Retirement System.
Served to It. USNR 1944-45. res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
JOHNSON, William Frederick. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. b.
Princeton Feb. 11 1908; s. of Charles E. M'97;
m. Marcella Sigel May 14 1937; ch.: R. Brian.
With Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co.
Washington DC 1930-68 (student accountant
1930-40; payroll supervisor, dist. traffic mgr.,
general traffic personnel supervisor MD
1940-45; disbursements auditor VA 1945-49;
general accounting supervisor VA 1949-50;
auditor VA 1950; asst. comptroller 1950; asst.
v.pres. 1952; sec, treas. 4 tel. co. Washington
DC, MD, VA, WV; v.pres. 1961), ret. 1968.
Dir. Nat. Office Management Assn., pres.
Washington Soc. Invest. Analysts, trustee Am.
Precision Museum Windsor VT, member
Service Corps of Retired Execs., instr. office
management Evening Sch. of Business Univ.
Richmond VA 1948. d. Hanover NH Dec. 18
1974.*
JOHNSTON, William Small. Bowdoin
1926-28. Phi Delta Psi. b. Ft. Fairfield Oct. 9
1908. res. Calais.
JONES, George James. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Boston Oct. 15 1906; m. Elsie
Bennett July 2 1932. Tech. mgr. B. F. Goodrich
Footwear Co. Watertown MA 1930-70, ret. res.
Brunswick.*
KEPHART, William Merlin. Bowdoin 1926-28.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Atlanta IL May 26
1908; m. Helen Vanek April 18 1931; ch.:
Robert, Susan. Nat. Broadcasting Co. Chicago
IL (engineer 1930, announcer 1931-38,
announcer & staff supervisor 1938-62), ret. res.
Valparaiso IN.*
KING, Olcott Frederick, Jr. Bowdoin 1926-30.
Sigma Nu. b. Windsor CT Nov. 1906; m.
Una Deming Jan. 18 1930; ch.: Joan, Gail.
Sports reporter Boston Herald 1930-31,
program mgr. WOL Radio Washington DC
1933-34, spec, events dir. ABC Washington DC
1933-34, staff Conn. Tercentenary Comm.
1934-36, Conn. State Highway Safety Comm.
Hartford CT 1936-43 (exec, sec, field rep.),
testing engineer Haller Eng. Co. Bridgeport CT
1943. d. Bridgeport CT Oct. 22 1943.
KNOWLES, Asa Smallidge. A.B.. LL.D. 1951.
A.M. Boston Univ. 1935, LL.D. Northeastern
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1957, LL.D. Emerson Coll. 1960, LL.D. Univ.
Toledo 1960, Litt.D. Western New Eng. Coll.
1961, Sc.D. New Eng. Coll. Pharmacy 1962,
Sc.D. Lowell Tech. Inst. 1966, D.B.A. Univ.
R.I. 1967, Sc.D. Bryant Coll. 1967, LL.D.
Brandeis 1968, LL.D. Franklin Pierce Coll.
1974, D.Ped. N. Adams State Coll. 1974,
L.H.D. Mass. Coll. Optometry 1975. Chi Psi.
Recipient: Distinguished Educator Award
1972. Univ. admin.; b. Northeast Harbor
Jan. 15 1909; m. Edna Worsnop March 24
1930; ch.: Asa, Margaret. Northeastern Univ.
(instr. & asst. prof, industrial management
1931-35; assoc. prof, industrial engineering
1936-39; dean coll. business admin., dir.
bureau business research, prof, industrial
admin. 1939-42), Univ. R.I. (dean sch. business
admin., dir. div. general coll. extension, prof,
industrial admin. 1942-46), pres. Assoc. Colls.
Upper N.Y. 1946-48, v.pres. development
Cornell Univ. 1948-51, pres. (Univ. Toledo OH
1951-58, Northeastern Univ. 1959—). Chmn.
Toledo Traffic Safety Comm. 1954-57, pres. &
trustee Greater Toledo Educational Television
Foundation 1955-58, member (Ohio Comm. on
Education Beyond the High Sch. 1957-58,
board Regional Community Colls.
Commonwealth Mass. 1961-64), hon. dir. Nat.
Conf. of Christians & Jews Inc. Northeastern
region 1960
—
, member board of dir. (Shawmut
Bank Boston 1961— Shawmut Corp. 1965—
Arkwright-Boston Mfrs. Mutual Ins. Co.
1969—, Arkwright-Boston Ins. Co. 1974—),
corporator Provident Inst, for Savings 1962-75,
member (Nat. Advisory Council Nat. Soc.
Scabbard & Blade 1961-65, Comm. Survey of
Public Education Commonwealth of Mass.
1962-65, exec, committee Mass. Partners of the
Alliance for Progress State of Antioquia
Columbia S. Am. Agency for Int. Development
Washington DC 1965-68, Corp. Museum of
Science Boston 1965, Comm. Coll. Admin.
Assn. of Am. Colls. 1966-68, Education &
Supply Panel Nat. Advisory Comm. on Health
Manpower 1966-67, program review committee
Nurse Training Act of 1964 (1967), joint
committee on grad. work representing
Federation of Regional Accrediting Comm. of
Higher Education 1965-72, Comm. for the
Study of Accreditation of Selected Health
Educational Programs 1970
—







Thayer Acad. & Thayerlands Sch. 1969-71,
Committee for Economic Development
1971—), F.A.A.A.S. Awarded Outstanding
Civilian Service Medal USA 1962,
Distinguished Civilian Service Medal &
Citation USA 1966, Certificate of Appreciation
Assn. USA 1966. Recipient: Taylor Key Soc.
for Advancement of Management 1938,
Legion of Honor for Service to Youth Int.
Order of DeMolay 1960, award Engineering
Soc. Toledo for meritorious service to
engineering profession, Albert S. Bard Award
Chi Psi Fraternity 1964, Outstanding Son of
Me. Award 1970, Distinguished Member
Award Honor Soc. Phi Kappa Phi 1973,
Fellow of the Pacific Hawaii Pacific Coll. 1974,
Man of the Yr. Award Dept. Mass. Jewish War
Veterans 1974, Distinguished Service to Higher
Education Award Tiffany Glass Flame Am.
Coll. Public Relations Assn. 1974, Univ. Coll.
Law Enforcement Alumni Award
Northeastern Univ. 1974, Certificate of Merit
of the Am. Soc. for Industrial Security 1974,
Outstanding Service to Journalism Award New
Eng. Press Assn. 1975, Distinguished Public
Service Award Boston Univ. Alumni Assn.
1975, Interfraternity Council of Northeastern
Univ. Award 1975, Student Federation Award
Northeastern Univ. 1975, fellowship Inst.
Industrial Admin. 7th Int. Management Cong.
London England 1938. Author: Job
Evaluation for Hourly and Salaried Workers
(1943) ; co-author: Industrial Management
(1944) , Production Control (1944),
Management of Manpower (1944); co-author
& ed.: Handbook of Cooperative Education
1971); ed.-in-chief: Handbook of College and
University Administration (1970),
International Encyclopedia of Higher
Education (1976); contributing ed.: Production
Handbook, res. Boston.*
LANCASTER, Edgar Willis. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. La Grange Nov. 1 1908; m.
Marion Hutchinson June 15 1934; ch.: Linda,
Elaine. Engineer Me. State Highway Comm.
1930-34, personnel & training Ft. Williams
1934-39, research Rockefeller Foundation
NYC 1939-42, asst. chief Civilian Personnel
Training Office of the Sec. of War Washington
DC 1942-43, asst. dir. inspection personnel
1943-46, civilian personnel admin. USA
Ground Forces 1964-67, civilian exec, officer
Office of Chief of Ordnance 1947-62, material
command 1962-64 (deputy comptroller, deputy
dir. of programs). Recipient: outstanding
performance rating & sustained superior
performance USA award 1955. Author, d.
Kensington MD July 17 1964.*
LEACH, Lawrence Roberts. Bowdoin 1926-30.
Psi Upsilon. b. Danvers MA July 21 1907;
m. Priscilla Perkins May 13 1933; ch.:
Anthony II, Charles. Reporter Portland Press
Herald 1930-31, asst. advt. mgr. Lever Brothers
Cambridge MA 1931-50, account exec. NYC
(Benton & Bowles 1950-54; Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn 1954-56). d. Old Greenwich
CT Jan. 29 1956.*
LEAHY, John Francis. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Roxbury MA June 11 1908. res. Utica
NY.
LEE, Carter. A.B., J.D. Northeastern 1941.
Zeta Psi. Law; b. Foxcroft July 3 1907; s. of
Lyman K. '92; m. Grace Brengle Aug. 31 1934,
m. Velley Rutherford May 12 1973; ch.:
Louise, Richard, Frances. Teacher (New
Hampton NH Sch. 1930-31, high sch. Quincy
MA 1932-42), atty. Choate Hall & Stewart
Boston 1942-44, New Eng. Regional Chief
Enforcement atty. OPA Boston 1944-47, state
rep. Commonwealth of Mass. Quincy 1951-58,
asst. atty. general Commonwealth of Mass.
Boston 1963-75, pvt. practice Healy De
Semone & Rocheleach Worcester MA 1976—
.
Pres. Quincy Community Coll. Assn. 1958,
deacon Wollaston Congr. Church 1951-54,
member Quincy Sch. Comm. 1946-54. res.
Worcester MA.*
LEO, Eugene Clark. Bowdoin 1926-27. Kappa
Sigma. b. Yonkers NY Oct. 16 1907. With
Blanchard Radio & Electric Co. N. Attleboro
MA 1927-28. d. Boston Nov. 22 1928.*
LITTLEFIELD, Manley Francis, Jr. A.B.,
LL.B. N.Y. Univ. 1939. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Portland Aug. 2 1909; m. Evelyn Sanies Sept.
14 1934; ch.: Kinney. With Mutual Life Ins.
Co. (NYC 1930-49, Darien CT 1949-58).
Served to It. USN 1942-45. d. Stamford CT
Oct. 5 1958.
LOCKE, William Nash. B.S. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1937, Ph.D. Harvard 1941. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Watertown MA June 28
1909; m. Antoinette Fortin Aug. 19 1938; ch.:
Elizabeth, William Jr., John '70. Instr.
(Harvard 1938-43, Radcliffe 1941-43), field rep.
U.S. OWI ETO 1943-45, prof. & head dept.
modern langs. M.I.T. 1945-64, prof. French
comm. extension courses Harvard 1946-74,
M.I.T. (dir. libraries 1956-72, foreign study
advisor 1973-74), ret. Alliance Francaise of
Boston (dir. 1947-60, pres. 1952-54), Am. Assn.
Teachers of French (pres. Boston chapter
1947-48, nat. v.pres. 1948-50), Am. Soc.
Information Science (chmn. local
arrangements comm. 1961; member council
1966-68, 1970; chmn. comm. const. & by-laws
1968-73), Assn. Research Libraries (dir.
1964-66, chmn. membership committee
1971-73), French Center in New Eng. (v.pres.
1948-68, member board of governors 1948-68),
French Library of Boston (trustee 1948-68, dir.
1956-68), Int. Federation for Documentation
(member Comm. on Linguistic Problems
1963-67; alternate U.S. delegate conf. in The
Hague 1964, 1966; chmn. Subcommittee on
Education & Training conf. Washington DC
1965; chmn. Linguistics Documentation
Comm. 1967-73), MLA (chmn. N. Am. French
Section 1948, sec. Experimental Phonetics
Section 1950), New Eng. Foreign Lang. Assn.
(pres. 1960-61, delegate NFMLTA 1964-75),
Northeast Conf. Teaching of Foreign Langs,
(chmn. 1957, member exec, committee 1958),
chmn. (visiting committee Libraries of Lehigh
Univ. 1968-70, exec, committee Modern Lang.
Project Council of Public Sch. 1958-70, dir.
(Boston Fulbright Committee Inc. 1964-69,
Mass. Council for the Public Schs. 1959-70),
trustee Phillips Exeter Acad. 1959-64, assoc.
Inst. Electrical & Electronics Engineers
1966
— ,
v.pres. (Int. Assn. Tech. Univ.
Libraries 1964-66, New Eng. Deposit Library
1962-72, also sec. general Ninth Int. Cong, of
Linguists 1962. Recipient French Academic
Palms 1949, French Legion of Honor 1956;
officer of French Academic Palms 1974. res. S.
Harpswell.*
LONGFELLOW, Laurell Frederick. A.B. cum
laude. b. Silver Ridge April 12 1909; m.
Emily Fox Nov. 1929; ch.: Mona, Barbara.
Teacher Brunswick, principal high sch.
(Freeport 1933-35, Mattawamkeag 1936-37),
master Hebron Acad. 1937-38. d. Brunswick
Aug. 11 1938.
LORD, Edmund Parker. Bowdoin 1926-29.
Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Framingham Center MA
May 17 1910; m. Ellen Lord Sept. 8 1934, m.
Margaret Bruce April 12 1975, m. Agnes
Boettcher July 24 1976; ch.: Frederica,
Constance. Advt. Dennison Mfg. Co.
Framingham MA 1932-36, sales mgr.
Howard-Wesson Co. Worcester MA 1936-42,
account exec. J. T. Chirurg Co. Boston
1946-50, v.pres. NYC (R. P. Burroughs Co.
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1950-66, Marsh & McLennan Inc. 1966-72),
ret. Served to maj. ACUSA 1942-45. res.
Sarasota FL.*
LYON, Oliver Crane, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Roseville NJ Oct. 14 1908; m. Janet Evans
May 6 1933; ch.: Jeffrey, Judith. With N.J. Bell
Tel. Co. (plant dept. employee 1930-31, staff
supervisor commercial dept. 1931-42, general
rate & development office commercial dept.
Newark 1946-62, mgr. Fair Lawn public office
1962-68), ret. Served to It. USN 1942-46. d.
Waldoboro Dec. 25 1974.*
MacLELLAN, Herbert Stanley. B.S. Beta
Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Maiden MA Aug. 3 1907;
m. Beatrice Richdale June 24 1937; ch.: Karen,
Bruce. Nat. Casket Co. Inc. Boston (clerk
1930-32, salesman 1933-53, sales mgr. 1953-55,
asst. mgr. 1955-58, mgr. 1959-69, div. mgr.
1969-73), ret. Dir. Nat. Casket Co. Inc.
1965-70, Wakefield Savings Bank (corporator,
trustee, member board of invest.), res.
Wakefield MA.*
MALLETT, Richard Purington. A.B., A.M.
Washington & Lee Univ. 1933. Alpha Delta
Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.; b.
Farmington Dec. 5 1908; s. of Wilbert G. '91;
m. Helena Long June 24 1938; ch.: Richard Jr.,
Stephen, Anne, Grant. Instr. Farmington State
Norman Sch. 1935-40, student Yale Univ.
1940-42, instr. Hopkins Sch. New Haven CT
1942-43, chmn. social sciences Belmont MA
Hill Sch. 1943-47, asst. prof, history N.J. State
Coll. Jersey City 1947-48, foreign service
officer CIA 1948-68, assoc. prof, history Univ.
Me. Farmington 1968-73, ret. Recipient:
Outstanding Alumnus award Farmington High
Sch. Alumni Inc. 1974, Distinguished Scholar
award Univ. Me. Farmington 1975. Author:
History of the University of Maine in
Farmington: A Study in Educational Change
(1974), contbr. res. Portland.*
MANCHESTER, Elbert Grant. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Winsted CT Oct. 12 1906. res.
Winsted CT.
MARSHALL, Theodore Maxwell. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ret.; b. Taunton MA Aug. 20 1908; m.
Mary Doughty Aug. 17 1935; ch.: Bruce,
Brenda. Treas. First Industrial Bank of Me.
Portland 1931-71, ret. New Eng. Consumer
Bankers Assn. (treas. 1944-48, pres. 1949-51),
dir. (Nat. Consumer Bankers Assn. 1948-51,
First Industrial Bank Me. 1935-71), pres. & dir.
Am. Inst, of Banking 1935-36. res. Portland.*
MARTIN, Richard Goolkasian. Spec. 1926-27.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Lynn MA May 19 1904; m.
Lillian Surabian Sept. 11 1928; ch.: Marilyn.
Pres. & treas. Providence RI over 40 yrs.
(Style-Craft Inc., Cheryl), designer Victoria
Creations Inc. Providence 1965-71. d.
Providence RI June 28 1971.*
McCREERY, Charles Fowler. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Pawtucket RI April 8 1909; m.
Alma Tatro Oct. 21 1960 (2nd marriage); ch.:
Peter. With oil co. NYC 1930-36, salesman
New Eng. Coke Co. 1936-44, time study
engineer Leesona Corp. RI (Providence
1944-60, Warwick 1960-69). Dir. Pawtucket
Mfg. Co. d. Oct. 12 1969.*
McLOON, John Haines. Bowdoin 1926-29.
Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Rockland Nov. 21 1907;
m. Frances McDougall June 20 1931; ch.:
William. Various positions to pres. A. C.
McLoon & Co., ret. Trustee First Universalist
Church, member advisory board Depositors
Trust Co. Served to QM/3 USN 1944-45. res.
Rockland.*
McMACKIN, Lyndon Arnold. Bowdoin
1926-27, 1929-30. b. Topsham Nov. 3 1907;
m. Leonora Black Sept. 27 1930, m. Ruth
Dearborn June 28 1945; ch.: Lyndon, Lynda.
Head McMackin News & Public Service
Bureau Brunswick 1930-?, town clerk Topsham
1930-?, with Me. Lakes & Coast Inc. Portland,
general contractor Granite Realty &
Construction Co. Portland ca. 1953, promotion
dir. Clifford L. Swan Co. Portland 1945-64,
prop, real estate co. Westbrook 1964-68. d.
Portland Sept. 15 1968.*
McNAB, Donald Gordon. Bowdoin 1926-27.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Brooklyn NY Nov. 6
1907; m. Isabella Maddox May 23 1932; ch.:
Donald, Bruce. Editorial dept. Johnson City
TN Chronicle 1927-35, mgr. (Chelsea W. & L.
Co. NYC 1935-41, Todd Shipyard Brooklyn
NY 1941-46, General Tire & Rubber Co.
Brooklyn NY 1946-71), ret. Past master Marsh
Lodge No. 188 & Mountain Top Lodge No.
529 F. & A. M. res. Windham NY.*
MONTGOMERY, Hugh. Bowdoin 1926, B.S.
Univ. N.H. 1933. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b.
Portsmouth NH July 16 1908; m. Travers
Hopcraft Jan. 1 1935, m. Elizabeth Alderson
July 15 1972; ch.: Bruce. Student Univ.
Southern Calif. Los Angeles 1927, supervisor
Technicolor Motion Picture Corp. Hollywood
CA 1935-72, ret. res. Austin TX.*
MOODY, William Tucker. Bowdoin 1926-27,
B.S. M.I.T. 1931, M.S. Univ. Colo. 1940, M.S.
Univ. Colo. 1953. Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.;
b. N. Andover MA Nov. 2 1908; m. Elinor
Alexander April 15 1934; ch.: Merlene, Gail,
John. Professional engineer (CO); general
engineer U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Denver
CO 1931-70, ret. Served to maj. USA 1940-46.
res. Denver CO.*
MORROW, Everett Frederic. Bowdoin
1926-30, LL.D. 1972, LL.B. Rutgers 1948, J.D.
Rutgers 1952. Ret.; b. Hackensack NJ April
20 1909; m. Catherine Gordon Oct. 18 1957.
Field sec. NAACP NY 1937-47, exec, public
affairs Columbia Broadcasting System NYC
1948-52, exec. asst. sec. commerce Washington
DC 1952-54, exec. asst. U.S. President
Washington DC 1955-61, v.pres. (African-Am.
Inst. NYC 1962-64, Bank of Am. NY & CA
1964-74), ret. Trustee (Houston-Tillotson Coll.
TX, Empire State Coll. NY, U.S. committee
for refugees), member The President's
Clemency Board 1975
—
, exec. asst. to Pres.
Eisenhower 1955-61. Served to maj. USA
1942-46. Recipient: Star of Africa Liberia
1973, Knight Grand Cdr. of the Humane Order
of African Redemption (Liberia) 1958. Author:
Black Man in the White House (1963), Way
Down South Up North (1973). res. NYC*
MOSES, Carl Knowles. A.B. Chi Psi. Ret.;
b. Corinna Nov. 16 1908; m. Helyn Rorke Jan.
1 1942; ch.: John, Nancy. With RCA Int.
Camden NJ 1930-41, with Int. General Electric
NY 1946-64, with General Electric Co.
Brideport CT 1964-73, ret. Served to capt. USA
1941-46. res. Darien CT.*
MULHOLLAND, Alexander Brimmer Clark.
B. S. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Peabody MA
Feb. 29 1904; m. Mary Munro April 11 1932,
m. Mona Munro Jan. 25 1936; ch.: Mary,
Alexander Jr. Agt. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.,
A. B. C. Mulholland Co. Ipswich MA 1931-66
(founder, prop., pres.). Prop., pres. & treas.
Great Neck; dir. (Ipswich Cooperative Bank,
C. of C. Ipswich); water & light commissioner
town of Ipswich 1945-50. d. Ipswich MA
March 6 1966.
MYRVAAGNES, Kaspar Osvald. B.S. b.
Sept. 13 1904. res. Winchester MA.
NEWCOMB, Robert Woodford. Bowdoin
1926-28, grad. Sch. of Banking Rutgers 1943 &
1944. Delta Upsilon. b. Bristol CT June 6
1908; m. Edna Wright July 8 1944. Student
Am. Sch. of Banking, clerk Aberthau Co.
Boston 1929-35, with Harvard Trust Co.
Cambridge MA 1935-69 (asst. treas. 1945-?,
v.pres. marketing 1955-69), ret. Member board
of governors Am. Inst, of Banking, treas.
Belmont Family Services Inc., pres. Eastern
Middlesex Clearing House Assn. d. Ormond
Beach FL April 14 1974.*
NICHOLS, Joel McGregor. Bowdoin 1926-27.
Psi Upsilon. b. Allston MA May 9 1907. res.
unknown.
OAKES, David Hubert. Bowdoin 1926-28. Chi
Psi. Ins.; b. Belmont MA Feb. 11 1908; m.
Evelyn Dow Oct. 28 1933, m. Laura Blood
June 6 1954; ch.: John II, Cynthia. C.L.U.;
stock clerk Filene's Boston 1930, ins.
agt./broker. Trustee (church 1968— , masonic
lodge), member town meeting Wellesley MA
1948. Charter member-life member Conn.
General Life Ins. President's Club. 1954. res.
Tenants Harbor.*
OLSON, Ray Arthur. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Fitchburg MA Jan. 30 1910; m.
Margaret Kuder March 9 1940. Teacher-coach
high sch. Union & Rockland 1932-33, lab. tech.
Bryant Paper Co. Kalamazoo MI 1934-39.
development chemist Diamond Alkali Co.
Painesville OH 1939-42, development chemist
& sales rep. Soya Products div. Glidden Co.
Chicago IL 1942-58, industrial protein sales
mgr. & sales rep. Chemurgy div. Central Soya
Co. Inc. Chicago 1958-75, ret. Contbr. res.
Warren.*
ORNE, Arthur Knowlton. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Alumni Council 1960-64 (v.pres. 1962-63, pres.
1963-64), 1962 capital campaign area chmn..
Overseer 1965-75 (Emeritus 1975—), 1972
capital campaign area co-chmn. Ret.; b.
Rockland Dec. 13 1908; m. Jeannette Smith
June 25 1932; ch.: Peter '57, Judith. Teacher
Wassookeag Sch. Dexter 1930-32, treas.
McLoon Sales & Service Rockland 1933-35. E.
I. duPont de Nemours & Co. Wilmington DE
(various positions 1935-55, asst. comptroller
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1955-65, general finance dir. Duesseldorf W.
Germany 1965-70, asst. treas. 1970-73), ret.
Trustee (Wilmington Soc. Fine Arts 1955-65,
Dela. Hospital 1964-65). res. Rockland.*
PAGE, Gordon Emerson. Bowdoin 1926-28.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Everett MA July 23
1908; m. Grace Jones May 1 1936; ch.:
Gordon Jr. '58, Pamela. Copy writer (N. W.
Ayer Phila. PA 1929-42, Lennon & Mitchell
NY 1942-44), writer General Electric Co.
Schenectady NY 1944-45, copy dept. Benton &
Bowles NY 1945-46, creative supervisor
Marschalk & Pratt NY 1946-55, creative group
head McCann Erickson NY 1955-65, ret.
Trustee church, board chmn. (library, sch.).
res. Woodbury CT.*
PARKER, James Mitchell. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1934.
Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni Council 1951-55. b.
Portland March 31 1908; m. Elizabeth Harding
Sept. 21 1934; ch.: James Jr., Francis,
Elizabeth. Intern Mass. General Hospital
Boston 1935-37, resident Austin Teaching
fellow surgery Harvard Service Boston
1935-37, Hospital 1937-39, surgeon Portland
1939-59. F.A.C.S., chief surgical service Me.
Med. Center 1955-59, diplomate Am. Board of
Surgery. Recipient: Me. Med. Assn. award for
outstanding contributions to med. literature
1958. Me. Med. Center surgical suite given in
his honor. Contbr. d. Baltimore MD Nov. 17
1959.
PETTEGROVE, James Parker. A.B. magna
cum laude, A.M. Harvard (Longfellow scholar)
1931, A.B. Oxford 1933. Education; b.
Machiasport Jan. 14 1909; m. Elizabeth
Hofmiller June 20 1934; ch.: Herman, Harold.
Instr. Bennington Coll. 1934-35, teaching
fellow Bowdoin 1935-37, prof. English
Montclair State Coll., Fulbright lectr. Univ.
Vienna Austria 1963-64, ret. Pres. (Overseas
Neighbors Inc. Montclair-GRAZ Austria sister
city, N.Y. Regional Coll. English Assn.
1968-69). Transl.: Cambridge Platonists,
co-transl.: Philosophy of the Enlightenment,
res. Upper Montclair NJ.*
PETTINGILL, Olin Sewall, Jr. A.B., Sc.D.
(hon.) 1956, Ph.D. Cornell 1933. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Belgrade Oct. 30 1907; s. of Olin S.
M'08; m. Eleanor Rice Dec. 31 1932; ch.:
Polly-Ann, Mary-Ann. Teaching fellow
Bowdoin 1933-34, instr. (ornithology Univ.
Mich. Biological Station Pellston summers
1938-45, 1947-57, 1959-75; biology West Jr.
Coll. Portland 1935-36), Carleton Coll.
Northfield MN (instr. zoology 1936-41, asst.
prof. 1941-45, assoc. prof. 1946-54), dir.
Ornithology lab. Cornell Univ. 1960-73, ret.
Wilson Ornithological Soc. 1937-52 (sec,
v.pres., pres.); Am. Ornithologists' Union (sec,
life fellow 1947
—
); hon. v.pres. N.H. Audubon
Soc; hon. member Ornithologists' Union (NE,
SD); delegate (12th Int. Ornithological Cong.
Helsinki Finland 1958, 14th Int. Ornithological
Cong. Oxford England 1966); pres. Me.
Audubon Soc. 1959-60; dir. Nat. Audubon
Soc. 1955-75; trustee Kents Hill Sch. Kents
Hill 1975—. Recipient: Arthur A. Allen Award
Cornell Univ. 1974. Author: Laboratory and
Field Manual of Ornithology (1939, revised
1970), A Guide to Bird Finding East of the
Mississippi (1951, revised 1977), A Guide to
Bird Finding West of the Mississippi (1953),
Another Penguin Summer (1975); co-author:
Birds of the Black Hills; advisory ed.:
Audubon Field Notes (1962), American Birds
(1962
—
); review ed.: The Wilson Bulletin
1959-69; ed.: The Bird Watcher's America
(1965), The Living Bird (1962-64, co-ed.
1965-73). res. Wayne.*
PHELPS, Frank Wright. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
b. Old Town Oct. 1 1908; m. Francetta
Abbott Sept. 2 1938. Mfg. Chicago IL 1933-36,
industrial engineer (Kendall Mills Charlotte
NC 1936-38, Barns Textile Engineers Boston
1939-40), mgr. women's wear dept. Textron
Manchester NH 1943-68, ret. Treas. Clinton
Woolens 1947-48, general mgr. Artistic
Foundations NYC 1948-49, v. pres. Lily of
France Inc. NYC 7-1968. d. N. Andover MA
Feb. 10 1976.*
PICKARD, John Fayerweather. Bowdoin
1926-28. Sigma Nu. b. Cumberland Mills
June 29 1906; s. of Edward L. res. Augusta.
PLACZANKIS, Walter Lewis, Sr. B.S. Ret.;
b. Kursan Lithuania Nov. 17 1907; m. Lillian
Garrigan Nov. 7 1932; ch.: Walter Jr. Chemist
Fraser Paper Co. Madawaska 1930-34, beater
engineer Great Northern Paper Madison
1934-39, stock preparation supt. Southland
Paper Mills Lufkin TX 1939-44, adhesives
chemist Union Bag & Paper Corp. Savannah
GA 1944-46, development & service rep. E. I.
duPont de Nemours & Co. I & B dept.
Wilmington DE 1946-71, ret. res.
Kennebunkport. *
POLLOCK, Henry Meeker, Jr. B.S., M.D.
Boston Univ. 1936. Psi Upsilon. b. Preston
CT Dec. 28 1905; m. Madalen Perry Nov. 9
1935; ch.: Henry III '60, William, Bruce.
Intern Newton-Wellesley MA Hospital 1936-?,
resident physician 197-41 (Mallory Inst, of
Pathology, Mass. Memorial Hospital, Salem
MA Hospital), instr. urology 1946-48 (Boston
Univ. Sch. of Medicine, Tufts Med. Sch.),
hospital urologist Boston 1946-48, chief
urological services Newington CT Veterans
Hospital 1948-60, urologist Bristol CT 1948-60,
sr. grade surgeon urology V.A. hospital Togus
1960-73. Dir. Hartford County Med. Soc.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1941-46. d. Togus
March 2 1973.
PREBLE, Charles Dana. Bowdoin 1926-27.
Delta Upsilon. b. Everett MA April 9 1908;
m. Greta Palmer March 15 1930; ch.: Richard.
With Christian Science Monitor Boston
(circulation staff 1927-29, stock ticker clerk
financial dept. 1929-30, proofreader 1930-44,
copyreader editorial dept. 1944-62, asst. head
copy desk 1962-64). d. Brookline MA Nov. 6
1964.*
PRESCOTT, Herbert Leroy. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Me. 1941. Kappa
Sigma. Ret.; b. Northport April 22 1908; m.
Ruth VanBuren July 21 1934; ch.: Joel, Jane.
Teacher high sch. Bangor 1930-40, newscaster
Journal & Bulletin Providence RI 1941-44,
Grinnell IA Coll. (dir. public relations 1944-54;
instr., asst. prof., assoc. prof., prof. English
(journalism) then communications 1944-74),
ret. Author: several English textbooks &
workbooks, ed., contbr. res. Grinnell IA.*
PRIDE, Elliott Atherton. Bowdoin 1926-27.
b. Bolton MA April 10 1906. res. unknown.
PRIGMORE, William Hail. Bowdoin 1926-27,
A.B. Oberlin 1931. Kappa Sigma. b.
Ellsworth Nov. 12 1908. res. unknown.
RANDALL, Donald Howard. A.B., A.M.
Boston Univ. 1937. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Randolph MA April 22 1908;
m. Isabel Philbrook Aug. 19 1939; ch.:
Virginia, Elisabeth, Donald Jr., Roger, Jo Ann,
Robert '68. High sch. Marshfield MA
(teacher-coach 1931-42, asst. principal
1934-42), teacher high sch. (Stratford CT
1942-43, Concord MA 1943-44, Randolph MA
1944-47), teacher jr. high sch. Quincy MA
1947-48, general mgr. auto exchange Brockton
MA 1948-56, teacher high sch. Kingston MA
1956— . Pres. (Marshfield-Scituate MA
Teachers Assn. 1934-35, Dallou-Channing dist.
Unitarian Universalist Churches 1969-71),
chmn. standing committee Unity Church
Brockton 3 yrs., dir. Plymouth County
Teachers Assn. 1941-42, member Halifax MA
(planning board 1957-62, board of assessors
1966—), S. Shore Antique Auto Club
(co-founder 1951, pres. 1951-52). res. Halifax
MA.*
RANDALL, George Arnold. Bowdoin 1926-28.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Lincoln RI Jan. 12 1908;
married. Town mgr. Manchester VT 1948-54,
ret. d. Manchester VT June 18 1955.
RANKIN, Weston. A.B. Chi Psi. Alumni Fund
dir. 1955-58, 1962 capital campaign nat.
committee area co-chmn. Ret.; b. Portland
Jan. 19 1909; m. Miriam Figgs June 17 1933.
CP.A.; jr. accountant to partner Price
Waterhouse & Co. 1930-69 (NYC, St. Louis
MO, NYC). Nat. Civil Service League
Washington DC ca. 15 yrs. (treas., member
exec, committee), Child Guidance Clinic
Greater Stamford CT Inc. ca. 4 yrs. (treas.,
chnm. finance committee), member (govt,
study advisory comm. Darien CT 1965;
budget, fiscal & accounting task force comm.
on organization exec. dept. federal govt. First
Hoover Comm. 1949-51; various committees
Am. Inst. C.P.A. & N.Y. State Soc. C.P.A.).
Served to It. (jg) USNR 1944. res. Darien CT.*
RAYNER, Edward Warren. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Newton MA May 21 1907; m. Elizabeth
Newcomb 1934; ch.: Peter, Ellen. Filene's
Boston 1930-54 (member exec, training squad,
basement stock boy, merchandise clerical staff,
staff asst. merchandising offices, asst. mgr.
branch stores 1937-47, div. merchandise mgr.
fashion assessories depts. 1947-52, dir. research
1952-54). d. Boston Aug. 3 1954.
RIDLON, Harold Melville. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Saco Dec. 8 1907; married; ch.:
Mary, Tacy, John '63. Past dir. Commercial
Research for U.S. Steel, ret. 1970. Dir. York
County Am. Cancer Soc, trustee St. Francis
Coll. 1973. res. Limerick.
RILEY, John Winchell, Jr. A.B., LL.D. 1972,
A.M. Harvard 1933, Ph.D. Harvard 1936.
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Alpha Delta Phi. Class bequest chmn. Ret.;
b. Brunswick June 10 1908; m. Matilda White
June 19 1931; ch.: John III, Lucy. Instr.
(Marietta Coll. 1933-35, Wellesley 1935-37),
asst. prof, to prof. Rutgers 1937-60, v.pres. to
sr. v.pres. Equitable Life NYC 1961-73,
consultant (Am. Council of Life Ins. NYC
1973— Equitable Life NYC 1973—), ret.
Trustee (Nat. Urban League, Am. Foundation
for the Blind, Osborne Assn.), sec. Am.
Sociological Assn. 1949-55, pres. (Sociological
Research Assn. 1965, Am. Assn. for Public
Opinion Research 1963). Served to brig,
general (assimilated rank) Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces;
awarded Distinguished Service Award USA
1945. Author: The Student Looks at His
Teacher (1951), Scale Analysis (1954), The
Reds Take a City (1955); co-ed.: Aging and
Soc. vol. II (1970). res. Brunswick.*
RISING, Harold Davenport. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Ret.; b. Newton MA Nov. 1 1907; m.
Dorothy Whynot Dec. 10 1938; ch.: Natalie,
Joanne. Teller Boston Five Cents Savings Bank
1932-37, v.pres. & mgr. First Hawaiian Bank
Honolulu HI 1937-61, ret. Dir. Maui Electric
Co. 1968-71, trustee Maunaolu Coll. 1967-71.
res. Prescott AZ.*
RUSSELL, Scott Edward. Bowdoin 1928-29,
A.B. Univ. Calif. Los Angeles 1930. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Millinocket Dec. 7
1904; m. Sylvia Baker Dec. 3 1931, m.
Elizabeth Bloeser Feb. 3 1939; ch.: Jane. Sales
Standard Oil Co. of Calif. Los Angeles
1930-33; sales & management Procter &
Gamble Los Angeles, San Francisco CA,
Portland OR, Seattle WA, Cincinnati OH
1933-45; life ins. sales & management
Prudential Ins. Co. 1945-65; ret. Served to It.
USN 1942-45. res. Laguna Hills CA.*
SACKNOFF, Edward. Bowdoin 1926-28. b.
Portland Aug. 16 1909. res. Portland.
SAPIRO, Howard Marshall. A.B., M.D.
Jefferson Med. Coll. 1934. Medicine; b.
Maiden MA Oct. 3 1909; m. Carolyn Fowler
Oct. 28 1970; ch.: Deborah, Jean. Physician
pvt. practice (Scarborough 1936-43, Portland
1946-70), member staff emergency room
Brockton MA Hospital 1970—. Served to cdr.
USN 1943-46. res. Whitman MA.*
SARGENT, Robert Havey. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Brighton MA Sept. 26 1907; m. Virginia Rand
June 18 1932; ch.: Robert, Sara. Mgr. F. H.
Sargent & Co. Middleboro MA 1930-37, with
Am. Water Works & Electric Co. (Cuba
1937-?, NYC 197-43, mgr. Commonwealth
Water Co. Subsidiary Summit NJ 1943-44). d.
Summit NJ July 30 1944.
SCHANDER, Ingolf Nils. Bowdoin 1926-27.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Karlshamu Sweden June
24 1908. res. Norrum Sweden.
SCHENCK, Richard Anderson. Bowdoin
1926-28. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Cass City MI
Sept. 25 1909. d. Cass City MI April 9 1929.
SCHWARTZ, Edward. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D. Jefferson Med. Coll. 1934.
Medicine; b. Portland May 26 1909; m.
Sylvia Winn Aug. 18 1935; ch.: Rochelle, Louis
'63. Ophthalmologist Chester PA 1935—.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1942-45. Contbr. res.
Wallingford PA.*
SELLECK, Francis Eugene. Bowdoin 1926-27.
Zeta Psi. b. Exeter NH Jan. 11 1908. res.
Lower Falls MA.
SHAW, Alan Torrey. Bowdoin 1926-29. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Watertown MA Jan. 17 1908.
res. unknown.
SLOSBERG, Samuel Howard. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Harvard 1934. Ret.; b. Randolph May
12 1910; m. Lynn Weitz Oct. 4 1936; ch.:
David, Kenneth '67. Dir. legislative research
State of Me. 1944-74, ret. res. Gardiner.*
SMALL, Henry Gregg. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Brookline MA Nov. 17 1906; m.
Laura Davies; ch.: Henry Jr., Carol. Sales mgr.
Stanwix Tire Corp. Utica NY 1930-?, with
Dobbs Tire Co. Atlanta GA ca. 1932, salesman
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Laconia NH ca.
1939, branch mgr. Nelson & Small (Orono
197-65, Portland 1965-66). d. Portland Oct. 13
1966.
SMTTH, Ralph Stanley, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. b. E. Machias Nov. 25 1908.
res. unknown.
SNOW, Clifford Russell. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Cambridge MA Oct. 1 1907. With S.
S. Kresge Co., with Socony-Vacuum Corp.,
with Lever Brothers Co. Cambridge, office
supervisor NYC 1938-?, field supervisor NYC,
admin, asst. NYC, market research dept. NYC
ca. 1953, cost control asst. NYC 19?-64. Served
with USA 1942-46; awarded Bronze Star. d.
NYC Feb. 18 1964.
SOULE, Gilmore Weston. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Harvard 1935. Zeta Psi. b. Woolwich
July 14 1908; s. of Alfred M. G. '03; m. Alice
Leigh March 27 1933; ch.: Mary, Daniel '60.
Intern Providence RI (R.I. Hospital 1935-37,
Charles V. Chapin Hospital 1937-38),
physician Rockland 1938-67. Chief obstet.
service Knox County, pres. Epis. Churchmen
of Me., founder Mid Coast Mental Health
Services. Served to capt. MCUSA 1943-46.
Lectr. d. NYC March 30 1967.*
SPAULDING, Edwin Baker. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.;
b. N. Anson Aug. 29 1908; m. Mary Brendle
July 2 1938; ch.: Andrea. Asst. supt. Am.
Powder Co. Maynard MA 1930-34, Hercules
Inc. (development chemist Parlin NJ 1934-40,
chief chemist Radford VA Ordnance Works
1940-42, tech. supt. Badger Ordnance Works
Baraboo WI 1942-45, various tech. service to
asst. tech. supt. Parlin 1945-70), ret. Pres.
Middlesex County chapter Am. Cancer Soc.
1957-60, trustee N.J. div. Am. Cancer Soc.
1960-63. res. E. Brunswick NJ.*
STANLEY, John Malcolm. A.B. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. Kezar Falls July 26 1909; m. Eula
Tarbox Aug. 14 1934; ch.: Lois. Bank
examiner State of Me. Augusta 1931-39, Kezar
Falls Nat. Bank (asst. cashier 1940-41, v.pres.
& cashier 1941-72), v.pres. Me. Nat. Bank
Portland 1972-74, ret. Dir. Kezar Falls
Industrial Development Corp., dir. & treas.
Oxford Land & Lumber Co. Kezar Falls
1941-64, pres. (Me. Bankers Assn. 1957-58,
Kiwanis Club Kezar Falls), state v.pres. Am.
Bankers Assn. 1958-59, member Stockholders
Advisory Committee Federal Reserve Bank
Boston 1958-59, chmn. York County U.S.
Savings Bond Committee 1969-74, trustee
George W. Towle Sch. Fund Porter, res. Kezar
Falls.*
STETSON, George Edward. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1934. Kappa
Sigma. Ret.; b. Bath Oct. 2 1909; m. Olive
Colby June 16 1934; ch.: Judith, Barbara, Gail.
Instr. (W. Nottingham Acad. Colora MD
1930-31, Coburn Classical Inst. Waterville
1931-32), asst. to supt. Brunswick Topsham
Water Dist. 1934-36, asst. headmaster W.
Nottingham Acad. 1936-41, asst. chief ballistic
section Army Ordnance Washington DC
1941-51, chief ballistic section Army Ordnance
later Army Materiel Command Washington
DC 1951-68, ret. Board member Presby.
Church (deacon, elder, session). Awarded
various army citations & awards, res. Bailey
Is.*
STEVENSON, Henry Hoyt. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Pittsburgh PA Nov. 14 1908. With
Gimbel Brothers Pittsburgh 1930-42 (salesman
section mgr., exec), sales exec. Lewis Dairies
Pittsburgh 1947-48. Served to capt. USA
1942-46. d. Pittsburgh PA April 10 1948.
STEWART, Alva D., Jr. B.S. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1932. Zeta Psi. b. Elizabeth
NJ Sept. 18 1907; m. Ruth Wheelock 1934;
ch.: Lucy, Harvey. With General Cable Corp.
(St. Louis MO 1935-46, asst. treas. Perth
Amboy NJ 1946-61). d. Fair Haven NJ June 27
1961.*
STILES, Howard Vernon. A.B. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Moncton N.B. Canada
Feb. 9 1908; m. Teresa Hussey June 19 1933;
ch.: Jane, Naomi. Teacher-coach Loomis Sch.
Windsor CT 1930-33, head french dept. &
athletic dir. Storm King Sch. Cornwall NY
1934-46, v.pres. Chester NY Cable Corp.
1946-58, exec, v.pres. Subsidiary Tenn. Corp.
Chester 1958-69, mgr. Cities Service Co.
Chester Cable Operations 1970-72, ret. Sec. 1st
Int. Schoolboy Fellowship 1931-34, deacon
Warwick NY Reformed Church, elder Chester
NY Presby. Church, trustee (sch. board
Warwick, Chester Sch. Union Free Dist.). pres.
Hudson-Dela. Council Boy Scouts Am.
1967-68. Recipient: Silver Beaver Award
Hudson-Dela. Council Boy Scouts of Am.
1968. res. Ft. Lauderdale FL.*
STONE, Hewlett Skidmore. B.S. b.
Lexington MA April 14 1908. res. Westminster
MD.
STONE. Stuart Randolph. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Newton MA Aug. 27 1906; m.
Nancy Kimball June 18 1932; ch.: Roger.
Home office rep. Aetna Life Ins. Co. Newton
1930-36, treas. Espinosa Fruit Co. P.R.
1936-37. with Charles N. Cutter Agency
Nashua NH 1937-?, with Union Mutual Life
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Ins. Co. Nashua 197-42, N.H. purchasing agt.
Allen-Rogers Corp. NH 1942-46 (Laconia,
Gilford), d. Newton MA July 1 1 1946.
STONEMAN, Henry Ward. Bowdoin 1926-30.
Delta Upsilon. b. Albany NY July 29 1907;
m. Agnes Chalmers Sept. 27 1930; ch.: Ward
'54, Wallace '55. Prop. M. G. Stoneman & Sons
Albany 1930-58. Pres. E. N.Y. Paint Assn.
Served to capt. USA 1942-46. d. Albany NY
Oct. 23 1960.
SUTHERLAND, Daniel Wellington. Spec.
1926-28. Sigma Nu. b. Somerville MA April
30 1904. res. unknown.
SWANSON, Oscar. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
1972 capital campaign worker. b. Belmont
MA Nov. 10 1907; m. Caryl Erikson May 25
1940; ch.: Karen. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. of
Boston 1930-72 (claims dept. NYC, Pittsburgh
PA, Chicago IL, St. Paul MN, Mnpls. MN;
claims mgr. Denver CO 1952-72). Pres.
(Denver Casualty Ins. Claims Mgr. Council,
Denver Claims Exec. Council), chmn.
governing committee Automobile Assigned
Risk Plan (CO, WY, NM). d. Denver CO Jan.
16 1975.
THAYER, Harry Brainard, Jr. B.S. Beta Pheta
Pi. Ret.; b. Roxbury MA Nov. 8 1907; m.
Annah Blood May 3 1935; ch.: Harry III,
Charles, Susan, Holly. Tier man Eastern
Steamship Lines NYC 1930-34, circulation
asst. Boston Herald-Traveler 1934-38, Exeter
NH News-Letter Co. (ed., general mgr., treas.
1938-74; ret.; ed. emeritus 1974—). Dir.
(Exeter Banking Co. 1945-75, C. of C. 1940-46,
local Red Cross), deacon Congr. Church 6 yrs.,
member (town budget committee 20 yrs., town
planning board 8 yrs.). res. Exeter NH, Marco
Is. FL.*
TIPPLE, Edwin Wilson. Bowdoin 1926-28.
b. Ghent NY Aug. 21 1907; m. Gertrude
Wilson June 8 1935; ch.: Heather, Nicolas.
Fruit farmer Crossroads Orchards Ghent, d.
Hudson NY Feb. 18 1969.*
TOWER, Burton Harry. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Engineering; b. Adams MA Jan. 2 1909; m.
Eleanor Swann June 21 1930, m. Nina Eckardt
May 30 1958; ch.: Harry, Carole. Professional
engineer (Washington DC);
supervisor-in-training Bethlehem PA Steel
1930, marine engineer & naval architect
Central Tech. Dept. Quincy MA 1930-36, chief
(deck machinery section dept. Navy NYC
1936-38, hull specification section Maritime
Comm. Washington DC 1938-51), mgr.
engineering Johns-Manville Washington DC
1951-72, chief value engineers group metric
coordinator Maritime Admin. Dept.
Commerce Washington DC 1972-76, pres.
Marine Assocs. Inc. 1976— . Dir. (Soc. Am.
Value Engineers, Const. Specification Inst.,
Washington Soc. of Engineers), 32nd Degree
Mason; life member (Am. Newcomen Soc,
ASNE, SNAME). res. McLean VA.*
TRUE, Ansel Bartlett. A.B., M.D. Yale 1935.
b. Leicester MA May 25 1908; m. Evelyn
Ullmann March 5 1939; ch.: John, Rachel,
Stephen, Rebecca. Physician (Danbury CT ca.
1936, Hillsdale NY 1938-42, E. Northfield MA
1946-73). Served to maj. MCUSA 1942-45;
awarded Bronze Star. d. E. Northfield MA
Oct. 6 1973.*
WALDRON, Norman Sumner. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Sigma Nu. b.
Rockland July 14 1909. Manlius Sch. NY
1930-39 (teacher head lang. dept., headmaster
1939-42), vocational advisor U.S. V.A. Bangor
1946-50, with A. C. McLoon Lobster Co.
Rockland 1952-56. Served with ACUSA
1942-45. d. Rockland Dec. 6 1956.
WARD, Frederick George. Bowdoin 1926-28.
b. Taunton MA June 8 1909. res. unknown.
WARE, Winfred Nettleton. Bowdoin 1926-28.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Atlantic MA Feb. 12 1909;
m. Marjorie Herrin Oct. 17 1946. Trombonist
(Salem MA 1930-42, NYC 1945-47, Chicago IL
1947-49, NYC 1949-52, Daytona Beach FL
1952-70). V.pres. & sec. Daytona Beach Am.
Federation of Musicians. Served to sgt. USA
1942-45. Music arranger, copyist, d. Daytona
Beach FL Aug. 9 1970.*
WARNOCK, Winchester. A.B. b. Holyoke
MA Sept. 14 1909. With Western Union Tel.
Co. Holyoke MA ca. 1931, with A. Steiger Co.
Hartford CT, with The Book Press Brattleboro
VT, prop. & mgr. The Music Center
Brattleboro, U.S. postmaster Marlboro VT
1949-63, ret. d. Hartford CT Aug. 5 1970.*
WEARE, Maurice Perkins. Bowdoin 1926-31.
Kappa Sigma. Business; b. Cape Neddick
Aug. 31 1908; m. Ethel Dunning March 15
1930, m. Charlotte Williams Nov. 22 1947; ch.:
Kathryn, Barbara. Prop. Cliff House 19?—.
Served with USA 1942-45. res. Ogunquit.
WEBBER, Dwight Eugene. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Houlton May 9 1907; m. Margaret Bither
Oct. 9 1936; ch.: David, Catherine. Salesman
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Phila. PA 1930-32,
banking Houlton 1933-54, with Airway Co.
Loring USAF Base Limestone 1954-58, div.
mgr. Tex. Management Co. Waukegan IL
1958-71, office mgr. & purchasing agt. Centex
Homes Corp. Palatine IL 1971-73. d. Palatine
IL Aug. 24 1973.*
WHITCOMB, Benjamin Bradford, Jr. A.B.,
M.D.C.M. McGill Univ. 1935. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Medicine; b. Ellsworth Dec. 13 1908; m.
Margaret Pike Aug. 1 1936; ch.: Stuart,
Katherine, Judith, Benjamin. Neurosurgeon
self-employed Hartford CT 1941
—
,
neurosurgery Yale Univ. (asst. clinical prof.
1949-65, assoc. clinical prof. 1965-73, clinical
prof. 1973
—), neurosurgery Univ. Conn.
Farmington (clinical assoc. 1970-73, clinical
prof. 1973
—
). Deacon Asylum Hill Congr.
Church 1970-73, Am. Board Neurological
Surgery (v.chmn. 1969-70, examining member
1964-70), Am. Acad. Neurological Surgery
(v.pres. 1966-67, pres. 1973-74), Am. Assn.
Neurological Surgeons (treas. 1962-65, sec.
1965-68, v.pres. 1971-72), pres. New Eng.
Neurological Soc. 1959-60, v.pres. Soc.
Neurological Surgeons 1967-68. Served to maj.
USA 1943-46. res. W. Hartford CT.*
WHITTIER, Gerhard Herbert. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Management; b. Lisbon Falls May
31 1909; m. Cecilia Lenihan June 28 1934; ch.:
David, Peter. Master (Loomis Sch. Windsor
CT 1931-34, Newark NJ Acad. 1934-46),
products mgr. Metal Textile Corp. Roselle NJ
1946-58, works mgr. Hexacon Electric Co.




WILKINS, Merle Raymond. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Consulting; b. Wilton Aug. 5 1908;
m. Treva Phelps Sept. 10 1932; ch.: Donna,
Sunny, Joanne. Chemist (Brown Co. Berlin
NH 1930-31, Int. Paper Co. Marinette WI
1932-33), chief chemist Bryant Paper Co.
Kalamazoo , MI 1933-45, research chemist
Consolidated Machine Tool Corp. Rochester
NY 1945-48, tech. dir. Kalamazoo Paper Co.
1948-71, consultant self-employed Plainwell
MI 1971—. Chmn. Tech. Assn. of the Pulp &
Paper Industry Kalamazoo Valley 1936-37. res.
Plainwell MI.*
WILLARD, George Stuart. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1931,
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1934. Alpha Tau Omega.
Alumni Fund dir. 1951-54 (v.chmn. 1952-53,
chmn. 1953-54), 1962 capital campaign area
chmn. Law; b. Kennebunk July 11 1909; m.
Joyce Richardson Sept. 5 1931; ch.: Stephen,
Nancy. Law clerk to Justices Mass. Supreme
Court Boston 1934-35, atty. Sanford 1935—.
Pres. (public library Sanford, Sanford
Unitarian Church), trustee Sanford Inst, for
Savings, dir. Sanford Savings & Loan Assn.,
rep. town meeting, town moderator. Served to
It. USNR 1943-45. res. Sanford.*
WILLIAMS, Jonathan Vance. Bowdoin
1926-30. Ret.; b. Southington CT Dec. 3
1908; m. Leone Forgette, m. Ruby Caffee; ch.:
J. Vance Jr., Robert, Theodore. With U.S.
Postal Service. Served to It. col. USA 1940-44.
res. Bowdoinham.
WILMSEN, Giinther. Bowdoin 1929-30, Ph.D.
Marburg Univ. 1932. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Berlin Germany Dec. 2 1908; m. Amelie von
Behr Sept. 6 1936; ch.: Winifred, Wilfried,
Verena, Viola, Giinther. Teacher London
England 1933-34, member German office on
exchange of German & English teachers
London 1934-39, war correspondent Germany
197-45. d. Ruppertsberg bei Deidesheim
Germany Jan. 1 1945.
WITHERELL, Warner. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Northampton MA Feb. 18
1909; m. Jane Bowker Aug. 26 1939; ch.:
Charles '65, Benjamin, Seth. Adjustor Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. 1930-33, mgr. Nat. Shawmut
Bank 1933-73, ret. Member alumni council
Williston Acad. Served to cpl. USA 1943-45.
res. Northampton MA.*
WOODS, Philip Whitney. A.B., D.D.S. Univ.
Mich. 1933, M.D.S. Northwestern 1935,
M.P.H. Harvard 1938. Psi Upsilon. b.
Winchendon MA Aug. 28 1908; s. of Fred S.
M'06; m. Gratia Wardle July 1935. Dentist
Portland 1933-38; dir. div. of dental health Me.
State Bureau of Health Augusta 1938-42;
dental surgeon USPHS 1942-45, 1947-48;
dental dir. (FSA Washington DC 1942-47,
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Welfare & Retirement Fund United Mine
Workers Assn. Washington DC 1948-53.
Member exec, committee New Eng. Dental
Soc, sec. Me. Dental Soc. 1939-41, member
board of dir. (Group Health Inc. 1946-49,
Radio Station WCFM). d. Seattle WA Dec. 10
1953.
YANCEY, Sherod Foster. Bowdoin 1926-29.
Beta Theta Pi. Alumni Fund dir. 1953-56. b.
Dallas TX Jan. 22 1907; m. Mary Cunningham
Dec. 4 1937; ch.: Martha, Sherod Jr., David.
Ins. Phila. PA 1930-31, Southwestern Fire &
Casualty Co. Dallas 1948-59 (organizer, pres.),
prop. T. A. Manning & Sons Ins. Mgrs. Dallas
1940-59, Yancy-Harris Oil Co. Dallas 197-59
(v.pres., part-prop.). Pres. Navarro Invest. Co.
197-59, Hickory House Inc. Dallas (founder,
pres. 1959). d. Dallas TX Dec. 24 1959.*
ZIESEL, Leon Jacob. A.B. Ret.; b. Newport
RI Aug. 27 1907; m. Edna Demartini, m.
Elizabeth Mosher July 12 1975; ch.: Leon Jr.,
Carol, Frances. Reporter R. G. Dun & Co.
NYC 1931-33, Dun & Bradstreet Inc. (analyst
Los Angeles CA 1933-36, regional reporting
mgr. Cleveland OH 1936-46, staff member
general reporting dept. NYC 1946-57, mgr.
quality control section NYC 1957-67), ret. Past
elder Ogden Memorial Presby. Church
Chatham NJ. res. Chatham NJ.*
Class of 1931
ABBOTT, Edward Farrington, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. Class agt. 1956-60,
Alumni Fund dir. 1958-60, 1962 capital
campaign area chmn. Real estate &
development; b. Auburn Jan. 4 1909; s. of
Edward F. '03; m. Maude McCurry June 30
1951; ch.: Dallas, Edward III, Pamela, Philip
'80. With Cushman-Hollis Co. Auburn 1932,
Charles Cushman Co. Auburn (asst.
treas.-supt. 1933-52, treas. 1953-64), realtor &
developer self-employed 1965— . Treas. Crest
Shoe Co. 1949-62, past pres. YMCA Auburn.
Served to s/sgt. USAAF 1942-45. res.
Auburn.*
ALDRICH, Sherwood. Bowdoin 1927-31,
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1934. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Montclair NJ Dec. 10 1908; m. Nancy
Wilkinson 1958; ch.: Jane, Sherwood. Atty.
Brunswick 1934-71, Sagadahoc County atty.
1938-40, trial justice Topsham 1936-38. d.
Portland March 26 1971.*
ALLEN, Luther Lockwood. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Brooklyn NY Oct. 4 1910; m. Isabel Neal
Sept. 17 1938. Chemist NJ 1932-36, salesman
Johnson & Johnson New Brunswick NJ
1936-62, asst. to exec. dir. Nassau County
Council of Churches L.I. NY 1962-63, exec,
sec. Me. Council of Churches Portland
1963-67, with social service dept. Me. Med.
Center Portland 1967-71. d. Portland June 26
1971.*
AMONSON, John Carleton. Bowdoin 1927-28.
Psi Upsilon. b. Parkersburg WV Nov. 22
1908. res. Lemhi ID.
ANDREWS, Dwight Hayward. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. Real estate & ins.; b. Boston Feb. 13
1908; m. Matilda Wallace Oct. 5 1940, m.
Harriet Hollister July 15 1975. ch.: Julia,
Emily. Sr. partner Ellis & Andrews Cambridge
MA 1932—. Past trustee Rotary Club
Cambridge, v.pres. (Cambridge Club,
Cambridge Historical Soc), treas. Cambridge
Republican Committee, Served to t/sgt. USA
1945-47. res. Cambridge MA.*
APPLETON, Francis Merrill. B.S. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1935. Zeta Psi.
Medicine; b. Dublin NH Aug. 18 1909; m.
Eleanor Sullivan Oct. 2 1937; ch.: Merrily,
Susan, Samuel, Deborah. Hitchcock Hospital
Hanover NH (med. surgical intern 1935-37,
asst. resident pathologist 1937), asst. instr.
pathology Dartmouth Med. Coll. 1937, general
surgery & medicine Gorham NH 1937-67, sr.
physician medicine & psychiatry N.H.
Hospital Concord NH 1967—. Pres. (staff St.
Louis Hospital Berlin NH 1949-50, Coos
County N.H. Med. Soc. 1963-66). res. Gorham
NH.*
ARTINIAN, Artine. A.B., Litt.D. 1966, A.M.
Harvard 1933, Ph.D. Columbia 1941. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Pazardjick Bulgaria Dec.
8 1907; m. Margaret Woodbridge June 27
1936; ch.: Margaret, Robert, Ellen. Prof.
French Bard Coll. 1935-64, head instr. French
Army Specialized Training Bard Coll. 1943-44,
dir. (Sweet Briar Jr. Yr. in France Paris
1953-55; U.S. house Cite Universitaire Paris
summers 1955, 1956, 1958), ret. Compiler of
extensive Maupassant collection first exhibited
at Columbia Univ. Library 1938 (now
permanently at Univ. Texas Austin); exhibited
collection of drawings and paintings by French
writers, two-year tour sponsored by French
govt. 1968-70; exhibited The French Visage, A
Century and a Half of Portraiture and
Caricature sponsored by Bowdoin Museum of
Art 1969-70; other collections exhibited in the
U.S., France, Mexico: A Century and a Half of
French Illustrators, Music in Art, Costume
Designs for the French Musical Stage
1885-1900, Miguel Covarrubias Drawings of
1930 China, From Victor Hugo to Jean
Cocteau Portraits of 19th and 20th Century
French Writers. MLA (sec. 1947, chmn. 19th
century French literature section 1948), trustee
Am. Student Center Paris 1954-60, v.pres.
Societe des Amis de Guy de Maupassant
1950-65, member (board of dir. Zola Soc.
1954-65, French nat. CEEB 1962-64).
Decorated officier d'Academie (France) 1948;
fellow Am. Council of Learned Socs. 1943.
Author: Maupassant Criticism in France 1941
(1969); ed.: La Correspondance inedite de Guy
de Maupassant (1951), Pour et Contre
Maupassant (1955), The Complete Short
Stories of Guy de Maupassant (1955), La
Queue de la poire de la boule de Monseigneur
(1958), La-Haut (1963), From Victor Hugo to
Jean Cocteau (1965). res. Palm Beach FL.*
ATWOOD, Robert William. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Auburn Nov. 27 1908; m. Alice
Brown July 2 1938; ch.: Roger, Nancy. Trainee
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1932,
dishwasher hotel 197-33, attendant filling
station 197-33, J. J. Newberry Co. (asst. mgr.
Lewiston 197-34; mgr. Ft. Fairfield 1934-39,
Attleboro MA 1939-47, Millinocket 1947-59,
Bellows Falls VT 1959-71). Incorporator
Rockingham Memorial Hospital, trustee
Rockingham Free Public Library, pres. C. of
C. Bellows Falls. Served with USA 1944-46. d.
Bellows Falls VT March 11 1971.
BARAVALLE, Wilbur. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. NYC Feb. 10 1909. With Universal Credit
Co. (Boston, Worcester MA. Albany NY), with
OPA Washington DC 1941-7, with Buxton Inc.
Springfield MA. d. 1968.
BARBOUR, John Gleason. B.S. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. Newport May 29 1909; m. Beatrice
Newton Oct. 29 1939; ch.: David, Richard '70.
With Standard Oil Co. Bangor 1934-37,
Kendall Co. (chemist & tech. mgr. Walpole
MA 1937-65, tech. mgr. Griswoldville MA
1965-74), ret. Dir. (Shelburne Falls MA Nat.
Bank, Country Bank Shelburne Falls),
corporator Shelburne Falls Savings Bank,
board v.chmn. public library Shelburne Falls,
res. Shelburne Falls MA.*
BATES, Blanchard Wesley. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1933, Ph.D. Princeton 1941. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Portland June 19 1908; m.
Margaret Andrews June 22 1935; ch.: Leila,
Barbara, George. Teacher (Ecole Normale La
Rochelle France 1931-32, Fresnal Ranch Sch.
Tucson AZ 1934-37), Princeton Univ. (instr.
French 1937-39, asst. prof. 1946-51, assoc. prof.
1952-64, prof. 1965-76, emeritus 1976—). Dir.
(Spec. Program in European Civilization
Princeton Univ. 1965-74, Princeton Program
Summer Work Abroad France 1964
—
), assoc.
ed. Symposium 1956-65. Pvt. USA 1943.
Recipient: Palmes Academiques 1971. Ed.:
Loys LeRoy De la Vicissitude (1944), Literary
Portraiture in the Historical Narrative of the
French Renaissance (1945), Montaigne
Selected Essays (1949). res. Chebeauge Is.*
BAYLES, Seymour. Bowdoin 1927-28. b.
Brooklyn NY Nov. 2 1908. res. unknown.
BERNSTEIN, Haskell. A.B. b. Salem MA
March 21 1910. res. Hadlyme CT.
BETTS, John Bissell. Bowdoin 1927-28. Psi
Upsilon. b. Norwalk CT Oct. 1 1908. d.
Saranac NY Nov. 12 1928.
BLUNT, James Philander. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Skowhegan Aug. 26 1909. res.
Brockport NY.
BOWMAN, Walter Parker. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1932, Ph.D. Columbia 1942. Kappa
Sigma. Education; b. New Haven CT Nov.
13 1910; s. of Isaiah H'31; m. Erna Henschke
June 28 1946; ch.: Kenneth. Master Arden
Sch. Staten Is. NY 1933-34; asst. d'Anglais
Lycee Malherbe Caen Normandy 1934-35;
instr. Lafayette Coll. Easton PA 1935-36;
master Hopkins Grammar Sch. New Haven
1937-39; tutor Brooklyn, Hunter & Queens
Coll. NYC 1939-40; asst. prof. Marietta OH
Coll. 1946-47; assoc. prof. Western Reserve
Univ. Cleveland OH 1947-50; prof,
communication Am. Univ. Washington DC
1950-53; dir. Am. Lang. Inst. Baghdad Iraq
1957; staff member Am. Lang. Center
Washington DC ca. 1958-60; asst. supervisor
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foreign lang. & research office Montgomery
County Public Sch. Rockville MD 1960-63;
prof. English & comparative literature SUNY
Brockport 1963— . Treas. Milton Soc. of Am.
ca. 1948-60, chmn. Anglo-French &
Franco-British section M.L.A. 1950's, pres.
(Lake Wentworth Assn. Wolfeboro NH ca.
1965-68, Orchardale Civic Assn. Chevy Chase
Md. ca. 1958). Served to capt. USAF 1943-46.
Author: Lake Wentworth (1957), Theatre
Language (1961); co-ed.: Literary Onomastics
Studies vol. 1; contbr. res. Brockport NY.*
BROE, John Joseph. B.S. b. Amesbury MA
Oct. 20 1909; m. Kathleen Bradley Oct. 30
1935; ch.: John, Sally, Kathleen, Patricia.
Teacher MA 197-33; with shoe mfg. co. MA
197-33; with hat mfg. co. Amesbury MA
1933-41; supt. front shop Merrimac Hat Corp.
Greenville AL 1941-43; with Commonwealth
Life & Accident Ins. Co. Cleveland OH
1943-48, asst. mgr. 1947-48; pres. Slon Hat Co.
Cleveland 1945-47; prop. & agt. Southern Ins.
Agency Miami FL 1947-62. d. N. Miami FL
July 25 1962.
BROWN, Dwight Francis. A.B., D O. & B.S.
Kirksville Coll. of Osteopathy 1936. Theta
Delta Chi. Osteopathy; b. S. Portland Sept. 3
1905; s. of Frank E. '85; m. Ruth Karnes May
31 1951. Osteopathic physician pvt. practice S.
Portland 1936—. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
BROWN, Morris Pemberton. A.B. 1933. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Evanston IL May 23 1908. res.
unknown.
BROWN, Norman Anderson. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Industrial sales; b. Newburyport MA
July 13 1909; m. Ruth Gillette April 6 1945;
ch.: Ann, Carol, Mary, Mark. res. Bolingbrook
IL.*
BURKE, John Mark. A.B. Kappa Sigma, b.
Portland Oct. 16 1909. res. Syracuse NY.
BURNHAM, Philip Wells. Bowdoin 1927-28.
Ret.; b. Boston Nov. 10 1908; m. Kathleen
Harris Sept. 10 1932; ch.: Robert, Peter. Buyer
William Filene's Sons Co. Boston 1929-73, ret.
Warden Epis. Church 1950-55, chmn. fund
drive YMCA Braintree MA 1952. Recipient:
Buyer of the Year Award Millinery Industry
1960. res. Duxbury MA.*
CALIENDO, Ernest Anthony. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Rumford Dec. 23 1908; m. Edith
Sweet Oct. 30 1943; ch.: Ernest Jr., James.
Merc. & realtor self-employed. Served to s/sgt.
USA 1943-45; awarded Bronze Medal (2). d.
Bangor Sept. 25 1976.*
CARD, Robert William. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1946. Ret.; b. Dexter May 11 1909;
m. Marion Hodgson June 25 1937; ch.:
Bradbury. Teacher high sch. MA (Warren
1931-42, Whitman 1942-44, Winchester
1944-46), teacher high sch. New Rochelle NY
1946-47, head science dept. high sch.
Gloucester MA 1947-69, ret. Pres. Eastern
Assn. Physics Teachers 1952-54, St. Mary's
Epis. Church Rockport MA (clerk, jr. warden,
sr. warden 1956-64; treas. 1964-74). res.
Gloucester MA.*
CARLETON, George Percy. B.S., Ed.M.
Boston Univ. 1935. Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.;
b. E. Bridgewater MA Feb. 16 1910; m.
Elizabeth Calder Aug. 1 1938, m. Anita
Thorndike Aug. 1 1953. Registrar Boston Univ.
Sch. of Law, ret. res. Scituate MA.*
CLARK, Alan Howard. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Exec; b. St. Paul MN Oct. 23 1908; s. of
Walter B. '06; m. Corris Hume Feb. 21 1934;
ch.: Michael. Store mgr. S. K. Ames Portland
1932-37; salesman Ripley Motors Portland
1937-38; founder, prop., treas. & pres. Houlton
Farms Dairy 1938—. Dir. Water Co. Houlton
1943
—
, co-founder & dir. Houlton Regional
Development Corp. 1950-70, trustee (Unitarian
Church 1947-67, Ricker Coll. 1965-73),
member (Me. Milk Comm. 1955-68, Me. State
Governor's Economic Advisory Committee
1975
—
). Recipient: Outstanding Citizen
Award C. of C. Houlton 1967. res. Houlton.*
COCKROFT, Donald Marble. A.B., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1948. Kappa Sigma. b.
Lawrence MA Oct. 23 1908; m. Mary Heritage
May 28 1938. Claim adjuster Globe Indemnity
Co. Boston 1932-33, trainee (Am. Woolen Co.
Lawrence 1933-34, Forte Dupee & Sawyer
Boston 1934-35), mgr.-prop. Merc. Reporting
Service Lawrence & Boston 1935-42, machine
operator General Electric Co. Lynn MA
1942-43, teacher (high sch. Rumford 1946-47,
Park Sch. Indianapolis IN 1948-49, high sch.
Hyannis MA 1950-53, The Nichols Sch.
Buffalo NY 1954-60, Rivers Country Day Sch.
Weston MA 1960-66, Brooks Sch. Chatham
MA 1967-72), ret., credit investigator Cape
Cod Credit Bureau Hyannis. Served to t/5
USA 1944-46; awarded Battle Star (3), ETO
Expert Infantryman Badge 1944. Recipient:
several merit awards Am. Assn. Teachers of
French, d. Pocasset MA June 13 1976.*
COLTON, James Byers, II. A.B., A.M. SUNY
1951. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Newton MA Sept. 9 1908; m. Ruth Ruiter June
29 1935; ch.: Charles, Susan, Elizabeth.
Principal's certificate NY; teacher & coach
Loomis Sch. Windsor CT 1931-34, Albany NY
Acad, (teacher & coach 1934-42, public
relations officer 1940-53, head Latin dept.
1942-60, dir. admissions 1943-56, chmn.
foreign lang. dept. 1960
—
). Trustee Albany
Home for Children, member research
committee Classical Assn. of the Empire State.
Transl.: The Surgery of Theodoric 1960, John
of Mirfield on Wounds & Trauma 1969. res.
Albany NY.*
COOPER, Ralph Leroy. Bowdoin 1927-28.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Winfield IA Dec. 2
1902. res. unknown.
COUSENS, Lyman Abbott, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Class agt. 1948-56. Ret.; b. Portland March 1
1909; s. of Lyman A. '02; m. Helen Findlay
April 18 1936; ch.: Lyman III '61, William,
Barbara. Treas. Long Libby & Hanson Co.
Portland 1932-59, pres. Portland Savings Bank
1957-65, treas. J. B. Brown & Sons Portland
1965-74, ret. Dir. (Dana Warp Mills
Westbrook 1941-55, Dana Assoc. 1955-75,
Home for Aged Men 1945-75), trustee
(Portland Savings Bank 1945-75, Riverside
Memorial Cemetery 1970-75), chmn. Am. Red
Cross Portland 1952-56, town of Cape
Elizabeth (selectman 1952-61, member budget
committee 1961-67). Served to It. USN
1943-45. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
CRIMMINS, Arthur Lawrence. A.B. cum
laude. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Brunswick Nov.
10 1908; m. Marion Crowther July 25 1935;
ch.: Sarah, Mary, Arthur Jr. '69, Nancy,
Carolyn. Student accountant The Chesapeake
& Potomac Tel. Co. Washington DC 1931-33,
The Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. of W. Va.
(student accountant 1933-35, accountant
1935-36, traveling auditor 1936-38, voucher &
material supervisor 1938-40, plant supervisor
Charleston 1940-42; area mgr. Weston
1942-44; commercial mgr. Fairmont 1944,
Charleston 1944-52; supervising accountant
1952-55, general staff supervisor 1955-57, sec.
employees' benefit committee Charleston
1957-73), ret. Trustee Blue Shield of Southern
W. Va. 1969— dir. Guidance Council of
Charleston 1969-74, member (council Sacred
Heart Church 1970-73, Family Service of
Kahawha Valley 1975—), Lions Club
Charleston (dir. 1956-57, 1958-61; pres.
1960-61), Tel. Pioneers of Am. (pres.
Charleston council 1953-54, pres. WV chapter
1961-62, WV life member rep. 1974-75). res.
Charleston WV.*
CUSHMAN, Wesley Peables. B.S., A.M.
Columbia 1933, Ed.D. Columbia 1942. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Auburn Nov. 17 1908; s.
of Benjamin G. M'91; m. Katharine Wright
Aug. 13 1938; ch.: Samuel '63, James, Sydney.
Instr. health & physical education Moravian
Coll. Bethlehem PA 1933-36, asst. prof, health
education Mankato MN State Coll. 1938-44,
prof. Ohio State Univ. Columbus 1946-74, ret.
V.pres.-chmn. health div. Am. Assn. Health,
Physical Education & Recreation; fellow (Am.
Public Health Assn., Am. Sch. Health Assn.).
Recipient: distinguished service awards (Ohio
Public Health Assn.; Ohio Assn. for Health,
Physical Education). Co-author: Positive
Health, Reducing the Risk of
Non-communicable Disease. With USNR
1944-46. res. Worthington OH.*
DANA, Robert Wing. Bowdoin 1928-31. Psi
Upsilon. b. NYC Sept. 14 1908. res. W. Allis
WI.
DANE, Francis Smith, Jr. Bowdoin 1928-29.
Psi Upsilon. b. Lexington MA July 8 1908.
res. Carmel Valley CA.
DAVIES, Howard. A.B. cum laude. Chi Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker, b. Yarmouth
Feb. 27 1910; m. Amy Rankin June 26 1936;
ch.: Elizabeth, Edward. Mgr. Personal Finance
Co. 1931-43 (Augusta, Lewiston), registered
rep. H. M. Payson & Co. Portland 1947-76.
Past pres. Kiwanis Club Augusta, d. Portland
Nov. 14 1976.*
DAVIS, Gilman. Bowdoin 1927-29. Beta Theta
Pi. Ret.; b. Boston April 5 1908; m. Dorothy
Sears Oct. 13 1945; ch.: Deborah, Lucinda,
Melissa. Trust operations officer First Nat.
Bank of Boston 1929-73, ret. Served to sgt.
MCUSA 1942-45. res. Wellesley MA.*
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DAVIS, James Edwin. Bowdoin 1927-29.
Occ. unknown; b. Cutler March 9 1909; m.
Grace Hanson Jan. 14 1938; ch.: Walton,
Anne. res. Machiasport*
DEEKS, Arthur Joslin. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1932.
Zeta Psi. b. Whitsunville MA Nov. 10 1909;
m. Helena Tancik June 21 1941; ch.: Arthur
Jr., Jonathan, Martin. Teacher The Acad. E.
Greenwich RI 1934-36, teacher & head history
dept. Northwood Sch. Lake Placid NY
1936-41, teacher high sch. Beverly MA
1941-42, teacher & asst. head master
Northwood Sch. 1946-54, high sch. Ridgewood
NJ (teacher 1954-74, chmn. lang. dept.
1960-74), instr. & Fulbright scholar Malvern
Coll. Worcestershire England 1958-59.
Headmaster Quisset Tutoring Sch. Falmouth
MA summers, trustee W. Bergen Mental
Health Center. Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-46.
d. Wayne NJ April 4 1974.
DeGRAY, Robert. B.S. Zeta Psi. b. Shanghai
China June 26 1909; m. Hortense Power April
2 1935; ch.: Barbara, Thomas '67, Hortense.
Asst. underwriter Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.
(Montclair NJ 1931-39, Evanston IL 1939-43,
Mountain Lakes NJ 1943-45), mgr. Inland
Marine Dept. Am. Surety Co. NYC 1945-59,
v.pres. Appleton & Cox NYC 1959-68. d.
Morristown NJ March 28 1968.*
DENNIS, Richard Conant. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Gloucester MA June 13
1911; m. Alice Waring April 16 1936; ch.:
Marcia, Richard Jr. General laborer 1931-33,
trainee & other positions Filene's Boston
1933-47, general mgr. B. Peck Co. Lewiston
1947-70, ret. Pres. (Central Me. General
Hospital, United Fund, YMCA), dir. C. of C.
Served to It. USN 1944-46. res. Auburn.*
DENNISON, Frederick Collins. B.S., M.D.
Univ. Rochester 1937. Sigma Nu. Medicine;
b. Lynn MA Oct. 6 1908; m. Margaret Yewsall
Dec. 2 1939; ch.: Susan. Physician, Knox
County Hospital staff (pres., sec, treas.). Med.
advisor Selective Service board 1941-73, Knox
Co. Med. Assn. (pres., sec.-treas.). Served to
maj. MCUSAF 1942-46. res. Thomaston.*
DERBY, Donald. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1934; Ph.D. Harvard
1940. b. Richmond Hill NY May 14 1908;
m. Cordelia Pass April 13 1946; ch.: Amy,
Evelyn. Teacher high sch. Westfield MA
1941-42, archivist U.S. Nat. Archives
Washington DC 1946-47, Am. Univ. (asst.
prof, history 1947-51, assoc. prof., prof. 197-69,
asst. to pres. 1948-51, acting pres. 1951-?,
provost of the univ. 1951-53, dean of admin.
1953-54, univ. dean 1954-60, v.pres. dean of
faculties 1960-68, univ. sec. 1968-69). Served to
It. col. USA 1942-46. d. E. Dennis MA July 10
1969.
DILLENBECK, Arthur Owen, Jr. Bowdoin
1927-30. Sigma Nu. b. NYC June 21 1910;
m. Juanita Lantz Oct. 2 1937; ch.: Timothy.
With Hanff-Metzger Advt. Los Angeles CA ca.
1932, sales mgr. Pacific Outdoor Advt. Co. Los
Angeles ca. 1942, mgr. & v.pres. Duncan A.
Scott & Co. Los Angeles 1946-55, pres.
Dillenbeck-Galavan Inc. Los Angeles 1955-62.
Served to chief spec. ACUSN 1943-45. d. Los
Angeles CA Jan. 24 1962.*
DOMENECH, Juan Paul. Bowdoin 1927-28.
Delta Upsilon. b. Ponce P.R. Jan. 28 1909.
res. unknown.
DONAHUE, Gerald Harland. A.B.; M.D.,
CM. McGill 1936. Sigma Nu. b. Johnson
NH Oct. 16 1908; m. Geraldine Thompson
Aug. 18 1941; ch.: Maureen, Geraldean, Rose,
Michael, Mary. Intern 1936-40 (Newton MA,
Montreal P.Q. Canada), physician Presque Isle
1940-72. Served to maj. MCUSA; awarded
Legion of Merit (2). d. Presque Isle Nov. 25
1972.
DONWORTH, John Scott. A.B. 1931. Zeta
Psi. b. Houlton Dec. 19 1909. s. of Albert B.
'90. res. unknown.
DRAKE, Wilmer Hudson. Bowdoin 1927-30.
Delta Upsilon. b. Guilford Dec. 26 1907; m.
Evelyn True Feb. 27 1930; ch.: Hilton, Judith.
Salesman Guilford Clothing Co. 1930-40, with
Lockheed Aircraft Co. CA 1940-48, engineer
heating & air conditioning (self-employed ME
1948-61, Augusta Supply Co. 1961-67). d.
Augusta March 25 1967.*
DUDLEY, John Murchie. Bowdoin 1927-31.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Calais June 3 1909. res.
Baring.
DUNN, Frederick Hussey. Bowdoin 1927-29.
Zeta Psi. b. Ashland July 28 1909. Stunt flier
Gardner MA 197-34. d. Scarborough Sept. 2
1934.
DWYER, Basil Stuart. A.B., A.M. Bates 1943.
Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Hebron April 8 1910; m.
Mary Hawley April 20 1934. Teacher & coach
board of education (Mexico 1934-35, Rumford
1936-40), public sch. Glen Falls NY 1941-73
(teacher, coach, head history dept.). Served to
It. cdr. USNR 1943-45. res. Glen Falls NY.*
DYSON, Wallace Cobb. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland Dec. 28 1908; s. of Wallace W. M'00;
m. Edna Purvis June 22 1931; ch.: Wallace II.
d. Portland March 23 1940.
EASTMAN, Brooks. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Lovell Dec. 22 1908; m. Frances
Eastman Oct. 9 1936; ch.: Joel, Kim, Sherry,
Mark, Quentin. Teacher & coach Berwick
Acad. S. Berwick 1931-32, educational advisor
C.C.C. 1933-42 (Ellsworth, Bridgton, Bar
Harbor), teacher Fryeburg Acad. Fryeburg
1942-43, recreation dir. S. Portland 1943-47,
purchasing agt. & maintenance supt. S.
Portland Housing Authority 1947-57, ret. Asst.
dir. Portland Renewal Authority 1957-72. res.
W. Buxton.*
ECKE, Robert Skidmore. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Johns Hopkins 1935. Alpha Delta Phi.
Medicine; b. Brooklyn NY Nov. 22 1909.
Surgical intern Baltimore MD city hospitals
1936, research fellow poliomyelitis Johns
Hopkins Sch. of Medicine 1937, staff Notre
Dame Memorial Hospital Twillingate Newf.
Canada 1938-41, acting dir. Twillingate
Hospital 1948, with CIA 1950-60, research dir.
& ed. med. reports & monographs of the Inst.
of Contemporary Russian Studies Fordham
Univ. 1960-64, research in hypoglycemia
1966-69, pvt. practice 1970—. Served to It. col.
USA 1941-46; Recipient: USA Typhus Comm.
award 1944. Contbr. res. Katonah NY.*
EMMONS, John Prescott. B.S. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Dorchester MA
May 3 1908. res. unknown.
FARR, John Clark. A.B., Ed.M. Univ. N H.
1941. Ret.; b. Westbrook July 10 1910; m.
Elizabeth Cashdollar April 18 1944; ch.:
Susan, Betsy. Teacher (Kittery 1934-40,
Washington CT 1941-42), instr. Carnegie Inst.
Tech. Pittsburgh PA 1943-44, teacher
Biddeford 1945-46, teacher & principal high
sch. Washington 1946-51, public sch.
Southington CT 1952-69 (principal 1 yr., asst.
supt. 2 yrs., supt. sch. 14 yrs.), ret. Deacon &
treas. Congr. Church Southington 2 yrs., treas.
Congr. Church Branford CT 1 yr. Awarded
C.A.G.S. Univ. Conn. 1955. Served to t/5 USA
1942-43, 1944-45. res. Branford CT.*
FENTON, Alfred Hopkins. Bowdoin 1927-29.
Kappa Sigma. Class agt. 1960-75. Ret.; b.
Palmyra NY Sept. 20 1909; m. Madeleine
Gooch June 5 1937; ch.: Peter '64, Nancy.
Journalist (Filene's Boston 1929-32, Boston
Herald 1932-37, Providence RI Journal
1937-42), mgr. public relations dept. R.I. State
Council of Defense, war correspondent USA
1943-46, publicity dir. Textron Inc. 1946-47,
asst. ed. Brunswick Record 1947-48, publicity
dir. Bowdoin 1948-50, asst. to pres. Bucknell
Univ. Lewisburg PA 1951-55, sr. campaign dir.
Ketchum Inc. Pittsburgh PA 1955-73, ret. Dir.
Ketchum Inc. 1972-73. PFC USA 1943-46.
Author: Dana of the Sun (1941), Oliver Hazard
Perry (1944). res. Brunswick.*
FERNANDEZ, Leandro. Bowdoin 1927-28.
b. Toluca Mexico Nov. 29 1905. res.
unknown.
FLINT, James Clapp. A.B., B.D. Union Theol.
Sem. 1936. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Chicopee
MA April 29 1910; m. Margaret Baker June 12
1941. Minister to Congr. students Univ. Wise.
1936-42, dir. Congr. Christian Service
committee NYC 1943-46, dean of the chapel
Carleton Coll. Northfield MN 1948-50, with
U.S. State Dept. Washington DC 1950-70, ret.
Recipient: award for outstanding educational
programming Nat. Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters 1938-1939, 1940; spec, award for
regional leadership in the field of aging S.C.
Lowcountry Regional Planning Council 1974.
One of the founding members of CARE 1943.
one of six rep. of pvt. agencies to set up post
war pvt. relief program in Germany, res. Hilton
Head Is. SC.*
FLINT, Leigh Wilson. A.B. Alpha Tau Omega.
Ret.; b. Bridgton May 3 1908; m. Marguerite
James June 25 1938; ch.: Peter, Patricia.
Teacher-coach N. Yarmouth Acad. 1932-34, S.
D. Warren Co. Westbrook 1934-71 (foreman,
supt., staff asst.), manpower consultant Me.
Municipal Assn. Augusta 1971-74, ret. Kiwanis
Club Westbrook (past dir.. past pres.), city of
Westbrook (council member 1962-63. 1968-72:
mayor 1964-68). past pres. (Greater Portland
Council of Govt. 1971-72. Me. Municipal
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Assn. 1966), chmn. legislative committee Me.
Municipal Assn. 1964-68. res. Westbrook.*
FOSTER, Sydney Rae. A.B. 1932. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Brookline MA Jan. 14 1909; m.
Dorothy Clarke Aug. 26 1939; ch.: David,
Kevin. Mgr. Thompson's Spa Boston,
Raytheon Mfg. Co. 1942-68 (supervisor,
foreman Lowell MA 1952-68). d. Groton MA
Oct. 6 1968.*
FOWLER, Edwin Miller. Bowdoin 1927-28.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Manchester NH July 17
1909. res. Southbridge MA.
FULLER, Edwin Motley, Jr. A.B., M.D. Tufts
(Garcelon scholar) 1936. Psi Upsilon. Ret.;
b. Bath Aug. 2 1910; s. of Edwin M. '01; m.
Jean Troop Aug. 12 1933. General practice
medicine Bath 1938-49, dir. industrial health
Bath Iron Works 1941-49, asst.
Anesthesiologist Children's Hospital of Phila.
PA 1951, instr. anesthesia Univ. Penn. 1951-54,
clinical instr. pediatric anesthesia 1951-56
(Yale Med. Sch., Grace-New Haven CT
Hospital), anesthesia consultant W. Haven
Veterans Hospital 1951-65, dir. anesthesia
dept. Griffin Hospital Derby CT 1956-65,
anesthesia consultant MA 1965— (Cape Cod
Hospital, Falmouth Hospital). Fellow Am.
Coll. Anesthesiology, diplomate Am. Board
Anesthesiology, res. Marco Is. FL.*
FULLER, Warren Brewster. Bowdoin 1927-30.
Psi Upsilon. b. Montclair NJ Jan. 22 1910;
m. Ruth Hubbard Oct. 22 1938; ch.: Warren,
William. Salesman (Union Carbon & Carbide
Co. NYC 1930-31, Simmons Bed Co. 1931-32,
Hat Corp. of Am. NYC 1932-42), dir. & sec.
Luders Marine Construction Co. Stamford CT
1942-47 dir. Monogram Assoc. Inc. NYC 1947,
sales mgr. Wesley Simpson Inc. NYC 1947-49,
co-founder Fan Flair Co., mfg. rep. NYC
(Lombardi Mfg. Co., Hooper Assoc. ca.
1964-72). d. Stamford CT Dec. 17 1972.*
GAGE, Frank deMerritte, Jr. Bowdoin
1927-30. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Lawrence
MA Nov. 26 1907; m. Mildred Beringer April 8
1939. Sales A. E. Martell Co. Keene NH
1931-42, job rater Commercial Steel Marion
OH 1942-48, sales (Marion Paper Supply
1948-69, Capitol Paper Columbus OH
1969-75), ret. res. Marion OH.*
GATCHELL, John Campbell. A.B. b.
Brunswick March 20 1909; m. Dorothy Pratt
Nov. 26 1936; ch.: John. Piano tuner,
supervisor of music ca. 1936 (Denmark,
Limington, Sebago, Newfield, Baldwin), head
music dept. Parsonfield Sem. ca. 1942. Nat.
chmn. Jr. Federation of Bands & Orchestras, d.
Freeport Feb. 15 1948.
GILMAN, Owen Winslow. A.B. b.
Farmington Falls July 28 1909. res.
Farmington Falls.
GOULD, John Thomas. A.B., Litt.D. 1968,
Litt.D. Univ. Me. 1976. Writing; b. Boston
Oct. 22 1908; m. Dorothy Wells Oct. 22 1932;
ch.: John Jr. '60, Kathryn. Author: New
England Town Meeting ( 1 940), Pre-Natal Care
for Fathers (1941), Farmer Takes a Wife
(1945), The House That Jacob Built (1947),
And One to Grow On (1949), Neither Hay nor
Grass (1951), The Fastest Hound Dog in the
State of Maine (1953), Monstrous Depravity
(1963), Parables of Peter Partout (1964), You
Should Start Sooner (1965), Last One In
(1966), Europe on Saturday Night (1968), The
Jonesport Raffle (1969), Twelve Grindstones
(1970), The Shag Bag (1972), Glass Eyes by the
Bottle (1975), Maine Lingo (1975); contbr. res.
Friendship.*
GRAY, Robert Walter. Bowdoin 1927-28. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Dec. 2 1907. res.
Gardiner.*
GRAY, William Henry. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Semi-ret.; b. Dixfield Feb. 21 1909. Host &
interpreter Old Sturbridge Village Sturbridge
MA 1969—. res. Sturbridge MA.*
HALL, Howard Stanton. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Pasadena CA Aug. 26 1908. res. Montclair
NJ.
HARDING, Roger Wilton. Bowdoin 1927-28,
1929. Delta Upsilon. b. Brookline MA Oct.
30 1907. res. Stockton Springs.
HARMON, Gilbert Gardner. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1935. Alpha Tau Omega. Law;
b. Machias Sept. 22 1910; m. Dorothy
Thorndike March 15 1936; ch.: Nancy, Jane.
Atty. Harmon & Nichols Camden 1953—
.
Treas. Knox Woolen Co., board chmn.
Camden Nat. Bank 1965— . res. Camden.
HARRISON, Burton. A.B. Alpha Tau Omega.
Ret.; b. Townsend MA April 5 1909; m.
Madeleine McDuff April 20 1945; ch.:
Nathaniel '68, Faith. Investigator Dun &
Bradstreet Inc. Boston 1933-42, asst. v.pres. &
loan officer Arlington Five Cents Savings Bank
1945-73, ret. Served to SFC USCG 1942-45.
res. E. Woodstock CT.*
HAWKES, Delmont Wilson. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma. Semi-ret.; b. Mgr. & clerk
Rich Mill Co. Sebago Lake 1933-50, Hawkes
Lumber Co. Sebago Lake (mgr. & treas.
1950-73, treas. 1973—). res. Sebago Lake.*
HAYES, Paul Thomas. B.S., M.D. Tufts 1935.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Taunton MA May
3 1909; m. Marie MacDonough July 16 1938;
ch.: Paul Jr., David, Richard, Patricia. Intern
Worcester MA 1935-36, physician (Rumford
1936-37, Westfield MA 1937-38, Milford MA
1938-43). Served to capt. MCUSA 1944-45. d.
Auperre France Oct. 1 1945.
HEDSTROM, Oscar Gustave. Bowdoin
1927-28, 1929-30; grad. Babson Inst. 1931.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Gardner MA
Dec. 11 1907. Pres. Hedstrom Co. Bedford PA
1945-73, ret. Dir. (First Nat. Bank Bedford,
Memorial Hospital), res. Concord MA.*
HENNESSEY, Elwyn Leon. Bowdoin 1927-28.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Topsham March 26 1908;
m. Audrey Butler Aug. 10 1929, m. Florence
Roth; ch.: Blair, William. Claim adjuster
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Worcester MA, real
estate Dania FL, movie distributor Dania ca.
1948, prop, art & print Dania 7-1958, real
estate Georgetown 1958-60. d. Bath Jan. 17
1960.
HERRICK, Walter Dwight. Bowdoin 1927-29,
Ph.B. Univ. Chicago 1931, J.D. Univ. Mich.
1934. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Elmhurst IL Nov.
19 1909; m. Irene Ward Dec. 30 1965; ch.:
Walter III, Julia. Partner Herrick McNeill
McElroy & Peregrine Chicago IL 1934— . Dir.
Oak Park IL Trust & Savings Bank, past chmn.
board of trustees First United Church of Oak
Park. res. River Forest IL'.*
HOPKINS, John OUver, Jr. Bowdoin 1927-29.
b. Wilmington DE June 17 1910. Tes.
Wilmington DE.
JAMES, Mearle Kenneth. A.B., J.D. Univ. Me.
1935. Law; b. Dresden June 16 1907; m.
Mary Siegars; ch.: Mary, Ellen. Teacher
Isleboro & Portland 1946-47, social worker
Topsham 1947-?, atty. Topsham 19?— . res.
Topsham.*
JENKINS, Albert Edward. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; B.D. Epis. Theol. Sch. Cambridge
Univ. 1944. Alpha Tau Omega. Class bequest
chmn. Ret.; b. Sheffield England July 7
1908; m. Nancy Garrett Feb. 23 1946. Home
office administrator John Hancock Life Ins.
Co. Boston 1931-42, asst. minister All Saints
Epis. Church Pasadena CA 1944-46, rector (St.
Matthias Epis. Church Whittier CA 1946-73,
St. Bartholomew's Epis. Church Pico Rivera
CA 1948-52, St. Stephen's Epis. Church La
Habra CA 1954-55, emeritus St. Matthias Epis.
Church Whittier 1973—). res. Whittier CA.*
JENKS, Lawrence Andrew. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1932.
Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b. Buffalo NY
March 3 1912. Instr. mathematics Harvard
part-time 1932-33; instr. & treas. Cambridge
MA Jr. Coll. 1933-40; Benedictine monk
1940—; instr. Portsmouth RI Abbey Sch.
1942— head dept. 1957—; Roman Catholic
priest 1946— . Registrar Portsmouth Abbey
Sch. 1952—. res. Portsmouth RI.*
JEWETT, Allen Keene. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Alna April 9 1910; m.
Louise Dunton June 24 1937. Teacher high
sch., ret. With USN 1943-45, 1949-59. res.
Topsham.*
JOBSON, George Jarvis. Bowdoin 1927-28,
1929; B.S. Johns Hopkins 1935; LL.B. Univ.
Md. 1939. b. Columbus OH Oct. 30 1908.
res. unknown.
JOHNSON Guy Dibble, Jr. Bowdoin 1927-28.
Zeta Psi. b. Javana Cuba Dec. 8 1908. res.
Lincroft NJ.
KAZUTOFF, Alexander. Bowdoin 1927-29.
b. Boston Oct. 1 1909. res. Tarzana CA.
KENDALL, Lloyd Wenrworth. A.B. cum laude,
M.Arch. Harvard 1936. Alpha Tau Omega.
Architecture; b. Manchester NH July 26
1910; m. Georgina Matson June 9 1956.
Draftsman David J. Abrahams Boston
1936-42, inspector Sacks-Kaplan Corp.
Brookline MA 1942-45, architect Boston
(David J. Abrahams & Assoc. 1945-66, Israel
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Nigrosh Assoc. 1966-70, Bernard Soep Assoc.
1970—). Dir. Mount Crescent Water Co.
1968—. res. Watertown MA.*
KLEIBACKER, Fred Rawlings, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Univ. Ia. (Rockefeller fellow)
1935. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital
campaign area committee chmn. Ret.; b.
Pittsburgh PA Dec. 12 1908; m. Ann Fleming
June 18 1940; ch.: Braden, Kathryn, Christian,
Fred III. Free-lance writer; dir. Nashville TN
Playhouse 1936-42; production mgr. WSM-TV
Nashville 1950-57; WIIC-TV Pittsburgh (dir.
productions 1957-68, public affairs 1968-73);
ret. 1974. Member vestry Christ Epis. Church,
chmn. (Alcohol Council of Allegheny Cty,
education committee Pittsburgh Urban
League). Served to maj. USA 1942-46.
Recipient: Golden Quill, duPont, Assoc. Press,
Freedoms Foundation awards and other
citations including two Emmy nominations for
special TV documentaries; Nat. Bronze Key
Award Nat. Council on Alcoholism, res.
Pittsburgh PA.*
KNOX, Charles Albert, Jr. Bowdoin 1927-31.
Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Ridgefield Park NJ Feb. 8
1908; m. Lee Power April 7 1935; ch.: Susan,
Sara. Salesman Oldsmobile dealers Bergen
County NJ 1933-ca. 1968, ret. Seaman USN
1944-45; awarded Asiatic Pacific Battle Stars,
res. Maywood NJ.*
KRAETZER. Joseph Gibbs. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Lexington MA Jan. 27
1909; m. Sally Redman Dec. 26 1964 (2nd
marriage); ch.: Susan. Underwriter Boston
(Employers Liability 1931-41, O'Brion Russell
1941-53), asst. mgr. S. C. Luce & Co. Vineyard
Haven MA 1953-63, pres. Is. Ins. Vineyard
Haven 1963-74, ret. Member Chilmark MA
(finance committee, conservation comm.,
public library board). PFC USA 1943-44. res.
Chilmark MA.*
LAM, George Lorant. A.B.; A.M. Cornell
1933; Ph.D. Cornell 1938; A.B., A.M. Yale.
b. Resiczabanya Yugoslavia June 9 1909; m.
Mildred French, m. Jeannette Brinsmade,
married again. Asst. ed. Yale Univ. edition
Horace Walpole's Correspondence 1937-70,
research assoc. Yale 1937-70. Member board of
dir. New Haven CT Symphony Orchestra.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1942-45, served with
U.S. military Vienna Austria 1945-48; awarded
Bronze Star. d. New Haven CT Aug. 22 1970.
LANDER, Seth Weston. Bowdoin 1927-29.
Kappa Sigma, b. Augusta May 25 1908; m.
Martha Perkins June 21 1935. With Arthur W.
Lander Printer Newport 1929-37. d. Newport
Nov. 2 1937.
LATHBURY, Vincent Tibbols, Jr. A.B. 1930,
M.D. Tufts 1934. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b.
Pittsfield Nov. 4 1909; m. Faith Cony July 3
1936, m. Carolyn Guion June 11 1963; ch.:
Vincent III, Susan. Intern Memorial Hospital
Worcester MA 1934-36, student
neuropsychiatry USN Hospital Phila. PA
summer 1945, general practice & surgeon
Augusta 1936-42, psychiatric resident Penn.
Hospital 1946-48, staff & sr. attending
psychiatrist Inst, of the Penn. Hospital
1948-65, visiting psychiatrist Phila. PA General
Hospital 1948-55, psychiatrist pvt. practice
Rockland 19?— . Univ. Penn. Sch. of Medicine
(instr. 1947-50, assoc. psychiatry 1950-53, asst.
prof. 1953-65), consultant V.A. hospital
Coatesville PA part-time 1947-55, exec,
psychiatrist Phila. Deans Committee 1947-55,
consultant psychiatry Valley Forge Army
Hospital Phoenixville PA 1954-65, consultant
Taylor Hospital Ridley Park PA 1955-59,
consultant psychiatry (Univ. Me. Orono
Student Health Center 1964— , Me. Guidance
Center Bangor 1964-68, Pineland Hospital &
Training Center Pownal 1964-67), dir.
Mid-Coast Mental Health Clinic Rockland
1966-73, F.A.C.P., life fellow Am. Psychiatric
Assn. Served to cdr. USNR 1942-45.
Co-author: Their Mothers' Daughters (1950),
contbr. res. Camden.*
LeBOUTILLIER, George Tyrrell. Bowdoin
1927-29. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Andover
MA Sept. 18 1908; m. Miriam Randall Nov. 24
1934. Sch. of Practical Art Boston (teacher
1935-39, curriculum dir. 1939-41), Harvard
(lectr. 1942-46, asst. prof. 1947-53), Ohio Univ.
Athens (lectr. 1953-65, assoc. prof. 1965-68,
emeritus 1968
—
), assoc. with Earl C. Stephens
Architect & Assoc. Parkersburg WV 1965-73,
ret. Member Tinmouth VT (listers board
1971-73, town planning comm. 1972-73). res.
Tinmouth Vt.*
LEE, Robert John. Bowdoin 1927-29. Sigma
Nu. b. Danbury CT May 24 1910. With The
Frank E. Lee Co. NYC 1930-?. d. Nov. 1953.
LEONARD, Raymond Reed. A.B., LL.B. St.
John's Univ. 1937. Delta Upsilon. b. Boston
Feb. 3 1909; m. Anne Knapp April 14 1933;
ch.: Margaret, John. Credit investigator Dun &
Bradstreet NYC 1931-32, credit dept. Central
Hanover Bank & Trust Co. NYC 1932-43,
Bristol-Meyers Co. Hillside NJ (dir. 1943-45,
plant mgr. 1945-47), pres. & dir. Sun Tube
Corp. Hillside 1947-51, sales mgr.
Curtiss-Wright Aeronautical Co. Woodbridge
NJ 1951-52, general mgr. Hillyer Instrument
Co. NYC 1952-54, Rowe Mfg. Co. Whippany
NJ (asst. to pres. 1954-55, v.pres. 1955-60, pres.
1960-62, business & financial consultant
1962-64), financial advisor Hayden-Stone &
Co. Inc. Short Hills NJ 1964-?, atty. Public
Defender's Office Morristown NJ 1971.
Industry panel member War Labor Board
WWII, trustee Elizabeth NJ General Hospital,
d. NYC Oct. 11 1971.
LIBBEY, Robert Ireland. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Eliot Oct. 24 1908; m.
Elizabeth Coristine Aug. 16 1932; ch.: Albert.
Supervisory work Moore Business Forms Inc.
res. Eliot.*
LIPPENCOTT, Edmond Nash, Jr. B.S. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Phila. PA Feb. 11 1907. res. S.
Paricme Austria.
LOCHHEAD, John Lipton. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1932, B.S. Columbia 1947. Kappa
Sigma. Ret.; b. Winthrop MA April 26 1909.
Cashier & purser Eastern Steamship Lines
Boston 1932-40, stenographer Thomas
O'Connor Construction Co. Boston 1941-42,
librarian Mariners Museum Newport News
VA 1946-76, ret. Served with USN 1942-46. res.
Winthrop MA.* N
Lo CICERO, Michael. Bowdoin 1927-31. b.
Italy Feb. 22 1909. res. Huntington Beach CA.
LORING, Charles Parker, Jr. A.B. 1932. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Auburn June 20 1909; m.
Florrie Wright June 24 1933; ch.: Constance,
William. With Cushman-Hollis Co. Auburn
1931-33; prop. C. Parker Loring, Printer
Auburn 1933-43; mgr. Evans Printing Co.
Concord NH 1946-50; v.pres. sales The J. C.
Hall Co. Pawtucket RI 1950-53; salesman
Dennison & Sons Long Is. City NY 1954-57;
prop. C. Parker Loring, Bank Stationer (E.
Providence RI 1958-64, Yarmouth 1964-75);
ret. Pres. Jaycees Lewiston-Auburn 1938, dir.
Boston Litho Club 1948-50. Served to cdr.
USNR 1943-46, ret. 1965; awarded Air Medal,
res. Cumberland Foreside.*
LORING, John Albert. Bowdoin 1927-28,
1929-30. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Watertown MA
Dec. 6 1909; m. Bertha Mandelle June 16
1934; ch.: John, Virginia. Field rep. & custom
line dir. Retail Credit Co. Boston 1940-73, ret.,
independent contractor-investigator 1973—
.
Chmn. board of health Watertown 1960-63,
member finance committee Phillips Church
Watertown 1963— . res. Needham MA.*
MANN, Parker. Bowdoin 1927-28, A.B. Bates
1932, D.M.D. Harvard 1939. b. Auburn Dec.
25 1909. res. Auburn.
MAYNARD, Robert Edward. B.S. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Ret.; b. Boston Aug. 27 1909; m.
Clara Minsinger June 24 1934; ch.: Christine.
Instr. mathematics (Phillips Acad. Andover
MA 1931-74, The Jonathan French
Foundation 1964-74), ret. res. Andover MA.*
MCCARTHY, William Dennis. Bowdoin
1927-28, Ph.D. Brown Univ. 1931, M.D.
Cornell 1935. b. Lonsdale RI Aug. 1 1908;
m. Katherine Delanty June 13 1936; ch.:
Dennis, Margaret. Resident Bellevue Hospital
NYC 1936-37, cancer fellow Sloan-Kettering
Memorial Hospital NYC 1937-41, surgical
fellow Lahey Clinic Boston 1941-43, cancer
spec. & surgeon pvt. practice Oakland CA
1947-76. Served to It. cdr. MCUSNR 1943-46.
Contbr. d. Oakland CA Sept. 21 1976.*
McFARLAND, Robert Morton. B.S. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Detroit MI June 5 1910; m.
Katharyne Painter; ch.: Robert, Gloria.
Student Harvard 1931-32, chem. engineer
duPont 1936-72, ret. 1972. res. Vero Beach
FL.*
MERRIAM, Donald Emery. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1932.
Kappa Sigma. b. Cambridge MA April 1
1910; m. Lizta Vardavoulis June 15 1955; ch.:
Ann. Instr. (French Harvard 1932-34, Gow
Sch. S. Wales NY 1934-35, Wilbraham MA
Acad. 1937-44. St. Paul's Sch. Concord MA
1944-47), Me. state dir. Nat. Youth Admin.
Portland 1935-36, Me. state supervisor Adult
Education WPA Augusta 1936-37. Phillips
Acad. Andover MA (instr. 1947-65, chmn.
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Spanish dept. 1962-65). New Eng. MLA (treas.,
v.pres., pres.). Served with USN 1943. d.
Andover MA May 1 1965.*
MILNER, Edwin. B.S. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b.
Newton MA March 29 1908; m. Helen Carlton
July 15 1933, m. Dorothy Stanton Aug. 13
1976; ch.: John, Ann. Sales mgr. Cooper Box
Co. res. Naples FL.*
MORRELL, Forbes Lloyd. Bowdoin 1927-31.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Cape George Nova
Scotia June 6 1908. res. New Gloucester.
MORRIS, Richard Edmund. B.S. b. Quincy
MA Oct. 23 1906. res. Cumberland Foreside.
MULLIN, David Payne. Bowdoin 1927-28,
1929-31. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Bartlett NH
Nov. 30 1909; s. of Seth S. M'08; m. Dorothy
Conley July 16 1938. Personnel spec, ret. res.
Bath.*
MURCH, Donald Edmund. Bowdoin 1927-29.
b. Freedom ME June 9 1908. res.
Dover-Foxcroft.
NEAL, Franklin Bickley. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Washington DC Aug. 9 1909; m. Dorothy
Martin, m. Barbara Suter Oct. 13 1966; ch.:
Franklin, Carl. Office mgr. Oakhurst Dairy
Bath 1933-41, payroll supervisor USMC
shipyard S. Portland 1941-44, cost controller
Sylvania Electric Salem MA 1944-72, ret. d.
Exeter NH Sept. 14 1976.*
OBEAR, Richard William. A.B., Ed.M. Tufts
1946. b. Somerville MA July 18 1909; m.
Mary Johnston June 29 1946. High sch.
Somerville (teacher 1933-41, librarian 1942-53),
prop, electrical retailing business Somerville
1937-53. d. Arlington MA Jan. 2 1954.
PARMENTER, Edward Carl. A.B., BSE.
Fitchburg State Coll. 1936, M.E. Fitchburg
State Coll. 1946. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.;
b. Watertown MA April 12 1909; m. Ruth
Bowen April 15 1933; ch.: Peter. Principal (jr.
high sch. Littleton MA 1936-41; elementary
sch. Harvard MA 1941-42, Chelmsford MA
1947-75), ret. Chmn. standing committee
Unitarian Church, pres. teachers assn.
Chelmsford, Chelmsford Scholarship Fund
(member, incorporator, chmn.). Served to It.
USN 1942-46. res. Chelmsford MA.*
PERKINS, David Carol. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1932. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Portland Dec. 25
1909; m. Eleanor Sullivan Aug. 11 1947; ch.:
Nancy, David. Various positions to general
public relations supervisor New Eng. Tel. Co.,
ret. Chmn. disaster committee Am. Red Cross
Greater Boston 1950-54. Served to It. cdr. USN
1943-46. res. Chebeague Is.*
PERRY, Richard. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Business; b. Westwood MA Sept. 10 1906;
m. Nancy Osgood April 22 1944 ; 4 children.
With Fiduciary Trust Co. Boston 1931-65,
appraiser & trustee Perry Assoc. Lincoln MA
1970— . Chevalier de la Legion D'Honneur
1975. res. Lincoln MA.*
PICKERING, Norton Wright. Bowdoin
1927-31. Sigma Nu. b. Salem MA June 5
1908. d. March 12 1977.
PINKHAM, Stanley Dunton. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Trevett July 19 1908; s. of Stephen H.
'05. res. unknown.
PIPER, William Sanford, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Western Reserve Univ. 1946, Ph.D. Norwich
Univ. 1960. Delta Upsilon. Alumni Council
1957-61 (pres. 1959-60). b. Worcester MA
March 8 1908; m. Mary Stephen July 1 1939;
ch.: Stephen '62, Richard, Elsie. Teacher
(Westminster Sch. Simsbury CT 1932-33,
McDonogh Sch. Baltimore MD 1933-37,
Beacon Sch. Wellesley Hills MA 1937-38),
Univ. Sch. Cleveland OH (instr. 1938-41; dir.
admissions, alumni sec, dir. public relations
1941-49), headmaster (Ashley Hall Charleston
SC 1949-54, Worcester Acad. 1954-68),
established counseling service for high sch. &
coll. age students 1968, headmaster Rockwood
Acad. Lenox MA 1969-71. Pres. (Charleston
Symphony Orchestra Assn., Mass. Assn.
Independent Sch.), chmn. (Charleston Assn.
for UN, volunteer services div. Golden Rule
Fund Am. Red Cross United Appeal), Student
Achievement Inst. Worcester (co-founder, dir.,
exec, sec), member (board of dir. S.P.C.A.,
advisory board Reading Research Inst.
Wellesley MA), trustee NYA. Recipient: Boy
Scouts of Am. Silver Beaver Award. Contbr. d.
Worcester MA Nov. 21 1974.*
PRINCE, Donald Francis. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1933. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b.
Auburn May 7 1910; m. Katherine Hallowell
1933, m. Elaine Bush April 16 1949; ch.:
Barbara, Donald Jr. '61, Allen '62, Diane,
Jeffrey, Nancy '74, Cheryl '78. General
management Dennison Mfg. Co. Framingham
MA 1933-75, ret. Dir. S. Middlesex Co-op
Bank 1955— . res. Framingham MA.*
PROUTY, Charles Gardner. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Farming & maintenance; b. Norwell
MA Sept. 10 1910; m. Mary Montgomery Oct.
11 1941; ch.: Richard, Alan. Poultry farmer
self-employed Norwell 1933-67, janitor public
sch. Hingham MA 1967— . Registrar of voters
Norwell 20 yrs. res. Accord MA.*
QUEEN, John Waters, Jr. Bowdoin 1927-29.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston MA April 21 1907.
res. Norwell MA.
RAMSAY, Wayne Vogdes. Bowdoin 1927-29,
D.O. Phila. Coll. Osteopathic Medicine 1933.
Alpha Tau Omega. Medicine; b. Phila. PA
Jan. 20 1910; m. Hazel Edden Sept. 7 1935;
ch.: Jane, Elizabeth, Deborah. Osteopathic
physician Detroit MI 1935— . Elder Presby.
Church, res. Detroit MI.*
RAMSEY, Richard Horace. A.B. b. Dexter
Dec. 17 1908; m. Ethelyn Additon June 21
1941; ch.: Philip '69. Teacher (Dexter, Garland
1931-33), with Powdrell & Alexander Inc.
Danielson CT 1933-34, Ramsay & Gates Co.
Dexter (clerk 1934-36, mgr. 1937-39, pres.
1940-73), teacher McAllister Sch. of
Embalming 1939-40. Served to cpl. USA
1942-45. d. Dexter Feb. 24 1974.*
REHDER, Gerhard Oskar. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1932. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Recipient: Distinguished
Bowdoin Educator Award 1975. Ret.; b.
Boston Nov. 9 1908. Bowdoin (teaching fellow
1935-37, instr. history 1938-39), instr.
Cambridge MA Sch. of Liberal Arts 1939-40,
coll. rep. Ginn & Co. Boston 1946, Roxbury
MA Latin Sch. 1947-75 (history master, chmn.
history dept.), ret. Served to capt. USA &
USAAF 1940-46. res. Dedham MA.*
RICE, Wilfred Gould. Bowdoin 1927-29.
Occ. unknown; b. Peekskill NY Feb. 7 1908.
res. Medford MA.*
RICHMOND, Albert Francis. A.B. cum laude.
Retail business; b. Washington RI July 12
1908; m. Annie Corr Oct. 10 1936. Prop.
Richmond Granite & Marble Taunton MA.
res. Raynham MA.*
ROBINSON, Gorham Samuel. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Bangor Aug. 24 1908; m. Ruth Brown
June 17 1933; ch.: Peter, Judith, William. With
John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston
1931-37, with William F. Robinson Inc.
Bangor 1937-43. d. Bangor Dec. 24 1943.
ROBINSON, Harold Parks. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. Petroleum products distribution; b.
Bangor April 7 1909; m. Margaret Duffy Sept.
30 1939; ch.: Martha. With Robinson-Kenney
Inc. Brewer. Dir. (Me. Truck Owners Assn.,
Me. Oil Dealers Assn.), board member (St.
Joseph's Hospital, Salvation Army), res.
Bangor.*
ROGERS, Allen. A.B. Chi Psi. b. Lawrence
MA Nov. 11 1909; m. Hazel Jordan Nov. 21
1940. With Nat. Credit Office Inc. NYC
1931-33 (founder Retail Furniture Section
1933-?, head dept. store section 197-42, mgr.
Commercial Paper div. 1946-71), ret.,
consultant (Moody's Commercial Paper div.,
Moody's Investors Service Inc. 197-72). Served
to 1st It. USA 1942-46. d. BronxviUe NY
March 22 1972.
ROSE, Herbert Harris. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Machias Sept. 20 1909. d. Michiasport
March 8 1977.
SHEPLEY, Robert Lawrence. Bowdoin
1927-30. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Canton IL Oct.
3 1909. res. Canton IL.
SHUTE, Benjamin Robert. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Wortendyke NJ Jan. 22 1911. res.
Redding Ridge CT.
SIGEL, Franz. Bowdoin 1927-29. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. NYC April 12 1909; m. Lola
Waterman Dec. 22 1942. Bill collector
Stephens Fuel Co. NYC 1928, mail clerk
Loew's Inc. NYC 1929, dye house worker
Webster Woolen Co. Sabattus 1930-33,
woodcutter CCC Cold River NH 1933-34,
rubber worker Webster Rubber Co. Sabattus
1934-41, soldier (sgt. USA 1941-45; SFC
USAR U.S., Germany, Korea 1950-65), Xerox
operator & purchasing agt. Marubeni-Iida
(America) Inc., ret. Awarded Silver Star 1945,
Bronze Star 1947, Combat Infantry Badge
1945, Nat. Defense Service Medal (1942, 1951,
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1963), Am. Campaign Medal 1942,
European-African-Middle Eastern Campaign
Medal 1943, French Fourragere Croix de
Guerre with Star. res. Hemet CA & Sabattus.*
SMALL, William Nickerson. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Dorchester MA Oct. 27 1909. res.
Gainesville VA.
SMITH, Hiram. Bowdoin 1927-29. b.
Brunswick June 15 1905; m. Marguerite Peters
Feb. 25 1932; ch.: Peter, Richard. Drug
salesman Bethlehem PA 1929-33, with U.S.
Bureau Census 1933-34, statistical clerk WPA
1936-37. d. Bath Jan. 18 1938.
SMITH, Jacob. B.S., M.D. Univ. Vt. 1935.
Medicine; b. Brunswick Oct. 28 1908; m.
Sara Levine Dec. 10 1932; ch.: Richard '69.
Intern Auburn NY City Hospital 195-36,
physician Bath 19?— . Served to maj. MCUSA
1942-46. res. Bath.*
SMITH, LendaU Aubrey. A.B. Sigma Nu. 1972
capital campaign worker. Business
management; b. Kennebunk Aug. 5 1910; m.
Marilyn Libby June 5 1942; ch.: Lendall '67,
June '75. Asst. mgr. B. A. Smith Co.
Kennebunk 1931-36, office mgr. Amoco
Sanford 1936-38, part-time teacher high sch.
Sanford 1945-46, pres. & mgr. B. A. Smith Co.
Kemrerjunk 1945— . Rotary Club Kennebunk
(pres. 1953-54, dir. 1954-56). Served to 1st It.
USA 1942-45. Chaired committee that
introduced council-mgr. form of govt, in
Kennebunk. res. Kennebunk.*
SMITH, Robert Henry. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Worcester MA Feb. 8 1908; m. Velma Kelly
Oct. 14 1936; ch.: Robert Jr., Judith, Valerie.
Ins. Winchester MA 1933-42, prop. R. H.
Smith & Co. Boston 1942-52. Served to It. USN
1944-46. d. N. Scituate MA Sept. 14 1952.
SMITHWICK, Austin Kenney. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Business exec; b. Geneva NY
May 12 1909; m. Frances Holt Oct. 6 1945;
ch.: Harrison, Frances, Sally. Salesman (King
Co. Owatonna MN 1931-33, Portland Union
Securities Co. 1933-34), v.pres. Carl K. Ross &
Co. Portland 1934-39, pres. Smithwick & Co.
Inc. Portland 1939-42, v.pres. A. W. Smith &
Co. Boston 1946-51, general partner Moors &




Research Assoc. 1969-70, trustee (Shore
Country Day Sch. 1959-70, Pingree Sch.
1965—). Served to It. USCG 1941-46. res.
Beverly Farms MA.*
SMYTH, Hawthorne Lewis. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Mt.
Vernon NY Oct. 12 1909; m. Evelyn Stedman
June 10 1937; ch.: Evelyn, Robert. Teacher
(Friends Acad. Locust Valley NY 1934-35,
Indian Mt. Sch. Lakeville CT 1935-36,
Eaglebrook Sch. Deerfield MA 1936-37,
Fieldston Sch. NYC 1938-51, public sch.




Health Day Center 1974—, Deep River
Conservation Trust Inc. 1975
—
). Painter of
several hundred portraits some of which are
hanging in various public bldg. & univ. res.
Essex CT*
SMYTH, Julian Clifford. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. b. NYC Oct. 30 1907;
m. Olga Quintero Sept. 15 1934; ch.: Douglas
'61. With W. R. Grace Co. NYC 1931-41,
teacher Poughkeepsie NY Day Sch. 1941-48,
dir. High Valley Sch. Clinton Corners NY
1944-68. d. Clinton Corners NY Jan. 30 1968.*
SNIDER, John Lincoln. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. Class agt. 1931-38.
Ret.; b. Washington Court House OH June
21 1910; m. Margaret Jacobs June 21 1934;
ch.: William, Charles. Investigator Dun &
Bradstreet 1931-40, office mgr. General
Electric 1940-52, auditor (Lybrand, Ross Bros.
& Montgomery Boston 1952-56; Tufts Univ.
1956-75), ret. res. Newton MA.*
SOMES, Robert Clinton. Bowdoin 1927-29.
b. Salem MA March 28 1908. res. unknown.
SOUTHER, George Hartwell. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Boston Aug. 26 1907; m. Ruth
Robbins Feb. 18 1939. Agt. ins. co. Waban
MA 1931-36, with Lever Brothers Co.
(Syracuse NY 1936-46, Westwood MA
1946-55), with E. F. Drew Co. Portland
1955-56, mfg. agt. Portland 1956-57. Served to
s/sgt. USA 1943-46. d. Togus July 20 1957.*
SPRAGUE, Robert Goldwin. Bowdoin
1927-29. Theta Delta Chi. b. Lynn MA
March 27 1909. Served with USA WWII. d.
Rutland MA July 1 1955.
STONE, Roger Kenneth. Bowdoin 1927-29.
Ret.; b. Watertown MA Dec. 6 1908; m.
Barbara Hawkes, married again; 5 children,
res. Alfred.
SWEET, Herman Royden. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Harvard (Austin teaching fellow) 1934,
Ph.D. Harvard 1940. Ret.; b. Attleboro MA
Nov. 3 1909; m. Esther Colby Nov. 28 1931;
ch.: Dana '63, Haven. Tufts Univ. (instr.
biology 1937-42, asst. prof. 1942-48, assoc.
prof. 1954-75, emeritus 1975—). Sigma Xi
Tufts chapter (charter member 1942, sec.-treas.
1942-57), assoc. ed. Am. Orchid Soc. bulletin
1954-61, Mass. Orchid Soc. (pres. 1958-60 &
1964-65, sec.-treas. 1952-58), assoc. dir.
research project supported by
Givaudan-Delawanna Inc. 1945-47, research
assoc. Orchid Herbarium of Oakes Ames
Harvard Univ. 1965
— , sec.-treas. (Tufts
chapter Am. Assn. Univ. Prof. 1944-50, Int.
Orchid Comm. 1966-69), treas. New Eng.
Botanical Club 1967— Am. Orchid Soc. Inc.
(trustee 1968-74, emeritus judge 1971
—
), fellow
Linnean Soc. of London England 1967—
.
Recipient: gold medal Mass. Orchid Soc. 1967.
Co-author: The Orchids of the Southern
Ryukyu Islands (1974), Flora of the Lesser
Antilles: Orchidaceae (1974), Artificial Hybrid
Generic Names of Orchids (1974); contbr. res.
Medford MA.*
SZUKALA, Raymond John. A.B., LL.B„ Yale
1935. Psi Upsilon. b. Yonkers NY July 19
1908. res. unknown.
TAYLOR, Thomas South. Bowdoin 1927-30.
Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Phila. PA Oct. 13 1908;
m. Arlene Goshen Feb. 17 1933; ch.: Carole.
Salesman (John Wanamaker Phila. PA
1931-32, R. O. H. Hill Inc. NYC 1933-36,
Gibson Art Co. Cincinnati OH 1937-56), sales
mgr. P. F. Volland Co. Joliet IL 1957-58,
salesman Rust Craft Cards Dedham MA
1959-64, dist. mgr. U.S. Census Bureau
Portland 1970, ret. res. Lovell.*
THOMAS, Elias, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Portland Dec. 30 1908. res.
Portland.
THOMPSON, David Sanford. Bowdoin
1927-28. b. Newton MA May 22 1909. d.
Newton MA April 13 1928.
TORREY, Richard Appleton. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Groton MA June 19 1907; m. Adelaide
Mountain Sept. 29 1934. Teacher high sch.
Groton 1932-33, with Pepperell MA Card Co.,
with George H. Pierce Construction Co., lab.
asst. Groton Leatherboard Co. 1934-68, prop.
Woodhaven Flower Shop Groton 1964-68. Sec.
& treas. Groton Drymat Makers Union, chmn.
parish committee First Parish Unitarian
Church Groton. d. Groton MA Nov. 21 1968.*
TRUE, Wallace Morse. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1933; Ph.D.
Harvard 1939. b. Litchfield April 14 1907.
Teaching fellow history Bowdoin 1934-35, asst.
prof. (Russian history Harvard 1936-37, history
Radcliffe Coll. 1937-38, Russian history
Harvard 1938-39), Howard Coll. Birmingham
AL (instr. history 1939-41, asst. prof. 1941-43),
asst. prof, history Fla. State Coll. for Women
1943-44. d. Tallahassee FL Nov. 17 1944.
TUCKER, Frederick Conrad. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Ocean Park CA June 14
1907. res. unknown.
UPHAM, Everett Lyman, Jr. Bowdoin
1927-30. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Boston Dec. 26
1908; m. Virginia Elmer Aug. 12 1939; ch.:
Everett III, James. Teller Boston Five Cents
Savings Banks 1930-57. d. Needham MA June
29 1957.
VANNER, Charles Maxwell. Bowdoin 1927-28.
b. Somerville MA Oct. 13 1907; m. Eleanor
Riggs Sept. 16 1936; ch.: Grace, Charles Jr.
Asst. sales dept. First Nat. Bank Boston
1931-39, with Boston Woven Hose & Rubber
Co. 1939-?, sales rep. Bicknell-Fuller
Corrugated Container Corp. Everett MA
197-72. d. Gloucester MA May 12 1972.
VEDDER, John Warren, Jr. Bowdoin 1927-29.
Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Wilmington DE June
27 1907; m. Anita Lombardelli Sept. 9 1956
(2nd marriage); ch.: Gretchen, Warren. With
First Nat. Bank Boston 1930-35, with
Mechanics Nat. Bank Worcester MA 1935-40.
with Suffolk Savings Bank for Seamen Boston
1940-43, with Brookline MA Savings Bank
1945-67 (v.pres., trustee), ret. V.mavor
Highland Beach FL 1969-72. Served with USA
1943-45. res. Delray Beach FL.*
WALKER, Paul Andrew. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa: A.M. Harvard 1932:
Ph.D. Harvard 1936. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
Belmont MA April 5 1910; m. Nathalie Moon
May 21 1933; ch.: Beverly. Brian. Grad. asst.
Harvard 1931-36, Univ. Conn, (instr. zoology
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1936-40, asst. prof. 1940-42), Randolph-Macon
Women's Coll. Lynchburg VA (assoc. prof.
1942-45; prof., chmn. biology dept. 1945-61),
vicar (St. Peter's Altavista VA 1961-62,
Epiphany Epis. Chapel Timonium MD
1962-65, Epiphany Epis. Church Timonium
1965-66), pres. Ministerial Assn. Towson &
Timonium MD 1966, member & chaplain
Rotary Club Timonium 1962-66. Fellow
AAAS. Contbr. d. Timonium MD March 1
1966.*
WEEKS, William Harlow. Bowdoin 1927-29.
Zeta Psi. b. Augusta Nov. 1 1909; m.
Eleanor Aldrich. Founder & pres. Candor Co.
NC 197-71. d. Winston-Salem NC Nov. 8 1971.
WHIPPLE, James Aldrich. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Harvard 1935, M.A.O. Staley Coll. 1948.
Alpha Tau Omega. Law; b. Winthrop MA
Jan. 6 1910; m. Mona Peterson Oct. 5 1938;
ch.: John '68. Atty. self-employed Boston
1935-68. Served to It. USN 1942-46. res. W.
Chatham MA.*
WHISTON, Donald. Bowdoin 1927-28, B.S.
M.I.T. 1932. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b.
Stoneham MA Nov. 10 1908; m. Mae
Elizabeth ?Bettie? Christie Oct. 13 1937; ch.:
Dana, Norris, Martha. Professional structural
engineer (MA); instr. physics Yale-in-China
Science Sch. Central China Coll. Wuchang
China 1934-36, research asst. bldg. materials
lab. M.I.T. 1937-40, McCreery & Theriault
Boston 1940-43 (field engineer, job expediter),
plant supt. M.I.T. radar sch. Boston 1943-46,
asst. supt. M.I.T. physical plant dept. 1946-51,
construction mgr. raw materials div. Atomic
Energy Comm. Washington DC 1951-53,
general supt. Chem. Construction Corp. Am.
Cyanamid NYC 1953-54, M.I.T. physical plant
dept. 1954-74 (asst. & assoc. dir., deputy dir.),
ret., consultant Kingston MA 1974— . Contbr.
res. Kingston MA.*
WHITE, Maurice. Bowdoin 1927-31.
Business; b. Lawrence MA Dec. 18 1908;
married; 3 children. Operator & prop. Hotel
Edison Lynn MA 19?— . res. Marblehead MA.
WINGATE, Francis Alfred. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1933, Ph.D. Ohio State Univ.
1950. Zeta Psi. b. Hallowell March 17 1909;
m. Helen Abbot June 28 1937; ch.: Anthony,
George. With Jordan Marsh Co. Boston
1933-34, with R. H. White Co. Boston 1934-35,
with Clarke Sch. Hanover NH 1935-36, with
Clarkson Coll. of Tech. Potsdam NY 1936-40,
with Syracuse Univ. 1946-73, v.pres. & treas.
Onondaga Community Coll. Syracuse NY
1973-77. Dir. (Syracuse Univ. Press 1960-70,
First Federal Savings & Loan Assn. Syracuse
1964-77, Welsbach Corp. 1966-71), chmn.
finance committee Unity Mutual Life Ins. Co.
1967-77, Henry & Henry (dir. 1970-73, chmn.
finance committee 1971-77). Served to col.
USA 1941-46. d. Syracuse NY March 7 1977.*
WINSLOW, Warren Everett. A.B., J.D.
Harvard 1934. Kappa Sigma. Law; b.
Portland June 7 1910; m. Marguerite Clifford
Sept. 6 1934; ch.: Nancy, Warren Jr. Atty.
Served to It. col. USA 1941-46. res.
Cumberland Foreside.*
WONSON, John Fletcher. Bowdoin 1927-30.
Delta Upsilon. b. Gloucester MA Aug. 4
1908. res. Huntington MA.
WOODMAN, George M, Jr. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. Business exec; b. Westbrook May 6
1907; m. Audrey Chandler June 9 1934; ch.:
Chandler, Deborah, Timothy, George III,
Jonathan. Professional engineer (MA); yacht
designer self-employed S. Portland 1933-34,
scientific draftsman (Gibbs & Cox Inc. NYC
1934-39, Bethlehem Steel Co. Quincy MA
1939-41), chief engineer Dodge Boat & Plane
Corp. Newport News VA 1941-42, naval
architect (USN Miami FL 1942-43, 1st Service
Command USA Boston 1943-46), pres. & treas.
The Country Loft Inc. 1946-54 (Hingham MA,
Rockland MA, Newfield NH), naval architect
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Kittery 1954-72,
ret. 1972-75, v.pres. Reeds Oldsmobile-General
Motors Co. Inc. Portsmouth NH 1975—.
Recipient: 3rd prize Int. Ocean Racing Yacht
Designing Contest by Cruising Club of Am.
1934. res. York.*
ZOLOV, Benjamin. Bowdoin 1927-30, M.D.
Tufts 1934. Medicine; b. Portland Dec. 12
1909; m. Edith Goodman July 13 1932; ch.:
David '59, Donna, Deborah. Physician allergist
Portland 1936—. Med. dir. Portland City
Hospital 1945—. USPHS 1944-45. res.
Portland.*
Class of 1932
AHERN, Philip Charles. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Boston June 3 1907; m. Virginia
Owen June 22 1940; ch.: David, Nancy,
Richard, Miriam. Asst. dir. Gallup Poll
Princeton NJ 1934-37; exec. dir. Pittsfield MA
Taxpayers Assn. 1939-41, 1944-49; exec. dir.
Pittsfield Planning Board 1945-60; weekly
columnist Berkshire Evening Eagle 1946-56;
dir. admin, services city of Pittsfield 1949-57;
exec. dir. Berkshire County Industrial
Development Comm. 1957-72; ret. Chmn.
(Parish Council 1969-71, Pittsfield Social
Service Index 1964-69, Berkshire-Franklin
County Resource-Conservation &
Development Project 1971-73), dir. (Pittsfield
Housing Survey 1946; also incorporator
Berkshire County Historical Soc. 1961-72,
1973), co-chmn. Berkshire County Bicentennial




committee Berkshire Panel for the Public
Environment. Recipient: Mass. governor
citation for voluntary contbr. to civic
betterment May 1972. res. Pittsfield MA.*
ALLEN, Frank Fenlason. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Columbia Falls Nov. 6
1909; m. Elisabeth Schneider May 10 1937.
Mgr. (Penobscot Hotel Bangor 1941-43,
Bangor House 1945-47), operator Bangor
House 1947-52, prop. Grand Lake Lodge
Grand Lake Stream 1952-61, pres. & mgr.
Somerset Oil Co. Skowhegan 1961-76, ret.
Member city council Bangor 1947-49,
Skowhegan Industrial committee (member
1970-71, chmn. 1972). Served to cpl. USA
1943-45. res. Skowhegan.*
ANTONUCCI, Dominic Norbert. A.B. cum
laude. Beta Theta Pi. Scholarship fund
established in his memory 1973. b.
Corfinium Aquila Italy June 2 191 1. Marketing
dept. Shell Oil Co. Boston 1932-72 (sr.
commercial rep. Boston div. 1970-72). Pres.
Boston Shell Credit Union, d. Maiden MA
May 29 1972.
ARNOLD, Gilman Lyford, Jr. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1934. Chi Psi. Class agt. 1938-42.
Ret.; b. Dover-Foxcroft July 4 1911; m.
Clara Williamson May 3 1941. Salesman
Timberlake & Co. Portland 1934-41, pres.
(Potten, Arnold & Co. 1946-54; Me. Securities
Co. 1956-71), ret. Dir. Me. Invest. Dealers
Assn. Served to It. USN 1942-45. res. Spring
Hill FL.*
AYRES, William Matthew. Bowdoin 1928-29.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. NYC July 18 1908. res.
River Edge NJ.
AZZARITA, Manfredi. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Venice Italy July 19 1912; married; 2
children. General sec. Italian Center for Am.
Studies Italy, d. Rome Italy March 24 1944.
BARNES, John Peter, Jr. Bowdoin 1928-30,
Ph.B. Univ. Chicago 1932, J.D. Univ. Chicago
1934. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Chicago IL May 3
1910; m. Vernon Smith March 5 1937; ch.:
John III, Michael. Atty. general practice
Chicago 1934-36, asst. atty. general State of 111.
Chicago 1936-40, atty. general practice
Chicago 1940-42, div. counsel fuel price div.
OPA Washington DC 1942-46, atty. Am. Tel.
& Tel. Co. NYC 1946-55, general atty.
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. (Charleston
WV 1955-58, Washington DC 1958-75), ret.
Member (board town auditors Lyons
Township Cook County IL 1936-40, editorial
board Univ. Chicago Law Review), res. Chevy
Chase MD.*
BARRETT, Richard Henry. A.B., M.D. Vt.
Coll. 1937, M.Sc. Univ. Minn. 1941. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Worcester VT Feb. 4 1910;
m. Marguerite Carley June 24 1934; ch.:
Richard, Katherine. Anesthesiologist
Hitchcock Clinic Hanover NH 1941-75, ret.
1975, Dartmouth Med. Sch. (student 1933,
instr. anesthesiology 1941-48, asst. prof.
1948-68. assoc. clinical prof, surgery &
anesthesiology 1968-70, prof. 1970-75, ret.,
emeritus 1975
—
), sr. consultant anesthesiology
V.A. White River Junction VT 1946-? Member
board of governors Am. Coll. of
Anesthesiologists 1950-56 (sec. 1952-54, chmn.
1954-56), Am. Board Anesthesiologists (dir.
1959-71, pres. 1969-70), pres. Grafton County
NH Med. Soc. 1969-70, v.chmn. section on
anesthesiology Am. Med. Assn. 1957, New
Eng. Soc. Anesthesiologists (v.pres. 1954-55,
pres. 1956), member residency review
committee Am. Med. Assn. on Anesthesiology,
Am. Soc. Anesthesiologists (dir. 1950-57,
member various committees), organizer & 1st
pres. N.H. Soc. Anesthesiologists 1948. Contbr.
res. Norwich VT.*
BARSTOW, Gilbert Labadie. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Wollaston MA Dec. 1 1908;
married. With Otis Clapp & Son Boston
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1937-42. Served with USA 1942-44; awarded
Purple Heart, d. France Oct. 1 1944.
BARTON, Hubert Crampton, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Amherst
1933. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Economist; b.
Chicago IL Jan. 12 1910; m. Rosamund
Churchill 1929, m. Marie Grammar May 18
1944; ch.: Sherwood, Nora, Hubert. Economist
Federal Reserve Board Washington DC
1934-41, chief (presentation branch OSS
1942-45, presentation div. U.S. Dept. of State
1946), exec. dir. Presentation Inc. Washington
DC 1947-50, dir. (economic div. P.R. Planning
Board 1951-54, Office of Economic Research,
Economic Development Admin. 1954-61,
Office of Economic Counsel House of Rep.
1961-67, spec, advisor for Economic Affairs
Commonwealth Legislature 1967-69, advisor to
adminstrator & dir. of economic research
Economic Development Admin. 1969, pvt.
consultant 1969-70, pres. P.R. Development
Group 1970—. Board chmn. P.R.
Development Group 1970— . res. Rio Piedras
P.R.*
BEATON, Robert Surrey. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1946. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Brockton
MA Nov. 16 1909. Headmaster lower sch.
Tilton NH Sch., teacher sch. board (Branford
CT before WWII, Darien CT after WWII), ret.
Served with USA 1942-45. res. Henniker NH.*
BECKWITH, Paul Maxwell. B.S. Sigma Nu.
b. NYC April 9 1910; m. Phyllis Holske
April 11 1934; ch.: Bradford '58, Donald,
James. With Sears Roebuck & Co. Jamaica
NY 1933-38, prop. & pres. Nassau Wayside
Furniture Shops Inc. NY (Rockville Centre
1938-53, Amityville 1951-53), ret. d. Maitland
FL Sept. 27 1962.*
BENJAMIN, Allan Hodge. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1935. Zeta Psi. 1962 capital campaign
area chmn. Ret.; b. Maiden MA July 4 1909;
m. Alice Martyn Feb. 18 1938; ch.: John,
Martha, Alice. Traveling auditor Hotels Statler
Corp. NYC 1935-36, mgr. accounting General
Tel. Electric Sylvania Stamford CT 1937-71,
ret. res. Highlands NC*
BERNSTEIN, Harold James. Bowdoin
1928-29, B.S. Univ. Penn. 1932. b.
Gloucester MA March 6 1910; married June
22 1947; ch.: Bruce. Office mgr., chief
accounting officer Lawrence MA ca. 1945;
admin, asst. Marrud Inc. Norwood MA ca.
1964; accounting dept. Zayre Corp.
Framingham MA ca. 1970. d. Framingham
MA Aug. 12 1970.*
BERRY, William Clark. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Gardiner May 30 1909; m. Pauline Russell
March 28 1937; ch.: William Jr., Sally.
Pharmacist Portland (H. H. Hay Sons 1932-?,
Dudley-Weed Drug Co. 197-42), retail rep. The
Upjohn Co. Portland 1942-?, sales rep. Wyeth
Inc. Bangor 197-57, prop. Murdoch's
Pharmacy Kennebunk 1957-67. d.
Kennebunkport July 9 1967.
BILODEAU, Charles Cloudman. A.B., M.D.
Columbia 1936. Sigma Nu. b. Augusta Jan. 8
1910; m. Beatrice Murray April 17 1941, m.
Dorothy Rutka Jan. 22 1951; ch.: Harrison,
Cynthia. Physician (NYC 1936-39, Tahiti S.
Pacific 1941, St. Croix V.I. 1941-42, Springfield
MA 1942-51, Kalamazoo MI 1951). d.
Kalamazoo MI Dec. 5 1951.
BINLEY, Bruce Malcolm. B.S. Chi Psi. Ret.;
b. Brooklyn NY March 29 1909; m. Catherine
Clark April 27 1934; ch.: Elliott, Warren.
Bethlehem Steel Corp. (clerk to supt.
estimating Quincy MA 1934-64, supt.
estimating Sparrows Point MD 1964-73), ret.
res. Severna Park MD.*
BLANCHARD, Harland Elmont. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Brunswick Sept. 7 1910; s.
of George L. H'75; m. Arlene Small Sept. 12
1936; ch.: Leigh. Office asst. Madison Woolen
Co. 1935-37, Cotwool Mfg. Corp. (asst. office
mgr. Lisbon Center 1937-40, cost accountant
Lewiston & Lisbon Center 1940-46), Dana
Warp Mills Westbrook (head cost dept.
1946-57, office mgr. 1957-59), treas. &
comptroller Community Broadcasting Co. &
subsidiaries Bangor 1957-73, ret. Dana Assoc.
(asst. clerk 1957-67, clerk & dir. 1967—). res.
Brewer.*
BOLLING, Raynal Cawthorne. A.B.
Business exec; b. NYC April 7 1910. With
Palmer Marine Engine Co. Cos Cob CT
(1934-47, pres. 1947-68), pres. Ray Boiling Inc.
1968—. Dir. Yacht Safety Bureau 1948-68,
Nat. Assn. Boat & Engine Builders (dir.
1959-68, v.pres. 1965-67), pres. Am. Boat &
Yacht Council 1964-65. res. Greenwich CT.*
BRAC KITT, Anthony George Lombard.
Bowdoin 1932, B.S. Middlebury Coll. 1933,
Ed.D. Harvard 1955. Ret.; b. Westbrook
Dec. 13 1909; m. Clarice Miller June 16 1937,
m. Mary Williams Aug. 26 1952; ch.:
Elisabeth, Robert, Margaret. Principal high
sch. (Westford MA 1942-44, Brunswick
1945-47), supt. sch. (Westbrook 1947-56,
Weston MA 1956-62, Wilton CT 1962-66), dir.
Cooperative Education Services Darien CT
1966-73, ret. Chmn. New Eng. Sch.
Development Council 1961-62, trustee
Middlebury Coll. 1961-66. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1945. res. Wilton CT.*
BRADFORD, Dura Shaw. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Class agt. 1942-43. Ret.; b. Portland Sept. 26
1908; m. Elizabeth Wilson June 14 1934; ch.:
Martha, John '61. Trust officer Me. Nat. Bank
Portland 1932-51, asst. treas. George C. Shaw
Co. Portland 1951-58, prop. Twin City
Machine Co. Auburn 1959-62, deputy treas.
state of Me. Augusta 1963-75, ret. V.pres. Me.
Corporate Fiduciaries Assn., member zoning
board of appeals Cape Elizabeth, res.
Winthrop.*
BROWN, Wenzell. Bowdoin 1929-30. b.
Portland May 10 1911. res. Middle Is. NY.
BUCKNAM, Carleton Abbott. Bowdoin
1927-31, 1931-32. Delta Upsilon. b. Dexter
May 4 1908. res. Dexter.
BUFFINGTON, Roger Brigtman. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Fall River MA Jan. 14 1910. res.
Somerset MA.
BURROWS, Frederick Tilden. Bowdoin
1928-29. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bartow FL
Dec. 4 1908. res. Pembroke FL ca. 1949, Ft.
Meade FL ca. 1952. d. Feb. 15 1964.
CARPENTER, Joseph Franklin. B.S. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Omaha NE Nov. 23 1909; m.
Beatrice Senter May 10 1934, m. Dorothy
Newton 1941; ch.: Ellen, Gilbert. Salesman
Carpenter Paper Co. Omaha 1933-40, sales
mgr. Carter Rice Paper Corp. Portland OR
1945-46, W. Coast mgr. United Film Service
Inc. Portland 1947-?, v.pres. Wilkinson Mfg.
Co. Ft. Calhoun NE ca. 1951, with United
Film Service Inc. Chicago IL 197-62 (resident
v.pres. 197-62). Served to 1st It. ACUSA
1941-45. d. Jan. 5 1962.
CARTER, Francis Noel. Bowdoin 1928-29. Phi
Delta Psi. b. Somerville MA May 28 1907;
m. Mary Vicary July 10 1933; ch.: Stephen,
Gretchen. Prop. F. N. Carter Ins. Agency
Topsfield MA 1929-75. Town of Topsfield
(accountant 1942-75, clerk 1957-75, trust fund
commissioner), N. Shore
Unitarian-Universalist Church Danvers MA
(treas., chmn. board of dir.). d. Topsfield MA
Nov. 3 1975.*
CHAMALIAN, Thaddeus Dickson. Bowdoin
1928-29. b. NYC Aug. 17 1909. res.
unknown.
CHASE, Charles Wheaton. Bowdoin 1928-30.
Zeta Psi. b. Brookline MA Sept. 28 1906. res.
unknown.
CHRISTIAN, Edgar Arthur. Bowdoin 1929-31,
B.S. Univ. Ala. 1933. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b.
Wilkes-Barre PA Sept. 4 1909; m. Florence
Sample May 1 1937; ch.: Sally, Elnor.
Statistician E. H. Rollins & Sons Phila. PA
1935-49, trader Phila. (Janney & Co. 1949-52,
Stroud & Co. 1952-55), mgr. trading Suplee
Mosley Phila. 1955-74, ret. Pres. Invest.
Traders Soc. Phila. 1955-56, treas. Nat.
Securities Traders Assn. 1966-68. Served to It.
cdr. USN 1941-45. res. Lansdale PA.*
CLARKE, Thomas Laughlin. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Portland May 8 1909. res. S. Portland.
CLEAVES, Ford Blake. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. Lowell MA May 6 1909; m. Pauline
Creitz Nov. 18 1942; ch.: Robert, Nancy.
Underwriter Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston
1934-41, mgr. Am. Assoc. Co. St. Louis MO
1946-54, v.pres. Marsh-McLennan Inc.
Indianapolis IN 1954-74, ret. Chmn. board
Northwood Christian Church, res. Indianapolis
IN.*
CLEAVES, Henry Forbes. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Bar Harbor Feb. 27 1909; m. Rachel McElvey
Sept. 19 1942. Teacher (Hebron Acad. 1935-40.
Moses Brown Sch. Providence RI 1940-42.
Haverford PA Sch. 1942-50, Palm Beach FL
Sch. 1950-51). d. Mt. Desert Is. July 25 1954.*
COBB, Richard Neil. A.B. cum laude. Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1933. Kappa Sigma.
1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.; b.
Portland June 15 1911; m. Barbara Damon
June 27 1936; ch.: Suzanne, Richard '65. Instr.
Williston Acad. Easthampton MA 1934.
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teaching fellow mathematics & physics
Bowdoin 1934-35, instr. Los Alamos NM
Ranch Sch. 1935-36, grad. asst. Lehigh Univ.
Bethlehem PA 1936-38, high sch. Portland
(teacher 1939-43, 1944-45; head mathematics
dept. 1940-45), instr. (Bowdoin summer 1942,
1943-44; Bates Coll. summer 1945), Polytech.
Inst. Worcester MA 1946-73 (instr., asst. prof.,
assoc. prof., prof., head mathematics dept.
1957-60), ret. First Baptist Church Worcester
MA (member board of deacons 1956-59, chmn.
1958-59; asst. clerk 1964-65; clerk 1965-73).
Recipient: Faculty Award Worcester Polytech.
Inst. 1966. res. San Diego CA.*
CRAMER, Roland Hans. B.S. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. b. London England Feb. 1 1910;
m. Worthington Candrick March 7 1947; ch.:
Ryan. With Dun & Bradstreet Inc. NYC ca.
1934, with McCann-Erickson Inc. NYC
(v.pres. ca. 1954), with advt. co. Chicago IL,
v.pres. Ruthrauff & Ryan Canada 1956-?.
Served to cdr. USN 1941-45; awarded Legion
of Merit, Bronze Star. d. NYC May 17 1961.
CREIGHTON, John, Jr. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. b. Thomaston
March 24 1909; m. Margaret Hellier Aug. 18
1936; ch.: Clare. High sch. Thomaston 1932-35
(principal, coach), Cushing Acad. Auburndale
MA 1935-42 (teacher, chmn. mathematics
dept.). Served to It. (jg) USN 1942-43. d.
Denver CO Oct. 31 1943.
CROWELL, William Gardner. Bowdoin
1928-29. Sigma Nu. b. Phila. PA Dec. 22
1909; m. Jean Page; ch.: William Jr., James,
Barbara, Mary. Prop, art studio Narberth PA.
d. Narberth PA May 20 1961.
DANA, Donald McLean. Bowdoin 1928-31. Psi
Upsilon. b. Ridgewood NJ Dec. 26 1910; s.
of Harold F. '99; m. Miriam Taber Aug. 19
1938; ch.: Alan, Patricia. Sec. Ridgewood
1933-41, market & financial reporter
Urner-Barry Co. NYC 1942-59. Trustee Hatch
Prep. Sch. Newport RI. Served to t/sgt. USA
1943-45. d. Dec. 9 1959.
DANA Philip, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta Chi. Class
agt. 1955-62, Alumni Fund dir. 1958-60.
Finance; b. Westbrook Aug. 25 1909; s. of
Philip '96; m. Florence Skillings April 24 1948,
ch.: Virginia, Judith, Stephen, Sheridan. Asst.
treas. Dana Warp Mills Westbrook 1932-59,
treas. (Me. Surgical Supply Co. Portland
1959— Dana Assoc. ca. 1960-75). Dir. (Dana
Warp Mills ca. 1938—, Shore Acres Co.
1959
—
, Cornelia Warren Assoc. ca. 1940
—),
trustee (Westbrook Trust Co. ca. 1938-59, also
treas. Waynflete Sch. 1958-59), chmn. Parish
committee Woodfords Congr. Church ca. 1953.
Served to It. USN 1942-46. res. Cumberland
Center.*
DeMEYER, John Reed. Bowdoin 1928-32.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Abington MA Oct.
19 1909; married; ch.: John, Peter. Author
Longmeadow MA, co-prop, publishing house
Springfield MA 1946-? Author: Benjamin
Franklin Calls on the President, Bright Was
Their Destiny, Village Tale. d. Bangor March 4
1966.
DENSMORE, Edward Dana. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1936. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Boston May 6 1909; m. Margaret Robertson
March 28 1936; ch.: Caroline, Edward, Walter.
Asst. d'Anglais Lycee de Ganjons Nimes
France 1932-33, teacher Stuyvesant Sch.
Warrenton VA 1933-35, teacher &
administrator Belmont MA Hill Sch. 1936-74.
Sec.-treas. Independent Sch. Assn. MA
1962-64, clerk vestry All Saints' Epis. Church
Belmont 1949-62, trustee Belmont Day Sch.
1961-71. res. Princeton MA.*
DOLLOFF, Clyde Phinney. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Standish Oct. 22 1909; m.
Dorothy Ryall Sept. 6 1940; ch.: Diane,
Donna, David. Teacher Standish 1933-34,
general labor 1934-37, salesman Am.
Agriculture Chem. Co. (Portland 1937-46,
Baire VT 1946-49), Old Fox Chem. Co. (sales
mgr. Lyndonville VT 1949-72, sales admin. E.
Providence RI 1972-75, consultant E.
Providence 1975-?), ret. Administrator zoning
Lyndon VT. res. Standish.*
DONALDSON, James Blanchard. Bowdoin
1928-31. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Salem MA
Nov. 16 1909; m. Elizabeth Hickey Sept. 3
1934; ch.: Elizabeth. Div. sales mgr. Lever
Brothers (Cambridge MA 1933-46, Syracuse
NY 1946-51), sales mgr. Sylvania Electric
Products Garden City NY 1951-69. d.
Stamford CT April 8 1969.
DOW, Robert Lincoln. A.B. Marine
research; b. Jay May 2 1910; m. Ruth
Campbell July 20 1942; ch.: Pamela, Bruce '70.
With Mfg. & Woodlands div. 1933-38, teacher
1938-42, Me. Dept. Marine Resources
(research dir. 1946—, dir. 1953—). Tech.
advisor (Food & Agricultural Organization of
UN USPHS 1953-54, Int. Comm. Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries 1953-66), supt.
(Development of the Northeast, Brazil; several
public marine lab. U.S. & abroad),
commissioner Me. Dept. Marine Resources,
chmn. (Downeast section Inst. Food
Technologists, Me. Humanities Council),
member governing board New Eng. Resource
Center for Occupational Education, dir. The
Research Inst. Gulf of Me. Served to It. col.
USA 1942-46. Contbr. res. Augusta.*
DUNBAR, William Weir. A.B., A.M. N Y.
Univ. 1933. Alpha Tau Omega. Education;
b. Brooklyn NY Sept. 26 1911; m. Helene
Strout Sept. 3 1949; ch.: Marjorie, William,
Andrew. Submaster Hallowell High Sch.
1933-36, teacher Kiskiminetas Sch. Saltsburg
PA 1936-38, head middle sch. Providence
Country Day Sch. E. Providence RI 1938-47,
dir. Cragged Mt. Farm Freedom NH 1941-54,
asst. headmaster Trinity-Pawling Sch. Pawling
NY 1947—. res. Pawling NY.*
DURAND, Harold Vincent. Bowdoin 1928-33.
Ret.; b. Rockville CT Aug. 25 1909; m.
Helen O'Brien Oct. 17 1963.
Moore-McCormack Lines Inc. (at sea 1934-38;
clerk NYC 1938-42; freight solicitor NYC
1945-49, Pittsburgh PA 1949-56; mgr.
Cleveland OH 1956-63, NYC 1963-69), ret.
Pres. Cleveland Int. Trade Assn. Served to
s/sgt. USAF 1942-45. res. Stuart FL.*
DURHAM Richard Arthur. B.S. Kappa Sigma,
b. Franklin NH May 23 1911. res. Andover
MA.
DVORAK, John Albert. Bowdoin 1928-31.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Calicovech NJ March
28 1910. res. Camden.
EAMES, Frederick Rushby. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Millbury MA April 24 1910. res.
Hartford CT.
EASTMAN, James Alfred. A.B. cum laude,
B.S. Columbia 1935, A.M. Columbia 1952.
b. N. Conway NH Feb. 13 1910. First asst.
information div. public library NYC 1935-67.
d. NYC Nov. 28 1967.
EASTON, Norman Page. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. Phila. PA Jan. 15 1909; m. Helen
Murrie July 1 1939; ch.: Phyllis, Emily. Advt.
copy research various agencies NYC 1933-36,
advt. sales Conde Nast Publishing Co. NYC
1936-38, trainee (Am. Water Works Co. NYC
1938-40, Monmouth Consolidated Water Co.
Long Branch NJ 1940-41), asst. mgr. Marion
OH Water Co. 1941-42, mgr. Dorchester Water
Co. Cambridge MD 1942-52, dist. mgr. Suffolk
County Water Authority Patchogue NY
1952-74, ret. res. Holbrook NY.*
EDWARDS, Alfred Brooks. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Marysville OH Jan. 13 1910; m.
Alexine Richmond Nov. 20 1946; ch.: Beverly,
Janet. Trainee W. T. Grant Co. NYC 1933-35,
asst. dir. Camp Winona Denmark 1936-40, dir.
grocery purchases & buyer Fisher Foods Inc.
Cleveland OH 1947-75, ret. Served to capt.
USA 1940-46; awarded Army Certificate of
Commendation 1946. Recipient: Assoc.
Grocery Manufacturers certificate of
Recognition 1970. res. Cherokee Village AR.*
EMERSON, Charles Plummer. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Newton MA Oct. 23
1908; m. Helen Holt April 30 1938; ch.: Julia,
Charles '63, Frances. With C. M. & H. T.
Plummer Portland 1932-33, with Dingley Press
Portland 1934-35, with Nat. Biscuit Co. 1936,
with Microphone Boston 1936-37, with
Anthoensen Press Portland 1937-42, with
Thomas Laughlin Co. Portland 1943-45, asst.
treas. C. M. & H. T. ' Plummer Portland
1946-50, with Stanley J. Leen Co. Portland
1951-52, product mgr. quality control S. D.
Warren Co. Westbrook 1952-72, ret. J. B.
Brown & Sons Portland (dir. 1965-75, pres.
1968-75). Served with USCGTR 1943-45. res.
Cape Elizabeth.*
ERIKSSON, Karl Fernstrom. Bowdoin
1928-29. Delta Upsilon. b. W. Haven CT
March 6 1910. res. unknown.
ESSON, James Edgar, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. Chicago IL April 5 1909; m. Augustine
Laird Aug. 14 1937; ch.: Douglas, Robert.
Student Swift & Co. Boston 1932-33, The
Quaker Oats Co. (student Peterborough Ont.
Canada 1933-34; purchasing agt. Peterborough
1934-36; asst. supt. Peterborough 1936-42;
supt. Sherman TX 1942-57; plant mgr.
Shiremanstown PA 1957-62, St. Joseph MO
1962-74), ret. Dir. St. Joseph Hospital, member
city council Sherman, res. St. Joseph MO.*
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ESTLE, Edwin Francis. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Somerville MA Feb. 17 1910; m.
Deborah Wills Sept. 7 1941; ch.: Martha,
Nancy, John. C.P.A. (NH); cost accountant
Quabaug Rubber Co. N. Brookfield MA
1939-40, office mgr. Hadlock Enterprises
Littleton NH 1947-48, public accountant E. F.
Johnson C.P.A. Littleton 1949-54, C.P.A.
(self-employed Littleton 1954-73; Estle,
Martin, Thomas & Hennessey 1974-75), ret.
Dir. Littleton Nat. Bank 1965—, First Congr.
Church Littleton (treas. 1950-60, trustee trust
funds 1975
— ), pres. Rotary Club Littleton
1969, board Littleton Union Sch. (member
1956-59, 1971-74; chmn. 1973-74). Served to
capt. USCA 1942-46. res. Littleton NH.*
EVENS, Deloss Winfred. Bowdoin 1928-29,
1930-33. Zeta Psi. b. NYC Dec. 31 1910.
With Warner Brothers Pictures Inc. 1934-42
(NYC 1934-?, Albany NY, asst. contact mgr.
Cleveland OH 1940-42). Served to It. USA
1942-45; awarded Bronze Star. d. Tourlaville
France July 13 1945.
EVERETT, Paul Ellsworth, Jr. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1933; Ph.D. Harvard 1939. Alpha Tau Omega.
Ret.; b. Boston May 21 1910. Instr. French
(Harvard 1933-35, Phillips Exeter Acad. Exeter
NH 1935-53), deputy dir. Foreign Operations
Admin. Saigon Vietnam 1953-55,
self-employed Captiva Is. FL 1955-68, Flagler
Coll. St. Augustine FL (dean 1968-70, prof,
modern lang. 1970-72), ret. Served to capt.
USA 1942-45. res. Captiva FL.*
FERGUSON, Alfred Stoddard. Bowdoin
1928-31, B.S. Colby 1937. Ret.; b. Belfast
July 9 1912; m. Ruth Peck Oct. 11 1941, m.
Dorothy Kummel July 11 1970; ch.: John,
George. Pipe stress analyst Stone & Webster
Engineering Corp. Boston 1947-73, ret. Served
with USN 1944-45. res. Walpole MA.*
FERNALD, Frederick Longfellow. Bowdoin
1928-29. Beta Theta Pi. b. Nottingham NH
Jan. 20 1909; s. of Fred M'98; m. Elinor
Sutherland May 30 1942; ch.: Frederick,
James, Mrs. Robert Stevens. Prop, lumber
business Nottingham. Dir. Newmarket NH
Nat. Bank, advisor Newmarket branch Indian
Head Bank. Served to s/sgt. USA 1941-45. d.
Nottingham NH March 20 1974.*
FINE, Jacob Saul. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Princeton 1934, M.D. Yale 1939. b. Peabody
MA Feb. 8 1911; m. Dorothy Katz July 6
1939; ch.: Karen, Barbara, Richard, Lawrence.
Intern Washington DC 1939-40, physician
(Washington DC 1940-41, Mich. State Dept. of
Health Detroit 1941-?, Dallas TX 1946-64).
Pres. Dallas County Med. Soc, member Am.
Board of Pediatrics, d. Dallas TX June 17
1964.
FLECK, Warren Brooke. Bowdoin 1928-30,
B.Arch. Univ. Penn. 1934. Sigma Nu.
Architecture; b. Bala PA Nov. 26 1909; m.
Nell Cole March 22 1941; ch.: Joan. Assoc.
architect Office Chief of Engineers
Washington DC 1936-42, architect (George A.
Fuller-Merritt-Chapman-Scott Iceland
1942-43, A. T. Granger Assoc. Hanover NH
1946-56), prop. W. Brooke Fleck Architect
Hanover 1956-66, partner Fleck & Lewis
Architects Hanover 1966— . Trustee Lyme
Congr. Church ca. 1958, dir. Woodstock
Country Sch. ca. 1968, pres. N.H. chapter Am.
Inst. Architects ca. 1956, member board of
registration for architects NH 1965-75. Served
to s/sgt. USA 1943-45. res. Lyme NH.*
FOBES, Melcher Prince. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1933;
Ph.D. Harvard 1947. Sigma Nu. Education;
b. Portland Sept. 18 1911; m. Frances Simpson
June 4 1942. Instr. mathematics (Harvard
1934-38, Bryn Mawr Coll. 1938-39), Coll. of
Wooster OH (instr. mathematics 1940-44, asst.
prof. 1944-47, prof. 1947—). Author:
Elementary Functions (1973), co-author:
Calculus and Analytic Geometry (1963). res.
Wooster OH.*
GALBRAITH, Delma Leslie. B.S. Chi Psi.
Class agt. 1950-55. Ret.; b. Portland May 22
1911; m. Rachel Warrell Nov. 9 1935; ch.:
Martha, Judith. Guy Gannett Publishing Co.
Portland (reporter 1933-46, asst. city ed.
1946-49, city ed. 1949-59, asst. promotion mgr.
1959-69, promotion dir. 1969-75), ret. Served to
cdr. USN 1941-45. res. Portland.*
GARDNER, Lawrence Ripley. B.S. Chi Psi.
b. Perth Amboy NJ Dec. 3 1910. res. Essex
MA.
GATCHELL, Creighton Everett. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Alumni Council 1947-51. b. S. Harpswell
Feb. 27 1910; m. Alice Gannet Feb. 24 1934,
m. Henrietta Farnum July 3 1940; ch.:
Madeleine, Creighton Jr., William, Francis.
Bank messenger Portland 1932-34, salesman
New Eng. Tel. Co. Portland 1934-35,
newspaper advt. & journalist (Rochester NH
Courier 1935-36, Portland Press Herald
1935-38), mgr. WGAN radio station Portland
1938-54, general mgr. & exec. v.pres. Guy
Gannett Broadcasting Services Portland
1954-61, admin, asst. Guy Gannett Publishing
Co. Portland 1961-69. Trustee Wayneflete Sch.
Portland 1942-52, pres. Me. Broadcasters
Assn., 2nd v.pres. Radio & Television Club of
New Eng. 1954-56, sec. Epis. Churchmen of
Me. 1952, v.pres. C. of C. Greater Portland
1951-56, dir. (Pine State Loan & Bldg. Co.
1950-69, Boys Club Portland 1940-69), warden
St. Luke's Cathedral 1955-68, member
(advisory board Salvation Army, Aid Advisory
Board). Recipient: Keystone Bronze Award
Boys Club of Am. 1967. d. Cape Elizabeth Oct.
17 1969.*
GRANT, Robert Harvey. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1940. Delta Upsilon. b. Kittery April 17
1911; m. Jean Hill Dec. 21 1936, m. Kyoto
Akiyama April 3 1967. Teacher high sch.
(Gardiner 1933-36, Laconia NH 1936-37), asst.
prof. English Univ. N.H. 1937-45, missionary
Am. Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions 1945-74 (prof. English Doshisha
Univ. Kyoto Japan 1947-74; instr. Doshisha
Girls' High Sch., Doshisha Women's Coll.).
Business mgr. N.H. Camps Assn. 1941, advisor
New Eng. Student Christian Movement
1938-45, Univ. N.H. Student Christian
Movement 1938-45 (advisor, acting dir.).
Author: 2 English lang. textbooks for Japanese
high sch. students, contbr. d. Kyoto Japan
Sept. 16 1974.*
GREENLAW, Earl Damon. B.S. 1933. b.
Oceanville Sept. 20 1909. res. San Diego CA.
GRODBERG, Kmil Hirscb. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Clark Univ. 1933.
Ret.; b. Worcester MA Jan. 9 1910.
Statistical clerk WPA Worcester MA 1935-37;
teacher sch. dept. Worcester 1937-38;
researcher/writer various employers Worcester
1938-41; economist OSS Washington DC
1942-45; economist & instr. UNRRA
Washington DC, Port Huron MI, Boston
1948-52; librarian public library Worcester
1954-74, ret. Contbr. Events Magazine
1940-42, panelist Views of the News Station
WORC 1937-39. res. Worcester MA.*
GULDESCU, Stanko. B.S. b. Chicago IL
Dec. 16 1908. res. unknown.
HARLOW, Freeland Wilbur. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Old Town Aug. 26 1910; s. of John A.
'03; m. Isabel Sayre (2nd marriage); ch.:
Judith, John. Clerk W. R. Grace & Co. NYC
1932-36, with R. G. Engleman Agency NYC
(head 1942-43), with Penn. Mutual Life Ins.
Co. NYC 1947-49, mgr. N. Am. Life &
Casualty Co. Mnpls. MN 1949-69. Served to It.
USN 1943-47; awarded Bronze Star. d. Mnpls.
MN Dec. 14 1969.*
HAY, John Westbrook. A.B. Zeta Psi. Class
agt. 1943-50. Business; b. Westbrook Feb. 15
1910; m. Effie Knowlton June 25 1932; ch.:
Deborah, Peter, Dorcas, Tabitha. Funeral dir.
Westbrook 1933— Dir. (Northeast Bank of
Westbrook 1961—, United Way 1969-75),
corporator (Me. Savings Bank, Me. Med.
Center), county treas. Nat. Foundation
1939-64, member state staff Me. Civil Defense
1954— . res. Westbrook.*
HELLER, Robert Lessick. B.S. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Cleveland OH April 22
1911; m. Sara Ylvisaker Dec. 12 1942; ch.:
Kristi, Robert Jr. Automobile dealer NYC ca.
1939, cdr. USN Bureau of Ships NYC 1950-52.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1941-45. d. Weston CT
Nov. 5 1952.
HILL, Robert Cassell. A.B. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Mexico City Mexico May
19 1911; m. Manuela Schmidtlein July 10 1937.
Am. Book Store Mexico City (asst. mgr.
1933-48, mgr. 1948—). res. Mexico D.F.
Mexico.*
HOLBROOK, Frank Copeland. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. Sales; b. Wollaston MA Jan. 13
1911; m. Beatrice Gladwin March 18 1936;
ch.: Barbara, Thomas. Chemist Baird &
McGuire Inc. Holbrook MA 1934-39, chief
chemist Grumman Aircraft Bethpage NY
1940-46, sales (Fuld Bros. Baltimore MD
1946-49, Colborn Sch. Supply Grand Forks
ND 1949—). res. Minot ND.*
HOPKINS, Harold Everett. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Taunton MA Sept. 3 1910. res. Assonet
MA.
HOWARD, Frank. A.B.. LL.B. Boston Coll.
1 938. Chi Psi. b. Medford MA Sept. 26 1 9 1 1
:
m. Gladys Follansbee. Liability claim dept.
Preferred Accident Ins. Co. Boston 1933-45,
1st asst. Registrar of Probate Worcester MA
1948-?, clerk Worcester County Law Library
Assn. 1949-?, atty. Worcester 1948-62, town
moderator Holden MA 12 yrs. Served to capt.
USA 1942-45. d. Holden MA Nov. 7 1962.*
HOYVOLL, John Theodor. Bowdoin 1931-32.
b. Kistiansand S. Norway Jan. 1 1911. res.
unknown.
HUFF, Roy Clifton. Bowdoin 1928-29, B.S.
Univ. Me. 1949, Ed.M. Univ. Me. 1958.
Ret.; b. LaGrange June 24 1910; m. Kathryn
Keirstead June 13 1944. Lab. asst. PCF Co.
Old Town 1928-32, chicken farmer
self-employed LaGrange 1932-33, woods clerk
E. Sawyer Jr. Seboeis 1933-36, machine
operator Old Town Co. 1936-41, store clerk
Gray Hardware Co. Old Town 1941-43,
teacher jr. high sch. Old Town 1943-70, ret.
United Methodist Church Old Town (steward
27 yrs., lay leader 1 yr., financial sec. 4 yrs.,
treas. 3 yrs., pres. men's club 1 yr.), pres.
teacher's club Old Town 1 yr. res. Old Town.*
JACKSON, Philip Edward. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Portland Aug. 2 1910; m. Ruth
Mitchell Oct. 29 1937; ch.: Nona, Peter. Sales
help to treas. Long, Libby, & Hanson Co.
Portland 1932-41; salesperson to research dir.
Strawbridge & Clothier Phila. PA 1941-75; ret.
V.pres. & dir. Retail Research Soc. 1972-73.
res. King of Prussia PA.*
JAMES, Garth Pierpont. Bowdoin 1928-31.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Milwaukee
WI Jan. 16 1909; m. Mary Swift, m. Louise
Morris Feb. 6 1948; ch.: Leslie, David,
Elizabeth. With publishing dept. N.Y. Steam
Corp. NYC 1931-34, writer & public relations
work John Price Jones Corp. NYC 1934-40,
writer Office Inter-Am. Affairs Washington
DC 1940-42, morning news ed. Nat.
Broadcasting Co. Washington DC 1945-46,
with public affairs office Dept. State
Washington DC & S. Am. 1946-51, writer
Republican Nat. Committee Washington DC
1952-53, ret. Served to t/sgt. USMC 1942-45. d.
Aug. 27 1975.*
JENKINS, John Harold, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Columbia Teachers Coll. 1940, C.A.G.S.
Boston Univ. 1955. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Salem MA Jan. 19 1910; m. Justina
Harding June 17 1939; ch.: James, Peter,
Martha. Teacher jr. high sch. (also coach
Skowhegan 1933-40, Needham MA 1940-47),
principal Needham (Dwight Sch. 1947-53,
Broadmeadow Sch. 1953-75), head counselor
Medomak Camp Washington 10 yrs., dir.
Needham YMCA Camp 3 yrs., ret. Pres.
Needham Education Assn. 1956-57, Nat. Assn.
Elementary Sch. Principals 1965-70
(membership chmn., Mass. state rep., nat. conf.
group leader), res. Needham MA.*
JOHNSON, Daniel Alley, Jr. Bowdoin
1928-31, B.S. Boston Univ. 1941. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Kingston MA Sept. 5 1909;
m. Elizabeth Woodruff April 27 1946; ch.:
Daniel, Jeannette, Harold, Parker. Cook
Wilbur's Restaurants Boston 1931-32, clerk
Samoset House Plymouth MA 1932-34,
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Weymouth MA (teacher 1934-38; principal
1938-42, 1946), pres. F. H. Woodruff & Sons
Milford CT 1947-57, v.pres. Asgrow Seed Co.
Orange CT 1957-72, ret. Dir. (Milford Savings
Bank 1957-75, Milford Trust Co. 1950-57),
Orange Congr. Church 1951-75 (trustee,
deacon, Sunday sch. teacher), Milford Hospital
1970— (trustee, v.pres.), trustee Me. Central
Inst. 1966-74, member Orange (sch. board
1953-58, sch. bldg. committee 1957-61). Served
to It. USNR 1942-46. res. Orange CT.*
JOHNSON, Robert Worth. A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. 1951. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Belfast
Sept. 25 1909; m. Catherine Pendleton Jan. 2
1932; ch.: Samuel, Francis '58. Inspector Daly
Bros. Shoe Co. Belfast 1932-33, Freedom
Acad. 1933-37 (teacher, coach, asst. principal),
clerk First Nat. Stores Belfast 1937-38, office
mgr. E. W. Eaton Coal Co. Belfast 1938-39,
store mgr. Puritan Clothing Stores Inc. Belfast
1939-42, anodizer Pratt & Whitney Aircraft E.
Hartford CT 1942-44, timekeeper Jarka Corp.
of New Eng. Searsport 1944-47, high sch.
Rumford (teacher 1948-53, guidance 1950, dir.
guidance 1951, admin, asst. 1955-56), supt. sch.
(Brooks 1956-58, S.A.D. No. 3 1958-61, Wells
1961-65), dir. guidance high sch. Falmouth
1965-72, ret. 1972. Citizens Scholarship
Foundation Falmouth 1965-75 (v.pres. 1969,
pres. 1970-71, member state board 1973-75),
treas. Waldo County Teachers' Assn. 1935,
pres. (Me. State Guidance Assn. 1952, S.W.
Me. Guidance Assn. 1952, York County Supt.
Assn. 1964), v.pres. York County Supt. Assn.
1963-64. Recipient: C.A.S. Univ. Me. 1967. res.
Falmouth.*
JOHNSTON, Thomas Finney. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Clinton MA Dec. 3 1909;
m. Sonia Kaye July 9 1946; ch.: Michael,
Mark, Maureen. Motor tank salesman
Colonial Beacon Oil Co. NYC 1933-42, radio
teletype transmitter operator CAA Terceira
Azores 1946-47, radio teletype transmitter
operator & supervisor (Pan Am. Airways
Terceira 1947, War Dept. & Dept. of the
USAF 1948-49), radio & television WCSH
Portland (broadcast engineer 1953-63,
transmitter supervisor 1963-75), ret. Founder
Yarmouth Historical Soc, member (vestry St.
Mary's Falmouth, exec, board Lion's Club
Yarmouth, town safety committee Yarmouth
1972-73). Served to 1st It. USA 1942-46,
1951-52. res. Yarmouth.*
KAWAKAMI, Susumu. Bowdoin 1931-32.
Delta Upsilon. b. Osaka Japan July 29 1906.
res. Hyogo-Ken Japan.??
KEEFE, John William, Jr. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Ins.; b. W. Springfield MA April 13 1911; m.
Irene Lasalle April 3 1937; ch.: Maureen,
John. C.P.C.U.; sales Liberty Mutual
Springfield 1932-34, underwriter Aetna Life &
Casualty Co. Springfield 1934-46, mgr. Am.
Ins. Co. Buffalo NY 1946-51, v.pres. Southern
Fire & Casualty Co. Knoxville TN 1951-56,
v.pres. & asst. sec. Peerless Ins. Co. Keene NH
1956—. res. Keene NH.*
KELSO, Sherwood Garfield. Bowdoin 1928-29.
Delta Upsilon. b. Houlton Feb. 22 1910. res.
Presque Isle.
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KIMBALL, Loren Eugene, Jr. Bowdoin
1928-29. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Bar
Harbor Nov. 25 1907; m. Marion MacDonald
Sept. 10 1931; ch.: Daniel, Nancy. Pres.
Kimball Hotel Co. N.E. Harbor 1931-?, prop.
Kimball House N.E. Harbor 193 1-? Me. state
rep. 1960-62, Me. state senator 1962-64, pres.
Me. Hotel Assn. 1948, Me. Sea Coast Mission
(dir., sec), d. Bar Harbor May 3 1969.
KIRKPATRICK, Gordon Wells. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. Business; b. Braintree MA June 22
1910; m. Ann Strader Aug. 7 1935. W. T.
Grant Co. (trainee 1932-36; store mgr.
Phoenixville PA 1936-38, Elkins WV 1938-39,
Columbia SC 1939-41, Charlottesville VA
1941-42), variety store prop, self-employed
Pittsfield 1946—. Served to t/5 USA 1942-45.
res. Pittsfield MA.*
KNIGHT, Gordon Curtis. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1934. Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni
Council 1969-73, class agt. 1962—, 1962 capital
campaign area chmn., Alumni Fund dir.
1964-69 (v.chmn. 1967-68, chmn. 1968-69),
1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.; b. New
Haven CT Dec. 4 1911; m. Nancy Lord Aug.
28 1937; ch.: Carolyn, Stephen, David. Service
rep. N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC 1934-39, S. New Eng.
Tel. Co. (results supervisor New Haven
1940-47; dist. mgr. Waterbury CT 1947-59;
dist. mgr. New Haven 1959-69, div. staff
supervisor 1969-76), ret. 1976. res. Middlebury
CT.*
LAMPORT, Richard Morey. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. b. S. Bend IN Jan. 11 1910; m. Julia
Kramer July 8 1933, m. Marjorie Soper June 26
1965; ch.: Richard Jr. With Assocs. Invest. Co.
S. Bend 1932-33, with General Am.
Transportation Corp. 1933-69 (asst. to v.pres.
Chicago IL 1940-53, mgr. Cleveland OH office
1953-58, asst. to pres. Milwaukee WI 1958-63,
sales mgr. refrigerator car sales freight car div.
Chicago 1963-69). Pres. (RR Leasing & Sales
Corp. Lake Bluff IL ca. 1969-71, Friendly Inn
Settlement House Cleveland OH), chmn.
Swenson Trading Corp. IL 1971-73, hon. life
trustee Chase House Chicago, First Presby.
Church of Liberty (trustee, finance chmn.
1971-73). Served to It. cdr. USNR 1943-46;
awarded Commendation Ribbon &
Presidential Unit Citation. Contbr. d. Lake
Forest IL Nov. 29 1973.*
LAVENDER, Stephen Allen. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Boston June 8 1909; m. Ann Peck June 8
1935, m. Anne Locke, m. Hideke Shinqu Aug.
30 1963; ch.: Stephanie, Peter, Alan, John,
Thomas. Teacher high sch. Ellsworth 1932-33,
with loan co. NYC 1933-34, with workmen's
compensation sales dept. Liberty Mutual Ins.
Co. (NYC 1934-35, Washington DC 1935-37,
NYC 1937-39, Kansas City MO 1939-40), ins.
self-employed Thomaston 1940-?, real estate
1944-?, principal Cherryfield Acad., teacher
high sch. (Thomaston 1942-?, Houlton,
Limestone ca. 1955, Barrington RI ca. 1957,
Yokohama Japan 1959-63), education dir. 38th
Artillery Brigade Seoul Korea 1963-68. Tax
collector Thomaston 1942. Poet. d. El Paso TX
Dec. 11 1970.
LAYS, Everett Russell. B.S., Ed.B.S.
Bridgewater State Coll. 1933, Ed.M. Boston
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Univ. 1947. Ret.; b. Brockton MA July 1
1909; m. Virginia Howland Oct. 9 1943. E.
Bridgewater MA (teacher 1936-56, dept. chmn.
1956-69), ret. Master Baalis Sanford Lodge A.
F. & M. 1952-54. res. E. Harwich MA.*
LEO, Stephen Francis. Bowdoin 1928-33.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council
1965-69, Alumni Fund dir. 1969-70. Ret.; b.
Yonkers NY Aug. 2 1909; m. Helen Eyssell
Jan. 14 1944; ch.: Stephanie, Eleanor, Stephen.
Reporter (Portland Evening News 1933-34,
Assoc. Press Kennebec Journal Augusta
1934-35), asst. to administrator WPA Portland
1935-37, political writer Guy Gannett
Publishing Co. Portland 1937-40, exec. sec.
governor of Me. Augusta 1940-41, chmn. Me.
State Liquor Comm. Augusta 1941-42, dept.
dir. Internal Affairs & Communications U.S.
Office Military Govt. Berlin Germany 1946,
dir. public relations dept. USAF 1947-50,
v.pres. Sverdmp & Parcel Consulting
Engineers 1951-69, ret. Dir. (Sverdrup & Parcel
& Assoc. Inc. 1951-74, Air Force Assn.
1954-65), ARO Inc. (dir. 1962, v.chmn. board
of dir. 1975
—
), nat. sec. Resources Board
(consultant 1951, dept. comm. 1952). Served to
capt. ACUSA 1942-46. Recipient: Exceptional
Civilian Service Award USAF 1950. res. S.
Harpswell.*
LEWIS, Warren Kendall, Jr. B.S. cum laude,
M.S. M.I.T. 1934, Sc.D. M.I.T. 1937. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Newton MA Feb. 2 1912; s. of Warren
K. H. '52. Chem. Engineer (M. W. Kellogg Co.
Jersey City NJ 1937-38, Standard Oil Co. of
La. Baton Rouge LA 1938-46; Esso Research
& Engineering Co. Linden NJ 1946-65), staff
engineer Exxon Chem. Co. Florham Park NJ
1965— . res. unknown.*
LOVELL, Norman Dana. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.; b.
Ipswich MA Feb. 27 1909; m. Elizabeth Dove
April 8 1939; ch.: Susan, Deborah. Market
analyst Lever Brothers Co. Cambridge MA
1935-42; buyer Montgomery Ward Baltimore
MD 1942-46; market analyst Davison Chem.
Baltimore 1946-56; business ed. & dir. research
Garden Supply Merchandise Publication
Baltimore 1956-61; market analyst chem. div.
Olin Corp. Baltimore, NYC, Stamford CT
1961-74; ret. Baltimore chapter Am. Marketing
Assn. (sec, pres.); Christian Science Churches
Catonsville MD, Plainfield NJ, Bridgeport CT
(member board of trustees, chmn. various
committees), res. Trumbull CT.*
LUNT, Alden Peabody. B.S. cum laude. Alpha
Tau Omega. Sanitary engineering; b. Beverly
MA June 10 1911; m. Margaret Storer Nov. 3
1933; ch.: Joanne, John '61. Asst. chemist
General Electric Bridgeport CT 1934-43, The
Ausonia CT Wire & Cable Co. (v.pres.
Ausonia 1943-52, pres. Ausonia & Ashton RI
1952-56), chief chemist D. S. Kennedy Co.
Cohasset MA 1956-58, exec, v.pres. The
Ausonia Wire & Cable Co. Ashton 1958-63,
town mgr. Boothbay 1964-74, sanitary engineer
Don Leavitt Inc. Boothbay 1974— . 1st
selectman Southport 1974— . Several U.S.
letters patents for P.V.C. compounds & wire &
cable machinery, res. W. Southport.*
MacDONALD, Norwood Keith. Bowdoin
1928-32. Alpha Tau Omega. b. Westbrook
March 25 1910. Correspondent Evening
Express Portland 1936-41, librarian public
library Westbrook 1953-55. V.pres. Me.
Library Assn. Served to sgt. ACUSA 1942-? d.
Westbrook July 29 1955.
MacLACHLAN, Malcolm. A.B. cum laude.
Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Greenland NH March 24
1911; m. Randolph Hardy July 5 1935; ch.:
Caroline. Various positions Dun & Bradstreet
Inc. NYC 1932-66, ret. res. Harwich MA.*
McGILL, John Alexander, Jr. Bowdoin
1928-30, grad. Babson Inst. 1933. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Wellesley MA Jan. 14 1910; m.
Louise McCobb Sept. 4 1934. With F. Diehl &
Sons Inc. Wellesley 1930-37. d. Wellesley MA
Feb. 8 1937.
McGILL, Roger William. Bowdoin 1928-29.
Phi Delta Psi. b. Natick MA May 17 1910.
res. Dover MA.
McKOWN, Selden Eugene. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Maiden MA Dec. 2 1909; m. Elizabeth
Flanders Jan. 8 1945; ch.: Nancy, Andrew.
With Hebb-Meakin Inc. Boston 1933-47, with
Greese & Cook Co. Inc. Danvers MA 1947-71.
Served to It. USN 1942-45, It. cdr. USNR, cdr.
1969, ret. d. Beverly MA Aug. 15 1971.*
MERRILL, Edward Newton, II. B.S., LL.B.
Harvard 1936. Zeta Psi. b. Skowhegan April
11 1910; s. of Edward F. '03; m. Margaret
McGann Aug. 13 1938; ch.: Susan. Atty.
Skowhegan (Merrill & Merrill 1936-52, partner
Butler Merrill & Bilodeau 1952-66), judge Me.
Dist. Court 1966-75 (Somerset div. Skowhegan,
Franklin div. Farmington). Pres. (Redington
Memorial Hospital Assn. Board of Trustees
1947-66, Somerset Bldg. & Loan Assn. 1953-66,
Me. Bar Assn. 1964, Rotary Club Skowhegan),
trustee Bloomfield Acad. Skowhegan.
Enforcement atty. OPA Augusta 1942-45. d.
Skowhegan Sept. 8 1975.*
MERRILL, Harold Ivan. Spec. 1928-29. b.
Portland April 1 1894. res. unknown.
MILLARD, Richard Barber. Bowdoin 1928-29.
Theta Delta Chi. b. N. Adams MA March 28
1909. res. unknown.
MILLER, Floyd Darwin. Bowdoin 1928-30,
B.Med. La. State Univ. 1939, M.D. La. State
Univ. 1940. Sigma Nu. b. Van Buren IN
Sept. 17 1910; m. Henrietta Driggers Jan. 20
1942; ch.: Martha, Judith, Deborah. Flight
surgeon Am. Airlines LaGuardia Field NY
1946-47, anesthesiologist N.Y. Post Grad.
Med. Sch. 1947-49, dir. anesthesia Wyckoff
Heights Hospital Brooklyn NY 1949-64,
Hempstead NY General Hospital 1964-69
(staff doctor, anesthesiologist). Served to maj.
MCUSA 1940-46. d. Hempstead NY Dec. 10
1969.
MINER, Richard Saxton. Bowdoin 1928-29.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Providence RI July
22 1909; m. Ruth Huckins May 27 1943; ch.:
Nancy, Joan, Allyn. With Tilden-Thurber
Corp. Providence 1929-?, with Benjamin F.
Emery Co. Phila. PA, regional sales mgr.
Waterway Guide Publications Jacksonville FL
197-67, advt. mgr. Boating Almanac 1967.
Served with USCG 1943-47. d. Galena MD
April 1 1967.
MORRIS, Vernor. B.S. Delta Upsilon. Ret.;
b. Gary IN April 3 1909; m. Edith Fienning
July 30 1939; ch.: Frank, Edith. Automobile
washer & pump jockey Turgeon's Garage
Newtonville MA 1932-33, Liberty Mutual Ins.
Co. (underwriter Boston 1933-41; mgr.
policyholders service Chicago IL 1941-44, St.
Louis MO 1944-53; dist. mgr. Des Moines I
A
1953-57; account exec. Detroit MI 1957-74),
ret. res. Grosse Pointe ML*
MOYER, Robert Cornelius. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. 1962 capital campaign area chmn. Ret.;
b. Boston June 24 1909. Sound engineer
Eastern Co. RCA Boston, spec, research assoc.
Harvard 1942-45, mgr. recording engineer
RCA Indianapolis IN 1945-72. ret. Contbr.,
patentee radar counter measures & audio
recording, res. Indianapolis IN.*
MULLIN, Richard Charles. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. LaGrange IL March 1 1911; m.
Amarinthia Townsend Dec. 18 1937. With
Ditto Inc. Chicago IL, salesman U.S. Gypsum
Co. (NC, SC), teacher high sch. N. Charleston
SC. d. Hanahan SC Jan. 16 1965.
MUNRO, William Donald. B.S. cum laude.
Ret.; b. Detroit MI April 22 1908; m.
Marjorie MacNeill March 9 1943; ch.:
Barbara, Susan. Instr. (Berkeley Prep. Boston
1934-42, Williston Acad. Easthampton MA
1945-46), headmaster Berkeley Prep. 1947-50,
prof. Boston Univ. 1951-73, ret. Served to
t/sgt. USAF 1942-45. res. Reading MA.*
MURRAY, Paul Francis. Bowdoin 1928-30.
Sigma Nu. b. Port Chester NY Jan. 7 1910.
res. Port Chester NY.
MYERS, John Benjamin, Jr. Bowdoin 1928-29.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Hamilton OH July 6 1910;
m. Ruth Thiel Feb. 14 1942; ch.: John III.
Bond writer Newark NJ 1929-42, mgr. bond
dept. Mfg. Casualty Ins. Co. Newark 1945-?,
salesman Ft. Lauderdale FL (Twiner Narmore
Motor Co. ca. 1959, Cohen Rambler Inc.).
Served to sgt. USA 1942-45. d. Ft. Lauderdale
FL Nov. 21 1963.
NICKERSON, Kimball Franklin. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Bangor Feb. 14 1910. res. Westbrook CT.
OUTHWAITE, Stephenson. Bowdoin 1928-29.
1930. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Briarcliff Manor
NY June 7 1910; m. Gina Baire March 28
1931; ch.: Stephenson, Marie. With Bowery
Savings Bank NYC 1930-67, ret. d. Hartford
CT Sept. 24 1971.*
PACKARD, Ned Williams. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1962. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Andover June
26 1909; m. Ada Buxton Aug. 13 1935; ch.:
Robert '58. Dorothy, Herbert, Grace. William.
Boys' supervisor Opportunity Farm New
Gloucester 1934-36, high sch. ME & VT
1936-44 (teacher, coach, principal), dept.
Health & Welfare State of Me. (social welfare
worker 1944-49. field investigator 1949-57),
dept. Education State of Me. disability
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determination unit div. vocational
rehabilitation (social security disability
adjudicator 1957-66, chief 1966-69), social
security disability adjudicator State of Conn.
Hartford 1969-74, ret. Pres. New Eng. Chapter
Nat. Assn. Disability Adjudicators 1967-68;
deacon Congr. Church Portland CT 1972-74;
master Riverside Lodge No. 135 A. F. & A. M.
Jefferson 1950-52; patron Lakeview chapter
No. 179 Jefferson 1955-56, 1960-61, 1962-63,
1975-76; sch. board Jefferson (member
1946-68, chmn. 4 yrs.), dir. Central Sr. Citizens
Assn. 1974— . res. Jefferson.*
PALMER, Warren Sturtevant. A.B., B.D.
Union Theol. Sem. 1936. Alpha Tau Omega.
b. Wilton May 22 1910; m. Anna Carmichel;
ch.: David, James '78. Minister (Second Congr.
Church Norway 1936-44, First Congr. Church
Lincoln 1944-56, Sanford 1956-64). Pres.
Congr. Christian Conf. of Me. d. Sanford July
13 1964.*
PARKER, Gilbert Brastow. A.B., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1947, B.S. Ithaca Coll. 1949.
Delta Upsilon. Music; b. Sherman Mills
June 12 1909. Youth counselor Opportunity
Farm New Gloucester 1932-33, instr. (Tabor
Acad. Marion MA 1933-34, Vt. Acad. Saxtons
River VT 1934-47), dir. music (McLean NY
Central Sch. 1948-50, First United Methodist
Church Wellsville NY 1950—). Served to It.
USN 1942-46. res. Wellsville NY.*
PAYSON, Thomas. B.S. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Ret.; b. Portland Dec. 17 1908; s. of Richard
C. '93; m. Caroline Little Dec. 1 1933; ch.:
Albion '58, Helen, Penelope, Nicholas,
Caroline, Barbara. Treas. (Green Mountain
Packing Co. St. Albans VT 1933-36, Portland
Packing Co. 1936-53), pres. & treas. Yarmouth
Hardware Co. 1954-73, ret., with Harris Co.
Portland 1973— . Dir. (Green Mountain
Packing Co. St. Albans, Portland Packing Co.,
Yarmouth Hardware Co.), treas. Animal
Refuge League, member (sch. board, town
committees Yarmouth), res. Yarmouth.*
PLAISTED, Harris Merrill. Bowdoin 1928-32.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Ret.; b. Bangor Jan. 21 1910; s. of
Ralph P. '94; m. Elizabeth Hatch Dec. 1 1934;
ch.: Merrill, Meredith, Trudy. Salesman
General Heat Boston 1932-34, sales mgr.
Portland 1934-41, procurement supt. N.E.
Shipbuilding Corp. S. Portland 1941-45, sales
mgr. Chaplin Appliance Portland 1945-46,
spec. agt. Prudential Ins. Co. of Am. Portland
1946-75, C.L.U. Am. Coll. 1954, ret. 1975.
Chmn. (state legislative committee 1959-66,
sch. study committee Cape Elizabeth, fund
drive YMCA 1947, ins. section United Fund 3
yrs., Me. Heart Fund Drive 1946, Exeter Fund
Drive 1968, board & treas. Little League,
transportation C. of C), pres. (CLU, MALU,
SMALU; Fathers & Sons Recreation Cape
Elizabeth 4 yrs.), v.chmn. (health ins.
committee NALU, New Eng. Life
Underwriters Forum 1969-75), dir. (N.E.
chapter C.L.U. Seminar 1959
— , Estate
Planning Council ME 3 yrs.), state dir. Little
League 1951
—
, LUPAC (local assn. chmn.
1968, state chmn. 1972-76), C.L.U. chmn.
(education, publicity, spec, project), instr.
C.L.U. class 7 yrs., certified applicant MDRT
1964, moderator health LUTC 1968-69,
member (legislative committee state assn.,
health ins. committee local assn.). Recipient:
Inst, fellowship Am. Soc. of C.L.U. 1973,
Century Award Prudential 1975, named
Kiwanis citizen of the yr. 1973. Contbr. res.
Cape Elizabeth.*
POTTLE, George Burgess. A.B. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. b. Glens Falls NY Sept. 7 1910; s.
of Philip L. '00. d. Lewiston May 30 1935.
PURDY, Frederic Jotham. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Boston June 15 1909; m. Eleanor
Becker May 22 1937; ch.: Sarah, Warren. Sales
U.S. Gypsum ME, NH, VT 1937-40;
supervisor Bethlehem Steel Quincy MA
1940-44; Westinghouse Electric Corp. (sales
Boston 1944-52; supervisor NYC 1952-54;
marketing mgr. Buffalo NY 1954-65, Sykesville
MD 1965-69); ret. Dir. home service group
Equitable Federal Savings & Loan 1972
—
,
town committee member Weymouth 1938-43.
res. Mt. Sinai NY.*
RICKER, John Albert, Jr. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1936, grad. Harvard 1943, grad. Ohio
State Univ. 1944. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b.
Maiden MA Feb. 21 1910; m. Adelaide Hall
Feb. 22 1936; ch.: Patricia, J. Peter. Teacher &
coach (Skowhegan High Sch. 1932-33;
Lexington MA High Sch. 1934-35; Medford
MA High Sch. 1935-42, 1946-48, 1951-57),
coach (Boston Univ. 1939-40, Tufts Univ.
1946-55, Huntington Prep. Boston 1947),
submaster Medford MA High Sch. 1958-67,
ret. Member vestry (Grace Epis. Medford
1953-56, St. John's Thomaston 1968-71),
selectman St. George 1968
—
, chmn. St. George
1972—. Served to It. cdr. USNR 1942-46, USN
1948-51. res. Port Clyde.*
ROPER, Joseph Clinton. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. E. Orange NJ May 12 1909; m. Doris
Brown April 15 1939; ch.: Sally, Donald,
Joseph Jr. With R. H. Stearns Co. Boston
1932-33, with Newton Trust Co. 1933-36, with
Nat. Shawmut Bank of Boston 1936-42, exec,
v.pres. Lakeport NH Nat. Bank 1946-49, treas.
City Savings Bank Lanconia NH 1949-56,
exec, v.pres. (Littleton NH Savings Bank
1956-63, People's Nat. Bank). Chmn. N.H.
Small Business Advisory Council 1967, dir.
(N.H. Savings Bank Assn., Lakes Region
Mental Health Center, N.H. Business
Development Corp.), v.pres. legislative
committee Am. Banking Assn., member (Joint
Legislative Committee on Branch Banking,
Merging & Holding Co.; advisory committee
on area redevelopment Littleton; industry
advisory council White Mt. Region Assn.)
Council), trustee Littleton Hospital, C. of C.
Littleton (dir., treas.), Community Chest
Littleton (chmn., pres.). Served to It. col.
ACUSA 1942-46; awarded Bronze Star. d.
Laconia NH Aug. 18 1974.
ROUSSEAU, Laurier Gerard. B.S. b.
Brunswick March 26 1908. res. Milwaukee WI.
ROYAL, Albert Perez, Jr. A.B., M D. Tufts
1936. Alpha Tau Omega. Medicine; b.
Brunswick April 1 1911; m. Elizabeth Hurd
June 15 1936; ch.: Philomene, Mary, June,
Rae. Physician pvt. practice Rumford 1938—
.
res. Rumford.*
SANGER, Richard Newhall. B.S. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1933.
Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Arlington MA
Sept. 25 1911; m. Helen Feasel May 29 1937,
m. Regina Brunell Nov. 7 1970; ch.: Richard,
Lorraine. Chemist Imperial Paper & Color
Corp. 1933-35, E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
1936-69 (chemist; sales supervisor; regional
sales mgr.; nat. zone mgr. industrial finishes
sales; nat. mgr. industrial sales, trade sales),
ret. Town commissioner St. Augustine Beach
FL 1974. res. St. Augustine Beach FL.*
SCHOLEFIELD, James Edward. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Oldham England
Oct. 30 1910; m. Frances Hood Feb. 19 1938;
ch.: James, John '66. C.L.U. 1939, pres. N.
Am. Life & Casualty Co. Mnpls. MN 1946-67.
Dir. (Am. General Bond Fund, Is. Investments
Inc., Bank of the Is.), v.pres. & dir. Chapel by
the Sea, member city committee Sanibel FL.
res. Sanibel FL.*
SEWALL, George Tingey. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1933. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Old Town Oct. 14 1910; s. of James W.
'06; m. Mary Bossidy May 4 1935; ch.: Tingey
'62. Advt. account exec. NYC 1933-68. ret.
Served to It. USN 1943-46. res. NYC*
SHEVLIN, Charles Francis. B.S., MD.
Columbia 1936. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine;
b. NYC March 29 1911; m. Catharine Dwyer
Feb. 5 1938; ch.: John, Barbara, Mary.
Resident training 1936-40, physician 1940—.
Served to maj. USA 1942-46. res. St. Joseph
MO.*
SHORT, Marion Lewis Lovell. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Lexington KY Aug.
14 1909; m. Frances S. Porteous, m. Julia
Allen, m. Jeanette Winchell May 7 1975; ch.:
Dudley, Julie, Wilhelmina.' Mechanic Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Co. Hartford CT 1933-34,
sales engineer & pilot Standard Oil Co. of N.J.
NYC 1934-36, pres. Marion Electrical
Instrument Co. Manchester NH 1936-39, sales
Inter City Aviation Boston 1939-41, pilot Am.
Airlines Boston 1941-47, pier prop. Tree Haven
Farm & Rotairport Inc. Lexington KY
1952-72, ret. Trustee Sayre Sch. Lexington,
board member (YMCA, Cerebral • Palsy
Foundation). Served to It. col. USAF 1943-45.
res. Lexington KY.*
SIMMON, David Alexander. Bowdoin
1928-30, grad. Babson Inst. 1931. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Chicago IL March 13 1909; m.
Madalyn Meisner; ch.: David Jr., Richard,
Bruce, Dean, Helen. Boston Stock Exchange
(stockbroker, member), d. Weymouth MA
Nov. 6 1964.*
SLOAN, Donald David. Bowdoin 1928-31. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Lynn MA Nov. 1 1 1910; m.
Rosamond Young July 1 1939; ch.: Robert,
Margaret, Carolyn. Research dir.
self-employed 1946-49, research mgr. Dennison
Mfg. Co. Framingham MA 1949-76, ret.
Holder several U.S. & Canadian patents, res.
New London NH.*
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SMITH, Lincoln. A.B., A.M. Univ. Wise. 1935,
Ph.D. Univ. Wise. 1945. Public service; b.
Brunswick Feb. 12 1910. Teacher high sch.
Brunswick 1936-40, instr. Yale Univ. 1943-45,
prof. (UCLA 1946-49, N.Y. Univ. 1956-75),
commissioner Me. Public Utilities Comm.
1975— . Author: The Power Policy of Maine
(1951), contbr. res. Brunswick.*
SMITH, Robert Griffin. A.B. b. Dorchester
MA Aug. 1 1909. res. unknown.
SPERRY, Arthur Bassett. B.S. cum laude, M.S.
M.I.T. 1936. Theta Delta Chi. Service
management; b. Brockton MA Dec. 7 1910; m.
Daisy Hooker July 29 1938; ch.: Carolyn,
Arthur Jr. '67. Cost accountant Ware Shoals
NC Mfg. Co. 1932-36, engineer Curtiss Wright
Clifton NJ 1938-39, research engineering mgr.
Waltham MA Watch Co. 1939-41, engineer
dept. head Sperry Gyroscope NY 1941-56,
engineering mgr. Sylvania Waltham 1957-72,
service mgr. Leith Lincoln Raleigh NC 1972—
.
Member (sch. board, Soc. Navigation U.S.
Naval Inst.), res. Raleigh NC*
SPRAGUE, Richard Merrill. B.S., A.M. Trinity
Coll. Education; b. St. Johnsbury VT April
12 1910; m. Marjorie Ausen Jan. 30 1942; ch.:
Charles. Teacher Wells River VT High Sch.
1934-41, student (Bates Coll. summer 1935,
Univ. Vt. 1938-40), boys worker (Barney
Neighborhood House Washington DC
1941-42, Friends Neighborhood Guild Phila.
PA 1942-43), teacher (N. Bennington VT High
Sch. 1945-47, Albany NY Acad. 1947-49,
Bellow's Falls VT High Sch. 1949-58,
Brattleboro VT Union High Sch. 1958—). res.
Brattleboro VT.*
STAFFORD, John Kenneth. Bowdoin 1928-29.
Sigma Nu. b. Oxford MA June 28 1910. d.
Brunswick Jan. 20 1929.
STANLEY, Harold Bradley. B.S. b. Lebanon
Nov. 12 1910; m. Marion Goodwin Sept. 12
1939. Night foreman N. Rochester NH
1932-36, asst. supt. Spaulding Fibre Co. Milton
NH 1936-57, partner Profile Trailer Sales
Milton 1957-62. Trustee Lebanon Acad., Nute
High Sch. & Library, moderator (town of
Milton, Community Church of Milton),
Masons (past master, past district deputy
grand master), past patron Eastern Star. d.
Lebanon June 29 1962.*
STANWOOD, Charles Fuller. A.B., M A.
Oxford 1934. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni
Council 1935-38; class agt. 1932-33, 1934-38.
Ret.; b. Grand Rapids MI Dec. 5 1909; m.
Rosemary Seymour Sept. 5 1935, m. Eleanor
Buell Sept. 9 1967; ch.: Caroline, Michael,
Elizabeth. The Choate Sch. Wallingford CT
(teacher 1934-43, teacher & asst. headmaster
1946-64); dir. Camp Pasquaney Bristol NH
1940-43, 1946-74; ret. Chmn. planning board
Hebron NH 1970-74, member sch. board
Newfound Area 1968-70. Served to It. USNR
1943-46. res. Hebron NH.*
STAPLES, Branford Everett. Bowdoin
1928-31. Alpha Tau Omega. b. Biddeford
May 3 1910. res. Biddeford.
STEARNS, Warren William. A.B. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. Stearns Hill W. Paris Sept. 24 1909;
m. Gertrude Case April 17 1937. Stock boy
Filene's Boston 1935, dept. mgr. Shepards
Boston 1937, Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. (ajuster
Boston 1937-38, Springfield MA 1938-39,
Boston 1939-51; mgr. Canadian divisional
claims Toronto Ont. Canada 1951-72), ret.
Pres. Canadian Ins. Claims Mgr. Assn., chmn.
property committee Christ Church Cambridge
MA 1949-51, member Cathedral Church St.
James Toronto (advisory committee 1955-64,
sidesmens assn. 1953-64). res. Paris Hill.*
STOCKMAN, Donald Alden. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Boston Jan. 22 1910; m. Elizabeth Noyes
July 8 1931; ch.: Michael, Deborah, Barbara.
With Lever Brothers (Cambridge MA 1932-34,
Pittsburgh PA 1934-37; asst. sales mgr.
Chicago IL 1937-46), Count-Rite Industries
Chicago 1946-48 (v.pres., dir.), dist. sales mgr.
Doughnut Corp. Chicago 1948-51, industrial
sales mgr. Essco Supply Co. Salisbury MD
1951-61, salesman Connelly Containers Inc.
Cambridge MD 1961-65, real estate OR
1965-71, with Right of Way div. Ore. State
Highway Dept. 1971-72. Served to cdr.
USCGTR 1930-32. d. Portland OR May 27
1972.*
STUART, Frederic Lawrence. Bowdoin
1928-30, B.S. Tufts 1932. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. Hallowell Sept. 2 1909; m. Gertrude
Quinby, m. Gertrude Collins Sept. 18 19?; ch.:
Donald, Nancy. Principal (Plymouth High Sch.
1932-33, Pennell Inst. Gray 1933-36, Hallowell
High Sch. 1936-38, Pemetic High Sch. S.W.
Harbor 1938-48, Belfast High Sch. 1943-46,
Cape Elizabeth High Sch. 1946-51, Madison
High Sch. 1951-58), dir. state parks &
recreation State of Me. 1958-73, commissioner
natural resources State of Me. 1974, ret. res.
Vallalboro.*
STUDLEY, Robert Anson. Bowdoin 1928-30.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Springfield MA March 2
1909. res. Longmeadow MA.
TARBELL, Albert Weatherbee. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Bangor Dec. 27 1909. res.
Albuquerque NM.
TAYLOR, Donald Walker. Bowdoin 1928-30.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Worcester MA April 7
1908. res. unknown.
TAYLOR, John Crawford, Jr. Bowdoin
1928-29. Delta Upsilon. b. Revere MA Feb.
20 1908. res. Warner NH.
THISTLEWAITE, Harry Waring. B.S. Zeta
Psi. b. Fall River MA Jan. 22 1910; m. Viola
Borden 1933; ch.: David, Richard. Dun &
Bradstreet Inc. (credit reporter NYC 1932-33;
report supervisor Baltimore MD 1933-42,
Boston 1942-49; regional reporting mgr.
1949-56; sales mgr. 1956-60). Served with
USCGTR 1943-45. d. Marblehead MA May 14
I960.*
TIMSON, Barry. A.B. cum laude. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Hyde Park MA Dec. 9 1911; m.
Viola Klock Feb. 26 1938; ch.: Barry '66,
Margot, Judith. Beatty & Gorham Inc.
(stenographer, bookkeeper Boston 1933-42;
dir. Needham MA 1942-55), housewares
jobber Needham 1955-64, business mgr. Park
Sch. Brookline MA 1964-67. Served with
USCGTR 1943-45. d. Needham MA Oct. 12
1967.*
TOZIER, Morrill McArthur. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1934.
Psi Upsilon. b. Portland Oct. 26 1910.
Newspaper reporter Portland Evening News
1933-34, asst. state dir. Federal Writers' Project
for Me. 1935-36, jr. clerk V.A. Washington DC
1936, jr. asst. & assoc. information spec. Soil
Conservation Service U.S. Dept. Agriculture
1936-41, interpretive writer Office of Land Use
Coordination U.S. Dept. Agriculture 1941-42,
War Relocation Authority Washington DC
(asst. chief reports div. 1942-44, chief reports
div. 1944-46), spec. asst. to commissioner
Public Housing Admin. Washington DC
1946-48, spec. asst. to comm. & chief
publications div. Federal Power Comm.
Washington DC 1948-49, information &
reports officer Inst. Inter-Am. Affairs
Washington DC 1949-50, information officer
Bureau Indian Affairs Washington DC
1950-63, ret. 1963. d. Washington DC Jan. 12
1977.*
TRULL, Loring Wyman. A.B. Recipient:
Distinguished Bowdoin Educator Award 1974.
Education; b. Lowell MA Feb. 25 1910; m.
Julia Saunders May 28 1946; ch.: David, Julie.
Accountant Standard Oil Co. Lowell 1932-38,
teacher high sch. Lowell 1938— . Treas.
People's Club, member board of dir. Lowell
Teachers Organization, res. Lowell MA.*
TUTTLE, Hugh Adrian. Bowdoin 1928-29.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Belfast July 30 1909;
m. Dorothy Cassens Dec. 24 1930, m.
Elizabeth Wells Oct. 3 1950; ch.: David,
Julianne. With Adrian C. Tuttle Belfast
1929-38, self-employed Belfast 1938-46, prop.
Tuttle's Camera Shop Ft. Pierce FL 1946-60,
asst. mgr. (Frere's Photo Center Ft. Pierce
1960-70, Southern Photo Supply Ft. Pierce
1970-74), ret., instr. community services
projectionist Indian River Community Coll.
Ft. Pierce 1972—. Pres. (Methodist Men's Club
Ft. Pierce 1949, Ft. Pierce Shrine Club 1952, St.
Lucie County Red Cross 1948-50), treas.
Rotary Club Belfast 1940-46, sch. board
Belfast (member, chmn. 1945-46). res. Port St.
Lucie FL.*
USHER, William Lawrence. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. b. Dorchester MA June 10 1909; m.
Virginia Donald Oct. 12 1934; ch.: David '61,
Deborah, Leslie. With Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
Newark NJ 1932-74 (adjuster 1932-?, suit
adjuster NYC, supervisor NYC; training class
instr. Boston 1937-45; chief adjuster 1945-?;
div. examiner, city claims mgr. NYC; dir.
claims training Boston 1950-?; dir. claims
hiring & security 197-74), ret. d. Winchester
MA Dec. 23 1974.
VANDER PYT, Russell Lowell. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Haverhill MA Dec. 14
1909; m. Elizabeth Rodgers Sept. 4 1936; ch.:
Russell Jr., John. Chief accountant
Montgomery Ward & Co. NYC, Chicago IL.
Ft. Worth TX 1932-43; staff auditor U.S.
General Accounting Office Cleveland OH
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1946-49; asst. controller & audit mgr. The
Higbee Co. 1949-72; ret. Cleveland Inst.
Internal Auditors (dir., treas.). Wildcat Invest.
Club (sec, treas.), First Church Oberlin (treas.,
trustee). Served to s/sgt. USA 1943-46. res.
Oberlin OH.*
VAN VARICK, Richard Chambers. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Ret.; b. Oradell NJ Sept. 6 1908; m.
Margaret Tukey June 26 1942; ch.: Richard
'66, David '68. Clerk Elliott & Co. NYC
1933-34, reporter Dun & Bradstreet NYC
1935-37, operating dept. Am. Water Works &
Electricity NYC 1937-40, sec. & treas.
Cleveland H. Dodge Foundation Inc. NYC
1940-73, ret. Church of the Annunciation
Oradell NJ (warden, member vestry, treas.),
sgt. Oradell Police Reserve, res. Oradell NJ.*
VAUGHAN, Francis Allan. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Boston Feb. 19 1909; m. Helen
Hatch Aug. 24 1935; ch.: Douglas, Carol.
Lever Brothers Co. (control research chemist
Cambridge 1933-42, chief chemist St. Louis
1942-44, Baltimore MD 1944-49; process supt.
Baltimore 1949-59; mfg. coordinator NYC
1959-60; mfg. supt. Baltimore 1960-64; general
mgr. St. Louis 1964-67, Baltimore 1967-72), ret.
Member board of dir. (Baltimore Safety
Council 1967-72, Goodwill Industries 1968-72),
member (various committees C. of C.
Baltimore 1967-72, Bishop's standing
committee 1972
—
), sr. warden epis., church
1972
—
, scoutmaster Explorers advisory
committee man 1947-64, cubmaster. res.
Venice FL.*
WALKER, Leon Valentine, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1935. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni Fund
dir. 1947-50 (v.chmn. 1948-49, chmn. 1949-50),
chmn. Alumni Fund dir. on Alumni Council
1949-50, Alumni Council 1950-52, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Portland Feb. 20
1912; m. Kathryn Bagley Oct. 10 1943; ch.:
Leon III, Charles. Assoc. Bigham Engler Jones
& Houston NYC 1935-37, partner Verrill Dana
Walker Philbrick & Whitehouse Portland
1938-52, legal officer USN 1950-61, asst. atty.
general State of Me. Augusta 1962— . Served to
cdr. USN 1941-45, 1950-61; awarded Naval
Reserve Medal, Am. Campaign Medal, Asiatic
Pacific Campaign Medal with 7 Battle Stars,
WWII medal, Armed Forces Reserve Medal,
Korean War Service Medal, res. Mt. Vernon.*
WALTERS, Philip Thomas. A.B. Ret.; b.
Harrisburg PA April 24 1911; m. Margaret
Peat Sept. 29 1934; ch.: Gomer, Anderson.
Writer, photographer, exec. dir. Westmoreland
County 1973 Bicentennial Assn. Inc. 1972-73,
ret., 1976— . Dir. Ft. Ligonier Memorial
Foundation, awards chmn. Soc. Penn.
Archaeology 1971-75, governor Lions Int. 14-E
Dist. 1962-63. Recipient: Lion of the Year
Award 14-E Dist. 1970-71, Archey award Soc.
Penn. Archaelogy 1976. res. Ligonier PA.*
WATT, Frederick Ellsworth. B.S. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Boston May 15 1910; m.
Verna Baketel May 26 1945; ch.: Frederick Jr.
Philips Acad. Andover MA 1932-51 (instr.
mathematics, asst. chemistry), d. Tuftonboro
NH Sept. 7 1951.
WEBSTER, Eliot Cushing. Bowdoin 1928-29,
1931-32. Occ. unknown; b. Portland May 18
1908. Served to It. col. USA 1943-48. res. New
Britain CT.*
Class of 1933
AHERN, Robert Louis Millea. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Communications; b. Boston Jan. 22 1910;
m. Nell Giles Oct. 10 1947. Clerk Leviseur &
Co. Boston 1933-35, field rep. Gallup Poll
Princeton NJ 1936-39, Boston Globe (media
research consultant 1937-39, asst. promotion
mgr. 1939-42, asst. research mgr. 1945-48, asst.
research & promotion mgr. 1948-55, promotion
& research mgr. 1955-65, promotion & research
dir. 1965-70, planning & research dir. 1970-73,
research & development dir. 1973
—
), v.pres.
Affiliated Publications Inc. 1973—. Pres. (Nat.
Newspaper Promotion Assn. eastern region
1961-62, Natick MA Shakespeare Club
1974-75), dir. (Int. Newspaper Promotion
Assn. 1964-66, United Community Services of
Greater Boston 1971-74), trustee United
Community Planning Corp. 1974
—
, chmn.
town beautification comm. Natick 1970-71.
Served with USA 1942-45. res. Natick MA.*
ALLEN, Richard Menitt. Bowdoin 1929-30.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Newton MA March 4 1909.
res. Nobleboro.
AMES, Edwin Morton. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Worcester MA June 10 1911; m.
Irma Illingworth Sept. 12 1935, m. Martha
Kamerer Jan. 8 1965; ch.: Charlotte. Graton &
Knight Co. (sales correspondent Worcester
1933-38, salesman IN & MI 1938-52), Int.
Packing Corp. Bristol NH (salesman 1952-69,
v.pres. sales 1969-73), ret. Mayor Cochiti Lake
NM 1975. res. Cochiti Lake NM.*
ANDREWS, Emery Crane. Bowdoin 1929-30.
Psi Upsilon. b. Kennebunk Dec. 22 1909; s.
of Philip R. '06; m. Eleanor Morse Oct. 1 1936;
ch.: David. Dist. circulation mgr. Rochester
NY Times-Union 1930-32; self-employed
newspaper publisher Rochester 1932-36; asst.
supt. McCurdy & Co. Rochester 1936-38; asst.
toy buyer Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co.
Rochester 1938-41; production engineer
Eastman Kodak Co. 1941-70. Author: The
Lewisburg Affair, d. Rochester NY Nov. 18
1970.*
ANELLO, Douglas Arlington. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1938. Law; b. New London CT
Sept. 1912; m. Evelyn Monroe, m. Florence
Palmer 1946; ch.: Michael '65, Diane. General
counsel Nat. Assn. Broadcasters 1966— . res.
Falls Church VA.
BAKER, Elliott Conger. Bowdoin 1929-32.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Sales; b. Great Neck
NY April 17 1909; m. Rutherfurd Roesler June
16 1934; ch.: Stephanie, James, Elizabeth, res.
Dillsbury PA.*
BARBOUR, Charles Manson, Jr. A.B.,
M.D.C.M. McGill 1938. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Overseer 1960— , 1972 capital campaign
worker. Medicine; b. Newport Dec. 21 1910;
m. Doris Linscott April 26 1941; ch.: Charles
III '66, Betsy. Med. staff Newton-Wellesley
Hospital Newton MA 1940-43, consulting
anesthesiologist Newington CT (V.A. hospital
1946-71, Children's Hospital 1946—).
Consulting anesthesiologist Day-Kimball
Hospital Putnam CT, sr. anesthesiologist
Hartford CT Hospital 1945
— ,
past pres. Conn.
Soc. Anesthesiologists, dir. Am. Soc.
Anesthesiologists, trustee Me. Central Inst.,
diplomate Am. Board Anesthesiologists.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1942-45. Contbr. res.
W. Hartford CT.*
BARKER, W. Warren. B.S. cum laude. Kappa
Sigma. Marketing counsel & ventures; b.
Haverhill MA June 3 1911; m. Eugenie
Nowakowski July 5 1941; ch.: Kent. Financial
analyst Dun & Bradstreet Inc. NYC 1934-40;
regional engineer Pacific coast United Mutual
Fire Ins. Co. Boston 1940-45; market analyst &
asst. mgr. marketing div. Dun & Bradstreet
Inc. NYC 1945-47; sr. market anlayst General
Electric Co. Bridgeport CT 1947-52; sr.
marketing assoc. Cresap, McCormick & Paget
NYC 1952-66; mgr. new product planning lab.
div. Columbia Broadcasting Co. 1966-68;
general sales mgr. Abbott Coin Counter Co.
Inc. Greenwich CT 1968-69; management
consultant self-employed 1969— . Dir. (General
Kinetics Inc. Johnstown PA, Food Tech. Corp.
Rockville MD). res. New Canaan CT.*
BATES, John Trull. Bowdoin 1929-30. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Montclair NJ Sept.
25 1908. With Maguire Industries Bridgeport
CT 197-45, head bookkeeper Kennel Food
Supply Co. Fairfield CT 1945-51, supervisor
Hartford CT (Conn. River Bank & Trust
1951-55, Travelers Ins. Co. 1955-74), ret. Treas.
(Navy League of U.S. Hartford Council 1974,
Citizens Charter Comm. 1969). Served with
USA 1943-45. res. Hartford CT.*
BATES, Roswell Preston. Bowdoin 1929-31,
grad. Phila. Coll. Osteopathy & Surgery 1935.
Psi Upsilon. b. Danvers MA Feb. 27 1911;
m. Virginia Tolman Oct. 1 1937; ch.: Howard,
Bruce. Intern Mass. Osteopathic Hospital
Boston 1935; osteopathic surgeon Orono
1936-54, Bangor 1954-75. Me. state rep. 3 terms
(asst. floor majority leader, house speaker
1953), Me. state senator 2 terms, chmn.
Governor's Council 1957-58, town moderator
Orono, member (med. sch. & services study
committee 1967, New Eng. Board of Higher
Education), Me. Osteopathic Assn.
(parliamentarian 1962, sec. 1965, pres.), chmn.
or pres. (State Health Planning Council,
Penobscot Valley Regional Health Agency,
Me.'s Regional Med. Program), Bangor
Osteopathic Hospital (founder 1939, v.pres.
board of dir.), Me. Regional Med. Program
(founder, assoc. coordinator, treas. 1967),
chmn. (advisory committee to Dept. Health &
Welfare, Me. Committee on Aging), trustee
Am. Osteopathic Assn., New Eng. Foundation
Osteopathic Medicine (founder, pres.), founder
Church of Universal Fellowship Orono, 33rd
degree Mason, d. Bangor July 14 1975.*
BEEBE, Edmund Colman. Bowdoin 1929-31.
Ret.; b. Arlington MA April 2 1910; m.
Janet McKinney June 27 1936; ch.: Edmund
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Jr., Margaret. Pres. Beebe Rubber Co. Nashua
NH 1938-69, ret. res. Laconia NH & Naples
FL.*
BOOTH, George Russell. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Princeton 1935.
Delta Upsilon. b. Narberth PA May 6 1916;
m. Mary Hallowell June 26 1937; ch.: Richard,
Carolyn. Teacher Phillips Exeter Acad. Exeter
NH 1935-69. Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-46. d.
Boston Feb. 7 1969.
BOSSIDY, Bartholomew Haig. B.S. 1934. Beta
Theta Pi. b. S. Lee MA Nov. 15 1911. res.
Mt. Kisco NY.
BOUCHER, Emile Frank. Bowdoin 1929-32.
Psi Upsilon. b. Topsham June 15 1910; m.
Marjorie Johnston Aug. 3 1937. With Bath
Iron Works 197-47, with Verney Corp.
Brunswick 1947-55. d. Brunswick Oct. 11
1955.*
BOWMAN, Daniel James. Bowdoin 1929-33.
Chi Psi. b. Clifton NJ June 23 1911. res.
Hawthorne NJ.
BOYD, Richard Morse. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.; b.
Portland Jan. 26 1911; m. Katharine White
June 14 1941; ch.: Robert '66, Carolyn,
Deborah, David, Bruce. Clerk Great Am. Ins.
Co. NYC 1933-34, sales (Stecher-Traung Litho
Co. Rockester NY 1935-36, Johnson Appleby
Co. Cambridge MA 1936-38), Conn. Mutual
Life (sales Boston 1938-40, Portland 1946-47;
general agt. Portland 1947-74), C.L.U. 1950,
ret. Chmn. & member (planning board
Yarmouth 19 yrs., Greater Portland Regional
Planning Comm. 10 yrs.). Served to maj. USA
1941-46; awarded Army Commendation
Ribbon 1946. Recipient: J. Putnam Stevens
Award Me. Life Underwriters Assn. 1968. res.
Falmouth.*
BRADT, Herbert Schuyler, Jr. Bowdoin
1929-31. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Staten Is.
NY May 22 1909. res. unknown.
BRANDT, Walter Rudolph, Jr. Bowdoin
1929-30. Alpha Delta Phi. Management; b.
Forest Hills MA Jan. 20 1912; m. Margery
Tylee April 20 1940; ch.: Rudolph, Ronald,
Marilyn. GAF Corp. (lab. asst. Boston
1933-48; product mgr. NYC 1948-52, market
mgr. 1952-57; regional mgr. S. San Francisco
CA 1957—). Pres. West Coast Market
Research 1971-72, elder Presby. Church,
scoutmaster & neighborhood commissioner
Boy Scouts of Am., regional counsellor Textile
Colorists & Chemists, Paper & Pulp Industry
(tech. assoc., sec.-treas. Golden Gate section).
Served to sgt. USA 1944-46; awarded Bronze
Star, Combat Infantry Badge, res. Palo Alto
CA.*
BRIGGS, Gordon Dobson. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1936. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Pittsfield Aug. 24 1912; s. of Francis W. '99; m.
Pauline Stearns June 30 1934; ch.: Richard '59,
Robert, Margaret. Bangor Hydro-Electric Co.
Eastern Corp. (asst. counsel 1936-40, general
counsel 1940-42), atty. Bangor 1936-46, with
Bangor & Aroostook RR Bangor (asst. general
counsel 1946-50, asst. to pres. for finance
1948-50, general counsel 1950-52, v.pres.
1952-53, exec, v.pres. 1953-54, dir. 1954). Me.
state rep. 1941-42, dir. Merrill Trust Co. Served
to capt. USA 1942-45; awarded Bronze Star,
Order of Nassau (Luxembourg), d. Bangor July
1 1954.
BRYAN, William Luther. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Springfield MA Sept. 22 1910; m.
Barbara Mullett Aug. 25 1939; ch.: Martin,
William. Clerk U.S. Land Bank Springfield
MA 1934-35, salesman Toledo Scale Co.
Springfield 1935-36, underwriter Springfield
First Marine 1936-42, Strathmore Paper Co.
(asst. supt. W. Springfield 1942-52, supt.
Woronco MA 1952-63), asst. supt. Rogers CT
Corp. 1963-68, ret. Sr. warden Church of the
Good Shepherd W. Springfield 1934-54. Served
with USN 1943-45; awarded Bronze Star. res.
Shaftsbury VT.*
CAMPBELL, Robert Edgar. Bowdoin 1929-31.
Delta Upsilon. Accounting; b. Hutchinson
KS Nov. 1 1 191 1; m. Dorothea McCall Feb. 14
1947; ch.: Cynthia. Accountant (with CP.A.
Firm Chicago IL 1939-45, Crown City Plating
Co. El Monte CA 1946-55, various employers
1955-64,) with S. N. Ward & Son Inc.
Pasadena CA 1964— . Treas. board of deacons
Pasadena Presby. Church, res. Pasadena CA.*
CANNON, Herbert Grove, Jr. Bowdoin
1929-31, B.S. Univ. Mich. 1936. Zeta Psi. b.
NYC May 2 1911; m. Nancy Olds July 9 1938,
m. Adele Casto May 1 1965; ch.: Thomas,
Dale, Deborah. With Standard Oil Co. of
Cleveland OH 1938-68 (chemist 1938-?, chief
mfg. operations ca. 1961, mgr. long-range
planning ca. 1964), ret. 1968. d. Hilton Head Is.
SC Sept. 11 1971.
CARD, Thomas Bradbury. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Dexter Feb. 11 1911. Office boy Gulf
Refining Co. Boston 1933-38, with Eastern
Steamship Lines Boston ca. 1940, with Boston
Navy Yard 197-48, on Esso tanker 1948-58, jr.
examiner Civil Service div. Commonwealth of
Mass. Boston 1958-69. d. Boston June 1 1970.
CHALMERS, Charles Lyman. A.B., DO.
Phila. Coll. Osteopathy 1940. b. Sewaren NJ
Nov. 14 1910; m. Gertrude Noar June 6 1941;
ch.: Susan, Joel. Jr. pharmacist Auburn
1933-36, intern Winthrop 1940-41, osteopath
(Brunswick 1941-46, Auburn 1947-54). d.
Portland April 15 1954.
CHASE, Newton Kimball. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Blue Hill March 20
1912; m. Elizabeth Kilbourn June 17 1941, m.
Evelyn Hyman Jan. 5 1976; ch.: Edith,
Margaret, Nelson, Newton Jr. Teacher (Deane
Sch. Santa Barbara CA 1933-34, Gunnery Sch.
Washington CT 1934-37), Thacher Sch. Ojai
CA (teacher 1938-42, asst. headmaster 1946-49,
headmaster 1949-63), spec, consultant state
board of education CA 1964-67, Thacher Sch.
(interim headmaster 1968-69, dir. development
1969-73), consultant State Dept. of Education
Sacramento CA 1973-76, ret. Trustee (San
Antonio Public Sch. 1947-58, board of
education Ventura County 1958-63, Thacher
Summer Science Program 1959-75), past
member Democratic State Central Committee.
Served to capt. USA 1942-46. res. Palo Alto
CA.*
CHRISTOPHER, Leo Charles. Bowdoin
1929-31, D.M.D. Tufts 1935. Kappa Sigma.
b. Orleans VT May 12 1911; m. Gertrude
Johnson 1942; ch.: Charles Jr., Lisa. Dentist
(Woodsville NH 1935-42. Auburndale MA
1946-52, Weston MA 1952-69), instr. oral
surgery & oral medicine Tufts Univ. 1947-69.
Pres. Tufts Dental Sch. Alumni Assn. Served to
capt. USA 1942-46. d. Boston Jan. 30 1969.
CLARK, Alton Franklin. Bowdoin 1929-32.
Zeta Psi. b. Sudbury MA March 7 1911. res.
Sudbury MA.
CLARKE, John Allen. Bowdoin 1929-34. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Winchester MA; m. E.
Charlotte Rogers 1935; ch.: Carolyn, Marjorie,
Kimball. Salesman Int. Business Machines
Salem MA 1946-72, ret. 1972. res. Santa Fe
NM.*
CLOGSTON, Raymond Benjamin, Jr. A.B.
Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b. N. Adams MA
Feb. 8 1912; m. Madeline Donovan Aug. 9
1936. Trainee to store mgr. Montgomery Ward
& Co. NYC 1933-75, ret. 1975. Served to It.
USN 1943-46. res. Myrtle Beach SC.*
COFFIN, Ernest LaPierre. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1937. Ret.; b. Derry NH
March 25 1905; m. Kathleen Robinson Jan. 19
1939; ch.: Stephen '62, James '63. Head asst.
pharmacology lab. Boston Univ. 1934-36,
intern Binghamton NY City Hospital 1937-39,
physician general practice Mt. Desert 1939-71,
ret. Sec. staff Mt. Desert Is. Hospital 1950,
member town council Mt. Desert 1973-75,
public health officer Mt. Desert 1940-42,
member & chmn. sch. board Mt. Desert
1958-64. Served to It. USNR 1942-45; awarded
Presidential Unit Citation. Organized &
initiated Mt. Desert Med. Center 1967-69. res.
Hancock.*
COLBY, Robert Dutton. Bowdoin 1929-31. Psi
Upsilon. b. Melrose MA Nov. 25 1910; m.
Eileen O'Toole Nov. 10 1950; ch.: Susan,
Nancy. With Andrew Dutton Co. Boston
1931-73 (v.pres., dir. 197-73). Trustee
Melrose-Wakefield Hospital, d. Stoneham MA
Aug. 6 1973.
COPELAND, William Varnum. A.B. 1935. Chi
Psi. b. Pawtucket RI Nov. 19 1912. res.
Lincoln RI.
COULT, Francis Osborne. Bowdoin 1929-30.
Sigma Nu. b. Newton NJ Nov. 9 1909. res.
unknown.
CRYSTAL, Bernard Sydney. A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa. Real estate; b. NYC Jan. 24 1912;
m. Marjorie Heme; ch.: Thomas, Bernard, res.
Hewlett NY.
CUDDY, John Edward, III. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lawrence MA Oct. 16 1909; m.
Mary Desmond April 6 1942; With John E.
Cuddy Jr. Ins. Lawrence 1933-42. Served to
sgt. MCUSA 1942-45. d. Tacoma WA Dec 31
1945.
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CURRIER, Walter Dale. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Caribou Sept. 14 1911; m. Althea Ward 1934;
ch.: Timothy '62, Jeffrey. Mgr. dept. store
Caribou 1933-43, Caribou Woolen Mills
1940-53 (prop., mgr.), textile & apparel spec.
OPA Caribou 1942-45, prop. Currier Real
Estate Agency 1953-59. V.pres. Me. Assn. of
Real Estate Boards, d. Portage Lake Nov. 28
1959.
D'ARCY, George Baker. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Ret.; b. Andover MA July 8 1909; m.
Elizabeth Reed Sept. 7 1936; ch.: Diane,
Deborah, Betsy, Jill. Agent Prudential Ins.
1933-36, pres. D'Arcy Co. Dover NH 1937-59,
dir. (Pullman Bros. 1945-59, Thompson
Millwork 1950-59), ret. res. Dover NH*
DAVIGNON, Wilfred George. Bowdoin
1929-30. Beta Theta Pi. b. Attleboro MA
July 24 1908. res. Ft. Lauderdale FL.
DAVIS, Albert Samuel, Jr. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.B. Yale 1936. Chi Psi. b.
Rosell NJ May 23 1912; m. Mary Kemper
Aug. 19 1937; ch.: Samuel. Atty. Hawkins
Delafield & Longfellow Wall Street NYC
1936-42, adjunct prof. Grad. Sch. of
Engineering N.Y. Univ. 1945-60, resident legal
counsel Research Corp. NYC 1942-72.
Member (Nat. Panel of Arbitrators, editorial
board Arbitration Journal, Int. Acad, of Law
& Science), dir. (Wright Industries, Dynamic
Research & Development Co.), elder Dutch
Reformed Church Somerville, counsel Am.
Soc. of Biological Chemists, trustee Central
Philanthropic Trust. Author: Research in
Industry-Patent Law for Chemists (1970),
contbr. d. Livingston NJ May 23 1972.*
DAVIS, James Boyd. A.B. b. Lynn MA Jan.
9 1910; m. Alice Stanley. Tutor Lynn 1934-36,
curate Church of Holy Nativity NYC 1940-41,
rector (Holy Trinity Church NYC 1941-?,
Church of Tranfiguration Blue Ridge Summit
PA 1950-75), ret. Hon. canon Cathedral of St.
Stephen Harrisburg PA 1970, chaplain Home
for the Blind NYC. d. Hagerstown MD April
29 1976.
DAVIS, Marshall, Jr. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa. Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.; b. Portland
July 3 1911; m. Julia Wolf July 14 1942; ch.:
Donna. Student Harvard 1933-34, teacher
Scarborough High Sch. 1934-35, accounting
clerk Am. Water Works & Electric Co. Inc.
NYC 1936-41, accountant Am. Water Works
& Electric Co. & Am. Water Works Service
Co. NYC 1945-49, Am. Water Works Service
Co. New Eng. div. (accountant Westwood MA
1946-71, management asst. E. Dedham MA
1971-75, dir. budgeting procedures E. Dedham
1975-76), ret. Served to capt. USA 1941-46,
served to It. col. USAR 1946-71, ret. res.
Westwood MA.*
DESJARDINS, George Pierre, Sr. A.B., M D.
Hahnemann Med. Coll. 1938. Alpha Tau
Omega. Medicine; b. Brunswick July 4 1911;
m. Angeline Smith May 24 1941; ch.: George
Jr., Andrea, Philip, Cecilia, Mary, Stephen,
Andrew. Dir. lab. St. Joseph's Hospital
Reading PA 1941-70, assoc. pathologist Holy
Redeemer Hospital Meadowbrook PA 1971—
.
Member board of dir. Am. Cancer Soc. Berks
County PA and state of Pa., pres. (Diplomates
Soc. of Berks County 1956, med. staff St.
Joseph's Hospital 1958), Berks County Med.
Soc. (pres. 1966, treas. 1963-66, chmn. exec,
council 1970-71), member assembly Coll. of
Am. Pathology 1962-66. Served to sgt. Me.
Nat. Guard 1930-33. res. Reading PA.*
DOHERTY, Cornelius Francis, Jr. B.S., A.M.
Univ. Ala. 1 94 1 . Kappa Sigma, b. NYC June
24 1909; s. of Cornelius F. '07; m. Eleanor
Germond March 10 1948. Milford CT Acad.
1937-67 (teacher, dean, dir. personnel), ret. d.
St. Petersburg FL June 27 1976.*
DONALDSON, Francis Horton. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Class agt. 1933-38. Invests.; b.
Salem MA Feb. 16 1911; m. Marjorie Stone
Feb. 21 1934, m. Mary Briggs 1964; ch.:
Michael, Peter. Underwriter Employers Group
Boston 1933-35, asst. div. mgr. Am. Water
Works Co. 1935-57, managing dir. Richmond's
Comm. of 100 1958-66, regional rep.
self-employed Richmond IN 1967— . res.
Richmond IN.*
EASTON, Luther Waite. Bowdoin 1929-31. Psi
Upsilon. b. Boston Dec. 2 1910; married;
ch.: David, Timothy. Salesman (Waycross GA
ca. 1929, Buckfield Packing Co. ca. 1940). d.
Augusta Dec. 10 1971.*
EATON, Elston Robert. B.S., LL.B. Columbia
1938. Chi Psi. b. Stonington Oct. 30 1913; m.
Mercena Larrabee Aug. 30 1941. Atty. Belfast
1938-?, trial justice Waldo County, d. Bangor
Aug. 29 1970.
EATON, Lorimer Knowlton. B.S., LL.B.
Harvard 1936. Chi Psi. b. Stonington April
11 1912; m. Ruth Rainey Oct. 30 1940; ch.:
Cynthia, Lorimer Jr. Atty. Belfast 1936-68. Dir.
(First Nat. Bank Belfast, Depositers Trust Co.,
Sweetser Home for Children, Belfast Home for
Aged Women), recorder Waldo County
Municipal Court, financial advisor Waldo
County General Hospital, d. Belfast June 15
1968.
FAY, Edward Lewis, Jr. B.S. Painter; b.
Jaffrey NH Sept. 13 1910; m. Catherine
Thompson Sept. 7 1946; ch.: Robert. Clerical
& semi-admin, work E. I. duPont de Nemours
& Co. Wilmington DE 1934-47, office &
admin, work Goodnow Bros. Co. Jaffrey
1947-54, prop.-mgr. N. Country Hardware
Littleton NH 1954-62, salesman Northeast
Frozen Foods Durham NH 1963-70, painter &
paper hanger self-employed Littleton 1971—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1942-44. res. Littleton
NH*
FLOYD, Paul Elliott. B.S. cum laude, M D.
Harvard 1939. 1972 capital campaign area
chmn. Ret.; b. E. Machias June 19 1910; m.
Emily Frizzell June 15 1940; ch.: Carl, David,
Brian, Carolyn. Intern Me. General Hospital
Portland 1939-40; resident physician Franklin
County Memorial Hospital Farmington 1 yr.,
resident Otolaryngology Mass. Memorial
Hospital Boston 1940-41, resident
ophthalmology Mass. Eye & Ear Infirmary
Boston 1945-46, pvt. practice Farmington
1946-75, ret. Moderator Henderson Memorial
Baptist Church 1973
— ,
past pres. Rotary Club
Farmington 1950-51. res. Farmington.*
FOSTER, Hallett Phillips. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Class agt. 1960-64. Ins.; b. Oakland
April 17 1910; m. Virginia Crowe Nov. 1940;
ch.: John. Driver Me. Central Transportation
Co. Augusta 1933-34, Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
(sales Phila. PA 1934-38, sales mgr. Cleveland
OH 1938-50), v.pres. & pres. W. F. Todd
Assocs. Inc. Cleveland 1950
— ,
pres.
Foster-Rankin Assocs. Inc. Cleveland 1974—
.
Pres. & trustee Cuyahoga County Ins. Board,
trustee Ohio Mutual Agts. Assn., registered
rep. Nat. Assn. Security Dealers, pres. & dir.
Shaker Heights OH Dads Club. res. Hudson
OH.*
FRENCH, Richard Perry. A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
N.H. 1934. Theta Delta Chi. Ins.; b.
Whitefield NH May 18 1912; m. Helen Reece
Nov. 26 1936; ch.: Nancy, Susan, Deborah.
Teacher board of education (Whitefield
1934-37, Manchester CT 1937-38, Bloomfield
CT 1938-48), ins. agt. George M. Stevens &
Son Co. Lancaster NH 1949—. Town
moderator Whitefield 1949-73. res. Whitefield
NH*
FROST, Albert Winthrop. B.S., LL.B. Boston
Coll. 1939, J.D. Boston Coll. 1969. Psi Upsilon.
Ins.; b. Belmont MA June 15 1911; m.
Marguerite Chandler Sept. 15 1934; ch.:
Albert, Marjorie, Margaret. Various positions
to claim mgr. Kemper Ins. Hartford CT 43
yrs., member U.S. Supreme Court 1968, ret.
1976. Hartford Claim Mgr. Council (sec,
treas., v.pres. & pres.). res. W. Hartford CT.*
FRUITMAN, Harold Irving. Bowdoin 1929-30,
A.B. Boston Univ., LL.B. Boston Univ. 1934.
b. Newark NJ Oct. 14 1909; m. Norma Lowe
April 1 1941; ch.: Michael, Nancy. Broker ins.
co. Boston 1930-73. d. Newton MA June 6
1973.*
FULLER, Caleb Allen, Jr. Bowdoin 1929-31.
Delta Upsilon. b. Madison WI March 3
1910. res. unknown.
GALBRAITH, William Wesley. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. Journalism;
b. Portland April 5 1910; m. Ellen Hills Sept. 3
1933; ch.: Marc. Portland Press Herald
(reporter 1934-41, copy ed. 1941-66, night ed.
1966
—
). Pres. Portland Newspaper Guild
1946-47. PFC USA 1943-45. res. S. Portland.*
GAUSS, John Whitcher, Jr. Bowdoin 1929-31.
Sigma Nu. Printing; b. Salem MA Nov. 14
1910; m. Audrey Langille Oct. 4 1935; ch.:
Janet, John. Pres. Newcomb & Gauss Co.
Salem 1931-70, typographer Mirror Press &
Moore Inc. Danvers MA 1970— . Served to It.
cdr. USN 1944-47. res. Salem MA.*
GERDSEN, Carlton Henry. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. Class agt. 1964— . Ins.; b.
Washington DC Nov. 21 1910; m. Jane Sels
Barto Aug. 21 1971 (2nd marriage); ch.: Peter,
Stephen, Susan. Salesman Liberty Mutual Ins.
Co. NYC 1933-36, agt. self-employed NYC &
NJ 1936—, C.L.U. 1949. Served to It. cdr.
USNR 1941-46. res. Jamesburg NJ.*
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GIBADLO, Michael William. Bowdoin
1929-31, 1931-33. Kappa Sigma, b. Lawrence
MA Jan. 3 1910. Agriculture (Lawrence 1933,
Methuen MA 1934-35). d. Methuen MA Oct.
12 1937.
GORDON, John Henry, Jr. Bowdoin 1929-32.
b. Auburndale MA Oct. 11 1911. Salesman
John Henry Greetings Boston 1933-?, broker
real estate Auburndale 1935-? Dir. Greater
Boston Real Estate Board 1957, 1958. d.
Auburndale MA Oct. 26 1963.
GRAVES, Roland Hooker. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b.
Clinton MA May 8 1910; m. Margaret Nikisch
Nov. 14 1936; ch.: Susan, Judith. Budget &
forecast mgr. Marsh Instrument Co. Skokie IL
1933-75, ret. Elementary sch. dist. board
(member 6 yrs., pres. 3 yrs.). res. Mundelein
IL.*
HALL, Russell. A.B. Sigma Nu. Business; b.
Gorham Oct. 27 1909; m. Elizabeth Lord Oct.
1 1937; ch.: Carol, Heide, Russell III. Charles
Scribners Sons NYC (salesman 1934-38, New
Eng. mgr. 1939-47), mere. prop. J. C. Curtis




committee Gorham 1934-37. res. Camden.*
HANSCOM, Oscar Edgar. Bowdoin 1929-31,
D.D.S. Temple Univ. 1935. Alpha Tau Omega.
Ret.; b. Sanford June 30 1912; m. Eleanor
Roberts June 17 1937; ch.: Douglas, Gail,
Gregory. General practice dentistry Norway &
Sanford 1935-73, ret. Member Me. Board
Dental Examiners 1966— . Served to maj. USA
1943-46, served to col. USAR. res. Sanford &
Chebeague Is.*
HASKELL, William Langdon, Jr. Bowdoin
1929-33. Sigma Nu. Ret., b. Lewiston March
10 1910; s. of William L. M'94; m. Martha
Briggs Aug. 10 1935; ch.: William III.
Foreman Pepperell Mfg. Co. Lewiston
1933-46, sales (Lakeside Lab. Milwaukee WI
1946; Merck, Sharp & Dohme W. Point PA
1946-72), ret. res. Lewiston.*
HATHAWAY, Alton Hastings, Jr. Bowdoin
1929-31. Delta Upsilon. b. Providence RI
Feb. 12 1910. res. Seabrook NH.
HERSEY, Norman Leslie. Bowdoin 1929-31,
B.R.E. Boston Univ. 1940. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. S. Portland May 10 1911. Prop. &
publisher Church Management, Clergy
Journal. Dir. (Assoc. Church Press 6 yrs., Inst,
of Life Ins. 8 yrs., United Appeal, County
Social Planning Board). Author, res. Mount
Holly NC*
HICKOK, Milton Tharp. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Business exec; b. Pleasantville NJ March 20
1911; m. Katharine Volzing, m. Geraldine
Smith May 22 1954; ch.: Martha, Sarah,
Kathleen, Douglas. Various positions to plant
mgr. Sheffield Farms Co. NYC 1933-42, asst.
v.pres. Nat. Reconditioning Co. Glen Cove NY
1942-45, various positions to corp. v.pres.
Standard Packaging Corp. NY 1945-58,
general mgr. to sales dir. St. Regis Paper Dallas
TX 1958-73, exec. v.pres. World
Trading-Financing Richardson TX 1974—
.
Pres. C. of C. Glen Cove NY 1943-45. res.
Dallas TX.*
INGRAHAM, Frederic Henry. Bowdoin
1929-30. Beta Theta Pi. Business exec; b.
Newton Center MA Nov. 1907. V.pres. Pratt
Paper Co. Boston 1957— . res. Hingham MA.*
JACK, Paul Edward. A.B. Ret.; b. Richmond
April 17 1912; m. Marie Grondin Jan. 1 1942;
ch.: Joanne, Kathleen, Brian, Barbara. Teacher
Richmond 1933-34, teacher & principal
Richmond 1934-38, teacher Falmouth 1939-42,
U.S. govt. Framingham MA (clerk 1946-47,
classification clerk 1947-48, speech pathologist
1948-73), ret. Served to m/sgt. USA 1942-46.
res. Framingham.*
JENKISSON, John Fairbairn. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Chicago IL May 15 1911;
m. Martha Bray July 3 1937; ch.: Nancy.
General reporting & feature writing
(Springfield MA Union, N.Y.
World-Telegram), Life Magazine (writer &
assoc. ed. 1945-49, Eur. bureau chief Paris
France 1949-53, ed. nat. affairs and Life int.
edition 1953-56, W. coast bureau chief Los
Angeles CA 1956-61, sr. ed. & dir. of spec,
publishing projects NYC 1961-65), ret. Ed.:
Winston Churchill, Giant of the Century, res.
Santa Barbara CA.*
JOHNSON, Clyde Robert. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
Fryeburg July 28 1910. res. Wollaston MA.
JORDAN, Arthur George. Bowdoin 1930-31.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Lynn MA Oct. 6 1910.
res. unknown.
KELLETT, Harry Raymond. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1938. Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b. Lawrence
MA Sept. 3 1910. Physician pvt. practice Salem
NH 1940—. Served to capt. MCUSA 1942-45.
res. Salem Depot NH.*
KELSEY, John Daintree. Bowdoin 1929-30.
Sigma Nu. b. S. Portland Oct. 14 1911. res.
unknown.
KIMBALL, Thomas Hovey. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Belmont MA Jan. 13 1911; m. Garcia
Owen March 18 1939; ch.: Anne, Thomas,
Benjamin. Invest, banking Tucker, Anthony &
Co. Boston 1933-38; group ins. Travelers Ins.
Co. Boston 1938-74 (spec, mgr.); ret. 1974.
Sec. Belmont Literary Soc. Field dir.
European-Am. Red Cross. WWII. d.
Gloucester MA Nov. 7 1974.*
KIRKPATRICK, Charles Lincoln. B.S. LL.B.
Harvard 1936. Kappa Sigma. Business exec;
b. Braintree MA Jan. 27 1912; m. Ruth Garrod
Sept. 19 1936; ch.: Richard, Janice, Dana. Am.
Writing Paper Corp. (now Brown Co.) Holyoke
MA 1939— (asst. sec. 1941, pres. 1959, v.pres.
& general mgr.). Dir. Mass. Blue Cross 1956—
,
town moderator S. Hadley MA 1960— . res. S.
Hadley MA.*
KLINE, Will Murdoch, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. New Kensington PA Dec. 21 1912;
m. Mary Cheadle March 8 1941; ch.: Geoffrey.
Pres. Little Theatre New Kensington 1934-35,
tech. section FBI U.S. Dept. of Justice
Washington DC 1935-39, with rural edification
div. Washington DC 1935-39, asst. general
sales mgr. N. Ind. Power Co. Indianapolis IN
1939-41, sales supervisor N. Ind. Public Service
Co. Gary IN 1941-44, Westinghouse Appliance
div. Mansfield OH 1944-69 (asst. sales
promotion mgr. 1944-65, mgr. custom kitchens
dept. ca. 1961, product mgr. builder products
ca. 1964, nat. sales mgr. kitchen cabinets
Columbus OH 1965-67, marketing mgr.
Goshen IN 1967-69), exec, v.pres. Home-Crest
Corp. Goshen 1969-70. Served with USCG
1942-44. d. Goshen IN July 10 1970.*
KRAUSE, Daniel. Bowdoin 1929-33, 1933-34.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bayonne NJ March 14
1911. res. Greenfield MA.
LEWIS, Harrison Raymond, Jr. Bowdoin
1929-30. Sigma Nu. b. Walpole MA Jan. 13
1912. res. Saugus MA.
LONG, Maurice Alvin, Jr. Bowdoin 1929-30.
Psi Upsilon. b. Baltimore MD March 31
1910. d. 1932.
LORD, Henry Arnett, Jr. Bowdoin 1929-31.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Pittsburgh PA June 9 1911.
res. unknown.
LORING, Edward Payson. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Watertown
MA June 15 1911; m. Violet Martin Aug. 4
1935; ch.: Richard, Dorothy, Robert. Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1933-74 (chief
underwriter, asst. sec), ret. Treas. Universalist
Church 1960-63. Served to signalman 2 USCG
Auxiliary 1943-45. Ed.: Supplement to Loring
Genealogy, res. Wellesley MA.*
LOW, Davis Packard. Bowdoin 1929-30, A.B.
Brown Univ. 1933. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b.
Brockton MA Jan. 9 1912. Various positions
with U.S. govt. 1935-50 (diplomatic courier
U.S. State Dept. 1944-46), admissions officer
Brown Univ. 1951-53, clerk-mgr. various hotels
1955-57, claims rep. U.S. Social Security
Admin. New Bedford & Brockton MA
1957-70, ret. Contbr. res. Brockton MA.*
LOWELL, Roger Dwight. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Lee Nov. 17 1911; m. Beatrice
Wilbur June 13 1940, m. Leila Conners Oct. 1
1976; ch.: Roger Jr., Brenda. Teacher high sch.
Limestone 1934-35, submaster (Hartland
Acad. 1935-40, high sch. Lubec 1940-42),
teacher Me. Central Inst. Pittsfield 1942-45,
principal high sch. Lubec 1945-52, submaster
Lee Acad. 1952-77, ret. Pres. (Assn. Teachers
of Mathematics in Me., Northern Penobscot
Schoolmen's Club), town clerk Lee 1954-77.
res. Orono.*
LOWELL, William Holbrook, Jr. A.B., M.D.
Harvard 1937. Zeta Psi. b. Winchester MA
May 12 1909; m. Lydia Bartlett June 27 1936;
ch.: Susan, Richard '61, Catherine, Stephanie.
Intern Hartford CT 1937-39, resident general
medicine Mass. General Hospital Boston
1939-40, physician Hartford 1940-67. Chmn.
advisory committee Conn. State Board of
Examiners for Nursing 1963-65. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1942-45: awarded Soldiers' Medal, d.
Hartford CT Aug. 26 1967.
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MacWHINNIE, Herbert Charles. Bowdoin
1929-30. b. Attleboro MA Aug. 27 1911. res.
unknown.
MADEIRA, Albert Pierpont. A.B., A.M. Univ.
N.H. 1949. Theta Delta Chi. Class agt. 1938-48.
b. Washington DC May 31 1911; m. Beatrice
vom Baur June 7 1941; ch.: Marcia, Carol.
Theatrical work Cambridge MA 1933-35,
teacher NH (Emerson Sch. for Boys Exeter
1936-42, St. Paul's Sch. Concord 1942-48),
instr. Smith Coll. 1948-51, Univ. Mass. (instr.
English 1951-?, asst. prof. 197-64). Recipient:
First Metawampe Award Univ. Mass. 1963. d.
Amherst MA Jan. 14 1964.*
MANNING, John William. A.B., LL.B.
Columbia 1936. Delta Upsilon. 1962 capital
campaign area chmn., 1972 capital campaign
worker. Law; b. Albany NY Dec. 26 1911;
m. Wilma Ryer Aug. 3 1939; ch.: Ann, John,
Joan, Virginia, Michael, Ellen. Atty. (Tolles
Hogsett & Ginn Cleveland OH 1936-37,
self-employed Albany NY 1937—). U.S.
commissioner Northern Dist. of N.Y. 1942-45.
Pvt. USA 1943. res. Albany NY.*
MARSH, Francis Pope. B.S. Psi Upsilon. b.
Danvers MA May 31 1910. d. Danvers MA
June 4 1949.
MARTINEZ, Ramon Argimiro. Bowdoin
1932-33, A.B. Univ. Chile 1930. b. Villa
Castelli La Rioja Argentina June 30 1896. res.
unknown.
MASON, James Nelson. Bowdoin 1929-31. Psi
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Brockton MA
May 28 1911; married; ch.: James Jr., Charles,
William '61, Peter. Div. pres. & general mgr.
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. Cambridge
MA 19?—. V.pres. & dir. Am. Biltrite Rubber
Co., dir. Am. Synthetic Rubber Corp. res. Vero
Beach FL.
MAWHINNEY, Richard Allen. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Jonesboro June 12 1910.
Registered land surveyor (ME); teacher high
sch. Machias 1933-34, credit analyst Dun &
Bradstreet NYC 1934-35, chief photographer
U.S. Soil Conservation Service Washington
DC 1936-39, mere, self-employed Machias
Clothing Store 1939-61, land surveyor
self-employed Machias 1947-67, business mgr.
Univ. Me. Machias 1967-75, ret., consultant.
Dir. New Eng. section Am. Cong, on Surveying
& Mapping 1965, trustee public library
Machias 12 yrs., chmn. board selectmen &
assessors ca. 1954. Served to It. USNR 1943-46.
res. Machias.*
McALLESTER, Robert Vincent. Bowdoin
1929-30. Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Everett MA
July 7 1909; m. Eleanore Amoroso April 27
1949. Student M.I.T. 1932-34, stamp dealer
self-employed Everett 1935-65, asst. purchasing
mgr. Arkwright-Boston Mutual Ins. Co.
Waltham MA 1965-76, ret. Instr. ambulation
paraplegic veterans MA (Cushing Army
Hospital Framingham, Brighton Marine
Hospital Brighton), res. Wayland MA.*
MCCORMICK, Donald Pearson. A.B. cum
laude; Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Upsilon. b.
Roxbury MA July 15 191 1. s. of I. F. '00. res.
unknown.
McINTIRE, Sumner Harmon. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. N.Y. Univ. 1937, A.M. Boston Univ.
1954, Sc.D. Norwich Univ. 1964. Alpha Tau
Omega. Education; b. S. Essex MA July 7
1912; m. Julia Woods July 1 1936; ch.: Nancy,
Mary. Instr. (Westbrook Jr. Coll. Portland
1934-36, Norwich Univ. Northfield VT
1936-37, Thornton Acad. Saco 1937-38),
Norwich Univ. (instr. 1938-42, asst. prof.
1942-44, assoc. prof. 1944-57, prof. 1957-72,
dean 1972—). Treas. Northfield United
Church, chmn. (sch. board, memorial
playground), science advisor to Vt. governor,
res. Northfield VT.*
McLAUGHLIN, Raymond Edgar. B.S. Zeta
Psi. b. Sherman June 7 1911. res. unknown.
McMENAMIN, Edward Bernard. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ret.; b. Portland Nov. 14 191 1; m. Joan Stitt
Jan. 24 1953. With various U.S. agencies
Washington DC 1933-48, with Portland Nat.
Bank, dir. personnel for Eur. Economic
Cooperation Admin. Marshall Plan Paris
France 1948-53, deputy dir. personnel Int.
Cooperation Admin. Washington DC 1953-57,
Columbia Univ. (assoc. provost 1957-62, sec.
1962-72), business mgr. & asst. treas. St.
Bernard's Sch. NY, ret. Served to s/sgt.
USMCR 1943-46. res. NYC*
MEAD, Charles Stewart. A.B., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1936. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Bangor March 20 1912; s. of
Frank H. '95; m. Ruth Graham May 18 1935;
ch.: Elaine. Investigator-adjuster Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1933, teacher
(Keystone Acad. La Plume PA 1933-34, Fla.
Prep. Sch. Daytona Beach 1934-35, W.
Nottingham Acad. Rising Sun MD 1935,
Montgomery Country Day Sch. Wynnewood
PA 1936-37, Xavier Univ. New Orleans LA
1937-42, Shady Side Acad. Pittsburgh PA
1942-43), supervisor-training officer V.A.
Dunkirk NY 1946-47, instr. State Teachers
Coll. Fredonia NY 1947-51, safety dir. N.J.
Auto Club Florham Park 1951-69, chief traffic
safety coordinator N.J. div. Motor Vehicles
Trenton 1970-71, instr. Easy Method Driving
Sch. Morristown NJ 1971-73,
administrator-lead instr. N.J. State Safety
Council Newark 1973-74. Certified flight instr.,
commercial pilot instrument rating, cdr. (Am.
Legion Forestville NY 1948-51, Florham Park
NJ Squadron Civil Air Patrol 1961-73), sec. 2
terms research section higher education div.
Nat. Safety Council, accident prevention
counselor Federal Aviation Admin. 1973—
.
Served to It. USN 1943-46. Recipient: Civil Air
Patrol Meritorious Service Award 1971, Am.
Automobile Assn. spec, award for work in
driver education ca. 1962. Contbr. Highway
Safety & Driver Education 1957, syndicated
columnist The Driver's Seat 1966-73. res. Port
Orange FL.*
MEANS, David Gau. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Invests.; b. Orleans NE June 8 1911; s. of
Edgar L. '87; m. Lajune Patterson Aug. 6 1968;
ch.: Paul. Salesman Bond & Goodwin Boston
1934-37, prop. Means Invest. Co. Bangor
1938—. Trustee YWCA, dir. (YMCA Bangor,
Bangor-Brewer TB & Health, United Fund).
Served to It. USN 1943-45. res. Orono.*
MELANSON, Gregory Homer. Bowdoin
1929-30. Zeta Psi. b. Swampscott MA June 9
1910; m. Caroline Phillips Sept. 1 1932; ch.:
Sylvia. Aviator 1930-37 (Boston, Miami FL),
explorer S. Am. ca. 1933, business Laconia NH
1936-37. d. Wolfeboro NH Sept. 26 1937.
MERRILL, John Buxton. B.S., M.S. M.I.T.
1926. Alpha Tau Omega. b. Cumberland
Center June 16 1910; m. Ann Tompkins Sept. 2
1950; ch.: Peter, Martha. Patterson Screen Co.
Towanda PA (asst. to dir. of research 1936-?,
plant supt. 7-1943, plant mgr. 1943-45),
Tungsten & Chem. div. (general mgr. 1945-51,
v.pres. 1951-53, v.pres. metallurgical & chem.
operations 1953-55). Dir. (First Nat. Bank of
Towanda, Salt Lake Tungsten Co., Mills
Community Hospital, C. of C. Towanda),
trustee Robert Packer Hospital Sayre PA. d.
Medicine Bow Peak WY Oct. 6 1955.
MILLER, Fred Ernest, Jr. Bowdoin 1929-32.
Sigma Nu. b. Lynn MA July 16 1911. res.
unknown.
MILLER, Jacques. Bowdoin 1929-31, 1932-33;
B.F.A. Yale 1938. Delta Upsilon.
Architecture; b. Buffalo NY Aug. 13 1909.
Architect self-employed Woodbridge CT
19?—. Served to It. USN 1943-47. res.
Woodbridge CT.*
MILLIKEN, Frederic Leavirt, Jr. Bowdoin
1929-31. Delta Upsilon. b. Milton MA
March 3 1910; m. Anne Hathaway Sept. 16
1933; ch.: Lynne, Jane, Frederic III. Salesman
Hathaway Bakeries 1931-33, with Standards
Brands 1933-34, mgr. Dutchland Farms
Roadside Restaurant Milford CT 1934-37,
salesman General Mills ME 1937-42, shipyard
worker Hingham MA 1942-?, gas station mgr.
Hingham 7-1946, relief restaurant mgr.
Colstone Foods Inc. 1946-47, sr. salesman Am.
Home Foods Inc. 1947-49. d. Hanover Nov. 12
1949.
MILLIKEN, John Herman, Jr. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. Class agt. 1948-50. b. Saco Aug. 27
1910; m. Anne Fenderson Oct. 3 1936; ch.:
Jeffrey '62, Martha. S. D. Warren Co.
Westbrook (apprentice 1933-35, winding room
1935-44, supervisor finishing dept. 1944-48, dir.
personnel relations dept. 1948-69, mgr.
community relations 1969-71). Pres. S. D.
Warren Co. Federal Credit Union, corporator
Portland Savings Bank, trustee (Westbrook
Community Assn., Thornton Acad. Saco,
Warren Community Assn.), treas. activities
committee New Eng. Community Relations
Forum Am. Pulp & Paper Assn., chmn. Me.
Personnel Mgrs. Club, member Me. Business
Management Inst. Planning Comm., dir.
(Cumberland Mills Mutual Relief Assn.,
Northern Utilities, Me. Automobile Assn., Am.
Automobile Assn., Westbrook Community
Hospital, United Community Services,
Portland Gas Light Co., Paper Industry
Information Office), dir. Laurel Hills Cemetery
Assn. Saco, chmn. (Assoc. Industries of Me.
Personnel Assn., Greater Portland C. of C.
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Personnel Assn.), member sch. board
Westbrook. d. Westbrook Dec. 16 1971.*
MOORE, Andrews Gilbert. Bowdoin 1929-30.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Boston Sept. 29 1910.
res. unknown.
MORRIS, David. B.S. Delta Upsilon. Ret.;
b. Gary IN Nov. 16 1910; m. Gladys Shaw
Aug. 14 1937; ch.: Susan, David. Professional
engineer (MA); engineer Mass. Bonding & Ins.
Co. Boston 1937-44, supervisor engineering
Am. Casualty Co. Boston 1944-52, loss control
supervisor & spec. Reliance Ins. Co. Boston
1952-75, ret. res. W. Newton MA.*
MORSE, Edward Hyde. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
Class agt. 1950-58, class bequest chmn., 1972
capital campaign worker. Ret.; b. Mnpls.
MN May 9 1912; s. of John H. '97; m. Eleanor
Becker May 27 1939; ch.: Edward, Alice, John.
Owens 111. Inc. (production 1933-39, sales
1939-74, dist. mgr. Baltimore MD 1955-74), ret.
Dir. Parker Metal Decorating Co. Baltimore
1964
—
, chmn. (Campus Career Conf. 1968,
Governor's Committee on Environmental
Education MD 1970-72), member Winchester
MA 1953-55 (town meeting, town finance
committee), pres. Chebeague Is. Council
1975-77. Served to It. USNR 1943-46. Founder
& treas. Keep Md. Beautiful 1955; original
trustee & treas. The Md. Environmental Trust
1964-72. res. Chebeague Is.*
MOULTON, Richard Hammond. B.S. Alpha
Tau Omega. Ret.; b. Lexington MA March
30 1910; m. Dorothy Allis June 28 1933; ch.:
Fred '57, Edward, d. Belmont MA June 19
1976.*
MOUSTAKIS, Christy Constantine. A.B.
Alpha Delta Phi. Proofreading; b. Salem
MA Feb. 11 1911. res. Towaco NJ.*
MOYER, Arthur Edward. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Fordham 1938. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.;
b. Boston Oct. 22 191 1 ; m. Gertrude Mott May
24 1941. USAF (chief contract claims unit
1946-48, chief industrial facilities contracts
section 1949-56, atty. procurement law div.
Logistics Command Dayton OH 1957-59;
chmn. procurement committee Chateauroux
France 1959-62; deputy dir. contract
operations Dayton 1963-72), ret. Treas. St.
George Epis. Church Centerville OH, pres.
Centerville Lions Club, chmn. park board
Washington township. Served to capt. USAF
1942-46, 1951-53. Recipient: Meritorious
Civilian Service Award USAF 1969,
Exceptional Civilian Service Award USAF
1972. res. Dayton OH.*
MULLEN, William Edward. B.S. Sigma Nu.
b. Brockton MA April 4 1908; m. Anna
O'Rourke; ch.: Katherine, Anne. With WPOB
radio Portland, with Mullen Brothers Inc.
Brockton 7-1960 (mgr., treas. 7-1960). d. Boston
Feb. 21 1960.
PECK, William. B.S. b. Willimantic CT Oct.
3 1909. res. Manchester CT.
PELTON, Douglas. Bowdoin 1929-31. Sigma
Nu. b. Lynnfield MA May 9 1910. res.
Lowell MA.
PERRY, Henry Allan. B.S., A.M. Balliol Coll.
Oxford 1935. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Arlington
MA March 12 1911. Asst. ed. Boston
Transcript, publicity (Partner, Palmer & Perry
Boston; Boston Sunday Herald), public
relations dept. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
30 yrs., ret. Contbr., free-lance writer, res.
Dennis MA.*
PERRY, William Hunter, Jr. A.B. b. Boston
MA Aug. 24 1910. res. N. Edgecomb.
PETTENGILL, George Ewald. A.B. cum
laude, B.S. Columbia 1934, M.S. Columbia
1938. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b.
Cambridge MA June 5 1913; s. of Ray W. '05;
m. Margaret Williams Aug. 16 1940; ch.:
Richard '64, Gail. Reference asst. public
library NYC 1935-37, reference librarian
public library Reading PA 1937-45, asst.
librarian Franklin Inst, of State of Penn. Phila.
1945-51, Am. Inst, of Architects Washington
DC (librarian 1951-73, emeritus & consultant
1973
—
). Spec. Libraries Assn. (pres. & treas.
Spec. Libraries Council of Phila. & Vicinity
chapter, recording sec. & dir. Washington DC
chapter). Named honorary member Am. Inst.
Architects 1962. res. Arlington VA.*
PHELPS, Willard Schetky. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Lynn MA Sept. 20 1909; m. Cynthia
Harrington June 20 1943; ch.: Jonathan.
Underwriter Columbian Nat. Life Ins. Co.
Boston 1933-35, Int. Business Machines
(salesman Boston 1936-39, sales mgr.
Worcester MA 1939-48), sales mgr.
Soundscriber Corp. Worcester 1949-51, test
engineer Worcester Polytech. Inst. 1951-53, ret.
1953. Nat. Office Management Assn. (charter
member, board dir. Worcester chapter 10 yrs.).
Served to It. (jg) USN 1941-43. d. Holden MA
July 31 1976.*
PHILLIPS, Donald William. Bowdoin 1929-33.
b. Roselle Park NJ Dec. 24 1911; m. Marjorie
Hoag Feb. 1937. Stock clerk N.Y. Power &
Light Corp. Albany NY 1937-42. Served with
USA 1933-37, served to capt. USA 1942-50. d.
Ft. Monmouth NJ Oct. 7 1950.
PRESCOTT, Winthrop Edward. B.S. Sigma
Nu. b. Somerville MA Feb. 20 1912. res.
Taftville VT.
PURINGTON, George Colby, III. Bowdoin
1929-30. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Boston May 17
1910; s. of George C. Jr. '04; m. Irma Dunton;
ch.: James, Mrs. Harvey Gibbs. Served with
USAF 1939-61, ret. d. Spring Valley NY July
30 1967.
PUTNAM, Elmore Kendall. A.B., BSE.
Fitchburg Teachers Coll. 1935, Ed.M. Bates
1945. Ret.; b. Claremont NH Jan. 27 1909;
m. Irene Cook Dec. 28 1941; ch.: Kendall.
Teacher (board of education Milford NH
1935-36, Portage 1936-39; Coburn Classical
Inst. Waterville 1939-40; board of education
West Paris 1940-41, New Market NH 1941-43),
principal board of education Rocky Hill CT
1943-47, teacher board of education
Manchester CT 1947-75, ret. Member (Nat.
Education Assn., Conn. Education Assn.,
board of trustees Rocky Hill CT Congr.
Church), Stepney Lodge 133 A. F. & A. M.
Rocky Hill CT (32nd degree Mason, sec). PFC
USCA 1943. res. Rocky Hill CT.*
RICHARDSON, Henry Whitaker. B.S. 1934.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Somerville MA May 1
1
1910. res. Richmond VA.
ROEHR, Louis Jefferson. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Chicago IL Nov. 27 1910. res. Barrington RI.
ROEMER, Merle Alan. Bowdoin 1929-30,
M.E. Stevens Inst. Tech. 1934. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Lima OH Feb. 27 1911. res.
unknown.
ROSENFELD, John Crossland. Bowdoin
1929-30, 1931-32; LL.B. Boston Univ. 1935.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign
worker. Building inspection; b. Somerville
MA Dec. 12 1908; m. Janet Walker Sept. 27
1941; ch.: James C. '65, Janet, John, Jordan.
Prop. John C. Rosenfeld Needham MA
1935-70, building inspector Needham 1971—
.
res. Needham MA.*
RUNDLETT, Ellsworth Turner. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Portland Jan. 1 1939; ch..
George, David, Lawrence, Ellsworth III. With
H. M. Payson & Co. Portland 1934-40, camp
dir. Sebago Lake ca. 1947-53, plumbing
business (Rockland, Buxton), night auditor
Falmouth Hotel Portland 1956-58. Served to
maj. USA 1940-45. d. Portland Oct. 30 1958.*
RUSSELL, Francis. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1937. Writing; b. Boston Jan. 12
1910; m. Sharon Soong March 4 1966; ch.:
Sara. Guggenheim fellow 1964-65. Dir. Goethe
Soc, fellow Soc. Am. Historians. Served to
capt. Canadian Army 1941-46. Recipient:
Edgar Award Mystery Writers of Am. 1962.
Author 15 books, contbr. res. Sandwich MA.*
SCHULTZ, John Duncan, Jr. A.B., M D.
Johns Hopkins 1937. Medicine; b. Oakland
CA May 28 1911; m. Marcia Willey 1938; ch.:
John III, James. Physician & psychiatrist govt.
Washington DC 19?—. res. Silver Spring MD.
SCOTT, Alton Frank. Bowdoin 1929-30. b.
Cary Plantation Dec. 12 1908. res. unknown.
SHERBURNE, Wilson Austin. Bowdoin
1929-30. Kappa Sigma. b. Limestone Sept.
24 1912. res. Milo.
SINGER, Joseph Leo. A.B., J.D. Boston Univ.
1936. Law; b. Brunswick Nov. 24 1909; m.
Annette Shapiro Aug. 23 1942; ch.: Asa,
Philip, Ira. Municipal Court Brunswick
(recorder 1947-58, assoc. judge 1959-60, judge
1960-65). Served to s/sgt. ACUSA 1942-45. res.
Brunswick.*
SMITH, Alexander Rogers, III. Bowdoin
1929-31. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Waltham MA
Feb. 23 1910. res. Braintree MA.
SMITH, Eliot. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b.
Winthrop MA April 15 1912; m. Lydia Barnes
Feb. 15 1941; ch.: Scott, Mark '67. Investigator
Nat. Loan Soc. Boston 1934-39, General
Motors Acceptance Corp. (field rep. Boston
1939-49, credit supervisor 1949-53, sales rep.
1953-56; credit inspector NYC 1956-57).
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salesman New Eng. Life Ins. Boston 1957-74,
assoc. W. P. Tyler & Assocs. Worcester MA
1969-74, ret. Member vestry & clerk St. Francis
Epis. Church Holden MA 1959-65, treas.
Islesboro (community fund 1976— , chapter
A.A.R.P. 1976
—
), member board of assessors
Islesboro 1976-79. Served to It. USN 1942-47;
awarded USN Expert Marksman Medal 1943.
Recipient: New Eng. Life Nat. Quality Award
1959-69. res. Isleboro.*
SMITH, Robert Lupton. Bowdoin 1929-33. Chi
Psi. Ret.; b. Boston Nov. 19 1910; m. Alice
Hackland Dec. 28 1957. Cadet officer Eastern
Steamship Co. Boston 1933-34, specification
engineer Boston Woven Hose Co. Cambridge
MA 1934-42, printer & asst. ed. L.I. Traveler
Southold NY 1946-57, printer (News Review
Riverhead NY 1958-60, Star-Democrat Easton
MD 1960-67), assoc. curator Chesapeake Bay
Maritime Museum St. Michaels MD 1967-76,
ret. Pres. Custer Inst, for Research 1955-56.
Served to sgt. USAAF 1942-45. res. St.
Michaels MD.*
SPERRY, Robert Trueman. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Cambridge MA Jan. 1 1911. res. Cortez
CO.
SPINGARN, Edward David Woodberry. A.B.
summa cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M.
Harvard 1934; Ph.D. Harvard 1940. Beta
Theta Pi. Ret.; b. NYC Oct. 22 1911; m.
Elizabeth Morison Jan. 25 1941; ch.:
Christopher, Phillida. Trinity Coll. Hartford
CT (instr. economics 1940-41, asst. prof.
1946-47), Int. Monetary Fund Washington DC
(economist 1947-59, asst. div. chief 1959-70,
asst. to dir. Asian Dept. 1970-73), ret. Served to
It. col. USA 1942-45, 1951-52. res. Washington
DC*
STEARNS, Louis Colby, III. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Bangor Feb. 26 1912. res.
Hampden.
STEELE, Louis Thornton. Bowdoin 1929-31.
Sigma Nu. b. Boston MA April 4 1911. res.
NYC.
STILES, Arthur Hall, Jr. Bowdoin 1929-31.
Alpha Delta Phi. Business exec; b. Lynn
MA May 1910; m. Harriet Farquhar 1938; ch.:
William, Linda, Betty, Sarah. Pres. T. W.
Rogers Co. Lynn 19?—. Pres. Lynn (YMCA
1960, C. of C. 1964). res. Swampscott MA.
TAYLOR, George Pollock. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1936. Kappa Sigma, b. Wollaston MA
Dec. 24 1910. With George Taylor Co. Boston
1933-?, with George Goodhue Ins. Co. Quincy
MA 1936-?, with WAA Hingham MA 1945-?,
with H. A. Taylor Co. MA, with Hotel
Madison Boston. Served to s/sgt. USA
1940-45. d. Boston Feb. 14 1973.
THURLOW, Charles Edward. Bowdoin
1929-31, D.M.D. Tufts 1935. Alpha Tau
Omega. Dentistry; b. Burnham Nov. 11
1911; m. Myrtle Brown June 30 1935; ch.:
Norman, Susan, Margaret, Melissa. Assoc.
dentist Rockland 1935-36, general dentistry
self-employed Phillips 1936— . Planning board
Phillips (member, past chmn.), dentist pilot
program Head Start dental clinic Phillips.
Served to 1st It. Me. State Guard. Developer
spec, types of obturators to replace lost tissue
in cancer patients, res. Phillips.*
TORREY, Ronald Graydon. B.S., Ed.M.
Harvard 1949. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Weymouth
MA May 16 1912; m. Esther Bessey Jan. 8
1944; ch.: Edward. Teacher & coach (Fryeburg
Acad. 1934-47, high sch. Northbridge MA
1947-48), principal (high sch. Hanover MA
1948-55, Traip Acad. Kittery 1956, high sch.
Ashland MA 1957-59, high sch. Windsor VT
1959-77), ret. Served to s/sgt. USAF 1942-45.
res. Windsor VT.*
TOWLE, George Pierce, Jr. B.S., LL.B.
Harvard 1936. b. Boston March 11 1910; m.
Lillian Wright 1942; ch.: Lila, Martha. Atty.
Boston 1936-?. dairyman Plaistow NH. d.
Boston Aug. 17 1955.
TRAVIS, Walter Willard. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Ins.; b. Brooklyn NY Oct. 8 1910; m. Harriet
Small July 2 1936; ch.: Peter '61, Faith, Mark,
Jeremy, Lisa, Sara. C.P.C.U. & C.L.U.; claims
supervisor & salesman Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
Worcester MA, broker Worcester (Carrick
Agency, Greene & Heywood, Stark Johnson &
Stinson). Pres. (Worcester Ins. Soc, Central
Mass. chapter C.P.C.U.), Holden MA Dist.
Hospital (past trustee, v.pres.), First Congr.
Church Holden (deacon, moderator), member
conservation comm. Holden. Served to It. (sg)
USN 1944-46. res. Holden MA.*
TROTT, John Warren. B.S. Sigma Nu. Ret.;
b. E. Orange NJ Jan. 26 1910; m. Virginia Lutz
April 2 1931; ch.: Virginia, Helen, Nancy,
Charles. With Hughes Aircraft Co. Tucson AZ,
ret. 1970. Pres. southern AZ chapter Nat.
Contract Management Assn. 1967-68, deacon
& elder Trinity Presby. Church Tucson various
yrs. res. Tucson AZ.*
VINING, Blanchard Richards. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Billerica MA July 3 1910; s. of
Eugene C. '97; m. Eleanor Brown May 18
1935; ch.: Barbara, Joan. Salesman CA
(Davies Rose & Co. San Francisco 1935-?,
Carrol Dunham Smith Co.), res. (Billerica
1951, Portland 1954-58, Sarasota FL 1958-74).
d. Sarasota FL Feb. 12 1974.*
VON ROSENVINGE, Norman. Bowdoin
1930-31, LL.B. Boston Univ. 1934. Law; b.
Lowell MA July 22 1909; m. Deborah Gilbert
Aug. 30 1940; ch.: Tycho, Christian, Jannik,
Trina, Steffen, Deborah. Atty. pvt. practice
Boston 1934—. Danish v.consul 1947-50,
consul 1950-75, consul general 1975— . Served
to cdr. USCG 1942-46, 1950-55. res.
Rockport.*
WADSWORTH, Herbert Todd. Bowdoin
1929-31. Zeta Psi. b. Winchester MA Feb. 5
1909; m. Dorothy Aseltine April 22 1933; ch.:
Suzanne, Deborah, Herbert Jr. Dept. mgr.
dept. store Boston 1933-39, salesman
Winchester 1939-?, real estate Winchester ca.
1958-61, teacher The New Prep. Sch.
Cambridge MA 197-66. Chief auxiliary police
Winchester, d. Winchester MA Jan. 30 1966.
WATSON, John Menitt. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. Pensacola FL July 30 1909; m. Elinor
Shorey April 5 1941; ch.: Anne. Mold loft
helper Newport News VA Shipbuilding & Dry
Dock Co. 1934-35, asst. outfitting foreman
Bath Iron Works 1936-41, Bethlehem Steel Co.
(head scheduling dept. Hingham MA 1942-46,
estimator Quincy MA 1946-63), General
Dynamics (cost engineer Electric Boat div.
Groton CT 1964, sr. engineering planner
Shipbuilding div. Quincy 1967-73), ret. res.
Hingham MA.*
WHITNEY, Wallace French. Bowdoin
1929-30, B.S. Harvard 1933. Zeta Psi. b.
Saco March 4 1910. res. unknown.
WHimER, Frederick, Sr. A.B. cum laude.
Psi Upsilon. b. Newark NJ May 6 1910; m.
Helen Gallagher Aug. 18 1934; ch.: Frederick
Jr., Richard, Mary, John. Chemist (Barrett div.
Allied Chem. Corp. Edgewater NJ 1935-46,
Ensign-Bickford Co. Avon CT 1946-51), mgr.
coatings research & development Pittsburgh
PA Coke & Chem. 1951-61, sr. research assoc.
U.S. Steel Corp. Pittsburgh 1964-70, sr.
research chemist Porter Coatings Co.
Louisville KY 1970-72, ret. Inventor, holder of
several patents on coal tar & epoxy coatings, d.
Dunedin FL Dec. 18 1976.*
WILLEY, James Albert. B.S. Ret.; b.
Cherryfield April 14 1912; m. Esther Williams;
ch.: Lloyd '56, Beverly, James Jr. '66, Susan
'78. Past pres. Canteen Service Co. Bangor
1974
—
, ret. res. Bangor.*
WOODBURY, Frederick Nelson. A.B. Beta
Theta Phi. Ret.; b. Turner Feb. 2 1912; s. of
William B. '00; m. Dorothea Steiner June 26
1937; ch.: William, Kent. Admin, aide Stan-
Commonwealth for Boys Albion MI 1933-34,
case worker (Me. Emergency Relief Admin.
Augusta 1935-36, Big Brother Organization
Brooklyn NY 1936), parts distributor Ford
Motor Co. Dearborn MI 1936-37, United
Community Services of Metropolitan Detroit
MI (budget dir. 1937-72, agency fiscal
consultant 1972-74, cost & activity measures
project dir. 1974-77), ret. Asst. sec. & treas.
United Community Services of Metropolitan
Detroit 1962-72, treas. Assoc. Charities Detroit
1970-77. res. Detroit ML*
Class of 1934
ABBOTT, Kendall Parker. B.S. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Ret.; b. Wakefield
MA Dec. 19 1910; m. Grace Roberts June 16
1937; ch.: Shirley, Virginia, Robert. Treas.
(Florence & Abbott Boston 1935-40,
Walworth-English-Flett Co. Boston 1940-55,
Jarvis Engineering Co. S. Boston 1955-76).
New Eng. Mechanical Contractors Assn. (sec.
1946-47, pres. 1947-49, dir. 1950-67), trustee
Mechanical Contract Contractors Industry
Improvement Fund 1959-72, treas. Boston
Baptist Social Union 1942-54. res. Kingston
NH.*
ACKERMANN, Carl Adolf. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.; b.
Boston June 15 1911; m. Florence Kidd April
22 1939; ch.: Joan, Susan. Salesman S. S.
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Pierce Co. Boston 1934-50, v.pres. sales Arthur
G. Curren Co. Braintree MA 1950-65, account
exec. Curren Crevier Inc. Braintree MA
1965-76, ret. First Congr. Church Swampscott
MA (moderator 14 yrs., fund raising chmn.),
member town meeting, res. Swampscott MA.*
AIKEN, Robert Merk. Bowdoin 1930-32. Zeta
Psi. Real estate; b. Wellesley Hills MA Aug.
8 1912; m. Lois Imbescheid Sept. 6 1949.
Salesman Baldwin, White Co. Boston 1933-35;
broker, realtor (Walter Channing Inc. Boston
1935-55, Robert M. Aiken Inc. Wellesley Hills
1955-72, Robert M. Aiken Assoc. Wellesley
Hills 1972-75, Hill & Co. Wellesley Hills
1975—). Dir. C. of C. Wellesley 1959-72,
Boston Real Estate Board (member 1936
—
,
member membership committee 1965),
Wellesley Lions Club 1957— (founder, 1st
pres., life dir.), member town meeting
Wellesley 1947-64. Served to 1st sgt. ACUSA
1942-46; awarded Good Conduct Medal.
Recipient: 20 yr. perfect attendance award,
Annual Realtor Achievement Award 1961. res.
WeUesley Hills MA.*
ALBLING, Edward Irving. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Mich. 1935. b.
Portland May 21 1913. Me. state statistician
WPA Portland 1938-40, Me. State Dept. of
Health & Welfare Augusta (dir. research &
statistics 1940-42, budget officer 1946-47), dir.
(Bureau of Admin. 1947-54, div. of accounts &
admin. Me. State Highway Dept. Augusta
1954-72). Served to WO USA 1942-46. d.
Portland March 1 1 1972.*
ALLEN, Charles William. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Mich. 1937. Alumni Council 1957-59, Trustee
& treas. 1959-67, Overseer 1967-76 (Emeritus
1976—). Law; b. Portland Nov. 14 1912; s.
of Neal W. '07; m. Genevieve Lahee; ch.:
Thomas, Ruth, William. Assoc. Sullivan &
Cromwell NYC 1937-41, partner Pierce
Atwood Scribner Allen & McKusick Portland
1946— . Trustee (Portland Savings Bank
1959
— ;
Colby Bates Bowdoin Educational
Telecasting Corp. 1961-74), city council
Portland (member 1964-70, chmn. 1966). treas.
& trustee Hebron Acad. 1954-65. Served to It.
cdr. USN 1942-46. res. Portland.*
ALLEN, Horatio Gushing, Jr. Bowdoin
1930-32. Delta Upsilon. b. New Bedford MA
Jan. 29 1909. res. unknown.
AMBLER, Paul Stanton. Bowdoin 1930-33. Psi
Upsilon. b. Natick MA July 18 1912. res.
Natick MA.
APPLETON, Edward Francis. Bowdoin
1930-33, LL.B. Northeastern 1941. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Newton Centre MA April 25 1911; m.
Gladys Rumrill May 21 1932, m. Ruth
Elmstrom Aug. 21 1948; ch.: Sherborne, Leslie,
David, William, Carlyn, Christopher.
Merchandiser Filene's Boston 1933-36, sr. tax
accountant USMC Boston 1936-75, ret. Served
to 1st It. USA 1942-46. res. Reading MA.*
ARCHIBALD, James Putnam. A.B., LL.D.
Ricker Coll. 1972 Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Law; b. Houlton May 17 1912; s. of Bernard
A. '04; m. Leta Kitchen Oct. 3 1938; ch.:
Susan, James. Atty. (Houlton 1937-56;
Aroostook County 1941-43, 1947-50), justice
Me. Superior Court 1956-71, assoc. justice
Supreme Judicial Court of Me. 1971— . Dir.
(First Nat. Bank of Houlton 1954-71, Madigan
Memorial Hospital), chmn. Unitarian Soc.
Houlton, pres. Houlton Regional Hospital,
member town council Houlton, chmn. sch.
committee Houlton. Served to sgt. USN 1945.
Recipient: Centennial Award, Silver Shingle
Boston Univ. Sch. of Law 1971. res. Houlton.*
ARNOLD, John Lenz. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Brookline MA Feb. 9 1911. res.
Francestown NH.
ATWOOD, Richard Palmer. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Auburn Jan. 15 1911; m.
Barbara Carpenter Nov. 25 1936; ch.: Virginia,
David. Various positions to mgr. J. J.
Newberry Co., ret. res. Walton NY.*
BAILEY, Francis Choate. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Printing; b. Whitefield Sept. 25
1911; m. Donna Gulbrandson June 27 1939.
Conn. Mutual Life Ins. Co. Hartford CT
(actuarial clerk 1934-38, actuarial dept. mgr.
1939-67, actuarial asst. 1968-70), prop. & mgr.
1953-69 (Arrowhead Grove Cottages Salem CT
1970—, Bailey's Printshop Whitefield). Treas.
Whitefield Cemetery Corp., master W.
Hartford Grange 1938-39. res. Whitefield.*
BALDWIN, Sanford Oscar, Jr. Bowdoin
1930-34. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Framingham
MA June 26 1912; s. of Sanford O. '93. Pilot
San Diego CA 1934. d. San Diego CA Dec. 19
1934.
BANCROFT, Nicholas. Bowdoin 1 930-3 1 . b.
Samara Russia Nov. 22 1912. res. Hartford CT.
BARNES, Thomas Dale. Bowdoin 1930-34.
Alpha Delta Phi. Occ. unknown; b. New
Wilmington PA Sept. 15 1910; m. Martha
Ladd 1937; ch.: Susan, Anthony, Jane. res.
Pasadena CA.
BASSETT, James Elias. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. Journalism; b.
Glendale CA Oct. 18 1912; m. Wilma
Moreland June 13 1936; ch.: Cynthia. Los
Angeles CA Times (reporter 1934-36, aviation
ed. 1937-41, science ed. 1946-47), political ed.
Los Angeles Mirror 1948-54, public relations
dir. Republican Nat. Committee 1954, Los
Angeles Mirror (city ed. 1954-57, asst.
managing ed. 1957-60), Los Angeles Times
(political ed. 1961-63, dir. editorial pages
1963-71, assoc. ed. 1971
—
). Served to capt.
USNR 1941-45; awarded Bronze Star &
combat clasp 1945. Author: Harm's Way
(1962), The Sky Suspended (1968), Comdr.
Prince USN (1971); contributing author: The
War Lords (1975). res. Malibu CA.*
BATCHELDER, Frederick Chase. Bowdoin
1930-32. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b.
Wenham MA June 17 1911; m. Margaret
Nichols Sept. 28 1940; ch.: Frederick Jr.
Bookkeeper Edward B. Smith Co. Boston
1935-37, salesman B. F. White & Co. Boston
1937-40, accountant General Tel. Electric
Sylvania Danvers MA 1940-76, ret. Essex
County Health Assn. (dir. & member exec,
board 1950-75, pres. 1966-72), trustee public-
library Wenham 1942-75, chmn. Cemetery
Commissioners Wenham 1972-75. res.
Wenham MA.*
BATES, Frank Donald. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Dorchester MA March 30 1911; m.
Virginia Stratton June 3 1939; ch.: Patricia,
Donald. Asst. mgr. Treadway Inns Inc.
Williamstown MA 1934, New Eng. Life Boston
(trainee 1934-36, asst. mgr. personnel dept.
1936-42, re-training program 1946-49, asst.
mgr. purchasing dept. 1949-64, property mgr.
1964-73), ret. Served to It. col. ACUSA
1942-46. d. Kennebunkport Sept. 23 1976.*
BENNETT, George Stephen. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Quincy MA Dec. 26 1910; m.
Catherine Hooban April 15 1942; ch.: George
Jr. '65, Sally, John, Mary. Municipal research
Mass. Federation of Taxpayers Assns. Boston
1935-36, industrial relations supervisor Lever
Brothers Co. Cambridge MA 1937-52,
personnel dir. Photoswitch Inc. Cambridge
1952-53, mgr. industrial relations Boston Gear
Quincy 1953-76, ret. res. Quincy MA.*
BENNETT, Gordon Choate. Bowdoin 1930-32.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Arlington MA April 30
1911. res. unknown.
BICKNELL, Herbert Smith, Jr. Bowdoin
1931-32, B.S. N.Y. Univ. 1950, M.Div. General
Theol. Sem. 1952. b. Woonsocket RI July 29
1911. Production mgr. R.I. Plush Mills Mowry
Brothers Woonsocket 1933-35, payroll mgr.
Dunn Woosted Mills Woonsocket 1935-36,
production mgr. R.I. Plush Co. Woonsocket
1936-?, head religious education dept. St.
Andrews Sch. Sewanee TN 1950-69, vicar St.
Chad's Epis. Church Tampa FL 1969-74, ret.,
minister visitation Calvary Epis. Church
Indian Rocks Beach FL. Member Order of the
Holy Cross 1936-69 (bursar, sec. to Father
Superior). Chosen teacher of the yr. St.
Andrew's Sch. 1960. Contbr. d. Clearwater FL
Feb. 12 1976.*
BRAHMS, Samuel David. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, b. Chelsea MA Nov.
5 1911; m. Barbara Robinson 1937; ch.:
Thomas, Paul, David. Rockwood Park Sch.
Jamaica Plain MA (teacher 1936-39, asst.
headmaster 1938-39), prop. & dir. tutorial
service MA (Boston 1937-42, Watertown
1942-46, Newton 1946-67). Contbr. d. Newton
MA Dec. 12 1967.*
BRAITHWAITE, Dudley Harewood. Bowdoin
1930-32. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Newton
MA July 15 1911; m. Ellen Guion June 21
1941; ch.: Stephen, Norman. Salesman
(Munro, Kincaid Edgehill Inc. Boston 1932-41:
Wilson & Co. Boston 1946-50), partner
sales-finance W. A. Wales & Co. Boston
1951-58, sales (Union Mutual Life Portland,
David Cowles Agency Boston 1958-61; John
Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co. Framingham
MA 1961-74), ret. Member St. Paul's Epis
Church Natick MA (vestry, property
committee). Served to sgt. MCUSA 1942-45.
res. Natick MA.*
BROOKES, John Dono. Bowdoin 1930-32.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Williamsport PA Oct. 9
1910; married; ch.: Jonathan, Jeffrey.
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Shelburae. With Federal Reserve Bank Boston
1932-42, electronics dept. General Electric Co.
Chicago IL 1946-52, prop. Alwinco Inc.
Indianapolis IN 1952-58. Served to capt.
ACUSA 1942-45. d. Indianapolis IN Aug. 8
1958.
BROWN, Eugene Ellis. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Tufts (Merritt Garcelon scholar) 1938.
Medicine; b. Bangor May 17 1913; m. Anne
Jacobs Jan. 1 1950; ch.: Arlon, Jalon.
Physician pvt. practice Bangor 1938— . Served
to It. (sg) USN 1944-46. res. Bangor.*
BROWN, Raymond, Jr. Bowdoin 1930-32.
Zeta Psi. b. Allentown PA Feb. 4 1911; m.
Sarah Hamilton Dec. 22 1934; ch.: Stephen.
With Crane & Foster Ins. Co. 1934-36, with
Bankers Trust Co. NYC 1936-38, ins. NYC
197-38, sales dept. WGAN radio station
Portland 1938-43, asst. sales mgr. WOL radio
station Washington DC 1944-47, general mgr.
WEAM radio station Arlington VA 1947-?,
with WAAB radio station Worcester MA, with
WSPB radio station Sarasota FL, with WTRI
radio station Schenectady NY 1951-54,
account exec. WGAN-TV Portland 197-72.
Served with U.S. Merc. Marine 1943-44. d.
Falmouth Sept. 17 1972.*
BURDELL, Charles Sheffield. Bowdoin
1931-34, 1936; LL.B. Univ. Neb. 1939. b.
Dayton OH May 12 1912; m. Lois Hiatt Dec.
28 1940; ch.: Charles Jr., Cynthia, Richard.
Anti-trust div. U.S. Dept. of Justice (spec. atty.
Washington DC 1939, Los Angeles CA
1939-41; spec. asst. to atty. general Seattle WA
1942; chief Seattle office 1941-43), chief Seattle
field office war frauds section criminal div.
U.S. Dept. of Justice 1943-44, atty. Seattle
1946-73. Fellow Am. Coll. of Trial Lawyers.
Served with USN 1944-46. d. Seattle WA Feb.
1 1973.*
BURNHAM, Philip Edward. B.S., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1941. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Corona NY Jan. 13 1913; m.
Nella Barber June 25 1936; ch.: Philip Jr.,
Jonathan. Instr. (Adirondack-Fla. Sch.
Onchiota NY & Coral Gables FL 1935-36,
Harley Sch. Rochester NY 1936-40, Vt. Acad.
Saxtons River VT 1940-42, English Harvard
1942-45, Phillips Exeter Acad. Exeter NH
1945-46, also v.rector St. Paul's Sch. Concord
NH 1946
—
). Visiting committee New Eng.
Assn. Schs. & Colls, (member Hampshire Coll.
1974, chmn. Suffield Acad. 1971), English
Composition Test CEEB (reader 1946-50, chief
reader 1960-65, committee member 1958-62,
committee chmn. 1962-67), Nat. Assn.
Independent Schs. (member English examiners
committee 1947-59, consultant 1959-65,
member board of dir. 1965-68, chmn. academic
affairs committee 1968-70), Sch. & Coll. Conf.
on English (member exec, committee 1952-55,
chmn. 1955-56), television teaching English
WENH Durham NH & WGBH Boston 1961,
chmn. achievement awards committee N.H.
Nat. Council of Teachers of English 1962,
member advisory council to Dept. English
Princeton Univ. 1964-67, consultant (on
examinations CEEB 1965-66, in English
1946—), lectr. teaching of Shakespeare in schs.
Northwestern Univ. summer 1966, member
N.H. Committee for Improvement of
Instruction in English, member advisory
committee Secondary Sch. Curriculum
WENH-Television. Author: Basic
Composition (1949, 1952); co-author: Basic
Verbal Skills (1975), Literary Analysis: A Book
of Tests (1970), editorial reviser: Writing and
Rewriting (1946); ed.: The Scarlet Letter (1962,
1968), Richard III (1964, 1969); co-ed.:
Readings for Citizens at War (1943); contbr.
res. Concord NH.*
BURTON, Frederick Warren. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. Appliance sales & distribution; b.
Hartford CT Nov. 9 1910; m. Wilhelmina
Smith Dec. 15 1940. Supervisor Coca Cola
Boston 1936-40, salesman Filter Queen Boston
1940-42, salesman-div. supervisor DM Home
Foods Boston 1942-47, salesman-broker
MacDonald O'Brien Boston 1947-48,
distributor Filter Queen MA 1949— . res.
Auburndale MA.*
CABOT, George Dodge, Jr. Bowdoin 1930-33,
B.C.S. N.Y. Univ. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
Weehawken NJ Sept. 18 1910. res. unknown.
CADY, Kenneth Gordon. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. Newton MA June 12 1911; m. Mary
Wilder Oct. 21 1950; ch.: Samuel. Buyer Lever
Brothers Cambridge MA 1935-40, with USN
1940-58, contracting officer civil service U.S.
govt., ret. res. Friendship.*
CALKIN, Ralph Frederick. Bowdoin 1930-32.
Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Maiden MA July 26
1908; m. Catherine Berry Oct. 31 1910; ch.:
Pitt. Served to maj. USA 1940-60, ret. res.
Washington.*
CAMPBELL, Colin. Bowdoin 1930-32. Zeta
Psi. b. Elizabeth NJ Dec. 12 1912; m.
Virginia Torrey Dec. 23 1942; ch.: Susan,
Torrey. Advt. business Elizabeth ca. 1937, ed.
trade publications NYC, cost accountant The
Estey Organ Co. Brattleboro VT 1941-48, with
Arnoldware Brattleboro 1948-51, Modern
Auto Co. Hinsdale NH 1951-64 (mgr.,
bookkeeper), Campbell & Campbell Inc.
Brattleboro (partner 1964-70, pres. 1967-70).
Member board of listers Brattleboro 1963-70.
d. Spofford NH May 25 1970.
CARPENTER, Charles Williams. B.S. cum
laude. Ret.; b. Washington DC July 12 1913;
ch.: Caroline, Jan, Paul. Mgr. N.Y. office
Technicolor Corp. 1946-63, ret. res. Boulder
CO.*
CARSON, Robert James, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Mfg.; b. Phila. PA July 7 1913; m. Elizabeth
Brown May 14 1938; ch.: Robert, Walter '65,
Everett '69. Carpet manufacturer Carpet div.
Burlington Industries Glasgow VA 1934—
.
Dir. United Va. Bank Rockbride Lexington
1956
— ,
Stonewall Jackson Hospital (dir.
1960-65, pres. 1964-65), pres. Rockbridge
Chapter Am. Red Cross 1955-65, Lexington
Rockbridge United Fund (dir. 1961— , pres.
1966-71), chmn. tech. committee Carpet & Rug
Inst. 1973-77. Served to It. (jg) USNR 1944-46.
res. Lexington VA.*
CHANDLER Harold Leonard. B.S., M.D.
Jefferson Med. Coll. 1938. Medicine; b.
Portland April 27 1913; m. Iris Herbits July 11
1954; ch.: Mark, Theodore. Physician. Asst.
clinical prof, medicine Harvard Med. Sch., soc.
Nuclear Medicine (trustee 1974-78, chmn. 1972
annual meeting nat. arrangements committee,
member Nat. Task Group for Quality Control
1973), New Eng. chapter Soc. Nuclear
Medicine (pres. 1966, councilor for Mass.
1969
—,
member standards committee 1970
—
,




advisory committee Nuclear Medicine Services
Dept. Public Health Commonwealth Mass.
1972-73, Education & Research Foundation
Soc. Nuclear Medicine (member board of dir.
1972—; v.pres. 1972-73, 1974-75; pres.
1976
—
), Am. Coll. Nuclear Physicians (regent
1974, chmn. finance committee 1974
—
,
member exec, committee 1975), member
subcommittee nuclear medicine Mass.
Radiological Soc. 1974—, member local
arrangements committee Second Int. Conf. on
Med. Physics Boston 1969. Served to maj. USA
1941-46. Contbr. res. Belmont MA.*
CLARK, Alexander Prescott. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia Univ. 1936, B.L.S. Pratt Univ.
1949. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Stamford CT
March 11 1912. Asst. (N.Y. Public Library
1942-49, Brooklyn Public Library 1948-49),
curator manuscripts Princeton Univ. Library
1949-77, ret. 1977. Dir. The Manuscript Soc.
res. Princeton NJ.*
CLARK, William Barrett. Bowdoin 1930-31.
b. Warren Aug. 9 1911. res. Thomaston.
CLAY, William Whitford. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Business exec; b. Newburyport MA
Oct. 25 1913; m. Elizabeth Massey April 18
1938; ch.: Nancy. Salesman Canada Dry
Ginger Ale Hartford CT 1934-36, div. mgr. B.
F. Goodrich Co. Watertown MA 1936-48, pres.
The Granet Corp. Framingham MA 1948—
.
Trustee (Gordon Coll. Hamilton MA 1973—,
Park Street Church Boston 1964— , Industrial
Safety Equipment Assn. 1966-70), dir. Work
Glove Mfr.'s Assn. J973— . res. Needham
MA*
CLEAVES, George Melvin, Jr. Bowdoin
1930-32. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Bar Harbor July 3
1911; m. Ruth Hartin Oct. 23 1946; ch.: Sarah,
David. With U.S. Postal Service, ret. Treas. &
tax collector Bar Harbor 1946-48, dir. Bar
Harbor Loan & Bldg. Assn. 1948-50, member
vestry St. Saviour's Church Bar Harbor. Served
with USA 1942-45. res. Bar Harbor.*
CRANE, Kennedy, Jr. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
Merc; b. Boston Aug. 2*3 1912; m. Henrietta
Page July 5 1938, m. Annie Watters Dec. 28
1967; ch.: Kennedy III, Gertrude, Tobey.
Trainee (W. T. Grant Co. NYC 1934-36, Senter
Crane Co. Rockland 1936-37), prop. (Kennedy
Crane Co. Skowhegan 1937— , Senter Crane
Co. Rockland 1951—). Trustee (Knox County
General Hospital 1956
—
, Penobscot Bay Med.
Center 1969—). Served to It. USN 1942-44. res.
Owl's Head.*
CURTIS, Henry Johnson. Bowdoin 1930-31.
Zeta Psi. b. W. Springfield MA March 30
1911. res. Needham MA.
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DAKIN, Russell Waters. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Jamaica Plain MA June 15 1912. res. Keene
NH.
DANA, Woodbury Kidder. Bowdoin 1930-32,
grad. Phila. Textile Inst. 1935. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Westbrook Dec. 7 1911; s. of Philip '96; m.
Dorothy Rayson Oct. 21 1939; ch.: Dorothy,
Woodbury III, Wendy. Supt.
Deering-Milliken's Judson Mill Louvens SC
1937-38, cording overseer Pacific Mills Dover
NH 1938-39, resident sales market research
Saco-Lowell Shops Biddeford 1939-59, WPB
1943-46, prop. Shores Acres Co., Sebasco
Estates 1959-67 (pres., treas., mgr). Dir. Me.
Hotel Assn., corporator Portland Savings
Bank, v.pres. New Eng. Innkeepers' Assn. d.
Portland Dec. 30 1967.*
DAVIS, Byron Stevens. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Ret.; b. Pittsfield MA April 30 1912; m.
Anne Merritt July 4 1937; ch.: Peter, William,
Elizabeth, Mark, Helen, Earl, Byron Jr.
Salesman Marble Nye Co. Worcester MA
1936-37, sales apprentice Brown & Sharpe
Providence RI 1937-38, chief underwriter Paul
Revere Life Ins. Worcester 1938-53, 2nd v.pres.
State Mutual Life Ins. Co. Worcester 1953-71,
ret. Wachusell Regional Sch. Committee
(member 1957-65, chmn. 3 yrs.), chmn. various
committees Health Ins. Assn. Served to capt.
USA 1943-46, 1951. Recipient: Health Ins.
Assn. citation of Am. res. Holden MA.*
DAVIS, Richard Hawkins. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Class agt. 1960-75, 1972 capital campaign
worker. Accounting; b. Cambridge MA Oct.
7 1912; m. Phyllis de Mille; ch.: Richard '60,
Carol. Elliott Davis & Co. Boston (accountant
1935-42, partner 1942-71), self-employed
1971— . St. Andrews Epis. Church
Framingham MA 1960-71 (member vestry,
treas.). res. Framingham Center MA.*
DEANE, Stephen Russell. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1941, Ph.D. Univ. Md. 1949. Delta Upsilon.
Education; b. Leeds Nov. 17 1911; m. Mabel
Weller Aug. 1 1936; ch.: Deborah, Nancy.
Prof, psychology Simmons Coll. Boston
1949—
.
Chmn. (social action committee
Wellesley Congr. Church, education committee
Mass. Psychological Assn., Democratic town
committee, Fair Housing Practices Committee
Wellesley, Greater Boston Intergroup
Relations Council), pres. Invest. Assoc.
Greater Boston. Served to It. (sg) USN
1944-46. Contbr. res. Wayne.*
DeLONG, Edward. B.S., Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign area chmn. Business exec;
b. Bath Jan. 2 1914; m. Mary-Lou Buckley
May 14 1955; ch.: Vicki. Auditor & accountant
Am. Water Works & Electric Co. NYC
1934-41, treas. Main Belting Co. Phila. PA
1946-49, plant controller Dresser Industries
Inc. Cincinnati OH & Bradford PA 1949-52,
supervisor financial & cost accounting Piasecki
Helicopter Corp. Morton PA 1952-54, Milton
Roy Co. St. Petersburg FL 1954— (controller,
sr. v.pres., sec). Dir. & officer various domestic
& foreign subsidiaries Milton Roy Co. 1970—
.
Served to It. cdr. USNR 1941-45. res. Largo
FL.«
DEWING, Charles Edward. Bowdoin 1930-32.
b. Constantinople Turkey Dec. 17 1911. res.
unknown.
DONAHUE, Clement Lawrence. B.S.,
M.D.C.M. McGill 1939. Sigma Nu. 1972
capital campaign worker. Medicine; b.
Lincoln NH March 30 1911; m. Gladys
Colwell Feb. 19 1941; ch.: Edward '64,
Mildred, William, Patricia, Mary.
Ophthalmologist Caribou 19?— . Served to
capt. USA 1941-46. res. Caribou.*
DOWLING, Robert Giles. Bowdoin 1930-33.
Alpha Delta Phi. Ins.; b. Dedham MA May
9 1911; m. Ora Thacher; ch.: Robert III '63.
Prop. Thacher Ins. Agency Hyannis MA. res.
Hyannis MA.
DRAKE, Frederick Ellis, Jr. Bowdoin 1930-33.
Psi Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Ret.; b. Bath May 6 1911; s. of Frederick E.
'98; m. Elena Bianchi Sept. 17 1941, m. Lois
Beren May 16 1972; ch.: Elena, Frederick III.
Purser U.S. Lines & Am. S. African Line NYC
1933-36, travel agt. Peabody & Lane Inc.
Boston 1936-38, freight traffic mgr. Seaboard
Navigation Co. Boston 1938-39, pres. Bath
(James B. Drake & Sons Ins. 1939-70,
Chapman & Drake Ins. 1970-75), ret. Sr.
warden & member vestry Grace Epis. Church,
pres. (Rotary Club, C. of C, Marine Research
Soc. Bath), chmn. (Red Cross Chapter, rep.
Bath parking dist. Me. Legislature), trustee
Bath Memorial Hospital, v.pres. Pine Tree Soc.
Served to It. cdr. USNR 1941-46. res. Bath.*
EMERSON, Bryant Chamberlin. Bowdoin
1930-34. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Chelmsford MA
March 9 1913; m. Irene Holdsworth Sept. 2
1939; ch.: Dian, Donal. Credit man Universal
Credit Co. Boston 1934-42, process engineer
Remington Arms Co. Lowell MA 1942-43,
industrial relations mgr. (Raytheon Co.
Waltham MA 1943-67, Sanders Assoc. Nashua
NH 1967-71), city personnel dir. Nashua NH
1971-75, ret. Member sch. committee
Chelmsford 1943-46. res. Meredith NH.*
EMERY, Richard Potter. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Sales; b. Dorchester MA Dec. 31 1912; m.
Eleanor McKinnon 1937. Salesman Elm
Chevrolet Co. Inc. Elmira NY 1950—. res.
Elmira NY.*
EVERETT, Harold Hutchinson. Bowdoin
1930-32, B.S. M.I.T. 1935. Alpha Tau Omega.
Consulting; b. Franklin MA Aug. 17 1913;
m. Jean McCollom June 8 1940; ch.: Jean,
Malcolm, Peter. The Foxboro MA Co.
(industrial engineer 1935-36, sales engineer
1937-41, purchasing engineer 1942), div. mgr.
Fairchild Camera & Inst. Corp. NYC 1943-50,
area sales mgr. Holliday Hathaway Co. Inc.
NYC 1950-58, prop. Everett Sales Engineer
Co. Manhasset NY 1958-68, pres. & treas.
Everett Marketing Corp. Manhasset 1968—
.
Pres. Munsey Park Assn. 1947-48, trustee Inc.
Village of Munsey Park 1948-50. res.
Manhasset NY.*
FAY, John Gilbert. Bowdoin 1930-35. Sigma
Nu. Ret.; b. NYC June 2 1910; m. Dorothy
Afferton Jan. 26 1941; ch.: John Jr., Jane.
Auditor & sales S & H Green Stamps NYC
1935-36, welder & clerk Federal Shipbuilding
& Drydock Co. Kearney NJ 1936-38, aircraft
mechanic Pan Am. Airways Baltimore MD &
NYC 1939-41, clerk Marsh & McLennan
Marine Ins. NYC 1941-42, accountant Airlines
Nat. Terminal NYC 1947-48, airport
supervisor service Port Authority NY & NJ
1948-67, ret. Served to It. cdr. USNR 1942-46.
res. Sarasota FL.*
FEARNSIDE, William Ward. B.S. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1938; Ph.D.
Univ. Calif. 1949. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education' b. Newton MA June 9 1913; m.
Margaret Martin Dec. 9 1945; ch.: Philip,
Wendy, Tracy. Atty. (P.O.D. Vedova Seattle
WA 1938-39, Van Cise Robinson & Charlton
Denver CO 1941-42), asst. prof. (Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1947-58, Harvard Business Sch.
1958-59), assoc. prof. Babson Coll. Babson
Park MA 1959—. Served to capt. USA
1942-45. Author: Fallacy, the Counterfeit of
Argument (1959). res. Wellesley Hills MA.*
FERGUSON, Prescott Winslow. Bowdoin
1930-31. b. Belfast July 27 1913. res. Belfast.
FISH, George Morton. Bowdoin 1931-32, A.B.
Stanford Univ. 1934. Chi Psi. b. Santa
Barbara CA Sept. 11 1913; m. Ruth Nordli
June 16 1934, m. Hybernia Hudson Nov. 14
1940; ch.: Peter, Carolyn. With Ben Fish &
Son Santa Barbara 1934-63; processor, shipper
Santa Barbara 1943-? d. Oct. 13 1963.
FISKE, Franklin Howe. Bowdoin 1930-31.
Sigma Nu. b. Greenfield MA April 25 1911.
res. Pittsburgh PA.
FLETCHER, Robert Sturtevant. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Portland Feb. 6 1912; m.
Gertrude Park Dec. 27 1940; ch.: Jonathan,
Penelope. With Mass. State Board of
Correction Boston 1934-39, supervisor N.Y.
State Training Sch. for Boys Orange County
NY 1939-40, with E. I. duPont de Nemours &
Co. (Millingham TN 1940-43, asst. supervisor
Wilmington DE 1946-53, training supervisor
personnel dept. Aiken 1953-73). Board member
Am. Red Cross, pres. (S.C. Soc. for Training &
Development, United Way Aiken County),
member vestry St. Thaddeus Epis. Church.
Served to 1st It. USA 1943-46. d. Aiken SC
Feb. 25 1974.*
FLINT, Laurence Bertram. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Needham MA July 31 1909; m.
Elizabeth Goodhue Sept. 5 1937; 4 children.
Sales (Kendall Co. 18 yrs., Huntington Lab. 18
yrs.), ret. Pres. Chocorua Chapel Assn.,
member town budget committee Holderness
NH, chmn. Lakes Region NH Planning
Comm., v.pres. Squam Lakes Assn. res.
Holderness NH.*
FLOOD, Ernest Cecil. Bowdoin 1932. b.
Brownington VT March 19 1908. res. E.
Poland.
FOSTER, Robert Matthews. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Business exec; b. Melrose MA Sept. 6
1912; m. Jean Foster 1950: ch.: Jo. Sr. v.pres.
Arlington Trust Co. Lawrence MA 1946—
.
Served to capt. USA 1941-45. res. Andover
MA.*
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FOX, James Richard. Bowdoin 1930-31, 1932;
A.B. Villanova 1935. Sigma Nu. b.
Norristown PA Dec. 10 1911. With Henry I.
Fox Ins. & Real Estate Norristown. Pvt. USA
1942-46. d. April 12 1950.
FREEMAN, James Carrington. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1935;
Ph.D. Boston Univ. 1948. Theta Delta Chi.
Class agt. 1934-38. b. Boston Sept. 17 1912;
s. of George F. '90; m. Mary Hand Aug. 21
1937; ch.: James Jr., Sheila. Member editorial
staff Quincy MA Evening News 1935-36, instr.
(Susquehanna Univ. Selinsgrove PA 1936-42,
English Bowdoin 1942), teaching fellow
English Harvard 1945-46, Boston Univ. (instr.
English 1946-47, asst. prof. 1947-48), assoc.
prof. English Grinnell IA Coll. 1948-50,
training officer Nat. Security Agency
Washington DC 1954-71. Part-time instr. (Am.
Univ. Washington DC, George Washington
Univ., Nat. Inst, of Health, U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture Grad. Sch., Montgomery Jr. Coll.).
Served to It. USN 1942-45, served to It. cdr.
USNR 1950-54. Contbr. d. Bethesda MD Dec.
25 1971.*
FREEMAN, John Doane. Bowdoin 1930-33.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Arlington MA Oct. 10
1910. res. Dover MA.
GAZLAY, John Chester, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1936. Beta Theta Pi. b. NYC June
29 1912; m. Mary Burnham Sept. 18 1942; ch.:
John III '65, Lee. Salesman U.S. Gypsum Co.
Boston 1937-42, asst. to v.pres. in charge of
sales food div. Clark-Babbitt Industries Inc.
Boston 1946-47, asst. sales mgr. Star Brush
Mfg. Co. Inc. Boston 1947-52, with Whiting
Milk Co. Charlestown MA 1952-63 (wholesale
sales mgr. 1953-63), ret. Chmn. sales committee
New Eng. Milk Dealers' Assn., member
personnel relations committee Milk Industry
Foundation Washington DC, dir. Beta Theta
Pi Corp. 1950-52. Served to It. USN 1942-46. d.
New Rochelle NY Nov. 2 1968.*
GILLETT, Gordon Edward. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Clergy; b. Somerville MA April 5
1911; m. Katherine Black Aug. 9 1942. Curate
Grace Church New Bedford MA 1937-38,
rector St. James Church Old Town 1938-42,
chaplain Univ. Me. 1938-42, chaplain St.
Francis House Univ. WI 1942-44, dir. youth
work & chaplain to Bishop L.I. NY 1944-48,
St. Paul's Church Peoria IL (rector 1948-62,
dean & rector 1962-68), rector (St. John's
Sanboraville NH 1968-71, Christ Church
Portsmouth NH 1971). Deputy to General
Convention 1949-73, diocese of Quincy (pres.
standing committee 1957-67, examining
chaplain history & liturgies, member Diocesan
Council), member Tri-Diocesan Committee,
Epis. Church (member exec, council 1964-73,
member screening & review committee
1967-73), member (board of dir. Port House
Portsmouth 1971-76, Koinonia Coffee House
Portsmouth 1971-76; committee to nominate
new presiding bishop 1972, joint committee to
nominate members of Epis. Church Exec.
Council), Diocese of N.H. (dean Seacoast
Convocation, member diocesan council,
member committee on social relations 1973
—),
pres. board Home Care home aid program
Portsmouth NH 1973-76, ret. Recipient:
Walter H. Baer Award 1960, Diocesan
Distinguished Medal Award Quincy 1961. res.
Ossipee NH.*
GODFREY, Bartlett Edgecomb. B.S. Occ.
unknown; b. Everett MA Oct. 12 1912; m.
Priscilla Guild Sept. 19 1942; ch.: Suzanne.
With mfg. dept. General Electric Co. 25 yrs.,
self-employed, res. Marblehead MA.*
GOLDBERG, Charles Oscar. A.B. cum laude.
b. Portland Sept. 13 1912. res. unknown.
GOLDSMITH, Richard Leslie. A.B., Ed.D.
1974, Ed.M. Bates 1946. Kappa Sigma. Class
agt. 1943-54. Ret.; b. Skowhegan March 4
1912; m. Ruth Pride Dec. 25 1936. Asst. sec.
YMCA Brooklyn NY 1934-35, teacher (high
sch. Skowhegan 1935-36, Bridgton Acad.
1936-43), headmaster Bridgton Acad. 1943-74,
ret. Pres. (Bridgton Lions Club, Sebago-Long
Lake Summer Music Festival), Independent
Sch. Assn. of Northern New Eng. (pres., exec,
sec), treas. Me. Independent Sch. Assn.,
trustee (Bridgton Hospital, public library
Bridgton, N. Bridgton Congr. Church), res.
Bridgton.*
GOULD, Charles Edwin, Sr. Bowdoin 1930-33.
Ret.; b. Portland Dec. 13 1909; s. of Theodore
'98; m. Elizabeth Prince Nov. 13 1915; ch.:
Charles '67, Susan. N. Berwick Co. 1936-55
(treas., general mgr.), v.pres. First Nat. Bank




committee sch. board Kennebunkport 1950-53,
deacon S. Congr. Church Kennebunkport
1952-55. Served to cpl. USA 1943-45. res.
Kennebunkport.*
GRAHAM, Donald Kimball. Bowdoin 1930-32.
b. Greenfield MA May 23 1911. res. unknown.
GRAY, Samuel Braley, Jr. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Business exec; b. Old Town May
24 1912; s. of Samuel B. '03; m. M. Corinne
Fentress June 26 1937; ch.: Braley III '63,
Alexander, Marshall, Lendon. Exec Old Town
Canoe Co. 1936— . res. Dixmont.*
GRIFFIN, John Ulric. B.S. Delta Upsilon. b.
Brooklyn NY Dec. 29 191 1; m. Marian Adrian
Sept. 28 1935; ch.: Mark, Sara. Credit analyst
Dun & Bradstreet NYC 5 yrs., financial
analyst U.S. Rubber Co. 1944-46, pres.
Bianchini Ferier Inc. NYC 1958-71, v.pres.
Vaucanson Silk Mills Port Jervis NY 1947-?,
pres. Racine Paris Inc. 1962-74, ret. 1971. d.
Pittsfield Nov. 22 1974.*
GUPTILL, James Ernest. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. Management; b. Fryeburg Aug. 13
1913; m. Marjorie Healey June 18 1938; ch.:
Paul, Gail, Stephen. Claims adjuster Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1934, asst. mgr.
Household Finance Boston 1935-39, regional
mgr. budgets & operations The
Sherwin-Williams Co. Bala Cynwyd PA
1939— . Penn Wynne United Presby. Church
(elder, trustee), pres. Penn Wynne Civic Assn.,
v.pres. Penn Wynne Library Trustees. Served
to sgt. Me. Nat. Guard 1930-33. Recipient:
Penn Wynne Civic Assn. Annual Community
Award, res. Penn Wynne Phila. PA.*
HACKWELL, Garnet Rodney. Bowdoin
1930-32. Chi Psi. Manager & prop. ins.
agency, b. Boston June 16 1911; m. Antolina
Merchut July 12 1913; ch.: Virginia. Golf
professional 1932-34 (Bethel Inn Bethel, State
College Bridgewater MA) self-employed
Boston (ins. agt. 1934-40, ins. broker 1940—).
Dir. Mass. Ins. Agt. & Brokers Assn. 5 yrs.,
Holy Trinity Lutheran Church (treas. 5 yrs.,
member exec, council 10 yrs.). res. N. Easton
MA.*
HACKWELL, Robert Lloyd. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Worcester MA Dec. 2 1910; m. Helen
Carmthers Sept. 14 1938; ch.: Robert, Ann.
Rector Epis. Church (St. Mary's Waynesville
OH 1938-41, Trinity Hamilton OH 1941-44, St.
Andrew's Albany NY 1946-54, St. James
Grosse He MI 1954-64, St. Mary's Penacook
NH 1965-75), dir. St. Mary's Church
Counseling Service Concord NH 1969-75, ret.
Consultant-counselor (Alcoholism Program
N.H. State Hospital 1970-74, clergy career
development program Epis. Church Diocese
NH 1972-75), member board of dir. (Concord
Mental Health Center, Family Financial
Counseling Service), member (Governor's
Advisory Council on Developmental
Disabilities, N.H. State Council on
Alcoholism). Served to It. chaplains corp.
USNR 1944-46. Recipient: Legion of Honor
Grand Council Order of Demolay 1948. res.
Concord NH.*
HAGERTHY, Albert Lindley. Bowdoin
1930-32, B.S. Univ. Me. 1935. Alpha Tau
Omega. Potato industry; b. Ashland July 15
1912; m. Euda Brown June 13 1941 (2nd
marriage); ch.: Dana, Neal, Carol. Fire warden
State of Me. summers 1928-35, agriculture
self-employed Ashland 1936-62, Potato Service
Inc. Presque Isle (fieldman 1962-64, farm mgr.
1964-68, fieldman & head of RR 1969—). res.
Ashland.*
HALL, Frederick Garrison. Bowdoin 1930-31.
Beta Theta Pi. b. W. Orange NJ June 15
1912. res. Marblehead MA.
HALL, Roger Shultz. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1940. Kappa Sigma. Education supervision;
b. Detroit MI Sept. 29 1912; m. June Bishop
Aug. 23 1941; ch.: Peni, Joseph. Teacher
(Thornton Acad. Saco 1936-37, jr. high sch.
Valhalla NY 1937-42, McBurney Sch. NYC
1942-44), dir. Teaching Films Inc. NYC
1944-47, dir. production Audio Visual Service
Boy Scouts of Am. New Brunswick NJ
1947-69, assoc. & supervisor N.Y. State Dept.
Education Albany NY 1969— . Trustee First
Unitarian Church Albany NY. Author: Taking
Hold of Television (1954), contbr., lectr. res.
Latham NY.*
HAM, Joseph Gardiner. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Rochester 1939. Psi Upsilon. b. Mt. Vernon
NY April 3 1912; s. of Arthur H. '08; m. Opal
Blanchard July 17 1941; ch.: Priscilla.
Physician Portland 1939-52. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1942-45. Contbr. d. Rochester NY
Feb. 11 1952.*
HAND, James Wallace, Jr. B.S. Ret.; b.
Elizabeth NJ Nov. 9 191 1; m. Grace Campbell
April 4 1945. Various positions to research
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spec. Exxon Research & Engineering Co.
Exxon Research Center Linden NJ 1935-72,
ret. Pres. Audubon Soc. Summit NJ 10 yrs.;
dir. Great Swamp NJ Committee 1959-67; sec.
& trustee N.J. Conservation Foundation
1967-71, aided in establishment of the Great
Swamp Nat. Wildlife Refuge 1960-64. Served
to sgt. USA 1941-45. Numerous patents
relating to aviation engine lubricants, res. N.
Edgecomb.*
HARDIES, Charles Edward, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Cornell 1937. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Amsterdam NY Aug. 30 1911; married; ch.:
Charles III, Jeffrey, Lisa. Dist. atty. &
practicing atty. Served with USN 1944-46. res.
Amsterdam NY.*
HARRINGTON, Robert Whiting, Jr. A.B.,
M.S. Univ. N.H. 1940, Ph.D. Cornell 1947.
b. Concord NH April 1911; m. Eleanor
Sheehan Jan. 31 1946. Sales dept. Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Rochester NY 1934-35,
Bowdoin 1936-38 (teaching fellow biology,
asst. dir. Kent Is. Biology Station), grad. asst.
Univ. N.H. & Isles of Shoals Marine Lab.
Durham NH 1938-40, teaching asst. Cornell
Univ. 1940-42, instr. to asst. prof, biology
Trinity Coll. 1947-54, research biologist Fla.
Med. Entomology Lab. Fla. div. Health
1954-75. Am. Soc. Ichthyologists &
Herpetologists (editorial board, board of
governors, v.pres. conservation, pres. 1971),
Fellow (AAAS 1963, Am. Inst. Fishery
Research Biologists 1975). Served to 1st It.
USA 1942-46; awarded Bronze Star (2), unit
commendation. Author, co-author of nearly 40
scientific publications; lectr.; authority on
photoperiodism & intersexuality in fishes;
contbr. d. Vero Beach FL Nov. 14 1975.*
HASTINGS, Hudson Bridge, Jr. B.S. Beta
Theta Pi. Sales; b. Brunswick April 14 1910;
m. Betty Steigerwalt Oct. 31 1944, m. Edna
Downie Feb. 2 1975; ch.: Janet, Nancy. Sales
engineer General Electric Co. Bridgeport CT
1935-43, sales rep. Webster Electric Co. Racine
WI 1946-56, field rep. (The Carlin Co.
Wethersfield CT 1956-72, Thermo-Dynamics
Corp. Schuylkill Haven PA 1973-74), sales rep.
self-employed S. Glen Falls NY 1974—. Served
to It. cdr. USNR 1943-46. res. S. Glen Falls
NY.*
HAYDEN, Robert Ferguson, III. Bowdoin
1930-34. Zeta Psi. Contracting; b. Newton
Centre MA Dec. 10 1910; m. Elizabeth
Chartier Dec. 30 1936; ch.: Elizabeth, Jane,
Robert, Catherine, Cynthia. Various positions
bldg. contractors 1934-36, prop. Robert F.
Hayden Contractors Cotuit MA 1936—
.
Moderator & chmn. various committees
Methodist & Federated Churches 40 yrs.,
member Barnstable (planning board, charter
comm., town meeting), res. Cotuit MA.*
HAYES, Alfred Soroker. A.B. Cum laude; Phi
Beta Kappa, b. Boston April 18 1914. res.
Takoma Park MD.
HELTON, Frank Addison. Bowdoin 1930-31.
Sigma Nu. b. Phila. PA Dec. 15 1911. res.
unknown.
HEMPEL, Herbert Karl. A.B. Management;
b. NYC April 10 1913; m. Henrietta Sasco
Dec. 28 1935; ch.: Nancy, Joan. Lepage's Inc.
Gloucester MA (laborer 1934-42; asst. factory
mgr. 1942-57; factory mgr. 1957-60; warehouse
mgr., traffic mgr. 1960-71), laborer Tony's
Service Station Gloucester MA 1971—
.
Member sch. committee Essex MA 1948-51,
Essex Methodist Church 1940-75 (treas.,
member board of trustees), Essex Boy Scouts
1948-53 (member committee, treas.). res. Essex
MA.*
HJ.CKOX, John Bryant B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
1962 capital campaign area chmn. Ret.; b.
Boston Dec. 15 1911; ch.: Judith, Linda,
Wendy. Salesman Penn Tobaco Co. Wilkes
Barre PA 1934-35, asst. producer March of
Time Movie & Magazine NYC 1935-36,
account exec. Mcann-Erickson NYC &
Cleveland OH 1936-41, pres. John B. Hickox
Inc. Cleveland 1941-72, ret. Member board of
dir. (Milbar Corp., Impact-O-Graph), pres.
Industrial Marketers of Cleveland, dir. Nat.
Board MIAA. Served to It. cdr. USN 1941-45,
served with USNR. res. Rio Rancho NM.*
HINKLEY, Walter Drew. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Yale 1937. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Colebrook NH Jan. 18 1913; m. Grace
Rayburn Dec. 22 1944; ch.: Andrew, Deborah.
Partner Hinkley & Hinkley Lancaster NH
1937-50, atty. pvt. practice Lancaster 1950-63,
partner Hinkley & Donovan Lancaster 1963—
.
V.pres. & dir. (Lancaster Nat. Bank, Coos &
Essex Agricultural Soc), deacon Lancaster
Congr. Church, sch. board Lancaster (member,
chmn.), chmn. Am. Red Cross, Lancaster
moderator White Mountain Regional Sch.
Dist., judge Dist. Court Lancaster, trustee
Standardbred Breeders & Owners
Development Agency of N.H. Served to maj.
USA 1941-46. res. Lancaster NH.*
HOHL, Julius Joseph. B.S. Alpha Tau Omega.
Real estate mortgage banking; b. New Haven
CT Jan. 30 1913; m. Margaret Sazama Nov. 30
1940. Lab. asst. John B. Pierce Foundation
New Haven 1935-40, cost accountant (Echlin
Mfg. Co. Branford CT 1940-44, Douglas
Aircraft Oklahoma City OK 1944), accountant
Kerr-McGee Corp. Oklahoma City 1944-48,
Oklahoma MTG Co. 1948 (sr. vice, pres.,
treas., dir.). Chapter officer & dir. Nat. Assn.
Accountants, res. Oklahoma City OK.*
HOLBROOK, Luther Gardner. B.S., M B A.
Harvard 1936. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972
capital campaign area co-chmn. Trustee; b.
Walpole MA Aug. 25 1912; m. Ruth Price Dec.
5 1936; ch.: Deborah, Penelope, Sarah, Henry.
Credit analyst Worcester MA County Trust
Co. 1936-40, Harvard Business Sch. (asst. dean
1940-48, asst. prof. 1944-48), T. Mellon & Sons
Pittsburgh PA (asst. v.pres. 1949-56; v.pres. &
governor 1957-58; v.pres., treas., governor
1958-70), v.pres. Richard K. Mellon & Sons
Pittsburgh 1971—. Dir. (The First Boston
Corp. NYC, General Reinsurance Corp.
Greenwich CT, General Reassurance Corp.
Greenwich, General Reinsurance Life Corp.
NYC, N. Star Reinsurance Corp. NYC,
Herbert Clough Inc. Greenwich, Reinsurance
Co. of Australasia Ltd. Sydney Australia),
trustee (Richard King Mellon Foundation
Pittsburgh, Richard King Mellon Charitable
Trusts Pittsburgh, Real Estate Trust
Pittsburgh, Rolling Rock Farms Trust
Pittsburgh, Brookings Inst. Washington DC,
Wheaton Coll. Norton MA, Blue Hill
Memorial Hospital, public library Blue Hill),
res. Sewickley PA.*
HOLT, Albert Perry, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. Braintree MA Dec. 8 1910; m. Priscilla
Sawyer Nov. 12 1938; ch.: Perry III, Robert.
Mass. Dept. Correction Boston (social worker
1934-43, dir. classification 1943-45), state
parole officer Mass. Parole Board 1945-53,
deputy commissioner Mass. Dept. Correction
1953-55, state parole officer Mass. Parole
Board 1955-75, ret. 1975. res. Newton
Highlands MA.*
HUBBARD, Henry Bartlett. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Pelham MA Sept. 26
1911; m. Jeanne Kennedy June 26 1942; ch.:
John. Deerfield MA Acad, (teacher-coach
1937
—
, athletic dir. 1969
—
). Commissioner
Deerfield Fire Dist. 1949-68. res. Deerfield
MA.*
HUNT, Enoch Warren, II. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Harvard 1936. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Portland Oct. 8 1912; m.
Jean Armour Feb. 10 1939; ch.: Lisa, Enoch
III. Asst. mgr. claim dept. Marshall Field &
Co. Chicago IL 1936-37, admin, asst. Crane
Co. Chicago 1937-42, sr. field rep. U.S.V.A. W.
Palm Beach FL 1946-61, personnel consultant
Fla. Dept. Commerce W. Palm Beach 1961-73,
ret. Pres. (Nat. Guard Officers Assn. Fla.,
S.A.R. Palm Beach). Served to col. USA
1941-46; awarded Purple Heart, Bronze Star
(2), Meritorious Service Medal, res. Newcastle
ME.*
INGALLS, Eugene George. B.S. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Bath Nov. 29 1912; m.
Geraldine Stahl Oct. 8 1936; ch.: George,
Richard, Margaret. Chemist Me. Dept.
Agriculture Rockport summer 1934, teacher
acad. Charleston fall 1934, research group
leader Brown Co. Berlin 1934-44, v.pres.-mgr.
& dir. Wausau Paper Mills Co. Brokaw WI
1944-50, supt. Irving Paper Co. St. John N.B.
Canada 1950-51, mgr. wood resources
Fibreboard Corp. San Francisco CA 1952—
.
Chmn. ministerial relations committee
Presbytery of San Francisco 1973, 1974; Soc.
for Advancement of Management (chapter
pres., regional v.pres., dir.). res. Pleasant Hill
CA.*
JOHNSON, Alan Boynton. Bowdoin 1930-34.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Melrose MA May 10
1911. res. Medford MA.
JOHNSON, Donald Fowle. B.S., M.S.
Middlebury Coll. 1937. Ret.; b. Reading MA
April 14 1912; m. Myrtle Day Aug. 13 1947;
ch.: Kenneth. Teacher
(Williamsport-Dickenson Jr. Coll.
WiUiamsport PA 1938-39; Vt. Jr. Coll.
Montpelier 1939-40; Mercersburg PA Acad.
1940-43, 1959-71; Belmont MA Hill Sch.
1943-45; Worcester MA Jr. Coll. 1945-51).
tech. (Am. Optical Co. Southbridge MA
1951-56, Exeter NH Mfg. Co. 1956-58). teacher
Westtown PA Sch. 1958-59, ret., part-time
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instr. Hagerstown MD Jr. Coll. 1973— . res.
Mercersburg PA.*
KAHILL, Charles Fox. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1935. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Portland Feb.
20 1913; m. Christine Hobbs Aug. 31 1941;
ch.: Charles, Carolyn. Teacher-coach (Mitchell
Military Acad. Billerica MA 1936-37, S.
Portland 1937-73), ret. Served to It. col. USA
1941-46. res. Scarborough.*
KAMYKOWSKI, Stanley John. Bowdoin
1930-31. Kappa Sigma, b. Derby CT June 15
1912. res. Milford CT.
KELLEY, Guy Franklin. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Lawrence MA April 1 1912; m. Mary
Lafond June 21 1941; ch.: Thomas, Guy Jr.,
Paula, Mark, David, Andrew, Penelope,
LouAnn. Bangor Motor Co. (credit mgr., asst.
to pres.), field adjuster credit firm Detroit MI
197-42, general mgr. Kelley News Co.
Lawrence 1946-47, Gilman Brothers Wholesale
Druggists Boston 1957-61 (industrial relations
& personnel mgr., dir.), mgr. Lawrence branch
U.S. Mercantile Systems 1961-66, receivables
control consultant Merrimack Valley Nat.
Bank Lawrence 1966-69, accountant & auditor
Lawrence Housing Authority 1969-73. Served
to 2nd It. USA 1942-46. d. Salem MA Aug. 8
1973.
KELLEY, Ralph Alvah. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Peabody MA Aug. 13 1912. d. Brunswick
May 23 1934.
KIDDER, Jerome Herrick Tyson. Bowdoin
1930-33, A.B. Johns Hopkins 1934. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Personnel utilities; b.
Winnipeg Man. Canada Sept. 26 1914; m.
Frances Turnbull Feb. 18 1939; ch.: Francis,
Margaret. Various clerical positions U.S. Dept.
of Labor Washington DC 1934-37, research
assoc. The Conf. Board NYC 1937-39, asst.
personnel mgr. Koppers Co. Baltimore MD
1939-51, plant supt. Md. Fine & Specialty Wire
Co. Cockeysville MD 1951-52, Baltimore MD
Gas & Electric 1952— (personnel asst., job
analyst, supervisor salary admin., supervisor
employee policies & compensation). Served to
It. USN 1942-45. res. Cockeysville MD.*
KINGSBURY, Robert Freeman. B.S., M.S.
Cornell Univ. 1939, Ph.D. Univ. Penn. 1956.
Theta Delta Chi. Education; b. Ithaca NY
June 26 1912; m. Mary Dana Sept. 2 1933; ch.:
Robert '58, Martha, Mary, Rita. Teacher high
sch. 1934-42, instr. (Westfield MA Teachers
Coll. 1942-43; physics Bowdoin, Univ. Me.
Orono 1944-47), Trinity Coll. Hartford CT
1950-64 (instr., asst. prof., assoc. prof.), prof,
physics Bates Coll. 1964— . Author: Elements
of Physics (1965). res. Lewiston.*
KOEMPEL, Arno Thomas, Jr. B.S. 1946.
Sigma Nu. b. Brooklyn NY Sept. 30 1911.
res. La Canada CA.
LARSON, Thurman August. B.S., MD.
George Washington Univ. 1940, M.P.H. Johns
Hopkins 1955. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Jonesport June 23 1911; m. Flora Williams
June 29 1937; ch.: Martha, Mary, Margaret,
Monica, Kim. Intern 1940-42, bn. surgeon
Camp Butner NC & ETO 1942-44, ETO (med.
training officer 1944, co. med. officer 1944,
exec, officer 1944-45, med. liaison officer 1945,
med. personnel officer 1945-47, chief med.
service 1947), med. test officer Fort Knox KY
1947-49, med. group cdr. (USAF Goodfellow
Air Force Base TX 1950-51, USAF Mather
Field CA 1951-54), USAF Ramstein Germany
(deputy surgeon & chief 1955-57, base surgeon
1957-58), med. group cdr. (USAF Chennault
Base LA 1958-61, Barksdale Base LA 1961-65),
dir. base med. services USAF Wheelus Base
Libya 1965-68, USAF Hospital Whiteman
Base MO 1968-71 (cdr., dir. base med.
services), ret. as col. USAF 1971, professional
services Int. Comm. Accredidation of
Hospitals Chicago IL (field rep. 1972-75, asst.
dir. 1975-76). Awarded Commendation Medal
USAF, Commendation Medal USA,
Outstanding Unit Award USAF, Am.
Campaign Medal, European-African Middle
Eastern Campaign Ribbon, WWII Victory
Medal Occupational Medal Germany,
National Defense Service Medal & Bronze
Star, Longevity Service Award with 1 Silver
Oak Leaf Cluster & 1 Bronze Oak Leaf Cluster
USAF, Armed Forces Reserve Medal, Libyan
Medal of Independence 4th degree,
Meritorious Service Medal, d. Burlington VT
March 20 1976.*
LAUDER, George. Bowdoin 1930. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b. March 20
1920; m. Frances Lenssen July 2 1932; ch.:
Katherine, Anne. res. Greenwich CT.
LAWRENCE, James Whittier. Bowdoin
1930-31. Zeta Psi. b. Gardiner July 12 1910;
m. Mary Hayes July 22 1939, m. Elisabeth
Brown May 2 1946; ch.: Kathrine, James Jr.,
Marcia, Jean. Hardware mere. Gardiner
1936-43, state auditor Augusta 1943-69. d.
Gardiner June 21 1969.
LEWIA, Henry Gaspard, Jr. Bowdoin 1930-33.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Skowhegan Jan. 4
1911; m. Viola Libby 1934, m. Catherine
Carter April 5 1958; ch.: Gordon. With Dexter
Shoe Co., with Nina Shoe Co., prop. The
Cobbler Shop Morrisville VT 1959-62, design
spec. Cormier Mills Franklin NH 1965-68,
agriculture & prop. Village Shoe Store Johnson
VT 2 yrs., with Int. Shoe Corp. P.R. 1968-72,
factory mgr. Isabella Shoe Corp. Aguadilla PR
1973-74. d. Mayaguez P.R. Aug. 14 1974.
LEWIS, Herbert Clay. A.B. magna cum laude,
M.S. M.I.T. 1937, Sc.D. Carnegie Inst. Tech.
1942. Zeta Psi. Education; b. Newton MA
Aug. 7 1913; m. Isabella Wilson Dec. 21 1949.
Laborer chem. plant Eastman Kodak
Rochester NY summer 1935, chem. engineer
Humble Oil & Refining Co. Baytown TX
1937-40, research assoc. Nat. Defense
Research Committee Pittsburgh PA 1941-42,
Univ. 111. Champaign-Urbana (instr. 1942-43,
asst. prof. chem. engineering 1943-45), research
assoc. (Nat. Defense Research Committee
Edgewood Arsenal MD 1944, Office of
Scientific Research & Development Urbana IL
1945, M.I.T. 1945-46), Ga. Inst. Tech Atlanta
(asst. prof. chem. engineering 1946-48, assoc.
prof. 1948-52, prof. 1952—). Contbr. res.
Decatur GA.*
LIBBY, Thomas West. Bowdoin 1930-31. Zeta
Psi. b. Caribou May 11 1912; m. Bernice
Nielsen Oct. 17 1936; ch.: Nona, Thomas. IRS
Augusta 30 yrs. (chief personnel branch in Me.,
asst. for stabilization to Me. IRS dir.), ret.
1973. Member board of education Augusta 4
yrs. d. Portland May 28 1976.
LORD, Arthur BerteUe, Jr. Bowdoin 1930-31,
A.B. Tufts 1935, Ed.M. Boston Univ. 1942. Psi
Upsilon. b. Augusta May 17 1912; m. Janet
Sherman Oct. 8 1936; ch.: Deborah. Teacher
high sch. Belmont MA 1939-42, principal
Westwood MA 1942-45 (high sch., jr. high
sch.), supt. of sch. MA (W. Bridgewater,
Raynham 1945-48; Reading 1948-55). d.
Belfast July 21 1955.
LORD, John William. A.B. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Pittsburgh PA Aug. 16 1912; m.
Helen Hardie July 11 1937; ch.: John Jr.,
Hardie. With Rosenbaum's Dept. Store
Pittsburgh 1936-60 (v.pres., merchandise mgr.
197-60), Myers Brothers Springfield IL 1960-73
(v.pres., merchandise mgr.). d. Springfield IL
Aug. 13 1973.
LOTH, Eric Charles, Jr. B.S., M D. Middlesex
Univ. 1939. Alpha Tau Omega. Medicine; b.
Elizabeth NJ Dec. 26 1912; m. Letitia Bernard
April 13 1941; ch.: Eric '64, Walter, Gerald.
Physician. Pres. (W. Roxbury MA Med. Assn.,
Kiwanis Club Jamaica Plain 1960). Served as
capt. USMC 1942-46; awarded Legion of
Merit, res. W. Roxbury MA.*
MacNUTT, John Clement. Bowdoin 1931-33.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Cohoes NY July 19
1911. d. Winter Park FL Jan. 31 1934.
MANDEVILLE, Richard Campbell. Bowdoin
1930-32. Delta Upsilon. b. Lake Forest IL
March 23 1912; m. Margaret Miles April 15
1944, m. Euleeda Riddle Nov. 28 1961. Daily
Palma Post Palma de Mallorca Spain 1932-33
(advt. collector, circulation mgr.), admin, asst.
Stewart-Warner Corp. Chicago IL 1934-42,
asst. treas. Sterling Packing & Gasket Co. Inc.
Houston TX 1943-51, rancher Mountainburg
AR 1951-7, Ft. Smith AR Restaurant Supply
Co. ca. 1961 (co-prop., sec, treas.). Served to
WO (jg) USA 1942-43. d. Shores Lake AR
June 9 1965.
MARSHALL, Joel York. B.S., M D. Univ.
Western Ont. 1941. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
Alfred May 7 1912; s. of Sumner B. M'98; m.
Jennie McCready Aug. 22 1942; ch.: Joel Jr.
Physician asst. Sanford 1935-36, physician
Cleveland OH 1941-42. Served to capt.
MCUSA 1942-45. d. Germany March 15 1945.
MARTIN, Harrison Pillsbury. Bowdoin
1930-31. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Milwaukee
WI May 14 1911. res. unknown.
MASSEY, Gordon Hamlin. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Cambridge MA Oct. 3 1911. res.
Needham MA.*
McKENNY, Charles Henry. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Wellesley MA July 29 1913. res.
Darien CT.
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MEEHAN, Robert Joseph. Bowdoin 1930-33.
b. Worcester MA May 4 1913. res.
Rockland.
MERRIAM, Brewer Jay. B.S., M.B.A. Harvard
1939, J.D. Am. Univ. 1954. Kappa Sigma.
Ret.; b. Marblehead MA May 28 1913. res.
Ft. Lauderdale FL.*
MILLER, Karl Edward. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Turners Falls MA July 17 1912. res. Greenfield
MA.
MILLER, Nathan Charles. Bowdoin 1930-32.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Lisbon Falls Aug. 23
1912. res. Meredith NH.
MORRIS, John. A.B. Delta Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Consultant; b.
Portland OR Aug. 8 1912; m. Jean Cotant
Aug. 17 1946; ch.: John, June, Robert, Charles.
Safety engineer Employers Liability Assurance
Corp. Boston 1940-41; supervisor safety
engineer Standard Accident Ins. Co. Boston,
Chicago IL 1946-55; safety supervisor & instr.
sch. public health Univ. Minn. Mnpls. 1955-57;
safety coordinator Univ. 111.
Champaign-Urbana 1957-70; asst. v.pres. &
loss control consultant to Univ. Calif. Fred S.
James & Co. Berkeley 1970— . Chmn. Campus
Safety Assn. Served to It. cdr. USNR 1941-46.
Author: Managing the Library Fire Risk
(1975), ed. A Medical-Legal Guide for the
Health Sciences (1974), contbr., lectr. res.
Walnut Creek CA.*
MULLEN, John Ernest. Bowdoin 1930-33.
Delta Upsilon. b. Auburndale MA Oct. 18
1913. res. unknown.
NELSON, Richard Franklin. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1936. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Boston Feb. 18 1912; m. Ruth Breimyer July
31 1941; ch.: Janice, Linda, Steven '71, John,
Roger. Budget dir. B. F. Sturtevant Boston
1936-38, admin, dir. J. E. Seagram & Sons
Louisville KY 1938-57, v.pres. mfg. Heublein
Inc. Hartford CT 1957-75, ret. Dir. (C. of C.
KY 1950-57, Ky. Distillers Assn. 1951-57). res.
W. Hartford CT.*
NILSEN, Arden Ellsworth. Bowdoin 1930-33.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Duluth MN Aug. 28
1909; m. Orpha Mullen July 7 1938, m. Bernice
Cronin Dec. 12 1952; ch.: Peder, Michael, d.
Gardiner Nov. 22 1964.
NORTON, James Horace. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Cleveland OH Oct. 24 1911. res.
Rochester MI.
O'BRIEN, Alden Stewart. Bowdoin 1930-32.
Kappa Sigma. Management; b. Trescott
Feb. 22 1913; m. Ellen McCaslin Nov. 18 1941.
Mgr. Print Craft Shop Boston 1932-33, press
operator Am. Can Co. Lubec 1933-41,
immigration inspector U.S. govt. Houlton
1941-46, press operator Am. Can Co. Lubec
1946-48, clerk S. B. Stuart Co. Lubec 1948-51,
mgr. Bar Harbor Banking & Trust Co. Lubec
1951—
. Congr. Christian Church (member
prudential board, sr. deacon), town selectman
Lubec, member sch. committee Lubec. res.
Lubec*
ODDE, Lawson Alexander. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Boston April 2 1912; m.
Florence Burns Oct. 1 1938; ch.: John, Karen.
Field rep. General Motors Acceptance Corp.
Boston 1936-42 & 1943, regional dir. Am. Nat.
Red Cross NYC 1944-46, exec. dir. Nassau
County chapter Am. Red Cross Mineola NY
1946-50, dir. civil defense Town of N.
Hempstead Mineola 1950-52, managing dir.
L.I. Assn. Garden City L.I. NY 1952-55, Am.
Hotel & Motel Assn. NYC (dir. operations
1955-62, exec, v.pres. 1962-73), ret. Pres. health
organizations Nassau County 1948-49, v.pres.
(Nassau County Council of Social Agencies
1950-52, N.Y. Soc. Assn. Exec. 1966, Nassau
County chapter Multiple Sclerosis 1952-55),
Am. Hotel Foundation (v.pres. 1962-73,
business mgr. 1974
—
), Hotel Credit Card
Corp. 1974— (sec.-treas., business mgr.), treas.
Am. Soc. Assn. Exec. Foundation 1970-72,
chmn. assn. committee U.S. C. of C. 1967-68,
trustee Village of Lake Success NY 1956-58,
dir. Civil Defense 1958-64, commissioner
Public Works 1956-58, golf commissioner
1954-56. Recipient: Oscar of the Waldorf
Award Geneva Exec. Club 1973. res. New
Seabury MA.*
OLSON, Carl Gustaf. B.S., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1953. Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.; b.
Cambridge MA April 6 1912; m. Jane Eldred
May 3 1945; ch.: Carl, Margaret, David,
Nancy. Sales Esso & Gilbert & Barker Boston
1934, clerk W. R. Grace & Co. NYC 1935,
teacher (Riverdale Country Sch. NYC;
Graham-Eckes Sch. Daytona Beach FL; high
sch. Belmont 1939-41, 1945-48), freshman
coach track Harvard 1948-50, guidance
counselor high sch. Quincy MA 1950-53, dist.
dir. guidance high sch. Hartford CT 1953-73,
ret. Served to cdr. USNR 1941-45. res.
Farmington CT.*
PEABODY, George Francis. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1937, Litt.D. Husson Coll. 1973.
Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b. Houlton Aug. 30
1912; m. Helen Dill Oct. 17 1938; ch.: Sarah,
Mary, Jane. Atty. George F. Eaton Bangor
1938-40, partner (Eaton & Peabody Bangor
1941-51, Eaton Peabody Bradford & Veague
Bangor 1951
—
). Trustee (Bangor Savings Bank
1956—, Eastern Me. Med. Center 1956-74,
public library Bangor 1956
— ,
Katahdin
Council Inc. Boy Scouts of Am. 1942—
,
Husson Coll. Bangor 1963-73, Scottish Rite
Masonic Museum & Library 1972
—
), member
board of mgr. Bangor Childrens Home
1948-74, pres. Penobscot County Bar Assn.
1959-60, member house of delegates Am. Bar
Assn. 1968
— ,
city council Bangor (member
1942-44, chmn. 1944), Home for Aged Men
(member board of mgr. 1950-73, pres. 1951-63).
Recipient: Silver Beaver Award Boy Scouts of
Am. 1952, 33 degree Mason 1958. res. Bangor.*
PERKINS, James Blenn, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1937. Chi Psi. Law; b. Boothbay
Harbor June 2 1912; s. of James B.'03; m.
Patricia Irwin June 7 1941; James III, Judith,
Sarah, Sandra, Thomas. Atty. self-employed
Boothbay Harbor 1937—. County atty.
Lincoln County 1939-63, moderator town
meetings Boothbay Harbor 1948— , member
Industrial Accident Comm. 1963— . Pvt. USA
1941, served to cdr. USNR 1942-47. res.
Boothbay Harbor.*
PHILBRICK, Vinson Fernald. A.B. Ret.; b.
Kittery Aug. 7 1912; m. Doris Moulton Aug.
14 1938; ch.: Barry, Byron. Scientific section
Electric Boat Co. Groton CT 1937-38, naval
architect N.Y. Naval Shipyard Brooklyn NY
1938-46, supervisory naval architect Military
Sea Transportation Service Brooklyn 1946-69,
ret. res. Valley Stream NY.*
PICKARD, Frederick Payson. Bowdoin
1930-32, B.S. Mass. State Teachers Coll. 1939,
A.M. Boston Univ. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
Ipswich MA Sept. 6 1911; m. Eleanor Chase
Aug. 25 1943; ch.: Frederick Jr., Joan.
Winthrop Sch. Ipswich 1939-48 (teacher,
coach), principal jr. high sch. Danvers MA
1948-73. Pres. Mass. Jr. High Sch. Principals
Assn. Served to capt. ACUSA 1942-46, maj.
Korean Conflict, d. Beverly MA Oct. 31 1973.*
PIKE, Asa Osgood, III. A.B. Zeta Psi. Exec,
ins. & real estate; b. Saco Nov. 7 1912; s. of
Asa O. II '07; m. Doris Harwood April 4 1937;
ch.: Asa IV '61, Judith, Stephanie. Asa O. Pike
2nd & Son Fryeburg partner 1934-51, prop.
1952-69), pres. Pike Lovejoy & Pike Fryeburg
1970— . Trustee Fryeburg Acad. 1970— , town
treas. 3 yrs. ca. 1939. res. Fryeburg.*
POPE, Gardner Chase. A.B., A.M. Univ. Me.
1946. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. E. Machias
June 22 1912; m. Lillian Davis Nov. 28 1935;
ch.: Carole, John '64, Susan. Washington
Acad. E. Machias (teacher-coach 1934-39,
principal 1939-52), high sch. Falmouth
(teacher-coach 1952-60, principal 1960-72), ret.
Trustee Washington Acad., deacon First
Congr. Church E. Machias, past deacon
Woodfords Congr. Church Portland, past pres.
(Washington County Teachers Assn.,
Washington County Schoolmasters' Club),
chmn. science fair committee State Principals
Assn., member board of dir. S.A.D. 77. res. E.
Machias.*
PORTER, Robert Chamberlain. A.B., LL.B.
Univ. Penn. 1939. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni
Council 1963-67, 1972 capital campaign
worker, Overseer 1975— . Invest, banker; b.
Pittsburgh PA Feb. 13 1912; m. Elizabeth
Watkins Feb. 28 1941; ch.: Robert Jr. '66,
Marion. Trainee Bankers Trust Co. NYC
1934-36, assoc. atty. Cravath Swaine & Moore
NYC 1939-42 & 1945-50, v.pres. Chem. Bank
NYC 1950-51, Pfizer & Co. NYC 1951-55 (sec.
counsel), partner F. Eberstadt & Co. NYC
1955-62, v.pres. & sec. Shearson & Hammill
NYC 1962-64, F. Eberstadt & Co. Inc. NYC
(pres. 1965-76, v.chairman 1976—). Dir. (Pfizer
& Co. 1953-55, United Artists Corp. 1957-60.
Am. Commercial Barge Line 1957-62. Budget
Finance 1963-67, First Realty 1969—, trustee
Am. Savings Bank 1965
— , pres.-dir. Chem
Fund 1965— , chmn. Surveyor Fund (Eberstadt
Fund) 1966— , Overlook Hospital Summit NJ
(trustee 1958-66, pres. 1964-66). Served to It.
cdr. USNR 1942-45. res. Summit NJ.*
PRINCE, Raymond Francis. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Merc; b. Bangor Feb. 4 1913: m. Hilda
Bailey Aug. 3 1940; ch.: Christine, res.
Brewer.*
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READ, Seth Holt. Bowdoin 1930-33, M.D.
Harvard 1937. Sigma Nu. b. Hinesburg VT
Dec. 6 1911; m. Dorothy Howard June 22
1935; ch.: George, Dean. Physician
(Providence RI 1937-38, Wallum Lake RI
1938-42, Belfast 1942-69). Member Me. State
Board of Registration of Medicine, d. Belfast
March 28 1969.
REDMAN, M. Chandler. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.B. Univ. Wash. 1954. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Corinna Aug. 20 1913; m. Marjorie
Sachs Nov. 2 1940; ch.: Michael, Margo, Eric.
Clerk U. S. Dept. Labor Washington DC
1934-40, exec. asst. U.S. Dept. Agriculture
1940-42, various federal jobs 1942-43, regional
dir. (Federal Public Housing Authority Seattle
WA 1946-51, Wage Stabilization Board Seattle
1952-53), atty. self-employed Seattle & Poulsbo
WA 1954—. Served to It. cdr. USCGR
1943-46. res. Poulsbo WA.*
REID, Donald Ellsworth. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Banking; b. Dorchester MA Dec. 10 1911;
m. Doris MacLaren; ch.: Donald Jr. '61.
Trustee & mgr. Collateral Loan Co. of Boston
19?— . res. Needham Heights MA.
ROBBINS, Bertram Quincy. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. MUlinocket June 11 1912; m.
Arlene King; ch.: Stephen, Penelope, Andrea,
Cynthia. Substitute teacher Charleston 1936-37
(Lee Acad., Higgins Classical Inst.), teacher
high sch. MUlinocket 1937-41, tech. Great
Northern Paper Co. MUlinocket 1941-43, tech.
writer (General Electric Co. Lynn MA 1943-44,
Link Radio Co. NYC 1944-?, Cushing &
NeveU NYC 19?-47), salesman Fuller Brush
Co. Fairfield 1947-?, part-time instr. Univ. Me.
Orono. d. Bangor Aug. 26 1963.*
ROBBINS, Richard Chandler. Bowdoin
1930-32. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Newton
MA Nov. 11 1911; m. Marguerite Morrow
Dec. 19 1936; ch.: Richard II, Robert, Miriam,
Pamela. F. S. Webster (sales rep. Syracuse NY
1936-42, salesman N. Falmouth MA 1947-62),
regional distributor Cortland Grinding Wheels
Corp. Syracuse 1942-46, sales rep. Ray
Sprinkle Co. Hyannis MA 1962-65. d.
Falmouth MA June 10 1965.*
ROBINSON, Bradford. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Concord MA July 6 1912. res. unknown.
ROUNDS, William Darsie. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1937. Kappa Sigma. Class agt.
1942-43, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ret.; b. Areola IL Feb. 25 1913; m. Eleanor
Show April 26 1941; ch.: William '64, Thomas
'68. ComptroUer Canal Nat. Bank Portland
1937-52, treas. Bancroft & Martin Inc. S.
Portland 1952-75, ret. Dir. (Federal Loan &
Bldg. Assn. 1959— Portland Boys Club
1958
—
, Portland United Community Services
1964-70, Northeast Hearing & Speech Center
1961), moderator State Street Church 1972-73,
pres. Torch Club Western Me. 1955, member
sch. committee Portland 1955-61. Served to It.
(jg) USNR 1943-45. res. Falmouth.*
SELIG, Michael Wolfe. Bowdoin 193 1-33. b.
Worcester MA Aug. 24 1912; m. Freda Weiss;
4 children. Prop. Plastics Products Co.
Leominster MA 197-48. d. Bradford NH
March 2 1948.
SHERMAN, Richard Rankin. Bowdoin
1930-32. Chi Psi. b. Belfast Sept. 2 1912; m.
Martha Atwood 1934; ch.: Richard, Sandra,
Wendy. Sherman & Co. Belfast 1932-? (asst.
treas. 1948, prop. ca. 1961). d. 1968.*
SILVERMAN, Bertram Horace. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Textiles; b. Portland
May 15 1913; m. Evelyn Setlin June 6 1943;
ch.: James, Marjorie. P. Silverman & Son
Portland (mgr. 1934-49, prop. 1949-65), prop.




Shaarey Tphiloh Portland 1959-67. res.
Portland.*
SINCLAIR, John Mclnnes. B.S., MBA.
Boston Univ. 1962, D.B.A. Harvard 1967.
Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b. Mexico
Dec. 27 1911; m. Muriel Young Oct. 30 1940;
ch.: Judith. C.P.A. (MA); accountant Stewart,
Watts & Bollong Boston 1938-43; prof. Bentley
Coll. Boston 1943-51; internal auditor General
Motors Detroit Ml 1951-57; prof, management
Bentley Coll. Waltham MA 1957—. Contbr.
res. Brookline MA.*
SKILLINGS, Neal Thombs. A.B. cum laude,
Ed.M. Rutgers 1939. Chi Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Education; b. Portland
Feb. 25 1913; m. Margaret Perkins July 27
1940; ch.: John '69, Judith. Teacher (Portland
1934-35, S. Portland 1935-37), preceptor
Rutgers Univ. 1937-39, teacher Peekskill NY
Military Acad. 1939-40, principal high sch.
(Skowhegan 1940-57, Holden MA 1957—).
Served to It. ACUSN 1943-46. res. Holden
MA.*
SLAYTON, Norman Thomas. Bowdoin
1930-32. Sigma Nu. b. Franklin NH July 12
1910; m. Louise Carney; ch.: Thomas, Joel,
Christopher, Charles, Julie. Chief expeditor
Clifford Mfg. Co. Waltham MA ca. 1944, with
Improved Paper Machine Co. Nashua NH,
lab. tech. Int. Packing Corp. Bristol NH ca.
1959-72. d. Portland Aug. 1 1 1972.
SMITH, Donald McRuer. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Concord MA Feb. 8 1913; m.
Evelyn Dawson Feb. 20 1944; ch.: Timothy,
David, Mary, Constance. Steamship agt. CA
(San Diego 1937-39, Los Angeles 1939-41),
Concord Lumber Corp. 1946-64 (founder,
treas., dir.). Served to It. U.S. Merc. Marine
1942-46. d. Carlisle MA March 13 1964.
STERNBERG, Leo. Bowdoin 1930-32, B.S.
Boston Univ. 1935, Ed.M. Boston Univ. 1936.
b. Quincy MA June 21 1910. res. unknown.
STETSON, Joseph Caldwell. Bowdoin
1931-35. Delta Upsilon. b. Brunswick May 1
1909; s. of Joseph S. '97; m. Ruby Heskett, m.
Mildred Smith May 20 1944; ch.: Joseph '58.
Signal helper Me. Central RR Brunswick
1936-42, flight instr. U.S. govt. 1942, with
Airways Inc. Waterville 1942-49, self-employed
1949, supervisor Sewer Dist. Brunswick
1949-74, ret. Served with USAAF 1942-44. d.
Brunswick Feb. 21 1976.*
STETSON, Robert Baker. Bowdoin 1930-31.
b. Brunswick July 1 1911; s. of Joseph S. '97.
d. Brunswick Feb. 27 1952.
STONE, Arthur Deane. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Danvers MA July 23 1911; m.
Phyllis Atkinson May 25 1935; ch.: Richard,
Robert. Teacher & coach high sch. Danvers
MA 1935-42, sales Sylvania Electric Boston
1946-50, pres. GAR Products Beverly MA
1951-73, ret. Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-46.
res. Topsfield MA.*
SUMNER, Thurston Bradford. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. b. Somerville MA April 23 1911.
res. Milford CT. 3427
SWEETSIR, Frederick Nelson. A.B., M.D.
Tufts 1938. Alpha Tau Omega. Medicine; b.
Merrimac MA March 4 1911; s. of Frederick
E. M'86; m. Elizabeth Willard Aug. 29 1936;
ch.: Jane, Frederick. Physician general practice
Merrimac 1940-42, 1946—. Dir. First Nat.
Bank of Merrimac, trustee Merrimac Savings
Bank, Mass. Med. Soc. (council member
1946-65, member exec, committee 9 yrs., chmn.
membership committee 1960-65), member (sch.
board, sch. bldg. committee, town finance
committee, bicentennial comm.), sch.
physician. Served to maj. USAAF 1942-46. res.
Merrimac MA.*
TAYLOR, Roger Kimball. Bowdoin 1930-31.
Sigma Nu. b. Kennebunk June 21 1913. d.
Kennebunk March 14 1932.
TENCH, William Ryan. B.S., M.D. Tufts 1939.
Delta Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign area
chmn., 1972 capital campaign worker.
Medicine; b. Belleview PA Dec. 12 1912; m.
Julia Scaramanga Nov. 30 1946; ch.: William,
Theodore '73, Harold, Liza. Ins. salesman
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1934-35, intern
Tampa FL General Hospital 1939-40, staff Fla.
State Hospital Chattahoochee 1940-41,
physician self-employed Clearwater FL
1945-50, resident New Eng. Center Hospital
Boston 1950-52, physician self-employed
Clearwater 1952— . F.A.C.P. Served to capt.
British Army 1941-42, served to It. cdr. USPHS
USCG 1943-45. Contbr. res. Clearwater FL.*
TEWKSBURY, Blake. A.B., A.M. N.Y. Univ.
1940, LL.D. Bucknell Univ. 1954. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. Auburn Nov. 24 1912; m. Margaret
Ricker June 21 1937; ch.: Blake, Mark.
Teacher (high sch. Milo 1934-35, Thornton
Acad. Saco 1935-37), master Rye NY Country
Day 1937-40, Keystone Jr. Coll. La Plume PA
(registrar & v.pres. 1940-45, pres. 1945-60),
pres. Lasell Jr. Coll. Auburndale MA 1960-65,
ret. Pres. (Penn. Assn. Jr. Colls., Middle States
Assn. Jr. Colls.), dir. Am. Assn. Jr. Colls.,
member planning board Francestown NH. res.
Francestown NH.*
TIBBETTS, Henry Nelson. A.B. Chi Psi.
Research analysis; b. Standish March 26
1912; m. Lucille Goodrich April 11 1942; ch.:
Brian. Meter reader Central Me. Power Co.
Lewiston 1935-37, cottage attendant Me. State
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Sch. for Boys S. Portland 1937-40, aircraft
loftsman Vought-Sikorsky Aircraft Stratford
CT 1941-49, The Boeing Co. Seattle WA
1949-70 (template layout man, tool engineer,
tool & production planner, research analyst,
industrial engineer), research analyst State of
Wash. Olympia 1972—. res. Seattle WA.*
UEHLEIN, Edward Carl. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1937. Delta Upsilon. Law; b. Lawrence MA
July 29 1911; m. Elizabeth Thatcher June 7
1939; ch.: Edward Jr. '62, Margaret, William.
Atty. (Traveler's Ins. Co. Boston 1939-47;
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1947-53;
self-employed Boston 1953-73, Newton MA
1973
—
). Dir. Auburndale Cooperative Bank
1975, trustee Newton-Wellesley Hospital,
member board of aldermen Newton 1963-73,
chmn. finance committee 1969-73, Epis.
Church of Good Shepherd (member vestry, jr.
warden 1966-72, sr. warden 1972-74). res.
Waban MA.*
VAN DE BOGERT, Henry Philip. Alpha Delta
Phi. Real estate; b. Medford MA April 4
1911; m. Barbara Stover Dec. 15 1939; ch.:
Henry, Ann. Salesman Equitable Life Ins. Co.
Boston 1933, service salesman Glidden Buick
NYC 1934-37, adjuster General Adjusters
Bureau Bangor 1937-67, agt. Henry S. Coe
Bangor 1967— . Member (C. of C. Bangor, Me.
Forest Products Council), Hammond Street
Congr. Church (trustee, deacon), pres.
Lucerne-in-Me. Village Corp. res. Bangor.*
VOSE, Alden Hampden, Jr. Bowdoin 1930-32.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Clinton IA Oct. 3 191 1 ; m.
Madeleine Wadsworth March 17 1943; ch.:
Gail, Caroline. Partner (Vose Co. NYC
1933-50, Kohlmeyer & Co. New Orleans LA
1950-73), v.pres. Thomson & McKinnon
Auchincloss Kohlmeyer Inc. NYC 1973-76.
Served to It. USN 1944-46, USNR 1946-54. d.
Westport CT May 2 1976.*
WAIT, Robert Brooks. B.S., A.M. Harvard
1942. Education; b. Topsfield MA April 2
1910; m. Evelyn Sawyer Sept. 14 1939; ch.:
Brooks, Anne, Jane. Salesman E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. NY 1935-39, teacher
(Deerfield MA Acad. 1942-46, Univ. Mass.
Amherst 1946-48), prof. Bates Coll. 1948-76,
emeritus 1976— . Dir. Stanton Bird Club. res.
Lewiston.*
WALKER, Malcolm Swain. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Boston Jan. 30 1912; m.
Genevieve Lawler Oct. 16 1943; ch.: Thomas
'70, Nancy. Delivery man Groom Stationers
Boston 1934-35, agt. Retail Credit Corp.
Boston 1935-36, commercial supervisor New
Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. Boston 1936-74, ret. Treas.
Melrose MA Republican Committee. Served to
It. cdr. USNR 1942-46. res. Melrose MA.*
WEBER, Carl Frederick Albert. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Class agt. 1938-42. b. Portland Sept. 5 1912;
m. Marion McLaughlin Sept. 2 1935; ch.:
William '58, John, Carl III. Teacher Thornton
Acad. Saco 1934-37, with N.Y. Life Ins. Co.
1937-38, teacher high sch. Portland 1938-42,
with New Eng. Ship Bldg. Corp. S. Portland
1942-44, Hackley Sch. Tarrytown NY 1944-46
(asst. to headmaster, teacher) Hopkins
Grammar Sch. New Haven CT 1946-56 (head
Latin dept., teacher, summer sch. dir.).
Cheshire Acad. CT (teacher 1956-73, dir.
summer sch. 1957-64), ret. d. Amesbury MA
July 1 1974.*
WILDER, Carleton Stafford. Bowdoin
1930-32. Sigma Nu. b. Hudson NY Dec. 18
1911. res. Tuscon AZ.
WILDING, Jack Huebel. Bowdoin 1930-32.
b. Berkeley CA Dec. 19 1911. res. unknown.
WINCHELL, Robert WeatheriU. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Maiden MA Oct. 28
1911; m. Janet Gregory June 6 1936; ch.:
Charlotte, Diane, Margaret, Robert, Thomas
II. V.pres. Allen Quimby Veneer Co. Bingham
1934-65, ret. res. Bloomfield CT.*
WOOD, George Babcock, Jr. Bowdoin
1930-32. Ret.; b. Germantown PA April 25
191 1; m. Catherine McGrath Oct. 12 1938; ch.:
Mary, George III, Collette, John. Salesman R
& R & Hoosac Valley Line Co. N. Adams MA
& Rockland 1932-41, supervisor Bethlehem
Steel Co. Hingham MA 1941-45, v.pres. &
treas. Barten & Wood Inc. Boston 1945-57,
supervisor (Bethlehem Steel Co. W. Milton
NY, Quincy MA 1957-64; General Dynamics
Corp. Quincy 1964-75), ret. res. Needham
Heights MA.*
WOODRUFF, James Graham. A.B., M.D.
Univ. Vt. 1943. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b.
Barre VT Feb. 13 1913; s. of J. H. '05; m.
Audrey Hogan Sept. 16 1946. Salesman ins.
1934-38; student Univ. Chicago 1938-39;
surgical intern Worcester MA City Hospital
1943-44, 1946-49; physician Randolph VT
19?—. Served to capt. USA 1944-46. res.
Randolph VT.
WOODSUM, Richard Young. Bowdoin
1930-31. Sigma Nu. b. Exeter NH Jan. 30
1910. res. Addison.
WRIGHT, Blakeslee Dickson. B.S . A.M.
Wesleyan 1938. Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.; b.
Brooklyn NY July 4 1912; m. Janet Brown
Feb. 1 1947; ch.: David, Ellen, Phyllis.
Professional engineer (MA); statistical analyst
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1938-41,
engineer Raytheon Co. Bedford MA 1941-76.
res. W. Newton MA.*
WRIGHT, Theodore Anthony. Bowdoin
1930-32. Theta Delta Chi. b. NYC April 2
1913. res. unknown.
Class of 1935
ABELON, Harry. B.S., D.M.D. Tufts 1940.
Dentistry; b. Brunswick Jan. 17 1912; m.
Louise Hayes Aug. 29 1940; ch.: A. Dean,
Michael, Rebecca. Dentist Brunswick 19?—
.
Served to capt. USAAF 1943-45; awarded
Distinguished Unit Badge, ETO Ribbon &
Bronze Service Star (6). res. Brunswick.*
ADAMS, John Wesley. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Brockton MA Nov. 17 1908; m. Coronetta
Knight Nov. 17 1946; ch.: Virginia, Constance,
Robert, Marshall, Shirley. Evangelist Reading
MA 1935-?, bldg. contractor self-employed
Hobart NY 1950-67, student N.Y. Univ. 1965,
teacher Margaretville NY 1966-67. PFC USA
1942-45. d. Hobart NY June 28 1967.*
ADAMS, William Packard. Bowdoin 1931-32,
A.B. Brown 1935. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Providence RI Dec. 20 1912. res. unknown.
ATHERTON, James Lougee. Bowdoin
1931-33, B.B.A. Univ. Minn. 1959. Ret.; b.
Houlton Dec. 16 1913; m. Agnes Celusnak
June 18 1942; ch.: Barbara. Various admin,
positions U.S. govt. Washington DC (U.S.
Bureau of Census 1939-41, U.S. Naval Gun
Factory 1941-43), admin, officer U.S. V.A. (St.
Paul MN 1945-60, Washington DC 1960-70),
ret. Served to m/sgt. USA 1943-45, 1950-53.
Recipient: Distinguished Career Certificate &
Medal 1970. res. Leonardtown MD.*
BAILEY, Stanley Thomas. Bowdoin 1931-33.
Psi Upsilon. b. Brockton MA June 8 1913.
res. W. Falmouth MA.
BAKER, John Salmon. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Business
exec; b. White Plains NY Sept. 25 1913; m.
Wilmot Friend Nov. 25 1953; ch.: Jessica. Nat.
Can Corp. NYC (salesman 1935-42, sales mgr.
1945-52), sales mgr. (Chicago IL Metallic
Corp. 1952-54, Fesco Inc. Pittsburgh PA 1955),
pres. Baker & Borroughs Inc. NYC 1956—
.
Served to WO USCA 1942-45. res. Stamford
CT*
BARAVALLE, Edward. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. NYC Oct. 8 1912. res. Nelson British
Columbia Canada.
BARBOUR, Marshall Stanley. B.S. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. Chem. research; b.
Portland July 6 1913; m. Wilma Perkins July 2
1946. Research asst. Rockefeller Inst, for Med.
Research NYC & Princeton NJ 1936-43,
research chemist (Abbott Lab. Phila. PA
1943-44, Penn. Coal Products Co. Petrolia PA
1944-46, Monsanto Chem. Co. Everett MA
1946-53, Bates Mfg. Co. Lewiston 1953-57),
assoc. scientist Oxford Paper Co. Rumford
1957-70, lab. mgr. chemistry dept. Univ.
Hartford W. Hartford CT 1970—. Holder of
U.S. patents dealing with paper coatings, res.
Hartford CT.*
BARNES, Donald Frederic. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Alumni Council 1965-69, class bequest chmn.
1971— , 1972 capital campaign area co-chmn.
Scholarship fund established in his and
Margaret Gallagher Barnes' honor 1974.
Ret.; b. Syracuse NY June 15 1914; m.
Elinor Remer 1936, m. Helen Smith 1943, m.
Margaret Gallagher 1958, m. Carol Heide Nov.
21 1974.' Reporter N.Y. Herald Tribune NYC
1935-36, ed. Nat. Assn. of Life Underwriters
NYC 1936-48, v.pres. Inst, of Life Ins. NYC
1948-72, ret., writer & ed. various publications
1972— . Pres. (Cannon Point North Inc., Sands
of Key Biscayne Assn., Gilbert & Sullivan
Assn. of N.Y.), founder Life Underwriter
Training Council, dir. Million Dollar Round
Table Foundation, chmn. Life Ins. Public
Relations Council, consulting ed. Life and
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Health Insurance Handbook. Served to m/sgt.
USAAF 1942-45. res. Key Biscayne FL.*
BARRELL, Daniel Alden, Jr. Bowdoin
1931-36. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Auburn Dec.
20 1912; s. of Daniel A. M*00; m. Clarice
Curtis Jan. 12 1936; ch.: Mrs. Howard Lowell,
Mrs. David Littlefield, Mrs. James
Drummond. With John Hancock Life Ins. Co.,
with Shapiro Brothers, with Sabelman Co.,
with Quinco Fabrics, d. Auburn Dec. 7 1975.*
BARTON, Preston Nichols. B.S., M.D.
Harvard 1939. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b.
Amherst MA June 14 1913; m. Barbara Jordan
1939, m. Lydia Jordan Jan. 19 1951; ch.:
Preston, William. Asst. med. dir. Colt Patent
Firearms Co. Hartford CT 1941-45, med. dir.
Allen Mfg. Co. Hartford 1943-45, New
Departure div. General Motors Corp. (plant
physician Bristol CT 1945-47, med. dir.
1947-51; med. dir. Meriden CT 1951-67; med.
dir. New Departure- Hyatt Bearing div. Clark
NJ 1967-73), ret. New Eng. Industrial Med.
Assn. (pres. 1951, member board of dir.
1952-56, sec. 1956-57), member board of dir.
Am. Acad. Occupational Medicine 1965-68,
pres. Conn. Industrial Med. Assn. 1962-64,
lectr. occupational medicine Yale Univ. Sch. of
Medicine 1947-67. Contbr. res. Mountainside
NJ.*
BARTTER, George Crosby. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Manilla P.I. Feb. 22 1913; m. Grace
Picaso July 4 1941, m. Dorothy Lake March
1949; ch.: Melissa, Dorothea, Cecilia. Teacher
(Lenox Sch. MA 1935-36, Taft Sch. Watertown
CT 1936-38, Woodward Sch. Brooklyn NY
1938-39), lectr. World's Fair NY 1940, advt.
dept. Montgomery Ward NYC 1940-42, advt.
mgr. Little & Brown Boston 1943-45, book
advt. dept. N.Y. Times NYC 1945-46, advt.
publicity dept. NYC (Harcourt & Brace 1947,
Rinehart & Co. 1947-49), business &
circulation mgr. Vt. Life Middlesex VT 1949-?,
journalist Foster's Daily Democrat Dover NH,
correspondent Portsmouth NH Herald
1967-72. Book reviewer Boston Globe, d.
Newmarket NH Oct. 2 1972.
BEALE, John Mower. A.B. Zeta Psi. Class agt.
1945-50, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ret.; b. Eastport May 26 1914; m. Evelyn
Welch June 13 1940; ch.: Stephen '64, James,
Thomas, Michael. Social Security Board (asst.
personnel clerk Portland 1936-37, field asst. jr.
admin, aide Bangor 1937-40, dist. mgr.
Lewiston 1940-73), ret. Dir. United Fund
Auburn-Lewiston 1966-73, general chmn.
(United Fund campaign 1966, Central Me.
General-St. Mary's Joint Hospital Fund




Lewiston-Auburn Area C. of C. annual
appreciation award 1974. res. Auburn.*
BEASLEY, Stanley Sutherland. Bowdoin
1931-32. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston
Jan. 21 1912. res. unknown.
BEATTY, Earle Hastings. Bowdoin 1932-35.
Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Springfield MA July
20 1911; m. Barbara Graham July 17 1937;
ch.: Richard, Bruce. Credit investigator Dun &
Bradstreet NYC 1935, reservation clerk
Eastern Airlines NYC 1935-36, traffic clerk
Western Electric Co. Kearny NJ 1936-37,
travel rep. Esso Touring Service NYC 1937-41,
with advt. dept. to advt. spec. & supervisor of
sales promotion Exxon Co. U.S.A. 1941-73, ret.
Pres. board of trustees (Grant Avenue Presby.
Church Plainfield NJ, Community Baptist
Norwalk CT), safety committee member town
of N. Plainfield NJ, co-chmn. committee for
sch. community relations N. Plainfield. res. Ft.
Myers FL, Winthrop.*
BEGG, Charles Frederic. Bowdoin 1931-33,
A.B. Boston Univ. 1935, M.D. Harvard 1939.
Medicine; b. Des Moines IA Aug. 8 1912; m.
Elizabeth Berry Oct. 19 1940; ch.: Charles II,
Jean, Edward. Pathology dept. St. Luke's
Hospital NYC (assoc. dir. 1949-53, dir.
1953—). Dir. Am. Red Cross NYC 6 yrs., N.Y.
Pathological Soc. (trustee, treas., pres.-elect).
Served to maj. MCUSA 1941-46. res. Port
Washington NY.*
BEHR, Charles Edward. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Agriculture; b. Englewood NJ Feb. 6 1913;
m. Joan Kennedy Feb. 26 1949; ch.: Margaret,
Ann, Edward, Karl, Robert. Handyman
Putney VT Sch. 1935-37, sec. M. G. Harkness
Wonalancet NH 1937-39, self-employed farm
& feed store Tamworth NH 1946-74, farmer
Tamworth 1974— . Member sch. board
Tamworth 1955-61, dir. County Farm Bureau
1963—. Served to It. USA 1941-45. res.
Tamworth NH.*
BENSON, Ellsworth. B.S. Psi Upsilon. b.
Boston Jan. 29 1913. Served with ACUSN
1935-39. d. E. Braintree MA April 4 1939.
BIGELOW, William Kemp. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Business exec; b. Newark NJ May 13 1912;
m. Dorothy Addis Oct. 7 1939; ch.: William
Jr., Nancy, Barbara. Asst. to sales mgr.
Adams-Millis High Point NC 1935-36,
salesman S. D. Arrowood NYC 1936-52,
Davidson-Bigelow NYC (treas. 1952-63, pres.
1963— . Dir. (Davidson-Bigelow 1952, Durham
Hosiery Mills 1969, Bigelow's Jamestown NY
1952—, Midlantic Nat. Bank Newark NJ
1976
—
), deacon Presby. Church Madison.
Served to It. USNR 1943-45. res. New Vernon
NJ.*
BILLINGS, Walter Howard. Bowdoin 1931-34.
Psi Upsilon. b. Newton Upper Falls MA
Nov. 6 1913. res. unknown.
BIRCH, Samuel McLaughlin. Bowdoin
1931-36. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Utica NY
Feb. 18 1912. res. Winchester VA.
BLACK, Howard Ray, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1940. Ret.; b. Jameston NY July 9
1911; m. Penelope Dimitriau July 1 1953; ch.:
Howard III. Teacher NY (Queens Coll., City
Coll., Hunter Coll., board of education), ret.
1976. Contbr. res. Bergenfield NJ.*
BOWMAN, Irving Grant. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Education; b. Wellesley MA March
5 1913; m. Mary Burrill Sept. 7 1940; ch.:
Lewis, John. Teacher (Stearns Sch. Mt. Vernon
NH 1936; Westminster Sch. Simsbury CT
1936-37; Vt. Acad. Saxtons River 1937-46;
high sch. Arlington VT 1946-57; public sch.
Morrisville NY 1957-64, Hammondsport NY
1964-76),ret. Trustee E. Arlington Federated
Church 1955-57, sec. Bennington Dist.
Teachers Assn. 1954-55, pres. Morrisville
Eaton Teachers Assn. 1963-64. res.
Hammondsport NY.*
BOWMAN, Robert. A.B. Chi Psi. b. Clifton
NJ Oct. 7 1912. res. Ridgewood NJ.
BOYD, John Stillman. Bowdoin 1931-35. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Real estate; b. Montclair NJ
June 26 1912; m. Dorothy Young April 24
1937; ch.: Robert, Richard, David. Office mgr.
6 asst. treas. The Boyd Corp. Portland
1935-52; real estate broker Portland 1953-62,
1976
— ; golf professional New Eng. & FL
1963-76. Class A member Professional Golf
Assn. res. Portland.*
BREED, Robert Wilbour. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Admissions aide. Ret.; b. Lynn MA
May 13 1913; m. Caryl Cushman June 15 1951,
m. Marguerite Maxfield July 18 1974. Invest,
counsel Loomis, Sayles & Co. Boston &
Milwaukee WI 1937-47; asst. mgr. Boston
Convention & Visitors Bureau 1947-53; public
relations dir. Am. Petroleum Inst. Boston
1953-55; ret. Republican Finance Committee
MA (former chmn. Swampscott, former
member Needham). Served to cdr. USNR
1941-46; awarded Army Commendation
Ribbon 1945. res. Sarasota FL.*
BROWN, Chester Woodbury. B.S., M.D. Univ.
Rochester 1939. Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.; b.
S. Bristol Aug. 19 1913; m. Dorothy Bates Aug.
7 1937; ch.: Rebecca, Susan, Karen. Intern
Strong Memorial Hospital Rochester NY
1939-41, resident surgery Worcester MA City
Hospital 1941-44. Staff pres. Hahnemann
Hospital Worcester 1971, trustee Tatnuck
Congr. Church 1971-72, member board of
appeals S. Bristol 1975. Served to It. USN
1944-46. Contbr. res. Walpole.*
BRYANT, Mason David, Jr. B.S., M.. Tufts
1939. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Lowell
MA Nov. 8 1913; m. Joyce M. Gleason Dec.
21 1940; ch.: Mason, Pamelia, William '77,
John. Staff physician V.A. hospital Togus.
Served to col. USA 1940-45. res. Hallowell.*
CARTER, George Herbert. B.S. b. Quincy
MA Aug. 7 1913; m. Mary Riley; ch.: Gerard.
With Carter Hide Co. Inc. Boston 1935- ca.
1938, with Bethlehem Steel Fore River
Shipyard MA 197-62. Served to It. USA
WWII; awarded Bronze Star. d. Rockland MA
Aug. 17 1962.
CARY, George Foster, II. A.B., B.S. M IT.
1937. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council
1962-66. Ret.; b. Brooklyn NY June 13
1914; s. of Charles A. '10; m. Miriam Doble
Aug. 17 1940; ch.: George III '63, Charles '65,
John '68, Frances. With Newport News VA SB
& DD Co. 1938-42, with Bath Iron Works
Corp. 1942-65, pres. Sugarloaf Mt. Corp.
Kingfield 1962-69, with Bath Iron Works Corp.
1967-70, with P. E. Luke Shipyard E. Boothbay
1971, ret. Dir. Sugarloaf Mt. Corp. Kingfield
1955
— ,
member planning board Bath 1961-65.
res. Bath.*
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CHAPMAN, Lawrence Darr. Spec. 1933-34.
Ins.; b. Brookline May 16 1911; m. Jean
Voorhis 1946, m. Elizabeth Soule 1967; ch.:
Radcliffe '41, Elizabeth, Margo, Lindsay, Gail.
Pres. & treas. Noyes & Chapman Portland
1945— . res. Falmouth Foreside.*
CILLEY, Homer Ridgway. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Class agt. 1950-67. Ret.; b. Dover NH
April 14 1913; m. Carolyn Somers Sept. 4
1937; ch.: Charles '63, Homer Jr. Ins., ret.
1975. Assessor Marblehead MA 1974
—
,
member Old & Historic Dist. Comm.
Marblehead 1968-74. Served to It. USN
1943-45. res. Marblehead MA.*
CLEAVES, Robert Andrews. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Elizabeth NJ April 6 1914; m.
Grace Wright Aug. 23 1941; ch.: Barbara.
Various positions div. marketing office credit
dept. Exxon Corp. 1935-70, ret. Served to 1st It.
USA 1941-45. res. Lakewood NJ.*
COBB, Emmons. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Self-employed; b. Manlius NY Sept. 22
1913; m. Mary Brown March 22 1941; ch.:
Carolyn, Emmons. Reporter Dun & Bradstreet
NYC 1936-40, investigator Commercial Invest.
Trust Corp. Mt. Vernon NY 1940-42, credit
mgr. Gay's Express Bellows Falls VT 1942-46,
sec.-treas. Saxwin Valley Products Co. Saxtons
River VT 1946-51, salesman Macadam Assoc.
Danielson CT 1951
— ,
prop. E C Packaging
New London NH 1974-—. Member sch. board
Canaan NH 1963-65, deacon First Baptist
Church New London 1971-75. res. New
London NH.*
COHEN, Sidney. Bowdoin 1931-33. Real
estate; b. Boston Jan. 18 1914; m. Louise
DeGeorge May 14 1938; ch.: Janet, Paul.
Salesman Hall Bakery Co. Somerville MA ca.
1936-43, prop.-operator (Staples 5-100 Store
Boston 1943-52, Tots-N-Teens Store E. Boston
1952-57), residential real estate broker John T.
Burns Co. Newton MA 1957-66, real estate
invest, broker Dial Realty Brookline MA
1966-69, self-employed real estate broker &
prop. Newton 1969-73, real estate invest,
broker Data Realty Corp. Boston 1973—.
Inventor patented golf club carrier Caddiette.
res. Newton MA.*
CONKLIN, William Dickerson. B.S., M.S.
Columbia 1938. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b.
NYC Dec. 22 1911; m. Isabel Wright Sept. 7
1940; ch.: William, '64, Henry, Cynthia. CPA.
(NY); Arthur Young & Co. NYC Qt.
accountant to mgr. 1938-48, partner 1949-72),
ret. Pres. Phila. chapter Penn Inst, of C.P.A.'s
1956-57, hon. member Beta Gamma Sigma,
res. New Canaan CT.*
CROSBY, Walter Franklin. B.S., M.D. Tufts
(Commonwealth Fund scholar) 1939.
Medicine; b. Danvers MA Dec. 9 1913; m.
Mildred Brick May 3 1941; ch.: Judith, Walter,
Stephen '67, Janet. Physician (self-employed
1941—, E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
1962—, Clinton MA Hospital 1973-75). Pres.
Worcester MA Dist. Med. Soc. 1971-72. res.
Sterling MA.*
CROWELL, James Donald. B.S. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. Glen Ridge NJ Dec. 27 1912; m.
Elizabeth Selby Aug. 28 1943, m. Charlotte
Phillips Feb. 24 1951; ch.: Gary. Bookkeeper
Greenwood Lumber Co. NYC 1935, clerk
NYC 1936-37 (Commercial Invest. Trust,
Commercial Trust Co.), actuarial asst.
(Colonial Life Ins. Co. Jersey City NJ 1937-41,
V.A. Washington DC 1946-51), actuary U.S.
Dept. of Labor Washington DC 1951-71, ret.
Served to 1st It. USA 1941-46. Recipient:
several U.S. Dept. of Labor professional
awards, res. Hilton Head Is. SC.*
DANA, Lawrence. A.B., LL.B. Univ. Va. 1939.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council (v.pres.
1968-69, pres. 1969-70), 1972 capital campaign
worker, Overseer 1976— . Ret.; b. Newton
Center MA April 28 1914; s. of Ripley L. '01;
m. Barbara Wood March 8 1941; ch.: Barbara,
Deborah, Sarah. Atty. Bingham Dana &
Gould Boston (assoc. & partner 1939-69, ret.,
consultant). Trustee Derby Acad. Served to It.
USNR 1941-45; awarded Bronze Star 1943.
res. Cumberland Foreside.*
DAUGHERTY, Robert Coleman. Bowdoin
1931-34. Kappa Sigma. Food industry exec;
b. Chicago IL Aug. 5 1912; m. Barbara Ruyl
Aug. 15 1936; ch.: Joan, Virginia, Robert Jr.
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Newark NJ (claims
adjuster 1934-38, chief adjuster liability claims
1938-45), James O. Welch Co. Cambridge MA
(purchasing agt. 1945-47, sales promotion mgr.
1947-57, v.pres. sales 1957-67), v.pres. western
sales Nabisco Confections Inc. Los Angeles
CA 1967—. Pres. (New Eng. Mfg.
Confectioners Assn. 1962-64, New Eng.
Confectioners Club 1960-62), v.pres. Nat.
Confectioners Assn. 1965-67, Church of the
Lighted Window (deacon 1973-75, board
chmn. 1974), member advisory board Hingham
MA 1954-60, chmn. town office bldg. comm.
1960-67. res. LaCanada CA.*
DAVIS, George Rowell. Bowdoin 1931-33. b.
Webster MA Aug. 17 1911; m. Adele Behm
July 25 1935; ch.: Charles, Adele. Cranston
Print Co. Webster (clerk 1936-42, asst. office
mgr. 1942-44, personnel dir. 1944-45),
personnel dir. (A. D. Juilliard Co. Providence
RI 1945-54, John H. Breck Inc. Springfield
MA 1954-44), dir. industrial relations MA
(Crompton & Knowles Corp. Worcester
1955-64, Judson L. Thomson Rivet & Machine
Co. Waltham 1964-65), prop. Davis Assoc.
Worcester 1965-67. d. Worcester MA Feb. 7
1967.*
DAVIS, Stuart Kennedy. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Alpha Tau Omega. b. Winter
Harbor May 16 1915. With Liberty Mutual
Ins. Co. Boston 1936-42. Served with USA
1942. d. Camp Wheeler GA June 26 1942.
DICKSON, Leon Ashby. A.B. Phi Beta Kappa,
M.D. Howard Univ. 1939. Medicine; b.
Portland Oct. 17 1913; m. Odessa Keeton
1948; ch.: Carolyn, Leon Jr. '67. Physician
Detroit MI 19?—. res. Detroit MI.
DIXON, Alfred Grayson. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Class agt. 1967-75. Ret.; b. Boston
May 24 1913; m. Arline Hoyt Oct. 8 1937; ch^
Richard '65. Sales rep. Boston (New Eng. Tel.
& Tel. 1935-37, Johnson & Johnson 1937-40),
Int. Equipment Co. Boston (v.pres. 1940-50,
pres. 1950-66, board chmn. 1966-68), ret.,
consultant. Chmn. exec, committee Lab.
Apparatus section Scientific Apparatus Makers
Assn. 1953-54. res. Belmont MA.*
DOAK, James. B.S., Ed.M. Northeastern 1965.
Psi Upsilon. Civil service; b. Phila. PA
March 28 1912; m. Barbara Bowen Aug. 8
1958; ch.: Thomas, Daniel, Patricia. Admin,
work State of Me. Augusta, res. Anchorage AK
& Rockport.*
DORMAN, Kenneth Lewis. B.S., B.S. M.I.T.
1936. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Salem MA
Nov. 14 1910; m. Marian Dowst Oct. 15 1938;
ch.: Judith, Priscilla. Asst. head chemist Pacific
Mills Print Works Lawrence MA 1933-39,
plant mgr. Interchem. Corp. Paterson NJ
1939-46, v.pres.-plant mgr. Lotte Chem. Co.
Inc. Paterson 1946-52, chief chemist
Goodall-Sanford Mills Sanford 1952-55, tech.
dir. Franklin Process Co. 1955-58 (Phila. PA,
Chattanooga TN, Providence RI, Greenville
SC), Industrial Dyestuff Co. & Phillip A. Hunt
Chem. Co. Inc. E. Providence RI 1958-75
(plant mgr. to v.pres. & general mgr.), ret. 1975.
Dir. (Industrial Dyestuff Co. 1955-69, Rotary
Club E. Providence). Author: Chemical
Constitution of Naphthol As Dyes (1939),
Constitution of Chrome Azo Dyes (1943). res.
Seekonk MA.*
DOWSE, Granton Hall, Jr. B.S. Zeta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Business exec; b.
Lowell MA Jan. 9 1911; m. Irene Murray June
15 1944; ch.: Granton, Juliet, John. Real estate
salesman John T. Burns & Son Wellesley MA
1935-36, Matheson-Higgins Co. Inc. (cost
estimator Boston 1936-40; pres. & treas.
Boston, Cambridge & Woburn MA 1940-76),
pres. & treas. Boston Bookbinding Co. Inc.
Cambridge 1951-76. Dir. Dwight Rudd & Co.
Inc. 1962-69, member vestry St. Peter's Epis.
Church Weston MA 1955-58. Served with
USN 1942-45. res. Weston MA.*
DUNGAN, Allen Gould. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Wilkes-Barre PA July 30 1913; m.
Ruth Evans Aug. 31 1941; ch.: Alena. Asst.
Moulton Union Bowdoin 1935-36, asst. buyer
cafeteria div. Abraham & Straus NYC 1936-43,
shipyard worker Kaiser Shipyards Vancouver
WA 1943. d. Vancouver WA May 9 1943.
DUNTON, Robert Gilley. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. N.Y. Univ. 1959. Kappa Sigma.
Ret; b. Southwest Harbor Oct. 11 1914; m.
Dorothy Magune April 29 1939; ch.: John,
Robert. Eastern Steamship Lines Inc. (chief
clerk Boston 1935-41, asst. passenger traffic
mgr. NYC 1941-42), Western Electric Co. Inc.
(management positions NYC, NJ, Denver CO
& Chicago IL & mgr. management training &
development 1962-65; general price mgr.
1965-67; staff mgr. admin, div. 1967-68, mgr.
customer planning 1968-73), ret. Mgr. heavy-
industry div. United Fund Denver CO 1956,
elder Reformed Church in Am. 1950— , trustee
Northwestern Coll. Orange City IA 1970-74.
res. Sebring FL, Eastbrook.*
EDWARDS, George Roger. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Johns Hopkins 1937;
Ph.D. Johns Hopkins 1939; A.M. Univ. Penn.
1971. Education; b. Southington CT Oct. 11
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1914. Asst. curator (Bowdoin Museum
1939-46, Am. Sch. Classical Studies Athens
1946-50), Univ. Penn. Museum Phila. PA
1950— (assoc. prof. dept. classical
archaeology, assoc. curator Mediterranean
section). Served to m/sgt. USA 1941-45.
Author: Corinthian Hellenistic Pottery (1975).
res. Phila. PA.*
ELLIS, Gilman Clendenen. A.B., Ed.M.
Boston Univ. 1939. Chi Psi. Accounting; b.
Northfield VT July 15 1913; m. Muriel Mason
Feb. 24 1941; ch.: Beth-Jayne, Stanley.
Graduate asst. zoology Univ. Me. Orono
1938-39, instr. science (Westbrook Jr. Coll.
Portland 1939-40, high sch. Danbury CT
1940-41), teacher & coach high sch. S. Portland
1941-42, accounting clerk Irving C. Ellis
Portland 1944-58, jr. accountant Ellis & Ellis
Portland 1959-68, guidance & counseling
Manpower Development Training Act
Program Portland 1965-73, ret., accountant &
auditor self-employed S. Portland 1968— . Boy
Scouts of Am. Pine Tree Council Casco Bay
Dist. (advancements chmn. 1951-61, swimming
program chmn. 1951-61, dean merit badge
counselors 1961-65), auditor advisory board
Volunteers of Am. Me. branch 1951-61. Pvt.
USA 1943. Recipient: Meritorious Service
Award Pine Tree Council Boy Scouts of Am.,
certificate guidance & counseling Univ. Me.
res. S. Portland.*
EMERY, Lemuel Brooks. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Kennebunk Jan. 25 1913. res. Kennebunkport.
ESSON, William Risk. B.S., M B A. Harvard
1937. Ret.; b. Chicago IL Dec. 9 1912; m.
Zelda Mclntyre April 11 1942; ch.: Barbara,
Donald, Richard. Financial consultant, ret.
Trustee Gravity Research Foundation 1948-70.
Served to It. USCG 1942-45. res. Greenfield
NH.*
FENLEY, Allan Edward. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1935. Alpha Tau Omega.
Ins.; b. Portland Dec. 27 1913; s. of Edward
T. '01; m. Margaret Meyers 19?; ch.: Kaye,
Allan, Janet. C.L.U. (NY); div. mgr.
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. NYC 1935—. res.
Old Greenwich CT.*
FERNALD, Joseph Nealley. Bowdoin 1930-33.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Nottingham NH April 24
1912; s. of Fred M'98. d. Nottingham NH
March 31 1933.
FISHER, Frederic Alvan, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Chicago 1937. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Lowell MA April 18 1913; s. of
Frederic A. '81. d. Chicago IL Nov. 22 1938.
FISHER, Joseph Lyman. B.S. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, Sc.D. 1965; A.M.
Harvard 1938; Ph.D. Harvard 1947; A.M.
George Washingto8 Univ. 1951; LL.D.
Allegheny 1966; L.H.D. Starr King Sch. of the
Ministry 1971. Delta Upsilon. Overseer
1970-85, 1972 capital campaign worker. U.S.
rep.; b. Pawtucket RI Jan. 11 1914; m.
Margaret Winslow June 27 1942; ch.:
Benjamin '65, Caroline, Robert, William,
Elizabeth, James '79, Barbara. Instr. Allegheny
Coll. Meadville PA 1938-40, planning tech.
Nat. Resources Planning Board 1940-42,
economist (U.S. Dept. of State 1942-43, USA
1943-46, Council of Economic Advisors
1947-53), pres. Resources for the Future Inc.
1953-74, member of Congress. Member board
of dir. (Resources for the Future Inc. 1965-74,
Am. Forestry Assn. 1968
— ,
Analytic Services
Inc. 1969-74), board chmn. & moderator
Unitarian Universalist Assn. 1965
—
, member
(Arlington County Board, Washington Metro
Area Transit Authority, Metro Washington
Council of Govt.). Served to t/sgt. USA
1943-46. Contbr. res. Arlington VA.*
FLAGG, John Benjamin. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Bangor July 6 1913; s. of Charles
A. '94. Mariner 1935-39. d. at sea March 23
1939.
FOSTER, Hubert Orlando. Bowdoin 1931-32.
Sigma Nu. b. Kingsfield June 26 1911; m.
Rubie Kidder June 1933; ch.: Kerry, Charles.
With Sun Life Ins. Co. ca. 1933, asst. mgr.
Biddeford Box Co. 1943-69, ret. d. Portland
June 3 1971.
FOX, Arthur Gordon. Bowdoin 1931-32. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Chicago IL Sept. 30 1913;
m. Mary O'Shea Sept. 23 1939; ch.: Susan,
Donald, Kathleen, Elizabeth, Patricia,
Carolyn. Ins. consultant Fox & Assocs.
Highland Park IL, ret. 1976. V.pres. Highland
Park Community Chest 1959-74, trustee
Highland Park Hospital 1962-64. Served to 2nd
It. USA 1944-46. res. Highland Park IL.*
FRANKLIN, Henry Herbert. B.S. cum laude,
LL.B. Northeastern 1939. Law; b.
Greenfield MA Oct. 21 1913; m. Adelberta
Wood Sept. 14 1935, m. Josephine Day March
22 1958; ch.: John, Peter, Susan, Sarah.
County surveyor Franklin County Greenfield
MA 1935-38, probation officer U.S. Govt.
Portland 1939-41, spec. agt. FBI Washington
DC 1941-46, atty. self-employed (Portland
1946-49, Peterborough NH 1949—). V.pres.
(N.H. Unitarian Assn. 1953-56, Nat. Unitarian
Laymen's League 1956-58), dir. Unitarian




Falmouth 1948-49, chmn. Me. Parole Board
1947-49, trustee N.H. Industrial Sch. 1966-73.
Contbr. res. Peterborough NH.*
FROST, William Atherton. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1937. Delta Upsilon. Management;
b. Cambridge MA July 7 1912; m. Henrietta
Libbey Sept. 16 1939; ch.: Ann. Accountant
Webster & Atlas Nat. Bank Boston 1937-41,
exec, trainee & supervisor Proctor & Gamble
Dist. Co. Boston 1941-47, credit mgr. Bolton
Stuart Co. Boston 1947-50, credit management
The William Carter Co. Needham Heights MA
1951—. res. Wellesley MA.*
FULLER, Nathan Cobb. Bowdoin 1931-34. Psi
Upsilon. b. Rockland Aug. 18 1913; m.
Barbara Luce March 12 1953; ch.: Timothy
'76. Dist. supervisor NYA Bangor 1938-39,
credit mgr. H. C. Baxter & Brothers 7-1951
(Hartland, Corinna), exec. sec. C. of C.
Rockland 1951-54, spec. rep. Rockland
Franklin Life Ins. Co. Springfield IL 1953, with
Union Central Life Ins. Co. of Cincinnati
Rockland 1953-54 (agt., ins. underwriter), ed.
1954-75 (Me. Coast, Fisherman, Me. Digest,
Nat. Fisherman Yearbook, Me. Farmer's
Almanac, Me. Life), managing ed. (Down East,
Outdoor Me.). Veterans' employment rep.
1944, with War Manpower Comm. Augusta
1954, chmn. Knox County March of Dimes.
Served to sgt. USA WWII. d. Rockland April
51 1975.
GARCELON, Charles Frederic. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Portland March 7 1914. res.
N. Lovell.*
GARRETT, Rex Harding. Bowdoin 1931-36.
Kappa Sigma. b. Springfield MA Nov. 3
1914. res. Rockland.
GAY, Alvary George. Bowdoin 1931-32.
Ret.; b. Lewiston Aug. 26 1913; m.
Dorothea Young June 26 1938; ch.: Alan,
William, Betsy, Susan. Retail sales (Sears,
Grand Union, Zayre). res. Gulfport FL.*
GORDON, Elwood Vose. Bowdoin 1931-33.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Kingfield May 24
1913. res. unknown.
GRAVES, John Kimball. Bowdoin 1931-34.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Concord NH April 29
1912. res. Hillsboro NH.
GREELEY, Melville Clark. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Bridgeport CT March 22 1911;
m. Elizabeth Leighton Sept. 9 1944; ch.:
Suzanne, John, William. Steward Copley Plaza
Hotel Boston 1935-38, salesman Paine Webber
& Co. New Haven CT 1938-42, production
control supt. Olin Corp. New Haven 1942-63,
business dir. YMCA New Haven 1963-73, ret.
res. Hamden CT.*
HARRISON, Gilbert Duncan, Jr. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign area chmn.
Business exec; b. Wilmington DE Feb. 26
1914; m. Alma Warner May 23 1942; ch.:
William '66, Anne, Margery. Supt. Pepperell
Mfg. Co. Biddeford 1935-50, asst. dir. research
Saco Lowell Shops Biddeford 1951-58, pres. &
treas. Nat. Woodworking Co. Inc. W.
Kennebunk 1959— . Dir. & v.pres. Biddeford &
Saco Water Co., dir. (Mutual Fire Ins. Co. of
Saco, Wood Turners & Shapers Assn.), trustee
Biddeford Savings Bank. Served to maj. USA
1942-46. res. Saco.*
HARTMANN, Paul Ellsworth. Bowdoin
1931-33, B.S. USNA 1937. Theta Delta Chi.
Assn. exec; b. Ashland MA Sept. 13 1914;
m. Margaret Moore Aug. 3 1940; ch.: Robin,
Margaret, Mary, Martha, Paul. USN (ensign
1937, aviator 1940, operations officer U.S. 7th
Fleet 1959-60, cdr. U.S.S. Antietam 1960-61.
operations officer Atlantic Fleet 1961-63, cdr.
Fleet Air Western Pacific 1963-66, rear admiral
1964, cdr. Carrier div. 10 1966-67, asst. v.chief
Naval operations 1967-70), ret. 1970, pres.
Global Enterprises Inc. Arlington VA 1971-73,
deputy exec. dir. Naval Reserve Assn.
Washington DC 1973-76. Awarded Bronze
Star with 2" Oak Leaf Clusters, Third Order of
Rising Sun, Legion of Merit medal, res.
McLean VA.*
HARTSHORNE, Richard Gardner. Bowdoin
1931-33, B.F.A. Yale 1937. Sigma Nu.
Architecture; b. Wakefield MA Aug. 24
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1912. FAAR fellow Am. Acad. Rome Italy
1939, architect Hutchins & French Boston
1940—. With MCUSA 1942-46. res. Wakefield
MA.*
HATCH, Charles Gilbert. B.S., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1946. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Lawrence
MA March 5 1913; m. Miriam Eldridge May
31 1947; ch.: Charles Jr. '70, Daniel '71,
Richard, Timothy. Lawyer Tomlinson & Hatch
Lawrence 1946—. Pres. Lawrence (YMCA
1957-58, Rotary Club 1963-64), moderator




Hospital 1964-75, Lawrence Home for Aged
People 1971—). Pvt. USA 1943. res. N.
Andover MA.*
HATCHFIELD, Richard Junior. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. b. Whitman MA April 20 1914. res.
S. Easton MA.
HAYWARD, John Charles. A.B., A.M. Boston
Univ. 1945. Theta Delta Chi. b. Scituate MA
Sept. 15 1912; m. Mina Linder June 19 1937;
ch.: Susan, Jane. Teacher (Mitchell Sch.
Billerica MA 1935-?, Phoenix Training Sch.
Hampton VA 1936-37, high sch. Laconia NH
1937-41), instr. English Norfolk div. Coll. of
William & Mary 1941-47, dir. V.A. Guidance
Center 1941-47, asst. prof, psychology
Gettysburg PA Coll. 1947-51, dir. admissions
& student relations Girard Coll. Phila. PA
1951-55, Bucknell Univ. Lewisburg PA (dean
student affairs 1955-71, dir. financial aid
1971-73), ret. Chmn. public instruction & chief
air raid warden Laconia 1940-41, Nat.
Vocational Guidance Assn. Hampton Roads
Branch (dir. 1946-47, pres. 1947-48). d.
Danville PA Aug. 26 1974.*
HEAD, Ellsworth Putnam. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. Sales engineer; b. Falmouth MA
July 26 1914; m. Tillie Mentz March 22 1941;
ch.: Allan, Brian. Dist. mgr. Masoneilan
Regulator Co. Boston 1936-59, regional mgr.
Worthington Controls Co. Atlanta GA
1959-65, sales engineer Automatic Control
Equipment 1965— . res. Atlanta GA.*
HENRY, Richard Stockwell. A.B., M.S.
Columbia 1937. Kappa Sigma. Journalism;
b. Portland July 25 1913; m. Marion Anderson
Sept. 22 1941; ch.: Philip. Reporter Fitchburg
MA Sentinel 1937-42; asst. dir. public
information CCNY 1946; asst. ed. Brand
Names Foundation NYC 1947; Columbia
Univ. 1947-56 (various positions including dir.
public information, dir. med. development
program); consultant v.pres. Brakeley, John
Price Jones NYC 1956—. Served to t/5 USA
1942-45. res. Torrington CT & Sanibel FL.*
HOLDEN, John Spencer. B.S., Ed.D. 1971,
Ed.M. Harvard 1969. Zeta Psi. Recipient:
Distinguished Bowdoin Educator Award 1970.
Education; b. Bennington VT Feb. 23 191 1; m.
Anna Lacey June 27 1936; ch.: Norman '61,
Samuel. Putney VT Sch. 1935-41 (teacher,
coach, head work program, work camp dir.
1939-41), teacher & head work program Cate
Sch. Carpinteria CA 1941-42, Putney Sch.
1942-52 (teacher, coach, admin, asst., dir.
admissions), co-founder & co-dir. Colo. Rocky
Mountain Sch. Carbondale 1952-67, interim
headmaster Woodstock Country Sch. S.
Woodstock 1967-68, innovator for involvement
Martin Luther King Sch. Boston 1969-70,
visiting prof, education Bowdoin 1971, acting
principal Francis W. Parker Sch. Chicago IL
1971-72, educational consultant. Founding
trustee (Colo. Outward Bound Sch. 1960-67,
Valley View Hospital Glenwood Springs CO
1956-67), member (sch. board Glenwood
Springs 1975
—
, W. Divide Water Conservancy
Dist. advisory panel 1975). Served to It. USNR
1944-46. Recipient: Russell Wildren Memorial
Award Nat. Ski Assn. 1955. Author:
Handbook for Junior and Interscholastic Ski
Competition (1951), contbr. res. Carbondale
CO.*
HORSMAN, Franklin Naaman. Bowdoin
1931-32. Chi Psi. b. Princeton Sept. 17 1912.
res. Steep Falls.
HORSMAN, Lionel Pinkham. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Ins.; b. Worcester MA Feb. 5 1914; s. of
Hiram L. '94; m. Ursula Monks Jan. 25 1943;
ch.: Geoffrey, Margaret. With Hood Rubber
Co. Watertown MA 1936-40, with Employers
Ins. Co. NYC 1940-43, branch mgr. Employers
Ins. Co. Grand Rapids MI 1946-70, agt. Dodge
Ins. Agency Readfield 1970— . Served to 1st It.
USA 1943-46. res. Wayne.*
HOYT, Joseph Bixby. B.S., A.M. Harvard
1936, MAT. Harvard 1937, Ph.D. Clark Univ.
1954. Sigma Nu. Education; b. Salem MA
May 29 1913; m. June Prouty Oct. 11 1934;
ch.: Martha, Joseph, Jonathan. Teacher MA
(Wenham 1937-39, Beverly 1939-42), expeditor
purchasing dept. Atwood & Morrill Salem MA
1942-43, Pan Am. Airways (asst. personnel
mgr. Africa-Orient div. Miami FL 1943; asst.
to sr. rep. Eastern div. Trinidad 1944, traffic
rep. Miami 1944-45), guidance dir. Southbridge
MA 1945-47, Southern Conn. State Coll. New
Haven CT 1949-76 (asst. prof., assoc. prof.,
prof, geography). Member sch. board
Sturbridge MA 1947-49. Author: The
Connecticut Story (1962), Man and the Earth
(1973). res. Woodbridge CT.*
HUBBELL, Allan Forbes. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1938;
Ph.D. Columbia 1948. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Brooklyn NY Nov. 22 1914; m. Margaret
Pihlblad; ch.: Susan, Jonathan. Instr. English
(Columbia Univ. 1938-42, 1945-50; Univ.
Denver CO 1950-53; prof. Scottish literature,
dialects of N.Y., history of the Lang. New
York Univ. 1953-?). Pres. Am. Dialect Soc.
1963, treas. MLA. Served with U.S. Merc.
Marine 1942-45. Author: The Prounciation of
English in New York City (1950), A Survey of
Russian-English Scientific and Tech.
Dictionaries (1960); contbr.; managing ed.
Am. Speech 1952-62. d. Worcester MA June 22
1976.
HUGHES, Melville Lambert, Jr. Bowdoin
1931-35. Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston Oct. 27
1911; m. Elinor Davis Sept. 21 1940, m.
Elizabeth Bell Oct. 5 1963; ch.: Thomas,
Jonathan. New Eng. mgr. Kawneer Co. of
Niles Mich. Medford MA ca. 1963. Served to
capt. USA 1943-46. d. Rangeley Plantation
May 25 1975.
HUNT, Arthur William, Jr. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Boston Jan. 13 1913; m. Virginia
Galvin April 4 1937; ch.: Arthur III, Virginia,
Gregory, Timothy, Mary, Margaret, Charles.
Sales (Davies Rose & Co. Ltd. Boston 1937-49,
Nat. Drug Co. Phila. PA 1946-57, McMail
Labs. Ft. Washington PA 1957-71), ret. Rotary
Club (pres. Cohasset MA, sec. Bath). Served to
It. USN 1943-46. res. Five Islands.*
HURD, Perry. Bowdoin 1931-32. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Newark NJ March 29 1912;
m. Sally Bascom June 10 1939, m. Betty Pribil
June 28 1951; ch.: Suzanne. Mgr. Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. San Antonio TX 1939-75, ret.
Sec. San Antonio Power Squadron 1974-75.
res. Ingleside TX.*
HURLEY, Robert Edmund. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. George Washington Univ. 1958. Zeta
Psi. Ret.; b. Maiden MA Sept. 21 1913; m.
Juanita Livingston Jan. 24 1952. Salesman
Boston Varnish Co. Boston 1935-42, served to
capt. USN 1942-74, ret. Awarded Legion of
Merit, res. San Ramon CA.*
HUTCHINSON, Elmer Longley. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. Varsity
track cup established in his memory 1939. b.
Buxton June 14 1911. Instr. chemistry Univ.
Wise. 1935-37. d. Madison WI Oct. 30 1937.
IWANOWICZ, Jacob Anthony. A.B. cum
laude. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Lynn MA May 24
1914; m. Shelley Avery April 18 1936; ch.:
Anne, Michael '60. Mgr. & chemist Benz Kid
Co. Lynn 1935-68, ret. res. Lynnfield MA.*
JENKS, Arnold Hastings. Bowdoin 1933-35.
Kappa Sigma. Ins.; b. Maiden MA May 31
1913; m. Carolyn Perry June 14 1941; ch.:
David, Deborah, Sally. C.L.U.; loss analyst
Employers Group Ins. Co. Boston 1936-46,
mgr. life ins. dept. Field & Cowles Boston
1946-57, prop, agency Boston 1957— . res.
Cohasset MA, New Harbor.*
KELLY, John Joseph. Bowdoin 1931-32. Zeta
Psi. Ret.; b. Watertown MA Feb. 9 1911.
Route supervisor & salesman Service Parcel
Delivery Watertown 1932-41, production
control New Eng. Confectionery Co.
Cambridge MA 1946-60, field auditor Mass.
Dept. of Public Welfare Boston 1960-74, ret.
Served to 1st It. USA 1941-46. res. Westfield
MA.*
KEMPER, Richard Vander Venter. Bowdoin
1931-33. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Butte MT May 12
1912; m. Olive Wilke July 8 1939; ch.:
Richardson. Administrator ins. co. Served to
2nd It. Signal Corps 1941-45. res. Reading PA.*
KENELY, George Joseph, Jr. Bowdoin
1931-33. b. Brighton MA Jan. 21 1910. res.
unknown.
KENT, Albert Wilkie. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Cambridge MA Sept. 29 1913; m. Doris
Hunt Nov. 10 1934; ch.: Gary. Gail. Teacher &
coach high sch. (Madison 1935-39, Bangor
1939-43, Reading MA 1943-46), automotive
parts jobber Lewiston & Auburn 1946-49 (pres.
1948-49, treas.), instr. Bliss Jr. Coll. Lewiston,
head mathematics dept. jr. high sch. N.
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Reading MA 7-1975. d. Winchester MA Dec.
30 1975.
KEVILLE, William James, Jr. Bowdoin
1931-34. Beta Theta Pi. b. Brookline MA
July 8 1909; m. Moira O'Connell June 20 1940;
ch.: William III, Joseph. Real estate & ins.
Boston 1934-69, with Loan Guarantee div.
V.A. Boston 5 yrs., with Soldiers' Home
Chelsea MA 10 yrs. Served to capt. ACUSA
WWII. d. Newton MA Jan. 3 1969.*
KOMINSKY, Howard Leo. A.B., D.M.D.
Tufts 1940. b. Bangor April 24 1914. Served
to maj. MCUSA 1943-46. res. Bangor.
LaBELLE, Neil Hartley. A.B., A.M. Rutgers
1967. Ret.; b. Sugar Hill NH Oct. 15 1913;
m. Helen Wells Nov. 9 1935; ch.: Dale.
Steward Thompson's Spa Boston 1935-39, asst.
v.pres. Federal Reserve Bank of Boston 1940,
ret. 1976. res. Reading MA.*
LAWRY, Oram Robert, Jr. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Penn. 1939. Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b.
Vinalhaven Feb. 22 1913; m. Mary Boynton
Aug. 3 1940; ch.: Ida, Oram III. City physician
Rockland 1956
— ,
physician Me. State Prison
Thomaston 1975. Past pres. Knox County
Med. Soc. 1952-53, 1972-74. Served to It. col.
MCUSA 1941-46; awarded Commendation
Ribbon, res. Rockland.*
LIEBERMAN, Arthur N. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Mich. 1942. b. Bangor Jan. 20 1914; m.
Florence Kaminsky Feb. 22 1948; ch.: Diane.
Intern NYC 1942, physician Bangor 1946-65.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1942-45. d. Bangor
Sept. 27 1965.
LIPPINCOTT, Henry Sheip. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Ret.; b. Phila. PA May 18 1912; m.
Wilma Grantham Aug. 7 1937; ch.: Mary,
Gretchen. Purchasing agt. Henry H. Sheip
Mfg. Co. Phila. 1935-47, pres. Henry S.
Lippincott Inc. Phila. 1948-76. res. Flourtown
PA.*
LONG, Elias Edwin. A.B., M.D. Univ. Chicago
1939. b. Portland Sept. 9 1915; m. Esther
Levine Aug. 22 1940; ch.: Richard, Judith,
Kenneth. Intern Long Branch NJ 1939-41,
physician Red Bank NJ 1945-73. Served to
capt. MCUSA 1941-45. d. Red Bank NJ Oct.
22 1973.*
LOW, Stanley Herbert. B.S., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1939. Delta Upsilon. Law; b. Reading
MA Feb. 15 1911; m. Mary Nally May 17
1934; ch.: Cynthia. Atty. self-employed
Portland 1945-73 & 1975—. Me. state rep. 93rd
Legislature. Served to 1st It. USA 1940-45. res.
S. Portland.*
LUCE, Walter Marvin. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Am. Univ. 1971. b. Anson Aug. 8 1914; m.
Ethel Johns Nov. 15 1951. Teacher NH
(Stearns Sch. Mt. Vernon 1935-36, Proctor
Acad. Andover 1936-39), agriculture Anson
1939-41, with U.S. War Dept. Washington DC
1945-46, research analyst U.S. Dept. of
Defense Washington DC 1949-70, ret. Served
to sgt. USA 1941-45, 1946-49; awarded Bronze
Star. d. Annapolis MD May 23 1974.
MacDONALD, John Alexander. A.B. Chi Psi.
Journalism; b. Danvers MA Nov. 17 1913; s.
of John B. M'04; m. Frances Armstrong
March 14 1941; ch.: John Jr. '68, Carol. News
ed. Boston Herald-Am. 1972—. Served to It.
USNR, served with USN 1942-45. res.
Wellesley MA.*
MALONEY, Norton Vincent. Bowdoin
193 1-34. Kappa Sigma, b. Berlin NH May 19
1913. res. Rochester NY.
MANSFIELD, Stuart Thomson. Bowdoin
1931-35. Kappa Sigma. b. Worcester MA
Sept. 25 1913; m. May Snow April 11 1936;
ch.: Donna, Robert, Betty, Marcia. With
leather processing co. Haverhill MA 1936-37,
reporter Haverhill Evening Gazette 1937-42,
newscaster WJAR radio station Providence RI
1942-?, journalist (Providence Journal-Bulletin
1942-53, Boston Post 1953-55), wire ed.
Bethlehem PA Globe-Times 1955-54, sports
publicity ed. Moravian Coll. Bethlehem
1955-64, copy desk ed. Boston
Record-American-Sunday Advertiser 1964-68.
d. Boston July 5 1968.*
MARSHALL, Willard Ronald. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ins. exec; b. Taunton MA July 31
1913; m. Betty Clough April 9 1939; ch.: Peter,
Stephen. Underwriter Columbian Nat. Life
Boston 1935-45, The Paul Revere Life Ins. Co.
Worcester MA 1946— (supt. life dept., 2nd
v.pres. underwriting, v.pres. & asst. treas.).
Pres. Inst, of Home Office Underwriters
1964-65. res. Westborough MA.*
MASTERS, Harry Milton. Bowdoin 1931-33,
B.S. Univ. Me. 1950. Psi Upsilon. Govt.; b.
Round Pond June 22 1913; m. Edith Price Oct.
19 1969. Officer IRS 1958—. Served to 1st It.
USA 1942-45; awarded Purple Heart (2),
Legion of Merit, res. Stamford CT.*
McCANN, John Joseph. A.B. 1936. Kappa
Sigma. b. Framingham MA Dec. 15 1912.
res. Framingham MA.
McLEAN, John Dexter. Bowdoin 1931-34,
D.S.C. Temple Univ. 1944. Sigma Nu.
Medicine; b. Somerville MA Jan. 31 1913;
m. Mary Reed June 20 1935; ch.: John II '60,
David '61, Carol, Deborah. Chief podiatry
service Mass. General Hospital 1950—
,
consultant New Eng. Baptist Hospital. Past
pres. Mass. Podiatry Soc, rotary club
Winchester MA 1944-50 (past pres., dir. &
sec), chmn. standing committee Winchester
Unitarian Church 1965, past master Mass.
Parkman Lodge A. F. & M. 1951. res.
Winchester MA.*
McLEOD, John Porter. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Mfg. exec; b. Hatfield MA Dec. 23 1913; m.
Mary Wall June 29 1935; ch.: Hugh, John,
Heather. Wholesale mgr. R. B. Wall Co.
Wilkes Barre PA 1939-41, Porter-McLeod
Machine Tool Co. Hatfield (v.pres. 1941-45,
pres. 1945
— ), pres. Hatfield Machine Sales
Corp. 1953— , treas. Leisure Time Industries
Hatfield I960—. Trustee Hatfield Congr.
Church 1949
—
, member (sch. committee
Hatfield 1948-57, governors board Crescent
Beach CT Assn. 1954
—
). Inventor various
patents pertaining to polishing & grinding
machines, res. Hatfield Ma.*
McNUTT, Robert Roy, Jr. Bowdoin 1931-33.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Cohoes NY July 19
1911. res. Cotuit MA.
McPHARLIN, Michael George Hershell.
Bowdoin 1931-32. Beta Theta Pi. b. Blue Is.
IL June 16 1912; m. Virginia Bertram Dec. 18
1942; ch.: Carleen. Served with Royal
Canadian Air Force 1940-41, served with RAF
1941-42, served to maj. ACUSA 1942-44. d.
France June 6 1944.
MERRILL, David Dustin. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Exeter NH July 23 1911; m. Dorothea Martin
Sept. 9 1939, m. Nancy Carnegie Dec. 6 1952;
ch.: John '63, David Jr., Andrew '71, Thomas,
Jeffrey, Hannah. Salesman Union Mutual Life
Ins. Co. Portland 1935-37, teller Exeter
Banking Co. 1937-50, Exeter Co-operative
Bank (treas. 1950-74, pres. & treas. 1974-75).
Trustee Exeter (Eventide Home, Emily
Wentworth Home, Robinson Female Sem.,
Merrill Inst. & Free Lecture Assn., treas.
Exeter Hospital 1952-75, public library), treas.
(Exeter Historical Soc, Am. Red Cross Exeter,
Rockingham County YMCA, Exeter Heart
Fund), pres. (Exeter Little League, N.H.
Co-operative Bank League 1959), deacon
Congr. Church Exeter, dir. Exeter Bankind
Co., member police comm. Exeter. PFC USA
1944-45. d. Boston Oct. 22 1975.*
MERRILL, Stephen Evans. B.S. 1936. Zeta Psi.
Govt.; b. Skowhegan June 22 1912; s. of
Edward F. H'50; m. Violet Buxton June 22
1940, m. Madeleine Ouellette May 10 1968;
ch.: Day. Photographer self-employed
Brunswick 1939-62, columnist & lectr.
self-employed Brunswick 1960-68, ed. &
photographer Bath Iron Works 1968-71,
salesman A. H. Benoit & Co. Brunswick
1971-74, manpower aide Me. State Security
Comm. 1975—. Served with USA 1943-46. Ed.:
Language of Art, Winslow Homer at Prout's
Neck; contbr. res. Brunswick.*
MESSIER, Henry Edward. -32, D.M.D.
Harvard 1937. Delta Upsilon. b. Taunton
MA July 14 1913; m. Norma Tait June 24
1939; ch.: Paulette, Peter, Henry Jr., Harry.
Dentist (Taunton 1937-48, Duxbury MA
1948-53). d. St. Augustine FL Feb. 23 1953.
MILLIKEN, Howard Herbert. B.S., M.D.
Boston Univ. 1940. Theta Delta Chi.
Medicine; b. Hallowell Feb. 12 1913; m.
Ruth Hogan July 9 1939; ch.: Jean, Thomas.
Trainee McLellan Stores Waterville 1935-36,
general practice Hallowell 1946-57, V.A.
hospital Togus (physician 1957— , chief
cardiology 1972). Member planning board
Manchester. Served to maj. USA 1942-45. res.
Manchester.*
MITCHELL, Allan Wilcox. A.B., Ed.M. The
Coll. of William & Mary 1962. Delta Upsilon.
Coll. admin.; b. Boston Sept. 6 1912; m.
Constance Luehrs Nov. 26 1945; ch.: Mark.
Buyer-trainee Filene's Boston 1935-38,
managerial trainee Hudson MA Worsted Co.
1938-42, pvt. to col. USA 1942-67, pres.
Chesapeake VA Jr. Coll. 1967-73, Tidewater
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Community Coll. Chesapeake (coordinator
admissions & record 1973-74, dir. continuing
education 1974
—
). Pres. Rotary Club
Chesapeake. Awarded Purple Heart 1944, Joint
Service Commendation Medal 1965, Bronze
Star & Oak Leaf Cluster 1945, Legion of Merit
1967. Recipient: City of Chesapeake Annual
Achievement Award 1972. res. Virginia Beach
VA.*
NASON, Richard Brown. B.S., A.M. Harvard
1942. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Cambridge MA
May 24 1911; m. Alice Scofield Sept. 18 1937,
m. Gudrun Appel July 15 1966; ch.: Nancy.
Teacher Kmkaid Sch. Houston TX 1938-39,
teacher-coach (Country Day Sch. Newton MA
1939-41, high sch. Middletown CT 1942),
served to It. col. USA 1942-45, teacher-coach
high sch. Middletown 1946-50, officer USA
1950-66 (China, Burma, England, Iran,
Germany), teacher public sch. St. Lucie
County Ft. Pierce FL 1966-76, ret. Pres. Ret.
Officers Assn. W. Palm Beach FL. res. Port St.
Lucie FL.*
NELSON, Sterling Darrach. A.B. cum laude,
B.S.L.S. Drexel Inst. Tech. 1938. Ret.; b.
Templeton MA Dec. 21 1913; s. of Chesley W.
M'13. Library attendant Columbia Univ.
1936-37, library cataloger Middlebury VT Coll.
1938-39, librarian Mercantile Library Co.
Phila. PA 1939-41, Sfc USA 1942-58, librarian
U.S. Dept. of the Interior Washington DC
1960-69, ret. res. Southport.*
NEWMAN, William Proctor, Jr. Bowdoin
1931-33, B.S. Univ. Me. 1936, M.S. Univ. Me.
1937. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Milo May 8
1914; s. of William P. '10; m. Ruth Walpole
Sept. 6 1939; ch.: William III, Frederic. Several
positions to shift production supervisor Forest
Products div. Continental Can Co. Inc.
1937-76, ret. Member town zoning comm.
Hodge LA. res. Hodge LA.*
NIBLOCK, William Howard. B.S., L.H.D.
1967, A.M. Harvard 1938, Ed.M. Harvard
1946, L.H.D. Nasson Coll. 1955. Zeta Psi.




Bowdoin Educator Award 1973. Education;
b. Boston May 4 1913; m. Marion Gould Aug.
24 1940; ch.: William Jr., Edward, Thomas.
Teacher & dir. guidance Mount Hermon MA
Sch. 1936-46, teacher Beaver Country Day
Chestnut Hill MA 1940-41, principal (Me.
Central Inst. Pittsfield 1946-56, high sch.
Winchester MA 1956-70), dir. pupil services
public sch. Winchester 1970— . Pres. (New
Eng. Assn. Sch. & Coll. 1970, Kennebec Valley
Schoolmasters Assn. 1949), exec. sec. Bowdoin
Teachers 1949. Member of a principals study
mission to visit secondary sch. in Russia,
Bulgaria, Rumania, & Yugoslavia 1968. res.
Winchester MA.*
NOWLIS, Vincent. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Yale 1939. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Wilkes Barre PA Sept. 13
1913; m. Eleanor Riley, m. Helen Howard
June 11 1938; ch.: David, Geoffrey,
Christopher. Research assoc. Yale Univ.
1939-42, asst. prof. (Univ. Conn. 1942-44, Ind.
Univ. 1944-46), assoc. prof. State Univ. Ia.
1946-51, prof. Univ. Rochester NY 1951—.
Consultant social psychology & psychology of
drug use Nat. Inst. Mental Health, Nat. Inst.
Drug Abuse, WHO (W. Pacific Reg. Off.), dir.
education-manpower White House Spec.
Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention
1972-73, visiting scholar fellows program Drug
Abuse Council 1973-74. Contbr. res. Rochester
NY & Washington DC*
OULTON, George Artnur, Jr. Bowdoin
1931-32. b. Somerville MA Jan. 6 1912. res.
N. Marshfield MA.
PAGE, Harold Richards, Jr. Bowdoin 1931-32.
Theta Delta Chi. Business; b. Melrose MA
Jan. 9 1912; m. Irene Stoddard 1939, m.
Catherine Randall 1952, m. Joan Johnson May
25 1974; ch.: Sterling, Gail, Susan, Harold III.
Production Submarine Signal Boston 1942-44,
restaurant prop. Cape Cod & Framingham
MA 1945-48, production control supervisor
General Electric Co. Evandale OH 1948-52,
production mgr. Alloy Products Marion IN
1952-54, product planning supervisor Wright
Aeronautic Woodridge NJ 1954-57, sr.
planning engineer Thiokol Corp. Brigham City
UT 1957-77, ret., prop. Outboard Motors
Service Center Ogden UT 1977— . Pres. Air
Force Assn. 1964, chmn. Am. Products &
Inventory Control Soc. 1966. Recipient:
Achievement Award (Utah Air Force Assn.
1964, Am. & Inventory Control Soc. 1966). res.
N. Ogden UT*
PAINE, Carroll Lewis. Bowdoin 1931-33.
Horticulture; b. Randolph MA Aug. 19
1912; m. Nancy Keach Dec. 27 1957; ch.:
Alan. Florist-grower Paine Brothers
Greenhouses Randolph 1933— . Corporator
Randolph Savings Bank 1946-74, dir.
Randolph Co-operative Bank ca. 1948
— ,
past
member planning board Randolph, res.
Randolph MA.*
PALMER, Ross Goodridge. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Sales; b. Dexter Jan. 15 1913; m. Helen
Williams; m. Barbara Woodbury; ch.: Martha,
Jane, Margaret, Ross. With W. T. Cowan
Baltimore MD 1935-36, sales (Hochild Kohn
Dept. Store Baltimore 1936-37, Burroughs
Corp. Detroit MI 1937-45), prop. General
Appliance Co. Norwalk CT 1945-56, sales
self-employed Wilton CT 1957—. res. Bedford
NH*
PARK, Thomas Lawrence Motley. Bowdoin
1931-36. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Groton MA
April 3 1911; m. Rosamond Prentice Aug. 28
1943; ch.: Rosamond. Truck driver San-Vel
Inc. Littleton MA 1938-42, machine operator
& cutter supervisor Groton Leatherboard Co.
Inc. W. Groton MA 1945-76, ret. Selectman
town of Groton MA. Served to s/sgt. USAF
1942-45; awarded Battle Star (3), Good
Conduct Medal 1944. res. Groton MA.*
PARKER, John Otis. A.B. magna cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1938; J.D.
Harvard 1969. Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt.
1935-41, Alumni Fund dir. 1952-55. Law; b.
Chelsea MA Nov. 30 1912; m. Elizabeth
MacDonald April 4 1941; ch.: Anne, John Jr.
'66, James. Atty. Boston (Thomas H. Walsh
1938-40, Bartlett Jennings & Bartlett 1940-42).
Ely Bartlett Brown & Proctor (atty. 1946-51.
partner 1951-73), atty. pvt. practice Brunswick
1973— . Clerk-sec. Draper Bros. Co. Canton
MA 1965-73, corporator Arlington MA Five
Cents Savings Bank 1958-73, trustee Symmes
Hospital Arlington 1966-73, Pleasant St.
Congr. Church Arlington (moderator 1948-64,
deacon 1965-69), member board of governors
Maritime Assn. of Boston 1959-66, assoc. ed.
Am. Maritime Cases 1969— , board member &
chmn. Arlington (planning 1947-53, selectmen
1959-62), pres. Propeller Club of U.S. Port of
Boston 1956-58, hon. consul Kingdom of
Norway for Mass. 1967-73. Served to It. USN
1942-45; awarded Bronze Star Medal 1945. res.
Brunswick.*
PARKER, Philip Goddard. Bowdoin 1931-34.
Sigma Nu. b. Brockton MA Oct. 29 1912.
Theater work NYC 1936-37, writer NYC
1937-42, with First Nat. Bank of Reading MA
1945-?, advt., writer Reading 7-1960. Served to
cpl. USA 1942-45. d. Reading MA Nov. 14
1960.
PARMELEE, William Josiah. Bowdoin
1 93 1 -33. b. Bayside Long Is. NY Oct. 3 1914.
res. Easton CT.
PHINNEY, Carleton Clifford. Bowdoin
1931-32. b. Charlotte NC June 24 1914. res.
unknown.
RAY, Kenneth John. B.S. Kappa Sigma. Occ.
unknown; b. Cambridge MA Jan. 12 1914; m.
Marjorie Gray; ch.: Thomas, John, James, res.
Lincoln MA.*
REEVE, Tapping Selah. Bowdoin 1931-35. Chi
Psi. Sales; b. Denver CO Aug. 3 1911; m.
Frances Quincy Nov. 5 1938; ch.: Henry,
William II, Janice. Salesman (Me. Automobile
Assn. Portland 1935-37, Union Central Life
Ins. Co. Boston & Detroit MI 1937-41),
counter Todd-Bath New Eng. Shipbuilding
Corp. S. Portland 1941-45, salesman Portland
(The Ediphone Co. & The Lawrence Co.
1945-48, Me. Sea Foods 1948-51), sales rep.
Portland (Pitney-Bowes Inc. 1951-59,
Shaw-Barton I960—). Res. Casco.*
REID, Burton Howard. A.B., A.M. Montclair
State Coll. 1950- Ret.; b. Madison April 16
1910; m. Madeleine Brand 1920. Teacher
(Hawthorne NJ 1950-51, Leonia NJ High Sch.
1951-55, Ridgewood NJ High Sch. 1955-70),
ret. Served to CPO USN 1942-45. res.
Georgetown.*
ROBINSON, Edward Frederick, Jr. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Needham MA Oct. 26 1912; m.
Virginia Nichols April 22 1938; ch.: Edward
III, Leigh. Field rep. General Motors
Needham 1938-43, investigator U.S. Govt.
Boston 1943-46, salesman (Moore Pen Co.
Maynard MA 1946-?; Boit, Dalton & Church
Ins. Co. Boston 7-1959). d. Wareham MA June
29 1959.
ROLFE, Andrew Troop. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
Business exec; b. Moyland PA Nov. 26
191 1; s. of Charles E. '02; m. Josephine Bygate
Oct. 11 1942; ch.: Jo-An, Helen. Public
relations dir. (Conn. Public Expenditure
Council 1946-48, The Tax Foundation Inc.
NYC 1948-57). pres. (Arco Chem. Co. 1958-64.
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The Rolfe Chem. Co. 1964-67), sr. v.pres. The
Rolfite Co. Stamford CT 1967—. Dir. (The
Rolfite Co., The Fuel Improvers Inc.),
coordinator federal grants-in-aid State Dept.
Finance & Control CT 1961-65. Served to capt.
USAF 1941-46. Inventor patent for
nitrogenous manganese complex used to
improve combustion of hydro carbon fuels, res.
Fairfield CT.*
ROMBERGER, Harry Alfred, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Beta Theta Pi. b. Phila. PA Jan. 13
1911. With Thayer Baker & Co. 1936-?, with
Am. Field Service (India WWII, France), d.
Hermosillo Mexico Jan. 24 1957.
ROWELL, Gordon Allen. A.B., B.S.L.S.
Columbia 1946, A.M. Columbia 1953.
Library science; b. Cornville July 20 1914; s.
of Harold E. '10; m. Margaret Kenny Nov. 20
1948; ch.: Mary. Jr. typist U.S. Corps of
Engineers Eastport 1935, buying steward Hotel
Statler Boston 1936-39, floor steward Parker
House Boston 1939-40, Brooklyn NY Coll.
(acquisition librarian 1946-59, social science
librarian 1959-64), chief librarian & prof.
Kingsborough Community Coll. Brooklyn
1964—. Served to t/sgt. USA 1942-45;
awarded Bronze Star (3) 1945. res. Forest Hills
NY.*
RUST, Donald Eugene, Jr. Bowdoin 1931-33.
Zeta Psi. b. Kansas City MO March 26 1912;
m. Barbara Hatch Sept. 27 1937; ch.: Nancy,
Donald III, David '69. Rustcraft Greeting
Card Co. Boston (salesman 1933-43, asst.
personnel dir. 1945-47), prop, greeting card co.
1947-57, with greeting card firm Detroit MI
1957-58, rep. industrial equipment firms MA
1958-66. Field dir. Am. Red Cross 1943-45. d.
Portland Aug. 23 1966.*
SARGENT, Stanley Allston. B.S. Chi Psi. 1962
capital campaign area chmn. Sales
management; b. St. Johnsbury VT March 10
1914; m. Lois McNeal Nov. 10 1945; ch.:
Barbara, Steven. Dist. sales mgr. Eagle-Picher
Co. Cincinnati OH 1949-60, nat. sales mgr.
Inmanco Inc. Chicago IL 1960-71, regional
sales mgr. L. Frank Markel & Sons Norristown
PA 1971—. Served to maj. USA 1941-46. res.
Glenview IL.*
SCHAFFNER, John Valentine, III. A.B.
Literary agt.; b. Wellesley MA Oct. 10 1913;
m. Perdita Macpherson June 24 1950; ch.:
Valentine, Nicholas, Elizabeth, Timothy. Tutor
ME & VA 1938-41, teacher Walt Whitman
Sch. NY 1941, assoc. fiction ed. Collier's
Magazine 1943-45, assoc. ed. Good
Housekeeping Magazine 1946-47, author's rep.
Dir. E. Fifties Assn. NYC. Served to ensign
USNR 1942-43. Contbr. res. NYC*
SHERMAN, Robert Swift. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Engineering; b. Belmont MA Oct. 26 1912; m.
Carolyn White Sept. 24 1938; ch.: Thomas,
Michael '65, Sarah. Floorman W. T. Grant
Co., concrete inspector Skinner & Sherman,
v.pres. & purchasing agt. Bennett Inc., sales
mgr. (J. H. Westerbeke, J. D. Cahill Co.),
engineer Sylvania Electric. Served to It. USNR
1942-46. res. Ipswich MA.*
SMITH, Donald McKay. B.S. Psi Upsilon. b.
Eau Claire WI July 12 1913; m. Margaret
Fiske Jan. 9 1937; ch.: Margot, Deborah.
Foreman Berth Levi & Co. (Chicago IL
1935-36, Cincinnati OH 1936), sales White &
Co. Cleveland OH 1936-47, pres. & mfr. agt.
Donald McKay Smith Inc. Lakewood OH
1948-75. Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-46. d.
Lakewood OH Dec. 14 1975.*
SMITH, Edwin Andrew, Jr. Bowdoin 1931-34,
M.D. Tufts 1938. Medicine; b. Lynn MA
Aug. 5 1912. Student Harvard 1948-51, fellow
dermatologist Mass. General Hospital 1948-52,
chief dermatologist Lynn Hospital 1961-70,
consultant (Frisbie Memorial Hospital
Rochester NH, Union Hospital Lynn,
Wentworth-Douglass Hospital Dover NH,
Saugus MA General Hospital). Diplomate Nat.
Board Medical Examiners. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1942-46. res. Rochester NH.*
SNOW, Harry Whittier. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; Ed.M. Univ. N.H. 1948.
Education; b. Danvers MA May 4 1913; m.
Rita Coombs April 3 1943; ch.: Harry, Sandra,
William, Susan. Teacher & head mathematics
dept. (St. Johnsbury VT Acad. 1936-42, Mt.
Hermon MA Sch. 1946-^2, high sch. Danvers
MA 1962
—
). Past master Harmony Lodge A.
F. & A. M. Northfield MA. Served to It. cdr.
USNR 1942-46. res. Danvers MA.*
SOUTHER, Richard Copeland. Bowdoin
1931-33. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Waban MA
Sept. 1 1912; m. Virginia Sayre April 26 1941;
ch.: George. Supervisor Rival Foods Inc.
Cambridge MA 1933-42, div. chief U.S. Dept.
Agriculture Hallowell 1942-47, sales mgr.
Ingraham Chevrolet Augusta 1947-53, asst. to
prop. Kennebec Transit Co. Gardiner 1953-57,
marketing spec. Me. Dept. Agriculture
Augusta 1957-74, ret. res. Winthrop.*
STEWART, Gordon Maxwell. A.B., LL.B.
Univ. Va. 19? Chi Psi. 1962 capital campaign
area chmn. Law; b. S. Paris Jan. 25 1913; s.
of D. M. M'04; m. Marion Bowman 1936; ch.:
Joan, James. Atty. S. Paris 19?— . Me.
legislature 1950-54, recorder Norway
Municipal Court 1959-? Served with USN
1943-46. res. Portland.
STODDARD, Frederick Jackson. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Wise. 1937, M.D. Univ. Penn. 1939.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Milwaukee WI Jan. 28
1914; m. Annette Dods Sept. 7 1940; ch.:
Frederick Jr. '64, Ann, Eloise, Mary, June.
Univ. Mich. Med. Sch. (intern 1939-40, instr.
1940-44), physician Milwaukee 1946-49,
Marquette Univ. Grad. Sch. (instr. 7-1947,
prof. 1947-69). Pres. Milwaukee Acad, of Med.,
Milwaukee Gynecol. Soc. (charter member,
pres.), v.pres. med. staff Milwaukee County
Hospital, sec. Milwaukee Surgical Soc, chmn.
dept. of obstet. & gynecol. (Columbia Hospital,
Lutheran Hospital). Served to It. MCUSN
1944-46. Author: Case Studies in Obstetrics
and Gynecology, contbr. d. Slinger WI Dec. 7
1968.
STOWELL, Newton Stanley. Bowdoin
1931-32. Kappa Sigma. Business exec; b.
Dixfield June 17 1911; m. Barbara Luce; ch.:
Mary, Jane, Newton III '62, Elizabeth. Exec.
Timberlands Inc. Dixfield 19?— . res. Dixfield.
STRATTON, Arthur Mills. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1942. Chi Psi. b. Clinton MA July
27 1911. Writer France 1938^40, with Am.
Volunteer Ambulance Service 1940, German
P.O.W. 1940, with Am. Field Service Africa
1941, instr. English Robert Coll. Istanbul
Turkey 1942-44, with OSS 1944-46, instr.
English Bowdoin 1946-50, instr. Robert Coll.
Awarded Croix de Guerre with palm 1940.
Author: Lord Love Us (1949), One Man's
India (1955), The Great Red Island (1964),
Sinan (1972). d. Washington DC Sept. 1 1975.*
SULLIVAN, Paul Edward. A.B. 1962 capital
campaign area co-chmn., 1972 capital
campaign nat. campaign committee member.
Banking; b. Auburn March 11 1914; m.
Grace Harvey Nov. 24 1938; ch.: Ann,
Gregory, Michael, Thomas. Ed. The Auburn
News Auburn 1935-36; salesman Loring, Short
& Harmon Portland 1937-41; asst. to treas.
New Eng. Shipbuilding Co. S. Portland
1942-44; Bank of Am. Los Angeles CA
(various positions 1946-59, v.pres. 1959-64,
v.pres. & mgr. 1964-67, sr. v.pres. 1967-69,
exec, v.pres. 1969
—
). V.chmn. Nat. Council
Better Business Bureau 1976
—,
pres. C. of C.
Los Angeles 1977— chmn. (NCCJ S. CA, St.
Vincent's Hospital Development Program),
pres. Hospital Charity Fund, member board of
councilors (Univ. Southern Calif. Grad. Sch.
Business Tech. Inst., Calif. Museum of Science
& Industry). Served to It. (jg) USN 1944-46.
res. Palos Verdes Estates CA.*
TAYLOR, Donovan Clyde. Bowdoin 1932-33.
b. Rumford March 15 1913. res. unknown.
THOrrS, Stuart Emerson. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Portland April 24 1913. res. Portland.
THOMAS, Deane Stanley, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Boston Univ. 1938.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Yarmouth Aug. 14
1914; m. Helen Cox Jan. 17 1942; ch.: Stephen,
Alison. Core drill inspector U.S. govt. Quoddy
Bay Power Project Eastport 1935-36, teaching
fellow chemistry Boston Univ. 1936-38,
Eastman Kodak Rochester NY 1938-76
(research chemist, photographic engineer,
supervisor), ret. Education board Webster NY
Central Sch. dist. (member 1959-69, pres.
1969), Genesee Valley sch. boards (member
board of dir. 1965-69, pres. 1965-67). Served to
capt. USAF 1942-46. Contbr. res. Rochester
NY.*
THORNE, Philip Frost. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1939.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Portland May
26 1913; m. Elizabeth Holt March 31 1941;
ch.: Michael, Marilyn. Atty. pvt. practice
Portland 1939-43, atty. Portland 1945-50, USA
(JAGD 1950-70, atty.-advisor Ft. Meade MD
1971—). Served to col. USA 1943-45; awarded
Legion of Merit, Bronze Star. res. Glen Burnie
MD.*
TIBBETTS, Ashby. Bowdoin 1931-35. b.
Bethel Jan. 27 1914; s. of Raymond R. M'01;
m. Gilberthe Masse May 20 1935; ch.:
Lawrence. Salesman Diamond Match Co.
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1936-39. (Boston, Providence RI). Served with
Royal Canadian Air Force, d. Dunnville Ont.
Canada July 11 1941.
TIPPING, Harold Charles. B.S., LL.B. Cornell
1949. Delta Upsilon. b. NYC June 14 1914;
m. Agnes Hansen Sept. 28 1941; ch.: Lynn,
Gail. Asst. supervisor of business training
General Electric Co. Schenectady NY 1935-40;
personnel supervisor Wilson & Co. Inc.
Chicago IL 1940-42, 1945-46; personnel
consultant Morse Chain Co. Ithaca NY
1946-49; Avco Mfg. Corp. Cincinnati OH
(resident general counsel 1949-53, dir. of
industrial relations 1953-57). Served to It. USN
1942-45. d. Charleston WV March 2 1957.
TODD, Frank Harold. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Me. 1936. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Fredericton N.B. Canada
Oct. 8 1906; m. Helen Hathorne Aug. 27 1937.
Teacher N. Yarmouth Acad. 1936-38, instr.
mathematics (Univ. Me. Orono 1938-39, New
Hampton NH Sch. 1941-42), instr. physics
(Bowdoin 1942-45, high sch. Bangor 1945-46),
assoc. prof, physics Univ. Me. 1946-71, ret.
Treas. Bangor Historical Soc. res. Bangor.*
TONER, Harry Denis. Bowdoin 1931. b.
Brookline MA May 9 1911; m. Ellen
McCarthy, Nov. 27 1943; ch.: Denis, Michael,
Philip;^ Lawrence, Kathleen. Prop. ins. co.
Boston 1932-61, co-prop. Davison & Toner
Ins. Agency Inc. Boston 1961-71. Treas.
Brookline Redevelopment Authority, v.pres.
Brookline Little League, dir. St. Vincent
DePaul Soc, capt. Franciscan Retreat League
Brookline. Served with USN 1942-45. d.
Brookline MA July 8 1971.
TROWBRIDGE, Cecil Huntington, Jr.
Bowdoin 1931-33, 1934. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Milford CT May 29 1912; m. Ellenor Nichols
Nov. 12 1935, m. Mary Strickland Sept. 1 1945;
ch.: Mary. Marine insurer self-employed
(Milford 1934-43, 1946-51; Miami FL
1946-51). Served to 1st It. USA 1943-45. d.
Miami FL April 9 1968.*
TYLER, Philip Hersey. Bowdoin 1931-35.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Brookline
MA Aug. 8 1912. Business mgr. girls sch., ret.
res. Brookfield MA.*
UNIACKE, Thomas, Jr. Bowdoin 1931-34.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston March 17 1912;
married; ch.: Kevin, Thomas III, Joseph. Lt.
Boston Fire Dept. ca. 1952. d. Oct. 12 1971.*
USHER, Donald Keeler. Bowdoin 1931-33,
A.B. Yale 1936. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b.
Cambridge MA April 3 1913; m. Margaret
Campbell July 3 1939; ch.: Susan, Donald Jr.
Pan. Am. World Airways NYC 1938-68 (dist.
sales mgr. U.S., system mgr. traffic procedures,
member Int. Air Transport Assn. negotiating
team), consultant 1968-73, ret. Universal Air
Travel Plan 1948-68 (dir., chmn. & v.chmn.),
Int. Air Transport Assn. (co-founder &
v.chmn. Fraud Prevention Group 1958-68,
member & chmn. Traffic Handling &
Accountancy Group 1952-68); treas.
Annisquam Village Hall Assn. 1969
— ;
v.pres.
Sr. Home Care Services Inc. for Gloucester,
Rockport, Essex, Ipswich & Manchester MA
1975
—
, dir. Mount Adnah Cemetery Assn.
1970
—
, curator Annisquam Historical Soc.
1973
—
, trustee Squam Rock Land Trust, pres.
Norwood Heights Assn. ca. 1940-50, member
city of Gloucester Historic dist. study
committee 1976
—
, chmn. Annisquam Historic
dist. study committee 1973— . Served to lt.
USN 1944-46. Designed airline tickets,
waybills and other forms for the industry
1947-68; created Famous Fishing Schooner
medalion series for Gloucester 350th
anniversary. Contbr. res. Gloucester MA.*
WALKER, Douglass Willey. B.S., M.D. Yale
1939. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b. Thomaston
Aug. 3 1913; m. Janet Stockbridge March 21
1942; ch.: Barbara, Elizabeth, Ann. Intern &
resident pediatrics Yale-New Haven CT
Hospital 1939-41, 1945; pediatrician Laconia
NH Clinic 1946-63; Johns Hopkins Med. Sch.
(asst. dean 1963-67, assoc. dean 1967-70); Me.
Med. Center Portland (med. dir. 1970-75,
v.pres. med. affairs 1975
—
); Med. Center &
Tufts Med. Sch. 1974— . Trustee Foreside
Community Church, asst. & assoc. prof,
pediatrics Johns Hopkins Med. Sch. 1963-70,
assoc. clinical prof, pediatrics Tufts Med. Sch.
1970
— ,
past pres. (New Eng. Pediatric Soc,
Laconia Clinic). Served to lt. col. MCUSA
1941-45; awarded Legion of Merit 1945. res.
Falmouth Foreside.*
WALLBERG, Arthur Cedric. Bowdoin
1931-33. Beta Theta Pi. b. Providence RI
Dec. 7 1912; m. Jane Clay Feb. 10 1945; ch.:
William, Lindstrom, Arthur. Radio announcer
(WPRO radio station Providence 1934-?,
WJAR radio station Providence 7-1937,
WAAB radio station Worcester MA 1944-48,
WBAL radio station Baltimore MD 1948-53,
WDBO radio station Orlando FL 1953-?),
salesman Hammond Organ Studio Daytona
Beach FL, musician FL. d. New Smyrna FL
Aug. 1 1958.*
WATSON, Nathan Wilbur. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; Ed.M. Univ. Me. 1952.
Kappa Sigma. Recipient: Distinguished
Bowdoin Educator Award 1976. Ret.; b.
Bath July 22 1913; m. Kathleen Leonard June
22 1939; ch.: Kathleen. Asst. English Lycee
Pothier Orleans France 1935-36, asst. sec.
YMCA Bath 1936-37, teaching fellow French
Bowdoin 1937-38, teacher & counselor high
sch. Bath 1938-75, ret. Past pres. (St. Mary's
Parish Council Bath, Me. State Guidance
Assn.). Nathan Watson Day declared in Bath
June 19 1975 in recognition of 37 yrs. service in
Bath sch. system; recipient: Me. State
Legislature Commendation 1975. res. Bath.*
WEBBER, Edward Paul. B.S. cum laude, M.D.
Boston Univ. 1940. b. New Harbor Sept. 2
1911; m. Mary Monahan; ch.: Edward Jr.,
John, Mary. Physician Winthrop 1940-41, chief
radiology services Veterans Hospital Columbia
SC 7-1972. Served to capt. MCUSA 1941-46. d.
Columbia SC June 2 1972.
WEISS, Peter R. A.B. summa cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa. b. Portland May 13 1915. res.
unknown.
WHITMAN, Frank Burton, Jr. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1941-45, 1962 capital
campaign worker. Business exec; b.
Worcester MA Aug. 29 1913; m. Elizabeth
Riley Nov. 15 1940. New Services N.E. Tel. &
Tel. Co. Boston 1936, district rep. United
Mutual Fire Ins. Co. NYC & Brooklyn NY
1937-39, management trainee Pejepscot Paper
Co. Topsham 1940, management trainee to
exec, v.pres. & chief exec, officer Brunswick
Savings Inst. Brunswick 1941— . Sec. & treas.
C. of C. Brunswick 1942, treas. (Pine Tree Soc.
for Crippled Children Inc. 1947-48, Boy Scouts
1948-49, Me. Audubon Soc. 1949-53), Savings
Bank Sch. of Me. & N.H. (v.pres. & co-founder
1948, pres. 1955), selectman Brunswick
1950-54, dir. & treas. & chmn. Budget &
Finance Brunswick Am. Red Cross 1955, fund
chmn. United Fund Brunswick 1958, trustee
Me. Audubon Soc. 1959, pres. Rotary Club
Brunswick 1962, dir. Nat. Assn. of Mutual
Savings Banks 1965-75, treas. Me. div. Me.
Cancer Soc. 1965, pres. Savings Banks Assn. of
Me. 1967-68, dir. (State C. of C. 1971-75,




WHTTMORE, Robert Warren. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. W. Palm Beach FL
May 25 1913; s. of Warren S. '80; m. Cecilia
Chalmers Dec. 6 1945; ch.: Robert, Allison,
Nancy. Self-employed estate management
Newton Center MA 1935-38, teacher
Cambridge MA Acad. 1938-42, self-employed
charter fishing capt. Ft. Lauderdale FL
1945-56, rep. (F. L. Putnam Co. Boston
1960-62, A. M. Kidder Co. Burlington VT
1962-64), teacher sch. dept. Augusta 1967-75,
repair & construction work Central Sr. Citizens
Assn. Augusta 1975— . Town of Manchester
(2nd selectman 1959-61, 1st selectman 1967).
Served to capt. USA 1942-45; awarded Bronze
Star 1944, Victory Medal 1945, Battle Star (5)
1944-45, Am. Theater Ribbon,
European-African-Middle East campaign
ribbon, res. Manchester.*
WOODBURY, Alden Baker. Bowdoin
1931-33, A.B. Washington Univ. 1935, B.S.
Parks Air Coll. St. Louis IL 1937. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Clifton Springs NY Oct. 5 1913; s. of
Malcolm S. '03. res. unknown.
WOODGER, Walter James, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Fordham Univ. 1939. Delta Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Business exec; b.
Mineola L.I. NY Aug. 29 1913; m. Shirley
Fisher Sept. 18 1937. With J. P. Morgan & Co.
Inc. NYC 1935-50, mgr. Chase Manhattan
Bank London England 1950-55, Gulf Oil Corp.
NY & London 1955-65 (mgr. gas & gas liquids,
general mgr. Warren Petroleum Int.), assoc.
Boyden Assoc. NYC 196^-72, exec, v.pres.
Boyden Industrial Services Inc. NYC 1965-72,
pres. Woodger Assoc. Inc. NYC 1972— . Dir.
(LePage's Glue Corp. 1955-58, MBA
Resources Inc. 1968-72). Served to maj. USA
1942-46; awarded Reconnaisance Francaise
1945. res. New Canaan CT.*
WORCESTER, John. A.B., M.D. Tufts 1939.
Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. N. Conway NH Oct.
28 1912; m. Helen Colby, m. Helen Blossom
June 18 1945; ch.: John Jr., Clark, Carol.
General practice Boston 1945-55, staff
physician John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co.
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Boston 1950-74, ret. Served to It. cdr.
MCUSNR 1941-45. res. Waban MA.*
WRIGHT, Donald Chester. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Somerville MA Dec. 20 1911. res. Center
Harbor NH.
Class of 1936
ABRAMOVITZ, Abraham Benjamin. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Sigma Nu. b.
Chelsea MA Aug. 26 1914. res. Chapel Hill
NC.
ABRAMSON, Abraham Albert. B.S. b.
Portland June 8 1914. res. Venice CA.
ABRAMSON, Samuel. A.B. b. Boston May
16 1913. Clerk of corp. New Eng. Clothier Co.
Boston 1937-? deceased.
ADAMS, Benjamin Clark. Bowdoin 1932-33.
Chi Psi. b. Manchester NH July 14 1915. res.
Derry NH.
ALLEN, Albert Salisbury. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Auburndale MA July 14 1912. res.
Killingworth CT.
APPLIN, Hilton Holmes. A.B. Medicine; b.
Belfast Aug. 4 1913; m. Margaret Will Oct. 19
1940; ch.: Hilton Jr. '66, Judith. Physician
(self-employed 1941-57, V.A. hospital Togus
1957—). Served to capt. MCUSA 1942-46. res.
Brunswick.*
ASHLEY, Robert Paul, Jr. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1937; Ph.D.
Harvard 1949. Zeta Psi. Education; b.
Baltimore MD April 15 1915; m. Virginia
Woods June 24 1939; ch.: June, Dianne,
Cynthia, Robert III, Jacquelyn. Instr. English
(Portland Jr. Coll. 1938-39, Colby Jr. Coll.
New London NH 1939-43), training instr.
Boston QM Depot 1943-44, teaching fellow &
tennis coach Harvard 1946-48, Washington &
Jefferson Coll. Washington PA 1948-51 (asst.
prof. English, tennis coach, asst. dean), asst.
prof. English USMA 1951-53, Ripon WI Coll.
(prof. English 1955—, dean of coll. 1955-74,
acting pres. 1966, v.pres. 1967-74, tennis coach
1956-64). Midwest Collegiate Athletic Conf.
(dir. News & Records 1956-61, pres. 1958-59,
commissioner 1960-66), sec. Wise. Assn.
Independent Colls. & Univs. 1960-62, N.
Central Assn. Colls. & Secondary Schs.
(examiner & consultant 1963
—
, member
comm. on colls. & univs. 1968-72), Wise. State
Comm. for Higher Educational Aids (member
1964-67, chmn. 1965-66), Nat. Summer Conf.
for Academic Deans (featured speaker 1965,
chmn. 1968). Served to It. (jg) USN 1946-48,
served to col. USA 1951-55. Distinguished
Visiting Prof. USNA 1968-69. William Harley
Barber Distinguished Prof. Ripon Coll. 1974—
.
Author: Wilkie Collins (1952), The Stolen
Train (1953), Rebel Raiders (1956),
Understanding the Novel (1973); co-author:
The Bible as Literature; ed.: Civil War Poetry:
An Anthology (1970); co-ed.: Elizabethan
Fiction (1952), The Short Stories of Wilkie
Collins (1954), Faulkner at W. Point (1964);
contbr. res. Ripon WI.*
BAKER, Ray Strout, Sr. Bowdoin 1932-34. Psi
Upsilon. Law; b. Gardiner Aug. 24 1911; m.
Ethelyn Stubbs, m. Kathleen Sargent, m.
Jannice Swail Dec. 31 1966; ch.: Jane, Philip,
Ray Jr. Atty. pvt. practice 1937-65, high atty.
Dept. Transportation State of Me. 1965— . Me.
state senator 1947-50. res. Pittston.*
BARNDOLLAR, Hugh. Bowdoin 1932-34.
Delta Upsilon. b. Manchester NH June 1
1912. res. Meredith NH.
BAXTER, Thompson Chester. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Belmont MA Aug. 26 1914. res.
Sugar Hill NH.
BECHTEL, Richard Currie. B.S. Sigma Nu.
1962 capital campaign nat. committee & area
chmn., Alumni Council 1964-68, class agt.
1967
—
, 1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.;
b. Phila. PA May 7 1915. Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel. Co. (student accountant
Washington DC 1936-38, accountant
Richmond VA 1938-46), staff accountant Am.
Tel. & Tel. Co. NYC 1946-49, revenue
accounting mgr. Bell Tel. Co. of Penn. Phila.
1949-52, general financial supervisor Am. Tel.
& Tel. Co. NYC 1952-54, Bell Tel. Co. of
Penna. (chief statistician Phila. 1954-56,
general accounting mgr. Pittsburgh PA
1956-59, asst. v.pres. & asst. comptroller Phila.
1959-76), ret. Dir. (Nat. Assn. Accountants
1963-66, Financial Exec. Inst. 1964-68), trustee
Inglis House Radio Club 1971
— ,
pres.
Volunteer Services for the Blind 1976
—
,
honorary life member GP-14 Int. Class Assn.,
treas. Schuylkill Sailing Assn. Served to It.
USNR 1943-46. res. Phila. PA.*
BECKELMAN, Harold Minot. Bowdoin
1934-35. Ret.; b. Portland June 3 1912; m.
Norma Lombard July 1 1952; ch.: Debra,
David. Chief personnel officer U.S. Post Office
Portland 1940-69, treas. Govt. Employees
Credit Union Portland 1969-74, ret. Dir. Govt.
Employees Credit Union 1964— . Served to
maj. USA 1940-46, 1951-52; awarded
commendation medal USA Korea 1952. res.
Yarmouth.*
BELDEN, James Lucius. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Bradstreet Hatfield MA Jan. 17
1914; m. Inez Douglas Oct. 12 1946. Served to
1st It. USAF 1943-46. res. Warsaw VA.*
BENEKER, Benson Van Vranken. Bowdoin
1932-34. Ret.; b. Provincetown MA Sept. 29
1913; m. Alberta Gibbs May 31 1941; ch.:
Gerrit, Katrina, Cornelia, Jan. Staff writer
(Cape Code Colonial Hyannis MA 1936-37,
New Haven Register New Haven CT 1937), ed.
Millerton NY News 1937-38, reporter
Providence RI Journal 1938-41, public
relations Bell Telephone System NYC &
Detroit MI 1946-76, ret. Served to ensign
USNR 1942-45. res. Birmingham ML*
BENJAMIN, Francis Seymour, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia; Ph.D.
Columbia 1949. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Salem
MA July 17 1915. Research asst. Columbia
Univ. 1936-41, instr. (Kent OH State Univ.
1941, history Brooklyn NY Coll. 1941-42),
Emory Univ. Atlanta GA (instr. history
1946-49, asst. prof. 1949-58, assoc. prof.
1958-73). Pres. Atlanta Soc. of Archaeologica
Inst, of Am. Served to It. USN 1942-46.
Co-author: The Herbal of Rufinis (1946),
Campanus of Novara and Medieval Planetory
Theory: Theorica Planetarum (1971); contbr.
d. Atlanta GA Nov. 19 1973.*
BERKELEY, Austin West. A.B., Ph.D. Clark
Univ. 1950. Delta Upsilon. Education; b.
Freeport Sept. 2 1914; m. Jane McConnell
Sept. 21 1940; ch.': Charles, Pennell, Heather.
Psychology intern Worcester MA State
Hospital 1938-39, statistician Memorial
Foundation Neuro-Endocrine Research
Worcester 1939-40, Worcester State Hospital
1940-52 (psychologist, research psychologist,
dir. psychological internship training),
cooperating scientist Worcester Foundation for
Experimental Biology Shrewsbury MA
1946-52, Coll. Liberal Arts & Grad. Sch. of
Arts & Sciences 1951— (asst. prof, psychology,
assoc. prof., prof., chmn. 1958-69), consultant
V.A. Psychology Training Program 1953
—
,
consultant Multiple Sclerosis Research Clinic
Boston State Hospital 1956-61, member
selection panel V.A. Research Apprenticeship
Program Washington DC 1967-71. Served to
capt. USA 1941-46. Co-author: Multiple
Sclerosis: Prognosis and Treatment (1961),
Festschrift in Honor of Professor R. W. Gerard
(1971); contbr. res. Westwood MA.*
BIRCH, Joseph Goodwin. Bowdoin 1932-34.
b. Attleboro MA Aug. 26 1913. res. N.
Conway NH.
BROCK, Norman Kenneth. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Waterboro April 10 1914. res.
Auburn.
BROWN, Edward Kirschoff. Bowdoin 1932-35.
Alpha Delta Phi. Management; b. Chicago
IL May 20 1913; m. Grace Collins 1940; ch.:
Nancy, Ellen, Vail. Management consultant
self-employed Northfield OH 19?—. Past pres.
Cleveland OH Tech. Soc. Council, res.
Northfield OH.
BROWN, Francis Harold. A.B., M D. Tufts
1941. Delta Upsilon. Medicine; b. Woburn
MA Feb. 26 1914; m. Dorothy Dolan Aug. 9
1942; ch.: D. Susan, Francis Jr., Patricia,
Richard. Comparison clerk Paine Webber Co.
Boston 1940-41, intern Lynn MA General
Hospital 1941-42, student George Washington
Univ. 1944, plant physician dir. Swift & Co.
Cambridge MA 1946-48, student Mass.
Memorial Hospital 1950-52, anesthesiologist
Lowell MA General Hospital 1967— . Served
to It. cdr. MCUSNR 1942-46, 1948-50;
awarded Bronze Star (3). res. Needham MA.*
BURNS, Robert Miles. B.S., M.D. Tufts 1942.
Medicine; b. Westbrook July 16 1912; m.
Dorothy Ohlund 1937; ch.: Aline, Robert,
Thurston. Physician pvt. practice S. Windham
& Wesbrook 19?—. res. S. Windham.
CAMPBELL, Edward Lewis. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Newtonville MA April 30 1914;
m. Ruth Brooks Nov. 29 1947; ch.: Caroline.
Fireman's Fund Ins. Co. Boston (underwriter
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1936-42, spec. agt. 1946-49), U.S. Steel Corp.
Pittsburgh PA (training engineer 1950-52, staff
asst. 1952-58, staff supervisor 1958-65),
Bessemer & Lake Erie RR Co. Pittsburgh (staff
mgr. personnel 1965-69, mgr. organization
planning & salary admin. 1969-76), ret.
Member Republican exec. committee
Sewickley PA 1954-57. Served to 1st It. USA
1942-45. res. Sewickley PA.*
CAMPBELL, Gordon Raymond. Bowdoin
1932-33. b. Boothbay Jan. 14 1916. res.
Sedgwick.
CARNES, William Frederick. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1937. Education; b. Newport News VA Aug.
10 1915. res. Yonkers NY.*
CARROLL, Donald Velsor. Bowdoin 1932-33.
Zeta Psi. b. NYC Oct. 21 1912. res.
Framingham Center MA.
CHAPMAN, John Phillips. B.S. cum laude,
A.M. Fletcher Sch. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Swampscott MA Sept. 1 1913; m. Suzanne
Hannum March 25 1944; ch.: Catherine,
Stephen. NLRB (jr. field examiner Cleveland
OH 1937-41, admin, examiner Washington DC
1941-43, assoc. dir. field div. Washington DC
1945-47), HHFA Washington DC
(organization & budget spec. 1948-55, dir.
defense planning branch 1955-57), Atomic
Energy Comm. Washington DC (advisor labor
relations 1947-48, chief contractor personnel
branch 1957-66, asst. dir. compensation &
manpower 1966-70), ret. Served to capt. USA
1943-45. Recipient: U.S. Govt. Meritorious
Service Award, d. Wheaton MD Dec. 9 1972.*
CHARLES, Richard Harold. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. China July 19 1915. res. Westboro
MA.
CHASE, Henry Homer. Bowdoin 1932-34.
Theta Delta Chi. Business exec; b.
HuntsviUe AL Feb. 26 1914; m. Elizabeth
Leftwich May 21 1938; ch.: Henry, Emily.
Chase AL Nursery Co. (salesman 1934-45,
sec.-treas. 1946-56, pres. 1957
—
). Pres.
Southern Nurserymen's Assn. 1946-47. Holder
two patents on selections of dogwood trees, res.
HuntsviUe AL.*
CHISHOLM, George Frederick. A.B., A.M.
Harvard. Delta Upsilon. Education; b.
Sharon MA March 23 1914; m. Katrina Nixon
Dec. 29 1941; ch.: Leland. Master Williston
Acad. Easthampton MA, instr. (Cornell Univ.,
Univ. Pittsburgh), dean of men Western New
Eng. Coll., prof, fine arts Nichols Coll. Dudley
MA. Served to 1st It. USA 1941-46. res. Dudley
MA.*
CHRISTIE, Philip Arnold. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1939. Sigma Nu. Sales
management; b. Presque Isle July 19 1915; m.
Pauline Goodwin Oct. 12 1940; ch.: Walter '64,
Jane. Asst. city solicitor Bangor 1939-40,
Bangor Hydro Electric Co. (asst. counsel
1940-42, chief counsel 1942-43), agriculture
self-employed Presque Isle 1943-62, sales mgr.
Me. Potato Growers Presque Isle 1962— . Dir.
(Northern Nat. Bank 1946-58, Aroostook
Corp. Co. 1947-56, C. of C. Presque Isle
1949-52), Congr. Church Presque Isle (trustee
1961-64, 1970-73; deacon 1966-69), chmn.
Presque Isle Water Dist. 1961-74, sec.
Aroostook Soil Conservation Dist. 1948-54,
city council Presque Isle (member 1948-51,
chmn. 1949-51). res. Presque Isle.*
CLARK, Harry Bantz, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Fairmont WV June 2 1914. res. unknown.
COBB, Robert Wendell. Bowdoin 1932-34.
Zeta Psi. b. Franklin MA Jan. 19 1914. res.
unknown.
CONNOR, (ark ton Sheffield. Bowdoin
1932-36, LL.B. Univ. Va. 1941. Theta Delta
Chi. Class agt. 1951-60, Alumni Fund dir.
1953-56 (chmn. 1955-56), Alumni Council
1956-59 (v.pres. 1958-59), Overseer 1959-61.
Scholarship fund established in his memory
1963. b. Sharon MA Aug. 1 1914; m.
Catherine Jackson June 10 1938; ch.: Linda,
Jeffrey, Jonathan. With Nat. Loan Soc. Boston
1936-38, atty. (NYC 1941-53, Stamford CT
1953-61). Dir. (Polymer Industries Inc., A.R.D.
Corp., Am. Synthetic Rubber Corp., Am.
Rubber & Chem. Co., Gens Rison Design Ins.,
Family Service Bureau Norwalk CT & NYC,
Astra Int. Inc., Somerset Farms Inc.), governor
Boys' Athletic League of N.Y., v.pres.
Silvermine Community Assn. d. NYC Jan. 3
1961.
COPE, Nathan. A.B. magna cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Construction; b. Portland Jan.
25 1915. Contractor The Minot Corp. Portland
19?-? Served with USA 1942-45. res. Portland.*
COWAN, Caspar Frank. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Harvard 1940. Law; b. Calais May 7 1915;
m. Nancy Linnell Oct. 19 1946; ch.: Joanna,
Seth, June. Partner Perkins Thompson
Hinckley & Keddy Portland. Chmn. (Portland
Renewal Authority 1952-64, Portland Housing
Authority 1958). Served to 2nd It. USA
1942-46; awarded Bronze Star 1945. res.
Portland.*
CRAIG, Charles Irving. Bowdoin 1932-35.
Sigma Nu. b. W. Springfield MA Dec. 7
1913. res. Waquoit MA.
DANA, Howard Hinkley. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Class agt. 1941-44. Management; b.
Westbrook Jan. 26 1914; m. Ann Clifford Jan.
28 1939, m. Eileen Rand March 28 1976; ch.:
Howard Jr. '62, Katharine, Matilda, Margaret,
Molly. Apprentice S. D. Warren Westbrook
1936-43, regional mgr. Comm. for Economic
Development Boston 1943-45, mgr. paper div.
Curtis Publishing Co. Phila. PA 1945-53,
researcher Providence Litho Co. 1953-55,
salesman A. B. Rider Assoc. Boston 1955-66,
exec. dir. Perceptual Education Research
Sherborn MA 1966-67, area mgr. J. B.
Lippincott Phila. 1967—. Pres. Dana & Co.
Barrington RI, v.pres. Programs for
Achievement in Reading Providence, res. Glen
Head NY.*
DAVIS, John King. Bowdoin 1932-33, A.B.
Clark Univ. 1937. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Webster MA Nov. 30 1913; m.
Lucy McNutt Nov. 2 1940; ch.: John, Robert.
Instr. (Miss Vining's Country Day Sch. Winter
Haven FL 1937-38, Shorecrest Outdoor Sch.
St. Petersburg FL 1938), ticket agt. Fla. Motor
Lines Ocala FL 1938-39, Am. Optical Corp.
(lens designer, research section head, lens
development mgr. 1939-71; chief ophthalmic
sciences 1971-75), ret., assoc. prof,
physiological optics Penn. Coll. of Optometry
Phila. PA. Am. Nat. Standards Inst.
Ophthalmic Standards Committee (chmn.
subcommittee on sunglasses 1970
—
, sec.
subcommittee on contact lenses 1974
—
), board
of education Woodstock CT (member 1955-63,
chmn. 1957-63). Recipient: Beverly Myers
Award Nat. Acad. Opticians 1975. Contbr. res.
E. Woodstock CT*
DELL, Russell Clarke. Bowdoin 1932-33, B.S.
USNA 1939. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Chicago IL April 25 1915. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1939-42. d. at sea March 1 1942.
DICKERMAN, Harold Charles. A.B. b.
Lowell MA June 24 1912. res. San Francisco
CA.
DRAKE, William Plummer. Bowdoin 1932-36.
A.M. (hon.) 1962. Psi Upsilon. Overseer
1955-70, Trustee 1970—, 1972 capital
campaign nat. campaign committee member.
Corp. exec; b. Bath Jan. 18 1913; m.
Margaret Hardcastle June 19 1937; ch.: James,
Margaret, Anne, Sally, William. Pennwalt
Corp. Phila. PA (student trainee 1934;
salesman, sales mgr. chem. specialties div.,
v.pres. marketing, v.pres. & general mgr. chem.
specialties div., v.pres. & general mgr.
industrial chems. div. 1937-55; exec, v.pres. &
dir. 1955; pres. & dir. 1955-69; chmn. & dir.
1969-71; chmn. & pres. & dir. 1971—). Dir.
(Berwind Corp. Phila.; Congoleum Corp.
Milwaukee WI; Fabriek Van Chemische
Producten Vondelingenplaat N.B. Rotterdam
Holland, INA Corp. Phila.; Ins. Co. of N. Am.
Phila.; Life Ins. Co. of N. Am. Phila.; INA
Reinsurance Co. Phila.; Marcor Inc. Chicago
IL; Pennwalt Del Pacifico S.A. Guadalajara
Mexico; Phila. Orchestra Assn.; Old Phila.
Development Corp.; C. of C. Greater Phila.;
Independent Schools' Fund of Phila. &
Vicinity; Rubber, Chems. & Drug Div. Office
of Price Stabilization Washington DC; Big
Brothers Assn. of Am. Phila. Section; Mfg.
chemists Assn.; Nat. Mental Health Assn.;
Penn. Economy League, Phila. Urban
Coalition; Amercians for Competitive
Enterprise System Inc.; First Penn. Corp.;
First Penn. Bank of N. Am.), trustee (United
Fund Phila. & vicinity, Deerfield MA Acad.,
Acad, of Music of Phila., Hahnemann Med.
Coll. & Hospital), chmn. (board of trustees The
Baldwin Sch. Bryn Mawr PA, Penn. Selection
Committee for Rhodes Scholarships, board
zoning adjustments Easttown Township
Chester County PA), member (exec, board
Nat. Export Expansion Council. Nat. Corp.
Committee of United Negro Coll. Fund. Nat.
Businessmen's Committee A Better
Chance-Independent Schs. Talent Search.
Governor's Advisory Council Int. Commerce
PA), St. James Epis. Church Grosse He MI
(member vestry, choir dir.). Old St. David's
Epis. Church Devon PA (rector's warden,
member vestry), res. Berwyn PA.*
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DRUMMOND, Josiah Hayden. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1940-41, Alumni
Fund dir. 1956-59. Law; b. Portland June 6
1914; s. of Wadleigh B. '07; m. Anne Strahan
Nov. 30 1940; ch.: Josiah Jr., Cynthia, James,
Andrew, Nancy. Partner Drummond &
Drummond Portland 1939—. Dir. (Me. Nat.
Bank, Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.). Served to
It. USCGR 1942-46. res. Portland.*
DYER, Isaac Watson, II. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1940. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Salt
Lake City UT March 6 1914; m. Helen Hamlin
Dec. 22 1941; ch.: James, Isaac III. Atty. &
general ins. agt. Bethel 1943-49, atty. (Portland,
Rockland), teacher (MT, AK). Served with
USA 1941-43. d. Juneau AK Sept. 5 1964.*
ELGOSIN, Richard Betrus. Bowdoin 1932-35.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Whitefield NH April 22
1915. res. Madison CT.
ESTABROOK, John Nichols. B.S. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1939. Zeta Psi. Mfg.; b.
Flushing NY May 10 1914; m. Dorothy
Coogan 1952. Manufacturer's rep. Served to
capt. USA 1941-46. res. Chicago IL.
FAVOUR, Paul Gordon, Jr. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. Somerville MA Aug. 12 1914; m. Edith
Fait Sept. 14 1940; ch.: Julie, John. Ranger &
naturalist Nat. Park Service Acadia Nat. Park
Bar Harbor 1936-39, teacher Aroostook
Central Inst. Mars Hill 1937-39, Nat. Park
Service (park ranger Acadia Nat. Park Bar
Harbor 1939-48, park naturalist Shenandoah
Nat. Park Luray VA 1948-55, Bar Harbor
1955-59, park ranger N. Atlantic Region
Boston 1971-76), ret., natural landmark spec.
Nat. Park Service part-time. Member vestry
(St. Saviour's Epis. Church Bar Harbor 1941,
also treas. Christ Epis. Church Laray VA
1950-55, St. Mary's Epis. Church Northeast
Harbor 1960-75), pres. (Va. Soc. of
Ornithology 1954, Me. Audubon Soc. 1960),
dir. (also treas. Downeast chapter Me.
Audubon Soc. 1965-76, Me. chapter The
Nature Conservancy 1975-76), trustee & mgr.
Asticou Terraces Park Northeast Harbor.
Served to sgt. USA 1942-46. Recipient: citation
for meritorious service 1969, commendation
for outstanding contributions in furthering The
Nat. Landmarks Program Nat. Park Service
1974. Author: Checklist of The Birds of the
Acadia Nat. Park and Vicinity (1969). res.
Northeast Harbor.*
FEARON, Harold Roy. B.S. Psi Upsilon. b.
Saco Feb. 27 1913. res. Millbrae CA.
FLYNN, William Byron, Jr. Bowdoin 1932-36.
Chi Psi. b. NYC Aug. 12 1913. res. unknown.
FORTIER, Elmer Arthur, Jr. B.S. Sigma Nu.
b. Brookline MA Sept. 30 1913. With Dexter
Pharmacy 1936, factory inspector Boston
Woven Hose & Rubber Co. Cambridge MA
1936-39. d. Boston April 25 1939.
FREEDMAN, Bernard Nathan. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Economics; b.
Haverhill MA March 22 1915; m. Frances
Nadler Sept. 3 1948; ch.: Jacqueline, Robert.
Psychiatric aide Neuropsychiatric Inst, of
Hartford CT Retreat 1936-40, teacher high sch.
Haverhill 1940-43, field rep. & analyst U.S.
Bureau Labor Statistics Boston & Washington
DC 1943-46, economic analyst labor inquiries
Census Bureau Suitland MD 1946-49, Federal
Reserve Board Washington DC (economist
trade & inventories 1949-61, construction &
real estate 1961-74, sr. economist 1974
—
).
Contbr. res. Vienna VA.*
FRENCH, Frank Waldron, Jr. Bowdoin
1932-33. Delta Upsilon. Ins.; b. Woburn MA
June 23 1913; m. Barbara Smith Sept. 3 1938;
ch.: William, Nancy. Various positions to 2nd
v.pres. New Eng. Mutual Life Ins. Co. 1933—
.
Trustee Five Cents Savings Bank Woburn. res.
Woburn MA.*
GARCELON, Alonzo Harold. A.B. 1938,
D.D.S. McGill Univ. 1943, grad. Colby 1939.
Zeta Psi. Dentistry; b. Lewiston Jan. 29
1913; s. of Harold W. M'05; m. Mary German;
ch.: Mary, Alonzo H. IV. Dentist
self-employed Augusta 1943— . Pres. County
Dental Soc, Me. Dental Assn. (sec, pres.
1954-55), dir. div. dental health State Dept. of
Health & Welfare 1943-76, pres. E. Region of
Am. Assn. of PubUc Health Dentists, chmn.
Augusta Chapter of Red Cross, founder &
chmn. board of health Augusta, pres. & sec.
State Board of Dental Examiners, Westbrook
Jr. Coll. (member board of dental consultants,
board of trustees), dir. & treas. Me. TB &
Health Assn., dir. & corporator Me. Dental
Service Corp. Ed.: New Eng. Dental Journal,
contbr. res. Augusta.*
GAZLAY, Richard Carter. Bowdoin 1932-34.
Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. NYC Jan. 19 1915;
m. Susan Estey March 16 1962. Advt.
production. Served to t/4 USA 1940-43. res.
San Francisco CA.*
GIBB, Thomas Robinson Pirie, Jr. B.S. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. M.I.T.
1940. Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b.
Belmont MA Feb. 10 1916; m. Jean Davis
Aug. 19 1939; ch.: Roberta, Paul. M.I.T. (instr.
1940-43, asst. prof. 1943-46), dir. chem.
research Metal Hydrides Inc. Beverly MA
1946-50, Tufts Univ. (assoc. prof. chem.
1951-59, prof. 1959—), consultant 1950—. N.E.
Section Am. Chem. Soc. 1947-52 (sec, chmn.),
elected member Sigma Xi, fellow (AAAS, Am.
Inst. Chemists). Author, co-author, ed., contbr.
res. Winchester MA.*
GOOD, Philip Given. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Harvard 1940. Zeta Psi. Alumni Council
1950-54 (pres. 1952-53). Medicine; b.
Maiden MA Dec. 18 1913; m. Eleanor Munson
June 15 1941; ch.: Peter '66, Mark, Ann.
Ralph. Pediatrician pvt. practice Portland
1946-69, chief pediatrics Me. Med. Center
Portland 1958-68, asst. coordinator Me.
Regional Med. Program 1969-71, pediatrician
pvt. practice Augusta 1971— . Established
Pediatric Residency Program Me. Med. Center
1960. Served to maj. MCUSA 1942-46. res.
Augusta.*
GOODMAN, Arnold Leonard. A.B. Business
exec; b. Portland Nov. 4 1913; m. Dorothy
Baker. Pres. William Goodman & Sons Inc.
19?—. res. Portland, Old Orchard Beach.
GORDON, Alfred Brooks. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Dexter Oct. 2 1909; m. Laura Ray Sept. 14
1940; ch.: David, Deborah, Mark. Understudy
to ed. Bangor Commercial 1936-37, salesman
Electrolux Inc. (NYC 1936, Boston 1939-?),
budget mgr. Firestone Co. store Brockton MA,
salesman Boston 19?-45, ins. broker & general
agt. self-employed MA (Quincy 1945-?,
Hingham 197-71). d. Hingham MA Oct. 12
1971.*
GREENE, Richard DeHart. Bowdoin 1932-34.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. NYC Feb. 1
1913; m. Alice Green April 12 1939; ch.:
Richard, Ann. General foreman Lever
Brothers Co. Hammond IN 1934-73, ret. res.
Griffith IN.*
GREY, Richard Lowe. A.B. Delta Upsilon. b.
Boston Jan. 25 1914. res. Woburn MA.
GRIFFITH, George Michael. B.S. 1937. Psi
Upsilon. b. Pittsburgh PA May 30 1912; m.
Barbara Thompson 1946. Lumberman ME,
with S. S. Kresge & Co., jr. exec. (W. T. Grant
& Co. 1938-40, Chapman Valve Co. 1940-41),
salesman H. M. Pitman Co. 1941-67 (eastern
dist. sales mgr., dir., v.pres.), ret. Sec-treas.
(Graphic Plate Grain Co., Veterans Air
Ambulance Co.), pres. Franklin Lakes NJ
Property Owners Assn. 2 yrs. Served to It. (sg)
USCG 1942-45; awarded Commendation
Ribbon, d. Morehead City NC Oct. 5 1975.*
HAGAR, Warren Arnold. B.S., A.M. Univ.
Calif. Riverside 1968. 1962 capital campaign
area chmn. Education; b. Troy NY June 25
1913; ch.: Everett, Sharon, Charlene. Sales
Prudential Life Ins. Co. Boston 1936-40, mgr.
J. J. Newberry Co. 1940-60, teacher high sch.
(New Albany IN 1960-64, Yucaipa CA
1965-68), vocational counselor State of Calif.
1969— . res. Riverside CA.*
HAGY, Robert RusseU, Jr. A.B. Ret.; b.
Chicago IL Nov. 11 1914. News reporter & ed.
res. Laurel DE.*
HALAS, Julius Hugo. Bowdoin 1932-34. Sigma
Nu. b. Clifton NJ Nov. 26 1914. res.
unknown.
HALL, Lawrence Sargent. A.B., Ph.D. Yale
1941. Chi Psi. Education; b. Haverhill MA
April 23 1915; m. Margaret Mellor Aug. 17
1938, m. Marcia Skillings Oct. 22 1954; ch.:
Lawrence, Marion. Instr. English (Deerfield
MA Acad. 1936-38, Ohio Univ. Athens
1941-42, Yale Univ. 1946), English Bowdoin
(asst. prof. 1946-51, assoc. prof. 1951-59, prof.
1959-67, Henry Leland Chapman Prof.
1967
—), Carnegie Visiting Prof, humanities
Columbia Univ. 1955-56. Member (charter
Governor's Council on the Arts & Culture in
Me. 1964— , Me. State Comm. on the Arts &
Humanities 1965-68), dir. Me. Citizen's Assn.
for Cooperative Planning 1966-69, consultant
Family Practice Residency Inst. Augusta 1973,
dir. censorship intelligence unit OSS 1942..
Served to It. cdr. USNR 1942-46. Author: The
Ledge, Stowaway, Hawthorne: Critic of
Society (1943), How Thinking Is Written
(1963), A Grammar of Literary Criticism
(1965); ed.: Seeing and Describing (1966);
contbr. res. Orr's Is.*
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HAMLIN, Franklin Grant A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Old Town June 23 1915. s. of
James A. '00. res. unknown.
HAMLIN, Mark Edson. B.S. cum laude. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Management; b. Milan NH
Oct. 6 1914; m. Audrey Brann June 30 1938;
ch.: Bruce, Robert, Tracey. Asst. mgr. Berlin
NH Grain Co. 1938-42, mgr. wood
procurement Brown Co. Berlin 1943— . Dir.
Berlin City Bank 1974
—
, member city
planning board Berlin, dir. Berlin City Nat.
Bank 1968-74, trustee (City Savings Bank




1967-71. res. Berlin NH.*
HANSON, William Brewster. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. Arlington MA Aug. 30
1913; m. Alice Atwood Sept. 29 1939.
Industrial engineer (Sears Roebuck & Co.
Boston 1936-44, Cambridge MA Rubber Co.
194447), student (Boston Univ. &
Northeastern Univ. 1937-44, Univ. Ia. 1942),
processing analyst Am. Mutual Liability Ins.
Co. Boston 1947-51, sr. assoc. Bruce Payne &
Assoc. Inc. NYC 1951-55, staff engineer (Paul
B. Mulligen & Co. NYC 1955-56, Management
Systems Inc. Chicago IL 1956-61), asst. dir.
Bruce Payne & Assoc. Inc. NYC 1961— . res.
Bridgewater MA.*
HARRINGTON, Vincent Richard. Bowdoin
1932-34. Kappa Sigma, b. NYC July 5 1914.
res. Ozone Park Long Is.
HATCH, Robert Bosworth, Jr. A.B. b. Bath
July 9 1914. res. Needham MA.
HAWKES, Cuyler Jacobs. B.S. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega. Quality control
engineering; b. Windham Aug. 19 1914; m.
Margaret Schmeltz Sept. 1 1938; ch.: Linda,
Beverly, Susan. Certified quality control
engineer; master (Evans Sch. Rochester NY
1936-39, Governor Dummer Acad. S. Byfield
MA 1939-43), engineer Eastman Kodak Co.
Rochester NY 1943—. Summerhill Presby.
Church 1968-72 (trustee, elder), Rochester
section Am. Soc. for Quality Control (treas.,
sec, v.pres., pres.), fellow Am. Soc. Quality
Control. Contbr. res. Rochester NY.*
HAY, Willis. B.S. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b.
Cape Elizabeth Oct. 24 1914; m. Ruth Clark
May 15 1943; ch.: Howard, Barbara. Trainee
Guaranty Trust Co. NYC 1936-39, admin, asst.
Shell Oil Co. Boston 1939-41, field examiner
NLRB Atlanta GA 1946-48, deputy dir. labor
relations U.S. Atomic Energy Comm. 1949-74
(Oakridge TN, Poducah KY, Portsmouth OH,
Germantown MD), consultant various
employers Washington DC 1974-75 & 1976—.
Pres. community chest Anderson County TN
1961-62. Served to capt. USA 1941-46. res.
Bethesda MD.*
HILDRETH, George Edward. Bowdoin
1932-34. b. Amesbury MA Nov. 16 1912; m.
Fredericka MacVicar Nov. 16 1937; ch.:
Edward, Bruce, Marion. Store mgr. F. W.
Woolworth Co. MA 1934-55 (Somerville,
Brookline ca. 1946, Dedham ca. 1953), buyer
White House San Francisco CA 1955-?, with
Nahas Dept. Store Gardena CA. Served with
military WWII. d. Inglewood CA Aug. 2 1969.
HILL, Lawrence Gilnack. A.B., M.S. Columbia
1939. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. New Bedford
MA May 4 1914; m. Madia Brooking April 5
1938; ch.: Martha, Jere, Leo, Galene.
Bookmobile librarian State Mass. Greenfield
1940-43, librarian Bethlehem Steel Co. Quincy
MA 1943-48, dir. (public library New Bedford
1948-60, Nioga Library System Niagara Falls
NY 1960-67, Westchester Library System
White Plains NY 1967-76,), ret. Trustee N.Y.
Metropolitan Research & Reference Library
System 1968-76, member N.Y. Commissioner
of Education committee on library
development 1966-70, N.Y. board of regents
advisory council on libraries (member 1967-74,
chmn. 1974). res. Hyannis MA.*
HIRTH, David Russell. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1937. Delta Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Education; b. Ellington CT Jan. 10
1914; m. Judith Hammond July 6 1940; ch.:
David '64, Samuel '66, Gillian. Teacher
Deerfield MA Acad. 1937— . res. Deerfield
MA.*
HODGES, William Turrell. Bowdoin 1932-33.
b. Schenectady NY July 10 1914. res.
Charleston SC.
HOLMES, Henry Wyman. Bowdoin 1932-35.
Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Cambridge MA May 1
1913; m. Olive Cousens June 25 1939; ch.:
Anne. Theater NYC & various locations in the
U.S. 1936-42, general mgr. Station WRUL
World Wide Broadcasting Boston 1948-52,
assoc. dir. Lincoln Filene Center Tufts Univ.
1952-74, ret. Board member Mass. P.T.A.
1958-70, rep. town meeting Wellesley 1954-64,
member town finance committee 1961-64.
Served to s/sgt. USAF 1943-45. Recipient:
George Foster Peabody Award 1949, Theatre
Arts Award Wellesley 1959. Contbr. res. N.
Reading MA.*
HOOKE, William Roy. B.S. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Business exec; b.
Brooklyn NY Aug. 8 1912; m. Helen Stetson
Nov. 24 1939; ch.: Martha, Nancy, William.
Salesman (Charles G. Edwards Co. NYC
1936-39, Carslens Linnekin Wilson NYC
1939-40, Addressograph Multigraph Syracuse
NY 1940-42), inspector Savage Arms Corp.
Utica NY 1942-45, salesman Black Bear Co.
NYC 1945-48, pres. C. S. Young Co.
Bloomfield NJ 1948—. res. Caldwell NJ.*
INGALLS, Albert Leroy. B.S. cum laude. Chi
Psi. Ret.; b. Bath June 30 1915; m. Virginia
Rogers 1938, Mary DeFriest Nov. 21 1953;
ch.: Elizabeth, Barbara. Salesman (Superior
Laundry Co. Wiscasset 1936-38, Am. Chicle
Co. L.I. NY 1938-41), salesman/mgr. dept.
store Senter's Inc. Rochester NH & Bath
1941-47, retail stores self-employed Rochester
1947-51, communications spec. Dept. of
Defense Washington DC 1953-73, ret. Served
to cdr. USN 1944-46, 1951-56. res. Silver
Spring MD.*
JACKSON, Henry Bramwell. Bowdoin
1932-34. Sigma Nu. b. Medford MA Aug. 2
1912. res. unknown.
JOHNSON, Frederick Augustin. Bowdoin
1932. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Milton MA March
21 1912; m. Cecil McKrell Oct. 14 1964 (2nd
marriage); ch.: Peter, Erik, Timothy. Real
estate broker Jack Conway Scituate MA.
Served with USN WWII. d. Boston Dec. 18
1972.
JONES, Paul Adams, Sr. Spec. 1933-34, M.D.
Boston Univ. 1938. Ret.; b. Westboro MA
April 13 1906; m. Louise Johnson June 6 1956;
ch.: Paul Jr., Melisande, Leslie, Sally. Supt.
Jones Sanitarium Inc. Union 1938-56,
neurophychiatrist pvt. practice Union 1956-63,
asst. supt. Westport Sanitarium Inc. 1963-67,
neurophychiatrist consultant (Me. State Prison
Thomaston 1968-75, V.A. Togus 1969—), ret.
Pres. Me. Psychiatric Assn. 1972-73. Served to
It. cdr. USNR 1942-45. res. Union.*
JORDAN, Richard Osgood. B.S. Chi Psi.
Reserve analyst; b. Charleston WV Jan. 3
1914; s. of Ivory C. '91; m. Frances Gulliver;
ch.: Bruce '69, Cheryl. Reserve analyst Am.
Mutual Liability Ins. Co. Wakefield MA
19?—. Served to It. (jg) USCG 1943-45. res.
Andover MA.
KENERSON, Vaughan HartweU. B.S., LL.B.
Boston Univ. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Newport NH
Oct. 4 1912; m. Jean Emge June 23 1964.
Served to t/4 ACUS8 1942-45. res. Newport
NH.*
KERN, Abraham Kapell. A.B. cum laude,
Ed.M. Univ. Me. 1956. Education; b.
Chicago IL Feb. 28 1915; m. Harriet Brill
March 22 1942. Student Harvard 1936-38,
research asst. R. B. Jackson Lab. Bar Harbor
1938-39, self-employed Bangor 1939-54, instr.
Univ. Me. Presque Isle 1956-58, student
Boston Univ. 1958-60, assoc. prof, biology
Univ. Me. Portland-Gorham 1958—. Dir.
(Jewish Federation of Portland, Temple Beth
El, Jewish Home for the Aged Portland).
Recipient: Outstanding Am. Educator 1973.
res. Portland.*
KIERSTEAD, William Fowlie. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Bangor July 21 1914. res.
Waterville.
KIMBALL, Asa Burbank. A.B. 1937. Delta
Upsilon. b. W. Baldwin Oct. 24 1912. res. S.
Freeport.
KNIGHT, John Lewis. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Topsham May 14 1915. res. unknown.
LAIDLEY, Paul, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Sales rep.; b.
Brunswick Sept. 9 1913; m. Florence Munson
Oct. 15 1938, m. Muriel Wider Jan. 10 1956, m.
Jule Whaley Sept. 18 1968; ch.: Susan, Sharon,
Ellen. Asst. advt. mgr. Lever Brothers Co.
NYC 1949-52; advt. rep. Better Living
Magazine McCall Corp. NYC 1953-54; eastern
advt. mgr. Christian Herald & Protestant
Church Bldg. NYC 1955-60; partner Good.
" Laidley & White NYC 1961-73; pres. The
Laidley Co. Westport CT 1973—. Dist. chmn.
United Fund Westport. Served to It. (sg) USN
1943-46; awarded Battle Star Pacific Theatre,
res. Westport CT.*
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LANE, Andrew Warren. Bowdoin 1932-36. Chi
Psi. Self-employed lumber business; b.
Cambridge MA Nov. 6 1911; m. Eleanor
Dearing Oct. 4 1942; ch.: Charles, Shirley.
Prop. Antrim Lumber Co. Member (sch. board
3 yrs., board of selectmen 9 yrs.). Served to
maj. USA 1942-47. res. Antrim NH.*
LANG, Harold Bickford. A.B., M.D. Harvard
1940. Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine; b.
Washington DC Feb. 3 1915; m. Nancy Blair
Aug. 9 1941; ch.: Stephen '70, Barbara. Intern
Pittsburgh PA Med. Center 1940-41, pediatric
resident (Children's Hospital Pittsburgh
1941-42, Babies & Childrens Hospital
Cleveland OH 1946), pediatrics practice Erie
PA 1947-49, - resident Butler Hospital
Providence RI 1949-51, pediatrician pvt.
practice Barrington RI 1952— . Served to capt.
USAAF 1942-46. res. Barrington RI.*
LARCOM, Rodney Clayton, Jr. A.B., M.D.
Harvard 1940. Chi Psi. Medicine; b. Beverly
MA Aug. 25 1914; m. Janet Woodsum April 1
1939; ch.: Joan, Rodney III, Anne, Pamela.
Internal medicine practice Dedham MA Med.
Assoc. 1950-75; med. dir. & v.pres. Mass.
Indemnity & Life Ins. Co. Hyannis MA
(part-time 1953-75, full-time 1975—). Member
board of health Westwood MA, high sch.
physician Westwood. Served to maj. USAAF
1942-46. res. Falmouth MA.*
LeCLAIR, Gustave Omer. B.S. Planning
tech.; b. Brunswick Feb. 12 1915; m. Alma
Mercier, m. Emily Labonte June 29 1973; ch.:
Philip, Regis. Prop. Leclair & Son Brunswick
1936-62, clerk State Liquor Store Brunswick
1962, parts mgr. Airport Rambler Garage
Brunswick 1963, shop clerk to planning tech.
Bath Iron Works 1963—. Served to sgt. USA
1942-46. res. Brunswick.*
LEONARD, Frederick Richmond. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Tau Omega. Banking; b.
Stoughton MA Feb. 18 1914; m. Phyllis Adams
Aug. 10 1940; ch.: Shirley. Clerk trust dept.
Guaranty Trust Co. of N.Y. NYC 1936-39,
Norfolk County Trust Co. (asst. mgr.
Stoughton MA 1940-49; mgr., asst. treas.
Canton MA 1949-61), world div. board
missions United Methodist Church NYC
1961-69 (budget dir., comptroller, asst. treas.).
Mechanics Nat. Bank Concord NH 1969-70
(mgr., asst. cashier, asst. comptroller), Bank of
N.H. Manchester NH 1971— (budget officer &
asst. cashier). Treas. United Methodist Church
(N.H. Annual Conf. 1972—, Crusade
Scholarship Committee 1968-69), treas. Am.
Red Cross Concord 1969-70, town finance
comm. Stoughton (member 1953-60, sec.
1957-60). res. Georges Mills NH.*
LeSOURD, John Williamson. Bowdoin
1932-33. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Milton MA
Feb. 13 1913; m. Barbara Earle Dec. 16 1939;
ch.: Harriet, Nancy. Purser United Fruit Co.
NYC 1933-36, travel agt. Boston Travel Co.
1936-37, ski business N. Conway NH 1937-41,
acting cont. officer U.S. QM Corps Boston
1941-45, mfrs. rep. Dartmouth Skis Hanover
NH 1945-68, ret. d. Pemaquid March 28 1976.*
LEWIS, Charles Winslow, Jr. Bowdoin
1932-33. Chi Psi. b. Brookline MA Feb. 13
1912; m. Sally Lowe; ch.: Charles III, Mrs.
Louis Conklin. Engineer General Electric Co.
Schenectady NY 1938-50, electrical engineer
Raytheon Co. MA 197-72. d. Boston Sept. 20
1972.
LEWIS, Weston. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland Aug. 27 1913; s. of Henry '05; m.
Marie Gatesweiler April 15 1950. With RFC
Washington DC 1937-38, accountant
Pitney-Bowes Inc. Stamford CT 1938-65.
Served with USA 1943-46. d. Yarmouth May
22 1968.*
LITCHFIELD, Warren Freeman. Bowdoin
1932-33. Psi Upsilon. b. Somerville MA Dec.
14 1913. res. Barre VT.
LORD, Hartley. A.B. Sigma Nu. Semi-ret.;
b. Kennebunk June 12 1915; m. Emalene
Neaves June 8 1940; ch.: Mary, Lucinda.
Sample boy Cordingley & Co. Boston 1936-38,
salesman R. C. Harvey Co. Waltham MA
1938-53, self-employed recycling wool waste
1953-75, ret. Dir. (Boston Wool Trade Assn.,
Wool Promotion Fund, Northern Textile
Assn.). Served to It. (jg) USNR 1943-46.
Named Me. small bore outdoor rifle champion
1936. res. Kennebunk.*
LYDON, Lawrence Gregory Michael. A.B.,
M.D. Yale 1940. Medicine; b. Portland June
2 1916; m. Ann DellaCamera May 23 1961;
ch.: Caroline. Physician & surgeon. Served to
It. col. MCUSA 1944-47. res. Branford CT.*
LYONS, Stephen Howard. Bowdoin 1932-36.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. NYC Sept. 21 1914.
res. unknown.
MACK, Thomas Hoppin. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Worcester MA July 2 1914. res. Van Nuys
CA.
MANN, Frederic Sherburne. B.S. Chi Psi.
Business management; b. Quincy MA
March 12 1914; m. Gudlaug Berndsen Aug. 7
1943; ch.: William, Lawrence. Salesman Stone
& Forsythe Boston 1937-38; food broker Wm.
A. Mann & Sons Boston 1938-41, 1946-54;
zone mgr. Ford Motor Co. Natick MA
1954-58; salesman Atlas Advt. Brookline MA
1958-60; sales mgr. Quincy Coal & Oil Co.
1960-63; Market Forge Everett MA 1963
—
(salesman, dist. sales mgr., regional mgr.).
Sec.-treas. Boston Food Brokers 1949-54, rep.
town meeting. Served to cdr. USNR 1941-46;
awarded spec, commendation S. Pacific,
decorations Pacific & European theatres, res.
Needham Heights MA.*
MANTER, Wilbur Berry. A.B., M.D.
Columbia 1940. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Medicine; b. Winthrop MA April 6 1914; m.
Margaret Carpenter Dec. 20 1947; ch.: John,
George, Nancy, Mary, Robert. Clinical
cardiologist 1947— . Pres. Me. Heart Assn.,
diplomate Am. Board Cardiovascular Disease.
Served to maj. MCUSA 1942-45. res. Bangor.*
MARCUS, Myer Myron. Bowdoin 1933-34.
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1937. Law; b. Portland
June 1914; married. Atty. Marcus & Marcus
Portland 1937—. res. Portland.*
MARVIN, Vale Goldthwaite, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Boat bldg.; b. Boston March 1 1914; m. Hilda
Rowe April 21 1945; ch.: Patricia, George '72.
Rate clerk Luckenbach Steamship Co. Boston
1936-40, rate setter Bethlehem Steel Co.
Quincy MA 1941-45, pres. & mgr. Wood
Products Co. Brewer 1946-72, quality control
mgr. Henry R. Hinckley & Co. Manset 1973—
.
Dir. (Border Express Co. Bangor 1959-61,
Community Chest Bangor-Brewer 1959-62,
Eastern Me. Guidance Center 1962-65), jr.
warden St. John's Epis. Church 1958-65,
member sch. committee Hampden 1950-58,
trustee Hampden Acad. 1956-72. res. Manset.*
MASJOAN, Robert Arnold. Bowdoin 1932-33.
Chi Psi. Banking; b. Quincy MA May 18
1914; m. Madeline Gleason June 21 1947; ch.:
Robert, Margaret, Richard, Mary. Clerk U.S.
State Dept. U.S. Consulate Buenos Aires
Argentina 3 months 1934, clerk & interpreter
Pan Am. Commercial Conf. Buenos Aires 2
months 1935, rancher & fruit grower Father's
Apple Farm & Ranch Yala Jujuy Argentina
1936-42, banker First Nat. Bank of Boston
(Cuba 1946-60, Boston I960—). Served to sgt.
USMCR 1942-46, ret. 1952. res. Westborough
MA.*
MAXCY, Gardiner Josiah. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Portland April 15 1913; m.
Marjorie Jackson Oct. 4 1935; ch.: Robert II,
Anne, Carolyn. Colonial Press Inc. 1958-71.
Pres. C. of C. Lexington, dir. (Clinton Home
for the Aged, C. H. Simonds Co.), Rotary Club
MA (pres. Clinton, v.pres. Lexington), member
vestry Church of the Good Shepard Clinton, d.
Lexington MA Jan. 19 1971.*
McCLEARY, Sidney Raymond. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Harvard
1939. Ret.; b. Maynard MA March 29 1915;
m. Bettina Beebe Oct. 11 1941; ch.: Susan,
Boyd. Jr. accountant Lybrand Ross Boston
1939-41, staff accountant AC Spark Plug Flint
MI 1941-45, various jobs 1945-48, staff analyst
Am. Agricultural Chem. NYC 1948-50, staff
accountant Carborundum Niagara Falls NY
1950-54, dir. industrial engineering General
Motors Detroit MI (assembly div. 1954-68,
Fisher body div. 1968-75), ret. res. Rhinelander
WL*
McCOY, Samuel Finley. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Woodfords July 13 1913. res. Bethel.
McCUSKER, Thomas Bernard, Jr. Bowdoin
1932-36, LL.B. Boston Coll. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Wappingers Falls NY April 1 1913; m.
Harriet Aycock; ch.: Thomas III, Kent,
Heather. General mgr. E. Braintree MA
Finishing Co. 7-1961, Holliston Mills Norwood
MA 7-1961 (treas., dir.), dir. Plimpton Press
Norwood 7-1961. d. Boston Jan. 26 1961.
McDONALD, Charles Dearborn, Jr. A.B.,
A.M. Harvard 1937. Chi Psi. b. Portland
Jan. 28 1913. With Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
Boston 1937-38, Allied Youth Washington DC
(office work 1938, research asst. 1938-?), with
bookstore Washington DC 1939. d. Boston
Nov. 25 1939.
McFARLAND, Edward Atkinson. B.S., M.D.
George Washington Univ. 1941. Alpha Tau
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Omega. Medicine; b. Montville June 28
1915. Physician Brunswick 19?— . res.
Brunswick.
McGARRY, Stanley Forbush, Jr. Bowdoin
1932-34. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Grafton
MA Dec. 9 1912. With Am. Can Co. Boston
1934-35, agt. John Hancock Co. 1935-41
(Boston 1935-40, Laconia NH 1940-41). d.
Laconia NH May 15 1941.
McGILL, John Henry. B.S. Psi Upsilon. b.
Newton MA Dec. 11 1913. res. Cambridge
MA.
McKEEN, Joseph. A.B. cum laude. Sigma Nu.
b. Brunswick Sept. 22 1914; ch.: Joseph, Roy,
Steven. Dun & Bradstreet Inc. NYC (reporter
1936-58, v.pres. & treas. 1958-73), v.pres. Dun
& Bradstreet Co. Inc. 1973-75, ret. 1975. d.
Babylon NY May 19 1976.*
MELAUGH, Owen Henry. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Financial exec; b. Portland Oct. 19
1915; ch.: John, Peter, Philip, Betsy. With
Guaranty Trust Co. NYC 1936-40; various
positions Continental Can Co. Inc. NYC
1944-58; asst. controller Montgomery Ward &
Co. Chicago IL 1958-63; first v.pres. Shearson,
Hammill & Co. NYC 1963-70; principal
coordinator N.Y. Stock Exchange NYC
1970-73; v.pres. Fiduciary Services Corp.
Hilton Head Is. SC 1975-76. Dir. Shearson,
Hammill & Co. Inc. 1964-70; trustee Hilton
Head Is. Inst, of the Arts 1975—. Served to
2nd It. USA 1936-42. res. Hilton Head Is. SC.*
MELVILLE, James Rowland Alexander.
Bowdoin 1932-33. Chi Psi. b. NYC March 20
1913. res. Ridge Manor FL.
MILLS, Amos Stone, Jr. B.S. 1937. Merc,
marine officer; b. Lunenburg MA Jan. 8 1914;
m. Betty Benson March 15 1940; ch.: Melinda,
Ellsworth, Peter, Susan, LisaAnn. Supervisor
Lever Brothers Co. Cambridge MA 1938-40,
sales rep. Clark Grave Vault Co. Columbus
OH 1940-42, prop. Marine Supply Co.
Gloucester MA 1945-51, sea capt. (General
Foods Corp. Rockland 1951-58; Boston Fuel
Transportation Corp. Boston 1959-70, 1971-73;
Esso Oil Corp. Boston 1970-71; Poling
Transportation Corp. NYC 1973—). res.
Portland.*
MrrCHELL, Burroughs. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Publishing; b. Glen Ridge NJ Jan. 14 1914;
m. Helen Mulvehill Aug. 15 1941, m. Jean
Wachtel June 8 1974; ch.: Bruce. Ed. (Frank
A. Munsey Co. NYC 1937-42, Popular
Publications NYC 1942-43, Charles Scribner's
Sons NYC 1946—). Dir. Charles Scribner's
Sons I960—. Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46.
res. NYC*
MONELL, George Christie. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. N. Strafford NH Sept. 16 1915; m.
Judith May Dec. 27 1938, married again May
24 1958; ch.: Joel, Jane, Martha, Jonathan,
Carey, Dane. Invest, banker Francis I. duPont
& Co. (Dover NH 1938-58, Ogunquit 1958-68).
Member sch. board Dover, d. Ogunquit Jan. 21
1968.
MORISON, Keene Holmes. Bowdoin 1932-34.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Business exec; b.
Wilton May 18 1914; m. Evolyn Kyes Feb. 21
1935; ch.: David, Alan. Wilton Trust Co.
1934-54 (asst. treas., trust officer, dir.), v.pres.
Depositors Trust Co. Wilton 1954—
.
Sec-treas. Lions Club Wilton 30 yrs., member
town finance committee Wilton, res. Wilton.*
MORSE, Erwin Emerson. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1940.
Management; b. Willimantic CT Oct. 6 1915;
m. Vivian Webb Feb. 26 1944; ch.: David '73,
James, Matthew. Research chemist Spreckels
Sugar Co. San Francisco CA 1940-48, various
positions to dir. tech. services Brown Co. Berlin
NH 1948—. N.H. Council for Retarded
Children 1954-57 (treas., publications ed.),
member N.H. State Advisory Comm. Scientific
Engineering & Specialized Personnel 1959-69.
Contbr., patentee, res. Gorham.*
MORSE, Robert Stuart. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Business exec; b. Boston June 21 1913; m.
Phyllis Richardson, m. Nona Deckert April 18
1944; ch.: Bobbe, Nancy. LaTouraine Coffee
Co. (salesman Boston 1936-39, NYC 1939-43;
mgr. NYC 1946-54; nat. sales mgr. Boston
1954-61; v.pres. Boston 1961-67; v.pres.,
general mgr., dir. Boston 1967
—
). Served to It.
cdr. USNR 1943-45; awarded Unit
Commendation Ribbon, res. Babson Park
MA.*
NAZZARO, Ralph Thomas. Bowdoin 1932-35,
B.S. Boston Univ. 1936, Litt. M. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1945, Ph.D. Clark Univ. 1948. b.
Boston Nov. 13 1914; m. Carmela Ciampa
Nov. 26 1936, m. Rose Donais; ch.: Terry.
Development & research chemist General
Latex & Chem. Corp. Cambridge MA 1937-41,
research fellow Mellon Inst. Univ. Pittsburgh
1942-45, tech. dir. Premoid Products Inc. W.
Springfield MA 1945-49, v.pres. Agawam
Chem. Inc. W. Springfield 1944-49, prof,
chemistry Coll. of Our Lady of the Elms
Chicopee MA 1947-49, asst. prof, chemistry
N.Y. State Coll. of Forestry Syracuse Univ.
1949-?, v.pres. Westfield River Paper Co.
Russell MA 7-1958. Elected member (Phi Delta
Kappa, Kappa Delta Phi). Author, contbr. d.
Ft. Lauderdale FL Jan. 21 1958.
NICOL, Hunter Van Rensselaer. Bowdoin
1932-34. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Chicago IL Oct
10 1913. res. Evanston IL.
O'BRIEN, Thomas Lawrence. Spec. 1932-34.
b. Maiden MA Sept. 1 1909. res. Melrose
MA.
OLSEN, Christopher. Bowdoin 1932-34. b.
Swindoin England April 21 1914. res.
unknown.
OSBORNE, Clinton Mayo, Jr. Bowdoin
1932-33. b. Staten Is. NY Aug. 27 1914. res.
unknown.
PEACOCK, Walter Winfield, Jr. B.S. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Spokane WA Oct. 25 1915;
m. Lois Cox July 30 1945; ch.: Deborah, Sarah.
Sales rep. Stanley Chem. Co. E. Berlin CT
1946-48, U.S. Rubber Co. Naugatuck CT
1948-55 (tech. rep., asst. sales mgr.), sales mgr.
Escambia Chem. Corp. NYC 1955-59, product
mgr. Foster Grant Co. Inc. Leominster MA
1959-61, general sales mgr. Chart-Pak Inc.
Leeds MA 1961-62, self-employed Westport
CT 1962-64, asst. marketing mgr.
Reid-Meredith Inc. NYC, general mgr.
Chignons Inc. NYC 1964-67, chief buyer-mgr.
Harry Camp Co. NYC 1967-71, sales &
distribution mgr. Westport Wig Co. Inc. 1971,
operations mgr. Carousel Fashions Inc. NYC
1971-72, self-employed Westport 1972—. Div.
dir. Soc. for Plastics Industry, dir. Soc. of
Plastic Engineers, asst. supt. Sunday sch. St.
Peters Epis. Church Weston MA, member
vestry Christ & Holy Trinity Epis. Church
Westport. Served to It. col. USA 1941-46. res.
Westport CT.*
PEAKES, Robert Dealing. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Boston Feb. 25 1914. res. Montpelier VT.
PEARSON, Philip Coombs, Jr. Bowdoin
1932-35. Chi Psi. Admissions aide. Sales; b.
NYC May 24 1912; m. Caroline Stone Dec. 5
1944; ch.: Joanne, John. Collection dept.
Textile Banking Co. NYC 1936-40; renting agt.
Brown, Wheelock, Harris & Stevens NYC
1940-42; copywriter Montgomery Ward & Co.
NYC 1942-53; office mgr. Simons Schur &
Straus NYC 1953-54; sales rep. & v.pres.
MacPherson Inc. Westport CT 1955— . Dean
Mid-Fairfield Deanery Epis. Diocese of Conn.
1973-76. Served with USAF 1942-46. res.
Norwalk CT.*
PELLETIER, Lawrence Lee. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa, LL.D. 1962; A.M. Harvard
1939; Ph.D. Harvard 1947; LL.D. Colby 1963;
LL.D. Gannon Coll. 1974. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Farmington NH Sept. 8 1914;
m. Louise Collins Sept. 2 1939; ch.: Lawrence
'64, Mary Louise. Instr. history & govt. Univ.
Me. Orono 1939-45, govt. Bowdoin (asst. prof.
1946-49, assoc. prof. 1949-55, prof. 1955),
assoc. dir. Citizenship Clearing House N.Y.
Univ. NYC 1953-54, pres. Allegheny Coll.
Meadville PA 1955—. Trustee Middle States
Assn. 1972—, State Const. Conv. 1967-68
(member, co-chmn. committee style &
drafting), res. Meadville PA.*
PETERSON, Gilbert Chamberlain. Bowdoin
1932-33. Delta Upsilon. b. Ft. Fairfield Feb.
26 1924; m. Gladys Dorsey Aug. 22 1940; ch.:
Nancy, Frederick II, Sally, Kathy. Pres. Ft.
Fairfield 7-1966 (Peterson's Motor Mart. A. C.
Peterson Inc., Peterson's Equipment Co.), N.
Me. distributor Firestone Ft. Fairfield 7-1966,
N. Me. consignee Texas Inc. Ft. Fairfield
1943-66. Chmn. (Me. State Board of Motor
Vehicle Dealers Registration, utilities &
planning board Ft. Fairfield), v.pres. Ft.
Fairfield Sewer Co., member advisory council
Northern Nat. Bank. d. Ft. Fairfield Oct. 15
1967.
PHILOON, Thurman Everett. A.B. summa
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1941; Ph.D. Yale 1950. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Winchester MA Aug. 9 1914:
m. Helen April 18 1942. Auto ins. rater Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. 1937-39, teacher high sch.
Warren MA 1939-41, asst. prof, history Univ.
Bridgeport CT 1950-53, prof, history Franklin
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& Marshall Coll. Lancaster PA 1953—. Served
to s/sgt. USA 1941-44. Contbr. res. Lancaster
PA.*
POWERS, Richard Henry, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. NYC March 9 1914. res.
Rockaway Beach Long Is.
PRESNELL, John Finzer, Jr. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.S. U.S. Marine
Acad. 1940. b. Portland Nov. 2 1914. 2nd It.
USA 1940-43, Japanese P.O.W. P.I. 1942-45,
1st It. 1943-45, maj. 1945 (posthumously).
Awarded Bronze Star (posthumously). USA
base in Africa named for him. d. near P.I. Jan.
19 1945.
PROUTY, Robert Gordon. Bowdoin 1932-34.
Management; b. Spencer MA Oct. 15 1913;
m. Jessie Gibson July 22 1939; ch.: Linda,
John. Manheim PA Mfg. & Belting Co. (New
Eng. dist. mgr. 1939-43, 1946-49; asst. sales
mgr. 1950-51; plant mgr. 1952-59), plant mgr.
Alloy Rods Co. York PA 1960-63, v.pres.
production Chemetron Corp. York 1963-68,
dir. purchases Fox Pool Corp. York 1968—
.
Served to capt. USA 1943-46. res. York PA.*
PUTNAM, Albert Pearce. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1939. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Scholarship
fund given in his memory 1973. b. Houlton
Jan. 5 1913; s. of Fred L. '04; m. Mary
Madigan Feb. 21 1942; ch.: Fred II '65, Albert
Jr., Sarah. Atty. Houlton 1939-50, Municipal
Court Houlton (recorder 1946-50, judge
1950-64), Municipal Court Judge member Me.
Judicial Council 1962-64, town atty. Houlton
1964-66. Pres. Aroostook County Bar Assn.,
dir. First Nat. Bank of Houlton, trustee Ricker
Coll. Served to maj. USA 1941-45; awarded
Bronze Star (2). d. Houlton May 2 1966.*
QUINT, Norman Samuel. A.B. b. Lawrence
MA Sept. 21 1914. res. unknown.
READ, Richard Eugene. Bowdoin 1932-34.
Sigma Nu. b. Richmond VT Nov. 25 1913;
m. Edythe Johnson March 30 1940; ch.: Philip,
Marvin, Deborah. Kendall Co. (asst. credit
mgr. Walpole MA 1936-60, credit mgr.
Charlotte NC 1960). Court of Appeals Walpole
(clerk, member), d. Winthrop MA Oct. 4 1960.
REDDING, Charles Marsh. Bowdoin 1932-34,
B.S. N.Y. Univ. 1939. Beta Theta Pi.
Accounting; b. Brooklyn NY Oct. 11 1912;
m. Idelle Lofton 1945; ch.: Barbara, res. Castro
Valley CA.
REYNOLDS, Spencer Baldauf. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Harwinton CT April 8
1914; m. Janet Lane Aug. 21 1943; ch.: Jane,
Harold. Statistical clerk new departure div.
General Motors Corp. Bristol CT 1936-38, cost
clerk Eagle Lock Co. Terryville CT 1938-40,
Stanley Works New Britain CT (cost estimator
1940-43, asst. to sales mgr. R. L. Carter div.
1943-46, mgr. customer service power tools div.
1946-56, asst. service mgr. power tools div.
1956-58, service mgr. power tools div. 1958-70,
customer service mgr. Stanley Tools div.
1970-75), ret. Pres. (Musical Club New Britain
1955-58, 1970-74; New Britain chapter Am.
Assn. Retired Persons), member board of dir.
New Britain Symphony 1950
—
, treas. Lions
Club New Britain 1966
— ,
cemetery
commissioner 1965— . res. New Britain CT.*
RHOADES, Oscar Corwin. Bowdoin 1932033.
Sigma Nu. b. Belle Vernon PA June 1 1 1910.
res. unknown.
RICE, John Dexter. B.S., M.D. Tufts 1940.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Worcester MA May 11
1915; m. Nancy Glitner; ch.: John, Nancy,
Martha. Physician Boston 1942-43; oculist,
aurist Worcester 1943-47. d. Bowling Green
OH Oct. 4 1947.
ROBERTS, Fred Leroy. Bowdoin 1932-33.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Passadumkeag Nov. 25
1914. res. Bar Harbor.
ROBERTS, John Blake, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1940. Zeta Psi. Law; b.
Caribou Sept. 21 1915; m. Myra Sawyer; ch.:
Peter, Peggy, Paul. Past member Me. State
Senate, past trustee Sanford Inst, for Savings,
dir. Springvale Nat. Bank, dir. Waban Projects
Inc., past judge (York County Probate Court,
Sanford Municipal Court), res. Sanford.*
RODICK, John Andrew. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Bar Harbor March 3 1914; s. of Andrew S.
'02; m. Louise Getchell Sept. 1935; ch.: John
III, William, Peter. Account exec.
McCann-Erikson Co. NYC 1936-40; mgr.
State of Me. Information Bureau NYC
1940-43; counselor State of Me. Rehabilitation
Service Bangor 1943-53; advt. dept. Landers,
Frary & Clark New Britain CT 1953-54;
William Schaller Co. Inc. Hartford CT
(account exec. 1954-57, v.pres. 1957-67);
v.pres. S. Gellis Advt. Co. Newington CT
1967-72. State of Me. Jr. C. of C. (v.pres., sec,
treas.), chmn. New Eng. Rehabilitation Assn.,
publicist N.Y. World's Fair before WWII,
public relations Assn. of Aircraft Mfrs. d.
Wethersfield CT July 30 1972.*
ROSS, Maurice. A.B. summa cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D. Yale 1940. Medicine; b.
Biddeford July 5 1915; m. Eleanor Levy June 3
1945; ch.: Nancy, James. Pediatrician Saco
1947—. Pres. N.E. Pediatric Soc. 1971-72,
chmn. Me. chapter Am. Acad. Pediatrics
1969-75. Served to maj. USA 1942-46.
Recipient: Robbins Award Me. Med. Assn.
1974. res. Saco.*
RUTHERFORD, Gaynor Kellogg. A.B. cum
laude, J.D. Harvard 1939. Delta Upsilon. Class
agt. 1960-61. Law; b. Springfield MA March
31 1915; m. Barbara Curtis June 17 1940; ch.:
Judy, Jeffrey '66, John '69, James. Assoc. Lord
Bissell & Brook Chicago IL 1939-73, partner
Russell Plummer & Rutherford Boston 1946—
.
Dir. & clerk (Tyer Rubber Co. 1948-68, Baird
& Bartlett Co. 1948—, The Fuller Foundation
Inc. 1950
—
), trustee Public Trusts Lexington
MA 1967—. Served to It. (jg) USNR 1944-46.
res. Lexington MA.*
SAMPSON, Thompson Sawyer, Jr. B.S. 1939.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Hull MA Sept. 6 1913.
res. Maywood IL.
SANDS, Douglas Mills. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Banking & purchasing; b. Worcester MA
March 1 1913; m. Anne Lyons Sept. 18 1943.
Statistician & trader Paine Webber & Co.
NYC 1936-41, municipal bond trader Dean
Witter & Co. NYC 1941-42, asst. to hull supt.
N.E. Shipbuilding Co. S. Portland 1942-43,
asst. production mgr. Baker Refridgeration Co.
S. Windham 1947-51, spec, plant administrator
& buyer General Electric Co. Limerick
1951-58, asst. treas. & mgr. Me. Egg Producers
Scarborough 1958-66, production mgr. Baker
Co. Biddeford 1966-67, asst. v.pres. &
purchasing officer Casco Bank & Trust Co.
Portland 1967—. United Methodist Church
Gorham (pres. board of trustees, chmn. bldg.
committee, chmn. official board), treas. & dir.
Purchasing Management Assn. of Me. Served
to s/sgt. USAF 1943-46. res. Gorham.*
SAVAGE, David Downing. Bowdoin 1932-34.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Louisville KY Feb.
19 1913; m. Carol Curtis-Brown 1942, m. Doris
Dalton Oct. 5 1963; ch.: Michael, Penelope,
David. Actor NYC 1936-42; writer Twentieth
Century-Fox Hollywood CA 1942-?; with J.
Walter Thompson Advt. Agency NYC; sr.
writer & producer advt. dept. Nat.
Broadcasting Co. NYC; chief copy writer &
coordinator Brown, Maxell & Pool Portland
1967-68; writer & ins. rep. 1968-75. Contbr. d.
Portland Oct. 31 1975.*
SAWYER, William Preston. A.B. Class agt.
1944-46, Alumni Fund dir. 1948-51 (v.chmn.
1949-50, chmn. 1950-51), chmn. Alumni Fund
dir. on Alumni Council 1950-51, Alumni
Council 1951-55. Banking, b. Elmira NY
Sept. 14 1914; m. Dorothy Ilg Feb. 8 1941; ch.:
Judith, William Jr., Nancy, Janet. With Street
& Co. Inc. Boston 1936-39, Workingmen's
Cooperative Bank Boston 1939-47 (asst. treas.,
chief mortgage loan officer, mgr. foreclosed
real estate dept.), chmn. board of dir. & chief
exec, officer Northeast Federal Savings &
Loan Assn. Watertown MA 1947-74, ret., pres.
Sawyer Assocs. Dir. (Northeast Resources
Corp., Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. Newburgh NY,
Algonquin Club- Boston), bank rep. Federal
Savings & Loan Advisory Council Federal
Home Loan Bank Board Washington DC
1960, Federal Home Loan Bank Boston (dir. &
member exec, committee 1959-60, 1972; dir. &
member exec, invest. & —public relations
committees 1970; v.chmn., dir. & chmn. exec.
& policy committees 1971), Harbor Nat. Bank
Boston (founder, chmn. board of dir., dir. &
chmn. exec, committee), U.S. Savings & Loan
League (member exec, committee 1954-57,
nominating committee, subcommittee
procedures legislative committee; chmn. ins.
committee), Mass. Federal Savings Council
Inc. (pres. 1970, chmn. legislative committee),
member Exchange Group, overseer Old
Sturbridge Village, Babson Coll. Wellesley MA
1970 (member corp., trustee), Home Loan
Bank Board (consultant, chmn. Ad Hoc Task
Force), consultant U.S. Sen. Edward Brooke,
res. Duxbury MA.*
SCHOLEFIELD, Harry Barron. A.B. cum
laude, S.T.B. Harvard 1939, grad. Phila.
Psychoanalytic Inst. 1959, D.D. Meadville
Theol. Sch. 1961, S.T.D. Starr King Sch. for
the Ministry 1964. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Ret.; b. Methuen MA Jan. 1914; m. Sarah
Glass June 29 1940; ch.: Joel, Sarah, Anne.
Minister (First Parish Church Gloucester MA
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1938-41, Adams Memorial Church Dunkirk
NY 1941-44), minister First Unitarian Church
(Phila. PA 1947-57; San Francisco CA
1957-73, emeritus 1973—), ret. Pres. (Unitarian
Universalist Ministers Assn. 1963-64, San
Francisco Council for Civic Unity), v.pres.
(Phila. Family Service Assn., Am. Civil
Liberties Union of N. Calif.), member board of
dir. (Unitarian Universalist Service Committee,
Phila. Fellowship House, San Francisco
Mental Health Assn.), member (board of
trustees Starr King Sch. For the Ministry,
Unitarian Universalist Comm. Appraisal,
Phila. Council for Equal Job Opportunity,
Unitarian Universalist Merger Comm.,
Unitarian Comm. Social Justice), A. Powell
Davies Memorial lectr. Served to maj. USA
1944-47. Author: The Task Is Peace,
Unitarianism Some Past History and Present
Meanings; ed.: Unitarian Pocket Guide,
Unitarian Universalist Pocket Guide, res. San
Rafael CA.*
SEAGRAVE, Orville Bryan. Bowdoin 1932-36.
Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Uxbridge MA Oct.
31 1912; m. Ruth Hollingworth April 16 1938;
ch.: Robert, Marilyn, Susan. WSAR Fall River
MA (radio announcer 1936-46, radio engineer
1946-51), mattress mfg. & upholstering, ret.
Pres. Adams Club Fall River, selectman Owl's
Head. res. Owl's Head.*
SHAW, Hubert Seely. B.S., A.M. Harvard
1937. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Recipient: Alumni Award for Faculty
& Staff 1964. Education; b. Presque Isle Jan.
23 1916; m. Eleanor French June 23 1939; ch.:
Hubert, Noyes. Teacher St. Albans Sch. for
Boys Washington DC 1937-43, 1946-47;
Bowdoin (asst. dir. admissions 1947-48, dir.
admissions 1948-67), education officer Dept.
H.E.W. Washington DC 1967—. Served to It.
USN 1943-46. res. Bethesda MD.*
SHAW, Walter Seely. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Presque Isle April 16 1914. res. S. Berwick.
SHREVE, Richard Shannon. Bowdoin 1932-33.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Business exec; b.
Salem MA Feb. 1912; m. Mary Wampole
1939; ch.: Sally, Katharine, Elizabeth. Pres.
Shreve, Crump & Low Co. Boston 1957—
.
Trustee Home Savings Bank 1961, treas.
Jewelers' Security Alliance NY. res. Boston.*
SHUTE, John Vanderlyn. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Paterson NJ Feb. 26 1915; s. of
John W. '97. res. unknown.
SKINNER, Joseph Churchill. Bowdoin
1932-33, A.B. & A.M. Pembroke Coll 1936.
Real estate; b. Jamaica Plain MA Nov. 16
1913; m. Jeanne Fisher 1937; ch.: Judith.
Trustee Inst, for Savings Roxbury MA, dir.
(W. Newton Cooperative Bank, Loyal
Protective Life Ins. Co., Middlesex County
Nat. Bank), exec, v.pres. & dir. Meredith &
Grew 19?— . Past pres. Boston Real Estate
Board, pres. Am. Soc. Real Estate Counselors
1968. Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46. res.
Groton MA.
SLOPER, Erwin Wilcox. Bowdoin 1932-33.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. New Britain CT
Aug. 14 1913; ch.: Robert, Sally. Time study
work Russell & Erwin div. Am. Hardware
Corp., res. New Britain CT 35 yrs., Phoenix AZ
1957-60. d. Phoenix AZ March 2 1960.
SMALL, Clarence Arlowe. Bowdoin 1932-36,
D.M.D. Harvard 1940. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
1962 capital campaign area chmn. Dentistry;
b. Machiasport June 25 1914; ch.: Margo,
Pam. Machiasport Canning Co. 1949-54
(treas., dir.), dentist. Trustee (Washington
Acad. E. Machias 1949
— ,
public library
Machias 1968-72), member staff Downeast
Community Hospital Machias 1963
— ,
pres.
Penobscot Dental Soc. 1956. Served to capt.
MCUSA 1943-46. res. Bangor.*
SMALL, Maxwell Moubery. B.S., B.S. M.I.T.
1940. Delta Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Management; b. Beverly MA Oct.
29 1915; m. Margaret Metcalf Sept. 14 1940;
ch.: Peter '64, Christopher. Instr. Coburn
Country Day Sch. 1937, asst. machinery supt.
Federal Shipbuilding & Drydock Co. 1940-46,
consulting production engineer C. of C.
Worcester MA 1946-47, Worcester Jr. Coll.
1946-47 (instr. business & industrial
management, consultant zoning & industrial
planning), Brookhaven Nat. Lab. (project
engineer graphite reactor construction
1947-50; admin. asst. chmn. nuclear
engineering dept. 1950-51; construction mgr.
1951-52; asst. to dir. general & project
planning, assoc. chmn. accelerator dept.
1952— ; construction mgr. 1953-59; project
mgr. 1959-60; business mgr. lab. 1960-61;
corporate project mgr. 1961-65; asst. to
architectural planning dir. 1966-67; mgr. plant
engineering & planning 1967-70; mgr. waste &
water projects planning 1971-72; mgr. spec,
projects 1972—). Contbr. res. Bellport NY.*
SMITH, Roger Doane. Bowdoin 1932-33.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Corning Jan. 9 1914. res.
Bangor.
SNOW, Randall Woodbury. B.S., M.D. Univ.
Penn. 1940. Alpha Tau Omega. Medicine; b.
Beverly MA Oct. 9 1914; m. Eleanor Hackett
1945; ch.: Randall II, Richard. Physician pvt.
practice Hollywood FL 19?— . Member C. of
C. Hollywood. Served to It. USPHS & USCG
1940-44. res. Hallondale FL.
SOLARI, Louis Frank. Bowdoin 1932-35.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Boston Dec. 25 1913.
res. Fryeburg.
SOULE, William Hilton. A.B., Ed.M. Bates
1940, Ed.D. Boston Univ. 1967. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Augusta March 14 1914; s. of
Alfred M. '03; m. Mary Good June 26 1940;
ch.: Philip, Paul '66, Morton '68, James '77.
Teacher high sch. 1938-49 (Bethel,
Dover-Foxcroft, Bangor, Fairfield), supt. sch.
(Falmouth 1949-57, Portland 1957-65), prof,
education Univ. Me. Gorham 1965— . res.
Wiscasset.*
SOUTHARD, Frank Elwyn, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1939.
Zeta Psi. Law; b. Augusta July 7 1916; m.
Charlotte Fuller Oct. 10 1942; ch.: Frank III.
Atty. (McLean Southard & Hunt Augusta
1939-41, 1946-47; pvt. practice Augusta
1947—). Dir. (Somerset Tel. Co. 1953—, China
Tel. Co., Community Service Tel. Co. 1962—,
Oxford County Tel. Co. 1975
—
, Coles Express
1968—), treas. Me. Bar Assn. 1967-70, Me.
state rep. 1941-42, judge Municipal Court
Augusta 1946-62. Served to maj. USA 1941-46,
served to brig, general Me. Army Nat. Guard;
awarded Pershing Medal USCG 1967. res.
Augusta.*
SWAN, Frank Herbert, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Harvard 1939. Theta Delta Chi. Law; b.
Providence RI Dec. 12 1913; m. Virginia
Chace Feb. 21 1942; ch.: Katharine, Rebecca,
Frank, Elizabeth, Woodbury. Swan Keeney &
Smith Providence RI (law clerk 1936-39, atty.
1939-45), atty. partner Swan Jenckes Asquith
& Davis Providence 1946— . Dir. The
Tillinghast Stiles Co. 1954—; sec. & dir.
Ray-Cot Fiber Co. 1946
—
; deacon Barrington
Congr. Church 1964-72; judge probate town of
Barrington 1953-74; v.chmn. Barrington
Charter Comm. 1957-59; pres. Rotary Club
Warren 1965-66; co-pres. Am. Field Service
Barrington 1965-66, 1967-68. Served to t/sgt.
USAF 1942-45. res. Barrington RI.*
SWIFT, Everett Lewis. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1937.
Education; b. Easton MA Nov. 29 1915; m.
Jane Mariboe Dec. 15 1973. Teaching fellow
Bowdoin 1937-38, The Peddie Sch. Hightstown
NJ (teacher 1941-42, 1946
—
; dir. guidance
1950-73). Chmn. test selection committee
Educational Records Bureau 1968-73, pres.
Hightstown-E. Windsor Historical Soc.
1972-73, Hightstown Democratic Club 1968-71
(v.pres. board member), trustee Historical Soc.
Served to m/sgt. USA 1942-46. res. Hightstown
NJ.*
THOMAS, Winsor Lord. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Cambridge MA Oct. 13 1913; m. Alice
LeBaron Nov. 7 1942, m. Marjorie Harrison
Sept. 7 1961; ch.: Linda, Julia, Heather,
William. Group div. Aetna Life & Casualty Co.
(group rep. Milwaukee WI, Boston, Concord
NY, Peoria IL, NYC 1936-41; group mgr.
Reading PA 1945-67; sr. supervisor 1967-72),
ret. Group ins. consultant, rep. RAI
Retirement Advisors NYC. Served to capt.
USA 1941-45. Hockey trophy Hill Sch.
Pottstown PA established in his memory, d.
Reading PA July 16 1973.*
THYNG, Frederick Wilbur, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Tufts 1940. Medicine; b. NYC
March 5 1915; m. Wilma Gallant Sept. 17
1936; ch.: Frederick. Intern Worcester MA
City Hospital 1940-42, resident otolaryngology
Strong Memorial Hospital Rochester NY 1942,
physician USPHS 1942-54, fellowship
radiology Columbia Presby. Hospital NYC
1954-55, dir. dept. radiology USPHS hospital
1955-67, physician pvt. practice radiology
Boston 1967— . Counselor Radiological Soc. N.
Am. Recipient: Commendation Medal USPHS
1966. res. Weston MA.*
TONDREAU, Roderick Louis. B.S.. M.D.
Univ. Penn. 1940, M.S. Univ. Minn. 1950.
Alpha Tau Omega. Medicine; b. Brunswick
March 2 1915; m. Anna Mizii June 20 1942;
ch.: Nancy, Mary Elizabeth. Roderick Jr.,
Gregory. Claire. Assoc. radiologist Hospital
Univ. Penn. Phila., asst. to assoc. prof.
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radiology sch. medicine Univ. Penn. 1951-59,
dir. dept. radiology Holy Redeemer Hospital
Meadowbrook PA 1959— . Pres. (Penna.
Radiological Soc. 1968-69, med. staff Holy
Redeemer Hospital), Phila. Roentgen Ray Soc.
(sec. 1956-59, pres. 1962-63), member board of
chancellors Am. Board Radiology 1972-75,
Am. Roentgen Ray Soc. (member exec, council
1966-71, chmn. 1970-71), diplomate Am. Board
Radiology. Served to It. cdr. MCUSN 1942-47.
Contbr. res. Bryn Mawr PA.*
VERITY, Felix Smith. B.S. Alpha Tau Omega.
Business exec; b. Readville MA Feb. 27 1915.
Cashier The Provident Loan Soc. of N.Y. NYC
1936-41, retail sales The Bigelow Kennard Co.
Boston 1946-47, U.S. foreign service (asst.
security attache Am. Embassy London
England 1947-49, v.consul/visa officer Am.
Consulate General Kingston Jamaica 1949-51,
v.consul/visa officer Am. Embassy Rome Italy
1951-52), exec. asst. to prop. The Estee Lauder
Cosmetic Co. NYC 1952-54, advt./promotion
dir. The McCall Pattern Co. NYC 1954-70,
prop. Felix Smith Verity Antiques Cold Spring
NY 1972—. Served to t/sgt. USA 1941-45;
awarded Bronze Star 1945. res. NYC*
VOGEL, Howard Hollister, Jr. A.B. summa
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1937; Ph.D. Harvard 1940. Education; b.
NYC Nov. 30 1914; m. Christine McKean
June 9 1940, m. Barbara Russell Sept. 23 1961;
ch.: Nancy, Diana, Naomi, Tommy. Asst. to
assoc. prof. zoology Wabash Coll.
Crawfordsville IN 1940-47, chmn. biological
sciences Univ. Chicago 1947-50, head Neutron
Toxcity Group div. biological & med. research
Argonne IL Nat. Lab. 1950-67, prof. & head
radiation biology center for health sciences
Univ. Tenn. Memphis 1967— . Member board
of trustees (First Unitarian Church Chicago,
Church of the River Memphis), Hyde Park
Cooperative Soc. Chicago (member board of
trustees, chmn.), member (governing board
Am. Inst. Biological Sciences, nat. board Soc.
Sigma Xi), pres. Tenn. state conf. Am. Assn.
Univ. Presidents, senator Univ. Tenn.
Memphis, v.pres. Environmental Action
Council of Memphis. Co-ed.: Radiation
Medical Biology (1973), contbr. res. Memphis
TN.*
VON WETTBERG, Niles White. Bowdom
1932-33. Sigma Nu. b. New Haven CT June
12 1913; m. Dorothy Bach May 19 1941; ch.:
Julie. With Bridgeport CT Post 1933-34. with
Newsweek Magazine NYC 1934-65 (researcher
1934-38, ed. transition section 1938-40, press
ed. 1940-43, ed. periscope section 1943-44, ed.
radio section 1944-?, ed. int. editions section,
head photo dept. 7-1950, asst. exec. ed.
1950-52, sr. ed. 1952-65). d. Suffern NY Nov.
29 1965.*
WALKER, Edwin Giipatric. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Class agt. 1936-39. Law; b.
Biddeford Aug. 24 1912; s. of Thomas B. '06;
m. Dorothy Peets June 11 1943; ch.: Eunice.
Student Harvard 1937-39, lawyer pvt. practice
Biddeford 1939— . Recorder municipal court
Biddeford 1945-51, trustee Me. Diocese Epis.
Church, chmn. board of trustees St. Francis
Coll. 1976—. Served to It. cdr. USN 1941-45.
res. Saco.*
WALKER, Winthrop Brooks. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1939. Theta Delta Chi. Class agt.
1939-40, 1961-67; Alumni Council 1961-65;
Overseer 1966-70; Trustee 1970-90; 1972
capital campaign worker. Banking; b.
Portland Sept. 23 1914; m. Sidney Smith Sept.
17 1944; ch.: Margaret, Sidney. Clerk Locke,
Campbell & Reed Portland 1939-40; assoc.
Jordan & Jordan Portland 1945-46; v.pres.
Canal Nat. Bank Portland 1946-59; exec,
v.pres. Rockland-Atlas Nat. Bank Boston
1959-61; first v.pres. State Street Bank & Trust
Co. Boston 1961-76, dir. Keystone Custodian
Funds Inc. 1976— . . Trustee Conn. General
Mortgage & Realty. Invests. 1970— , Boston
Hospital for Women 1960— (trustee, treas.,
chmn. invest, committee), incorporator Me.
Med. Center, Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary
(trustee, chmn. invest. committee,
incorporator). Served to It. cdr. USN 1940-45.
Contbr. res. Lincoln MA.*
WARD, Edward Rice. B.S. b. Kennebunk
Feb. 18 1914. res. Kennebunk.
WATERHOUSE, Homer. A.B. cum laude.
LL.B. Harvard 1939. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Kennebunk July 31 1914; m. Geraldine Gohier
Aug. 15 1964. Waterhouse Spencer & Carroll,
now Waterhouse Carroll & Cyr, Biddeford
(assoc. 1939-42, partner 1947—). Pres. & dir.
Kennebunk Savings & Loan Assn., dir. (Canal
Nat. Bank. Mutual Fire Ins. Co.. United
Bancorp of Me.). Served to It. cdr. USNR
1942-46. res. Kennebunk.*
WEARE, Luther Stephen. A.B. cum laude.
Publishing; b. Wells Jan. 19 1916; m.
Marilyn Hansen Feb. 6 1954; ch.: Maria.
Andrea. Production mgr. (Cue Magazine NYC
1936-46, Fortnight Magazine Los Angeles CA
1946-50), publisher Parklabrea News Los
Angeles 1950-52, graphics mgr. N. Am.
Aviation Inc. Los Angeles 1952-72. publisher
Idyllwild CA Town Crier 1972—. Pres. Art
Dir. Club Los Angeles 1969. Served to t/sgt.
USA 1942-45. res. Idyllwild CA.*
WEST, James Raymond. A.B. 1938. Psi
Upsilon. b. Bangor Nov. 3 1914. res. Paris
France.
WHITNEY, Malcolm Fiske. Bowdoin 1932-34.
Delta Upsilon. b. Newtonville MA Sept. 4
1913. res. unknown.
Class of 1937
ARONSON, Simeon Barrett. Bowdoin
1933-35, 1936-37. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Petrograd Russia July 3 1914; m. Ann
Robinson June 14 1947; ch.: Gertrude, Mary.
David. With Cromwell & Cabot Invest. Boston
1937-39; with W. T. Grant Co. Boston
1939-40; with Travelers Ins. Co. Portland
1940-41; with Colonial Craft dept. store
Portland 1947-48; with Porteous, Mitchell &
Braun Co. Portland 1948; asst. foreman Saco
Lowell Shops Biddeford 1948-49; mgr. Cape
Taxi Cape Elizabeth 1949-?; with Tilo Roofing
Co.; prop. Aronson Realty Cape Elizageth
1961-? Volunteer deputy sheriff. Served with
USN 1941-45; awarded Bronze Star (4). d.
Portland Aug. 27 1972.
AUSTIN, Russell Emerson, Jr. A.B. b.
Dorchester MA Aug. 23 1912; m. Mary
Spinney March 21 1936; ch.: Russell, Beverly,
Judith. Electrical draftsman Bath Iron Works
1938-48. d. Bath Aug. 18 1948.
BAKER, Richard Winthrop. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Ins.; b.
Boston May 24 1915; m. Priscilla Northrop
June 27 1940; ch.: Carol, Alison, Richard.
C.L.U.; various positions John Hancock
Mutual Life (Boston 1937-42, Boston &
Syracuse NY 1946-50); v.pres. Ostheimer &
Co. Inc. Phila PA 1950-64; mgr. Peat.
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Phila. 1964—. V.pres.
& dir. Ostheimer & Co. Inc., board member
Central Dela. County Authority. Served to It.
cdr. USN 1942-45. res. Wallingford PA.*
BARKER, John Franklin. Bowdoin 1933-36.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lincoln NE July 13
1915; m. Dorothy Coffey; ch.: John, Dennis.
Lab. asst. supervisor Chicago IL 1936-37, asst.
supt. Worrall Hospital Rochester MN 1938-?,
with Watson Clinic Brookings SD ca. 1942,
supt. Dixie Hospital Hampton VA ca. 1943,
hospital admin. Ada OK ca. 1949, with Tex.
State Dept. of Health Austin ?- 195 1, clinic
supt. St. Charles LA 1951. d. St. Charles LA
May 22 1951.
BARKSDALE, Richard Kenneth. A.B. cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Syracuse Univ.
1938; Ph.D. Harvard 1951. Overseer 1974-80.
Education; b. Winchester MA Oct. 31 1915;
m. Mildred White April 15 1960 (2nd
marriage); ch.: Adrienne, Richard Jr., Jim,
Calvin. Instr. English Southern Univ. Baton
Route LA 1938-39, asst. prof. English
Tougaloo MS Coll. 1939-42, N.C Central
Univ. Durham (prof. English 1949-53, dean
grad. sch. 1953-58), head English dept.
Morehouse Coll. Atlanta GA 1958-62, prof.
English & dean grad. sch. Atlanta Univ.
1962-71, Univ. 111. Champaign-Urbana (prof.
English 1971
—
, assoc. grad. dean 1975— . Dir.
comm. on literature Nat. Council Teachers of
English 1972-75, member (admissions board
Nat. Fellowship Program, comm. on higher
education N. Central Assoc., humanities
council 111. Served to 2nd It. USA 1943-46. res.
Urbana IL.*
BASS. George Henry, II. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Council 1942-43. Shoe
mfg.; b. Wilton Aug. 30 1914; s. of John R. '00;
m. Catherine Forbush Nov. 26 1938; ch.:
Nancy. Joanne. Shoe mfr. G. H. Bass & Co.
Wilton 1937—. Trustee Kents Hill Sch., town
selectman Wilton, dir. Am. Foreign Ins. Assn.
Served with USNR 1943-45. res. Farmington.*
BASSETT, Thomas Erskine. Bowdoin 1933-35.
Psi Upsilon. b. Chicago IL Sept. 9 1915. res.
Claremont CA.
BATTY, Walter Sprague. B.S. 1938. Theta
Delta Chi. Business; b. Hopedale MA Nov.
26 1914; m. Sally Reid; 2 children. Past exec,
v.pres. FWD Corp. Clintonville WI. res.
Gladwyne PA.*
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BEAL, Stetson Coombs. Bowdoin 1933-35.
Delta Upsilon. b. Lisbon Falls April 10
1915; s. of Raymond C. '11. res. Waterville.
BEAN, George Goodwin. Bowdoin 1933-37.
Alpha Tau Omega. Inventor & mfr.; b.
Belfast March 27 1915; m. Grace Knotts July
25 1951; ch.: Alice, Janet. Self-employed.
Served with ACUSA 1942-46. Patentee, res.
Brunswick.*
BECK, Richard Hancock. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Bala-Cynwyd PA Aug. 3 1914; m.
Louise McCagno Sept. 13 1941; ch.: Ferry,
Mark, Bonnie, Sue. Airline capt. Frans World
Airlines Inc. NYC 1940-74, ret. Served to It.
col. USAF 1941-45; awarded Silver Star,
Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal,
Presidential Unit Citation with 3 Oak Leaf
Clusters. Recipient: Airline Pilots Assn. annual
air safety award 1968. Contbr., syndicated
columnist, res. San Clemente CA.*
BELINKOFF, Stanton. B.S. b. Bayonne NJ
Nov. 8 1917. res. N. Dartmouth MA.
BENJAMIN, Edwin Bonerte. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1938;
Ph.D. Harvard 1946. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Salem MA Dec. 18 1916; m. Jane Schwartz
1952. Instr. English (Hamilton Coll. Clinton
NY 1941-42, Yale Univ. 1946-47), asst. prof.
English Wesleyan Univ. 1947-51, instr.
(Kyushu Univ. Fukuoka Japan 1951-53;
English Bowdoin 1953-59, Temple Univ.
1959-76). Pres. Penn. branch Coll. English
Assn. Served to t/3 USA WWII. Author: The
Province of Poetry (1966), contbr. d. near New
Haven VT March 10 1976.*
BERMAN, Donald Walter. Bowdoin 1933-35.
Kappa Sigma. Ins.; b. Quincy MA July 14
1913; m. Mildred MacDonald June 8 1941;
ch.: Bruce, Bonnie, Bette. Advt. copy writer
Redfield-Johnson NYC 1935-40; co-ordinator
Lawley's Shipyard Neponset MA 1940-45;
salesman Hathaway Bakeries Brockton MA
1945-54; self-employed Don's Home
Furnishings Braintree MA 1954-63; ins. agt.
Metropolitan Life Ins. Weymouth MA
1963-67; account exec. Boit, Dalton & Church
Quincy MA 1968-71; ins. broker 1971—. res.
Barnstable MA.*
BLACK, Percival Safford. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Mich. 1948. Delta Upsilon. Education; b.
Bath June 15 1916; m. Dorothea Ralston Aug.
11 1949; ch.: William. Research analyst Paine,
Webber & Co. NYC 1939-41; educational
salesman (G. & C. Merriam Co. Springfield
MA 1949-53, D. C. Heath & Co. Boston
1953-56); salesman A. B. Dick Co. Chicago IL
1956-66; teacher Dade County public sch.
Miami FL 1966—. Served to It. cdr. USNR
1941-46. res. Miami FL.*
BOND, Virgil George. A.B. cum laude, LL.B.
Harvard 1940. Chi Psi. Class agt. 1952-59.
Law; b. Portland Nov. 10 1915; m. Irene
McCormick Sept. 14 1946. Assoc. Harrison &
Marshman Cleveland OH 1940-46, assoc. &
partner Harrison Spangenberg & Hull
Cleveland 1946-59, partner Van Aken Bond
Withers & Asman Cleveland 1959—. Pres. &
dir. Bond & Co. Inc. 1960-70, sec. & dir.
Antonelli Pipeline Construction Co. 1960—
,
sec. Louise Lovich Inc. 1962-72. Served to capt.
USA 1942-46. res. Beachwood OH.*
BRADFORD, Thomas Marvin. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Ret.; b. Springfield IL May 24 1915; m.
Mary Morton Aug. 2 1941; ch.: David,
William. Project mgr. Wise. Tel. Co. 1937-77,
ret. Served to It. USN 1942-45. res. Sun City
AZ.*
BREWSTER, Charles Foss. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1940.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law; b. Portland May
8 1916; s. of (Ralph) Owen '09; m. Mildred
Whitmore Oct. 12 1940; ch.: Betsey,
Whitmore. Lawyer (pvt. practice Dexter
1940-41, James E. Mitchell Bangor 1947-48,
pvt. practice Bangor 1949
—
). Pres. Dexter
High Sch. Alumni Assn. 1937-38, judge
advocate Penobscot County Reserve Officers
Assn. 1948-49, judge advocate general Me.
Reserve Officers Assn. 1950-55, Bangor
Christian Science Church (sec.-treas. 1954-60,
member board of trustees 1963-69), clerk board
of trustees Harrison 1962-71 (Camp Owatowna
For Boys Assn., Camp Newfound for Girls
Assn.). Served to maj. USA 1941-46; awarded
Presidential Distinguished Unit Badge 1942;
Asiatic Pacific Campaign Medal with Bronze
Battle Star 1942; Army Commendation
Ribbon with 2 Oak Leaf Clusters 1942, 1943,
1945; European African Middle Eastern
Campaign Medal with 4 Bronze Battle Stars
1943-45; Bronze Star 1945; WWII Victory
Medal 1945; Army Occupation Medal 1945.
Assoc. ed.: Conrad History (1945), contbr. res.
Bangor.*
BRYANT, Donald Robert. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1940.
Delta Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign area
chmn. Law.: b. Gorham NH Feb. 2 1916; s.
of Hannibal H. M'10; m. Eleanor Gould
March 24 1944; ch.: Judith, David, Nancy '78,
Donald Jr. Law clerk Mass. Supreme Judicial
Court Boston 1940-42, atty. (LaFlamme &
Nourie Manchester NH 1946-47, Burns Bryant
Hinchey Cox & Shea and predecessor firms
Dover NH 1947—). Pres. (N.H. Bar Assn.
1972-73, Strafford County Bar Assn. 1958-59,
Lions Club Dover 1950-51), chmn. & pres.
United Appeal Dover 1968-70, chmn. N.H.
Bar Legal Education Comm. 1959-60 &
1965-66, dir. C. of C. Dover, First Parish
Church Dover (moderator, deacon, historian),
city solicitor Dover 1950-52, member (sch.
board Dover 1961-68, N.H. Judicial Council
1960-62, Governor's Comm. on Judicial Court
System 1968-69 & 1973-75). Served to It. (sg)
USNR 1942-46. res. Dover NH.*
BURTON, William Smith. B.S. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1940.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council
1966-70, Overseer 1971— 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Salt Lake City
UT Oct. 10 1915; s. of Harold H. '09; m.
Nancy Conners Sept. 9 1939, m. Anne Hillman
Dec. 18 1965; ch.: Susan, Betsey, Dianne.
Assoc. atty Garfield Baldwin & Jamison
Cleveland OH 1940-51, partner Arter &
Hadden Cleveland 1951— . First Unitarian
Church Cleveland (trustee 1972-75, pres. 1975),
board of education Shaker Heights city sch.
dist. (member 1958-63, pres. 1961-63), trustee
(Nationalities Services Center 1971-75, pres.
1975-76; Florence Crittendon Services of
Cleveland 1971-76), pres. Neighborhood
Settlement Assn. 1954, chmn. aeronautical law
committee Am. Bar Assn. 1954-58 & 1963-64.
fellow Am. Bar Foundation, Ohio state rep.
1951-52 & 1953-54, member Cuyahoga Countv
Charter Comm. 1959. Served to It. (sg) USNR
1942-46. res. Cleveland Heights OH.*
BUTTERS, George Warren, Jr. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker..
Management; b. Somerville MA Aug. 3
1915; m. Jeannette Beane April 10 1942; ch.:
George III, Nancy. New Eng. Tel. Co.
(salesman Providence RI 1941, accounting
verifier Springfield MA 1942, sales & service
rep. VT 1945-48, mgr. Greenfield MA 1949-51,
mgr. Rutland & Bennington VT 1951-52, dist.
mgr. Boston 1953
—
). Chmn. Lexington MA
(United Way Campaign 1960, Buckman
Tavern Reconstruction Committee 1973-74).
pres. Lexington Historical Soc. 1972-74, trustee
Symmes Hospital, corporator Lexington
Savings Bank. Served to m/sgt. USAF 1942-45.
res. Lexington MA.*
BUXTON, Horace Childs, Jr. A.B., summa
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Harvard
1939; D.C.S. Harvard 1949. Zeta Psi.
Invest.; b. Ft. Fairfield July 13 1915; m. Ann
James Oct. 26 1946; ch.: Sarah, Charles.
Chartered financial analyst; research asst.
Harvard Business Sch. 1939-40; instr.
economics M.I.T. 1940-42; security analyst &
treas. Railway & Utilities Investing Corp.
Newark NJ 1946-51; security analyst E. F.
Hutton NYC 1951-54; Auchincloss, Parker &
Redpath Washington DC (security analyst
1954-70, partner 1966-70); security analyst &
v.pres. Thomson & McKinnon Auchincloss
Kohlmeyer Washington DC 1970—. Dir.
Atomics Physics & Science Fund 1957-61.
Served to It. cdr. USNR 1942-46. res. Vienna
VA.*
CALL, Charles Morgan. A.B. Ret.; b. Boston
April 9 1914. Tariff clerk N.Y. New Haven &
Hartford RR Boston 1937-41, with Duxbury
MA Property Service 1947-50, survey tech.
Nat. Geodetic Survey Washington DC
1950-77, ret. Served to 1st It. USA 1941-45. res.
Rockville.*
CASS, Malcolm Walter. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; O.D. Penn. Coll.
Optometry 1940. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Medicine; b. Columbia Falls March
22 1916; m. Hildreth Edwards July 25 1943:
ch.: Malcolm '66. David. Optometrist pvt.
practice Portland 1940— . organist & choir dir.
Peoples United Methodist Church S. Portland
1940—. Me. Optometnc Assn. 1950-60
(sec.-treas., pres.), pres. Me. State Board
Registration of Optometry, pres. various
comm. Peoples Methodist Church 1950-73
(finance, trustees, administrative board).
Served to capt. USAF 1943-46. res. S.
Portland.*
CHANDLER, John Brandon. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign area chmn..
1972 capital campaign nat. committee member.
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Paper industry; b. Boston MA Oct. 12 1914; m.
Juliette Blackburn Feb. 18 1938; ch.: John Jr.
Chemist (Brown Co. 1937-38, Hollingsworth &
Whitney Mobile AL 1938-42), application
engineer Bristol Co. Waterbury CT 1942-50,
professional engineer (GA) 1944, mgr. paper
div. Buffalo NY Pumps 1950-53, rep. H. D.
Jones Co. St. Petersburg FL 1953-56, pres.
John B. Chandler Co. 1956—. V.pres. Sister
City Assn. Jacksonville FL 1971-75, First
Church Christ Scientist (reader, board chmn.).
res. Atlantic Beach FL.*
CHRISTIAN, Sheldon. Spec. 1933-35. Ret.;
b. Thy Hurup Jutland Denmark Jan. 1 1907;
m. Cora Barden May 6 1934; ch.: Erik. Clerg.
(First Universalist Church Brunswick 1933-45;
Livermore Falls & N. Jay Universalist
Churches 1945-55; Little Brown Church
Round Pond summers 1953-62; Universalist
Churches Biddeford 1956-57, Pittsfield
1960-61, Rumford 1962-64, Bryant Pond
1965-72), ret. Founder & prop. The Pejepscot
Press; chaplain Order of St. Luke the Physician
1962
—
; Universalist Church of Me. (dir.
1959-62, member steering committee to merge
Me. Unitarian & Me. Universalist
denominations 1961-62); chmn. Me. Writers
Conf. 1946, 1958, 1959; pres. Poetry
Fellowship of Me. 1966-68; Pejepscot
Historical Soc. (dir. 1962-66, pres. 1958-60);
member town committee to Mark Historical
Spots Brunswick 1961-64; ed. (The Winged
Word 1941-52, poetry section The Pine Cone
1946-51, The Me. Universalist 1944-55, Me.
Writers Conf. Chapbooks 1961
—
); assoc. ed.
Journal of Liberal Religion 1948;
corresponding ed. The Christian Leader
1953-58. Named bicentennial poet Universalist
Church of Am. bicentennial celebration Tufts
Coll. 1941. Author: Puppets: Of Two Who Fell
at Gettesburg (1931), The Unbeautiful Spear
(1937), 125 Years of Religious Pioneering
(1937), Our Lady's Tumbler (1948); ed.: Thirty
Years of Tufts Verse (1931), Poems About
Maine (1940); contbr. res. Brunswick.*
CHRISTIE, Dan Edwin. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Princeton 1940;
Ph.D. Princeton 1942. Chi Psi. Class agt.
1943-46, faculty rep. Alumni Council 1957-59.
b. Dover Oct. 11 1915; m. Eleanor Wilson
Aug. 31 1940; ch.: Mark '66. Henry fellow St.
John's Coll. Cambridge Univ. 1937-38, instr.
mathematics Princeton Univ. part-time
1939-42, Bowdoin (instr. physics &
mathematics 1942-46, asst. prof. 1946-49,
assoc. prof. 1949-55, prof. 1955-75, Ford
Foundation Faculty fellow Princeton Univ.
1953-54, Wing Prof, of Mathematics 1965-75).
Dir. Bowdoin (AYI 1959-69, Advanced
Science Seminars 1965-71), MAA (chmn. N.E.
section; member board of governors
committee on undergrad. program in
mathematics 1963, panel pre-grad. training,
committee on internship program in
mathematical education 1954, committee on
assistance to developing coll. 1972; dir.
undergrad. research participation program in
mathematics), civilian lectr. USAF basic
pre-meteorology sch. Bowdoin 1943-44, lectr.
USN officers pre-radar, elected member Sigma
Xi. Author: Intermediate Coll. Mechanics
(1952), Vector Mechanics (2nd edition 1964),
Basic Topology: A Developmental Course for
Beginners (1976). d. Brunswick July 18 1975.*
CLAPP, Richard Crowell. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1939;
Ph.D. Harvard 1941. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Chem. research; b. Boston
July 25 1915; m. Alice Himes June 8 1946; ch.:
Charles '70, Barbara. Sr. research chemist Am.
Cyanamid Co. Stamford CT 1941-54, research
chemist USA Natick MA Labs. 1954— .Fellow
AAAS. Contbr., patentee, res. Natick MA.*
CLARK, Ralph Leaver. Bowdoin 1933-34. Zeta
Psi. b. Lawrence MA May 28 1913. res.
unknown.
CLARKSON, George Patrick. Bowdoin
1933-36. Theta Delta Chi. b. Liverpool
England March 17 1914. d. Lynn MA April 3
1977.
CLENOTT, Herbert Melvin. A.B. 1938. b.
Boston Oct. 21 1915. res. unknown.
COLE, Bradford Harrison. Bowdoin 1933-34,
1936-38. b. Carver MA Oct. 26 1914. res. N.
Carver MA.
COLE, Donald Newton. A.B. 1938. Theta
Delta Chi. b. N. Brooklin Nov. 25 1914. res.
N. Brooklin.
CONRAD, Gaylord Endicott. Bowdoin
1933-34, grad. Columbia. b. Mandan ND
Feb. 24 1915; m. Abigail Roan Sept. 2 1939;
ch.: Roan, Dean, Gaylord. Ed. Bismark ND
Capital 1936-53. Officer Conrad Publishing
Co. Bismark, exec, committee Mo. Valley
Council Boy Scouts of Am. (dist.
commissioner, member-at-large), dir.
Bismark-Mandan Civic Music Assn., pres.
N.D. Press Assn., regional rep. Mo. Valley
Authority, d. Bismark ND Oct. 4 1953.
COOPER, Francis Leroy, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Cornell 1941. Sigma Nu. b. San
Francisco CA Sept. 23 1915; m. Rita Lester
1941, m. Evelyn Cleaves Dec. 24 1966; ch.:
Robert, Leonard, Frances. Physician E.
Hampton NY 1946-71. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1942-46; awarded Bronze Star. d.
Southampton NY Sept. 16 1971.*
COTTON, Robert Henry. B.S. cum laude,
M.S. M.I.T. 1939, Ph.D. Penn State Univ.
1944. Zeta Psi. Food science; b. Newton MA
Nov. 17 1914; m. Catherine Cobb April 14
1939, m. Mildred Smith Jan. 1 1948; ch.:
Dorothy, Leonard '71, Thomas. Dir. Fla. div.
Nat. Research Corp. Plymouth 1945-47, prof.
Univ. Fla. Lake Alfred 1947-48, dir. research
(Holly Sugar Colo. Springs 1948-54, Huron
Milling Co. Harbor Beach MI 1954-58), Int.
Tel. & Tel. (v.pres. Continental Baking Co. div.




committee Dept. Nutrition & Food Science
M.I.T. 1966-69, pres. (Am. Assn. Cereal
Chemists 1965-66, Assn. Research Dir.
1964-65), consultant & committee chmn. Nat.
Acad. Science for USA Natick Labs 1971-74,
Am. Bakers Assn. (chmn. tech. liaison
committee U.S. Dept. Agriculture 1958-75,
chmn. nutrition committee), public trustee The
Refrigeration Research Foundation 1973
—
,
fellow AAAS, dir. general Fundacion Santiago
Chile 1976— . Recipient: Pioneer Award Food
Processing Magazine 1949. Developed 1st govt,
approved engineered food for sch. meals 1970,
pioneer in development frozen orange juice
concentrate 1945-47, patentee, contbr. res. Rye
NY.*
COUSINS, John Chapman. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. Accounting; b. Old Town July 7
1915; s. of Edgar F. '12; m. Avis Fulton Feb.
15 1975 (2nd marriage); ch.: Cassandra.
Various positions Penobscot Co. Old Town
1937-68, public accountant Old Town 1968—.
res. Old Town.*
COX, James Francis, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Bangor Sept. 1 1914; s. of James
F. '04. res. Dexter.
CRAM, Bion Rudolph. A.B. Alpha Tau Omega.
Invest, banking; b. Baldwin April 15 1915.
Credit analyst Mfrs.' Hanover Bank NYC
1937-41, buyer Am. Tel. & Tel. NYC 1942-49,
resident mgr. Estabrook & Co. Poughkeepsee
NY 1950-68, v.pres. & mgr. Spencer Trask &
Co. Inc. Poughkeepsie 1968— . Trustee & treas.
Amrita Club. Served to sgt. maj. USA 1942.
res. Garrison NY.*
CRAWFORD, Arthur Chandler. A.B., B.D.
Epis. Div. Sch. 1942, M.Div. Epis. Div. Sch.
1969. Alpha Tau Omega. Clergy; b. Belmont
MA April 23 1915; m. S. Catharine Painter
March 10 1945; ch.: Robert, Margaret, Brian.
Salesman Jacob Weitz Smoked Meats Boston
1938, curate Grace Church Lawrence MA
1942-45, rector (Christ Church Xenia OH
1947-54, Trinity Church Hannibal MO
1954-70), vicar Mineral Area Congr. DeSoto
MO 1970— . Sec. & v.pres. sch. board Sunrise
Sch. 1972, 1975-76. Served to It. (jg) USNR
1945-46. res. DeSoto MO.*
CREIGER Herman Louis, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Roxbury MA Feb. 16 1916. res. Madrid
Spain.
CROSBY, John Leland, III. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Wollaston MA March 13 1914; s.
of John L. II '10. res. Tampa FL.
CROSS, Harold Livingston, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1940. Psi Upsilon. Class of 1937
Lounge Cram Alumni House dedicated in his
memory 1962. b. Orange NJ April 23 1916;
m. Gertrude Davis July 5 1942. Atty.
(Washington DC 1940-43, Hanson Lovett &
Dale Washington DC). Served with USA
1943-44. d. Germany Sept. 27 1944.
CRYSTAL, John Adler. A.B. Ret.; b. NYC
March 7 1915; m. Mildred Hesse March 3
1941; ch.: John Jr., Mary, Carol. Real estate
mgr. Crystal & Crystal Ft. Lauderdale FL
1937-75, ret. Served with USCG 1942. res. Ft.
Lauderdale FL.*
CURTIS, Charles Nason. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1941. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Salem MA Oct. 20
1916; s. of Charles L. M'09; m. Sally Gage
June 14 1941; ch.: Sarah, Charles, George,
Ann, John, Samuel. Salem Hospital (intern
1941-42, resident in pathology 1946-49, asst.
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pathologist 1953-62), Melrose-Wakefield
Hospital Melrose MA (pathologist part-time
1953-63, full-time 1963-76), asst. pathology
dept. Boston Univ. Sch. of Medicine 1958-76,
dir. dept. nuclear medicine Melrose-Wakefield
Hospital 1969-76. Chmn. Mass. Med. Soc.
(committee on blood banks, med. advisory
committee to Mass. Red Cross Blood
Program), dir. Am. Red Cross Melrose. Served
to cdr. USN 1942-46, 1950-53. d. Topsfield
MA Nov. 10 1976.*
DALTON, Ernest Rockwell. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Binghamton NY March 1 1915. res.
unknown.
DANE, Mahlon Allen, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Skowhegan Nov. 20 1915; m. Rhoda Watkins
Sept. 27 1940. File Clerk Accounting W. R.
Grace Steamship Lines Inc. NYC 1937-41. d.
Skowhegan Oct. 6 1941.
DANE, Nathan, II. A.B. magna cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. 111. 1939, Ph.D. Univ.
111. 1941. Psi Upsilon. Class agt. 1946-47,
faculty rep. Alumni Fund 1965-68, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Recipient: Alumni Award
for Faculty & Staff 1970. Education; b.
Lexington MA May 24 1916; s. of Francis S.
'96; m. Caroline Anderson April 2 1942; ch.:
Nathan III '65, Caroline, Joseph '69. Instr.
classics Oberlin OH Coll. 1941-42, Bowdoin
(instr. classics 1946-47, asst. prof, to prof.
1947
— ,
Winkley Prof, of Latin Lang, and
Literature). Served to maj. USA 1942-46.
Author: Introduction to Languages and
Literatures of Greece and Rome (1952), Greek
Attitudes (1974). res. S. Harpswell.*
DANIELS, Benjamin deSmith. Bowdoin
1933-35. b. Boston Dec. 27 1914. res.
Wellesley MA.
DAVIS, Euan Gamewell. A.B. cum laude. Zeta
Psi. Ret.; b. Tianfu Shantung China Aug. 17
1915; m. Harriet Gilbert June 21 1941; ch.:
Harriet, Catherin, Leslie, Deborah, Scott.
Sub-accountant First Nat. City Bank of N.Y.
Kobe Japan & Shanghai China 1937-41, asst.
treas. div. foreign missions Board of Missions
Methodist Church NYC 1941-42 & 1946-47,
Indications Center CIA Washington DC
1947-74 (various positions, dir.), ret. Pres.
Rotary Club Herndon VA 1956. Served to It.
USNR 1942-46. Recipient: Career Intelligence
Medal for exceptional achievement 1974. res.
Claremont VA.*
DEANE, David Turner. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Class of 1937 Lounge Cram Alumni House
dedicated in his memory 1962. b. Holden
MA Jan. 13 1914. Teacher (Williston Jr. Sch.
Easthampton MA 1938-41, Univ. Sch.
Cleveland OH 1941-42). Served to sgt. USA
1942-45. d. near Mt. Dozzone Italy April 16
1945.
DENNY, Charles Addison. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Self-employed; b. Jenkintown PA Prop,
travel agency. Served to maj. USA 1941-50. res.
Old Saybrook CT.*
DILLER, William Henry, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Phila. PA Aug. 10 1915;
m. Gertrude Rettig Jan. 26 1946; ch.: Sally,
Caryn. With Pitney-Bowes Inc. Stamford CT
1939-72 (chief production engineer 1948-61,
administrator development & design 1964-65,
asst. to mgr. product research dept. 1965-70,
corporate development dept. 1970-72).
Member Darien CT Rep. Town Meeting
1954-62. d. Darien CT July 24 1972.*
DIONNE, Bertrand Bernard. A.B. cum laude,
V.M.D. Univ. Penn. 1941. Veterinary
medicine; b. Lewiston Aug. 21 1915; m.
Bernice Ogden Nov. 14 1946; ch.: Jane, Sarah,
Lucinda. Livestock inspector U.S. govt.
1941-45, farm mgr. Crystal Spring Farm
Brunswick 1945-69, Me. state veterinarian
1969— . res. Brunswick.*
DUSENBURY, James Saye, Jr. B.S., M B A.
Harvard 1939. Zeta Psi. b. Savannah GA
Dec. 5 1915; m. Nina Keppler June 1 1940;
ch.: Mildred, Saye III. Engineer Westinghouse
Electric Corp. 1939-54 (Pittsburg PA 1939-40,
NYC 1940-54). Served to It. USN 1942-46. d.
Stamford CT May 14 1954.*
DYER, John Donald. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Upsilon. Class of 1937 Lounge Cram Alumni
House dedicated in his memory 1962. b.
Lawrence MA Oct. 11 1914. Served with USA
1941, served with ACUSA 1942-43. d. at sea
Feb. 10 1943.
EATON, Maxwell Ascher. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Class of 1937 Lounge Cram Alumni House
dedicated in his memory 1962. b. Wakefield
MA March 5 1915. Advt. dept. H. E. Harris &
Co. Boston 1938-39, with J. Whitney Bates Co.
NYC 1940-41. Served to It. <jg) ACUSN
1941-43; awarded Navy Cross (posthumously),
d. at sea April 17 1943.
EDWARDS, Jonas Homer. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Clerk; b. Winthrop Aug. 20 1913; m. Elizabeth
Hammons Nov. 1 1936; ch.: Dwight, Carol.
General Electric Co. Lynn MA (production &
scheduling clerk 1940-52, ordering clerk
1953-65, shipping clerk 1966—). res. Standish.*
FALCONER, Robert Clyde. Bowdoin 1933-37.
b. Greenville May 14 1916. With CCC 1939,
with Canadian Pacific RR Boarstone Mt., with
Fay & Scott Co. Dexter, ret. Served with
ACUSA WWII. d. Togus July 23 1976.
FAXON, Robert Endicott. Bowdoin 1933-35,
B.Arch. Southern Cal. 1940. Kappa Sigma.
1972 capital campaign worker. Architecture;
b. Santa Barbara CA May 16 1915; m. Joan
Macgowan Jan. 9 1950; ch.: Prudence, Robert
Jr. Architectural designer Wurdeman & Becket
Los Angeles CA 1940-42; partner Faxon,
Gruys & Sayler Los Angeles 1950-72; prop.
Robert E. Faxon Los Angeles 1972— . Faculty
member extension div. UCLA, pres.
Architectural Guild Univ. Southern Calif.,
chmn. Citizens Urban Development
Committee Los Angeles 1964-68, member (Bel
Aire Assn. Architectural Review Board, Epis.
Diocese Architectural Review Board,
Westwood Master Plan Committee), past dir.
YMCA Beverly Hills. Designer:
Addressograph-Multigraph Bldg. Los Angeles,"
Librascope Bldg. Glendale CA, Education
Bldg. Fullerton CA, Calif. Yacht Club Los
Angeles, Parklabrer Tennis Club Los Angeles,
Mesa AZ Shopping Center, Instrumentation
div. Singer Sewing Machine Co. Los Angeles,
res. Los Angeles CA.*
FIELD, Norman Hartry. B.S. Psi Upsilon. b.
Phillips April 25 1914; m. Jeanne Badger July
11 1937; ch.: David, Michael, Susan.
Statistician Me. Unemployment Compensation
Comm. Augusta 1937-41, Field Pulpwood Co.
Phillips (pres. 1941-48, treas. & mgr. 1948-71),
with J. Blaine Morrison Ins. Co. Phillips
1953-70. Recipient with his wife: Phillips'
Couple of the Yr. award 1970. d. Phillips April
10 1971.*
FLETCHER, William Vail KeUen. Bowdoin
1933-36. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland July 1
1915. res. unknown.
FORTIN, Eugene Alex. B.S. Real estate &
tax consulting; b. Westbrook May 5 1915; m.
Elizabeth Clancy Sept. 28 1946; ch.: Joseph.
Cost accounting Watson Silver Attleboro MA
1937-42, records radiation lab. M.I.T. 1942-43,
with I.R.S. Bath 1942-47, prop. Fortin Fuel &
Lumber Brunswick 1949-59, tax consultant &
real estate Brunswick 1959— . res. Brunswick.*
FRENCH, Jonathan Wales, Jr. B.S. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; Ed.M. Harvard 1950. Zeta
Psi. Education; b. New Haven CT Jan. 9
1915; m. Katherine Creighton Aug. 10 1940;
ch.: Katherine, Julia. Asst. d'Anglais Lycee de
Garcons Dijon Cote d'Or France 1937-38,
teaching fellow French Bowdoin Coll. 1938-39,
instr. French Phillips Exeter Acad. Exeter NH
1939-40 & 1941-43, officer-in-charge contract
div. training facilities V.A. Togus 1946, asst.
dir. & dean of men Brunswick campus Univ.
Me. 1946^19, Emerson Coll. Boston 1950-52
(dean of coll., acting pres., pres.), instr. French
Deerfield MA Acad. 1952-53, pres. Penn Sch.
Horticulture Ambler PA 1953-58, dir. Ambler
campus Temple Univ. 1958-63, Chestnut Hill
Acad. Phila. PA (instr. French & head sr. sch.
1963
—
, chmn. dept. classical & modern lang.
1974—). Served to It. (jg) USNR 1943-46. res.
Phila. PA.*
GATES, Ellis Lorin, Jr. Bowdoin 1933-36. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ins.;
b. Waltham MA July 18 1915; m. Janet
Eckerle July 18 1945. Sales rep. Liberty Mutual
Ins. Co. 1936-40, regional sales mgr.
Arkwright-Boston Ins. 1946— . Served to capt.
USMC 1940-46. res. Atherton CA.*
GENTRY, Robert Arthur, Sr. B.S., Ed.M.
Boston Univ. 1948. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b.
Richmond VA June 1 1913; m. Astra Berglund
March 31 1945; ch.: Robert Jr. Teacher &
coach 25 yrs., ret. Master Rural Masonic
Lodge 1971-72, cdr. Am. Legion Quincy MA
Post 1956, past supt. Sunday sch. Christ
Church, past delegate Mass. Republican Conv.
Served to t/sgt. USAF 1942-45; awarded
Presidential Citation, res. Braintree MA.*
GILPATRIC, Paul Hussey. Bowdoin 1933-36,
D.M.D. Harvard 1940. Chi Psi. Dentistry; b.
Medford MA June 25 1914; m. Helen Lewis
June 21 1941; ch.: Beth, Robert. Dentist pvt.
practice (Boston 1940-72, Biddeford 1973—.).
Served to maj. USA 1943-46. res. Kennebunk
& Kennebunkport.*
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GOLDMAN, Jack D. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. St. Louis MO April 15
1914; m. June 6 1938; ch.: Lenore, Alvin. With
Lesser Goldman Co. St. Louis MO 1937-59,
pres. & prop. Recreational Facilities Inc. St.
Louis 1959-72, farm worker E. J. Irish
Blandinsville IL 1972-75, ret. Member (exec,
board Mo. Parks & Recreation 3 yrs.; library
board, adjustment board Clayton MO). Served
to It. (jg) USNR 1942-45; awarded Navy &
Marine Corps Medal 1942. res. Imperial MO*
GOULD, Albert Palmer. Bowdoin 1933-35. Psi
Upsilon. Management; b. Boston May 8
1914; s. of Albert T. '08; m. Elizabeth Ware
April 5 1941; ch.: Elizabeth, Anna, Susan.
Asst. purser Dollar Steamship Lines 1937,
salesman Boston (John G. Hall Co. 1939,
Douglass & Hunneman Co. 1940), traffic mgr.
Simonds Cutting Tools Fitchburg MA 1945-76.
Trustee Nashoba Community Hospital
1955-65. Served with USNR 1941-45. res.
Groton MA.*
GOULD, Franklin Farrar, Jr. A.B., A.M. Univ.
N.H. 1966. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Medford MA March 2 1916; m. Marion
Wilcox Oct. 18 1941; ch.: Franklin III, Stiles,
George. Psychiatric aide Hartford CT Retreat
1937-39; shipfitter New Eng. Shipyard S.
Portland 1940-45; ed. & publisher Talk of the
Town Yarmouth 1945-50; shipfitter
Portsmouth NH Naval Shipyard 1950-53; sales
mgr. northern New Eng. N.A.M. Co. Newton
MA 1954-57; exec. sec. Muscular Dystrophy
Assn. ME, NH & VT 1957-60; personnel
advisor Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 1960-63;
teacher high sch. Rochester NH 1963-65; prof,
psychology State Univ. Coll. Oneonta NY
1965—. res. Oneonta NY.*
GOULD, Ralph Clifton. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Boxford MA Nov. 9 1915. res.
Athol MA.
GREENE, Bradford Harrison. Bowdoin
1933-34. Zeta Psi. b. Newton MA Sept. 1
1915. res. unknown.
GROSS, William Albert Otto. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Brunswick Sept. 6 1915; s. of Alfred
O. H'52; m. Cynthia Conway, m. Abby Minot
Jan. 17 1948; ch.: Cynthia, Bayard, Bradley,
Harriet, Abby Jr. '77. Dir. Bowdoin Scientific
Station 1936-38, market analyst U.S. Steel
Corp. Pittsburgh PA 1939-40, agt. U.S. War
Dept. 1941-44, Ted Bates & Co. NYC 1944-69
(sr. v.pres., treas., dir., management rep.), res.
Greenwich CT.*
GWYNN, Frederick Landis. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1938; Ph.D.
Harvard 1942. Beta Theta Pi. Class agt.
1947-52. b. Tampa FL Dec. 15 1916; m.
Anne Shortlidge March 18 1950; ch.: Landis,
Ellen. Instr. English Harvard 1938-49, asst.
prof. English literature Penn. State Coll.
1949-55, assoc. prof. English Univ. Va.
1955-58, Trinity Coll. Hartford CT 1958-65
(prof. English, chmn. English dept., James J.
Goodwin Prof, of English Literature 1960-65).
Member (committee on education of coll.
English teachers Nat. Council of Teachers of
English, evaluating the programs of English
inst., CEEB Comm. on English, evaluation
committee Nat. Defense Education Act. Inst.),
part-time research assoc. M.L.A., Assn. of
Dept. of English (sec.-treas., ed. Bulletin), ed.
Coll. English, Carnegie intern in general
education Yale Univ. 1951-52. Served to It. cdr.
USN 1942-46; awarded Distinguished Flying
Cross, Air Medal (3), Legion of Merit (Peru &
Chile). Author: Sturge Moore & the Life of Art
(1952); co-author: The Fiction of J. D. Salinger
(1958); co-ed.: Faulkner in the Univ., The Case
for Poetry, d. Rutland VT Dec. 31 1965.*
HAGGETT, Benjamin Stimpson, Jr. A.B.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Bath July 20 1915; s. of
Benjamin S. '05. res. Ormond Beach FL.
HALL, Crowell Clarinton, III. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Foxcroft Aug. 23 1914; s. of Crowell
C. II '06. res. Dover-Foxcroft.
HALL, John Edward. Bowdoin 1933-35. Delta
Upsilon. Management; b. Melrose MA Dec.
10 1914; m. Harriet Woodsum Oct. 7 1939.
With Advance Bag & Paper Howland 1935-38,
with Southern Advance Bag & Paper Hodge
LA 1938-42, supervisor Continental Can Co.
1945—. Served to s/sgt. USA 1943-46;
awarded Bronze Star 1945. res. Hodge LA.*
HALL, Ledgard Mills. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Self-employed; b. Wausau WI Dec. 23 1915;
m. Ruth Carlton Dec. 27 1938; ch.: Nancy.
Salesman Eastern Ribbon Co. Boston 1937-57,
prop. Ledgard M. Hall Co. Boston 1957—
.
Served to It. USNR 1942-46. res. Wellesley
MA.*
HARKINS, Charles Joseph. A.B., LL.B.
Southeastern Univ. 1941. Zeta Psi. Business
exec; b. Boston March 18 1915; m. Irene
Connors Aug. 10 1940; ch.: Charles Jr., John.
Spec. agt. FBI Washington DC 1938-52,
personnel dir. & corporate sec. Genesee
Brewing Co. Inc. Rochester NY 1952— . res.
Rochester NY.*
HARRIS, Robert Harrington. Bowdoin
1933-37. Delta Upsilon. b. Harwell NY Aug.
1 1915. res. Columbus OH.
HAVESON, Milton. Bowdoin 1933-36, D.D.S.
Temple Univ. 1940. Dentistry; b. Trenton
NJ Nov. 30 1914; m. Beatrice Leibowitz Nov.
10 1946; ch.: Susan, Judith, Rochelle. Dentist
self-employed Trenton 1940— . Served to maj.
USA 1942-46. res. Trenton NJ.*
HEALY, Daniel Ward, Jr. B.S. cum laude,
A.M. Harvard 1946, M.E. Harvard 1949, Ph.D.
Harvard 1952. Zeta Psi. b. Brooklyn NY
Oct. 9 1915; m. Barbara Reade Sept. 2 1939;
ch.: Sally, Michael. Teacher (Montgomery Sch.
Wynnewood PA 1937-38, Providence RI
Country Day Sch. 1938-42), instr. radar sch.
Harvard & M.I.T. 1942-43, asst. prof, physics
& electronics U.S. Naval Post-grad. Sch.
Annapolis MD 1946-48, assoc. prof, electrical
engineering Syracuse Univ. 1952-58, prof. &
dept. chmn. electrical engineering Univ.
Rochester NY 1958-69. Sr. member Inst, of
Electrical & Electronic Engineers, elected
member Sigma Xi, chmn. committee on tenure
& privileges Univ. Rochester 1967-69. Served
to It. USN 1942-45. d. Rochester NY Oct. 9
1969.*
HENDERSON, Charles Frederick Clifford.
B.S., Ed.M. Harvard 1947. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Cambridge MA Sept. 21 1914;
m. Marilynn Wilde Oct. 31 1942; ch.: Anne,
Patricia. Teacher Cushing Acad. Ashburnham
MA 1937-40, teacher & asst. dean Oakwood
Sch. Poughkeepsie NY 1940-42, teacher public
sch. Newton MA 1946— . Pres. Newton
Teachers Assn. 1959-61. Served to col. USA
1942-69. Author: Half-Century of Turmoil
1900-1950 (1958). res. Needham MA.*
HENRY, William Thomas. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
Management; b. Portland June 9 1915; m.
Christine Knight April 29 1938; ch.: Anne,
Dorothy. Mgr. tech. services Koppers Co. Inc.
Orrville OH 1937—. Contbr. res. Orrville OH.*
HIGGINS, Lawrence Cecil. Bowdoin 1933-34.
b. Waterville April 4 1914. res. Dixfield.
HILL, David Nickerson. Bowdoin 1933-35.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Worcester MA March
30 1915. Salesman Acme Sign Co. Ft.
Lauderdale FL 7-1956. Served to It. USAF
WWII. d. Del Ray Beach FL Dec. 6 1956.
HOLBROOK, William Jason, Jr. Bowdoin
1933-34, A.B. Bard 1938. Sigma Nu. b.
Weymouth MA May 23 1915. Artist S.
Weymouth MA 7-1970, ret. Served with USA
WWII. d. Daytona Beach FL Aug. 20 1971.*
HOOKE, John Edmund. B.S. Psi Upsilon. b.
Brooklyn NY Aug. 7 1914. res. Upper
Montclair NJ.
HOWARD, Neale Eltinge. A.B., A.M.
Stanford Univ. 1951. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.;
b. Woodstock N.B. Canada Oct. 26 1911; m.
Louise Kaltenbach Sept. 6 1939, m. Barbara
Skelton June 12 1946; ch.: Patricia, Edward,
Marjorie, Jean. Teacher St. Mary's Sch.
Littleton NH 1937-41, assoc. headmaster
Millbrook NY Sch. 1945-75, ret. Member
vestry Grace Epis. Church, v.pres. board of
trustees Dutchess Sch. Served to It. USN
1941-45. Author, contbr. res. S. Harpswell.*
HUDON, Edward Gerard. B.S., LL.B.
Georgetown Univ. 1947, LL.M. Georgetown
Univ. 1950, M.S. Catholic Univ. of Am.
Washington DC 1956, S.J.D. George
Washington Univ. 1962, Docteur en Droit
Universite Laval 1976. Law; b. Brunswick
Jan. 24 1915; m. Blanche Bernier Dec. 26 1949.
Claims clerk & interviewer Me.
Unemployment Comm. 1937-41; messenger,
deck attendant, card searcher U.S. Library of
Cong. 1941-42; asst. librarian U.S. Supreme
Court Library 1947-66; prof. ins. Georgetown
Univ. 1954; asst. U.S. atty. dist. of Me.
1966-70; prof, adjoint Faculte de Droit
Universite Laval Quebec Canada; atty. pvt.
practice Brunswick 1970-72; librarian U.S.
Supreme Court 1972-76; prof, titulaire Faculte
de Droit Universite Laval 1976— . Pres. Me.
State Soc. Washington DC 1959-62, member
Brunswick (citizens advisory committee
1967-68, charter committee 1968-69). Served to
sgt. USA 1942-46. Author: various books,
contbr. res. Brunswick.*
HUNT, Mansfield Laurence. A.B. Ret.; b.
W. Lebanon NH Oct. 21 1916. Foreign service
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officer. Served with USA 1941-46. res.
Christmas Cove.*
IVORY, Paul Stetson. A.B., B.M. Boston
Conservatory of Music 1940, A.M. Harvard
1946, Ed.D. Harvard 1950. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Boston Dec. 10 1915; m. Martha
Marquart Aug. 14 1940; ch.: Sue, Jill. Dir. &
instr. music (Northfield Sch. MA 1938-44,
Bernardsville Sch. 1944-46), Univ. Minn, (instr.
music ed., instrumental music 1946-?, assoc.
prof. 1961-65). Music critic Mnpls. MN Daily
Times, elected member (Phi Delta Kappa, Phi
Mu Alpha), annotator Mnpls. Symphony
Orchestra programs. Ed., contbr. d. Mnpls.
MN July 22 1965.
JEALOUS, Sargent. Bowdoin 1934-35, D.O.
Phila. Coll. Osteopathy 1939. Kappa Sigma.
b. Winslow Aug. 4 1915; m. Annette Smith
May 25 1940; ch.: Frederick, James, Willard.
Osteopathic physician (Portland 1939-40, Saco
1940-55), assoc. radiologist Osteopathic
Hospital of Me. Portland 1955-59. Me.
Osteopathic Assn. 1946-47 (pres., dir.), Me.
Osteopathic Hospital Assn. (founder, 1st pres.),
med. dir. & chief of staff Saco Osteopathic
Hospital, diplomate Am. Osteopathic Board of
Radiology, member (advisory council
Hill-Burton Hospital construction program,
advisory council on public health State Health
& Welfare Dept., Me. Highway Safety
Committee), d. Portland June 4 1959.*
JOHNSON, Ralph Gordon, Jr. A.B., Ed.M.
Boston Univ. 1941. Zeta Psi. Journalism; b.
Brockton MA March 17 1914; m. Charlene
Baker Nov. 12 1942; ch.: Ralph '66, Charlene,
Charles. Teacher MA (Nichols Jr. Coll. Dudley
1938-40, Brockton High Sch. 1946-48),
editorial writer Brockton Enterprise 1949—
.
Served to capt. USAF 1942-46. res. Brockton
MA.*
KARAKASH1AN, Ara Avo. B.B., Ed.M.
Harvard 1949. Theta Delta Chi. Education;
b. Stoneham MA Aug. 4 1915; m. Gloria Hill;
ch.: Gregory '72, Marsha. Teacher-coach high
sch. Portland 1940-51, dir. pupil personnel
services Mitchell Coll. New London CT
1951-53, high sch. Reading MA (guidance dir.
1954-60, principal I960—), lectr. Tufts Univ.
1970-74. Served with USCG 1943-45. res.
Reading MA.*
KEARIN, Walter Lowe. Bowdoin 1933-37.
Alpha Tau Omega. Plastics exec; b. Boston
March 2 1914; m. Mary Moreland Aug. 4
1940; ch.: Peter, Robert. General Chem.
(production engineer NYC 1939-43, foreman
Baltimore MD 1946-49), New Eng. Plastics
Woburn MA (production mgr. 1950-57, plant
mgr. 1957-67, pres. 1967—). Pres. C. of C.
Woburn 1967, member board of governors
(Lawrence Memorial Hospital, Lawrence Light
Guard Armory). Served with USN 1943-45.
res. W. Medford MA.*
KEENEY, Francis Bishop, Jr. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Brooklyn NY Jan. 23 1915. res.
Cranston RI.
KELLOGG, Roger Cushing. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Roxbury MA March 3 1914; m. Charlotte
Nickerson June 24 1938; ch.: Elizabeth,
Thyra-Marie, Charlotte, Patricia, Frederica,
Leslie. Textile mfg. co. Lawrence MA 1937-38,
with Exeter NH Mfg. Co. 1938-66 (mgr.
industrial fabrics div. 1940-66). d. Exeter NH
Oct. 3 1966.
KIBBE, Frank Wilson B.S., MD. Johns
Hopkins 1941. Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine;
b. Hartford CT April 29 1915; m. Lucy
Kimberly Sept. 7 1940; ch.: Frank, David,
Peckham. Hospital based ultrasonic &
infection control. Served to capt. USA 1943-46.
res. Lincolnville.*
KLABER, William, Jr. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Alpha Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Journalism; b. Phila. PA
Nov. 24 1915; m. Joyce Applegate Aug. 1
1938; ch.: Joyce, William III, Stephen.
Solicitor classified advt. Standard Times New
Bedford MA 1937-38; prop., ed. & publisher
W. Essex Tribune Livingston NJ 1938— . N.J.
Press Assn. (v.pres., dir. 1969-74, treas. 1975
—
,
pres. 1977), past dir. Quality Weeklies of N.J.
1967-74, Livingston Baptist Church (trustee,
deacon, Sunday sch. teacher), member
(publications committee N.J. Baptist
Convention, advisory committee W. Essex
YMCA, Advisory Research Panel Livingston),
past trustee N.J. Symphony, chmn. Friends of
Livingston Symphony, past trustee C. of C.
Livingston. Named Outstanding Citizen of
Livingston by Kiwanis, Am. Legion, V.F.W.,
Jaycees, Livingston Faculty Assn. res.
Livingston NJ.*
KNAUTH, Percival Roediger. Bowdoin
1934-36. Sigma Nu. Publishing; b. NYC
June 17 1914; m. Behri Pratt Dec. 6 1953; ch.:
Timothy, Geoffrey, Elizabeth. Correspondent
Berlin Germany (Chicago Tribune 1937-38,
N.Y. Times 1939-41), assoc. ed. & war
correspondent Time & Life Magazines
1942-51, European correspondent Magnum
Photos 1951-52, feature ed. (World Magazine
NY 1953-54, Sports Illustrated 1954-62), sr. ed.
Time-Life Books 1962-70, publications dir.
Mystic CT Seaport Inc. 1975—. Author:
Germany In Defeat (1946), Wind On My
Wings (1960), The North Woods (1972), The
Metal Smiths (1973), Season in Hell (1975). res.
Stonington CT.*
LACKEY, William Sherman, Sr. Bowdoin
1933-35, LL.B. Northeastern 1941. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Cambridge MA April 13 1913; m.
Nellie Newman 1959 (2nd marriage); ch.: Bill
Jr., Jeffrey, James, Robert, Danny. Sales &
sales management. Past alumni treas.
Northeastern Univ., treas. Alumni Assn. of
Ariz. Served with USA 1942-45; awarded
Victory Medal, Good Conduct Medal, Am.
Campaign Medal, res. Phoenix Az.*
LATTY, Basil Alexander. B.S., LL.B. Univ.
Mich. 1941. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Stonington
April 17 1914; m. Estalla Douglas 1939; ch.:
Carol, Alexander, Pauline, Penelope, Brenda.
Atty. pvt. practice Yarmouth 1941— . res.
Yarmouth.
LAWRENCE, John Derby. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Exec; b. Jamaica Plain MA July 22
1912; m. Alice Gwyer May 21 1948; ch.:
Linda, Derby Jr. Kennedy & Co. Inc. Boston
(mgr. 1937-41, supervisor 1945-60), consultant
H. P. Hood Charlestown 1960-62, v.pres.
Payne Assoc. Newton Highlands MA 1962—
.
Served to capt. USA 1942-45. res. Weston
MA*
LEACH, William Fullerton. A.B. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Plastics industry;
b. Needham MA Aug. 31 1913; m. Barbara
Young May 2 1942; ch.: Elizabeth. Salesman
trainee Firestone Tire & Rubber Akron OH
1937-39, salesman U.S. Printing and
Lithographing NYC 1939, E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. (salesman 1940-54, dist. mgr.
1955-69, marketing dir. Australia 1970-71,
spec. asst. Wilmington DE 1971-76), pres.
Tuch Fullerton Co. 1976—. Sales & Marketing
Exec. Int. (regional dir., member exec,
committee Boston chapter), Soc. of Plastics
Industry (member board of dir. 1968-70, pres.
New Eng. chapter 1967-68), chmn. Sunday sch.
committee N. Community Church, rep. town
meeting Needham MA 1938, member board of
dir. (Historic Winslow House Assn. 1976
—
, N.
& S. Power, Watershed Assn. 1976
—
). Served
to It. cdr. USN 1942-46. res. Marshfield Hills
MA.*
LEIGH, John Rodham. Bowdoin 1933-34. Chi
Psi. b. St. Louis MO May 10 1915. res.
unknown.
LEVIN, William David. B.S. b. Bath Oct. 1
1
1915. res. Waltham MA.
LISTER, Ernest Alfred. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.; b.
Stoneham MA Oct. 12 1915; m. Elizabeth
Hardwick June 21 1941; ch.: Ernest Jr., James
'65. Economist Civil Aeronautics Board
1943-44, air transport spec. & asst. chief
Aviation div. State Dept. 1944-48, regional civil
air attache Am. Embassy London England
1948-52, alternate U.S. rep. & member air
transport & joint financing committees Council
of Int. Aviation Organization Montreal P.Q.
Canada 1952-54, deputy dir. Office of British
Commwealth & Northern European Affairs
State Dept. 1955-57, political adviser to
cdr.-in-chief Allied Forces NATO Naples Italy
1958-60, deputy dir. office of transport &
communications State Dept. 1960-63, transport
& communications officer Am. Embassy Paris
France 1963-65, spec. asst. to under sec. for
transportation Dept. Commerce 1965-67, dir.
office int. transportation Dept. Transportation
1967-69, v.pres. Systems Analysis & Research
Corp. 1969-70, U.S. rep. transportation U.S.
Mission to European Office of UN & other int.
Organizations 1970-72, v.pres. Systems
Analysis & Research Corp. 1972-75, ret. res.
Bethesda MD.*
MacDOUGAL, Kenneth Allen. Bowdoin
1934-35. Zeta Psi. b. Waterville Feb. 13 1914.
res. Rockland.
MacPHEE, Norman Stanley. B.S., LL.B. Univ.
N.D. 1959. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Boston Dec.
19 1914; m. Lucille Henricks Nov. 11 1940:
ch.: Norman, Patricia. Shipping clerk Noanet
Mfg. Co. Waltham MA 1937. spec. agt. Aetna
Casualty & Surety Co. Hartford CT 1937-42.
mgr. Hendricks Motor Co. Underwood ND
1946-56. asst. city tax assessor Grand Forks
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ND 1956-59, atty. (Drey & Schwarz Garrison
ND 1959, U.S. Dept. Labor Washington DC
1960-65, Federal Highway Admin. 1965—).
Served to It. (sg) USNR 1942-46. res. Locust
Grove VA.*
MARSH, James Bailey. Bowdoin 1933-34.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Waban MA Dec. 10
1910. res. Machias.
MARSHALL, John Barbour. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Sales; b. Quincy MA Oct. 23 1914; m.
Nancy Dellinger Sept. 14 1941; ch.: Peter,
Stephen, Janet, Ellen, Susan. Installer Union
Steel Products Co. Albion MI 1937-40, sales
engineer H. A. Johnson Co. Boston 1940-54,
mfr's rep. self-employed Norwell MA 1954—
.
Served to capt. USA 1941-46; awarded Bronze
Star, Chinese Govt. Army Medal 1945. res.
Norwell MA.*
MATHEWSON, Richard Edson. B.S., LL.B.
Harvard 1940. Delta Upsilon. Mfg. exec; b.
Weymouth MA Nov. 19 1915; m. Thelma
LeFarve, m. Helen Weideman Aug. 5 1967;
ch.: Meredith. Law pvt. practice Quincy &
Weymouth MA 1940-50, Mathewson Machine
Works Inc. Quincy (asst. treas. 1940-46, v.pres.
1946-68), pres. Murray & Tregurtha Inc.
Quincy 1947-68, v.pres. United Mattress
Machinery Co. Quincy 1952-68, pres.
Mathewson Corp. Quincy 1968— . Dir.
(Mathewson Corp., Murray & Tregurtha Inc.,
United Mattress Machinery Co., Int. Shoe
Machine Co., John Whitehead Engineering
Ltd.), trustee Pilgrim Congr. Church N.
Weymouth, member (exec, committee Am.
Red Cross Weymouth, town planning board
Weymouth). Patentee, res. S. Weymouth MA.*
MAXSON, Robert Phillips. Bowdoin 1933-35.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Stamford CT Feb. 18 1915;
married; ch.: Harvey, Mrs. Everett Miles. Sales
engineer U.S. Rubber Co. d. Norwich CT July
6 1969.
MAY, Richard Tunis. B.S. 1938. Kappa Sigma.
Public relations; b. Ashland NH June 24 1915;
m. Mae Fowler June 10 1946; ch.: Susan,
Marianne. Teacher, ski instr., retail salesman,
inspector & tech. advisor QM Corps USA;
carpenter, laborer, occasional ed. & advt. copy
writer, dir. public relations Wildcat Mt. Corp.




Region Assn. 1968-74). Served to cpl. USA
1942-45. res. Jackson NH.*
McCANN, Richard Vincent E. A.B., S T B.
Harvard 1943, Ph.D. Harvard (Carnegie Corp.
fellow) 1955. Chi Psi. Govt, admin.; b.
Portland Nov. 29 1915; m. Helen Summer
Nov. 5 1943; ch.: David, Judith. Teacher high
sch. 5 yrs., research assoc. Harvard
Psychological Clinic, teaching & research
fellow psychology Harvard assoc. prof, social
ethics & lectr. psychology Andover Newton
Theol. Sch., task force dir. Joint Comm.
Mental Illness & Health, research consultant &
project dir. Mass. Rehabilitation Comm.,
research dir. Advisory Board of Higher
Education Policy Commonwealth of Mass.,
dir. Mass. Higher Education Facilities Comm.,
deputy commissioner U.S. Office of Education
Dept. H.E.W. Region I. Member Am.
delegation UN Cong, on Crime & Delinquency
Geneva Switzerland, delegate Int. Cong, on
Criminology London England, chmn. (research
methodology committee Comm. on Religion &
Health Nat. Council of Churches, Mass Media
Comm. Nat. Conf. of Christians & Jews N.E.
div.), member board of dir. Mass. Council for
UNICEF, producer & moderator weekly
public television series, fellow Mass.
Psychological Assn. Recipient: Superior
Service Medal U.S. Office of Education 1974;
awards in recognition of fostering inter-group
understanding by B'nai Brith, Nat. Conf. of
Christians & Jews, TV Guide, Valley Forge
Foundation, Temple Mishkan Tefila. Author:
Delinquency: Sickness or Sin? (1958), The
Churches and Mental Health (1962); contbr.
res. Newton MA.*
MERRILL, Gary Franklin. Bowdoin 1933-34.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Acting; b. Hartford
CT Aug. 2 1915; m. Barbara Leeds 1941, m.
Bette Davis 1950; ch.: Barbara, Margot,
Michael. Actor Twentieth Century Fox
1948-52; free-lance stage, screen & radio
1952
—
; voice Old Milwaukee Beer for Joseph
Schlitz Brewing Co. 1968— . Served to sgt.
USAAF 1941-45. Radio: Young Dr. Malone,
Right to Happiness; screen: 12 O'Clock High,
All About Eve, Decision Before Dawn, Phone
Call from a Stranger; television Alfred
Hitchcock Presents, res. Portland.*
MITCHELL, Sprague. B.S. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Sales; b. NYC
March 28 1915; m. Marion Roberts May 11
1940; ch.: Beverly, Joan, Lucy. Clerk Allied
Chem. NYC 1937-41; research trainee New
Yorker magazine NYC 1945-46; salesman
Esquire magazine NYC 1946-47; sr. salesman
Conde Nast Publications NYC 1948-68;
registered rep. DeHaven & Townsend, Crouter
& Bodine Stamford CT 1968—. Served to WO
Merc. Marines 1943-45. res. Riverside CT.*
MOULTON, Albert Willis, Jr. A.B., MD.
Boston Univ. 1941. Kappa Sigma. Medicine;
b. Portland May 27 1915; s. of Albert W. '09;
m. Elizabeth Parry April 11 1942; ch.: Albert
III '65, Martha, David, William, Stephen.
Ophthalmologist Portland 1946— . Pres. Me.
Charitable Mechanic Assn. 1967— . Served to
col. MCUSAR 1942-46, 1961-62; awarded
Bronze Star 1945, Army Commendation Medal
1966. res. Scarborough.*
NORTON, Benjamin Warren. A.B. summa
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Ret.; b. N.
Anson June 23 1913; m. Dorothy Fleagle Sept.
7 1942; ch.: Susan, John, Benjamin Jr.
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. (various line
& staff assignments Baltimore MD 1937-52,
methods supervisor 1952-54, div. auditor
receipts 1954-59, staff supervisor major
projects 1959-64; staff supervisor Cockeysville
MD 1964-68, staff supervisor dept. budgets
results & services 1968-76, dist. data processing
mgr. 1976), ret. Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-46.
res. Timonium MD.*
NOYES, Charles Edwards. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Sales; b. Portland Sept. 13 1913; s. of Sidney
W. '02; m. Gunnel Paues Dec. 17 1955 (2nd
marriage); ch.: Erik, Peter, Thomas. Sec.-treas.
Safety First Products Corp. Elmsford NY
1947-59, dist. mgr. Penton/IPC NYC 1959—.
Served to maj. USA 1941-46. res.
Hastings-on-Hudson NY.*
O'DONNELL, John Hubert. Bowdoin
1933-38, M.S. Univ. Me. 1971. Sigma Nu. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Presque Isle Jan. 3 1916; m. Ella-Louise
Hedrich Sept. 1 1941; ch.: Sally, Stephanie.
Territory mgr. Lever Brothers Cambridge MA
1941-54; state mgr. ME, NH & VT P.
Ballantine & Sons Newark NJ 1955-67;
Pinkerton Acad. Derry NH (teacher 1968-70,
guidance dir. 1970
—
). Trustee Knights of
Columbus, past cdr. Am. Legion. Served with
USN 1944-46. res. Hampton NH.*
OWEN, William Robert. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Alumni Council 1956-60, class agt. 1959-75.
Automobile industry; b. Augusta Nov. 8
1915; m. Esther Knox Oct. 19 1940; ch.: Susan,
Nancy. Oldsmobile div. General Motors Corp.
(various positions 1946-57; zone mgr. Newark
NJ 1957-60, Phila. PA 1960-63, St. Louis MO
1964-72, New Eng. 1972—). Served to It. USN
1943-46. res. Acton MA.*
PARFITT, Peter Conrad. Bowdoin 1933-34,
A.B. Oberlin 1938. Sigma Nu. b. Nashua
NH July 17 1914. res. unknown.
PENDEXTER, Faunce. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Norway Jan. 7 1915. res. Lewiston.
PETTENGILL, Daniel Waldron. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ins.; b. Cambridge MA March 4
1916; s. of Ray W. '05; m. Jane Guiney Dec. 22
1949; ch.: Ann, Sara. Aetna Life & Casualty
Hartford CT (asst. actuary 1950-54, assoc.
actuary 1954-59, actuary 1959-64, v.pres.
1964
—
). Chmn. Health Planning Council
1972-74, deacon emeritus Immanuel Congr.
Church, board member Conn. Conf. of Congr.
Churches 1970—, dir. United Church Board
for Homeland Ministries 1975
—
, elected
member (Inst, of Med. 1973
—
, Am. Acad, of
Actuaries). Served to 1st It. USA 1942-45;
awarded Bronze Star 1945. Named Ins. Man of
the Yr. 1970; recipient: Harold R. Gordon
Memorial Award 1973. Contbr. res. W.
Hartford CT.*
PHILBROOK, Alden Harold. Spec. 1933-34.
b. Rockland April 22 1912. res. unknown.
PORTER, Robert Marston. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Penn. 1941;
Ed.D. Temple Univ. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. N. Anson Aug. 1 1915; s. of
Gould A. '91; m. Mary Walker April 16 1955;
ch.: Mary. Teacher Germantown Acad. Phila.
PA 1938-42 & 1946-50, prof, education SUNY
Oneonta 1955— . Dir. Kiwanis Club Oneonta
1970-73, trustee Anson Acad. 1940-69, deacon
Congr. Church N. Anson, elder First Presby.
Church Oneonta, Nat. Assn. for Gifted
Childred (sec. 1966-68, v.pres. 1968-69). Served
to 1st It. USA 1942-46, 1950-52. Author: A
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Decade of Seminars for the Able & Ambitious
(1968), Contbr. res. Oneonta NY.*
REED, John Francis Swett. B.S., M.D. Cornell
1941. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council
1963-67 (v.pres. 1965-66, pres. 1966-67), 1972
capital campaign worker. Medicine; b.
Rockport MA March 17 1914; m. Martha
Irwin Dec. 22 1940; ch.: John '64, Rolf, James,
Stephen, Robert, Jonathan, Abigail. Hartford
CT Hospital (intern 1941-43, asst. resident
1946-49, resident in surgery 1949-50), surgeon
pvt. practice Hartford 1950—. Hartford
Hospital (staff v.pres., chmn. med. staff council
1974-75, chief of staff 1976—), CT rep. New
Eng. Surgical Soc. 1973
— ,
pres. Am. Cancer
Soc. CT branch 1965. Served to It. USN
1943-46. res. Wethersfield CT.*
RIDEOUT, David Browne. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agt. 1937-43, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Real estate; b. Houlton
Nov. 9 1914; m. Dorothy Cook April 19 1941;
ch.: David Jr., Peter. Regional sales mgr.
Burnham & Morrill Portland 1937-66, western
sales mgr. (Anheuser-Busch St. Louis MO
1966-68, Knox Gelatine Johnstown NY
1968-74), salesman Calif. Realty Sunnyvale CA
1974—. Served to It. (jg) USCG 1942-46. res.
Los Altos CA.*
ROGERS, Joseph. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Harvard 1941. Chi Psi. Medicine; b.
Portland Nov. 6 1915; m. Dorothea Collier
Aug. 22 1940; ch.: Michael, Priscilla, Peter. Sr.
Physician New Eng. Med. Center Boston
1948
—
, assoc. prof, medicine Tufts Univ. Sch.
of Medicine Boston 1958— . Served to It. cdr.
USN 1941-46. Author: Endocrine and
Metabolic Aspects of Gynecology (1963),
contbr. res. Milton MA.*
ROHR, Robert Edmiston. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ins.; b. Lewiston March 27 1915; m.
Phyllis Hammarstrom June 15 1946; ch.:
Susan, Bruce, Joseph, Christopher, William,
Elizabeth. C.L.U.; chemist CT (R. T.
Vanderbilt Co. Norwalk 1937-40, Am. Chain
Bridgeport 1940-41), plant mgr. Nat. Dairy
Products Springfield MA 1946-50, agt. Conn.
General Life Ins. Hartford CT 1952-64, pres.
C. Drew & Co. Kingston MA 1964-67, prop.
Martha's Vineyard Ins. Agency 1967— . Dir.
(Bay State Film Productions 1968-75, Atlas
Overhead Door 1965
—
), trustee Dukes County
Savings Bank 1970
—
, sr. warden Grace Epis.
Church Vineyard Haven 1975
—
, member
board of education Martha's Vineyard. Served
to cdr. USN 1941-46, 1950-52. res. Vineyard
Haven MA.*
ROWE, William Thomas, Jr. Bowdoin
1933-34. Kappa Sigma. Office management;
b. Rumford Dec. 15 1914; s. of William T. '04;
m. Hazel Newell, m. Phyllis Bignotti May 25
1946; ch.: Shirley. Cashier General Baking Co.
Springfield MA 1937-41, v.pres.-clerk New
Eng. Wheel & Rim Co. Boston MA 1946—.
Dir. New Eng. Wheel & Rim Co., clerk & dir.
New Eng. Wheel & Parts Inc. Springfield MA,
sec. & dir. New Eng. Wheel of Me. Inc.
Portland. Served to sgt. USA 1941-45; awarded
Distinguished Unit Badge with Oak Leaf
Cluster, European-African-Middle Eastern
Theater Ribbon, Am. Defense Service Medal,
res. Belmont MA.*
RUBINSTEIN, Max. Bowdoin 1933-35.
Sales; b. Beverly MA May 23 1915; m.
Martha Grossman Feb. 26 1956. Sales Utility
Metal Products Co. Inc. Beverly MA 1937—.
Dir. Colonial Nat. Bank 1971
— ,
pres. Temple
B'nai Abraham 1961-63, member zoning board
of appeal 1948-61, chmn. Beverly
Redevelopment Authority 1961-64. Served to
capt. USA 1942-46; awarded Army
Commendation Medal 1946. res. Beverly MA.*
SAPIRO, Sumner Merchant. Bowdoin
1933-35. b. Portland Aug. 30 1916. res.
Brockton MA.
SAWYER, Wendell Carter. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Biddeford Sept. 21 1914; m. Virginia Cobb;
ch.: David. Mgr. Diamond Match Co. Conway
NH 1937-47, with Saco-Lowell Shops
Biddeford 1947-48, store mgr. Central Me.
Power Co. Biddeford 1948-57, teacher & asst.
coach Thornton Acad. Saco 1957-58. Served to
It. (jg) USN 1942-45. d. Biddeford March 9
1958.
SCLAR, Joseph Gilbert. A.B., D.D.S. Univ.
Penn. 1941. Dentistry; b. Portland April 10
1915; m. Edith Davis Aug. 29 1939; ch.:
Stanley, Deborah. Dentist self-employed
Portland. Served to capt. USAAF 1943-46. res.
Portland.*
SEAGRAVE, Norman Parnell. A.B., J.D.
Harvard 1940. Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law: b. Uxbridge MA
Jan. 31 1916; m. Mary Ryan June 21 1948; ch.:
Anne, Molly, Jane '76, Martha. Atty. Nutter
McClennen & Fish Boston MA 1940-46, conf.
spec. State Dept. Washington DC 1946, exec,
asst. President's Air Coordinating Committee
Washington DC 1946-50, alternate U.S. rep. to
council Int. Civil Aviation Organization
Montreal P.Q. Canada 1950-52, 1st sec. & civil
air attache Am. Embassy Rome Italy 1952-53,
counselor int. & regulatory affairs Pan Am.
World Airways Inc. 1954—. Town selectman
Darien CT 1968—. Served to It. col. USA
1941-46; awarded Bronze Star 1945, Order of
the British Empire 1945. res. Darien CT.*
SEARS, Richard Warren. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Boston Oct. 14 1914; m. Claudia Hart
Sept. 20 1941, m. Larissa DeFalevitch Sept. 26
1963; ch.: Richard Jr., David. Safety engineer
Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Co. Boston
1937-38, Assoc. Industries of Mass. 1938-40
(safety engineer, asst. general mgr.), with
Thomas E. Sears Inc. Ins. Boston 1945-73
(v.pres. 1948-73, dir. 1948-72). Exec, committee
Harbor Nat. Bank Boston (dir., member),
trustee S. Shore Hospital MA. Served to It. cdr.
USN 1940-45. d. Boston Jan. 2 1973.*
SHAPIRO, Alec Ronald. Bowdoin 1934-35,
D.D.S. Northwestern 1938. b. Montville CT
Oct. 21 1912. res. unknown.
SHARP, Richard Winslow. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Pittsfield MA Aug. 19 1914; m. Marjorie Healy
Sept. 4 1942; ch.: Richard Jr. '66, Lucy,
Daniel, Melissa. With Nat. Credit Co. 1937-38;
treas. Oil City PA Blizzard 1939-40; with
Remington-Rand Co. Ilion NY 1941-42;
procedure analyst plastics div. Union Carbide
Corp. NYC 1942, 1945-65. Served to 1st It.
USA 1942-45. d. Bound Brook NJ Oct. 24
1965.*
SHULMAN, Charles. Bowdoin 1933-36.
Business; b. Cambridge MA Aug. 13 1915;
m. Francis Kaplin; 3 children. Chmn. Allied
Chem. Coatings Inc. Saco 19?— . Chmn.
Builders of Israel 1960. res. Swampscott MA.
SIMON, William Milton. B.S. Ins. & real
estate; b. Salem MA Sept. 12 1917; m. Rose
Allen May 21 1943; ch.: Barbara, George '70.
Pres. & treas. ins. agency & real estate broker
self-employed Beverly MA 1939— . Served to
capt. USA 1942-46, served to It. col. USAR.
res. Beverly MA.*
SMITH, Charles Howard. Bowdoin 1933-36.
Delta Upsilon. b. Ft. Fairfield June 26 1914.
res. unknown.
SOUTHAM, Walter Lloyd. Bowdoin 1933-35.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Dover NH Feb. 20 1914.
res. Arlington VA.
SPENCER, Thomas Makinson Swift. Bowdoin
1933-35. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. W. Orange
NJ Jan. 15 1916. Cadet engineer Am. Export
Lines Jersey City NJ 1935, dishwasher Martin
Horn W. Orange 1936, cadet engineer Am.
Export Lines Jersey City 1936-39, messenger
clerk FHA Washington DC 1940-41, ret.
Served with USAF 1941-65; awarded Air
Medal, Air Force Commendation Medal (3).
res. Bailey Is.*
SPRINGER, Douglas Lincoln. Bowdoin
1933-35. b. Lisbon May 27 1915; m. Irene
Mclver March 28 1942; ch.: Joan. Agriculture
Sandy Point 1945-? Served with USN WWII,
d. Togus April 8 1952.
STEER, Richard Morris. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Business exec; b. Melrose MA Oct. 6 1915;
m. Jeanne Parant 1944, m. Katherine Gibbs;
ch.: Peter, Cynthia, Jonathan. With
LaTouraine Coffee, with Ibenco of Canada
Inc., pres. Waghorne-Brown Co. of New Eng.
Inc. Nashua NH 1976—. res. Nashua NH.*
STOTT, Harry Sutcliffe. Bowdoin 1933-35.
Chi Psi. b. Sanford July 25 1915. res.
Sanford.
STUART, Charles Lincoln. Bowdoin 1933-37,
MBA. Union Univ. 1976. Exec; b.
Hinckley June 8 1914; m. Jeannette Wehner,
m. Enrica Tonello-Smith Feb. 14 1975; ch.:
Charles Jr., Merry. Management cadet Am.
Water Works Co. NYC 1937-38, supt. N.J.
Water Co. Haddon Heights NJ 1939-42, mgr.
(Moundsville WV Water Co. 1942-46,
Vandergrift Water Co. Apollo PA 1946-49, L.I.
branch N.Y. Water Service Co. Bay Shore NY
1949-50), v.pres. Southern Calif. Water Co. Los
Angeles CA 1950— . Chmn. Calif, section Am.
Water Works Assn. 1972. res. Portuguese Bend
CA.*
TARBELL, Eaton Weatherbee. B.S., M. Arch.
Harvard 1942. Beta Theta Pi. Architecture:
b. Merrill June 14 1914; m. Pauline Graham
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Sept. 6 1939, m. Sallie Wheeler Oct. 8 1951;
ch.: Sallie Downey, Eaton '64, Peter Downey
'65, Beverly, Gridley '74, Robin. Draftsman
Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. Boston
1941-42, architect-engineer T. W. Cunningham
Inc. Bangor 1942-44, pres.-treas. Eaton W.
Tarbell & Assoc. Inc. Bangor 1944— . Chmn.
(Bangor Fine Arts Committee, Bangor Bldg.
Codes Committee Appeals Board, Eastern
Regional Council on Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Inc., Bangor Sign Review Committee), member
(Me. State Comm. on Arts & Humanities,
Greater Bangor C. of C. cultural coordination
committee, Governor's Council on Alcohol &
Drug Abuse Prevention & Treatment, board of
dir. The Counseling Center at Bangor, The
Patrons of the Fine Arts Univ. Me. Orono,
Am. Inst, of Architects), pres. J. E. Tarbell
Assoc. Inc. 1940
—
, trustee John A.
Weatherbee Estate 1941— . Firm awarded 1st
place Nat. Competition for Better Sch. Design
1951; Merc. Nat. Bank Bangor designed by his
firm was awarded Me. State Comm. on Arts &
Humanities Award for Architecture 1974. res.
Bangor.*
THIBODEAU, Gauthier Abel. Bowdoin
1933-35. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Madison Sept.
8 1914. res. Belfast.
THOMAS, Philip Bray. B.S. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma, b. Wonson March 5 1916. res.
Bangor.
THORPE, John Geyer. B.S., B.S. Penn. State
Univ. 1944. Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.; b.
Bristol Nov. 9 1914; m. Eleanore Godfrey May
16 1942; ch.: Katharine, Henry, John Jr.
Florence Stove Co. Gardner MA (trainee
1937-41, methods engineer 1945-52, dir.
purchasing 1952-55), Bath Iron Works (cost
engineer 1956-66, industrial supervisor
1966-73, industrial mgr. 1973-77), ret. Served to
m/sgt. USA 1941-46. res. Woolwich.*
TOWNE, Lockwood. Bowdoin 1933-35, B.S.
Univ. Ariz. 1942, M.D. Univ. Buffalo 1946.
Medicine; b. Urbana IL July 18 1915; m.
Annamarie Kelm Aug. 26 1941; ch.: Polly,
Barbara, Gerald. Staff psychiatrist Fairfield
Hills Hospital Newtown CT 1953-56, clinical
dir. Warren PA State Hospital 1956-64, dir.
psychiatry Corrigan Mental Health Center Fall
River MA 1965— . Fellow Am. Psychiatric
Assn. Served to capt. USA 1943-50. res.
Westport MA.*
TRASK, Henry McKenney. B.S., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1943. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b.
Portland June 29 1915. Physician pvt. practice
Westbrook 19?—. res. Portland.
TUCKER, Allen Brown. Bowdoin 1933-37.
Alpha Delta Phi. Business management; b.
Worcester MA Aug. 18 1914; m. Louise
Woodberry Sept. 30 1939; ch.: Allen Jr.,
Marcia. Cashier State Mutual Life Worcester
MA 1937-59, business mgr. Worcester
Children's Friend Soc. 1959— . Pres. Lions
Club Shrewsbury MA 1958-59, member
Shrewsbury Parks & Cemetery Comm.
1960-70, town meeting rep. 1960— . res.
Shrewsbury MA.*
TUTTLE, Charles Lemuel. B.S., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1941. Kappa Sigma. b. N. Bridgton
July 23 1915; s. of Chester C. '06; ch.: Charles,
William, Marcus. Served to It. col. USA &
USAF 1942-53. d. Aug. 22 1976.*
TWADDLE, John Adams. Bowdoin 1933-35,
B.S. Boston Univ. 1939, M.D. Boston Univ.
1943. Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine; b.
Fryeburg Sept. 20 1913; s. of Widd B. M'08; m.
Ann Canty 1941. Chief diagnostic radiology
Boston Hospital for Women Boston 1963—
.
res. Boston.*
WELSH, Paul. B.S. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; Ph.D. Cornell 1947. Education; b.
Phila. PA Sept. 29 191 1 ; m. Ethel Butcher Nov.
24 1942. Instr. Cornell Univ. 1941-47, asst.
prof. Duke Univ. 1948-55, visiting prof. Ia.
State Univ. Iowa City 1955-56, prof,
philosophy Duke Univ. 1956— . Co-author:
Introduction to Logic, ed.: Essays in Honor of
Charles A. Baylis. res. Durham NC*
WILLIAMS, Stanley, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Harvard 1953. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. San Francisco CA Dec. 9
1915; s. of Stanley '05; m. Ursula Cloppenburg
Aug. 16 1945. Asst. d'anglais College de
Garcons Meaux France 1938-39, teaching
fellow French Bowdoin 1939-40, instr. French
Amherst Coll. 1940-41, teacher Temple Univ.
High Sch. 1946-47, instr. French & Spanish
Cambridge MA Jr. Coll. 1948-50, Rutgers
Univ. 1950— (instr., asst. prof., assoc. prof.
Romance lang.). Served to cpl. USA 1942-45.
res. Haddonfield NJ.*
WINGATE, George Myers. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Self-employed; b. Hallowell Oct. 5 1914; m.
Frances Wingate May 11 1939; ch.: Mrs. John
A. Snell Jr., Frederick, Frank, Anne. Fuel &
heating equipment dealer. Hallowell Savings &
Loan Assn. (trustee & dir. 1939— , pres.), assoc.
dir. Depositors Trust 1965-72, Old South
Congr. Church Hallowell (past trustee, chmn.
finance committee), trustee & pres. library
Hallowell, Me. Oil Dealers Assn. (past trustee,
past v.pres.), member city council Hallowell
1939-45, assessor Hallowell. res. Hallowell.*
WOLF, George Victor. A.B., B.D. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1937. b. NYC Sept. 8 1910; m.
Adeline Stephanek June 10 1932; ch.: Shirley,
Susan. Asst. pastor Bedford Park Presby.
Church NYC 1937-39, clerg. Presby. Church
NY (Waddington 1939-42, Wolcott 1942-51,
Hornell 1951-54). d. Hornell NY May 31 1954.
WOODS, Richard Henry. B.S., LL.B. & J.D.
Western Reserve Univ. 1941. Zeta Psi. Law;
b. Cleveland OH April 19 1915; m. Paula
Campbell March 16 1945; ch.: James, Craig.
Student (Harvard 1937-38, Univ. Wise,
summer 1939), jr. atty. U.S. War Dept.
Cleveland 1941-42, atty. pvt. practice 1945—
.
Member OH (General Assembly & House of
Rep. 1947-48, 1951-52, 1953-54; post-war
program comm.; committee on conservation
1948 & 1951-54; charter comm. Shaker Heights
1954), v.pres. & dir. Yoder-Morris Inc.
1948-65, chmn. House Judiciary Committee
1953-54, trustee Bar Assn. Cleveland 1950-53.
Served to It. (sg) USCG 1942-45. Contbr. res.
Shaker Heights OH.*
WOODWARD, Donald Robertson. B.S., ST B.
General Theol. Sem. 1940. Clergy; b.
Taunton MA Nov. 12 1912; m. Madeleine
Proctor April 9 1947; ch.: Gretchen, Michael,
Meredith, Christopher. Curate Chapel of the
Intercession Trinity Parish NYC 1940-43;
rector (Church of the Incarnation Lynn MA
1943-49, St. Peter's Church Bennington VT
1949-53, St. Paul's Church Burlington VT
1953-58); dean Grace & Holy Trinity
Cathedral Kansas City MO 1958-68; vicar
Trinity Church NYC 1968-73; rector Church
of the Holy Communion NYC 1973-75;
co-rector Parish of Calvary, Holy Communion
& St. George 1975— . Pas't member Diocese of
Mass. (dept. Christian Education, dept.
Christian Social Relations), Diocese of Vt.
(past chmn. dept. Christian Social Relations &
dept. Christian Education, past examining
chaplain, past member exec, council, past dir.
Youth Conf.), Diocese of W. Mo. (past chmn.
coll. work, past chmn. committee for united
ministry Univ. Mo. Kansas City, past member
exec, council, past member board of examining
chaplains, dir. youth conf. 1960-63), general
convention Epis. Church (deputy 1952-67,
chmn. committee on dispatch of business
1967). res. NYC*
WYER, Harold Edwin. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Management consulting; b. Kirkwood MO
Nov. 15 1913; m. Faith Butterfield June 7
1941; ch.: Judith. Auditing clerk General
Electric Co. Schenectady NY 1937-40,
estimator General Dynamics Quincy MA
1940-43, management consultant Rath &
Strong Boston 1946-48, industrial engineer
Universal Winding Co. Providence RI 1948-51,
estimator Am. Locomotive Co. Dunkirk NY
1951-52, management consultant
(Anderson-Nichols Boston 1952-71, Vaule &
Co. Inc. Wellesley MA 1971-75, independent
management consultant 1975— . Served with
USN 1943-46. res. Lynnfield Center MA.*
YORK, Gerald Marshall. A.B., Ed.M. Harvard
1952. Ret.; b. Brunswick Feb. 24 1916; m.
Mary Gagnon Nov. 1 1 1945. Teacher (high
sch. Brunswick 1937-41, Bowdoin 1941-44,
Leavitt Inst. 1944-45, Bowdoin 1947-50, public
sch. Framingham MA 1952-56), head
mathematics dept. high sch. Niskayuna NY
1956-76, ret. Served to sgt. USA 1945-46. res.
Scotia NY.*
Class of 1938
ADAMS, Richard Hancock. Bowdoin 1934-35.
Psi Upsilon. b. Hartford CT Nov. 16 1916.
res. unknown.
ALLEN, Donald Paine. B.S., A.M. Columbia
1939, J.D. Cornell 1948. Delta Upsilon.
Law; b. Biddeford June 11 1915; m.
Marjorie Thompson 1940; ch.: Deborah,
David, Stephen. Instr. (Colby Coll., Univ. Me.
Portland), atty. Biddeford 1953—. Served to
capt. USAAF 1942-46. res. Fortunes Rocks.*
ALLEN, William Burrows. Bowdoin 1934-35,
B.S. R.I. State Coll. 1939, A.M. Univ. Mo.
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1941. Kappa Sigma. b. Auburn RI Feb. 5
1915. res. unknown.
ARNOLD, Duncan Dewitt. Bowdoin 1934-36.
Alpha Delta Phi. Sales; b. Montreal Canada
Feb. 1 1915. Sales mgr. Portland (Arnold
Machinery Co., Me. Caterpillar Dealer).
Served with USN. res. S. Freeport.
ARNOLD, Warren Holmes, Jr. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret; b. Englewood NJ Nov. 3
1915; m. Juanita Bartlett March 7 1942; ch.:
Bartlett, Judith, Warren III. Sales agt., ret. res.
Placida FL.*
ASHE, Harold David. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Lynn MA Nov. 10
1916; m. Dorothy Rubenstein Aug. 9 1940;
ch.: Nancy, Barbara. Jr. partner Liberty Shoe
Co. Inc. Lynn 1938-40, with wholesale shoe
business Boston 1940-43, sales mgr. shoe mfg.
co. Boston 1946-48, general mgr. Sibulkin Shoe
Co. Manchester NH 1948-?, pres. & treas.
Liberty Shoe Co. Haverhill MA 197-62. Dir.
Anti-Defamation League of New Eng. Served
to 2nd It. USA 1943-46. d. Boston April 15
1962.
BARRON, Carl Frank. A.B. Business exec;
b. Cambridge MA Sept. 9 1916; m. Ruth
Tarutz 1940; ch.: Diane, Arlene, Judith,
Marilyn, Kenneth. Pres. Putnam Furniture
Leasing Co. Inc. Cambridge 1939— . Pres.
(Cambridge Property Owners Assn. 1969-75,
Furniture Rental Assn. of Am. 1972-73), dir.
(Mass. Rental Housing Assn. 1973-75, Rental
Housing Assn. Greater Boston Real Estate
Board 1970-75). res. Belmont MA.*
BASS, Willard Streeter, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1949. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Class agt.
1942-44. Ret.; b. Wilton Sept. 24 1915; m.
Rita Schwep Oct. 11 1940; ch.: Harriet,
Charles '76. Instr. German Bowdoin 1941-44,
teaching fellow German Harvard 1947-51, CIA
Washington DC (intelligence officer 1951-69,
contract researcher 1970-72), ret. Dir. (G. H.
Bass & Co. Wilton 1970-75; Epilepsy
Foundation of Am. Washington DC chapter
1970-73, Me. chapter 1974-75). Served to 1st It.
USA 1944-47. res. Brunswick.*
BILODEAU, Francis Waterhouse. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Augusta Jan. 25 1915. res. NYC.
BISHOP, James Alden, Sr. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Columbia 1941. Zeta Psi. Law; b.
Presque Isle July 3 1914; m. Frances Hamilton
March 1 1942; ch.: James Jr. '66, Frank,
Elizabeth. Atty. (NLRB Washington DC
1941-42, self-employed Presque Isle 1945-58,
partner Bishop & Stevens Presque Isle
1958-71), justice Superior Court ME 1971—.
Trustee Me. Maritime Acad. 1966-71, pres.
Aroostook Bar Assn. 1969-70, dir. S.A.D. No. 1
1960-64, Me. state rep. 1965-67. Served to It.
(sg) USN 1942-45. res. Presque Isle.*
BISHOP, Walter David. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Quincy MA April 6 1915; m. Mary Cuddy
Feb. 8 1942; ch.: James, Rosemary, Nancy.
With Fore River Yard Bethlehem Steel Co.
Quincy, with Lincoln Stores 8 yrs., with
Armstrong Cork Co. over 25 yrs. Served with
USA WWII 1 yr. d. S. Weymouth MA Feb. 12
1976.*
BLADES, William. Bowdoin 1934-36. b.
NYC Dec. 21 1915. res. unknown.
BLODGETT, James Thomas. B.S. magna cum
laude, M.D. Harvard 1942. Chi Psi.
Medicine; b. Somerville MA Sept. 15 1916;
m. Alice Crowe Aug. 14 1945; ch.: Deborah,
Donna. Physician self-employed W. Boylston
MA. Med. staff Holden MA Dist. Hospital
(pres., chief), med. dir. Oakdale Nursing
Home, member board of health W. Boylston
MA. res. Sterling Junction MA.*
BOWEN, Edward Porter. Bowdoin 1934-35.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Buffalo NY Sept. 6
1915. res. Youngstown NY.
BOXWELL, Daniel Warren. B.S., B.D.
Chicago Theol. Sem. 1945. Kappa Sigma.
Education & clergy; b. Peabody MA March
24 1916; m. Jessie Isaacs June 26 1943; ch.:
Helen, David, Alice, Christine. Asst. biologist
Clapp Lab. Duxbury MA 1938-40, machinist
Drive-All Mfg. Co. Detroit MI 1940-42,
minister (Hanapepe Kauai T.H. Christian
Church 1945-47, First Congr. Church Almont
MI 1947-61, First United Congr. Church Olivet
MI 1961-72), Olivet Coll. (instr. religion
1964-65, campus minister 1961-72), minister
First United Congr. Church Prophetstown IL
1972—. Mich. Conf. United Church of Christ
(registrar Eastern Assn. 1958-61, moderator
Central Assn. 1968-70). res. Prophetstown IL.*
BRADFORD, Donald Franklin. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Columbia 1940. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret; b. Whitman MA July 31 1915; m. Ruth
Grosvenor Oct. 1943; ch.: Deborah, Donald Jr.
Market research Pacific Mills NYC 1940-41,
dir. research Inst, of Distribution NYC
1941-42, requirements spec. Dept. of Army
Washington DC 1942-46, dir. research Nat.
Assn. of Food Chains Washington DC
1946-49, underwriter Home Life Ins. Co.
Washington DC 1949-50, requirements spec.
Dept. of Army Washington DC 1950-52, Dept.
of Defense 1953-61 (asst. sec. of defense supply
& logistics, spec, requirements systems, chief
requirements analysis branch, chief program
analysis branch, staff dir. planning guidance),
asst. economic adjustment advisor to sec. of
defense 1961-63, dir. economic adjustment
defense dept. 1963-71, ret. Steward Methodist
Church VA (Arlington 1946-53, Fairfax
1959-61), chmn. Council Federated Church
Aurora NE 1975— . Recipient: Distinguished
Civilian Service Award 1968 & First Bronze
Palm 1971 U.S. Dept. of Defense. Author:
Methods of Forecasting War Requirements for
QM Supplies (1946), Contbr. res. Aurora NE.*
BREWER, Stuart Dexter. B.S., Ph.D. N Y.
Univ. 1941. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Chemistry; b. Beverly
MA Aug. 31 1915; m. Janet Solms Feb. 28
1942; ch.: Barbara, Stuart Jr., Jonathan.
Richard. Grad. asst. N.Y. Univ. 1938-41.
research assoc. (Nat. Defense Regulatory
Comm. Pittsburgh PA 1941-45. research lab.
General Electric Co. Schenectady NY
1945-49), mgr. silicone products dept. General
Electric Co. Waterford NY (analytical services
1949-56, resin product development 1956-70,
spec, process chemistry 1970
—
). Chmn. town
board assessment review Ballston NY.
Awarded Naval Ordnance Development
Award. Elected member (Sigma Xi, Phi Lamda
Upsilon). Contbr., patentee in organosilicon
chemistry, res. Burnt Hills NY.*
BROWN, David Ives. Bowdoin 1934-36. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Swampscott MA May 4
1917; m. Mozelle Lewis Nov. 13 1945; ch.:
David, Nancy. Clerk Forbes Lithograph
Chelsea MA 1938-39, sales offices coordinator
Lever Brothers Co. NYC 1939-73, ret. Served
to 1st It. USA 1942-45; awarded Bronze Star
1945. res. Oradell NJ.*
BROWN, Edward James. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Business exec; b. W. Roxbury MA Feb. 18
1916; m. Bernice Zemke May 28 1942; ch.:
Edward, David, Peter. Trainee Paine Webber
& Co. Boston 1938-41, mgr. trainee W. T.
Grant Co. New Bedford MA 1945-47, sales
mgr. M & M Bakery Manchester NH 1947-52,
prop. & pres. Superette Inc. Eastham MA
1952— . Corporator Five Cents Savings Bank
Cape Cod MA 1965
—
, member (town finance
committee, town recreation committee,
advisory board First Nat. Bank of Cape Cod
1972—). Served to 1st It. USA 1941-46. res.
Eastham MA.*
BROWN, Elon Rouse. Bowdoin 1934-35. Psi
Upsilon. b. Brookline MA June 6 1915. s. of
Philip H. '09. res. unknown.
BUCK, Leonardo Edgar. B.S., D.M.D. Harvard
1942. Psi Upsilon. Dentistry; b. Woburn MA
March 1 1916; m. Letitia Lee July 18 1942.
Dentist self-employed Bath 1946— . Served to
It. USN 1942-46. res. Bath.*
BULLERWELL, Roland Stone. Bowdoin
1934-35. Alpha Tau Omega, b. W. Medford
MA March 29 1913. res. Concord MA.
BURGESS, Hovey Mann. B.S. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1940. Ret.; b. Stoneham
MA Oct. 19 1916; m. Barbara Bristol June 19
1939; ch.: Hovey Jr. General Foods Corp.
White Plains NY 1940-74 (jr. chemist, lab.
mgr., research mgr., fellow in corporate
research), ret. Elected member Phi Lamda
Upsilon. Patentee (8). res. Naples FL.*
BURRITT, Elliott D'Aubigne. Bowdoin
1934-35. Zeta Psi. b. Waterbury CT Dec. 1
1
1913. res. Woodbury CT.
CADMAN, George Russell. Bowdoin 1934-37,
D.M.D. Harvard 1941. Sigma Nu. Dentistry
& education; b. Mt. Kisco NY Oct. 30 1917;
m. Anne Bradford July 10 1941, m. Bobbie
Rogers March 9 1971; ch.: Stephanie, Carolyn,
Candace. Orthodontist self-employed
Washington DC 1946-71, lectr. orthodontics
Harvard Sch. of Dental Medicine 1971—
.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1941-46. Contbr. res. W.
Yarmouth MA.*
CARD, James Hinkley. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Pharmaceutical sales; b. Somerville MA
Aug. 27 1915; m. Madeline Joy Nov. 24 1938;
ch.: Elizabeth. Elaine. Frederic. Trainee
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Filene's Dept. Store Boston 1938-40, dept.
head Retail Credit Co. Boston 1940-50, claim
rep. Field & Cowles Ins. Boston 1950-53, sales
rep. Smith Kline & French Lab. Phila. PA
1953— . Sr. warden Holy Trinity Parish, v.pres.
Lions Club, pres. Poughkeepsie Community
Choms. res. Milton NY.*
CARLSON, Charles Gerard. B.S., M.S. Univ.
Southern Calif. 1940. Psi Upsilon. Business
exec; b. Santa Monica CA June 1 1916; m.
Katharine Gardner Dec. 28 1940; ch.: Stephen,
Katharine, Peter. Professional chem. engineer
(CA); research engineer M. W. Kellog Jersey
City NJ 1940-42; Union Oil Co. (research
engineer, drilling engineer, drilling supt.,
production supt. CA & WA 1942-55; asst. gas
mgr. Los Angeles CA 1955-57; div. process
engineer Houston TX 1957-67; regional gas
mgr. Houston 1967-74; general mgr. nat. gas




CHAPMAN, Philip Freeland, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Portland Aug. 21
1917; s. of Philip F. '06. res. Portland.
CHASE, Edward Fuller. Bowdoin 1934-37.
Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt. 1944-46, Alumni
Fund dir. 1960-63, 1972 capital campaign
worker. Business exec; b. Somerville MA
Dec. 4 1913; m. Barbara Stone June 24 1939;
ch.: Ann, Edward Jr., Leon II '70. Sales
promotion Stetson Shoe Weymouth MA
1938-40, Harold Cabot & Co. Inc. Boston
(account exec. 1943-45, v.pres./account
supervisor 1945-55, exec, v.pres. 1955-58, pres.
1958
—
). Member (vestry All Saints Epis.
Church Belmont MA, warrent committee
Belmont 17 yrs., town meeting 24 yrs.). res.
Belmont MA.*
CLARK, Freeman Davis. B.S., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1941. Chi Psi. Law; b. Milo March 8
1916; m. Margaret Washburn May 6 1971.
Atty. self-employed Milo 1941-71, prop. Milo
(Clark Furniture Co. 1947-67, Chas W. Mills
Ins. Agency 1967-70), deputy chief judge Me.
Dist. Court 1971— . Town selectman Milo
1950, town atty. Milo 1950-70, moderator Milo
1965-72. Served to capt. USA 1942-45;
awarded Bronze Star. res. Brewer.*
CLARK, Lewis Winslow. Bowdoin 1934-35.
Zeta Psi. b. NYC Feb. 7 1916. res. unknown.
CLARKE, Robert Wainwright. A.B., J.D.
Harvard 1941. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b.
Needham MA April 3 1916; m. Jeanne Van
Niel Nov. 8 1943; ch.: Linda, Bruce, David.
Oviatt Gilman O'Brien & Forman & successor
firms (assoc. 1945-48, partner 1948
—
). Dir.
(Rochester Transit Corp. 1966-69, Monroe
Abstract & Title Corp. 1972— Freddie
Thomas Charitable Foundation 1974
—
), Am.
Hockey League (governor 1961, board chmn.
1968), Rochester Am. Hockey Club (dir.
1956-68, pres. & prop. 1965-68), Western N.Y.
Hockey Club (dir., part prop. 1972
—
), dir. &
sec. Isaac Gordon Realty Corp. 1964—, Issac
Gordon Charitable Foundation (dir. 1965,
pres. 1965-70), Rochester Presby. Home
(trustee 1966-72, chmn. board of trustees
1970-72), board chmn. Pittsford Presby.
Church 1968-71, trustee Rochester Bar Assn.
1957-59, fellow N.Y. Bar Foundation 1974—
.
Served to cdr. USN 1941-45. res. Pittsford
NY.*
COFFIN, Hubert Woodrow. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1941. Beta
Theta Pi. Law; b. Caribou Dec. 15 1914; m.
Helen Kyllonen Dec. 24 1938. Law clerk Hale
Sanderson Byrnes & Morton Boston 1941-42,
partner Kingston & Coffin Somerville MA
1946—. Served to It. USN 1942-45. res.
Arlington MA.*
CONDON, Stuart Winslow. B.S.; MB A.
Harvard 1940. Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.; b.
Bristol July 22 1915; m. Helen Shane May 8
1943; ch.: Lorene, Philip, Stephen, Laleah.
Accountant United Fruit Co. Columbia S. Am.
1940-41, corporate sec. C. B. Shane Corp.
Chicago IL 1945-53, corporate planning mgr.
Allstate Ins. Northbrook IL 1953-69, ret.
Served to It. USCG 1942-45. res. Pemaquid.*
COX, Andrew Hood. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1941. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Law; b. Bangor Sept. 28
1917; s. of James F. '04; m. Constance Buffum
Dec. 30 1950; ch.: Emily, Deborah. Ropes &
Gray Boston (assoc. 1946-57, partner 1958
—
).
Dir. Heywood-Wakefield* Co. 1974
—
, member
Milton MA Conservation Comm. Served to
capt. USA 1942-46. res. Milton MA.*
CRAVEN, Robert Keenan. A.B.; A.M.
Harvard 1940, 1945; Ph.D. Harvard 1948.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Jan. 19 1916;
m. Lucile Naples Jan. 27 1940, m. Virginia
Waterbury April 9 1955; ch.: Richard. Teacher
Fresnal Ranch Sch. Tucson AZ 1939-40,
teaching fellow French Bowdoin 1940-41, instr.
Spanish Lesley Coll. Cambridge MA 1945-47,
teaching fellow romance lang. Harvard
1945-48, asst. prof. French Tufts 1948-52, CIA
Washington DC 1952-71 (management
supervisor, sr. staff member). Served to ensign
USN 1942-44. Co-author: Entretiens a Paris
(1955). d. Washington DC July 25 1971.*
CRAVEN, Thomas Joseph. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Portland April 29 1914; m.
Mary Upham August 27 1941; ch.: Mrs.
Robert Fredo, Mrs. Tim Kipp, Mary, Therese,
Paul '72, Tom III. Nabisco Inc. (salesman NY
1939-48; area mgr. Presque Isle 1948-52, Dover
NH 1952-55; divisional mgr. Cambridge MA
1955-68; asst. dir. sales NY 1968-69), pres. &
dir. Service Intra-European Brussels Belgium
1969-71, managing dir. Nabisco Frears
Leicester England 1971-74, ret. Dir. Nabisco
Limited London England 1971-74, chmn.
Biscuit Alliance Conf. London England.
Served with USN 1939-41. res. Biddeford.*
CRESSEY, Robert Haskell, Sr. A.B.
Shipbuilding; b. Augusta Nov. 4 1917; m.
Nellie Robinson Nov. 25 1939; ch.: Robert.
Bath Iron Works Corp. (loftsman 1938-40,
planner 1940-41, production engineer 1942-46,




CROSSLEY, George LeRoy. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Salem MA Sept. 26 1917. res.
Houston TX.
CURRAN, Edward Lintott. A.B., M.D. Cornell
(Garcelon-Merritt scholar) 1942. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Medicine; b. Bangor Jan. 9 1917;
m. Anelia Barauskas Jan. 19 1944; ch.: Edward
Jr., Peter, Rosemary, Theresa, Stephen,
Matthew, Margaret. Resident Bellevue
Hospital NYC 1942-49, physician
self-employed Bangor 1949— . Member Civil
Service Comm. Bangor 20 yrs. Served to maj.
USA 1943-46; awarded Soldiers Medal 1945,
ETO with 3 stars, res. Bangor.*
CUSHING, Benjamin Hilton. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.S. Columbia 1939,
A.M. Am. Univ. 1972. Alpha Tau Omega.
Ret. intelligence officer; b. Portland April 13
1917; m. Simone Marville May 4 1940, m.
Virginia Rogers Nov. 2 1946; ch.: Katharine,
Jacqueline, Brenda, Roger, Matthew. Librarian
(Purdue Univ. 1939-40, public library NYC
1940-43), intelligence officer CIA Washington
DC 1947-71, instructor Northern Va.
Community Coll. Annandale VA 1973-74,
realtor Panorama Real Estate Co. McLean VA
1974—. Served to capt. USA 1943-47.
Recipient: Intelligence Medal of Merit 1971.
res. Reston VA.*
DAVIDSON, George Thomas. B.S., Ed.D.
1976, Ed.M. Boston Univ. 1954. Alpha Delta
Phi. Class agt. 1948-55, Alumni Council
1962-66 (v.pres. 1964-65, pres. 1965-66), 1972
capital campaign area chmn. Recipient:
Distinguished Bowdoin Educator Award 1967.
Ret.; b. Winchester MA Dec. 4 1916; m.
Frances Ray Sept. 30 1944; ch.: Richard '69,
Raylene. High sch. Conway NH
(teacher-coach 1939-42, asst. principal 1946-47,
principal 1947-57, guidance dir. 1957
—),
prop. -dir. Camp Wakuta for Boys Freedom
NH 1951-67, interim minister 1950-53 (Bartlett,
Jackson, Conway, Chocorua, Tamworth &
Ossipee NH; Fryeburg), Freedom First
Christian Church (lay minister 1953-70, pastor
1970
—), pastor Second Congr. Church Ossipee
1970-76. Sports announcer Station WBNC
Conway 1968
—,
visiting instr. (Univ. N.H.
1964-67, Gorham NH State Coll. 1967-70,
N.H. Dept. Education 1970-71, Univ. N.H.
1971-72), N.H. State Police (protestant
chaplain, honorary rank capt. 1973
—
), test
center supervisor CEEB Fryeburg Center
1946-70, pres. (N.H. Assn. Secondary Sch.
Principals 1952-54, N.H. Guidance Assn.
1962-64, N.H. Sch. Counselors Assn. 1969-70,
N.H. Vocational Assn. 1971-72), member
board of dir. (N.H. Interscholastic Assn.
1948-50, New Eng. Assn. Coll. Admissions
Counselors 1967-69), co-chmn. N.E. Personnel
& Guidance Conf. Bretton Woods NH 1964,
member nat. advisory board Nat. Assn.
Secondary Sch. Principals 1953-54, panel
consultant to Eastern Regional Office Coll.
Board, member (State Youth Committee
YMCA, state-county committee on Governor's
Committee on Crime & Juvenile Delinquency,
Carroll County YMCA Committee, governor's
advisory board Tech. Services Health 1968-76),
membership chmn. N.E. Assn. Coll. Admission
Counselors 1968-69, assembly delegate from
New Eng. Nat. Assn. of Coll. Admissions
Counselors 1967-69, dir. (Carroll County
Mental Health Services, Conway Adult Basic
Education Program), ordained to the ministry
First Christian Church Freedom 1970,
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moderator Conway Congr. Church, ATP
consultant New Eng. Regional Office of the
Coll. Board 1976-77. Served to capt. USAF
1942-46. Recipient: Carroll County Educator
of the Yr. Award 1954, N.H. Personnel &
Guidance Achievement Award 1966, Carl
Lundholm Award for Service to Youth &
Athletics in NH 1972, Granite State Award
Univ. N.H. 1976, New Eng. Assn. of Coll.
Admissions Counselors Service Award 1976.
res. Freedom NH.*
DAY, Edward Howard. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Enfield CT March 22 1916. res.
unknown.
DEARING, Robert Rudolph. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Bridghton MA June 19 1915. res. Weston MA.
DENNIS, James Ormond. Bowdoin 1934-37.
Psi Upsilon. b. NYC June 22 1915. res. Mt.
Dora FL.
deSUZE, Carlyle Neville, Jr. A.B. b. NYC
Oct. 14 1916. res. Concord MA.
DICKSON, Audley Daly. Bowdoin 1934-36,
B.S. Columbia 1938. b. Portland April 19
1916; m. Vinnette Newby Sept. 25 1942.
Optometrist NYC 1938-69. Served with USA
1942-43. d. NYC Feb. 15 1969.
DILLENBECK, Donald Gorton. Bowdoin
1934-35. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Great Neck NY
April 2 1915; m. Jean Hall Oct. 12 1940; ch.:
Peter, David. Teller NY (Port Washington Nat.
Bank 1931-41, Bayside Nat. Bank 1941-42),
payroll cashier Am. Airlines NYC 1942-48,
teller (Sterling Nat. Bank & Trust Co. NYC
1949-50, Bayside Federal Savings & Loan
Assn. 1951-60), teller & auditor First Federal
Savings & Loan Assn. Port Washington
1960-75), ret. Served to sgt. USA 1943-45. res.
Dennis MA.*
DILLER, John Woodburn. A.B., D.D.S. Univ.
Penn. 1942. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Phila.
PA Sept. 26 1917; m. Arlene Curtis Dec. 24
1942; ch.: Peter, John Jr. Dentist (Skowhegan
1946-51, Livermore Falls 1951-59). Served to
capt. MCUSA 1942-46. d. Skowhegan June 14
1959.
DUHAIME, Alide LeMairre, Jr. A.B. b.
Manchester NH April 16 1917. Clerk NYA
Berlin NH 1938-39, with USN Dept.
Washington DC 1939-40. d. Manchester NH
Jan. 21 1941.
DUPEE, Norman English, Jr. B.S. Zeta Psi.
b. Boston Jan. 26 1916. res. Weston MA.
ELIGIAN, Kosrof. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa, b. Armenia Feb. 28 1907; m. Grace
Barbour Sept. 1 1945; ch.: Lucene, Gregory.
Social worker Chicago IL Relief Admin.
1938-41, child guidance counselor 111. State
Training Sch. for Boys St. Charles IL 1941-45,
supervisor Cleveland OH Youth Board
1945-47, exec. sec. Family Agencies Sioux City
IA 1947-49, exec. dir. (Family Service Soc.
Hartford CT 1949-55, Family Counseling
Service Seattle WA 1955-65). d. Seattle WA
Oct. 20 1965.
ELLERY, John Wardwell. B.S., O.D. Northern
111. Coll. of Optometry 1944. Sigma Nu.
Optometry; b. Danvers MA Sept. 15 1916;
m. Janice Randall Aug. 3 1940; ch.: Judith,
Marcia, Nancy. Teacher (Sabattus 1938-40,





Dover-Foxcroft 1953-56. Served to 1st It. USA
1945-46. res. Dover-Foxcroft.*
ELLIS, Stanley Irvin. Bowdoin 1934-35. b.
Randolph MA Jan. 12 1917. res. Somers CT.
EMERY, John Campbell. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Dorchester MA Oct. 10 1916. res.
Portland.
FILES, Ernest Haskell. B.S., M.D. Tufts 1943.
Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Portland June 8
1915; s. of Ralph F. '09; m. Velma Voelhel
1946. Surgeon pvt. practice Los Angeles CA
19?—. Served to It. USN 1944-46. res. Los
Angeles CA.
FISCHER, Arthur Ellicott. B.S. cum laude.
Admissions aide 1950-62, 1962 capital
campaign worker, class bequest chmn. 1972—
.
Chi Psi. Management; b. NYC Dec. 10
1916; m. Edna Danner June 26 1943, m. Mary
Collins June 2 1962; ch.: Arthur. Mobil Oil
Corp. (mgr. marine traffic NYC 1955-57, mgr.
Inland Fleet NYC 1957-61, mgr. E. Coast Fleet
Beaumont TX 1961-65, pres. marine
subsidiaries Hamilton Bermuda 1965-69, mgr.
employee relations NYC 1969-71, mgr. U.S.
Fleet NYC 1971-74, mgr. maritime relations
NYC 1974—). res. NYC*
FISH, William Hudson, Jr. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Brooklyn NY July 4 1916; m.
Margaret Small, m. Virginia Fuller Feb. 14
1959; ch.: Jonathan, Susan, Martha, William,
Elizabeth, Virginia. Airline capt. Pan Am.
Airlines 1942-76, ret. Served to It. USN
1938-45. res. Salt Lake City UT.*
FITTS, David Waldron. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Boston July 25 1916; m. Elizabeth Neale
April 26 1941; ch.: David Jr. Salesman C. S.
Bird & Son (Houston TX 1941-43; E. Walpole
MA 1938-41, 1943-44). Served with USN 1944.
d. Butler PA Oct. 2 1944.
FLINT, Vasmer Leverert. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Brookline MA Feb. 13 1915; m.
Martha Benz Aug. 3 1945. Served with USN
1942-51. Awarded Presidential Unit Citation,
Navy Citation, Distinguished Flying Cross
with Palm, Air Medal with Clusters, d. Iwa
Kuni Japan June 15 1951.*
FOOTE, Harry Thomas. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma. Class agt. 1938-42.
Publishing; b. Woodlawn Aliquippa PA Oct.
3 1915; m. Anne Blanchard Aug. 10 1947; ch.:
Susan, Thomas, Raymond, Daniel. Reporter
Daily Kennebec Journal Augusta summer
1938, Portland Press Herald (reporter 1938-48,
asst. city ed. 1948-50), Portland Evening
Express (reporter 1950-51, asst. city ed.
1951-57, city ed. 1957-63), city ed. Press
Herald-Express-Sunday Telegram Portland
1963-65, publisher Am. Journal Westbrook
1965— . Chmn. Pine Tree Chapter Arthritis
Foundation 1961-62. Served to 1st It. USN,
USMC 1943-46; awarded Letter of
Commendation USMC Peleliu 1944. res.
Portland.*
FORBES, John Ripley. Bowdoin 1935-36.
Foundation exec; b. Chelsea MA Aug. 25
1913; m. Margaret Sanders Dec. 10 1951; ch.:
Ripley, Anne. Founder-dir. (Stamford CT
Museum 1935-36, William T. Hornady
Memorial Foundation NYC 1938-50), dir.
(Kansas City MO Museum 1939-41, Ore.
Museum of Science & Industry 1947-49),
founder-dir. (Nat. Foundations for Jr.
Museums NYC 1951-60, Sacramento CA Jr.
Museum 1951-53), founder & pres. Nature
Center For Environmental Activities Westport
CT 1958-63, founder-chmn. of board Natural
Science for Youth Foundation 1961— . Pres.
(Conn. Conservation Assn. 1969-70, Audubon
Soc. of N.H. 1975, John & Anna Porter
Foundation NH 1974
—
, William T. Hornaday
Memorial Trust 1974
—
, St. Johns on the Lake




conservation committee Boy Scouts of Am.
1974
—
, Pres. Jimmie Carter's conservation
committee 1975
—
). Recipient: Am. Motors
Conservation Award 1971. Founder 15
museums & nature centers in 8 states,
sponsored or assisted 151 projects in 44 states.
Served with USA, MCUSAF 1942-45. res.
Atlanta.*
FOX, Daniel Harold Edwards. A.B.. B.D.
Bangor Theol. Sem. 1933, S.T.B. Epis. Theol
Sem. 1939. b. Manchester NH Nov. 12 1900.
Oblate W. Park NY 1938-39, clerg. Mechanic
Falls 1939-40, rector (Emmanuel Church
Ashland 1940-41, Sanford 1941-44, White
River Junction VT 1944-48, Lyme Center NH
1948-?, Hanover Center NH 1949-?), curate
(Charlotte Amalie V.I. 1951, Peekskill NY
1952), asst. priest Bay Shore NY (St. Peter's
Church 1954, House of the Holy Nativity
1955), teacher Orford NH 1957-?, ret. 1961. d.
Hanover NH May 16 1971.
FOX, Robert Bernard. Bowdoin 1934-36. Delta
Upsilon. b. Chicago IL Aug. 25 1915. res.
Atherton CA.
FRAZIER Claude Rand. B.S., A.M. Villanova
Univ. 1961. Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Boston
May 10 1917; m. Janet Crosby Jan. 31 1942;
ch.: John '64, James, Cyrus. Served to capt.
USN 1940-67, asst. dir. spec, projects Office
Legislative Affairs Navy Dept. Washington
DC 1967-76, ret. Awarded Distinguished
Flying Cross (3), Air Medal (5), campaign
medals & unit citations, res. Falls Church VA.*
FREDERICKS, William Ludlum, Jr. B.S.
Sigma Nu. b. Jamaica NY Aug. 24 1917. res.
Hollis NY.
FROST, William. A.B. summa cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1942; Ph.D. Yale
1946. Alpha Delta Phi. 1962 capital campaign
area chmn., 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. NYC June 8 1917; s. of John
W. '04; m. Marjorie Pangburn Aug. 4 1942;
ch.: Marjorie, Christina, Clifford. Instr.
(Carnegie Inst. Tech. 1942-44, Yale Univ.
1946-47), asst. prof. Wesleyan Univ. 1947-51,
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Univ. Calif. Santa Barbara (asst. prof. 1951-55,
assoc. prof. 1955-61, prof. English 1961
—
,
chmn. English dept. 1974
—
). Author: Dryden
and the Art of Translation (1954), co-ed.:
Works of Dryden (1974). res. Santa Barbara.*
FRYE, John Howard, Jr. B.S. Chi Psi. Class
agt. 1946-48. Management ins.; b. Auburn
March 6 1916; m. Virginia Wapburton Dec. 30
1937; ch.: June. C.L.U. (1956); teller Provident
Loan Soc. NYC 1938-39, Provident Mutual
Life (agt. NYC 1939-41, general agt. Portland
1942-60, mgr. Boston I960—). Pres. (General
Agt. & Mgr. Assn., Me. chapter C.L.U. ). Pvt.
USA 1944-46. res. Boston.*
GARFIELD, Scott Parker. Bowdoin 1935-36.
Alpha Delta Phi. Communications; b.
Cleveland OH May 24 1914; m. Jean Benson
Aug. 14 1941; ch.: Richard, Helen, Quincy.
Copywriter Radio Station WIBX Utica NY
1938-43, quality control mgr. Sperry Rand
Corp. Utica 1944-48, copywriter & traffic mgr.
Radio Station WIBX 1949-53, spec. agt. State
Mutual Assurance Utica 1954-58, quality
control mgr. Endicott NY Machine Tool Co.
1959-68, audio-visual coordinator SUNY
Binghamton 1969-76, supervisor game room
Bowdoin 1976— . Program dir. Rotary Club
Utica 1950-51, pres. Southern Tier Memorial
Soc. 1974— . res. Brunswick.*
GILDERSLEEVE, John Edwards. Bowdoin
1934-35. Psi Upsilon. b. Brooklyn NY Jan.
28 1916. res. Ft. Worth TX.
GLEASON, Carroll Frederick. Bowdoin
1934-36. b. Westbrook Nov. 25 1915. res.
unknown.
GLINES, William Raynes. Bowdoin 1934-37.
Sigma Nu. b. Unity Jan. 24 1917. d.
Brunswick March 4 1937.
GODFREY, Robert Shaw. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Everett MA March 28 1917. res.
Brunswick.
GOODWIN, Charles Stanton. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Kirkland NY Nov. 4 1915. res. Garden City
Long Is. NY.
GOVE, Robert Archibald. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1940. Beta Theta Pi. Business
management; b. Cambridge MA Aug. 22 1916;
m. Doreen Davis Dec. 19 1958. Production
planner (Allen Mfg. Co. Hartford CT 1940-46,
Carter's Ink Cambridge 1946-55), branch mgr.
Elliott Industies Inc. Cambridge 1955-61, with
Olson Filtration Engineers Am. Laundry
Norwood OH 1962-65, system
analyst/designer General Electric Co.
Evendale OH 1965—. Served to It. cdr. USN
1941-45. res. Glendale OH.*
GRAHAM, Selwyn Harrison, Jr. Bowdoin
1934-35, B.S. USNA 1939. Delta Upsilon. b.
Burlington MA June 10 1917.
GRAY, Kenneth Vernon. A.B. cum laude, B.D.
Bangor Theol. Sem. 1948, M.Div. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1971. Ret.; b. Bucksport June 4
1906; m. Bernice Hamm June 11 1936; ch.:
George '62, Judith. Pastor Congr. Church
(Limerick 1935-37; Boothbay Harbor 1937-44;
Calais 1944-49; First S. Paris 1949-71, emeritus
1971
—
), ret. Member exec, committee Nat
Assn. Congr. Christian Churches 1963-67. res.
S. Paris.*
GREENE, John Pettengill. A.B., M.D. Johns
Hopkins 1942. Delta Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Rumford Dec. 19 1915; s. of John A. '03; m.
Jane Ahr May 15 1943; ch.; John, Valerie,
Mary, Patricia, Holly, Katherine.
Physician-orthopedic surgeon (Huntington
WV 1950-53, Lewiston 1953—). Member
board of mgr. YMCA Auburn, diplomate Am.
Board of Orthopedic Surgery. Served to It.
MCUSN 1942-47. res. Auburn.*
GREENLAW, William Austin. B.S., M.D. Yale
1942. Chi Psi. Medicine; b. Princeton Jan. 28
1914. Physician & urologist pvt. practice
Fairfield 1942— . res. Fairfield.*
GRIFFIN, Richard Joseph, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1940. Sigma Nu. Accounting; b.
Haverhill MA Sept. 23 1916; m. Constance
Fulton Nov. 9 1942; ch.: Marion, Richard III,
Vernon, Donna, Ted, Douglas, Robert, Louise.
C.P.A.; jr. to sr. auditor Price Waterhouse &
Co. NYC 1940-42, 1946-50; staff auditor to dir.
auditing Atomic Energy Comm. Washington
DC 1950-75; dir. auditing Energy Research &
Development Admin. 1975— . Pres.
Montgomery-Prince Georges Chapter of
Federal Govt. Accountants Assn. 1969, chmn.
Federal Audit Exec. Council 1975. Served to It.
USN 1942-46. res. Silver Spring MD.*
GUNTER, Roy Chalmers, Jr. B.S. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Boston Univ. 1939;
Ph.D. Boston Univ. 1942. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Brooklyn NY June 3 1916; m.
Virginia Cook Aug. 22 1942; ch.: Pauline, Roy,
Karl, Mark. Clark Univ. Worcester MA
1941-60 (instr. mathematics & physics, asst.
prof, physics, assoc. prof.), Coll. of the Holy
Cross (assoc. prof, physics 1962-67; dir. Nat.
Science Foundation Summer Inst. 1965, 1966.
1967; prof. 1967
—
). Member town planning
board Charlton MA 1975, chmn. (professional
group military electronics Boston section Inst.
Radio Engineers 1961-62, infrared
coordination committee Radio Corp. of Am.
1960-61), member nat. exec, committee
Infrared Information Symposium 1959-62,
member committee Consultative Int. Radio
1960-61, scientific advisor to dir. Worcester
MA Natural History Museum 1955-59,
member operating committee Daniels Sch.
Forestry 1958-59, chief judge & scientific
advisor Worcester Regional Science Fair
1958—
,
physics lectr. (high sch. science cong.
Springfield MA 1964-65; science seminar
Holden MA 1964, 1965, 1967, 1969—; Western
Mass. Science Teachers Conf. 1967),
consultant (microwave antennas Stanford
Research Inst. 1951-52; electronics Worcester
Foundation for Experimental Biology 1947-48;
psycho physics Boston Psychopathic Hospital
1947-49; communication theory applied to
optical testing Am. Optical Co. 1953-59;
microwave optics AF Cambridge Research
Lab. 1953-55; microwave high speed scanning
antennas Dalmo Victor Corp. 1954-55;
electromagnetism, microwave antennas &
optics United Aircraft Research Labs.
1959-62); consultant high sch. teacher training
program U.S. Agency Int. Development/Govt.
of India (Saugar Univ. Saugar M.P. India
1966; Annamalai Univ. Annamalainagar
Madras India 1968), chief radiological service
Commonwealth Mass. 1955-60, Radio Corp.
Am. (consultant radar antennas 1958-59; mgr.
tech. planning & in-house research, mgr.
advanced systems & techniques, staff
engineering scientist 1959-62), physicist
consultant research dept. Worcester Memorial
Hospital 1965-68. Contbr. res. Charlton MA.*
HALFORD, John Henry, Jr. B.S., M.S. M I T.
1940. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Bridgeport PA April
6 1916; s. of John H. '07; m. Laura Thickens
Nov. 26 1940; ch.: John III '64, Richard,
Laura. Trainee to mgr. comm. wool combing
sales Arlington Mills Boston 1940-42, staff
member to asst. div. head Radiation Lab.
M.I.T. 1942-45, research engineer Arlington
Mills Lawrence MA 1946-47, asst. mgr.
worsted yarn mill Forstmann Woolen Co.
Passaic NJ 1947-51, asst. treas. & v.pres.
Brunswick Worsted Mills Moosup CT 1951-59,
asst. dir. research Am. Optical Co. Southbridge
MA 1959-60, asst. treas. to pres. & treas.
Southern Worsted Mills Greenville SC Boston
office 1960-73, ret. Chmn. Republican town
committee Brooklyn CT 1958, corporator S.
Scituate Savings Bank Norwell 1963
—
,
member advisory finance committee Norwell
MA 1964-68, church (treas., deacon, trustee),
member corp. Boston Museum of Science
1977. Recipient: Joint Army/Navy Certificate
of Appreciation for work in connection with
Loran system of navigation WWII. res.
Norwell MA.*
HARRISON, John William. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. New Hartford NY Jan. 26 1917; m.
Bettina Hall July 12 1941; ch.: John Jr.,
Deborah, Christine. Asst. to dir. research Bates
Mfg. Co. Lewiston 1938-52, member textile
field research group Monsanto Chem. Co.
Merrimac div. Everett MA 1951-53, asst. to dir.
research Cryorac div. W. R. Grace Co.
Cambridge MA, v.pres. Lowry Development
Corp. Winchester MA, with Hayes Pump &
Machinery Co. Board member Mt. Vernon
House Winchester. Holder 47 patents, d.
Winchester MA July 12 1974.*
HASLAM, Vernon Grandville, Jr. Bowdoin
1934-35. Kappa Sigma, b. Eastbrook June 29
1918. res. Wilmington DE.
HAWKINS, William Stevens. B.S. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Tau Omega.
Auditing; b. Greenfield MA June 22 1916;
m. Emily VanWyck Nov. 24 1962; ch.: David.
Analyst Dun & Bradstreet Inc. NYC 1938-41,
1945-46; accountant Sterling Drug Corp.
Brattleboro VT 1946-50; chief accountant &
office mgr. Holden & Martin Lumber Co.
Brattleboro 1950-59; staff accountant
(Hitchcock & Co. Springfield MA 1959-72,
Main Lafrentz & Co. Springfield 1972—).
Member leadership committee Boy Scout
Troop. Served to sgt. USA 1941-45; awarded
Silver Star 1943, Bronze Star 1945. res. W.
Springfield MA.*
HAWLEY, Robert. Bowdoin 1934-35. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Mnpls. MN June 9 1916.
res. unknown.
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HEPBURN, James Preble. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1942. Psi Upsilon. b. Boston May 19 1916;
m. Ruth Bartlet Nov. 6 1937; ch.: James '62,
Sarah. Physician MA (Boston 1942-43, Maiden
1943-44, Milton 1946-50), resident
anesthesiology Mass. General Hospital Boston
1950-52, chief anesthesiologist (Milton
Hospital 1952-64, Lowell MA General
Hospital 1964-65). Diplomate Am. Board of
Anesthesiologists, member (Am. Coll.
Anesthesiologists, Mass. Benevolent Med.
Soc.) Served to capt. MCUSA 1944-46;
awarded Commendation Ribbon, d. Milton
MA May 5 1965.*
HIGHT, Samuel Kirby. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.,
class agt. 1972-75, 1972 capital campaign
worker. Automobile sales; b. Skowhegan
Jan. 27 1916; m. Grace Jack May 9 1942; ch.:
Jane, Louis '74, Walter II. Automobile dealer
Hight Chevrolet-Buick Inc. Skowhegan. Served
to It. cdr. USN 1941-45. res. Skowhegan.*
HOLT, Richard Sawin. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. Greenwood March 11 1912; m.
Laetitia Alvarez de Toledo Feb. 6 1960.
Library mgr. Kraftco Corp. Glenview IL
1952-70, ret. Served to It. USNR 1942-46. res.
Waterford.*
HOOKE, Robert Lowe. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Management; b. Brooklyn NY July 20 1917;
m. Elizabeth Salter Oct. 19 1940; ch.: Robert
'64, Elizabeth, Virginia, Thomas, David '78.
Managing agt. real estate Cruikshank Co.
NYC 1938-40, sales rep. Congoleum-Nairn
Inc. Pittsburgh PA 1940-42, dir. sales &
marketing Schweitzer div. Kimberly Clark
Corp. Newark NJ 19?—. Served to It. (sg) USN
1942-46. res. Short Hills NJ.*
HUDON, Louis Joffre. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Yale 1941; Ph.D.
Yale 1942. Education; b. Sanford Dec. 14
1919; m. Jane Ellsworth 1942, m. Edna Sculley
June 24 1948; ch.: Anne. Asst. instr. Yale
Univ. 1940-42; instr. (Biarritz France Am.
Univ. 1945-46, Yale Univ. 1946-47); dir.
French Summer Session Inst, of Far Eastern
langs. Yale 1947-48; asst. prof, romance lang.
Wesleyan Univ. 1947-53; member staff French
summer sch. Middlebury Coll. 1953, 1954,
1955; Wellesley Coll. (asst. prof. French
1953-54, assoc. prof. 1954-57); assoc. prof,
romance lang. Vanderbilt Univ. 1957-61; staff




section dept. foreign lang. & literatures
1964-65). Served to maj. USAAF 1942-46.
Contbr. res. Durham NH.*
HULL, Vincent Kingsley, Jr. Bowdoin 1934-37.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Staten Is. NY March 8
1917. d. Belize City Belize Central Am. Nov. 15
1976.
HUTCHINSON, Paul Conklin. Bowdoin
1934-35. Psi Upsilon. Marketing exec; b.
Arlington MA Aug. 25 1915; m. Madeline
Sawyer, m. Susan Alexander April 30 1961;
ch.: Caroline, Cynthia. Marketing mgr.
(Baird-Atomic Cambridge MA 1947-55,
Perkin-Elmer Norwalk CT 1955-59),
accounting exec. advt. Chas. F. Hutchinson
Inc. Boston 1959-62, v.pres. & general mgr.
Research & Control Instruments Winchester
MA 1962-64, Perkin-Elmer Corp. Norwalk
(marketing mgr. 1964-66, general mgr. div.
1966-71, v.pres. marketing 1971
—
). Served to It
(jg) USCGR 1942-45. res. Darien CT.*
HYDE, Larimer Ballou. B.S. Zeta Psi. Ret.;
b. Ware MA April 21 1915; m. Nancy Howe
Aug. 28 1959; ch.: Penelope. Jr. engineer State
of Mass. Enfield 1939-40, engineer Johns
Manville Manville NJ 1940-41, purchasing agt.




Ware 1952—. Served to It. USNR 1941-46;
awarded Congressional Unit Citation 1943. res.
Ware MA.*
HYDE, William Dewitt. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Council 1948-52 (pres.
1951-52). Ins.; b. Boston Aug. 20 1916; s. of
George P. '08; m. Joan Busch 1940; ch.: Sara,
William '65, Stephen. With Aetna Ins. Co.
Portland 1938—. Served to It. (jg) USNR
1944-46. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
JACOBS, Samuel Keller. B.S., A.M. Columbia
1949. b. Far Rockaway NY April 18 1916;
m. Eileen Shipman; ch.: Nicholas. With Mfr.'s
Trust Co. NYC 1938-42, asst. to deputy dir.
general UNRRA, case worker family service
div. Salvation Army Jamaica NY, public
relations research Family Service Assn. of Am.,
sr. case worker Family Service Agency New
Haven CT 1953-54. Member Int. Conf. of
Social Work. With Am. Field Service 1942. d.
New Haven CT Aug. 10 1954.
JOHNSON, Walworth. Bowdoin 1934-35.
Delta Upsilon. b. Lawrence MA May 18
1915. res. Dover NH.
KENNEDY, Carrick Dickey. Bowdoin 1934-35.
Delta Upsilon. b. Baltimore MD Feb. 3
1915. res. unknown.
KING, James Stodden. B.S. 1939. b. Bristol
Feb. 25 1918. res. unknown.
KNIE, Walter Maxwell. Bowdoin 1934-35. Delta
Upsilon. b. Hartford CT Sept. 3 1916.
LAFFIN, Robert William. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Real estate exec; b. Springfield VT Dec. 18
1916; m. Elizabeth Durrance April 26 1941, m.
Christine Kanar May 20 1972; ch.: Peter,
Christopher, Robert. Pres.-treas. Laffin Tool
Co. Springfield 1946-52, consultant
self-employed Germany & U.S. 1952-55,
Simmonds Precision Tarrytown NY 1955 65
(v.pres. mfg., general mgr.), v.pres. finance &
dir. F. W. Myers & Co. Inc. Rouses Point NY
1965-70, general mgr. (Lang Assoc. Inc.
Burlington VT 1970-73, Laffin Inc. Mt. Dora
FL 1974-75), pres. Green Valley Mining Corp.
& Cost Corp. Beckley WV 1975—. Dir. Assoc.
Industries of Vt. 1963-65, chmn. (Regional
Health Services Committee Vergennes VT
1963-65, Chapter 40 Am. Soc. Tool Engineers
ca. 1949-50), choir dir. Congr. Church
Vergennes 1963-64, Vergennes City Band 1963
(dir., conductor). Author: Real Estate
Investment (1973). res. Beckley WV.*
LEACH, Harry Tuck. B.S. Exec; b.
Needham MA Oct. 17 1916; m. Sally Merrow
July 1 1950; ch.: Sally, Susan. Salesman E. I.
duPont de Nemours & Co. Boston 1938-42,
pres. (Federal Marking Products Corp. Boston
1945—, F. N. Mclntire Brass Co. Cambridge
MA 1963-65, George T. McLauthlin Co.
Boston 1963
—
). Dir. Marking Device Assn.
1955-60, v.pres. Nasson Coll. Parents Council.
Served to It. USCG 1942-45. res. Needham
MA*
LEWIS, Frederick Gary. B.S. Chi Psi. Occ.
unknown; b. Springfield MA March 13 1916.
Served to cdr. USN 1940-? res. San Leandro
CA.
LORD, Frank Dingley. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Portland Nov. 3 1916. With Goodall Worsted
Co. Sanford 1938-41, L. H. Schlosberg Inc.
Portland (merchandise sales mgr. 1946-61;
v.pres., asst. treas. 1961-64; prop., mgr.
1969-75). Several offices Kennebunk Unitarian
Church, treas. The Brick Store Museum
Kennebunk 1949-66, trustee Kennebunk Free
Library, dir. Kennebunk Public Health Assn.
Served to It. cdr. USNR 1941-46. d.
Kennebunk March 13 1975.*
LORD, Matson Moorehead. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. b. Bucksport June 9 1915. res.
Yarmouth.
MAITLAND, Alexander, Jr. Bowdoin 1934-35.
Psi Upsilon. b. Thompson CT July 25 1917.
res. Auburndale MA.
MARSHALL, Scott Chamberlain. A.B. Chi Psi.
Business exec; b. Waterville May 9 1917; m.
June Saunders Oct. 31 1939; ch.: Phyllis, Scott,
Christopher, Priscilla. Credit reporter Retail
Credit Co. Portland 1938-41, Sears Roebuck &
Co. (credit sales mgr. various locations New
Eng. 1941-59, territorial staff Phila. PA
1959-66, regional credit mgr. NYC 1967-68, sr.
staff asst. Chicago IL 1969—. Boys Clubs
Chicago (member board of dir. 1972-76; chmn.
club campaigns 1975-76, v.chmn. 1973-74),
trustee (Congr. Church Mt. Carmel CT
1958-59, Knox Presby. Church 1977). res.
Naperville IL.*
MILLER, Howard Burnett. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Ins.; b. Montague MA Aug. 25 1917; m.
Jane Jackson Jan. 18 1941; ch.: Karl, Steven.
C.L.U.; ins. agt. Dir. Am. Soc. C.L.U. 1963-66,
pres. (Springfield MA Life Underwriters
1957-58, Western Mass. C.L.U. 1958-59, Mass.
Mutual Agt. Assn. 1972-74), v.pres. YMCA
1966-70. Served to capt. USMCR 1942-46. res.
Springfield MA.*
MONELL, Donald Francis. Bowdoin 1934-37,
B.S. M.I.T. 1938, B.B.E. & C. M.I.T. 1940.
M.S. M.I.T. 1941, M.Arch. M.I.T. 1949. Alpha
Delta Phi. Architecture; b. N. Stratford NH
June 18 1917; m. Lila Swift April 20 1951; ch.:
Alexander, Stephen. Marcus, Francena. Asst.
community planner TVA Knoxville TN
1941-42, architects designer Emery-Smith
Assoc. Boston 1946-49, research assoc. solar
energy M.I.T. 1949-51, designer Sargent
Webster Crenshaw & Foley Watertown NY
1951-52, prop, architect Donald F. Monell &
Assoc. Gloucester MA 1952— . Trustee Cape
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Ann Symphony Orchestra 1960
—
,
incorporator (Addison Gilbert Hospital
Gloucester 1968
— ,
Cape Ann Savings Bank
1972—), v.pres. Cape Ann Historical Assn.
1969
— ,
member Gloucester Art Comm. Served
to capt. USA 1942-46. Designer: Historical
Museum Gloucester (1968), Solar House
Gloucester (1975), Public Library Gloucester
(1975). res. Gloucester MA.*
MORGAN, William Edward. Spec. 1934-35.
Recipient: Alumni Award for Faculty & Staff
1973. Business management; b. Brunswick
Jan. 21 1911; m. Dorothy Carr July 8 1937;
ch.: Judith. Bowdoin (clerk business office




MORROW, Robert Eugene. Bowdoin 1934-36,
D.M.D. Harvard 1940. Chi Psi. b. Lynn MA
Jan. 3 1917; m. Shirley Kendall Nov. 11 1966
(2nd marriage); ch.: Wayne '64, Roberta, Beth.
Oral surgeon (Lynn 1945-65, Newport NH
1965-68, Claremont NH 1968-75). Served to It.
(sg) USN 1943-46. d. Claremont NH Nov. 4
1975.*
MORSS, Robert Dillingham, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Harrow-on-the-Hill Middlesex
England March 21 1917; s. of Robert D. '10;
m. Betsy Winchell June 11 1938, m. Marjorie
Craig Aug. 25 1951; ch.: Mark, Martha,
Robert III. Central Greyhound Cleveland OH
1948-58 (general shop foreman, asst. to shop
supt.), maintenance dir. Consolidated
Freightways W. Richfield OH 1958-62, dir.
equipment purchasing & maintenance
Commercial Motor Freight Inc. Columbus OH
1962-71. Member Nat. Motor Fleet Training
Council. Recipient: Decoration of Officer of
the Order of Orange Nassau The Netherlands
1948. Served to It. col. British Army 1939-45. d.
Worthington OH Nov. 14 1971.*
MUNCY, WiUiam Smith. Bowdoin 1934-36.
Psi Upsilon. b. Providence Rl June 9 1914.
res. Barrington RL
MURPHY, William Robert. Bowdoin 1934-36.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Lynn MA May 21
1915. res. Georges Mills NH.
NAJAM, Edward William. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Duke Univ. 1950; Ph.D.
Univ. N.C. 1953. Education; b. Danbury CT
Oct. 28 1916; m. Agnes Parker June 16 1946;
ch.: Edward Jr. Risk analyst crime div. Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1938-42, teacher Tabor
Acad. Marion MA 1943-47, instr. (French
Duke Univ. 1949-50, French & Spanish Univ.
N.C. 1953-54), Ind. Univ. (asst. prof. French
1954-61, assoc. prof. 1961-67, prof. 1967—,
asst. dean Coll. Arts & Sciences 1957-63, exec,
sec. Int. Affairs 1965
—
). Pres. Ind. chapter
Am. Assn. Teachers of French 1970-72,
1973-74. Recipient: Chevalier dans l'Ordre des
Palmes Academiques from French govt, for
contributions to advancement of French
culture in the U.S. Contbr. res. Bloomington
IN.*
NASH, Henry Leighton, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1940. Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Economics; b.
Indianapolis IN Dec. 7 1916; m. Anne Cassat
March 16 1946; ch.: Elizabeth, Priscilla,
Barbara, Jennifer. Various positions
Northwestern Bell Tel. Co. various locations
1940-61, mgr. economic & tel. views Am. Tel.
& Tel. Co. NYC 1961—. Elder Presby. Church.
Served to It. USN 1942-46. res. Ramsey NJ.*
NEAD, Phillips Tryon. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Upsilon. b. Woodhaven NY Feb. 1 1917.
Teacher high sch. Warren MA 1938. d.
Brunswick Oct. 1 1938.
NEWHALL, Edward Bradford. Bowdoin
1934-37. Delta Upsilon. b. Brookline MA
May 26 1916. res. Tallahassee FL.
NEWMAN, Frederic Soper. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. 1962 capital campaign area chmn., 1972
capital campaign worker. Banking exec; b.
Milo Sept. 15 1916; s. of William P. '10; m.
Althea Wildes June 15 1941; ch.: Frederic Jr.
'63, Paul '67, Robert '70, Thomas '73, Richard
'78. Trainee to loan officer Mfr. Trust NYC
1938-43, analyst U.S. War Dept. Vienna
Austria 1946-51, asst. to pres. Eastern Trust
Banking Co. Bangor 1951-65, pres. Northeast
Bank & Trust Co. Bangor 1965—. Board
chmn. (Northeast Bankshare Assn., Northeast
Bank of Guilford, Northeast Bank of Lincoln,
Northeast Bank of Millinocket), All Souls
Congr. Church (moderator, sr. deacon), dir.
(Eastern Me. Med. Center, United Way), past
pres. Me. Bankers Assn. Served to 1st It. USA
1943-46. Recipient: Silver Beaver Boy Scouts
of Am. 1975, Exemplary Citizens' Award
Bangor 1975. res. Bangor.*
NICHOLSON, Basil Stuart. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Wallasey England Dec. 9
1914; m. Edith Daniels July 20 1938, m. Alma
Blossman Dec. 9 1950; ch.: Margaret, Marcia,
Christine. Sales rep. tech. E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. Wilmington DE 1938-73, ret.
Contbr. res. Lee NH.*
NICKERSON, William Warren. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega. Ins.; b. Waltham MA April 5
1916; m. Pauline Clark Sept. 6 1952; ch.: Gail,
David. Ins. underwriter Mass. Bonding & Ins.
Co. Boston 1938-47, claims analyst Am.
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1947-51,
accountant-asst. sec. Boston Ins. Co. 1951-66,
asst. v.pres. & sec. Continental Ins. Co. NYC
1966—. Served to maj. USA 1942-46. res. Short
Hills NJ.*
NORTON, William John, Jr. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Cincinnati OH May 31 1916. s. of
William J. '05. res. unknown.
OBERIST, Stuart Carney. Bowdoin 1934-36,
grad. Bentley Coll. 1938. Kappa Sigma. b.
Worcester MA March 20 1915; m. Bettine
Heslan Jan. 26 1944; ch.: Stuart, Richard,
Judith. Public accountant Henry C. Oberist &
Co. Worcester 197-74. d. Holden MA April 25
1974.
O'NEILL, Edward Lynch, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
1962 capital campaign area chmn. Business
exec; b. Danville IL Feb. 16 1916; m. Betty
Estill Dec 16 1944; ch.: Robert, Bruce,
Andrew, Edward III. Trainee Cleveland OH
1938-40 (General Electric Co., Banks Baldwin
Co.), branch mgr. Armco Steel Corp. Sao
Paulo Brazil 1948-51, asst. to pres. Trailmobile
Inc. NYC 1951-54, pres. Emerson Electric Co.
St. Louis MO 1954-74, chmn. & chief exec.
Marathon Electric Mfg. Co. 1974— . Member
board of dir. (Brown Group 1969
—
, St. Louis
Union Trust Co. 1968
—
), trustee (St. Louis
Priory Sch, v.chmn. St. Louis Univ.). Served to
It. cdr. USN 1940-45. res. Wausau WL*
OSBORN, Frederick Winchester. Bowdoin
1934-35. Tanning industry consultant; b.
Peabody MA Feb. 19 1916; m. Claire Powers
April 25 1942; ch.: Susannah, Polly. With A. C.
Lawrence Leather Co. 1934-38, with A. F.
Gallun & Sons Corp. Boston 1938-41. treas. F.
P. Osborn Inc. 1945-67, v.pres. Trask-Osborn
Inc. 1967-70, with Sirois Brothers Inc. 1970—.
Consultant tanning undustry 1952— (U.S.,
Canada, England, France, Italy, Puerto Rico,
Costa Rica, Venezuela, Argentina). Served to
chief USN 1941-45. res. Swampscott MA.*
OWEN, Edward Henry. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Consulting actuary; b.
Bath March 17 1917; m. Dorothy Lawrence
Oct. 11 1941, m. June Wilkins May 26 1961;
ch.: Stephen, Deborah, Christopher, Jane. Jr.
asst. accountant Price, Waterhouse & Co.
NYC 1938-39; clerk Manhattan Life Ins. Co.
NYC 1939; actuarial trainee Travelers Ins. Co.
Hartford CT 1939-46; mgr. John Hancock
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1946-49; exec,
v.pres. Ostheimer & Co. Phila. PA & Chicago
IL 1949-66; principal Peat, Marwick, Mitchell
& Co. Chicago & NYC 1966-71, consulting
actuary 1971— . Member planning board
Willistown Township PA 1958-61, town
selectman W. Bath 1973, fellow (Soc. of
Actuaries, Conf. Actuaries in Public Practice).
Contbr. res. W. Bath.*
PARKER, Walter Brown, Jr. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Portland June 9 1916. res. Wayland
MA.
PATT, Donald Irving. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Columbia 1940, Ph.D. Brown Univ. 1946.
Sigma Nu. Education; b. Central Falls RI
Jan. 17 1916; m. Justine Litchfield, m. Gail
Korneich Sept. 15 1964; ch.: Stephen, Andrew,
Jonathan, Anthony. Asst. prof. Middlebury
Coll. 1946-49, Boston Univ. (asst. prof, biology
1949-52, assoc. prof. 1952-57, prof. 1957—).
Spec, fellow USPHS Strasbourg France
1961-62, assoc. fellow Clare Hall Cambridge
Univ. 1970-71. Served to 1st It. USA 1942-46.
Co-author: Comparative Vertebrate Histology
(1969), An Introduction to Modern Genetics
(1975); contbr. res. Harvard MA.*
PHELPS, Thomas Franklin. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Univ. Colo. 1940. Chi Psi. Law; b.
Pueblo CO April 1 1916; m. Betty Mueller
Sept. 20 1943; ch.: John, Roxanne. Spec. agt.
FBI Washington DC 1941-44, atty. pvt.
practice Pueblo 1946-73, dist. judge State of
Colo. Pueblo 1973—. Served to m/sgt. USA
1944-46, served to col. USAR. res. Pueblo
CO.*
PIERCE, Leonard Augustus, Jr. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Houlton Oct. 13 1916; s.
of Leonard A. '05. res. Carmel.
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POCOCK, James Joel, Jr. Bowdoin 1934-36.
Delta Upsilon. b. Dayton OH Sept. 9 1915.
res. Warwick Bermuda.
POLLINA, Charles S. Bowdoin 1934-35,
D.M.D. Univ. Ore. 1944. Sigma Nu.
Dentistry; b. Boston Aug. 1915; m. Kathryn
Gilmore 1943; ch.: Vincent, Charles. Student
(Boston Univ. 1936-37, Northeastern Univ.
1939-40), dentist pvt. practice Wellesley MA
19?—. res. Wellesley MA.
PUR1NGTON, Frank Humphrey, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Tau Omega.
Business management; b. Brooklyn NY
Sept. 6 1916; s. of Frank H. '11; m. Dorothy
Shanks July 6 1963. C.P.A.; actuarial clerk
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. NYC 1938-41,
accounting clerk Am. Agricultural Chem. Co.
Carteret NJ 1941, underwriting clerk Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Atlanta GA 1941-42, mgr.
Price Waterhouse & Co. NYC 1946—. Served
to sgt. USA 1942-45. res. Whitestone NY.*
RAFFORD, Dwight Lindley. Bowdoin 1933-36.
Psi Upsilon. b. Ashland March 27 1915. res.
Saginaw MI.
RALEIGH, Robert Charles. Bowdoin 1934-36,
B.S. USMA 1940. Chi Psi. b. Phila. PA Jan.
21 1917. res. unknown.
READ, Thomas DeWitt. Bowdoin 1935-38.
Zeta Psi. Real estate; b. Newark NJ March
17 1916; m. Irene Demarest Oct. 18 1941; ch.:
Nancy, Karen, Peter. Salesman Campbell Soup
Co. Camden NJ 1938-46, merchandising Acme
Super Markets NJ 1948-54, salesman (G.
Krueger Brewing Co. Newark 1954-65, N.J.
Board of Realtors Maplewood area 1966
—
).
Served to 1st It. USA 1941-45. res. Maplewood
NJ.*
REDMAN, John Leifried, Jr. Bowdoin
1934-36. Zeta Psi. b. Phila. PA April 27 1915.
res. Berwyn PA.
RICE, William Harvey, Jr. Bowdoin 1934-36.
Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Hackensack NJ June 26
1915; m. Florence Buxman Feb. 21 1947; ch.:
Gayle, Joyce. Actor NYC 1936-40, asst. mgr.
retail development div. General Electric Corp.
Bridgeport CT 1946-50, spec, advisor U.S.
Dept. of Defense Washington DC 1950-55,
spec, sales mgr. Elgin IL Nat. Watch Co.
1955-60, sales mgr. Castleton China Co. New
Castle PA 1960-65, general sales mgr. U.S.
Glass & Chem. Co. Tiffin OH 1965-70, ret.
Elder United Presby. Church 1962—. Served to
col. USA 1939-46; awarded Distinguished
Service Cross, Bronze Star (2), Silver Star,
Purple Heart (2) 1944 & 1946. res. Perth
Amboy NJ.*
RICHARDSON, Charles Lyman, Jr. Bowdoin
1934. Sigma Nu. b. Reading MA Nov. 2
1915. res. Reading MA.
ROBINSON, Leonard Cary, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Concord MA June 30 1916; m.
Margaret Calkins June 13 1938. Sales, ret. res.
Yarmouth.*
RUNDLETT, Brewster. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
1962 capital campaign area chmn. Ret.; b.
Portland Sept. 24 1916; m. Prudence Ayers
Dec. 19 1941; ch.: Victoria, Penelope,
Bradford, Geoffrey. The Coca-Cola Co. (field
rep. Concord NH 1940-42; admin, asst.
Atlanta GA 1942-46, Chicago IL 1946-48; sales
promotion/training mgr. Atlanta 1948-60;
v.pres. Minute Maid div. Orlando FL 1960-65,
Atlanta 1965-72), ret. Lay reader Epis. Church
1954
—
; seminar leader Am. Management
Assn. Conf. Board, Nat. Assn. Manufactures.
Contbr. res. Lake Toxaway NC*
RYAN, Harwood Eldridge. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. Real estate; b. NYC Sept. 22 1914;
m. Dorothy Sims April 11 1942; ch.: Anne,
Judith. Underwriter (Nat. Bureau Casualty &
Surety Underwriters NYC* 1938-41; Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston, Chicago IL, NYC
1941-42), broker John C. Paige Co. Portland
1946—. Served to 1st It. USA 1942-46. res.
Falmouth.*
SALTER, John Lowe, III. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
1962 capital campaign area chmn. Business
management; b. Glen Ridge NJ April 11 1915;
m. Ann Maher Dec. 29 1952; ch.: Marsha,
John, Bruce, Julia. Div. mgr. industry
fabrication Exeter NH Mfg. Co. 1945-67,
merchandise mgr. M. Lowenstein & Sons NYC
1970—. res. Berkeley Heights NJ.*
SAVAGE, Ralph Butler, Jr. Bowdoin 1934-37.
b. Pittsburgh PA May 1 1915; married. With
Stevens & Thompson Paper Co. Greenwich
NY ca. 1937-40. deceased.
SHANNON, Malcolm Fairbairn. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. E. Orange NJ Dec. 16
1915. Deck cadet U.S. Merc. Marine 1938,
chief rate clerk United Fruit Co. NYC 1938-69,
conf. rep. Royal Netherlands Steamship Co.
NYC 1969, ret., substitute teacher Brunswick
High Sch. 1975-76. Pres. (Unifruitco Credit
Union NYC 1968, Polity Club E. Orange
1945-46). Served to It. (jg) USN 1941-44.
Recipient: Dist. Merit Award Boy Scouts of
Am. E. Orange NJ 1962. res. Brunswick.*
SHOUKIMAS, John. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1942. Kappa
Sigma. Alumni Council 1971-75. Medicine;
b. Lawrence MA March 1 1917; m. Mary
Jordan July 24 1943; ch.: Jonathan '67,
Gregory. Surgeon Hartford CT. Pres. Hartford
Branch Am. Cancer Soc. 1958-60, asst. clinical
prof. Univ. Conn. Med. Sch. Farmington CT.
Served to It. MCUSNR 1943-46. res. W.
Hartford CT.*
SHILLINGS, Francis Burton. Bowdoin
1934-36, grad. Kirksville Coll. Osteopathy &
Surgery. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland March
9 1915; married; ch.: Philip, Mary-Kay.
Osteopath MO (Kirksville, Fisk Cuba ca.
1953-55, Poplar Bluffs 7-1959). d. Poplar Bluffs
MO Aug. 10 1959.
SLOCUM. Walter Lambert. Bowdoin 1934-35.
Delta Upsilon. b. Beachmont MA Feb. 4
1916; m. Lillian Travers Nov. 30 1941. Served
with USA 1942-44. d. Italy April 28 1944.
SMALL, Stuart Gerard Paul. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Univ. Cincinnati
1942. Delta Upsilon. Education; b. NYC
June 22 1916; m. Mary Wren May 23 1942;
ch.: David, Gregory, Thomas. Instr. classics
Marietta OH Coll. 1945-47, instr. & asst. prof,
classics Yale Univ. 1947-55, assoc. prof,
classics 1955—. Served to 1st It. USAAF
1942-45. res. Wilmette IL.*
SMITH, Carlton Kimball. Bowdoin 1934-37.
Alpha Delta Phi. Occ. unknown; b.
Waltham MA May 23 1916. res. Bradenton
FL.*
SMITH, Denholm. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Worcester MA Nov. 24 1916; m.
Alrene McMillan Dec. 16 1941; ch.: Elizabeth,
Jane. St. Regis Paper Co. (analytical chemist
Pensacola FL 1946-56; chemist bleach plant
supt. 1956; asst. to mgr. & pulp mill supt.
Hinton Alta. Canada 1956-61; resident mgr.
Tacoma WA 1962-65, Jacksonville FL
1965-76), ret. Dir. Atlantic Bank of Lake
Forest 1968-76, Methodist Hospital (v.pres. &
treas. 1966, pres. 1969-70), member board of
dir. (C. of C. Jacksonville area 1970-72,
Committee of 100 1966-76, Jr. Achievement
1965-76), pres. Jacksonville Safety Council
1967-68, member Environmental Protection
board 1969-76. Served to It. cdr. USN 1940-45.
res. Jacksonville FL.*
SMITH, Oscar Samuel. A.B. cum laude.
Ret.; b. Gardiner March 24 1918; m. Mary
Utecht June 14 1941; ch.: Mary Lou, Oscar,
Philip. Teacher high sch. Washington 1938-41,
coppersmith Bath Iron Works 1941-43,
educational therapist U.S. V.A. hospital Togus
1946-74, ret. Served to It. (jg) USNR 1943-46.
res. Richmond.*
SMITH, Robert Nelson. B.S., LL.B. Kyonghee
Univ. 1942. Beta Theta Pi. Overseer 1965-82.
Ret.; b. Burlington MA Sept. 12 1915; m.
Warrena Smith, m. Chaoi Mei Dec. 26 1974;
ch.: Terri, Bobbe. Coll. trainee Me. dist.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. of Akron OH
1938-40, territory salesman & mgr. 1940-41,
2nd It. USAAC overseas 1941-45, chief
planning estimates section Air Intelligence div.
Pentagon Washington DC 1945-49, chief
USAF Mission to Port-au-Prince Haiti
1949-52, dir. intelligence SAC Headquarters
Omaha NE 1952-65, dir. plans & deputy chief
of staff plans & operations Headquarters
USAF 1965-68, v.cdr.-in-chief USAF Europe
1968-69, chief of staff U.N. Command & U.S.
Forces Korea 1969-73, ret., E-Systems Inc.
Seoul Korea (dir. Far East operations 1973
—
,
v.pres. int. customer relations). Trustee
Fryeburg Acad. Awarded USA & USAF
Distinguished Service Medals, Distinguished
Flying Cross, Soldiers Medal, Air Medal,
Army Commendation Medal, Nat. Order of
Honor & Merit Medal Haiti, Most Noble
Order of Crown of Thailand (First
Class-Knight Grand Cross), Order of Honor &
Merit Medal Republic of Korea (Eulchi).
Recipient: Distinguished Alumnus Fryeburg
Acad. 1965. res. Yong San-Ku Soeul Korea.*
SOULE, David Bradford. A.B.. LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1942. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign
area chmn. Law; b. Augusta Sept. 2 1916; s.
of Alfred M. G. '03; m. Muriel Sturgis May 23
1942; ch.: David Jr. Assoc. atty. Alan Bird
Rockland 1946-47, atty. V.A. Togus 1947. ins.
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commissioner state of Me. 1947-51, asst. atty.
general inheritance tax div. state of Me.
1951-52, atty. pvt. practice Wiscasset 1952—
.
Served to It. (sg) USA & USNR 1942-44. res.
Wiscasset.*
STANWOOD, Geoffrey Robert. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1962 capital campaign worker,
Alumni Council 1969-73. Education; b.
Wellesley Hills MA May 15 1915; s. of
Frederic A. '02; m. Natalie Palmer Sept. 9
1962. Personnel office Waltham MA Watch
Co. 1939-41, public relations dir. First Nat.
Stores Somerville MA 1947-69, program
coordinator Breckinridge Public Affairs Center
Bowdoin 1974— . Trustee Childrens Hospital
Med. Center 1965—. Served to It. cdr. USN
1941-47. res. Brunswick.*
STEEVES, Henry Alan, Jr. A.B., B.S.
Columbia 1943. Delta Upsilon. Library
science; b. Somerville MA Feb. 12 1916; m.
Audrey Caesar May 31 1941. Reference
librarian & supervisor public library NYC
1940-44, librarian and asst. ed. publications
Am. Numismatic Soc. NYC 1946-48, N. E.
Marmon Harrington Coaches Inc. 1948-57
(bus salesman, dir.), librarian (Research Inst.
Advanced Studies Baltimore MD 1957-61,
Sperry Rand Research Center Sudbury MA
1961—). Served with USN 1944-46. Contbr.
res. Carlisle MA.*
STRONG, Selah Woodhull. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Oakland NJ Feb. 16 1913. res. Summit NJ.
SUMNER, Warren Ellis. Beta Theta Pi.
Management; b. Walpole MA May 11 1915;
m. Cynthia Holbrook June 7 1943; ch.:
Charles, Stephen. Salesman Boston (Nat.
Casket Co. 1938-39, A. W. Chesterton Co.
1939-40), sales mgr. the Washburn Co.
Worcester MA 1946-65, partner & dir.
Universal Vacuum Products Hartford CT
1965-70, sales mgr. (Masterset Brush Co. NYC
1970-72, Jordan Industries Miami FL 1972—).
Served to cdr. USN 1940-46. res. Ft.
Lauderdale FL.*
SYMONDS, Curtis Walker. Bowdoin 1934-36.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Walden MA June 5
1915. res. Bar Harbor.
TAYLOR, John Wendall. Bowdoin 1934-36.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Melrose MA Oct.
26 1915; m. Patricia Warwick June 1939,
married again. With hosiery co. NYC ca. 1941,
prop. John W. Taylor Co. Hanover MA ca.
1953, electronics tech. Piscatinny Arsenal
Dover NJ 1957-72. Served with USA 1942-45.
d. Dover NJ Dec. 22 1972.
TERRELL, Carroll Franklin. A.B. 1940, A.M.
Univ. Me. 1950, Ph.D. N.Y. Univ. 19? Alpha
Tau Omega. Education; b. Richmond Feb.
21 1917. Teacher high sch. (Richmond 1945-46,
Fairfield 1946-48), prof. English Univ. Me.
Orono 1948— . Pres. & dir. Nat. Poetry
Foundation Inc., town selectman Richmond,
founder & ed. Paideuma 1971— . Served to
capt. USCA 1941-46. Ed: A Glossary to the
Cantos, contbr. res. Orono.*
THOMAS, Frederick Bryce. B.S. cum laude,
A.M. Johns Hopkins 1948, Ph.D. Fordham
Univ. 1966. Education; b. Orleans VT Jan. 8
1916; m. Miriam Higginbotham July 7 1950;
ch.: Frederick, Mary, Paul, Bruce, Elizabeth.
Prof. English Pace Univ. NYC 1948—. V.pres.
Country Land Inc., pres. Thomas Realty Inc.,
v.pres. Maplewood Inc. Served with USA
1942-46. res. Newbury VT*
THOMBS, Harlan Durell. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Portland June 9 1915;
m. Patricia Cole Aug. 26 1944; ch.: Elizabeth.
Teacher Tower Sch. Narragansett Pier RI
1938-39, hospital aide Hartford CT Retreat
1940, teacher Wassookeag Sch. Dexter
1940-41, paper tester S. D. Warren Co.
Westbrook 1941-42, teacher St. Paul's Sch.
Garden City NY 1945-46, analyst V.A. (NYC
1946-51, Washington DC 1951-75), ret. Served
to t/sgt. USAAF 1942-45. res. Alexandria
VA.*
THURLOW, John Martin. Bowdoin 1934-36.
Beta Theta Pi. b. N. Conway NH June 21
1916. res. Waterville.
TOOTELL, William Earle. B.S. Sigma Nu.
b. Salem NH June 15 1915. res. Branford
CT.
TYSON, Dudley Ball. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Augusta Dec. 31 1916. res. Bangor.
UPHAM, Fergus. B.S. Beta Theta Pi. Alumni
Fund dir. 1959-60, 1962 capital campaign
worker. Finance; b. Newton MA March 19
1917; m. Edwina Perkins Jan. 21 1939; ch.:
Janice, Thomas, James. Auburn Savings &
Loan Assn. (asst. sec. 1938-42, sec. & treas.
1942
—
). Me. Savings & Loan League 1947-52
(past dir., v.pres., pres.); corporator (public
library Auburn 1948
—
, Central Me. Med.
Center Lewiston 1962
—); general chmn. Me.
Bankers Study Conf. 1950; chmn. Auburn
(board of zoning appeals 1949-56, planning
board 1957-71); member Auburn Educational
Council 1950-53; treas. & dir. Auburn Ski
Assn. 1954-67; v.pres. & pres. New Eng. Conf.
of Savings & Loan Assn. & Co-operative
Banks 1970-71, 1971-72; dir. (Federal Savings




WADLEIGH, Allyn Knight. A.B., M.Div.
Andover Newton Theol. Sch. 1950. Alpha Tau
Omega. Clergy; b. Norwich CT June 1 1917;
m. Eunice Loflin March 13 1943; ch.: Allyn,
Suzanne. Teacher Buxton 1939-40, personnel
mgr. Armstrong Tire & Rubber Co. Natchez
MS 1945-47, pastor (First Congr. Church
Oxford MA 1950-52, Pilgrim Congr. Church
Birmingham AL 1952-56, The Congr. Church
Easthampton MA 1956-61, First Congr.
Church Park Ridge NJ 1961-67, Union Congr.
Church W. Palm Beach FL 1967—). Pres.
board of dir. Fla. United Church of Christ
1971-73. Served to capt. USA 1940-45;
awarded Bronze Star, Combat Infantry Badge,
campaign ribbon (3). Contbr. res. W. Palm
Beach FL.*
WALDEN, David Carroll. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Public service
& education; b. Boston Sept. 21 1914; m.
Emily Maris, m. Anna Soltysova July 24 1969;
ch.: Anton, Keven, Tabitha, Timothy, Jan.
Historical research Metro Goldwyn Mayer
Culver City CA 1939-42; finance sec, program
sec. & acting exec. sec. Am. Friends Service
Committee 1943-54; consultant The Fund for
the Republic 1954-55; exec, consultant The
Claremone Fund 1955-65; chmn. & chief exec,
officer Int. Student Center Inc. UCLA
1961-65; liaison officer & program/budget
analyst Office Economic Opportunity
Washington DC, San Francisco CA & western
states 1965; exec. dir. Mental Health Assn. Los
Angeles County CA 1965-70, asst. to chmn.
State Board Equalization State of Calif.
1971-72, spec. asst. to chancellor Calif. State
Univ. & Colls. Los Angeles 1972— . Consultant
CA (Court of Man Foundation Inc. Beverly
Hills, Early Childhood Education & Teacher
Training Pacific Oaks Coll. Pasadena, Western
Personnel Inst. Blaisdale Inst. Assoc. Colls.
Claremont, Federation of Am. Scientists,
Claremone Fund & U.S. Steel Foundation),
member Public Affairs Advisory Committee
Air Force Acad. Foundation Inc. Colorado
Springs CO
v
exec. Conf. of Foundations Assoc.
Colls, at Claremont & Occidental Coll. Los
Angeles, exec. dir. medicine Wells Foundation
Arcadia CA, exec, coordinator equity lawsuits
The Fallout Suits, trustee Grabill Trust
Pasadena, member (education committee C. of
C. Los Angeles, advisory board Town Hall of
Calif. Los Angeles, Nat. Public Affairs
Advisory Committee Civilian Military Inst. Air
Force Acad. Foundation), founder & hon. dir.
Int. Students Center Los Angeles, Am. Friends
Service Committee (member exec, committee
& finance committee 1954-75). res. Pasadena
CA.*
WARREN, Mortimer Personia. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b. NYC
Nov. 26 1915; s. of Mortimer W. '96; m. Anne
Gordon 1947; ch.: Margo. res. Tucson AZ.
WATERHOUSE, Randolph Bradbury.
Bowdoin 1934-37. Alpha Delta Phi. b. St.
Catharines Ont. Canada March 24 1916; m.
Jane Cary April 17 1948; ch.: James, Carol.
Salesman (Int. Paper Co. NYC ca. 1955, Star
Corrugated Box Co. ca. 1961). d. W. Orange
NJ May 27 1966.*
WEBB, William Blaine, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Wabasha MN Oct. 20 1916; s. of
William B. '05; m. Mary Spear April 28 1939;
ch.: Carol, James, Patricia, Anne, Steven. With
Wabasha Roller Mill Co. 1938-43, mgr. First
State Ins. Agency Wabasha 1946-58. Served to
sgt. USA 1943-46. d. MN Oct. 28 1958.*
WELCH, Vincent Bogan. A.B., LL.D. 1975,
J.D. Harvard 1941. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni
Council 1959-63 (pres. 1960-61), class agt.
1955-63, Alumni Fund dir. 1956-59 (v.chmn.
1957-58, chmn. dir. 1958-59), 1962 capital
campaign nat. alumni chmn., Overseer
1962-72, Trustee 1972— 1972 capital
campaign nat. chmn. Law, business exec,
invests.; b. Portland Oct. 3 1917; m. Barbara
Gross Nov. 15 1941. Atty Federal
Communications Comm. 1941-42, 1945-46; sr.
partner Welch & Morgan Washington DC;
board chmn. & major stockholder (Continental
Urban Television Corp. licensee of
KGSC-Television San Jose CA, Linda-Pont
Corp. Baltimore MD), chmn. dir. & sole
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stockholder Warrangal Property Ltd.
Melbourne Australia; partner Capital City Oil
Co. Washington DC; minority stockholder Bay
Broadcasting Co. Tauranga New Zealand;
board chmn. Des Indes Corp.; real estate
invests. & joint ventures VA, ME, HI, New
Zealand, W. Germany, & Spain. Member
House of Delegates Am. Bar Assn. 1955, Dist.




communications law 1952-56, v.chmn.
committee 1953), Federal Communications
Bar Assn. (treas. 1948; 2nd v.pres. 1952;
member exec, committee 1948, 1952-55; 1st
v.pres. 1953; pres. 1954), member Nat. Conf.
Bar Pres. 1954
—
, fellow Am. Bar Foundation
1955
— ,
v.pres. Ravenwood Citizens Assn.
1954, member board of dir. Epilepsy
Foundation of Am. Washington DC chapter
1973-74, cdr. Press & Communications Post
Am. Veterans Washington DC 1948. Served to
It. (sg) USNR 1942-51, served to It. col.
USAFR 1951-58. res. Falls Church VA.*
WETHERELL, Wells Seymour. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Hartford CT March 5 1917; m.
Elinor Williams Oct. 28 1942; ch.: Carol. With
finance co., with Consolidated Mills Grand Is.
NE 1939-40, sales rep. structural steel firm
1940-42, industrial engineer Trans World
Airlines Inc. Kansas City MO 1946-47,
Fairmont Foods Co. NE (salesman Omaha
1947; asst. sales mgr. Fremont 1947-48; ice
cream sales dept. Omaha 1948-49, sales mgr.
1949-51, merchandise mgr. 1951-58), with A &
W Root Beer Co. 1958-65 (regional mgr. for
S.E. U.S. Maitland FL 1958-59; v.pres.,
regional mgr. 1959-63; exec, v.pres. sales Santa
Monica CA 1963-65). Served to It. USN
1942-45, served with USN during Korean
conflict; awarded Silver Star. Creator The A &
W News Dispenser, d. Pacific Palisades CA
April 10 1965.*
W1GGIN, Roy Edward. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1940; Ph.D.
Harvard 1947. b. Peabody MA April 4 1916;
m. Joyce Bundy Sept. 5 1942; ch.: Roy,
Harvey. Asst. Harvard 1940-47; instr. Bowdoin
1941-42, 1947; instr. to asst. prof. Brown Univ.
1947-54; field underwriter Mutual Ins. of N.Y.
Providence RI 1954— . Served to t/sgt. USA
1942-46. d. Providence RI April 29 1977.*
WILSON, George Chandler. Bowdoin 1934-37,
1945-48. Kappa Sigma. b. Worcester MA
June 19 1915. res. unknown.
WILSON, Paul Howland, Jr. Bowdoin
1934-36. Chi Psi. b. Worcester MA June 19
1915; m. Jane Homer Oct. 15 1938; ch.: Paul,
John, Ruth, Mary. Salesman Nat. Plating Co.
Worcester 1936-40, teller Mechanics Nat. Bank
Worcester 1940-42, purchasing agt. Am. Steel
& Wire 1942-45, treas. Warren Leather Goods
Co. Worcester 1946-60, ins. rep. Sun Life
Assurance Co. Montreal P.Q. Canada 1960-66,
asst. treas. & mgr. Grafton MA Credit Union
1966-73, ret. Served to sgt. USA 1945-46. d.
Worcester MA Oct. 5 1976.*
WINN, Ralph Harold. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Wilford MA Oct. 5 1914. res. Pelham NY.
WORSNOP, William Saville. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1941. Zeta Psi. b. Lisbon June
5 1915; married; ch.: Robert, Joan. Atty. ca.
1941 (Brunswick, Bath), personnel officer
General Motors Corp. (Mission KS ca. 1951,
Prairie Village KS ca. 1952, Birmingham MI
ca. 1953, Framingham MA ca. 1963),
supervisory labor management spec. Federal
Aviation Admin. Washington DC ca. 1968.
Served to sgt. USA WWII. d. Washington DC
Sept. 23 1971.*
YOUNG, Charles Loring. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Ins.; b. Belmont MA Jan. 4 1917; m.
Virginia Vaughan June 29 1946; ch.: Charles
Jr., Geoffrey, Steven, Richard. Marine claims
adjuster Johnson & Higgins NYC 1938-40,
v.pres. & dept. mgr. Frank B. Hall of Mass.
Boston 1940— . Corporator First American
Savings Bank 1973— . Served to cpl. USA
1942-45. res. Needham MA. *
YOUNG, Samuel. A.B., B.D. Bangor Theol.
Sem. 1939. b. Milford County Donegal N.
Ireland July 18 1905; m. Lynette Caverly Oct.
26 1940; ch.: Barbara, Samuel. Student
minister Congr. Church Phillips 1936-39,
pastor MA (Village Congr. Church Dorchester
1939-43, Dracut 1943-48, First Congr. Church
Lowell 1948-55, First Trinitarian Congr.
Church Scituate .1955-68, Church of Christ
Congr. Granby 1968-72), ret. Scribe Suffolk S.
Assn. of Congr. Churches, moderator Pilgrim
Assn. of Churches & Ministers, pres. Greater
Lowell Ministerial Assn., trustee Mass. Congr.
State Conf., member (board of dir. Lowell
Childrens Home, advisory board Lowell
General Hospital Sch. of Nursing), d. Holyoke
MA Oct. 20 1973.
YOUNG, William Andrew, Jr. Bowdoin
1934-37, D.M.D. Harvard 1941. Dentistry;
b. Concord NH Aug. 9 1916; m. Jessie White
Sept. 7 1946; ch.: George, Barbara, William
III. Dentist Concord MA. Served to maj. USA
1942-46. res. Loudon NH.*
ZAMCHECK, Irving Israel. B.S. Business
exec; b. Lynn MA April 2 1915; m. Florence
Bloom Aug. 1940; ch.: Steven, Carol. Pres.
Zamcheck Sales Co. Needham MA 1946-75,
treas. J. Z. Products Needham 1968-75,
pres.-treas. Embajador Sales P.R. 1968-75, dir.
Texon Inc. S. Hadley Falls MA 1950—. Pres.
6 dir. New Eng. Shoe Foreman & Supt.
1960-65, dir. (Boston Boot & Shoe Club
1968-70, 210 Assoc. 1973-75). Served to 2nd It.
USA 1943-45. res. Newton Heights MA.*
Class of 1939
ABBOTT, Frank Shepard. Bowdoin 1935-37,
B.S. Univ. Penn 1940. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Ins. & invest.; b. Lexington Ma Dec. 16
1915; m. Nancy Cairns Feb. 15 1940; ch.:
Frank Jr., Nancy, George. Mgr. service bureau
New Eng. Life Boston 1940-41, sales supervisor
John Hancock Life Boston 1944-50, mgr.
group ins. Marsh McLenan 1950-54, asst. sales
mgr. group dept. New Eng. Life 1954-56, pres.
Gloucester MA Gateway Inc. 1957
—
, sole
prop. Abbott Ins. Hamilton MA 1966—
.
Served to It. (jg) USN 1941-44. res. Beverly
MA.*
ABBOTT, Luther Dana. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Real estate; b. Auburn Dec. 3 1915; s. of E.
Farrington '03; m. Phyllis Douglass Sept. 30
1950; ch.: Kathy, Barbara. Charles Cushman
Co. Auburn (trainee 1939-41, production
1945-ca. 1955, v.pres & asst. supt. ca. 1955-65,
v.pres & supt. 1965-66), sales rep. Am.
Automobile Assn. Portland 1966-69, salesman
Twin City Printery Lewiston 1969-71, real
estate broker (Able Real Estate Lewiston
1971-74, self-employed Auburn 1974
—
).
V.pres. & acting pres. Assoc. Shoe Exec, of
Me., High St. Congr. Church (deacon, chmn.
annual pledging 4 yrs., member business
committee), v.chmn. & acting chmn. Am. Red
Cross Lewiston-Auburn. Served to t/4 USA
1941-45. res. Auburn.*
ALLEN, Elmer Winfield. B.S. Zeta Psi. Ins ;
b. Eliot July 6 1917; Margaret Athridge Sept. 3
1941; ch.: Peter, John. Trainee 1939-40 (Swift
& Co.; Equitable Life Assurance Soc. of N.Y.;
Lever Brothers Biddeford, Portland &
Cambridge MA), Am. Mutual Liability Ins.
Co. (claim rep. NYC & Buffalo NY 1940-45;
branch claim mgr. Rochester NY 1945-49; dist.
claim mgr. Pittsburgh PA 1949-57, Hartford
CT 1957-62; sr. claim examiner Wakefield MA
1963-67; chief workmen's compensation
examiner Wakefield 1968-74). Pres. Casualty
Ins. Claims Mgr. Councils Pittsburgh 1957 &
Hartford 1961, Aldersgate United Methodist
Church (chmn. finance committee 1972, trustee
1974). res. N. Reading MA.*
ALLEN, Stanley Willis. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Bethel July 17 1916. Mgr. Bethel
Restaurant 1939-40. Served to ensign ACUSN
1941. d. Pearl Harbor T.H. Dec. 7 1941.
ALLEN, William Baker. B.S. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Boston March 10 1917; m.
Helene Parnell June 6 1941; ch.: John,
Bradford. Personnel mgr. Wallachs Inc. NYC
1941-44, The Kendall Co. Boston (salesman
1946-48, product mgr. 1948-50, field sales mgr.
1950-60, general mgr. industrial div. 1960-67,
v.pres. marketing 1967-75), ret. V.pres. & treas.
N.Y. Board of Trade 1960-74. Served to capt.
USA 1944-46. res. Sun City AZ.*
ARNOLD, Charles Ingersoll. A.B., M.F. Yale
1941. Alpha Delta Phi. Forestry; b.
Woodbridge CT July 14 1915; m. Dorothy
Spoor July 25 1942; ch.: Anne. Forest guard
U.S. Forest Service San Bernadino CA 1941,
timber cruiser Hollingsworth & Whitney Co.
Mobile AL 1941-42, logger self-employed
1946-47, forest mgr. & teacher Mich. State
Univ. 1947-57, nursery mgr. & genetics State of
N.H. 1957— . Soc. Am. Foresters Granite State
chapter (sec.-treas. v.pres., pres.). Served to 2nd
It. USA 1942-46. res. Penacook NH.*
BAMFORD, David Ward. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Hamilton MT Dec.
19 1916; s. of Wellington A. '16. res. Cherrv
Hill NJ.
BARRINGTON, Robert Rockwell. B.S. b.
Phila. PA July 6 1914. res. unknown.
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BARTLETT, Edward Jackson. Bowdoin
1935-36, A.B. Bard Coll. 1940. b. Hartford
CT July 21 1915. res. unknown.
BEAN, Philip Lincoln. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Swampscott MA Oct. 10 1916. res.
Franklin MA.
BENHAM, Walter McNail. Bowdoin 1935-39.
Psi Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA April 4 1916.
res. Stoneham MA.
BERGER, Dan Langston. B.S., B.S.M. Univ.
Mo. 1943, M.D. Univ. Tex. 1948. Delta
Upsilon. b. Kansas City MO Feb. 8 1918; m.
Margaret Henry Aug. 15 1951; ch.: Barbara,
Elisabeth, William, James. Physician
self-employed Shawnee Mission KS. Pres.
(Johnson County Med. Soc. 1962, med. staff
Trinity Lutheran Hospital 1962, Kan.
Obstet.-Gynecol. Soc. 1975). Served to t/4
USA 1943-46.
BERTELS, Bernard Joseph, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Worcester MA Aug. 1
1916. Credit investigator Retail Credit Co.
(Bangor 1939-40, New Bedford MA 1940,
Newburyport MA 1940-41, Boston 1941-42).
Served to capt. USA 1942-45. d. Luzon P.I.
Jan. 22 1945.
B1RKETT, Kenneth Nettleton. B S. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Quincy MA Dec. 4 1916; m.
Margaret Reed Nov. 7 1943; ch.: Barbara,
Kenneth Jr., Robert, Arthur. Statistician
Gordon B. Hanlon & Co. Boston 1946-48,
accountant Boston & Me. RR Boston 1948-55,
sec. to pres. Norfolk County Trust Co.
Brookline MA 1955-67, teacher (Bryant &
Stratton Jr. Coll. Boston 1960-68, public sch.
Dedham MA 1969—, Boston Center for Adult
Education 1968—, V.A. Boston 1974—).
Served to capt. ACUSA 1942-46. res. Needham
MA.*
BLEDSOE, William Henry. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1940. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Gloversville
NY Oct. 26 1916. Recipient: Merite et
Devouement Francois Chevalier 1969, Grand
Prix Humanitaire de France Medaille Vermeil
1969, Diplome de la Courtoisie Franchise
Action Touristique 1969. res. Cagnes sur Mer
France.*
BLODGETT, Benjamin Howard. A.B.; M.D.,
CM. McGill 1943. Chi Psi. Medicine; b. W.
Stewartstown NH March 26 1917; m. Lyla
Ings. Dec. 1 1951; ch.: Peter '76. Physician &
surgeon self-employed Lancaster NH 1947—
.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1944-46. res.
Lancaster NH.*
BRATT, Ernest Conrad Leonard, Jr. A.B.,
Ed.M. Univ. Vt. 1949. Exec; b. Boston June
12 1916; m. Mary Muir May 2 1939; ch.:
Ernest III '61, Mark, Karen, Patricia. Teacher
Burlington VT 1941-52, supt. (Am. Woolen Co.
Winooski VT 1952-53, Toronto Ont. Canada
Carpet Co. 1953-55, Wyandotte Worsted Co.
Waterville 1955-60), mgr. Ames Textile Co.
Sanford 1960-69, general mgr. H. K. Porter Co.
Pittsburgh PA 1969-74, pres. & board chmn.
Southern Asbestos Co. Charlotte NC 1974—
Dir. Asbestos Information Assn. 1973-75,
member board of governors Asbestos Textile
Inst. 1973—. Served to PO/2 USN 1944-46.
res. Charlotte NC*
BRIDGE, Marshall. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Batavia NY July 23 1917. res.
unknown.
BROE, William Vincent. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Amesbury MA Aug. 24 1913; m.
Jean Causer Nov. 21 1942; ch.: Bonnie, Susan,
Kristine, Barbara. Salesman Firestone Tire Co.
Quincy MA 1939-41, credit mgr. General
Motors Acceptance Corp. Boston 1941-42,
spec. agt. FBI Washington DC 1942-48,
inspector general CIA Washington DC
1948-73, ret. res. N. Scituate MA.*
BROWN, William Herbert, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. Filmmaking; b.
Portland June 23 1917; m. Janet Pierce June 9
1944; ch.: Christopher, Wesley, Jeremy.
Concert mgr. Juilliard Sch. of Music 1946-48,
television dir. Young & Rubicam NYC
1948-53, producer-dir. (Columbia Broadcasting
System NYC & Hollywood CA 1953-58,
Paramount Hollywood 1958-59), exec,
producer Nat. Broadcasting Co. Hollywood
1959-61, producer-dir. (Norman Craig &
Kummel NYC 1961-62, Compton Advt. NYC
& Chicago IL 1962-65, Port-Keyes-Gardner
Chicago 1965-67, free lance Hollywood &
Portland 1967—). Served to It. cdr. USN
1941-46. res. Portland.*
BROWNE, William J. Spec. 1935-36, 1936-37;
A.B. Tufts 1943. b. Lawrence MA March 21
1910. res. unknown.
BRUMMER, Louis William, Jr. B.S. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi.
Self-employed; b. New Britain CT July 13
1917; m. Ruth Pfost Aug. 15 1942; ch.:
William, Janet, Joan, David, Paul. Trainee
General Electric Co. Schenectady NY 1939-41;
clerk John Hancock Ins. Co. Boston 1941; cost
accountant Dennison Mfg. Co. Framingham
MA 1946-51; plant accountant, asst. controller
& dir. 1951-69 (Chemstrand Corp. Pensacola
FL & NYC, Monsanto Co. Greenville SC),
chmn. management group First Piedmont
Corp. Greenville 1969— . Board member (First
Piedmont Bank & Trust, Package Supply &
Equipment Corp., First Piedmont Corp.,
Pendleton Manor Inc., Blue Ridge Assembly),
C. of C. (board member, v.pres.), trustee Phillis
Wheatley Assn., YMCA (member Nat.
Council, v.pres. southeast region). Served to
capt. USA 1941-45. res. Greenville SC.*
BURHOE, Robert Davies. Bowdoin 1935-37.
Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Seymour CT Nov.
29 1917; m. Margaret Fisher Aug. 23 1947; ch.:
William. Salesman Kieckeffer Container Corp.
Camden NJ 1939-42, copywriter (Strawbridge
& Clothier Phila. PA 1947-49, John Gilbert
Craig Wilmington DE 1949-50), instr.
Wilmington (Opportunity Center 1959-69,
State of Dela. 1969-72), ret. Served to 1st It.
USA 1942-45 & 1950-53; awarded Purple
Heart 1951. res. Wilmington DE.*
BUTLER, Charles Waring. Bowdoin 1935-38.
Psi Upsilon. Ret.; b. Winchester MA Nov.
28 1916; m. Eleanor Lampee Oct. 11 1940; ch.:
Thomas, Anne. Treas. Winchester Trust Co.
1939-70, branch mgr. Casco Bank & Trust Co.
Portland 1970-73, ret. Treas. Winchester
Scholarship Foundation 1965-70, chmn.
United Fund Winchester 1948, commissioner
Trust Funds Winchester 10 yrs. Served to
s/sgt. USA 1943-46. res. Harpswell.*
CAMPBELL, Charles Edward, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Communications; b. Peabody MA
Feb. 14 1918; m. Marion Doyle July 6 1946;
ch.: Charles III, Marion, John. Reporter
Beverly MA Evening Times 1940-42, tutor
Wise Tutoring Sch. Beverly Farms MA
1940-42, U.S. State Dept. (foreign services staff
officer Frankfurt & Heidelberg Germany
1946-52, magazine ed. NYC 1952), account
supervisor & v.pres. Roy Bernard Co. NYC
1952-60, consultant German Information
Center NYC 1960-65, dir. public affairs Radio
Free Europe Munich Germany 1965-66.
V.pres. The Roy Bernard Co. NYC 1952-60,
trustee The Clan Campbell Soc. U.S.A.,
member board of education Darien CT 1965.
Served to sgt. USAF 1942-46. Recipient: Order
of Merit Federal Republic of Germany 1965.
res. Ossipee NH.*
CAMPBELL, Philip Storer. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Duke Univ. 1941, Ph.D. Brown Univ.
1954. Zeta Psi. Admin.; b. Portland July 19
1918; m. Jean Buffington Sept. 5 1941; ch.:
Alan, Michael, Susan. Stevens Inst, of Tech.
Hoboken NJ (instr. 1941-43, asst. prof.
1945-50), prof. Hampton VA Inst. 1953-64,
dean Holyoke MA Community Coll. 1964—
.
Dir. Holyoke Street Sch. Served to s/sgt.
USAAF 1943-45. res. S. Hadley MA.*
CARLAND, Richard BeUwood. Bowdoin
1935-39. Alpha Delta Phi. Paint stripping; b.
Nutley NJ March 12 1916; m. Lucie
Wickersham May 6 1939; ch.: Peter, Pamela,
Richard Jr. Copywriter John A. Cairns NYC,
advt. dir. Thomas &• Betts Co. Elizabeth NJ,
advt. mgr. U.S. Rubber Co. NYC, account
exec. Sanger-Funnell NYC, account supervisor
Batten Barton Durstine & Osborn NYC,
partner Charlop & Carland Montclair NJ, with
Colonial Paint Stripping Co. N. Kingstown RI.
Pres. Nat. Industrial Advertisers Assn. NJ
chapter. Contbr. res. N. Kingstown RL*
CARTEN, John Vernon. Bowdoin 1935-39.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Watertown MA June 1
1
1916; m. Dorothy Lewis Dec. 13 1942; ch.:
Elaine, Deborah, John. U.S. Rubber Co.
(chemist Naugatuck CT 1939-41, div.
development & control chemist Woonsocket
RI 1941-46, salesman Woonsocket 1946-?),
dist. sales mgr. Interchem. Corp. Cambridge
MA 197-63, sales engineer Mt. Hope
Machinery Co. (Taunton MA 1963-64, Medina
OH 1964-68). d. Portsmouth OH Sept. 15 1968.
CARTLAND, John Everett, Jr. A.B., M.D.
Columbia 1943. Beta Theta Pi. Alumni Council
1961-65 (v.pres. 1963-64, pres. 1964-65), 1972
capital campaign worker, Overseer 1976-82.
Medicine; b. Kingfield Oct. 24 1917; m.
Klazine Kuicken May 20 1943; ch.: John III
'66, Charles, Richard '73, Carolyn. Pediatrician
Hartford CT. Chief of staff Hartford Hospital
1971-73, pres. pediatric section Conn. State
Med. Soc. 1965, deacon Presby. Church W.
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Hartford 1954-57. Served to capt. MCUSA
1943-46. res. W. Hartford CT.*
CHAPMAN, Arthur, Jr. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1942. Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Portland Feb. 14
1917; s. of Arthur C. '94; m. Elaine Roney July
17 1943; ch.: Arthur III, Susan, Ellen,
Jonathan. Atty. Portland 1946— . Cumberland
County (asst. county atty., county atty., county
commissioner). Served to It. cdr. USN &
USNR 1942-46. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
CHAPMAN, Jerry Wilbur. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. NYC Dec. 12 1914.
res. Boston.
CHURCH, John Noble. Bowdoin 1935-36.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Burlington VT April 27
1916. res. Shrewsbury MA.
CHURCHILL, Graham. Bowdoin 1935-38.
Delta Upsilon. b. Elizabeth NJ July 22 1917.
d. Bath Oct. 4 1938.
CLIFFORD, Warner Jordan. Bowdoin
1935-37. Psi Upsilon. Business management;
b. Boston Jan. 19 1916; m. Lorraine Miller
April 8 1941, m. Isabelle Kenny April 18 1967;
ch.: Peter. Sales engineer (Simonds Saw &
Steel Co. Fitchburg MA 1937-57, W. E. Clark
Steel Co. Everett MA 1958-61, Precision
Components Co. Maynard MA 1961-64),
King's Alley Hotel Christiansted St. Croix V.I.
(v.pres.-general mgr. 1965-74, v.pres. & dir.
1970-75), general mgr. W. I. Ventures Kings
Hill St. Croix 1975—. Past master Masonic
fraternity, res. St. Croix V.I.*
CLOUDMAN, Harry Howard, Jr. Bowdoin
1935-36. Delta Upsilon. b. Oklahoma City
OK July 23 1917; s. of Harry H. '01. res.
Scarsdale NY.
COHEN, Leonard Jerome. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Journalism; b. Stamford
CT July 9 1917; m. Virginia Edwards June 3
1950; ch.: Letha, Louise, Paul. Reporter
Brunswick Record 1939-42, reporter to
editorial page ed. 1943-66 (Portland Press
Herald, Portland Evening Express, Portland
Sunday Telegram), dir. New Eng. Governors
Conf. Boston 1966-67, editorial writer
Providence RI Journal-Bulletin 1967— . Pres.
Soc. Professional Journalists New Eng. chapter
1974-75, v.pres. New Eng. Soc. Newspaper
Eds. 1975-76. Served to cpl. USA 1942-43.
Winner 1st place Grenville Clark Awards for
editorials on world peace through world law
1970. res. Cranston RI.*
COOMBS, Albert Randall. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Business; b. Roxbury MA Jan. 4 1918; m.
Elizabeth Butterfield 1942; ch.: Eleanor,
Alison. Dir. personnel admin. Allegheny
Ludlum Industries 1964— Served to capt.
USA 1942-45. res. Pittsburgh PA.*
COREY, Charles Nelson. B.S., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1953. Delta Upsilon. Alumni Council
1966-70. Education; b. Lynn MA June 4
1915; m. Kathleen Monaghan Aug. 23 1947;
ch.: Charles III '75, Jeffrey. Teacher-coach
(Pomfret CT Sch. 1939-42, Governor Dummer
Acad. S. Byfield MA 1946-47, Me. Central
Inst. Pittsfield 1947-49), asst. prof, physical
education Colby Coll. 1950-52, dean of
students & coach Me. Central Inst. 1952-54,
asst. prof, physical education Williams Coll.
1954-55, coach Bowdoin. 1955-65, dir. athletics
Hotchkiss Sch. Lakeville CT 1965—. Pres.
Western New Eng. Prep. Sch. Athletic Dir.
Assn. 1972-74. Served to It. USN 1942-45.
Named Me. Coll. Coach of the Yr. 1960,
named Lacrosse Coach of the Yr. Western
New Eng. 1972. res. Lakeville CT.*
CORSON, Robert Eugene. Bowdoin 1935-37.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston MA Jan. 20
1916. res. unknown.
CREIGHTON, Malcolm LinneU. Bowdoin
1935-36. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Thomaston
Oct. 2 1915. res. Falmouth MA.
CROWELL, Philip Holmes, Jr. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. b. Boston April 29 1917. res.
Hingham MA.
CURRIER, Willard Huntington. B.S. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Arlington MA Sept. 18 1916; m.
Mary Dickinson July 18 1942; ch.: Mary,
Gretchen. With Boston Safe Deposit & Trust
Co. 1946-75 (in charge of municipal dept. 1966,
asst. v.pres. 1971-75, v.pres. 1975). Served to It.
USA 1942-45, served to maj. USAR. d.
Lawrence MA Dec. 1 1975.*
DAVIS, Alden Benjamin. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. b. Minot Oct. 26 1915; m.
Evalyn Knight May 26 1940; ch.: Peggy,
Shirley. Chemist Patterson Screen Co.
Towanda PA 1940-?, chem. engineer (Sylvania
Electric Co. Towanda 15 yrs.; Radio Corp. of
Am. Marion IN 197-58; U.S. Radium Corp.
Orlando FL 1958-59, Whippany NJ 1959). d.
Summit NJ June 29 1959.
DAVIS, Robert Lawrence. Bowdoin 1935-39.
Delta Upsilon. b. Medford MA Nov. 19
1916; m. Grace Clark Nov. 8 1940; ch.:
Lawrence, Paula. With Prudential Financial
Corp. Quincy MA 1948-55, Time Management
Corp. Norwood MA 1955-69 (regional
supervisor New Eng. 1957-64; asst. v.pres. &
regional supervisor for New Eng., NJ & PA
1965-69); exec. Signet Corp. Pittsburgh PA
1969-71. Served to WO (jg) USA 1943-46;
awarded Commendation Ribbon, d. Malvern
PA Oct. 22 1971.*
DAVIS, William Holbrook. Bowdoin 1935-38.
Psi Upsilon. b. New Haven CT Feb. 14 1917.
Cashier Provident Loan Soc. NYC 1935-37,
with Sears Roebuck & Co. Beverly Hills CA.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1942. d. Egypt Aug.
1942.
DENHAM, Enos McClendon. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Lynnville TN April 1
1917. res. Grand Rapids ML
DOLAN, Henry Augustine, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Oct. 23 1914; m.
Joann Von Steenburgh April 12 1946, m. Hazel
Stilphen; ch.: Daniel, Katherine. With U.S.
Post Office (Portland 1939-40. Washington DC
1940-42, Portland 1946-47), spec, investigator
War Crimes Section SCAP Japan 1947-?,
salesman Portland Copper & Tank Works S.
Portland ca. 1957, with U.S. Post Office
Portland 7-1960. Served to It. USA 1941-46. d.
Portland Oct. 18 1960.
DUGAN, Thomas John. Bowdoin 1935-36. Chi
Psi. b. Catasauqua PA Sept. 7 1915. res.
Portland OR.
DUNBAR, George Arthur. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1940. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. Watertown MA May 9 1916; m.
Thelma Ashley May 22 1945. With NYC
public sch. system. Served to capt. USCGR
1942-76. res. Brewster MA.*
ELLIS, Reed Hobart, Jr. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Columbia 1948, Ph.D. Columbia 1956. Delta
Upsilon. b. Rangeley March 9 1918; s. of
Reed H. '09; m. Susanne Deutsch Oct. 16 1959.
Engineer Sperry Gyroscope Co. Garden City
NY 1941-43, instr. physics Bowdoin 1943-44,
research scientist Columbia Univ. Radiological
Research Labs. 1946-54, ed. Nucleonics
Magazine NYC 1956-62, Int. Atomic Energy
Agency Vienna Austria (ed. Nuclear Fusion
1962-64, deputy rep. to dir. general to the UN
NYC 1964-65), ed. (Physics Today Am. Inst, of
Physics NYC 1965-69, Smithsonian Inst.
Washington DC 1969-71), dir. information
office Population Council 1971-72. Sec.
Isotopes & Radiation div. Am. Nuclear Soc.
Served to It. (jg) USN 1944-46. Author:
Nuclear Technology for Engineers (1959),
Knowing the Atomic Nucleus (1973); ed.:
Irradiation Technology; contbr. d. Hampton
NH Oct. 23 1972.*
EMMONS, Edwin Arthur. Bowdoin 1935-38.
Delta Upsilon. Aviation; b. Newton Center
MA May 3 1916; m. Priscilla Brown May 7
1941; ch.: Richard, Gale. Airport mgr. (Am.
Export Air USN 1942-45, Am. Overseas
Airlines 1945-50), area mgr. Pan Am. World
Airways NYC 1950—. Served with USNR
1942-45. res. Syosset NY.*
FERNALD, Richard Clark. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Ret.; b. Boston Sept. 12 1916; m. Helen
Cort 1943, m. Patricia Bieneman Oct. 21 1970;
ch.: Diane, Cort. Reporter Springfield MA
Republican 1939-41, public relations Bell
Aircraft Corp. Buffalo NY 1941-42. publicity
Columbia Broadcasting System NYC 1942-45,
public relations United Airlines Chicago IL
1946-73, ret. Member editorial advisory board
Ret. United Airlines Employee Assn.
newsletter, ed. Fla. United Airlines newsletter,
res. Dunedin FL.*
FERRIS, Allan Charles. A.B. cum laude. b.
Lynn MA Oct. 31 1917. With hotel radio work,
clerk Lynn 1939-40, psychiatric aide Hartford
CT 1940-41. Served with ACUSA 1942-43. d.
France Nov. 23 1943.
FISHER, Herbert Field, Jr. Bowdoin 1935-36,
A.B. Amherst Coll. 1939. Beta Theta Pi. Ins.
& real estate; b. Hartford CT Aug. 10 1916; m.
Barbara Mulheron Aug. 24 1940; ch.: Herbert
III, William, Geoffrey. With sales dept.
Hanson-Whitney Hartford CT 1942-47. v.pres.
Herbert F. Fisher Inc. Hartford 1947—. Jr. C.
of C. Hartford (pres. 1944-45. 1950-51),
alderman Hartford 1945-47, chmn. Republican
town committee Hartford 1951-53. member
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state liquor control comm. CT 1953-59. res. W.
Hartford CT.*
FLEISCHNER, Robert Dixon. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. Class agt. 1949-66. b. Watertown
MA Jan. 25 1918; m. Beatrice Stewart Nov. 25
1944; ch.: Robert Jr., Janice, George. Ins.
Boston 1939-42, sales promotion asst. New
Eng. Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1946-48,
mgr. sales promotion lens div. Am. Optical Co.
Southbridge MA 1949-52, with Remington
Advt. Inc. Springfield MA 1952-68 (v.pres.,
sec, dir. 1960-66; pres. 1966-68). 1st pres. New
Eng. Mutual Players, pres. Springfield Advt.
Club. Served to sgt. USA 1942-46. d.
Springfield MA Nov. 5 1968.
FOLEY, Robert Edward. Bowdoin 1935-38.
Chi Psi. b. Boston July 2 1918. res. San
Francisco CA.
FOSTER, Richard Harrison. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Melrose MA Oct. 14 1915. res.
Topsfield MA.
GARCELON, Louis, Jr. Bowdoin 1935-38.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Dockmaster; b.
Lewiston Aug. 16 1917; s. of Louis '08; m.
Lucy Carlisle Dec. 2 1939; ch.: Jill, Peter.
Salesman Coca Cola Co. Lynn MA 1939-42,
mgr. Me. State Packing Corp. Boothbay
Harbor 1942-45, sales assoc. Louis Garcelon
Co. Inc. Boston 1945-57, prop. Mainstay
Marina Boothbay Harbor 1957-63, dockmaster
Grand Bahama Hotel W. End Grand Bahama
1963-67. marina mgr. (Bahia Mar Yachting
Center Ft. Lauderdale FL 1967-72, Jupiter Is.
FL Club 1972—). res. Stuart FL.*
GARDENT, Paul Edward, Jr. B.S. 1941. Beta
Theta Pi. Alumni Council 1970-74 (v.pres.
1972-73, pres. 1973-74), Alumni Fund dir.





Business exec; b. Johnstown NY July 17
1916; m. Harriet Zazulak June 10 1944; ch.:
Paul, Peter, Philip, Perrin. With Hebb &
Meakin Inc. Boston 1941-46, pres. Garlin &
Co. Inc. Boston & Peabody MA 1946—.
Two/Ten Nat. Foundation (honorary life dir.
& pres. 1970-71, trustee, v.chmn. invest,
committee), chmn. Parents Committee
Cardigan Mt. Sch. Annual Giving Fund
1964-69, Boston Boot & Shoe Club (dir., pres.
1965-66), dir. Safety Box Toe Co. Inc., New
Eng. Footwear Assn. (dir., member exec,
committee 1961-70). Served to SFC USCG
1941-45. res. Weston MA.*
GARDNER, William Kimball. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Portland Feb. 16 1918; s. of George R.
'01. res. Washington DC.
GIBBS, Charles Frederick. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Business exec; b. Hopedale MA July 4
1917; m. Svea Holm Sept. 27 1940; ch.: Sally,
Geraldine, Wayne. Sales Mass. Mutual Ins.
Co. 1939-40, machine tool demonstrator Heald
Machine Co. Worcester MA 1940-44, dist.
sales mgr. New Eng. High Carbon Wire
Millbury MA 1946-56, pres. Gibbs Wire &
Steel Co. Southington CT 1956—. Dir.
Southington (Bank & Trust, C. of C, Am. Red
Cross). Served to It. (jg) USN 1944-46. res.
Cheshire CT.*
GIBSON, Winslow Curtis. Bowdoin 1935-39.
Alpha Delta Phi. Real estate; b. San
Francisco CA Oct. 25 1916; m. Helen de
Limur. Real estate broker self-employed San
Francisco 1950-74. Served to sgt. USA
1941-45. res. San Francisco CA.*
GIRARD, Wilfred Henry. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Brunswick March 15 1915; m. Rita
DeRocher Jan. 17 1944, married again. Life
underwriter Conn. Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Brunswick 1939-40; timekeeper Brunswick
1941-42, 1946-48; with Bath Iron Works; prop.
Will's Restaurant Brunswick 1949-60; landlord
Brunswick 197-73. V.pres. Me. State Golf Assn.
Served to sgt. USA 1942-46. d. Lake Worth FL
Jan. 23 1973.
GOODSPEED, Ernest Leroy, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Law; b. Randolph Aug. 16
1917; s. of Ernest L. '09; m. Mildred Green
Dec. 31 1948; ch.: Margaret, Nancy. Atty.
Hallowell. Trustee J. Walter Robinson Welfare
Trust Gardiner 1970
—
, treas. Me. Trial
Lawyers Assn. 1964— . Served to sgt. USAAF
1941-45. res. Augusta.*
GOODWIN, Dorrance Haven. Bowdoin
1935-37, B.S. Lowell Tech. Inst. 1951. Alpha
Tau Omega. Foundation exec; b. Sanford
Aug. 10 1917; m. Frances Tibbetts Nov. 10
1937. Professional engineer (MA & NH); asst.
mgr. Goodall-Sanford Inc. Sanford 1937-54;
exec. dir. Univ. Lowell MA Research
Foundation 1954-76; pres., treas. & dir. The
Dodgeville Corp. Attleboro MA 1975—. Sr.
v.pres. & dir. Dodgeville Finishing Co. Inc.
Providence RI 1963-76, treas. & dir. Freeman
Transfer Printing E. Providence RI 1976—
.
Served to capt. USA 1942-46. res. Sanford.*
GORDON, Milton Myron. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. b. Gardiner Oct. 3
1918. res. Amherst MA.
GORDON, Thomas Frederick. Bowdoin
1935-36, M.S. USMA 1940, M.A.T. Duke
Univ. 1963. Education; b. Portland June 24
1918; s. of Eugene B. '14; m. Dorothy Miller
Nov. 26 1942; ch.: Thomas, Alexander. Officer
USA 1940-61, ret., instr. (Duke Univ. 1963-65,
N.C. State Univ. Raleigh 1965—). Elected
member Kappa Delta Pi. res. Raleigh NC*
GRAVES, Henry Roaf. Bowdoin 1935-36.
Sigma Nu. Inspector; b. Newburyport MA
May 26 1917; m. Marie Whittingham Dec. 27
1941; ch.: Pamela, Sydney, Roger. Statistician
Boston (Keystone Custodian Funds Inc.
1945-52, Commonwealth Fund 1953-62),
salesman (Berringer & Hanauer Co. Newton
MA 1962-65, George Melhado Co. Brookline
MA 1965-68), inspector Phillips Clemtex Co.
Newburyport 1972— . Served to capt. USA
1940-45. res. Newburyport MA.*
GREELEY, John Hildreth. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Self-employed; b. Newton Center MA
Jan. 1 1917; s. of William H. '90; m. Elizabeth
Dennis Feb. 14 1969. Real estate, res.
Newburyport MA.*
GREENE, Horace Steere. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Sales exec; b. Providence RI July 16 1916;
m. Barbara Brokaw May 25 1946; ch.:
Richard, Karen. Accountant W. R. Grace &
Co. NYC 1939-41, Atlantic Rayon Corp.
Providence RI (salesman 1945-50, sales mgr.
1950-54, general mgr. 1954-64), general mgr.
Synthetic Yarn Inc. Lowell MA 1964-74,
v.pres. sales R.I. Ice Co. E. Providence RI
1974—. Served to It. cdr. USNR 1941-45. res.
Warwick RI.*
GREGORY, Alfred Ingersoll. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Maplewood NJ June 21 1917. res.
unknown.
GRIFFIN, George Lanen. A.B., D.M.D.
Harvard 1943. Sigma Nu. Dentistry; b.
Haverhill MA Jan. 30 1918; m. Ruth Fulton
April 26 1946; ch.: Bruce '69, Shirley, Michael,
Nancy. Dentist self-employed Haverhill
1946—. Served to capt. USA 1943-46. res.
Haverhill MA.*
GRODER, Linwood Joseph. Bowdoin 1935-36.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Industrial
management; b. Skowhegan Sept. 28 1915; m.
Evelyn Thomas Dec. 25 1935; ch.: Edward '60,
David. Asst. designer Am. Woolen Co.
Skowhegan 1939-46, Deering-Milliken Co.
NYC (asst. designer 1946-50, designer-stylist
1951-55, dir. styling 1956-60), dir. styling
Burlington Industries NYC 1960-71, dir.
quality control Adams Millis Knits NYC
1971-74, with Fox-Wells & Co. Inc. NYC
1974—. Chmn. Color Assn. of U.S. 1964—. res.
Darien CT.*
GUILD, Eastham, Jr. Bowdoin 1935-39. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Newton MA May 20 1915;
m. Mary Newell Aug. 19 1939; ch.: Olive,
William. Salesman Remington Rand Boston
MA 1939-40, production clerk Submarine
Signal Boston 1940-46, self-employed Hygeia
Laundry Wiscasset 1946-48, production tech.
Bath Iron Works 1948-63, ret. Grace Epis.
Church Bath (member vestry, jr. warden 3
yrs.), member city council Bath 1952-55. res.
Bath.*
HAIRE, Milton Weldon. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1957. Alpha Tau Omega. Ins.; b.
Tilton NH Jan. 6 1917; m. Marcelene Genetti
April 24 1943; ch.: Laurie, Mark. Teacher &
coach 1939-52 (high sch. Chelmsford MA, Taft
Sch. Watertown CT, Tilton NH Sch.),
announcer Boston Garden 1950
—
, ins. broker,
sports columnist. Past pres. Lions Club
Chelmsford MA, member finance board
Chelmsford. Served with USA 1941-43. res. N.
Chelmsford MA.*
HAMBLEN, Robert Henderson. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Phila. PA Jan. 22 1918. With Liberty Mutual
Ins. Co. 1939-41 (Boston 1939-40, Worcester
MA 1940, Phila. 1940-41, Harrisburg PA 1941).
d. Carlisle PA June 17 1941.
HANKS, Julian Tuthill. Bowdoin 1935-36.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. NYC March 20 1916.
res. Swansea MA.
HANLEY, Daniel Francis. B.S., M.D.
Columbia 1943. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Recipient: Alumni Award
for Faculty & Staff 1971. Medicine; b.
Amesbury MA March 27 1916; m. Maria
Benoit April 10 1948; ch.: Daniel Jr., Sheila,
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Sharon, Sean '76. Physician Bowdoin 1946—
.
Exec. dir. Me. Med. Assn.; member board of
dir. Assoc. Hospital Services of Me.; ed.
Journal of Me. Med. Assn.; permanent
member med. comm. Int. Olympic Committee
1968
—
, chmn. 1972; physician U.S. Olympic
Teams (Rome Italy 1960, Tokyo Japan 1964,
Winnipeg Sask. Canada 1967, Grenoble
France 1968, Mexico City Mexico 1968; chief
med. advisor 1972 & 1976), deputy chmn. Int.
Assn. Olympic Med. Officers. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1944-46. Recipient Sports Illustrated
Silver Anniversary All Am. Award 1963,
Challenge Award 1976. Contbr. res.
Brunswick.*
HARRIS, Leslie Sylvester. Bowdoin 1935-36.
Chi Psi. b. Brighton MA Feb. 12 1917; s. of
William M. '09. res. unknown.
HART, William Coolidge. A.B., M.Div.
Andover Newton Theol. Sch. 1942. Theta
Delta Chi. Public relations exec; b. New
Bedford MA Oct. 17 1916; m. Faith Niles
1941, m. Sylvia Ford Nov. 29 1959; ch.:
Martha, Stephen, Roger. Minister First Congr.
Church Littleton MA 1941-42, assoc. minister
Old South Church Boston 1946-51, minister
First Church Pittsfield MA 1953-58, assoc. ed.
The Christian Century Chicago IL 1958-59,
mgT. public affairs General Electric Co.
Fairfield CT 1959-74. Dir. (YMCA Bridgeport
CT 1963-66, Nat. Jr. Achievement 1969-72,
community development committee U.S. C. of
C. 1972
—), pres. Council of Churches
(Bridgeport 1964-65, Pittsfield 1964-66),
member advisory council (Nat. Urban
Coalition 1966
—
, Salvation Army Stamford
CT 1974
—
), member president's council
Fairfield CT Univ. 1966-75, chmn. Action for
Bridgeport Community Development 1964-66,
ed. The Minister's Quarterly 1955-58. Served to
It. col. USAF 1942-46, 1951-53. Recipient
Distinguished Citizen Citation Bridgeport
1966. res. Stamford CT*
HASTINGS, Rowland Johnson, Jr. Bowdoin
1935-37. Beta Theta Pi. Self-employed; b.
Worcester MA Aug. 17 1916. Title examiner
(New Eng. Power Service Co. Boston 1940-43,
Me. State Highway Comm. Augusta 1944-49),
asst. dir. div. rehabilitation Me. Health &
Welfare Comm. Augusta 1949-74, title
examiner self-employed Lewiston 1974— . res.
Lewiston.*
HERRICK, George Moulton. Bowdoin
1935-36. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Cumberland
Center June 20 1918. res. unknown.
HILL, George Leslie. B.S. Summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Mich. 1940.
Alpha Tau Omega. Class agt. 1966-76. Ins.;
b. Quincy MA Dec. 3 1917; m. Geneva
Glidden Sept. 7 1950; ch.: Christopher, Isabel.
New Eng. Mutual Life Boston (actuarial
trainee 1940-42, various actuarial positions to
2nd v.pres. & actuary 1967
—
). Fellow Soc. of
Actuaries 1952. Served to It. USN 1942-46. res.
Weston MA.*
HOLDEN, Dudley Furber, Jr. Bowdoin
1936-37. b. Winchester MA Dec. 21 1918; m.
Martha Richardson Aug. 1941. Salesman
Roddis Plywood & Door Co. Served to It. USA
1943.44. d. May 21 1944.
HOOD, Harry Preston, Jr. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Class agt. 1939-49. Business exec; b. Los
Angeles CA Sept. 7 1915; m. Katherine
Boutwell May 4 1940; ch.: Stephen, Jane,
William, Nancy. Research dept. Lever
Brothers Cambridge MA 1939-50, partner
(Winfield Brooks Woburn MA 1950-54, Royal




HOWARD, Ralph Woodrow. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Hodgdon Dec. 22 1915. res.
Houlton.
HOWARD, Thomas Warren, Jr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Ins.; b. Montreal P.Q. Canada Aug. 7
1917; m. Eleanor Cooney May 8 1943. Clerk
Johnson & Higgins NYC 1940-41, ins. dept.
Remington Arms Co. Bridgeport CT 1942,
marine underwriter NYC (Atlantic Mutual Ins.
Co. 1946-50, Continental Casualty Co.
1950-52), field rep. Ins. Co. of N. Am. L.I. NY
1952-57, ins. agt. Edwin C. Etzel Inc. Westbury
NY 1957-62, prop. (Harris-Howard Ins.
Agency Westbury NY 1962-71; Stuke, Howard
& Squires Inc. N. Palm Beach FL 1973—).
Served to s/sgt. USAF 1942-46. res. N. Palm
Beach FL.*
HOWLAND, Henry Mellen. Bowdoin 1935-37.
Sigma Nu. b. W. Hartford CT June 7 1917.
res. La Jolla CA.
HUGHES, Albert Edward, Jr. Bowdoin
1935-37. Delta Upsilon. b. Somerville MA
May 16 1915. res. Farmington CT.
HUGHES, Alfred Francis. Bowdoin 1935-36.
b. Lynn MA April 3 1917. res. unknown.
HUNT, Charles Oliver. Bowdoin 1935-37.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Portland May 28
1918; s. of Charles H. '02. d. Portland Dec. 25
1937.
HUNTER, James Brown. Bowdoin 1935-39.
Delta Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Self-employed; b. Boston April 5 1916; m.
Jane Adams Feb. 10 1945; ch.: James Jr.,
Claudia, Bradford '78. Asst. to pres. B. F.
Sturtevant Hyde Park MA 1940-42; prop.-pres.
Hunter Motors Inc. Deposit NY 1946-48; dist.
sales mgr. Chrysler Corp. Detroit MI 1948-54;
v.pres. Resolute Ins. Co. Hartford CT 1954-71;
dist. mgr. Delta Corp. Am. Miami FL 1971-73;
self-employed sales, real estate, ins. Sarasota
FL 1974—. Served to cpl. USAF 1942-46. res.
Sarasota FL.*
HUTCHINSON, Melville Clarendon. B.S. Zeta
Psi. b. Portland Oct. 20 1916. res. unknown.
HYATT, Edward Thomas. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Business; b. Meriden CT Sept. 8
1914; m. Wanda Mordarski Nov. 22 1951; ch.:
Mary. Clerk Little Somers & Hyatt Co.
Meriden CT 1945-56, expediter Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft N. Haven CT 1956—. PFC
USA 1941-45. res. Meriden CT*
HYDE, Robert James. Bowdoin 1935-37,
D.M.D. Harvard 1941. Alpha Tau Omega.
Dentistry; b. Rockport March 23 1917; m.
Marion Joyce April 19 1942; ch.: Lanson,
Joanne, James, Benjamin. Dentist Lawrence
MA. Chmn. (Merrimack Valley Dental Soc. 1
yr., Greater Lawrence Dental Soc. 1 yr.).
Served to maj. USA 1941-46. res. N. Andover
MA.*
HYDE, Robert Thompson. B.S., A.M. Univ.
Md. 1949. Zeta Psi. Writing & education; b.
Arlington MA Dec. 6 1914; m. Elizabeth
Griffitts June 16 1944; ch.: Elizabeth,
Raymond, Robert, Kenneth, Paul.
Self-employed writer & ed. MA & NY 1939-42,
U.S. Weather Bureau (forecasting Knoxville
TN & Nantucket MA 1942-44, observer
training officer Washington DC 1944-46), instr.
English Univ. Md. Coll. Park 1946-50, chief ed.
(Biological Warfare Research Labs. Army
Chem. Corps Ft. Detrick MD 1950-52, Ohio
State Univ. Research Foundation Columbus
1952-55), chief scientific publications USPHS
Cincinnati OH & Washington DC 1955-62,
consultant 1962— (Woods Hole MA
Oceanographic Inst., Harvard Univ. Sch.
Public Health, Nat. Heart Inst., Univ. Calif.),
journalist New Bedford Standard-Times
Martha's Vineyard MA 1966-73, teacher high
sch. Oak Bluffs MA 1962—. Pres. Clermont
County OH Historical Soc. 1959, sec. Martha's
Vineyard Teachers Assn. 1964, mayor
Owensville OH 1958-62, member Tisbury MA
(Tercentenary Committee 1970-71, Waterways
Committee 1972). Author: Martha's Vineyard
(1974); co-author: Martha's Vineyard
(1965-1973); ed.: Science and Appliance
(1952-1955), Downtown Versus Suburban
Shopping (1954), Status of Nurses in the
Modern Hospital (1954), Algae in Water
Supplies (1959), Environmental Health
Problems (1962); contbr. & collaborator, res.
Vineyard Haven MA.*
IRWIN, Pierson Clement, Jr. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Tea importing exec; b. Chicago IL Aug. 4
1916; m. Harriett Corbett Jan. 30 1942; ch.:
Peter, Scott, Keith. West Coast mgr. Wilkinson
Rubber Linatex Monrovia CA 1939-42,
industrial engineer Aluminum Co. of Am. Los
Angeles CA 1942-46, pres. Irwin-Harrisons
Whitney Inc. Bronxville NY 1946—. Dir. &
pres. Tea Assn. of U.S.A., dir. (Tea Council of
U.S.A., Community Fund Bronxville, Rotary
Club Bronxville), past member vestry Christ
Church Bronxville, treas. Men's Republican
Club Bronxville, pres. C. of C. Bronxville,
member U.S. Board Tea Experts, past member
Recreation Council Bronxville. res. Bronxville
NY.*
TTTMANN, William McLeod. B.S., M B A.
Harvard 1941. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b.
Brookline MA June 9 1916; m. Elizabeth
Witherington, m. Sybil Hempson, m. Marjorie
McCullough Lunken March 17 1972; ch.:
William, John, Robert, Gillian '78. Procter &
Gamble (advt. Cincinnati OH 1941-46, dir.
media advt. dept. 1946-49; general mgr.
Havana Cuba 1949-54; managing dir.
Newcastle on Tyne England 1954-58; assoc.
dir. int. div. Cincinnati 1958-66, v.pres.
1966-70), ret. Cincinnati Council on World
Affairs 1960-70 (v.pres.. dir., member exec,
committee), dir. Federal Co. Memphis TN
1975—. res. Cincinnati OH.*
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JEALOUS, Lionel Frederick, Jr. Bowdoin
1935-38. b. Waterville June 6 1917. d.
Rockland Nov. 25 1938.
JEWETT, Everett Porter, Jr. Bowdoin
1935-36, A.B. Amherst 1939, M.D. Tufts 1943.
Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Gardner MA
March 29 1918; m. Barbara Lawrence April 4
1942; ch.: Derith, Everett, Dale. Chief
ophthalmology Worcester MA Memorial
Hospital, assoc. prof, ophthalmology Univ.
Mass. Med. Sch. Trustee Lions Int. Eye
Research 1949
—
, member Oak Avenue Trust
1969—. Served to It. MCUSNR 1945-50;
awarded Legion of Honor 1947. Named
Citizen of Yr. 1971. res. Sutton MA.*
KARSOKAS, Benjamin Anthony. B.S. Sigma
Nu. Banking; b. Lawrence MA Aug. 31
1916; m. Anna Clarke May 24 1942; ch.:
Anthony, Randall, Benjamin Jr., Barry,
Michael. Sr. trust officer Security Pacific Nat.
Bank Los Angeles CA 1968— . Served to col.
USAF 1940-68; awarded Distinguished Flying
Cross, Air Medal with 7 Oak Leaf Clusters, Air
Force Commendation Medal, Phillippine
Presidential Unit Citation, res. Hacienda
Heights CA.*
KASTEN, Robert Walter. B.S., grad. Harvard
1940. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Business exec;
b. Aug. 21 1917; m. Mary Ogden; ch.: Robert
Jr., Susan, Mary, William. Pres. Gilbert Shoe
Co. Thiensville WI 19?—. Dir. (Briggs &
Stratton Corp., First Wise. Nat. Bank of
Mequon). res. Milwaukee WL*
KELLEY, Mark Elbridge. A.B. Illustrator; b.
Peabody MA July 26 1916; m. Adelaide True
Aug. 24 1942; ch.: True, Mark III '70. Art dir.
Child Life magazine ca. 1950-53, with Bullpen
Fannell Studio Boston ca. 1953-56, free lance
humorous illustrator Boston & NE. Member
(planning board Hampton Falls NH 15 yrs.,
sch. board Hampton Falls), v.pres. & board
member Seacoast Anti-Pollution League 8 yrs.,
commissioner N.H. Southeast Regional
Planning Board, res. Hampton Falls NH.*
KLINE, Clinton Wayland. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. b. NYC Sept. 29
1918. res. unknown.
KNOWLTON, Willard Burr. A.B., J.D.
Columbia 1948. Psi Upsilon. Law; b.
Dunellen NJ July 20 1915; m. Marjorie Merritt
Aug. 23 1940; ch.: Thomas, Nancy. Atty. NJ
(Tenafly 1918-75, Monroe Township 1975—).
N.J. state senator 1968-72, mayor Tenafly
1961-63, asst. county counsel Bergen County
1961-64, council member Tenafly 1953-61,
pres. Community Chest Tenafly. Served to It.
(sg) USN 1942-46. res. Jamesburg NJ.*
KONECKI, John Thomas. B.S., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1943. Zeta Psi. b. S. Portland Feb. 17
1916; m. Ruth Nihan Feb. 17 1943; ch.:
Katherine, Ruth, Nancy, John Jr., Thomas.
Physician (Portland 1943-53, St. Mary's
Hospital Lewiston 1953-76), jr. resident
radiology Cushing V.A. hospital Framingham
MA 1950, radiology resident V.A. hospital W.
Roxbury MA 1950-51, sr. resident radiology
V.A. hospital Boston 1951-52, radiology fellow
Children's Med. Center Boston 1952-53. Am.
Coll. Radiology (fellow, member board of dir.,
member exec. committee), consulting
radiologist (Central Me. General Hospital,
Pineland Hospital & Training Center, Bridgton
Hospital, Augusta General Hospital), member
board of dir. (Pine Tree Council, Boy Scouts of
Am., Camp William Hinds), member board
Hilburton Fund. Served to col. MCUSA
1943-46. d. Lewiston Aug. 30 1976.*
LaFLAMME, Vincent John. Bowdoin 1935-36,
B.S. Univ. Me. 1942. b. Great Works Aug. 2
1918. res. unknown.
LAMBE, Philip Denton. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
S. Elizabeth NJ Aug. 22 1917; m. Elizabeth
Ross Feb. 11 1942; ch.: Susan, Antoinette,
Warwick. With The Home Ins. Co. Elizabeth
ca. 1940, asst. sales mgr. Devol & Reynolds
Newark NJ, mgr. Admin. Warehousing &
Traffic Radio Corp. of Am. 197-65, public
relations NJ 1966-67, parole officer NJ
1967-70. Served to sgt. USA 1943-45. d.
Manasquan NJ Dec. 20 1972.*
LARRABEE, SetlMLeonard. Bowdoin 1935-39.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Jan. 16
1918; s. of Sydney B. '03; m. Laura Hitt Nov.
25" 1963; ch.: Seth, Adam. With Nat.
Broadcasting Co. NYC 1941-42, with
Dictaphone Co. Birmingham AL, radio
announcer (WVOK Birmingham AL, WIRL
Peoria IL, WARE Ware MA, WKXL Concord
NH, WMTW Portland, WLOB Portland,
WCSH Portland, WPOR Portland, WSTA St.
Thomas V.I.), tour dir. St. John V.I. 11 yrs.
Served with ACUSA 1942-45. d. St. Thomas
V.I. June 1 1973.*
LEARNED, Albert Amos. Bowdoin 1935-36.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Fairfield Sept. 19
1916. res. Augusta.
LEARY, Leo Henry, Jr. Bowdoin 1935-36.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Brookline MA Feb. 19
1918. res. unknown.
LEHRMAN, Harold Bernard. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1943. Medicine; b. Boston June
14 1918; m. Adele Temin May 31 1952; ch.:
Daniel, Sara, Dorothy. Intern U.S. Naval
Hospital Boston 1943-44, fellow neurology &
neuropathology George Washington Univ.
1947, resident neurology Washington DC
General Hospital 1948, resident psychiatry
V.A. hospital Washington DC & Perry Pt. MD
1949-51, self-employed psychiatry &




(clinical instr. neurology 1949-50, clinical instr.
psychiatry 1956, asst. clinical prof, psychiatry
1963, assoc. clinical prof, psychiatry 1969
—),




committee Washington Psychoanalytic Soc.
1973
—
, consultant (Pastoral Inst. Washington
DC 1963-66, Pastoral Counselling &
Consultation Centers of Greater Washington
1966-73, Hood Coll. Frederick MD 1966-68).
Served to It. MCUSNR 1943-46. res.
Kensington MD.*
LEVIN, Jesse Herman. B.S., D.M.D. Tufts
1943. Dentistry; b. Bath Dec. 22 1916; m.
Thyra Ruderman Oct. 18 1949; ch.: Melissa,
Mark, David, John. Dentist Bath. V.pres. (Beta
Business Products Inc. NYC). Served to capt.
USA 1943-46; awarded Purple Heart, Bronze
Star, Combat Med. Badge, Philippine Citation,
res. Bath.*
LOANE, Ernest William. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Aviation; b. Presque Isle March 1
1
1917; m. Jean Caird Dec. 30 1942; ch.: Ernest,
Robert, David, Stephen. Pilot (ACUSA
1939-41, Am. Volunteer Group China 1941-42,
China Nat. Aviation Corp. 1942-46, Civil Air
Transport China 1946-49, The Flying Tiger
Line U.S.A. 1950-76). Served to 1st It. ACUSA
& USAF 1939-41, 1951-53. res. Bloomsbury
NJ.*
LORD, Herbert Mathew. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1942. Chi Psi. 1962 capital campaign area
chmn., 1972 capital campaign worker. Law;
b. Rockland Oct. 9 1917; m. Martha Voguhurt
June 14 1947; ch.: Herbert, John '76, Martha
'79, Kenneth. Assoc. atty. Burlington Veeder
Clary & Hopper NYC 1942-51, partner
Burlington Hopper & Kennedy NYC 1951-70,
sr. partner Burlington Underwood & Lord
NYC 1970—. First reader & board chmn. First
Church of Christ Scientist Greenwich CT, dir.
Am. Trading Transportation Co. Inc., pres.
Maritime Law Assn. of U.S. res. Greenwich
CT.*
MacCAREY, John Chapman. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ret.; b. Wollaston MA Aug. 7 1916; m.
Dorothy Bowman Feb. 7 1946, m. Audrey
Robinson Oct. 17 1964. Credit investigator
Devonshire Financial Services Portland 1940,
shipfitter's helper trainee Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Quincy MA 1940-41, expediter
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Cambridge
MA 1941-42, production planner John
Hancock Life Ins. Co. Boston 1946-51, buyer
Lincoln Lab. M.I.T. 1951-73, ret. Ed.: Boston
Light 1942-53. Served to It. USN 1942-46,
USNR 1946-?; awarded letter of
commendation 1945. res. Lexington MA.*
MACOMBER, David Haynes. A.B., Ed.M.
Tufts 1948. Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston
March 19 1917; m. Jane Caldwell Feb. 26 1944,
m. Beatrice S. Fleischner Dec. 16 1972; ch.:
David '67, Michael '73, Joanne. Expediter
Bethlehem Steel Corp. Fore River MA
1940-41, instr. Brunswick campus Univ. Me.
1946-49, v.principal Altmar Parish Central Sch.
Altmar NY 1949-50, teacher public sch.
Springfield MA 1952-77. Served to capt.
ACUSA 1941-45; awarded Air Medal. Contbr.
d. Springfield MA June 15 1977.*
MacRAE, Alvord Newton. Bowdoin 1935-38,
D.O Kirksville Coll. Osteopathy & Surgery
1942. Zeta Psi. b. Lincoln MA Aug. 16 1916.
res. unknown.
MARSH, Richard French. Bowdoin 1935.
Theta Delta Chi. Occ. unknown; b. St.
Albans VT May 1916; s. of Harold P. '10;
married; 1 daughter, res. Manchester NH.
MARTIN, Robert Douglas. Bowdoin 1935-36,
A.B. 111. Coll. 1939, M.Div. Yale 1942.
Clergy: b. Bridgeport CT July 23 1915; m.
Joanne Stiles Feb. 9 1952; ch.: Bruce, David.
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Chaplain Bellevue Hospital NYC 1943-44,
Christ Epis. Church W. Haven CT (curate
1944-49, rector 1949-54), vicar 1944-49 (St.
Martin in the Fields W. Haven, Chapel of the
Good Shepherd Orange CT), rector (St.
Luke's-in-the-Meadow Epis. Church Ft. Worth
TX 1954-62, Chapel of the Cross Rolling Fork
MS 1962-67, All Saints Epis. Church Grenada
MS 1967—). Diocese of Dallas TX (dean
Tarraut County 1955-62, chmn. Dept. Overseas
Missions 1955-56, chmn. Clergy Retreat 1962),
chaplain (W. H. Grove Home Ft. Worth
1956-62, Epis. students Tex. Wesleyan Coll. Ft.
Worth 1959-62), board member Grenada
Archaeological Assn., Diocese of Miss, (instr.
Layreaders Training Conf. 1966-72, member
exec, council 1966-67, examining chaplain
1966-69). res. Grenada MS.*
MATTHEWS, John Carlton. Bowdoin
1935-36. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Boston Dec. 29
1915; m. Marjorie Ford April 10 1954; ch.:
John. Sales agt. Am. Airlines 1945-59,
salesman British Overseas Airways Corp.
1960-72, ret. Served to t/cpl. USA 1942-45. res.
Rockport.*
McINTIRE, Myron Stone. B.S. Chi Psi. Ins.;
b. Norway Nov. 19 1916; m. Ingrid Heino June
1942, m. Florence Tanner June 1 1962; ch.:
Philip '66, Paula. Time study engineer United
Carr Faster Cambridge MA 1940-45, store
mgr. A. A. Clark Furniture Co. Milo 1946-54,
ins. agt. New Eng. Life Bangor 1954-58, Union
Mutual (ins. agt., mgr., general agt. Bangor &
Presque Isle 1958-74^ ins. agt. Augusta
1974—). Served-^wifh USN 1945-46. res.
Augusta.*
McKENNEY, Fred Palmer, Jr. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. Ins.; b. Wellesley Hills MA April 7 1916;
m. June Heine Feb. 9 1946; ch.: Steven, Susan,
Marcia. C.L.U. (1953); business life ins.,
pensions & profit sharing plans. Served to It.
cdr. USN 1942-46. res. Wellesley MA.*
McLEAN, Ross Lewis. B.S., M.D. Johns
Hopkins 1943. Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine;
b. Hamilton Ont. Canada Feb. 18 1916; m.
Velva Zeman Aug. 2 1942. Johns Hopkins Sch.
of Medicine (instr. 1947-54, asst. prof.
1954-58), Emory Univ. Sch. of Medicine
Atlanta GA (assoc. prof. 1958-67, prof,
pulmonary diseases 1967-69), prof, medicine
Univ. Tex. Austin 1969-71, prof. Bowman
Gray Sch. of Medicine Winston-Salem NC
1971—
. Member exec, committee V.A.
Army-Navy Cooperative Study Pulmonary
Function Testing 1954-57, V.A. rep. Nat. Inst,
of Health 1954-56, member board of dir. (Md.
TB Assn. 1955-56, Ga. TB Assn. 1959-69, N.C.
Lung Assn. 1972—, N.W. Lung Assn. 1972—
Southern TB Conf. 1962-65 (sec, pres.-elect,
pres.), chmn. 1964-66 (Nat. TB Assn., Conf. of
Respiratory Disease), member respiratory
panel Nat. Research Council 1966-67,
consultant Nat. Clearing House on Smoking &
Health 1967-73. Served to It. (jg) USNR
1945-46. Recipient: Medallion for
distinguished services Ga. TB & Respiratory
Disease Assn. 1959-69, 18th Charles M.
Hendricks Memorial Lecture Award Tex.
Med. Soc. 1970, Emory Chair dept. of
medicine Emory Univ. 1970. Contbr. res.
Winston-Salem NC*
MELENDY, Oakley Arthur. B.S., M.D.
Columbia 1944. Psi Upsilon. Alumni Council
1955-59, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Medicine; b. Augusta Sept. 30 1916; m. Joan
Hyland Feb. 8 1952; ch.: Mary, Meredith,
Michael, Mark. Instr. Phillips Andover Acad.
Andover MA 1939-41, general surgery
self-employed Augusta 1951—. Diplomate Am.
Board Surgery. Served to capt. MCUSA
1946-48. Contbr. res. Augusta.*
MERRILL, Richard Edmund. B.S. Sigma Nu.
b. Melrose MA April 18 1917; m. Elizabeth
Pettengill Feb. 2 1939; ch.: Susan, Linda. Advt.
dept. Sylvania Electric Products Inc. Lynn MA
1940-42, ed. Sylvania News Sylvania Electric
Co. Emporium PA 1942-44, publications ed.
Am. Mutual Liability Ins. Co. Boston 1944-46.
d. Newburyport MA Aug. 14 1946.
MESSIER, Paul Eugene. A.B., M.D. Cornell
1943. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b. Worcester
MA July 9 1916; 3 children. Student Johns
Hopkins Univ. 1943-44, physician pvt. practice
Monterey CA 1946—. Served to It. MCUSN
1943-46. res. Monterey CA.*
MICK, Wendell Marcellus. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
b. Newton MA March 28 1917; m. Barbara
Steinfield; ch.: Wendell '66, Joseph. Real
estate 1940-41, testing engineer metallurgy
United Carr Fastener Corp. Cambridge MA
197-59. d. Boston Jan. 4 1959.*
MITCHELL, Burton Irvine. Bowdoin 1935-36.
Delta Upsilon. b. Lowell MA Aug. 28 1916.
res. unknown.
MITCHELL, William Samuel. Bowdoin
1935-37. Sigma Nu. b. Buffalo NY May 25
1915. res. Silver Spring MD.
MOORE, Richard Henry. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.B. Yale 1946. Alpha Delta
Phi. Law: b. Chester CT Jan. 23 1918; m.
Beatrice Delafon Oct. 19 1951; ch.: David,
Nicholas, Christopher. Cleary Gottlieb Steen &
Hamilton Paris France (assoc. 1946-57, partner
1957—). Pres. (Am. C. of C. in France 1973-75,
Am. Club of Paris 1971-73), dir. & member
exec, committee Am. Hospital of Paris 1965
—
,




committee Int. 470 Assn. 1973— . Served to sgt.
USA 1943-46; awarded Medaille de Merits
Sportif (France) 1968. res. Paris France.*
MULLEN, Robert Shiland. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1941. Beta Theta Phi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Univ. admin.; b.
Hingham MA June 9 1918; m. Alice McKee
Nov. 1 1941; ch.: Janet, Peter, David.
Estimator Bethlehem Steel Co. Quincy MA
1941-42, Harvard Univ. (asst. purchasing agt.
1947-50, purchasing agt. 1950-61, dir.
purchasing 1961-71, dir. purchasing & ins.
1971
—
). Dir. (Harvard Cooperative Soc. Inc.
ca. 1961-69, Educational & Institutional
Cooperative Buying Service Inc. ca. 1959-69),
Nat. Assn. Educational Buyers (member
1947-75, chmn. New Eng. region 1956-58),-
Purchasing Management Assn. of Boston
(member 1950-75; dir. 1964-66, 1972-74),
member Nat. Assn. Purchasing Management
1950. Served to It. cdr. USNR 1942-47. Contbr.
res. Newton Highlands MA.*
NICHOLS, Austin Porter. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1941. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Morristown NJ July 2 1917; m. Elizabeth
Sandy June 10 1942; ch.: Anne, Margaret.
Instr. (Bridgton Acad. N. Bridgton 1941-42,
New Hampton NH Sch. 1944-45, Vt. Acad.
Saxtons River VT 1945-58, high sch. Bellows
Falls VT 1958-63), teacher & chmn. foreign
lang. dept. high sch. S. Portland 1963—
.
V.pres. Me. chapter Am. Assn. Teachers of
French. Author, res. Cape Elizabeth.*
NICHOLS, John Donaldson, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Real estate management; b.
Weston MA Aug. 7 1916; m. Kathleen Gayer
July 28 1942; ch.: Diana, Jan. USAF 1941-66
(cdr. 6th Air Rescue Group 1951-53; deputy
chief inspector Military Airlift Command
1956-59, deputy cdr. 1503rd Airlift Wing
Tachikawa Air Base Japan 1960-62, chief
requirements div. Washington DC 1962-66, ret.
with rank of col. 1966), asst. to deputy dir.
Military Assistance Inst. Arlington VA
1966-68, real estate property mgr. Prestige
Management Corp. Falls Church VA 1966—.
Awarded Asiatic Pacific Campaign Air Medal,
Commendation Medal with 2 Clusters,
Distinguished Unit Citation, res. McLean
VA.*
NULTY, William Bridgham, Jr. Bowdoin
1935-37. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lewiston Sept.
8 1916; s. of William B. '10. Messenger Canal
Nat. Bank Portland, jr. accountant Mfr.'s Trust
Co. NYC. d. Portland July 17 1938.
ORGERA, Walter Louis. Bowdoin 1935-37,
D.D.S. Temple Univ. 1941. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Dentistry; b. NYC June 21 1918; m.
Janet Bowne June 2 1942; ch.: Walter II,
Linda, Janet, Debra, John. Dentist pvt.
practice Stamford CT 1946—. Pres. (Stamford
Dental Soc, Western Fairfield County Dental
Soc, Cosmos & Damiam Catholic Physicians
& Dentists Guild), sec. dental staff St. Joseph
Hospital. Served to capt. MCUSA 1942-46;
awarded Bronze Star. res. Stamford CT*
PADBURY, John James. B.S., Ph.D. N Y.
Univ. 1944. Management; b. Rockland July
24 1916; m. Muriel Hill June 5 1943; ch.:
Nancy. Instr. N.Y. Univ. 1942-43, Am.
Cyanamid (research chemist Stamford CT
1943-49, group leader 1949-57, research mgr.
1957-61; tech. dir. Wallingford CT 1961-71,
mgr. tech. services 1971
—
). Patentee, res. Old
Greenwich CT*
PARSONS, Edward Lincoln. B.S. Wholesale
refrigeration; b. Lisbon Falls March 27 1917;
m. Doris Wagg July 4 1942; ch.: Edward Jr..
Timothy '71, Mary, Brian. Foreman
Northeastern Inc. Lewiston 1945-54, prop,
self-employed Brunswick 1954-62, branch mgr.
A. E. Borden Co. Inc. Portland 1962—. Served
to t/sgt. USA 1941-45. res. Brunswick.*
PAULL, George Bertrand, Jr. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Occ unknown: b. NYC Dec. 22 1915:
m. Helen Davidson June 15 1943. Served to
cdr. USN 1941-46. res. Wilton CT.*
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PIERCE, Jotham Donnell. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1942. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Alumni Fund dir. 1955-58 (chmn. 1957-58),
Alumni Council 1958-62, admissions aide, 1972
capital campaign worker, class bequest chmn.,
Overseer 1963-76, Trustee 1976— . Law; b.
Houlton Feb. 10 1918; s. of Leonard A. '05; m.
Sally Woodcock Aug. 22 1942; ch.: Jotham Jr.
'65, Deborah, Christopher '71, Priscilla, James
'76, Marianna. Atty. Pierce Atwood Scribner
Allen & McKusick Portland 1946—. Pres.
Cumberland County Bar Assn. 1969. Served to
maj. USAAF 1942-45; awarded Air Medals
(2), Distinguished Flying Cross. res.
Cumberland Foreside.*
PILLSBURY, Nahum Roy, Jr. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Hospital admin.; b. Boston July 22 1917; s. of
Nahum R. M'15; m. Neely McCubbins, m.
Nell Sessoms April 29 1960; ch.: Cynthia,
Pamela, Susan. Contract employee Bureau
Ordnance Navy Dept. Washington DC
1941-43; business mgr. Westbrook Jr. Coll.
Portland 1946-50; administrator Charlotte NC
Eye, Ear & Throat Hospital 1952—. Served to
It. cdr. USN 1943-46, 1950-52; awarded Navy
Commendation, res. Charlotte NC*
POLAND, Lloyd Laurence. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. b. Boston April 10 1917. res.
Canton.
POTTER, Gordon Lloyd. B.S. 1942. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Webster MA Oct. 3 1917. res.
Pittsfield MA.
REARDON, George Daniel. Bowdoin 1935-37,
1938-39. Chi Psi. Business; b. Quincy MA
July 30 1916; m. Ruth Salter Oct. 11 1941; ch.:
Daniel, Marcia, William, Patricia, Brian,
George Jr. Teller Quincy MA Trust Co.
1939-41, personnel dir. Pneumatic Scale Corp.
Quincy 1945-54, founder & pres. Quincy
(President Chevrolet Inc., President
Automotive Leasing, President Marine). Pres.
S. Shore C. of C. 1973-74, dir. Hancock Bank
& Trust Co., chmn. Quincy United Fund. With
USA 1941-45. res. Hingham MA.*
RICH, John Hubbard, Jr. A.B., Litt. D. 1974.
Theta Delta Chi. Communications; b. Cape
Elizabeth Aug. 5 1917; m. Doris Halstead Sept.
2 1954; ch.: Barbarine, John III '78, Whitney,
Nathaniel. Reporter (Daily Kennebec Journal
Augusta 1939-40, Portland Press Herald
1941-42, Int. News Service 1945-50), sr. Asian
correspondent Nat. Broadcasting Co. 1950-74,
v.pres. RCA Corp. Int. Ltd. Tokyo Japan
1974—
.
Pres. Foreign Correspondents Club of
Japan 1970-71, member (Sigma Delta Chi
1972, Overseas Press Club 1972). Served to
maj. USMCR 1942-45. Recipient: Peabody
Award Radio & TV 1972. res. Tokyo Japan.*
RICHARDSON, Herbert Flanders, Jr.
Bowdoin 1935-36. b. Skowhegan Jan. 4 1916.
res. unknown.
RILEY, Thomas Prince. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Sec. Board of Overseers 1955— . Ins.; b.
Brunswick May 7 1918; s. of John W. '05; m.
Ann Sutherland June 17 1941; ch.: Christine,
Joanna, Sue, Ellen. Ins. agt. Riley Ins. Agency
Brunswick 1939— . Brunswick Savings Inst,
(trustee 1956, pres. 1975), Brunswick Public
Library Assn. (dir. 1942-68, pres. 1948-68),
First Parish Church (clerk 1945-70, moderator
1971-75), past pres. (Rotary Club, Brunswick
Golf Club), past treas. Alpha Delta Phi
Chapter House Assn. res. Brunswick.*
ROSENFELD, Richard Stanley. Bowdoin
1935-36. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Sales; b.
Somerville MA Aug. 1 1915; m. Rita Moore
May 19 1948; ch.: Richard, William, Nancy.
Percy A. Legge Boston, Chicago IL, Phila. PA
1938-1960 (office boy, salesman, dist. mgr. to
partner); self-employed 1961-63; sec.-treas.
Rosenfeld Yarns Ltd. Paoli PA 1963—. Served
to cpl. USA 1942-45. res. Bernville PA.*
ROWSON, Walter, Jr. B.S. cum laude, M.D.
Yale 1943. Zeta Psi. b. Groton CT June 15
1917; m. Marietta Shaughnessy 1942; ch.:
Muriel, Walter III '67, David, Geoffrey,
Jennifer. Physician CT (Hartford 1943-44,
Putnam 1946-63). Member Conn. Soc. Am.
Coll. of Surgeons, med. examiner Thompson
CT, sch. physician Thompson. Served to capt.
MCUSA 1944-46. d. Putnam CT Feb. 19
1963.*
RUSSELL, Blinn Whittemore, Jr. A.B., B.S.
M.I.T. 1941. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Lewiston
March 31 1917; s. of Blinn W. '07. res.
unknown.
RUSSELL, Robert Cone. B.S., B.S. Ia. State
Coll. 1948. Chi Psi. Soil science; b. Hartford
CT June 25 1917; m. Gretchen Brown Dec. 23
1958; ch.: Frederick, Margaret. Cost
accounting clerk Rising Paper Co. Housatonic
MA 1939-42, soil scientist U.S. Soil
Conservation Service IA (Fairfield 1948, Mt.
Pleasant 1948-49, Burlington 1949, Muscatine
1949-53, Adel 1953-67, Oskaloosa 1967-70,
Knoxville 1970-74, Marshalltown 1974
—
).
Served to sgt. ACUSA 1942-45. res.
Marshalltown IA.*
SANDLER, Maynard. B.S. Ret.; b. Haverhill
MA May 27 1918; m. Hazel Jenkins Feb. 11
1949. Schedules mgr. Ansco Div. General
Aniline & Film Corp. Binghamton NY
1940-44, asst. general mgr. Fenwal Inc.
Ashland MA 1946-49, factory mgr. Diamond
Case Corp. New Brunswick NJ 1949-54,
production control mgr. Tech. Instrument
Corp. Acton MA 1954-58, mfg. mgr. Digital
Equipment Corp. Maynard MA 1958-66,
operations v.pres. Waters Assoc. Milford MA
1966-68, ret. Sec. & treas. Lions Club various
locations, member (Urban Renewal Authority
Marlborough MA, budget committee Wells).
Served to It. (jg) USNR 1944-46. res. Wells.*
SCOPE, John Casmir. B.S., A.M. N Y. Univ.
1951. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Hasting-on-Hudson NY May 26 1914; m. Jane
Buell Aug. 10 1950; ch.: Patricia, Susan,
Michael, Katherine. Production control
Anaconda Hastings NY 1940-42, social worker
Westchester County Tarrytown NY 1946-48,
reporter Dun & Bradstreet NYC 1949-50,
teacher board of education (Lebanon OH
1951-53, Bellmore NY 1953-58, Hicksville NY
1958—). Served to s/sgt. USAF 1942-46. res.
Hicksville NY.*
SCRIBNER, Edward Emmons, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Cleveland
OH Nov. 24 1916; m. Virginia Wilkinson Aug.
3 1940; ch.: David, Sally. Served to It. USN
1943-46. res. Hudson OH.*
SEWALL, Edgar Floyd, Jr. B.S., M.D. Tufts
1943. Delta Upsilon. b. Somerville MA Aug.
17 1916; s. of Edgar '09; m. Frances Henry
Sept. 11 1943; ch.: Peter, Gordon '71, Jane,
Edgar III, John. General surgeon Somerville
197-73. F.I.C.S., F.A.C.S. Served to It.
MCUSN 1942-45, capt. MCUSAF during
Korean conflict, d. Boston Aug. 19 1973.
SHATTUCK, ' George William. Bowdoin
1935-36. Sigma Nu. b. Hollis NH July 17
1916. res. unknown.
SKILLIN, Charles Edward. A.B., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1943. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. S.
Portland Oct. 21 1917; m. Rita Roberts July 28
1943; ch.: Charles Jr., Louise, Denise, Dana.
Obstet.-gynecol. pvt. practice S. Portland
1948—. Served to 1st It. USA 1943-45. res.
Cumberland Foreside.*
SMITH, Albert Gyles. Bowdoin 1935-37. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Brockton MA July 17 1917. res.
unknown.
SOULE, Edward Hersey. B.S., M.D. Yale
1943. Delta Upsilon. Medicine; b. Gorham
Dec. 9 1915; m. Florence Towsey Dec. 27
1941; ch.: Deborah, Seth II. Surgical
pathologist Mayo Clinic Rochester MN
1952— . Section head surgical pathology Mayo
Clinic, prof, pathology (Mayo Med. Sch. 1971,
Mayo Graduate Sch. 1967-71). Served to It. (jg)
USNR 1943-46. res. Rochester MN.*
SOULE, Howard Currier. Bowdoin 1935-39.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. New Bedford MA
Nov. 15 1916; m. Ruth Andrew 1941, m.
Barbara Hill Sept. 6 1952; ch.: Betsy, Holly,
Janet. With Household Finance Co., with
Pilgrim Ordnance Works W. Hanover MA,
salesman various marine supply cos. 22 yrs.
Served to ensign USN 1943, served with USA
during Korean conflict, d. Concord NH July
26 1975.*
STENGEL, Peter Dodge. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Boston April 10 1918. res. New
Gloucester.
STERN, Theodore. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Univ. Penn. 1941, Ph.D. Univ. Penn. 1948.
Education; b. Briarcliffe NY July 27 1917;
m. Mary Capuzzi Jan. 16 1942; ch.: Theodore,
Holly. Asst. instr. & instr. Univ. Penn. Phila.
PA 1945-48, asst. prof, anthropology Univ.
Ore. Eugene 1948-57, Fulbright research fellow
Burma 1954-55, assoc. prof, anthropology
Univ. Ore. Eugene 1957-63, Nat. Science
Fellow Thailand 1964-65, prof, anthropology
Univ. Ore. Eugene 1963— . Assoc. ed. Journal
Am. Folklore 1974—. Served to 1st It. USA
1940-45. Author: The Rubber Ball Games of
the Americas (1952), The Klamath Tribe
(1966); co-author: The Native Americans
(1965). res. Eugene OR.*
STEVENS, Donald Case. Bowdoin 1935-37.
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Theta Delta Chi. b. Chicago IL July 20 1917.
res. Leominster MA.
STEVENS, Edward, Jr. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Bennington VT July 17 1916; m. Esther Rowe
Sept. 1 1940. With Marstons Dept. Store La
Jolla CA 1939, Devonshire Finance (car
checker Boston 1940-41, credit investigator
New Haven CT 1941), research chemist Nat.
Folding Box Co. Short Beach CT 1941-43,
auditor Sears Roebuck & Co. Bayshore NY
1948-49. Served with USA 1943-46, 1949-51;
awarded Commendation Ribbon, Purple
Heart, Commendation Medal, d. Ft. Dix NJ
Jan. 20 1951.
STEVENS, Rolf. A.B., LL.B. Boston Univ.
1951. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b. Seattle WA
Feb. 12 1918; m. Hjordis Cooke June 11 1949;
ch.: Martha, Lorna, Kathryn, Richard. Exec,
trainee Atlas Plywood Howland 1939-42, claim
mgr. Home Ins. Co. Boston 1949-54, atty. &
v.pres. Gordon Boyd & Co. Boston 1954—
.
Pres. Independent Adjusters of Mass. 1966,
master Wellesley Lodge A. F. & A. M. 1965.
Served to t/sgt. USA 1943-46. res. Wellesley
MA.*
STOVER, Roger Mackintosh. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Arlington MA Aug. 21
1917; m. Jean Parker July 13 1946; ch.: Susan,
Roger Jr. Underwriter Arnica Ins. Co.
Providence RI 1940-73, ret. res. Barrington
RL*
STROUD, Richard Hamilton. B.S., M.S. Univ.
N.H. 1942. Alpha Tau Omega. Biology; b.
Dedham MA April 24 1918; m. Genevieve
DePol Dec. 20 1943; ch.: William, Jennifer.
Asst. fish & game biologist N.H. Fish & Game
Dept. Concord NH summers 1940 & 1941,
grad. asst. Univ. N.H. Durham 1940-41, Tenn.
Valley Authority Norris (aquatic biologist I
1942, aquatic biologist II 1945-46), chief
aquatic biologist Mass. div. Fisheries & Game
Boston 1948-53, exec, v.pres. Sport Fishing
Inst. Washington DC 1953—. Natural
Resources Council of Am. (treas. 1960-66,
v.chmn. 1967-68, chmn. 1969-71), v.pres. Sport
Fishery Research Foundation 1962
—
, member
(board of governors Am. Inst. Biological
Sciences 1965, board of dir. Citizens
Committee on Natural Resources 1974
—
,
board of advisors Nat. Coalition for Marine
Conservation 1973
—
), advisor U.S. delegation
Conf. of Plenipotentiaries on Conservation of
Atlantic Tunas Rio de Janeiro 1967, U.S.
delegate Int. Comm. for Conservation of
Atlantic Tunas Madrid 1974, Pentelow Lectr.
Univ. Liverpool England 1975, hon. life
member Am. Fisheries Soc. 1974— . Recipient:
Conservation Achievement Award Nat.
Wildlife Federation 1975. Served to 1st sgt.
USA 1942-45; awarded Croix de Guerre 1945.
Contbr. res. Springfield VA.*
SULLIVAN, Kenneth Paul Thomas. A.B.
Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Boston Jan. 10 1918;
m. Ruth MacDougal, m. Rachel Beattie April
21 1961; ch.: Dale, Karen, Kirk. Admin,
officer Office for Military Govt, of U.S. Berlin
Germany 1946-47, U.S. State Dept. (consular
officer U.S. Mission Berlin 1947-49,
governmental affairs officer Tuebingen
Germany 1949-51, political labor officer
Consulate General Duesseldorf Germany
1952-55, chief consular section U.S. Embassy
Belgrade Yugoslavia 1955-58, political officer
U.S. Embassy Khartoum Sudan 1958-59, chief
central European branch Office of Intelligence
& Research Washington DC 1959-62, labor
officer U.S. Embassy Bonn Germany 1963-66,
political labor officer U.S. Embassy Vienna
Austria 1966-70, principal officer Consulate
General Bremen Germany 1970-74, foreign
service inspector Office of Inspector General
Washington DC 1974-75), ret. Consul General
of U.S. Breman Germany 1970-74. Served to
maj. USA 1940-46. res. Chambersburg PA.*
TAYLOR, Robert Lee. B.S., M.D. Yale 1943.
Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b. Rangeley Sept.
11 1917; m. Christine Tufts June 7 1942; ch.:
Frances, Marc, Seth, Robin. Me. Med. Center
Portland (intern 1943-44, resident surgery
1946-49), Univ. Mich. Ann Arbor MI (resident
thoracic surgery 1949-50, instr. 1950-51), pvt.
practice Dayton OH 1951— . Pres. (Dayton
Surgical Soc, Montgomery County Med. Soc),
chief of staff Kettering Memorial Hospital, sr.
warden St. Paul's Epis. Church Dayton,
F.A.C.S., diplomate (Am. Board General
Surgery, Am. Board Thoracic Surgery). Served
to It. MCUSN 1944-46. res. Lebanon OH.*
THORNQUIST, Carl MacGregor. Bowdoin
1935-38. Delta Upsilon. b. Somerville MA
June 30 1915. Served to ensign ACUSN
1939-41. d. Iceland Nov. 2 1941.
TILDEN, David Amos. A.B. Engineering; b.
Wollaston MA June 27 1916; m. Doris McCoy
May 14 1945; ch.: Susan, David, Christopher,
Timothy. Consulting engineer MA 19?—
.
Served with USCG 1943-44. res. Scituate MA.*
TINKER, Randall Bradford. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. b. Portland Sept. 24 1917. res.
Gainesville FL.
TITCOMB, James Hewey. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1947, LL.D. Nasson Coll. 1974. Alpha
Tau Omega. Law; b. Portland Dec. 24 1917;
m. Nancy Dobson June 14 1947; ch.: Marcy,
Edward '75, William. Atty. self-employed
Sanford 1947— . Past pres. (York County Bar
Assn., Rotary Club Sanford-Springvale),
Nasson Coll. (trustee 1952
— ,
past treas.,
v.chmn. board of trustees), trustee (Henrietta
D. Goodall Hospital Sanford, N. Parish Congr.
Church Sanford), dir. & v.pres. Northeast
Bank of Sanford, dir. Central Me. Power Co.,
past pres. & treas. YMCA Sanford-Springvale,
past pres. & chmn. exec, committee Me.
YMCA, past v.chmn. & trustee Louis B.
Goodall Library Assn., member Me. state
board of bar examiners 1964
—
, town meeting
rep. Sanford 27 yrs. Served to It. cdr. USN
1940-46; awarded Sec. Navy Unit Citation
1945. res. Sanford.*
TRACHTENBERG, Morton Paul. B.S.
Marketing & advt.; b. Boston Nov. 19 1918;
m. Frances Shabshelowitz March 17 1947; ch.:
Jeffrey, Martha. Account exec. NYC
(Auerbach Assocs. Inc. 1950-60; Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn 1960-64), account
supervisor Siesel Co. NYC 1964-68,
management supervisor Sweet & Co. NYC
1968—. Exec, v.pres. Sweet & Co. 1968—, sr.
v.pres. Siesel Co. 1964-68, past pres.
Massapequa Student Fund, v.pres. library
assn. Massapequa. Served to capt. USA
1942-46. res. Massapequa Park NY.*
TRACY, James Edward, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. Dorchester MA Nov. 21 1916. res.
unknown.
TUKEY, Philip Edgar, Jr. B.S. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Ret.; b. Portland
Nov. 1 1917; m. Jane Thompson July 25 1942;
ch.: Linda, Martha. Dir. Me. Aeronautics
Comm. Augusta 1946-48, cdr. Me. Air Nat.
Guard Bangor 1948-75, ret. as brig, general.
United Way of Penobscot Valley (dir. 1960-72,
pres. 1971-72). Served to col. ACUSA & USAF
1939-46, 1951-52; awarded Distinguished
Flying Cross & Oak Leaf Cluster, Air Medal &
7 Oak Leaf Clusters, Distinguished Unit
Citation, res. Bangor.*
VERGASON, Edwin L'Amoureux. B.S., A.M.
George Washington Univ. 1963. Delta
Upsilon. Education; b. Medford MA Feb.
17 1918; m. Margaret O'Farrell Sept. 30 1942;
ch.: Janice, Michael. Reporter Binghamton
NY Press 1940, asst. boys work dir. YMCA
Binghamton 1941, public relations Community
Chest Binghamton 1945, teacher VA (St.
Christopher's Sch. Richmond 1946-58, public
sch. Fairfax County 1958
—
). Pres. Lions Club
Reston VA 1972-73. Served with USA 1941-45.
Contbr. res. Reston VA.*
WALDRON, Frederick Augustus. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Yale 1943. Chi Psi. 1972 capital
campaign area chmn. Medicine; b. Ashland
May 21 1917; m. Marjorie McCully, m.
Pauline Morrill Aug. 5 1972; ch.: Richard '70,
Stephen, Robert Morrill, Eleanor Morrill, Polly
Morrill. Asst. med. dir. Mutual Life of N.Y.
1947-51, resident radiology Yale Med. Sch.
1951-54, pvt. practice radiology Concord NH
1954— . Diplomate Am. Board Radiology.
Served to It. USN 1943-47. res. Concord NH.*
WALKER, William Marshall. Bowdoin
1935-36. Zeta Psi. b. S. Portland May 15
1916; m. Penelope Conant, m. Elizabeth
Atkins April 18 1953. Served with USA (2nd It.
1942-45, capt. 1951-62), civilian employee Ft.
Knox KY 1962-65. d. Valley Station KY Nov.
1 1966.
WARE, George Long, Jr. Bowdoin 1935-39.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston Dec. 9
1915; m. Agatha Pickhardt June 21 1939; ch.:
George III, Evelyn, Michael, Carla. Industrial
relations Champion Int., with Marathon, with
Celotex 197-73. Served with USA WWII. d. W.
Harwich MA June 21 1973.
WATSON, William Hosley. Bowdoin 1935-37.
Kappa Sigma. b. Manchester NH Sept. 1
1917. res. Nicoma Park OK.
WATT, Donald Merwin. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Landour India July 16 1917; m. Elsie Dunn
Dec. 29 1941; ch.: Ellen. Laura. Aircraft
designer Lockheed Aircraft 1940-41.
production engineer Bendix Aircraft 1941-43.
Served with ACUSA 1943-44. d. Canton Is. S.
Pacific Dec 5 1944.
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WEEKS, Ernest Eugene, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Tufts 1949, Ph.D. Columbia 1965. Delta
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Education; b. Fryeburg Oct. 22 1917; s. of
Ernest E. '12; m. Marjorie Day Dec. 19 1941;
ch.: Claire, Marsha, Steven, Susan, Jonathan,
Amy. Instr. English (Tufts Univ. 1949-51, State
Teachers Coll. Gorham 1951-59), prof. English
(Stetson Univ. Deland FL 1959-67, Univ. Me.
Gorham 1967—). Served to s/sgt. USA
1942-45. res. Portland.*
WEISENBERGER, Bernard Xavier. Bowdoin
1936. b. Boston May 27 1916; m. Elinor
Berry Sept. 12 1939; ch.: Bernard Jr., Jean.
With John Hancock Ins. Co. 7-1967 (regional
supervisor Cleveland OH ca. 1953, mgr.
Chelsea MA dist. 1953-65, supervisor of
agencies Boston 1965-67). Member Coll. of
Life Underwriters. Served with USA 7-1946. d.
Manchester MA July 7 1967.
WHEELER, Paul Purinton. Bowdoin 1935-36.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Brunswick Aug. 8
1916; m. Maxine Crooker March 4 1940; ch.:
Allen, William. Artist Auburn 1940-64,
draftsman (New Eng. Shipbuilding Corp. S.
Portland 2 yrs., Stanley Merrill Architects
1944-45), architectural render, designer Alonzo
J. Harriman Inc. Auburn 1946-64. Represented
in Soc. of Am. Etchers annual exhibition
1938-43; One Hundred Best Prints from Soc.
of Am. Etchers Manual 1939; N.Y. World's
Fair Am. Art Today 1939; Portland Soc. of Art
Annual 1941, 1942, 1943; Nat. Acad. Annual
1941. d. Auburn April 28 1964.
WHITE, Alfred Charles. Bowdoin 1935-37,
1938. Psi Upsilon. b. Somerville MA Nov. 24
1917; married; ch.: Wendy, Mrs. Stephen
Strom. Served to capt. USA WWII. d.
Taftsville VT Aug. 8 1971.
WHITE, Harold Sewall, Jr. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Management; b. Auburn May 10 1917;
m. Helen Toomey May 19 1944; ch.: Harold
III, Marilyn, James. With Red Sox Baseball
farm teams 1939-42 (MD, VA, NY),
teacher-coach & athletic dir. Thornton Acad.
Saco 1946-52, H. S. White & Sons Inc. Auburn
(sales mgr.-v.pres. 1952-62, general mgr.-pres.
1962—). Served to m/sgt. USA 1942-46. res.
Auburn.*
WHITEHILL, Duncan Kimball. B.S., D.M.D.
Harvard 1943. Chi Psi. Dentistry; b. Newton
MA Feb. 20 1918; m. Janet Elliott July 3 1942;
ch.: Julie, Laurie. Dentist Plymouth NH
1970—. Served to capt. MCUSA 1943-46. res.
Plymouth NH.*
WILLIAMS, Harry Eugene, Jr. B.S. Chi Psi.
Public works management; b. Taunton MA
Aug. 5 1918; m. Virginia Beaman June 20
1945; ch.: Harry III. General Electric Co.
(trainee Bridgeport CT 1947, production
supervisor Syracuse NY 1947-52, purchasing
supervisor Evendale OH 1952-56), purchasing
mgr. Saco-Lowell Saco 1956-60, Sylvania Corp.
(purchasing mgr. Needham MA 1960-67,
material mgr. Batavia NY 1967-69), highway
supt. town Wayland MA 19?— . Served with
USNR 1944-45. res. Wayland MA.*
WOODRUFF, Frank Edward. A.B., M D.
Univ. Vt. 1943. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Barre VT May 30 1916; s. of John H. '05; m.
Evelyn MacDonald Sept. 9 1945; ch.: Stephen,
Frank, Richard, David, Mary, Sarah, Paul,
Jane, Anne. Physician Montpelier VT 19?—
.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1944-46. res. Barre
VT.*
WULFING, Peter Frederick. A.B. Chi Psi.
Business exec; b. St. Louis MO Jan. 8 1918;
m. Lynn Manganiello, m. Mabel Beckert July 7
1973; ch.: Peter, Hildegarde, Paul. Office mgr.
Airpath Instrument Co. St. Louis 1943-45, St.
Louis Gear Co. Inc. Keokuk IA (v.pres. & dir.
1945-48, pres. & dir. 1948—, dir. & chmn. of
board 1976—). Served with USA 1944-45. res.
W. Boothbay Harbor.*
WYLIE, Ralph Howard, Jr. Bowdoin 1935-38.
Sigma Nu. b. Clinton MA April 6 1915. res.
Ayer MA.
YEATON, George Hoadley. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Business; b. Springfield MA June 8 1917; m.
June Taylor Sept. 16 1944; ch.: Carolyn, Ruth.
Salesman-analyst Dun & Bradstreet Inc.
1939-73 (NYC, Boston, Providence RI), pres.
Ballou's Shoes Inc. Barrington RI 1974—
Treas. Lions Club Barrington 1955— . Served
to It. col. USA 1941-45. res. Barrington RI.*
ZARBOCK, James Waller. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Cleveland OH Nov. 15
1916; m. Barbara Johnston Sept. 16 1939. Asst.
ed. Doubleday & Co. NYC 1939-46, ed. NYC
(McBride Co. 1946-48, Simmons-Boardman
Co. 1948-52), mgr. educational div. Oxford
Univ. Press NYC 1952-62, mgr. coll. div.
Encyclopedia Britannica Press NYC 1962-64,
prop. The Boat Locker Inc. Westport CT
1964-76, ret. Served with USN 1944-46. res.
Westport CT*
Class of 1940
ABBOTT, Richard Newton. B.S. cum laude,
M.D. Yale 1943. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine;
b. Lewiston Feb. 27 1918; m. Myrtle van
Hagen Oct. 28 1944; ch.: Donald '69, Richard
Jr. '71, David, Anne '79. Intern pediatrics
(New Haven CT Hospital 1944, Children's
Hospital Med. Center Boston 1946-47),
resident physician pediatrics Boston Floating
Hospital 1947-48, pediatric practice Natick
MA 1948—. Pres. Rotary Club Natick 1960-61,
dir. First Nat. Bank of Natick 1952-60,
corporator Five Cent Savings Bank Natick
1974
—
, deacon First Congr. Church Natick
1971-75, member troop committee Boy Scouts
of Am. Natick 1948
—
, chief pediatrics
Leonard Morse Hospital Natick. Served to
capt. MCUSA 1944-46. res. Natick MA.*
AKELEY, Lloyd Thomas. B.S. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Engineering; b.
Presque Isle Aug. 23 1915; m. Esther Hussey
March 15 1947; ch.: Laura, Lawrence,
Thomas, Charles. Professional engineer (MA);
General Electric Co. (accountant Schenectady
NY 1940-41, engineer W. Lynn MA 1942-65),
project engineer The Foxboro MA Co.
1965-67, engineering mgr. Simmonds Precision
Bellows Falls VT 1967-69, engineer Beckman
Instruments Fullerton CA 1969—. Contbr., 40
inventions in instrument field, res. Fullerton
CA.*
ALLEN, Neal Woodside, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1943;
Ph.D. Harvard 1956. Alpha Delta Phi.
Overseer 1972-78. Education; b. Portland
Dec. 10 1917; s. of Neal W. '07; m. Alice
Gamage Dec. 21 1940; ch.: Richard, Marian,
Neal, Edward '76. Instr. (Mt. Hermon MA
Sch. 1941-43, Girard Coll. Phila. PA 1946-48,
Univ. Me. Orono 1948-50), prof. Union Coll.
Schenectady NY 1951—, lectr. Albany NY
Law Sch. 1968— . Trustee (Brown Sch.
Schenectady 1967-71, Schenectady Historical
Soc. 1968-73), hon. member Me. Historical
Soc. 1965. Served to 1st It. USA 1943-46. Ed.:
Me. Province and Court Records vol. IV
(1958), vol. V (1964); co-ed.: vol. VI (1976). res.
Schenectady NY.*
ALPERT, Sidney Morris. Bowdoin 1936-38,
A.B. Univ. Me. 1941. Education; b. Bangor
Oct. 23 1917; m. Sonia Shaffer June 10 1944;
ch.: Harvey, Irvine, Jordan, Judith. Treas.
Morin & Co. Old Town 1946-49, pharmacist &
prop. (Priest Drug Co. Bangor 1949-60,
Broadway Sunset Drug Co. Bangor 1960-69),
teacher public sch. Los Angeles CA 1971—
.
Member board of dir. Taylor Osteopathic
Hospital Bangor. Served to 1st It. USAF
1941-46. res. Los Angeles CA.*
ANDREWS, Ernest Francis. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Harvard 1947, Ph.D. Univ. Ia. 1965.
Education; b. Eastport Dec. 27 1918; m. Eva
Andrews June 12 1942; ch.: Stephen,
Catherine, Elizabeth. Master Hotchkiss Sch.
Lakeville CT 1940-42, instr. to asst. prof.
(Grinnell IA Coll. 1946-53, Univ. Ia. Iowa City
1953-69), assoc. prof. Syracuse Univ. 1969—
Bulletin ed. Radio-TV News Dir. Assn.
1954-71. Served with USCG 1942-45. res.
DeWitt NY.*
ANDREWS, Frank Richard. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Worcester MA June 4 1918. res. unknown.
ARMSTRONG, Robert Weeks, Jr. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. Mfg. b. Winchester MA Jan. 1
1919; m. Suzanne Burr Oct. 12 1947; ch.:
Robert III '71, Jeffrey, Peter, Barbara. Clerk
Blake & Kendall Boston 1940-42, pres.
(Friendship House Winchester 1946-52,
Armstrong Knitting Mills W. Roxbury MA
1952-62, also treas. Armstrong Lab. Inc. W.
Roxbury 1954
—
). Dir. (Woodcraft Supply
Corp., Winchester Hospital, Mt. Vernon Home
for Aged), v.pres. ATI Inc., chmn. Winchester
(board of selectmen, finance committee).
Served to t/sgt. USA 1942-46. res. Winchester
MA.*
BACKUS, Foster Thorburn, Jr. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Boston Oct. 8 1918; m. Shirley
Leucht, m. Virginia Soule May 25 1969; ch.:
Carol, Richard, Stephen. Jewelry salesman
Boston area, office mgr. Detroit MI, asst. mgr.
New Bedford MA 1948-53, partner Backus &
Soule Orleans MA 1953-70, gymnasium mgr.
With Orleans, Brewster, Eastham Ambulance
Assn. Served to 1st It. USA 1942-45; awarded
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Bronze Star, Purple Heart, Croix de Guerre,
Combat Inf. Badge, Presidential Unit Citation,
d. Orleans MA Aug. 27 1974.*
BALDWIN, Harry Heath, III. B.S. Chi Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking
exec; b. Belmont MA Jan.2 1918; m. Eleanor
Wright Dec. 4 1943; ch.: Harry IV '68, Ann,
Elizabeth, David. Messenger to v.pres. New
Eng. Merc. Nat. Bank Boston 1940—. Pres.
(Am. Inst. Banking Boston, Bank Officers
Assn. of Boston), trustee (Symmes Arlington
Hospital, Mass. 4-H Foundation), dir. Boston
Young Men's Christian Union. Served to cpl.
USAAF 1942-45. res. Winchester MA.*
BARRON, Stanley Philip. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1947. Law; b. Cambridge MA Oct. 22
1918; m. Lois Resnik Nov. 11 1948; ch.:
Marcia, Ellen, Gary. Atty. pvt. practice Boston
1946
— ,




Corp. Boston 1958-72, dir. Harbor Nat. Bank
Boston 1976— . Pres. & treas. Bowdoin
Management Corp. 1950— . Served to capt.
USA 1942-45; awarded Bronze Star, Croix de
Guerre, res. Waban MA.*
BASS, Robert Ness. A.B., MBA. Harvard
1942. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council
1959-61, 1962 capital campaign area chmn.,
Overseer 1964-80. Mfg. exec; b. Wilton
Aug. 23 1917; s. of John R. '00; m. Martha
Lord Aug. 6 1948; ch.: John '71, Peter, Ann,
Robert Jr. '79, Mary. G. H. Bass & Co. Wilton
(treas. 1963-69, pres. 1969-72, board chmn.
1972—). Dir. (Depositors Corp. 1970—, Union
Mutual Life Ins. Co. 1962
—), Depositors Trust
Co. (member advisory board 1955-65, dir.
1965), Sugarloaf Mountain Corp. (pres.
1950-62, board chmn. 1962
—
), member
advisory board Liberty Mutual Life Ins. Co.
1968— Ski Industries Am. (treas. 1959-65,
pres. 1970-72, board chmn. 1972-75, hon.
active dir. 1975—), Nat. Ski Credit Assn.
(treas. 1957— pres. 1970), Franklin County
Memorial Hospital (trustee 1970
— ,
pres.
1971-72), deacon First Congr. Church Wilton
1971
—
, member exec, committee (Pine Tree
Council Boy Scouts of Am. 1968—, YMCA
Me. 1975—). Served to It. USNR 1942-46. res.
Wilton.*
BECKER, Logan Adams. B.S. Chi Psi. Ret.;
b. Cleveland OH July 22 1917. Ret. 1964. res.
Malmo Sweden.*
BELLAMY, William Antcliffe. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Business exec; b. Taunton MA June 21 1918;
m. Virginia Cole Oct. 25 1940; ch.: William,
Cole, Sara. Teacher Bridgton Acad. N.
Bridgton 1941-42, general mgr. & 1st v.pres.
Am. Mail Advt. Boston 1950-57, sales mgr.
Dickie Raymond Inc. Boston 1957-68, sr.
v.pres. & creative dir. Farnsworth Inc. Boston
1968-71, sr. v.pres. Mail Group Boston
1971-74, prop. & pres. The Bellamy Co.
Mansfield & Boston 1975—. Dir. & treas.
Advt. Club of Boston, dir. & pres. Boston
Hosts Lions Club, treas. & 1st v.pres.
Middlesex Club, dir. Mass. Assn. for the Blind,
dir. & chmn. of board Aero Club of New Eng.,
chmn. (Mansfield MA republican town
committee, advisory committee Easter Seals),
founder Direct Response Forum. Served with
USA 1942-46. Ed. & publisher: The Bellamy
Report, res. Mansfield MA.*
BERRY, Robert Francis. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Somerville MA June 28 1917. res. Medford
MA.
BEVINS, Wesley Everett, Jr. B.S., LL.B.
Harvard 1948. Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni Fund
dir. 1957-60, class agt. 1967-75, 1972 capital
campaign worker, Alumni Council 1973-77.
Education; b. Peabody MA Nov. 15 1918;
m. Priscilla Haywood Feb. 22 1949; ch.: Peter
'73, Christopher, Joshua. Traffic inspector &
asst. Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co.
Washington DC 1940-41, asst. dean faculty of
law & dir. Harvard Law Sch. Fund 1948—
.
Marblehead Neck Improvement Assn.
(member exec, committee 1955-68, treas.
1956-64, v.pres. 1964-66, pres. 1964-66), asst.
treas. United Unitarian Appeal 1957-60,
Marblehead Taxpayers Assn. (board member
1952-58, pres. 1954-58), past chmn. (Boston
lawyers' div. Project Hope, spec, gifts Am.
Cancer Soc. Marblehead), past v.pres. Am.
Red Cross Marblehead, committee member
Troop 79, British Officers' Club New Eng.
(member exec, committee 1963-67, hon. sec.
1964-67), Alpha Delta Phi Int. (member board
of governors 1969-72, pres. 1971-72, hon.
chmn. 1972-73), Am. Alumni Council dist. 1
(chmn. 1967-69, council board member
1967-69, sec-treas. 1969-72, chmn.-elect
designate 1972-73, chmn.-elect 1973-74, chmn.
1974-75), Council for Advancement & Support
of Education (chmn.-elect 1974-75, chmn.
1975-76), sch. committee Marblehead (member
1971, chmn. 1973-77), asst. town moderator
1963-71, chmn. advisory committee Design for
S. Essex Sewer dist. 1972— . Served to maj.
USA 1941-46, served to It. col. USAR;
awarded European Campaign Star (5). res.
Marblehead MA.*
BLISS, Francis Royster. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma, b. Big
Stone Gap VA June 7 1919. res. New Vineyard.
BLUNT, James Wallace, Jr. B.S., M.D.
Columbia 1944. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Medicine; b. Skowhegan March 16 1918; m.
Elsie Moore May 21 1949; ch.: Mary '74,
Wallace III. Army surgeon with rank of col.
Bremerhaven Germany, res. San Antonio TX.*
BOULTER, Carl Eaton. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Buxton Sept. 23 1917; m. Hope Foster
April 12 1942. Served to ensign ACUSN
1941-43. d. Natal Brazil June 12 1943.
BRADEEN, Donald William. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Cincinnati
1943; Ph.D. Univ. Cincinnati 1947. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Bangor Oct. 10 1918; m. Mary
Towle Sept. 6 1941; ch.: Nancy, Robert, David
'71, Judith, Susan. Washington & Jefferson
Coll. (instr. classics 1947-48, asst. prof.
1948-52, assoc. prof. 1952), Univ. Cincinnati
(teaching fellow 1943, 1946-47; assoc. prof.
1954-62, prof. 1962-73, head classics dept.
1972-73), visiting prof, classics (Univ. B.C.
Canada 1957, 1960, 1962, 1969; Univ. N.B.
Canada 1959, 1961-1963; Ohio State Univ.
1969). Chmn. Olivia James Scholarship
Committee Archaeological Inst, of Am.
1963-64; Univ. Cincinnati (chmn. teaching
awards committee 1971, fellow grad. sch.
1970-73); research fellow Am. Council of
Learned Soc. 1967-68; member Inst, for
Advanced Studies 1961, 1970. Author: The
Athenian Agora (vol. XVII) the Funerary
Inscriptions; co-author: Studies in
Fifth-Century Attic Epigraphy; ed.: Lectures
in Memory of Louise Taft Semple (1967);
co-ed.: Phoros-Tribute to Benjamin Dean
Meritt; contbr; lectr; panelist. Served to t/3
USA 1943-46. d. Cincinnati OH April 11
1973.*
BRAND, Charles Salmon. Bowdoin 1936-39,
B.S. Cornell 1942, M.S. Cornell 1948. Kappa
Sigma, b. White Plains NJ March 13 1919;
m. Norma Cohen June 15 1941; ch.: Donald,
James, William, Susan, Katherine. Worked in
Freeville NY, teacher (Hilton NY,
Conshohocken PA), city recreation dir.
Painesville OH, teacher Rochester NY. Served
to It. (sg) USN 1942-45. d. Rochester NY Sept.
3 1964.
BRICKATES, Jeffrey Elias. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1950. Ret.; b. Biddeford May 2
1917; m. Carmelle Boucher March 3 1962.
With U.S. govt. U.S. Naval Shipyard Kittery.
Member board of dir. Mutual Theatre Inc.
1956-62, pres. & sec. Chapter of Ahepa
Biddeford-Saco 1947-49. Served to cpl. USA
1941-45. res. Portsmouth NH.*
BROWN, Charles Theodore. A.B., B.D.
Bangor Theol. Sem. 1947. Clergy; b. W.
Stockbridge MA Nov. 21 1912; m. Mary
Flanders Aug. 31 1942; ch.: Sharon, Kendall
'69, Deborah. Pastor (Federated Church
Monmouth 1941-43, Elm St. Congr. Church
Bucksport 1946-54, First Congr. Church
Stockbridge 1954-57, Elm St. Congr. Church
Bucksport 1957—). Clerk Hancock-Waldo
Assn. Congr. Christian Churches, pres.
Bucksport Historical Soc. Inc. Served to capt.
USA 1943-46. Recipient: Distinguished
Alumnus Award Bangor Theol. Sem. Alumni
Assn. 1969. Contbr. res. Bucksport.*
BROWN, David Eaton. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
Management; b. Waltham MA Sept. 25
1916; m. Katherine True Aug. 2 1942; ch.:
Stephen, Carol, Janice, Mark, Cony. General
mgr. (Camden Farmers Union 1950-60, Me.
Blueberry Assn. W. Rockport 1960-68), supt.
Nat. Sea Products Inc. Rockland 1968—.
Served to It. col. USA 1942-47. res. Hope.*
BULLOCK, Matthew Washington, Jr. A.B.
summa cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B.
Harvard 1947. Law; b. Boston April 4 1920;
m. Etta Stanton Oct. 22 1943; ch.: Susan,
Katherine. Assoc. R. P. Alexander Phila. PA
1947-52, city of Phila. (asst. city solicitor
1952-63, deputy city solicitor 1963-64, 2nd
deputy city solicitor 1964-70, 1st deputy city
solicitor 1970-71, judge Court of Common
Pleas 1972—). Served to 1st It. USA 1942-46.
res. Phila. PA.*
BUSH, Walter Meiggs. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Baltimore MD June 4 1918; m.
Winifred Bridges June 10 1944. Claim
investigator Am. Mutual Liability Ins. Co.
Boston 1940-42; securities salesman Gregg.
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Storer & Co. Boston 1946-48; asst. v.pres.
Shawmut Bank of Boston Chelsea MA
1948-76; ret. 1976; self-employed commericial
loan admin, service to banks 1976— . Served to
t/3 USA 1942-46. res. Concord MA.*
CALABRO, Anthony Paul. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
b. Medford MA May 2 1917; m. Takla
Sabbey Aug. 16 1949; ch.: John, Leon. With
dept. store Boston 1940-42, with Filene's
Boston 1946-49, fabrics & notions buyer
Grover Cronin Inc. Waltham MA 1949-73.
Served to maj. USA 1942-45; awarded Air
Medal with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster, Am. Service
Medal, Middle Eastern Service Medal, Purple
Heart, d. Waltham MA March 5 1973.*
CAMMAN, Eric Albert, Jr. Bowdoin 1936-39.
Sigma Nu. b. Staten Is. NY June 16 1918.
res. NYC.
CARBONE, Stephen Louis, Jr. Bowdoin
1936-38, D.M.D. Harvard 1942. Dentistry;
b. Boothbay Harbor March 15 1919. Dentist
pvt. practice Norwood MA 19?— . Served to It.
cdr. USN 1943-46. res. Norwood MA.
CARLSON, Alan Paul. Bowdoin 1936-39. Psi
Upsilon. b. NYC April 6 1917. res.
unknown.
CARRE, Jeffrey James. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1942;
Ph.D. Columbia 1950; A.M. Amherst 1964.
Chi Psi. Faculty rep. Alumni Fund 1960-62,
Alumni Council 1964-68. Recipient:
Distinguished Bowdoin Educator Award 1968.
Education; b. Glasgow Scotland Jan. 16 1919;
m. Marie-Rose Durret July 27 1945; ch.:
Marie-Henriette. Bowdoin 1947-62 (instr.
French, asst. prof., assoc. prof.), Amherst Coll.
(assoc. prof. Romance Lang. 1962-64, prof.
1964
—
). Member exec, council chmn. foreign
lang. MLA. Served to capt. USA 1942-46;
awarded Bronze Star & Croix de Guerre (2).
Contbr. res. Pelham MA.*
CARTER, Harland Hall. A.B., A.M. Univ. Me.
1950. Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b. W.
Scarborough June 19 1917; m. Arlene Quint
May 11 1942; ch.: Robert, Linda, Alan.
Salesman Conn. General Life Ins. Portland
1940, teacher (high sch. Northeast Harbor
1945-52, Beverly MA 1952-64), housemaster




Served to capt. USA 1940-45; awarded Bronze
Star 1945. res. Wenham MA.*
CAULFIELD, Robert Irving. Bowdoin
1936-39. Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston Nov. 10
1913. res. unknown.
CHANDLER, Milford Grant. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Norway Jan. 8 1914. res. N.
Kingstown RI.
CHAPMAN, Alfred Francis. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Chelsea MA Aug. 16 1916. res. Stamford CT.
CINAMON, Jacob Joseph. A.B. 1941. b.
Portland Sept. 28 1918. res. Portland.
CLARKE, Albert Adrian, Jr. B.S., M B A.
Harvard 1942. Psi Upsilon. Marketing exec;
b. NYC May 23 1918; m. Mary Marks May 6
1944; ch.: Albert, Elizabeth Anne. Market
analyst U.S. Steel Corp. Pittsburgh PA
1942-43, assoc. McKinsey & Co. NYC 1944-52,
product group mgr. Lever Brothers Co. NYC
1952-56, v.pres. sales Bowman Dairy Co.
Chicago IL 1956-65, divisional mgr. consumer
products The Kendall Co. Chicago 1965-73,
dir. market development Colgate-Palmolive
Int. Inc. NYC 1974-76, Bausch & Lomb Inc.
Rochester NY 1977— (v.pres. corp., pres. &
gen. mgr. consumer products), res. Rochester
NY.*
COOMBS, Robert Warren. A.B., Ed.M.S.
Univ. Southern Calif. 1950, Ed.D. Univ.
Southern Calif. 1955. Delta Upsilon.
Education; b. Brunswick Sept. 11 1918; m.
Jesma Wyatt May 14 1943; ch.: Carroll.
Teacher (Harrisburg PA Acad. 1948-49, New
Hampton NH Sch. 1944-48), research asst. Los
Angeles CA State Coll. 1951-52, dir. spec,
services Ventura CA 1952— . Pres. (Ventura
Downtown Lions Cottage Home Foundation,
Crescent Patrol, Margaret Hope Nursery Sch.,
Ventura County Mental Health Assn.), chmn.
assessment & evaluation committee Al
Maliakah Temple. Pvt. USMC 1942-44.
Recipient: Presidential Citation for
Guadalcanal, Lion of the Year 1970. res.
Ventura CA.*
CREIGER, John Thomas. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Jamaica Plain MA March 1 1919. res. Reading
MA.
DALE, Henry Edward. Bowdoin 1936-40. Zeta
Psi. b. Boston Nov. 9 1917; m. Virginia
Wiseman Sept. 26 1943; ch.: Robert, Douglas,
Mrs. Granville Toogood, Barbara. Bethlehem
Steel Co. Quincy MA (handyman shipwright
dept. 1940, management training program
1940-41, cost control supervisor 194M2, lead
testing engineer 1942-43), asst. production
control mgr. Walter Butler Shipbuilders of
Duluth MN & Superior WI 1943-44,
Bethlehem Steel Co. (supt. major repairs &
conversion contracts Hoboken NJ Yard
1944-47; estimator Hoboken Yard, Brooklyn
NY Yard 1947-49; asst. chief estimator N.Y.
yards 1949-52, chief estimator 1952-56; general
supervisor Hoboken Yard 1956-57, asst. to
general mgr. 1957-62; asst. to mgr. Quincy
Yard 1962-64), spec. asst. to pres. Todd
Shipyards Corp. 1964-65, tech. dir. 1965-69
(Hudson Waterways Corp. NYC, Seatrains
Lines Inc.). d. Upper Montclair NJ June 16
1969.
DAMBRIE, Fred Joseph. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Portland May 9 1918. res. Portland.
DAVIE, Morris Emerson. Bowdoin 1936. Theta
Delta Chi. Photography; b. Medford MA
July 11 1919; s. of Harold W. '10. Actor
1940-47, art dir. various agencies 1947-60,
photographer (Time & Life 1960-67,
self-employed 1967
—
). Served with USA
1940-41. Recipient: Theater World Award
1945. res. NYC*
DONAVAN, Peter Francis, Jr. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. Exec; b. Newtonville MA May
26 1918; m. Mary Averill July 5 1942; ch.:
Peter, Sarah, Mark, James. C.P.U. (1958); spec.
agt. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. Pittsburgh
PA & Springfield MA 1940-42, Wills Agency
Inc. Bennington VT (v.pres. 1946-68, pres. &
treas. 1968
—
). Pres. & dir. Bennington County
Industrial Development Corp. 1950
—
, member
exec, committee Chittenden Trust Co.
Bennington 1973
—
, Vt. Assn. for the Crippled
Inc. 1950— (pres., dir., chmn. development),
trustee Caverly Child Health Center 1971-73,
cabinet member-at-large Second Congr.
Church Bennington, advisory agt. Continental
Ins. Co. 1972, dir. Vt. Assn. of Ins. Agts. Inc.
1971-72, chmn. advisory committee Vt. State
Aetna Life & Casualty Co. 1973-75, pres.
Rotary Club Bennington. Served to It. (sg)
USNR 1942-46. res. Bennington VT.*
DOUGHTY, David Gower. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Sales; b. Melrose MA Oct. 15 1916; m. Priscilla
Talbot June 10 1944; ch.: David '68, Jane,
Kenneth. Trainee S & F Blacking Co.
Milwaukee WI 1946-48, sales Milwaukee
(Gordon Hatch Co. 1948-50, Albert Trostel &
Sons Co. 1950
—
). Chmn. Masconomet High
Sch. Scholarship Fund 6 yrs., pres. Boosters
Club 1 yr., member recreation committee
Boxford MA 3 yrs. Served to ensign USN
1941-46. res. Boxford MA.*
DOYLE, Richard Edward. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Journalism; b. Portland Oct. 4 1918; m.
Anne Blake Aug. 6 1955; ch.: Nancy, Peter,
Joanne, Timothy. Gannett Papers Portland
1940— (copy boy, sportswriter-columnist,
sports ed.). Lector St. Patrick's Parish Portland.
Served to t/5 USA 1942-45; awarded Bronze
Star 1945. Recipient: Me. Sportswriter of Yr.
1961, B'nai B'rith Citation for promotion of
sportsmanship, res. Portland.*
DUNLAP, Edward Augustus, III. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. Book fund established in his
memory 1955. b. Beverly MA June 7 1918; s.
of Edward A. II '03. With Hood Rubber Co.
Watertown MA 1940-41. Served with ACUSN
1941. d. Jacksonville FL Aug. 12 1941.*
DYMENT, Harold Edward. Bowdoin 1936-39.
Chi Psi. b. Buffalo NY Nov. 3 1918; m.
Helen Cann Sept. 8 1942; ch.: Harold Jr.
Estimator, buyer Dyment Cement Co.
Cleveland OH 1939-40. Served with ACUSA
1940-43. d. July 20 1943.
ENNIS, Thomas. Bowdoin 1936-37. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Metuchen NJ Oct. 1 1917. res.
unknown.
EPPLER, John Vaughan. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Albany NY April 23 1916. res.
Bernardsville NJ.
EVELETH, Richard Townsend. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi.
Graphics; b. Auburn Jan. 23 1919; married
April 1 1950; ch.: Kim, Roger. Free-lance
Graphics Production various locations
1945-50, production mgr. Roycliff Assoc. NYC
1950-54, v.pres. operations Masta Displays
NYC 1954-64, asst. production mgr. Design
375 NYC 1964-66, dir. graphics purchasing &
production Science & Medicine Publishing Co.
Inc. NYC 1966—. Served to capt. USA
1941-45. res. NYC*
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EVERETT, Edward Foster. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.S. Ariz. State Univ. 1964. Zeta
Psi. Exec; b. Portland Dec. 8 1919; s. of
Harold J. '04; m. Barbara Burr July 18 1943;
ch.: Christopher, Hilary, Sarah. Mgr. Bancroft
& Martin S. Portland 1941-51, purchasing agt.
Airesearch Mfg. Co. Phoenix AZ 1951-63,
v.pres. Carefree Inn & Development Corp.
1963-71, pres. Carefree Water Co. Inc. 1971—.
Served to capt. USAF 1943-45. res. Carefree
AZ.*
FAIRCLOUGH, William Whitney, Jr. B.S.
1946. Beta Theta Phi. b. Skowhegan July 30
1918. res. Wappingers Falls NY.
FENN, Augustus Hall, III. A.B., Ed.M. Wayne
Univ. 1948, Ed.D. Wayne Univ. 1954. Delta
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Terryville CT March 1
1917. Consulting psychologist pvt. practice
1946-75 (Boston, Washington DC, NYC, Paris
France), prof, psychology (Curry Coll. Milton
MA 1956-59, N.Y. Inst. Tech. 1968-75),
part-time prof, psychology (Boston Univ.
1959-61, Univ. Md. 1961-65). Exec. sec. board
of dir. Boston Center for Adult Education
1954-56. Served to t/sgt. USA 1942-46. res.
Rockville MD.*
FERNALD, Fred Marshall, Sr. Bowdoin
1936-37. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Lewiston
March 20 1917; m. Margarete Cockerille Sept.
1936; ch.: Margarete, Fred Jr. Program analyst
USA Ft. Belvoir VA (engineer sch. 1962-66,
Computer Systems Command 1966-69), digital
computer systems admin. USARU Vietnam
1969-71, admin, officer Nat. Training Center
Saigon Vietnam 1971-72, computer spec. USA
Computer Systems Command Ft. Belvoir
1972-73, real estate sales assoc. Shannon &
Luchs Alexandria VA 1975-76. Sec. Sunday
sch. Nat. Baptist Church 1936-38, pres. Post
Cana of Northern Va. Served with USA
1944-46. res. Alexandria VA.*
FISHER, Edmond Joseph. B.S. 1941. Zeta Psi.
b. Cambridge MA April 28 1915. res. W.
Chester PA.
GATES, Philip Brackett. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Real estate; b. Waban MA Oct. 11 1917; m.
Beryl Cosgrove July 1 1950; ch.: Peter. V.pres.
(Willard Welsh & Co. Inc. Boston, R. M.
Bradley & Co. Inc. Boston). V.pres. & dir.
Greater Boston Real Estate Board 1961-67, dir.
Soc. Industrial Realtors 1966-67, regional
governor Am. Soc. Appraisers 1967-68, pres. &
dir. Boston Children's Theatre 19?
—
, town
assessor Westwood MA 1967— . Served to It.
USNR, served with USA 1941, served with
USAF 1941-42, served with USN 1942-45. res.
Westwood MA.*
GILLETT, Newell Elliott. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Boylston MA Nov. 4 1914. Served to It. USA
1942-44. d. Los Negros Admiralty Is. March 4
1944.
GILMAN, Elvin Jeffrey. B.S. Zeta Psi. Ret.;
b. Hampton VA Nov. 27 1917; m. Barbara
Drummond April 26 1941; ch.: Jeffrey, Gayle.
Pres. Dow & Pinkham Ins. Co. Portland
1946-71, ret. 1971. Pres. Cumberland County
Underwriters 1953-56. Served to It. cdr. USNR
1940-46. res. S. Portland.*
GLEW, Carleton Walter. Bowdoin 1936-37,
1938-39. b. Fairfield Jan. 5 1918; m. Helen
Morang Sept. 27 1941; ch.: Barry. Shipyard
worker S. Portland, with USA Eur., prop. &
mgr. linoleum & tile store Cape Elizabeth.
Served with ACUSN 1941. d. Portland Dec. 27
1975.
GORDON, Herbert Gustav. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Real estate & ins. brokerage; b. Vienna Austria
Aug. 17 1916; m. Mary Gauszis July 14 1945.
Sales mgr. Wm. C. Nye Real Estate Boston
1946-51, prop. H. G. Gordon Agency Brockton
& W. Bridgewater MA 1951-68, semi-ret. Dir.
board of realtors greater Brockton 2 yrs.,
chmn. (Capital Funds Drive for Boy Scouts,
annual drive Assn. for Retarded Children
Brockton area, Boy Scout Drive, Capt. for
Salvation Army), Lions Club W. Bridgewater
(pres., sec), member board of dir. Brockton
Symphony Orchestra, member Economic
Development Comm. W. Bridgewater 1959-64.
Served to sgt. USA 1940-45; awarded Bronze
Star (3), Presidential Citation, Unit Citation,
Foi de Guerre, res. S. Easton MA.*
GRIFFITH, Joseph Hoyt. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Real estate; b. Wilkinsburgh PA April 18
1918; m. Mary Flaherty April 25 1944. Tech.
rep. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. Boston
1947- 54, H. M. Pitman Co. Boston (salesman
1954-60, sales mgr. 1960-67, branch mgr.
1967-71), realtor Nauset Real Estate Orleans
MA 1971—. Elder St. Linus Church Natick
MA 1951-64, member board of dir. (Boston
Litho Club 1964-68, H. M. Pitman Co. Chicago
IL 1968-71). Served to It. col. USMCR
1940-45, 1950-52; awarded Presidential
Citation (2) 1942, 1945. res. Orleans MA.*
GROSS, Thomas Alfred Otto. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Business; b. Brunswick March 18 1918; s. of
Alfred O. H'52; m. Judith Fiske June 18 1949;
ch.: Winthrop, Anne, Thomas, Kathryn,
Amanda. Mgr. advt. development Raytheon
MA 1940-61, pres. Spectran Electronics Corp.
MA 1961-64, prop. T. A. O. Gross & Assoc.
Lincoln MA 1964— . Contbr., holder of 33
patents, res. Lincoln MA.*
HALEKAS, George Peter. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1944. Medicine; b. Taunton MA
Sept. 23 1917; married. Physician pvt. practice
St. Clair Shores MI 1944— . res. Grosse Point
MI.
HALES, James Arthur. B.S. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portsmouth NH June 4 1917; m. Eleanor
Louise Hoag Dec 26 1944; ch.: Susan, Sally.
With Bethlehem Steel Co. Quincy MA 1940-42,
with Aetna Life Ins. Co. Boston 1946-?,
salesman B. L. Makepeace Inc. Boston 197-54,
with Vandenberg USAF base CA 1954-61,
contracting admin. Lockheed Missile & Space
Co. Los Altos CA 1961-68. Served to It. USN
1942-46. d. Los Altos CA July 14 1968.
HARWOOD, Walter Ronald. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega. Law; b. Mechanic Falls
March 28 1918. Atty. pvt. practice Bingham
19?— . res. Bingham.
HATCH, Lloyd Harvey, Jr. Bowdoin 1936-40.
Chi Psi. Real estate & ins.; b. Dexter Dec. 20
1917; s. of Lloyd H. '21; m. Shirley Ellms
March 22 1946; ch.: Prudence, Elizabeth,
Sarah, Susan. Real estate & ins. Dexter
WWII—
.
Town selectman. Served to 2nd It.
USAF, USCA, USA 1941-45. res. Dexter.*
HAYES, Norman Everett. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Lewiston July 16 1917. res. Auburn.
HERMANN, Paul Hamilton. B.S. 1946, CH.
1942. Theta Delta Chi. b. Brookline MA
Dec. 19 1917. res. S. Gardiner.
HILL, Calvin Austin. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Exec; b. Waban MA Jan. 22 1918; m.
Margaret Boynton June 20 1944; ch.: Calvin
Jr., Eleanor, Carolyn. Clerk Carter Rice Paper
Co. Boston 1941-42; claims supervisor Boston
Ins. Co. 1946-53; Meade & Gale Inc. Boston
(ins. broker 1954-62; asst. treas., clerk, dir.
1962-73); v.pres. Deland, Gibson, Meade &
Gale Inc. 1973— . Dir. Eastern Me. Towage
Co. 1954
— ,
v.pres. & dir. Newton South
Co-operative Bank 1958
— , dir. & treas. Boston
Children's Theatre, trustee & past pres.
Windsor Club, deacon Union Church Waban.
Served to s/sgt. USA 1942-45. res. Waban
MA.*
HILL, Edward Washburn. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Cape Elizabeth Sept. 24 1917. res. Cape
Elizabeth.
HOLLAND, James Augustus, Jr. Bowdoin
1937-39. b. Gardiner Oct. 7 1915; m. Mary
Donovan; ch.: James III, Michael, David,
Jane, Mary. Prop. Variety Drug Store
Skowhegan 1942-64. Chmn. sch. board
Skowhegan. d. Bangor May 12 1964.
HOLMES, Clyde Bartlett. Jr. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
1962 capital campaign area chmn., Alumni
Fund dir. Business exec; b. Belfast May 2
1917; m. Pauline Hanson Feb. 22 1941; ch.:
Clyde, Michael, Candace. Mgr. Gibbons Coal
Co. Bath 1940-42, asst. mgr. Kennebec Towage
Co. Bath 1940-42, Eastern Me. Towage Co.
Inc. Belfast (v.pres. 1946-62, pres. & treas.
1962
—
). Trustee Me. Maritime Acad. 1956-64,
pres. Searsport port committee 1961-62.
member advisory board Depositors Trust Co.
1969—, pres. Belfast Civic Group 1975. Served
to 1st It. USA 1942-46, awarded Bronze Service
Star (4). res. Belfast.*
HOUSTON, Harry. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Exec; b. Guilford March 29 1916;
s. of Robert C. '12; m. Lurene Carlson March
15 1941; ch.: Thomasine, Gail. Clerk Guilford
Trust Co. 1940, mgr. Lincoln Trust Co.
Howland 1940-41, teller Millinocket Trust Co.
1941-43, asst. mgr. Guilford Trust Co.
Greenville 1946-49, Guilford Trust Co. now
Northeast Bank of Guilford 1949— (treas..
exec, v.pres., pres.). Pres. (Me. Bankers Assn.
1958-59, Kiwanis Club Guilford), dir.
(Hospital Admin. Dist. No. 4, Me. Hall of
Fame for Sports), member (Governor's
Advisory committee on Education 1958, world
service & finance committee State Methodist
Church, town planning board Guilford), chmn.
town budget committee Guilford over 20 yrs.
Served to t/sgt. USA 1944-46. res. Guilford.*
HOWSON, Thomas Dealtry. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Aviation; b. NYC Aug. 17 1918: m.
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Ann Fraser April 30 1948. With United
Airlines NYC 19?—. Served to 1st It. USAF
1941-46. res. Newtown CT.*
HOYT, Willis Hadley, Jr. Bowdoin 1936-37.
b. Portsmouth NH Sept. 24 1918. res.
Kirksville MO.
HUEY, Walter Bayard, Jr. Bowdoin 1936-37.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Joliet IL March 25 1918;
m. Elizabeth Luther Sept. 6 1944, married
again Sept. 27 1969; ch.: Barbara, Sally, James,
Walter III, Sue, Laurel. Invest, banker Stone &
Webster Securities Corp. Chicago IL 1946-72.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1940-45, ret. capt.
USNR 1961. Awarded Air Medal, d. Joliet IL
Feb. 9 1972.*
HULTGREN, Harry Waldemar, Jr. B.S., LL.B.
Univ. Conn. 1948. Sigma Nu. Law; b. New
Britain CT July 30 1917; m. Jean Hamilton
Nov. 18 1944; ch.: Diane, Lance, Philip. Atty.
pvt. practice Hartford CT 1948-54, asst. U.S.
atty. Dist. of Conn. 1954-58, U.S. atty. Dist.
Court 1958-61, asst. states atty. Hartford
County CT 1961-63, atty. pvt. practice Richard
S. Levin Hartford 1961
—
, asst. atty. general
State of Conn. 1973—. Served to It. cdr. USN
1941-45; awarded Navy Unit Citation.
Co-author: Defense of Narcotics Cases,
contbr. res. W. Hartford CT.*
HUNT, Guy Horton, Jr. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Brookline MA Dec. 17 1916. res. Wellesley
MA.
JACOBSON, Payson Bernard. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Univ. Buffalo
1943. Medicine; b. E. Boston MA Dec. 16
1917; m. Shirley Goldman June 20 1948; ch.:
Susan '71, Carol, Janice, Paul.
Ophthalmologist Biddeford 1952—. Pres. (staff
Portland City Hospital 1965-66; section
ophthalmology Me. Med. Assn. 1963-64,
1972-73), sr. clinical instr. ophthalmology Tufts
Med. Sch. 1973—, diplomate (Nat. Board
Med. Examiners, Am. Board Ophthalmology).
Served to capt. MCUSA 1944-46. res.
Portland.*
JOHNSON, Philip Mackey. B.S. Chi Psi.
Yarn purchasing; b. Dedham MA April 8
1917; m. Virginia Felton Oct. 26 1946; ch.:
Cheryl, Bruce, Gail, Roger. Loan asst. Boston
Safe Deposit & Trust Co. 1945-48, office mgr.
Burche Silver Co. Stoneham MA 1948-49, mgr.
Brewster Wallpaper Co. Boston 1949-53,
purchasing agt. Norfolk Paint Corp. Quincy
MA 1953-57, buyer W. Point Pepperell NYC
1957—. Served to It. USN 1941-45. res.
Ridgewood NJ.*
KEELER, Paul Richard, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Waltham MA March 16 1918. res.
Lexington MA.
KING, Francis Walter. B.S. cum laude, A.M.
Boston Univ. 1941, Ph.D. Harvard 1952.
Psychology & education; b. Washington DC
Dec. 13 1918; m. Dorothy Cushman July 3
1943, Ruth Moser Dec. 12 1976 ch.: Marilyn,
Michael. Psychologist & head social service
dept. State Farm MA 1941-42, instr. social
science part-time Boston Univ. General Coll.
1946-48, Dartmouth Coll. (assoc. in counseling
Personnel Bureau, instr. psychology 1949-52;
clinical psychologist Office of Student
Counseling, asst. prof, psychology 1952-57;
clinical psychologist Office of Student
Counseling, assoc. prof, psychology 1957-60;
clinical psychologist Coll. Health Service, prof,
med. psychology dept. psychiatry Med. Sch.,
adjunct prof, psychology 1960
—
), consultant
V.A. hospital White River Junction VT 1963—,
admin, dir. div. mental health Coll. Health
Service 1967—. Chmn. N.H. Board of
Examiners of Psychologists 1963-70; member




Am. Board Professional Psychology. Served to
capt. USA 1942-46. Contbr. res. Hanover
NH*
KINSEY, Charles. B.S., M.S. Univ. Minn.
1948. Beta Theta Pi. Biology; b. Xenia OH
Aug. 17 1917; m. Shirley Graves Feb. 11 1944;
ch.: John. Instr. public sch. St. Cloud MN
1948-53, machine shop inspector Toro Mfg.
Co. Mnpls. MN 1953-55, asst. shop supervisor
Backo Mfg. Co. Tenafly J 1955-56, biologist
Dept. Natural Resources St. Paul MN 1956—
.
Served to capt. USAF 1940-45, served to maj.
USAR. res. Mnpls. MN.*
KIP, Thomas Cochran. Bowdoin 1936-37. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Phila. PA March 25 1918.
res. unknown.
KURTZ, Robert Russell. Bowdoin 1936-37.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Akron OH Jan. 8 1919; m.
Margaret Luttier March 28 1942; ch.: Robert
Jr., William, John, James. Credit & office mgr.
John Powell & Co. NYC 1945-52. Served to 1st
It. ACUSA 1941-45; awarded Air Medal,
Purple Heart, d. White Plains NY March 28
1952.
LAMONT, Edmund Saxton. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Lexington MA April 27 1917; m.
Margaret Campbell March 10 1945; ch.:
Edmund Jr., Jean, Duncan, Beth. Tech. service
dept. Eastern Corp. Brewer 1940-41, chemist
San Francisco CA 1941-42, salesman
Monsanto Chem Co. Springfield MA 1946-55,
rep. Riverside Yarns Ltd. Montreal P.Q.
Canada 1955-69. Served to 1st It. ACUSA
1942-45; awarded Air Medal, d. Montreal P.Q.
Canada Nov. 9 1969.
LEGATE, Boyd Cole. B.S., B.S. Columbia
1948, O.D. Penn. State Coll. of Optometry
1956. Zeta Psi. Optometry; b. Oxford MS
Feb. 2 1917; m. Doris Welsh Dec. 7 1945; ch.:
Charles, Daria, Donna, Boyd. Clerk W. R.
Grace & Co. NYC 1940-41, optometrist
self-employed Staten Is. NY 1948— . Served to
capt. USA 1942-45; awarded Bronze Star. res.
Staten Is. NY.*
LINEHAM, Thomas Uriah, Jr. A.B.. M.S.L.S.
Catholic Univ. of Am. 1969. Sigma Nu.
Library science; b. Groton CT Jan. 7 1919;
m. Marguerite Mooney May 30 1942; ch.:
Anthony. Col. USAF (ret.) 1968, head catalog
librarian Rollins Coll. Winter Park FL 1968—.
Awarded Commendation Medal USAF 1965,
Legion of Merit 1968. Elected member Beta
Phi Mu. res. Orlando FL.*
LITTLE, George Thomas. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Fletcher Sch. 1941; A.M.
Columbia 1943; Ph.D. Yale 1948. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agt. 1940-48. Education; b.
Portland July 28 1918; s. of George T. '15; m.
Virginia Cole May 24 1942; ch.: George,
David, Katherine. Instr. political science
Swarthmore Coll. 1947-48, chief of mission Int.
Quaker Relief Vienna Austria 1948-49, prof,
political science Univ. Vt. Burlington 1950
—
,
prof. Nat. Chengchi Univ. Taipei Taiwan
1956-57, sr. consultant State Education Dept.
Albany NY 1971-72. Dir. (Program of
Non-Western Studies in Vt. 1959-63, Am. Civil
Liberties Union of Vt. 1968-74, Vt. Council on
World Affairs 1953—, pres. (New Eng. Int.
Studies Assn. 1971, New Eng. Political Science
Assn. 1975, Phi Beta Kappa Alpha of Vt.
1971-73, Am. Assn. Univ. Prof. Univ. Vt.
chapter ca. 1955), treas. Council for
Intercultural Studies 1966— Recipient: Honor
Medal City of Vienna Austria 1949. res.
Williston VT.*
LOCKE, John Crawford. Bowdoin 1936-39.
Chi Psi. b. Methuen MA Oct. 18 1915. res.
Methuen MA.
LOEMAN, Walter Cleve. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Roxbury MA May 14 1917; m.
Helen Cann Feb. 21 1948; ch.: Susan, Walter.
Clerk Monongahela Power Fairmont WV
1940-45, industrial engineer Cape Ann Tool
Co. Rockport MA 1946-48, sr. v.pres.
Parker-Hannifin Cleveland OH 1948-68, group
v.pres. Lamson & Sessions Cleveland 1969-72,
ret. Dir. (Parker-Hannifin, Lee Wilson
Engineering Co., Wellman Dynamics). Served
with USN 1942-45. res. Hill NH.*
LOMBARD, Willard Charles. Bowdoin
1936-38, LL.B. Boston Univ. 1941. Beta Theta
Pi. Law; b. Chelsea MA Sept. 26 1918; m.
Marcia Fiske June 16 1955; ch.: Willard,
Hilary. Atty. self-employed Sweetser &
Lombard Boston 1945— . Member board of
appeals Wakefield MA ca. 1950, trustee &
v.pres. Everett Savings Bank, pres. Boston
Univ. Law Sch. Alumni Assn., potentate
Aleppo Temple Shriners 1971. Served to It. (sg)
USCG 1941-45. res. Arlington MA.*
LOOMIS, Arthur Hale. B.S. cum laude, M.D.
Harvard 1943. Delta Upsilon. b. Lafayette
IN March 10 1918; s. of Nathaniel E. faculty;
m. Helen Sears June 5 1943; ch.: Robert,
Allen, Anne, Karen-Louise, Arthur Jr. Intern
Penn. Hospital Phila. 1943-44, resident
pathology & internal medicine 1946-49, pvt.
practice Akron OH 1949-69. Chief medicine
City Hospital Akron 1965-68, trustee
Rehabilitation Center Summit County OH.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1944-46. d. Akron OH
June 14 1969.*
LOVELL, Frederick Augustus, Jr. B.S. Sigma
Nu. b. N. Adams MA July 12 1917; m.
Barbara Tubbs Sept. 21 1940, m. Erna Von
Hoesslin Dec. 27 1956. Personnel asst. Bath
Iron Works 1941-42, served to cdr. USN
1942-64, ret. Naval rep. Military Assistance
Advisory Group to Norway 1960-63. d. Boston
July 8 1969.
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LUTHER, Elbert Sisson. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Newport RI July 19 1916; in. Elizabeth
Simmons Dec. 10 1942; ch.: David, Jane. Dept.
store training program Providence RI 1941,
Narragansett Electric Co. (clerk Providence
1945-58, asst. advt. mgr. Boston 1958-63), advt.
dir. New Eng. Electric System 1963-72. Dir.
Better Business Bureau Providence, Jr. C. of C.
Providence (v.pres., dir.). Served to t/sgt. USA
1941-45. d. Providence RI April 5 1972.*
MacDOUGALL, Gordon Hosmer. B.S., A.M.
Univ. Mich. 1947. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b.
Northampton MA Nov. 25 1918. Grad. asst.
Duke Univ. 1940-41, teaching fellow Univ.
Mich. Ann Arbor 1946-47, grantee U.S. State
Dept. 1947-50, teacher Phillips Acad. Andover
MA 1950-51, U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office
Suitland MD (meteorologist 1953-55, physical
oceanographer & supervisory oceanographer
1955-67), ret. Served to capt. ACUSA 1941-45.
Contbr. res. Bluemont VA.*
MacKENZIE, Clarence William. Bowdoin
1936-37. Zeta Psi. b. New Gloucester N.S.
Canada Aug. 8 1917. d. Brunswick March 4
1937.
MacMAHON, Charles Hutchins, Jr. Bowdoin
1936-37, B.Arch. Univ. Mich. 1942. Psi
Upsilon. Architecture; b. Port Chilcoot
Alaska June 6 1918; m. Ethe Pearce Nov. 14
1942; ch.: Charles III, Charlotte. Designer
Harley, Ellington & Day Detroit MI 1946-47;
dist. mgr. U.S. Gypsum Co. Chicago IL
1947-52; general sales mgr. Spickelmier Co.
Indianapolis IN 1952-56; v.pres. Smith,
Tarapata, MacMahon Inc. Birmingham MI
1956-59; pres. Tarapata, MacMahon, Paulsen
Corp. Bloomfield Hills MI 1959-73, prop.
Charles MacMahon Architect De Land FL
1973—. V.pres. Sch. Facilities Council 1970-73,
member Board Inst, for Advanced Pastoral
Studies Bloomfield Hills 1970—, pres. Mich.
Soc. Architects 1962-64, trustee Bloomfield
Township 1965-68, chmn. (zoning board of
appeals Bloomfield Township 1968-72; Mich.
State Registration Board of Architects,
Engineers & Land Surveyors 1964-69), fellow
Am. Inst. Architects. Served to It. (sg) USN
1942-45. Designer: Civic Plaza Canton OH
1964, General Motors Inst. Flint MI 1968-71.
res. De Land FL.*
MANTER, Everett Eugene. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Brunswick March 13 1918. res.
Portland.
MARBLE, John Carroll, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1943. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Class agt. 1958-59. b. Boston June 16 1918.
Atty. (Boston 1946-47, Dixfield 1947-69). Rep.
Me. State Legislature, v.pres. Rumford div.
Me. Nat. Bank, member finance committee
Me. Nat. Bank Dixfield, pres. Dixfield Water
Co., dir. Me. Nat. Bank Portland. Served to
capt. USA 1942-45. d. Rumford Nov. 24 1969.
MASON, Charles Henry. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Worcester MA March 28 1917; s. of B.
Henry M'07; m. Elsa Rusterholz Aug. 26 1944;
ch.: Charles, Donald. Metallurgist Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Co. CT (Glastonbury
1940-51, E. Hartford 1951-60). d. E. Hartford
CT Sept. 6 1960.
MASON, Frank Asa, Jr. Bowdoin 1936-38. Chi
Psi. b. Foxboro MA Dec. 8 1917. res. Salem
MA.
McCONAUGHY, Donald, Jr. B.S. Chi Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Sales; b.
Haverford PA Sept. 10 1916; m. Marie Reilly
Sept. 19 1942. Salesman Am. Mutual Ins. Co.
Bridgeport CT 1940-42, sales mgr. Bridgeport
Safety Emery Wheel Co. Stratford CT 1945-47,
sales engineer Rudel Machinery Co. Inc. NYC
1947—. Chmn. board of mgr. YMCA Fairfield
CT 1968-69. Served to cdr. USCGR 1942-45;
awarded Am., European & Pacific Theatre
Ribbons with 1 Star; Pacific Victory Ribbon;
Armed Forces Reserve Ribbon with 1 Star. res.
Fairfield CT.*
McGREGOR, Bennett Wendell. B.S. Beta
Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ins.; b. Haverhill MA Oct. 30 1918; m.
Gladys Casazza Aug. 30 1940; ch.: Bennett,
Jean, Leslie, Mary. C.P.C.U. (MA),
property-casualty ins. consultant; mgr.
Firemen's Mutual Ins. Co. Providence RI
1956-60, Am. Mutual Liability Ins. Co.
(salesman Providence 1940-49, branch sales
mgr. Waterbury CT 1949-56, industrial
account rep. Bridgeport CT 1960-61, sales
training supervisor Wakefield MA 1961-74),
account exec. Walter S. Attridge Co. Boston
1974-75, personal lines underwriter Rodman
Ins. Agency Chestnut Hill MA 1975-76, v.pres.
& general mgr. Sanviti Ins. Agency Everett
MA 1976—. Served to ensign USN 1944-45.
res. Reading MA.*
MITCHELL, William French. B.S., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1953. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Melrose MA April 30 1918;
m. Norma Thorndike Dec. 28 1941; ch.:
Elizabeth. Instr. (Tabor Acad. Marion MA
1945-46, Chicago IL Latin Sch. for Boys
1947-49, high sch. Keene NH 1949-58), dept.
head foreign lang. Holyoke MA 1958-60, asst.
prof. French Stetson Univ. De Land FL
1960-63, prof. French & Spanish Palm Beach
Jr. Coll. Lake Worth FL 1963-64, prof. French
& humanities Polk Community Coll. Winter
Haven FL 1965— . Ford Foundation fellow
1953, member Speaker's Bureau Polk
Community Coll. 1965. Served to It. cdr.
USNR 1940-62; awarded Legion of Valor
U.S.A., Navy Cross 1943. Recipient: Nat.
Endowment for the Humanities 1975. res.
Lakeland FL.*
MORAN, A. Richard. Bowdoin 1936-38, A.B.
Harvard 1940. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland
Dec. 8 1918. With YMCA Providence RI,
social worker, real estate Portland. Served with
USA 4 yrs. d. Portland Nov. 26 1965.*
NETTLETON, John Clayton. B.S. Banking
exec; b. Goffstown NH May 25 1917; m.
Barbara Butler Sept. 1 1945; ch.: John, Janet.
Mortgage clerk Amoskeag Savings Bank
Manchester NH 1946-54, asst. treas. Bass
River MA Savings Bank 1954-58, v.pres.
Nashua NH Co-op Bank 1958-61, The
Franklin Savings Inst. Greenfield MA (v.pres.
1961, pres. 1966
—
). Dir. (Franklin County
Trust Co. 1965-67, Franklin County Public
Hospital 1965
—), v.pres. Franklin County
Public Hospital 1968-73, dir. & pres.
Greenfield Community Coll. Foundation
1971—. Served to It. USNR 1942-46. res.
Greenfield MA.*
NOVELLO, Russell. B.S. Kappa Sigma. b.
Boston Aug. 14 1918. res. unknown.
ORR, John Elden. B.S. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Accounting; b. Cleveland OH Nov. 19 1918;
ch.: Marjorie, John Jr., Elizabeth. Accountant
(Dun & Bradstreet NYC 1940-41, Cleveland
OH Electric Illuminating 1946-47, Bryant
Heater Co. Cleveland 1947-55, TRW Inc.
Cleveland 1955-61, Ferro Corp. Cleveland
1961—). Served to 1st It. USAF 1941-45. res.
Lyndhurst OH.*
OSHRY, Harold Louis. A.B. cum laude. Class
agt. 1959-62, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Corp. exec; b. Chelsea MA May 22 1918;
m. Claire Herman Jan. 26 1947; ch.: Michael
'78, Suzanne, Meryl. Pres. (Universal Ford Inc.
L.I. City NY 1953—, All-State Vehicles Inc.
L.I. City 1955
—
, also chmn. Sandgate Corp.
L.I. City 1962—). Pres. (N.Y. Ford Dealers
Assn. 1959-61, Hewlett-East Rockaway Jewish
Center 1963-65), dir. (Am. Auto Leasing Assn.,
C. of C. Queens NY 1974—, YMCA Queens
1974—), trustee Woodmere Acad. 1971-73.
Served to capt. USAAC 1942-45; awarded
Battle Star (6) ETO 1972-75. res. Hewlett
Harbor NY.*
PALMER, Edward Cutler. A.B. cum laude.
b. Portland Oct. 5 1919. Copy boy Portland
Press Herald 1940-?, political columnist &
analyst Me. CIO News, with radio station
WABI Bangor, prop. The Men's Shop N.
Conway NH, real estate mgr. Stanley Barron
Brighton MA 1962-63, mgr. The Big Z
Taunton MA 1963-65, Taunton Daily Gazette
(suburban ed. 1965-70, wire ed. 1970-?). Retail
div. chmn. C. of C. Taunton area. d. Taunton
MA May 10 1975.
PENNELL, Robert Maxwell, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Feb. 19 1919; s.
of Robert M. '09. With Royal Liverpool
Groups Ins. NYC 1940-41. Served to It. USA
1941-44. d. Netherlands Sept. 25 1944.
PLATZ, Edward John. B.S., M D. Univ. Penn.
1943. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Bronx NYC
Aug. 13 1918; m. Linda Wakefield May 6
1944; ch.: Stephen, Sally, Daniel, Donald,
Nancy. Hackensack NJ Hospital (general
resident 1944-46, intern 1944), resident in
anesthesiology Hartford CT Hospital 1948-50.




). Conn. State Soc.
Anesthesiologists (pres. 2 yrs., sec. 4 yrs.),
fellow Am. Coll. Anesthesiologists 1949.
diplomate Am. Board Anesthesiology 1955,
F.I.C.S. 1956, pres. (Manchester Med. Assn.
1966, med. staff Manchester Memorial
Hospital 1967). Served to capt. MCUSA
1946-48. res. Glastonbury CT.*
POPE, Charles Horace. B.S. Theta Delta Chi
1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.: b.
Boston Feb. 16 1917; m. Katherine Richardson
Jan. 29 1944; ch.: Kathy, Charles, Gary.
Nancy, Jan. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
(chemist Gibbstown NJ 1940: production
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supervisor Barksdale WI 1940-42, Woodbury
NJ 1942-45; sales rep. Denver CO 1945-47,
Indiana PA 1947-53, Albany NY 1953-55;
production supt. Louviers CO 1955-71), ret.
res. Littleton CO.*
PRATT, Jay Charles. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
Industry management; b. Groveton NH July
29 1918; m. Mary Whittaker March 1 1942;
ch.: John, Kathryn, Jaye, Peter. Production
supervisor E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. NJ
(Carneys Point 1941-45, Deepwater 1945
—
).
Presby. Church 1950 (trustee, elder, teacher),
res. Woodstown NJ.*
RAYBIN, George Israel. B.S., M.D. L.I. Coll.
of Medicine 1943. Medicine; b. Brooklyn
NY March 31 1920; m. Jeanne Bleistift July 6
1948; ch.: Richard '73, Susan, Judith.
Orthopedist Jacksonville FL 1950— . Fellow
(Am. Acad. Orthopedic Surgeons 1954, Am.
Coll. Surgeons 19?). Fla. Orthopedic Soc. (sec.
1962-64, pres. 1965-66), service chief
orthopedics Baptist Memorial Hospital
1965-70, pres. med. staff Baptist Memorial
Hospital 1974. Served to It. USN 1944-46. res.
Jacksonville FL.*
REDMOND, Eugene Tryon, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Govt.; b. Brookline MA April 30 1917; m.
Corinne Emme July 15 1949; ch.: William,
Joel. Del Monte Corp. San Francisco CA
(trainee 1940, clerk 1940-41), Del Monte Sales
Co. (salesman San Francisco 1941-42, 1946-47;
account rep. Yakima WA 1947-58; dist. mgr.
Yakima & Boise ID 1958-73; sr. account rep.
Portland OR 1973—). Accelerators of Ida.
(pres. 1962, member board of dir. 1963). Pvt.
USA 1942-45. res. Milwaukee OR.*
REQUA, Philip Erwin. B.S. Chi Psi. Sales; b.
White Plains NY Dec. 30 1918; m. Barbara
Wood Jan. 27 1945; ch.: Stephen, Suzanne,
Dianne. C.L.U.; advt. Young & Rubican Inc.
NYC 1941-42, 1946; public accounting Requa,
Burrhardt & Scheel NYC 1946-48; dist. mgr.
sales Scott Paper Co. Binghamton NY
1948-54; sales C.L.U. N.Y. Life Ins. Co.
Binghamton 1954— . Pres. (Binghamton Life
Underwriters Assn. 1965-66, Kiwanis Club
Chenango Valley 1961, sch. board Chenango
Valley 1968-69, Southern Tier Chapter C.L.U.
1969-70, Estate Planning Council Southern
N.Y. 1971-72), chmn. board of deacons First
Congr. Church 1970. Served to t/sgt. USAAF
1942-46. res. Binghamton NY.*
REYNOLDS, Ralph Bowen. Bowdoin 1936-40.
Sigma Nu. b. New Britain CT Jan. 4 1917.
res. New Britain CT.
RICHARDS, Lee Sumner, Jr. Bowdoin
1936-37. Chi Psi. b. Brooklyn NY May 19
1916. res. Bedford NY.
RICHDALE, James Cheatle, Jr. A.B. Exec;
b. Providence RI April 1 1918; m. Regina
Nixon May 16 1951; ch.: Carey, James III.
Various employers 1940-45, dir. sales Yankee
Network Boston 1945-49, sales exec. Edward
Petry Co. NYC 1949-54, v.pres. & general mgr.
(KOTV Tulsa OK 1954-58, KHOU-TV
Houston TX 1958-68), pres. Corinthian
Broadcasting Corp. NYC 1968-73, pres. &
general mgr. KHOU-TV Houston 1973—. Dir.
(Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., Gulf
Television Corp., Funk & Wagnells), pres.
(board of trustees Hedgecroft Hospital,
Houston Salvation Army Board), res. Houston
TX.*
RISLEY, Edwin Augustus. B.S. Chi Psi.
Pharmacology; b. Phila. PA Aug. 26 1917;
m. Hazel Fager July 25 1942; ch.: Penelope,
Stephanie, Peter. Sr. research pharmacologist
Merck & Co. W. Point PA 1941—. Member
vestry Trinity Epis. Church. Contbr. res.
Hartsville Warminster PA.*
ROCQUE, Francis Albert. B.S. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. Management; b. Lexington MA
Nov. 30 1918; m. Mary O'Grady Aug. 8 1942;
ch.: Frank '66, Vincent, Mary, Betty.
Management trainee W. R. Grace & Co. NYC
1945-49; mgr. credit, payrolls, & taxes Olin
Corp. Stamford CT 1950—. Served to It. cdr.
USN 1940-44; awarded Presidential Unit
Citation Leyte Gulf 1944, Purple Heart 1942,
Bronze Star 1942. res. Fairfield CT*
ROWE, Linwood Manning. B.S., M.D. Cornell
1943. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b. Rumford
May 10 1918; m. Jane Gordon Jan. 30 1943;
ch.: Linwood Jr., Margaret, James, Martha,
Kathleen, Susan. General practice medicine
Rumford 1946-61, radiologist Rumford
1964— . Member board of dir. (The Hope Sch.
8 yrs., Community Center greater Rumford 3
yrs.); member sch. committee 1948-51, 1972—
.
Served to capt. USA 1943-46. res. Rumford.*
SAMMIS, Donald Quentin. B.S. b.
Huntington NY July 31 1918. res. Huntington
NY.
SANBORN, Richard Bigelow. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Columbia
1944. Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni Fund dir.
1949-52, Alumni Council 1961-65, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Augusta Aug. 16
1918; m. Helen Winters Jan. 27 1968; ch.:
Stephen, Jeffrey '76, Carol. Atty. self-employed
& partner Sanborn Moreshead Schade &
Dawson 1946— . Member Harvard Law
Review 1942, dir. (Bank of Me., Augusta
Savings & Loan Assn.), trustee (Kennebec
Savings Bank, S. Parish Congr. Church), pres.
& trustee Augusta General Hospital, mayor
city of Augusta 1949-52, corp. counsel city of
Augusta 1958-75. Served to It. USN 1942-46.
Recipient: First Citizen of Augusta Award
1965, Jaycee Outstanding Young Man of
Augusta 1949. res. Trevett.*
SCALES, Luther Damon, Jr. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.P.A. Harvard 1941;
LL.B. Harvard 1948. Alpha Tau Omega.
Law; b. Lewiston May 18 1919; m. June
Austin Aug. 18 1956; ch.: Jonathan, Timothy,
Christopher. Jr. housing management analyst
Defense Housing Washington DC 1941-42,
trainee-assoc. Edwin R. Smith Esq. Bar Harbor
1948-49, law clerk U.S. Dist. Court Portland
1949-51, partner Trafton-Scales (now Trafton
Scales & Smith) Auburn 1952—, judge
part-time Municipal Court Auburn 1963-66.
Member (city council Auburn 1955-59,
Governor's Task Force on Human Rights
1968, Me. Board of Bar Examiners 1975—),
trustee public library Auburn 1961-71, pres.
Androscoggin County Bar Assn. 1972-73, dir.
Lewiston-Auburn Childrens Home, Boy Scouts
of Am. (leader, merit badge counsellor), High
Street Congr. Church (deacon, Sunday sch.
teacher, moderator, member church council).
Served to It. USCG 1942-46. res. Auburn.*
SCHNABEL, Truman Gross, Jr. Bowdoin
1936-37, B.S. Yale 1940, M.D. Univ. Penn.
1943. Medicine; b. Phila. PA Jan. 5 1919; m.
Mary Hyatt 1947; ch.: Ann, Daniel, Paul,
Brooke. Physician & prof, medicine Univ.
Penn. Phila. 19?— . res. Rosemont PA.
SEMEJJ, Milton Philip. Bowdoin 1936-37, A.B.
Univ. Chicago 1939, J.D. Univ. Chicago 1948.
Law; b. Lewiston March 5 1919; married; 4
daughters. Past counsel Senate Banking
Committee Washington DC, general counsel
Housing & Home Finance Agency
Washington DC, aide to Pres. Johnson, atty.
Washington DC 19?—. res. Great Falls VA.
SEXTON, Eugene Daniel. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Business exec; b. Augusta June 30 1917; m.
Joan O'Connor 1946; ch.: John, Daniel. With
Winthrop Drug Co. Augusta 1961, pres. &
treas. Secton's Drug Store Augusta 19?—
.
Served with USA 1942-44. res. Augusta.
SHATTUCK, Bernard Freshney. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. b. Detroit MI Feb. 23 1918. res.
Salem MA.
SHEPARD, Amos Worthen, Jr. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Springfield MA April 1 1916.
res. E. Haddam CT.
SMALL, Charles Williard. Bowdoin 1936-37.
Kappa Sigma. b. Orland Oct. 12 1914. res.
Bangor.
SPINGARN, Lawrence Perreira. B.S., A.M.
Univ. Mich. 1948. Education, writing &
publishing; b. Jersey City NJ July 11 1917; m.
Sylvia Wainhouse June 19 1949. Professional
asst. Library of Congress Washington DC
1941-43, ed. various publishers NYC 1944-47,
instr. Pomona Coll. Claremont CA & UCLA
1948-54, free-lance writer Los Angeles CA
1954-59, prof. English Valley Coll. Van Nuys
CA 1959— dir. & publisher Perivale Press Van
Nuys 1968— . Recipient: Huntington Hartford
Award for Creative Writing 1950, Calif. Arts
Comm. 1975, Poetry Soc. of Am. 1975. Author:
Rococo Summer & Other Poems (1947), The
Lost River (1951), Letters from Exile (1961),
Madame Bidet & Other Fixtures (1968),
Freeway Problems—And Others (1970), The
Blue Door & Other Stories (1977); anthologies:
Poetry Los Angeles (1958), Best American
Short Stories (1968), The New Yorker Book of
Poems (1969); ed. Poets West (1976). res. Van
Nuys CA.*
STEELE, George Alexander, Jr. Bowdoin
1936-37. Chi Psi. b. Stoneham MA Aug. 1
1918. d. May 30 1977.
STEVENS, George Martin. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Exec; b. Sioux Falls SD Sept. 24 1918;
m. Alvine Wettstein June 25 1946; ch.: Judith,
James, Gail, Mark. Salesman Linde div. Union
Carbide NYC 1940, sales to v.pres. sales Jacob
& Schey NYC 1946-55, v.pres. sales to pres.
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Butterick Co. NYC 1955-67, marketing dir.
Scovill Mfg. Co. NYC 1967-73, v.pres. to pres.
Wm. E. Wright Co. NYC 1973—. Pres. (board
Nat. Notions Assn. 1973-75, sch. board
Scarsdale NY). Served to maj. USA 1941-46.
res. Quoque NY.*
STEWART, John Elliott. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Ret.; b. Lowell MA Jan. 1 1918; m. Georgia
Bennett; ch.: Anne. Exec, office of ins. U.S.
V.A. Washington DC 1946-53, IRS (exec.
Washington DC & Martinsburg WV 1954-72,
consultant to commissioner Washington DC
1973), ret. Served to capt. USAF 1942-46. res.
Shepherdstown WV.*
STOCKWELL, Carl Victor, Jr. Bowdoin
1936-38. Theta Delta Chi. b. Millinocket
Sept. 29 1918. res. Groton CT.
SULLIVAN, Richard Wesley, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Delta Upsilon. Management; b.
Boston Nov. 29 1917; s. of Richard W. '11; m.
Alice Stevens Dec. 1 1942; ch.: Margaret,
Eleanor. Professional engineer; copy ed.
Gannett Publishing Co. Portland 1940-42,
engineer New Eng. Tel. Co. Boston 1946-60,
Am. Tel. & Tel. Co. NYC (engineering mgr.
1960-64, engineering dir. 1964-67), New Eng.
Tel. Co. (chief engineer Manchester NH
1967-68, asst. v.pres. Boston 1968—). Served to
1st It. USA 1942-46. res. Needham MA.*
SWAB, Robert Dubs, Jr. Bowdoin 1937-38.
b. Steelton PA July 5 1915. res. unknown.
TALBOT, Harold Dean. B.S., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1948. Theta Delta Chi. Publishing; b.
Franklin MA April 19 1918; m. Mary
Jamieson Nov. 15 1947; ch.: Nancy, Elizabeth,
Jill. Asst. to pres. Mt. Ida Jr. Coll. Newton MA
4 yrs., v.pres. Flagler Coll. St. Augustine FL 2
yrs., development Worcester MA Jr. Coll. 2
yrs., pres. Cambridge MA Jr. Coll. 5 yrs.,
merchandising asst. Lever Brothers Cambridge
3 yrs., sales promotion mgr. B. F. Goodrich
Flooring div. Watertown MA 4 yrs., general
advt. mgr. Sylvania Electric Products Salem
MA 4 yrs., account exec. Harold Cabot Advt.
Boston 19?—, Dexter Publishing Co. Wellesley
MA (pres., ed., publisher student planning
book). Chmn. parents committee Colby Coll.
Served to capt. USAF 1941-47. res. Wellesley
MA.*
TEWKSBURY, Grayson Brooke. Bowdoin
1936-37. Chi Psi. b. Auburn June 8 1918;
married; ch.: Thomas, Anne. Served with USA
1942-45. Staff European Stars & Stripes, d.
Massapequa NY Aug. 9 1972.*
THAYER, Robert Adams. Bowdoin 1936-37.
Kappa Sigma. b. Madison WI March 20
1918. res. unknown.
THOMAS, Horace Abbott. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Falmouth Foreside Aug. 13 1918;
s. of William W. '94; m. Martha Presnell Sept.
6 1946, married again; ch.: Martha, Ellen.
With Merc. Nat. Bank Boston 1940-41, real
estate management Portland 1946-49,
Aucocisco Co. 1947-? (pres., treas.), ins.
Portland 1949-54, with Merc. Nat. Bank
Boston 1954-64. Jr. C. of C. Greater Portland
(treas. 1948-49, dir. 1949-50), v.pres. Me. Jr. C.
of C. 1948-49, dir. Portland Boys Club 1952-?,
1st v.chmn. Am. Red Cross Portland 1952-?
Served to capt. USA 1942-46; awarded Silver
Star, Bronze Star, Purple Heart, Combat
Infantryman's Badge, campaign stars (7), ETO
Ribbon, d. Boston March 17 1964.*
THWING, Kirby Russell. B.S., Ed.M. N.
Adams State Coll. 1950. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Mansfield MA Jan. 31 1918;
m. Charlotte Cox Aug. 23 1941; ch.: William
'64, Kirby, Charlotte. Teacher & principal MA
(Shelburne 1946-48, Greenfield 1949-51),
teacher & counselor Holyoke MA 1952-66,
counselor Longmeadow MA 1966— . Pres.
Western Mass. Personnel & Guidance Assn.
1973-74, recipient C.A.G.S. Univ. Mass. 1964.
Served to t/sgt. USAF 1942-45; awarded
China, India, Burma Theatre Ribbon 1945. res.
Holyoke MA.*
TONRY, Herbert. B.S., M B A. Harvard 1947.
Chi Psi. Ins.; b. Somerville MA Aug. 8 1918;
m. Alice Landis March 25 1952; ch.: Albert,
John, George, Louis, Claudia, Abigail. Treas.
& ins. broker Tonry C. Inc. Boston 1947—
.
Served to cdr. USN 1940-45. res. Hampton
Falls NH.*
TUCCIO, Joseph. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa. Delta Upsilon. b. Italy May 17 1917.
res. Port Chester NY.
TUCKER, Payson Waite, Jr. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. Ret.; b. Providence RI March 22 1918;
m. Ruth Roberts June 17 1940; ch.: Willis,
Jack, Payson III. Teacher & coach Brunswick
1940-72, postmaster U.S. Postal Service Mere
Point 1952. Pres. Sea Point Land Co. Mere
Point 1969-72. res. Brunswick.*
TUKEY, Richard Ellery. A.B. Public
relations; b. Brooklyn NY July 9 1918; m.
Virginia Ligon 1954; ch.: Philip, William.
Reporter Int. News Service & White Plains
Daily Reporter NY 1940-41, exec. dir. C. of C.
Columbus GA 1946-48, dir. Cigar Inst, of Am.
NYC 1948-50, v.pres. The Ettinger Co. NYC
1950-51, exec, v.pres. C. of C. Greater
Spartanburg SC 1951— . Member (S.C.
Educational Television Comm.,
Greenville-Spartanburg Airport Comm.).
Served to capt. USA 1941-45; awarded
Bundesverdienstkrevz Federal Republic of
Germany. Recipient: Service to Mankind
Award The Sertoma Clubs of Spartanburg
1975. res. Spartanburg SC.*
WANG, Arthur Woods. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
Publishing; b. Port Chester NY Oct. 7 1918;
m. Mary Ellen Mackay Aug. 13 1955; ch.:
Michael. Research McCann-Erickson 1940-42;
ed. (Garden City Publishers NYC 1942-43,
Alfred A. Knopf NYC 1943, T. Y. Crowell
NYC 1943-47); sales Cadmus Books NYC
1947-52; ed. A. A. Wyn Inc. NYC 1952-56;
pres. & ed.-in-chief Hiii & Wang Inc. NYC
1956-71; ed.-in-chief Hill-Wang div. of Farrar,
Straus & Giroux NYC 1971—. res. NYC*
WATTS, Alan Osgood. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Ins.; b. Binghamton NY Aug. 5 1917; m.
Jean Thayer June 24 1943; ch.: Amy, Barbara.
Various positions to exec, consultant John
Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1940—
.
Appointed officer John Hancock Mutual Life
Ins. Co., St. Pauls Epis. Church Natick MA
(member vestry, jr. warden). Served to It. cdr.
USN 1941-46. res. Natick MA.*
WEBSTER, Brooks. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Management; b. Medford MA July 2 1917;
m. Betty Wilcox July 23 1942; ch.: Peter,
Karen. Sales trainee Stone & Forsythe Boston
1940, ESB Inc. (credit & collection man San
Francisco CA 1945-47, supervisor credits San
Francisco 1947-49, Pacific dist. credit mgr. San
Francisco 1949-55, credit mgr. exide
automotive div. Cleveland OH 1955-58, credit
mgr. automotive div. Phila. PA 1958-67,
general credit mgr. Phila. 1967
—
). Pres. Phila.
chapter Nat. Assn. Credit Management 1972.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1940-45. Recipient:
Assoc. & Fellow Award from Nat. Inst, of
Credit, res. Cherry Hill NJ.*
WELCH, Kenneth Jerome. A.B., M.D.
Harvard 1943. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine;
b. Portland Nov. 1918; s. of Arthur D. '12; m.
Florence Ferguson 1960; ch.: Kenneth,
Marcia, Steven, Lee, Dana, Jane, Vincent.
Surgeon Children's Hospital Boston 1943—
.
res. Auburndale MA.*
WHEELER, Henry Adams. A.B., A.M. N.Y.
State Univ. New Paltz 1963. Education; b.
Concord MA Sept. 22 1918; m. Adeline
Holden March 28 1943, m. Marjorie Bremiller
Dec. 28 1970; ch.: Jonathan, Phebe, Timothy.
Education sec. Am. Friends Service Committee
Phila. PA 1940-41, clerk Media PA Consumer's
Cooperative 1942, mgr. Chappagua NY
Consumer's Cooperative 1943, dairy farm
operator self-employed 1944-66, teacher
elementary sch. Rhinebeck NY 1960-70,
teacher-administrator Int. Sch. Islamabad
Pakistan 1970-72, teacher elementary sch.
Rhinebeck 1972— . Member Conservation
Advisory Comm. res. Clinton Corners NY.*
WHEELER, Paul LeBaron. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Brookline MA July 29 1917. res. N. Reading
MA.
WHEELOCK, John Gray, III. Bowdoin
1937-39, B.S. USMA 1943, A.M. George
Washington Univ. 1961. Chi Psi. Ret.; b.
Moline IL May 14 1918; m. Carolyn Wheelock
March 22 1947, d. 1971; m. Lena McRae Aug.
18 1973; ch.: John IV '71, Susan. USA (troop.
& squadron cdr. U.S.A. & ETO 1943-45, U.S.
rep. for armor to War Office & minister of
supplies London England 1951-53, tank bn.
cdr. Camp Irwin CA 1954-55, combat vehicle
research & development Ft. Monroe VA
1955-58, staff & faculty War Coll. Carlisle PA
1959-61, armor group & mechanics brig. cdr.
Germany 1962-63, deputy commandant cadets
USMA 1965-66, dir. Eur. & NATO Affairs
Office Sec. Defense Washington DC 1966-68.
deuputy J-3 MACV-RVN Saigon Vietnam
1968-69, asst. div. cdr. 4th inf. div. Republic of
Vietnam 1969-70, cdr. infantry training center
& Ft. Polk LA 1970-73, ret. as maj. general
USA 1973. Awarded Distinguished Service
Medal (2), Silver Star (1). Legion of Merit (3).
Bronze Star (3), Air Medal (19), Joint Service
Commendation Medal, Army Commendation
Medal, Purple Heart (2), French Croix de
Guerre with 1 Gold Star, RVN Gallantry Cross
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with Gold Star, RVN Staff Service Medal,
Parachutist Badge, EAME with 4 Stars, VSM
with 3 stars, res. Ft. Polk LA.*
WILSON, Ross Lionel. B.S. cum laude, M.D.
Yale 1943. Class agt. 1962-67. Recipient:
Alumni Service Award 1972. b. Rockland
May 4 1919; s. of Earl F. '14; m. Gladys
Vahlstrom June 1949; ch.: Ross, Mark, Earl
III, Deborah. Intern USN Hospital St. Albans
NY 1943-44, resident surgeon (Somerset
Hospital Somerville NJ 1946-47, New Haven
CT Hospital 1947-49), asst. surgery Yale Univ.
Med. Sch. 1947-49, surgeon V.A. hospital
Providence RI, physician (E. Stroudsburg PA,
Redwood City CA 1954-?), chief surgery &
chmn. surgery dept. Sequoia Hospital
Redwood City. F.A.C.S., diplomate Nat.
Board Med. Examiners, volunteer physician
San Mateo County Council Boy Scouts'
summer camps Sierra Mountains CA, founder
Boy Scouts Med. Explorer Post 1965. Served to
It. (jg) MCUSN, served to capt. USMC
1943-46; awarded Bronze Star, Purple Heart,
Commendation Ribbon. Recipient: Boy Scouts
of Am. Silver Beaver Award & Order of Merit
1968. d. Menlo Park CA Dec. 7 1975.
WINCHELL, Guilbert Saylor. B.S. 1941, B.S.
M.I.T. 1941. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Occ. unknown; b. Cambridge MA
June 14 1918; m. Amy Davidson June 23 1946;
ch.: Sanford, Hobart '71, Guilbert, Bruce,
Daniel, Jane. Plant equipment engineer Ford
Motor Co. Somerville MA 1946-56, chief
engineer Bellofram Corp. Burlington MA
1956-57, Raytheon Mfg. Corp. MA (quality
assurance mgr. Bedford 1957-58, project mgr.
Wayland 1958-59), chief mechanical engineer
Baird Atomic Corp. Cambridge 1959-67, plant
equipment mgr. KLH Corp. Cambridge
1967-68, with Applied Optics Center Corp.
1971— . Town of Lincoln building committee
1968—
. Served to It. cdr. USNR 1941-45. res.
Lincoln MA.*
WINCHELL, John Patten, III. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. Management; b. E. Orange NJ
Nov. 20 1918; s. of John P. '06; m. Lorene
Woods Sept. 8 1943; ch.: John IV, Burt,
Thomas, James. Research chemist E. I. duPont
de Nemours & Co. Wilmington DE 1940-49,
self-employed Farm Implements & Auto sales
Stratford TX 1949-52, Phillips Petroleum Co.
(mgr. fertilizer sales Des Moines IA 1953-71,
div. mgr. Omaha NE 1971-73, regional mgr.
Omaha 1973
—
). Member board of dir. (Ia.
Fertilizer Assn. 1955-59, Neb. Fertilizer Inst.
1962-69), member sch. board Treynor I
A
1964-66, pres. & board member Treynor
Recreation Area 1966-74. Served to CPO
USNR 1936-40. res. Treynor IA.*
WOODARD, Beaman Olney. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Springfield MA April 30 1918; m. Frances
Mulford Nov. 14 1942; ch.: David, William.
Ins. underwriter Boston 1940-42, agt. Olney W.
Woodard Ins. Agency Springfield 1946-63,
asst. prof, military science & tactics N.Y. Univ.
Heights Center NYC 1951-? Served to capt.
USA 1942-46. d. Springfield MA May 6 1963.
WOODS, Robert Hedger, Sr. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Brooklyn NY July 30 1919;
m. Mary Lou Richards Sept. 19 1946; ch.:
Robert Jr., Richley, Michael. Mgr. tire sales
U.S. Rubber Co. Newark NJ 1945-54, co-prop.
Royal of Somerset Somerville NJ 1954-57, mgr.
div. sales Oliver Tire Flemington NJ 1957-75,
mgr. truck tire center Goodyear New
Brunswick NJ 1975— . Exec. sec. N.J. State
Tire Dealers Assn. 1970
—
, treas. MidLantic
Independent Retreaders Assn. 1976— . Pvt.
USA 1941-45. res. Leonia NJ.*
YAPLE, Wellington. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Nashua NH July 17 1918.
With Mich. Bell Tel. Co. Detroit MI 1940-45,
various positions to general personnel
supervisor Bell Tel. of Penn. Phila. PA 1945—
.
Served to It. col. USA 1940-45, 1950-52. res.
Havertown PA.*
YOUNG, Philip Cleland. B.S., M.D. Univ.
Rochester 1950. 1962 tapital campaign area
chmn. Medicine; b. New Haven VT Sept. 3
1918. Master Gilman Country Sch. Baltimore
MD 1940-41, intern Strong Memorial Hospital
Rochester NY 1950-52, Cincinnati OH
General Hospital (resident 1952-54, fellow
gastroenterology 1954-57), Oshsner Clinic New
Orleans LA (staff physician 1957
—
, assoc.
head dept. gastroenterology). Assoc. prof,
clinical medicine Tulane Univ., F.A.C.P.
Served to It. col. USAFR 1960, served with
USAAF 1941-46; awarded Commendation
Medal USA 1946. res. New Orleans LA.*
Class of 1941
ABENDROTH, Robert Willets. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. Vt. 1947. Beta Theta Pi. b. Harrison
NY Dec. 11 1918; m. Marion Hollis Nov. 24
1946; ch.: Robert, William, Edward, Thomas,
Allen. Teache8 Meadowbrook Sch. Willow
Grove PA 1947-51, Towson MD State Coll.
(remedial reading spec. 1951-73, assoc. prof,
education 197-73). Founder Camp Ticawa for
dyslexic children 1960. Served to s/sgt. USA
1942-45. d. Baltimore MD March 12 1973.
ABERNETHY, Thomas James, Jr. A.B. 1966,
grad. Berkeley Divinity Sch. Yale 1962. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. W. Pembroke June 14 1920;
m. Josephine Coradeschi Aug. 21 1947. Sales
engineer Sterling Radiator Co. Westfield MA
1947-59, St. John's Church Williamstown MA
(curate 1962-63, acting rector 1963-64), dir. &
vicar St. Andrew's Church Blackinton MA,
epis. chaplain Williams Coll. 1962-65, ret.
Trained acolytes & lectors Williams Coll.,
participant (Westfield Little Theater Group,
Orleans MA Arena Theater, Experimental
Theater, Lab. Theater), Church of the
Atonement Westfield (lay reader, member
vestry), performer vocal groups (Westfield,
Springfield MA, Hartford CT). Served to It.
WWII; awarded Air Medal with 8 Oak Leaf
Clusters, Presidential Unit Distinguished
Citation (2), Croix de Guerre, d. Norwood MA
July 6 1975.*
ALLEN, Robert Clyde. Bowdoin 1937-39,
1945-46. Sigma Nu. b. Portland Aug. 18
1918. res. unknown.
AUPERIN, Jean Guenard. B.S., LA. Harvard
1942, M.B.A. Harvard 1947. Alpha Delta Phi.
Business admin.; b. Passaic NJ Sept. 19
1920; m. Elizabeth Lincoln June 16 1951; ch.:
Lincoln. Lectr. Ohio State Univ. Columbus
1947-52, asst. prof. Antioch Coll. 1951-52, Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft E. Hartford CT (personnel
advisor 1952-68, lead personnel advisor
1968—). Dir. (Tolland CT Historical Soc,
public library Tolland, Hockamun Valley
Community Services Center). Served to It.
USN 1942-46. res. Tolland CT.*
AUSTIN, Nelson Dingley. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Biology; b. W. Farmington April 4 1919; m.
Betty Morton Sept. 1 1943; ch.: Kathleen,
Roger '68, Marjorie, Joseph. Morton Motor
Co. Farmington 1946-72 (parts mgr., salesman,
service mgr.), public relations rep. Regional
Blood Bank Waterville 1973-74, environmental
tech. Dept. Environmental Protection Augusta
1974—. Served to t/3 USA 1943-46. res.
Farmington.*
BADGER, Charles Winfield. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. Business exec; b. Rangeley Oct. 1 1919;
m. Julia Badgett Feb. 17 1942; ch.: Russell,
Kirk, Rhea, Charles. E. I. duPont de Nemours
& Co. (ballistics engineer Millington TN
1941-42, Childersburg AL 1942-44; health
physicist Oak Ridge TN, Hanford WA
1944-46), supt. Badgett Mine Stripping Corp.
1946-62 (Madisonville KY, Perrysburg OH,
Palos Park IL), pres. (C. W. Badger Inc. Palos
Park 1962-73, Badgett Terminal Corp. Grand
Rivers KY 1973—). res. Grand Rivers KY.*
BAGLEY, Philip Longfellow. B.S., M.B.A.
Univ. Penn. 1942. Alpha Tau Omega.
Accounting; b. Machias May 28 1919; m.
Margaret O'Neill May 19 1946; ch.: Peter,
Virginia. Various positions New Eng. Tel. Co.
(Boston 1946-55, Springfield MA 1955-58,
Boston 1958—). Served to It. USCG 1942-46.
res. Wellesley MA.*
BAMFORD, John Watson. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Hamilton MT Feb.
1 1919. res. Oxnard CA.
BARTON, Robert Durrie. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Okla. 1971. Alpha Delta Phi. Govt,
consulting; b. London England Aug. 29 1920;
m. Nancy Whitten Sept. 26 1942; ch.: R.
Bradford, William, Frederick. Dir. (Inter-Am.
dept. Inst. Int. Education NYC 1957-61, east
campus development Columbia Univ. 1961-64,
human resources development Agency for Int.
Development Santo Domingo & Washington
DC 1964-66), cultural attache La Paz Bolivia
1966-68, public affairs officer Guadalajara
Mexico 1968-72, deputy dir. overseas speakers
div. U.S. Information Agency 1972-73,
consultant U.S. Senate Foreign Relations
Committee 1973—. Dir. (Spanish Inst. &
Tinker Foundation 1958-65, Int. Inst, in Spain
1973—), assoc. dir. Int. Fellows Program of
Columbia 1961-64, deacon Georgetown
Presby. Church 1973— , v.pres. Foundation for
the Preservation of Historic Georgetown
1974—
. Served to capt. USMCR 1942-46.
Author: A Short History of Bolivia (1968),
contbr. res. Washington DC & W. Boothbay
Harbor.*
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BARTON, William Irving. B.S., B.Arch. &
M.Arch Harvard 1950. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Architecture; b. Amherst MA May 9 1919;
m. Katherine Doran July 20 1941.
Architectural designer Anderson Beckwith &
Haible 1951-62, partner (Harris Barton &
Assoc. 1962-64, William I. Barton Architect &
Assoc. Cambridge MA 1964
—
). Member
Historic Dist. Comm. Concord MA. Served to
t/4 USA 1941-45. res. Concord MA.*
BEAL, Donald Ivan. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Self-employed tourism; b. S. Portland Dec. 9
1919; s. of George E. '16; m. Edith Smith; ch.:
Katherine, Carol, Jonathan, Nathaniel. With
woolen mfr. ME & SC 1946-59, self-employed
Sandy Cove Cottages Bridgton 1959— . Trustee
N. Cumberland Memorial Hospital. Served to
capt. ACUSA 1941-46. res. Bridgton.*
BECKWITH, Joel Bernard. B.S. b. Roxbury
MA Aug. 4 1918. res. Concord MA.
BEEMAN, Arthur Ray, Jr. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Psi Upsilon. b. Hartford CT June 17 1918.
res. Windsor CT.
BEGG, William, Jr. Bowdoin 1937-38. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. Danbury CT Jan. 3 1917. res.
unknown.
BELL, Graham Hawkins. B.S. cum laude. Chi
Psi. b. Hartford CT March 13 1918. res.
Tustin CA.
BELL, James Ripley Pebbles, Jr. B.S. Zeta Psi.
b. Natick MA June 12 1918. res. unknown.
BERRY, Harrison Morton, Jr. Bowdoin
1937-39, D.D.S. Univ. Penn. 1943, M.Sc. Univ.
Penn. 1952. Delta Upsilon. Education; b.
Wilkinsburg PA Feb. 8 1920; s. of Harrison M.
'11; m. Dorothy Thornburg Oct. 3 1942; ch.:
Thomas, Andrea. Dentist general practice
Phila. PA 1946-51, instr. dental radiology to
prof. Univ. Penn. Phila. 1946— . Assoc. dean
Sch. Dental Medicine Univ. Penn. 1966-72,
pres. Am. Acad. Dental Radiology 1957,
v.pres. Penn. Dental Assn. 1959, Am. Acad.
Dental Radiology (fellow, pres. 1957), fellow
Am. Coll. of Dentists, elected member
(Omicron Kappa Upsilon, Sigma Xi). Served
to It. USN 1943-46. Co-author: Dental
Roentgenology (5th & 6th editions), contbr.
res. Phila. PA.*
BONZAGNI, Henry Vincent. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Revere MA May 1 1918; m. Marcelle
Drapeau April 27 1946; ch.: Richard, Michael.
Traffic mgr. New Eng. Tel. & Tel. various
places New Eng. 1945-75, ret. Served to It. cdr.
ACUSN 1941-45; awarded Air Medal,
Distinguished Flying Cross, Navy Cross, res.
Woolwich.*
BOOTH, William Roberts. Bowdoin 1937-38,
B.S. Univ. Me. 1941, B.D. Hartford Theol.
Sem. 1945. b. York May 9 1919; s. of Harold
G. '06. res. unknown.
BOYD, Roger Conant. B.S. Zeta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Self-employed
ins.; b. Lexington MA July 18 1920; m.
Cynthia Fulton June 26 1943; ch.: Jonathan,
Darcy. Sales Union Carbide Corp. 1945-70
(NJ, NY, CA), self-employed life ins. broker
(Menlo Park CA 1970-19?, Columbus OH
19?—). Served to It. USN 1941-45. res.
Columbus OH.*
BROWN, Preston. CH. 1939, B.S. Ohio State
Univ. 1949, M.B.A. Ohio State Univ. 1950.
Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Sharon MA Sept.
22 1918; m. Mildred Bull June 12 1942; ch.:
Deborah, Philip. USAF 1939-62 (various
assignments 1939-50; AF plant rep. General
Motors Corp. Kansas City KS 1951-55,
General Electric Co. Cincinnati OH 1955-57;
dir. procurement & material support programs
NATO Supply Center Chateauroux France
1957-60; chief procurement-production div.
deputy chief of staff systems & logistics
Washington DC 1961-62), ret. as col., sr.
business & market planner Lockheed Missiles
& Space Co. Sunnyvale CA 1962-76, ret. res.
Los Altos CA.*
BROWN, Stanley Milton. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Zeta Psi. b. E. Orange NJ Sept. 7 1919. res.
unknown.
BROWNELL, Thomas Albert, Sr. A.B., B.M.
Arthur Jordan Conservatory 1949. Zeta Psi.
Industrial management; b. Northampton
MA Nov. 22 1918; m. Betty Tillery, m. Mary
Arnold March 29 1963; ch.: Thomas Jr.
Quality control Radio Corp. of Am. NYC
1949-51, foundry supt. Phenix Foundry Phenix
City AL 1951-58, foundry mgr. (Griffin
Foundry Rome GA 1958-68, Wooster Products
Inc. Wooster OH 1968—). Served with USN
1942-46, served to It. USNR. res. Shreve OH.*
CALLAHAN, Daniel Harry. B.S., M.D. Univ.
Md. 1944. Delta Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Medicine; b. Everett MA
Sept. 22 1917; m. Maureen Mahoney Aug. 16
1944; ch.: Daniel, Steven, Susan, Patricia,
John, Kathleen. City Hospital Worcester MA
(intern 1944-46, resident 1948-50), physician St.
Luke's Hospital Chicago IL (dispensary staff
1950-56, asst. 1956-59, assoc. 1959—),
attending staff physician Cook County
Hospital, consulting urologist Mary Thompson
Hospital. Clinical instr. Northwestern Univ.
1950-57, Univ. 111. (clinical instr. 1958-68,
clinical asst. prof, urology 1968-70), assoc.
prof, urology Rush Med. Sch. 1970—, assoc.
prof. Cook County Post-Grad. Sch. 1950—,
member certifying board Am. Board Urology
1953, F.A.C.S., diplomate (Nat. Board
Urology, Nat. Board Med. Examiners),
Chicago Urological Soc. (sec. 1968, pres. 1970),
chmn. finance committee Am. Urological
Assn. 1971 & 1973. Served to capt. USAF
1945-47. res. River Forest IL.*
CAMPBELL, Wallace Arnold. Bowdoin
1937-39, B.S. Columbia 1941, M.B.A. N.Y.
Univ. 1951. Occ. unknown; b. Bayonne NJ
June 2 1918. res. Greenwich CT.*
CHANDLER, Robert. B.S., M.D. Wayne State
Univ. 1945, M.P.H. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1963.
Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Medicine; b. Los Angeles CA April 14 1918;
m. Shirley MacLaren Oct. 20 1945; ch.:
Robert, Pamela. Research tech. F. Stearns
Pharmaceutical Mfg. Co. Detroit MI 1942-43,
mgr. clinical dept. Univ. Colo. Med. Center
Denver 1950-62, State Mental Health Center
Denver (med. spec. 1962, div. chief 1963-69),
Dept. H.E.W. Denver (regional med.
coordinator 1969-74, branch chief Public
Health Service 1974
—
). Served to capt.
MCUSA 1946. res. Denver CO.*
CHAPIN, John Moshier. Bowdoin 1937-39.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. W. Point NY June
21 1919; m. Mary Zemp; ch.: Willis III. Served
to maj. ACUSA 1941-47; awarded
Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal (11),
fourragere (Belgium), d. near Woodyard MD
April 7 1947.
CHASE, Harold. B.S. Chi Psi. b. Arlington
MA Dec. 1 1917. res. NYC.
CHITTIM, Richard Leigh. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.B. Merton Coll.
Oxford (Rhodes scholar) 1950; A.M. Merton
Coll. 1953. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Easthampton MA Dec. 2 1915; m. Mary
Young July 22 1949; ch.: David, Wendy,
Nancy. Bowdoin 1942-47 & 1950— (instr.
mathematics, asst. prof., assoc. prof., prof.),
mathematician U.S. Geological Survey
Washington DC summers 1952-55,
programmer Int. Business Machines NYC
summer 1956, mathematician U.S. Geological
Survey Washington DC summer 1957. Faculty
member & dir. Nat. Science Foundation
summer inst. (1959-61, 1963-68, 1970-74),
member vestry St. Paul's Epis. Church
Brunswick, Nat. Science Foundation scholar
1961-62. res. Topsham.*
COFFIN, Hollis Maynard. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Freeport April 6 1918; m.
Josephine Harp May 27 1951. Acting rural
mail carrier Freeport 1951-52, regular carrier
1952-56. Pres. Cumberland County Rural
Letter Carriers 1954-? Served to sgt. USA
1940-45. d. Freeport May 11 1956.
COLES, Thomas Grant, Sr. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Bank management; b. Fulton NY Jan. 15
1918; m. Mary Geitner Jan. 15 1944, m.
Virginia Rivers May 17 1945; ch.: Thomas,
Manette. Salesman (Standard Oil of Ind.
Concordia KS 1946-51, Swift & Co.
Phillipsburg KS 1951-59, real estate
Brownsburg IN 1959-73), mgr. First Federal
Savings & Loan Assn. of Hendricks County
Brownsburg 1973— . Board of trustees town of
Brownsburg (member 1964-71, pres. 4 yrs.).
Served to maj. USAF 1941-46. res. Brownsburg
IN.*
COMERY, Franklin Burton. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Occ. unknown; b. Cambridge MA May 23
1919; s. of Sanford B. '13; m. Virginia Foster
April 17 1943; ch.: Sandra, Franklin Jr., Linda,
Nancy. With Premoid Corp. W. Springfield
MA 1947—. Served to It. USNAF 1942-44. res.
W. Springfield MA.*
CONANT, Donald Brewster. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Invests.; b. Newton MA Oct. 25 1918;
m. Elizabeth Benson March 28 1942; ch.:
Karen, Deborah, Jonathan, Susan. Sarah.
Margaret. Salesman Emery & Conant Inc.
Boston 1945-47, Conant & Co. Inc. Boston
1947-58 (salesman, asst. treas. & dir.), sr.
consultant F. C. Brown & Co. Inc. Boston
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1958-63, account exec. Hornblower & Weeks
Boston 1963-73, Adams Harkness & Hill Inc.
Boston 1973— (invest, broker, v.pres., dir.).
Deacon Second Church United Church of




United Fund. Served to It. USNR 1942-45. res.
Weston MA.*
COOK, Robert Boudinot. Bowdoin 1937-38,
B.S. Ohio Univ. 1941. Delta Upsilon. Ret.;
b. Berlin NH Sept. 12 1917; m. Kathalean
Scott May 23 1945; ch.: Kathy, Robert.
Accountant & auditor, ret. Deacon, trustee &
member session Presby. Church. Served to
s/sgt. USAF 1941-46. res. Portsmouth OH.*
COOPER, Edward Whitall. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Business
exec; b. Woodbury NJ Oct. 8 1918; m.
Marjorie Wicoff Sept. 26 1942; ch.: Evelyn,
Barbara. Lab. asst. Bendix Aviation Corp.
Phila. PA 1941-44, salesman Camden NJ
Forge Co. 1946-50, eastern sales mgr. Spec.
Products div. U.S. Pipe & Foundry Co.
Burlington NJ 1950-60, mgr. Mechem Products
Inc. Phila. 1960-62, pres. Cooper-Lewe Inc.
Haddonfield NJ 1962— . Fund drive chmn.
Am. Red Cross Moorestown NJ 1954, Am.
Soc. for Metals (ed. yearbook 1958-59, dir.
1959-60), member Moorestown (board of
education 1958-69, planning board 1969-72,
township council 1971-74), dir. Broad Street
Nat. Bank of Trenton 1975— . Served to ensign
USN 1944-45; awarded Purple Heart 1945,
Silver Star 1945, Presidential Unit Citation
1945. res. Moorestown NJ.*
CRAIG, John Hodgman. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Ins. management; b. Brooklyn NY Oct. 22
1920; m. Janet DeMott Aug. 12 1943, m.
Carolyn Hartwell Aug. 31 1969; ch.: Janet,
John '71. Mgr. Group div. Aetna Life &
Casualty Brooklyn NY. Member (exec,
committee Brooklyn Management Club, ins.
council C. of C. Brooklyn), dir. (Am. Red
Cross Brooklyn, Jennie L. Grant Recreational
Camp Foundation Inc.), past pres. Harbour
Green Assn. Served to cdr. USNR 1943-45. res.
Massapequa NY.*
CRONKHITE, Leonard Wolsey, Jr. B.S. cum
laude, M.D. Harvard 1950, LL.D.
Northeastern 1970. Chi Psi. Alumni Council
1965-69 (v.pres. 1967-68, pres. 1968-69),
Overseer 1969-70, Trustee 1970—, 1972 capital
campaign nat. campaign committee member.
Recipient: Bowdoin Prize 1973. Hospital
admin.; b. Newton MA May 4 1919; m. Linda
Marchky Aug. 14 1976; ch.: Judith, Marcia,
Janice, Wendy. Teaching fellow Harvard Med.
Sch. 1953-55, asst. medicine Mass. General
Hospital 1955-61, Harvard Med. Sch. (instr.
medicine 1955-62, lectr. preventive medicine
1962
—
), consultant Mass. General Hospital
1962
— ,
general dir. Children's Hospital Med.
Center 1962-71, consultant Boston Hospital for
Women 1967
—
, Children's Hospital (exec,
v.pres. 1971-73, pres. 1973—). Pres. Health
Inc., past pres. Soc. Med. Administrators,
Assn. Am. Med. Coll. (immediate past chmn.,
past chmn. Council of Teaching Hospitals),
member board of dir. (New Eng. Hospital,
Charlestown Savings Bank, Am. Medicorp
Inc.), member (exec, council Children's
Hospital, Inst, of Medicine Nat. Acad, of
Sciences), v.pres. (Cloutman Realty Trust,
Cloutman's Boat Yard), chmn. Army Reserve
Forces Policy Committee 1972-74,
commanding general 94th Army Reserve
Command Boston 1968-75. Served to col. USA
1940-46; awarded Legion of Merit with Oak
Leaf Cluster, Army Commendation Medal,
Distinguished Service Medal. Contbr. res.
Boston.*
CRYSTAL, Frederick House. B.S. b. NYC
Feb. 7 1919; m. Margaret Hollander Dec. 14
1947; ch.: Margaret, Frederick, Abigail.
Physicist Schweitzer Paper Co. NYC 1946-47,
engineer NYC (Freed Radio Co. 1947-48,
Emerson Radio Co. 1948-50, Air King Radio
1950-52, J. H. Bunnell 1952-55), partner
Crystal & Crystal 1955-75, ret. Served to sgt.
USA 1942-45. d. Key Biscayne FL May 27
1976.*
CUPrr, James Hopkinson, Jr. A.B. 1946. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Baltimore MD Sept. 8 1919. res.
Unknown.
CURTIS, Philip Emerson. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Computer science; b. Salem MA Oct. 5
1919; s. of Charles L. M'09; m. Patricia
Stewart Aug. 23 1943. Customer service mgr.
Scully Data Systems Wilmington MA 1973—
.
res. Danvers MA.*
DAVIS, Frank Rue. Bowdoin 1937-39, A.B.
Yale 1941. Sigma Nu. Banking exec; b.
Phila. PA Aug. 23 1919; m. Andree Libaud
Oct. 14 1948; ch.: Clinton, Pierre. V.pres. Am.
Express Int. Banking Corp. Brussels Belgium
(previous locations France, India, Pakistan,
Switzerland). Served to capt. USA 1942-46;
awarded Bronze Star, Medaille de la
Reconnaissance Francais. res. Brussels
Belgium.*
DEARTH, John Manley. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Asheville NC Dec. 29 1919.
res. unknown.
DENISON, Orville Boardman, Jr. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. Postal service; b. Belmont MA
Dec. 23 1917; m. Virginia Copp July 21 1945;
ch.: Deborah, Lincoln, prop. & printer
Denison Press Cornish 1945-53, photographer
& newswriter 1949— (Portland Press Herald,
WCSH-Television, United Press Int., Assoc.
Press), postmaster U.S. Postal Service Cornish
1965—. Served to It. ACUSN 1941-45, 1953-55.
res. Cornish.*
DICKSON, David Watson Daly. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, L.H.D. 1974;
A.M. Harvard 1942; Ph.D. Harvard 1949.
Overseer 1966-75, Trustee 1975— . Recipient:
Distinguished Educator Award 1971.
Education; b. Portland Feb. 16 1919; m.
Vera Allen Aug. 5 1951; ch.: David '76,
Deborah, Deirdre. Pres. & prof. English
Montclair State Coll. Upper Montclair NJ
1973— . All Saints Epis. Church E. Lansing MI
(member vestry 1958-63, sr. warden 1962-63),
member vestry St. Paul's Church Marquette
MI 1965-68, member board of trustees
Montclair Art Museum 1974— , chmn. letters
committee Mich. Council for Arts 1963-68.
Served to 1st It. USA 1943-46. Recipient:
distinguished teaching award Mich. State
Univ. 1951. res. Upper Montclair NJ.*
DOHERTY, William Leo. Bowdoin 1937-38.
b. Portsmouth NH Feb. 17 1920. res. Walnut
Creek CA.
DORSEY, John Henry. B.S., D.D.S. Columbia
1944. Kappa Sigma. Dentistry; b. Portland
Jan. 28 1918. Dentist Portland. Served with
USN 19?-? res. S. Portland.*
DORSEY, Philip Walter. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Ft. Fairfield July 10
1918. res. unknown.
DOUBLEDAY, James Ammi. A.B., B.D. Epis.
Divinity Sch. 1945. Delta Upsilon.
Foundation exec; b. Binghamton NY April
27 1919; m. Barbara Fox June 17 1947; ch.:
David, Michael. Asst. mgr. St. George's Epis.
Church NYC 1945-49, rector (St. Paul's
Church Brunswick 1949-54, Grace Church
Kirkwood MO 1954-58), vicar Saint Andrew's
Church Rome NY 1959-66, exec. asst. Grace
Cathedral San Francisco CA 1966-69, Am.
Cancer Soc. Calif, div. (exec. San Francisco
1969-74, exec. dir. Sacramento 1974
—
). Served
with Am. Field Service 1942-43. res. Citrus
Heights CA.*
DOUGLAS, David Weston. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Ret.; b. Brunswick Feb. 6 1919; m.
Margaret Macomber Aug. 23 1942; ch.: Alan,
Eleanor, June, Kenneth. Sales & policy
operations Liberty Mutual Ins. Boston
1941-45, store mgr. Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
Boston 1945-69, teacher Falmouth MA
1969-71. Clerk S. Yarmouth Friends Meeting
1962-64, member exec, board Assoc. Food
Distributors of New Eng. 1963-69, Sandwich
Monthly Friends Meeting (clerk 1968-73,
overseer 1968-76), clerk N. E. Yearly Meeting
finance committee 1973-76, member (board of
overseers & exec, committee Lincoln Sch.
Providence RI 1970-76, board of dir. Bourne
Youth & Family Services Inc. 1974-76,
Memorial Soc. of Cape Cod Inc. 1976,
Community Services Advisory Board Bourne
1974-76), chmn. Friends United Meeting
Publishing & Marketing Committee 1976,
Beacon Hill Friends House (corp. officer 3
terms, treas. 1976). Author: Directory of
Health and Social Services (1974). res. Pocasset
MA.*
DOWNER, Daniel Bush. Bowdoin 1937-39,
A.B. Pomona Coll. 1941. Delta Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Filmmaking; b. St.
Louis MO Jan. 17 1919; m. Mary Louise Geis
Sept. 1 1945; ch.: David, Richard, Steven,
Christina. Business film producer San Marino
CA 1956— . res. San Marino CA.*
DUNBAR, Roger Davis. Bowdoin 1937-39.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland July 3
1919. Served to capt. ACUSA 1941-44;
awarded Distinguished Flying Cross, Air
Medal (2). d. England May 27 1944.
ECK, Charles Everett. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Belmont MA April 8 1919; m. Shirley Rhoades
March 30 1945; ch.: Deborah, Robert. Pres.
Arnold-Woodwright Co. Weymouth MA,
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v.pres. Woodward & Wright Last Co. E.
Bridgewater MA. Pres. (Last Mfr. Assn.,
Kiwanis Club E. Bridgewater), corporator E.
Bridgewater Savings Bank. Served to capt.
USMC 1942-45, served to It. col. USMCR. d.
Hingham MA June 15 1961.
EDLING, Richmond Sears. Bowdoin 1937-39.
Delta Upsilon. b. Everett MA Aug. 11 1918.
res. unknown.
EDWARDS, Charles Pastene. B.S. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Fletcher Sch. 1946;
Ph.D. Fletcher Sch. 1954. Alpha Delta Phi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Foreign
service; b. Boston June 24 1919; s. of Robert S.
'00; m. Licia Sargiacomo Aug. 3 1944; ch.:
Charles, Elizabeth, Peter. Asst. dean Fletcher
Sch. Law & Diplomacy Medford MA 1946-48,
instr. Tufts Univ. & Boston Univ. 1949-54, dir.
political studies & assoc. prof, political science
Westminster Coll. New Wilmington PA
1955-62, Agency for Int. Development (int.
development officer 1962-63; deputy program
officer U.S. mission Tunis Tunisia 1963-66,
advisor public admin. 1966-68; advisor public
admin. & higher education Lagos Nigeria
1968-70; principal advisor development admin.
Africa bureau Washington DC 1970-73;
development coordination officer 1973
—
).
Pres. Am. Field Service Int. Scholarships
Lawrence County PA 1956-61, chmn.
Lawrence County Citizens for Kennedy 1960,
lectr. (Am. studies U.S. Information Agency
Tunis Tunisia 1964-68, public admin. Univ.
Md. 1971), Penn. Political Science Assn.
(member exec, committee 1961-63, chmn.
annual conf. 1962), member exec, committee
Penn. Citizenship Clearing House 1955-61,
consultant New Castle PA Charter Comm.
1959, member board of deacons New
Wilmington Presby. Church 1958-62,
discussion leader Great Books Foundation
Arlington VA 1973-74, dir. Lauderdale
Homeowners Assn. Arlington 1974— . Served
with Am. Field Service 1942-45. Author: Cape
Cod and Other Poems (1972), contbr. res.
Arlington VA.*
EKLUND, Wilhelm Carleton. Bowdoin
1937-39. Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Jan. 31
1918; m. Margaret Burgess; ch.: Carl, Peter,
William. Salesman Utilities Distributors Inc.
Portland 1946-47, engineer & mgr. bottled gas
dept. St. Johnsbury VT 1947-48, asst. treas.
Me. Fillet Co. Portland 1948-49, Me. Gas &
Appliances Portland (service engineer 1949-61,
mgr. 1961). Served to It. ACUSA 1942-45;
awarded Distinguished Flying Cross (2),
Soldier's Medal, Air Medal (8), Commendation
Ribbon, Croix de Guerre, European Theater, 7
Battle stars, d. Greenville Junction Nov. 17
1961.*
ELKIND, Vincent Theodore. B.S. b.
Worcester MA July 29 1919. res. Metuchen
NJ.
ELLIOTT, Clifford James. Bowdoin 1937-38,
CH. 1941. Sigma Nu. b. Phila. PA July 6
1918; m. Fyrell Rowe Dec. 12 1942. Served to
It. ACUSA 1941-43. d. NV Jan. 2 1943.
ELLIS, Robert Weare. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. York Beach June 20 1920; m.
Margaret Burdon Sept. 27 1948; ch.: Hazen,
Hugh, Peter, Harley. Real estate business
1950— . Selectman York 18 yrs. Served to It.
cdr. USN 1940-45; awarded Bronze Star. res.
York Beach.*
EVANS, John Colt. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Northumberland PA Aug. 19 1919.
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. Washington
DC (accountant 1941-42, traveling auditor
1946-47, advt. salesman 1947-51), methods
analyst General Tel. Co. CA ca. 1951-62.
Served to t/sgt. USA 1942-46. d. Santa Monica
CA May 1 1973.
FARLEY, Lyman Abbot. Bowdoin 1937-38,
1946. b. Portland Nov. 30 1917; s. of Henry
G. '03. With Me. Forest Service ca. 1940.
Served with USA 1942-45. res. unknown.
FIELD, Herbert Vaughan, Jr. Bowdoin
1937-39. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Boston
Feb. 27 1919; m. Daphne Wilson June 27 1942;
ch.: Norman, Andrew. Mgr. Kennedy & Co.
1945-48, supervisor B. F. Goodrich Footwear
Co. 1948-73, ret. Served with USCGR 1941-45.
res. New Smyrna Beach FL.*
FIFIELD, Haven Gibson. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; B.S. M.I.T 1943. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Brooklyn NY Feb. 5 1920; s. of
Ernest G. '11; m. Janet Haines March 25 1944;
ch.: Nancy, Susan. Mgr. production
engineering General Electric Co. heat pump
div. Bloomfield NJ 1945-56. Served to It. USN
1943-45. d. Upper Montclair NJ Jan. 18 1956.*
FISCHER, Herbert Louis, Jr. A.B., D.D.S.
Univ. Penn. 1944. Sigma Nu. Dentistry; b.
Phila. PA Feb. 19 1920; m. Peggy Covington
Oct. 1 1946; ch.: Susan, Caroline. Dentist pvt.
practice 1947— instr. Univ. Penn. 1953-55.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1942-47, 1950-52. res.
Oreland PA.*
FISHER, Stanwood Elmer, Jr. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Real estate; b. Portland
Aug. 12 1918; s. of Stanwood E. M'06; m.
Audrey Good April 27 1942; ch.: Judith,
Susan. Claims mgr. Union Mutual Life Ins.
Co. Portland 14 yrs., sr. claims auditor Mutual
of Omaha Miami FL 7 yrs., real estate. Served
to capt. USAAF WWII. res. Pompano Beach
FL.*
FRESE, Edwin Walter. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Sales; b. Westwood NJ Nov. 20 1919; m.
Dorothy Knapp April 11 1943; ch.: Dorothy,
Edwin Jr., Wendy. Allocation accountant U.S.
Chem. Corp. NYC 1941-42, research &
development tech. Catalin Corp. Fords NJ
1945-48, sales rep. The Arrow Co. NYC
1948—. Served to It. USNR 1942-45; awarded
Silver Star 1944, Gold Star 1945, Bronze Star
1945, Presidential Unit Citation 1945. res.
Harrisburg PA.*
GIBSON, James Edwin. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Education; b. Hanover MA Oct. 9 1918; m.
Winnifred Taylor Aug. 10 1947; ch.:
Gwendolyn, Victoria, Peter. Salesman (Charles
Scribner & Sons Boston, C. W. Stuart Newark
NY, Electrolux Corp. Boston), teacher public
sch. Braintree MA 1957— . Served to It. (sg)
USN 1942-46. res. Braintree MA.*
GILES, Everett Loring. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1948. Beta Theta Pi. Law & invests.; b.
Baldwin May 5 1917; s. of Ralph W. '07; m.
Barbara Boisvert Jan. 31 1954; ch.: Ralph II
'79, Richard '80. Expeditor planning office
Bath Iron Works 1942-44, teacher high sch.
Freeport 1944-47, rep. invest, securities
(Baldwin, White & Co. Boston 1949-55;
Morton, Hall & Rounds Lewiston 1955
—),
atty. (self-employed Brunswick 1949-64, Me.
State Highway Comm. 1955-74, self-employed
Portland 1964
—




Parish Church Congr. Freeport 1949-51,
trustee & clerk of corp. Brunswick Community
Hospital 1956-58, dir. Brunswick Workshop
Theatre Inc. 1954-58, founding dir. Jr. C. of C.
Brunswick-Topsham. res. Portland.*
GIVEEN, Robert Martin. A.B. Chemistry; b.
Brunswick Aug. 31 1918; m. Nancy Perry Aug.
7 1971 (2nd marriage); ch.: Eleanor, Janet,
Heather Perry, Melinda Perry. Chemist Am.
Cyanamid Bound Brook NJ 1941-44, tester &
colorist Pejepscot Paper Co. Topsham 1944-55,
chemist (Bonafide Mills, later Am. Biltrite




Baptist Church Topsham 1964-68. res. Bath.*
GOOD, Garth Lowell. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Business exec; b. Monticello July
24 1918; m. Margaret Dickinson Oct. 2 1947;
ch.: Jeffrey, Lee, Cindi, Margo, Scott. Public
accountant John C. Carruthers Co.
Washington DC 1948-49, fire marshall
Aroostook County 1949-53, salesman Am.
LaFrance Elmira NY 1953-62, treas.
Blanchard Assoc. Inc. Winthrop 1962
— ,
pres.
Continental Fire Trucks Inc. Hopkinton MA
1974— . Member (board of trustees Me.
Osteopathic Hospital, board of education S.
Portland 1959-63, city council S. Portland
1965-74). Served to sgt. USAF 1942-45. res.
Sanibel FL.*
GORDON, Robert Gardner. Bowdoin 1937-38.
b. Portland Feb. 10 1920; s. of Eugene B. '14.
With Swift & Co. (Bath 1938, Willimantic CT
1938-40, Waltham MA 1940), welder Todd
Ship Bldg. Co. Bath 1940-43. Served with
ACUSA 1943-44. d. Denver CO Nov. 12 1944.
GREER, David, Jr. Bowdoin 1937-38. b.
Boston April 29 1920. res. unknown.
HAGER, Donald Marden. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Delta Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA June 12
1919. res. Hardwick MA.
HAGSTROM, Nils Arne. A.B., LL.B. N Y.
Univ. 1951. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Ludvika
Sweden June 7 1918; m. Joan Bessey June 15
1945; ch.: Nils Jr., Jan. With W. R. Grace Co.
1941, food analyst (Grace Lines Inc. 1946-?,
Int. Freighting Corp.), sales dir. S. H. Golden
Co. NYC, sales mgr. Quincy MA (Industrial
Cafeterias Inc. 1959-?, Industrial Luncheon
Service 197-68). Served to 2nd It. USA 1941-46.
d. NYC March 22 1968.
HALDANE, Andrew Allison. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Sr. cup established in his memory 1945. b.
Lawrence MA Aug. 22 1917. Served to capt.
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USMC 1941-44; awarded Silver Star. d. Peleliu
Palau Is. S. Pacific Oct. 12 1944.*
HALEY, Bruce Thomas. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Newmarket NH Nov. 23 1918. res. Norwich
CT.
HALL, William Bradford. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Mich. Sigma Nu. b. Orange NY Jan. 27
1919; m. Laurie Leng Dec. 27 1946, m. Laura
Stowers Aug. 26 1954; ch.: Peter, Marcia.
Research assoc. Albany NY 1947-48, personnel
asst. S. B. Penich & Co. NYC 1948-49, instr.
biology Storm King Sch. Cornwall NY 1949-?,
teacher Hotchkiss Sch. Lakeville CT 197-55.
Served to capt. USA 1941-44. d. Lakeville CT
Feb. 8 1955.
HAMILTON, John Fox. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. W. New York NJ Oct. 14 1918. res.
Alexandria VA.
HANSCOM, Ward Theodore. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Yale 1947.
Alpha Tau Omega. 1972 capital campaign area
chmn. Law; b. Sanford Oct. 24 1919; m.
Nancy Weston June 12 1948; ch.: Stephen '71,
Elisabeth. Assoc. atty. Willard & Willard
Sanford 1947-51, partner Willard & Hanscom
(now Willard Hanscom & Kellis) 1951—. Dir.
(Sanford Trust Co., now Northeast Bank of
Sanford 1957—; Me. TB & Health Assoc.),
pres. Rotary Club Sanford-Springvale, warden
St. George's Epis. Church Sanford, Sanford
Community Health Assocs. (dir. 1950
— ,
pres.
1952-57), dir. & chmn. Am. Red Cross
Sanford, dir. & pres. C. of C. Sanford, judge
Municipal Court Sanford 1960-63, recorder
Municipal Court Rumford 1948, chmn.
warrant committee Sanford. Served to s/sgt.
USA 1942-46. res. Sanford.*
HANSON, Arthur Warren, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. St. Louis WY Dec. 22 1916. res. unknown.
HARDING, Richard Ramsay. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1947. Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Sales; b. Arlington MA
Dec. 29 1918; m. Barbara Delano Nov. 15
1947; ch.: Richard, Janice, James. Welch
Candy Co. Cambridge MA (purchasing agt.
1947-55, production supervisor 1955-56,
salesman 1956-57), sales mgr. Mansfield
Chocolate Co. Cambridge 1957-60, Merckens
Chocolate Co. Cambridge (salesman 1961-76,
nat. sales mgr. 1976
—
). Served to It. (sg)
ACUSN 1941-45; awarded Air Medal, Silver
Star. res. Lexington MA.*
HARKNESS, David Malcolm. B.S., M.S. Case
Western Reserve Univ. 1942. Zeta Psi. b.
Fitchburg MA Aug. 2 1919; m. Virginia Hayes
Aug. 25 1941; ch.: David, Dale, Jeffrey, Paul,
Jean, Nancy, Jill. Instr. biochemistry L.I. Coll.
of Medicine 1946-59, teacher high sch.
Springfield NJ 1959-64, Albert Einstein Coll.
of Medicine Bronx NY (admin, dept.
biochemistry 1964-?, chief admin. 197-72).
Served to It. USA 1942-45. Contbr. d. NYC
March 14 1972.
HARR, Luther Armstrong, Jr. B.S., M B A.
Temple Univ. 1948. Sigma Nu. Business &
financial consulting; b. Phila. PA Sept. 11
1920; m. Eileen Connor Dec. 2 1948.
Tabulating supervisor Federal Reserve Bank
Phila. 1941-46, jr. exec. Curtis Publishing Co.
Phila. 1946-48, managing dir. Sperry Rand
Corp. Lausanne Switzerland 1948-62, exec,
v.pres. Bunker Ramo Corp. NYC 1963-68, sr.
v.pres. Trans-Lux Corp. NYC 1968-70,
business & financial consultant self-employed
Indialantic FL 1970— . Dir. (Bunker Ramo
Corp. 1963-68, Trans-Lux Corp. 1968-70). res.
Indialantic FL.*
HARRINGTON, Robert. A.B. 1942. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Fitchburg MA July 27 1920. res.
unknown.
HARTSHORN, Charles Eugene, Jr. B.S. Beta
Theta Pi. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.,
class agt. 1967
—
, 1972 capital campaign
worker. Publication sales; b. Walpole MA
Feb. 27 1918; m. Cynthia Nichols Aug. 9 1947.
Treas. J. M. Reilly Co. Boston MA 1946-49,
advt. div. sales mgr. Boston (Street & Smith
Publishing Co. 1949-55, Crowell-Collier
Publishing Co. 1955-56, Time Inc. 1956-76).
Chmn. (Nashaweila Assocs. W. Falmouth MA
1973
—
, finance committee Walpole 1954-55),
trustee Heritage Plantation of Sandwich MA
1969
— ,
governor Lantern Club of Boston
1955, United Fund Boston area 1962-74
(member public relations committee, display
chmn.), pres. Walpole Footlighters 1953-54,
chmn. & ed. town report committee Walpole
1953-57. Served to It. cdr. USNR 1940-46.
Recipient: Leader in Civic Affairs Award for
services and contributions Walpole 1951-58.
res. W. Falmouth MA.*
HASTINGS, Henry Harmon, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1944. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Bethel Oct. 13 1918; s. of Henry H. '90; m.
Annie MacKinnon May 22 1948; ch.: Stephen,
Cynthia. Atty. (Boston 1944-46, Bethel
1946-68), judge Municipal Court Norway
1960-65. Pres. (Oxford County Bar Assn.,
Bethel Area Development Corp.), trustee
Bethel Savings Bank, sec. C. of C. Bethel, 1st
assessor village corp., moderator town
meetings, head planning board Bethel, d.
Bethel Aug. 25 1968.*
HAWLEY, Warren Frederick, Jr. Bowdoin
1937-38. Psi Upsilon. b. Bath March 9 1918;
m. Esther Drummond June 2 1951. Bath Iron
Works (with outfitting dept. 1939-50,
draftsman 1950-58). d. Portland Sept. 1 1958.*
HEPBURN, Nelson Theroux. A.B. 1946. Psi
Upsilon. b. Boston Oct. 28 1918. res.
unknown.
HINKLEY, Robert Irving. B.S. cum laude,
M.D. Yale 1944. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b.
Lancaster NH May 30 1919; m. Katherine
Savage June 8 1942; ch.: William '65, Carolyn.
Family physician pvt. practice Groveton NH
1947—
. People's Nat. Bank (dir. 1954—, pres.
1975
—
), fellow Am. Acad. Family Physicians
1972
— ,
pres. (med. staff Weeks Memorial
Hospital 1970-73, Coos County Med. Soc.
1965-66), sch. board Groveton (member
1953-62; chmn. 1956, 1959, 1962). Served to
capt. USA 1942-44, 1945-47. Recipient:
Citizens Award Groveton 1966, State Sch.
Board Assn. Award 1960. res. Groveton NH.*
HOITT, Theodore. B.S. Kappa Sigma. b.
Boston Oct. 5 1918. res. unknown.
HOLLIDAY, Paul Houghton. B.S., D.D.S.
Columbia 1944. Theta Delta Chi. Dentistry;
b. Rochester MN June 20 1919; m. Ruth
Nairne Feb. 23 1946; ch.: Nancy, Barrett, Paul
Jr. Dentist general practice (NYC 1944-68,
Newport 1968—). Served to It. cdr. USN
1944-46. res. Newport.*
HOUSTON, Paul Clair. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D. Univ. Penn. 1944. Alpha
Tau Omega. Medicine; b. Plymouth March
1 1921; m. Annmarie Fries 1943, m. Dolores
Houston Jan. 6 1961; ch.: Paul, Barbara,
Diane, Mary, Robin, Jeffrey. Phila. PA
General Hospital (intern 1944-45, resident
surgery 1947-51), fellow surgery Lahey Clinic
1952, pvt. practice general & Thoracic surgery
Newport R.I. 1953
—
, chief surgery Newport
Hospital 1964— . F.A.C.S., diplomate Am.
Board Surgery. Served to capt. USA 1945-47.
res. Middletown RL*
HOWARD, Edward Rand. Bowdoin 1937-38,
1939-41. CH. 1941. b. Hingham MA Sept. 6
1918. Served with ACUSA 1942-45; awarded
Purple Heart (posthumously), d. near New
Guinea Feb. 2 1945.
HOWIE, Peter Wendell. Bowdoin 1937-40.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Norwich England Sept.
25 1918. d. Brunswick Oct. 18 1940.
HUBBARD, John Field. A.B., M.D. Cornell
1944. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b.
Waterford May 23 1920; s. of Roswell E. '14;
m. Sally Sinnott, m. Ann Furry Nov. 30 1968;
ch.: John '73, Jeffrey, Marsha, Sue, Alan.
Physician Sterling Rock Falls Clinic Sterling
IL 1973—. V.pres. N. 111. Med. Foundation,
past pres. Whitesid CO Med. Soc. Served to
capt. USA 1942-47. res. Sterling IL*
HULING, Ray Greene, III. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. La Grange IL Sept. 27 1917. res.
Marshfield MA.
HUSSEY, Stetson Harlowe, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1948. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Law; b. Blaine June 20 1918; s. of Stetson H.
'11; m. Clara Towle. Atty. Hussey & Hussey
Mars Hill 1948—. res. Mars Hill.*
INMAN, Robert Allan. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Book sales; b. Springfield MA Jan. 17 1919;
m. Freida Perreault April 2 1944; ch.: Dianne,
Robert, Roxanne. Various positions N. W.
Ayer & Son. Phila. PA 1941-57, assoc. media
dir. Maxon Inc. Detroit MI 1957-64, media
supervisor Needham Harper & Steers Chicago
IL 1964-66, media dir. The Biddle Co.
Bloomington IL 1966-73, advt. sales Decatur
GA News Publishing Co. 1973-76, prop, book
store GA 1976—. Served to capt. USA 1942-46.
res. St. Simons Is. GA.*
IRWIN, Robert Forsythe. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Psi Upsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Phila. PA
April 4 1918; m. Lucretia Gleitas; 2 children,
res. Phila. PA.
IVES, Richard Garrett. Bowdoin 1937-38, A.B.
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Oberlin 1941. b. Woodmere NY June 28
1919. res. unknown.
JAMES, Stanley Phillips. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Architecture; b. Boston Oct. 10
1917; m. Martha Watts 1942; ch.: Stanley,
Martha, Maude, Billy, Blitz, Bow. Architect
Clark, Nexsen & Owen Lynchburg VA 1941—
.
Served with USA 1941-45. res. Lynchburg VA.
JEALOUS, Bradford. B.S. Zeta Psi. Wool
business; b. Waterville Aug. 1 1919; m. Jane
Harvey May 2 1942; ch.: Bradford Jr., Jane,
Evelyn, Amy, Ann. Prop. Bradford Jealous Co.
Boston 19?—. Served to It. USN 1941-45. res.
Wellesley MA.*
JENKISSON, Peter Fairbairn. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ret.; b. Chicago IL Sept. 11 192 1
;
m. Louise Cross May 27 1944; ch.: Michael,
Susan. Dept. mgr. W. R. Grace & Co. NYC
1941-52, partner Willis Wool Corp. NYC
1952-58, account mgr. Bartell Media Corp.
NYC 1958-72, ret. Served to capt. USA
1942-46; awarded Purple Heart 1944, Bronze
Star 1944. res. Rhoadesville VA.*
JONES, Ward Dana. B.S., M.B.A. Harvard
1943. Delta Upsilon. Govt, statistics; b.
Boston March 2 1919; m. Kathleen Vandborg
March 29 1969; ch.: Karen, Anne.
Statistician-programmer U.S. Census Bureau
Suitland MD. Served to It. USNR 1943-46;
awarded Battle Star (5). res. Silver Spring
MD.*
KANE, James Augustine. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Portland July 11 1914. res. Portland.
KEEFE, Thaddeus John, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Boston May 7 1918; m. Ann
Downey Dec. 30 1944; ch.: Carol, Thaddeus
III, David, Robert, Christopher. Asst. to supt.
Filene's Boston 1941-42, teacher high sch.
Boston 1946, salesman NCR Co. CT 1946-?,
served to maj. USA 19 yrs. Served to It. USA
1942-46, served in military during Korean
conflict, d. Littleton MA Dec. 20 1961.
KELLEY, Forbes Woodhull. Bowdoin 1937-39.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Lumber management;
b. Cambridge MA Feb. 25 1918; m. Ruth
Turner July 14 1944, m. Frances Blodig June
28 1968; ch.: Forbes Jr. C.L.U. 1940 (MA);
area rep. U.S. Tobacco Co. NYC 1940-41,
exec. dir. Jr. Achievement Inc. NYC 1946,
pres. Pacific Coast Lumber Co. Boston
1951-65, dist. mgr. William T. Joyce Lumber
Co. wholesale div. 1965— . Chmn. (men's club
program Congr. Church Hingham MA 1962,
Republican finance committee Hingham
1960-64, road committee Atchison County
1975
—), advisory board civil defense
committee Atchison County 1976— (member,
chmn.). Served to 1st It. USA 1941-50, served
to It. col. USAR; awarded Southwest Pacific
medals, Presidential Citation (3). res. Atchison
KS.*
KETCHUM, Kenneth Leroy, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1948. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Banking exec; b. Montclair NJ Feb. 9 1919;
m. Virginia Vaughn Oct. 13 1944; ch.: John,
William. V.pres. & trust officer First Nat. Bank
of Boston, atty. Served to It. USN 1941-45,
served to capt. USNR. res. Hingham MA.*
KINNARD, Jack Ruster. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Stroudsburg PA Feb. 3 1920. res.
Bloomington IN.
KIRKPATRICK, Donald Bradford. Bowdoin
1937-38. Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Banking exec; b. Portland June 13
1918; m. Alice Shaw Oct. 11 1947; ch.:
Marjorie, Bradford. V.pres. Casco Bank &
Trust Co. Portland 1946— . Served to s/sgt.
USA 1941-46. res. Portland.*
KNIGHT, Lendall Barton. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. Alumni Council 1962-66, 1972 capital
campaign worker, Alumni Fund dir. 1974—
.
Law; b. Boston April 2 1919; m. Mary
Titcomb Nov. 4 1950; ch.: Barton, Daniel,
Lendall '79. Trust rep. Conn. Bank & Trust Co.
Hartford CT 1948-55, trust officer Merrill
Trust Co. Bangor 1955-62, v.pres. & trust
officer (Casco Bank & Trust Co. Portland
1962-69, Canal Nat. Bank Portland 1970-75),
atty. Titcomb Fenderson & Knight Sanford
1975— . Past treas. & dir. (Portland Travelers
Aid Soc, Bangor-Brewer TB & Health Assoc.),
past pres. Corporate Fiduciaries Assn. of Me.,
past dir. Me. S.A.D. No. 22. Served to It. cdr.
USN 1941-46. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
KNOWLTON, John Franklin, II. A.B. Zeta
Psi. b. Bangor Feb. 26 1918; s. of Charles C.
'06. res. Canton MA.
KOLLMANN, Edward Charles. B.S. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1947;
Ph.D. Harvard 1950. Education & admin.;
b. NYC Feb. 11 1915; m. Doris Brand May 6
1944; ch.: Geoffrey '67. Asst. & assoc. prof,
philosophy Willamette Univ. Salem OR
1948-52, Hampton VA Inst, (asst., assoc. & full
prof, philosophy 1952-67; dir. arts & sciences
div. 1958-67; dir. summer session 1964-70;
dean admissions & registrar 1967-69; academic
dean 197?—). Served to s/sgt. USAAF
1942-45. Recipient: Christian & Mary F.
Lindback Award for Distinguished Teaching
1962, Centennial Medallion Award 1968.
Author: Basic Concepts of the Physical
Sciences (1962), contbr. res. Hampton VA.*
KOUGHAN, John Paul. A.B., M.S. Hofstra
Univ. 1958. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Newton
MA June 5 1920; s. of Daniel F. '09; m. Jean
Clark Jan. 3 1942; ch.: Kevin, Karen,
Kathleen. News reporter Evening Express
Portland 1941-42, flight instr. USAF Civilian
Sch. Douglas GA 1943-44, Trans World
Airlines (pilot & navigator Rome Italy, NYC
1944-61; supervisor flight operation training
Kansas City MO, Saudi Arabia 1961-67; mgr.
fhght operation training NYC 1968-75), ret.
Elected member Kappa Delta Pi. res. Rio
Rancho NM.*
LeROYER, Maxime Ferragu. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Winchester MA Nov. 7 1919. res.
Ipswich MA.
LEWIS, Eben Herbert. A.B., LL.B. Syracuse
Univ. 1948. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b. Boothbay
Harbor Nov. 15 1918; m. Shirley Trussell Jan.
13 1945; ch.: Cynthia, Thaddeus, Tucker. Atty.
self-employed Portland 1948-50, asst. treas.
Consumers Water Co. Portland 1950-52,
solicitor (atty. advisor) U.S. Dept. Interior
Washington DC & Juneau AK 1952-59, city
atty. Anchorage AK 1959-60, partner Robison
McCaskey & Lewis Anchorage 1960-67, judge
Superior Court AK 1967—. Dir. (728 Inc.
1965-75, Petroleum Publications Inc. 1966-69,
Anchorage Ski Club 1968-73), Anchorage
Symphony (pres. 1967-68, dir. 1967—),
incorporator Alaska Airmen's Assn., advisor
(charter comm. Anchorage 1960, Governor's
Comm. on Mentally Retarded). Served to It.
(jg) USNR 1941-45. res. Anchorage AK.*
LEYDON, Marshall James. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Boston Univ.
1948. Chi Psi. b. Bath Jan. 29 1920; s. of
Thomas '21; m. Lillian Nardone June 20 1948;
ch.: Marshall Jr., Patricia, Joan. Atty. Waban
MA 1948-51. Asst. counsel Voluntary
Defender's Committee, legal dept. Commercial
Union Assurance Co. (counsel 1952, sec. 1956,
general counsel & sec. 1963). Served to s/sgt.
USA 1942-45. d. Auchterarder Scotland Oct.
12 1976.*
LEYDON, Theodore Conley. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Phila. PA June 3 1919. res. Cornwells
Heights PA.
LINCOLN, Alexander Benton. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Ann Arbor MI Nov. 26 1918.
res. Newmanstown PA.
LINCOLN, Frederick Royal, Jr. Bowdoin
1937-41. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Framingham
MA May 5 1918. res. Rockford IL.
LITTLEFIELD, Maurice Bragdon. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Sales; b. Portland Feb. 21 1919;
m. Virginia Brown April 15 1943; ch.: John,
Jane, Howard, Donald. Teacher (Fryeburg
Acad. 1941-42, public sch. W. Paris 1945-47),
principal public sch. (Buxton 1947-48, Unity
1948-49), salesman Pine Tree Refrigeration
Portland 1949-50, M. F. Bragdon Paint Co.
Portland 1950— (salesman, mgr., prop.).
Served to cpl. USAF 1942-45. res. Portland.*
LITTLEHALE, Arthur William, Jr. Bowdoin
1937-38, grad. Aero Tech. Sch. Glendale CA
1942. Beta Theta Pi. b. Needham MA Dec.
18 1918. Engineer Aircraft Co. 1942. Served to
ensign ACUSN 1942-43. d. Jacksonville FL
April 12 1943.
LOCKE, Sherman Standish. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Methuen MA Feb. 2 1917. res. Moultonboro
NH.
LONDON, Jack Irving. A.B. Business
management; b. Quincy MA Jan. 22 1918; m.
Ruth Robinson Aug. 24 1941; ch.: Stephen '64,
Howard '69, Kenneth, Jayne. Management
trainee Filene's Boston 1941-43, mgr. Quincy
Furniture Co. 1946— . Member board of dir.
Wollaston MA Credit Union 1949-75. past cdr.
Quincy Post 193 Jewish War Veterans. PFC
USA 1943-46. res. Milton MA.*
LOVEJOY, David Sherman. B.S., A.M. Brown
Univ. 1947, Ph.D. Brown Univ. 1954. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Education; b. Pawtucket RI
Nov. 30 1919; m. Elizabeth Bowers Sept. 13
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1941; ch.: Elizabeth. Teacher Landon Sch.
Bethesda MD 1941-42, faculty member
Marlboro VT Coll. 1950-53, asst. prof, history
(Mich. State Univ. E. Lansing 1954-55, Brown
Univ. 1955-59, Northwestern Univ. 1959-60),
asst. prof, to prof, history Univ. Wise. Madison
I960—. Fulbright lectr. Univ. Aberdeen
Scotland 1964-65, Guggenheim fellow 1967-68,
John Carter Brown Library fellow 1970, Folger
Shakespeare Library fellow 1974-75, council
member Inst. Early Am. History & Culture
Williamsburg VA 1975-78. Served to capt.
USA 1942-45. Author: The Glorious
Revolution in America (1972), Rhode Island
Politics and the American Revolution
1760-1776 (1958, 2nd printing 1969); ed.:
Religious Enthusiasm and the Great
Awakening (1969); contbr. res. Madison WL*
MACKENZIE, George Haskell. B.S., M B A.
Harvard 1943. Delta Upsilon. Sales
management; b. Waltham MA May 3 1919; m.
Mary Stanfield July 22 1944; ch.: George '67,
John '69. GTE Sylvania Inc. (mgr. sales service
Salem MA 1946-50, sales coordinator &
controller 1950-60, asst. to pres. lighting
1960-66; mgr. admin, services Danvers MA
1966
—
). Member town of Newbury MA
(planning board, conservation comm.; finance
committee, chmn. 1976
—
). Served to It. (sg)
USN 1942-46. res. S. Byfield MA.*
MALLORY, William Whitney. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. Ins. management; b. NYC March 20
1916; m. Jean Newton Jan. 12 1946; ch.:
William Jr., Nancy, Joanne. Adjuster G.A.B.
New Haven CT 1946-51, asst. sec. Northern
Ins. Co. NYC 1951-65, investigator Hartford
Accident & Indemnity Stamford CT 1965-66,
examiner Am. Home Ins. Co. NYC 1966-67,
subrogation mgr. Motor Vehicle
Indemnification Corp. NYC 1967— . Served to
1st It. ACUSA 1942-44, served with Am. Field
Service 1944-45; awarded Air Medal, Burma
Star, Defense of British Empire, res.
Greenwich CT.*
MARBLE, John Dexter. B.S., LL.B. Southern
Methodist Univ. 1950. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Portland Nov. 6 1918; m. Ruth Lahee July 16
1943, married again; ch.: John Jr., Katherine.
With USN (seaman, midshipman 1940-41;
ensign 1941-42; It. (jg) 1942; It. 1942-44; It. cdr.
1944-46), with John Hancock Mutual Life Ins.
Co. Dallas TX 1946-47, atty. Dallas 1950-51,
machinery inspector Cornell Aeronautical Lab.
Buffalo NY 1951-52, trial & defense counsel
Western N.Y. State under the Uniform Code
of Military Justice, d. Alameda CA Dec. 6
1952.
MARR, Charles Winslow. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Maiden MA Aug. 3 1918; m. Eileen
Toohey July 23 1949; ch.: Kathleen,
Marybeth, Colleen, Eileen. With General
Electric Co. 27 yrs. (accountant Schenectady
NY 1941-42; financial analyst Lynchburg VA,
Phila. PA ca. 1961, Lynn MA 197-69). Served
to s/sgt. ACUSA 1942-45. d. Winchester MA
March 27 1969.
MARTIN, Harry Lynwood. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Computer programming; b. Providence RI
Sept. 4 1918. Clerical First Nat. Bank of
Boston 1946-48, General Electric Co.
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Somersworth NH (cost accountant 1948-68,
computer systems analyst 1968
—
). Served to
sgt. USA 1942-46. res. Dover NH.*
MARTIN, Robert. B.S., LL.B. Boston Univ.
1943. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1962 capital
campaign area chmn. b. Augusta Feb. 7
1919; s. of Robert B. '10; m. Suzanne Haselton
May 23 1942; ch.: Pamela, Joan, Philip. Atty.
Augusta 1943-66, judge Municipal Court
Hallowell 1944-47, Me. state rep. 1949-54, Me.
state senator 1955-58, atty. Me. Wholesale Beer
Distributors Assn., chmn. Legislative Public
Utilities Comm. 1959. Dir. Jr. C. of C.
Augusta-Hallowell ca. 1948. d. Augusta Dec.
17 1966.*
MASON, George Lowell. A.B., A.M.
Dartmouth 1943. Sales; b. Hartford CT May
18 1919; m. Grace Allen Sept. 21 1946; ch.:
Allen, Georgia, Robert. Instr. Dartmouth Coll.
1941-43, physicist USN Research Lab.
Washington DC 1943-45, test methods
engineer Gates Rubber Co. Denver CO
1946-49, research physicist Univ. Denver
1949-74, sales engineer J. F. Hurlbut Co.
Golden CO 1975—. Served to CPO USN
1944-45. res. Littleton CO.*
MATHEWS, Robert Fulton. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Psi Upsilon. b. St. Louis MO Dec. 17 1916.
Chmn. exec. comm. & dir. Miss. Lime Co.
Alton IL 1961-76. Served with USMC 1942-46.
d. Dec. 17 1976.*
MATTHEWS, Frederick Eugene. A.B. Ret.;
b. Cape Neddick June 1 1920; m. Cecil
Leighton Feb. 1 1947; ch.: Frederick, Leslie.
Lever Brothers Co. NYC 1941-75 (chemist,
chem. engineer, research engineer, scientist,
detergent operations development mgr., mfg.
operations development mgr.). Served to capt.
USMC 1942-46; awarded Am. Area Campaign
Medal, Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal,
Victory Medal, Navy Occupation Service
Medal, res. Daytona Beach Shores FL.*
MAWHINNEY, Fred Perry. B.S. Chi Psi.
Business; b. Lynn MA March 16 1919; m.
Helen Wallingford Aug. 12 1950; ch.: Daniel,
Jean. Pres. Mawhinney Motor Co. Machias
1947— . Machias Savings Bank Machias
(trustee 1959-?, v.pres. 1971-?), selectman
Machias 1949, chmn. (board of selectman
1950-51, budget committee). Served to It.
USNR 1942-46. res. Machias.*
McCARTY, Robert Lee. B.S., LL.B. Yale 1948,
LL.M. Georgetown Univ. 1953. Delta Upsilon.
Alumni Council 1961-63, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. New London CT
March 1 1920; m. Eileen Noone Sept. 1 1945;
ch.: Michael, Patrick, Barry. Atty. & assoc.
Northcutt Ely Washington DC 1948-55,
partner Washington DC (Ely McCarty &
Duncan 1955-60, McCarty & Wheatley
1961-67, McCarty & Noone 1968—). Am. Bar
Assn. (council member admin, law section
1962-70, chmn. 1966-67; member house of
delegates 1968-70), chmn. Nat. Inst. Comm.
admin, law section 1973, member Admin.
Conf. of U.S. 1972-74, pres. Belle Haven
Citizens Assn. 1959-60. Served to capt.
ACUSA 1942-46, USAF 1951-53, served to col.
USAFR; awarded Distinguished Flying Cross
[1941]
(2), Air Medal (3), Army Commendation
Ribbon, res. Alexandria VA.*
McDUFF, Omer Raphael. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Food industry research & management; b.
Bath Jan. 9 1918; m. Lorraine Charron Jan. 2
1946; ch,: Michele, Mark, Martha. Research
chemist (Nat. Research Corp. Plymouth FL
1945-47, Fla. Citrus Comm. Citrus Experiment
Station Lake Alfred FL 1947-49), dir. research
& quality control Adams Packing Assn. Inc.
Auburndale FL 1949— . Inst, of Food Tech.
(chmn. Nat. Committee on Citrus Products;
past chmn., past councillor & alternate
councillor Fla. section), past chmn., quality
advisory committee & research review
committee Fla. Canners Assn., member
Governor's Concentrate Quality Advisory
Council. Served to capt. USAF 1941-46;
awarded Air Medal with 12 Oak Leaf Clusters,
Distinguished Flying Cross, Croix de Guerre
avec eOltoile vermeUle. Contbr., patentee, res.
Winter Haven FL.*
McGUIRE, Harvey Albert, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Management; b. Skowhegan
May 7 1919; m. Inez Lawson Aug. 30 1941;
ch.: Harvey III. Foreman E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. Wilmington DE 1941-46,
salesman Daniel Dodge Skowhegan 1946-48,
asst. mgr. White's Poultry Farm Skowhegan
1948-54, v.pres. Arbor Acres Glastonbury CT
1954-73, project mgr. Corbett Enterprises W.
Hartford CT 1973—. res. Glastonbury CT.*
McKINNEY, Joseph Steere. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Sault Ste. Marie MI July 4 1916.
res. unknown.
McNIVEN, Roy Wilson. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
1972 capital campaign worker.
Self-employed retail business; b. Boston
Dec. 21 1917; m. June Brown April 17 1944;
ch.: Linda, Gail, Roy Jr., Robert, William,
John. Management trainee Sears Roebuck &
Co. Bath 1941-42, sales (Union Central Life
Ins. Co. Boston 1946-50, Hallmark Cards Inc.
Albany NY 1950-68), self-employed prop.
Richman's Hallmark Shops Albany 1968—
.
Pres. & member board of dir. Colonie Center
Merc. Assn. Albany 1970-71 & 1975-76, elder
& member consistory Altamont NY Reformed
Church 1955-60, member town council
Guilderland NY 1971—. Served to It. col.
USAF 1941-45 & USAFR; awarded
Distinguished Flying Cross Air Medal with 5
Oak Leaf Clusters, Campaign Medal (4). res.
Altamont NY.*
MENARD, Lyman Willcutt. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Kappa Sigma. Invests.; b. Cohasset MA
Nov. 10 1917; m. Julia Ford March 23 1953;
ch.: Edward, David, Andrew, William. Tech.
Electric Service Co. New Smyrna Beach FL
1946-48, chief engineer WROD radio station
Daytona Beach FL 1949-52, pres. S.E.
Communications Co. Daytona Beach 1953-54,
salesman Int. Business Machines St. Louis MO
1954-55, prop. & pres. WQXQ radio station
Ormond Beach FL 1955-61, investor
self-employed FL 19?—. Member State
Judicial Council FL. Served with USN
1940-45. res. Daytona Beach FL.*
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MERGENDAHL, Charles Henry, Jr. B.S.
Delta Upsilon. b. Lynn MA Feb. 23 1919;
m. Katherine Jones Aug. 5 1942; ch.: Dabney.
With McCann-Erickson Inc. NYC 1941-42,
public information officer U.S. Information
Service NYC & Washington DC 1945-46,
televison writer J. Walter Thompson advt. firm
NYC 1951-57. Served to It. USN 1942-45;
awarded Bronze Star. Television copy writer &
ed. (Kraft Theater, Suspicion); novelist: Don't
Wait Up for Spring (1944), His Days Are as
Grass (1946), This Spring of Love (1948), It's
Only Temporary (1950), With Kisses Four
(1954), The Bramble Bush (1958), The Next
Best Thing (1960), 22 Terrace Place (1962), The
Drums of April (1963); short story writer, d.
Glen Cove NY April 27 1959.
MERROW, Clinton Freemont, Jr. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Govt.; b. Houlton Sept. 19 1918;
m. Eileen Cantwell July 17 1943; ch.: Sandra,
Sharon, Scott, Seth. C.L.U. (NY); business
training General Electric Schenectady NY
1941-42, ins. agt. John Hancock Amsterdam
NY 1946-48, ins. broker TerBush & Powell
Schenectady 1948-59, sr. investigator N.Y.
State Albany 1959—. Served to It. col. USA
1942-46, ret. USAR. res. Amsterdam NY.*
MILLER, Harry Sterrett. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Mfg. services; b. White Plains NY March 17
1919; m. Helen Clark May 15 1948; ch.: Susan.
Foreman (Alden Laundries White Plains
1946-52, Sonotone Corp. Elmsford NY
1952-55), purchasing agt. Heller Hostessware
White Plains 1955-58, dir. mfg. services
Mallory Battery Co. Tarrytown NY 1958—.
Pres. Tappan Zee chapter Am. Production &
Inventory Control Soc. 1968, chmn. board of
trustees Church in the Highlands 1972-73.
Served to s/sgt. USAF 1942-46. res. Hartsdale
NY.*
MORSE, Donald MacMillan. Bowdoin
1937-38. Theta Delta Chi. b. Mnpls. MN
Sept. 21 1919; s. of John H. '97; m. Ida
Lindsay Jan. 22 1944, m. Mary Hill Farnum
Dec. 29 1945; ch.: Peter '73, Michael '76,
Stephen. Served with USAF (2nd It. 1941-42,
1st It. 1942-44, capt. 1944-45, maj. 1945-50, It.
col. 1950-57). Awarded Silver Star with 1 Oak
Leaf Cluster, Distinguished Flying Cross,
Bronze Star with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster, Air
Medal with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster, Purple Heart,
Presidential Citation, d. Essex England Dec. 5
1957.*
MOULTON, Willis Bryant, II. Bowdoin
1937-40. Zeta Psi. b. Portland July 19 1918;
s. of Albert W. '09; m. Martha Libby May 2
1942; ch.: Willis III. With Bancroft & Martin
Rolling Mills Co. Portland 1940, shipyard
worker New Eng. Shipbuilding Corp. S.
Portland 1940-43. Served to 1st It. ACUSA
1943-44; awarded Distinguished Flying Cross,
Air Medal (2). d. Ludwigshafen Germany Nov.
5 1944.*
MUNRO, Hugh Jr. B.S. Psi Upsilon. Varsity
hockey cup established in his memory 1946.
b. Cambridge MA Oct. 6 1918. With Munro,
Kincaid, Edgehill Inc. Boston 1941-42. Served
to 1st It. USA 1942-45; awarded Purple Heart,
d. Buch Germany April 27 1945.*
MURDOCH, Converse. A.B., J.D. Columbia
Univ. 1947, LL.M. Georgetown Univ. 1951.
Alpha Tau Omega. Law; b. Washington PA
Aug. 27 1919; ch.: Converse Jr., Ona. Bureau
Internal Revenue Washington DC (spec. atty.
interpretative div. Office of Chief Counsel
1948-52, spec. asst. to chief counsel 1952-53),
atty. legal advisory staff Treasury Dept.
Washington DC 1953-54, tax atty. (Dechert
Price & Rhoads Phila. PA 1954-61, Potter
Anderson & Corroon Wilmington DE
1961-69), pres. & atty. Murdoch & Walsh
Wilmington 1970— . Writer & lectr. tax laws.
Served to 1st It. USAAF 1941-45, served to
capt. USAAFR. res. Wilmington DE.*
MUZZY, Keith Stimson. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Holden MA Dec. 14 1919. res. Holden MA.
NEILY, Rupert. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi. Real
estate & sales; b. NYC Nov. 21 1917; m.
Elizabeth Bisbee Nov. 28 1942; ch.: Elizabeth,
Rupert III, Sandra, Katherine, Joy. Public
relations self-employed 1946-48, prop.
(Boothbay Harbor Boat Sales & R. Neily
Assocs. 1948-57, Coastal Yacht Sales
Newington NH & Me. Coast Boat Sales
Boothbay Harbor 1957
—
, Mainco Realty Inc.
E. Boothbay 1970
—
). Pres. Boothbay region
(Athletic Booster Club 1961-64, C. of C.
1958-61), chmn. (Governor's Boating Safety &
Education Comm. 1962-64, Lincoln County
March of Dimes Comm. 1954), dir. (Me.
Publicity Bureau 1958-61, Me. Marine Trades
Assn. 1964-67, New Eng. Marine Trades Assn.
1968-71, Y.M.C.A. Boothbay Harbor region
1956-58, Advt. Assoc. of Me. 1955-58, New
Eng. Public Relations Assn. 1956-59),
publisher & ed. (Me. Business Opportunity
News 1970—, What to See & Do in Me.
1949-56, N. New Eng. Yachting News & Boat
Chatter 1965—). Served to It. USN 1942-45;
awarded Commendation Medal 1944, ETO
Pacific Theatre Ribbons. Author: Maine Salt
Water Fishing Guide (1950). res. E.
Boothbay.*
OWEN, William Wilson. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Banking; b. Portland July 9 1919; s. of
Henry W. '96; m. Eleanore Pitman 1942, m.
Dorothy Quinn 1948; ch.: Coleen, Sandra.
Served with USA 1942-67, ret., teller Bath
Savings Inst. Bath 1969—. Member Bath City
Council. Recipient: Freedoms Foundation
Award 1967. res. Bath.
PAGE, Robert Gaston. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
Industry exec; b. Ft. Kent Dec. 4 1919; m.
Penelope Vandiver May 10 1946; ch.:
Penelope, Anthony. Sales engineer & designer
Am. Time Corp. Springfield MA 1946-47,
v.pres. & general mgr. Automatic Devices Inc.
E. Longmeadow MA 1947-48, General Electric
Co. (mgr. design & development circuit
protective devices dept. Plainville CT 1948-54,
management rotating training program
1954-55; plant mgr. distribution assemblies
dept. Maspeth L.I. NY 1955-56, N. Hollywood
CA 1956-60; mgr. business development
consumer electronics div. Syracuse NY
1960-64), pres. & managing dir. The El Co.
Ltd. Shannon Ireland 1964-67, board chmn. &
managing dir. Int. General Electric Co. of N.Y.
Ltd. London England 1967-69, general mgr.
General Electric Co. area dept. United
Kingdom & Eire London 1967-69, v.pres. FW
Sickles div. General Inst. Co. Chicopee MA
1969-70, pres. Draper div. Rockwell Int.
Hopedale MA 1970-74, Leesona Corp.
Warwick RI 1974— (pres. textile machinery
div., exec, v.pres., pres. & chief operating
officer & member board of dir.). Dir. (Assoc.
industries of Mass. 1970-73; Am. Textile
Machinery Assn. 1970-74, 1975—), v.pres. C.
of C. N. Hollywood 1958-60. Served with USN
1942-46, served to It. USNR; awarded Purple
Heart 1943, Bronze Star 1943. Recipient:
General Electric Charles A. Coffin Award for
outstanding contributions to circuit breaker
design 1951. Patentee (13). res. Barrington RI.*
PARSONS, Marcus Lindley. B.S., A.M.
George Washington Univ. 1961. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Govt, admin.; b.
Skowhegan Oct. 26 1917; m. Priscilla Hopkins
Nov. 27 1945; ch.: Marcus III, John '72. USA
(2nd It. 1941, maj. 1946, occupation Japan &
Korean War assignments 1948-52, nat. air
defense work Colorado Springs CO 1953-56 &
RI 1956-57, with U.S. Military Assistance
Program U.S. Embassy Paris France 1957-60,
mgr. missile systems research & development
& U.S. rep. NATO 1961-64, deputy cdr. guided
missile brigade San Francisco CA 1964-65,
chief of office 8th Army Korea 1965-66, deputy
chief western hemisphere div. Joint Chiefs of
Staff 1966-70, principal asst. to dir. policy
planning int. security affairs Office of Sec.
Defense 1970-72, ret. col. 1972), asst. Federal
Disaster Assistance Admin. Washington DC
(Exec. Office of Pres. 1972-73, Dept. HUD
1973
—
). Presiding partner Potomac Invest.
Club 1974, treas. Va. chapter The Nature
Conservancy 1974— . Awarded Legion of
Merit with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster, Bronze Star
1951, Army Commendation with 2 Oak Leaf
Clusters, various service medals, commedation
French Army & Air Force staffs 1960. res.
Arlington VA.*
PECK, Sumner Harding Stevens. B.S. Alpha
Tau Omega & Phi Delta Psi. Real estate; b.
Lewiston July 1 1918; m. Evelyn Smith 1942;
ch.: William, David. Treas. B. Peck Real Estate
Co. Auburn 1966—. Served to 1st It. USA
1941-45. res. Auburn.*
PIERCE, Walter Smith. Bowdoin 1937-38, B.S.
Va. Polytechnic Inst. 1941, M.Arch. M.I.T.
1947. Alpha Delta Phi. Architecture; b.
Brooklyn NY Feb. 10 1920; s. of Stanley W.
'11; m. Marianne Fisker Sept. 14 1951; ch.:
Steffen, Christian. Instr. Sch. of Architecture
M.I.T. 1947-50, partner (Compton & Pierce
Cambridge 1952-60, Peirce & Pierce Boston
1960-70, Peirce Pierce & Kramer Boston
1970— ). Dir. Boston Soc. of Architects
1965-67, Fellow Am. Inst, of Architects 1969.
Served to maj. USA 1941-46. Recipient:
awards Am. Inst, of Architects 1957, 1970,
1971. Contbr. res. Lexington MA.*
PINES, Harold Leicester. A.B. Sales
management consultant; b. Portland May 22
1920; m. Freda Kanov Jan. 11 1968; ch.:
Deborah, Laura, Ellen, Jeffrey. General mgr.
Stark & Son Inc. Passaic NJ 1946-58, div. sales
mgr. Hecht Co. Washington DC 1958-63. sales
dir. Morlan Int. Inc. Phila. PA 1964-74, sales
management consultant Consumer Functional
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Service Corp. Wyncote PA 1974— . Served to
1st It. USA 1942-46. res. Wyncote PA.*
POPE, Everett Parker. B.S. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. 1946. Beta Theta Pi.




), 1962 capital campaign area
co-chmn., 1972 capital campaign worker.
Banking exec; b. Milton MA July 16 1919;
m. Eleanor Hawkins Feb. 21 1942; ch.:
Laurence '67, Ralph '69. Workingmens
Cooperative Bank Boston (asst. treas. 1947-51,
asst. v.pres. 1951-53, pres. 1953—). Pres. & dir.
(Cong. Financial Co., Mortgage & Realty
Investors Inc., Boston Municipal Research
Bureau), trustee Children's Hospital Med.
Center. Served to maj. USMC 1941-46,
1950-51; awarded Congressional Medal of
Honor, Bronze Star, Purple Heart, res. Canton
MA.*
PORTER, Robert Gordon. B.S., M.S. M I T.
1946. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Engineering; b.
Glen Ridge NJ Sept. 9 1918; s. of David R. '06;
m. Hope Hastings. Research staff M.I.T.
1943-46, engineer (Martin Co. Baltimore MD
1947-49, USA Washington DC 1950-52),
consulting engineer Raytheon Co. missile
systems div. Bedford MA 1953— . res.
Lexington MA.*
PORTER, Robert Spencer. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Swampscott MA Oct. 4 1917; m.
Priscilla Hunt May 12 1945; ch.: Nancy, Jane.
General Electric Co. (production supervisor
Swampscott 1942-?; mgr. systems, procedures
& organization planning Small Aircraft Engine
Dept. Lynn MA 197-59); mgr. systems &
procedures Raytheon Co. Waltham MA
1959-63; business system & data processing
consultant Anderson, Nichols & Co. Boston
1963-67; mgr. business systems design Boeing
Co. Apollo Program New Orleans LA 1967-68;
N.E. regional operations mgr. information &
control systems dept. Westinghouse Electric
Co. MA 1968. Member town meeting Danvers
MA. d. Amesbury MA July 8 1969.
POTTLE, Ernest Harold, Jr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Advt. & sales management; b.
Brooklyn NY March 12 1919; s. of Ernest H.
'09; m. Dorothy Ohlrogge Dec. 29 1941; ch.:
Martin, Leslie, Dean, Jill. Sales mgr.
Doubleday & Co. Inc. NYC 1945-55, spec,
asst. to pres. Mont. State Univ. Missoula
1955-56, project dir. Bruce Payne & Assoc. Inc.
Westport CT 1956-57, Olin Corp. Stamford CT
(dir. marketing Aluminum Group 1957-73,
mgr. advt. & sales promotion Chem. Group
1973—). Served to It. cdr. USNR 1941-45. res.
Wilton CT.*
POULOS, Daniel Spiros. Bowdoin 1937-38.
b. Nashua NH April 7 1918. res. Bath.
PRATT, Philip Chase. A.B., M D. Johns
Hopkins 1944. Delta Upsilon. Pathology; b.
Livermore Falls Oct. 19 1920; s. of Harold S.
'09; m. Helen Deitz Feb. 4 1945; ch.: William,
Charles. Pathology dept. Johns Hopkins
Hospital Baltimore MD (intern 1944-45, instr.
1944-46), Saranac Lab. Saranac Lake NY
(pathologist 1946-52, asst. dir. 1952-55),
consultant Raybrook NY State TB Hospital
1952-54, chief of lab. Ohio TB Hospital
Columbus 1955-66, pathology dept. Ohio State
Med. Coll. Columbus (clinical instr. 1955-57,
asst. prof. 1957-62, assoc. prof. 1962-66),
pathology dept. Univ. Med. Center Durham
NC (assoc. prof. 1966-71, prof. 1971—), chief
lab. service Durham V.A. hospital 1970—
.
Board certified in pathology 1958, governor
N.C. Am. Coll. of Chest Physicians 1972—.
PFC USA 1942-44. Contbr. res. Durham NC*
QUINT, Richard John. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Stratton Feb. 9 1920. res. Dixfield.
REEKS, Charles Pavaler, Jr. Bowdoin 1937-39.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Richmond VA May 14
1918; m. Dorothy Hathaway Sept. 25 1943.
Accountant Statler Hotel 1940, traveling rep.
Pullman Co. 1941. Served to It. ACUSN
1941-45. d. Formosa Jan. 3 1945.
ROBBINS, John Alley. B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
Self-employed sales; b. Newton MA July 7
1918; m. Sarah Loughman Sept. 25 1948; ch.:
Helen, John Jr. '73, Sally. Pres. Bates & Co.
Boston 1955-58, dir. purchasing Daggett
Chocolate Co. Cambridge MA 1958-61,
Compressed Steel Shafting Co. Readville MA
(general mgr. 1961-69, pres. 1969-72), mfr. rep.
self-employed Wellesley Hills MA 1972—.
Pres. Rotary Club Wellesley, treas. Boy Scouts
of Am. Norumbega Council, member town
meeting Wellesley. Served to t/sgt. USA
1943-46; awarded Army Commendation
Ribbon 1946. res. Wellesley Hills MA.*
ROBINSON, Franklin Clement. Bowdoin
1937-38. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Louviers CO
Aug. 17 1917. res. unknown.
RODGERS, John Blake. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Sales; b. Melrose MA March 14 1918; m.
Barbara Smith March 20 1942; ch.: Sally,
Stead, Jane. Jr. salesman (Lever Brothers Co.
Cambridge MA 1941-46, Delure Filter Boston
1946-54), New Eng. rep. Cyclone Filter Denver
CO 1954-56, salesman Genalco Inc. Needham
MA 1956— . Board chmn. Lynnfield Center
MA Water Dist., member personnel board
Lynnfield. Served to s/sgt. USA 1942-46. res.
Lynnfield MA.*
ROSS, Rodney Elsmore, Jr. CH. 1940. Psi
Upsilon. b. Bath Dec. 11 1917; s. of Rodney
E. '10; m. Mary Cunningham April 29 1943;
ch.: John, Rodney III. With Hyde Windlass
Co. Bath (v.pres. 1946-59; treas. 1947; pres.
1945, 1959-61), property mgr. self-employed
1961-75. Pres. Pine Tree Soc; v.pres. Bath
Trust Co. 1950; corporator Bath Savings Inst.;
Me. Med. Center (trustee, corporator); Me.
State YMCA (dir., pres.); trustee public library
Bath; Me. state rep. 1955-59, 1960-74; Me.
state senator 1959-60; dir. (Bath-Brunswick
Mental Health Assn. 1963-66, Marine
Research Soc. Bath); member (advisory board
Me. Nat. Bank; Bath Urban Renewal
Authority; city council Bath 1947-51, chmn.
1949-52). Served to maj. USA 1940-46, served
with USAR. d. Bath March 5 1975.*
SABASTEANSKI, Frank Fabean. A.B., Ed.M.
Boston Univ. 1949. Zeta Psi. Class agt.
1948-67, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Recipient: Alumni Award for Faculty & Staff
1975. Education; b. Portland Feb. 1 1920; m.
Barbara Laframbois Nov. 22 1943; ch.: Susan,
Frank Jr. '69. Bowdoin (asst. coach football &
track 1946-55, coach track & cross country
1955—). Served to s/sgt. USA 1943-46. res.
Brunswick.*
SALKELD, Charles Cheney. Bowdoin 1937-40.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Lyndhurst NJ March
6 1920; m. Nancy Searstrand Aug. 17 1940;
ch.: Charles, Richard, Stephen, Holly.
Montgomery Ward & Co. NYC (stock boy
1940-41, asst. buyer 1941-50, buyer 1950-76).
Served to t/5 USA 1945-46. d. Red Bank NJ
May 9 1976.*
SEAGRAVE, Arthur Gordon. Bowdoin
1937-40. Theta Delta Chi. Engineering; b.
Uxbridge MA Sept. 14 1918; m. Louise Hall
June 29 1943; ch.: Richard '67, Virginia. Asst.
engineer C. I. Hayes Corp. Providence RI
1947-55, sales engineer Machine Parts Corp.
Providence 1955— . Trustee & deacon First
Congr. Church Bristol RI. Served to capt.
USAF 1942-46. res. Bristol RI.*
SEWALL, Elmer Moulton. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1944. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b.
Portsmouth NH Nov. 30 1918; m. Barbara
Gillespie June 30 1945; ch.: Stephen '69,
Douglas '70, Janet, David, Margaret. Physician
pvt. practice Orono. Pres. Kiwanis Club 25
yrs., chmn. board of selectmen Orono. Served
to It. (jg) USN 1944-46. Recipient: Orono-Old
Town Kiwanis Club Award 1974. res. Orono.*
SHEEHY, Thomas Joseph, Jr. B.S.. M.D.
Boston Univ. 1944. Alpha Tau Omega. 1962 &
1972 capital campaign worker. Medicine; b.
Phillips May 24 1920; m. Adelaide Scanlon
Oct. 13 1945; ch.: Thomas '69, John '70,
Robert '72, James, Marie, Eileen, Margaret,
Kathleen, Elizabeth, Ann. Intern Metropolitan
Hospital NYC 1944-45, resident obstet. Mass.
Memorial Hospitals Boston 1945-46,
self-employed obstet. & gynecol. Nassau
County L.I. NY 1948—. Med. dir. N.Y.
Diagnostic Center NYC 1971—; treas. &
member board of dir. Nassau Physicians
Review Organization 1975-76, 1976-77; asst.
prof, clinical obstet. & gynecol. SUNY Stony
Brook 19?
—
; chmn. parish council St. Mary's
Roslyn NY 1969-72; F.A.C.S.; diplomate Am.
Board Obstet. & Gynecol.; fellow Am. Coll.
Obstet. & Gynecol. Served to capt. MCUSA
1946-48. Contbr. res. Old Brookville NY.*
SHOREY, Henry Augustus, III. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Alumni Council 1954-58, 1962
capital campaign area chmn. Postal service
& publishing; b. Augusta Dec. 1 1918; s. of
Henry A. '00; m. Eula Enochs May 5 1945;
ch.: Stephen, Mary. Production planner Ginn
& Co. Publishers Boston 1946-52, publisher &
prop. The Bridgton News 1952— , postmaster
U.S. Postal Service Bridgton 1957—. Pres. (Me.
Press. Assn. 1970-71, public library Bridgton
1972-75), treas. Bridgton Water Dist. 1955-75,
trustee & treas. Bridgton Acad. 1967— . Served
to 1st It. USA 1941-45; awarded Air Medal,
Purple Heart 1944. res. Bridgton.*
SHROPSHIRE, Robert Campbell. Jr.
Bowdoin 1937-38. Psi Upsilon. Business
exec; b. Plainfield NJ Dec. 31 1917. V.pres.
(Nestle Co., Squibb Beech-Nut Lifesavers),
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pres. (Gerber Cheese Co., Wm. Neilsen Ltd.),
dir. Geo. Weston Ltd., pres. & CEO
Macdonald Tobacco Inc. Montreal P.Q.
Canada, res. Montreal P.Q. Canada.*
SIBLEY, John Prouty. B.S. b. Littleton MA
April 16 1919. res. Wayland MA.
SLIPP, Harold Greenwood. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Zeta Psi. b. Ft. Fairfield May 14 1919. res.
unknown.
SMITH, Laurence French. Bowdoin 1937-39.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Waltham MA April 13
1920. res. Saugus CA.
SPEAR, John. A.B. b. Manchester NH July
27 1917. res. Danbury CT.
STANLEY, Richard Edward. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Manila P.I. Jan. 30 1920. res. Colorado
Springs CO.
STANWOOD, Ross Hemingway. Bowdoin
1937-40. Zeta Psi. General labor; b. New
Haven CT Feb. 26 1920. Bookkeeper Edward
M. Bradley & Co. New Haven 1940-42, with
V.A. hospital Northampton MA 1960, janitor
McCallum's Northampton 1966, dishwasher
Hotel Northampton 1966, nightwatchman
Williston-Northampton School Inc.
Easthampton MA 1967—. Served to t/5 USA
1942-45; awarded Good Conduct Medal 1944.
res. Easthampton MA.*
STEELE, Thomas Edward, Jr. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Brooklyn NY July 5 1918; m. Mary
Nelson June 9 1945; ch.: Nelson, Randolph.
Field rep. Aetna Ins. Co. (Hartford CT,
Buffalo NY, Chicago IL, Elgin IL), mgr. group
office Century Indemnity Co. Pittsburgh PA
1941-55. d. W. Hartford CT Nov. 18 1955.
STEPANIAN, Charles. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Maiden MA March 26 1918; m. Jean
Wills Nov. 13 1943. Co-dir. New Eng.
Repertory Playhouse Boston 1941-42. Served
to It. ACUSA 1942-44; awarded Purple Heart,
Air Medal, d. Italy March 19 1944.
STEPHENS, Page Prentiss. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. Mfg. management; b. Danville IL
April 23 1919; m. Nancy Hegeman Sept. 29
1945; ch.: Page, John, David. Various positions
to production mgr. Procter & Gamble (Kansas
City KS, Staten Is. NY, Iowa City IA). Board
chmn. & pres. Page Stephens Corp., board
member First Methodist Church Westfield NJ.
Served to cdr. USNR 1941-45; awarded
Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal,
Presidential Unit Citation (2) 1945. res.
Westfield NJ.*
STETSON, Chandler Alton, Jr. B.S. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1944.
Zeta Psi. b. Boston Nov. 3 1921; m. Betty
Dill Jan. 13 1948; ch.: Catherine, Barbara,
Diana, Janet. Asst. physician Rockefeller Inst.
NYC 1949-51, asst. prof, pediatrics Univ.
Minn. Mnpls. 1953-55, prof. & chmn.
pathology dept. N.Y. Univ. 1960-72, Univ. Fla.
Gainesville (dean Coll. of Medicine 1973-77,
v.pres. health affairs 1974-77). Pres. (N.Y.
Pathology Soc. 1959-60, Am. Assn. of
Pathologists & Bacteriologists 1966-67, Am.
Assn. For Experimental Pathology 1967-68),
trustee Village of S. Nyack NY 1964-68. Served
with USNR 1942-44, served to capt. MCUSAR
1951-53. d. Gainesville FL May 25 1977.*
STETSON, Edwin Flye, II. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Va. 1949. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Law; b. NYC May 23 1918; s. of
Rufus E. '08; m. Joan Cassidy April 18 1953;
ch.: Barbara '79, John, Stephen, Sarah.
Management trainee Am. Water Works &
Electric Co. NYC 1941-42, salesman Shell Oil
Co. L.I. NY 1946, asst. trust officer Marshall
VA Nat. Bank & Trust Co. 1949-50, assoc.
Eaton Peabody Bradford & Veague Bangor
1951-54, atty. & spec, counsel Civil
Aeronautics Board Washington DC 1954-63,
spec, counsel Federal Maritime Comm.
Washington DC 1963—. Pres. Me. State Soc.
of Washington DC. Served to 2nd It. USA
1942-46. res. Washington DC*
STICKEL, Robert Fred. Bowdoin 1937-38.
Sigma Nu. b. Boston Aug. 18 1918. res.
unknown.
STURTEVANT, James Melvin, Jr. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Public service; b. Dixfield April
26 1920; m. Helene Mitchell Aug. 30 1943, m.
Veronica Amter June 30 1951; ch.: James,
John. Police officer Police Dept. Old Orchard
Beach 1941-42, police sgt. Saco-Lowell Shops
Biddeford 1942-43, claims investigator Liberty
Mutual Brooklyn NY 1946-58, Wayne County
NY (probation officer 1960-68, probation
supervisor 1968—), fire instr. N.Y. State
Bureau of Fire Training 1973— . Treas. fire
dist. Bethpage NY 1952-57, member fire
comm. Nassau County NY 1955-56, pres.
Rotary Club 1968-69, asst. chief fire dept. Red
Creek NY 1973—. Served to QM/3 USCG
1943-45. res. Red Creek NY.*
TANNEBRING, William Charles, Jr. Bowdoin
1937-39, D.M.D. Tufts 1943. Delta Upsilon.
Dentistry; b. Beverly MA Aug. 9 1918; m.
Marian Meyer Aug. 9 1945; ch.: Pamela,
Paula, Charles '73, Bradford. Dentist pvt.
practice Beverly MA 1943— . Second Congr.
Church (past member prudential board,
deacon), past member cemetery comm.
Beverly. Served to It. cdr. USN 1944-46. res.
Beverly MA.*
TAYLOR, Walter Griffen. B.S. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Chicago
1950. Human development consulting; b.
Longmont CO March 10 1919; m. Margaret
Knights May 30 1942; ch: Anne, Rodney,
Brian, Tanya. Student (Columbia Univ.
1941-42; New Sch. for Social Research NYC
1942, 1944-45), restricted to civilian public
service camps 1942-43, imprisoned as
conscientious objector Lewisburg Federal
Penitentiary 1943^44, on parole 1944-45, instr.
Fisk Univ. Nashville TN 1946-47, research
asst. Harvard 1947, various positions
(Hennepin County Welfare Board Mnpls. MN
1948-52, Minn. Dept. of Public Welfare St.
Paul 1952-57), rep. to Seneca Nation of Indians
NY from Phila. Yearly Meeting of Friends
(Quakers) 1961-66, ed. consultant Wise. div.
for Children & Youth 1967-68, placement
services supervisor & psychiatric social worker
Children's Aid Soc. Vancouver BC Canada
1968-70, asst. dir. S. Okanagan Human
Resources Soc. Penticton B.C. 1970-73, Nazko
& Kluskus study coordinator Nazko &
Kluskus Bands of Southern Carrier Indians
Nazko Village Quesnel B.C. summer 1974, land
claims worker Union of B.C. Indian Chiefs &
Caribou Tribal Council Williams Lake B.C.
1974-75, land claims research coordinator
Penticton Indian Band 1975-76. Member
board of dir. S. Okanagan Civil Liberties Soc.
Penticton. Co-author: Uncommon
Controversy (1970). res. Summerland B.C.
Canada.*
THOMAS, George Richard. B.S. cum laude,
Ph.D. Northwestern 1948. Sigma Nu.
Chemistry; b. Bethlehem PA Feb. 1 1920; m.
Martha Bergin Oct. 29 1955; ch.: Augusta,
Abigail, Anne, Susan. Dir. Natick MA Lab.
(chem. & plastic div. 1956-61, research &
development 1961-68), Army Materials &
Mechanics Research Center Watertown MA
(head fibers & polymers div. 1968-70, acting
assoc. dir. in charge material lab. 1970-72, chief
organic materials lab. 1972
—
). Pres. Thomason
Chem. Inc. 1952-62, fellow Am. Inst, of
Chemists, elected member Sigma Xi. Served to
s/sgt. USA 1943-46. Contbr., patentee (4). res.
Winchester MA.*
TONEY, George Robert. B.S., J.D. Antioch
Coll. 1975. Ret.; b. W. Barrington RI June
26 1918; m. Sara Dowty June 26 1941; ch.:
Sara, Stephen. Stripper U.S. Rubber Co.
Providence RI 1941, production clerk Am.
Screw Co. Providence 1941-42, teacher high
sch. Gloucester MA 1946-51, exec, officer
Arctic Weather Station U.S. Weather Bureau
Washington DC 1951-52, fish cutter General
Seafoods Corp. Gloucester 1952, admin. Arctic
operation U.S. Weather Bureau Washington
DC 1952-56, Nat. Acad. Sciences Int.
Geophysical Yr. Washington DC (admin.
Antarctic program 1956-57, station scientific
leader Antarctic 1957-58, programs officer
1958), Nat. Science Foundation Washington
DC (program dir. Office of Antarctic Programs
1958-63; exec, officer Office of Polar Programs
1963-67, div. Environmental Sciences 1967-70;
spec. asst. to deputy asst. dir. Nat. & Int.
Programs 1970-72), ret., atty. pvt. practice
Washington DC 19?—. Trustee River Road
Unitarian Church Bethesda MD 1968-70, treas.
Action Coordinating Committee to End
Segregation of the Suburbs 1967-69, The
Antarctican Soc. (dir. 1961-62, pres. 1963).
Served to cpl. USA 1942-46. res. Washington
DC*
UPHAM, Lewis Edward. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Banking exec; b. Newton MA Nov. 25
1919; m. Shirley Knight Jan. 1 1942; ch.:
Edward, Sue. Analyst Nat. Credit Office NYC
1941-55, mgr. Jewelers Board of Trade NYC
1955-57, sr. credit mgr. Bankers Trust NYC
1957-59, sr. v.pres. (Nat. Bank of Westchester
White Plains NY 1959-70, Exchange Nat. Bank
of Tampa FL 1970-75, Exchange Bancorp.
Tampa 1975—). Pres. Roxbury Community
Assn. 1956-58, dir. & treas. C. of C. New
Rochelle NY 1962-70, dir. New Rochelle
Downtown Assn. 1965-70, member urban
renewal comm. Stamford CT 1967-70. res.
Tampa FL.*
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VANNAH, William Edson. A.B. cum laude,
B.S. M.I.T. 1946, M.S. M.I.T. 1947. Zeta Psi.
Engineering management; b. Gorham NH
Nov. 14 1919; s. of Harold P. '12; m. Dorothy
Macomber July 24 1948; ch.: Thomas, Karen,
Lincoln, Gretchen, William. Research engineer
Foxboro MA Co. 1948-55, chief ed.
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. NYC 1955-61,




Church of Walpole MA, chmn.
(standardization committee Scientific
Apparatus Makers Assn., measurement &
automatic control standards management
board Am. Nat. Standards Inst., town
conservation comm. Walpole). Served to sgt.
USA 1941-45. Inventor: BTU rate computer,
signal compensator, res. Walpole MA.*
WALKER, Hepburn, Jr. B.S. 1946. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Swickley PA March 8 1918. res.
Vero Beach FL.
WALKER, Howard Herrick, Jr. Bowdoin
1937-38. b. Brunswick Feb. 25 1920. res.
Brunswick.
WALKER, William Norman. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ins.; b. Skowhegan May 19 1919; s.
of Charles W. '10; m. Barbara Johnson April 3
1944; ch.: Sabra, William, Benson, Martha,
Matthew. C.L.U.; Conn. General Life Ins. Co.
(agency mgr. Syracuse NY 197-76, salesman
Skowhegan 1976
—
). Pres. (Syracuse General
Agt. & Mgr. Assn. 1972, board trustees First
Universalist Church of Syracuse 1970), dir.
C.L.U. Syracuse chapter, sec. Estate Planning
Council of Central N.Y. 1974, member board
of trustees public library Onondaga Hill 1970.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1941-45. res.
Skowhegan.*
WALLACE, John Douglas. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Packaging; b. Lamar CO July 23 1918; m.
Marie DeVries May 29 1945; ch.: Richard,
Jean. Capt. USAAF Alaska 1942-45,
packaging engineer Procter & Gamble Co.
Cincinnati OH 1945—. res. Cincinnati OH.*
WATTS, Norman Endicott. Bowdoin 1937-39.
Delta Upsilon. b. Newton Lower Falls MA
April 9 1919. res. Palos Verdes Peninsula CA.
WEINSHEL, Max. A.B., M.D. Tufts 1945.
Medicine; b. Berezdov U.S.S.R. March 10
1920; m. Marilyn Portnoy Dec. 1950, m. Helen
Bronspiegel Aug. 5 1973; ch.: Alan, David,
Eric. St. Luke's Hospital New Bedford MA
(chief cardiology, asst. chief medicine,
attending staff), assoc. physician New Eng.
Med. Center, attending staff Frances P.
Memorial Hospital. Fellow Mass. Med. Soc,
elected member Alpha Omega Alpha,
diplomate Nat. Board of Examiners, pres.
(New Bedford Med. Soc, Bristol Heart Assn.),
med. dir. N.B. Jewish Convalescent Home.
Served to capt. USA 1946-48. res. N.
Dartmouth MA.*
WHITE, Ashton Holman. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Concord MA June 15 1919. res. San Mateo
CA.
WHITTLESEY, Philip. A.B., M.D. Johns
Hopkins 1944. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Pittsfield MA Oct. 9 1918; m. Virginia King
Sept. 20 1952; ch.: Markell, John, Christie.
Intern Johns Hopkins Hospital 1944-45, asst.
resident medicine Mass. Memorial Hospital
Boston 1947-48, asst. resident & resident
Bellevue Hospital NYC 1948-49, fellow &
instr. pharmacology Johns Hopkins Univ.
1949-55, physician Baltimore MD 1955— asst.
prof, medicine Johns Hopkins Univ. 1974—
.
Baltimore City Med. Soc. (sec. 1973, chmn.
peer review 1971-74), board member
Woodbourne Center Inc. 1967-70, board
member & pres. Md. TB Assn. 1966-69,
member (med. advisory board MVA State of
Md. 1952—, Soc. Med. Consultants to the
Armed Forces, Soc. Pharm. & Exp. Therapists,
Am. Coll. Physicians) med. consultant Dept.
HEW 1959—. Served to capt. MCUSA
1945-47. Contbr. res. Baltimore MD.*
WILLIAMS, Joel Fitton. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Banking exec; b. Quincy MA July 15 1919;
m. Virginia Brice; ch.: Karen, James, John.
Branch mgr. Granite Trust Co. Quincy
1946-49, v.pres. Wachovia Bank Durham NC
1949—. Served to It. (sg) USN 1941-45. res.
Durham NC*
WILSON, John Howard. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
New Rochelle NY March 30 1919. Public
relations Nat. Boy Scout Headquarters NYC
1941-42. Served to maj. ACUSA 1942-45;
awarded Distinguished Flying Cross (3), Air
Medal (2) d. France Feb. 14 1945.
WINCHELL, Gordon Dufour. B.S., M.D. Tufts
1944. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b. Belmont MA
Nov. 29 1919; m. Enid Clarke April 16 1949;
ch.: William, Margaret, Gordon Jr. '76,
Frederick. Physician pvt. practice internal
medicine MA (Winchester 1950-52, Lincoln
1953
—
). Emerson Hospital Concord MA
(chief medicine 1966-68, pres. med. staff
1968-70), pres. Middlesex Central Dist. Med.
Center 1972-74. Served to It. USNR 1942-46,
1952-53. res. Lincoln MA.*
WOODWARD, John Emery. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1943. Alpha Delta Phi. Business; b.
Taunton MA April 20 1919; m. Mary Jewett
Oct. 2 1948; ch.: Donald, John, Jeffrey. With
Tex. Instruments Inc. Dallas TX. Served to It.
USN 1943-46, served to It. cdr. USNR. res.
Dallas TX.*
WORKMAN, Norman Allan. B.S. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. 1962 capital
campaign area chmn. Accounting; b. Boston
April 20 1918; m. Harriet Banfield Aug. 1
1946; ch.: Stephen '69, Brian, Mark, Patricia.
CP.A. (OR); jr. accountant Coopers &
Lybrand Boston 1941-43, sr. accountant
Whitfield Stratford & Co. Portland OR
1946-51, partner Workman Shepard & Co.
Portland 1951-60, prop. Norman A. Workman
Portland 1961— . Dir. (Electronic Specialty
Co., Iron Fireman Mfg. Co.), pres. & dir.
Doernbecher Children's Hospital Guild
1963—, trustee Ore. Epis. Sch. 1973-76, sec. &
trustee The Peter Binford Foundation 1971—
,
pres. Portland chapter Nat. Assn. of
Accountants 1954-55, chmn. & board member
Sylvan OR (sch. dist. 1956-57, fire dist.
1955-60). Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46. res.
Portland OR.*
YOUNG, Walter Hardy. B.S., B.D. Va. Theol.
Sem. 1943. Delta Upsilon. b. Boston July 19
1918; m. Martha Bird Sept. 6 1941; ch.:
Sandra, Stephen, Laurie. Curate Trinity
Church Boston 1943-45, Cranbrook Sch.
Bloomfield Mills MI 1945-64 (chaplain, hockey
coach, teacher), asst. headmaster Stowe VT
Prep. Sch. 1964-68. Trustee public library & art
center Stowe 1968. Served with USN 1940-41.
d. Moench Alp Lauterbrunnen Switzerland
July 10 1968.*
ZWICKER, Edgar William. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
Computer programming; b. Everett MA June 1
1919; m. Elizabeth Haggas July 10 1943; ch.:
Marilyn, George. Pilot USA 1941-45, salesman
C. C. Bailey Co. Inc. Boston 1945-50, pilot
USAF 1950-61, ret. as maj., computer
programmer (General Electric Co. Syracuse
NY 1961-65, Bay Saint Louis MI 1965-71,
Houston TX 1971-75; Tex. Instruments Inc.
Houston 1975-76, Austin TX 1976—). Member
vestry Trinity Epis. Church Pass Christian MI,
lay reader St. John's Epis. Church La Porte
TX, lay reader St. Luke's Epis. Church Austin,
res. Austin TX.*
Class of 1942
ADAMS, George Richard. B.S., D.D.S. Univ.
Penn. 1951. Zeta Psi. Dentistry; b. Ellsworth
Oct. 21 1919; m. Esther Kinsey June 11 1950;
ch.: John, Juliet, Suzanne. Dentist Ellsworth
1952—. Served to It. USN 1942-46. res.
Ellsworth.*
AKELEY, Paul Emery. Bowdoin 1938-41.
Management; b. Presque Isle March 24
1920; m. Dora Higgins June 12 1943; ch.: Nan,
Mark, Timothy, Martha. Various positions to
personnel & security officer Bath Iron Works
Inc. 1942—. res. Bath.*
AUSTIN, Norman William. A.B. Chi Psi.
Sales; b. Arlington MA May 3 1920; m.
Joan Pheasant Dec. 16 1944; ch.: Wendy,
Norman. Registered rep. H. C. Wainwright &
Co. Boston 1946-50, salesman Kendall Co.
Boston 1950—. Served to It. USN 1943-45.
Recipient: Silver Beaver Award Boy Scouts of
Am. 1973. res. Orange CA.*
BABCOCK, Basil Philip, Jr. A.B. 1947. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Chicago IL May 25 1920. res.
unknown.
BAIRD, Frederick Thomas, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-39, B.S. Univ. Me. 1944. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Syracuse NY Dec. 29 1919. res.
unknown.
BANKS, John Richard. B.S. Zeta Psi. b.
Newark NJ May 27 1920. Served to 2nd It.
USA 1942-43; awarded Silver Star, Purple
Heart, d. Italy Oct. 8 1943.
BAXTER, John Lincoln, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1962
capital campaign area chmn. Business exec;
b. Brunswick March 11 1920; m. Alice Comee
June 1 1942; ch.: John '65, Constance, Judith.
Partner H. C. Baxter & Brothers Brunswick
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1942—
,
Snowflake Canning Co. Brunswick
(v.pres. mfg. & dir. 1957-63, pres. & dir.
1963-67), Lamb Weston Inc. Portland OR
(v.pres., asst. general mgr., dir. 1965-67; exec,
v.pres., general mgr., dir. 1967-71), AMFAC
Honolulu HI (v.pres., group chmn. 1971-73;
exec, v.pres., group chmn. 1974
—
). Dir. (Nat.
Canners Assn. 1952-54, Am. Frozen Food Inst.
1969-72, The Hinkley Sch. 1960-64, Ore. Grad.
Center 1976
—), pres. (Me. Canners & Freezers
Assn. 1955-57, Northwest Food Processors




Valley Hospital Assoc. 1964-65, member sch.
board Pittsfield, chmn. town planning board
Pittsfield, Me. state rep. 1959-62 (majority
leader 1960-62, house chmn. taxation
committee 1960-62), v.chmn. Me. Exec.
Council 1962-64. Served to 2nd It. USA
1943-45. res. Lake Oswego OR.*
BEAL, Norman Hall. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Management; b. S. Portland Oct. 6 1921; s.
of George E. '16; m. Sylvia Soderberg July 16
1946; ch.: Carl, Barbara, Mark. Various
positions to mgr. facilities leasing 1950
—
(Schenectady NY, Huntsville AL, Pittsfield
MA, Syracuse NY, Phoenix AZ,
Bethesda/Rockville MD). Member sch. board
Stockbridge MA 1956. Served to 1st It.
USAAC 1942-46; awarded Croix de Guerre
with palm 1945. res. Potomac MD.*
BELL, Robert Lawrence. B.S. 1962 capital
campaign worker. Beta Theta Pi. Exec; b.
Everett MA Feb. 21 1919; m. Rose Hogan
June 2 1942; ch.: Marlene, Robert Jr. '68,
Stephen '74, Christine. Sales rep. Hallmark
Cards Boston & RI 1946-50, sales rep. &
trainee Rust Craft Cards Boston 1951-55, prop.
Bell's Card Shops Boston area 1950-68, v.pres.
Allied Publisher's E. Coast 1955-60, pres.
Bruce Humphries Publishers Boston 1960-67,
pres. & board chmn. (Harvard Supply Co.
Boston 1961
—
, Crescendo Publishers Boston
1968—). Pres. N.E. Small Publishers Assn.
1973-74, trustee Bridgton Acad. Served to It.
(sg) USN 1942-46. Patentee copyholder, res.
Melrose MA.*
BENOIT, Arthur Henri. B.S., L.H.D. Univ.
Me. 1972. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Business
exec; b. Portland April 21 1920; m. Judith
Snow Nov. 25 1944; ch.: Michelle, Andree,
Henri II, Michael, Suzanne, Judith, James.
Various positions to pres. A. H. Benoit & Co.
1942— (Portland, Brunswick, Lewiston, S.
Portland). Dir. (Me. Savings Bank, Me.
Bonding Co., Federal Loan & Bldg. Assn., Me.
Nat. Bank, Me. Merc. 1950—), v.chmn.
finance council Diocese of Portland 1965—
.
Served to It. USN 1942-45. Recipient: Man of
the Yr. Kiwanis Club Portland 1973, Knight of
St. Gregory 1972. res. Falmouth.*
BICKFORD, Paul Francis. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Real estate; b. Roxbury MA Aug. 17 1918;
m. Elizabeth Jenkins Oct. 11 1942; ch.: Carol.
Hayes Bickford Lunch System Inc. Boston
1947-71 (purchasing agt., asst. treas., dir.),




with Adamation W. C. Inc. Newton
MA 1972-74, with Recreational Ventures Inc.
Newton & Sanford 1972
— ,
v.pres. & treas.
Hi-Ho Silver Refinishing Co. Inc. Maiden MA
1972—. Dir. Mass. Restaurant Assn. 1960,
First Baptist Church Needham MA (trustee 6
yrs., chmn. finance committee, chmn. bldg. &
grounds committee), pres. Anglers Club
Wrentham. Served to sgt. USA 1942-45. res.
Needham MA.*
BITLER, Clayton Randall. Bowdoin 1938-40.
b. Weymouth MA April 13 1920; s. of
Thomas B. '15; m. Estelle Gallupe March 13
1943; ch.: Charles, Betty, Barbara. Prop. Bitler
Car & Home Supply Co. Rockland 1945-61. d.
Portland Aug. 3 1961.*
BLODGETT, Frederic Maurice. B.S., M D.
Yale 1945. Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine &
education; b. Bucksport July 3 1920; m. Phyllis
Hardy June 19 1945; ch.: Mary, Martha,
Margaret, Miriam '77, Frederic. Pediatric
resident Mass. General Hospital Boston
1945-50, Harvard Med. Sch. (teaching fellow
1951-53, instr. pediatrics 1953-55, assoc.
1955-57), Yale Univ. Med. Sch. (asst. 1957-61,
assoc. prof, pediatrics 1962-67), prof, pediatrics
Wise Med. Coll. Milwaukee 1967—. Dir. of
clinics Milwaukee Childrens Hospital, elected
member Alpha Omega Alpha. Served to capt.
MCUSA 1946-48. res. Brookfield WI.*
BLODGETT, Stephen Baker. Bowdoin
1938-40. Kappa Sigma, b. Boston MA July
25 1920. res. Fairhaven MA.
BLOODGOOD, William Denton. Bowdoin
1938-41, CH. 1942. Psi Upsilon. b.
Englewood NJ Nov. 21 1919. Served to It.
ACUSA 1941-42. d. Lorient France Dec. 30
1942.
BOND, Richard Fletcher. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1950. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Portland Oct. 21 1916; m.
Isobelle Ray June 10 1942; ch.: Michael,
Leslie. Sales correspondent Robert Gair Co.
Piermont NY 1950-53, Westbrook Coll.
Portland (dir. admissions 1953-56, dean of coll.
1956— ). Member (Me. League for Nursing
1960-63, New Eng. Jr. Coll. Council 1970—).
Served to capt. USA 1941-46; awarded Silver
Star 1945. res. Portland.*
BONENFANT, Kenneth Harvey. Bowdoin
1938-40, D.M.D. Harvard 1944. Sigma Nu.
Dentistry; b. Calumet MI Feb. 21 1921.
Dentist Presque Isle. res. Presque Isle.*
BOWDOIN, Everett Seavey. A.B. cum laude.
Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Biddeford Jan. 22 1920; m. Shirley
Widdowson April 28 1943; ch.: Everett Jr. '69,
Ann, Sally. Adjustor Commercial Union Co.
Boston 1943-49, lawyer Lombard Thompson &
Bowdoin Boston 1949— . Moderator Centre
Congr. Church of Lynnfield MA 1968— . res.
Lynnfield MA.*
BOWERS, Charles Haskell. A.B., M D. Johns
Hopkins 1945. Kappa Sigma, b. Newton MA
Jan. 30 1920; m. Elizabeth Nold June 9 1945;
ch.: Walter II, Carol. Intern pathology Strong
Memorial Hospital Rochester NY 1945-46,
asst. resident in pathology Johns Hopkins
Hospital 1948-49. Certified Nat. Board of Med.
Examiners. Served to capt. MCUSA 1945-48.
d. Baltimore MD Feb. 21 1949.
BRADFORD, Edwin Campbell. Bowdoin
1938-40. Psi Upsilon. b. Syracuse NY May
27 1921; s. of Eugene F. '12. res. Ithaca NY.
BREY, Robert Newton, Jr. Bowdoin 1938-40,
B.S. Univ. Penn. 1943. Theta Delta Chi.
Engineering & construction; b. Phila. PA
Feb. 2 1920; m. Katherine Burch Feb. 7 1948;
ch.: Robert, Dorothy, Cynthia. Supt. nuclear
systems Leeds & Northrup Co. Phila. 1946-60,
mgr. spec, projects General Electric Co. Valley
Forge PA 1960-71, project mgr. United
Engineers & Constructors Phila. 1971— . Dir.
Annwan Symposium AICHE 1962, board
member YMCA 1970-75. Served to It. cdr.
USN 1943-46, 1960-61; awarded Presidential
Unit Citation, Area Service Ribbons. Contbr.
res. Phila. PA.*
BROWN, Raymond Albert. Bowdoin 1938-40,
A.B. Univ. Denver 1948, A.M. Univ. Denver
1949. Delta Upsilon. Education; b.
Winchester MA July 3 1919; m. Audrey
Berwick July 3 1943; ch.: Lorelie, Kathleen,
Wendy, Robyn. Instr. United Air Lines
Denver CO 1946-47, teacher high sch.
Lakewood CO 1948-50, physicist Denver
Research Inst. 1950-56, engineer (Aerojet
General Corp. Azusa CA 1956-62, Aerospace
Corp. San Bernandino CA 1962-68), teacher
San Bernandino High Sch. 1968— . Served to
capt. USA 1942-46. res. Redlands CA.*
BUTTERFIELD, Frederick Hardy. Bowdoin
1938-39. Zeta Psi. b. Fitchburg MA April 24
1919. res. W. Hartford CT.
BYE, Richard Earl. B.S. cum laude. Theta
Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Worcester MA March 12
1920; m. Delia Grubb, m. Nancy Carrier Aug.
23 1974; ch.: Julianna, Jonathan '77, Matthew,
Amelia. Progress engineer Alonzo J. Harriman
Portland 1942, coll. traveler Ronald Press Co.
NYC 1946-47, advt. mgr. Publishers Weekly
NYC 1947-54, R. R. Bowker Co. NYC (dir.
advt. 1954-63, v.pres. 1963-68), pres. L. J.
Cards Inc. NYC 1966-69, sr. v.pres./publisher
Bowker/Xerox NYC 1969-73, sr. v.pres. Nat.
Order Systems NYC 1974, ret. Pres.
(Publishers Adclub 1955-56, Am. Bach Soc.
1965, Friends of New City Library), treas.
Publishers Lunch Club 1973, Democratic
Committeeman Rockland County NY. Served
to It. USN 1942-46. res. Solana Beach CA.*
CANEY, Lawrence Davidson. Bowdoin
1938-39, B.S. USNA 1942. Chi Psi. Military;
b. Gardiner July 3 1921; m. Ann Pomerleau
July 30 1943; ch.: Lawrence Jr., John, Ellen.
Various positions to capt. various ship & fleet
commands USN 25 yrs., management position
Pentagon Washington DC, head tech.
assistance team USN Iran. Awarded
Meritorious Service (2), Bronze Star,
Commendation Medals, res. Falls Church
VA.*
CARLSON, Stephen Peter. B.S.. B.S. Univ.
Calif. Davis 1953. M.S. Univ. Calif. Davis.
1955. Psi Upsilon. Education: b. Santa
Monica CA Aug. 26 1919; m. Eileen Johnson
Oct. 5 1947; ch.: Terri, Kristi. Analytical
chemist Cinecolor Burbank CA 1947-50. Univ.
Calif, cooperative extension (farm advisor
Sacramento CA 1955-60. county dir. Hanford
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CA 1960-69, asst. dir. Davis CA 1969—).
Member board of trustees Hanford
Elementary Sch. Dist. 1966-69. Served to It.
USN 1942-46; awarded naval decorations
Pacific 1942-45. res. Davis CA.*
CARRIGAN, Peter Paul. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
b. Somerville MA June 9 1920. res.
Arlington MA.
CHANDLER, Joseph. A.B., M.B.A. Univ. Me.
Portland 1967, A.M. Univ. N.H. 1971.
Education; b. Portland July 29 1920; m.
Marjorie Wine Aug. 16 1942; ch.: Barry '69,
Michael, Karen. Cost accountant U.S.
Engineers Portland 1942, pres. & treas.
Chandler Assoc. & Senak Co. of Me. Portland
1946, asst. prof, industrial relations Univ. Me.
Portland 1968, arbitrator (Am. Arbitration
Assn. Boston 1969, Federal Mediation &
Conciliation Service 1972), alternate neutral
chmn. Me. State Board of Arbitration &
Conciliation 1969-73, mediator State of Me.
panel of mediation 1973-75, member Nat.
Board of Inquiry Federal Mediation &
Conciliation Service for Health Care Industries
1974, fact-finder State of Me. 1975—. Dir.
Esco Research Corp. 1967
—
, life dir. Temple
Beth El Portland. Served to capt. USAAF
1942-46. res. Portland.*
CHELLMAN, Lloyd Hamilton, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-41. Delta Upsilon. b. Boston Jan. 16
1920. res. Arlington VA.
CHISM, Murray Simmons, Jr. B.S. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. Management; b. St. Louis MO July
11 1920; m. Ruth Ullmann April 22 1950; ch.:
Wayne, Lynn. General Electric Co. (employee
relations spec. Baltimore MD 1952-55, mgr.
personnel practices Hickory NC 1955
—
).
Served to capt. USA 1942-46, 1950-52. res.
Hickory NC*
CHURCHILL, James Spencer. B.S., A.M.
Harvard 1947, Ph.D. Ind. Univ. 1960. Alpha
Tau Omega. Education; b. Brockton MA
Sept. 6 1920; m. Louise Keay, m. Jean Oates
Oct. 24 1951. Teacher (Searing Sch. Bedford
Hills NY 1952-53, Wilbraham MA Acad.
1953-55, Middlesex Sch. Concord MA
1955-57), instr. Depauw Univ. 1957-58, chmn.
dept. humanities Centenary Jr. Coll.
Hackettstown NJ 1958-59, instr. Univ.
Bridgeport CT 1959-60, prof, philosophy
Purdue Univ. 1961—. Pvt. USA 1943-45;
awarded Purple Heart. Transl.: Kant and the
Problem of Metaphysics, The Phenomenology
of Internal Time Consciousness, Experience
and Judgement, Laughing and Crying, res. Ft.
Wayne IN.*
CLARK, Rufus Campion. Bowdoin 1938-41,
CH. Theta Delta Chi. b. Winchester MA
April 25 1921. Served to It. (jg) ACUSN
1941-42; awarded Silver Star, Purple Heart, d.
Santa Cruz P.I. Oct. 26 1942.
CLAVERIE, Sumner Abbott. Bowdoin
1938-39, B.S. Univ. Me. 1943. Business
exec; b. Boston June 2.0 1919; s. of James F.
'10; m. Mary Fogler Dec. 21 1942; ch.: Ann,
John, Dorothy, James, Charles, Martha,
Margery, Raymond. Asst. dairy spec. Univ.
Me. Orono 1944-45; farm mgr. Exeter 1945-51;
Wirthmore Feeds Inc. (dairy sales & service
Boston 1951-53, sales supervisor 1954-57; sales
mgr. Olean NY & Toledo OH 1958-65); retail
stores supervisor Wirthmore Feeds & Agway
Inc. NH & Lancaster PA 1966-68; v.pres.,
treas., general mgr. Add-A-Room Corp. Dover
NH; v.pres., dir. Ralston Tree Service Exeter
NH. United Church of Christ N. Hampton
NH (treas., deacon, moderator), chmn. N.
Hampton Budget Committee 7 yrs., member
sch. & library bldg. committees, res. N.
Hampton NH.*
CLIFFORD, John David, III. B.S., J.D.
Harvard 1948. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b.
Lewiston June 29 1920; s. of John D. '10; m.
Athena Kesaris Oct. 22 1950; ch.: John IV '73,
Barbara, Katherine, Dorothy. Atty. Clifford &
Clifford Lewiston 1949—. Pres. (Rotary Club
Auburn-Lewiston 1972-73, Androscoggin
County Bar Assn. 1974), city atty. Lewiston
1951. Served to It. cdr. USCG 1942-46. res.
Lewiston.*
COLE, Putnam. B.S. Kappa Sigma. b.
Plattsburgh NY June 29 1919. Personnel mgr.
Glens Falls NY 1942-43, credit mgr. hotel co.
NYC 1943-45. d. Bronx NY Sept. 22 1955.
COOMBS, Edmund Lawrence. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. Education; b. Boothbay Harbor
Sept. 23 1919; m. Shirley Dickson Feb. 20
1943; ch.: Sally, John. Bowdoin (coach athletic
dept. 1947-71, athletic dir. 1971—). Served to
1st It. USMCR 1942-46. res. Brunswick.*
CORLISS, Richard Frederic. Bowdoin
1938-39, A.B. Tufts 1946. Theta Delta Chi.
Ins.; b. Everett MA April 18 1920; s. of John
A. '01; m. Jean Barnard March 1 1946; ch.:
Laurel, Janet, Elaine. Various positions to sr.
underwriter John Hancock Mutual Life Ins.
Co. 1946—. Served to s/sgt. USAAC 1942-45.
res. Melrose MA.*
COYLE, Matthew James, Jr. B.S., A.M. Yale
1949. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b. New
Haven CT Aug. 7 1918. Teacher high sch. New
Canaan CT 1947— . Served to capt. USMC
1941-46, served to It. col. USMCR. res. W.
Haven CT.*
CRAM, Terrance Howard Andrew. Bowdoin
1938-39. b. W. Baldwin Jan. 16 1921. res.
NYC.
CUMMINGS, George Otis, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Univ. Penn. 1945. Alpha Tau
Omega. Medicine; b. Portland Sept. 16 1921;
s. of George O. M'13; m. Merna L., m. Mary
Richardson Dec. 7 1960; ch.: George III,
Daniel, Mary, Peter '79, Hannah. Physician
Portland 1945—. Served to capt. USA 1946-48.
res. Falmouth.*
CUNNINGHAM, Russell Edward. B.S. Zeta
Psi. b. Cambridge MA May 2 1919. res.
Washington DC.
CURIEL, Morris Elias. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Curaco The Netherlands April 1 1920. res.
Madrid Spain.
DALE, John Flkins. Jr. B.S. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Oswego NY June 9 1920;
m. Dorothy Forsythe April 14 1945; ch.:
Susan, Stephen. Dun & Bradstreet Inc. (credit
reporter NYC 1946-47, quality control analyst
NYC 1947-50, mgr. Utica NY 1950-56), office
mgr. & asst. treas. Utica Plumbing Supply
Corp. 1956—. Pres. (Community Chest Clinton
NY 1963, Rotary Club Utica 1972-73, Utica
Credit Men's Assn. 1955), treas. public library
Kirkland 1966-70, scoutmaster (troop 99
Clinton 1962-65, troop 49 Upper Mohawk
Council 1964), member town park comm.
Kirkland 1965-71, chmn. United Fund
Campaign Clinton 1962, Neighborhood Center
Inc. Utica (treas. 1971-72, dir. 1970-76), United
Methodist Church Clinton (pastor-parish
chmn. 1974; finance chmn. 1967-68, 1976;
bldg. fund crusade chmn. 1967; trustee
1959-62, 1968-71). Served to It. USNR 1942-46.
Named Paul Harris Fellow Rotary Foundation
1974. res. Clinton NY.*
DAVIDSON, Robert Clement. B.S., A.M.
Columbia 1947, Ed.D. Columbia 1966. Kappa
Sigma. Education; b. Medford MA Nov. 3
1920; m. Helen Tripp March 20 1943; ch.:
Thomas, Susan, Karen. SUNY (asst. prof.,
assoc. prof. English Fanningdale NY 1946-55;
asst. dir. evening div. Farmingdale 1956-58;
dean evening div. Farmingdale 1958-59;, asst.
to pres. New Paltz NY 1959-66; acting dean of
coll. New Paltz 1967-68; dean grad. studies &
continuing education New Paltz 1969
—
).
Member board of trustees Reformed Church
Sem. Served to 1st It. USA 1942-46. res. New
Paltz NY.*
DELORME, Alfred China, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-40. Beta Theta Pi. b. Brooklyn NY
April 25 1919. res. unknown.
DODD, Spencer Samuel, Jr. Bowdoin 1938-40.
Delta Upsilon. b. Providence RI Sept. 22
1919. res. Auburndale MA.
DODSON, Louis Berry. B.S. cum laude, M.S.
Howard Univ. 1944. Chemistry; b. Montreal
P.Q. Canada Jan. 15 1921 ; m. Katherine Foster
June 28 1951; ch.: David. Chemist Norris A.
Dodson Inc. Washington DC 1946—
.
Washington Urban League dir. 1966-72, treas.
1971-72), trustee & v.pres. St. Anna's Home
1967
— ,
governor Epis. Church Home 1967-71,
member Public Welfare Advisory Council
1965-70. Served to t/3 USA 1944-46. res.
Washington DC*
DRISCOLL, Francis John, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-41. Psi Upsilon. b. Maiden MA Nov.
28 1918. Served to 1st It. USA 1942-44. d.
Rome Italy June 5 1944.
DRUMMOND, Daniel Tucker Coffin, Jr. A.B.
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B Harvard
1948. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Portland May 4
1922; s. of Daniel T.C. '09; m. Janet Hickey
Oct. 6 1946; ch.: Tucker '71, Jeffrey '72,
Edward. Atty. Portland Trustee Me. Savings
Bank, pres. public library Portland. Served to
It. USN 1942-46; awarded Bronze Star. res.
Falmouth.*
DYER, James Edwin. B.S., M.S. Colby 1965.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Dover-Foxcroft
Nov. 7 1920; m. Doris Berce March 21 1943;
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ch.: James Jr., Judith, Janice, Jeffrey, Jennifer.
High sch. Presque Isle 1946-72 (teacher, asst.
principal; coach 1957-72). State basketball
referee, baseball player regional leagues.
Served to sgt. USA 1942-45; awarded Bronze
Star. d. Boston Sept. 23 1972.*
EATON, Albion Keith, Jr. Bowdoin 1938-40.
Psi Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA May 8 1920;
s. of Albion K. '15. res. Wilton CT.
EATON, Anthony Haskell. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Chicago 1948. Psi Upsilon. b. Cochrane Ont.
Canada Dec. 26 1920; s. of Carleton W. '10; m.
Nancy Joy March 30 1947; ch.: Richard,
Kenneth. Fisk Univ. (instr. English 1948-?;
asst. prof. 197-61, 1962-74), instr. Hickory
Valley Sch. Nashville TN summers & 3 yrs.
Served to 1st sgt. USAAF 1942-46. d. Nashville
TN July 6 1974.
EATON, Franklin Wilmot. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Exec; b. Bangor Nov. 19 1920; s. of
George F. '14; m. Florence Perry Aug. 28
1943; ch.: Elizabeth, Emily, Jonathan,
Deborah. Columbia Invest. Co. Bangor (rep.
1946-57, pres. 1957—). Bangor Theol. Sem.
(bursar 1950-63, treas. 1970
—), corporator
Bangor Savings Bank 1950
—
, treas. (Home for





), trustee Good Samaritan Home Assn.
1956—
, dir. TB & Health Assn. Bangor-Brewer
1950—, sec. Mt. Hope Cemetery Corp. 1969—
moderator All Souls Congr. Church 1974-75.
Served to t/3 USAAC 1943-46. res. Bangor.*
ECK, Arnold Robert. B.S. cum laude. Chi Psi.
b. Belmont MA July 1 1 1920. Served with
USMC 1942-44. d. Saipan Marianas Is. June
15 1944.
ELLINGWOOD, Richard Grant. Bowdoin
1938-39. Zeta Psi. b. Rockland Jan. 6 1921.
res. Ft. Meade MD.
EVANS, Leland Soule. Bowdoin 1938-40.
Delta Upsilon. b. Boston Sept. 2 1918. res.
Groton MA.
FENGER, John Robert. B.S. cum laude, M D.
Yale 1945. Delta Upsilon. b. Perth Amboy
NJ May 27 1917; m. Germaine Romberg June
20 1945, m. Jane Marshal; ch.: Christopher.
With Bankers Trust Co., with Union Carbide
& Carbon Corp., intern & resident dept. of
surgery N.Y. Surgical Hospital & Memorial
Hospital Center NYC 1948-51, resident
Cornell Med. Center NYC 1951-55, surgeon
Arabian-Am. Oil Co. hospital Saudi Arabia
1955-57, pvt. practice (Huntington NY
1957-68, Norway 1968-73), Stephens Memorial
Hospital Norway (staff surgeon 1968-73, chief
surgery ca. 1973). Served to It. (jg) MCUSN
1945-48. d. Norway March 18 1973.
FERRINI, Lindo. B.S. Zeta Psi. Social work;
b. Lynn MA Feb. 7 1921; m. Zeannette
Wheeler June 21 1969; ch.: Paul, Henry,
Nancy, Amy. With Mass. Dept. Public Welfare
Boston & Brockton 1947-53, supervisor
Sweetser Childrens Home Saco 1953-54, exec,
dir. (Daniel Webster Home for Children
Franklin NH 1954-57, Sarah A. Reed Home
Erie PA 1957-60, Childrens Study Home
Springfield MA 1960-67, Hilltop Childrens
Service Springfield 1967—). Served to It. USN
1942-45. res. S. Hadley MA.*
FESSENDEN, Gilbert Wayne. Bowdoin
1938-40, A.B. Norwich 1943. Delta Upsilon.
b. Arlington MA June 19 1921. res.
unknown.
FISHER, Frederick George, Jr. A.B. summa
cum laude, LL.B. Harvard 1948. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agt. 1967-73. Law; b.
Brockton MA April 19 1921; m. Talie Benz
Sept. 18 1943; ch.: Frederick III, Genevieve,
Hamilton. Partner Hale & Dorr Boston
1948—. Dir. (Parks-Cramer Co. Fitchburgh
MA, New Eng. Tap Co. Inc. Norwood MA),
pres. Mass. Bar Assn. 1973-74, chmn. general
practice section Am. Bar Assn. 1974-75. Served
to 1st It. USA 1942-46. res. W. Newton MA.*
FLINT, Putnam Phillips. Bowdoin 1938-39.
Alpha Delta Phi. Business exec; b. Milton
MA Sept. 6 1918; m. Dorothy Smith Feb. 5
1944; ch.: Kitora, Leverett, Margaret,
Rebecca. Inspector Tamworth Assn. Needham
MA 1939-41, salesman W. L. Cummings & Co.
Newton MA 1945-61, Wilevco Inc. Newton
(pres., dir. & co-founder 1961-65; pres., treas.,
dir. & prop. Watertown MA 1965
—
). Trustee
Christian Fellowship Foundation 1949-60, dir.
Interyacht Inc. Annapolis MD 1975
—
,
member vestry (St. Peter's Church Weston MA
1950-55, St. Anne's Lincoln MA 1973-76),
layreader Epis. church 1959
—
, Governor
Dummer Acad. (1937 class agt. 1974
—
,
Alumni Exec. Council 1976
—
), chmn.
captain's table committee Nat. Fisheries Inst.
1974-75. Served to 1st It. USA 1942-45;
awarded Bronze Star 1945. Developed 1st
automatic batter mixer with viscosity control
1955. res. Weston MA.*
FORD, Jerome Joseph. Bowdoin 1938-39,
LL.B. Suffolk Univ. 1946. Kappa Sigma.
Education, law; b. E. Boston MA March 8
1916; m. Frances Gushue 1941; ch.: Mary,
Jerome Jr., Michael, Jennifer. Teacher Melrose
MA High Sch. 19?—. res. Melrose MA.
FOSTER, John Morton, Jr. B.S. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. Beverly MA Oct. 8 1918; ch.:
Cheryl, Helen, John. Underwriter Columbian
Nat. Boston 1946-55, sales exec. John Hancock
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1955-69, ret.
Served to t/sgt. USA 1942-46. res. Beverly
Farms MA.*
FREME, Ferris Anthony. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1950. Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Caribou
March 17 1920; m. Christine Christensen Nov.
2 1918; ch.: Christine '76, Mark, Bruce '78.
Atty. pvt. practice Caribou 1950
— ,
county
atty. State of Me. Caribou 1958-62. Pres. Lions
Club 1964, advocate Knights of Columbus,
board member (education Caribou, Cary
Memorial Hospital). Served to capt. USA
1942-46, served to It. col. USAR; awarded
Silver Star, Bronze Star, Combat Infantry
Badge, Distinguished Unit Citation, res.
Caribou.*
FROST, Stevens Landon. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Banking; b. NYC Jan. 5 1920; s. of John
W. '04. Registered rep. White Weld & Co.
NYC 1946-48, asst. to partners W. A. & A. M.
White NYC 1948-58, trust officer State Nat.
Bank Greenwich CT 1958-61, v.pres. First
Camden NJ Nat. Bank 1961-62, trust officer
First Nat. City Bank NYC 1962—. Pres. & dir.
Alpha Delta Phi Foundation Inc. 1972—,
Estate Planning Council Westchester County
Inc. (dir. 1970-74, pres. 1972-73). Served to
s/sgt. USAAF 1942-45; awarded Distinguished
Flying Cross & Oak Leaf Cluster, res. NYC*
GARDNER, Richard Freeman. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Portland May 15 1921. res. Washington
DC.
GEORGJTIS, William James. B.S. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Univ. Me. 1949. Zeta
Psi. Education; b. Hartford CT Jan. 3 1921;
m. MaryHelen Wyman Aug. 14 1943; ch.:
James '68, William '69, John '72, Robert,
Stuart. Teacher high sch. Sanford 1945-46,
instr. Univ. Me. Orono 1947-49, research
chemist Dennison Mfg. Co. Framingham MA
1950-54, teacher & asst. football coach high
sch. Bucksport 1954-56, Univ. Me. Orono
(instr. chemistry 1956-60, asst. prof. 1961-64,
assoc. prof. 1965
—
). Pres. Delta chapter Phi
Beta Kappa 1974-76, chmn. Troop 47 Boy
Scouts of Am. 1968-75, trustee Church of
Universal Fellowship Orono 1961-64, sec. Me.
chapter Am. Chem. Soc 1971. Served to lt.(jg)
USN 1943-45. res. Orono.*
GIVEEN, Samuel Merritt. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1951.
Education; b. Brunswick March 24 1920; m.
Laura Cram July 29 1949; ch.: Laura, Samuel.
Instr. mathematics Univ. Me. Brunswick
1946-49, teaching fellow mathematics Bowdoin
1948, Northeastern Univ. (instr. mathematics
1951-54, asst. prof. 1954-61, assoc. prof.
1961—). Deacon First Baptist Church
Watertown MA, Wellesley MA Baptist Church
(deacon, financial sec, trustee). Served to 1st
It. ACUSA 1942-46. Contbr. res. Wellesley
MA.*
GOVE, Ralph Stanton. Bowdoin 1938-40, B.S.
Tufts 1943. Management; b. Cambridge MA
May 24 1920; m. Jane Gamble July 2 1949;
ch.: Janette, Nancy, Robert. Professional
engineer (NY); Hooker Chem. Corp. (chem.
engineer Niagara Falls NY 1943-47, project
engineer 1947-57; construction mgr.
Vancouver B.C. Canada 1958; project mgr.
Niagara Falls 1958-62; works mgr. Davenport
IA 1962-68), project mgr. Dravo Corp.
Pittsburgh PA 1968—. res. Upper St. Clair
PA.*
GRAY, Deane Benson. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Business; b. May 8 1920; s. of S. B.
'03; m. Dorothy Weyand; 4 children. With Old
Town Canoe Co. 1945— . res. Old Town.*
GRINDLE, Wade Lincoln, Jr. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Bangor June 29 1920. res. S.
Laguna CA.
HALL, Frederick Walker. B.S., A.M. Univ.
Southern Calif. 1960. Kappa Sigma. Ret.: b.
Beverly MA Aug. 26 1919; m. Jane Sanford
July 25 1949; ch.: Frederick, Allison. Served
with USA 1942-70 (cdr. signal bn. Korea
1962-63, army staff Pentagon Washington DC
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1964-66, staff sec. of Defense 1966-70), ret. as
col. 1970, with ins. business Washington DC
1970-75, ret. Awarded Legion of Merit, res.
Wolfeboro NH.*
HALL, Sidney Leavitt. Bowdoin 1938-39.
Delta Upsilon. b. Concord NH Dec. 8 1920.
res. unknown.
HALL, Thomas Underwood. A.B. 1944. Chi Psi.
b. Lancaster NH Nov. 6 1921. res. Brookline
MA.
HANIGAN, Roscoe David. Bowdoin 1938-40.
Beta Theta Pi. b. E. Milton MA May 28
1920. res. Brockton MA.
HANSON, Richard Curtis. B.S. 1945. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Portland June 30 1919; s. of
Stanwood L. '18. res. N. Edgecomb.
HASKELL, Ernest, Jr. Bowdoin 1938-40. Zeta
Psi. b. NYC Feb. 18 1921; m. Annie Perry
April 16 1955; ch.: Richard, Auralie, Helen,
Ernest III. Electrical shop worker Bath Iron
Works 1940-72. Dir. YMCA Bath, pres. & dir.
Phippsburg Historical Soc, organizer
community center West Point, columnist The
Art Pallette Times Record Brunswick, contbr.
d. Portland Oct. 13 1973.*
HAZELTON, Paul Vernon. B.S., Ed.M.
Harvard 1958. Beta Theta Pi. Class agt.
1950-53, faculty rep. Alumni Council 1968-71.
Education; b. Biddeford July 22 1919; m.
Jane Desaulniers; ch.: Stephen, Mary, Anne.
Teacher (Univ. Me., Colby Coll., Loomis Sch.,
Staunton Military Acad., Jordan Grammar
Sch.), Bowdoin (instr. English, asst. dir.
admissions 1948-57; prof, education 1957
—
).
Served to cpl. USA 1942-43. res. Topsham.*
HENDR1CKSON, Harold Milton. A.B. 1946.
Delta Upsilon. b. Brunswick Nov. 26 1920.
res. Denver CO.
HERRICK, Stanley Edward, Jr. B.S., M.D.
Univ. Md. 1945. Delta Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Waterbury CT June 13 1920; m. Sarah Hobson
Aug. 16 1941; ch.: Linda, Sarah, Stanley,
Charles, Constance, Christopher, Priscilla,
Dennis. Physician pvt. practice Portland
1951-68, chief nuclear medicine Me. Med.
Center Portland 1954-68, med. dir. Central Me.
General Hospital Lewiston 1968-74, chief
nuclear med. service U.S. V.A. hospital Togus
1974— . Pres. Me. Cancer Soc. 1972-74, sec.
Cumberland County Med. Soc. 1954-59,
member board of dir. (C. of C.
Lewiston-Auburn 1971-74, Tri-County Mental
Health Service 1968-74). Served to capt.
MCUSA 1966-68. res. Togus.*
HEWES, Robert Earl. B.S., B.S. M IT. 1943.
Delta Upsilon. Education; b. Beacon NY
Oct. 3 1920; m. Arlene Gabbe June 8 1946;
ch.: John, Susan, William. Flight test engineer
Convair San Diego CA & Ft. Worth TX
1943-48, M.I.T. (asst. registrar 1948-53, assoc.
registrar 1953-56, registrar 1956-64, dir. office
institutional studies 1964-65), Univ. Conn.
Storrs (dean of students 1965-75; chief Univ.
Computer Systems & data processing, ed.
Univ. catalogs, lectr. Civil Engineering
1975—). Collegiate Registrars & Admissions
Officers (past pres. New Eng. Assn., v.pres.
professional activities Am. Assn.), hon.
member (New Eng. Assn. Collegiate Registrars
& Admissions Officers, Am. Assn. Collegiate
Registrars & Admissions Officers), res. Storrs
CT.*
HILL, Robert Bruce. B.S., A.M. Fletcher Sch.
1955. Psi Upsilon. Govt.; b. Lynn MA April
15 1920; m. Constance Silver June 1 1949; ch.:
Prudence, Christopher '74, Elizabeth, Nicholas,
Jonathan. Foreign service officer U.S. Dept. of
State Washington DC 1946— . Served to s/sgt.
USAAF 1942-46. res. Chevy Chase MD.*
HOLMES, Roland Washburn. B.S., Ed.M.
Boston Univ. 1957. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Plymouth MA Aug. 7 1920;
m. Margie Decker March 7 1943; ch.: Stephen,
Evan, Peter, Joanna. High sch. Plymouth MA
(teacher 1947-63, 1965-66; teacher & head
dept. English 1963-64), Univ. 111.
Urbana-Champaign (visiting lectr. 1964-65,
lectr. English & asst. dean Coll. Liberal Arts &
Sciences 1966
—
, dir. General Curriculum
Center 1968-72, dir. Individual Plans of Study
1972—). Served to capt. USNR 1943-46. res.
Urbana IL.*
HOLT, Marshall Lowell. Bowdoin 1938-39. Phi
Delta Psi. b. Boston Sept. 27 1916; married.
Served with USN WWII 4 yrs. d. March 10
1976.
HORSMAN, Donald Harry. B.S., M.D. N Y.
Med. Coll. 1952. Zeta Psi. b. Worcester MA
April 6 1919; s. of Hiram L. '94; m. Ruth
Higgins Sept. 2 1950; ch.: Peter, Philip, John.
Intern Metropolitan Hospital NYC, Central
Me. General Hospital Lewiston (intern, chief
dept. general practice 1958-63, pres. med. staff
1963-69), pvt. med. practice Lewiston 1952-69,
assoc. physician Bates Coll. 1953-69. Pres.
Regional Advisory Group of Me.'s Regional
Med. Program, coordinator Central Me.
General Hospital 1969. Served to s/sgt USA
1942-46. Recipient: Bates Coll. 100th
Anniversary N.C.A.A. Coll. Football
President's Citation (posthumously) 1969. d.
Portland Sept. 9 1969.*
IRELAND, Charles Thomas, Jr. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Yale 1948.
Theta Delta Chi. Alumni Council 1946-50,
Overseer 1961-72, Trustee 1972. Scholarship
fund established in his memory 1974. b.
Boston April 14 1921; m. Alice Hinds 1942, m.
Dorothy Gardner 1953; ch.: Anne '76, Claire,
Alan. Research law clerk White & Case NYC
1948-51, sec. N.Y. Central RR 1954-59,
Allegheny Corp. NYC (sec, general counsel
1951-54; exec, v.pres. 1959-61; pres. 1961-67),
Int. Tel. & Tel. Corp. (v.pres., spec. asst. to
chmn.-pres. 1968-69; sr. v.pres. 1969-71). Pres.
Columbia Broadcasting System 1971-72. Dir.
(N.Y. Central RR 1959-67, Investors
Diversified Services Inc. 1959-67, Int. Tel. &
Tel. Alleghany Corp. 1965-71, grand central
branch YMCA NYC), member board of dir.
Boy Scouts of Am. Served to capt. USMC
1942-45; awarded USN Cross, Silver Star,
Bronze Star, Purple Heart (2), Presidential
Unit Citation with Star (2). d. Chappaqua NY
June 8 1972.*
JANNEY, Raymond Barton, II. A.B. 1947.
Sigma Nu. Management; b. Cecil County
MD June 28 1921; m. Nancy Roberts Nov. 19
1944; ch.: Barton, Holly, Susan, Tracey. Chief
engineer All Am. Engineering Co. Wilmington
DE 1948-59, asst. to chmn. Avco Everett
Research Lab. Inc. Everett MA 1959—. Dir. C.
of C. Everett, co-chmn. Tri-City Council,
v.pres. DelMar Va. section Am. Rocket Soc,
New Eng. section Am. Inst. Aeronautics &
Astronautics (dir., treas., sec). Served to capt.
ACUSA 1942-45; awarded Soldier's Medal,
Air Medal with 5 Oak Leaf Clusters,
Distinguished Flying Cross with 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster, res. Essex MA.*
JOHNSON, Lincoln Fernando, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
(Longfellow scholar), Ph.D. Harvard (Bacon
Travelling fellow) 1956. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education & art; b. Lynn MA May 21 1920;
m. Rodica Isaila Aug. 10 1974; ch.:
Christopher, Michael. Visiting lectr. Wellesley
Coll. 1949-50; prof. Goucher Coll. Towson
MD 1950
—




appointments as visiting lectr. Johns Hopkins
Univ., Morgan State Coll. Baltimore. Pres.
Goucher Coll. chapter Am. Assn. Univ. Pres.
1960-61, 1965-66; v.pres. Spectrum Films
1960-70; member board of trustees Md. Inst.
Coll. of Art 1957
— ;
v.pres. Baltimore Film
Festivals Inc. 1975; chmn. Md. Film Festival
1968-69; member (visual arts panel Md. Arts
Council 1969
—
, committee on acquisitions
Baltimore Museum of Art 1965-69, Municipal
Arts Comm. 1960-72). Served to sgt. USAAF
1942-45. Recipient: Award of Merit Artists
Equity Assn. 1976. Author Film: Space, Time,
Light and Sound (1974); contbr. res. Towson
MD.*
JOHNSON, John Robert. Bowdoin 1938-41,
D.M.D. Tufts 1944. Chi Psi. Dentistry; b.
Salem MA June 29 1921; m. Ruth Parady Aug.
27 1949; ch.: Cynthia, Peter, Douglas. Dentist
self-employed Keene NH 1947— . Various
offices Monadnock NH Dental Soc. 1947—
,
chmn. Christian education committee United
Church of Christ Keene 1975. Served to capt.
USA 194447. res. Keene NH.*
KAKNES, George Byron. B.S., M.D. Tufts
1945. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Lowell
MA Oct. 8 1918; m. Jean Logue 1946; ch.:
Ellen, Joseph, George Jr., David, Gregory.
Obstetrician pvt. practice Woburn MA 1945—.
Dir. Woburn Nat. Bank. res. Woburn MA.
KEAVENEY, Donald Charles. B.S. cum laude.
Sigma Nu. b. Swampscott MA June 8 1920.
res. unknown.
KENNEDY, Robert Maurice, Jr. B.S. b.
Pittsburgh PA June 4 1921. res. Ashland MA.
KERBS, Edward Adolf. Bowdoin 1938-40.
Business; b. NYC Nov. 20 1919; m. Grace
Mindnich; 8 children. Pilot 197-51, partner
Kerbs & Co. NYC 1951—. res. Rumson NJ.
KEYLOR, Arthur William. B.S. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1947. Chi Psi. Alumni
Council 1967-71, 1972 capital campaign
worker. Business exec; b. Natick MA
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March 28 1920; m. Freida Kenduck. Exec,
v.pres. Time Inc. NYC 19?— . Dir. (Time Inc.,
Eastex Inc.), group v.pres. magazine publishing
Time Inc. 1972. res. Bronxville NY.
KUSTER, John Frederick. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Salem MA Aug. 14 1918. res.
Londonderry NH.*
LAUBENSTEIN, George Albert. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. Management; b. Cleveland OH
June 30 1920; m. Priscilla Martin Jan. 1 1 1945;
ch.: Linda, Peter. Office mgr. Gilbane Bldg.
Co. 1946-48, Providence RI Gas Co.
(supervisor 1948-76, dir. purchasing & stores
1976
—
). Deacon Barrington Congr. Church
1968-69, Nat. Foundation March of Dimes
(member exec, committee 1959-76, state chmn.
1961-62). Served to It. (sg) USNR 1942-46. res.
Barrington RI.*
LEONARD, Roger Earle, II. Bowdoin 1938-39.
Chi Psi. b. Colorado Springs CO Sept. 16
1920. res. N. Easton MA.
LEWIS, James Mills. Bowdoin 1938-41. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Rockland June 13 1919; s. of
James A. '15. res. Concord NH.
LINDLEY, Nelson Ogden. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Columbia 1947. Chi Psi. Ret.; b.
Cambridge MA Sept. 5 1920; m. Priscilla
Chappie Aug. 8 1943; ch.: Margaret, Priscilla
Ann, Nelson Jr. Asst. admin. Beth Israel
Hospital Boston 1947-53, exec. dir. Somerset
Hospital Somerville NJ 1953-76, ret. Pres. (N.J.
Hospital Assn. 1962, Middle Atlantic Hospital
Assembly 1963, Somerville Exchange Club
1960), regent Am. Coll. Hospital
Administrators 1969-72. Served to 1st It.
MCUSA 1943-46. res. Falmouth MA.*
LINK, Arthur Albert. Bowdoin 1938-41. Zeta
Psi. b. Naticoke PA May 18 1916. res. Derry
NH.
LITMAN, Philip Henry. B.S. Occ. unknown;
b. Boston April 11 1921; m. Florence Burack
Aug. 17 1968 (2nd marriage); ch.: David,
Lesley. Served to 1st It. USMC 1942-46;
awarded Air Medals, Distinguished Flying
Cross, res. Worcester MA.*
LOEB, Ben Lengsfield. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Business; b. Columbia NJ May 7 1921; m.
Ruth Sargent 1943; ch.: Laurie, Andrew. Prop.
& pres. Square Clothing Co. Muskegon MI
1942— . res. N. Muskegon MI.
LOGAN, Alan Livingston. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Calif., Ph.D. Univ. Calif. b. NYC Aug. 22
1920; m. Anita Norcop Aug. 26 1950; ch.:
Christopher. Teaching fellow German
Bowdoin 1947-48, mgr. Brunswick Naval Air
Station 1947-48 (Alderman Hall, Ellis Hall,
Taylor Hall), instr. German Bowdoin 1952,
Reed Coll. 1953-60 (instr. German, assoc.
prof.). Served with Me. Nat. Guard 1938-40,
served to capt. USA 1940-46. d. Portland OR
March 12 I960.*
LORD, Richard Boynton. Bowdoin 1938-39.
Kappa Sigma. b. Boston Aug. 28 1919. res.
unknown.
LUNT, James Cammett. A.B. Zeta Psi. b. S.
Portland May 4 1920; s. of Paul C. '13. res.
Gardiner.
LUNT, Robert Henry. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Haverford PA
Sept. 26 1920; s. of William E. '04. Served to It.
(jg) USN 1942-46. d. Mt. Dora FL April 20
1946.
MacDONALD, Dougald. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Cambridge MA June 19
1920; m. Catherine Allen May 1 1943; ch.:
Catherine, Sally. Various positions to general
mgr. Burnham & Morrill div. Wm. Underwood
Co. Portland 1946—. Served to It. USN
1942-46. res. Falmouth.*
MacLAUGHLIN, Andrew Werhan. A.B. 1947.
Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Accounting; b. NYC Feb. 1 1920; s. of
Harry B. TO; m. Helen Wittmer Oct. 19 1952;
ch.: William, Kathleen. Expense controller S.
H. Kress & Co. NYC 1947—. V.pres.
Westchester County Historical Soc. 1966—
.
Served to t/sgt. USAF 1942-45. res. Pelham
NY.*
MacVANE, Douglas Piatt. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1949. Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Portland
March 21 1919; m. Mary Farley May 16 1959.
Atty. self-employed Portland 1949-51, spec,
agt. U.S. Office Price Stabilization Portland
1951-52, atty. self-employed Portland 1952—.
Served to t/3 USA 1942-45. Contbr. res. S.
Portland.*
MARSTON, Coburn. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Systems analysis; b. Boston Oct. 7
1920; m. Verna Drummy 1951, m. Margaret
Gilliland May 24 1968. With USMC 1942-66,
ret. as It. col., systems analyst Federal Systems
div. Int. Business Machines Arlington VA
1967—. res. Falls Church VA.*
MARSTON, Edward Russell. Bowdoin
1938-39. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. N. Anson Aug. 5
1918; m. Mary Cloney June 7 1955.
Meteorologist USN 1941-71, ret. res. Sparks
NV.*
MARTIN, Edward, Jr. A.B., M.D. Tufts 1945.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Nov. 21 1919; m.
Hazel Strachan May 7 1943, m. Doris Marsch
Oct. 3 1956; ch.: Edward III, Jeffrey, Nancy.
Chelsea MA Naval Hospital (intern, resident
physician), served to cdr. MCUSN 13 yrs., dir.
anesthesia dept. (Sutter Community Hospital
Sacramento CA, Mercy Hospital Johnstown
PA 1959-75). Fellow Am. Coll. Anesthesiology,
member board of dir. (Mercy Hospital,
Cambria County Med. Soc, Penn. Med. Soc.
Political Action committee). Served to It. (jg)
USN 1943. d. Johnstown PA July 13 1975.
MASON, Richard Phillips. Bowdoin 1938-39.
Sigma Nu. b. Brookline MA Dec. 15 1919.
res. Kansas City MO.
MAVER, Quentin. Bowdoin 1938-40, CH.
1942. Delta Upsilon. b. Roxbury MA Nov.
19 1918. res. Plymouth MA.
McKAY, John Stuart. B.S. Delta Upsilon. b.
NYC Jan. 11 1920. res. Beckley WV.
McKAY, Joseph Hume. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Exec; b. Houlton Jan. 18 1920; m.
Paulien Grant July 8 1949; ch.: Bruce, Martha,
Jane. Geo. S. Gentle Co. Houlton (sec.
1946-56, pres. 1956-66), John C. Paige Co.
Houlton (partner 1966-72, v.pres. div. of Fred
S. James & Co. 1972—). Trustee (Ricker Coll.,
Houlton Savings Bank). Served to sgt. USA
1942-46. res. Houlton.*
McLELLAN, Harold Lawson. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Roxbury MA Dec. 2 1918. res.
Gardner MA.
MEDBERY, Herbert Earl Morgan, Jr.
Bowdoin 1938-39. Psi Upsilon. b. Evanston
IL Nov. 5 1920. res. unknown.
MENARD, Lincoln. Bowdoin 1938-41. Kappa
Sigma. b. Cohasset MA June 17 1920. res.
Daytona Beach FL.
MERRILL, Richard Preston. Bowdoin
1938-40. Beta Theta Pi. Management; b.
Boston Dec. 14 1919; m. Shirley Engel Dec. 12
1942; ch.: Constance, Richard Jr. Coca-Cola
USA 1954— (mgr. southern zone military
Atlanta GA 19?—). Served to maj. USA
1942-46; awarded Silver Star, Bronze Star,
Purple Heart with 2 Clusters, ETO Ribbon
with Invasion Arrowhead & Battle Star (5),
Combat Infantryman's Badge, Presidential
Unit Citation, res. Atlanta GA.*
MERRITT, Brooks Palmer. Bowdoin 1938-40.
Psi Upsilon. b. Newton MA June 17 1919.
res. unknown.
MORRELL, Kenneth Ellsworth, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Wayland
MA Feb. 24 1921. res. Elnora NY.
MORRIS, Allston Jesse. A.B. 1949, M.D. N.Y.
Univ. 1944. Alpha Tau Omega. Medicine; b.
Montclair NJ July 14 1920, m. Emily Brown
Dec. 20 1941; ch.: David, Christopher, Michael
'68, Elizabeth, Allston III. Physician pvt.
practice Wilmington DE 1949— . Pres. (Dela.
Acad. Medicine 1965-66, staff Wilmington
Med. Center 1970-74), established Southbridge
Med. Activities Center Wilmington. Served to
capt. USA 1945-47. res. Wilmington DE.*
MORROW, Richard Dana. Bowdoin 1938-40.
D.M.D. Harvard 1944. Chi Psi. Dentistry; b.
Lynn MA March 18 1921; m. Doris Bryant, m.
Doris Hills Oct. 31 1959; ch.: Dana, Dale.
Dentist pvt. practice (Lynn MA 1946-57,
Lynnfield MA 1957-66, Newport NH 1966—).
Pres. Grafton-Sullivan County Dental Soc,
sch. committee Lynnfield (member, chmn.
1963-66), chmn. planning board Sunapee NH.
Served to capt. USA 1943-46. res. Sunapee
NH.*
MORSE, Donald Howe. Bowdoin 1938-39. Psi
Upsilon. b. Troy NY Sept. 7 1920. res.
unknown.
MORSE, Mayland Herbert, Jr. B.S.. LL.B. &
J.D. Columbia 1948. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Alumni Council 1960-64, 1962 capital
campaign area chmn.. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Law; b. Cambridge MA Aug. 18
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1920; m. Elizabeth Slaker Aug. 6 1942; ch.:
Thomas, Elizabeth, Christopher. Draftsman
Russell Mfg. Co. Middletown CT 1942, atty.
(Morse & Grant Concord NH 1948-51, Hall
Morse Gallager & Anderson Concord 1951
—
).
Clerk & dir. (Beede Electrical Instrument Co.
1951— Indian Head Banks Inc. 1971—,
Indian Head Nat. Bank of Laconia NH
1948—, Indian Head Nat. Bank of Concord
1974
—
), N.H. Epis. Diocese (sec. conv.
1964-75, chancellor, member standing
committee), member vestry St. Pauls Church
1963-73, pres. Rotary Club Concord 1961-62,
master F. & A.M. Eureka Lodge 1960-62,
trustee (Masonic Home, public library
Concord, Colby Sawyer Coll. 1965-76), asst.
pres. N.H. Library Trustees Assn., chmn.
board of trustees Holderness Sch. 1960
—
,
officer Grand Lodge F. & A.M. NH. Served to
1st It. USAAF 1942-45. res. Concord NH.*
MURDY, Francis Russell. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1947. Kappa
Sigma. Ret.; b. Clinton MA Jan. 8 1921.
Teacher New Rochelle NY 1947-71, ret. Served
to s/sgt. USAAF 1943-46. res. New Rochelle
NY.*
MURPHY, William John, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-41. Theta Delta Chi. b. Brighton MA
Jan. 24 1920. res. Rosindale MA.
MURRAY, Paul Frederick Longfellow.
Bowdoin 1938-40. Zeta Psi. b. N. Hanson
April 8 1919. res. Winsted CT.
NEILSON, Robert Rice. B.S. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega. Class agt. 1973-75, Alumni
Fund dir. 1971-76 (chmn. 1975-76), 1972
capital campaign worker. Exec.; b. Sanford
July 2 1920; m. Hazel Fogg Sept. 19 1942; ch.:
Betty, Robert Jr. Various positions to dir.,
v.pres. finance & treas. Morgan Construction
Co. Worcester MA 1946
— ;
pres. Preferred
Plastics Inc. Putnam CT 1976— . Trustee board
of invest. Worcester County Institution for
Savings 1969
— ,
pres. Boston chapter Financial
Exec. Inst. 1968-69, Worcester Hahnemann
Hospital 1962— (trustee, treas.), treas. St.
Michaels on the Heights Worcester 1952-67,




committee Holden 1972— . Served to It. (sg)
USN 1942-46. res. Holden MA.*
NELSON, John Richard. Bowdoin 1938-39.
Sigma Nu. b. Stamford CT Nov. 24 1920.
res. Stanford CT
NELSON, William Edward. B.S. Kappa Sigma,
b. Lawrence MA Feb. 4 1921. res. Lynwood
CA.
NEWHOUSE, Robert Emmett. B.S., M.D.
Georgetown Univ. 1945. Psi Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Brewer May 1 1921; m. Arlene
Maloney; 8 children. Surgeon Pawtucket RI
19?—. Served to It. (jg) USN 1945-48. res.
Cranston RL*
NIVEN, Robert Seeton. Bowdoin 1938-40. Psi
Upsilon. b. Lynn MA July 7 1919. res. N.
Reading MA.
O'BRIEN, Edward Harlow. Bowdoin 1938-41.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Portland July 7 1918.
res. Arlington VA.
OSHER, William Jacob. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. SUNY 1945.
Medicine & education; b. Portland Sept. 20
1921; m. Mary Packard March 19 1947; ch.:
Anne, Elizabeth, Samuel, Henry. Physician &
instr. medicine Baylor Coll. Houston TX
1973—. Served to capt. USAF 1946-48. res.
Houston TX.*
PANGBURN, Edward Jameson. Bowdoin
1938-39. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston
July 2 1919. res. Amarillo TX.
PATTERSON, Herbert Melville. B.S. cum
laude. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Exec; b.
Brookline MA Oct. 21 1919; m. Ellen
Mathewson Sept. 1 1943; ch.: John, David,
Richard, Amy '78. Salesman NCR Corp.
Dayton OH 1946-50, pres. Durham CT Mfg.
Co. 1950— . Dir. (Farmers & Mechanics
Savings Bank, Lyman Farm Inc., Conn.
Business & Industry Assn.J, trustee & chmn.
Conn. Public Television, trustee (Middlesex
Memorial Hospital, Conn. Med. Service,
United Churches Durham), member Conn.
General Assembly 1961-67. Served to It. (sg)
USN 1942-46. res. Durham CT.*
PEARSON, Roger Ellis. A.B. Ret.; b.
Sharon CT Sept. 9 1919; m. Mary MacMillan
Oct. 15 1949. Various positions First Nat. City
Bank NYC 1946-75, ret. Dir.
(Yuham-Kimberley Inc. Seoul Korea 1972-74;
Toyomemka Am. Inc. NYC 1966-68; Amoyien
C. of C. Tokyo Japan 1960, Osaka Japan
1962-63), chmn. YMCA Seoul Korea 1972-73.
Served to capt. USMC 1943-46. res. San Rafael
CA.*
PENDERGAST, William James, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-40, D.M.D. Tufts 1944. Zeta Psi.
Dentistry; b. Boston June 8 1919; m. Betty
McCarthy 1945; 5 children. Student Loras
Coll. Dubuque IA 1940-41, dentist pvt.
practice Weston MA 19?— . res. Weston MA.
PERKINS, Niles Lee, Jr. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1950, M.P.H. Harvard 1966. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Augusta July 1 1919; s. of Niles
L. '03; m. Pearl McKay March 23 1940; ch.:
Bernice, Niles III. Grad. Governor Dummer
Acad. S. Byfield MA 1938, with Bath Iron
Works, intern Me. General Hospital Portland
1950-52, physician Bingham 1952-53, plant
physician Bath Iron Works 1953-55, mill
physician Oxford Paper Co. Rumford 1955-60,
physician Portland 1960-65, dir. med. care Me.
State Dept. of Health & Welfare 1965-67,
resident physician Me. Med. Center Portland
197-68, asst. program coordinator Me.
Regional Med. Program 1969-70, exec. dir.
Penobscot Bay Med. Center Rockland
1969-71. Consultant (Me. Health Facilities
Planning Council, S. Me. Comprehensive
Health Assn. Inc.), member Me. State Selective
Service Appeals Board, city councilman
Portland 1964. Served with USN 1944-45.
Med. library Penobscot Bay Med. Center
dedicated in his memory 1971, ambulatory
care unit Penobscot Bay Med. Center
dedicated in his memory 1972. d. Upper
Blackville N.B. Canada April 24 1971.*
PETERKIN, Donald Scott. Bowdoin 1938-39.
Alpha Delta Phi. Corp. exec; b. Webster
Grove MO Aug. 17 1919; m. Mary Byrd May 2
1952; ch.: Donald Jr. Brien. Nat. Distiller (div.
mgr. Jacksonville FL 1946-54, asst. mgr. int.
div. NYC 1954-61, open state sales mgr. NYC
1961-63, pres. M. Shaw Co. Drug NYC
1963-73, v.pres. general mgr. NDDC Drug
1973-74, dir. media relations NYC 1974—).
Chmn. exec, committee Nat. Importers Assn.
Served to maj. USA 1941-45. res. Huntington
NY.*
PETERSON, Winfield Augustine, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-40, B.S. Dickinson Coll. 1943. Alpha Tau
Omega. Communications; b. Brooklyn NY
May 5 1921; m. Eleanor Hunter Jan. 2 1946;
ch.: Winfield III, William, Timothy. With
Merrill Lynch NYC summer 1942, trainee
General Electric Co. Pittsfield 1946, various
positions to commercial supervisor New Eng.
Tel. Co. 1946—. Served to QM USN 1943-46.
res. S. Natick MA.*
PIERCE, Francis Madigan. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign area co-chmn.,
1972 capital campaign area chmn. Exec; b.
Houlton Sept. 23 1919; s. of Leonard A. H'05;
m. Barbara Ludwig May 6 1949; ch.: Thomas,
Andrew, Kendall. Salesman & sec. A. H. Fogg
Co. Houlton 1942-58, v.pres. First Nat. Bank
Houlton 1958-72, board chmn. First Nat. Bank
of Aroostook Houlton 1972— . Trustee Ricker
Coll. 1960-72. res. Houlton.*
PLATT, Joseph Sears. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Systems analysis; b. NYC May 26 1919; m.
Elizabeth Andrews June 6 1944; ch.: Carol,
Joseph Jr., Henry, Andrew. Systems analyst
Tenn. Eastman Co. Kingsport TN 1946—.
Served to 1st It. USAF. res. Kingsport TN.*
REDMAN, Charles Whitney, Jr. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Exec; b. Corinna Feb. 15" 1920; m. Wilma
Parker Feb. 10 1945; ch.: Joseph '70, Charles
'73. Miliiken Tomlinson Co. (G.I. Bill trainee
Portland 1946-47; asst. branch mgr. Presque
Isle 1947-50; branch mgr. Lewiston 1952-57;
v.pres. Portland 1960-75, exec, v.pres. 1975
—
).
Served to It. USNR 1942-46. res. Portland.*
REYNOLDS, Arthur Phillips. B.S. Sigma Nu.
b. Presque Isle Aug. 2 1920. res. Presque Isle.
RICE, Henry Gordon. Bowdoin 1938-40. Alpha
Tau Omega b. Stamford CT July 20 1920.
res. unknown.
RINGER, Val Weston. B.S. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Medford MA Nov. 29
1920; m. Kathaleen Scott 1943, m. Barbara
Hobart Jan. 5 1975; ch.: Martha, Susan, Scott.
Trainee Statler Hotel Boston 1946-50, Statler
Hilton Hotel Boston 1954-69 (asst. mgr., sales
mgr., resident mgr.), general mgr. Colonial
Hilton Inn Newport RI 1969-71, v.pres. & dir.
operations Colonial Motor Hotel Corp.
Wakefield MA 1971-75. V.pres. Centennial
Hotel Co., general mgr. Riverside Hilton Inn
Tampa FL 1975-76, past pres. New Eng.
chapter Hotel Sales Management Assn. Served
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to It. cdr. USNR 1942-46, 1950-54. res. Lake
Park FL.*
ROBINSON, Burton Emery. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. S. Amboy NJ Sept. 9 1920; m. Anita
Halstead Jan. 19 1946; ch.: Mark, Rhonda.
Agt. Aetna Life Ins. Co. (Norfolk VA 1946-55,
CA 1955-59), realtor San Carlos CA 1959-66
(The Fraters Co., Ward Realty Co.). Served to
It. (jg) USN 1943-46. d. Redwood City CA
May 4 1966*
RUSSELL, Robert Foster. B.S., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1946. Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b.
Beverly MA Jan. 13 1921; m. Doris
Mackintosh 1947; ch.: Bonnie, Ronald,
Michael, Heather, Robin. Dir. student health
Me. Maritime Acad. Castine 19?— . res.
Castine.
SABA, Theodor. B.S., A.M. Columbia 1949.
Advt. exec; b. Lawrence MA Oct. 4 1919;
m. Rose Abbate, m. Yvonne Akkari Sept. 18
1953; ch.: Charles, Carla '79.
McCann-Erickson (exec, v.pres. Mexico City
Mexico 1958-60, dir. Sao Paulo Brazil
1960-61), McCann-Erickson Int. (asst. to pres.
Geneva Switzerland 1962-64, account dir.
NYC 1964-67), dir.
(McCann-Erickson-Hakuhudo Tokyo Japan
1967-68, McCann-Erickson Rio de Janeiro
Brazil 1968—). Dir. The Little Theater,
member board of dir. Our Lady of Mercy
Chapel & Sch., v.pres. Advt. Agency Assn.
Brazil, chmn. publications committee Am. C.
of C. Served to 1st It. USA 1941-44. Named
Advt. Man of the Yr. Rio de Janeiro 1970, hon.
citizen of city Rio de Janeiro 1970. res. Rio de
Janeiro Brazil.*
SANBORN, John Goodell. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Occ. unknown; b. Augusta April 8
1920; s. of Walter M. '05; m. Marie Hallvax;
ch.: Karan, Susan, Robin. With Central Me.
Power Co. 19?-? Served with USN 1942-46. res.
Chelsea.*
SCOTT, William Alexander, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-40. Delta Upsilon. b. Arlington MA
May 13 1918. res. unknown.
SHEA Alfred Downey. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Concord MA Jan. 1 1919; m. Nancy Thomas
May 27 1943; ch.: Susan. Served to 2nd It.
USMC 1942-45. d. Ft. Jackson SC July 26
1945.
SHEPARD, John Oliver. Bowdoin 1938-39.
Sigma Nu. b. Cleveland OH June 3 1 9 1 8. res.
unknown.
SIDES, William Randolph, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-40. Psi Upsilon. Public relations; b.
Boston July 27 1918; m. Priscilla Brett May 2
1945; ch.: Susan, William III. Spec. rep.
Westinghouse Co. Dayton OH 1946—. Served
to sgt. USA 1942-46. res. Kettering OH.*
SKEE, Vincent Jonathan. B.S. b. Meriden
CT April 5 1918. res. Mt. Vernon.
SLOCOMB, Harold Cleverly, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-39. Kappa Sigma. b. Winthrop MA
July 20 1920. res. unknown.
SMITH, Frank Arthur. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agt. 1948-50. Management; b.
Westbrook Feb. 25 1921; s. of Frank A. '12; m.
Angeline Nolan Feb. 18 1950; ch.: Frank III,
Peter, Regina, Pamela, Patrick, Michael.
Professional engineer (MA); New Eng. Tel.
Co. (engineer Boston 1946-48, toll transmission
apparatus engineer Boston 1948-53,
transmission & protection engineer Me.
Portland 1953-60, general training supervisor
Boston 1960-61, spec, services & customer
equipment engineer Boston 1961-63, plant
supervisor data Boston 1962-63, dist. network
mgr. Boston 1963
—
). Sec.-treas. Inst, of
Electrical & Electronic Engineers Me. section
1959-60. Served to capt. USAF 1942-46. res.
Milton MA.*
SMITH, George Edward, Jr. B.S. 1943. Beta
Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Consulting; b. Woburn MA July 2 1917; m.
Ruth Schmidt Oct. 1 1943; ch.: George,
Deborah, Cynthia, Jeffrey. Plant mgr. Indian
Head Mills Nashua NH 1952-54, v.pres. &
general mgr. Great Falls BLEA & Dye Works
Somersworth NH 1954-61, asst. to pres.
Clemtex div. Allied Kid Co. Boston 1961-66,
v.pres. general mgr. Allied Research
Development Co. Boston 1966-70, sales
engineer K. J. Quinn Co. Maiden MA 1970-75,
consultant N.H. State Port Authority
Portsmouth NH 1975—. Chmn. board of
deacons Community Church Durham NH
1968-72. Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46. res.
Durham NH.*
SOWLES, Horace Kennedy, Jr. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. Self-employed automobile sales;
b. Boston March 28 1919; m. Margaret Payson
Sept. 18 1948; ch.: John, Horace, Peter.
Shipping clerk Baker Ice Machine Co. S.
Windham 1946-48, materials handling engineer
Saco Lowell Shops 1948-50, prop. Morong
Brothers Inc. Portland 1950—. Pres. (Me.
Automobile Dealers Assn., Am. Imported
Automobile Dealers Assn., Portland
Symphony, United Community Services),
v.pres. Portland Soc. Art, trustee Museum of
Transportation, chmn. Governor's Dealer
Board. Served to It. cdr. ACUSN 1942-46. res.
Falmouth.*
STAFFORD, Peary Diebitsch. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Portland July 3 1920; s. of
Marie A. H'49; m. Lois Waite May 14 1944;
ch.: Barbara, Peary Jr. Served to It. ACUSN
1942-46; awarded Distinguished Flying Cross
(2), Air Medal (7). d. Leonardtown Md Aug. 5
1946.
STETSON, Rufus Edwin, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
George Washington Univ. 1949. Zeta Psi.
Alumni Council 1964-67. Govt.; b. NYC
Feb. 11 1922; s. of Rufus E. '08; m. Margaret
White 1946; 4 children. Regional counsel U.S.
Bureau of Customs Govt. Center Boston 19?—
.
Served to It. USN 1942-45. res. Wiscasset.
STONE, Kenneth George, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Princeton 1944; Ph.D.
Princeton 1946. Theta Delta Chi. Class agt.
1942-48. b. Portland May 31 1920; s. of
Kenneth G. '17; m. Marion Hoffman Aug. 20
1954. Instr. chemistry S.D. State Coll. 1944-45,
research chemist Sun Chem. Corp. E. Orange
NJ 1946-47, Mich. State Univ. (asst. prof,
chemistry 1947-59, prof. 1959-65; asst. dean
grad. sch. 1964-65). Co-author: Elementary
Quantitative Analysis (1948), author:
Determination of Organic Compounds (1956),
contbr. d. Lansing MI Nov. 22 1965.*
STOWE, John Palmer, Jr. B.S., A.M. Boston
Univ. 1948. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Chemistry; b. Cambridge MA Dec. 17 1920;
m. Barbara Bean 1943; ch.: John Jr., Judith,
Anne, David, Mauret. res. Somersworth NH.*
TENNYSON, Leonard Bernhard. B.S. Sigma
Nu. Consulting; b. NYC July 29 1919; m.
Judith Gellert March 18 1949, m. Alison
Griffith Feb. 21 1962; ch.: Jeffrey, Noel,
Leslie. Correspondent United Press Assn.
NYC & London England 1946-48,
correspondent Nat. Broadcasting Co. &
London Observer London 1949, information
officer economic cooperation admin. Marshall
Plan Vienna Austria & Rome Italy 1950-53,
exec. asst. W. Averell Harriman NYC 1953-54,
dir. information The European Community
Washington DC 1954-74, public affairs
consultant Washington DC 1975—.
Professorial lectr. Am. Univ. 1960-67, founder
& ed.-in-chief European Community
magazine, founder European Community
(Common Market) representation in the U.S.
Served to It. USCG 1942-46; awarded various
campaign medals Pacific Theatre, res.
Washington DC, Annapolis MD.*
THURSTON, George William. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega. b. Steuben May 2 1920. res.
Machias.
TIBBETTS, George Alton, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-39. Delta Upsilon. b. Portland Jan. 20
1920; s. of George A. '12; m. Anne Flint Oct.
10 1943; ch.: Stephanie, Bradford. Served with
USA 1942-53 (2nd It. 1943-45; 1st It. 1945-46;
capt. 1947, 1950-53). d. Albuquerque NM May
22 1953.
TONON, Mario Anthony. B.S., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. 1952. Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b.
Monson MA Sept. 24 1918; m. Theresa
Gromek Oct. 6 1945; ch.: Ann, Barbara,
James, Elizabeth. Accounting clerk General
Electric 1942-43, teacher high sch. Brunswick
1946-48, instr. Univ. Me. Brunswick Naval Air
Station 1948-49, high sch. Brunswick (guidance
dir. 1949-54, principal 1954-63, supt. 1963-70),
supt. S.A.D. Waldoboro 1970—. Recipient:
C.A.S. Univ. Me. 1962. Served with USA
1943-46. res. Brunswick.*
VAFIADES, Lewis Vassor. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1950. Alpha Tau Omega. Class agt.
1957-62, Alumni Fund dir. 1963-68 (chmn.
1964-65, v.chmn. 1966-67, chmn. 1967-68),
Alumni Council 1968-72, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Overseer 1973-79. Law; b.
Hermon March 25 1919; m. Marian Jaques
Nov. 20 1948; ch.: Susan. Atty. self-employed
Bangor 1950-71, sr. partner Vafiades Brountas
& Kominsky Bangor 1972— . Pres. (Me. Trial
Lawyers' Assn. 1970-74. Me. Bar Assn. 1976).
Served to 1st It. USAF 1942-46, served to maj.
USAF 1951-53. res. Hampden.'
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WAITE, James Bishop B.S. Theta Delta Chi.
Aviation; b. Binghamton NY Oct. 8 1920;
m. Beverly Petrich, m. Anne Casperson May 5
1973; ch.: Peter, Mary, Thomas. Airline pilot
Pan Am. World Airways NYC 1946—. Served
to It. USNR 1943-46. res. Ridgefield CT.*
WATT, Robert Gordon. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Journalism; b. Newton MA Oct. 29 1919; m.
Barbara Eldredge April 3 1943; ch.: Judith,
Sally. Pilot Pan Am. Airways NYC 1942-48,
reporter Southington CT News 1948-50,
copywriter Argus Advt. New Haven CT
1951-53, public relations dir. Cars of Yesterday
Sarasota FL 1953-55, printing broker
self-employed Sarasota 1955-61, Sarasota
Herald Tribune (reporter 1961-62, editorial
page ed. 1963
—
). res. Sarasota FL.*
WEEKS, George DeForest. Bowdoin 1938-40,
B.B.A. Univ. Wise. 1949. Delta Upsilon.
Ins.; b. Portland June 21 1920; s. of
DeForest '11; m. Berniece Strauh 1946, m.
Laura Bower May 3 1969; ch.: Gareth. Ins.
underwriter (Federated Mutual Ins. Owatonna
MN 1949-60, Home Mutual Ins. Co. Appleton
WI 1960-66), salesman Weisensel Ins. Agency
LaCrusse WI 1966-69, ins. underwriter Kansas
City MO (Crum & Forster Ins. 1969-73,
Employers Mutual 1974
—
). Served to capt.
USAR 1942-46. res. Kansas City MO.*
WELCH, Maxwell Millard. A.B. 1943. b.
Strong Jan. 11 1913. res. unknown.
WESTON, Robert Bridgham. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Lewiston Nov. 19 1919; s.
of Andrew D. '12; m. Margaret Wibberley
April 27 1945; ch.: Catherine, Janet, William.
With Foote-Cone & Belding, with Columbia
Broadcasting System, rep. Am. Foundryman,
nat. sales mgr. Automotive-Retailer Magazine
Peter Ball Publishing Co. Southport CT
1962-70, salesman Lake Publishing Co.
Libertyville IL 1970. Served to It. (jg) ACUSN
1942-45. d. Chester CT May 7 1970.*
WILLIAMS, Eugene Bateman, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-39. Psi Upsilon. b. Boston March 15
1919. res. unknown.
WILLIAMS, John Edward. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
Class agt. 1953-57, 1962-67. Management; b.
Winthrop MA May 23 1921; m. Janet Canham
Sept. 1 1945; ch.: David, Robert, John Jr.
Ludlow Corp. (sales trainee Boston 1945-46,
salesman 1946-55; marketing mgr. Needham
MA 1955-59, dir. marketing 1959, v.pres.
textile div. 1959-60, v.pres. 1960-73, general
mgr. textile div. 1973—). St. Marks Church
Southboro MA (warden 1967-71, dir. church
financial service 1971-74), dir. Ludlow Jute
Co., managing dir. Ludlow Canada Ltd.,
member board of assessors Hopkinton MA
1973—. Served to maj. USMC 1942-45. res.
Hopkinton MA.*
WOODWARD, Clark Eugene, Jr. Bowdoin
1938-41. Kappa Sigma. Transportation; b.
April 22 1919; m. Catherine Stockan 1966; ch.:
Clark, Carol, Craig. Flight engineer United
Airlines S. San Francisco CA 1951— . Served to
1st It. USA 1942-46. res. Carmel CA.*
WOODWORTH, Robert Wesley. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Lynn MA Oct. 7 1919.
res. Cambridge MA.
WORKS, David Albert. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Clergy; b. Cleveland OH Nov. 22 1920; m.
Lucy Winston June 3 1946; ch.: Betty, David.
Epis. church Alexandria VA 1945-48, rector
Christ Church N. Conway NH 1948-60, pres.
N. Conway Inst. I960—. Chmn. (Federal
Govt. Comm. on Alcoholism Among Am.
Indians 1955-61, religious leaders Nat. Safety
Council 1972
—
, Governor's Drug Program
MA 1973
— ,
v.pres. Old South Meeting House
Boston 1973
—
, member Archives Advisory
Comm. Commonwealth of Mass. 1973—
.
Served to cpl. USMC 1941-42. res. Topsfield
MA, Snowville NH.*
WULFING, John Max, II. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
St. Louis MO Sept. 20 1920; m. Jane
Hutchinson June 6 1942; ch.: John III,
Christine, Gretchen. Mgr. factory Boston
1946-50, with Kelek Corp. Brookline MA
1950-54, v.pres. St. Louis Gear Co. Keokuk IA,
pres. Hill-Dodge Banking Co. Warsaw IL.
Served to cpl. ACUSA 1942-46. d. Ft.
Lauderdale FL Jan. 31 1968.
WYMAN, Oliver Aldrich. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Exec; b. Newton MA May 13 1921; m.
Marjory Rogge, m. Lissa Smith May 29 1975;
ch.: Michael, James, Meredith, Oliver,
Nicholas. Salesman J. M. O'Callaghan Co.
Boston 1946-49, sales mgr. (Yarmouth Rug Co.
1949-53, Aldon Rug Mills Phila. PA 1953-61),
dir. marketing services Commercial Carpet
Corp. NYC 1961-69, pres. Wyman Marketing
Inc. NYC 1969—. Served to It. USNR 1942-45.
res. NYC*
ZELLES, James George. B.S., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1951. Beta Theta Pi. b. Everett MA
Oct. 21 1917; m. Patricia O'Donoghue Aug. 6
1966. With John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Boston 1946-72. Chmn. home office campaign
United Way Boston. Served to 1st It. USA
1942-46; awarded Bronze Star. d. Winchester
MA Jan. 13 1972.
ZIMMAN, Barry. A.B. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Exec; b. Lynn MA Nov. 26 1920;
m. Phyllis Fisher April 25 1944; ch.: Robert,
Michael '71, Richard, Jonathan, Jeffrey '78.
Zimman's Inc. Lynn (clerk 1946-47, mgr.
1948-51, v.pres. 1951-60, pres. I960—). First
pres. Lynn Merc Assn. 1964-65, C. of C. Lynn
(dir. 1965, v.pres. 1966-67, pres. 1968), dir. N.
Shore Jewish Community Center 1960-68.
Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46. res.
Marblehead MA.*
Class of 1943
ABBOTT, John Cushman. A.B., A.M. Syracuse
Univ. 1949, M.L.S. Univ. Mich. 1950, Ph.D.
Univ. Mich. 1957. Theta Delta Chi. Library
science; b. Auburn April 12 1921; s. of Edward
F. '03; m. Frances Noon March 22 1945; ch.:
John, David, Bryan, Mary. Library of Cong.
Washington DC (intern 1950-51, asst. ed.
subject headings 1951-52, head orientalia
exchange section 1952-54), librarian Trinity
Univ. San Antonio TX 1955-60, dir. Lovejoy
Library Southern 111. Univ. Edwardsville
I960—. Served to 2nd It. USAAF 1943-45. res.
Edwardsville IL.*
ALGER, Frank William, Jr. B.S. 1973. Kappa
Sigma. Self-employed; b. Boston Nov. 10
1919; m. Jane Courtenay June 24 1954; ch.:
Lisa, Joseph. Alger Brothers Transportation
Co. (terminal mgr. 1947-51, Me. mgr. 1952-59),
mgr. highway operations Me. Central RR
1960-73, Me. resident agt. self-employed
1974—. PFC USMC 1944-46. res. Portland.*
ALLEN, Frank Raymond. A.B. 1947, M.D.
Yale 1951. Delta Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Providence RI Dec. 30 1921; m. Doris Stevens
Nov. 3 1943; ch.: Frank Jr., Teri, Stephen,
Thomas, William, David. Chief of medicine
Higgins Hospital Wolfeboro NH 1975—.
Member sch. board Wolfeboro 1969-72. Served
to It. (sg) USN 1942-46. res. Wolfeboro NH.*
ALTMAN, George Eliot. B.S. cum laude, M.D.
Tufts 1946. Medicine; b. Boston Dec 10
1921; m. Harriet Auerbach Sept. 10 1944; ch.:
Cori, Drew, Monte. Physician Brookline MA
1948— . Mass. Heart Assn. (past member board
of dir., past dir. cardiac work rehabilitation
unit), clinical assoc. medicine Harvard Med.
Sch., assoc. visiting physician Beth Israel
Hospital Boston. Served to It. (jg) USMCR
1944-49. Contbr. res. Brookline MA.*
ANDERSON, Andrew, Jr. A.B. 1947. Chi Psi.
Law; b. Boston May 21 1920; m. Doris
Thayer 1945. Partner Anderson Berndt
Antonellis & Larsen Westfield MA 19?— . res.
Westfield MA.
ANTON, Thomas. B.S., M.D. McGill Univ.
1947. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b. Biddeford
July 21 1922; m. Carolyn Parsons Aug. 25
1951; ch.: Eleanora, Charles. Internist
Biddeford. Served to capt. MCUSA 1951-53.
res. Old Orchard Beach.*
ARMBRUSTER, Ralph Ernest. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Waterbury CT June 2 1921. res.
unknown.
BABBITT, John Alden. A.B. 1948, CH. 1943.
Zeta Psi. b. Augusta April 15 1921. res.
Hallowell.
BACON, Charles Newcomb, Jr. A.B. b.
Winchester MA June 4 1922. res. unknown.
BARNEY, William Hadwen, Jr. CH. 1941.
Theta Delta Chi. Contract admin.; b.
Milford MA July 8 1920; m. Katherine
Kennedy Sept. 25 1944; ch.: Katherine, Marie,
William. Salvage repair General Motors
Wilmington DE 1947-51, asst. production mgr.
Eastern Malleable Iron Wilmington 1951-55,
production spec. Phila. Ordnance Dist.
Newark DE 1955-56, contract admin. (Chrysler
Missile Detroit MI 1956-60, Kollsman
Instrument Elmhurst NY 1960-65, div. of
Cutler-Hammer Deer Park NY 1966—).
Served to It. USNR 1941-46. res. Ft. Salonga
NY.*
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BARROWS, Reginald Carleton. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega. b. Topsham Oct. 8 1919; m.
Olga Gustafson July 1942, m. Phyllis Atwood
March 7 1957. Reporter Kennebec Journal
Augusta, copy ed. Portsmouth NH Herald,
legislative reporter Assoc. Press Augusta, exec,
dir. Me. Crusade for Freedom Voice of Am.
drive 1951, public information officer Me.
Good Roads Assn. (ed. The Maine Trail)
1952-56, 1st full-time exec. dir. Me. chapter
Assoc. General Contractors of Am. 1956-?,
prop. & ed. Me. Builder, social worker
Pineland Hospital & Training Center 1966-71,
Me. State Employees Assn. (dir., area
counselor, chmn. publications committee).
Served with USA 1941-45; awarded Bronze
Star, Purple Heart, d. Brunswick July 3 1971.*
BEAL, George William. Bowdoin 1939-41,
C.H. 1943. Theta Delta Chi. b. Whitefield
Oct. 3 1917. Served to ensign ACUSN 1941-43.
d. Quonset RI March 24 1943.
BECKLER, William Arthur, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Boston Oct. 23 1919; m. Mary
Flynn April 24 1943; ch.: Jane, Judith, Gail,
William III '71. Longview Farm Walpole MA
(counselor 1946, asst. dir. 1946-49, resident dir.
1949-69). Trustee Bridgton Acad. PFC USA
1943-46. d. Boston March 16 1969.
BELKNAP, Samuel Lincoln. B.S. Zeta Psi.
1962 capital campaign worker. Medicine; b.
Damariscotta Sept. 1 1921; s. of Robert W. '13;
m. Lucy Sisson March 23 19?; ch.: Sandra,
Samuel. Chemist Naval Research Washington
1943-44, physician pvt. practice Damariscotta
19?— . Chief of staff Miles Memorial Hospital,
res. Damariscotta.*
BELL, Robert Johnson. Bowdoin 1939-40, B.S.
Harvard 1947. b. Columbus OH Nov. 30
1921; m. Eleanor Backus May 15 1947; ch.:
Carol, Robert. Research physicist Photoswitch
Inc. Cambridge MA 1947-54. Served to capt.
ACUSA 1942-45; awarded Distinguished
Flying Cross (3), Air Medal (3). d. Wellesley
MA June 5 1954.
BENOIT, Andre Eugene. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Retailing; b. Melrose MA Feb. 15
1921; m. Nancy Ryan Feb. 3 1951; ch.:
AndreOl Jr., Peter '76, Joan '79, John. A. H.
Benoit & Co. Portland 1946— (buyer, mgr.,
v.pres.). Dir. A. H. Benoit & Co. Portland,
church council (Holy Cross, St.
Bartholomeau), chmn. Cape Elizabeth
Recreation Committee. Pvt. USA 1943-46. res.
Cape Elizabeth.*
BENSON, John. A.B. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Exec; b. Albany NY May 14 1920; m.
Elizabeth Smith Dec. 21 1951; ch.: Susan,
Amy, Elizabeth. Salesman Atlantic Refining
Co. 1948-55, pres. Waterbury CT Buckle Co.
Dir. (Waterbury Tag Co., The Banking
Center), member (advisory board City Nat.
Bank, Naugatuck Valley Industrial Council).
Served to s/sgt. USA 1943-46. res. Woodbury
CT.*
BIRD, Elmer Sidney. Bowdoin 1939-41. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Rockland March 4 1921. res.
unknown.
BLACK, Charles Henry, Jr. Bowdoin 1939-41,
A.B. Boston Univ. 1945, D.M.D. Tufts 1946.
Delta Upsilon. b. Boston Jan. 26 1921. res.
unknown.
BLAKELEY, Gerald Walter, Jr. A.B. 1960,
C.H. 1943. Zeta Psi. b. Newton MA Nov. 8
1920. res. unknown.
BOOTHBY, Charles Monroe. B.S. 1942 Beta
Theta Pi. Office management; b. Norwood
MA Jan. 1 1921; m. Lilian Hoyt June 17 1944;
ch.: Charles Jr., Samuel, Margaret. Marketing
dept. Westinghouse Hyde Park MA 1946-73,
office mgr. public sch. system Wellesley MA
1974—. Served to 1st It. USAAF 1943-45. res.
Walpole MA.*
BOSWORTH, John Frederick. A.B. b. Peru
NY June 18 1923. Credit mgr. Statler Hotels
NYC 1944-47, asst. treas. H. W. Baker Liner
Co. NYC 1948-53, exec, v.pres. Werner &
Acker Inc. 1954-67, ret. Co-founder & treas.
restoration committee of Lower Cape Inc.
Provincetown MA. Served to ensign USN. d.
March 27 1977.*
BRAGDON, Robert Wright. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. Chemistry; b. Marblehead MA Jan.
19 1922; m. Dawn Burnham March 1 1943;
ch.: Jo Ann, Richard, Robert. Analytical
chemist Mallinckrodt St. Louis MO 1943-46,
USM Corp. Beverly MA (research chemist
1946-47, dir. research metal hydrides 1947-65),
mgr. materials research Simplex Wire & Cable
Cambridge MA 1965-69, consultant Ventron
Beverly 1969-70, mgr. new products
development W. R. Grace & Co. Nashua NH
1970— . Patentee 25 chem. inventions, res.
Marblehead MA.*
BRAGDON, Roger Weare. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. NYC Feb. 1 1922. res. Bath.
BRANDENBURG, David John. B.S., A.M.
Columbia 1944, Ph.D. Columbia 1954. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. NYC June 7 1920;
m. Millicent Harcourt June 24 1944; ch.:
David, John '69, Guy, Ann. Teacher (Stanton
VA Military Acad. 1943-44, Riverdale Country
Sch. NYC 1944-46), lectr. history Columbia
Univ. 1947-48, Am. Univ. Washington DC
1948— (instr., prof., Fulbright research grant
France 1959). Author: European History in
World Perspective (1975), co-author: parts of
A History of the Western World (1964, 2nd
edition 1968), contbr., transl. res. Washington
DC*
BRICKATES, George Elias. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1950. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Saco
Feb. 22 1922. Atty. pvt. practice Biddeford
1951—. Dir. Pepperell Trust Co. Biddeford,
city solicitor Saco, deputy clerk Superior Court
Alfred, acting judge Municipal Court Saco.
Served to It. (jg) USA 1942-46, USNR 1946-?
res. Saco.*
BRIGGS, William Bradford. A.B. cum laude.
Psi Upsilon. Alumni Council 1963-67, 1972
capital campaign worker. Publishing; b.
Jamestown RI Aug. 5 1921; s. of Benjamin F.
'07; m. Elizabeth Buffinton May 28 1949; ch.:
Jonathan, Peter '75, Barry '78. Publisher
McCall Corp. NYC 1949-57, Ziff-Davis
Publishing Co. NYC (asst. to pres. 1957-59,
exec, v.pres. 1960-74, v.chmn. 1974
—
). Pres.
(Am. Bride Publications 1965-72, Paper House
1970-75, U.S. Ski Team Inc. 1973-76, U.S. Ski
Educational Foundation 1973-76), v.chmn.
Magazine Publishers Assn. 1972-74. Served to
It. (jg) USNAF 1943-45. res. New Canaan CT.*
BROWN, Carleton Justus. B.S. cum laude,
M.D. Yale 1945. Alpha Tau Omega.
Medicine; b. Phila. PA Feb. 4 1922; m. Jean
Brakeley March 27 1943; ch.: Carleton Jr.,
Philip. MCUSN 1942-67 (flight surgeon, capt.),
self-employed pediatric anesthesiology
Jacksonville FL 1967— . res. Jacksonville FL.*
BROWN, Philip Haywood, Jr. Bowdoin
1939-40, C.H. 1943. Psi Upsilon. b. Newton
MA May 6 1920. res. unknown.
BUBIER, Frederick Haskell. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Exec; b.
Swampscott MA Dec. 14 1921; m. Janet
Atwood Aug. 24 1946; ch.: Thomas '71, Jill
'74, Sally. Loss supervisor Most Mutual Ins.
Concord MA 1947-49, underwriter Central
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1949-52, C.P.C.U.
1952, treas. Bubier-Riley Ins. Agency Inc.
Bedford MA 1952-70, pres. Volunteer Ins.
Agency Inc. Concord 1970— . Pres. Mass.
Assn. of Ins. Brokers 1964-65, trustee board of
invest. Most Inst, for Savings 1969— , instr.
Northeastern Sch. of Ins., member (finance
committee Acton MA, industrial development
committee, town admin, study committee,
finance committee Acton Water Dist.). Served
to 1st It. USAF 1943-46; awarded Air Medal,
res. Acton MA.*
BUCK, George Hall. A.B. 1948. Delta Upsilon.
b. Springfield MA March 16 1921. res. S.
Willington CT.
BUCKLEY, Robert Lawrence. B.S. Chi Psi.
b. Toronto Ont. Canada Nov. 5 1920. res.
Lancaster NH.
BUNTING, Henry Sharpe. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Kanasas City MO Aug. 29 1920. res.
Shawnee Mission KS.
BURNHAM, Robert Norton. A.B. cum laude.
A.M. Columbia 1950, Ed.D. Columbia 1962.
Delta Upsilon. Education; b. New Bedford
MA May 19 1920; m. Phebe Case May 6 1944;
ch.: Andrew, Cynthia, Sara. Teacher
elementary sch. Spring Valley NY 1949-50,
high sch. El Cajon CA (teacher 1950-55,
counselor 1955-59, v.principal 1959-64).
Grossmont Coll. El Cajon (counselor 1964-66,
v.pres. Student Personnel Services 1966-69).
Grossmont Community Coll. Dist. (supt./pres.
1969-70, supt. 1970—). Chmn. (San Diego CA
County-Imperial Valley Counseling and
Guidance Assn. 1966-67, committee for
Community Coll. Needs San Diego Countv
1973, grants committee San Diego community
Coll. Assn.), pres. (Grossmont Coll.
Professional Assn. 1965-66. Metropolitan
League 1958), CCJCA (member board of dir.
1973
— ; region IX sec-treas., v.pres., pres.-elect
1968
— ), San Diego County Community Colls.
Assn. (v.pres., pres. 1969-71), San Diego
Community Colls. Assn. (v.pres., pres. 1968— ).
Grossmont Dist. Counseling Assn. (v.pres..
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pres. 1954-56), Grossmont High Sch. Dist.
Teachers Assn. (v.pres., pres. 1951-54),
member (exec, council Calif. Assn. of Jr. Coll.
Counselors 1964-68, chancellor's advisory
committee Calif. Community Colls. 1974
—
,
financial aids task force Am. Assn. of
Community & Jr. Colls. 1974, board of dir. El
Camino Achievement Centers and Reading
Clinics San Diego 1971-72, various
accreditation teams), member board of dir.
(Boys & Girls Aid Soc. 1971—, La Mesa CA C.
of C. 1971—), v.pres. Fletcher Hills Lions Club
1968—. Served to s/sgt. USAAF 1941-45.
Contbr. res. La Mesa CA.*
BURNS, Alfred Warren. A.B. cum laude, B.D.
Epis. Theol. Sch. 1945. Delta Upsilon.
Clergy; b. Boston April 5 1921; m. Elisabeth
Simonds May 30 1944; ch.: Rosalind, Alison,
Christopher. Curate Grace Epis. Church
Lawrence MA 1945-47, Calvary Epis. Church
Bridgeport CT 1947-51 (priest-in-charge,
rector), rector (St. Matthew's Parish Hyattsville
MD 1951-64, St. Luke's Epis. Church E.
Greenwich RI 1964
—
), summer vicar (St.
Martin's Parish Stamford England 1973,
Meavy Parish Devon England 1975). Chmn.
Diocese of Washington DC (strategic planning
1956-59, dept. of missions 1959-62, strategic
planning 1962-63), member board of dir.
(Randolph Mountain Club 1960-63, R.I. Civic
Chorale 1968-70). res. East Greenwich RI.*
BURTON, Robert Smith. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1949. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Cleveland OH Nov. 7 1921; s. of
Harold H. '09; m. Sally Finley April 9 1949;
ch.: John, Jane. Atty. Arter & Hadden
Cleveland (assoc. 1949-61, partner 1961
—
).
Board member First Unitarian Church of
Cleveland 1975
—
, United Torch Services
(v.pres., board member 1975
—
). Served to maj.
USMCR 1942-45, 1951-53. res. Cleveland
OH.*
CARR, Winthrop Wyatt. B.S. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Banking; b.
Middletown NY Feb. 10 1921; m. Frances
Alice Skelton May 13 1944; ch.: Christine,
Carolyn, Katherine-Ann. Mortgage officer
Five Cents Savings Bank Worcester MA
1947-56, asst. treas. Sawyer Lumber Co.
Worcester 1956-69, officer Consumer Savings
Bank Worcester 1969— . Dir. Worcester
Master Home Builders Assn., Savings Bank
Forum (pres. Worcester, v.pres. Mass.), St.
Francis Epis. Church (member vestry, treas.,
sr. warden, clerk), member Diocese of Western
Mass. (dept. of Admin. & Finance, Diocesan
Council). Served to It. USN 1943-47. res.
Holden MA.*
CARRINGTON, Andrew Bates, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega. b. Freeport NY Jan. 28 1921.
res. Merrick Long Is. NY.
CAY, Donald Frederick. Bowdoin 1939-41.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Brockton MA July 29
1920. res. Macomb FL.
CINQ-MARS, Robert Jay. A.B., CH. 1943.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lowell MA Dec. 11
1920. res. Ticonderoga NY.
CLENOTT, Martin Harold. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Business; b. Portland June 22 1921;
m. Esther Berman 1943; ch.: Laurie, Peter '73,
Michael. Partner Mortt's Shoe Outlet Portland
1970—
. res. Portland.
CLOUGH, Philip James. B.S., M.S.
Middlebury Coll. 1945. Beta Theta Pi.
Consulting; b. Lewiston Sept. 3 1920; m.
Betsy Batchelder June 10 1944. Teaching
fellow Bowdoin 1943-44, grad. fellow
Middlebury Coll. 1944-45, research chemist
Reynolds Metals Cambridge MA 1945-46, dir.
of research Nat. Research Corp. Cambridge
1946-61, div. general mgr. Norton Co.
Winchester MA 1961-69, v.pres. Gorham Int.
Gorham 1969— . Member Reading MA
(finance committee 1962-69, personnel board
1967-69), member development council
Gorham 1974
—
, dir. (Dirigo Properties Inc.
1971— ; U.S. Eximport Inc. 1973—; Rotary
Club 1973, 1975), corporator Reading Savings
Bank 1961-69, deacon Congr. Church 1963-69,
high priest Royal Arch Masons 1965, pres.
Vacuum Metallizers Assn. 1967. Co-ed.: Guide
to Covered Bridges of the United States (1956),
World Guide to Cove'red Bridges (1959);
patentee many vacuum metalized coating
processes; contbr. res. Gorham.*
COLBURN, Charles Goodspeed. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Boston Univ. 1945. Alpha Tau
Omega. Medicine; b. Quincy MA Jan 12
1922; m. Alice Birmingham June 28 1946, m.
Jane Shohl Dec. 18 1965; ch.: Elizabeth, Janet,
Nancy, Edward. Mass. Memorial Hospital
Boston (research fellow 1948-50, resident in
medicine 1950-52), V.A. Hospital Bedford MA
(staff physician 1952-71, assoc. chief of staff
1954-71, chief of staff 1971—). Board certified
in internal medicine, member health board
(Lexington MA 1967-70, Westford MA
1975
—), v.pres. Northeastern Assn. of Boards
of Health 1975—. Served to It. (jg) USN
1943-45, 1946-48. res. Westford MA.*
COLE, Philip Pearson, Jr. A.B. 1950.
Business exec; b. Murfreesboro TN Aug. 29
1918; s. of Philip P. '12; m. Nancy Smith, m.
Elizabeth Randolph June 19 1967; ch.:
Matthew, Victoria, John, Alan. Apprentice
engineer Baldwin Locomotive Works
Eddystone PA summer 1940, boatbuilder
Hubert S. Johnson Inc. Bay Head NJ 1945-48,
general mgr. Cole's Mill Inc. Littleton NH
1950-59, pres. & general mgr. Architectural
Woodcraft Corp. (Lisbon NH 1960-67, N.
Vassalboro 1967
—
). Founding pres. & dir.
N.H. Council for Better Sch. 1954-65, dir.
(N.H. Children's Aid Soc. 1955-65, New Eng.
Architectural Woodwork Inst. 1965
—
), trustee
& v.pres. Oak Grove Coburn Sch., member
Baker scholarship committee Colby Coll.
Served to 1st It. USA 1941-45. res.
Vassalboro.*
CONGDON, John. Bowdoin 1939-41. Beta
Theta Pi. Ret.; b. Duluth MN Aug. 7 1919;
m. Barbara Pickens Oct. 7 1944, m. Lily
Anderson Nov. 23 1968; ch.: Susan, Madolyn.
Invests. 1945-77, ret. Served to 1st It. USA
1941-45. res. Spokane WA.*
COOK, Norman Sears. B.S., CH. 1943. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lowell MA May 1 1921. res.
Concord NH.
CRAVEN, John Vincent A.B., A.M. Univ.
Colo. 1947, Ph.D. Syracuse Univ. 1957. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Portland Jan. 23 1921; m. Harriett Stine July 1
1949; ch.: Marianne, Carolyn. Clerk Portland
Tractor Co. 1945, instr. Ohio Univ. 1947-49,
business analyst FTC Washington DC 1951-53,
instr. Colgate Univ. 1954-56, Middlebury Coll.
1956— (instr., prof.). Member sch. board high
sch. Middlebury VT. Served to s/sgt. ACUSA
1943-45; awarded Air Medal with 3 Oak Leaf
Clusters, Distinguished Flying Cross. Contbr.
res. Middlebury VT.*
CRIMMIN, Charles Robert. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1950. Delta Upsilon. 1962
capital campaign area chmn. Law; b. Lowell
MA Aug. 17 1921. Research chemist General
Electric Co. Pittsfield MA 1943-47, atty.
(Thayer Smith & Gaskill Worcester MA
1950-51, Albert S. Silverman Pittsfield 1952-58,
pvt. practice Pittsfield 1958
—
). Chmn. city
planning board Pittsfield 1966-67, city solicitor
Pittsfield 1974-75. res. Pittsfield MA.*
CRONIN, Joseph Somers. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Lewiston Feb. 8 1922. res.
Lewiston.
CROSBY, Charles Josiah. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Bangor June 9 1921; s. of
Clarance H. '17. res. Wellesley Hills MA.
CROSS, Donald Leroy. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1947. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Education; b. Augusta
Sept. 7 1921; m. Ruth Chatterton June 8 1946;
ch.: Kathleen, David. Instr. (M.I.T 1947-48,
Dartmouth 1948-51), asst. prof. Upsala Coll.
East Orange NJ 1954—. Served to t/4 USA
1943-46. res. Livingston NJ.*
CROUGHWELL, William Joseph, Jr.
Bowdoin 1939-42. Psi Upsilon. b. W.
Medford MA April 5 1920. res. Weston CT.
DEACON, William, III. Bowdoin 1939-41.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Moosup CT June 3 1920.
res. Poulsboro WA.
DEVINE, Donald Thornton. B.S., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1950. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b.
Boston Oct. 3 1919; m. Virginia
Schenkelberger May 4 1957, ch.: Peter,
Patricia, Christopher, Jeffrey. Psychiatrist,
pres. & one of the founders Bay State Med.
Assoc. Boston 1961—. Served to It. (jg) USN
1943-45, 1951-53. res. Milton MA.*
DICKINSON, John Jesseman. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Me. 1947, LL.B. Yale 1950. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Rockford IL May 13 1921; m.
Elizabeth Merkle 1946, m. Rita Caravella July
12 1958; ch.: Karen, Barbara, Alexius. Atty.
legal div. Office of Price Stabilization
Washington DC 1950-54, asst. general counsel
Allstate Ins. Co. Chicago IL 1954-56, pvt.
practice Miami FL 1956-62, research analyst
Ariz. State Supreme Court 1962-65, pvt.
practice Phoenix AZ 1965-74. Served to sgt.
USAF 1943-46. Contbr. d. Phoenix AZ Feb. 19
1974.*
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DOLAN, James Dennis, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ret.; b. Portland Oct. 4 1920. Clerk Am. Tel.
& Tel. NYC 1946, dist. mgr. (McGraw-Hill Int.
Corp. NYC 1947-52, Whitney Brothers Co.
Boston 1954-55), regional mgr. Chicago IL
(Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corp.
1956-68, Assoc. Publications Inc. 1969),
publisher Construction Publications W. Seattle
WA 1970-71, ret. Served to 1st It. USAAF
1943-45. res. S. Portland.*
DONDIS, Harold Bayer. B.S. cum laude.
Law; b. Rockland Oct. 1 1922; m. Helen
Aspin April 6 1952. Rich May & Bilodeau
Boston (atty. 1945-50, partner 1950—). res.
Belmont MA.*
DUGGER, Fowler, Jr. Bowdoin 1939-41, A.B.
Univ. Ala. 1943, A.M. Duke Univ. 1947. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Journalism; b. Andalusia
AL April 10 1922; m. Vivian Gwaltney Oct. 19
1944; ch.: Vivian, Dorothy, Lee, Lane.
Reporter Suffolk News-Herald Franklin VA
1947-48, Auburn AL Bulletin 1948-53
(reporter, news ed.), Auburn Univ. (ed.
Education Interpretation Service 1953-59;
admin, asst., ed. development office 1960-68),
dir. news bureau St. Andrews Presby. Coll.
Laurinburg NC 1968-75, Public Research and
Tech. Auburn Univ. (research assoc. 1975, asst.
dir. 1975
—
). First Presby. Church Auburn
(deacon, elder), deacon Laurinburg Presby.
Church. Served to sgt. USA 1943-46. res.
Auburn AL.*
EASTMAN, Allen Keyes. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Business; b. NYC June 5 1919; m. Nancy
Waters Nov. 6 1949, m. Lucia Simpson Feb. 4
1965; ch.: Jeffrey, Christopher. Asst. export
mgr. G. R. Coleman & Co. NYC 1947-51,
invest, counselor Jesse R. Muni NYC 1951-52,
securities analyst Goldman Sachs & Co. NYC
1952-59, Wellington & Co. NYC (securities
analyst 1959-70, partner 1970—). Served to
s/sgt. USAAF 1942-46. res. S. Norwalk CT*
ECKFELDT, Roger Weed, Jr. A.B. 1947, grad.
Tufts Coll. Med. Sch. 1951. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Cambridge MA Aug. 4 1920; m. Gertrude
Macaulay Sept. 15 1956; ch.: Patricia, Karen.
Intern (Boston City Hospital, Harvard Surgical
Service); trained in orthopedic surgery 1951-56
(Boston City Hospital, Lahey Clinic); assoc.
Breck, Bason & Leonard El Paso TX 1956-57;
asst. chief orthopedic surgery V.A. Med.
Teaching Group hospital Memphis TN
1957-63; orthopedic surgeon Lawrence MA
1963-75. Diplomate Am. Board Orthopedic
Surgery, fellow Am. Acad. Orthopedic
Surgeons. Served to 2nd It. USA 1941-46;
awarded Am. Defense Ribbon, Asiatic &
Pacific Theater Ribbon with 2 battle stars,
Philippine Liberation Ribbon with 1 Star,
WWII Victory Ribbon, Am. Theater Ribbon,
d. Methuen MA March 11 1975.*
EDDY, Warren Day, Jr. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1946. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital
campaign area chmn. Phoenix-Tucson AZ.
Medicine; b. Portland Sept. 19 1921; s.
Wan-en D. '14; m. Elizabeth Regan Dec. 15
1945; ch.: Susan, Kathleen, Diane, Stephen,
Barbara, Patricia. Intern Me. General Hospital
Portland 1946-47, served to col. USA (resident
orthopedic surgeon 1948-51, med. officer
1951-56), med. officer U.S. V.A. Tucson
1956-57, self-employed orthopedic surgeon
Tucson 1957— . Member board of dir. United
Community Campaign 1966-68. res. Tucson
AZ.*
EDWARDS, Courtland William. Bowdoin
1939-41. Delta Upsilon. Sales; b. Waltham
MA Dec. 2 1920; m. Ann Marie Lowery
March 29 1941; ch.: Bruce, Martha. Research
tech. Dewey & Almy Chem. Co. Cambridge
MA 1941-44, with Champion Paper & Fibre
Co. Hamilton OH 1946-47, salesman (Acme
Paper Co. St. Louis MO 1948-55, John Carter
& Co. Boston 1956-57, Nashua NH Corp.
1957—). Served to capt. USA 1944-46. res.
Atlanta GA.*
EDWARDS, Robert Laughlin. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Public relations; b. Portland Nov. 1 1919; s.
of Don J. '16; m. Charleen Kring Aug. 27
1952; ch.: David, Duncan, Steven, Eileen,
Susan. Asst. ed. Brunswick Record 1946-47,
city ed. Ashland OR Daily Tidings 1947-50,
dir. information Southern Ore. Coll. Ashland
1951-53, mgr. public relations Corning NY
Glass Works 1953— . Dir. Civic Music Assn.
1956—, pres. (Rotary Club Corning 1963-64,
C. of C. 1971, United Way 1972), trustee
Corning Community Foundation 1973
—
,
chmn. Corning area bicentennial committee
1974—. Served to It. USNR 1943-46, 1950-51.
res. Corning NY.*
FOGG, George Edwin, Jr. A.B. 1948. Psi
Upsilon. Engineering; b. Portland Nov. 20
1921; s. of George E. '02; m. Joan Warner June
21 1958; ch.: Heather, Shawn, Ethan. Sylvania
Electric Products (jr. engineer NY, PA
1948-49; engineer Seneca Falls NY 1949-60,
sales engineer 1960-69), engineer General Tel.
& Elextronics Sylvania Seneca Falls 1969—
.
Trustee Seneca Falls Historical Soc. 1973—
Served to capt. USA 1940-46. res. Seneca Falls
NY.*
FOLEY, Matthew Walter. Bowdoin 1939-40.
Sigma Nu. b. Lowell MA July 23 1914. res.
unknown.
GAINES, Graham Porter. Bowdoin 1939-40.
b. Waterbury CT Aug. 27 1920. d. Portland
March 12 1940.
GAMMON, Alan Leslie. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1947;
M.E.S. Harvard 1948. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Norway April 23 1922; m. Phyllis Hecht July
29 1950; ch.: Cynthia, Catherine, David.
Project engineer Sperry Gyroscope Co. Lake
Success NY 1949-53, master Kent CT Sch.
1954-63, prof, physics Onondaga Community
Coll. Syracuse NY 1963—. Served to It. USNR
1943-46. res. Marcellus NY.*
GAUVREAU, Norman Oscar. B.S., M.D. Univ.
Vt. 1950. Chi Psi. Medicine; b. Lewiston Jan.
16 1921; m. Dorothy Daniels 1944; ch.:
Douglas, Paul, Kenneth, Gayle. Chief obstet.
& gynecol. St. Mary's General Hospital
Lewiston 1950— . Member zoning board of
appeals Lewiston 1964-69. Served to 1st It.
USMC 1942-46. res\ Lewiston.
GLOVER, William Gilman. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Me. 1947. Sigma Nu. Education; b. Foxcroft
Aug. 14 1920; m. Frances Roberts June 17
1946; ch.: Elizabeth, Mary, William. Teacher
Foxcroft Acad. Dover-Foxcroft 1943-45,
principal high sch. Sangerville 1947-49, florist
self-employed Dover-Foxcroft 1950-67, teacher
high sch. Guilford 1965-66, dir. guidance
Foxcroft Acad. 1966— . Pres. Kiwanis
Dover-Foxcroft 1955, awarded C.A.S. Univ.
Me. 1970. Served to cpl. USA 1942-43. res.
Dover-Foxcroft.*
GOODALE, Charles Edward. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Weymouth MA Aug. 3 1921. res.
unknown.
GOODE, Richard William. Bowdoin 1939-41,
CH. 1943. B.S. USCG Acad. 1944. Delta
Upsilon. b. Bangor Oct. 24 1921. res.
unknown.
GORDON, Millard Carlton. B.S., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. 1962. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education;
b. E. Madison June 30 1921; m. Constance
Cushing June 26 1943; ch.: Rebecca. Teacher
high sch. Milo 1943, principal Somerset Acad.
Athens 1943-45, teacher public sch. Skowhegan
1945-62, chmn. dept. social studies S.A.D.
Skowhegan 1962— . Pres. (Skowhegan
Teachers Assn. 1951, 1954; Somerset County
Teachers Assn. 1958). res. Skowhegan.*
GRAY, Donald Francis. Bowdoin 1939-40. b.
Maiden MA Aug. 25 1921. res. unknown.
GREGORY, Alfred Lawrence. A.B. 1946, CH.
1943. Zeta Psi. b. NYC Sept. 30 1921. res.
Scarsdale NY.
HACKING, Albert Edward, Jr. Bowdoin
1939-41, CH. 1943. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Providence RI March 6 1921. res. Marshfield
MA.
HAMBLETON, Winston Porter. Bowdoin
1939-40. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Manchester
NH March 21 1921. res. Nashua NH.
HAMLIN, Donald James. B.S., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1947. Alpha Tau Omega.
1972 capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Dexter May 3 1921; s. of James A. '00; m.
Natalie Richmond July 17 1948; ch.: William,
Robert, Nancy. Teacher (board of education
Lagrange 1946, Montclair NJ Acad. 1947-50,
board of education Maplewood NJ 1951
—
).
Church 1960— (deacon, chmn. board of
deacons, lay reader). Served to cpl. USA
1943-46. res. Livingston NJ.*
HANSON, Herbert, Jr. B.S. Chi Psi. Alumni
Council 1959, admissions aide. Business
exec; b. Providence RI June 21 1921; m.
Marcia Corey; ch.: Corey '70, Lorna, Paula.
Past chmn. MCM Hospital Supplies Inc. El
Reno OK 1972, pres. Colopar Corp. 1975—.
Past v.pres. admin. Davol Inc. Providence
1970. res. Boca Raton FL.*
HARTFORD, John Souther. B.S.
Electrician; b. Cleveland OH July 3 1918; m.
Elizabeth Barron July 3 1940, m. Barbara
Rumsey Dec. 27 1969; ch.: Kathryn, Paula.
Ruth, Cory, Newton, John. Lab. tech. The
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Boston Dispensary 1943-45, tech.
Ekectro-Med. Lab. Holliston MA 1945-46,
sales Commerce Clearing House Chicago IL
1947, sales engineer General Electric Co.
Ashland MA 1947-58, electrician Paul E. Luke
Inc. E. Boothbay 1958-67, shipwright Goudy &
Stevens E. Boothbay 1967-70, electrician (Paul
E. Luke Inc. 1970-76, Hodgdon Brothers E.
Boothbay 1976—). res. E. Boothbay.*
HAYES, Lawrence Travis. Bowdoin 1939-40.
Delta Upsilon. Mfg.; b. Norwood MA July
31 1920; m. Jane Milliken June 18 1949; ch.:
Diane. Stationary fireman Am. Hide & Leather
Co. Lowell MA 1940-47, jr. buyer E. B. Badger
& Sons Boston 1948-49, sales correspondent
Bird & Son Chicago IL 1949-50, C. A.
Dunham Co. Chicago & Dunham-Bush Inc.
Michigan City IN 1950-69 (asst. purchasing
agt., production control clerk, cost analyst,
supervisor cost dept.), production control mgr.
Poloron Products of Ind, Michigan City
1969-73, production mgr. Blocksom & Co.
Michigan City 1974— . Michiana Lions Club
(first v.pres., pres. 19?
—
), member finance
committee United Methodist Church. Served
to t/3 USA 1942-45. res. Michigan City IN.*
HAYWARD, Ralph Cushing, Jr. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Mfg.; b. Portland May 18 1920; m. Shirley
Bruenner Oct. 20 1945; ch.: Peter, Wendy,
Thomas '78, David. Plant mgr. John J. Nissen
Baking Co. (Worcester MA 1945-1966,
Portland 1966—). Served to 1st It. ACUSA
1943-45. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
HEFLIN, Robert Dean. Bowdoin 1939-40. Psi
Upsilon. b. Dumaquete P.I. Aug. 1923; m.
Margaret Powell June 10 1944. With Clark
Mfg. Co. Cleveland OH 1941, with engineering
dept. Thompson Products Cleveland 1941-42.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1942-44. d. near
Medernach Luxembourg Dec. 18 1944.
HELMS, Thomas Fermage. Bowdoin 1939-41.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Jersey City NJ May 26
1922. res. Sherman CT.
HEYWOOD, George Henry, Jr. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Business; b. Oct. 11 1920;
m. Mary Dellenbaugh; ch.: Geoffrey, George
III, Martha, Janet. Board chmn.
Heywood-Wakefield Co. Gardner MA 19?—
.
Member board First Safety Fund National
Bank, trustee (Gardner Savings Bank, Levi
Heywood Memorial Library), res. Gardner
MA.
HICKEY, John Armstrong. Bowdoin 1939-40.
Alpha Delta Phi. Mfg.; b. NYC Sept. 24
1919; m. Elizabeth Flett Jan. 26 1946; ch.:
Elizabeth, Margaret. Operations Am. Airlines
Chicago IL 1945-47, div. sales mgr. Lily-Tulip
Cup Corp. 1947-67 (Boston, St. Louis MO, San
Francisco CA), prop. Hi-Pack Co. Burlingame
CA 1967— . Member Grand Jury San Mateo
County CA 1972. Served to t/sgt. USAF
1941-45; awarded Distinguished Flying Cross,
Air Medal with 4 Oak Leaf Clusters, Battle
Star (7), ETO, Presidential Group Citation (2).
res. Hillsborough CA.*
HILLS, Leonard Mariner. A.B. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. NYC March 20 1920; m. Verna
Aigler July 17 1944. Credit investigator credit
bureau Washington DC 1946-48, tariff clerk
general accounting office Washington DC
1948-54, freight rate auditor Woodward &
Lothrop's Dept. Store 1954-68, ret. Served to
cpl. USA 1943-46. res. Lewes DE.*
HITE, Howard Omar, Jr. Bowdoin 1939-40,
B.S. Columbia 1948. Kappa Sigma, b. NYC
June 27 1921. res. unknown.
HOLMES, John Porter. Bowdoin 1939-41.
Alpha Delta Phi. Business; b. May 30 1921;
m. Carolyn Campbell; ch.: John Jr. Pres.
Commercial Distributors Portland 19?— . res.
Falmouth.
HOOKE, Richard Irving. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Exec; b. E. Orange NJ Aug. 31 1921; m.
Patricia Mayn Aug. 13 1955; ch.: Richard,
Jeffrey, Patricia, Andrew. Asst. buyer The
Emporium San Francisco CA 1947-49, sales
(Conklin Brothers Oakland CA 1949-56, Lake
Sales Berkeley CA 1956-69), pres. Apollo Sales
Inc. Oakland 1969—. Served to It. USN
1943-46. res. San Rafael CA.*
HOOPES, John Walker, Jr. B.S. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.S. M.I.T. 1944; M.S.
Columbia 1946; Ph.D. Columbia 1951. Beta
Theta Pi. Chem. engineer; b. Wilmington
DE May 30 1922; m. Marjorie Twombly Nov.
27 1947; ch.: Kathryn, Pamela. Columbia
Univ. (research engineer 1944, asst. prof. chem.
engineering 1951-55), Atlas Powder Co. (now
ICI United States Inc.) Wilmington (sr. chem.
engineer 1955-57, mgr. process engineer chem.
engineering dept. 1957-58, asst. dir. chem.
engineering dept. 1958-59, dir. 1959—). Co-ed.
Advances in chemical Engineering series, res.
Wilmington DE.*
HUBBARD, Elbert, III. Bowdoin 1939-40,
M.D. Univ. Buffalo 1947. Alpha Tau Omega,
b. E. Aurora NY Oct. 14 1921. res. unknown.
HUFF, Howard Laurence. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Tarrytown NY Dec. 17 1921. res.
unknown.
HUNTER, Bradbury Ellis. Bowdoin 1939-40,
1941-43. Psi Upsilon. Self-employed; b.
Melrose MA July 15 1920; m. Barbara Wood
May 3 1947; ch.: Bonnie, Bradbury Jr.,
Benjamin. Self-employed prop. Melvin Village
NH (lumber mill 1942-59, bowling lane
1959-75). Pres. N.H. Bowling Assn. 1964-67.
PFC USMC 1941-42. res. Melvin Village NH.*
HUTCHINGS, George Wilcox. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Publishing; b. Boston Sept. 14 1920; m.
Elinor Palmieri Feb. 18 1946, m. Virginia
Swenson Feb. 1956; ch.: Harriet, Kent, Mark,
John, Eric. V.pres. Simmons-Boardman
Publishing Corp. NYC 1946-61, regional mgr.
Dun-Donnelley Publishing Corp. Chicago IL
1961— . St. Charles' Epis. Church (jr. warden,
sr. warden), trustee Wayne IL Village Board
1963—. Served to 1st It. USMC 1943-46. res.
Wayne IL.*
HYDE, Richard Walker. B.S. 1942, B.S. M IT.
1947. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Communications; b. Newton MA May 20
1922; s. of George P. '08; m. Rosemary Sobol
Aug. 19 1943; ch.: Robert, Lynne. Various
positions N.Y. Tel. Co. L.I. NY 1947-60,
engineer Am. Tel. & Tel. Co. NYC 1960-61,
Mt. States Tel. & Tel. Co. (chief engineer
Albuquerque NM 1961, various positions
Denver CO 1961-70), dir. cost studies Am. Tel.
& Tel. Co. NYC Somerset NJ 1970—. Served
to It. USNR 1942-45. res. Morristown NJ.*
INGALLS, Roscoe Cunningham, Jr. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign nat. committee
chmn., Alumni Council 1964-68 (v.pres.
1966-67, pres. 1967-68), 1972 capital campaign
nat. campaign committee member, Overseer
1968-72, Trustee 1973—. Banking; b. NYC
Dec. 10 1920; m. Marjorie Davis Oct. 4 1947;
ch.: Lynn, Roscoe III, Andrew '72. Invest,
banker Ingalls & Snyder NYC 1946—. Dir.
(First Westchester Nat. Bank 1963-74, vacation
Bible schs. 1965— Rexham Corp. 1972—,
Barclays Bank of N.Y. 1974
— ,
community
fund Bronxville NY), v.pres. Nat. Recreation
Foundation, trustee (Eastern Savings Bank
1964
—
, Nat. Recreation & Park Assn.), v.pres.
& governor Lawrence Hospital Bronxville
1959-65, elder Reformed Church of Bronxville
1963
—
, Reformed Church of Am. (General
Synod Exec. Committee 1967-72; treas.
pension board 1955-73). Served to It. USNR
1943-46; awarded Combat Star (3). res.
Bronsville NY.*
JAMES, David Alexander. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Norwich CT Jan. 25 1921; m. Barbara
Crandall July 16 1949, m. Mary Mead Oct. 29
1960; ch.: David, Deborah, Lydia. Student
Univ. Penn., title analyst Aetna Life Ins. Co.
Hartford CT 1947-?, commercial relocation
counselor city of Hartford 1968-75. Served to
cpl. USA 1943-46. d. W. Hartford CT Jan. 21
1975.*
JAQUES, John Frederick. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland
Sept. 3 1921. res. S. Portland.
JOHNSON, Leonard Babcock. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Willimantic CT April 18 1922. res.
Hingham MA.
JOHNSON, Robert Barrows. B.S., M.S. M.I.T.
(Sloan fellow) 1958. Kappa Sigma. Business
exec; b. Salem MA Aug. 5 1921; m. Jan Huey
June 22 1946; ch.: Sandra, Robert, Barbara.
Mfg. mgr. Am. Optical Co. Southbridge MA
1946-71, pres. Penn. Optical div. Itek Corp.
Reading PA 1971—. Served to It. USNR
1943-46. res. Wyomissing Hills PA.*
JONES, Curtis Fuller. A.B. 1942, M.S. George
Washington Univ. 1968. Alpha Delta Phi.
Foreign service; b. Bangor Oct. 25 1921; m.
Elizabeth Swann May 29 1943; ch.: Curtis,
Steven, Leslie. Consul general Aden 1965-67;
political officer Embassy Beirut Lebanon
1968-71; dir. office of research for N. Africa,
Near East, and S. Asia Dept. of State
Washington DC 1971-75, pvt. consultant
1975—. Served to sgt. USA 1942-45. Recipient:
Superior Honor Award State Dept. 1966, 1973.
res. Clarksburg MD.*
JONES, Howard Ellis. B.S., M.S. State Univ.
of la. 1948. Delta Sigma. Chem. engineering;
b. Boston March 16 1921; m. Harriet Gallup
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Sept. 14 1947; ch.: Edmund, Daniel, Kenneth.
Chemist Sylvania Electric Co. Emporium PA
1943-45, chem. engineer E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. Wilmington DE 1948—.
Contbr., patentee, res. Wilmington DE.*
KIDD, Ralph Elliott. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Lynn MA July 3 1921. res. Burlington VT.
KIMBALL, Luthene Oilman. Delta Upsilon.
Management; b. Portland OR Jan. 29 1921;
m. Jane Robertson May 17 1947; ch.: Joan,
Luthene Jr. Mary Alice, James. Filene's Boston
(exec, training squad 1946-47, acting mgr.
Wellesley MA store 1947, mgr. Portland store
1947-50, mgr. Hyannis MA store 1950, staff
asst. to general mgr. branch store div. 1950-52,
mgr. Wellesley store 1952-55, asst. general mgr.
branch store div. 1955-58), prop. & operator
The Country Store Centerville MA 1958-69,
Old Harbor Candle Co. Hyannis Port 1969-72
(v.pres. operations, dir.), self-employed real
estate broker 1972-75, general mgr.
nonappropriated fund activities USCG Air
Station Otis Air Force Base Cape Cod MA
1975— . Chmn. prudential committee
Centerville-Osterville MA fire dist. Served to
s/sgt. USA 1943-46. res. Centerville MA.*
KINSMAN, Russell Clough, Jr. Bowdoin
1939-40, A.B. Univ. Bridgeport 1951.
Engineer; b. Tuscaloosa AL March 14 1920;
m. Doris Hawley Oct. 19 1940; ch.: Deborah,
David. Bullard Co. Bridgeport CT (tech. clerk
1940-48, foreman 1948-55, plant engineer
1956
—
). V.chmn. deaconate First Congr.
Church Fairfield CT 1974-75. Served with
USNR 1944-45. res. Fairfield CT.*
KOUGHAN, Patrick Francis. Bowdoin
1939-40. Beta Theta Pi. Business; b. Mnpls.
MN Sept. 28 1921; s. of Paul J. '15; married.
Prop. Patrick F. Koughan & Assocs. Inc.
Pacific Palisades CA 1955— . Served with
USAAF WWII, USAF Korean War; maj.
USAFR, ret. res. Pacific Palisades CA.*
KRUSE, Paul Frederick, Jr. Bowdoin 1939-40,
B.S. Univ. Me. 1944, Ph.D. Univ. Tex. 19? Beta
Theta Pi. b. Buffalo NY Aug. 25 1921; m.
Elizabeth Kronzer June 3 1949. Grad. asst.
Univ. Tex., organic chemist Sandia Corp.
Alburquerque NH 1951-53, v.pres. Samuel
Roberts Foundation Ardmore OK ca. 1973. d.
Ardmore OK Jan. 31 1973.
KUPELIAN, David Newton. Bowdoin 1939-41,
A.B. Boston Univ. 1947. Delta Upsilon. b.
Farmingdale Oct. 6 1920; s. of Nessib S. M'16.
res. unknown.
LACEY, Walter Faulkner. Bowdoin 1939-41.
Psi Upsilon. b. Keene NH April 15 1920; m.
Helen Pooler Aug. 29 1942; ch.: Stephen,
Elizabeth, Ninon, Kathleen. Wholesale
hardware business Boston 1945-47,
Brookhaven Nat. Lab. 1947-? (electronic tech.,
health physics dept. ca. 1965). Served to
seaman 2/c USN 1941-45. d. Bellport NY Oct.
28 1971.
LaFOND, Paul Decelle. Bowdoin 1939-42, B.S.
Univ. Md. 1962. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Skowhegan July 28 1921; m.
Katharine Boardman Sept. 8 1948, m. Eleanor
Rose May 15 1972; ch.: Geoffrey, Peter, Mark.
Enlisted USMC 1942, s/sgt. aviation 1944, 2nd
It. rifle platoon cdr. (1st Marine div. Okinawa
1945, China Asia 1945-46), managing ed.
Marine Corps Gazette 1951-54, served with 3rd
Tank Bn. Korea 1955, cdr. 2nd Bn. Seventh
Marines 1st Marine div. Camp Pendleton CA
1963-64, Joint Amphibious Task Force
Vietnam 1965-67 (sr. officer, plans officer),
asst. chief of staff G-3 of 3rd Marine div.
Vietnam 1968-69, commanding officer 3rd
Regt. 1968-69, member Inter-service Task
Force on Race Relations 1970, ret. as col. 1970,
administrative asst. to Congressman Paul N.
McCloskey Jr. Washington DC 1970-72,
deputy commandant of cadets Norwich Univ.
Northfield VT 1974— . Asst. scoutmaster
Springfield VA 1958-59, member (advisory
council Epis. Church Springfield 1956-60,
citizens comm. San Diego CA 1968), board of
dir. conservation dist. Lamoille County
1972-73. Awarded Silver Star 1945, Navy
Commendation Medal 1967, Legion of Merit
with Combat V 1969, Vietnamese Cross of
Gallantry 1969. res. Northfield VT.*
LAKE, Gordon Wentworth. Bowdoin 1939-40.
Business; b. Lubec Aug. 26 1921; m. Hilda
Bradford Aug. 7 1943; ch.: Linda, Gordon II.
USAF 2nd It. to col. 1942-72 (squadron cdr.
29th air transport squadron McGuire Air
Force Base NJ 1965-68, deputy cdr. 315th air
commando wing Phan Rang S. Vietnam
1968-69, sr. advisor to P.I. Air Force 1969-71,
base cdr. McGuire Air Force Base 1971-72),
ret., purchasing mgr. Inductotherm Rancocas
NJ 1974—. Dir. (Rotary Club Wrightstown NJ
1973-74, exec, board United Way). Awarded
Legion of Merit, Distinguished Flying Cross,
Air Medal (3), Air Force Commendation
Medal (2), U.S. Army Commendation Medal,
Philippine Air Force Commendation Medal,
WWII Campaign Ribbons, Korean War
Campaign Ribbons, Vietnam War Campaign
Ribbons & Battle Stars (3). res. Mt. Holly NJ.*
LARRABEE, Donald Cole. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. Financial
consulting; b. Reading MA July 14 1920; m.
Barbara Masterman Feb. 22 1942; ch.: Donald
Jr., James, Brenda, Judith. Instr. mathematics
Bowdoin 1943-44, industrial engineer Sylvania
Electric Danvers MA 1944-46, rep.
Hornblower & Weeks Portland 1946-56, v.pres.
Hugh W. Long & Co. Elizabeth NJ 1956-64,
prop. Donald C. Larrabee & Assoc. NYC
1964-70, exec, v.pres. Homestake Production
Co. Tulsa OK 1970-73, financial consultant
Citation Realtors Tulsa 1973— . res. Tulsa
OK.*
LEACH, Norton Richmond. B.S. Chi Psi. b.
Needham MA July 5 1920. res. Acton MA.
LORD, George Macomber. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Exec; b. Brookline MA May 26 1921; s.
of Fred R. ' 1 1 ; m. Maribel Small June 22 1 945
;
ch.: Julia, Cynthia, Robert, John. Reporter
Portland Evening Express 1945-49, agt.
Greater Portland Public Development Comm.
1949—, George C. Shaw Co. Portland (real
estate mgr. 1955-65, general mgr. 1965-57, pres.
1967—). Dir. (Canal Corp., Canal Bank, Me.
Med. Center). Served to It. (jg) USNR 1943-45.
res. Falmouth.*
LORING, William Ellsworth. B.S., MD.
Columbia 1946. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine;
b. Portland Nov. 6 1920; m. Lorraine Oppert;
ch.: William III, Melinda, Bruce. Intern L.I.
Coll. Hospital Brooklyn NY, teaching fellow
pathology SUNY Upstate Med. Center
Syracuse, Yale Univ. Sch. of Medicine
(research asst. pathology, instr. 1952-53), Univ.
Service Grace-New Haven Community
Hospital (asst. pathologist 1951-52, resident
pathologist 1952-53), asst. prof. Univ. N.C.
Sch. of Medicine 1953-56, asst. visiting
pathologist N.C. Memorial Hospital Chapel
Hill NC 1953-56, consultant Watts Hospital
Durham NC 1954-56, assoc. prof. Univ. N.Y.
Coll. of Medicine 1956-66, Bellevue Hospital
NYC (asst. visiting pathologist 1956-60, assoc.
visiting pathologist 1960-56), lectr. Columbia
Univ. 1956-62, visiting pathologist St. Vincent's
Hospital Bridgeport CT 1960-66, dir. The
Mercy Hospital Portland (labs. 1966
— , cancer
registry 1966-72, tumor clinic 1969-72),
consulting pathologist Westbrook Community
Hospital 1967— . Mercy Hospital (member
exec, committee of med. staff 1967-72; chmn.
ancillary services committee, by-laws
committee); consultant in lab. medicine,
cytology, legan and forensic medicine 1972
—
;
fellow (Am. Soc. of Clinical Pathologists 1955,
Coll. of Am. Pathologists 1959, Am. Coll. of
Angiology 1966), career scientist NYC Health
Research Council 1960-65; elected member
Sigma Xi 1952—. Served to It. (jg) MCUSN
1942-48. Recipient: fellowship grant John
Polachek Foundation for Med. Research
1958-61, fellowship in cytology Am. Cancer
Soc. 1952. Contbr. res. Falmouth Foreside.*
LUSCOMBE, David Scott. B.S., M.S. Univ.
N.H. 1948. Delta Upsilon. Food tech.; b.
Manchester NH June 24 1921; m. Virginia
Allen April 16 1944; ch.: Sandra, Scott, Keith,
Pamela. Chemist Federal Tel. & Radio Co.
Newark NJ 1943-44, food tech.
Baker/Beech-Nut Corp. Canajoharie NY
1947—. Served to It. (jg) USNR 1944-46. res.
Palatine Bridge NY.*
MANHIRE, Richard Henry. Bowdoin 1939-41.
b. Mt. Vernon Dec. 20 1921. res. unknown.
MARCHILDON, Robert Theodore. Bowdoin
1939-41. Alpha Delta Phi. Management; b.
Augusta March 16 1920; m. Doris Kohlus Oct.
3 1942; ch.: Patricia Ann, Robert Jr., Stephen.
Janine. M/sgt. (USMC 1941-45, Me. Army
Nat. Guard 1945-51), weapons maintenance
supt. chief m/sgt. USAF 1951-68, ret. CWO
USAFR 1958, mgr. Jerry-Brook Lanes
Augusta 1968— . Awarded Bronze Star, Air
Force Commendation Medal with 2 Oak Leaf
Clusters, Navy Commendation Medal, 20
additional military decorations, res. Augusta.*
MARR, Robert Irving. Bowdoin 1939-40.
Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Maiden MA Sept. 28
1920; m. Priscilla Piltz Sept. 26 1942; ch.:
Suzanne, Edward, Robert. USN 1940-48
(general operations officer 1948-51, tech. instr.
1951-52, commanding officer afloat 1952-54,
exec, officer afloat 1954-55, exec, officer Naval
School Command 1957-60, weapons officer
Attack Aircraft Carrier 1960-62. commanding
officer afloat 1962-64, program mgr. undersea
warfare weapons systems Washington DC
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1964-65, cdr. guided missile destroyer div.
1965*67, program mgr. Inshore Warfare
Project Naval Material Command 1967r68, ret.
capt. 1968), mgr. offshore and ocean towing
div. Major Marine Transportation Co. 1968-71,
sr. management engineer 1971-74. Member
U.S. Naval Inst. Masonic Order. Awarded
Navy commendation Medal 1968. res.
Annapolis MD.*
MARTIN, William Henry. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Management; b. Ft. Fairfield July 3
1921; m. June McGuire April 16 1955; ch.:
William. Territorial mgr. G. F. Business
Equipment Inc. Washington DC 1957—
.
Served to cpl. USA 1943-45; awarded Good
Conduct Medal, Battle Star (4), Bronze Star,
Combat Infantryman's Badge, res. Bethesda
MD.*
MATTHEWS, John Bowers, Jr. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Harvard
1949; Ph.D. Harvard 1957. Beta Theta Pi. 1962
capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Norway Aug. 25 1922; s. of John B. '18; m.
Gertrude Servison 1945, m. Margaret Williams
March 15 1952; ch.: Martha, Laurel '77. Intern
federal govt. Washington DC 1943-44, chief
admin, branch UNRRA Washington DC
1944-47, Harvard Business Sch. (asst. prof.
1951-55, assoc. prof. 1955*61, prof. 1961—).
Dir. (Rust Craft Greeting Cards 1962—
Passaic Herald News 1973
—
, Handleman Co.),
educational dir. Nat. Assn. of Independent
Schs. 1961
—
, trustee Pilgrim Congr. Church,
member Am. Marketing Assn., past consultant
USAF. Awarded Distinguished Scholar
Harvard Business Sch. 1949, Harvard Program
for Management Development Award for
Distinguished Contribution to Management
Education 1974. Author: Marketing Text &
Cases (1957); Business, Society, and the
Individual (1969); Marketing: An Introductory
Analysis (1965); Marketing: A Contemporary
Analysis (1972); contbr. res. Belmont MA.*
MAXWELL, Robert Wheelock. B.S. Zeta Psi.
b. Needham MA April 30 1921. res. Auburn
MA.
McCLELLAND, Frank Keppler. B.S. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. NYC Aug. 26 1921. Served to
It. (jg) USN 1943-44; awarded Silver Star,
Purple Heart, d. Leyte P.I. Dec. 11 1944.
McKEON, Frank Daniel. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. New Haven CT July 20 1920; m. Jeanne
Brise July 31 1948; ch.: Susan, Patricia, Sarah,
Maria, Margaret, Frank Jr., Joseph, Michael,
Thomas, William, Richard, Peter, Paul.
Charles W. Scranton Co. New Haven CT
(securities salesman 1946-65, partner 1965-70),
partner F. S. Moseley & Co. 1970-71. V.pres.
Conn. Invest. Bankers Assn., appointed to
Conn. Mortgage Authority 1969-71. Pvt. USA
1943-46. d. Rockville CT Sept. 13 1971.*
McKEOWN, William Taylor. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Ft. Collins CO July 4 1921. res.
Falmouth Foreside.
MESSER, Howard Thornton. Bowdoin
1939-40. b. Hope Oct. 19 1918; m. Dorothy
Mitton Dec. 8 1948 (2nd marriage); ch.: Linda.
With Am. Cyanamid Co. Wallingford CT
1951-70. Served with U.S. Merc. Marine
1941-51. d. Meriden CT Feb. 7 1970.
MICHEL, J. C. Donald. B.S. cum laude, M D.
Columbia 1946. Delta Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Lausanne Switzerland March 10 1921; 6
children. Physician pvt. practice Seattle WA.
Served to maj. MCUSA 1943-49. res. Seattle
WA.
MILESON, Donald Francis. A.B., B.S. M IT.
1948, B.S. U.S. Naval Postgrad. Sch. 1953, A.E.
Calif. Inst. Tech. 1954. Theta Delta Chi.
Exec; b. Portland Oct. 2 1922. With USMC
Washington DC 1943-63, ret. It. col. 1963—;
pres. Mileson Assn. Inc. McLean VA 1963—
.
res. McLean VA.*
MILLICAN, Leonard Lawson. Bowdoin
1939-41, D.D.S. Univ. Penn. 1944.
Dentistry; b. Manchester NH Sept. 22 1919.
Dentist self-employed Plymouth Ma 1944—
Served in WWII. res. Plymouth MA.*
MIN1CH, DeWitt Talmage. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Business
exec; b. Woodhaven NY March 16 1921; m.
Carolyn Bates Jan. 19 1952; ch.: Peter,
Andrew, Prudence. Industrial engineer (Am.
Woolen Co. Lawrence MA 1946-49, Stewart
Thurston & Co. Boston 1949-54), plant mgr.
Barry-Wright Waltham MA 1954-63, v.pres. &
treas. Am. Stay Co. Inc. Melrose MA 1963—
.
Chmn. Boxford MA (board of trustees First
Church, town finance committee), town
moderator Boxford. Served to 1st It. USN
1943-46. res. Boxford MA.*
MITCHELL, John Howard. B.S., A.M.
Harvard 1947. Psi Upsilon. Education; b. W.
Hartford CT Feb. 14 1921; m. Larayne Niers
Sept. 29 1945; ch.: Suzanne, Peter.
Communications consultant (Boeing Airplane
Co., Union Carbide Corp., N.R.L., N.U.S.C,
U.S.D.L., Harza, General Electric Co.,
Hamilton Standard, Encyclopedia Britannica,
Xerox Corp.), visiting prof. (Univ. Hawaii
Honolulu, Ariz. State Univ. Tempe, Canberra
Coll. of Advanced Education, Rennselaer
Polytech. Inst. Troy NY, Morehead KY State
Univ., Chautauqua NY), prof. English Univ.
Mass., visiting prof. Univ. Victoria B.C.
Canada 1975— . Amherst Hon. fellow (I.S.T.C.,
I.T.A.I.A., T.C.A.A.). Served to It. USNR
1942-45. Contbr. res. Amherst MA.*
MOORE, Wallace Forbes. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Management; b. Middletown CT Feb.
18 1921; m. Mary Robinson July 16 1949; ch.:
Sarah, Stephen '75, Julia, Jeffrey. Office mgr.
Moore Mfg. Co. Deep River CT 1945-50, pres.
W. F. Moore Co. Deep River 1950-55, Sibley
Co. Haddam CT (v.pres. 1955-63, pres.
1953-74), mgr. S. Conn. Resourse Recovery
Center Branford CT 1975—. Dir. Nat. Bank of
New Eng. E. Haddam. Served to It. USA
1943-45. res. Old Lyme CT.*
MORAN, Nelson Elder. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Business exec; b. Melrose MA May 24
1921; m. Mary Drake 1944; ch.: Frederic '69,
Evelyn. Pres. Moran Leather Co. Holbrook
MA 19?—. res. Hingham MA.
MORECOMBE, Fred Atkinson. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. b. Calgary Alta. Canada Jan. 11
1922. res. unknown.
MORSE, Robert Warren. B.S., Sc.D. 1966,
M.Sc Brown Univ. 1947, Ph.D. Brown Univ.
1949. Beta Theta Pi. Overseer 1971—.
Science; b. Boston May 25 1921; m. Alice
Cooper Jan. 25 1943; ch.: Robert Jr., Pamela,
James. Brown Univ. 1949-66 (various faculty
positions to prof., dean of the coll. 1962-64),
asst. sec. USN Washington DC 1964-66, pres.
(Case Inst, of Tech. Cleveland OH 1956-67,
Case Western Reserve Univ. 1967-71), Woods
Hole MA Oceanographic Inst. (dir. research





—), pres. Acoustical Soc. of Am. 1965-66,
fellow (Am. Acad, of Arts and Sciences
1958—, Am. Physical Soc. 1956—). Served to
It. USN 1943-46. Recipient: Distinguished
Civilian Service Award USN 1966. Contbr. res.
N. Falmouth MA.*
MURPHY, John Joseph. Bowdoin 1939-41.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Sept. 14 1918.
res. unknown.
OCHMANSKL Stanley Paul. Bowdoin
1939-40, B.S. Fla. Int. Univ. Miami 1976, M.S.
Fla. Int. Univ. Miami 1977. Alpha Delta Phi.
Consulting; b. Augusta Feb. 26 1920; m.
Margaret McMonigle June 7 1945; ch.: Stanley
Jr., Nancy, Paula, Thomas, Susan. Certified
safety professional; member Augusta Theater
Co. 1936-38, engineer/loadmaster Globe
Freight Airlines 1945-46, with (U.S. Purchasing
& Disbursing Office State of Conn. 1946-49,
Me. State Police 1949-50, U.S. Purchasing &
Disbursing Office State of Me. 1950), USAF
1950-67 (supervisor air operations and training
offices 1950-52; air freight officer Hickam Air
Force Base HI 1955-59; station traffic officer
Dover DE Air Force Base 1959-60, chief
ground, nuclear/missile & explosive safety;
MATS passenger service officer Orly Field
Paris France 1963-64; chief ground,
nuclear/missile & explosive safety
Chateauroux France 1964-56; assigned to
headquarters Military Airlift Command
Directorate of Transportation in Plans;
Programs & Analysis Div.; ret. CWO-4 1967),
staff rep. air transport section & aerospace
section Nat. Safety Council Chicago IL
1957-68, consultant aviation ground safety
Hartford CT Ins. Group 1968-69, mgr. ground
safety marketing group Eastern Airlines Inc.
Miami FL 1969-74, principal consultant Stan
Ochmanski & Assoc. Miami 1974— . Safety
consultant Fla. Processing Co. 1974
—
, aviation
& industrial consultant Electrofields Inc.
1975
— ,
founding member Bethesda Nat.
Foundation, member exec, committee Air
Transport Section Nat. Safety Council. Served
to m/sgt. ACUSA 1941-45; awarded Nat.
Defense Service Medal, Armed Forces Service
Medal, UN Service Medal, Presidential Unit
Citation, Korean Service Medal, Army
Commendation Medal, USAF Commendation
Medal, Am. Campaign Medal, WWII Victory
Medal, Aircrew Members Badge (Wings).
Recipient: Nat. Safety Council Award of
Honor 1961, 1962; Award of Merit 1963, 1964.
Ed.: Ground Aviation Safety Handbook-Nat.
Safety Council (1967). res. Miami FL.*
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PAINE, Robert Morse. B.S. 1942, M.D.
Columbia 1946. Medicine; b. Arlington MA
Dec. 28 1921; m. Mary Courteol Dec. 26 1947;
ch.: Julie, Robert, Ann, Mary. Physician &
partner The Mason Clinic Seattle WA 1946—
.
Sec. Presby. Ministries Inc., Mercer Is. Sch.
Board (member 1968-71, pres. 1969). PFC
USA 1943-46, 1947-49; sr. asst. surgeon
USPHS 1947-49. res. Mercer Is. WA.*
PAQUETTE, Roland Elmore. Bowdoin
1939-40. Design engineering; b. Lowell MA
Oct. 29 1915; m. Lucia Caniara Feb. 16 1949;
ch.: Roland Jr., Robert, Russell. Jr. engineer
Pratt & Whitney div. Niles Bement & Pond W.
Hartford CT 1942-44, design draftsman Sealol
Inc. Providence RI 1945, chief lab. tech.
Esmond RI Mills Inc. 1945-48, draftsman Old
Colony Engineering Pawtucket RI 1948-49,
design draftsman Hammel-Dahl Inc.
Providence 1949, methods engineer Hemphill
Mfg. Co. Pawtucket 1949-50, machine operator
Greenville RI Finishing Co. 1950, machine
design draftsman Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.
Providence 1950-51, plastic mold designer
Molding Corp. of Am. Pawtucket 1951-52,
mechanical designer Electric Boat div. General
Dynamics Corp. Groton CT 1952-60, designer
Vickers Inc. Marine & Ordnance div.
Waterbury CT 1960-63, design engineer Am.
Bosch Inc. Springfield MA 1963-70, product
designer (Cuno Mfg. div. AMF Meriden CT
1970-71, Engineered Devices Inc. Agawam
MA 1971, United Engineers Springfield 1971),
design engineer Scientific Energy System Corp.
Watertown MA 1972—. Patentee (2). res.
Enfield CT.*
PATTEN, Millard Hussey, Jr. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Shirley Mills Sept. 22 1920. Served to
1st It. USMC 1943-45. d. Okinawa Rykyu Is.
May 5 1945.
PEABODY, Roger Everett. Bowdoin 1939-41.
b. Portland Dec. 16 1921. res. Portland.
PICKEN, Marshall Wooley, Jr. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. NYC Feb. 6 1921. res.
Brookhaven Long Is. NY.
PIERCE, Benjamin Putnam. B.S. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1947. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Mfg.; b. Portland Oct. 13 1921; s. of
Leonard A. '05; m. Corinne Williford 1961;
ch.: Ben, Mary. Salesman (Bates Mfg.
Lewiston 1947-52, Saco Lowell Saco & Boston
1952-58), pres. Tyrone Hydraulics Corinth MS
1958— . Pres. Nat. Fluid Power Assn. Served to
capt. USMC 1941-46. res. Corinth MS.*
PIERCE, William Wesley, 3rd. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Communications; b. New
Bedford MA Feb. 13 1920. Master
Westminster Sch. Simsbury CT 1943-44,
announcer WNBH New Bedford 1944-48, disc
jockey & announcer WNEB Worcester MA
1949-50, announcer & program dir. WBK.A,
program dir. WBET Brockton 1950-52,
announcer (AWGBH FM & Television Boston
1952
— ,
Boston Symphony Orchestra), res.
Hingham MA.*
PILLSBURY, Orrin Cummings. B.S.
Management; b. Boston Nov. 13 1919; s. of
Nahum R. MM 5; m. Wanda Pye May 6 1947;
ch.: Barbara, Robert. Partner Carrigan &
Pillsbury Motor Co. Quincy MA 1946-48, asst.
sales mgr. Ofgant-Jackson Chevrolet Boston &
Cambridge MA 1948-50, business management
mgr. Chrysler Corp. DeSoto div. Boston
1950-56, sales mgr. Williams Buick Inc. Boston
1956-58, dist. sales mgr. (Renault New Eng.
Boston 1959-63, Volkswagen of Am. New Eng.
Region Wilmington MA 1963
—
). S. Congr.
Church Braintree MA (deacon 1955-69, treas.
1969-70), troop committeeman Boy Scouts of
Am. 1955-70. Served to sgt. USA 1943-45. res.
Braintree MA.*
PIPER, Winthrop Walker. B.S., A.M.
Columbia 1949. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Newmarket NH Aug. 30 1921; m. Emilie
Starke June 20 1953, m. Louise Koval June 19
1969; ch.: Winthrop, Geoffrey, Andrew,
Emilie. Student Columbia Univ. 1949-52, head
English dept. St. Mark's Sch. of Tex. Dallas
1952-53, instr. English (Conn. Coll. New
London 1953, Colby Coll. 1953-55, Univ. Vt.
Burlington 1955-59), head English dept.
Pittsfield MA (Miss Hallis^ Sch. 1959-65,
Berkshire Community Coll. 1965
—
). Instr.
Univ. Mass. NDEA Summer Inst. 1967, dir.
1968-71 (Mass. NCTE Achievement Awards,
Mass. NCTE Affiliate 1968-71). Served to It.
cdr. USNR 1944-45. Contbr. res. Becket MA.*
PLIMPTON, John. B.S. 1942. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Banking; b. Hingham MA Aug. 17
1921; m. Katharine Sawtell Aug. 16 1948; ch.:
Samuel, Jane, Frank, John. Regional rep.
Kidder Peabody & Co. Boston 1947-49,
Bellman Publishing Co. Boston 1949-51 (treas.,
dir.), Woodstock Assoc.-Paine Estates Boston
1951-58 (trustee, asst. mgr.), treas. Arkwright
Industrial Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1958-63,
The Fiduciary Trust Co. Boston 1963 (dir.,
v.pres., treas., trust officer). Pres. (Depatco
Corp. NH, Mountainy Pond Club Dedham),
trustee Mass. Forest & Park Assn. 1951
—
,
treas. (Dedham Temporary Home for Women
& Children 1963
—
, Women's Educational &
Industrial Union 1966-72), chmn. Sherborn
MA Town Forest Committee 1954— , v.chmn.
citizen's advisory committee Charles River
Watershed Study 1966
—
, member New Eng.
Forestry Foundation 1954— . Served with
ACUSN 1943-46. res. Sherborn MA.*
PLUMMER, Wendell Lacount. B.S. Beta
Theta Pi. Engineering; b. Medford MA Feb.
6 1922; m. June Dixon April 7 1944; ch.:
Michael, Kevin, Gail, Timothy, Steven, Debra.
Chemist Sylvania Electric Products Towanda
PA 1943-52, engineer (Westinghouse
Horseheads NY 1952-58, General
Electrodynamics Garland TX 1958-61),
Westinghouse Horseheads (engineering
supervisor 1961-71, engineering mgr. 1971
—
).
Elder Horseheads Presby. Church,
commissioner planning board Horseheads
1973— . Patentee: screen settling, res.
Horseheads NY.*
PRATT, Benjamin Remington. B.S. Chi Psi.
Ins. & real estate; b. Greenwich NY July 13
1921; m. Patricia Scully Oct. 14 1944; ch.:
Benjamin '69, Stuart. Sales Raub Supply Co.
Lancaster PA 1947-48, prop. SEIE
Schuylerville NY 1948—. Dir. First Nat. Bank
Greenwich 1954-73. Served to It. (jg) USN
1944-46. res. Schuylerville NY.*
PRICE, Alan Edward. Bowdoin 1939-40, A.B.
Lehigh Univ. 1943. Ins. exec; b. Pittsburgh
PA April 4 1922; m. Harriet Green Jan. 19
1947; ch.: Lloyd, Andrew, Eric, John. Asst.
credit mgr. I. Magnin & Co. Los Angeles CA
1947-50, mgr. & partner Chula Vista CA Motel
1950-55, partner Joseph Price & Sons
Pittsburgh 1955-59, mgr. Chula Vista Motel
1959-61, pres. Creaser Price Ins. Agency Inc.
Chula Vista 1961— . Dir. San Diego (Temple
Beth Israel, United Jewish Fund). Served to It.
USN 1943-46. res. San Diego CA.*
QUA, Robert Francis. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
Business exec; b. Lowell MA July 2 1920;
m. Margaret Eckstein April 18 1946; ch.:
Mary, John. Student Northwestern Univ.
1946-47, Lowell MA Cooperative Bank (asst.
treas. 1947-50, treas. 1952-58), regional rep.
Mortgage Guaranty Ins. Co. Milwaukee WI
1958-65, v.pres. Workingmen's Cooperative
Bank Boston 1965-68, exec, v.pres. Lowell MA
Cooperative Bank 1968-72, prop./mgr. Snelling
& Snelling Portsmouth NH 1972—. Pres. 1977
(N.H. Pvt. Employment Assn., Seacoast
United Way NH). Served to cdr. USNR
1943-46, 1950-52. res. Tewksbury MA.*
RICHARDSON, Edward Thompson, Jr. B.S.
1944, LL.B. Northeastern 1950. Sigma Nu.




Robinson Richardson & Chapman Portland
1962-70. Trustee & sec. Me. Audubon Soc.
1961
— ;
trustee, chmn. and legal advisor Me.
chapter The Nature Conservancy 1956
— ,
tech.
officer U.S. Census 1st cong. dist. Me. 1960.
PFC USA 1943-46. res. S. Portland.*
RIMER, Irving Israel. Bowdoin 1939-41, A.B.
Univ. Mich. 1943, M.S. Univ. Chicago 1946.
Exec; b. Salem MA May 25 1921; m. Joan
Engel Dec. 25 1946; ch.: Barbara, Elizabeth,
Sara. Public relations dir. (Community Chest
Wilkes-Barre PA 1947-50, Worcester MA
1950-53; Penn. Citizen's Assn. Phila. PA
1953-55), exec dir. Nat. Public Relations
Council NYC 1955-58, v.pres. public
information Am. Cancer Soc. NYC 1958—
.
Chmn. board of dir. Nat. Public Relations
Council, member public relations committees,
Nat. Health Council Columbia Sch. of Soc.
Work. Served to sgt. USA 1943-45. res.
Levittown PA.*
RINALDO, Peter Merritt. B.S. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.S. M.I.T. 1944; M.S.
M.I.T. 1947. Alpha Tau Omega. Chem.
engineering; b. Evanston IL June 21 1922; m.
Dorothy Warren July 20 1946; ch.: David,
Marjory, John. Dewey & Almy Chem. Co.
Cambridge MA (engineer 1947-49, plant supt.
1949-52), W. R. Grace & Co. Cambridge (tech.
dir. overseas div. 1952-60, v.pres. overseas
chem. div. 1960-67), v.pres. industrial chem.
group W. R. Grace & Co. NYC 1967—. Treas.
(Am. Inst. Chem. Engineers Boston 1950-54,
volunteer fire dept. Scarborough NY 1972-75,
Unitarian Fellowship Croton NY 1974-75),
elected member (Sigma Xi. Tau Beta Pi).
Served to It. (jg) USNR 1944-46. res.
Scarborough NY.*
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ROBB, Theodore Donahue, III. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Ridgewood NJ May 24 1921.
Served to 2nd It. ACUSA 1943-44. d. Italy
Aug. 31 1944.
ROBERTS, William Martin. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ret.; b. Bar Harbor Oct. 2 1921; m.
Barbara Davis Nov. 24 1948; ch.: Tobias,
Charles '74, Nancy '80. Active duty USN
1943-46: SC 1323 (submarine chaser), USS
Valve (Rescue/Salvage); 1950-54:
communication watch officer (cryptographer),
naval stations at Pearl Harbor HI and the
Pentagon Washington DC; Ready Reserve
1954-69: admin. & training officer Naval
Reserve Center Providence RI; ret. as It. cdr.
USNR 1969; federal civil service: tech. writer
communication Navy Dept. Washington DC
1954-57, civilian training officer Naval Air
Station Quonset Pt. RI 1957-73, deputy dir.
Army Education Center Ft. Devens MA
1973-74. Pres. & area gov. Toastmasters Int'l
Quonset Pt. RI 1958-67, Boy Scouts of
America (cubmaster Davisville RI 1959-63,
chmn. Narragansett Council Dist. Pow Wows
1960), American Legion (cdr. Post 15 E.
Greenwich RI 1972-73, nat. v.-chmn. Security
Committee 1972-73). Commendations from
cdr. Pacific fleet and chief of naval operations,
res. E. Greenwich RI.
ROSS, Philmore. B.S. Merc; b. Biddeford
April 19 1922; m. Pauline Weinman June 15
1947; ch.: Franne, Jeffrey. Salesman A. E.
Ross & Sons Co. Biddeford 1946-47, trainee
Sears Roebuck & Co. Portland 1947-48, pres.
The Canterbury Shop Inc. Brunswick 1948—
.
C. of C. Brunswick area (dir., pres.), dir.
(United Fund, Am. Red Cross), chmn.
(advisory committee merchandising dept.
Univ. Me. Orono, zoning board of appeals,
town finance committee), sch. board
Brunswick (member 5 yrs., chmn. 2 yrs.).
Served with USA 1943-46; awarded
commendation U.S. Military Govt. Korea
1945. res. Brunswick.*
RUTH, Sherman Barington. Delta Upsilon.
b. Gloucester MA Dec. 29 1921; m. Ruth
Josephson Jan. 1 1943; ch.: Sherman Jr. Served
to It. USMC 1943; awarded Silver Star. d.
Okinawa Ryukyu Is. May 17 1943.
SALISBURY, Preston Shackford. Bowdoin
1939-40. Delta Upsilon. b. Providence RI
Feb. 15 1919. res. Carolina RI.
SEARS, Horace Joseph Henry. Bowdoin
1939-40. Delta Sigma. Management; b.
Cambridge MA Dec. 4 1919; m. Marjorie
Hopkins Feb. 11 1955; ch.: Timothy,
Stephanie, Elisabeth. Sales mgr. H. P. Foley
Co. Peabody MA. Served with USCG 1942-45.
res. Manchester MA.*
SEGAL, Vernon Loeb. B.S. Business exec;
b. Lewiston Nov. 4 1921; m. Lila Bacon 1949;
ch.: Jane, Hope, Elizabeth, Richard, Robert,
Nancy. Pres. Chernowsky's Augusta 1954—
.
Pres. Rotary Club Augusta 1964-55, member
Me. Small Business Advisory Council 1959,
chmn. (Forum-A 1970-72, Augusta Parking
Dist. 1976
—
, Me. State Museum Comm.
1977—). Served with USA 1943-46. res.
Winthrop.*
SEWALL, Joseph. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
Business exec; b. Old Town Dec. 17 1921;
m. Hilda Wheelwright; 1 son. Pres. James W.
Sewall Co. Old Town 1946—. Pres. Me. State
Senate 1975— . res. Old Town.*
SHAW, Frank Hazeltine. Bowdoin 1939-41. Psi
Upsilon. b. Yokohama Japan Oct. 27 1920;
s. of Richard E. '06. res. unknown.
SHEPHERD, Robert Suclare, Sr. A.B. 1948,
Ed.M. Univ. N.H. 1955. Delta Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education; b.
NYC Aug. 13 1921; m. Margaret Trewhella
April 17 1947; ch.: William III, Robert Jr.
Lawrence Acad. Groton MA 1948-70 (teacher,
coach, dir. admissions), asst. headmaster
Austin-Cate Acad. Center Strafford NH
1970— . Pres. New Eng. Interscholastic
Wrestling Assn. 1964-65, chmn. fund raising
First Parish Unitarian Church 1962-63, New
Eng. Assn. for Child Care 1972-75 (pres.,
trustee), member board of dir. Mass. Council
of Voluntary Child Care Agencies 1973-75.
Served to 1st sgt. USA 1942-46; awarded
Presidential Unit Citation 1945. res. Dover
NH.*
SHIPMAN, Robert Oliver. A.B., M.S.
Columbia 1948. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Flushing NY Feb. 13 1920. Dir. Mass
Communications Inst. & assoc. prof, mass
communications Mankato MN State Univ.
1975—. Served to capt. USA 1941-46. res.
Mankato MN.*
SIMON, Lester. B.S. cum laude, M.E. M.I.T.
1944. Exec; b. S. Portland July 23 1922; m.
Edwina Mansfield Sept. 8 1950; ch.: Claudia,
Jeffrey, Amy, Katherine. Professional
Engineer; sr. engineer Jackson & Moreland
Boston 1946-50; asst. to pres. Commonwealth
Services Inc. NYC 1950-54; partner W. C.
Gilman Co. NYC 1954-58; v.pres. R. A.
Ransom Co. NYC 1958-62; pres. Lester Simon
& Co. Inc. Morristown NJ 1962—. Dir. RCL
Electronics Co. 1970-74, chmn. planning board
Mendham Township NJ. Pvt. ACUSA
1944-46. res. Morristown NJ.*
SIMONDS, Edward Frederick. B.S. Chi Psi.
Sales; b. Portland Dec. 23 1920; m. Rose
Hayes June 24 1940; ch.: Beth, Charles,
Michael, Leslie. Auditor New Eng.
Shipbuilding Corp. S. Portland 1943-44, dist.
mgr. Royal McBee Corp. Portland 1946-62,
managing dir. Bell & Howell Co. 1962
—
(NYC, Chicago IL, Washington DC). Served
to 1st It. USA 1944-46, served to capt. Me. Nat.
Guard 1946-58. res. McLean VA.*
SIMONTON, William Kirk. B.S. Beta Theta
Pi. Class agt. 1957-75, Alumni Fund dir.
1959-60. Ins. exec; b. Wilmington DE Sept.
12 1921; m. Marguerite Gubelmann June 25
1948; ch.: Douglas '73, W. Scott '76, Jeffrey.
C.P.C.U. (1956); F. H. Simonton Inc.
Wilmington (salesman 1946-55, v.pres.
1955-70, president 1971—). Dir. (Rotary Club
Wilmington, Del. Importers Inc.), past pres.
Del. Assn. of Ins. Agt., class agt. Wilmington
Friends Sch., parents class agt. Tower Hill Sch.
Served to It. (sg) USNR 1943-46, 1951-53.
Participated Omaha Beach Invasion June 6
1944. res. Wilmington DE.*
SKINNER, Robert Teichert. Bowdoin 1939,
1941-42; B.B.A. Univ. Mich. 1945. Psi Upsilon.
Exec; b. Sacramento CA Oct. 4 1921; m.
Marion Gilbreath Aug. 25 1945; ch.: Robert
Jr., William. Asst. general mgr. Bendix Corp.
Detroit MI 1945-48, A. Teichert & Son Inc.
Sacramento CA 1948-56 (sec, general supt.),
pres. (Renniks Corp. N. Hollywood CA
1955-62, Hawaiian Am. Leasing Newport
Beach CA 1963—). res. Corona Del Mar CA.*
SLADE, Russell Rhind. Bowdoin 1939-40, B.S.
Rutgers 1948, M.F. Duke Univ. 1949. Kappa
Sigma, b. NYC Dec. 2 1920. res. unknown.
SLEEPER, Alden Brooks, II. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Lynn MA Dec. 10 1920. res. Upper
Montclair NJ.
SMALL, Wilfred Thomas. B.S., M.D. Tufts
1946. Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni Council
1970-74, 1972 capital campaign area chmn.
Medicine; b. Boston June 13 1920; m.
Muriel Gratton Sept. 25 1948; ch.: Wilfred Jr.,
Richard, James '77, John '80. Intern Children's
Hospital Med. Center Boston 1946-47, research
fellow and asst. in surgery 1949-50 (Children's
Med. Center, Peter Bent Brigham Hospital),
teaching fellow Harvard Med. Sch. 1950, New
Eng. Med. Center and Tufts Service 1950-53
(asst. resident, resident, chief resident surgery),
sr. clinical instr. surgery Tufts Med. Sch.
1953-60, The Memorial Hospital Worcester
MA 1960-73 (surgeon and chief emergency
surgical services, pres. med. staff, chief of
surgery), assoc. prof, surgery Univ. Mass. Med.
Sch. 1974— . Surgeon Project Hope Tunisia N.
Africa 1970, dir. Boys Club Worcester,
Economics Club (1st v.pres., pres. 1974), pres.
Worcester Surgical Soc, chmn. med. advisory
board Worcester Dist. Nursing Assn., F.A.C.S.
Served to It. (jg) USNR 1947-49. Contbr. res.
Worcester MA.*
STANLEY, Paul Emmet. A.B. b. Meriden
CT May 15 1918. res. Wallingford CT.
STARK, William Irving. Bowdoin 1939-41,
C.H.; B.S. Tufts Sch. of Engineering 1949.
Theta Delta Chi. Admin.; b. Boston April 8
1920; m. Barbara Tower Dec. 1941, m. Ruth
Krey Sept. 24 1957; ch.: William, Anne, Alden.
Engineer Avco-Everett Research Lab. Everett
MA 1955-67, administrator (Perkin-Elmer
Corp. Danbury CT 1968-71, Horizons
Research Beachwood OH 1972—). Served to
1st It. ACUSA 1941-45. res. Beachwood OH.*
STEARNS, Donald Aretas. Bowdoin 1939-42,
CH. Theta Delta Chi. Consulting; b. Boston
July 17 1920; s. of Timothy R. '18; m. Shirley
Miller July 26 1947. Salesman NYC (Lippit
Worsted Mills 1947-49, Cleveland Worsted
Mills 1949-51), sales mgr. Warner Inc. NYC
1951-58, account exec. Cushing & Newell NYC
1960-64, v.pres. Teco Plainview NY 1964-69,
sales mgr. Mantek Rye NY 1969-71, consultant
Lambert Huppeler Co. Inc. NYC 1971—.
Served to sgt. USAF 1942-45. res. Beechhurst
NY.*
STERN, Robert Joseph. Bowdoin 1939-41.
b. Hamburg Germany Jan. 6 1921. res.
unknown.
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STONE, Laurence Henry. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1947; LL.B. Yale
1950. Beta Theta Pi. Banking; b. Saco April
9 1921; m. Margaret Courtenay Aug. 30 1947;
ch.: Kathleen, Margaret, Laurence Jr. Assoc.
Withington Cross & McCann Boston 1950-51,
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston 1951
—
(v.pres., general counsel). Dir. Am. Red Cross
Wellesley MA, member (planning board
Wellesley 1965-73, town meeting). Served to It.
USN 1943-46. res. Wellesley MA.*
STRANDBURG, Lewis Arnold. Bowdoin
1941-42, CH. Kappa Sigma. Sales; b.
Guantanamo Cuba Sept. 1 1919; m. Barbara
Conroy Aug. 4 1945; ch.: Roger, Gary,
Cynthia, Barbara, Virginia. Sales rep. (Ichabod
T. Williams & Sons NYC 1945-72, J. H.
Monteath Co. Bronx NY 1972—). PFC USA
1942-45. res. Pound Ridge NY.*
STURTEVANT, Joseph Edward. Bowdoin
1939-40, 1941-42, CH. 1942; M.Div. Univ. of
the South 1959. Theta Delta Chi. Clergy; b.
Dixfield Aug. 21 1921; s. of James M. '09; m.
Mary Withington July 16 1943; ch.: Joseph Jr.,
Thomas, Barratt, Sarah. Gaylord Container
Corp. (mfg. Greenville SC 1945-47, sales
Greensboro NC 1947-55), rector (Trinity Epis.
Church Scotland Neck NC 1959-63, St.
Michael & All Angels' Church Columbia SC
1963
—
). Trustee (Univ. of the South Sewanee
TN, Heathwood Hall Sch.), dir. Diocesan
Foundation, delegate general convention
Committee on Const. & Casons, member
(standing committee Epis. Diocese of Upper
S.C, dept. finance sch. board Halifax County
NC). Served to 1st It. USAAF 1942-45;
awarded Air Medal, Mediterranean Theater
Ribbon with 3 battle stars, China-Burma-India
Ribbon with 2 battle stars, res. Columbia SC.*
SULLIVAN, Arthur Eugene. B.S., J.D. Yale
1945. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Lancaster NH Jan.
24 1921; m. Kathleen Lawson June 14 1947;
ch.: Arthur Jr., Carol, Daniel II, Thomas.
Assoc. atty. Dillon & O'Brien NYC 1945-57,
partner Lark & Sullivan NYC 1957—. Dir.
Spence Engineering Co. Inc., member (zoning
board of appeals Briarcliff Manor NY 1964-73,
village justice 1973
—
). res. Briarcliff Manor
NY.*
SUMMERS, Henry Gardner. Bowdoin
1939-41. Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Feb. 24
1920; m. Ruth Bryant 1942. Served to 2nd It.
ACUSA 1942-43. d. Eur. May 7 1943.
SUMMERS, Yale. Bowdoin 1939-40. Chi Psi.
b. Greentown IN June 28 1921. res.
Manchester NH.
SUMNER, Stanley, Jr. Bowdoin 1939-41.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Feb. 8 1920; m.
Eugenia Cooper 1952 (2nd marriage); ch.:
Terry. Res. Boston 1945-60. Served to 2nd It.
USMC 1942-45. d. Boston April 11 1960.
SWALLOW, George Newton, III. A.B. 1949.
Alpha Tau Omega. Social work; b.
Chelmsford MA Nov. 15 1920; m. Margaret
Ryan Oct. 17 1946. Treas. A-BA-Co. Inc.
Chelmsford 1953-65, social worker
Commonwealth of Mass. Chelmsford 1965—
.
Lions Club Chelmsford (past pres., past sec,
dist. governor 1968-69, treas. state council
1974-75). Served to t/sgt. ACUSA 1942-45;
awarded Air Medal with 2 Oak Leaf Clusters,
Asiatic-Pacific Theater ribbon, Philippine
Liberation ribbon, res. N. Chelmsford MA.*
TAYLOR, Harlan Dresser. B.S., B.S. M IT.
1944. Alpha Tau Omega. Exec,
management; b. Kennebunk March 23 1921;
m. Saunda Pease April 13 1946; ch.: Judith,
Jeffrey. Asst. dir. research for finance &
planning United Tech. Research Center E.
Hartford CT 1946— . Chmn. (development
comm. Manchester CT 1960-62,
redevelopment agency Manchester 1966-72,
State C. of C. Committee for Science & Tech.
1964-69), member board of dir. (town of
Manchester 1960-64, Savings Bank of
Manchester 1968—), member (USAF
subcommittee Arnold Engineering
Development Center Tullahoma TN 1950-55,
Capital Region Planning Agency 1967-70).
Served to It. (jg) USN 1944-46. Patentee,
contbr. res. Manchester CT.*
TAYLOR, Horace Bullard. A.B. 1942, M.D.
Univ. Rochester 1946. Alpha Tau Omega.
Medicine; b. Framingham MA Oct. 18 1921;
m. Dorothy Jones 1943, m. Martha Oviatt
April 10 1966; ch.: Frank '67, Jonathan,
Nancy. Physician (self-employed Reno NV
1953-66, Boothbay Harbor 1966-69, San Luis
Obispo CA 1969-70; Industrial Reynolds
Electrical & Engineering Co. Mercury NV
1970-71; self-employed Lompoc CA 1971—).
Served to maj. USA 1943-49, 1950-51; ret.
USAR 1960. Contbr. res. Lompoc CA.*
THAYER, Ralph Bruce, Jr. B.S., M.D. Yale
1946. Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b. Stafford
Springs CT April 1 1922; s. of Ralph B. Sr. '17;
m. Lois Pingree March 16 1946; ch.: R. Bruce
III, Susanne, Robert '74. Physician family
practice Enfield CT 1949-68, med. dir. to pres.
Conn. Med. Service New Haven CT 1968—
.
Trustee Johnson Memorial Hospital, past pres.
Tolland County Med. Assn. Served to capt.
MCUSA 1947-49. res. Enfield CT.*
THOMPSON, Benjamin. B.S., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1948. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b.
Portland May 3 1921; m. Arlene Tucker July
29 1949; ch.: Lucinda, Suzanne, Nathan II, B.
Tucker. Sr. partner Thompson Willard &
McNaboe Portland 1969— . Legal clerk Casco
Bank & Trust Co. 1969—, past dir. First
Industrial Bank of Me., clerk & treas. Assoc.
Fisheries of Me. 1958
— ,
agt. steamship ins.
clubs, past judge advocate Navy League Casco
Bay chapter, Royal Norwegian v.consul Me.
dist. 1960-65, numerous business corp. ME
(legal clerk, sec, dir.). Served to It. (sg) USNR
1943-46. res. Yarmouth.*
TOZER, Eliot Franklin, Jr. B.S. Kappa Sigma,
b. Milton MA March 28 1922. res. Tappan
NY.
TUTTLE, John Alvah, II. B.S. cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa; B.S. M.I.T. 1946. Theta Delta
Chi. Mechanical engineering; b. Mnpls. MN
May 21 1922; s. of Earle B. '13; m. Elisabeth
Graham April 29 1944, m. Rita Hatcher April
11 1964; ch.: John III, Richard '74, Peter,
Margaret. Professional engineer (PA);
mechanical engineer (Elliott Co. Jeannette PA
1946-59, Ingersoll-Rand Co. Phillipsburg NJ
1959-1967, Hercules Inc. Wilmington DE
1967—). Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46. res.
Wilmington DE.*
TWOMEY, Harry Francis, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Personnel management; b. Los Angeles CA
May 7 1921; m. Muriel Descoteaux Sept. 14
1946; ch.: Anne, John. Interviewer to mgr.
U.S. Employment Service Biddeford &
Sanford 1943-45, Allis Chalmers (industrial
relations mgr. Boston 1945-57, labor relations
mgr. Milwaukee TN 1957-60, asst. corporate
dir. industrial relations Milwaukee 1960-66),
corporate dir. industrial relations SKF
Industries Phila. PA 1966-70, personnel
management consultant self-employed Phila.
1970— . Officerships in various business &
charity organizations, res. Gladwyne PA.*
TYRRELL, Robert Leavitt, Jr. Bowdoin
1931-41, CH. 1939-41. Beta Theta Pi. Exec;
b. Salem NH Dec. 13 1920; m. June Tuttle Jan.
27 1945; ch.: Robert. Prop. Air Conditioning
Co. of Okla. Inc. Tulsa 1953-55, v.pres. L. A.
King Corp. Tulsa 1955— . Member Air
Conditioning Council of Central Okla. 1973—
.
Served to maj. USAF 1942-53; awarded
various military decorations, res. Oklahoma
City OK.*
ULIN, Donald Stuart. A.B. b. NYC Dec 23
1920. res. unknown.
WALKER, Harry Burton, Jr. B.S., M.D.
Temple Univ. 1948. Chi Psi. Medicine; b.
Millville NJ June 12 1922; s. of Harry B. '13;
m. Priscilla Hoffman Nov. 20 1953; ch.: Peggy,
Harry III, Ernest II. Anesthesiologist (Temple
Univ. Hospital 1951-52, instr. Univ. Colo.
Denver 1955-58, self-employed Denver
1955-74, resident anesthesiology Univ. Ariz.
Med. Center Tucson 1975
—
). Pres. Arapahoe
County Politalkers 1965, alternate delegate
Republican convention CO 1968. Served to
capt. USAF 1953-55. res. Englewood CO.*
WALKER, Robert Harris. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Construction & real estate; b. Brunswick
July 15 1922; m. Eunice Perkins May 3 1943;
Nancy, Sally, Jeffrey. Real estate broker
Hewitt & Walker Quincy MA 1947-52,
building contractor Robert H. Walker Inc.
Cumberland 1952— , self-employed real estate
broker Cumberland Foreside 1952— , pres. &
prop. Colonial Shop of Falmouth 1960-75.
Home Builders Assn. of Me. (dir. 1954-57,
1959-61; pres. 1957-59), Foreside Community
Church 1971 (trustee, pres.), chmn. town
budget committee Cumberland 1960. Served to
1st It. USA 1943-46. res. Cumberland
Foreside.*
WARREN, Albert William, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Weston MA July 7 1921; m. Henrietta
Lis June 29 1946; ch.: Robert. Pamela.
Bradford. John. Marketing research consultant
(Lever Brothers Cambridge MA 1947-48,
Gillette Boston 1948-53), marketing research
mgr. Dewey & Almy Chem. Co. Cambridge
1953-72. Pres. Chem. Marketing Assn., Am.
Marketing Assn. (pres., v.pres. Boston capter).
teacher marketing research Northeastern Univ.
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evening sch. Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46. d.
Boston Sept. 17 1972.*
WARREN, James Lester. B.S. 1946. Alpha Tau
Omega. Exec; b. Lubec March 23 1921; m.
Catherine McCurdy Sept. 18 1943. R. J.
Peacock Canning Co. (plant mgr. Eastport
(1946-53, asst. treas. Lubec 1953-61), pres. B.
H. Wilson Fisheries Eastport 1961— . Pres. Me.
Sardine Packers Assn. 1957, Me. Sardine
Council (member 1961— chmn. 1968-74), Nat.
Canners Assn. (chmn. Fishery Products
Committee 1960, 1973, 1974; member board of
dir. 1968-70), member Nat. Canners Assn.





council Eastport (member 1950-55, chmn. 1
yr), member (Codex Alimentarius Fish &
Fishery Products committee, board of dir.
Eastern Me. Development Dist. 1970
—),
industry advisor U.S.-Canadian Bilateral
Negotiations 1971 & 1973, Eastport Memorial
Hospital board of trustees (member 1948
—
,
pres. 1953-73). Served to QM 1st class USN
1942-45. res. Eastport.*
WEBSTER, Sereno Sewall, Jr. C.H. 1940, B.S.
USCG Acad. 1943. Ret.; b. Augusta Aug. 9
1920; s. of S. Sewall '10; m. Willetta German
Nov. 16 1946; ch.: Clifford '72, Anne.
Professional Engineer; engineer (Central Me.
Power Co. Augusta 1947-51, State Highway
Comm. 1951-57); dir. engineering Naval Air
Station Brunswick 1957-72; ret. Served to It.
USCG 1943-46. res. Georgetown.*
WENTWORTH, John Alexander, Jr. B.S.
Theta Delta Chi. Management; b. Clifton
Springs NY Aug. 7 1920; s. of John A. '09; m.
Nancy Randall Feb. 6 1943; ch.: Jeffrey,
Mark, Stephen. Underwriter Travelers Ins. Co.
Hartford CT 1946-48, production supt.
Mattatuck Mfg. Co. Waterbury CT 1948-55,
Associated Spring Corp. (asst. factory mgr.
Wallace Barnes Div. Bristol CT 1955-57,
general mgr. Ohio Div. Dayton 1957-66,
regional general mgr. Bristol 1966
—
). Dir.
(Social Health Assn. Dayton 1963-66, YMCA
Oakwood OH 1963-65, Spring Mfr. Inst.
1972-75). Served to 2nd It. USA 1943-45. res.
W. Hartford CT.*
WHEELER, Caleb Kendall. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Concord MA Feb. 18 1922; m. Elizabeth
Trundy Jan. 19 1944. Served to 2nd It. ACUSA
1943-44. d. Budapest Hungary July 2 1944.*
WHEELER, Warren Gage, Jr. B.S., B.J. Univ.
MO. 1948, A.M. Univ. Mo. 1948. Delta
Upsilon. Journalism; b. Boston Dec. 6 1921;
m. Jean Moseley Feb. 22 1945; ch.: Richard,
Michael, Ann, Duncan. South Bend IN
Tribune (police reporter 1948-51, news ed.
1951-52, personnel dir. 1952-57, asst. to pres.
1957-64, general mgr. 1964-71, exec, v.pres.
1971-75, pres. 1975—). Pres. (The Inland Daily
Press Assn., The Newspaper Personnel
Relations Assn., Inland Daily Press
Foundation, S. Bend-Mishawaka Area C. of C.
Inc., United Community Services of St. Joseph
County), member board of dir. Hoosier State
Press Assn., trustee St. Joseph's Hospital, S.
Bend Urban League past treas., dir.), First
Presby. Church (deacon, elder, pres. of
trustees), general chmn. fund-raising St.
Joseph's County Hospital Development Inc.
Served to It. USN 1943-46. Protestant recipient
Brotherhood Award S. Bend-Mishawaka
Chapter Nat. Conf. of Christians & Jews. res.
S. Bend IN.*
WHITNEY, Stephen Thayer. Bowdoin
1939-42. Zeta Psi. Photography; b. Newton
MA Jan. 21 1921; m. Mildred Morton March 5
1969 (2nd marriage); ch.: Christopher,
Jonathan, Lisa. Flight Instr. PA & NH
1942-45, airline pilot N.E. Airlines Boston
1945-55, stockbroker self-employed Boston
1952-56, partner Hutchins & Parkinson Boston
1956-58, sales mgr. N.H. Profiles Portsmouth
1959-61, photographer self-employed Concord
& Peterborough NH 1962— . res. Peterborough
NH.*
WHJTON, Sylvester Gilbert, Jr. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. N.C 1959. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
Brooklyn NY Aug. 20 1921; m. Sue Stempel
June l4 1952; ch.: Bruce, Robert. Teacher VA
(Fork Union Military Acad., high sch.
Manassas 197-66). Served to It. (jg) USN
1942-46. d. Charlottesville VA June 13 1966.
WILDER, Forrest Gay, Jr. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
b. Norfolk VA Sept. 3 1920; m. Virginia
Cawthorne June 6 1944; ch.: Catherine,
Virginia, Patricia, Margaret, Denise, William.
Thomas Byrd Epps Inc. 1947-51 (sec,
architect), sales staff Boston Showcase Co.
1951-?, architectural engineer self-employed
Wilder Engineering Inc. Boston. Served with
USAF 1943, 1943-44, OSS 1944-45; awarded
Bronze Star (2). d. Boston April 24 1975.
WILSON, Fredric James, Jr. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Sales; b. NYC July 15 1920; m. Eleanor
Maroney May 22 1928; ch.: Suellen, Geoffrey,
Eric, Fredric J. III. Sales Triangle
Communications Inc. NYC 1950— . Served to
1st sgt. USA 1943-45. res. Old Greenwich CT.*
WOODLOCK, James Edward. Bowdoin
1939-41, C.H. 1943. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Arlington MA Feb. 21 1918. res. Woodland
Hills CA.
WOODS, Edward Franklin. Bj^.M.D.
Tufts 1950. Zeta Psi. Asst. class"agent 1943,
1972 capital campaign worker. Dentistry; b.
Boston Aug. 25 1920; m. Lucia Hedge Dec. 12
1953; ch.: William, Anne, Susan, Jonathan.
Intern dental surgery Hartford CT Hospital
1950-51, self-employed dentist Cohasset MA
1952—
.
Town chmn. Nat. Assn. of
Independent Business, assoc. in oral surgery
Univ. Hospital Boston, fellow Soc. of Oral
Physiology & Occlusion NYC, sec.
conservation comm. Cohasset 1960-70, past
v.pres. Union Boat Club Boston, dir. Navy
League of U.S. Served to sgt. USA 1943-46.
res. Cohasset MA.*
WOODWORTH, Julian Edwin. B.S. 1942,
B.M.E. Rensselaer Polytech. Inst. 1949. Delta
Upsilon. Engineering management; b.
Littleton July 6 1921; m. Vivian Sutherland
Oct. 15 1949, m. Nancy Reid June 17 1956;
ch.: Craig, James. James Hunter Machine Co.
N. Adams MA (design engineer 1949-51,
project engineer 1951-58), sr. project engineer
Honeywell Inc. Beltsville MD 1958-61, James
Hunter Machine Co. (sr. project engineer
1961-67, chief design engineer 1967-69, mgr.
engineering 1969
—
). Pres. Rotary Club N.
Adams 1964, chmn. (planning board N. Adams
1958, zoning comm. Stamford VT 1963),
member vestry committee St. John's Epis.
Church N. Adams 1963-65. Served to It.
ACUSN 1942-46; awarded Distinguished
Flying Cross, Air Medal (6), Presidential Unit
Citation, res. Stamford VT.*
YOUNG, Carleton Clark, Jr. B.S., M.F. Yale
1948. Alpha Delta Phi. Exec; b. NYC Dec.
16 1920; m. Marguette Strout Sept. 10 1949;
ch.: Linda, Carleton III '72. Various positions
to v.pres. James W. Sewall Co. Old Town
1948— . Member sch. board 10 yrs. Served to
ensign ACUSN 1943-45. res. Old Town.*
Class of 1944
ANSELL, Julian Samuel. A.B. 1946, M.D.
Tufts 1951, Ph.D. Univ. Minn. 1959. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign area
chmn. Medicine & education; b. Portland
June 30 1922; m. Eva Ballin June 17 1951; ch.:
Steven, Jody, Carol, Ellen, Peter. Instr. Univ.
Minn. Mnpls. 1956-59, Univ. Wash. Seattle
(asst. prof. & head div. urology 1959-6T, assoc.
prof. 1961-65, prof. 1965—. With USA
1943-46. res. Seattle WA.*
ARCHIBALD, Erwin Roger. Bowdoin 1941-42,
C.H. 1944, A.B. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1950,
Ph.D. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1964, D.O. Kansas
City Coll. 1973. Theta Delta Chi. Education
& medicine; b. E. Hiram Oct. 7 1922; m.
Katherine Pesek Feb. 19 1944, m. Muriel Allen
June 16 1972; ch.: Susan, Philip, Kathleen,
Linda, Gail, Judy. Research tech. Cutter labs.
Berkeley CA 1950-52, instr. dept. aviation
physiology USAF Sch. Aviation Medicine
Gunter Air Force Base AL 1952-53, research
physiologist (Aeromedical Field Lab.
Holloman Air Force Base NM 1956-61,
respiration section Aerospace Med. Research
Labs. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base OH
1962-68), intern Osteopathic Hospital of Me.
Portland 1973-74, family practitioner Eliot
Clinic 1974-75, asst. prof. Kirksville MO Coll.
Osteopathic Medicine 1975— . Pres. Soc. of
Neuropsychiatry Kansas City Coll.
Osteopathic Medicine 1971-72, diplomate Nat.
Board Osteopathic Physicians & Surgeons Inc.
1974, task scientist Manhigh High Altitude
Balloon Flights I & II Aeromedical Field Lab.
Holloman Air Force Base NM 1956-57,
Kansas City Coll. Osteopathic Medicine (asst.
instr. physiology & pharmacology 1968-70,
teaching fellow 1970-73), elected member
Sigma Xi. Served to maj. USAF 1942-46,
1952-68; awarded USAF Commendation
Medal 1968. Contbr. res. Kirksville MO*
BABCOCK, Edward Blake. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Medicine; b. Bangor Aug. 28 1922;
m. Sylvi Arntzen Sept. 22 1956; ch.: Brit,
Theodore, Hannah, Christopher. Physician
pvt. practice Bangor 1955— . Med. staff
Eastern Me. Med. Center Bangor (attending
physician 1955—, pres. 1970-72). Served to
capt. MCUSA 1947-49. res. Bangor.*
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BAGSHAW, James Holmes. A B , LL.B
Harvard 1951. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b.
Lowell MA April 20 1923; m. Hope Bradley
Oct. 30 1947; ch.: Bradley '75, Tory. Asst.
counsel Mass. house of rep. Boston 1951-53,
atty. self-employed Gloucester MA 1953—
.
Cape Ann Savings Bank 1960 (trustee, clerk,
general counsel), W. H. Bagshaw Co. Inc.
1954— (pres., general counsel), member vestry
St. John's Epis. Church 1959-63, trustee
various charitable funds, dir. Gloucester
Sawyer Free Library 1960-66, city councillor
Gloucester 1954-55, city solicitor Gloucester
1956-60. Served to capt. ACUSA 1943-46. res.
Gloucester MA.*
BAIER. Clarence Wilton, Jr. A.B. 1946, CH.
1944. Sigma Nu. b. Greensburg PA July 19
1922. res. Annandale VA.
BASSINETTE, Robert L. A.B. 1946. Delta
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Publishing; b. NYC Sept. 9 1921; m.
Ingeborg Stern Oct. 28 1954; ch.: Catherine,
Robert Jr., Josephine, Virginia, John. Sales
mgr. Reinheld Publishing Co. NYC 1950-68,
pres. Bassinette Co. NYC 1968-74, partner
Bassinette & White NYC 1974—. Pres. E. TF
Club 1959, dir. AIA 1962, trustee Village
Asharoken 1967-69, member board of dir.
Boys Club Huntington NY 1968-69. Served to
1st It. USAAF 1942-46; awarded Air Medal,
DFC ETO & Mediterranean Theatre
Operation, res. Northport NY.*
BENJAMIN, Richard Watson. B.S., Ed.M.
Salem State Coll. 1960. Kappa Sigma.
Education exec; b. Lynn MA March 15
1923; m. Lois Blackler, m. Lorrain DeRosa
May 15 1975; ch.: Robert '66, Judith. Agt.
(Prudential Ins. Co. Salem MA 1946-50, Union
Central Life Ins. Co. Boston 1950-55), teacher
MA (Essex 1955-58, Beverly 1958-62), dir.
pupil services Mountain Lakes NJ 1962-71,
principal Totowa NJ 1971-73, dir. spec,
services board of education Ridgefield Park NJ
1973—. Served to s/sgt. USAAF 1943-45. res.
Paterson NJ.*
BOURJAILY, Vance Nye. A.B. 1947. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Writing; b. Cleveland OH
Sept. 17 1922; m. Bettina Yensen Dec. 26 1947;
ch.: Anna, Philip, Robin. Publisher New Castle
VA Record 1948-49, staff writer San Francisco
CA Chronicle 1949-50, ed. Discovery 1951-53,
drama critic Village Voice 1955-56, prof.
English Univ. Ia. Iowa City, state dept.
assignments Latin Am. 1950 & 1972.
Campaign coordinator Hughes for Senate
1968, Volunteer Am. Field Service 1942-44.
PFC USA 1944-46. Author: The End of My
Life (1947), The Hound of Earth (1953), The
Violated (1958), Confessions of a Spent Youth
(1960), The Unnatural Enemy (1963), The Man
Who Knew Kennedy (1967), Brill Among the
Ruins (1970), Country Matters (1973), Now
Playing at Canterbury (1976); ed.: Discovery
1951-53; playwright: Time is a Dancer (1950),
The Quick Years (1955), Confessions (1972);
librettist: (opera by Tom Turner) 1971; contbr.
res. Iowa City IA.*
BOWEN, Roger Currie. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Sigma Nu. b. Lewiston Feb. 16 1922. d.
Brunswick Nov. 19 1941.
BOYD, Allan Hoffman. Bowdoin 1940-42.
Alpha Tau Omega. Ret.; b. Flushing NY
June 4 1921; m. Doris Hitchcock May 1 1945;
ch.: Thomas, Betsy. Time study engineer
Manning, Maxwell & Moore Bridgeport CT
1942-45; cost estimator Bridgeport Thermostat
1945-48; mfg. engineer & cost estimator
supervisor Teledyne Ryan San Diego CA
1948-70; ret.; volunteer public library
Escondido CA 1970-76. Founder Community
Reformed Church Nursery Sch. Escondido
1970-72, v.pres. Friends of the Escondido
Public Library 1972-74. res. Escondido CA.*
BOYLSTON, Arthur Gray. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Invests.; b.
St. Louis MO May 21 1921; m. Emily Mason
Nov. 25 1944; ch.: Hope, Lois. Sales div. E. I.
duPont de Nemours & Co. 1947-61, personal
invests. Ft. Lauderdale FL 1961— . Member
(board of dir. Panama Canal 1969
— ,
Navy
League board), chmn. Republican state
finance committee MD. Served to It. (sg)
ACUSN 1943-46. res. Ft. Lauderdale FL.*
BRAMLEY, Donald. Bowdoin 1940-43, CH.
Delta Upsilon. b. Plainfield NJ Oct. 18 1922;
m. Joan Wyatt Dec. 28 1945; ch.: Peter, Judith.
With John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Boston 1946-52 (dist. mgr. 1947-52), C.L.U.
1952, Life Ins. Management Assn. Hartford
CT (consultant co. relations div. 1952-54, sr.
consultant 1954-58, dir. managerial training
1958-64, asst. v.pres. 1964-67, sr. v.pres.
1867-72). Marketing consultant, teacher Assn.
Management sch. Served to 1st It. ACUSA
1943-45; awarded Air Medal. Author, d.
Hartford CT March 4 1972.*
BRENNAN, John Kent. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker. Real
estate; b. Brockton MA May 10 1922; m.
Suzanne Sullivan June 24 1947; ch.: Karen,
Kathleen, Helen, Mary, Bridget, Kent, James.
General mgr. Charles J. Sullivan Architect Inc.
Detroit MI 1947-55, v.pres. Howard T. Keating
Co. Boca Raton FL 1955-60, pres. John K.
Brennan Co. Boca Raton 1960-68, dir.
development Hollywood FL Inc. 1968-71,
v.pres. Oriole Homes Corp. Margate FL
1971-74, pres. Boca Raton Yacht & Tennis
Club Inc. 1974— . Treas. Boca Raton
Community Hospital, member Palm Beach FL
Economic Council. Served with USAF
1941-45. res. Boca Raton FL.*
BREWER, Gregg Converse. A.B. 1947. Kappa
Sigma. Exec; b. Beverly MA Sept. 17 1922;
m. Natalie Robinson Aug. 18 1948; ch.: John
'71, Susan, Kristin. Parish minister The
Christian Community (Chicago IL 1950-56,
NYC 1956-64), Camphill Village Copake NY
(social worker 1964-71, assoc. dir. 1971
—
).
V.pres. management board Camphill Village
U.S. of Am. Inc. 1973—, dir. N.Y. Assn.
Private Residential Facilities for the Mentally
Handicapped. Served to sgt. USA 1943-46. res.
Copake NY.*
BROWN, George Arthur. A.B. 1947, CH.
1944. Delta Upsilon. b. Jewett City CT Sept.
1940. res. Wilmington DE.
BROWN, Joseph Epes, III. Bowdoin 1940-42.
Psi Upsilon. b. Ridgefield CT Sept. 9 1920.
res. Stevensville MT.
BROWN, Robert Walter. B.S. magna cum
laude 1943, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Princeton
1946; Ph.D. Princeton 1947. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Rockland Feb. 26 1922; m.
Sara Emery Jan. 14 1950; ch.: Steven, Nancy,
Susan '77. Various positions to mgr. chem.
research & development Uniroyal Inc.
Naugatuck CT I960—. Member board of
education Middlebury CT 1965. Contbr.,
patentee, res. Middlebury CT*
BURKE, Philip Beaven. A.B. 1948, M D.
Boston Univ. 1952. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b.
Worcester MA Nov. 6 1919; m. Phyllis
Schmidt Nov. 17 1945, m. Diane Regoli Jan.
1974; ch.: Philip Jr., William II, Carolee,
Heidi, Gregory, Kim, Dina. Physician-surgeon
self-employed Worcester MA 1952—
.
Sec-treas. Worcester City Hospital Staff Assn.
1963—
,
treas. Worcester Surgical Soc. 1973-74,
state police surgeon, state air surgeon,
consulting surgeon Mass. Dept. Public Safety.
Served with USA 1942-56, served to col. USAF
1957
—
; awarded combat decorations, res.
Paxton MA.*
BURPEE, George Alexander. B.S. summa cum
laude 1943, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S.C.E.
Harvard 1948. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Admin.; b. NYC
Oct. 31 1922; s. of George W. '04; m. Edith
Wise Aug. 27 1955; ch.: Eva, Elizabeth, Edith,
Louise, George. Professional engineer (NY,
TX); rodman Howard Needles Tammen &
Bergendoff Me. Turnpike 1947; assoc. engineer
Pacific Is. Engineers Guam Marianas 1948-49;
Gibbs & Hill Inc. (draftsman NYC 1950; field
engineer San Antonio TX, El Centro CA
1951-53; designer to project mgr. NYC
1954-73; sr. contracts adminstrator 1974
—
).
Soc. Harvard Engineers & Scientists (treas.
1954-57, pres. 1971-72). With USN 1943-46.
res. Rye NY.*
BUTLER, Franklin Coit, Jr. A.B. 1948, A.M.
Clark Univ. 1950. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Providence RI Nov. 15 1921;
m. Marguerite Gaston June 5 1942, m. Alva
Peterson Feb. 27 1969; ch.: Susan, Kimberly,
Thomas. Research psychologist USAF
1949-60, USAF Acad. (asst. prof, psychology
1960-62, assoc. prof. 1962-64, dir. instructional
research 1962-64), dir. instructional systems
development USAF Training Command
1964-66), ret., instructional materials
development United Airlines 1966-67, research
assoc. communication systems Rocky
Mountain Educational Lab 1967, sr. research
scientist & dir. vocational research studies Am.
Insts. for Research 1967-69, dir. (social
sciences program Learning Research Assocs.
1969-71, curriculum research & development
div. New Eng. Resource Center for
Occupational Education 1971-74, research &
evaluation Univ. Mass. Boston 1975
—
).
Education & training consultant to secondary
& post-secondary educational inst.,
contributing ed. Educational Tech. Magazine.
Served to It. USN 1942-46. Author:
Instructional Systems Development for
Technical and Vocational Training (1972),
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Competence-Based Education: Foundations
and Structure (1977). res. Watertown MA.*
CALLMAN, Irving Budd. B.S. 1943. Zeta Psi.
Business; b. Bronxville NY April 16 1921;
m. Martha Hunt. Dir. personnel services, int.
operations Armstrong Cork Co. res. Lancaster
PA.*
CAMPBELL, James Boniface. Bowdoin
1940-41. Theta Delta Chi. b. Camp
Stotsenburg P.I. April 10 1922. res. Alexandria
VA.
CAREY, Joseph Frederick. A.B. cum laude
1943, A.M. Boston Univ. 1950, Ed.M. Harvard
1956. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b. Boston
Jan. 15 1922; m. Marion Brauneis Sept. 20
1947; ch.: Susan, Stephen '71, Sara, Frederick
'76. Public schs. Boston (teacher & coach
1947-65, asst. dir. program development
1965-68, dir. educational planning center
1968—). Served to cpl. USMC 1943-46. res.
Jamaica Plain MA.*
CARMICHAEL, Douglas. A.B. summa cum
laude 1947, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1948; Ph.D. Indiana Univ. 1954. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Greenwich CT July 24 1923; m.
Helen Edgerly, m. Emma Grant Jan. 11 1975;
ch.: Douglas, Megan '76, Elspeth. Teacher
Loomis Sch. Windsor CT 1948-49, head
English dept. St. Mark's Sch. of Tex. Dallas
1949-52, instr. (philosophy Univ. Mass.
Amherst 1954-56, philosophy & academic
counselor Indiana Univ. Jeffersonville
1956-58), asst. prof, to prof, philosophy St.
Lawrence Univ. Canton NY 1958— . Served to
sgt. USA 1943-46. Contbr. res. Canton NY.*
CHARLTON, John Robert. A.B. Sigma Nu.
1962 capital campaign area chmn., 1972 capital
campaign worker. Exec; b. Mnpls. MN Jan.
23 1920; m. Phyllis MacMartin Sept. 12 1953;
ch.: Mary, Adelaide, Nancy, Todd, Catherine,
Sarah, Amy. Buyer Int. Milling Mnpls.
1947-54, sales rep. Gilman Paper Mnpls.
1954-67, pres. Charlton-McClay Inc. Mnpls.
1967—. Served to s/sgt. USA 1941-46. res.
Wayzata MN.*
CHASE, Elliott Lee. Bowdoin 1940-43, CH.
b. Brookline MA June 29 1923; m. Laurel
Leeder, m. Rhona Ball June 29 1967; ch.:
David. With hardware co. Boston, ins. broker
Frenkel & Co. NYC 1956-67. PFC USA
1943-45. d. L.I. NY July 16 1967.*
CHASON, Sidney. A.B., M.D. Boston Univ.
1952. Medicine; b. Bangor Oct. 8 1921; m.
Eleanor Bloom March 27 1955; ch.: Jay,
David, Debra. Instr. obstet. & gynecol. Boston
Univ. Med. Sch. 1955-57, physician Bangor
1957—
. Fellow (Am. Board Obstet.-Gynecol.,
Am. Coll. Obstet. & Gynecol.), res. Bangor.*
CLARK, Leigh Freeman. B.S., J.D. Suffolk
Univ. 1955. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b.
Newton MA July 6 1920; m. Phyllis Russell
Nov. 12 1955. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. (claims
supervisor Boston 1948-55, atty. Worcester
MA 1955-58), home office claims examiner
Mass. Bonding & Ins. Co. Boston 1958-70,
claims atty. Hanover Ins. Co. Boston 1970—
.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1943-46, served to maj.
USAR. res. Beverly MA*
CLARKE, Peter McFerrin. Bowdoin 1940-41,
1942. Delta Upsilon. b. New Orleans LA
May 29 1920. res. unknown.
CLEVERDON, Robert Newton. Bowdoin
1940-41. Zeta Psi. Engineering; b. Boston
Nov. 21 1921; m. Margery Guimaraes Oct. 15
1949; ch.: Linda, Robert, Mark, Lisa.
Consulting engineer Cleverdon Vearny & Pike
Boston 1948— . Corporator (Mutual Savings
Bank Newton MA 1954
—
, River Country Day
Sch. 1958—). Served to 1st It. USAF 1942-45;
awarded Distinguished Flying Cross, Air
Medal (5). res. Wellesley Hills MA.*
COLE, Kendall Martin. Bowdoin 1940-42, A.B.
Amherst 1943, J.D. Harvard 1948. Alpha Delta
Phi. Business exec. & law; b. Bangor Oct. 25
1922; m. Mary Malloch Nov. 12 1949; ch.:
Robert, Jane. Atty. partner Crowell &
Leibman Chicago 1948-60, asst. general
counsel (Scott Paper Co. 1960-63, also v.pres.
general counsel General Foods Corp. 1963-73),
Eastman Kodak Co. Rochester NY (asst.
general counsel 1973-74, v.pres. & general
counsel 1974—). Served with USN WWII. res.
Rochester NY.*
COLTON, Robert Edward. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1947;
Ph.D. Columbia 1959. Ret.; b. Portland July
7 1922; m. Margaret Rocovich Feb. 1 1964.
Instr. classics (N.Y. Univ. 1948-51, Univ. Okla.
Norman 1951-53), interim asst. prof, classics
Univ. Fla. Gainesville 1953-54, asst. prof,
classics (Catholic Univ. of Am. Washington
DC 1955-59, La. State Univ. Baton Rouge
1959-60, Miami Univ. Oxford OH 1960-61,
Loyola Univ. New Orleans LA 1961-62), assoc.
prof, classics Duquesne Univ. Pittsburgh PA
1962-66, ret. Served to sgt. USA 1942-46.
Contbr. res. Hyattsville MD.*
COOPER, Thomas Amerland. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. Management; b. St. Louis MO Feb.
25 1922; m. Eleanor Jacobs Dec. 26 1944, m.
Samantha Scott Dec. 31 1970; ch.: Thomas,
Robert, Pamela, Deborah. Salesman Getz
Bros. & Co. San Francisco CA 1946-50, prop.
Standard Garage San Francisco 1950-52,
salesman James C. Hale Co. San Francisco
1952-54, partner Pacific Commercial Builders
Redwood City CA 1954-56, v.pres. mfg. Am.
Int. Aluminum Miami FL 1954-62, branch
mgr. Air Control Products Richmond CA
1962-64, general mgr. Zimmon div. Am.
Hospital Supply Belmont CA 1964-69, div.
mgr. Environmental Care Products Los
Angeles CA 1969—. Served to It. (jg) USN
1944-46. res. Huntington Beach CA.*
COWING, James Radcliffe. Bowdoin 1940-42.
Delta Upsilon. b. Montclair NJ April 25
1921; m. Carol Starr July 7 1962; ch.: Marilyn,
Catherine, James III. With Gillespie & Co.
NYC (v.pres., dir.). Served with ACUSA
WWII. d. Montclair NJ Dec. 16 1974.*
CRAIGIE, George William, Jr. A.B. cum laude
1943. Zeta Psi. Advertising; b. Westbrook
Feb. 2 1922; s. of George W. '07; m. Marilyn
Sandwick. With N. W. Ayer ABH Int. NYC
1973—. res. NYC*
CRESSEY, Stanley Burtt. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. b. Bath March 25 1922. res.
unknown.
CROCKETT, Clyde Weston. Bowdoin
1940-42. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Dec. 8
1919. res. unknown.
CROSLEY, Floyd Stewart, Jr. Bowdoin
1940-43, C.H. Zeta Psi. Occ. unknown; b.
Annapolis MD Oct. 19 1922; married. Served
with USA 1943-45. res. Orchard Park NY.
CURTIS, Arthur Perry. A.B. 1948, C.H. 1945.
Kappa Sigma, b. Presque Isle Oct. 25 1920.
res. Bowdoinham.
DAMON, Stephen Francis. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Delta Upsilon. Contracting; b. Maiden MA
April 5 1922; m. Beverly Robinson 1946, m.
Virginia Works Feb. 14 1970; ch.: Wendy,
Christopher. Tech. (Raytheon Co. Waltham
MA 1946-52, self-employed Ames & Damon
Inc. Tamworth NH 1952
—
). Selectman
1961-72, member sch. board 1970-72, trustee
trust funds, conservation commissioner. Served
with USN 1942-45. res. Tamworth NH.*
DANIELS, Walter Thomas. A.B. cum laude
1946. Beta Theta Pi. Exec; b. Springfield
MA Nov. 13 1918; m. Jane Rainka Nov. 16
1946; ch.: Sharon, Mark, Judith, Michael. Am.
Optical Corp. 1946-72 (regional operations
mgr. Hollywood CA, lens product mgr.
Southbridge MA, dir. distribution Southbridge,
dir. sales Southbridge), dir. operational
planning ITEK Corp. Lexington MA 1972,
pres. Optimax div. U.S. Industries Inc. Los
Angeles CA 1972— . Optical Mfrs. Assn. (dir.
1969-72, chmn. legislative committee 1971-72,
v.pres. 1972), Optical Wholesalers Assn. (dir.
1972—
,
chmn. public relations committee
1973—), dir. U.S. Industries West Co. 1973,
member C. of C. Tri-city 1968-72. Served to
cpl. USA 1943-46. res. Northridge CA.*
DEBE, Peter Benvenuto. Bowdoin 1942-43,
C.H., A.B. cum laude 1952, A.M. Harvard
1953, L.S.D. Simmons 1956. Ret.; b.
Skowhegan Oct. 26 1922. Instr. German &
Russian Bowdoin 1953-54, Slavic cataloguer
Widener Library Harvard 1954-58, instr.
Russian Tufts Univ. 1960-61, asst. prof. Suffolk
Univ. 1962-63, ret. Served with USA 1942-45.
res. Skowhegan.*
DESPRES, Louis Joseph. Spec. 1940-41. b.
Rumford March 4 1914. res. unknown.
DEVINE, John James, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ins.;
b. Portland April 29 1920; s. of John J. '1 1; m.
Elisabeth Greely April 22 1954; ch.: John III,
Paul, Eulalia, Edward, Elisabeth. C.L.U.;
merchandiser (Calif. Oil Co. Perth Amboy NJ
1947-57, Texaco Inc. Boston 1957-60), rep.
Aetna Life Ins. Co. Portland 1960— . Served
with USN 1943-46. res. S. Portland.*
DOBIE, Gilmour, Jr. A.B. Kappa Sigma, b.
Ithaca NY June 5 1921. res. unknown.
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DONAHUE, Walter Scott, Jr. A.B. 1943.
Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt. 1949-75. Exec;
b. Dorchester MA May 19 1921; m. Lillian
Kenney Feb. 26 1944; ch.: Walter III '69,
Susan, Alan '74. Union Wadding Co. Inc.
Pawtucket RI (salesman order dept. 1946-50,
New Eng. sales dir. 1950-59, product mgr.
1959-62, asst. sales mgr. 1962-67, sales mgr.
1967-73, v.pres. sales 1973—). Dir. Jr. C. of C.
Pawtucket, trustee Pawtucket Congr. Church,
master Barney Merry Lodge F. & A.M. No. 29.
Served to 1st It. USMC 1943-46; awarded
Presidential Unit Citation 1944. res. Pawtucket
RI.*
DONALDSON, John Parker. A.B. 1947, CH.
1944. Alpha Delta Phi. Business exec; b.
Salem MA May 22 1922. Pres. Royal Assocs.
Harvard MA 1975— . res. Harvard MA.*
DONOVAN, Thomas Joseph. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Harvard 1946. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Education &
medicine; b. Houlton July 25 1922; m. Harriet
Johnson Sept. 12 1953; ch.: Susan, Kathryn,
Nancy '78, Jane, Tom, Carrol, Joseph.
Thoracic & cardiovascular surgeon Hartford
CT, asst. prof, surgery Univ. Conn. Med. Sch.
Dir. thoracic surgery Hartford Hospital 1970,
Hartford Heart Assn. (member board of dir.,
member exec, committee, chmn. research
committee), Soc. of Thoracic Surgery & New
Eng. Vascular Soc. (founding member, chmn.
certification & membership committee,
v.pres.). Served to It. USN 1943-49. res.
Manchester CT.*
DUGGAN, Norman Eugene. A.B. 1946, D.D.S.
Univ. Penn. 1950. Beta Theta Pi. Ret.; b.
Passaic NJ March 1 1923; m. Rose Ouellette;
ch.: Paul, Bruce, Lynne, Steven. Naval aviator
USMC 1942-45, dental officer USN 1950-73,
ret. capt. USN 1973. res. W. Bath.*
DURY, George Carl. Bowdoin 1940-42, B.S.
Vanderbilt 1944, M.S. Columbia 1949. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Nashville TN Jan. 27
1922. Master Collegiate Sch. NYC 1949-51,
served to v.pres. & exec. mgr. George C. Dury
Co. Nashville 197-62. Served to It. (jg) USN
WWII. d. Nashville TN April 3 1962.
DYSINGER, Robert Edwin. A.B. 1946, A.M.
Univ. Mich. 1949, M.S.L.S. SUNY 1955. Beta
Theta Pi. Library science; b. Caldwell NJ
June 30 1922; m. Helen Hathaway Feb. 21
1954; ch.: Calvin, Amy. Teacher New
Gloucester 1950-53, circulation & reference
librarian Colby Coll. 1955-57, asst. librarian
Bowdoin 1957-61, librarian Southern 111. Univ.
Alton 1961-62, Univ. N.H. Durham (sr.
cataloger 1962-64, branch librarian 1964-69),
librarian Peabody Inst. Library Danvers MA
1969—. Served to t/sgt. USAAF 1943-45. res.
Exeter NH*
EASTMAN, Roger Kimball, Jr. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Lowell MA April 1922; s.
of Roger K. '15. Served with ACUSA 1943-44.
d. Clarksdale MS June 16 1944.*
EATON, Richard Galen. A.B. 1943, M.S.
Brown Univ. 1952. Alpha Delta Phi.
Production engineering; b. Bangor March 21
1923; s. of George F. '14; m. Norma Cage
Sept. 13 1958; ch.: Gerald, Sandra, James,
John, Charles, Bruce, Susan. Instr. physics
Univ. Me. Brunswick 1946-47, Me. State
Highway Comm. (laborer 1947, research asst.
1948), asst. physics Brown Univ. 1948-50,
Edgewood Arsenal MD (specifications writer
1951-59, production engineer 1959
—
). Served
to It. USNR 1943-46. res. Bel Air MD.*
EBERHARDT, George Louis. Bowdoin
1940-41, CH. 1944. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
NYC June 21 1919. res. NYC.
ELLIOT, William Henry. B.S. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. New Haven CT
Aug. 26 1922. Served with ACUSN 1943-44. d.
Millington TN May 5 1944.
ELLIS, James Edward. B.S. Delta Upsilon.
b. Rangeley April 8 1922; s. of Reed H. '09.
res. unknown.
EWING, George Willis. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Sigma Nu. b. St. Louis MO Nov. 23 1921.
res. St. Louis MO.
FARRINGTON, Hugh Frederick. Bowdoin
1940-43, CH. 1944. Alpha Tau Omega.
Scholarship fund established in his memory
1947. b. Fryeburg March 5 1922; m. Virginia
Fall Dec. 23 1942; ch.: Hugh. Res. Conway
NH 1944-45. Served with USA 1943-44. d.
Conway NH July 15 1945.
FENWOOD, Fred Douglas. B.S. 1943. Zeta
Psi. b. Yonkers NY Oct. 18 1922. res.
Yonkers NY.
FINDLAY, Holden. B.S. 1945. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Fall River MA June 16
1922; m. Grace Rathbun Feb. 2 1946; ch.:
Pamela, Caroline, Helen. NCR Corp. (jr.
salesman NYC 1945-46; sr. salesman Bangor
1946-48, NYC 1948-54; territory mgr. Glen
Falls NY 1954-58, Upper Darby PA 1958-60;
branch mgr. Glen Falls 1960-64, Watertown
NY 1964-70; dist. dir. Albany NY 1970—).
Pres. Rotary Club Glen Falls 1963-64, member
vestry & lay reader Lake George NY 1960-64.
Served with ACUSA 1942-43. res. Clifton Park
NY.*
FLYNT, William Fisher. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Augusta Jan. 1 1921. res.
Poland.
FRANCIS, Thayer, Jr. A.B. 1946. Psi Upsilon.
1962 capital campaign area chmn. Exec; b.
Boston Oct. 22 1921; m. Anne Huber Aug.
1948, m. Danielle Laurent May 5 1970; ch.:
Lynn, David, Peter, Erika. Professional
engineer (MA); partner & founder Francis
Assocs. Marion MA 1948-64, Sippican Corp.
Marion (v.pres. & founder 1958-65, pres.
1965
—
). Trustee New Bedford Inst, for
Savings, chmn. planning board Marion 10 yrs.
Served to s/sgt USA 1942-45; awarded Bronze
Star 1945. res. Marion MA.*
FRAZER, Robert Noble. B.S. 1945, CH. 1944.
Psi Upsilon. b. Augusta March 17 1921. res.
Groton MA.
GIBBS, Philip Heath. Bowdoin 1940-42. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. Wareham MA Oct. 25 1922.
res. Westham MA.
GILBERT, Frederick Millemon. Bowdoin
1940-42. Beta Theta Pi. b. Brookline MA
Aug. 12 1921. res. Greenwood IN.
GINGRAS, Richard Caldwell. A.B. 1946,
D.M.D. Tufts 1950. Zeta Psi. Dentistry; b.
Greenfield MA Jan. 13 1922. Dentist pvt.
practice Milton MA 1950— . res. Milton MA.*
GLINICK, Robert Harding. A.B. 1943, M.D.
N.Y. Univ. 1946. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Queens Village NY Nov. 28 1921; m. Norma
Whiton June 16 1945; ch.: Stephen '71, Robert,
Cynthia. Physician internal medicine Islip NY
19?—. Past ed. Suffolk County Med. Soc.
bulletin. Served to capt. USA 1943-46, USAF
1949-52. res. Islip NY.*
GOLDEN, Balfour Henry. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Exec; b. Bangor Aug. 23 1922;
m. Emma Krakaver June 22 1956; ch.: Peter,
Betsy, Bobby. V.pres. S. H. Golden Co. Inc.
NYC 1951, pres. (Golden Food Services Corp.
NYC 1951-70, Guardian Food Services Corp.
NYC 1974—). PFC USA 1943-45. res.
Ridgewood NJ.*
GRAHAM, James Edward. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Maiden MA Dec. 29 1922. res.
Winchester MA.
GREENE, Robert Bernard. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Real estate; b. Cambridge MA Oct.
13 1923; m. Kathleen McGarrahan July 11
1959; ch.: Kathleen, Tracy, Robin, Robert Jr.
N.E. rep. A. H. Helmig & Co. Boston 1950-58,
partner C. W. Whittier & Bro. Boston 1959—.
Dir. Volunteer Cooperative Bank Boston
1965—. Served to cpl. USAAF 1942-45. res. W.
Newton MA.*
GRIFFITH Herbert Franklin. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Business; b. Boston April 20 1923;
m. Susan Tuttle Sept. 3 1948; ch.: Charlotte,
Scott, Steven, William. Student Columbia
Univ. 1946-47, div. mgr. Procter & Gamble
Trenton NJ 1947-63, general mgr. Capital
Credit Corp. Washington DC 1963-64, v.pres.
sales Metromedia NYC 1964-70, sr. v.pres.
sales O. E. Mclntyre Ltd. Toronto Ont.
Canada 1970-76, self-employed Griffith
Promotions Ltd. Toronto Ont. 1976— . Served
to It. (jg) USN 1942-45. res. King City Ont.
Canada.*
GRIGGS, George Eastman, Jr. A.B. 1943. Beta
Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ins.; b. NYC April 17 1922; m. Vera
Johnson Nov. 1 1947; ch.: George III '71. Peter
'74, Christine. Underwriter Manhattan Fire &
Marine Ins. Co. NYC 1943-45, ins. agt.
self-employed George Eastman Griggs 1945—
.
Pres. board of trustees Katonah (methodist
church 1962-71, public library 1972
—), pres.
Katonah (village improvement soc. 1966-69.
fire dept. 1968-71), chmn. town of Bedford
citizens advisory committee on recreation &
parks, v.chmn. town recreation committee
Bedford 1973— . recording sec. Katonah Fire
Dept. res. Katonah NY.*
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HALE, Richard Fifield. Bowdoin 1940-42, C.H.
1944. Delta Upsilon. b. Springfield MA
March 23 1923; m. Maijorie Henry July 7
1944; ch.: David. Served to 1st It. ACUSMC
1942-45; awarded Air Medal, d. Ikinawa
Ryukyu Is. June 29 1945.
HALL, Truman LeRoy. B.S. 1943. Sigma Nu.
b. Rochester NY May 1 1922. res. Dobbs
Ferry NY.
HARRINGTON, John Winfield. A.B. 1947.
Delta Upsilon. Business; b. Maiden MA
June 4 1922; m. Jeanne Matthews Oct. 5 1944;
ch.: John, Susan, Steven, Brian. Shipbroker,
ship agt., ship's officer 1944-60; charter mgr.
Bowring & Co. NYC 1960-64; v.pres. Int.
Navigation Corp. Washington DC 1964-68;
v.pres. & treas. Navigation & Trade
Washington DC 1972-73; self-employed
Oceanville Gardens Stonington 1973— . Pres.
& dir. (Seven Seas Agency Corp. 1968
—
,
Specialty Ships Unltd. Inc. 1968
—
), chmn.
board of deacons Emmanuel Baptist Church
Ridgewood NJ 1963-64, member planning
board Stonington. Served to It. (jg) U.S.
Maritime Service 1943-46, 1948-49. Recipient:
Boston Marine Soc. Prize Mass. Maritime
Acad, for grad. best exemplifying qualities of a
ship's master. Patentee: (2) on vacuum oil-spill
clean-up skimmer 1971, 1973. res. Stonington.*
HARROCKS, Thomas Lincoln, Jr. Bowdoin
1940-42, B.S. Western Reserve Univ. 1944.
Delta Upsilon. Advt.; b. W. Orange NJ Jan.
24 1922; m. Shirlee Hughes Sept. 1 1945, m.
Winifred MacFarlane May 15 1964; ch.: Dale,
Deborah. Tech. supervisor Int. Paper Co.
Corinth NY 1947-50, dept. mgr. The Glidden
Co. Cleveland OH 1950-52, v.pres. marketing
H. Reeve Angel Clifton NJ 1952-64, various
positions to advt. mgr. Bio-Rad Lab.
Richmond CA 1962—. Elder Presby. Church.
Served to 1st It. USAAF 1942-45. res. Rohnert
Park CA.*
HASTINGS, Merrill George, Jr. Bowdoin
1940, 1941, 1946-47, C.H. 1944. Psi Upsilon.
Publishing; b. Boston May 12 1922; m.
Priscilla Brayton 1948; 3 children. Publisher
Colorado Magazine Littleton CO 1947—
.
Served with USA 1942-43, Am. Field Service
1944-45. res. Littleton CO.
HAVENS, Bernard Joseph, Jr. A.B. 1946, C.H.
1944. Theta Delta Chi. b. Hartford CT Feb.
1 1922. res. Hartford CT.
HAY, Walter Fulton Whittiniore, Jr. A.B. 1947,
C.H. 1944. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Newton
MA Oct. 13 1921; s. of Walter F. W. *20. d.
Portland May 16 1977.
HAYES, Stuart Edward. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1948.
Law; b. Foxcroft Feb. 10 1922; s. of Harold
M. '14; m. Ruth Stacy Aug. 12 1945; ch.:
Anne, Sara, Jane. Atty. self-employed
Dover-Foxcroft 1948— . Me. Bar Assn. 4 yrs.
(member board governors, first v.pres. &
pres.-elect 1977), county atty. 4 yrs. Served to
1st It. USA 1943-45. res. Dover-Foxcroft.*
HEALY, Ralph Scott, Jr. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. NYC March 7
1922; married; ch.: Michael, Kevin, Robert,
Kathleen, Patricia, Barbara. Advt. & sales
promotion mgr. Newsweek Magazine 1945-57,
Olin Mathieson Chem. Corp. New Haven CT
(mgr. arms & ammunition advt. 1957-61, dir.
advt. & sales promotion Winchester-Western
div. 1961-71). Served to It. USA 1942-45;
awarded Bronze Star, Silver Star. d. Burbank
CA May 16 1971.
HEBB, George Sanford, Jr. B.S. 1943. Zeta Psi.
Mfg. exec; b. Maiden MA March 28 1921; m.
Martha Bugg June 27 1964; ch.: Sarah. Hebb
Leather Co. Inc. Danvers MA (asst. treas.
1946-70, treas. 1970—). Dir. (Creese & Cook
Co. Danvers 1949
—
, Tanners' Council of Am.
1969-72, Boston Boot & Shoe Club 1970-73),
deacon First Congr. Church, member (town
meeting 1958-73, town finance committee
1970-73). Served to It. USNR 1943-46. res.
Winchester MA.*
HEDGES, James. B.S. Psi Upsilon. b. NYC
May 16 1921; m. Barbara Macfarlane Jan. 20
1945; ch.: Scott, James, Michael, Nancy, Sally.
Contractor self-employed 1946-48, time &
methods man Morse Twist Drill^New Bedford
MA 1949-52, salesman Arrow Hart &
Hageman Los Angeles CA 1952-55, with
Mutual Benefit Life Ins. of N.H. Los Angeles
1955-62. Served to ensign USN 1944-45. d.
Peru VT July 14 1962.
HEDLUND, Fred. Jr. B.S. 1948, Ed.M.
Worcester State Univ. 1954. Sigma Nu. Ret.;
b. Worcester MA Jan 16 1920; m. Barbara
Kennedy Dec. 27 1945; ch.: Karin, Christine,
Joel, Richard. Teacher 22 yrs., ret., park ranger
Cape Cod Nat. Seashore. Served to cpl. USA
1941-45. res. Eastham MA.*
HESS, John Ellsworth. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law;
b. Phila. PA Oct. 11 1921; m. Barbara Perry
Aug. 28 1944; ch.: Walter '67, Brenda, Alan
'74, Paul '78, John. Bangor & Aroostook RR
Co. Bangor (atty. 1948-50, asst. general counsel
1950-55, general counsel 1955-63, v.pres.
finance 1957-67), v.pres. admin. Bangor Punta
1960-67, partner Eaton Peabody Bangor
1967—. Dir. Northeast Bank & Trust 1965-73,
Northeast Bankshare Assn. 1969-73 (sec,
clerk), trustee & moderator All Souls Congr.
Church, trustee (Ricker Coll., Husson Coll.),
v.chmn. corp. section Me. Bar Assn., city
council Bangor (member 1952-55, chmn. 1955),
member board environmental protection.
Served to It. (jg) USNR 1943-46. res. Bangor.*
HICKEY, Jerrold Rock. A.B. 1947, C.H. 1944.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Newton Center MA
Jan. 12 1922. res. Newton MA.
HJGGINS, James Richard. B.S.. MBA.
Harvard 1949. Theta Delta Chi. Business; b.
Cleveland OH April 11 1922; m. Nancy
Knowles; ch.: Katharine, John, Robert, Janet.
Dir. metals procurement, brass group Olin
Corp. E. Alton IL 1961—. res. St. Louis MO*
HILLMAN, Alan Guion. Bowdoin 1940-43.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Flushing NY March 1
1
1922; m. Jean Adams Oct. 18 1943. Served to
It. ACUSA 1943-45. d. near Prum Germany
Jan. 6 1945.
HURLEY, John Robert, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Exec; b. Brooklyn NY Jan. 13 1923; s. of
John R. '09; m. Phyllis Miller July 8 1944; ch.:
Carol, John. Pres. Shell Pipe Line Corp.
Houston TX. res. Houston TX.*
INGRAM, John Lewis, Jr. A.B. 1948, C.H.
1944. Kappa Sigma, b. Hartford CT April 4
1922. res. unknown.
JOHNSON, Joseph Henry, Jr. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Engineering; b. Portland Oct. 21
1922; m. Barbara French June 25 1949; ch.:
Jeffrey, Heidi, Lori. Dept. mgr. Suburban
Propane Gas Corp. Portland, mgr. Crescent
Beach Inn Cape Elizabeth, heating engineer
Edwards Supply Co. Portland 1969— . Kora
Shrine Club of Portland (treas. 17 yrs., sec),
v.pres. Lions Club Cape Elizabeth, pres.
Spurwink Rod & Gun Club, member (Cape
Elizabeth board of selectmen 9 yrs., board of
education 3 yrs.) Served to s/sgt. USA 1942-46.
res. Cape Elizabeth.*
JOHNSTONE, Richard Carlton. B.S. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Waltham MA Aug. 13
1922; m. Marion Wagner April 22 1944; ch.:
Robert '69, JoAnn, Richard. Sales advisory
position Am. Tel. & Tel. Co. NYC 1955-58,
various sales & marketing management
positions New Eng. Tel. Co. Boston.
Corporator Dedham MA Institution for
Savings 1968
—
, Allin Congr. Church Dedham
(member board of deacons 1963-65, chmn.
1965). Served to 1st It. USMC 1944-46;
awarded Bronze Star Iwo Jima 1945. res.
Boston.*
JOY, Franklin Lawrence, II. A.B. 1946. Theta
Delta Chi. Self-employed contracting; b.
Winchester MA Jan. 26 1923; s. of John H.
'12; m. Sara Smith Oct. 12 1946; ch.: Daniel,
John, Jenny. Mgr. & prop. Frank Joy Inc.
Cape Cod Ready Mix Orleans MA 1950—.
Served to It. USN 1942-46. res. Orleans MA.*
KENDALL, Henry Cochran. Bowdoin 1940-42,
C.H. 1944. Chi Psi. b. St. Louis' MO June 8
1922. res. St. Louis MO.
KEN1STON, Allan Gilford. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1949. Sigma Nu. b. Oak Bluffs
MA March 24 1923; m. Elizabeth Manter
1951; ch.: Christopher, Martha. Teacher
(Monson Acad. 1950, high sch. Deerfield MA
1950-55). Served with ACUSA 1943-46;
awarded Air Medal (2). d. Greenfield MA Oct.
7 1955.
KNOTT, Sydney Tucker, Jr. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Geophysics research; b. Boston Aug. 9 1922;
m. Ruth Senate Oct. 2 1948; ch.: Wayne,
Adelma, Margaret. Woods Hole MA
Oceanographic Inst, (research assoc. 1946-63,
research spec. 1963
—
). Member town zoning
advisory committee. Served to It. USNR
1942-46. Recipient: Meritorious Public Service
Citation from Sec. of the Navy for work during
Thresher search. Contbr., patentee (7). res.
Barnstable MA.*
LaCASCE, Elroy Osborne, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Harvard 1951, Ph.D. Brown Univ. 1955.
Zeta Psi. Education; b. Fryeburg Jan. 17
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1923. Physicist U.S. Naval Research Lab.
Washington DC 1944, foreign service officer
U.S. Dept. of State Beirut Lebanon 1945-46,
teacher Wilbraham MA Acad. 1946-47, instr.
Bowdoin 1947-49, research asst. Brown Univ.
1951-54, instr. to prof. Bowdoin 1954—. Nat.
Science Foundation Faculty fellow 1960-61,
research assoc. Yale Univ. 1960-61, chief
reader advanced placement examination in
physics Educational Testing Services 1961-64,
figure judge U.S. Figure Skating Assn. 1961—
,
assoc. prof, physics Harvard summer 1964,
chmn. New Eng. section Am. Assn. Physics
Teachers 1964-65, Woods Hole MA
Oceanographic Institution (visiting investigator
1968-69 & summer 1970, guest investigator
1970-71). Contbr. res. Brunswick.*
LAVnT, Seymour Elliot. A.B. 1943. b.
Rockville CT March 9 1922. res. Rockville CT.
LAWLIS, Robert Madigan. B.S. 1943. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Houlton April 19 1921.
res. Moraine OH.
LAWRENCE, David Hughes. B.S. 1943, M.S.
Univ. Penn. 1950. Sigma Nu. Computer
management; b. Phila. PA Nov. 28 1922.
Teaching fellow Bowdoin 1946-47, physicist
Rohm & Haas Phila. 1947-48, Univ. Penn.
Phila. (asst. instr. physics 1949-50, research
asst. 1950-52), applied science rep. Int.
Business Machines Corp. Phila. 1952-58, mgr.
computer systems development Kraftco Corp.
(now Kraft Inc.) Glenview IL 1958—. Served
to 1st It. USA 1943-46. res. Glenview IL.*
LEE, Alfred Preston. B.S. Delta Upsilon. b.
Albany NY April 25 1923. res. unknown.
LEE, John Frederick. B.S. 1945, M.D. Cornell
1946. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Greenwich CT
Jan. 30 1921; m. Gloria Fisher Nov. 21 1947;
ch.: Debbie, Henry, Laurie. Intern Mt. Auburn
Hospital Cambridge MA 1946-47, asst.
pediatrician N.Y. Hospital NYC 1947-48, asst.
resident pediatrician (Bellevue Hospital NYC
1948-49, Willard-Parker Hospital NYC 1949),
Greenwich Hospital (attending pediatrician
1950—, dir. dept. pediatrics 1965-73). res.
Greenwich CT.*
LEVIN, W. Robert. B.S., M.B.S. Syracuse
Univ. 1948. Business exec; b. Rumford Nov.
26 1922; m. Rhoda Walzer April 6 1952; ch.:
Richard, Nancy, James, Steven. Pres. Alpine
Bearing Co. Inc. Boston 1950—. Served to It.
(jg) USN 1943-45. res. Newton Center MA.*
LEWSEN, Richard Burr. A.B. 1950. Zeta Psi.
b. Portland June 10 1921. res. N. Windham.
LIVINGSTON, Robert Melvin. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. NYC Dec. 31 1919. res.
Kalamazoo MI.
LONG, Albert Stoneman, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Univ. Chicago 1947. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Evanston IL May 4 1921; m. Caroline Ericson
June 16 1945; ch.: Caroline, Barbara, Marian.
Atty. Chicago IL 1947-56, Monon RR Chicago
(general atty. 1947-55, sec. & general solicitor
1955-56). PFC USMC 1943-44. d. Chicago
Aug. 31 1956.
LORD, John Thomas. A.B. 1943. Sigma Nu.
b. Portland Aug. 31 1923. res. Bethesda MD.
MacCARTNEY, Louis McEwan. Bowdoin
1940-41. Alpha Delta Phi. Accounting; b.
Barrow Lancashire England May 23 1921; m.
Margaret Wright Dec. 5 1943, m. Sharon
Locke Sept. 19 1953; ch.: Leslie, James,
Douglas, William, John. C.L.U. (MA);
draftsman General Electric Co. Lynn MA
1941-43, mgr. test dept. Raytheon Waltham
MA 1943-46, life underwriter self-employed
Boston 1946— . Dir. Life Underwriters Assn.
Boston 1968-70, member exec, committee &
officer Boston Estate & Business Planning
Council 1970
—
, master Winslow Lewis Lodge
1966-67, chmn. Camp Monomonac 1971
—
,
instr. Am. Coll. Life Underwriters 1957— . res.
Ashby MA.*
MacGREGOR, Allan Bruce. A.B. 1947, LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1950. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b.
Haverhill MA Nov. 14 1922; m. Nancy
MacGregor May 5 1951; ch.: Mark, Susan.
Atty. MacGregor, Waldron & Nagle Haverhill
1951— . Chmn. trustees Haverhill Unitarian
Church, dir. Haverhill Visiting Nurses, pres.
Haverhill Bar Assn., member town of
Merrimac MA (planning board, board of
appeals, finance committee). Served to ensign
USN 1942-46. res. Merrimac MA.*
MacNEIL, John Whitney. A.B. b. Chelsea
MA May 29 1911. res. Sarasota FL.
MAIN, Walter Lee, Jr. Bowdoin 1940-42, 1946,
CH. 1944. Kappa Sigma, b. Wilmington DE
April 29 1922. Served with MCUSA 1942-46. d.
NYC Dec. 21 1946.
MASON, Adelbert. A.B., A.M. Middlebury
Coll. 1953. Kappa Sigma. Education; b.
Brunswick Dec. 3 1922; s. of M. Phillips
Faculty 1920-46; m. Barbara Paine March 5
1944; ch.: Faith, Daniel, Nicholas. Teacher &
dir. admissions Oakwood Sch. Poughkeepsie
NY 1947-55, v.principal George Sch. PA
1955-66, headmaster Abington Friends Sch.
Jenkintown PA 1966— . Member of corp.
(Haverford Coll., Friends Hospital Phila. PA),
exec. dir. Friends Council on Education Phila.
1977— . Recipient: Educational Award Salem
Baptist Church Jenkintown 1968. Contbr. res.
Glenside PA.*
MATHEWS, Joseph Alvin. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Brooklyn NY May
28 1922. res. Orange Park FL.
McLELLAN, William Arthur. B.S., M.D. Tufts
1946. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Newton
MA March 19 1922; m. Irene Talbot Oct. 6
1950; ch.: Elizabeth, Margaret, William Jr.,
Amy, Edward. Pvt. practice Camden &
Rockland (family physician 1950-68,
anesthesiologist 1971
—
). Served to capt.
MCUSA 1947-49. res. Camden.*
MEANS, Richard Newton. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Business exec; b. Boston April 16 1923; m.
Janet Boynton 1950; ch.: David, Betsey, Sarah.
Student Boston Univ. 1947-48, pres. New-Mar
Inc. Chicago IL 19?—. res. Lake Bluff IL.
MEYER, Victor Joseph. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. NYC Dec. 28 1922;
m. Helen Ryan Aug. 26 1950; ch.: Victor,
Dwight, Stephen, Patricia. With Victor H.
Meyer Co. NYC 1946-61, sales mgr. Sylvania
television sets & Gibson refrigerators &
freezers for NY & NJ 197-61, mgr. Shoreland
Memorial Gardens Cemetery Hazlet NJ
1961-64. Served to 1st It. USA 197-46. d. Long
Branch NJ Nov. 10 1964.
MONTGOMERY, Alexander Sinclair.
Bowdoin 1940-42, CH. 1944. Kappa Sigma.
b. Springfield MA Oct. 9 1922. Served with
ACUSA 1942-44. d. Italy Aug. 15 1944.
MORRISON, George Ernest. B.S., B.D.
Princeton Theol. Sem. 1950. b. Boston Dec.
6 1921; m. Edna Parkinson March 29 1952;
ch.: John, Peter, Thomas, Sarah. Youth dir.
United Presby. Church Mission Egypt 1948-63,
pastor (Congr. Church Freedom 1947-48,
Edgemont Assoc Reformed Presby. Church
Covington CA 1963-69, Trinity Presby. Church
Tampa FL 1969-70). Served to sgt. USA
1942-45. d. Tampa FL May 5 1970.
MORSE, Richard Weeks. B.S. 1943. Beta
Theta Pi. Mfg. management; b. Boston Nov.
1 1921; m. Priscilla Wharton July 14 1949; ch.:
Susan, Carol, Jonathan. Management Frank
W. Morse Co. Saco 1947—. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1943-46. res. Saco.*
MUDGE, William Forbes, Jr. Bowdoin
1940-42, CH. 1944. Psi Upsilon. b. Trenton
NJ July 12 1920; m. Marian Swett March 15
1943; ch.: William III, Randall, Richard. Ins.
agt. Nat. Life Ins. Co. of Vt. Exeter NH
1946-51, 1st It. USAF 1951-53, capt. USAFR
(Alaska 1953-55, Kinross Base MI 1955-56,
Eastern Air Defense Force Headquarters
Stewart Field NY 1956-57). Served to 1st It.
ACUSA 1942-46; awarded Distinguished
Flying Cross (3), Air Medal (4),
Commendation Ribbon, d. Oscoda MI Nov. 1
1957.
MUIR, William Matthew. B.S. Sigma Nu. b.
Waukesha WI Oct. 22 1923; m. Marjory
McCuen Oct. 30 1944. Served to 2nd It. USMC
1943-45. d. Ikinawa Ryukyu Is. June 5 1945.
MULLER, George Max. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1946. b. Vienna
Austria Jan. 19 1922. res. Menlo Park CA.
NEVIN. John Benjamin, Jr. Bowdoin 1940-42,
CH. 1944, B.F.A. R.I. Sch. Design 1948.
Kappa Sigma. b. Providence RI May 31
1922. res. unknown.
NISSEN, John Robert. Bowdoin 1940-43.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Exec; b. Portland Aug. 12 1921; m.
Elizabeth Read June 17 1950; ch.: Carolyn.
John. Corp. officer Nissen Baking Co.
(Worcester 1945-60, Portland I960—). Dir.
Me. Nat. Bank 1970—, chmn. board of dir. W.
E. Long Co. 1965—. Pvt. USA 1943-44. res.
Cumberland Foreside.*
NOYES, Theodore Alvan. Bowdoin 1941. b.
Duluth MN Feb. 28 1923. res. unknown.
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O'BRIEN, Robert George. B.S. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1949. Beta Theta Pi.
Management; b. Haverhill MA Sept. 29
1920; m. Rose Miller Jan. 27 1946; ch.: Anne,
Susan, Janice, Martin. Salesman Am. Optical
Co. Southbridge MA 1945-47, sales mgr.
Hallmark Cards Kansas City IL 1949-59,
marketing mgr. CPS Industries Chicago IL
1960-70, sales mgr. Intercraft Industries Corp.
Chicago 1970—. Member sch. board
Watchung NJ 1964-66. PFC USMC 1942-44.
res. Wilmette IL.*
ORBETON, Everett Arnold. A.B., M.D.
Cornel] 1946. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Bangor April 11 1922; m. Anna Bauman Dec.
23 1944; ch.: Susan, Jane, Peter, David. Chief
of pediatrics Mercy Hospital Portland 1973
—
,
asst. prof, clinical pediatrics Tufts Univ. Sch.
of Medicine 1973
—
, sr. pediatrician Me. Med.
Center Portland. Elected member Alpha
Omega Alpha. Served to capt. MCUSA
1943-49. res. S. Portland.*
OSHER, Harold Louis. B.S. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Boston Univ. 1947.
Medicine; b. Portland Jan. 11 1924; m.
Peggy Liberman June 18 1950; ch.: Susan,
Nancy, Judith, Samuel. Asst. in medicine
Boston Univ. Sch. of Medicine 1952-53,
cardiologist pvt. practice Portland 1953
—
Tufts Univ. Sch. of Medicine (asst. clinical
prof, medicine 1970-74, assoc. clinical prof.
1974—). Me. Heart Assn. (pres. 1966-68, dir.),
Me. Med. Center (sr. physician, dir. div. of
cardiology, sec.-treas. med. staff 1969-70), Am.
Heart Assn. (v.pres. 1970-71, chmn. New Eng.
regional heart committee 1970-71), governor
Am. Coll. Cardiology 1971-74, F.A.C.P., fellow
(Am. Coll. Cardiology, council on clinical
cardiology Am. Heart Assn., Int. Cardiology
Foundation), pres. Med. Care Development
Inc. 1971-75. Recipient: Brotherhood Award
Temple Beth-El 1968. res. Portland.*
PAGE, Sherman Oscar. Bowdoin 1940-41. Zeta
Psi. b. Damariscotta April 6 1922. res.
unknown.
PAIGE, Milton Coburn. Jr. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Business management; b. Arlington MA
Oct. 22 1922; m. Mabel Hutchings July 13
1946; ch.: William, Susan, Nancy, Bradford.
Office mgr. Baker's Plays Boston 1946-52,
business mgr. New Eng. Journal of Medicine
Boston 1952— . Member town meeting
Arlington 1958-63, v.chmn. publications
committee Am. Heart Assn. 1970
— ,
pres. (Am.
Assn. of Med. Publications; Thoreau
Foundation Concord MA 1971, 1972). Served
to It. (jg) USNR 1943-46. res. Corcord MA.*
PALOMBO, John Joseph. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Lynn MA March 7
1918. res. unknown.
PARSONS, John Andersen. B.S., M.D.
Syracuse Univ. 1946. Delta Upsilon.
Medicine; b. E. Orange NJ April 10 1922; m.
Patricia Lawson 1945. Univ. Pittsburgh (prof,
radiology 1975, med. dir. Joint Radiation
Oncology Center Univ. Health Center 1975—).
res. Gibsonia PA.*
PELLETIER, Robert George. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1949. Alpha Tau Omega. Law;
b. Sanford March 17 1921; m. Charlotte Nute
June 22 1952; ch.: Thomas, Andrew '79,
Helen. Atty. self-employed Sanford 1949—
.
Judge municipal court Sanford 1953-57, dir.
Northeast Bank of Sanford 1957
—
, Northeast
Bankshare Assn. 1976— (dir., member exec,
committee). Served to 1st It. USAF 1942-46.
res. Sanford.*
PENNELL, Edward Stetson. A.B. 1943. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Nov. 9 1922. s.
of Robert M. '09. res. unknown.
PENNY, Alec Deacon. A.B. 1947, CH. 1944.
Delta Upsilon. b. Phila. PA March 10 1923.
res. La Mesa CA.
PERKINS, George Winslow. B.S., LL.B.
Boston Univ 19? 1972 capital campaign area
chmn. Law; b. Togus April 22 1922; m. P.
Lorraine Clement Aug. 23 1952; ch.:
Christopher '77, Scott. Atty. Perkins &
Townsend Skowhegan 19?— . Served with USA
1943-46. res. Skowhegan.*
PERKINS, William Nash. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Evanston IL Dec. 13 1921.
res. unknown.
PERRY, Alan Stoddard. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1943; M.B.A. Harvard
1948. Zeta Psi. Marketing exec; b. Maiden
MA March 27 1923; m. Nancy Blood Sept. 14
1946; ch.: Lizabeth, Christine, Michele. Asst.
account exec. Bristol-Myers Doherty Clifford
& Shenfield NYC 1948-51; account exec.
Procter & Gamble, Am. Chicle, Warner
Lambert Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample NYC
1951-54; Young & Rubicam NYC (account
exec. Jell-O div. General Foods 1954-59,
account supervisor Birds Eye div. General
Foods 1959-60); account supervisor & v.pres.
Campbell Soup Co. Batten Barton Durstine &
Osborn Inc. NYC 1960-64; management
supervisor & v.pres. (Boyle-Midway div. Am.
Home Products, Am. Home Products Foods
div. Cunningham & Walsh NYC 1964-67); dir.
marketing & v.pres. Inst. Outdoor Advt. NYC
1967— . Member Republican town committee
New Canaan CT 1961-68. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1943-46. res. New Canaan CT.*
PHILBRICK, Donald Lockey. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Harvard 1948. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Law; b. Portland May 3 1923; s. of Donald
W. '17; m. Marjorie Kingston May 3 1963, m.
Barbara MacLean Nov. 10 1973; ch.: Paul,
Mark, Andrew, Deborah, Sarah. Assoc. Verrill
Dana Walker Philbrick & Whitehouse
Portland 1948-50, partner Verrill Dana
Philbrick Putnam & Williamson Portland
1951—. Me. Historical Soc. (sec. 1950-53, pres.
1954-63), Cape Elizabeth (town selectman
1957-63, moderator 1963-67), dir. First Radio
Parish Church of Am. 1970— , pres. Me. Bar
Assn. Mutual Title Ins. Co. 1974— . Served to
1st It. USA 1942-45, served with USAF
1951-53, served to It. col. Me. Air Nat. Guard;
awarded Purple Heart 1945. res. Portland.*
PILLSBURY, Alfred Perkins, Jr. Bowdoin
1940-42. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston
April 21 1921. res. N. Abington MA.
PUTNAM, Arthur Otis, Jr. Bowdoin 1940-43.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Exec; b. Houlton Jan.
15 1922; s. of Arthur O. '06; m. Lona Taggett
May 7 1949; ch.: Keaton, Adrian, Christian,
Kimball. Putnam Brothers Co. Houlton (sales
rep. 1946-55, sales mgr. 1955-70, pres. 1970—).
Past pres. & dir. (Houlton Regional
Development Corp., Rotary Club), dir. Me. Oil
Dealers Assn., past pres. Ricker Alumni
Council, member board of trustees Ricker Coll.
Served to sgt. USA 1943-46. res. Houlton.*
QUA, Alan Moncrief. A.B. 1946, CH. 1944.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lowell MA Oct. 23 1 92 1
.
res. Tewksbury MA.
RHODES, Richard Ayer, II. A.B. 1943, M.S.
Yale 1947, Ph.D. Brown Univ. 1961.
Physics; b. Hartford CT Feb. 13 1922; s. of
James E. '97. Instr. physics Bowdoin 1943-44,
jr. physicist U.S. Naval Research Lab.
Washington DC 1944-45, instr. & asst. prof,
physics Univ. Conn. Storrs 1947-62, asst. prof,
physics Univ. Fla. Gainesville 1962-66, Eckerd
Coll. St. Petersburg FL (visiting asst. prof,
physics, assoc. prof. 1966-73; dir. aquatics
1973-75; research assoc. physics 1974
—
).
Chmn. (physical sciences section Fla. Acad.
Sciences 1967-68, water safety & small craft
committee S. Pinellas County FL chapter Am.
Red Cross 1972-75), Sigma Xi Club Eckerd
Coll. 1969-74 & 1975-76 (sec.-treas., v.pres.,
pres.), deacon First Presby. Church St.
Petersburg 1971-75. Served with USN 1944-45,
served to cdr. USNR. res. St. Petersburg FL.*
RICHARDS, Edward Arthur, Jr. B.S. Delta
Upsilon. b. Boston Jan. 16 1922; m.
Charlotte Root Dec. 30 1944; ch.: Linda,
Carol, Holly, David. Ins. business 1946-47
(Boston, Phila. PA), spec. agt. Ins. Co. of N.
Am. (Augusta 1947-54, Springfield MA
1954-58), with Woodward Ins. Agency Hatfield
MA 1958-65 (partner 1960-65). Served to It.
(jg) USN 1943-46. d. Northampton MA Sept. 3
1965.*
ROLFE, Frederick Booker, Jr. A.B. 1946, A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1948. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Portland March 2 1922; m.
Patricia Foley Sept. 5 1953; ch.: John, Brian,
Elizabeth, Diane. Teacher high sch. Portland
1948-53, paint dealer self-employed Cape
Elizabeth 1953-56, teacher high sch. Westbrook
1956-66, asst. prof. Gorham State Coll.
1966-70, Univ. Me. Portland-Gorham (asst.
prof. French 1970-75, assoc. prof. 1975—).
Served to t/sgt. ACUSA 1943-45, served to 2nd
It. USA 1951-52. res. S. Portland.*
ROSS, Carroll Morrill. A.B., D.D.S. Univ.
Penn. 1950. Theta Delta Chi. Dentistry; b.
Portland Aug. 7 1921; s. of Carl K. '17; m.
Marion McCurdy Aug. 23 1947; ch.: Betsy,
James. Dentist Falmouth 1950—. Pres. Dental
Soc. Served to 2nd It. USA 1942-46. res.
Falmouth.*
ROUNSEVILLE, David Robinson. B.S. 1943,
M.D. Tufts 1949. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Attleboro MA Feb. 8 1922; m. Irene Reitnaner
July 6 1947, m. Olga Courtney June 10 1971;
ch.: Deborah, Lou Ann, Kathleen, Raymond,
Robert. Physician self-employed Weehawken
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NJ 1953-76. Served with USN 1943-45. res.
Weehawken NJ.*
RUBINO, John Anthony, Jr. Bowdoin 1940-41,
A.B. St. Louis Univ. 19? Chi Psi. b.
Rochester NH May 18 1921. res. unknown.
RYAN, Donald Johnston. B.S. 1947. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Management; b. NYC Nov.
9 1922; m. Dorothy Blomquist Dec. 30 1947;
ch.: Pamela, Scott, Jeffrey. Exec. asst.
Insulation Mfr. Corp. Chicago IL 1947-49,
sales rep. (Stanley J. Leen Co. Portland
1950-53, 3M Co. Boston 1953-55), James
Wiltsie Co. Portland (sales rep. 1955-58, sales
mgr. 1958— v.pres. & dir. 1962—). Served to
1st It. USA 1943-46. res. Falmouth.*
RYAN, John Francis. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Ret.; b. New Haven CT July 16 1921;
married; 5 children. Served with ACUSA
1943-46. res. Paris.
SAGER, George Frederick. A.B. 1943, M.D.
Cornell 1946. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b.
Portland Feb. 9 1922; m. Kathleen O'Beirne
June 28 1947; ch.: Craig, Brian, Scott. Surgical
intern Peter Bent Brigham Hospital Boston
1946-47, surgical resident (U.S. Naval Hospital
Chelsea MA 1947-48, Me. General Hospital
Portland 1951-54), Me. Med. Center Portland
(sr. attending surgeon, asst. chief surgery 1971,
pres. med. staff 1973), surgery consultant
(Mercy Hospital Portland, Memorial Hospital
N. Conway NH, Pineland Hospital & Training
Center Pownal), asst. clinical prof, surgery
Tufts Coll. part-time 1973, surgeon Me. Med.
Center 1973—. Served to It. (jg) USN 1941-50.
Contbr. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
SAMPSON, Richard Woodbury. A.B., A.M.
Tufts 1946, A.M. Boston Univ. 1951. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. Newton MA April
24 1922; m. Jean Byers July 24 1948; ch.:
Stephen, Caleb. Instr. (Franklin Tech. Inst.
Boston 1946-49, The New Prep. Sch.
Cambridge MA 1949-52), assoc. prof. Bates
Coll. 1952— . Chmn. board of trustees public
library Lewiston 1974— . Served to 1st It.
USAF 1943-46. res. Lewiston.*
SANDS, Donald Phipps, Jr. A.B. 1945. Psi
Upsilon. Admissions aide 1970-74. Ins.; b.
Boston July 23 1921; ch.: Mark, Lucile,
Thomas. Salesman Sands Taylor & Wood Co.
Cambridge MA 1947-50, pilot Pan Am.
Airlines San Francisco CA 1951-52, life ins.
agt. self-employed N.Y. Life Ins. Co. San
Rafael CA 1953—. Past pres. Marin County
Life Underwriters Assn. Served to 1st It. USAF
1943-45. res. San Rafael CA.*
SAVILLE, Richard Littlehale. B.S. 1943, M.S.
M.I.T. 1949. Chi Psi. 1962 capital campaign
area chmn. Education; b. Quincy MA July
20 1922; m. Harriet Bristol Nov. 27 1948; ch.:
Amy, Alison, William, Barbara. Teacher
(Central Sch. Barre MA 1950; high sch. Barre
1950-51, Stockbridge MA 1951-55, Norwalk
CT 1955-59, Westport CT 1959—). Conn.
Science Teachers Assn. (dir. 1957-58, v.pres.
1958-59, pres. 1959-60), W. Conn, section Am.
Chem. Soc. (treas. 1965, dir. 1966-70), treas.
Ridgefield Guild of Artists 1974—. Served to
ensign USNR 1944-45. res. Ridgefield CT.*
SCHNABEL, Robert Vistor. A.B. cum laude
1943, M.S. Fordham 1951, Ph.D. Fordham
1955. Theta Delta Chi. Coll. admin.; b.
Scarsdale NY Sept. 28 1922; m. Ellen Foelber
June 7 1946; ch.: Mark, Philip. Teacher St.
Paul's Sch. Ft. Wayne IN 1945-49, principal St.
Matthew Sch. NYC 1949-52, assoc. supt.
education Lutheran Sch. IN & OH 1952-57,
Concordia Sr. Coll. Ft. Wayne (asst. prof,
philosophy 1957-61, assoc. prof. 1961-65,
academic dean & prof. 1966-71), pres.
Concordia Coll. Bronxville NY 1971-76, v.pres.
academic affairs & dean of faculty Wartburg
Coll. Waverly IA 1976— . Member Lutheran
Church-Mo. Synod (admin, survey comm.
1956-62, curriculum comm. board for higher
education 1960-71, board of mgr. 1964-70),
member board of dir. (Ft. Wayne Community
Concerts 1958-66, Am. Red Cross Ft. Wayne
region 1963-71, Rotary Club Bronxville NY
1975
—
), dir. Lutheran Deaconess Assn.
1959-65. res. Waverly IA.*
SCOTT, Donald Griggs, Jr. A.B. 1948. Chi Psi.
b. Boston April 29 1921. res. Tulsa OK.
SEARS, Donald Albert. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1948;
Ph.D. Harvard 1952. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Portland May 25 1923; m.
Madelyn Stover 1946, m. Oretta Ferri Jan. 5
1964; ch.: Jennifer, Jeanne, Elizabeth, Stephen.
Instr. Dartmouth 1948-52, Upsala Coll. E.
Orange NJ (asst. to prof. 1952-62, dir.
freshman English 1953-60, assoc. dir.
development 1961-62), prof. English Skidmore
Coll. 1962-64, staff assoc. Am. Council on
Education Washington DC 1964-65, prof.
English Howard Univ. 1965-66, chmn. lang.
Ahmuda Bello Univ. Kano & Zaria Northern
Nigeria 1966-67, prof. English & Linguistics
Calif. State Univ. Fullerton 1967—. Visiting
prof. Univ. Mass. 1957, Coll. English Assn. (ed.
The CEA Critic 1960-70, exec. dir. 1962-70),
hon. life member (Me. Historical Soc. 1963,
Coll. English Assn. of Ind. 1968, Pi Delta
Epsilon & Alpha Psi Omega), dir.
Book-of-the-Month Club Writing Fellowship
Program 1965-70. Served to s/sgt. USAF
1943-46, 1950. Recipient: Lindback
Foundation Award for Distinguished Teaching
1961. Author: The Harbrace Guide to the
Library and Research Paper (1956, 1960, 1973),
The Discipline of English (1963); co-author:
The Sentence in Context (1960); contbr. res.
Fullerton CA.*
SHOREY, Arthur Carlton, Jr. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. NYC Aug. 9 1921 ; s. of Arthur
C. '04; m. Christiana Claxton; ch.: Alison. Ins.
agt. Home Indemnity Co. NYC 1947-61.
Served to t/4 USA 1943-46. d. Ridgewood NJ
Jan. 17 1961.
SIMPSON, Robert Walworth. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Construction exec; b. Augusta April 17
1922; m. Marjorie Lang Nov. 30 1946; ch.:
Daniel, Thomas, William. Wyman & Simpson
Inc. Augusta (timekeeper 1946-48, supt.
1948-50, treas. 1950-73, pres. 1973—). Served
to It. USNR 1942-46. res. Sullivan Harbor.*
SLAYTON, Philip Lincoln. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Marketing management; b. Boston April 22
1923; m. Jean Wellington June 18 1949; ch.:
Richard '74, Roger '75, Jeffrey, Robert.
Monsanto Co. (salesman Boston 1946-50,
Chicago IL 1950-54, Everett MA 1954-63;
industry mgr. NYC 1963-70; regional sales
mgr. NYC 1970—). Pres. Ocean Point Assn.
1965-67. Served to sgt. USA 1943-45. res. New
Canaan CT.*
SMITH, Frederick Tyler. Bowdoin 1940-42.
Chi Psi. b. Ticonderoga NY June 18 1920.
res. Wilmington DE.
SMITH, Lacey Baldwin. B.S., A.M. Princeton
1949, Ph.D. Princeton 1951. Alpha Tau
Omega. Education; b. Princeton NJ Oct. 3
1922; s. of E. Baldwin 1 1 ; m. Jean Reeder June
24 1961; ch.: MacAllister, Dennison,
Katharine. Instr. Princeton 1951-53, asst. prof.
M.I.T. 1953-55, Northwestern Univ. (assoc.
prof. 1955-62, prof. 1962
—
). Guggenheim
fellow & Sr. Fulbright Research fellow London
Univ. 1963-64, member (board of ed. Am.
Historical Review 1967-72, advisory board
Center for Television Production in the
Humanities), Midwestern Conf. on British
Studies (member exec, board 1967-73, pres.
1971-73), hon. research fellow Univ. Coll.
London 1968-69, sr. fellow Nat. Endowment
for Humanities 1973-74, fellow (Royal
Historical Soc, Royal Soc Literature), chmn.
grad. history record examination Educational
Testing Service. Served to sgt. ACUSA
1942-46. Author: Tudor Prelates and Politics
(1953), The Life and Times of Catherine
Howard (1961), This Realm of England
1399-1689 (1966, 1971, 1975), The Elizabethan
Epic (1966), Henry VIII: The Mask of Royalty
(1971), Elizabeth Tudor: Portrait of a Queen
(1975); co-author: World History in Outline
(1966); contbr. res. Wilmette IL.*
SNOW, Kenneth Franklin. Bowdoin 1940-43.
Chi Psi. b. Scarborough Oct. 2 1921. res.
unknown.
SPEAR, Ivan MacDonald. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D., CM. McGill Univ. 1945;
M.S. Univ. Minn. 1952. Chi Psi. Medicine;
b. Portland July 31 1922; m. Hope Hartwell
July 31 1945; ch.: Wendy, Brian, Penelope.
Physician & orthopedic surgeon self-employed
Worcester MA 1952— . Trustee (Worcester
Acad., Garland Jr. Coll.), elected member
Alpha Omega Alpha. Served to capt. MCUSA
1946-48. res. Worcester MA.*
SPERRY, Robert Jay. B.S., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1951. Kappa Sigma. Education; b.
New Haven CT May 10 1921; m. Priscilla
Borden Aug. 25 1951; ch.: Timothy, Nathaniel.
Asst. mgr. spec, orders Lever Brothers Co.
Cambridge MA 1944-46, rigger Paul Luke E.
Boothbay 1946-47, instr. Wilbraham MA
Acad. 1947-50, counselor board of education
(Bangor 1951-54, regional dist. No. 5
Woodbridge CT 1954-58, Branford CT
1958—). PFC USAF 1942-43. res. Guilford
CT.*
SPRAGUE, Peter Bingham. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Business; b. Havanah Cuba Dec 18 1920.
Student Ecole Lemania Lausanne Switzerland
1946-47; with U.S. Foreign Service Madrid
Spain, Belgrade Yugoslavia & Manila P.I.
1948-53; student Univ. of the East Manila
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1952-53; teacher Emerson Sch. Exeter NH
1956-57; student Columbia Univ. 1957-58;
sales, real estate ME 1958-68; antique dealer
ME, NH & NY 1968—. Served with USAF
1943-46. Contbr. res. Portsmouth NH.*
STRACHAN, Ralph Warner. A.B. 1947. Theta
Delta Chi. Exec; b. Flint MI March 27
1921; m. Faith Foster July 14 1945; ch.: Susan,
Andrew. Dir. & v.pres. merchandising & sales
George C. Shaw Co. S. Portland 1949—.
Served to t/5 USA 1943-45. res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
STUART, Robert Sterling. A.B., D.D.S.
Columbia 1947. Alpha Delta Phi. Dentistry;
b. Rangeley Dec. 7 1921; ch.: Nancy '72, Gail,
Robert Jr. '77. Dentist Brunswick. Served with
USA 1943-44, with USAF 1949-51, with
USAFR 1951-66, It. col. N.H. Air Nat. Guard
1966— . res. Brunswick.*
SWEENEY, Leroy Elmer. A.B. 1947, CH.
1945. Beta Theta Pi. b. Revere MA Jan. 29
1923. res. unknown.
SWEET, Russell Prescott. B.S. 1943. Zeta Psi.
Exec; b. Somerville MA Dec. 23 1922; m.
Madeleine Booth Nov. 1946; ch.: Russell,
Julian, Timothy, Curtis, Jonathan, Elizabeth.
The Travelers Hartford CT (underwriter
1946-51, v.pres. 1953—). Served to It. cdr. USN
1943-46, 1951-52. res. Simsbury CT.*
THAYER, Crawford Beecher. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Ia. 1946, A.M. Yale 1948. Kappa Sigma.
Management; b. Haverhill MA Aug. 21 1921.
Instr. (Univ. Ia. Iowa City 1944-46, Yale Univ.
1946-48, Univ. Ia. 1949), dir. publications
Univ. Wise Whitewater 1950, advt. mgr.
Butler Mfg. Co. Ft. Atkinson WI 1950—. Dir.
United Church of Christ Wise Conf., member
communications board Ft. Atkinson Historical
Soc. res. Ft. Atkinson WI.*
THORNQUIST, Burton. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Account exec; b. Brookline MA Sept. 9
1921; m. Jean Merrill May 25 1946; ch.:
Richard. Account exec, general ins. (O'Brion
Russell & Co. Boston 1948-70, Gilmour
Rothery & Co. Boston 1971—). Served to It.
(jg) USNR 1943-46. res. Wellesley MA.*
THRELFALL, Robert. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Kappa Sigma, b. Newton MA July 16 1921.
res. Normal IL.
TOWNSEND, Hubert Willis. B.S. 1943, J.D.
Boston Univ. 1950. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. NYC
Jan. 7 1922; m. Elizabeth Eldert Feb. 16 1952;
ch.: Hubert, Marion, Martha, Lewis, James.
Atty., real estate, ret. res. Seattle WA.*
TRUST, Harry Knowlton. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Yale 1947. Sigma Nu. b. Springfield
OH March 28 1923; s. of Harry '16. Jr.
Chemist Federal Tel. & Radio Corp. Newark
NJ 1943-44, instr. chemistry Univ. Me.
1947-48, asst. prof, chemistry Lafayette Coll.
Easton PA 1948-49. d. Bangor Aug. 26 1949.
TURNER, John Shaw. B.S., CH. 1944. Zeta
Psi. b. Skowhegan June 18 1922. res. Kansas
City MO.
Van VALKENBURG, Frederick Alexander.
A.B. Chi Psi. Govt.; b. Batavia Netherlands
March 1922. With Defense Intelligence
Agency, res. Arlington VA.*
WALKER, John Michael. Bowdoin 1940-42,
CH. 1944. Alpha Tau Omega, b. NYC Nov.
5 1921; m. Jeannette Bubeck May 23 1943.
Served to 2nd It. ACUSA 1943. d. Kimball SD
Aug. 26 1943.
WARREN, Richard Grant. A.B., M E. Univ.
Me. 1950. Alpha T,au Omega.
Transportation; b. Lancaster PA Dec. 20
1920; m. Carolyn Lockmay 1947; ch.: Janet.
Pres. transportation & material handling div.
Nat. Steel Corp. Michigan City IN 1976— . res.
Michigan City IN.*
WARREN, Willard Clinton, II. B.S. 1946.
Alpha Tau Omega. Accounting; b. Stamford
CT July 24 1922; m. Jean Cameron Aug. 26
1946; ch.: Willard III, Hannah. Asst. treas.
Warren Publications Inc. Boston 1946-54, supt.
Procon Inc. Des Plaines IL 1955-58, Maxwell
Wakely & Co. Boston (staff accountant
1958-65, mgr. 1965-69), assoc. Main Lafrentz &
Co. Boston 1969—. Dir. (Warren Publishing
Corp., Bankers Publishing Co.), pres. Fryeburg
Alumni Assoc. 1967. Served to cpl. ACUSA
1943-46. res. Fryeburg.*
WATERMAN, Robert Hiram. A.B. 1947, CH.
1944. Beta Theta Pi. b. Portland Sept. 8
1922. res. Kennebunk.
WEST, Robert Mandell. Bowdoin 1940-41.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Newton MA Dec. 4
1921. With exporting co. NYC ca. 1948. res.
unknown.
WETI STEIN, William Charles. Bowdoin
1940-41, B.B.A. Duke Univ. Theta Delta Chi.
b. NYC June 17 1922; m. Zoe Forster June
30 1973 (2nd marriage); ch.: Pamela,
Charlotte, Laura. Southwestern rep. Burlington
Mills Dallas TX, asst. to pres. Lomax Drilling
Co. Midland TX, oil & land development
self-employed ca. 1960. Jr. Achievement
sponsor C. of C. Midland, elected member
Delta Phi Alpha, chmn. YMCA. Served with
USN WWII. d. Dallas TX May 29 1975.*
WHITING, Stanley Elwin. A.B. 1947, CH.
1944. Kappa Sigma. b. Merrimac MA Feb.
22 1922. res. Marrimac MA.
WHITTAKER, Frederick William. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; D.D. 1964;
M.Div. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1944; Ph.D. Yale
1950; D.D. Ricker Coll. 1963. Education &
coll. admin.; b. New Haven CT Jan. 26 1913;
m. Shirley Johns Sept. 14 1940; ch.: Barbara,
Frederick. Minister Huntington Congr. Church
Shelton CT 1944-48, Bangor Theol. Sem.
(Waldo prof, ecclesiastical history 1948
— ,
pres.
1952—, dean 1975—). Sec. N.Y. New Haven &
Hartford CT RR Co. 1929-39, city council
Bangor (member 1959-62, chmn. 1962), Me.
state senator 1962-64, trustee Me. Maritime
Acad. 1963-66, Assn. of Theol. Sch. U.S.A. &
Canada (sec. 1968-70, v.pres. 1972-74, pres.
1974-76), chmn. sem. section council higher
education United Church of Christ 1974-76.
Recipient: Distinguished Citizen Award Me.
chapter B'nai B'rith 1964. res. Bangor.*
WILDER, Samuel Barber. B.S. Psi Upsilon.
b. Orange NJ April 10 1921. res. unknown.
WILKINSON, Gilbert Thomas. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Mfg.; b. Belmont MA Aug. 5 1921
;
m. Hannah Willis Nov. 26 1943; ch.: David,
Hope, Bradford. Student Harvard Business
Sch., exec, v.pres. Fairfield & Ellis Boston
1949-72, mfg. rep. self-employed Brunswick
1972—. Dir. Bear Paw Timber Corp. Served to
It. USN 1942-45. res. Brunswick.*
WILLIAMS, Ross Edward. B.S. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1943; M.S. Columbia
1947; Ph.D. Columbia 1955. Theta Delta Chi.
1962 capital campaign worker, class bequest
chmn. 1973. Exec; b. Carlinville IL June 28
1922; m. Carol Chenoweth July 5 1958; ch.:
Katherine, Robert, Ross Jr. Instr. physics
Bowdoin U.S.A. Meteorological Sch. 1943,
project engineer Spec. Devices Center Office of
Naval Research 1946, sr. research engineer
Sperry Products Inc. 1947-53, pvt. consultant
to U.S. govt. & industry 1953-60, Columbia
Univ. (sr. research assoc. Hudson Lab.
1960-65, asst. dir. 1965-66; lectr. electrical
engineering dept. 1966-68, assoc. dir. 1966-68;
prof, ocean engineering Sch. of Engineering &
Applied Science 1968-74), chmn. board of dir.
Ocean & Atmospheric Science Inc. 1968—
.
Member (standing committee oceanography &
undersea surveillance Nat. Acad. Sciences,
NYC Mayor's Oceanographic Advisory
Committee), past pres. & dir. N. Atlantic
region Am. Soc. Photogrammetry, past tech.
dir. Project Artemis, past dir. Office of Naval
Research Artemis Lab. Bermuda, councilor
N.Y. section Marine Tech. Soc, past member
(ASW Surveillance Steering Committee USN,
ocean engineering committee Am. Inst, of
Mining Engineering, review committee for
radio & electronic physics IEEE), consultant,
Asbury United Methodist Church Crestwood
NY (chmn. council on ministries, member
admin, board), past capt. United Fund Drive
Crestwood area, past dir. & organizer Peasants
Colony Yonkers NY, elected member Sigma
Xi. Served to It. USNR 1943-46. Contbr.,
patentee (4) polychromatic optical correlator,
partially coherent optical correlator, scanning
aperture partially coherent optical correlator,
ultrasonic lens design, res. Yonkers NY.*
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WOODCOCK, Allan, Jr. B.S. Law; b.
Bangor June 21 1920; s. of Allan '12; m. Lois
Field Dec. 4 1954; ch.: Sally, Allan, Barbara,
Anne, Caroline, Peter, Molly. Atty. pvt.
practice Bangor 1948 md . Member (City
Council Bangor 1949-51, Me. House of Reps.
1951-55, Me. Senate 1955-60), majority floor
leader Me. Senate 1959-60, sr. judge of probate
Penobscot County 1961 md , dir. St. Michael's
Center Bangor, trustee Kneisel Hall Blue Hill
1973 md
,
corporator Bangor Savings Bank
1974 md
, Penobscot County Bar Assn. (v.pres.
1976, pres. 1977), chief judge Me. Probate
Judges Assembly 1976-77, member parish
council St. John's Roman Catholic Church
Bangor, past trustee Bangor Recreation
Center, past dir. Industrial Bank of Bangor.
PFC USMC 1943-44. Recipient: Outstanding
Young Man Award 1956 (Jr. C. of C. Bangor,
Me. State Jr. C. of C). res. Bangor.*
WOODCOCK, John Alden. A.B., MD.
Cornell 1946. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Medicine; b. Bangor Dec. 27 1922; s. of
Allan '12; m. Joan Carlin June 15 1946; ch.:
Mary, Emily, Julia, John Jr. '72, Timothy '74,
Elizabeth '76, George. Orthopedic surgeon pvt.
practice Bangor 1951— . Eastern Me. Med.
Center (pres. of staff 1975, chief orthopedic
service 1962—). Served to It. cdr. MCUSNR
1954-56. Contbr. res. Bangor.*
Class of 1945
ALECK, Charles Casper, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Admin, services; b. Lincoln NH April 27
1919; m. Margaret Fisher June 24 1950; ch.:
Patricia, Charles. Oxford Paper Co. Rumford
(accountant, asst. cashier, cashier, admin,
services). Dir. (Rumford Community Hospital,
S.A.D. 43), town treas. Served to s/sgt.
USAAF 1942^5; awarded Air Medal with 9
Oak Leaf Clusters, res. Mexico.*
ALLEN, Franklin Barton. A.B. 1947. Alpha
Delta Phi. Class agt. 1948-54, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Auctioneering &
appraising; b. Portland May 7 1922; s. of Neal
W. '07; m. Mary Madison July 30 1946. Pres.
F. O. Bailey Co. Portland 1947—. Dir.
Appalachian Mt. Club 1974— . Served to capt.
ACUSA 1943-46. res. S. Portland.*
ANDERSEN, John Joseph. A.B. 1947. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Pawtucket RI Jan. 19 1924; m.
Therese Walsh June 19 1948; ch.: Frederick,
Mary, Thomas, Beatrice. Salesman Coca-Cola
Co. 1947-49 (RI, NY), with Permacel Tape
Corp. NY 1949-59, salesman typewriter div.
Royal McBee Corp. Providence RI 1960.
Served to 1st It. ACUSA 1943-45; awarded Air
Medal, d. Providence RI Oct. 5 1960.
ANGERAMO, Peter Anthony. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Exec; b. Lynn MA Sept. 2 1923; m.
Rosemary Fay Aug. 31 1968. Sales (Armour &
Co. Lynn 1948-53, Armour Pharmaceuticals
Kanlalee IL 1953-57, Nat. Drug Co. Phila. PA
1957-63), U.S. Food & Drug Admin,
(investigator Boston 1963-71, compliance
officer Washington DC 1971-73), U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Comm. (bureau






Columbus (deputy grand knight 1966-67,
grand knight 1967-68), Italian Community
Center Lynn MA (member board of dir.
1960-71, dir. 1965-71). Served with USN
1943-46. res. Peabody MA.*
BABCOCK, Herbert Bruce, Jr. A.B. 1946,
CH. 1945. Zeta Psi. b. Hartford CT Feb. 16
1923. res. Framingham MA.
BAILEY, William Dow. A.B. 1948, CH 1945.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland June 17
1922. res. Milton MA.*
BAKER, Kenrick Martin, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.D. Yale 1948. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Clergy; b. Brockton MA
April 25 1923; m. Marion Aschaffenburg April
24 1954; ch.: Christoph, Katerina, Nicole.
Instr. Am. Univ. Cairo Egypt 1945-47, asst.
chaplain Amherst Coll. 1948-50, first Congr.
Church MA (assoc. minister Amherst 1948-50,
pastor Hinsdale 1951-52), asst. to gen. sec.
World "Council of Churches Geneva
Switzerland 1953-55, dir. Fellowship Center le
Chambon-sur-Lignon France 1956-63, sec.
personnel for interchurch aid World Council of
Churches Geneva 1963-72, head section
Dienste in Uebersee Stuttgart Germany
1972-76, dir. Study Center Schiller Coll.
Strasbourg-Robertsau France 1976— . res.
Strasbourg-Robertsau France.*
BARNES, Bowdoin. B.S. Kappa Sigma. 1962
capital campaign worker. Ins. management;
b. Brooklyn NY Jan. 20 1924; m. Caroline
Buschmann June 10 1949; ch.: Dorothy,
Catharine. Teacher (Thornton Acad. Saco
1944-45; Kents Hill Prep. Sch. 1945-49; high
sch. Nantucket MA 1949-51, Randolph VT
1951-53), State Mutual Life Assurance Co. of
Am. Worcester MA (acturial trainee 1953-60,
asst. mgr. I960—), res. Sutton MA.*
BARR, Norman Lewis, Jr. A.B. 1948. Sigma
Nu. Sales & marketing; b. Phila. PA May 19
1923; m. Kaye Muehleck Sept. 14 1950; ch.:
Lynn, Wendy. V.pres. Turner & Newall Ltd.
Manchester England & various subsidiaries
1948-68, mgr. Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner &
Smith Wilmington DE 1968—. Served to capt.
USMC 1942-46. res. Berwyn PA.*
BARTLETT, Thomas Shelley Vallette. B.S.
cum laude. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Management; b. Brooklyn NY Feb. 2 1923;
m. Louise Reynolds March 15 1946; ch.:
Thomas Jr., Boyd, Shelley. General
Refractories Co. (salesman Chicago IL
1946-55, asst. sales mgr. Chicago 1955-60, dist.
sales mgr. Homewood IL 1960-73, general sales
mgr. area II Homewood 1973
—
). Served to It.
(jg) ACUSN 1943-46. res. Flossmoor IL.*
BELKNAP, Robert Willis, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Account
exec. & invests.; b. Damariscotta April 4 1923;
s. of Robert W. '13; m. Eleanor Forrest July 21
1950; ch.: Daniel '73, Gay. Townsend Dabney
& Tyson (salesman Augusta 1947-48; office
mgr. Lewiston 1948-51, Augusta 1951-66),
Dominick & Dominick (office mgr. Augusta
1967-70, asst. v.pres. Portland 1970-73), Advest




Savings Bank Augusta 1953
—
, Lincoln Acad.
Newcastle 1952—). Served to It. (jg) USNR
1943-46. res. Damariscotta.*
BERRY, Richard Palmer. A.B. 1944. Delta
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Exec, food broker; b. Phila. PA April 17
1923; s. of Harrison M. '11; m. Jean MacNeil
Oct. 21 1944; ch.: Richard Jr. '68, Nadine,
Thomasin, Elissa '75, Angela. Sales mgr. J. M.
Rattray Co. Boston 1946-57, pres. (Berry Blue
& Co. Inc. Watertown MA 1957-70, Richard P.
Berry Co. Inc. Wellesley MA 1970—). Served
to 2nd It. USMC 1943-46. res. Cundy's
Harbor.*
BISHOP, Harold William, Jr. Bowdoin
1941-43, CH. 1945. Sigma Nu. b. Attleboro
MA Feb. 13 1924. Served to It. ACUSA
1942-44. d. Italy Nov. 11 1944.
BLANKINSHIP, Stanford Gilmore, Jr. A.B.
1948, B.D. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1964. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Clergy; b.
Berlin NH Sept. 26 1923; m. Joan McPherson
June 16 1950; ch.: Martha, John, Stanford III,
Benjamin. Advt. rep. Shell Oil Co. NYC
1948-61, minister United Presby. Church
U.S.A. 1965— . Member general council
Presbytery of N. New Eng. United Presby.
Church, sch. dir. Barnet VT, pres. Barnet
Historical Soc. Served to PO/1 USN 1943-46.
res. Barnet VT.*
BONNEY, Richard Henry. A.B. 1947, CH.
1945. Psi Upsilon. b. Portland April 5 1920.
res. Morristown PA.
BOUCHER, Raymond Edward. B.S., Ph.D.
Ind. Univ. 1950 Psi Upsilon. Exec; b.
Brunswick May 11 1921; m. Phyllis Rutan July
12 1947; ch.: Virginia, Dale. Development
chemist Eli Lilly Indianapolis IN 1950-56, asst.
to tech. dir. Polak's Frutal Work Middletown
NY 1956-60, asst. to pres. Gamma Chem.
Great Meadows NJ 1960, lab. dir. Anken
Chem. Williamstown MA 1960-62.
development lab. mgr. Geigy Chem. Warwick
RI 1962-67, Seven-Up Bottling Plainfield NJ
1967— (pres., treas., dir.). W. H. Cawley Co.
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1973— (pres., treas., dir.), treas. R.I. ACS 1966,
elected member (Sigma Xi, Phi Lambda
Upsilon). Pvt. USA 1943. res. Warwick Neck
RI & Naples FL.*
BRIGGS, Edwin Stuart. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1948, Ph.D. Harvard 1956. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Waltham MA Jan. 10 1924;
m. Audrey Benning Sept. 8 1973; ch.: Anne.
Prof. English Wheaton Coll. Norton MA
1950
— ,
visiting lectr. English Bowdoin
1961-62. Served to It. (jg) USNR 1943-46.
Contbr. res. Waban MA.*
BRITTON, Richard Chadwick. B.S., M.D. Yale
1947. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Houlton
Feb. 29 1924; m. Muriel Whyte April 2 1949;
ch.: Barbara, Susan, Russell, Jane. Staff
surgeon Cleveland OH Clinic 1957-62, assoc.
prof, surgery Columbia Univ. 1962-67, prof,
surgery SUNY Downstate Med. Sch. 1967-72,
chief surgery (Brooklyn-Cumberland Med.
Center NYC 1967-72, Me. Med. Center
Portland 1972
—), prof, surgery Tufts Univ.
1972— . Pres. Int. Assn. for Study of Liver
Disease, trustee (Pine Tree Foundation for
Burn Treatment, Me. Vascular Soc), chmn.
advisory burn committee Me. Med. Assn.,
member advisory council YMCA NJ, chmn.
troop committee Troop III Boy Scouts of Am.
NJ. Served to capt. USA 1943-45, served with
USAF 1951-53. res. S. Portland.*
BROWN, Frederick Ronald, Jr. Bowdoin
1941-42, 1947-48. Delta Upsilon. b.
Montreal P.Q. Canada Aug. 7 1923. res. New
London NH.
BROWN, George Trowbridge. B.S. Kappa
Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker. Mfg.
exec; b. Worcester MA June 14 1924; s. of
Stuart F. '10; m. Lucy Sisson; ch.: Stuart,
Martha, Stephen. Trainee Leesona Corp.
Stonington CT 1946-48, Whitinsville MA
Spinning Ring Co. (mgr. 1948-72, pres.
1972—). Dir. (Blackstone Valley Nat. Bank
1960-74, Big Brothers & Sisters Worcester
County), trustee & v.pres. Whitinsville Savings




board I960—, chmn. 1972 Northbridge
Bicentennial Comm. Served to It. (jg) USN
1943-46. res. Providence RL*
BURR, Edward Benjamin. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1948. Kappa Sigma.
Alumni Fund dir. 1960-64 (chmn. 1963-64),
Overseer 1966-69. Financial exec; b.
Worcester MA Dec. 19 1923; m. Mary Hayes
Sept. 2 1944, m. Kay Hanten Nov. 1 1970; ch.:
Susan, Nancy, Kristine, Kelly. C.L.U. (1951);
Anchor Corp. Phoenix AZ (pres. 1964-71,
v.chmn. 1971
—
), chmn. (Anchor Nat. Life Ins.
Co. 1965
—
, The Anchor Mutual Funds
1965—), dir. 1969— (Washington Nat.-Corp.,




Nat. Life of N.Y. 1972—. Governor Invest. Co.
Inst. 1960-64, member invest, cos. committee
Nat. Assn. Securities Dealers 1959— . Served to
s/sgt. USA 1943-46. res. Scottsdale AZ.*
BYROM, Walter Foster. A.B. 1948, CH. 1945.
cum laude. Sigma Nu. b. Winslow July 7
1923. res. S. Norwalk CT.
CALDERWOOD, Franklin Noyes, II.
Bowdoin 1941-43, 1945-47, CH. 1945. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Portland Dec. 23 1923. res.
Santa Monica CA.
CAMPBELL, Wallace Joseph, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1949. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Portland Oct. 25 1923; m. Mary Murphy Oct. 6
1951; ch.: James '74, John, Robert, Richard,
Stephen. Atty. Portland (Wheeler & Campbell
1949-?, Wheeler Pomeray & Campbell, pvt.
practice 197-71), with enforcement div. Me.
State OPA, judge Municipal Court S. Portland
1957-61. Chmn. Democratic 1st dist.
committee, member Democratic State
committee, instr. Univ. Me. Law Sch. Portland.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1943-45. d. Portland
Oct. 4 1971.
CARBEE, Sheldon E. A.B. 1946, CH. 1945.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Jamaica Plain MA June 13
1922. res. Greenfield NH.*
CARDE, Philip Reed. A.B. 1949. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Lakeview Jan. 23 1923. s. of Albert W.
Carde '19. res. Milo.
CAULFIELD, John Theodore. B.S., A.M.
Columbia 1949. Delta Upsilon. Occ.
unknown; b. NYC Sept. 29 1923; married, res.
Vestal NY.
CLARKSON, Frederick Herbert, Jr. A.B.
1946. Chi Psi. Management; b. NYC March
28 1923; m. Dorothy Creelman Sept. 22 1948;
ch.: Frederick III, John. With advt. agencies
NYC 197-52, with the L. S. Starrett Co. Athol
MA 1952-56, advt. mgr. Taft-Pierce Mfg. Co.
Woonsocket RI 1956-60, mgr. advt. & sales
promotion (AMF Cuno div. Am. Machine &
Foundry Meriden CT 1960-69, The L. S.
Starrett Co. Athol 1969—). Pres. Western New
Eng. chapter Assn. of Industrial Advertisers
1968-69, member exec, board Monadnock
Council Boy Scouts of Am. Gardner MA
1972-74. res. Athol MA.*
CLrVE, Frederick Thomas. Bowdoin 1941-42,
CH. 1945. Psi Upsilon. b. W. Hartford CT
Feb. 11 1921. Served with ACUSA 1942-43. d.
Tunisia W. Africa March 23 1943.
COFFIN, Robert Peter Tristram, II. A.B. 1947,
A.M. Middlebury Coll. Zeta Psi. Education;
b. Brunswick July 23 1923; s. of Robert P. '15;
m. June Miller July 15 1945; ch.: Robert,
Geoffrey, Alison, Suzanne, Nathaniel. St.
Paul's Sch. Concord MA (teacher 1947-57, dir.
admissions 1957-67), headmaster Fessenden
Sch. W. Newton MA 1967—. Served to It. (sg)
USN 1942-45; awarded Distinguished Flying
Cross (2) 1945, Air Medals, Presidential Unit
Citation, res. W. Newton MA.*
COLE, Alan Sargent. A.B. cum laude. Kappa
Sigma. b. Bradford MA Feb. 20 1923. res.
unknown.
COLE, Taylor Whitney. A.B. 1948, A.M.
Columbia 1951. Theta Delta Chi. Admissions
aide 1970
—
, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Nashville TN Jan. 17 1923; s.
of Philip P. '12; m. Mary Ann Moth June 24
1950; ch.: Caroline, Cynthia, Christopher,
Clement, Carleton, Charlotte, Clifford, Curtis,
Celeste. Teacher (Morristown NJ Sch. 1948-50,
Harvard Sch. N. Hollywood CA 1951-67, Epis.
Acad. Phila. PA 1967—). Pres. Parent Inc.
Assn. St. Martin's-In-the Fields Parish Day
Sch. 1964, lay reader Christ Church Parish
Diocese of Penn., elected member Pi Kappa
Alpha. Served to sgt. USAAF 1943-46. res.
Wayne PA.*
COLLINS, William Joseph. A.B. 1946, CH.
1945. Theta Delta Chi. b. Lexington MA
April 10 1923. res. Chelmsford MA.
CONDIKE, Richard. A.B. cum laude, M.B.A.
Northeastern 1970. Alpha Delta Phi. Exec,
industrial engineering; b. Brockton MA June
24 1923; m. Edith Moore Sept. 9 1975; ch.:
Linda, Richard. Professional engineer;
management consultant Ernst & Ernst Boston
1951-58, mfg. mgr. Ludlow Corp. Needham
MA 1958-66, sr. mgr. Polaroid Corp.
Cambridge MA 1966-70, William E. Wright
Co. W. Warren MA (v.pres. operations 1970
—
,
dir. 1972—), pres. & dir. Wright-Aille Inc. W.
Warren 1973— . Member Governor's
Management Engineering Task Force MA
1965. Served to 1st It. USAF 1942-46. res.
Paxton MA.*
CORNWALL, Clift, Jr. Bowdoin 1941-42. Psi
Upsilon. Consulting; b. Summit NJ Aug. 17
1922; married July 1945; ch.: Elizabeth.
C.L.U. ; invest, consultant. Served to It. cdr.
USN 1942-45; awarded Silver Star,
Distinguished Flying Cross (3), Air Medal (6).
res. Charlotte VT.*
CORUM, Jesse Maxwell, III. A.B., B.D.
Union Theol. Sem. 1952. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Norristown PA Oct. 7 1923; m.
Carol MacKubbin Nov. 13 1943; ch.: Laura,
Jesse, Vance. Pastor NY (Adirondack Parish
Paul Smiths 1952-56; Presby. Church
Weedsport 1956-58, New City 1961-66),
salesman Monument Motors Bennington VT
1966-68, teacher Burr & Burton Sem.
Manchester VT 1968-70, pastor Presby.
Church Holland Patent NY 1971-74, teacher
(Moeng Coll. Palapye Botswana 1974-76,
Sharon VT 1977—). Served to 1st It. USA
1942-46. res. Palapye Botswana.*
CRAMER, John Raymond, Jr. A.B. 1948.
Alpha Tau Omega. Sales admin.; b.
Brooklyn NY Oct. 18 1924; m. Theresa Oliva
Oct. 26 1956; ch.: Lisa, Anthony. With Nat.
Broadcasting Co. NYC 1950—. PFC USA
1943-46. res. Floral Park NY.*
CRONIN, Eugene Joseph, Jr. A.B. 1947, CH.
1945. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Lewiston Dec. 1
1923. s. of Eugene J. '16. res. Indiatlantic FL.
CROSS, Robert Melvin. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1947; A.M. Harvard
1948. Zeta Psi. Class agt. 1954-62, class bequest
chmn. 1972— . Recipient: Alumni Award for
Faculty & Staff 1972. Education; b. Augusta
Feb. 10 1924; m. Jeannette Steele July 31 1948;
ch.: Peter '72, Suzanne, John '76. Teacher high
sch. Cape Elizabeth 1948-49, Bowdoin
(teaching fellow English 1950-51, instr.
1951-53, admin, asst. 1953-59, ed. Alumnus
magazine 1959-65, sec Alumni Fund 1959
—
).
First Parish Church (treas. Sunday sch..
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deacon 1966-69, clerk 1969— historian).
Served to t/4 USA 1943-45. res. Brunswick.*
CROZIER, Robert Edward. B.S. 1947, M.D.
Georgetown Univ. 1951. Theta Delta Chi.
Medicine; b. Portland March 9 1923; m.
Mary Clayton Jan. 10 1959; ch.: Matthew,
Julia. Staff physician Lahey Clinic Foundation
Boston 1954— . Exec. dir. Alumni Assn. Lahey
Clinic Foundation. Served to 1st It. USNR
1943-46. res. Boston.*
CURTIS, Harold Ormand. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1947; A.M. Harvard
1948; Ph.D. Harvard 1951. Theta Delta Chi.
Science; b. Orono July 15 1923; m. Therna
Sturgis May 4 1946; ch.: Kathleen, John,
Michael, Cynthia, Elizabeth. Instr. Hamilton
Coll. 1950-51, USAF Hanscom Field Bedford
MA (branch chief Cambridge research lab.
1951-59, chief scientist 1959-61), group leader
Lincoln Lab. M.I.T. 1961-68, pres. (Harrington
Davenport & Curtis Inc. Bedford 1968-73,
Concord Research Corp. Bedford 1973-75),






). First Parish Waltham (pres.
board of mgr. 1954-59, 1971-74; trustee
1974-76). Served to 1st It. USAAF 1943-46. res.
W. Windsor NJ.*
CURTIS, John Abbott. B.S., M.D. Tufts 1951.
Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Boston July 9
1923; m. Jean Meyers Feb. 28 1953; ch.:
Jeffrey, Thomas, Ann. Intern & resident Univ.
Hospitals Madison WI 1951-53, resident
pediatrics (N.C. Baptist Hospital Winston
Salem 1953-54, Charity Hospital New Orleans
LA 1954-55), physician pediatrics & partner
Great Falls MT Clinic 1955— . Assoc. prof,
clinical pediatrics Univ. Wash. Seattle, deacon
Congr. Church 1967-71, pres. staff Deaconess
Hospital 1972, advisor March of Dimes
1970
—
, member board of dir. Mt. Foundation
Med. of Core 1974
—
, med. dir. Heart
Diagnostic Center (state board of health &
environmental science). Served to capt. USMC
1943-46. Contbr. res. Great Falls MT*
CUSHING, Dean Crowley. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Business; b. Concord NH May 3 1922; m.
Annette Fossett 1947; ch.: Michael, Meta,
Deborah, Christopher. Exec, v.pres. Mass.
Merc. Inc. Boston. Town mgr. NH (Deny,
Gloucester, Wilmington), Boston Retail Trade
Board (exec. sec. 1958, exec, v.pres. 1959),
Mass. Council Retail Merc, (member 1961,
managing dir. 1963), exec, v.pres. Mass. Merc.
Inc. 1967, chief project dir. Post Audit &
Oversight Bureau 1977. res. Gloucester MA.*
DAVIDSON, Paul Linwood. Bowdoin 1941-43,
CH. 1945. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Gardiner
Dec. 18 1922. Served to capt. ACUSA 1943-45;
awarded Distinguished Flying Cross, Air
Medal (3), Silver Star, Purple Heart. Contbr. d.
Bubendorf Germany March 2 1945.*
DAWSON, George Robert. A.B. 1947, B.D.
Epis. Theol. Sch. 1950. Kappa Sigma.
Clergy; b. Jersey City NJ Nov. 3 1923; m.
Roberta Tebbetts Aug. 6 1949; ch.: Marjorie,
George, John. St. John's Church Ramsey NJ
(vicar 1950-51, rector 1951-60), rector (Grace
Church Baldwinsville NY 1960-65, St. Paul's
Church Paterson NJ 1965-70), vicar Grace
Chapel E. Rutherford NJ 1971-74, chaplain &
mgr. Mariners' Int. Center Branch of Seamen's
Church Inst, of N.Y. Port Newark NJ 1974—.
Pres. (Citizens for Family Planning Paterson
1965-67, Inner City Committe of Action for
Housing Paterson 1967-70), membership dir.
Federation of Neighborhood Councils 2 terms,
member (board of dir. Paterson Task Force 1
yr., exec, committee Council of Churches
Greater Paterson 1965-70, board of dir. Bergen
Center for Child Development Inc. 1968-69,
board of dir. Paterson Orphanage 1969
—),
chmn. Mayor's Comm. on Narcotics Problems
1969-70, city fire chaplain Paterson 1969-70,
personnel chmn. Inner City Committee for
Action Paterson 2 yrs., chmn. adult work
Newark Diocesan Dept. of Christian
Education 1953-60, clergy trainer Parish Life
Missions 1959, conductor Parish Life Conf.
1955-62, member Diocesan Council 1969-70,
ecumenical chmn. Diocese of Newark 1965-70.
Served with USA 1943-46. res. Waldwick NJ.*
DEKALB, Robert Earl. A.B. 1947. Psi Upsilon.
Ins.; b. Chelmsford MA May 4 1923; m. Betty
Little June 20 1947; ch.: Patricia, Carol, Joan,
Susan. Spec. agt. Ins. Co. N. Am. Phila. PA
1947-52, ins agt. self-employed Elmira NY
1952— . V.pres. & dir. Farmers Reliance
Mutual Ins. Co. 1972—. Served to cpl. USA
1943-46. res. Elmira NY.*
DEMAREST, Lawrence Mann. B.S., M.D.
Univ. Md. 1950. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. S.
Orange NJ June 18 1923; m. Elda Chisholm
Oct. 16 1972; ch.: Susan. Orthopedic surgeon
pvt. practice Rye NY 1955-75, area med. dir.
Am. Tel. & Tel.-Long Lines White Plains NY
1975—. Served to It. USNR 1942-46. res.
Greenwich CT.*
de SHERBININ, Robert Ingvar. A.B. 1948.
Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign
worker, class agt. 1976— . Management; b.
NYC Jan. 5 1923; m. Betty Callan June 24
1950; ch.: Lynne, Jan. General Electric Co.
(business trainee Bridgeport CT 1948-51, sales
trainee Phila. PA & NYC 1951-52, dist. rep.
Newark NJ 1953-58), Martindale Hubbell Inc.
(field rep. Summit NJ 1958-62, Louisville KY
1962-65; mgr. rating dept. Summit 1965-76,
v.pres. 1976—). Cadet USCG 1940-41, served
to SFC USN 1945-46. res. Chatham NJ.*
DEVINE, Edward Toomey. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Law; b. Portland Jan. 29 1923; s. of
John J. '11. Atty. Portland 1952—. res. S.
Portland.*
DICK, John Alexander. A.B. 1947, Ed.M.
Salem State Coll. 1962. Chi Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Publishing; b. Lynn MA
Feb. 26 1923; m. Anne Calder Nov. 2 1946;
ch.: John, Grace. Ins. reporter Mass. Div. of
Ins. 1948-51; railway traffic regulating officer
USA Korea 1951-53; photo-surveyor New
Eng. Survey Service Boston 1953-55; research
analyst Mass. Survival Plan Project 1955-56;
teacher, principal & coach public schs. ME &
MA 1956-61; ed. Jackson & Moreland Int.
Boston 1961-63; asst. mgr. Commercial
Engineering dept. Sylvania Spec. Lighting
Products div. Ipswich MA 1963-65; ed. MA
(Sylvania Product Support Organization W.
Roxbury 1965-66, USM Corp. Research &
Development Group Beverly 1966-67);
principal ed. Avco Systems div. Wilmington
MA 1967-72; writer & ed. Avco-Everett
Research Lab. Everett MA 1972-73;
promotion asst. Compugraphic Corp.
Wilmington 1973-74; publication's consultant
Advanced Logistics Concepts Salem NH
1974-75; asst. bldg. inspector city of Salem MA
1975, freelance engineering writer/ed. 1975—
.
Served to cpl. USA 1943-45, served to 1st It.
USA 1950-53, capt. USAR. Contbr. res.
Freeport.*
DICKSON, Frederick Sanderman. B.S., M.D.
Univ. Rochester 1948. b. Portland Aug. 31
1922. Intern Homer G. Phillips Hospital St.
Louis MO 1948-53, surgeon Detroit MI
1955-57. Served to capt. USA 1943-45, maj.
MCUSA Korean conflict 1953-55. d. Detroit
MI Nov. 28 1957.*
DRAKE, Bradford Winslow, III. A.B. 1948.
Beta Theta Pi. Exec; b. Stoughton MA May
20 1922; m. Olive Fountain Nov. 18 1950; ch.:
Linda, Larry, George. Mgr. & prop. B. W.
Drake Leather Co. Brockton MA 1950-69,
branch mgr. E. Bridgewater Savings Bank
Pembroke MA 1969-72, engineering tech. Fla.
Dept. Transportation Ft. Lauderdale 1973-75,
supervisor & teacher W. Lauderdale Christian
Sch. Ft. Lauderdale 1975-76, sec. & treas. W.
Lauderdale Baptist Church Ft. Lauderdale
1977— . Methodist Church E. Bridgewater
1958-66 (treas., lay leader), Treas. & board
member (Bethel Assembly of God E.
Bridgewater 1972, W. Lauderdale Bapitst
Church Ft. Lauderdale 1973—). Served to
capt. USAF 1943-46, served with USAFR
1950-60. res. Ft. Lauderdale FL.*
DRESSER, George Harrison, Jr. Bowdoin
1941-42. Sigma Nu. b. Weymouth MA
March 12 1922. res. W. Palm Beach FL.
DRINKWATER, Edward Charles, Jr. Bowdoin
1941-42, B.S. USMA 1946, M.B.A. Babson
Coll. 1956. Chi Psi. Management; b.
Providence RI March 27 1922; m. Jane Gants
June 6 1946; ch.: Edward III, William, Peter.
With USA 1946-61, ret. It. col, program
management General Electric Co. 1961-71,
general mgr. Franker Searing Co. 1971—
Member board of governors W. Point Soc. of
Phila. PA 1970-75. res. Wayne PA.*
DUDLEY, Vernon Francis. Bowdoin 1941-42.
Transportation; b. Guilford CT July 2 1923;
m. Marjorie Watson Feb. 22 1947; ch.: Judith,
Noel, Wayne, Lyle. Dairy farmer Paul W.
Dudley Guilford 1942-67, truck driver B. B.
Munger Lumber Co. Madison CT 1967— . res.
Guilford CT.*
EARLY, James. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1949. Ph.D. Harvard 1953. Theta
Delta Chi. Education; b. Worcester MA
April 19 1923; m. Ann McKenny Aug. 20
1949; ch.: Mark, Edward, Joanne. Instr.
English Yale Univ. 1953-57, instr. & asst. prof.
English Vassar Coll. 1957-64, Southern
Methodist Univ. (assoc. prof. English 1964-68.
prof. 1968— , assoc. dean of faculties sch. of
humanities & sciences 1971-74, dean faculties
1974
— ), visiting assoc. prof. English Stanford
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CA Univ. 1967. Member Tex. Inst, of Letters.
PFC USA 1943-46. Author: Romanticism and
American Architecture (1965), The Making of
Go Down, Moses (1972). res. Dallas TX.*
EATON, Randolph Clay. Bowdoin 1941-42,
C.H. 1945. Psi Upsilon. b. Boston Dec. 11
1921. Served with Am. Field Service 1942-43.
d. Tunisia N. Africa March 1943.
EDDY, Harry Barker. A.B. 1947. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Exec; b. Portland Jan. 18 1923; s. of Warren
D. '14; m. Helen Jacobs May 14 1955; ch.:
Daniel, Janet, Meredith, Elizabeth. Group
salesman Conn. General Life Ins. Co.
Washington DC 1947-49, salesman &
production planner Weyerhaeuser Co.
Westbrook 1949-54, plant mgr. (Universal
Laundry Portland 1954-60, Weyerhaeuser Co.
Westbrook 1960-64), pres. & general mgr.
self-employed New System Laundry Inc.
Portland 1964—. Served to 1st It. USAAF
1943-45; awarded Distinguished Flying Cross
(2), Air Medal (3). res. Portland.*
ELLIOTT, Richard Bruce. Bowdoin 1941-43,
BSBA Univ. Denver 1960, M.B.A. Univ.
Denver 1961. Alpha Tau Omega. Education;
b. Boston Aug. 5 1924; s. of Lowell A. '16; m.
Jean Schnepfe May 11 1946, m. Birgit
Rukschcio June 14 1974; ch.: William, Judith,
Jane, Laura. Served with USA various
locations 1943-65, ret. It. col. USA 1965,
controller Scovill Aerosol Manchester NH
1965, asst. prof, accounting New Eng. Coll.
Henniker NH 1965-66, treas. P. K. Lindsay Co.
Deerfield NH 1966-67, assoc. prof, accounting
New Eng. Coll. 1967— . Treas. Compro Inc.
1970-75, asst. to pres. New Eng. Coll. 1973-75,
Deerfield NH 1965-71 (town moderator, sch.
dist. moderator), res. Henniker NH.*
EMERSON, William Frank, Jr. Bowdoin
1941-42. b. Lynn MA Jan. 16 1923. res.
Vancouver WA.
ESKILSON. Richard Earle. A.B. cum laude
1946. Zeta Psi. Television & advt. writing; b.
Portland June 20 1923. Copywriter, creative
supervisor & creative dir. at various advertising
agencies. Presently a partner in his own
advertising agency.*
ESTABROOK. Charles Beason, Jr. A.B. Zeta
Psi. b. Boston March 23 1922; m. Martha
Howard Nov. 7 1953; ch.: Thomas, Charles.
Photo-products dept. E. I. duPont de Nemours
& Co. (sales trainee Rochester NY 1948,
salesman Chicago IL 1948-53), sales promotion
rep. Mid-States Gummed Paper Co. Chicago
1954-55, Foreign Service Reserve Officer
Agency for Int. Development (Laos 1956-58,
Santiago Chile 1958-63, Bogota Colombia
1963-68, Washington DC 1968-72), supervisory
commodity spec. 1972. Served to s/sgt. USA
1942-46. d. Bethesda MD July 21 1972.
FAHEY, John Joseph. A.B. cum laude 1947.
Alpha Delta Phi. Management; b. Boston
Jan. 25 1924; m. Marion McCaffery April
1957, m. Teresa Power Dec. 2 1972. Area mgr.
The Morley Co. of Portsmouth NH Boston
1963-67, New Eng. dist. mgr. Boston (U.S.
Magnetic Tape Co. of Huntley IL 1967-68,
Stewart Warner Corp. of Chicago IL 1968-69),
branch mgr. Graphic Sciences Inc. of Danbury
CT Boston 1969-70, New Eng. dist. mgr.
Videofile Info Systems div. Ampex Corp. of
Sunnyvale CA Boston 1970-72, records
administrator Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
1972— . Ed. Boston chapter Data Processing
Mgr. Assn. 1969-72, Boston chapter Am.
Records Mgr. Assn. (finance chmn. 1975, ed.
newsletter 1975-76), co-chmn. United Fund
1975. Served to sgt. USAAF 1943-46. res.
Cambridge MA.*
FERRIS, William Francis, Jr. Bowdoin 1943,
C.H. 1945. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Brunswick Aug. 5 1923; s. of William F. Jr. '22.
res. unknown.
FINNAGAN, Waller Palmerlee. A.B. 1949,
C.H. 1945. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Billerica
MA Feb. 3 1921. res. Billerica MA.
FISCHER, Doane. A.B. 1947, M.D. Temple
Univ. 1947. Medicine; b. Phila. PA Nov. 25
1923; m. Catherine Campbell Nov. 19 1955;
ch.: Daniel, Caroline, John, David. Intern,
resident & fellow pediatrics 1947-55;
pediatrician Daniel Boone Clinic 1955-69;
Univ. Ky. Lexington (prof, pediatrics 1969
—
,
assoc. dean clinical affairs 1973-76). Served to
It. USN 1950-52. res. Lexington KY.*
FLINKER, Rudolph Gustav Louis. B.S. Chi Psi.
Exec; b. Chicago IL Oct. 22 1923; m.
Margaret Melching May 26 1951; ch.:
Rudolph, Kathe, Lisa, Peter. With Guaranty
Trust Co. NYC 1946-59, Morgan Guaranty
Trust Co. NYC (invest, officer 1966-68, asst.
v.pres. 1968-70, v.pres. 1970—). Served to lt.(jg)
USN 1943-46. res. Glen Rock NJ.*
FOG, Jorgen Rohde. Bowdoin 1941-42, C.H.
1945. Psi Upsilon. b. San Juan PR Dec. 7
1921. res. Kailua HI.
FOSS, Dexter. B.S. Alpha Delta Phi.
Banking exec; b. Boston Aug. 5 1923.
Various positions to v.pres. Bankers Trust Co.
NYC 1950— . Trustee Madison Avenue
Presby. Church NYC. Served to It. USNR
1943-47. res. NYC*
FOSTER, Randolph Miley. Bowdoin 1941-42,
B.S. Harvard 1949. Kappa Sigma.
Construction management; b. Orange NJ
Jan. 28 1923; m. Claire Waldecker, m. Esther
Pierce, m. Frances White June 28 1975; ch.:
Allison, William. Area mgr. Midland
Constructors Chicago IL 1949-56, sr. v.pres.
Nat. Harrison Assocs. Miami FL 1956-71, Fla.
div. mgr. McDevitt & Street Co. Palm Beach
1971-74, mgr. commercial construction
General Development Corp. Miami 1974—
.
Served with USCG 1942-46. Recipient: Award
of Excellency concrete construction Am.
Concrete Industry & Am. Inst. Architects 1972
& 1973. res. Coral Gables FL.*
GARLAND, Peter Adams. Bowdoin 1941-43.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Govt.; b. Saco June 16
1923; m. Lardina Caverly 1970; ch.: Nancy,
Peter, James, Kimberly. Town mgr. Searsport
1974— . Past mayor Saco, U.S. Congressman
1961-63. res. Searsport.*
GARVEY, Edward Chase. Bowdoin 1941. Psi
Upsilon. b. Memphis TN Sept. 21 1923.
Served to It. ACUSA 197-45. d. near Vienna
Austria Feb. 7 1945.
GERRITSON, Roger David. Bowdoin 1941-43.
Sigma Nu. b. Cambridge MA Feb. 8 1922;
m. Alice Mahin March 23 1944; ch.: Stephen,
Judith, Amy, Peter. E. regional mgr. Emery
Industries of Cincinnati OH. d. Dedham MA
July 3 1965.
GICOVATE, Bernardo. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. b. Santos Brazil
April 21 1922. res. Stanford CA.
GIDDINGS, Frederic Hersom. A.B. 1948.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Bangor Jan. 21
1921. res. New London NH.
GOODSPEED, Merton Paul. Bowdoin
1941-42, B.S. N.Y. Univ. 1955. Alpha Tau
Omega. Financial management; b. Brockton
MA March 7 1924; m. Helen Werner Aug. 9
1952; ch.: Beth, Paul. Free-lance musician
various locations 1945-52, jr. accountant
Arthur D. Cole Astoria NY 1953-55, sr.
accountant Slavitt & Fiech White Plains NY
1955-58, financial mgr. research General Foods
Corp. Tarrytown NY 1958—. PFC USA
1943-44. res. New City NY.*
GORDON, Gerome. Bowdoin 1941-42. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Rome Italy Deb. 28 1923.
res. Morristown NJ.
GORDON, Robert Earl, Jr. Bowdoin 1941-42.
Beta Theta Pi. b. N. Adams MA April 10
1924. res. Morristown NJ.
GRANT, John Evans. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Buffalo 1948. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lewiston
April 22 1923; s. of Alton L. Jr. '12. Buffalo
NY General Hospital (med. intern 1948-49,
surgical intern 1949-50); aural service Boston
City Hospital (jr. resident 1950-51, sr. resident
1951-52). Diplomate Nat. Board of Med.
Examiners. Memorial citation awarded by
Boston City Hospital 1952. d. Lewiston Sept.
22 1952.
GREENLY, John Anthony. Bowdoin 1941-42.
Sigma Nu. Ins.; b. London England April
1923; m. Ann Bowdoin. Life ins. agt. N.W.
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Latham NY 1942—. res.
Schenectady NY.*
GREGORY, Frederick James. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. Medicine; b. Caribou July 13 1924.
Physician Caribou 19?— . res. Caribou.
GRONDIN, John Alfred. A.B. 1947, C.H.
1945. Chi Pai. b. Danvers MA July 27 1921.
res. Norwich CT.
HAMMERLE, Albert Joseph. Bowdoin
1941-42. Chi Psi. b. NYC Aug. 15 1923. res.
Hawthorne NY.
HAUSERMAN, Frank Britt. Bowdoin 1941-42.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Cleveland OH April 18
1924. res. Wilmington DE.
HAWLEY, Sumner Adams. A.B. 1947, A.M.
Columbia 1948. Chi Psi. Education; b. Bath
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Jan. 3 1923; m. Jean Gannett Dec. 21 1970.
Teacher Wilbraham MA Acad. 1948-51, dir.
studies (New Hampton NH 1951-65, Berwick
Acad. S. Berwick 1965-66), dean of faculty
Hyde Sen. Bath 1966—. Served with ACUSA
1941-44. res. Bath.*
HERRICK, James Emerson. Spec. 1943-44.
b. Camden Dec. 31 1904. res. Bailey Island.
HEYMANN, Alfred Lester. Bowdoin 1941-42.
Management; b. Boston Dec. 22 1922; m.
Lillian Bunshaft Aug. 17 1947; ch.: Stanley,
Bruce. Mfg. rep. self-employed Eastern U.S.
1946-59; sales mgr. Keller-Scroll Inc. Miami
FL 1959-64; pres. & general mgr. W.
Contemporary Homes Inc. Silver Spring MD
1964-69; general mgr. Keller-Scroll Inc. Miami
1969-72; pres. & general mgr. Miami
(Florentine Forge Inc. 1972-74, Sunline
Industries Inc. 1974-75); prop., pres. & general
mgr. Alfred L. Heymann Inc. Medford NJ
1975—. Served to cpl. USA 1943-1946 res.
Medford NJ.*
HOFFMAN, Philip Horn. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma. b. Paris France
Nov. 13 1922. res. NYC.
HOGAN, Austin Francis. B.S. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Medicine; b.
Brooklyn NY April 26 1922; m. Kathleen
Chahahs July 4 1955; ch.: Timothy. Physician
pvt. practice Garden City NY 1955-69,
gynecol. consultant dept. of Mental Health
Melville NY 1969-71, physician pvt. practice
Putnam CT 1971—. F.A.C.S., fellow Am. Coll.
Obstet. & Gynecol. Pvt. USA 1942-43. res.
Brooklyn CT.*
HORNBERGER, Hiester Richard. A.B. 1947.
Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Trenton NJ Feb.
1 1924; m. Priscilla Storer July 6 1946; ch.:
William, Stephen, Karen, Anne, James. Chief
thoracic surgery Mid-Me. Med. Center
Waterville 19?—. Certified Am. Board of
Surgery & Board of Thoracic Surgery. Served
to capt. USA 1943-46, 1951-53. res.
Waldoboro.*
HOWARD, Marshall Hazen Abbott. Bowdoin
1941-42, CH. 1945. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
Rumford Sept. 4 1922; s. of Henry M. M'21.
Served to ensign ACUSN 1942-44. d. Pacific
area Nov. 21 1944.
HOWELL, David Sanders. A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa 1947, M.D. Harvard 1947. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Montclair NJ Oct. 4 1923; m.
Margaret Blue 1948. Prof, medicine Univ.
Miami FL Sch. of Medicine 1947— . res. Coral
Gables FL.*
HUBBARD, Roswell Earl, Jr. B.S. 1946, B.S.
Univ. Me. 1944, M.S. Univ. Me. 1950. Theta
Delta Chi. Management; b. Waterford Aug.
13 1923; s. of Roswell E. '14; m. Dorothy
Gilleran June 28 1952; ch.: Thomas, Catherine,
Brian, Ellen. Dennison Mfg. Co. Framingham
MA (research chemist 1950-59, production
mgr. 1964-66, mgr. chem. research 1966-68,
tech. operation mgr. 1968-70, general mgr.
1970-75), chmn.-chief exec, officer Dunn Paper
Co. subsidiary Dennison Mfg. Co. 1975—.
Trustee Bridgton Acad. 1971-74, elected
member (Tau Beta Phi, Sigma Xi). Served to
1st It. USAF 1943-46. res. Wayland MA.*
HULEATT, Thomas Robert, Jr. B.S., M.D.
Columbia 1949. Theta Delta Chi. Class agt.
1944-45. b. Braintree MA March 30 1923; m.
JuleAnne Weller Aug. 29 1947; ch.: Thomas
III, Richard, Stephen, James. Intern Hartford
CT Hospital 1949-51, pediatrician Hartford
1954-67. Diplomate Am. Acad, of Pediatrics.
Served with USN 1942-45, served to capt.
USAF 1951-53. d. Hartford CT Dec. 21 1967.*
IRISH, James Theodore, Jr. A.B. 1947. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Phila. PA Sept. 16 1922. res.
unknown.
JENNINGS, Loton Drew, Jr. Bowdoin
1941-43, 1945-47, CH. 1945. Sigma Nu. b.
Newton MA Nov. 1 1922; s. of Loton D. '99;
m. Neala Whitney Aug. 31 1947; ch.:
Jonathan, William, Henry, Judith, Elizabeth,
Barbara. Served to 1st It. ACUSA 1943-45,
served to capt. USAF 1947-62 (Westover Air
Force Base Chicopee MA). Awarded
Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal (10)
with 9 Oak Leaf Clusters, d. Boston Dec. 16
1962.*
JOHNSON, Murdoch Matheson, II. Bowdoin
1941-42. Beta Theta Pi. b. Framingham MA
March 20 1923. res. Jamaica VT.
JOHNSON, Winslow Pierce. Bowdoin
1941-42, 1945-46. Psi Upsilon. b. Columbus
OH Feb. 8 1922; m. Joan Clark Feb. 1 1947;
ch.: Susan, Katherine, Judith, Winslow Jr.
Trainee grain business (Osakis MN 1947-48,
Mnpls. MN 1948-49), J. R. Clark Co. Spring
Park MN 1949-65 (asst. dir. sales 1958-59, dir.
sales 1959-65), v.pres. sales (Viner Bros.
Bangor 1965-73, Dunn & McCarthy & Co. NY
1973-?). Served to 1st It. USA 1942-46;
awarded Bronze Star. d. Auburn NY July 8
1976.
JOHNSTON, David Brodie. Bowdoin 1941-43,
1945-46. Zeta Psi. b. Ashland MA Feb. 20
1923. res. Woodstock VT.
JONES, Horace Herbert, Jr. Bowdoin 1941-42,
CH. 1945. Kappa Sigma, b. Winchester MA
Feb. 21 1923. res. Cincinnati OH.
JONES, Richard Shaw. Bowdoin 1941. b.
Turner Dec. 19 1923; m. Martha Kelsea Jan.
21 1950; ch.: Cynthia, Sandra. With L. J.
Peretti Co. Boston, salesman Kraft Foods Co.
(Boston, VT, NH), asst. regional sales rep.
Ocean Spray Cranberries Inc. N.E. U.S.
1959-64, shoe traveler E. H. Bass Co. of Wilton
MI & OH 1964-70. Served with ACUSA
1942-45. d. Birmingham MI July 25 1970.*
JURGENSON, Robert Gurnee. Bowdoin
1941-42. Beta Theta Pi. Management; b.
Portland April 5 1922; m. Betty Dobell Nov.
1970 (2nd marriage). Branch mgr. Figazy
Travel Bureau 19?— . Past pres. Portland
Whiting Inc. res. S. Portland.
KEHLENBACH, Charles Henry, Jr. A.B. 1947,
CH. 1945. Zeta Psi. b. Boston MA July 24
1923. res. Glastonbury CT.
KERN, George Johnson. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Business; b. Portland Dec. 3 1923; s. of
George C. '12; m. Bertha Bonney; ch.: Stephen
'71. Partner Warehouse Restaurant (Lewiston
1973, Portsmouth NH 1977). res. Portland.*
KINGSBURY, Harry Thayer. A.B. 1946. Zeta
Psi. b. Keene NH July 23 1921. res. Keene
NH.
KNIGHT, Lloyd Robbins. B.S. 1944. Alpha
Tau Omega. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Marketing management; b. Limerick Oct. 5
1922; m. Ellen Carleen Dec. 14 1946; ch.:
Everett, Karla, Roy '75, Cornell, Eric.
Singer-actor Broadway NYC, marketing mgr.
WGAN Radio & WGAN Tevision Portland,
res. Cape Elizabeth.*
KOALLICK, Frederick Putnam. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1949. Exec; b. Wakefield MA
Dec. 5 1923; m. Virginia Mclver April 23 1955;
ch.: Stephen, Susan. Trainee (First Nat. Bank
Boston 1948-49, Abraham & Straus Brooklyn
1949-50), N.H. Ball Bearings Inc. (accountant
1950-51, chief accountant 1951, asst. treas.
1951-52, comptroller 1952-55,
treas.-comptroller 1955-71, v.pres. & treas.
1971—, dir. 1971—). elected member Beta
Gamma Sigma. Served with USAF WWII. res.
Peterborough NH.*
KOUGHAN, Donald Nash. B.S., A.M. Univ.
Chicago 1947. Beta Theta Pi. Scholarship
established in his memory 1972. b. Newton
MA Oct. 18 1923; s. of Daniel F. '09; m.
Evelyn Holmes Nov. 28 1963; ch.: Sheila.
Instr. journalism & public relations, USN Air
Station Brunswick (communications spec.
1952-56, deputy comptroller 1956-60), with
Bureau of Naval Weapons Career
Development Program, sr. financial
management spec. & management analyst
Field Performance Systems Offices Naval
Ordnance Plant Forest Park IL & USMC Air
Station Quantico VA, head Program Review
Branch, spec. asst. for program appraisal
Bureau for Naval Weapons, management USN
Automated Control & Landing Systems
Project Office 1964-68. d. Springfield VA Nov.
19 1968.*
KUH, Howard Michael. A.B. 1947, CH. 1945.
cum laude. Theta Delta Chi. b. NYC Oct. 7
1923. res. unknown.
LALLY, John Francis, Jr. Bowdoin 1941-42,
CH. 1945. Psi Upsilon. b. Holyoke MA
April 26 1922. Served with USMC 1942-43. d.
Tarawa Gilbert Is. Nov. 20 1943.
LAWRY, Stanley Adams, Jr. A.B. 1947.
M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1949. Chi Psi.
Marketing research; b. Dedham MA Oct. 9
1923; m. Sara McLean June 3 1950; ch.: Leslie,
Stanley III. Trainee First Nat. Bank of Boston
1949, salesman Gerrity Co. Boston 1949.
trainee Buck Printing Co. Boston 1949-50,
Atlantic Richfield Co. Phila. PA 1950
—
(salesman, personnel, delivery supervisor).
PFC USA 1943-45. res. Arcadia CA.*
LEE, Harold. B.S. magna cum laude. Phi Beta
Kappa; M.D. Boston Univ. 1950. b.
Lewiston Jan. 6 1923; m. Annette Fuller June
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10 1950; ch.: Jeffrey '73, Donald, David,
Lawrence. Biology lab. instr. Bates Coll.
1944-46, intern Boston City Hospital 1950-51,
resident psychiatry 1951-53 (Boston City
Hospital, Mass. Memorial Hospital, Danvers
MA State Hospital), Medfield MA State
Hospital 1956-68 (asst. supt. & dir.
rehabilitation program, co-dir. psychiatry
residency program), dir. psychiatric dept.
Newton-Wellesley Hospital. Asst. clinical prof,
psychiatry Boston Univ. Sch. of Medicine,
member planning board Medfield. Served to
1st It. USA 1953-55. Auditorium Medfield
State Hospital named for him 1971. d. Boston
April 3 1968.*
LEHRMAN, Melvin Leon. A.B. 1947, CH.
1945. b. Boston Aug. 15 1923. res. Corvallis
OR.
LENGSFIELD, Byron Hassberg, Jr. Bowdoin
1941-43. Business; b. New Orleans LA July
29 1924. Pres. Packaging Developments Inc.
Devon PA 1960-67; Container Corp. of Am.
Valley Forge Packaging Center 1962
—
,
Folding Carton Div. mgr. spec, projects
1973—. res. Devon PA.*
LEWIS, Norval Bacon. A.B., A.M. Univ. N.H.
1949. Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b.
Springfield MA April 29 1923; m. Martha
Pattison Sept. 7 1949; ch.: May, Marie. Univ.
N.H. Durham (teaching asst. English 1947-49,
instr. 1949-53), Me. Central Inst. Pittsfield
(teacher 1953-65, chmn. English dept. 1965—).
Public library Pittsfield 1974— (trustee, chmn.)
Served to cpl. USAF 1943-45. res. Pittsfield.*
LEWIS, Richard Harvey. A.B. 1946. Kappa
Sigma. Clergy; b. Reading MA Oct. 23 1922;
m. Tamara Mangold Jan. 12 1952; ch.:
Veronica, Andrew. Priest The Christian
Community (London England 1952-53,
Chicago IL 1953-61, NYC 1956, Toronto Ont.
Canada 1956, San Francisco CA 1961-63, Los
Angeles CA 1963-73, Sacramento CA 1973—).
Served to It. (jg) USNR 1943-46. res.
Sacramento CA.*
LINCOLN, Edwin Howland, II. Bowdoin
1941-42. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b.
Northampton MA Feb. 15 1922; m. Robin
Thew, m. Dorothy March, m. Santa
DiGiminiani July 3 1971; ch.: Michael, Robin.
Salesman Rodgers Garage Hanover NH
1946-51, engineer Westport Development
Corp. 1951-54, v.pres. sales Silver Dome Co.
Kalamazoo MI 1955-60, sales mgr. (Schult
Corp. Elkton MD 1960-65, Atlas Homes
Wilkes Barre PA 1965-68, Ritz Craft Corp.
Argos IN 1968-72, Advance Modular Corps
1972-76), ret. Served to sgt. ACUSA 1941-45.
res. Danville PA.*
LIST, Austin. A.B. 1946. Psi Upsilon.
Business exec: b. Fall River MA Dec. 29
1922; m. Lois Shanker June 22 1947; 4
children. Exec, trainee William Whitman Co.
NYC 1946-52, partner The List Co. Fall River
& NYC 1946
—
, various exec, positions Glen
Alden Corp. NYC 1957-72. Pres. & chief
operating officer & v.chmn. board Johnston
Industries Inc. NYC. res. NYC*
LOCKHART, Donald Menitt. A.B. 1948 cum
laude, A.M. Harvard 1949, Ph.D. Harvard
1959. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Cambridge MA March 14 1923; m. Helen
Gresham Aug. 20 1960; ch.: Patricia, Robert,
John. Instr. The Manlius NY Sch. 1951-53,
teaching fellow French Harvard 1953-57, instr.
French & Latin Cambridge Sch. of Weston
MA 1957-58, asst. prof. Romance Lang. Ripon
WI Coll. 1958-63, Norwich Univ. Northfield
VT (assoc. prof, modern lang. 1963-71, prof.
1971—). Served to sgt. USA 1942-45. Contbr.
res. Northfield VT.*
MacFARLANE, William Alexander. Bowdoin
1941-42. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Brooklyn NY
Aug. 21 1923. res. White Plains NY.
MacINTYRE, William Edmund. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1947; J.D.
Harvard 1949. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b.
Judique N.S. Canada July 25 1924; m.
Kathleen Kelly July 9 1949; ch.: Steven '72,
Richard, Donald '76. Law clerk U.S. Court of
Appeals 1st circuit Boston 1949-50, atty. E. I.
duPont de Nemours & Co. Wilmington DE
1950-65, legal dir. duPont Int. S.A. Geneva
Switzerland 1965-68, E. I. duPont de Nemours
& Co. Wilmington (sr. atty. 1968-70, chief
counsel 1970-75, asst. general counsel 1975
—
).
Dir. (Desarollo Quimico S.A. 1966-68, duPont
Overseas Finance 1971
—), pres. Dela. Heart
Assn. 1975
— ,
parish council St. Joseph's on
Brandywine (pres. 1974-75, sec. 1975). Served
to It. USN 1943-46, 1953. res. Greenville DE.*
MacLEAN, Donald Reed. Bowdoin 1941-43,
CH. 1945. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Arlington MA Jan. 23 1923. res. Titusville FL.
MacNAUGHTON, James, Jr. A.B. 1947, B.D.
Union Theol. Sem. 1952, S.T.M. Union Theol.
Sem. 1954. Kappa Sigma. Clergy; b.
Cambridge NY Oct. 31 1923; m. Mary Muir
June 20 1953; ch.: Elisabeth, Christine, James.
Asst. purchasing agt. Scott Paper Co. Ft.
Edward NY 1947-49, pastor (First Presby.
Church Waterville NY 1953-59, Community
Presby. Church Brigantine NJ 1959-72, Webb
Morton Presby. Church Middletown NY
1972—). W. Jersey Presbytery (v.moderator
1965, chmn. nat. mission committee 1967-71),
pres. Atlantic County Council of Churches NJ
1967-69, v.chmn. Atlantic Human Resources
1965-67. Served to cpl. USA 1943-45.
Recipient: award for community service S.
Jersey branch Am. Civil Liberties Union 1969.
res. Middletown NY.*
MANNING, Vincent Reed. A.B. 1948. Kappa
Sigma. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Telecommunications; b. Newburyport MA
May 19 1923; m. Octavia Welsh June 4 1946;
ch.: Charles, William. Food broker Joseph W.
Welsh Charleston SC 1948-50, leadingman
radio mechanic Charleston SC Naval Shipyard
1950-52, Western Electric Co. NYC 1952-56
(dept. chief transmission, communications
engineering; section chief staff & operations;
fire-control radar engineer), Collins Radio Co.
Dallas TX 1957-61 (asst. to v.pres., business
development mgr., staff systems engineer, dir.
systems sales in Europe), asst. to v.pres.
engineering Simplex Wire & Cable Co.
Cambridge MA 1961-62, The Mitre Corp.
Bedford MA 1962-66 (assoc. dept. head
communications planning, sub dept. head
communications network design), sr. staff
member telecommunications consultant
Arthur D. Little Inc. Cambridge 1966-69,
Rixon Electronics Inc. Silver Spring MD
1969-70 (sr. v.pres., v.pres. tech.), tech. &
management consultant self-employed
1970-71, v.pres. tech. dir. Nat. Assn. of
Securities Dealers Inc. Washington DC
1971-72, tech. & management consultant
self-employed 1972-74, telecommunications
consultant The Mitre Corp. Bedford 1974—
.
Served to WO (jg) USA 1942-46. res. Brussels
Belgium.*
MANSUR, Hamilton Whitney, Jr. B.S. 1946,
M.B.A. Harvard 1948. Zeta Psi. Exec; b.
Sharon MA Nov. 15 1922; m. Marion Prouty
Aug. 27 1949; ch.: Hamilton, Brian, Claire,
Katherine. Asst. sales mgr. Bates Shoe Webster
MA 1948-52, sales mgr. Allen Squire Shoe
Spencer MA 1952-54, sales mgr. Beggs & Cobb
Boston 1954-58, v.pres. S B Foot Tanning Co.
Redwing MN 1958—. Pres. (YMCA 1954,
United Fund 1956), chmn. Housing Renewal
Assn. Redwing 1966-69. Served to It. (jg)
ACUSN 1942-46. res. Redwing MN.*
MARSH, Harold Newman, Jr. A.B. 1948.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Banking exec; b.
Washington DC Sept. 1 1923; s. of Harold N.
'09; m. Marion Carhart Dec. 26 1946; ch.:
Harold III, Addison, Mandana, Frederick,
Meredith. Business mgr. Nat. Broadcasting Co.
Washington DC 1948-50, prop, self-employed
New Hartford CT 1952-58, asst. cashier
Hartford CT Nat. Bank 1958-66, asst. v.pres.
Franklin Nat. Bank NYC 1966-68, exec, v.pres.
European-Am. Banking Corp. &
European-Am. Bank & Trust Co. NYC
1968—. Served to capt. USMC 1942-46,
1950-52. res. NYC*
MAXFIELD, Henry Southwick. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Real estate; b. Boston June 4 1923;
m. Elizabeth Burohenal June 3 1944; ch.:
Dura, Henry Jr. Real estate self-employed
Wolfeboro NH 1955—. Served to 1st It.
ACUSA 1942-45. Author: Legacy of A Spy
(1958), Another Spring (1974). res. Wolfeboro
NH.*
MAXIM, Bradley Clarence. Bowdoin 1941-42,
A.B. Colby 1947, M.S. Columbia 1953. Sigma
Nu. Library science; b. Winslow April 3
1922; m. Barbara Jackson April 24 1954; ch.:
Catherine, Elizabeth. Teacher high sch. Ft.
Fairfield 1947-50, librarian (public library
Brooklyn NY 1950-54, Univ. Mich. Ann Arbor
1954-55, Eastern Mich. Univ. Ypsilanti
1955-58, Eastern N.M. Univ. Portales 1958-64),
asst. prof. grad. sch. library science Austin TX
1964-67, librarian Univ. Tex. Austin 1967—.
Served with Am. Field Service 1942-44. res.
Austin TX.*
MAXSON, Donald Robert. B.S. 1944, M.S.
Univ. 111. 1948, Ph.D. Univ. 111. 1954. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Claremont NH Jan. 19 1924;
m. Mary Hollingshead June 1 1957. Radio
engineer U.S. Naval Research Lab.
Washington DC 1944-47, research assoc. dept.
physics Univ. 111. Urbana 1954-55, Princeton
Univ. (instr. physics 1955-58, research assoc.
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1958-59), Brown Univ. (asst. prof, physics
1959-63, assoc. prof. 1963-67, prof. 1967—).
Contbr. res. Barrington R.I.*
MERRILL, John Lander. A.B. 1949, C.H.
1945. cum laude. Zeta Psi. b. Skowhegan
April 19 1922. s. of William F. Ml. res.
Skowhegan.
MERROW, Adin Ralph. B.S. 1948; M.D.,
CM. McGill Univ. 1953. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Psychiatry; b. Montpelier
VT Nov. 16 1923; m. Marjorie Quayle Sept. 2
1950; ch.: Adin. Psychiatrist, asst. med. dir.
Riverdale Mental Health Bronx NY 1963—;
dir. Metropolitan Mental Retardation NYC
1970-72; chief med. service Brooklyn NY
Development Service 1972-74; med. dir.
A.H.R.C. NYC 1974—. Served with USA
1943-46; awarded Bronze Star 1945. Contbr.
res. Leonia NJ.*
MICK, Clarence Stetson. A.B. 1947, M.B.A.
Harvard 1949. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Exec;
b. Newton MA Jan. 2 1923; m. Carolyn Small
July 5 1948, m. Alene Gordon Nov. 2 1951;
ch.: David, Heather, Holly. Whiting Mick Co.
Boston (office mgr. & controller 1949-58, treas.
1958-61, v.pres. 1959-61), controller Lowell
MA Gas Co., Cape Cod Gas Co. & other
subsidiaries of Colonial Gas Energy System




Energy System Boston 1970—). Dir. (F.L.
Putnam Securities Co., Soc. of Sons of
Revolution). Served as Sgt. USA 1943-46. res.
Needham MA.*
M1LLIKEN, Lewis Thurston. A.B. 1943, M.S.
George Washington Univ. 1949. Alpha Tau
Omega. Chemistry; b. Portland July 28 1924.
Chemist U.S. govt. Washington DC & suburbs
1943—. Pvt. USA 1949-50. res. Arlington VA.*
MONAHAN, Paul Warren. Bowdoin 1941-42,
C.H. 1945. Delta Upsilon. b. Lynn MA Nov.
28 1921. Served to 1st It. ACUSA 1943-45. d.
Honshu Is. Japan May 26 1945.
MORGAN, Walter Sherman. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Yale 1951. Delta Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Medicine; b. Lynn MA
Feb. 29 1924; m. Patricia Halvorson March 30
1945; ch.: Gary, David '72, Carolyn. Yale-New
Haven CT Hospital (intern 1951-52, asst.
resident 1952-54), resident New Eng. Center
Hospital Boston 1954-55, internal medicine
pvt. practice New Haven 1955— . Assoc.
clinical prof, medicine Yale Univ., past pres.
Conn. Soc. Internal Medicine. Served to 2nd It.
USAF 1943-45. Contbr. res. N. Haven CT.*
MORRELL, Paul Palmer. A.B. 1947, Ed.M.
Worcester State Coll. 1960. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Bangor Aug. 24 1923; m.
Lorraine Racicot May 14 1955; ch.: Peter,
David. Mgr.-trainee (W. T. Grant Co. 1947-50,
Commercial Credit Co. 1950-58), teacher
(Oxford MA, high sch. Worcester MA 1966
—
).
Served to sgt. USA 1943-46. res. Auburn MA.*
MORSE, Mansfield Kenneth. A.B. 1946, C.H.
1945. Beta Theta Pi. b. Swampscott MA
March 31 1923. res. Canton OH.
MUNSEY, Kenneth Elden. Bowdoin 1941-42,
B.M. Boston Univ. 1954. Occ. unknown; b.
Wiscasset Aug. 24 1923. Pvt. USA 1949-50. res.
Wiscasset.*
NICHOLS, Roger Bond. A.B., M.Div. Epis.
Theol. Sch. 1949. Zeta Psi. Clergy; b. Lynn
MA March 5 1924; m. Elizabeth Clegg June 22
1949; ch.: Susan, Janet, Meredith, Elizabeth.
Asst. rector Grace Church Providence RI
1949-52, rector (St. James Church Greenfield
MA 1952-60, Trinity Church Columbus OH
1960-69), exec, officer Diocese of Southern
Ohio Cincinnati 1969— . Served to ensign
USNR 1943-46. res. Cincinnati OH.*
NORTH, David Dickson, Jr. A.B. 1948. Chi
Psi. Exec; b. Brockton MA Jan. 25 1922; m.
Bertie Kirkland Dec. 31 1946; ch.: Cheryl,
Deborah. D. D. North Signs Inc. Brockton
(asst. treas. 1948-62, pres. 1962
—
). Kiwanis
Club (dir. 1961-64, pres. 1965-66), dir. C. of C.
1968-71, deacon Porter Congr. Church
1954-58, master Paul Revere Lodge A. F. & A.
M. 1960-62. Served to capt. USA 1943-46. res.
Hanover MA.*
OBER. Merton Everett, Jr. Bowdoin 1941-42.
Delta Upsilon. Engineering; b. Beverly MA
May 11 1921; m. Charlotte Burr 1943; 3 dau.
Student M.I.T. 1942-43. Served with USA
1943-45. res. Winchester MA.
OLIPHANT, Nelson Bowman. B.S. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. Ret.; b. Trenton NJ May 10
1923; m. Jeane Bradshaw April 15 1950, m.
Elnora Benton Dec. 30 1967; ch.: Steven,
Nancy, James. Johns-Manville Products Corp.
Manville NJ (research engineer 1946-47,
development engineer 1947-55),
Johns-Manville Int. Corp. NYC (foreign
project engineer 1955-63, foreign project mgr.
1963-65, asst. mgr. engineering 1965-70), mgr.
licensing Johns-Manville Corp. NYC 1971-72,
ret. Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46. res.
Madison NJ.*
ORMSBY, Earl Lee, Jr. A.B., M.B.A. N Y.
Univ. 19? Kappa Sigma. Management; b.
Topsham Aug. 9 1925; m. Eva Danger Aug. 17
1950; ch.: Earl III, Dane. C.P.A.; tax
accountant Mobil Oil Co. NYC 1950-66, asst.
tax mgr. Overmeyer Co. NYC 1966-67, dir.
Arden Instructer NYC 1967-70, mgr. H & R
Block Portland 1971— . Member sch. board
Brunswick, res. Brunswick.*
ORTH, Willard Girard. Bowdoin 1941-42. b.
NYC Nov. 2 1922. res. unknown.
O'SHEA, Richard Frederick. A.B. 1947, C.H.
1945. Psi Upsilon. b. Haverhill MA Sept. 5
1921. res. Lancaster PA.
OXNARD, Frank Augustus. A.B. 1946. Kappa
Sigma. Sales; b. Medford MA May 29 1922;
m. Marjorie Conrad May 17 1946. Salesman
Oxnard Milk Medford 1946-53, Rust Craft
Cards Dedham MA (stock control 1953-56,
salesman 1956
—
). Sec. U.S. Power Squadron
1960
—
, Lions Club Mattapoisett (dir., king
lion 1964), pres. Mattapoisett Wanderers
1969-70. Served with USN 1943-46. Recipient:
Power Squadron Sr. Member Award, res. E.
Wareham MA.*
PATRICK, Robert Lloyd. A.B. 1947, Ph.D.
Ind. Univ. 1950. Sigma Nu. Class agt. 1970—,
admissions aide. Exec; b. Boston Jan. 3
1922; m. Gwendolyn Sommer Nov. 3 1945, m.
Carole Ried March 8 1975; ch.: Donald '71,
Ronald, Jeffrey, Robert. Staff scientist research
center B. F. Goodrich Co. Brecksville OH
1950-54, sr. project dir. Quantum Inc.
Wallingford CT 1954-57, lab. dir. Continental
Can Co. Inc. Chicago IL 1957-60, Alpha Labs.
Blue Is. IL 1960-72 (founder, pres., chmn.),
consultant & sr. assoc. Trehor Assocs.
Downingtown PA 1972—, Univ. Pittsburgh PA
1973— (past dir. Center for Adhesion Science
& Tech., lectr. sch. of engineering). Chmn.
Gordon Conf. Science of Adhesion 1961,
board chmn. YMCA Palos Orland, fund chmn.
Am. Chem. Soc, duPont fellow 1949-50.
Served to capt. USAF 1942-45. Ed.: Treatise
on Adhesion and Adhesives (1971). res.
Pittsburgh PA.*
PELLETIER, Anthony Joseph. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. Brattleboro VT Aug. 6 1923;
m. Edith Campbell May 2 1970 (2nd
marriage); ch.: Anthony, Jeanne, Renee,
Michelle. Pres. development Services Inc.
NYC. PFC ACUSA 1942-45. d. Waterbury CT
March 3 1972.*
PERKINS, Richard Carver. A.B. 1947, C.H.
1945. Zeta Psi. b. Lewiston Aug. 7 1922. res.
Brewer.
PERRY, Alfred Morris, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Univ. Rochester
195 1
. Zeta Psi. Engineering; b. Northampton
MA Nov. 17 1923; m. Ada Kirkley March 4
1945; ch.: Catherine, Jonathan. Jr. Physicist
Tenn. Eastman Oak Ridge TN 1944-46, grad.
asst. Univ. Rochester NY 1946-49, research
assoc. Cornell Univ. 1951-53, physicist Oak
Ridge Nat. Lab. Oak Ridge 1953—, sr.
research staff member Inst, for Energy
Analysis Oak Ridge 1974— . res. Knoxville
TN.*
PETTINGILL, Lee Duren, Jr. A.B. 1947.
Delta Upsilon. Management; b. Lewiston
Dec. 22 1922; s. of Lee D. '16; m. Marjorie
Mealey Dec. 29 1945; ch.: Michael, Marc,
Gregory, David, Mary '77, Daniel, Hugh,
Timothy, Claire, Ellen. Mgr. Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel. Co. Baltimore MD 1948-59, staff
engineer Am. Tel. & Tel. NYC 1959-63, staff
supervisor Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co.
Washington DC 1963—. Served to sgt.
ACUSA 1943-45. res. Glyndon MD.*
PHILBIN, Philip Henry. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine; b. Lowell MA
Sept. 23 1922; m. Josephine Towler June 26
1949; ch.: Josephine, Philip, Kathryn, Sally,
Peter. Surgeon Washington DC 1956—.
Member board of trustees Washington DC
(Blue Shield, Am. Cancer Soc, Washington
Hospital Center), assoc. prof, clinical surgery
Georgetown Univ. Served with USA 1949-50,
served with USN 1943-45, served to maj.
USAF 1951-56. res. Bethesda MD.*
PHILOON, Wallace Copeland, Jr. B.S. magna
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. M.I.T. 1947;
Sc.D. M.I.T. 1950. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Peking China March 19 1923;
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s. of Wallace C. '05; m. Anna Prochaska April
24 1954; ch.: Alan, Steven. Professional
engineer; Mallinckrodt Chem. Works (process
engineer St. Louis MO 1950-57, asst. mgr.
process development uranium div. St. Charles
MO 1957-64), assoc. prof. chem. engineering
Univ. Tulsa OK 1964—. Pvt. USA 1944. res.
Tulsa OK.*
PIERCE, Frederick Gunner, Jr. Bowdoin
1941-42, CH. 1945. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Worcester MA June 1 1 1922. res. Cocoa Beach
FL.
PINANSKY, Mortimer Myron. Bowdoin
1941-42. b. Portland Aug. 5 1924. res.
unknown.
POULIN, Albert Adelard, Jr. B.S., M.D. Univ.
Vt. 1950. Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Medicine; b. Rumford March 1
1
1923; m. Arline Snow Aug. 8 1946; ch.: Paul
'72. Intern Cambridge MA City Hospital
1950-51, resident Me. General Hospital
Portland 1951-54, radiologist Sisters Hospital
Waterville 1956-60, Thayer Hospital Waterville
(chief of radiology 1960-75, chief of staff
1973-75), chief of radiology Mid Me. Med.
Center 1975— . Coburn Classical Inst, (trustee
1965—, pres. 1971—), Am. Coll. Radiology
(fellow 1965, council member 1972-75). Served
with USN 1942-43, served to It. cdr. MCUSNR
1954-56. Contbr. res. Waterville.*
POWER, Jeffrey Richardson. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1953. Beta Theta Pi. Invests.; b.
Chicago IL March 14 1924; m. Barbara Brown
Feb. 25 1956; ch.: Jeffrey Jr., Pamela,
Deborah. Trainee Chase Nat. Bank NYC
1947-48, asst. buyer Filene's Inc. Boston
1948-50, sales Time Inc. Boston 1950-51,
foreman Container Corp. of Am. Phila. PA
1953-56, stockbroker Lee Higginson Corp.
Boston 1956-66, Wood Stnithers & Winthrop
Boston (stockbroker 1966—, v.pres. 1969-73).
Jr. warden St. Stephens Church 1969-73, dir.
Viet Nam New Life Sponsors. Served to 1st It.
USAAF 1943-46. res. Cohasset MA.*
PRAY, Waldo Eugene. B.S. 1946. Alpha Tau
Omega. Journalism & public relations; b.
Palmyra July 24 1923; m. Marjorie Day June 1
1946; ch.: Margo, Carol, Walda. Instr.
Portland Jr. Coll. 1946-47, reporter & ed. Guy
Gannett Publishing Co. Portland 1947-69,
media dir. Central Me. Power Co. Augusta
1969-71, publicity rep. State of Me. Augusta
1971—. Served to capt. USAF 1942-45;
awarded Bronze Star, Army Commendation
Medal. Recipient: Me. Highway Safety Award,
Assoc. Press Writing Award (4). res.
Hallowell.*
QUEEN, William Alexander. Bowdoin
1941-42, 1946-48. Delta Upsilon. b. Walden
MA May 2 1922. res. Weston MA.
RANDALL, William Brown Mcllvaine.
Bowdoin 1941-42. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Baltimore MD Nov. 27 1922; m. Mary Mateer
April 19 1947; ch.: William Jr., John,
Alexander. With Union Trust Co. of Md.
1947-52, with Ford Motor Co. Detroit MI
1952-72. Served with USA 1945-47. d. Detroit
MI May 9 1972.
REDDY, Anthony William, Jr. A.B. 1948, A.M.
Univ. Southern Calif. 1972. Phi Delta Psi.
Education; b. Amesbury MA April 13 1922;
m. Hilda Carter Feb. 16 1946; ch.: Michael,
Christine, Alison. Teacher (pvt. sch. England
1950-51, USAF APO NY 1951-55), principal
elementary sch. APO NY (1955-60, 1960-63,
also jr. high sch. 1963-70, Brussels Am. Sch.
1970—). Member exec, committee Overseas
Assn. Dependents Schs. Administrators.
Served to s/sgt. USA 1942-46. res. Kraainem
Belgium.*
REID, Raymond Theodore. Bowdoin 1941-43,
CH. 1945. Delta Upsilon. b. New Haven CT
June 7 1921. res. Fairfax Station VA.
RICHARDS, Norman Blanchard. B.S. cum
laude 1944, J.D. Stanford 1951. Alpha Tau
Omega. 1972 capital campaign area chmn.
Law; b. Melrose MA May 27 1924; m. Doris
Spiegel Nov. 26 1946; ch.: Terri, Jeffrey. Atty.
San Francisco CA. Fellow Am. Coll. Trial
Lawyers 1972, faculty Tulane Admiralty Law
Inst. 1973. Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46. res.
Los Altos Hills CA.*
RICKER, Earl William. A.B, cum laude 1947.
Beta Theta Pi. 1962 capital campaign area
chmn. Personnel management; b. Passaic NJ
Nov. 22 1922; m. Lois Goldthwait Oct. 15
1948; ch.: Cynthia, David. Inspector Bird &
Son Inc. Walpole MA 1947-48, asst. treas./asst.
sec. Falstrom Co. Passaic 1948-56, personnel
mgr. Radio Corp. of Am. Corp. Tucson AZ
1957-68, employment supervisor Bell
Aerosystems Tucson 1968-70, employment
mgr. Univ. Ariz. Tucson 1970— . Served to
m/sgt. USA 1942-46. res. Tucson AZ.*
ROBINSON, Samuel Arthur. B.S. 1944, M.S.
Univ. Me. 1949. Alpha Delta Phi. Chemistry
research; b. Bangor Aug. 1 1923; s. of Harrison
L. '11; m. Mildred Doyle Sept. 1 1948; ch.:
Curtis. Teacher Manter Hall Sch. Cambridge
MA 1946, jr. chemist Merck & Co. Inc.
Rahway NJ 1949-60, scientist Warner Lambert
Co. Inc. Morris Plains NJ 1960-77, research
chemist Am. Cyanamid Co. Princeton NJ
1977—. Member board of dir. YMCA
Plainfield NJ 1967—, treas. Booster Club
Plainfield 1971—. Served with USAF 1942-46,
served to It. col. USAFR, served with Air Nat.
Guard 29 yrs. Recipient: Service Award
YMCA 1973, Penn. Medal of Merit 1972.
Contbr., patentee (2). res. Plainfield NJ.*
ROSEN, Earl, Jr. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
b. St. Louis MO June 4 1924. res. unknown.
ROSS, David William. B.S. 1944, cum laude.
b. Biddeford May 3 1924. res. Redondo
Beach CA.
RUSSAKOFF, Philip. B.S. cum laude, B.S.
Columbia 1947. Optometry; b. Skowhegan
Sept. 5 1924; m. Arlene Clifford July 3 1974
(2nd marriage); ch.: Marcia. Optometrist
self-employed Skowhegan 1947— . Book review
ed. Journal Am. Optometric Assn. 1964-70,
pres. Me. Optometric Assn. 1964, Me. Dept.
Health & Welfare (chmn. advisory council on
Title XIX, member comprehensive health
planning council), res. Skowhegan.*
SANDQUIST, Carl Lennart. A.B. cum laude
1944, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Wesleyan 1950;
Ph.D. Yale 1954. Alpha Tau Omega.
Chemistry; b. Concord NH Aug. 3 1923; m.
Elizabeth Smith March 20 1948; ch.: Charlotte,
Christopher '77, Warner. E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. Waynesboro VA (research
chemist 1953-62, sr. research chemist 1962-67,
research assoc. 1968
—
). Ruling elder Presby.
Church U.S.A., elected member (Sigma Xi,
Alpha Chi Sigma). Served to It. (jg) USNR
1943-46. res. Waynesboro VA.*
SAWYER, Herbert Hopkins. A.B. 1946. Zeta
Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b.
S. Portland July 13 1922; m. Barbara Leach
Oct. 3 1944; ch.: Donald, Anne. Atty. &
partner Portland (Shur & Sawyer 1949-65,
Bernstein Shur Sawyer & Nelson 1965
—
).
Member vestry Trinity Epis. Church Portland
1961-67, sch. committee Portland (chmn.,
member), U.S. Commissioner S. Dist. of Me.
1957-68, sec. trustees of Diocesan Funds for
Epis. Diocese of Me. Served to 2nd It. USA
1942-46. res. Falmouth.*
SAWYER, Ronald Wilcox. Bowdoin 1941-43,
CH. 1945. Chi Psi. b. Cambridge MA June
19 1922. res. Longmeadow MA.
SCHMALZ, Alfred Chandler. B.S. 1947, M.S.
Middlebury Coll. 1951, Ph.D. Univ. Va. 1954.
Kappa Sigma. Research management; b.
Dedham MA June 30 1924; m. Jane Isaac June
21 1947; ch.: Robert, Drew. Instr. The Bolles
Sch. Jacksonville FL 1948-49, Hercules Inc.
(research chemist Wilmington DE 1954-61,
Covington VA 1961-62; group leader
Covington 1962-63; research supervisor
Covington 1963-67, Research Triangle Park
NC 1967-70; mgr. product development
Research Triangle Park 1970-73, mgr. applied
research 1973
—
). Durham Acad, (trustee
1972—
, sec. 1974-75), St. Stephens Epis.
Church (member vestry 1971
— ,
jr. warden
1973—). Served to It. USN 1943-46. Recipient:
Boss of Yr. Award Jaycees Cary NC. Contbr.,
patentee (5) in chem. field, res. Durham NC*
SEATON, Thomas Jackson, Jr. Bowdoin
1 94 1 -42. Sigma Nu. b. Fisher's Is. NY Aug. 5
1922. res. unknown.
SEMMES, John Gibson. Bowdoin 1941-42,
J.D. George Washington Univ. 1948. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Law; b. Washington DC
March 27 1923; m. Virginia Snyder June 13
1970; ch.: Gibson. Patent trademark atty.
Potomac MD 19?—. Dir. Morurn Park Inst.
1967-70, pres. U.S. Combined Training Assn.
1968-70, nat. champion U.S. Combined
Training Equestrian 1963, author/lectr.
protection industrial property Duke Univ.
Served to 1st It. USA 1942-47. res. Potomac
MD.*
SENTER, Kenneth Lee, Jr. B.S., M.D. Tufts
1948. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b. Manchester
NH June 25 1924; married; 5 children. Fifth
Surgical Service Boston City Hospital (intern
1948-49, jr. asst. resident 1949-50, asst. resident
1950 & 1952-53, resident 1953-54, chief
resident 1954-55), surgeon Moore-White Clinic
Los Angeles 1955-66, assoc. clinical prof. Univ.
Southern Calif. Sch. of Medicine 1958—, Calif.
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training committee 1964-71), general surgeon
pvt. practice Los Angeles 1966— . Certified
Am. Board of Surgery 1956; F.A.C.S.; member
(exec, committee Moore-White Med. Clinic
Los Angeles 1964-66; credentials committee
Am. Assn. of Med. Clinics 1964-66; exec. med.
board Calif. Hospital Med. Center Los Angeles
1966; health & hospital committee C. of C. Los
Angeles; disaster committee Los Angeles
County Med. Assn. 1971— ; hospital survey
team Calif. Med. Assn. 1973—; sr. staff Calif.
Hospital Med. Center; attending staff Los
Angeles County-Univ. Southern Calif. Med.
Center; courtesy staff Hospital of the Good
Samaritan Los Angeles, Orthopedic Hospital
Los Angeles, Palomar Memorial Hospital
Escondido CA); chief surgery Calif. Hospital
Med. Center Los Angeles; sec. Assn. of Calif.
Med. Educators 1967-69; guest examiner Am.
Board of Surgery 1971, 1973, 1975; service
chief of surgery orthopedic Hospital Los
Angeles 1975—. Served to It. cdr. MCUSNR
1942-69. Contbr. res. Glendale CA.*
SHAFFNER, John Elliot. Bowdoin 1941-43.
Zeta Psi. b. Pelham Manor NY Nov. 6 1923.
res. unknown.
SHANAHAN, Robert Edward. A.B. 1947.
Delta Upsilon. b. New Haven CT Dec. 8
1921; m. Ruth Donovan Sept. 25 1948; ch.:
Robert, Joseph, Nancy, Elizabeth, Linda. Sales
rep. paint products div. U.S. Gypsum Co.
NYC 2 yrs., Pierce & Stevens Chem. Corp.
Buffalo NY (dist. mgr. New Eng. &
Metropolitan N.Y. sales territory home
products div. 1963-66, nat. sales mgr. home
products div. 1966-68, marketing mgr.
distributor products div. 1968-73, v.pres.
distributor marketing 1973-76). Served to sgt.
USA WWII 3 yrs.; awarded Bronze Star. d. E.
Aurora NY Feb. 9 1976.
SHAPIRO, Morrill. A.B. cum laude 1944,
M.D. Albany Med. Sch. 1949. Medicine; b.
Biddeford June 24 1924; m. Muriel
Tabachinck Dec. 6 1953; ch.: Lynne, Susan,
Steven. Surgeon Portland 1956— . V.pres.
Shaarey-Tphiloh Synagogue 1958-60, 1976—;
dir. Jewish Federation 1958— . Served to capt.
USAR 1951-53; awarded Korean Service
Medal, Good Conduct Medal, UN Medal,
Japan Service Medal, Outstanding Service
Award 1953. Contbr. res. Portland.*
SHERMAN, Leonard Moseley. B.S. cum
laude. Zeta Psi. Management; b. Arlington
MA Feb. 24 1924; m. Katherine Kennedy June
20 1953; ch.: Alden, Leslie. United Shoe
Machinery Corp. (research asst. Beverly MA
1946-48, planning asst. Boston 1948-51), E. I.
duPont de Nemours & Co. Inc. Wilmington
DE (market analyst 1951-55, market research
supervisor 1955-64, marketing asst. 1964-73,
project mgr. 1973-75, marketing mgr. 1975
—
).
Dir. Phila. PA chapter Am. Marketing Assn.
1956-58, member vestry Epis. Church of
Advent Kenneth Square PA 1966-69, chmn.
planning comm. Pennsbury Township PA.
Served to It. USNR 1943-46. res. Kennett
Square PA.*
SIDES, John Randolph. Bowdoin 1942-43. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Jamaica Plain MA Jan. 29
1922; m. Mary Pomeroy 1949; ch.: Cynthia,
Deborah, Stephanie. V.pres. Shakespeare Co.
Kalamazoo MI, ret. Dir. (Columbia Product
Co., Soo Valley Co., Gull Lake C. of C,
Salvation Army), res. Richland ML*
SIMS, Frederick Robertson, Jr. A.B. 1947, B.S.
USN Postgrad. Sch. 1954. Theta Delta Chi.
Ret.; b. Stoneham MA May 16 1924; m.
Ada Baker July 1947, m. Constance Jacobson
Dec. 11 1959; ch.: Robert. Officer USN
various locations 1943-46, quotations clerk
General Electric Supply Corp. NYC 1947-48,
officer USN various locations 1948-67, systems
analyst Naval Command Systems Support
Activity Detachment Pacific Pearl Harbor HI
1967— . Sr. site rep. to Pacific Command for
Command & Control Dept. of Naval
Command Systems Support Activity, res.
Kaneohe HI.*
SMrTH, Henry Oliver. A.B. 1947, J.D. Boston
Univ. 1970 Alpha Delta Phi. 1962 & 1972
capital campaign worker, admissions aide
1970—. Law; b. Worcester MA May 19
1923; s. of Philip S. '15; m. Mary Lane Aug. 13
1949; ch.: Henry Jr., Dana '80, Stoddard. Atty.
Procter & Howard Worcester 1950-53, atty. &
title examiner part-time Nelson & O'Connell
Worcester 1951-53, State Mutual of Am.
Worcester (asst. counsel 1953-59, assoc.
counsel 1959-63, asst. general counsel 1963-69,
2nd pres. & counsel 1969-70, v.pres. & general
counsel 1970
—
). Past member variable
contracts committee Nat. Assn. Securities
Dealers Inc., chmn. industry advisory
committee on all lines charters Nat. Assn. Ins.
Commissioners, Am. Life Ins. Assn. (member
committee on variable contracts, chmn.
subcommittee on state matters, chmn.
committee on all lines charters), member exec,
committee (Assn. Life Ins. Counsel, Life Ins.
Assn. of Mass.), First Congr. Church
Shrewsbury (past moderator, chmn. trustees,
chmn. Sunday sch.), past trustee Worcester
Community Sch. Performing Arts, member
(Worcester committee foreign relations, town
personnel committee Shrewsbury 1971). Served
with USN 1943-46. Contbr. res. Shrewsbury
MA.*
SMrTH, Richard Blackmer. Bowdoin 1941-42,
CH. 1945. Delta Upsilon. b. Cranston RI
May 21 1922. Served to It. ACUSA 1942-45;
awarded Air Medal, d. Luzon P.I. Feb. 6 1945.
SPEAR, Frederick Augustus. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa 1947; A.M. Harvard 1948;
Ph.D. Columbia 1957. Sigma Nu.
Education; b. Methuen MA Dec. 26 1923;
m. Phyllis Warburton Aug. 2 1947; ch.:
Frederick, Priscilla. Instr. French & Spanish
(Union Coll. Schenectady NY 1948-50,
Wesleyan Univ. 1951-53), instr. French
Columbia Coll. NYC 1953-57, instr. & asst.
prof. French Brown Univ. 1957-61, Skidmore
Coll. Saratoga Springs NY 1961— (asst. prof,
modern langs., assoc. prof., prof.). Member
prudential committee First Unitarian Church
Providence RI 1959-61, trustee New Eng.
Congr. Church Saratoga Springs 1966-69,
member governing board Presby.-New Eng.
Congr. Church Saratoga Springs 1972-75, Am.
Friends of Lafayette (treas. 1964-74, member
exec, council 1964
—
), Am. Assn. Teachers of
French (pres. R.I. chapter 1959-60; sec. 18th
Century section 1973, chmn. 1974), MLA
French 5: French literature of 18th Century
(sec. 1968, chmn. 1969), pres. Skidmore chapter
Am. Assn. Univ. Profs. 1965-66, Upper
Hudson Assn. Phi Beta Kappa 1972-73,
Skidmore chapter Phi Beta Kappa). Served to
t/4 USA 1943-46. Contbr. res. Saratoga
Springs NY.*
STANLEY, Everett Luscomb, Jr. Bowdoin
1941-42, CH. Alpha Delta Phi. Business; b.
Beverly MA Dec. 20 1923; s. of Everett L. '18;
m. Marilyn Stoughton, m. Elizabeth Gerold
May 2 1968; ch.: Louise, Linda, Lorraine.
Sales rep. Lee Higginson Corp. Boston
1946-51, with USAF 1951-70, ret. It. col. USAF
1970, prop. Belleville IL (cdr. Board of S. 111.
1970—, Exec. Realty 1973—). res. Belleville
IL.*
STANLEY, John William, Jr. A.B. 1948, LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1951. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Law; b. Concord NH March 17 1922; m.
Barbara Standish May 23 1953; ch.: Thomas,
Mary. Atty. self-employed Concord NH
1951-63, sr. partner Stanley Tardif & Shapiro
Concord 1964— . Corporator Concord Savings
Bank, dist. atty. Merrimack City NH 1955-61.
Served to It. col. USAF 1941-45; awarded Air
Medal 1943. res. Concord NH.*
STAPLES, Laurence Hudson. A.B. 1947. Psi
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Biddeford March
24 1922; m. Mary Stanley Dec. 1 1951; ch.:
Stephen, David, Jonathan. Stockbroker (Sides
Morse & Co. Boston 1947-48, W. E. Hutton &
Co. Portland 1949-67, Moseley Hallgarten
Estabrook 1967-72), pres. York County
Savings Bank Biddeford 1973— . Treas. & dir.
Biddeford & Saco Oil Co. 1956—, dir. (Webber
Hospital 1958-68, Pepperell Trust Co. 1960-71),
treas. & trustee Thornton Acad. 1960
—
, board
chmn. Mutual Fire Ins. Co. Saco 1963
—
, treas.
& trustee York Inst. Museum 1966
—
, treas.
1968— (Dyer Library Saco, Sweetser Childrens
Home), trustee Laurel Hill Cemetery Assn.
1970—
. res. Saco.*
STAPLETON, joseph William. Bowdoin
1941-43, CH. 1945. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Gardner MA June 11 1923. Served with
MCUSA 1943-45. d. May 31 1945.
STARR, Arthur Bowman. Bowdoin 1941-42.
Chi Psi. Ins.; b. Highland Park MI June 4
1923; m. Joyce Rothenbuhler Aug. 30 1957;
ch.: Marcia, Thomas. Sales rep. Atlantic
Mutual Cos. Detroit branch MI 1948-50,
underwriter fire dept. Johnson & Higgins Inc.
Detroit 1950-51, v.pres. H. S. Boynton Co.
Toledo OH 1951-60, sales rep. Safeco Ins. Cos.
1960-62, prop. & pres. Starr Ins. Service Toledo
1962-71, v.pres. Cochrane Assocs. Inc. Toledo
1971—
. V.pres. Sertoma Club of Toledo 1958.
Served to s/sgt. OSS 1942-45. res. Toledo OH.*
STEVENSON, Robert Findlav. Bowdoin
1941-43, CH. 1945. Delta Upsilon. b. Lowell
MA-May 11 1923. res. Babylon NY.
STONESTREET, Garth Albert. Bowdoin
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1941-42. Theta Delta Chi. b. Hyde Park MA
March 10 1922. res. unknown.
SUCCOP, John Charles. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Business; b. Pittsburgh PA Aug. 29 1923; m.
Jean Eddy Jan. 11 1946; ch.: John Jr., Samuel,
Elizabeth. James. V.pres. Pittsburgh Nat. Bank
1947-60, pres. George A. Kelly Co. Pittsburgh
1960-74, Orlando S. Price Nurseries Butler PA
1975— . Trustee William Thaw Coke Trust.
Served to 2d It. USAF 1943-45. res. Pittsburgh
PA.*
SI LIS, Ralph Norman. Bowdoin 1941-42,
CH. 1945. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Melrose MA
June 28 1923; m. Martha DeWitt Nov. 2 1943.
Served with USMC 1942-45. d. Iwo Jima N.
Pacific Feb. 23 1945.
SWEENEY, Arthur, Jr. A.B. 1947. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Purchasing; b. Boston July
24 1922; m. Edith Carpenter Dec. 27 1952; ch.:
Alice, Elizabeth, Louise. Open Hearth dept.
Alan Wood Steel Co. Conshohocken PA
1947-48, clerk Canal Nat. Bank Portland
1948-52, buyer Hyde Windlass Co. Bath
1952-69, supervisor purchasing dept. Bath Iron
Works 1969—. Served to 1st It. USAAF
1942-45. res. S. Freeport.*
TALCOTT, William Thomas, Jr. A.B. cum
laude 1947, J.D. Harvard 1950. Beta Theta Pi.
1962 & 1972 capital campaign worker. Law;
b. Chelsea MA March 19 1924; m. Alice
Gustavson July 30 1949; ch.: Christine,
Patricia '79, William. Atty. Liberty Mutual Ins.
Co. Boston 1950-52, Worcester MA 1953-56;
atty. partner Maher McCann & Talcott
Worcester 1956— . Trustee (Oxford MA
United Methodist Church 1964-74, Lodge A.
F. & A. M. Oxford 1965-70), town moderator
Oxford 1957-60, town counsel MA (Oxford
I960—, Charlton 1968—, Sturbridge 1970—,
Blackstone 1974-75). Served to It. (jg) USN
1943-46. res. Oxford MA.*
TAYLOR, Edward Munroe. B.S. 1947, M.S.
Fla. State Univ. 1957. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Natick MA Sept. 27 1921; m.
Elizabeth Montgomery Aug. 23 1947; ch.:
Douglas, Stephen. Sales Nat. Compound Co.
Sioux Falls SD 1947-49, clerk Farley-Loetscher
Co. Sioux Falls 1949-54, teacher (Out-of-Door
Sch. Sarasota FL 1954-56, Leon County
Tallahassee FL 1956-57, Sarasota County
1957—). Deacon Presby. 1959-63. Served to
cpl. USA 1943-46. Recipient: Conservation
Award Field of Conservation Education Fla.
Wildlife Federation 1969. Co-author:
Oceanography: An Ecological Approach to
Marine Science (1970). res. Sarasota FL.*
TOELLER, John David. B.S. Kappa Sigma.
b. Battle Creek MI June 15 1923; married;
ch.: David, Deirbra. Lab. engineer DeVry Co.
Chicago IL 1945-47, Consumers Power Co.
Grand Rapids MI 1947-51 (sr. power sales
mgr. ca. 1951). d. Grand Rapids MI Nov. 1951.
TOWNE, Nathan Warren. A.B. 1947. Zeta Psi.
1962 & 1972 capital campaign worker.
Exec; b. Waltham MA Aug. 18 1923; m.
Margaret Reid Sept. 16 1950; ch.: Richard,
Janet, Robert '79. Treas. David Buttrick Co.
Arlington MA 1948-68, business mgr.
Cambridge Sch. Weston MA 1969-71, pres. &
treas. UN Import Export Co. 1971— . Pres.
Rotary Club Arlington 1966-67, past pres.
Waltham chapter Am. Field Service. Served to
t/5 USA 1943-46. res. Waltham MA.*
TRAVIS, Clifford Kenneth. B.S. Theta Delta
Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. NYC June 30 1923; m.
Joan Fobias May 26 1951; ch.: Sandra,
Victoria. With M. W. Kellog Co. Jersey City,
with Minn. Mining & Mfg. St. Paul MN
1951-57, with Glaco N.J. Co. Fairlawn NJ
1957-62, with Allied Chem. Morristown NJ
1962-67, account mgr. ICI U.S. Wilmington
DE 1967—. Served to sgt. USAF 1951-52. res.
Hastings on Hudson NY.*
TRONERUD, Norman Konrad. A.B. cum
laude 1947, CH. 1945. Sigma Nu. b. Salem
MA Feb. 10 1924. res. Georgetown MA.
TRUE, Fred Lewis, Jr. A.B. 1947, LL.B.
Harvard 1950. Alpha Tau Omega. Law; b.
Beverly MA Feb. 21 1923; m. Hilda Niehoff
Aug. 8 1953; ch.: Jane. Atty. pvt. practice
Fingold Rogovin & Fingold Maiden MA
1950-53, asst. atty. general of Mass. Boston
1953-58, atty. self-employed Georgetown MA
1958-63, legal asst. to senate minority leader
Boston 1963— . Town planning board
Georgetown (chmn.; clerk; member 1957-62,
1964—). Served to ensign USNR 1942-45. res.
Georgetown MA.*
VANCE, Robert Paul. A.B. 1947, CH. 1945.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Jan. 25
1923. res. unknown.
VATH, Harold John, Jr. A.B. 1946, CH. 1945.
Theta Delta Chi. b. W. Haven CT Aug. 25
1921. res. Londonberry VT.
VILLENEUVE, Lucien Emile. Bowdoin
1941-42. Delta Upsilon. b. Haverhill MA
Aug. 16 1922. res. Merrimacport MA.
V1NALL, George Archibald. A.B. 1947. Psi
Upsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Portland May 21
1921; m. Barbara White 1951; ch.: Scott '75.
With E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. 19?—.
res. Palos Verdes Peninsula CA.
WAKS, Myron Stephen. B.S., LL.B. Harvard
1950. b. Haverhill MA April 5 1924; m.
Arlene Rice; ch.: Andrew, Nancy, Deborah.
Atty. (Brighton MA 1950-53, Office of Price
Stabilization Washington DC), NLRB 1953-72
(supervising atty. office of the general counsel
1960-68, trial examiner 1968-72). Served to
ensign USN 1943-45. d. Bethesda MD March
24 1972.
WAKS, Norman. A.B. summa cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa 1946; M.B.A. Harvard 1948;
D.B.A. Harvard (Ford fellow) 1961. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Management; b. Haverhill
MA Dec. 10 1923. Chief management scientist
Mitre Corp. Bedford MA 1969—. res. Newton
MA.*
WALKER, George Rowland, Jr. Bowdoin
1941-42. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. NYC May
23 1924. s. of George R. '02. res.
Paris-La-Defense, France.
WALSH, Harry Beresford. B.S. 1947. Beta
Theta Pi. Advt. writing & consulting; b.
NYC Aug. 13 1923; m. Natalie Wise April 24
1948; ch.: Harry, Timothy, Mary. With various
advt. agencies & mail order firms, advt. writer
& consultant The Walsh Co. Westport CT
19?—. Served to 2nd It. USAAF 1942-45. res.
Weston CT.*
WARREN, Timothy Matlack. A.B. cum laude
1947. Alpha Tau Omega. 1972 capital
campaign worker, admissions aide, class
bequest chmn. Publishing; b. Stamford CT
Dec. 9 1923; m. PhyHis Faber Aug. 14 1946;
ch.: Timothy '70, Elizabeth '72, Peter '74. Dir.,
publisher & pres. Warren Publishing Corp.
Boston 1947
— ; dir., ed. & pres. Bankers
Publishing Co. Boston 1947— . Chmn.
Hubbard Street Athletic Club Concord 1958—,
First Parish Church Concord (chmn. standing
committee 1968-69, clerk 1973—), trustee of
corp. public library Concord 1970
—
, dir.
Concept Development Corp. 1974— . Served to
1st It. MCUSA 1943-46. res. Concord MA.*
WEBB, Richard Lansing. Bowdoin 1941-42,
B.S. M.I.T. 1948. Chi Psi. b. Mountain Lakes
NJ July 28 1923. res. unknown.
WEBSTER, Donald Lincoln. A.B. 1947, CH.
1945. Kappa Sigma, b. Scranton PA July 19
1923. res. Houston TX.
WEINER, Melvin Leslie. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
1962 & 1972 capital campaign area chmn.
Business exec; b. Lawrence MA March 7
1922; m. Nancy Brooks Feb. 25 1951; ch.:
Stephen, Jeffrey, Abigail. Pres. & treas. MA
(Weiner Inc. Lawrence 1951
—
, Service Chem.
Co. N. Andover 1958—). Dir. C. of C, trustee
(Essex Broadway Bank, treas. The Pike Sch.
Andover), corporator Andover Savings Bank,
member (alumni council Phillips Acad.
Andover, Lawrence General Hospital), town
mgr. Andover, member high sch. building
committee. Served to It. USAF 1973-75. res.
Andover MA.*
WELCH, Roger Paul. A.B. 1947, LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1949. Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Westbrook July
16 1923; m. Shirley Foye May 9 1953; ch.:
Kelly, Kevin. Atty. self-employed Westbrook
1949—. Served to sgt. USAF 1943-46. res.
Westbrook.*
WEREN, Eric Holden. A.B. cum laude. Zeta
Psi. Management; b. Fairview NJ Sept. 15
1922; m. Geraldine Catlin March 27 1944; ch.:
Eleanor, Eric. Nat. sales mgr. C.I.T. Corp.
NYC. Served to s/sgt. USAF. res. Devon PA.*
WETHERELL, Bryant David. A.B. 1948, CH.
1945. Zeta Psi. b. Boston March 17 1922. res.
Bar Harbor.
WHELLEY, Donald James. A.B. 1947, LL.B.
N.Y. Law Sch. 1950. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b.
Utica NY July 26 1922; m. Carmel Mahady
Nov. 28 1952; ch.: Mary Helen, Donald Jr.,
Mary Lisa, Mary Margaret, Stephen. Atty.
Waterville NY 19?— . Member & pres. board
of education Waterville Central Sch. 20 yrs.,
town justice Sangerfield 4 yrs. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1943-46. res. Waterville NY.*
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WHITE, Stuart Alexander. Bowdoin 1941-42,
C.H. 1945. Delta Upsilon. b. Lafayette LA
May 28 1924. res. Portland.
WHITMAN, Robert. A.B., M B A. Harvard
1950, Ed.M. Harvard 1969. Kappa Sigma.
Class agt. 1962-70. Education; b. Melrose
MA Feb. 18 1923; m. Nancy Hendry 1968;
ch.: David '74, Peter, Charles, Robert. Sch.
administrator/teacher Dept. of Defense
Dependent Sch. W. Germany 1974— . Served
with USA WWII. res. Flensburg
Schleswig-Holstein W. Germany.*
WILDER, Philip Sawyer, Jr. B.S. 1944, A.M.
Harvard 1948, Ph.D. Harvard 1950. Alpha
Delta Phi. Education; b. Newton MA July
24 1924; s. of Philip S. '23; m. Barbara Fluker
June 21 1947; ch.: Anne, Patricia, Nancy.
Wabash Coll. (asst. prof, political science
1949-52, assoc. prof. 1953-59, prof. 1959-65,
chmn. div. social sciences 1966-68), Calif. State




1973-74). Dir. (N.D.E.A. History Inst. Wabash
Coll. 1966, 1967; Ind. Council for Education in
Politics 1954-67), pres. (Ind. Acad, of the
Social Sciences 1967, Southern Calif. Conf. of
Academic Deans 1974), lectr. Yugoslav-Am.
Seminar Ljubljana Yugoslavia 1966, election
analyst (Nat. Broadcasting Co. 1964, Am.
Broadcasting Co. 1966), legislative asst. to U.S.
Senator Frederick G. Payne 1953, spec. asst. to
Republican Nat. Committee Chmn. 1958,
member (committee on privacy &
confidentiality U.S. Census bureau 1972-74,
City Council Crawfordsville IN 1959-63, clerk
of session Westminster Presby. Church
Bakersfield), dir. Bakersfield (Child Guidance
Clinic 1971— Kern Philharmonic 1973—).
Served to 1st It. ACUSA 1943-46. Author:
Meade Alcorn and the 1958 Election (1959),
contbr. res. Bakersfield CA.*
WOODS, Carlton Magoon, Jr. A.B., D.M.D.
Tufts. Zeta Psi. Dentistry; b. Boston Feb. 10
1923; m. Nancy Cheyne June 7 1947; ch.:
Carlton. Dentist self-employed Chatham MA.
Sec. & chmn. (Franklin County Dental Soc.
1956-59, Cape Cod Dental Soc. 1963-67),
Mass. Dental Soc. (sec. legislation council
1968, member fluoridation committee),
Chatham Congr. Church (deacon, chmn. board
of trustees), member board of advisors
Friendship Sch. Served to t/5 USA 1943-46.
res. N. Chatham MA.*
WURTS, Davis Page. B.S., M.S. Univ. Mich.
1956. Alpha Tau Omega. Engineering; b.
Phila. PA April 17 1923; m. Jean Baker Nov. 1
1947, m. Caroline Molthan Dec. 31 1959, m.
Janice Doctor Aug. 5 1972; ch.: Reed, Henry,
Caroline. Student (Univ. Penn. Phila. 1945-46,
Webb Inst, of Naval Architecture 1946-47),
aerodynamics engineer Glenn L. Martin Co.
Middle River MD 1948-50, naval architect
USN Dept. Kittery & Bath 1950-54, asst. prof,
mechanical engineering Univ. N.H. Durham
1955-58, mechanical engineer Lawrence MA
(R&D Craig Systems Inc. 1958-59, Pulp &
Paper Research Center 1959-60), naval
architect Electric Boat Div. General Dynamics
Groton CT 1960-61, student Univ. Conn.
Hartford 1961-62, consulting engineer
self-employed (Georgetown MA 1959-67, S.
Hiram 1967-68), instr. S. Me. Vocational Tech.
Inst. S. Portland 1969
— ,
practitioner
self-employed Davis P. Wurts P.E. S. Hiram
1967
—
, land surveyor. Elder Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day St. 1963
—
, member
Georgetown MA (town planning board
1962-65, business & industrial comm. 1964-65),
dir. S. Hiram Fire Co. Inc. 1969, chmn.
Professional Conduct Committee Me. Soc. of
Land Surveyors 1977. Served to SFC USN
1943-46. res. S. Hiram.*
YATES, Christopher Lees. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Ins.; b. May 15 1922; m. Virginia Bott 1945;
ch.: Sherry, Robert. General mgr. Aetna Life &
Casualty Worcester MA 19?— . Served to 1st It.
ACUSA 1942-45. res. Westborough MA.
ZAHNKE, Donald Warren. A.B. 1947, D.D.S.
Temple Univ. 1951. Chi Psi. Dentistry; b.
Bristol CT July 18 1923; m. Martha Moody
Aug. 4 1951; ch.: Deborah, Leslie. Dentist
self-employed Wethersfield CT. Served with
USNR 1943-46, served to 1st It. MCUSAR
1951-53. res. Wethersfield Ct.*
ZIMMERMAN, Robert McCormick. A.B.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Chicago IL June 22
1923; m Glenys Dearnley Sept. 6 1951; ch.:
Robert Jr., John III, Frederick, Jane. With
Richardson & Bass New Orleans LA 1948-59,
petroleum engineer E. Cockrell Jr. of Houston
TX Patterson LA 1959-?, consultant
self-employed petroleum engineering LA
19?-64. Served with ACUSN 1944-46. d.
Donner LA Nov. 13 1964.
Class of 1946
ACHORN, Richard Lowell. Bowdoin 1942-43,
1946-47, C.H. Chi Psi. Transportation; b.
Rockland March 10 1925; m. Elizabeth Huff
May 7 1950; ch.: Anne, Edward, Mary. Me.
Central RR Co. (telegrapher Rockland
1948-54, agt. Hallowell 1954-57, general agt.
Lewiston 1957-71, supervisor agencies Portland
1971—). Order of RR Telegraphers 1955-57
(local chmn., general chmn.), member board of
dir. C. of C. Lewiston-Auburn 1968-71,
Lewiston United Baptist Church (deacon
1962-65, trustee 1965-70), member United
Fund Lewiston-Auburn 1963-67 (board of dir.,
budget committee), sch. committee Auburn
(member 1968-72, pres. 1970-72), Me. State
Sch. Board Assn. (dir. 1969-72, pres.), pres. Me.
Sch. Management Assn. 1971-72. Served to
SFC USNR 1943-46. res. Auburn.*
ADAMS, Christopher Hussey, Jr. A.B. 1947,
C.H. 1946. Delta Upsilon. b. Evanston IL
April 28 1924. res. Stafford PA.
ADAMS, Roger Pettingell. A.B., D.D.S.
Columbia 1951. Sigma Nu. Dentistry; b.
Westbrook Aug. 11 1923; ch.: David, Paul,
John, Steven. Dentist Norwich NY. Warden
Emmanuel Epis. Church 1969-73, master
Norwich Lodge 302 F. & A.M. 1974. Served to
It. cdr. USN 1943-46, 1952-54. res. Norwich
NY.*
ALLEN, Robert Hugh. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Communications exec; b. Breckenridge TX
Jan. 13 1924; m. Claire O'Keefe Oct. 22 1949;
ch.: Christopher, Patricia, Colin. Sales mgr.
Am. Optical Co. Southbridge MA, sales mgr.
N. A. Philips Co. NYC 1950-63, v.pres. Int.
Tel. & Tel. Co. NYC 1963—. Member board of
dir. Payot Cosmetics. Served with USN
1943-46. res. Westport CT.*
ARCHER, John Potter, Jr. Bowdoin 1942-44.
Delta Upsilon. b. Baltimore MD Nov. 2
1923. res. Darlington MD.
ATKINS, Elias Cornelius, III. Bowdoin 1942,
C.H. Psi Upsilon. Exec; b. Indianapolis IN
May 30 1923; m. Mary Tone Oct. 1 1962. Pres.
Ace Supply Indianapolis. Served to t/sgt. USA
1943-45. res. Indianapolis IN.*
BAKER, Richard Mason, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret.; b. Worcester Feb. 13 1924; m.
Jean McAllaster Nov. 15 1947; ch.: Virginia,
Dan, Laura, Eleanor, Sally. Public accountant
Baker & Adam Portland 1947-58, novelist
self-employed Cape Elizabeth 1958-68, ret.
PFC USAAF 1943. Author: The Revolt of
Zengo Takakuwa (1962). res. Cape Elizabeth.*
BARE, John Brenton. A.B. Alpha Tau Omega,
b. NYC Dec. 5 1923. res. unknown.
BARTHOLOMEW, Walter Lee, Jr. A.B. 1949,
J.D. Univ. Penn. 1953. Alpha Delta Phi.
Law; b. Phila. PA May 5 1924; m. Caroline
Molineux Dec. 23 1950; ch.: Walter III, Anne,
Caroline. Atty. partner Montgomery
McCracken Walker & Rhoads Phila. 1954—.
Regional dir. Continental Bank, dir. Bellefonte
Central RR Co., legal advisor LaSalle Coll.
Phila., St. Martin's Epis. Church Radner PA
(member vestry, chancellor). Served to PO/2
USN 1943-46. res. Wayne PA.*
BASCOM, Perry Bagnall. Bowdoin 1942-43.
Zeta Psi. Exec; b. Bound Brook NJ Jan. 24
1924; m. Kathryn Dawson March 24 1945; ch.:
Janet, Alan. Field man Hearst Advt. Co. NYC
1946, dist. mgr. Fla. Citrus Comm. Rochester
NY & Phila. PA 1947-48, salesman WIP radio
Phila. 1948-54, sales mgr. WOR television
NYC 1954-56, nat. sales mgr. Group W NYC
& general mgr. KYW radio station Cleveland
OH & pres. RAR NYC 1968-70, general mgr.
WBL radio Boston, v.pres. & general mgr.
WNBC radio NYC 1970—. Board member
N.Y. Market Radio, sec. & board member
N.Y. State Broadcasters Assn. res. Plainfield
NJ.*
BEANE, Emery Oliver, Jr. A.B. 1948, C.H.
1946. Delta Upsilon. b. Augusta Nov. 13
1924; s. of Emery O. '04. res. Augusta.
BECKER, DeForest, Jr. Bowdoin 1942-43.
C.H. 1946. Alpha Tau Omega. b. Brooklyn
NY June 21 1924. Served to ensign ACUSN
1943-45. d. at sea Jan. 21 1945.
BEGLEY, John Patrick, Jr. A.B. 1947, C.H.
1946. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lawrence MA
Oct. 18 1924. res. Methuen MA.
BERMAN, Malcolm Irving. Bowdoin 1942-43,
C.H., A.B. Yale 1948, J.D. Univ. N.M. Law;
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b. Houlton Nov. 27 1924. Atty. Me. state rep.
1961-70. Author: Statute for Mental
Responsibility for Criminal Conduct, The
Gentleman from Nova Scotia and the
American Revolution, res. Houlton.*
BERRY, Arthur Newman. A.B. 1947, M B A.
Columbia 1949. Theta Delta Chi. Banking
exec; b. Bar Harbor May 24 1923; m. Marion
Drasher Oct. 4 1954; ch.: Thomas. First Nat.
Bank Bar Harbor (teller & clerk summer 1947
& 1948, asst. cashier 1949-54), cashier New
Market Nat. Bank Newmarket NH 1954-60,
N.H. Nat. Bank Portsmouth NH (exec, v.pres.
1960-65, pres. 1965-70), sr. v.pres. Portsmouth
Savings Bank 1971-76, exec, v.pres. Bellows
Falls VT Trust Co. 1977—. Trustee (Mt. Desert
Is. Hospital, Portsmouth Hospital, Warner
House Assn. 1961—), C. of C. Greater
Portsmouth (pres. 1 yr., dir. 7 yrs.),
Portsmouth-Kittery Armed Services
Committee (chmn. 1 yr., dir. 6 yrs.), Daniel
Webster Council Boy Scouts of Am. (member
exec, board 4 yrs., chmn. S.E. dist. 2 yrs.),
treas. (Newmarket Community Church 5 yrs.,
Soc. for Care of the S. Cemetery Portsmouth,
town of Newfields NH 5 yrs.), Bar Harbor Sch.
dist. (treas., trustee 4 yrs.). Served to cpl.
USAAF 1943-46. Recipient: Silver Beaver
Award Daniel Webster Council Boy Scouts of
Am. 1955. res. Portsmouth NH.*
BIRD, Richard Kingsley. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Exec; b. NYC Nov. 1 1924; m. Nancy
Foster Aug. 21 1948; ch.: Carolyn, Cindy,
Barbara. Salesman Schering Corp. Bloomfield
NJ 1949-50, Tingue Brown & Co. (salesman
Detroit MI 1950-56, sales mgr. Chicago IL
1957-67, v.pres. NYC 1968-74, pres.
Englewood NJ 1974
—
). Member board of dir.
(Tingue Brown & Co. 1972
—
, Hemlock Farms
Co. 1968-71, Professional Sales Co. 1970-71),
v.pres. Hemlock Farms Community Assn.
1970. Served to It. (jg) USNR 1942-45. res. Ho
Ho Kus NJ.*
BLAINE, William Emerson, Jr. A.B. 1948, J.D.
Ohio State Univ. 1952, M.B.A. Ohio State
Univ. 1975. Delta Upsilon. Exec; b.
Columbus OH Jan. 2 1924; m. Jo-Ann Merkle
Dec. 22 1950; ch.: Michael, Cathy, John,
Judson. Atty. self-employed Columbus
1952-59, lumberman self-employed ABC
Industries Columbus 1959— . Trustee Nat.
Church Residences. Served to It. USN 1942-53.
res. Columbus OH.*
BOOTHBY, Everett Eugene. Bowdoin
1942-43, CH. 1946. Sigma Nu. b. Portland
March 27 1925. res. Andover MA.
BOUDREAU, Rene Leon. A.B. 1948. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Publishing; b. Pittsburgh PA
Jan. 25 1925; m. Barbara Rich June 7 1947;
ch.: James, Robert. Managing ed. Year Book
Med. Publishers Chicago IL 1969—. PFC USA
1943-46. res. Crystal Lake IL.*
BOURGEOIS, Raymond Clifford. A.B., Ph.D.
Ind. Univ. 1951. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lowell
MA June 17 1925; m. Norma Graham Sept. 3
1947; ch.: Janet, Martha. Research dept.
Merrimac div. Monsanto Chem. Co. Everett
MA 1951-54, Sterling-Winthrop Research Inst.
Rensselaer NY 1954-69 (research chemist,
assoc. patent agt., sr. patent agt., asst. dir.
patent div.). Trustee public library E.
Greenbush NY, member (board of education
E. Greenbush Central Sch. Dist., Sigma Chi),
pres. Citizens' Alliance E. Greenbush 1959-60).
Served with USN 1944-46. Contbr. d. Albany
NY Jan. 18 1969.*
BRACCHI, Henry, Jr. B.S. 1948. Beta Theta
Pi. Ship brokerage; b. Stamford CT Aug. 16
1924; m. Jean Burtis Sept. 11 1952; ch.: Joan,
Ann, Mark, Ellen. Asst. traffic mgr. Am.
Agricultural Chem. Co. NYC 1948-57, ship
broker NYC (Omnium Freighting Corp.
1957-58, Evans Shipping Inc. 1958-66), partner
Bingham Bigotte Int. Corp. NYC 1966—.
Member board of governors Assn. Ship
Brokers & Agts. U.S.A. Inc. 1973. Served to It.
USAF 1943-46. res. Stamford CT.*
BRANCHE, George Clayton, Jr. A.B. cum
laude 1948, M.D. Boston Univ. 1948.
Medicine; b. Tuskegee AL March 22 1925;
m. June Granger March 26 1955; ch.: George,
Leota, Scott. Physician self-employed
(Richmond VA 1955-62, Mt. Vernon NY
1962
—
), asst. clinical prof^ medicine Columbia
Univ. 1970—. Served to capt. MCUSA
1952-54. res. Scarsdale NY.*
BRASS, Leonard Leo. A.B. 1945, M.B.A.
Univ. Penn. 1946. Mfg.; b. Lowell MA Dec
9 1924; m. Olive Stafford Sept. 1 1953; ch.:
Frances, Mark, Ann, Bob. Mfg. rep.
self-employed Skokie IL 1946— . res. Skokie
IL*
BRILLANTE, Louis Mario. Bowdoin 1942. Chi
Psi. b. Arlington MA May 5 1923. res.
Arlington MA.
BROCKINGTON, Harry Fairfield. A.B.
Kappa Sigma. Occ unknown; b. Springfield
IL July 17 1924; m. Anne E. McDonnell Aug.
8 1953; ch.: Harry, res. Cumberland RI.
BULL, George Wheelock. Bowdoin 1942-43,
CH. 1946. Chi Psi. b. Fitchburg MA June 28
1924; m. Nancy Tucker Feb. 16 1946; ch.:
George Jr., Peter. With Crocker & Burbank
Papers Inc. Fitchburg 1945-46, asst. to pres.
Baltimore Brushes Inc. Boston 1946-?. Served
to It. ACUSA 1942-45; awarded Air Medal (2),
Purple Heart, d. Fitchburg Aug. 19 1973.
BURNHAM, Frederick Perez. Bowdoin
1942-44. Sigma Nu. b. Limestone April 8
1925. res. unknown.
BURNS, Alan Lincoln, Jr. Bowdoin 1942-43,
C.H., A.B. Amherst 1949, M.B.A. Harvard
1951. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Mfg.
management; b. Saco May 16 1925; m. Cary
Sturges June 17 1950; ch.: Gordon, Sarah,
Martha, Duncan. Westvaco Corp. (commercial
analyst Mechanicville NY 1951-55, admin,
mgr. Charleston SC 1955-62, mgr. industrial
relations NYC 1962-66, mgr. bag div. NYC
1966-67), U.S. Envelope Co. Springfield MA
(pres. 1967-74, dir. 1967
—
, board chmn.
1974—), v.pres. Westvaco Corp. NYC 1974—.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1943-46. res. Rye NY.*
BURR, Malcolm Southack. Bowdoin 1942-43,
CH. 1946. Theta Delta Chi. Exec; b. Boston
Aug. 22 1924; m. Charlotte Eaton 1946; ch.:
Robert, Amanda, Malcolm, Elizabeth. Treas.
New Eng. Bolt Corp. 1946— . Served to 1st It.
USAF 1942-45. res. W. Newbury MA.*
CAMPBELL, Beverley Lansing. B.S. 1945.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign
worker. Mfg. management; b. Eureka IL
Sept. 3 1923; m. Jane Styer Aug. 12 1945; ch.:
David, Mary, Barbara. Am. Can Co. (quality
engineering mgr. Maracay Venezuela 1958-61,
Hillside NJ 1961-68; mgr. Mexico City Mexico
1968-70; quality engineering mgr. Jersey City
NJ 1970-72; mgr. Delaware OH 1972—). Dir.
(Nueva Modelo S.A. Mexico City, C. of C.
Delaware). Served to It. USN 1942-46, 1952-54.
res. Powell OH.*
CAREY, Harry Vincent. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Boston June 22 1924; m.
Harriet Oxenham Nov. 5 1949; ch.: Joanne,
Martha, Margaret '75, Susan, Peter. Barney &
Carey Co. Milton MA 1948-74 (pres. & general
mgr. 1950-74). Served to 1st It. ACUSA
1942-45; awarded Distinguished Flying Cross,
Air Medal (4), 4 Battle Stars, d. Boston Oct. 7
1974.
CARR, Charles Henry, Jr. Bowdoin 1942-43,
CH. 1946. Chi Psi. b. Owl's Head Sept 18
1925. Served to ensign USN 1943-46. d. San
Diego CA Oct. 18 1946.
CARY, Campbell. A.B. 1948. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Council 1968-72, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Marketing; b.
Birmingham AL May 10 1925; s. of Charles A.
'10; m. Ruth Whittle Sept. 23 1950; ch.: Mary,
Whittle, Sarah. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
(student operator mfg. Martinsville VA
1948-49, foreman mfg. 1949-51, shift supervisor
mfg. 1951-54; marketing rep. Wilmington DE
1954-60, strategy asst. 1960-68, development
asst. 1968
—
). Deacon Westminster Presby.
Church 2 yrs. ca. 1950. Served to PO/3 USN
1943-45. res. Wilmington DE.*
CATLER, Chester David. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Publishing; b. Boston June 2 1924;
m. Lorette Bryant June 5 1953; ch.: Lori, Jon,
Bradford. Pres. (Arrow Auto Sch. Brookline
MA 1946-49, Beach Novelty Mfg. Co. Miami
Beach FL 1949-53), exec, v.pres. Waveland
Liquors Hull MA 1953-61, S. Shore Publishing
Co. N. Scituate MA (exec v.pres. 1961-72,
pres. 1972— dir. 1972—). Pres. & dir. (Gilbert
Color Systems 1972
—
, S. of Boston Mirror
1971—, Photoset Inc. 1972—), dir. (Dartmouth
Printing Co. 1972
—
, Center for Alternative
Education 1973—). Served with USN 1942-44,
USMC 1944-45. res. Cohasset MA.*
CHADBOURNE, Ralph Gordon. Bowdoin
1942-43, CH. 1946; A.B. Dartmouth 1946;
M.C.S. Dartmouth 1947. Alpha Tau Omega.
b. E. Baldwin April 18 1925; m. Carol Cox
Dec. 6 1947; ch.: Darlene, Sharon, Alan.
Served to 2nd It. USMC 1943-46, teller First
Nat. Bank Norway 1947-51, served to maj.
USA 1951-66 (Korea, Japan, Europe, U.S.). d.
Ft. Riley KS June 13 1966.*
CHADWICK, Joseph Thayer. A.B. 1948, CH.
1946. Chi Psi. b. W. Bridgewater MA Aug.
28 1924. res. Scituate MA.
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CHAMBERLAIN, Malcolm. B.S. cum laude
1947, Ph.D. M.I.T. 1951. Theta Delta Chi.
Class agt. 1945-48. Research admin.; b.
Binghamton NY June 7 1925; m. Helen
Haddox Feb. 25 1950; ch.: Susan, Gerald. The
Dow Chem. Co. (chemist Midland MI 1951-53,
group leader 1953-56, asst. lab. dir. 1956-60,
dir. personnel development 1960-67; asst. to
dir. Dow Human Health Research
Indianapolis IN 1967-69; asst. industrial
relations mgr. functional products & systems
Midland 1969
—
). Trustee Eagle Boys Village,
chmn. Am. Chem. Soc. (div. cellulose wood &
fiber chem., Midland section). Pvt. USA
1944-45. res. Midland MI.*
CHAMBERLIN, Edward Baldwin. A.B. 1948,
CH. 1946. Theta Delta Chi. b. W. Hartford
CT May 3 1924. res. Garden City NY.
CHANDLER, Whitman Mitchell, Jr. Bowdoin
1942^3, B.S. Boston Univ. 1948. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Cambridge MA March 8 1925; s. of
Whitman M. '23. res. unknown.
CHARAK, Estey Paul, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Exec; b. Cambridge MA May 26 1925; m.
Rose Lombardo July 5 1960; ch.: Joel. Pres.
Charak Furniture Co. Boston 19?— . Served to
It. (jg) USN & ACUSN 1943-46. res. Lynnfield
MA.*
CHASON, Charles Gilbert. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1947; M.B.A. Harvard
1949. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Exec; b. Portland
Aug. 7 1925; m. June Wilner; ch.: Susan,
Mark, Martha, Andrew, Cynthia. Asst. to div.
v.pres. Johnson & Johnson Brunswick NJ
1949-51, div. sales mgr. Container Corp. of
Am. Chicago IL 1952-55, pres. (Wilner Wood
Products Co. Norway 1955-61, Arkwright Inc.
Fiskeville RI 1961-75), exec, v.pres. Berol
Corp. Danbury CT 1975—. Dir. United Way,
trustee (Miriam Hospital Providence RI,
development fund Danbury Hospital). Served
to capt. USA 1943-45, 1951-52; awarded Silver
Star (2), Bronze Star, Purple Heart, res. W.
Redding CT.«
CHRISTOPHER, Russell Lee. A.B., M.D.
Univ. Md. 1951. Chi Psi. Medicine; b.
Pawtucket RI July 25 1922; m. Mildred Hayes
Dec. 23 1945; ch.: Russell Jr., Nancy, Wendy.
Physician-psychiatrist Pittsfield MA 19?— . res.
Pittsfield MA, Lebanon Springs NY.*
CLARK, Donald Elwood. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Advt.; b. Passaic NJ July 26 1923;
ch.: Payson. V.pres. Sudler & Hennessey Inc.
NYC 19?—. res. NYC.
CLARK, Neal Cutting. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Winchester MA March 22 1925. res.
unknown.
CLARKE, Clinton Burnop, Jr. A.B. 1948, CH.
1946. Delta Upsilon. b. Beverly MA Aug. 22
1925. res. Minnetonka MN.
CLENOTT, William Sumner. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Business exec; b. Portland
Aug. 30 1925; m. Vera Rosen May 27 1948;
ch.: Matthew '72, Ann, Daniel. V.pres. buyer
Boston Shoe Stores Portland 1948-67, dist.
supervisor Wohl Shoe Co. St. Louis MO
1967-71, pres. Sumner Shoes Inc. Portland
1971—. Served to s/sgt. USA 1944-46. res.
Portland.*
COLE, Alton Paine, Jr. A.B. 1947. Psi Upsilon.
Banking exec; b. Boston March 9 1925; m.
Gertrude Woodburn Sept. 30 1950, m. Miriam
Rhoades Feb. 7 1976; ch.: Robert, Richard,
James. Trainee First Nat. Bank of Boston
1947-48, mortgage interviewer Charlestown
MA Savings Bank 1949-51, asst. treas. Palmer
MA Savings Bank 1951-53, treas. Worcester
MA County Inst, for Savings 1953-61, pres.
Salem MA Five Cents Savings Bank 1961—
.
Dir. (Merc. Warren Nat. Bank, Holyoke
Mutual Ins. Co., Savings Bank Life Ins.
Council, Savings Management Computer
Corp.), dir. & past pres. C. of C. Salem, Mutual
Advisory Corp. (member exec, comm., clerk,
dir.), treas. Northshore Council Boy Scouts of
Am., member (mortgage comm. Nat. Assn.
Mutual Savings Banks, exec. & legislative
comm. Savings Bank Assn. of Mass.), asst.
treas. YMCA Salem, trustee & member finance
committee Salem Hospital. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1943-46. res. Boxford MA.*
CONKWRIGHT, Robert Douglas. A.B. 1951.
Marketing management; b. NYC Feb. 27
1925; m. Mary Harper Aug. 27 1948; ch.:
Robert, Jan. Nat. sales mgr. Steuben div.
Corning Glass NYC, applications engineer
General Precision Pleasantville NY, marketing
mgr. Baltimore MD (The Martin Co.
Westinghouse). Served to It. (jg) USNR
1943-46. Patentee: Information retrieval
system, res. Towson MD.*
CORMACK Warren Ernest. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Tau Omega. Real estate; b. Lynn MA June
11 1924; m. Margaret Allen Oct. 20 1951, m.
Barbara Scott Oct. 1 1966; ch.: Scott. Navy
Dept. Washington DC (personnel spec.
1951-58, contract negotiator/administrator
1959-65), contract administrator General
Electric Co. Schenectady NY 1966-71, real
estate salesman Baldwin Droms Assocs. Scotia
NY 1972—. Served with USN 1943-45. res.
Scotia NY.*
COUSINS, Sidney Charles, Jr. B.S. 1947,
LL.B. Georgetown Univ. 1950. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Exec; b. Washington DC May 17
1925; m. Milie Forst Nov. 22 1952; ch.: Mary,
Elizabeth, Mila, Jane, Joan, Sidney. Clerk
Washington DC (Nat. Capitol Park Service
1948-50, U.S. Treasury Dept. 1950), atty.
General Services Admin. Washington DC
1950, various positions Nat. Savings & Trust
Co. Washington DC 1950— . Potomac Area
Council Camp Fire (dir., chmn. finance
committee), pres. (Bethesda-Chevy Chase
Lions Club, Estate Planning Council
Washington DC), chmn. fiduciary section
Bankers Assn. Washington DC. Seaman USN
1943-46. res. Rockville MD.*
COX, Evan Rogers. A.B. 1950. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Bangor Sept. 22 1922; s. of James
F. '04. res. Bangor.
CRAIN, Charles Moody. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
(Longfellow scholar) 1948; Ph.D. Harvard
1952. Kappa Sigma. Coll. admin.; b.
Holyoke MA Oct. 2 1924; m. Anna Eide July
22 1950; ch.: Christopher, Robin, Anita, Bruce.
Instr. Bowdoin 1950-51; teaching fellow
Harvard 1947-49, 1951-52; asst. prof. Colby
Coll. 1952-53; Norwich Univ. Northfield VT
(asst. prof. 1953-57, assoc. prof. 1957-61, prof.
1961— dean of faculty 1972-74, v.pres.
external affairs 1974
—
). Served to cpl. USA
1943-46. res. Northfield VT.*
CRAINE, Edward Charles. Bowdoin 1943,
1946-48, CH. 1946. Chi Psi. b.
Dover-Foxcroft Aug. 12 1925. res. Springfield
MA.
CUMMINGS, Albert Willis. Bowdoin 1942-43,
CH. 1946. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland
April 26 1925; s. of George O. '13. res.
unknown.
CURRAN, Peter Arthur. B.S. 1945, Ed.M.
Boston Univ. 1946. Delta Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Exec. & education; b.
Waltham MA Nov. 13 1922; m. Betty Koon
Aug. 26 1947. Teacher-coach (Pinkerton Acad.
Derry NH 1946-54, High Mowing Sch. Wilton
NH 1954-58), principal The Waldorf Sch.
Garden City NY 1958-73, dir. Glen Brook Inc.
Marlborough NH 1973— . res. Marlborough
NH*
CURRY, Richard James. A.B. 1948. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Exec; b. Boston June 20
1924; m. Barbara Pochie Dec. 8 1956; ch.:
James, Daniel. Various positions to div. mgr.
Waldorf Systems Inc. Boston 1948-63, v.pres.
operations Lintons Restaurants Phila. PA
1963-65, pres. self-employed Curry Restaurant
Corp. Syracuse NY 1965—, consultant 1965—.
St. Luke's Epis. Church (chmn. finance
committee, member vestry), Restaurant Assn.
(exec, pres., v.pres. food service), dir.
Republican Club Camillus. Served to QM/2
USN 1943-46. res. Camillus NY.*
CURTIS, Norman Wilfred. Bowdoin
1942-1943, C.H., B.S. Univ. Me. 1949. Exec;
b. Allentown PA May 1 1925; m. Paulina
Leatherman Feb. 7 1959; ch.: Andrew.
Professional engineer (PA); Penna. Power &
Light Co. Allentown (various positions
1950-65, supt. system operation 1965-70, mgr.
power supply 1970-71, construction mgr.
1972-73, mgr. engineering & construction 1973,
v.pres. engineering & construction 1974
—
).
Served to ensign USN 1943-46. res. Allentown
PA.*
DAVIS, Earle Marshall. Bowdoin 1942-43,
C.H., M.D. Univ. Vt. 1949. Alpha Tau Omega.
Medicine; b. Groveland MA June 18 1924; m.
Mary Newcomb June 22 1946; ch.: Edwina,
Matthew. Urologist pvt. practice Waterville
1956— . Deacon First Congr. Church
Waterville 1973—. Served to capt. USA
1942-46, 1952-54. res. Waterville.*
DAVIS, Nicholas. Bowdoin 1942, CH. 1946.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Feb. 21
1923; m. Constance Verrill Sept. 21 1950.
V.pres. & dir. (Portiand RR Co., Portland
Trust Co., Nat. Traders Bank, First Nat. Bank
Portland, corporator Portland Savings Bank),
dir. Me. General Hospital. Served to cpl. USA
1942-45, 1950-51; awarded Bronze Star.
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Dormitory dedicated to his memory Oxford
Acad. Pleasantville NJ 1955. d. Korea Feb. 9
1951.*
DAVIS, Richard Wellington. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Newton MA Aug. 23 1924; m. Janet
Pride April 25 1953; ch.: Richard Jr., Leanne,
Jonathan, Christopher. Old Colony Trust Co.
Boston (invest, analyst 1947-54, asst. invest,
officer 1954-58, invest, officer 1958-67, v.pres.
invest, trust div. 1967-75). Trustee (New Eng.
Peabody Home, Worcester Invest. Assoc.),
treas. Conomo Point Assn. Served to ensign
USN 1943-46. d. June 13 1975.
DEANE, Lawrence Francis. A.B. 1950, CH.
1946. b. Holyoke MA Oct. 20 1923. res.
Holyoke MA.
De FILIPPIS, Conrad Anthony. Bowdoin
1942-43, CH. 1946. Medicine; b. Newark
NJ Nov. 16 1924. Surgeon & physician Orange
NJ 1951—. Served with USA 1943-46. res.
Livingston NJ.*
DENNEN, William Elliott. A.B. 1949. Zeta Psi.
b. Boston April 16 1925. res. Port Clyde.
DENSMORE, Morris Aubrey. A.B. 1947,
M.B.A. Harvard 1950. Zeta Psi. Alumni Fund
dir. 1961-66 (v.chmn. 1964-65, chmn. 1965-66),
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking; b.
E. Noel N.S. Canada June 3 1923; m. Arline
Thurlow July 27 1946; ch.: Gregory, Jeffrey,
Martha. Student Boston Univ. 1947-48,
commercial rep. New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Boston 1947-48, v.pres. Me. Nat. Bank
Portland 1950-64, sr. v.pres. Old Kent Bank
Grand Rapids MI 1964-70, exec, v.pres. Union
Bank Los Angeles CA 1970—. Dir.
(Cumberland County TB Assn. 1958-60,
Northeast Speech & Hearing Assn. 1958-60,
Mary Free Bed Hospital 1961-64, Grand
Rapids Symphony Soc. 1962-64, Federal Bldg.
& Loan Assn. 1962-64, J. B. Brown & Sons),
pres. Me. Estate Planning Council 1963. Served
to It. cdr. USN 1943-46. res. Los Angeles CA.*
DIXON, Henry Campbell, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Trinity Coll. 1960. Delta Upsilon.
Education; b. Hartford CT June 2 1925; s.
of Henry C. '14. Teacher high sch. Houlton
1949-50, underwriter Aetna Ins. Co. Hartford
1950-53, teacher (The Mercersburg PA Acad.
1953-56, George Sch. Newtown PA 1956-59),
chmn. dept. mathematics Berwick Acad. S.
Berwick 1960-69, asst. dean Mohegan
Community Coll. Norwich CT 1970-71, chmn.
dept. mathematics Williams Sch. New London
CT 1970—. Recipient: C.A.G.S. Boston Coll.
1960, lay reader Epis. Church 1966
—
, member
vestry (St. Thomas Epis Church Dover NH
1967-70, Church of The Resurrection Norwich
1972-75), pres. Campbell Dixon Assoc.
Norwich 1970
—
, council member Seabury
Deanery, Epis. Diocese of Conn. 1973
—
, sr.
warden church of The Resurrection Norwich
1976—. Served with USNR 1943-46. res.
Norwich CT.*
DOBBROW, Laureston Clark. A.B. 1948, CH.
1946. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Westfield NJ Nov.
20 1923. res. unknown.
DONOVAN, Joseph Dickert. A.B. 1947. Delta
Upsilon. Travel; b. Bristol CT Oct. 4 1923;
m. Patricia Barron, m. Mary Kehr Oct. 9 1975;
ch.: Deborah, Paula, Joseph, Anthony, James,
John, Anne, Peter, David. Ins. agt. Hartford
CT 1947-57, C. of C. (exec. dir. Claremont NH
1953-55; asst. exec. dir. Pittsfield MA 1955-58,
Bristol 1958-61; exec. dir. E. Hartford CT
1961-67), travel agt. Bristol 1967—. Served to
ensign USN 1942-46. res. Bristol CT.*
DONOVAN, Robert William. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa 1947; LL.B. Harvard 1949.
Theta Delta Chi. Law; b. Portland Dec. 4
1924; m. Gene Schoen Sept. 20 1947; ch.:
Susan, Robert. Atty. self-employed Portland
1949-60, city of Portland (asst. corp. counsel
1951-70, corp. counsel 1970-73), partner Jensen
Baird Gardner Donovan & Henry Portland
I960—. Served to cpl. USAF 1943-46. res.
Portland.*
DOUGHERTY, William Andersen. A.B. 1948,
LL.B. Cornell 1955. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Arlington MA
April 18 1924; m. Sharlee Powers April 14
1961; ch.: Robyn, William, Shannon. Asst.
U.S. atty. Washington DC 1955-59, legislative
asst. U.S. Senator Kenneth B. Keating 1959-60,
asst. U.S. atty. Los Angeles CA 1960-61, atty.
self-employed CA (Santa Ana 1962-67, Tustin
1967
—
). Member Republican Committee
Orange County. Served to col. USMCR
1942-46, 1950-52; awarded Distinguished
Flying Cross (2). res. Villa Park CA.*
DOW, Carl Houston. Bowdoin 1945-46, B.S.
Univ. Tenn. 1953. Alpha Delta Phi. Ret.; b.
Kents Hill Feb. 27 1924; m. Glenda Ingraham
Aug. 5 1950; ch.: Doretta. Trainmaster ACL
RR Jacksonville FL 1953-57, admin, mgr. Int.
Business Machines Kingston NY 1958-67.
Served with USN 1942-46. res. Oakland.*
DUFFEE, Robert Hudson. Bowdoin 1943, CH.
1946. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Ellsworth March
31 1921. res. Ellsworth.
DUNPHY, Arthur Leonard Simpson. A.B.
1948, M.B.A. Columbia 1950. Delta Upsilon.
Banking exec; b. Glen Ridge NJ March 15
1925; m. Sally Blenus June 24 1961; ch.: Amy.
Trainee W. R. Grace NYC 1950-51, sr. invest,
analyst Prudential Ins. Co. Jacksonville FL
1951-69, v.pres. Wachovia Bank & Trust Co. of
N. Am. Winston-Salem NC 1969— . Served to
sgt. USA 1943-46; awarded Purple Heart,
Battle Star (3) ETO. res. Winston-Salem NC*
EAMES, Paul Herford, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.B. Brown 1945. Zeta Psi. b. Bangor Sept.
30 1924; s. of Paul H. '21. Served to ensign
USN 1943-45. d. at sea July 30 1945.*
EMERSON, Frank LeRoy. A.B. 1948, CH.
1946. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Is. Falls April
12 1923; s. of Roswell D. '20. res. Is. Falls.
ERICSON, Robert Carleton. B.S.
Chemistry; b. Wayne Oct. 17 1924; m.
Katherine Doe Nov. 7 1953; ch.: Elizabeth,
Daniel, Elaine, David. Instr. (Mary Brooks Jr.
Coll. Boston 1946-49, Coburn Classical Inst.
Waterville 1949-50), chemist Otis Clapp & Son
Inc. Boston 1950-54, chief chemist Dept.
Health & Welfare State of Me. Augusta
1954-77, asst. dir. Public Health Lab. Dept.
Human Services State of Me. 1977— . Lay
leader & speaker Methodist Church Readfield
1960-63. res. Gardiner.*
EVANS, Lewis Darenydd, II. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Scholarship fund established in his memory
1950. b. Washburn WI Oct. 10 1924; s. of
Frank C. '10. Ranger counselor Medomak
Camp Washington. Memorial bldg. Medomak
Camp named for him Aug. 20 1950. d.
Damariscotta Aug. 29 1949.
EVERS, Wallace Killen. A.B. 1947. Theta
Delta Chi. Lumber business; b. Chicago IL
Feb. 13 1925; m. Suzanne Knight May 8 1954.
Ford Motor Co. (trainee Dearborn MI
1947-49, sales correspondent Jersey City NJ
1949-50, sales rep. Caracas Venezuela 1951-54),
branch sales mgr. General Tire Caracas
1954-58, v.pres. Samuel Knight Sons Co.
Beverly MA 1959— . Dir. Beverly Cooperative
Bank, pres. Mass. Retail Lumber Dealers Assn.
Served to 1st It. ACUSA 1943-46. res. Wenham
MA.*
FARRELL, John Hinton. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Lawrence MA Nov. 26 1925; m.
Mary Kennedy July 5 1953; ch.: John Jr.,
Thomas. Prop. & mgr. Longbottom's Market
N. Andover MA 1948-62, reporter Lawrence
Eagle-Tribune 1962-70, Dir. (Civil Defense N.
Andover, Saunders Improvement Area S.
Andover MA, Merrimack Valley Philharmonic
Orchestra). Served to QM 3/c USN 1944-46. d.
Methuen MA Dec. 9 1970.
FIELD, Richard Chaplin. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Boston June 14 1925; m. June Mitchell
1949, m. Joanne Warchol June 1 1952; ch.:
Pamela, Richard. With New Eng. Fire Rating
Assn. Burlington VT, real estate & ins. business
Boston, sales rep. W. End Aluminum Co., with
Specialty Automatic Co. Burlington MA ca.
1966. Served to 2nd It. ACUSA 1943-46;
awarded Air Medal (3). d. Lawrence MA Sept.
26 1966.
FISHER, Donald Lockwood. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Mich. 1949. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Brockton MA July 13 1925; m. Donna
Mitzel June 21 1958; ch.: Dawn, Donald Jr.,
Deanna, Darlene, Denise. Actuary asst.
(Empire State Mutual Jamestown NY 1948-49,
Loyal Protective Ins. Co. Boston 1949-55, Sun
Life Ins. Co. Baltimore MD 1955-57, Md. State
Ins. Co. Baltimore 1957-58), actuary Security
Conn. Life Ins. Co. New Haven CT 1958-59,
sr. v.pres. actuary Govt. Employee Life Ins.
Co. Washington DC 1959-76. Member (Acad.
Actuaries, Middle Atlantic Actuarial Club,
council admin. Glenmont Methodist Church),
fellow Soc. of Actuaries, d. Washington DC
May 17 1976.*
FLANAGAN, Joseph Vincent, Jr. B.S. 1947.
Alpha Delta Phi. Sales; b. Lawrence MA
Sept. 27 1924; m. Ruth Murphy Sept. 22 1951;
ch.: Mark, Susan, Stephen, Kathleen. Agt.
(Liberty Mutual Boston 1949-54, Allstate Ins.
Co. Skokie IL 1954-59), dist. mgr. Restaurant
Assoc. NYC 1959-65, operations dir. Dunkin'
Donuts Inc. Randolph MA 1965-75, sales rep.
Equitable Life Assurance Soc. Syracuse NY
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1975—. Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46. res.
Jamesville NY.*
FORAN, John Francis. Bowdoin 1942-43,
1946-47 C.H., B.S. Am. Int. Coll. 1950. Psi
Upsilon. Security rep.; b. Holyoke MA Sept.
23 1924; m. Ramona McAuliffe May 22 1954;
ch.: John, Mary. Asst. auditor Hadley Falls
Trust Co. Holyoke MA 1950-51, spec. agt.
various locations (FBI 1951-54, U.S. Naval
Intelligence 1955-69), security rep. Texaco Inc.
NYC 1969—. PFC USA 1943-46. res. New
Canaan CT.»
FRANCIS, Carl Henry. A.B. 1948. Kappa
Sigma. Management; b. Phila. PA Jan. 24
1926; m. Joanne Haney Nov. 29 1952; ch.:
Nancy, Ginger. Accountant E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. Wilmington DE 1950-62, data
processing mgr. (Evans Products Portland OR,
Roanoke VA 1962-66, Williams & Co. Inc.
Pittsburgh PA 1966
—
). Pres. local chapter
Data Processing Management Assn., sec.
church council 1 yr., past master Masonic Blue
Lodge. Served to cpl. USMC 1943-46. res.
Pittsburgh PA.*
FREDERICK, Stanley Arthur, Jr. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Banking exec; b. Albany NY July 8
1926; m. Esther Henderson Aug. 21 1948; ch.:
David '71, Holly, Peter, Amy. Group sales
supervisor Travelers Life Ins. Co. Hartford CT
1946-56, v.pres. & trust officer Glens Falls NY
Nat. Bank 1956—. Pres. Estate Planning
Council Eastern NY 1965, trustee public
library Crandall 1970—, First Presby. Church
Glens Falls (elder, trustee). Served to It. (jg)
USN 1944-46, 1951-53. res. Cleverdale NY.*
FRENCH, Herbert Spencer, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Univ. Penn. 1951. Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni
Fund dir. 1970-75 (v.chmn. 1973-74, chmn.
1974-75), 1972 capital campaign worker,
Overseer 1976-82. Exec; b. Weymouth MA
July 12 1923; m. Marian South Sept. 13 1952;
ch.: Herbert III, Susan, David, Thomas.
V.pres. corporate finance dept. Kidder
Peabody & Co. Inc. Boston 1951—. Chmn. Big
Brothers Worcester County MA 1964-65,
trustee The Haven Trust 1975. Served to s/sgt.
USA 1943-45. res. Shrewsbury MA.*
FRY, William Finley, Jr. Bowdoin 1942-43.
M.D. Univ. Cincinnati 1949. Delta Upsilon.
Psychiatry; b. Cincinnati OH March 25
1924; m. Elizabeth Stockett June 3 1951; ch.:
Peter, Stephen, Susan. Physician Honolulu HI
1949-? Served to It. (sg) USA 1943-46, USN
1954-56. Author, contbr. res. Portola Valley
CA.*
FULLER, Edward Spring, II. Bowdoin
1942-43. Beta Sigma. Exec; b. Oxford May
17 1925; m. Muriel Pratt Nov. 27 1948; ch.:
Harry II, Harold, Edward III. Prop. (Norway
Flying Service 1947-48, Fullers Television
Oxford 1951-60, Fullers Food Store Oxford
1960-69, Norway Food Store 1972—). Trustee
public library Oxford. Served with USN
1943-46. res. N. Norway.*
FULLER, George William. Bowdoin 1942-43,
CH. 1946. Alpha Tau Omega. b. Conway
NH June 13 1924; m. Evelyn Bemis Feb. 6
1944; 1 child. Served with USA 1943-45. d.
Italy Jan. 6 1945.
GARVIN, John Henry, Jr. A.B. 1948, CH.
1946. Sigma Nu. b. Lawrence MA Nov. 27
1922. res. Methuen MA.
GEDDES, William Charles. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Nashua NH Dec. 13 1923. res.
Arlington VA.
GEISLER, Jerome DeWitt. A.B. 1947. Sigma
Nu. Hospital admin.; b. Bellingham WA
June 30 1923; m. Mary Xydias April 23 1963;
ch.: David, Paula. Asst. mgr. sales & export
Leigh Textile Co. Boston 1947-52, purchasing
agt. personal products corp. div. Johnson &
Johnson Milltown NJ 1952-59, assoc. various
management consulting firms 1960-65, sr.
analyst Columbia Broadcasting System NYC
1966-69, analyst Food Fair Corp. Phila. PA
1970-71, asst. v.pres. The Roosevelt Hospital
NYC 1971—. Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46.
res. NYC*
GILLEY, Philip Frederick Morse, Jr. A.B. cum
laude 1949, D.D.S. Northwestern 1949. Theta
Delta Chi. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Dentistry; b. Southwest Harbor July 21
1925; m. Joan Pearson June 26 1948; ch.:
Karen, Pamela, Philip, Carl. Dentist
self-employed Southwest Harbor 1949-55,
orthodontist self-employed Fitchburg MA
1956— . Assoc. prof, orthodontics Boston Univ.
1960-68; dir. C. of C. Fitchburg 1961-64,
1975
— ;
pres. Nashua Valley Council Boy
Scouts of Am. 1973-75; diplomate Am. Board
Orthodontics. Served with USN 1943-45,
served to capt. USAF 1951-54. Recipient:
Silver Beaver Boy Scouts of Am. 1972. res.
Fitchburg MA.*
GILMORE, George Hogg. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1952. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b.
Pittsburgh PA Jan. 25 1924; m. Janet
Donaldson June 21 1951; ch.: Anne, George,
Holland, James. Geisinger Memorial Hospital
Danville PA (intern 1952-53, resident 1953-56),
resident Childrens Hospital Pittsburgh
1956-57, orthopedic surgeon pvt. practice
Chatham Med. Corp. Pittsburgh 1957—.
Served to ensign USN 1943-46. res. Pittsburgh
PA.*
GLOVER, Rolfe Eldridge, III. A.B. 1948, B.S.
M.I.T. 1948, Ph.D. Univ. Gottingen 1953.
Kappa Sigma. Education; b. Wilmington
DE Sept. 6 1924; m. Barbara Smith Sept. 14
1957; ch.: Rolfe IV, Gordon, Katherine. Asst.
prof, physics Univ. N.C Chapel Hill 1957-61,
Univ. Md. College Park (assoc. prof. 1961-66,
prof. 1966—), fellow Am. Physical Soc. 1968.
PFC USA 1946-47. Recipient: Nat. Science
Foundation Post-doctoral fellowship 1955-57,
Alfred P. Sloan Research fellowship 1958-62,
Sr. U.S. Scientist Award for Research &
Teaching Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation 1973. Contbr. res. Hyattsville
MD.*
GODDARD, John Melville. A.B. 1947. Psi
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Newport RI Sept.
22 1924; m. Joyce Marsh, m. Janet S.; ch.:
Lynn, Jeff. Pres, general mgr. & treas. Boston
Blue Print Co. Boston 19?— . res. Rockport
MA.
GORDON, Frank Hardy. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Alpha Tau Omega. b. Dexter
June 20 1925. res. unknown.
GORDON, Thomas Dustin. Bowdoin 1942.
b. Phila. PA May 6 1923. res. unknown.
GOURDOUROS, James Theodore. A.B. cum
laude 1949, J.D. Boston Univ. Phi Beta Kappa
1953. Kappa Sigma. Sales; b. Saco Aug. 2
1923. Wholesale beverage distributor Atlantic
Distributors Biddeford 1961— . Commissioner
Big 8 Basketball Conf., pres. Biddeford-Saco
Council of Churches 1956-57, member board
of assessors Saco 1959-60, St. Demetrious
Greek Orthodox Church (trustee I960—, board
sec. 1975—). Served with USA 1943. res.
Saco.*
GRANT, Francis Howard. B.S. 1945. Chi Psi.
b. Boston May 5 1924. res. Sudbury MA.
GREENE, William Manton. Bowdoin 1942-43.
CH. 1946. Zeta Psi. b. Providence RI Aug. 7
1922. d. Nov. 21 1944.
GRIFFIN, Ralph Henry, Jr. A.B. 1947. Zeta
Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Portland Jan. 29 1925; m.
Gwain Williams July 5 1952; ch.: Thomas '76,
Mark, Helen. Teacher Hebron Acad. 1947-49,
account exec. (Station WAAB Worcester MA
1949-50, Telegram & Gazette Worcester
1950-51), editorial asst. Vincent Edwards Co.
Boston 1952-54, exec. ed. Allyn & Bacon Inc.
Boston 1954-63, teacher high sch. Wellesley
MA 1963—. Chmn. Rombas Affiliation
Weston MA. Served to It. USN 1943-46,
1951-52. res. Weston MA.*
GROSS, Samuel. A.B. cum laude 1949, A.M.
Amherst 1951, M.D. Univ. Rochester 1955.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Education; b.
Dorchester MA Feb. 8 1925; m. Ina Friedman
Aug. 30 1952; ch.: Tom '76, Abby, Sara, Ellen.
Prof, pediatrics Case Western Reserve Univ.
Sch. of Medicine 1958— . Served to sgt.
ACUSMC 1943-46. Contbr. res. Chagrin Falls
OH*
HANNA, Paul Charles Rodney, Jr. A.B. 1948,
CH. 1946. Chi Psi. b. Saranac Lake NY July
21 1924. res. Saxonville MA.
HAPP, William, II. A.B. cum laude 1947, A.M.
Columbia 1949. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. S. Bend IN Aug. 4 1925. Instr.
Univ. Me. Brunswick 1947-48, mgr. Doubleday
& Co. NYC 1951-55, asst. sales mgr. Am. Map
Co. NYC 1956-63, instr. part-time (CCNY
1958-63, Rutgers Univ. 1958-64), prof. English
Dutchess Community Coll. Poughkeepsie NY
1965— . Treas. Church of Resurrection
Hopewell Junction NY 1971. Served to It. (jg)
USNR 1943-46. res. Hopewell Junction NY.*
HART, Loring Edward. A.B. magna cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa 1948; A.M. Univ. Miami
1951; Ph.D. Harvard (Danforth Teaching
fellow) 1961. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign
area co-chmn. Coll. admin.; b. Bath Sept. 22
1924; m. Marilyn Cummings Jan. 7 1950; ch.:
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Ellen, Matthews '79. Teaching fellow Harvard
1954-56, instr. English Univ. Ky. Lexington
1956-57, Norwich Univ. Northfield VT (asst.
prof, to prof. English 1957-68; assoc. dean &
dean, v.pres. 1968-72; pres. 1972—).
Incorporator Northfield Savings Bank, past
pres. Vt. Higher Education Council, member
(exec, committee New Eng. Board Higher
Education, board of dir. Vt. Philharmonic
Orchestra, Civil Authority board Northfield).
Served with USA 1944-46, served to brig,
general Vt. State Militia; awarded Combat
Infantry Badge, Bronze Star WWII.
Co-author: The Norwich Guide to Writing
(1968). res. Northfield VT.*
HARVEY, Walter William. A.B. cum laude
1947, C.H. 1946. Alpha Delta Phi. b. St.
Johns Newf. Dec. 18 1925. res. Bedford MA.
HASTINGS, David Robinson, II. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1949.
Theta Delta Chi. Law; b. Fryeburg Jan. 3
1925; s. of Hugh W. '1 1; m. Doris McGee Jan.
18 1947; ch.: David III '72, Ann. Atty. &
partner Hastings & Son Fryeburg 1949—
.
Co-trustee Clarence E. Mulford Trust
Fryeburg 1951— atty. Oxford County 1955-58
& 1961-62, dir. (Carroll County Trust Co.
Conway NH 1955
—
, Consumers Water Co.
Portland 1961
—
), member Exec. Council of
Me. 1959-60, chmn. Eastern Slope Airport
Authority Fryeburg 1963-72, trustee & treas.
Fryeburg Acad. 1967
—
, chmn. planning board
Fryeburg 1972
—
, member finance committee
W. Oxford Agricultural Soc. Fryeburg 10 yrs.,
trustee First Congr. Church Fryeburg 3 yrs.,
pres. Oxford County Bar Assn. 2 yrs. Served to
2nd It. USAAF 1943-45. res. Fryeburg.*
HAWKES, Ralph Wilson, Jr. A.B. 1946, A.M.
Columbia 1948. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b.
Biddeford July 28 1923. Teacher high sch.
(Biddeford 1950-51, Old Orchard Beach
1951-54, Portland 1954-68), dir. English public
sch. Portland 1968-73. Pres. York Inst. Saco,
trustee Saco (public library, Laurel Hill
Cemetery). Served to capt. USA 1942-46,
1962-63. res. Saco.*
HAWKS, Edward Allerton, Jr. A.B. 1948.
Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign area chmn.
Ins.; b. Detroit MI Nov. 26 1923; m. Nancy
Balcom July 26 1946; ch.: Darbie, Nina,
Cynthia, Edward III. Fly boy (USNR 1942-45,
USN 1948-53), with Mass. Mutual Life Ins.
Co. Jacksonville FL 1953—. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1942-45, with USNR 1948-53; awarded
Air Medal (4). res. Jacksonville FL.*
HERRON, Philip Wrenn. A.B. 1948. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. Lynn MA Oct. 17 1923; m. Penelope
Mathis Aug. 17 1945; ch.: Philip Jr. Marketing
mgr. Martin Marietta Corp. Denver CO
1959-74, ret. Served with USA 1943-46. res.
Denver CO.*
HERSEY, Francis Coney, Jr. Bowdoin
1942-43, C.H. 1946; M.D. Univ. Louisville
1948. Chi Psi. b. Providence RI May 29
1924. res. unknown.
HEUSSLER, John Morgan. A.B. 1948. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ins.;
b. Buffalo NY June 9 1923; m. Betsey Case
Oct. 4 1946; ch.: Davis, Betsey. Sales Fairchild
Publications Boston 1948-51, spec. agt. Home
Ins. Co. Providence RI 1951-56, ins. broker
Armstrong-Roth-Cady Co. Buffalo NY
1956— . Trustee board of education E. Aurora
1966-69, elder First Presby. Church E. Aurora
1972-75. Served to cpl. USMCR 1942-45. res.
E. Aurora NY.*
HEWES, George Richard. Bowdoin 1942-43.
Delta Upsilon. b. Beacon NY Sept. 8 1925.
res. Newburgh NY.
HILDEBRAND, George Lee. A.B. cum laude
1948, B.S.E.E. M.I.T. 1948, B.S. M.I.T 1948.
Sigma Nu. Engineering; b. Lynn MA June
14 1924; m. Margery Smith Jan. 23 1955; ch.:
Charles, Robert, Carol, Amy. Professional
engineer (MA); design & development
engineer General Electric Co. Wilmington MA
1948—. Patentee (6). res. W. Boxford MA.*
HILL, William Edward, Jr. A.B. 1948, M.D.
Temple Univ. 1952. Kap*pa Sigma. 1962 capital
campaign worker. Medicine; b. Waterbury
CT Oct. 28 1923; s. of William E. M'21; m.
Mary Pierce June 12 1948; ch.: Susan, Mary,
Jennifer. Physician self-employed Naugatuck
CT 1954—. PFC USA 1943-46. res. Naugatuck
CT.*
HILL, William Russell. A.B. 1947, C.H. 1946.
Chi Psi. b. Nashua NH Sept. 2 1924. d. New
Orleans LA Aug. 15 1976.
HIRSHLER, Eric Ernest. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Yale Univ. 1946, Ph.D. Yale 1951.
Education; b. Luwigshafen Germany May 8
1924; m. Marilyn Nair May 3 1953; ch.: Erica.
Littauer library clerk Harvard 1948-49, lectr.
dept. history Rutgers Univ. 1951-52, exec. asst.
United Restitution Organization NYC
1951-54, asst. dir. Leo Baeck Inst. NYC
1955-57, instr. dept. history Brooklyn NY Coll.
1957-59, asst. ed. Unesco History of Mankind
New Haven CT 1957-59, Denison Univ.
Granville OH (asst. prof. dept. modern lang.,
assoc. prof. 1959-65; prof, art history 1966-72),
prof, art history Carleton Univ. Ottawa Ont.
Canada 1972-74, with Denison Univ. 1974—.
Dir. & principal investigator archeological
excavations Sirmium, member editorial board
Sirmium, Sameul H. Kress fellow 1965-66,
Smithsonian fellow 1967-72. Author: Jews
from Germany in the U.S. (1955), contbr. res.
Granville OH.*
HOWARTH, Thomas William. A.B. 1947,
C.H. 1946. Zeta Psi. b. Lowell MA Dec. 29
1924. res. Atherton CA.
HOWE, Walter Nichols, Jr. Bowdoin 1942-43.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Springfield MA Sept. 1
1942. res. unknown.
HUME, William Towne. A.B., D.V.M. Cornell
1954. Alpha Delta Phi. Veterinary medicine;
b. Millinocket Aug. 27 1924; m. Barbara
Gross, m. Dorothy Hulslander July 8 1964;
ch.: Towne, Jane, John, Scott, William.
Veterinarian pvt. practice Freeville NY 1954—
.
Served with USA 1943-46; awarded Battle Star
(2) ETO. res. Freeville NY.*
HUTCHINSON, Melvin Ellis, Jr. Bowdoin
1942-43. b. Fairfield July 6 1923. res.
unknown.
IRVINE, Don Hendley. Bowdoin 1942, C.H.
1946. Delta Upsilon. b. Washington DC
April 22 1923. res. unknown.
JACOBSON, Mitchell. A.B. 1950. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Boston May 23 1924. Student
Boston Univ. 1959-60, mgr. (clothing store E.
Boston MA, retail business S. Portland), with
Social Security admin. 1962-63, with U.S. Post
Office 1963-73, ret. Served with ACUSA
1942-46. d. Togus July 7 1974.*
JOHNSON, William Alfred. B.S. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1947. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. Ft. Worth TX Dec. 19
1924; m. Priscilla Howe Oct. 3 1947; ch.:
William, David, Robert. Research asst. Univ.
Calif. Albuquerque NM 1947-49, Int. Business
Machines (salesman Cleveland OH & Boston
1950-57, product planner Endicott NY
1957-65, business volume planning Harrison
NY 1965-74, production control & scheduling
mgr. Tarrytown NY 1974
—
). Served to cpl.
USA 1943-46. res. Stamford CT.*
JOHNSON, William John. Bowdoin 1942-43.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Brookline MA July
1 1923. res. Annandale VA.
JONES, Frank Proctor. A.B. 1950. Sigma Nu.
Marketing exec. ; b. Cambridge MA Aug. 20 1923;
m. Sally Browne Sept. 20 1948; ch.: Stephanie,
Mark. Salesman Yankee Network WNAC-AM
& Television Boston 1950-54, nat. sales mgr.
WNAC-AM & Television RKO General
Broadcasting (Boston 1954-60, NYC 1960-61),
dir. sales radio div. RKO General
Broadcasting Boston 1961-64, exec, v.pres.
Don Hodes Advt. Inc. Worcester MA 1965-70,
pres. & treas. New Eng. Exhibit Center Inc.
Boston 1970— . Area capt. United Fund
1958-59, dir. Broadcast ' Exec. Club of New
Eng. 1963, First Congr. Church Wellesley Hills
(chmn. missions committee 1965, member
prudential committee 1966, chmn. finance
committee 1967-68), Int. Assn. Advt. Agencies
(dir. 1967, pres. 1968-70). Served to It. ACUSN
1943-47. res. Wellesley Hills MA.*
JONES, Thomas Hardaway, Jr. Bowdoin
1942-43. Chi Psi. b. Ft. Monroe VA Feb. 14
1925. res. Williamsburg VA.
KELLEY, Warren Peterson. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Westbrook Jan. 10 1922; m.
Melba McNeill Sept. 29 1946; ch.: Stephen,
Mark. Sales rep. steel bldg. specialty co.
(Boston 1947-48, N.Y. 1948-49), mfr. rep.
self-employed Boston 1949-?. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1942-45, served to It. cdr. Korean
conflict; awarded Navy Cross, Distinguished
Flying Cross, Air Medal (2). d. Boston June 1
1971.
KINGSBURY, Keith. A.B. 1948, C.H. 1946.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Worcester MA June 14
1923. res. Wilton CT.
KINSLEY, Samuel Edwin. A.B. 1948, C.H.
1946. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Chelsea MA
Dec. 10 1925. res. Milwaukee WI.
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KTTFIELD, David Brewster. A.B. 1948. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign area
chmn. Self-employed; b. Wallingford CT
March 8 1923; m. Agnes Murray Sept. 25 1948,
m. Bobbi-jean Richards Nov. 8 1967; ch.:
Allison, Charlotte, David, James. Salesman
(Capitol City Lumber Co. Hartford CT
1948-49, also dist. sales mgr. General Plywood
Corp. Louisville KY 1949-60), self-employed
David B. Kitfield Co. Atlanta GA I960—.
Served to capt. USMC 1943-46. res. Atlanta
GA.*
LaCASCE, Joseph Henry. B.S. cum laude,
M.D. Harvard 1957. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b.
Fryeburg Jan. 2 1926; s. of Elroy O. '14; m.
Winifred Hatch Nov. 22 1963; ch.: Joseph,
Ann, Barbara. Teacher (Hebron Acad.
1946-48, Proctor Acad. Andover NH 1948-52),
teaching staff Boston V.A. 1961-63, chief of
medicine Me. Coast Memorial Hospital
Ellsworth 1963—. Trustee (Black House, Me.
Coast Memorial Hospital), res. Ellsworth.*
LANCASTER, Robert Wendall. A.B. 1947.
Kappa Sigma. Personnel; b. Milo May 16
1923; m. Edith Merrill Dec. 1 1945; ch.:
Elizabeth, Martha. General personnel
supervisor Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co.
Charleston WV 19?—. With USA 1942-44. res.
Charleston WV.*
LAW, Frank Dana. Bowdoin 1942-43, M.D.
Yale 1949. Alpha Tau Omega. Medicine; b.
Lynn MA Dec. 26 1924; married. Physician
pvt. practice Phila. PA 19?— . res. Phila. PA.
LAWLIS, Richard Cottrill. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Houlton Feb. 8 1923; s. of
Robert M. '11. res. Houlton.
LEAVITT, Brooks Russell. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Delta Phi. Exec; b. Hartford CT Jan. 16
1924; s. of V. Russell '13; m. Frances
Shackelford Dec. 28 1946; ch.: Russell,
Spencer, Frances, Dana. Salesman (Previews
Inc. Phila. PA 1948-49, Burch-Hodges-Stone
Martinsville VA 1949-51, T. J. Burch & Co.
Martinsville 1951-55), prop. Brooks R. Leavitt
real estate & ins. Martinsville 1955-57, v.pres.
Va. Glass Products Corp. Martinsville 1957—
.
V.pres. Glass Tempering Assn., chmn. board of
deacons First Presby. Church, asst. state chmn.
March of Dimes 1954. Served to PO/2 USNR
1942-46. Recipient: Distinguished Service
Award Jaycees 1954. res. Spencer VA.*
LEETE, Henry Wright. Bowdoin 1942, CH.
1946. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Peking China
March 21 1924. Served to sgt. USA 1942-43. d.
Ft. Benning GA Dec. 26 1943.
LEHRMAN, Maurice Allen. A.B. 1945. b.
Boston Sept. 12 1925. res. S. Orange NJ.
LEVINE, Irving. Bowdoin 1942-43, C.H., Ph.B.
Univ. Chicago 1946, M.B.A. Univ. Chicago
1948. Education; b. Boston April 11 1925;
m. Anita Levine Dec. 25 1945; ch.: Bruce '71,
Michele, Manuel. Asst. program dir. (USA
Washington DC 1958-61, N.A.S.A.
Washington DC 1961-63), chief auditor Peace
Corps Washington DC 1963-67, dir. office
examination & review Small Business Admin.
Washington DC 1967-73, ret. U.S. govt., instr.
Biscayne Coll. Miami FL 1973— . Served with
USA 1943-45. res. Pembroke Pines FL.*
LEWIS, Richard Wheat ley, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Stanford Univ. 1951, Ph.D. Stanford Univ.
1964. Beta Theta Pi. Geochemistry exec; b.
Montclair NJ April 15 1925; m. Rosalia
Goytisolo Oct. 19 1952; ch.: Mary, Effie,
Richard, Lia, Mark. Geologist U.S. Geological
Survey Washington DC 1951-73, Geoquimica
Ltd. Rio de Janeiro Brazil 1973— (founder,
dir., pres.). Treas. Lions Club St. Teresa 1970,
corresponding member The Brazilian Acad.
Sciences 1973, pioneered geochem. exploration
Brazil 1962-73. PFC USA 1943-46. res. Rio de
Janeiro Brazil.*
LINDEMANN, Harry, Jr. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Construction; b. NYC Dec. 16 1926.
With construction business Oradell NJ 19?—
.
res. Oradell NJ.
LITTLE, Clifford Charlton. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Me. 1951. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education;
b. Portland June 25 1925; s. of Noel C. '17; m.
Phyllis Bisson Dec. 26 1949; ch.: Jeanne,
David. Shell fellow M.I.T. summer 1954,
student Temple Univ. 1960-61, instr. physics
Univ. Me. Orono 1946-51, physics master &
chmn. science dept. The Hill Sch. Pottstown
PA 1953
—
, summers (development of PSSC
lab. equipment M.I.T. 1957; staff Nat. Science
Foundation fellow Bowdoin 1958 & 1959;
in-service inst. Bryn Mawr Coll. 1958 & 1959;
staff Nat. Science Foundation fellow Stanford
Coll. 1960; in-service inst. Temple Univ.
1960-61, 1964-65; equipment rep. McAllister
Co. 1961; visiting lectr. Mich. State Univ. 1962,
Univ. Me. 1964; Nat. Science Foundation
USAID consultant Univ. Udaipur India 1965),
consultant Me. Civilian Defense & Public
Safety fall 1965, consulting ed. Addison
Wesley Publishing Co., physics coordinator
USAID New Delhi India spring & summer
1966, Nat. Science Foundation USAID
consultant Univ. Lucknow India summer 1967,
visiting lectr. Science & Math Teaching Center
Penang Malaysia spring 1971. Served to It.
USNR 1951-53. res. Brunswick.*
LITTLE, Dana Anton. A.B. 1945, A.M. Clark
Univ. 1951. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Management; b. Portland Nov. 14 1926; s.
of Noel C. '17. Reporter Portland Press Herald
Portland 1945, admin, asst. sesquicentennial
fund Bowdoin 1947-48, geographer U.S. Dept.
of Army Tokyo Japan 1950-55, Me. Dept. of
Economic Development (planning assoc.
1957-64, dir. div. of research & planning
1964-66), dir. public affairs research center
Bowdoin 1966-70, consultant to state planning
office & Me. Federal-State Coordinator
1970-71, exec. dir. S. Mid Coast Regional
Planning Comm. 1971-76, sr. planner Me. State
Planning Office 1976—. Served with USA
1945-47. res. Brunswick.*
LITTLEHALE, Roy Frederic, Jr. A.B. 1947.
Kappa Sigma. Real estate; b. Boston Dec. 7
1925; m. Patricia Schiebel 1969. Partner
Liberty Square Assoc. Boston 19?— . Pres.
Citizens for the Boston Sch. Served with USA
1944-46. res. Boston.
LOWREY, Frank Richard. Bowdoin 1942-43,
1946-47, C.H., D.D.S. Univ. Penn. 1951. Alpha
Tau Omega. Dentistry; b. Caribou Aug. 28
1924; m. Marie Jallianelle Sept 15 1952; ch.:
Christopher '79, Nathan. Dentist Caribou
1952— . Elected member Omicron Kappa
Upsilon. Served to sgt. USA 1943-47. res.
Caribou.*
LUKENS, Donald Neal. A.B. 1947, M.B.A.
Harvard 1949. Delta Upsilon. Alumni Council
1958-60. Sales exec; b. Wyoming OH Aug.
11 1923; m. Elizabeth Noonan July 10 1970
(2nd marriage); ch.: Helen, Dana. Sales
engineer Laminar Corp. Newton MA 1949-59,
sales exec. (Chem. & Pigments Corp. Newton
1959-73, Lukens Chem. Co. Newton &
Cambridge 1951
—
). Dir. (Skinner & Sherman
Lab. 1955-65, pres. Materials Marketing Assn.
1974-76). Served to It. (jg) USN 1942-46. res.
Newton MA.*
MacINNES, Ian. A.B. 1948. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Stewart Manor Long Is. NY July 1 1922.
res. Bangor.
MacKAY, Alfred Charles. Bowdoin 1942, CH.
1946. Chi Psi. b. Boston Oct. 20 1924. res. N.
Quincy MA.
MacMORRAN, John Folsom. A.B., A.M.
Boston Univ. 1950. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. St. Stephen N.B. Canada Aug.
17 1924. Instr. Tilton NH Sch. 1946-49,
1950-51; asst. to pres. Endicott Jr. Coll.
Beverly MA 1951-53; headmaster Leavitt Inst.




Madison Leavitt Fund 1963
—
, Oak Grove Sch.
1968-70, Franklin Regional Hospital 1974-75),
dir. N.H. Network 1974—. res. Tilton NH.*
MAGI IRE. Charles David. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1949. Beta Theta Pi. Exec;
b. Nashua NH June 7 1924; m. Jacquelin
Lewis April 28 1957; ch.: Charles Jr., Daniel,
Tracy, Paul. V.pres. Johns-Manville Int. Corp.
Denver CO 1949—. Served to 1st It. USAAF
1943-46. res. Englewood CO.*
MARSTON, Edward Roy. Bowdoin 1942-43,
1945-46, 1947, CH. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Business exec; b. Melrose MA July 25 1923;
s. of Lawrence H. '17; m. Suzzane Stevens
1950; ch.: Gregg, Cynthia. Pres. Maiden MA
Cooperative Bank 19?— . Pres. N. Andover
MA Historical Soc. Served with USN 1942-45.
res. N. Andover MA.
MASON, Harold Leslie. A.B., A.M. Univ. Me.
1967. Sigma Nu. Ret.; b. Hiram Jan. 2 1923;
m. Charlotte Watson June 16 1946; ch.: Robin,
Martial, Jeffrey, Calvin, Rodney. Public sch.
Falmouth (teacher 1948-56, asst. supt. 1956-63.
supt. 1963-76), ret. Deacon & trustee Congr.
Church Falmouth 1973— , treas. Cumberland
County Teachers Federal Credit Union,
member exec, board Me. Sch. Supt. Assn.
Served to sgt. USAF 1943-46. res. Falmouth.*
MASON, Peter John Hendricks. Bowdoin
1942-43, C.H., M.D. Tufts 1948. Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. Willows CA Nov. 21 1925; m.
Barbara Hansen; ch.: Sarah. Mark '77,
Christopher. Surgeon Millinocket 1955— . Pres.
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Me. chapter Am. Coll. of Surgeons 1973.
Served with MCUSN 1943-45. res.
Millinocket.*
MATHERS, Cortland Ainsworth. A.B. 1948,
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1951. Alpha Delta Phi.
Law; b. Boston Sept. 21 1924; m. Carolyn
Campbell Dec. 4 1949; ch.: Christina,
Christopher, Carrie, Cortland, Craig, Edmund.
Ins. adjuster Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston
1949, atty self-employed More & Mathers
Brockton MA 1949—. Served to sgt. USA
1943-46. res. Brockton MA.*
MATHEWS, Curtice Lord, Jr. Bowdoin
1942-43, CH. 1946. Delta Upsilon. b. NYC
Sept. 25 1924. Served with USA 1943-45;
awarded Purple Heart, Soldiers Medal, d.
Wurzburg Germany April 3 1945.
MAXWELL, Archie Bassford. A.B. cum laude.
Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Banking exec; b. Biddeford Dec. 22 1924;
m. Mary Thomas Oct. 1 1949; ch.: Susan,
Linda, Martha, Laura. Pres. The First Nat.
Bank of Biddeford 1970—. Dir. Biddeford &
Saco Water Co., pres. Me. State C. of C, treas.
Webber Hospital Assn. Served with USN
1942-45. res. Biddeford.*
McCURDY, Stanley Edward. Bowdoin
1942-43. Sigma Nu. b. Rockland Jan. 29
1925. res. unknown.
McDONOUGH, Wiluam Stephen. Bowdoin
1942-43, CH. 1946. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Portland Dec. 22 1924. Served to cpl. ACUSA
1943-45. d. Northern Italy Jan. 20 1945.
McKINLEY, Gordon Justus. Bowdoin 1942,
CH. 1946. Kappa Sigma. b. Lancaster PA
Sept. 16 1924. res. unknown.
McNEALLY, Douglass Hall. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1950, Ph.D. Northwestern
1963. Kappa Sigma. b. Portland Nov. 10
1923; s. of Eugene W. '13. Instr. history & govt.
(Boston State Coll., Northwestern Univ.),
market research section Nat. Shawmut Bank
Boston 1963-64, Calif. State Univ. Long Beach
(assoc. prof. 1964-73, prof, posthumously
1973). Served to t/sgt. USA 1943-46; awarded
Philippine Liberation Medal with 2 Stars, d.
Portland March 3 1973.*
McNEIL, Harry Daniel, Jr. B.S. 1945. Kappa
Sigma, b. Bangor Oct. 2 1924; s. of Harry D.
M'13. res. Longmeadow MA.
MEAKIN, Thomas Kimball. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1953. Zeta Psi. Invests.; b.
Boston May 5 1924; m. Phyllis Gildersleeve
1956, m. Judith Churchill 1976; ch.: William,
John. General partner (Middendorf, Colgate &
Co.; J. C. Bradford & Co. Boston 1970—).
Served to 1st It. USAAF 1943-46. res.
Brookfield NH.
MEHLHORN, Herbert Anthony. Bowdoin
1942-43, A.B. Harvard 1945, Ph.D. Brown
Univ. 1956. Physics; b. Brunswick Jan. 7
1925; m. Concetta Carcieri Sept. 1955; ch.:
Janet, Susan, Linda, Herbert, David. Student
Bates Coll. 1943-44, instr. Univ. Me.
(mathematics 1946-47, physics 1947-49),
research & teaching asst. Brown Univ. 1949-55,
sr. physicist Schulumber Well Surveying Corp.
Ridgefield CT 1955-59, sr. staff scientist (Tech.
Operations Inc. Burlington MA 1959-68,
M.I.T. 1968-72), principal engineer Raytheon
Co. Bedford MA 1972— . Elected member
Sigma Xi, member (ad hoc committee on
elementary sch. educational alternatives Parker
Sch. Lexington MA 1972, chmn. scholarship
fund program 1966-67, Casco Bay Is.
Development Assn., Trefethen-Evergreen
Improvement Assn. Peak's Is.). Served to It.
USNR 1943-46; awarded Naval Reserve
Medal. Contbr. res. Lexington MA.*
MERRILL, Judson Roop. A.B., Ed.M. Suffolk
Univ. 1959. Alpha Tau Omega. Education;
b. Gardner MA July 4 1925; m. Wayne
Moulton Feb. 1 1947; ch.: Pamela, Marsha,
Donald, Bradford, Miles. Cashier Union
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1948-50, public
schs. Scituate MA 1952-62 (office mgr., admin,
asst. to supt., elementary sch. principal, asst.
supt. schs.), supt. schs. Amesbury MA 1962-65,
asst. supt. schs. W. Newburg MA 1969-74,
elementary sch. principal Merrimac MA
1974— . Member town finance committee
Amesbury 1965-71. Served to It. cdr. USNR
1950-52. res. Amesbury MA.*
METZLER, Coleman Frederick. A.B. cum
laude 1947, CH. 1946. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Wilmington DE Aug. 20 1925. res. Wilmington
DE.
MICHAUD, Robert Ernest. Bowdoin 1943-44,
C.H., B.S. M.I.T. 1947, M.S. M.I.T. 1949. Zeta
Psi. Management; b. Salem MA June 6
1925; m. Ellen Hatch Oct. 3 1953; ch.:
Elizabeth, Virginia. Engineer Raytheon Co.
Waltham MA 1948-53, Computer Control Co.
Inc. (engineer Santa Monica CA 1953-55; sr.
engineer, dept. mgr. Framingham MA
1955-69), v.pres. engineering Keymatch
Computer Corp. Needham MA 1969-73,
program mgr. (Identicon Corp. Franklin MA
1973-75, Incoterm Corp. Natick MA 1975-76),
section head Dennison Mfg. Co. Framingham
MA 1977—. Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46.
res. Bedford MA.*
MICHELSON, Alan Lawrence. A.B. cum
laude 1948, M.D. Jefferson Med. Coll. 1948.
Medicine; b. Lynn MA May 5 1925; m.
Paula Drauchon Feb. 23 1974; ch.: Michael
'71, Susan, Peter '78, Carol. Rotating intern
Salem MA Hospital 1948-49, Boston City
Hospital (med. intern 1949-50, asst. resident
medicine 1950-51, resident 1953-54), research
fellow medicine Boston Univ. Sch. of Medicine
Evans Memorial & Mass. Memorial Hospital
1954-58, physician internal medicine Lynn
1958-73, visiting physician & emergency
medicine & ambulatory care Lynn & Union
Hospitals 1973-75, Boston Univ. Sch. of
Medicine (asst. in medicine 1953-55, instr.
1955-60), asst. clinical prof, medicine Tufts
Univ. Sch. of Medicine 1960-62), assoc. prof,
medicine Univ. Mass. Med. Sch. 1976—
,
clinical instr. post-grad, medicine Albany Med.
Coll. 1976—. Pres. Union Hospital Med. Staff
1967-69, member (exec, committee Lynn
Hospital Med. Staff 1970-73, board of dir.
Essex County Health Assn. 1970-75), chmn.
region 19 emergency med. service committee
N. Shore Health Planning 1974-75, F.A.C.P.
1960, Am. Board Intternal Medicine (certified
1956, recertified 1974), dir. emergency services
& ambulatory care Berkshire Med. Center
Pittsfield MA 1975—. Served to It. USNR
1944-45, 1951-53. Contbr. res. N. Conway
NH*
MOODY, William Milliken. B.S. cum laude,
A.B. Brown 1945, M.B.A. Harvard 1948. Theta
Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Exec; b. Portland March 28 1924; s. of
Edward F. '03; m. Jane Smith Dec. 22 1951;
ch.: William, Susan, James, Katharine. Sales
engineer Portland Co. 1948-55, pres. Rufus
Deering Co. Portland 1955—. Dir. (Casco
Bank & Trust 1968—, C. H. Robinson Paper
Co. 1970—), Waynflete Sch. trustee 1960-73,
pres. 1969-72), town council Falmouth
(member 1972—, chmn. 1974
—
). Served to It.
USNR 1943-45, 1951-53. res. Falmouth."
MORGAN, Allen Hungerford. B.S. 1947, Sc.D.
1975, Sc.D. Univ. Mass. 1976. Sigma Nu.
Exec; b. Waltham MA Aug. 12 1925; m.
Alice Rand Sept. 28 1946; ch.: Charles, Helen,
David. C.L.U.; underwriter Aetna Casualty &
Surety Co. (Hartford CT 1947-49, Boston
1949-50), ins. sales self-employed Boston
1950-57, exec, v.pres. & dir. Mass. Audubon
Soc. Lincoln MA 1957— . Dir. & clerk Sudbury
Valley Trustees Inc. 1953
—
, member planning
board Wayland MA, member & chmn.
conservation comm. Wayland 12 yrs. Served to
1st It. USMC 1943-46, 1950-51. Recipient: Am.
Motors Nat. Conservation Award 1966, The
Trustees of Reservations Conservation Award
1965, Silver Seal Nat. Council of State Garden
Clubs 1976, Award for Oustanding
Achievement in Conservation New Eng. Wild
Flower Soc. 1977. res. Wayland MA.*
NECTOW, Harold Melvin. Bowdoin 1942-43,
CH. 1946. Mfg.; b. Boston March 4 1925;
m. Shirley Marglous Nov. 27 1957; ch.: Randi,
David. Shoe retailer self-employed Portland
1947-50, shoe salesman Sudbury Footwear
Lynn MA 1951-59, with Duchess Footwear
Corp. Salem MA 19?—. Served with USN
1942-46. res. Swampscott MA.*
NEEDLEMAN, Stanley. Bowdoin 1942, CH.
1946. b. Boston MA Aug. 29 1924. res.
Marblehead MA.
NEVELS, Luman Norton, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1949. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b.
Portland March 23 1924; m. Mary Ann Gross
June 10 1946; ch.: Lauren, Joel, Ranee. Real
estate invest. New Hebrides, Spain, France,
T.H. 1949—. Past pres. Rotary Club Hilo,
circuit judge T.H. 1955-59, founder Aurora S.
Pacific. Served to It. cdr. USN 1943-46,
1951-58. res. Honolulu HI.*
NIVEN, Paul Kendall, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Boston Sept. 20 1924; s. of Paul K. '16. Student
London Sch. of Economics 1947-49, staff
writer The Manchester Guardian, foreign news
correspondent & analyst Columbia
Broadcasting System 1949-66 (London
England, Paris France, Berlin Germany,
Washington DC, Moscow U.S.S.R.),
correspondent Nat. Education Television
Network Washington DC 1966-70, moderator
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(The President's Men, Face the Nation).
Served with ACUSA 1943-46. d. Washington
DC Jan. 8 1970.*
NORTON, Richard Sewall. B.S. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1950. Beta Theta Pi. 1972
capital campaign worker, past Alumni Council
member, b. Livermore Falls Nov. 30 1925;
m. Loraine Sturtevant June 26 1956; ch.:
Melissa, Nicholas. Trainee Filene's Boston
1947-50, C. F. Hathaway Waterville (trainee
1950-56, merchandise mgr. 1957-62, v.pres.
1963-68, sr. v.pres. 1969-70), pres. & prop.
Dunhams of Me. Waterville 1970-76. Dir.
Rotary Club 1965, 1972-76; C. of C. (pres.
1971-72, dir. 1969-76); pres. advisory board
Mansfield Clinic of Thayer Hospital 1975-76;
ed. & publisher Dunhams of Me. catalogs
1970-76. d. Waterville April 13 1976.*
NOWLIS, Gerald Robert. Bowdoin 1942-44.
Zeta Psi. b. Wilkes-Barre PA Oct. 16 1925.
res. Seattle WA.
OLDS, Corwin Anson. Bowdoin 1942-44 C.H.,
B.S. USNA 1947, M.S. U.S. Naval Postgrad.
Sch. 1956, M.D. George Washington Univ.
1972. Alpha Tau Omega. Medicine; b. E.
Corinth July 8 1925; m. Patricia Allen Nov. 25
1970; ch.: Meredith. Various duties with USN
to nuclear asst. to dir. of research Naval
Ordnance Lab. White Oak Washington DC
1947-68, ret. cdr. 1968, resident George
Washington Univ. 1972-75, physician obstet. &
gynecol. pvt. practice (Gaithersburg MD
1975-76, Camden 1976—). res. Rockport.*
ORANS, Robert Sumner. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Management; b. Portland
May 8 1924; m. Gladys Trace Sept. 18 1960;
ch.: Lawrence. Regional dir. Morton's Shoe
Stores Boston 1956—. Served to t/4 USA
1942-45. res. Baltimore MD.*
PAGE, Morton Fletcher. B.S. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Somerville MA March 1
1926; m. Betty Orvis Dec. 1 1951; ch.: Cynthia,
Richard, Lawrence. Development engineer
General Electric Lynn MA 1947-48, various
managerial positions FramCor E. Providence
RI 1949-51, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
Kittery (industrial engineer 1951-53, value
engineer 1953-55, asst. chief design engineer
1956-71, dir. management engineering & data
processing 1971
—
). Pres. Nat. Assn. Naval
Tech. Supervisors Portsmouth NH. Recipient:
Superior Accomplishment Award USN 1958,
diploma Westinghouse Reactor Engineering
Program. Served to t/3 USA 1945-47. res.
Hampton NH.*
PAQUETTE, Donald Robert. B.S. cum laude
1948, CH. 1946. b. Lowell MA Jan. 16 1923.
res. Gaithersburg MD.
PARKHILL, Charles Lothrop Dexter. Bowdoin
1942-43, 1946-47, CH. 1946. Psi Upsilon. b.
Boston Aug. 18 1923; m. Marian Rhines Jan. 9
1950; ch.: Charles II. Warehouse mgr.
Richards Dept. Store Miami FL 1950-63, with
employment security State of Fla. Industrial
Comm. 1963-72, occupational therapist Model
Cities Manpower Program Miami. Served with
USN 1943-46. d. N. Miami Beach FL Nov. 10
1974.*
PARSON, Artley Beeber, II. Bowdoin 1942-43.
Psi Upsilon. b. Weston MA Jan. 30 1925.
res. Londonderry NH.
PARSONS, Philip Brown, Jr. A.B. cum laude
1948, A.M. Columbia 1950. Chi Psi. 1962
capital campaign worker. Editing; b. Boston
Aug. 26 1924; m. Barbara Smith June 18 1949;
ch.: Christopher, Jeffrey, Elizabeth. Teacher
(The Taft Sch. Watertown CT 1951-54, Tabor
Acad. Marion MA 1954-55), ed.-in-chief Allyn
& Bacon Inc. Boston 1955—. Pvt. USA
1943-46. res. Winchester MA.*
PENDEXTER, Hugh, III. A.B. cum laude
1947, CH. 1946. b. Beverly MA March 14
1924; s. of Hugh Jr. '21. res. unknown.
PENDLETON, Walter Newton. B.S. Psi
Upsilon. Tech. sales; b. Brooklyn NY Nov. 1
1923; s. of Ralph W. '18; m. Elizabeth
McCann Sept. 23 1945; ch.: Douglas, Donald.
Chemist CT (Atlas Powder Co. Stamford,
Stanley Works New Britain), tech. sales rep.
(Glidden Co. CT & NY, Standard T. Chem.
Staten Is. NY, Horizon Chem. St. Petersburg
FL). Served to 1st It. USN 1942-46, 1950-52.
res. St. Petersburg FL.*
PIERCE, Dwight Wilson, Jr. A.B. 1948. Beta
Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ins.; b. Manchester NH Feb. 22 1924; s. of
Dwight W. '17; m. Norma Steussy, m. Nancy
Beecher May 5 1973; ch.: Polly, Abigail. Sales
rep. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Portland 1948-57,
v.pres. John C. Paige Co. Portland 1957—
.
Beta Theta Pi Co. (dir. I960—, pres. 1964-72),
chmn. sch. board Cape Elizabeth 1964-70.
Served to cpl. USA 1943-45. res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
PIERCE, James Robinson. A.B. 1949. Psi
Upsilon. Publishing; b. NYC Jan. 28 1922;
m. Margaret Dyer Sept. 17 1949; ch.: Mary,
Marvin II, James Jr., Scott III. Advt. sales
NYC (Street & Smith 1949-51, Curtis
Publishing 1951-54, Time Inc. 1954-58),
Ziff-Davis Los Angeles CA (W. coast mgr.
1958-60, advt. dir. 1960-62), Times Mirror
Magazines NYC 1962— (advt. sales, eastern
mgr., asst. to publisher), res. Katonah NY.*
PIPER, Louis Allison, II. A.B. 1948. Psi
Upsilon. Exec; b. Dexter Sept. 19 1924; m.
Mary Hall Dec. 30 1953; ch.: Louis IV, Linda.
Product mgr. Continental Can Co. NYC
1949-63, branch mgr. Xerox Corp. Phila. PA
1963-69, v.pres. marketing Educational
Computer Strafford PA 1969—. Bishops
warden St. Dunstan's Epis. Church Blue Bell
PA. Served with USN 1943-46. res. Centre
Square PA.*
PORTEOUS, Louis Robert, Jr. A.B. 1948.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1950—
,
Alumni Fund dir. 1965-70 (v. chmn. 1968-69,
chmn. 1969-70), Alumni Council 1970-74, 1972
capital campaign worker. Exec; b. Norwich
CT March 21 1923; m. Elizabeth Decker May
14 1966; ch.: L. Robert III '72, Stuart, David.
Clerk Sage-Allen Hartford 1948-49, Porteous
Mitchell & Braun Co. Portland (v.pres. & treas.
1949-76, chmn. board 1977—). YMCA board
Portland (member 1951-60, 1961-67, 1968-74,
1975—; pres. 1953-55), dir. Canal Nat. Bank
1952
— ,
Federal Loan & Bldg. Assn. (member
exec, committee, dir. 1956
—
), trustee
Waynflete Sch. Portland 1959-65, Me. State
Senator 1961-65, pres. First Radio Parish
Church of Am. 1966-70, chmn. United Fund
Portland 1966, Hyde Sch. Bath (trustee 1966—,
pres. board of trustees 1973
—
), trustee Me.
Med. Center, member Governor's Council
1967-71, selectman Cumberland 1971-72.
Served to QM USN 1943-46. res. Cumberland
Foreside.*
QUA, Richard McKee. Bowdoin 1942-43, CH.
1946. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Lowell MA Dec. 7
1922. Served to sgt. USA 1943-44; awarded
Purple Heart, d. Germany Dec. 11 1944.
RAMSEY, Harry Edward. Bowdoin 1942-43,
CH. 1946. Beta Theta Pi. b. Stewiacki N.S.
Canada Jan. 17 1926. res. unknown.
RANDALL, Henry Harrison, II. A.B. 1948.
Alpha Tau Omega. Management; b.
Conway NH May 9 1925; m. Mary Langille
Oct. 9 1948; ch.: Susan. General Electric Co.
(business training course Lynn MA 1950-55,
spec, engineering costs Schenectady NY
1955-57, spec, cost accounting Cleveland OH
1957-58, spec. mfg. admin. Euclid OH 1959-66,
supervisor general accounts Euclid 1966-67,
spec, budgets & measurements Euclid 1967-69,
mgr. materials Euclid 1969
—
). The Hope Chest
Inc. Painesville OH (trustee 1969
— ;
pres.
board of trustees 1969-70, 1972-74), chmn.
committee on adolescent parenthood Mentor
OH 1972—, trustee Lake County OH Health &
Welfare Council 1974. Served to sgt. USA
1943-46. res. Mentor OH*
RANDALL, Martyn Herrick. A.B. 1948, CH.
1946. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Sept. 13
1923. res. Portland.
REED, Clayton Frederick. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1945; M.Div. Andover
Newton Theol. Sch. 1959. Theta Delta Chi.
Clergy; b. Tremont Feb. 16 1924; m.
Marjorie Gott April 3 1948; ch.: Claudia,
Andrea. Buyer & mgr. H. G. Reed Inc. Bass
Harbor 1945-56, minister
(Brownfield-Denmark Parish Brownfield
1956-59, Byfield Parish Church S. Byfield MA
1959-64, Greenland NH Community Church
1964-70), supervisor Morgan
Memorial-Goodwill Boston & Worcester MA
1970-73, minister (Raymond Memorial Church




Tremont 1953-55. res. Ogdensburg NY.*
REID, Everett Gordon, Jr. A.B. 1949, CH.
1946. Zeta Psi. b. Newark NJ Aug. 16 1924.
res. Plainfield NJ.
RICE, Earle Winslow. A.B. 1946, M.D. Univ.
Vt. 1949. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b.
Worcester MA April 22 1924; m. Mary
O'Connor 1947. Otolaryngologist pvt. practice
Worcester MA 1949— . res. Worcester MA.
ROBBINS, Charles Dudley, Jr. Bowdoin
1942-43. Zeta Psi. b. New Rochelle NY Feb.
15 1923; s. of Charles D. '1 1. res. P.Q. Canada.
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ROBINSON, Ashton Morris, Jr. Bowdoin
1942-43. b. Washington DC Dec. 7 1923. res.
unknown.
ROBINSON, Richard Edward. A.B. cum laude
1947, B.S. Brown Univ. 1945. Beta Theta Pi.
Actuarial consulting; b. Westbrook March 3
1925; s. of Roy A. '27; m. Barbara Demarest
Oct. 6 1956; ch.: Andrew, Philip, Katherine.
Consultant (Marsh & McLennan Inc.
Pittsburgh PA, Boston & NYC 1947-53; R. P.
Burroughs Co. Inc. Manchester NH, NYC &
Boston 1953-66; Marsh & McLennan Inc.
Boston 1966-70; Robinson Assoc. Wayland
MA 1970-76), partner Kimball & Robinson
Waltham MA 1976— . Asst. v.pres. Marsh &
McLennan Inc., v.pres. & dir. R. P. Burroughs
Co. Inc., member Am. Acad, of Actuaries.
Served to ensign USN 1943-46. res. Wayland
MA.*
RUDY, Robert Richard. A.B., A.M. Univ. R.I.
1958. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Book fund
established in his memory 1962. b. Brookline
MA Nov. 26 1925; m. Evelyn Shur Sept. 27
1948; ch.: Howard '72, Stephen. USA (2nd It.
Far East ca. 1948, member dept. military
science & tactics Univ. R.I. ca. 1958, military
historian office of chief military history
Washington DC ca. 1961). Served to sgt. USA
1943-45, promoted to maj. (posthumously)
1961. d. Silver Spring MD Nov. 20 1961.
SAINDON, Ambrose Alfred. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Education; b. Topsham May 8 1919.
Instr. (The Abbey Sch. Simsbury CT 1946-47;
romance lang. Univ. Vt. Burlington 1947-51;
The Tilton NH Sch. 1951-53; The Loomis Sch.
Windsor CT 1953-54; The Hackley Sch.
Tarrytown NY 1954-55; also dept. head
Proctor Acad. Andover NH 1955-58, Allendale
Sch. Rochester NY 1958-62, N. Yarmouth
Acad. 1962-66; Roxbury Latin Sch. W.
Roxbury MA 1966-76, N. Yarmouth Acad.
1976—). res. Yarmouth.*
SALTER, Willard Cutler. Bowdoin 1942-43.
PSji Upsilon. Publishing & sales; b. Glen
Ridge NJ Dec. 20 1923; m. Mary Hooke June
13 1947; ch.; Suzanne, Mary Jean, William,
Robert '79, Richard. Market research
supervisor Cunningham & Walsh NYC
1946-50, Nations Business (promotion mgr.
NYC 1950-52, advt. sales Cleveland OH
1952-55), advt. sales & dir. Architectural
Forum Pittsburgh NY 1955-61, sales supervisor
Time Magazine NYC 1961—. Dir. Pittsburgh
Assn. Industrial Advt. 1956-57, member vestry
Glen Ridge Christ Church, pres. Glen Ridge
Taxpayers Assn. 1969. Served with Am. Field
Service 1945. res. Fairfield CT.*
SAMPSON, Arthur Haskell, Jr. Bowdoin
1942-43, CH. 1946, M.D. Yale. Zeta Psi. b.
Boston May 17 1925. Intern Central Me.
General Hospital Lewiston, surgeon
Nobleboro 1954-59, served to chief of staff &
head surgeon Miles Memorial Hospital
Damariscotta 1954-59. Civil defense med. dir.
Lincoln County. Served with USN 1943-45,
served to capt. USAF Korean conflict;
awarded Bronze Star. d. Biscay Pond June 25
1959.
SAWYER, Tom Mills. A.B. cum laude 1948,
M.D. Western Reserve Univ. 1948. Sigma Nu.
Medicine; b. Ft. Fairfield April 1 1925; s. of
Alfred L. '04; m. Elizabeth Rice Aug. 30 1947;
m. Cynthia Lewis June 17 1950; ch.: Cynthia,
Dianne, Tom. Residency training (Hines V.A.
hospital 1951-53, Inst. Juvenile Research
1954-55); psychoanalyst, psychiatrist,
physician pvt. practice Evanston iL 1955
—
;
various positions to asst. clinical prof.
Northwestern Univ. Sch. Medicine 1956—
.
Certified Am. Board of Neurology &
Psychology 1957, med. dir. Forest Sanitarium
1957-58, fellow Am. Psychiatric Assn. 1966, sr.
attending physician Evanston Hospital. Served
to It. (jg) USN 1944-45, served to 1st It. USAF
1949-51. res. Wilmette IL.*
SCHENCK, Frank Koewing. A.B., M.S.
Columbia 1954. Beta Theta Pi. Mfg.; b.
NYC June 7 1922; m. Anita Smith July 19
1954; ch.: Meredith. Production engineer
Perkin-Elmer Norwalk CT 1957-60, dir. &
industrial engineer G. T. Industries Providence
RI 1960-64, factory supt. Jones Motorola
Stamford CT 1964-67, supervisor production
engineer Perkin-Elmer Norwalk 1967-70, dir.
mfg. engineering Pacemaker Egg Harbor NJ
1970-73, dir. mfg. AMF Inc. Stamford CT
1973—. Served to 1st sgt. UgAAF 1942-46. res.
Milford CT.*
SCHONING, John Ballou. Bowdoin 1942-43,
CH. 1946. Alpha Tau Omega. b. New
London CT April 25 1925. res. unknown.
SCHUHMANN, John George. A.B. Chi Psi.
Chemistry; b. NYC May 9 1925; m. Pauline
Markham Dec. 17 1949; ch.: Marilyn,
Kristina. Chemist (General Aniline & Film
Linden NJ 1947-55, Dow Chem. Co. Midland
MI 1955-60, research dir. E. R. Carpenter Co.
Richmond VA 1960-62, Dow Chem. Co.
Freeport TX 1962
—
). Research assoc. Nat.
Bureau of Standards 1973-75. Served with
USN 1943-46. res. Lake Jackson TX.*
SCHWARZ, Robert David. A.B., grad.
Portland Jr. Coll. 1942, LL.B. Boston Univ.
1948. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Portland Dec. 26
1921; m. Yvonne Rossman July 25 1945; ch.:
Marcy. Atty. Portland 1948-71, partner
Bennett & Schwarz Portland ca. 1971. Pres.
Portland Reciprocity Club. Served to 1st It.
ACUSA 1942-46; awarded Distinguished
Flying Cross (3), Air Medal (5). d. Portland
July 7 1971.*
SEELEY, Robert Winthrop, Jr. A.B. 1948,
CH. 1946. Theta Delta Chi. b. Duluth MN
Sept. 10 1924. res. W. Hyattsville MD.
SMALES, Robert Thomas, Sr. A.B. 1948.
Delta Upsilon. Ins. exec; b. Providence RI
April 19 1924; m. Elizabeth Stouppe April 18
1946; ch.: Robert Jr., Nancy, Alison. Claims
adjuster Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston
1948-52, claims mgr. compensation
Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Co. Boston
1952-62, town mgr. Stoughton MA 1962-66,
Electric Mutual Liability Ins. Co. Lynn MA
(regional mgr. 1966-75, v.pres. 1975
—
).
Member (finance comm. Stoughton 1960-62,
town finance committee Topsfield MA
1974—). Served to s/sgt. USA 1943-45. res.
Topsfield MA.*
SMALL, Harold Morris, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Univ. Penn.
1949. Sigma Nu. b. Portland March 6 1925.
res. unknown.
SMALL, Robert Lee. A.B. 1949, CH. 1946. Psi
Upsilon. b. Lewiston Nov. 16 1922. res.
Lewiston.
SMITH, David Stackpole. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Delta Phi. Social work; b. Worcester MA
Sept. 15 1924; m. Sheridan Mayo Dec. 31
1954; ch.: Elizabeth, Julia, Donald, Ann.
Margin clerk-cashier E. F. Hutton & Co. Long
Beach & Los Angeles CA 1951-56, margin
clerk Neary-Purcell Inc. Los Angeles 1955,
registered rep. (Paine Webber Inc. Pasadena
CA 1956-59, Wagonseller & Durst Pasadena
1959-60), social worker Los Angeles County
Dept. Social Services various locations 1960—
.
Served to sgt. USAAF 1942-46, served with
USAF 1949-51. res. Alhambra CA.*
SMITH, Edward Leland. Bowdoin 1942-43,
CH. 1946. Psi Upsilon. b. Paterson NJ May
21 1925. res. unknown.
SMITH, Martin DeForest, Jr. A.B. 1948, M.D.
Columbia 1948. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine;
b. NYC Nov. 29 1924; m. Patricia Green 1948,
m. Emma Wolfe Jan. 1 1953; ch.: Barbara,
Franklin, Allan, Laura. St. Anthony Hospital
Denver CO (radiologist self-employed 1955
—
,
chief radiologist 1957—, chief of staff 1968-69).
Certified Am. Board of Radiology 1955, sr.
warden Calvary Epis. Church Golden CO
1964. Served to It. (sg) USN 1944-47, 1949-51.
res. Golden CO.*
SNYDER, Edward Furnas. Bowdoin 1942-44,
CH. 1946. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Belle
Plaine IA Nov. 13 1925. res. College Park MD.
SPURR, Reginald Ferguson. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Stamford CT March 1
1924; m. Elizabeth Bowles Nov. 16 1957; ch.:
Matthew, Peter, Susan, Stephanie, Maureen.
Copywriter Young & Rubicam (NYC 1946-49,
Los Angeles CA 1956-:62), with Smock
Debnam Waddell Inc. 1962-68. Dir. Oak Knoll
Assn. Served with USA 1949-50, 1951. d.
Oceanside CA April 20 1968.
STAPLES, Howard Franklin, Jr. Bowdoin
1942, CH. 1946. Zeta Psi. b. New Bedford
MA Dec. 13 1923. res. Waterville.
STEVENS, Albert Merle. A.B. 1948, LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1951. Psi Upsilon. Law; b.
Bangor Nov. 28 1924; m. Jeannette Dionne
Aug. 9 1951; ch.: Beverly, Delbert, Matthew,
Bradford, Martha, Kent, Daniel, Jennifer.
Atty. sr. partner Stevens Engels & Bishop
Presque Isle. Dir. Central Aroostook Assn.
Retarded Children, fellow Am. Coll. Trial
Lawyers. Served to t/5 USA 1943-46. res.
Presque Isle.*
SWEET, Paul LeBaron. B.S. 1948, D.M.D.
Harvard 1948. Zeta Psi. Dentistry; b.
Somerville MA Sept. 10 1924; m. Mary Chase
July 30 1949; ch.: David, Jeffrey, Robert. Instr.
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Harvard 1949-55, asst. prof. Western Conn.
Univ. Danbury 1955-65, dentist self-employed
Danbury 1965— . V.pres. & member board of
dir. Danbury Regional YMCA 1960-63, chmn.
(Continuing Education & Awards Council
Conn. State Dental Assn. 1960, Mayor's
Citizens' Advisory Committee Danbury
1965-67). Served to It. USNR 1942-45, 1951-53.
res. Danbury CT.*
SYLVESTER, Stanley Bradford. A.B. cum
laude 1948, M.D. Tufts 1952. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Medicine; b.
Portland June 7 1924; s. of Allan W. '19; m.
Jean Lawler Dec. 4 1976; ch.: Susan, Ann,
Jane. Physician (self-employed Portland
1954-65, Union Mutual Life Ins. Co. Portland
1965
—
). Member sch. committee Portland
1955-68, pres. Cumberland County Med. Soc.
1974-75, deacon State Street Church Portland.
Served to s/sgt. ACUSA 1942-45. res.
Portland.*
TAUSSIG, John Wright, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Sales management; b. Brooklyn NY
May 7 1925; m. Ann Jennings May 5 1950;
ch.: John III '73, Jeff, Timothy, Ellen. Sales
Proctor & Gamble NYC 1949-51, roof mgr.
Owen Corning Fiberg NYC 1951-62, v.pres.
sales Jet-Heet-Inc. Englewood NJ 1961-65,
sales mgr. (Marquette Cement NY & CT
1965-71, Rice Packing Inc. CT 1971—). PFC
USMC 1943-46. res. Amherst NH*
TAYLOR, Harvey Allen, Jr. Bowdoin 1942-43,
C.H., B.S. Colo. Sch. of Mines 1951. Theta
Delta Chi. Engineering; b. Bridgeport CT
Feb. 27 1924; m. Ann Faust July 30 1949; ch.:
Mark, Lynne, Lee Ann. With Nat. Lead Co.
titanium div. Sayreville NJ 1951-56, with
General Electric Co. (aircraft nuclear
propulsion dept. Idaho Falls ID 1956-61,
Hanford lab. Richland WA 1961-65), with
Battelle Northwest Lab. Richland 1965-70,
with Argonne Nat. Lab. Idaho Falls 1970-74,
sr. engineer irradiation test management
Westinghouse Hanford Co. Richland 1974—
.
Served to It. (jg) USNR 1943-47. res.
Kennewick WA.*
TAYLOR, Neil Randall, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Medicine; b. Portland June 19 1925; m.
Anna Swisher; 4 children. Physician pvt.
practice Rising Sun MD 1951— . res. Rising
Sun MD.*
TERRILL, Arthur Abbott. Bowdoin 1942-43,
C.H., M.D. Yale 1948. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Military & medicine; b. Clinton Aug. 18
1924; m. Elizabeth Qua March 22 1947; ch.:
Arthur, John, Robert '79, Richard. Enlisted
MCUSA 1948, promoted to col. 1964, chief
(general surgery service & asst. chief dept.
surgery USA 2nd General Hospital Landstuhl
Germany 1962-65, dept. surgery & chief
professional services Walsom Army Hospital
Ft. Dix NJ 1965-67, dept. surgery & dir.
General Surgery Residency Program Wm.
Beaumont General Hospital El Paso TX
1967-69), commanding officer (133rd med.
group & command surgeon USA Support
Group Thailand 1969-70; USA 45th Field
Hospital Vicenza & Leghorn Italy, command
surgeon USA Italy 1970-72), asst. chief staff
professional activities USA Med. Command
Heidelberg Germany 1972-73, headquarters
Health Services Command Ft. Sam Houston
TX (chief clinical med. div. 1973-74, deputy
chief staff professional activities 1974-75),
commanding officer 2nd General Hospital
Laudstohl Germany 1975—. F.A.C.S.
Awarded Legion of Merit 1970; Army
Commendation Medal (3) 1955, 1967, 1973;
Bronze Star 1950; Good Conduct Medal 1946.
res. APO NY.*
THALHEIMER, Harold Rieger. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Delta Phi. Marketing; b. Bath
Sept. 30 1924; s. of John C. '21 ; m. Alice Fortin
June 9 1945; ch.: Susan, Alice, Charles, Karen,
Sally. Conn. Mutual Life Ins. Co. Hartford CT
(sr. underwriter 1945-57, asst. sec. 1957-50, sec.
1960-66, med. programs dir. 1966-74), principal
ICF Inc. Washington DC 1974-75, marketing
dir. Health Service Plan of Penn. Phila. 1976—.
Treas. Conn. Assn. for Mental Health, trustee
Health Planning Council Hartford. Served to
2nd It. USMC 1942-45. res. Cherry Hill NJ.*
THIRAS, Stephen. A.B. 1947, CH. 1946.
Delta Upsilon. b. Andover MA April 5 1922.
res. NYC.
THORNDIKE, David. A.B. 1949. Alpha Tau
Omega. Class bequest chmn. 1973— . Exec;
b. Cambridge MA Dec. 1 1925; m. Margureite
Marean Oct. 5 1955; ch.: Persis '80, Leslie. Int.
Business Machines Boston 1949-50, data
processing mgr. Financial Publishing Co.
Boston 1950-67 (dir., sec. 1954-67), v.pres.
(Gardner & Preston Moss Boston 1967-68,
Sprague Leasing Co. Boston 1968-70, STW
Corp. 1970-72), pres. Thorndike & Co. Boston
1972—, dir. & treas. Stony Brook Paper Co. S.
Hadley MA 1976— . Boston Fencing Club
(treas. 1952-54, pres. 1954-55), treas.
(Northeast div. Amateur Fencers League Am.
1952-54, Manchester Nursing Service 1968-69),
Manchester Historical Soc. (dir. 1958-67, treas.
1963-67), founding parent N. Shore Nursery
Sch. 1958, member Manchester (town hall
study & bldg. committee 1956-70, sch.
planning & bldg. committee 1971-76), Mass.
Rehabilitation Hospital 1967— (founding
partner, dir., treas.), v.chmn. Manchester
Historic Dist. Comm. 1975-75. PFC USA
1944-46. Author & designer: The Thorndike
Encyclopedia of Banking & Financial Tables,
res. Boston.*
THURSTON, Harold Arleigh. A.B. 1947. Beta
Theta Pi. Management; b. Lynn MA Nov. 6
1924; m. Mary Sillars Nov. 22 1947; ch.:
Arleigh, Dean. Sales promotion asst. Lever
Brothers Co. Cambridge MA 1947-49, dist.
sales mgr. Flying Tiger Line Boston 1950-55,
salesman Pocahontas Fuel Co. Salem MA
1956-58, mgr. Pocahontas Steamship Co.
Salem 1959-69, asst. mgr. ins. Consolidation
Coal Co. Pittsburgh PA 1970-71, mgr. supply &
transportation Continental Oil Co. Stamford
CT 1972—. Served to It. (jg) USNR 1943-46.
res. Wilton CT.*
TOOMY, William Hodge. A.B. 1948. Beta
Theta Pi. Management; b. Maiden MA May
5 1924; m. Helen Weaver Dec. 4 1948; ch.:
Susan, Robert, Kevin. Sales mgr. M-H
Industrial Equipment Co. Jacksonville FL
1967—. Served to 1st It. USA 1943-52;
awarded Silver Star 1943, Purple Heart (2). res.
Jacksonville FL.*
TOWLE, David Merton. A.B. cum laude 1947,
M.S. Brown Univ. 1951, Ph.D. Brown Univ.
1954. Chi Psi. Physics; b. Hollis Oct. 11
1925; m. Shirley Usher June 28 1947. Physicist
Lincoln Lab. M.I.T 1953—. Pvt. USA
1944-46. Contbr. res. Acton MA.*
TRUE, Robert Moran. A.B., M.D. Univ. Vt.
1952. Alpha Tau Omega. Medicine; b.
Rutland VT Aug. 13 1924; s. of George L. '22;
m. Marilyn True June 14 1947; ch.: Nancy,
Karen. Family practice Weston MA 1953-73,




community health/family practice Tufts Univ.
Sch. of Medicien, chief of staff Waltham MA
Hospital 1970-73, dir. student health services
Cambridge Sch. Weston 1953-73, visiting lectr.
(Univ. Me. Dept. Health Sciences 1974, Univ.
Mass. Med. Sch. 1973), trustee (Greater
Waltham Assn. for Retarded Children, Weston
Visiting Nurse Assn., Waltham Visiting Nurse
Assn.), member exec, committee & chmn.
committee on community health Charles River
Dist. Mass. Med. Soc. 1972-73, member
(education committee Mass. Acad. Family
Physicians 1972-73, med. services & facilities
review committee Mass. Med. Soc. 1972-73),
chmn. student & resident affairs liaison
committee Me. chapter Am. Acad. Family
Physicians 1974
—
, co-chmn. committee & dir.
public relations care of the disadvantaged Me.
Med. Assn. 1974—. Served with MCUSA
1943-46. Elected hon. life member Biological
Stain Comm. 1948, hon. fellow Royal Soc. of
Health 1971, charter fellow Am. Acad. Family
Physicians 1972, fellow Am. Coll. Clinical
Pharmacology 1973, hon. life trustee Waltham
Hospital 1973. Recipient: Service Award
Weston Firefighter Assn. 1973, Award for
Outstanding Service to Hospital & Community
Waltham Hospital Med. Staff 1973. Contbr.
res. Freeport.*
TYLER, Robert Paul. A.B. 1948. Alpha Delta
Phi. Real estate invest, consulting; b. Boston
June 17 1925; m. Joyce Kindel April 12 1950;
ch.: David, Brooks, Katrina. V.pres.
Albert-Mortgages Inc.; general sales mgr.
Albert-Realtors Grand Rapids MI 1948-57;
pres. R. P. Tyler Inc. Grand Rapids 1957-60;
asst. to pres. N. Am. Capital Corp. NYC
1960-61; dir. real estate & chief analyst Nat
Berger Assoc. Inc. NYC 1961-63; real estate
invest, consultant 1963-67; student M.I.T.
1968-71; v.pres., chief financial officer &
project mgr. The Greater Hartford CT
Community Development Corp. 1971-73; sr.
v.pres., treas. & dir. Greenfield Attaway &
Tyler Inc. San Francisco CA 1974; real estate
invest, consultant San Francisco CA 1974—
.
Served to It. (jg) USNR 1943-46. res. San
Francisco CA.*
VANNAH, Harold Perry. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Me., Ph.D. R.I. Sch. of Design. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Gorham NH March 12 1923; s. of
Harold P. '12; m. Theresa Martineau Feb.
1960; ch.: Elizabeth, Robert. Jr. exec. (Nat.
City Bank NYC 1948-49, Diamond Match Co.
Oakland 1949-50), chief purser Matson Lines
San Francisco CA 1950-55, asst. mgr. Country
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Club Trenton NJ 1955, merchandiser Getty Oil
Co. NY 1955-61, distributor Community Oil
Co. Manchester NH & Portland 1960-61, ret.
Dir. arts & crafts Boys Club of Am. Served to
1st It. USAF 1942-46; awarded Purple Heart,
Air Medal (8), Battle Star (5), Presidential
Citation. Recipient: Hon. Civic Service
Providence RI 1958-59. res. Bedford NH.*
VAN SOELEN, Daniel Donaldson. A.B. 1949.
Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Banking exec; b. Albuquerque NM Jan. 14
1923; m. Valeria Burke Oct. 4 1958; ch.:
Thomas, James, Karen. Teacher (Syracuse NY
Country Day Sch. 1949, Judson Sch. Phoenix
AZ 1949-50), various positions to v.pres. The
First Nat. Bank Santa Fe NM 1952—. Trustee
Sch. of Am. Research 1966
—
, asst. treas.
Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art 1969-76,
treas. N.M. Bankers Assn. 1970-72. Served to
1st It. USA 1943-46, 1950-52. res. Santa Fe
NM.*
WAITE, Richard Everett. A.B. 1948. Delta
Upsilon. Ins.; b. Winchendon MA May 13
1924; m. Ruth Amundsen March 2 1946; ch.:
Richard, Kristine. C.L.U.; dir. field claims
Mass. Mutual Life Ins. Co. 1948—. Fellow Life
Management Inst. Served to sgt. USA 1941-43.
res. Springfield MA.*
WALKER, John Howland. A.B.
Management; b. Scranton PA July 8 1925;
m. Colette Hall Dec. 11 1954; ch.: William.
Marshall Plan (admin, asst. Paris France
1951-52, productivity asst. Paris 1953-54, spec,
asst. to mission dir. Lisbon Portugal 1955), Air
France (sales rep. NYC 1956, asst. to general
traffic & sales mgr. NYC 1957-60, dist. sales
mgr. Phila. PA 1960-67, regional sales mgr.
Washington DC 1967—). Served with USN
1943-46. res. McLean VA.*
WARD, Lawrence Jacob. B.S. Zeta Psi. 1972
capital campaign area co-chmn. Exec; b.
Lewiston Nov. 12 1924; m. Ann Brodell Nov.
11 1951; ch.: Sandra, Michael, Peter '79,
Jeffrey. Pres. & general mgr. Ward Bros. Inc.
Lewiston 1948—. Dir. C. of C.
Lewiston-Auburn 1960-70, instr. (marketing &
retailing Bliss Coll. 1965-66, marketing
continuing education div. Univ. Me. 1968-72),
co-chmn. Capital Campaign Androscoggin
County 1974—, sec. & treas. Independent
Fashion Stores Assn. 1975, chmn. Lewiston
Parking Dist. 1975. Served to t/sgt. USAAF
1943-45; awarded Air Medal with 4 Oak Leaf
Clusters WWII. res. Lewiston.*
WILINSKY, Erwin Joseph. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Ins.; b. Boston Feb. 9 1924; m.
Gloria Kessler Dec. 21 1947; ch.: Jodi, Karen.
Ins. broker Wilinsky & Wolff Ins. Agency Inc.
Peabody MA. Temple Beth Shalom Peabody
MA (trustee, pres. of brotherhood, fund raising
chmn.) Served to s/sgt. USAF 1943-46. res.
Lynnfield MA.*
WILLIAMS, John Winslow, Jr. A.B. 1949,
CH. 1946. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Baltimore
MD Nov. 20 1924. res. NYC.
WILLIAMS, Richard James McCarthy. A.B.
1949. Chi Psi. Banking; b. Taunton MA
June 7 1923. Sales trainee Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co. Boston, group sales The John
Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston, asst.
buyer Federated Dept. Stores (Cincinnati OH,
Boston), mgr. public relations Boston Better
Business Bureau 1954-63, officer corporate
services First Nat. Bank Boston 1963—
.
Member town meeting, town chmn. United
Fund, chmn. spec, gifts Heart Fund. Served to
PO/1 USNR 1942-46. res. Milton MA.*
WILLIAMS, Roger Joseph. Bowdoin 1942-43.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Mechanic Falls Aug. 23
1925. res. Wiscasset.
WILLIAMS, Roger Nelson. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Exec; b. Winthrop MA Oct. 27 1924;
m. Alice Stribling July 1 1950; ch.: Ann,
Cathy, James. Area exec. Mobil South NYC
19?—. Served to cpl. USMC 1943-45. res.
Weston CT.*
WILSON, David Calvert. A.B. 1950. Sigma
Nu. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Boston Nov. 11 1924; m.
Nan Lavis Aug. 25 1951; ch.: Lynn, Michael,
John, Andrew, James, Thomas. Sales engineer
(Carr Fastener Co. Cambridge MA 1950-55,
United-Carr Fastener Corp. Detroit MI
1955-61), Cadillac Motor Car div. (business
mgr. Detroit MI 1962-63, Kansas City MO
1963-65; dist. mgr. Wichita KS 1965-74; mgr.
zone car distribution Overland Park KS
1974—). Served with USN 1943-46. res.
Overland Park KS.*
WINE, Jordan Howard. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Management; b. Providence RI Nov. 26
1925; m. Jean Margolis July 10 1949; ch.:
Linda, Bennett, Judi. Credit mgr. Senak Co.
Portland 1949-51, Worcester Underwear Co.
Inc. Worcester MA & NYC (mgr.-dir. 1951—
v.pres. 1963
—
). Board member (Mamaroneck
Community Action Program 1969-72, United
Way 1975
—), v.pres. Larchmont Temple
1972-74. PFC USA 1943-45. res. Larchmont
NY.*
WINER, Robert Maurice. A.B. 1948, CH.
1946. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Salem MA
June 22 1925. res. Marblehead MA.
WING, Carlton Parsons. Bowdoin 1942-43,
CH. 1946; B.S. Univ. Me. 1949. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Flagstaff Feb. 23 1925. res.
unknown.
YOUNG, Truman Post, Jr. Bowdoin 1942-43.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. St. Louis MO Feb. 28
1924. res. unknown.
Class of 1947
ABBOTT, Charles Leroy, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ins. exec; b. Lewiston Dec. 18 1923; m.
Alice Climo June 29 1957; ch.: Sally, Audrey.
Various positions to asst. v.pres. New Eng. Life
Ins. Co. Boston 1948— . Member town meeting
1970-74. res. Natick MA.*
ALTMAN, Stanley Nathaniel. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; B.L.S. Boston Univ. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Lewiston Dec. 18 1923.
Teaching fellow Latin Bowdoin 1947, grad.
work romance lang. Harvard, librarian (M.I.T.,
Jewish div. Public Library NYC ca. 1956). d.
NYC Nov. 24 1956.
ANDREWS, Robert Windsor (Golderman).
A.B. 1949. Theta Delta Chi. b. Lewiston
May 12 1925. res. Haddam CT.
ANTHONAKES, Michael Anthony. Bowdoin
1943-44. b. Waltham MA Feb. 25 1926. res.
Lynn MA.
ARCHIBALD, Earl Stanley, Jr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Govt.; b. Dorchester MA Aug. 12
1917. Cartographic aid USA Map Service
Washington DC 1950-51, visual aid spec. &
branch chief 1951-62, advisor USA Far East
1962-65, audio visual consultant & section
chief CIA Washington DC 1965—. Served to
m/sgt. 1940-45; awarded Bronze Star. res.
Washington DC*
AUGERSON, William Sinclair. A.B. cum
laude 1949, M.D. Cornell 1955. Zeta Psi.
Medicine, military; b. Denton TX March 13
1927; m. Virginia Benham Aug. 29 1953; ch.:
Christopher, Elizabeth. Construction laborer
Dravo-Perrini Corp. Sundown NY 1949-51,
lab. tech. N.Y. Hospital NYC 1952-55, USA
(intern Brooke Army Hospital San Antonio
TX 1955, div. & flight surgeon 4th Inf. Ft.
Lewis WA 1957-58), research flight surgeon
USAF Aeromedical Research Lab. Dayton
OH 1958, research flight surgeon & chief
human factors Space Task Group Project
Mercury N.A.S.A. Hampton VA 1958-61, USA
(flight surgeon 101st Airborne Div. Ft.
Campbell KY 1961-62, div. surgeon 82nd
Airborne Div. Ft. Bragg NC 1962-63, chief
resident internal medicine Walter Reed
General Hospital Washington DC 1964-67,
div. surgeon 23rd Inf. Vietnam 1967-68, dir.
research fellowship Walter Reed Army Inst, of
Research 1968-70), asst. for med. & life
sciences office Sec. of Defense Washington DC
1971-74, cdr. & chief professional services USA
2nd General Hospital Germany 1974-75, dir.
health care operations Office of the Army
Surgeon General 1975-76, brig, general 1975,
commandry general Army Med. Research &
Development Command Washington DC
1976— . Jr. warden Good Shepherd Epis.
Church Silver Spring MD 1969-71, diplomate
Am. Board of Internal Medicine M.D.
N.A.S.A. Mercury & Gemini programs.
Awarded Parachutist 1962, Silver Star 1968,
Legion of Merit 1968, Combat Med. Badge
1968, Air Medal (5) 1967-68, Army
Commendation Medal 1963, Sr. Flight Surgeon
Wings 1972, Meritorious Service Medal 1974.
Recipient: Spec. Aerospace Medicine Honor
Citation Am. Med. Assn. 1962 for
contributions to manned space flight. Contbr.
res. Silver Spring MD.*
AUTEN, Frederick Bodine. A.B. 1949. Delta
Upsilon. Banking exec; b. Cass City MI
May 31 1925; s. of Meredith B. '12; m. Jeanne
Bigelow Aug. 21 1948; ch.: Mardi, Andrew,
Charles. The Cass City State Bank 1949
—
(cashier, v.pres., pres). Served to m/sgt. USA
1945-46. res. Cass City ML*
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BACKMAN, Irving A. Bowdoin 1943-44, LL.B.
Northeastern 1951. Ins.; b. Saugus MA April
26 1926; m. Charlotte Shoul Feb. 25 1952; ch.:
Lawrence, Ellen, Joan. Prop, shoe stores &
wholesale shoe business Cambridge & Lynn
MA 1945-53, ins. officer I. Backman & Assocs.
Boston 1953— . Pres. (Labac Ins. Agency,
Progressive Ins. Agency), board chmn.
(Harnessed Energies Inc., N. Star Leasing
Corp. Group Service Corp., Advanced
Diagnostic Research Ltd.), trustee Hebrew
Rehabilitation Center for Aged, co-trustee
Shoul Foundation. PFC ACUSA 1944-45. res.
Newton MA.*
BAGSHAW, James John. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Ins.; b. Astoria NY May 14 1927. Ins.
actuary. Served with USN 1945-47. res.
Metuchen NJ.
BARTEL, William Philip, II. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Waltham MA Nov. 17 1925; m. Beverly
Amthos Feb. 26 1949; ch.: Paul, Lisa. With
Judson L. Thomson Mfg. Co. Waltham, sales
mgr. spec, products Russell Burdsall & Ward
Co. Port Chester NY, ret. Served with USN
1944-46. d. Norwalk CT Jan. 23 1973.
BELL, Leonard David. A.B. Alpha Tau Omega.
Invests.; b. Lewiston Jan. 19 1927; m. Phyllis
Amsel May 29 1949; ch.: Nanci, Wendy,
Jeffrey. Pres. Bell Mfg. Co. Lewiston 1947—
general partner pvt. Invest. Placements Boston
1971— . Recipient: Herbert H. Lehman Young
Leadership Award United Jewish Appeal 1967.
res. Lexington MA.*
BERGMAN, Carl Gustaf. Bowdoin 1945-46.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Stockholm Sweden Jan.
7 1922. res. unknown.
BERNARDIN, Eugene Arthur, Jr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ins. exec; b. Lawrence MA May 9
1924; m. Carolyn Riggs Feb. 5 1952; ch.: Amy,
Gene, Dan, Lucy. Pres. Bernardin Ins. Agency
Andover MA 1948— . Chmn. board of
selectmen Andover 1959-61, pres. (C. of C.
Andover 1967, Ins. Agt. & Brokers Inc.
Greater Lawrence 1973-75), trustee Lawrence
Savings Bank. res. Andover MA.*
BLAKE, Robert Shackleton. A.B., M B A.
Washington Univ. 1964. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Cambridge MA Dec. 30
1924; m. Dorothea Cross Dec. 30 1946; ch.:
Laura, Robert II, Peter, Kimberly. USN
(landing signal officer & various engineering
dept. jobs 1950-55, project test pilot &
aeronautical research engineer Electronic Test
div. Naval Air Test Center 1956-58, exec,
officer & chief project pilot Trials &
Requirement squadron Royal Navy 1958-60),
McDonnell Aircraft Corp. St. Louis MO
(production test pilot 1961-62, asst. sales mgr.
aircraft 1962-63), mgr. int. marketing
McDonnell Aircraft Co. St. Louis 1963— . John
Calvin United Presby. Church (deacon
1961-64; ruling elder 1964-69, 1974—), sec.
Carrollton Board of Governors 1964-68,
member nat. program development committee





, ed. & publisher The Midwest
Cricketer 1964— . Recipient: Silver Beaver
Award Boy Scouts of Am., Hybriderizer
Award The Saintpaulia & Houseplant Soc
London 1974. res. Bridgeton MO.*
BLANCHARD, Donald Ray. Bowdoin 1943-44.
Psi Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA July 9 1926.
res. Melrose MA.
BLISS, Robert Ryel. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Newton MA Oct. 30 1925.
Instr. S. Shore Art Center Cohasset MA 19?—.
Served with USA 1944-46. res. Hull MA.
BOLAND, John Joseph. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland April 14 1923. res. Cape Elizabeth.
BOYD, Thomas Hartin. A.B. 1948. Zeta Psi.
Sales; b. Pittsburgh PA Oct. 17 1925; m.
Gertrude Woods Sept. 18 1949; ch.: Gertrude,
Marion, Janet, Thomas. With Pittsburgh Coke
& Chem. Co. 1949-58, with General Mills Inc.
Mnpls. MN 1958-60, with Refined Products
div. Johnson & Johnson Lynphurst NJ
1960-62, sales Tenneco Chems. Inc. Piscataway
NJ 1962—. Served to ensign USN 1944-46. res.
Mountain Lakes NJ.*
BRYANT, Robert Charles. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Mich. 1952. Systems analysis; b. Boston Oct.
12 1925; m. Barbara Chandler Sept. 2 1950;
ch.: Stephen, Douglas, Marjorie. Sylvania
Electric (quality control engineer Boston
1947-50, statistician Woburn MA 1952-55,
programmer/analyst Camillus NY 1955-58,
asst. mgr. market development Needham MA
1958-60), staff consultant United Research
Cambridge MA 1960-61, engineering spec.
Sylvania Electric Needham 1961-68, systems
analyst (Date Architects Waltham MA
1968-74, Chas. T. Main Inc. Boston 1974-75,
data processing consultant 1975
—
). Member
town meeting Winchester MA 1967-76. Served
to It. (jg) USN 1943-45. res. Winchester MA.*
BURNETT, George William. A.B. b.
Brighton MA April 15 1919. res. Lynnfield
MA.
BURROUGHS, Robert Walter. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Cornell 1951. Alpha Tau Omega.
Medicine; b. Buffalo NY June 9 1927; m.
Mary Gowan June 14 1952; ch.: John, James,
Catherine, Sarah. Physician partner Shields
Sutherland Burroughs Judge & Hinnen
Spokane 1970— res. Spokane County Med.
Soc. 1970, trustee Wash. State Med. Assn.
1975
— ,
diplomate Am. Board Internal
Medicine, fellow Am. Coll. of Cardiology.
Served to t/5 USA 1945-46. res. Spokane WA.*
CALDWELL, John Collins. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Springfield MA Jan. 20 1921. s.
of Wilber Chamberlain Ml. res. Brunswick.
CALDWELL, Joseph Chamberlin. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Springfield MA s. of Wilbur
Chamberlin. res. Rutland VT.
CHADWICK, Thomas Henry. B.S. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Lawrence MA April 26 1925. res.
Methuen MA.
CHURCH, John LeClerc. Bowdoin 1943-44,
1945-48. Alpha Tau Omega. Occ. unknown;
b. Rockville Center NY June 28 1923. res.
Morristown NJ.*
CLAFFEY, John Delpire. B.S. Chi Psi. Sales;
b. Waterbury CT May 1 1926; m. Adeline
Betsch June 27 1953. Sales rep. U.S. Gypsum
Co. Chicago IL 1948-54, prop. O'Reilley &
Boaden Inc. Greenville RI 1954-64, sales rep.
(Baltimore MD Paint & Chem. 1964-66, N. L.
Industries Inc. NYC 1966-76, Touraine Paints
Inc. Everett MA 1977—). Pres. Nat. Paint
Salesmen's Assn. 1974-75, v.pres. St. Colman's
Church Council Middlefield CT 1974-75,
chmn. Middlefield Housing Authority 1974-75.
res. Middlefield CT.*
CLARK, Robert Wilson, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Education; b. Waltham MA March 29
1924; ch.: Robert III, Kathryn. USAF
(navigator as 1st It. 1943-45, pilot as maj.
1949-67), teacher sch. dist. Highline Seattle
WA 1969—. res. Seattle WA.*
CLARK, William Floyd. A.B. 1948. Chi Psi.
Management; b. WinthrOp MA May 25
1926; m. Mary O'Barr June 23 1951; ch.:
Virginia, William Jr., Barbara. Graybar
Electric Co. Boston (trainee 1948-50, inside
sales 1950-54, salesman 1954-65, market mgr.
1965-72, sales mgr. 1972—). Served to sgt.
USAAF 1944-46. res. Hingham MA.*
CLARKE, Raymond Milo. A.B. 1951. Chi Psi.
b. Stonington Jan. 7 1926. res. S. Portland.
CLARKE, Robert Leslie. A.B. 1946. cum laude,
Psi Upsilon. b. NYC Jan. 23 1926. res.
Pelham NY.
COBB, Willard Howard, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. 1972 capital campaign area chmn., Alumni
Council 1974-77 (v.pres. 1975-76). Marketing
management; b. Newton Centre MA Sept. 7
1922; m. Inez Macklin Feb. 19 1949; ch.:
Barrett '73. Marketing dir. textile fibers dept.
E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. Wilmington
DE. Served to m/sgt. USA 1943-46. res.
Wilmington DE.*
COHEN, Charles Allen. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Exec; b. Portland Oct. 16 1926; m. Marvis
Polakewich May 22 1955; ch.: Lorri, Martha.
Various positions to pres. Service Oil Co. Inc.




Better Home Heat Council of Southern Me.
1974-76, Me. Library Trustees 1971-72,
Falmouth Memorial Library Trustees 1968-71),
Jewish Community Center (life board member,
pres. 1964-66), member budget committee
United Community Services Portland 1965-67.
Served to It. (jg) USN 1944-46, 1951-53. res.
Falmouth.*
COLE, David. A.B. 1949. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Louisville KY Oct. 3 1925. s. of Philip
Cole '12. res. Bryn Mawr PA.
COOPER, Llewellyn Winfield. A.B., M.D.
Tufts 1949. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b.
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Damariscotta May 24 1926; m. Pauline
MacMackin Sept. 8 1946; ch.: Thomas,
Robert, James, Jo-An. Intern & resident Me.
Med. Center Portland 1949-56, physician &
surgeon self-employed Bar Harbor 1956—
.
Pres. Med. Assoc. Bar Harbor 1957
—
,
F.A.C.S. 1959—. Served to It. USN & USMC
1951-53. res. Bar Harbor.*
COURT, Warren Laskey. B.S. 1946. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. Haverhill MA Feb. 22 1925.
res. Haverhill MA.
CRAIG, Leslie Ramsay. A.B. cum laude,
M.Div. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1948. Kappa
Sigma. Ret.; b. Cambridge MA June 30
1906; m. Beatrice Craig June 16 1928; ch.:
Lois, Jean, Leslie Jr. Minister (Lisbon Falls
1930-31, Bucksport 1932-36, Presque Isle
1936-39), mgr. retail stores & ins. salesman
1939-42, minister (Freeport 1946-52, S.
Attleboro MA 1952-61, S. Windham 1961-66,
Dover-Foxcroft 1966-72), ret. Served with
USNR 1943-45. res. Durhan.*
CURTIS, Charles Whittlesey. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Yale 1948; Ph.D.
Yale 1951. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Providence RI Oct. 13 1926; s. of William W.
'20; m. Elizabeth Henn June 17 1950; ch.:
Timothy, Darnel, Robert. Asst. instr. Yale
Univ. 1949-51, Univ. Wise. Madison (instr.
1951-53, asst. prof. 1953-57, assoc. prof.
1957-61, prof. 1961-63), prof, mathematics
Univ. Ore. Eugene 1963— . Member-at-large
Council of Am. Mathematical Soc. 1974—
.
Served with USNR 1944-46. Author: Linear
Algebra (1963), co-author: Representation
Theory of Finite Groups & Associative
Algebras (1962), contbr. res. Eugene OR.*
CUTLER, Edwin Burton. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
1949. Alpha Delta Phi. Dentistry; b. Boston
Sept. 8 1925; m. Loudon June 11 1959; ch.:
Stephen, Ellen, Sally, Susan, Henry. Dentist
19?md res. Newton Centre MA.*
DAY, Henry Willis, Jr. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1950. Sigma Nu. Banking exec; b.
Portland June 7 1925; m. Sally Patterson June
9 1951; ch.: Deborah, Katharine, Andrew.
Trust assoc. Old Colony Trust Co. Boston
1952, atty. NB & TB Walker Biddeford
1952-57, v.pres. (Me. Nat. Bank Portland
1957-65, Old Kent Bank & Trust Co. Grand
Rapids MI 1965-69), sr. v.pres. (First Bank &
Trust Co. Springfield MA 1969-74, United
Bank of Denver CO 1974—). Chmn. trust
industry advt. committee Denvers Trust
Officers Assn. 1975
—
, treas. Christ Church
Kennebunk 1952-60, member board of dir.
Springfield Symphony 1970-74, Mile High
Chapter of Am. Red Cross 1975— (chmn.
finance committee, board member), thesis
examiner Nat. Trust Sch. Northwestern Univ.
1967
— ,
judge municipal court Kennebunk
1955-57, member Kennebunk (sch. board
1956-65, budget board 1952-55). Servd to It.
(jg.) USN 1943-46. res. Littleton CO.*
DEMARAY, David. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1948. Zeta Psi. Education; b.
Somerville NJ Nov. 20 1924; m. Carolyn Fish
June 24 1972; ch.: Nicole. Instr. St. George's
Sch. Newport RI 1947-49, Hotchkiss Sch.
Lakeville CT 1950—. res. Lakeville CT.*
des CLERS de Beaumets, Bertrand Olivier.
B.S. Zeta Psi. b. Paris France March 28
1929. res. Paris France.
des CLERS de Beaumets, Phillippe Renaud.
B.S. Zeta Psi. b. Paris France Sept. 17 1925.
res. Paris France.
DEWAR, Duncan Henry, Jr. Bowdoin 1943-45.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Worcester MA April 8
1923; m. Patricia Disney; ch.: Duncan III,
Lisa. B. S. Roy & Son Co. Worcester (treas.
1945-61, pres. 1955-61). Pres. Mass. Golf Assn.,
chmn. Women's Nat. Open Golf
Championship 1960, winner Worcester
Country Club Championship (5). d. Dusseldorf
Germany Jan. 26 1961.*
DOLE, Stanley Fuller, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude 1948, Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Univ.
Mich. 1949. Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital
campaign nat. campaign committee worker.
Accounting; b. Boston Feb. 4 1926; m.
Valrosa Vail March 24 1958; ch.: Peggy,
Howard, James. C.P.A. (Ernst & Ernst Detroit
MI 1949-62, Grand Rapids MI 1962-72;
Vannatter Howell & Co. Grand Rapids
1972
—
). Dir. & treas. Pilgrim Manor Inc.
1964
—
, treas. (Mayflower Congr. Church
Detroit 1952-62, Detroit Assn. Phi Beta Kappa
1958-62), finance chmn. Plymouth Congr.
Church 1965—. Served with USN 1944-46. res.
Grand Rapids ML*
DOLLOFF, Arthur Dean. A.B. 1949, J.D.
Boston Univ. 1951. Sigma Nu. Class agt.
1957-75. Law; b. Topsham March 25 1926;
m. Carol Locke Aug. 27 1950; ch.: Amy, Mark,
Jonathan, Susan, Linda. Atty. self-employed
Brunswick 1953— . Unitarian-Universalist
Assn. (trustee 1969— sec. N.E. dist. 1968-69,
chmn. distinguished service award committee
1975), Universalist Church of Me. (chmn.
board of trustees 1959-60, treas. 1956-58), pres.
Me. Municipal Court Bath 1953-58, county
atty. Sagadahoc County 1958-60. Served to 1st
It. USAAF & USA 1944-46, 1951-53. res.
Brunswick.*
DOUGHTY, Robert Stephenson. B.S. 1949.
1972 capital campaign worker. Computer
programming & analysis; b. Portland July 3
1926. Accountant (Hotel Avery Boston
1950-54, General Accounting Office Chicago
IL 1954-55); computer prograTrmrerUhion Oil
Co. of Calif. Chicago, Palatine IL, Los Angeles
CA 1955— . Dir. & v.pres. Los Angeles unit
Am. Contract Bridge League 1969-72. Served
to cpl. USA 1944-46. res. Los Angeles CA.*
DUNHAM, Corydon Bushnell, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, LL.B. Harvard 1951. Zeta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Law; b. Yonkers
NY Nov. 14 1927; m. Janet Burke Oct. 29
1966; ch.: Corydon, Christopher. Atty. assoc.
Cahill Gordon & Reindel NYC 1951-65, Nat.
Broadcasting Co. NYC (asst. general atty.
1965-71, v.pres. & general counsel 1971-76,
exec, v.pres. & general counsel 1976—). Served
to 2nd It. USA 1946-48. Contbr. res. Riverside
CT.*
DUNN, Leo Joseph, Jr. A.B. cum laude, M.S.
M.I.T. 1949. Delta Upsilon. 1962 capital
campaign worker, admissions aide 1968.
Management; b. Boston Sept. 17 1926; m.
Helen O'Brien May 19 1951; ch.: Kevin, Mark,
Brien, Maureen, Patricia, Leo '75. Mfg. mgr.
Ultrasonic Inc. Cambridge MA 1950-1957,
plant mgr. H. H. Scott Inc. Maynard MA
1957-1964, v.pres. & general mgr. Acoustech
Inc. Cambridge 1965-1967, v.pres. admin.
Atkins & Merrill Mavnard 1967-1972,
operations mgr. Harvard 1972— . V.pres. & dir.
GEMCO Inc. Tulsa OK, dir. Acoustech Inc.
Served with USN 1944-46. res. Falmouth
MA*
EAMES, Richard Everett. Bowdoin 1943-44,
1946-47. Zeta Psi. b. Bangor July 30 1926; s.
of Paul H. '21. Served with USN 1944-46. d.
near Sanford Nov. 18 1947.
EATON, Fred Gibson, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Pittsfield Sept. 2 1924. res.
Millinocket.
EGAN, Donald Guy. A.B. 1949. Sigma Nu.
b. Cambridge MA Dec. 22 1925. res.
Framingham MA.
EMMONS, Robert Mitchell. B.S. 1948. Delta
Upsilon. Aviation management; b.
Lawrence MA Sept. 21 1925; m. Aidil Ribeiro
Feb. 7 1953; ch.: Robert Jr. '76, Peter '77. Jr.
officer First Nat. City Bank NYC 1948-52,
affiliate mgr. Mobil Oil Corp. NYC 1953-64,
pres. World Aviation Services W. Palm Beach
FL 1964—. res. Plantation FL.*
ERSWELL, George Ashley, Jr. AJL^Delta
Kappa Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Industrial sales engineering; b. Hartford CT
Nov. 30 1926; m. Elizabeth Martin June 18
1949; ch.: George III, Kristi, Kimberly,
Kathryn. U.S. Gypsum Co. (various mfg.
responsibilities to plant supt. Lisbon Falls,
Chicago IL, Danville VA, Oconomowoc WI
1954-75). Member board of dir. YMCA.
Served with USNR 1944-47, served to 1st It.
USAF 1950-54, served to col. USAFR. res.
Portage MI.*
FERRIS, Fred Irving Eldridge. Bowdoin 1943,
A.B. Duke 1948, B.D. Duke Divinity Sch.
1953, S.T.M. N.Y. Theol. Sem. 1973. Clergy;
b. NYC July 7 1925; s. of William F. '22; m.
Louise Moore June 10 1952; ch.: Elizabeth,
Sarah. Minister-in-charge St. Mark's Church &
assoc. missions Roxboro NC 1948-50, St.
Paul's Church Vanceboro NC & Trinity
Church Chocowinity NC (minister-in-charge
1952-54, rector 1954-56), asst. rector St. Luke's
Epis. Church Montclair NJ 1956-58, rector St.
Thomas' Church Bethel CT 1959-74,
counselor-researcher Pastoral Counseling
Services Roxboro 1974— . Chmn.
(radio-television Diocese of E. Carolina
1954-56, Christian social relations Fairfield
Archdeaconry CT 1964-67), member comm. on
alcoholism Diocese of E. Carolina 1954-56,
Diocese of Conn. 1960-74 (comm. on pvt. schs.,
comm. on alcoholism), res. Roxboro NC*
FICKETT, Lewis Perley, Jr. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1948; LL.B. Harvard
1952; M.P.A. Harvard 1954; Ph.D. Harvard
1956. Zeta Psi. Education & law; b.
Winthrop MA May 28 r926; s. of Lewis P. '26;
m. Constance Marsh, m. Marion Murmann, m.
Martha Van Zandt Aug. 25 1969; ch.: Karin,
Sybil, Lewis III. Teaching fellow Bowdoin
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1948, management trainee General Electric Co.
1952-53, foreign service officer U.S. State
Dept. (Washington DC, Bonn Germany,
Algiers Algeria, Washington DC 1956-63),




Fredericksburg. Pres. Southeastern Regional
Conf. Assn. for Asian Studies 1975-76, chmn.
Fredericksburg (Unitarian Fellowship 1966-67,
Democratic Party 1969
—
), Va. state rep.
1974
—,
Fulbright exchange prof. Univ. Delhi
India 1967-68. Served to cdr. USNR 1944-46.
Author: Problems of the Developing Nations
(1966), The Major Socialist Parties of India
(1976); contbr. res. Fredericksburg VA.*
FILES, William Walton. A.B., M.F.S. Univ.
Zurich 1949, A.M. Univ. Me. Orono 1956,
Ph.D. (hon.) Univ. Antioquia Columbia S. Am.
1972. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b. Peaks
Is. June 21 1925. Station traffic mgr. Pan Am.
World Airways Haiti & Jamaica 1949-55, Instr.
Riverdale Country Sch. Bronx NYC 1957-62,
prof. French literature Univ. Beirut Lebanon
1962-67, supervisor lang. program Ministry
Education Kingdom of Libya 1967-68, prof,
(history Univ. P.R. Santurie San Juan 1968-70,
lang. S.C State Coll. Orangeburg 1971-72,
philosophy Columbus Coll. Medellin
Columbia 1972—). Pvt. USA 1943. res.
Medellin Columbia.*
FRENCH, James Richards. A.B. 1948, A.M.
Columbia 1950, M.L.S. Rutgers 1960. Alpha
Delta Phi. Library science; b. Ft. Fairfield
Sept. 3 1925. Clerk N.Y. Underwriters NYC
1948-49, asst. mgr. Central Movie Theatre
Newark NJ 1951, asst. credit mgr. Ronald
Press NYC 1952, office boy Charles W. Hoyt
Advt. Agency NYC 1952-54, general clerk
Twentieth Century Fox NYC 1954-55,
librarian trainee Morris County Library
Morristown NJ 1956-59, asst. cataloger (State
Library of Ohio Columbus 1960-62, N.Y.
Univ. Sch. Law Library NYC 1962-63, Jersey
City NJ State Coll. Library 1963-65), sr.
librarian cataloger public library Hackensack
NJ 1966—. Served to t/5 USA 1945-46. res.
Hackensack NJ.*
FRIEDMANN, John Rembert Peter. b.
Vienna Austria April 16 1926. res. unknown.
FROST, Hunter Swift. A.B. 1948, A.M. N.Y.
Univ. 1966. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
NYC Oct. 15 1925; s. of John W. '04; m.
Carolyn Aldrich Sept. 26 1953; ch.: Daniel,
William, Juliana. Teacher Fountain Valley
Sch. Colorado Springs CO 1949-52, account
exec. Dancer Fitzgerald Sample NYC 1953-64,
teacher & dean Fountain Valley Sch. 1966—
.
Board member Colorado Springs Symphony
Assn. 1969-72. Served with ACUSA 1943-45.
res. Colorado Springs CO.*
GADBOW, Kenneth Delmont. A.B. b.
Browerville MN Feb. 12 1918. res. Whitesboro
NY.
GILL, William Thornton, II. A.B., grad. Boston
Architectural Center. Theta Delta Chi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Mfg.; b. Waltham
MA May 30 1925; m. Virginia Graham Oct. 16
1948; ch.: William III, Christine. Student
Boston Univ. 1947-48; mfg. rep. Floor
Surfacing Machines Co. Boston 1948
—
; N.E.
architectural rep. Am. Olean Tile Co. 1955—
;
dir. Coimpo Assn., Architectural Products
Spec. 1970—. Served with ACUSA 1943-45.
res. Marshfield MA.*
GOODMAN, Bernard Murry. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Portland Nov. 27
1925; married; ch.: Jeffrey, Robert. Treas.
William Goodman & Sons Inc. Portland
1947—. res. Portland.*
GORTON, Bernard Emmanuel. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Syracuse Univ. 1951. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Vienna Austria Oct. 27 1926; m.
Mary Armstrong April 14 1951; ch.: Gary,
Gregg, Chris, Joel. Intern Evangelical
Deaconess Hospital Detroit MI, resident N.Y.
State Psychiatric Inst., pvt. practice psychiatry
& neurology (Syracuse NY, Phila. PA, Tempe
AZ ca. 1961). Am. Soc. of Clinical Hypnosis
(fellow, assoc. journal ed.). d. Phoenix AZ
April 26 1961.
GOTTLIEB, Leonard Solomon. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Tufts 1950, M.P.H. Harvard 1969.
Zeta Psi. Education & medicine; b. Boston
May 26 1927; m. Dorothy Apt March 23 1952;
ch.: Julie, William, Andrew. Boston City
Hospital (intern 1950-51; resident Mallory
Inst. Pathology 1951-55, assoc. pathologist
1957-66, assoc. dir. 1966-72, dir. 1972—), chief
pathology Univ. Hospital Boston 1973— , prof,
pathology Tufts Univ. Sch. of Medicine
1967-71, prof. & v.chmn. dept. of pathology
Boston Univ. Sch. of Medicine 1972— , lectr.
pathology Harvard Med. Sch. 1963— . New
Eng. Soc. of Pathologists (pres. 1968-69, treas.
1966-68, sec. 1964-66, member exec, committee
1964-71), member (exec, council Tufts Med.
Alumni Assn., editorial board Tufts Med.
Alumni Bulletin, exec, board New Eng. Eye
Bank, alumni field advisor program Harvard
Sch. of Public Health, Greater Boston Council
of Alcoholism), fellow Am. Soc. of Clinical
Pathologists 1957
— ,
diplomate Nat. Board of
Med. Examiners 1950. Served to It. cdr.
MCUSNR 1955-57. Recipient: Frank Burr
Mallory Award New Eng. Soc. of Pathologists.
Contbr. res. Brookline MA.*
GRANT, Donald Henry. Bowdoin 1945-46.
b. White Plains NY Feb. 20 1921; m.
Barbara Cook Sept. 15 1945; ch.: Deborah,
Jonathan. Served to s/sgt. ACUSA 1943-44. d.
NYC June 18 1948.
GRAY, Willis Victor. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Boston Univ. 1948, Ed.M. Boston Univ. 1953.
Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. Littleton MA Aug.
23 1923; m. Faith Hall Aug. 20 1949, m.
Frances Nowell June 29 1957; ch.: James,
Barbara, Dean. Teacher high sch. MA (Ashby
1948-51, Braintree 1951-53), principal high sch.
(Shoreham VT 1953-55, Is. Pond VT 1955-58,
Hardwick MA 1959-61), teacher sch. dept.
Haverhill MA 1963-72, ret. 1972, salesman
United Educators Lake Bluff IL 1972—.
Served to 2nd It. USAAF 1943-45. res.
Georgetown MA.*
GRIFFIN, George Hathaway. A.B. cum laude
1948. Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Ins. exec; b. Boston July 14 1926;
m. Ruth Blumenthal 1949, m. Ray Carol
Peruso Oct. 13 1962; ch.: Howard, Nancy,
Geoffrey. C.P.C.U.; trainee Doubleday & Co.
NYC 1950-51; sales mgr. Liberty Mutual Ins.
Co. NYC, St. Louis MO, Chicago IL, San
Francisco CA 1951-69; Marsh & McLennan
(production coordinator & div. mgr. San
Francisco 1969-75, v.pres. & asst. mgr. Seattle
WA 1975—). Served to t/5 USA 1944-46. res.
Bellevue WA.*
GUY, Basil James. A.B. summa cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa 1949; A.M. Yale 1951; Ph.D.
(Fulbright fellow) Yale 1955. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Education; b. Lynn MA
April 12 1926. Univ. Calif Berkeley (instr.
French 1954-57, asst. prof. 1957-62, assoc. prof.
1962-68, prof. 1968—, faculty research prof.
1971-72). C.R.B. fellow Belgian-Am.
Educational Foundation 1960-61, Guggenheim
fellow 1964-65. Served to cpl. USA 1944-46;
awarded Bronze Star. Author: The French
Image of China (1963), contbr. res. Berkeley
CA.*
HALL, James Bryant. A.B. 1948. Sigma Nu.
b. Topsham July 30 1926. res. Coral Gables
FL.
HALL, Robert Tracy. A.B. 1948. Sales &
marketing; b. Newton MA Dec. 18 1925; m.
Mary Faber Sept. 15 1951; ch.: Bonney,
Robert Jr., William, Elizabeth. Salesman Old
Print Shop NYC 1948-51, field services
supervisor Lever Brothers Co. NYC 1951—
.
PFC USA 1944-45. res. NYC*
HANLY, Paul Hazeltine, Jr. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Delta Phi. Exec; b. Portland Sept. 10 1925;
m. Janice Hamilton April 15 1950; ch.:
Stephen, Jane, Matthew. Treas. A. H. Benoit &
Co. Portland 1949—. Portland Retail Trade
Board (dir. 1960-70, pres. 1969-70), Credit
Bureau of Portland (dir. 1969—, pres. 1971-72).
Served to sgt. USA 1944-46; awarded Bronze
Star 1945. res. S. Portland.*
HANSON, Earl Dorchester. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa 1949; Ph.D. Ind. Univ. 1954.
Beta Theta Pi. Education; b. Shahjahanpur
U.P. India Feb. 15 1927; m. Carlota Kinzie
June 10 1948, m. Evelyn Schenker Jan. 4 1975;
ch.: Mardi, Stanley, Kenric. Teaching fellow
Ind. Univ. Bloomington summer 1954, Yale
Univ. (instr. 1954-57, asst. prof. 1957-60),
Wesleyan Univ. (assoc. prof. 1960-63, prof.
1963
—
). Regional examiner Woodrow Wilson
fellowships 1964-65, Comm. Undergraduate
Education Biological Sciences (member
1963-67, chmn. 1965-67), member (CEEB
advanced placement 1972-75, discipline
committee 1974— ; governing board Am. Inst.
Biological Sciences 1971-74; conservation
comm. Haddam CT 1969-73; research
committee Middlesex Memorial Hospital
1967-70, research div. United Way Middlesex
County 1974
—), Fulbright & Guggenheim
fellow 1960-61. Served to cpl. USMCR
1944-45. Recipient: Harbison Distinguished
Teaching Award 1970. Author: Animal
Diversity (1961, 1964. 1972). The Origin and
Early Education of Animals; co-ed.: The
Lower Metazoa (1963); contbr. res.
Middletown CT.*
HAYES, Edward Richard. Bowdoin 1947. b.
Worcester MA May 17 1923. res. unknown.
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HIEBERT, Clement Arthur. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1951.
Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Boston June 7
1926; m. Mary Tremaine June 10 1956; ch.:
Timothy '70, Sarah, Kirsti, Amy, John. Intern
& asst. resident Mass. General Hospital
1951-56, Harvard Research fellow Strangeways
Research Lab. Cambridge England 1956-57,
resident W. Surgical Service Mass. General
Hospital 1957-58, sr. registrar Thoracic surgery
Frenchay Hospital Bristol England 1958-59,
asst. thoracic surgery Bristol Royal Infirmary
Bristol England 1958-59, Mass. General
Hospital (dir. surgical clinics 1959-60, clinical
assoc. surgery 1959
—), attending surgeon Me.
Med. Center Portland & N. Cumberland
Memorial Hospital Bridgton, consulting staff
Stevens Memorial Hospital Norway,
Steamship Hope (rotating thoracic surgeon
Guinea W. Africa 1965, deputy med. dir.
Ceylon 1968), asst. surgery Harvard Med. Sch.
1959
—
, asst. clinical prof, surgery Tufts Univ.
Sch. of Medicine 1971— . Diplomate (Am.
Board of Surgery 1959, Board of Thoracic
Surgery 1961), F.A.C.S. 1966, fellow (Am. Coll.
of Chest Physicians 1969, Am. Coll. of
Cardiology 1972), past member (exec, board
Me. Partners of Alliance for Progress, board of
trustees Opportunity Farm for Boys, board of
dir. Goodwill Industries, Portland Symphony
Orchestra), member (board of dir. Me. Heart
Assn., med. advisory committee Me. Dept.
Health & Welfare, exec, council N.E.S. for
V.S., Me. council for the Humanities & public
policy), past pres. Me. Thoracic Soc, licensed
Me. guide. Served with USN 1944-46. Contbr.
res. Portland.*
HILLS, Louis Lenville, Jr. B.S., B.S. Mich.
State Univ. 1949, A.M. N.Y. Univ. 1963. Psi
Upsilon. b. Westbrook Nov. 28 1924; s. of
Louis L. '99; m. Nancy Hurt June 4 1966.
Hotel admin. (Mountain Top Club Chittenden
VT 1946-?, Williams Inn Williamstown MA,
Squirrel Inn Squirrel Is., Pemigewasset House
Plymouth NH), dir. social center Geneseo
State Teachers Coll. NY 1950-53, admin. Mich.
Coll. of Mining & Tech. Sault Ste. Marie,
SUNY Courtland Coll. 1963-72 (asst. dean of
students & dir. coll. unions, advisor to board of
governors), d. Courtland NY June 26 1972.*
HIRSCH, Leonard Myrl. B.S. 1948, M.D. N.Y.
Univ. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b.
NYC July 5 1926; m. Margie Cravens May 3
1959; ch.: Karen, Eric. Physician Hopelawn
NJ 1957— . Diplomate obstet. & gynecol.
Served with USN 1944-46. res. Edison NJ.*
HOLMAN, Joseph Frederick. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Law; b. Farmington Aug. 15 1925;
s. of Currier C. '06. Atty. Holman's Law
Offices Farmington 1951— . Dir. N.E.
Bankshares Inc. 1972-76, Franklin County
Savings Bank (trustee 1963-76, v.pres. 1969-76),
trustee Farmington Public Library Assn.
1974
—
, Me. State Bar Assn. (member exec,
committee 1963-72, pres. 1971-72), member
(Me. Trial Lawyers Assn., Trial Lawyers Assn.
of Am., Governor's Advisory Council Inland
Fisheries & Game 1954-55), assessor
Farmington Village Corp. 1955-76, Me. State
senator 1970-71, Franklin County (county atty.
1953-58, public administrator 1969-73). Served
to It. USNR 1943-45. res. Farmington,
Rangeley.*
HOLMES, John McDougald. A.B. 1949 Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Washington DC Dec. 21
1925. res. Washington DC.
HOLT, John Wolcott, Jr. Bowdoin 1943-46.
Theta Delta Chi. Self-employed; b. Hartford
CT Feb. 16 1925; m. Cynthia Tomlinson, m.
Carol Simpkin April 10 1966; ch.: Roger, John
III. Account exec. F. W. Prelle Co. Hartford
1947-49, inventory control Colt Industries W.
Hartford CT 1949-64, prop. House of Holt
Canton CT 19?—. res. Canton CT.*
HOLTMAN, Frank Graves. A.B. 1949. Psi
Upsilon. b. Washington DC Jan. 16 1926.
res. Chamberlain.
HOOTEN, George Milner, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.D. Bangor Sem.
1947; D.D. New Eng. Coll. 1961. Clergy; b.
Jacksonville FL Oct. 21 1913; m. Evelyn
Horsch April 18 1937; ch.: Katherine. Pastor
First Parish Church Yarmouth 1944-48, sr.
minister (Brookside Congr. Church
Manchester NH 1948-61, First Church of
Christ Marblehead MA 1961—). Disaster
chmn. Am. Red Cross Yarmouth 1946-48;
pres. Rotary Club Manchester 1952-53; pres.
Council Social Agencies Manchester 1953-56;
v.pres. N.H. Council Social Agencies 1956-57;
N.H. Children's Aid Soc. 1949-61 (chmn.
policy committee, trustee); N.H. Congr. Conf.
(v.pres. & trustee 1956-59, chmn. ministerial
committee 1954-55); delegate General Council
& General Synod 1953, 1959, 1961. res.
Marblehead MA.*
HUGHES, Ralph Arthur. A.B. cum laude 1952.
Beta Theta Pi. Education; b. Boston June 28
1927; m. Nancy Fisher June 21 1952; ch.:
Jenny, Peter, Sarah. Final test man Raytheon
Mfg. Co. Waltham MA 1952-53, grad. asst.
Ind. Univ. Bloomington 1953-56, Worcester
MA Acad. 1956— (teacher, dean of faculty).
Member sch. committee Princeton MA 1969.
Served with USN 1945-49. res. Princeton MA.*
HUNTER, Robert Bruce. B.S. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D. Johns Hopkins 1951. Beta
Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Washington DC Dec.
13 1926; m. Sarah Mitchell Oct. 18 1952; ch.:
Richard, Virginia. Intern Johns Hopkins
Hospital 1951-52, USPHS (Cleveland OH
1952-53, sr. asst. surgeon St. Louis MO
1953-54), Henry Ford Hospital Detroit MI
(resident physician 1954-57, staff physician
1957—). Served to capt. USA 1944-46. res.
Dearborn MI.*
JAFFE, Wallace. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
b. Pittsburgh PA Sept. 26 1925. res. Portland.
JORDAN, Charles Alton, Jr. A.B. 1949. Delta
Upsilon. Engineering; b. Waltham MA Nov.
2 1925; s. of Charles A. '21; m. Marion Tait
Oct. 17 1953; ch.: Charles IV, Stewart. Teacher
town of Hingham MA 1949-50, Norton Co.
Worcester MA (industrial engineer 1950-60,
order processing supervisor 1960-64, industrial
engineering supervisor 1964-65, order
processing asst. supt. 1965-67, sr. industrial
engineer 1967—). Served with USA 1943-46.
res. Holden MA.*
JORDAN, Maurice Donald, Jr. A.B., Ph.D.
Univ. N.H. 1959. Chi Psi. b. Lewiston Aug.
17 1926; s. of Maurice D. '22; m. Marcia
Gooding Aug. 22 1953; ch.: Susan, Diana,
Kenneth. Chemist (S. D. Warren Co.
Westbrook 1950-54, tech. section pigment dept.
E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. 1959-69
(Wilmington DE, Brevard NC), acting lab. dir.
State of Dela. Bureau of Natural Resources &
Environmental Control 1970. Served with USN
1944-46. d. Hockessin DE June 24 1970.*
KEARNEY, Norman Decatur, Jr. Bowdoin
1946-47. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Bangor Oct. 9
1925. Rockford IL.
KEENE, Byron Edwin. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Govt, admin.; b. Rockland Aug. 24
1926; m. Frances Snow May 1 1948; ch.:
Robert. Assoc. health physicist Brookhaven
Nat. Lab. Upton NY 1947-55, chief radiation
program Dept. of Health State of N.J. Trenton
1955-59, radiation protection engineer Nuclear
Engineering Co. Kearney NJ 1959-60, chief
radiation program Dept. of Health State of
N.J. 1960-62, radiation protection engineer
Nuclear Engineering Co. Morehead KY
1962-63, chief radiation noise & solid waste
branch U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Regional Office Boston 1963— . Served to cpl.
USAAF 1945. res. Winchester MA.*
KENT, George Gordon. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Marketing exec; b. NYC Feb. 11 1925; m.
Bodil Hansen Aug. 2 1954; ch.: Lars. Asst.
mgr. ore dept. Grace Y Cia Lima Peru 1951-67,
Cerro de Pasco Corp. Lima (dir. minerals dept.
1967-71, asst. commercia mgr. 1971-73, mgr.
com./logistics divs. 1973), mgr. com/logistics
divs. Centromin-Peru Lima 1974-75, asst.
v.pres. marketing Bunker Hill Co. Kellogg ID
1975—. Dir. CIA (Minera Raura, Bera del
Peru, Minera San Vicente 1971-73), past pres.
Lima (Royal British Legion, A.I.M.E.), past
dir. Silver Inst., past v.pres. Bismuth Inst.
Served with Royal Army Med. Corp 1943-45.
res. Coeur D'Alene ID.*
KIMBALL, Jay Frank, Sr. A.B. cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Ins. exec; b. Freeport June 25 1927;
m. Sallie Reimann June 27 1953; ch.: Jay Jr.
'76, Karl, Daniel. General Electric Co. (trainee
1948-50, sales supervisor 1950-54, sales rep.
1954-55), consultant Stevenson Jordan &
Harrison 1956-58, mgr. marketing consulting
Peat Marwick Mitchell & Co. 1959-64, v.pres.
J. C. Penny Life Ins. Co. NYC 1964—. Pres.
board of trustees New Hampton Sch. 1957-59.
Served to QM 3/c USN 1945-46. res.
Huntington NY.*
KING, Philip Louis, Jr. Bowdoin 1943-44.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Concord NH Nov.
30 1926. res. unknown.
KLINE, John Peter. Bowdoin 1945-48. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Texarkana TX Sept. 6 1920. res.
unknown.
KYLE, Kim. A.B. cum laude, M.B.A. Harvard
(Baker scholar) 1950. Beta Theta Pi.
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Business; b. Boston May 23 1924; m.
Barbara Auer June 24 1950; ch.: Scott,
Cameron, Alix, Peter, Toby, Adam, Jonathan.
Controller Ft. Inc. E. Providence RI 1975—.
Served with Am. Field Service WWII. res.
Marion MA.*
LAMPARTER, William Smith. Bowdoin
1943-45, A.B. Duke Univ. 1947, A.M. Duke
Univ. 1948. Exec; b. Metuchen NJ July 1
1926. Asst. to exchange officer Army & Air
Force Exchange System European Command
1948-50, furniture buyer R. H. Macy & Co.
Inc. NYC 1951-66, furniture & contract
merchandiser Assoc. Merchandising Corp.
NYC 1966-68, Century Furniture Co. Hickory
NC (v.pres., general sales mgr., dir. 1968-77;
dir. marketing & int. sales 1977
—
). Dir.
(Jiranek Sch. of Furniture Design NYC
1964
—




commissioner W. Piedmont Council of Govts.
1970-73, Ft. Defiance Inc. (pres. 1971-74,
trustee 1972
—
), sec. & dir. Granite Plaza
Assocs. 1974
— ,
pres.' assoc. Duke Univ.
1973
—
, trustee Rutgers Preparatory Sch.
Somerset NJ 1977—. res. Hickory NC*
LANYON, William Melvin, Jr. A.B. 1948. Chi
Psi. b. Chicago IL Aug. 6 1925. res.
Eastchester NY.
LAPLANTE, Paul Allen. Bowdoin 1946-48.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Uxbridge MA Oct. 7 1924.
res. Lewiston.
LEADBETTER, Guy Whitman, Jr. A.B. 1949.
Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Medicine; b. Washington DC July 6 1926; s.
of Guy W. '16; m. Nadia Barton June 25 1949;
ch.: Linda, Guy III '77, Andrea. New Eng.
Med. Center (intern surgery 1953-54, resident
general surgery 1954-55), resident general
surgery Boston City Hospital 1955-56, Mass.
General Hosp. (resident urology 1956-59, asst.
urology 1959-67), Harvard Med. Sch. (asst.
surgery 1959-61, instr. surgery 1961-64, clinical
assoc. surgery 1964-67), chmn. & prof. div. of
urology Univ. Vt. Coll. of Medicine 1967—
.
Affiliate fellow Am. Acad, of Pediatrics 1968,
consultant urology Birth Defects Treatment
Center Univ. Vt. 1968—, staff consultant
(Champlain Valley Physicians Hospital Med.
Center 1971, N. Country Hospital & Health
Center Inc. Newport VT 1975), sec. New Eng.
Section Am. Urological Assn. 1973. Served to
cpl. USA 1944-46. Contbr., med. movies, res.
Burlington VT.*
LEBOVITZ, Carl Harry. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa 1946; J.D. Georgetown Univ.
1957. Translating; b. Portland Aug. 24 1926.
Research analyst linquist U.S. Dept. Defense
Washington DC 1947-54, translator
self-employed Washington DC & Mattoon IL
1954— . Treas. Mattoon Area Performing Arts
Soc. res. Mattoon IL.*
LEE, Shepard. A.B. magna cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign area co-chmn. Automobile sales;
b. Lewiston Nov. 13 1926; m. Nancy Margolis
Feb. 9 1951; ch.: Jonathan, Catherine, Adam,
Beth. Automobile dealer (also treas. Advance






). Pres. (Lee Leasing,
Lee Cadillac-Olds, Datsun World), past pres.
(United Jewish Appeal, Jewish Community
Center), treas. Coffin for Cong. Committee
1956, co-chmn. (Muskie for Senate committee
1970, Muskie for Pres. committee State of Me.
1971), member (Child & Family Services, sch.
committee Auburn, United Fund, exec, board
Partners of the Alliance, board of dir. Casco
Bank & Trust Co., nat. board Am. Civil
Liberties Union, Governor Curtis' Task Force
on Reorganizing Me. State Govt., Poland
Spring Job Corps Advisory Council, Portland
Foreign Policy committee), chmn. Coffin for
Governor committee 1960, State of Me.
Democratic finance committee 1966, NAACP
Housing committee, Partners of Am. Exchange
Program, New Eng. Chrysler Dealer
Management Group), state of Me. rep. Nat.
Small Business Advisory Council. Served with
USN 1946-47. res. Auburn.*
LEVIN, Robert Daniel. B.S., D.M.D. Tufts
1951. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Dentistry; b. Bath Dec. 17 1924; m. Eleanor
Kleban Nov. 25 1951; ch.: Jonathan, Richard,
Elizabeth. Student N.Y. Univ. Dental Sch.
1952-54, periodontic practice Bridgeport CT
1954, instr. periodontics Tufts Univ. 1955-60,
assoc. adjunct prof. Fones Sch. of Dental
Hygiene 1955-71, instr. Albert Einstein Med.
Sch. 1963-68, asst. prof. Univ Conn.
Farmington 1975— . Diplomate Am. Board of
Periodontology 1957, first pres. Conn. Society
of Periodontists, fellow Am. Coll. of Dentists
1969. Pvt. USA 1943-46. res. Fairfield CT*
LIBBY, Robert Dwight. Bowdoin 1943-44.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Cambridge MA July 23
1926. res. Portland.
LYONS, John Gorman, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Hartford CT Nov. 17
1926; m. Anne Pillsbury Jan. 12 1952, m.
Sylvia Marston Feb. 21 1970; ch.: Elizabeth,
Margaret, Katherine. Chief dept.
anesthesiology Anne Arundel General
Hospital Annapolis MD 1956— . Fellow Am.
Coll. Anesthesiologists, diplomate Am. Board
of Anesthesiologists. Served with USN
1944-46. res. Annapolis MD.*
MACOMBER, Peter Browne. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Harvard 1950. Medicine; b. W.
Newton MA May 31 1923; m. Marjorie
Bushway Sept. 18 1948; ch.: Susan, Peter,
Steven, Robert. Physician self-employed
Wilton NH 1951-53, pathologist MCUSA
1953-69, assoc. pathologist Augusta General
Hospital 1969-72, V.A. Togus (out-patient
physician 1972-73, staff psychiatrist 1973-76),
family physician Carrollwood Med. Center &
assoc. pathologist Park Lab. Tampa FL
1976—. Served to It. col. USA 1942-45,
1950-51; awarded Purple Heart with Oak Leaf
Cluster, Bronze Star, Combat Infantry Badge,
res. Tampa FL.*
MAGEE, John Francis. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1946; M.B.A. Harvard
1948; A.M. Univ. Me. 1953. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Alumni Council 1967-71, Overseer
1971— Exec; b. Bangor Dec. 3 1926; m.
Dorothy Hundley Nov. 19 1949; ch.:
Catherine, John, Andrew. Asst. mathematics
Univ. Me. Orono 1946, financial analyst
Johns-Manville Co. Manville NJ 1949-50,
Arthur D. Little Inc. Cambridge MA
(operations research 1950-61, v.pres.
management services 1962-68, exec, v.pres.
1969-71, pres. 1972-74, pres. & chief exec,
officer 1974
—
). Dir. (Penn Co., Buckeye Pipe
Line Co., Houghton Mifflin Co.), pres. (Inst, of
Management Sciences 1971, Operations
Research Soc. of Am. 1966), Served to ensign
USN 1944-46. Author: Production Planning &
Inventory Control (1967), Physical
Distribution Systems (1967), Industrial
Logistics: Analysis and Management of
Physical Supply and Distribution Systems
(1968). res. Concord MA.*
MANN, Roland DeWolf. Bowdoin 1943-44,
A.B. Univ. Me. 1951, A.M. N.Y. Univ. 1965.
Psi Upsilon. Publishing; b. Boston June 24
1926; s. of Roland W. '88; m. Ingrid Ziska
Aug. 17 1947; ch.: Elisabeth, William,
Christopher. Managing ed. (Management
Review Am. Management Assn. NYC 1952-57,
Dun's Review Dun & Bradstreet NYC
1957-62), financial ed. Med. Economics NJ
1962-63, dir. editorial services McKinsey & Co.
NY 1963—. Served to cpl. USA 1944-46.
Author: Careers in Business Management
(1962), ed.: The Arts of Top Management, res.
Kings Langley Herts England.*
MARSH, Samuel Dennis. Bowdoin 1944, A.B.
Yale 1948. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Washington DC Oct. 29 1926; s. of Harold N.
'09. res. unknown.
MARSHALL, Fuller. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Newton MA Oct. 30 1923; m. Carol Mathews
July 10 1948; ch.: Virginia, William, Dana,
Lindsay, Lee. With Field & Cowles Boston
1948-58, agt. broker Fuller Marshall Ins. &
Real Estate MA 1958-72 (Wellesley, Duxbury).
Coach high sch. Duxbury. Served with
ACUSA 1944-46. d. Duxbury MA Oct. 16
1972.*
MARTIN, Alan Roland, Jr. Bowdoin 1943-47.
Beta Theta Pi. b. New Orleans LA Feb. 18
1925. res. Greenwich CT.
McGLAUFLIN, Eugene Philip. A.B. cum
laude, M.S. Columbia 1955. Theta Delta Chi.
Exec; b. S. Portland July 15 1922; m.
Dorothy White April 6 1957; ch.: Margaret,
Mary. Dir. corporate services. Ark. Power &
Light Pine Bluff AR. Pres.-elect Rotary Club,
dir. Mental Health, board member (Salvation
Army, First Methodist Church). Served to
capt. USAF WWII & Korean War. res. Little
Rock AR.*
MCKENNA, Albert Caswell. A.B. 1948. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Newton MA Sept. 10 1925. res.
Westwood MA.
MILLER, Robert Bartlett, Jr. Bowdoin
1943-44. Sigma Nu. b. Boston Dec. 5 1925; s.
of Robert B. faculty, res. unknown.
MILLER, Robert Congdon. A.B. cum laude
1946, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1954.
Chi Psi. Education; b. Boston Feb. 28 1926;
m. Denise Close June 14 1958; ch.: Janet,
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Christopher, Nicole. Management trainee Int.
Tel. & Tel. Corp. 1946-47; teacher Berkshire
Sch. Sheffield MA 1947-50; Thacher Sch. Ojai
CA 1955 (teacher, chmn. lang. dept., coll.
counselor, consultant Academia Arguello run
by Industrias Kaiser Cordoba Argentina
summer 1963; group leader Experiment in Int.
Living Mexico summers 1967 & 1968; dir.
Intensive Lang. Learning Program for
Experiment in Int. Living Laredo TX summer
1969; admin, dir. Nat. Science Foundation
Summer Program sponsored by Caltech,
Harvey Mudd, & Pomona Thacher Sch.
summers 1970-74. Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1950-53. Recipient: Morgan Barnes Chair for
Outstanding Teacher Thacher Sch. res. Ojai
CA.*
MORAN, Paul Wilson. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma. Ins. exec; b.
Rockland March 17 1926; s. of Edward C. '17;
ch.: Stephen, Patricia. Pres. E. C. Moran Co.
Inc. Rockland 1948—. Served with USN
1944-46. res. Rockland.*
MORRELL, Robert Lincoln. B.S. Sigma Nu.
1972 capital campaign worker. Lumber
business; b. Portland Aug. 16 1926; s. of Allen
E. '22; m. Nancy Kirkpatrick June 27 1950;
ch.: Douglas, Daphne, William. Treas. (now
pres.) Brunswick Coal & Lumber Co. 1948—
.
Pres. (Me. Lumber Dealers Assn., C. of C.
Brunswick), dir. Northeastern Retail
Lumbermens Assn., campaign chmn. United
Fund Brunswick 1974. Served with ACUSA
1943. res. Brunswick.*
MORRISON, James Ryan. A.B. 1950. Alpha
Delta Phi. Arts; b. Pawling NY Nov. 13
1924; m. Anne Sloan Sept. 8 1956; ch.: Anne,
George, Lucy, James, Emily. Film ed. & asst.
dir. Cinerama Productions NYC 1950-54,
television producer (C. J. Laroche NYC
1954-58, Standard Brands Inc. NYC 1958-60,
Campbell Ewald Detroit MI 1960-65),
producer-dir. (The Petersen Co. NYC 1966-69,
James Morrison Producing Co. Inc. Colorado
Springs CO 1969—). Served to sgt. USA
1943-46. Author: Treehouse (1972), Wildfire
(1976). res. Colorado Springs CO.*
MOULTON, Gardner Nelson. B.S. 1946, MD.
Univ. Rochester 1950. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Medicine; b. Bangor April 25 1926; s. of
Manning C. '15; m. Bonnie Rush Aug. 8 1951;
ch.: Bonnie, Elizabeth, Gardner Jr., Paul.
House staff (Johns Hopkins Hospital
Baltimore MD 1950-52, MacMillan Hospital
St. Louis MO 1954-55),
physician-ophthalmologist self-employed
Bangor 1955—. Diplomate Am. Board of
Ophthalmology. Served to It. USN 1944-45,
1952-54. res. Orono.*
NEVERS, Thomas Henry. Bowdoin 1943-44.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Waterbury CT Nov. 11
1925. res. unknown.
NEVITT, Benjamin Wilson. A.B., M.Div.
Berkeley Div. Sch. 1950. Theta Delta Chi.
Clergy; b. Washington DC Sept. 2 1918; m.
Ann Broadus April 20 1946. Deacon-priest St.
Peter's Church Poolesville MD 1950, chaplain
USAF 1951-58, rector 1958-66 (Emmanuel
Orlando FL, Christ Church Gilbertsville NY),
asst. St. Andrew's Albany NY 1966-68, diocese
Albany & part-time chaplain V.A. hospital
Albany 1968-75, staff chaplain U.S. V. A.
hospital Bedford MA. Elected Canon Diocese
of Albany (Diocesan 1972, honorary 1975).
Served with USA 1937-38, 1941-45; served
with USAF 1951-58; served to It. col. USAFR.
res. Chelmsford MA.*
NICHOLAS, James Allen. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Occ. unknown; b. Portland Feb. 4 1918.
Student Boston Univ. 1947-48, real estate
Portland 1948-19?. Served to 2nd It. ACUSA
1942-46. res. Portland.*
NORKEN, Myer. Bowdoin 1943-45. b.
Waterville Aug. 16 1924. res. Silver Spring
MD.
ORAM, William Vincent. Bowdoin 1943-46.
Zeta Psi. b. S. Portland June 7 1925. s. of
Julius C. '11. res. Killeen TX.
PAGE, Gordon Wells. Bowdoin 1947. Psi
Upsilon. Management; b. Montclair NJ
Nov. 5 1926; s. of Eben B. '22; m. Doris
Glasspool April 1949; f son. Sales engineering
mgr. FMR Corp. W. Haven CT 19?—. res.
Madison CT.
PAGE, Henry DeWitt. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Chatham NJ July 19 1926; m. Eleanor
Pickering Jan. 18 1958. Ed. Newsweek
Magazine, actor Chatham Community Players.
Served with USMC 1944-47. d. S. Harpswell
Sept. 25 1973.
PALMER, Harold, Jr. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1954.a
Sigma. Education; b. White Plains NY Feb.
8 1916; m. Patricia McCarthy Aug. 5 1950; ch.:
David, Sarah, Patricia, Deborah, Madeleine.
Teacher (Hugsac Sch. Hoosid NY 1947-48;
Short Hills NJ Country Day Sch. 1948-50,
1952-56; Tower Hill Sch. Wilmington DE
1956-60; Greenwich CT Country Day Sch.
1960-70; Tower Hill Sch. Wilmington 1970—.
Member & chmn. mathematics committee Nat.
Assn. Independent Sch. 1960-66. Served to
capt. USA 1939-46, 1950-52. res. Wilmington
DE.*
PAYNTER, Raymond Andrew, Jr. B.S. 1946.
M.S. Yale 1948, Ph.D. Yale 1954. Chi Psi.
Education & museum curatorship; b. NYC
Nov. 29 1925; m. Elizabeth Storer March 12
1960; ch.: Dorothy, Raymond III. Field dir.
Bowdoin Scientific Station Kent Is. N.B.
Canada 1946-48, leader Yale Univ. Expedition
(Quintana Roo & Yucatan Mexico 1948-49;
Mexico, Yucatan Peninsula, British Honduras
1950-51; Mexico, Yucatan Peninsula, off-shore
is. 1952), asst. curator birds Museum
Comparative Zoology Harvard 1953-56, leader
(Harvard Expedition to Selva Lacandon
Chiapas Mexico 1954, Harvard-Yale
expedition Nepal Pakistan India 1957-59),
Museum Comparative Zoology Harvard (asst.
curator 1953-56, assoc. curator birds 1956-60,
curator 1961
—
), Harvard (member faculty arts
& sciences 1963
—
, lectr. biology 1963-75, sr.
lectr. 1975—). Member (U.S. Fish & Wildfire
Service gull control project on coast of Me.
1945, editorial board Wilson Bulletin 1956-68);
Nuttall Ornithological Club (pres. 1960-63,
1972-73; ed. club publications 1965—), Peters'
Check-list of Birds of The World (co-ed.
1961-66, ed. 1966-70), consultant airport bird
control Mass. Port Authority 1961-69, 1973—;
assoc. ed. Am. Midland Naturalist 1963-69,
fellow (Am. Ornithologists' Union, Am. Assn.
for the Advancement of Science), res. Weston
MA.*
PIEKSEN, John Oliver. A.B. 1948. Alpha Tau
Omega. Banking exec; b. St. Louis MO Oct.
13 1925; m. Sarah McKey Aug. 7 1954; ch.:
Sarah, John Jr., Edward. Trainee Mercantile
Trust Co. St. Louis MO 1948-50, intelligence
analyst USA Salzburg Austria 1950-53, asst.
cashier Indian Head Bank Nashua NH
1953-57, asst. v.pres. First Nat. Bank of Miami
FL 1957-60, v.pres. Northern Calif, div. United
Calif. Bank 1960-63, v.pres. First Safety Fund
Bank Fitchburg 1963-68, pres. Merc. Nat.
Bank Leominster MA 1968—. Dir. (C. of C.
Leominster 1970-73, Children's Aid & Family
Service 1968-73, Am. Red Cross Fitchburg
1964-68, N. Worcester County Mental Health
1968-70), United Fund (past pres., campaign
chmn., dir. 1964
—
), Leominster Hospital (dir.,
finance chmn.), member town finance
committee Lunenburg. PFC USA 1944-46. res.
Lunenburg MA.*
PINKHAM, Charles Wayne. Bowdoin 1944,
B.S. Univ. N.H. 1949. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Ins.; b. Bangor July 20 1926; m. Marily
Robbins June 26 1948; ch.: Christopher,
Lindsey. John Hancock Life Ins. Co. (home
office rep. NYC 1950-52, field asst. Boston
1952-56, dir. training Boston 1956-65, dir. field
& home office services Boston 1965
—
). Trustee
Canton MA Institution for Savings 1965—
.
Served to sgt. USA 1944. res. Canton MA.*
QUERY, Alphonse William, Jr. A.B. 1948.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. New Bedford MA Sept.
14 1926. res. Westwood MA.
RICHENBURG, Philip Arthur, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Ins.; b. Boston June 24 1924; m.
Ruth Manning June 5 1946, m. Elena Colatosti
April 12 1975; ch.: Philip III, Geoffrey, Kurt.
Agt. Philip Richenburg Ins. Agency Inc.
Boston 1947—. Seaman 2/c USN 1944. res.
Weymouth MA.*
RICHTER, Robert Lincoln. A.B. 1950. Alpha
Tau Omega. Business exec; b. Brockton MA
March 28 1926; m. Jean Crane June 15 1947;
ch.: Susan, William, Elizabeth, Robert.
Compositer New Bedford MA Stanford-Times
1950-52, production mgr. (Buck Printing
Boston 1952-54, Forbes Lithograph Chelsea
MA 1954-56), sales engineer William Richter
Corp. Rochester NY 1956-60, pres. Richter
Assoc. Hanson MA 1960— . Family Motor
Coach Assn. Inc. (founder 1962, first nat. pres.
1962-63), Family Motor Coaching Magazine
(founder 1962, ed. 1962-63). res. Hanson MA.*
ROBERTS, Philip Chamberlain, Jr. Bowdoin
1951. b. Portland July 19 1930. res. Fort
Fairfield.
ROBINSON, Ernest George. Bowdoin
1943-44. b. Washington DC Oct. 27 1926.
res. unknown.
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ROBINSON, John McCuUy. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Business exec; b. Portland April 21 1925.
Pres. C. H. Robinson Paper Co. Portland
19?— . Past dir. (Sun Federal Savings & Loan,
Nat. Paper Trade Assn., Am. Red Cross,
Landmarks Inc. Opportunity Farm), pres. New
Eng. Paper Merc. Assn., dir. (Me. Nat. Bank,
Me. Coast Heritage Trust), corporator Me.
Med. Center, res. Falmouth Foreside.*
ROCHON, Francis Ludger Roger. A.B. 1950.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Lewiston June 18 1926. s. of
Francis L. '21. res. Portland.
ROSENBERG, Wolfgang Husserl. A.B.,
M.P.A. Harvard 1958. Delta Upsilon.
Communication; b. Berlin Germany Feb. 5
1927; m. Marilyn Cole July 7 1951; ch.:
Benjamin, Jeremy, John, David. Clerk &
admin, asst. Civil Aeronautics Admin. U.S.
Dept. Commerce Washington DC 1951-53,
Federal Security Agency later HEW (claims &
field rep. Social Security Admin. Winchester
VA 1953-54, public & visual information spec.
Baltimore MD 1954-59, ed. & information
officer for spec, staff on aging Office of the
Sec. Washington DC 1959-61), public
information officer HHFA & HUD
Washington DC 1961-69, N.Y. State Urban
Development Corp. (public information dir.
NYC 1969-71, program information dir.
1972-73; public affairs dir. Audubon New
Community Amherst NY 1973-75), public &
external affairs officer Federal Energy Admin.
San Francisco CA 1975—. Served to PO/3
USNR 1945-46. res. San Francisco CA.*
ROUNDY, Richard Arthur, Jr. B.S. cum laude
1946. Kappa Sigma. Management & ins.
sales; b. Beverly MA May 17 1921; m. Ruth
Olmstead Oct. 12 1946; ch.: Susan, Janet,
Nancy. Field rep. Aetna Casualty Ins. Co.
Boston 1946-47, sales rep. Gilmour Rothery
Boston 1947-50, v.pres. Philip Richensburoc
Ins. Boston 1950-73, self-employed Marcoin
Management & Ins. Sales Beverly 1973— . Dir.
IBAM. res. Beverly MA.*
RYDER, Phillips Hamilton. A.B. 1948. Delta
Upsilon. Management communications; b.
New Bedford MA May 1 1925; s. of J. Maxim
*21; m. Charlotte Wells Nov. 27 1947; ch.:
Sandra, Charles, David. New Eng. Tel. Co.
MA (supervisory asst. accounting Springfield
1948-50, accounting mgr. Watertown 1950-53,
accounting staff supervisor Boston 1953-61,
data processing mgr. Boston 1961-63, dist.
accounting mgr. Salem 1963-65, project mgr.
accounting dept. & planning dept. Boston
1965
—
). Sec. & member exec, committee U.S.
Power Squadron Framingham MA. Served to
sgt. USA 1943-46. res. Weston MA.*
SCHONLAND, Robert Renker, Jr. A.B. 1949.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Aug. 26
1926. s. of Robert R. '21. res. Ridgefild NJ.
SCHUBERT, Kenneth Melling. A.B. 1948.
Sigma Nu. Exec; b. Brooklyn NY June 20
1925; m. Beatrice Alfke Jan. 29 1949; ch.:
Karen, Barbara, Christina, Eric Int. Paper Co.
(sales Whippany NJ 1948-58; general mgr.
Geneva NY 1958-65, Whippany 1966-69),
general mgr. Stone Container (Phila. PA
1969-71, Chicago IL 1971-73), pres. Kendal
Container Corp. Melrose Park IL 1973—
.
Served with Am. Field Service 1943-45. res.
Wheaton IL.*
SCRUGGS, Riley Edwin. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Danville VA July 12 1917. res.
unknown.
SEWALL, Arthur Charles, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Mfg. exec; b. Lynn MA March 17
1926; m. Ruth Burns Sept. 20 1952. Salesman
(Sewall & Sons Auburn 1946-55, Crest Shoe
Lewiston 1963-64), sales mgr. Gettsburg PA
Shoe 1964-66, designer Endicott Johnson
Endicott NY 1966-69, v.pres. Luverne AL Shoe
1972-74, v.pres. mfg. Norrwock Shoe
Norridgewock 1974— . res. DeLaud FL.*
SHAW, George Patten. A.B. 1948. Theta Delta
Chi. Invest, banking exec; b. Hackensack
NJ Nov. 20 1925; m. Janet Van Arsdale Jan.
11 1952; ch.: Peter, Douglas, Ann. Salesman
Charles P. Shaw & Son NYC 1948-51, sales
mgr. Deltec S.A. Sao Paulo Brazil 1951-55,
managing dir. (Deltec Venezuela S.A. Caracas
Venezuela 1956-60, Financiera Deltec Santiago
Chile 1961-65, Deltec S.A. Sao Paulo 1965-67,
Banco de Investimentos do Brasil Rio de
Janeiro Brazil 1967-74), pres. Deltec Banking
Corp. Nassau Bahamas 1974— . Served to cpl.
USAF 1944-45. res. New Providence
Bahamas.*
SHERBO, Arthur. A.B. magna cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1948; Ph.D.
Columbia (Longfellow scholar) 1950.
Education; b. Haverhill MA May 27 1918;
m. Irene Frankel June 20 1947; ch.: Angela,
Laura, Barbara. Instr. & asst. prof. English
literature Univ. 111. Urbana 1950-56, asst. prof.
& prof. Mich. State Univ. E. Lansing 1956—
.
Guggenheim fellow 1957. PFC USA 1944-47.
Ed.: Samuel Johnson Editor on Shakespeare
(1956) , New Essays by Arthur Murphy (1963),
Hesther Piozzi Anecdotes of Samuel Johnson
with William Shaw Memoirs of Dr. Johnson
(1974); author: English Sentimental Drama
(1957)
,
Christopher Smart, Scholar of the
University (1967), Johnson on Shakespeare
(1968), Studies in the Eighteenth Century
English Novel (1969), English Poetic Diction
from Chaucer to Wordsworth (1975); contbr.
res. E. Lansing ML*
SILSBY, William Sands, Jr. A.B. 1950. Chi
Psi. Business & law; b. Brewer Aug. 28 1926;
m. Lillian Hinckley May 30 1951, m. Norene
Roderick Nov. 15 1969; ch.: William III,
Jonathan, Richard, Bonnie. Atty. Silsby &
Silsby Ellsworth 1953— . Served to seaman 2/c
USN 1944-46. res. Brewer.*
SMITH, Francis Warton Kaan. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1950. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Boston
March 29 1927; m. Jacquelyn Berwald Sept. 27
1952; ch.: Francis Jr., Laurie. Atty. Boston (A.
I. Bicknell 1950-54, partner Bicknell & Smith
1954-60, pvt. practice 1960-67), atty. Bicknell &
Smith Cambridge MA 1970—. Supt. Hancock
Cong. Church 1960-65, member Conservation
Comm. 1962
—
, dir. & clerk Sager Electric
1965
—
, member town meeting Lexington MA
1968
—
, treas. Somerville MA Home for the
Aged 1970— , trustee & clerk Cambridge MA
Savings Bank. Served with USN 1945-46. res.
Lexington MA.*
SMITH, Philip Sidney, Jr. A.B. 1949. Alpha
Delta Phi. Management; b. Worcester MA
March 31 1926; s. of Philip S. '15; m. Sylvia
Devan Aug. 15 1954; ch.: Barbara, James,
Philip III. Payroll mgr. Sheraton Hotel Corp.
Chicago IL 1950-54, group mathematician
State Mutual Life Assurance Co. 1954-66,
Automotive Safety Foundation Washington
DC (dir. admin. 1967-70, business mgr. & asst.
sec. 1970—). Served to cpl. MCUSA 1945-47.
res. Bethesda MD.*
SPAULDING, Frederick William. A.B. 1951,
D.M.D. Tufts 1951. Delta Upsilon.
Dentistry; b. Tampa FL July 30 1925; m. M.
Ellen Gray May 4 1963; ch.: William,
Frederick, David. Orthodontist Manchester
CT 1955— . Manchester Conservation Comm.
(chmn. 1970-73, member 1973—). Served to
PO/3 USN 1945-46, served to 2nd It. USA
1950-53. res. Manchester CT.*
SPRAGUE, Richard Lothian. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Waterville July 6 1921. res. unknown.
STARK, David Tower. Bowdoin 1943-44. Beta
Theta Pi. b. NYC April 22 1926. res.
unknown.
STORE, Ulf Jonas. Bowdoin 1945-46. Alpha
Tau Omega. Business; b. Oslo Norway July
11 1925; m. Unni Gahr Dec. 20 1951; ch.:
Elisabeth, Cathrine, Jonas. Trainee (Arvid
Bergvall Oslo Norway 1949; Galbraith,
Pembroke & Co. Ltd. London 1950), jr. broker
Cargo Maritime Paris France 1951-52,
shipbroker Arvid Bergvall Oslo 1952-59, dir.




Shipbrokers' Assn. 1976— . res. Oslo Norway.*
SUDBAY, John Thomas, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Beverly MA Oct. 14 1923. res.
Storm Lake IA.
TATSIOS, John Demetrios. Bowdoin 1945-46.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Lowell MA April 25
1923. res. Lowell MA.
TAYLOR, John Rex, Jr. Bowdoin 1946-47,
A.B. Ind. Univ. 1949. Exec; b. Cincinnati
OH May 18 1924; m. Mary Conners Aug. 30
1953; ch.: Rex, Andrew, Bradley. Producer
WCPO television Cincinnati 1949-52, dir. Am.
Broadcasting Co. television NYC 1952-54,
Taylor Warehousing (v.pres. 1952-65, pres.
1965
—
). Indian Hill Church (member vestry,
chmn. music committee, member diocesan
music comm.). Served to cpl. USA 1943-45. res.
Cincinnati OH.*
THOMAS, Widgery, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Banking; b. Portland July 18 1924; m. Joann
Brainard Feb. 5 1949; ch.: William, Peter,
Jonathan '78, Joann, Charles. With Portland
Co. 1948-58. Dir. (Assn. of Bank Holding Co.,
C. of C. Greater Portland, New Eng.
Construction Users Council, United Way,
YMCA, Boy Scouts of Am.. Economic
Resource Council), pres. (Canal Corp., Bldg.
Fund Greater Portland), trustee Governor
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Dummer Acad., asst. treas. Me. State C. of C,
Me. Bankers Assn. (pres., dir.). Salvation Army
(dir., member finance committee), Westbrook
Coll. (trustee, chmn. grounds & bldgs.
committee), corporator Me. Med. Center,
general chmn. fund raising campaign
YMCA-YWCA 1970, chmn. (United
Community Services 1971-72, board Canal
Nat. Bank). Served to QM/2 USN 1943-46.
res. S. Freeport.*
THURSTON, Jason Wesley, Jr. Bowdoin
1943. Kappa Sigma. b. Rockport Nov. 10
1925. res. unknown.
TOSCANI, Bernard Michael. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1948; A.M.
Columbia 1958; Ph.D. Univ. Penn. 1961,
Litt.D. Univ. Rome 1972. Delta Upsilon.
Education; b. Phila. PA April 7 1926; m.
Odette Noslier June 30 1964. Grad. asst. Univ.
Penn. Phila. 1951-53, instr. to asst. prof. Bryn
Mawr Coll. 1959-68, dean Am. Coll. of
Monaco Monte Carlo 1968-69, asst. prof, to
assoc. prof. Brooklyn NY Coll. 1969—.
Contbr., transl. res. NYC*
TOWERS, Nelson Lee. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Occ.
unknown; b. Flint MI April 22 1912; m.
Suzanne Haviland Sept. 4 1964; ch.: Mark.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1942-44. res.
Washington DC*
WALKER, Roger Nathaniel. A.B. 1950. Chi
Psi. b. Biddeford Feb. 27 1926. s. of Thomas
B. '06. res. Portland.
WALSH, Adam James, Jr. A.B. 1949. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Hollywood CA Nov. 30
1925. res. Barrington RI.
WALSH, Robert Joseph. B.S. 1948. Chi Psi.
Sales; b. Portland July 18 1925; m. Virginia
Curran Sept. 1 1951; ch.: Diane, David.
Territory mgr. Goodyear Tire Portland &
Akron OH 1948-73, self-employed automobile
& home center R. J. Walsh Inc. Bridgton
1973—. Served to s/sgt. USA 1943-45;
awarded Purple Heart, Bronze Star. res.
Bridgton.*
WARD, Colby Martin. A.B. Management; b.
Limestone Aug. 22 1919; m. Rachel Partridge
Nov. 29 1947; ch.: Deborah, Martin, Douglas.
Corporate mgr. materials Singer Co. NYC
1948-74, mgr. corporate distribution Xerox
Corp. Stanford CT 1974—. res. Fairfield CT.*
WAXLER, Alfred Jay. A.B. 1949. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Automobiles & real estate; b.
Haverhill MA July 25 1925; m. Frances
Lerman, married again June 1976; ch.:
Lawrence, Teri. Self-employed Your Home
Inc. Portland 1955— . Nat. Assn. Home
Builders Portland (pres. local assn. 1969-71,
nat. dir. 1968-77, life dir. 1977—), pres. New
Eng. Council Homebuilders Assn. 1975-77.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1943-51. res. Portland.*
WEHREN, Alfred Fielding. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Troy NY Sept. 19 1926. res.
Cropseyville NY.
WEINSTEIN, Stanley Daniel. B.S. 1946.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Boston MA Feb. 14
1926. res. Chestnut Hill MA.
WHITMAN, Nathan Thomas. A.B. 1946.
summa cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Rome NY March 17 1925. res.
Ann Arbor MI.
WHITMORE, Charles Herbert, Jr. Bowdoin
1943-44, A.B. Dartmouth 1946. Alpha Tau
Omega. Management construction; b.
Rockland May 31 1926. Dept. mgr. W. T.
Grant Co. Boston 1948-50, office mgr.
Kieckeffer Container Co. Westbrook 1953-56,
project mgr. Westcott Construction Corp. N.
Attleboro MA 1956—. Served to It. USN
1944-47, 1950-52. res. Plainville MA.*
WHUTEMORE, Richard Howland. Bowdoin
1943-44. Kappa Sigma. b. Arlington MA
Sept. 23 1916; m. Juliette Michaud Dec. 18
1937; ch.: James, Stewart, Laura. With
newspaper Bangor 197-53, day dispatcher
police dept. Bangor 1953-57, alcoholic
rehabilitation counselor Me. State Dept. of
Health & Welfare 1957-68, day dispatcher
police dept. North Port FL 1972-73. Author:
Look To This Day. d. Sarasota FL Sept. 19
1976.*
WILLEY, Frederick William, Jr. A.B. cum
laude 1949, A.M. Harvard 1951, Ph.D.
Harvard 1960. Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Education; b. Indiana PA May 14
1926; s. of Frederick W. '17; m. Mary Harvey
June 20 1953; ch.: Peter, Kate. Instr. (Univ.
Conn. Storrs 1955-56, Vassar Coll. 1956-59),
asst. prof. Boston Univ. 1959-65, assoc. prof.
English Univ. Mass. Boston 1965— . Served
with USN 1944-46. Contbr. res. Cambridge
MA.*
WISWALL, William Cobb. A.B., M.D. Boston
Univ. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b. Newton MA
Nov. 3 1924; m. Marcia Wilson Sept. 21 1946;
m. Judith Birchenough Nov. 2 1974; ch.:
Ruthanna, Carol, Lucy Jane, Martha.
Physician & pediatrician Peabody MA. Chief
med. staff N. Shore Children's Hospital
1971-74, town water commissioner Lynnfield
MA. Served to It. USN & USA 1943-46,
1952-54. res. Lynnfield MA.*
WOODS, Joseph WiUcutt. A.B. Zeta Psi. Class
agt. 1946-57, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Publishing; b. Cohasset MA April 8 1926;
m. Barbara Benedict April 12 1952; ch.:
Wendrea, David, Suzanne, Thomas. Account
supervisor N. W. Ayer & Son Inc. Phila. PA,
Chicago IL, Boston 1948-62; account exec.
Foote Cone & Belding Chicago 1962-64;
publisher (Constructioneer Magazine Chatham
NJ 1964-69, Calif. Builder & Engineer San
Francisco CA 1969
—
). Deacon Presby. Church
Northbrook IL & Menlo Park CA, pres.
Associated Construction Publications 1968-70.
Served with USN 1944-46. res. Menlo Park
CA.*
WRIGHT, Joseph James, Jr. A.B. 1948. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Attleboro MA Aug. 3 1925. res.
Cumberland RI.
WYMAN, David Sumner. A.B. cum laude
1948, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Columbia 1952.
Chi Psi. Medicine; b. Portland Sept. 23 1925;
m. Valerie Parkin July 23 1949; ch.: Bruce,
Ruth, Daniel. Strong Memorial Hospital
Rochester NY (intern 1952-54, med. resident
1954-55), med. resident (New Eng. Center
Hospital Boston 1955-56, Me. Med. Center
Portland 1956-57, physician Portland 1957—.
Elected member Alpha Omega Alpha 1952,
board certified in internal medicine 1960,
v.pres. med. staff Me. Med. Center 1973.
Served to cpl. USA 1943-45. res. Portland.*
YOUNGER, George Gerald. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Merchandising; b. Salem MA
March 13 1926; m. Delores Abrams Oct. 31
1948; ch.: Susan, Larry, Mark. Buyer Rooks
Lynn MA 1947-53, merchandiser Pariseau's
Manchester NH 1953—. Dir. C. of C. 1959-60,
Downtown Manchester Assn. (pres. 1964-66,
hon. dir. 1966
—
), board member (Temple
Adath Yeshurun 1972-78, Manchester Mental
Health Center), member Republican city
committee. Served with USN 1944-46, 1951-52.
Recipient: Man of the Yr. Award Downtown
Manchester Assn. res. Manchester NH.*
ZEDREN, Gerald Frederick, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Zeta Psi. b. Newton MA Nov. 22
1925. res. NYC.
ZETTERBERG, Theodore WendeU. A.B. 1946.
Zeta Psi. Writing & editing; b. Flint MI Dec.
16 1924. Grad. student (Univ. N.H., M.I.T.,
Harvard); research asst. & first tech. liaison
officer M.I.T Center for Int. Studies U.S.
Govt. Washington DC 1951-54; research assoc.
& admin, officer Yale Univ. Human Relations
Area Files Washington DC 1955-56;
information spec. & first permanenent USIA
rep. Interagency Staff Committee for
Agricultural Surplus Disposal U.S.
Information Agency Washington DC 1956-60;
tech. ed. EG&G Bedford MA 1963-65; sr. tech.
writer & staff member M.I.T. Lincoln Lab.
1965-68; staff ed. & tech. writer Citicorp
Systems of First Nat. City Bank of N.Y.
Cambridge MA 1969-71; Harvard (instr.
expository writing Comm. on Extension
Courses 1965-70, PACE prof, to USN
including flagships & Antarctica 1967-71);
advt., sales promotions, & public relations asst.
Bell Canada's Northern Telecom Boston
1973-75; free-lance tech. writer & ed.
Cambridge 1976-77. res. Cambridge MA,
Dover NH, York Beach ME.*
ZOLLO, Richard Paul. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1957, Ed.D. Boston Univ. 1969. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Danvers MA Sept. 30 1926; m.
Virginia Sherry Dec. 25 1956; ch.: Peter.
Teacher Danvers 1947-52, chmn. English dept.
(Danvers 1953-55; Boxford, Middleton,
Topsfield 1956-66), prof. English Salem MA
1967— . res. Danvers MA.*
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ABRAMSON, David Marshall. Bowdoin 1945.
Zeta Psi. b. Worcester MA July 14 1927. res.
Woodbury LI NY.
ADOLPHSON, John Alfred. A.B. Chi Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Accounting
management.; b. Brooklyn NY Dec. 9 1926; m.
Grace Anderson March 19 1955; ch.: Louise,
Laura, Elizabeth, Ellen. Mgr. renegotiatzon
reporting Int. Business Machines Corp.
Armonk NY 1949—. Served to s/sgt. USA
1945-46. res. Bergenfield NJ.*
AKELEY, Thomas Cox. Bowdoin 1944-45. Psi
Upsilon. b. Rugby ND Nov. 1 1927. res.
Ontario, Canada.
ALEXANDER, John Harvey. A.B., M.Div.
Bangor Theol. Sem. 1951, D.D. Piedmont Coll.
1970. Clergy; b. Boston Oct. 19 1919; m.
Donna Estabrook June 27 1943; ch.: John,
Karen, Margaret, Elizabeth. Minister (Congr.
Church Winthrop 1943-49, Galewood
Community Church Chicago IL 1949-56),
assoc. minister First Congr. Church
Wauwatosa WI 1956-62, minister First Congr.
Church Marshalltown IA 1962-67, Nat. Assn.
Congr. Churches Oak Creek WI (assoc. exec,
sec. 1967-69, exec. sec. 1969-76), minister
Congr. Church of Sun City AZ 1976—. Chmn.
(exec, committee Nat. Assn. Congr. Christian
Churches 1960-61, Missionary Soc. Congr.
Christian Churches 1966-67), sec.-treas.
Comm. for the Continuation Congr. Christian
Churches 1962— . Recipient: Citation for
Service Nat. Assn. CongT. Christian Churches
1975. res. Sun City AZ.*
ANDERSON, Richard Lee. Bowdoin 1944-45,
1946-49, Beta Theta Pi. b. Saugus MA Sept.
26 1927. res. Hamilton MA.
ARONSON, James Otis. A.B. Chi Psi.
Chem. mfg.; b. Boston Dec. 25 1926; m.
Dorothy Briggs Nov. 5 1950; ch.: Jay, Peter,
Martin, Eric. Pres. United Aniline Co.
Norwood MA 1950— . member (zoning board
of appeals, auxiliary police, spec, police).
Served to SFC USN 1945-46. res. Medfield
MA.*
ARONSON, Paul Robert. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Invests.; b. Lynn MA Jan. 12 1927;
m. Lenore Halper April 15 1951; ch.: Lisa,
Steffi, Michael, Nancy. Mgr. Goldberg
Furniture Co. Lynn 1948-61, stock broker
Tucker Anthony & R. L. Day Boston 1961—.
Member (exec, board Am. Jewish committee;
board of dir. United Jewish Appeal, Graham
Jr. Coll., Temple Emanuel, Exec. Life Ins. Co.
NY), res. Swampscott MA.*
BABCOCK, Albert Lethiecq. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Bangor June 13 1926. res.
Farmington CT.
BACKMAN, Bradlee Mandel. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1951. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Law; b. Lynn MA Nov. 27 1926; m. Ruth
Fanger Aug. 19 1951; ch.: Gary, Jill, Bruce,
Charles. Atty. self-employed Lynn 1952-66,
stock broker Shearson Hammill San Diego CA
1967-68, real estate dir. Giant Stores Lowell
MA 1969-71, sales rep. Capital City Press
Berlin VT 1972, atty. Lynn (Gordon Mirkin
1973, self-employed 1974—). Pres. Greater
Lynn Mental Health 1975, dir. Jewish Family
Service 1974-75. Pvt. USAAF 1945. res. Lynn
MA.*
BARNSTONE, Willis Robert. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1954, Ph.D. Yale 1960. Alpha
Tau Omega. Education; b. Lewiston Nov. 13
1927; m. Helle Tzalopualou June 1 1949; ch.:
Aliki, Robert, Anthony. Prof. (Wesleyan Univ.
1958-62, Indiana Univ. Bloomington 1962—),
visiting prof. (Univ. Mass., Univ. Calif.,
Colgate Univ., Profesorado Buenos Aires
Argentina). Served with USA 1954-56.
Recipient: Cecil Henley Memorial Award
Poetry Soc. of Am.; Guggenheim, Danforth &
Fulbright fellowships; nominee: (Pulitzer Prize
1959, 1976; Nat. Book Award 1976). Author;
contbr. res. Bloomington IN.*
BAXTER, Hartley Cone, II. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker, class
agt. 1947-53. Advt.; b. Brunswick Sept. 14
1926; s. of John L. '16; m. Jayne Stoddard
June 11 1949; ch.: Eric '75, Scott. Accountant
exec. R. Neily Assocs. Boothbay Harbor
1949-50, accountant exec. & v.pres. Simonds
Payson Co. Portland 1950-67, pres. Waterville
Advt. Co. 1967-68, dir. advt. Shaw's
Supermarkets S. Portland 1968— . Advt. Club
of Me. (dir. 1964—, pres. 1964), dir. (Jr.
Achievement 1969-76, Me. Publicity Bureau
1975
—
), member zoning board S. Portland
1960. Served to It. (jg) USN 1951-53.
Recipient: Printer's Ink Silver Medal Advt.
Man of the Yr. ME 1968. res. S. Portland.*
BEGLEY, Charles Michael, Sr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Education; b. Lawrence MA Feb. 7
1927; m. Jeanne Frye June 20 1953; ch.: Mary,
Charles Jr., Paul, Mark. Teacher Waldoboro
1949—. Pres. Waldoboro (Lions Club, public
library), chmn. town of Waldoboro (planning
board, budget committee). Served to t/sgt.
USA 1945-46. Recipient: Ford Foundation
Fellowship Award 1968-69. res. Waldoboro.*
BERKLEY, George Eugene. A.B. 1952. Sigma
Nu. b. NYC May 26 1928. res. Boston.
BLANZ, James McCauley. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Banking; b. Washington DC Dec. 1 1926; m.
Eileen O'Brien 1956; 4 children. Pres.
Hollywood FL Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
19?—. Served with USN FL 1944-46. res.
Hollywood FL.
BLOOMBERG, Donald Stanley. A.B., A.M.
The Catholic Univ. of Am. 1958. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Hospital admin.; b. Boston Dec. 2 1926; m.
Mollie Eisenstein Jan. 12 1958; ch.: Harriet,
Sharon, Mark. Salesman Haymarket Dry
Goods Corp. Boston 1948-55, admissions
officer Beth Israel Hospital Boston 1955-57,
admin, asst. Jewish Hospital Cincinnati OH
1958-59, asst. admin. (Barnert Memorial
Hospital Paterson NJ 1959-61, Kings Highway
Hospital Brooklyn NY 1961-67), exec. dir.
Doctors Hospital of Staten Is. NY 1967—.
Served to sgt. USA 1945-46. res. Staten Is.
NY.*
BOLAND, John Joseph. A.B
,
D.M.D. Tufts
1952. Psi Upsilon. Dentistry; b. Portland
April 14 1923; m. Janet Work Sept. 21 1951;
ch.: John Jr., Jeanne, Barbara, Katherine.
Dentist S. Portland 1952—. Served to t/sgt.
USAF 1942-45; awarded Silver Star, Purple
Heart, Air Medal, res. Cape Elizabeth.*
BOVE, Louis Gregory. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Cornell 1952. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b.
Portland June 2 1926; m. Dorothy Price June
21 1952; ch.: Thomas, Mary, Louis, Ann.
Physician self-employed Portland 1958—
.
Served to capt. MCUSNR 1944-45, USAF
1954-56. Contbr. res. Portland.*
BOYER, Joseph Alexander, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Ret.; b. Gloucester MA Nov. 10 1924; m.
Mary Jackisch Nov. 28 1952; ch.: Andrew,
Joseph, David. USAF (pilot, intelligence
officer, information officer; exec. Pentagon
Washington DC 1957-59; operations 315th air
div. Naha Airbase Ikinawa 1960-64; planner
Pentagon 1964-68; operations 463 tactical
airlift wing Clark Airbase Philippine Is.
1968-69; planner Pentagon 1970-74; operations
16th spec, operations squadron Korat Thailand
1975), ret. It. col. 1975. Member vestry St.
Johns Epis. Church Broad Creek MD 1966-68.
res. Oxon Hill MD.*
BROWN, Woodbridge Blanchard. A.B. 1950.
Sigma Nu. Furniture mfg.; b. Newark NJ
June 22 1927; ch.: Bruce, Cynthia, Virginia,
Sarah, Martha. Radio announcer WHAI
Greenfield MA 1950-55, information spec.
Univ. Mass. Amherst 1955-59, regional advt.
agency prop. Radio Design Montague MA
1959-69, furniture mfr. Sawmill Products
Montague 19?— . Chmn. Franklin County
Joint Transportation Planning Group 1974-77,
sec. Industrial Development Comm. 1970-73,
member (town meeting 1965-75, town finance
committee). Served with USN 1944-46. res.
Montague MA.*
BUGBEE, Alan Campbell. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Management; b. Winchester MA June
5 1927; m. Patricia Towle Nov. 26 1949; ch.:
Alan Jr., Nancy, Peter. McGraw Hill (trainee
NYC 1949, sales asst. Phila. PA 1950, salesman
Boston 1951-52), Penton Inc. (salesman NYC
1953, dist. mgr. Hartford CT 1954-64, regional
mgr. Simsbury CT 1965-74, sr. regional mgr.
Simsbury 1974—). Served to SFC USN
1945-46. res. W. Simsbury CT.*
BURGESS, James Thomas. A.B. 1950. Kappa
Sigma. b. Beaver PA May 30 1927. res.
Sudbury MA.
BURNHAM, Harold Nichols, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. b. Portland March 21 1927. s. of
Harold N. '11. res.Gorham.
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BURRILL, Philip Roald. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Dexter Aug. 23 1926. res. Corinna.
CALDWELL, Dabney Withers. A.B. 1949.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Charlottesville VA May 26
1927. res8 Groton MA.
CAPPELLARL William Dominic. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1949. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Lynn MA Dec.
28 1925; m. Anne Hudson June 24 1950; ch.:
Gregory, Stephen. With U.S. Govt.
Washington DC 1949-58, civilian research
spec. USA Security Agency Eur. 1958-71.
Recipient: Dept. of the Army Decoration for
exceptional civilian service, d. Heidelberg
Germany Dec. 1 1971.*
CARAS, Joseph Sheldon. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega. Ins. exec; b. Lawrence
MA Aug. 3 1924; m. Adele Salett June 8 1947;
ch.: Richard, David, Susan. C.L.U.;
self-employed Otarion Hearing Aid Center
Providence RI 1947-49, Metropolitan Life Ins.
Co. (agt. Brookline MA 1949-51, asst. mgr.
Waltham MA 1951-55), New Eng. Mutual Life
Ins. Co. (supervisor Salem MA 1955-60,
various titles to v.pres. Boston 1960
—
). Pres.
(New Eng. Life Training Dir. Assn. 1962-64,
Temple Emanu-El Marblehead MA 1962-64),
chmn. Life Ins. Marketing & Research Assn.
(marketing services committee 1973-
—
,
advanced sales committee 1965-67). Served to
s/sgt. ACUSA 1945. res. Swampscott MA.*
CAREY, Norbert Kinsman. A.B. 1949. Delta
Upsilon. Accounting; b. Lynn MA March 6
1927; m. Rosemary McHugh June 25 1955;
ch.: Elaine, Kathleen, Norbert Jr., Jennifer.
C.P.A. (MA); salesman Hutchinson Lumber
Co. Lynn MA 1949-53, audit mgr. Price
Waterhouse & Co. Boston 1954-64, asst.
controller Howard Johnson Co. Braintree MA
1964— . Lynnfield Scholarship Foundation Inc.
(dir. 1968-75, treas. 1968-73). Seaman USN
1945-46. res. Lynnfield MA.*
CHARLES, William Harry, Jr. B.S., M B A.
Univ. Mo. 1971. Beta Theta Pi. Data
processing; b. Portland Oct. 27 1927; m.
Barbara Gamble Aug. 20 1955; ch.: Dennis,
Diane. Supervisor Int. Business Machines dept.
Mass. Auto Rating Bureau Boston 1947-49,
statistical clerk Boston Ins. Co. 1950,
supervisor tabulating Union Mutual Life Ins.
Co. Portland 1950-60, systems analyst
Universal Match St. Louis MO 1960-63,
supervisor systems Milton Bradley Co.
Springfield MA 1963-65, data processing mgr.
& systems mgr. Ethyl Corp. 1965— (Los
Angeles CA, Kansas Mo, Baton Rouge LA).
Served to cpl. USA 1951-53. res. Baton Rouge
LA.*
CHILLSON, Albert Wellington. Bowdoin
1944-47. Psi Upsilon. b. Reading PA March
16 1927. res. Pompton Lakes NJ.
CLARK, Allan Mark. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Univ. Penn. 1956. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Civil
service; b. Chester PA March 25 1928; m.
Jacqueline Barker May 19 1956; ch.:
Christopher, Denise, Valerie. Realty spec.
Penn. RR Co. Phila. 1948-56, U.S. govt.
Washington DC (title correspondent 1956-59,
realty officer 1959—). Served to cpl. USA
1954-55. res. Bowie MD*
COLLINS, David Steadfast. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Sales; b. Quincy MA May 24 1927; m.
Marilou Becker Nov. 14 1976; ch.: Jeff, Judy,
Jan. Teacher & coach Providence Country Day
E. Providence RJ 1948-51, admin, asst. Kents
Hill Sch. 1951-53, educational sales several
publishers 1953-68, educational consultant
Title III program Essex Junction VT 1968-69,
dist. sales mgr. Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Co. Columbus OH 1969-71, sales rep.
Sheppard Envelope Co. Worcester MA
1971-72, real estate sales part-time 1972-75,
sales 1976— . Member sch. board Fayston VT
1973-74. Pvt. USA 1945. res. Glendale CA.*
COOK, Harold James, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia Univ. 1948. Journalism; b.
Schenectady NY Nov. 9 1926; m. Claire
Kehrwald Sept. 12 1953; ch.: Karen,
Cassandra. Instr. English & drama Yankton
S.D. Coll. 1948-49, instr. English Ohio Univ.
Athens 1949-52, ed» various magazines Popular
Publications NYC 1952-53, managing ed.
Railroad Magazine NYC 1953-55, assoc. ed.
Forbes Magazine NYC 1955-58, free lance
writer 1958-61, Forbes Magazine NYC (assoc.,




COOPER, Arnold. A.B., LL.B. Portland Univ.
1951. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Ret.; b. Boston
Aug. 22 1922. Highway atty. Me. Dept of
Transportation Augusta 1954-73, ret. Pres.
Augusta-Gardiner Lodge B'nai B'Rith 1970-71,
sec. (Cumberland County Legal Aid Clinic
1951-54, Temple Beth-El Augusta 1973—) res.
Augusta.*
CROWELL, Jackson Hutchins. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Tufts 1949;
Ph.D. Tufts 1959. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Chillicothe OH Aug. 3 1925; m. Helen
Brundage Jan. 21 1956; ch.: Leslie, Ann. With
ins. business Hartford CT 1947-48; with Nat.
Security Agency Washington DC 1949-52,
1953-57; instr. int. relations Univ. Denver CO
1957-60; account exec. Reynolds & Co. CA
1960-64; asst. prof, political science Calif. State
Coll. Hayward 1964-74. Served to It. USA
1943-46. d. Hayward CA Dec. 15 1974.
CROWELL, Sumner Fiske. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Newton MA Aug. 12 1924. res. Grofton
MA.
CUMMINS, John. A.B., S.T.B. Harvard 1950.
Sigma Nu. Class agt. 1953-60. Clergy; b.
Cincinnati OH Sept. 8 1926; m. Drusilla
Congdon Aug. 4 1951; ch.: Carol, Christopher,
Clyde. Minister (Unitarian Universalist
Church Brunswick 1950-54, First Parish
Waltham MA 1954-63, First Universalist
Church Mnpls. MN 1963—). Chaplain
Brandeis Univ. 1957-61, UN Assn. of Minn,
(trustee 1963-66, pres. 1966-68), Prairie Star
Dist. Board Unitarian Universalist (trustee
1968, pres. 1964-70), trustee Meadville
Lombard Theol. Sch. Univ. Chicago 1970-77,
settlement rep. Unitarian Universalist Assn.
1971—
.
Recipient: Skinner Award best sermon
of the yr. on social action 1962. res. Mnpls.
MN.*
DAMON, Edward Kennan. B.S. cum laude,
M.S. Ohio State Univ. 1954. Zeta Psi. 1962
capital campaign area chmn. Education; b.
Concord MA Jan. 3 1918; m. Elsa Tuttle Sept.
10 1950; ch.: Richard, Thomas. Ohio State
Univ. Columbus (research assoc. 1950-59,
instr. 1956-58, assoc. supervisor 1960-67, tech.
dir. 1967—, assoc. prof. 1970—). Served with
USN 1946-47. Author, patentee (1). res.
Columbus OH.*
DAMON, Heath C. Spec. 1944. res.
unknown.
DEVINE, Wilfred. A.B. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Portland Aug. 29 1926. s. of John J. Ml.
res. Portland.
DICKSON, David Alexander. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Washington DC July 21 1925.
res. Rockville MD.
DOLAN, Robert Clinton. A.B., A.M. George
Washington Univ. 1952. Alpha Tau Omega.
Utility management; b. Albany NY Nov. 21
1926; m. Elizabeth Beall March 6 1954; ch.:
Robert, Susan. Business trainee General
Electric Co. Schenectady & NYC 1949-51,
research asst. Republican Nat. Committee
Washington DC 1952, legislative asst. Senator
Wiley Washington DC 1954-56, asst. sec.-treas.
Nat. Assn. of Electric Co. Washington DC
1956-66, admin, asst. Rochester NY Gas &
Electric 1966-70, asst. managing dir. Nat. Assn.
of Electric Co. Washington DC 1971—.
Member vestry Epis. Church Sodus NY 1970.
Served to s/sgt. USA 1945-46. res. Bethesda
MD.*
DONOVAN, Timothy Joseph, Jr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Class agt. 1960-67. Ins.; b.
Cambridge MA July 23 1927; m. Dorothy
Chaulk April 10 1947; ch.: Timothy, Dana 71,
Barbara, Thomas, Mary, Elizabeth. Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. (sales rep. Hartford CT
1948-61, dist. sales mgr. Hamden CT 1961-64,
asst. div. sales mgr. E. Hartford CT 1964-67,
div. sales mgr. Canada 1967-74, asst. v.pres. &
dir. of sales Boston 1974
—
). Served to It. (jg)
ACUSN 1945-46. res. Norwell MA.*
DORFMAN, Simon. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa 1950; M.D. Univ. Vt. 1950.
Medicine; b. Biddeford Feb. 2 1928; m. Lois
Fineman Aug. 19 1953; ch.: Aaron, Celia. Dir.
Mental Hygiene Clinic Toledo OH 1957-64,
pvt. practice psychiatry Toledo 1958— , asst.
clinical prof, psychiatry Med. Coll. of Ohio
1970
—
, dir. dept. psychiatry St. Vincent
Hospital Toledo 1970—. Past pres. N.W. Ohio
Psychiatric Assn. 1969, fellow Am. Psychiatric
Assn. 1964, consultant (Rescue Inc., Jewish
Family Service Toledo). Served to capt.
MCUSAF 1954-56. res. Lambertville ML*
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DUNLAP, JohD McConaughy, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ret.; b. Phila. PA Nov. 30 1920; m. Ruth
Brewer April 30 1949; ch.: Sarah '73, George
HI, Elizabeth, John III. Clerk Am. Export
Lines Inc. NYC 1948-49, teller (Nat. Shawmut
Bank Boston 1950-51, Cape Anne Nat. Bank
Gloucester MA 1951-53), clerk (Portland
Savings Bank 1953, Canal Nat. Bank Portland
1953-57), account exec. A. C. Allyn - E. I.
duPont Portland 1957-71, ret. Kellogg Church
Harpswell (organist 1938
—
, choir dir. 1953
—
,
trustee 3 yrs.), treas. Portland Symphony
Orchestra 1953-58, past institutional rep. &
treas. Harpswell Neck Scouting Assn., past
pres. & board member Harpswell Neck
Physical Education Assn. Served to ensign
USN 1942-45. res. S. Harpswell.*
EASTON, Charles Cabot. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Class agt. 1971-75. Educational fund raising;
b. Cambridge MA Dec. 23 1926; m. Ruby
Manter June 28 1958; ch.: Martha, Mark,
Margaret. Supervisor accounting dept. New
Eng. Tel. Co. Boston & Springfield MA
1948-56, asst. to v.pres. Bowdoin 1956-61, dir.
coll. relations Nasson Coll. Springvale 1961-67,
dir. development Harvard Graduate Sch. of
Design 1967-70, Harvard Law Sch. Fund (asst.
dir. 1970-75, assoc. dir. 1975—). Chmn. board
of elders W. Parish Church Andover MA
1971-72. Served to capt. USA 1950-53. res.
Andover MA.*
EDGECOMB, Loring Richard. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Metals exec; b. Phila. PA July 13
1927; m. Carolyn Durant March 13 1973; ch.:
Laurie, James, Meredith, John, Nancy. Sales
Reynolds Metals Co. Richmond VA 1949-51,
Edgcomb Steel & Aluminum Hillside NJ (mgr.
aluminum sales 1951-53, sales mgr. & pres.
1953-70), board chmn. Coilmet Corp.
Plainfield NJ 1971—, pres. Coil Metal Sales
Corp. Plainfield 1971—. Served with ACUSN
1944-45. res. Bedminster NJ.*
EELLS, James, Jr. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Cleveland OH Oct. 25 1926.
res. Coverty England.
ELLIOTT, Richard McFarlane. Bowdoin
1944-45, 1946-49. Kappa Sigma. b. Boston
Jan. 18 1926; m. Jane Lamer June 30 1956;
ch.: Richard, Suzanne, Bruce, Margaret, Mark.
Mass. Indemnity & Life Ins. Co. Boston
(brokerage mgr., claims supervisor 1973).
Served with USA 1945-47. Member Norfolk
MA Water Comm. d. Norwood MA Aug. 21
1973.
EMMONS, Harry Irving, Jr. Bowdoin 1945.
Delta Upsilon. Sales exec; b. Lawrence MA
Dec. 8 1926; m. Rosamond Lehren May 12
1956; ch.: Lisa, Polly, Deirdre. V.pres. Arthur
Schroeder Paper Co. NYC 1964—. Served to
t/sgt. USA 1945-47. res. Darien CT*
ERICKSON, Charles Lindbergh. A.B., M.D.
Tufts 1953. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Worcester
MA May 21 1927; m. Lorraine Thomas Aug.
20 1952; ch.: Karen, Peter, Chris, Jacqueline,
Mark, Jennifer. Physician family practice
Oxford MA 1955—. Hubbard Regional
Hospital (staff pres. 1960-64, 1976-77; v.pres.
1972-76), chmn. board of health Oxford
1957-60. Served with USN 1945-46. res. Oxford
MA.*
ERSKINE, David Winston. Bowdoin 1944-46.
Chi Psi. Sch. admin.; b. Augusta Feb. 26
1926; m. Patricia Finley. Public sch.
administrator, res. Meadow Vista CA.*
FALLOW, John Stuart, Jr. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. New Bedford MA July 9 1924; m.
Elise Holt; ch.: Sylvia, George, John III. res.
New Bedford MA.
FEENEY, Elton OIney, Jr. A.B. 1947. Theta
Delta Chi. Copywriting; b. Ft. Fairfield Dec.
13 1926. Merchandising trainee B. Altman &
Co. NYC 1947-48, production asst. Nat.
Broadcasting Co. NYC 1948-57, Am. Express
Co. NYC (tour planner 1957-64, copywriter
1964—). Served to sgt. USA 1951-53. res.
NYC*
FLEMING, Samuel Wilson, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Beliefonte PA July 31 1926. res.
Linglestown PA.
FORTIN, Victor Louis, Jr. A.B. 1950, M.D.
Howard Univ. 1959. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b.
Brunswick Feb. 11 1926; m. Prisca Drapeau
Oct. 17 1953; ch.: Victor, David. Salesman
Fortin's Furniture Brunswick 1950-55, St.
Francis Hospital Hartford CT (intern 1959-60,
resident 1960-63), pvt. practice obstet.-gynecol.
1963— . asst. prof, obstet.-gynecol. Univ. Conn.
Med. Sch. Farmington 1974— . Assoc. dir.
dept. obstet. & gynecol. St. Francis Hospital.
Served to 1st sgt. USA 1944-46. res. Bloomfield
CT.*
FRANCKE, Hugo. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Occ. unknown; b. Winchester MA Dec. 26
1925; m. Joan Crowley 1954. res. Duxbury
MA.
FRANK, Morton Howard. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Univ. 111. 1954, Ph.D. Univ. 111. 1958.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Education; b. Portland
Nov. 15 1927; m. Libby Gisser Dec. 30 1956;
ch.: Alan, Reuben. Teaching asst. physiology
Univ. 111. Chicago Professional Colls. 1951-57,
post-doctoral fellow Albert Einstein Coll. of
Medicine Bronx NY 1957-59, research assoc.
physiology Columbus Psychiatric Inst. Ohio
State Univ. 1959-64, N.Y. Med. Coll. (asst.
prof, physiology NYC 1964-72, assoc. prof.
Valhalla NY 1972—). Invited lectr.
Karl-Marx-Universitat Leipzig German
Democratic Republic 1969. Contbr. res. White
Plains NY.*
FROST, Theodore Lucius. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Bangor Oct. 28 1926. res. unknown.
GILLMAN, Herbert, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Management; b. Cambridge MA Sept. 17
1917; m. Doris Hotchkiss May 20 1950; ch.:
Sally, Patricia, Herbert III, Stephen, Mary
Ann. Salesman Norris Piano Co. Boston
1949-51, self-employed Gillman Piano Co.
Brunswick 1951-63, piano tech. Johnson
Pianos Norwich VT 1963-64, store mgr. Village
Music Studio Springfield VT 1964-77. Served
with USNR 1941-45. res. Chester Depot VT.*
GOOD, Robert Arthur. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Boston Dec. 2 1927; m. Zita
Duignan Dec 28 1957; ch.: Lisa, Lois. Teacher
high sch. Vulcan MI 1948-49, with Grace Nat.
Bank NYC, credit investigator Dun &
Bradstreet, credit and accounts receivable
supervisor LePage's Gloucester MA 1958-59,
gen. credit mgr. Casco Products Corp.
Bridgeport CT 1960-62, sales rep. industrial
products div. Forest City Mfg. Co. Cleveland
OH 1962-?, credit mgr. (Urb Products Co.
Brooklyn NY, Nytronics Inc. Alpha NJ,
Country Miss Inc. Easton PA Devon Apparel
Phila. PA, David Crystal Inc. NYC). Served to
s/sgt. USAF 1955-58. d. Easton PA May 30
1976.
GORDON, William REginald. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Brunswick April 17 1926. res.
Pownal.
GOSNELL, Vernon Sanford. Bowdoin 1946,
B.S. Univ. Okla. 1949. Civil engineering; b.
Nowata OK Oct. 15 1923; m. Mary Fair 1946.
Professional engineer Steams-Roger Inc.
Denver CO 1977—. Served to It. (jg) USN
1942-46. res. Littleton CO.*
GRANT, Peter Osgood. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Real estate;
b. Lewiston Dec 18 1926; s. of Alton L. '12; m.
Barbara Lacombe May 10 1952; ch.: Sarah,
Elizabeth. Asst. mgr. W. T. Grant Co.
Hempstead NY 1950-52, asst. buyer
Montgomery Ward NYC 1952-53, salesman
Frank H. Taylor & Son E. Orange NJ 1953-55,
broker Lacombe Agency Maplewood NJ
1955-72, real estate investor self-employed
Chatham NJ 1972—. Sunday sch. teacher &
supt. St. Paul's Epis. Church, sr. corpsman
Morristown Memorial Hospital. Served with
USN 1944-46. res. Chatham NJ.*
GRAY, Everett Wright. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1951. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Presque Isle
March 12 1927; m. Betty Sutter Aug. 21 1948;
ch.: Karen, David. Atty. self-employed Bangor
1951-71, partner Twitchell Gray & Linscott
Bangor 1971— . Trustee Penobscot Savings
Bank Bangor 1971—, clerk & corp. officer
numerous Me. corps., past dir. (YMCA
Bangor, Penobscot County Civil Defense), past
pres. & dir. Penobscot County Bar Assn.,
planning board Bangor (member 10 yrs., past
chmn.), part-time counsel Bangor Urban
Renewal Authority. Served to SFC USN 1944.
Patentee container stacking device, res.
Bangor.*
HAMBLEN, Arthur Atkins. A.B. Zeta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Ins.: b.
Lawrenceville NJ Jan. 25 1927; m. Patricia
Whittemore Aug. 9 1952; ch.: Susan, Margaret.
Claims adjustor (Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
1950-52, Am. Casualty E. Orange NJ 1952-55,
Nat. Union E. Orange 1955-59, Phoenix Ins.
Newark NJ 1959-62), claims supervisor & bond
spec. Ins. Co. of N. Am. E. Orange 1962—
.
Asst. chmn. Newark Intercompany Arbitration
Committee 1973-74, Calvary Presby. Church
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Florham Park NJ (deacon 1967-70, elder
1972-75, clerk of session 1973-75). Seaman
USN 1944-46. res. Florham Park NJ.*
HAMRELL, Sven Bertil. A.B. 1947, Fil kand
Uppsala Univ. 1956. Zeta Psi. Management;
b. Ostersund Sweden Jan. 12 1928; m. Sonja
Lyttkens April 17 1960; ch.: Harald, Anna.
Student New Sch. for Social Research NYC
1947-49, Uppsala Univ. Sweden (research asst.
1956-59, lectr. political science 1959-64), dir.
Scandinavian Inst, of African Studies Uppsala
1965-67, exec. dir. Dag Hammarskjold
Foundation Uppsala 1967— . Member Swedish
Govt. Comm. on Aid to African Refugees
1964—. Ed.: Ergo (1942-53); Studenten (1959);
Verdandi-debatt (1961-70); U-landsbiblioteket
1970—; Development Dialogue (1972—); The
Soviet Bloc, China and Africa (1964); Refugee
Problems in Africa (1967); contbr. res.
Uppsala Sweden.*
HANNA, Blake Thompson. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Montreal 1953, Ph.D. Univ. Montreal 1964.
Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b. Boston
Aug. 2 1927; m. Helen Budd Aug. 12 1950; ch.:
David, Jonathan, Arnold. Teacher Tilton NH
Sch. 1949-50, instr. Stanislas Coll. Montreal
P.Q. Canada 1953-60, prof. Univ. Montreal
1957— . V.pres. Soc. des Traducteurs &
Interpretes du Canada 1966-68,
ed.-in-chief-META Journal des Traducteurs
Montreal 1966-68. Pvt. USA 1946-47. Contbr.,
transl. res. Lorraine P.Q. Canada.*
HANSSON, Olaf. A.B. b. Copenhagen
Denmark Jan. 23 1924. res. unknown.
HARMON, Donald Ivan. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Lovell June 3 1927; m. Jocelyn Warren June 10
1951; ch.: Jeffrey, Scott, Stacey. Served to field
sales dir. printing & converting div. Scott Paper
Co. (Boston 1950-?, Chicago IL 197-56, Mobile
Al 1956-61, Phila. PA 1961-66). Served with
USN 1945-47. d. Ridley Park PA Feb. 22 1966.
HASSON, Daniel John. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland Jan. 23 1919. Served with ACUSA
1941-45, 1949. d. Guam Marianas Is. Sept. 26
1949.
HEMKES, Hans, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi. Real
estate invest.; b. Mexico City Mexico Oct. 23
1924; m. Dorothy Aldred Feb. 1 1947; ch.:
Elizabeth, Hans III, Ellen. Int. correspondent
Pittsburgh PA Plate Glass Co. 1948-51, general
mgr. Pittsburgh Mercantile Monterrey Mexico
1951-55, v.pres. & general mgr. Constructora
Beltran Mexico City 1955-69, dir. general
Grubb & Ellis Mexicana-San Diego CA
1970-74, pres. Hemkes Assocs., Ltd. 1974—
.
res. Brunswick.*
HEYMANN, Melvin Ira. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Mfrs. rep.; b. Boston March 29
1927; m. Rhoda Finn Aug. 17 1952; ch.:
Ronnie, David. Mfr. rep. Newton Highlands
MA 1954—. Served to SFC 1945-46. res.
Newton Highlands MA.*
HICKEY, George Washington, HL A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Tire business; b. Nashua NH May
15 1927; m. Ellen Lucier Nov. 24 1949; ch.:
Kathryn, Ellen, Mary, George IV. Asst. dist.
mgr. Goodyear Tire & Rubber 1949-65, pres.
George Hickey's Tire Co. 1965— . Served with
USN 1945-46. res. Attleboro MA.*
HILTON, Stillman Patterson. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Columbia 1953,
Phi Beta Kappa. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Library science; b. Winchester MA
Oct. 1 1926. Copy boy Boston Am. 1949-51,
librarian (public library Brooklyn NY 1952-59,
Medford MA 1959-61; Robbins Library
Arlington MA 1961-62; Shute Memorial




committee Annisquam Village Church 1967-70
& 1972-75, treas. Greater Boston Public
Library Administrators 1963-65. Served to
PO/2 USN 1944-46, 1951-52. res. Gloucester
MA.*
HOLMES, John Elvin. Bowdoin 1945-47,
1948. Beta Theta Pi. b. Walpole MA Jan. 16
1923. res. unknown.
JACKSON, Harvey Sawyer. A.B. b.
Lewiston July 2 1927. Master Nyack Jr. Sch.
NY 1948-50, teacher jr. high sch. Gray 1951. d.
Middlebury VT July 26 1951.*
JENSEN, Raymond Allan. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Communications; b. Portland Aug. 5 1926;
m. Thelma Hollis Feb. 4 1956; ch.: Allan,
Peter, David. Abstractor & ed. Library of
Cong. Washington DC 1948-58, ed. Dept. of
Commerce Washington DC 1959, exec. dir.
Nat. Federation of Abstracting & Indexing
Services Washington DC 1959-65,
communications officer Federal Water
Pollution Control Admin. Washington DC
1966, mgr. Water Resources Scientific
Information Center U.S. Dept. of Interior
Washington DC 1967—. Fellow AAAS.
Recipient: commendation for work on int.
conf. Water for Peace 1967. Contbr. res.
Potomac MD.*
JOHNSTON, Donald MacDuff. A.B. Sigma
Chi. b. E. Providence RI May 21 1924. res.
Wisconsin Rapids WI.
KALLOP, Edward Louis, Jr. A.B., M.F.A.
Princeton 1954 Sigma Nu. Museum
curating; b. Newark NJ Jan. 10 1926. res.
Boston.*
KEIRSTEAD, Ralph Elwood, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Johns Hopkins 1950. Sigma Nu.
Computer science; b. Waterville April 4
1928; s. of Ralph E. '26; m. Mary Humphrey
Jan. 19 1957; ch.: Thomas, William. Computer
programmer (United Aircraft Corp. E.
Hartford CT 1953-54, Livermore CA
Radiation Lab. 1954-56), sr. research engineer
Stanford Research Inst. Menlo Park CA
1956-64, computer programmer Control Data
Corp. Mnpls. MN 1964-67, sr. research
engineer Stanford Research Inst. Menlo Park
1967—. PFC USA 1950-52. res. Los Altos
CA.*
KERN, William Landert. Bowdoin 1945-46.
Beta Theta Pi. Sales; b. Portland March 25
1928; s. of George C. '12; m. Virginia Lyden
Sept. 18 1954; ch.: Barry, Katherine, Kimberly,
Dana, Annette. Sales (John Kern & Son
Portland 1946-56, George A. Hormel & Co.
Austin MN 1956-59, Dubuque IA Packing Co.
1959—). Served to 1st sgt. USA 1950-52. res.
Portland.*
KIMBALL, Harold Edgar, Jr. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Gorham Sept. 12 1927. res.
Walpole.
KIMBALL, James Edwin, II. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Computer science; b. Gloucester MA
July 27 1926; married; 3 children. Accountant
B. F. Goodrich Footwear Co. Watertown MA,
with Wang Labs. Inc. Lowell MA 1970— . res.
Winchester MA.*
KLIMA, Slava. A.B. magna cum laude. b.
Brno Czechoslovakia March 21 1922. res.
Montreal Canada.
KLINE, John Peter. Bowdoin 1945-48. Alpha
Delta Phi. Engineering; b. Texarkana AR
Sept. 6 1920; m. Mary Lord June 5 1948; ch.:
Kimberly. Engineer free-lance 1948— . Served
to 2nd It. USAF 1943-45. Patentee, res. E.
Hampton NY.*
KORT, Henry (Koritzky). A.B. 1947. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Boston Oct. 9 1944. res.
Weston MA.
LARCHIAN, Harry. A.B. 1947. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Banking; b. Chelsea MA Jan. 28
1925; m. Theresa Boghigian, m. Elizabeth
Carter May 6 1967; ch.: William, Christine,
Katherine, David. Exec, trainee Sears Roebuck
& Co. Salem MA 1948-55, asst. v.pres. Nashua
NH Federal Savings & Loan Assn. 1955—
.
Pres. (Nashua Civitan Club 1967, Am. Savings
& Loan Inst. 1972, Pennichuck Area
Homeowners Assn. 1972). res. Nashua NH.*
LEACH, Robert Jordan. A.B. 1950. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Business management; b.
Biddeford June 21 1927; m. Mildred Cole Aug.
21 1948, m. Phoebe Brainard May 23 1971;
ch.: Robert Jr., Sharon. Retail Credit Co. (field
rep. Portland 1950-52, trainee Atlanta GA
1952-54 & instr. 1954-56, asst. mgr. Tampa FL
1956-59, mgr. Biloxi MS 1959-61 & Syracuse
NY 1961—). Pres. Lions Club Syracuse,
moderator United Church of Christ Liverpool
NY. Served with USNR 1945-46. res.
Liverpool NY.*
LEASON, Edwin Everett, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Admissions aide 1955. Publishing; b.
Boston Jan. 9 1924; m. Alice Cadman March 1
1969; ch.: David, Cheryl. Time Inc. NYC
19?—. Served to 1st It. USA 1943-46. res.
Briarcliff Manor NY.*
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LeBEAU, Bernard Adolph. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Harvard 1950, M.L.A. Johns Hopkins
1973. Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b.
Adams MA April 10 1925. Analyst Dept. of
Army Washington DC 1951-53, teacher
Emerson Inst. Washington DC 1953-60 &
1961-66, assoc. prof. English Montgomery
Coll. Rockville MD 1966—. Trustee
Washington Hall Jr. Coll. 1967—. PFC USA
1945-46. res. Washington DC*
LEONARD, Philip Knowles. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Cape Elizabeth Oct. 24 1927; m.
Elizabeth Blessley; ch.: Philip Jr., Leslie, Amy,
Tracey. Securities salesman C. W. Leonard &
Co. Portland 1948-51, analyst Nat. Security
Agency Ft. Meade MD 1953-63. Served with
USA 1946-47, served to capt. 1951-53;
awarded Japanese Army of Occupation Medal,
d. Severna Park MD Nov. 29 1963.*
LOCKWOOD, Wayne McMillan. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Ins.; b. Portland Jan. 27 1923; m.
Patricia Melcher Sept. 16 1950; ch.: Diane,
Peter, Joyce, Bruce. Various positions to sr.
account analyst Travelers Ins. Co. 1947
—
(Portland, Providence RI, Washington DC,
Rochester NY, Montreal P.Q. Canada, Ottawa
Ont. Canada, Toronto Ont., Boston, Worcester
MA, Portland). Elder United Church of
Canada 1966-68, deacon First Congr. Church
S. Portland 1975—. PFC USAF 1942-45. res.
Cape Elizabeth.*
LOMBARD, Reginald Thomas, Jr. Bowdoin
1944-46, B.S. USMA 1950. Zeta Psi.
Military; b. Portland Sept. 7 1927; s. of
Reginald T. '19; m. Sara Cronk June 16 1954;
ch.: Reginald III, Kristen. With USA to col.
(infantry platoon leader Austria 1950-54,
infantry co. cdr. Korea 1960-62, Airmobile Bn.
cdr. Vietnam 1966, Airborne Bn. cdr. Ft. Bragg
1967-69, sr. aide to commanding general
Continental Army Command Ft. Monroe VA
1967, exec, to deputy chief of staff for military
operations Dept. of Army Washington DC
1969-72, French Army War Coll. 1972-74,
spec. asst. to chief Military Equipment
Delivery Team Cambodia 1974-75, chief of
staff Nat. War Coll. 1975). Awarded Legion of
Merit (3), Bronze Star with V for heroism, Air
Medal (5), Army Commendation Medal (2),
Meritorious Unit Citation (2), Armed Forces
Expeditionary Medal, res. Washington DC*
LONGLEY, James Bernard, Jr. B.S. 1947,
LL.B. Univ. Me. 1957. Psi Upsilon. Govt.; b.
Lewiston April 22 1924; m. Helen Walsh 1949;
ch.: James III, Kathryn, Stephen, '79, Susan,
Nancy. C.L.U. (ME); pres. Longley Assoc.
Lewiston, lectr. (Univ. Ariz. Tucson, Univ.
Colo. Boulder, Univ. Conn. Storrs, Univ.
Puerto Rico, Univ. Wise), governor State of
Me. 1974—. Served with USA 1942-45. res.
Augusta.
LUSHER, Harold Edward George. A.B. cum
laude 1950, A.M. Johns Hopkins 1954, Ph.D.
Johns Hopkins 1958. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Hazelton PA April 18 1927.
Instr. Carson Long Military Inst. Bloomfield
PA 1950-51, grad. asst. Johns Hopkins Univ.
1951-54, Fulbright scholar Univ. Vienna
1954-55, grad. asst. Johns Hopkins Univ.
1955-56, prof. German Univ. N.B. Fredericton
Canada 1956—. Served to s/sgt. USA 1945-46.
res. Fredericton N.B. Canada.*
LYONS, Donald Henry. A.B., B.D. Epis.
Theol. Sch. 1954. Alpha Delta Phi. Clergy;
b. Greenfield MA July 15 1927; m. Helen
Herrick, m. Margaret Dixon Aug. 30 1954; ch.:
Mark, Laurie, Christopher, Naomi, Beth. Lay
vicar St. John's Baptist Church Sanbornville
NH 1949-53, canon St. Paul's Cathedral
Boston 1954-58, archdeacon Diocese of N.H.
Concord 1958-64, rector Grace Church
Vineyard Haven MA 1964— . Served to cpl.
USMC 1945-46. Author: St. Paul's Cathedral
An Historic Sketch (1948). res. Vineyard
Haven MA.*
MARTENS, Eugene Behrends, Jr. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Sales exec; b. Brooklyn NY Dec. 22 1926;
m. Sally Vincent Aug. 15 1953; ch.: Gail,
Eugene III. Part-prop, printing firm 1950-62;
v.pres. sales Pandick Press Inc. NYC 1962-76;
with Baxter, Broudy, Pompan & Schmidt
Greenwich CT 1977— . Trustee Faith Home
Foundation Brooklyn, dir. & past pres. Central
Property Owners Assn. of Garden City. Served
with USN 1945-46. res. Garden City NY.*
MARTIN, John Wendell. Bowdoin 1944-47.
Chi Psi. b. Bristol PA Dec. 31 1924. res.
Schnecksville PA.
MAXWELL, Richard Arthur. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1951.
Chi Psi. Systems analysis; b. Biddeford May
26 1926; m. Carol Hulbert July 5 1959; ch.:
Woodward, Peter, Amy. Operations analyst
(Tech. Operations Inc. Arlington MA 1955-56,
Northrop Corp. Hawthorne CA 1956-58),
systems analyst Ford Aerospace &
Communications Corp. Newport Beach CA
1958-77, consultant Aerojet General USA CA
1975—. Elder Presby Church. Pvt. USA
1945-46. res. Laguna Beach CA.*
McFARLAND, Edward James, Sr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Education; b. Portland June 26
1921; m. Alice Maney Dec. 12 1944; ch.:
Michael, Edward Jr. '69, Martha.
Teacher-coach (Freedom Acad. 1947-51; high
sch. Gorham 1951-57, Scarborough 1957—).
Pres. Cumberland County Conf., cdr. Libby
Mitchell Post Am. Legion Scarborough
1972-73. PFC USA 1939-42. Named High Sch.
Coach of the Yr. 1966. res. Scarborough.*
McGORRILL, John Melvin. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Sales management; b. Portland Aug. 18
1925; m. Joan Wishman Aug. 1 1948; ch.:
Judith, Sally, Linda '79. Div. sales rep. Am. Oil
Co. 1948-60, station mgr. WMTW-FM Mt.
Washington NH 1961-71, sales mgr. L. C.
Andrew Inc. S. Windham 1972— . State Street
Church (past deacon, member, chmn. board of
trustees), trustee Am. Red Cross Portland, past
member board of education, res. Portland.*
MCGORRILL, Milton Morse, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Portland July 27 1922. s. of
Milton M. '19. res. Beverly MA.
McMAHON, Frederic Garrard. A.B. 1950,
M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1957. Theta Delta Chi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Invest,
research; b. Pensacola FL Oct. 5 1927; m.
Elizabeth Pflug Nov. 26 1968; ch.: Frederic.
Security analyst Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner
& Smith NYC 1957-60, research dir. Moody's
Investor Service NYC 1960— . Served to cpl.
USA 1946-47. res. Plandome NY.*
MILDEN, Myron. A.B. cum laude, Ph.C
Mass. Coll. of Pharmacy 1954. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Boston Oct. 26 1927; m. Sylvia
Metz Dec. 19 1954; ch.: Alan, Carol. Cancer
research asst. Beth Israel Hospital Boston
1948-51, pharmacist Brookline MA 1954-60,
prop. Milden Apothecary Manchester NH
1960-69. Violinist Boston Civic Symphony, d.
Manchester NH July 21 1969.*
MILLER, George William. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1951. Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. Boston April 15 1923; ch.:
John, Mary, Mark. Physician & surgeon pvt.
practice Detroit MI. res. Grosse Point ML*
MILLER, Robert Winthrop. A.B. 1947. Alpha
Tau Omega. Class agt. 1967-71.
Architecture; b. Newton MA Nov. 13 1926;
m. Elaine Bennett June 21 1959; ch.: Susan,
Todd. Sales engineer Berger Mfg. Boston
1948-51, architectural work (Charles T. Main
Inc. Boston 1951-63, Clinch Crimp Brown &
Fisher 1963-64, Smith Sellew & Doherty




Church Sherborn 1971-73, member scholarship
committee Boston Architectural Center, res.
Sherborn MA.*
MONAGHAN, Stephen Edward. A.B., M.D.
Albany Med. Coll. 1953. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Medicine; b. Gardiner March 10 1927; m.
Luisa Comard Sept. 13 1952; ch.: Stephanie
'75, Annuciata, Patricia, Kimberley, Stephen,
Jane, Elizabeth. Intern Eastern Me. General
Hospital Bangor 1953-54, U.S. Veterans
hospital Boston (surgical resident 1954-55,
orthopedic resident 1955-56), orthopedic
surgery (fellow Boston City Hospital 1956,
resident Middleboro MA 1956-57 & Canton
MA 1957-58, sr. resident U.S. Veterans
hospital Boston 1958, pvt. practice Portland
1958—). Member board of dir. YMCA
Portland 1968-74, Me. Assn. Orthopedic
Surgeons (sec.-treas. 1968-70, v.pres. 1970-72,
pres. 1972-74), councillor Am. Acad.
Orthopedic Surgeons 1973-75, Mercy Hospital
Portland (v.pres. 1972, member board of
trustees & pres. of staff 1973-75). Served to
SFC USN 1945-46. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
MOORE, Herbert Bell. A.B. 1947, A.M.
Boston Univ. 1953, Ed.M. Harvard 1958. Delta
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Recipient: Distinguished Educator Award
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1969. Education; b. Glen Cove NY July 30
1926; m. Martha Fay June 22 1951; ch.:
Jeffrey, Janice, Stephen, Susan, Elizabeth,
Charles. Teacher & coach MA (Berkshire Sch.
Sheffield 1947-51, Belmont Hill Sch. 1951-58),
headmaster (Tilton NH Sch. 1958-65, Holland
Hall Sch. Tulsa OK 1965-74, Kent Denver
Country Day Sch. Englewood CO 1974—).
Regent Cum Laude Soc. 1969
—
, treas.
Country Day Sch. Headmasters Assn. 1972-75,
pres. Independent Sch. Assn. Southwest 1972.
res. Englewood CO.*
MORRISON, Daniel Webster, Jr. A.B.,
M.B.A. N.Y. Univ. 1957. Theta Delta Chi.
1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. NYC May 23 1926; m.
Kathleen Winkle June 22 1957; ch.: Daniel,
Kathleen, Matthew, Neil. Union Carbide
Corp. NYC (bookkeeper 1948-52, analyst
1952-55, office mgr. 1955-63, mgr. admin,
services 1963-65, mgr. business services
1965-67, control mgr. 1967
—
). Served to s/sgt.
USA 1950-52. res. Yonkers NY.*
MORRISSEY, William Edward, Jr. Bowdoin
1944-46. Kappa Sigma. b. Andover MA
Aug. 20 1920. res. Chelmsford MA.
MOSS, Anthony Frederic. A.B., B.C.L.
William & Mary Coll. 1950. Alpha Tau
Omega. Banking exec; b. London England
Sept. 19 1923; m. Madeleine Pelletier March 28
1948; ch.: Pamela. Claims adjuster Travelers
Ins. Co. Hartford CT 1951-52, trust officer
Colonial Bank & Trust Co. Waterbury CT
1952— . Member zoning comm. Wolcott CT
1956-58, St. John's Parish Waterbury (sr.
warden 1970-72, emeritus 1972
—
), treas.
Group Homes of Greater Waterbury Inc.
1971—. Served to cpl. USA 1943-46. res.
Waterbury CT.*
MOSSMAN, George Curtis. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Gardner MA Dec. 5 1926. res.
Gardner.
MUEHLEN, Paul Wilbur. A.B. Business; b.
American Falls ID Jan. 1 1 1920; m. Georgette
Fortin Feb. 22 1946; ch.: James, David,
Timothy, Paula, Priscilla, Deborah. Pilot USN
1950-67, ret., prop. Cycle & Sports Haven
Marco Is. FL 19?— . Member board of dir.
Rotary Club 1975 & 1976, fire commissioner
1975-76 & 1977, pres. Merc. Assn. 1975-76 &
1977, member board of dir. Marco Is. Civic
Assn., officer Knights of Columbus 1975-76 &
1977. res. Marco Is. FL.*
MURPHY, Boyd. A.B. Kappa Sigma. b.
Peabody MA June 7 1923. res. unknown.
NEWTON, Phinehas Stewart, IV. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Boston Feb. 6 1926; m.
Frederica Leach Oct. 16 1948; ch.: Edwina,
Wendelin, Phinehas, Frederic. Intelligence
officer USN 1950-69, ret. as It. cdr. Chmn.
republican committee (town of Rockport
1970—, Knox County 1974—). res. Rockport.*
NOYES, Edward Roland, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Marlboro MA July 21 1927. res.
unknown.
OSHER, Bernard. A.B. 1947. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Auctioneer; b. Biddeford Sept. 7
1927. Self-employed 1947-63, sr. v.pres. Golden
West Savings & Loan San Francisco CA
1963-70, pres. Butterfield & Butterfield San
Francisco 1970— . Dir. Golden West Financial
Corp. 1970—. res. Mill Valley CA.*
PAGE, Cleveland Albee. A.B. Zeta Psi. Law;
b. Damariscotta May 30 1924; m. Elizabeth
Lincoln May 30 1948; ch.: Lincoln, Philip,
Julie, Bradley. Atty. self-employed Wiscasset
19?— . Past pres. Rotary Club Damariscotta,
complaint justice Lincoln County, res.
Nobleboro.*
PAPPAS, George Demetrios. A.B. 1947, M.Sc.
Ohio State Univ. 1948, Ph.D. Ohio State Univ.
1952. Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b.
Portland Nov. 26 1926; m. Bernice Levine June
15 1952; ch.: Zoe, Clio. Visiting investigator
The Rockefeller Inst. NYC 1952-54, research
fellow N.Y. Univ. Coll. of Medicine NYC
1954-56, Columbia Univ. (assoc. in anatomy
1956-57, asst. prof. 1957-63, assoc. prof.
1963-66), Albert Einstein Coll. of Medicine





). Member board of
trustees Marine Biological Lab. Woods Hole
MA, Am. Soc. for Cell Biology (pres. 1974-75,
sec. 1968-73), pres. N.Y. Soc. of Electron
Microscopy 1967-68. Recipient: Career
Development Award Nat. Inst, of Health
1964-66. Contbr. res. Pelham NY.*
PARIS, Jaime. Bowdoin 1944-45, M.D.
Syracuse Univ. 1948. Medicine; b. Bogota
Columbia S. Am. March 12 1926; married.
Served to capt. MCUSAF 1955. res. Pacific
Palisades CA.
PERRY, Charles Hodges. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Me. 1950. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Invests.; b. Bangor Nov. 1 1916; m.
Joanne Springer June 20 1951; ch.: Victoria.
Instr. English Marietta OH Coll. 1950-51, city
ed. Bangor Evening & Sunday Commercial
1951-53, announcer & other positions WTWO
Television Bangor 1956, estate consultant
Merc. Nat. Bank of Bangor 1956-60, Columbia
Invest. Co. Bangor (rep. 1960-65, v.pres.
1965-). Pres. & past dir. Me. Invest. Dealers
Assn., All Souls Congr. Church Bangor (past
trustee, clerk, moderator, deacon), past treas. &
pres. Northern Conservatory of Music, chmn.
planning board Orono 1963-64, The
Counseling Center (dir. 1969-75, treas. 1969-70,
trustee 1969
—,
pres. 1970-71), pres. Orono
Veazie Water Dist. 1973—. PFC USA 1953-55.
res. Orono.*
POULOS, Richard Ernest. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1951. Law; b. NYC Sept. 21
1923; m. Margaret Gwinner Oct. 25 1959. Law
clerk U.S. Dist. Court Portland 1951-56, U.S.
bankruptcy judge U.S. Dist. Court Portland
1956-75, counsel Bernstein Shur Sawyer &
Nelson Portland 1975—. Served to 1st It.
ACUSA 1943-46. Contbr. res. Portland.*
PRINS, Johannes Peter. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1950;
Ph.D. Univ. Amsterdam 1956. Int. civil
service; b. Amsterdam The Netherlands Sept.
29 1926; m. Johanna s'Jacob Sept. 11 1954;
ch.: Sarah, Albertina, Alma. Asst. prof. Inst, of
Am. Studies Univ. Amsterdam 1953-57, civil
servant Netherlands Ministry of Foreign
Affairs 1957-59, UN Spec. Fund (project
officer NYC 1959-62, deputy resident rep.
Addis Ababa Ethiopa 1962-64), UN
Development Programme NY (several
functions 1964-74, chief div. for regional
programs Bureau for Eur. Mediterranean &
Middle East 1974
—
). Served with Netherlands
Army 1951-52. res. NYC*
PRIOR, Carl. A.B. 1947, A.M. Univ. N.H.
1952. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Orange NJ April
11 1920; m. Margaret Badger June 9 1951; ch.:
Elizabeth, Martha. Analyst Nat. Fire Ins. Co.
Hartford CT 1947-50, production controller
General Electric Co. Somersworth NH
1952-58, teacher (Garland Sch. Chester NJ
1958-61, also coach Webb Sch. Knoxville TN
1961-65), asst. dean of instruction Farmington
State Coll. 1965-68, assoc. prof. Unity Coll.
1968— . Treas. Tabor Estate Water Assn.
1969— , member planning board Unity
1969-73. Served to 1st It. USA 1941-45. d.
Unity May 30 1977.*
PURINTON, Preston. Bowdoin 1946-47, 1955.
b. W. Bowdoin Aug. 15 1916. res. unknown.
PURINTON, Richard Garland. A.B. 1947. b.
W. Bowdoin Feb. 18 1946. res. W. Bowdoin.
QUAILE, George Emerson. A.B. 1949. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. NYC Jan. 12 1928. res.
Savannah GA.
RALDIRIS, Rafael Jose. Bowdoin 1944-47.
Delta Upsilon. b. Mercedita P.R. Dec. 2
1924. res. San Juan P.R.
REUMAN, Warren Theodore. A.B. cum laude
1949. Zeta Psi. b. Stamford CT April 2 1927.
res. Darien CT.
ROBBINS, Rosalvin Bob. A.B. 1950. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ins. management; b.
Orlando FL Dec. 21 1926; ch.: Theresa, Kathy,
Mark, James, Dean, Barbara. C.L.U.; N.Y.
Life Ins. Co. (agt. ME 1954-55, asst. mgr. ME
1955-58, management asst. NY 1958-59,
general mgr. MA 1959-66 & Scranton PA
1966—). Served to It. (jg) USN 1952-54. res.
Clarks Summit PA.*
ROBERTSON, Alexander. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ins. exec.; b. Boston Sept. 17 1919; m.
Gloria Rustum Dec. 10 1949; ch.: Deborah '74.
Trainee First Nat. Bank of Boston Rio de
Janeiro 1948-49, coordinator Northeastern
Univ. 1949-50, supervisor auditing Prudential
Ins. Co. Chicago IL 1952-60, asst. auditor
Federal Life Ins. Co. Chicago 1960-61, mgr.
Penn Mutual Life Ins. Co. Phila. PA 1961-69,
v.pres. (Chesapeake Life Ins. Co. Baltimore
MD 1969-74, Int. Life Holding Corp. Buffalo
NY 1974—). Served to 1st It. USA 1940-45,
1950-52; served to maj. USAR; awarded Silver
Star, Bronze Star, Purple Heart with Oak Leaf
Cluster, res. E. Amherst NY.*
ROBINSON, Hugh Pay son. A.B. 1949, M.D.
Univ. Rochester 1953, A.M. Univ. Minn. 1961.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Medicine; b. Portland
March 21 1928; s. of Carl M. '08; m. Patricia
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Voiles Jan. 19 1952; ch.: Susan, Martha,
William, Peter. Pvt. practice urology Portland
1958
—
, assoc. chief urology Me. Med. Center
& Mercy Hospital Portland 1972. Trustee N.
Yarmouth Acad. 1970-71, deacon State Street
Church 1970-75. Served to PO/3 USN 1946-48.
res. Falmouth.*
ROBINSON, Martin Emery. B.S. magna cum
laude 1947, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Yale 1951.
Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine; b. Houlton July
3 1927; m. Eleanor Warren June 24 1950; ch.:
Thomas, Peter, Mark. Physician family
practice Hopewell Junction NY 1955— . Served
to 1st It. MCUSA 1953-55. res. Hopewell
Junction NY.*
ROCKWELL, George Gilbert Davis. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Marketing; b. N. Andover MA
Dec. 31 1922; m. Martha Hadley April 22
1944; ch.: David, Jane, Anne, Jonathan.
Remington Arms Co. Bridgeport CT (various
positions 1948-56, project mgr. 1956-58, dist.
mgr. 1958-61, asst. product mgr. 1961-69, nat.
accounts mgr. 1969-75, merchandising mgr.
1975
—
). Past dir. Nat. Accounts Marketing
Assn., past pres. Conn. Audubon Soc. Served
to 1st It. USAAF 1942-46. res. Fairfield CT*
ROGERS, William Chalmers. A.B. 1949. Zeta
Psi. b. Bryn Mawr PA March 14 1927. res.
unknown.
ROGERS, William Raymond. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Hardware; b. Bath April 29 1921;
m. Constance Scharton 1944, m. Marilyn Hart
Sept. 2 1950; ch.: Gregory, Bruce, Gayle.
Territory mgr. Firestone Tire MA 1950-53,
pres. C. W. Rogers Inc. Bath 1953—. Chmn.
United Fund, trustee Old Folks Home Bath
19?
—
, member Bath (planning board, city
council, urban renewal authority), dir. Civil
Defense. Served with ACUSN 1942-43. res.
Bath.*
RUSSELL, Donald Frederick. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ins.; b. Boston May 21 1927; m. Margaret
Allen April 16 1955; ch.: Janet, Cynthia.
Merchandise trainee Grover Cronin Waltham
MA 1948-49, v.pres. sales Clinton C. Brown
Inc. Boston 1949-55, sales rep. Procter &
Gamble Boston 1955-59, agt. Loyal Protective
Life Ins. Co. Boston 1959— . Member town
meeting, chmn. regional vocational sch. dist.
plans committee. Served to SFC USN 1945-46.
res. Needham MA.*
SANDS, James. A.B. Occ. unknown; b.
Wawa PA May 21 1913; m. Adele MacCoy;
ch.: Marguerite, Priscilla, James, res. Wawa
PA.
SAWYER, Alfred Loomis. A.B. cum laude,
B.S. M.I.T. 1951. Sigma Nu. Management;
b. Ft. Fairfield Aug. 12 1927; s. of Alfred L.
'04. Mgr. mfg. development Westinghouse
Lima OH 19?—. res. Lima OH.
SAWYER, Herbert Spear. A.B. magna cum
laude 1951, Phi Beta Kappa; B.S.E.E. M.I.T.
1951; M.S.E.E. Polytech. Inst, of Brooklyn
1965. Sigma Nu. Electronic engineering; b.
Ft. Fairfield Aug. 12 1927; s. of Alfred L. '04;
m. Eugenie Rieder Jan. 1 1954. Electronic
engineer (Wheeler Lab. Great Neck NY
1951-54, Airborne Instruments Lab. Deer Park
NY 1954-69, Dept. of Defense Ft. Meade MD
1969—). Served to t/4 USA 1945-47. res.
Columbia MD.*
SCOVIL, Alexander Hewston. Bowdoin
1944-47. Psi Upsilon. b. Morristown NJ
Sept. 18 1923. res. unknown.
SHOWALTER, Arthur Hazen, Jr. B.S. Theta
Delta Chi. Business exec; b. S. Windham
Feb. 5 1926; m. Sally Gooding May 2 1952;
ch.: Nancy, Judith. Employment mgr.
Harrison Radiator Div. General Motors Corp.
Lockport NY 1949-53, pres. S. S. Gooding Co.
Inc. Lockport 1953— . Trustee (Lockport
Savings Bank, YMCA), pres. United Appeal,
v.pres. C. of C, commissioner of police. Served
with ACUSA 1945-47. res. Lockport NY.*
SIEBERT, William Paul, III. Bowdoin
1944-45. Chi Psi. b. NYC Nov. 9 1924. res.
E. Greenwich RJ.
SILSBY, Herbert Trafton, II. A.B. 1947. Chi
Psi. 1972 capital campaign area chmn. Law;
b. Brewer Feb. 8 1925; m. Ruth Blaisdell July 1
1950; ch.: Paula, Kathryn. Atty. Silsby &
Silsby Ellsworth 1949—. Pres. (Union River
Tel. Co. 1953—, Me. Historical Soc. 1973—,
Me. Bar Assn. 1975, Me. Young Republican
Clubs 1954-57, Hancock County Historical
Soc. 1966-72), dir. (Union Trust Co. 1967—,
Me. Conf. of Congr. Churches 1960-63,
Northeast Folklore Soc. 1964
—
), trustee Me.
League of Historical Soc. & Museums 1967
—
,
member (board of governors Me. Trial
Lawyers Assn. 1964-72, exec, committee
Hancock County Trustees of Public
Reservations 1969
—
), chmn. exec, committee
Me. Coast Memorial Hospital 1972
— ,
judge
Municipal Court Ellsworth 1951-55, city
council Ellsworth (member 1966-70, chmn.
1966). Pvt. USA 1943. Author: History of
Aurora (1958), A Church Has Been Gathered
(1962), A Brief History of Ellsworth (1963);
contbr. res. Ellsworth.*
SIMONDS, Arthur Cross, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Providence RI May 20
1927; m. Patricia Pearson May 12 1958; ch.:
Elizabeth, Andrew, Kurt. Accountant Gorham
Mfg. Providence 1950-53, sales engineer
Federal Products Corp. Providence 1953-57,
product control mgr. Corning NY Glass
1957-62, product mgr. Yield House N. Conway
NH 1961-62, v.pres. mfg. Wright Line
Worcester MA 1962-75, general mgr. Vliek
Engineering Corp. Burbank CA 1975— . Served
with USN 1945-46. res. Pasadena CA.*
SIROVICA, Paul Joseph. A.B. b.
Gloversville NY Oct. 20 1908; m. Leonie
Chatelain June 6 1942. With Me. Central RR
Portland 1945-47, engineering spec. General
Electric Co. 1951-69, ret. Served with USN
1942-45. d. Gloversville NY March 12 1970.
SKIFFINGTON, Thomas John. A.B. cum
laude, M.S. Colby 1965. Education; b.
Pittsburgh PA July 8 1924; m. Enid Bryan July
20 1946; ch.: Deirdre, Aidan, Jennifer, Kerry.
Management trainee Conn. General Life Ins.
Co. Hartford CT 1948-49, store mgr. W. T.
Grant Co. various locations 1949-58, teacher
(Kennebunk Jr. High Sch. 1958-60, Cape
Elizabeth High Sch. 1960-62, Westerly RI High
Sch. 1962-64, Winthrop MA High Sch. 1965,
Beverly MA High Sch. 1965—). Served to cpl.
USAF 1943-46. res. W. Peabody MA.*
SMALL, William Ullrich. A.B., M.B.A.
Columbia 1951. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Univ. admin.; b. Caribou
Feb. 14 1927; m. Marion Haines April 22 1951
;
ch.: Deborah-Ann, William. Trainee Calvert
Distillery Inc. Baltimore MD 1951-52, Western
Auto Supply Co. (asst. mgr. Baltimore 1952-53,
mgr. Portsmouth VA 1953-55), prop. Western
Auto Assoc. Store Presque Isle 1955-60, office
mgr. Haines Mfg. Co. Presque Isle 1960-67,
Univ. Me. (center dir. Presque Isle 1967-70,
assoc. dir. Portland-Gorham 1970
—
). Chmn.
(fund raising Rotary Club, Community
Service). PFC USA 1945-47. res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
SNIDER, Norman Roy. Bowdoin 1944-45. b.
Boston Feb. 24 1927. res. unknown.
SOWLES, James Austin. A.B. cum laude 1950,
D.M.D. Harvard 1950. Kappa Sigma.
Dentistry; b. Boston Sept. 1 1926; m. Mary
Keyworth Aug. 11 1950; ch.: Deborah, Erica.
Dentist pvt. practice Boston 1950— . Served to
capt. USA 1950-52. res. Wellesley Hills MA.*
STANKIS, Sylvester Jake. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Lewiston May 30 1920. res. Elmhurst NY.
STEWART, Winston George. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. McGill 1952. Theta Delta Chi.
Medicine; b. Barre VT Feb. 10 1924;
married; ch.: Jonathan, Laurel. Physician pvt.
practice Bar Harbor 1952— . Served with USN
1946-49, 1952-? res. Bar Harbor.
STONE, Edward Murray. A.B. 1949. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking; b.
Belfast March 9 1927; m. Joan Crie Sept. 12
1948; ch.: Martha, Thomas, Peter, Paula.
C.P.A. (ME & MA); mgr. Arthur Andersen &
Co. Boston 1949-60; asst. v.pres. State Street
Bank & Trust Co. Boston 1960-61; pres. & dir.
Mercs. Nat. Bank of Bangor 1964— . V.pres. &
trustee Eastern Me. Med. Center 1968—
,
trustee Bangor Theol. Sem. 1966— . Served to
PO/3 USN 1945-46. res. Orono.*
STRONG, Donald Breed. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Self-employed
printing; b. Boston July 1 1925; m. Marcelle
Mignault Jan. 29 1955; ch.: Bruce, Michele,
Claudia, Dominique. Camden Instant Press
San Jose CA. res. San Jose CA.*
STUART, Howard Malcolm, Jr. Bowdoin
1944, grad. USNA 1949. Alpha Tau Omega,
b. NYC Aug. 18 1927. res. unknown.
SWIFT, Raymond Holmes. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. State govt.; b. Waterville
March 20 1927; s. of Raymond W. '17; m.
Laurice Bartlett Feb. 4 1950; ch.: Marilyn.
Raymond, William. V.pres. Holmes-Swift Co.
Fairfield 1949-69, Dept. of Health & Welfare
Augusta (systems analyst 1969-71, dir. data
processing 1971-75, deputy commissioner
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Dept. of Human Services 1975
—
). Member
vestry St. Marks Epis. Church 1966-67,
member city council Augusta 1954-60. Served
to SFC USN 1945-46. res. Augusta.*
SZIKLAS, Robert Warren. A.B. 1950, Ed.M.
Univ. Va. 1970. Kappa Sigma. Tourism; b.
Boston June 27 1927; m. Molly Backus April 5
1952; ch.: Linda, Lisa. Teacher (high sch.
Nantucket MA 1958-62, Phillips Exeter Acad.
Exeter NH 1963-69), chmn. science dept.
Noble & Greenough Sch. Dedham MA
1970-74, ret., mgr. Wauwinet House Nantucket
1974—. Served with USN 1945-46. res.
Nantucket MA.*
TELLEZ, Alfonso Zorilla. Bowdoin 1944. b.
Pacho Aug. 3 1923. res. unknown.
THACHER, Jack Lester. B.S. 1949. Alpha
Delta Phi. Self-employed ins.; b. Brockton
MA April 25 1927; m. Elisabeth Singleton Oct.
20 1951; ch.: Janet, Jeffrey. State agt. Boston
Ins. Co. 1951-63, prop. Thacher Ins. Agency
Bedford NH 1963—. Served to SFC USN
1945-46. res. Bedford NH.*
THOMAS, John Lovell. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1950, Ph.D. Brown Univ. 1961. Alpha Delta
Phi. Education; b. Portland Oct. 28 1926; m.
Patricia Blake Sept. 29 1951; 2 children. Prof,
history Brown Univ. 1960-77. res. Providence
RL*
TYRER, John Lloyd. A.B. 1949, A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1959. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Brockton MA Jan. 16 1928;
m. Jeanne Dunning June 7 1952; ch.: Alison,
John Jr., David, Jill. Teacher (Wilbraham MA
Acad. 1949-53, The Hill Sch. Pottstown PA
1953-64), headmaster The Asheville NC Sch.
1964—. Member (board St.
Genevieve/Gibbons Hall Sch., Council for
Religion in Independent Sch., board of
advisors Warren Wilson Coll.), member vestry
All Souls Church, pres. (Southern Assn. of
Independent Sch., N.C. Assn. of Independent
Sch.). Served to t/5 USA 1946-47. res.
Asheville NC*
WARD, Bernard Joseph. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Automobile exec; b. Yarmouth July 18 1924;
m. Evelyn Lorello June 26 1967. Salesman
Harry H. Smart Inc. Brunswick 1951-59, treas.
Bates & Cunningham Inc. Topsham 1963
—
,
pres. Portland Volvo Inc. Scarborough 1972—
.
Served to cpl. USA 1942-45. res. Yarmouth.*
WEATHERILL, Robert Hall. A.B. 1950,
B.Arch. Univ. Mich. 1953. Alpha Delta Phi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Architecture;
b. Portland June 14 1927; s. of Philip F. '16; m.
India Horton June 26 1954; ch.: Charles '77,
Elizabeth. Draftsman Wadsworth & Boston
Portland 1953-65, partner Wadsworth Boston
Dimick Mercer & Weatherill 1965— . Elected
member Tau Sigma Delta 1952
— ,
pres. Me.
chapter Am. Inst. Architects 1970-71. Served to
sgt. USAF 1946-47. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
WEATHERILL, Thomas Clayton. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Petroleum industry; b. Boston
July 20 1927; s. of Robert T. '14; m. Nancy
Jackson Sept. 15 1950; ch.: Robert, Craig,
Jeffrey, Karen, Judith. Salesman Fuller Brush
Co. Woodbury NJ 1948-49, media clerk Ward
Wheelock Co. Phila. PA 1949-50, public
relations clerk Grey & Rogers Phila. 1950-51,
freight rater Cunard Steam Ship Co. Phila.
1953-56, Sun Oil Co. Phila. (programmer
1956-68, contracts analyst 1968
—
). Deacon
Presby. Church. Served to cpl. USA 1951-53.
res. Woodbury NJ.*
WELCH, Lawrence Kenneth. Psi Upsilon. b.
Lowell MA July 4 1927. res. unknown.
WHEELER, Joseph Coolidge. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. & M.P.A. Harvard 1951. Chi Psi.
Federal govt.; b. Concord MA Nov. 21
1926; m. Jean Huleatt Feb. 1 1949, m. Verona
Farness Dec. 22 1970; ch.: Juliet, Rachel,
Deborah '75, Caleb. Admin, asst. Foreign
Operations Admin. Washington DC 1951-54,
Int. Cooperation Admin. Washington DC
(economist int. trade & development Italy desk
1954-56; int. relations officer India desk
1956-59; officer Greece desk 1959-60, Turkey
desk 1960-61), int. relations officer Peace
Corps Washington DC & New Delhi India
1961-63, U.S. Agency for Int. Development
(dir. Office of Greece-Turkey-Iran-Cyprus and
CENTO Affairs Washington 1963-65, dir. U.S.
mission to Jordan 1965-67, deputy asst.
administrator Bureau for Near East & S. Asia
1967-69, dir. U.S. mission to Pakistan 1969—).
Pvt. ACUSA 1945. res. Islamabad Pakistan.*
WHITCOMB, James Howard. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1951. Exec; b. Lewiston June 12
1927; m. Eleanor Keady June 7 1952; ch.:
Susan, James, Michael, Andrew. Field rep.
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. Boston 1948-49,
retail zone mgr. Time Inc. NYC 1951-53, N.
W. Ayer Co. (account exec. Phila. PA 1953-57,
account supervisor NYC 1957-59), General
Foods Corp. (product mgr. White Plains NY
1959-62, marketing dir. Japan 1962-64, general
mgr. Australia 1964-66, managing dir. England
1967-69, pres. Eur., v.pres. 1968-76, pres. Latin
Am. 1976—). Served with USNR 1945-46. res.
New Canaan CT.*
WHITCOMB, John, Jr. A.B. cum laude 1949,
A.M. Harvard 1954. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Ellsworth Feb. 11 1927; s. of
John '25; m. Marian Bacon Nov. 25 1949; ch.:
John, Nancy, Carol, Michael '76. Teacher
(Foxcroft Acad. Dover-Foxcroft 1949-53, high
sch. Cape Elizabeth 1953-67, teacher & dept.
chmn. high sch. Bristol CT 1957
—
, asst. history
inst. Univ. Mass. Amherst Summers 1968-69.
Asbury Methodist Church Forestville CT
(supt. studies, chmn. trustees), member
Citizens Advisory Council Bristol CT 1971-74.
Served with USN 1944-45. res. Bristol CT.*
WHITCOMB, Richard Owens. A.B. 1950,
A.M. Harvard 1951, Ph.D. Stanford Univ.
1957. Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b.
Waltham MA Aug. 16 1926; m. Helga Neuse
June 22 1957; ch.: Katharine, John. Instr.
Hobart Coll. 1957-59, asst. & assoc. prof.
German Lawrence Univ. Appleton WI
1960-65, dir. of studies Middlebury Grad. Sch.
Mainz Germany 1964, prof. SUNY Albany
1965-68, prof, foreign lang. (Eastern Wash.
State Coll. Cheney 1968-74, 111. State Univ.
Normal 1974
—
). Treas. St. Paul's Epis. Church
Cheney 1973-74, Am. Assn. of Teachers of
German (member exec, council 1974-77,
sec-treas. Washington chapter, coordinator
placement information centers Pacific N.W.),
dir. Inland Empire Culture Inst. 1973-74. PFC
USA 1944-46. Contbr. res. Normal IL.*
WHITE, Conrad Nicholson. Spec 1948. Occ
unknown; b. Lafayette LA March 8 1927.
Served with USN. res. Show Low AZ.*
WHITNEY, George Lester. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Portland July 25 1917.
res. Portland.
WILDMAN, Frederick Daniel. A.B. Chi Psi.
Self-empioyed restauranteur; b. NYC Sept.
13 1925; m. Suzanne Marchand Aug. 20 1950;
ch.: James, Wendy, Robert, John. Mgr.
Household Finance 1953-58, supervisor Am.
Credit Co. 1958-75, prop. Snack Shack
Restaurant Columbia SC 1975— . Served to sgt.
USA 1950-53. res. Columbia SC.*
WILSON, Clifford Edward, Jr. Bowdoin
1945-46, M.D. Univ. Md. 1950. Kappa Sigma.
1972 capital campaign area chmn. Medicine;
b. Norwich CT Dec. 18 1923; m. Jean
O'Donnell; 4 children. Sr. attending physician
W. W. Backis Hospital. Pres. New London
County Med. Assn., chmn. med. advisory
committee Conn. Med. Service. res.
Norwichtown CT.*
WINN, Howard Elliott. B.S., A.M. Univ. Mich.
1950, Ph.D. Univ. Mich. 1955. Alpha Tau
Omega. Education; b. Winthrop MA May 1
1926; m. Carolyn Pauthe 1953, m. Lois King
Oct. 1 1970; ch.: Eric, Gregory, Mathew, Brett,
Brandon. Spec. Am. Museum Natural History
NYC 1954-55, asst. prof, to prof. Univ. Md.
College Park 1955-65, prof, oceanography
Univ. R.I. Kingston 1965— . Past pres. Animal
Behavior Soc. Served with USN 1944-45. res.
Narrangansett RL*
WOOD, Robert Almon. Bowdoin 1945. Kappa
Sigma, b. Houlton Nov. 19 1925. d. Houlton
Aug. 31 1946.
WOODRUFF, Frederic Richard, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Chi Psi. b. Ogdensburg NY June 20
1926; m. Lorraine Stratton Jan. 17 1954. Clerk
St. Laurence NY County Surrogate Court
1952-58, instr. political science Hamilton Coll.
summer sessions, with N.Y. State Republican
Committee 1950 gubernatorial campaign.
Member board of governors Am. Law Student
Assn. Cornell Law Sch. d. Boston May 29
1958.*
WOOLF, Thomas Oakley, Jr. A.B. 1950. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Greenwich CT July 16 1926. res.
Ridgefield CT.
WORTH, Rich Hall. A.B. 1950, LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1953. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b. Portland
Aug. 1 1 1926; m. Dorothy Patchell Jan. 8 1948;
ch.: Rich Jr. Atty. self-employed Portland
1953-55, supervisor claims U.S. Fidelity &
Guaranty Co. 1955-60, atty. (self-employed
Conway NH 1960-66, Hill & Barlow
Edgartown MA 1966-74, Worth & Norton
Edgartown 1974
—
). Nat. dir. Jaycees, dir. &
chmn. of board Martha's Vineyard
Community Services, pres. & dir. (Dukes
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County Bar Assn., Carroll County Bar Assn.),
dir. & delegate Mass. Bar Assn. Served to 1st
sgt. USA 1944-46. res. Edgartown MA.*
Class of 1949
ACKER, Richard Colburn. A.B., M.Div.
Berkeley Divinity Sch. 1952, D.D. Ind. Univ.
1971. Alpha Tau Omega. Clergy; b. Boston
July 12 1916. Vicar (Central Me. Missions
1952-54, St. Stephen's Church Boston 1954-57),
rector Church of Incarnation Lynn MA
1957-61, vicar St. Luke's Church Farmington
1961-64, program dir. Salvation Army Boston
1965-71, rector St. James Columbia SC 1971
—
,
admin, dir. The Registry Columbia 1972—
.
Dean St. Albans Center Inc. Columbia
1972-73, advisor Alston Wilkes Soc. Served
with USA 1942-45. res. Columbia SC.*
ADAMS, Timothy Jonathan. Bowdoin 1945-49.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. NYC April 18 1928.
res. Washington DC.
ADLARD, Deane Livingstone. A.B. 1948. Zeta
Psi. b. Boston Feb. 28 1928. res. Whittier
CA.
AIKENS, Eric Harvey. A.B. 1948. Kappa
Sigma. b. Dayton OH Nov. 6 1925. res.
Ellicott City MD.
ALDEN, David Bruce. A.B. 1948, grad. Me.
Maritime Acad. Psi Upsilon. Sales; b. St.
John N.B. Canada July 26 1924; m. Anne
McGill June 22 1957; ch.: David, Richard.
V.pres. Int. Inspection & Testing Corp. Tokyo
Japan 1950-57, sales San Francisco CA
(Eureka Chem. Co. 1958-60, Zellerbach Paper
Co. 1962
—
). Served with U.S. Merc. Marines
1943-46, served to It. USNR 1948-50. res. San
Francisco CA.*
ALEXANDER, Robert Clayton. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. Cleveland OH Aug. 18 1924. res.
Clearwater FL.
ALLEN, Lawson Ira. A.B. 1948. Sigma Nu.
b. NYC Feb. 28 1925. res. Tucson AZ.
ALLINGHAM, Robert Pierce. Bowdoin
1945-46. Zeta Psi. b. Waban MA Feb. 1
1928. res. unknown.
ARCHIBALD, Richard. A.B. b. Dorchester
MA Sept. 24 1922. res. unknown.
ASHEY, John Philip, II. A.B., M.Div. Epis.
Theol. Sch. 1953. Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt.
1952-53. Clergy; b. Worcester MA June 23
1925; s. of Harold C.L. '12; m. Kathleen
McBratney May 22 1954; ch.: John, Mark.
Curate St. Luke's Epis. Church Monrovia CA
1953-54, vicar St. Patrick's Church El Cerrito
CA 1955-60, rector (All Saints Epis. Church
San Leandro CA 1960-65, St. James Epis.
Church Newport Beach CA 1965
—
). Trustee
Harbor Day Sch. 1966-72, dir. San Leandro
1962-64 (Girls' Club, Rotary Club), member
(advisory committee Family Service
Organization 1972, Mayor's Advisory
Committee San Leandro 1963-64). Served to It.
USNR 1943-46. Named assoc. warden Order
of St. Luke the Physician 1973. res. Newport
Beach CA.*
ATWOOD, Joseph Rowen. A.B. 1950. Beta
Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Sales; b. Swampscott MA Jan. 3 1928; m.
June Ramsey Oct. 11 1952; ch.: Steven, Carol.
Cost estimator Stanley Works New Britain CT
1950-55, purchasing agt. MA (Raytheon Co.
Waltham 1955-58, General Tel. & Electronics
Corp. Needham 1958-63), sales mgr. Dynamac
Inc. Natick MA 1963-73, mfr.'s rep. Sudbury
MA. PFC USA 1946-48. res. Sudbury MA.*
ATWOOD, Robert Anthony. Bowdoin
1945-46, 1949-50. Sigma Nu. b. Pejepscot
March 9 1928. res. Park Ridge IL.
BACON, Arthur Richard. Bowdoin 1945-46.
b. Natick MA Sept. 8 1926. res. Tokyo
Japan.
BADGER, Robert Erskine. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Boston Dec. 13 1924; s. of Joseph L. '20. res.
unknown.
SAINTON, Ernest Ludlow, Jr. A.B., M.S.T.
Univ. N.H. 1966. Delta Upsilon. Education;
b. Stoneham MA Aug. 24 1927; m. Barbara
Dickson June 30 1956; ch.: Diane, Cynthia.
Sales/advt. Lauriat's Inc. Boston 1949-51, field
advt. Proctor & Gamble Co. Cincinnati OH
1951-52, assoc. ed. Vincent Edwards Boston
1952-55, ed. Reed & Barton Taunton MA
1955-58, teacher Wolfeboro NH (Wolfeboro
sch. dist. 1958-64, Governor Wentworth dist.
1964—). Ford Foundation fellow 1972-73. PFC
USA 1946-47. res. Wolfeboro NH.*
BAKER, Donald Sleeper. A.B. 1950. Zeta Psi.
Banking; b. Boston Feb. 28 1927; m. Jane
Robinson Dec. 8 1963; ch.: Leslie. V.pres. D.
M. Baker Corp. Boston 1950-51, First Nat.
Bank Boston (trainee, asst. mgr., mgr. 1952-60;
loan officer 1960-66; asst. v.pres. 1966-75;
v.pres. retail div. 1975
—
). res. Belmont MA.*
BARNES, Albert Mallard. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Seattle WA Jan. 24 1922. res.
unknown.
BARRACCA, Peter Salvatore. A.B., LL.B.
N.Y. Law Sch. 1951. Delta Upsilon. Business
exec; b. NYC Aug. 28 1928; m. Adele Goulet
April 30 1960; ch.: Mark, Steven, Kevin.
Student City Coll. NYC 1949, law clerk NYC
Housing Authority NYC 1949-52, subrogation
clerk Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co. NYC 1955-57,
claims mgr. Merritt-Chapman & Scott Corp.
NYC 1957-67, student Coll. of Ins. 1957-59,
atty. Ardsley NY, spec. asst. dist. atty.
Westchester County NY 1966-69, Murphy
Pacific Marine Salvage Co. NYC (asst. sec. &
claims mgr. 1967-69; v.pres. & general mgr.
1969-72; exec, v.pres., general mgr. & dir.
1972—). Dir. (Caribtow Ltd. Jamaica 1969—,
Nat. Ocean Industries Assn. 1976
—
), trustee
Dobbs Ferry Hospital 1976— . Served to It. (jg)
USCG 1952-54. Co-author: Tanker Salvage
1973. res. Ardsley NY.*
BASSETT, John Francis. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Communications management; b.
Boston July 24 1924; m. Ann Pasquale Sept. 19
1959; ch.: Lisa, Andrea, George. Staff
announcer (WVOM Brookline MA 1949-51,
WNEB Worcester MA 1951-56, WBZ Boston
1956-60), program dir. WHDH Boston
1960-68, asst. to pres. Park Construction Co.
Boston 1968-72, general mgr. Curt Gowdy
Broadcasting Corp. Lawrence MA 1972—
.
Board member C. of C. Greater Lawrence.
Served to s/sgt. USA 1943-45. res. Milton
MA.*
BEEDY, Dwight Pratt. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Phillips June 7 1915. res. Manchester.
BEEM, Edgar Allen, Jr. A.B., A.B. Me.
Maritime Acad. 1944. Alpha Delta Phi.
Merc, marine; b. Warren OH Feb. 10 1924;
m. Betty Gibson July 31 1948; ch.: Edgar III,
Paul, Dana. Asst. mgr. Metropolitan Life Ins.
Co. 1955-62 (Fitchburg MA, Pawtucket RI,
Portland), salesman (Nat. Merchandising Co.
Wellesley Hills MA 1962-64, Nat. Life Ins. Co.
Portland 1964-66), 2nd mate Sun Oil Co.
Marcus Hook PA 1966-68, capt. Acad.
Tankers Inc. Houston TX 1968— . Served to It.
(sg) USN 1950-52. res. Westbrook.*
BIGGAR, Robert Watson, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa 1948. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Biddeford Nov. 25 1925. res. Briarcliff
Manor NY.
BISHOP, Paul Lincoln. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Univ. Me. 1952, diplome (Fulbright scholar)
Inst, de Phonetique Paris 1953. Alpha Tau
Omega. Banking; b. Stockton Springs June
25 1928. Teacher high sch. Eastport 1949-50,
instr. Univ. Me. Orono 1950-51, teacher high
sch. (Philips 1951-52, Brewer 1953-54), banking
operations officer Bank of Am. Nat. Trust &
Savings Assn. Long Beach CA 1954— . res.
Cerritos CA.*
BOLGER, Philip Cunningham. A.B. cum laude
1951. Theta Delta Chi. b. Gloucester MA
Dec. 3 1927. res. unknown.
BONNEY, James Hall. A.B., M D. Univ. Vt.
1953, J.D. Univ. Me. 1967. Alpha Tau Omega.
Medicine & law; b. Bath Sept. 5 1927; m. Ann
Lord Sept. 17 1955; ch.: Leigh. Self-employed
Portland 1959— (physician, atty.). Served to It.
cdr. USN 1953-56. res. Portland.*
BOULTON, David Watson. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Yale (Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow scholar) 1949, S.T.B.
General Theol. Sem. 1962. Chi Psi. Clergy;
b. Worcester MA Dec. 8 1928. Instr. English
Univ. Kan. Lawrence 1950-51, lectr. English
Williams Coll. 1955-59, curate Grace Church
Amherst MA 1962-64, vicar St. Mary's Church
Palmer MA 1964-66, rector St. John's Church
Athol MA 1966-71, asst. Christ Church New
Haven CT 1971—. Dean (N. Worcester
Deanery 1968-71, New Haven Deanery
1970—). Served to cpl. USA 1951-53. res. New
Haven CT*
BOWDOIN, David Alan. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Business; b. Kennebunk Aug. 12 1926. res.
Provincetown MA.
BRADLEY, Joseph Edmund, Jr. A.B. Delta
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Upsilon. b. Boston Dec. 3 1926. res.
Wolfeboro NH.
BRADLEY, Peter Stillwell. A.B. 1950. Psi
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Elizabeth NJ
Oct. 13 1927; s. of Charles A. '26; m. Mary
Gans June 7 1952; ch.: Peter II, Jerome,
Matthew, David. Reporter (New Kensington
PA Daily Dispatch 1950-52, Pittsburgh PA
Press 1952-64), Jones & Laughlin Steel Co.
Pittsburgh (public relations asst. 1964-68, dir.
public relations 1968-74), v.pres. public
relations and public affairs Kaiser Industries
Corp. Oakland CA 1974— . Sec. press club
Pittsburgh 1960-64, dir. 1974— (More Oakland
Residential Housing Inc., Marcus A. Foster
Educational Inst.). PFC USA 1946-47. res.
Alameda CA.*
BRANCHE, Matthew Davidson. B.S., M.D.
Boston Univ. 1953. Delta Upsilon. Overseer
1970—. Medicine; b. Tuskegee AL Oct. 30
1927; m. Alma Craft Aug. 16 1950; ch.: Daryl,
Matthew. Self-employed general surgeon Mt.
Vernon NY 19?—. Served to capt. MCUSA
1958-60. res. New Rochelle NY.*
BRIDGE, Josiah. A.B. 1952, A.M. Columbia
1955. Education; b. NYC Nov. 28 1927; m.
Marion Doyle July 29 1954; ch.: Barbara,
John, William, James. Tree surgeon Bartlett
Tree Co. Stamford CT, news reporter
(Southbridge MA Evening News, Stamford
Advocate), book dealer self-employed, mgr.
Westchester-Fairfield Bookhouse Stamford,
teacher high sch. Stamford 19?— . V.pres.
Stamford Federation of Teachers 1963-65,
member Stamford (negotiating committee
education assn. 1970-71, Democratic city
committee 1965-69, nominating committee
Democratic party 1968-69, Democratic cong.
delegation 1968). Served to cpl. USMC
1946-48. res. Stamford CT.*
BRITTON, Audley Clarke. A.B. 1948. Theta
Delta Chi. Exec; b. Kent CT Nov. 4 1924;
m. Doris Webster Sept. 6 1947; ch.: William,
Peter, Caroline. Sales William Short Lumber
Co. W. Hartford CT 1949-52, pres. Webster &
Webster Inc. E. Hartford CT 1952—. Served to
1st It. USAAF 1943-46. res. W. Hartford CT.*
BROOKS, William Codman. A.B. 1950, Ed.M.
Temple Univ. 1973. Theta Delta Chi.
Self-employed; b. Boston Jan. 29 1927; m.
Jean Decker; ch.: Laura. Self-employed
1972— (building, remodeling, investing), real
estate salesman Strout Realty. Served to sgt.
USA 1946-47. res. Erwinna PA.*
BROWNELL, Robert Horton. A.B. Sigma Nu.
1962 capital campaign worker. Ins.; b.
Cranston RI Dec. 7 1922; m. Mary Rollins; 5
children. V.pres. sales Fidelity Mutual Life Ins.
Co. Phila. PA 19?—. res. Devon PA.
BRUCE, Robert Douglas. Bowdoin 1945-47.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Methuen MA March 28
1926. res. Manchester MA.
BUCHLER, Harry Frost. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Brown 19? Ph.D. Ind. Univ. 1955. b.
Brooklyn NY Dec. 4 1917; m. Minerva Polk.
Teaching asst. Ind. Univ., instr. philosophy
(Princeton, Columbia Univ. ca. 1954). Served
to 2nd It. USA 1942-44. d. Princeton NJ Nov.
16 1954.
BUKER, Leon Truman. A.B. cum laude 1951,
M.A.T. Tulane Univ. of La. 1961. Delta
Upsilon. Education; b. Thomaston Dec. 15
1927; s. of Errol L. '27; m. Anni Bresgies, m.
Mary Robinson. Ticket counter Pan Am.
World Airways Inc. NYC 1951-52, teacher
(Shady Side Acad. Aspinwall PA 1953-56,
Girard Coll. Phila. PA 1956-57, Isadore
Newman Sch. New Orleans LA 1957-61, St.
Mary's Coll. of Md. St. Mary's City 1961—),
prop. Lemar Lanes Lexington Park MD.
Served to cpl. USA 1946-47. res. Ridge MD.*
BURLEIGH, John Medlicott. A.B. 1950. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ins.; b. Springfield MA Jan.
25 1928; s. of Lewis A. Jr. '19; m. Pamela
Shattuck July 7 1951; ch.: Christopher, Lane.
2nd v.pres. Conn. General Life Ins. Co.
Hartford CT 1950—. Member board Conn. &
Kan. Life & Health Ins. Guaranty Assn.
Served to sgt. USA 1946-48. res. W. Hartford
CT.*
BURSTON, Richard Mervin. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1952. Zeta Psi. Mfg. exec; b.
Brookline MA Oct. 31 1924; m. Phoebe
Hopkins Aug. 29 1958; ch.: Abby, Seth,
Joshua, Mark, Amanda. Mgr. beauty products
dept. Kendall Co. 1952-56, dist. sales mgr. M.
Pier Co. Ft. Lauderdale FL 1957-58, nat. sales
mgr. Ozon Products Inc. Brooklyn NY
1959-63, pres. Burston/Larkin Assocs. Inc.
Stamford CT 1964— . Dir. board of Nat.
Beauty & Barber Rep. Assoc.; member board
of dir. Louv & Co. Inc.; area rep. Kents Hill
Sch. Kent CT; pres. Little League Roxbury,
Riverbank, Stamford CT. Served to It. (sg)
USNR 1943-46. res. Stamford CT.*
BUTLER, Edward Eric. A.B. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Banking exec; b.
Cambridge MA Aug. 18 1922; m. Mary
Johnson June 5 1947; ch.: Katherine,
Elizabeth, Edward '79. Dist. traffic mgr.
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. Baltimore
MD 1948-56, employment supervisor E. I.
duPont de Nemours & Co. Newark DE
1956-59, employment mgr. New Eng. Tel. Co.
Boston 1959-66, asst. v.pres. First Nat. Bank of
Boston 1966—. Dir. (Freedom House 1963-72,
Model Cities Higher Education 1971-73), treas.
Epilepsy Soc. of Mass. 1973— . Served to cpl.
USA 1942-46. res. Marblehead MA.*
CALLAHAN, Paul Edmund. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Marketing; b. Cambridge MA Jan.
16 1925; m. Barbara Bodine Sept. 22 1948; ch.:
Paul, David. Marketing sporting arms and
ammunition. Served with USCG 1942-45. res.
Bainbridge Is. WA.*
CARPENTER, Sherman Bacon. A.B. cum
laude, J.D. Columbia 1952. Alpha Delta Phi.
Exec; b. Hartford CT Oct. 9 1927; m. Jean
Ericson June 17 1950; ch.: Raleigh, Charles,
Steven, Christine. V.pres. Emhart Corp.
Hartfort. Past state rep. Conn. Served to sgt.
USA 1947-48. res. Berlin CT.*
CAVANAUGH, Clifford Charles. B.S. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Bronxville NY April 13 1928.
res. Morristown NJ.
CAY, Robert Bruce. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Invest, exec; b. Brockton MA Jan. 18 1925;
m. Jane Dudley July 9 1949; ch.: Deborah,
Bruce, Susan, Anne. Sales trainee Johns
Manville Sales Corp. Boston 1949, stockbroker
Lee Higginson Corp. Boston 1949-56, resident
mgr. Reynolds & Co. Boston 1956-61, sales
mgr. Schirmer Atherton & Co. Boston 1961-62,
stockbroker Glore Forgan William R. Staats
Inc. Boston 1962-68, pres. Adams Harkness &
Hill Inc. Boston 1968—. Served to s/sgt. USA
1944-46. res. Hingham MA.*
CECCARELLI, Frank Edward, Jr. A.B. 1951,
M.D. N.Y. Univ. 1951. Alpha Tau Omega.
Medicine; b. Bronx NY Aug. 29 1927; m.
Mary Colletta Dec. 27 1957; ch.: Nance, Joan.
Urologist (USA 1953-73, ret. as col. 1973;
self-employed Kailua HI 1973
—
). Awarded
Bronze Star 1953. Author, contbr. res.
Kaneohe HI.*
CHEW, Ralph Holten. A.B., LL.B. & J.D. Yale
1953. Delta Sigma. Sales; b. NYC June 24
1928; m. Sara Rose July 3 1958, m. Susan
Davidson April 14 1975; ch.: Sara, Katherine,
Arthur. Export sales Chew Int. Corp. NYC
1953—. Served to sgt. USA 1946-48. res.
NYC*
CHICK, Raymond Linwood. Bowdoin 1945-47.
Chi Psi. Exec; b. Portland Nov. 22 1927; m.
Margaret Brady Sept. 13 1947, m. Marjorie
Berry Oct. 19 1963; ch.: Valerie, Raymond,
Paula. Pres. P. S. Chick & Son Inc. Portland
1947— . Dir. Me. Truck Owners Assn. 1965
—
,
sec/treas. Gideons Int. Portland camp 1968
—
(also member state cabinet), chmn. finance
Christchurch Portland 1976, dir. Automotive
Wholesalers Assn. of New Eng. res. Portland.*
CHURCHILL, Charles Clarence. Bowdoin
1945, 1947-48. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Brownfield Sept. 7 1927. res. unknown.
CHURCHILL, Deane Colder. A.B. 1948.
Ret.; b. Northampton MA Oct. 17 1920; s.
of John D. '16; m. Faith Harvey Nov. 1 1942;
ch.: Carl, Peggy. With USAF 1942-45,
substitute teacher Springfield MA 1949 (public
sch. system, Northeastern Univ.), with USAF
1949-66, teacher S.A.D. Bethel 1966-73. res.
Lehigh Acres FL.*
CLARK, Leverett Curtiss, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
New Haven CT Oct. 8 1926. res. unknown.
COLBURN, Arthur Dickinson, Jr. A.B. 1951.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston June 24
1927. res. Falmouth.
COLE, Charles Emery. A.B. 1948. Sigma Nu.
Ins., real estate; b. Boston Nov. 6 1924; m.
Nancy Dakin Sept. 25 1950; ch.: Joseph,
Jeffrey, Steven. Co-prop. Cole Harrison
Agency Kennebunk 1949— . Chmn. local unit
Salvation Army 1960-72, pres. (Me. Assn. of
Independent Ins. Agt., Kennebunk Area
Industrial Corp. 1967
—), v.pres. Native
Resource Development Inc. 1975, conservation
commissioner Kennebunk 1975— . PFC USAF
1943-46. res. Kennebunk.*
COOPER, Carl Joseph. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1954, Ph.D. Univ. Mass. 1962. Alpha
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Rho Upsilon. Education; b. Marlboro MA
June 14 1927; m. Judith Denzer Aug. 18 1956;
ch.: Daniel, Ellen, Philip. Prof, psychology
Curry Coll. Milton MA 1962—. Served to cpl.
USA 1950-52. res. Marshfield MA.*
CORCORAN, Robert Leo. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Albany NY May 8 1924. res. unknown.
COUGHLAN, Frank Lewis. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Suffery NY July 24 1922. res. Levittown PA.
COULOMBE, Raymond Joseph Roland. A.B.
Business exec; b. Brunswick April 26 1924;
m. Cecile Jutras Sept. 20 1947; ch.: Janet,
Roland, Paul, Dennis. Plant mgr. Bates Mfg.
Co. Lewiston 1948-66, exec, v.pres. Texfin C.
A. Maracay Venezuela 1966-69, pres. (White
Rock Distilleries Inc. Lewiston 1970
—
,
Lawrence & Co.). Served to 2nd It. USAF
1942-45. res. Lewiston.*
CROCKFORD, Richard Ellis. A.B. 1950, A.M.
Boston Univ. 1955. Chi Psi. Coll. exec; b.
Miami FL June 6 1927; m. Claire Coddaire
June 12 1955; ch.: Richard, Jeremy, Elizabeth,
Lisa. Sales Eastern Airlines Inc. Miami
1947-48, claims adjuster Liberty Mutual Ins.
Co. Boston 1950, asst. to v.pres. of mfg. Dewey
& Almy Chem. Co. Cambridge MA 1950-52,
teacher/asst. headmaster Park Sch. Brookline
MA 1952-55, faculty Colby Coll. 1955-67,
Boston Univ. 1967-68 (lectr. English, admin,
intern, asst. to sr. v.pres.), Colby Coll. (dean of
studies 1968-70; v.pres., dean of faculty
1970-72), pres. Dean Jr. Coll. Franklin MA
1972— . Coll. consultant, chmn. (4 committees
New Eng. Assn. of Sch. and Coll. Evaluation,
hospital fund drive, N.H. state platform
committee for education), dir. (hospital board,
public library), independent coll. rep. The
Mass. Public/Private Forum, member (exec,
committee Assn. Indpendent Coll. & Univ. of
Mass., bi-centenial comm. Franklin),
incorporator Woonsocket Hospital, Nat.
Council Independent Coll. & Univ. (dir. &
board member). Served to It. cdr. USN 1945.
Contbr. res. Franklin MA.*
CROSS, Arthur Reid, Jr. A.B. 1950. Beta
Theta Pi. Business; b. Stamford CT Dec. 31
1927; m. Eleanor Bechert Oct. 1 1955; ch.:
Alison '79, Bruce, Jeffrey, Martha, Susan.
Advt./sales trainee Richardson-Merrill Inc.
NYC 1950, Pitney Bowes Inc. Stamford
(budgeting & estimating asst. 1952-56, mgr.
financial analysis 1957-58, admin, asst. to pres.
1959-62), asst. program officer U.S. Agency for
Int. Development 1962-65 (Nairobi Kenya,
Washington DC), Pitney Bowes Inc. (mgr.
financial planning 1965-68, dir. corporate
planning and business development 1968-72),
dir. admin, and finance Pitney Bowes Data
Systems Ltd. London England 1973-74, dir.
business planning int. div. Pitney Bowes Inc.
1975—. Dir. (C. of C. Stamford 1959-62,
Family & Children's Services 1970-72, United
Fund New Canaan CT 1971-72, Am. Red
Cross Stamford 1960-62, Citizens Savings Bank
1974
—), pres. (community mental health
center 1970-72, Jaycees Stamford 1960-61),
corporator Stamford Hospital 1969
—
, church
deacon 1957-60. Served to t/sgt. USA 1946-47,
1950-51. Recipient: Distinguished Service
Award Stamford Jaycees 1961. res. New
Canaan CT.*
CROWELL, David. A.B., M.B.A. Univ. Penn.
1951. Zeta Psi. Alumni Council 1957-61.
Real estate; b. Port Washington NY June 4
1928; s. of Cedric R. '13; m. Alice Brandt Dec.
31 1958; ch.: Nancy, Lynne, William, Barbara,
Marion. Trainee Foote Cone & Belding NYC
1949-50, liaison officer CIA Washington DC
1955-56, managing ed. The Brunswick Record
1956-57, advt. account planner N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc. Phila. PA 1957-66, pres. Old
Bennington VT Woodcrafters 1966-75, sales
consultant Butler Realty Bennington 1976—
.
Dir. C. of C. Greater Bennington 1968-74, First
Congr. Church Bennington 1968— (deacon,
trustee), co-chmn. & on-site mgr. Am. Craft
Council annual N.E. craft fairs 1970-72. Served
to It. USNR 1952-55. Recipient: D. Ed Moore
Award C. of C. greater Bennington 1971,
General Excellence Award New Eng. Weekly
Press Assn. 1957. res. N. Bennington VT.*
CUMMINS, Robert, Jr. A.B. 1950. Sigma Nu.
Marine science; b. Bangkok Thailand Aug. 2
1923; m. Janice Hayden March 29 1952; ch.:
Susan, Robert III, Janice. Teacher Campbell
County schs. California KY 1950, fisheries
Ohio div. of wildlife (Batavia 1950, Xenia
1950-51, Sandusky 1951-58), marina work
Catawba Marine Sales Inc. Port Clinton OH
1958-59, fishery research Nat. Marine Fisheries
Service Nat. Oceanic & Atmospheric Agency
(Brunswick GA 1959-73, Miami FL 1973—).
Member advisory committee Great Lakes
Fishery Comm. Served to 2nd It. USAAF
1943-45. Contbr. res. St. Simons Is. GA.*
CURTIS, Alexander Johnson. A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Harbin Manchuria
China July 20 1928. res. unknown.
D'ALESSIO, Luigi. Bowdoin 1945-46. b.
Wilmerding PA March 6 1927. res. Winthrop.
DANIELSON, Clark. A.B. magna cum laude.
b. NYC July 14 1921. res. Cambridge MA.
DARDEN, Robert Kirk. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Self-employed retail clothing; b. S.
Bend IN May 17 1927. Account rep. J. Walter
Thompson Co. NYC 1950-57, asst. to v.pres.
McCall Corp. NYC 1957-62, advt. rep. New
Milford CT Times 1962-66, advt. mgr.
Lakeville CT Journal 1966-73, prop. Robert
Darden's Andover Shop Lakeville 1973— . res.
Kent CT.*
DAVIN, John Edward Patrick. Bowdoin
1945-46, 1947-48. Chi Psi. Travel exec; b.
Dublin Ireland March 27 1928; m. Kathrine
Kadash Sept. 29 1951; ch.: Mona. Auto Club
of N.Y. NYC (travel counselor 1949-63, asst.
supervisor 1963-64, supervisor 1964-69, exec,
supervisor 1969-70, asst. dir. 1970
—
). Served to
seaman/2 USN 1946-47. res. Elmhurst NY.*
DAVIS, Donald Alvin. A.B. 1950. Kappa
Sigma, b. Worcester MA March 17 1927. res.
Winchester MA.
DAVIS, Richard Pennypacker. A.B. 1950. Chi
Psi. Class Agt. 1949-51, 1972 capital campaign
worker. Information dir.; b. Orange NJ Nov.
23 1927; m. Margie Gale June 6 1960. Reporter
(Meriden CT Record 1950-51, Potsdam NY
Courier & Freeman 1951-52, The Democrat &
Chronicle Rochester NY 1952-56), copy ed.
The Evening Sun Baltimore MD 1956-61, dir.
int. affairs Am. Newspaper Guild Washington
DC 1961-69, dir. information Dept. of Housing
& Community Development Baltimore 1969—
.
Pres. (Baltimore Newspaper Guild 1958-60,
Baltimore City Fair Inc. 1973-74), int. v.pres.
Am. Newspaper Guild 1959-61. Served to cpl.
USA 1946-48. Recipient: Guild Service Award
1958. res. Baltimore MD.*
DAVIS, William Miller. A.B., M.Div. Phila.
Divinity Sch. 1953. Kappa Sigma. Clergy; b.
Pittsburgh PA Sept. 24 1927; m. Louise Eddy
Nov. 7 1953; ch.: Jean, Laura, Helen. Vicar St.
Bartholomew's Church Scotdale PA 1953-55,
asst. rector Church of the Advent Spartanburg
SC 1955-58, vicar St. Andrew's Church
Newfane NY 1958-61, rector St. Paul's Parish
New Albany IN 1961-69, assoc. rector St.
Alban's Parish Washington DC 1969-74, rector
Trinity Epis. Parish Hughesville MD 1974—
Served to SFC USNR 1945-46. res.
Hughesville MD.*
DAY, Donald Clifford. B.S. Beta Theta Pi.
Invest, exec; b. Worcester MA March 2
1928; m. Suzanne Post Dec. 31 1953; ch.:
Melissa, Jennifer '78, Geoffrey, Peter. State
Mutual Life Worcester MA (various positions
1949-57, dir. group sales 1957-67, asst. to pres.
1967-69, v.pres. 1969-72), New Eng. Life
Equity Services Corp. Boston 1972— (pres.,
dir. 1975—). V.pres. 1972 (Loomis-Sayles
Capital Development Fund, Mutual Fund;
New Eng. Life Equity Fund, Growth Fund,
Income Fund, Side Fund), res. Southboro
MA.*
DAYTON, Daniel Lacy, Jr. Bowdoin 1945-49.
Alpha Delta Phi. Hockey arena named for
him. b. Brooklyn NY June 13 1926; m.
Jeanne Comey June 16 1950; ch.: Daniel III,
Peter, Susan. Salesman Pan Am. Distributing
Co. NYC 1949-55, Cushman & Wakefield Inc.
NYC 1955-73 (dir., sr. v.pres.), pres. Dayton
Real Estate Co. NYC 1973-74. d. Glen Cove
NY Sept. 17 1974.*
DEVINE, Bernard Maney. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1952. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law; b.
Portland Dec. 18 1924; s. of John J. '11; m.
Anne Rogers June 29 1957; ch.: Megan '80,
Anne, Bernard Jr., John. Atty. Devine &
Devine Portland 1952-65, judge Dist. Court
State of Me. 1965—. Boys Club Portland
(incorporator 1968-73, dir. 1974
—
), chmn.
Committee of Juvenile Justice System of the
Nat. Council of Juvenile Court S. Portland,
(assoc. judge 1953-61, judge 1961-65). PFC
USA 1943-45; awarded Bronze Star (3). res. S.
Portland.*
DILLAWAY, Charles Trench. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Melrose MA Aug. 30 1927. res.
unknown.
DOUGHTY, James Hastings. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Hotel management; b. NYC Oct.
16 1923; m. Jean Finley Dec. 30 1950; ch.:
John, James, Jill, Jodi. Teacher Skowhegan
•1950-52, supt. Norrwock Shoe Co.
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Norridgewock 1952-71, hotel mgr. Capricorn
Inc. Carrabasset Valley 1971— . Treas. & dir.
Sugarloaf Area Assn., town selectman
Norridgewock, chmn. (board of dir. S.A.D.
Skowhegan, board of appeals Carrabasset
Valley). Served to 1st It. ACUSA 1943-45;
awarded Distinguished Flying Cross, Air
Medal with 5 Oak Leaf Clusters, Purple Heart,
res. Carrabasset Valley.*
DOUGLAS, Russell Simpson. A.B. 1950.
Kappa Sigma. Banking; b. Brunswick Oct.
27 1927; m. Janet Robinson April 18 1953; ch.:
Ann '77, James, Paul, Peter. Management
trainee Guaranty Trust Co. of N.Y. NYC
1950-54, mgr. First Auburn Trust Co.
Brunswick 1954-59, asst. v.pres. Casco Bank &
Trust Co. Portland 1959-67, development
officer Bowdoin 1967-69, v.pres. First Mfr.
Nat. Bank Lewiston 1969-73, pres. Northeast
Bank Westbrook 1973— . Trustee Moses
Brown Sch. Providence RI 1958-68. Served to
sgt. USA 1946-47. res. Brunswick.*
DOWDEN, Keith. A.B. summa cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.S.L.S. Columbia 1950. Sigma
Nu. Library science; b. Bristol England May
26 1920; m. Ruth Kenny Dec. 21 1946; ch.:
Christopher, Margaret, Caroline. Reference
asst. Columbia Univ. libraries 1950-51, Purdue
Univ. libraries (reference asst. 1951-53, head
reference services 1953-63, asst. dir. reader
services 1963-75, asst. dir. resources &
reference 1975
—
). Served to sgt. USAAF
1942-45. res. W. Lafayette IN.*
DOWLING, Robert John. A.B. cum laude
1948, M.S. Univ. Miami 1950. Education; b.
Portland Aug. 21 1922; m. Marjorie Nichols
Sept. 15 1944; ch.: Dorcas, Anne, Joan, Sarah,
Susan, Mary. Teaching fellow (Bowdoin 1948,
Univ. Miami FL 1949-50), principal town of
Brooks 1953-58, asst. supt. Me. Union S.
Berwick 1958-60, supt. Berwick (Union
1960-66, S.A.D. 1966—). Member (exec,
committee Me. Sch. Supt. Assn. 1969-72, Me.
State Panel of Mediators 1974
—
). Served to
maj. USAF 1942-46. Ed.: Norman Munns
Psychology, res. Berwick.*
DOWNS, Robert Marshall. A.B. 1950. b.
Bardwell KY Aug. 16 1921. res. Mineral Wells
TX.
DRAPER, James Battles, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Penn. 1957.
Theta Delta Chi. Education; b. Boston Aug.
26 1925; s. of James B. '10; m. Katherine Wear
June 8 1946; ch.: Stephen, Alison, Elizabeth,
Laurel, James III, Edward. Teacher & coach
Kent CT Sch. 1949-54, head upper sch.
Germantown Acad. Phila. PA 1954-58, asst.
headmaster Morgan Park Acad. Chicago IL
1958-62, headmaster (Pebble Hill Sch. Dewitt
NY 1962-68, Shepherd-Knapp Sch. Boylston
MA 1968-73), admin, asst. Lawrence Acad.
Groton MA 1973—. Head Pulpit Committee
1960-62, Worcester Central Church 1969-73
(v.moderator, deacon), member Country Day
Schs. Headmasters Assn. 1967
—
, dir. guidance
committee (Independent Sch. Assn. of Central
States, Nat. Assn. of Independent Sch.), treas.
N.Y. State Assn. of Independent Sch. 1966-68.
Served with USA 1942-45. res. Groton MA.*
DUNNING, Warren Halsey, II. A.B. cum
laude 1948. Theta Delta Chi. Ret.; b. NYC
Aug. 8 1919; m. Polly Love June 25 1949; ch.:
Tracy, Cindy, Warren III, Kimberly, Polly.
General Electric Co. 1942-51 (Lynn MA,
Schenectady NY), advt. mgr. P. R. Mallory &
Co. Inc. Indianapolis IN 1951-54, dir. advt.
and public relations Electronic Specialty Co.
Los Angeles CA 1954-57, self-employed
consultant Pasadena CA 1958-68, teacher high
sch. Temple City CA 1970-72, ret. Dir.
(Thermal Materials Inc. Los Angeles, W. Coast
exec, committee Assn. of Nat. Advertisers).
Recipient: Basil O'Connor Award March of
Dimes. Contbr. res. Pasadena CA.*
DWELLEY, Howard Richard. Bowdoin
1946-48. b. Whiting July 27 1927. res.
Detroit MI.
EARLY, Edward Shea. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Ins. sales; b.
Worcester MA April 9 1926; m. Susan Smith
Sept. 13 1962; ch.: Edwina. C.L.U.; product
mgr. Philip Morris Inc. NYC 1948-60, account
exec. (Lambert & Feasley Inc. NYC 1960-63,
Gardner Advt. St. Louis MO 1963-65), agt.
Equitable Life Assurance Soc. NYC 1966—
.
Pres. board of deacons Brick Presby. Church
NYC. Midshipman U.S. Merc. Marines
1944-45, served to cpl. USA 1948-49. res.
NYC*
EDGCOMB, Robert Ray. A.B. 1948. Psi
Upsilon. b. W. Phila. PA Dec. 7 1925. res.
Lebanon NJ.
EDSON, Joseph Dickson, Jr. A.B. 1950. Chi
Psi. Ins. & real estate; b. Chestnut Hill PA
Nov. 10 1927; m. Joan MacAdam, m. Jarvis
Shifleet Nov. 3 1973; ch.: Karen, Jeffrey.
Underwriter Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co. NYC
1950-53, field rep. Ins. Co. of N. Am. Phila. PA
1953-56, v.pres. Peter B. Ellis Inc. Owego NY
1956-65, pres. Ellis-Edson-Beaudry Inc. Owego
1965—. Pres. (United Fund Tioga NY 1960,
Kiwanis Club Owego 1963, C. of C. Tioga
1971), dir. (Tioga State Bank 1975, Beck
Engraving Co. 1973
—
). Served to cpl. USA
1946-47. res. Apalachin NY.*
EMERSON, Oliver Farrar, II. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1951-52, 1953-55;
1972 capital campaign nat. campaign
committee member, chmn. alumni div.;
admissions aide; Overseer 1974— . Printing
exec; b. Cleveland OH May 1 1 1927; m. Mary
deConingh Aug. 25 1951; ch.: Ellen, Scott '77,
Kate, David. Salesman Tower Press Cleveland
1950-60, pres. Emerson Press Cleveland
1960— . Cleveland Magazine (founder, board
chmn.), trustee (Univ. Sch. Shaker Heights
OH, Soc. for Crippled Children, Path Assn.,
Musical Arts Assn., Cleveland Area Arts
Council, Cleveland Advt. Club, Cleveland
Playhouse, Cleveland Council on Alcoholism
and Drug Abuse), dir. (Cleveland Graphic Arts
Council, Mr. Wiggs Dept. Stores, Burdox Inc.),
member (board of governors Industrial
Marketers of Cleveland, board of education
Shaker Heights, recreation board Shaker
Heights), res. Shaker Heights OH.*
ESTES, Philip Waite. A.B. Alpha Tau Omega.
Chem. engineer; b. Leeds March 6 1928; m.
Estelle Adler Jan. 28 1950, m. Peggy Brown
Aug. 26 1967; ch.: Allen, David, Bruce,
Raleigh. Chemist Int. Paper Co. Livermore
Falls 1950-60, project leader Arthur D. Little
Cambridge MA 1960-66, project engineer
Dewey & Almy Chem. Div. W. R. Grace & Co.
Cambridge 1966-70, tech. dir. (Groveton NH
Papers 1970-71, Riegel Textile Corp. Aiken SC
1971-74), scientific assoc. Scott Paper Co.
Phila. PA 1974—
.
Patentee, res. W. Chester
PA.*
FARGO, Robert Frank. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Invest, counseling; b. Bridgeport CT June 25
1928. Invest, counselor, res. Novato CA.*
FAVORITE, Walter Brooks. A.B. 1948,
M.S.B.A. George Washington Univ. 1967, J.D.
Franklin Pierce Law Center 1978. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ret., student; b. Quincy MA Feb.
13 1924; m. Arliene Knowlton Feb. 1 1949;
ch.: Mark, Todd, Tammis. Served to col.
USAF 1942-73. Awarded Air Medal with 1
Oak Leaf Cluster, Distinguished Flying Cross,
Commendation Medal, Legion of Merit with 2
Oak Leaf Clusters, Knight of the Order of the
Sword (Sweden), res. Rochester NH.*
FAY, Homer. A.B. magna cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; Ph.D. M.I.T. 1953. Alpha Tau Omega.
Research chemist; b. Brooklyn NY Aug. 3
1928; m. Marion Schwaneflugel April 16 1955;
ch.: Frank, Elizabeth. Union Carbide Corp.
(chemist Buffalo NY 1953-63, research assoc.
Indianapolis IN 1963-68, sr. scientist San
Diego CA 1968-70, sr. group leader Tarrytown
NY 1970—). Served to t/4 USA 1946-48.
Contbr., patentee (6). res. Katonah NY.*
FEIN, Sherman Edward. A.B. 1948, LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1953, M.S. Springfield Coll. 1962,
Ed.D. Univ. Mass. 1969. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Law, psychology; b. Springfield MA June 17
1928; m. Myra Becker Nov. 13 1955; ch.:
Dina, Julia, Sara. Legal spec. govt,
procurement USAF 1951-52, atty. Fein Sheehy
& Fein Springfield 1953— . Exec. sec. C. of C.
Old Orchard Beach 1950, ed. (USNR
newspaper 1948, USAF newspaper 1951), legal
officer It. col. Civil Air Patrol 1953
—
, chmn.
(Med.-Legal Committee Hampden County
MA Bar Assn. 1965-70, Diversified Industries
SA Coronado Costa Rica), pres. (Samson
Realty Co., mental health board Springfield
area 1968-69), consul Republic of Costa Rica,
assoc. ed. Law Journal of the Am. Trial
Lawyers Assn., visiting lectr. Springfield MA
College 1963-65, fellow Int. Acad, of Law &
Science, dir. (Heritage Acad. Springfield, Child
Guidance Clinic of Springfield Inc.),
corporator (Springfield Hospital Med. Center,
Wesson Memorial Hospital Springfield),
consultant law & psychology Equal
Opportunity Comm. Washington DC 1967-68.
Served with USNR 1947-50, served to sgt.
USAF 1950-52. Co-author: Selected Cases on
the Law of Shoplifting (1975). res.
Longmeadow MA.*
FENNEL, Peter Jay, Sr. A.B. 1948, M.D.
Cornell 1952. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b.
Alexandria LA Nov. 28 1928; m. Ruth
Kettenring Dec. 31 1965; ch.: Peter Jr., Tracy.
Self-employed physician Las Vegas NV. Board
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certified anesthesiologist. Served to It. cdr.
USN 1954-56. res. Las Vegas NV.*
FIEDLER, Clarence Walter, Jr. A.B. cum
laude 1955. Delta Upsilon. b. Lawrence MA
Aug. 6 1925. Pvt. USA 1943-45. res. Peabody
MA.*
FILES, Walter Wentworth, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Me. Portland-Gorham 1975. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Cambridge MA June 14 1920;
m. Anne Fosher June 25 1940, m. Elizabeth
Ward Sept. 7 1961; ch.: Bennett, Elizabeth.
Dean adult education Southern Me.
Vocational Tech. Inst. S. Portland. Dir. (Lions
Club Yarmouth, Boy Scouts of Am. Council
Memphis TN, Me. Assn. Public Sch. Adult
Educators), member (Cumberland County
Comprehensive Employment Training Admin.,
Me. Manpower Services Council, budget
committee Yarmouth), v.pres. C. of C.
Yarmouth. Served with USN 1942-45.
Recipient: Industry's Man of the Yr. Award
TN 1959. res. Yarmouth.*
FrrZPATRICK, Paul Edwin. Bowdoin 1946.
Sigma Nu. b. Cambridge MA Oct. 20 1923.
res. unknown.
FLAGG, Donald Elliott. Bowdoin 1946-47.
Self-employed; b. Nobleboro March 12
1922; m. Hannah Morse Oct. 28 1949; ch.:
Susan, James, Brian. Sign designer & painter
Flagg Signs Waldoboro. Served to s/sgt. USA
1942-46. res. Waldoboro.*
FOLEY, Frederick Joseph, Jr. Bowdoin
1946-47. Beta Theta Pi. Occ. unknown; b.
Portland March 14 1926; m. Johanna Bowles.
Principal & v.pres Community Oil Co. of Me.
& N.H. 197-65. Chmn. Falmouth Democratic
Town Committee, res. Portland.
FOSTER, Richard Charming. Bowdoin 1946.
Psi Upsilon. b. Belmont MA Nov. 27 1921;
m. Joy Sturgis Oct. 27 1951; ch.: Susan, Joy,
Deborah. Poultry business 1946-51, with
Armour & Co. Boston 1951-57, restaurant
business Boston 1957-?, salesman Wyman
Chevrolet Hillsboro NH 1966-70. Served with
ACUSA 1942-45. d. Hillsboro NH Aug. 24
1970.
FRASER, Allan. Bowdoin 1945-47. Alpha
Delta Phi. Management; b. Boston Oct. 26
1927; m. Barbara Bumpus Sept. 3 1950; ch.:
Laurie, Steve, Sarah. Quality control inspector
Continental' Screw Co. New Bedford MA
1950-57, quality control engineer CBS
Electronics 1957-60, sr. quality control
engineer LFE Electronics Boston 1960-66, staff
asst. to mgr. Sanders Assocs. Nashua NH
1966-69, quality control mgr. (Palmer Electric
Saugus MA 1969-70, Sweetheart Plastics
Manchester NH 1970-72), asst. to mgr.
continuing education dept. Stone & Webster
Engineering Corp. Boston 1972— . Treas. Am.
Soc. for Quality Control 1951-72. res. W.
Boxford MA.*
FRASER, Joseph Thompson, III. Bowdoin
1945-48, B.Arch. Univ. Penn. 1952. Zeta Psi.
Architecture; b. Phila. PA Oct. 3 1927; m.
Elisabeth Lang July 26 1952; ch.: Peter.
Draftsman Harbison, Hough, Livingston &
Larson Phila.; designer (Foreign Bldg.
Operations Paris France 1953; Sven Markeuus
Stockholm Sweden 1954-57; Harbison, Hough,
Livingston & Larson Phila. 1957-62; Nolen &
Swinburne Phila. 1962-67); chief designer
Everett Assoc. Allentown PA 1967-73;
architectural designer Fraser Designs Inc.
Doylestown PA 1973— . Exec. dir. Doylestown
Parking Corp. 1976, Doylestown Historical &
Architectural Review (sec. 1974-76, chmn.
1976), exec. dir. Doylestown Parking Corp.
1976. Designer: Phila. Visitors Center 1958,
Temple Univ. Library 1966, Norbertine Abbey
Paoli PA 1967. res. Doylestown PA.*
FRYE, Richard Mervyn. A.B., A.M. Boston
Univ. 1956. Theta Delta Chi. Economics; b.
Quincy MA March 14 1928; m. Mallerd
Maune Aug. 25 1962; ch.: Douglas, Diana.
Labor market economist N.H. Dept. of
Employment Security Concord, res. Concord
NH.*
GALLI, Norman Anthony. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Portland Nov. 23 1927. res. Cambridge MA.
GENTHNER, William Everett. Bowdoin
1946-48. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Warren MA
Feb. 23 1925. res. unknown.
GIFFIN, John Henry, Jr. Bowdoin 1945,
1946-50. Alpha Delta Phi. Banking; b.
Keene NH Aug. 1 1927; m. Prudence Smith;
ch.: John III, Jane. Treas., sec. & sr. v.pres.
Amoskeag Savings Bank Manchester NH
1953— . res. Manchester NH.*
GILLEN, Edward Duncan. A.B. 1948. Psi
Upsilon. Sales; b. Haverhill MA March 9
1925; m. Jacquelyn Rideout Oct. 30 1948; ch.:
Stephen, Craig. J. H. Gillen Co. Auburn
1948-55, sales (Charles Cushman Co. Auburn
1955-62, Carolina Shoe Co. Morganton NC
1962—). Served to cpl. USA 1943-45. res.
Matthews NC*
GILMOUR, William Emerson. A.B. Chi Psi.
Engineering; b. Winchester MA Jan. 31
1923; m. Ruth Hancock June 18 1949; ch.: Jill,
Betsy, Nancy. Professional engineer (MA);
Raytheon Co. (interconnections engineer
Wayland MA 1949-61, systems engineer
Wayland & Bedford MA 1961—). Served to
t/sgt. USAAF 1942-45. Contbr. res. Wayland
MA.*
GLAZIER, Maurice Steuer. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Boston June 16 1928. res.
Melrose.
GOGGIN, Lloyd Albert. A.B. cum laude 1951,
M.B.A. Miami Univ. 1963. Univ. admin.; b.
Randolph Nov. 16 1918; m. June Gallant July
30 1943; ch.: Pamela, Paul, Patricia, Penelope.
Miami Univ. Oxford OH (comptroller 1947-56,
treas. 1956-65, v.pres. & treas. 1965
—
). Dir.
(The Citizens Bank Hamilton OH 1971— Nat.
Assn. of Coll. & Univ. Business Officers
1971-74, Miami conservancy dist. Dayton OH
1975—, Central Ohio River Valley Health
Planning Assn. 1971— , Miami Univ.
Foundation 1956), dir. & treas. (Miami Univ.
Pulp & Paper Foundation 1961— , Univ.
Regional Broadcasting 1975), dir. & chmn.
S.W. Ohio Regional Computer Center 1973,
McCullough-Hyde Hospital (past pres., trustee
1967— ), trustee (Butler County TB program
1972—, finance committee CEEB 1974
—),
member exec, committee & past pres. Central
Assn. of Coll. & Univ. Business Officers.
Elected member (Beta Gamma Sigma, Beta
Alpha Psi, Phi Kappa Phi, Omicron Delta
Kappa). Served to capt. USA 1941-46. res.
Oxford OH.*
GOLDBERG, Hayden Bernard. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1952.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Education; b. Gardiner
Feb. 23 1929. Student Cambridge Univ.
England 1952-53, instr. (Dartmouth Coll.
1953-54, Temple Univ. 1955-61), assoc. prof.
N.J. Inst, of Tech. Newark 1962— . res.
Brooklyn NY.*
GOTHAM, Robert Walter. Bowdoin 1945-46,
1947-48. Psi Upsilon. b. Elizabeth NJ. res.
Toms River NJ.
GROVER, Myron Roberts, Jr. A.B., M.D.
Cornell 1954, M.S. Univ. Ore. 1956. Beta Theta
Pi. Education; b. Boston Dec. 5 1927; s. of
Myron R. '19; m. Geraldine Walker June 30
1956; ch.: Susan, Myron III, Penelope. Univ.
Ore. Portland (asst. prof, medicine & asst. med.
dir. 1958-68, prof, medicine & assoc. dean
1968—). Served to sgt. USA 1946-48. res.
Portland OR.*
GUEN, Edward, J. A.B. cum laude 1950, B.S.
M.I.T. 1950, Ph.D. Renessalaer Polytech. Inst.
1954. Delta Upsilon. Management; b.
Portland Aug. 1925; m. Amy Chin 1952; ch.:
Leo '76, Michael, Timothy '79, Theresa '81.
Program mgr. Norton Co. Newton MA
1961-76, NRC Inc. 1976—. Pres. Action for
Boston Community Development. res.
Needham MA.*
HAHNEL, Emil George, Jr. Bowdoin 1945-49.
Zeta Psi. Computer programming; b.
Lewiston Nov. 29 1927. Teacher sch. dept.
Presque Isle 1949-50, timekeeper Scoville Mfg.
Co. Waterbury CT 1950-51, auditor Hiram
Ricker Co. Poland Spring 1952, reporter
Lewiston Daily Sun Inc. 1953, timekeeper H.
E. Sargent Inc. Stillwater 1954, programmer
(The Rand Corp. Santa Monica CA 1956-57,
System Development Corp. Santa Monica
1957-60, Radio Corp. of Am. Cherry Hill NJ
1960-66, Litton Systems Inc. Canoga Park CA
1966, Keyes Fibre Co. Waterville 1967-68).
Recipient: Bausch & Lomb Science Award
1945. res. Lewiston.*
HALE, Samuel Whitney, Jr. B.S., A.M.
Berkeley Divinity 1952. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
1972 capital campaign area chmn. Clergy; b.
Wellesville NY Aug. 14 1927; m. Jessie Taylor
Feb. 18 1950; ch.: William '50, Betsey,
Whitney, Jessie, Joe, Dan, Rufus. Asst.
Memorial Church Baltimore MD 1953-56.
rector (St. John's Church Athol MA 1956-62,
Grace Church Elmira NY 1962-76, Christ
Church Fitchburg MA 1976—). Pres. (YMCA
Elmira. Elmira Aid), res. Fitchburg MA.*
HALL, Howard Bracken. Jr. Bowdoin 1946-48.
Sigma Nu. Self-employed; b. Milton MA
April 8 1928; m. Nancy Sturges Sept. 23 1950;
ch.: Carolyn, Howard. Self-employed pres.
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Hall & Cole Inc. Chelsea MA. res. Hingham
MA.*
HANSEN, George, Jr. Bowdoin 1945-46,
1947-48. Theta Delta Chi. b. Arlington MA
Sept. 21 1927. res. unknown.
HARRIS, David Nichols. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Washington DC March 26
1926. res. Chicago IL.
HARRIS, Ray Wenzell, Jr. A.B. 1948. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Cambridge MA March 14
1922. res. El Cajon CA.
HART, Robert Earl. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1950. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Bangor Aug. 11 1920; m.
Charlotte Bourret Aug. 2 1959; ch.: Carolyn,
Lawrence. English teacher Lisbon 1949,
Waterville 1950-51, Brunswick 1951—). Pres.
Brunswick Teachers Assn. 1957-59. Served to
QM 1/c USN 1942-45. res. Brunswick.*
HENNESEY, Paul Stephen. A.B. 1948, M.Ed.
Harvard 1951. Kappa Sigma. Education; b.
Augusta Feb. 28 1922; m. Sally O'Brien June
29 1957; ch.: Kathleen, Julia. Teacher (Gould
Acad. Bethel 1948-50, St. John's Sch. Houston
TX 1951-54, high sch. Belmont MA 1954-58,
high sch. Lexington MA 1958
—
). Board
member (Am. Red Cross, Mystic Valley
Mental Health), conservation commissioner.
Served to s/sgt. USA 1940-45. res. Burlington
MA.*
HERLIHY, Edward Leo, Jr. Bowdoin 1946-47.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Bangor May 9
1925; s. of Edward L. M'20. d. Portland Oct.
25 1947.
HERNANDEZ-PARCERO, Carlos Rafael.
Bowdoin 1945-46. Zeta Psi. b. Veracruz
Mexico Sept. 18 1924. res. unknown.
HILLSON, Paul A. B.S. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Retailing exec; b. Maiden MA Nov. 24
1928; m. Ann Nicholson June 30 1956; ch.:
Marsha, Charles, Carol Ann. Merchandise
mgr. Wm. Filene Sons Co. Boston 1949-63,
mgr. J. Friedsam Co. Brockton MA 1964-65,
dist. mgr. (Bell/Nugent Framingham MA
1966-67, Apparel Buying Boston 1968-73),
pres. & treas. Katz's Dept. Store Athol MA
1973—. Served to sgt. USA 1951-53. res.
Burlington MA.*
HILTON, John Howard. A.B. b. Portland
April 30 1917. res. unknown.
HINDS, Aurelius Stone, II. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Portland May 9 1924. res.
Scottsdale AZ.
HODSKINS, Morgan Brewster, Jr. A.B. 1950.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Monson MA July 22
1922. res. Monson MA.
HOLDEN, Richard Brooks, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ins.; b. Maiden MA Aug. 18 1925; m.
Margaret Whitmore Sept. 30 1949; ch.:
Richard III, Jeffrey, Peter, Thomas, Holley,
Heidie. C.L.U. (ME); agt. Portland (Sun Life
Canada 1949-50, Mutual of Omaha 1950-52,
general Minn. Mutual Holden Agency
1952-74), pres. Holden Agency Portland
1961— . Pres. (Me. General Agt. & Mgr. Assn.
S. Portland, Rotary Club Cape Elizabeth
1976). Served with USAF 1943-46. res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
HOUGHTON, Olin Barker. A.B., A.M. Fla.
State Univ. 1955. Delta Upsilon. Education
sales; b. Boston Jan. 4 1925; m. Anne Doele,
m. Margaret Musterman April 1 1967, ch.:
Christina, Perrianne, Toni, Richard, Julie,
Pamela. Sales C. F. Hathaway Waterville
1950-53, teacher elementary sch. (Hillsborough
County Tampa FL 1953-54, Broward County
Ft. Lauderdale FL 1955-57), sales Conn.
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Winter Park FL 1958-59,
teacher high sch. (Seminole County Longwood
FL 1959-62, Chatham MA 1962-66),
educational sales & consultant Science
Research Assoc. Chicago IL 1966— . Licensed
lay reader Epis. Church. Served to s/sgt.
USAF 1943-45; awarded Air Medal, Purple
Heart, res. Tucson AZ.*
HUEN, Charles William. Bowdoin 1945-48. Psi
Upsilon. b. Auburn July 3 1922. res. Lisbon
Falls.
HUGO, Francis Goodale. A.B. magna cum
laude, A.M. Univ. N.H. 1951, Ph.D. Cornell
1956. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b.
Watertown NY Jan. 8 1912; m. Doris E. Suffel
Aug. 6 1935; ch.: Francis, Elinor. Instr. (Univ.
N.H. Durham 1950-52, Bowdoin 1952-53),
Hood Coll. Frederick MD (asst. prof,
psychology 1956-59, assoc. prof. 1959-64, prof.
1964-76), ret. res. Frederick MD.*
HUNTER, Edward Stanley. A.B. cum laude
1951. b. Washington DC June 16 1923. res.
Los Alamitos CA.
HUTCHINSON, Alan Bradford. Bowdoin
1945. b. Fall River MA Sept. 19 1927. res.
unknown.
INGARGIOLA, Salvatore. Bowdoin 1945-48.
Chi Psi. b. Brooklyn NY Sept. 10 1926. res.
Chelmsford MA.
IRELAND, William Dunning, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council 1967-71
(v.pres. 1969-70, pres. 1970-71), admissions
aide, placement aide, 1972 capital campaign
nat. campaign committee member, Overseer
1971— . Banking exec; b. Portland March
20 1924; s. of William D. '16; m. Mary D.
Morgan Dec. 29 1945; ch.: Penelope, Mary,
Jeffrey, Sarah. With First Nat. Bank of Boston
1948-51, pres. (Canal Nat. Bank Portland
1951-64, Guaranty Bank & Trust Co.
Worcester MA 1964
—
), The Conifer Group
Inc. Worcester (pres. 1973-75, board chmn.
1975
—
). Dir. (Colonial Income Fund Inc.,
Colonial Growth Shares Inc., The Colonial
Fund Inc. 1969— Colonial Convertible & Sr.




Development Corp., Student Achievement
Inst., United Way Worcester), past pres. Mass.
Bankers Assn., trustee (New Eng. Coll. Fund,
Worcester Foundation for Experimental
Biology, Central Mass. Disaster Relief Residue
Trust, Mass. chapter Arthritis & Rheumatism
Foundation), trustee & member finance
committee Memorial Hospital Worcester, dir.
& member exec, committee Mass. Taxpayers
Foundation. Served to cpl. ACUSA 1943-45.
res. W. Boylston MA.*
IRIBE, Paul. A.B., A.M. Johns Hopkins 1950.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. NYC Dec 18 1920; m.
Anita Magee May 21 1945; ch.: Paul,
Elizabeth. Civil engineer ballistics research lab.
Aberdeen Proving Ground MD 1950-53,
engineer systems analyst computers Johns
Hopkins Univ. 1953-?, space research center
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Friendship
Airport 8 yrs., aerospace engineer to sr. staff
member applied physics lab. Johns Hopkins
Univ. 197-69, prop. Page 1 Book Shop
Columbia MD 1969-71. Served to capt.
ACUSA 1942-46; awarded Distinguished
Flying Cross, Air Medal, d. Highland MD
May 16 1971.
IRVING, William Nathaniel. Bowdoin 1945-48.
Sigma Nu. b. Toronto Ont. Canada Nov. 1
1
1927. res. unknown.
JACKSON, Edward Meserve. A.B. 1950. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Arlington MA Sept. 17
1927. res. unknown.
JACKSON, Lee Prentice. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ins. management; b. Nantucket MA
March 10 1927; m. Nancy Gregware, m.
Kathey Sobczak June 15 1974; ch.: Debra,
David. Motors Ins. Corp. (spec. agt. Portland
1949-59, dist. office mgr. Springfield MA
1959-61, regional sales mgr. NYC 1961-63, dist.
branch mgr. White Plains NY 1963-67, field
branch mgr. Rochester NY 1967-71 & Ft.
Lauderdale FL 1971-74, control branch mgr.
Mnpls. MN 1974—. res. Eden Prairie MN*
JAUDEL, Philippe. A.B. cum laude. b. Paris
France April 30 1927. res. unknown.
JOHNSON, Allan Lloyd. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Delta Phi. Sales; b. Portland July 3 1924; m.
Jean Nelson April 21 1949; ch.: Pamela,
Cynthia, Lawrence, Matthew, Debora. Sales
Sun Oil Co. Boston 1948-56, sales engineer
Bolton-Emerson Mfg. Co. Lawrence MA
1956-62, Black-Clawson Co. (dist. sales mgr.
NYC 1962-70, marketing mgr. Everett WA
1970-72), dist. sales mgr.
Black-Clawson/Kennedy Montreal P.Q.
Canada 1972-73, mgr. U.S. sales Wash. Iron
Works Seattle WA 1973-75, Stebbins
Engineering & Mfg. Co. (exec, sales
Watertown NY 1975, mgr. southern operations
Port Allen LA 1976—). Served to 2nd It. USAF
1943-45. res. Edmonds WA.*
JONES, Richard Irving. A.B. 1950. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Cambridge MA Nov. 23 1927.
res. Quechee VT.
JONES, William Charnley. Bowdoin 1945-47.
Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Sales; b. Taunton MA March 22 1925; m.
Marcia LaFean Jan. 26 1951; ch.: William Jr.,
Pamela, Allison. Sales E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. Wilmington DE 1948-52, sales
mgr. Modene Paint Co. Chelsea MA 1952-57,
branch mgr. Glidden Co. Cleveland OH
1957-58, sales engineer Benjamin Moore & Co.
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NYC 1958-68, branch mgr. Olympic Stain Co.
New Rochelle NY 1968-70, sales engineer Ayer
Sales Inc. Woburn MA 1970— . Member vestry
Epis. Church . res. Acton MA.*
KAMPP, Clayton James. Bowdoin 1947-48.
b. Cleveland OH June 16 1918. res. Shaker
Heights OH.
KEEFE, James Thomas, Jr. B.S. Alpha Delta
Phi. Exec; b. Hartford CT Feb. 20 1929; m.
Therese Bourgeois Nov. 23 1951; ch.:
James III, Ellen, Raymond. Trainee clerical
Wm. Filene Sons Co. Boston 1949-51,
salesman UpJohn Co. Boston 1953-56, sales
rep. & product mgr. W. R. Grace Co.
Cambridge MA 1956-61, prop. & pres. James
T. Keefe Jr. & Co. Lowell MA 1961—. Chmn.
(membership committee C. of C. Lowell
1966-69, div. United Fund 1973-74), member
board of dir. Catholic Charitable Bureau
1970
— ,
pres. D'Youville Manor Men's Guild
1969-70, Boston Lithography Club 1962-66
(pres., member board of dir.). PFC USA
1951-53. res. Nashua NH.*
KELLY, Francis Ross. A.B., M.Div. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1945. Clergy; b. Dundee
Scotland Sept. 13 1914; m. Mary Tibbetts July
13 1946; ch.: Mary. Pastor (6th Street Congr.
Church Auburn 1945-51, Pawcatuck Congr.
Church Westerly RI 1951-63, Union Church of
Springfield MA 1963-72, Barre MA Congr.
Church 1972—). res. Barre MA.*
KENVIN, Roger Lee. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1956; M.F.A. Yale
1959; D.F.A. Yale 1961. Sigma Nu.
Education; b. NYC May 26 1926; m. Verna
Rudd Trimble April 5 1952; ch.: Brooke,
Heather. Copy writer Crowell-Collier
Publishing Co. NYC 1950-53, teacher Le
Rosey Rolle Switzerland 1953-55, instr.
Northeastern Univ. 1955-56, prof. Mary
Washington Coll. Fredericksburg VA 1959-68,
visiting lectr. Isabella Thoburn Coll. Lucknow
India 1965-66, prof, speech & dramatic arts
(Univ. Notre Dame & St. Mary's Coll. IN
1968-72, Mary Washington Coll.
Fredericksburg 1972—). USN 1944-46.
Playwright: The Bird Cage (1961), The Singing
In A Lonely Cage (1973), Krishnalight (1974),
Belvidera (1976), The Junkyard Dogs (1977).
res. Arlington VA.*
KILGO, John Wesley, IV. Bowdoin 1945-46.
Zeta Psi. b. Christiana TN Nov. 15 1927. res.
Andover MA.
KILROY, William Carroll. A.B. 1948. Beta
Theta Pi. Sales management; b. Portland
Dec. 25 1923; m. Annette Kennedy June 21
1947; ch.: Carol. Community Oil Co. div.
Chevron Oil Co. (salesman S. Portland
1949-50, branch mgr. Rumford 1950-61,
wholesale sales S. Portland 1961-73, sales mgr.
S. Portland 1973—). Pres. Rumford (Lions
Club 1956, Jr. C. of C. 1953), member finance
committee Rumford, chmn. Democratic City
Committee S. Portland 1972-76, v.pres. Rotary
Club S. Portland 1972-75. Served to t/sgt.
ACUSA 1943-45; awarded Air Medal with 3
Oak Leaf Clusters, res. S. Portland.*
KIRKPATRICK, William Bradford. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Banking exec; b. Newton MA Feb. 17 1924;
m. Priscilla Gay June 9 1951, m. Sally Means
Feb. 9 1974; ch.: Martha, Alice, Timothy.
Exec, v.pres. Canal Nat. Bank Portland
1948-1976. Dir. (LaVerdiere's Drug Stores, C.
H. Robinson Paper Co.), dir. & pres. credit
bureau Greater Portland 1975, trustee Me.
Bankers Ins. Trust, trustee & treas. Waynflete
Sch. 1960-74, zoning board of appeals Portland
(member 1962-73, chmn. 1970-73), Greater
Portland Public Development Comm.
(commissioner 1970-75, chmn. 1974-75), sr.
v.pres. Me. Nat. Bank Portland 1976— . Served
to t/sgt. USAAF 19421-45. res. Falmouth.*
KNAPTON, William Vose. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Lawrence MA Feb. 25 1928. res.
Marion MA.
KUNHARDT, Daniel Bradish. A.B., M.Div.
General Theol. Sem. 1952. Psi Upsilon.
Clergy; b. Lawrence MA Sept. 21 1926; m.
Margaret Hale June 21 1952; ch.: Elizabeth,
Daniel, Susan, Amelia. Curate Christ Church
Tacoma WA 1952-54, vicar (St. Matthew's
Chapel Tacoma 1954-55, Church of the
Epiphany Wilbraham MA 1958-67), canon
Christ Church Cathedral Springfield MA
1968— . Chief counselor Alcoholism Services of
Greater Springfield 1975—. Pvt. ACUSA 1945,
served to 1st It. USAF 1955-58. res. Springfield
MA.*
KYLE, Robert William. A.B. 1950. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Cleveland OH July 12
1926. res. Miami FL.
LACEY, Frederick William, Jr. Bowdoin
1946-48, A.B. Columbia 1949. Chi Psi.
Advt.; b. Pittsfield MA Sept. 8 1925; m.
Janice Marjerison July 17 1954; ch.: Frederick
III, Thomas, Kenneth, Peter. Assoc. creative
dir. Young & Rubicam Inc. NYC 1949-64,
v.pres. & creative dir. Chicago IL
(McCann-Erickson 1964-68, Young &
Rubicam 1968-71), exec, v.pres. & creative dir.
Gerson Howe & Johnson Chicago 1971-73,
assoc. creative dir. Leo Burnett Co. Chicago
1973—. Served to t/5 USA 1943-46; awarded
Silver Star 1945, Purple Heart 1945. res.
Kenilworth IL.*
LANCASTER, Colin Thomas. Bowdoin
1945-48. Kappa Sigma. Self-employed; b.
Springfield MA July 15 1928; m. Barbara
Stebbins June 5 1948; ch.: Wayne, Sharon,
Kevin, Karen, Kim. Prop. & mgr. Colin T.
Lancaster Bldg. Inc. 1952-64, salesman Jones
Ceilings 1964-68, prop. & mgr. Raritan Valley
Ceilings Monmouth Junction NJ 1968— . Elder
Reformed Church in Am., member sch. board
Franklin Somerset County NJ. res. Princeton
NJ.*
LAPPIN, James Blaine, Jr. A.B. 1948. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Portland Sept. 18 1923; s. of
James B. '15. res. S. Portland.
LAROCHELLE, Jules Guy. Bowdoin 1945-46,
A.B. Holy Cross 1942, D.D.S. Univ. Montreal
1950. Delta Upsilon. b. Biddeford MA May
5 1921; m. Michele Choquette Feb. 14 1953;
ch.: Dany, Chantal. Orthodontist 1951-65.
Pres. Greater Portland Dental Soc. Served with
USMC, ACUSA WWII. d. Portland Oct. 19
1965.
LAWTON, Marion Purdy. Spec. 1946. b.
Taft CA Oct. 23 1923. res. unknown.
LEBEL, Raymond Lucien. Bowdoin 1946-47,
D.M.D. Tufts 1951. Chi Psi. Dentistry; b.
Lewiston April 22 1923; m. Jeanne Albert June
28 1948; ch.: Susan, Mark, Ann Marie,
Michael, Vicki, David, Paul. Oral surgeon
Portland. Dir. (S. Portland Bank & Trust Co.,
Depositors Trust Co.), pres. Me. Soc. of Oral
Surgeons, Portland Dental Soc). Served to
ensign ACUSN 1942-45; awarded
Distinguished Navy Cross (2). res. Falmouth
Foreside.*
LEE, Kent Listen. Bowdoin 1946. b.
Florence Country SC July 28 1923. res.
unknown.
LEE, Robert Yah-Pei. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Communications; b. Shanghai
China June 4 1924. With Chung HWA
Broadcasting NYC 19?—. res. NYC.
LEONARD, Robert Winslow. A.B. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. Military; b. Newton MA Feb. 2
1928; m. Marjorie Sime Aug. 22 1959. Student
pilot USN Pensacola FL 1951-52, cdr. USN
1952— (Key West FL, Quonset Point RI,
Newport RI, Alamida CA, Lemoore CA, San
Diego CA; overseas aboard aircraft carriers
U.S.S. Bennington, Midway, Constellation,
Essex, Wasp, Ticonderopa; instr. Officers
Candidate Sch. Newport ,957-59; with Chief
of Naval Operations Staff Washington DC
1967-68; dir. training systems analysis and
development Corpus Christi TX 1970-ca.l976).
Awarded medals in naval aviation. Contbr. res.
unknown.*
LEONE, Thomas. A.B. 1950, LL.B. Syracuse
Univ. 1961. Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Auburn
NY March 15 1927; m. Jean Adams; ch.:
Michele, Tom. Atty. pvt. practice Auburn
1961
—
, counsel Auburn Housing Authority
1963. County coordinator candidancy of Frank
Sedita for State Atty. General, res. Auburn
NY.
LEWIS, Emerson. A.B. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Exec; b. Portland Nov. 15 1920; m. Marie
Royal March 19 1949; ch.: Laura, Susan,
Jonathan. Asst. to div. mgr. Eastern Corp.
Brewer 1948-61, general supt. Groveton NH.
Paper Co. 1961-64, mill mgr. White-Washburn
Hinsdale NH 1964-67, v.pres. & resident mgr.
Garden State Paper Co. Inc. Pomona CA
1967—. Served to t/sgt. USAAF 1942-45;
awarded Air Medal with 3 Oak Leaf Clusters,
European Theatre Ribbon with 5 Battle Stars.
res..Claremont CA.*
LEWIS, Lawrence. A.B. 1950, Ed.M. Univ.
Me. 1957. Theta Delta Chi. Education: b.
New Haven CT April 9 1928; m. Lou-Ann
Strout July 23 1955; ch.: Lawrence, Susan.
Principal sch. committee Milbridge 1952-56,
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guidance dir. sch. committee Belfast 1957-63,
supt. of sch. Sch. Union 90 Milford 1963—.
Trustee Doane's Point Cemetery Sorrento
1960-65, pres. (Me. State Personnel &
Guidance Assn. 1961, Me. Sch. Supt's. Assn.
1974-75). res. Bangor.*
LIST, Robert Earl. A.B. Delta Upsilon. Real
estate; b. Fall River MA March 29 1928; m.
Cynthia Sacks Dec. 29 1956; ch.: Martin,
Diane, Karen. Real estate salesman Cole of
Palm Beach FL 1952-56, realtor & mortgage
broker Robert E. List Co. Palm Beach 1956—.
Pres. Jewish Federation Palm Beach County,
campaign chmn. United Jewish Appeal,
synagogue officer & dir. 10 yrs. Served to 2nd
It. MCUSA 1950-52. res. Palm Beach FL.*
LnTLEFIELD, John Hale. A.B. 1951. Sigma
Nu. Public service; b. Topsham Feb. 20
1927; m. Madeline Dubich May 4 1965; ch.:
Jody, Susan, Andrina, Morgan, John. Officer
USA 1946-48, 1951-70; chief management &
organizational development Dept. of
Rehabilitation Sacramento CA 1970— . res.
Sacramento CA.*
LITTLEHALE, Douglas Stoyle. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Brockton MA Oct. 30
1928; m. Barbara Grills April 19 1951; ch.:
John, David. Ventron Corp. Beverly MA
(analytical chemist 1949-52, mgr. analytical
lab. 1952-62, field rep. 1962-67, product mgr.
1967-70, market mgr. 1970
—
). Beverly Savings
Bank (trustee 1968—, clerk 1971—), trustee
Beverly Hospital 1968— dir. William Gorse
Co. 1972
—
, moderator Second Congr. Church
Beverly 1966-73, United Fund of Central N.
Shore Inc. (general chmn. 1961-62, pres.
1964-65). Recipient: Outstanding Young Man
Award Beverly Jaycees 1960, Four
Outstanding Young Men Awards Mass.
Jaycees 1960. res. Beverly MA.*
LONGLEY, Francis Gregory. Bowdoin
1945-48. Psi Upsilon. b. Lewiston Feb. 21
1921. res. Northampton MA.
LOWE, John Ogden. A.B. 1948, A.M. Boston
Univ. 1950. Beta Theta Pi. Business training;
b. Lowell MA June 6 1924; m. Elizabeth
Holmes Dec. 5 1952; ch.: John, James, Byron.
Business methods analyst Western Electric Co.
Inc. Chicago IL 1950-56, Kaiser Aluminum &
Chem. Corp. (tech. writer Chicago 1956-59,
sales training spec, to mgr. sales training
Oakland CA 1959-65, training dir. Volta Tema
Ghana 1965-69, personnel supt. Chalmette LA
1969-71, tech. mgr. skills improvement
Chalmette 1971-76), training supervisor
Oakland CA 1976— . Training advisor skills
improvement Anglesey Aluminum Holyhead
N. Wales 1973. res. Concord CA.*
MacARTNEY, Robert James. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Lawrence MA
Dec. 6 1924; m. Lenore Dignam Jan. 26 1952;
ch.: Robert, Susan '77. Pres. R. J. Macartney
Co. MA 1954— (Lawrence, Andover,
Chelmsford). Pres. & dir. (Greater Lawrence
Red Cross, Greater Lawrence C. of C, YMCA
Lawrence), dir. (Family Service, Bon Secour
Hospital, Merrimac Co-Op Bank), res.
Andover MA.*
MacDONALD, Milton Augustus. A.B., Ed.M.
Rutgers 1966. Psi Upsilon. Counseling; b.
Portland June 16 1925; m. Sarah Crowell Nov.
20 1954; ch.: Hollie, Darnell, Gail, Bradford.
Store mgr. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Pittsburgh PA 1949-51, territory sales mgr.
Johnson & Johnson ME 1951-55, tech. sales
rep. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. Nashville
TN 1955-57, personnel mgr. General Shoe
Corp. Camden TN 1957-60, guidance
counselor high sch. (Freehold NJ 1960-68,
Arlington MA 1968—). Epis. Church (jr.
warden 1966-68; member vestry 1969-72,
1974
—
), recreation commissioner Georgetown
1971
— ,
building rep. Arlington Educational
Assn. 1974—. Served to ensign ACUSN
1943-46. res. Georgetown MA.*
MACE, John Lansing. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Business exec; b. Springfield MA Oct. 17
1926; married; ch.: John Jr. '74. V.pres. Jiffy
Mfg. Co. Hillside NJ 1959—. res. Basking
Ridge NJ.*
MacLEOD, Stuart Sargent. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Sales; b. Reading MA Jan. 11 1928; m.
Jean Woods Sept. 22 1956; ch.: Meredith.
V.pres. & treas. H. W. MacLeod Co. Boston
1956—. Served to PO/2 USN 1952-56. res.
Wenham MA.*
MACOMBER, Hollis Noyes. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Yale 1952. Law; b. Northbridge MA
June 29 1926; m. Mary Nesbitt April 12 1957;
ch.: Hollis Jr. Atty. self-employed N. Uxbridge
MA. Founder Big Brothers Inc. Worcester
County MA. res. N. Uxbridge MA.*
MAILLET, William Alfred. A.B. cum laude
1953, M.A.L.S. Wesleyan 1970. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Lewiston Jan. 21 1928.
Teacher (The Kent CT Sch. 1953-57; Williston
Acad. Easthampton MA 1957-61; The Choate
Sch., now Choate Rosemary Hall, Wallingford
CT 1961—). Served with USN 1946-48, USNR
1951-52. res. Wallingford CT.*
MARSON, Charles Herbert. Spec. 1945-46.
b. Mystic CT Nov. 11 1920. res. unknown.
MARTIN, Donald Elwin. A.B. 1948. Chi Psi.
b. Portland March 25 1925. res. Portland.
MARTIN, Emlen Linton, Jr. A.B. 1948, B.S.
USAF Inst, of Tech. 1962, M.S. USAF Inst, of
Tech. 1963. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Bristol PA Aug.
14 1923; m. Helen Watts Sept. 24 1949; ch.:
Elizabeth, Christopher. Professional engineer
(OH); Scott Paper Co. (quality control rep.
Chester PA 1949-50, foreman Ft. Edward NY
1950-52); USAF (air electronics officer Bitburg
Germany & Omaha NE 1953-59; staff
development engineer Hanscom Air Force
Base Bedford MA & Ottawa Ont. Canada
1963-70; maj. command inspector Andrews
Air Force Base Washington DC 1970-72;
deputy systems program dir. Hanscom Air
Force Base 1972-75; ret. as It. col. 1975).
Elected member (Inst, of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers 1962, Tau Beta Pi 1962,
Eta Kappa Nu 1963). Awarded Air Force
Commendation 1967, Air Medal (10),
Meritorious Service Award 1970. Contbr. res.
Exeter NH*
MARTIN, Miles Walter, Jr. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Brooklyn NY Jan. 16 1929. res.
Toledo OH.
MAY, Orin Allen. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Aviation; b. Westbrook April 28 1923; m.
Margaret St. John July 1953, m. Annette
Clough Aug. 8 1964; ch.: Virginia, Jonathan,
Amy, Allen. Service mgr. Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co. Brooklyn NY 1949-50, USAF
(procurement officer Dayton OH, Tullahoma
TN 1952-54; pilot Falmouth MA, Tokyo Japan
1954-58; procurement officer Dayton,
Tullahoma 1958-70; ret. as maj. 1970), service
mgr. Guaranteed Electronic Dayton 1970,
flight instr. Aviation Sales Inc. Xenia OH
1970-72, aviation instr. Fliteways Inc. Dayton
1974—. res. Dayton OH.*
McCLELLAND, George Fraser, II. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega. b. Teaneck NJ Oct. 14 1928.
res. unknown.
McCONKY, Fred Westley, in. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. Charlotte NC March 16 1925;
s. of Fred W. Jr. '18; m. Lona Gage Oct. 28
1950; ch.: David, Laura. Mgr. industry
relations (Foley's Houston TX 1949-56,
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Akron OH
1956-65, Curtis Industries E. Lake OH 1965-66,
Maremont Corp. Chicago IL 1966
—
). Deacon
Presby. Church. Seaman USN 1943-46, served
with USNR. res. Northbrook IL.*
McCORMACK, William Carroll. B.S. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Univ.
Rochester 1952. Medicine; b. Louisville KY
May 7 1925; s. of Roland L. '22; m. Sylvia
Love June 15 1952; ch.: Sara, Polly, Donald,
Marilyn. Pediatrician McFarland Clinic Ames
IA 1956— , research prof, physiology la. State
Univ. Ames 1964— . Served to cpl. USA
1943-46. res. Ames IA.*
MELVILLE, Archie Yates. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Milton MA Feb. 13 1926. res. Center
Ossipee NH.
MESTRE, Oscar Luis. Bowdoin 1945-46.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Santiago Cuba Feb. 14
1927. res. unknown.
METCALF, Rowe Browning, Jr. Bowdoin
1946-48. Chi Psi. Invests.; b. Boston March 3
1925; m. Rona Roberts 1947. Investor. Served
with ACUSA 1943-45. res. Jamaica VT.
MILLIGAN, George, III. A.B. 1951. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Pawtucket RI Feb.
12 1928; m. Frances Sailor July 27, 1957; ch.:
Susan, George IV, Gordon, William, John,
Charles. Officer USA 1951-73, ret. as col. 1973.
Awarded Legion of Merit, Distinguished
Flying Cross, Bronze Star with 2 Oak Leaf
Clusters, Air Medal with 5 Oak Leaf Clusters,
Meritorious Service Medal, Army
Commendation Medal with 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster, Vietnam Service Medal, Republic of
Vietnam Armed Forces Honor Medal First
Class, res. Austin TX.*
MINNEHAN, Lawrence Charles. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Self-employed; b. Lewiston Dec. 23
1923; m. Eileen Feeney Nov. 4 1950; ch.:
Peter, Ellen, Jeanne, Carol, David, Patricia.
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Labor relations supervisor N.J. Bell Tel. Co.
Newark NJ 1948-72, innkeeper Deer Farm
Camps Kingfield 1972— . Chmn. recreation
committee Morris Plains NJ 1961-67, pres.
board of education Morris Plains 1967-72,
Deer Run Enterprises (pres. 1973
—
, member
board of dir.). Served to cpl. USA 1943-45;
awarded Purple Heart, Bronze Star (2). res.
Kingfield.*
MONAHAN, John Patrick. A.B. cum laude
1948. b. Portland Aug. 18 1925. res. Mahwah
NJ.
MOORE, Frederick Appel. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ins.
exec; b. Boston April 25 1925; m. Cynthia
Newton June 17 1950; ch.: Lucinda, Jonathan,
Stephanie. C.L.U.; agt. John Hancock Mutual
Life Ins. Co. Boston 1948-56, general agt.
Mass. Indemnity & Life Ins. Co. Wellesley MA
1956-69, 2nd v.pres. United Life & Accident
Ins. Co. Concord NH 1969— . Member vestry
Church of the Epiphany Winchester MA
1960-63, treas. & dir. Boston General Agt. &
Life Mgr. Assn. 1965-69, member speakers
bureau Int. Assn. of Health Underwriters
1969
—
, trustee (Disability Ins. Training
Council Hartland WI 1973—, Coll. for
Financial Planning Denver CO 1974
—),
diocesan delegate St. Paul's Church Concord
1974
—
, dir. N.H. Boy Scouts Fund. Served to
cpl. USMCR 1943-45. Contbr. res. Concord
NH.*
MORGAN, George Roland. A.B. 1950. Delta
Upsilon. b. W. Springfield MA Feb. 9 1928.
res. Springfield MA.
MORRELL, Malcolm Elmer, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1952. Sigma Nu. 1962 capital
campaign worker, Alumni Council 1969-72
(v.pres. 1971-72, pres. 1972-73), 1972 capital
campaign area chmn., class bequest chmn.,
Overseer 1974— . Law; b. Portland Aug. 25
1927; s. of Malcolm E. Sr. '24; m. Miriam
Olson April 3 1952; ch.: Stephen '75,
Catherine, Susan. Partner Eaton Peabody
Bradford & Veague Bangor 1954— . Bangor
Children's Home (dir. 1958— pres. 1961-68),
trustee (All Souls Congr. Church 1970-74,
moderator 1974; Me. Central Inst. 1968—,
v.pres. 1971-73), YMCA Bangor (dir. 1965-71,
pres. 1969-71), member Sections of Labor
Relations & Corporate Banking & Business
Law Am. & Me. Bar Assn., dir. United Way
Penobscot Valley 1976—. Served with USN
1945-46, USA 1952-54. res. Bangor.*
MORRIS, Robert Gordon. Bowdoin 1947-48.
b. Somerville MA April 8 1918. res.
Pembroke MA.
MULLER, August Frederic. Bowdoin 1945-46.
b. Phila. PA June 21 1924. res. unknown.
MUNGER, John-Robin. Bowdoin 1945-49.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Chicago IL June 10
1926. res. unknown.
MURPHY, Edward Russell, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Sales; b.
Providence RI March 4 1928. Sales (New Eng.
Brokers Boston 1949-56, Schenley Lab. NYC
1956-59, Ciba-Geigy Corp. Ardsley NY
1959—. Served to cpl. USA 1950-52. res.
Hartsdale NY.*
NADEAU, Lawrence Alfred. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1953. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Medicine; b. Lewiston Sept. 30
1924; m. Muriel Goulet Sept. 4 1948; ch.:
Michael '71, Gisele, Rachel, Daniel. St.
Elizabeth's Hospital Brighton MA (intern
1953-54, resident internal medicine 1954-55),
general practice St. Mary's Hospital Lewiston
1955-58, resident in radiology V.A. hospital
Boston 1958-61, St. Mary's Hospital Lewiston
(med. staff 1961
—
, chief dept. of radiology
1972
—
). Me. Radiological Soc. (v.pres.
1966-67, pres. 1967-68), chmn. library bldg.




diplomate Coll. of Radiology. Served with
USAAF 1943-45. Contbr. res. Lewiston.*
NEVENS, George Sandford, Jr. A.B. 1950,
M.A.T. Univ. Vt. 1954. Zeta Psi. 1962 capital
campaign area chmn. Education; b.
Boothbay Harbor Dec. 1 1927; s. of George S.
'18; m. Margaret Warner Dec. 19 1948; ch.:
Gregory '72, George III '77, Alexander.
Teacher Tilton NH Sch. 1951-52, teacher &
administrator Berkshire Sch. Sheffield MA
1952-57, asst. headmaster Buckley Country
Day Sch. Roslyn NY 1957-60, headmaster
Oldfields Sch. Glencoe MD I960—. Trustee
Hannah More Acad. 1962-68. PFC USA
1946-48. res. Glencoe MD.*
NEWHOUSE, Carroll Franck. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Computer admin.; b. Brewer July
14 1922; m. Frances Bond April 19 1952; ch.:
Katherine, Susan '78. Clerk & stenographer
Immunization & Naturalization Service
Washington DC 1948-50, USN dept. Bureau of
Navy Personnel Washington DC (occupational
research analyst 1950-55, computer systems
analyst 1955-57, management analyst 1957-60,
tech. coordinator 1960-61), Navy Personnel
Research Activity Washington DC (computer
systems analyst 1961-62, dir. statistical dept.
1962-65), HEW Washington DC (supervisor
digital computer systems analysis 1965-68,
chief operations & reports section 1968-70,
chief management planning & control section
1970-72, chief admin. & management office of
personnel management & reports 1972
—
).
Assn. for Systems Management (treas. N. Va.
chapter 1967-68, v.pres. 1970-71, pres. 1971-73;
treas. div. council 6 1973-74). Served to cdr.
USNR 1942-46. Recipient: Service to Chapter
Award N. Va. chapter Assn. for Systems
Management 1973-1974. res. Alexandria VA.*
NICHOLS, John Henry, Jr. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1954 Chi Psi. Business exec; b.
Huntington NY Feb. 10 1928; m. Jane Anton
Sept. 19 1953; ch.: Anne, Peter, John.
Suburban Propane Gas Corp. Whippany NJ
(trainee 1954, various management positions
1955-61, v.pres. 1961-63, financial v.pres.
1963-67, dir. 1963, exec, v.pres. 1967-71. pres.
propane div. 1971
—
). Treas. & dir. Nat.
LP-Gas Assn. 1968— , assoc. dir. Peoples Trust
of N.J. 1971—, trustee St. Mary's Abbey
Morristown NJ 1967
—
, chmn. & dir. The
Deafness Research Foundation NYC 1968-76.
Served to capt. USMC 1950-52; awarded Silver
Star, Bronze Star, Purple Heart, res. Short Hills
NJ.*
NORRIS, Winthrop Dean, Jr. Bowdoin
1945-46, 1949. b. Newton MA Nov. 12 1927.
res. unknown.
OHNSTAD, Neil Ingvald Carlyle. Bowdoin
1946. b. Clark's Cove MN July 27 1917. res.
unknown.
OLSON, Gordon Wesley, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Sales; b. Medford MA Sept. 19 1922;
s. of Gordon W. '16. Salesman Martinsville VA
(Robert Gair Co., Miller), salesman & mfg.
rep. Olson & Scheld Services Martinsville.
Served to sgt. USMC 1942-45, 1951-52;
awarded Purple Heart, res. Martinsville VA.*
PARADIS, George. A.B. 1948, A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1970. Chi Psi. Education;
b. Nashua NH April 21 1923. Asst. to exec. dir.
Sesquicentennial Fund Bowdoin Coll. 1948-49,
trainee Woodward & Lothrop Inc. Washington
DC 1949-50, asst. account exec. Young &
Rubicam NYC 1950-55, public relations dir.
United Fund Portland 1956-60, teacher sch.
dept. Portland 1960-68, chmn. English dept. S.
Me. Vocational Tech. Inst. S. Portland 1968—.
Served to s/sgt. USAF 1943-46. res. Portland.*
PARSONS, George Albert, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma. Employee relations; b.
Portland May 29 1923; m. Marion Hawkes
June 22 1949; ch.: Alan, Karen. Personnel asst.
Portland Pipeline Corp. S. Portland 1949—.
Pres. First Parish Soc. of Portland, treas.
Trustees of the First Parish Portland. Served to
t/sgt. USAAF 1943-45; awarded European &
Middle Eastern Theatre Campaign Medal with
Bronze Stars (5), Air Medal with 5 Oak Leaf
Clusters, res. Portland.*
PAUL, Irving Arnold. B.S., D.D.S. Univ. N.Y.
1958, grad. Boston Univ. 1970. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Dentistry; b. Bangor March 28
1928; m. Susan Rapaport June 28 1959; ch.:
Stephen, Sharyn. Dentist pvt. practice Bangor
1958-68, orthodontist pvt. practice 1970—.
Served to s/sgt. USA 1950-52. res. Bangor.*
PEACOCK, Conrad Haywood. A.B. 1948,
Ed.M. Univ. Me. 1960. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Biddeford May 19 1923; m.
Carolyn Bradeen Aug. 17 1957; ch.: Kelli.
Principal high sch. (Jonesport 1949-60.
Richmond 1960-62), teacher public sch.
Schenectady NY 1961-62, supervising principal
central sch. Virgil NY 1962-63. teacher high
sch. Syracuse NY 1963—. Delegate (N.Y. State
Teachers Retirement System 1964-76, Nat.
Education Assn. Conv. 1974, N.Y. State
Teachers Assn. 1973-76, annual meeting Nat.
Council social studies 1974 & 1975), pres.
Central N.Y. Council Social Studies 1972-75,
dir. N.Y. State Council Social Studies 1972-75,
registrar Selective Service board Cortland
County NY 1962—. res. Cortland NY.*
PHILLIS, William Kay. Bowdoin 1945-49.
Delta Upsilon. b. Kent OH Jan. 24 1923.
Served with ACUSA 3 yrs. during WWII,
served to 1st It. USAF 1954. Missing in action
Korea Sept. 1952. declared dead 1954.
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PIDGEON, John Anderson. A.B. 1948, Ed.D.
Bethany Coll. Delta Upsilon. Education; b.
Lawrence MA Dec. 20 1924; m. Judith
Shepard Aug. 4 1951; ch.: John, Regan, Kelly.
Latin instr. Deerfield CT Acad. 1948-57,
headmaster Kiski Sch. Saltsburg PA 1957—.
Dir. Saltsburg Savings. Served to lt.(jg) USN
1943-45. res. Saltsburg PA.*
PITCHER, Ira Brown. A.B. 1948. Psi Upsilon.
Banking; b. Lewiston Nov. 18 1922; m.
Patricia Frangedakis Dec. 19 1948; ch.:
Matthew, Nancy, Jennifer, Sanford. Prop.
Frangedakis Restaurant Lewiston 1949-53,
treas. Consumer's Finance Corp. Auburn
1953-66, asst. treas. Depositors Trust Co.
Lewiston 1966-71, Northeast Bank of
Lewiston-Auburn (asst. v.pres. 1971-76, v.pres.
1976—). Selectman town of Turner 1964-68,
trustee (public library Auburn 1971-76, Me.
Health Systems Agency 1976). Served to It. (jg)
USN 1942-45; awarded Air Medal,
Distinguished Flying Cross, res. Lewiston.*
PLETTS, Donald Cole. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Brunswick Oct. 16 1920; s. of Robert C. M'15.
res. W. Palm Beach FL.
PLETTS, Gilbert Oliver. B.S., M.S. Univ.
Miami 1951. Psi Upsilon. Business; b.
Brunswick Dec. 24 1921; s. of Robert C. M'15;
m. Mary Anderson Dec. 27 1947; ch.: Nancy,
Susan. Research assoc. Ohio State Univ.
Columbus 1951-54, principal Highland Sch. for
Retarded Reno NV 1954-58, staff psychologist
Washoe County Welfare Reno 1954-58, sch.
psychologist Dade County Board of Public
Instruction Miami FL 1958-59, Ryder System
Inc. Miami (personnel dir. 1959-65; v.pres.
personnel & training 1965-72; personnel
consultant 1972-76; mgr. manpower, analysis
& planning 1977—). Served to It. USN
1943-46; awarded Air Medal 1945. res. Miami
FL.*
PLISKIN, Irving Richard. A.B. 1947. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Business exec; b. Schenectady
NY July 1 1924; m. Frances Sudhalter Aug. 24
1947; ch.: David, Nancy, Jon. Student N.Y.
Univ. evenings, advt. & sales promotion dir.
Guggenheimers Lynchburg VA 1947-51, sales
promotion mgr. The Young Men's Shop
Washington DC 1951-52, advt. & sales
promotion mgr. Samters of Scranton PA
1952-55, advt. mgr. (Snellenburgs Phila. PA
1955-56, Lit Brothers Subway Store Phila.
1956-57, Lerner Shops NYC 1957-59), pres.
Richards Advt. Clark NJ 1959-65, v.pres. &
creative dir. Goldman Advt. Phila. 1965-66,
dir. advt. & sales promotion Aldon Rug Mills
Lenni PA 1966-69, promotion mgr. Bigelow
Sanford Inc. NYC 1969-74, pres. New View
Inc. Cherry Hill NJ 1974—. Instr. (English
Weidner Coll. Chester PA; advt., selling, sales
promotion, retailing & copy Fairleigh
Dickinson Univ. Rutherford NJ). Served to 1st
It. USAAF 1943-45; awarded Purple Heart &
Air Medal 1944-45. Contbr. res. Cherry Hill
NJ.*
POOR, Johnson. A.B. cum laude. Beta Theta
Pi. Publishing exec; b. St. Louis MO Oct. 1
1
1928; m. Dorothy Crosby; ch.: Timothy '75,
Joel. Reporter Columbia MO Tribune 1949-50,
ed. Nat. Sales Exec NYC 1952-54, exec, v.pres.
Commerce Publishing Co. St. Louis 1954—
.
Chmn. United Fund. Served to It. USAF
1950-52. res. St. Louis MO.*
POWERS, Philip Llewellyn. Bowdoin 1945-47.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland April 15
1929; s. of Walter A. '06. res. NYC.
PRATT, Leonal James. A.B. Zeta Pai. Corp.
dir.; b. N. Conway NH Aug. 21 1928; m.
Carolyn Sullivan Oct. 21 1950; ch.: Thomas,
Timothy, Tamara. General Electric Co.
Schenectady NY (financial training program
1951-55, traveling auditor 1955-58), mgr.
business systems & computer General Electric
Co. Holland MI 1959-65, mgr. systems
planning & tech. Mobil Oil Co. NYC 1965-68,
corp. dir. (information services G. D. Searle &
Co. Skokie IL 1968-72, management
information services Babcock & Wilcox Co.
NYC 1972
—
). Trustee financial committee,
member sch. board, advisor Management
Information Services Lake County. Served to
sgt. USA 1944-47. res. Mt. Kisco NY.*
QUERY, Paul Gerard. A.B., D.D.S. Columbia
1954. Alpha Delta Phi. Dentistry; b. New
Beddord MA Nov. 15* 1928; m. Pattricia
Abrams June 9 1951; ch.: Aprille, Michael,
Daniel. Dentist self-employed Agawam MA
1954— . Member sch. committee 1955-58,
councilman-at-large 1973— . Served to t/5
USA 1946-47. res. Agawam MA.*
R^MSEY, Earle Gene. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Univ. N.C. 1954. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Law; b. Wadesville IN Nov.
20 1922; m. Julia Tompkins June 7 1945; ch.:
Cynthia, Carolyn. Atty. self-employed Ramsey
White & Cilley Brevard NC 1954—. Pres.
Transylvania County Bar Assn. 1960 & 1965;
member vestry St. Phillip's Epis. Church
1958-62, 1966-70. Served to 1st It. USA
1940-46. res. Brevard NC*
RANDALL, Forrest Harvey. A.B.
Engineering; b. Sanford April 5 1928; m.
Dora Hitchcock Feb. 14 1959; ch.: Jon, Karrie.
Flight control applications engineer General
Electric Co. Binghamton NY 1955—. Served to
cpl. USA 1951-53. res. Binghamton NY.*
RAYNES, William Earl. Bowdoin 1945-46.
b. Augusta July 30 1925. res. unknown.
REARDON, Henry Quran. A.B. 1948. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Rumford June 25 1924. res.
Phoenix AZ.
REIMER, Donald William. A.B. 1952. Sigma
Nu. b. New Britain CT Sept. 29 1927. res.
Windsor CT.
REYNOLDS, Lynn Maxwell, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1956; Ph.D. Univ. Calif. Berkeley
1973. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education; b.
Portland Oct. 4 1925; m. Eleanor Hall, m.
Kaela Petrofsky Jan. 1 1970; ch.: Lynn III,
Joseph, Jocelyn. Research asst. (Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1954-55, Council for Civic Unity San
Francisco CA 1955-56), lab. tech. Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1956-58, relocation spec,
redevelopment agency Richmond CA 1958-59,
asst. social research tech. Dept. of Mental
Hygiene Sacramento CA 1959-71, assoc. social
research tech. Langley-Porter Neuropsychiatry
Inst. Univ. Calif. San Francisco 1961-64,
research assoc. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1964-65,
research dir. Bay Area Social Planning Council
Oakland CA 1965-69, consultant Berkeley
1969-70, assoc. prof. & dir. interdisciplinary
training program on alcohol abuse Mich. State
Univ. E. Lansing 1973-75, research dept. of
family health care Univ. Calif. San Francisco
1975— . Founder & past pres. (master Poan
committee Berkeley, Consumers' Co-operative
of Sacramento), member Berkeley (Human
Relations & Welfare Comm. 1966-69, board of
dir. Economic Opportunity Organization
1966-69, Grove Center Neighborhood
Council), fellow Nat. Inst, of Alcohol &
Alcohol Abuse 1971-73. Served to PO/3 USN
1943-46. Contbr. res. Berkeley CA.*
RICH, William Lewis. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Transportation; b. S. Portland Sept. 2 1925;
m. Jane Drescher, m. Corinne Johnson July 26
1970; ch.: John, Peter, Victoria, Jennifer. With
Providence RI Washington Ins. Co. 1949-51,
with Hartford CT Ins. Co. 1955-60, trial & port
captain Bath Iron Works Corp. 1964— . Dir.
Campfire Girls Portland 1954-58, trustee
Propellor Club Portland 1968-72, dir. Atlantic
Federal Savings & Loan Assn. Portland
1956—. Served to capt. USN 1943-46, 1951-53,
1961-64; USNR 1964—; awarded USN
Commendation for Berlin crisis 1961-62, Navy
Medal 1962. Bailey Is.*
RICHAN, Willard Cooper. A.B. cum laude
1948. Kappa Sigma. b. Lewiston March 20
1928; s. of Avard L. '20. res. Swarthmore PA.
RICHARDSON, Clement Franklin. A.B.,
LL.B. Portland Univ. 1952. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Medford MA Feb. 26 1926; m.
Mary Rice June 26 1948; ch.: Hannah, Amy,
Peter, Joel. Atty. Portland 1952-72, sr. partner
Robinson Richardson & Chapman, asst. atty.
Cumberland County 1957-60. Trustee public
library Falmouth, treas. (Medico-Legal Soc,
Me. Med. Assn.). Served with USN 1942-45. d.
Scarborough March 17 1972.
RICHARDSON, Donald William. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Sales; b. Medford MA Aug. 25 1924;
ch.: David, Mark, James. John Wanamaker
Co. NYC 1952-54 (trainee, section mgr., asst.
buyer), buyer Foster Avery Co. Portland
1955-56, sales & service Walker Stetson Co.
Boston 1956-59, prop. Richardson's Children
Shop Simsbury CT 1959-74, salesman (S. D.
Prince Co. Boston 1973-75, Pilgrim
Infantswear Co. Dedham MA 1975
—
). Past
pres. C. of C, church officer. PFC USA
1943-45. res. E. Granby CT.*
ROBERTS, David Glendenning. A.B. 1950.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Ft. Fairfield July 17
1928. res. Bangor.
ROBINSON, Rodman Christopher. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Sales; b. New Rochelle NY March 3 1928;
m. Marilyn Manchester June 8 1957; ch.:
Christopher, Melissa, Nancy. Claim rep. Paul
Revere Life Ins. Co. Worcester MA 1949-51,
Union Camp Corp. NYC (multiwall sales rep.
1953-57, productional control supervisor
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1957-62, sales service mgr. 1962-63, nat. sales
rep. unbleached paper & board div. 1963
—
).
Dir. program affairs Eastern div. Sales Assn. of
the Paper Industry 1969-71, St. John's Epis.
Church (member vestry 1966-69, 1973-76;
acolyte advisor 1966-75). Served to cpl. USA
1951-53. res. Ramsey NJ.*
ROTH, Dale William. A.B. 1951. b. NYC
July 23 1927. res. Ballwin MO.
RYDER, Campbell Craig. A.B., MBA.
Northeastern 1969. Delta Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Systems analysis; b. New
Bedford MA Oct. 17 1927; s. of J. Maxim '21;
m. Joan Warriner May 7 1949; ch.: Melinda,
Diana, Susan. Asst. supervisor production
control General Electric Co. (Bridgeport CT
1949-52, Trenton NJ 1953-54), plant mgr.
Better Packages Inc. Shelton CT 1954-58, Tex.
Instruments Inc. Attleboro MA (production
control mgr. 1958-66, data processing mgr.
1966-67, mfg. mgr. 1968-70, sr. systems analyst
1970—). Foxboro Savings Bank (corporator
1967— trustee 1972— v.pres. 1975—),
Bethany Church (chmn. financial management
committee 1971-72, treas. 1976
—
), chmn.
Personnel Wage Board 1974-76. PFC USMC
1945-46. res. Foxboro MA.*
SAGAN, Richard George. Bowdoin 1945-46.
Sigma Nu. Health; b. Hartford CT Feb. 8
1928; m. Elizabeth Ferris Oct. 6 1950; ch.: C.
Gregory, Richard, Kimberlee. Prop. Hartford
1951-70, flight instr. Air Kaman Windsor
Locks CT 1971—. Served with USA 1950-52.
res. Wethersfield CT.*
SAMPLE, Edwin Hayes. A.B. 1950. Delta
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign worker,
Alumni Council 1965-67, 1972 capital
campaign worker, admissions aide 1973
—
,
class bequest chmn. 1974— . Sales; b.
Longmeadow MA Aug. 18 1927; m. Priscilla
Walker April 21 1951; ch.: Deborah, Jeffrey,
Scott. V.pres. Sample-Durick Co. Chicopee
MA 1951-67, sales rep. (Box Co. Bridgeport
CT 1968-70, Sonoco Packaging Div.
Downington PA 1970-71, Rand-Whitney
Packaging Co. Leominster MA 1971-72,
Displayco div. Newark NJ 1972-73, Butler
Industries Newark 1973-74, Harbor Industries
Grand Haven MI 1974-76, Boise Cascade
Envelopes Allentown PA 1976
—
). Served to
cpl. USA 1946-48. res. Fairfield CT.*
SCATES, John Kent. A.B. 1950. Psi Upsilon.
b. Cambridge MA April 28 1926; s. of Karl
D. '08. res. Purchase NY.
SCHAAP, Steven. A.B. Alpha Tau Omega.
b. Rotterdam The Netherlands March 11
1927. res. unknown.
SCHMUCH, Joseph John. A.B. cum laude
1948, A.M. Brown Univ. 1952, M.S. Simmons
Coll. 1959. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Library
science; b. Lynn MA March 9 1928; m. Enid
Kaler June 7 1955; ch.: Gretchen, Karl,
Valerie. Master Wilbraham MA Acad.
1948-50, library asst. public library Stoneham
MA 1958, librarian public library Reading MA
1959-61, Belmont MA 1961—. Trustee public
library Reading 1962-68, member town
meeting 1962—. Served to sgt. USA 1952-55.
res. Reading MA.*
SCHRACK, Richard Way. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. W. Grove PA June 25 1928. res.
North East MD.
SHACKFORD, Lester Borden, Jr. A.B., B.S.
Tulane 1961. Delta Upsilon. Management;
b. Lewiston April 20 1928; s. of Lester B. '13;
m. Mary Klotz Oct. 20 1956. Combustion
Engineering Inc. (student trainee NYC
1954-56, supervisor nuclear components dept.
Chattanooga TN 1956-59, salesman
Birmingham AL 1961-62), current business
planning section mgr. The Boeing Co. New
Orleans LA 1962-66, CE Power Systems Co.
New Orleans (salesman 1966-74, dist. mgr.
1974—). Served to It. (jg) USN 1950-54;
awarded Distinguished Flying Cross, Air
Medal (3). res. New Orleans LA.*
SHORTELL, Joseph Henry, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Suffolk Univ. 1954. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Boston Nov. 13 1925; m. Patricia Leahy Sept.
16 1967. Atty. Rockland 1954-55, U.S. Dept. of
Justice Washington DC (trial atty. internal
security div. 1955-56, spec, aviation law
anti-trust div. 1956-59), chief asst. U.S. atty.
Dist of Alaska 1959-63, atty. Fairbanks AK
1963-72, spec, counsel Alaska Airlines 1963-72.
General counsel & board member Aleutian
Airways 1969-72. Served to capt. ACUSA
1943-46; awarded Service Cross 1946. d.
Anchorage AK Oct. 30 1972.*
SHORTELL, Thomas Campion. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1950, Ph.D. Columbia 1952. Alpha
Delta Phi. Banking exec; b. Boston Nov. 13
1925; m. Elizabeth Buchheister April 25 1953;
ch.: Thomas, Andre, Joseph, Louise. Trainee J.
P. Morgan NYC 1952-54, v.pres. First Nat.
City Bank (NYC 1954-55, Paris France
1955-58, S. Africa 1958, NYC 1958-64, Greece
1964-74, London England 1974—). Founder &
chmn. Campion Sch. Athens Greece, founder
Piraeus Marine Club. Served to cpl. ACUSA
1943-46. res. London England.*
SLATER, Alan. Bowdoin 1946, 1947-48, 1949,
1950. Ins.; b. Cambridge MA Sept. 5 1927;
married. Ins. agt. George H. Ellison Agency
Boston 19?— . res. Boston.
SMITH, Bladen Robert. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Boston Feb. 21 1928; s. of
Joseph I. '23. With Smith Chevrolet Co. Bath,
pres. 1955-65. d. Bath Oct. 2 1974.*
SMITH, Leroy Walter. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Freeport April 18 1924. res. Warner
Robins GA.
SNYDER, William Lewis Donald. A.B. b.
Damascus VA Dec. 15 1923. res. unknown.
SOTAK, Veonor Michael. A.B. 1947. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Butler PA May 20 1920. res.
Wheat Ridge CO.
SPRING, Donald Capen. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Education; b. Portland March 14 1926;
m. Carolyn Grey Aug. 23 1949; ch.: Renee '80.
Teacher public sch. Kingfield 1949-51,
installment loan supervisor Canal Nat. Bank
Portland 1951-56, parking station prop,
self-employed Portland 1956-63, teacher &
chmn. science dept. jr. high sch. Portland
1963—. Pres. Portland Parking Assn. 1958-59,
Universalist Church Portland (chmn. new bldg.
committee, pres. board of trustees), res.
Portland.*
STAGLIANO, Salvatore Joseph. Bowdoin
1945-46. Kappa Sigma. b. Cambridge MA
Aug. 18 1926. res. Westboro MA.
STAPLES, Josiah Harry. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Gardiner Aug. 28 1918; s. of
Albert H. '01 ; m. Anna Scott Jan. 22 1944; ch.:
Scott, Rand, James, Susan, Chris. Spec. agt.
Ins. Co. of N. Am. Detroit MI 1950-52, mgr.
trade development Alumninum Co. of Am.
West Indies & P.R. 1952-60, general mgr.
T.M.T. Trailer Ferry Inc. San Juan P.R.
1960-74, assoc. dir. S. Me. Vocational Tech.
Inst. S. Portland 1974— . Served to capt. USA
1939-45. res. Brunswick.*
ST. CLAIR, Jerome Hamilton. A.B. 1950. Psi
Upsilon. Management; b. Newark NJ Jan.
31 1928; s. of Frank A. '21; m. Helen Matheny
Oct. 20 1951; ch.: Susan, Nancy '77, James.
Claims adjuster Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. NYC
1951-56, salesman Southern New Eng. Tel. Co.
Stamford & New Haven CT, tech. rep. & sales
Nat. Carbon Co. NYC, N.Y. Tel. Co. 1956
—
(sales Albany NY, mgr. Saratoga & Troy NY,
staff NYC, dist. mgr. Albany). V.pres. C. of C.
Schenectady 1970-73, 1974-75. Served to sgt.
USA 1946-47. res. Delmar NY.*
STEELE, William Duguid. A.B., A.M.
Stanford Univ. 1949. Psi Upsilon. b. New
Bedford MA March 15 1925; m. Alice Brewer
Sept. 30 1951; ch.: Christina, Basil, Erik,
James, Matthew, Daniel. With Assoc. Press
San Francisco CA, reporter (Asheville NC
Citizen-Times, New Bedford Standard-Times
1956-62), managing ed. Cape Cod MA
Standard-Times 1956-62, asst. to pres. E.
Anthony & Sons Inc. 1962-64. Member (Sigma
Delta Chi, Cape Cod Armed Forces advisory
committee, delegation to arrange New Bedford
participation in World's Fair). Served to s/sgt.
USA 1943; awarded Bronze Star, French
Fourragere, Purple Heart, Air Force
Certificate of Appreciation 1959. d. NYC May
11 1964.
STEPHENSON, Hugh Merriman. Bowdoin
1945-46. Zeta Psi. b. NYC July 5 1927. res.
Dayton OH.
STEVENS, Emery Warren. Bowdoin 1945-46,
1948-50. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Brunswick
July 6 1927. res. Portland.
STURM, John Edward. A.B. 1951, Ed.M.
Univ. N.H. 1962, Ed.D. Univ. Mass. 1973. Chi
Psi. Education; b. Pittsburgh PA Oct. 6
1927; m. Jean Moses Dec. 29 1951. Business
positions Pittsburgh 1951-56, teacher &
principal public sch. 1956-65 NH (S. Hampton,
Hooksett, Concord), asst. prof, education State
Univ. Coll. Buffalo NY 1966-73, business mgr.
& dir. development Stuart Hall Sch. Staunton
VA 1973-75, assoc. prof, education Madison
Coll. Harrisonburg VA 1976—. Fellow Royal
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Soc. of Health London England. PFC USA
1945-47. Contbr. res. Harrisonburg VA.*
SUTHERLAND, Donald Lance. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Ins.; b. Phila. PA Aug. 21 1928; m.
Dorothy Schultz Aug. 18 1950; ch.: David,
Sally. Group rep. Conn. General Life Ins. Co.
Chicago IL 1949-59, with John C. Paige & Co.
Boston 1959-63, agt. Aetna Life & Casualty
Co. Boston 1963, with New Eng. Mutual Life
Boston 1963-69, C.L.U. 1966, officer Boston
Safe Deposit & Trust Co. 1969, self-employed
ins. broker and registered rep. Lexington MA
1969— . Chrnn. Boy Scout Troop 1 yr. Served
to It. (jg) USN 1952-55. res. Lexington MA.*
SWEET, Lyle Wolcort. A.B. 1950. Chi Psi.
Ins.; b. Pittsfield MA July 5 1928; m. Nancy
Mulcahy June 13 1953; ch.: Ann, Dana, Jean,
Patrick. Glens Falls Ins. Co. (trainee Glens
Falls NY 1950, 1954-55; spec. agt. Richmond
VA 1955-57), v.pres. C. G. Price & Sons Inc.
Harrisonburg VA 1957—. Pres.
(Harrisonburg-Rockingham VA Assn. of Ins.
Agt. 1968, Jaycees 1961-62, Lions Club
1966-67), chrnn. town planning comm.
Harrisonburg 1961-68, chrnn. (electric comm.
Harrisonburg 1970-77, development Corp.
Rockingham 1960's), sec. C. of C. Served to
s/sgt. USAF 1950-54. Recipient: Va.
Achievement Award Lions Club 1966-67,
named Outstanding local pres. in Va. Jaycees
1961-62. res. Harrisonburg VA.*
SWIFT, George Ritchie. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Business exec; b. Waterville Nov. 2 1924; s.
of Raymond W. '17; m. Ruth Birkbeck July 16
1949; ch.: Stephen, Andrew, Dorothy, George
Jr. Holmes-Swift Co. (salesman Augusta
1949-59, branch mgr. Rockland 1959-66, treas.
Fairfield 1966—). Served to t/sgt. USAF
1943-45. res. Winslow.*
TANNER, Robert Theodore. A.B. 1948, A.M.
Long Beach State 1957. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Education; b. Norwood RI Oct. 29
1927. Teacher (public sch. Hermosa Beach CA
1952-53, La Canada CA 1953-55; united sch.
Santa Monica CA 1955-58; unified sch. dist.
Palo Alto CA 1958—). Fulbright exchange
teacher York England 1962-63. res. Palo Alto
CA.*
TARRANT, Thomas Nathaniel. A.B. 1948,
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1956. Alpha Tau Omega.
Law; b. Manchester NH April 7 1928; m.
Virginia Joyal May 30 1957; ch.: Thomas,
Samuel, Andrew. Contract administrator
Transitron Inc. Manchester 1956-57, patent
examiner U.S. Patent Office Washington DC
1958-59, patent atty. (Xerox Corp. Rochester
NY 1960-64, self-employed Cambridge MA
1965-68), patent counsel Olivetti Co. Ivrea
Italy 1968-69, patent atty. self-employed




park & recreation commissioner
Bedford NH 1973—. With USN 1951-55. res.
Bedford NH.*
TATSIOS, Theodore George. A.B. cum laude
1947, A.M. Columbia 1949, Ph.D. Georgetown
Univ. 1967, Ph,D. Columbia 1973.
Education; b. Lowell MA Jan. 22 1921; m.
Margaret Boobyer April 23 1945; ch.: Anna,
Helen, Georgia. Univ. Md. Overseas Program _
1952-63 (part-time instr. Libya, Turkey,
Germany, Greece; dir. Turkey & Greece); dir.
of curriculum int. relations div. Air Command
& Staff Coll. Air Univ., dissertation & research
advisor grad. program George Washington
Univ. 1963-67, Elmira NY Coll. (asst. prof,
history 1967-68, assoc. prof. 1968-70, prof.
1970—). Pres. Elmira NY Greek Orthodox
Community. Served to It. col. USAF; awarded
Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal with 4
Oak Leaf Clusters ETO 1944. Author: The
Great Powers and Greek-Turkish Relations
1867-1897, contbr. res. Elmira NY.*
TAYLOR, Arnet Richard. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Exec; b. Boston Aug. 10 1925; m. Anne
Heffernam June 15 1949; ch.: Arnet Jr.,
Richard, John, Gretchen, Christopher, Ellen,
Matthew. Salesman (Row Peterson Co.
Evanston IL 1949-52, Kendall Co. Boston
1952-60), sales mgr. Eaton-Dikeman Co. Mt.
Holly Springs PA 1960-64, marketing mgr.
Spaulding Fibre Co. Rochester NH 1964-70,
gen/ral mgr. Colonial Board Co. Rochester
1970-73, pres. Taylor Marine Inc. Portsmouth
NH 1973—. Dir. N.H. Business & Industry
Assn. 1970-71. PFC USAF 19543-46. res.
Hampton NH.*
TONRY, Louis Albert. A.B. Chi Psi. Exec;
b. Somerville MA July 7 1925; m. Roszmund
Pinkham June 15 1946, m. Georgia Traina
June 25 1963; ch.: Susan, Robert, Louis Jr.
Tonry Co. Boston (salesman 1950-53, partner
1953-56), Tonry Co. Inc. Boston (v.pres.
1956-58, pres. 1958—). Served to It. (jg) USN
1943-46. res. N. Scituate MA.*
TOURVILLE, Richard Charles LeBlanc. A.B.
cum laude 1948. Delta Upsilon. b. Waltham
MA Nov. 9 1923. res. unknown.
TURCOTTE, Alphonse Henry. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ins.; b. Fall River MA March 8
1928. With Ins. Consultants Inc. St. Louis MO.
Served to 1st It. USAF 1950-53. res. Ballwin
MO.*
TURNER, Ralph Stanley. Bowdoin 1946. b.
Sanford July 10 1922. res. unknown.
UTTERBACK, James Gregg, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bangor Nov. 12
1928. res. March NY.
VANDERBEEK, Calvin Voorhis, ED. A.B.
1951. Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ins. exec; b. Paterson NJ Dec 7 1927; m.
Elizabeth Larson June 6 1953; ch.: Susan,
Calvin, Carol. Sr. underwriting consultant
Prudential Ins. Co. Boston 1953-62, sr. v.pres.
General Life Ins. Co. Cleveland OH 1962-67,
v.pres. selection Maccabees Mutual Life Ins.
Co. Southfield MI 1967—. Served to sgt. USA
1946-48. res. Franklin ML*
VAN der FEEN, Richard Dirk. A.B. magna
cum laude. Psi Upsilon. Public relations; b.
Montreal P.Q. Canada April 1 1 1924; m. Janet
Bell Nov. 24 1957; ch.: Julie, Jessica. Reporter
Economic Cooperation Admin. Marshall Plan
Western Eur. 1949-53, copywriter N.Y. Tel.
Co. NYC 1953-54, ed. Univ. Chicago IL
1954-57, free lance writer & ed. Chicago
1958-62, dir. public relations & ed. Sports Car
Club of Am. Westport CT 1962-71, dir.
(promotion General Racing Inc. Southport CT
1971-74, public relations Int. Motor Sports
Assn. Fairfield CT 1975
—
), ed. sports
publications. Served to It. (jg) USNR 1943-46.
Contbr. res. Fairfield CT.*
VEGHTE, James Henry. A.B., M.S. Univ. AK.
1963, Ph.D. Univ. Mich. 1975. Alpha Tau
Omega. Military; b. Gloversville NY Jan. 12
1928; m. Doris Dyer Feb. 21 1970; ch.: Steve,
Carol, Linda, Tracie, Joel, Julie, Jill, Dave.
Research physiologist USAF Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base OH 1954-59, chief dept. of
protective equipment Arctic Aeromedical Lab.
Fairbanks AK 1959-63, research physiologist
6570th Aerospace Med. Research Lab.
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 1963-65 &
1967-75, (chief barothermal environments
branch 1971-73), ret. as It. col. USAF 1975.
Teaching fellow zoology Univ. Mich. Ann
Arbor 1967, Air Force rep. Int. Air
Standardization Coordinating Committee,
consultant to prof. Univ. Oslo Norway on cold
physiology, protection & survival. Awarded
Air Force Commendation Medal 1963. Contbr.
res. Xenia OH.*
VINCENT, Harold Gaston, Jr. A.B. cum laude
1948, M.A.T. Harvard 1949. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Pittsfield MA April 14 1925;
m. Rachel Buck June 5 1947; ch. Ralph,
Laurel. High Sch. Chester VT (teacher 1949-52,
principal 1952-56), teacher high sch.
Springfield VT 1956—. Pres. Rotary Club
Springfield 1971-72, Vt. Council Teachers of
English 1959), trustee parks & recreation
Springfield 1958-63, fellow Ford Foundation
Leadership Development Program 1971-72.
PFC USA 1943-45. res. Springfield VT.*
WADMAN, William Grosvenor. Bowdoin
1945-46, 1947-48. Beta Theta Pi. Class agt.
1955-75, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Exec; b. Brewer July 13 1927; m. Norma
Montgomery June 11 1949; ch.: Jeffrey,
Marcia, John. Program dir. WGAN television
station Portland 1948-68, asst. mgr. Spurwink
Agency Portland 1968-75, asst. exec. dir.
Assoc. General Contractors of Me. Augusta
1975— . Trustee Cape Elizabeth Methodist
Church 1965— , Thomas Memorial Library
(trustee 1962-68, chrnn. 1964-68), dir.
(Childrens Theater Portland 1958-64, Nat.
Assn. of Television Program Exec. 1964-67),
town council Cape Elizabeth (member 1968—
,
chrnn. 1972). res. Cape Elizabeth.*
WANING, Harry Edward. A.B. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Business; b.
Somerville MA March 17 1928; m. Jane Walsh
Sept. 19 1953; ch.: Rebecca, Peter, Rachel.
Office mgr. Hall-Weller Foundries Salmon
Falls NH 1950-51, mgr. trainee Sherwin
Williams Brockton MA 1951-52, prop. & pres.
Waning & Son Inc. 1953—. Dir. Portland
Model Cities Agency, warden epis. church.
Served to cpl. USMC 1946-48. res. Portland.*
WARE, Preston, Jr. A.B., LL.B. Boston Univ.
1953. Alpha Delta Phi. Invests.; b. Medford
MA Sept. 16 1927; m. Carolyn Hyldburg Oct.
25 1958; ch.: Bruce, Preston III, Andrew.
Salesman (Loyal Protective Life Ins. Co.
Boston 1954-55, A. W. Chesterton Co. Everett
MA 1955-58), dist. sales mgr. C.I.T. Corp.
Boston 1958-70, broker & consultant
self-employed Sterling Junction MA 1970—
.
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PFC USA 1946-47. res. Sterling Junction MA.*
WARNER, Kendall. Bowdoin 1945-46, B.S.
Univ. Me. 1950, M.S. Cornell 1952. Theta
Delta Chi. Fishery biology; b. Westfield MA
Oct. 2 1927; m. Sandra Noyes Nov. 27 1970;
ch.: Kendra, Leanne. Fishery biologist State of
Me. Bangor 1952— . Pres. Am. Fisheries Soc.
N.E. div. 1972-73, fellow Am. Inst. Fisheries
Research Biologists 1973. PFC USA 1947-48.
res. Winterport.*
WEATHERILL, Jared Thayer. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Delta Phi. Estimating; b. Phila.
PA Oct. 12 1928; s. of Robert T. '14; m. Marie
Stupar March 6 1954; ch.: Thomas.
Underwriter trainee Reliance Ins. Co. Phila.
1949-50, estimator Phila. Bindery Inc. 1954—
.
Served to PO/2 USN 1950-54. res. Woodbury
NJ.*
WELCH, Dale Eugene. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Newport Aug. 3 1924. res. Hallowell.
WELLS, Peter Randolph. Spec. 1946. b.
Oakland CA June 14 1924. res. unknown.
WHITE, Joseph Spencer, Jr. . A.B. 1948.
Kappa Sigma. Engineering; b. Peaks Is. Dec.
8 1924; m. Amy Blake June 28 1947; ch.:
Daleta, Cynthia, Douglas, Adrienne, Joseph
III, Gregory, Stephanne. Planning engineer
Western Electric Co. Piscataway NJ 1953—
Layman Stanhope NJ Methodist Church, civil
defense engineer Stanhope, Telstar Andover
1962 (ground station design, installation,
operation), designing participant Safeguard
Anti-Ballistic Missile System 1960-73. Served
to 1st It. USA 1943-46, 1950-53; awarded
Purple Heart, Bronze Star, Philippine
Liberation Medal, Arrowhead for Amphibious
Landings, res. Stanhope NJ.*
WILEY, Richard Arthur. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1948; B.C.L. (Rhodes
scholar) Oxford Univ. 1951; LL.M. Harvard
1959. Delta Upsilon. Class agt. 1948-49,
1951-52; Alumni Council 1962-66; Overseer
1966— (v.pres. 1973-77, pres. 1977—); 1962 &
1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b.
Brooklyn NY July 18 1928; m. Carole Smith
Aug. 13 1955; ch.: Kendra, Stewart, Garett.
Atty. John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Boston 1956-58, Bingham Dana & Gould
Boston (assoc. 1959-64, partner 1964-76,
member Firm committee 1969-74, managing
partner 1971-74), general counsel U.S. Dept. of
Defense 1976-77, v.pres. & counsel The First
Nat. Bank of Boston 1977—. V.chmn. (Mass.
Republican finance committee 1971-72, foreign
& int. business law committee Am. Bar Assn.
1967-69), member exec, committee anti-trust
Boston Bar Assn. 1965-68, past chmn. New
Eng. Conf. on Legal Problems of Doing
Business Abroad, lectr. Boston Univ. Sch. of
Law 1961-64, chmn. lawyers div. United Way
of Mass. Bay Campaign 1975, member (council
on Foreign Relations & Boston Committee on
Foreign Relations, development committee
trustees of donations Epis. Diocese of Mass.
1971-75, town meeting Wellesley MA 1971-75,
town advisory finance committee 1973-74),
deputy chmn. planning Mass. Republican
State Committee 1971, Republican town
committee Wellesley (assoc. member 1971;
elected member, chmn. 1972), delegate
Republican State Convention 1972, dir.
(Mutron Corp. Forsberg Sales Inc., Mupac
Corp.). Served with USAF 1952-56; served as
maj. USAFR 1973; awarded Air Force
Commendation Medal, Nat. Defense Service
Medal, Armed Forces Reserve Medal.
Recipient: Dept. of Defense Medal for
Distinguished Public Service 1977. Author:
Cases and Materials on Law of International
Trade and Investment (1961); contbr. res.
Wellesley Hills MA.*
WILSON, Earle Farnsworth, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Portland Univ. 1955. Psi Upsilon.
Self-employed; b. Rockland Aug. 19 1924; s.
of Earle F. Sr. '14; m. Nancy Cowie Sept. 27
1959; ch.: Eric, Adam, Jason. Self-employed
funeral dir. Gray 1950—. Served with ACUSA
1943-45. res. Gray.*
WINER, Richard Arnold. A.B. 1950. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Salem MA Oct. 20 1927; m.
Dorothy Lipnick Sept. 3 1951; ch.: Steven,
Heidi. Dentist self-employed 1954-72, assoc.
prof. Tufts Univ. 1972—. Served to s/sgt. USA
1946-48. res. Marblehead MA.*
WOODBURY, James Gibson. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Self-employed; b. Mineola NY
Jan. 29 1928. Income tax consultant Lewiston.
Served to t/sgt. USA 1946-47. res. Lewiston.*
WOODEN, Martin Ezra. A.B. 1948. Kappa
Sigma. b. Peking China May 11 1926. res.
Danville VA.
WYMAN, James Nash. Bowdoin 1945-47.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Millbridge Dec. 20 1927.
d. Portland Oct. 24 1947.
YOUNG, James Duff, Jr. A.B. cum laude
1948. Kappa Sigma, b. Holyoke MA Aug. 5
1924. res. S. Chatham MA.
YOUNG, Maynard Robbins, Jr. Bowdoin
1945-46. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Augusta Aug.
18 1925; s. of Maynard R. '22. Served with
USN 1943-44. res. Augusta.
YOUNG, Phillip Taylor, Jr. A.B., M M. Yale
1962. Delta Sigma. Education; b. Milton
MA March 2 1926; m. Nancy Mackay, m.
Catherine Dunning June 16 1966; ch.: Mary,
Thomas, James, Carol, Phillip III. Taft Sch.
Watertown CT (dir. instrumental music
1949-62, chmn. dept. of music 1962-65), exec,
officer sch. of music Yale Univ. 1965-69, prof,
music Univ. Victoria B.C. Canada 1969—
.
Served to sgt. USAAF 1944-45. Co-author: A
Survey of Musical Instrument Collections in
the United States and Canada (1974). res.
Victoria B.C. Canada.* CARY,
Class of 1950
ADAMS, Dwight Hall. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Ins.; b. Westbrook June 2 1928. Ins.
salesman Provident Mutual Life Ins. of Phila.
Portland, res. Portland.
ADAMS, William Bradford, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Springfield MA July 27 1925. res.
Hingham MA.
AKER, James Brooke. A.B. 1949, LL.B.
Harvard 1952. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Norristown PA May 22 1929; m. Dorothy
Sweet April 2 1954; ch.: Stacie, Kendal,
Brooke, Eric. Atty. Smith Aker Grossman
Hollinger & Jenkins Norristown 1954—
.
Served to cpl. USA 1952-54. Contbr. res.
Norristown PA.*
AKERET, Robert Ulrich. A.B. cum laude,
Ed.D. Columbia 1956. Alpha Delta Phi.
Psychology; b. Zurich Switzerland Dec. 29
1928; m. Ann Klem June 23 1950; ch.: Kim,
Julie, Liza, Teal. Psychologist (Columbia Univ.
1953-56, City Coll. NYC 1956-59, V.A. hospital
Montrose NY 1959-60), psychoanalyst NYC




Educational Testing Service Princeton NJ, past
pres. Assn. of Psychoanalytic Psychologists
1969. Recipient: certificate William Alanson
White Inst. 1966. Author: Not by Words Alone
(1972), Photoanalysis (1973). res. NYC*
ALCORN, Paul, Jr. Bowdoin 1947-48. b.
Lincoln NE Jan. 24 1925. res. unknown.
ALDEN, Richard Forrest. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Boston May 9 1926; s. of Dwight M. '21;
m. Margaret Scott Feb. 5 1959; ch.: Elizabeth,
Melissa, Richard Jr. With Middlesex County
Nat. Bank MA 1950-60 (Reading 1952; asst
mgr. Billerical 1952-59, N. Reading 1959-60).
Served to s/sgt. ACUSA 1944-46, served with
USAF 1950-52. d. N. Reading MA Feb. 2
I960.*
ALEXANDER, Adolphe. A.B. 1951. b.
Waltham MA Dec. 24 1922. res. Bridgewater
MA.
ALLEN, Emil William, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Pratt Inst. 1952. Kappa Sigma. b.
Raymond NH March 4 1926; m. Anna
Coviello; ch.: Mark, Megan, Rachel. With
public library Brooklyn NY, with Fergusen
Library Stamford CT, asst. librarian N.H.
State Library 1956-64, N.H. state librarian
1964-75. New Eng. Library Assn. (treas. & dir.
of exhibits 1958, pres. 1966), Library
Foundation of N.H. (exec, sec, dir.), 2nd
v.pres. Am. Library Trustees Assn., pres. N.H.
Memorial Soc, trustee Concord NH Hospital,
dir. (Saban Electric Corp. Warner NH,
Concord Mental Health Center), chmn. (New
Eng. Interstate Library Compact Board
1969-72, Warner Town Budget Committee).
Served to sgt. ACUSA 1944-46, served with
USAF 1950-51. Recipient: spec, award for
outstanding service by N.H. Library Trustee
Assn. 1975. d. Concord NH May 16 1975.*
ALLEN, Robert Watson. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1952. Beta Theta Pi. Industrs
management; b. Cambridge MA Jan. 25 1929;
m. Ann Stevens May 17 1958; ch.: Dansie.
Scott, Andrew. W. R. Grace & Co. (salesman
Dewey & Almy Chem. div. Cambridge
1954-55, Chicago IL 1956; asst. to v.pres.
Cambridge 1957-58; product mgr. container
products Canada 1958-62: marketing & sales
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development Cryovac div. Duncan SC
1962-66, asst. treas. 1967-71; general mgr.
Grace Distribution Services Duncan 1972
—
).
Member board of dir. (Rocky Mt. NC Cord
Co. 1968
—
, Council for Spartanburg County
1968-74, Spartanburg County health Planning
Comm.), Charles Lea Center for Rehabilitation
& Spec. Education (member board of dir.
1968-75, pres. 1974). Served to sgt. USA
1952-54. res. Spartanburg SC.*
ANDERSON, Ralph Ransom. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Cambridge MA Sept. 29 1928.
res. Los Angeles CA.
ANDERSON, William Wood. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. Me. Orono 1967. Sigma Nu.
Education; b. Hartford CT July 18 1925; m.
Edith Jordan Nov. 2 1949; ch.: Mark '74.
Social caseworker State of Me. Caribou
1949-51, teacher elementary sch. Caribou
1951-55, cadet teacher supervisor Univ. Me.
Presque Isle 1955-56, teacher jr. high sch.
(Loring Air Force Base 1956-60, Old Town
1961-62, also asst. principal Brewer 1962-70),
principal elementary sch. Brewer 1970—
.
Abnaki Girl Scout Council (member board of
dir., 3rd v.pres.). Served to PO/3 USN 1943-46.
res. Castine.*
ANDREWS, Frederick Charles. A.B., M.D.
Tufts 1953. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b.
Farmington Aug. 13 1925; m. Gloria Larsen
Aug. 27 1946; ch.: Philip, John, Sara, David.
Intern City Hospital Springfield OH 1953-54,
resident Halifax Dist. Hospital Daytona Beach
FL 1954-55, pvt. practice Mt. Dora FL 1955—
Waterman Memorial Hospital Eustis FL (staff
1955— chief obstet. service 1960-64 &
1969-74, chief of staff 1964-68). Lake County
Med. Soc. (past pres., past sec), Fla. Acad, of
General Practice (pres. 1967-68, v.pres.
1966-67), Fla. Med. Assn. (v.pres. 1973—;
chmn. council on specialty medicine; member
advisory committee, intermediary & ins.
committee), medical dir. Medic Homes Inc.,
member board of dir. (Bank of Mt. Dora, Am.
Capcer Assn. Lake County, teacher vocational
tech. sch. Eustis, founding chmn. (Project
Responsibility, Lake County Family Health
Council), First United Methodist Church Mt.
Dora (chmn. finance committee, board
member), Boy Scouts (finance chmn., pres.
1970 Central Fla. Council; member advisory
committee S.E. region; rep. Nat. Council),
member board of governors United Fund of
Lake County, Mt. Dora (city councilman
1964-65, city physician), Lake County
Republican exec, committee (precinct chmn.
1972—, member board of dir. 1973—),
diplomate Am. Board of Family Practice 1970.
res. Mt. Dora FL.*
ANNIS, Ellis Keene. A.B. Psi Upsilon. 1962
capital campaign worker. Occ. unknown; b.
Columbus OH July 30 1925; m. Susan Power;
ch.: Keene, Nicole, Sarah. With Annis-Morrill
Corp., with Porsche-Audi Natick MA. res.
Dover MA.
ARNOLDY, Harold Isaac. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Advt; b. Boston Dec. 31 1925; m.
Donna Brown 1956; 3 children. With West
Weir & Bartel Advt. Agency, merchandising
mgr. Owens & Corning Fiberglass, advt. &
promotion dir. U.S. Plywood NYC. Served to
s/sgt. USAAF 1944-46. res. Englewood NJ.
ATTRIDGE, Thomas Wilkinson, Jr. A.B. 1948.
Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Aerospace management & engineering; b.
Boothbay Harbor Sept. 7 1923; m. Edith
Clarke July 22 1944; ch.: Margaret, Anne,
Katharine. Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corp. Bethpage NY (flight test engineer
1949-51, production test pilot 1951-54,
engineering test pilot 1954-63, program mgr.
1963-67, vehicle dir. lunar module 3 1967-69),
v.pres. Grumman Ecosystems Corp. Bethpage
1970-74, exec, staff Grumman Aerospace




environmental board Glen Cove NY 1973—
.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1941-45; awarded Air
Medal, Letter of Commendation. Vehicle dir.
1st manned spacecraft 1967-69. res. Glen Cove
NY.*
ATWOOD, Ralph Merle. A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. Orono. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Topsham Sept. 19 1925; m.
Simone Pinette June 28 1947; ch.: Linda,
Robert, Karen. Town of Oakland (teacher &
coach 1950-63, principal high sch. 1963-65,
supt. S.A.D. 47 1965
—
). Past pres. Lions Club
Oakland, town council member Oakland 3 yrs.,
council member St. Theresa's Parish. Served
PO/2 USN 1943-46. res. Oakland.*
AUTEN, Charles Stuart. Bowdoin 1946-48.
Delta Upsilon. Self-employed automobile
sales; b. Cass City MI May 7 1927; s. of
Meredith B. '12; m. Loisjean Jersey Sept. 14
1949; ch.: Jill, Barbara. Prop. & mgr. Auten
Motor Sales Cass City 1949—. Dir. (C. of C.
Cass City, Cass City State Bank, Ford Dealers
Advt. Committee, Hills & Dales Hospital),
trustee Presby. Church. Served to PO USN
1945-46. res. Cass City ML*
BABALLAN, Peter Terry. Bowdoin 1947-48.
Kappa Sigma. b. Paris France March 29
1927. res. unknown.
BADGER, Richard Lewis. Bowdoin 1946-47.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston Dec. 10 1928; s. of
Joseph L. '20. res. Jackson NH.
BAILEY, Jackson Holbrook. Bowdoin 1946-47.
b. Portland Sept. 22 1925. res. unknown.
BAK, Joseph John. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Lewiston March 28 1922. res. Cape Elizabeth.
BAK, Mingun. A.B. Industry management;
b. Yongam Korea March 28 1928; m.
Wilhelmina Veldhuizen Jan. 1954; ch.:
Marianne, Julianna. Office mgr. Care Inc.
Seoul Korea 1955-60, sales mgr. Hae Nin
Commerce Co. Seoul 1960-64, pres. Seoul
Heavy Industry Co. Inc. 1965— , chmn. & pres.
Do Bong Hyd. Co. Seoul 1969— dir. Seoul





). Board member Ai Kwang Won
social & med. institution Kojedo Korea, res.
Seoul Korea.*
BAKER, Winslow Furber. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1953, Ph.D. Columbia 1957,
D.Sc. Allegheny Coll. 1975. Physics; b.
Brockton MA Sept. 6 1927; m. Ursula Oelker
Aug. 12 1967; ch.: Stephanie, Natalie. Physicist
(Columbia Univ. 1957-59, Brookhaven Nat.
Lab. Upton NY 1959-64, European
Organization for Nuclear Research Geneva
Switzerland 1964-68, Universities Research
Assn. Fermi Lab. Batavia IL 1969—). PFC
USA 1946-47. Contbr. res. W. Chicago IL.*
BALL, Robert Mutty. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Occ. unknown; b. Lincoln Aug. 27 1927. res.
Key Biscayne FL.
BARKER, Robert Redmond. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Phila. PA Jan. 6 1928. res. Devon PA.
BARLOW, James Robert A.B. cum laude,
M.P.A. Princeton Univ. 1954. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker. Univ.
admin.; b. New Haven CT Dec. 23 1926; m.
Nancy Schmalz Dec. 27 1950; ch.: Jacqueline,
Jeffrey, Gregory. U.S. Atomic Energy Comm.
Washington DC (asst. to commissioner
1952-54, exec. asst. div. of organization &
personnel 1954), Atomic Industrial Forum Inc.
NYC (managing ed. & news ed. 1954-59, ed.
Nuclear Industry 1959-63), spec. asst. to dir.
Office of Science & Tech. Washington DC
1963-71, asst. to pres. Cornell Univ. 1971—.
Served to cpl. USA 1945-47. res. Ithaca NY.*
BARNARD, Peter Charles. A.B., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1954. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Sec. of Pres. & Trustees & Overseer ex-officio
1977—. Hospital admin.; b. Cleveland OH
May 16 1925; m. Danuta Mey Dec. 17 1960.
Teacher Univ. Sch. for Boys Shaker Heights
OH 1951-57, Bowdoin (admin, asst. 1957-59,
alumni sec. 1959-66), instr. English Westbrook
Jr. Coll. Portland 1966-67, dir. of development
(Pine Manor Jr. Coll. Chestnut Hill MA
1967-73, Me. Med. Center Portland 1973—).
Am. Alumni Council (dist. 1 conf. chmn.;
member board of dir., nat. chmn. for 2-yr. coll.
1971-73; co-dir. 5th annual inst. in educational
fund raising Pine Manor Jr. Coll. 1971), New
Eng. Assn. for Hospital Development (dir.
1973-76, pres. 1976-78). Regional v.pres. New
Eng. Nat. Assn. for Hospital Development
1976-78, trustee Waynflete Sch. 1976—,
advisory trustee Greater Portland Landmarks
1977—
. Served to seaman 2/c USN 1943-46.
res. Freeport.*
BARRETT, Bruce William. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Topsham July 30 1924. res.
Wellesley MA.
BARRETT, Charles Henry. A.B. 1949. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lynn MA June 1919. res.
Lynchburg VA.
BARRON, William Richmond. A.B. b.
Bridgeport CT Sept. 11 1928. res. Tewksbury
CT.
BARTON, Bernard Douglas. A.B. 1949. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign area chmn.
Food processing & marketing; b. Winston
Salem NC May 21 1928; m. Doris Brown Dec.
1 1950; ch.: Katherine, Elizabeth, Douglas,
Darcy. With Vision magazine Vision Inc. NYC
1949-51, with Look magazine Cowles
Publication Co. NYC 1951, product mgr.
General Mills Mnpls. MN 1954-62, dir.
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corporate new products marketing Green
Giant Chaska MN 1962-76, founder & pres.
Metropolitan Pollution Packer St. Paul MN
1976—. Served to cpl. USMCR 1952-54. res.
Wayzata MN.*
BEAHM, William John. A.B. Zeta Psi. Occ.
unknown; b. Englewood NJ May 21 1928.
Served with USN 1950-55. res. Rolling Hills
Estates CA.
BECKLER, Richard Beering. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Revere MA April 7 1921; m. Dorothy
Swift July 22 1951; ch.: Richard, Paul, Karen.
Teacher & coach Ricker Coll. 1949-?,
supervisor community center N. Conway NH
1949-?, store mgr. Kennedy & Co. Wakefield
MA 197-55, teacher high sch. Skowhegan
1955-61. Served to sgt. USAAF WWII. d.
Skowhegan April 20 1961.
BEECH, Fred, Jr. Bowdoin 1947-48. Delta
Upsilon. b. Fairmont WV June 20 1924. res.
unknown.
BEEM, Gordon Ritter. A.B., M.P.H. Yale
1961. Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Health care exec; b. Niles OH Feb.
1 1927; m. Iris Muller Oct. 18 1956; ch.:
Andrea, Mimi, Mark. Agt. Metropolitan Life
Ins. Co. Portsmouth NH 1950-51, maj. Health
Service Admin. USAF 1951-70, administrator
Hall-Brooke Hospital Westport CT 1970-71,
asst. exec. dir. White Plains NY Hospital
1971-74, exec. dir. & member exec, committee
Waveny Care Center New Canaan CT
1974-77. Pres. Yale Univ. Hospital Admin.
Alumni Assn. 1974-76, fellow Am. Coll. of
Hospital Admin. Served with USN 1945-46;
awarded USAF Commendation Medal with 2
Oak Leaf Clusters, various campaign & service
awards. Contbr. res. Weston CT.*
BEKELE, Zeleke. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
b. Addis Abaha Ethiopia May 19 1930. res.
unknown.
BENNETT, Gale Winslow. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Gardner MA July 29 1928. res. Holden MA.
BENNETT, Herbert Howard. A.B., J.D. &
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1953. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Law; b. Cambridge MA Dec. 18 1928; m.
Elaine Leve June 20 1959; ch.: Peter, Jeffrey.
Atty. Bennett Kelly & Zimmerman Portland
1962—. Dir. (Penley Corp. 1971—; C. of C.
Greater Portland 1975
—
, dir. & member exec,
committee; Casco Bank & Trust Co. 1975),
Assn. of Trial Lawyers of Am. (member board






), Me. State Bar Assn. (member board
of governors 1966-67, chmn. labor law section
1966
—
), Me. Trial Lawyers Assn. (pres.
1964-66, member board of governors), Roscoe
Pound-Am. Trial Lawyers Foundation (trustee
1969, 1st v.pres. 1971, pres. 1972-75), lectr.
labor law Nat. Coll. of Advocary Harvard,
fellow Int. Acad, of Trial Lawyers 1971.
Recipient: Award of Exceptional Merit Assn.
of Trial Lawyers of Am. 1968. res. Portland.*
BERMINGHAM, Eldredge Langstaff. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Management; b. Rye NY March 21
1925; m. Pamela Macrae 1950; ch.: Eldredge,
Stephen, Douglas, Anne, Edward, Carolyn, res.
Sewickley PA.
BERWIND, David McMichael. A.B. cum laude
1951. Kappa Sigma, b. Phila. PA Sept. 13
1927. res. Wayland MA.
BETZ, Arthur Denniston. A.B. 1951. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Albany NY Feb. 18 1929.
res. Kingston NY.
BISHOP, Francis Powers, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1954. Beta Theta Pi. Management;
b. Brunswick Feb. 12 1928; s. of Francis P. '24;
ch.: Bradford, William, Andrew. Dept. mgr.
Procter & Gamble Quincy MA 1954-58,
personnel dir. Chesebrough Ponds NYC
1958-64, mgr. personnel admin. Int. Paper Co.
NYC 1964-69, v.pres. NYC (Organization
Resources Councilors 1969-71, Amerada Hess
Corp. 1972-75), mgr. employee relations Int.
Paper Co. 1976—. Served to cpl. USA 1945-47.
res. NYC*
BLANCHARD, Richard William. A.B. b.
Wollaston MA Oct. 1 1926. res. Winthrop.
BOLLES, Robert Clement. A.B. 1949. Psi
Upsilon. Management consulting; b. Salem
MA Oct. 17 1928; m. Carolyn Browne March 7
1959; ch.: Douglas, Steven, David. Plant
personnel mgr. Dewey & Almy Chem. div. W.
R. Grace & Co. Cambridge MA 1957-58,
professional recruitment admininstrator
electronic equipment div. Raytheon Co.
Wayland MA 1958-60, industrial relations mgr.
semiconductor div. General Instrument Corp.
Woonsocket R.I. 1960-63, personnel dir. Am.
Stock Exchange NYC 1963-65, industrial
relations dir. Consolidated Diesel Electric Co.
Greenwich CT 1965-68, dir. employee relations
Berol Corp. Danbury CT 1968-71, pres. Bolles
Assoc. Inc. Westport CT 1971— . Member
exec, board Wilton Congr. Church. Served to
capt. USA 1950-56. res. Wilton CT.*
BONZAGNI, Arthur Richard. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Communications management; b.
Melrose MA Jan. 21 1926; m. Angela Lopez
April 25 1959; ch.: George, Joseph, Christine,
Paul, Maria. Commercial tire sales Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co. NYC 1950, New Eng. Tel.
Co. Boston 1951— (yellow pages sales, sales
training supervisor, sales supervisor, sales mgr.,
sales planning, nat. yellow pages service mgr.).
Dir. Tel. Credit Union of Boston. Served with
USN 1944-46. res. Lynnfield MA.*
BOSKA, Stanley John. A.B., D.D.S. N.Y. Coll.
of Dentistry 1956. Delta Upsilon. Dentistry;
b. Hudson NH March 16 1927; m. Judith Fisk
May 21 1966; ch.: Pamela, Stephanie, John.
Chemist Vt. Board of Health Burlington
1951-52, oral surgeon Nashua NH 19?—. Pres.
Nashua Dist. Dental Soc. 1962, treas.
bicentennial committee Hudson. PFC USA
1945-46. res. Hudson NH.*
BOYD, Eugene Stanley. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Univ. Rochester
1953. Pharmacology; b. Waltham MA May
11 1927; m. Elizabeth Irish, m. Jean
Osterhoudt, m. Eleanor Hurlbrink May 7 1964;
ch.: Donald, Alan. Dept. of Pharmacology &
Toxicology Univ. Rochester NY Sch. of
Medicine & Dentistry (instr., asst. prof., assoc.
prof. 1953
—
). Elected member Sigma Xi.
Served with USN. Contbr. res. Victor NY.*
BRACE, Jackson Harold. A.B. 1951. Zeta Psi.
b. Seattle WA Oct. 2 1921. res. Seattle WA.
BRACKETT, Richard Furlong. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Port Washington NY Oct. 27
1928; m. Jennie Elliott Dec. 30 1950; ch.:
Geoffrey, Rebecca. With A. C. Lawrence
Leather Co. Peabody MA 1950 & 1953,
commerical lending officer Rockland-Atlas
Nat. Bank Boston 1954-61, asst. v.pres. State
Street Bank & Trust Co. Boston 1961-65,
Security-Danvers Nat. Bank Lynn MA
1965-71, (v.pres., commercial loan officer),
First Safety Fund Nat. Bank Fitchburg MA
1971-73 (sr. v.pres., dir.). Served with USA
1951-53. d. Worcester MA Sept. 29 1973.*
BRADLEY, Wendell Phillips. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Chicago 1952. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Northampton MA Jan. 13 1927. Police
reporter Morning Herald Yakima WA 1950-51,
reporter (city news bureau Chicago IL 1952-53,
Washington DC Post 1953-63), free-lance
writer & author Tilghman MD 1963-67. Served
with USA 1945-46. Author: They Live by the
Wind, contbr. d. Easton MD July 13 1967.*
BRIGGS, Earland Dunlop. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
1954. Theta Delta Chi. Dentistry; b. N.
Anson June 20 1928; m. Jean Parkinson June
25 1955; ch.: Jennifer, Adam. Dentist Marion
MA 1957— . Member conservation comm.
Marion. Served to It. USN 1955-57. res.
Marion MA.*
BRrrTON, Joseph Franklin. A.B., M D. Tufts
1954. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b.
Houlton; m. Catherine MacPhail Aug. 6 1955;
ch.: Joseph Jr., John, Andrew, Scott. General
surgeon Rochester NH 1968
—
, chief of surgery
Rochester Hospital 1975. Served to cdr. USN
1955-68. res. Rochester NH.*
BROWN, Alvin. A.B. b. Jamaica NY Nov. 4
1923; m. Anne Gardner; ch.: Adrienne,
Alison, Anita, res. unknown.
BROWN, Dana Wescott. Bowdoin 1946-48.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Needham MA Feb. 11
1926. res. unknown.
BROWN, Paul Cleveland. Bowdoin 1946-48.
Beta Theta Pi. Municipal govt.; b. Wakefield
MA Dec. 2 1925; m. Gertrude DeWolf; ch.:
Dana, Dianne. With General Electric Co.
Lynn MA, ins. broker self-employed
Barnstable MA, chmn. board of selectmen &
assessor Barnstable. Member (Cape Cod
Planning & Economic Development Comm. 5
yrs.; planning board Stoneham MA 11 yrs.,
Barnstable 6 yrs.). Served to s/sgt. ACUSA
1943-46, USAF 1950-51. res. Centerville MA.*
BROWN, Ralph Clement, Jr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Yacht sales; b. Newburyport MA
Jan. 6 1927; m. Ann Hamlin; ch.: Peter, Cyrus,
Sally, Abigail. Served with USN 1944-46. res.
Ft. Lauderdale FL.
BROWN, Walter Francis. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ins.; b. Somerville MA May 28 1924; m.
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Nancy Nevers Sept. 12 1949; ch.: Betsy,
Bradford. Trainee Ins. Co. of N. Am. Boston
1950-51, Fireman's Fund Am. Ins. Co. (spec,
agt. Manchester NH 1950-54; casualty mgr.
Pittsburgh PA 1955-60, branch mgr. 1960-64,
resident v.pres. 1964—). Served to PO/2 USN
1942-46. res. Mt. Lebanon PA.*
BRYNES, Arnold Yale. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Real estate; b. Portland Nov. 25
1928; m. Phyllis Fink Feb. 18 1951; ch.: Gary,
Bruce. Real estate broker Mark Stimson
Assocs. Portland, res. Scarborough.*
BUMP, Jack Austin. A.B. cum laude, M.B.A.
Harvard 19?. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Accounting; b. Farmington June 1 1928; m.
Geneva Dill Sept. 30 1951; ch.: Jeffrey,
Jennifer, Julie. Norton Co. (staff accountant
Worcester MA 1955-59, chief accountant
1959-64, asst. controller 1965; controller
Behr-Manning div. Troy NY 1965-73,
Grinding Wheel div. Worcester 1973
—
). Pres.
Albany chapter Financial Exec. Inst. 1970.
Served to capt. USA 1945-47, 1951-53. Contbr.
res. N. Grafton MA.*
BUNNELL, Charles Abel. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
1954. Sigma Nu. Dentistry; b. Ft. Fairfield
April 14 1927; m. Joan Ward Aug. 28 1952;
ch.: Diane, Janet, Andrea. Dentist Belfast
1959—. Pres. (Rotary Club 1964-65, Mid-Coast
Dental Soc). Served to It. (jg) USN 1945-46,
1954-55. res. Belfast.*
BURKE, David Francis, Jr. A.B., B.S.F.S.
Georgetown Univ. 1954, Ed.M. Northeastern
Univ. 1956. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Quincy MA May 16 1928; m. Carolyn Chute
June 17 1961; ch.: David III, Gregory,
Kenneth. Teacher & coach (Canterbury Sch.
New Milford CT 1950, Peekskill NY Military
Acad. 1952-53, Browne & Nichols Sch.
Cambridge MA 1954-64, high sch. Quincy MA
1964-75, also head coach high sch. N. Quincy
MA 1975—). Head coach Quincy Jr. Coll.
1969—. Served to sgt. USA 1950-52. res.
Milton MA.*
BURKE, Edward Joseph, Jr. A.B. 1949. Ins.
exec; b. New Britain CT Dec. 8 1926; m.
Martha Patterson Sept. 28 1956; ch.: Daniel,
Thomas, Jeffrey. Spec. agt. (Aetna Casualty
Hartford CT 1949-51, Ins. Co. of N. Am.
Charlotte NC 1951-59), regional product mgr.
Continental Casualty Co. Atlanta GA 1959-63,
pres. Edward Burke Co. Jacksonville FL
1963-69, ins. mgr. Borden Co. NYC 1969-72,
account exec. Marsh & McLennan Inc. NYC
1972—. Served to ensign USN 1944-46. res. W.
Orange NJ.*
BURKE, Lawrence Morrill, Jr. A.B. 1949,
A.M. Univ. Wash. 1950, Ph.D. Columbia 1970.
Zeta Psi. Education; b. Portland Sept. 13
1925; m. Elizabeth Craddock Sept. 1950, m.
Polly Blake April 15 1971; ch.: John, Cameron,
Elizabeth, Andrew, William, Seth, Allison.
Salesman Hoyden Stone & Co. Boston, NYC
& Portland 1951-53; instr. (Univ. N.H.
Durham 1953-57, high sch. Hanover NH
1957-58); Univ. Me. Portland (asst. prof.
1959-69, assoc. prof. 1970—). Trustee public
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library Falmouth 1965-67. Served to cpl. USA
1943-46. res. Falmouth.*
BURNELL, Davis Leighton. A.B. 1951, Ed.M.
Univ. Me. 1959. Zeta Psi. Education; b.
Portland March 31 1927; s. of Thornton L. C.
'24; m. Virginia Seals Dec. 22 1951, m.
Suzanne Miller Aug. 15 1964; ch.: Janet, Lynn,
Timothy, Charles, Nancy. Adjustor Motors
Ins. Corp. General Motors Corp. 1953-54,
teacher S.A.D. Farmington 1955— . Pres.
Sandy River Teachers Assn., member sch.
board New Vineyard 1965-66. Served to cpl.
USA 1951-53. res. Farmington.*
BURNS, Richard Francis. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Portland Sept. 6 1925. res. Falmouth.
BUTLER, John Joseph, Jr. A.B. b. Lewiston
Dec. 11 1924. res. Rochester MI.
BUTTNER, Richard Emerson. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Plymouth MA Oct. 16 1928. res.
Hendersonville NC.
CARLEY, Robert Irving. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Communications consulting; b. Newton MA
Oct. 16 1924; m. Florence Smith July 30 1948,
m. Mary Anne Barbour Dec. 1 1973; ch.:
Peter, Jeff, Jody, Scott, Dierdre, Lauren, Greg,
Gail. Mgr. Grand Union Schenectady NY
1950-51, sales mgr. New Eng. Tel. & Tel.
Boston 1951-68, pres. Carley Assoc. Inc.
Hingham MA 1968— . Member (board of dir.
C. of C. Scituate MA, Republican town
committee 1958-68), chmn. Heart Fund
Scituate 1958, dir. United Fund Greater
Boston 1960. Served to It. cdr. USN 1943-46.
res. Braintree MA.*
CARMICHAEL, William Smith. A.B. cum
laude. Psi Upsilon. Management; b.
Portland Aug. 10 1925; m. Barbara Sawyer
Jan. 22 1945; ch.: Bruce, Nancy. Teacher high
sch. (Houlton 1950-51, Bath 1951-53),
supervisor of personnel Mutual of N.Y.
Syracuse NY 1953— . V.pres. & member board
of dir. Admin. Management Soc. 1968-73,
exec. United Way 1968-70, chmn. sustaining
membership drive Boy Scouts of Am. Manlius
NY 1970, v.pres. board of education Herricks
1959-62. Served to PO/2 USN 1943-46. res.
Manlius NY.*
CARNEY, Harry Beahan, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Business; b. Seattle WA July 8 1924;
married; ch.: Thomas, Amy. Business
developer Merrymeeting Community Action
Brunswick, res. Brunswick.
CARRUTHERS, Charles Woodside. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1949; M.S.
Northeastern 1961. Education; b. Brunswick
March 31 1919; s. of Charles T. '88; m.
Maureen Sheils Dec. 22 1953; ch.: Peter,
Caitlin. Instr. Bates Coll. 1950-52, teacher high
sch. Brunswick 1952-53, instr. Bowdoin
1953-54, Raytheon Co. Bedford MA 1954-65
(section head, chief engineer, dept. head),
teacher high sch. Brookline MA 1965-66, prof,
electronics tech. Mass. Bay Community Coll.
Watertown 1966— . Member board of mgr. N.
Suburban YMCA. Served to PO/2 1943-45.
res. Burlington MA.*
[1950]
CATLIN, Edgar Seymour, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Ret.; b. Portland June 28 1927; m. Sharon
Brassey-Brierley; ch.: Edgar III, Daniel,
Deirdre, Shelagh, Peter. Served to It. USN
1950-52. res. Brunswick.*
CATLIN, Kenneth Elliot. A.B. Sales
Management; b. Brunswick Aug. 13 1923; m.
Madelyn Thurston June 15 1946; ch.:
Kenneth, David. Salesman Downeaster Inc.
Portland 1950-55, Fafnir Bearing Co. New
Britain CT (sales correspondent 1955-58, asst.
div. mgr. 1958-65, mgr. marketing services
1965-73, mgr. sales admin. 1973
—
). Served to
chief QM USN 1942-46. res. Kensington CT.*
CHAPMAN, 'Thomas Robert. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Syracuse NY Jan.
29 1926; s. of Arthur B. '17. Social case worker
Oswego County Welfare Mexico NY 1951-63.
Member vestry St. James Epis. Church Pulaski
NY. Served to cpl. USA 1944-46. res. St.
Petersburg FL.*
CLARKE, Percy Truman, Jr. Bowdoin
1947-49. Chi Psi. b. Ellsworth July 28 1928.
res. Bangor.
CLAY, James Powell, Jr. A.B. 1951.
Communications management; b. Coronado
CA Nov. 7 1928; m. Nov. 10 1951; ch.:
Catherine, Michael, James. Ins. examiner
Government Employment Ins. Co.
Washington DC 1953-55, Hutchinson MN Tel.
Co. 1955— (dir., v.pres., asst. mgr.). Deacon St.
John's Epis. Church. Served to 2nd It. USMC,
USA 1951-53. res. Hutchinson MN.*
COFFIN, James William, III. A.B. 1949,
M.A.T. Harvard 1951. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Education; b. Brunswick Jan. 21
1925; m. Barbara Hall Oct. 26 1946; ch.:
William, James, Carolyn. Teacher (Ashland
NH 1949-50, Malone NY 1951-54), town of
Lexington MA (teacher 1954-62, counselor
1962—). Served with USN 1943-46. res.
Lexington MA.*
COGAN, Geraid Lee. Bowdoin 1946-48,
D.M.D. Univ. Ore. Portland 1953, B.S. Univ.
Ore. Eugene 1961. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Dentistry; b. Bath Oct. 7 1929; m. Zadell
Myerson Dec. 25 1952; ch.: Laurie, Marjorie,
Deborah, Daniel. Dentist self-employed
Portland OR 1953—. Pres. (Ore. Soc. of
Dentistry for Children 1959-60, Congregation
Neveh Shalom 1974-75), board member
(Friendly House Community Center Portland
1962-64, Am. Civil Liberties Union of Ore.
1964-68), member Multnomah County Welfare
Advisory Committee 1960-62. Served to 1st It.
USA 1953-55. Started 1st prepaid per capita
dental plan in Pacific NW 1970. res. Portland
OR.*
COLETTI, Noel Vincent. A.B., Ed.M.
Northeastern 1954. Sigma Nu. Engineering;
b. Bronxville NY Feb. 19 1927; m. Constance
MacDonald March 15 1952; ch.: Noel Jr.,
Judith, Sarah, Ellen, Charles, Amy. Quality
control source inspector Aerojet-General Corp.
Downey CA 1961-63, quality control
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supervisor Newton-New Haven Co. W. Haven
CT 1963-65, ins. agt. Aetna Life & Casualty
New Haven 1965-66, quality control supervisor
CT (High Standard Mfg. Hamden 1966-72,
General Hypodermic Plainville 1968-72), sr.
quality control engineer Chesebrough-Pond's
Clinton CT 1972—. PFC USAF 1945-46, 1951.
res. Madison CT.*
COLWELL, Lawrence Stanley. A.B. cum
laude. Retail management; b. Portland May
17 1923; m. Claire Connolly Sept. 22 1968; ch.:
Joan, Elizabeth. Jordan Marsh Co. (asst. buyer
Boston 1950-57, toy buyer 1957-66; branch
general mgr. Brain tree MA 1966-70, Warwick
RI 1970—). Served with USN 1942-45. res.
Duxbury MA.*
CONDON, Stephen Douglas. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Yale 1953, Ph.D. Yale 1958. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Pasadena CA March 30 1924; m.
Mildred Young March 17 1951; ch.: Marion,
Judith, Marcia. Instr. French Yale 1951-53,
teacher Taft Sch. Watertown CT 1953-54, asst.
prof, romance lang. (Fisk Univ. Nashville TN
1954-58, Lehigh Univ. Bethlehem PA 1958-60,
Bucknell Univ. Lewisburg PA 1960-65). Served
with USA 1943-46. d. Lewisburg PA Oct. 1
1965.*
CONNOLLY, James Francis. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Broadcasting exec; b. Portland Oct. 2 1947;
m. Eleanor Kelly Oct. 26 1956; ch.: Hillary '80.
Account exec. (Cowles Publications NYC
1950-55, Chicago IL 1955-60; Calif.
Broadcasting Co. San Jose CA 1960-66), sales
mgr. Davis Broadcasting Co. San Jose 1966-68,
v.pres. & general mgr. KGSC-Television San
Jose 1968—. Served to SF/3 USN 1944-46. res.
Menlo Park CA.*
CORYELL, Fred Rollin. A.B. 1949. Zeta Psi.
Ins.; b. Boston June 10 1925; m. Eleanor
Stevens Sept. 29 1951; ch.: Bruce, Steven.
C.P.C.U.; marketing rep. Aetna Ins. Co.
Hartford CT 1949—. Scoutmaster & chmn.
Boy Scouts of Am. 1956-70, trustee Presby.
Church 1964-66, state delegate United Church
of Christ 1971-73 & 1975-78. Served to cpl.
USAAF 1943-46. res. Newburyport MA.*
CRESSEY, Walter Churchill. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Sales; b. Portland July 18 1924; s. of
George F. '12; m. Janis Cook Sept. 9 1950; ch.:
George II, Kimberlee. Prop. Snowdon Motor
Co. Kennebunk 1956-70, sales & service rep.
Day Brothers Auburn MA 1971— . Corporator
Kennebunk Savings Bank, past board member
(zoning & planning Kennebunk), member Me.
Dept. of Education Sch. Bus Safety
Committee. Served to m/sgt. USA 1943-46. res.
Kennebunk.*
CROCKFORD, Robert Bruce. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Boston April 16 1927. res.
unknown.
CROSS, Kenneth Lawrence. A.B. Zeta Psi.
State govt.; b. Brunswick Oct. 7 1926; m.
Janis Moore June 13 1964. Trainee U.S.
Gypsum Co. Lisbon Falls 1950-51, quality
control mgr. Hudson Pulp & Paper Co.
Augusta 1951-68, converting supt. (Statler
Tissue Corp. Augusta 1968-69, Diamond Int.
Corp. Old Town 1969-70), State of Me. (sales
tax examiner Bangor 1972-73; motor vehicle
sales tax supervisor Augusta 1973-74, asst. tax
assessor 1974
—
). Trustee Old S. Congr. Church
Hallowell 1965-68, member advisory
committee Hudson Pulp & Paper profit sharing
retirement fund 1966-68. Served to s/sgt. USA
1945-46. res. Augusta.*
CROWELL, Christopher Chase, Jr. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Construction, design; b. Webster MA
July 12 1924; m. Doris Marchalleck Dec. 30
1950; 3 children. Partner Swiedler Bldg. Co.
Weston MA. Served to 1st It. ACUSA 1943-46;
awarded Air Medal, Bronze Arrowhead, res.
Wayland MA.*
CURRIE, Francis Runnels. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Brockton MA March 16 1929. res. E.
Bridgewater MA.
CURRIER, Robert Sherman. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Safety management; b. Beverly
MA Aug. 21 1928; m. Virginia Fiske March 20
1954; ch.: Susan, Cynthia, Patricia. Boston &
Me. Corp. (various positions engineering dept.
Boston 1950; cost engineer Boston 1953; safety
& fire protection agt. Dover NH 1953-56,
Greenfield MA 1957-66; supervisor Boston &
N. Billerica MA 1967-73; mgr. N. Billerica
1973
—
).. Member (town meeting 1955-56,
advisory board Community Coll. 1955-59,
mayor's advisory committee 1974-75), pres.
Lions Club 1956-57. Served to sgt. USA
1950-52. res. Beverly MA.*
CURTIS, Joshua Walton, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma. Education;
b. Portland Feb. 6 1925. Teacher jr. high sch. S.
Portland 19?— . Past pres. Teachers Assn. S.
Portland. Served to t/sgt. USA 1943-46. res. S.
Portland.*
DANFORTH, Philip Fowler, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Banking; b.
Lawrence MA Nov. 13 1928; m. Phyllis Day
June 30 1956. Rockland-Atlas Nat. Bank
Boston (credit analyst 1950, audit clerk
1953-54, credit analyst 1954-56, asst. branch
mgr. 1956-60), New Bedford MA Inst, for
Savings (corporator, asst. treas. 1961-71; treas.
1971—). Dir. (K-D Wood Products Co., New
Bedford Symphony Orchestra, Regional
Symphonic Band), past dir. Jr. Achievement,
past treas. United Fund of Greater New
Bedford, campaign treas. Inter-Church
Council. Served to sgt. USA 1950-53.
Recipient: awards Inter-Church Council &
United Way. res. New Bedford MA.*
DARCY, Cornelius Paul. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
Biddeford July 14 1928. res. Westminster MD.
DAVIDSON, Hobart William. Bowdoin 1947.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Lewistown PA April 10
1926. res. unknown.
DAY, Edward John. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Medicine; b. New Haven CT July 31 1925.
Gynecologist W. Haven CT. res. Woodbridge
CT.
DEMETRIADES, Sterge Theodore. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. M.I.T. 1951, M.E.
Calif. Inst. Tech. 1958. Business exec; b.
Athens Greece June 30 1928; married; 3
children. Research engineer M.I.T. 1951-53,
ordnance engineer ballistic research dept. labs.
USA Ordnance Corps. 1953-54, research
engineer Lear Inc. 1954-55, astronautical dept.
Aerojet-General Corp. 1958-59, Nortrop Corp.
(head space propulsion & power lab. 1960-62,
head plasma labs. 1962-63), chief scientist
research labs. Rocket Power Inc. 1963-64, pres.
& dir. research STD Research Corp. 1964
—
,




1955-62, Air Logistics Corp. 1958-59, Hughes
Tool Co. 1959-60, Marguardt Crop. 1960,
McGraw-Hill Inc. 1961—, Jet Propulsion Lab.
Calif. Inst. Tech. 1962-63, advanced group
aeronautical research & development NATO
summer 1963, space science lab. Litton
Industries Inc. 1963-64; assoc. fellow Am. Inst.
Aeronautics & Astronautics, res. Sierra Madre
CA.
DEMISSIANOS, Harry Vasili. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, b. Paris France
Jan. 16 1928. res. Kalamazoo MI.
DONAN, James Colby. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Montclair NJ May 26 1924; m.
Margaret Horan Dec. 19 1959 (2nd marriage),
m. Madeline Martin Feb 20 1966; ch.:
Cynthia, James. With Esso Stand & Oil Co. NJ
1949-50, asst. branch mgr. First Nat. City Bank
of N.Y. NYC 1958-59, Chase Manhattan Bank
NYC (asst. treas. 1961, asst. v.pres. 1964-67),
prop. Lighthouse Stereo & Photo Center
Lighthouse Point Miami FL 1967-69. Served to
capt. ACUSA 1942-45, 1950-?; awarded
Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal, Purple
Heart, d. Miami FL Jan. 15 1969.
DORSEY, Frank Donald, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Syracuse Univ. 1960, M.S. Simmons Coll.
1964. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Portland May 16 1928. Teacher (high sch.
Falmouth 1956-67, Univ. Me. Gorham
1967—). PFC USA 1950-52. res. Freeport.*
DOUGLAS, Charles Brian Morton. A.B. 1951.
Psi Upsilon. b. Pachnca Hidalco Mexico
Sept. 15 1929. res. Armonk NY.
DRUMMOND, Ainslie Hayden, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Hofstra Univ. 1957, A.M. Hofstra Univ. 1960.
C.A.S. Wesleyan Univ. 1962. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Editorial management; b. NYC
March 9 1927; s. of Ainslie H. M'20; m. Anne
Codling June 18 1949; ch.: Laura, Ainslie III.
Ins. work, U.S. Food & Drug Admin., chem.
sales 1950-53; teacher Lakemont NY Acad.
1953-55; head science dept. St. Paul's Sch.
Garden City NY 1955-62; Am. Education
Publications Middletown CT 1962-66 (science
writer, ed., sr. ed.); spec, lectr. Wesleyan Univ.
1963-66; sr. ed. Holt Rinehart Winston NYC
1966-67; exec. ed. Encyclopedia Britannica
Education Corp. Chicago IL 1967-68:
ed.-in-chief (D.C. Heath & Co. Lexington MA
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1968-71, sch. science dept. Houghton Mifflin
Co. Boston 1971—). Recipient: C.A.S.
Wesleyan Univ. 1962. Served with USCG 1945.
Author: The Complete Beginner's Guide to
Sailing (1971), Molecules in the Service of Man
(1972), The Population Puzzle (1973), The
Complete Beginner's Guide to Outboarding
(1974), Sailboarding: A Beginner's Guide to
Boardboat Sailing (1974); ed.: A Basis for
Creative Science Teaching; contbr. res.
Bedford MA.*
DUDGEON, Samuel Richmond. Bowdoin
1946-47. Delta Upsilon. b. Holyoke MA
March 9 1926; s. of Harold A. '21. res. Sanford.
DULFER, John Eckhardt. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Boston March 1 1929. res. Mclean VA.
EARLY, David Lane. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Worcester MA July 25 1928. res. NYC.
EASTMAN, Peter Stuyvesant. A.B. 1951.
Education; b. Portland Feb. 1 1927; ch.:
Christopher, John. Head science dept. Rivers
Country Day Sch. Weston MA 1955-60, instr.
& programmer Raytheon Co. Burlington MA
1960-64, tech. writer Honeywell Inc. Wellesley
MA 1964-67, teacher high sch. Wayland MA
1967-68, instr. physics Southern Me.
Vocational-Tech. Inst. S. Portland 1970—.
Served to It. cdr. USNR 1945-46, 1951-55. res.
Cape Elizabeth.*
EDGERTON, Dan Seymour. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Me. (Gottesman Foundation fellow) 1954. Chi
Psi. Management consultant; b. Rutland VT
March 15 1928; m. Elizabeth Pettengill Feb. 14
1959; ch.: William, Jonathan, Louisa. Rogers
Fibre Co. Bar Mills (tech. dir. 1954-67; plant
mgr. Colonial Board Co. Rogers div. 1967-71,
v.pres. & div. mgr. 1971-73), general mgr.
Portland Lithograph Co. 1974-75, projects dir.
Gorham Int. Inc. 1976— . Elected member Phi
Kappa Phi 1954, deacon First Parish Church
Portland 1966-70. Served to cpl. USA 1950-52.
res. Gorham.*
EDWARDS, Allison Chandler. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Banking; b. Auburn Dec. 4 1927; m.
Janice Shane 1952; ch.: Pamela, Lisa, Marcia,
Jonathan. Pres. & treas. Gorham Savings
Bank. Served with USA 1950-52. res.
Gorham.*
EDWARDS, Laurence Merton. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Waterbury CT April 26 1 92 1 . res.
Salina KS.
ELLSWORTH, Philip Fowler, Jr. Bowdoin
1946-47. Alpha Tau Omega. Photography; b.
Windsor CT June 7 1927; m. Carol Jensen
Aug. 21 1954; ch.: June 7 1927; m. Carol
Jensen Aug. 21 1954; ch.: Philip III.
Photographer Hartford CT (Deford Dechert
1947-49, Hartford Times 1947-59), instr. board
of education Windsor CT 1949-55,
photographer Pratt & Whitney Aircraft E.
Hartford CT 1955—. Chmn. (historic dist.
comm., bicentennial comm.), sec. 1st Sch. Soc.
res. Windsor CT.*
FARR, Richard Alton. A.B. Alpha Tau Omega.
Management; b. Augusta March 1927; m.
Alda DeBenedetto 1956. Tech. service mgr.
Baltimore Paint & Chem. Corp. 1970—. res.
Waukegan IL.
FEEHAN, John Gilmore. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Portland June 5 1925. res. Rents Hill.
FILLIETTAZ, Robert Edward. Bowdoin
1946-48. Psi Upsilon. Corporate exec; b.
Sault Ste. Marie MI May 30 1923; m. Jean
Fogg July 14 1944, m. Edith Walker May 17
1969; ch.: Michael, Diane, Debra. Reporter
Portland Press Herald & Daily Kennebec
Journal Augusta 1948-51, with N.M. & Me.
div. U.S. Brewers Foundation 1951-53, dir.
public relations N.M. Motor Carriers Assn.
Albuquerque NM 1953-58, general mgr. Me.
Truck Owners Assn. Portland 1958-61, exec,
v.pres. Tozer-Filliettaz Inc. Miami FL 1961-63,
dir. (Md. Pavilion N.Y. World's Fair 1963-64,
corporate admin. The Sperry & Hutchinson
Co. 1964—). Served to capt. USAF 1943-45,
1950-52; awarded Air Medal with 7 Oak Leaf
Clusters, Battle Star (6). res. Southport CT.*
FOSTER, Curtis Munn. A.B., M B A. Harvard
1952. Delta Upsilon. Management; b.
Beverly MA July 5 1928; m. Ann Antin Feb.
13 1960; ch.: Valerie, Lawrence, Marilyn.
Polaroid Corp. Cambridge MA (supervisor
1953-56, general supervisor 1956-60, dept. mgr.
1960-68, plant mgr. 1968—). Served to 2nd It.
USAF 1952-53. res. Wenham MA.*
FOULKE, Roy Anderson, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Stanford Univ. 1952. Zeta Psi. Foundation
exec; b. NYC Nov. 30 1927; s. of Roy A. '19;
married Sept. 4 1954; ch.: Sarah, Roy III,
John. Various financial capacities 1952-60,
with Salomon Brothers NYC 1960-65, with
Paine Webber Jackson & Curtis NYC 1965-70,
with Financial Services Larchmont NY. Treas.
Zeta Psi Educational Foundation, sec. The
New Eng. Soc. in NYC. Pvt. USA 1945-46. res.
Larchmont NY.*
FRANCIS, Samuel Adams. A.B.
Engineering; b. Oct. 16 1925; m. Margaret
Edwards; 4 daughters. Consulting engineer
Francis Assoc. Marion MA 19?— . res. Marion
MA.
FREEMAN, Charles Thompson. A.B. 1951.
Delta Upstfonr" b. NYC March 30 1929. res.
Augusta GA.
FREESE, John Benjamin. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Financial exec; b. Framingham MA April 2
1927; s. of John B. '17; m. Nancy Hazard Oct.
13 1951; ch.: John, Robert, Christopher.
General Electric Co. (trainee Schenectady NY
1951-54, spec, financial operations Lynn MA
1954-57, controller Cleveland OH 1957-62),
asst. controller Interlake Steel Cleveland
1962-68, mgr. finance & admin. Integrated
Development & Mfg. Chagrin Falls OH
1968-72, v.pres. finance & admin. Jones
Brothers Barre VT 1972-74, with Armstrong
Products Co. Warsaw IN 1974-76, with
Polymer Industries Greenville SC 1976—
.
Russell OH (mayor 1965-69, council member
1962-64). Served to QM/3 USN 1945-46. res.
Greenville SC.*
FRIBERG, Robert Porter. Bowdoin 1946-48.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Phila. PA Aug. 2i 1926.
res. unknown.
GAGER, William Ballentine. A.B. 1949. Chi
Psi. b. Columbus OH April 16 1928. res.
Jacksonville FL.
GALLANT, Roy Arthur. A.B. 1948, M.S.
Columbia 1949. Chi Psi. Writing &
education; b. Portland April 17 1924; m.
Kathryn Dale 1952, m. Harriet Morison July 4
1970; ch.: Jonathan, James. Asst. ed. Boys Life
magazine NYC 1950-51; managing ed.
Scholastic Teacher magazine NYC 1954-56;
Doubleday & Co. (author-in-residence NYC
1957-58, exec. ed. Aldus Books Ltd. London
England 1959-62); ed.-in-chief Natural History
Press NYC 1962-64; free lance author, ed. &
teacher 1964
—
, instr. (Univ. Me. Farmington,
The Hackley Sch. Tarrytown NY, The Am.
Museum-Hayden Planitarium NYC). Chmn.
sch. committee Sandy River Plantation 1975.
Served to 1st It. USAF 1943-46, 1951-52.
Recipient: science writing awards Thomas
Alva Edison Foundation 1957, Boys Club of
Am. 1958, AAAS. Author: science books (35)
including Exploring the Universe, Exploring
Chemistry and Charles Darwin: The Making
of a Scientist, res. Rangeley.*
GARLAND, David Wilber. A.B., LL.B.
Columbia 1953. Beta Theta Pi. 1962 capital
campaign workej. Finance exec; b.
Norwood MA'May 27 1928; s. of Edward P.
'16; m. Natalie Smith Jan. 2 1954; ch.:
Edward, Peter, Dwight. Admn. asst. Old
Colony Trust Co. Boston 1955-58, mgr.
banking dept. John Hancock Mutual Life Ins.
Co. Boston 1958-65, tax dept. Bingham Dana
& Gould Boston 1965-67, trust officer Bay
Bank Norfolk County Trust Co. Dedham MA
1967— . Treas. Wellesley Scholarship
Foundation 1968-72. PFC USA 1953-55. res.
Wellesley MA.*
GATH, Leonard Thomas, Jr. A.B., M.S. Ind.
Univ. 1951, M.S. Ind. Univ. 1952, H.S.Dir.
Ind. Univ. 1953. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Providence RI Oct. 19 1920;
m. Louise O'Brien; ch.: James, Frances,
Elizabeth, Thomas. Grad. asst. Ind. Univ.
1950-52, teacher Jackson MI (Vandercook
Lake Sch. 1952-54, public sch. 1954-58), prof.
SUNY Cortland 1958—. Served with USN
1940-44. res. Cortland NY.*
GAYLORD, William Nichols. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Bridgeport CT Nov. 2 1923. With First
Nat. Bank Westport CT 1951-?, with Conn.
Nat. Bank Bridgeport (asst. mgr., asst. auditor
1956-63, auditor 1963-72, asst. v.pres. 1968,
v.pres. 1968-72). Served with USA 1943-46. d.
Danbury CT March 29 1972.
GIBSON, Ralph Dodge, Sr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Plastics management; b. Melrose MA Oct. 1
1924; m. Sarah Mitchell June 15 1951; ch.:
Marden, Christopher, Robert, Daniel, Ralph
Jr. Credit reporter Nat. Credit Office NYC
1950-51, autitor General Motors Detroit MI
1951-55, product mgr. General Tire Lawrence
MA 1955-61, v.pres. & general mgr. (O. Miller
Assoc. Los Angeles CA 1961-69, Ind. Sheet
Plastic Elkhart IN 1969-72), general mgr.
Paragon Plastics Co. Mansfield TX 197?—.
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Past deacon & trustee several Congr. churches.
Served to 1st It. USAAF 1943-46. res.
Arlington TX.*
GILMORE, Samuel Taylor. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Govt.; b. Pittsburgh PA July 26 1926;
married. With Alleghany Ludlum Steel Corp.,
mfr. div. Greater Troy C. of C. 19?—. Dir.
Capital Dist. Personnel Assn. res. Charlotte
NC.
GINGRAS, Robert Short. A.B. 1949. b.
Montague MA Nov. 14 1920. res. Greenville
Rl.
GOOD, John Edward. A.B. b. Sanford May
24 1927. res. Anaheim CA.
GORDON, Irving Earl. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Management; b. Salem MA
June 24 1925; m. Idarose Silverman Sept. 25
1948; ch.: David '71, Andrew, Lilli Ann '76,
Scott. Merc, self-employed Lynn MA 1948-71,
general mgr. Hoffmans Inc. Lynn 1971—
.
Served to t/sgt. USMC 1943-45. res. Lynn
MA.*
GOWER, Bruce Haskell. A.B. 1949. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Sales; b. Newton MA
March 16 1925; m. Beverly FitzGerald March
20 1948; ch.: William, Beth, Cynthia,
Kimberly. Methods analyst Prudential Ins. Co.
Newark NJ 1949-51, salesman (Old Town
Carbon Boston 1951, Moore Business Forms
Inc. Andover MA 1952—). Served to SFC
USN 1943-46. res. Andover MA.*
GRAFF, Robert Ernest. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland June 4 1923. res. Kennebunk.
GRAHAM, Richard Paul. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Walden MA Aug. 24 1928. res. Coconut
Creek FL.
GREEN, Elliot Rogers. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Sales; b. NYC April 23 1928; m. Shirley
Bachman June 5 1954; ch.: Robert, John,
Julia. Rogers Fibre Co. Bar Mills (asst. branch
plant mgr. 1954-58, branch plant mgr. 1958-60,
sales rep. 1960-62, v.pres. sales 1962-69), div.
sales mgr. Colonial Fiber Co. Bar Mills
1969-76, sales mgr. Jenkins Products Corp.
Bridgewater 1976—
. Cabinet member Christ
Church Kennebunk, trustee Kennebunk Light
& Power Dist. Served to sgt. USA 1951-53. res.
Kennebunk.*
GULIAN, Robert Grasse. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Public relations exec;
b. Cambridge MA June 4 1925; m. Martha
Murray May 5 1951; ch.: Robert, Robin,
Graham, Caroline. Ed. Deposit NY Courier
1955-57, mgr. employee information Corning
NY Glass Works 1957-61, mgr. finance public
relations Am. Can Co. NYC 1961-67, dir.
finance public relations Trans World Airlines
NYC 1967-71, v.pres. eastern operations
Financial Relations Board NYC 1971-74,
v.pres. investor relations Bell & Stanton NYC
1974—. Served to Seaman 3/c USN 1943-46.
res. Riverside CT.*
GUSTAFSON, John Fowler. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Cornell 1954.
Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b. Concord NH
Aug. 30 1928; m. Frances Dame June 19 1954;
ch.: John Jr., Jane. Physician pvt. practice
Chevy Chase MD. Elder Presby. Church.
Served to capt. USA 1955-57. res. Bethesda
MD.*
HAINES, William Alan. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Civil service; b. Lewiston Sept. 4 1928; s. of
Norman W. '21. Management trainee
Equitable Life Ins. Co. Detroit MI 1950,
floater First Nat. Bank of Boston 1954-55,
office mgr. R.C.A. Service Co. Inc. Reading
PA 1955, auditor Title Ins. & Trust Co. Los
Angeles CA 1959-61, accounting supervisor
Occidental Life Ins. Co. Los Angeles 1959-62,
deputy probation officer III Probation Dept.
Los Angeles County 1962— . Served to airman
1/c USAF 1950-53, 1955-59. res. Los Angeles
CA.*
HALLET, Richard Matthews, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, M.B.A. Harvard 1952. Beta Theta Pi.
1962 & 1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.;
b. Boothbay Harbor July 20 1926; m. Nancy
Lange Jan. 21 1956; ch.: Susan, Jennifer. Prop.
& mgr. electronics co. W. Boothbay Harbor.
Served to It. USN 1953-55. res. W. Boothbay
Harbor.*
HAMILTON, Leland Barnes. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Clinton MA May 4 1927; m. Jean
MacWhinnie June 11 1955; ch.: Gail, Scott.
Prop. Hamilton Hardware Co. Clinton
1950-69. Corporator Clinton Savings Bank.
Served with USN 1945-46. d. Clinton MA Jan.
6 1969.*
HAMTON, Walter James. Bowdoin 1946-48.
Delta Upsilon. b. NYC July 19 1929. res.
unknown.
HANSON, Donald Walker. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Providence RI May 29 1927. res. E. Greenwich
RL
HARDY, Condon Clayton. Bowdoin 1947-48,
B.S. U.S. Naval Postgrad. Sch. 1962.
Self-employed; b. Phillips Feb. 27 1928; m.
Marian Therrien June 24 1950; ch.: Arolyn,
Dennifer, Christian. Aviator USN 1948-68, It.
cdr. 1968, construction carpenter Dept. Inland
Fisheries & Game Augusta 1970-73,
self-employed Phillips 1973— . res. Phillips.*
HASKELL, Richard Dean. A.B. 1950. Psi
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Boston Nov. 4
1925; m. Elizabeth Cahill 1958; ch.: Richard,
Mary, Stephen. Exec. dir. Mass. Golf Assn.
Weston 1969— . res. Brookline MA.*
HATCH, Richard Chase. A.B., J.D. Columbia
1953. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Law; b. Houlton Dec. 10 1928; m.
Diana Dahlman June 30 1962; ch.: Douglas,
Brian. Atty. (Burlingham Hupper & Kennedy
NYC 1955-62, The M. W. Kellogg Co. NYC
1962-64), asst. sec. & Washington counsel Air
Am. Inc. Washington DC 1964-67, sec. &
counsel Mohawk Airlines Inc. Utica NY
1967-72, counsel General Electric Co.
(armament systems dept. Burlington VT
1972-74, electronics system div. Syracuse NY
1974
—
). Asst. sec. Air Asia Co. Ltd., elder
New Hartford NY Presby. Church, deacon
Broadway Congr. Church NYC, trustee
Multiple Sclerosis Soc. Served to cpl. USA
1953-55. res. Manlius NY.*
HAWKENS, William Thomas, Jr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Business; b. N. Jay Nov. 1924; m.
Shirley Atwood 1947. With Ethan Allen Inc.
Danbury CT. res. Danbury CT.*
HAY, Richard Charming. A.B. 1949. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston Aug. 30 1926; s. of
Walter F. '20. res. unknown.
HAYDEN, John Lawrensen. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ins.; b. Portland Dec. 7 1928; m.
Suzanne White Aug. 5 1950; ch.: Frank,
Mariella. Underwriter Lansing B. Warner
Chicago IL 1950-55, dist. rep. Kemper Ins.
1955-64, spec agt. Commercial Union Ins.
NYC 1964-68, with Campbell Payson & Noyes
Portland 1968—. Treas. Engine 1 S. Portland
Fire Dept., past pres. Redeemer Lutheran
Church Council, past sec Pine Tree Diabetes
Assn. res. S. Portland.*
HEBB, Angus Gordon. A.B. 1950. Theta Delta
Chi. Exec; b. Cambridge MA Jan. 10 1927;
s. of Edward G. '23; m. Karin Gerhard Dec. 30
1961. Engineer trainee AFCO Coldwater OH
1950-55, sales mgr. Nightingale Baker &
Salisbury Providence RI 1955-58, pres. Am.
Steel & Aluminum Corp. Cumberland RI
1958—. Pres. C. of C. Blackstone Valley RI 1
yr., trustee Citizens Bank of R.I., board
member R.I. (Public Expenditure Council,
Governor's Economic Renewal Program,
Audobon Soc, Save the Bay, Zoological Soc,
Int. Waterfowl Federation), res. Kingstown
RI.*
HENDERSON, Donald Walker. A.B., B.D.
Andover Newton Theol. Sch. 1954. Zeta Psi.
Clergy; b. Fairfield Nov. 19 1927; s. of
Alexander '20; m. Dorothy Thompson June 20
1952; ch.: Peter, Mark, Mary. Minister
(Presumpscot Union Parish Windham 1953-60;




HENRY, Merton Goodell. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. George
Washington Univ. 1955. Alpha Delta Phi.
Alumni Council 1959-61, 1972 capital
campaign worker, Overseer 1963-74, Trustee
1974—. Law; b. Hampden Feb. 4 1926; m.
Harriet Putnam Dec. 20 1954; ch.: Donald,
Douglas, Martha. Historian USA Washington
DC 1950-53, exec. sec. & legislative counsel
U.S. Senator Frederick G. Payne Washington
DC 1953-58, atty. Jensen Baird Gardner
Donovan & Henry & predecessor firms
Portland 1959—. Dir. (S. Portland Bank &
Trust Co. 1971-75, depositors Trust Co. of
Portland 1975
—
), sr. warden Trinity Epis.
Church 1967-73, member standing committee
Diocese of Me. 1970-73, sch. committee
Portland (member 1966-69, chmn. 1969).
Served to 1st It. USA 1944-46, 1950-53.
Co-author: History of Military Mobilization in
the U.S. Army 1775-1945. res. Portland.*
HENRY, Province McConnick. A.B. cum
laude. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ret.;
b. Vinton VA March 2 1912; m. Eleanor Reis
March 10 1951; ch.: Eleanor. Photographer
U.S. Geological Survey Arlington VA & USA
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Map Service Washington DC 1952, with CIA
Washington DC 1952-72, ret. Served to 1st It.
USA 1941-46. Recipient: certificate of merit
CIA. Co-transl.: A Study of Imari Blue and
White Large Plates (1955), Nabeshima Colored
Porcelains (1956); joint patentee photographic
microfilm device 1970. res. McLean VA.*
HERRICK, Richard Eugene, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Univ. Rochester 1962, M.S. Rensselaer
Polytechnic Inst. 1967, M.S. Clarkson Coll. of
Tech. 1972. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Schenectady NY April 11 1928; m. Phyllis
Smith Nov. 26 1954; ch.: Richard, Dean, Seth.
Eastman Kodak Co. Rochester NY (quality
control engineer 1951-53, photographic
engineer 1953-57, statistician 1957-62), teacher
public sch. (Rochester NY 1962-65,
Middleburgh NY 1965-67), prof. SUNY
Agricultural Tech. Coll. Cobleskill 1967—.
Elder United Presby Church 1967-70, pres.
board of education Schoharie 1973-75, chief
radiological defense Schoharie County
1967-75. res. Schoharie NY.*
HESKETT, Leonard Samuel, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Pension consulting; b. Boston June 27 1926; m.
Mary Little June 13 1954; ch.: Amy, James,
Anne, Sara. Teacher Pomfret CT Sch. 1950-52;
sr. consultant Peat, Marwick & Mitchell
1966-68; L. S. Heskett & Assoc. Boston






Methodist Church 1948. Served with USAF
1944-46. res. WelJesley MA.*
HEWETT, Russell Sprague. A.B. 1948. Chi
Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Rockland Dec. 27 1920; m.
Marion Ludwick Aug. 23 1946; ch.: Charles,
Martha. Management trainee & foreman Bates
Mfg. Co. Lewiston 1948-56, Central Me. Power
Co. (lighting engineer Lewiston 1956-65,
property tax mgr. Augusta 1965
—). Winthrop
Congr. Church (chmn. trustees 1967-69, chmn.
board of deacons 1968-70, treas. 1967-73), past
master Ashlar Lodge A. F. & A. M. Lewiston,
chmn. Winthrop (planning board 1973-75, sch.
bldg. committee 1973-75, sch. committee
1976—). Served to t/sgt. USA 1940-45. res.
Winthrop.*
HILL, Douglas Ramon. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Rochester Med. Sch. 1954. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Medicine; b. Portland April 22
1927; m. Lois Ferguson; ch.: Barbara '76,
Nancy, Janet, Linda, Lauren. Family physician
S. Portland 1956— . Pres. Cumberland County
Med. Assn. 1972-74, pres.-elect Me. Chapter
Am. Assn. of Family Physicians 1976. PFC
USMC 1945-47. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
HILLS, Marshall. A.B. cum laude, M.B.A.
Univ. Penn. 1952. Sigma Nu. Management;
b. Boston May 7 1927; m. Joan Meader 1964;
ch.: Laura, Carol, Diane, Douglas, Mark,
Kellie, Thomas. Plant mgr. Inmont Corp.
Winthrop 1973
—
, instr. Univ. Me. Augusta
1968—. V.pres. C. of C. Winthrop 1966, town
mgr. Winthrop 1976. Served with USN
1944-46. res. Winthrop.*
HITTMAIR, Hans. A.B. cum laude. Zeta Psi.
b. Innsbruck Austria Dec. 17 1928. res.
Bethesda MD.
HODSDON, Everett Melvin. b. Abbott May
28 1928. res. Dover-Foxcroft.
HOKANSON, Wolcott Anders, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Harvard
1950. Psi Upsilon. Coll. admin.; b.
Somerville MA March 25 1923; m. Frances
Clark April 5 1947; ch.: Bradley, Clark, Ross,
Kimberly. Asst. to comptroller Yale Univ.
1950-52, business mgr. Adelphi Coll. L.I. NY
1952-53, Bowdoin 1953— (asst. to bursar, asst.
bursar, bursar, exec, sec, v.pres. for admin. &
finance). Member eastern regional advisory
board Canal Nat. Bank Portland, chmn.
prudential committee First Parish Church
Brunswick, Regional Memorial Hospital
Brunswick (trustee, member exec, committee,
treas.), treas. town of Brunswick 1973-75.
Served to cpl. USMC 1943-46. res. Brunswick.*
HOUSTON, Wallace Sawyer, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Me. 1953. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Milo March 9 1929; s. of Wallace S. '22; m.
Eunice Mountain Jan. 13 1952; ch.: Cynthia,
Leslie, Laurie. Teacher high sch. Brunswick
1950-51, professional sales rep. Pfizer Lab. div.
Pfizer & Co. Inc. Brewer 1956-74. Served with
USA 1951-53. d. Brewer June 24 1974.*
HOWE, Archibald Murray, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Petroleum marketing management;
b. Boston March 11 1927; m. Charlene Rogers
April 25 1953; ch.: Judith, Archibald IV,
Constance. Engineering trainee Bath Iron
Works Corp. 1951-53, salesman Sears Roebuck
& Co. Lawrence MA 1953-54, sales rep.
(Tidewater Oil Co. Boston 1954-58, Mass.
Indemnity & Life Ins. Co. 1959, Gibbs Oil Co.
Revere MA 1959-64), wholesale sales mgr.
Astroline Petroleum Corp. S. Portland 1964—
.
Served to PS 3/c USNR 1944-46. res.
Gorham.*
HOWE, Leland Bartlett. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Purchasing; b. Lynn MA July 12 1926; s. of
George W. '11; m. Nancy Pierce Aug. 29 1953;
ch.: Jonathan, Elizabeth, Leland Jr,
Christopher. Construction owrker Pampa TX
1952-53, buyer Polaroid Corp. Cambridge MA
1953—
. Served to QM 3/c USN 1944-46. res.
Swampscott MA.*
HOYT, Gordon Jenkins. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Ins.; b. S.
Weymouth MA Oct. 23 1925; m. Ruth Godwin
June 14 1954; ch.: Gordon Jr., Gail. C.P.C.U.;
v.pres. (Glens Falls NY Ins. Co. 1950-71,
Manhattan Fire & Marine Ins. Co. Stamford
CT 1971—). PFC USA 1944-46. res. Darien
CT.*
HUGHES, Lee Stephen. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Portland Jan. 12 1928; s. of Stephen W. '12.
res. Cape Elizabeth.
HUMPHREY, Ross Linton. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Public relations; b. Portland Aug. 27
1926; s. of Edward '17; m. Sarah Vincent 1953,
m. Emily Khoury June 26 1959; ch.: William.
Store mgr. Kennedy & Co. Cambridge MA
1951-53, general mgr. Vincent Box Co.
Wellesley MA 1953-58, dept. mgr. M. B. Claff
& Son Brockton MA 1958-63, dir. of
admissions Maiden MA Business Sch. 1963-66,
office mgr. C. A. Eaton Co. Brockton 1966-71,
dir. of public relations Stylo Matchmakers E.
Weymouth MA 1971— . Served to SFC USN
1944-46. res. Plymouth MA.*
HUNT, John Hart. Bowdoin 1947. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Washington DC Sept. 18
1930. res. Cincinnati OH.
HUNTOON, Josiah Parmerley, Jr. A.B.
Banking exec; b. Rochester NY Jan. 1 1928;
m. Zelma McCormick April 23 1955; ch.:
Lindsay, Gwendolyn. Apprentice carpenter
McAvoy Construction Co. Oxnard CA
1952-53, with (Huntoon Paige & Co. NYC
1953-56, Ga. Securities Invest. Corp. Atlanta
GA 1956-59), asst. mortgage loan officer
Atlanta (Scott Hudgens Realty & Mortgage
Corp. 1959-61, C & S Nat. Bank 1961-65),
v.pres. State Street Bank & Trust Boston
1966— . Member invest, committee Malmart
Mortgage Corp. Brookline MA, elder & treas.'
Hartford Street Presby. Church Natick MA.
Served to cpl. USA 1950-52. res. Framingham
MA.*
HUPPER, John Roscoe. A.B. summa cum
laude 1949, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard
1952. Zeta Psi. Overseer 1970-84, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. NYC June 16
1925; s. of Roscoe H. '07; m. Joyce McCoy
June 14 1952; ch.: John Jr., Gail, Craig.
Crauath Swaine & Moore NYC (assoc. atty.
1952-60, partner 1961—). Dir. (Legal Aid Soc.
of N.Y. 1970—, Traveller's Aid Soc. of N.Y.
1962—), trustee Allen-Stevenson Sch. 1968—.
Served to t/sgt. USA 1943-46. res. NYC*
HUPPER, Roger Wallace. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. b. NYC May 16 1927. res.
Tampa FL.
HUSS, Philip, Jr. A.B., LL.B. Univ. Penn.
1953. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b. Pittsburgh PA
April 30 1929; m. Patricia Lewis April 26 1958;
ch.: Patricia, Pamela, Penelope, Philip III.
Maxwell & Huss Pittsburgh (atty. 1953-56
partner 1956
—
). Partner East End Mortgage
Co. 1965— , dir. Royal Windsor Apartments
Inc. 1966—, Univ. Club of Pittsburgh (dir.
1968— pres. 1976—), solicitor O'Hara
Township PA 1974-76, treas. Military Order of
WW of Pittsburgh 1975—. Col. USAR 1955—.
res. Pittsburgh PA.*
HUSTVEDT, Stephen Roald. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Art; b. Washington DC May 8 1925;
m. Edith Debevoise June 12 1954; ch.: Peter,
Virginia, Thomas. Buck Printing Co. Boston
(draftsman 1951, head electronics art dept.
1952), artist Capozio-Kenney Studios
Washington DC 1953, teacher Kent CT Sch.
1954-61, head art dept. (Oldfields Sch. Glencoe
MD 1961-68, Simons Rock Great Barrington
MA 1968-70), pres. Annapolis MD (Green
Street Gallery Inc. 1971-73, Hustvedt Studios
Inc. 1973
—
). Chmn. art committee Nat. Assn.
of Independent Sch. 1964-68, Braitmayer
fellow 1966. Served to 1st It. USA 1943-47.
Recipient: 2nd prize Nat. Benedictine Art
Awards 1966. res. Edgewater MD.*
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IRVINE, Challen Waychaff. Bowdoin 1946-47.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Pittsburgh PA Sept. 2 1928.
res. Mesa AZ.
JACKMAN, John Richard, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Admin.; b. Concord NH
June 25 1927; m. Alice Going Sept. 10 1949;
ch.: Richard, Christine. Mgr. trainee F. W.
Woolworth Portland, Manchester NH, Boston
& Taunton MA 1950-52; teacher Emerson Sch.
Exeter NH 1953-55; student Univ. N.H.
Durham 1955-56; teacher & admin. Rectory
Sch. Pomfret CT 1956—. Christ Church
Pomfret (warden, member vestry 10 yrs.).
Served to SFC USNR 1945-46. res. Pomfret
CT.*
JACOBS, John. A.B. Zeta Psi. b. Berlin NH
Feb. 10 1928. res. Berlin NH.
JAUCH, James Albert. Bowdoin 1946-47.
Kappa Sigma, b. Ft. Wayne IN Sept. 1 1927.
res. unknown.
JAUCH, Robert Mathew. Bowdoin 1946, grad.
Ind. Inst. Tech. Kappa Sigma, b. Ft. Wayne
IN Dec. 1928. With N. Am. Aviation, mfr. rep.
1972. Served with USA 1954-57. d. Ft. Wayne
IN June 23 1972.
JAWDAT, Nameer Ali. Bowdoin 1946-48. b.
Baghdad Iraq Nov. 1 1926. res. Orte Scalo
Italy.
JOHNSON, David Pierce. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Boston Sept. 2 1925. res. N. Marshfield
MA.
JOHNSON, Guy Everett, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Business; b. Stonefort IL June 24 1923; m.
Helen Herrick Aug. 22 1934; ch.: Helene, Guy
III, Herrick, Springli, Heather, Pandora,
Athena. Principal high sch. (Webstertown
1950-51, Vinalhaven 1953-55), estate planner
Conn. General Life Ins. Portland 1955-56, asst.
principal high sch. Wiscasset 1956-59, principal
high sch. Bristol 1959-61, educational spec.
NASA Washington DC 1961-63, pres. Marine
Biological Development Harpswell 1963-72,
prop, mechanical clam harvester Harpswell
1972— . Member sch. board Harpswell
1964-67, trustee Lowery Foundation 1967
—
,
pres. Me. shrimp Processors Assn. 1969-70.
Served to It. USA 1942-46, 1951-53. Pioneer
Me. shrimp industry, shipping live marine
specimens, mechanical harvesting of shellfish,
res. Brunswick.*
JOHNSTON, Thomas Donaldson. A.B., J.D.
Harvard 1955. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Ridley
Park PA May 13 1929; m. Nancy Brown Aug.
28 1954; ch.: Thomas, Susan, Richard, David,
Kathryn. Trust officer Cleveland OH Trust Co.
1955-69, v.pres. & trust officer Goodyear Bank
Akron OH 1969-72, partner Financial
Planning Services Akron 1972-75, atty. Miller
& Morris Akron 1976— . Served to capt.
USMC 1950-52. res. Akron OH.*
JONES, Aaron Marshall, Jr. A.B. 1949. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Newton MA Aug. 7 1924. res.
Wiscasset.
JONES, Henry Witte, Jr. Bowdoin 1946-48.
Delta Upsilon. b. Phila. PA Dec. 4 1928. res.
unknown.
JORGENSEN, Robert Roy. A.B. Sigma Nu.
1972 capital campaign worker. Mfg.
management; b. Cambridge MA Jan. 30 1927;
m. Lillian Barrett Sept. 12 1957; Ch.: Michael,
John, Nancy. Crown Zellerback Corp. (various
plant & sales mgr. positions St. Louis MO,
Kansas City MO, Portland OR 1953-63;
general mgr. packaging for N. CA San
Leandro 1963-67, for S. CA Los Angeles
1-967-68), managing dir. Crown-Van Gelder
Plastic Film Industrie N. V. Apeldourn The
Netherlands 1968-73, general mgr. packaging
for S. CA Crown Zellerback Corp. Los Angeles
1973-74, mfg. mgr. Fortifiber Corp. Los
Angeles 1974-76, mgr. mfr. services Acme
Ludlow Packaging Temple City CA 1976—
.
Trustee & overseer Int. Sch. Eerde en
Rhederoord Ommen The Netherlands, elder
First Presby. Church Fullerton CA. Served to
SFC USN 1945-46. Contbr. res. Fullerton
CA.*
JOY, Graham Willard. Bowdoin 1946-49.
Mfg.; b. Newton MA Nov. 21 1928; m.
Susan Bruck Oct. 2 1952; ch.: David, Peter,
John, Jeffrey. With Int. Paper Co. 1954-64,
with New Eng. Container Co. 1964-67, with
Eastern Container Corp. 1967-72, with Caldor
Inc. 1972—. Served with USCG 1951-54. res.
Sudbury MA.*
JOY, John Dolbeare Waterman. Bowdoin
1946-48. Theta Delta Chi. Construction
exec; b. Winchester MA Jan. 5 1927; s. of
John H. '12; m. Lee Leonard May 20 1950;
ch.: Lucy, Peter. Partner & treas. Cape Cod
Ready-Mixed Concrete Co. Brewster MA
19?—. Dir. J. S. Waterman & Sons 1956-59
Rotary Club Orleans (pres. 1970-71, member
board of dir. 1966-71), corporator Five Cents
Savings Bank 1973—. Served to PO/1 USN
1944-46. res. Orleans MA.*
KARALEKAS, Trenton Nicholas. A.B., A.M.
Framingham State Coll. 1967. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Cambridge MA Oct. 28 1924; m.
Georgia Stamatos June 25 1950; ch.: Dorothy,
Susan, Diane. Prop. Blaine Restaurant
Portland 1950-62, teacher public sch. Quincy
MA 19?—. Served to t/4 USA 1943-46. res.
Needham MA.*
KARVONIDES, Constantine. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Biddeford Nov. 29 1928.
res. Biddeford.
KAZANJIAN, Victor Hanford. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1953, LL.M. Boston Univ. 1962.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law; b. Boston June 6
1927; s. of Varaztad H. H'52; m. Phyllis Case
1954; ch.: Victor Jr., Helene, David. V.pres. &
general counsel Boston Edison Co. 1975—
.
Board member Robert Bent Brigham Hospital,
res. Wellesley MA.*
KENNEDY, Richard King. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1958. Delta Upsilon. Medicine; b. Quincy
MA Nov. 5 1929; m. Joan Cunniff 1958; ch.:
Bradley. Obstet. & gynecol. pvt. practice
Brookline MA 1958— . res. Newton Center
MA.
KEYES, Elliot Fuller. A.B. Sigma Nu. Credit
management; b. Newton MA May 2 1928; m.
Edna Corsini Aug. 20 1955; ch.: David,
Jonathan, Ralph, Robert. Credit reporter Nat.
Credit Office NYC 1950-57, asst. credit mgr.
Raytheon Co. Lexington MA 1957-64, credit
mgr. (Rust Craft Greeting Cards Inc. Dedham
MA 1964-67, nat. credit mgr. Warren Brothers
Co. div. Ashland Oil Co. Cambridge MA
1967—). PFC USA 1950-52. res. Auburndale
MA.*
KING, Peter Joseph, II. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Lowell MA July 15 1928; s. of Leopold F. '22;
m. Phyllis Crotty; ch.: Paul, Matthew, Alberta,
Nancy. Housewares buyer Abraham & Strauss
Co. Brooklyn NY 1950-58, with Bissell & Co.
Grand Rapids MI (New Eng. sales mgr.
1958-59; dir. new products, nat. account mgr.
1959-60; dir. marketing 1960-61; v.pres.
marketing 1961-62), marketing dir. spec,
products div. Hammond Organ Co. Chicago
IL 1962, v.pres. marketing Amana I
A
Regrigeration Inc. 1962-63, with Everett Organ
Co. Chicago 1963-64 (asst. mgr. 1963; sales
mgr., v.pres. 1963-64). d. Northbrook IL Oct.
17 1964.
KIRK, James Newton. Bowdoin 1948. Sigma
Nu. b. Eagle Lake Oct. 7 1927. res. Eagle
Lake.
KIRWIN, William James, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, b. Newport RI Jan.
23 1925. res. Newfoundland Canada.
KNIGHT, Everett Leroy. A.B. cum laude.
Coll. admin.; b. Durham July 21 1920; m.
Stella Strout April 9 1944. Oberlin Coll. (grad.
asst. economics 1950-52, accountant 1950-53),
asst. business mgr. Middlebury VT Coll.
1953-57, comptroller & business mgr. St.
Lawrence Univ. 1957-62, dir. coll. univ.
planning Howell Lewis Shay & Assoc. Phila.
PA 1962-66, dir. development Bowdoin
1966-69, v.pres. planning Pratt Inst. Brooklyn
NY 1969-70, consultant in high education
NYC 1970-71, treas. & business mgr. Conn.
Coll. New London 1971— . Treas. Lions Club
Middlebury, pres. Rotary Club Canton NY,
dir. (Rotary Club Brunswick, R.I. Meals on
wheels 1975
—
, C. of C. Brunswick), trustee
Coburn Classical Inst. Waterville, member
advisory committee Conn. Inst, for the Blind
1972
—
, town of Topsham (member zoning
board of appeals, chmn. planning board).
Served to sgt. ACUSA 1941-45. Contbr. res.
Waterford CT*
LaCASCE, Charles Rutter. Bowdoin 1946-47.
Zeta Psi. b. Fryeburg Feb. 11 1925. res.
Fryeburg.
LANGAARD, Christian Karsten. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Tau Omega. b. Oslo Norway
Oct. 18 1927. res. Oslo Norway.
LANIGAN, Vincent Crane. A.B. 1949. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Belmont MA Oct. 3 1920. res.
Milwaukee WI.
LAWLESS, John Wilder. Bowdoin 1946-48.
A.B. Univ. Wash. 1968. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Lewiston Aug. 25 1928; m.
Agnes Cunningham Nov. 10 1957; ch.:
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Kenneth. Radio tech. (Wycliffe Bible
Translators Philippines 1957-65, Tally Corp.
Seattle WA 1965-66), teacher Northshore sch.
dist. Bothell WA 1968—. Served with USN
1948-52. res. Bothell WA.*
LEAVITT, Richard Allan. A.B., A.M.
Wesleyan 1956. Kappa Sigma. Education; b.
Concord NH June 25 1927; m. Jane Miller
Aug. 18 1956; ch.: Judith, Susan, Deborah.
Instr. (Taft Sch. Watertown CT 1950-51,
Litchfield CT Sch. for Boys 1951-52, Milton
MA Acad. 1952-54), grad. teaching asst.
Wesleyan Univ. 1954-56, instr. biology Adelphi
Coll. Garden City NY Mt. Hermon MA Sch.
(teacher biology 1963-69, chmn. science dept.
1969), chmn. science dept. Northfield-Mt.
Hermon Sch. Northfield MA 1970-77. St.
James Epis. Church Greenfield MA (member
vestry 1966-70, licensed lay reader 1971
—
).
Served to PO/3 USN 1945-46. Contbr. res.
Northfield MA.*
LEE, Martin Henry. A.B. 1949. Zeta Psi. b.
Portland Sept. 8 1923. res. Glastonbury CT.
LEITH, Royal Willis, Jr. Bowdoin 1946-48.
Alpha Delta Phi. Business; b. Boston March
4 1929; m. Barbara Bell 1951; ch.: Royal III,
John, Alex. General partner Burgess & Leith
Boston 19?— . Boston Stock Exchange (pres.
1964-65, member board of governors 1970),
dir. Sage Labs. Inc., trustee (Noble &
Greenough Sch., Thoracic Foundation
Memorial), res. Dedham MA.
LEVINE, Manuel. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
b. Cambridge MA May 23 1928. Plumbing
sales mgr. L. Grossman Sons Inc. Quincy MA
1951-57. d. Havanna Cuba Feb. 11 1957.
LINCOLN, Watson Eugene. A.B. 1949. Kappa
Sigma. b. Portland Dec. 12 1921. res.
Wilmington DE.
LINDNER, Brewster. A.B. Alpha Tau Omega.
Civil service; b. Honolulu HI May 21 1925; m.
Theresa Pfnuer 1954, m. Ursula von Pidoll
April 13 1957; ch.: Cornelia, Stephen. Realty
asst. Corps of Engineers USA (Salzburg
Austria 1950-55, Frankfurt Germany 1955-58),
claims examiner State of Idaho Sandpoint
1958-60, realty spec, real estate div. Dept. of
Air Force (Great Falls MT 1960-61, Colorado
Springs CO 1961, Wiesbaden Germany
1961-64, Colorado Springs 1964-70), Nat. Park
Service Dept. of Interior (realty spec. Salt Lake
City UT 1970-71, chief div. land acquisition
Santa Fe NM 1971—). Served to cpl. USA
1943-46. res. Sante Fe NM.*
LINKE, Gordon Fitzgerald. A.B. 1961 & 1972
capital campaign area chmn. Exec; b.
Washington DC Oct. 23 1928; m. Jocelyn
Allan Jan. 11 1957; ch.: Gordon, Allan, Scott,
Jocelyn. Trainee J. C. Penney Co. Amsterdam
NY 1950-51, various positions Merrill Lynch
Pierce Fenner & Smith Washington DC
1953—. Dir. Avon CT Old Farms Sch., trustee
Norwood Sch. Served to capt. USMC 1951-53.
res. Washington DC*
LITTLEFIELD, Joseph Douglas. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Real estate; b. Newburyport MA
Jan. 2 1925. Served to PO/2 USN 1941-44. res.
Ogunquit.*
LORD, John Franklin. A.B. 1949. Delta
Upsilon. Ins.; b. Northampton MA March
27 1926; m. Nadine Phillips June 3 1950; ch.:
Phillip, Christopher, Matthew, Jonathan.
Group rep. Aetna Life & Casualty Hartford
CT 1949—. Served to cpl. ACUSA 1944-46.
res. Baltimore MD.*
LORD, Philip Arthur. Bowdoin 1946-48,
B.S.E.E. Univ. Me. 1955, M.S.E.E. Univ. Me.
1956, M.S.E.E. Univ. Vt. 1975. Chi Psi.
Electrical engineering; b. Hallowell April 17
1928; m. Nellie Oakman Sept. 5 1954; ch.:
Margaret. Int. Business Machines Corp.
(advisory engineer Endicott NY 1956-67;
advisory & development engineer Hopewell
Junction NY 1967-68, Essex Junction VT
1968—). Served to 2nd It. USN 1948-52;
awarded Air Medal Korea 1951. Recipient:
Invention Achievement Award (2) 1966-68,
Outstanding Contribution Int. Business
Machines 1965. res. Shelburne VT.*
LOVEJOY, Charles Waldo, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Invests.; b. Rumford Feb. 28
1927; s. of Charles W. '20; m. Alma Hall 1953;
ch.: Janet. Partner Dominick & Dominick Inc.
Boston 19?—. Served to It. (jg) USN 1945-46.
res. Duxbury MA.
LOWN, Milton. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b.
Utene Lithuania Oct. 24 1926. res. Bangor.
LUND, Anton Morten. A.B. cum laude. 1972
capital campaign worker. Writing; b.
Pittsburgh NY Dec. 23 1926; m. Beatrice
Williams May 20 1972. res. NYC*
LUNDWALL, Edwin Hjalmar. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. New London CT April 21
1924; m. Julia Bean Sept. 1 1949; ch.: Gay,
Linnea, Andra. Checker Narragansett Brewing
Co. Cranston RI 1949, research chemist &
applications engineer Rhee Elastic Thread Co.
Warren RI, apprentice to general mgr.
Lundwall Machine Co. Cranston RI 1951—
.
Served to 1st It. USAAF 1943-46, with
USAAFR 1946-57, with Nat. Guard 1957-58.
res. N. Kingstown RI.*
LUNT, Richard Calvin. A.B. Zeta Psi. b. S.
Portland Feb. 21 1926. res. Chelmsford MA.
LYONS, Thomas Willard. Bowdoin 1947,
B.M.S. Me. Maritime Acad. 1942-43. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Brewer Aug. 30 1924; m. Jean Shaffer
May 29 1949; ch.: Thomas Jr., Patrick, John,
Cathy, Anne, Kevin, Mary. Served to capt.
USN 1944-72 (commanding officer USS
Mississinewa 1966-68, sec. USN War Coll.
Newport RI 1968-69, chief of staff Newport
Naval Base 1969-72), ret. Awarded 15
campaign medals, ribbons & decorations,
Legion of Merit, res. Oxnard CA*
MACOMBER, George Thomas. A.B. 1951.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Augusta Feb. 10 1927; s. of
George H. '11. res. Augusta.
MALONE, Frederick Carroll. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Amesbury MA July 25 1928. res.
unknown.
MARSHALL, John Nelson. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Accounting exec; b. Providence RI
Sept. 11 1928. CP.A.; accountant Ernst &
Ernst Boston 1954-60, controller Pacific
Concrete & Rock Honolulu HI 1961-62, chief
accountant Dillingham Overseas Corp.
Honolulu 1963-67, controller Honolulu Iron
Works 1967-68, Cinerama Hawaii Hotels Inc.
Honolulu 1969— (treas., controller, dir.).
Served to airman/ 1 USAF 1950-54. res.
Honolulu HI.*
MARTIN, Frederick William. Bowdoin
1946-48. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. NYC April
4 1928. res. unknown.
MARVIN, Frank William, Jr. Bowdoin
1946-47. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Cambridge MA
Jan. 7 1926. res. Marblehead MA.
MASON, Lewis Percival. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Strong June 12 1927. res. Bronx NY.
MASON, Robert Broadstreet. B.S. 1948. Beta
Theta Pi. Engineering; b. Boston Feb. 7
1925; s. of B. Henry M'07; m. Jane Bartlett
Aug. 5 1950; ch.: Lizabeth, David, Janice,
Susan. Engineer Plax W. Hartford CT 1948-64,
supervisor Monsanto Co. Stonington CT
1964— . Trustee (Mystic Methodist Church
1960-66, Bethel Baptist Church 1968-70). PFC
USA 1943-46. Patentee (6). res. N. Stonington
CT.*
MATHER, Walter Strong. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Hartford CT Nov. 19
1928. res. Garden City NY.
MAXSON, John Harvey. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Sales; b. Stamford CT Nov. 7 1924; m.
Marilyn Smith April 26 1952; ch.: James,
Jeffery, Lesley, Amy. Various positions Esso
Standard Oil NYC 1951-53, sales Modern
Teleservice NYC 1953-63, v.pres. sales NYC
(Sponsors Film Service 1963-67, also partner
Compass TV Service 1967-70), mgr.
Angus-McKaye Land Co. Ridgefield CT
1970-74, sales George Shaker Real Estate
Bethel CT 1974—. Served to sgt. USAF
1943-46. res. Brookfield CT.*
McAVOY, Robert Earl. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Marketing & sales exec; b. Portland Aug. 24
1928; m. Patricia Gerow Sept. 13 1947; ch.:
Michael, Deborah, Shawn, Betsy, Susan. S. D.
Warren Co. (production supt. Westbrook
1950-53; field salesman Chicago IL 1953-66;
dist. sales mgr. NYC 1966-71; marketing div.
mgr. Boston 1971-73, v.pres. marketing & sales
1973—). res. Wellesley Hills MA.*
McCARTY, Gerald Norby. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Class agt. 1951-66, 1964 & 1972 capital
campaign worker. Sales; b. Boston June 28
1926; m. Priscilla Hubon Sept. 3 1949; ch.:
Jane, Jeremiah. Managing ed. Me. Coast
Fisherman Portland 1950-55, asst. public
relations dir. Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Portland 1956-60, Me. Nat. Bank Pordand
(public relations & advt. dir. 1961-62, v.pres.
advt. & public relations 1963-74), sales Casco
Printing Co. Portland 1975—. United Way
greater Portland (past pres. 2 yrs., v.pres. 2 yrs.,
dir. 12 yrs.), past sec. Advisory Board Esco
research project Univ. Me. 3 yrs., past dir.
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(Portland Museum of Art & Portland
Symphony Orchestra), past member public
affairs committee Me. Bankers Assn., town of
Cumberland (member adjust & appeal board,
conservation comm.; fence viewer). Served to
PO/2 USN 1944-46. res. Cumberland Center.*
McKINLEY, Allan Hugh. A.B. cum laude
1951. Sigma Nu. Corporate planning; b.
Paarl Cape Province Republic of Africa Sept.
19 1923; s. of Alan R. '20; m. Joan Johnson
April 23 1949; ch.: Carol, Alison, Andrew.
General Electric Co. (trainee Schenectady NY
1951-54, business analyst Schenectady &
Bloomington IL 1954-55, sales analyst
Bloomington 1956-61), State Farm Ins.
Bloomington (planning analyst 1961-67, assoc.
dir. management planning 1967-74, asst. dir.
management planning 1974
—
). Lay reader &
member vestry St. Matthew's Epis. Church
Bloomington 1956
— ,
v.pres. & dir. United
Fund 1963-68. Served to It. (jg) USN 1943-46,
1948-50. res. Bloomington IL.*
McNABB, Eugene Dennis. A.B. 1949, B.S. Me.
Maritime Acad. 1957, A.M. Columbia 1953.
Kappa Sigma. Education; b. Biddeford
April 10 1922; m. Helen Spaulding, m. Milda
Dandeneau May 27 1967; ch.: Gene Jr.,
Eileen, David, Paul, Patti, James, Mary,
Richard. Teacher Tabor Acad. Marion MA
1949-51, Horace Mann Sch. NYC 1951-68
(teacher, coach, dean of students), teacher
Shadowschule W. Berlin Germany 1959-66,
asst. headmaster & head of Upper Sch.
Greenhill Sch. Dallas TX 1968-70, headmaster
(Berwick Acad. 1970-71, Riverside Sch. NYC
1971—). Co-prop. White Birches Golf Camp &
Country Club Ellsworth. Served to It. (jg)
1943-45. res. Briarcliff Manor NY.*
McTERNAN, Myles Howlett. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Bridgeton MA Feb. 28 1929. res. S.
Harwich MA.
MEAGHER, John Joseph, Jr. Bowdoin
1946-48. Beta Theta Pi. b. Lowell MA Feb.
27 1929. res. unknown.
MEGATHLIN, Charles Walton, Jr. Bowdoin
1946-48. Sigma Nu. b. Boston Aug. 12 1929.
res. Hyannis MA.
MERGENDAHL, Roger Page. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Newton MA April 7 1928. res.
Wausau WI.
MERRILL, Edward Warren. Bowdoin 1947-48,
1949-50. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Sales; b. Newton MA
Sept. 3 1924; s. of Warren C. '21; m. Rhode
Dion Sept. 9 1950; ch.: Warren. Salesman (Sun
Oil Co. Holyoke MA 1951-56, Nat. Lab.
Hartford CT 1956-62), sales mgr. Clearfield
Cheese Co. Portland 1963—. Served to sgt.
USMC 1942-46. res. Portland.*
MERRILL, Robert Mathews. A.B. Sales &
mfg.; b. Winchester MA May 24 1925; m.
Dorothy Costello June 26 1954; ch.: Robert,
Donald, Linda. Principal Robert M. Merrill &
Co. Reading MA 1975—. Served with USNR
1943-47. res. Duxbury MA.*
MERRILL, Stanley Walker, Jr. A.B., A.M. P.
Harvard 1969. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Banking exec; b. Newton MA Sept. 28
1926; m. Mary Newhall May 21 1955; ch.:
Laura, Stanley, Geoffrey. State Street Bank &
Trust Co. Boston (asst. treas. to sr. v.pres. trust
div. & finance group). Dir. Dead River Paper
Co. Bangor, v.chmn. trust div. Mass. Bankers
Assn., chmn. (sch. study committee Dover
1971-72, finance committee Needham MA
1966-69), member regional sch. committee
Dover-Sherborn MA 1971— . Served to s/sgt.
USA 1944-46, 1950-51. res. Dover MA.*
METHVEN, Donald Guinn. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. Honolulu T.H. March 30
1926; m. Sandra Eager June 23 1951, m. Anne
Kauffman July 23 1962; ch.: Karl, Dale,
David. Timekeeper A. Pew Construction Co.
Atlanta GA 1952-53, The Coca-Cola Co.
Atlanta (ingredient control mgr. 1954
—
,
purchasing & distribution mgr. 1970
—
). Dir. &
treas. Purchasing Mgr. Assn. of Ga. 1973—
.
Served with USA 1944-46, 1950-51. res.
Atlanta GA.*
MILLER, Charles Hawkes. A.B. 1954. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. Briston PA Aug. 27 1928. res.
Sudbury MA.
MILLER, Gordon Hill. Bowdoin 1947-48. Psi
Upsilon. b. Providence RI Nov. 6 1924. res.
Lancaster NH.
MITCHELL, John Albert. A.B., J.D. Harvard
1954. Delta Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Law; b. Tokyo Japan April 23 1929;
m. Sally Lamson March 31 1965 (2nd
marriage); ch.: Mark, Scott, Hilary. Partner
Verrill & Danan 1954— . Town of Cumberland
(selectman 1965 & 1968-70; member zoning
board of appeals 1957-60, charter revision
committee 1971; moderator 1966-67), dir.
Forest City Chevrolet 1962
—
, clerk & general
counsel Me. Blue Cross & Blue Shield I960—,
chmn. med.-legal liaison committee
Cumberland & Me. Bar Assn. Served to sgt.
USA 1951. res. Cumberland Foreside.*
MONAHAN, George Francis. A.B., M.D.
McGill 1952. Medicine; b. Portland Dec. 28
1922; m. Norma Cherichetti Aug. 20 1961; ch.:
George III. Med. officer USN 1952-69, ret. cdr.
1969, general practice 1970-71, med. dir.
General Electric Co. Providence RI 1971-75,
corporate med. dir. Foxboro Co. Foxboro MA
1976— . Chmn. comm. on occupational
medicine R.I. Med. Soc. res. Warwick RI.*
MONTET-JOURDRAN, Yves Edmond Henri
Pierre. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Hanoi
Indo China Sept. 3 1929. res. unknown.
MOORE, Harold Butler. Bowdoin 1946-47.
Kappa Sigma, b. Ellsworth Aug. 2 1929. res.
unknown.
MOORE, Malcolm Soverel. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Orange NJ March 3 1927. res. Los
Angeles CA.
MORRELL, Richard Allen. A.B. Sigma Nu.
1972 capital campaign worker, Alumni Council
1974-78. Exec; b. Portland Dec. 23 1928; s.
of Allen E. '22; m. Eleanor Manning Oct. 21
1950; ch.: Sandra, Deborah, James, Betsy.
Trainee General Electric Co. Bridgeport CT
1950, treas. (Brunswick Coal & Lumber
1953—, Fortin Fuel & Lumber Co. 1959—,
Yarmouth Fuel Co. 1970—). Me. Oil Dealers
Assn. (past pres., dir., member exec,
committee), Me. Nat. Bank (member advisory
board Brunswick, dir. Portland), past dir. New
Eng. Fuel Inst., member Me. State Capitol
Planning Comm. 1973
—
, selectman town of
Brunswick 1966-69, past Me. state rep. &
senator. Served to cpl. USA 1951-53. res.
Brunswick.*
MORRELL, Stuart Bates. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Cochituate MA Dec. 13 1925. res.
Topsfield MA.
MORRIS, Robert Jenkins. Bowdoin 1946-48,
B.S. Va. Polytech. Inst. 1956. Theta Delta Chi.
Engineering; b. N. Plainfield NJ May 30 1929;
m. Jean Strang Sept. 6 1954; ch.: Carol, Scott.
Mgr. mfg. General Electric Co. 1956-69, Atlas
Electronics Corp. (general mgr. Hong Kong
1969-74, dir. Singapore & Malaysia), dir.
operations ITT Transelectronics Hong Kong
1974—. Served to 1st It. USA 1949-53. res.
Hong Kong.*
MORTLAND, Donald Frank. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Yale 1953. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. Searsport Jan. 20
1927; m. Jacqueline Hamilton Aug. 23 1956;
ch.: Deborah, Pamela. Teache8 (Potter Acad.
Sebago 1950-52; high sch. Southwest Harbor
1953-56, S. Portland 1956-57, Searsport
1957-59; The New Hampton NH Sch.
1959-66), instr. to prof. English Unity Coll.
1966—. Served to s/sgt. USA 1945-46. Contbr.
res. Unity.*
MULLANE, John Joseph, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Yale 1953, A.M. Coll. of the Pacific 1959.
Kappa Sigma. 1962 capital campaign area
chmn. Law; b. Lewiston April 17 1928; m.
Marylou Griffin Dec. 31 1958; ch.: Lucy,
Griffin, John, Michael. Atty. San Francisco
CA (U.S. Dept. of Labor 1956, South Pacific
Co. 1957-59 pvt. practice 1959—). Dir.
Scripps-Clemans Inc. 1972— . Served to 1st It.
MCUSA 1953-55. Recipient: Achievement
Award Letterman Army Hospital San
Francisco 1955. Co-author: Professional
Organizations (1970). res. San Francisco CA.*
NASH, Delbert Roy. A.B. 1948. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Sales; b. Lowell MA Feb. 14 1922; m. Jane
Hardee Dec. 22 1945; ch.: David, Judith '78.
Pennwalt Corp. Phila. PA (salesman
1948-1975, regional mgr. 1976—). Served to
capt. USMC 1942-46. res. Dunwoody GA.*
NELSON, Harry Dadmun, Jr. Bowdoin
1946-47, A.B. Univ. Vt. 1950. M.C.S.
Dartmouth 1952. Alpha Tau Omega.
Invests.; b. Hempstead NY April 1 1929; m.
Sylvia Allen July 1 1 1953; ch.: Mark, Suzanne,
Katharine. Asst. to treas. Mergenthaler
Linotype Brooklyn NY 1953-55. institutional
sales & sales mgr. Merrill Lynch NYC 1955-64.
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sales mgr. Salomon Brothers NYC 1964-66, sr.
v.pres. & dir. Dean Witter NYC 1966-72,
institutional salesman Lehman Brothers NYC
1972-73, general partner Neuberger & Berman
NYC 1973—. res. Short Hills NJ.*
NICHOLS, Sidney Spalding. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Textile management; b. Lowell MA April 14
1926; m. Marion Guest Dec. 8 1951; ch.:
Charles, Caroline, Virginia. Trainee Pacific
Mills Lyman SC 1950-51, S. P. Stevens Green
SC (trainee 1951-52, dept. mgr. 1952-56),
Milliken & Co. (dept. mgr. Lockhart SC
1957-60, plant mgr. 1960-65; asst. mgr.
Spartanburg SC 1966—). Dir. First Nat. Bank
Spartanburg branch. Served to 1st It. USA
1944-46. res. Spartanburg SC.*
NICHOLSON, Alfred Douglas. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. N.H. 1969. Chi Psi. Coll. admin.; b.
Boston Aug. 19 1926; m. Elfriede Dagne Aug.
29 1953; ch.: Alexander, Petra, Kirsten,
Jennifer, Bruce. Intelligence officer U.S. govt.
Washington DC 1950-53, teacher & coach high
sch. Sanford 1953-57, admin, asst. Union
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Portland 1957-60, dir.
admissions Tilton NH Sch. 1960-67, asst. dean
of grad. Sch. Univ. N.H. Durham 1967-68,
dean of admissions & scholarships Culver IN
Military Acad. 1968-72, dean of students &
public affairs Dean Jr. Coll. Franklin MA
1972—. Served to SFC USN 1944-46, served
with USA 1950-53, served to maj. USAR.
Contbr. res. Franklin MA.*
NICKERSON, Hiram Hunt. A.B. 1949, A.M.
Columbia 1950, M.P.H. Columbia 1952. Psi
Upsilon. Health services & education; b.
Greenville June 12 1925; s. of Norman H. '16;
m. Eleanor Hatherly June 25 1950; ch.: David,
Virginia. With Mass. Dept. of Public Health
Boston 1952-53, exec. dir. Bangor-Brewer TB
& Health Assn. Bangor 1953-56, dir. of
education Mass. Div. Am. Cancer Soc. Boston
1956-60, health education assoc. Med.
Foundation Boston 1960-68, asst. prof. &
assoc. dir. of regional med. program
Case-Western Reserve Univ. Med. Sch.
1968-71, program spec, in med. care & dir. of
chronic disease program Mass. Dept. of Public
Health Boston 1971—. Soc. for Public Health
Education (member board of dir., pres. N. Eng.
chapter), past member board of dir. Mass.
Public Health Assn., v.pres. New Eng. Health
Education Assn. Served with USN 1943-46,
1951-52. Contbr. res. Newton Highlands MA.*
NIXON, Theodore Phillips. A.B., Ed.M.
Boston Univ 1951. Delta Upsilon. Ins.
management; b. Milton MA Sept. 29 1928; s.
of Hugh '21; m. Virginia Lee Oct. 11 1951; ch.:
Patricia, James, Curtis, Brenda. Asst. mgr.
commercial automobile dept. Commercial
Union Assurance Co. Boston 19?— . res.
Natick MA.*
NORTON, Laurence David. A.B. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Construction; b. Brighton
MA June 27 1927; m. Marilyn Martin Sept. 21
1951; ch.: Cheryl, Laurence Jr., Christopher.
Project supt. marine div. Perini Corp. E.
Boston MA 1952—. Served with USN 1944-45.
res. Newbury MA.*
NORTON, Richard Hamilton. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Vanceboro July 3 1924; s. of
Carroll P. '22. res. Oxon Hill MD.
NORTON, William Thompson. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Princeton 1952, Ph.D. Princeton
1954. Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b.
Damariscotta Jan. 27 1929; s. of Carroll P. '22;
m. Lila Mazur Sept. 13 1957; ch.: William,
Adam. Research scientist E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. Wilmington DE 1953-57,
Albert Einstein Coll. of Medicine NYC (instr.
medicine 1957-59, asst. prof, neurology in






). Member research advisory committee
(United Cerebral Palsy Foundation 1966-69,
Nat. Multiple Sclerosis Soc. 1969-75), member
editorial board (Journal of Neurochemistry
1972
—
, Brain Research 1973
—
), assoc. ed.
Journal Lipid Research 1969-72, council
member (Am. Soc. of Neurochemistry 1975
—
,




NOXON, John Franklin, III. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Harvard 1957. Zeta
Psi. Atmospheric physics; b. Pittsfield MA
July 7 1928; m. Patricia Warner July 8 1961;
ch.: Mary. Research fellow Univ. Sask.
Saskatoon Sask. Canada 1957-61, sr. research
assoc. Harvard 1961-72, physicist Nat. Oceanic
& Atmospheric Admin. Dept. of Commerce
Boulder CO 1972—. Recipient: Gold Medal
Commerce Dept. 1975. res. Boulder CO.*
OLSON, Robert Willard. Bowdoin 1946-50.
Kappa Sigma. Commercial aviation; b.
Medford MA July 15 1925; s. of Gordon W.
'16. Steward Eastern Air Lines NYC 1950—.
Deacon Katonah NY Presby. Church. Served
to PO/1 USN 1943-46. res. NYC.
OSELAND, Zimri Christian, Jr. A.B. 1951.
Zeta Psi. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Rubber industry; b. Brooklyn NY Feb. 11
1927; m. Patricia McClister Sept. 10 1960; ch.:
Lani, Christian. Admin, engineer Goodyear
Aircraft Corp. Akron OH 1951-56, Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co. Akron (staff trainee
1956—terplant contact 1956—). Served to SFC
USNR 1945-46. res. Akron OH.*
OSGOOD, Robert Ward, III. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Banking exec; b. Salem MA Feb. 1
1928; m. Joan Pryor April 2 1949; ch.: Ward
IV '78, Scott. Institutional food salesman
Webster-Thomas Co. Boston 1950-51,
production supervisor Sylvania Electric
Danvers MA 1955-57, v.pres. State Street Bank
Boston 1957— . Dir. Smaller Business Assn. of
New Eng. 1961-65, chmn. town personnel
board Marblehead MA 1965-67. Served to It.
(sg) USN 1951-55. res. Marblehead MA.*
O i l LEY, Norman Franklin. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. N.Y. Univ. 1960. Theta Delta Chi.
Business exec; b. Newark NJ April 21 1928;
m. Jacquelyn Nordlin, m. Dreama Jones, m.
Constance Barrett Sept. 11 1975; ch.: Norman,
Lizabeth, David. Am. Cyanamid (buyer NYC
1955-59, salesman Bound Brook NJ 1959-61),
Witco Chem. Corp. NYC (general purchasing
agt. 1961-64, mgr. purchasing 1964-70, v.pres.
& pres. Kenite Corp. 1970-75, v.pres. & general
mgr. Inorganic Spec. div. 1975
—
). Served to
1st It. USAF 1951-54. res. Larchmont NY.*
PALMER, Arthur Rogers. Bowdoin 1946-49.
b. W. Harpswell April 10 1925. res. Freeport.
PALMER, Charles Motley. A.B. 1951. Theta
Delta Chi. b. New Bedford MA Jan. 5 1928;
s. of Phillip M. '26. res. Portola Valley CA.
PANDORA, John Richard. A.B. cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Ins.; b. Portland March 10 1927; m.
Stella Violette Nov. 11 1950; ch.: David,
Daniel. Mgr. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Lowell
MA 1950-51, sales agt. Prudential Ins. Co.
Portland 1951-53, personnel sec. Travelers Ins.
Co. Hartford CT 1953—. Member board of
dir. (Community Council of Greater Hartford,
United Way 1969-72, disaster & blood





), member board of
education Farmington CT 1965-66. Served to
cpl. USA 1945-47. res. Farmington CT.*
PATTON, Albert Bence. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Fletcher Sch. 1952. Beta Theta Pi. Sales; b.
St. Louis MO July 7 1928; m. Jeanne Matthews
Dec. 20 1952; ch.: Douglas, Richard. Salesman
(Proctor & Gamble Norfolk VA 1955-57,
Continental Can NYC 1957-61, Alexander
Hamilton Inst. NYC 1961, A. B. Massa Paper
Teaneck NJ 1961-68, Riegel Paper NYC
1968-71, Federal Paper Board Montvale NJ
1971
—
). Dir. Harvest Evangelism, treas. Full
Gospel Business Men Westchester County.
Served to 1st It. USAF 1952-55. res. Tarrytown
NY.*
PAUL, Henry Neffl, HI. A.B., M.S. Univ. Me.
1951. Research chemistry; b. Phila. PA Aug.
30 1928; m. Margaret Smith Sept. 16 1961; ch.:
Letitia, Marianne. Chemist E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. Phila. 1956-60, chief chemist
L. Frank Markel & Sons Norristown PA
1960-69, research scientist Thiokol Chem.
Corp. Trenton NJ 1969— . Chmn. electrical
insulation section Am. Soc. for Testing &
Materials 1960-69. Served to maj. USAR
1954— . Recipient: Outstanding Soldier Award
Ft. Monmouth NJ 1955. Patentee (3) caulks,
sealants & flame retardant plastics, res. Blue
Bell PA.*
PAULL, William Luther. A.B. 1949. b. NYC
March 21 1924. res. Port Washington NY.
PAYNE, Donald Davis. A.B., B.S. Merc.
Marine Acad. 1944, D.V.M. & V.S. Ont.
Veterinary Coll. 1955, M.P.H. Yale 1966. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland April 1 1925; m.
Molly Marsh March 20 1947; ch.: Lisa, Susan,
Joshua. Teaching fellow biology Bowdoin
1948-50, veterinarian Portland 1955-56, div. of
inspection Me. Dept. of Agriculture 1955-56,
asst. prof, animal pathology Univ. Me.
1956-59, Agricultural Experiment Station
1959-68 (assoc. prof., assoc. animal
pathologist), assoc. prof, agricultural div. Delhi
Agricultural & Tech. Coll. SUNY 1970-71.
Served to It. USNR, first mate U.S. Merc.
Marines 1943-46. d. Brunswick Aug. 10 1971.*
PAYNE, Nelson Douglas. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Boston March 5 1927. res. Sherborn MA.
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PEABODY, Harlan Berkley, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1953; Ph.D. Harvard 1961. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Education; b. Providence
RI Jan. 3 1929; m. Joanna Taylor June 27
1953; ch.: Sarah, Moses, Samuel, Persis, Mary.
Prof. dept. of comparative literature
(Moorhead MN State Coll. 1962-66, The Univ.
at Albany NY 1966—). Author: The Winged
Word (1975). res. Salem MA.*
PENNEY, Charles Clifton, Jr. A.B. Sales
exec; b. Lewiston Dec. 12 1924; m. Diana
Gould Aug. 6 1949; ch.: Charles III, Michael,
Christopher. With T. J. Murphy Lewiston
1949-58, pres. (E. K. Day Rumford 1958-68,
Penco Inc. Orlando FL 1968
—
). Served to sgt.
USA 1943-46. res. Orlando FL.*
PENNY, David Hartley. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Camden NJ May 16 1926. res. Vestal NY.
PERRY, Francis Stearns. A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. Orono 1957. Education; b. Bath July 28
1922; m. Margaret Powers June 5 1948; ch.:
William, Mark, Katherine. Teacher & principal
high sch. Freeport 1950-56, head mathematics
dept. Miss Halls Pittsfield MA 1956-57, head
science dept. Dana Hall Wellesley MA
1957-58, headmaster Peacham VT Acad.
1958-61, teacher high sch. (Newton MA
1961-63, Portland 1963—). Served to It. (jg)
ACUSN 1942^6. res. Falmouth.*
PETROPOULOS, Dennis Charilaos. Bowdoin
1946-48. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Sept. 6 1925.
res. unknown.
PHILBRICK, Samuel White, ID. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Real estate; b. Bangor Feb.
2 1928; s. of Karl R. '23; m. Ingrid Zirkel Nov.
3 1961; ch.: Thomas, Susan. Chainer Wash.
Title Ins. Co. Seattle WA 1950-51, stockbroker
(Lee Higginson Corp. Bangor & Boston
1952-66, Hayden Stone Inc. Bangor &
Portland 1966-68), prop, self-employed Seattle
1968— . Pres. & asst. treas. Riverside Car Wash
Augusta 1960-67, chmn. advisory board
Salvation Army 1965-67, treas. Bangor
Historical Soc. 1963-67, Me. State Legislature
(rep. 1959-63, senator 1963-65, chmn. public
utilities committee 1963-65). res. Seattle WA.*
PICKENS, Richard. A.B. Writing; b.
Atlanta GA Aug. 17 1928; m. Ann Sekerak
Dec. 6 1963; ch.: Jennifer. Writer &
ghost-writer 1952— . Teacher & minister
Spiritual Science Inst. Served to m/sgt. USA
1950-52. res. Garrison NY.*
PIGNOLET, Joseph Marius Louis. A.B. Sigma
Nu. b. Sainte-Foy-Les-Lyon Rhone France
Oct. 15 1926. res. Lyon Rhone France.
PITSTICK, Virgil Ian, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Capital campaign area chmn. 1962 & 1972.
Education & org. behavior consulting; b.
Denison IA Nov. 30 1921; m. Ruth Goodall
Aug. 18 1945; ch.: Ian '73, Kim, Tod. Instr.
(Lasell Jr. Coll. Auburndale MA 1951-55,
Tufts 1956, Boston Univ. 1957), Univ. Miami
FL (asst. to dean 1958, asst. prof., chmn. dept.
of human relations 1961-66), sr. research fellow
Univ. of Tech. Loughboro England 1967-68,
visiting prof. Univ. of Leuven Belgium
1969-74, behavioral science consultant on exec,
effectiveness & life-style change 1974
—
(England, Italy, Belgium, Holland &
Rhodesia). Served to It. USN 1942-46. res.
Coconut Grove FL, Sanford.*
POOR, Peter Thurston. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Education; b. NYC Jan 31 1925. Asst. treas.
Brattle Theatre Co. Cambridge MA 1950-51,
producer & dir. The Playhouse Nantucket MA
1954-60, instr. Lealand Powers Sch. Boston
1962-64, assoc. prof. English & asst. to
academic dean Me. Maritime Acad. Castine
1966— . Member board of dir. Hinkley Sch.
Served to PO/2 USNR 1943-46. res. Castine.*
POTTS, Ronald Sargent. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D., CM. McGill 1954. Zeta
Psi. Medicine; b. Orwell NY Oct. 17 1926;
m. Diana Smith May 28 1955; ch.: Lynda, Ian.
Central Me. Med. Center Lewiston (asst.
pathologist 1959-60, assoc. pathologist 1960-63,
chief pathologist 1963
—
). Pres. Me. Soc. of
Pathologist 1967-69, councilor Am. Soc. of
Clinical Pathologists 1969-73. Pvt. USAAF
1944-45. Contbr. res. Auburn.*
POWERS, Frederick Webster. Bowdoin
1946-47, B.S. Univ. Me. Orono 1950. Zeta Psi.
Engineering physics; b. Rockland Aug. 20
1923; s. of Fred W. '16; m. Henrietta Symes
Nov. 5 1949; ch.: Pamela, Patricia, Wendy,
Marcia. Electronic field engineer Western
Electric Co. Bell Tel. Lab. Whippany NJ
1953-54, research physicist Ordnance Research
Lab. Iniv. Va. Charlottesville 1954-55,
electronic design engineer Picatinny Arsenal
Dover NJ 1955-57, electronic instruments
engineer Yuma AZ Proving Ground 1957-61,
space systems experimental engineer General
Electric Co. King of Prussia PA 1961-62,
general engineer Yuma Proving Ground
1962-67, supervisor aerospace engineer Naval
Aerospace Recovery Facility El Centro CA
1967— . Pres. Federal Credit Union Yuma area
chapter, dir. Ariz. Credit Union League
1958-66. Served to lt.(jg) USN 1942-46,
1951-53, served to It. USNR; awarded
Submarine Combat Patrol Insignia with battle
star (2) 1944-45, Navy & Marine Corps Medal
1944. res. Yuma AZ.*
POWERS, Robert Vernal. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Portland Jan. 2 1926. res. Nashua NH.
RACINE, Robert Adelard. Delta Upsilon. b.
Brunswick Nov. 8 1924. res. Brunswick.
RALLIDES, Charles. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Columbia 1953, Ph.D. Columbia 1965. b.
Rumford Feb. 25 1923. Prof. Spanish Ricker
Coll. 1950-52, instr. Spanish Skidmore Coll.
Saratoga Springs NY 1953-56, Bendix int. div.
Bendix Aviation Corp. NYC 1956-58
(translator, interpreter, expeditor), instr.
Spanish Iona Coll. New Rochelle NY 1958-63,
asst. prof. Spanish L.I. Univ. Greenvale NY
1963-66, prof. Spanish Pace Coll. NYC
1966-73. Served with USN 1942-45. Author:
The Tense Aspect System of the Spanish Verb,
contbr. d. NYC Feb. 19 1973.*
RAPKIN, Norman Leslie. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1956, LL.M. N.Y. Univ. 1960.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b. Salem MA
Dec. 17 1928; m. Lenore Levinson July 21
1959; ch.: Steven, Lesley, Hilary. Spec, counsel
U.S. Internal Revenue Service NYC 1956-60,
atty. Seder & Seder Worcester MA 1961-63,
tax mgr. Coopers & Lybrand Montreal P.Q.
Canada 1963-67, tax partner Touche Ross &
Co. Montreal 1967— . Chmn. & v.chmn. tax
committee Montreal Board of Trade 1969-76,
dir. (Int. Fiscal Assn. Canadian branch
1972-76, Mt. Royal Municipal Assn. 1974-75),
lectr. McGill Law 1971-74, member tax
committee Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.
Served to cpl. USA 1951-53. res. Montreal P.Q.
Canada.*
REARDON, William Joseph. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Football trophy established in his memory
1958. b. Rumford Dec. 20 1925; m. Carolyn
Foley Aug. 1953; ch.: Jane, Martha. Group
ins. dept. Aetna Ins. Co. Boston 1950-58.
Served to sgt. ACUSA 1943-46. d. Boston April
4 1958.
REICHE, Howard Charles, Jr. Beta Theta Pi.
Class agt. 1949-51. Management; b.
Portland Jan. 22 1929; m. Louise Sawyer July
21 1950. Product mgr. S. D. Warren Co.
Westbrook 1975— . res. Falmouth.*
RICE, Drury Ap. Bowdoin 1946-47. b. West
Point NY Dec. 8 1924. d. Portland Dec. 12
1976.
RICHARDS, David Mitchell. A.B. 1949. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Dublin NH Sept. 6 1925. res.
unknown.
RIPLEY, Dana Phelps. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Middlebury Coll.
(Fulbright scholar) 1951; Ph.D. Univ. N.C
1960. Education; b. S. Paris Nov. 23 1926;
m. Rosemary Kings July 22 1958; ch.: Angela,
Alfred. Instr. French & Spanish (Univ. Me.
Orono 1958-59, Harvard Coll. summer 1959),
instr. to assoc. prof. Duke Univ. 1959-71,
Trinity Coll. (acting asst. dean 1963, asst. dean
1964-68). Member exec, committee of
Academic Council 1970-72. Served to QM/3
USN 1944-46. res. Durham NC*
RITTER, Gerald. A.B., Ed.M. Clark Univ.
1951. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Lowell MA
Nov. 19 1928; m. Rhoda Richmond June 25
1952. Teacher high sch. Williamsburg MA
1951-52. d. Boston March 26 1953.
ROBINSON, Russell Francis. Bowdoin
1946-47. Computer tech.; b. Chelsea MA
March 6 1925; m. Shirley Fitts Nov. 23 1948;
m. Alice Green July 25 1965; ch.: Cheryl,
Stephen, Marcia. Self-employed Lin-Rud Die
Co. Haverhill MA 1948-57, electronic tech.
Radio Corp. of Am. Service Co. Riverton NJ
1957-59, tech. writer Jackson & Moreland
Boston 1959-63, electrical tech. Honeywell Inc.
Brighton MA 1964-65, admin, aide Maiden
Mills Lawrence MA 1965-67, field service tech.
Searle Medidata Lexington MA 1969-71,
computer tech. Raytheon Service Co.
Burlington MA 1972—. PFC USA 1943-46.
res. Newton Junction NH.
ROOT, John Cower. Sr. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Univ. Md. 1953. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education; b.
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Paris France April 20 1925; m. Nancy Mitchell
March 21 1948; ch.: John '72, Ann Elizabeth,
Christina. Architectural draftsman G. W. Iser
NYC 1945-62, teacher Rudolf Steiner Sch.
NYC 1957— . Anthroposophical Soc. in Am.
(member council & exec, committee, exec,
dir.), bulletin ed. Assn. of Teachers in
Independent Sch. of NYC & vicinity 1969-75.
Pvt. USA 1944. Contbr. res. Jackson Heights
NY.*
ROSANDER, Conrad. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Woburn MA March 16 1929. res. Lake
Worth FL.
ROWE, George Fulton. A.B. 1949. b.
Bowdoinham Aug. 14 1921. res. Bowdoinham.
RUBIN, Paul Harold. A.B. 1951. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Computer programming; b.
Hartford CT Nov. 11 1929; m. Bettylou Held
Aug. 26 1956; ch.: Lori, Susan, David, Betsy.
Programming spec. Honeywell Information
Systems Phoenix AZ 1951— . Seaman
apprentice USN 1949-50. res. Phoenix AZ.*
RUSSELL, John Jewett. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Business exec. b. Portland April 16 1927; m.
Hannah Talbot June 18 1949; ch.: Nathaniel,
Benjamin '77, Stephen. Kankakee IL Water
Co. (trainee 1950-52, treas. 1953-56), v.pres. &
general mgr. Springfield MO City Water Co.
1957, Consumers Water Co. Portland (v.pres.
1958-66, exec, v.pres. 1967-69), treas.
Hannaford Brothers Co. Portland 1969—
.
United Community Services of Greater
Portland (pres. 1969-70, chmn. budget
committee ca. 1965), v.pres. Nat. Water Co.
Conf. 1968-69, treas. Church of St. Mary the
Virgin Falmouth ca. 1955, member town
council Falmouth 1968-71. Served to PO/3
USNR 1945-46. res. Falmouth.*
SABASTEANSKI, John Henry. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Design engineering; b. Portland July 1 1923;
m. Arlene Gilpatrick June 20 1949; ch.: John. J
& A Assoc. Portland 1972— . Served to cpl.
USA 1943-46. res. Portland.*
SAWYER, Robert Charles. A.B. 1949. Psi
Upsilon. b. Medford MA Oct. 26 1922. res.
Burnt Hills NY.
SAWYER, Walter Scott, Jr. A.B. b. Portland
March 6 1922. res. Springfield MA.
SCHENCK, George Koewing. Bowdoin
1946-48. Beta Theta Pi. b. Stamford CT Dec.
18 1928. res. State College PA.
SCHOENTHALER, James Courtney. A.B. Chi
Psi. b. Skowhegan Aug. 11 1927. res.
Waterville.
SCHOENTHALER, William Bouchard. A.B.
Chi Psi. b. Vero Beach FL March 15 1926.
res. Waterville.
SCRIPTURE, John Ward. Bowdoin 1946-47.
b. Milo Dec. 12 1924. res. Hartford CT.
SEGAL, James Sumner. A.B. cum laude, M.S.
N.Y. Univ. 'Alpha Rho Upsilon. Retailing
exec; b. Bangor Sept. 14 1928; m. Marilyn
Waxgiser June 15 1958; ch.: Mark, Steven,
John, Peter. With Cortell-Segal Co. Bangor.
Served with USA 1951-53. res. Bangor.*
SHANNON, Thomas Francis. A.B., LL.B.
Univ. Va. 1953. Sigma Nu. Business; b.
Lowell MA June 11 1927; m. Helen Gonyea
1950. Partner Collier & Shannon Washington
DC 19?—. Served with USN 1945-46. res.
unknown.
SHAW, Herbert Clifford. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Business; b. Boston Nov. 14 1928; m. Irene
MacCormack; ch.: Douglas, John '70,
Christine, Anna, Robert. Salesman John H.
Pray Co. Boston 1950-51, 1952-62; prop.
Herbert E. Shaw Co. 1962— . Served to cpl.
USA 1951-52. res. Watertown MA.*
SHOEMAKER, William Toy. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston June 10 1928. res.
Littleton MA.
SHULMAN, Martin. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Mfg.; b. Paterson NJ June 8 1928; married;
ch.: Teddy, Polly. Textile mfr. NYC 19?—. res.
NYC.
SIBLEY, John LaBarre. Bowdoin 1946-47,
A.B. Oberlin 1950. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Nashville TN June 21 1928; m. Jule Brown
Aug. 27 1949; ch.: Deborah, Eric. Copy boy
Cleveland OH Press 1950-51, with N.Y. Times
NYC 1951-74 (wire-room messenger 1951-?,
copy boy, news asst. 197-57, reporter 1957-74).
d. Mamaroneck NY March 7 1974.
SIBSON, James Howard. A.B. 1951. Sigma
Nu. b. Framingham MA Sept. 26 1926. res.
unknown.
SIMENSKY, Arthur. A.B. 1949. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Biddeford Sept. 11 1927. res.
Biddeford.
SIMONTON, Fagan Hall, Jr. A.B. 1949. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Wilmington DE May 22
1925. res. Greenville DE.
SISTARE, Sanford Rice. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Penn. 1957. Zeta Psi. Class agt. 1966-75,
Alumni Council 1976— . Education; b.
Springfield MA May 22 1928; m. Mary
Littleton Nov. 1 1952; ch.: Debra '76, Arthur,
Julia, Willard, Jonathan. Teacher & registrar
Montgomery Country Day Sch. Wynnewood
PA 1956-58, teacher & admission officer Epis.
Acad. Merion PA 1958-62, dir. public relations
Boston Symphony Orchestra 1962-68, St.
Paul's Sch. Concord NH (dir. sch. information
1968-70, coll. admissions advisor 1970-71, dir.
of admissions 1971-74, v.rector 1974
—
).
Member (board of dir. Concord Boys Club
1969-71, Gladwyne PA Civic Assn. 1961-62;
finance committee & board of dir. Secondary
Sch. Admission Test Board Princeton NJ
1973-75; committee on admissions Nat. Assn.
of Independent Sch. Boston 1972-75;
secondary sch. committee Am. Alumni Council
Washington DC 1968-70; exec, committee
Public Broadcasting Council of N.H. 1975
—),
founder Major Symphony Orchestra Public
Relations Dir. Assn. 1951-55; awarded Good
Conduct Medal, Korean Service Ribbon.
Contbr. res. Concord NH.*
SLATTERY, Patrick Andrew. A.B. 1949. Psi
Upsilon. Textile mfg. management; b.
Augusta April 6 1922; m. Candide Paquette
June 26 1948; ch.: Patrice, Karen, Joseph,
Michael, Anne. Teacher & coach Wilton Acad.
1949-52, supt. & product mgr. Deering
Milliken Lisbon Center 1952-63, development
mgr. Guilford Industries 1963-64, plant mgr.
Kennebec Woolens Fairfield 1964-65, general
supt. Homestead Woolens W. Swanzy NH
1965-67, product development mgr. Globe
Albany Corp. Auburn 1967— . Served to It.
USAAF 1942-46. res. Lewiston.*
SLOCUM, Philip Sperry. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Winchester MA June 23 1927; m. Shirley
Stevens Oct. 6 1951; ch.: Jameson. Reporter
(Burlington VT Free Press 1950-52, Oregon
Statesman Salem OR 1952-54); with Little,
Brown & Co. Boston 1954-55. Served with
USN 1945-46. d. Winchester MA Aug. 13
1955.
SMALL, John Bainbridge. A.B. cum laude.
b. White Plains NY July 24 1922. res.
Watertown CT.
SMETHHURST, Benjamin McKlnley, Jr.
A.B. Kappa Sigma. Investigation; b. Miami
FL Sept. 5 1927; s. of Benjamin M. '19; m.
Mary Hunt June 7 1950; ch.: Richard. Susan,
Douglas, Joan, Jeffrey. Traffic asst.
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. Washington
DC 1950-51, spec. agt. FBI Washington DC
1951-1968, investigator U.S. House of Rep.
Washington DC 1969—. Various offices N.
Springfield VA Little League 1961-75. Served
to SFC USN 1945-46. res. Springfield VA.*
SMITH, Henry Russell Bradley. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Flushing Long Is. NY April 11 1922. res.
Sandwich MA.
SNYDER Donald Bertram, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Commercial aviation; b. Boston March 10
1929; m. Rosamond Langmaid Oct. 20 1956;
ch.: David, Hilary, Howard, Julia. Pilot &
capt. Trans World Airlines Inc. JFK Int.
Airport Jamaica NY 1956— . Served to It.
USNR 1950-55. res. Contoocook NH.*
SOLTYSIAK, Anthony Joseph. A.B. 1949,
Ed.M. Providence Coll. 1974. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Providence RI April 22 1921;
m. Rita Flynn Nov. 10 1951; ch.: Richard,
Jean, Carol. Instr. drafting dept. USA Map
Service Warwick RI 1951-56, restaurant prop.
Providence 1956-60, guidance counselor high
sch. Cranston RI I960—. PFC USA 1942-46.
res. Warwick RL*
SPECTOR, Sherman David. A.B. cum laude
1949, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1951;
Ph.D. Columbia 1960. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Andover MA May 7 1927; m. Beryl Stern Jan.
23 1955; ch.: Garry, Nancy, Susan. Asst. prof.
SUNY Albany 1957-60, prof, history Russell
Sage Coll. Troy NY I960—. State chmn. Am.
Assn. Univ. Prof. 1969-70. Served to It. USN
1945-46, 1952-55. Author: Rumania at the
Paris Peace Conf. (1962), A History of the
Balkan Peoples (1972); ed.: The History of the
Romanian People (1974). res. Latham NY.*
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SPEIRS, Robert Willis. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Portland March 23 1924; m.
Geraldine Estabrooks July 30 1949; ch.:
Steven, David, Robert. Teacher (Rumford
1950-51, Portland 1951-53, Compton CA
1954—). Served to s/sgt. USAF 1943-45. res.
Long Beach CA.*
SPRAGUE, Phineas. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
1962 & 1972 capital campaign nat. committee
member. Business exec; b. Boston June 15
1925; m. Mary Louise Thomas Aug. 21 1948;
ch.: Phineas Jr., Mary, Seth '75, Abbott '77,
Cate, Eliza. Salesman C. H. Sprague & Son Co.
Boston 1950-57, Petroleum Heat & Power Co.
Providence RI 1957-69 (treas., v.pres., pres.),
sec. Plasmine Corp. Portland 1970-71, business
treas. Motion Analysis Inc. Amherst MA
1972—. Pres. Oil Dealers Assn. of R.I. 1968,
v.pres. Boys Club Providence. Served to t/5
USA 1943-45. res. Scarborough.*
STACKPOLE, James Ward. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Vt. 1956. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign
area chmn. Medicine; b. Biddeford Feb. 28
1928; m. Janet Kerin June 23 1956; ch.:
Michael, Patrick, Kerin. Pvt. practice pediatric
& adolescent medicine, prof, clinical pediatrics
Univ. Vt., dir. Adolescent Clinic Med. Center
Hospital of Vt. Pres.-elect Vt. State Med. Soc.
1976, member (sch. health committee Am.
Acad, of Pediatrics, Governor's advisory
comm. drug & alcohol rehabilitation, State of
Vt. health education advisory committee).
Served to 1st It. USA 1950-52. res. Burlington
VT.*
STACY, Richard Allan. A.B. 1949. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ins. management; b.
Springfield MA Nov. 16 1925; m. Barbara
Hunter June 20 1953; ch.: Richard Jr., Patricia,
John, Nancy. Aetna Life & Casualty (group
rep. Springfield 1949-50, Detroit MI 1952-54,
Portland 1954-57; group rep. & mgr. Peoria IL
1957—). Served to It. USN 1943-46, 1950-52.
res. Peoria IL.*
STAFFORD, Robert Kent. Bowdoin 1946-49.
AB. Tufts 1951. Theta Delta Chi. b. Lynn
MA June 17 1929; m. Margaret Lord Sept. 8
1956; ch.: Robert Jr., Timothy, Katharine,
Deborah. With Jersey Central RR S. Orange
NJ 1956-57, sales engineer General Electric
Co. 1957-73 (Erie PA 1958-59, Clarendon Hills
IL 1959-60, Erie 1960-67, Atlanta GA
1967-73). Served with USA during Korean
conflict, d. Lake Champlain NY July 14 1973.*
STANLEY, Richard Clark. Bowdoin 1948-49.
Delta Upsilon. b. Beverly MA April 30 1927;
s. of Everet L. '18. res. Northampton MA.
STANWOOD, Charles Carson, Jr. A.B. 1949.
Sigma Nu. Merchandising exec; b.
Needham MA May 11 1924; m. Marjorie
Babcock Sept. 13 1947; ch.: Judith, Cynthia,
Laurie. With S. S. Kresge various locations
1949-55, Jordan Marsh Co. (various positions
Boston 1955-74, exec, v.pres. Miami FL
1974—). Served to sgt. USA 1943-46. res. Coral
Gables FL.*
STAPLES, Peter Jordan. A.B. 1949. Psi
Upsilon. b. Biddeford Nov. 9 1924. res.
Killingworth CT.
STEELE, Donald Durfee. A.B. 1951. Delta
Upsilon. b. Milton MA May 11 1927. res.
unknown.
STENGEL, Robert Hayward.A.B. Kappa
Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Confectionery management; b. Boston May
1 1928; m. Eleanor Browne Sept. 15 1951; ch.:
Robert, Martha, Bradford. Dist. sales mgr.
Glidden-Durkee Div. SCM Corp. 1952-70,
general mgr. Squirrel Brand Co. Cambridge
MA 19?—. Served to It. USCG 1945-46,
1951-53. res. Concord MA.*
STETSON, Robert. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
b. S. Weymouth MA May 11 1924; m.
Aileen Mulvey Dec. 27 1950; ch.: Robert,
Bernard. Teacher (high sch. Norway 1950-51,
Damariscotta 1951-53, high sch. Warren
1953-55), principal high sch. Norway 1955-57,
teacher high sch. Topsfield MA 1957-?, with
Physical Science Study Comm. Watertown
MA, prop. Sunset Lodge Damariscotta
1961-74, sales mgr. Montsweag Property
Services Woolwich 1973-74. d. Damariscotta
June 14 1974.
STEVENSON, Malcolm Searle. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. George
Washington Univ. 1954. Kappa Sigma. Law;
b. Bangor March 15 1928; ch.: Gardner, Gary.
Reviewer U.S. Copyright Office Washington
DC 1951-52, asst. law library Library of
Congress Washington DC 1952, legislative asst.
U.S. Senator Frederick G. Payne Washington
DC 1953-54, solicitor's staff U.S. Dept. of
Labor Washington DC 1956-57, atty. Bangor
(Rudman & Rudman 1957-60, self-employed
1960-69), judge Municipal Court Bangor
1961-63, atty. Blaisdell & Blaisdell Ellsworth
1969—. Dir. (United Canal Bank of Bangor
1975
—
, Hancock County Auditorium 1975
—),
pres. United Cerebral Palsy of Bangor 1959-60,
member board of advisors Husson Coll.,
trustee First Congr. Church Ellsworth 1971-74.
Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56. res. Ellsworth.*
STINNEFORD, Erwin John. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign area chmn.
Sales & admin.; b. Toledo OH Oct. 31 1928;
m. Helene Barber Jan. 27 1951; ch.: Erwin Jr.,
Sharon Ann, Michael, Mark, Geoffrey. Claims
agt. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1950-51,
dept. buyer J. C. Penny Co. Milwaukee WI
1953-55, dist. mgr. Schlitz Brewing Co. Raleigh
NC 1955-67, regional mgr. United Rent-All
Inc. Raleigh 1968-72, sales rep. GAF Corp.
Raleigh 1972—. Served to sgt. USA 1951-53.
res. Raleigh NC*
STONE, Gregory Howe. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Portland Feb. 19 1928; s. of
Kenneth G. '17. Casualty underwriter
Travelers Ins. Co. 1952-59, teacher (Kittery
1959-62, Framingham MA 1962-65,
Winchester MA 1965—). Served to cpl. USA
1950-52. res. Woburn MA.*
STRONG, Trowbridge. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Self-employed mfr.'s rep.; b. NYC
Aug. 28 1925; m. Alice Wadsworth June 12
1950; ch.: Michael, James, Susan, Sarah, Alice.
Account exec. J. S. Beattie Advt. Washington
DC 1950-52, asst. to publisher Skipper
Publishing Co. Annapolis MD 1952-53, advt.
dept. Westinghouse Electric Lester PA
1953-55, ed. & mgr. sales promotion Fidelity
Mutual Life Phila. PA 1955-63, entrepreneur
Strong Construction Co. Phila 1963-72, prop.
G. T. Voorhis Co. Wynnewood PA 1972—.
V.pres. Hattie M. Strong Foundation
Washington DC, pres. Chesapeake Bay
Foundation Annapolis MD. Served to 2nd It.
USAAF 1943-46. res. Narberth PA.*
STURTEVANT, John Frederick. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Bath April 3 1922. res. Bath.
SWAIN, Harlow Newman. Bowdoin 1946-50.
Ins.; b. Sydney Australia Aug. 23 1926. Ins.
agt. San Francisco CA 1950— . res. San
Francisco CA.
SWANN, Robert Edward. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
State Coll. 1956. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Brockton MA June 3 1926; m.
Joan Hutton June 24 1950; ch.: Karen,
Richard '76, Donald '79, Scott. Teaching
fellow (botany Cornell Univ. 1950-51, biology
Bowdoin Coll. 1951-52), teacher jr. high sch.
(Westwood MA 1952-57, coach Ellington CT
1957-58), asst. principal jr. high sch. Westwood
1959-64, principal elementary sch. Westwood
1964-68, teacher Westwood elementary sch.
1968-70, jr. high sch. 1970—). Served to PO/2
USN 1944-46. res. Westwood MA.*
SWANTON, Joseph Everett. A.B. 1949. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Gorham Jan. 5 1926. res.
Muscle Shoals AL.
SWETT, Carlton Edward. A.B., M.D. George
Washington Univ. 1954. Sigma Nu. 1972
capital campaign worker. Medicine; b.
Wilton May 3 1929; ch.: Jeffrey, Susan.
General surgeon Skowhegan. Served with
USPHS 1955-59. res. Skowhegan.*
TALLMAN, Foster. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Business exec; b. Orange NJ May 16 1928;
m. Susan LaBar March 1954 (dec); ch. Frank,
Foster Jr., Elizabeth, Deborah. Prop. Nat.
Reliable Box & Lumber Co. Hillside NJ
1954- . Trustee (Monmouth County NJ
Historical Soc, Monmouth Museum, Museum
of the Citizen Soldiers). Served to 2nd It. USA
1951-53, served to col. USAR. Fellow Co. of
Military Historians 1965— . res. Rumson NJ.*
THOMAS, Andrew Francis. A.B. cum laude.
b. Portland July 2 1926. res. S. Portland.
THOMPSON, Chauncey Boardman, II. A.B.
cum laude. Zeta Psi. Marketing exec; b.
Hartford CT Nov. 17 1926; m. Mary Ann
Woodard Sept. 9 1950; ch.: Kathleen, Peter,
Christopher '79, Elizabeth, John. The McBee
Co. Athens OH (jr. sales rep. Boston 1950-52,
sr. sales rep. 1952-55), Royal McBee Corp. data
processing div. Port Chester NY (spec. rep.
1955-58, sales promotion mgr. 1958-59, keysort
sales dir. 1959-60, eastern div. sales mgr.
Stamford CT 1960, dist. sales mgr. Phila. PA
1960-61, dist. mgr. Pittsburgh PA 1961). Bell &
Howell Co. micro-data div. Chicago IL
(general sales mgr. 1961-68, dir. of marketing
1968-69, general mgr. 1969-70), v.pres.
marketing components div. Burndy Corp.
Norwalk CT 1970. Elder (Wilton CT Presby.
Church, " First Presby. Church Deerfield IL),
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member zoning board of appeals Riverwoods
IL. Served to SFC USN 1944-46. res. Wilton
CT.*
THORBURN, Howard Lester, Jr. A.B. 1949.
Sigma Nu. b. Boston April 29 1924. res.
Longmeadow MA.
TOBEY, Alfred Noble. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
1964. Sigma Nu. Dentistry; b. Waterville
Aug. 30 1928; m. Donna Trufant, m. Linda
Williams Oct. 4 1966; ch.: Scott, Robin, Stacy,
Jamie, Kevin, Kristin, Peter. Chemist (U.S.
Rubber Co. Naugatuck CT 1950-52, Nat.
Fireworks Corp. Hanson MA 1952-54), part
prop. CV's Bowling Alley Brunswick 1954-60,
dentist self-employed Portland 1964— . res.
Cumberland Center.*
TOOMEY, Robert Louis. A.B. 1949. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland Aug. 22 1925. res. Lolo
MT.
TORNQUIST, Bruce Stevens. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ret.; b. Portland Sept. 5 1928.
Equitable Life Assurance Soc. of the U.S.
Portland (clerk 1950-53, asst. cashier 1953-71,
mgr. general service office 1971-75), ret. 1975,
Grand Treas. Masonic Grand Lodge of Me.
Portland 1974—. res. Portland.*
TOSCANI, Dominic Paul. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Univ. Penn. 1956. Delta Upsilon.
Exec; b. Phila. PA Sept. 30 1928; m. Nancy
Gerace Sept. 29 1956; ch.: Lisa, Dominic,
Patrice, Gerard, Nancy, Sandy, Mark, Regina,
Mary Beth, Matthew. Atty. (Clark Ladner
Fortenbaugh & Young Phila. 1956-59,
self-employed 1959-69), pres. Paris Business
Forms Croydon PA 1969—. PFC USA
1951-53. res. Wayne PA.*
TROUBH, Raymond Stanley. A.B. cum laude
1949, LL.B. Yale 1952. Alpha Tau Omega.
Alumni Council 1969-71, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Consulting; b. Portland
May 3 1926; m. Elizabeth Weiner June 12
1951, m. Jean Loeb May 28 1971; ch.: Amy,
John. Law clerk (Judge Thomas Swan NYC
1952-53, Justice Harold Burton Washington
DC 1953-54), assoc. Sullivan & Cromwell NYC
1954-58, treas. Lazard Fund NYC 1958-60,
Lazard Freres & Co. NYC (assoc. 1961-68,
partner 1968-74), self-employed financial
consultant Troubh & Co. NYC 1974—.
Trustee Franco Wtoming Oil Co. 1969-70, dir.
1975 (Alaska Interstate Co., NFC Corp.,
Duplan Corp.). res. NYC*
TSOMIDES, James Leon. A.B., M.D. George
Washington Univ. 1953. Medicine; b. Saco
Jan. 27 1925; m. Cheryl Goodwin; ch.:
Theodore, Harry. Intern Cleveland OH
Metropolitan General Hospital 1953-54,
resident gen. surgery (Hahnemann Hospital
Phila. PA 1957-59, Me. Med. Center Portland
1959-61), general surgeon (pvt. practice
Peabody MA 1962-75, group practice Bellaire
OH Clinic 1976—). Served to sgt. USA
1943-46; awarded Combat Infantry Badge
1945, battle stars (2) 1945. res. Bellaire OH.*
UNION, Donald Chester. A.B. 1949. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Providence RI Oct. 6
1928. res. La Jolla CA.
VAN VOAST, Peter Soane. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Fla. 1956. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b. Cincinnati
OH Oct. 16 1928; m. Ruth Harmon Aug. 25
1956; ch.: Henry, Jordan, Peter. Staff atty.
Pine Tree Legal Assistance Portland 1967-71,
with Williams Van Voast & Mastronardi
Yarmouth 1976—
.




Boynton Beach FL 1960. res. Yarmouth.*
VEALE, Alfred Dorsey. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Sales management; b. St. Louis MO April 19
1926; m. Shirley Conklin June 17 1950; ch.:
Deborah, Peter, Nancy. Catalin Corp.
(salesman Hudson OH 1950-60, v.pres. sales
Chicago IL 1960-62), Hercules Inc. (dist. mgr.
NYC 1962-64; sales mgr. Wilmington DE
1964-72, dir. sales plastics div. polymers dept.
1972—). Served to PO/3 USN 1944-46. res.
Wilmington DE.*
VERRRILL, William David. A.B. 1949. Sigma
Nu. 1972 capital campaign worker. Banking
exec; b. Saco April 3 1928; m. Anna Kosta
Dec. 30 1948; ch.: Ted, Dana, Thomas, Jeffrey,
David. Me. Nat. Bank Portland (asst. cashier
1953-58, asst. v.pres. 1958-60, v.pres. 1960-72,
sr. v.pres. 1972-74, exec, v.pres. & dir. 1974
—
).
Trustee & pres. Knox County General
Hospital 1966-70, pres. Rockland (C. of C.
1965-66, Kiwanis Club 1969), dir. & chmn.
finance committee Immanuel Baptist Church
1971— v.pres. Me. State C. of C. 1976—. res.
Yarmouth.*
VOKEY, Mark Thomas. A.B. cum laude. Theta
Delta Chi. Ins.; b. Boston Feb. 19 1926; m.
Edith Marr Nov. 22 1950; ch.: Mark, Scott,
Craig. C.L.U. (MA); sales rep. (NCR Boston
1950-51, Will Ross Inc. Milwaukee WI
1951-57, Conn. General Life Ins. Co. Boston
1951-62), branch mgr. Mass. General Life Ins.
•'Co. Boston & Providence RI 1962-67, v.pres.
Turner Ins. Agency Chatham MA 1967-75,
prop. Mark T. Vokey Ins. Agency Chatham
1975— . Member (Cape Cod MA Economic &
Development Planning Council 1975— , board
of appeals Chatham 1969-70), deacon First
Congr. Church Chatham 1973-74. Served to
PO/3 USN 1943-46. res. Chatham MA.*
WADE, Carlton Bridgham. Bowdoin 1946-47.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Wilmington DE June
7 1928. res. Ft. Collins CO.
WALDRON, Robert James. A.B. cum laude
1949, J.D. Harvard 1952. Alpha Tau Omega.
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking
exec; b. Augusta July 19 1928; m. Janet
Dorrer Dec. 14 1957; ch.: Roger, James, Scott,
Barbara. Assoc. Leon B. Newman Boston
1953-58, Northern Nat. Bank Presque Isle
(trust officer 1958— , v.pres. 1960— ), v.pres.
Casco Northern Corp. Portland 1972— . Dir.
(O'Donnells Express, Peterson's Motor Mart,
State YMCA), pres. (United Fund of Presque
Isle, Northeast Dist. YMCA, Foundation of
Univ. Me. Presque Isle, Corporate Fiduciaries
Assn. of Me.), Rotary Club Presque Isle (dir.,
treas., sec), deacon Congr. church. Served to
capt. USAF 1952-53. res. Presque Isle.*
WALKER, Arthur Henry. A.B. 1949, M B A.
Harvard 1957, D.B.A. Harvard 1967. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. Boston June 19
1928; ch.: Linda, Arthur Jr., Margaret,
Richard. With General Electric Co. Boston &
Lynn MA 1949-51, with General Dynamics
Corp. electric boat div. Groton CT 1951-55,
with Barry Controls Inc. Watertown MA 1956,
with M & C Nuclear Attleboro MA 1957-60,
controller Barry Wright Worcester MA
1960-64, research asst. Harvard 1955-66, assoc.
prof. Northeastern Univ. Boston 1967-73, prof.
Bentley Coll. Waltham MA 1973—. Dir. Edey
& Duff. Named Educator of the Yr. 1974,
1975. Contbr. res. Cambridge MA.*
WALKER, Mack. A.B., Ph.D. Harvard 1959.
Theta Delta Chi. Education; b. Springfield
MA June 6 1929; m. Irma Wiesinger March 27
1954; ch.: Barbara, Gilbert, Benjamin. Instr.
history R.I. Sch. of Design Providence 1957-59,
Harvard Univ. (instr. history 1959-62, asst.
prof. 1962-66), Cornell Univ. (assoc. prof,
history 1966-71, prof. 1971-74), prof, history
Johns Hopkins Univ. 1974— . Served to sgt.
USA 1951-53. Author: Germany and the
Emigration 1816-1885 (1964), Metteraich's
Europe (1968), Plombieres (1968), German
Home Towns (1971). res. Baltimore MD.*
WASHBURNE, James Russell, Jr. A.B. 1954.
Kappa Sigma. Data processing; b. Pittsbield
MA Oct. 25 1929; m. Frances Greeley Sept. 1
1
1954; ch.: Robert, Beverly, Donna, Richard.
Broadcast engineer WGAN Portland 1954,
programmer Int. Business Machines Kingston
NY 1955—. Served to PO/2 USN 1948-52. res.
Woodstock NY.*
WATSON, William Wells. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
1972 capital campaign worker. Invests.; b.
Niagara Falls NY Aug. 22 1925; m. Ingeborg
Prahl Feb. 16 1968. Trust invest, officer Union
Trust Nat. Bank St. Petersburg FL 1968—.
Past pres. Seminole Civitan Club. Served with
USAAF 1943-45. res. Seminole FL.*
WAUGH, Robert William. A.B., B.S. Lowell
Tech. Inst. 1954, M.S. Lowell Tech. Inst. 1954.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Management; b. Boston April 12
1928; m. Deborah Potter July 10 1954; ch.:
Cynthia, Gretchen, Andrew, Susan. Tech. sales
rep. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
Wilmington DE 1957-60, marketing rep.
Raytheon Co. Waltham MA 1960-62, product
mgr. Huyck Felt Rensselaer NY 1962—
.
Served to 1st It. USAF 1954-56. res. Delmar
NY.*
WEBSTER, William Thompson. A.B. cum
laude. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Banking exec; b. Augusta Jan. 2
1925; s. of Sereno S. '10; m. Constance Perkins
June 29 1946; ch.: William Jr. '72, John,
Robert '78. Public accountant self-employed
Augusta 1949-67, Depositors Trust Co.
Augusta 1967— (asst. v.pres., v.pres. &
controller, sr. v.pres., exec, v.pres.). Augusta
General Hospital (dir., pres. 1973-74), city
councilor Hallowell 1964-67. Served to QM 1/c
USN 1943-46. res. Augusta.*
WEDEMEYER, Robert Dade. Bowdoin
1946-47, 1948-50. Theta Delta Chi. Occ.
unknown; b. Washington DC March 1928. res.
Boyds MD.
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WEIDNER, Frederick, III. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Printing & graphic arts; b. Brooklyn NY July
12 1928; m. Helga Pilarczyk, m. Nancy Guild
March 9 1963; ch.: Alyson, Cynthia.
Adjustments B. Altman & Co. NYC 1950-53,
singer (Lemonade Opera Co. 1953, Pfalzoper
Kaiserslautern Germany 1954-56), printing &
graphic arts broker & consultant Fred Weidner
Assoc. NYC 1961— . Member board of mgr.
The McBurney Sch. 1962— , dir. Bloomingdale
House of Music 1968— . res. Upper Montclair
NJ.*
WELCH, Paul Thornton. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Johns Hopkins Univ. 1954. Kappa
Sigma. Medicine; b. Scranton PA Aug. 8
1928; m. Margaret Taylor June 16 1956; ch.:
Catherine, Elizabeth, Jonathan, Martha.
Neurological surgeon Providence RI. Board
certified 1969, F.A.C.S. 1972. Served to It. cdr.
USNR 1956-58. res. Barrington RI.*
WESTON, Leon Warren. A.B. b. Winthrop
May 2 1927. res. Winthrop MA.
WHEELER, Lewis Dexter. A.B. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. Education; b. Manchester NH Jan.
2 1924; m. Mary Pomeroy Aug. 11 1946; ch.:
Susan, Leslie, William. Teacher Pulaski NY
Acad., with Gerry sporting equipment mfr.
Ward CO, ins. agt. W. J. Wheeler & Co. S.
Paris, teacher high sch. Christian Sch. Inc.
Glen Cove. Member sch. board Norway &
Paris. Served to sgt. USA 1943-45. res.
Rockland.*
WHIPPLE, Bryant Hall. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Syracuse NY July 5 1926. res. unknown.
WHITE, Bruce Hugh Miller, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Bath March 15
1925; m. Marjorie Dennis April 24 1952; ch.:
Bruce, Caroline, Denny. Served to maj. USAF
1943-69 (ballistic missile cdr. Roswell NM
1962-67, squadron cdr. Vietnam 1967-68), ret.,
real estate developer & teacher USAF Boise ID
1967
— , pres. Ida. Sports, res. Boise ID.*
WHITE, William Home. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1955. Chi Psi. Management; b.
Boston Dec. 17 1928; m. Amy Spaulding Sept.
8 1951; ch.: William, Stephen. Accountant
Ernst & Ernst Boston 1953-54, Kendall Co.
(accountant Walpole MA 1955-58, admin, mgr.
Akron OH 1958-60, accounting mgr. Charlotte
NC 1960-62, treas. J. W. Wood Elastic Web
Co. Stoughton MA 1962-63, asst. treas. Boston
1963-73, asst. div. mgr. Int. Div. Boston
1973
—
). Dir. Semco Industries Randolph MA,
treas. Parish of St. John the Evangelist 6 yrs.,
trustee Derby Acad. 3 yrs., member capital
outlay committee Hingham MA 4 yrs. Served
to sgt. USA 1951-52; awarded Bronze Star
1952. res. Hingham MA.*
WHITNEY, Richard Warren. Bowdoin
1946-48. Kappa Sigma. b. Ellsworth March
19 1929. res. unknown.
WILDER, Charles Willoughby. A.B., LL.B.
Columbia 1957. Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Newton MA Jan.
27 1929; s. of Philip S. '23; m. Elinor Dean
Nov. 2 1957; ch.: Michael, Stephen, Elisabeth.
Assoc. White & Case NYC 1957-58, law clerk
to Judge Leonard P. Moore U.S. Court of
Appeals for 2nd circuit NYC 1958-59, atty.
General Electric Co. 1959-67 (NYC, San Jose
CA, Bridgeport CT), asst. general counsel
Texasgulf Inc. NYC 1967—. Served to It. (jg)
USNR 1951-54. res. Brooklyn NY.*
WILDER, Milo West, III. A.B. 1949. Psi
Upsilon. Exec; b. Orange NJ March 27 1924;
m. Nancy Cousins Dec. 3 1949; ch.: Sanford,
Scott. Asst. v.pres. Lily-Tulip Cup Corp. NYC
1949-64, v.pres. & dir. of sales Exercycle Corp.
NYC 1964-67, pres. Flock Process Corp.
Norwalk CT 1967—. PFC USAAF 1943-46.
res. Westport CT.*
WILLIAMS, Arthur Foster. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Arts; b. Bath July 3 1926; m. Hanne
Nielsen July 23 1956; ch.: Astrid, Nathaniel,
John. Teacher (New Canaan CT Country Day
1953, Rye NY Country Day 1954-56,
Moretown VT Common Sch. 1957, Fayston
VT Sch. 1958-60), Vt. state rep. 1961-66, visual
art dir. State Arts Council Vt. Council on the
Arts 1967—. Dir. (Sugarbush Valley Corp.
1958—, Bundy Art Gallery, Vt. Historical
Soc), chmn. State Board of Historic Sites VT
1961-66. Served to sgt. Am. Field Service
1944-45. res. Waitsfield VT.*
WILLIAMS, David Dean. A.B. Chi Psi. Ins.
management; b. Taunton MA Sept. 19 1927;
m. Jean Sargent June 16 1951; ch.: Gail, David
Jr., Duston. Munitions worker Hingham MA
Ammo Depot 1950-51, trainee to supervisor
John Hancock Life Ins. Co. Boston 1951-57,
supervisor & mgr. Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Portland 1957— . Member (sch. committee
Cumberland 2 yrs., S.A.D. 51 1 yr.). Served
with ACUSA 1946-47. res. Cumberland
Center.*
WILLIAMS, John Paul. A.B. 1949. Chi Psi.
b. Taunton MA March 3 1920. res.
Springfield VA.
WILLSON, Paul Barker. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ins.; b. Saco Jan. 1 1925; m.
Madelyn Gilmore Sept. 5 1951; ch.: Martha.
Embalmer & funeral dir. Cookson Funeral
Home Framingham MA 1950-52, marine claim
mgr. Boston Ins. Co. 1952-69, marine div.
supervisor Hartford CT Ins. Group 1969-75.
Served to It. (jg) USNR 1944-46. res. Hingham
MA.*
WINELAND, William Harrison. A.B., M.S.
Univ. Me. 1956. b. Westfield NJ Dec. 31
1928; m. Helen Rearick May 30 1956; ch.:
James E. Ill, Nora, Jonathan. Dow Chem. Co.
Midland MI (organic research chemist
1956-69, sr. research chemist 1969). Served
with USA during Korean conflict, d. Midland
MI Oct. 31 1969.
WINILIS, George Davison. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1959, Ph.D. Columbia
(Fulbright scholar) 1964. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. St. Louis MO Oct. 6 1928; m.
Margaretha Hofman Aug. 4 1962; ch.: Jaap,
Liesbeth, Pieter. Writer NYC (United
Press-Acme 1952, Time Inc. 1952-56, Int.
Business Machines 1956), night watchman
Metropolitan Museum NYC 1958-60, instr.
Hood Coll. Frederick MD 1962-64, prof.




1973, member vestry Epis. Chapel of
Incarnation 1968-70, ed. Itinerario int.
newsletter of European expansionists. Author:
Fatal History of Portuguese Ceylon:
Transition to Dutch Rule (1971), Foundations
of the Portuguese Empire (1976). res. Leiden,
The Netherlands.*
WINN, Louis Sumner, Jr. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Danbury CT Dec. 15 1928. res.
unknown.
WINTER, Norman Michael. A.B., B.S. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1964. Delta Upsilon. Military; b.
NYC Feb. 13 1929; s. of John G. '16; m.
Elizabeth Cronin Aug. 10 1952; ch.: Jane,
Joanne, Mike, Nancy. USAF (fighter pilot &
flight cdr. Korea 1953, instr. Instrument Pilot
Instr. Sch. Moody Air Force Base GA 1954-57,
asst. prof, air science Air Force ROTC Penn.
State Univ. 1957-61, student Air Force Inst, of
Tech. & Univ. Pittsburgh 1961-64, deputy base
civil engineer Sembach Air Base Germany
1964-66, chief aviation eng. const, bn. USAF
Europe 1966-68, chief const, programs branch
Danang Air Base Vietnam 1968-69, chief civil
engineering div. Newark Air Force Station OH
1969-73, chief operations & maintenance
branch Robins Air Force Base GA 1973-75,
chief military const, programs Robins Air
Force Base 1975-77, ret.). Pres. Soc. of Am.
Military Engineers Robins Air Force Base
chapter 1974-76. Awarded Distinguished
Flying Cross with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster, Air
Medal with 2 Oak Leaf Clusters, USAF
Commendation Medal with 2 Oak Leaf
Clusters, Meritorious Service Medal, Korean
Service Medal, UN Service Medal, Vietnam
Service Medal, res. Warner Robins GA.*
WISWALL, David Curtis. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Real estate & construction; b. Newton MA
Dec. 6 1924; m. Barbara Gray June 19 1948;
ch.: Steven, Peter. Realtor Harold C. Wiswall
Wellesley MA 1950, mgr. Wiswall & Kellogg
Inc. Ins. Wellesley, pres. David C. Wiswall Inc.
Wellesley. Served with USN 1943-46. res.
Wellesley MA.*
WOLFE, Alexander McWhorter, Jr. A.B.
Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Banking exec; b. Baltimore MD May 31
1926; m. Diana Paterson July 1954; ch.:
Diane, Robert. Sr. v.pres. The First Nat. Bank
of Boston 1952-76, chmn. board & chief exec,
officer S.E. First Nat. Bank of Miami 1976—
.
Pres. Bankers Assn. for Foreign Trade
Washington DC 1975-76, member int. exec,
committee Am. Bankers Assn. Served to It.
USN 1950-52. Contbr. res. Miami FL.*
WOODRUFF, Robert Watson. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Bristol CT Sept. 14 1925. With Phoenix
Nat. Bank & Trust Co. Hartford CT 1950-?,
with Irving Trust Co. NYC 7-1954. Hartford
Federal Savings & Loan Assn. (head teller
1954-60, mgr. 1960-62). Served to sgt. USA
1943-46. d. Bristol CT Oct. 30 1962.
WOOLFORD, Julian Hooper. A.B. 1951.
Alpha Delta Phi. Railway transportation; b.
Phila. PA Dec. 22 1928; m. Roberta Hill Jul)
25 1970. With Bangor & Aroostook RR (Milo
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1951, Bangor 1951-53, various positions
operations dept. Houlton 1953-56, Oakfield
1956-57), Great Northern Railway (Seattle WA
1957-59, Spokane WA 1959-60, Vancouver
B.C. Canada 1960-64, St. Paul MN 1964-66,
Minot ND 1966-67, Great Falls MT 1967-69,
Spokane 1969-70), with Burlington Northern
RR (Havre MT 1970-72, terminal supt.
Portland OR 1972—). res. Beaverton OR.*
WORTHINGTON, Henry Rossiter. Theta
Delta Chi. Real estate; b. Brooklyn NY Nov.
22 1926. With Am. Broadcasting Co. NYC,
with Worthington Corp. NYC, with Holiday
Lake Inc. Montague NJ, with Area Realty Co.
Inc. New Hampton NY, with Eur-Am Realty
Inc. Easton PA. Served with USN 1945-46. res.
Shawnee-on-Delaware PA.*
WORTHINGTON, Reginald Hedden. A.B.
Theta Delta Chi. b. NYC Oct. 8 1928; m.
Katherine Papson Oct. 30 1954; ch.: Mark,
Charles, Katherine, Gwyn, Reginald. Account
exec. Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith
1952-61, branch mgr. Spencer Trasic & Co. NY
1961-71, dir. & v.pres. Holiday Lake Inc. NJ
1971-76. Chmn. & exec, officer Rossiter Realty
Inc. 1958-62, member board of trustees (Dela.
Valley Community Coll., Penn. Assn. of
Retarded Children), d. Phila. PA April 8 1976.*
WYLDE, William Thorpe. Bowdoin 1946-47.
Beta Theta Pi. Professional magician; b.
Newton MA March 9 1925; m. Dorothy
Zimmerman Oct. 21 1950; ch.: William Jr.,
Robert. Shipping clerk Interchemical Corp.
Newark NJ 1949-53, traffic mgr. Paas Dye Co.
Newark NJ 1953-56, warehouse supervisor
Radio Corp. of Am. Needham MA 1956-59,
painting contractor self-employed Rye NH
1959-70, professional magician 1943-77.
V.F.W. post cdr. 1966-69, 1975-77; adjutant
1961-66), town of Rye NH (precinct
commissioner 1966-76, precinct auditor
1963-66, member budget committee 1975-76).
PFC MCUSA 1943-46; awarded European
Campaign Ribbon with 4 Battle Stars. Contbr.
res. Rye NH.*
YOUNGHANS, Robert Donald. A.B., J.D.
Univ. Va. 1953. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Irvington
NJ April 24 1927; m. Nancy Fels April 27
1957; ch.: Jonathan, Jennifer. Partner Dughi &
Johnstone Westfield NJ 1953-63, atty.
self-employed Westfield 1963— . Chmn. board
of trustees Christopher Acad., trustee
(Spaulding for Children, Fairview Cemetery,
Am. Red Cross Westfield), member estate tax
panel Am. Bar Assn. Served to It. (jg) USNR
1945-46. res. Mountainside NJ.*
ZDANOWICZ, Paul Leon John. A.B. 1949,
Ed.M. Univ. Me. 1954, Ed.D. Temple Univ.
1965. Psi Upsilon. Education; b. Portland
Dec. 5 1926; m. Eleanor Mahaney June 19
1954; ch.: Ann, Julie. Teacher & coach high
sch. Portland 1949-52, resident housemaster &
coach Girard Coll. Phila. PA 1954-56, principal
public sch. Bridgewater MA 1959-65, supt. of
sch. (Lee MA 1965-67, Solon OH 1967-70,
Methuen MA 1970
—
). Pres. Merrimack Valley
Sch. Supt. Assn., member committee Mass.
Assn. of Sot. Supt. (ethics, legislative), member
board of dir. (Merrimack Education Center,
Greater Lawrence MA Mental Health Center),
part-time instr. Bridgewater State Coll. & Univ.
R.I. Served PO/3 USNR 1944-46. res.
Methuen MA.*
ZEITLER, Emerson Gilbert. A.B., A.M.
Wesleyan 1970. Zeta Psi. Education; b.
Portland Feb. 16 1929; s. of Emerson W. '20.
Teacher (Blair Acad. Blairstown NJ 1953-64,
Tabor Acad. Marion MA 1965—). PFC USA
1951-53. res. Brunswick.*
ZETTERBERG, Edwin Williams. Bowdoin
1946-47. Zeta Psi. b. Flint MI Aug. 5 1928.
res. York Beach.
Class of 1951
ABBOTT, Fred Richard. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Dexter Feb. 18 1929; m. Marilyn Cross
July 1950; 2 children. Member board of dir. &
clerk Amos Abbott Co. Dexter 197-55. Served
during Korean conflict, d. Dexter June 19
1955.
ADAMS, Harry Eugene. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Electrical engineering exec; b. Boston Jan.
19 1929; m. Ann Speth Aug. 18 1951; ch.:
Marshall, Douglas. Professional engineer
(MA); electronic scientist USN Research Lab.
Washington DC 1951-54, project engineer MA
(Melpar Inc. Watertown 1954-58,
Ewen-Knight Corp. Needham 1958-59), pres.
& dir. (Control Equipment Corp, Needham
1959-70, Adams-Smith Inc. Boxboro MA
1970—). Dir. Hatch Assocs. 1973—. Patentee
(3) meteorological transducers, res. Needham
MA.*
ALLEN, Frank Leavitt. A.B., MB A. Calif.
State Univ. Hayward 1974. Psi Upsilon.
Sales; b. Sanford Feb. 21 1927; s. of
Laurence C. '23; m. Nadine Sawyer Oct. 1
1949. Outside salesman Swift & Co. Biddeford
1951-52, third mate Am. Trading & Production
Corp. NYC 1952, outside salesman Tyer
Rubber Co. Brunswick 1952, Strasenburgh lab.
(med. sales rep. S. Harpswell 1954-57, regional
sales mgr. San Mateo CA 1957-64),
professional rep. Merck Sharp & Dohme San
Jose CA 1964—. Member exec, council coll.
Heights Church San Mateo. Served to It. USN
1952-54. res. San Mateo CA.*
ALLEN, William MacDonald. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Staten Is. NY June 29 1926; m.
Norma Merill Feb. 3 1951; ch.: Dennis, Clark,
Spencer. With board of health NYC, analytical
chemist Revere Copper & Brass Co. New
Bedford MA, served to col. USA 1951-73
(Korean conflict, Vietnam, master pilot
Transportation Corps), ret. d. Portland Aug. 15
1975.*
ALLYN, Herman Bryden, II. Bowdoin 1947-53.
Kappa Sigma, b. Natick MA Jan. 24 1927;
m. Jane Note Sept. 2 1953; ch.: Robert, Daniel,
Kimberly. Student Haverford Coll. 1945-46,
accounting office Children's Med. Center
Boston 1952-53; supervisor storage supply
distribution Harper Hospital Detroit MI 1953;
unit mgr. Commercial Credit Corp. Detroit
1953-55; with Dun & Bradstreet Boston
1955-56; prop., mgr. Dover NH Stationers
1956-57, salesman Boston 197-66. d. Boston
May 30 1966.
ANDERSON, Carl Frederick, Jr. Bowdoin
1948-50. Psi Upsilon. b. Hamden CT Sept.
24 1924. res. Guilford CT.
ANDERSON, John Fredrick. A.B. cum laude,
B.D. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1951. Clergy; b.
Chicago IL Sept. 20 1924; m. June Henderson
June 26 1948; ch.: Lloyd, Neal, Dale, Sue,
Mark, Carol. Pastor (Chelsea VT United
Church 1951-56, Barnet VT Larger Parish
1956-61, Vergennes VT & New Haven Congr.
Churches 1961-65, Brookmeade Congr. Church
Nashville TN 1965-68), assoc. minister First
Congr. Church Fresno CA 1968-72, pastor
First Congr. Church Rio Vista CA 1972-76,
staff N. Calif. Conf. United Church of Christ
1976—. Moderator Vt. Congr. Conf. 1964-65.
res. Stockton CA.*
ANNINOS, Athanasios.. A.B., M.S. Lowell
Tech. Inst. 1954, J.D. S. P. Chase Coll. of Law
1974. Law; b. Athens Greece Feb. 9 1931;
m. Viola Koulovatos Feb. 17 1952; ch.: Phyllis.
Chemist Exeter NH Mfg. Co. 1954-55, research
chemist LCI. Providence RI 1955-59, research
mgr. Emery Industries Cincinnati OH 1959-74,
atty. pvt. practice Cincinnati 1974— . res.
Cincinnati OH*
ANTHONAKES, John Anthony. A.B. 1950.
Kappa Sigma. Ins. exec; b. Waltham MA
Dec.27; m. Helen Marines Aug. 19 1951; ch.:
Joanne, Jane. Asst. v.pres. & mgr. workers
compensation Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston
1951—. Served to sgt. USAF 1945-47. res.
Needham MA.*
ANTON, Mark John. A.B. Chi Psi. 1962
capital campaign area co-chmn. Exec; b.
Newark NJ Feb. 12 1926; m. Elizabeth Flower
Oct. 31 1953; ch.: Elizabeth, Mark II, Susan,
Christopher. Suburban Propane Gas Corp.
Whippany NJ (various management positions
1951-58, v.pres. sales 1958-61, exec, v.pres. &
member board of dir. 1961-63, pres. & chief
exec, officer 1963
—
). Dir. (Horizon Bancorp,
Am. Nat. Bank & Trust, N.J. State C. of C),
chmn. board of trustees The Hospital Center at
Orange NJ, chmn. LP-Gas Industry advisory
committee to Federal Energy Admin., member
emergency advisory committee Natural Gas
Washington DC. Served with USN 1944-46.
res. Short Hills NJ.*
ARNOLD, Peter. A.B., A.M. Boston Univ. 19?
Sigma Nu. Education; b. Boston Feb. 21
1928; m. Suzanne Carver Feb. 6 1956; ch.:
Peter Jr., Suzanne, Stephen. Sales rep. Robert
Gair Paper Co. Haverhill MA 1953-55, with
Boston Museum of Science 1955-56, teacher &
coach Middlesex Sch. Concord MA 1956—
.
Trustee Fenn Sch. Concord 6 yrs. Served to
sgt. USMC 1950-52. Contbr. res. Concord
MA.*
ARNOLD, Willard Bailey, III. A.B., M.S. N Y.
Univ. 1952. Beta Theta Pi. Class agt. 1954-61,
1964-68; Alumni Fund 1961— (chmn.
1961-63); Alumni Council 1965-69; Overseer
1970
—
; 1972 capital campaign area chmn.
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Recipient: Alumni Service Award 1967.
Sales; b. Waterville April 20 1927; m. Joan
Williams Oct. 8 1957; ch.: Willard IV,
Elizabeth, Margaret. Asst. buyer L. Bamberger
Co. Newark NJ 1952-54, asst. to pres. W. B.
Arnold Co. Waterville 1954-63, sales rep.
Chase & Sons Watertown MA 1963—. Dir.
Kennebec Valley Industrial Bank 1960-76, Me.
Publicity Bureau (dir. 1969—, pres. 1975—),
Me. Heart Assn. (dir. 1965— , state chmn.
Heart Fund 1969-70), Kennebec County
commissioner 1961-72, pres. Me. County
Commissioners Assn. 1971. Served to PO/3
USNR 1945-47. res. Waterville.*
ASCHER, Aaron Wolff. Bowdoin 1947-48.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Business; b. Brooklyn
NY July 15 1928. Sales Frank C. Meyer Co.
NYC (v.pres., pres.), pres. Ron Ascher Assoc.
19?—. res. NYC*
ASHE, Leonard Murray. Bowdoin 1947-48.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Boston Sept. 29 1947.
res. Lynn MA.
ATWOOD, Thomas West Wilson. Bowdoin
1947-49. Psi Upsilon. b. Portland March 12
1930. res. unknown.
AVERY, Robert Haliburton. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking
exec; b. Washington DC Feb. 13 1928; s. of
Myron H. '20; m. Ann Rohrbach June 18
1951; ch.: Robert, Carol. Pres. Bar Harbor
Banking & Trust Co. 1953—. Dir. & clerk
Clark Coal Co. 1970—, dir. N. Lubec Mfg. &
Canning 1966— , pres. & dir. R. D. Hinckley
Corp. 1970
—,
pres. (Avery Boating Co.




Inst, of Banking 1962-63), deacon Congr.
Church Bar Harbor 1961-62, trustee (Mt.
Desert Is. Regional High Sch. Dist. 1967—
Jackson Lab. 1972
—
), treas. (Ruggles House
Soc. 1974
—
, Hancock County), chmn. town
council Bar Harbor 1957-60. Served to cpl.
USMC 1951-53. res. Bar Harbor.*
BACON, John Lyndon. Bowdoin 1947-48,
1950. Beta Theta Pi. b. Glen Ridge NJ June
24 1928; s. of George W. '15. With Jefferson
Chem. Co. NYC 1949-50, writer Eur. 1958-64
(Norway, Denmark), employee NYC 1964-66.
d. Baltimore MD Feb. 17 1966.
BAKER, Alan Louis. A.B. Zeta Psi. Exec; b.
Bangor Aug. 7 1929. General Electric Co.
Schenectady NY & Patterson NJ 1951-58
(trainee 1951, mgr. advt. & sales promotion
gear motor dept. 1955-58), general mgr.
Hopkins Door Operator Co. Phila. PA 1958-59,
asst. to pres. Sculpture House NYC 1959-60,
Triangle Publications Phila. 1960-68 (admin,
asst. to advt. dir. Phila. Inquirer 1960, advt.
sales mgr. Phila. Daily News 1965-68),
MacMillan Inc. NYC & London England
1968
— (v.pres. marketing This Week Magazine
1968-73, sr. v.pres. 1973-74, exec, v.pres. &
member board of dir. 1974). Pres. & member
board of dir. (Katharine Gibbs Sch. Inc.
1969—
,
Berlitz Schs. of Lang. Inc. 1972—),
Cassell & Collier MacMillan Ltd. (member













BAMFORTH, Richard Anderson. A.B. cum
laude, M.Div. Berkeley Div. Sch. 1958. Alpha
Tau Omega. Clergy; b. Lynn MA Jan. 7
1930; m. Patricia Pennington Oct. 24 1959; ch.:
Margaret, Jeanne. Teacher high sch. Augusta
1951-52, curate Grace Epis. Church Kirkwood
MO 1958-60, rector (Holy Cross Epis. Church
Poplar Bluff MO 1960-66, St. Mary's Epis.
Church Rockport MA 1966
—
). Served to cpl.
USA 1952-55. res. Rockport MA.*
BARNES, Burleigh Edgar. B.S. Sigma Nu.
Business exec; b. W. Buxton March 2 1927;
m. Priscilla Godfrey Sept. 25 1954; ch.:
Gretchen, Jayne, Dana. S. D. Warren Co.
Westbrook (researcher 1951-53, mfg. product
mgr. 1953-58, asst. supt, 1959-65, supt. 1965-68,
mgr. New Product div. 1968-71; v.pres. Boston
1972—). Chmn. finance committee Westbrook
Republican Party. Seaman USN 1945-46. res.
Westbrook.*
BARR, Richard Charles. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Industrial sales; b. Winthrop MA Nov. 28
1928; m. Eleanor Malkin Jan. 5 1963; ch.:
Susan, Stephen. Purchasing agt. Koss Shoe Co.
Auburn 1950-57, mgr. Worcester Paper Box
Co. Auburn 1957-64, sales mgr. (A. E. Wilson
& Co. Auburn 1964-71, A. H. Miller Inc.
Boston 1971-73), self-employed industrial sales
1973— . res. Auburn.*
BEAL, Frank Spear. Bowdoin 1947-48, B.S.
Univ. Me. Orono. Management; b. Avon
July 6 1926; m. Ruth Burrill June 20 1953; ch.:
Kenneth, Keith, Karen, Kevin. Forester Field
Pulpwood Co. Phillips 1955-56, supt. Int. Paper
Co. Chisholm 1956—. Town assessor Phillips.
PFC USA 1945-46. res. Ashland.*
BEAL, Robert John. A.B. cum laude, LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1959. Law; b. Avon Aug. 4
1929. Research analyst Armed Forces Security
Agency Washington DC 1951-52, atty. Noyes
& Beal Rangeley 1959—. PFC USA 1952-54.
res. Phillips.*
BEENHOUWER, Owen. A.B. cum laude, M.S.
Yale 1953, M.Arch. Columbia 1966. Beta
Theta Pi. Architecture; b. Amsterdam
Holland March 6 1931; m. Lillemor Bios Nov.
23 1957; ch.: David, Angie, Kaja. Draftsman
working drawings (also supervisor Roy Sigvard
Johnson Am. Inst, of Architects 1960-61,
O'Conner & Kilham Architects 1962-63,
Ballard Todd Assocs. 1964), designer model
studies & draftsman Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer
Assocs. 1966, designer Davis Brody & Assoc.
1967-68, architect self-employed NYC 1968-70,
teacher architecture Univ. Wash. Seattle
1970-72, architect (The Bumgardner
Partnership Seattle 1970-71, children's
furniture design self-employed, Playspace Co.
Seattle 1970-72, Earl R. Flansburgh & Assoc.
Architects & Planners Cambridge MA 1972-75,
Drummey Rosane Anderson Inc. Wellesley
MA 1975
—
). Recipient: Spec. Award Am.
Plywood Assn. 1973. Contbr. res. Lincoln
MA.*
BENEDICT, James. Bowdoin 1947-50. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Detroit MI Nov. 22 1928. res.
Los Altos CA.
BIRD, Philip Stanley. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1952. Chi Psi. Law; b. Skowhegan July
16 1929; s. of Stanley L. '29; m. Marilyn
Johnson May 25 1952; ch.: Lisa, Leslie, Paul.
Atty. pvt. practice Waterville & Fairfield
1955— . Pres. (Am. Red Cross Waterville area
1958-60, Waterville Bar Assn. 1957-58), dir.
YMCA Waterville area 1958-66, city of
Waterville (alderman, city solicitor, member
zoning board of appeals). Served to capt.
USMCR 1953-55. res. Waterville.*
BLAKE, Igor Robert. A.B., M B A. Stanford
Univ. 1953. Alpha Delta Phi. Coll. admin.;
b. Boston June 19 1928; m. Elizabeth Denton
Feb. 23 1957; ch.: Robert, Laura. Asst. sec. &
dir. Blake Brothers Co. Richmond CA 1956-63,
business officer Donner Lab. Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1963—. Dir. (Castro Point Railway &
Terminal Co. 1961-63, C. of C. Richmond
1962-63, Stiles Hall Univ. YMCA Berkeley
1970
—
), member exec, board Mt. Diablo
Council Boy Scouts of Am. 1963-73, United
Way of the Bay Area (trustee 1963
—
, dir.
1972-73). Served with USA 1953-55. Recipient:
Silver Beaver Boy Scouts of Am. 1968. res.
Lafayette CA.*
BLAKELY, Peter Durand. Bowdoin 1947-49.
Psi Upsilon. b. Pulaski NY Sept. 29 1947.
res. Granda Hills CA.
BLANCHARD, James Grinnell. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. NYC
April 3 1929; s. of Edwin H. '17. res. Jackson
Heights Long Is. NY.
BLANCHARD, Robert Wesley. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. Me. 1959, Ed.D. Harvard 1962.
Education; b. Newburgh NY Aug. 23 1926;
s. of William W. '19; m. Kathryn Alar June 30
1962; ch.: Wade, Roberta, Daniel. High Sch.
principal & teacher Me. 1952-59, admin, asst.
to supt. Greenwich CT Public Sch. 1960-62,
asst. supt. S. Hintington Sch. Huntington
Station Long Is. NY 1962-64, supt. (Montclair
NJ 1964-69, Portland OR 1969—). Member
board of dir. (W. Forestry Center 1975
—
, Ore.
Museum of Science & Industry), member
board of advisors Am. Assn. of Sch. Admin.
Nova Univ., past chmn. Large City Supt.
Assn., member Education Comm. of the States.
Served to sgt. USA 1944-45. res. Portland OR.*
BLATCHFORD, John. A.B., LL.B. Univ. Va.
1956. Alpha Delta Phi. Banking exec; b.
New Bedford MA Oct. 15 1928; s. of Lawrence
'24; m. Susan Brown March 19 1953; ch.:
Alicia, Sarah '79, Lucy, Ellen. Trust officer
Casco Bank & Trust Co. Portland 1956-61.
exec, v.pres. & trust officer Merchants Nat.
Bank of Bangor 1962— . Trustee public library
Bangor 1967
—
, trustee & pres. Bangor
Children's Home 1967—. PFC USA 1951-53.
res. Bangor.*
BLODGETT, Elliott Donald. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Bucksport March 21 1929. res.
Wauwatosa WI.
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BONARDELL1, John James. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Washington DC Jan. 12 1929.
res. Parana Brazil.
BOND, Norris Bragg. Bowdoin 1947-49. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ins.; b. Bangor Feb. 18
1927; m. Marianne Prather 1952; ch.:
Endicott. Self-employed Wellesley MA. res.
Wellesley MA.*
BOONE, Gary McGregor. A.B., A.M. Brown
1954, Ph.D. Yale 1959. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Presque Isle July 16 1929; m.
Susanne MacLean June 10 1952; ch.: Kail,
Andrew. Asst. prof. Univ. Western Ont.
London Ont. Canada 1957-63, Syracuse Univ.
1963
— (asst. prof., assoc. prof., prof.). Contbr.
res. Syracuse NY.*
BOOTS, William John. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Attleboro MA Oct. 13 1929. res. Seekonk
MA.
BOYD, Roger Norris. A.B. magna cum laude.
Psi Upsilon. b. Washington DC Sept. 17
1929. res. Washington DC.
BRACKETT, Bruce Guy. Bowdoin 1947-49.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Springfield MA
March 27 1929. res. Hyannisport MA.
BRADLEY, Charles Arthur, III. Bowdoin
1947-50, M.D. Univ. Pittsburgh 1954. Psi
Upsilon. Medicine; b. Elizabeth NJ March
25 1930; s. of Charles A. '26; m. Donna Rendel
Dec. 19 1953; ch.: Charles, Ellen, Karen, Ruth.
Cancer gynecol. Roswell Park Memorial Inst.
Buffalo NY 1961-62, physician pvt. practice
obstet. & gynecol. CA (Solvang 1962-67, Santa
Barbara 1967—). Elder United Presby. Church
U.S.A., med. dir. Planned Parenthood Santa
Barbara County. Served to It. USNR 1954-58.
res. Santa Barbara CA.*
BREWER, Carl Boardman. A.B. cum laude.
Occ. unknown; b. Ashland Jan. 18 1930.
Teacher (Peddie Sch. Hightstown NJ 1957-61,
Hebron Acad. 1961-73). res. Ashland.*
BROWN, Bernard Carlton, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Orange NJ March 16 1926. res. Fair
Haven NJ.
BROWN, Edward Morton. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Mfg. exec; b. Spring Lake NJ May 8
1929; m. Martha Whitaker Jan. 9 1954; ch.:
Kathryn, Cynthia, Robert. Sales asst. C. B.
Cottrell & Sons Pawcatuck CT 1954, Wm. H.
Haskell Mfg. Co. Pawtucket RI (sales rep.
1954-69, general mgr. 1969-70, pres. 1971—).
Served to It. USCG 1952-54. res. Providence
RI.*
BROWN, William Pearce. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Invest, banking; b. Spring Lake NJ May
8 1929; m. Charlotte Pennock; 3 children.
With Alex. Brown & Sons Phila. PA 19?—. res.
Strafford PA.
BUNKER, Lester Earl, Jr. Bowdoin, B.S. Univ.
Me., M.S. Univ. Me. Med. research; b.
Franklin Aug. 22 1914; m. Helen Parker April
12 1947; ch.: John, Cheryl. Research asst. the
Jackson Lab. Bar Harbor. Member vestry &
treas. Epis. Church. Served to sgt. MCUSA
1942-46. res. Bar Harbor.*
BURNS, Robert. Bowdoin 1947-1948, B.S.
Boston Coll. 1957, Ed.M. Boston Univ. 1960.
Education; b. Portland April 20 1929.
Teacher (Newton MA 1957-62, USAF
Wiesbaden Germany 1962-63, Newton
1963-65, Bow Boys Sch. London England
1965-66, Newton 1966—). PFC MCUSA
1951-53. res. Newton Center MA.*
BURR, Paul Mayhew. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Bangor June 17 1927; m.
Barbara Fletcher Aug. 26 1950; ch.: Paul,
Bonny. Job comptroller Shell Oil Co. Searsport
& Bangor 1950, Container Corp. of Am.
Wakefield MA 1950— (trainee, sales rep., sales
mgr.). Chmn. Fibre Box Assn. 1 yr. res.
Winchester MA.*
CAMPBELL, William Kelso. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Boston May 31 1925. With Pure Oil Co.
Palatine IL 1961, with Tex. Eastern
Transmission Corp. Houston TX 1964-67.
Served with USN 3 yrs. WWII. d. Houston TX
May 23 1967.
CAMPBELL, William Neal, Jr. Bowdoin
1947-49. Zeta Psi. Restaurant management;
b. Jamaica Plains MA Sept. 26 1926; m.
Barbara Babcock Dec. 29 1950; ch.: William
III, Clark, Thomas, James. Sales trainee A. D.
Juilliard & Co. NYC 1949-51, zone mgr.
consumer products Union Carbide various
locations 1951-73, franchisee Int. House of
Pancakes Birmingham MI 1973— . Asst.
regional dir. Nat. Ski Patrol System. Served to
PO/3 USNR 1944-46. res. Birmingham ML*
CARLO, Donald Francis. A.B., M.F.A. Univ.
Tex. 1953. b. Portland OR March 20 1922;
m. Joyce Willoughby June 20 1947; ch.:
Elizabeth, Andrew. Playwright E. Granby CT
1953-58, teacher Coburn Classical Inst.
Waterville 1958-62, St. Margaret's Sch.
Watertown CT (teacher 1962-74, chmn. history
dept. 1969-74). Member Advisory Council Am.
Forum for Int. Study. Served with USA 3 yrs.
WWII. d. Newington CT Jan. 7 1974.*
CARLSON, Fred Alphonse, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Norwood MA June 2 1928. res. Lake St.
Louis MO.
CASEY, Thomas Clark. A.B., M B A. Stanford
1957. Psi Upsilon. Exec; b. Akron OH Dec.
17 1929; m. Tanya Seely July 2 1958; ch.: Tate,
Doug, John, Gary, Brad, Nina, Mimi, Tom.
Sales engineer Acushnet Co. New Bedford MA
1953-55, sales rep. Reeves Rubber Co. San
Clemente CA 1957-59, mgr. Polymer Corp.
Santa Ana CA 1959-61, v.pres. First Am. Trust
Co. Santa Ana 1965— . Dir. (Orange County
Financial Soc, Orange County Estate Planning
Council, Friends of Univ. Calif. Irvine), instr.
finance Santa Ana Coll., pres. board of
education Newport-Mesa Unified Sch. Dist.
1974-75. Served to 1st It. USA 1951-53. res.
Corona Del Mar CA.*
CLAFLIN, Charles Richard. A.B. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Exec; b. Boston
Oct. 15 1926; m. Marion Simmons Dec. 29
1951; ch.: Elizabeth, Susan, Nancy, Barbara,
David, Marjorie. The Stanley Works New
Britain CT (auditor 1954-60, financial analyst
1960-61, corporate budget accountant 1962-63,
supervisor corporate budgets, mgr. cost
accounting, mgr. budgets, sr. financial analyst,
dir. capital budget admin.). Member vestry
Grace Epis. Church 1965-67. Served to 1st It.
USA 1945-46, 1951-53; maj. USNR. res.
Newington CT.*
CLARK, Lawrence Davis, Jr. A.B. 1950. Kappa
Sigma. Clergy; b. Limington April 9 1927.
Rector (St. Barnabas' Epis. Church Rumford
1953-74, St. Dunstan's Epis. Church Ellsworth
1974—). Dir. (Tri-County Mental Health,
Oxford County Mental Health, Hancock
County Mental Health Assn.), trustee public
library Rumford, pres. & dir. Rumford
Community Center, registrar & archivist
Diocese of Me., member board of trustees
Bishopswood Diocese of Me. res. Ellsworth.*
CLARK, Rupert Orchard. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Univ. Penn. 1955, M.S.L.S. Case
Western Reserve Univ. 1972. Medicine; b.
Delaware County PA Nov. 21 1929; m.
Frances Waltman; ch.: Catherine, Elinor,
David, Grant. Physician OH 1956—. Served to
capt. MCUSA 1957-59. res. Oberlin OH.*
CLIFFORD, William Henry, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1956. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Lewiston Oct. 29 1929; m. Cynthia Searles
Aug. 28 1965; ch.: Paul, Constance, Adam.
Clifford & Clifford Lewiston (assoc. 1956-70,
partner 1970
—), atty. Androscoggin County
1963-70. Member parish council St. Joseph's
Church 1968-71, dir. Northeast Bankshare
1976—. Served to cpl. USA 1951-53. res.
Lewiston.*
COFFIN, Richard Neal. A.B., A.M. Harvard
1952, Ph.D. Boston Univ. 1964. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Great Britain March 22 1929;
s. of Robert P. T. '15; m. Mary Allen. Lectr.
Boston Univ., asst. prof. Tufts Univ., asst. prof,
to assoc. prof. Univ. Me. Portland 1966—
.
Served with USA 1952-54. Contbr., poet. res.
Portland.*
COGAN, Edward. A.B. 1953. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Chemistry; b. Rumford March 16
1927; m. Rose Mozorosky June 28 1953; ch.:
Cheryl, Jonathan, Michael, Neal. Chemist OR
(Charlton Labs. Portland 53-56, Publishers
Paper Co. Oregon City 1956-57), research
chemist U.S. Bureau of Mines Albany OR
1957-68, sr. research chemist IMI Inst, for
Research & Development Haifa Israel 1969—
.




Israel Standards Inst. 1972
—
, member ACS
publications committee 1960-63, chapter sec.
Sigma Xi 1960-61. PFC USAF 1945-47.
Contbr. res. Haifa Israel.*
COLLINS, William Otis, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Phila. PA Jan. 30 1924. res. Phila. PA.
CONKLIN, Roger Elbert. Bowdoin 1946-48.
b. High Point NC March 18 1926. res.
Kewanee IL.
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CONROD, David Franklin. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1956. Sigma Nu. Data processing
exec; b. Boston Nov. 21 1930; m. Katharine
Bletzer Feb. 14 1959; ch.: David, Katharine,
Elizabeth, Douglas. Inside sales engineer
Tracerlab Inc. Waltham MA 1956-57; asst. to
treas. Ellicott Machine Baltimore MD 1957-59;
branch mgr. Service Bureau Corp. Int.
Business Machines Baltimore, Washington
DC, Los Angeles CA, Seattle WA, Boston,
NYC 1959-70; v.pres. Data Facilities
Management Stamford CT 1970-72; pres. &
dir. Computer Facilities Inc. Stamford
1972-75; v.pres. Itel Computer Facilities Inc.
White Plains NY 1975—. Dir. 1960-75 (Union
Street Inc., McGee & Hogan Inc., Union Street
Railway Co., Eastern Mass. Street Railway
Co., Salt Lake City UT Lines Inc.). Served to
It. cdr. USCG 1952-54. Contbr. res. Chappaqua
NY.*
CONWAY, Henry Lee, Jr. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Md. 1957. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Baltimore MD
March 16 1929; m. Marilyn Litty April 14
1956; ch.: Thomas, Benjamin, Elizabeth. Atty.
Baltimore (Legal Aid Bureau 1957-58,
self-employed 1958—). Served to 1st It. USMC
1951-53; awarded Purple Heart, res. Baltimore
MD.*
CORLISS, Robert Frederick. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Harvard 1957. Alpha Tau Omega. 1972
capital campaign worker, admissions aide
1972-75. Law; b. Fitchburg MA Feb. 21
1930; m. Virginia Butler Aug. 24 1957; ch.:
Ethan, Emerson. Law clerk Mass. Supreme
Judicial Court Boston 1957-58, atty. Leon B.
Newman Boston 1958-66, general counsel
Mister Donut of Am. Westwood MA 1966-70,
atty. self-employed Boston 1970— . Dir. &
clerk (Adams-Smith Inc. Boxborough MA
1970—, Additive Tech. Corp. N. Chelmsford
MA 1973—), dir. (S. End Historical Soc.
1965-67, S. End Neighborhood Action
Program Inc. 1964-67), member Norwood
(Human Rights Committee 1969-75, town
meeting 1970-75, personnel advisory board
1972-73), chmn. selectmen's airport advisory
committee Norwood. Served to cpl. USA
1951-54. res. Norwood MA.*
COSTELLO, Paul Wilfred. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Journalism, ins. exec. & public admin.; b.
Brooklyn NY Dec. 24 1927; m. Alycia
LaFrance; ch.: Paul. Reporter Portsmouth NH
Herald 1952-56, state house bureau chief
Boston Herald 1956-66, public information dir.
John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston
1966-68, news bureau dir. Nixon-Agnew Nat.
Headquarters NYC 1968, asst. dir.
communications (Office of the Pres.-elect NYC
1968-69, Office of Pres. Washington DC
1969-71), asst. dir. exec, branch Action U.S.
Govt. Washington DC 1971-73, dir. govt,
relations The Travelers Ins. Cos. Washington
DC 1973— . Pres. Mass. State House Press
Assn. 1964-65, member Presidential Comm.
Office of Pres. 1970-71, foreign service reserve
officer Peace Corps 1971-73. Served to cpl.
USA 1946-47. res. McLean VA.*
CRONIN, John Drummond. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Ins. exec; b. Lawrence MA June
16 1929; m. Barbara Elliott Nov. 16 1951; ch.:
John, Mark, Cynthia, David. C.L.U.; with
Conn. General Life Ins. Co. 1958-64, ins.
broker self-employed 1964-69, with State
Mutual of Am. Worcester MA 1969—
Member Am. Coll. of Life Underwriters.
Served to It. USN 1951-56. res. Princeton
MA.*
CRONIN, Paul Edward. A.B. magna cum
laude, A.M. Harvard 1952. Sigma Nu.
Govt.; b. Lewiston Nov. 10 1927. Analyst
U.S. Govt. 1954—. Served to sgt. USA
1944-47. res. Washington DC*
CROSBY, Carl Russell, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Manchester NH Sept. 23 1924. d.
Brunswick March 10 1977.
CRUMMY, Andrew Bernard, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Boston Univ. 1955. Alpha Tau
Omega. Education & medicine; b. Newark
NJ Jan. 30 1930; m. Elsa Esser Dec. 27 1958;
ch.: Colleen, Kevin, Timothy. Univ. Wise
Hospitals Madison (intern 1955-56, resident
radiology 1958-61), fellow radiology Mt.
Auburn Hospital Cambridge MA 1961-62,
fellow cardiovascular radiology Yale Univ.
1962-63, asst. prof. Univ. Colo. Denver
1963-64, Univ. Wise Madison (asst. prof,
radiology 1964-67, assoc. prof. 1967-70, prof.
1970—). Fellow (Am. Coll. of Radiology, Am.
Heart Assn., Council on Cardiovascular
Radiology, Am. Coll. of Angiology), member
Assn. of Univ. Radiologists (editorial
subcommittee 1967-70, membership committee
1970-71), Wise Radiological Soc. (member
board of dir. 1967-69, 1973-76; v.pres. 1970-71;
pres.-elect 1971-72; pres. 1972-73; member





, asst. rep. scientific
exhibits 1972
— ,
rep. scientific exhibits 1974),
pres. Madison Area Radiologists 1965-66,
member med. advisory board Wise Kidney
Foundation 1969
—
, Dane County Cancer Soc.
(member board of dir. 1969-70, v.pres.
1970-71), consultant radiologist U.S. Veterans
hospitals (Madison 1964-67, Tomah WI
1972—). Served to It. MCUSN 1956-58.
Contbr. res. Madison WI.*
DAGGETT, John Tobey, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Occ. unknown; b. Boston Oct. 28 1928.
res. Cohasset MA.*
DALEY, Henry Francis, Jr. A.B. 1950. Chi Psi.
Ins.; b. Boston Nov. 9 1925; m. Catherine
Colman June 19 1954; ch.: Jean. Teacher &
coach Rockland 1950-52, chief underwriter
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1952— . Pres.
Mutual Underwriters Assn. New Eng. 1974-75,
officer Parish Council St. Mary Milton MA,
member advisory board Northeastern Sch. of
Ins. 1974 & 1975. Served to s/sgt. USA
1944-46. res. Milton MA.*
DAVIS, William Henry, II. A.B., J.D. George
Washington Univ. 1956. Delta Upsilon.
Law; b. Phila. PA Nov. 25 1928; s. of
George T. '24; m. Joan Coppolino July 14
1953; ch.: Deborah, William, Robert, Patricia.
Dept. of Navy (asst. counsel Office of General
Counsel Washington DC 1956-61, asst. dir.
installations & facilities Office of Asst. Sec. of
Navy Arlington VA 1961—). Served with USA
1951-53, served to capt. USAR. Recipient:
numerous performance awards Dept. of Navy,
res. Annandale VA.*
DAWSON, Frederick Wilsey. A.B. Chi Psi.
Sales management; b. Cleveland OH Jan. 15
1927. Sales mgr. Latin Am. Continental-Emsco
Co. Houston TX 1971—. Served to sgt. USA
1945-47. res. Houston TX.*
DECKER, James Victor. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Sales; b. Newton MA Dec. 25 1928; m.
Patricia Perry Nov. 15 1952; ch.: Victoria,
Mark, Melissa, Tracey, Dean. V.pres. nat. sales
Palm Beach Co. Cincinnati OH 1955—.
Seaman USN 1952-54. res. Palos Verdes
Estates CA.*
DeCOSTA, Robert Eugene. A.B. 1950. Theta
Delta Chi. Exec; b. S. Portland April 9
1924; m. Mary Crozier Sept. 16 1950; ch.:
Robert, Patrice, John, Edward, Martha,
Daniel, Katherine, Clare, Joseph, Megan,
Mara. Salesman General Foods Bangor
1950-51, merchandise mgr. Porteous Mitchell
& Braun Portland 1951-59, salesman
Phillips-Van Heusen NYC 1959-61, field sales
mgr. C. F. Hathaway Co. NYC 1961-70, pres.
Nat. Menswear Genesco Inc. Indianapolis IN
1970-73, exec, v.pres. C. F. Hathaway Co.
Waterville 1973-76, pres. Day's Inc. Tacoma
WA. Served with USN 1941-46. res. Tacoma
WA.*
DEMING, Charles Hawthorne. A.B. 1952, B.S.
Kan. State Univ. 1965, M.S. Univ. N.M. 1970.
Beta Theta Pi. Aviation; b. Schenectady NY
July 5 1929; m. Barbara Burgess March 20
1954; ch.: Marion, Laura, Elizabeth, Susan.
Officer USAF Albuquerque NM 1953-73,
airline pilot Federal Express Corp. Memphis
TN 1973— . Elected member Sigma Xi.
Awarded Meritorious Service Medal 1973, Air
Medal 1967. res. Memphis TN.*
DENNIS, Donald Daly. A.B., A.B. Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1956, M.L.S. Univ. Calif. Berkeley
1957. Sigma Nu. Library science; b. Paris
France Dec. 21 1928; s. of Alonzo G. '11, m.
Mary Hartig Oct. 17 1964. Asst. Free Library
of Phila. PA 1957-60, Drexel Inst. Library
(head 1960-62, dir. 1963-65), head librarian
(assoc. prof. Cedar Crest Coll. Allentown PA
1962-66, Dearborn Campus Library Univ.
Mich. E. Lansing 1966-68, chief Nat. Library
of Medicine 1969-71, The Am. Univ.
Washington DC 1971—, student Univ. Mich.
1969. Member board of dir. District of
Columbia Library Assn. Served to It. USN
1951-55. Contbr. res. Bethesda MD.*
DeTROY, Peter John, Jr. A.B. cum laude
1950, A.M. Wesleyan 1951. Writing; b.
Union City NJ Aug. 26 1922; m. Christine
Meiners June 28 1947; ch.: Peter III '69,
Gregory, Thomas, Matthew, Christine,
Benjamin, Daniel. Ed. & tech. writer
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. NYC 1951-55, sr.
instr. Culver IN Acad. 1955-62, public
relations & advt. mgr. Motorola Inc. Chicago
IL 1962-67, public relations & advt. dir.
General Time Inc. Stamford CT 1967-70, dir.
communications Videorecord Inc. Westport
CT 1970-71, sr. assoc. (CPC Int. Englewood
Cliffs NJ 1971-72, Poutray & Holyoke Assocs.
Norwalk CT 1972—). Member editorial board
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Signal magazine. Served to capt. USA 1942-47,
1952-53. res. E. Norwalk CT.*
DICKSON, David Carlyle, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. b. Des Moines IA Sept. 14 1927.
res. Bloomberg PA.
DOLAN, Roger William. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Portland Oct. 13 1925. res. Cape
Elizabeth.
DOWELL, Dudley, Jr. Bowdoin 1947-50, A.B.
Univ. Ark. 1952. Zeta Psi. Marketing; b.
Little Rock AR Feb. 6 1929; m. Jeanne Waibe
Nov. 8 1952, m. Karen Bergman Nov. 4 1975;
ch.: Dudley III, David, Dana. Agt.
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. Summit NJ 1954-56,
Mutual of N.Y. (asst. mgr. Kansas City MO
1956-59, mgr. Berkeley CA 1959-69), dir.
agencies Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. San
Francisco CA 1969-73, sr. v.pres. marketing
(ITT Financial Services Denver CO 1973-75,
General United Life Ins. Co. Des Moines IA
1976—). Served to 1st It. USMC 1952-54. res.
Des Moines IA.*
DRISKO, Richard Burton. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Exec; b. Newton MA Nov. 25 1928; m.
Elizabeth Gray Aug. 29 1953; ch.: Lindsay,
Katherine, John. Salesman Koppers Co.
Nashua NH 1954-62, sales mgr. New Eng. Pole
Merrimack NH 1962-68, general mgr. For-Tek
distributor N. Billerica MA 1968
— ,
pres.
For-Tank contractor N. Billerica 1974—
.
Hollis Congr. Church (deacon; moderator;
member board of trustees, religious education
committee), town chmn. Hollis NH (library
trustees, recreation committee, board of
adjustment, budget committee). Served to
s/sgt. USAF 1951-53. res. Nashua NH.*
EATON, Robert John. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1958. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b.
Bangor April 30 1929; s. of George F. '14; m.
Julia Lorenz June 23 1951; ch.: Anna, Julia,
George. Atty. self-employed Eaton Peabody
Bradford & Veague Bangor 1958— . Served to
It. USN 1952-55. res. Bangor.*
FASH, Kenneth Bostwick, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. NYC Oct. 28 1926. res. Montgomery
AL.
FAY, Samuel Prescott, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Education, writing & composing; b. Boston
Oct. 12 1926; m. Francoise Zighera June 14
1956; ch.: Marie-Denise, Jacqueline. Teacher
English (Browne & Nichols Sch. Cambridge
MA 1953-57, Anatolia Coll. Salonika Greece
1958-71, Darussafaka Coll. Istanbul Turkey
1972-73), free-lance writer & composer
Salonika 1973— . Elected member Overseas
Press Club NYC. Served with USNR 1944-45.
Recipient: First Prize BBC World Service
?Sound 71? Music Competition 1971. Contbr.,
musical compositions, res. Salonika Greece.*
FIFE, James Lemuel. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Harvard 1955. Medicine; b. Boston Sept. 15
1929; m. Gloria Goodman April 9 1955; ch.:
Pamela, Susan, Alison, Jennifer. Surgeon
self-employed Brunswick. Served to capt. USA
1956-58. res. Brunswick.*
FILLMORE, Robert Newell. Bowdoin
1947-48. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Hanover NH
June 19 1929; s. of Ernest G. '23. res. Enfield
CT.
FLATHER, Joseph Howard, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Nashua NH April 17 1927;
m. Joann Hoffman Dec. 10 1955; ch.: Curtis,
Stephen, David, Daniel. Smithkline Corp.
Phila. PA (analyst marketing research 1951-55,
asst. to office mgr. 1955-58, office mgr.
1958-60, mgr. corporate admin, services
I960—). Served to SFC USN 1945-47. res.
Malvern PA.*
FLYNN, John Daniel. Bowdoin 1947-49. Delta
Upsilon. b. Port Chester NY Jan. 1 1930. res.
unknown.
FOLLO, Anthony Dominick. Bowdoin 1948.
Psi Upsilon. b. E. Haven CT April 1 1926;
m. Patricia Chieffo; ch.: Thomas, Timothy.
With U.S. Govt., prop. Foxon Appliance &
Furniture E. Haven 197-69. Served with USN 2
yrs. WWII. d. April 10 1969.
FONG, Kien-Tien. A.B. Delta Upsilon. b.
Peiping China June 30 J 928. res. unknown.
FORGUES, Gerard Robert. Bowdoin 1947-49,
grad. Boston Coll. 1956. Theta Delta Chi.
Business; b. Lewiston July 27 1928. With
General Discount Corp. Boston 1956-68, with
L & A Fuel Co. Lewiston, with Zerox dept.
Androscoggin County Auburn. Served to cpl.
USA 1950-51. Recipient: Bronze Medal (2).
N.C.A.A. hockey Broadmoor Co. res.
Lewiston.*
FORKER, Charles Rush. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.A. Merton Coll.
Oxford (Fulbright scholar) 1953; M.A. Merton
Coll. Oxford 1955; Ph.D. Harvard 1957. Alpha
Tau Omega. Education; b. Pittsburgh PA
March 1 1 1927. Instr. English Univ. Wise.




Univ. Mich. Ann Arbor 1969-70, prof. English
Ind. Univ. 1970— . Lay reader Epis. Church.
Served to t/3 MCUSA 1945-47. Ed.: The
Cardinal (1964), Henry V (1971); co-ed.:
Compendiosa Enumeratio Poetarum; contbr.
res. Bloomington IN.*
FOX, George Morton. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Boston Nov. 1 1929. res.
Brighton MA.
FRENCH, Edwin Randolph. B.S. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. Advt.
exec; b. Quincy MA Nov. 13 1929; m. Patricia
Rettig Feb. 18 1967; ch.: Christopher, Adam.
Student Univ. Rochester NY 1952, writer Int.
Business Machines 1956-59, advt. exec.
Marsteller Inc. NYC I960—. With USA
1952-56. res. New Canaan CT.*
FRIEND, Gilman Norris. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Real estate; b. Newport Sept. 23 1928; m.
Joyce Wilson June 13 1953; ch.: Nathan,
Dana, Tracey, Katherine. Buyer Porteous
Mitchell & Braun Portland 1951-55, salesman
Briggs Inc. Bangor 1955-57, prop.-mgr.
Newport (Friend & Friend Oil Co. Inc.
1957-71, Strout Realty Inc. 1969—). Pres.
Newport Historical Soc, past member & pres.
board of trustees Sebasticook Valley Hospital
Pittsfield, Anah Temple Ancient Arabic Order
of Nobles of Mystic Shrine (divan 1966,
potentate 1976), town moderator 5 yrs. res.
Newport.*
FROST, Robert Harold. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
New London CT Jan. 4 1926. res. Wapping
CT.
GARDNER, Arthur WendeU. Bowdoin
1947-50. Chi Psi. Invests.; b. Detroit MI
April 14 1927; m. Joan Landor 1951; ch.:
Hilary, J. Blake. Stockbroker Washington DC
1951—. Served with USCG 1950. res.
Washington DC*
GAULD, Joseph Warren. A.B., A.M. Boston
Univ. 1963. Education; b. Springfield MA
July 25 1927; s. of Abiel M. Smith '23; m.
Blanche Westhaver June 17 1950; ch.:
Malcolm '76, Laurie, Georgia. New Hampton
NH Sch. 1951-64 (head dept. mathematics,
coach; dir. athletics summer sch., admissions;
asst. headmaster), headmaster Berwick Acad.
S. Berwick 1964-65, founder & headmaster
Hyde Sch. Bath 1966—. Seaman 2/c USN
1945-46. Author: The Courage to Grow. res.
Bath.*
GETCHELL, David Rolfe. Bowdoin 1947-50.
Zeta Psi. b. Bangor Dec. 30 1928. res.
Camden.
GILLEY, Leonard Bragdon. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Johns Hopkins 1961,
Ph.D. Univ. Denver 1966. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Ellsworth Feb. 28 1929;
married; 3 children. Prof. English Univ. Me.
Farmington 1968—. With USA 1952-54. res.
Farmington.*
GIORDANETTI, Elmo. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Princeton
(Woodrow Wilson fellow) 1954; Ph.D.
Princeton 1959; A.M. (hon.) Amherst 1968.
Beta Theta Pi. Education; b. Paterson NJ
Sept. 10 1925. Amherst 1955-68 (prof, romance
lang. & literature 196$
—
). Served to sgt.
USCGR 1943-45. Co-author: Was America a
Mistake? (1968), contbr. res. Amherst MA.*
GLIDDEN, Philip Eugene. A.B., A.M. Boston
Univ. 1957, Ph.D. Boston Univ. 1963. Alpha
Tau Omega. Real estate; b. Presque Isle July
14 1928; s. of Jerry D. '17; m. Joanna Williams
Dec. 25 1957; ch.: Madeline, Catherine.
Geologist Noranda Mines Ltd. Toronto Ont.
Canada 1957-60, asst. prof. Briarcliff Coll.
Briarcliff Manor NY 1961-65, prop. Glidden
Real Estate Inc. Millerton NY 1965—. res. N.
Salem NY.*
GODDARD, James Harold, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Invest, banking; b. Boston Nov. 25
1925; m. Nancy Leonard Sept. 5 1947; ch.:
James III, John, Linda. V.pres. J. H. Goddard
& Co. Inc. Boston 1951-67, account exec
Draper Sears & Co. Boston 1967-69, fixed
income mgr. E. F. Hutton & Co. Boston
1969— . Treas. & dir. Boston Financial
Research Assn. 1960-67, trustee Pilgrim
Church Duxbury 1970-73. Served with
USAAF 1943-46. res. Duxbury MA.*
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GOTTLIEB, Burton Miller. A.B., M.P.H.
Univ. Pittsburgh 1958. Zeta Psi. Hospital
admin. & consulting; b. Lewiston Nov. 5 1927;
m. Mildred Dose Dec. 17 1953. Asst.
administrator Monmouth Med. Center Long
Branch NJ 1957-66, administrator Community
Memorial Hospital Toms River NJ 1966-67,
dir. business management Pineland Hospital &
Training Center Pownal 1967-68, administrator
Navesink Pavilion Red Bank NJ 1968-70,
hospital consultant Hill-Burton Fisher-Cohen
Co. Newark NJ 1966-68, asst. administrator St.
Mary's Hospital Passaic NJ 1970— . Fellow
Am. Coll. Hospital Admin., pres. B. G. Central
System Ltd. Long Branch, v.pres. Delta
Security Bureau Long Branch. Served to sgt.
USA 1952-54. res. Shrewsbury NJ.*
GOULD, Donald Warren. Bowdoin. Zeta Psi.
Publishing; b. Quincy MA July 21 1929; m.
Josephine Henschel Jan. 16 1954; ch.: Ellen,
David. Chopper Hudson Pulp & Paper Co.
Augusta 1949, foreman Landscape Service Co.
Framingham MA 1949-50, clerical asst. Mass.
Clerk of the House Boston 1954, foreman
White & Franke Inc. Brookline MA 1954-55,
prop. Legislative Reporting Service Boston
1956— . Dir. & chmn. development committee
Ferry Beach Park Assn. Saco 1974-76. Served
to SFC USA 1950-53. res. Melrose MA.*
GOULD, Herbert Louis. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.D. Columbia 1954. Kappa Sigma.
Ophthalmology; b. Boston Dec. 20 1928; m.
Kathleen Kavanagh Sept. 1 1955; ch.:
Deirdhre, Siobhan, Gawain, Morgaan. Intern
1st med. div. Bellevue Hospital 1954-55,
ophthalmologist self-employed White Plains
NY 19?—. F.A.C.S., fellow Am. Geriatric Soc,
Am. Acad. Ophthalmology & Otolaryngology
(fellow, instr. 1962
—
), dir. Contact Lens Clinic,
diplomate Am. Board Ophthalmology, assoc.
attending surgeon & dir. Scleral Lens Clinic
Manhattan Eye Ear & Throat Hospital, assoc.
attending surgeon The N.Y. Hospital,
attending surgeon Kings County Hospital, asst.
clinical prof, ophthalmology SUNY Downstate
Med. Center, founder & treas. board of dir.
Contact Lens Assn. of Ophthalmologists, pres.
& founder Physicians' Wine Appreciation Soc,
founder & leading actor Am. Amateur Actors
Guild London England 1956-59, co-founder
Channel Stage Theatre Group Presby. Church
White Plains, pres. Ft. Hill Players Civic
Community Theatre White Plains. Served to
maj. USAF 1955-59. Recipient: Distinguished
Service Award C. of C. White Plains 1965, The
Prof. Doctor Ingnacio Barraquer Memorial
Award for contributions to medicine & surgery
through cinematography 1965, CH. Contact
Lens Assn. of Ophthalmology 1966, Award of
Merit Am. Acad. Ophthalmology &
Otolaryngology 1971. Contbr., developed
therapeutic contact lenses, res. White Plains
NY.*
GRAHAM, William Theodore, Jr. A.B.,
M.B.A. Harvard 1956. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Exec; b.
Boston Oct. 29 1929; m. Sylvia Wales Dec. 27
1952; ch.: Pamela, William, George. Pres. W.
T. Graham Co. Inc. Brighton MA. Member
board of dir. (Springfield VT Printing Corp.
1973
— ,
Brighton MA Cooperative Bank
1976—, trustee United Church of Christ
Norwell MA 1967. Served to capt. USA
1951-54. res. Needham MA.*
HALL, Peter Leigh. Bowdoin 1947-48. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. Worcester MA July 11 1929.
res. Swampscott MA.
HANSEN, Norman Edwin. Bowdoin 1947-48,
grad. 1951. Theta Delta Chi. b. Arlington
MA Sept. 28 1930. res. unknown.
HANSON, Henry Edward. A.B. 1950. Kappa
Sigma. b. Providence RI Feb. 18 1926. res.
Elmwood MA.
HARE, Donald Eustis. A.B., M.B.A. Harvard
1955. Delta Upsilon. Business exec; b.
Sharon MA Feb. 1 1 1929; m. Ann Fisher June
16 1956; ch.: Thomas, Amy, Douglas. Buyer
Marshall Field & Co. Chicago IL 1955-57,
v.pres. works mgr. General Fittings Co. E.
Greenwich RI 1957-66, asst. to v.pres. Norris
Industries Los Angeles CA 1966-67, v.pres.
mfg. Parker-Hartford Corp. Windsor CT
1967-70, pres. & treas. (Spenay Corp. Spencer
MA 1973—, The Reliance Co. Broad Brook
CT 1974—). Dir. Bogle Corp., sec. Grapa S.A.
Madrid Spain. Served to capt. USMCR
1951-53. res. Woodstock CT.*
HARRINGTON, George Jeffries, Jr. A.B. Zeta
Psi. b. Boston Feb. 22 1928. res. Kennebunk.
HARRISON, Keith Williams. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1956. Delta Upsilon. Class agt.
1961-64, 1972 capital campaign worker,
Alumni Council 1976-80. Management; b.
Detroit MI Feb. 4 1929; m. Marilyn Morgan
Aug. 9 1952; ch.: Brett '79, Todd, Scott. Sales
mgr. Wasco Products Inc. Cambridge MA
1956-61, marketing mgr. Am. Cyanamid Co.
Wakefield MA 1961-68, consultant Arthur D.
Little Inc. Cambridge 1968-69, v.pres. (W.R.
Grace & Co. Cambridge 1969-73, Kalwall




Newton Theological Sch. 1969
—
, dir. New
Eng. Solar Energy Soc. 1975— . Served to 1st It.
USA 1951-54. res. Rochester NY.*
HARTING, Stanwood Theodore. Bowdoin
1947-48. Kappa Sigma. b. Canton July 28
1930. res. Rumford.
HASTINGS, Hugh Warren, II. A.B. 1950.
Sigma Nu. Management; b. Fryeburg Sept.
29 1926; s. of Hugh W. Ml; m. Norene
Mattson Nov. 21 1953; ch.: Thomas, Ellen,






(Hastings & Hastings Fryeburg 1951-73,
Saunders Bros. Westbrook 1965-69), property
mgr. self-employed Fryeburg 1973— . Pres. (C.
of C. Fryeburg 1971-74, Kiwanis Club
Fryeburg-Olvell 1974-75), Congr. Church
Fryeburg (trustee 1968-74, finance 1974-77).
Served to cpl. USAAF 1945-46. res. Fryeburg.*
HAYWOOD, Benjamin Vanderford. A.B.,
LL.B. Univ. Miami 1957. Alpha Delta Phi.
1972 capital campaign area co-chmn. Law;
b. Salem MA July 15 1929; s. of Ralph W. '16;
m. Mary Nicholson Dec 18 1954; ch.:
Carolyn, Anne. Atty. Zimmerman Haywood &
Portley Pampano Beach FL I960—, judge
Lighthouse Point 1964-77. Served to capt.
USMC Korean War. res. Lighthouse Point
FL.*
HEELY, Leroy Patterson. A.B. Zeta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Marketing
research management; b. Plainfield NJ Aug. 15
1928; m. Nancy Topping March 20 1954; ch.:
Douglas, Jane. Salesman Vic Chem. Co. NYC
1953-55, admin, asst. ACF Industries NYC
1956, market analyst Sinclair Oil NYC
1956-60, mgr. marketing services Alcan
Aluminum Corp. NYC 1961—. Presby. Church
Tenafly NJ (past pres., member board of
deacons). PFC USA 1951-53. res. Hudson
OH.*
HENDERSON, Eugene O'Brien. A.B., M.B.A.
Stanford Univ. 1958, M.S.I.A. George
Washington Univ. 1969, grad. Naval War Coll.
1969. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Govt.; b. Bingham March 6 1930;
m. Martha Monroe April 12 1958; ch.: Ross,
Eugene Jr. Student George Washington Univ.
1956 & 1960, U.S. Govt. Washington DC
(admin, asst. 1953-56, research spec. 1958-64,
chemist 1964
—
). Asst. dist. commissioner Boy
Scouts of Am. Arlington VA 1973
—
, chmn.
finance committee St. Michael's Epis. Church
Arlington 1975—. Served to cpl. USA 1951-53.
res. Arlington VA.*
HIKEL, Rudolph Jerome. A.B. 1950. Chi Psi.
b. Waterville June 2 1926. res. Orono.
HOMER, Chester Earl, Jr. A.B. 1950. Theta
Delta Chi 1972 capital campaign worker.
Wool exec; b. Boston May 12 1926; m.
Carolyn Needles Sept. 9 1949; ch.: Chester,
Sally '76, Anne. Salesman J. R. Reilly Co.
Boston 1950-53, treas. & partner Richard W.
Homer & Co. Inc. Boston 1953— . Served to
cpl. ACUSA 1944. res. Wellesley MA.*
HOUSTON, William Mace. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1954. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Law; b. Milo July 2 1927; s. of Wallace S.
'22; m. Ruth Coburn Nov. 26 1947; ch.:
William Jr., Holly, Heather. V.pres. & general
counsel Bamgor & Aroostock RR Bangor
1955— . Town of Bangor (member city council
1963-69, mayor 1967). Served to capt. USA
1946-47. res. Bangor.*
HOWARD, Robert Eliot. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
1958. Zeta Psi. Dentistry; b. Boston May 23
1928; m. Josephine Smith Aug. 27 1955; ch.:
John, Kimberley, Anne. Dentist pvt. practice
Manchester MA 1958—. Served with USCG
1951-54. res. Manchester MA.*
HUBLEY, Norman Alan. A.B.. LL.B.
Northeastern 1955. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Worcester MA
Aug. 29 1929; m. Ann Connell June 15 1952:
ch.: Jane, Nancy, Adam '78, Priscilla, Stephen.
Pamela. Clerk Arkwright Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
Boston 1951-53, sales management trainee
Conn. General Life Ins. Co. Boston 1953-55,
U.S. Dept. of Justice (atty. Washington DC
1955-57, asst. U.S. atty. Boston 1957-61).
lawyer Herrick Smith Donald Farley &
Ketchum Boston 1961— . Trustee Winthrop
Community Hospital, chmn. Winthrop
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Advisory Committee 1968-70. res. Winthrop
MA.*
HUTCHINSON, John Henry. Bowdoin
1947-48. Psi Upsilon. b. Gary IN Dec. 25
1925. res. unknown.
HUTCHINSON, Kenneth Carleton. Bowdoin
1947-49. b. Canton April 21 1929. res. Owls
Head.
HWOSCHINSKY, Paul. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1953. Business exec; b. NYC Oct.
21 1927; m. Carol Robinson Jan. 22 19?
General partner K-W & Co. San Francisco CA
1962-67, asst. group v.pres. Fairchild Cam & I.
Co. 1967-68, dir. new business Caelus
Memories San Jose CA 1968-69, v.pres. Kaiton
Corp. San Francisco 1969-70, pres. Polyon
Concepts Inc. Menlo Park CA 1970-73, general
partner Callanish Fund Menlo Park 1973—
.
Finance chmn. Big Brothers San Francisco CA
Bay area. Served to It. (jg) USN 1953-56. res.
Portola Valley CA.*
HYDE, Philip Lanson. Bowdoin 1947-49.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Lawrence MA Sept.
29 1947. res. N. Andover MA.
HYRE, Edward Joseph. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Auditing & consulting; b. Everett MA July 4
1929. Asst. dir. marketing McCann-Erickson
NYC 1954-59, int. advt. mgr. Union Carbide
Corp. NYC 1960-63, asst. merchandise mgr.
Tiffany & Co. NYC 1963-67, branch
operations mgT. Rust Craft Co. Dedham MA
1967-70, auditing & consulting services
self-employed Reading MA 1970— . Served to
cpl. USA 1951-53. res. Reading MA.*
INGRAHAM, William White, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Trade assn. .exec; b.
Woonsocket RI Dec 4 1928; m. Marion
McLennan Sept. 17 1957; ch.: Diana, Jeffrey.
Sales mgr. Velok Ltd. NYC 1953-60, v.pres.
DC Glassie Co. Washington DC 1960-70, exec,
dir. Am. Gear Mfr.'s Assn. Washington DC
1970—. Served to It. (jg) USN 1951-53. res.
Bethesda MD.*
JEWELL, William LeGrow. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Communications; b. S. Portland May 18
1924; m. Alice Herrick Aug. 2 1952; ch.:
Sarah, Laurie, Robyn, David. New Eng. Tel. &
Tel. Co. (plant switchman Lewiston 1946-52;
traffic supervisor Manchester NH, Boston,
Portland 1952-58; engineer Portland & Boston
1958-63), engineering mgr. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co.
NYC 1963-69, New Eng. Tel. & Tel.
(engineering mgr. Framingham MA & Boston
1969-75, general engineering supervisor Boston
1975—). Served to 1st It. USAF 1943-46. res.
Woolwich.*
JOHNSON, Bernard Willard. Bowdoin
1947-50. b. Bailey Is. July 9 1927. res. Bailey
Is.
JOHNSTON, Robert Angus, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ins. exec; b. Melrose MA March
9 1926; m. Eleanor Church June 20 1953; ch.:
Eleanor, Candace. Second v.pres. mortgage &
real estate John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Boston 19?— . Deacon First Parish of
Westwood MA United Church 1968-72. Served
to PO/3 USNR 1944-46. res. Westwood MA.*
JORTBERG, Charles Anthony, Jr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. b. Portland June 13 1929. res. Lynnfield
MA.
JUKO, Thomas Joseph Nicholas. A.B.
Education; b. Dudley MA Sept. 4 1924.
Teacher (Salisbury CT Sch. 1951-56, high sch.
Webster MA 1956-57), principal public sch.
Dudley 1957-62, Woodstock CT Acad,
(teacher 1962
—
, academic dir. 1970
—
).
Founder & exec. dir. Humanities in Britain,
founder & dir. (The British Experience,
Woodstock Music Festival), member
(Educational Consultors to Acad, at Taunton
MA, spec, projects committee New Eng. Assn.
of Teachers of English, board of appeals town
of Dudley Zoning Comm.), dir. public relations
Music Mt., chmn. board of appeals 1 yr.
Served to sgt. USA 1943-45. res. Dudley MA.*
KAKNES, Theodore Andrew. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Lowell MA Oct. 9 1929. res.
Brunswick.
KELLEHER, Warren Fitzgerald. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Ft. Kent March 21 1929. res.
Atherton CA.
KELLEY, James Michael, II. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Class agt. 1968-75. Exec; b. Montpelier VT
March 13 1929; m. Frances Craig May 27
1972. Registered rep. Merrill Lynch Pierce
Fenner & Smith 1954-58, real estate developer
self-employed 1959-61, registered rep. Spencer
Trask & Co. 1961-75, exec, v.pres. & dir.
Wells-Lamson Quarry Co. Barre VT 1975—.
Dir. (Jones Bros. Co., Kelley Construction
Co.). Served to 2nd It. USA 1951-54. res.
Elmore VT.*
KEMP, Robert Jenkins. A.B., M B A. Harvard
1953. Delta Upsilon, Delta Sigma.
Marketing exec; b. Quincy MA Dec 11
1927; m. Mary-Louise Dee April 23 1960; ch.:
Elizabeth, Wallace, Margaret. Various
marketing positions A. G. Spalding Chicopee
MA 1954-65, dir. marketing Marine Optical
Boston 1965-70, marketing dir. & general mgr.
Univis N. Attleboro MA 1970-74, general mgr.
May Optical Inc. Marin MA 1974-75, v.pres.
marketing & principal Marine Optical Inc.
Boston 1975— . Member vestry St. Andrews
Epis. Church Hanover MA 1966-69, 1975—;
member town finance committee Norwell
1966-71. PFC ACUSA 1946-47. res. Norwell
MA.*
KENDALL, Charles Benjamin. Bowdoin
1948-51. Beta Theta Pi. b. Plymouth MA
Aug. 6 1927. res. unknown.
KENNEDY, Robert Paul, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Business; b. Worcester MA April 11 1926;
m. Barbara Nordberg July 3 1952; ch.: Donna,
Patricia. Development engineer Am. Optical
Co. 1951-52, H. H. Brown Shoe Co. Worcester
MA (industrial engineer 1952-62, plant mgr.
1962-68), Kinney Shoe Corp. Carlisle PA
(general supt. 1968-75, dir. purchasing 1976
—
).
Served to s/sgt. USA 1944-46. res. Mt. Holly
Springs PA.*
KERR, Charles Albert. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Boston May 19 1927; m. Betty Marble
April 3 1954; ch.: Judith, Jayne, Thomas,
Robert. Spec. agt. (Boston Ins. Co. ca. 1955,
Old Colony Ins. Co. Boston, N.H. Fire Ins. Co.
ca. 1959), youth parole officer N.Y. State
Parole Board ca. 1960-71. Served with USN
1945-46, served with USA 1951-53. d.
Sycracuse NY Feb. 20 1971.
KIMEL, Donald Russell. Bowdoin 1947-49,
A.B. Ind. Univ. 1951. Zeta Psi. Travel
consulting; b. N. Andover MA Feb. 22 1929;
m. Joan Butler Sept. 22 1958; ch.: Pamela.
With Ralph Flanagan Orchestra 1953-55, with
Am. Airlines 1955-58, with N.W. Airlines
1958-68, with Am. Int. Travel Service 1968-70,
with Travel Consultants 1970-72, travel agt.
GWV Travel Needham Heights MA 1972—.
Served to sgt. USA 1951-53. res. Gloucester
MA.*
KING, Francis Allan. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Woonsocket RI May 8 1928; s. of Francis J.
'21. res. Slatersville RI.
KING, Leopold Firman. A.B., Ed.M. Salem
State Coll. 1965. Sigma Nu. Coll. admin.; b.
Lowell MA March 23 1930, s. of Leopold F.
'22. Dean of students Univ. Lowell MA 19?—
.
St. Joseph's Hospital (chmn. education
committee, member community relations
committee), past pres. & founder D'Youville
Manor Men's Guild, member (board of dir.
Goodwill Industries, Eastern Coll. Personnel
Officers, Nat. Assn. Student Personnel
Administrators, Nat. Assn. Foreign Student
Advisors). Served with USN 1951-53. res.
Lowell MA*
KNIGHTS, William. A.B., A.M. Boston Univ.
1956, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1960. Delta Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Boston April 12 1928; m.
Eileen Hogan June 22 1957; ch.: William,
Scott, James, Gale, John. With George C.
Moore Wool Scouring Co. Chelmsford MA
1951, 1953-55; teaching fellow Boston Univ.
1955-56; intern, resident & teaching fellow St.
Francis Hospital Hartford CT 1960-64;
physician pvt. practice E. Hartford CT 1960—
Served to cpl. USA 1951-53. res. Glastonbury
CT.*
LaCAVA, Gregory. A.B. 1950. Management;
b. Orange NJ Nov. 16 1926; m. Andrea
Humphreys Sept. 25 1954; ch.: Victoria,
Gregory. Continental Can Co. (salesman NYC
1951-64; dist. sales mgr. Boston, Phila. PA
1964-72; regional sales mgr. Phila., Passaic NJ
1972—). Served to s/sgt. USA 1945-46. res.
Devon PA.*
LANE, Howard Anderson. Bowdoin 1947-49.
Psi Upsilon. b. Trenton NJ Feb. 22 1927. res.
unknown.
LANZINGER, Klaus. A.B. cum laude, Ph.D.
Univ. Innsbruck 1952. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Woergl Tyrol Austria Feb. 16 1928; m. Aida
Schuessl June 7 1954; ch.: Franz, Christine.
Research asst. & asst. dir. Amerika-Institut
Univ. Innsbruck Austria 1959-68, assoc. prof,
modern lang. Univ. Notre Dame IN 1967—
.
Resident dir. foreign study program at
Innsbruck for Univ. Notre Dame 1969-71,
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Fulbright fellow Univ. Penn. Phila. 1961.
Author: Primitivism and Naturalism in the
Prose of Herman Melville (1959); The Epic in
the American Novel: A Study in Cooper,
Melville, Norris, and Wolfe (1965); co-ed. &
transl.: Excursion Through America (1973);
ed.: Americana-Austriaca Vol. I (1966), Vol. II
(1970), Vol. Ill (1974); contbr. res. S. Bend
IN.*
LAWSON, Edward Pitt. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Newton MA Sept. 12 1927. res.
Washington DC.
LEGERE, Edward James. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ins. exec; b. Portland Feb. 8 1928; m. Elsie
Callaway June 7 1955; ch.: Laurence, Julianne,
Paul, Elizabeth. Capt. Casco Bay Lines
Portland 1947-74, safety engineer Glens Falls
NY Ins. Co. 1951-54, Nat. Fire Ins. Co.
Portland (spec. agt. 1954-61, state agt.
1961-68), mgr. Phoenix of London Portland
1968-72, Me. Mutual Group Presque Isle (asst.
sec. 1972-74, asst. exec, v.pres. 1975-77, exec,
v.pres. & general mgr. 1977
—
). Pres. (Me.
Assn. of Mutual Ins. Cos. 1974-76, Me. Ins.
Fieldman's Assn. 1967, Nautilus AAU Club
1973-74), Lions Club (dir. Mapleton 1975; dir.
Cape Elizabeth 1958-71, pres. 1971), v.pres.
Little League Cape Elizabeth 1968-69, chmn.
sch. bldg. committee Cape Elizabeth 1960-65,
chmn. park & recreation board Cape Elizabeth
1969-74. PFC USMC 1946-47. res. Castle
Hill.*
LEN, Albert G. Bowdoin 1947-48. Delta
Upsilon. b. Portland Nov. 15 1927. res.
Manchester NH.
LERMOND, Charles Afton. A.B. 1949 cum
laude, M.S. M.I.T. 1953. Marketing; b.
Brunswick Aug. 1 1927; m. Martha Leeman
Sept. 19 1948; ch.: Kent, Nancy. Chemist MA
(Dennison Mfg. Co. Framingham 1949-51,
Ionics Inc. Cambridge 1952), sr. assoc. Fabric
Research Lab. Inc. Dedham MA 1953-58, sr.
chemist Dewey & Almy Chem. div. W. R.
Grace Co. 1958-63, Avco Space Systems div.
Lowell MA 1963-68 (staff scientist, dir.
materials property office), Bausch & Lomb
Inc. Rochester NY 1968-74 (applications
engineer, dir. applications lab., product mgr.),
market research Gilford Instrument Lab. Inc.
Oberlin OH 1975— . Chmn. business office
procedures committee Northern New Eng.
section Am. Chem. Soc, member (prize paper
committees Am. Assn. Textile Chemists &
Colorists 1954, 1957, 1958; Sigma Xi). Served
to t/4 USA 1945. res. Oberlin OH.*
LISHMAN, William Seaver. Bowdoin 1947-50.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Framingham MA Aug. 8
1928. res. unknown.
LITTLE, Thompson McCall. A.B. cum laude,
M.L.S. Columbia 1956. Alpha Tau Omega.
Library science; b. Watertown MA Feb. 26
1930; m. Barbara Meade Sept. 24 1955; ch.:
Alison, Sherwin, Jennifer. Asst. supt. U.S.
Envelope Co. Rockville CT 1951-54, trainee
public library NYC 1955-57, librarian (social
science Stanford CA Univ. 1957-62, sch.
library service Columbia Univ. 1962-65), assoc.
dir. libraries Hofstra Univ. Hempstead NY
1965-68, dir. libraries Ohio Univ. Athens
1968-76, assoc. exec. dir. Ohio Coll. Library
Center Columbus 1976— . Member (board of
dir. Ohio Library Assn. 1972-75, board of
trustees Ohio Coll. Library Center 1973-76).
Recipient: Joseph T. Wheeler Award Sch. of
Library Science Columbia Univ. 1956. res.
Athens OH.*
LIVINGSTONE, Richard Noel. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Writing; b. Boston Oct. 27 1926; m. Joan
Boyd April 19 1958; ch.: Noel, Carol. Asst. ed.
Cambridge Assocs. Boston 1951-54, ed.
Danforth-Epply Corp. Wellesley Hills MA
1954-61, assoc. ed. Dealerscope Boston
1963-65, ed. Walsh Publishing Corp. Boston
1965-73, publisher Leisure Home Living
Hampton NH 1970-74, pres. Solar Data
Hampton 1975—. Served to sgt. USA 1945-46.
Recipient: Certificate of commendation for
public communication Dept. of the Army 1972.
Contbr. res. Hampton NH.*
LOOMER, Earle Richard, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Boston July 29 1927; m.
Olive Taccetta Dec. 15 1950; ch.: Earle III,
Sarajane. Asst. to mill mgr. Bates Mfg. Co.
Saco 1951-52, merchandise mgr. cotton div.
Deering Milliken NYC 1953-65, customer &
market development mgr. J. P. Stevens Co.
NYC 1965-73, mgr. apparel commercial
development Monsanto Textiles Co. NYC
1973— . Land Owners Assn. Terres Basses Inc.
1964-70 (member board of dir., 2nd v.pres.,
treas.); Cub Scouts (treas., committee chmn.
1961-63); committee chmn. Boy Scouts of Am.
1963-65; member vestry Church of the
Redeemer Merrick NY 1963-65, 1973—.
Served to SFC USN 1945-46; named Honor
Man of Co. res. N. Merrick NY.*
LOTHROP, Eaton Shaw, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1957. Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt.
1952-54. Education; b. Portland April 18
1930; s. of Eaton S. '23; m. Jean Morrison
March 3 1962; ch.: Scott, Susan. Teaching
fellow biology Bowdoin 1952-54, Collegiate
Sch. NYC (teacher 1954
—
, chmn. science dept.
1970
—), contributing ed. Popular Photography
Magazine NYC 1971— . Photographic
Historical Soc. of N.Y. (pres. 1971, dir.
1969-75), pres. Photographic Historical Soc. of
Am. 1974-76, ed. The Photographic Collectors'
Newsletter 1968—
.
Author: A Century of
Cameras (1973), co-author: The Unseen Eye
(1977). res. Brooklyn NY.
LOUD, John Fiske. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1957, Ph.D. Harvard 1971. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Boston Jan. 29 1930; s. of
John F. '26; m. Patricia Cummings June 8
1958; ch.: Sarah, John, Alexander. Economic
analyst U.S. govt. E. Eur. 1956-59, instr.
(Wellesley Coll. part-time 1961-63; Wesleyan
Univ. 1963-65; Conn. Coll. New London
part-time 1964, Wellesley Coll. part-time
1965-67), asst. prof. Conn. Coll. 1968-72, assoc.
prof. Tex. Christian Univ. Ft. Worth 1972—.
Guest lectr. Univ. Tex. Arlington 1972, 1973,
1974; Southwestern Assn. for Advancement of
Slavic Studies (v.pres. & program chmn.
1974-75, pres. 1975-76); section on Russian
lang. & methodology S. Central MLA (sec.
1974, chmn. 1975), chmn. section on S. Slavic
Literature Northeast MLA 1973. PFC USA
1951-54. Transl. res. Ft. Worth TX.*
LOVEJOY, Carroll Arthur, Jr. Bowdoin
1947-49. Beta Theta Pi. b. Winston-Salem
NC May 27 1929. res. unknown.
LUND, Jon Arnold. A.B., LL.B. Harvard 1954.
Zeta Psi. Law; b. Nov. 6 1928; m. Sylvia
Viles 1952; ch.: William '77, Michael, Rolf,
Peter, Alfred, Carol. Me. Atty. General
1973-75. Member (Augusta City Council
1958-59; Me. Legislature 1964-66, 1968-72;
State Senate 1966-68), Kennebec County atty.
1960-64, chmn. criminal law revision comm.
1972-76. res. Augusta.*
LUNDER, Bruce Alan. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Business exec; b. Lynn MA May 9 1929;
married; 2 children. Treas. Der-Tex Corp.
Lawrence MA 1951— . Dir. Two-Ten Assoc.
1963-66. res. N. Andover MA.
MacCHESNEY, John Burnette. B.S., Ph.D.
Penn. State Univ. 1959. Alpha Tau Omega.
1972 capital campaign worker. Chemistry; b.
Glen Ridge NJ July 8 1929; m. Janice Hoyt
March 22 1952; ch.: John Jr. Chemist (Oakile
Products NYC 1953-55, Bell Tel. Lab. Murray
Hill NJ 1959—). res. Lebanon NJ.*
MacDONALD, Lloyd Freeland. Bowdoin
1947-50. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland
Aug. 21 1926; m. Barbara Kent Sept. 23 1950;
ch.: Linda, Kent. Spec agt. Mutual Trust Life
Ins. Co. of Chicago IL Portland 1950-68.
Served with USN 3 years WWII. d. Portland
Feb. 3 1968.*
MacDONALD, Robert Barrett. Bowdoin
1947-48. Delta Upsilon. b. Milton MA Nov.
23 1924; m. Marguerite Milne Sept. 29 1951;
ch.: Robert, Laurie. Advt. exec NYC
(Paper-Mate Pen Co., Erwin-Wasey Advt.
Agency, Sperry & Hutchinson Co. 197-61),
account exec. Ray Barron Inc. Boston 1961-?,
with Motor Hotel div. Hotel Corp. of Am.,
advt. dir. G. K. Hall Co., sales promotion mgr.
Keystone Camera Co. Boston 197-67, copy dir.
Bo Bernstein Advt. Agency Providence RI
1967. V.pres. Pembroke MA Historical Soc.
Served to It. ACUSA 1943-45. d. Walpole MA
May 3 1967.
MACHIN, James Allan, Jr. Bowdoin 1948.
Delta Upsilon. b. Phila PA April 7 1927. res.
unknown.
MANFUSO, John Angus, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Business exec; b.
Washington DC Sept. 1929. V.pres. & general
mgr. Burton, Parsons, & Co. Inc. Washington
DC 1953—. res. Chevy Chase MD.*
MARNO, John, II. A.B., grad. Mass. Maritime
Acad. 1947. Psi Upsilon. b. Boston Dec. 6
1926; m. Claire Reggio Nov. 26 1949; ch.:
John III, Carol, Anne. Hope, Susan. With
United-Carr Fastener Corp. 1951-62
(Cambridge MA 1951-54, sales engineer
Cleveland OH 1954-7, asst. general sales mgr.
Cambridge 1961-62). Served with U.S. Merc.
Marine 1947-48. d. Swampscott MA Nov. 24
1962.
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MARSH, David Monroe. A.B., J.D. George
Washington Univ. 1955. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker, admissions aide
1955-67. Law; b. Washington DC July 17
1929; s. of Harold N. '09 & Dorothy D. H'64;
m. Ann Carter June 11 1951; ch.: Kate, Ann.
Admin, asst. Sealtest Washington DC 1953-55,
atty. pvt. practice Washington DC 1955-56,
asst. to dir. regulation Atomic Energy Comm.
Washington DC 1956-61, Washington counsel
Am. Ins. Assn. 1961-68, Washington office
mgr. Gulf Energy Co. Washington DC
1968-71, exec. dir. Business Advisory Council
on Federal Reports Washington DC 1971—
.
Served to capt. USMCR 1951-53. Recipient:
Awards Cancer Soc. Washington DC. res.
Chevy Chase MD.*
MARSH, Stuart Douglas. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1955. Kappa Sigma. 1962 capital campaign
worker. Medicine; b. Portland Oct. 12 1928;
m. Anne Rosys Jan. 7 1959; ch.: Sue, Carole.
Pediatrician S. Windsor CT I960—. Member
Republican town committee S. Windsor.
Served to It. MCUSN 1956-58. res. S. Windsor
CT.*
MARSHALL, Grover Edwin. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Princeton 1954,
Ph.D. Princeton 1971. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Portland March 28 1930; m.
Linda Curtis July 2 1966; ch.: Sarah. Instr.
French & Italian Princeton Univ. 1954-58, asst.
prof. Romanic langs. Williams Coll. 1958-65,
asst. prof. French & Italian Univ. N.H.
Durham 1965— . Parish clerk Christ Church
Portsmouth NH 1967—. res. Portsmouth NH.*
MATHISON, Donald Sherman. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; S.T.M. Yale 1955;
Ed.M. Boston Univ. 1968. Clergy &
education; b. Springfield MA March 14 1930;
m. D. Jean Campbell Aug. 25 1964; ch.: Holly,
Douglas. Pastor First Congr. Church Island
Pond VT 1955-57, minister Christian education
(First Church of Christ W. Hartford CT
1957-59, Centre Congr. Church Lynnfield MA
1959-60), teacher MA (Dexter Sch. Brookline
1960-66, Pond Plain Sch. Westwood 1966-69,




MATTHEWS, James Arthur. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Lowell MA March 2 1927. res.
Lowell MA.
MAUTNER-MARKHOF, Manfred von.
Bowdoin 1947-48. b. Vienna Austria Feb. 6
1927. res. Vienna Austria.
McCARTY, Richard Joseph. A.B., LL.B.
Cornell 1954. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Melrose MA
Oct. 13 1923; m. Mary Lento June 29 1957;
ch.: David, Robert, Sarah. Staff atty. Boston
Legal Aid 1955-57, assoc. atty. MA (Goldberg
& Glaser Maiden 1957-63, Belden G. Bly Jr.
Saugus 1963-66), trial atty. Donohue Doherty
& Dolan Lynn MA 1967-73, spec. asst. atty.
general of Mass. 1973-75, spec. asst. district
atty. of Essex County MA 1975— . Chmn.
Maiden (United Fund 1963, Heart Fund 1962).
Served to sgt. USMC 1943-46. res. Swampscott
MA.*
McCLUSKEY, Edward Joseph. A.B. summa
cum laude 1953, B.S. & M.S. M.I.T 1953,
Sc.D. M.I.T. 1956. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. NYC Oct. 16 1929; m. Sally
Voris 1974. Prof. Stanford CA Univ. 1967—.
Pres. IEEE Computer Soc. 1970-72. Contbr.
res. Palo Alto CA.*
McCRACKEN, Harry Bingham, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Newton MA July
1925; m. Jane Needham 1949; 3 children.
V.pres. Beacon Mortgage Co. Inc. Brookline
MA 19?—. res. Westwood MA.
McGOWAN, Robert George. Bowdoin
1947-49. Zeta Psi. b. Waterville May 17
1929. res. Chesterfield MO.
McNEALUS, Joseph Gerard. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Portland Oct. 1 1923. res. Pawlet VT.
MEHLHORN, Robert Patrick. A.B. 1953. b.
Brunswick Aug. 5 1926. res. Brunswick.
MILLER, Alvin Harris. A.B., J.D. Boston Coll.
1958. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. • Law; b. Lewiston May 14
1928; m. Barbara Gordon April 11 1954; ch.:
Ellen, Daniel. Atty. self-employed Boston
1958
— ,
v.pres. Twin City Corp. Boston
1965— . Member mortgage finance committee
Greater Boston Real Estate Board. Served to It.
(jg) USN 1951-53; awarded Korean War
Medal, European Theatre Medal, res. Boston.*
MILLER, Edward Davis. A.B. 1955. Kappa
Sigma, b. Kalamazoo MI March 31 1929; s.
of Harvey D. '17. res. Farmington CT.
MITCHELL, Thomas Hathaway. A.B. 1950.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Sept. 27
1920. res. S. Portland.
MONTY, Kenneth James. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
Rochester 1956. Delta Upsilon. Education;
b. Sanford Sept. 1 1 1930; m. Barbara Oles June
15 1952; ch.: Melissa, Stuart. Johns Hopkins
Univ. (research assoc. 1955-57, asst. prof,
biology 1957-62), Univ. Tenn. Knoxville (prof,
biochemistry 1963-75, coordinator biological
sciences 1973
—
). Member Am. Soc. of
Bilogical Chemists. Contbr. res. Knoxville
TN.*
MOORE, Donald Johnson, Jr. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1956. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Oil business; b. Newton MA April
13 1929; m. Anne Sinnott Sept. 15 1962; ch.:
Christopher, Brian, Daniel. Trainee Textron
Inc. Providence RI 1957-59, real estate broker
Niles Inc. Boston 1959-62, pres. Johnson
Products Inc. Boston 1960— . Trustee Home
Savings Bank Boston, v.pres. & dir.
Independent Oilman's Assn., member finance
committee town meeting. Served to 1st It. USA
1951-54. res. Brookline MA.*
MORLOCK, Ronald Junior, Jr. Bowdoin
1947-48. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Cleveland
OH Feb. 7 1929. res. Glen Ellyn IL.
MURCH, William Nutting. Bowdoin 1947-49.
Delta Upsilon. b. Portland Aug. 3 1928. res.
Portland.
MURRAY, George Aloysius. A.B. Chi Psi. 1962
capital campaign area chmn. Invests.; b.
Boston Oct. 21 1930; m. Gertrude Rollins; ch.:
Barbara, Mary, Louise, Gigi, Holly, George
III, Rachel. Pres. Hayden Stone Inc., v.pres.
Dillion Read & Co., chmn. exec, committee &
chief operating officer Dominick & Dominick
Inc. NYC 19?—. Served to 1st It. USMC
1952-54. res. Darien CT.
MURTHA, James Daggett. Bowdoin 1947-49.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Bangor Oct. 25 1928. res.
Colorado Springs CO.
MUTCH, Kenneth Norris. b. Rocky Hill CT
Nov. 22 1928. res. Brewer.
NELSON, James Kellogg. A.B. cum laude,
B.S. M.I.T. 1953, M.S. Ohio State Univ. 1960.
Chi Psi. Engineering; b. New Brunswick NJ
Feb. 10 1929; m. Muriel Maxwell June 20
1953; ch.: Maren, Mark, Jill, Scott.
Professional engineer (OH); engineer
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Columbus OH
1953-63, Norge div. Borg-Warner Corp. IL
(engineer Des Plaines 1963-66, chief engineer
room air conditioners Effingham 1966-68),
Norge div. Fedders Corp. (mgr. design
engineer dryers Effingham 1968-70; chief
engineer new product design Herrin IL
1970-71, tech. services Herrin 1971-71, dryers
Herrin 1972—). Patentee (13). res. Marion IL.*
NEUNHOFFER, Charles Neal. A.B. 1952.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. San Antonio TX June 21
1930. res. Richardson TX.
NEVALAINEN, Tauno. Bowdoin 1947-48. b.
Helsinki Finland Jan. 7 1922. res. unknown.
NEWTON, John Dow. Bowdoin 1947-49.
Delta Upsilon. b. Laconia NH Sept. 24 1928.
res. Laconia NH.
NICKERSON, Roy Welts. A.B. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. b. Presque Isle May 6 1927. res.
Monterey CA.
NIGHTINGALE, William Joslyn. A.B. cum
laude, M.B.A. Harvard 1953. Alpha Delta Phi.
Exec; b. Mnpls. MN Sept. 16 1929; m. Carla
Carroll Jan. 26 1957; ch.: Paul, Sara, William,
Margaret. Marketing mgr. General Mills Inc.
Mnpls. 1957-66, sr. assoc. Booz Allen &
Hamilton Inc. NYC 1966-68, v.pres. finance
Hanes Corp. Winston-Salem NC 1969-70, pres.
& dir. Bali Co. Inc. NYC 1970-75, pres.
Nightingale & Assoc. Inc. New Canaan CT
1975— . Member vestry St. Luke's Epis.
Church Darien CT, member rep. town meeting
Darien. Served to It. (jg) USN 1953-56. res.
Darien CT.*
NOYES, Theodore Prentice, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Business exec; b.
Washington DC April 14 1929; m. Donna
Gilmore Feb. 1951. V.pres. deLozier Advt.
Washington DC 1964— . res. Locust NJ.
OEHRLE, William Cadwallader. Bowdoin
1947-50. Delta Upsilon, Delta Sigma.
Consulting exec; b. Abington PA April 15
1928; m. Eve Dodson Jan. 3 1953; ch.:
Christopher. Sr. service engineer Martin Co.
Baltimore MD 1956-59, sales rep. Philco Blue
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Bell PA 1959-61, sr. sales rep. RCA Camden
NJ 1961-70, marketing mgr. Am. Electric Lab.
Colmar PA 1971-75, pres. Weco Assn. Willow
Grove PA 1975—. Nat. Security Industrial
Assn. (sec. Phila. PA 1972, member Anti
Submarine Warfare Advisory Committee
1972
—), founding sec. Defense Contractors
Management Assn. Phila. 1960, deacon &
steward Abington Presby. Church 1971—
.
Served to It. (jg) USN 1950-56, served to capt.
USNR; awarded Nat. Defense Medal, Naval
Reserve Medal (2). res. Willow Grove PA.*
PACKARD, David Bartlett. Bowdoin 1947-48.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Aug. 22 1925.
res. Concord NH.
PACKARD, Stephen Joy. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Boston June 2 1927. res. Westford
MA.
PARDOE, Prescott Harmon. A.B. Chi Psi.
Alumni Council, 1972 capital campaign
worker. Business exec; b. Washington DC
July 6 1928; ch.: Elizabeth, Prescott. Pres.
Washington DC Hotel Co. 1953—. Dir. First
Nat. Bank of Washington DC 1966-76, pres.
Hotel Assn. Washington DC 1977-78. Served
to 1st It. USMC 1951-53. res. Bethesda MD.*
PATTERSON, William Morrow, Jr. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Business exec; b. Pittsburgh PA July 10
1929; m. Marilyn Cobb May 4 1974 (2nd
marriage); ch.: Josephine, William, Julia,
Elizabeth. Founder & pres. Patterson
Industrial Supply Co. 1961— . V.pres.
Leukemia Soc. Served to capt. USMC 1952-54.
res. Pittsburgh PA.*
PELLETIER, Paul Moran. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Sanford Nov. 4 1927. res. Miami FL.
PHILLIPS, Albert Pillsbury. Bowdoin 1947-49,
1953-54. Kappa Sigma, b. Newton MA Aug.
2 1929; s. of Richard B. '24; married. Served
with USA 1949-53. d. Jan 21 1960.
PHILLIPS, Duane McConky. A.B. cum laude.
Management; b. New Haven CT March 31
1929; s. of Frank E. '17; m. Ada Howell May
18 1957; ch.: Duane, Wesley, Jennifer. United
Illuminating Co. New Haven CT (sales rep.
1954-55, customer service supervisor 1956-57,
training dir. 1958-62, general store keeper




Council of New Eng., Employee Relations
committee (member 1974, chmn. 1975). Served
to 1st It. USA 1951-53, served to It. col. USAR;
awarded Combat Inf. Badge, Battle Star (2).
res. Madison CT.*
PINETTE, Roger George. A.B. 1950. b.
Topsham Oct. 21 1923. res. Bennington VT.
PRENTISS, William Herbert. Bowdoin
1947-50 Zeta Psi. b. Keene NH July 2 1929.
res. Keene NH.
PRIOR, Walter, III. A.B., A.M. Univ. N H.
1952. Alpha Delta Phi. Advt. exec; b. S.
Orange NJ May 3 1929; m. Shirley Lemieux
May 5 1950; ch.: Walter, Nancy, John, Susan,
Matthew. J. Walter Thompson Co. 1952-66
(admin. Pittsburgh PA, marketing researcher
Detroit MI, account mgr. NYC), Harrell Int.
Inc. Westport CT 1966-69 (v.pres. dir.
consumer marketing, pres. subsidiary Wilson
Harrell Agency), marketing consultant 1969-71
(Tower Publishing Co., Advt. Direction
Portland; Cable Vision Inc. Lewiston; A. L.
Jacobson Assoc. Weston CT), product sales
mgr. Forster Mfg. Co. Wilton 1971, v.pres.
account supervisor Ingalls Assoc. Inc. Boston
1971—. res. Eliot.*
RAND, Theodore George. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Newton MA Oct. 3 1923; m.
Lucy Rand 1948; ch.: Lucy, Jonathan, Faith.
Headmaster The Meadowbrook Sch. Weston
MA 1968— . Co-dir. The Hemlocks Camp New
Hampton NH. res. Weston MA.*
RAY, Thomas Lawrence. A.B. 1953. b
Lowell MA July 2 1930. res. Hackettstown NJ.
REEVES, George Milton. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Roxbury MA July 1 1 1929.
res. unknown.
REID, David Forker. A.B. Sigma Nu. Mfg.
exec; b. Cincinnati OH Aug. 10 1928; m.
Margaret Mehaffie May 10 1952; ch.: David
Jr., Elizabeth. Various positions with Lee Paper
Co. Kalamazoo MI 1953-58, mgr. Wigginton
Co. Kalamazoo 1958-59, Simpson-Lee Paper
Co. (mill supt. Everett WA 1959-60, mill mgr.
Modesto CA 1960-62), purchasing agt. Sabin
Robbins Paper Co. Chicago IL & Cincinnati
1962-70, paper broker self-employed
Cincinnati 1970-73, mgr. paper div. La
Boiteaux Co. Cincinnati 1973— . Elder Indian
Hill Church Cincinnati 1968-70, member
village council Indian Hill OH 1969-72. Served
to capt. USMC 1951-53. res. Cincinnati OH.*
RICHTER, George Gustave John. A.B. b.
Seymour Sept. 2 1924. res. Miami FL.
RICKER, Jonathan Young. A.B. 1952. Sigma
Nu. b. Auburndale MA June 30 1928. res.
unknown.
RIDDLE, Robert Eugene. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Dexter Oct. 6 1926; m. Harriet
Altermatt Feb. 26 1953; ch.: William,
Catherine, Susan. Liaison officer CIA
Washington DC 1951-55, sr. buyer United
Aircraft E. Hartford CT 1955-58, tech. sales
engineer Townsend Co. Santa Ana CA
1959-76. Served to PO/2 USN 1944-46. d.
Tustin CA June 8 1976.*
ROBERTS, Robert Libby. A.B., A.M.P.
Harvard 1973. Sigma Nu. Ins. exec; b.
Portland June 5 1929; m. Grace Cadigan Dec.
26 1950; ch.: Gardner, David, Harriett, Curtis.
Union Mutual Life Ins. Co. (group sales rep.
Los Angeles CA 1951-55; group sales mgr.
Boston 1955-60; dir. group sales Portland
1960-65, 2nd v.pres. group sales 1965-69,
v.pres. group operations 1970-73, sr. v.pres.
1973-76, exec v.pres. 1976
—
). Corporator Me.
Savings Bank, trustee Portland Symphony
Orchestra, dir. Union Mutual Stock Life of
Am. res. Falmouth Foreside.*
ROGERS, Albert McLoon. A.B., M D. & CM.
McGill 1955. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b.
Rockland May 17 1929; m. Stephany
Lindquist June 26 1954; ch.: Jeff '78, Scott,
Marcia, Cynthia. Orthopedic surgeon
self-employed Portland 1965-75. Served to It.
cdr. USN 1956-65. res. Warm Springs GA.*
ROGERS, Edward William. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Portland May 16 1929. res. Portland.
ROSSE, Richard Anthony. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Business exec; b. Worcester MA July 3
1928; m. Barbara Kenney 1951; ch.: Ricky,
Maryanna, Michael. Pres. Nonatum Lumber
Co. Watertown MA 19?—. res. Wayland MA.
RUTAN, Abram Raymond. A.B., M.F.A. Yale
1954. Theater; b. Paterson NJ March 7
1927; m. Dorothy Meltzer April 1 1955. Design
& tech. dir. Nashville TN Community
Playhouse 1954-55, acting dir. drama Bowdoin
1955-57, scenic designer free lance NYC
1959-69, dir. theater Bowdoin 1971—.
Fulbright fellow Waseda Univ. Tokyo Japan.
Served to t/5 USA 1945-47. res. S. Harpswell.*
SAMILJAN, Edward Peter. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Marketing exec; b. Lynn MA Feb
1 1928; m. Mildred Lampert Feb. 1 1953; ch.:
Susan, Nancy '79, Wendy. V.pres. Mass.
Motion Picture Service Lynn 1951-73, pres.
Photo Adpak Inc. Boston 1973-75, exec, v.pres.
Rich Plan Corp. Concord NH 1975-76, pres.
Tru Color Foto Inc. San Diego CA 1976—
.
Exec. dir. Independent Camera Stores of New
Eng. 1973-75, Temple Emmanuel Wakefield
MA (v.pres. 1972-74, pres. 1974-75). Served to
PO/3 USN 1946-47. Ed. & publisher: Photo
Art Encyclopedia (1974). res. San Diego CA.*
SANBORN, John Bradford, Jr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Mfg. rep.; b. Hartford CT Jan. 18 1929;
m. Doris Rogers Jan. 17 1953; ch.: John,
Elizabeth, Nancy, Patricia, William, Sarah.
Buyer General Electric Co. Plainville CT
1951-53, salesman (Dolan Steel Co. Bridgeport
CT 1953-56, John B. Sanborn Co. Simsbury
CT 1956—). res. W. Simsbury CT.*
SAULTER, Leonard George. A.B. Chi Psi.
Mfg. exec; b. Waterville May 22 1926; m.
Shirlie Poulin Aug. 1 1953; ch.: Leonard Jr.,
Sherril, Jody, Timothy, James, Michael. Sales
trainee & salesman C. F. Hathaway Co.
Waterville & Atlanta 1951-57, exec, v.pres.
Wellington-Hathaway Ltd. Prescott Ont.
Canada 1957-59, C. F. Hathaway Co. (head
Lady Hathaway div. NYC 1959-61, v.pres.
NYC 1961-62, pres. Waterville 1962-76),
v.pres. Warnaco Inc. Bridgeport CT 1963-76,
pres. Eagle Shirtmakers NYC 1976— . Dir.
Merrill Bankshares Corp., past pres. & dir.
Boys' Club Waterville, trustee Westbrook Coll.
Portland, past member (planning committee
Business Inst. Colby Coll., advisory council
Seton Hospital), past dir. Nat. Assn. of Mfrs.
ME, hon. chmn. bldg. fund Waterville Boys'
Club & Kennebec Valley Girls' Club, past
chmn. corporate gifts div. Community Chest
Waterville area. Served to sgt. USAAF
1944-46. Named Man of the Yr. C. of C.
Waterville 1970. res. Waterville.*
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SAVOIA, Joseph Peter. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1960. Zeta Psi. Education; b. Medford
MA Dec. 8 1925; m. Sara Wall Aug. 24 1963;
ch.: Lee. Kimberly, Lynn, Kara. Teacher &
coach (Fryeburg Acad. 1951-53, Mt. St.
Charles Acad. Woonsocket RI 1953-54), public




(municipal sites, finance, high sch. bldg.).
Served to sgt. USAAF 1944-46; awarded Air
Medal, res. Pembroke MA.*
SAWYER, Donald Lester. Bowdoin 1948-49,
B.S. Gorham State Teachers Coll. 1952. Zeta
Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Sales; b.
S. Portland April 17 1926; m. Jean Shorey July
24 1954; ch.: David, Deborah, Jonathan.
Teacher public sch. Portland 1954-57, dist.
mgr. Field Enterprises Education Corp.
Chicago IL 1957—. Served to cpl. USMC
1944-47. res. Holden MA.*
SCHMIDT, Everett Edwin. A.B., MBA.
Xavier Univ. 1964. Sigma Nu. Research
management; b. NYC March 4 1929; m. Ruth
Ballenger Aug. 30 1958; ch.: Deborah.
Econometrician Econometric Inst. Inc. NYC
1951-55, long range planning analyst Royal
McBee Portchester NY 1955-59, economic
analyst S. O. Ind. Chicago IL 1959-62, NCR
Corp. Dayton OH (various planning positions
1962-68, mgr. int. marketing planning &
research 1968
—
). Clerk session Southminster
Presby. Church Dayton, res. Dayton OH.*
SCULL, Robert William. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1955, Ph.D. Univ. Mass.
1972. Psi Upsilon. Education; b. Anderson
IN Dec. 24 1927; m. Margaret Doyle May 12
1973. Asst. business mgr. Yale & Towne Phila.
PA 1955-58, sr. analyst Shell Oil Co. NYC
1958-66, consultant self-employed S. Portland
1966-68, teaching asst. Univ. Mass. Amherst
1968-70, asst. prof. (Clark Univ. Worcester
MA 1970-75, Va. Commonwealth Univ.
Richmond 1975—). Served to SFC USN
1946-47. res. Richmond VA.*
SEALAND, Evans Franklin, Jr. Bowdoin
1947-49. Delta Upsilon. b. Brooklyn NY
Oct. 5 1929. res. unknown.
SEAMAN, Herbert Arthur. A.B. 1952, M.S.
Univ. Ore. 1963. Education; b. Swampscott
MA May 6 1929; m. Esther Hollenbeck Oct. 9
1953; ch.: Anne, Eric, Lyle, Craig, Emil.
Teacher (public sch. E. Millinocket 1952-53,
Lynn MA 1953-56; Lincoln County sch. dist.
Newport OR 1956
—
). Member city council
Waldport OR 1965-76. res. Waldport OR.*
SEAMANS, Donald Campbell. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Exec; b. Salem MA Jan. 19 1927;
m. Beverly Benson June 24 1950; ch.: Jennie,
John. Boston & Lockport Co. E. Boston MA
(pres. 1950—, dir. 1962-73), exec, v.pres. & dir.
Johnny Appleseed's Inc. Beverly MA 1965
—
,
Atlantic Bank Revere MA (trustee 1961
—
member board of invest. 1967
—
). Trustee





), trustee & pres.
Harmony Grove Cemetery 1973
—
, Grace
Church Salem (1956-61, treas. 1958-61, treas.
invested funds 1961-71), trustee & treas. Tower
Sch. Marblehead MA 1960-68. Served to t/sgt.
USA 1945-46. res. Marblehead MA.*
SEWALL, Harold Marsh. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Invest, banking & real estate; b. NYC
April 18 1928; s. of Arthur II '20. Municipal
bond salesman Bache & Co. NYC 1959-64,
stock broker NYC (A. Y. Edwards 1964-68,
Hayden-Stone 1968-69, E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. 1969-71), office leasing mgr.
NYC (Cushman & Wakefield 1971-73, Dayton
& Co. 1973-74). Served with USMC 1946-48,
served to 1st It. USA 1951-54. res. NYC*
SHEAHAN, Garrett James. A.B. cum laude
1950. Zeta Psi. Advt. exec; b. Cleveland OH
June 22 1927; m. Lucille Joyce Oct. 22 1955;
ch.: Garrett III, Matthew. General Electric Co.
(advt. trainee 1950-53 various locations, advt.
mgr. appliance control dept. Morrison IL
1954-55); account exec. (Compton Advt.
Milwaukee WI & Chicago IL 1955-59, Foote
Cone & Belding Chicago 1960); account exec,
v.pres. account group supervisor N. W. Ayer &
Son 1961-72 (Chicago, Boston, Phila. PA);
v.pres. & general mgr. Boston/Wilson Haight
& Welch Boston 1972—. Served to s/sgt. USA
1945-47. res. Stow MA.*
SHEAHAN, Gerald Clair. A.B. cum laude
1950. Zeta Psi. Sales; b. Cleveland OH June
22 1927; m. Ruth Brichl June 12 1954; ch.:
Terrance, Thomas, Christopher. Mgr. General
Electric Co. (accounts Schenectady NY
1965-67, merchandise Harrison NY 1967-73,
market relations Schenectady 1973-75, sales
programs Bridgeport CT 1975
—
). Served to 1st
It. USA 1945-47, 1951-54; awarded Purple
Heart, Combat Infantry Badge, Bronze Star,
combat decorations, res. Fairfield CT.*
SHEPARD, Barclay Moffat. A.B. 1950, M.D.
Tufts 1958. Alpha Tau Omega. Military
medicine; b. Boothbay Harbor June 16 1926;
m. Martha Loughman June 29 1951; ch.:
Douglas, Richard, David. Nat. Naval Med.
Center Bethesda MD (intern 1958-59, surgical
resident 1959-63), staff surgeon Naval Hospital
Beaufort SC 1963-65, thoracic surgery resident
Naval Hospital St. Albans NY 1965-67, asst.
chief surgeon U.S.S. Repose Vietnam 1967-68,
chief thoracic surgery Naval Hospital St.
Albans 1968-70, thoracic surgeon & asst. chief
thoracic surgery Nat. Naval Med. Center
Bethesda 1970-74, capt. MCUSN 1973, Bureau
of Medicine & Surgery Navy Dept.
Washington DC 1974— (deputy dir., dir.
facilities div.). F.A.C.S., member Soc. of
Thoracic Surgeons, diplomate Nat. Board of
Med. Examiners. Awarded Naval Reserve
Medal, Navy Unit Cimmendation, Vietnam
Service Medal, Nat. Defense Service Medal,
res. Silver Spring MD.*
SHINNER, John Joseph. B.S. cum laude, M.D.
Univ. Rochester 1954. Chi Psi. Medicine; b.
Brooklyn NY Nov. 14 1927; m. Ingeborg
Prietzel Aug. 13 1965; ch.: Elizabeth, John,
Susan, Eric, Audrey. Pathologist St. Petersburg




examiner Pinellas & Pasco Counties FL
1971—. PFC USMC 1945-46. res. St.
Petersburg FL.*
SIMMONS, Eric Melville, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Purchasing; b. Hartford CT Oct. 3 1929; s.
of Eric M. '19; m. Vivian Page Aug. 16 1969;
ch.: Gregory, Jeffrey, Cheryl. Clerk Trumbull
Electric Co. Plainville CT 1951-52, purchasing
asst. Conn. Mutual Life Ins. Co. Hartford CT
1954-68, sales rep. Nationwide Ins. Co.
Wethersfield CT 1968-69, supervisor &
purchasing agt. Hartford Board of Education
1969-75, purchasing agent self-employed
1975
—
, admin, asst. judicial Dept. State of
Conn. 1976—. Served 'to cpl. USA 1952-54. res.
Southington CT.*
SIMPSON, Kenneth Martin, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Keene NH July 8 1928. res. unknown.
SIROY, Louis Jules. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Berlin NH Aug. 10 1928. res.
Nashua NH.
SKELTON, William Bertram, II. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1954. Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Lewiston May 13
1929; s. of Harold N. '21; m. Mary Kane May
10 1958; ch.: Jane, Susan, Anne, Elizabeth,
Amy, William. Assoc. atty. Richard S. Bowers
Boston, partner Skelton Taintor & Abbott
Lewiston 1956— . Dir. Rotary Club, member
St. Philips Parish Council (finance committee,
bldg. committee, by-law committee), trustee
Central Me. General Hospital 1965
—
, member
city council Auburn 1967-73. res. Auburn.*
SNAPE, Jay Barclay. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Counseling; b. Lansdowne PA May 17 1929;
m. Betty Murray 1953, m. Louise Doty 1965; 3
children. Counselor Newton High Sch. Natick
MA 19?— . Dir. Family Therapy Assn. Natick.
Served with USAF 1951-56. res. Framingham
MA.
SPEAR, Richard Thayer. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Weymouth MA Dec. 9 1927; m.
Janet Tooze Oct. 23 1948; ch.: Richard Jr.,
David, Martin. Teacher (high sch. Richmond
1951-?, Weymouth MA), with The Yankee
Print S. Weymouth 1955-61, teacher jr. high
sch. Ft. Pierce FL 1961-63. Served with USA
1946-47, served to cpl. 1950-51. d. Ft. Pierce
FLJan. 31 1963.
SPENCER, George Otis, Jr. A.B. 1950. Kappa
Sigma. b. Boston Feb. 22 1929. res.
unknown.
SPILLANE, Paul Joseph. A.B. 1952. Sigma
Nu. b. Boston Feb. 4 1928. res. Wayne PA.
SPOONER, Robert Sturgis. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Springfield MA June 27 1929.
res. W. Simsbury CT.
SPRING, Merle Edward. Bowdoin 1947-48.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Porter Aug. 5 1929.
res. unknown.
STANDISH, Welles Adams, II. A.B., B.Arch.
Univ. Penn. 1957. Beta Theta Pi.
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Architecture; b. St. Louis MO May 3 1929;
m. Suzanne Poindexter June 12 1951; ch.:
Deborah, Welles III, James. Office boy Davis
& Dunlap Phila. PA 1953-56, architect &
draftsman Keith S. Heine Hartford CT 1956,
Moore & Salsbury W. Hartford CT (architect
& draftsman 1956-62, assoc. 1962-65, partner
1965-74), architect self-employed W. Hartford
1974— . Corporator Hartford Hospital 1966,
trustee Mark Twain Memorial 1966—. res. W.
Hartford CT*
STAPLES, Thomas Francis. Bowdoin 1947-48.
Chi Psi. Business; b. Gardiner July 27 1927;
married; 4 children. Prop. Staples Funeral
Home Gardiner 1949— . Served with USN. res.
Gardiner.*
STEARNS, Owen Philip. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Boston June 27 1929. res.
unknown.
STEPHENSON, Peter Huddleston. Bowdoin
1947-48. Psi Upsilon. b. Bronxville NY Oct
17 1927. res. unknown.
STOWERS, Clifford. B.S. 1950. Research;
b. Andover MA May 10 1923; m. Margaret
Smith Dec. 25 1948; ch.: Sandra, George.
Keyes Fibre Co. Waterville 19?— (asst.
chemist, chief chemist, asst. project mgr.,
project mgr.) Served to It. (jg) USN 1944-47.
res. Fairfield.*
STRANG, Robert Roche. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
Dairy farming; b. Brooklyn NY March 18
1929; m. Elizabeth Zeitler Sept. 4 1954; ch.:
William '78, Adam, Sarah. Research asst.
animal husbandry Univ. N.H. Durham
1955-46, dairy farmer self-employed Jericho
VT 1956—. Member board of dir. VT 1972
—
(Richmond Cooperative Assn., Milk
Promotion Services Inc. Montpelier), member
United Dairy Industries of Am. 1972—
.
Seaman USN 1951-53. res. Jericho VT*
STRONG, Robert Dale. A.B. 1953. Zeta Psi.
Self-employed automobile sales; b.
Damariscotta Oct. 8 1929; m. Jean Stetson
Feb. 17 1950; ch.: Valerie, Elizabeth. With
General Motors Acceptance Corp. Portland
1953-56, prop. Strong Chevrolet Inc.
Damariscotta 1956— . res. Damariscotta.*
STROUT, Warren Withrow. A.B. cum laude.
Accounting; b. Portland Jan. 16 1924;
married; ch.: Scott, Douglas. CPA. (ME);
managing partner Macdonald, Page & Co.
Portland 1963—. res. Portland.*
TAYLOR, Chester Loring, Jr. Bowdoin
1947-48. Zeta Psi. b. Medford MA April
1928. res. Northboro MA.
THEBAULT, Albert Joseph Augustin.
Bowdoin 1947-48. b. March 30 1926. res.
unknown.
THOMAS, Walter Frederic, Jr. A.B. 1950.
Alpha Tau Omega. Ins. management; b.
Meriden CT Jan. 6 1925; m. Winifred Marris
Nov. 23 1952; ch.: William, Kimberly, Nancy,
Barbara. Mgr. Treadway Inns Williamstown
MA 1950-52, field agt. Lowell MA Mutual Fire
Ins. Co. 1954-56, general mgr. & treas. Robert
R. Wilson Ins. Agency Inc. Melrose MA
1956—. Sec. & dir. Rotary Club Chelmsford
MA 1967-74, supt. Sunday Sch. All Saints
Church 1966-69. Served to sgt. USA 1943-46.
res. Chelmsford MA.*
THOMPSON, Harry Cecil, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Banking exec; b. Mt. Vernon NY Dec. 6
1929; m. Myra Raub Nov. 19 1951; ch.: Alice,
Elizabeth. Asst. cashier First Nat. Bank Mnpls.
MN 1954-64, mgr. business development
Northern Finance Corp. Mnpls. 1964-66,
v.pres. Bank of Mnpls. & Trust Co. 1966-68,
v.pres. Franklin Nat. Bank Mnpls. 1969-70,
asst. v.pres. Marguette Nat. Bank Mnpls.
1970— . Dir. Nat. Housing service. Mnpls.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1951-54. res. Hopkins
MN.*
TINSLEY, Richard Horace. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Engineering; b. Providence RI July
7 1927; m. Josephine Holme Nov. 23 1956; ch.:
Richard, James, Elizabeth. Procter & Gamble
Co. (product research engineer Cincinnati OH
1951-54; industrial engineer Cincinnati
1954-56, Iowa City IA 1956-68), Procter &
Gamble Paper Products Co. Mehoopany PA
(industrial engineer 1968-72, systems engineer
1972-77, industrial engineer 1977
—
). Served to
PO/3 USN 1945-47. res. Tunkhannock PA.*
TOLL, Morris Israel. A.B., O.D. Mass. Coll. of
Optometry 1954. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Optometry; b. Beverly MA Aug. 15 1928; m.
Elaine Koffman Dec. 27 1953; ch.: Ina-Lee,
Julie-Ann. Optometrist self-employed Danvers
MA 1955— . Kiwanis Danvers (v.pres. 1970-71,
pres. 1971-72), sch. committee (dir. 1969-72,
chmn. 1970-72), Mass. Soc. of Optometry
(membership chmn. 1970-72, legal affairs
member 1972-74). res. Marblehead MA.*
TOPHAM, John Hayes. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
19? Kappa Sigma. Dentistry; b. Dover NH
Jan. 11 1927; s. of John J. M'18; married; 5
children. Dentist pvt. practice Dover NH
19?— . Member sch. board, past v.pres. Lions
Club. res. N. Berwick.
TOPPAN, Robert Edward. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Communications; b. Boston April 4 1926; m.
Susan Le Sueur Oct. 18 1958; ch.: Angela,
Cressida, Alexander. Asst. to exec. sec.
Republican State Committee Boston 1952-53,
asst. cashier New Eng. Merc. Nat. Bank
Boston 1953-67, sales rep. radio station WBNC
Conway NH 1967-70, sales mgr. radio station
WSCV Peterborough NH 1970-74, public
relations Crotched Mountain Ski Area
Francestown NH 1974-75, advt. mgr.
Monadnock Publishing Co. Hillsboro NH
1975—, sales mgr. radio station WSCV/WSLE
Peterborough. Town auditor Jackson NH.
Served to t/sgt. USA 1944-46. res.
Francestown NH.*
TRACEY, Marvin. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
b. Boston Dec. 7 1926. Asst. buyer Filene's
Dept. Store Boston; with United Aircraft E.
Hartford CT 197-56. Served with USAF
WWII. d. Boston June 12 1956.
TREFTS, Hubbard. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Detroit MI Aug. 7 1927. res. Greenville
Junction.
TROTTER, Kenneth Conarroe, Jr. Bowdoin
1947-50. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Merion PA
Sept. 29 1947. res. Merion Station PA.
TUTEIN, Ernest Arthur, III. Bowdoin 1947-49.
Delta Upsilon. b. Boston June 7 1928. res.
Rockport MA.
TUTTLE, Donald Anderson. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Account exec; b. Attleboro MA Dec.
12 1929; s. of Raymond A. '10; m. Helen
Gardner Dec. 19 1953; ch.: Donald Jr.,
William, Douglas, Cathy, Laurie. Staff
accountant Price Waterhouse & Co. Pittsburgh
PA 1951-54, sec-treas. Gardner Displays Co.
Pittsburgh 1954-65, pres. Tuttle-Gardner
Assocs. Inc. Pittsburgh 1965-67, account exec.
Erie PA (Altman-Hall Assocs. 1967-68, Donn
Advt. Assocs. 1968-74), mgr. sales leisure
products div. Zurn Industries Inc. Erie
1974-76, account exec. Donn Advt. Assoc.
1976—. PFC USA 1951-53. res. N. E. PA.*
VACCHIANO, Joseph Donald. Bowdoin
1947-50. Zeta Psi. b. Yarmouth Aug. 12
1929. res. Westbrook.
VAN ORDEN, Richard Miller. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign area chmn. Law; b. Hastings MI
Sept. 29 1947. Atty. MI. res. Grand Rapids
ML*
VOKEY, Richard Snow. A.B., M B A. Harvard
1953. Delta Upsilon. Banking exec; b.
Boston March 26 1928; m. Maureen Wright
July 1 1961; ch.: Sarah, Samuel, Matthew,
Luke. First Nat. City Bank (trainee NYC
1957-59, foreign inspector Eur. & Far East
1959-60, asst. mgr. Beirut Lebanon 1960-62,
mgr. Jeddah Saudi Arabia 1962-65, v.pres. &
sr. v.pres. London England 1965-72), deputy
chmn. Hill Samuel & Co. Ltd. London
1972-77, exec, v.pres. State Street & Trust Co.
& State Street Boston Financial Corp. 1977—
.
Dir. (Hill Samuel Group Ltd., Hill Samuel Inc.
NYC, Am. C. of C. London), governor &
member of council Ditchley Foundation
England. Served to It. (sg) USN 1954-56. res.
Concord MA.*
VOSE, George Thomas. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Bangor May 6 1929. res. Southwest Harbor.
WALLIS, Lloyd, Jr. A.B. cum laude. Sigma
Nu. Corporate accounting; b. Medford MA
Feb. 17 1928; m. Barbara Warsky Feb. 16
1952; ch.: Kim, Mark. Various positions
General Electric Co. various locations 1953-63,
The Stanley Works New Britain CT (various
financial management positions 1964-73.
corporate controller 1973
—
). Served to cpl.
USA 1945-47, served to 1st It. USA 1951-53.
res. Canton CT.*
WARE, Hugh Cabot. Bowdoin 1947-50. Delta
Upsilon. Delta Sigma. Systems analysis &
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editing; b. Boston Jan. 3 1927; m. Joan Worrall
Sept. 28 1957; ch.: Christopher, Alexander,
Anthony. Engineer WCSH &
WCSH-television Portland 1950-54, tech.
Raytheon Co. Lexington MA 1955-57, tech.
writer High Voltage Engineering Co.
Burlington MA 1957-61, advt. mgr. ITEK
Electro-Products Co. Burlington 1961-62,
v.pres. & sales mgr. Fuhs & Ware Inc.
Gloucester MA 1963-68, prop. Ware & Co.
Manchester MA 1965-69, systems analyst &
ed. The Mitre Corp. Bedford MA 1969—.
Committee chmn. & institutional rep. Pack 30
Cub Scouts of Am. Manchester 1968—
,
member Manchester (town bldg. code
committee 1968-71; board of appeals 1974—
chmn. bldg. code). Served to t/5 USA 1945-46,
served with USNR 1946-54. Recipient: U.S.
Naval Inst. Prize, Bronze Medal, Essay
Contest 1974. res. Manchester MA.*
WATSON, Charles Evans. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Boston Feb. 26 1930. res.
Winchester MA.
WEISKOTTEN, Robert Fisher. Bowdoin 1947.
Delta Upsilon. b. Detroit MI Oct. 27 1929.
res. unknown.
WESCOTT, Laurence Albert. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Mfg. exec; b. Cambridge MA Nov.
30 1929; m. Patricia Frazier June 22 1951; ch.:
Phillip, Pamela, Jeffrey, Lauren. Tech. group
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. Cambridge
MA 1955-55, Acushnet Co. New Bedford MA
(asst. factory mgr. golf ball div. 1955-71; mfg.
mgr. golf div. 1971-74, v.pres. mfg. 1974
—
).
Incorporator New Bedford Inst, for Savings
1974—, trustee Abraham H. Howland Jr. Fund
1969—. res. N. Dartmouth MA.*
WESTCOTT, John Cullen. Bowdoin 1947-48.
Kappa Sigma. b.Attleboro MA Aug. 6 1928.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1948-50; awarded Silver
Star (posthumously), d. Korea Dec. 2 1950.
WESTON, John Colby. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Dover-Foxcroft Dec. 31 1926. res. Allentown
PA.
WILCKEN, Carl Lothman. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Sigma Nu. b. St. Paul MN June
26 1929. res. Ont. Canada.
W1LLEY, David Charles. A.B. Chi Psi.
Invest, banking; b. Pittsburgh PA May 31
1929; s. of Frederick W. '17; married. Invest,
banker Arthurs, Lestrange & Co. Pittsburgh
19?—. Served with USA 1952-53. res.
Pittsburgh PA.
WILLIAMS, Edward Percy. A.B., M.D.
Cornell 1955. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b.
Brooklyn NY March 1 1 1929; m. Nadine Tidd
Aug. 21 1953; ch.: Sheryl, Jonathan. Physician
self-employed Houlton 1955— . Houlton
Regional Hospital (member board of trustees
1974, chief of staff 1975), member board of
mgrs. United Baptist Church Houlton 1960—
,
member board of dir. Me. chapter (Family
Practice 1972
—
, Am. Coll. Emergency
Physicians 1974
—
), M.S.A.D. 29 (member
board of dir. 1969—, chmn. 1973—). Served to
capt. USAF 1956-58. res. Houlton.*
WING, Wallace Arland. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Monmouth June 4 1930. res. Scarsdale NY.
WINTER, John Glenwood, Jr. Bowdoin
1948-49. Delta Upsilon. b. NYC Oct. 18
1927; s. of John A. '16. res. Goldens Bridge
NY.
YOUNG, Robert Campbell. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Tex. 1956. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b. Dallas
TX Aug. 6 1930; s. of John G. '21; m.
Margaret Perry May 15 1950; ch.: Robert Jr.,
Susan, Deborah, Mark. Physician
self-employed Dallas 1961— . Served to capt.
USAF 1958-60. res. Dallas TX.*
Class of 1952
ADAMS, Hebron Elhptt. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
Lancaster 1970. Alpha Tau Omega. 1972
capital campaign worker. Operations
research; b. Westbrook Sept. 3 1930; s. of
Hebron M. '14; m. Nancy Foxon Dec. 30
1961; ch.: Jennifer, Heather. Jr. engineer
Westinghouse Educational Center Wilkinsburg
PA 1952-53, design engineer Westinghouse
Electric Corp. Lester PA 1953-55, operations
analyst (Operations Research Office Chevy
Chase MD 1955 & 1957-61, Research Analysis
Corp. McLean VA 1961-66 & 1970-72, General
Research Corp. McLean 1972-75), operations
research analyst U.S. Dept. of HUD
Washington DC 1975— . Research Analysis
Corp. Federal Credit Union (dir. 1962-65,
1971-75; treas. 1962-63, pres. 1964, v.pres.
1972-74). Served to cpl. USA 1955-57. res.
Reston VA.*
ALLEN, George Middleton. Bowdoin 1949-51.
Psi Upsilon. b. Boston Feb. 26 1930; m. Lois
Hertel Aug. 17 1952; ch.: David, Deborah.
Served to capt. USMC 1951-56. d. Iwakuni
Japan July 13 1956.*
ANDREWS, Herbert Duane. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Northwestern 1957, Ph.D. Northwestern
1964. Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b. W.
Paris Sept. 19 1930; m. Loretta Kreider Aug. 3
1957; ch.: Timothy, Elizabeth, John. Towson
State Coll. Baltimore MD (instr. 1959-62, asst.
prof. 1962-64, assoc. prof. 1964-67, prof.
1967—). PFC USA 1952-54. Co-ed.: The
Twentieth Century World: A Reading Guide
(1959), contbr. res. Baltimore MD.*
ASHERMAN, Adrian Lord. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Business; b. NYC Oct. 12 1930; m. Ella
Treble 1962; ch.: Barnard, Adrian. Partner H.
M. Payson & Co. Portland 19?— . res.
Waterville.
AUSTIN, William Henry. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Cornell 1956. Chi Psi. Medicine; b.
Louisville KY Nov. 27 1929; m. Judith Cousins
June 21 1958; ch.: Mark, Jane. Me. Med.
Center (intern 1956-57, resident in medicine
1957-58, resident in cardiology 1958-59),
resident in physiology & medicine Memorial
Center & Sloan Kettering Inst. NYC 1959-60,
Me. Med. Center (post-doctoral research
fellow USPHS 1960-61, dir. section of renal
physiology & attending physician in medicine
1961-70), consultant USPHS renal diseases
V.A. hospital Togus 1964, Me. Med. Center
(research assoc. 1961-71, clinical dir.
nephrology 1970-71), asst. prof, medicine Tufts
Coll. 1970-71, sr. attending physician in
medicine Me. Med. Center 1970, attending
physician Mercy Hospital 1970— . Am. Soc. for
Advancement of Med. Instrumentation,
scientific advisory committee New Eng.
Regional Kidney Program), member Me.
Heart Assn. (board of dir., research
committee), U.S. rep. to Int. Conf. on Acid
Base & Blood Gas Measurements Nat. Bureau
of Standards Washington DC. Served to cdr.
USNR 1962-64. Recipient: Me. Med. Center
House Officers Teaching Award 1969-70.
Contbr. res. Falmouth.*
AVERILL, Richard Given. Bowdoin 1948-49.
Chi Psi. b. Passaic NJ Dec. 27 1929; s. of
Frank G. '22. res. Wilbraham MA.
BARIBEAU, Henry Michael, Jr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Self-employed real estate & ins.; b.
Brunswick Jan. 17 1929; m. Elizabeth Crooker
Oct. 17 1951; ch.: Michael, Robert, Mary.
Self-employed real estate & ins. broker The
Baribeau Agency Brunswick 1952— (pres.
19?—). Past pres. (St. John's Parents, Rotary
Club Brunswick, board of realtors
Androscoggin Valley), dir. Soc. of Real Estate
Appraisers 1974-75, chmn. planning board
Topsham, corporator Brunswick Savings Inst.,
member advisory board Canal Nat. Bank.
Served with USN 1946-48. res. Topsham.*
BARKER, John Linde. A.B., M B A. Univ.
Penn. 1954. Chi Psi. Financial management;
b. Portland Nov. 12 1930; m. Roberta Page
June 23 1962; ch.: Anne, John, Jeffrey. S. D.
Warren Co. Westbrook (industrial engineer
1954-60, computer programmer & systems
analyst 1961-67, production accountant
1968-70, cost accountant 1971-72, mgr. cost
accounting 1973
—
). Dir. (S. D. Warren
Federal Credit Union 1964-73, Credit
Counseling Center 1973— , United Way
Greater Portland 1974
—
), trustee (Me. Med.
Center 1970—, Woodfords Congr. Church
1975—). res. Portland.*
BARTENBERG, Gerd Christian Julius.
Bowdoin Plan 1948-49. Chi Psi. b. Schleswig
Germany July 29 1925. res. Lengsdorfer
Hauptstrasse Germany.
BEISAW, Harold Everett. Bowdoin 1948-49.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b. N.
Jay Oct. 15 1928. With Beisaw's Garage N. Jay
19?—. res. Wilton.
BENNETT, Charles Joseph, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Portland Sept. 27 1948. res. Kennebunk.
BIGGAR, Raymond George. A.B. cum laude,
MAT. Harvard 1953, Ph.D. Univ. Wise.
(O'Brien scholar 1957-59) 1961. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Admissions aide 1970-72.
Education; b. Biddeford Oct. 31 1929; m.
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Margaret Smith April 1967; ch.: Robbie,
Jamie, Michael, Jonathan, Meg. Teacher
Scituate MA High Sch. 1953-56, instr. English
Bridgewater MA State Coll. 1956-57, teaching
asst. Univ. Wise. Madison 1957-61, Adelphi
Univ. Garden City NY 1961-64 (instr., asst.
prof.), visiting asst. prof. Case Western Reserve
Univ. 1964-65, asst. prof. English Boston Coll.
Chestnut Hill MA 1965—. res. Concord MA.*
BISHOP, Arthur Paul. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Saco Aug. 19 1926. res. Brunswick.
BLACK, James Albert, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
NYC Oct. 12 1928; s. of James A. '23. res.
Phila. PA.
BLACKWELL, William Milton. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Tufts Univ. 1956. Beta Theta Pi.
Medicine; b. Springfield IL May 6 1930; m.
Katherine Cook June 8 1953; ch.: Deborah.
Radiologist Millinocket Community Hospital
1964—. Pres. Me. Radiological Soc. 1974-75,
Me. Med. Assn. (delegate 1973-75, councilor
1975-78), sch. board (member 1969-72, pres. 1
yr.). Served to capt. USAF 1957-59. res.
Millinocket.*
BOGGS, William Graves, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Pittsburgh PA Sept. 27
1930; m. Margaret Ewart Sept. 10 1955; ch.:
Linda, William, Thomas. Salesman U.S. Steel
Corp. (Pittsburgh 1957, Chicago IL 1957-58,
Phila. PA 1958-65). Served to capt. USMC
1952-57. d. Ambler PA Feb. 28 1965.*
BONANG, Claude Bernard. A.B., A.M.
Stanford Univ. 1958. Kappa Sigma. Class agt.
1952-57. Education; b. Brunswick July 18
1930; m. C. Ann Twombly Feb. 16 1963; ch.:
Timothy, Christopher. Teacher (Lisbon Falls
1952-54, Brunswick 1961—). Recipient:
Outstanding Biology Teacher of Me. & Region
1 Nat. Assn. Biology Teachers 1967. res.
Brunswick.*
BOUCHER, William Jacques. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Ins. exec; b. Brunswick Nov. 9 1929;
m. Martha Field June 25 1955; ch.: Sharon,
William Jr., Scott, Suzanne, Beth, Sarah. Am.
Mutual Ins. Co. Wakefield MA (underwriter
trainee 1955-56, renewal underwriter 1956-57,
field group spec. 1957-59, contract underwriter
1959-60, asst. mgr. group underwriter 1960-64,
mgr. group underwriting 1964-75, asst. v.pres.
1969
— ,
mgr. employee benefits contract dept.
1976
—
). Corresponding officer Health Ins.
Assn. of Am. 1970
—
, member exec, committee
1968— (Mass. 65 Health Ins., Conn. 65 Health
Ins.). Served to cpl. USA 1952-54. res. Andover
MA.*
BRADFORD, John Dillingham. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. Law; b.
Biddeford Sept. 26 1930; m. Lorinda Ocheltree
June 29 1957; ch.: Peter, Carol. Atty. NB & TB
Walker now Walker & Bradford Biddeford
1959— . Trustee (McArthur Library,
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Greenwood Cemetery). Served to cpl. USA
1952-54. res. Kennebunkport.*
BREHOB, Frederick Bridge. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Management; b. Erie PA
Oct. 25 1929; m. Barbara Weiss April 6 1957;
ch.: Jennifer, Bart, Geofffry. Scheduling
customer service mgr. E. Tool & Stamping
Saugus MA, production planner Gortons of
Gloucester MA 1968-69, production planning
mgr. lamp. div. ITT Lynn MA 1969-74,
materials mgr. N. Am. Philips Lynn 1974—
.
Sec. & publicity chmn. Am. Production &
Inventory Control Soc. 1963-64, pres.
Marblehead MA Music Parents. Served to cpl.
USA 1952-54. res. Marlbehead MA.*
BRENTON, Samuel Bennett, Jr. Bowdoin
1948-52. Zeta Psi. Exec; b. Chelsea MA
Aug. 30 1928; m. Margaret Benjamin 1953; 4
children. Mgr. Commercial Union Assurance
Co. Boston 1953— . Served with USA 2 yrs. res.
Winchester MA.*
BRODIE, Theodore Hamilton. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. 1972 capital campaign worker, class
bequest chmn. 1973, class agt. 1974-75.
Exec; b. Newton MA Dec. 16 1929; m.
Judith Swanson May 11 1953; ch.: Glenn'76,
Karen '79. Salesman Procter & Gamble
1952-56, New Eng. Insulation Co. Canton MA
(production asst., production supt., salesman,
sales mgr., asst. general mgr., v.pres. 1956-59;
pres. & general mgr. 1969
—
). Past pres.
Duxbury (Rotary Club Nat. Insulation
Contractors Assn., Boston Insulation
contractors Assn., P.T.A.), chmn. Duxbury
(sch. committee, finance committee), past
moderator Pilgrim Congr. Church, member
(Governor's Comm. on Rail Services, study
committee Duxbury High Sch., troop
committee Duxbury Boy Scouts, Int.
Insulation Industry Committee, C. of C.
Boston). Served to It. (jg) USN 1952-56. res.
Duxbury MA.*
BUCK, Peter. A.B. cum laude, A.M. Columbia
1955; Ph.D. Columbia 1963. Alpha Tau
Omega. Physics; b. Portland Dec. 19 1930;
m. Haydee Pinero June 25 1955; ch.: Kenneth,
Christopher. Physicist General Electric Co.
Schenectady NY 1957-64, section mgr. nuclear
design United Nuclear Corp. White Plains NY
1965-74, mgr. nuclear engineering dept.
Nuclear Energy Services Inc. Danbury CT
1974—. res. Armonk NY.*
BURNHAM, William Skinner. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Portland March 21 1930; s. of
Harold N. Ml. res. Terre Haute IN.
CADY, Byron Randolph, Jr. A.B. 1951. Alpha
Delta Phi. Management; b. Lowell MA Oct.
21 1929; m. Louise Coburn April 18 1953; ch.:
Jennifer, Laura Louise, Pamela. Salesman
(Pratt & Forrest Lumber Co. Lowell 1951-54,
Roddis Plywood & Door Co. Marshfield WI
1954-60), Weyerhaeuser Co. (salesman Tacoma
WA 1960-62, mgr. Hartford CT 1962-65,
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hardwood marketing mgr. Tacoma 1965-70,
hardwood plywood & veneer business mgr.
Tacoma 1970—). Dir. Architectural
Woodwork Inst. Arlington VA. res. Federal
Way WA.*
CAMPBELL, John Malcolm, Jr. A.B.,
M.Arch. Harvard 1959. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Architecture; b. Detroit MI Oct. 11 1930; m.
Lois Kojola Dec. 28 1967. With The Architects
Collaborative, with Jose Luis Sert, with Charles
W. Moore, with Skidmore Owings & Merrill,
partner Agora Architects & Planners San
Francisco CA 1966— . Pres. Muskrat Corp.
PFC USA 1953-55. res. Oakland CA.*
CARMAN, Donald Alan. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Sales exec; b. Boston Jan. 28 1927; m.
Sylvia Rice Dec. 13 1952; ch.: Donald Jr.,
Russell. Sales mgr. Int. Business Machines
1954-69, dir. (Cybernetics Int. NYC 1969-70,
Singer NYC 1971-75, Software Design Inc. San
Mateo CA 1975—). Served to It. USA 1945-48,
1952-53. res. Burlingame CA.*
CASTNER, Linwood John. A.B. b.
Medomak Aug. 19 1932. res. S. Berwick.
CLARK, Clifford Alan. A.B. Chi Psi. Mgr.
invest, counseling; b. Medford MA May 24
1930; m. Patricia Dexter July 26 1952; ch.:
Deborah, Pamela, Gregory. Salesman Blyth &
Co. Inc. Boston 1955-60, mgr. Brown Brothers
Harriman & Co. Boston 1960— . Dir. Schmid
Brothers Inc. 1970
—
, treas. Saint Anne's Epis.
Church Lincoln 1971—. Served to It. USNR
1952-55. res. Lincoln MA.*
CLARY, Edward Thayer. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1955. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b. Worcester
MA Oct. 17 1929; m. Marie Fesneau. V.pres.
Bristol Myers Co. NYC 1967—. Served with
USA 2 yrs. res. New Canaan CT.*
CLIFFORD, Alvin George. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Boston June 25 1929; s. of Benjamin B. '28;
m. Nancy Ferguson Oct. 17 1953; ch.: Cynthia,
Alvin Jr. With Ernst & Ernst Boston 1955-58.
Served with USA 1953-55. d. Boston Sept. 18
1958.*
COCKBURN, William Porter. A.B., A.M.
1967. Sigma Nu. Education; b. Skowhegan
Nov. 27 1929; s. of Lawrence S. '25; m.
Winnifred Mosher Aug. 13 1960; ch.: Linda.
Brooke, Bonnie, Laurie, David. Business
training program General Electric Co. Lynn
MA 1954-58, teacher public sch. Brunswick





—), pres. Brunswick Teachers
Assn. Served to cpl. USA 1952-54. res.
Brunswick.*
COE, Benjamin Plaisted. A.B., B.S. M I T.
Alpha Kappa Sigma. Exec; b. Long Beach
CA Aug. 24 1930; m. Margaret Butler Sept. 5
1"953; ch.: Benjamin. Elizabeth. Mary
Margaret. Professional engineer (NY); process
economics engineer silicone products dept.
General Electric Co. Waterford NY 1953-65;
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v.pres. Volunteers In Tech. Assistance
Schenectady NY 1965-73; consultant
self-employed Schenectady 1973; exec. dir.
Temporary State Comm. on Tug Hill
Watertown NY 1973— . Pres. Northeastern
N.Y. section Am. Inst. Chem. Engineers 1962,
assoc. vestry St. Georges Epis. Church
Schenectady 1963-73, trustee Haas Fund of
Trinity Epis. Church Watertown 1974
—
,
member board of dir. (Schenectady Symphony
Orchestra 1970-73; VITA 1962-65, 1973—),
elected member (Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, Phi
Beta Kappa). Contbr. res. Watertown NY.*
CONT1, John William. A.B. 1951. Zeta Psi.
Law; b. Bath Jan. 10 1931. Atty. Eaton
Peabody Bradford & Veague Bangor 19?—
.
res. Bangor .*
COOMBS, Richard York. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1960. Chi Psi. Education; b. Berlin
NH Dec. 21 1931; s. of Warren C. '14; m.
Janet Linn June 24 1955; ch.: David, Jennifer,
Jeffrey, Donald, Richard. Teaching fellow
Bowdoin 1954-56, teacher high sch. (Boothbay
Harbor 1956-58, Arlington MA 1958-63,
Brookline MA 1963-73), resource teacher
Pierce Sch. Brookline 1973-76, teacher
Brookline High Sch. 1976—. Boy Scouts of
Am. (Pack 320 Arlington committee member
1964
—
, cubmaster 1967-68; asst. scout master
troop 341 Arlington 1966-68, scout master
1968, scouting coordinator 1975— ; scout
master Troop 304 Belmont MA 1969
—
;
advisor & vigil member Order of the Arrow),
Troop 69 Girl Scouts of Am. Arlington
(committee member 1972-74, asst. leader
1974
—), pres. Brookline Teachers Assn.
1969-70, unit commissioner Charlesbank Dist.
1973—. Served to cpl. 'USA 1952-54.
Recipient: Dist. Award of Merit Charlesbank
Dist. Boy Scouts of Am. 1974, Vigil Honor
Order of the Arrow Minuteman Council 1974z,
Silver Beaver Minuteman Council 1977.
Author: General Science Unit Text. res.
Arlington MA.*
COOPER, John Weeks. A.B. LL.B. Columbia
1955. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Newark NJ Feb.
5 1930; m. Mary Niles Nov. 4 1961; ch.: Sarah,
Edward. Assoc. atty. (McCarter English &
Studer Newark 1955-57, Moser Griffin &
Kerby Summit NJ 1957-63), partner Summit
(Moser Griffin & Kerby 1963-64, Moser
Griffin Kerby & Cooper 1964-75, Kerby
Cooper Schaul & Garvin 1975
—
). Sec.
Anchorage Hotel Antiqua 1975, dir. Holman




First Aid Squad (trustee 1962
— ;
pres. 1965-66,
1969-70), Dube Children's Shelter (trustee
1969
—
, chmn. 1974-75), Family Service Assn.
Summit (trustee 1969-75, chmn. 1974-75),
trustee Am. Red Cross Summit area 1964-66,




COSTELLO, Hugh Patrick. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Steamship agency & brokerage; b. Portland
Oct. 30 1930. Underwriter Liberty Mutual Ins.
Co. Boston 1952-53, purchasing agt. Simplex
Wire & Cable Co. Portsmouth NH 1954-61,
steamship agt. & broker F. E. Gignoux Inc.
Portland 1962—. res. S. Portland.*
COUSINS, Edgar Millard. A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. 1956. Psi Upsilon. Education; b. Old
Town Oct. 8 1928; s. of Edgar F. '12; m.
Nancy Howe June 11 1952; ch.: Catharine,
Elizabeth, Norman. Teacher & principal
elementary sch. Milford 1954-55, teacher NY
(Pawling 1955-58, Scarsdale 1958—). Served to
capt. USA 1952-54. res. New City NY.*
CUMMINGS, Stuart Bradley. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Management; b. Norway April 2
1931; s. of Charles F. '25; married; ch.: C.
Bradley '76, Gary. General mgr. C. B.
Cummings & Sons Co. Norway 19?— . Served
with USN 1952-55. res. Norway.
DAMON, Thomas Everett. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. N.Y. Univ. 1958. Zeta Psi.
Accounting; b. Waltham MA Sept. 4 1929;
m. Felicia Riemer Dec. 13 1968; ch.: Deborah,
Hillary. CP.A.; supervisor Pogson Peloubet &
Co. NYC 1954-63, sr. Price Waterhouse & Co.
NYC 1963-64, general auditor Anaconda Wire
& Cable Co. NYC 1964-68, mgr. The
Anaconda Co. NYC 1968—. Served to It. USA
1952-54. res. Larchmont NY.*
DAVIS, John Dunning. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1954, M.S. Univ. N.H. 1961, Ph.D. Univ.
N.H. 1963. Alpha Tau Omega. Exec. &
environmental consulting; b. Freeport June 13
1929; m. Eleanor Trufant Aug. 20 1955; ch.:
Peter, Susan. Teacher high sch. Epping NH
1954-56; teaching fellow biology Bowdoin
1956-57; teacher high sch. Exeter NH 1957-60;
teaching fellow biology Univ. N.H. Durham
1962-63; instr. marine biology Bowdoin
Summer Inst. 1963, 1964, 1965; instr. & asst.
prof. Smith Coll. 1963-70; v.pres. Normandeau
Assocs. Inc. Bedford NH 1970— . Member
Northampton MA Regional Education
Council 1965, dir. (Seabrook-Hampton NH
Environmental Study Program 1970-71,
Southern New Eng. Operations 1971
—
,
aquatic environmental studies New Eng.
Energy Co. Refinery Project Sanford-Portland
1974, marketing 1975
—
), consultant Inst, for
Research & Services Manchester NH 1968,
manuscript consultant Academic Press Inc.
NY 1969. Recipient: Nat. Science Teachers
Assn. Star Awards 2nd prize 1958, 3rd prize
1960. Contbr. res. Northampton MA.*
DAVIS, Norman Albert. Bowdoin 1948-50.
Sigma Nu. Real estate; b. Brunswick Dec. 20
1926; m. Anna Pesce July 8 1961; ch.:
Frederick, Stephanie. Chief marine engineer
Am. Export Lines NYC 1950-59, safety
engineer Employer's Ins. Group Boston
1959-60, self-employed Brunswick
(prop.-operator Will's Restaurant 1960-71,
realtor Norman A. Davis Agency 1970
—
).
Served to It. USNR 1955. res. Brunswick.*
DAWE, George Lyman. A.B., A.M. Boston
Univ. 1957. Chi Psi. Geology; b. Tallahassee
FL Jan. 26 1927; m. Joan Conniers Aug. 23
1952; ch.: Stephen, Cynthia. Geologist (Mobil
Oil Co. Lake Charles & Lafayette LA 1957-62,
Mobil Int. Oil Co. Tripoli Libya 1962-65. Pan
Am. Oil Co. Ft. Worth TX 1968-70); student
Univ. Tex. 1965-68, 1970-72; with State of Tex.
part-time 1970-72; chief div. oil & gas State of
Ohio Columbus 1972-75; v.pres. & staff
geologist Ky. Drilling & Operating Corp.
Logan OH 1975—. res. Lancaster OH.*
DEAN, David Campbell. A.B., M.D. Johns
Hopkins 1956. Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b.
Buffalo NY April 19 1931; s. of Archibald S.
'18; m. Jean Butler June 9 1956; ch.: Bruce,
Keith, Laurie. Clinical pathology tech. Niagara
County Sanatorium Lockport NY 1952;
research asst. Roswell Park Memorial Inst.
Buffalo 1953, 1954, 1955; Strong Memorial
Hospital Rochester NY (med. intern 1956-57,
med. asst. resident 1957-58); med. sr. resident
Boston City Hospital 1958-59; resident in
cardiology W. Roxbury Veterans Hospital
Boston 1959-60; research fellow in cardiology
Mass. General Hospital Boston 1960-61;
clinical asst. in medicine Buffalo General
Hospital 1961-68; chief Cardio Pulmonary
Lab. Buffalo Veterans Hospital 1962—;







in medicine Buffalo Children's Hospital
1974
—
; asst. physician Buffalo General
Hospital 1974— . Asst. in medicine Univ.
Rochester 1957-58, sr. teaching fellow in
medicine Boston Univ. 1958-59, Harvard
(teaching fellow in medicine 1959-60, research
fellow in medicine 1960-61), medicine SUNY
Buffalo (clinical instr. 1961-65, clinical assoc.
1965-66, asst. prof. 1966-72, clinical assoc. prof.
1972—), F.A.C.P. 1966, fellow (Council of
Clinical Cardiology 1967, Am. Coll. of
Cardiology 1968), diplomate Nat. Board of
Med. Examiners 1957, pres. (Heart Assn.
Western NY, Buffalo Acad, of Medicine,
Buffalo Med. Historical Soc, Assn. of Va.
Cardiologists). Contbr. res. Snyder NY.*
DENNETT, James Hugh. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Lynn MA May 29 1930. res.
unknown.
DISTLER, Walter George, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Baltimore MD June 22 1929.
res. Larchmont NY.
DYE, David Holmes. A.B. Chi Psi.
Management-quality auditing; b. Medina
NY July 1 1930; m. Dolores Dool July 16
1960; ch.: Elizabeth, Jennifer. Certified quality
engineer; student Cornell Univ. 1952-53, mgr.
control lab. & development engineer Cryovac
div. W. R. Grace & Co. Lockport NY 1953-57,
quality control engineer Carborundum Co.
Niagara Falls NY 1957-61, mgr. quality
auditing Cryovac div. W. R. Grace & Co.
Cambridge MA 1961-62 & Duncan SC 1962—.
Sec. local chapter Am. Soc. for Quality Control
1970-72. res. Spartanburg SC.*
EIANE, Birger. A.B. 1953. Engineering; b.
Forsand Norway Oct. 26 1924; m. Alice
Barrows March 28 1953; ch.: Per, Loren,
Courtney. Project engineer Raytheon Co.
1957-59, sr. engineer Radio Corp. of Am.
1959-61, project engineer Westinghouse
Electronic Tube div. 1953-57 & 1961-63, sr.
research engineer (Stanford Research Inst.
1963-70, Huntsville AL 1976—), research staff
I radar lab. Teledyne-Brown Engineering 1971,
sonar & radar engineering spec. Ingalls
Shipbuilding 1972-73, engineer principal
Lockheed Aerospace System div. 1974-76, with
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Computer Sciences Corp. Huntsville AL
197?—. Served to cpl. USA 1950-52. res.
Huntsville AL.*
ELOWE, Edmond Nasir. A.B. Bowdoin Plan,
M.Sc. Northeastern 1954. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Communication systems
management; b. Baghdad Iraq Oct. 4 1927; m.
Carol Eaton July 12 1953; ch.: Arlene '77,
Kenneth '78, Lawrence, Brian, Wayne. GTE
Sylvania Waltham MA (physicist & product
mgr. 1952-59, mgr. advanced systems 1960-68);
dir. marketing EGG Inc. Bedford MA
1968-70; pres. & prop. Corp. Research &
Development Inc. Andover MA 1970; mgr.
plans, projects & new products GTE Sylvania
Seneca Falls NY 1970-74; dir. communication
systems development GTE Int. Systems Corp.
Waltham 1975— . V.pres. & pres. Armed
Forces Communications & Electronics Assn.
1960-70, member board of dir. Forsberg Sales
Inc. Contbr. res. Andover MA.*
ELWELL, Richard Edward. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Portland Jan. 11 1930; s. of Edward
R. '15. res. Lisbon Falls.
ERICSON, Charles Merwin. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Management; b. Hartford CT Dec. 19
1930; m. Carol Hanson 1953; ch.: Anne, Carl,
Andrew, David, Donald, Benjamin.
Manufacturing mgr. Westinghouse Electric
Corp. (headquarters 1971-73, E. Pittsburgh PA
1973-75, Sharon PA 1975-77, Tampa FL 1977).
Served to It. (jg) USN 1953-57. res. Sharon PA.
FARNHAM, David Edward. A.B. 1951, A.M.
Boston Univ. 1958. Occ. unknown; b.
Augusta Jan. 11 1928. With Dept. of State
Washington DC 19?—. res. McLean VA.*
FARR. George Morse. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Tau Omega. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Accounting exec; b. Augusta Aug. 15 1930;
m. Elizabeth Watson Feb. 1 1957; ch.: Janet,
Kerry, Julie, Joel. Treas. Dow & Pinkham
Portland 1955-58, agt. Orlando FL (Martin Ins.
1968-70, Fast & Co. 1970-74), account exec.
Interstate Business Services Orlando 1974—
.
Chmn. board of deacons First Congr. Church
Winter Park FL 1971-73, awarded life
membership C. of C. Orlando area 1972—
Served to 1st It. USA 1952-55. res. Maitland
FL.*
FICKETT, Daniel Webster. A.B. cum laude.
Transportation analysis; b. Cambridge MA
Dec. 28 1927; m. Ursule Lachance Sept. 5
1949; ch.: Christopher, Kimberly. General
Electric Co. (engineer financial analyst Lynn
MA 1953-60, mgr. cost accounting Utica NY
1960-63, contract accounting spec. Syracuse
NY 1963-66), price analyst N.A.S.A. U.S. govt.
Cambridge 1966-70, U.S. Dept. of
Transportation Cambridge (financial analyst
1970-74, chief price analyst 1974
—
). Member
board of dir. Babe Ruth Burlington MA
1973-75. Served to 1st It. USA 1946-48,
1952-53. res. Burlington MA.*
FLEISHMAN, Irving Paul. A.B., Ed.M. Tufts
1957, M.A.L.S. Wesleyan 1965. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Albany NY Jan. 23 1930; m. Yachiyo Shimizu
Aug. 15 1968. Teacher NY (Berlin 1957-60,
Middletown 1960-61), prof. SUNY Cobleskill
NY 1961—. Served to It. (jg) USN 1953-56. res.
Warnerville NY.*
GARDNER, William Marshall. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Univ. Pittsburgh
1957. Theta Delta Chi. Corp. exec; b.
Pittsburgh PA July 22 1930; m. Esther Currie
June 11 1955; ch.: William, Adam. Atty. Rose
Rose & Houston Pittsburgh 1957-59, Toyad
Corp. Latrobe PA (asst. to plant mgr. 1959-62,
v.pres. 1962-65, pres. 1965
—
). Served to cpl.
USA 1952-54. res. Ligonier PA.*
GERSUMKY, William Dawson. A.B. cum
laude, M.B.A. N.Y. Univ. 1957. Kappa Sigma.
Consulting; b. Chelsea MA July 26 1930; m.
Marilyn Davey, m. Alexis Teitz June 10 1973;
ch.: Lisa, Sarah, Peter. Am. Cyanamid Co.
(chemist Stamford CT 1952-57, market analyst
NYC 1957-59), v.pres. Robert S. First Inc.
NYC 1959-62, exec, v.pres. Robert S. First S.A.
Geneva Switzerland 1963-64, pres. Interamer
Research Corp. (NYC 1965-69, S.A. Caracas
Venezuela 1969-73), consultant self-employed
NYC & Sao Paulo Brazil 1973—. Guest lectr.
(Polytech. Inst, of Brooklyn 1966-67, Bronx
Community Coll. NY 1970, Drexel Univ.
1974-75). Contbr., patentee (1958, 1959, 1964).
res. NYC*
GIBSON, Robert Bartlett. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Personnel management; b. Melrose MA
April 22 1930; m. Nadine Rak Sept. 15 1954;
ch.: Joanne, Robert Jr., Matthew. Student
Temple Univ. 1952-54, staff asst. Mobil Oil
Corp. Phila. PA 1954-66, employee relations
mgr. Electronic Assocs. Long Branch NJ
1966-71, personnel dir. Appleton Century
Crafts NYC 1971-74, personnel officer Foreign
Credit Ins. Assn. NYC 1974— . Served to sgt.
USA 1952-54. res. Freehold NJ.*
GLEISSNER, Heinrich Alexander. Bowdoin
Plan 1948. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Govt.; b.
Dec. 12 1927. Consul General of Austria UN
NYC 1967-73, dir. Security Council & Political
& committees div. UN 1975—. res. NYC*
GLIDDEN, John. Bowdoin 1948-50. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Boston Aug. 8 1928; s. of Arthur
B. '07. res. San Diego CA.
GODFREY, Joseph Perley. A.B. 1951. b.
Durham Dec. 11 1918. res. Marion CT.
GOODBODY, Marcus Lister. Bowdoin
1948-50, A.B. Univ. Wyo. 1952. Alpha Tau
Omega. Engineering; b. Poughkeepsie NY
Aug. 19 1926. Tab operator Int. Business
Machines Corp. various co. Los Angeles CA
1953-58, draftsman Hughes Aircraft Culver
City CA 1958-59, C & C Denver CO (engineer
aide II design engineering div. 1961-62;
draftsman II traffic engineering div. 1962-69,
traffic records tech. 1969
—
). Served to cpl.
USA 1945-46. res. Denver CO.*
GOOKIN, Vincent Ives, Jr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Biddeford May 11 1930. res.
Biddeford.
GOTT, Richard Thurston. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Education; b. Blue Hill June 18 1930. With
Ecole Arcadie Bar Harbor 19?— . res. Bar
Harbor.
GOULD, Robert William. Bowdoin 1948-49.
Kappa Sigma. b. Portland July 9 1929. res.
Oakhurst NJ.
HALE, Gordon. A.B., M.B.A. Univ. Penn.
1954. Delta Sigma. Accounting; b.
Springfield MA Dec. 10 1930; m. Margaret
Edgelow Sept. 5 1953; ch.: Christopher,
Matthew, Leslie. Jr. accountant Price
Waterhouse & Co. Boston 1957-59,
comptroller N.H. Ball Bearings Inc.
Peterborough NH 1959—. Pres. Rotary Club
Peterborough 1971-72, sr. deacon Union
Congr. Church Peterborough 1971. Served to
It. USNR 1954-57. res. Bennington NH.*
HALL, Richard Alston. A.B. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Banking exec; b.
Houlton April 19 1929; m. Nancy Norwood
June 22 1957; ch.: Leslie, Pamela, Richard,
Jeffry. The First Nat. Bank of Boston (invest,
officer 1956-60; asst. v.pres. 1960-64; v.pres.
1964-66; v.pres. Old Colony Trust 1966-68,
exec, v.pres. 1968-70; sr. v.pres. 1970
—
). Dir.
(Guy Gannett Publishing Co. 1975, First Nat.
Boston Clearance Corp. 1970, First of Boston
Computeristics Inc. 1975). Served to 2nd It.
USA 1946-48, 1952-53. res. Boston.*
HALSE, Michael Charles. Bowdoin 1948-49.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. London England Sept.
21 1929. res. London England.
HAM, Richard Webster. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.A.T. Harvard 1953. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Winchester MA June 8 1930; s. of Robert E.
'27; m. Joleen Glidden Dec. 23 1953; ch.:
Deborah '77, David '79. Teacher high sch. MA
(Quincy 1953-55; Weston 1955-58; Reading
1958—
,
head foreign lang. dept. 1972—).
Corporator Reading Savings Bank 1968
—
,
v.pres. Reading Teachers Assn. 1965-66, chmn.
board of trustees Union Congr. Church N.
Reading MA 1967-68. res. N. Reading MA.*
HANDY, John Peter Stone. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Sales management; b. Springfield MA July
14 1931; s. of John F. '23; m. Marcia Steiner
Nov. 15 1958; ch.: Linda, John. Monsanto
(various positions Springfield, St. Louis MO
1956-67; export sales mgr. St. Louis 1967-68),
sales mgr. Greenstreak Plastic Products St.
Louis 1968-76, v.pres. Plasco Inc. 1976—
.
Served to sgt. USA 1952-55. res. St. Louis
MO.*
HARMON, Warren Crowell. A.B., M.B.A.
Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1959. Zeta Psi. Real
estate; b. Lynn MA Oct. 2 1928. Sales trainee
C. Tennant Sons & Co. of N.Y. NYC 1952-54,
Hill Transformer Co. San Carlos CA
(production control 1955-57, sec. subsidiary co.
1959-60), market analyst Los Angeles CA
Times 1960-62, exec, recruiter Hergenrather
Assocs. Los Angeles 1962-65. sales assoc. (Bel
Air Realty Co. Los Angeles 1965-74, Ned
Baker Real Estate Salem OR 1975—). Member
board of dir. church. Served to PO/3 USN
1946-48. res. Salem OR.*
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HAWLEY, Philip Lines. A.B., A.M. Wesleyan
1954, Ph.D. Univ. Iowa (USPHS fellow) 1961.
Zeta Psi. Education; b. Hartford CT Nov. 8
1928; m. Lucille Vecellio June 29 1957; ch.:
Luke, Gary, Benjamin. Research fellow Inst, of
Living Hartford 1954-56, instr. Biology Am.
Univ. of Beirut Lebanon 1956-59, assoc. prof.
Haile Selassie Univ. Addis Ababa Ethiopia
1964-66, asst. to assoc. prof, physiology Univ
111. Coll. of Medicine Chicago 1966— . Elected
member Sigma Xi, pres. med. center chapter
1971. PFC USA 1946-48. Recipient: Edna
Anderson Instr. Award 1967, 1969, 1971 &
1974. Contbr. res. Northbrook IL.*
HAZEN, William Harris. A.B., J.D. Harvard
1958. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Finance; b. Salem MA Jan. 6 1931; m.
Judith Ettl Feb. 22 1959; ch.: Cordelia, Alexes.
Atty. Pell Butler Hatch Curtis & Leviness NYC
1958-61, exec. asst. N.Y. State Banking Dept.
NYC 1961-64, J. & W. Seligman & Co. NYC
(assoc. 1964-68, partner 1969—). V.pres.
Tri-Continental Corp. & Union Service Mutual
Funds 1969
—




Heights NY Assn. 1970
— ,
advisory member
joint legislative committee to revise N.Y.
banking laws 1962-64. Served to It. USN
1952-55. res. Brooklyn Heights NY.*
HENDERSON, Herschel Bradford. Bowdoin
1948-49; A.B. New Sch. for Social Research
1961. Delta Upsilon. Editing; b. Waltham
MA July 10 1929; m. Barbara Wrigley April 16
1967. Editor Am. Banker NYC 19?—. Served
with USN 1951-54. res. NYC*
HILL, Horace Prentice, Jr. Bowdoin 1948-50.
Chi Psi. b. Mnpls. MN April 30 1929. res.
Mnpls. MN.
HITCHCOCK, Robert Charles. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Bank management; b. Cleveland OH
Oct. 13 1929; m. Sarah Grahame Sept. 22 1951,
m. Dorothy Wachter Nov. 2 1968; ch.:
Dorothy. Group underwriter MA (State
Mutual Life Assurance Worcester 1956-60,
Monarch Life Ins. Co. Springfield 1960-63),
chief group underwriter Wabash Life Ins. Co.
Indianapolis IN 1963-66, teacher Applewild
Sch. Fitchburg MA 1966-67, div. mgr. Sears
Roebuck & Co. Leominster MA 1966-68,
trainee to branch mgr. Hartford Nat. Bank
Stamford CT 1968—. Past trustee First Presby.
Church Stamford, past member budget
committee United Way Stamford. Served to It.
(jg) USNR 1953-56. res. Stamford CT.*
HOCHBERGER, Fred, Jr. A.B. Paint mfg.
exec; b. Brookline MA Oct. 23 1930; m. Ellen
Freedman Oct. 17 1958; ch.: Fred, Nancy,
Amy, Benjamin. Pres. Clover Leaf Paint L.I.
City NY 1954—. Served to PO USN 1952-54.
res. Newton Center MA.*
HOLMES, Herbert Shepherd, Jr. Bowdoin
1952. Business exec; b. March 13 1927; m.
Betsy Norris; ch.: Bethany, Heather. Pres.
Commercial Distributors Portland 1973— . Dir.
(Canal National Bank, United Mortgage Co.),
trustee Hebron Acad. res. Falmouth.*
HOLMES, Julian Clifford. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Tau Omega. Science
research; b. Portland Nov. 20 1930; m. Mary
Sultzer June 8 1957; ch.: Eleanor, Janet. U.S.
Naval Research Lab. Washington DC
(electronic scientist 1952-56, physicist 1956
—
).
Recipient: Washington Evening Star Trophy
1970. Member U.S. Naval Research Lab. team
that developed rocket-borne instruments to
measure the chem. make-up of the earth's
ionosphere 1956. res. Oxon Hill MD.*
HOLMSEN, Knute Ryen. A.B. 1953.
Purchasing; b. Brooklyn NY Jan. 27 1930;
m. Jane Siener Aug. 27 1959; ch.: Kirsten,
Edward, Patricia. Industrial engineer General
Cable Perth Amboy NJ 1953
—,
designer
Western Electric Winston-Salem NC 1955-57,
various positions electric boat div. General
Dynamics Corp. 1957— . Pres. P.T.A. Quaker
Hill CT, rep. town meeting Waterford CT.
Served to cpl. USA 1953-55. res. Quaker Hill
CT.*
HONE, John Woodford, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Sigma Nu. b. Perth Amboy NJ April 26
1930; s. of John W. '21. res. Plainfield NJ.
HUMPHREY, Irving Durfee, III. Bowdoin
1948-51. Psi Upsilon. • b. Fall River MA
March 25 1930; s. of Irving D. '30. res.
Tiverton RI.
HURLEY, John Randall. A.B. Delta Upsilon.
b. Wakefield MA Aug. 12 1930. res.
unknown.
INGRAHAM, William Wyman. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Boston Oct. 11 1929; m. Patricia
Woodward; ch.: Jeffrey. Served to ensign USN
1954-55. d. Pensacola FL April 4 1955.
ISZARD, David McClure. A.B., M D. Cornell
1956. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b. Elmira NY
Jan. 24 1930; m. Martha Gates April 10 1965;
ch.: Gretchen, Todd. Regional med. officer
U.S. State Dept. Monrovia Liberia 1962-65,
physician (pvt. practice Cape Elizabeth
1965-69; Peace Corps Ankara Turkey, Apia W.
Samoa, Mbabane Swaziland 1969-74), sr.
surgeon USPHS Out-Patient Clinic Portland
1974—. Served to It. USN 1969-71. res. S.
Freeport.*
IVERS, John Lawrence. A.B. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. Banking exec; b. Lawrence MA
May 11 1928; m. Joan Twomey Aug. 23 1952;
ch.: Elizabeth, John. V.pres. First Nat. City
Bank NYC 1952—. Served to sgt. USA
1946-48. res. Chappaqua NY.*
JOHNSON, Robert Noel. A.B. b. Portland
Feb. 27 1931. res. unknown.
JOHNSON, Rogers Winfield. A.B., M.S. Ariz.
State Univ. 1963. Psi Upsilon. 1962 capital
campaign area chmn. Ranching; b.
Marblehead MA March 16 1930; s. of Harold
R. '25; m. Polly Collins Aug. 1 1959; ch.: Scott,
Don, Jody, Toby. Business economist General
Electric Co. Phoenix AZ 1952-61, mgr.
research section Del. E. Webb Corp. Phoenix
1961-64, mgr. marketing research & business
planning Southwest Forest Industries Phoenix
1965-67, v.pres. Ariz.-Colo. Land & Cattle Co.
Phoenix 1967-71, v.pres. & general mgr. Collins
Ranch Co. Kit Carson CO 1970—. Pres. (C. of
C. Kit Carson 1974-75, Ariz, chapter Am.
Marketing Assn. 1965-66), v.pres. YMCA




Research Council of Nat. Industrial Conf.
Board 1966-67. res. Kit Carson CO.*
JOHNSTON, George Alexander. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega. b. Boston Nov. 16 1928. res.
Saxonville MA.
JORDAN, Merle Richard. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; B.D. Andover Newton Theol.
Sch. 1956, Th.D. Sch. of Theol. at Claremont
1965. Alpha Tau Omega. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Education; b. Portland
March 4 1931; m. Elizabeth Crozier Aug. 17
1952; ch.: Christopher, Marcia, Ross. Minister
(Hebron Community Church 1955-58,
Plymouth Congr. Church Whittier CA
1958-60), pastoral counselor Pastoral
Counseling Service Los Angeles CA 1961-66,
prof. (Silliman Univ. Philippines 1966-69,
Boston Univ. Sch. of Theol. 1969—). Pres.
Mass. chapter Am. Assn. of Marriage &
Family Counselors 1971-74. Contbr. res.
Cohasset MA.*
JOY, Emerson Frank. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Consulting; b. Sherman Mills May 30 1930;
m. Fredrika Kilbourn June 30 1952; ch.:
Edward, Frederick, Tamsen, Sarah.
Underwriter Am. Ins. Group Newark NJ &
Boston 1953-57, spec. agt. N.H. Ins. Group
Boston 1957-63, account exec. John C. Paige
Co. Boston 1963-70, v.pres. Haward-Savory
Ins. Agency Boston 1970-73, sr. consultant
John Liner Assocs. Inc. Wellesley Hills MA
1973— . Membership chmn. C. of C. Greater
Boston 1968-70, asst. ed. The John Liner Letter
monthly business ins. advisory service. Served
to QM/2 USN. res. Topsfield MA.*
JUTRAS, Roger Alfred. Bowdoin 1949-52,
M.D. Southwestern Med. Sch. 1961. Kappa
Sigma. b. Lewiston March 3 1930; m.
Patricia Chaney Nov. 20 1954; ch.: Mark,
Michael, Craig, Chris. Intern Dallas TX
1961-62, physician Dallas 1962-63. Served to
1st It. USAF 1952-56. d. near Dallas TX April
10 1963.*
KEENE, Edward Camp. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Rochester 1956. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b.
Chatham MA June 1930; m. Janice Stevenson
1959; ch.: Lauren. Physician pvt. practice
Warwick RI 1956—. res. Warwick RI.
KELLERAN, Charles Russell. Jr. A.B., LL.B.
SUNY Buffalo 1965. Chi Psi. Law; b.
Buffalo NY Aug. 2 1930; m. Cynthia Klein
July 6 1957; ch.: James, David, John, Jennifer.
V.pres. & pres. Trotter-Kelleran Lumber Co.
Inc. Buffalo 1954-65, atty. Whitcher &
Kelleran Buffalo 1966—. Dir. & 1st v.pres. C.
of C. Orchard Park NY 1968-70, chmn.
Southtowns YMCA 1972-74, village justice
Orchard Park 1968—. Pvt. USA 1952-54. res.
Orchard Park NY.*
KENNEDY, John Collin. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Exec; b. LaPorte IN Aug. 5 1930; m.
Margaret Van Note Dec. 16 1953; ch.:
Michael, Nancy, Susan, Kathryn, Jennifer.
Field sales engineering Micro Switch div.
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Honeywell Hartford CT 1956-67, v.pres.
Mechanical Maintenance Co. E. Hartford CT
1967—. Served to 1st It. USAF 1952-56. res.
Bristol CT.*
KINGMAN, Richard Holbrook. Bowdoin
1948-49. Delta Upsilon. b. W. Medford MA
June 24 1930. res. Swansea MA.
KOHLBERG, John Anthony. A.B Alpha Delta
Phi. Ins. sales; b. Fall River MA July 1 1928;
m. Nancy Wheeler Oct. 16 1954. V.pres.
Grosse Pointe MI Ins. Agency 1955— . Served
to cpl. USA 1946-48. res. Grosse Pointe Farms
ML*
KURTZ, Donald Richardson. A.B., M.B.A.
Columbia 1959. Zeta Psi. Ins. exec; b.
Wayne PA Aug. 13 1930; m. Barbara Biggs
Dec. 27 1956; ch.: Robin, David, Mary.
Equitable Life Assurance Soc. NYC (analyst
1957-63, invest, mgr. 1963-65, asst. v.pres.
1965-69, v.pres. 1969-74, v.pres. dept. head
1974—). Served to It. USN 1952-56. res.
Stamford CT.*
LAMOREAU, Henry Edwin. Bowdoin
1948-50. b. Castle Hill Dec. 4 1918. res.
Bowdoinham.
LANDER, Ronald Arthur. A.B. 1971. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Providence RI July 9 1928. res.
Blaine WA.
LANO, Andrew Gregory. A.B. Chi Psi. Shoe
sales; b. Portland Jan. 6 1928; m. Arlene
Meader Oct. 1 1960; ch.: Andrew, Melody,
Maureen, John. Professional baseball player
(Cleveland OH Indians Organization 1952,
Washington DC Senators Organization
1953-54), salesman E. E. Taylor Corp. Freeport
1955-72, prop. Andy Lano Shoes For Men
1973—. Served to cpl. USA 1946-48. res. W.
Falmouth.*
LEBEL, Norman Albert. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma. b. Augusta March 22 1931.
res. Detroit MI.
LEONARD, John Horton. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Washington DC Jan. 17 1930. res. York.
LINH, Nguyen-Ngoc. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Hanoi Vietnam Aug. 29 1930. res.
unknown.
LUDW1G, Leland Ornell, III. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Houlton Oct. 16
1929; m. Margaret Grant Sept. 14 1957; ch.:
Kathryn, Frederick, Anne. Production
scheduler Armstrong Cork Co. Lancaster PA
1952-53, general sales Texaco Inc. Boston
1953-57, v.pres. Petroleum Products Inc.
Houlton 1957—. Dir. C. of C. Houlton
1967-70, pres. Aroostook General Hospital
1970-72, treas. Houlton Regional Hospital
1972-74, sec. Houlton Flying Club 1970,
member Houlton (budget committee 1967-70,
planning board 1962-65). res. Houlton.*
LUNDIN, Erik. A.B. Zeta Pai. b. Charlotte
NC May 16 1930. res. unknown.
MACARTHUR, Lindsay. A.B. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Banking exec; b. NYC
Nov. 15 1929; m. Warrene Nichols Feb. 12
1969; ch.: Anne, Jennifer, Peter. Sr. v.pres.
Mfr. Hanover Trust Co. NYC 19?—. Served to
capt. USMC 1952. res. Hohokus NJ.*
MacCORMICK, Chalmers. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Harvard 1953, Ph.D. Harvard 1959.
Delta Upsilon. Education; b. Framingham
MA April 17 1928; s. of Franklin D. '18; m.
Elisabeth Koelln June 21 1953; ch.:
Christopher, Thomas '78, Kathryn, Marian,
Ethan. Instr. to prof. Wells Coll. Aurora NY
1958— . Member (board of dir. YMCA Auburn
NY 1961-66, St. Paul's vestry Aurora, diocesan
council & dept. of research & development The
Diocese of Central NY), trustee Richview Sch.
Popular Ridge NY. Served to t/4 USA
1946-48. Contbr. res. Aurora NY.*
MacCREADY, William Robert. Bowdoin
1948-49. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Hartford CT
March 16 1931. res. Galena OH.
MacMILLAN, Harold Everett, Jr. Bowdoin
1949-51. Kappa Sigma. b. Somerville MA
Oct. 23 1930.
MacPHERSON, William. Bowdoin 1947-49.
b. Springfield MA Sept. 5 1929. res. Somers
CT.
MAGOUN, Thomas. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Real estate; b. Worcester MA April 29 1930;
m. Barbara Savage June 18 1955; ch.: Susan.
Ins. adjuster Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston
1952-56, registered rep. (Burgess & Leith
Boston 1956-60, Reynolds & Co. Boston
1960-64, Dominick & Dominick Winchester
MA & Boston 1965-71, Spencer Swain & Co.
Boston 1971-73), real estate broker (Tyring
Real Estate Hampton Falls NH 1973-76,
Crown & Eagle Real Estate Hampstead NH
1976—). res. Hampton NH.*
MALING, George Croswell Cressey, Jr. A.B.
cum laude, B.S. & M.S. M.I.T 1954, B.E.E.
M.I.T. 1958, Ph.D. M.I.T. 1963. Alpha Tau
Omega. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Advisory engineering; b. Boston Feb. 24
1931; m. Norah Horsfield Dec. 29 1960; ch.:
Ellen, Barbara, Jeffrey. Professional engineer
(NY); Philco Corp. Phila. PA (student engineer
1951-54, jr. engineer 1954-55), research asst.
M.I.T. 1957-62, consultant self-employed MA
1959-65, div. sponsored research staff M.I.T.
1963-65, advisory engineer & sr. physicist Int.
Business Machines Corp. Poughkcepsie NY
1965— . Fellow Acoustical Soc. of Am. 1971,
Inst, of Electrical & Electronics Engineers
(fellow 1974, member admin, committee group
on audio electroacoustics 1967-70), Inst, of
Noise Control Engineering (dir. 1971
—
, sec.
1971-74, pres. 1975). Served with USA 1955-57.
Contbr. res. Poughkeepsie NY.*
MANN, Alfred Oscar, Jr. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Ins.; b. Lawrence MA Dec. 9 1928; m.
Elizabeth Esperian Nov. 24 1956; ch.: Alfred
III, Stephanie. Mgr. trainee Robert Hall
Clothes Co. NYC 1952-53, outside rep.
Household Finance Co. Lowell MA 1953-54,
credit mgr. Lawrence MA Wholesale Drug
1954-56, claims rep. Utica Mutual Ins. Co.
Burlington MA 1956— . Member board of dir.
Salvation Army. res. Haverhill MA.*
MAROTH, Frederick Joseph. Bowdoin
1948-49. b. Budapest Hungary June 12 1929.
res. unknown.
MARTIN, Warfield. A.B. 1953. Psi Upsilon.
b. Baltimore MD Feb. 10 1929. res. Foster
City CA.
MARTINEZ-PEREZ, Jose Luis. Bowdoin
Plan 1948-49. Zeta Psi. b. Madrid Spain May
7 1927. res. unknown.
McCURDY, Martin Benson. Bowdoin 1948-49.
Delta Upsilon. b. NYC Nov. 15 1930. res.
unknown.
McCUSKER, Richard Paul. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Business exec; b. E. Braintree MA Jan. 31
1929; married; ch.: Diane, Dick, Timothy,
Kathryn, Mark, Michael, Megan. Exec, v.pres.
Holliston Mills Norwood MA 1974— . Trustee
(Boca Raton Community Hospital, Coll. of
Boca Raton), res. Boca Raton FL.*
McGRATH, Robert Francis. A.B. 1953. Chi
Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker, Alumni
Council 1975-79. Banking exec; b.
Winchester MA March 28 1931; m. Nancy
Waldo Nov. 14 1953; ch.: Robert Jr., Peter '79,
Suzanne, Lissa, John, Christopher. V.pres.
Salem MA Five Cents Savings Bank 1956—
.
Treas. (N. Shore Corp. 1972
—
, Salem Cancer
Fund 1966-70), corporator Salem Hospital
1972
—
, chmn. Salem Bay United Fund
1971-72. Served with USA 1953-56. res.
Marblehead MA.*
McKUSICK, Kenneth Alan. A.B., M D. &
CM. McGill 1957. Kappa Sigma. Medicine;
b. Newton MA April 19 1931; m. Rosalie
Manson June 12 1953; ch.: Mark, Scott,
Lynne. Intern Lawrence MA General Hospital
1957-58, resident Albuquerque NM V.A.
hospital 1958-61, physician pvt. practice N.
Andover MA 1961-71, Johns Hopkins Med.
Inst, (fellow 1971-72, instr. 1972-73), Mass.
General Hospital Boston (radiologist 1973
—
,
clinical dir. nuclear medicine 1976
—
), asst.
prof, radiology Harvard Med. Sch. 1974—
Chmn. sch. committee N. Andover 1967-69.
Contbr. res. Boston.*
McMANUS, Reginald Paul. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. George Washington Univ. 1956. Alpha
Delta Phi. Medicine; b. Bangor Aug. 30
1930; m. Kathleen Flanagan Sept. 15 1955;
ch.: Christopher '79, Kathleen, Patrick, Anne,
John. Physician self-employed Arlington VA
1960
— , consultant & lectr. Alcoholic studies
program Howard Univ. Sch. of Medicine
Washington DC 1970—. Chmn. board of dir.
Jefferson Memorial Hospital Alexandria VA
1972—
. Served to capt. USAF 1956-60. res.
Springfield VA.*
McQUILLAN, Robert Arthur. Bowdoin
1948-50. Zeta Psi. b. Waterville Sept. 19
1928; s. of Arthur H. '18. res. Oakland.
MILLARD, Warren Fairchild. Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Hempstead NY Sept. 5 1930; s. of Warren F.
'20. res. Miami FL.
MOORE, Ramsay MacDonald. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Business exec: b. E. Orange NJ Oct. 4
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1929; m. Susan St. Clair 1953; 3 children. Pres.
Microdealers Inc. Waltham MA 19?— . Served
to It. USMCR 2 yrs. res. Hamilton MA.
MORRELL, John Briggs. A.B. Sigma Nu. 1972
capital campaign worker. Banking exec; b.
Portland Sept. 12 1929; s. of Malcolm E. '24;
m. June 7 1958; ch.: Sarah, Jane, Carolyn.
State Street Bank & Trust Boston (trainee to
loan officer 1954-57, asst. v.pres. 1957-63,
v.pres. 1964-73, int. dept. head 1967-73, sr.
v.pres. 1974
—
). State Street Bank (sr. v.pres. &
dir. Boston Int. NYC 1964—, pres. & dir.
Panama City 1974
—
), dir. (Bankers Assn. for
Foreign Trade 1973-76, Int. Center of New
Eng.), past chmn. Regional Export Expansion
Committee New Eng. Served to capt. USMC
1952-54. res. Maiden MA.*
MORRELL, Linwood Arch. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Portland June 16 1930; s. of Arch
H. '21. res. NYC.
MORRISON, Robert Milton. A.B.. M.D. &
CM. McGill 1956. Chi Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker, b. Portland Sept. 13 1930;
m. Beverly Withee Aug. 30 1953; ch.: Susan,
Brett, Stacey, Dina. Intern Me. Med. Center
Portland 1956-57, resident obstet. & gynecol.
Boston City Hospital Boston 1957-60. Fellow
Am. Coll. Obstet. & Gynecol. Served to capt.
USAF 1960-62. d. Portland Sept. 8 1976.*
MORRISON, Robert Nixon. A.B. cum laude
1956, Ed.M. Harvard 1957, Ed.D. Columbia
1962. Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Education; b. Yonkers NY March
10 1929; m. Nesta Lewis June 24 1961; ch.:
Bronwen, Robert. Teacher (Union Free Sch.
Mamaroneck NY 1957-59, 1961-62; Am. Sch.
London England 1962-63, ^lso headmaster
Am. Sch. Amman Jordan 1963-65), headmaster
Am. Int. Sch. Tel Aviv Israel 1965-67, principal
(public sch. Lake Forest IL 1967-69, city sch.
Shaker Heights OH 1969-74). Served to sgt.
USAF 1950-54. res. Emporium PA.*
MURPHY, Donald Rickard. A.B. 1956, A.M.
R.I. Coll. 1970. Chi Psi. Business; b.
Providence RI Sept. 30 1929; m. Dorothy
Spinney Feb. 16 1952; ch.: Linda, Donald Jr.,
Susan, Kenneth, Stephen, Gregory. Trainee
Sears Roebuck & Co. W. Warwick RI 1956,
area rep. Atlantic Richfield Providence
1956-60, prop. Boulevard Oil Co. Warwick RI
I960—, teacher Seekonk MA 1970. V.pres. &
treas. Gasoline Dealers Assn. 1962-64. Served
to airman/ 1 USAF 1952-54. res. Cranston RI.*
NAULT, Burton Albert. A.B., M.D. Cornell
1956. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b. Claremont
NH Sept. 24 1928; m. Katherine Keaney Aug.
1960. Physician Concord NH (Concord Clinic,
New Eng. Patriots), res. Concord NH.
NIVEN, Campbell Barrett. A.B. Zeta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Publishing; b.
Boston Nov. 8 1929; s. of Paul K. '16; m.
Elizabeth Manning April 4 1964; ch.: Andrew,
Alison, Douglas. Production management E. I.
duPont de Nemours & Co. Seaford DE
1952-54, The Brunswick Record (advt. mgr.
1956-61, publisher 1961-67), publisher (The
Bath Daily Times 1960-67, The Times Record
Brunswick 1967
—), pres. Brunswick Publishing
Co. 1967—. Dir. (Casco Bank & Trust Co.
1964-74, Brunswick Federal Savings & Loan
1961—, Nat. newspaper Assn. 1971-75), pres.
(Me. Press Assn. 1965, New Eng. Press Assn.
1970, Brunswick area United Fund 1964,
Brunswick area Student Aid Fund 1967, C. of
C. Brunswick area 1972-73, Me. Daily
Newspaper Publishers Assn. 1975—), member
Brunswick board of selectmen 1966-69,
Brunswick Planning Board (member 1961-66,
1972-75; chmn. 1964-66), tustee Hebron Acad.
1976—. Served to sgt. USA 1954-56. Named
Most Valued Member Brunswick area C. of C.
1962. res. Brunswick.*
O'CONNOR, Jay Paul. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Business exec; b. Cambridge MA April 4
1928; m. Jacqueline Montgomery Oct. 4 1952;
ch.: Jay Jr., William, Christopher, Michael,
Colleen. With General Motors Acceptance
Corp. MA 1952-63 (Boston, Lowell,
Worcester), pres. N.H. Explosives &
Machinery Corp. Concord NH 1963— . Dir.
Indian Head Nat. Bank of Concord 1973—
.
PFC USA 1946-48. res. Concord NH.*
PACKARD, Christopher Moore. A.B. b.
NYC Nov. 8 1929. res. Brunswick.
PAPPANIKOU, Agisilaos John. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. Grevena Greece April 3 1930. res.
Storrs CT.
PHILLIPS, John Crane. A.B. cum laude, M.S.
Univ. Pittsburgh 1954. Kappa Sigma. Ins.
personnel admin.; b. Buffalo NY Oct. 10 1928;
m. Carol Holmes Aug. 29 1953; ch.: Jane, Ann,
Martha, David. Research asst. Am. Inst, for
Research Pittsburgh PA 1952-54, dir. personnel
consulting services New Eng. Mutual Life Ins.
Co. Boston 1954— . Chmn. (salary committee
Life Office Management Assn. 1966-67,
Boston Survey Group 1975, youth advisory
committee Wellesley Hills MA Unitarian
Church), treas. Friends of Framingham
1966-67. Seaman apprentice USN 1946-48. res.
Wellesley MA.*
PILLSBURY, Hugh Huntley. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Portland Oct. 16 1930; s. of Winslow
H. '27. res. NYC.
PLESNER, Johannes Ulrik. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Lubeck Germany July 4 1931. res. unknown.
POND, John Allan. A.B., M B A. Harvard
1956. Beta Theta Pi. Class agt. 1968-74, 1972
capital campaign worker. Invests, exec; b.
Scarsdale NY Dec. 29 1929; m. Anne Eldred
Sept. 1955, m. Ruth Pifko Oct. 27 1973; ch.:
Dwight, Nancy, Andrew. V.pres. &
stockholder Kidder Peabody & Co. NYC
1956-68, pres. Castine Capital Co. Ft.
Lauderdale FL 1969-72, mgr. Kidder Peabody
& Co. Ft. Lauderdale 1972-73, v.pres.
Landmark Invest. Counsel Ft. Lauderdale
1973— . Dir. Pan Am. Mutual Funds Nassau
Bahamas, pres. (Harvard Business Sch. Assn.
of S. Fla., Bond Club Ft. Lauderdale). Served
with USN 1953-54. res. Margate FL.*
POYNTON, Brian Arthur. A.B. 1953. Alpha
Tau Omega. b. New Rochelle NY April 4
1930. res. Chelmsford MA.
RACE, Peter Kempton. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign worker. Ins.
exec; b. W. Chester PA Jan. 8 1931; s. of
Shirley K. '22; m. Ruth Eldridge Sept. 19 1953;
ch.: Robert, Alan. Casualty underwriter
Royal-Globe Ins. Group Boston & NYC 1952
& 1954-59, ins. analyst Boit Dalton & Church
Ins. Agency Boston 1959-60, Am.
Policyholders Ins. Co. Wakefield MA (office
mgr. 1960-61, asst. v.pres. & casualty




Boston Univ., dir. Boothbay Mutual Ins. Co.
1971-75, Congr. Church (pres. couples club
early 1960's, choir dir. ca. 1965-70, member
music committee mid 1960's), member &
v.chmn. troop committee boy scouts of Am. ca.
1967-74, Boxford Athletic Assn. (pres. ca. 1970,
dir. ca. 1968-74), Boxford Elementary Sch.
Committee (member 1962-71, chmn. 5 yrs.),
member sch. bldg. committee Boxford 1962-71,
sch. committee Masconomet regional dist.
(member 1971—, chmn. 1973-74). PFC USA
1952-54. res. Boxford MA.*
RATCLIFF, William Norman. Bowdoin
1948-49. Theta Delta Chi. b. Bristol CT June
14 1929; s. of William J. D. '27. res. Richmond
MA.
RICHTER. Donald Leonard. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Univ. N.C. 1959.
Delta Upsilon. Education; b. Brooklyn NY
Sept. 3 1930; m. Elizabeth Wolder Dec. 17
1967; ch.: Shona, David. N.Y. Univ. Grad Sch.





, dir. doctoral program
1974—). Pvt. USA 1952-54. Contbr. res.
NYC*
RICKER, John David. Bowdoin 1948-51. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Gloucester MA Feb. 16 1929.
res. Marblehead MA.
RJTSHER John Alan. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Univ. Chicago 1958. Delta Sigma. Law; b.
Beirut Lebanon Sept. 26 1930; m. Cynthia
Wilder June 6 1964; ch.: Walter, Kenneth.
Ropes & Gray Boston (assoc. 1958-69, partner
1969—). Dir. (N. Conway Inst. Inc.,
Metropolitan Council for Educational
Opportunity Boston), member affirmative
action committee Lincoln MA. Served to cpl.
USA 1953-55. res. Lincoln MA.*
RIZOULIS, Menelaos George. A.B. cum
laude, M.B.A. Harvard 1954. Kappa Sigma
1972 capital campaign worker. Business
exec; b. Lewiston July 8 1930; m. Katherine
Vogian April 21 1963; ch.: Anne, Joanna. Sr.
v.pres. Gus Mayer NYC 1954-74, exec, v.pres.
Montaldo Corp. NYC 1974—. Member (board
of trustees Church of Our Saviour 1971— , sch.
board nominations committee 1966-67). res.
Hartsdale NY.*
ROGERS, William Charles. A.B., M.B.A.
Boston Univ. 1954. Delta Upsilon.
Self-employed real estate; b. Ft. Fairfield
July 20 1930; s. of Albert F. '21; m. Nancy
Nuttall Dec 20 1952; ch.: Cheryl, Lore, Robin.
Financial analyst Ford Motor Co. Detroit MI
1954-56, budget mgr. Dura Corp. Detroit
1956-60, controller Motor State Products
Ypsilanti MI 1960-66, general mgr.
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Thermometer Corp. of Am. Springfield OH
1967-69, controller Mid-Con Inc. Columbus
OH 1969-70, realtor & self-employed The
Plymouth Colony Ann Arbor MI 1970—.
V.pres. & dir. Board of Realtors Ann Arbor,
res. Ann Arbor ML*
ROSS, Warren Rawson. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Newton MA Aug. 13 1930; m. Bernice
Whiting Jan. 23 1954; ch.: Kenneth, Laura,
Deborah, Robert. With New Eng. Tel. Co.
1957-64 (accounting mgr. Manchester NH
197-63, Boston 1963-64), ed. The Scanner
Sylvania Electronic Systems Waltham MA
1964-68. Served to 1st It. USA 1952-57. Ed. d.
Boston March 27 1968.
ROWE, John Littlefield. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Miss. 1970. Kappa Sigma. Education; b.
Rumford Oct. 10 1930; s. of William T. '04; m.
Geraldine Sassi Sept. 24 1948; ch.: Terry,
Scott, Lisa, Heather, Tom, Courtney. Chemist
Ayerst Lab. Inc. Rouses Point NY 1952-57,
teacher high sch. Champlain NY 1957—
.
Teachers Assn. (pres. 2 yrs., v.pres. 1 yr.),
financial sec. Knights of Columbus 1 1 yrs.,
member town youth comm. 10 yrs. res.
Champlain NY.*
RUSSELL, Donald Merrill, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega. b. Portland Jan. 27 1948. res.
Topsfield MA.
RUSSELL, Norman. A.B. Computer
science; b. Beverly MA Nov. 4 1930; m.
Beverly Noble June 12 1960; ch.: Lawrence,
Jeffrey, Sheila, Christopher. Accounting staff
supervisor New Eng. Tel. Boston 1957— . Pres.
Danvers Community Theater Group 1962-64,
Londonderry NH Board of Selectmen
(member 1970—; chmn. 1973-74, 1976-77,
police commissioner Londonderry Bank &
Trust 1971—, dir. C. of C. Londonderry 1971,
fire commissioner Londonderry 1976— . Served
to 1st It. USA 1953-55; awarded Korean War
Medal, UN Medal, res. Londonderry NH.*
RUSSELL, Theodore Merrill. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1957. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine;
b. Portland Sept. 1 1 1930; m. Ellen Butler June
16 1956; ch.: Donald. Pediatrician Augusta
1964—. Served to capt. MCUSA 1958-60. res.
Augusta.*
SANFORD, Theodore Hamlin. A.B. b.
Canandaigua NY July 2 1920. res. Lewiston.
SAWYER, Carleton Elliot. A.B. 1951, M.S.
Univ. Me. 1953. Delta Upsilon. Exec; b.
Thomaston Jan. 22 1928; m. Sally Cummings
July 5 1953; ch.: Ann, Nancy, Carol, Charles.
Engineer Raytheon Co. Waltham MA 1953-60,
staff engineer Motorola Franklin Park IL
1960-61, consultant self-employed Littelton
MA 1961-64, pres. (Sawyer Assc. Inc.
Chelmsford MA 1964-71, Display Components
Inc. Littleton 1971
—
). Elected member Sigma
Pi Sigma 19?. Holder of patents relating to
Stator Ferrites, Focus Coils, res. Littleton
MA.*
SCOVILLE, Charles Dabney. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Class agt. 1957-68. Ins.; b. Hartford CT
Sept. 24 1929; m. Alice Greenhalgh Jan. 23
1954; ch.: Charles Jr., Deirdre, Kevin. Ins.
adjuster Morton W. Scoville W. Hartford CT
1955-72, claim supt. Aetna Life & Casualty Ins.
Co. Hartford 1972—. Served to 1st It. USMC
1952-54. res. W. Hartford CT.*
SECREST, Richard Thompson. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Washington DC Feb. 11 1930. res.
Springfield VA.
SEELEY, Richard John. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Presque Isle April 24 1930. res. Virginia
Beach VA.
SEFFENS, William Edward. A.B. 1956. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Management; b. Norborne
MO Feb. 9 1930; m. Ruth Uzdila July 4 1952;
ch.: William, Karen, Deborah. Petrolite Corp.
St. Louis MO (research chemist 1957-63,
research section mgr. 1963-71), Nalco Chem.
Co. Sugar Land TX (sr. research chemist
1971-73, marketing product mgr. 1973
—
). Pres.
Mound City Invest. Club 1970. Served with
USAF 1951-55. Patentee chem. for corrosion
prevention in producing & processing crude
oil. res. Houston TX.*
SELYA, Paul Simon. A.B. b. Boston June 27
1930. res. Flourtown PA.
SHAW, Craig Scott Copley. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Exec; b. Woonsocket RI April 28
1931; m. Meredith Holt April 27 1957; ch.:
Jocelyn, Randolph, Adam. Part-prop.
Woonsocket Supply Co. 1956— . Morning Star
Lodge No. 13 F. & A. M. (master 1964, treas.
1966
—
), member zoning board N. Smithfield
RI 1 yr. Served to It. USN 1952-56. res. N.
Smithfield RL*
SHAW, Thomas Edwin. A.B. 1953, B.S. M.I.T.
1953. Kappa Sigma. Management
environmental systems; b. Presque Isle Oct. 12
1930; m. Margaret Steele Aug. 28 1954; ch.:
Carolyn, Elaine. General Electric Co. (engineer
aerothermochemistry 1956-60; mgr.
aerothermodynamics 1961-64, test &
operations 1965-67; chief engineer biosatellite
systems 1968; mgr. test & operations 1969-70,
development mfg. 1971-72; program general
mgr. housing systems 1973-74, environmental
systems Phila. PA 1974—). Served with USA
1953-55. Contbr. res. Wayne PA.*
SHERRERD, Henry Dyer Moore, Jr. A.B.
cum laude, A.M. Univ. Me. 1977. Alpha Delta
Phi. Writing; b. Haddonfield NJ March 19
1928; m. Ayako Ichikawa Sept. 30 1960. Tech.
ed. & writer Buffalo NY (Bell Aircraft Corp.
1956-62, Cornell Aeronautical Lab. Inc.
1962-69), free-lance writer Dexter 1969—.
Elliottsville Plantation (second assessor
1974-76, first assessor 1976
—
). Served to s/sgt.
USAF 1950-54. Recipient: Forbes Rickard
Poetry Prize Bowdoin 1956; Brown
Extemporaneous Writing Prize; Manfred A.
Carter Poetry Prize Univ. Me. 1975, 1976. Ed.,
contbr., film dir. (2). res. Dexter.*
SIEKMAN, Philip. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa. Business exec. & journalism; b.
Hazelton PA Nov. 20 1928; m. Lucille Di Leo
Aug. 14 1950; ch.: Rebecca, Stephen, Daniel.
Trainee General Electric Co. Schenectady NY
1952-54, publicity supervisor Corning NY
Glass Works 1954-57, Fortune Magazine NYC
(writer 1957-59, assoc. ed. 1959-66, member
board of ed. 1966-71), v.pres. ICH
Pharmaceuticals Irvine CA 1971-73, corporate
v.pres. Banner Gelatin Products Corp.
Chatsworth CA 1973—. Served to cpl. USMC
1946-48. Contbr. res. Pasadena CA.*
SLOCUM, John Dyer. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Mfg. exec; b. New Rochelle NY March 12
1930; m. Leilia Cameron June 5 1954; ch.:
Virginia, Cynthia, Lynn. Sales & management
positions Continental Can Co. NY & FL
1954-68, Beverage Canners Miami FL (v.pres.
sales 1969-71, exec v.pres. & dir. 1971
—
).
Served to cpl. USA 1952-54. res. Miami FL.*
SMITH, Richard Joseph. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Univ. Southern Calif.
Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Business exec; b. Beverly MA April 13
1929; m. Andra Aguirre Feb. 12 1959; ch.:
Roger, Lauran. Mfg. control analyst Rheem
Mfg. Co. Downey CA 1952-55, production
control supt. Longren Aircraft Co. Torrance
CA 1955-57, resources planning mgr.
Sundstrand Corp. Pacoima CA 1957-59,
Hunt-Wesson Foods Inc. Fullerton CA 1959
—
(staff asst., various management positions to
v.pres. cannery operations). Dir. (Mental
Health Assn. of Orange County CA, Calif.
Mfg. Assn., Economic Development Corp. of
Orange County, Smith-Hall Corp.), alternate
dir. (Canners League of Calif., Nat. Canners
Assn.), committee member Orange County
Overall Economic Development Program,
v.chmn. C. of C. Orange County, res. Santa
Ana CA.*
SOMES, Chauncey Loring. Bowdoin 1948-50.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. Ellsworth
Nov. 21 1930; m. Shirley Olesen 1954; ch.:
Barry, Steven, Cynthia. Atty. pvt. practice
Cumberland Foreside 1955-71, ret. res.
Cumberland Foreside, Highland Lake.*
SOUTHWICK, Peter Andre. A.B. 1953. Zeta
Psi. Invests.; b. Yonkers NY July 5 1929; s.
of Lawrence F. '25; m. Nanette Simkins June
16 1955; ch.: Peter, Scott. Dealer sales Atlantic
Richfield Hartford CT 1955-61, stockbroker
Hartford (Eastman Dillon 1961-70, duPont
Glore Forgan 1970-73, Hornblower & Weeks
1973—). Served to cpl. USA 1953-55. res.
Somers CT.*
STALFORD, John Edmonds. A.B., grad. Univ.
Penn. 1961. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Boston Oct.
13 1930; s. of John B. '25; m. Elinor Massie
Dec. 22 1952; ch.: John. With Chase
Manhattan Bank NYC 1954-73 (2nd v.pres.
197-73). Served to 2nd It. USMC 1952-54. d.
Momstown NJ Feb. 27 1973.
STERN, Philip Karl. A.B., M.I.A. Columbia
1954. Delta Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Business exec; b. Canton OH July
28 1929; m. Elizabeth Aungst July 25 1953";
ch.: Margaret, Mary, Timothy. Pres. The Stern
& Mann Co. Canton 1956— . Pres. Downtown
Canton Business Assn. 1966, 1968, 1974:
member (board YMCA 1965— ; vestry St.
Paul's Epis. Church 1963-66. 1970-73). PFC
USA 1954-56. res. N. Canton OH.*
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STEUER, Max David, II. Bowdoin 1948-50.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Sept. 24 1930. res.
unknown.
STUART, Harold William, Jr. Bowdoin
1949-51, D.M.D. Tufts 1955. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Dentistry; b. Stoneham MA Sept. 8 1930; m.
Jean Armknecht Nov. 19 1955; ch.: William,
Kathryn, Martha, Jonathan. Dentist
self-employed Shrewsbury MA 1957— . Served
to It. USN 1955-57. res. Shrewsbury MA.*
SULIDES, Peter Philip. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1958. Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Rockland
Oct. 11 1929; m. Nancy Reade July 3 1955;
ch.: Anne, Carol, Paula. Atty. self-employed
Rockland. Knox County atty. 1960-68. Served
to 2nd It. USA 1952-55. res. Owls Head.*
SULLIVAN, John Edward. Bowdoin 1948-50.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Buffalo NY Sept. 12
1927. res. Pembroke MA.
SULLIVAN, Roger Winthrop. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Upsilon. Foreign service; b. Boston
Nov. 22 1929; s. of Richard W. '11; m.
Marguerite Barry Dec. 26 1953; ch.: Catherine,
Michael, Siobhan, Peter, Marie. Dept. of State
(economic officer Am. Consulate Nagoya
Japan 1957-59; int. relations officer
Washington DC 1959-61; chief political section
Am. Embassy Singapore 1964-67; principal
officer Am. Consulate Medan Indonesia
1967-70; fellow public affairs Princeton Univ.
1970-71; deputy dir. Office of Peoples
Republic of China 1971-72, dir. 1973; political
advisor to cdr.-in-chief Pacific Honolulu HI
1974-76; deputy principal officer Am.
Consulate Gen. Hong Kong 1976
—
). Served
with USA 1952-56. res. Hong Kong.*
SWANN, Richard Ernest. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Hospital admin.; b. Brockton MA
July 23 1930; m. Paula Cushman Oct. 20 1955;
ch.: Randall, Pamela, Mark. Shawmut First
County Nat. Bank Brockton (trainee 1954-57,
jr. officer 1957-64, cashier 1964-73, v.pres. &
cashier 1970-73, v.pres. & sr. admin, officer
1973-76), Personnel dir. Goddard Memorial
Hospital Stoughton MA 1976— . Trustee
(Goddard Memorial Hospital 1969-76, public
library W. Bridgewater MA 1968-73), dir. Am.
Red Cross Greater Brockton chapter 1962-68,
commissioner Basketball for Boys 1972-75,
member troop committee Boy Scouts of Am.
1969-73. Served to cpl. MCUSA 1952-54;
awarded Korean Service Medal with 2 Battle
Sars, Republic of Korea Presidential Unit
Citation, UN Service Medal, res. W.
Bridgewater MA.*
SWEETSER, Arthur Vose. A.B. 1951. Delta
Upsilon. Accounting; b. Somerville MA
Nov. 20 1927; m. Joan Blanchette April 12
1952; ch.: Susan, Nathan. Various financial
positions General Electric Co. Schenectady
NY, Cleveland OH, Westwood MA 1953—.
Served to 1st It. USA 1946-48, 1951-53. res.
Mansfield MA.*
SYLVAN, Tage Peter. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Tau Omega.
Electronics engineering; b. Montclair NJ
July 5 1928; m. Loyola Doherty Dec. 27 1952;
ch.: Laura, John, Eileen, James. Physicist
General Electric Co. Syracuse NY 1952-68,
electronics engineer Teradyne Inc. Boston
1968—
.
Fellow Inst, of Electrical & Electronics
Engineers 1967—. Served to cpl. USA 1946-48.
res. Milton MA.*
TAYLOR, James Patterson Jamieson.
Bowdoin 1948-49. Theta Delta Chi. b. St.
Louis MO Oct. 17 1930; s. of Edgar C. '20. res.
unknown.
THOMSEN, Ole. Bowdoin 1948-49. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Fredericksbera Denmark
Feb. 28 1929. res. Salinas CA.
TIEDE, Joseph Sumner. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Journalism; b. Boston Jan. 28 1928; m.
Virginia Borgman Aug. 2 1955; ch.: Sally,
Carol, John. Sports writer (Bangor Patriot
Bangor 1955-56, Wilmington NC Star 1956,
News & Observer Raleigh NC 1956—). Served
with USN 1946-48. res. Raleigh NC*
von HUENE, Michael Andreas. A.B. cum
laude, M.B.A. Columbia 1959. Alpha Tau
Omega. Banking exec; b. Berlin Germany
May 4 1931. Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of
N.Y. (admin, asst. NYC 1960-62, invest,
analyst 1962-64, invest, research officer Paris
France 1964-69, asst. v.pres. Frankfurt
Germany 1969-71, v.pres. & branch mgr.
Munich Germany 1971—). PFC USA 1952-54.
res. Munich Germany.*
WALKER, Richard Dana. A.B. cum laude
1953, B.S. M.I.T. 1953. Sigma Nu. Chem.
engineering; b. Brownfield June 20 1931; m.
Evelyn Holman Sept. 20 1952; ch.: Stephen,
Holly, Scott, Wendy. Chem. engineer
environmental studies Procter & Gamble Co.
St. Bernard OH 19?-? res. Wyoming OH.*
WALKER, Vaughan Ayer, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Marketing rep.; b. Island Falls Dec. 23 1928;
s. of Vaughan A. '25; m. Elizabeth Vilett Oct. 3
1959; ch.: Dana, Stephanie. E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. (mfg. trainee Buffalo NY
1952; textile fibers marketing Wilmington DE
1953, Los Angeles CA 1959-65; product
strategist Wilmington 1965-67, marketing rep.
1967—). Served to 2nd It. USA 1946-48,
1952-53. res. Wilmington DE.*
WALSH, Russell William. Bowdoin 1948-49.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. San Jose CA March
4 1927. res. Egypt MA.
WASS, Francis Howell. Bowdoin 1948-50, A.B.
Stanford Univ. 1952, A.M. Univ. Mich. 1960.
Beta Theta Pi. Education; b. Taft CA Sept.
22 1930; m. Dawn Snyder Feb. 14 1971; ch.:
Nancy, Andrew. Teacher (high sch. Whittier
CA 1960-62, Polytechnic Sch. Pasadena CA
1962-67), farm laborer Liberty Groves
Operating Corp. Upland CA 1967-68, teacher
Polytechnic Sch. 1971— . Humane Soc. of the
Chaffey Communities (dir. 1968— , pres.
1974_). PFC MCUSA 1954-56. res. Upland
CA.*
WATKINSON, Thomas Edward. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Business; b. NYC Aug. 25 1925;
married; ch.: Randal, Ronald, Terry, Christy.
Prop. & pres. Owls Head Lobster Co. 1959—.
res. Owls Head.*
WELCH, Roger Andrew. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Yale 1955. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Class bequest chmn. 1974—
.
Law; b. Bradley Dec. 25 1930; m. Carol
Cassidy Aug. 16 1958; ch.: Carter, Craig.
Assoc. (Bingham Dana & Gould Boston
1955-58, Weeks Hutchins & Frye Waterville
1958-66), partner Weeks Hutchins Frye &
Welch Waterville 1967—. Dir. (C. of C.
Waterville area 1963-64, Sunset Home of
Waterville 1966
—
), member (advisory board
Mansfield Clinic 1970-73, city council
Waterville 1962-63), pres. Waterville Bar Assn.
ca. 1966. res. Waterville.*
WELLS, Kenneth Nelson. Bowdoin 1948-51,
M.B.A. Northeastern 1961. Kappa Sigma.
Sales; b. N. Reading MA Feb. 7 1929; m.
Shirley Seabury; ch.: Kenneth Jr., Bonnie,
Kathleen, Paul. Sales mgr. Haverhill Gas Co.
Rowley MA 19?— . res. Rowley MA.
WHEELER, Warren Wright. A.B. Chi Psi. b
Concord MA Feb. 21 1931; m. Joanne Duryea
June 18 1954; ch.: Todd. With Brookline MA
Savings Bank 1955-70 (asst. real estate officer
ca. 1959; real estate officer 1960-67; head
mortgage loan dept. 1967-69; v.pres. mortgage
dept. 1969-70; v.pres, asst. treas. 1970). Served
to 2nd It. USA 1951-53. d. Providence RI June
9 1970.*
WHITING, William Harold, Jr. A.B., Ed.M.
Northeastern 1961. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Education; b. Amesbury
MA Oct. 9 1930; m. Margaret Tessimond April
22 1956; ch.: Meredith, Wende. Teacher MA
(sch. dist. Merrimac 1956-58, public sch.
Newton 1958-60), Pentucket Sch. Dist. W.
Newbury MA (dept. head mathematics
1960-68, asst. principal 1968—). Pres.
Pentucket Assn. of Teachers 1957, deacon
Congr. Church Merrimac 1974— , member
(Council on Aging, Housing Authority). Served
to PO/2 USCG 1952-56. res. Merrimac MA.*
WILDER, Truman Neal, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. New Brunswick NJ Dec. 30 1930. res.
Stow MA.
WILLIAMS, John Curtis. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Orange NJ July 31 1930. res. NYC.
WILSON, Robley Conant, Jr. A.B., M.F.A.
Univ. Ia. 1968. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education, writing, editing; b. Brunswick
June 15 1930; s. of Robley C. '22; m. Charlotte
Lehon Aug. 20 1955; ch.: Stephen, Philip.
Instr. Valparaiso IN Univ. 1958-63, Univ. N.
Ia. Cedar Falls (instr. 1963-68, asst. prof.
1968-71, assoc. prof. 1971-75, prof. 1975—, ed.
N. Am. Review 1969—). Coll. & high sch. lectr.
Served to s/sgt. USAF 1951-55. Author: All
That Lovemaking (1961), Returning to the
Body (1977); co-ed. Three Stances of Modern
Fiction: A Critical Anthology (1972), contbr.
res. Cedar Falls IA.*
WISHART, Gilbert Morrell. A.B. 1955. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Portland Sept. 18 1930. res.
Sebago.
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WITHEY, John Frederick. A.B. Education;
b. NYC April 29 1931; s. of Newell E. '25; m.
Sharon Starks; ch.: Quin, Carter, Anna, Carl,
Kyle, Mason. Asst. to pres. Berkshire
Transformer Co. New Milford CT 1952,
decorative sales Mr. Buster's Dallas TX
1955-56, high fidelity equipment sales Custom
Music of Dallas & Audio Assoc. of Ft. Worth
TX 1956-58, teacher high sch. Needville TX
1958-60, teaching fellow Univ. Tex. Austin
1960-64, asst. prof. English Stephen F. Austin
State Univ. Nacogdoches TX 1964-70, teacher
(high sch. Houston TX 1971-73, Cornwall NY
1973-74; Rockland Country Day Sch. Congers




Canterbury Assn. Head Start Nacogdoches
1964. Served with USNR 1953-54; awarded
Am. Campaign Ribbon. Inventor full
wavelength labyrinthine enclosure for bass
loudspeakers, res. Congers NY.*
WOOD, Louis Alfred. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1955. Theta Delta
Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b.
Hempstead NY April 15 1930; m. Carolyn
Claus Sept. 11 1954; ch.: Wendy, Diann,
Pamela, Amy, Louis. Atty. Verrill Dana
Philbrick Putnam & Williamson Portland
1959—
. Served to It. (sg) USN 1955-59. res.
Cape Elizabeth.*
WOODRUFF, David Henry. A.B., M B A.
Boston Univ. 1958. Chi Psi. Alumni Council
1973. Invest, banking; b. Potsdam NY April
12 1930; m. Marlene Miles May 5 1956; ch.:
Karen, Susan, Scott. Municipal Securities
Dept. Marine Midland Bank Buffalo NY
(management trainee 1958-60; trainee 1960-63;
asst. mgr., sales 1963-66; sales mgr. 1966-69;
asst. v.pres. 1969-70; v.pres. 1970—). Chmn.
(finance committee Wesley Foundation
Buffalo 1964-66, pastor-parish relations
committee Trinity United Methodist Church
1972-74), Bond Club of Buffalo (dir. 1972-73,
v.pres. 1973), v.pres. Naval Reserve Assn.
Buffalo 1975
—
, trustee Beechwood Retirement
Home 1976—. Served to It. USN 1952-56,
served to capt. USNR 1957—. res. N.
Tonawanda NY.*
WRAY, Robert White. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Bangor March 2 1928. res. Wakefield.
WRIGHT, Livingston, Jr. A.B. 1961. Delta
Upsilon. Self-employed boat rental; b.
Boston April 9 1930; m. Margaret Craig, m.
Joyce Chase. Book sales Book Clearing House
Boston 1950-52, draftsman Boeing Aircraft
Seattle WA 1952-53, design draftsman W. C.
Nickum Seattle 1953-54, book buyer Korner &
Wood Cleveland OH 1954-55, buyer rare
books Barnes & Noble Cambridge MA &
NYC 1955-59, prop. & mgr. Harbor Sail Livery
Nantucket MA 1964— . Member C. of C.
Nantucket, res. Nantucket Is. MA.*
WRIGHT, Richard Treat. A.B. Quality
control; b. Derby CT May 2 1930. With
Thomas Wright Orange CT 1955-61, quality
control reviewer dept. of social services
Middletown CT 1962—. Served to cpl. USA
1952-54. res. Orange CT.*
YOUNG, John van Wagner. Bowdoin 1948-49.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. San Francisco CA
Jan. 11 1930. res. Los Angeles CA.
Class of 1953
AGOSTINELLI, Donald Carl. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Yale 1957. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Medicine; b. Rumford Nov. 10 1931; m.
Lilia Talarico; 1 dau. Pathology dept. head
Lowell General Hospital MA 1970— . res.
Brookline MA.*
AHRENS, Richard William. A.B., B.S.E.E.
Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1961. Alpha Tau Omega.
Electrical engineering; b. NYC April 7 1932;
m. Nancy Grove May 7 1955, m. Joanna
Hansen Nov. 27 1976; ch.: Richard, Julie.
Engineer Alfred Electronics Palo Alto CA
1961-63, sr. engineer (Singer Business
Machines San Leandro CA 1963-73, Diablo
Systems Inc. Hayward CA 1973
—
). Member
(Inst, of Electrical & Electronics Engineers,
MENSA). Served to 1st It. USAF 1953-57;
awarded Civil Air Patrol Find Medal 1975. res.
Oakland CA.*
ALCAIDE, Donald Chalmers. Bowdoin
1949-51, B.S. Boston Univ. 1953. Chi Psi.
Business; b. Boston Dec. 4 1930; m. Lois
Allen; ch.: Donald '74, Douglas. Pres. E.
Specialty Products Inc. Roxbury MA 19?—
.
res. Weston MA.
ALDRED, Joseph Addison, Jr. Bowdoin
1949-53. Sigma Nu. b. Reading MA Jan. 31
1930; s. of Joseph A. '24. res. Brunswick.
APPOLLONIO, Carlton Lothrop. A.B. 1956.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Boston July 24 1930.
res. Sarasota FL.
ARWEZON, Robert Knute Gustav, Jr. A.B.
1957. Chi Psi. b. Providence RI Aug. 25
1931. res. Spenard AK.
AUDET, Louie James. A.B. 1957. Sigma Nu.
b. Skowhegan Sept. 27 1931. res. P.Q.
Canada.
BALSBAUGH, Sydney. Bowdoin 1949-50, B.S.
M.I.T. 1954. Delta Upsilon. Engineering
exec; b. Boston Aug. 28 1931; m. Helen
Anderson Sept. 9 1955; ch.: Duncan,
Elizabeth. Engineer Balsbaugh Labs.
Marshfield MA 1957-64, Balsbaugh Inc. MA
1964— (pres., chmn. board). Served to 1st It.
USAF 1954-57. res. Duxbury MA.*
BARTLETT, Jonathan. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Upsilon. b. Boston Feb. 18 1931. res.
unknown.
BARTLETT, Walter Edward. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt. 1965-75.
Management; b. Stoughton MA Sept. 15
1930; m. Winnifred MacKinnon Sept. 28 1951;
ch.: David, Andrea, Dara, Peter. New Eng.
Telco. Boston (traffic, commercial, sale depts.),
general information mgr. Am. Tel. & Tel. NYC
1967-69, New Eng. Telco. Boston (general




BASEMAN, Harris Isaac. A.B. 1952, LL.B.
Harvard 1955. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b.
Boston Nov. 23 1931; m. Diana Yashgar, m.
Margaret Coolidge Dec. 24 1973; ch.: Karen
'77, Elise, Susan, Alix, Kate. Assoc. Boston
(Foley Hoag & Elliott 1955, Cohen Bernkopf &
Goodman 1956-59), partner Bernkopf
Goodman & Baseman Boston 1960— . Dir.
Statler Industries Inc. 1969—. res. Chestnut
Hill MA.*
BAUMER, Jack Frederick. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Gary IN July 30 1930. res.
Honululu HI.
BEATTIE, James William. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Medicine; b. Cambridge MA June
8 1931; m. Marilyn Duane Dec. 22 1956; ch.:
Douglas, Susan. Pathologist self-employed
Lawrence MA General Hospital 1965—
.
Served to capt. USA 1958-61. res. Andover
MA.*
BERGERON, Charles Arthur, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Somerset MA April 19 1931. res.
Wilbraham MA.
BIGELOW, Theodore William. Bowdoin
1949-51. Beta Theta Pi. b. Norwood MA
Sept. 19 1949. res. Manchester NH.
BIGGS, Raymond McKendree. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Cornell
1957. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b.
Montclair NJ March 9 1932; m. Barbara
Burton June 1 1956; ch.: Deborah, Linda,
Wendy, Laura. Intern Strong Memorial
Hospital Rochester NY 1957-59, resident
internal medicine Stanford CA Univ. Hospital
1961-64, physician internal medicine Magan
Med. Clinic Covina CA 1964— . Internal
medicine dept. Inter-Community Hospital




BLACK, Herbert Allen, II. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1958. Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Boston
Dec. 13 1929; m. Norma Shea June 20 1953;
ch.: James, Herbert III, Bruce, Robert, Nancy.
Atty. self-employed Natick MA 1958— . Served
to capt. USA 1953-58. res. Natick MA.*
BLAKENEY, Creswell Garrettson, Jr. Bowdoin
1949-51. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Ft.
Sheridan IL Jan. 16 1931. res. unknown.
BLOOMBERG, Leonard. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Retailing; b. Lynn MA May 18
1931; m. Eleanor Feen Aug. 5 1956; ch.: Sally-
Retail furniture mere, self-employed Saxony
House Inc. Lynn 1955— . res. Swampscott
MA.*
BOYLE, Lawrence Myles. A.B., A.M. Trinity
Coll. 1963. Chi Psi. Education; b. Boston
Nov. 13 1931; m. Hannah Bent June 27 1964.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Boston (budget
mgr. 1955-56. sales 1956-57), Deerfield MA
Acad. 1957— (teacher, coach, asst. dir. of
admissions). Past pres. New Eng. Preparatory
Sch. Swimming Assn., Am. Acad. Fulbright
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scholar 1960. Served to 1st It. USA 1953-55.
res. Old Deerfield MA.*
BRESETT, Elward Morton, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A. NY.
Univ. 19? Alpha Tau Omega. Banking; b.
Wayne PA March 24 1931. Irving Trust Co.
(int. div. NYC 1957-63, deputy rep. for Eur.
Paris France 1963-68, asst. sec. NYC 1968-69,
rep. for France Paris 1969-73, asst. v.pres.
NYC 1973-75), sub-mgr. Banque Franchise du
Commerce Exterieur Paris 1975— . Fulbright
scholar Univ. Dijon France 1953-54, Woodrow
Wilson scholar Princeton Univ. 1956-57,
member membership committee Am. C. of C.
France 1970-73. Served to 1st It. USAR
1954-56. res. Paris France.*
BROWN, Joel Hastings. Bowdoin 1949-50.
Zeta Psi. b. Haverhill MA Jan. 11 1931. res.
Portland.
BROWN, Oliver Schoonmaker. A.B., Ed.M.
Harvard 1957. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Boston April 10 1931; m.
Eleanor Buxton Sept. 13 1952; ch.: Edward,
Calef, Phebe, Eliza. Teacher Emerson Sch.
Exeter NH 1953-55, public sch. Weston MA
(teacher 1956-59, principal 1959-61), sch. supt.
Addison Rutland sch. dist. Fair Haven VT
1961-65, dir. sch. dept. Phila. PA 1966-69, Price
Waterhouse & Co. (consultant Phila. 1970-72,
mgr. NYC 1972-73), asst. supt. sch. dept.
Cambridge MA 1973—. Dir. MA (Assn. of
Sch. Business Officials 1975, Elementary
Principals Assn. 1960-61), ed. Assn. Journal,
recipient: C.A.S. Harvard Univ. 1963. Served
to 1st It. USA 1953-55. Recipient: award for
best article U.S. firm Price Waterhouse & Co.
1971. res. Weston MA.*,
BROWN, Ray Clifton. Bowdoin 1949-51,
1956-57. Sigma Nu. b. Skowhegan March 27
1931. res. Pembroke MA.
BROWN, Robert Stanley. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Engineering; b. Arlington MA June 23
1929; ch.: Kenneth, Julie. Teacher Fryeburg
Acad. 1954-56, engineer (Sylvania Corp.
Ipswich MA & Exeter NH 1956-71, N. Am.
Philips Lighting Corp. Hightstown NJ & Lynn
MA 1976—). Served to ensign USN 1953-54;
awarded Am. Defense Medal, res. Lynn MA.*
BUCKINGHAM, Donald Albert. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Chicago IL Dec. 17 1931; m.
Rhoda McLellan Sept. 11 1954; ch.: Donald
Jr., Beth, Sarah, Molly, Suzan, Amy, Polly.
Sales mgr. Fototype Co. Chicago 1957-64, pres.
Buckingham Graphics Evanston IL 1964-71.
Served with USN 1953-56. d. Chicago IL Feb.
6 1971.
BULL, Louis John. Bowdoin 1949-52. Alpha
Tau Omega. Engineering; b. Gardiner July 6
1931; m. Barbara Greig June 21 1958, m.
Patricia Reeves Oct. 31 1970, m. Patricia
Waters April 12 1974; ch.: Frank, Douglas,
Peter. Prop. Whitehall Assocs. San Francisco
CA 1955, installer & repairman Pacific Tel.
San Francisco 1955-57, specifications writer
AC Spark Plug div. General Motors Corp.
Milwaukee WI 1957-61, General Tel. &
Electronics GTE Sylvania Inc. Mountain View
CA (specifications engineering supervisor &
section head 1961-65, data management spec.
1965-72, sr. specifications engineer & project
supervisor 1972—). Served to 2nd It. USAF
1952-55. Contbr. res. Santa Clara CA.*
CARSON, Jay Allan. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Management; b. Chicago IL Sept. 5 1927; m.
Carolyn Bentley Aug. 27 1955; ch.: Julie,
Jayne, Janet, Eric, Leif. Lighting spec. General
Electric Co. Washington DC 1953-65, dist.
mgr. Union Metal Mfg. Co. Washington DC
1965—. PFC USA 1944-46. res. Annandale
VA.*
CHALMERS, Douglas Alan. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Madison WI Feb. 22
1932. res. NYC.
CHAMBERLIN, Robert Johnston. A.B. cum
laude, M.Div. Union Theol. Sem. 1956. Beta
Theta Pi. Management; b. White Plains NY
Oct. 19 1931; m. Miriam Johnsen Sept. 8 1954;
ch.: Mark '78, Eric. Assoc. minister Saugatuck
Congr. Church Westport CT 1956-57, minister
Grace Union Church N. Wilbraham MA
1957-60, Travelers Ins. Co. Hartford CT
(personnel counselor 1960-62, employment
supervisor 1962-65), Colonial Bank & Trust
Co. Waterbury CT (personnel officer 1965-68,
v.pres. & personnel officer 1968-74, sr. v.pres.
1974-75), corporate v.pres. admin. & tech.
services Colonial Bancorp Inc. Waterbury
1974-75. Child Care Centers of Waterbury Inc.
1968-75 (incorporator, dir., treas.), Greater
Hartford Group Homes Inc. (dir. 1971-75,
pres. 1972-74, sec. 1975). res. W. Hartford CT.*
CHAMBERS, Theodore Ellis. A.B., A.M. Am.
Int. Coll. 1959. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Springfield MA Nov. 8 1931; m. Louise Anas
Sept. 8 1958; ch.: Janet, John, Anne. Bank
Clerk Springfield Five Cent Savings Bank
1955-56, Springfield Safe Deposit & Trust Co.
(teller, auditor, bookkeeper 1956-57; invest,
officer 1957-62), asst. trust officer Safe Deposit
Bank & Trust Co. Holyoke MA 1962-70, trust
officer & dept. head Shawmut First Bank &
Trust Co. Holyoke 1970-77. Treas. Toy for Joy
Fund 1962-76, member (Republican town
cmmittee 1964-74; Pioneer Valley Estate
Planning Council 1965-76, exec, committee
1974 & 1975, sec. 1976), dir. Easthampton
Maintenance Co. 1970-75, treas. Holyoke
Visiting Nurse Assn. 1974-76, asst. treas.
Rotary Club Holyoke 1975, member exec,
committee Loomis House Inc. 1975-76, deacon
First Church Longmeadow MA 1976. Served
to cpl. USA 1953-55. d. Springfield MA May
27 1977.*
CHUN-HOON, Albert Chew Keong. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Yale 1957. Zeta Psi. Medicine;
b. Honolulu T.H. Jan. 26 1932; m. Myrna Pang
July 22 1956; ch.: Donna. Orthopedic surgeon
self-employed Honolulu 1965-70, pres.
Orthopedic Assocs. of Hawaii Inc. Honolulu
1970—. Dir. Aloha United Fund, pres.
(Honolulu County Med. Soc. 1975, med. staff
St. Francis Hospital Honolulu 1970), member
Board of Med. Examiners State of Hawaii.
Served to capt. USA 1958-60. res. Honolulu
HI.*
CHURCH, Richard Lawrence, Jr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. b. St. Johnsbury VT Aug. 12 1931. res.
Plymouth NH.
CLIFFORD, Peter. A.B. 1955. Sigma Nu.
Mfg.; b. Lewiston Dec. 17 1930. Certified
Kitchen designer Bellegarde Custom Kitchens
Lewiston 19?—. Served to cpl. USA 1952-54.
res. Lewiston.*
CONNELLAN, James McDavitt. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Augusta Feb. 6 1930. res.
Waterville.
COOK, Charles Allan. A.B. cum laude, M.A.T.
Harvard 1954. Beta Theta Pi. Counseling; b.
Portland May 5 1931; m. Elizabeth Kane June
27 1953; ch.: Debra, David, John, William.
Teacher high sch. Standish 1956-61, high sch.
W. Buxton (teacher 1961-66, guidance
counselor 1966-73, dir. guidance 1973
—
).
Treas. Kiwanis Club Standish 1965-69, pres.
Saco Valley Teachers Assn. 1966-67. Served to
spec. 3/c USA 1954-56. res. Standish.*
COOPER, Stuart Franklin. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Mfg. exec; b. Newark NJ Oct. 4 1931;
m. Doris Cohen June 6 1953; ch.: Michaele,
Stephanie, Sloane. Salesman Vanton Pump &
Equipment Corp. Hillside NJ 1955-58, advt.
mgr. Cooper Alloy Corp. Hillside 1958-60,
sales mgr. Vanton Pump & Equipment Corp.
1960-61, Cooper Alloy Corp. (v.pres. mfg.
1961-75, v.pres. & materials mgr. 1975
—
). Pres.
(Hillside Industrial Foundation 1968-70,
Temple Sinai 1975—). PFC USA 1953-55. res.
Chatham NJ.*
COPERTHWATTE, William Sherman, Jr.
A.B. 1954. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Montclair
Sept. 19 1930. res. Bucks Harbor.
CROCKER, Earl Bourne, Jr. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma. b.
Woonsocket RI March 19 1932. res. Pittsfield
MA.
CURRAN, John Davidson, Jr. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Journalism; b. Upland CA July 28 1931; m.
Barbara Chown Sept. 7 1957; ch.: Lydia, Ben,
Jonathan, Maellen. Reporter & photographer
Providence RI Journal 1956, copy ed.
Newburyport MA Daily News 1958-60, state
desk ed. Worcester MA Telegram Gazette
1960-61, ed. (Ipswich MA Chronicle 1961-64,
Kennett Square PA News & Advertiser
1964-66), city ed. Gloucester MA Daily Times
1966-67. ed. N. Shore Weeklies Ipswich
1967—
. Dir. C. of C. Ipswich 1962-63, trustee
First Congr. Church Ipswich 1974. Served to
spec. 2/c USA 1953-56. Named Photographer
of the Year New Eng. Press Assn. 1971;
recipient: various awards for editorial writing,
make-up, typography & photography New
Eng. Press Assn. res. Ipswich MA.*
CURRAN, William Ernest. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Waltham MA Dec. 1 1930; m.
Gertrude Carter Aug. 23 1958; ch.: Michael,
Mathew, Rebecca. High sch. Bristol 1957-60
(teacher, coach), high sch. Berwick 1960-66
(asst. principal, teacher), teacher high sch.
Dover NH 1966-69. Served to 1st It. USA
1954-56. d. Dover NH Jan. 5 1969.
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DAMON, Farnham Whitcomb. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega. Systems rep.; b. Concord MA
Dec. 3 1930. Dist. exec. Boy Scouts of Am.
1954-61 (Pittsfield MA, Phila. PA), facilities
planner General Electric Co. Pittsfield 1962-63,
asst. sales mgr. Concord MA Woodworking
Co. 1963-64, systems engineer Int. Business
Machines Corp. (Boston 1964-67, Kingston
NY 1967-68, Waltham MA 1968-69,
Poughkeepsie NY 1970-71), sr. systems rep.
Software Int. Andover MA 1972— . St. Anne's
Epis. Church N. Billerica MA 1973— (member
vestry, warden). Served to cpl. USA 1952-54.
res. Billerica MA.*
DAMON, Phillip Parker. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. 1972 capital campaign area chmn.
Engineering; b. Concord MA Dec. 3 1930;
m. Charlotte Field Oct. 11 1952; ch.: Bruce,
Keith, Judith, Beth. Physicist Electronics Corp.
of Am. Cambridge MA 1952-55, engineer
(Radio Corp. of Am. Lancaster PA 1955-60,
Hughes Aircraft Co. Carlsbad CA I960—).
Pres. Am. Field Service Vista CA chapter
1971-72, 1975; dir. (N. San Diego CA Council
1975, YMCA 1964—); elder Presby. Church
1964-68, 1975; Soc. for Information Display
(treas. San Diego chapter 1964, treas. 1965,
v.pres. 1970-72, pres. 1972-74), honorary life
member PTA 1968. Recipient: YMCA Red
Triangle Service Award 1967, fellow Soc. for
Information Display 1968. Contbr., patentee
1965. res. Vista CA.*
DAVIS, Charles Folsom. A.B., M.B.A. Harvard
1957. Theta Delta Chi. Exec; b. Boston
Sept. 20 1930; s. of Charles P. '26; m. Carol
Ingram Sept. 10 1956; ch.: Linda, Kathryn,
Charles. Store mgr. Star Market Co.
Cambridge MA 1957-63, sales mgr. Suffolk
Farms Packing Co. Chelsea MA 1963-68,
marketing mgr. Stop & Shop Inc. Boston
1968-74, pres. Fishery Products Inc. Danvers
MA 1974—. Dir. Fishery Products Ltd. St.
John's Newf. Canada, trustee Noble &
Greenough Sch. Dedham MA 1971-73. Served
to 1st It. USA 1953-55. res. Weston MA.*
DAVIS, John Litchfield. A.B. cum laude, Ph.D.
Univ. Md. 1965, M.E.A. George Washington
Univ. 1974. Kappa Sigma. Physics; b.
Weymouth MA March 5 1932; m. Mary
Morgan July 22 1961; ch.: Michael, Andrew.
Grad. asst. Univ. Md. College Park 1953-58,
physicist (General Electric Corp. Utica NY
summer 1953, Syracuse NY summer 1954;
Naval Ordnance Lab. White Oak MD 1958-67;
Analytic Services Falls Church VA 1967—).
Trustee Paint Branch Unitarian Church
1966-67, elected member Sigma Xi. Served to
2nd It. USA 1958. Named Nat. Science
Foundation Predoctoral Fellow 1955-56.
Patentee (3). res. Alexandria VA.*
DAY, John Glidden. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. Fletcher Sch. 1955. Chi Psi.
Foreign service; b. Medford MA Dec. 27
1931; m. Susan Atwood June 16 1953; ch.:
Sydney, Mark, Christina. Instr. history Tufts
Univ. 1954-55, v.consul Am. Consulate
General Naples Italy 1955-58, political officer
Am. Embassy The Hague Netherlands
1958-60, int. relations officer Bureau of Latin
Am. Affairs Dept. of State Washington DC
1960-62, political officer Am. Embassy Athens
Greece 1963-68, Dept. of State Washington
DC (personnel officer 1968-72, sr. training Nat.
War Coll. 1972-73, dir. Greek affairs 1973-76,




de RIVERA, Joseph Hosmer. Bowdoin
1949-50, A.B. Yale 1953, Ph.D. Stanford Univ.
1961. Kappa Sigma. Education; b.
Bremerton WA Aug. 1 1932; m. Margaret
Rigdon Sept. 7 1954; ch.: Alice, Eric, Freda,
Lucinda. Stanford CA Univ. 1957-60 (acting
instr., Stroud fellowship), Dartmouth Coll.
1960-63 (instr., asst. prof.), N.Y. Univ. 1963-70
(asst. prof., assoc. prof.), Clark Univ.
Worcester MA (assoc. prof, psychology
1970
—
; dir. social psychology program, social
rehabilitation psychology training program
1973—). Served to It. USN 1954-57. Author:
The Psychological Dimension of Foreign
Policy (1968), Field Theory as Human-Science:
Contributions by Lewin's Berlin Group (1976).
res. Worcester MA.*
DIBIASE, Francis Mario. A.B. Industry; b.
Portland Oct. 7 1932; m. Rachel Langis April
30 1966; ch.: Francis Jr., Nicholas, Deborah.
Control chemist Merck & Co. Rahway NJ
1956-60, patent liaison S. D. Warren Co.
Westbrook I960—. Served to cpl. USA
1953-55. res. Portland.*
DODD, David Frank. A.B., M.B.A. Dartmouth
1957. Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Newton MA June 22 1932;
m. Dorothy Knubel July 14 1959; ch.: Daniel,
Shelley. Smith Kline & French Labs. Phila. PA
(market research sr. analyst, promotion
services asst. sales promotion writer 1957-62;
product mgr. 1962-67; group product mgr.
1967-68; advt. & sales promotion mgr.
1968-72; dir. marketing communications
1972-76), v.pres. & creative dir. Ted Thomas
Assoc. Phila. PA 1976—. Served to sgt. USA
1953-55. res. Phila. PA.*
DORFMAN, Abraham Elliott (Professional
name: Mel Dorfman). A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Music, bookselling & publishing; b.
Biddeford Aug. 19 1931. Librarian circulation
dept. Univ. Mich. General Library Ann Arbor
1954-55, general orderly Me. General Hospital
Portland 1955, bookseller (Harvard Book
Store, Harvard Cooperative Soc. Book Dept.,
Phillips Book Store, J. S. Canner Co., Barnes &
Noble Inc. of Mass. Cambridge MA & Boston
1956-62; Barnes & Noble Inc. NYC 1962-63;
Paperback Booksmith, Brown & Connolly
Med. & Tech. Book Store, Boston Univ. Book
Store Cambridge & Boston 1963-70), librarian
serials dept. Boston Univ. Library 1970-75,
self-employed Mel Dorfman Book & Jazz
Enterprises Cambridge 1975— . Jazz & classical
clarinetist, bandleader throughout U.S.A.,
Canada, Europe 1953
—
, Jazz Village Boston
1958-60 (founder, mgr., bandleader,
clarinetist). Bibliographer, compiler &
publisher International Jazz Contact Directory
(1973), contbr. res. Cambridge MA.*
DORR, James Richard. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Yale 1957. Zeta
Psi. Medicien; b. Old Town Feb. 27 1929;
married Aug. 6 1976 (2nd marriage); ch.:
Kathleen, James Jr., Christopher, Jeffrey,
Gregory. Pvt. practice internal medicine
Darien CT 1963— . Assoc. chief medicine
Stamford CT Hospital, member (Am. Coll. of
Physicians, Alpha Omega Alpha). Served to
sgt. USA 1946-47, 1950-51. res. Darien CT.*
DORR, Robert Edward. Bowdoin 1949-50.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Bangor Dec. 24 1930.
res. Las Cruces NM.
DRAKE, William Henry, II. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Marketing rep.; b. Bangor July 24 1930;
s. of George S. '22; m. Mary Baker Oct. 31
1953; ch.: Jeffrey, Charles. Sr. marketing rep.
Mobil Oil Corp. S. Portland 1956—. Member
vestry St. Alban's Epis. Church Cape Elizabeth
1975—. Served to It. USN 1953-56. res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
DUDLEY, Paul Fenno, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Mfg.
admin.; b. Cambridge MA July 17 1931; m.
Evelyn Bond June 21 1958; ch.: Paul III, Ann.
Accounting mgr. New Eng. Tel. Co. Burlington
VT 1955-61, salesman Bader Co. Burlington
1961-62, production control mgr. Antenna
Systems Inc. Manchester NH 1962-64,
Ingersoll Rand Nashua NH (production mgr.
1964-74, administrator int. operations mfg.
planning 1974
—
). Sch. board Amherst NH
(member 1970-75; chmn. 1971, 1973, 1975).
Served to 1st It. USA 1953-55. res. Amherst
NH*
DUNLAP, Robert. A.B. cum laude. Chi Psi.
b. Harrisburg PA July 10 1932. res.
unknown.
DUNN, George Robert. A.B. b. Ithaca NY
April 21 1924. res. Cape Elizabeth.
DURHAM, John Alexander, Jr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. b. Needham MA Feb. 19 1931. res.
Augusta.
EMERY, Guy Trask. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1954; Ph.D.
Harvard 1959. Theta Delta Chi. Education;
b. Manchester NH May 22 1931; m. Marilyn
Judkins June 18 1955; ch.: Karen '78,
Kimberly. Teaching fellow Harvard 1954-56 &
1957-58, Brookhaven Nat. Lab. Upton NY
(research assoc. 1959-61, asst. physicist
1961-62, assoc. physicist 1962-65), visiting
assoc. prof. SUNY Stony Brook 1965-66, Ind.
Univ. Bloomington (assoc. prof. 1966-69, prof.
1969
—
). Fellow Am. Physical Soc, elected
member Sigma Xi. Served to 1st It. USA
1958-59. Contbr. res. Bloomington IN.*
ENGLUND, Charles Arthur. A.B., grad.
Boston Architectural Center. Sigma Nu. b.
Lowell MA July 11 1931; m. Marcia Ricker
June 25 1961; ch.: Susan. Draftsman (Charles
T. Main Inc. Boston 1956-57, with Royal Barry
Wills Boston 1957-61, partner Arthur Englund
Assoc. Lowell MA 1961-63). Served with USA
1954-56. d. Boston June 9 1963.*
ERWIN, Charles Hugh. Bowdoin 1949-50, A.B.
St. Johns Sem. 1954, M.B.A. Old Dominion
Univ. 1975. Alpha Delta Phi. Ins.; b. Lowell
MA Nov. 22 1931; m. Dottie Whited June 15
1957; ch.: Deborah, Charles. With USN
1955-76 (supply officer U.S.S. Kennebec San
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Francisco CA 1961-66, Nuclear Weapons
Supply Annex Oakland CA 1963-66; asst.
supply officer headquarters support activity
Taipei Taiwan 1966-68; logistics staff officer
U.S. Military Assistance Command Vietnam
1968-69; supply officer naval station Norfolk
VA 1969-76, It. cdr.), with Acacia Mutual Life
Ins. Co. 1976— . Awarded Bronze Star, Joint
Service Commendation, Navy Meritorious
Unit Citation, Nat. Defense Medal,
Vietnamese Honor Medal 1/c, Vietnamese
Presidential Unit Citation, Vietnamese
Meritorious Unit Citation, Vietnam Service
Medal, Vietnamese Service Medal, res.
Virginia Beach VA.*
FAIRFIELD, Thomas Harvey. Bowdoin
1 949-5 1 . Zeta Psi. Ins. ; b. Orange NJ Oct. 1
6
1931; m. Marcia Larkin, m. Barbara Wiik Jan.
8 1972; ch.: Lindsay, Carter. With Chubb &
Son Inc. 1953-71, pres. Mnpls. MN (N.
Bonding Co. 1971-74, Rucker & Assoc. of
Minn. 1974-75, The Fairfield Co. 1975—).
Pres. & board chmn. Minnetonka Montessori
Inc. 1967-69. res. Deephaven MN.*
FARRINGTON, Frank John. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. Ins.; b. Augusta
Aug. 27 1931; s. of Frank A '27; m. Dare Paige
June 29 1963; ch.: Ann, Molly, Joan, Kate,
Virginia. C.L.U.; v.pres. Union Mutual Life
Portland 1956-71, general agt. self-employed
Bangor 1971—. Dir. (United Canal Bank
Bangor 1975—; YMCA Portland 1961-67,
Bangor 1971
—), pres. Bangor/Brewer YMCA
1977-78, v.pres. & dir. development Me.
chapter C.L.U., member sch. board Falmouth
1968-71. Served to 1st It. USMC 1952-55. res.
Bangor.*
FLEMMING, Frederick Gerard. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Real estate; b. Woodstock N.B.
Oct. 6 1931; s. of Hugh J. H'54; m. Barbara
Henwood, m. Lynn Trifts June 21 1975; ch.:
Sandra, John, Sarah, Andre, Barbara, James.
Student N.Y. Univ. 19?, v.pres. Webb &
Knapp Canada 1956-63, pres. Domaine La
Belle Place Inc. Montreal P.Q. 1963—. res.
Senneville P.Q. Canada.*
FORMAN, Harry Fraser. A.B., M.S.W. Univ.
Hawaii 1958. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Social
work; b. Newark NJ July 25 1931; m. Kiyoko
Honda April 10 1956; ch.: Stephen. Social
worker Honolulu HI (child & family service
1958-60, Salvation Army Facilities for
Children 1960-63, Dept. of Social Services
State of Hawaii 1963-64, Child & Family
Service 1964
—
). V.chmn. Hawaii chapter Nat.
Assn. of Social Workers 1964-65, member
Acad, of Certified Social Workers. PFC USA
1953-56. res. Honolulu HI.*
FORSBERG, Robert Russell. A.B., M B A.
Northeastern 1961. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Exec; b. Brockton
MA June 13 1931; m. Jane Redfield April 19
1958; ch.: Kathy, Bobby, Kristen. Salesman
General R. F. Fittings Boston 1955-57, pres.






Deacon First Parish Church Westwood MA
1971-75, chmn. fund drive S. Norfolk County
Assn. Retarded Citizens 1972, pres. New Eng.
Electronic Rep. Assn. 1969-71, nat. dir.
Electronic Rep. Assn. 1972-74. Served to cpl.
USA 1953-55. res. Westwood MA.*
FREEMAN, James Hedges. A.B., M.D. &
CM. McGill 1959. Alpha Tau Omega.
Radiology; b. Hartford CT Dec. 29 1931; m.
Leonice Lawrance June 21 1953; ch.: James,
Robin, Leslie, Cynthia. Intern & radiology
resident USA Walter Reed General Hospital
Washington DC 1959-63, chief radiology
Munson Army Hospital Ft. Leavenworth KS
1963-65, chief radiation therapy & asst. chief
radiology Letterman General Hospital San
Francisco CA 1965-67, chief radiology (249th
General Hospital Tokyo Japan 1967-69,
Letterman General Hospital 1969-70),
radiologist Redding CA Radiological Assoc.
1970— . Sec. Mercy Hospital medical staff.
Served to It. col. USA 1953-55, 1959-1970;
awarded Army Commendation Medal. Contbr.
res. Redding CA.*
FULLER, Albert Edward. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1959. Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Ware
MA Jan. 17 1931; m. Ardith Smoker March 25
1957; ch.: Steven, James. Atty. Worcester MA
(Stubbs Stockwell & Tilton 1959-64, Glickman
& Fuller 1964
—
). Exchange Club Holden MA
(past sec, member board of dir.), Fresh Air
Fund (past pres., member board of dir.).
Served with USA 1954-56. res. Holden MA.*
GEORGE, Frederick John. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Lynn MA Oct. 3 1931. res. Hamilton MA.
GERRY, Francis Bayard. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Coll. 1959. Kappa Sigma. b. Arlington MA
July 20 1930; m. Dolores Bulmer Feb. 18 1955;
ch.: Mitchell, Mark, Brian, Leslie, Kristin.
Chemist Metal Hydrides Inc. Beverly MA
1953-54, atty. MA (Voluntary Defenders
Committee Boston 1959, Danvers 1959-60,
Peabody 1960-72). Served with USA 1954-56.
d. Danvers MA Feb. 14 1972.
GETCHELL, Richard Earl. A.B. 1956, M.S.T.
Colby 1965, Ed.M. Univ. Me. Orono 1966.
Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Education; b. Pittsfield Oct. 5 1930;
m. Joan Dionne June 15 1953; ch.: Thomas
'76, James '77, William, Jane, Richard Jr. Sch.
dept. Westbrook (teacher 1956-59, asst.
principal 1960-66, principal 1966
—
). Member
(advisory board Westinghouse Learning Corp.
1971-74, public sch. comm. New Eng. Assn.
Coll. & Sch. 1973—, New Eng. Council of
Secondary Sch. Principals). Served to cpl. USA
1953-55. res. Westbrook.*
GILLEY, Robert Norman. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Occ. unknown; b. Beverly MA March 13
1931; m. Elizabeth Falon Oct. 1956. res.
Bloomfield Hills MI.
GILMAN, Eugene Ward. A.B., A.M. Boston
Univ. 19? Delta Sigma. Lexicographer; b.
Akron OH June 23 1931; m. Jean Bentley Aug.
2 1955; ch.: John, James, William. Street
cleaner Dept. of Public Works Plainfield NJ
1953, 1955-56; factotum Brattle Book Shop
Boston 1957-58; sr. ed. G & C Merriam Co.
Springfield MA 1958—. Served to cpl. USA
1953-55. res. Westfield MA.*
GIORDANO, Joseph Anthony. Bowdoin
1949-51, A.B. LaSalle Coll. 1957. Delta
Upsilon. Ins.; b. Phila. PA Oct. 30 1932; m.
Bernadette Brennan Feb. 11 1958; ch.: Mary,
Michelle, Concetta. C.P.C.U.; adjuster Am.
Casualty Co. Phila. 1957-59, underwriter Phila.
(Continental Casualty Co. 1959-61,
Herkness-Peyton-Bishop 1961-63), ins. broker
self-employed Ringe & Ringe Phila. 1963—
.
V.pres. Phila. Soc. of C.P.C.U., member board
of dir. Phila. Agts. Assn. Served to cpl. USA
1953-54. res. Springfield MA.*
GrrTINGER, Peter Day. A.B. b. Newark
NJ June 11 1931. res. Stockton NJ.
GLEDHILL, John Anld, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Lewiston Aug. 5 1931. res.
Somerville MA.
GODDARD, Carl Dennison. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Business; b. New Bedford MA June 20 1931;
m. Rita Hartle May 31 1958; ch.: Bradley.
Prop. Woodmark Assoc. Fayetteville NY
1976— . Construction specification Inst.
Syracuse chapter 1974 (member, asst. ed.
newsletter), cubmaster Boy Scouts of Am.
1970. Served to 1st It. USMC 1953-55. res.
Fayetteville NY.*
GOLDEN, Allan Marvin. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
1956. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Dentistry; b.
Boston Dec. 4 1931; m. Nancy Marcus April
16 1961; ch.: Susan, David. Self-employed MA




instruction Delta Lodge of Masons A. F. & A.
M. 1972-73, member exec, board Greater
Boston Dental Soc. 1959-63. Served to It. USN
1956-58. res. Braintree MA.*
GOODMAN, Richard Thomas. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1959.
Beta Theta Pi. Writing; b. Phila. PA July 1
1931. Production asst. news & public affairs
dept. WCBS-Television NYC 1957-58,
educational television producer 1958-61 (N.Y.
Univ., WCBS-Television), instr. & language
lab. coordinator Univ. Hawaii Honolulu
1961-62, scriptwriter Japan Broadcasting Corp.
Tokyo Japan 1962-63, instr. & language lab.
coordinator Univ. Hawaii 1963-65, writer
Japan Broadcasting Publishers & others Tokyo
1965—. Served to cpl. USA 1955-57. Author:
English for Japanese Ears (1969, 1975), First
Course in English Conversations (1971), Shin
Eigo Hatsuon Jiten (1971), Short
Conversations (1973), English Conversation
Practice with Photographs (1973), The
Complete English Pronunciation Drill Book
(1974), Telephoning (1974), The Traveller's
Handbook of English Phrases (1976), Natural
Conversational English (1976), Romeo And
Juliet And Other Stories From Shakespeare
(1977). res. Tokyo Japan.*
GOSNELL, George Edward. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Brooklvn NY Jan. 8 1930. res. Wantagh
NY.
GRAFF, William Howard. B.S., M.D. Cornell
1957. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Yonkers
NY Sept. 13 1931; m. Anne Patterson Oct. 13
1956; ch.: Kathryn '79, Timothy, William,
Marjorie. Intern & med. resident Hitchcock
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Clinic Dartmouth Coll. 1961, teaching &
research fellow Univ. Rochester NY 1965,
physician self-employed Truesdale Clinic Fall
River MA 1977—. Truesdale Hospital Fall
River (chief medicine, member board of
trustees), member board of dir. Truesdale
Clinic Fall River. Served to capt. USA 1961-63.
res. Swansea MA.*
GRAY, Robert Edward. A.B., M.B.A. N.Y.
Univ. 1955. Kappa Sigma. Ret.; b. Orange
NJ June 10 1931. Pres. Ray Bell & Assoc.
Asbury Park NJ 1959-74, ret. Served with USN
1955-57. res. Houston TX.*
GREELY, Benjamin Morrill, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Boston Dec. 9 1931. res. Medfield MA.
GUITE, Leander Annand, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Medicine; b. Waterville Aug. 16 1931; m.
Lynda Rossnagle May 30 1964; ch.: Melissa,
Stephanie, Amy, Matthew. Univ. Hospital
Cleveland OH (intern surgeon 1957-58, asst.
resident surgeon 1958-59), resident surgeon
Me. Med. Center Portland 1961-64, general &
vascular surgeon self-employed Waterville
1965— . Diplomate Am. Board of Surgery,
member Am. Coll. of Surgery. Served to capt.
MCUSA 1959-61. res. Waterville.*
GULLICKSEN, Alan Roberts. A.B., Ed.M.
Boston State Coll. 1973. Delta Upsilon, Delta
Sigma. Sales; b. Quincy MA June 20 1927;
m. Sandra Castle April 26 1957; ch.: Karen,
Kenneth. Finance dept. General Electric Co.
Lynn MA 1953-54, salesman (Hallmark Cards
Kansas City MO 1954-63, George F. Cram Co.
Indianapolis IN 1963—). PFC USA 1946-48.
res. Weymouth MA.*
HAAS, Wilhelm, Jr. Bowdoin 1949-50. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Berlin Germany Aug. 18 1931.
res. unknown.
HAHNEL, Frederick George, Jr. Bowdoin
1950. b. Augusta Sept. 12 1926. res. Bath.
HALLER, Alfred Raymond, Jr. A.B. 1956,
Ed.M. Univ. Me. 1962. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Dover NH Jan. 23 1931; m.
Elizabeth Robison Aug. 25 1973; ch.: Crystal,
Caj, Marijke. Teaching fellow biology
Bowdoin 1956-57, teller First Portland Nat.
Bank 1957-58, teacher high sch. (S. Portland
1958-62, Glen Ridge NJ 1962-68, New Milford
CT 1968-71, Albury New S. Wales Australia
1971
—
). Reserve police officer New Milford,
member Civil Defense Units (S. Portland, Glen
Ridge, New Milford), troop committeeman
Boy Scouts of Am., scuba diver sheriff's office
Cumberland County NJ 1957-62. Served to cpl.
USAF 1951-53. Recipient: commendation
Cumerland County sheriff's office, res. Albury
New S. Wales Australia.*
HAPP, Robert Lang. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Book fund established in his
memory 1958. b. S. Bend IN Dec. 19 1930;
m. Alice Russell March 1956. Real estate S.
Bend 1954-55, instr. Culver Military Sch. S.
Bend 1955-57. d. S. Bend IN Aug. 5 1957.*
HARMON, John Butler. Bowdoin 1949-50.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Milton MA Jan. 17
1931. res. Darien CT.
HARRIMAN, Robert McKeen. A.B., Ed.M.
Westfield State Coll. 1966. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. S. Paris Aug. 20 1930; m.
Claudia Fulton Dec. 23 1951; ch.: David,
Michael, Nathan. Cleric Mass. Mutual Life
Ins. Co. Springfield MA 1955-56, engineering
aide Hamilton Standard Windsor Locks CT
1956-58, teacher MacDuffie Sch. Springfield
1958-67, instr. Bay Path Jr. Coll. Longmeadow
MA 1967-69, assoc. prof. Springfield Tech.
Community Coll. 1969— . Deacon Congr.
Church Agawam MA 1972-75. Served to 1st It.
USA 1953-55. res. Agawam MA.*
HARROCKS, James Arthur. A.B., M.S. Inst,
of Paper Chemistry 1957, Ph.D. Inst, of Paper
Chemistry 1960. Chi Psi. Engineering; b.
Orange NJ Sept. 11 1930; m. Harriette Evans
Aug. 23 1952; ch.: John, Thomas. Chemist
(Great N. Paper Co. Millinocket 1953-55, Ohio
Boxboard Co. Rittman OH 1956, Neenah WI
Paper Co. 1957), sr. engineer Int. Business
Machines Corp. 1960— (Vestal NY, Dayton
NJ, Essex Junction VT). Board member Bible
Inst, of New Eng. res. S. Burlington VT.*
HARTHORNE, John Warren. A.B. cum
laude; M.D., CM. McGill 1957. Theta Delta
Chi. Medicine; b. Portland March 22 1931;
s. of J. Wilson '26; m. Christa Heinrich June 29
1968; ch.: Andea, John. Intern Me. Med.
Center Portland 1957-58, med. resident
Montreal P.Q. General Hospital Canada
1958-59 & 1961-62, Mass. General Hospital
Boston (teaching fellow cardiology 1962-65,
instr. 1965-67), asst. prof. Harvard Univ.
1967-75, assoc. physician Mass. General
Hospital 1974—. Fellow Am. Coll. of
Physicians 1966, cardiac consultant Bunker
Hill Med. Center Charleston MA 1969—,
visiting cardiologist MA (Worcester Memorial
Hospital 1969-72, St. Elizabeth's Hospital
Brighton 1970-72), lectr. Tufts Univ. Med. Sch.
1969
—
, dir. cardiac catheterization lab. Mass.
General Hospital 1972-74. Served to capt. USA
1959-61. Contbr. res. Wayland MA.*
HARTLEY, William Herbert. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ins.; b. Providence RI Sept. 7 1931; m.
Gloria Dunn Nov. 26 1953; ch.: Leslie, Susan,
Cynthia, Christine. Solicitor Starkwhether &
Shepley Providence 1954-57, account mgr.
Morton Smith Inc. Providence 1957-59, pres. &
treas. William H. Hartley Inc. Providence
1959— . Member membership committee
Mutual Agt. of New Eng., pres. (Exchange
Club Providence, alumni assn. Providence
Country Day Sch. 1967-69). res. Barrington
RL*
HEBERT, James Edward. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D., CM. McGill
1957. Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Medicine; b. Westbrook July 16
1931; m. Janice Hall, m. Sayoko Oshima Nov.
2 1970; ch.: Lisa, Patrick, Melanie, James Jr.,
Sayuri. USN (intern Pensacola FL 1957-58,
physician U.S.S. Vermilion 1958-59, resident
obstet. & gynecol. Great Lakes IL 1959-63,
chief obstet. & gynecol. Sasebo Japan 1963-67,
staff obstet. & gynecol. & head gynecol. San
Diego CA 1967-70, chief obstet. & gynecol.
Guam 1970-73, staff & chief obstet.-gynecol. as
capt. Camp Pendleton CA 1973
—
). Fellow
Am. Coll. Obstet.-Gynecol. Awarded Am.
Defense Medal, Armed Forces Expeditionary
Medal Contbr. res. Camp Pendleton CA.*
HENRY, John Alfred. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa 1952; J.D. George Washington
Univ. 1960. Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital
campaign area co-chmn. Law; b. Westbrook
Feb. 11 1931; m. Nancy Thompson Feb. 14
1953; ch.: James, Jeffrey. Revenue officer
I.R.S. Washington DC 1957-60, atty. Ropes &
Gray Boston 1960-68, atty. Phoenix AZ (Lewis
& Roca 1968-70, Moeller & Henry 1970—).
Am. Cancer Soc. Ariz. div. Inc. (member board
of dir., exec, committee; pres.-elect). Served to
s/sgt. USAF 1952-56; awarded Commendation
Medal 1956. Recipient: Award of Recognition
Am. Cancer Soc. 1974. res. Scottsdale AZ.*
HERRICK, James Emerson, Jr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Sales; b. Damariscotta Sept. 28 1928; m.
Lillian Eastman; ch.: James, Elizabeth, Dana,
Lynda, Jennifer. Systems analyst New Eng.
Tel. & Tel. Co. Boston 1953-65, operations
research analyst LTV Dallas TX 1965-68,
salesman Sperry-Univac St. Louis MO 1968—
.
Served to maj. USA 1946-49. res. Maryland
Heights MO.*
HILDRETH, Charles Lawrence, Jr. A.B.,
M.B.A. Harvard 1957. Zeta Psi. Class agt.
1959-65. Exec; b. Portland Sept. 20 1931; s. of
Charles L.' 25; m. Deborah Worcester Sept. 10
1956; ch.: Walter, Sarah, Phillip, Michael.






), trustee Husson Coll.
Bangor 1971— . res. Falmouth.*
HINDLE, Burch. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Flushing NY May 31 1930. res. Taipei Taiwan.
HIRD, Russell Malcolm. A.B., M.B.A. Cornell
1957. Theta Delta Chi. Management; b.
Boston Sept. 28 1931; m. Janet Hewitt Dec. 26
1953; ch.: Gregory, Gary, Cynthia. Int.
Business Machines Corp. (programmer &
systems analyst Endicott NY 1957-62, dept.
mgr. 1962-67; business planner Port Chester
NY, Harrison NY, Mahwah NJ 1967-71;
project mgr. Rochester MN 1971
—
). Served to
1st It. USA 1953-55. res. Rochester MN.*
HOLLAND, Richard Daniel. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Chelsea MA Oct. 17 1931. res.
NYC
HORTON, Alden, Jr. (Pete). A.B.
Organization exec; b. York PA March 11
1931; m. Elizabeth Davis July 5 1958; ch.:
Alden, Dexter. Inkeeper Old Ark Lodge
Wilmington VT 1955-69; mgr. C. of C.
Addison County; free-lance writer 1969-71,
Middlebury VT 1971—; dir. Vt. C. of C.
1976—. Pres. Vt. Assoc. C. of C. exec. 1973.
Served to 1st It. USA 1953-55. res. Bridport
VT.*
HOUGHTON, Geoffrey Porter. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Advt.; b. Boston May 17 1931; 1
child. Advt. & sales promotion Elder Beerman
Dayton OH 1977—. res. Middletown OH.*
HOVEY, Dudley Caldwell. Bowdoin 1949-51.
Zeta Psi. b. Newtonville MA April 20 1931.
res. Lynn MA.
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HOWE, George Allen, II. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Lowell MA Sept. 18 1931; m. Shirley
Knowles May 23 1964. Admin, asst. New Eng.
Merc. Nat. Bank Boston 1957-?; with
Hornblower & Weeks Boston 197-64;
registered rep. Harris, Upham & Co. Boston
1964-68. Served to It. (jg) USN 1953-57. d.
Lawrence MA June 9 1968.
HYDE, George Miller. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking
exec; b. St. Louis MO Jan. 19 1932; m. Jane
Phillips Nov. 21 1953; ch.: Rebecca, Susan,
Andrew. V.pres. Me. Nat. Bank Portland
1970— . Dir. Robert & Morris Assoc. New Eng.
chapter 1972-73, public library Falmouth
(treas. 1973, trustee 1972-76). Served to 1st It.
USA 1953-55. res. Falmouth.*
INAGAKI, Morido. Bowdoin 1949-50. b.
Tokyo Japan April 25 1923. res. unknown.
D7ERSON, James Arthur. Bowdoin 1949-53.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Boston Jan. 13 1932.
res. Naples FL.
JAFFEE, Harvey. A.B., B.U. law sch. 1956.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b. Brookline MA
Feb. 18 1932; m. Betty Cobb; ch.: Pamela,
Kimberly. Partner Jaffee Moran & Stimpson
Lynn MA 19?—. Chmn. Lynnfield MA Heart
Fund 1972, pres. Lynnfield Teen Center Inc.
res. Lynnfield MA.
JOHNSON, William Treby, Jr. Bowdoin
1949-52. Beta Theta Pi. Corp. exec; b.
Waterville Sept. 11 1930; s. of William T. '06;
m. Anne Plummer Oct. 2 1952. Various
positions to pres. Stone & Cooper Augusta
1953— . Trustee First Consumer's Savings
1972, advisor Depositor Trust Co. 1961-70, dir.
Augusta (YMCA 1969-73, General Hospital
1970-74, C. of C), planning board (member
1965-69, chmn. 1968-69). res. Augusta.*
KEENE, David Shankland. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Princeton 1957; Ph.D.
Princeton 1961. Education; b. NYC May 5
1932; m. Emma Hay May 27 1967; ch.:
Deborah, Elizabeth. Asst. prof. (Union Coll.
Schenectady NY 1959-64, Univ. Vt. Burlington
1964-66), Univ. Penn. Indiana (assoc. prof,
political science 1966-69, prof. 1969
—
). Served
to spec. 3/c USA 1953-55. res. Indiana PA.*
KELLEY, Vernon Walter, Jr. A.B. b.
Brunswick May 9 1931; m. Pauline Voisine
Oct. 20 1956; ch.: John, Mary, Nancy, Daniel,
Michael. Social welfare worker Me. State
Health & Welfare Dept. Houlton ca. 1956,
teacher (high sch. Lewiston 197-61, jr. high sch.
Lewiston 1961-62, high sch. Casco 1962-7,
Burlington VT 197-69). d. Burlington VT
March 25 1969.
KENNEDY, Anthony Kennedy, III. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. 1962 capital campaign worker,
admissions aide 1973-74. Advt. & marketing;
b. Bangor Aug. 13 1931; m. Carol Harvey Aug.
11 1956; ch.: Anthony IV, Caroline, Ailsa.
General news reporter Chester PA Daily Times
1953-54; production mgr. Shaw & Schreiber
Advt. Phila. PA 1954-56; asst. to pres. Chew,
Harvey, & Thomas Phila. 1956-57; advt.
account exec. N. W. Ayer & Son Inc. (Phila.
1957-60, Chicago IL 1960-62), sr. promotion
mgr. Menley & James Lab. Phila. 1962—. CPO
USNR 1951—. res. Moylan-Rose Valley PA.*
KENYON, Paul Burnham, Jr. A.B., D.D.S.
Univ. Penn. 1957. Theta Delta Chi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Dentistry; b.
Newton MA March 6 1931; m. Sandra Shigo
Sept. 10 1960; ch.: Paul III, Ann, Sara. Dentist
self-employed Gloucester MA 19?
— ,
prop.
Eagle Mt. House Hotel & Golf Course Jackson
NH. Member board of dir. (Gloucester Co-op
Bank, Nationwide Med-Dental Bldg.), chmn.
Conservation Comm., member (board of
health, church standing committee). Served to
capt. USA 1957-59. res. Gloucester MA.*
KIMBALL, James Gaylen. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Business exec; b. Ft. Fairfield July 9 1931;
m. Nancy Carroll, m. June Marquis, m. Mary
Wieler; ch.: Susan, Bruce, Nancy, Jane, John,
Jeff. Sales mgr. W. B. Tomlinson Co. Monroe
CT 1953-57, pres. Trumbull CT (N.E.
Industries 1957-60, J. G. Kimball & Co.
1960-67), pres. Totel Systems Fairfield CT
1967— . Dir. Exchange Club, campaign mgr.
Governor Meskill. res. Pine Orchard CT.*
KNUDSEN, Jergen Kragh. Bowdoin 1949-50.
Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b.
Frederiksberg Copenhagen Denmark Feb. 5
1930; m. Inger Kark-Nielsen, m. Bodil Jensen
July 29 1971; ch.: Peter, Jacob, Mads. Student
Copenhagen Univ. 1959, adjunkt Denmark
(Aalborghus Statsgymnasium Aalborg 1959-71,
Skanderborg Amtsgymnasium 1971-73),
studielektor Aalborghus Statsgymnasium
Aalborg 1973— . Assn. Danish Grammar Sch.
Teachers of English (chmn. 1965-69, member
governing board 1969-71), external examiner
English philology & literature to Danish Univs.
1974—. PFC Danish infantry 1950-51. res.
Aalborg DK Denmark.*
KOSEK, John David. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Kappa Sigma, b. Cedar Rapids IA March 1
1931. res. Los Altos CA.
KOTSONIS, Dionyssios Stephen. A.B., Ph.D.
Columbia 1964. Sigma Nu. Bank
management; b. Pyrgos Greece Sept. 22 1930;
m. Helen Panopalis Aug. 3 1956; ch.: Stefanos,
Dimitra '80, Charles '81, John. Instr. Hobart
Coll. 1957-61, economist Federal Reserve Bank
of N.Y. NYC 1961-64, consultant U.S. Govt.
Washington DC 1964, int. corporate finance
dept. Kidder Peabody & Co. NYC 1964-67,
deputy general mgr. Invest. Bank Athens
Greece 1968—. V.chmn. FAO/Bankers
Program Rome Italy 1974— , advisor
Pierce-Deree Coll. Athens, res. Athens
Greece.*
KWOUK, Herbert Tun-tse. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Manchester England July 18 1930. res.
unknown.
LAGUEUX, Ronald Rene. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1956. Kappa Sigma. Alumni
Council 1972-76. Law; b. Lewiston June 30
1931; m. Denise Boudreau June 30 1956; ch.:
Michelle '79, Gregory, Barrett. Law assoc.
Edwards & Angell Providence RI 1956-62,
exec, counsel Governor of RI Providence
1963-65, law partner Edwards & Angell
1965-68, judge R.I. Superior Court Providence
1968— . Member Republican State Central
Committee 1963-68, Republican nominee U.S.
Senate 1964. res. Rumford RI.*
LANDRY, Donald Edgar. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Management; b. Concord NH Feb.
26 1931; m. Marcia Clarke Nov. 9 1954; ch.:
Pam, Lisa, Mark. Sears Roebuck & Co. 1954
—
(trainee Portland 1954, nat. merchandise mgr.
Chicago IL). res. Lake Bluff IL.*
LASSELLE, Peter Adrian. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Data processing; b. Providence RI
Feb. 15 1932; m.
f
Joyce Nilsson; ch.: Erica,
Kirsten. Computer programmer & analyst
Cambridge MA (Int. Business Machines Corp.
1957-60, M.I.T. 1961, Int. Business Machines
Corp. 1961-62, New Eng. Electric System
1962-69, certificate in data processing 1969,
Foxboro Co. 1969-73, Cordis Corp. 1976—).
Served to spec. 3/c USA 1953-56. res. Miramar
FL.*
LASSOE, Peter Blondel. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Brooklyn NY Sept. 14 1930. With
Compton Advt. Inc. NYC 1955-57, advt. sales
rep. Forbes Magazine NYC 1957-63. Served to
1st It. USMC 1953-55, capt. USMCR 1955-63.
d. Brooklyn NY June 13 1963.*
LATHROP, Thomas Holman. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Ins.; b. Washington DC March 23 1931; m.
Frances Tedesco April 3 1954; ch.: Pamela,
Anthony. C.L.U.; surety bond spec agt.
Royal-Globe Ins. Group NYC & Chicago IL
1953-58, supt. automobile underwriting Me.
Bonding & Casualty Portland 1959-65, v.pres.
property & casualty Me. Ins. Co. Portland
1965-67, v.pres. Triton Ins. Co. Perry OK
1967-69, agt. Oklahoma City OK (New Eng.
Life Ins. 1969-71; Leonard Steele & Co., State
Mutual Life Ins. Co. 1971—), pres.
Lathrop-Steele Ins. Agency Inc. 1975— . Sr.
warden St. Mark's Epis. Church 1973-75, instr.
Dale Carnegie 1963-70, chmn. planning comm.
Perry OK. res. Perry OK.*
LAW, Robert Firth. A.B. cum laude, B.S.
M.I.T. 1954. Beta Theta Pi. Electronics mfg.;
b. Dallas TX Dec. 21 1931; m. Deborah
Gillette Oct. 4 1969; ch.: Bryan, Carolyn.
Procter & Gamble Co. (wage cost control
engineer NYC 1958-60, raw material cost
control engineer & plant statistician 1960-61;
dept. mgr. NYC 1961-62, Chicago IL 1962-64;
production group mgr. Augusta GA 1964-65),
sr. assoc. McKinsey & Co. Inc. San Francisco
CA 1965-72, corporate operations mgr.
Specialty Brands Inc. San Francisco 1972-74,
general mgr. transmission & traffic div. Digital
Tel. Systems Inc. Novato CA 1974— (v.pres.
operations 1976). Served to It. USN 1954-58.
res. Tiburon CA.*
LAZARUS, Robert Allen. Bowdoin 1949-50,
LL.B. Yale 1956. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law;
b. Wilmington DE Nov. 22 1931. Atty. pvt.
practice Denver CO 1964— . res. Denver CO.
LEACACOS, William John. A.B. b. Wilkers
Barre PA Feb. 17 1931. res. unknown.
LEIGHTON, Philip Ward. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agt. 1953-54. Ins.; b. Houlton
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Nov. 23 1928; m. Patricia Higgins June 27
1953; ch.: Peter, Timothy, Kerry, Polly.
Salesman (State Mutual Life Ins. Worcester
MA 1953, Pittsburgh PA 1956-61; Union
Mutual Life Portland 1961-63, mgr. Phila. Pa.
1963-68, Augusta 1968—). Dir. Health
Planning Council Kennebec Valley 1973—
.
Served to PO/3 USN 1946-48. res. Augusta.*
LEVESQUE, Joseph Roger. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Brunswick Aug. 19 1928. res. Brunswick.
LEVI, Ralph Jacob. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Advt. exec;
b. Portland Aug. 13 1930; m. Esther Adler
June 21 1953; ch.: Sandra, Diane. Feature
writer The Concord NH Daily Monitor 1953,
advt. mgr. chem. & plastics div. General Tire &
Rubber Co. Lawrence MA 1955-70, v.pres.
Institutional Advt. Inc. Hingham MA 1970-72,
pres. Atlantic Assocs./Advt. Danvers MA
1972—. United Cerebral Palsy N. Shore
(v.pres., nat. rep., dir. fund campaign), United
Fund rep. N. Shore, feature writer industrial
development The Danvers Herald 1960, dir.
public relations Woodvale Civic Assn. Served
to 1st It. USA 1953-55. res. Danvers MA.*
LEVINE, Martin George. A.B. Magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1957,
Ed.D. UCLA 1971. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Lewiston July 16 1931; m. Karin Peterson Aug.
30 1964. Teacher unified sch. dist. Los Angeles
CA 1957-67, prof. Calif. State Univ.
Northridge CA 1967—. PFC USA 1953-55.
Author: Social Sciences Curriculum Guide for
Teaching Gifted Students Social Sciences
(1973), contbr. res. Canoga Park CA.*
LEWIS, Paul Crabtree. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Marketing; b. New Bedford MA July 13
1929; s. of James A. '15; m. Mary Robator
May 16 1960; ch.: Robyn. Buyer (Porteous
Mitchell & Braun Portland 1954-59,
Consolidated Dry Goods Springfield MA
1959-62), Forbes & Wallace (buyer Springfield
1962-74, store mgr. Manchester CT 1974-75),
store mgr. Touraine Inc. Hadley MA 1975—
.
Chmn. United Way Forbes & Wallace
Manchester 1971-73. res. Northampton MA.*
LINNELL, Robert Shepherd. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1956. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b.
Portland March 13 1931; s. of William S. '07;
m. Judith Brown June 27 1953, m. Mary
Sperlak Feb. 12 1963, m. Maureen Perkins
Sept. 28 1968; ch.: Jessica, William, Susan,
Robin. Atty. Linnell Perkins Thompson &
Hinckley Portland 1956-62, law clerk U.S.
Courts Las Vegas NV 1962-63, Justice Dept.
(asst. U.S. Atty. Las Vegas 1963-67, Los
Angeles CA 1967-68; U.S. atty. Las Vegas
1968-69; asst. U.S. atty. Las Vegas 1969-70,
Yakima WA 1970—). Member Me. House of
Rep. 1959-60. Served to 1st It. USA 1956. res.
Selah WA.*
LINTS, Donald Gordon. A.B., M.S.T. Univ.
N.H. 1963. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Quincy MA Jan. 25 1932; m. Virginia Pillsbury
Feb. 14 1954; ch.: Linda, William, Cynthia.
Salesman L. H. Pillsbury & Son Inc. Derry NH
1955-58, teacher (Pollard Sch. Plaistow NH
1958-59, Pinkerton Acad. Derry 1959-61,
principal Morgan Park Acad. Chicago IL
1961—). Served to 1st It. USA 1953-55. res.
Chicago IL.*
LITTLE, Raymond Melville. A.B., M B A.
Loyola Univ. 1972. Kappa Sigma. Business;
b. Portland June 3 1931; m. Lillian Curtis April
16 1955; ch.: Roy, Bruce, Joyce, Kristen.
Operations mgr. Cities Service Oil Co. 1955-71
(NY, NJ, MO, IL), prop. Little Enterprises
Bangor 1971— . Dir. Waterway Terminals Inc.
1968-71, fact finder public employees labor
relations board State of Me. 1972-74. Served to
1st It. USA 1953-55, served to It. col. USAR.
res. Hermon.*
LORENZ, George. Bowdoin 1949-50. b.
Vienna Austria June 23 1929. res. unknown.
LYNDON, Thomas Flint. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1957. Zeta Psi. Sch. admin.; b.
Boston Sept. 27 1931; m. Joann Leraas Jan. 25
1971; ch.: Amy, Beth. Various positions to asst.
dept. mgr. Filenes Boston 1957-60, controller
Boston & Lockport Block Co. E. Boston MA
1961-64, purchasing agt. Spaulding-Moss Inc.
Boston 1964-67, general mgr. Saxon Paper
Corp. of New Eng. Brighton MA 1967-70, sch.
business administrator public sch. Wellesley
MA 1970— . Chmn. church committee
(religious education, nominating). Served to 1st
It. USA 1953-55. res. Wellesley MA.*
LYONS, Edward Palmer. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. Communications; b. Floral
Park NY Oct. 25 1931; ch.: Pamela, David,
James, Kathryn, Donna. With N.Y. Tel. Col.
NYC 1953— . Member (exec, committee Epis.
Church 1962-65, board of education 1965-68).
res. Towaco NJ.*
MacDERMID, John Spence. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Dickinson Coll. 1958. Beta Theta Pi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b.
Trenton NJ Jan. 5 1931; m. Sharon Bonnell
April 6 1963; ch.: Clifford, Kathleen. Atty.
N.J. Mfrs. Ins. Co. Trenton I960—.
Parliamentarian & legal advisor Central Jersey
Claims Assn., session elder First Presby.
Church Bordentown NJ 1973
—
, committee
member ins. section N.J. State Bar Assn. 1975.
Served to 1st It. USA 1953-55. res. Trenton
NJ.*
MacDONALD, Richard Stewart. b.
Springfield MA Jan. 7 1932. res. Boulder CO.
MACK, Harold Norton. A.B. cum laude, LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1955. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Law; b. Portland Feb. 28 1931; m. Harriet
Alfond Feb. 1 1959; ch.: Robert, Judith,
James, David. Atty. Boston (Schlesinger &
Manuelian 1957-58, Boston Legal Aid Soc.
1958-59, Nat. Labor Relations Board 1959-64,
Morgan Brown Kearns & Joy 1964
—
). Lectr.
Boston Univ. 1966-72, member (board of
trustees Ahabat Sholom congregation, town
personnel board Marblehead MA), res.
Marblehead MA.*
MARCOPOULOS, George John. A.B. magna
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Harvard
1966. Education; b. Salem MA June 30 1931.
Instr. USA Transportation Sch. Ft. Eustis VA
1960, Tufts Univ. (instr. history 1961-66, asst.
prof. 1966-71, assoc. prof. 1971
—
). Trustee
Security Trust Assoc. Boston 1967— . Served to
1st It. USAR 1961. Contbr. res. Salem MA.*
MAXWELL, Peter. Zeta Psi. b. Easton PA
May 2 1930. res. unknown.
McBRIDE, James Shea. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Boston July 21 1931. Served with USA
1953-54. d. Washington DC July 22 1954.
McCULLUM, James Everett. A.B., D.D.S.
Univ. Penn. 1957. Zeta Psi. Dentistry; b.
Augusta Jan. 13 1930; m. Ann Morrison May
16 1953; ch.: Catherine, Peter, David. Dentist
self-employed Cape Elizabeth 1959— . Served
to capt. USAF 1957-59. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
McGOLDRICK, David Michael. A.B., M.D.
Cornell 1957. Psi Upsilon. Capital campaign
worker 1962 & 1972, admissions aide 1963—
,
Alumni Council 1974-78, class bequest chmn.
1976— . Medicine; b. Boston May 7 1931; m.
Edythe Sullivan Aug. 7 1954; ch.: John '77,
Mary, Mark '81, Ellen, Kevin, Amy. Surgical
intern Albany NY Med. Center 1957-58,
pathology resident St. Elizabeth's Hospital
Brighton MA 1958-59, USAF (chief lab.
service Orlando FL Air Force Base Hospital
1959-61; consulting pathologist Patrick Air
Force Base Hospital Cocoa Beach FL, Kindley
Air Force Base Hospital Bermuda 1959-61;
member Military Lab. Consulting Team
Project Mercury N.A.S.A. Cape Kennedy FL
1960-61), St. Elizabeth's Hospital Brighton
(pathology resident 1961-62, asst. pathologist
1963-75), pathologist & lab. dir. Hahnemann
Hospital Brighton 1965
—
, dir. blood bank St.
Elizabeth's Hospital Brighton 1965-75,




& Accreditation Program (Am. Assn. of Blood
Banks 1970—, Coll. of Am. Pathologists
1972
—), consulting pathologist Eunice
Kennedy Shriver Center for the Mentally
Retarded Waltham MA 1975, pathologist &
lab. dir. St. John's Hospital Lowell MA
1976—. Certified Am. Board of Patholoby
(Anatomic Pathology 1963, Clinical Pathology






(Coll. of Am. Pathologists, Am. Soc. of Clinical
Pathologists). Contbr. res. Wellesley MA.*
McGORRILL, Bruce Courtney. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Class agt. 1954-59.
Communications; b. Portland June 22 1931;
s. of Virgil C. '22; m. Donna Tilton Oct. 17
1958; ch.: Melanie, Christopher, Jonathan,
Evangeline. Trainee Vick Chem. Co. NYC
1953-54, WCSH-television Portland
(announcer 1954-55, nat. sales mgr. 1955-60,
general sales mgr. 1960-74, station mgr.
1974
—
). Television Bureau of Advt. (chmn.
sales advisory committee 1969-73, member
board of dir. 1973
—
), state pres. Me. Jr. C. of
C. 1958-59, state chmn. Me. Library Week
1959. Named Outstanding Young Man city of
Portland 1959. Recording: Good Night
Phoebe, Saturday Night in Dover-Foxcroft.
res. Portland.*
McGOVERN, John Paul. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Waltham MA May 16 1931. res.
Waltham MA.
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MILLIKEN, Gordon Jameson. A.B. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. b. Biddeford May 24 1931. res. San
Francisco CA.
MITCHELL, Wilmot Brookings, II. A.B. cum
laude, LL.B. Harvard 1956. Theta Delta Chi.
b. NYC May 11 1931. s. of Hugh A. '19; m.
Monica Rockford Feb. 6 1960; ch.: Katherine,
Wilmot III. Atty. Hall McNicol Marett &
Hamilton NYC 1960-70 (partner 1962-70). Dir.
Manhattan Life Ins. Co., sec. Westchester
Community Coll. Foundation, Marymount
Sch. NYC (treas., trustee). Served to It. USN
1956-60. d. NYC April 15 1970.*
MONROE, Denis Walter. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Fisheries exec; b. Boston Jan. 11
1931; m. Mary Wesseler Nov. 26 1955. Pres.
Fishery Products Ltd. St. John's Newf. Canada
1972— . res. St. John's Newf. Canada.*
MOORE, Barrie Michael. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1957. Delta Sigma. Advt.;
b. Boston April 29 1931; m. Jane Tucker June
15 1957; ch.: Pamela, Douglas, Nicholas.
Procter & Gamble Co. Cincinnati OH (asst.
brand mgr. 1957-60, brand mgr. 1960-63, assoc.
brand promotion mgr. 1963-67, brand
promotion mgr. 1967-71, mgr. advt. services
div. 1971-74, div. mgr. general advt. dept.
1974-75, advt. mgr. toilet goods div. 1975—).
Trustee Cincinnati Council on World Affairs
1960-64, trustee & past pres. Seven Hills
Neighborhood Houses 1968
—
, trustee & past
treas. Planned Parenthood Cincinnati 1970—
.
Served to cpl. USA 1953-55. res. Cincinnati
OH*
MOORE, George Charles. Bowdoin 1949-53.
Chi Psi. Business exec; b. Westerly RI
March 11 1930. Employed George C. Moore
NYC 1955—. res. NYC*
MOORE, Jonnes Kittelle. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
R.I. 1967. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Washington DC April 20 1931; m. Sandra
Maddigan May 30 1959; ch.: Winifred, Emily,
Ellen. Batton Barton Durstine & Osborn Inc.
NYC (print production clerk 1955-58, asst.
account exec. 1958-60), research asst.
Narragansett Marine Lab. Univ. R.I. Kingston
1961-66, Salem MA State Coll. (asst. prof.
1966-69, assoc. prof. 1969-74, prof. 1974—). St.
Michael's Epis. Church Marblehead MA
(member vestry 1974-76, jr. warden 1976
—),
New Eng. Estuarine Research Soc. (pres.
pro-tem 1969-70, member exec, committee
1970-74). Served to 1st It. USMC 1953-55,
served to It. col. USMCR. res. Marblehead
MA.*
MUNDY, Floyd Woodruff Peter. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Data processing; b. Portchester NY March 3
1931; m. Jacquelins Slaughter July 30 1955;
ch.: Peter '79, Margaret. Methods analyst John
Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Boston 1953-55,
asst. to pres. Traffic & Trade New Haven CT
1955-56, dir. business systems Edwards Co.
Inc. Norwalk CT 1956-67, Int. Business
Machines Corp. White Plains NY (plans &
controls mgr. 1967-71, personnel mgr.
1971-76), regional personnel mgr. data
processing div. Int. Business Machines
Waltham MA 1976— . Member vestry Epis.
Church 1960-70. res. Sudbury MA.*
MURRAY, Edmund Marshall, Jr. Bowdoin
1949-52, grad. Babson Inst, of Business Admin.
1957. Chi Psi. b. Newton MA Jan. 19 1931;
m. Susan Denier June 15 1959; ch.: William,
Christopher, Alison. Asst. dir. admissions
Babson Inst, of Business Admin 1957-61,
Honeywell Inc. Brighton MA 1961-68
(personnel assoc., co-ordinator Industry
Council), d. Brockton MA Jan. 24 1968.
NEEDHAM, John Hayes, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. Engineering; b. Old Town
Sept. 4 1930; m. Hortense Noel Dec. 27 1952;
ch.: James '77, Anne. S. D. Warren Co.
Westbrook (tech. service engineer 1956-59,
tech. asst. to paper mill supt. 1959-67, asst.
paper mill supt. 1967-69, paper mill supt.
1969-75, asst. to v.pres. mfg. 1976), coating
project coordinator Warren div. Scott Paper
Co. Mobile AL 1977—. Served to It. (jg) USN
1952-56, served to cdr. USNR. res. Mobile
AL.*
NEVIN, James Edmonson, III. A.B., M.D.
Tufts 1957. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b.
Cleveland OH Aug. '1931; m. Jacquelyn
Holmes Aug. 27 1954, m. Tommi Tomlinson
Aug. 3 1974; ch.: Cynthia, James, Jenifer,
John. Univ. Hospitals Cleveland (intern
surgery 1957-58; asst. resident surgeon
1958-59, 1961-62, 1963-64; chief resident
surgeon 1964-65), surgeon pvt. practice
Danville VA 1965—, asst. prof. Med. Coll. of
Va. 1972—. W. Piedmont Health Planning
Council 1975 (chmn. founder), Southwest Va.
Professional Standards Review Organization
Inc. 1975 (sec, treas.), member board of dir.
(Southwest Va. Health Systems Agency 1975,
Am. Cancer Soc. Va. div.), member
(Southeastern Surgical Cong., Am. Board of
Surgery 1966, Am. Coll. of Surgeons 1971, Am.
Soc. of Surgical Oncologists 1975). Served to
capt. USA 1959-61. Recipient: Outstanding
Citizens Award 1968. Contbr. res. Danville
VA.*
NICOLET, William Pattangall. A.B. 1956,
A.M. Brown Univ. 1958, Ph.D. Brown Univ.
1964. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b. NYC
Oct. 18 1930; m. Judith Davis June 9 1958, m.
Anastasia Maniadaki Jan. 19 1964; ch.:
Charles, Jennifer. Instr. Brown Univ. 1960-62,
asst. prof. Univ. Akron OH 1962-64, asst. &
assoc. prof. Southeastern Mass. Univ. N.
Dartmouth 1964— . Am. Assn. of Univ. Profs,
(pres., officer local chapter). Served to sgt.
USA 1953-56; awarded Commendation
Ribbon with metal pendant, res. New Bedford
MA.*
OSGOOD, Harold Davison, Jr. A.B., J.D.
Univ. Mich. 1956, grad. Stonier Grad. Sch. of
Banking. Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Haverhill MA
April 2 1932; m. Judith Piper Dec. 28 1957;
ch.: Sarah, Margaret. Canal Nat. Bank
Portland 1956-76 (various positions to v.pres.
& sr. trust officer), atty. self-employed
Portland 1976— . Chmn. committee on Foreign
Relations Portland, v.pres. (board of trustees
Waynflete Sch. Portland, Portland Players),




Governor's Comm. on Revision of Probate
Laws of Me., member (Republican State
committee, Republican town committee
Scarborough), past chmn. Scarborough (town
council 3 yrs., Republican cong. committee 1st
dist.), past pres. (Corporate Fiduciaries Assn.
of Me., Theater Assn. of Me., Portland
Players), past trustee Community Concert
Assn. 6 yrs., past dir. United Community
Services Portland. Contbr. res. Scarborough.*
OSWALD, Frank Graf, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Sigma, b. Brooklyn NY Sept. 25 1930. res.
Port Washington NY.
OTIS, Thomas, Jr. A.B. Delta Sigma. Law;
b. Boston Sept. 1931; s. of Thomas '10; m.
Mina Ellis 1963. Atty. & partner Choate Hall
& Stewart Boston 1964-72. res. Dover MA.
PAGNAMENTA, Frank Thomas. A.B. 1952,
M.B.A. Harvard 1954, J.D. Golden Gate Coll.
1972. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b. Paris France
March 27 1932. Sales dir. Mediterranean
countries Kaiser Aluminum & Chem. Corp.
1959-64, v.pres. sales S. Calif. Ferrari
Importing Co. 1964-65, management
consultant Coopers & Lybrand 1965-67, dir.
marketing & sales mgr. mutual fund
Competitive Capital Corp. 1968-69, sales mgr.
& v.pres. Invest. Data Corp. 1970-73, assoc.
atty. Harris Noble Campbell & Uhler San
Francisco CA 1975— . Dir. Trans-Int.
Properties 1972
—
, member law review Golden
Gate Coll. 1969-70. Served to cpl. USA
1954-56. res. Mill Valley CA.*
PALMER Philip Gray. A.B. cum laude, A.B.
Gordon Coll. 1950, M.Div. Drew Univ. 1957.
Clergy; b. Augusta Sept. 5 1928; m. Sylvia
Eastman May 20 1950; ch.: Karen, Wesley,
John. Pastor Methodist Church (Vienna NJ
1953-56, Waldoboro 1957-60, Randolph
1960-63, Bangor 1963-67), exec. sec. Me.
Council of Churches Bangor 1968-70, pastor
United Methodist Church (Houlton 1970-74,
Brunswick 1974
—
). Board member Assn. for
Pastoral Care 1959— . res. Brunswick.*
PECKHAM, John Strang. A.B., M.B.A.
Columbia 1955. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Corporate exec; b. White Plains NY July 17
1931; m. Katherine Galley June 26 1953; ch.:
John, Katherine, Douglas. Pres. Peckham
Industries White Plains 1965—. Pres. N.Y.
State Crushed Stone Assn. 1969, dir. (Nat.
Crushed Stone Assn. 1970-74, N.Y. State B. T.
Concrete Assn. 1968, Westchester County
Assn.), dir. & treas. Family Service of
Westchester 1971-75. Served to cpl. USA
1955-57. res. Chappaqua NY.*
PERKINS, Peter Ross. A.B. 1959. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Portland Nov. 16 1931. res. Guilford
CT.
PETTERSON, Raymond Stewart. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Management; b. Bangor June 2
1931; m. Marilyn Dyer June 13 1953; ch.:
Linda, Karen, John, William. N.J. Bell Tel. Co.
(sales rep. Camden NJ 1955-56; div. staff
supervisor Camden 1956-59; business office
mgr. Perms Grove NJ 1959-62; revenue
requirement supervisor Newark NJ 1962-64;
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business office mgr. Newark NJ 1964-65,
Montclair NJ 1965-68; commercial results
supervisor Newark 1968-69; dist. mgr.
Montclair 1969-72; urban affairs mgr. Newark
1972
—
). Board member N.J. (Advisory
Council for Adult Continuing Community
Education, Education Consortium), member
sen. board Berkeley Heights NJ. Served to 1st
It. USA 1953-55. res. Berkeley Heights NJ.*
PICKERING, Thomas Reeve. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Fletcher Sch. 1954;
A.M. (Fulbright fellow) Univ. Melbourne
1956. Theta Delta Chi. Foreign service; b.
Orange NJ Nov. 5 1931; m. Alice Stover Nov.
24 1955; ch.: Timothy, Margaret. Int. relations
officer Dept. of State Washington DC 1959-62,
political advisor U.S. delegation 18 Nation
Disarmament Conf. Geneva Switzerland
1962-64, consul U.S. Consulate Zanzibar
Tanzania 1965-67, deputy chief of mission U.S.
Embassy Dar es Salaam Tanzania 1967-69,
Dept. of State Washington DC (dept. dir.
Bureau Political-Military Affairs 1969-73, exec,
sec. & spec. asst. Sec. of State 1973-74),
ambassador to Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
Am. Embassy Amman Jordan 1974— . Served
to It. cdr. USN 1956-59, USNR. res. Amman
Jordan.*
PICKING, Henry Forry. Bowdoin 1949-50.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Portland Feb. 28 193 1
.
res. Falmouth Foreside.
PORTER, John Linden. Bowdoin 1949-51.
Kappa Sigma, b. Newton MA Jan. 27 1931.
res. Brookline MA.
RAND, Gleason Albert, Jr. Bowdoin 1949-51,
O.D. Penn. State Coll. of Optometry 1955.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bangor June 17 1931; m.
Mary Noble Aug. 20 1955; ch.: Gleason III,
Stephen. Optometrist (Bangor 1958-60, Old
Town 1960-73, Orono 197-73). Pres. New Eng.
Council of Optometry, Me. Optometric Assn.
(pres., dir.). Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57. d.
Stockholm May 12 1973.*
REEF, George Leon. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Portland Feb. 22 1930. res.
unknown.
REICH, Daniel Oehler. A.B., LL.B. Brooklyn
Coll. 1958. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Exec; b. Brooklyn NY
Dec. 25 1931; m. Olive Buerk Aug. 4 1956; ch.:
Peter, Robin, Daniel. Pres. Daniel O. Reich
Inc. Brooklyn 1957—. Pres. Paper Club of
N.Y. 1974-75, commodore Shelter Is. Yacht
Club 1975. Served to 1st It. UMSCR. res.
Brooklyn NY.*
REVERE, Paul, Jr. A.B., M.B.A. Northeastern
1968. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Sales
management; b. Boston May 13 1931; m. Cary
Kimbark July 25 1969; ch.: Avery, Paul III.
Dist. sales mgr. Revere Copper & Brass Inc.
New Bedford MA 1956— . Pres. Paul Revere
Memorial Assn. 1965— . Served to cpl. USA
1953-55. res. Barnstable MA.*
RICKER, Morrison Stuart. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Boston Jan. 18 1932.
Account exec. Manning, Selvage & Lee Inc.
NYC. Served to 2nd It. USA. d. NYC Nov. 23
1973.
RINES, Elbridge Gerry. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Tau Omega. Engineering; b. Ossipee NH
Sept. 2 1930; m. Marjorie Ormsby June 21
1953; ch.: Glen, Marcia, Jean, Dana, David.
Trainee Westinghouse Electric Co. Pittsburgh
PA 1953, General Electric Co. Somersworth
NH 1956— (various positions, test equipment
design production engineer, supervisor & spec,
products design engineer). Trustee True
Memorial Baptist Church 1957-64, 1966-69;
member board of dir. SENH Christian Day
Sch. 1964-74. Served to cpl. USA 1954-56. res.
Rochester NH.*
ROBBINS, Theodore Drew, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Business management; b. Boston
July 1 1931; m. Margot Hoffman Aug. 6 1954;
ch.: Virginia, Mark. Eastman Kodak Co. (wage
& salary analyst Rochester NY 1957-59,
systems analyst 1959-62, systems supervisor
1962-69; admin, mgr. NYC 1969-70, dist.
distribution mgr. 1970-72, regional operations
mgr. 1972-75; regional distribution mgr.
Rochester 1975—). Served to cdr. USNR
1953-73, ret. res. Pittsford NY.*
ROBERTS, Carl Emerson, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign area
chmn., 1972 capital campaign worker.
Marketing; b. Portland Feb. 13 1930; s. of
Carl E. '25; m. Delia Dennett Jan. 8 1954; ch.:
Laura, Sally, Carl III. E. I. duPont de Nemours
& Co. (chemist Gibbstown NJ 1953-55,
Pompton Lakes NJ 1956-57; Joplin MO sale
rep. 1957-58; Duluth tech. rep. Ishpeming MI
1958-59; sales rep. Nashville TN 1959-64,
Mercer Is. WA 1964-67; product mgr.
Wilmington DE 1967-70; field sales mgr.
Mercer Is. 1970-71, marketing spec. 1971
—
).
res. Mercer Is. WA.*
ROBERTS, Louis Edward. A.B. 1955 cum
laude, A.M. Boston Univ. 1958, Ph.D. Univ.
Mass. 1968. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Education;
b. Cambridge MA June 29 1932; m.
Maria-Luisa Vazquez Medina March 24 1956;
ch.: Rebecca, Louis, Alexandra, Charles.
Teacher Harmon Hall York Harbor 1955,
teaching fellow Boston Univ. 1956-58, asst.
prof. & dir. student publications Northeastern
Univ. 1958-65, assoc. prof, theatre arts Univ.
Mass. Boston 1966— . Pres. & treas. Streber
Inc. Boston 1968— dir. (1800 Warehouse
Nantucket MA, Nantucket Inst., Latin Am.
Theatre Inst.), corporator Int. Inst, in Spain.
Author: 7 original plays, transl. & adaptor 7
productions, dir. 38 productions, res. Milton
MA.*
ROBINSON, Joseph Reed. Bowdoin 1949-51.
Kappa Sigma, b. Lincoln Aug. 17 1931. res.
N. Granby CT.
RUNTON, Peter Leslie. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Industrial exec; b. Lawrence MA May 13
1931; m. Suzanne Jaques June 14 1952; ch.:
Deborah, Nancy, Pamela. S. H. Couch Co.
Quincy MA (production engineer 1956-60,
sales mgr. 1960-68), pres. Winchester
Industries Inc. Avon MA 1968— . Dir. Jagues
Co. Boston, chmn. community fund drive
Milton MA, pres. Civil War Soc. Milton,
member warrent committee Milton. Served to
It. USN 1953-56. res. Milton MA.*
SAUNDERS, Robert Ames. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Syracuse NY Dec. 12 1931. res. NYC.
SAWYER, Alden Hart, Jr. A.B., M.B.A. Univ.
Mich. 1958. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign
worker, Alumni Council (v.pres. 1973-74, pres.
1974-75), Overseer 1976—. Exec; b.
Westfield NJ June 9 1931; s. of Alden H. '27;
m. Barbara Gulian June 25 1955; ch.: Judith,
Andrew. George C. Shaw Co. Portland (office
mgr. 1958-60, asst. treas. 1960-64, treas.
1964-69, dir. 1964—, v.pres. 1969-74, exec,
v.pres. 1974
—
). Dir. (Sun Savings & Loan
1967— Brockton Public Markets Inc. 1974
—
,
Boys Club Portland 1974—, C. of C. Greater
Portland 1974—, Me. Merc. Assn. 1968—),
United Way Greater Portland (dir. 1967-73,
treas. 1969-73), dir. & treas. Catherine Morrill
Day Nursery 1961-67, trustee Me. Home for
Boys 1973
—
, N. Yarmouth Acad, (trustee
1970—, pres. board of trustees 1972-74).
Served to It. USNR 1953-57. res. Falmouth.*
SCHOENEMAN, Charles Wilson. A.B. cum
laude. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Washington DC
Sept. 22 1931; m. Dorothy Spalding Aug. 25
1962; ch.: Charlotte, George, Charles. Law
clerk U.S. Tax Court Washington DC 1958-59,
assoc. Hogan & Hartson Washington DC
1959-60, Silverstein & Mullens Washington
DC (assoc. 1960-65, partner 1965—), partner
Schoeneman & Ralston Reston VA 1973-75,
law offices of Charles W. Schoeneman 1976—
.
Served with USA 1954-55. res. Reston VA.*
SEDAM, Robert Gordon. Bowdoin 1950-52,
grad. Indiana Univ. 1954. Zeta Psi. b. Mt.
Vernon NY Dec. 5 1931. Served to 1st It.
USMC 1954-58. d. off Fire Is. NY July 28
1958.
SEMPLE, Henry Churchill. Bowdoin 1949-51.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Mt. Kisco NY Nov. 30
1928. res. unknown.
SHERMAN, John Gilmour. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1955, Ph.D. Columbia 1959. Alpha
Tau Omega. Education; b. Fall River MA
April 3 1931. Columbia Univ. (grad. asst.
1954-57, lectr. 1956-58), instr. psychology
Manhattan Sch. of Music 1956-57, asst. prof.
Barnard Coll. NYC & Columbia Univ.
1958-62, visiting Fulbright prof. Univ. of Sao
Paulo Brazil 1962-63, assoc. prof. Univ. of
Brasilia Brazil 1963-64, Ariz. State Univ.
Tempe (assoc. prof, psychology 1964-68, prof.
1968—69), prof, psychology Georgetown Univ.
1969—
. Visiting prof. (Harvard 1970, M.I.T.
1971), research assoc. Brown Univ. 1962-70,





Program Barnard Coll. 1960-62); educational
program consultant (Inter-Am. Univ.
Foundation 1969-72, UNESCO 1972-73),
member Nat. Advisory Board (Sloan
Foundation Grant Univ. Tex. Austin, Grand
Valley State Coll. Allendale MI), assoc. project
dir. center for Research on Human
Performance in Exotic Environments Ariz.
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State Univ. 1968-69, fellow (USPHS 1958, Am.
Assn. for the Advancement of Science, Am.
Psychological Assn.), elected member Sigma
Xi. Author: P.S.I. : 41 Germinal Papers (1974);
co-author: Student Lab. Experiments in
operant Conditioning (1973), P.S.I. Handbook
(1975); contbr. res. Washington DC*
SHUTTLEWORTH, Charles Jackson, Jr. A.B.
Delta Sigma. Advt.; b. NYC Nov. 20 1930;
m. Carol Collery May 13 1957; ch.: Charles,
Ted, Bill, Susanna. Kudner Advt. Agency
NYC (market research 1955-56, public
relations 1956-57), copywriter Atherton &
Currier Agency NYC 1958, KHCC & A
Agency NYC (copywriter 1959, account exec.
1960), Colombian Coffee Federation 1961—
(dir. advt. & promotion, marketing consultant).
Chmn. St. George's Sch. Alumni Fund for
Long Is. 1976. Served to 1st It. USA 1953-55.
Contbr. res. Glen Cove NY.*
SILVER, Daniel Higgins. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1958, LL.M. Boston Univ. 1968. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Melrose MA April 25 1931; m.
Elisabeth Nelson April 14 1962; ch.:
Katharine, Daniel. Tax atty. office of chief
counsel I.R.S. NYC 1958-60, atty. (Hale &
Dorr Boston 1961-64, Widett & Kruger Boston
1965-68, Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis
Phila. PA 1969-75, Powers & Hall Boston
1975
—
). Trustee education fund League of
Women Voters of Penn. 1975, pres. Eastern
Montgomery County Am. Civil Liberties
Union 1973, sch. committee Saugus MA
(member 1961-63, chmn. 1962), member
(zoning hearing board Upper Moreland
Township PA 1975, Boston Univ. Law Review
1956-58). master-in-chancery Essex County
MA 1961-68. Served to 1st It. USA 1953-55.
res. Waban MA.*
SIMPSON, Roderick Morrill. Bowdoin
1949-54. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Bangor June
3 1925. res. Cambridge MA.
SLEEPER, Henry Rust. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Rockland Dec. 11 1930. res. Rockland.
SMALL, Ogden Ernest. Bowdoin 1950-51,
O.D. Penn. Coll. of Optometry 1955. Sigma
Nu. Medicine; b. Caribou Aug. 10 1931; m.
Donna Jacobson July 25 1953; ch.: Cheryl,
Craig. Optometrist self-employed Caribou. Sr.
Warden St. Luke's Epis. Church Caribou
1970-71, pres. Me. Optometric Assn. 1970,
member sch. committee Caribou 1965-67.
Served to 1st It. USA 1956-58. res. Caribou.
SMITH, Alfred. Bowdoin 1949-50. b. NYC
March 22 1932. res. unknown.
SMITH, Bradford Knox. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Engineering; b. Boston Oct. 14 1931.
Chem. engineer General Tel. & Electronics
Sylvania Seneca Falls NY 1955-62, engineer
advanced process development RCA Lancaster
PA 1962— . Soc. for Advancement of
Management Lancaster chapter (dir. 1973-75,
sec. 1975-76). Served to spec. USA 1953-55.
Recipient: Engineering Achievement Award
electronic components div. Radio Corp. of
Am. 1969. Patentee (7) in fields of picture tubes
& electroluminescence, res. Lititz PA.*
SMITH, William Wright. A.B., M BA. Univ.
Mich. 1972. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Management; b. Biddeford Nov. 28
1930; m. Barbara Davis Sept. 22 1947; ch.:
William, Robert. Ford Motor Co. Dearborn
MI (production process analyst 1953-56,
foreman blast furnaces 1956-60, general
foreman 1960-68, steel operations engineer
1968-72, mgr. mfg. engineer melting & primary
operations 1972-73, operations coordinator
1973-74, asst. mgr. iron making 1974,
operations mgr. iron making 1975
—
). Member
exec, committee Assn. of Iron & Steel
Engineers Detroit MI chapter, res. Trenton
ML*
SNELLING, William Rodman. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. William & Mary Coll. 1956, Ed.D.
Univ. Va. 1957. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Pittsfield MA Feb. 10 1931;
m. Anne Kurtz Jan. 24 1953; ch.: Roxanne,
Glenn. Teacher & coach high sch. (Portsmouth
VA 1953-54, Schenectady NY 1957-59),
teacher Philips Andover MA Acad. 1959 &
1960, dept. chmn. Morgan Park Acad. Chicago
IL 1959-61, headmaster (Detroit Country Day




Corp. 1967-69, N.Y. State Dept. of Education
1957-58), trustee (Pilot Sch. Wilmington
1975— St. Croix Country Day Sch. 1975—),
board member Research for Better Sch. Phila.
PA 1974
—
, state commissioner Middle States
Assn. of Secondary Sch. & Coll. 1974—, ed. &
publisher Ideas & Perspectives triweekly
advisory letter on independent sch.
management. Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56.
Recipient: Distinguished Service Award
Detroit Country Day Sch. 1956. Author:
Science in Liberal Arts Colleges (1970), contbr.
res. Wilmington DE.*
STEARNS, William Franklin. Bowdoin
1949-52, B.S. Univ. Me. 1958, A.M. Univ. Me.
1960. Kappa Sigma. Education; b. Berlin
NH Nov. 10 1931; m. Fern Crossland Aug. 15
1959; ch.: Kathleen, David, Laurie, Alan. Prof,
mathematics Univ. Me. Orono 1960— . Nat.
chmn. Whitewater open canoe committee Am.
Canoe Assn., member exec, committee Natural
Resource Council State Conservation
Organization. Served to s/sgt. USAF 1952-56.
res. Stillwater.*
STERLING, William Wayne. A.B. Chi Psi.
Banking exec; b. Boston Dec. 7 1931; m.
Joyce Tower Sept. 16 1955; ch.: Jeffrey,
Jennifer. First Nat. Bank of Boston 1955
—
(trust & estate work, v.pres. trust div.). Served
to 1st It. USA 1953-55; served to It. col. USAR.
res. Westwood MA.*
SWANSON, Charles Otto, II. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Brown Univ. 1955. Alpha Tau Omega.
Exec; b. Worcester MA June 15 1931; m.
Dorothy Matson Dec. 30 1967; ch.: Holly,
Andrea, Charles III. Worcester Baking Co.
Worcester (admin, asst. 1955-58, asst. general
mgr. 1959-64, pres. & treas. 1964-70), Lowell




—), v.pres. Cape Cod MA Gas Co.
1975— . Pres. (Central Mass. Safety Council
1969-70, New Eng. Bakers Assn. 1966,
Federation of New Eng. Bakery Employers
1962-64, Friends of the J. J. Fletcher Library
Westford MA 1974-75), dir. Am. Bakers
Cooperative 1965-69, trustee Fairlawn Hospital
Worcester 1964-70. Served to PO/3 USN
1955-57. res. Westford MA.*
THURSTON, Ellery Alden. A.B. 1954. Kappa
Sigma. b. Salem MA March 31 1932. res.
Skowhegan.
TILLOTSON, Clive Hastings. Bowdoin
1949-51, B.S. Colo. State Univ. 1953, D.V.M.
Colo. State Univ. 1961. Alpha Delta Phi.
Medicine; b. Boston March 14 1931; m.
Alecia Stockton, m. Jeanne Doran March 3;
ch.: Kristen, Scott. Prop. Baker Bristol Pet
Hospital Costa Mesa CA. Served to capt.
USMC 1953-57. res. Trabuco Canyon CA.*
VALENTE, Francis Louis, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Business; b. NYC March 16 1932; m.
Shirley Morrison 1959; ch.: Francis III,
Barbara. Partner London, Buttenwieser &
Chalif NYC 19?—. Served to 1st It. USA
1954-56. res. NYC.
VLACHOUTSICOS, Charalambos. A.B. 1952
cum laude, M.B.A. Harvard 1954. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Exec; b. Patras Greece Oct. 3
1931; ch.: Ada, Iris. Export mgr. Intercom Inc.
NYC 1954-55, Ch. Vlachoutsicos Enterprises
Inc. Athens Greece (import mgr. 1956-60,
foreign trade mgr. 1960-64, asst. to pres.
1964-69, pres. 1969-72, chmn. board 1973—).
Dir. Ulysses Ltd. Athens, board member
(Athens Coll. Athens, C. of C. & Industry
Piraeus Greece), 1st v.pres. Greek
Management Assn. res. Athens Greece.*
von HUENE, Friedrich Alexander. A.B. 1956.
Music; b. Breslau Germany Feb. 20 1929; m.
Ingeborg Reiser Dec. 30 1954; ch.: Andreas,
Patrick '78, Nikolaus, Elisabeth, Thomas.
Apprentice V. Q. Powell Flutes Boston
1956-60, maker & performer of historical
woodwinds Brookline MA. Former board
member Am. Recorder Soc, recordings with
(Turnabout 1970, Advent Corp. 1974). Served
to airman 1/c USAF 1950-53. Contbr. res.
Brookline MA.*
WALD, Bruce. A.B. cum laude, Ph.D. Univ.
Md. 1967. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. NYC June 22 1934; m.
Elizabeth Savilla Edler Dec 12 1959; ch.:
Heidi, Robert, Peter, Matthew, Michael. Naval
Research Lab. Washington DC (engineer
1953-67, head information systems 1967-72,
supt. communications sciences 1972
—
). Pres.
Capitol Hill Montessori Sch. 1967-68, ed.
Computer Architecture News Assn. 1974-75.
Recipient: Meritorious Civilian Service Award
USN 1959, 1967. Contbr. res. Arlington VA.*
WEATHERILL, Warren Hall. A.B. 1955, B.S.
& M.S. M.I.T. 1955. Alpha Delta Phi.
Aerodynamics; b. Ann Arbor MI May 14
1931; s. of Philip F. '16; m. Frances Hume
June 20 1964; ch.: Robin, Philip. Engineer
(Aeroelastic Lab. M.I.T. 1955-60, Boeing Co.
Seattle WA I960—), res. Seattle WA.*
WEBBER, Wendell Edwin. Bowdoin 1949-50.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ret.; b. St. George
Aug. 27 1927; m. Janice Makinny May 5 1954;
ch.: Leslie, Wendi. USN 1950-73, ret. with
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rank of capt., Wash. rep. Scitek Inc. Penn.
State Coll. 1973-75, pres. Marinco Ltd. Falls
Church VA 1975—. Awarded Navy
Commendation Medal, Bronze Star 1967,
Navy Unit Commendation Medal, Meritorious
Service Medal (2). Recipient: Legion of Merit
1973. res. McLean VA.*
WEINER, Mickey Frank. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Exec; b. Boston Nov. 10 1931; m.
Sharon Portman June 22 1958; ch.: William,
Suzanne. Salesman Coleport Fabrics NYC
1955-61, purchasing agt. Allied Chem.
Coatings Saco 1961, ins. agt. N.Y. Life Ins. Co.
Waltham MA 1961-65, salesman Stratford
Mills NYC 1965-66, Robert Shoe Co.
Somersworth NH (v.pres. 1966-76, sales mgr.
1976
—
). Member board of dir. Temple Israel
Dover NH 1973-76, pres. 1976—; city water
commissioner Somersworth 1973— . Served to
1st It. USA 1953-55. res. Somersworth NH.*
WILSON, Everett James, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Phi. b. Bangor May 9 1931. res. Ipswich MA.
W1SNER, John Nelson, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Int. marketing; b. Buenos Aires Argentina
March 17 1932; m. Diane Russell Dec. 26
1954; ch.: John, Thomas, Michael. Richardson
Merrell Inc. (trainee Vick Int. NYC 1955-56,
copywriter Morse Int. NYC 1956-66,
marketing mgr. Mexico City Mexico 1966-70),
partner Commodore Inc. Rowayton CT 1971,
dir. marketing services Lorillard Int. NYC
1972— . United Church Rowayton (co-chmn.
public relations 2 yrs., deacon 2 yrs., chmn.
board of deacons 1 yr., chmn. forward
planning committee 1 yr.). Served to 1st It.
MSCUSA 1953-55. Co-author: Budgeting
Fundamentals for Nonfinancial Executives,
American Management Association (1975).
res. Rowayton CT.*
WOLFE, Dayton Clark. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Exec; b. Baltimore MD Oct. 25
1931; m. Barbara Van Vranken Feb. 19 1955;
ch.: Sarah, Teresa, Gregory, Timothy. Otis
Elevator Co. Boston (management trainee
1957-59, service rep. 1959-60, branch mgr.
1960-63), Haughton Elevator Co. Toledo OH
(supervisor maintenance operations 1963-64,
service sales mgr. 1964-66, dir. sales 1966,
general sales mgr. 1966-67, v.pres. sales
1967-72, v.pres. field operations 1972
—
).
Member board of dir. & sec. Nat. Assn. of
Elevator Contractors 1970-73, member vestry
& sr. warden St. Michaels Church Toledo
1969-75, member board of dir. Jr. Achievement
of N.W. Ohio. Served to 1st It. USAF 1953-57.
res. Toledo OH.*
WOLFF, Harvey Gerald. Bowdoin 1949-51,
B.S.E.E. Northeastern 1966. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Sales; b. Boston May 3 1932; m.
Loretta Ross March 15 1953; ch.: Michael,
Lori, Randi. Foreman Ross Barrel Co.
Somerville MA 1956-60, program mgr. General
Tel. & Electronics Sylvania Needham MA
1960-75, sales mgr. Glick Brothers Kosher
Poultry Products Chelsea MA 1975— . res.
Sharon MA.*
WRAGG, Richard Gare. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Ins. exec; b. Northampton MA Nov. 1
1931; m. Mary Lou Splane Feb. 21 1959; ch.:
Gare, Jonathan. State agt. Royal Globe Ins.
Group Boston 1955-62, v.pres. George H.
Howard Ins. Agency Inc. Easthampton MA
1962-72, pres. Fickert Howard & Wragg Ins.
Agency Inc. Easthampton 1972— . St. Philip's
Epis. Church 8 yrs. (member vestry, jr. warden,
sr. warden), Citizen's Scholarship Foundation
of Easthampton Inc. (treas. 2 yrs., pres. 2 yrs.),
precinct member town meeting, sec. town
finance committee. Served to 1st It. USA
1953-55, served to capt. USAR. res.
Easthampton MA.*
WYATT, William Frank, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1957,
Ph.D. Harvard 1962. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Medford MA July 14 1932; m.
Sandra Skellet June 6 1959; ch.: Nathaniel,
Lydia, John. Teaching fellow Harvard 1957-59,
member Am. Sch. of Clinical Studies Athens
Greece 1959-60, Univ. Wash. Seattle 1960-67
(asst. prof., assoc. prof.), past-doctoral fellow
Univ. Wise Madison 1965-66, Brown Univ.
1967-73 (assoc. prof., prof.), visiting prof. Coll.
Yr. in Athens 1973-74, Brown Univ. (prof.
1974
—
, assoc. dean academic affairs 1976—
.
Am. Sch. of Classical Studies Athens (dir.





member R.I. Committee for the Humanities
1973—, chmn. BASIC 1970-73, Alumni
Council 1972-73. PFC USA 1953-55. Author:
Metrical Lengthening in Homer (1969),
Indo-European /a/ (1970), The Greek
Prothetic Vowel (1972); contbr. res. Providence
RL*
YOUNG, David Livingston. Bowdoin 1949-52,
M.D. Southwestern Med. Sch. 1956. Sigma Nu.
b. Dallas TX April 16 1932; s. of John G. '21;
m. Janice Campbell June 7 1956; ch.: Stephen,
Richard, Laura. Physician New Haven CT
1958-60, chief resident medicine Parkland
Hospital Dallas 1960-62, research Max Planck
Inst. Munich Germany 1962-64, clinical fellow
USPHS Yale Univ. Sch. of Medicine 1964-66,
assoc. prof, medicine div. gastroenterology
Duke Univ. Med. Center 1966-72, investigator
Howard Hughes Med. Inst, of Miami FL at
Duke Univ Med. Center 1970-71. Elected
member ADA honorary med. soc. Served with
MCUSA 1956-58. d. Durham NC Nov. 19
1972.
Class of 1954
ADAMS, John Avery. Bowdoin 1950-52. Psi
Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA Aug. 8 1932. res.
unknown.
ALLEN, John Richard. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Bronxville NY June 14 1932. res.
Waccabuc NY.
ALLEN, Richard Hoopes. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Univ. Chicago
1959. Delta Sigma. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Law; b. Wilmington DE May 16
1932; m. Mary Eller Sept. 8 1962; ch.:
Christopher. Atty. Wilmington (Morris Nichols
Arsht Tunnell 1959-63, Atlas Chem. Corp.
1963-66), asst. general counsel Rockwell Int.
Corp. Pittsburgh PA 1966-76, sec. & gen.
counsel Incom International Inc. Pittsburgh
PA 1976— . Pres. board of trustees Chapel
Country Day Sch. 1970-75. Served to 1st It.
USA 1954-56; awarded Order of the Coif 1959.
res. Pittsburgh PA.*
ANDERSON, Gordon Wells. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1957. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law;
b. New Bedford MA Feb. 14 1933; m. Joanne
Bailey March 20 1954; ch.: Todd, Lauren,
Kristian. Atty. self-employed Concord NH
1970—. Merrimack MA County atty. 1962-67,
asst. atty. general NH 1967-68, dir. charitable
trusts NH 1971-74, member Concord (sch.
board 1962-71, city council 1974-77). res.
Concord NH.*
ASDOURIAN, Richard David. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Business exec & mfg. management;
b. Niagara Falls NY June 1 1932; s. of Horian
D. '24; m. Joan Capp April 19 1958; ch.:
Frank, Jack. General Cable Corp. (product
tech. Perth Amboy NJ 1954-56, dept. mgr. high
frequency 1958-59; dept. mgr. tel. cables to
asst. plant mgr. Tampa FL 1959-66; plant mgr.
Colusa CA 1966-67, product production mgr.
to mfg. mgr. NYC 1967-75, operations v.pres.
& mfg. mgr. Colonia NJ 1975
—
). Member
exec, committee Pop Warner Football. PFC
USA 1956-58. res. E. Brunswick NJ.*
ATKINS, Ernest Edward, Jr. A.B.
Management; b. Brunswick May 2 1931; m.
Minnie Griffin Aug. 28 1953; ch.: Scott, Ernest
III, Jeffery, Todd. Glob-Albany (supt. N.
Monmouth 1958-62; production mgr. N.
Monmouth 1962-69; plant mgr. Auburn
1969-76, Temple AZ 1976—). Member
(Church financial committee, zoning board
budget committee), res. Winthrop.*
BAILEY, David Whitney. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. & CM. McGill 1958. Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. Washington DC April 21 1932;
m. Shirley MacLean Aug. 31 1957; ch.:
Christopher, Susan, Colin. Intern Mass.
General Hospital Boston 1958-59, resident
Chelsea MA Naval 1960-62, USN (pediatrician
Naples Italy 1962-65, Phila. PA 1965-67;
neurology resident Washington DC Children's
Hospital 1967-68; chmn. dept. of pediatrics
Nat. Naval Med. Center Bethesda MD
1968
—
). Fellow Am. Acad, of Pediatrics,
elected member Alpha Omega Alpha.
Recipient: Gold Medal biochemistry McGill
Univ. res. Gaithersburg MD.*
BANKS, Henry Thomas, Jr. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Delta Upsilon. b. Cleveland OH Nov. 1
1932. res. Independence OH.
BARRETT, Norman Dean. Bowdoin 1950-52.
b. Peekskill NY Feb. 19 1933. res. Mahopac
NY.
BATAL, Michael Joseph, Jr. A.B., LL.D.
Boston Coll. 1959. Delta Sigma, b. Lawrence
MA Feb. 25 1932; m. Lucille Mancini Oct. 23
1959; ch.: Michael III, David, Rebecca. Legal
intern criminal div. atty. general MA 1959, law
clerk & asst. Justice Edward Counihan, Jr.
State Supreme Court, atty. Batal & Batal
(partner, partner-in-charge), pres. & prop.
Baldpate Hospital Georgetown MA, officer
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(PBS Development Corp., several real estate
trusts). Dir. (Merrimack Valley Nat. Bank,
Castle Secretarial Sch., Int. Inst. Lawrence),
Jaycees Greater Lawrence (dir., v.pres., pres.),
pres. C. of C. Greater Lawrence, pres. Greater
Lawrence Revolving Fund, Cushioned
Products Corp. Bedford & Lawrence (pres.,
treas.), partner Commerce Realty Trust, chmn.
Meyor's Human Relations Advisory
Committee, v.chmn. Merrimack Valley Health
Planning Comm., Lawrence city rep.,
Vocational Sch. Regional Dist. Planning
Committee, state legal counsel Mass. Young
Democrats. Served to 1st It. USA WWII.
Named one of the Outstanding Young Men of
Am. & elected Outstanding Young Man of the
Yr. Greater Lawrence Jaycees 1965. d.
Lawrence MA Oct. 6 1974.*
BEAN, Donald Gile, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu. Occ.
unknown; b. Bangor Sept. 3 1931. With Bean
& Conquest Inc. Bangor 19?— . res. Bangor.
BELKA, John Michael. A.B. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Sales; b. Lowell
MA April 15 1933; m. Maureen Courtney Jan.
16 1959; ch.: Sean, Colin, Mary. Trainee
Western Electric Co. N. Andover MA 1957;
buyer Gilchrist Co. Boston 1958-63, furniture
buyer Sheraton Hotel Corp. 1963-64, buyer
Gilchrist Co. 1964; dist. sales rep. Rowe
Furniture Corp. Shaker Heights OH 1964—
.
St. Dominic's Parish Shaker Heights (chmn.
Catholic Charities Campaign 1972; pres. Holy
Name Soc. 1971, Council 1974). Served to 1st
It. USA 1955-57. res. Shaker Heights OH.*
BENT, Didrik Christofer. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Linkjoping Sweden Dec. 4 1929. res. NYC.
BLACK, Stanton Lawrence. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1958. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Business; b. Everett MA Oct. 8 1933; m.
Patricia Gossman 1956. Pres. Econo Car
Overseas Inc. Chestnut Hill MA 19?— . res.
Newton MA.*
BLATCHFORD, Peter. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Food broker; b. New Bedford MA Feb. 19
1932; s. of Lawrence '24; m. Sarah Brown
March 27 1954; ch.: Dorothy, Peter, David,
William, Susan, John. Underwriter Ins. of N.
Am. Phila. PA 1955-58, food broker Peter
Blatchford Co. S. Dartmouth MA 1958—. Dir.
(New Bedford Port Soc, New Eng. Specialty
Food Assn.), inst. rep. Boy Scouts of Am.,
corporator New Bedford Inst, for Savings,
cemetary commissioner town of Dartmouth
MA. Served to cpl. USA 1954-55. res. S.
Dartmouth MA.*
BLODGETT, Donald Ward. Bowdoin 1950-54.
Psi Upsilon. Business exec; b. Swampscott
MA Oct. 6 1930; m. Alice Flather July 19
1958; ch.: Ruth, Elizabeth, Amy, D. Ward Jr.
Salesman Paine Webber Jackson & Curtis
Boston 1956-60, partner Townsend Dabney &
Tyson Boston 1960-67, v.pres. Dominick &
Dominick Inc. Boston 1967-69, pres. (Blodgett
& Co. Inc. Boston 1969
—
, Eaton The Druggist
Inc. Salem MA 1971
—
). Trustee (First Church
Congr. 1969-74, Salem Hospital 1975—). res.
Swampscott MA.*
BOYLE, William Elmore. A.B., B.S. New Eng.
Coll. of Pharmacy 1960. Kappa Sigma.
Pharmacy; b. Amesbury MA July 18 1932;
m. Freida Zeidman Aug. 6 1961; ch.: Cheryl.
Prop. Boyle's Drug Store Amesbury I960—.
Pres. Amesbury Business Men. Served with
USA 1954-57. res. Amesbury MA.*
BRINKMAN, Carl Alexander. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Yale 19? Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Medicine; b. Iran June 17 1932; m. Diane But-
ler 1957. Physician & neurosurgeon Portland
19?— . res. Gorham.
BRINKMAN, Paul Arlington. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Medicine; b. Rhest Iran
June 17 1932; m. Joan Craig 1954; ch.:
Michael, Nancy '79, Chris, Jan. Physician pvt.
practice Farmington 1963— . res. Farmington.*
BROUNTAS, Paul Peter. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.B. & A.M. Corpus
Christi Coll. Oxford Univ. (Marshall scholar)
1956; LL.B. & J.D. Harvard 1960. Alpha Delta
Phi. Alumni Council 1969-72, 1972 capital
campaign worker, Overseer 1974— . Law; b.
Bangor March 19 1932; m. Lynn Thurston
Sept. 7 1963; ch.: Pa«l, Jennifer, Barrett.
Partner Hale & Dorr Boston 1960— . planning
board Weston MA (member 1967-70, chmn.
1970-72), past treas. Assn. of Marshall Scholars
& Alumni 1965-71, past chmn. Metropolitan
Boston Citizens' Coalition for Cleaner Air
1969-71, member board of dir. The Governor's
Management Task Force Inc. 1975
—
, Mass.
TB & Respiratory Disease League (past dir.,
member environmental quality guidance
committee 1971-73), Marshall Scholarship
Selection committee for Northeast Region
(member 1969-73, chmn. 1973-75). Served to
1st It. USA 1956-58; awarded commendation
ribbon, res. Weston MA.*
BROWN, William Allen. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Univ. Me. 1959. Education; b. Milo March
14 1933. Wood lathe operator Louis Industries
Brownville 1954-55, grad. asst. Rutgers Univ.
1959-60, Univ. Me. Portland (instr.
mathematics 1960-63, asst. prof. 1963-67,
assoc. prof. 1967
—
). Elected member Phi
Kappa Phi 1958. Served with USA 1955-57.
res. Portland.*
BUZZELL, Keith Allan. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Boston Dec. 14 1932.
res. Stowe.
CALDWELL, David Harris. A.B., M.B.A.
Boston Univ. 1957. Sigma Nu. Business; b.
Lynn MA June 12 1931; m. Phyllis Emmerman
1960. Mgr. packaging & graphics GTE
Sylvania Inc. Danvers MA 1957— . Served with
USA 1954-56. res. Marblehead MA.*
CALLIHAN, Todd Homer. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Fletcher Sch. 1955. b.
Dallas TX Dec. 6 1932. With commodities
exchange div. Anderson-Clayton brokerage
house NYC, bank trainee overseas div. First
Nat. City Bank of N.Y. NYC 197-62. Served
with USA 1958. d. Mineola NY June 12 1962.
CALLISON, Anthony. Bowdoin 1950-51. Psi
Upsilon. b. Seattle WA May 21 1932. res.
Seattle WA.
CAMERON, Frederick Dewey. A.B. 1956.
Food processing; b. Cambridge MA May 1
1930; m. Deborah Shain Dec. 28 1957; ch.:
Alexander, Charles. Production Nat. Sea
Products Rockland 1975—. res. Bath.*
CAMPBELL, Thomas Andrew, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Chuguicamata Chile June 6
1932. res. Basking Ridge NJ.
CARD, Richard Otis. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Banking exec; b. Bath Oct. 31 1932.
Various positions to asst. v.pres. The First Nat.
Bank of Boston 1957—. Treas. Old West
Methodist Church 'Boston 1967, The South
End Historical Soc. Inc. Boston (pres. 1966-69,
dir. 1969-74, historian 1975—), pres. Ellis
Neighborhood Assn. 1966-67, Ward 4
Republican Ward Committee Boston (member
1964—
,
v.chmn. 1972-76, chmn. 1976—),
member board of dir. Boston Light Opera Ltd.
1976—. res. Boston.*
CARLSON, David Adelbert. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Yale 1958. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Psychoanalysis; b.
Hartford CT March 14 1933; m. Helen O'Neil
Aug. 24 1957; ch.: John, Elissa. Intern Univ.
Buffalo NY 1958-59, Yale Univ. (resident &
fellow in psychiatry 1959-62, instr. psychiatry
1962-64, asst. prof. 1964-68, assoc. clinical prof.
1976
—), psychoanalyst pvt. practice New
Haven CT 1968—, consultant to Yale
Psychiatric Inst. & several hospitals & health
organizations New Haven 1968— . Trustee The
Country Sch. Madison CT 1973—. res.
Guilford CT.*
CARPENTER, Charles Jeffery. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Communications engineering; b. New
Haven CT May 1 1932; m. Barbara Crowell
Dec. 28 1962; ch.: Garrison, Jonathan,
Jennifer. Engineering mgr. Southern New Eng.
Tel. Co. New Haven 1956-73, New Eng. Tel.
Co. (planning engineer Manchester NH 1973,
dist. plant engineer Rutland VT 1974, plant
extension engineer Manchester 1975
—
).
Baptist Church Cheshire" CT (trustee 1968-69,
treas. 1969-73), v.chmn. planning & zoning
comm. Cheshire 1970-73. Served to 1st It. USA
1954-56. res. Candia NH.*
CASPAR, William Albin. A.B. 1955. b.
Newton Highlands MA April 15 1932; s. of
Albin R. '19. res. Silver Spring MD.
CATLIN, William Merryman. A.B. 1958. Delta
Upsilon. b. Portland Nov. 16 1931. res.
unknown.
CETLIN, Robert Edward. A.B., A.M. Univ.
N.H. 1956, Ph.D. Univ. Penn. 1964. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Psychology; b. Newburyport MA
Feb. 6 1933; m. Isabelle Cetlin May 9 1958;
ch.: Andrea, Michele. Psychologist V.A.
NorthportNY 1964-70, Suffolk Developmental
Center Melville NY (chief psychologist
1970-72, chief community services 1972-75),
psychologist pvt. practice Ft. Salonga NY
1965—
,
asst. prof, psychiatry Health Sciences
Center SUNY Stony Brook 1974—. Elected
member Sigma Xi. Served to capt. USA
1958-63. res. Ft. Salonga NY.*
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CHOATE, William Sawtelle. Bowdoin
1950-51. Kappa Sigma, b. Phila. PA June 30
1931. res. unknown.
CHURCH, John Wheeler, Jr. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Invests.; b. Painesville OH Nov. 25
1932; m. Elizabeth Baker Oct. 6 1962; ch.:
Emilie. Account mgr. N.Y. Trust Co. NYC
1957-61, portfolio mgr. Franklin Cole & Co.
NYC 1961-63, v.pres. Girard Bank Phila. PA
1963— . Member library board Radnor
Township. Served to capt. USA 1954-56. res.
Villanova PA.*
CLAPP, Roger Gerald. Bowdoin 1950-51.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Milo Nov. 16 1932.
res. Skowhegan.
CLARK, William Eaton, II. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Boston June 24
1932. res. Bolton CT.
CLEAVES, Robert Earle, III. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Business; Dec. 19 1932; s. of Robert E.
Jr. '20; m. Helen Koniares June 27 1954; ch.:
Pamela, Robert IV, Harry. R. E. Cleaves &
Sons Co. Portland 1954— (various positions,
pres., prop.), treas. Stillwater Lumber Co.
Stillwater 1973—. Assoc. dir. N. E. Lumber
Mfg. Assn., dir. New Eng. Lumbermen's Assn.
res. Cape Elizabeth.*
CLIFFORD, Nathaniel Stone. Bowdoin
1950-53. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Management; b. Boston April 25 1932; m.
Greta Gould 1956. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
CLIFFORD, Paul John. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Tire sales; b. Scarborough Aug. 13 1932; s.
of William H.'ll; m. Ann-Frances Malloy
June 22 1957; ch.: Elizabeth, William, Ellen,
Paul Jr., Peter, James, Brian. Salesman Sun
Life Assurance Co. of Canada 1957, Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co. (retail sales Lowell MA
1958-59; retail store mgr. Manchester CT
1959-62, Danbury CT 1962-67), prop. Clifford
Tire Co. Lewiston 1967-71. Chmn. retail div. C.
of C. Danbury 1963-64, member board of
advisors St. Joseph's Coll. Windham, treas.
Parents Assn. St. Joseph's Lewiston. Pvt. USA
1954-56. res. Lewiston.*
COAKLEY, Charles Edward. A.B., J.D. N.Y.
Law Sch. 1974. Law; b. Cambridge MA
Aug. 20 1933; m. April 28 1968. Atty. Am. Ins.
Assn. NYC. Served to cpl. USA 1954-56. res.
Saltaire NY.*
COLBURN, Peter Danforth. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Management; b. Natick MA Nov.
20 1932; m. Louise Kemp Sept. 13 1958; ch.:
Peter Jr., Thomas. Asst. mgr. W. T. Grant Co.
1954-61, Gilman Bros. Inc. Boston (asst. credit
mgr. 1961-71, credit mgr. 1971—). Dir. N. E.
Assn. Credit Exec. 1975
— ,
member vestry
Trinity Epis. Church Stoughton MA 1971-74,
institution rep. Boy Scouts of Am. 1970-74,
town meeting rep. Stoughton 1965— . res.
Stoughton MA.*
COLE, Phillip Albert. Bowdoin 1950-51, B.S.
Boston Univ. 1954, A.M. Boston Univ. 1955,
Ph.D. Boston Univ. 1965. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Portland Jan. 9 1932; s. of
Hiram S. '21; m. Charlotte Clemons Sept. 10
1952; ch.: Dulcinea, Penelope, Bertrand. Prof.
Univ. Me. Portland-Gorham 1957— . res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
COLEMAN, David Stewart. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Chicago (Carnegie fellow) 1963, Ph.D. Univ.
Wise. 1969. Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign
area chmn. Exec; b. Waterbury CT March
27 1932; m. Dorothy Purlee April 27 1970 (2nd
marriage); ch.: Deborah, Susan, Barbara,
Lynn, Kimberly. Communications salesman
Southern New Eng. Tel. Co. 1956-59, conf.
coordinator Penn. State Univ. Univ. Park
1959-62, dir. conf. program Univ. Hawaii
Honolulu 1963-66, sr. assoc. Kerner-Tregoe
Inc. Maitland FL 1968-71. Dir. (Orange
County Drug Abuse Program, public library
Orlando FL). Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56.
Co-author: Florida Real Estate Law. res.
Maitland FL.*
COLLITON, Hugh Francis, III. Bowdoin
1950-51, 1954-55. Alpha Delta Phi. Invests.;
b. Boston Nov. 26 1930; m. Barbara Stewart
1958. V.pres. Shearson Hayden Stone Boston.
Served with USA 1952-54. res. Newton Lower
Falls MA.*
CONNELLY, Frederick Earl. Bowdoin
1950-52, D.D.S. Univ. Md. 1956. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Dentistry; b.
Braintree MA Feb. 26 1933; m. Nelle Pardew
July 26 1956; ch.: Karen, Judy, Frederick Jr.,
Peter. Dentist pvt. practice Holbrook MA
1958—. Kiwanis Club Holbrook (treas. 1960,
v.pres. 1961, pres. 1962), community service
chmn. 1972, member St. Joseph's Parish
Council 1971, dir. Holbrook Co-operative
Bank 1976—. Served to capt. USAF 1956-58.
res. Holbrook MA.*
COOK, James Andrews, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Pittsburgh PA Sept. 17 1932. res.
Memphis TN.
COOPER, Bruce Nutting. A.B. Marketing;
b. Bellows Falls VT July 12 1932; m. Virginia
Kendall Dec. 27 1958; ch.: Virginia, Kenneth,
Carrie. Marketing Win Equipment Co. San
Carlos CA 1975—. Served to capt. USA
1954-56, 1961-62. res. Redwood City CA.*
COSGROVE, John Feeney. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Sales exec; b. Woburn MA July 21
1932; m. Patryce O'Neill April 25 1959; ch.:
Daniel, Brenda, Nancy, Jill. Teacher high sch.
Gloucester MA 1957-59, sales rep. White Labs.
Kenilworth NJ 1959-61, v.pres. sales The
Tuition Plan Inc. Concord NH 1961— . Served
to 1st It. USAR 1954-56. res. Merrimack NH.*
COUSINS, Herbert Bumham. A.B. 1958,
M.Div. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1965. Psi Upsilon.
Industry management; b. Old Town Jan. 16
1932; s. of Edgar F. '12; m. Valeria Walton
Oct. 23 1975; ch.: Herbert, Brian, Christopher.
Clerg. various churches Milbridge,
Hartford-Queechee VT, Yarmouth, Brunswick,
Gardiner 1953-65; supervisor Int. Paper Co.
Jay 1965— . res. Wayne.*
CUSHMAN, Robert Haskell. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking
exec; b. Boston Aug. 11 1932; s. of Harold B.
'25; m. Diane Gibson July 23 1957; ch.: Gail,
Russell. Asst. sales mgr. Cushman Bakery
Lynn MA 1957-62, accounting mgr.-broker H.
C. Wainwright & Co. Boston 1963-69, treas.
Salem MA Five Cents Savings Bank 1969—
.
Dir. (N. Shore Children's Hospital, Savings
Bank Invest. Fund), pres. Rotary Club Salem,
asst. treas. YMCA Salem. Served to QM/3
USN 1955-57. res. Marblehead MA.*
DALE, Richard. A.B. magna cum laude, A.M.
Ohio State Univ. 1957, A.M. Princeton 1961,
Ph.D. Princeton 1962. Education; b.
Columbus OH Oct. 22 1932; m. Doris Cruger
Aug. 18 1967. Instr. govt. Univ. N.H. Durham
1962-63, asst. prof, political science Northern
111. Univ. DeKalb 1963-66, Southern 111. Univ.
Carbondale (adjunct prof, political science
1967-67, asst. prof. 1967-71, assoc. prof.
1971
—
). Council of the S. African Inst, of Race
Relations (member 1974-77, member exec,
committee 1974-75). PFC USA 1957-59.
Co-ed.: Southern Africa In Perspective: Essays
In Regional Politics (1972), contbr. res.
Carbondale IL.*
DALLDORF, Frederic Gilbert. A.B., M D.
Cornell 1958. Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign
area co-chmn. Medicine & education; b.
NYC March 12 1932; m. Joanna Stein June 26
1956; ch.: Peter, Sharon, Carolyn. The N.Y.
Hospital NYC (intern 1958-59, resident
1959-60), resident N.C. Memorial Hospital
Chapel Hill 1960-62, Univ. N.C. Sch. of
Medicine Chapel Hill (instr. pathology
1962-63, asst. prof. 1965-69, assoc. prof.
1969-74, prof. 1974
—
). Med. examiner Orange
County 1965—. Served to cpl. USAR 1963-65.
Recipient: Basic Sciences Teaching Award
Univ. N.C. Sch. of Medicine 1970, 1972;
Excellence in Teaching Award Central
Carolina Bank Univ. N.C. Sch. of Medicine
1973. res. Chapel Hill NC*
DAMBOISE, Delwood Coleman. Bowdoin
1950-52. Psi Upsilon. b. Connor March 8
1932. res. Portland.
DAVIS, Franklin Graves. A.B. 1956. Psi
Upsilon. b. Lynn MA Aug. 3 1932. res.
Mystic CT.
de la FE, Miguel Enrique. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1955.
b. Havana Cuba Jan. 25 1935. Actuary N.Y.
Life Ins. Co. 1955-58; systems engineer Int.
Business Machines 1958-65, Santurce P.R.
1961-65. d. Santurce P.R. Oct. 1 1965.*
de WINTER, Theo Alexander. A.B., B.S.
M.I.T. 1956, M.S. M.I.T. 1960. B.M.E. M.I.T
1961. Alpha Delta Phi. Engineering; b.
Winterthur Switzerland Sept. 16 1932; m.
Parmelia Willard Nov. 19 1955; ch.: Carol,
Jane, Lisa. Analytical engineer Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Middletown CT 1956-58, sr.
engineer Microtech Research Cambridge MA
1958-60, principal research engineer
Avco-Everett Everett MA 1960-68, assoc. prof,
engineering Boston Univ. 1962— , general mgr.
Magnetic Engineering Assoc. Cambridge
1968-69, v.pres. Magnetic Corp. of Am.
Waltham MA 1969— . Dir. Magnetic Corp. of
Am. 1969-75, elected member Tau Beta Pi
1975. Contbr. res. Methuen MA.*
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DeWOLFE, Daniel Charles, III. Bowdoin
1950-51. Kappa Sigma. b. Bridgeport CT
May 3 1933. res. unknown.
DOHERTY, Richard Arthur. B.S., M.D.
Columbia 1960. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Newport Feb. 3 1933; m.
Anita Bloomfield July 21 1957; ch.: William,
Daniel, Jennifer. Teaching asst. Amherst Coll.
1954-56, Jessee Smith Noyes Med. scholar
1956-60, fellow Am. Acad. Pediatrics 1961-62,
intern internal medicine Beth Israel Hospital
Boston 1960-61, asst. resident pediatrics
Boston City Hospital 1961-62, sr. asst. resident
pediatrics Children's Hospital Med. Center
Boston 1962-63, teaching fellow Harvard Univ.
Sch. of Medicine 1962-63, Stanford Univ. Sch.
of Medicine (Nat. Inst, of Health post-doctoral
research fellow pediatrics 1963-64,
biochemistry 1964-65; Am. Cancer Soc.
post-doctoral research fellow biochemistry
1965-67; acting instr. pediatrics 1965-67), Univ.
Rochester Sch. of Medicine (asst. prof,
pediatrics, genetics, radiation biology &
biophysics 1970-75; pediatrics, genetics,
obstet., radiation biology & biophysics
1975—). Contbr. res. Rochester NY.*
DONAHUE, David Warren. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. Class agt. 1972-75. Occ. unknown;
b. Lowell MA June 1933; m. Mary Densmuir
1962. Pres. Loomis-Sayles Mutual Fund
1970-?, with White Weld & Co. Boston 19?—.
Founder Commonwealth Nat. Bank 1964. res.
Winchester MA.
DONOHUE, John Jerome, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Banking; b. Boston Sept. 28 1932; m.
Patricia Kelly Aug. 19 1961; ch.: John, Nancy.
Supervisor operations div. The First Nat. Bank
of Boston MA 1955—. Served to 1st It. USA
1953-55. res. Framingham MA.*
DOWST, Henry Payson. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Admissions aide 1972-74. Management;
b. Lewiston March 18 1932; s. of Henry S. '29;
m. Sheila Spooner Nov. 12 1955. Certified data
processor (1965); asst. mathematician Rand
Corp. CA 1956-59, System Development Corp.
Santa Monica CA (computer programmer
1959-65, computer systems analyst 1965-69,
computer systems spec. 1969-72, computer
systems project mgr. 1972
—
). Served to 1st It.
USA 1954-56. res. Pacific Palisades CA.*
DRAPER, Charles Dana, Jr. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Norwood MA Dec. 10
1931. res. unknown.
DUNHAM, John David. Bowdoin 1950-51.
Sigma Nu. b. Woodstock N.B. Canada
March 3 1932. res. Wolfeboro NH.
DUNN, Frederick Demarest. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Wolfeboro NH March 1 1932. Teacher
(Dublin Sch. NH 1954-58, Park Sch. Snyder
NY 1958-61). d. Buffalo NY March 15 1961.
DUNN, Peter Grant. Bowdoin 1950-52. Delta
Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA July 1 1933. res.
Conway NH.
DUNPHY, Hugh Rouse. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Glenridge NJ Oct. 14 1930. res.
Katonah NY.
DWIGHT, Lawrence Edward. A.B., M B A.
Cornell 1958. Zeta Psi. Invest, management;
b. Albany NY May 11 1931; m. LeRae Hehl
Sept. 24 1955; ch.: Deborah, Lawrence Jr.,
Timothy, Louise. Trainee Int. Business
Machines Corp. Erie PA 1958-59, regional rep.
Paine Webber Jackson & Co. Springfield MA
1959-63, resident mgr. Hornblower & Weeks
Springfield 1964— . Chmn. (Longmeadow MA
High Sch. Addition Committee 1969-74,
scholarship grant committee Civitan Club of
Springfield 1970
—
, member (vestry St.
Andrews Epis. Church Longmeadow 1973
—
,
Bement Scholarship Grant Comm. 1974
—),
selectman Longmeadow 1974— . Served to 1st
It. USA 1954-56. res. Longmeadow MA.*
DWIGHT, Thomas True. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Minn. 1957. Alpha Tau Omega. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Banking; b. Fargo ND
June 9 1932; m. Helen Skallet April 1976; ch.:
Tim, Margo, Elizabeth, Leslie. With
Continental Bank Chicago IL 1957-62, v.pres.
& atty. First Trust Co. St. Paul MN 1962—.
Pres. S. Shore Transportation Co. 1965-67, dist.
chmn. White Bear Lake Conservation 1974.
res. Stillwater MN.*
EMMERT, Julius William. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lawrence MA Aug. 5 1931. res.
Lawrence MA.
ERAKLIS, Angelo John. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1958.
Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b. Portland Jan. 1
1
1933; m. Katherine Steres Sept. 13 1959; ch.:
Elaine, Mary. Surgical intern Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital 1958-59, jr. asst. surgical
resident 1959-61 (Peter Bent Brigham Hospital,
Children's Hospital Med. Center), chief
pediatric surgery resident Boston City Hospital
1961-62, Peter Bent Brigham Hospital (sr. asst.
surgical resident 1962-63, sr. resident surgeon
& clinical fellow Am. Cancer Soc. 1963-64),
chief surgical resident Children's Hospital
Med. Center 1964-65, teaching fellow in
surgery Harvard Med. Sch. 1964-65, asst.
clinical prof, pediatric surgery Boston Univ.
Sch. of Medicine 1965-68, asst. in surgery
1965-68 (Harvard Med. Sch., Children's
Hospital Med. Center), Children's Hospital
Med. Center 1967— (assoc. dir. surgical
out-patient dept.), instr. surgery Harvard Med.
Sch. 1968— , assoc. in surgery Children's
Hospital Med. Center 1969
—
, asst. prof,
surgery 1969— (Children's Hospital Med.
Center, Harvard Med. Sch.). Diplomate (Am.
Board of Surgery, Am. Board of Thoracic
Surgery, Am. Board Pediatric Surgery),
F.A.C.S. & F.A.A.P. Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1962. Contbr. res. Belmont MA.*
FARRINGTON, Albert Sturtevant. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Class agt. 1967-72, 1972 capital campaign
worker. Ins. management; b. Augusta Sept.
10 1932; s. of Frank A. '27; m. Lula Heyman
1955; ch.: Alan, Lynne, Robert, Dianne.
C.L.U.; with Penn. Bell Tel. various locations
in PA & DE 1954-63, agt. Union Central Life
Manchester NH 1963-66, mgr. life dept. The
Dunlap Agency Auburn 1966— . Recipient:
C.L.U. Am. Coll. of Life Underwriters 1971,
Androscoggin Life Underwriters (pres.
1969-70, nat. committeeman 1975
—), pres. &
treas. Me. Assn. of Life Underwriters, dir. Me.
Estate Planning Council 1972
—
, member Me.
Advisory Board for Life & Health Exams
1973—, Lutheran Church Manchester 1964-66
(council member, financial officer). Served to
spec. 4/c USA 1955-57. res. Auburn.*
FICKETT, William Alden. A.B., M.B.A. Miss.
State Univ. 1965. Theta Delta Chi. Military;
b. Bangor Oct. 10 1932; s. of Lewis P. '26; m.
Glory Henkel Oct. 26 1956; ch.: William Jr.
'80, David, Charlotte. Teacher Union 1954, It.
col. USA 1954— (Germany 1957-60; Vietnam
1965-66, 1971-72; Supreme Allied Powers Eur.
Headquarters Belgium 1972-75; computer
systems command Ft. Belvoir VA 1975
—
).
Elected member 1965 (Phi Kappa Phi, Beta
Gamma Sigma). Awarded Legion of Merit,
Bronze Star, Meritorious Service Medal (2),
Army Commendation Medal (2). res. Ft.
Belvoir VA.*
FISHER, William Weston, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Hartford CT Feb. 28 1932; s. of William
W. '26. res. Granby CT.
FLAKER, James Roy. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1961. Alpha
Delta Phi. Law; b. Randolph VT March 25
1932; m. Judith Topham Aug. 5 1961; ch.:
Jennifer, James, Jill, Bethany. Atty. Portland
(assoc. Linnell Perkins Thompson Hinckley &
Thaxter 1961-63, partner Perkins Thompson
Hinckley & Keddy 1964
—), part-time instr.
Univ. Me. Sch. of Law Portland 1964-70. Dir.
(Edward C. Jordan Co. Inc. Portland 1965—
,
Handy Boat Service Inc. Falmouth 1968
—),
member board of dir. Cumberland County Bar
Assn. 1972-74, Woodfords Congr. Church
Portland 1963-72 (clerk, moderator, deacon),
pres. Rotary Club Portland 1975-76, Portland
Yacht Club Falmouth (rear commodore
1974-76, v.commodore 1976—), member board
(corporators Me. Med. Center, Portland
chapter Am. Red Cross, mgr. Home for the
Aged Portland). Served to capt. USN 1954-58,
USNR 1961-62. res. Cumberland Foreside.*
FOLEY, Richard Albert. Bowdoin 1950-52.
b. Phila. PA Dec. 14 1927. res. Augusta.
FOLTA, Russell John. A.B. Alpha Tau Omega.
Military; b. Ceylon MN Sept. 21 1932; m.
Phyllis Haben Dec. 12 1964. Col. USA (co. cdr.
2nd Bn. 22nd Inf. Ft. Lewis WA 1964-65,
helicopter instr. pilot Ft. Wolters TX 1965, co.
cdr. 1st WO candidate co. Ft. Wolters 1965-66,
cdr. 187th assault helicopter co. Tay Ninh Run
1968, personnel management officer
Headquarters Dept. of the Army Washington
DC 1969-72, cdr. 1st Bn. 60th Inf. AK 1972-74,
asst. to commanding general & chief of staff
AK 1974-75, sr. unit adviser 36th Airborne
Brig. Nat. Guard Houston TX 1975-76),
student USA War Coll. Carlisle Barracks PA
1976— . Awarded Bronze Star, Air Medal with
V device & 28 Oak Leaf Clusters, Meritorious
Service Medal with 21 Oak Leaf Clusters,
Purple Heart, Nat. Defense Service Medal,
Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal,
Republic of Vietnam Service Medal with 4
stars. Sr. Parachute Badge, master Aviator
Wings, Pathfinder Badge, Ranger Tab. res.
Carlisle PA.*
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FORD, Benson. A.B., LL.B. Cornell 1959. Beta
Theta Pi. Law; b. Yonkers NY June 29 1932;
m. Patricia Eddy Sept. 6 1958; ch.: Douglas,
Andrew, Jeffrey. Atty. William Harlow
Milford CT 1959-60, div. sr. asst. counsel Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft E. Hartford CT 1960-76,
counsel United Technologies Research Center
E. Hartford CT 1976—. Member town
planning & zoning comm. Glastonbury CT
1971-76. Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56. res.
Glastonbury CT.*
FORD, Stephen Scott. Bowdoin 1950-51. Beta
Theta Pi. b. NYC Oct. 21 1931. res.
unknown.
FOREST, Joseph Andrews. Bowdoin 1950-51,
B.S. USNA 1955, J.D. Stanford 1962. Zeta Psi.
Law; b. Seattle WA Nov. 1 1932; m. Linda
Behler May 17 1969; ch.: Cindy, Andrea,
Jacqueline, Benjamin. Atty. Carrow & Forest
Novato CA 19?—. Dir. Legal Aid Soc. Marin
County CA, city atty. Larkspur CA. Served to
It. USN 1955-59. Contbr. res. Novato CA.*
FOX, Walter Scott, Jr. Bowdoin 1950-51, 1952.
Zeta Psi. Accounting; b. Boston Oct. 3 1932.
CP.A. res. Cumberland.*
FRASER, William Joseph. A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. 1961. Theta Delta Chi. Basketball trophy
given in his memory 1969. b. Rumford Feb.
27 1932; m. Eunice Gordon July 3 1954; ch.:
William Jr. Teacher & coach high sch.
(Millinocket 1954-56, Milo 1956-58), high sch.
S. Bristol 1958-61 (principal, coach), principal
high sch. (Winslow 1961-67, Bath 1967-68). d.
Bath April 28 1968.*
FRIEDLANDER, Walter John. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. Cincinnati OH May
22 1931; m. Maria Ward 1956, m. Linda Ogilvy
Feb. 16 1964; ch.: Catherine, John, Patricia,
Diana. Teacher & coach (Berkshire Sch.
Sheffield MA 1956-58, Peddie Sch. Hightstown
NJ 1958-61, St. George's Sch. Newport RI
1961-64), headmaster Northwood Sch. Lake
Placid NY 1964—. Head Fund Drive Lake
Placid Hospital 1971 & 1972, member
(advisory board arts & sciences Clarkson Coll.
1975
—,
sports council Lake Placid). Served to
PO/3 USN 1955-56. res. Lake Placid NY.*
FURLONG, James Joseph. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Hartford CT March 15 1932. res. E. Hartford
CT.
GARLAND, Philip Adams. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Bangor Nov. 3 1931; s. of Joseph D.
'25. res. Bangor.
GASS, Alfred Allen. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa 1955; B.S. M.I.T. 1955, M.S. M.I.T.
1964. Alpha Delta Phi. Geotech. engineering
exec; b. Greenfield MA Dec. 21 1931; m.
Anne Whitehouse Dec. 19 1953; ch.: Thomas,
Katherine '78, Amanda, Anne, Elizabeth,
Victoria. Professional engineer (B.C. & Ont.
Canada; MA, ME, CO, WA, MI), sr. Engineer
(Geocon Ltd. Vancouver B.C. 1957-60, H. Q.
Golder Assocs. Ltd. Toronto Ont. 1960-64),
assoc. Le Messurier Assocs. Boston 1964-68,
pres. & dir. Golder Gass Assocs. Inc.
Cambridge 1968— . Dir. Golder Assocs. Ltd.
1970— . res. Andover MA.*
GASTON, James Pinchot. A.B., M.D. McGill
1958. Medicine; b. NYC Dec. 14 1931; ch.:
Pierre, Amanda. Surgeon NYC 1973
—
(self-employed, staff N.Y. Hospital). Served to
maj. USPHS 1966-68; awarded Govt, of
Vietnam Medal for civilian med. service TET
Offensive 1968. res. NYC*
GIBSON, Richard Cheney. A.B., B.S. Univ.
Calif. 1960. Zeta Psi. Accounting; b. Boston
Jan. 28 1932; m. Geraldine Lappin; ch.: John,
Christine, Roger. C.P.A. (CA); sr. accountant
Touche Ross & Co. San Francisco CA 1960-65,
div. controller Cities Service Co. NYC 1965-70,
controller (Coherent Radiation Palo Alto CA
1970-73, Plessey Micro Science Mountain View
CA 1973—). Served to capt. USA 1955-59. res.
Mountain View CA.*
GODDARD, Robert Whyte. A.B., M.S. Boston
Univ. 1959. Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Ins.; b. Cambridge MA July 15
1931; m. Priscilla Parks Sept. 26 1959; ch.:
Matthew, Michelle, Nicole. Dir. educational
publications Liberty Mutual Ins. Cos. Boston
1959— . Member (Metropolitan Area Planning
Council Boston 1965-67, planning board
Middleton MA 1965-67), v.pres. Middleton
Community Services 1965-67, publicity chmn.
Mass. Bay United Fund Marblehead MA
1969-70. PFC USA 1954-56. Recipient: Gold
Quill Award Int. Assn. of Business
Communicators 1973; Certificate of Merit
Color Photography Am. Assn. of Industrial
Eds. 1969; Traffic Safety Award of Excellence
Am. Assn. of Industrial Eds. 1967; Awards of
Excellence Int. Council of Industrial Eds. 1961,
1963, 1964, 1965. Contbr. res. Hamilton MA.*
GODFREY, Charles Erhardt. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1958. Alpha Delta Phi. Business
exec; b. Stoneham MA July 16 1932; s. of
Charles L. '25; m. Jacquelyn Batchelder Sept. 1
1950; ch.: Charles II '72, Robert, James, Sarah.
Pres. (Perrin Seamans & Co. Inc. Boston
1958-62, Charles E. Godfrey Co. Inc. Reading
MA 1962—). Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56.
res. Andover MA.*
GOLDSTEIN, Gerard Donald. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Boston Aug. 30
1932; m. Corinne Smoller Dec. 25 1954; ch.:
Nancy, Jane, Wendy. Camp counselor Camp
Masconomet Boxford MA summer 1954, truck
driver Shuman Construction Co. Boston 1955,
law clerk Laurence Cohen Boston 1955-57,
atty. Goldstein & Manello Boston 1975—. Dir.
(Stanmar Inc. 1973—, Miltons Inc. 1973—, N.
Shore MA Jewish Community Center 1970),
trustee N. Shore (Jewish Community Housing
for Elderly 1974—, Jewish Federation 1973—),
sec. Eyre Research Inst, of Retina Foundation
1972-73, v.pres. Temple Emanuel 1973,
member parking study comm. Marblehead
MA 1972. res. Marblehead MA.*
GOODMAN, Willis Harold. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Boston Jan. 21 1933. res. Needham MA.
GORDON, Roger Edward. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1959. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Ins.
adjusting; b. Boston July 6 1932; m. Naomi
Schneider July 14 1963; ch.: David, Andrew,
Philip. Asst. dist. atty. Middlesex County MA
1960-62, partner Gordon & Gordon
Adjustment Co. Boston 1962— . V.pres. Nat.
Assn. of Public Ins. Adjusters 1976-77, trustee
Combined Jewish Philanthropies of Greater
Boston. Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57. res.
Brookline MA.*
GORHAM, Francis Wilbur, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Coll. 1959. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Chicopee MA June 1 1931; s. of Francis W.
'24; m. Marcia Ruus April 4 1959; ch.:
Catherine, Francis III, Stephen, Darcy, Kevin.
Claims adjuster Kemper Ins. Boston 1959, atty.
self-employed Framingham MA 1959-60,
claims adjuster Allstate Wellesley MA 1960-62,
asst. claims mgr. Am. Mutual Boston 1962-65,
claims atty. Hood Milk Boston 1965-66, asst.
claims mgr. Am. Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston
1966-73, atty. Murphy & Beanie Boston
1973—. Served to It. USMC 1954-55. res. Old
Lyme CT.*
GORMAN, James Warren. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Sigma Nu. b. Portland May 29 1932. res.
Yarmouth.
GOSLING, Joseph Fitch. A.B. 1959. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Bronxville NY June 6
1932. res. New Canaan CT.
GRAHAM, Joel Howard. A.B. cum laude. Zeta
Psi. Military; b. Hartford CT Nov. 20 1932;
m. Nancy Tierney Sept. 24 1955; ch.:
Jonathan, Vanessa, Jennifer. USN (industrial
safety officer, fighter pilot, legal officer,
personnel officer, heavy attack aircraft cdr.,
reconnaissance aircraft cdr., quality assurance
officer, air operations U.S.S. Coral Sea
Alameda CA 1967-69, faculty Naval War Coll.
Newport RI 1969-74, operations officer Naval
Air Test Facility Lakehurst NJ 1974—).
Awarded Air Medal, Navy Commendation
Medal, Sec. of the Navy Achievement Award,
res. Middletown RI.*
GRAINGER, Robert John. A.B., A.M.
Dartmouth 1956. Engineering; b. Bath Dec.
7 1932; m. Kathleen Harris Dec. 28 1968; ch.:
Matthew, Andrew, Maureen, Brendan.
Engineer (TRW El Segundo CA 1959, Hughes
Aircraft Co. Culver City CA 1959-71,
McDonnell Douglas Aircraft Co. St. Louis MO
1971—). res. Florissant MO*
GRAY, Ronald Bowden. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. N.Y. Univ. 1958. Kappa Sigma. 1972
capital campaign area chmn. Banking exec;
b. Bangor Jan. 17 1933; m. Ruth Burger Jan.
22 1955; ch.: Wayne, Pamela '80. Federal
Reserve Bank of N.Y. (various positions NYC
& Buffalo NY, v.pres. bank supervision NYC).
Pres. Robert Morris Assoc. Buffalo 1974-75,
dir. Bank Admin. Inst. W. NY 1973-74,
member diocesan council Epis. Diocese of
western NY 1975-78. Served to 1st It. USA
1954-56. res. Princeton NJ.*
GREENE, Timothy Gilpin. A.B., M.B.A.
Northeastern 1961. Zeta Psi. 1962 capital
campaign worker. Bank management; b.
Portland July 17 1932; s. of Nathan I. '28: m.
Deborah Bradbury April 15 1961; ch.:
Elizabeth, Sara, Christopher, Jessica. Trainee
Marine Midland Bank of N.Y. 1954, asst.
branch mgr. First Nat. Bank of Boston
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1957-63, New Eng. branch mgr. U.S. Leasing
Corp. 1963-65, asst. v.pres. First Nat. Bank of
Boston 1965-73, v.pres. (First Penn. Bank
1973-74, New Eng. Merc. Leasing Corp.
Boston 1975
—
). Pres. Governor Dummer
Acad. Alumni Boston 1969-70; member sch.
committee Sherborn MA 1971, 1972, 1976,
1977. Served to 1st It. USA 1955-56. res.
Sherborn MA.*
GROUT, Robert Charles. A.B. cum laude, B.S.
M.I.T. 1955. Alpha Tau Omega. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Data processing; b.
Rockford IL March 1 1932; m. Joan Spence
Oct. 11 1958; ch.: John, Jeanne, Amy, Maria.
Eastman Kodak Co. Rochester NY (time study
engineer 1955-56, 1956-57; methods engineer
1957-60; computer systems analyst 1960-67;
supervisor 1967-75; mgr. tech. support 1975
—
).
Served to 1st It. USA 1956. res. Rochester
NY.*
GROVE, William Arthur, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Public
relations; b. Phila. PA Sept. 5 1932; m. Susan
Forrest June 23 1956; ch.: Elizabeth.
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. of W. Va.
(management asst. Wheeling 1956-57, staff
asst. Beckley 1957-59, commercial engineer
Charleston 1959-60, public relations supervisor
Charleston 1960-62), The Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel. Cos. Washington DC (staff
supervisor 1962-63, dist. treasury mgr.
1963-64), Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. of
W. Va. (dist. commercial mgr. Huntington
1964-66, staff supervisor public relations
Charleston 1966-71), general public relations
supervisor The Chesapeake & Potomac Tel.
Cos. Washington DC 1971—. Pres. Advt. Club
of Charleston 1971, Kiwanis Club Charleston
(v.pres., rriember board of dir. 1970), public
relations chmn. United Fund Kanawha Valley
1969, member 1971 (board of dir. Am. Red
Cross Kanawha-Clay chapter, vestry St.
Matthews Epis. Church Charleston). Served to
1st It. USA 1954-56. res. McLean VA.*
GULEZIAN, Daniel Sarkis. A.B., Ed.M.
Northeastern 1963. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Cambridge MA Jan. 26 1933;
m. Charlotte Powers Oct. 18 1952; ch.: Daniel
Jr. '74, Matthew, Luke, Samuel, Marta, Amos.
Teacher sch. dept. (Strong 1954-57, Merrimac
MA 1957-58, W. Newbury MA 1958-61),




Assn. of Teachers, N. Shore Guidance Dirs.
Assn.), lay leader United Methodist Church
Merrimac, chmn. sch. committee (Merrimac,
Pentucket, Sch. Union 36), chmn. trustees
public library Merrimac. res. Merrimac MA.*
GUY, Gilbert Allen. A.B., MBA.
Northeastern 1963. Kappa Sigma. Hospital
admin.; b. Quincy MA Dec. 13 1932; m.
Kathleen Grenier June 21 1933; ch.: David,
Daniel, Sharon. Beth Israel Hospital Boston
(admin, asst. 1959-63, asst. dir. personnel
1963-65, admin, assoc. 1965-66), asst. dir.
Pittsfield MA General Hospital 1966-68,
Berkshire Med. Center Pittsfield (asst. dir.
1968-72, assoc. dir. 1973-75, v.pres. 1975—).
Committee member exploring div. Boy Scouts
of Am. 1972 & 1973, member (Council on
Health Care Personnel Mass. Hospital Assn.
1971, town finance committee Braintree MA
1966, Am. Coll. of Hospital Administrators).
Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1954-57. Named
Distinguished Military Grad ROTC 1954. res.
Lenox MA.*
HAM, Jacob Barker, III. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Lewiston June 17 1932; s. of Jacob B. '19.
res. Martinez CA.
HAMILTON, Robert Clifford. Bowdoin
1950-52, B.S. Babson Coll. 1955. Theta Delta
Chi. Sales management; b. Lewiston Sept. 24
1932; m. Barbara Tulloch Jan. 5 1952; ch.:
Robert, Peter, Deborah, Marcia. Cryovac div.
W. R. Grace Co. Cambridge MA 1955-57,
salesman Union Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston
1957-59, Thompson Steel Co. Boston
(salesman 1959-65, asst. to pres. 1965-67, New
Eng. regional sales mgr. 1967-72, sales mgr.
wire div. Worcester 1972
—
). Pres. youth div.
New Eng. Amateur Hockey Assn. 1968-74. res.
Natick MA.*
HARRISON, Richard Swinton. A.B., LL.B.
Yale 1960. Beta Theta Pi. L*w; b. Cranford
NJ Dec. 7 1932; m. Julia Stoddard March 17
1955; ch.: Thomas, Peter, Margaret. Atty.
Squire Sanders & Dempsey Cleveland OH
1960-68, asst. pres. White Motor Corp.
Cleveland 1968-71, atty. Squire Sanders &
Dempsey 1971—. Served to 1st It. USA
1955-57. res. Novelty OH.*
HAY, Harry Graham. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Portland April 9 1931. s. of Walter F. '20. res.
unknown.
HAYWARD, Donald Paul. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Military; b. Brockton MA May 17
1932; m. Joanne Minott June 13 1954; ch.:
Suzanne, Gail, Douglas. Lt. col. USA 1955—
.
res. Avon MA.*
HAZZARD, Robert Parks, III. A.B. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking
exec; b. Portland Feb. 15 1932; m. Anne
Purinton April 11 1955; ch.: Robert, Peter,
James, William, Molly. CP.A.; accountant
Haskins & Sells Boston 1958-62, CP.A.
Ranger Noyes & Hazzard Portland 1962-66,
v.pres. & trust officer Portland (Canal Bank
1966-74, Depositors Trust 1974-75), C.P.A. pvt.
practice 1976—. Dir. (YMCA 1968-77, Me.
Estate Planning Council 1970-77; Corporate
Fiduciaries Assn. of Me. 1970-74, treas.), dir. &
v.pres. Portland Boys Club 1968-75, trustee
Me. Audubon Soc. 1966-75. Served to lt. (jg)
USN 1954-56. res. Yarmouth.*
HETHERINGTON, Allen Francis, Jr. A.B.
cum laude 1955. Psi Upsilon. Advt. writing;
b. Boston Sept. 16 1931; m. Nancy Nelson
Feb. 1 1963; ch.: Allen III, William.
Copywriter Warwick & Legler Advt. NYC
1955-56, writer George Gobel Show Los
Angeles CA 1959-60, head writer & assoc.
producer Westinghouse Products San
Francisco CA & Los Angeles 1961-62, v.pres.
copy chief Mohr & Co. Advt. NYC 1963-74,
promotion dir. S. Middlesex Opportunity
Council Framingham MA 1975— . Served to
2nd lt. USAR 1956. res. Framingham MA.*
HIBBARD, Samuel Newcomb. A.B., M B A.
Univ. Penn. 1958. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Personnel management;
b. N. Adams MA Oct. 1 1932; m. Marietta
Laskey Oct. 13 1962; ch.: Wendy, Melinda.
Norton Co. Worcester MA (industrial engineer
1958-62, benefits supervisor 1962-65, financial
analyst 1965-68, purchasing agt. 1968-71, dir.
compensation 1971
—
). Treas. & dir. Family
Planning Foundation 1974-75, chmn. board of
deacons First Congr. Church Holden MA
1973, v.chmn. Holden Industrial Finance
Authority 1976, member sch. committee town
of Holden 1976—. Served to 1st lt. USA
1954-56. res. Holden MA.'*
HILDRETH, Horace Augustus, Jr. A.B., J.D.
Columbia 1958. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Cambridge MA
Dec. 17 1931; s. of Horace A. '25; m. Alison
Derby June 21 1956; ch.: Horace '80, Hasket,
Barney, Tom. Assoc. Portland (Pierce Atwood
& Scribner 1958-66, Richardson Hildreth Tyler
& Troubh 1967—). Trustee & pres. Me.
Audubon, N. Yarmouth Acad. 1968
—
;
member (Falmouth Town Council 1973-76,
Me. State Senate 1966-68). res. Falmouth.*
HILL, William Eugene. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Brooklyn NY Dec. 30 1930. res. Atlanta
GA.
HOERLE, David Arthur. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Theta Delta Chi. Occ. unknown; b.
Torrington CT July 16 1931; m. Sandra Sarot;
ch.: Amy, Damon, Jonathan. Various positions
Musical Theater NYC 1955-67, dancer Arthur
Murray NYC 1957-58, opera Musicians &
Artists Unions NYC 1959-67, social minister
Oak Grove Cottages N. Eastham MA 1967—.
Served to cpl. USA 1953-54. res. N. Eastham
MA.*
HOFFMANN, William Frederick. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Princeton
1962. Alpha Tau Omega. Astronomy; b.
Manchester NH Feb. 26 1933; m. Silke
Schneider June 5 1965; ch.: Andrea,
Christopher. Instr. physics Princeton Univ.
1958-61, research assoc. N.A.S.A. Goddard
Inst, for Space Studies NYC 1962, instr.
physics Yale Univ. 1963-65, physicist N.A.S.A
Goddard Inst, for Space Studies NYC 1965-73,
prof. astronomy & member steward
observatory Univ. Ariz. Tucson 1973—
.
Recipient: N.A.S.A. Exceptional Scientific
Achievement Award 1972. Contbr. res. Tucson
AZ.*
HOGAN, David Guiou. A.B. 1955. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Houlton Nov. 22 1932. res. S. Portland.
HOLDREDGE, Theodore Nelson. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. Worcester MA March 17 1933. res.
Cumberland Center.
HOWARD, Charles Woodbury, II. A.B. 1955,
M.A.L.S. Wesleyan 1968. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Concord NH Oct. 6 1932; m.
Nolie Suman Feb. 10 1955, m. Dorothy Brinley
July 28 1973. Sales Trainee A. Perley Fitch Co.
Manchester NH 1955-56; salesman Concord
Pharmacal Co. Hopkinton NH 1956-57; tennis
professional Lake Sunapee NH Yacht Club
summers 1957-59; teacher & coach New
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Hampton NH Sch. 1957-68; tennis
professional (Myopia Hunt Club S. Hamilton
MA summers 1964-71, Bald Peak Colony Club
Melvin Village NH summers 1976— ; dir.
Sachuest Hockey Sch. Newport RI summers
1972-75; teacher, coach & dir. athletics St.
George's Sch. Newport 1968— . res. Newport
RI.*
HULME, George Weston. A.B., M.D. Yale
1958. Alpha Tau Omega. Medicine; b.
Coronado CA Oct. 12 1933; ch.: Jameson,
Geoffrey, Mary, Ann. Physician (pvt. practice
Hartford CT 1965-73, Permanente Med.
Group Oakland CA 1974
—
). Served to It.
USNR 1959-61. res. Oakland CA.*
HUNTRESS, Roderick Lowell, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega. Business exec; b. Portland July
5 1932; s. of Roderick L. '27; m. Beverly
Arthur June 17 1956; ch.: Roderick III, Kate,
Caroline. Airco Inc. (trainee engineering
services dept. Boston 1956-57, sales engineer
1958-60, regional mgr. industrial gas div.
1961-64; general mgr. distributor products div.
NYC 1965-68; regional mgr. welding products
div. Boston 1968-71; zone v.pres. welding
products div. Broadview IL 1971
—
). Am.




). Served with USA
1954-56. res. Glen EUyn IL.*
HUPPER, Joel Henry. A.B. Business; b.
NYC Oct. 19 1932; s. of Roscoe H. '07; m.
Joan Thayer July 2 1960; ch.: Anne, David.
Student Harvard 1954-55; data processing
sales rep. Int. Business Machines Corp. NYC
1957-63; marketing plans & programs
coordinator Int. Business Machines World
Trade Corp. White Plains NY 1963-66;
information systems mgr. Int. Business
Machines World Trade Asia Corp.
Asia-Pacific Area Headquarters Tokyo Japan
1966-69; information systems education
program mgr. Int. Business Machines World
Trade Corp. NYC 1969-71; education
requirements mgr. Int. Business Machines
World Trade Eur., Middle East, Africa Corp.
White Plains 1972-75; marketing operating
plans program mgr. Int. Business Machines
World Trade Am. Far East Corp. 1975—.
Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57. res. New
Canaan CT.*
HURST, Robert Marshall. A.B., LL.B. & J.D.
Univ. Richmond 1959. Zeta Psi. Law; b.
Pawtucket RI April 12 1933; m. Mary Hutton
June 16 1958; ch.: James, Robert, Susan. Atty.
Fairfax VA (Rust & Hurst 1959-69,
self-employed 1969-72), judge Commonwealth
of Va. Fairfax 1972—. Served to It. (jg) USN
1954-57. res. Fairfax VA.*
JACKSON, George Ogden. A.B. Chi Psi.
Self-employed; b. Medina NY June 24 1931;
m. Shirley Townsend June 9 1956; ch.:
Kimberly, Cheryl, Stacie, Peter. Prop. Jackson
Interior Inc. Williamsville NY 19?— . Served
with USA 1954-56. res. Williamsville NY.*
JOHNSON, Ernest Bernhardt, Jr. A.B.
Clergy; b. Woburn MA June 16 1923; m.
Jan Sawyer Aug. 6 1950; ch.: Ernest III,
Debbie, Bruce, Lori. Pastor Old South Congr.
Church Hallowell 1952-58, sr. pastor Union
Congr. Church Braintree MA 1958— , exec. dir.
Union Towers Sr. Citizens Residence 1974—
.
Dir. Norfork County Lung Assn. 1959— ; pres.
S. Shore Council of Churches 1962-64; trustee
Bangor Theol. Sem. Bangor 1967-70, 1975—;
treas. Braintree Clergy Assn. 1970— ; organizer
& dir. Project People 1972— ; incorporator
Weymouth MA Savings Bank 1974
—
; dir. S.
Shore Cooperative Bank Weymouth 1976—
Served to sgt. USA 1943-45; awarded Purple
Heart. Recipient: Outstanding Cirizen Award
Weymouth 1975. res. Braintree MA.*
JONES, Irwin Eugene. Bowdoin 1950-51.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. NYC May 29 1933.
res. unknown.
JORDAN, Charles Wallace, Jr. Bowdoin
1950-54. Delta Upsilon. b. Boston Jan. 4
1932. res. Sunnyvale CA.
JOY, Thomas Waterman. A.B., B.S.C.E. M IT.
1956. Theta Delta Chi. Class agt. 1957-67.
Engineering exec; b. Winchester MA Dec.
11 1932; s. of John H. '12; m. Evelyn
Alexander Aug. 20 1955; ch.: Mark, Judy.
Professional engineer (MA & ME); estimater
Acorn Homes Acton MA 1955, construction
supt. Frank Joy Inc. Orleans MA 1956-60,
v.pres. & engineer Cape Cod Ready Mix
Orleans 1960
— ,
pres. Lower Cape Foundation
Co. Orleans 1962—, principal Coastal
Engineering Co. Orleans 1974— . Dir. Cape
Cod Contractors & Builders Assn. 1958—
,
member sch. committee Orleans 1967
—
Nauset Regional Sch. Dist. committee
(member 1969-74, chmn. 4 yrs.). Pvt. USA
1957. res. Orleans MA.*
KAITZ, Marvin J. A.B. 1955. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Lewiston June 13 1933. res.
Houston TX.
KALER, John Otis. A.B. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Worcester MA Aug. 4 1932; s. of Otis T. '27.
res. Glastonbury CT.
KEARNEY, Ralph George. A.B. 1957. Delta
Upsilon. b. Ft. Fairfield Dec. 30 1932. res.
Novato CA.
KEITH, Preston Bond. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Communications management; b. Brockton
MA Jan. 3 1932; m. Nancy Mason July 11
1959; ch.: Tamara, Gregory. Various positions
plant dept. Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. of
Md. 1957-62, New Eng. Tel. Co. (various
positions plant, personnel & traffic depts.
1962-75; business services supervisor Boston
1975
—
). Supt. Sunday sch. Trinitarian Congr.
Church Wayland. Served to It. (jg) USNR
1955-57. res. Wayland MA.*
KENT, Alfred Thomas, Jr. Bowdoin 1950-51.
Delta Upsilon. b. Brockston MA Sept. 6
1930. res. Salisbury VT.
KNIGHT, Carlton Edward, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1958. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Data
processing; b. Brockton MA Aug. 14 1931; m.
Susan McLean Dec. 22 1956; ch.: Karen,
Christopher. With Int. Business Machines
Corp. Kingston NY 1973—. Served to 1st It.
USA 1954-56. res. Red Hook NY.*
KRAUS, Richard Bertram. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Mt. Kisco NY July 23
1932. res. E. Hartford CT.
KURTH, William Gustave. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
1972 capital campaign worker. Brokerage; b.
Andover MA Jan. 6 1932; s. of William W. *25;
m. Barbara Nichols Sept. 18 1954; ch.: Susan,
Alan, Sandra. Pres. A. B. Sutherland Co.
Lawrence MA 1954-75, yacht & ship broker
Bill Dunne & Co. Inc. Ft. Lauderdale FL
1975—. Dir. (Nat. Retail Merc. 1968-74, Mass.
Merc. 1960
—
, C. of C. Greater Lawrence
1968-72, United Fund 1954-66). Named
Retailer of the Yr. Lawrence 1960. res.
Andover MA.*
LADD, Charles Cushing, III. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; B.S. M.I.T 1955; M.S. M.I.T.
1957; Sc.D. M.I.T. 1961. Theta Delta Chi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Brooklyn NY Nov. 23 1932; m. Carol Ballou
June 11 1954; ch.: Melissa, Charles '78, Ruth,
Matthew. Professional engineer (MA); M.I.T.
(research asst. 1955-57, instr. civil engineering
1957-61, asst. prof. 1961-63, assoc. prof.
1963-70, prof. 1970—), visiting consultant
Haley & Aldrich Inc. Cambridge MA 1967-68.
Chmn. (soil properties committee Am. Soc.
Civil Engineers 1965-68, geotech. section
Boston Soc. Civil Engineers 1970-71), pres.
Boston Soc. Civil Engineers 1977,
commissioner Dept. of Public Works Concord
MA 1965
—
, elected member Sigma Xi.
Recipient: Am. Soc. of Civil Engineers (Walter
L. Huber Civil Engineering Research Prize
1969, Croes Medal 1973, Norman Medal 1976).
Contbr. res. Concord MA.*
LADD, James Loring. B.S. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ins. & real estate; b. Milo Feb. 18
1933; m. Shirlene Harris Sept. 12 1953; ch.:
Kyle, Lorine, Lana, Kent. Teacher & coach
high sch. (Mattawamkeag 1954-55, Newport
1958-59), ins. & real estate James L. Ladd
Agency Milo 1959—. Served to 1st It. USA
1955-57. res. Milo.*
LARCOM, Gordon Danforth, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Tufts 1958. Sigma Nu.
Medicine; b. Dedham MA May 19 1932; s.
of Gordon D. '29; m. Gail Chamberlin March
30 1956; ch.: Cynthia, Peter, Melissa. Intern
U.S. Naval Hospital St. Albans NY 1958-59,
USN (diving med. officer Portsmouth NH
1959-60, U.S.S. Cavalier & Merrick 1960-61),
resident U.S. Naval Hospital St. Albans
(general surgery 1961-62, anesthesia 1962-64),
staff U.S. Naval Hospital Chelsea MA 1964-66,
chief anesthesia U.S. Naval Hospital Camp
Pendleton CA 1966-67, ret. It. cdr. USN, pvt.
practice anesthesia Casper WY 1967— . Fellow
Am. Coll. Anesthesiology 1964, Am. Board
Anesthesia (diplomate 1967, examiner 1969
—),
clinical instr. anesthesia Boston Univ. Sch. of
Medicine 1965-66, member Am. Soc.
Anesthesiologist (refresher course committee
1972, committee on hospital & community
education 1974), assoc. ed. Survey of
Anesthesiology 1974
— , sec. & treas. Natrona
County Med. Soc. 1969-70, med. staff Natrona
County Memorial Hospital (staff sec. 1972-73.
member exec, committee 1972-73). res. Casper
WY.*
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LAZO, Theodore Dean. A.B., M B A. N Y.
Univ. 1956. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Corp. exec; b. Bridgeport
CT July 2 1932; m. Katherine McAlenney
April 23 1966; ch.: Theodore, Cynthia. C.P.A.;
mgr. Price Waterhouse & Co. NYC 1955-71,
v.pres. controller Bristol-Myers Products NYC
1971—. Served to spec. 4/c USA 1956-58. res.
Stamford CT.*
LEATHERS, William Bridger. Bowdoin
1950-54. b. Biddeford Oct. 29 1931. res.
Reading MA.
LEONARD, Edwin Palmer, III. Bowdoin
1951-53. Beta Theta Pi. b. Newton MA May
19 1930; m. Marjorie Fulton Sept. 13 1952;
ch.: Stephanie, William, Charles. Factory rep.
school equipment div. Brunswick Corp.
(Boston 1953-59, Hartford CT 1959-60),
architectural products mgr. Brunswick Corp.
Phila. PA 1960-61, E. regional sales mgr.
educational equipment div. Edwards Co. Inc.
Norwalk CT 1961-?, mgr. sales systems
Sylvania Commercial Electronics Boston
197-70, marketing mgr. General Electronics
Labs. div. Sippican Corp. Boston 1970-71. d.
Duxbury MA Oct. 21 1971.
LEONARD, John Barlow. A.B., LL.B.
Georgetown Univ. 1958. Beta Theta Pi.
Law; b. Worcester MA March 21 1932; m.
Pamela Ross Aug. 20 1968; ch.: Wayne. Atty.
(FCC Washington DC 1959-61, pvt. practice





special asst. atty. general
Fall River 1973, asst. dist. atty. Bristol City
MA 1974—. Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56. res.
Somerset MA.*
LEVIN, Howard Stanley. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Univ. Md. 1958. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Medicine; b.
Baltimore MD March 1 1934; m. Susan
Bernstein Dec. 22 1957; ch.: Stephen, Margot,
Jennifer. Intern Univ. Md. Hospital Baltimore
1958-59, asst. pathology resident Boston City
Hospital 1959-61, pathology resident New Eng.
Deaconess Hospital Boston 1961-63, asst. prof,
pathology Univ. Md. Med. Sch. 1963-66 &
1968-70, pathologist (Armed Forces Inst, of
Pathology Washington DC 1966-68, Cleveland
OH Clinic 1970—). Asst. clinical prof,
pathology Case Western Reserve Univ. Sch. of
Medicine 1974
—
, counsellor Md. Soc. of
Pathologists 1969-70, Cleveland Soc. of
Pathologists (governor 1974-75, v.pres.
1975-76, pres. 1976-77). Served to capt. USA
1966-68. Contbr. res. Shaker Heights OH.*
LEVINE, Harvey Soloman. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Ins.; b. Lewiston June 27 1932; m.
Helen Schwey Nov. 16 1958; ch.: Cathy, Eliot.
Mgr. Family Drycleaners Westbrook 1958-64,
prop, drycleaning establishments Portland
1964-75, with Robbins Realty Co. Westbrook
part-time 1975
—,
with Prudential Ins. Co.
Portland 1975—. Served to sgt. USA
1954-1957. res. Portland.*
LEVY, Roy Gerald. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; LL.B. Columbia 1958. Law; b. NYC
May 12 1932; m. Elaine Loth Aug. 25 1963;
ch.: Ann, Joshua. Assoc. Kupter Silberfeld
Nathan & Danziger NYC 1960-64, house
counsel Inland Credit Corp. NYC 1965-66,
atty. self-employed NYC 1966— . Served to 1st
It. USA 1954-56. res. Westport CT.*
LEWIS, Gerald Melvin. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1957. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Boston June 23
1928; m. Joan Steinberg June 6 1951; ch.:
Geoffrey, Rose. Harry N. Steinberg Lawrence
MA (para-legal 1954-57, atty. 1957-73), atty.
Steinberg Shaker & Lewis Lawrence 1973—
.
V.pres. Temple Emanuel Lawrence, res.
Andover MA.*
LILLEY, Albert Frederick. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Va. 1959. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni
Council 1972-76 (v.pres. 1974-75, pres.
1975-76), Alumni Fund dir. 1966-71 (v.chmn.
1969-70, chmn. 1970-71), 1972 capital
campaign worker, Overseer 1976— . Law; b.
Harrisburg PA Dec. 21 1932; m. Judith
Pennock Sept. 1 1956; ch.: Kirk, Kristin,
James. Milbank Tweed Hadley & McCloy
NYC (assoc. atty. 1959-67, partner 1967—).
Trustee regional high sch. Allendale NJ,
member board of adjustment Allendale
1969-70, member & v.chmn. committee on
transportation Ridgewood NJ 1974— . Served
to 1st It. USA 1954-56. res. Ridgewood NJ.*
LILLEY, Robert Elwin. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Portland March 16 1932. res. Ballwin MO.
LITCHFIELD, Alvin Goddu. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Sales; b. Winchester MA Dec. 9 1930; m.
Elizabeth Chambers Sept. 22 1956; ch.: A.
Douglas, Peter, John. Salesman & v.pres.
Waters & Peterfield Boston 1956—. Served to
sgt. 1954-56. res. Acton Center MA.*
LITTLE, Richard Edwy. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
1962 capital campaign worker. Engineering
management; b. Mt. Kisco NY April 29 1932;
m. Susan Lowell Oct. 30 1954; ch.: Cynthia
'77, Douglas. Engineer General Tel. Electric
Sylvania Needham MA 1956-60, engineering
supervisor Honeywell Inc. Waltham MA
1960-70, engineering mgr. General Tel. Electric
Int. Waltham 1970—. Church of the Advent
Medfield MA (member vestry 1966-68, treas.
1968-71), trustee Charles River Sch. Dover MA
1968-70. Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56. res.
Dedham MA.*
LYONS, Stephen Hewett, Jr. Bowdoin
1950-51. b. NYC Aug. 13 1932. res.
unknown.
MacDONALD, Frank Allan. A.B., M.A.L.S.
Wesleyan 1965. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Quincy MA March 5 1932; s. of Frank E. '23;
m. Barbara Haynes Jan. 23 1955; ch.: Alison,
Rod, Andrew. Teacher (Me. Central Inst.
Pittsfield 1957-60, high sch. Cohasset MA
1960
—
). Coordinator Cohasset High Sch.
Alternative Sch. 1972-75. Served to 1st It. USA
1954-56. res. Scituate MA.*
MacGILLAVRY, Dunmaggles Henry Donald.
Bowdoin 1950-51. Zeta Psi. b. Semarana
Java April 24 1931. res. Zuidlaarderveen The
Netherlands.
MacLEOD, Bruce Vincent. Bowdoin 1950-51.
b. Boston Jan. 16 1933. res. unknown.
MALCOLM, John Baden, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1959. Beta Theta Pi.
Management; b. Cambridge MA May 7
1932; m. Nancy Brant Nov. 9 1968. Dist. mgr.
Bell Tel. Co. of Penn. Phila. PA 1959-71,
general mgr. Comstaf Camp Hill PA 1971-72,
sec.-treas. & managing partner Luther Bitting
Assn. Camp Hill 1972-74, telecommunications
management officer Penn. Dept. of
Transportation Harrisburg PA 1974—
.
Member (Nat. Defense Transportation Assn.,
Assn. of the USA, Penn. Law Enforcement
Telecommunications Committee), member
board of dir. Pittsburgh PA (Northside C. of
C; East. Liberty C. of C; reserve officers assn.
of U.S.; W. Shore C. of C. Camp Hill, bureau
chmn. United Fund 1975; Northside Civic
Development Council, area chmn. WQED
Pittsburgh ETV Fund Drives), sec. Rotary Int.
1968, dist. committee member Boy Scouts of
Am., neighborhood chmn. Friends of Scouting
Fund Drives, elected member Beta Gamma
Sigma, co. advisor Jr. Achievement, business
solicitor Jr. Achievement Fund Drives. Served
to 1st It. USA 1954-56, served to It. col. USAR;
awarded Nat. Defense Medal, Army of
Occupation Medal, Armed Forces Reserve
Medal, USAR Service Medal, Army
Commendation Medal. Recipient: Northeast
Airlines Award, Me. Truck Owners Assn.
Award, res. Camp Hill PA.*
MALLOY, Malcolm Graham. A.B., D.M.D.
Tufts 1958. Delta Sigma. Dentistry; b.
Newton MA June 23 1932; m. Natalie
Carpenter June 28 1958; ch.: Jennifer, Scott,
Rebecca. Dentist pvt. practice Newburyport
MA. St. Paul's Epis. Church Newburyport 2
terms (member vestry, sr. warden). Served to It.
USN 1958-60. res. Rowley MA.*
MANNING, Samuel Frothingham. A.B. 1956.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. New Canaan CT
Apnl 19 1930. res. Camden.
MARKELL, Alan William. A.B., M.B.A.
Columbia 1956. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Self-employed automobile transportation &
export; b. Boston June 6 1933; m. Julie Siegel
May 26 1957, m. Carol Fireman Sept. 15 1971;
ch.: Jennifer, Adam. Financial analyst Radio
Corp. of Am. NYC 1957-60, asst. to pres.
Jenkins Spirits Corp. Boston 1960-61,
controller Marum Knitting Mills Lawrence
MA 1961-63, pres. (Norfolk Water
Conditioning Corp. Boston 1963-65, Car Mark




MARSHALL, Richard Barrak. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Sales management; b. Providence
RI April 4 1932; m. Joan Webber Jan. 1 1955;
ch.: Jay, Jill. Sales service Forster Mfg. Co.
Wilton 1957-58, Continental Corp. of Am.
Medford MA 1958-60, self-employed Peter
Webber Ski Shops Farmington 1960-72,
eastern sales mgr. Scott U.S.A. Sun Valley ID
1972—. Dir. Eastern Ski Assn. 1965-68. Served
to capt. USAF 1955-57. res. Farmington.*
McCABE, Michael James. A.B., MD. Yale
1959. Zeta Pai. Medicine; b. Champaign IL
Feb. 5 1932; m. Amy McFall June 1967.
Neuroradiologist Straub Hospital Honolulu
HI. Recipient: Univ. Calif, specialty board
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certification (diagnostic radiology 1971,
nuclear medicine 1972), physician Hui Wa'a
Hawaiian Outrigger Canoe Racing Assn.,
sec.-treas. Hawaiian Radiological Soc. res.
Honolulu HI.*
McCABE, Richard Thomas. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Business exec; b. Boston Feb. 24 1932; m.
Nancy Auger April 7 1956; ch.: Suzanne, Lisa,
Andrew. V.pres. & treas. Joseph P. McCabe
Inc. Boston 1954— . res. Wellesley MA.*
McCORNACK, David Gait, Jr. A.B. 1956. Beta
Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Sales; b. Orange NJ Aug. 3 1931; m.
Marjorie Feakes Aug. 25 1956; ch.: Jennifer,
Meredith, David III, Catherine. Sr. marketing
rep. Int. Business Machines Corp. NYC
1957—. Served to s/sgt. USA 1952-54. res.
Westfield NJ.*
McKINNEY, Theophilus Ellis, Jr. A.B. Delta
Upsilon. b. Charlotte NC Jan. 20 1933. res.
N. White Plains NY.
McLAREN, Henry Parker, Jr. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Self-employed; b. Norwood MA Nov. 4
1932; m. Barbara McLaren Aug. 25 1956; ch.:
Todd, Jay, Scott, Lee, Kristen. Int. trainee
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. NYC 1958-60,
asst. export mgr. Walter M. McKim & Son Inc.
Cambridge MA 1960-75, self-employed
Merrimac MA 1975— . Town moderator,
member (conservation comm., sewer study
comm.). Pvt. USA 1954-56. res. Merrimac
MA.*
McLOON, Kenneth Alfred. A.B. 1956. Delta
Upsilon. b. Lowell MA March 21 1932. res.
Chelmsford MA.
MEIMARIDIS, George Tassos. Bowdoin
1952-53. b. Athens Greece April 30 1933. res.
unknown.
MELINCOFF, David Richard. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1961. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Boston March 27 1932; m. Honey Pinder Dec.
22 1962; ch.: Laurie, Judy. Atty. Washington
DC U.S. Justice Dept. 1961-69, O'Connor &
Hannan 1970—). Served to sgt. USA 1954-57.
res. Vienna VA.*
MILLER, Daniel Arthur. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Sales; b. Lynn MA Oct. 3 1932;
married; ch.: Andrew, Thomas. Sales mgr.
Belgrade Shoe Co. Auburn 1956-68, pres.
Trans Am. Footwear Ltd. NYC 1968-75, sales
rep. Dexter Shoe Co. Dexter 1975— . Served to
1st It. USA 1954-56. res. Bellevue WA.*
MILLER, John Allan. Bowdoin 1950-53.
Kappa Sigma, b. Quincy MA July 18 1933.
res. Dayton OH.
MILLER, Kenneth Bruce. A.B., M.S. Boston
Univ. 1958. Beta Theta Pi. Personnel
admin.; b. Melrose MA Feb. 9 1933; m. Elinor
Weeks June 27 1957; ch.: Richard, Edward,
Jeffrey. Asst. personnel mgr. Itek Corp.
Lexington MA 1958-59, personnel dir. Tubular
Rivet & Stud Co. Braintree MA 1959-64,
personnel mgr. Improved Machinery Inc.
Nashua NH 1964-65, personnel administrator
Cincinnati Milacron Heald Corp. Worcester
MA 1965— . Chmn. board of trustees First
Baptist Church Marlboro MA 1968-73,
1975
—
; Personnel Management Assn. of
Central Mass. (dir. 1968-69, 1972; v.pres. 1970,
pres. 1971—). Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56.
Named Outstanding Young Men of Am. 1968.
res. Marlboro MA.*
MILNE, Norman Forbes, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. 1972 capital campaign area chmn. Ins.
brokerage; b. Manchester NH Nov. 7 1931; m.
Anne Dwyer Sept. 24 1960; ch.: Susan, Walter.
Ins. broker Lockwood-Bodwell & Covill




Assn. 1971-75, trustee Camp Carpenter Boy
Scouts of Am. 1975, member N.H. General
Court 1967-76. Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56.
res. Auburn NH.*
MIRK, Kurt. Bowdoin 1950-51. b. Korbach
Germany July 26 1927. res. Arolsen Germany.
MITCHELL, David Anthony. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Education; b. Newark NJ Feb. 27
1932; m. Marilyn Dean June 23 1957; ch.:
Ellen, Cynthia, Katharine. Trainee 1954 (Sears
Roebuck & Co. Passaic NJ, Prudential Ins. Co.
Newark NJ), teacher (Emerson Sch. Exeter
NH 1957-59, Hackley Sch. Tarrytown NY
1959-61, Taft Sch. Watertown CT 1961—).
Served with USA 1954-57. res. Watertown
CT.*
MITCHELL, Fred Emelius. Bowdoin 1950-51.
b. Paget Bermuda Jan. 17 1932. res.
Readfield.
MITCHELL, George John, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Georgetown Univ. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Waterville Aug. 20 1933; m. Sally Heath Aug.
29 1959; ch.: Andrea. Trial atty. U.S. Dept. of
Justice Washington DC 1960-62, exec. asst. to
Seantor Edmund S. Muskie Washington DC
1962-65, atty. Jensen Baird Gardner Donovan
& Henry Portland 1965—. Served to 1st It.
USA 1954-56. res. S. Portland.*
MITCHELL, Martin Chapman. Bowdoin
1950-53. Psi Upsilon. b. Richmond Aug. 15
1932. d. near Bath March 31 1953.
MOLDAVER, Claude Alan. A.B., M.S.
Columbia 1961. Delta Sigma. Hospital
admin.; b. Brussels Belgium Sept. 15 1932; m.
Margaret Elliott Aug. 2 1958; ch.: Michael,
Robert. Admin, staff St. Vincent's Hospital of
the City of N.Y. 1958-59, admin, resident
Jefferson Med. Coll. Hospital Phila. PA
1960-61, Hospital of Univ. Penn. Phila.
(admin, asst. 1961-63, asst. dir. 1963-64),
Community Hospital at Glen Cove L.I. NY
(asst. administrator 1964-69, assoc.
administrator 1970-72), administrator (Am.
Hospital of Paris France 1972-74, United
Hospital Port Chester NY 1975—). Member
board of governors Fondation Medicale
Franco-Americaine du Mont-Valerien
Hospital Foch France 1972-74. Served to 1st It.
MSCUSA 1954. res. Pound Ridge NY.*
MOORE, Roswell, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi. Ret.; b.
New Britain CT Feb. 22 1931; s. of Roswell
'26; m. Beverly Ann Jones Oct. 29 1955; ch.:
Roswell III, Andrea. Maj. USA Washington
DC 1954-74, ret., SROTC army instr. Houston
TX Tech. Inst. 1975—. Awarded Bronze Star
1969; Armed Forces Reserve Medal with
device 1954-74; Air Medal with 9 awards
1964-65, 1968-69; Army Commendation Medal
with cluster 1967, 1971; Vietnam Campaign
Ribbon with 7 battle stars 1964-65, 1968-69;
Presidential Unit Citation (2) 1964-65,
1968-69; Meritorious Unit Citation 1964-65;
Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry with palm
1964-65, 1968-69. res. Sugar Land TX.*
MORIN, Paul John. A.B. cum laude. b.
Brunswick June 15 1933. res. Severna Park
MD.
MORIYAMA, Shogo. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Kappa Sigma. Business exec; b.
Kagoshima-Ken Japan Jan. 7 1930; m. Fumi
Takayasu April 2 1955; ch.: Michiyo, Takashi.
Ishioka & Co. Ltd. Tokyo (managing dir.
1955-57, pres. 1957—). res. Tokyo Japan.*
MORRILL, Charles Forest. A.B. 1957, J.D.
Boston Coll. 1965. Theta Delta Chi. Law; b.
Manchester NH July 2 1932; m. Patricia
Carman July 25 1953; ch.: Michael, Charles
III, Anne, Richard, David. General Electric
Co. (trainee Schenectady NY 1957-59,
accountant Fitchburg MA 1959-64), justice
Merrimack NH Dist. Court 1962—, atty. Stein
Gormley & Morrill Merrimack 1965— . V.pres.
Merrimack Village Hardware Inc., sec.-clerk
(N.H. Judges Assn. 1973-75, N.H. Bar Assn.,
Am. Bar Assn.), member (sch. board
Merrimack 1967-70, admin, committee of dist.
& municipal courts 1965-75, N.H. Judges Assn.
Comm. on Judicial Conduct). Served to sgt.
USMC 1951-54. res. Merrimack NH.*
MORRIS, William Wall. Bowdoin 1952-54.
b. New Orleans LA Dec. 4 1929. res.
unknown.
MULLIGAN, Leonard Charles. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign area
chmn., admissions aide. Business exec; b.
Andover MA March 21 1932; m. Carol Musk
April 2 1955; ch.: Brian, Julie, Ann. Corporate
underwriting & development Mass. Mutual
Life Ins. Co. 1956-59, The Gibbons Co. Bath
(mgr. 1959-61, pres. 1961—), pres. (Winters Oil
Co. Inc. Wiscasset 1964— , Lewis Oil Co. Inc.
Boothbay Harbor 1971—). Treas. Bath
(Sherred Corp., Hillhouse Nursing Home);
managing general partner Sherred Village
Assocs. Bath; general partner McKeen Invest.
Assoc. Brunswick; dir. & v.pres. Casco Cable
& Television Inc. Brunswick & Bath; trustee &
v.pres. exec, committee Bath Memorial
Hospital; dir. advisory board Canal Nat. Bank
Bath, Brunswick & Boothbay Harbor;
corporator Bath Savings Institution: chmn.
Me. Oil Dealers Assn. Ins. Trust; founding
trustee Hyde Sch. Bath; past pres. (Me. Oil &
Heating Equipment Dealers Assn. 1965-67, C.
of C. Bath area 1965, United Fund Campaign
1970), member fuel oil study supply comm. res.
Bath.*
NAGAWARA, Makoto. Bowdoin 1 950-5 1 . b.
Hiroshima Japan Nov. 7 1927. res. unknown.
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NAKANE, Akira. A.B. 1955 (Bowdoin Plan).
Theta Delta Chi. b. Tokyo Japan May 9
1929; s. of Shigeo Nakane '22. res. Tokyo
Japan.
NEWMAN, John Charles. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Lynn MA Aug. 3 1932. res. Reading MA.
NICHOLS, Barrett Campbell, Jr. A.B. Zeta
Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Bank
exec; b. Cambridge MA July 31 1932; s. of
Barrett C. '25; m. Sara Hay July 16 1955; ch.:
Thomas, Susan. V.pres. The First Nat. Bank of
Boston 1954—. Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57.
res. Marblehead MA.*
NUNGESSER, John Vliet. A.B., D.M.D.
Univ. Penn. 1965. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Dentistry; b. Short
Hills NJ Jan. 27 1932; m. Avis Ashcraft Sept.
22 1956; ch.: Dana, Blair. Dentist
self-employed Far Hills NJ. Served to It. (sg)
USNR 1955-58. res. Far Hills NJ.*
O'CONNOR, Joseph Taffe. A.B. cum laude.
Occ. unknown; b. Lawrence MA Oct. 3
1932. res. Newton MA.*
OLSEN, Gordon Taylor. A.B. b. Concord
MA Dec. 3 1931. res. NYC.
ORCUTT, Charles Emerson, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1958, J.D. Boston Coll. 1962. Zeta
Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b.
Brooklyn NY Jan. 25 1933; m. Corrine Hutton
June 28 1958; ch.: Kathryn, Charles III,
Thomas, Elizabeth. Asst. to registrar Univ.
Coll. Rutgers Univ. 1956-58, instr. grad. sch. of
business admin. Boston Coll. Brighton MA
1960-62,' law clerk & assoc. F. Lee Bailey
Esquire Boston 1962-64, assoc. & partner
Wilson & Orcutt Maynard MA 1965—, lectr.
law Northeastern Univ. Sch. of Law 1976—
.
Incorporator & trustee Assabet Institution for
Savings Maynard 1969— , member advisory
board Middlesex Bank Maynard 1969
— ,
town
planning board Acton MA (member 1965-68,
chmn. 1967-68), counsel Acton Water Dist.
1967—. Served to 1st It. USA 1955-56. res.
Acton MA.*
OWEN, Wadsworth. Bowdoin 1950-52. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. NYC Sept. 4 1932. res. Old
Lyme CT.
PACKARD, George Victor, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Feb. 14 1932.
res. Hopewell NJ.
PAPAIOANOU, Xenophon Louis. Bowdoin
1950-52. Kappa Sigma. b. Springfield MA
July 20 1932. res. Haverhill MA.
PAYNE, Gregory Dwight. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Portland May 21 1932; m. Jean Lemire June 29
1954; ch.: Dwight, Douglas. With Payne Ins.
Agency Lewiston 1956-68 (agt. 1956-?, mgr. ca.
1964, prop. 197-68). Served with USA 1954-56.
d. Lewiston Aug. 9 1968.
PAYOR, David Hill. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. New Britain CT Sept. 8 1932. res. Redding
CT.
PEARSON, Karl Maurice, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Univ. Calif. Los Angeles
1968. Information science & librarianship; b.
Haverhill MA March 28 1933; s. of Karl M.
'26; m. Lesley Spencer July 10 1954, m.
Lorelda Fox Sept. 7 1963; ch.: Charles.
Expediter Henschel Corp. Amesbury MA
1956-57, jr. cost accountant Dennison Mfg. Co.
Framingham MA 1957-59, cost accountant J.
P. Stevens Co. N. Andover MA 1960-61,
System Development Corp. Santa Monica CA
(programmer 1961-68, information scientist
1968-75), tech. coordinator Western Interstate
Library Coordination Organization Western
Interstate Comm. for Higher Education
Boulder CO 1975— . V.pres. communications
System Development Corp. Management
Assn. 1974-75, advisor McDonnell-Douglas
Aerospace Museum 1975. Served to 1st It. USA
1954-56, served to It. col. USAR. Contbr. res.
Boulder CO.*
PHILLIPS, George Fletcher, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. b. Buffalo
NY Nov. 6 1931. Invest, management Buffalo.
Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56. res. Buffalo
NY.*
PHILLIPS, Herbert Paul. A.B., LL.B. & J.D.
Boston Univ. 1957, LL.M. N.Y. Univ. 1958.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b. Haverhill MA
May 27 1933; m. Margery Kapelson June 22
1958; ch.: Karen, Thomas, Jane, Richard. Law
clerk U.S. Tax Court Washington DC 1958-60,
atty. & sr. partner Phillips & Grillo Haverhill
I960—, res. Haverhill MA.*
PILLSBURY, Robert Warren. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Law; b.
Weymouth MA June 20 1932; m. Lucille
Rubin July 22 1961; ch.: Lauren, Steven. Law
assoc. Hamblett Kerrigan & Hamblett Nashua
NH 1961-66, partner Winer Lynch Pillsbury &
Howorth Nashua 1966— . Served to capt.
USAR 1957-61; awarded Army
Commendation Medal, res. Nashua NH.*
PIRAINO, Ettore Nicola. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1959, Ph.D. Fordham Univ. 1974.
Alpha Tau Omega. Counseling &
psychotherapy; b. Staten Is. NY March 15
1932; m. Clara Taylor April 22 1960. Teacher
NYC 1958-62, high sch. counselor-guidance
dir. Cross River NY 1962-68, high sch.
guidance dean Eastchester NY 1968—
,
consultant in adolescent psychotherapy White
Plains NY Hospital 1974—. Pres. Westchester
Putnam-Rockland Personnel & Guidance
Assn. 1971-72. Served with USA 1954-57. res.
Brewster NY.*
POWELL, Peter Blake. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
NYC Feb. 23 1932; m. Marion Randall July 13
1957, m. Barbara Dolan 1965; ch.: Kenneth,
Blake. Product line marketing mgr. ordinance
div. Honeywell Inc. 197-63, with A & W Int.
Inc. Santa Monica CA 1963-7 (asst. to pres.
1963, asst. mgr. sales, dir. marketing), mgr.
advt. sales promotion Chiquita Brands Inc.
United Fruit Co. 197-71. Served to capt.
USMC 1954-7. d. Darien CT Nov. 24 1971.
PRESSY, Harold Comins. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Bangor June 12 1932. res. unknown.
RANLETT, Charles. A.B., M.G.A. Univ. Penn.
1958. Delta Sigma. Public admin.; b. Boston
April 1 1932; m. Mary Ranlett June 20 1959;
ch.: David, Susan. City of Portland (admin,
asst. to city mgr. 1958-59, personnel dir.
1958-67), Public Admin. Service Chicago IL
(staff assoc. 1967-73, sr. staff assoc. 1973—).
Member of faculty continuing education div.
Univ. Me. Portland 1965-67, elected
corresponding member Appalachian Mountain
Club 1975. Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56. Ed.:
Maine Mountain Guide 1st edition (1961), 2nd
edition (1968). res. Homewood IL.*
RAYMENT, Donald William. A.B., M.S.
George Washington Univ. 1966. Theta Delta
Chi. Military-col.; b. Taunton MA March 14
1932; m. Mary C. Sweeney April 14 1956; ch.:
William, Mary Ann, Stephen, Jane, Mark,
Brian, John, Carol. Research accountant
Prudential Life Ins. Co. Newark NJ 1954-55,
USAF (officer navigator Dyess Air Force Base
TX & Dover Air Force Base DE 1956-62, air
officer commanding USAF Acad. CO 1962-65,
NORAD systems analyst Syracuse NY
1966-68, combat crew navigator Bien Hoa Air
Base RVN 1968-69, exec, office of legislative
liaison Pentagon Washington DC 1969-75),
student Air War Coll. Maxwell Air Force Base
AL 1975-76, headquarters USAF Pentagon
1976— . Awarded Silver Star, Distinguished
Flying Cross, Bronze Star, Air Medal, Purple
Heart, Air Force Commendation Medal,
Meritorious Service Medal, Cross of Gallantry,
res. Vienna VA.*
REID, Douglas Stewart. A.B. Chi Psi.
Business exec. consulting &
communications; b. Hartford CT July 17 1932;
m. Dorothy Johnson Aug. 28 1954; ch.:
Douglas Jr., Susan, Richard, Cynthia,
Dorothy, William. Sales Procter & Gamble
Boston & Syracuse NY 1954-57, sales
management Southern New Eng. Tel. Co.
Hartford CT & New Haven CT 1957-68,
v.pres. Autex Inc. Wellesley MA 1968-74, pres.
Framingham MA (Innovative Data Systems
1974
— , Communications Analysis Corp.
1976
—
). Chmn. high sch. advisory board, pres.
high sch. support fund-. Served to 1st It. USA
1954-56. res. Framingham MA.*
REILLY, Philip Edward, Jr. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Middletown CT Dec.
12 1930. res. Quincy IL.
REIMER, John Berend. Bowdoin 1950-53. Psi
Upsilon. b. Oxnard CA Nov. 11 1931. res.
unknown.
RICE, John Howard Parker. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Zeta Psi. b. Augusta Sept. 5 1931; s. of
Parker H. '29. res. Manchester NH.
RIDLON, Herrick Clark. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Columbia 1958.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Admissions aide
1965-74, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Medicine; b. Bangor Feb. 20 1932; s. of
Magnus F. '22; m. Mary Pierce June 14 1958;
ch.: David. Physician self-employed Hartford
CT, sr. attending urologist Hartford Hospital,
chief urology Newington CT Children's
Hospital, asst. clinical prof, surgery Univ.
Conn. Farmington 1973— . Member exec.
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committee urology section Am. Acad, of
Pediatrics 1972, member various committees
(Hartford Hospital, Newington Children's
Hospital). Served to It. cdr. MCUSNR 197-68.
Contbr. res. W. Hartford CT.*
RILEY, Peter Bernard. Bowdoin 1950-51.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Northampton MA
Feb. 4 1932. res. unknown.
RINGQUIST, Alden Edward. A.B. Invests.;
b. Boston Dec. 17 1931; m. Mary LaFonte
Sept. 27 1956; ch.: Bradley, Nelson, Neal. Agt.
John Hancock Waltham & Framingham MA
1956-69, brokerage mgr. Occidental Life of
Calif. Wellesley MA 1969— C.L.U. 1977.
Treas., v.pres. & pres. Framingham Life
Underwriters 1966-71; Mass. Life
Underwriters (dir. 1970-73, member legislative
committee 1971-74). Served to capt. USA
1954-56; awarded Nat. Defense Medal, res.
Duxbury MA.*
RISEDORPH, Dexter James. A.B. 1955, M.S.
Union 1961. Beta Theta Pi. Admin.; b.
Gloversville NY Sept. 16 1932; m. Doris Stead
Sept. 7 1952; ch.: Cheryl, Jamie. Management
trainee Filmer Leather Co. Inc. Gloversville
1955-56, terminal mgr. Carpet City Trucking
Co. Inc. Gloversville 1956-57, teacher (jr. high
sch. Albany NY 1957-58, central sch. Mayfield
NY 1958-62), supt. Risedorph Inc. Gloversville
1962-74, treas. & sales mgr. E. Cummings
Leather Co. Inc. Lebanon NH 1974—. Pres.
Tanners Assn. of Fulton County NY 1970-72,
dir. Fulton County regional board Nat.
Commercial Bank & Trust Co. 1973
— ,
city
alderman Gloversville 1963-67, member city
zoning board of appeals 1973-75. Recipient:
Charles Hough Memorial Award Outstanding
Republican Fulton County 1972. res.
Gloversville NY.*
ROGERSON, David Sargent. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Education; b. Boston June 20
1931; m. Anita Andres Sept. 6 1958; ch.:
Laura, David, Anita, Henry II. Teacher (Noble
& Greenough Sch. Dedham MA 1956-67, also
assoc. dir. St. George's Summer Sch. Newport
RI 1957-74, also dir. admissions Groton MA
Sch. 1967—). Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56.
res. Groton MA.*
RONEY, Ernest Elmer, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Admin.; b. Lynn MA Aug. 5 1932; m.
Hiroko Matsumoto Jan. 19 1959; ch.: Kim,
Kevin. Museum of Science (education assoc.
Boston 1954-55. asst. dir. Trailside Museum
Milton MA 1959-60), asst. dir. Mass.
Zoological Soc. Trailside Museum Milton
1963, supervisor sch. services Museum of
Science Boston 1963-66, dir. Boston Zoological
Soc. Children's Zoo Boston 1966-69, asst. to
dir. San Antonio TX Zoological Soc. San
Antonio Zoological Gardens & Aquarium
1969—
.
Chmn. honors & awards committee
Am. Assn. Zoological Parks & Aquariums
1974-76. Served to cdr. USNR 1955—.
Recipient: Outstanding Service Award Am.
Assn. Zoological Parks & Aquariums 1975. res.
San Antonio TX.*
ROUSSIN, Theodore William. A.B. cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. b. Biddeford May 9
1932. res. Keene Valley NY.
SALSMAN, Richard Barker. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Accounting exec; b. Medford MA Aug.
1 1932; m. Helen Nolan Dec. 11 1955, ch.:
Kathleen, Deborah, Richard, Janet, Stephen,
Cynthia, James. Trainee mgr. Ins. Co. of N.
Am. Phila. PA, Boston, Chicago IL 1958-69;
account exec. Frank B. Hal! & Co. Boston
1969—
. Served to capt. USAF 1954-58. res. S.
Hamilton MA.*
SANDS, William John. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Paterson NJ Oct. 21 1932. res. Ho Ho Kus
NJ.
SAUVE, Leo Roger. A.B. Delta Upsilon, Delta
Sigma. Admin.; b. Salem MA Aug. 9 1932;
m. Mollie Wright July 23 1955; ch.: Diana,
Alan, Charlene, Paul. Baker Hamilton Food
Shoppe S. Hamilton MA 1956-57,
metallurgical chemist Bomac Labs. Inc.
Beverly MA 1957, H. P. Hood & Sons Inc.
Charlestown MA 1957-61 (management
trainee, food technologist, chemist), purchasing
mgr. & asst. to exec, v.pres. Universal Food
Systems Inc. N. Quincy MA 1961-63, field
supervisor The Beverlee Corp. Columbus OH
1963-64, food service mgr. St. Elizabeth
Hospital Youngstown OH 1964-66, dir.
nutritional services Hamot Med. Center Erie
PA 1966-74, administrator Word of God Acad.
Erie 1974— . Sec.-treas. Charismatic Life
Ministries Inc., food service dir. St. John's
Hospital 1976— . Served to spec. 3/c USA
1954-56. res. Nashua NH.*
SAWYER, Robert Bruce. A.B. Sigma Nu. 1962
capital campaign area chmn. Mfg.
management; b. Ft. Fairfield Sept. 18 1932; s.
of Alfred L. '04; m. Connie Hulls June 30 1974.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. (industrial
engineer Pittsburgh PA 1957, mfg. engineer
Bloomington IN 1958-61, foreman 1962, sr.
marketing spec. 1963-64, mgr. mfg. planning
1965—). Served to cpl. USA 1955-57. res.
Bloomington IN.*
SAYWARD, Galen Robert. A.B., M.S.T. Colby
1966. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education; b.
Guilford Feb. 22 1932; m. Virginia Maxwell
Dec. 19 1959; ch.: Thomas, Michael, Deborah.
Teacher (Leavitt Inst. Turner 1958-59; high
sch. New Sharon 1959-62, Rangeley 1962-65;
S.A.D. 9 Farmington 1965
—
). Pres. (Teachers
Organization Rangeley 1964; King Lion
Rangeley 1965; S.A.D. 9 Little League
Football 1973, dir. 1974; Pine Tree Babe Ruth
League 1976), finance chmn. Congr. Church
Farmington 1972, Pilgrim Commandary
(commander 1974-75, member finance board
1975-76), nordic dir. Farmington Ski Club
1975-76, dir. (Red Rooster Nordic Team
1970—
; Boy Scout troop 586 1975, chmn.
1976), schedule chmn. Farmington Hippach
Field 1970-75. Served to sgt. USA 1955-58.
Contbr. res. Farmington.*
SCHWARTZ, Louis. A.B. summa cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa 1953; M.D. Tufts 1957. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b. Peabody MA
Aug. 20 1932; m. Judith Novick June 9 1957:
ch.: Scott, Jeff, Amy. Intern Hartford CT
Hospital 1957-59, resident physician
Marmonides Hospital Brooklyn NY 1959-63,
physician self-employed Hartford 1963— . res.
W. Hartford CT.*
SCHWARZ, Walter Friedrich. Bowdoin
1950-51. Alpha Tau Omega. Sales; b.
Waldhausen/Rems Germany June 29 1930; m.
Gertrud Kunberger Aug. 13 1960; ch.:
Andreas, Martina, Iris. Prop. Walter Schwarz
Silberwaren Lorch-Waldhausen W. Germany
1952— . Exec, board member (Protestant
Church 1970—, Silchergau 1975—). res.
Lorch-Waldhausen W. Germany.*
SCULL, John Allan. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Chicago IL April 30 1932. res. Portland.
SHAW, William David. A.B. 1953, M.B.A.
Syracuse Univ. 1956. Chi Psi. 1962 capital
campaign area chmn. Industrial traffic
management; b. Cambridge MA Sept. 29 1932;
m. Veronica Lyons Oct. 24 1953; ch.: David,
Michael, Clifford. Bethlehem Steel Corp.
(trainee 1956-57, rate & route clerk 1957-61,
transportation analyst 1961-66, supervisor
transportation analysis 1966-71, asst. mgr. rail
& truck transportation 1971-74, asst. general
transportation mgr. 1974
—
). Served to 1st It.
USA 1953-55. res. Bethlehem PA.*
SINGER, Herbert Sidney. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Boston April 5 1932. res. Newton
MA.
SKINNER, Charles Edward, Jr. Bowdoin
1950-52. Delta Sigma. Training
management; b. Boston Nov. 3 1931; m.
Jeanne Halle Dec. 27 1952; ch.: Christopher
'75, Elizabeth, Victoria. Supt. Wm. P. Capone
Construction Co. Boston 1952-62, mgr.
Electronic Coin Processing Boston 1962-64,
agt. Monarch Life Ins. Co. Springfield MA
1964-69, dir. training Boston Mutual Life Ins.
Co. 1969— . Member (board of dir. Mass. Assn.
of Health Underwriters, Life Ins. Management
Research Assn. Training Comm.). res.
Marblehead MA.*
SMITH, Edwin James. Bowdoin 1950-51. b.
Bluehill Sept. 17 1932. res. Brooksville.
SMITH, James Orkin. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Univ. Paris France 1967. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Bath Dec. 7 1932; s. of Joseph
I. '23; m. Shirley Jacobson Oct. 19 1957; ch.:
Gordon, Andrew, Gary. Mgr. Smith Chevrolet
Bath 1957-59, general physician Greater Bath
Med. Center 1967— . Coroner Sagadahoc
County. Served to sgt. USA 1955-57. res.
Bath.*
SMITH, Peter Brooke. Bowdoin 1950-52. Zeta
Psi. Business exec; b. Portland Sept. 20
1931; m. Margaret Reinert; 3 children. Trainee
paying, receiving & collections dept.
Woolworth Bldg. branch Irving Trust Co.
NYC 1951-53; Ramp Bldgs. Corp. Am.
Garages Inc. (engineering asst. consulting div.
1953-55; asst. mgr. Auditorium Plaza Garage
Kansas City MO 1955-59; general mgr.
Hendrick Hudson Garage Troy NY 1959-62.
G. Fox Garage Hartford CT 1962-65): Meyers
Parking Svstem (city mgr. Pittsburgh PA
1965-70; N.E. regional mgr. MA. NH. RI.
1970-73); New Eng. urban development dir.
APCOA Int. Tel. & Tel. 1973; v.pres. &
general mgr. Parking & Realty Co. Inc.
Washington DC 1973—. Greater Boston
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Parking Assn. (sec.-treas., dir.). res.
Germantown MD.*
SMITH, Preston Lee. A.B. Zeta Psi. b. Fall
River MA March 15 1932. res. Chatham MA.
SOLOMON, Jerome Philip. A.B., M B A.
Boston Univ. 1956. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Accounting; b. Boston April 1932; married;
ch.: Jeffrey '78, Joel, Jon. C.P.A. & lectr.
Boston Univ.; mgr. tax dept. Harris, Kerr,
Forster & Co. Boston 19?— . Pres. Marblehead
Citizens' Scholarship Foundation, v.pres.
Mass. Soc. of C.P.A. 1973. res. Marblehead
MA.
SPECTOR, Lawrence Baker. Bowdoin
1950-52, B.S. Columbia 1963, M.S. N.Y. Univ.
1965. Beta Theta Pi. Education & writing; b.
Boston Feb. 14 1933. Asst. prof. Borough of
Manhattan Community Coll. NYC 1966—
.
Served to spec. 3/c USA 1954-56. Author:
Liberal Arts Mathematics (1971). res. NYC*
SPICER, Edward Francis. A.B., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1963. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Stamford CT Aug. 16 1932;
m. Margot Roussin March 23 1962; ch.:
Simmone, Ruby, Rachel. Student (Univ.
Madrid Spain 1956-57, Univ. Paris France
1957-58, Univ. Calif. Berkeley summer 1959),
teacher Avon CT Old Farms 1959-62, instr.
Spanish Bradford MA Coll. 1963— . Served to
1st It. USA 1954-55. res. Bradford MA.'
STACKPOLE, David Allen. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Marketing; b. Biddeford Oct. 4 1932; m.
Shirley Beckett June 11 1956; ch.: Debra,
Carol, John, Beth. Sr. engineer Westinghouse
Electric Corp. Pittsburgh PA 1956-67, systems
programming supervisor Sanders Assoc. Inc.
Nashua NH 1967-69, sr. computer systems
consultant Compata Inc. Lexington MA
1969-71, transportation market development
mgr. Digital Equipment Corp. Maynard MA
1971—. Trustee Wheeler Chapel 1973-76;
chmn. evangelism St. James United Methodist
Church 1973—, lay reader 1975-76; certified
lay speaker United Methodist Church 1967-76.
Served to 1st It. USA 1954-56. Contributing
author: Handbook of Data Processing
Management (1970), contbr. res. Merrimack
NH.*
STEARNS, Gordon Woodburn, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.S.M. Union Theol.
Sem. 1956; M.Div. Hartford Sem. Foundation
1959. Delta Sigma. Clergy; b. Hartford CT
Aug. 13 1932; m. Marilyn Tarpy June 13 1958;
ch.: Gordon, Jennifer, William. Lectr. &
organist Hartford Sem. Foundation 1956-58,
asst. minister First Congr. Church Chappaqua
NY 1958-59, assoc. minister First Church of
Christ W. Hartford CT 1959-72, tutor &
counselor Portslade Community Coll. Sussex
England 1972-75, minister First Congr. Church
Springfield VT 1975—. Sec. Conn. Council of
Churches, member community services comm.
Univ. Sussex England, chmn. W. Hartford
Culture Task Force, res. Springfield VT.*
STEWART, Edwin Clark. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Psi Upsilon. b. Pittsburgh PA June 30 1931.
res. Summit NJ.
STONEMAN, Ward Chalmers. Bowdoin
1950-51. Dejta Upsilon. b. Albany NY July
20 1931 ; s. of Henry W. '30. res. Arlington VA.
STRAIGHT, Ronald Arthur. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Sales; b. E. Orange NJ Aug. 14 1932; m.
Marylyn Ernest March 28 1959; ch.: Sharon,
Carolyn, Richard, Roger. Instrument engineer
Du Pont Niagra Falls NY 1956-59, product
development engineer RCA Somerville NJ
1959-71, new business development RCA Inst.
NYC 1971-72, sales rep. Brandon Applied
Systems NYC 1973, nat. account rep. General
Electric NYC 1973—. Served to 1st It. USA
1954-56. res. Scotch Plains NJ.*
STUART, James Robert. A.B. cum laude, B.S.
M.I.T. 1954. Alpha Tau Omega. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Engineering management;
b. Summit NJ March 30 1932; m. Virginia
Kriegsmann April 7 1956; ch.: Donna, Holly.
Joy. With Sperry Gyro Great Neck NY
1954-56, with Singer Kearfott Wayne NJ
1956-67, engineering mgr. Martin Marietta
Orlando FL 1967—. res. Winter Park FL.*
SYLVESTER, John Edward, Jr. A.B. 1954. Psi
Upsilon. Real estate; b. Orr's Is. April 17
1932; m. Janet Puffer Sept. 16 1956; ch.: John
III, William, Robert, Jennifer. Certified
mortgage banker; Colonial Life E. Orange NJ
(mortgage trainee 1954, mortgage supervisor
1956-61), sr. mortgage supervisor Mutual
Benefit Life Newark NJ 1961-64, v.pres.
mortgages & real estate Berkshire Life
Pittsfield MA 1964-69, partner Hunter Moss &
Co. Boston 1971— . Chmn. finance committee
Berkshire Council Boy Scouts of Am. Served to
1st It. USA 1954-56; awarded Commendation
Medal, res. Orr's Is.*
TEECE, Douglas Ronald. Bowdoin 1950-51.
Sigma Nu. b. Springfield MA Dec. 26 1932.
res. unknown.
THOMPSON, Gordon Ross. Bowdoin
1950-52. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston
July 26 1932. res. unknown.
THURSTON, Charles Richard. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Business; b. Milton MA Feb. 6 1933;
s. of Charles E. '29; m. Justine Walden Sept. 26
1959; ch.: Charles, Geoffrey, Garrett. Justine.
Student (Northeastern Univ. 1955, Bryant &
Stratton Business Coll. 1956), Bailey & Weston
Inc. Boston (various positions 1954-69, pres.
1969
—
). Member St. Paul Religious Education
Board, athletic dir. Christian Youth
Organization St. Paul Church, pres. St. Paul
Sch. Served with USA 1954. res. Hingham
MA.*
THURSTON, Robert Ninde. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. 1972 capital campaign area co-chmn.
Business exec; b. Manchester NH June 6
1932; m. Suzanne Hamburger Nov. 24 1956;
ch.: Deborah. David, Janet. Personnel &
public relations mgr. Fabric Research Labs.
Inc. Dedham MA 1956-61, Mead Johnson &
Co. Evansville IN (public information mgr.
1961-63, public relations dir. 1963-66), The
Quaker Oats Co. Chicago IL (dir. public
relations 1966-68, v. pres. 1968-72, sr. v.pres8
1972
—
). Member board of dir. (The Quaker
Oats Co. 1971— McDonald's Corp. 1974—),
dir. Council for Community Services, member
Chicago IL Crime Comm. Served to cpl. USA
1954-56. res. Deerfield IL.*
TOTMAN, Melvin Arnold. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Tech. publications project planning; b.
Fairfield Nov. 18 1932; m. Joanne Youmans
Sept. 1 1956; ch.: Deborah, Linda, Robin.
Tech. publications project planner aerospace
electrical systems dept. General Electric Co.
Utica NY 19?-?. Served to It. USA 1955-59. res.
Whitesboro NY.*
TRECARTIN, Edward Gay. A.B. cum laude,
B.S. Mass. Coll. of Optometry 1961. Theta
Delta Chi. Military; b. Lubec July 29 1932;
m. Katsuyo Nanchi Sept. 15 1956. Optometrist
& It. col. USA Walson Army Hospital Ft. Dix
NJ 1975— . Awarded Army Commendation
Medal 1975. res. Ft. Dix NJ.*
TUCKER, Marvin Estes, Jr. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston Oct. 20
1930. res. unknown.
URWEIDER, Herbert Andrew. A.B., M D.
McGill 1958. Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Medicine; b. Paterson NJ
Dec. 10 1932; m. Jeraldyne Moll Dec. 10 1932;
ch.: Keith, Curtis, Kimberly, Constance.
George Washington Univ. (asst. prof,
ophthalmology 1965-59, asst. clinical prof.
1969
— ). ophthalmologist pvt. practice
Washington DC 1969— . Member board of dir.
(Washington Med. Eye Care Foundation
1974
— , Prevention of Blindness Soc. 1965
— ),
dir. Washington post grad. course in
ophthalmology 1965— , assoc. dir. Lion's Eye
Bank 1962-69, fellow Am. Acad.
Ophthalmology 1967— , diplomate Am. Board
of Ophthalmology 1967— . Served to It. cdr.
USN 1960-62. res. Rockville MD.*
VECELLA, Frank Joseph. A.B.. LL.B. Univ.
Md. 1961. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign
area chmn. Law; b. Paterson NJ April 26
1932; m. Emily Hollister June 23 1956; ch.:
Frank, Catherine, David. Partner Anderson
Coe & King Baltimore MD 1961—.
Havenwood Presby. Church (member board of
trustees 6 yrs., chmn. 1965; elder 1970-73),
pres. Northampton Community Assn. 1970.
Served to It. (jg) USN 1955-58. res. Timonium
MD*
VON HUENE, Christian Berend Johann. A.B.
summa cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa. b.
Blumenhagen Becklemburg Germany Aug. 28
1932. res. Albuquerque NM.
WADE, Paul. A.B. 1958. Delta Sigma. 1972
capital campaign worker. Sales; b.
Worcester MA March 16 1932; m. Alice Baker
Sept. 30 1961; ch.: Miriam, William. Salesman
Shelby Salesbook Co. 1958-60. counter sales A.
E. Borden 1960-61, hydraulic sales engineer
Kennett Corp. Newton MA 1961— . Served to
cpl. USA 1952-54. res. Wellesley MA.*
WARE, Roland George. Jr. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.D., CM. McGill
1958. Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b. Portland
April 12 1932; m. Norma Leinonen July 21
1961. Montreal P.Q. Canada General Hospital
(rotating intern 1958-59. jr. asst. resident
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1959-60), Mass. General Hospital Boston
(resident in radiology 1962-65, Nat. Inst, of
Health sr. clinical trainee 1964-65, asst. in
radiology Harvard Sch. 1965-67), sr. registrar
in radiodiagnosis Hammersmith Hospital
London England 1967-68, assoc. radiologist
Me. Med. Center Portland 1968—. Diplomate
(Am. Board Radiology 1966, Nat. Board Med.
Examiners 1959). Served with USPHS 1960-62.
res. Portland.*
WEBBER, Peter Burrowes. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Vt. 1958. Chi Psi. Medicine; b. Portland
March 12 1932; s. of Issac M. '17; m. Marcia
Means July 31 1954; ch.: Laurel, Cindy,
William, David. Physician Portland 1967—
.
Served to maj. MCUSA 1960-67. res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
WELCH, Lewis Phillips. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.P.A. Syracuse Univ.
1957; Ph.D. Syracuse Univ. 1962. Theta Delta
Chi. Education; b. Portland April 10 1932;
m. Muriel Hall June 22 1957; ch.: John, Mark,
Kerin. Instr. Syracuse Univ. 1958-61, asst. to
assoc. dean Grad. Sch. of Public Affairs
Albany NY 1961-70, asst. to assoc. prof.
SUNY Albany 1961— , visiting asst. prof.
Union Coll. Schenectady NY 1962-63, public
admin, fellow U.S. Exec. Office of the Pres.
Washington DC 1967-68, SUNY Albany (asst.
v.pres. 1970-71, v.pres. 1971—). Dir. (C. of C.










Capital Dist. chapter Am. Soc. for Public
Admin. 1970-72, Albany City-County
Bicentennial Comm. 1975
—
). Served to 1st It.
USA 1954-56, served to It. col. USAR. Contbr.
res. Slingerlands NY.*
WERKSMAN, Alan Joel. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Passaic NJ Jan. 4 1934; m.; ch.:
Michael, David, Daniel. Atty. Werksman
Saffron Cohen Clifton NJ 1957-68, assoc. L.
M. Rosenthol & Co. NYC 1968-70, atty. &
assoc. Werksman Saffron Cohen Sylvester &
Miller Clifton 1970— . Trustee (Daughters of
Miriam Clifton, Passaic County Bar Assn.),
delegate General Council of N.J. State Bar
Assn. res. Little Falls NJ.*
WESTMAN, Donald Clark. A.B 1955. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Cambridge MA May 2
1932. res. Weston MA.
WILCOX, Robert Colton. A.B., Ed.M.
Harvard 1955. Sigma Nu. 1962 & 1972 capital
campaign worker. Banking exec; b. Lowell
MA Jan. 1 1 1933; m. Joyce Gray June 14 1954,
m. Carole Pope Oct. 5 1963; ch.: Linda, David,
Meredith, Matthew. Asst. trust officer Casco
Bank & Trust Co. Portland 1959-68, admin,
v.pres. Vt. Nat. Bank Brattleboro VT 1968—.
Served to It. cdr. USNR 1955-58. res.
Brattleboro VT.*
WILDMAN, Richard Allen. Bowdoin 1950-52.
Chi Psi. b. Brooklyn NY May 27 1933. res.
Chappaqua NY.
WILSON, James Frank. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Personnel management; b. Wilkensburg PA
Feb. 17 1933; m. Sandra Santry Nov. 12 1965.
Student N.Y. Univ. 1956, exec, trainee The
Hanover Bank 1956-58, retail store mgr. &
sales rep. publishing firm NY 1958-62,
personnel mgr. Paramus NJ 1962-70, personnel
administrator Silver Spring MD 1970-72,
personnel services admin. Falls Church VA
1972-73, with Computer Sciences Corp.,
personnel dir. Rixon Inc. 1973— . Served to 1st
It. USA 1954-56. res. Columbia MD.*
WINSTON, Thomas Francis, Jr. Bowdoin
1950-54. Alpha Tau Omega. b. Lynn MA
July 12 1932. res. unknown.
WOODBURY, Lyman Kimball, Jr. A.B. cum
laude 1959. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
Westbrook March 31 1932. res. Rochester MN.
WRIGHT, Allen Greeley. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Invests, exec; b. Providence RI July 18
1932; m. Anita Palmer Nov. 28 1957; ch.:
Jeffrey, Rebecca. Sales rep. Marchant
Calculators San Francisco CA 1957-61,
account exec. E. F. Hutton & Co. Inc. San
Francisco 1961—
.
Served to 1st It. USA
1954-57. res. San Anselmo CA.*
YOUNG, Bracebridge Hemyng. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Invests, exec; b. Mt. Vernon NY Dec. 20
1931; m. Mary Bruce Oct. 8 1955; ch.:
Bracebridge Jr. '77, William '80. Securities
sales Reynolds & Co. NYC 1954-59, asst.
v.pres. Second Dist. Securities Co. NYC
1959-63, mgr. municipal dept. Gregory & Sons
NYC 1963-68, v.pres. & dir. Altgelt & Co. Inc.
NYC 1968-70, v.pres. NYC (Dillon Read
Municipals Inc. 1970-73, Shearson Hayden
Stone 1973-?, Dillon Read & Co. Inc. 19?—).
res. Waccabuc NY.*
ZUCKERT, Owen Mack. A.B. 1953, J.D.
Columbia 1956. Class bequest chmn. 1971—
.
Law; b. Lawrence NY May 27 1932; m.
Marilyn Schwartz July 8 1956; ch.: Evan,
Deborah. Trust dept. Stamford Trust Co.
1953-55, atty. NYC (Wynn Taylor &
Blattmachr 1956, Sidney L. Zuckert 1957-64,
Zuckert & Zuckert 1965-66, Owen M. Zuckert
1967-73, Schwartz & Zuckert 1974—). Trustee
Temple Sinai, v.chmn. & dir. Am. Red Cross &
United Fund, United Way (v.pres.. budget
chmn., dir.), dir. Cerebral Palsy Assn., chmn.
city board of taxation Stamford. Served to maj.
USA 1957. Recipient: Outstanding Citizen
Award Social Service Agencies of the United
Way Stamford 1973. Certificate of
Appreciation Stamford 1973. res. Stamford
CT.*
Class of 1955
ALBERT, Alfred Austin. A.B., A.M. Trinity
Coll. 1967. Kappa Sigma. Education; b.
Brunswick Aug. 28 1933; m. Claudette Bouthot
July 4 1956; ch.: Maureen, James, Andrew, Jo
Ann. David. Teacher (The Taft Sch.
Watertown CT 1955-56, grammar sch. New-
Haven CT 1958—). Served to spec. 5/c USA
1956-58. res. N. Haven CT.*
ALLEN, William Conant. Bowdoin 1951-52,
1955-56. Delta Sigma. b. Waterbury CT
Aug. 15 1933. res. unknown.
ALTER, Neil. A.B. magna cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; M.P.A. Princeton 1960. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Bank exec; b. Boston Aug. 10 1933; m.
Janinne Aronov Aug. 26 1967; ch.: Daniel.
First Nat. City Bank (asst. accountant San
Juan P.R. 1963-65; asst. mgr. Caracas
Venezuela 1965-68; mgr. Maracaibo Venezuela
1968-70, Asuncion Paraguay 1970-73; asst.
v.pres. NYC 1973-74, v.pres. NYC 1974—).
Member board of advisors Patterson Sch. of
Diplomacy & Int. Commerce Grad Sch. Univ.
Ky. Served to 1st It. USA 1958. res. NYC*
ANDERSON, David Roy. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1963. Psi Upsilon. Alumni Council 1976—
.
Law; b. Westbrook March 16 1933; m.
Maryse Haan Sug. 31 1957; ch.: Marc,
Charles, Catherine. Atty. Wilmer Culler &
Pickering Washington DC (assoc. 1963-70,
partner 1971
—
). Member Senator Edmund S.
Muskie's v. presidential campaign staff, chmn.
planning comm. Arlington County VA
1971-72, dir. speechwriting & research for Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie 1968. Contbr. res.
Arlington VA.*
ANTHONY, Harold William. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. M.I.T. 1965. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Communications management; b. Portland
Dec. 6 1932; m. Gladys Watson Aug. 21 1954;
ch.: Christopher, Jeffrey, Melissa.
Management services New Eng. Tel. & Tel.
Boston. Fellow Alfred P. Sloan 1964-65. Served
to capt. USA 1955-56. res. Manchester MA.*
ANWYLL, James, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Business
exec; b. Holyoke MA Jan. 13 1933; m.
Barbara Hano March 21 1954, m. Angelin
McPherson Feb. 13 1967; ch.: Cindy, James,
David, Lisa. Management trainee Am. Tel. &
Tel. Boston 1957-59, sales mgr. Marvellum Co.
Holyoke 1959-62, Ludlow Corp. Holyoke (dir.
sales & marketing 1963-67, v.pres. & general
mgr. packaging div. 1968-76, pres. paper &
packaging div. 1976
—
). Pres. Nat. Flexible
Packaging Assn. 1975-76. Served to 1st It. USA
1955-57. res. Longmeadow MA.*
APPOLLONIO, Spencer. A.B.. M.S. Yale
1960. Science; b. Camden Dec. 3 1933; m.
Annamarie Van Deventer Aug. 9 1969: ch.:
Thomas, Taylor. Scientist Arctic Inst, of N.
Am. Montreal Canada 1960-64, Me. State
Dept. of Marine Resources (scientist 1966-72,
commissioner 1972-76), visiting lectr. Bowdoin
1976. res. Boothbay Harbor.*
AUSTIN, John Cecil. Bowdoin 1952-53, B.F.A.
Tufts 1958. Chi Psi. Arts; b. Louisville KY
Nov. 25 1931; m. Mary Lee Feb. 22 1958; ch.:
Susanne, Michael. Douglas. Student Univ.
London England 1958-59. asst. dir. & curator
ceramics Colonial Williamsburg VA
Foundation 1959— . Pres. & founder Am.
Ceramic Circle, dir. Wedgwood Int. Seminar,
fellow Royal Soc. of Arts London, res.
Williamsburg VA.*
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AVERY, Haliburton Leckie. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Washington DC June 21 1932. res.
Glendale CA.
BABCOCK, James Lytle. A.B., M.Div.
Berkeley Divinity Sch. 1958. Sigma Nu 1958.
Sigma Nu. Clergy; b. Natick MA April 23
1933; m. Nancy Peterson Sept. 9 1955; ch.:
David, Jennifer, Bruce. Rector (St. Mary of the
Harbor Provincetown MA 1958-60, Church of
the Holy Spirit Orleans MA 1960-66, Trinity
Epis. Church Canton MA 1966
—
). Diocese of
Mass. (member diocesan council 1966-72,
chmn. camps & conf. 1967-72), member sch.
committee Orleans 1963-66. Recipient: Am.
Memorial Chapel Travel Grant of St. Paul's
Cathedral London England 1971. res. Canton
MA.*
BAILLIE, James Edward. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. 1972 capital campaign area chmn.
Management; b. Andover MA July 12 1933;
m. Marilyn Sullivan Oct. 8 1955; ch.: Anne,
Megan, Kate. Mgr. advt. sales Newsweek
Magazine Atlanta GA. Served to 1st It. USA
1955-59. res. Atlanta GA.*
BARTLETT, Frederick Stewart. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Coll. admin.; b. Fall River MA Dec. 27
1933; m. Elizabeth Stanton April 23 1960; ch.:
Jeffrey, Frederick, R. Reed. Sales New Eng.
Life Ins. Co. Boston 1959-60, Honeywell Inc.
Electronic Data Processing div. Wellesley Hills
MA 1960-68 (personnel rep., employment mgr.,
mgr. compensation programs, personnel mgr.),
Time Share Corp. (mgr. Waltham MA 1968,
v.pres. Hanover NH 1969-71), project mgr.
Dartmouth Coll. 1971-72, asst. v.pres. Bowdoin
1972—. Officer & dir. Time Share Corp.
1969-72.- Served to It. USNR 1956-59. res.
Brunswick.*
BELL, David Procter. A.B. cum laude. Zeta
Psi. Consumer products marketing; b. NYC
March 28 1933; m. Mary Shute June 10 1960;
ch.: Leslie, Wendy. Various positions to
account exec. Batten Barton Durstine &
Osborn Inc. Advt. Agency NYC 1956-65,
various positions to dir. product management
soup products Thomas J. Lipton Inc.
Englewood Cliffs NJ 1965—. res. Wilton CT.*
BENOIT, Louis Joseph. A.B., M.S. New York
Univ. 1957. Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Retailing; b. Portland March 27
1932; m. Judy Fyles Sept. 27 1938; ch.:
Timothy, Tony, Charles, {Catherine. Pres. A. H.
Benoit & Co. Portland 1975. Member Me.
State Comm. Arts & Humanities 1974-76, pres.
(Portland Symphony Orchestra 1968-70, In
Town Portland Assoc. 1976
—
, Goodwill
Industries, Barn Gallery Assn.), dir. (Sun
Savings & Loan Assn. 1966
—
, Nat. Retail
Merc. Assn. 1976— . res. Falmouth.*
BERGMAN, Robert Philip. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Boston Aug. 20 1933. res.
Framingham MA.
BERNSON, Robert Sidney. A.B. Business
exec; b. Cambridge MA July 18 1933; m.
Beverly Stearns Nov. 28 1958; ch.: Peter,
Theodore, Julie. Pres. Alewife Motors Inc.
Arlington MA 1957—. Served to cpl. USA
1955-57. res. Waban MA.*
BERRY, Charles Edward, Jr. Bowdoin 1951-53.
Chi Psi. b. Dexter April 11 1934. res.
unknown.
BISHOP, Lloyd Ormond. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Middlebury Coll.
1956; Ph.D. Columbia (Cutting fellow) 1961.
Psi Upsilon. Education; b. Portland June 1
1
1933; s. of Lloyd W. '26; m. Julia Smith Sept.
13 1956; ch.: Lloyd, Julia. Asst. prof. French
(Vanderbilt Univ. 1960-62, Univ. Me. 1962-63),
assoc. prof. Univ. N.C. 1963-68, Va. Polytech.
Inst. & State Univ. Blacksburg 1969—). Served
to 2nd It. USA 1957. Recipient: Fulbright
scholarship, Danforth Foundation fellowship.
Contbr. res. Blacksburg VA.*
BLACKMAN, Edward Barnum. A.B., B.D.
Union Theol. Sem. 1959. AJpha Tau Omega.
Housing services; b. Bridgeport CT June 2
1934; m. Sandra Rajcok Jan. 29 1972; ch.:
Mark, Rachel. Pastor (Prospect Congr. Church
Cambridge MA 1959-61, Eliot Congr. Church
Roxbury MA 1961-66), dir. Boston (comm. on
housing & education City Missionary Soc.
1966-72, housing services Mass. Dept. of
Public Welfare 1971-73), spec. asst. Mass.
Housing Finance Agency Boston 1973—
.
Member (exec, committee Citizens Housing &
Planning Assn., advisory committee Mass.
Comm. Against Discrimination, committee on
rural housing Organization of State Housing
Finance Agencies, modernization advisory
committee Dept. of Community Affairs),
chmn. Mass. Conf. on Human Rights 1969 &
1971. Co-author: Managing Low & Moderate
Income Housing (1972), contbr. res. Boston.*
BOWEN, Stephen Laing. Bowdoin 1951-54.
Delta Sigma. b. Framingham MA May 20
1933. res. Lebanon NH.
BOWLER, John Francis. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Business exec; b. Skowhegan Nov. 11 1931;
m. Kathleen McNeill Jan. 29 1955; ch.:
Deborah, David, Mary, Maureen.
Employment mgr. Dow Chemical Co.
Williamsburg VA 1957-61, v.pres. packaging
div. Ludlow Corp. Holyoke MA 1961—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57. res. Westfield
MA.*
BREWER, Donald McFadden. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Hackensack NJ May 26 1933. res.
Bangor.
BRIGHAM, Kenneth Graham. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. Me. Orono 1959. Kappa Sigma.
Psychology; b. Northampton MA Oct. 14
1932; m. Janice Bloomer Oct. 15 1954; ch.:
Kenneth, Russell, Marc. Teacher (Erskine
Acad. China 1955-57, Rockland High Sch.
Rockland 1957-58), guidance counselor S.
Portland High Sch. S. Portland 1959-60, Me.
Sales mgr. Int. Paper Co. Manchester NH
1960-68, psychological examiner Portland Sch.
System Portland 1970— , instr. grad. program
Portland-Gorham 1975— . Member standing
committee First Parish Church. Recipient:
C.A.S. Univ. Me. Orono 1959. res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
BRrrT, Robert Emery, Jr. Bowdoin 1951-52.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Canadaiqua NY July
12 1933. res. unknown.
BROWN, William Jennings. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Chicago 1959, Ph.D. N.Y. Univ. 1967.
Education & economics; b. Chicago IL Dec.
14 1933; m. Patricia Le Roi; ch.: Laura.
Economist NYC (McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
1959-64, Am. Bankers Assn. 1964-67), prof,
finance Northern 111. Univ. DeKalb 1967—, sr.
economist office of the comptroller of currency
U.S. Treasury 1974-75. Regional economist
comptroller of currency 7th Nat. Bank Region,
ed. The Nat. Banking Review, town alderman
DeKalb 1969-73. Served to 1st It. USA
1955-57. Co-author: The McGraw-Hill
Dictionary of Modern Economics (1965) 2nd
edition 1973, The Management of Commercial
Bank Funds (1974); contbr. res. DeKalb IL.*
BRUZS, Boris Olgerd. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Business exec; b. Riga Latvia July
11 1933. Marketing supervisor Union Carbide
Geneva Switzerland 1959-62, general mgr.
Profile Steel Detroit OH 1962-64, pres. Europe
Booz Allen & Hamilton Paris France 1964—.
Founding member Inst, of Management
Consultants, res. Paris France.*
BULKELEY, Peter Zane. A.B. 1956, B.S.
M.I.T. 1956, M.S. M.I.T. 1957, Ph.D. Stanford
Univ. 1962. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
San Francisco CA March 17 1934; m. Karen
Hazen July 31 1976; ch.: Thomas, Charles.
Stanford CA Univ. (acting dir. Design div.
1963-64, dir. 1964-69; dean of students
1969-70; assoc. chmn. mechanical engineering
dept. 1970-72), dean coll. of engineering &
tech. Bradley Univ. Peoria IL. Dir. (Nat.
Appliance Co. 1969-70, Inst, for Mobility Aids
Inc. 1968-72, Inter-Am. Improvement Assn.
1970-72), partner Mayfield Fund 1969-75,
elected member (Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau
Sigma). Contbr. res. Peoria IL.*
BURDETT, Sumner Edward. Bowdoin
1951-53. Psi Upsilon. b. Clinton MA April
30 1933. res. unknown.
BURR, Robert Cutler. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking
exec; b. Boston June 17 1933; s. of Malcolm
W. '23; m. Nancy Whittemore April 18 1959;
ch.: David, Susan. Shawmut Bank of Boston
(teller 1955-58, asst. employment mgr. 1958-62,
employment mgr. 1962-66, employment officer
1966-70, asst. v.pres. 1970—). Member
personnel board Wellesley 1971-72. Served to
capt. USA 1956-57. res. Wellesley MA.*
CALE, William Kenneth. Bowdoin 1951-53.
Sigma Nu. b. Camden NJ Feb. 23 1933. res.
San Jose CA.
CALIENDO, James Charles. Bowdoin
1951-53. Zeta Psi. Admissions aide 1971-73.
Ins.; b. Mexico April 23 1933; s. of Ernest A.
'31; m. Priscilla Dean April 14 1956; ch.: Jane,
Michele. Various sales positions 1953-58, pres.
Cal's Kitchen Cabinet Co. S. Portland 1958-60,
mfg. rep. self-employed Cape Elizabeth
1960-62, Metropolitan Life (agt. Portland
1962-65, unit mgr. Dover NH 1965-69), prop.
Caliendo Ins. Agency Dover 1969— . Treas.,
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sec, v.pres., pres., S.E. N.H. Life Underwriter
Assn. 1966-70. res. Dover NH.*
CAMERON, Frank Norman. A.B. cum laude.
Sigma Nu. b. Dorchester MA Dec. 26 1933.
d. An Der Platzackern Germany Dec. 22 1976.
CARDEN, Richard. A.B. 1958, A.M. Univ.
N.H. 1964. Education; b. Boston Dec. 20
1932; m. Marcia Cummings Sept. 4 1960; ch.:
Jeffrey, Diane. Teacher (Kimball Union Acad.
Meriden NH 1958-60, New Hampton NH Sch.
1961-63), prof. Paul Smith's NY Coll. 1963—.
Served to cpl. USA 1953-55. res. Rainbow
Lake NY.*
CARHART, William Van Syckel. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. Exeter NH Sept. 1 1933. res.
unknown.
CARLETON, Richard Lawrence. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Sales; b. Winchester MA
May 27 1933; m. Diane Emerson April 12
1958; ch.: Jeff, Doug, Greg. Salesman Sylvania
Electric Salem MA & Chicago IL 1957-63,
v.pres. marketing & sales Hubbard Scientific
Northbrook IL 1963-73, independent sales rep.
Midlothian VA 1973—. Served to It. USA
1956, served to capt. USAR 1963. res.
Midlothian VA.*
CATALANO, Richard Michael. A.B., A.M.
Fletcher Sch. of Law & Diplomacy 1958, J.D.
George Washington Univ. 1963. Psi Upsilon.
Education exec; b. Pittsburgh PA April 19
1934; m. Janet Sternburg May 16 1970. Asst. to
dean Grad. Sch. of Public & Int. Affairs Univ.
Pittsburgh 1958-59, staff asst. Washington DC
Int. Center 1959-62, law clerk Sharrp & Bogan
Washington DC 1962-63, The Ford
Foundation NYC (asst. to the sec. 1963-65;
program officer int. affairs 1965-67, public
broadcasting 1967-69), v.pres. for admin. Nat.
Educational Television NYC 1969-70, v.pres.
for media services Educational Broadcasting
Corp. WNET 13 NYC 1970-73, exec. dir.
Regents Regional Coordinating Council for
Postsecondary Education NYC 1974-76, acting
dean Sch. of Law Pace Univ. NYC 1976, sec.
board of higher education CUNY 1976
—
Served to 1st It. USA 1956-58. res. NYC*
CECELSKI, Arthur Ronald. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Peabody MA Aug. 28 1933. res.
Springfield VA.
CHASSE, George Daniel, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Auburn Sept. 17 1933. res. Damariscotta.
CHOBANIAN, Berj Ohannes. Bowdoin Plan
1951-52, 1953. Chi Psi. b. Mosul Iraq Dec. 29
1929. res. Westland MI.
CHRISTIE, Charles Summer, II. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Providence RI April 11
1933; s. of Allen Q. '23; m. Janine Gledel Nov.
24 1956; ch.: Charles III, Isabelle, Allen II.
Salesman (Tex. Instruments Attleboro MA
1957-64, Park City Supply Bridgeport CT
1964-65), mgr. Chemplast Inc. Wayne NJ
1965— . V.pres. & member board of dir.
Chemfluor Plastics Ltd. 1971
—
, asst. patrol
leader Nat. Ski Patrol System 1962-64. Served
to 1st It. USA 1956-57. res. Montville NJ.*
COE, David Franklin. A.B. Sigma Nu. 1972
capital campaign worker. Management; b.
Newton MA March 9 1933; m. Ulla-Britt
Carlsson May 27 1961; ch.: Thomas,
Anna-Britt, Stefan. New Eng. Confectionery
Co. Cambridge MA (quality control mgr.
1961-62, asst. purchasing agt. 1962-63), general
mgr. Rex Paper Box Co. Braintree MA 1963—
.
Served to cdr. ACUSN 1955-60. res.
Manchester MA.*
COLEMAN, Donald Mansfield. A.B. Alpha
Tau Omega. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Business exec; b. S. Weymouth MA Oct. 7
1933; m. Norma Danielson July 16 1955; ch.:
Diane, Christine, David, Douglas. Collection
mgr. Sears Roebuck & Co. 1955 & 1957-61,
v.pres. & clerk Richard C. Knight Ins. Agency
Boston 1961—. Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57.
res. S. Weymouth MA.*
COLEY, Peter Thompson. Bowdoin 1951-52.
Chi Psi. b. St. Louis MO Oct. 5 1933. res. St.
Louis MO.
CONKEY, David Lawrence. Bowdoin 1951-53.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Providence RI June 14
1933. res. Lexington OH.
COOK, Forrest Russell, Jr. A.B., A.M. P.
Harvard 1973. Psi Upsilon. Banking exec; b.
Salem MA Jan. 25 1933; m. June Marhoffer
Aug. 6 1955; ch.: Laurel, Russell. Salesman
The Upjohn Co. Boston 1956-58, sr. v.pres.
State Street Bank Boston 1959-74, pres. Bank
of N.H. Manchester NH 1974— . Trustee
(Elliott Hospital, Derryfield Sch. Manchester
1975), member Manchester MA (sch. bldg.
committee 1970-71; finance committee
1970-73, v.chmn. 1972, chmn. 1973). Served to
capt. USA 1956. res. Amherst NH.*
COOK, James David. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Exec; b. Somerville MA
Sept. 12 1933; m. Dorothy Heywood Jan. 15
1956, m. Marianne Bailey Aug. 30 1966; ch.:
James, Susan, William, Thomas, Peter,
Andrea. New Eng. zone sales mgr. Proctor &
Gamble Boston 1955-60, pres. Concord Litho
Co. Inc. Concord NH 1960— . Board member
YMCA. Served to capt. USAR 1955-56. res.
Concord NH.*
CORNWELL, Anthony Ewart Frank. Bowdoin
Plan 1951-52. Psi Upsilon. b. Parkstone
Dorset Aug. 19 1929. res. unknown.
COST, John Joseph. Bowdoin 1951-52. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Bath Oct. 24 1934. res.
Woodland Hills CA.
COUKOS, Fred. A.B. Sigma Nu. Occ.
unknown; b. Lynn MA Oct. 25 1933; m. Joy
Catlile 1958. Served to It. USA. res. S. Bound
Brook NJ.
COURTEOL, Hugh, Jr. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Evanston IL Feb. 23
1933. res. Oakland CA.
CROWELL, Russell Barton. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Sales management; b. Jamaica NY Nov. 18
1932; s. of Charles W.'21; ch.: Sharon, Bruce.
B. F. Goodrich Industrial Products (sales
trainee Akron OH 1957, sales correspondent
Columbus OH 1957-59, field salesman
Indianapolis IN 1959-64, OEM salesman Phila.
PA 1964-67), account rep. Ara Services
Rochester NY 1967-69, field sales & sales mgr.
Chamberlin Rubber Co. Rochester NY
1969— . Deacon Presby. Church Indianapolis.
Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57. Named
Salesman of Yr. The Flexible Tubing Corp.
1971-72. res. Rochester NY.*
CRUSE, Donald, Jr. Bowdoin 1951-53. Beta
Theta Pi. b. NYC Oct. 14 1932. res. Westlake
OH.
CUMMINGS, Philip Wilbur. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Pittsburgh 1968;
Ph.D. Univ. Pittsburgh 1972. Education; b.
Portland Dec. 2 1933; m. Patricia Gilbault
April 1960; ch.: Sharon, Geoffrey, Susan, Lee.
Asst. ed. G & C Merriam Co. Springfield MA
1958-62, sr. ed. Crowell-Collier-Macmillan
NYC 1963-66, philosophy (instr. Bridgeport
CT Engineering Inst. 1964-65, lectr.
CUNY-Hunter Coll. NYC 1965-66, instr.
Carnegie-Mellon Univ. Pittsburgh PA
1966-68), Trenton NJ State Coll. (asst. prof,
philosophy 1969-74, assoc. prof. 1974
—
).
Delegate (Labor Union Council Mercer
County NJ 1973—, Council of N.J. State Coll.
Locals 1973-75, N.J. Federation of Teachers






library Wrightstown PA 1970-76, 1st v.pres.
local 2364 AFT 1972-75, editorial consultant
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary 8th
edition. Served to spec. 5/c USA 1956-58.
Author: Plato: The Republic (1966), asst. ed.:
Webster's 3rd New Int. Dictionary &
Webster's 7th New Collegiate Dictionary, sr.
ed.: The Encyclopedia of Philosophy, contbr.
res. Pingville PA.*
CURRIER, Benjamin Atkinson, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Amesbury MA July 7 1933. res.
Wellesley Hills MA.
CUSHMAN, Nathan Dellinger. Bowdoin
1951-54. Psi Upsilon. b. Portland Oct. 3
1933. res. Yarmouth.
DAVENPORT, Carlton Phillips, II. Bowdoin
1951-55, B.S.E.E. Newark Coll. of Engineering
1965, M.B.A. Boston Univ. 1976. Kappa
Sigma. Management; b. E. Orange NJ April
24 1933; m. Lois Crocker June 6 1959; ch.:
Aaron, Donna. Quality control supervisor
(Allied Control NYC 1959-61, Bendix Corp.
Teterboro NJ 1961-65), project engineer
Raytheon Co. Bedford MA 1965-67, sr. test
engineer Avco Corp. Wilmington MA 1967-69,
quality control supervisor Radio Corp. of Am.
Marlboro MA 1969-71, mfg. mgr. Index
Systems Cambridge MA 1971-73, quality
control mgr. Digital Equipment Corp.
Westminster MA & San German P.R. 1973—
.
Served to spec. 3/c USA 1956-58. res.
Mayaguez P.R.*
DAY, Philip Singer. A.B. cum laude. Phi Beta
Kappa; LL.B. St. Mary's Univ. 1959. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Oberlin PA Oct. 5 1933. Legal dept.
Int, Business Machines Armonk NY 1965;
atty. Baker McKenzie Washington DC
1965-66; claims examiner State Farm Mutual
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Washington DC 1966-70; atty., dir. & pres.
self-employed Philip S. Day Professional Corp.
Washington DC 1970— . Recipient: diploma
(Univ. Paris 1960. Univ. Heidelberg 1962). res.
Washington DC*
DELANEY, Robert Crimley. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Admissions aide 1961
— ,
1962 capital
campaign area general canvas co-chmn.,
Alumni Council 1971-75, 1972 capital
campaign area chmn. Exec, sales; b.
Ridgewood NJ July 10 1933; m. Roberta Horn
June 23 1957; ch.: Peter, Ruthmary, Kevin,
Brian, Dennis, Brendan. Trust dept. Mfr. &
Traders Trust Co. Buffalo NY 1957-61, v.pres.
institutional sales Goldman Sachs & Co.
Boston 1961— . Member (sch. committee
1966-69, regional high sch. bldg. committee
1967-69), dir. farm league baseball 1973—.
Served to spec. 4/c USA 1955-57. res. Sherborn
MA.*
DEMETROULAKOS, Louis James. Bowdoin
1951-52, 1953. Delta Sigma. b. Lowell MA
July 18 1933. res. Lowell MA.
DENNEHY, Raymond Augustin, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Banking; b. New Bedford MA July
24 1933; m. Patricia Morris Feb. 7 1959; ch.:
Raymond III, Elisabeth, Jonathan. Trainee
Norfolk County Trust Co. Brookline MA
1958-60, asst. treas. & branch mgr. Bay State
Federal Savings Brookline 1961-63, treas. MA
(Fitchburg Federal Savings 1964-70, v.pres.
Monument Federal Savings Leominster
1971-75), pres. Monument Federal Savings
Leominster 1976— . Fitchburg Visiting Nurse
Assn. (dir., past pres.), town treas. & tax
collector Ashburnham MA 1966— . Served to
PO/2 ,USN 1955-57. res. Ashburnham MA.*
DEUTSCHMAN, Zygmunt. Bowdoin 1951-52.
b. Geneva Switzerland May 1 1933. res.
unknown.
DiLEONE, Roland Ralph. A.B., M.S.
Wesleyan 1957, Ph.D. Rutgers 1960. 1972
capital campaign worker. Research
management; b. Providence RI Sept. 29 1932;
m. Jean Smith June 9 1956; ch.: Karen, Janice,
Lori. Am. Cyanamid Co. Stamford CT
(research chemist 1960-62, sr. research chemist
1962-67, group leader 1967-71, research mgr.
1971
—
). Board chmn. Norwalk Museum
1968-71, elected member Sigma Xi, fellow Nat.
Science Foundation 1958-60. Contbr., patentee
(12). res. Rowayton CT.*
DOHERTY, James Louis. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1959. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Real
estate exec; b. Springfield MA Dec. 29 1932;
m. Mary Heindl Oct. 29 1960; ch.: Louis,
Frank, Mary, Paul. Salesman Lever Brothers
Co. OH 1959-60, account exec. Benton &
Bowles NYC 1960-61, salesman Dictaphone
NYC 1961-63, pres. Elam & Funsten
Richmond VA 1963—. Dir. C. of C. Richmond
1973-76, v.pres. Central Richmond Assn.
1974—
,
pres. Richmond First 1973-74. Served
to 1st It. USA 1955-57. Recipient: Good Govt.
Award Richmond 1975, Outstanding Citizen of
the Yr. Author: Race & Education in
Richmond (1972). res. Richmond VA.*
DOUGLASS, William Wilson, Jr. Bowdoin
1951-53. Theta Delta Chi. b. Manchester
NH Feb. 4 1934. res. N. Chatham MA.
DUBE, Gerard Lucien. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1955. Civil
service; b. Jay Oct. 16 1933. Instr. English
(William & Mary Coll. Williamsburg VA
1960-61, Tufts Univ. 1961-64), asst. prof.
English San Fernando Valley State Coll.
Northridge CA 1965-66, with U.S. Postal
Service Pasadena CA 1967— . Served to spec.
4/c USA 1958-60. res. Pasadena CA.*
ELLISON, David Lombard. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Business exec; b. Boston May 4 1933; m.
Marilyn Gleason June 30 1956; ch.: David,
Suzanne, Kristina, Michael. V.pres. & dir. D.
D. Bean & Sons Jaffrey NH & Winston-Salem
NC 1957— . Deacon & elder St. Thomas
Church of Christ Winston-Salem. Served to 1st
It. USA 1955-57, 1961-62. res. Winston-Salem
NC*
ENGLISH, Ronald Robinson. A.B. 1958, grad.
Bentley Coll. 1962. Psi Upsilon.
Management; b. St. Stephens N.B. Canada
Dec. 30 1932; m. Jane Krebs Oct. 17 1959; ch.:
Sandra, Catherine, Meredith. CP.A.; salesman
F. G. Kakas & Sons Boston 1958-59,
accountant (C. F. Rittenhouse & Co. Boston
1959-63, Peat Marwick Mitchell & Co.
Providence RI 1963-65), Norton Co. Worcester
MA (sr. staff accountant auditing dept.
1965-66, sr. financial analyst financial planning
& control 1966-69, mgr. general accounting &
systems 1969-73, corporate credit mgr. 1973
—
).
Served to cpl. USA 1954-56. Recipient: Exec.
Award Grad. Sch. of Credit & Financial
Management Amos Tuck Sch. of Business
Admin. Dartmouth Coll. 1975. Contbr. res.
Holden MA.*
FARMER, Roger Clement. Bowdoin 1951-53.
Chi Psi. b. Stamford CT Oct. 4 1933. res.
Glendora CA.
FICKETT, James Leddy. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Portland Dec. 28 1932.
res. Conway NH.
FIELDS, John. A.B. 1958. Psi Upsilon.
Sales; b. Boston Dec. 5 1933; m. Barbara
Marble 1957; ch.: John Jr. V.pres. & sales mgr.
Marble Motor Co. Haverhill MA 19?—.
Served with USCG 2 yrs. res. Haverhill MA.
FORMAN, Daniel Peter. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Ins.; b. Jamaica NY Jan. 7 1934; m.
Laberta Gilels March 25 1961; ch.: Diane,
Amy. C.P.C.U.; field rep. CIT Corp. NYC.
Albany & Syracuse NY 1957-61; salesman
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Syracuse 1961-63:
partner Shimberg & Gerber Syracuse 1963-76,
v.pres. Alexander & Alexander Inc. 1976—
.
Member education committee N.Y. State Assn.
of Ins. Agts. Served to 1st It. USA 1956. res.
Fayetteville NY.*
FOX, Benjamin Bradley. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Transportation; b. Boston Dec. 4 1933. Pilot
W. Airlines Los Angeles Int. Airport Los
Angeles CA 19?—. Served to It. (jg) USN
1956-60. res. Palos Verdes Peninsula CA.
FUNNELL, Anthony Lewis. Bowdoin 1951-53,
1961. Alpha Delta Phi. Management; b.
Stamford CT Oct. 31 1931. Student Columbia
Univ. 1956-60, asst. television producer
Lennen & Newell Advt. NYC 1963-64, general
assignments Buenos Aires Argentina Herald
1965-67, assoc. ed. R. H. Donnelley Travel
Publications NYC 1967-68, eastern regional
public relations mgr. Air France NYC 1968-69,
assoc. ed. Travel Weekly NYC 1969-72, mgr.
Pan Am. World Airways NYC (external
communications 1973-75, industry affairs
1975
—
). Member (steering committee for the
African Travel Assn. 1976, Eds. Conf. of the
Air Transport Assn. of Am. 1968). Served to
sgt. USA 1953-55. res. NYC*
FUX, Wilhelm Bernhard. Bowdoin Plan
1951-52. Zeta Psi. b. Vienna Austria March
12 1931. res. Vienna Austria.
GARLAND, Whitmore Barron. A.B. 1956,
A.M. Univ. Me. 1963, Ph.D. Univ. Mass. 1969.
Theta Delta Chi. Education; b. Ellsworth
Feb. 3 1934; m. Rosemary Bourgois Nov. 7
1959; ch.: Jean. Teacher (high sch. Clinton
1956, Leavitt Inst. Turner 1956, high sch.
Freeport 1956-57), credit mgr. Sherwin
Williams Co. Brunswick 1958, teacher
(Thornton Acad. Saco 1958-59; high sch.
Winthrop 1959-61, Yarmouth 1962—). Elected
member Phi Kappa Phi 1963— . res.
Yarmouth.*
GEORGE, Clarke Evans. Bowdoin 1951-53. Psi
Upsilon. b. Nashua NH Feb. 13 1933. res.
unknown.
GEORGE, William Everett. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Sales; b.
Amesbury MA Jan. 15 1933; m. Annette Irons
July 2 1955; ch.: Linda, Deborah, Judith.
Zurbach Steel Corp. Salem NH 1955— (sales
trainee, inside sales, inside sales mgr., jr.
territory salesman, salesman northern New
Eng. area 8 yrs.). Dir. Red Cross Beverly MA
1971-73, member Ipswich MA (conservation
comm., sch. bldg. needs committee, govt, study
comm.). Served to capt. USAR 1960. res.
Ipswich MA.*
GIGNAC, John David. A.B., B.S. M IT. 1956,
M.S. Northeastern 1967. Theta Delta Chi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Management; b.
Franklin NH June 20 1934; m. Joanne
Tartaglino Sept. 21 1957; ch.: John Jr.,
Michele, Gina, Lauren. Product engineer Dow
Corning Corp. Midland MI 1956, Poloroid
Corp. MA (production supervisor Waltham
1958-61, quality control engineer 1961-63;
scientist Cambridge 1963-66, overseas liaison
coordinator 1966-67), mfg. mgr. Nat.
Merchandising Corp. Wellesley MA 1967-68,
Poloroid Corp. Cambridge (development




MA Charter Comm. 1970-71, co-chmn. St.
Anne's May Fair 1973, treas. Rotary Club
Southborough 1974-75, alumni class agt. Tilton
NH Sch. 1975— , dist. finance chmn. Algorquin
council Boy Scouts of Am. 1975— . Served to
1st It. USA 1956-58. res. Southborough MA.*
GODDARD, Frederick Hull. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Publishing; b. New Bedford MA Jan. 29 1933;
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m. Patricia Caouette Feb. 19 1960. Assoc. ed.
Lynn MA Daily Item 1956—. Pres. local 55
Newspaper Guild 1964-67, member
Marblehead MA Historical Comm. 1974—
.
res. Marblehead MA.*
GOODRICH, John Bradbury. A.B. cum laude.
Chi Psi. b. Providence RI July 13 1933. res.
Wilton CT.
GOTTLIEB, Paul Herbert. Bowdoin 1951-52.
b. Lewiston May 2 1934. res. Brookline MA.
GRACEY, Jerome Burton. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1960.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Law; b. Newton MA July 14 1933;
m. Marjorie Bacon July 9 1960; ch.: Ian,
Daniel, Michael. Fulbright scholar London
Sch. of Economics 1955-56, atty. Reid & Riege
Hartford CT 1960— . Member vestry Trinity
Epis. Church Simsbury CT 1967-70, pres.
Granby CT Ambulance Assn. 1968-69, dir.
Granby Community Fund 1965-67, member
Granby (town planning & zoning comm.
1968— , charter revision comm. 1967). Served
to capt. USA 1956-57. res. Granby CT.*
GRAHAM, George Wheeler. A.B. 1956
(posthumously). Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Roxbury MA May 19 1932; m. Marilyn
Attridge; ch.: Jamie, Karen, d. Brunswick June
12 1956.*
GREENWOOD, Railton, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Management; b. Portland Nov. 3
1933; m. Jacqueline Brooks June 25 1955; ch.:
Michael, Mark, Mathew. Marketing mgr. Int.
Business Machines Corp. NY 1959-72, v.pres.
& regional mgr. Western Union NJ 1972-73,
pres. & dir. Colwood Industries CA 1973-74,
dir. management services Arthur Young & Co.
Portland 1974— . Dir. (Aloe Creme Labs.,
Fidelity Union Share Data Inc.). Served to 1st
It. USA 1956-59. res. Scarborough.*
HAMILL, Thomas Fairfax. Bowdoin 1951-53,
1954. Delta Sigma. b. Greenwich CT Nov.
29 1932. res. Santa Fe NM.
HAMILTON, David Scott. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Sales management; b. Hong Kong Nov. 13
1933; m. Anne Humphry 1958, m. Alice
McCaw May 17 1969; ch.: David, Richard,
Michael. Mobil Oil Corp. (overseas trainee
NYC 1956-57; marketing rep. Lagos Nigeria
1957-60; area mgr. Kano Nigeria 1960-64; dist.
mgr. Lagos 1964-66; area mgr. Manchester NH
1967-69; dist. sales mgr. Springfield MA
1969-70, Omaha NE 1970—). Pres. Keep
Omaha Beautiful Inc., chmn. Petroleum
Council (N.H. 1968-69, Neb. 1975), member
vestry Holy Family Epis. Church. Served to
2nd It. USA 1956. res. Omaha NE.*
HARPER, Wallace Russell, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ins.
exec; b. St. Louis MO Feb. 14 1933; m.
Deborah Stoddard Sept. 3 1955; ch.: Gordon,
Emily. C.L.U.; Mutual Life Ins. of N.Y. NYC
(trainee 1955-57; supervisor actuarial dept.
1957-59, payroll section 1959-60; asst. dir.
selection dept. 1960-62; dir. admin. 1962-66;
dir. health ins. 1967-69; asst. v.pres. selection
dept. 1969-72, 2nd v.pres. 1972-74; v.pres. for
selection 1974
—
). Pres. Country Children's
Center Katonah NY, Day Care Center
Westchester County NY (past v.pres., pres.),
member (program committee Home Office
Life Underwriters Assn. 1972, educational &
examination committee Health Ins. Assn. of
Am. 1970). Served to capt. USA 1955-56. res.
Pound Ridge NY.*
HARRISON, Stanley. A.B., Ed.M. Harvard
1961, A.M. Cornell 1970. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Peabody MA Dec. 26 1933;
m. Marjorie Tracy Sept. 27 1958; ch.:
Nicholas. Salesman McGraw-Hill Book Co.
NYC 1958-59, admissions officer Ripon WI
Coll. 1959-60, guidance counselor high sch.
(Burlington VT 1961-64, Wilton CT 1966-67),
guidance dir. high sch. (Poultney VT 1970-75,
Deer Isle 1975
—
). Transl.: A History of My
Contemporary (1970). res. Sunset.*
HARVEY, George Andrew. A.B., B.D.
Andover Newton Theol. Sch. 1959. Chi Psi.
Clergy; b. Weymouth MA Dec. 20 1933; s.
of Wilbur P. '28; m. Margaret Maynard Aug. 9
1958; ch.: Faith, Martha, Deborah, David.
Pastor (First Congr. Church Fryeburg 1958-64,
Slatersville RI Congr. United Church of Christ
1964—). Dir. Ballou Home for the Aged
Woonsocket RI, pres. R.I. Ministers' Assn. of
United Church of Christ 1974-75. Contbr. res.
Slatersville RI.*
HAWLEY, Robert Coit. A.B., M.A.L.S.
Wesleyan 1968, Ed.D. Univ. Mass. (Ford
fellow) 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Education; b. Nevada IA Sept. 18 1933; m.
Isabel Lockwood Aug. 22 1964; ch.: Elizabeth,
Robert. Rumsey Hall Sch. Washington CT
(teacher 1957-61; chmn. English dept. 1959-61,
dir. summer sessions), McTernan Sch.
Waterbury CT (teacher 1961-70, chmn. English
dept. 1961-70, asst. headmaster 1964-70),
research asst. & part-time instr. Univ. Mass.
Amherst 1970-72, dir. Education Research
Assoc. Amherst 1972— , member adjunct
faculty Goddard Coll. Plainfield VT 1974—.
Educational consultant. PFC USA. Author:
Human Values in the Classroom: Teaching for
Personal and social Growth (1973),
Composition for Personal Growth: Values
Clarification Through Writing (1973), Writing
for the Fun of It (1974), Value Exploration
through Role Playing: Practical Strategies for
Use in the Classroom (1975), Human Values in
the Classroom: A Handbook for Teachers
(1975); contbr. res. Amherst MA.*
HAY, Edward Merrill. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Govt.; b. Portland Nov. 28 1931. res. Phila.
PA.*
HAYNES, John Winthrop. Bowdoin 1951-53,
B.S. Lowell Tech. Inst. 1960. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. Boston Sept. 26 1933; m.
Janet Fleming June 28 1958; ch.: Jon, James,
Judith. The Foxboro Co. (design engineer
Foxboro MA 1960-62, product sales engineer
1962-65; field sales engineer Albany NY
1965-67; sr. sales engineer Wilmington DE
1967-70; branch mgr. Richmond VA 1970-75,
sr. branch mgr. 1975-76. pulp & paper industry
sales mgr. Foxboro 1976
—
). Served to sgt.
USMC 1953-56. res. Foxboro MA.*
HAYS, William Charlton. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. Class agt. 1970-71, 1962
& 1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b.
Boston June 22 1933; m. Susanne Whitcomb
Feb. 11 1956; ch.: Karen '79, Andrew, Peter.
Partner Holland Johnson & Hays Boston
1960—
. Pres. (Masonic Casualty Co. 1969-74,
Nat. Braille Press 1970-77), treas. Frances
Willard Homes Inc. 1974— , past chmn. land
use committee Boston Bar Assn. Served to 1st
It. USA 1955-57. res. Lexington MA.'
HEAVENS, Ralph Bardwell. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Boston July 20 1931. res. Stow
OH.
HENRY, Donald Leo. A.B. 1957. Sigma Nu.
Marketing; b. Salem MA March 1933; m.
Barbara White 1951; ch.: Michele, Stephanie.
Marketing McDonnell Douglas Washington
DC 19?— . res. unknown.
HERRMANN, Charles Russell. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Business exec; b. Boston Oct. 28
1933; m. Joan Brown June 30 1962; ch.: Todd,
Laura, Craig. Mgr. Diamond Nat. Corp.
Springfield MA 1957-59, public accountant
Diamond Int. Corp. Biddeford 1959-62, sales
U.S. Plywood Corp. Biddeford 1963-64,
Anderson & Herrmann Inc. Melrose MA
1965— (sales, public accountant, treas.). Pres.
Magnolia MA Lions Club, v.pres. Jaycees
Saco, warden Saco, chmn. zoning board of
appeals Saco, registrar Gloucester MA. Served
to spec. 2/c USA 1955-57. Named Lion of the
Yr. Magnolia Lions 1973-74. res. Manchester
MA.*
HETHERINGTON, Peter Burns. A.B. 1959.
Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Sales management; b. Boston Nov. 21 1932;
m. Julie Hahn Jan. 19 1963; ch.: David, Anne.
Sales rep. Procter & Gamble Boston 1959-61,
mgr. sales service Yardley of London NYC
1961-66, prop. & dir. OBI's of Hong Kong
Rochester NY 1966-67, regional sales mgr.
(Christian Dior San Francisco CA 1967-69;
Aramis Inc. Los Angeles CA 1969-71, Weil
Perfumes Inc. 1971-74), nat. sales mgr.
Marly-Savon Clair Los Angeles 1974— . Served
to sgt. USA 1953-56. res. S. Laguna CA.*
HEUSCH, Clemens August. Bowdoin Plan
1951-52. Alpha Tau Omega. Research &
education; b. Aachen Germany April 19 1932;
m. Karin von Gilgenheimb July 6 1968; ch.:
Marina, Bettina. Research asst. Univ.
Miinchen Germany 1956-59, project leader
AEG Frankfurt Germany 1959-61, research
assoc. Univ. Hamburg Germany 1961-63,
Calif. Inst. Tech. Pasadena (sr. research fellow
1963-67, assoc. prof, physics 1967-69). prof,
high energy physics & lab. dir. Univ. Calif.
Santa Cruz 1969—. Visiting prof. (Calif. Inst.
Tech. 1970, 1971; Univ. Miinchen 1975.
European Organization for Nuclear Research
1974-75). Contbr. res. Santa Cruz CA.*
HIGGINS, John Henry. Bowdoin 1951-52.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Cambridge MA
July 17 1933. res. Rutland VT.
HINCKLEY, Robert Fuhr. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1959. Delta Sigma. Medicine; b. Hartford
CT Aug. 23 1933; m. Joan Potter Sept. 1 1956;
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ch.: Susan, William, Victoria. Dir.
Comprehensive Health Clinic Children's
Hospital of the Dist. of Columbia Washington
DC 1967-69, asst. clinical prof, pediatrics
Georgetown Univ. Sch. of Med. 1967— , spec,
lectr. pediatrics George Washington Univ.
1967
—
, dir. Montgomery County Med. Center
Development County Health Dept. Rockville
MD 1969—. Served to maj. USA 1960-67.
Recipient: Outstanding Service Award
Cerebral Palsy Assn., Award for Achievement
Nat. Assn. of Counties 1973. res. Rockville
MD.*
HINDS, George Libby, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Univ. Md. 1965. Alpha Delta Phi.
Music; b. NYC Nov. 12 1933; m. Carol
Schlotzhauer Aug. 12 1961; ch.: Lisa, Gerald.
Univ. Md. Coll. Park (grad. asst. 1955-57,
research asst. 1958-65, research assoc. 1965-70),
piano tech. Catholic Univ. of Am. Washington
DC 1974-76, piano tuner self-employed
Takoma Park MD 1970—. Contbr. res.
Takoma Park MD.*
HODGKINS, Melvin Earl. A.B., MBA.
Northeastern 1966. Delta Sigma. Sales
management; b. Boston Aug. 31 1933; s. of
LaForest E. '27; m. Jean Mclntyre Sept. 4
1976; ch.: James, Bradford. Personnel asst.
admin, spec. Am. Mutual Ins. Co. Wakefield
MA 1960-64, personnel administrator & mgr.
Badger Co. Cambridge MA 1964-69, mgr.
admin. & dist. sales mgr. Information
Dynamics Reading MA 1969-73, general sales
mgr. Westlund Industries Gloucester MA
1973— . Member board of assessors Sudbury
MA. Served to capt. USA 1955-57. res. Maiden
MA.*
HOPLEV, Richard Prentice. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Fitchburg MA April 4 1933. res. unknown.
HOVEY, Burns Byron. Bowdoin 1951-53, A.B.
Long Beach State Coll. 1963. Sigma Nu.
Business exec; b. Norristown PA Nov. 6
1933; s. of Leland W. '26; m. Elizabeth
Redmond, m. Carol Schweikhard June 28
1975; ch.: Burns Jr., John, Greg, Justin.
Salesman (Consolidated Lumber Co. Los
Angeles CA 1956-57, Anaheim CA Plywood &
Lumber Co. 1957-59), asst. mgr. Emporium of
Orange County Disneyland Anaheim 1959-62,
salesman Ward & Harrington Lumber Co.
Newport Beach CA 1962, buyer Disneyland
Anaheim 1962-63, div. supervisor Allstate Ins.
Co. Santa Ana CA 1963-66, asst. dir.
merchandise Disneyland & Walt Disney World
Anaheim & Orlando FL 1966-70, v.pres. Sea
World Inc. San Diego CA 1970—. Chaplain
(Benevolent & Protective Order of Elks No.
1952 Garden Grove CA 1969-70, Silver Gate
Masonic Lodge San Diego 1974
—
). Served to
s/sgt USMC 1954-56. res. San Diego CA.*
HOVEY, John Roland. Bowdoin 1951-54.
Sigma Nu. Accounting & personnel; b.
Norristown PA Aug. 22 1932; s. of Leland W.
'26. With Phila. PA Housing Authority
1955-56, with Weyerhaeuser Co. Miquon PA
1965-67, accountant & personnel officer
Safetee Glass div. Chromalloy Am. Corp. King
of Prussia PA 1967— . Member board (trustees
Presby. Church of the Covenant Bala-Cynwyd
PA, mgr. main line branch YMCA), supt.
pre-primary & primary dept. Sunday Sch..
Recipient: Adult Leader of the Yr. Award
1976. res. Rosemont PA*
HOWE, Theodore Holmes. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Boston May 18 1932. res.
Roxbury MA.
HULEATT, Hugh. A.B. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Braintree MA July 24 1933. res. Seattle WA.
HUTCHINS, David King. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Providence RI Oct. 31 1932. Served to It. USN
1955-57. d. Adriatic Sea area. Oct. 30 1957.
INGRAHAM, John Howard. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Portland Nov. 23 1932. res.
Dover-Foxcroft.
JAMES, William Davy. Bowdoin 1951-53. Zeta
Psi. b. Kenosha WI July 17 1933. res. N.
Bergen NJ.
JANSON-LAPALME, Charles Norman. A.B.
Alpha Delta Phi. Occ. unknown; b.
Brockton MA June 13 1933. With Ludlow
Corp. 19?— . res. Newburyport MA-
JEON, Dimitri Theodore. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
1972 capital campaign worker. Business
management; b. Boston July 17 1933; m.
Elaine Tsirakis May 10 1959; ch.: Evan,
Arthur. Production supervisor E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. various locations 1955-62,
Dow Chem. Co. (salesman to dist. sales mgr.
various locations 1962-74, business
development mgr. Hydroscience Inc.
subsidiary Emerson NJ 1974
—
). Trustee
Haddonfield NJ (Bancroft Sch., Parish Church
Council 1973 & 1974). Served to 1st It. USA
1957. res. Ridgewood NJ.*
JEPSKY, Norman Arnold. Bowdoin 1951-53.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Business; b. Lynn MA
March 10 1934. Prop. Norman Paint &
Wallpaper Corp. Salem MA 19?— . res.
Swampscott MA.
JOHNSON, Jay Lewis. Bowdoin 1951-52.
Zeta Psi. b. Newton MA April 9 1933. res.
Aries France.
JOHNSON, Robert Bruce. A.B. Delta Sigma.
1972 capital campaign area chmn. Business
exec; b. Worcester MA Jan. 20 1934; m.
Joanne Hickey Jan. 25 1955; ch.: Robert II,
Rosemary, Susan, Ann. Copywriter Cooney &
Connor Advt. Worcester 1955-56, group ins.
rep. N.Y. Life Ins. Co. Boston 1956-58,
supervisor group sales promotion Phoenix
Mutual Life Hartford CT 1958-61, Gibbs Wire
& Steel Co. Southington CT (dist. rep. 1961-70,
v.pres. & dir. 1970
—
). Member town planning
comm. Woodbury CT 1964. res. Woodbury
CT.*
JOHNSON, Stanley Fritz. A.B. 1957. b.
Woburn MA Oct. 18 1924. res. Falmouth MA.
JONES, Lester Roland, Jr. Bowdoin 1951-54.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ins.; b. Portland Jan.
19 1932; m. Susan McEvoy March 12 1955;
ch.: Linda, Diane, Thomas, Edward. V.pres.
Murray Schoen Homer Inc. Mt. Vernon NY
1958-65, with Equitable Life Assurance Soc. of
the U.S. NYC 1965-69, agt. Mass. Mutual Life
Ins. Co. 1969-75, dist. agt. Nat. Life Raleigh
NC 1974
— ,
self-employed Lester R. Jones &
Assocs. Raleigh. Administrator & trustee Share
Missionary Fund. Served to cpl. USA 1955-58;
awarded Good Conduct Medal, res. Raleigh
NC*
KANE, Thomas Joseph, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi. b. Portland
Dec. 8 1933. res. San Diego CA.
KEEFE, John Mullins. A.B. Advt. sales; b.
White Plains NY Feb. 16 J932; m. Barbara
Keogh May 28 1960; ch.: Jennifer. Advt. sales
Time Magazine NYC I960—. Served to 1st It.
USA 1955-57. res. Scarsdale NY.*
KEENEY, James Hervey. Bowdoin 1951-53.
Kappa Sigma, b. Pittsfield MA June 5 1931.
res. Peacham VT.
KENNEDY, Jesse Ward. A.B., M D. Univ.
Rochester 1959. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Medicine; b.
Amherst MA Dec. 24 1933; m. Laura Weese
Aug. 1956; ch.: William, David, Celia. Med.
resident Univ. Wash. Seattle 1960-62, with
USPHS 1962-64, Univ. Wash, (cardiology




Contbr. res. Seattle WA.*
KIMBALL, William Lewis. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Bar Harbor Nov. 23
1933. res. Ogunquit.
KING, Denis Wholley. Bowdoin 1951-54, M.D.
Boston Univ. 1958. Medicine; b. Lowell MA
Nov. 18 1933; s. of Leo F. '22; m. Ann King
Aug. 11 1956; ch.: Ellen, Kathleen, Ann,
Michael. Intern St. Joseph's Hospital Lowell
1958-59, resident V.A. hospital Boston 1959-64,
physician pvt. practice Lowell 1969— . Served
to It. col. USA 1967-69. res. Lowell MA.*
KINJO, Koyu. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b.
Shwi Okinawa Ryukyus Dec. 15 1928. res.
unknown.
KNEIL, Thomas Robert. A.B., Ed.M. Syracuse
Univ. 1960, Ph.D. Univ. Ia. 1972.
Education; b. Albany NY Aug. 27 1933; m.
Grace Wittko July 15 1961; ch.: Winifred,
Rebecca. Research asst. Clarke Sch. for the
Deaf Northampton MA 1960-63, asst. prof.
Wichita KS State Univ. 1967—. Served to sgt.
USA 1955-58. res. Wichita KS.*
KNOWLES, Rexford Dale. Bowdoin 1951-52.
b. Pittsfield Aug. 11 1933. res. McMurray
PA.
KOCH, Arne Peter. A.B. Psi Upsilon. Data
processing; b. Linkoping Sweden Dec. 30
1925; m. Joyce Fischer July 12 1958; ch.:
Peter, Ellen. Personnel asst. Shatterproof Glass
Detroit MI 1955-59, custom engineer Univac
Detroit 1959-63, programmer Ford Motor Co.
Dearborn MI 1963-68, programmer & analyst
Motorola Phoenix AZ 1968— . Treas. Vasa
Lodge of Am. Served to 2nd It. Swedish Army
1946-48. res. Scottsdale AZ.*
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LaCOURSE, Thomas Mitchell. Bowdoin
1951-52. Delta Sigma. b. Rumford Sept. 6
1933. res. NYC.
LAVENDER, David Garrigues. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Class agt. 1966-70, Alumni Council
1972
—
, 1972 capital campaign area chmn.
Education; b. Denver CO June 27 1934; m.
Valkyrie Steele Dec. 14 1957; ch.: Laurence,
Shannon, David, Martha, Sarah. Sales mgr.
Radio Station KUDU Ventura CA 1958-59,
mgr. Radio Station KDB Santa Barbara CA
1959-60, asst. dir. of development Harvey
Mudd Coll. Claremont CA 1960-63, dir. of
development Carleton Coll. Northfield MN
1963-70, v.pres. Colgate Univ. Hamilton NY
1970-73, dir. of development & administrator
Thacher Sch. Ojai CA 1973— , consultant in
education self-employed Ojai 1973— . Prop.
The Wind in the Willows Ojai 1974—,
part-prop. Coll. City Tours Northfield 1974
—
,
trustee Monica Ros Sch. 1973— , sr. warden All
Saints Epis. Church Northfield 1963-68, dir.
(Am. Alumni Council 1966-68, Am. Coll.
Public Relations Assn. 1966-68), dir. & treas.
Council for the Advancement & Support of
Education 1974
—
, consultant & member city
planning comm. Northfield 1965-70, city
advisor Ojai 1973— . Served to sgt. USA
1955-57. res. Ojai CA.*
LEVEY, Samuel. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Columbia 1956, A.M. Univ. Ia. 1959, Ph.D.
Univ. Ia. 1961, M.S. Harvard 1963. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1962 & 1972 capital campaign
worker. Education & consulting; b. Cape
Town Republic of S. Africa July 11 1932; m.
Linda Madison Dec. 26 1965; ch.: Eric,
Andrea, Sara. Univ. Ia. Iowa City (admin,
assoc. hospitals 1958-60, instr. 1960-61, asst.
prof. 1961-62), dir. div. of nursing homes Mass.
Dept. of Public Health Boston 1963-67, asst.
dir. med. care planning Harvard Univ. Med.
Sch. 1967-68, asst. commissioner Mass. Dept.
of Public Welfare Boston 1968-69, prof.
CUNY 1969— (health care admin. Baruch
Coll. & admin, medicine Mt. Sinai Sch. of
Medicine). Contbr. res. Montclair NJ.*
LI, Hai Tung. A.B. b. Hanoi Vietnam Dec.
18 1930. res. Framingham MA.
LIPAS, Pertti Olavi. A.B., Ph.D. Rensselaer
Polytech. Inst. 1961. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. Jyvaskyla Finland June 18
1932; m. Riittaliisa Saarinen May 21 1960; ch.:
Timo, Lauri. Rensselaer Polytech. Inst. Troy
NY (grad. asst. 1956-58 & 1961, research fellow
Int. Atomic Energy Agency Vienna Austria
1959-60), Univ. Helsinki Finland (research
fellow Finnish Atomic Energy Agency 1961-62,
assoc. prof. & acting prof. 1963-74), research
assoc. Nordita Copenhagen Denmark 1964-65,
prof, theoretical physics Univ. Jyvaskyla
1974—
. Chmn. Finnish Nat. Committee for
Science Curriculum Revision 1975
— ,
pres.
Finnish Physical Soc. 1973-74. Served to 2nd It.
Finnish Anti-Aircraft Artillery 1955-56. res.
Jyvaskyla Finland.*
LOPERENA, Jose Gabriel. Bowdoin 1951-53.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. La Coruna Spain Jan. 25
1934. res. unknown.
MANNINGHAM, John Howard. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Business exec; b. Milwaukee WI Sept.
16 1933; m. Patricia Files June 26 1955; ch.:
Susan, Barbara, Laura, John, James, Matthew.
Asst. trust officer First Nat. Bank of Boston
1955-56, Int. Business Machines Corp.
(advisory marketing rep. Boston 1959-65,
marketing mgr. 1965-66; industry marketing
mgr. White Plains NY 1966-69; dist. mgr.
marketing programs NYC 1969-71; mgr. equal
opportunity programs White Plains 1971-72,
mgr. personnel planning 1973-75; program dir.
exec, development Armonk NY 1975
—
).
Member business & industry committee
Museum of Science Boston. Served to It. (jg)
USMC & USCG 1956-59. res. Ridgefield CT.*
MARR, John Sherman. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Computer service & real estate; b. Portland
Nov. 7 1931; m. Josephine Morris Aug. 18
1956; ch.: Sheba, John Jr., Timothy, William,
Abigail. Computer sales Int. Business
Machines Corp. Boston 1955-62, pres.
Computer Center Portland 1962— . Member
sch. board Falmouth. Served to PO/2 USN
1955-57. res. Falmouth.*
MASON, John Tredennick. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Tufts. Alpha Delta Phi. Metallurgy; b.
Winchester MA Dec. 22 1933; m. Paula Eaton
Nov. 28 1955; ch.: John '79, Sarah. Asst.
metallurgist Ames IA Lab. Iowa State Univ.
1959— . Sec, chmn. & v.chmn. Des Moines I
A
chapter Am. Soc. for Metals; treas. & pres.
Ames Playmakers. Served to 1st It. USA
1957-59, 1961—; awarded General John J.
Pershing Award Ft. Leavenworth 1970, Ia.
Militia Man Award 1971, Industrial Coll. of
the Armed Forces 1977. Contbr. res. Ames
IA.*
McADAMS, James Peter. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. Cambridge MA July 22 1933. res. Lowell
MA.
McEVOY, Vincent Michael. Bowdoin 1951-52.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. NYC June 10 1932.
res. Brooklyn NY.
METZ, Frank Andrew, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Business exec; b. Winthrop MA Jan. 28
1934; m. Leila Smith Sept. 15 1957; ch.:
Christopher, Leila, Amy, Patrick, Joshua,
Rebecca. Various positions including v.pres.
plans & controls Office Products div. to asst.
controller Int. Business Machines Corp.
Armonk NY 1955—. Served to 1st It. USA
1956. res. Saddle River NJ.*
MOLLOY, Peter Myers. Bowdoin 1951-52.
Zeta Psi. b. Bridgeport CT Aug. 6 1933. res.
unknown.
MORANT, Jose Ramon, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Business exec; b. Piles Valencia Spain
Sept. 17 1933; m. Rosario Vails Dec. 28 1963;
ch.: Ramon, Ricardo, Christina, Lisa. Export
trainee Am. Home Products NYC 1956-58,
export mgr. Avon Products NYC & Havana
Cuba 1959-61, prop. J. R. Morant Co. New
Britain CT 1961—. Served to It. USA 1956. res.
New Britain CT.*
MORRILL, Charles Barrett A.B. Sigma Nu.
Accounting; b. Boston April 4 1934; s. of
Charles W. '27; married. Staff analyst Int.
Business Machines NY. res. Garrison NY.
MORSE, David Wesley. A.B. 1975. Psi
Upsilon. b. Northampton MA Aug. 2 1 1933.
res. Westhampton MA.
MORTON, Douglas Lee. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking
exec; b. Schenectady NY May 30 1933; m.
Deborah Clark March 16 1963; ch.: Paul,
Peter, Dana, Steve, Seth. Trainee Conn. Bank
& Trust Co. Hartford CT 1957-60, v.pres. Me.
Nat. Bank Brunswick 1960-72, real estate
broker self-employed Brunswick 1973-74,
v.pres. Casco Bank & Trust Co. Brunswick
1974— . Dir. & past pres. C. of C. Brunswick,
member Brunswick Economic Development
Committee, chmn. Brunswick (Housing
Authority, prudential committee First Parish
Church), past chmn. United Fund campaign.
Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57. res. Brunswick.*
MURRAY, James Milo. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Gary IN Sept. 15 1933. d.
Chicago IL July 10 1957.
NASON, Clyde Ellsworth, Jr. A.B., M.S.Ed.
Gorham State Teachers Coll. 1967. Alpha Tau
Omega. Education; b. Portland Dec. 26
1932; s. of Clyde E. '25; m. Martha Knight
Feb. 16 1957; ch.: Mary, Clude E. III. Student
Univ. Me. 1956-62, teacher Portland 1957—.
Various appointed & elected positions Lions
Club S. Portland 1958—. Served to maj. USAR
1955-56, 1975—. res. S. Portland.*
NIEMAN, WiUiam Eugene, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Management; b. Newark NJ Nov.
15 1932; m. Michele Thiry Dec. 12 1958; ch.:
Noelle. Salesman Southern New Eng. Tel. Co.
New Haven CT 1955-57, Cleveland branch
mgr. Newsweek NYC 1957—. PFC USA
1956-58. res. Shaker Heights OH.*
NORTH, John Phelps. Bowdoin 1951-53. Psi
Upsilon. Ins. exec; b. Rockville Center NY
Jan. 13 1933; m. Deidre Powell June 22 1957;
ch.: Kimberly. Spec. agt. Aetna Ins. Co.
Hartford CT 1957-61, asst. mgr. Ins. Co. of N.
Am. Hartford 1961-67, regional v.pres. The
Church Ins. Co. NYC 1967—. Served to cpl.
USA 1953-55. res. Clinton NY.*
O'BRIEN, John Emil. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Reading MA Sept. 15 1933. res. Boxford MA.
OSATHANUGRAH, Sen. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Bangkok Thailand July 21 1933. res.
Bangkok Thailand.
PALAIS, Elliot Samuel. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
b. Portland Sept. 12 1933. res. Scottsdale AZ.
PARENT, Henry Robert. Bowdoin 1951-53,
1956-57, 1958. Kappa Sigma. b. Rumford
Sept. 3 1933. res. Rumford MA.
PARENT, John Wilfrid, II. A.B. 1959. Kappa
Sigma. b. Presque Isle June 5 1933; s. of
John W. '21. res. Bowie MD.
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PASSMAN, Bernard. A.B., M.D. Univ. Vt.
1959. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Portland March 27 1933; m. Marlene Ganezer
May 28 1961; ch.: Marc, Michelle. Bellevue
Hospital NYC (intern 1959-60, resident
1960-63, obstet. & gynecol. 1963—). Served to
capt. MCUSAF 1963-65. res. W. Hartford
CT.*
PAUL, Frank Albert, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Advt.; b. Hartford CT Oct. 22 1932; m.
Marlene Schultz Oct. 29 1955; ch.: Karen '80,
Keith. General Electric Co. Colonie NY
1959— (mgr., program development, energy
systems, advt. & sales promotion operations).
Served to 1st It. USA 1955-58. res. Ballston
Lake NY.*
PELUSO, Gabriel Carl. A.B., LL.B. Golden
Gate Univ. 1964, J.D. Golden Gate Univ.
1966. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Everett MA Nov.
16 1932; m. Annette Lawrence Aug. 31 1958.
Atty. pvt. practice & business activities San
Francisco CA. Partner Pacific-West Invests.,
dir. Bank of Trade, past member board of dir.
(M D Holding Corp., New Adventurer Club of
Am., Health Systems Inc.), Am. Diabetes Assn.
(pres. San Francisco chapter, member board of
dir. N. Calif, affiliate), travel chmn. San
Francisco Bar Assn., lectr. med.-legal law.
Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57. res. San
Francisco CA.*
PERATTA, Edmund Anthony. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Journalism/public relations; b. Ashland MA
Feb. 13 1933; m. Barbara Hall 1955. With
Union Mutual Kennebunk 1970-77. res.
Kennebunk.*
PHILBIN, Donald Raymond. A.B. Delta
Sigma.' Military; b. Lowell MA May 6 1933;
m. Carolyn Wittrock April 20 1968; ch.:
Kimberley, Lori. Command & staff
assignments USA 1957— It. col. USA
Headquarters Military Traffic Command
Washington DC. Awarded Army
Commendation Medal with 2 Oak Leaf
Clusters, Bronze Star with Oak Leaf Cluster,
Joint Service Commendation Medal, res.
Woodbridge VA.*
PHILBROOK, Wilbur Woodbury, Jr. A.B.,
M.B.A. Mich. State Univ. 1963. Theta Delta
Chi. Military; b. S. Portland Nov. 16 1932;
m. Ann Polk May 17 1953; ch.: Charlene,
Edward, Mark. USA (various positions U.S.A.,
Japan, Panama, Germany, Vietnam 1955-70;
dir. plans & systems Traffic Management
Agency Saigon Vietnam 1970; commanding
officer 24th transportation bn. Cam Rahn Bay
Vietnam 1970-71; chief assignments
transportation branch Officer Personnel
Directorate Washington DC 1971-73; chief
supply branch headquarters Training &
Doctrine Command Ft. Monroe VA 1974
—
;
col.). Awarded Legion of Merit, Bronze Star,
Meritorious Service Medal with cluster, Joint
Services, Commendation Medal, Army
Commendation Medal, Vietnamese Staff
Medal of Honor (2). res. Newport News VA.*
PIRNIE, Peter Martin. A.B., M.B.A. N Y.
Univ. 1964. Alpha Delta Phi. Banking exec;
b. New Haven CT Feb. 6 1932; m. Carolyn
Pollard Sept. 11 1965. Management trainee
N.J. Bell Tel. Co. 1955, trainee to v.pres. Chase
Manhattan Bank Int. 1960— . Served to capt.
USA 1955-60. res. Kuwait.*
PORTER, Paul Douglas. A.B., M AT. Brown
Univ. 1960. Beta Theta Pi. 1962 capital
campaign worker. Education; b. Houlton
Feb. 17 1933; m. Glynn Geyer Oct. 22 1955;
ch.: John, Steven. Teacher high sch. Houlton
1957-59, Lawrenceville NJ Sch. 1960—
(teacher, house master, asst. dean of students,
chmn. mathematics dept.). Served to 1st It.
USA 1955-57. res. Lawrenceville NJ.*
PRATT, Loring Gardner. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Invest, exec; b. New Rochelle NY June 19
1933; s. of Loring '12; m. Anne Grant Sept. 12
1959; ch.: Alison, Andrew, Ashley. Assoc.
Morgan Stanley & Co. NYC 1957-67, v.pres.
Becker Securities Corp. NYC 1967—
.
Northfield Mt. Hermon Sch. Mass. 1976
—
(trustee, member finance committee), exec,
v.pres. & treas. Youth Consultation Service
NYC, Central Presby. Church NYC (elder,
trustee, chmn. finance committee), Twilight
Cottagers & Twilight Park Assn. Haines Falls
NY (pres. 1975, dir. & chmn. finance
committee 1968—). Served to PO/3 USN
1955-57. res. Haines Falls NY.*
PRATT, Wayne Spiller. A.B. Zeta Psi. Ins.
exec; b. N. Conway NH Oct. 22 1933; m.
Joanne Boggs June 27 1959; ch.: James,
Steven. John Hancock Life Ins. Co. Boston
(supervisor 1957-64, asst. mgr. 1964-66, mgr.
1966-71, assoc. dir. 1971-73, dir. 1973—).
Committee chmn. Cub Scouts 1972— , member
Foxboro (advisory committee 1970-74, solid
waste study committee 1972-73, town govt,
study committee 1974-75). Served to spec. 4/c
USA 1955-57. res. Foxboro MA.*
PRUTSALIS, John Thomas. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Nashua NH March 27 1934.
Served with USN 1955-57. res. Lexington
MA.*
PYLE, David Arthur. A.B., A.M. George
Washington Univ. 1967. Zeta Psi.
Management analysis; b. Plymouth MA
Aug. 25 1933; m. Ann Rollins July 23 1960;
ch.: Carolyn. Traffic asst. Chesapeake &
Potomac Tel. Co. VA 1956-59, div. traffic supt.
General Tel. of Fla. Sarasota 1959-62,
management analyst Defense Intelligence
Agency Arlington VA 1963-72, chief
management support office deputy chief of
staff Personnel Headquarters Dept. of the
Army Arlington 1972— . Assoc. Yarger &
Assocs. Management Consultants 1963
— ,
pres.
Winterset Civic Assn. 1974-75, chmn. Christian
Social Concerns United Methodist Church
1968-70. Served to 1st It. USA 1956. Recipient:
Young Man of the Yr. Jr. C. of C. Sarasota
1962, Certificate of Achievement Defense
Intelligence Agency 1972. res. Annandale VA.*
RAU, Otto Georg. A.B. cum laude, M.B.A.
Marburg Univ. 1956. Business management;
b. Gera/Thuer Germany Sept. 20 1933; m.
Marie Breitstadt Aug. 24 1962; ch.: Julia,
Johanna, Christian, Philipp. Various positions
to mgr. supply staff Adam Opel AG
Ruesselheim Germany 1956— . res.
Ruesselsheim Germany.*
REAGAN, William Milliken. Bowdoin 1951-53.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Milford CT May 22 1933.
res. Allston MA.
REIGEL, Victor Oliver, Jr. Bowdoin 1951-52.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Newark NJ June 20
1933. res. Ont. Canada.
REMOND, Philip George. Bowdoin 1951-55.
Delta Sigma. b. Paris France Dec. 16 1934.
res. unknown.
RINES, David Joseph. Bowdoin 1951-52. Phi
Delta Psi. b. Ossipee NH June 21 1933;
married; ch.: Lois, Wayne. With
Scort-Williams Inc. Laconia NH. Served with
USA 1955-56. d. Freedom NH Feb. 20 1968.*
ROBARTS, Richard Charles. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.A.T. Yale 1956;
M.I.A. Columbia 1962. Kappa Sigma. 1972
capital campaign worker. Foundation
admin.; b. Rockland July 22 1932; m. Corlew
Alexander Sept. 4 1963; ch.: Alexander,
Andrew. Reporter Portland Press Herald
1958-60, public relations asst. Am. Tel. & Tel.
Co. NYC 1962-63, The Ford Foundation (asst.
to dir. admin. NYC 1963-64; asst. to rep.
overseas development Beirut Lebanon 1964-66,
asst. rep. int. div. 1966-72; program officer
office for Middle East & Africa NY 1973—).
Contbr. res. Riverside CT.*
ROGERS, Joseph Young. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. Ft. Fairfield Sept. 17 1933; s. of Albert
'22. res. Ann Arbor MI.
ROOKS, Joseph L. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Sales; b.
Salem MA July 11 1933; m. Norma Bornstein
Dec. 18 1955; ch.: Daniel, Beth, Peter. Buyer &
merchandise mgr. Rooks Inc. Salem 1957-61,
mfr.'s sales rep. self-employed Boston 1961—
.
Chmn. troop council Boy Scouts of Am.
1972-74, treas. & member board of dir. Temple
Shalom Salem 1970
—
, member town finance
committee Danvers MA 1974— . Served to
capt. USA 1955-56. res. Danvers MA.*
ROUX, Donald Athanas. A.B. Banking
exec; b. Lisbon July 1 1934; m. Constance
Longley Aug. 27 1955; ch.: David, James,
Donna, Katie, Sally, Mary. Plant engineer
Southern New Eng. Tel. Co. New London CT
1955-59, teacher-coach Auburn 1960-61,
account exec. P. W. Brooks & Co. Lewiston
1962-63, exec. dir. United Way Lewiston
1964-68, trust officer Northeast Bank Lewiston
1969—. Dir. (Wholesale Plumbing & Heating
Corp., Rotary Club), treas. & dir. Tri-County
Health Planning, chmn. sch. board Lewiston,
member Youth Comm. Lewiston. res.
Lewiston.*
SABBAGH. James Naseeb. A.B., MAT.
Harvard 1959. Delta Sigma. Sales
management; b. Revere MA April 5 1933; m.
Anna Leinbach; ch.: James, Victoria. Teacher
board of education Westfield NJ 1958-66,
regional sales mgr. (The Fideler Co. Grand
Rapids MI 1966-71, Educational Design Inc.
NYC 1971-72), sales mgr. (Borg-Warner
Educational Systems Arlington Heights IL
1972-75, Guidance Assoc. NYC 1975—). Pres.
(Westfield Education Assn. 1964-66, Learning
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Disabilities Assn. of Scotch Plains Fanwood
NJ 1972-73), probation officer Union County
NJ 1972-73. Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57. res.
Westfield NJ.*
SACCO, James John. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Management; b. Boston Nov. 17
1933; m. Diane Breton June 25 1955; ch.:
Edward, Richard. Trainee U.S. Steel S.
Chicago IL 1955-56, examiner Me. Banking
Dept. Augusta 1962-64, accountant Pacios &
Gervais Lewiston 1964-65, accounting mgr.
CCG Cooperative San Francisco CA 1965-72,
mgr. CCG EFCU San Francisco 1973, asst.
mgr. Mare Is. Federal Credit Union Vallejo
CA 1973—. Treas. CCGEFCU 1968-76. Served
to It. (sg) USNR 1956-62. res. El Sobrante
CA.*
SARGENT, Scott. A.B. Kappa Sigma. 1972
capital campaign worker. Business exec; b.
Phila. PA July 25 1932; m. Helen Johnson
Nov. 12 1955; ch.: Susan, Paul, David, Peter.
Morgan Construction Co. Worcester MA
(accountant 1957-69, asst. treas. 1969
—
,
controller 1976). Pres. ASIM Central Mass.
chapter 1965, member board of dir. Nat. Assn.
of Accountants 1960-65, auditor United
Methodist Church Westboro MA, member
Financial Exec. Inst. 1972— . Served to 1st It.
USA 1955-57, capt. USAR. res. Westboro
MA.*
SARROUF, Camille Francis. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Tex. 1960. Beta Theta Pi. Class bequest chmn.
1973—. Law; b. N. Adams MA April 23
1933; m. Joyce Rahal Sept. 9 1961; ch.:
Camille, Lisa, Thomas, John. Asst. dept. buyer
Mercantile Stores NYC 1955, claims rep.
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. Boston 1960-61,
atty. Sisson & Sarrouf Boston 1961— , spec,
asst. atty. general Commonwealth of Mass.
Boston 1961-62, spec. asst. dist. atty. Middlesex
County Cambridge MA 1973. Instr. New Eng.
Law Sch., counsel to Apostolic Exarch for
Melkites of the U.S. Served to capt. USA
1955-57. res. Belmont MA.*
SAVAGE, Mark Elliott. Bowdoin 1951-53,
A.B. Univ. Me. Orono 1960, M.P.A. Univ.
Southern Calif. 1975. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Health
admin.; b. Boston April 10 1933; s. of Brooks
E. '24; m. Dema Riddle April 17 1954; ch.:
Lisa '77, Brooks, Hope, Ellen. Trainee teller
Merrill Trust Co. Bangor 1960-62, security
Pacific Nat. Bank Los Angeles CA 1963-65,
self-employed ins. & installment loan
consultant 1965-66, general loan & operational
duty Crocker Citizen's Bank Los Angeles
1966-67, asst. contractual relations supervisor
Los Angeles city schs. 1967-68, business asst.
Laguna Salada Union Sch. Dist. Pacifica CA
1968-71, city finance dir. Pacifica 1971-72, dir.
Pacifica Youth Service Bureau 1972— . Chmn.
(sch., probation & police communication
meetings; Pacifica Transportation Comm.
1970-71, board of dir. Pyramid Alternatives
Inc.), v.pres. Pacifica Credit Union, member
board of dir. Rotary Club Pacifica,
Delinquency Prevention Officers Assn. (chmn.
northern CA, treas. state organization), San
Mateo County CA Mental Health Assn. (treas.
1975-76; member board of dir. 1974
— , exec,
committee 1975-76), Am. Red Cross (member
exec, committee Golden Gate chapter 1970-71,
board of dir. 1968
—
; chmn. coastside region
1968-71, voting delegate to Chicago IL &
Wash, conventions), member (board of
governors Am. Banking Assn. 1964-65, board
of dir. San Mateo County Transit Dist. 1976
—
,
city council city of Pacifica 1976
—
). Served to
cpl. USA 1953-56. res. Pacifica CA.*
SCALERA, Frank Joseph, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Kearny NJ June 4 1934. res. Bethel Park
PA.
SCHEFFY, Carl, Jr. A.B. 1958. Alpha Tau
Omega. Management; b. Andover MA Jan.
17 1932; m. Marilyn Murray June 1 1 1961; ch.:
Elizabeth, Anna. Teller-clerk First Nat. Bank
of Boston 1957-58, 1958-61; trust dept. Nat.
Bank of Plymouth County Brockton MA
1961-63; mgr. Friendly Ice Cream Corp.
Wilbraham MA 1964—. Served to sgt. USA
1955-57. res. Andover MA.*
SCOTT, James Parker. Bowdoin 1952-53, B.S.
Bryant Coll. 1955. Theta Delta Chi. Greeting
card publishing exec; b. Providence RI March
21 1933; m. Claudia Humphrey Aug. 7 1954;
ch.: Thomas, Steven, Kimberly. Salesman
Narragansett Paper Co. Providence 1955-59,
pres. Red Farm Studio Pawtucket RI 1959—
.
Member vestry St. Johns Epis. Church 4 yrs.,
pres. Barrington RI Boosters Club, member
(sch. survey committee 2 yrs., board of
recreation 4 yrs., price stabilization board 15
yrs.). res. Barrington RI.*
SKELTON, Harold Scannell. A.B., LL.B. Yale
1961. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Lewiston Jan. 25
1934; s. of Harold N. '21; m. Mary Betar Dec.
27 1955; ch.: Ann, Harold II, Ruth. Atty.
Lewiston (Skelton Taintor & Abbott 1961-72,
Skelton Taintor & Abbott P.A. 1972—),
consultant self-employed Lewiston 1976—
Founded Rural Development Assoc. 1960,
member board of finance Lewiston 1963-66,
corporator Central Me. General Hospital 1963,
asst. treas. Union Water Power Co. &
Androscoggin Reservoir Co. 1964, Lewiston
Sch. Building Committee Lewiston 1964,
trustee Lewiston-Auburn Children's Home
1970, member board of trustees Lewiston
Public Library Lewiston 1971-77, chmn. Art
Committee Lewiston 1974, Sarah Frye Home
1975 (trustee, member finance committee),
fellow of The Am. Coll. of Probate Counsel
1976. Served to 1st It. USA 1955-58. Contbr.
res. Lewiston.*
SMALL, Arthur Adams, Jr. A.B. 1959. Delta
Sigma, b. Brunswick Oct. 14 1933. res. Iowa
City IA.
SMALL, Gordon Burgess, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma. b.
Cambridge MA April 19 1934. res. Canal
Zone.
SON1A, William Edward, Jr. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Dallas 1973. Chi Psi. Management; b.
Clinton MA May 17 1934; m. Mary Pierce
Dec. 30 1965; ch.: Dana, Tracy, William III.
Analytical chemist (Westinghouse Electric
Corp. Pittsburgh PA 1955-59, Tex. Instruments
Inc. Dallas TX 1959-65), mgr. Dallas
(Analytical Chem. Lab. Tex. Inst. 1965-69,
Supplier Quality Control Tex. Inst. 1969
—),
instr. part-time Quality Control Tech.
Richland Coll. Dallas 1975—. Dir. YMCA E.
Dallas 1975
—
, dir. & treas. Texins Assn.
1969-72. Served to maj. USA 1957-58, served
with USAR. res. Dallas TX.*
SOUTHERLAND, Lon Beattie, Jr. A.B Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Hotel management; b.
Miami FL Oct. 6 1932; m. Sara Simons March
4 1961; ch.: Lonnie. Branch mgr. Southerland
Tours Travel Agency Jaragua Hotel Santo
Domingo Dominican Republic 1957-58, sales
rep. Intercontinental Hotels Corp. NYC
1958-59, asst. mgr. int. dept. Hotel Corp. of
Am. Hotel Roosevelt & The Plaza NYC
1960-61, mgr. & lessee Beach Hotel St. Croix
V.I. 1961-67, Grapetree Bay Hotels Inc. St.
Croix (v.pres. & general mgr. 1968-69, exec,
v.pres. & dir. 1970-71, pres. 1971-73, chmn.
1973
— ,
prop. V.I. (Anchor Inn Hotel St. Croix,
Magens Point Hotel St. Thomas). Pres.
(Southerland Properties Inc., Rotary Club St.
Croix, St. Croix Hotel Assn.), dir. (C. of C. St.
Croix, Caravelle Hotel C'sted), mgr. Grapetree
Bay Properties. Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57.
res. Christiansted St. Croix V.I.*
STAGNONE, James Joseph. A.B. cum laude.
M.D. Yale 1959. Delta Upsilon & Delta Sigma.
Medicine; b. Lowell MA Sept. 23 1932; m.
Barbara Clark May 1976; ch.: James, Gregory,
Edward, David. Served to col. MCUSA (intern
Letterman General Hospital San Francisco CA
1959-60, with USN Training Command
Pensacola FL 1960, commanding officer 1st
Hospitalization Unit & military flight surgeon
Verona Italy 1961-63, dermatology resident
Brook General Hospital San Antonio TX
1963-66, asst. chief dermatology Service Brook
General Hospital 1966-69), pvt. practice
Albuquerque NM 1969— . Certified Am. Board
of Dermatology 1967, Univ. N.M. Med. Sch.
(clinical asst. prof. medicine, lectr.
dermatology), member board of dir. (Trantec




Phase III Studies 1972-74 (Meade Johnson &
Co., Eli Lilly & Co., USD), claims reviewer
N.M. Med. Foundation 1972-73, chmn. M.D.
div. United Way Albuquerque 1973-74,
diplomate Am. Board of Pathology in
Dermathopathology 1974, pres. N.M.
Dermatological Soc. 1977-78, sec. & treas.
Southwestern Dermatological Soc 1976-77.
Col. USAR 1969—. Contbr. res. Albuquerque
NM.*
STARK, Howard Alan. A.B. 1956. Theta Delta
Chi. Business exec; b. Providence RI May
25 1933; m. Janice Jones March 9 1957; ch.:
Bradford, Sarah, Amanda. Mgr. gift div.
Brownings Inc. E. Greenwich RI 1959-66,
Brunswick Artesian Well Co. (mgr. 1966-71.
pres. 1971
—
). Dir. Brunswick (C. of C.
1971-74, Rotary Club 1973-75), Water Well
Drillers Assn. of Me. (sec. 1969-71, board
member 1971-73), v.pres. Merrymeeting
Audubon Soc. 1972, board member United
Way Brunswick 1972-75, pres. Theta Delta Chi
House Corp. 1974—. Served to cdr. USNR
1956-59, ret. 1976. res. Brunswick.*
STARKWEATHER, David Burr. A.B. magna
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Columbia
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1960; Ph.D. Univ. Calif. Los Angeles (USPHS
fellow) 1967. Alpha Tau Omega. Education;
b. Newton MA April 25 1933; m. Faye
Harelson Aug. 21 1960. Asst. admin. Palo Alto
CA Hospital 1958-59, Palo Alto-Stanford
Hospital Center (assoc. dir. 1960-65, dir. 1964),
Univ. Calif. Berkeley (asst. prof, public health




board Cooperative Information Center for
Hospital Management Studies, member
editorial board (Health Admin. Press Univ.
Mich., Hospital Admin., Med. Care), member
board of trustees Herrick Memorial Hospital
Berkeley, commissioner grad. education in
hospital admin., consultant Development &
Tech. Assistance Inc., member board of dir. E.
Bay Foundation For Health Careers
Education, pres. (Assn. of Univ. Programs in
Health Admin., Health Care Exec, of N.
Calif.), acting dean Sch. of Public Health Univ.
Calif. Berkeley, lectr. Stanford Univ. Sch. of
Medicine, faculty W. Branch (Continuing
Education in Hospitals & Related Health
Facilities, Am. Public Health Assn.), board
member Medic-Alert Foundation, member
(review committee 10 Yr. Plan For The Health
Sciences Univ. Calif. Berkeley, foundation
council & grants commmittee Assn. of W.
Hospitals Education & Research Foundation,
tech. education advisory committee Foothill
Coll., exec, committee Assn. of Univ. Programs
in Health Admin., chancellor's committee for
med. sch. policies & planning Univ. Calif.
Berkeley), consultant Health Inst. Branch Nat.
Center for Health Services Research &
Development. Contbr. res. Orinda CA.*
STARR, Henry Joseph. A.B., M.D. Johns
Hopkins 1959. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b.
Nashville TN July 20 1933; m. Sharon Sandler
June 22 1958; ch.: Stephanie, Stacy, Paul.
Intern Vanderbilt Hospital Nashville 1959-60,
fellow Armed Forces Inst, of Pathology
Washington DC 1960-61, resident
ophthalmology Washington DC Hospital
Center 1961-64, physician pvt. practice
Riverdale MD 1964-—. res. Silver Spring MD.*
STEPHENS, Harvey Bennett. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Univ. Chicago 1960. Theta Delta Chi.
Law; b. Springfield IL Feb. 17 1934; m.
Judith George Sept. 12 1959; ch.: Winifred,
Harvey, Scott. Atty. Brown Hay & Stephens
Springfield I960—. Dir. (First Nat. Bank of
Litchfield IL 1965— First Nat. Bank of
Springfield), chmn. First Congr. Church
1960— (board of deacons, trustees), treas.
Goodwill Industries Inc. 1973-75, pres.
Kiwanis Club Springfield 1973-74, sec. Assn.
for Modern Banking in 111. 1973-74, law dir.
Grad. Sch. of Banking Madison WI 1975—.
Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57. res. Springfield
IL.*
ST. HILAIRE, Normand Donald. Bowdoin
1951-52. Business exec; b. Lewiston Sept. 23
1932; m. Joanne Boulay June 9 1951; ch.:
Lorrie, Cheryl, Debra, Normand, Cathy.
Partner St. Hilaire Waterproofing Auburn
1958-75, pres. St. Hilaire Restoration &
Roofing Co. Inc. Auburn 1976— . Served to
SFC USA 1953-55; awarded Sigman Rhee
Citation 1955, Thailand Badge of Service, res.
Auburn.*
STIMETS, Richard Rice. Bowdoin 1951-53.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Milton MA July 4
1932. res. unknown.
STONEMAN, Wallace Anderson. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Albany NY July 2 1933; s. of Henry W. '30;
m. Anne Morrill June 25 1955; ch.: David,
Kimberly, Wendy, Douglas, Wallace Jr. With
M. G. Stoneman & Son Albany 1955-56,
General Electric Co. (analyst financial
consolidations Schenectady NY 1956-64, spec,
business analysis & measurements
Hendersonville NC 1964-66). Served to 2nd It.
USA 1956. d. NYC Sept. 24 1966.
STROUT, Earl Farnham. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Management; b. Portland March 21 1933;
m. Beverly Kidder March 14 1959; ch.: Tracey,
Karen, Robin. Mgr. W. T. Grant Co. (Barre
VT 1962-65, New Britain CT 1965-67,
Plainville CT 1967-71, Fairfield CT 1971-73,
Hartford CT 1973-75, W. Lebanon NH
1975
—), prop.-mgr. Green Mt. Studio's Corp.
White River Junction VT 1976—. Pres.
Kiwanis Club Plainville 1969, chmn. Plainville
(Conservation Comm. 1970-71, board of
christian education), various offices Jaycees
Plaineville. Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57.
Recipient: certificate of appreciation Plainville
Town Council, res. Lynne NH.*
STUBBS, Robert Goff, Jr. A.B. 1959. 1972
capital campaign worker. Real estate; b.
Augusta June 9 1932; s. of Robert G. '09; m.
Sharon ? Aug. 12 1961. Real estate appraiser
(State of Me. Augusta 1962-71, self-employed
Hallowell 1971
—), mayor city of Hallowell
1972—, Me. State rep. Augusta 1975—. Pres.
(Me. Conf. of Mayors 1973-74, Me. Club
Affiliate chapter 16 Am. Right of Way Assn.
1972), chmn. board of trustees Hallowell Water
Dist. 1971. Served to spec. 3/c USA 1953-56.
res. Hallowell.*
STURGEON, Guy Reginald. A.B., grad.
(Northwestern Univ. 1969, Northeastern Univ.
1976). Psi Upsilon. Banking; b. Edmundston
N.B. Canada March 9 1933; m. Joanne Safford
1956; ch.: Craig, Gordon, Laura, Keith. Sr.
v.pres. Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Co.
1965
—
, instr. Am. Inst, of Banking. Member
exec, board Boston council Boy Scouts of Am.,
v.pres. Bank Officers Assn. of Greater Boston,
res. Lynnfield MA.*
STURGEON, Robert Keith. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Edmundston New Brunswick Canada
Aug. 26 1931. res. Forest Hills NY.
SWENSON, Jack Wendell. A.B., M B A.
Dartmouth 1961. Beta Theta Pi. Class agt.
1971-75, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Invests.; b. Norwood MA June 8 1933; m.
April 1 1956, m. Deborah Mahoney Sept. 27
1970; ch.: Christopher. Chartered financial
analyst; marketing mgr. Mobil Oil Co. Boston
1955-59, security analyst Boston (Eaton &
Howard 1961-62, First Nat. Bank of Boston
1962-66, also invest, counselor John P. Chase
Inc. 1966-74), invest, counselor J. W. Swenson
Invest. Counsel Weston MA 1974— . Chmn.
United Way campaign Sudbury MA 1965,
member (town finance committee Sudbury
1963-66, The Boston Security Analysts Soc.
Inc. 1964
—
, Soc. The Financial Analysts
Federations 1964
—
, Inst. Chartered Financial
Analysts 1968
—
, Int. Assn. Financial Planners
Inc. 1976—). Served to 1st It. USA 1956. res.
Sudbury MA.*
TAYLOR, Richard Wright. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1959. Delta Sigma. Medicine; b. Mt. Kisco
NY Nov. 19 1933; m. Nancy Hodgkins June 29
1957; ch.: Douglas, Cynthia, Michael, Alison.
Me. Med. Center Portland (general rotating
intern 1959-60, resident general radiology
1960-63), St. Mary's General Hospital
Lewiston (assoc. radiologist 1965-76, chmn.
1976
—), consulting radiologist Central Me.
General Hospital Lewiston 1965— . Me.
Radiological Soc. (sec.-treas. 1969-74, v.pres.
1974-75, pres. 1975-76). Served to capt. USAF
1963-65. res. Lewiston.*
TECCE, Joseph John. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Catholic Univ. 1958, Ph.D. Catholic Univ.
1961. Kappa Sigma. Psychology; b. Boston
Feb. 5 1934; m. Mary Spigelmire Sept. 12
1959; ch.: Christopher, Susanna, Peter, Maria,
Anthony. Research assoc. Naval Research
Lab. Washington DC 1957-58, clinical
psychology training program V.A. Washington
DC 1957-61, USPHS postdoctoral research
fellow section on psychosomatic medicine Nat.
Inst, of Mental Health Bethesda MD 1961-64,
lectr. experimental psychology Trinity Coll.
Washington DC 1962-64, psychology div. of
psychiatry Boston Univ. Sch. of Medicine
(research assoc. 1964-66, asst. research prof.
1966-69), research psychologist psychiatry
Univ. Hospital Boston Univ. Med. Center
1966-69, lectr. neuropsychology dept. of
psychology Boston Univ. 1968-69, asst. prof,
psychology dept. of psychiatry Harvard Med.
Sch. 1969-70, asst. psychologist dept. of
psychiatry Mass. General Hospital Boston
1969-70 asst. prof. dept. of psychiatry Tufts
Univ. Sch. of Medicine 1970-73, dir. Lab. of
Neuropsychology Boston State Hospital
1970—
, Boston Mental Health (trustee 1970—,
treas. 1972-73, 1974—; pres. 1973-74), lectr.
experimental & physiological psychology
Boston Coll. 1971
—
, assoc. prof, psychiatry
Tufts Univ. Sch. of Medicine 1973
—
, research
consultant dept. of psychology Washingtonian
Center for Addictions Boston 1974—
.
Consulting ed., consultant govt. Served to capt.
USA 1956, served to capt. USAR 1956-64.
Recipient: USPHS Research Scientist
Development Award Nat. Inst, of Mental
Health 1975. Contbr. res. WeUesley MA*
TENDUF-LA, Sharab Wangfel. A.B. cum
laude. Beta Theta Pi. b. Darjeeling W.
Bengal July 13 1933. res. Toronto Ont. Canada.
TESTA, Paul Eugene. A.B. Sigma Nu. Mfg.
management; b. Boston April 7 1933; m.
Louise Marchetti June 2 1956; ch.: Joyce,
Linda, Carol, Mark, Paul, Donna, Christopher.
Mfg. supt. General Tel. Electric Sylvania
Exeter NH 1959-75, operations mgr. Booth
Fisheries Portsmouth NH 1976— . Served to
capt. USMC 1955-59. res. N. Hampton NH.*
THALHEIMER, William Good. A.B. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Woodbury NJ Aug. 11
1934; s. of William H. '27; m. Katharine
Hartwell Sept. 8 1956; ch.: William, Elizabeth,
John, Andrew. ICI U.S. Inc. Wilmington DE
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(tech. rep. 1958-64, marketing coordinator
1964-66, group leader 1966-67, lab. supervisor
1%7—). Served to spec. 3/c USA 1956-58.
Contbr. res. Exton PA.*
TOMLINSON, Walter Clayton, Jr. A.B.
Kappa Sigma, b. Lawrence MA July 4 1933.
res. Andover MA.
TOWNE, Chester Loring. A.B., Ed.M.
Harvard 1956. Delta Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Education; b. Waltham
MA Aug. 7 1932; m. Nancy Leland June 9
1956; ch.: Deborah, Leland, David. Teacher jr.
high public schs. Waltham 1956-58, public
sens. Weston MA (teacher elementary 1958-61,
teaching principal 1961-63), principal
elementary public schs. Scituate MA 1963-66,
Badford Central Sch. Dist. Mt. Kisco NY
(principal elementary sch. 1966-69, dir.
personnel & elementary education 1969
—
).
Recipient: C.A.S. Harvard Univ. 1965, pres.
Weston Teachers Club 1961. Served to capt.
USAR 1957. res. Katonah NY.*
TRACY, Hobart Coffin. A.B. 1958. Kappa
Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Library science; b. Hartford CT Sept. 30
1933; m. Nancy Smith Oct. 1962; ch.: Charles,
Anne. Asst. regional librarian Northwest
Regional Library St. Albans VT 1972—.
Served to spec. 4/c USA 1954-56. res. S. Hero
VT.*
TRASK, Robert Hartshorne, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Agriculture; b. NYC June 1 1933; m. Lois
Good 1956; several children. Lectr. art
Bowdoin 1959-60, farmer self-employed
Londonderry VT 19?—. Served with USA
1956-58. res. Londonderry VT.
TRUSSELL, Philip Arthur. A.B. 1956, B.S.
M.I.T. 1956, M.S. Northeastern 1966. Delta
Sigma. Real estate; b. Boston April 23 1934;
m. Priscilla Belyea Sept. 15 1956; ch.: Pamela,
Heather. Professional engineer (MA);
structural engineer (Jackson & Moreland Inc.
Boston 1956-59, Simpson Gumpertz & Heger
Inc. Cambridge MA 1959-60, Le Messurier
Assocs. Cambridge 1960-65), asst. v.pres.
Cabot Cabot & Forbes Co. Boston 1965-71,
project mgr. Boston (Sprague Industries
1971-73, Cabot Cabot & Forbes Co. 1973-76),
invest, real estate officer M.I.T. 1977— . Chmn.
finance committee Carter Memorial Methodist
Church 1969-77, treas. Republican town
committee Needham MA 1974—, instr. div. of
univ. extension Commonwealth of Mass.
1959-67, member Needham (town meeting
1974
— ,
capital budget subcommittee, finance
committee 1974
—
), v.chmn. Stephen Palmer
Study Committee Needham 1970-73. Served to
capt. USA 1957 & 1961-62. res. Needham
MA.*
TSCHANTRE, Carl Sherman. A.B. 1956. Chi
Psi. Management; b. Baltimore MD June 18
1934. Social worker Baltimore City 1959-60,
admin, spec. Int. Business Machines Corp.
Baltimore 1960-66, dept. mgr. Baltimore
Stationery 1966-73, branch mgr. Lucas
Brothers Inc. Annapolis MD 1974— . Served to
spec. 5/c USA 1956-58. res. Baltimore MD.*
TWINEM, Francis Patton, Jr. A.B. 1956.
Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Business exec; b. NYC Aug. 16
1933; m. Sally Morse Aug. 7 1955; ch.: Robert,
Elizabeth, Patricia. Operations analyst (Office
of Naval Intelligence Washington DC 1963-64,
Rhytheon Bedford MA 1964-65), inst. account
exec. (Merrill Lynch Boston 1965-73, E. F.
Hutton Portland 1973-74), v.pres. Northeast
Bank Share Assn. 1975— . Served to It. cdr.
USN 1956-63. res. Falmouth.*
Van CRONKHITE, John Bryant. Bowdoin
1951-53. Beta Theta Pi. b. Atlanta GA July 1
1932. res. unknown.
VAN ORDEN, Peter Hamilton. Bowdoin
1951-52. Zeta Psi. Contracting; b.
Kalamazoo MI March 3 1933. Utilities
contractor, res. Grand Rapids ML*
VOSE, Robert Whiting. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ins.; b. Bangor Jan. 8 1934;
s. of John P. '22; m. Shirley Compas June 17
1956; ch.: Susanna, Jonathan. Various
positions to assoc. actuary Conn. General Life
Ins. Co. Hartford CT 1955—. Fellow Soc. of
Actuaries. Served with USA 1956-58. res.
Bloomfield CT*
WALSH, Robert Emmet. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Yale 1956, J.D. Univ. Conn. 1962, LL.M.
N.Y. Univ. 1963. Kappa Sigma. Law; b.
Bridgeport CT Aug. 6 1933; m. Barbara
Czaplicki May 10 1958; ch.: Robert Jr.,
Martha, Monica. Teacher high sch. Hartford
CT 1956-57, contract drafter Aetna Life Ins.
Co. Hartford 1957-59, asst. clerk Court of
Common Pleas Hartford 1959-62, prof, law
Univ. Conn. W. Hartford 1963-72, atty. Eagan
Jackson O'Keefe & Murray W. Hartford
1972-75, asst. atty. general State of Conn.
Hartford 1975—. res. W. Hartford CT.*
WALTON, Donald Cameron, Jr. A.B., M D.
Tufts 1959. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b.
Providence RI April 11 1934; s. of Donald C.
'25; m. Mary Gibbons Sept. 17 1960; ch.:
Kathleen, Kyle, Donald, James, Diane. Me.
Med. Center Portland (intern 1959-60, resident
surgery 1960-61), resident obstet. & gynecol.
Carney & St. Margaret's Hospitals Dorchester
MA 1963-66, obstet. & gynecol. (self-employed
N. Andover MA 1966-73, Montgomery County
Rockville MD 1973—). Diplomate Am. Board
Obstet. & Gynecol. Served to capt. MCUSA
1961-63. res. Rockville MD.*
WALTON, Sidney Everett, Jr. Bowdoin
1951-53, B.S. Univ. S.C. 1975. Alpha Tau
Omega. Accounting; b. Boston April 23
1933; m. Helen Van Hine Aug. 12 1957; ch.:
Nancy, William. With USAF various locations
1953-73, ret. with rank of maj. USAF 1973,
accountant SC 1973— . Awarded Distinguished
Flying Cross (3) 1972, Air Medal (17) 1972. res.
Sumter SC.*
WEBBER, George Curtis, II. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1958. Kappa
Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker. Law;
b. Lewiston Aug. 29 1933; s. of Donald W. '27;
m. Judith MacLean June 25 1955; ch.:
Rebecca, Peter, John. Atty. Linnell Choate &
Webber Auburn, city solicitor Auburn. Past
dir. (United Fund Lewiston-Auburn, Pine Tree
Legal Assistance), chmn. professional ethics
committee Me. Bar Assn. Contbr. res.
Auburn.*
WEINER, Philip August A.B., J.D. Univ. Me.
1962. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Admissions aide 19?
Law; b. Boston Aug. 17 1933; m. Diana Garon
Jan. 19 1958; ch.: James, Rachel, Peter. Shoe
mfg., real estate, credit collectors Lewiston &
Portland 1957-63, atty. pvt. practice Portland
1963, procurement spec. U.S. Govt. San Jose
CA 1963-65, dir. contract admin. Astrophysics
Res. Corp. Los Angeles CA 1965-67, mgr.
major subcontracts Litton Industries Los
Angeles 1967-72, v.pres. legal & admin.
Hydronautics Inc. Laurel MD 1972—
.
Member board of dir. (Visual Computing
Corp. 1965-72, Columbia Jewish Congregation
1975—). Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57.
Recipient: Bancroft Whitney Am.
Jurisprudence Awards in Law, Agency, & 2nd
Constitutional Law. res. Columbia MD.*
WHITE, Rupert Baxter. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Account exec; b. Brunswick Aug.
26 1933; s. of Bruce H. '22; m. Ruth Johnson
June 11 1955; ch.: Rupert Jr., Stephen,
Michael. Sales mgr. dehydrated products
Snowflake Canning Brunswick 1958-65,
general partner H. C. Baxter & Bros.
Brunswick 1959-65, account exec. Portland
(Francis I. duPont & successors 1965-74, E. F.
Hutton 1974
—
). Dir. Nat. Canners Assn.
1964-65, member budget committee Brunswick
1961-66. Served to 1st It. USA 1955-57. res.
Brunswick.*
WIES, David Lawrence. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1956. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Personnel management;
b. Yonkers NY Feb. 4 1934; s. of Edward A.
'26; m. Joyce Benveniste Aug. 10 1958; ch.:
Edward, Gerald. Personnel mgr. (Whitaker
Corp. N. Hollywood CA 1958-61, Rose Marie
Ried Van Nuys CA 1961-63), mgr.
compensation Holmes & Narver Las Vegas
NV 1963-66, Int. Tel. & Tel. (mgr.
compensation controls & instruments div.
Glendale CA 1966-69; dir. personnel aerospace
& optical div. San Fernando CA 1969-70,
personnel & industrial relations Grinnell
Providence RI 1970
—
; dir. admin.). Served to
capt. USAR 1955-56. res. Fairfield CT.*
WILLIAMS, Howard James, Jr. A.B., grad.
The Stonier Grad. Sch. of Banking Rutgers
1970. Chi Psi. Admissions aide 1966-67, 1972
capital campaign worker. Banking
management; b. Quincy MA June 18 1933; m.
Alice Crovo Dec. 26 1955; ch.: Wendy.
Howard III, Virginia, Marsha, Michelle.
Branch mgr. First Nat. Bank of Boston 1955—
.
Pres. Kiwanis Club Roslindale-W. Roxbury
MA 1970, dist. treas. Heart Fund W. Roxbury
1966-73, chmn. public works study committee
Braintree MA, town finance committee
Braintree (member 1962-66, sec. 1965). Served
to 1st It. USA 1955-57. res. Braintree MA.*
WILLIAMSON, Andrew Wilson, III. A.B.
summa cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa: A.M.T.
Harvard 1956. Beta Theta Pi. Class agt.
1 959-66. Education ; b. NYC March 21 1 933
;
m. Louise Watson June 20 1955; ch.: Andrew
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IV, Heather, Elizabeth, John, Paul. Chmn.
dept. of mathematics (Lincoln Acad.
Newcastle 1958-72, Mid-Pacific Inst. Honolulu
HI 1972-76, Lincoln Acad. 1976—). Pres.
(Secrets of the Sea, Secrets of the Sea-Hawaii
Inc., Assn. of Teachers of Mathematics in Me.
1964-65), chmn. sch. board Jefferson 1969-70,
fellow Ford Foundation Leadership
Development Program 1970-71. Served to 1st
It. USA 1956-58. res. Waldoboro.*
WILSON, Alfred Duncan, Jr. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Management; b. Portland June 30
1933; m. Suzanne Hilty Aug. 28 1954; ch.:
Robert, Katherine, Andrew. NCR Corp.
Dayton OH (head expediter 1955-56, asst.
buyer 1957-60, buyer 1961-65), sr. buyer
Duriron Co. Dayton 1966-68, NCR Corp.
(corporate contract coordinator 1969-71,
commodity mgr. 1972-76), mgr. overseas
purchases Parke Davis & Co. res. Detroit ML*
WINDSOR, Robert Kennedy. A.B. Chi Psi.
1962 capital campaign worker. Exec; b.
Phila. PA Sept. 17 1933; m. Mary Willis June
10 1955; ch.: David. Asst. dist. traffic supt. Bell
Tel. Co. of Penn. Phila. 1955-63, exec. dir. Soc.
for Industrial & Applied Mathematics Phila.
1964-76, prop. Johnstounburn House Hotel
1976—. Partner Windsor & Knipe 1968—,
managing partner Phoebus Co. 1973— . Served
to capt. USA 1956-58. Patentee (6). res.
Humbie E. Lothian Scotland.*
WINTER, Kenneth Paul. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1960. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. NYC Dec. 8 1933; m. Dolores
Hashem June 4 1967; ch.: Arril, Evan. Bldg.
inspector Charles F. Noyes Co. NYC 1955-57,
teacher Milford CT Sch. 1959-62, instr. (Pace
Coll. NYC 1966-68, Shippensburg PA State
Coll. 1968—). Served to 1st It. USA 1957-59.
res. Shippensburg PA.*
WIRTH, Hans Rudolph. A.B., M.P.A. Univ.
Hartford 1972. Alpha Tau Omega. Hospital
admin.; b. Middletown CT Dec. 25 1933; m.
Joan Kudla Aug. 17 1957; ch.: Karl,
Raymond, Roland, Kirsten, Onalie. Asst. mgr.
Conn. Asbestos Products Middletown 1957-59,
instr. Catholic Univ. Washington DC 1959-61,
supervisor Phoenix Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Hartford CT 1961-70, dept. mgr. Hartford
Hospital 1970-72, administrator Community
General Hospital Ft. Fairfield 1973—. C. of C.
Ft. Fairfield (member board of dir. 1974-77,
member exec, committee 1974-76, v.pres.
1976), member Community facilities
committee Ft. Fairfield Comprehensive Plan,
Hospital Administrators Region V (sec.
1974-75, chmn. 1976-78), Project Raise (board
member 1972-75, member exec, committee
1974-75), member board of dir. (Me. Hospital
Assn. Research & Education Trust 1974-77,
treas. 1977; Comprehensive Health Planning
Agency 1973-75), member board of dir. Me.
Hospital Assn. 1976-78. Served to 2nd It. USA
1955-56. res. Ft. Fairfield.*
WOOD, David Remley. Bowdoin 1951-53,
A.B. Univ. Calif. 1960, M.B.A. Stanford Univ.
1962. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Business exec;
b. Chicago IL Jan. 18 1933; m. Gail Wolfsohn
Sept. 8 1956; ch.: Dayna, Peter. Broker J.
Barth & Co. San Francisco CA 1962-65, asst.
treas. Am. Pres. Lines San Francisco 1965-68,
v.pres. Mitchum Jones & Templeton San
Francisco 1968-73, sr. v.pres. & dir. Callan
Assn. San Francisco 1973— . Dir. San
Francisco Heart Assn. Served to 1st It. USAF
1953-58. res. San Francisco CA.*
WORCESTER, Russell Valeroy. Bowdoin
1951-52. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Phillips April
29 1933. res. Dixfield.
Class of 1956
ABBOTT, Gregory Foe. Bowdoin 1952-53,
1954. Delta Sigma, b. Brooklyn NY May 23
1933. res. Mansfield MA.
ADAMS, Raymond Taylor, Jr. A.B., M.B.A.
Univ. Penn. 1958. Zeta Psi. Accounting; b.
Bangor Feb. 21 1935; m. Joy Thompson Sept.
1 1956, m. Donna Lambert June 7 1971; ch.:
Elizabeth, Natacha, Jason. C.P.A.; sr.
accountant Price Waterhouse & Co. Phila. PA
1958-62; partner Brooks & Carter C.P.A.'s
Bangor 1963— . United Way of Penobscot
Valley (board member, member exec,
committee), Regional Speech & Hearing
Center Bangor (pres., treas., board member),
member & lectr. Husson Tax Inst. res.
Hampden Highlands.*
ALBACH, Horst. Bowdoin 1952-53, Ph.D.
Cologne Univ. 1958, Ph.D. Stockholm Sch. of
Economics 1973, Ph.D. Helsinki Sch. of
Economics 1976. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Essen Germany July 6 1931;
m. Renate Gutenberg Aug. 30 1960; ch.: Rolf,
Karin, Dirk. Federal Republic of Germany
(teaching asst. Univ. Cologne 1956-58,
teaching fellow Darmstadt Tech. Inst. 1959,
asst. prof. Univ. Graz Austria 1960, assoc. prof.




Universitaetsseminar der Wirtschaft Cologne
(exec, committee 1969-73, board of dir.
1969
—




advisors Federal Ministry of Economics
1967—, Nat. Science Council 1974-77, Acad,
of Sciences Duesseldorf 1974— , committee of
scientific advisors on vocational training
1971-73, board of examinations of CP.A.
Duesseldorf 1970
—
, scientific advisory board





ALDEN, John Joseph Wenham. A.B. cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. b. Oxford
England March 13 1930. res. Wolfville N.S.
Canada.
ALLEN, Perrin Arrison, Jr. A.B. Delta Sigma,
b. Passaic NJ Nov. 1 1934. res. Norwalk CT.
BARTON, Bert Kaufmann. A.B. 1960. Kappa
Sigma. Sales management; b. NYC July 2
1934; m. Diana Illig April 6 1963; ch.: Denise,
James, Joan, William. Johns Manville (sales
Manville NJ 1960-63, product mgr. NYC
1963-65), Union Carbide Corp. (tech. rep.
Chicago IL 1965-69, sales rep. Neenah WI
1969-71, area rep. Albany NY 1971-73,
account rep. Boston 1973
—
). Elder Mt.
Calvary Lutheran Church. Served to 1st It.
USA 1955-58. res. Concord MA.*
BEACHAM, Harold Richard. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Invest, exec; b. Boston Dec. 3 1933; m.
Augusta Crocker, m. Cecile Wood July 3 1974;
ch.: Harold Jr., Edith. V.pres. White Weld &
Co. Boston 1958— . Trustee Trustees of
Reservations, member (corp. board Museum of
Science, board of mgr. R. S. Hale Camping
Reservations). Served to capt. USA 1956-58.
res. Milton MA.*
BEESON, William, III. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Charleston WV May 25 1934. res.
Malvern PA.
BELKNAP, James Matthew. Bowdoin 1952-54.
Zeta Psi. b. Damariscotta July 13 1934; s. of
Robert W. '13. res. Nobleboro.
BERKLEY, John Leo. A.B. Kappa Sigma, b.
Waterville March 15 1934. res. Yarmouth.
BERWIND, Emery Harlan. Bowdoin 1952-56.
Kappa Sigma. Occ. unknown; b. Phila. PA
May 15 1933; m. Ann Rubinson res. Radnor
PA.
BEVERIDGE, Frank Delano. A.B., M.B.A.
Babson Coll. 1973. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Accounting; b.
Cambridge MA Dec. 12 1934; m. Jeanette
Hopkins April 20 1957; ch.: Richard '80,
Debra, Nina, Arnold. CP.A.; salesman
Southern New Eng. Tel. Co. New Haven CT
1956-60; asst. treas. George Philbrick
Researchers Dedham MA 1960-68; CP.A.
Touche Ross & Co. Boston 1968-71; controller
Nutron Corp. Hingham MA 1971-73; CP.A.
Cummings & Jones Co. Kennebunk 1973-74;
divisional accountant Moore Business Forms
Dover NH 1974— . Served to spec. 4/c USAR
1957. res. Kennebunk.*
BIRD, David Henry. A.B. Zeta Psi. Sales; b.
Winchester MA May 31 1933; s. of Frederic H.
'30; m. Sally Donelson June 12 1965; ch.:
Jennifer, Stephanie. Underwriter Boston Ins.
Group 1956-58, salesman NYC (Coats &
Clarks Sales 1958-70, Bernhard-Ullmann
1970-72), sales rep. Brunswick Worsted Mills
Pickens SC 1972—. Deacon First Presby.
Church Wayne NJ, pres. Metropolitan Ski
Council Chicago IL 1965-66. res. Crystal Lake
IL.*
BOGGS, Philip Clifton. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Sales; b. Pittsburgh PA Jan. 23 1934; m.
Patricia McClay Oct. 11 1958; ch.: Philip,
Joseph, Nancy. Salesman Stoner Mudge Co.
Pittsburgh 1958-67, PPG Industries Inc.
(salesman Pittsburgh 1967-69, sales mgr.
Delaware OH 1969-72, asst. dir. sales
Cleveland OH 1972-76, asst. general mgr.
1976
—
). Member boro-council Thornburg PA
1966-69. Served to spec USA 1956-58. res. Bay
Village OH.*
BOND, Roswell Majette. A.B. Ins.; b.
Bronxville NY Oct. 3 1934; m. Merle
Dunsmore June 29 1963; ch.: Elizabeth, Ann,
Thomas. Group rep. Conn. General Life
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Portland OR & Seattle WA 1960-63, Safeco
Life Ins. Co. Seattle 1964— (group asst. 1964,
asst. sec, asst. v.pres., v.pres., group dept.
mgr.). Pres. (Seattle Group Mens Assn. 1967,
Skate Invest. Corp. 1971-75, Safeco Health
Foundation, Northwest Health Care), dir. Pier
67 Inc. 1972— , chmn. admin, board United
Methodist Church Mercer Is. WA 1975. Served
to It. cdr. USNR 1956-69. res. Mercer Is. WA.*
BOSS, August Wakefield. Bowdoin 1952-54,
1956-57. Sigma Nu. Exec; b. Hagerstown
MD Sept. 3 1934; m. Janet Allman April 19
1958; ch.: Elissa, David. Dist. sales mgr.
Procter & Gamble Co. Cincinnati OH 1957-75,
pres. Sonitrol Distributing Co. Alexandria VA
1975—. res. Cincinnati OH.*
BRAMHALL, Peter Theodore Crie. A.B. Zeta
Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Invest.; b.
Portland Feb. 28 1934; m. Hope Palmer Aug.
31 1957; ch.: Faith, Elizabeth, Alison, Sarah.
Hornblower & Weeks-Hemphill Noyes Inc.






State Soc. for the Protection of Animals 1974,
treas. 1976; Mayflower Soc. of Me. 1976),
advisory board Salvation Army (dir. 1968,
chmn. 1974-76), member-at-large Pine Tree
Council Boy Scouts of Am. 1966, member
(Republican town committee Falmouth, chmn.
1970-72; exec, committee Securities Industry
Assn. New Eng. 1975-76; United Community
Services Budget Committee 1964-66, Social
Planning Committee 1967). res. Falmouth.*
BREWER, John Curtis. A.B. Delta Sigma.
1962 capital campaign area co-chmn., 1972
capital campaign area chmn. Invest.; b.
Phila. PA Sept. 12 1934; m. Nancy Smith June
18 1960; ch.: John, Laura, Robert. Market
mgr. Pennwalt Corp. Phila. 1958-68, partner
Burke Lawton & Co. Flourtown PA 1968—.
Dir. Venco Products Corp. 1970
— ,
pres.
Ambulance Assn. Springfield PA, v.chmn. &
treas. Am. Red Cross Wissahicken PA. Served
to capt. USA 1956-58. res. Ft. Washington PA.
BRITT, Henry McDowell. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Management; b. Ft. Benning GA
April 3 1934; m. Carol Oliver Sept. 16 1958, m.
Patricia Miles Feb. 14 1975; ch.: Lynn, Lisa.
Self-employed 1970-72, production planner &
Scheduler Honeywell Inc. St. Petersburg FL
1972-73, purchasing mgr. western operations
Milford Rivet & Machine Co. Fullerton CA
1973—
. Served to 1st It. USA 1956-60, served
to maj. USAF 1960-70; awarded Air Force
Commendation Medal, res. Fullerton CA.*
BROWN, Richard Wonson. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Stock selector; b. Newton MA July 4 1934;
m. Constance Randolph Sept. 3 1955; ch.:
Catherine, Susan, Steven. Claims adjuster
Springfield MA (Liberty Mutual 1961-67,
Reliance Ins. Co. 1967-68), marketing rep.
Atlantic Richfield Springfield 1968-69, store
mgr. Montgomery Ward Agawam MA
1969-72, salesman Fenton Ford Enfield CT
1972-73, shipper & receiver Springfield Sugar
& Products Suffield CT 1973—. Served to cpl.
USA 1955-58. res. E. Longmeadow MA.*
BURGESS, Stanton Leroy, Jr. Bowdoin
1952-54. Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Oct. 5
1933. res. unknown.
BURNS, John Francis. Bowdoin 1952-55,
D.D.S. N.Y. Univ. 1959. Dentistry; b.
Gardiner July 2 1934; m. Eileen Donohue Dec.
29 1956; ch.: Jane, Sean, Michael. General
dentist self-employed Brunswick 1959-63,
intern & resident oral surgery N.Y. Univ.
Bellevue Med. Center 1963-66, clinical asst.
prof, oral surgery N.Y. Univ. Coll. of Dentistry
1966
— ,
pvt. practice & chief of dental & oral
surgery Beekman Downtown Hospital NYC
1972— . World Health Admin. Services Inc.
NYC 1972— (member board of dir., dir. oral &
maxillo facial surgery), diplomate Am. Board
of Oral Surgery, res. Staten Is. NY.*
CARTER, James Standish. Bowdoin 1952-53,
A.B. Oberlin 1956, A.M. Swarthmore Coll.
1959. Delta Sigma. Student; b. Chester PA
June 26 1934; s. of Philip L. '16. Student of
English Univ. Penn. Phila. 1974-76. Pvt. Penn.
Nat Guard 1958. res. Media PA.*
CAVERLY, Herbert Tibbets, II. Bowdoin
1952-55. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Dentistry; b.
Bath May 28 1934; m. Julianna Cummings
1960; 3 children. Dentist pvt. practice Bath
19?— . Past pres. (Sagadahoc County Young
G.O.P., Bath Lions Club), past chmn. March
of Dimes campaign, member vestry Grace
Epis. Church, res. Bath.
CELOSSE, Jacob Maurits. Bowdoin 1952-54.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Blitar Indonesia Aug. 5
1931. res. Cambridge MA.
CHAMBERLAND, Maurice Roger. A.B., M.S.
Univ. Me. 1964, Ph.D. Univ. Me. 1966. b.
Brunswick Sept. 12 1934. Teaching fellow
Bowdoin 1956-57, postdoctoral fellow Univ.
NC, research chemist Olin corp. New Haven
CT 1967-69, sr. research chemist agricultural
chem. dept. Uniroyal Chem. Naugatuck CT
1969-?. Served to It. (jg) USN 1957-60. d.
Brunswick Dec. 23 1975.*
CHAPMAN, Peter Allan. A.B., MBA.
Dartmouth 1959. Theta Delta Chi.
Accounting; b. Portland Aug. 19 1934; s. of
Richard S. '28; m. Jane Lothrop Aug. 1959;
ch.: Linda, Peter Jr., David, Jennifer. CP.A.;
sr. accountant Price Waterhouse & Co. Boston
1959-65; asst. controller Pervel Industries Inc.
Plainfield CT 1965-69; controller Cooper Labs.
Inc. Bedford Hills NY 1969-73; v.pres. finance
Plymouth Rubber Co. Inc. Canton MA
1973—
. Served to capt. USA 1957. res.
Cohasset MA.*
CLARK, Ellsworth Bentley. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Washington DC Sept. 1 1 1934. res. Houston
TX.
COHEN, Norman Paul. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1960.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Class agt. 1966-1976,
Alumni Fund (dir. 1972-77, v.chmn. 1975-76,
chmn. 1976-77), 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Portland Feb. 1 1934; m. Linda
Mintzer Sept. 12 1965; ch.: Susan, Amy, Peter.
Law clerk Justice Arthur Whittemore Mass.
Supreme Judicial Court Boston 1960-61.
Palmer & Dodge Boston (assoc. 1961-67,
partner 1968
—
). Member town meeting
Lexington MA, town counsel Lexington.
Served to 1st It. USA 1956-57. res. Lexington
MA.*
COLLETTE, Roderick Edward. A.B. 1959. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Dover-Foxcroft Jan. 1
1
1934; m. Judith Doe Sept. 3 1960; ch.:
Michael, Jennifer, Peter. Store mgr. trainee
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. New Eng.
1959-61, general mgr. Pawling NY Rubber
Corp. 1961— . Deacon & trustee Christ Church,
pres.( board of education, youth hockey
Pawling), member town recreation comm.
Pawling. Served to spec. 3/c USA 1954-56. res.
Pawling NY.*
COMPAGNONE, Salvatore Joseph. A.B.,
M.D. & CM. McGill 1960. Sigma Nu.
Medicine; b. Boston June 5 1934; m. Sharon
Gibson Dec. 14 1966; ch.: Donna, Francesca,
Joseph, Natalie. Physician pvt. practice
Milford MA 1968—. V.pres. staff & chief
surgery Milford Hospital, member (board of
dir. Lions Club Mendon MA, sch. committee
Upton Regional Sch. Dist.). Served to capt.
MCUSA 1965-68. res. Mendon MA.*
CONNOR, Briah Kerr, Jr. Bowdoin 1952-53,
1954-55. Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Sept.
27 1934. res. Rockville MD.
COOPER, Kenneth Waldo, Jr. A.B. 1957. Psi
Upsilon. b. Somerville MA Sept. 27 1934.
res. W. Medford MA.
CORTHELL, Bruce Holman. Bowdoin 1952-54.
Kappa Sigma, b. Framingham MA May 2
1934. With U.S. Post Office 1956-61, sales corre-
spondent Bethlehem Steel Co. Boston 1961-76.
Served with USA 1954-56. d. Nahant MA April 2
1976.*
COTTER, Edward Noack. Bowdoin 1952-54,
A.B. Bentley Coll. 1959. Alpha Tau Omega.
Invest.; b. Stamford CT Jan. 23 1934. With
Walston Inc. NYC 1959-60, analyst Standard
& Poor's NYC 1960-63, analyst-broker
Hayden Stone Inc. NYC 1963-68,
broker-analyst Janney Montgomery Scott Inc.
NYC 1968-76, broker-analyst Richard W.
Clarke & Co. 1976—. PFC USA 1954-56. res.
Rowayton CT.*
CUMMINS, David. Bowdoin 1952-54. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Pasadena CA Feb. 17 1934. res.
unknown.
CURTIS, Harris Lester. A.B. Chi Psi.
Chemistry; b. Portland May 19 1934; s. of
Harry L. '20; m. Madeleine Lucas Aug. 22
1959; ch.: Betsy. Harry. Scientist Polaroid
Corp. Cambridge MA 1958— . PFC USA
1956-58; awarded Good Conduct Medal, res.
Needham MA.*
DABNEY, John Baldwin. A.B.. M.S. M IT.
1958, Sc.D. M.I.T. 1961. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Exec; b. Framingham MA Sept. 26 1934; m.
Nancy Fraser July 18 1959; ch.: John. Laura.
Elizabeth. Research metallurgist Abex Corp.
Mahwah NJ 1961-71, v.pres. & operations mgr.
Kearsarge Metallurgical Corp. Dover NH
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1971— . Dir. Kearsarge Metallurgical Corp.
Dover, member (Camp Lincoln Committee
N.H. YMCA, chapter advisory committee Am.
Soc. for Metals), Am. Soc. for Metals N.J.
chapter (dir., chmn. 1970), elected member
Sigma XI. Contbr., patentee in field of
Metallurgy, res. Exeter NH.*
DAY, Chester Morrill, Jr. A.B. 1958, B.S. &
M.S. M.I.T. 1958, M.B.A. Boston Univ. 1978.
Chi Psi. Engineering; b. Boston Dec. 11
1934; m. Deena Verre July 13 1958; ch.:
Michael, Stephen. Bell Tel. Lab. Murray Hill
NJ (member tech. staff 1958-63, supervisor
1963-73), New Eng. Tel. Boston (equipment
engineer 1973-74, systems planning engineer
1974-76, fundamental planning engineer
1976—). Elected member (Eta Kappa Nu 1957,
Sigma Xi 1958), v.pres. Holmdel Youth
Activities Assn. 1971-73, trustee Wayland MA
Town House 1975— . res. Wayland Ma.*
DEAN, Donald Sears. A.B., M.B.A. Univ.
Penn. 1958. Kappa Sigma. Corp.
accounting; b. Buffalo NY May 17 1934; s. of
Archibald S. '18; m. Anne Zacharakis June 7
1969. Accountant NYC (Sheraton Hotels
1958-61, Int. Business Machines Corp. 1961-64,
Olin Corp. 1965-66), chief accountant
Rockefeller Center Inc. NYC 1966—. Served
to cpl. 1958-60. res. NYC*
DeLYRA, Joao George. Bowdoin 1952-54. b.
Recite Pernaambuco Brazil June 24 1929. res.
unknown.
deVRIES, Johann Robert Edo. Bowdoin
1952-53. Psi Upsilon. b. Medan Sumatra
Dutch E. Indies Aug. 7 1933. res. unknown.
DOHERTY, Paul Spence. A.B., LL.B. Harvard
1960, LL.M. Boston Univ. 1967. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agt. 1961-66, 1972 capital
campaign area chmn. Law; b. Springfield
MA April 28 1934; s. of Louis W. '19; m.
Dianne Fuller. Atty. Doherty Wallace
Pillsbury & Murphy Springfield 1960— . res.
Longmeadow MA*
DuBRULE, Paul Albert, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Marketing exec; b. Laconia NH May 30
1934; m. Patricia Knapp Oct. 6 1956; ch.:
Peter, Patrick, Pamela. Sales rep. Mobil Oil
Corp. 1958-62, (Leopoldville Congo, Kaduna
Nigeria), automobile business self-employed
Brunswick 1962-65, Mobil Oil Corp. (dist. mgr.
Cotonou Dahomey 1965-67, sales mgr. Nairobi
Kenya 1968-71, mgr. Agana Guam 1971-73,
marketing mgr. Singapore Malaysia 1973-75,
chief of advisory mission Kinshasa Zaire
1975—). Member banking board Guam.
Served to 1st It. USA 1956-58. res. NYC,
Bridgton.*
DUPLESSIS, Louis Averts, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Quincy MA Dec. 19 1934. res.
La Jolla CA.
DURST, Willis Henry, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Invest.; b. Hollywood CA Dec. 25 1934;
m. Janet O'Mara Nov. 6 1971. V.pres. & dir.
Wagenseller & Durst Inc. Los Angeles CA
1958—. Served to 1st It. USA 1956-58. res. Los
Angeles CA.*
DYER, LeRoy Eugene. A.B., M.S. Central
Conn. State Coll. 1962. Alpha Delta Phi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education; b. Bar
Harbor Feb. 21 1934; m. Joan Kapitzke April
30 1958; ch.: LeRoy, Thomas, Sharon.
Professional baseball player Milwaukee WI
Braves 1958, salesman Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co. Manchester CT 1959, teacher
(high sch. Augusta 1959-60, elementary sch.
Meriden CT 1960-61, jr. high sch. Middlefield
CT 1961-65), regional sch. dist. no. 13
Durham-Middlefield CT (principal jr. high sch.
1965-75, asst. supt. 1975—). Pres. St. Pius X
men's choir 1973-74, co-chmn.
Middlesex-Shoreline Supt. Assn. CT 1975-76.
Served to capt. USA 1957-58. res. Middletown
CT.*
EADES, Charles Fletcher. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Medicine; b. Boston
Nov. 4 1933. Intern & resident Boston City
Hospital 1960-62, resident physician Lying-in
Hospital Boston 1962-65, physician Boston
1965—. Dir. obstet. & gynecol. M.I.T. 1969,
utilization chmn. Boston Hospital for Women
1975
— ,
corp. member Rivers Country Day
Sch., class treas. & ajumni committee Boston
Univ. Sch. of Med., clinical instr. Harvard
Med. Sch., staff Boston Hospital for Women.
Served to capt. MCUSAR 1962-67. res.
Newtonville MA.*
EMERO, Roland Francis. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Gloucester MA Oct. 6 1934. res.
Reading MA.
ESKIN, Otho Evans. A.B., J.D. George
Washington Univ. 1959. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Foreign service; b. NYC
Jan. 12 1935; m. Diana Bruce July 1 1960; ch.:
Cornelia, Edward, Ketherine, David. Foreigh
service U.S. Dept. of State Washington DC
1961—. res. Washington DC*
FAIRMAN, John Raymond. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Stafford Springs CT Feb. 28 1935. res.
Norfolk CT.
FERBER, Frederick. A.B., D.D.S. N.Y. Univ.
1961. Sigma Nu. Dentistry; b. Brockton MA
Jan. 9 1935; m. Evly Pachtman Aug. 6 1960;
ch.: Felicia, Corrin, Vanessa. Dentist
self-employed Central Islip NY 1961—
.
Suffolk County Dental Soc. Study Club (past
pres., treas. & sec. 1966-70), pres. spec,
arrangements committee Jewish Center
Huntington NY 1971. Served to capt. USAF
1961-63. res. Dix Hills NY.*
FIELD, William Arthur. Bowdoin 1952-53. Chi
Psi. b. Brockton MA Dec. 12 1932. res.
unknown.
FLEET, Ronald Paul. Bowdoin 1952-54. Theta
Delta Chi. Military; b. Gloucester MA May
31 1934; m. Janet Smith Oct. 20 1956; ch.:
Thomas, Lisa. USAF (navigator Westover MA
Air Force Base 1955-57; pilot McGuire Air
Force Base NJ 1958-61, Lajes Field Azores
1961-63; wing plans officer McGuire Air Force
Base 1963-66; operations briefer Hickam Air
Force Base HI 1966-69; operations officer
attack fighter div. Tan Son Nhut Air Base
Vietnam 1969-70; chief office of presentations
1971-74; cdr. orientation group & It. col.
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base OH 1974—).
Officer in charge U.S. Armed Forces
Bicentennial Caravans. Awarded Meritorious
Service Medal 1969, Bronze Star 1970,
Meritorious Service Medal with oak leaf
cluster 1974. res. Fairborn OH.*
FLINT, Ernest Gayton, Jr. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Ind. Univ. 1959. Chi Psi.
Editing & writing; b. Beverly MA Jan. 24
1934. Chemist New Eng. Lab. Co. Inc. Ipswich
MA 1959-61, programmer New Eng. Merc.
Nat. Bank Boston 1961-63, programmer &
analyst Carter Ink Co. Cambridge MA 1963,
bank operations asst. Beverly Trust Co.
Beverly 1964-66, coordinator circulation
development Am. Chem. Soc. Washington DC
1966-68, systems analyst & tech. writer Aries
Corp. McLean VA 1968-71, sr. ed. & writer
General Tel. & Electronics Information
Systems Inc. Chicago IL 1971-73, sr. tech. ed.
& writer Aerodyne Research Inc. Burlington
MA 1973-74, tech. publications ed. Stone &
Webster Engineering Corp. Boston 1974-75,
publications mgr. Dynatrend Inc. Burlington
1975—. res. Beverly MA.*
FREEMAN, William Home. A.B., M.S.T. Epis.
Theol. Sch. 1959. Alpha Delta Phi. Clergy;
b. Greenfield MA Sept. 26 1934; m. Carol
Brickett Aug. 24 1957; ch.: Bruce, Meredith,
Jane. Curate St. Stephen's Epis. Church Lynn
MA 1959-62, priest-in-charge Oakes ND Field
1962-66, rector Trinity Epis. Church
Marshfield MA 1966-75, priest-in-charge
Samuel Memorial Mission Naytahwaush MN
1975—. Marshfield 1972-75 (chmn. clergy
assn., member sch. committee). res.
Naytahwaush MN.*
GARDNER, John David. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Management; b. Boston April 22
1935; m. Gladys Valentine Dec. 27 1958; ch.:
Stephen, Dawn. Mgr. John G. Rollins & Sons
NYC 1958-63, U.S. Borax & Chem. Corp.
(admin, asst. NYC & Los Angeles CA 1963-68,
asst. product mgr. Los Angeles 1968-72,
product mgr. 1972
—
). Trustee John G. Rollins
& Sons 1973—. Served to 1st It. USA 1956-58.
res. Hacienda Heights CA.*
GELINAS, Gareth Stanley. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ins. management; b. S. Weymouth MA
Jan. 10 1934; m. Irene Willette Jan. 3 1959;
ch.: Gareth Jr., Jeffrey, Richard, Kathleen,
Timothy. Dist. mgr. John Hancock Ins. Co.
Ansonia CT 1957— . res. Watertown CT.*
GILMAN, Philip Weston. Bowdoin 1952-54,
1955-56. Delta Sigma. Land surveying &
planning; b. Akron OH July 19 1934; m.
Annemarie Lambrich Jan. 28 1961; ch.: Peter,
Thomas, Katherine. Instrument man &
draftsman E. C. Reilly & Assoc. Perth Amboy
NJ 1958-60, instrument man John Hunter San
Francisco CA 1960-61, draftsman E. C. Reilly
& Assocs. 1961-64, vermessungs techniker
Sennhauser Werner & Rauch Dietikon
Switzerland 1964-66, design draftsman J. P.
Kovacs Inc. Freehold NJ 1966-71, chief
designer Shepherd & Hedges Toms River NJ
1971-75, assoc. Shepherd Engineering 1975—
.
Church (elder & trustee 1968-74, deacon
1975
—
), chmn. evangelism task force
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Monmouth Presbytery 1974-76. res. Jackson
NJ.*
GLOVER, Robert Hoyt. A.B., Ed.M. Harvard,
Ph.D. Duke Univ. 1977. Chi Psi.
Management consultant; b. Brockton MA
Jan. 4 1933; m. Beryl Scott June 28 1958; ch.:
Catherine, David, Timothy. Asst. dir.
admissions Bowdoin 1957-61; assoc. registrar
Univ. Mass. Amherst 1961-63; Coll. Entrance
Examination Board (asst. & assoc. dir. N.E.
Regional Office 1963-65, research assoc. NYC
1965-68); dir. developmental research Nat.
Lab. for Higher Education Durham NC
1968-70; v.pres. for programs, planning &
evaluation Nat. Lab. Durham 1970-74.
Founder Planned Change Assocs. Chapel Hill
NC 1974
—
, chmn. religious education
committee (The Community Church Chapel
Hill, Naurashaun Presby. Church Pearl River
NY), member board of officers The
Community Church Chapel Hill, swimming
coach Pool Club summer program 1974.
Contbr. res. Chapel Hill NC*
GOLZ, Ronald Alfred. A.B., A.M. Villanova
Univ. 1962. Psi Upsilon. Banking exec; b.
Fall River MA Feb. 4 1934; m. Geraldine
Torpey; ch.: Heidi, Erik, Gretchen. V.pres.
State Street Bank & Trust Boston. Dir. Jr.
Achievement Wilmington DE. Served to capt.
USA 1957-59, 1961-62. Finalist White House
Fellows 1960. Contbr. res. Sherborn MA.*
GOODMAN, Richard Maxwell. A.B. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA Aug. 1
1934. res. Alexandria VA.
GOODWIN, Raymond Wendell. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Hartford CT Nov. 8 1933. res. Sarasota FL.
GORMAN, Leon Arthur. A.B. cum laude.
Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Exec; b. Nashua NH Dec. 20 1934; m.
Wendy Goad Feb. 1 1964; ch.: Jeffrey, Ainslie,
Jennifer. Trainee Wm. Filene's Sons Co.
Boston 1956, L. L. Bean Inc. Freeport (buyer
1961-67, pres. 1967—). Dir. (Depositors Trust
Co. of Portland 3 yrs., Central Me. Power
Augusta 1 yr., Carroll Reed Ski Shops N.
Conway NH 5 yrs., Jr. Achievement
Southwestern Me. 3 yrs., Me. Audobon Soc).
Served to It. USN 1957-61. res. Yarmouth.*
GRAINGER, William Henry. A.B. b. Bath
Dec. 30 1930. res. unknown.
GREENE, Warren Hayward, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Concord NH
Nov. 24 1934. res. Pleasantville NY.
HALE, William Wallace, Jr. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1961. Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Easton June 8
1934, m. Joan McLean Sept. 15 1962; ch.:
William, James. Assoc. atty. Breed Abbott &
Morgan NYC 1961-68, partner Csaplar & Bok
Boston 1969—. Sec. Berg & Co. Inc. 1970-75,
member Wellesley MA (town meeting,
permanent building committee). Served to 1st
It. USA 1956-58. res. Wellesley MA.*
HALL, Edward Lundon. Bowdoin 1952-54.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Montreal P.Q. Canada
Dec 31 1934. res. unknown.
HALL, George Albert, III. Bowdoin 1952-54.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Montreal P.Q. Canada
Dec. 31 1934. res. unknown.
HALLETT, Lucius Felt, III. Bowdoin 1952-53,
A.A. Univ. N.H. 1976. Theta Delta Chi.
Conservation; b. Mineola NY Dec. 7 1933;
m. Carol Kriese Jan. 15 1935; ch.: Lucius IV,
Judith, Kristen. With USAF 1954-1974, ret. as
maj. 1974, conservation tech. Soil Conservation
Service U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Dover NH
1974-76, pilot Top Flite Helicopter Leasing
Inc. Barrington NH 1976— . Awarded
Distinguished Flying Cross 1968, Air Medal (4)
1968, Bronze Star 1969. res. Dover NH.*
HAMILL, Leslie Knowlton. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Entertainment; b. Lynn MA March
13 1935. Entertainer, res. Boston.*
HAMILTON, Robert Earle. A.B. 1958. Delta
Sigma. b. Beverly MA March 24 1934. res.
N. Wilmington MA.
HAMLIN, Robert Culver. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Advt. exec; b. Flushing NY Dec. 15 1934;
m. Carol Roehl June 23 1962; ch.: Richard,
John, Elizabeth. Salesman General Foods
Detroit MI 1960-62, client service exec. Market
Research Corp. NYC 1962-64, account exec.
Batten, Barton, Durstin & Osborn Inc. NYC
1964-66, Young & Rubicam Int. NYC
(marketing account exec. 1966-68, account
exec. 1968-72, sr. account exec. 1972
—
). Served
to 1st It. USA 1956-58. res. Greenwich CT.*
HAMMONS, Herbert Edmund, Jr. Bowdoin
1952-54, D.M.D. Tufts 1961. Zeta Psi.
Dentistry; b. Bangor Dec 23 1933; m. Grace
Wright Dec. 3 1960; ch.: Scott, Jeffrey,
Edmund, Rachel. Dentist self-employed Derby
CT 1963—. Served to capt. USA 1954-56,
1961-63. res. Monroe CT.*
HARRIS, Ronell Francis. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Business
exec; b. Portland July 18 1934; m. Betty Lyons
June 30 1956; ch.: Stacy, Kim. S. New Eng.
Tel. Co. CT (commercial rep. New Haven
1956-58; salesmen W. Hartford 1958-59; sales
engineer Hartford 1959-60; sales instr. New
Haven 1960-62; sales mgr. Waterbury,
Norwalk, W. Haven; dist. spec assignment
New Haven 1965-66), Harris Oil Co. Portland
(asst. treas. 1965-69, treas. 1969-71, pres.
1971
—
). C. of C. Greater Portland (member
board of dir. 1972
—
, exec, committee 1975
—);
Me. Oil Dealers Assn. (pres. 1972-74, member
exec, committee 1974—); member board of
education S. Portland 1972-74, 1977; New Eng.
Fuel Inst, (member board of dir., v.pres.
1973—
,
pres. 1977); YMCA Portland (member
board of dir. 1973
—
, asst. treas. 1975
—
, treas.
1977); member board of dir. Nat. Oil Jobbers
Council 1974
— ;
corporator (Me. Savings Bank
1974— , Better Business Bureau of Me.). Served
to 2nd It. USA 1957. res. S. Portland.*
HASKELL, Henry Morgan. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Exec; b. Providence RI Dec. 19 1933; s.
of Henry C. '18; m. Patricia Peacock Nov. 30
1957; ch.: Jan, Steve, Margaret, Kristina.
Brunswick Worsted Mills Inc. Pickens SC
(trainee 1956-60, v.pres. 1960-67, pres. & treas.
1967—). V.pres. Nat. Hand Knitting Yarn
Assn. NY 3 yrs., sr. warden Epis. Church, pres.
Rotary Club Pickens. Served to 1st It. USA
1956-58; awarded certificate of Achievement
1958. res. Pickens SC.*
HATHAWAY, Peter Bowles. A.B., M B A.
Northeastern 1965. Theta Delta Chi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Invest.; b. Bangor
Sept. 2 1934; m. Maryann McCarthy July 19
1936; ch.: Steven, Kristen. Shawmut Bank of
Boston NA Boston (teller 1956-59, securities
teller 1959-62, supervisor securities dept.
1962-64, security analyst 1964-69, asst. dir.
invest, research 1969-72, supervisory portfolio
mgr. 1972—). Served to capt. USAR 1957. res.
Topsfield MA.*
HEAD, Alden LeBaron. B.S. Chi Psi. Ins.; b.
Bangor Aug. 3 1934; s. of Alden F. '16; m.
Gwen Mount Oct. 17 1964; ch.: Laura,
Christopher. Actuarial trainee Teachers Ins. &
Annuity Assn. NYC 1956-63, asst. actuary
Farmers & Traders Life Syracuse NY 1963-65,
actuary Bowles Andrews & Towne Richmond
VA 1965-67, assoc. actuary The Wyatt Co.
Washington DC 1967-71, Comm. on RR
Retirement Washington DC 1971-72, 2nd
v.pres. Bankers Security Life Washington DC
1972-75, actuary Actuarial Analysts Inc.
Verona NJ 1975-76, assoc. actuary Colonial
Life E. Orange NJ 1976—. PFC USA 1957-59.
res. Essex Fells NJ.*
HELY, Timothy Francis Patrick. Bowdoin
1952-53, B.S. McGill 1958, M.B.A. Harvard
1960. Zeta Psi. Ret.; b. Bath England June
11 1933; m. Barbara Schiffel March 18 1967;
ch.: Tina, Christopher, res. Esher Surrey
England.*
HERMAN, Kurt Foster. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. Akron OH Sept. 23 1934. res. Andover
MA.
HESELTON, George Walter. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Gardiner Sept. 27 1933.
res. Gardiner.
HOLMES, David William. A.B. cum laude.
b. Brunswick June 18 1934. res. Hollins VA.
HOLMES, Peter Karl. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. Brunswick June 18 1934.
Teacher Univ. Me. Portland-Gorham 1968—
.
res. Boothbay.*
HOWARD, Thomas Brooke, Jr. Bowdoin
1952-53. Beta Theta Pi. b. Alexandria VA
April 6 1935. res. Alexandria VA.
HUGHES, John Kevin. A.B. 1958. Sigma Nu.
Retailing; b. Portland May 28 1934; m.
Mary Flanagan 1956; ch.: Kevin, Dianna,
Susan, Patrick. Sales mgr. Procter & Gamble
Co. Cincinnati OH 1958-64, v.pres. operations
Consumer Value Store Woonsocket RI 1964—
Served to cpl. USA 1953-55. res. Yarmouth.*
HURLEY, David Lee. A.B. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ins.; b. Quincy MA Nov. 26 1934; m. Linda
Giraldi Oct. 10 1964; ch.: Jonathan. Matthew.
Kristen. C.L.U.; life ins. agt. N.Y. Life Ins. Co.
Boston MA 1959—. Served to 1st It. USA
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1957-59, served to It. col. USAR. res. Hingham
MA.*
JANELLE, Roland Henry. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Lewiston May 22 1934. res. Lewiston.
JELLISON, Fred Arthur. Bowdoin 1952-54,
B.S. Tufts 1956, M.B.A. Northeastern 1976.
Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Bar Harbor April 10 1934;
m. Barbara Scigliano Dec. 28 1957; ch.: David,
Diana, Douglas, Dina. Engineer Varian
Beverly MA 1957-60, Microwave Assoc. Inc.
Burlington MA (engineer 1960-64, dept. mgr.
1964—). Served to It. (jg) USN 1956-57. res.
Bedford MA.*
JOHNSTON, Lawrence Charles. A.B. 1958,
B.S. Me. Maritime Acad. 1951. Zeta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Ins.; b. Bar
Harbor Aug. 4 1930; m. Carolyn MacQuinn
June 23 1957; ch.: Ann, Alan, Lynn, Eric.
C.L.U.; N.Y. Life Ins. Co. (field underwriter
Brunswick 1956-59; asst. mgr. Portland
1959-62, Bangor 1962-65; general mgr.
Burlington VT 1965-70; regional supt. NYC
1970-72; general mgr. White Plains NY
1972
—
). V.pres. Life Underwwrtiers Assn. of
Westchester NY, pres. General Agt. & Mgr.
Assn. of Westchester, chmn. new members C.
of C. White Plains. Served to It. USN 1954-56.
res. Ridgefield CT*
KANBAR. Elliott Shama. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Self-employed; b. Jerusalem Israel
July 24 1934; m. Judith Lindenbaum July 11
1966; ch.: David, Jeffrey. Trainee
Oppenheimer & Co. NYC 1958-60, prop. &
founder Dollar-A-Day Tours Inc. NYC
1960— . Rodeph Sholom Day Sch. (chmn.
development fund, trustee), member Am.
Jewish Committee. Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1956-58. res. NYC*
KARNER, Max August, III. Bowdoin 1952-53.
Zeta Psi. b. Rochester NY Aug. 16 1934. res.
Loveland CO.
KASKEL, Lewis. A.B., M.B.A. N.Y. Univ.
1959. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Real estate exec;
b. Brooklyn NY Nov. 25 1934; m. Norma
Wagmeister June 24 1956; ch.: Jane, Michael.
Budget analyst Royal-Globe Ins. NYC
1958-59, exec. self-employed Lewis
Management Co. Brooklyn 1959— . Served to
It. USA 1957. res. NYC*
KEAY, Robert Allen. A.B. 1959. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Quincy MA Oct. 15 1934. res. Cincinnati
OH.
KELLER, Harry Summy, III. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega. Business; b. Bloomsburg
PA Dec. 30 1934; m. Carol Foley July 20 1957;
ch.: Diana, Erin. Partner Keller Wholesale Co.
Bloomsburg. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1956-58.
res. Bloomsburg PA.*
KENDALL, Calvin Benjamin. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Calif. 1961, Ph.D. Univ. Calif.
1966. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Bronxville NY Feb. 13 1935; m. Eleanor Kent
Feb. 22 1969; ch.: Katharine, Edmund.
Teacher unified sch. dist. Monterey CA
1963-67, Univ. Minn. Mnpls. (asst. prof.
English 1967-71, assoc. prof. 1971—). Served to
2nd It. USA 1957. Ed.: Beda Venerabilis De
Arte Metrica, De Schematibus et Tropis
(1975). res. Mnpls. MN.*
KENNEY, Edward Morris. B.S. 1957.
Construction; b. Newton MA July 1934; m.
Lorraine Egan 1957; 2 children. Contractor
self-employed Arlington MA 19?— . res.
Belmont MA.
KIERSTEAD, Raymond Foster, Jr. A.B.
summa cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Portland Aug. 31 1934. res.
Wheaton MD.
KIRBY, Paul Girard. A.B. Zeta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Ins. management;
b. Cambridge MA Dec. 18 1933; m. Claire
Galvin April 26 1958; ch.: Jacqueline, Donald,
Jeanne. C.L.U. (1965); asst. mgr. New Eng.
Life Ins. Co. Boston 1956— . res. Needham
MA.*
KIRK, William Harold. A.B. Zeta Psi. b. Bar
Harbor Jan. 21 1930. res. Waldwick NJ.
KOCH, Wendell PTescott. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Waltham MA March 11 1934. res.
unknown.
KOWAL, Sanford Alex. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1961. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b.
Newark NJ Aug. 27 1934; m. Loretta Weiss
June 30 1963; ch.: David, Robert. Atty. Sallop
Kowal & Davis Boston 1961— . Spec, counsel
to Legislative Committee on Electronic
Eavesdropping, legislative asst. to U.S.
congressman 1956, member Mass. Democratic
State Committee 1968-76. Served to 1st It. USA
1956-58. Author: Wiretapping and
Eavesdropping (1967). res. Waban MA.*
KREIDER, John Albert. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Marketing; b. Newton MA Dec. 28 1933; m.
Mary Caldwell June 23 1956, m. Gloria Harris
Aug. 14 1965; ch.: John Jr., Susan, Deborah,
Donna, Robert. Mobil Oil Corp. (terminal
accounting Portland 1956-57; accounting
supervisor Boston 1960-63, Phila. PA 1963-66;
marketing rep. Southern NJ 1966-72; analyst
comptrollers dept. Phila. 1970; territory mgr.
Miami FL 1972—. Served to 1st It. USA
1957-59. res. Miami FL.*
KURTZ, Richard WeUesley. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Harvard 1963. Zeta
Psi. Business exec; b. NYC March 2 1934;
m. Virginia Hoyt June 15 1963; ch.: Robert,
Edward, Glenn, William. Various positions
(Chase Manhatten Bank NYC 1956-61, AMF
Inc. NYC 1963-72), treas. Hex Industries Los
Angeles CA 1972-73, chmn. & chief exec.
Plasmine Corp. Portland 1973-74, pres. Eastern
Fire Equipment Inc. Portland 1975— . Trustee
& treas. Country Sch. Madison CT, trustee &
asst. treas. Wayneflete Sch. Portland,
corporator Portland (Savings Bank, Boys
Club). Served to 1st It. USA 1956-58. res.
Cumberland Foreside.*
LaCASCE, John Steward. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1957, Ph.D.
Columbia 1966. Zeta Psi. Education; b.
Fryeburg Jan. 19 1935; s. of Elroy O. M4. Asst.
prof. Boston Univ. 1965-71, founder & pres.
Vt. Inst, of Community Involvement S.
Burlington 1972— . Co-author: The Art of
Persuasion (1972), contbr. res. Essex Junction
VT.*
LACY, Robert Goodwin. A.B. cum laude. Chi
Psi. Business prop.; b. Washington County
MD June 19 1934; m. Judy Cook Aug. 15
1973; ch.: Robert. Sales (Int. Business
Machines Corp. Boston 1956, Honeywell
Wellesley MA 1960-64), research Smithsonian
Inst. Cambridge MA 1964-69, pres. & founder
Geometries Furniture Co. Inc. Waltham MA
1969—. Served to, It. (jg) USN 1956-60. res.
Carlisle MA.*
LEE, Philip Augustus, Jr. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. N.C. 1961; Ph.D.
Univ. N.C. 1967. Education; b. Waldoboro
March 1 1935; m. Elaine Rhodenhizer July 14
1973. Asst. prof, (modern lang. Stetson Univ.
Deland FL 1963-66, French Macalester Coll.
St. Paul MN 1966—). Treas. Alliance
Franchise 1967-71; Fairmount Ave. United
Methodist Church (chmn. membership
committee 1968
— ,
music work area 1974
—);
chmn. Teacher Education Comm. 1970-71,
1975-76; sec.-treas. Phi Beta Kappa Macalester
1971-73. res. St. Paul MN.*
LIBBY, John Trowbridge. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Portland Jan. 9 1934; married;
4 children. Ophthalmologist pvt. practice
Portland 1968—. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
LOUGHRY, Richard Wengorovius. A.B.
magna cum laude, M.D. Univ. Rochester 1960.
Delta Sigma. Medicine; b. Flushing NY
Feb. 2 1934; m. Janet Catlin Aug. 10 1957; ch.:
David, Sarah, Ruth. Barnes Hospital (intern
1961, resident 1963-64), surgeon Presby.
Hospital Denver CO 1964-66, Univ. Colo.
Med. Center Denver (asst. surgeon 1967-68,
clinical asst. surgeon 1968-69), clinical instr. in
surgery 1969
— ), pvt. practice Cheyenne WY
1968—. F.A.C.S. Served to capt. USAF
1961-63. Contbr. res. Cheyenne WY.*
MacKAY, John Robert, II. A.B., LL.B. Rutgers
1965. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Law; b. Passaic NJ Aug. 17 1934; m.
Susan Kellett July 4 1959; ch.: Scott, Lauren,
Amanda. Tech. writer & ed. Int. Tel. & Tel.
Communications Systems Paramus NJ
1960-62, law clerk for chief justice N.J.
Supreme Court Newark 1965-66, atty.
Lowenstein Sandler Newark (assoc. 1966-69,
partner 1970
—
), instr. part-time Seton Hall
Law Sch. Newark 1973-75. Chmn. Committee
on Development of Corporate Laws of Corp.
Law Section N.J. Bar Assn., pres. Newark Day
Center 1975— , member exec, board Am. Red
Cross Nutley NJ, sec. N.J. Corp. Law Revision
Comm. 1969-74, ed.-in-chief Rutgers Law
Review. 1964-65. Served to It. USNR 1956-60.
res. Nutley NJ.*
MAHLER, Herbert William. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Invest, banking; b. NYC Jan. 20 1935; m.
Nancy Vidal June 14 1964; ch.: Peter,
Alexander. Asst. to pres. Thorer & Hollenden
Inc. NYC 1957-58; trainee to asst. v.pres. First
Nat. City Bank NYC & overseas 1960-70;
v.pres. European-Am. Banking Corp.,
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European-Am. Bank & Trust Co. NYC
1970-72; pres. NYC (Euro Brokers Inc.,
McDunn Sillcox & Mahler Inc. 1972-74;
Mahler & Emerson Inc. 1974—); lectr. N.Y.
Univ. Sch. of Continuing Education 1971—
.
Served to spec. 4/c USA 1958-59. res.
Bronxville NY.*
MALONEY, John William. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Wilimantic CT Sept. 30 1 934. res.
unknown.
MARSHALL, Albert Roscoe. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Univ. Dela. 1967.
Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Credit exec; b. Thomaston Jan. 15 1935; m.
Joan Bauer Oct. 25 1958; ch.: Craig, Scott. E.
I. duPont de Nemours & Co. Wilmington DE
(accounting trainee 1957-59, C Credit rep.
1959-61, B credit rep. 1961-63, supervisor C
accounts 1963-64, systems analyst 1964-65, sr.
credit rep. 1965-66, asst. mgr. sales analysis
section 1966-67, asst. mgr. accounts receivable
section 1967-68, supervisor financial
statements section 1968-69, sr. credit rep.
1969-71, credit advisor foreign subsidiaries
1971-73, asst. foreign credit mgr. 1973-74, asst.
product credit mgr. 1974-75, product credit
mgr. 1975
—
). Granite Masonic Hall Co. (sec.
& dir. 1968-75, pres. & dir. 1975-76), sec.-treas.
& trustee Lombardy Hall Foundation Inc.
1969-76. Served to 2nd It. USA 1957, served to
It. col. USAR. res. Hockessin DE.*
MARTIN, Robert Reed. A.B., M.A.L.S.
Wesleyan 1962. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b.
Elmira NY Nov. 1 1934; m. Patricia Harley
Nov. 24 1956; ch.: Reed, Whitney,
Kimberley-An, Robin. Teacher Hackley Sch.
Tarrytown NY 1956-60, Millbrook NY Sch.
1960-76 (teacher, chmn. dept. mathematics,
coach, dir. Community Service program), asst.
headmaster N. Yarmouth Acad. Yarmouth
1976— (teacher, chmn. dept. mathematics, dir.
guidance). Teacher Hotchkiss Summer Sch.
Lakeville CT 1963 & 1964, head mathematics
program Project Broad Jump Millbrook Sch.
summers 1968-72, dir. Millbrook Soccer Sch.
1975. res. Yarmouth.*
MASSIH, George Andrew, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Sales management; b. Hartford CT April 28
1934; m. Beatrice Douglas Oct. 15 1960; ch.:
George, Douglas, Kimberley. Proctor &
Gamble Co. Boston (trainee 1956-57, credit
mgr. 1959-60), E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
(correspondant Wilmington DE 1960-63;
salesman Chicago IL 1963-67; field mgr.
Wilmington 1967-73, regional mgr. 1973
—
).
Served to capt. USAR 1957-59. res.
Wilmington DE.*
MATHER, William Laurence. A.B., M.B.A.
Babson Coll. 1971. Zeta Psi. Management;
b. Nantucket MA May 6 1933; m. Marcia
Chambers April 2 1962; ch.: Pamela, Suzanne.
Group rep. Conn. General Ins. (NYC 1959-62,
Boston 1962-63), Gillette Co. Boston (mgr.
employee benefits 1963-67, mgr. corporate ins.
1967-71, administrator risk management
1971
—
). Mass. Risk & Ins. Management Soc.
(treas. 1971-72, v.pres. 1972-73, pres. 1973-74),
dir. Nat. Risk & Ins. Management Soc.
1976-77, finance committee Needham MA
(member 1974-75, v.chmn. 1975-76, chmn.
1976-77). Served to sgt. USA 1957-59. res.
Needham MA.*
MATHEWS, Robert Wallace. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Business; b. St. Louis MO Nov. 26 1934; m.
Margaret Prindle; ch.: Melissa, Bruce, Robbie.





). New Eng. Conservatory
of Music (trustee, general chmn. 1967
campaign), res. Brunswick.
McCABE, Stephen John. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Mfg. management; b. Boston July 7 1934;
m. Lois Bleakney Aug. 12 1955; ch.: Stephen
Jr. '78, Mark, Jonathan, Scott, Heather.
Professional engineer (MA); research asst.
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Pittsburgh PA
1956-57, Norton Co. Worcester MA (engineer,
supervisor 1957-63; factory mgr. 1963-67),
managing dir. Norton A/S Lillesand Norway
1967-69, Norton Co. Worcester (plant mgr.
1969-72, mgr. of mfg. 1972
—
). Member vestry
St. Stephen's Epis. Church 1960-63, 1970-72;
member Westboro MA (sch. building
committee 1973-74, sch. sites & facilities
committee 1973—). Served to 1st It. USA 1957.
res. Westboro MA.*
McGINLEY, Frank Lee. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Bangor Nov. 24 1935; m.
Nancy Cowing Sept. 10 1955; ch.: Kathleen.
Bell Tel. Co. of Penna. Phila. (admin., public
relations, dist. mgr. personnel supervisor). Dir.
Great Valley Cemetery, pres. & dir. (C. of C.
N.E. Phila., pres. Rotary Club Frankford MA),
v.pres. & member public relations council
Hanibal Hamlin Soc, sub-chmn. policy
committee United Way Phila., founder &
general mgr. Cougars Kicking Club Chester
County PA, member Vesper New Years Assn.
Phila. Served to 1st It. USA 1956-58. Recipient:
Achievement Award Phila. Public Relations
Assn., Certificate of Service Rotary Club
Frankford. res. W. Chester PA.*
MERRITT, Richard Foster. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. M.I.T. 1962. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Research management; b.
S. Braintree MA Nov. 16 1934; m. Sandra
Wright Sept. 1 1956; ch.: Richard, Jennifer,
David. Rohm & Haas Co. (research chemist
Huntsville AL 1961-67, group leader Spring
House PA 1967-70, lab. head Phila. PA
1970-74, sr. research assoc. Spring House
1974). Served to 1st It. USA 1957-59. Patentee
(30), contbr. res. Ft. Washington PA.*
MESSER, Alan Williams. A.B. 1958. Alpha
Delta Phi. Management; b. Montclair NJ
Oct. 13 1934; m. Mary Walker May 23 1959;
ch.: Geoffrey, Nicholas, Diana. With (Bankers
Nat. Life Ins. Co. Morris Plains NJ 1958-61,
Melvin L. Gold Assoc. Montclair 1961-62),
staff actuary Garden State Life Ins. Co.
Newark NJ 1962-64, Prudential Life Ins. Co. of
Am. Newark 1964-68 (tech. programmer,
project leader), actuary Bankers Nat. Life Ins.
Co. Morris Plains 1968-69, self-employed
Cosol Inc. E. Orange NJ 1969-71, v.pres. Data
Life Assocs. Inc. Verona NJ 1973, account
mgr. Informatics Inc. Equimatics div. 1973
—
(Dallas TX, NYC). PFC USA 1954-56. res.
Upper Montclair NJ.*
MILLARD, James Wickes. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Hempstead NY March 24 1934. res. Miami
FL.
MOODY, William Henry. Bowdoin 1952-54.
b. Bath July 25 1934; m. Patricia Barnes
Aug. 25 1956, m. Elizabeth Pierce April 8 1972;
ch.: Vicki, David, Richard. Laborer Pejepscot
Paper Co. Topsham 1954-55, shipwright
Thompson Acad. Boston Harbor 1956-57,
laborer Pejepscot Paper Co. Topsham 1957-59,
theater tech. Bowdoin 1959-76 (asst. English),
lobster fisherman summers. Treas. St.
Bartholomew's Epis. Mission Yarmouth
1973-76. d. S. Freeport Jan. 16 1976.*
MOORE, John Trorwood. Bowdoin 1954-55.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston Sept. 3 1933. res.
unknown.
MORRIS, John Chadbourne. A.B. Delta
Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker. Sales;
b. Boston July 14 1932; s. of John K. '28; m.
Elizabeth Cantillo Nov. 25 1972. Mgr. N.J. Bell
Tel. Co. Newark NJ 1956-72, v.pres. Telaids
Binder & Index Co. Toms River NJ 1972-75,
sales mgr. communications products Am.
Loose Leaf Corp. Clifton NJ 1975— . res. Glen
Ridge NJ.*
MORSE, Stephen Reginald. A.B., LL.B.
Columbia 1960. Delta Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Boston May 9
1934; m. Deanne Williams July 7 1962; ch.:
Peter, Kathryn, Stephanie. Atty. Boston
(Harold M. Linsky 1961-64, Harold Brown
1964-66, Allen Hemingway Morse & Shubow
1966-72, Martin Morse & Wylie 1972—).
Member town meeting Brookline MA 1963-65,
assoc. member town board of appeals
Westwood MA 1973—. Served to 1st It. USA
1957. res. Brookline MA.*
MOSTROM, Philip Edward. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Occ. unknown; b. Medford MA July 1934; s.
of Howard M. '28; m. Jocelyn Lary 1957; ch.:
Robert, res. Rockville MD.
MURRAY, Alfred Irving. A.B. 1975. Kappa
Sigma, b. Watertown MA July 21 1934. res.
Pittsfield.
NASON, Richard. A.B. Zeta Psi. b. Boston
Nov. 14 1934; m. Marcia Herzer April 1957;
ch.: Phoebe. With Batten, Barton, Durstine, &
Osborne (San Francisco 1956-57, 1959-61;
NYC); advt. copy chief Young & Rubicam
Milan Italy 1964-65; creative dir. Foote, Cone
& Belding Milan Italy 1969; creative dir.
Young & Rubicam Caracas Venezuela
1969-70. Served to capt. USA 1957-59. d.
Portland Nov. 19 1971.*
NEILL, Clark Hodges. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Washington DC June 2
1943; m. Joyce Heissenbuttel 1964. Mgr.
product analysis Honeywell Inc. Wellesley
Hills MA 19?—. Served with USN 1956-59. res.
Wellesley MA.
NICHOLSON, Norman Colman, Jr. A.B. Zeta
Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker, Alumni
Council 1974-78. Invest, counseling: b. NYC
Sept. 19 1934; m. Eleanor Bullock May 27
1961; ch.: Lee, Jeffrey, Mark. Boston Safe
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Deposit (invest, officer 1964-68, v.pres.
1968-70), v.pres. Boston Co. Invest. Counsel
Boston 1970— . Trustee & treas. New Eng.
Peabody Home 1970
—
, member town warrant
committee Dover MA 1973-76. Served to 1st It.
USA 1957. res. Dover MA.*
NORTHROP, Edwin Canfield, Jr. Bowdoin
1952-54. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Occ.
unknown; b. Waterbury CT Feb. 16 1932. res.
Middlebury CT.
O'ROURKE, Peter John, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Lynn MA Sept. 26 1934; m.
Joan Kyritz, m. Judith Foster Dec. 12 1970;
ch.: Peter III, Kevin, Derek. Communications
consultant Southern New Eng. Tel. Co. New
Haven CT 1956-61, Int. Business Machines
Corp. (marketing rep. Phila. PA 1961-68,
business planning forecaster Harrison NY
1968-70, market research mgr. World Trade
Corp. NYC 1970-74, product mgr. World
Trade Americas/Far East Corp. Tarrytown
NY 1974—), industry mgr. World Trade
Americas Far East Corp. Served to capt.
USAR 1957-59. res. Peekskill NY.*
ORSIE, Wayne Franklin. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. New Britain CT May 3 1934. res. New
Haven CT.
PATTERSON, David Hunter. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Occ. unknown; b. Pittsburgh PA March 22
1934; m. Pamela Hird 1965. Served to It. USA
1956-58. res. Wellesley Hills MA.
PENNELL, Carroll Edward, II. A.B., M B A.
N.Y. Univ. 1973. Beta Theta Pi. Banking; b.
Brunswick Aug. 12 1934; s. of Andrew S. '25;
m. Nancy Sutliff Sept. 3 1966; ch.: Andrew.
Trainee Int. Business Machines 1956 (Boston,
Endicott NY), Cole-Layer-Trumble Co. Inc.
Dayton OH 1959-63 (appraiser, reviewer,
project supervisor), admin, asst. to v.pres. &
real estate appraiser Investors' Central
Management Corp. NYC 1964, lectr. real
estate & appraisal Northeastern 1973
—
, real




Merc. Nat. Bank Boston. Candidate Am. Inst,
of Real Estate Appraisers. Served to sgt. USA
1956-58. res. Boston.*
PERKINS, William Sturgis. A.B. 1957. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Hartford CT July 17 1934; s.
of Frederick P. '25; m. Virginia Vorlicky July
18 1959; ch.: Elizabeth, Molly, Russell.
Prudential Ins. Co. of Am. (group rep.
Baltimore MD 1960-64, group mgr.
Washington DC 1964-65), C.L.U. 1964,
Alexander & Alexander Inc. (employee
benefits consultant Phila. PA 1965-69, mgr.
group ins. Pittsburgh PA 1969-72), mgr. group
operations Babb Inc. Pittsburgh 1972—
.
Member exec, committee Republican party
Allegheny County PA 1969-74. Served to cpl.
USA 1957-60. res. Mt. Lebanon PA.*
PETTINGILL, Richard Flavius, II. Bowdoin
1952-54. b. Lewiston Feb. 27 1934. d. Quincy
MA Feb. 6 1954.
PHILLIPS, Kyle Meredith, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Princeton 1960, Ph.D. Princeton
1962. Zeta Psi. Education; b. Cabot VT May
20 1934; m. Millicent White Aug. 10 1957; ch.:
Kyle III. Instr. Univ. Mich. Ann Arbor
1960-62, Bryn Mawr Coll. 1962— (asst. prof,
classical archaeology, assoc. prof., prof.).
Leader Bryn Mawr Coll. Excavations Tuscany
Italy 1966
—
, member Inst, for Advanced
Study Princeton Univ. 1967. Pvt. USAR
1957-66. Recipient: Cavaliere Order of the Star
of Italian Solidarity 1975. Contbr. res.
Haverford PA.*
PLASSE, Leonard George. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Webster MA April 29 1933. res. Mansfield
MA.
PORTER, Henrik Petersen. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Cornell 1960. Medicine; b. Ft. Riley
KS Oct. 9 1934. Univ. Wise. Madison hospitals
(intern 1960-61, resident 1961-64), Nat. Inst.
Health research fellow Univ. Wash. Seattle
MO 1966-70, physician The Permanante Clinic
Portland OR 1970— . Instr. medicine Univ.
Wash. 1968-70, asst. clinical prof, medicine
Univ. Ore. Portland 1975
—
, the Permanante
Clinic (gastroenterology div. chief, head
gastroenterology diagnostic lab.), diplomate
(Am. Board of Internal Medicine,
Gastroenterology). Served to capt. USA
1964-66. Contbr. res. Lake Oswego OR.*
PRATER, Harlan Irby, III. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Self-employed; b. Birmingham AL Jan. 28
1935; m. Joyce Ruffin Sept. 6 1959; ch.: Joy,
Harlan IV, Jane. Management trainee Norfolk
County Trust Co. Needham MA 1956-57, sales
rep. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. Madison
WI 1959-62, sales engineer Decatur AL Iron &
Steel Co. 1962-65, agt. The Prater Co. Fayette
AL 1965— . Sec. city industrial development
board Fayette. Served to 1st It. USA 1957-59.
Named Man of the Yr. Fayette 1972. res.
Fayette AL.*
PRICE, Morton Lewis. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.B. Yale 1959. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Law; b. NYC April 12 1935; m.
Merle Chait Sept. 11 1966; ch.: Seth, Sharon.
Research asst. Columbia Univ. Law Sch. 1960,
law clerk Penna. Supreme Court York PA
1960-61, atty. NYC (Pomerantz Levy Haudek
& Block 1961-63, Schur Handler & Jaffin
1963-67), Schwab & Goldberg NYC (atty.
1967-72, partner 1972— . Member community
board No. 6 Manhattan NYC 1967-72. Pvt.
USAR 1959-60. Contbr. res. NYC*
PRIEST, Benjamin Guy Mead. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Denver 1969. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Boston June 15 1934; m.
Nancy Nye; ch.: Susan. Mgr. Montsweag
Farm Restaurant Woolwich 1958-59, tech. dir.
summer playhouse Brunswick summers
1960-64, educational consultant Baldridge
Reading Soc. Greenwich CT 1960-63, teacher
Kent Sch. Denver CO 1964, teacher & dir.
dramatics Colo. Acad. Denver 1965-70, dir.
McElmo Canyon Field Sch. CO 1970—
(Denver, Cortez, Parker). Served to sgt. USA
1954-56. Recipient: Fred W. Marvel Award
Boy Scouts of Am. Dir. & author children's
plays, res. Parker CO.*
RAND, Richard Lee. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Management consulting; b. Bangor May 6
1934; m. Jane Vose June 30 1956; ch.: Scott
'79, Heidi. Agt. Conn. Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Bangor 1956, trainee exec, management Am.
Airlines Inc. Rochester NY 1959-60, mgr. The
Rines Co. Bangor 1960-63, regional mgr. The
Gillette Co. Los Angeles CA 1963-71,
management consultant Engineering &
Management Sciences Corp. Woodland Hills
CA 1971—. Served to 1st It. USA 1956-58.
Contbr. res. Woodland Hills CA.*
RICH, Wallace William. A.B., M.S.A. George
Washington Univ. 1972. Beta Theta Pi.
Military; b. Portland Jan. 13 1934; m.
Florence Paul Dec. 21 1956; ch.: Kimberly,
Paul. Ins. salesman Portland 1956-61 (N.Y.
Life Ins. Co., Chester L. Jordan, Travelers),
admin, asst. & asst. bursar Bowdoin 1961-63,
business mgr. Detroit Country Day Sch.
Birmingham MI 1963-66, It. col. USMC
Washington DC 1969-75, prop, restaurants
Damariscotta 1975— . Served with USMC
1956-58; awarded Navy Commendation
Medal, res. Arlington VA.*
RICHTER, Donald Ellis. A.B. 1957, B.D.
Andover Newton Theol. Sch. 1961. Sigma Nu.
Clergy; b. Clinton MA Jan. 28 1935; m.
Elizabeth Oulton Sept. 7 1958; ch.: Martha,
David, Laura. Pastor (United Church of
Chelsea VT, W. Hill Methodist Church
Chelsea 1960-66; Seekonk MA Congr. Church
1966—). R.I. Conf. United Church of Christ
(chmn. Committee on Ministry 1972-73, pres.
Ministers' Assn. 1973-74, v.pres. Planning &
Resources 1973-75, pres. 1975
—
), member
Council on Aging Seekonk 1973-74, Youth
Comm. Seekonk (menber 1968-72, chmn.
1968-71). res. Seekonk MA.*
RIGBY, Peter Jackson. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Development supervising; b. Newton MA
June 14 1934; m. Shirley Lincoln Feb. 2 1957;
ch.: Peter, Elizabeth, Suzanne, Deborah. E. I.
duPont de Nemours & Co. (sales
correspondent Boston & Phila PA 1956-57,
sales rep. various locations 1958-68, sales mgr.
HI 1969-72, account mgr. Cleveland OH &
Phila. 1973, development supervisor plastics
dept. Wilmington DE 1974—). Served to 1st It.
USA 1957. res. Wilmington DE.*
ROCKWOOD, George Ichabod, Jr. A.B.
Alpha Delta Phi. Invest, counseling; b.
Worcester MA Jan. 28 1934; m. Catherine
Brown June 30 1956; ch.: George, William,
Charles. Boston Ins. Co. (underwriter trainee
Boston 1956-58, underwriter Phila. PA 1958),
analyst (Hutchinson-Rivinus Co. Phila.
1959-60, Scudder Stevens & Clark Boston
1962—). res. Needham MA.*
RODMAN, Richard Benjamin. A.B., Phi Beta
Kappa, LL.B. Harvard 1960. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Law; b. Everett MA June 27 1934;
married. Atty. Lawler Sterling & Kent NYC
1960—
. Served to It. USA 1957-59. res. Dix
Hills NY.
ROESCH, Robert Carl. Bowdoin 1952-54.
Beta Theta Pi. Sales; b. Columbus OH Sept.
27 1934; m. Joyce Waterman Aug. 15 1954;
ch.: Ronald, Bradford, Robert II, Rebecca.
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Sales clerk Columbus (Graybar Electric Co.
1955-60, General Electric Co. 1961-64),
electrical sales mgr. Bluefield WV Supply Co.
1964-67, salesman (Huntington WV Electric
Co. 1967-69, General Electric Supply Co.
Columbus 1969-72, Loeb Electric Co.
Columbus 1973
—
). Boy Scouts of Am. dist. of
Columbus, Bluefield, Huntington (instr.;
neighborhood & area commissioner), res.
Pickerington OH.*
ROSE, Charles Albert. A.B. 1957.
Development management; b. Rumford Oct.
27 1934; m. Sarah Packard Sept. 3 1955; ch.:
David, Christopher, Nancy, Elizabeth, Peter,
Judith. Teacher public sch. Brunswick 1957-60,
development mgr. Honeywell Information
Systems Inc. Newton MA 1960— . res. S.
Harpswell.*
RUSSELL, Philip Kilborn. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Ins.; b. Phila. PA July 2 1933; m.
Barbara Stoll Sept. 17 1960; ch.: Peter, Henry,
Anne. Sales rep. Glidden Co. Reading PA
1960-69, broker Stoll Agency Inc. Glenside PA
1969—. Served to It. (jg) USNR 1956-59. res.
Abington PA.*
RUTSTEIN, Harvey Richard. Bowdoin
1952-53, A.B. Univ. Mich. 1956, M.D.
Jefferson Med. Coll. 1960. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Bronx NY Sept. 29 1935; m.
Sondra Josephs Sept. 9 1961; ch.: Michael,
Eric. Intern Detroit MI Memorial Hospital
1960-61, resident Mt. Sinai Hospital NYC
1963-67, gynecol.-obstet. self-employed NYC
1967—. Served to capt. USAF 1961-63.
Contbr. res. Springfield NJ.*
SALIN, Sven Olof. A.B. Bowdoin Plan
1955-56, A.M. Stockholm Univ. Sweden 1959,
Ph.D. Stockholm Univ. Delta Sigma.
Educational advising; b. Wormso Estonia
Sweden Oct. 30 1933; m. Karin Carlsson May
31 1958; ch.: Johan, Kerstin. Public relations
officer St. Jacob's Parish Stockholm Sweden
1959-63, teacher secondary sch. Huddinge
Gymnasium Stockholm 1963-71, educational
advisor Nat. Board of Education Stockholm
1971— . res. Alvsjo Sweden.*
SARGENT, Richard Harvey. Bowdoin
1952-53, B.S.E.E. U.S. Naval Acad. 1957.
Theta Delta Chi. Management; b. Tsinan
China May 25 1934; m. Kathryn Williams July
5 1958; ch.: Cindy, Sharon. Dean Witter & Co.
(account exec. Kansas City MO 1963-70,
Denver CO 1970-74; branch mgr. Visalia CA
1974-76; sales Denver 1976—). Served to capt.
USMC 1957-62, served to It. col. USMCR. res.
Denver CO.*
SEARS, Richard Duncan. Bowdoin 1952-53.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. New Milford CT Mar.
22 1934. res. unknown.
SEELYE, Maynard Arthur. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Computer science; b.
Cornish Sept. 9 1934. Programmer
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Pittsburgh PA
1956, teaching & research asst. Stanford CA
Univ. 1956-58, programmer/analyst Service
Bureau Corp. NYC 1958-67, staff Int. Business
Machines Research Inst. NYC 1967-70,
advisory programmer Int. Business Machines
NY (NYC 1970-74, White Plains 1974—). Sec.
Festival of the Nile Foundation 1975— . Served
to spec. 4/c USA 1959-61; awarded Army
Commendation Medal 1961. res. NYC*
SEWALL, David. Bowdoin 1952-53. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. NYC Jan. 19 1932. res.
unknown.
SHAKIR, Philip Elias. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Framingham MA April 6 1934.
res. W. Roxbury MA.
SHATKIN, Aaron Jeffrey. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Rockefeller
Univ. 1961. Theta Delta Chi. Med. research;
b. Providence RI July 18 1934; m. Joan Lynch
Nov. 30 1957; ch.: Gregory.
Scientist-biochemist Nat. Inst, of Health
Bethesda MD 1961-68, visiting investigator
Salic Inst. San Diego CA 1968, member Roche
Inst, of Molecular Biology Nutley NJ 1968—
Visiting prof. Georgetown Univ. Med. Sch.
1968, instr. Cold Spring Harbor NY Lab.
1972-74. Served with USPHS 1961-63. Contbr.
res. N. Caldwell NJ.*
SHAW, Henry Davis. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma. Ins.; b.
Presque Isle Nov. 20 1933; m. Mary Algerter
Nov. 24 1965; ch.: Edward, Leslie. 2nd v.pres.
John Hancock Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1957—
.
Dir. Putnam Children's Center, fellow Soc. of
Actuaries, res. Newton MA.*
SHEPARD, John Sanford, III. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Whitinsville MA July 7 1934. res.
Waltham MA.
SHIMMIN, Herbert Sawyer. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.A.T. Harvard 1957.
Beta Theta Pi. Data processing; b. Boston
Feb. 27 1934. Teacher St. Martins Protestant
Epis. Sch. Metairie LA 1957-58, programmer
(Wolf Research & Development Co. Bedord
MA 1959-61, M.I.T. Lincoln Lab. Lexington
MA 1961-64, Radio Corp. of Am. Burlington
MA 1964-69, Balmar Corp. Palm Beach FL
1973—
,
sch. board Palm Beach County W.
Palm Beach FL 1973—). res. Palm Beach
Gardens FL.*
SIATRAS, Louis Thomas. Bowdoin 1952-1955,
D.M.D. Tufts 1959. Delta Sigma. Dentistry;
b. Portland March 8 1934; m. Dona Hafermehl
Feb. 24 1962 ch.: Karen, Carol. Dentist
self-employed S. Portland 1962— . Pres. Dental
Soc. Greater Portland 1973-74. Served to capt.
USA 1960-62. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
SILVIUS, Robert Cornells. A.B., M.I.L.R.
Cornell 1962. Zeta Psi. Admin.; b.
Amsterdam The Netherlands May 21 1932; m.
Roswitha Stoeber Aug. 3 1962; ch.: Michael,
Kristen. Compensation & clarification admin.
Lagoven S.A. Caracas Venezuela 1957— . res.
Caracas Venezuela.*
SLESINGER, Warren Allan. A.B., M.F.A.
Univ. Ia. 1961. Alpha Delta Phi. Marketing
management; b. Neptune NJ July 20 1933; m.
Betty Raders Sept. 29 1956; ch.: Kurt, Kris,
Hugh. Salesman The MacMillan Co. 1961-64
(IL, IA, MI, WI), field mgr. Holt Rinehart &
Winston IL & WI 1965-68, ed. D. C. Heath &
Co. 1968-69, asst. prof. English Coll. of
Wooster OH 1969-74, product mgr. spec,
collections Micro Photo 1974-75, marketing
mgr. Univ. Penn. Press Phila. 1975— . Chmn.
planning committee Unitarian Fellowship,
teacher (Olivet MI Coll. summers 1962-66,
Univ. Wise. Milwaukee 1964-68), member
(Poetry Soc. of Am., Ohio Poet's Assn.). Served
to 1st It. USA 1957-59. Poet: Field with
Figurations (1970), ed.: The Individual Voice
1974, contbr. res. Wooster OH.*
SMITH, Frederick Orville, II. A.B. Sigma Nu.
1972 capital campaign worker. Business
exec; b. Cambridge Ma July 17 1934; s. of
Harry F. '25; m. Mabel-Roxie Moore June 6
1965; ch.: Sarah, Jennifer, Erika. The Fred O.
Smith Mfg. Co. New Vineyard (exec, trainee
1956, corporate sec. & asst. plant mgr. 1960-65,
v.pres. & plant mgr. 1966-71, pres. & treas.
1972
—
). Moderator Congr. Church New
Vineyard 1975
—
, dir. (Civil Defense New
Vineyard 1961-71, sch. board S.A.D. 9
1969-70), surveyor Bark & Lumber 1970—,




committee New Vineyard 1972, past pres.




Shapers Assn., Me. Hardwood Assn., State
Fish & Game Assn., volunteer fire dept. New
Vineyard). Served to It. USN 1956-60, served
to It. cdr. USNR; awarded Armed Forces
Expeditionary Medal, res. New Vineyard.*
SNYDER, Samuel Morton. Bowdoin 1953-54,
1956-57. Delta Sigma. Mfg.; b. Springfield
MA Feb. 11 1933; m. Barbara Levine Dec. 13
1959; ch.: Richard, Laura, Daniel. With
(Morris Snyder Inc. Springfield 1957-63,
Tucker Garments Inc. Indian Orchard MA
1963—). Served to spec. 3/c USA 1954-56. res.
Longmeadow MA.*
STEARNS, John Hartwell, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ins. exec; b. Hartford CT June 4 1934; m.
Judith, Phinney Feb. 16 1957; ch.: John III,
Robert, James. Second v.pres. The Travelers
Hartford 1956— (acturial asst. 1956-67, asst.
sec. 1967-71, sec. 1971-74). Pres. Little League
Glastonbury CT 1971-75, treas. Exchange Club
Glastonbury 1975, member Am. Acad, of
Actuaries, assoc. Soc. of Actuaries. Pvt. USA
1957, served to s/sgt. USAR. res. Glastonbury
CT.*
STEARNS, Timothy Bardsley. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Newton MA April 1 1934.
res. Augusta.
STENBERG, Terry Douglas. A.B., Ed.M.
Boston Univ. 1970, Ph.D. Univ. Minn. 1976.
Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign area
chmn. Education; b. Cambridge MA July 1
1934; m. Shirley Lindgren Oct. 7 1956; ch.:
Douglas '79, Gretchen, Sarah. Trainee
personnel rep. First Nat. Bank of Boston
1956-57, Peekskill NY Military Acad. 1957-59
(instr., asst. commandant, asst. dir. of
admissions), commandant lower sch. N.Y.
Military Acad. Cornwall-on-Hudson 1959-60.
dir. of admissions Pine Manor Jr. Coll.
Chestnut Hill MA 1960-67, headmaster
Summit Sch. St. Paul MN 1967-69. scholastic
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committee rep. Univ. Minn. Mnpls. 1969-70,
headmaster Cincinnati (Hillsdale-Lotspeich
Sch. 1970-74, Seven Hills Sch. 1974-76),
headmaster Hawken Sch. Gates Mills OH
1976— . Ohio Assn. of Independent Sch.
(sec.-treas. 1973-75, pres. 1975-77), trustee
(independent sch. council Cincinnati 1971-76,






), chmn. sch. & higher
education committee Nat. Assn. of Principals
of Sch. for Girls 1973-74, Independent Sch.
Assn. of central states (evaluation chmn.
1972-75, regional rep. 1975
—
), member citizens
advisory council City Center for Learning St.
Paul 1968, evaluator Upward Bound Summer
Programs Office of Economic Opportunity
1967-68. Served to capt. USA 1957. res. Gates
Mills OH.'
STILES, Curtis Henry. A.B. cum laude,
M.A.T. Harvard 1957. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. New Bedford MA Feb. 5
1935; m. Marilyn Aneyci June 28 1958; ch.:
Jane, Cindy, Paul, Barry. Teacher public sch.
(Greenwich CT 1957-60, Wellesley MA
I960—), res. Needham MA.*
STRONG, Theodore Merrill, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Marquette Univ. 1973. Delta Sigma. Systems
analysis; b. Rockland May 6 1934; m.
Elizabeth Finn Feb. 15 1958; ch.: Robert,
Michael, Lisa. Sales Univac Milwaukee WI
1959-60, cost analyst AC Electronics Oak
Creek WI 1960-65, systems analyst A. O. Smith
Milwaukee 1965—. Served to 1st It. USA
1956-59. res. Milwaukee WI.*
SUTHERLAND, Robert Lee. A.B., M.S.
M.I.T. 1973. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Accounting: b.
Washington DC Feb. 11 1935; m. Ann
Florance March 29 1958; ch.: Claire, Alan.
CP.A.; Price Waterhouse & Co. Boston
(various positions 1959-65, mgr. 1965-72), asst.
controller Pneumo Corp. Boston 1972— . Town
assessor Lincoln MA 1968-74. Served to s/sgt.
USA 1958-59, 1961-62. res. Lincoln MA.*
SWAN, Henry Marshall. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Mich. 1959. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Providence
RI Oct. 3 1934; s. of Marshall '29; m. Judith
Pemberton Jan. 23 1954; ch.: Meredith,
Katharine, Nathaniel. Partner Swan Keeney
Jenckes & Asguith Providence 1959— . Pres.
Luethi-Peterson Int. camps 1974
—
, dir. (H. F.
Hanscom Co., Bristol Yacht Co.), town
solicitor Barrington RI 1972-74). res.
Barrington RI.*
TAMMINEN, David Lee. Bowdoin 1952-56,
A.B. Southeastern State Coll. 1965. Psi
Upsilon. Military; b. Greenwood Jan. 29
1934; m. Harriet Sweetser June 23 1956; ch.:
Cole, Suzanna. USA (co. cdr. Ft. Knox KY
1957-59, Germany 1961-62; bn. advisor
Vietnam 1965-66; asst. prof, military science
Ohio State Univ. Columbus 1966-69; combat
intelligence officer Vietnam 1969-70; instr.
tactics Ft. Knox 1971
—
; It. col.). Awarded
Bronze Star with Oak Leaf Cluster, Air Medal,
Army Commendation Medal with Oak Leaf
Cluster, Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry,
Combat Infantry Badge. Contbr. res. Ft. Knox
KY.*
TODD, Ronald Carlson. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Albany NY Sept. 19 1934. res. Schaumburg IL.
TOSATO, Domenico Antonio. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Venice Italy, res.
Rome Italy.
TYLER, Orville Zelotes, III. A.B., M B A.
Tulane 1964. Theta Delta Chi. Mfg.
management; b. Savannah GA July 30 1934;
m. Betty Louise Williams Oct. 18 1958; ch.:
Elizabeth. Product engineer (Hercules
Wilmington DE 1956-57, Goodrich Chem. Co.
Cleveland OH 1959-63), new business mgr.
Cryovac Duncan SC 1964-68, dir. extruded
products Indian Head Yarn & Thread Co.
Anniston AL 1968—. Served to 1st It. USA
1957-59. Recipient: Market Maker of the Yr.
Indian Head Textile Co. 1971 & 1972. Contbr.,
patentee (2), inventor: Tylon (tm)
polypropylene textile yarns, res. Anniston AL.*
VOLK, Kurt Elwood, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Printing exec; b. Camden NJ March 3 1934;
m. Norma Gomer Oct. 27 1956; ch.: Kurt,
Diane. Kurt H. Volk Inc. Milford CT (trainee
1958-59, salesman 1959-62, exec, v.pres.
1962-67, pres. 1967
—
). Pres. master printing
section Printing Industries of Conn. 1960-62,
member exec, committee Printing Industries of
Am. 1973-75, dir. Sales Exec. Club of Southern
Conn. 1964-66, Master Printers of Am. (dir.
1965-69, treas. 1969-71, 1st v.pres. 1971-73,
pres. 1973-75, member exec, committee
1969-77). Served to 1st It. USA 1956-58. res.
Westport CT.*
WALLACE, Maynard Stuart, Jr. A.B. Delta
Sigma. b. Florence AL Feb. 9 1934. res.
Fairfield CT.
WALSH, Robert Gerard. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Carbondale PA July 19 1935. res. unknown.
WAMSTEKER, Hendrik Willem. Bowdoin
1952-53. Psi Upsilon. b. Batavia Indonesia
Dec. 25 1931. res. Haarlem The Netherlands.
WARE, John. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Management; b. Portland Jan. 3 1934; m.
Karen Anderson Aug. 16 1969; ch.: Rebecca,
John Jr. Research chemist E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. 1956, Maritime Oil Co.
Rockland (mgr. trainee 1958-65, general mgr.
1965
—
). Pres. Knox-Lincoln Fuel Dealers
Assn. 1963-64, dir. Me. Truck Owners Assn.
1974-75). Served to spec. 3/c USA 1956-58. res.
Rockland.*
WARREN, Robert Peacock. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Occ. unknown; b. Lubec Dec. 25 1933;
m. Virginia Healy 1956. res. Wexford PA.
W1EGAND, Thomas Lownesborough M.
Bowdoin 1952-53, A.A. Union Jr. Coll. 1955,
B.S. Lafayette 1957. Chi Psi. Engineering; b.
Orange NJ June 25 1934; m. Susan Dunn Jan.
25 1964; ch.: Thomas Jr., Christina, Elizabeth.
Test engineer Research-Cottrell Inc. Bound
Brook NJ 1957-58, dept. of Army (quality
assurance engineer Picatinny Arsenal Dover
NJ 1962-63, mechanical engineer Topographic
Engineering Lab. Ft. Belvoir VA 1963-67),
mechanical engineer dept. of Navy Naval
Supply Systems Command Washington DC
1967-69, industrial engineer Defense Logistics
Agency Alexandria VA 1969— . Served to It.
USN 1959-62. Recipient: Outstanding
Achievement in the field of Materials Handling
Award Nat. Inst, of Packaging, Handling &
Logistic Engineers 1975. res. Springfield VA.*
WILDER, Thomas Cunningham. A.B. cum
laude, M.S. M.I.T. 1959, Sc.D. M.I.T. 1961.
Kappa Sigma. Metallurgy; b. Boston March
21 1935. Staff div. sponsored research M.I.T.
1961-62, electrochemist P. R. Mallory & Co.
Inc. Burlington MA 1962-63, group leader
Kennecott Copper Corp. Lexington MA
1963— . Sec.-treas. Am. Inst. Mining
Metallurgical & Petroleum Engineers Boston
1974-76. Recipient: Rossiter W. Raymond
Award Am. Inst, of Mining Metallurgical &
Petroleum Engineers (1968). Contbr., patentee
(s) metallurgy, res. Cambridge MA.*
WILKINS, Frederick Charles. A.B. 1957, A.M.
Univ. Ia. 1958, Ph.D. Univ. Ia. 1965. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. Lynn MA May 23
1935. Univ. Ia. Iowa City (grad. asst. English
1958-61, research asst. 1961-63), Coll. of Basic
Studies Boston Univ. 1963-67 (instr. rhetoric,
asst. prof.), Fulbright prof. Am. Literature
Univ. of Lodz Poland 1967-69, assoc. prof.
English Northeastern Univ. Boston 1969-70,
Suffolk Univ. Boston 1970— (assoc. prof.
English, prof.). V.pres. Am. Assn. of Univ.
Prof. Suffolk Univ. chapter 1973-74, dir. of
seminar Annual Convention of MLA of Am.
San Francisco CA 1975, hon. member Gold
Key Soc. Suffolk Univ. Contbr. res. Boston.*
WILLEY, Lloyd Edward. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Member Alumni Council 1973-77.
Business exec; b. Cherryfield Sept. 19 1934;
s. of James A. '33; m. Helen West Sept. 28
1954; ch.: Lloyd Jr., Linda, Laurel, James,
Jennifer. Canteen Service Co. Bangor 1958
—
(management, pres. & general mgr.). Trustee
Grace United Methodist Church 1969— , pres.
YMCA Bangor 1973-74, campaign chmn.
United Way Penobscot Valley 1973-74, v.pres.
State of Me. YMCA 1975-76, member city
council Bangor 1976-79. Served to 1st It. USA
1956-58. Recipient: (Outstanding Young Man
Award Bangor 1967, State of Me. Jaycee's
1968). res. Bangor.*
WINNER, Donn Charles. Bowdoin 1952-54.
Beta Theta Pi. Military; b. Boston Oct. 30
1934; s. of John K. '28; m. Anna Warnick Nov.
5 1955; ch.: Sonya, Robin, Sharon. Served to
col. USAF 1954— (grad. pilot training,
operations officer & pilot Mt. Home Air Force
Base ID 1956-58, pilot Offutt Air Force Base
NE 1959-62, flight simulator instr. & pilot
Bergstrom Air Force Base TX 1962-64, aircraft
cdr. & instr. pilot Dow Air Force Base ME
1964-67, instr. pilot & operations officer
U-Tapao Air Base Thailand 1967-68, student
various schs. Washington DC area 1968-69, air
attache Am. Embassy Ankara Turkey 1970-73,
grad. Defense Intelligence Sch. Washington
DC 1974), Defense Intelligence Agency (exec,
asst. to deputy dir. 1974-75, exec. asst. to dir.
1976, dir. foreign liaison 1977). Awarded
Bronze Star, Meritorius Service Medal with 1
Oak Leaf Cluster, Air Medal with 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster, Joint Service Commendation Medal
with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster, Air Force
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Commendation Medal with 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster, Combat Readiness Medal, Nat.
Defense Service Medal, Vietnamese Service
Medal with 4 Battle Stars, Armed Forces
Reserve Medal, Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry
with Palm, Republic of Vietnam Campaign
Medal, res. Alexandria VA.*
WITHERELL, Julian Wood. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Wise. 1958, Ph.D. Univ. Wise.
1964. Library science; b. Washington DC
Aug. 29 1935. Library asst. Univ. Wise.
Madison 1958-60, Library of Congress
Washington DC (reference librarian 1962-66,
head African section 1966
—
). Recipient:
William A. Jump Memorial Foundation
meritorious award for achievement in public
admin. 1967. Author: Madagascar and
Adjacent Islands; A Guide to Official
Publications (1965), French-Speaking West
Africa; A Guide to Official Publications
(1967), Ghana; a Guide to Official
Publications, 1872-1968 (1969), Africana
Acquisitions; Report of a Publication Survey
Trip to Nigeria, Southern Africa, and Europe
1972 (1973), French-Speaking Central Africa;
A Guide to Official Publications in American
Libraries (1973). res. Alexandria VA.*
WOOD, Byron Lee, Jr. A.B., M B A. N.Y.
Univ. 1961. Alpha Tau Omega. Corp. exec;
b. NYC Jan. 12 1935; m. Annabelle Gutelius
June 6 1959; ch.: Geoffrey, Elizabeth.
Westvaco Corp. NYC (asst. purchasing agt.
1958-61, export sales 1961-65), general mgr.
Westvaco Eur. Brussels Belgium 1966-69,
Intermarket Eur. Brussels (marketing dir.
1970-71, general mgr. 1971), dir. European
operations Central Nat. Ltd. Hamilton
Bermuda 1972-75, v.pres. int. Central Nat.
Corp. NYC 1975—. Served to 1st It. USA 1957.
res. Cos Cob CT.*
WOODBURY, Terry Knight. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Ins. management; b. Detroit MI
Nov. 22 1933; m. Barbara Lowe May 14 1965;
ch.: Scott. C.L.U.; Aetna Life & Casualty Co.
(home office rep. Baltimore MD, Hartford CT,
Lansing MI 1958-69; mgr. Utica NY 1969—).
Health Ins. Council of Am. Mich, chapter (dir.
hospital relations 1967-69; chmn. med.
relations 1967-69, dental relations 1969), dir.
(Tri-County Health Planning Council 1968-69,
Yahnundasis G.C. 1973
—
), member (board of
dir. Life Underwriters Assn. Lansing MI 1969,
Rotary Club Utica NY 1974—; exec, board
Upper Mohawk Council Boy Scouts of Am.
1973-74), Westminster Presby. Church
(member board of deacons 1970
— ,
pres. 1974).
Served to ensign USN 1956-58. res. New
Hartford NY.*
WRIGHT, Allan Fanvell. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Newton MA May 22 1934. res.
Pittsburgh PA.
WRIGHT, Wayne MitcheU. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Harvard 1957,
Ph.D. Harvard 1961. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Sanford July 12 1934; m.
Mary Urbanowicz Oct. 18 1959; ch.:
Catherine, Peter, Laura, Daniel. Post-doctoral
research fellow & deputy dir. acoustics
research lab. Harvard 1961-62, Kalamazoo MI
Coll. (asst. prof, physics 1962-67, assoc. prof.
1967-75, prof. 1975
—
). Consultant in acoustics
marine physical lab. Univ. Calif. San Diego
summer 1964, visiting asst. prof, electrical
engineering Univ. Rochester NY summer 1967,
visiting assoc. prof, physics Naval Postgrad.
Sch. Monterey CA 1969-70, chmn. committee
on education in acoustics Acoustical Soc. of
Am. 1971-75, fellow Acoustical Soc. of Am.
1975, consultant acoustics & noise control
(Donnelly Mirrors, Hammond Machinery
Builders, city of Kalamazoo, townships of
Comstock MI & Charleston MI), research
assoc. Coop Inst. for Research in
Environmental Sciences Univ. Colo. Boulder
summer 1976. Contbr. res. Kalamazoo ML*
ZUCKERT, Donald Mack. A.B., LL.B. N.Y.
Univ. 1959. Alpha Tau Omega. Advt. exec;
b. NYC April 3 1934; m. Susan Liefter Dec. 21
1957; ch.: Andrew, Timothy. Ted Bates & Co.
NYC (exec v.pres. I960—, dir. 1971—), pres.
& dir. Suanti Ltd. Greenwich CT 1974—. Dir.
(AC & R Advt. Inc., Diener Hauser Greenthal
Co. Inc.). Served to capt. USAR 1957. res. Old
Greenwich CT.*
Class of 1957
ABBOTT, Charles Henry. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Yale 1963. Law; b. Rumford Oct. 26
1935; m. Frances Frost Dec. 5 1959; ch.:
Woods, Edward, Ann. Atty. Skelton Taintor &
Abbott Lewiston 1963— . Trustee Portland
Symphony 1970-75, member Governor's Exec.
Council 1975-76. Served to 1st It. USA
1958-60. res. Auburn.*
ALBERT, John Winans. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Recruiting; b. E. Orange NJ Jan. 7 1935; m.
Claire Souter; ch.: Sam. Recruiter (ACTION,
Peace Corps, VISTA MI & OH 19?—). res.
Bronx NY.
ALDEN, John Harvey. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Military; b. Needham MA Nov. 7 1935; s. of
Dwight M. '21; m. Marilyn Burns Nov. 9 1957;
ch.: Susan, John. USA (platoon leader Ft.
Knox KY 1958-59; support platoon leader &
asst. S-4 Korea 1960-61; co. cdr. Ft. Lewis WA
1961-63, Germany 1964-65; asst. G-l
headquarters 4th armored div. Germany
1965-66; instr. general subjects dept. Armor
Sch. Ft. Knox 1966-67; operations staff officer
Vietnam 1968-69; manpower control officer
Ft. Monroe VA 1969-72; asst. prof, military
science Loyola Coll. Baltimore MD 1972-75,
chief personnel & community affairs div.
Frankfurt Military Community Germany
1975—. Awarded Bronze Star 1969,
Meritorious Service Medal 1972, Army
Commendation Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster
(1966, 1967, 1975). res. Frankfurt Germany.*
ARMSTRONG, Richard Quine. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Placement aide. Corp. exec; b. Boston June
27 1935; m. Pamela Bartholomew Oct. 7 1961;
ch.: Matthew, Roderick. V.pres. account exec.
Needham Harper & Steers NYC 1959-65,
v.pres. account supervisor Rockwell Quinn &
Wall NYC 1965-67, sr. account exec. Benton &
Bowles NYC 1966-67, v. pres. account dir. Ted
Bates & Co. NYC 1967-71, v.pres. dir.
operations int. div. Dobbs-Lifesavers Int. NYC
1971-76, pres. Canada Dry Int. 1976—. Pres.
The Milbrook Club Greenwich CT. Served to
1st It. USA 1957-59. res. Greenwich CT.*
BACHELDER, John Leonard. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Corp. management; b.
Lynn MA Aug. 31 1936. Tech. staff M.IT.
Lincoln Lab. Lexington MA 1957-58, Mitre
Corp. Bedford MA (tech. staff 1959-73, mgr.
Bedford Computer Center 1973
—
). Guide Int.
1965— (committee chmn. member advisory
board), member board of trustees United
Methodist Church I960—, sec. Mass. Bay RR
Enthusiasts Inc. 1975— . res. Merrimac MA.*
BACHOROWSKI, Albert Leon. A.B., D.D.S.
N.Y. Univ. 1961. Chi Psi. Dentistry; b.
Salem MA Dec. 16 1935; m. Patricia Meaney
Oct. 30 1965; ch.: Sari, Andrea, Craig. Dept. of
oral surgery (intern Metropolitan Hospital
NYC 1961-62, student Boston Univ. 1962-63,
resident Dela. Hospital 1963-64), oral surgeon
pvt. practice Peabody MA 1965— . Chief dept.






). res. Danvers MA.*
BARIBEAU, Richard David. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Brunswick May 12 1935. res. Brunswick.
BECHHOEFER, Arthur Scharfeld. Bowdoin
1953-55. Alpha Tau Omega, b. St. Paul MN
April 21 1935. res. Ann Arbor MI.
BECKETT, William John. A.B. b. Los
Angeles CA Oct. 25 1931. res. Jericho VT.*
BELL, Richard Locke. Bowdoin 1953-55, A.B.
Wagner Coll. 1961. Zeta Psi. Invest, exec; b.
NYC Sept. 9 1935; m. Craigie Hammond June
14 1958; ch.: Leigh-Brindeland, Shaunaley,
Deaca, Caitlain. Loan officer trainee Irving
Trust Co. NYC 1960-63, General Tel. &
Electric Int. NYC (financial analyst 1963-65,
mgr. treasury services 1965-66, corporate
planning mgr. 1966-67), controller Sylvania
Centroamericana S.A. San Jose Costa Rica
1967-69, pres. Empresas Interamericanas de
Costa Rica S.A. San Jose 1969— . Am. Business
Council San Jose (dir. 1968-72, treas. 1969-70);
Am. C. of C. Costa Rica (dir. 1972-74); Centro
Cultural Costarricense-Norteamericano (dir.
1969— treas. 1969-73); dir. Lincoln Sch. San
Jose 1972-74, lectr. Am. Management Assn.
1967, 1969, 1970. Served to spec 5/c USA
1955-61. res. San Jose Costa Rica.*
BENNETT, Donald Graham, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Management; b. Worcester MA
Feb. 7 1934; m. Carol Stipe June 13 1972; ch.:
Donald III, Dale, Ann, Sherri, Kari. Norton
Co. Worcester (tech. asst. 1957-59, sales
engineer 1959-62, product engineer 1962-63,
supervisor product engineering 1963-67,
market mgr. 1967-68. supt. mfg. 1968-69, mgr.
product planning 1969
—
). res. Holden MA.*
BLACKMER, Stanley Maynard. A.B. 1958,
B.S. M.IT. 1958. Sigma Nu. Engineering; b.
Cincinnati OH Dec. 4 1935; s. of Stanley '25;
m. Martha Wilson Nov. 25 1967; ch.:
Stephanie, Matthew. Engineer (general Electric
Co. Cocoa Beach FL 1961-64, Kennedy Space
Center Men-it Is. FL 1964-65, Johnson Space
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Center N.A.S.A. Houston TX 1965—). Served
to 1st It. USA 1958-61. res. Houston TX.*
BORN, Harry Edward. A.B., A.M. Univ. Mich.
1959. Sigma Nu. Class agt. 1963-67. Editing;
b. Cleveland OH Oct. 5 1935; m. Bernice
Strawinski May 7 1960; ch.: Martha, Kathryn,
David. Ed. Maple Heights OH Press 1960-61,
asst. dir. public relations Union Coll.
Schenectady NY 1961-65, Bowdoin (ed.
Bowdoin Alumnus 1965-70, coll. ed. 1967—).
Co-founder & dir. Indian Homestay Brunswick
1966-73, treas. Human Relations Services Inc.
1974
—
, member lay advisory board St. Charles
Church Brunswick 1970-75, Jessie Albert
Memorial Dental Clinic Bath (member board
of dir. 1972-75, chmn. 1972-74). Served to sgt.
USAR 1959-65. Recipient: Time-Life
Magazine Achievement Award 1966. res.
Brunswick.*
BOUDREAU, James Lawton. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Admissions aide 1966-71. Invest,
counseling exec; b. Brockton MA May 25
1935; m. Mary Henderson Sept. 20 1958; ch.:
Caroline, David, James. Supervisor Conn.
General Life Ins. Co. Bloomfield CT 1960-65,
pension trust officer Nat. Shawmut Bank of
Boston 1965-73, exec, v.pres. St. Paul MN
Invest. Management Co. 1973— . Regional
chmn. Assn. Pvt. Pension Plans, member Int.
Foundation Employee Benefits. Served to spec.
4/c USA 1958-60. res. Wayzata MN.*
CARPENTER, Harry Goff, Jr. A.B., M.D.
Tufts 1964. Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine; b.
Pawtucket RI July 12 1935; ch.: Karen, Jan,
David, Elizabeth, Gregory. Boston Floating
Hospital (intern pediatrics 1964-65, resident
1965-67), pediatrician pvt. practice Topsfield
MA 1969—. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1957-59,
served to capt. MCUSAR. res. Topsfield MA.*
CARR, James Drew. Bowdoin 1954-55, B.S.
Babson Coll. 1960, LL.B. Boston Univ. 1964.
Beta Theta Pi. Law; b. Houlton July 17
1935. Apprentice, Albert Putnam Law Office




Aroostook County Houlton 1966-74. Delegate
(Republican Nat. Conv. 1965, Me. Diocesan
Conv. Epis. Church 1976), past master
Masonic Blue Lodge Houlton, dir. Rotary
Club Houlton 1970, member (vestry Church of
Good Shepherd Houlton, real estate committee
Me. Bar Assn., Republican State Committee
1976—). PFC USA 1956-57. res. Houlton.*
CARRICK, John Graham. A.B. Accounting;
b. Bellingham WA Aug. 3 1925; m. Phyllis
Eggers Oct. 28 1945, m. Idona Clement Aug. 25
1970; ch.: Dianne, Laurel. Systems engineer
Int. Business Machines Corp. Topsham
1957-65, chief data processing & systems
bureau of accounts & control State of Me.
Augusta 1965—
.
Served to capt. USAF
1943-53. res. S. China.*
CEREL, Ronald Lee. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Ins.; b. Boston April 1 1934; m. Judith
Wheeler June 30 1957; ch.: Raleigh, Adam.
Dir. Martin Cerel Natick MA 1957-64, prop.
Cerel Ins. Natick 1964—. Served to cpl. USA
1957-58. res. Natick MA.*
CHAPMAN, Charles Arnold. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Ret.; b. Detroit MI Oct. 13 1935; m. Sandra
Dinsmore June 22 1957; ch.: Cameron,
Deborah, Wendy. Co. rep. Group Productions
Inc. Detroit 1957-58, producer & copywriter
Maxon Advt. Inc. Detroit 1958-66, freelance
copywriter Charles A. Chapman Rochester MI
1966-75, ret. res. Rochester ML*
CHASE, Richard Winslow. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Cumberland MD April 7 1935. res.
Danvers MA.
CHAVONELLE, Arthur Roland, III. Bowdoin
1953-54. Delta Sigma, b. Newton MA Feb.
26 1935. res. unknown.
COHEN, Saul Herbert. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Univ. Fla. 1961. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Boston June 25 1935. Medicine
Univ. S.C. Charleston (intern 1961-62, resident
pediatrics 1962-63), Jackson Memorial
Hospital Miami FL (sr. resident pediatrics
1963-64, chief resident 1966-67), pediatrician
pvt. practice Wakefield MA 1967— . Served to
capt. MCUSA 1964-66. res. Chelsea MA.*
COLLIER, John Francis? A.B. Chi Psi. Real
estate; b. Danvers MA Nov. 28 1934; m.
Katherine Glowacki Nov. 14 1970; ch.: John,
David, Kristan. USA (It., platoon leader & co.
cdr. Ft. Benning GA 1960-62; capt. exchange
officer to British S.A.S. Hereford England
1965-66; maj., aide to commanding general Ft.
Bragg NC 1968; maj., operations officer
Vietnam 1969; It. col. instr. defensive tactics
USA Command & General Staff Coll. KS
1971-74, bn. cdr. Ft. Jackson SC 1974-77), ret.,
realtor NC 1977—. Awarded Silver Star 1969;
Bronze Star 1964; 1st Oak Leaf Cluster 1969;
Army Commendation Medal 1962; 1st, 2nd &
3rd Oak Leaf Clusters 1967, 1968 & 1969;
Purple Heart 1969. res. Banner Elk NC*
COLLINS, John William. A.B., M.S.
Middlebury Coll. 1959, Ph.D. Univ. Vt. 1963.
Delta Sigma. Research; b. Rhinebeck NY
Aug. 19 1935; m. Phyllis Goodenough June 17
1960; ch.: Sarah, Christopher, Alexander,
Nathaniel. Research chemist Westvaco Corp.
Covington VA & Laurel MD 1963-67, lignin
chemist Pulp Mfr. Research League Appleton
WI 1967-70, Inst. Paper Chem. Appleton




Sigma Xi. Contbr. res. Neenah WI.*
COLODNY, Stephen Zalman. A.B., M.D.
Stanford Univ. 1961. Theta Delta Chi.
Medicine; b. Lebanon NH May 26 1935; m.
Shirley Gaynor Aug. 17 1958; ch.: Jeffrey,
Susan, David. Physician Monk Ullvich
Colodny Med. Corp. Torrance CA 1969—.
Congr. Ner Tamid of Palos Verdes CA
(member board of dir. 1970-74, pres. 1974-76).
Served to capt. USAF 1966-68. res. Rolling
Hills Estates CA.*
CONNETT, Hartley Speir. Bowdoin 1953-55.
Zeta Psi. b. NYC Feb. 16 1934. res. Berwyn
PA.
COOKE, Chester William, III. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. 1962 & 1972 capital campaign
worker, class agt. 1970— . Banking &
consulting; b. Wallingford CT Aug. 4 1934.
Asst. v.pres. New Haven CT Savings Bank
1959-68, appraisal consultant Conn. Savings
Bank New Haven 1969—. Trustee (Conn.
Mental Health Clinic 1964-66, Child Guidance
Clinic 1966-68, Wallingford Historical Soc.)
member board of trustees (Haystack Crafts
Sch. Deer Isle 1974—, First Congr. Church
Wallingford), treas. Am. Guild of Organists
New Haven 1973—. Served to sgt. USA
1968-70. res. Wallingford CT.*
COSTER, Michael Andrew. A.B., Ed.B. Univ.
N.B. Canada 1958. Education; b. St. John
N.B. Canada May
,? 1935; m. Shirley Merrill
Sept. 5 1956; ch.: Cathy, Jon, Susan, Michael.
Sch. board York County Fredericton N.B.
(teacher 1958-1960, principal 1960-63),
principal sch. board Northumberland County
Newcastle N.B. 1963-67, supt. schs. sch. dists. 8
& 9 Newcastle 1967— . Pres. Teacher assn.
(York County 1959-60, Northumberland
County 1961-62), pres. principals assn.
(Northumberland County 1962-63, N.B.
1963-64), pres. supts. assn. N.B. 1968-69, pres.
elect Rotary Club Newcastle 1976. res.
Newcastle N.B. Canada.*
COWEN, Bruce Robert A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D. Univ. Penn. 1961. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b. Newark NJ June
28 1935; m. Flora Buchbinder June 10 1959;
ch.: Douglas, Edward. Physician self-employed
Edison NJ 1964— . Diplomate Am. Board
Family Practice 1972, charter fellow Am.
Acad. Family Physicians 1973. Served to capt.
MCUSA 1961-64. Recipient: Physician's
Recognition Award AMA 1973 & 1976. res.
Edison NJ.*
CRANE, George Goddu. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Real estate; b. Cambridge MA Aug. 19
1934; m. Elinor DeFord Sept. 1 1956; ch.:
Jennifer, Sandra, David, Suzanne. Inside sales
Simonds Saw & Steel Co. Fitchburg MA &
Union NJ 1958-67, marketing analyst M & T
Chems. Rahway NJ 1967-69, realtor NJ
(Barrett & Crain Inc. Westfield 1969-76;
Crane, Taylor & Love Inc. Westfield 1975-76;
Alan Johnston Inc. Mountainside 1976—
.
Served to spec. 5/c USA 1957-58. res.
Mountainside NJ.*
CUSHNER, Alan Jay. A.B., J.D. Boston Univ.
1965. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b. Boston
June 13 1935; m. Mary Reich June 8 1958, m.
Myrna Yaffi Dec. 21 1972; ch.: Michael, Toni,
Kelly. Atty. Cushner & Cushner Boston
1965— . Dir. (Werby Industries, Information
Int. Inc., Ecology Inc., Ashburn Industries,
Alpha Industries, Metropolitan Ecology
Workshop), exec. dir. Environment & Ecology
Committee, chmn. Air Pollution & Noise
Comm. Boston, tech. advisor WGBH, member
securities committee Boston Bar Assn., past
dir. Tech. Flying Club. Served with USAR
1959-60. Contbr. res. W. Tisbury MA.*
DARROW, Alfred Charles, Jr. A.B. 1958. b.
Provincetown MA Feb. 11 1935. res. Tolland
CT.
DAVIS, George Thomas, Jr. Bowdoin 1953-54,
B.S. Univ. N.H. 1961. Kappa Sigma.
Business; b. Portland Dec. 10 1934; s. of
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George T. '23; m. Barbara Crawford April 27
1962; ch.: Deborah, George, Andrew. Mgr.
Vernon Stiles Inn Thompson CT 1961-64, asst.
mgr. Northfield MA Inn 1964-68, resident mgr.
Lido Biltmore Club Sarasota FL 1968-69, dir.
hotel operations General Acceptance Corp.
Cape Coral FL 1969-71, mgr. Commerce Club
St. Petersburg FL 1971-73, prop. By George!
St. Petersburg 1972—. Member board of dir.
(Conn. Hotel Assn. 1961-64, Fla. Hotel Assn.
1968-71), pres. (Sertoma Club 1973, Village
Improvement Soc. 1963). Served to spec. 4/c
USA 1954-57. res. St. Petersburg FL.*
DAVIS, John Clement, III. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. 1971. Education; b. Norwalk CT April
5 1935; m. Sara Patten May 3 1963; ch.:
Brinna, Galen, MacKenzie. Teacher Baldridge
Reading Service Greenwich CT 1961-64, plant
engineer Seafair Inc. Sebasco Estates 1964-65,
teacher Bristol Consolidated High Sch. Bristol
1965-68, teaching fellow physics Bowdoin
1968-71, teacher (Nobleboro Central Sch.
Nobleboro 1971-72, Brunswick High Sch.
Brunswick 1972—). Served to sgt. USA
1957-60. res. Harpswell.*
DAVIS, Peter Wright. A.B., M B A. Drexel
Univ. 1964. Alpha Tau Omega. Marketing;
b. Fall River MA Jan. 3 1936; ch.: Amy,
Philip. Smith Kline & French Phila. PA 1957
—
(product mgr. established products 1965-66, sr.
product mgr. new products 1966-70, marketing
mgr. 1970-73, market planning mgr. int.
pharmaceuticals 1973
—
). Past pres. 5 yrs. N.
Wayne Civic Assn., past dir. 2 yrs. Radnor
Civic Council, past instr. 7 yrs. U.S. Power
Squadron, past board member 2 yrs. Main
Line Symphony Orchestra, past treas. 4 yrs.
YMCA Indian Guides. Pvt. USA 1957. res.
Phila. PA.*
DAVIS, Richard Grosvenor. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1962 capital campaign worker. Ins.; b.
Pittsburgh PA Sept. 27 1935; m. Marlene
Suran April 20 1963. Various positions
1957-60, advt. asst. Ketchum MacLeod &
Grove Pittsburgh 1960-62, broker Singer
Deane & Scribner Pittsburgh 1962-65,
disability analyst bureau of disability ins.
Social Security Admin. (Baltimore MD
1965-74; Denver CO 1974-75, chief program
operations section 1975—). PFC USA 1958.
res. Littleton CO.*
DEGROOT, Kenneth Edward. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Jamaica Long Is. NY Feb. 9
1936. res. Middletown NJ.
DELUCIA, Robert Louis. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Me. 1960. Delta Sigma. b. New Haven CT
Oct. 2 1935; m. Jean Skillins June 28 1958; ch.:
Jon, Beth. Instr. N.M. State Univ. 1960-61,
N.A.S.A. (head ground flight & safety section
Wallops Is. Va. 1961-66, aerospace
technologist White Sands Test Facility NM
1966-68), asst. mathmetician N.M. State Univ.
Physical Science Lab. 1967-68, White Sands
Missile Range NM (physical scientist USA
Sentinal System Evaluation Agency 1968-69;
div. chief Command, Control &
Communications div. Safeguard System
Evaluation Agency 1969-73; supervisory
physical scientist subsystem, new system spec,
projects evaluation directorate 1973-74, chief
operations research analyst Sam-D system
performance div. 1974). Served to It. USA
1957-59. d. El Paso TX May 8 1974.
DENHOLTZ, Carl Joseph. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Marketing; b. Newark NJ Nov. 23 1935; m.
Betty Amhowitz Sept. 17 1960; ch.: David,
Laura. With Coastal Marketing Service Inc. Ft.
Meyers FL. Served to spec. 4/c 1958-60. res.
Ft. Myers FL.*
DEWSNAP, James William. A.B., A.M. Penn.
State Univ. 1963, Ph.D. Univ. Ga. 1971. Alpha
Tau Omega. Education; b. Bloomfield NJ
Oct. 31 1935; m. June 10 1961; ch.: Winterble,
Amanda. City reporter Charleston SC Evening
Post 1960-61, chmn. drama dept. Brenau Coll.
Gainesville GA 1963-68, assoc. prof. English
Georgia Coll. Milledgeville GA 1968-71, prof.
English Francis Marion Coll. Florence SC
1971—. Served to It. (jg) USN 1957-60. res.
Florence SC.*
DINGS, Jay Carleton. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Brockton MA Sept. 22 1935. res. Dover NJ.
DOLE, Richard Stuart. A.B., Ed.M. Harvard
1959, Th.M. Fuller Theol. Sem. 1965, Th.M.
Princeton Sem. 1966. Kappa Sigma. Clergy;
b. Hartford CT July 5 1935; m. Alma Gordon
Dec. 28 1963; ch.: Mark, Marcia. Educational
missionary Congr. Church Nova Lisboa
Angola Africa 1960-62, asst. minister St. Paul's
Presby. Church Newark NJ 1966-68,
evangelistic missionary U.S. Presby. Church
Dourados Mato Grosso Brazil, res. Dourados
Mato Grosso Brazil.*
DOTT, David Henry. A.B., A.M. Univ. Mass.
1959. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Pawtucket RI Dec.
16 1934; m. Catherine Smith Jan. 27 1968; ch.:
Jeremy, Jennifer. Teacher (jr. high sch.
Wallingford CT 1959, Pine Plains NY
1959-63), advt. sales rep. med. journals Steven
K. Herlitz Inc. NYC 1963-70, marketing exec,
audio-visual field self-employed NYC 1972-73.
d. NYC June 14 1973.*
DOW, John Patterson. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Harvard 1961. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b.
Guilford Aug. 13 1934; m. Louise Thomas
Aug. 24 1958; ch.: John, Michael, William,
David. Physician pvt. practice Pittsfield 19?—
.
res. Pittsfield.*
DOWNES, Richard Thornton. A.B. 1959. Psi
Upsilon. b. Hartford CT April 9 1935. res.
Holderness NH.
DRAKE, Douglas Lincoln. Bowdoin 1953-56.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Morristown NJ July
29 1935. res. unknown.
DRENZEK, Richard Marcel. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Military; b. New
Britain CT Dec. 3 1935; m. Kay Erickson June
13 1959; ch.: Steven, David. With USA Ft. Ord
CA 19?—. res. Ft. Ord CA.*
DREW, Bradford Wadsworth. A.B. 1958.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Geodesy; b. Boston Sept. 30 1935; s.
of Elmer B. '30; m. Carol Cannizzaro Nov. 6
1965; ch.: Christine, William. Geodesist
Defense Mapping Agency U.S. govt.
Washington DC 1960— . Served to spec. 4/c
USA 1958-60. res. Laurel MD.*
DUNCKLEE, George Woodbury. A.B. b.
Newton MA Nov. 17 1935. res. Marblehead
MA.
DYER, Donald Eustis, Jr. A.B., M.P.A. Univ.
R.I. 1970. Alpha Delta Phi. Military; b. Bar
Harbor July 14 1935; m. Marion Moon June
12 1955; ch.: Donald, Donna. USA Ft. Lee
VA, Ft. Knox KY, Reserve Officers Training
Corps Univ. R.I. Providence, Ft. Belvoir VA,
Natick MA Research Lab. 1957— (1st It. 1959,
Germany 1960-63, capt. 1962, maj. Vietnam
1966-67, Thailand 1970-71, It. col. 1971,
Okinawa Japan 1974-75, Ft. Bragg NC
1975
—
). Awarded Nat. Defense Service
Medal, Vietnam Service Medal with 2 battle
stars, Army Commendation Medal with 3 Oak
Leaf Clusters, Vietnam Campaign Medal,
Legion of Merit, Meritorious Unit
Commendation, Meritorious Service Medal,
res. Fayetteville NC*
DYER, Roderic Vinton. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Lewiston Dec. 7 1934. res. Cape
Elizabeth.
EATON, Dwight Littlefield. A.B. 1958. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Bangor Aug. 2 1935. res. Bar
Harbor.
EATON, John Reynolds. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ins.; b. Boston June 13 1935;
married; 5 children. Pres. Thompson Eaton &
Boyden Ins. Agency Brockton MA 1965—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1957-59. res. W.
Bridgewater MA.*
ELDRACHER, Theodore Francis, Jr. A.B..




campaign worker. Invest, exec; b. Winthrop
MA Aug. 23 1936; m. Virginia MacDonald
Aug. 23 1958; ch.: Carolyn, Karen, Julianne,
Theodore III. Trainee Wm. Filene's Sons Co.
Boston 1957-58, corporate bond trader R. W.
Pressprich & Co. NYC 1958-64, v.pres.
corporate bond trader F. S. Smithers & Co.
NYC 1964-70, corporate bond trader Weeden
& Co. NYC 1971-73, v.pres. corporate bond
trading Smith Barney & Co. NYC 1974—. res.
Summit NJ.*
ESTES, Robert Abbott, Sr. A.B. 1958, A.M.
Univ. Kan. 1961, Ph.D. Univ. Mich. 1970.
Theta Delta Chi. Education; b. Lewiston
March 9 1936; m. Carlene Harvey Aug. 23
1958; ch.: Carolyn, Robert Jr., Richard.
Teacher high sch. Madawaska 1958-60, instr.
(Otterbein Coll. Westerville OH 1961-64, univ.
high sch. Ann Arbor MI 1965-66), assoc. prof,
mathematics Univ. Me. & Gorham State Coll.
Gorham 1966-71, Univ. Me. Gorham (acting
dean of liberal arts 1971-72, prof, mathematics
1971
—
). Jaycees Gorham (member board of
dir. 1968-73, sec. 1969-70. pres. 1971-72), First
Church of Christ Scientist Portland (member






EUBANK, Henry Mercer, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Richmond VA Nov. 9 1934. res. unknown.
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FICKETT, Richard Knight. A.B. 1958, M.B.A.
Syracuse Univ. 1967. Theta Delta Chi.
Military; b. Portland Feb. 13 1936; m.
Barbara Buhrer June 21 1959, m. Shirley
Houck June 19 1975; ch.: Michael, David,
Amy. USA 1957
—
, It. col. headquarters Army
Dept. Washington DC. Elected member Beta
Gamma Sigma 1967, pres. Hayfield VA
Citizen's Assn. 1970-71. res. Falls Church VA.*
FINN, John Charles. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Accounting; b. Lewiston Feb. 19 1935; m.
Sharon O'Hearn Sept. 10 1960; ch.: John,
Christopher, Maureen. New Eng. Tel. Co.
(supervisory asst. Boston 1957, Portland
1957-59; staff accountant Boston 1959-60;
accounting mgr. Salem MA 1960-67;
accounting staff supervisor Boston 1967
—
).
Treas. (Cub Scouts of Am. 1969 & 1972, Holy
Name Soc. 1967-68), chmn. Republican Ward
Committee 1970-75, assoc. member zoning
board of appeals Beverly MA 1973. Served to
sgt. USA 1957-58. res. Beverly MA.*
FISCHER, Werner Frederick, Jr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Business exec; b. Meriden CT April 9
1935; m. Barbara Stockbridge Dec. 27 1957;
ch.: Werner III, Pamela, Susanne. Group
underwriter Conn. General Hartford CT
1960-62, SCM Corp. (salesman Hartford
1962-64, branch mgr. 1964-66; asst. nat. sales
mgr. NYC 1966-70), Royal Typewriter Co.
Hartford (mgr. market planning 1970-74,
v.pres. product management 1974
—
). Served to
capt. USMC 1957-60. res. W. Simsbury CT.*
FISK, Edward Olin. A.B., M.P.A. Syracuse
Univ. 1972. Delta Sigma. Research; b.
Springfield MA Dec. 3 1934; m. Helene
Weston Dec. 26 1960; ch.: Robert, Edward,
Jeffrey. Sales correspondent A. G. Spalding &
Bros. Chicopee MA 1959-62, customer rep.
Rexnord Co. Springfield 1962-63, public health
advisor U. S. Dept. HEW 1963-72 (NJ, NE,
PA, NY), research analyst Mass. Dept. of
Public Welfare Boston 1973—. PFC USA
1957-59. res. E. Sandwich MA.*
FLEISHMAN, Anthony Thomas. A.B. Chi Psi.
Military; b. Albany NY Feb. 5 1935; m. Anne
Slattery June 16 1956; ch.: Jeffrey, David, Lisa,
Gregory, Peter, Mark. Cdr. training command
Atlantic Fleet USN Norfolk VA. res.
Chesapeake VA.*
FLYNN, Brian Hubbard. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Management; b. Gardner MA Oct. 20 1934;
m. Judy Peterson April 19 1958; ch.: Michael,
Susan, JoAnne, Brian. General Electric Co.
(financial analyst Bridgeport CT 1962,
recruiter Syracuse NY 1963), Xerox Corp.
(mgr. personnel relations Rochester NY
1964-67, personnel dir. Stamford CT 1968-72),
mgr. Xerox Education Publications
Middletown CT (marketing 1972-74, media
programs 1974
—
). res. Glastonbury CT.*
FOSTER, William George. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Pittsburgh PA Feb. 28 1935. res. Ont.
Canada.
FRASER, Thomas Patrick. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Mfg.; b. Rumford March 17 1935; m. E.
Ann Mason Aug. 9 1958; ch.: Juliann,
Michael, Maribeth, Thomas. Oxford Paper Co.
Rumford (trainee 1957-60, industrial engineer
1960-65, quality control mgr. 1965-68, finishing
& shipping mgr. 1968-74, uncoated paper &
finishing mgr. 1974-76), mgr. paper mfg. Boise
Cascade Paper Group Rumford 1976—. Dir.
parish council 1968-73, Greater Rumford
Community Center (board member 1973-76,
chmn. 1975). Served to cpl. USA 1958-60. res.
Rumford.*
FREEDLAND, Arnold Lewis. Bowdoin
1953-54. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Manchester
NH June 8 1935. res. Manchester NH.
FROGEL, Marvin Philip. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. NYC Feb. 29 1936.
res. Great Neck NY.
GAMBLE, Robert Scott. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Portland Aug. 3 1935; m.
Meredith Hubbell May 13 1972; ch.: Keith,
Melissa. A. C. Nielsen Co. Northbrook IL
(field rep. 1959-62, recruiter 1962-65, sr.
personnel spec. 1965-72, mgr. compensations &
benefits 1972—). Served to capt. USAR
1957-59. res. Arlington Heights IL.*
GANS, Walter Gideon. A.B., J.D. N Y. Univ.
1961, LL.M. N.Y. Univ. 1967. Alpha Delta
Phi. Law; b. Trutnou Czechoslovakia Jan. 1
1
1936; m. Harriet Goldhagen Aug. 25 1962; ch.:
David, Erik. Assoc. Fried Frank Harris
Schriver & Jacobson NYC 1961-63, atty. Int.
Latgy Corp. NYC 1963-67, Olin Corp.
Stamford & New Haven CT (assoc. counsel
1967-72, counsel 1972, asst. sec, sr. counsel int.
1976
—
). Member committee (on comparative
& foreign law Bar Assn. NYC 1973-75,
monograph on foreign joint ventures ABA
Anti-trust Section 1975
— ), speaker conf. board
workshop Anti-trust issues of Multinat. Corp.
1977. PFC USA 1959. Author: U.S. and
Foreign Antitrust Laws Affecting Foreign
Acquisitions (1970), contbr. res. Woodbridge
CT.*
GARDNER, William Henry. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Southern Calif. 1971. Beta Theta Pi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Military; b.
Yonkers NY Jan. 20 1936; s. of Daniel E. '13;
m. Kathleen Ross Dec. 22 1957; ch.: Gregory,
Douglas, Heather. Actuarial trainee Home Life
Ins. Co. NYC 1957; USA 1957— It. col.
Awarded Master Army Aviator, Army
Commendation Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster,
Air Medal with 9 Oak Leaf Clusters,
Meritorious Service Medal with 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster, Bronze Star, Republic of Korea Samil
Medal, res. Belleair Bluffs FL.*
GASS, Peter Florien. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b. NYC
June 4 1935; m. Joan Durant Aug. 29 1959;
ch.: James, Katherine. Atty. NYC (Union
Carbide Corp. 1960-68, Continental Oil Corp.
1968-69), Friedman & Gass NYC (atty.
1969-
,
partner 1972—. Civil Liberties Union
Westchester NY (chmn. 2nd education
committee 1971-72, dir. 1973— , chmn.
1974-76, sec. 1976—), prof. Manhattanville
Coll. Purchase NY 1973-74, dir. World Youth
Forum 1973-75, chmn. New Castle Democratic
Committee 1967-70, co-ordinator prison
groups Bedford Hills NY Prison & Green
Haven Prison 1975. res. Chappaqua NY.*
GAUCHER, Adrian Armand, Jr. Bowdoin
1953-54. b. New Bedford CT Dec. 4 1934.
res. unknown.
GELDARD, Richard Gordon. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Springfield MA April 27 1935. res.
unknown.
GILCHRIST, Barrett Lewis. Bowdoin 1953-55,
A.B. Boston Univ. 1960. Beta Theta Pi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Exec; b. Boston
May 30 1935; m. Deborah Stafford Oct. 8
1960; ch.: Barrett, Pamela. Salesman Brown
Co. Boston 1960-68, pres. Read & Co. E.
Providence RI 1969—. Seaman USN 1955-57.
res. Waban MA.*
GOLDMAN, Arnold Bruce. A.B. 1958. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Boston June 19 1935. res.
NYC.
GOODFRIEND, Robert Sheldon. A.B. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Personnel service; b. Yonkers NY Aug. 9
1935; m. Charlotte Finkel Jan. 21 1962; ch.:
John, Kathy. Trainee Gimbel Brothers NYC
1959-61, stockbroker NYC (A G Becker & Co.
1961-64, Burnham & Co. 1964), pres. (Olstens
of Washington DC 1965-72, Good-Friend
Temporaries Silver Spring MD 1972
—
). Assn.
of Temporary Services Washington DC (pres.
1970, treas. 1974). Served to capt. USA 1958.
res. Silver Spring MD.*
GREEN, Marvin Howe, Jr. Bowdoin 1953-55.
Beta Theta Pi. Corporate exec; b. Syracuse
NY March 30 1935; m. Catherine Curwain;
ch.: Marvin III, Melissa, Alexandra, Allegra.
Salesman Hallmark Cards NYC 1958-60, pres.
Visualscope Inc. NYC 1960-75, chmn. CEO
Reeves Teletape NYC 1976— . Board member
(New Eng. Soc Masterworks Theater). Served
to spec. 3/c USA 1955-57. res. Stamford CT*
GREENE, Richard Warren. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Education exec; b. Flushing NY Oct. 1
1935; m. Frances Norton Aug. 27 1955; ch.:
Susan, Barbara, Holly, Pamela. Systems
engineer Int. Business Machines Corp.
Augusta 1957-62, consultant Peat Marwick
Mitchell & Co. NYC 1962-66, dir. data
processing Kent OH State Univ. 1966-67, mgr.
& principal Peat Marwick Mitchell & Co.
NYC 1968-71, v.pres. & treas. Wesleyan Univ.
1971—. Dir. City Savings Bank Middletown
CT 1975
—
, member board of mgr. Conn.
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Hartford CT 1973, Hill
Development Corp. Middletown (treas.
1971-76, pres. 1976—). Served to capt. USA
1958-60. res. Glastonbury CT.
GRINOLD, John Patrick. Bowdoin 1953-57,
1958. Psi Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA Aug.
30 1935. res. Brighton MA.
GUIDA, Donald Francis. A.B., J.D. Boston
Coll. 1960. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Summit NJ
Dec. 9 1935; m. Constance Schilling April 18
1964; ch.: Janine. Adjuster Kemper Ins. Co.
Summit 1961-65, atty. (Allstate Ins. Co. E.
Orange NJ 1965-67, Mezzacca & Guida Edison
NJ 1968-73, Employers Ins. of Wausau W.
Orange NJ 1974
—
). Served to spec. 4/c Nat.
Guard 1960-61. res. Maplewood NJ.*
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GUSTAFSON, Robert Lincoln. A.B. b.
Southbridge MA Oct. 7 1935. res. Salisbury
MA.




campaign worker. Communications; b.
Medford MA Aug. 21 1935; s. of Robert E.
'27; m. Barbara Long June 29 1957; ch.:
Jeffrey, Judith. Various positions to dist.
operator services mgr. New Eng. Tel. Co.
Boston 1960— . Elected member town meeting
Reading MA, chmn. town personnel board
Reading. Served to 1st It. USA 1957-59. res.
Reading MA.*
HAMILTON, William Hamilton. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Occ. unknown; b. Washington DC
Dec. 6 1933; m. Marie Benziger 1964. res.
Montpelier VT.
HARDIE, Walter Logan. A.B. Zeta Psi. Sales
management; b. Pittsburgh PA March 29
1934; m. Ruth Lawrence, m. Sherwood Watt
Sept. 29 1973; ch.: Margaret, Jean.
Management trainee U.S. Steel Corp.
Pittsburgh 1957-58, sales engineer Aluminum
Co. of Am. Pittsburgh & Cincinnati OH
1960-68, Walker Machinery Co. Cincinnati
(sales engineer 1968-75, field sales mgr. 1975
—
,
v.pres.). Deacon Knox Presby. Church. Served
to 1st It. USA 1958-60, 1961-62. res. Cincinnati
OH.*
HASTINGS, Peter Gregory. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1960. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Fryeburg July 23 1935; s. of Hugh W. '11; m.
Anne Amirault June 7 1958; ch.: Mark, Peter,
Allison, Bradley, Carrie. Partner Hastings &
Son Fryeburg 1961— . Pres. (Kiwanis
Fryeburg-Lovell, C. of C. Fryeburg), dir.
(Fryeburg Water Co., sch. committee
M.S.A.D. 72 1975—, Me. chapter Multiple
Sclerosis), trustee (Memorial Hospital N.
Conway NH 1965—, Bridgton Acad. 1975),
town atty. Conway, member law review Boston
Univ. 1960. res. Fryeburg.*
HELSEL, Eugene Victor. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1961. Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine; b.
Pittsburgh PA April 1 1935; m. Jan Trimbur
Aug. 2 1957. Physician (pvt. practice
Doylestown PA 1968-75, Kaiser Foundation
Santa Clara CA 1975—). Served to capt.
USAF 1965-68. res. San Jose CA.*
HERRICK, John Dooey. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Bangor Oct. 26 1934. res. Auburn.
HIRD, William Brista. Bowdoin 1953-55. Psi
Upsilon. Self-employed; b. Lawrence MA
July 5 1934; m. Nancy Durgin June 25 1955,
m. Ann Norris Feb. 29 1976; ch.: Linda,
Darlene, William II, Gregory. Inventory clerk
Porteous Mitchell & Braun Co. Portland
1955-56, mgr. retail accounting Hannaford
Bros. Co. S. Portland 1956-61, v.pres. & treas.
Sampson's Supermarkets Skowhegan &
Auburn 1961-71, prop. Chick-A-Dee
Restaurant Turner 1971— . res. Turner.*
HOBBY, Kent Gibb. A.B., M.B.A. Columbia
1961. Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Product management; b. Jamaica
NY March 15 1936; m. Laurena McNey Oct.
14 1957; ch.: Brian, Lane, Glenn. Various
positions to nat. field sales mgr. Johnson &
Johnson New Brunswick NJ 1961— . Deacon
Presby. Church. Served to capt. USA 1957-58.
res. Basking Ridge NJ.*
HOLDEN, John Oliver, Jr. Bowdoin 1953-55.
Chi Psi. b. Newton MA Sept. 14 1935. res.
NYC.
HONE, Oliver Wendell. A.B., A.M. Kean Coll.
1972. Sigma Nu. Class agt. 1957-60, 1972
capital campaign worker. Education admin.;
b. Perth Amboy NJ March 2 1935; s. of John
W. '21; m. Catherine Dubni Aug. 18 1956; ch.:
Catherine, Richard, Nancy. Mgr. (N.J. Bell
Tel. Co. Newark NJ 1957-65, Turner Jones Co.
NYC 1966-69), board of education NJ (teacher
Plainfield 1969-71, admin, asst. Piscataway
1971—). Pres. (Rotary Club 1960, C. of C.
1965, Jaycees 1961-62), scoutmaster Boy
Scouts of Am. 1967-73, member exec,
committee Piscataway Education Assn.
1971-74. res. Piscataway NJ.*
HOVEY, Leland Webb, Jr. A.B., M.B.A. Univ.
Mass. 1974. Sigma Nu. Sales; b. Norristown
PA. March 29 1935; s. of Leland W. '26; m.
Joyce Trautt March 15 1958; ch.: Sherrie,
Leland. Research chemist Great Northern
Paper Co. Millinocket 1957-60, quality chemist
Merck & Co. Phila. PA 1961-62, research
chemist Taylor Corp. Valley Forge PA
1962-63, P. J. Schweitzer Lee MA (mill chemist
1964-67, tech. dir. 1968-71, quality control mgr.
1972-75, sales rep. 1975
—
). Treas. (Kiwanis
Club, Laurel Hill Assn.), chmn. Tech. Assn. of
Pulp & Paper New Eng. section, member town
Republican committee. Served to sgt. USA
1957. res. Stockbridge MA.*
HOWARD, Philip Jay, Jr. Bowdoin 1953-56,
M.D. Univ. Mich. 1961. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Medicine; b. Detroit MI
May 20 1935; m. Donna Hoeltzel, m. Joanne
Kemp May 5 1973; ch.: Christopher, Heather,
Rebecca, Philip III. Pres. Worcester MA
Urological Assoc. Inc. 1967
—
, asst. prof. Univ.
Mass. Med. Sch. Staff member (Memorial
Hospital, Univ. Mass. Med. Sch. Hospital, St.
Vincent's Hospital, Holden Dist. Hospital),
diplomate Am. Board Urology. Served to capt.
USA 1966-70. Recipient: The Borden
Undergrad. Research Award in Medicine 1961.
Contbr. res. Princeton MA.*
HOWARD, William Sumner, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Ins. exec; b. Milton MA March 15 1936; m.
Sydney O'Connor May 26 1962; ch.: Elizabeth,
David. C.L.U.; underwriter New Eng. Life Ins.
Co. Boston 1961-69, mgr. reinsurance
underwriting Life Ins. Co. of N. Am. Phila. PA
1969-73, asst. v.pres. underwriting Franklin
Life Ins. Co. Springfield IL 1973—, fellow Life
Management Inst, of Life Office Management
Assn. Served to spec. 4/c USA 1958-61. res.
Springfield IL.*
HOWLAND, George Frank. A.B., M.S. M.I.T.
1959. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Invest, counseling; b.
Newton MA Aug. 25 1935; s. of Winslow R.
'29; ch.: Winslow, William, Pamela, John.
Trainee The First Nat. Bank of Boston
1959-61; invest, counselor John P. Chase Inc.
Boston 1961-67; invest, mgr. Unified Co.
Indianapolis IN 1967-69; invest, counselor
Loomis, Sayles & Co. Inc. Boston 1969-76;
v.pres. The LaSalle Nat. Bank Chicago IL
1977— . res. Chicago IL.*
HOWLAND, John LaFollette. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Harvard 1962. Faculty
rep. Alumni Fund 1971-72. Education; b.
Quincy MA Dec. 14 1935; m. Cynthia Birge
June 11 1961; ch.: Ethan, Hannah.
Post-doctoral research fellow Univ.
Amsterdam Netherlands 1961-63, prof, biology
Bowdoin 1963— . Member & sec. board of dir.
The Blood Research Foundation, member Am.
Soc. of Biological Chemists. Recipient:
Research Career Award Nat. Inst, of Health.
Author: Cell Physiology (1973), Environmental
Physiology (1975). res. S. Harpswell.*
HUGHES, James John. A.B. 1958. Kappa
Sigma. Management exec; b. Boston May
16 1935; m. Patricia Whitmore Aug. 9 1958;
ch.: Pamela, Holly, James Jr. Asst. buyer
William Filene & Sons Boston 1958-61, dir.
store planning Morse Shoe Canton MA
1961-71, v.pres. Sport Fischer Boston 1971-73,
exec, v.pres. General Display 1973-75, v.pres.
& general mgr. Tagway Shoes Boston 1975—
.
res. Sudbury MA.*
HUMPHREY, John Kimball. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Dela. 1959. Kappa Sigma. 1962 capital
campaign worker. Chemistry; b. Nashville
TN Oct. 15 1935; m. Barbara Dockendorff
Oct. 28 1961; ch.: Elizabeth, John Jr. Hercules
Inc. (chemist Wilmington DE 1959-60 &
1962-64; sr. chemist Burlington NJ 1964-65;
lab. supervisor Spartanburg SC 1965-67; shift
supervisor & unit operating supervisor
Wilmington NC 1967-70, staff chemist 1970—,
employer Hereofina 1976
—
). Sec. Lions Club
1970-73, chmn. plant campaign United Way
1974, pres. Clean Land & Harbor Corp.
1975-76, Engineers Club Wilmington (treas.
1971-72, v.pres. 1973, pres. 1974). Served to 1st
It. USA 1960-62. res. Wilmington NC*
HUNTER, David Keith. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Presque Isle May 11 1935;
m. Mary Kaiser Sept. 1960, m. Sylvia Gut Feb.
28 1970; ch.: Mary, James. Westinghouse
Electric Pittsburgh PA (various positions
1959-74, business development mgr. 1974
—
).
Served to 1st It. USA 1957-59. res. Pittsburgh
PA.*
HURST, Arthur Lewis, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Orange NJ April 11 1935. res.
Weatogue CT.
JACOBSON, Howard Christian. A.B. Chi Psi.
Military; b. Portland Feb. 8 1935. Admin,
trainee N.Y. Life Ins. Co. NYC 1957, with
USA 1957—. Awarded Bronze Star.
Meritorious Service Medal, Army
Commendation Medal with 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster, res. Hooksett NH.*
JOHAN, Melvin Pandi. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Merchandise management; b. Boston May 2
1935; m. Sandra DeFazio Feb. 2 1964; ch.:
Paul, Matthew. Wm. Filene's Sons Co. Boston
(exec, trainee 1957-58, asst. buyer 1961.
1962-66), mfr.'s rep. Oberman Mfg. Memphis
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TN 1966-67, Wm. Filene's Sons Co. (buyer
1967-75, divisional merchandise mgr. 1975
—
).
Served to 1st It. USA 1958-59, 1961-62. res.
Wayland MA.*
JOHNSON, Robert Leonard, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Orange NJ March 9 1934. res.
Westerville OH.
JOHNSON, Robert Ralph. A.B., D.D.S. Univ.
Penn. 1964. Dentistry; b. Portland May 10
1935; m. Patricia Honan Nov. 11 1972.
Underwriter Ins. Co. of N. Am. Boston
1957-58, dentist self-employed Portland
1964- . res. Portland.*
KAPILOFF, Mark Carl. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Mfg. management; b. Belfast July 6 1935; m.
Lillian Rodgers Dec. 30 1957; ch.: Marsha,
Paula, Susan, Richard. Cutting room foreman
Neobel Inc. Atlanta GA 1957-58, plant mgr.
The KYM Co. Jackson GA 1958—. Member
board of dir. (Belfast Mfg. Co. 1962-66, Slax
Shoppes Ltd. 1969-72, Karo Enterprises
1970—), member advisory board Griffin GA
Vocational-Tech. Sch. Served to sgt. USAR
1958. res. Griffin GA.*
KATZ, David Martin. Bowdoin 1953-55, B.S.
Mass. Coll. of Pharmacy 1959. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Pharmacy; b. Boston May 29 1935;
m. Sheila Gilboard Nov. 21 1965; ch.: Aaron,
Ellen. Mgr. N. Beverly MA Pharmacy Inc.
1959—
. res. Beverly MA.*
KESSLER, David. A.B. magna cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D. N.Y. Univ. 1962. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b. NYC July 8
1935; m. Susan Sayers Oct. 15 1963; ch.:
Sarah. Intern Bellevue Hospital NYC 1962-63,
resident medicine Walter Reed Gen. Hospital
1965-67, fellow nephrology Walter Reed Army
Inst, of Research 1967-69, staff exec, office of
pres. 1963-64, physician self-employed Silver
Spring MD 1971—, consultant U.S. Dept. of
State Washington DC 1972—. Served to It. col.
USA 1963-71, served to cdr. USNR 1976—;
awarded Bronze Star 1970. res. Silver Spring
MD.*
KIM, James Dong Su. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Columbia 1962. Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine;
b. Taejon Korea Jan. 23 1932; m. Yoshiko
Kimura May 4 1963; ch.: Patricia, Frank. With
Stanford CA Univ. Med. Sch. 1962-63,
1966-69; dermatologist & plastic surgeon pvt.
practice Lodi CA 1969— . Served to maj.
USAF 1963-68. res. Lodi CA.*
KINGSBURY, Paul Irving, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Wesleyan 1961, Ph.D. Univ. Utah 1967. Beta
Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Physics; b. Framingham MA May 16 1935;
m. Eileen Larkin June 18 1957; ch.: Paul III,
Susan, Andrew. Electrical engineer Raytheon
Mfg. Co. Wayland MA 1957, grad. asst.
Wesleyan Univ. 1957-59, instr. Bowdoin
1960-61, engineer Hercules Powder Co. Salt
Lake City UT summers 1961 & 1962, grad.
asst. Univ. Utah Salt Lake City 1961-67,
physicist Corning NY Glass Works 1967—
.
Trustee Park Congr. Church 1973— . Served to
1st It. USA 1960. Contbr. res. Elmira NY.*
KINNELLY, Francis Marion. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Johns Hopkins 1959.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Foreign service; b.
NYC Oct. 11 1935; m. Billiann Crocker Aug. 9
1958; ch.: Marc, Siobhan, Lara. Commercial
officer Am. Embassy The Hague Netherlands
1962-63, v.consul Am. Consulate General
Rotterdam Netherlands 1963-64, int. relations
officer Dept. of Commerce Washington DC
1965-67, asst. commercial attache Am.
Embassy Manila Philippines 1967-70, desk
officer Organization For Economic
Co-operation & Development Dept. of State
Washington DC 1971-74, economic officer
Am. Embassy Bonn Germany 1974— . Served
to spec. 4/c USA 1959-62. res. Bonn-Bad
Godesberg Germany.*
KJOERVEN, Johannes. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. b. Oslo Norway April 5 1934. res.
Hamar Norway.
KLEIN, Dietmar Karl Rudolf. A.B. Bowdoin
Plan cum laude 1955-56. Chi Psi. Govt. &
finance; b. Berlin-Lichterfelde Germany Jan.
12 1931; m. Gisela Hofmann March 14 1960;
ch.: Timo, Hanno. Student Univ. Freiburg/Br.
Germany 1953-55 & 1957-59, teaching fellow
German Bowdoin 1956-57, tutor Univ.
Freiburg/Br. Germany 1960, law clerk &
justice admin. Baden-Wurhemberg & Bremen
1960-62, German Federal Bank Frankfurt
Germany (exec, trainee 1962-65, assessor
1965-68, advisor 1968-69), dept. chief
economist to bank Negara Malaysia as expert
of Int. Monetary Fund Central Banking
Service Washington DC 1969-73, German




of Federal Bank Officials E. Asian Assn.,
Economic Assn. of Malaysia). Contbr. res.
Frankfurt am Main Germany.*
KUSHNER, James Paul. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1962. Education; b. Brooklyn NY
Oct. 12 1936; m. Mary Henry June 15 1969.
Intern Presby.-St. Luke's Hospital Chicago IL
1962-63, resident Univ. Pittsburgh PA 1965-67,
Univ. Utah Salt Lake City (fellow hematology
1967-70, instr. medicine 1970-71, asst. prof.
1971
—
). Elected member Alpha Omega Alpha,
diplomate (Am. Board Internal Medicine, Am.
Board Hematology). Served to capt. MCUSA
1963-65. Contbr. res. Salt Lake City UT.*
LAND, Stephen Alan. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Chicago 1960. Chi Psi. Law; b. Cambridge
MA June 4 1935; m. Merle Coulter July 30
1966; ch.: Stephanie, Michael. Contract
administrator Sanders Assocs. Nashua NH
1967, asst. dist. atty. Fulton County Dist. Atty.
Atlanta GA 1968-71, atty. pvt. practice Atlanta
1971—. Served to capt. USAF 1961-66;
awarded Commendation Medal 1963. res.
Atlanta GA.*
LANES, Allen Marshall. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Boston Aug. 25 1935. Served to
1st It. USA 1957-59. d. near Lockport NY June
18 1959.
LANGBEIN, Edward Emil, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Univ. Me. 1974. Alpha Tau Omega. 1972
capital campaign worker. Military; b.
Brooklyn NY Feb. 8 1936; m. Nancy Hoyt
March 3 1962; ch.: Susan, William. USA
(platoon leader training center Ft. Knox KY
1957-58, co. cdr. 1st cav. div. Korea 1959-60,
spec, forces team leader Ft. Bragg NC 1960-62,
spec, forces team leader & bn. adjutant
Okinawa Japan 1962-64, co. & bn. cdr. training
center Ft. Dix NJ 1965-66, bn. & brig, supply
officer 1st cav. div. Vietnam 1966-67, instr.
ROTC Bowdoin 1967-70, bn. operations
officer 1st cav. div. Vietnam 1970-71, deputy
brig. cdr. Ft. Myer VA 1971-74, detachment
cdr. NATO land forces Southeast Eur. Izmir
Turkey 1974-77, headquarters cdr. NATO
Armed Forces Central Eur. Brunssum Holland
1977— . Member (board 6f dir. Am. Red Cross
Brunswick 1967-70, board of governors
Pentagon Officers Athletic Center Washington
DC 1973-74). Awarded Combat Infantryman's
Badge, Bronze Star (5), Meritorious Service
Medal (3), Air Medal (4), Army
Commendation Medal (2), Purple Heart (2), sr.
Parachutist Badge, Vietnamese Cross of
Gallantry with palm (2). Contbr. res. Brunssum
Holland.*
LAWRENCE, Steven Calef. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. 1972 capital campaign area chmn.
Banking exec; b. Providence RI March 19
1935; m. MaryEllen Kittle May 25 1968; ch.:
Edward, Catherine, Mary, Steven Jr. V.pres.
R.I. Hospital Trust Nat. Bank Providence RI
1958— , chartered financial analyst 1968.
Member budget committee town of Johnston
Housing Authority 1966-68, pres. (W. End
Volunteer Fire Assn. 1966-69, Johnston Dist.
Nursing Assn. 1967-70). Served to sgt. USA
Nat. Gaurd 1957-64. res. Greenville RI.*
LEARY, James Francis. Bowdoin 1953-54.
Delta Sigma, b. Lowell MA Oct. 3 1935. res.
Lowell MA.
LEIGHTON, Charles Milton. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1960. Zeta Psi. Exec; b. Portland
June 4 1935; s. of Wilbur F. '27; m. Deborah
Smith Aug. 31 1958; ch.: Julia, Anne. Product
line mgr. M.S.A. Pittsburgh PA 1960-64, instr.
Harvard Univ. Business Sch. 1964-65, group
v.pres. Bangor Punta Corp. NYC 1965-69,
chmn. & chief exec, officer CML Group Inc.
Concord MA 1969— . Dir. (Freedom Fund
1968
— ,
Independence Fund 1969, Mass. Fund
for Income 1974
—
, Governor's Public Service
Fellowship Program 1973-74). PFC USA
1957-58. Contbr. res. Concord MA.*
LEONETTI, Leslie Gerard. Bowdoin
1953-1955, A.B. Bethany Coll. 1958. Zeta Psi.
Sales exec; b. Brooklyn NY Aug. 27 1935;
m. Bettie Beck June 21 1958; ch.: John.
Management trainee U. S. Steel Corp.
Pittsburgh PA 1960-63, nat. account mgr. Blue
Cross of Western Penn. Pittsburgh 1963-72,
v.pres. marketing W. Va. Hospital & Med.
Service Inc. Served to PO/3 USN 1958-60. res.
Wheeling WV.*
LEVY, Norman Louis. A.B., A.M. Univ. Wise
1967. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Consulting &
writing; b. NYC Oct. 6 1935; m. Tina Howe
Aug. 31 1961; ch.: Eben, Dara. Mgr. Grand
Central Paperback Bookshop NYC 1958-60,
teaching asst. Univ. Wise Madison 1966-67,
instr. Am. History SUNY Albany 1967-73,
consultant Am. Studies Med. Care
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writer NYC. res. NYC*
LOMBARD, Graydon Frederick. Bowdoin
1953-54, B.S. USNA 1958, M.S. USN
Postgrad. Sch. 1967. Theta Delta Chi.
Military; b. Caribou Aug. 4 1936; m. Sandra
Hult June 11 1958; ch.: Stephen, Lisa, Mark,
Paige. Supply officer USN 1958—, cdr. U.S.S.
Yosemite. res. Jacksonville FL.*
LONGYEAR, Russell Hammond. A.B. Chi Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Flushing NY April 12
1935; m. Miriam Prosswimmer; ch.: Andrew,
Martha. Commercial rep. S. New Eng. Tel. Co.
New Haven CT 1957-61, J. C. Penney Co.
NYC (systems analyst 1961-65, project mgr.
1965-66, stockroom facilities coordinator
1966-69, distribution planning mgr. 1969-73,
mgr. operations studies 1973-75, mgr. internal
communications 1975
—
). Chmn. board of
trustees Congr. Church of Manhasset NY
1973-76. Served to 1st It. USA 1958-60. res.
Manhasset NY.*
LUND, Helge Erik. A.B., LL.B. Harvard 1961.
Zeta Psi. Law; b. Lansdowne PA Jan. 21
1935; m. Diane Theis June 18 1960; ch.:
Benjamin, Theodore, Kristin. Assoc. Choate
Hau & Stewart Boston 1961-69, partner Burns
& Levinson Boston 1970— . Planning board
Lexington MA (member 1967-72, chmn.
1969-71), member town meeting Lexington
1965-75, counsel to Gov. Sargent Re-election
committee 1974. Served to s/sgt. USA 1957-58.
res. Lexington MA.*
LYMAN, Richard Bardwell, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Harvard 1960, Ph.D. Harvard
1974. Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b.
NYC Feb. 5 1936; m. Janet Ferguson April 8
1961, m. Kathleen Dunn Dec. 29 1971; ch.:
Jeffrey, Jonathan II. Asst. dir. Harvard Univ.
Summer Sch. 1962-63, instr. Bowdoin 1963-66,
instr. history to assoc. prof. Simmons Coll.
Boston 1966
— ,
visiting instr. Wesleyan Univ.
1968, visiting lectr. Worcester MA Polytech.
Inst. 1973. Sr. warden Emmanuel Church
Boston 1975
— ,
contributing ed. The History of
Childhood Quarterly. Served to capt. USAR
1957-59. Contbr. res. Wayland MA.*
LYON, Whitney Reed. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Invests.; b. Wankegan IL March 8
1935; m. Pamela Poulson May 26 1973; ch.:
Amy, Dana. Resident v.pres. Loeb Rhoedes &
Co. Inc. Rochester NY 1972—. Served to sgt.
USA 1957-58. res. Webster NY.*
MANNING, John Joseph, III. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Management; b. Boston July 28 1935; m.
Elaine Hamilton March 7 1959; ch.: Gregory,
Ellen, Douglas. P. P. G. Industries (salesman
NYC 1957-58, branch mgr. Cincinnati OH
1960-66, dist. mgr. Cleveland OH 1967—).
Served to capt. USA 1958. Named Sales Mgr.
of Yr. 1969. res. Cleveland OH.*
MCDANIEL, Joseph Whiton. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Mass. 19?, Ph.D. Univ. Mass. 19?
Beta Theta Pi. Education; b. Quincy MA
March 12 1936; m. Martha Derby Aug. 12
1960, m. Mary Wentworth Oct. 25 1969; ch.:
Paul, Diana. Research assoc. Nat. Insts. of
Health Bethesda MD 1968-70, asst. prof.
Norwich Univ. Northfield VT 1970—. Served
to 1st It. USA 1959-60. res. Northfield VT.*
McDONALD, Bruce. A.B., M.S. San Jose State
Coll. Zeta Psi. Exec; b. Portland July 10
1935; m. Elizabeth Grant Sept. 28 1957; ch.:
Jill, Brian, Alan. Salesman E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. Wilmington DE 1957-59,
engineer Clevite Waltham MA 1959-63, lab.
mgr. Honeywell Framingham MA 1963-66,
mgr. lithium systems Mallory Battery Co.
Tarrytown NY 1966— . Served to spec. 5/c
USAR 1957-58. Contbr., patentee, res. Weston
CT.*
McDONOUGH, Edward David. Bowdoin
1953-54. Sigma Nu. b. E. Meadow Long Is.
NY May 25 1937. res. unknown.
McGLENNON, John Austin Shaw. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Environmental admin.; b. Newton MA Aug.
10 1935; m. Mary Bullard Oct. 3 1959; ch.:
Jane, Lindsay, Helen. Home office rep. Aetna
Life Ins. Co. 1957-62, campaign coordinator
George C. Lodge 1962, field coordinator Mass.
Republican State Committee 1963-64, sec. to
Governor John A. Volpe MA 1964-66, state
rep. Mass. House of Rep. 1966-70, spec. asst. to
It. governor Donald R. Dwight MA, New Eng.
administrator U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency Boston 1971— . Chmn. (Federal
Regional Council of New Eng. 1972, New Eng.
Energy Development Task Force, U.S.
Committee of Joint U.S.-Canada Task Force
on St. John River, govt. div. United Way
Campaign Boston), pres. World Affairs
Council Boston 1 yr. Served to capt. USAR
1957-58. res. Concord MA.*
McGOLDRICK, Paul Joseph. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1959. Psi Upsilon. Ins.; b. Boston
March 8 1935; m. Stephanie Eaton, m. Linda
Clark Dec. 21 1974; ch.: Michael, Elizabeth.
C.L.U.; production supervisor Corning Glass
Albion Ml 1959-60, dist. plant supt. New Eng.
Tel. Co. 1960-66, agt. State Mutual Life of Am.
Littleton NH 1966— . Littleton Hospital (pres.
1970-74, trustee), White Mountain Region
Assn. (pres. 1972-73, dir.), C. of C. Littleton
(pres. 1973, dir.), v.pres. Littleton Industrial
Development Corp. Named Citizen of Yr. C.
of C. Littleton 1973. res. Littleton NH.*
McGREGOR, Donald Bruce. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. St. Johnsbury VT Feb. 20 1935. res.
Framingham MA.
McWILLIAMS, William Alexander, Jr. A.B.
1958. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Winchester MA Dec. 27 1935;
m. Mary-Jo Hubbard Dec. 27 1956, m. Ann
Woodbury May 28 1970; ch.: Alex, Mark,
John. Teacher & coach high sch. Barnstable
MA 1961-63, teacher (high sch. Braintree MA
1963-64, Maiden MA 1966-68; jr. high sch.
Miami FL 1968-70; high sch. Belmont MA
1970—). Served to 1st It. USA 1958-60. res.
Hanover MA.*
MEANS, Fletcher West, II. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Invests.; b. Portland Aug. 16 1935;
s. of Fletcher W. '28; m. Carol Anderson Aug.
20 1960; ch.: Kimberly, Melanie. Stockbroker
Kidder Peabody San Francisco CA 1960-67;
W. E. Hutton San Francisco (stockbroker
1967-74, v.pres. 1972-74); stockbroker Loeb
Rhoades & Co. San Jose CA 1974-76; asst.
mgr. Bache, Halsey & Stuart San Jose 1976—
.
Pres. Street Club of San Francisco 1971, chmn.
board of trustees Congr. Church San Mateo
CA 1970. Served to 1st It. USA 1958-60. res.
Los Altos Hills CA.*
MERRILL, Thomas Richard. Bowdoin
1953-55. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Portland Jan.
6 1935. res. unknown.
MESSER, David Gillespie. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Business exec; b. Montclair NJ Dec.
1935; m. Chikako Koo 1967; ch.: Miwako.
Real estate consultant 1975. Dir. Southwide
Inc. res. Hingham MA.*
METZGER, Fraser Kirk. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Sao Paulo Brazil Oct. 5 1935. res.
unknown.
MILLAR, James Simpson. A.B. 1958. Delta
Sigma. Millar family scholarship fund
established in honor of father 1974.
Communications; b. Waterbury CT Aug. 19
1935; m. Mary Gardner June 20 1959; ch.:
Gregory, Audrey. Salesman Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co. Springfield MA 1959-60, salesman
& sales mgr. United Parcel Service Hartford
CT 1960-62, Southern New Eng. Tel. Co. New
Haven CT 1962— (directory salesman, traffic
engineer, treasury staff asst.). Member board
of dir. Central Conn. Child Guidance Clinic
1970-72; chmn. region 5 & member board of
dir. Conn. Assn. of Boards of Education
1974
—
; member board of education
Wallingford CT 1969, 1971—. Served to capt.
USA 1958. res. Wallingford CT.*
MILLER, Herbert Alan. A.B. Chi Psi. Advt.
exec; b. Boston Sept. 6 1934; m. Joan
Hendershot May 17 1963; ch.: Christopher.
Page Nat. Broadcasting Co. NYC 1958-59,
production asst. Louis De Rochemont Assn.
NYC 1959-60, asst. producer Ogilvy & Mather
NYC 1960-63, radio & television producer
NYC (Foote Cone & Belding 1963-65, Batten
Barton Durstine & Osborne 1965-66, Ted
Bates & Co. 1966-69), v.pres. & dir. radio &
television production Warwick Welsh & Miller
NYC 1969—. Co-producer O Say Can You See
NYC 1962. Served to 2nd It. USA 1958, It.
USAR. res. NYC*
MILLER, Ralph Lemuel. A.B. Clergy; b.
Rockport May 6 1934; m. Patricia Wentworth
Aug. 28 1955; ch.: Stephen, Laurence,
Timothy, Bethany. Pastor United Methodist
Church (Portland 1957-64, S. Portland 1964-72,
Bath 1972—). Pres. S. Portland Family
Services 1970-72, chmn. (board of evangelism
Methodist Conf. 1964-66, equitable salary
1968-75), member Me. Conf. (board of
trustees, board of ministry, board of global
ministries), member (Democratic city
committee Bath, Sagadahoc Democratic
county committee). Recipient: Distinguished
Service Award Abilities & Goodwill Inc. 1971.
res. Bath.*
MOLLER, Carsten Tvede. Bowdoin Plan
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1953-54. Beta Theta Pi. b. Copenhagen
Denmark May 30 1935. res. unknown.
MOODY, Stanton Irving. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b.
Skowhegan Jan. 20 1936. res. Acton MA.
MORRISON, John Thomas. Bowdoin
1953-55. Sigma Nu. b. Belfast Oct. 12 1933.
res. Saco.
MOSES, Walter. Bowdoin 1953-55, 1956.
Theta Delta Chi. b. NYC Sept. 20 1935. res.
Patterson NY.
MOULTON, Fred Hammond, II. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Ret.; b. Boston Aug. 12 1935. res.
San Francisco CA.*
MURDOCK, James Michael. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Business exec; b. Chelsea MA July 17 1935;
m. Beverly Murphy; 1 son. Pres. Murdock
Corp. Chelsea 19?— . res. N. Reading MA.
MURPHY, Joseph James. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Jersey City NJ March 18 1936. res.
Palatine IL.
MYERS, Philip Nicholas. A.B.
Management; b. Harrisburg PA July 24
1934; m. Sally Lees May 6 1962; ch.: Philip,
Adam. Asst. to dir. of cocoa purchasing
Hershey PA Chocolate Corp. 1960-67,
purchasing agt. Nabisco Inc. NYC 1968-71, sr.
wildlife worker N.J. fish div. Game & Shell
Fisheries Absecon NJ 1973— . Served to 1st It.
USA 1957-59; awarded USA Commendation
Ribbon, res. Oceanville NJ.*
NEEDHAM, Thomas Edward. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1960. Alpha Delta Phi.
Business; b. Orono Feb. 21 1935; m. Carol
Coney 1963; ch.: Thomas Jr. Asst. county atty.
Penobscot City 1962-?, asst. corp. counsel city
of Bangor, partner Needham & Needham
Bangor 19?— . res. Bangor.
NICOLLS, Charles Glenn. A.B., MBA.
Rutgers 1958. Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Finance exec; b. Keller VA May 11
1935; m. Sarah Price Nov. 26 1962; ch.:
Weston, Samuel. C.P.A. (NY); sr. accountant
Haskins & Sells NYC 1962-69, sr. planning
analyst Pfizer Inc. NYC 1969-75, controller H
& N Inc. Redmond WA 1975— . Member rep.
town meeting Darien CT 1968, 1972-73. Served
to It. (jg) USN 1959-62. res. Redmond WA.*
O'NEILL, Paul Joseph, Jr. A.B., LL.B. N Y.
Univ. 1960. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b.
Orange NJ May 24 1935; m. Sara Lyons 1960.
Atty. Vaughan & Lyons NYC 19?—. res. NYC.
ORNE, Peter Knowlton. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Communications exec; b. Rockland March
15 1935; s. of Arthur K. '30; m. Judith Wright
July 26 1958; ch.: Peter Jr., Matthew, Neil,
Theo. Mfg. supervisory trainee Continental
Can Co. 1957-58, salesman Reuben Donnelly
Co. 1958-59, account exec. (Weed Radio Co.
1959-60, Hadley-Reed Radio Co.; WPAT
NYC 1960-61; WCBS-Television NYC
1961-65), general sales mgr. WTEN Albany
NY 1966-69, v.pres. sales Capital Cities
Broadcasting Inc. Albany 1969-70, v.pres. &
general mgr. (Capital Cities Broadcasting Inc.
WTEN Albany 1970-71, Capital Cities
Communications Inc. WTNH-Television New
Haven CT 1971
—
). Member board of dir.
(Conn. Broadcasters Assn., Conn. Citizens for
Judicial Modernization, Nat. Acad, of
Television Arts & Sciences Boston/New Eng.
chapter, Woodbridge Fathers Baseball League,
United Way Football Game Committee Yale
Univ., United Way Greater New Haven).
Served to s/sgt. USA 1957-58. res. Woodbridge
CT.*
PACKARD, Charles Bartlett. A.B. 1959. Chi
Psi. b. Arlington MA March 26 1935. res.
Westport CT.
PARSONS, Edward Frost. A.B., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1965. Chi Psi. Medicine; b. Cleveland
OH Feb. 1 1935; m. Nancy Shute July 3 1970.
Physician pvt. practice Chelmsford MA 19?—
.
Chmn. (Peer Review committee, Middlesex
Med. Soc), dir. med. education St. Joseph's
Hospital Lowell MA. Served to capt. USAR
1957-58. res. Chelmsford MA.*
PATON, George Malcolm. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Management; b. Pawtucket RI Feb.
6 1932; m. Irene Gamache 1957; 4 children.
Salesman & dist. sales mgr. Allegheny Ludlum
Steel Corp. Served with USA 1952-54. res.
Sherborn MA.*
PENDEXTER, Harold Earl, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Portland Oct. 23 1934. res.
Naperville IL.
PERKINS, Payson Stephen. A.B. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign area chmn., Alumni
Council 1975-79. Exec; b. Portland May 16
1935; s. of Elliot P. '23; m. Judith Chick June 9
1962; ch.: Sally, Margaret, Stephen. Mobil Oil
Corp. (salesman & training instr. Portland
1957-64, dist. area mgr. Worcester MA
1964-66, dist. office mgr. Providence RI
1967-68, div. admin, asst. to New Eng. sales
mgr. Boston 1968-69, field operating mgr.
Boston 1969-70), pres. & treas. E. R. Warren
Co. Inc. Kennebunk 1970
—
, treas. Solvall
Distributors Inc. Portland 1975— . Treas.
Arundel Assocs., Me. Oil Dealers Assn. (dir. &
v.pres. exec, committee, past treas.), dir.
(Rotary Club Kennebunk, New Eng. Fuel
Inst.), corporator Kennebunk Savings Bank,
res. Kennebunk.*
PERRY, Arthur Ladd. A.B. Psi Upsilon. Class
agt. 1960-63. Counseling; b. Cambridge MA
June 29 1935. Paper salesman Carter Rice
Storrs & Bement Boston 1960-66, v.pres. Luhrs
Co. Marlboro NJ 1966-70, merchandise mgr.
L. L. Bean Inc. Freeport 1972-74, counselor
S.A.D. Farmington 1975— . Dir. Community
Action Council Franklin County. Served to
capt. USA 1958-60. res. Kingfield.*
PHILIPPE, Robert Lucien. A.B. 1961. Beta
Theta Pi. b. NYC June 9 1935. res. E.
Brunswick NJ.
PODVOLL, Edward Mitchell. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. N.Y. Univ. 1961. Theta Delta Chi.
Psychoanalysis; b. Brooklyn NY March 25
1936; ch.: Stacey. Intern & med. resident Mt.
Zion Hospital San Francisco CA 1961-62,
research assoc. lab. of neurobiology Nat. Inst,
of Mental Health & Nat. Inst, of Health
Bethesa MD 1963-66, Chestnut Lodge Hospital
Rockville MD (staff psychiatrist 1966-74, dir.
admissions 1968-74, consultant casework social
service 1971-74, supervisor psychotherapy
1972-74), dir. education Austen Riggs Center
Stockbridge MA 1974, member faculty Naropa
Inst. Boulder CO. Walter Reed Hospital
Washington DC (resident psychiatry 1967-68,
supervisor psychotherapy 1972-74), instructing
analyst Washington Psychoanalytic Inst. 1973.
Served to It. cdr. USPHS 1963-66. Contbr. res.
Boulder GO.*
POOLES, Robert Earle. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Engineering; b. Lawrence MA April 29
1935; m. Irene Sweetser May 5 1966, m.
Audrey Bailey Feb. 12 1970. Chem. engineer E.
I. duPont de Nemours & Co. Gibbstown NJ
1957-64, mgr. Am. Lanolin Corp. Lawrence
1964-66, Norton (mgr. metals div. Newton MA
1966-69; mfg. engineer grinding WHL div.
Worcester MA 1969-73, product engineer
abrasives marketing group 1973
—
). Served to
1st It. USA 1958-60. res. Paxton MA.*
POTTER, Delcour Stephen, III. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 captial campaign worker.
Banking exec; b. Melrose MA May 1935;
m. Gayle Mason Sept. 19 1959. Various
positions General Electric Co. 1957-72, v.pres.
finance Chase Manhattan Mortgage & Realty
Trust NYC 1972—. res. Somerset NJ.*
RABINOVrrZ, Mayer. A.B., J.D. Columbia
1961. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 captial
campaign worker. Law; b. Haverhill MA
Dec. 19 1935; m. Carol Singer Aug. 12 1962;
ch.: Daniel, Laura. Atty. Boston (Kabatenick
Stern & Cooper 1961-63, Singer Stoneman &
Kurland 1963—). Served to 1st It. USA
1957-58. res. Newton MA.*
RAMSDEN, Herbert Arnold, Jr. Bowdoin
1953-55. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Accounting; b.
Providence RI July 10 1934. res. Warwick RI.
RANDALL, Dana Wells. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Business admin.; b. Quincy MA Nov. 8
1935; m. Carolee Van Natta Aug. 5 1961; ch.:
Stacey. Salesman Music Suppliers Inc. Boston
1957-58, mgr. Procter & Gamble Co. (Boston
1960-64, Trenton NJ 1964-66, Cincinnati OH
1966—). Served to spec. 4/c USA 1958-60. res.
Cincinnati OH.*
RANG, Ludwig. A.B. cum laude. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Cologne Germany Jan. 21 1936. res.
unknown.
RANLETT, John. A.B. summa cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Harvard (Woodrow
Wilson fellow) 1967. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. Boston Aug. 15 1935; m.
Judith Becker Feb. 20 1970. SUNY Potsdam
(asst. prof, history 1966-69, assoc. prof.
1969
— ). Fulbright fellow Univ. London
England 1957-58. Served to 1st It. USA
1958-60. res. Potsdam NY.*
REISKEN, Allan Burt. Bowdoin 1953-55.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. NYC April 24 1936.
res. Flushing NY.
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RIDLON, Dean Emery. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Admissions aide I960—, 1962 & 1972
capital campaign worker. Banking exec; b.
Bangor June 7 1935; s. of Magnus F. '22; m.
Susan Henn May 4 1963; ch.: Dean, Robin.
State Street Bank & Trust Co. Boston (trainee
1957-65, asst. treas. 1965-66, asst. v.pres.
1966-68, v.pres. 1968—). Member board of dir.
YMCA (N.E. region, Needham MA), Congr.
Church Needham (stewardship chmn. 1973,
deacon 1974
—
), alumni assn. Hebron Acad,
(v.pres. 1967-68, pres. 1968-69), member
business advisory board Dental Economics
magazine 1975— . Served to 1st It. USA
1958-60; awarded Commendation Medal 1960.
Recipient: Outstanding Young Men of Am.
award 1970. res. Needham MA.*
ROGERS, George Marshall, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, M.A.T. Harvard 1962. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Lewiston June 25 1935; m. Judith Goodell;
ch.: Elizabeth, George III. Teacher public sch.
Milton MA 1962—. Served to It. cdr. USN
1957-61, cdr. USNR. res. S. Weymouth MA.*
ROULSTON, Allison Hill. A.B.
Communications; b. Plymouth MA Feb. 4
1935; m. Elizabeth Cline June 8 1968; ch.:
Jessica. Student Goethe Univ. Frankfurt
Germany 1961; freelance writer, producer &
dir. television & theatre 1960
—
; student San
Bernadino Valley CA Coll. 1975-76. Served
with USA 1958-60. res. San Bernardino CA.*
ROUNDY, David Gregory. A.B. cum laude.
Kappa Sigma. Consulting; b. Beverly MA
April 15 1935; m. Jane Parmenter June 19
1955; ch.: Linda, David, Deborah, Robert.
General Electric Co. (financial analyst
Pittsfield MA 1957-62, Baltimore MD 1962-63,
Bridgeport CT 1963-64, Baltimore 1965-67;
mgr. finance White Plains NY 1967-72),
management consultant self-employed
WUbraham MA 1972— . Member board of dir.
(O. F. Welker Inc., Franklin Shell Inc., Roland
Tremblay Inc.). Served to capt. USA 1958. res.
Wilbraham MA.*
RUNDLETT, Donald Hodgman. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Corp. exec; b. New Rochelle NY July 5 1935;
m. Mary Keller Oct. 11 1958; ch.: Deborah,
Raymond, Elizabeth, Donald. Retail salesman
Mobil Oil Co. NYC 1958-62, account exec.
Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith NYC
1962-71, partner Jesup & Lamont NYC
1971-72, sr. v.pres. & dir. NYC (Laird Inc.
1972-73, G. H. Walker Laird Inc. 1973-74,
White Weld & Co. Inc. 1974-76, sr. v.pres.
Citibank N. Am. 1977—. Elder Reformed
Church Bronxville NY, pres. United Fund
Bronxville-East Chester-Tuckahoe NY 1974,
member board of governors Lawrence
Hospital 1972—. Served to capt. USA 1957-58.
res. Bronxville NY.*
SAMELA, Daniel. A.B. 1958, B.S. M.I.T. 1958.
Kappa Sigma. Engineering; b. New Rochelle
NY July 6 1935; m. Carol Paolucci May 21
1955; ch.: Daniel. Professional engineer (NY);
with Fairchild Engineering div. Deer Park NY
1958, sr. thermodynamics engineer Grumman
Bethpage NY 1959-73, power engineer Stone &
Webster NYC 1973—. Contbr. res. Commack
NY.*
SCHMALZER, Peter, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Columbia. Chi Psi. b. NYC May 22 1936.
Teacher Loomis Sch. Windsor CT 1959. d.
Sheffield MA Oct. 9 1963.
SEAVEY, David Lunt. A.B., Ed.M. Temple
Univ. 1964. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b.
Portland April 26 1935; m. Sally Lynch Aug.
25 1962; ch.: Kathryn, David Jr. Teacher &
admin, asst. Bordentown NJ Military Inst.
1960-67, Wyo. Sem. Kingston PA (dir.
admissions 1967-68, academic dean 1968-72),
York PA Country Day Sch. (principal 1972-75,
headmaster 1975—). Served to 1st It. USA
1957-59. res. York PA.*
SHEPHERD, Robert Choate. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Real estate; b. Newton MA Feb. 23
1935; m. Prentiss Dow Jan. 6 1960, m. Joan
Ross Sept. 25 1965; ch.: Douglas, Rebecca,
Anne, Catherine, Jonathan. Reporter Guy
Gannett Publishing Co. Portland 1957-64,
public relations counselor Creative Assocs.
Portland 1964, press sec. to U.S. Senator
Edmund S. Muskie Washington DC 1965-71,
press sec. & spec. asst. to Governor Curtis
Augusta 1971-73, real estate broker The
Sawyer Agency Brunswick 1973-75, prop. The
Shepherd Agency Brunswick 1975— . res.
Brunswick.*
SHINBERG, Ira Howard. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1961. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b.
Haverhill MA Dec. 1 1935; m. Gail Rosenberg
March 25 1961; ch.: David. Atty.
self-employed Haverhill 1961— . Served to
capt. USA. res. Plaistow NH.*
SIMON, James Howard Stephen. A.B. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Boston Dec. 13 1934; s. of
Harry A. '24. res. Tustin CA.
SIMONDS, John Edward. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker, admissions
aide. Journalism; b. Boston July 4 1935; m.
Nancy Cosman July 3 1959, m. Rose Muller
Nov. 16 1968; ch.: Rachel, John, Maximillian,
Malia. Reporter (Seymour IN Daily Tribune
1957-58, United Press Int. Columbus OH
1958-60, Providence RI Journal-Bulletin
1960-65), reporter & asst. city ed. Washington
DC Star 1965-66, correspondent Gannett News
Service Washington DC 1966-75, managing ed.
Honolulu Star-Bulletin 1975
— , copy ed.
Honolulu HI Star-Bulletin 1972-73. Served to
1st It. USA 1958. res. Honolulu HI.*
SMART, George Andrew, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Acting; b. Newton MA May 9 1935. res.
NYC*
SMITH, James Barker. A.B. Zeta Psi. Ins.;
b. S. Bend IN Dec. 7 1934; m. Claire Gardner
Sept. 5 1959; ch.: Holly, James. Spec. agt.
Hartford Ins. Group Boston 1959-70, sr.
underwriter Royal Globe Ins. Co. Boston
1971— . Jaycees Hingham MA (v.pres., sec,
dir.), sec. Bay State Club Boston. Served to sgt.
USA 1958-64. res. Hingham MA.*
SMITH, Raymond Alan. A.B., B S E. Johns
Hopkins 1962. Alpha Tau Omega.
Engineering; b. E. Boothbay Sept. 22 1934;
m. Julia Perrine June 13 1957; ch.: Kenneth,
Steven, Lauran. Professional engineer (MD);
Westinghouse Electric Corp. (jr. engineer
Metuchen NJ 1957-58; asst. engineer
Baltimore MD 1958-62, engineer 1962-66, sr.
engineer 1966
—
). res. Severna Park MD.*
SMITH, Richard Wallis. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1968. Kappa Sigma. Education; b.
Maiden MA Sept. 7 1934; m. Mary Davis
March 21 1964; ch.: Richard, Melissa. Trainee
John Hancock Ins. Co. Boston 1958, teacher
MA (Browne & Nichols Sch. Cambridge
1958-66, sch. dept. Weston 1966-68), asst. supt.
of schs. sch. dept. Northampton MA 1968—
.
Member (advisory committee Lower Pioneer
Valley Transit Authority 1974
— ,
advisory
board Western Mass. Jr. Achievement
1971-72). Served to 2nd It. USA 1958. res.
Northampton MA.*
SNOW, John Ingalls. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Banking exec; b. Newton MA May 18 1935;
m. Ann Dunne 1958; 3 children. Sr. v.pres. The
Manchester Bank 1974— . res. Amherst NH.*
SPENCE, Thomas Lutton. A.B. b. Verona
NJ April 8 1935. res. Verona NJ.
STEVENSON, William Harry, Jr. Bowdoin
1953-55, B.S. Rutgers 1961. Beta Theta Pi.
Sales management; b. New Brunswick NJ
Oct. 10 1936; m. Barbara Pennell March 28
1959; ch.: Nancy, Laurie, Susan. Chemist W.
R. Grace & Co. Fords NJ 1961-63, Hercules
Inc. (shift supervisor Harbor Beach MI
1963-64; chemist Hopewell VA 1964-66; tech.
sales rep. Wilmington DE 1966-67, Chicago IL
1967-69, Green Bay WI 1969-71; industry sale
supervisor Wilmington 1971-74; dist. sales mgr.
Chicago 1974
—
). Elected member Phi Theta
Kappa. Served to sgt. USA 1955-57. res.
Wheaton IL.*
STOCKHAM, James Reginald Bliss. Bowdoin
1953-55. Chi Psi. b. Orange NJ Aug. 3 1935.
res. Orange VA.
STORMS, Martin Carlton. A.B., Ed.M.
Northeastern 1965. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Education; b. Burnham July 5 1935; m.
Stephanie Small Dec. 23 1958, m. Pamela
Edwards Aug. 26 1972; ch.: Stephen, Martine,
Keven, Mark. Teacher (Lee Acad. 1957-58;
high sch. Brewer 1958-59, Weymouth MA
1959-63; Thayer Acad. Braintree MA 1963-69,
high sch. 1969
—
). Lectr. physics Northeastern
Univ. 1965
—
, asst. dir. Summer Science
Program 1964-68, dir. summer sch. Braintree
1975
—
, deacon & moderator First Baptist
Church Marshfield MA. res. Marshfield MA.*
STOUT, Jared David. A.B. 1961. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Tucson AZ Dec. 4 1936. res. Reston
VA.
STRAUSS, Peter Joseph. A.B.. J.D. N Y.
Univ. 1961. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. NYC May 8
1936; m. Joan Goldberg Aug. 15 1961: ch.:
Eve, Diana. Atty. (Lasser & Lasser Newark NJ
1961-63. Becker Ross & Stone NYC 1963-68).
partner Moldover Strauss & Hertz NYC
1968-76, pres. Strauss Fashions Inc. 1976—
,
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v.pres. Edward S. Edward Inc. 1976— . Pres.
Am. Jewish Committee N.Y. chapter 1975-77,
community sch. board dist. 2 NY (member
1968-73, pres. 1970-71), guest lectr. Center for
NYC Affairs New Sch. for Social Research.
Served to 2nd It. USAR 1957-58. res. NYC*
STROUT, Arthur Edwards. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1960. Sigma
Nu. 1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b.
Rockland Sept. 6 1935; s. of Alfred M. '26; m.
Anne Browning May 5 1963; ch.: Alfred,
Charles. U.S. govt, (law clerk judicial system
San Francisco CA 1960-61, trial atty. Dept. of
Justice Washington DC 1961-64), atty. Strout
Payson Pellicani & Cloutier Rockland 1970—.
Trustee Penobscot Bay Med. Center Rockport
1973— . res. Camden.*
STUART, Douglas Swift. A.B., LL.B. Cornell
1962. Kappa Sigma. Exec; b. Melrose MA
Nov. 25 1935; m. Linda Johnson Sept. 14 1957;
ch.: Kristine, Jeffrey. Loan officer First Nat.
Bank of Boston 1957-59, assoc. Black Wilson
& Hoff Burlington VT 1962-64, partner Mikell
& Stuart 1964-70, v.pres. & general counsel Vt.
Marble Co. Proctor 1970—. C. of C. Rutland
VT (dir. 1971— v.pres. 1975—), dir. Green
Mountain Council Boy Scouts of Am. 1972
—
,
town agt. Proctor 1970
—
, member state labor
board VT 1973—. res. Proctor VT.*
STUART, Philip Frazer. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Univ. Toronto 1969, Ph.D. Univ. Toronto
1971. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Medicine; b.
Cleveland OH Oct. 14 1935; m. Susette Ruedy
Sept. 25 1965; ch.: Ross, Shelagh, Ian, Craig.
Research asst. Columbia Univ. 1960-62, jr.
research asst. Connaught Labs. Univ. Toronto
Ont. Canada 1962-64, Toronto General
Hospital 1973— (staff microbiologist, sr. fellow
medicine, tropical medicine), Univ. Toronto
1973— (asst. prof. med. microbiology, lectr.
medicine). Fellow Royal Coll. of Physicians &
Surgeons 1973, sec. div. of tropical medicine &
int. health Canadian Public Health Assn.
1974—
. Contbr. res. Willowdale Ont. Canada.*
SULLIVAN, Kevin Graham. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston May 27 1935. Life
underwriter Hartford Life Ins. Co. Boston
197-61. d. Boston May 14 1961.
TAGGART, Francis Howard, Jr. A.B., M.D.
Boston Univ. 1963. Chi Psi. Medicine; b.
Lawrence MA July 6 1934; m. Priscilla
Anderson Sept. 9 1961; ch.: Blake, Adam.
Chief anesthesia Salem MA Hospital 19?—
.
res. Marblehead MA.*
THOMAS, Henry Carl. A.B., M B A. Harvard
1963. Theta Delta Chi. Exec; b. Boston
Aug. 12 1935; s. of Wolfgang R. '29; m. Ingrid
Lind July 5 1958; ch.: Michael, Dan, John.
Asst. to pres. Porto Products Corp. Walpole
MA 1957-58, asst. treas. Central Me. Power
Co. Augusta 1963-66, v.pres. W. H. Nichols
Co. Waltham MA & Portland 1966—. Trustee
water dist. S. Freeport 1972-75, corporator
Portland Savings Bank 1971
—
, dir. (Hydraulic
Products Inc. 1971-75, United Way Portland
1972-75, Jr. Achievement S.W. Me. 1970-73,
Assoc. Industries of Me. 1971-74, C. of C.
Greater Portland 1969-72, area development
council 1973
—
), chmn. Me. community
Betterment Awards Committee 1973, trustee &
deacon S. Freeport Church 1969
—
, member
(advisory board Univ. Me. Business Sch.
Portland 1974
—
, Mark Me. Committee
1973—). Served to It. USCG 1958-61. res. S.
Freeport.*
THOMAS, Jackson WaJden. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1961. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b. Boston Oct.
11 1935; m. Sherry Brown July 5 1964; ch.:
Kimberly, Wendy, Terry. New Eng. Med.
Center Boston (intern pediatrics 1961-62,
resident 1962-64), U.S. Naval Hospital Key
West FL 1964-66 (chief pediatric service
1965-66), fellow pediatrics Tufts Univ. Med.
Sch. 1966-67, staff pediatrician & pediatric
cardiologist U.S. Naval Hospital
Boston-Chelsea MA 1967-73, instr. pediatrics
Tufts Univ. Med. Sch. 1973, staff pediatrician
& pediatric cardiologist Naval Hospital
Portsmouth VA 1973
—
, asst. prof, pediatrics
Eastern Va. Med. Sch. 1976—, capt. MCUSN.
Fellow (pediatric cardiology New Eng. Med.
Center 1966-67, Am. Acad. Pediatrics 1968),
diplomate (Nat. Board Med. Examiners 1962,
Am. Board Pediatrics 1966). Awarded Nat.
Defense Medal, %Meritorious Unit
Commendation. Contbr. res. Chesapeake VA.*
THOMPSON, Robert Wingate. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Boston May 21 1934; s. of James
E. '26. res. Medfield MA.
THORNE, Frederick Gordon Potter. A.B.
Alpha Delta Phi. Admissions aide 1962-67,
1962 capital campaign worker, class agt.
1967-70, 1972 capital campaign nat. committee
member, Overseer 1973— . Invest, exec; b.
London England July 18 1935; m. Susan
Whittlesey Nov. 7 1957; ch.: Gordon, David,
Stuart. Security analyst State Street Bank &
Trust Co. Boston 1957-60, Phoenix Invest.
Counsel of Boston Inc. (with research dept.
1961-66, asst. v.pres. 1966-67, v.pres. 1967-68,
sr. v.pres. 1968-73, pres. & chief exec, officer
1974—). Pres. (Income & Capital Shares Inc.
1974—
,
Chase Frontier Capital Fund of
Boston Inc. 1974
—
, Chase Convertible Fund
of Boston 1974
—
, Shareholders' Trust of
Boston 1975
—
, The Chase Fund of Boston
1975—), pres. & dir. (Precious Metals Holdings
Inc. 1974
—
, Chase Spec. Fund of Boston Inc.
1974
— ,
Money Market/Options Invests. Inc.
1976—), dir. (Nat. Med. Care Inc. 1969—,
Chase Invest. Services of Boston Inc. 1973
—),
trustee (Mass. Eye & Ear Infirmary, Francis
Oimet Caddie Scholarship Fund & Permanent
Fund), member (Mass. General Hospital
Corp., Boston Committee on Foreign
Relations), res. Manchester MA.*
TRAISTER, David Arthur. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Haverhill MA
April 19 1936; m. Ina Sack 1959; ch.: Michael,
Lawrence. V.pres. Sack Theaters Corp. Boston
1976
— ,
pres. & prop. M. & M. Chem. Sales
Corp. res. Newton Center MA.*
VAN HOEKEN, Robert. Bowdoin Plan
1953-54. Beta Theta Pi. b. Leiden The
Netherlands Oct. 27 1935. res. unknown.
VERMEULEN, Johan C ornells. Bowdoin Plan
1953-54. b. Indramajoe Indonesia Feb. 14
1930. res. San Diego CA.
VILLARD, Vincent Serrano, Jr. A.B., grad.
Am. Inst, for Foreign Trade, b. NYC June
16 1935; m. Judith Mann Oct. 12 1972. Foreign
trade rep. business NYC. d. Nunda NY Nov.
27 1975.
VOLLMER, John William. Bowdoin 1953-55.
Sigma Nu. b. Norwalk CT Oct. 8 1935. res.
Danbury CT.
WADE, Joseph Gregory. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Salem MA March 1 1 1936. Tech. writer Bomac
Inc. Beverly MA 1959-?, writer group ins.
contracts New Eng. Life Ins. Co., teacher
Altmar-Parish-Williamstown Central Sch.
Parish NY 1963-64. Served with USMC
1957-59. d. Beverly MA March 3 1965.
WAGG, Robert Alphonso, Jr. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Military; b. Lisbon April 26 1935;
m. Eddiemae Phares June 6 1962; ch.: Robert,
David. With USA (Ft. Hood, Ft. Knox KY, Ft.
Leavenworth TX, Ft. Rucker AL, Vietnam,
Germany, requirement directorate combat div.
office Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations &
Plans Headquarters), asst. inspector general
headquarters 7th Corps. Stuttgart Germany.
Awarded Distinguished Flying Cross, Bronze
Star, Meritorious Service Medal, Army
Commendation Ribbon with Oak Leaf Cluster,
Air Medal (23). res. Lisbon.*
WAGNER, William Otis. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Bath March 17 1931. res. Cape Elizabeth.
WALLIS, Robert Craig. Bowdoin 1953-56. Chi
Psi. b. Wilmington DE Sept. 19 1934. res.
Landenberg PA.
WALTZ, Miles Edward. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Univ. Vt. 1961. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Medicine; b. Keene NH Feb. 17 1935; s. of
Maynard C. '20; m. Louise Laferriere June 25
1966; ch.: Mark, Miles Jr., Martha. R.I.
Hospital (intern 1961-62, resident 1964-66),
physician NH (Laconia Clinic Meredith
1966-67, pvt. practice N. Conway 1967). Pres.
Med. staff Memorial Hospital 1970-72, dir.
NH (Cancer Soc. 1972—; Heart Assn. 1974—,
Vaughn Community Health Service 1968
—
,
Carroll County Mental Health 1968-73, N.H.
Acad. Family Practice 1973
—
), member board




Family Practice 1974— , fellow Am. Acad.
Family Practice 1976— . Served to capt. USAF
1962-64. res. N. Conway NH.*
WATSON, David Kimball. Bowdoin 1953-55.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Detroit MI Jan. 22 1936.
res. Oak Park IL.
WEBSTER, David Zach. A.B., LL.B. George
Washington Univ. 1964, M.B.A. Babson Coll.
1973. Alpha Tau Omega. 1972 capital
campaign worker, class bequest chmn. Law
& ins. exec; b. Rochester NY Dec. 11 1935; m.
Janie Huntley Sept. 9 1961; ch.: David Jr., C.
Scott. Sr. v.pres. & dir. Frank B. Hall & Co. of
Mass. Inc. Boston 1977—. Served to 1st It.
USA 1957-60. res. Needham MA.*
WENZELL, Frederick Joseph. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Danbury CT May 31 1935. res. W. Seneca
NY.
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WERKSMAN, Gerald Milton. Bowdoin
1953-54, A.B. Columbia Coll. 1957, LL.B.
Columbia 1960. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b.
Passaic NJ Sept. 14 1935; m. Betty Teller Sept.
2 1957; ch.: Deborah, Mark, Rochelle. Asst.
U.S. atty. Chicago IL 1964-68, atty. pvt.
practice Chicago 1968— . res. Wilmette IL.*
WESTON, Donald Eugene. A.B. Invest,
exec; b. Cincinnati OH March 12 1935; m.
Gayle Brandley May 30 1958; ch.: Lisa, Carol,
Scott, Lynn. Trust administrator Chase
Manhattan Bank NYC 1957-58, Gradison &
Co. Inc. 1960— (account rep. & partner 1965;
managing partner 1968; pres. & dir. 1973,
Gradison Cash Reserves Inc. 1976, Gradison
Invest. Advisory Service Inc. 1976; dir.
Gradvantage Inc. 1974
—
). Soc. of Financial
Analysts Cincinnati (member, pres. 1968-69,
trustee 1972-75), past pres. & dir. stock
exchange Cincinnati 1973-74, Nat. Assn. of
Securities Dealers (member dist. comm.
1972-74, past chmn. dist. 9 1974), member
(board of deacons Presby. Church of Wyo.
1971-74, board of trustees; program &
allocation committee Cincinnati Community
Chest 1972-73; board Glen Manor 1974, treas.;
SIA Regional Firms & Govt. Relations Comm.
1974— ; board of governors SIA 1976-79), v.
chmn. Great Lakes Dist. SIA, co. chmn.
United Appeal 1973-76. Served to 1st It. USA
1958-60. res. Cincinnati OH.*
WHEELER, Eugene Milton, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1959. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Management consulting
exec; b. Brooklyn NY June 23 1935; m. Jane
Chamberlin Sept. 6 1958; ch.: Allison, Andrew.
Sales rep. fiberglass div. PPG Pittsburgh PA
1959-64, marketing mgr. fiber products div.
Kendall Co. Walpole MA 1965-70, pres. Fiber
Dynamics Inc. N. Haven CT 1970-72, v.pres.
Irving Textile Products Atglen PA 1972-73,
assoc. Innovative Management Cambridge
MA 1973-74, v.pres. sales Am. Modular
Systems Needham MA 1974, v.pres.
Innovative Management Cambridge 1975
—
,
pres. N.H. Artistic Luck Co. Bamstead NH
1975—
. res. Wellesley Hills MA.*
WHITEHURST, Kenneth Robert. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Corpus Christi TX Jan. 1 1 1936.
res. Corpus Christi TX.
WILLIAMS, Edward Robert. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Mich. State Univ. 1959. Kappa Sigma.
Operations analysis; b. Beverly MA Aug. 19
1935; m. Elisabeth Davis Aug. 27 1961; ch.:
David, Robert, Patricia. Jr. Scientist AVCO
Corp. Wilmington MA 1957-58 & 1959-60,
teacher Me. Central Inst. Pittsfield 1960-61,
operations analyst & asst. dir. Tech.
Operations Inc. Alexandria VA 1961-70,
operations analyst Research Analysis Corp.
McLean VA 1970-71, v.pres. operations
Telemis Corp. Springfield VA 1971-73,
Strategic Environmental Assessment System
program mgr. U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency Washington DC 1973-75, deputy dir.
quantitative analysis div. Bureau of Domestic
Commerce Washington DC 1975—. Contbr.
res. Springfield VA.*
WILSON, Clement Skolfield, Jr. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. Hartford 1966. Delta Sigma. Admissions
aide 1969. Education; b. Brunswick April 13
1935; s. of Clement S. '27; m. Mary Matthes
Aug. 30 1958; ch.: Steven, David, Ellen.
Salesman & serviceman Hercules Powder Co.
Wilmington DE 1957-58 & 1960-61, territory
supervisor Atlantic-Richfield Co. E. Hartford
CT 1961-62, asst. mgr. Mellen's Atlantic
Service E. Hartford 1962-63, teacher public
schs. S. Windsor CT 1963-66, audio-visual
coordinator & teacher W. Hartford CT (public
schs. 1966-70, Renbrook Sch. 1970-72),
principal public Sch. S. Harpswell 1972—
.
Mgr. Auburn Colony 1975
—




safety Am. Red Cross Brunswick 1972-75, asst.
boys choir St. James' Church 1967-69, chief
Indian Guide Tribe 1967-69, dir. (camp &
activities House of Good Shepherd 1967-69,
Sphere swimming program 1970-72). Served to
capt. USA 1958-60; awarded Certificate of
Achievement 1960, Superior Unit Citation
1964. res. Topsham.*
WILSON, Roland Curtis. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, b. Rochester NY Aug. 27 1935. res.
Watertown MA.
WINER, Nathan. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Marketing management; b. Salem MA June
2 1935; m. Marsha Smoller Dec. 21 1957; ch.:
Andrew, Daniel, Ellen. Magnavox (project
engineer Urbana IL 1961-64, product mgr.
1964-66, dept. mgr. 1966-71; program mgr.
Torrance CA 1971-73, marketing mgr.
advanced products div. 1973
—
). B'nai Brith
Champaign IL chapter 1966-71 (treas., v.pres.,
pres.). Served to 1st It. USA 1958-61. res. Palos
Verdes Estates CA.*
WISHART, Robert Alexander, III. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Admissions aide 1965-73. Ins.
management; b. Brooklyn NY Oct. 1 1935; m.
Martha Gilson April 29 1961; ch.: Amy, Todd,
Heather. Trainee New Eng. Mutual Life Ins.
Co. Boston 1957-58, claim adjuster Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1960-62, benefit mgr.
Lester L. Burdick Inc. Boston 1962— . Member
vestry Church of the Good Shepherd Reading
MA. Served to capt. USA 1958-60. res.
Reading MA.*
WITHERS, John Robert. A.B., B.S.W. Univ.
British Columbia 1961, M.S.W. Univ. British
Columbia 1965. Social work; b. Port Angeles
WA March 13 1935. ACSW; social service
supervisor State Dept. of Social Health
Services Seattle WA 1957-67, psychiatric social
worker V.A. hospital Seattle 1967— . res.
Seattle WA.*
WOODWARD, John Jeffreys. A.B., Ed.M.
Harvard 1964. Alpha Delta Phi. Educational
admin.; b. Winsted CT May 7 1935; m. Shirley
Fleming June 26 1965; ch.: Julie, Sarah.
Certificat d'etude Univ. Grenoble France 1960,
teacher Browne & Nichols Sch. Cambridge
MA 1960-63, asst. principal public sch.
Winchester MA 1964-66, teacher public sch.
(Newton MA 1966-71, Cherry Creek CO
1971-72), student Boston Univ. 1972-73,
principal public sch. Andover MA 1973—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1957-59. res. W. Boxford
MA.*
WYMAN, Jack Philip. Bowdoin 1953-54.
Sigma Nu. b. HalloweU July 10 1935. res.
Freeport.
XAVIER, Edison Fernandes. Bowdoin Plan
1953-54. Sigma Nu. b. Rio de Janeiro Brazil
Nov. 12 1932. res. unknown.
Class of 1958
ALLEN, Richard Hoffman. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Military; b. Providence RI March 29 1936; m.
Karen Doll Dec. 18 1971; ch.: Trent, Seth.
Adjutant General Corps USA (postal officer &
admin, officer Ft. Campbell KY 1959-61;
postal officer 1st base post office Korea
1961-62; admin, officer & military intelligence
officer Dept. of Army Washington DC
1962-65; personnel officer 3rd inf. div.
Germany 1966-67; postal officer headquarters
USA Europe & 7th Army Germany 1967-68;
military personnel officer headquarters U.S.
Military Assistance Command Vietnam
1968-69, Office of the Chief of Personnel
Operations Washington DC 1970-72; asst.
exec, officer & staff action control officer
headquarters Military Personnel Center
Alexandria VA 1972-74; military personnel
officer Military Personnel Center Eur.
headquarters USA & Eur.& 7th Army
Germany 1974-75; deputy asst. chief of staff &
adjutant general 32nd Army Air Defense
Command Germany 1975-76, asst. chief of
staff 32nd Army Air Defense Command
Germany 1976
—
, It. col.). Awarded Bronze
Star 1969; Meritorious Service Medal 1974;
Joint Service Commendation Medal 1969;
Army Commendation Medal with 2 Oak Leaf
Clusters 1961, 1965, 1967; Nat. Defense
Service Medal 1965; Vietnam Campaign
Medal with silver star 1969; Vietnam Service
Medal 1968. res. Clearwater FL.*
ANDERSON, John Bullock. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1962. Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Medicine; b. Boston Dec. 22 1935; m. Janice
Black June 16 1962; ch.: Chris, Noel, Eric,
Mathew. Physician Brunswick (self-employed
1967-69, Bowdoin 1969—). Head physician
U.S. Olympic games 1971, 1975-76, elected
member Alpha Omega Alpha. Served to It. cdr.
USPHS 1963-67. res. S. Harpswell*
ANDERSON, Stephen William. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Holden MA Jan. 29 1936;
m. Betsy Robinson May 27 1957; ch.: Peter,
William, Beth. Norton Co. (sales trainee
Worcester MA 1958-59, abrasive engineer
Mnpls. MN 1959-60), mgr. C & R Tire Co.
Worcester 1960-62, Norton Co. (sales rep.
Greenville SC 1962-66, sales supervisor Boston
1966-73, mgr. staffing Worcester 1973—).
Member vestry St. James Epis. Church
1965-66. res. Framingham MA.*
ARMSTRONG, Geoffrey MacGregor. A.B.,
ST B. The General Theol. Sem. 1961, A.M.
Western Conn. State Coll. 1972. Alpha Tau
Omega. Ins.; b. Detroit MI Aug. 16 1936:
ch.: Rebecca, Sharon. Curate (St. Paul's Epis.
Church Winter Haven FL 1961-62, St.
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Thomas' Epis. Church Mamaroneck NY
1962-64), teacher high sch. (Watertown NY
1964-65, Henderson NY 1965-67, Patchogue
NY 1967-68, Cross River NY 1968-70), rental
agt. Dial & Drive Rent-a-Car Queens NY
1971, claims examiner & spec. agt. N.Y. Dept.
of Labor 1972— (Spring Valley, NYC,
Peekskill, White Plains), Served to 2nd It.
USAR 1960. res. Croton Falls NY.*
BAILEY, Cameron David. A.B. cum laude,
M.A.T. Wesleyan 1961. Zeta Psi. Education;
b. Portland Jan. 14 1936; m. Donna Hall Aug.
10 1957; ch.: Rebecca, Peter. Teacher CT
(board of education Hartford 1961,
Glastonbury 1961-70, Middlesex Community
Coll. Middletown 1970
—
). Served to capt.
USA 1960, served with Conn. Nat. Guard 6
yrs. res. Glastonbury CT.*
BAXTER, Edward Leland. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1961;
LL.M. Boston Univ. 1962; A.M. Boston Univ.
1965. Alpha Tau Omega. Law & education;
b. Rockland Dec. 15 1935; m. Anne Jepsen
April 17 1965. Atty. Richard S. Bowers Boston
1961-62, administrator Boston Univ.
Law-Med. Inst. 1962-63, atty. Bingham Dana
6 Gould Boston 1965-66, prof, business law
(Univ. S.C. Columbia 1968-70, Univ. Ia. Iowa
City 1970-74, Univ. Akron OH 1974—). res.
Akron OH.*
BEAULIEU, Robert Edward. Bowdoin
1954-56. Sigma Nu. b. Palmer MA July 28
1935. res. Monson MA.
BECKWITH, Bradford Gene. A.B. 1959. Sigma
Nu. Self-employed; b. Rockville Centre NY
June 21 1936; s. of Paul M. '32; m. Connie
Williams Aug. 6 1960; ch.: Daniel, Jana. Asst.
mgr. to mgr. S. S. Kresge Co. 1959-70
(Birmingham AL, Atlanta GA, Cleveland TN,
St. Petersburg FL, Savannah GA, Columbia
SC, Newport KY, Decatur GA), mgr. Jaco
Fabrics Ashburn GA 1970, asst. mgr. J. M.
Fields Tallahassee FL 1970-71, prop. Mr. B's
Gallery Ltd. Tifton GA 1971—. Pres. Town &
Country Plaza Merc. Assn. 1974-75, member
board of dir. Coastal Plain Little League
1975—. Served to 1st It. USA 1959. res. Tifton
GA.*
BEHRMAN, Thomas Paul. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. Indianapolis IN Feb. 16 1936; m. Barbara
Cragen Dec. 8 1960; 1 child. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1958-61. d. Lake George FL Oct. 6 1961.
BEISAW, Norman Evans. A.B., M.D. N.Y.
Univ. 1962. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Medicine; b. Wilton April
7 1936; m. Nancy Simpson March 21 1959;
ch.: Lynn, Gary, Susan. New Eng. Med.
Center Boston (intern 1962-63, resident surgery
1965-66), resident orthopedics Boston 1966-70
(Children's Hospital, Mass. General Hospital,
Harvard Univ.), chief orthopedic surgery
Malcolm Grow USAF Med. Center Andrews
Air Force Base Washington DC 1971-73, dir.
orthopedic education & rehabilitation
medicine St. Vincent Hospital Worcester MA
1973
—
, asst. prof, orthopedics Univ. Mass.
Worcester 1973— . Diplomate (Am. Board
Orthopedic Surgery 1972, Nat. Board Med.
Examiners), F.A.C.S., fellow Am. Acad.
Orthopedic Surgeons, St. Vincent Hospital
(chmn. patient care nursing committee, dir.
amputee & muscular dystrophy clinics,
member advisory committee Sch. of Nursing),
teaching fellow orthopedics Harvard 1969-70,
George Washington Univ. (clinical instr.
orthopedic surgery 1971-72, asst. clinical prof.
1972-73). Served to It. col. USAF 1963-73;
awarded U.S. Meritorious Service Medal 1973.
Contbr. res. Shrewsbury MA.*
BELFORTI, Ernest Anthony. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Coll. 1963. Psi Upsilon. Class agt.
1973-75. Law; b. Framingham MA Aug. 24
1936; m. Janis Blanchard 1962. Atty. Webster
MA 1963— . Pres. Lions Club, past pres.
Friends of Public Library, chmn. Town
By-Law Comm., town moderator Webster,
member exec, committee Worcester County
Bar Assn. res. Webster MA.*
BELKNAP, David Jordan. A.B., M.S.
Columbia 1960. Zeta Psi. Self-employed; b.
Damariscotta Aug. 30 1936; s. of Robert W.
'13; m. Suzanne Beckwith, m. Louise
Melanson Sept. 6 1969; ch.: Jacqueline,
Christopher, Jordan, Anna. Physicist Naval
Ordnance Lab. Silver Spring MD 1958,
electrical engineer Avco Wilmington MA 1959,
member tech. staff Mitre Corp. Bedford MA
1960-69, sr. engineer Aerospace Research
Brighton MA 1969-71, pres. (D. J. Belknap Inc.
Damariscotta 1971
—




BERKLEY, Robert James. A.B., M.S.L.S.
Rutgers 1960. Library science; b. Lewiston
May 27 1936. Asst. librarian inter-library loans
Harvard Law Sch. 1958-59, asst. prof, library
science & acquisitions librarian Trenton NJ
State Coll. 1961-64, assoc. dir. of research &
research librarian N.J. Education Assn.
Trenton 1965-67, dir.-librarian Anderson
Learning Center Nasson Coll. Springvale
1967— . Coordinator govt, grants Nasson Coll.
1968—
,
member (public library committee




Acculturation Project 1975). Ed.: Psychology
of Western Culture (1973). res. Wells.*
BERUBE, David Leo. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Providence RI Feb. 1 1 1936. res. Detroit
MI.
BIRKETT, James Davis. A.B., M.S. Yale 1960,
Ph.D. Yale 1963. Alpha Tau Omega.
Admissions aide 1972— . Research
chemistry; b. Norwalk CT Sept. 30 1936; m.
Sarah Burley Dec. 17 1960; ch.: Benjamin,
John, Lucy. Sr. research chemist & consultant
A. D. Little Inc. Cambridge MA 1962—. Instr.
(advanced emergency care Am. Red Cross,
basic life support Am. Heart Assn.), sr.
patrolman Nat. Ski Patrol System, member
town planning board Lincoln MA 1973— , dist.
rep. Mass. Foundation of Planning Boards,
fellow Am. Inst, of Chemists. Contbr. res.
Lincoln MA.*
BLACKSTONE, Richard Chandler. Bowdoin
1954-55. b. Caribou July 15 1936. res.
unknown.
BLOCK, Norman David. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1961,
diplome Insead 1967. Law & business; b.
Burlington VT June 29 1936. Int. legal advisor
Dept. of Air Force Washington DC 1961, asst.
on spec, projects to asst. sec. of defense int.
security affairs Washington DC 1964-66, atty.
Burwell Sherman Hansen & McCandless
Washington DC 1967-69, Columbia
Broadcasting System Int. (v.pres. European
business affairs Paris France 1970-77,
managing dir. Schallplatten Switzerland
1977—). Served to 1st It. USAF 1961-64. res.
Zug Switzerland.*
BOONE, Alan Woodford. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D., CM. McGill 1962. Chi Psi.
Medicine; b. Presque Isle Dec. 28 1936; m.
Laurel Blenkinsop June 2 1962; ch.: Storer,
Jacob. Physician internal medicine &
hematology Bangor 1970— . Diplomate
(Internal Medicine 1970, Hematology 1974),
F.A.C.P. 1976. Served to capt. USAF 1966-68.
Contbr. res. Bangor.*
BOONE, Richard Akely. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Rockland Jan. 11 1936. res. W. Germany.
BREAREY, Raymond Arthur. A.B , LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1961. Kappa Sigma. Alumni
Council 1970-74, admissions aide 1971-76,
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking
exec; b. Lewiston March 1 1936; m. Sheila
Murdock Dec. 17 1960; ch.: Scott, Susan,
Jason. Me. Nat. Bank Portland (admin, asst.
trust dept. 1964-65, asst. trust officer 1965-67,
trust officer 1967-70, asst. v.pres. & trust officer
1970-73, v.pres. & trust officer 1973-74), v.pres.
& sr. trust officer Dartmouth Nat. Bank of
Hanover NH 1974—. Chmn. public &
professional relations committee Me.
Corporate Fiduciaries 1973, N.H. Bankers
Assn. (member probate committee 1973-74,
chmn. trust committee 1975-76), sec. &
member Me. Home for Boys Trustees 1972-74,
member board of trustees Brick Store Museum
Kennebunk 1971-74, past dir. & chmn. S.A.D.
Kennebunk & Kennebunkport 1965-71, N.H.
representative board of trustees Sch. of
Banking Williams NH 1976-79. Served to capt.
USA 1961-64; awarded certificate for
outstanding achievement Combat
Development Experimentation Center Ft. Ord
CA 1964. res. Hanover NH.*
BRUSH, Joseph Marks, II. A.B., LL.B. Yale
1961, M.M. Freemantle Univ. 1964, J.S.D.
Beirut Univ. 1968. Chi Psi. Ret.; b. Orange
NJ Dec. 16 1936. With Engelhard Minerals &
Chem. Corp., The Aurora Co. res. Pattenburg
NJ.*
BURGESS, John Irving. A.B., A.M. Boston
Univ. 1959. Chi Psi. Education; b. Guilford
March 26 1935; s. of Hugh F. '27; m. Joan
Hebert Aug. 26 1961; ch.: Susan, Stephen. Dir.
pupil personnel services public schs. Pelham &
Amherst MA 1975—. Recipient: C.A.G.S.
Boston Univ. 1961. res. Amherst MA.*
BURNELL, Warren Theodore, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude. Education; b. Westbrook Aug.
22 1930; m. Jeanne Southard Aug. 11 1952;
ch.: Karen, Charles. Instr. high sch. (Berwick
1958-66, Stamford CT 1966-68, Mt. Desert
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1968—), Served with USN 1949-53. res. Bar
Harbor.*
BURNS, Richard Ernest. A.B., LL.B. N.Y.
Univ. 1961. Chi Psi. 1962 & 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law & govt.; b. NYC
May 27 1937; m. Virginia Stein June 21 1958;
ch.: Lisa, Paul. Atty. pvt. practice NYC
1961—
,
town of New Castle Chappaqua NY




BURROWES, Clifton Norman, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Education; b. Portland Dec. 4
1935; m. Marietta Roberts June 20 1957; ch.:
Stacey, Todd, Brent, Alice. Teacher & coach
high sch. S. Portland 1959—. Instr. English
Univ. Me. Portland-Gorham 1965-72. res. S.
Portland.*
BUTLER, Thomas Jeremiah. Bowdoin
1954-55. Sigma Nu. b. Boston June 1 1935.
res. S. Miami FL.
CALLAHAN, James William. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ins.; b. Peabody MA Sept. 7
1936; m. Janet Belunes Feb. 1 1964; ch.:
Edward, Allan. C.P.C.U.; spec. agt. (Great
Am. Ins. Co. NYC, Baltimore MD,
Washington DC 1958-67; The Home Ins. Co.
New Haven CT 1967-68), v.pres. Burger &
Burger Inc. Stratford CT 1968-76, v.pres. J. M.
Layton & Co. Inc. Norwalk CT 1976— . Treas.
Holy Name Soc. St. Bernard's Church 1965-67.
Pvt. USA 1959. res. Huntington CT.*
CAMERON, Michel Allan. Bowdoin 1954-55.
b. Saginaw MI Aug. 26 1936. res. Alma MI.
CARPENTER, Kenneth Edward. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S.L.S. Simmons
Coll. 1964. Delta Sigma. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Library science; b. Altoona PA Nov.
13 1936; m. Mary Wilson May 31 1958; ch.:
Cynthia, Deborah, Grace. Houghton Library
Harvard (reading room asst. 1959-61, asst. to
librarian 1961-62), reference librarian Bowdoin
1962-63, asst. Bibliography of Am. Literature
Cambridge MA 1963-67, Kress Library




Hitotsubashi Univ. Tokyo Japan 1975-76).
Co-pres. Belmont Community Chorus 1969-71.
Ed.: British Labour Struggles (1973), Gold
(1974); compiler Russian Revolutionary
Literature Collection Houghton Library
Harvard 1976; contbr. res. Newton Center
MA.*
CARPENTER, Michael Darwin. A.B. 1959.
Beta Theta Pi. Data processing; b. New
Haven CT Dec. 19 1935; m. Gayle Dunklee
Oct. 3 1959; ch.: Timothy, Peter, Pamela.
Commercial teller First New Haven CT Nat.
Bank 1960, programmer-analyst Travelers Ins.
Co. Hartford CT 1960-70, sr. systems analyst
Comtrol Inc. Farmington CT 1970— . Served
to capt. USAR 1959. res. Rockville CT.*
CARTER, John Stewart Howarth. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Vt. 1966, Ph.D. Am. Univ. 1974. Kappa
Sigma. Business exec; b. DeLand FL March
15 1936; m. Carolyn Estes Nov. 12 1960; ch.:
Andrew, Beth. Whirlpool fellow 1967;
salesman, dist. mgr. & div. mgr. Channing
Financial Services 1957-63; teacher Concord
NH 1963-66; grad. asst. & fellow Am. Univ.
Washington DC 1967-68; asst. group dir. The
Stanwick Corp. Arlington VA 1968-69; sr.
assoc. & project mgr. Sterling Inst. Washington
DC 1969-70; v.pres. & treas. Nat. Inst, for
Community Development Washington DC
1970-72; consultant self-employed Arlington
VA 1972-73; v.pres. admin. & management
Rehab Group Inc. 1973-76; adjunct prof. Am.
Univ. & George Washington Univ. part-time
1973-76, exec, v.pres. Nat. Educational Inst,
for Self-Support Services Arlington VA
1976—. Sec. Rotary Club Morrisville VT
1960-63; v.pres. & pres.-elect N.H. Teachers of
English 1965-66; deacon Greenbrier Baptist
Church, v.chmn. 1976; pres. Glencarlyn
Citizens Assn. 1968-69; chmn. Neighborhood
Conservation Comm. 1969-76; member
(Christian Life Comm., Mt. Vernon Baptist




Foundation. Co-author: Economics and Your
Changing World (1976), contbr. res. Arlington
VA.*
CHASE, Ira Winsor. Bowdoin 1954-56. Psi
Upsilon. b. Fall River MA Sept. 10 1935. res.
unknown.
CLARK, Archie Donald, Jr. A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. 1964. Education; b. E. Corinth Oct. 2
1935. Teacher & asst. to headmaster Peacham
VT Acad. 1958-69, guidance counselor high
sch. E. Corinth 1970—. res. E. Corinth.*
CLARK, Raleigh Edwin. Bowdoin 1954-56.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Cambridge MA May 29
1935. res. Keene NH.
COHEN, Irwin Frank. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Accounting; b. Lewiston July 2 1936; m.
Janice Strasnick July 11 1965; ch.: Thomas,
James. CP.A.; accounting mgr. Stop & Shop
Inc. Boston 1960-66, staff accountant to
supervisor Touche Ross & Co. Boston 1966-73,
controller Marshall's Inc. Woburn MA 1973—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1958-60. res. Swampscott
MA.*
COLE, Franklin Randolph. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Portland Nov. 29 1936. res. Long
Beach CA.
COOPER, Neil Abbott. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Mich. 1961. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b.
Cambridge MA July 19 1936; m. Deanna
Abrams Jan. 28 1961; ch.: Marc, Chad, Jody.
Atty. Reinherz Fulman Cooper & Dunn
Maiden MA 1963— . Member (exec, committee
Combined Jewish Philanthropies of Boston,
board of dir. YMCA Maiden, sch. committee
Maiden 1966-74), pres. Rotary Club Maiden
1976-77, chmn. Young Leadership Cabinet
United Jewish Appeal 1977. Served to 1st It.
USA 1961-63. res. Swampscott MA.*
CORNELLI, Robert William Frank. A.B. b.
Edgware Middlesex England Aug. 28 1937. res.
Brighton MA.
COSTA, Francis Leon. Bowdoin 1954-56. b.
Stoneham MA March 27 1937. res. Reading
MA.
CROFT, James Sloane. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Cleveland Heights OH April 7 1936. res.
Simsbury CT.
CROSBY, John Thompson. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Banking;
b. Boston MA May 31 1936; m. Linda McLeod
Aug. 23 1975. Computer operations First
Federal Savings & Loan Assn. of Boston
1959—
. res. Brighton MA.*
CROSSLEY, Robert Harry, Jr. A.B 1959
Delta Sigma. Accounting; b. Akron OH
Sept. 4 1936; m. Marie Heinrich Nov. 14 1964;
ch.: Robert. Int. trainee Chase Manhattan
Bank NYC 1960-62, treasury trainee General
Tire Int. Co. Akron OH 1963-64, asst. treas.
General Tire of Morocco Casablanca Morocco
1964-67, General Tire Int. Co. Akron (financial
analyst 1967-69, mgr. accounting dept.
1970-73), Eduadorian Rubber Co. Quito





, treas. & chorus dir. Soc. for
Preservation & Encouragement of Barbershop
Quartet Singing in Am. Akron chapter
1971-73. res. Quito Ecuador.*
CURTIS, Myron Whipple. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Calif. Los Angeles. Theta Delta Chi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education &
computer science; b. Pawtucket RI Jan. 9
1937; m. Mary Long March 16 1956; ch.:
Dean, Miriam, Margot. Computer programmer
Los Angeles CA (Ramo Woolridge 1958-59,
Space Tech. 1959-60, Aerospace Corp.
1960-62), asst. dir. Computing Center
Wesleyan Univ. 1962-65, dir. computing center
Bowdoin 1965— . Member board of trustees
Nercomp Corp. Boston 1970-74. Contbr. res.
Brunswick.*
DALEY, William John. A.B., M B A. Rutgers
1960. Beta Theta Pi. Admissions aide 1958-71,
1962 & 1972 capital campaign worker.
Communications management; b. Concord
NH Aug. 15 1936; m. Diane Dearborn April 29
1961; ch.: John, Patricia, Joseph, Daniel,
Steven, William. Procter & Gamble Cincinnati
OH (field advt. rep. 1959-60, professional
detailer 1960-62), salesman & other positions
to dist. marketing supervisor S. New Eng. Tel.
Co. New Haven CT 1962-71, product mgr. Am.
Tel. & Tel. Denver CO 1971—. Member board
of dir. (Sales & Marketing Exec. New Haven
1969-71, Quinnipial Council New Haven 1971),
chmn. (board of dir. St. Thomas More Parish
Englewood CO 1975, central div. United Fund
of New Haven 1969-71). Served to 1st It. USA
1959-60. res. Littleton CO.*
DEMERS, Raymond Ernest, Jr. A.B. 1959.
Kappa Sigma. b. Auburn May 12 1934. res.
Littleton MA.
DESJARDIN, Ronald Craig. Bowdoin
1954-58. Sigma Nu. b. Lewiston April 25
1936. res. Auburn.
DIONNE, Peter Leroy. A.B., A.M. Boston
Coll. 1963. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Education & computer
programming; b. Lewiston Aug. 22 1936; m.
Mary Lawlor Aug. 2 1958; ch.: Catherine,
Martin. Teacher Auburn 1958-60. computer
programmer & consultant State of Me. 1960—
.
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teacher (television State of Me. 1960-61,
Needham MA 1962-63, Augusta 1963—).
Member professional staff advisory committee
of state commissioner of education 1973— . res.
Augusta.*
DOBRANSKY, Robert Alan. Bowdoin
1954-55. b. Pejepscot July 8 1937. res.
unknown.
DODGE, Fred Redmond. Bowdoin 1954-55.
b. Portland Nov. 22 1935. res. Brunswick.
DOW, Henry Caldwell. Bowdoin 1954-55,
1956-58. Zeta Psi. b. Belmont MA March 23
1937; s, of Henry K. '24. res. Marblehead MA.
DURHAM, Walter George. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Boston June 11 1936. res.
Wrentham MA.
EDMUNDSON, Morris Francis. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Southern Calif. 1964. Beta Theta Pi.
Intelligence; b. Peterborough NH July 30
1937; m. Margery Chamberlin April 22 1967.
Policy analyst Occidental Life Los Angeles CA
1959-60, analyst CIA Washington DC 1964—.
Served to It. USN 1961-64. res. Potomac MD.*
ELLISON, Stanton. Bowdoin 1954-56, A.B.
Univ. Conn. 1963. Delta Sigma. Date
processing admin.; b. Willimantic CT June 4
1936; m. Nina Wagner April 24 1958; ch.:
Stanton, Ronald, Meili, Joanne, Sulynn,
Frank. Programmer & systems analyst
Travelers Ins. Co. 1963-70, information
systems administrator State Data Processing
State of Conn. Hartford 1970—. Member
board of education Hampton CT 1965-70,
chmn. communications & information systems
subcommittee Conn. Planning Committee on
Criminal Admin. 1971-72. Served to airman/1
USAF 1957-60. res. Meriden CT.*
FARR, James Thomas. A.B. Delta Sigma, b.
Portland June 18 1936. res. S. Portland.
FAWCETT, James Mark, III. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Class agt. 1958-59, 1967-70; Alumni
Fund dir. 1967-72 (v.chmn. 1970-71, chmn.
1971-72); 1972 capital campaign nat.
committee member; Overseer 1969—
.
Business; b. Brooklyn NY Sept. 18 1936; m.
Nancy French Sept. 12 1959; ch.: Lise,
Deirdre. Asst. v.pres.-commercial loan officer
Kings Lafayette Trust Co. Brooklyn 1962-67,
asst. treas. Marine Midland Grace Trust Co.
NYC 1967, pres. & dir. Fawcett Enterprises
Inc. NYC 1967-71, asst. v.pres.-commercial
loan group mgr. Mechanics Nat. Bank
Worcester MA 1971-72, pres. & dir. New Eng.
Ventures Inc. Locke Mills 1972— . Dir.
(Channel Construction Inc. 1967
—
, Mark III
Charter Corp. 1967-71, Cybernetic
Applications Inc. 1967-69, Dartmouth Plan
Inc. 1967-70, Brooklyn Botanic Garden
1963-70, also treas. & dir. Retention
Communications Systems Inc. 1967-70), regent
L.I. Coll. Hospital NY 1965-70, trustee
(Polytech. Prep. Country Day Sch. 1967-70,
Caledonian Hospital 1964-70), member board
of advisors Assn. for the Help of Retarded
Children Nassau County chapter 1968-71.
Served to 1st It. USA 1960-62. res. Locke
Mills.*
FERRIS, John William, Jr. Bowdoin 1954-57,
A.B. Am. Univ. 1961. Theta Delta Chi.
Economics; b. Ft. Benjamin Harrison IN
July 20 1935; m. Diana Rankin June 9 1967;
ch.: John, Mark. Reliability engineer Melpar
Inc. Falls Church VA 1962-64, statistician
Automation Comm. Washington DC 1965-66,
economic statistician Bureau of Labor
Statistics Washington DC 1966—. Contbr. res.
Bethesda MD.*
FIELD, John Paul. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; M.B.A. Harvard 1960; A.M. Univ.
Cincinnati 1967; Ph.D. Univ. Cincinnati 1970.
Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b. Newton
MA Sept. 21 1936; m. Wenda Watts Sept. 29
1962. Procter & Gamble Cincinnati OH (staff
asst. 1961-63, asst. brand mgr. 1963-65, asst.
copy supervisor 1965-66), mgr. marketing
research & rental properties Towne Properties
Cincinnati 1966, Taft teaching fellow Univ.
Cincinnati 1967-69, W. Chester PA State Coll.
(assoc. prof. English 1970-74, prof. 1974—,
coordinator grad. studies 1975
— ,
acting dean
Sch. of Arts & Letters 1976—). Woodrow
Wilson fellow 1961. Served to capt. USAR
1960-61. Author: Richard Wilbur: A
Bibliographical Checklist (1971). res.
Glenmoore PA.*
FITZSIMMONS, Robert John. Bowdoin
1954-55, 1957-59. Zeta Psi. b. Maiden MA
June 10 1936. res. St. Paul MN.
FLECK, Richard Carl, Jr. A.B. 1962. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Phila. PA Feb. 3 1936. res. Mt.
Hermon MA.
FOSTER, Robert Chapman, III. Bowdoin
1954-56, 1960-62. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Advt. exec; b.
Boston July 2 1936; s. of Robert C. Jr. '29; m.
Susan Hartwell Feb. 14 1960; ch.: Robert IV,
Jonathan, Abigail, Priscilla. Advt. dept. (Time
Magazine Inc. NY & OH, Newsweek
Magazine OH), advt. sales dir. On The Sound
NY, nat. account exec. Central Broadcasting
System Television NY. Member board of dir.
Seascope Publications Inc. Served to It. USN
1956-60. res. New Canaan CT.*
FOWLER, Truman George. A.B. 1959..
Education; b. Milford Nov. 3 1924. Teacher
high sch. Newport 19?— . Served with USN
1943. res. Palmyra.*
FREDENBURGH, Peter Steven. A.B. 1959.
Theta Delta Chi. Military; b. Concord MA
Dec. 10 1935; m. Carolyn Holtgrane Dec. 11
1965; ch.: James. USN (navigator McGuire
Air Force Base NJ 1960-64, public relations
Scott Air Force Base IL 1964-66, personnel &
training Roosevelt Roads PR 1967-70, training
Iwakuwi Japan 1970-72, operations Norfolk
VA 1972-74, officer in charge Advanced
Navigation Sch. Corpus Christi TX 1974).
Awarded Navy Achievement Medal 1972,
Navy Expeditionary Medal, Armed Forces
Expeditionary Medal, res. Corpus Christi TX.*
FROST, Floyd Delavan, Jr. Bowdoin 1954-55,
1956-57. Beta Theta Pi. Management; b.
Nyack NY Jan. 22 1936; m. Nancy McLeran
July 1 1961; ch.: Floyd III, Andrew, Ashley.
Systems & procedures analyst Honeywell
Wellesley MA 1959-66, systems analyst Time
Share Corp. Hanover NH 1966-70, sr. systems
analyst Information Services Inc. Wellesley
1970-72, project leader Boston Univ. 1972-73,
customer service mgr. Information Services
Inc. Wellesley 1973— . Dir. Assn. Systems
Management Bay State Chapter 1968-69,
chmn. town appeals board 1969-73, member
planning board 1973— . Served to airman/3
USAFR 1960-66. res. Stow MA.*
GASS, Wayne Douglas. Bowdoin 1954-56, B.S.
Worcester Polytech. Inst. 1959, M.S. M.I.T.
1962, M.B.A. Univ. Mass. 1974. Alpha Delta
Phi. Coll. admin.; b. Greenfield MA June 1
1935; m. Marilyn Talbot Aug. 5 1961; ch.:
Douglas, David, James. Professional engineer
(MA); field engineer Turner Construction Co.
NYC 1959 & 1960-61, Mt. Holyoke Coll. (coll.
engineer 1962-68, dir. physical facilities 1968,
also asst. business mgr. 1968
—
). V.pres.
YMCA Holyoke MA, dir. Rotary Club
Holyoke, board member (mental health center
Holyoke area, Holyoke Hospital), chmn. sch.
plants committee S. Hadley MA. Served to 2nd
It. USA 1959-60. res. S. Hadley MA.*
GIBBONS, Albert Edward, Jr. A.B. 1959. Zeta
Psi. 1962 capital campaign worker, admissions
aide 1967
—
, Alumni Council 1968-72 (v.pres.
1970-71, pres. 1971-72), placement aide
1970-75, 1972 capital campaign area chmn.,
Overseer 1973-79. Invest, banking; b.
Portland July 23 1935; s. of Albert Gibbons
'24; m. Candace Macdonald Jan. 15 1965; ch.:
Albert III, Laura, Jonathan. F. S. Moseley &
Co. Portland (sales 1959-65, branch mgr.
1965-70, v.pres. & residential mgr. 1970-73);
v.pres. & area mgr. Moseley, Hallgarten &
Estabrook Inc. Portland 1973— . Dir. (Equity
Assn. of Me., Howell Labs. Inc., Conservation
System Inc., Me. Invest. Dealers Assn., Am.
Red Cross Portland), regional dir. Nat. Assn.
of Security Dealers, pres. Portland (Boys Club,
Provident Assn.). Served to capt. USA 1959.
res. Yarmouth.*
GIBSON, Frank Warren. A.B. 1960. Beta
Theta Pi. Finance; b. Portland Aug. 18 1935;
s. of Leslie E. '21; m. Patricia McWhirter Oct.
28 1967; ch.: Kathryn, Paul. Claims
investigator Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. NYC &
Boston 1961-64, asst. v.pres.-loan officer
Norway Nat. Bank 1964-69, asst. treas.
Newton Waltham Bank & Trust Co. Waltham
MA 1969-75. res. Milton MA*
GIGNAC, George Michael, Jr. A.B., B.S.
M.I.T. 1959, M.S. Northeastern 1969. Theta
Delta Chi. Management; b. Franklin NH
Sept. 22 1936; m. Shirley Laughy June 18 1960;
ch.: Paul, Michael, Peter, Thomas. Engineer
Kordite Co. Macedon NY 1959-61,
engineer-mgr. Webster Industry Salem MA
1961-65, production mgr.-sr. mgr. Polaroid
Corp. Cambridge MA 1966— . Served with
USAFR. res. Lynnfield MA.*
GD7EN, Philip Lombard. Bowdoin 1954-56,
B.S. Boston Univ. 1961, Ed.M. Northeastern
1969. Alpha Tau Omega. Admissions aide
1965, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Manchester NH Oct. 12 1936;
m. Janet Kirschbaum June 29 1957; ch.: Keith,
Heidi, Todd. Teacher Lexington MA 1961-68,
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home product distributor self-employed
Carlisle MA 1968-70, purchasing mgr.
Interstate Container Lowell MA 1970, teacher
Arlington MA 1971—. Pres. (Kiwanis Club
1965-66, Carlisle Sportsmen's Club 1973—).
res. Sherborn MA.*
GOODWIN, Joseph Michael, Jr. A.B. 1959.
b. Portland April 4 1936. res. Brunswick.
GOSSE, David Ronald. A.B., M.A.L.S.
Wesleyan 1966. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Lynn MA June 12 1935; m. Janice Kennedy
Aug. 1 1959; ch.: Sarah, Bryan. Teacher MA
(Lynn 1961-62, also coach Hamilton 1962-65,
chmn. mathematics dept. Governor Dummer
Acad. Byfield 1966-71), master teacher Byfield
1971—. Pres. Triton Teacher Assn. 1971-72.
Served to 1st It. USA 1959-61; awarded
Commendation Medal 1961. Co-author:
Algebra A Versatile Approach, res. Ipswich
MA.*
GRANT, John Benjamin, Jr. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Minn. 1960. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. New Haven CT Aug. 10 1935;
m. Kay Parker Dec. 24 1956; ch.: Margaret,
Ian, Patrick. Teacher (France Hill County Sch.
Surrey Great Britain 1960-62, Oldfields Sch.
Glencoe MD 1962-67), principal Bush Sch.
Seattle WA 1967-73, counselor Lincoln Acad.
Newcastle 1973— . res. Newcastle.*
GROVES, Edward Kingsbury, Sr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Sales; b. Boston Jan. 8 1937; m. Berry
Durgin April 18 1959; ch.: Deborah, Edward
Jr., Carole, Jeffrey. Sales rep. (Mobil Corp.
Boston & Portland 1958-59, Arco Boston
1959-60), Exxon Corp. (sales rep. Boston &
Rutland VT 1960-67; real estate rep. Concord
NH 1967-73, sales rep. 1973—). Served to cpl.
USAR 1957-63. res. Hooksett NH.*
HALLDEN, Lars Harry. Bowdoin 1954-55.
Sigma Nu. b. Eskilstuna Sweden Aug. 12
1935. res. unknown.
HAMILTON, William Reese. A.B. 1962, A.M.
Univ. Me. 1970. Beta Theta Pi. Advt.; b.
Hollywood CA July 14 1936; m. Elizabeth
Innes July 18 1959, m. 1959, m. Marisol
Barrios-Arias July 2 1970; ch.: William, James.
Teacher high sch. (Taunton MA 1962-63, New
Canaan CT 1963-69), copywriter Batten
Barton Durstine & Osborn Inc. NYC 1971—.
Served to sgt. USA 1958-62. res. Irvington
NY.*
HANSEN, John Melvin, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Occ. unknown; b. Trenton NJ Feb. 21
1937; married, res. Brielle NJ.
HARLOW, Edwin Wallace, Jr. Bowdoin
1954-56. Beta Theta Pi. b. Waterville Nov. 1
1936. res. Turnersville NJ.
HATCH, Richard Charles. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Accounting; b. Caribou May 6 1936; m.
Betty Jones Nov. 14 1970. Accountant Me.
Public Service Co. Presque Isle 1958— . res.
Caribou.*
HETLEY, George Harrison, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Lockport NY Feb. 23 1936. res.
Andover MA.
HICKS, Nelson Campbell. A.B., B.S. M IT.
1960. Engineering; b. Tarentum PA April 1
1
1936; m. JoAnne McKeever Feb. 20 1960; ch.:
Virginia, Lewis. U. S. Steel Corp. (product
metallurgist Vandergrift PA 1960-66; sheet mill
metallurgist Pittsburgh PA 1966-73,
metallurgical engineer customer tech. service
1973-76, metallurgical engineer sheet & strip
pruducts 1976
—
). res. Pittsburgh PA.*
HILLMAN, Richard Austin. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1960. Alpha Delta Phi. Marketing
management; b. Phila. PA April 3 1936; m.
Barbara Woods June 21 1958; ch.: Kimberly,
Deborah, Carter. Pennsalt Phila. (project
engineer 1960-61, foreman 1961-62), Smith
Kline & French Phila. (systems analyst
1962-66, new products mgr. 1966-70), new
ventures mgr. Rohm & Haas Phila. 1970-73,
marketing mgr. Warren-Teed Horsham PA
1973— . V.pres. Community Assocs. res.
Doylestown PA.*
HINCKLEY, Robert Lyman. A.B. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Boatbuilding; b. Bangor
Aug. 19 1935; m. Jacqueline Frost, m. Bettina
Bauer 1961; ch.: Jill, Benjamin, Elizabeth.
V.pres. Henry R. Hinckley & Co. Manset
19?—. Served to 1st It. USA 1959. res.
Manset.*
HTTTMAIR, Siegfried. Bowdoin Plan 1954-55.
Zeta Psi. b. Innsbruck Austria Sept. 24 1931.
res. Apartado Lima.
HOLBROOK, Kenneth Elmer. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Ins.; b. Vinalhaven March 25 1936;
m. Rebecca Fellows, m. Catherine Costa Aug.
27 1966; ch.: Herman II, Louis, Jennifer.
Underwriter Liberty Mutual Life Ins. Boston
1958-59, lobster fisherman self-employed
Vinalhaven 1959-66, life ins. underwriter
Union Mutual Portland 1966-68, truck
underwriter Liberty Mutual Boston 1968
—
,
automobile underwriting mgr. North East Ins.
Portland 1976— . res. Freeport*
HOTCHKISS, Henry Washington. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Banking; b. Meshed Iran Oct. 31
1937. Teacher Choate Sch. Wallingford CT
1959-62, student Middlebury VT Coll. summer
1960, v.pres. Chem. Bank NYC 1962—,
student N.Y. Univ. 1963-64. New Eng. Soc.
city of Brooklyn NY (v.pres., dir. & chmn.
scholarship committee 1970-73), Long Is. Coll.
Hospital (pres. assoc. board of regents 1970-71,
member board of regents 1971-73), dir. Calif.
Council for Int. Trade 1976. Served to capt.
USA 1958-59. res. San Francisco CA.*
HOVEY, Donald Orcutt. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Mich. 1961. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign
worker, admissions aide. Law; b. Norristown
PA Aug. 21 1936; s. of Leland W. Sr. '26; m.
Ellen Rubin Feb. 2 1963; ch.: Donald,
Carolyn, Peter. Rambo & Mair Phila. PA (atty.
1962-71, partner 1971—). Dir. (Financial
Analysts Inc., incorporator Haverford
Township Taxpayers Assn.), elder & trustee
Princeton Presby. Church. Served to s/sgt.
USA 1961. res. St. Davids PA.*
HOWELL, Roger, Jr. A.B. summa cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; B.A. St. John's Coll. Oxford
(Rhodes scholar) 1960; M.A. St. John's Coll.
1964; D.Phil. St. John's Coll. 1964; LL.D.
Nasson 1970; LL.D. Colby 1970; L.H.D. Univ.
Me. 1971. Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital
campaign nat. committee member, Overseer
1969—, Trustee 1969—. English history book
fund established in his honor 1969.
Education; b. Baltimore MD July 3 1936; m.
Marcia Lunt June 11 1966; ch.: Tracy,
Christopher. Jr. instr. history Johns Hopkins
Univ. 1960-61, Oxford Univ. (jr. research
fellow St. John's Coll. 1961-64, jr. dean of arts
1962-64; tutor history & political theory Int.
Grad. Summer Sch. 1962 & 1963; lectr.
Delegacy for Extra-Mural Studies Workers
Education Assn. 1963 & 1964), Bowdoin (asst.
prof, history & govt. 1964-65, history 1965-66;
assoc. prof, history 1966-68, prof. 1968
—
;
acting dean of coll. 1968-69; Pres. 1969—).
Visiting prof, history Univ. Me. Orono





—), pres. board of dir.
Monmouth Theater 1971-72,
Colby-Bates-Bowdoin Educational Telecasting
Corp. (trustee 1969—; pres. 1970-71, 1975-77),
New Eng. Colls. Fund (trustee 1 969
—
, member
exec, committee 1971-72), chmn. Me. Savings
Bonds Committee 1972
—
, Am. Assn. of Advt.
Agencies Educational Foundation (chmn.
academic advisory committee 1970
—
, member
board of trustees), member (board of dir. The
Allagash Group 1970-73, Coast Heritage Trust
1970-73; int. advisory committee Univ. Coll. at
Buckingham 1974
—
, board of governors Inst,
of European Studies 1974-77, Higher
Education Planning Comm. for Univ. Me.
1969-72; exec, committee Conf. on British
Studies 1967-69; nominating committee New
Eng. Historical Assn. 1971), New Eng. Conf.
on British Studies (exec. sec. 1967-69, hon.







1974—), The Royal Historical Soc. (fellow
1971— assoc. 1961-71), U.S. rep. Anglo-Am.
Historical Committee 1974-76, co-ed Erasmus
1975— . Recipient: Outstanding Young Man of
the Yr. Award Me. Jaycees (1970), New Eng.
Jaycees (1970). Author: Newcastle Upon Tyne
and the Puritan Revolution (1967), Sir Philip
Sidney: The Shepherd Knight (1968), The
Origins of the English Revolution (1975),
Cromwell (1977); ed.: Prescott: The Conquest
of Mexico, the Conquest of Peru, and Other
Writings (1966); contbr. res. Brunswick.*
HUGGARD, Lee Albert. A.B. Chi. Psi.
Education; b. Orange NJ March 24 1936; m.
Bernice Bream June 17 1967; ch.: Stephen,
Daniel. Credit reporter Dun & Bradstreet Los
Angeles CA 1961-63, salesman Shell Oil Co.
Anaheim CA 1963-64, teacher (sch. dist. Los
Angeles 1966, high sch. Bakersfield CA
1968
—
). V.pres. Kern Council for the Social
Studies. Served to sgt. USA 1959-61. res.
Bakersfield CA.*
IRELAND, Russell Samuel, Jr. Bowdoin
1954-56, B.S. Farmington State Teachers Coll.
1963. Kappa Sigma. Education; b. Sommers
Point NJ Sept. 18 1936; m. Constance Roessler
May 22 1966, ch.: Russell III, Rebecca.
Teacher (S.A.D. 16 The Forks 1962-63,
Burlington VT 1963-64), tech. physics dept.
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Univ. Vt. Burlington 1969—. PFC USA
1959-62. res. Williston VT.*
JOHNSON, Francis Pendleton. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Accounting; b. Belfast Sept.
13 1935; s. of Robert W. '32; m. Sally
McLaughlin 1959; 3 children. CPA. (ME);
partner Ernst & Ernst Portland 1972— . res.
Falmouth.*
JOHNSON, Leonard Neal. A.B., B.D.
Augustana Theol. Sem. 1962. Delta Sigma.
Clergy; b. Waltham MA Sept. 17 1936; m.
Joyce Copeland Aug. 29 1959; ch.: Deborah,
Jeffrey, Andrew, Gregory. Pastor (Immanuel
Lutheran Church Wakefield MI 1962-65, Zion
Lutheran Church St. Ignace MI 1965-69,
Prince of Peace Lutheran Church Depew NY
1969—). Co-author: Mike and Molly (1974).
res. Cheektowaga NY.*
JOHNSON, Stephen Goodwin. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Military; b. Marshall MO Nov. 16
1936; m. Yvonne Belanger May 5 1973. With
USA 1959— with staff & faculty bn. USA
Field Artillery Sch. Ft. Sill OK. Awarded
Bronze Star, Air Medal, Army Commendation
Medal, res. Lawton OK.*
JOHNSTON, Edward Albert. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Sales; b. Medford MA April
12 1936; m. Gail Wilkins Dec. 11 1960; ch.:
David, Robert, Andrea, Meredith. Salesman
(Int. Silver Co. Meriden CT 1959-63, also mgr.




JOL1VET, Pierre-Alain. Bowdoin Plan
1954-55. Alpha Delta Phi. Communications;
b. Paris France May 15 1935; married; ch.:
Vincent. State & film dir. self-employed Paris
France 19?— . res. Paris France.*
JONES, Owen Craven, Jr. Bowdoin 1954-55.
Psi Upsilon. b. NYC Oct. 18 1936. res.
unknown.
KAPLAN, Joel Ronald. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Liberty NY July 4 1936. res.
unknown.
KENNEDY, Richard Tilghman Paca. A.B.
1959. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Upland PA April
16 1936. res. Maylan-Rose Valley PA.
KINGSBURY, Robert Andrews. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Northeastern
1963. Theta Delta Chi. Engineering; b.
Plattsburg NY Oct. 8 1936; s. of Robert F. '34;
m. Ruth Sanderson Aug. 29 1959. Programmer
Sylvania Electric Corp. Needham MA 1958-60,
systems engineer The Mitre Corp. Bedford MA
1960—
, res. Bedford MA.*
KLIMMECK, Klaus-Dieter. A.B. cum laude
(Fulbright scholar). Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Law; b. Elbing Germany June 27 1936; m.
Reingard Doerge Dec. 16 1970; ch.: Lavinia,
Holger. Public prosecutor Brunswick Germany
1966-67, judge Salzgitter Germany 1968—.
Steering committee Union of justices court of
appeals Brunswick dist. (member 1971— , pres.
1974), snyod Luthern Churches Salzgitter
(v.pres. 1971-76, pres. 1976—). Salzgitter
Germany.*
KOCH, Edward Thomas. A.B., M B A. Cornell
1960. Alpha Delta Phi. Invests.; b. Mnpls.
MN Oct. 6 1936; m. Mickail Hawkins June 25
1960; ch.: John, Emily. Invest, research officer
Old Colony Trust Co. Boston 1960-66, asst.
v.pres. John P. Chase Inc. Boston 1966-68,
v.pres. The Mass. Co. Boston 1968-70, v.pres.
& shareholder partner Loomis Sayles & Co.
Boston 1970—. res. S. Harpswell.*
KOSTIS, Nicholas Peter. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1961;
Ph.D. Columbia (Woodrow Wilson fellow)
1963. Delta Sigma. Education; b. Sanford
Dec. 9 1935. With Brown Univ. 1963-65,
various positions to assoc. prof. French Boston
Univ. 1965— . Author: The Exorcism of Sex
and Death in Julien Green's Novels (1973),
contbr. res. Boston.*
KRAUSHAR, Marvin Frederic. A.B., M D.
Tufts 1962. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Medicine; b. Brooklyn
NY Nov. 18 1937; m. Gaytha Iuliano Oct. 20
1973. Intern Jewish Hospital of Brooklyn NY
1963-64, resident Brooklyn Eye & Ear Hospital
1964-66, fellow Mass. Eye & Ear Infirmary
Boston 1968-69, physician NYC 1970—.
Member mayor's citizens advisory board
Newark NJ. Served with USPHS 1966-68.
Recipient: Alcon Ophthalmology Residents
Award 1968; Physicians' Recognition Award
AMA 1972, 1975. Contbr. res. Newark NJ.*
KRUTT, Richard Lee. A.B. Kappa Sigma, b.
Boston Dec. 20 1936. res. Bloomfield CT.
LASKER, John Louis, Jr. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
1966. Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign
worker, admissions aide 1966-67. Dentistry;
b. Brookline MA May 2 1936; m. Cynthia
Olsen Aug. 11 1968; ch.: Matthew, Phillip.
Salesman (Manhattan Casualty Co. Waltham
MA 1960-61, self-employed Boston 1961-62),
dentist pvt. practice Belmont MA 1962—
.
Chmn. Middlesex MA Dist. Dental Soc.
1975-76. Served to 1st It. USA 1958-60. res.
Waltham MA.*
LAWRENCE, Peter Dunbar. A.B. 1961. Kappa
Sigma. b. Syracuse NY Nov. 12 1935. res.
Stow MA.
LEAHY, John Paul. A.B. cum laude 1959, B.S.
M.I.T. 1959, M.S. M.I.T. 1962. Theta Delta
Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Accounting; b. Somerville MA May 19
1936; m. Caroline Kimball Aug. 19 1961; ch.:
Jean, William. Norton Co. Worcester MA
(mfg. engineer 1959-61, industrial engineer
1962, financial analyst 1963-65), Norton
Grinding Wheel div. (chief accountant
1965-67, controller 1967-70), controller Norton
Int. 1970-72, asst. controller Norton Co.
Worcester 1972— . res. Westboro MA.*
LEHMAN, Joseph Roehm. Bowdoin 1954-56.
Kappa Sigma. Dentistry; b. St. Louis MO
Aug. 24 1936. res. Dayton OH.*
LEONARD, Bernard Hayden. A.B., D.D.S.
Univ. Penn. 1963. Theta Delta Chi.
Dentistry; b. Washington DC Nov. 4 1935;
m. H. Diane Tolman June 5 1959; ch.: Carol,
Elizabeth. Dentist York Harbor 1963— . res.
York Harbor.*
LEVINE, Matthew Edward. A.B., M D. Tufts
1962. Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b.
Cambridge MA May 28 1937; s. of William S.
'27; m. Carol Rottenberg Sept. 7 1958; ch.:
Laura, Jonathan, Robert. Intern New Eng.
Center Hospital Boston 1962-63, resident
internal medicine V.A. hospital Boston
1963-64, McLean Hospital Belmont MA
(psychiatric resident 1966-68, clinical fellow
psychiatry 1968-70), psychiatric resident Beth
Israel Hospital Boston 1968-69, Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital Boston (psychophysiologic
research 1969-70, jr. assoc. medicine 1970-74),
consultant Brookline MA Mental Health
Center 1970-71, sr. psychiatrist Medfield State
Hospital Harding MA 1970-72, drug
dependency clinic Boston City Hospital
(assisting physician 1972-73, dir. 1973-75).
Harvard Med. Sch. Boston (teaching fellow
psychiatry 1966-68, research fellow 1968-69,
clinical fellow 1969-70, clinical asst. 1970-71,
clinical instr. 1971-72, instr. 1972-74), clinical
instr. psychiatry Boston Univ. Med. Sch.
1971— . Elected member Alpha Omega Alpha.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1964-66. Contbr. res.
Needham MA.*
LEWIS, Lawrence Johnson. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. NYC Aug. 8 1936. res. Pioneer CA.
LEWIS, Paul Zachary. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1962. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Law; b. Brookline MA Oct. 8 1937.
Atty. Lewis & DeClemente Union City NJ &
NYC 1974—. res. Ho-Ho-Kus NJ.
LINSCOTT, Willard Harvard. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1962. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Farmington April 7 1935; m. Diane
Wiseman April 23 1960; ch.: Walt, Jonathan.
Baseball player Boston Red Sox various
locations 1958-60, atty. Willard & Hanscom
Sanford 1962, The Merrill Trust Co. Bangor
(trust officer 1963-71, dir. 1966-71), atty.
Twitchell Gray & Linscott Bangor 1971— . Dir.
(Northeast Marketing & Research 1974— , C.
of C. 1975— U.M. Foundation), trustee
YMCA, chmn. (probate section Me. Bar Assn.
1972— Brewer Republican Party 1966-68 &
1974
—
, Penobscot County Republican Party
1970-72), member board of governors
Penobscot Valley Country Club 1971— . res.
Brewer.*
LOEB, Daniel Norman. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1961. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Law; b. Brooklyn NY April 10
1937. Assoc. Smith Gray Hill & Rodgers
1961-62, clerk for Justice Mathew O. Tobriner
Calif. Supreme Court 1962-63, assoc. Hanson
Bridgett Marcus & Jenkins San Francisco CA
1963-67, San Francisco Neighborhood Legal
Assistance Foundation (sr. staff atty. western
addition office 1967-70, landlord-tenant &
housing spec. 1970-71, acting chief counsel
main office 1971), visiting lectr. Univ. Calif.
1969-70, atty. general practice 1971-73, partner
Bement & Loeb San Francisco 1974—
.
Member board of dir. (Am. Civil Liberties
Union of N. Calif. 1969-71, Marin County
1966-67); member housing committee San
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Francisco Family Service Agency 1969-71;
guest lectr. Boalt Hall, Hastings and Golden
Gate Law Schs. 1969-71. Served to spec. 4/c
USA 1962. Contbr. res. Berkeley CA.*
LOUGHMAN, Robert Eaton. Bowdoin
1954-56. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Newton
MA May 2 1936. res. Hampton NH.
MacKINNON, Douglas Warren. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Real estate & construction; b. Cambridge
MA Nov. 11 1936; m. Anne Eaton July 3 1960;
ch.: David, Jennifer, Gregory, Julianne,
Melissa, James. Mgr. The Carlson Corp.
Cochituate MA 1963-72, real estate &
construction consultant self-employed 1973-76,
pres. D. W. MacKinnon Inc. 1976— . Pres.
Avon-Canton-Farmington Youth Hockey
Assn. Inc. 1973—. Served to It. (jg) USN
1959-63. res. Avon CT.*
MACKINTOSH, Donald Bicknell. Bowdoin
1954-57. Psi Upsilon. Sales; b. Quincy MA
Dec. 17 1935; m. Cynthia Burke Nov. 30 1957;
ch.: Darroch, Tamsin, Scott. Dist. sales rep.
Weyerhaeuser Co. Tacoma WA 19?— . res.
Wilbraham MA.*
MacLEOD, William Alexander. Bowdoin
1954-56, A.B. Boston Univ. 1961. Psi Upsilon.
Banking; b. Boston Sept. 25 1936; m. Anne
Barker 1961; 2 children. Trust officer Me. Nat.
Bank Portland 1966— . res. Yarmouth.*
MANYAN, David Richard. A.B., M.S. Univ.
R.I. 1965, Ph.D. Univ. R.I. 1967. Delta Sigma.
Admissions aide 1969— . Biochem. research;
b. Providence RI Nov. 9 1936; m. Janet
Conlon Oct. 9 1965; ch.: Aram, Jessica. Asst.
chemist Nuclear div. Metals & Controls Tex.
Instruments Inc. Attleboro MA 1959-60, instr.
dept. of medicine Univ. Miami Sch. of
Medicine 1971-72, dir. heart attack & stroke
prevention program Heart Assn. of Greater
Miami 1972-73, visiting investigator Howard
Hughes Med. Inst. Miami 1973-75, with St.
Francis Coll. Biddeford 1975—. Elected
member (Sigma Xi 1963
—
, Phi Kappa Phi
1965—), fellow Am. Inst, of Chemists 1970—.
Served to ensign USN 1959. Contbr. res.
Kennebunkport. *
MARCOTTE, Andre Peter. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1962. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Medicine; b. Biddeford Feb. 2 1936;
m. Nancy McCarthy May 26 1962; ch.: Marie,
Michelle, Nicole. Orthopedic surgeon Lewiston
1968— . Served to maj. USAR. res. Auburn.*
MARSANO, Francis Charles. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Mich. 1961. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Bangor Sept. 8
1936; m. Mary Vernon Jan. 29 1972; ch.:
Douglas, Gregg, Meghan. Atty. Eaton Glass &
Marsano Belfast 1963— . Dir. Northeast
Equipment & Supply Co., trustee (Penobscot
Marine Museum, Mid Coast Mental Health
Assn., Waldo County General Hospital,
Children's Aid Soc. of Me. 1968-72), chmn.
Me. State Bar Assn. (real estate & title section,
title standards sub-committee 1972-75). Served
to capt. USA 1961-63. Contbr. res. Belfast.*
MARSHALL, Don Stark. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Golf management; b. Ann Arbor MI
May 26 1936; s. of Don '27; m. Zenaide White
Aug. 19 1961; ch.: Gary, Geoffrey. Montclair
Golf Club W. Orange NJ (greenskeeper
1959-60, asst. supt. 1960-62, supt. 1962-70, dir.
club operations 1970-74), development mgr.
Lighthouse Sound Country Club Ocean City
MD 1974, general mgr. golf Del Monte
Properties Pebble Beach CA 1975—. Pres.
(N.J. Golf Supts. Assn. 1972-74, N.J. Turfgrass
Assn. 1972-74). res. Carmel Valley CA.*
MARTIN, Robert Frederick. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Troy NY March 6 1937. res. Missouri City
TX.
MARZ, Albert Frederic, Jr. A.B., D.O. Coll. of
Osteopathic Medicine & Surgery 1966. Sigma
Nu. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Medicine; b. Providence RI April 9 1936; m.
Lois-Jean Avery June 25 1960; ch.: Melinda,
Julie, Jonathan. Physician general practice
Greenville RI 1967—. Pres. R.I. Soc.
Osteopathic Physicians & Surgeons 1972-73,
member vestry St. Thomas Epis. Church
Greenville 1970-72. Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1960-62. res. N. Scituate RI.*
MASON, Kimball Lee. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Management; b. Paris Jan. 16 1936; s. of
Donald K. '25; m. Muriel Osmundsen Sept. 19
1959; ch.: Lydia, John, Stewart. Sales rep.
(Armstrong Cork Co. Mnpls. MN 1961-69,
Honeywell Wellesley MA 1969-70), branch
mgr. On Line Systems Wellesley 1970-76,
product marketing mgr. Inforex Inc.
Burlington MA 1976—. Served to 1st It. USA 2
yrs. res. Wellesley MA.*
MAYHEW, Irving Carl. Bowdoin 1954-57,
D.M.D. Tufts 1961. Alpha Tau Omega.
Dentistry; b. Gardiner Aug. 31 1936. Dentist
pvt. practice Gardiner 1961— . res. Pittston.*
MCCARTHY, William Francis. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Medford MA July 20 1936. res.
NYC.
McDONOUGH, Ronald Bruce. A.B. 1959.
Beta Theta Pi. Communications; b.
Springfield MA Jan. 16 1937; m. Beverly
Wilkinson Jan. 5 1963; ch.: Michael, Brian,
Stephanie, Monica. Procurement engineer
Electric Boat div. General Dynamics Groton
CT 1967-68, Southern New Eng. Tel. Co.
(communications consultant New London CT
1968-72; staff asst. marketing New Haven CT
1972-75, interstate services committee network
operations 1975
—
). Served to capt. USA
1959-67; awarded Vietnam Campaign Medal
1962, Nat. Defense Service Medal 1962, Armed
Forces Expedtionary Medal 1962, Army
Commendation Medal 1967. res. Old Saybrook
CT.*
McMILLAN, Andrew Thorndike. A.B. 1961.
Psi Upsilon. b. Concord MA May 22 1936.
res. Somerville MA.
MEISTER, Steven Gerard. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1962. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Boston Sept. 13 1937; m. Carol
Ross Jan. 28 1966; ch.: Laura, Elizabeth.
Intern medicine Univ. Ind. Med. Center
Indianapolis 1962-63, resident medicine
Boston V.A. hospital 1965-67, fellow
cardiology (Boston City Hospital & Tufts
Univ. 1967-68, Peter Bent Brigham Hospital &
Harvard Univ. 1968-70), asst. prof, medicine
Presby. Hospital & Univ. Penn. Phila. 1970-73,
assoc. prof medicine Med. Coll. of Penn. Phila.
1973— . Member (board of governors S.E.
Penn. Heart Assn. 1973
— ,
council on clinical
cardiology Am. Heart Assn. 1975
—
), fellow
1974— (Am. Coll. Physicians, Am. Coll.
Cardiology), board certified medicine &
cardiology Am. Board Internal Medicine 1974.
Served to capt. USAR 1963-65. Named Spec.
Fellow Nat. Inst, of Health 1969-70. Contbr.
res. Phila. PA.*
MICHAUD, Donald Paul. Bowdoin 1955-56.
b. Brunswick March 30 1931. res. Yorktown
Heights NY.
MICHELSON, Richard Arthur. B.S., M.S.




campaign area chmn. Management; b.
Danvers MA May 12 1936; m. Elizabeth
Dallas Aug. 24 1957; ch.: Sharon, Karyn,
Dean. The Boeing Co. Seattle WA (research
engineer 1960-64; supervisor applied
mathematics 1964-66; mgr. mathematics
systems research 1966-69, dir. 1969-73; asst.
dir. sales tech. 1973-76; dir. trans, system
analysis 1976
—
). Univ. Congr. Church (chmn.
board of finance 1966, treas. 1967). res. Seattle
WA.*
MILLER, Michael Gordon. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Sales
management; b. Washington DC Nov. 6 1935;
m. Millicent Reynolds Dec. 26 1958; ch.:
Anne-Owen, Leigh, Michael. Zone mgr.
Procter & Gamble Buffalo NY 1958-64, mgr.
N.Y. dists. H. J. Heinz Co. NYC 1964-66, div.
sales mgr. Howard Johnson Grocery Products
div. NYC 1966-67, v.pres. Ferris & Co.
Washington DC 1967-74, region mgr. Wells
Inc. Attleboro MA 1974-76, Eastern region
mgr. A & W Distributing Co. 1976— . Spec,
advisor Board of Good Will Industries
Washington DC. res. Wellesley MA.*
MILLIKEN, Stephen Bradford. A.B., M.S.
Brown Univ. 1961, M.S. Fla. State Univ. 1966.
Alpha Tau Omega. Forensic chemistry; b.
Concord NH May 19 1936; s. of CaiToll L. '21;
m. Alice Cumbee Dec. 29 1962; ch.: Lewis,
Nell. Teacher high sch. Leon County
Tallahassee FL 1966-67, forensic research Fla.
Dept. of Criminal Law Enforcement 1970—
.
Served to It. USA 1961-62, served to maj.
USAR. res. Tallahassee FL.*
MITCHELL, Reginald Whitney. A.B. cum
laude 1959. Chi Psi. Education; b. Maiden
MA Dec. 28 1931; m. Tula Tolonen Feb. 15
1969; ch.: Lisa, John. Teacher board of
education CT (New Canaan 1959-60,
Greenwich 1960-61), computer operator
Bulova Watch Co. Flushing NY 1961-63,
teacher English Nat. Scientific Inst.
Washington DC 1963-64, teacher board of
education Bedford NY 1964-72, field rep. N.Y.
State United Teachers Elmsford NY 1972-76,
teacher rights spec. N.Y. Educators Assn.
Albany NY 1976—. Served to PO/3 USN
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1949-53. Author: Ecrivons le Fran9ais. res.
Bedford Hills NY.*
MORIN, Marc Alain. A.B., M.D. Ottawa Med.
Univ. 1962. Medicine; b. Waterville May 9
1936; s. of Maurice A. '23; married; 1 dau.
Physician Newport Beach CA 19?— . Served to
capt. MCUSN 1965-67. res. Newport Beach
CA.
MOULTON, Walter Henry. A.B. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Coll. admin.; b.
Boston July 23 1936; m. Elizabeth Gelders
June 27 1959; ch.: Andrew, Elizabeth,
Katherine, Jennifer. Municipal bond salesman
NYC 1960-61 (Continental 111. Nat. Bank &
Trust Co. of Chicago), dir. student aid
Bowdoin 1967— . Member zoning board of
appeals 2 yrs. Served to 1st It. USA 1958-60.
res. Brunswick.*
MURCH, Lawrence Carleton. A.B., O.D. &
B.S. Mass. Coll. of Optometry. Optometry;
b. Portland Dec. 21 1936. Optometrist pvt.




NEWMAN, Dunstan Albert. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ins.; b. Providence RI Jan. 10 1937.
Management trainee R.I. Hospital Trust Co.
Providence 1963-66, claims litigation adjuster
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. E. Orange NJ 1966-72,
Universal Underwriters Ins. Co. (claims
examiner & supervisor 1973-77, N. Calif,
regional claims mgr. San Mateo CA 1977
—
).
Served to capt. USA 1958-63. res. Harrison
NJ.*
NORTON, Louis Arthur. A.B., D.M.D.
Harvard 1962. Theta Delta Chi. 1962 capital
campaign worker. Education; b. Gloucester
MA Jan. 12 1937; m. Elinor Glaser July 7
1963; ch.: Mark, Lauren. Research fellow
orthodontics Harvard 1962-64, Univ. Ky. Coll.
of Dentistry Lexington (asst. prof. 1966-69,
assoc. prof. 1969-72, prof. 1972-74, dir. grad.
studies 1973-74), prof. Univ. Conn. Sch. of
Dental Medicine Farmington 1974— . Visiting
prof, orthodontics (Fulbright research fellow)
Hebrew Univ. Jerusalem Israel 1972-73,
member Lexington KY 1973-74 (board of
trustees Ohavay Zion Synagogue, board of dir.
B'nai B'rith Lodge), pres. Ky. section Am.
Assn. for Dental Research. Served to capt.
USA 1964-66. Contbr. res. Simsbury CT.*
OFTERDINGER, Henry Michael. A.B. cum
laude. Beta Theta Pi. b. Brooklyn NY July
19 1936. With Jordan Sales Corp. 1958-?,
management trainee Sea-Land Service Inc.
Port Newark NJ 1961-62. d. Dec. 11 1962.
PACKARD, Robert Warren. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Lehigh Univ. 1961;
A.M. & Ph.D. Dartmouth 1968. Theta Delta
Chi. Education; b. Portland July 20 1936; s.
of Ned W. '32; m. Roberta Sargent June 7
1963; ch.: Erik, Keith. Instr. Univ. Me. Orono
1961-65, asst. prof, mathematics Northern
Ariz. Univ. Flagstaff 1968—. Contbr. res.
Flagstaff AZ.*
PAGE, Gordon Emerson, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Publishing; b. Mt. Holly NJ Jan. 24
1937; s. of Gordon '30; m. Donna Cruwell July
14 1962; ch.: Pamela, Allison, Thomas. Dist.
mgr. Doubleday & Co. Garden City NY
1961—. Served to 1st It. USA 1958-61. res.
Mnpls. MN.*
PAPACOSMA, John. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
N.Y. Univ. 1966. Chi Psi. Admissions aide
1960-73, 1962 capital campaign worker. Mfg.
management; b. Rockville Centre NY Dec. 1
1
1935; m. Eleftheria Varelas Nov. 26 1966; ch.:
Kathryn, Jason. Western Electric Co. Inc.
(staff trainee NYC 1960-64; benefit services
assoc. 1964-65; regulatory accounting spec.
1965-67; section chief management resources
development 1967-68, dept. chief 1968-70; asst.
mgr. personnel utilization Newark NJ 1970-73;
asst. mgr. personnel & labor relations Reading
PA 1973-74; asst. mgr. mfg. 1974—). Served
with USA 1959, served to capt. USAR. res.
Reading PA.*
PERVERE, Francis Douglas. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Greenfield MA Feb. 27 1935. res.
Deerfield MA.
PHILBRICK, John Winthrop. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1963. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Law, b. Portland
Feb. 14 1937; s. of Donald W. '17; m.
Margaret Eberlein July 26 1958; ch.: John,
Katherine, Louise. Partner Verrill Dana
Philbrick Putnam & Williamson Portland
1963—. Corporator Me. Med. Center 1968,
Pine Tree Legal Assistance Inc. (dir. 1966-73,
pres. 1970-71, sec. & v.pres. 1967-70), Choral
Art Soc. (dir. 1972-74, pres. 1973-74), trustee
Portland Symphony Orchestra 1974
—
, dir.
Opera New Eng. of Me. Inc. 1974-75, town of
Falmouth board of zoning appeals (member
1968-73, chmn. 1970-72). Served to 1st It.
USAR 1958-60. res. Falmouth.*
PAYNE, Richard Earl. B.S., M.S. Univ. Md.
1962, Ph.D. Univ. R.I. 1972. Chi Psi.
Scientific research; b. Holyoke MA April 2
1936; m. Sheila Tulk Aug. 23 1958; ch.:
Heather, Stephanie. Physicist Nat. Bureau of
Standards Washington DC 1961-63, research
asst. Woods Hole MA Oc*eanographic Inst.
1963-72, visiting investigator Univ.
Southampton England 1972-73, research assoc.
Woods Hole Oceanographic Inst. 1973— . res.
Falmouth.*
PAYSON, Albion Little. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland April 28 1936; s. of Thomas '32. res.
Spring Valley NY.
PEIREZ, David Henry. A.B., J.S.D. N.Y. Univ.
1961. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign chmn.
NYC. Law; b. NYC July 29 1936; m.
Elizabeth Wendelken Dec. 16 1960; ch.:
Gregory, Susan, Pamela, Leslie. Partner
English Cianciulli Reisman & Peirez Mineola
NY 1963-69, Viewlex Inc. Great Neck NY (dir.
1968
—,
pres. & chmn. 1969-75), partner Meyer
English Cianciulli & Peirez Mineola 1975—
.
Dir. Royal Business Funds Corp. 1970-76,
exec, member Am. Jewish Committee L.I.
chapter, past dir. United Community Funds of
Great Neck, member (nat. panel Am.
Arbitration Assn., Nassau County Crime
Council 1967-70). Served to 1st It. USA
1961-63; awarded Commendation Medal.
Recipient: Am. Jurisprudence Award. Contbr.
res. Great Neck NY.*
PELLICANI, Joseph Benjamin. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1961. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign area co-chmn. Law; b. Warren
Aug. 8 1936; m. Gwendlyn Sawyer 1959. Atty.
pvt. practice Rockland 19?— . res. Owls Head.
PENNEY, Eugene Carter. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Sales; b. Melrose MA April 23
1937; m. Monique Bernier June 25 1966, m.
Gertrude Smith May 14 1976; ch.: Brendan,
Mary. Sales rep. Carter, Rice, Storrs, & Bement
E. Hartford CT I960—. Served to 1st It. USA
1959-60. res. Plantsville CT.*
PERKINS, Donald Albert. A.B. 1959. Psi
Upsilon. b. Berlin NH June 6 1936. res.
unknown.
PINGREE, Clyde Leslie. A.B. 1959. Kappa
Sigma, b. Strong July 11 1936. res. Strong.
PLOURDE, Robert Edward. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Pawtucket RI Nov. 3 1936. res. Elnora NY.
POTTER, Peter Edward. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Portland Jan. 12 1935; m.
Prudence Young Jan. 17 1959; ch.: Karen,
Ashley, Stephen. Soloist & master of
ceremonies NYC (Radio City Music Hall
1958-63, Latin Quarter 1963), teacher music
Board of Cooperative Educational Services
Yorkville NY 1963-67, chmn. music dept.
public sch. Hamilton NY 1967— . Choir dir.
Park Methodist Church Hamilton, past pres. &
founder Hamilton Music Theatre, dir.
Hamilton Community Chorus, Boy Scouts of
Am. (neighborhood commissioner, Cub Scout
sponsor), member Order of the Arrow Nat.
Eagle Scout Assn., music teacher New S. Wales
Dept. of Education Sidney Australia 1974-75.
Contbr. res. Hamilton NY.*
PROSSER, William Arthur, III. A.B., A.M.
Ball State Univ. 1969. Psi Upsilon.
Accounting; b. Fall River MA April 14
1937; m. Flecia Gibbins June 18 1960; ch.:
Marcia, Nancy. C.P.A.; various management
positions Bell Tel. Co. of Penn. Pittsburgh PA
1958-64, commercial mgr. General Tel. Co. of
Ind. Ft. Wayne IN 1964-67, staff accountant
• Ware & Fulle Richmond IN 1967-72, partner
Fulle & Prosser Richmond 1972— . Pres.
(Eastern Ind. Estate Planning Council 1975-76,
Nat. Assn. of Accountants Eastern Ind.
chapter 1973-74), clerk of session First Presby.
Church of Richmond 1971— . Served to cpl.
USAR 1959-65. res. Richmond IN.*
QUINN, Anthony. Bowdoin 1954-57. Alpha
Tau Omega. b. NYC March 31 1937. d.
NYC Sept. 8 1975.*
RAMSEY, William Dale, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Exec; b. Indianapolis IN April 14
1936; m. Irene Gianoutsos Feb. 2 1957, m.
Mary Ihnet Aug. 9 1969; ch.: Robin, Scott,
Kimberley, Jennifer. Shell Oil Co. (dealer
salesman Albany NY 1959-61; merchandising
rep. Milton NY 1961-63; real estate rep.
Jacksonville FL 1963-65; dist. sales supervisor
St. Paul MN 1965-67; recruitment mgr.
Chicago IL 1967-72; spec, assignment NYC
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1969; sales mgr. Chicago 1972-75, Detroit MI
1975
—
). Board member N. Am. Financial
Services Inc. 1971-72, dir. public affairs
Associated Petroleum Industries Mich. 1975
—
,
v.pres. & board member Malibu East Assn.
1973-75, program chmn. Chicago Urban
League 1975, v.chmn. chem. & petroleum
committee Midwest Coll. Placement Assn.
1971-72, lectr. energy supplies 1973— . Served
to capt. USA 1958-59, served with USAR
1959-67. Elected Coll. Recruiter of the Yr. by 6
colls. & univs. 1968-72. res. Farmington Hills
ML*
RELIC, Peter Donald. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Case Western Reserve
Univ. 1961; Ed.D. Harvard 1973. Sigma Nu.
Class agt. 1959-67. Education; b. Cleveland
OH May 22 1936; m. Mary Jo Mehl Oct. 22
1966; ch.: Rebecca, Matthew, Peter. Teacher &
coach Hawken Sch. Cleveland 1959-68,
principal (Hawken Upper Sch. Cleveland
1963-68, Kyoto Japan Int. Sch. 1968-70), dir.
education Middlesex MA County Corrections
Billerica MA 1971-72, asst. supt. sch. dist. Pearl
River NY 1972-75, supt. sch. dist. Hamilton
OH 1975—. Pres. Rockland County NY Asst.
Supts. for Instruction 1973-74, member board
of dir. (Greenwich CT Teachers Center
1974-75, Univ. Regional Broadcasting, YMCA
Hamilton, safety council Hamilton), elected
member Phi Delta Kappa, recipient: C.A.S.
1971. Contbr. res. Hamilton OH.*
REYNOLDS, John Herschel. A.B., A.M.
Wesleyan 1961, Ph.D. Univ. Wash. 1964. Beta
Theta Pi. Chem. research; b. Detroit MI
Aug. 4 1936; m. Helene Coffino Sept. 17 1971;
ch.: Sarah. Research chemist Monsanto Co. St.
Louis MO 1966-74, research mgr. BioQuest
div. Becton-Dickinson & Co. Cockeysville MD
1975-
. Served to capt. USA 1964-66. Contbr.,
patentee, res. Baltimore MD.*
RICH, Stephen Frank. Bowdoin 1954-55.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Haverhill MA June
27 1937. res. unknown.
RIDLEY, Robert Keep. A.B., M.S. Univ. Ky.
1961, Ph.D. Fla. State Univ. 1967. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Education; b. Farmington
July 26 1936; m. Kay Mastin Dec. 31 1960;
ch.: Rebecca, Karen. Grad. asst. dept.
biological sciences Fla. State Univ. Tallahassee
1960-64, with U.S. Antartic Research Program
Nat. Science Foundation 1964, grad. asst.
parasitology Fla. State Univ. 1964-65,
post-doctoral scholar dept. zoology UCLA
1968-69, asst. prof. dept. of infectious diseases
Coll. of Veterinary Medicine Kan. State Univ.
Manhattan 1969-74, student Coll. Veterinary
Medicine 1974
—
, instr. dept. infectious
diseases Kan. State Univ. Manhattan 1974—
.
Elected member (Sigma Xi, Am. Soc.
Parasitologists). Contbr. res. Manhattan KS.*
RILEY, John Winchell. III. A.B., M D. Cornell
1962. Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Medicine; b. Boston June 3 1936; s.
of John W. '30; m. Elaine Hartshorn, m.
Christine Beerman March 2 1968; ch.:
Catherine, Deborah, Elizabeth. Physician
internal medicine pvt. practice Seattle WA
1967
— ,
clinical asst. prof, of medicine Univ.




Board of Internal Medicine 1973. Served to It.
cdr. USN 1965-67. res. Seattle WA.*
RIPLEY, Edwards Huntington. A.B. Delta
Sigma. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Cambridge MA Aug. 16
1930. Resident mgr. Pacific Northwest Allied
Chem. Corp. Battle Ground WA 1958—.
Served to QM/2 USN 1951-55. res. Battle
Ground WA.*
ROBERTSON, James Andrew. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Admissions aide, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Financial consultant; b.
Arlington MA Dec. 29 1935; m. Ellen Veeder
March 11 1961; ch.: Douglas, Juliana.
Stockbroker Boston (H. C. Wainwright & Co.
1964-67, Paine Webber Jackson & Curtis Inc.
1967-69), real estate mgr. self-employed Boston
1969-70, pres. Merc. Row Securities Corp.
Boston 1971-74, financial consultant
self-employed Trend Assocs. Burlington MA
1974—. Served to spec. 4/c USA 1960-62. res.
Boston.*
ROBINSON, Alan David. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1960. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Accounting; b. Worcester MA Nov. 29
1936; s. of Harry '26; m. Helen Seligsberger
June 11 1960; ch.: Andrew, Deborah. C.P.A.
(MA); audit supervisor Coopers & Lybrand
Boston 1960-66; div. controller Am. Science &
Engineering Cambridge MA 1967-68; The
Gillette Co. (staff asst. Boston 1968-69, mgr.
budgets & analysis 1969-73; audit mgr. Europe
London England 1973-74); controller sales co.
Gillette Industries London 1974-76, financial
coordinator Latin Am. 1976— . Served to spec.
5/c USA 1960-61. res. Newton MA.*
ROCKAWAY, Peter Lamson. A.B., J.D.
Wayne State Univ. 1966. Psi Upsilon. Law;
b. Plymouth IN Dec. 27 1935; m. Patricia
Baumann July 27 1963, m. Barbara Cox Sept.
14 1973; ch.: Peter, Elizabeth. Atty. Kizer Neu
Joyce & Rockaway Plymouth 19?— . Judge
Municipal Court Plymouth, fund raiser United
Way. PFC USA 1958-59, 1961-62. res.
Plymouth IN.*
ROCKMORE, Daniel Anthony. Bowdoin
1955-56. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. NYC July
15 1936. res. unknown.
ROOKS, George. A.B., M.B.A. Columbia
1962. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Banking exec; b.
Salem MA Dec. 19 1936; m. Ruth Kemelman
June 11 1961; ch.: Nina, Jennifer, Jared. Asst.
analyst Boston Safe Deposit & Trust 1962-64,
portfolio mgr. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
Wilmington DE 1964-66, v.pres. First Nat.
Bank of Boston 1966— . Member finance
committee Marblehead MA 1971-74. Served to
1st It. USA 1958-60. res. Marblehead MA.*
ROOP, Charles Martin, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Eastport Aug. 9 1936. res. Lisbon
Falls.
ROWSE, David Fletcher. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Food processing exec; b.
Cambridge MA June 23 1936; m. Julia Karsis
Aug. 22 1959; ch.: Steven, Theresa, Richard,
David, Timothy. New Eng. Apple Products
Co. Littleton MA (production supervisor
1959-63, treas. 1963-72, pres. 1972—). Dir.
Processed Apple Inst., corporator Assabet Inst,
for Savings, pres. New Eng. Food Processors
Assn. 1972, trustee & deacon Congr. Church of
Littleton 1965-73, member board of appeals
1975. Served to sgt. USA & Nat. Guard 1959.
res. Littleton MA.*
RULE, Stephen Whiting. A.B. 1962 capital
campaign worker. Military; b. St. Louis MO
March 9 1936; m. Ann Clifford Sept. 12 1958;
ch.: Katherine, Margaret. Gardner Advt. St.
Louis (media estimator 1958-59, media buyer
1961-62, media generalist 1962-64, media
services^mgr. 1964-65), D'Arcy MacManus &
Masius St. Louis (sr. research analyst 1966-73,
supervisor spec projects 1973-75), 102nd
USAR Command St. Louis 1975— (operations
officer, staff training asst.). Served to spec. 4/c
USA 1959-61, served to maj. USAR; awarded
USA Good Conduct Medal 1961, Army
Commendation Medal 1961, Armed Forces
Reserve Medal 1969, USAR Component
Achievement Medal 1972, Nat. Defense
Service Medal 1976. res. St. Louis MO.*
RUSSELL, Carl Asa, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.Div. General Theol. Sem. 1961. Clergy; b.
Portland Aug. 18 1936; m. Margaret Street
June 14 1958; ch.: Gregory, Thomas,
Gretchen, Christina. Vicar St. Thomas Mission
Winn 1961-63, rector (St. Andrews Parish
Millinocket 1963-72, Trinity Parish Portland
1972—). United Way of Greater Portland
(member board of dir. 1974
—,
legislative issues
committee), member (town council Millinocket
1968-71, Governor's Task Force for Legislation
on Learning Disabilities, Me. Diocesan
Council 1963-69, Comm. on Ministry Me.
1973— Christian Education Comm. 1965-71),
chmn. Dept. of Missions 1967-71, sec. Standing
Committee Me. 1970
—
; dean Diocesan High
Sch. Conf. 1968, 1969, 1974; deputy general
Epis. convention 1976. res. Portland.*
SARGENT, Robert Malcolm. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Foreign service; b. Tsinan China Sept. 9
1936; m. Jane Maurey June 27 1959; ch.:
Robert, Ann. Economic officer Am. Consulate
General Antwerp Belgium 1963-66, Am.
Embassy (political officer Saigon Vietnam
1966-68, The Hague Netherlands 1968-71; 2nd
sec. & consul Sofia Bulgaria 1972-74), consul
Am. Consulate General Antwerp 1974—
.
Board member (Int. Protestant Church Saigon
1967-68; Am. Protestant Church of The Hague
1969-71, Antwerp 1974-75). Served to 1st It.
USAF 1958-62. res. Sargentvillc*
SATRE, Paul Ottar, Jr. Bowdoin 1954-55,
1956-58. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Sharon CT July
7 1936. res. Claremont PA.
SAWYER, Charles Douglas, Jr. A.B. 1959.
Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Personnel management; b. Brooklyn
NY Sept. 9 1936; m. Jennifer Davis March 21
1964; ch.: Charles III, Timothy, Whitney,
Andrew. Nat. Broadcasting Co. (employment
rep. 1959-62, wage & salary administrator
1962-64, supervisor program financial services
1964-66), General Foods Corp. White Plains
NY (assoc. personnel mgr. Inst. Food Service
div. 1966-68, div. personnel mgr. 1968-71, mgr.
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selection & placement 1971
—
). Pres. Fourth
Market, dir. Jesse Lee Nursery Sch. res. Easton
CT.*
SAWYER, Charles Lyndon. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Portland Sept. 15 1936. res. Yarmouth.
SAWYER, Olin Morgan. A.B. Zeta Psi. 1962 &
1972 capital campaign worker. Ins.; b.
Pordand Dec. 30 1936; s. of Alden H. '27; m.
Wilma McDonald Oct. 3 1959; ch.: William,
Pamela, George. Asst. actuary Unionmutual
Portland 1958— . Dir. Community Counseling
Center, fellow Soc. of Actuaries. Served to It.
USNR 1959-62. res. Falmouth.*
SCHELL, Bailey Henry. Bowdoin 1954-56.
Kappa Sigma, b. Boston June 22 1936. res.
W. Newton MA.
SCHOFIELD, Geoffrey Walter. Bowdoin
1954-56. Chi Psi. b. Pawtucket RI April 20
1936. res. King of Prussia PA.
SEGARS, Ronald Albert. A.B., M.S.
Northeastern 1970. Sigma Nu. Science
research; b. Lewiston Sept. 8 1936; m. Marilyn
Libby Oct. 26 1963; ch.: Mark, Paul. Research
physicist U.S. govt. Natick MA Research &
Development Command 1960— . Served to 1st
It. USA 1969. Contbr. res. Hopkinton MA.*
SHERMAN, David Sawyer. A.B. 1959. Sigma
Nu. Management; b. Winchester MA Feb.
24 1937; m. Beverly Marshall June 14 1957;
ch.: Peter, John, David. Regional mgr.
operations United Parcel Service NYC 1959—
.
res. Greenwich CT.*
SIBLEY, Paul Henderson. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Industry management; b. Worcester
MA March 1 1936; m. Diane Petersen Sept. 21
1963; ch.: Paul, Karen. Production supervisor
Worcester Taper Pin Co. 1961-62, industrial
relations rep. & trainee Kaiser Industries
Oakland CA 1962-64, Kaiser Engineers
(industrial relations supervisor Tema Ghana
W. Africa 1964-67, employment supervisor
foreign projects Oakland 1967-69, project
industrial relations mgr. Mandeville Jamaica
W. Indies 1969-72, personnel mgr. Oakland
1972-74), mgr. employment Kaiser Industries
Corp. Oakland 1974-75, dir. personnel Kaiser
Engineers 1976—. Served with USN 1958-61,
served to It. USNR. res. Walnut Creek CA.*
SMEDAL, Harald Albert. Bowdoin 1954-56,
1957. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Roxbury MA
Aug. 26 1936. res. Hampden.
SMITH, Gerald Cameron. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Advt.; b. Portland Feb. 8 1936; m.
Peggy Bridges June 15 1957; ch.: Laurie, Lisa,
Peter. Asst. mgr. Handel & Haydn Soc. Boston
1959-60, announcer & copywriter WTSL
Hanover NH 1960-61, announcer & reporter
WICH Norwich CT 1961-62, program dir. &
general mgr. WCME Brunswick 1962-67,
activities spec, for music Avco Job Corps
Poland Spring 1967-69, advt. mgr. Maine
Times Topsham 1969— . Dir. (musical
activities Rotary Club 1966-70, Brunswick
Choral Soc. 1963
—
, Soc. for Preservation &




Diocesan Music Comm. 1972
—
, board of dir.
public library Topsham 1973
—),
referee-in-chief Youth Hockey Program
Brunswick 1971-75, choirmaster (Wesley
Church Bath, Winter Street Church Bath,
Semi-automatic Ground Environment Air
Force Station Topsham, St. Paul's Church
Brunswick), referee-in-chief Youth Hockey
Program Brunswick 1971-75. Awarded 1st
place dir. of choirs Int. Air Force Choral
Competition 1966. Composer, res. Topsham.*
SMITH, Harmon Winthrop, Jr. A.B., D.D.S.
Univ. Tenn. 1968. Delta Sigma. 1962 capital
campaign worker. Dentistry; b. Milford MA
June 14 1936; m. Donna Stone July 17 1964;
ch.: Harmon III, Tamson. Guest relations Nat.
Broadcasting Co. NYC 1958-60, teacher Shady
Side Acad. Pittsburgh PA 1960-62, lectr. Oak
Ridge TN Inst, of Nuclear Studies 1962-64,
dentist Franklin MA Dental Assoc. 1968—
.
res. Upton MA.*
SMITH, Mark Calvin. A.B. 1959. Theta Delta
Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Banking; b. Paris France July 16 1936; m.
Dianne Deems June 29 1963; ch.: Jennifer,
Christina. Systems analyst Continental Ins.
NYC 1959-63, First Nat. City Bank (systems
analyst NYC 1963-66, operations officer
1966-70; mgr. operations London England
1970-72; mgr. staff int. operations NYC
1972-75; mgr. training center Beirut Lebanon
1975—). Served to sgt. USA Nat. Guard 1960.
res. Beirut Lebanon.*
SNOW, Gregory Elisha. A.B., A.M. Wayne
State Univ. 1965, J.D. Wayne State Univ. 1971.
Delta Sigma. Law; b. Middletown CT Aug.
29 1935; s. of Charles W. '07; m. Gretchen
Ehlers Aug. 25 1962; ch.: Jennifer, Alicia.
Grad. asst. Wayne State Univ. Detroit MI
1963-65, instr. (Highland Park MI Coll.
1965-69, Wayne County Community Coll.
Detroit 1969-72), principal asst. corp. counsel
City of Detroit 1972—. V. moderator
Northwest Unitarian Church Southfield MI
1973-74, pres. Public Atty. Assn. Detroit
1974-76. Served to It. cdr. USNR 1958-63. res.
Detroit ML*
STETSON, Joseph Heskert. Bowdoin 1954-55.
b. Brunswick Oct. 15 1936; s. of Joseph C. '34.
res. Brunswick.
STIGBERT, Richard Einar. A.B. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Brockton MA April 7 1936;
m. Diana Dent Aug. 8 1965. Teacher public
schs. Kingston NY 1961—. Pres. Ulster
County Teachers Federal Credit Union
1968—. Served to spec. 4/c USA 1958-60. res.
Kingston NY.*
ST. JOHN, John Edgar. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Military; b. NYC Jan. 12 1937; m. Gerna
Hewitt Dec. 27 1958; ch.: Jill, Natalie, Page.
Lt. col. USA & USAR 1958—. Awarded
Vietnam Service Medal, Nat. Defense Service
Medal, Bronze Star (2), Army Commendation
Medal (2), Joint Service Commendation
Medal, Vietnam Armed Forces Honor Medal,
Vietnam Campaign Medal, res. Newport News
VA.*
STOVER, Elford Austin, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Sales; b. Bath July 30 1935; m. Marilyn
Brown 1958; ch.: Lee, Susan, Timothy,
Michael, Marianne. Industrial sales mgr. Bath
Iron Works Corp. 1965—. Bath City Council
1964-66, chmn. 1965; dir. C. of C. Bath;
member sch. board Bath 1973— . Served to 1st
lt. USAR 1959. res. Bath.*
STRONG, Everett Pierson, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Pension consulting; b. Hartford CT Nov. 1
1
1936; m. Jeri Buffat 1972. Group rep. Aetna
Life Ins. Co. NYC 1961-68, regional mgr.
Compensation Programs Inc. Schenectady NY
1968— . Served'to spec. 3/c USA res. Vischer
Ferry NY.*
THRESHER, Brainerd Colby. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ins.; b. Newton MA Nov. 17 1936; m. Anita
Kuhler June 16 1962; ch.: Renee, Scott,
Michelle, Byron. C.L.U.; sports ed.
Playground News Ft. Walton Beach FL
1959-60; group rep. & mgr. Aetna Life &
Casualty (St. Paul MN 1962-65, Portland
1965-67, Springfield MA 1967-68, Burlington
VT 1968-74, Hartford CT 1974-76); ins.
account exec. Allen, Russell & Allen Inc.
Hartford CT 1976—. Dir. Vt. Heart Assn. 1973
& 1974. Served to capt. USA 1960-62. res.
Simsbury CT.*
ITTUS, Roger Elden, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Winthrop MA Feb. 16 1937. res. Walnut Creek
CA.
TOBIN, Richard Paul. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1962. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b.
Lynn MA April 25 1937; m. Joan Berke July 7
1962; ch.: David, Susan. Atty. (Metropolitan
Life Ins. Co. NYC 1962-68, Westinghouse
Electric Corp. Pittsburgh PA 1968-69, Nat.
Shawmut Bank Boston 1969, Bankers Leasing
Corp. Boston 1970-72, Rauech & Aronson
Boston 1972
—
). General counsel & dir.
Arlington Leasing Inc. 1973— , Temple
Emmanuel Marblehead (pres. of brotherhood;
member board of trustees, exec, committee
1974-75). res. Marblehead MA.*
TODD, Paul Wilson. A.B. cum laude 1959,
B.S. M.I.T. 1959, M.S. Univ. Rochester 1960,
Ph.D. Univ. Calif. 1964. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Bangor June 15 1936; m.
Judith Blackmer June 16 1957; ch.: Kevin,
Dana, Trevor, Andrea. Univ. Calif. Berkeley
(research asst. 1960-64, lectr. 1964-66), asst.
prof. Perm. State Univ. University Park
1966-73, visiting scientist Univ. Oxford
England 1967-68, assoc. prof, biophysics Penn.
State Univ. 1973
— ,
visiting staff member Los
Alamos NM Scientific Lab. 1974. Deacon
State Coll. Presby Church. Co-ed.: Space
Radiation Biology (1973). res. State College
PA.*
TOWNE, John William. A.B., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1962. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b.
Waterville Feb. 27 1936; m. Carolyn Reid Sept.
2 1967; ch.: Allison, Nathan. Strong Memorial
Hospital Rochester NY (intern surgery
1962-63, resident surgery 1963-64), resident
surgery Univ. Hospital Boston 1966-69, fellow
vascular surgery Mass. General Hospital
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Boston 1969-70, surgeon Waterville 1970—,
surgical staff (active Thayer Hospital; courtesy
Seton Hospital; consulting Sebasticook Valley,
Marie Joseph). Waterville Boys & Girls Club
(member board of dir., asst. coach YMCA
swimming team), sec. & treas. (Am. Coll.
Surgeons, Me. chapter F.A.C.S. 1972
—),
diplomate (Nat. Board Med. Examiners 1963,
Am. Board Surgery 1969), F.A.C.S. 1972,
elected member Alpha Omega Alpha 1961
—
,
chmn. committee on emergency med. services
Me. Med. Assn., med. advisor Me. region Nat.
Ski Patrol Systems. Served to capt. USAF
1962-64; awarded USAF Commendation
Medal 1963. Contbr. res. Winslow.*
TSOMIDES, Constantine Louis. A.B. cum
laude 1959, M.Arch. Columbia 1965. Sigma
Nu. Architecture; b. Biddeford Sept. 12
1936; m. Diana Georgantas July 29 1973.
Construction estimator George A. Fuller
Construction Co. Boston 1959-62, Princeton
scholar 1960-61, designer Sert Jackson
Cambridge MA 1962, architect (Perry Dean &
Stewart Boston 1965-67; Hausner & Macsai
Chicago IL 1967-68, Bertrand Goldberg
1969-70; self-employed Boston 1970—). Served
to 1st It. USAR 1960. res. Brookline MA.*
TUCKER, Harold Williams. A.B., M.Div.
Bangor Theol. Sem. 1961. Theta Delta Chi.
Clergy; b. Millville NJ June 24 1936; m.
Hermia Morse April 18 1961; ch.: Tracy,
Kimberly, Harold III, Todd. Minister (Kellogg
Congr. Church Harpswell 1960-62, Christ
Congr. Church New Smyrna Beach FL
1962-66), teacher Brevard County Titusville FL
1966-68, minister (United Church of Leisure
City Homestead FL 1968-71, Immanuel
United Church of Christ Indianapolis IN
1971
—
). res. Indianapolis IN.*
TURNER, James Henry. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa 1961; B.S.M.S. M.I.T 1961; Ph.D.
M.I.T. 1964. Education; b. Skowhegan Jan.
22 1937; m. Marion Teveliet April 8 1961; ch.:
Warren, Francine, Nathan, Emily. Bowdoin
(asst. prof, physics 1964-70, assoc. prof.




VANNAH, George Augustus. A.B., A.M.
Trinity Coll. Hartford 1963, Ph.D. Univ. Mass.
1973. Delta Sigma. Education; b. Boston
Nov. 28 1936; m. Margaret Gulliver June 27
1959; ch.: Thomas, Elizabeth. Ins. clerk Aetna
Life Ins. Hartford 1958-63, teacher (Mary
Burnham Sch. Northampton MA 1964-68,
Day-Prospect Hill Sch. New Haven CT
1971-72, Hopkins Grammar-Day Prospect Hill
Schs. 1972
—
). Part-time instr. history Univ.
Mass., Univ. Conn., Manchester Community
Coll.; elected member Phi Kappa Phi 1969—.
res. W. Hartford CT*
V1ESER, William John. A.B. 1960. Theta
Delta Chi. b. NYC Oct. 22 1936. res.
Larchmont NY.
WALDORF, Barry Charles. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1961. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Law; b. Newark NJ Jan. 1
1937. Law clerk Judge Arthur Lewis
Moorestown NJ 1961-62, atty. Hannoch
Weisman Stern & Besson Newark 1962-70,
U.S. Trust Co. of N.Y. (asst. v.pres. 1970—,
asst. sec), res. Springfield NJ.*
WATERHOUSE, Wayne Urban. Bowdoin
1954-55 Alpha Tau Omega. b. Sanford July
17 1936. res. unknown.
WEBER, William Edward. A.B. 1960. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Management; b. Portland
Aug. 4 1936; s. of Carl F. A. '34; m. Elizabeth
Lyons Feb. 6 1960; ch.: Carl, William, John,
Elizabeth, James. Grand Union Co.
Newington CT 1960-64 (trainee, dept. head,
mgr.), dept. head Star Market Co. Cambridge
MA 1964-66, Wendy K Corp. Waltham MA
1966-70 (warehouse mgr., store mgr., store
supervisor), treas. & prop. Medi-Shoppe Inc.
Amesbury MA 1970-75, general mgr. Ambroid
Adhesive Co. Taunton MA 1976— . YMCA
Amesbury (v.pres. 1973-75, chmn. camp
committee & youth committee 1972-75). res.
Amesbury MA.*
WEDEN, Charles Frederick, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. March 29 1936. res. Reston VA.
WEIL, Gordon Lee. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Columbia 1961. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Communications; b. Mineola
NY March 12 1937; m. Roberta Meserve April
6 1962; ch.: Anne, Richard. Drew Univ.
Madison NJ 1962-63 (dir. semester on UN,
asst. prof, govt.), deputy official spokesman
European Economic Community 1963-66
(Brussels Belgium, NYC, Washington DC),
independent writer & researcher Rockefeller
Foundation & Washington Post Brussels
1966-68, research assoc. Twentieth Century
Fund NYC 1968-70, exec. asst. Senator George
McGovern Washington DC 1970-72, producer
& correspondent WNET-television NYC
1973-75, pres. Political Intelligence Inc.
Harpswell & Washington DC 1974—. Member
(exec, committee Assn. of Former Students of
Coll. of Eur. 1960-63, board Allagash Group
1968-70, Me. delegation 1974 Democratic Nat.
Conf., delegate Me. State Democratic Conv.),
visiting prof. govt. Bowdoin 1973-74. Served to
1st It. USA 1961-62. Recipient: Outstanding
Young Men of Am. award 1965, diploma Coll.
of Eur. Belgium 1959. Author: European
Convention on Human Rights (1963),
Handbook on the European Economic
Community (1965), Trade Policy in the
Seventies (1969), A Foreign Policy for Europe
(1970), The Benelux Nations (1970), The Gold
War (1970), The Long Shot (1973), American
Trade Policy: A New Round (1975), The
Consumer's Guide to Banks (1975); contbr.
res. S. Harpswell.*
WESTON, Charles Alvin. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Rutgers 1967. Research; b.
Skowhegan Jan. 28 1936; m. Norma Bressler
Sept. 1 1962. Chemist Am. Cyamanid Bound
Brook NJ 1958-71, research assoc. Rutgers
Univ. 1972—. Served to 2nd It. 1959. res.
Annandale NJ.*
WESTWIG, Ralph Anton. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. b. Portland May 15 1936. res.
Corning NY.
WHEATON, John Dennis. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Admissions aide, class agt. 1970-73, 1972
capital campaign worker. Business; b.
Biddeford Sept. 22 1936; m. Theresa Vangeli
Sept. 20 1958; ch.: Pamela, Timothy. Sales
Union Carbide Corp. NYC 1958-59, prop.
Steckino's Restaurant Lewiston 1959—
.
Trustee (Mid-Me. Mutual Savings Bank
1972—, Central Me. General Hospital), Me.
Restaurant Assn. (pres. 1968-72, dir.), board of
education Lewiston (member 1970-74, chmn.
1974), member Me. Comm. on Post-Secondary
Education 1975—. Served to 1st It. USA 1959.
res. Lewiston.*
WHITE, Houghton McLellan. A.B., M.D.
Univ. Vt. 1963. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Medicine; b. Brunswick Feb. 28 1937; s. of
Bruce H. M. '22; m. Mary Hanks April 25
1958; ch.: Lucy, Mary, Sean, James. Physician
pvt. practice Brunswick 1966— . Elected
member Alpha Omega Alpha. Winner Me.
State Squash Tournament 1970, 1973. res.
Brunswick.*
WHITTELSEY, Frank Chauncey, III. A.B.,
M.B.A. Columbia 1960. Chi Psi. 1962 capital
campaign worker. Invests.; b. Flushing NY
June 9 1935. Chartered financial analyst;
portfolio mgr. U.S. Trust Co. of N.Y. NYC
1960-66, asst. mgr. Brown Brothers Harriman
& Co. NYC 1966-70, v.pres. Laird Capital
Management NYC 1970, board chmn.
Estabrook Capital Management Boston
1970— . Dir. Moseley Hallgarten & Estabrook
1972—. res. Waitsfield VT.*
WHITTLESEY, Roger Weaver. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Abington PA Aug. 2
1936; m. Faith Ryan May 1963; ch.: Henry,
Amy, William. With trust dept. First Nat. City
Bank NYC 1959-60, sales mgr. Speedy Therm
Inc. Phila. PA 1961-63, with Johnson Outdoor
Advt. 1961-63, asst. to sec. Industrial Valley
Bank & Trust Co. Jenkintown PA 1964, asst. to
pres. Greenfield-Ullman Advt. Agency Phila.
1964-67, account exec. Gray & Rogers Inc.
Phila. 1967-68, founder & managing partner
Whittlesey & Partners Phila. 1968-74. Dir.
(Phila. Republican Policy Comm., Phila. Ballet
Co., Pan Am. Assn.), exec. dir. Nixon for
President PA 1968, member Republican State
Finance Comm., Phila. Chapter Ripon Soc.
(co-founder, dir., charter member), Phila.
Center City Residents Assn. (exec, v.pres.,
dir.). Served to 1st It. USA 1960-61. d.
Haverford PA March 27 1974.*
WILLIAMS, Harry Anson. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Sales; b. Haverhill MA May 2 1930; m. Ella
Kerce Sept. 7 1958; ch.: Cynthia, Mark, David.
Salesman The Upjohn Co. Kalamazoo MI,
supervisor Gilman Brothers Inc. Boston. New
Eng. tech. sales supervisor (Boehringer
Mannheim Corp. NYC, E. M. Merck Labs.
NY 197-73). Served with USN 1950-54;
awarded battle star (2) Korean War, Good
Conduct Medal, Nat. Defense Service Medal,
China Service Medal, Presidential Unit
Citation Korean War, European Occupation
Medal, UN personal unit citation (3). res.
Saugus MA.*
WILSEY, Richard Crandell. Bowdoin 1954-56.
Chi Psi. b. Kalamazoo MI April 21 1936. res.
Portage MI.
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WOLF, Bertil Felix. A.B., M.D. Tufts 1962.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b. Almelo
Netherlands Sept. 14 1937; m. Barbara Rustein
June 26 1960; ch.: Jeffrey, Steven, Phyllis.
Intern Boston City Hospital 1962-63, resident
in medicine V.A. hospital Los Angeles CA
1963-66, pvt. practice medicine (Los Angeles
1966-67, Lynn MA 1969—). Clinical instr.
medicine Tufts Univ. Served to maj. USA
1967-69. res. Swampscott MA.*
WOLLMAR, Stellan Peter. A.B. Chi Psi. 1962
capital campaign worker. Banking exec; b.
Stockholm Sweden Feb. 2 1937; m. Jane
Stewart Feb. 17 1965; ch.: Erik, Christer.
V.pres. Bankers Trust Co. NYC 1962—. Dir.
(Bankers Trust Finance Hong Kong, Bancom
Development Corp. Manila P.I. 1967-69),
managing dir. Thai Invest. & Securities Co.
Bangkok Thailand 1969-71, acting mgr.
Nigerian Acceptances Ltd. Lagos 1965, v.pres.
(Bankers Int. Corp., Bankers Trust Delaware
Inc.), dir. & treas. AISEC U.S.A. financial
columnist Bangkok Post 1969-70. Served to 1st
It. USA 1959-62. res. Ridgefield CT.*
WOOD, Dean Munroe. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
1972 capital campaign worker, placement aide
1975. Advt. exec; b. Providence RI March
31 1936; m. Caroline Coward Nov. 15 1958;
ch.: Todd, Scott, Stephen. Asst. to dir. sales
hydraulic div. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.
1963-65, Garlock Inc. (advt. mgr. 1966-69, mgr.
marketing services 1970-72, mgr. market
planning 1973-74), account exec. Horton
Church & Goff Inc. Providence 1974— . Served
to 1st It. USA 1959-62. res. Barrington RI.*
WOODRUFF, Alan Foster. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1962. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b.
Weymouth MA March 2 1936; s. of Luman A.
'24; m. Rebecca Whittlesey Aug. 27 1960; ch.:
Miriam, Rachel, Carrie, Zachary. Physician
self-employed Rockland 1968— . Pres. Coastal
Choral Soc. 1975, Knox County Med. Soc.
(sec-treas. 1969-70, v.pres. 1972). Served to
capt. USAF 1966-68. res. Camden.*
WOOLEY, Allan Delmar, Jr. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Princeton 1960;
Ph.D. Princeton 1962. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Admissions aide. Education; b. Rumford
Jan. 24 1936; m. Ann Welch Aug. 31 1963; ch.:
Helena. Asst. prof. Duke Univ. 1962-67, instr.
Gould Acad. Bethel 1967-68, instr. Phillips
Exeter NH Acad. 1968—. res. Exeter NH.*
YOUNG, David Cook. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.Div. Union Theol. Sem. 1962.
Delta Sigma. Clergy; b. New Rochelle NY
Feb. 16 1936; m. Marcia Shea July 17 1965;
ch.: Jennifer, Jessica. Intern asst. minister First
Presby. Church Bath NY 1960-61, minister NY
(Hopewell Presby. Church Thompson Ridge
1962-65, Graham's United Presby. Church
Pine Bush 1964-65), assoc. minister Second
Presby. Church Newark OH 1965-69, minister
Fairgreen United Presby. Church Toledo OH
1969—. res. Sylvania OH.*
Class of 1959
ADAMS, Richard Wallace. A.B. Chi Psi.
Banking exec; b. Wilkinsburg PA Jan. 25
1937; m. Nancy Budd 1957; ch.: Jeffrey.
V.pres. marketing & planning New Eng. Merc.
Nat. Bank Boston 1962—. res. Hingham MA.*
AHN, Junghi. A.B. cum laude, B.S. Columbia
Univ. 1960, M.S. M.I.T. 1962, Ph.D. M.I.T
1968. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Research science;
b. Seoul Korea Dec. 18 1933; m. Kumsil Choi
Aug. 31 1968; ch.: Eugene, Harry, Gina. Int.
Business Machines Corp. (engineer
Poughkeepsie NY 1962-65, research scientist
San Jose CA 1969—). res. San Jose CA.*
ALDRICH, Harold Bucken, III. A.B., M B A.
George Washington Univ. 1972. Theta Delta
Chi. Military; b. NYC Sept. 25 1937; m.
Betty Riegel Dec. 17 1966. USA
(transportation officer Berlin Germany
1960-63; co. cdr. 2nd inf. div. Ft. Benning GA
1963-65, 1st cavalry div. Vietnam 1965-66;
instr. engineer sch. Ft. Belvoir VA 1967-69,
staff officer headquarters MACV Vietnam
1969-70, branch chief & systems analyst
headquarters MASSTer Ft. Hood TX 1972—).
Served to It. col. USA; awarded Army
Commendation Medal* 1966, 1969, Joint
Service Medal 1966; Bronze Star 1966. 1970;
Combat Infantryman's Badge 1966. res. Ft.
Leavenworth KS.*
ANASTAS, Peter Nicholas, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Tufts 1967. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Gloucester MA Nov. 15 1937; m. Jeane
Wiener Nov. 14 1964; ch.: Jonathan,
Benjamin, Rhea. Instr. English (Int. Acad.
Florence Italy 1960-62, sr. high sch.
Winchester MA 1962-64), teaching asst.
English Tufts Univ. 1964-67, writer
self-employed Gloucester 1967-72, instr.
humanities Montserrat Sch. of Visual Art
Beverly MA 1972-74, family services
coordinator Home Start Program Action Inc.
Gloucester 1972-75, instr. English N. Shore
Community Coll. Beverly 1972— . Author:
Glooskap's Children (1973), Landscape with
Boy (1974); co-author: When Gloucester Was
Gloucester (1973); transl.: The Chemical Basis
of Medical Climatology (1962); contbr. res.
Gloucester MA.*
ANDERSON, John Edward. Bowdoin 1955-56 *
Psi Upsilon. Paper industry; b. Westbrook
April 15 1937; m. Marie Hebert June 21 1958;
ch.: Scott, Craig, Stacey, Todd, Kelly.
Papermaker S. D. Warren Co. Westbrook
1957— . Member board of dir. S. D. Warren
Federal Credit Union, res. Westbrook.*
ANDERSON, Jon Farquhar. Bowdoin
1955-57. Delta Sigma. Entertainment; b.
New Haven CT July 30 1937. Actor Brooklyn
NY 1967—. Served to PO/2 USN 1957-61. res.
Brooklyn NY.*
ANDERSON, Wayne Carnage. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Damariscotta April 25
1938. res. Cape Elizabeth.
APPELL, Jacob Kemler. A.B., B.S. Univ.
Conn. 1962. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Pharmacy;
b. Hartford CT Sept. 3 1937; m. Gail Peck
June 18 1961; ch.: Tad, Neal, Kyle, Bruce.
Pharmacist Appell Drug Co. Plainville CT
1961—. res. Avon CT*
APPLEBY, Reid Simpson, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Tufts 1963. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Medicine; b. Burlington VT
Sept. 19 1937; m. Dawn Huff June 11 1960;
ch.: Reid III, Robin. Intern Me. Med. Center
Portland 1963-64, resident R.I. Hospital
Providence 1966-69, ophthalmologist
self-employed Warwick RI 1969— . Served to
capt. USA 1964-66. res. E. Greenwich RL*
BABINEAU, George Raymond. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1963.
Beta Theta Pi. Medicine & education; b.
NYC April 8 1937; m. Charmaine Le Baron
June 25 1960; ch.: Camille, Guy, Hugh. Univ.
Rochester NY (chief mental health section





). Diplomate Am. Board of
Psychiatry & Neurology. Served to maj. USA
1970-73. Contbr. res. Rochester NY.*
BADOT, Joseph Duncan. Bowdoin 1955-57,
1957-58. Zeta Psi. b. Weymouth MA Dec. 13
1937. res. Palisades Park NJ.
BALBONI, Richard Greene. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Everett MA Nov. 18 1937. res. Gloucester
MA.
BALDWIN, Bruce Wood. A.B. 1960. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Newton MA Feb. 10 1937. res.
Medfield MA.
BARRETT, Michael Scanlan. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Medicine; b. Bangor Oct. 9 1937;
m. Beatrice Falino 1964; ch.: Leslie, Julie,
Nicole. Physician & surgeon Providence RI
1972—. res. Barrington RL*
BASBAS, George James. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
N.C. 1969. Beta Theta Pi. Physics; b.
Manchester NH Oct. 11 1937. Research asst.
prof. N.Y. Univ. 1968
—
, chmn. science dept.
Friends Sem. NYC 1975
—
, asst. prof, physics
dept. N. Tex. State Univ. Denton. Served to 1st
ltJJSA 1962-64. Contbr. res. NYC*
BASTOW, Peter Frank. Bowdoin 1955-56.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Waterville Aug. 26 1936.
res. Cumberland Center.
BAXTER, David Norman. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Management; b. Waterville May 29
1936; m. Phyllis Bouley Aug. 10 1962; ch.:
David, Stephen, Amy. Various positions to
mgr. consumer research toiletries div. Gillette
Co. Boston 1963—. Pres. & treas. J. R. Emery
Co. Madison 1975—. Served to It. (jg) USN
1959-63. res. Newton MA.*
BEAL, Raymond Eugene. Bowdoin 1955-58.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Management; b.
Milbridge July 24 1937; m. Sallie Williams
Sept. 2 1961; ch.: Raymond, Clayton. Data
processing mgr. New Eng. Business Service
Inc. Townsend MA 1971-75, general mgr.
NEBS Business Forms Ltd. Midland Ont.
Canada 1975—. Served to sgt. USA 1958-62.
res. Midland Ont. Canada.*
BEARCE, Winfield Hutchinson, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Lawrence Univ. 1961, Ph.D. Lawrence Univ.
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1964. Kappa Sigma. Education; b. Lewiston
Oct. 20 1937; m. Gretchen Hildner June 10
1961; ch.: David, Katherine. Sr. research
chemist St. Regis Paper W. Nyack NY
1964-66, assoc. prof, chemistry Mo. Valley
Coll. Marshall 1966-71, volunteer U.S. Peace
Corps Nairobi Kenya 1971-73, assoc. prof,
chemistry Mo. Valley Coll. Marshall 1973—.
res. Marshall MO.*
BEGGS, George Eaton. A.B. 1962. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Boston Feb. 3 1936. res. Delran NJ.
BENNETT, Clayton Douglass. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. Me. 1971. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Dexter April 24 1937. Teacher E. Hampton
NY 1966—. res. E. Hampton NY.*
BENNETT, Peter Abbott. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Sales; b. Brockton MA April 26 1938; m.
Penuel MacLean Oct. 17 1959; ch.: Kimberley,
Peter, Adam, David. Salesman (Boston Gear
Quincy MA 1959-67, 111. Gear Wallace Murray
Corp. Chicago IL 1967—). res. Barrington IL.*
BERLANDI. Kenneth Anthony. A.B., B.S.
Boston State Coll. 1966. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Education; b. Boston
Aug. 28 1936; m. Janet Hayes Sept. 18 1959;
ch.: Karen, Kenneth II, Michael. Prop.
Carmen's Restaurant Boston 1959-62,
salesman Tayter's Inc. Waltham MA 1962-66,
teacher public sch. Boston 1966— . Member
exec, board Holy Name Sch., cub scout leader
4 yrs. Recipient: Scouting Award 1972-73. res.
Roslindale MA.*
BERNSTEIN, Alan Duff. A.B. 1960. Electral
engineering; b. NYC Jan. 31 1938. With dept.
of physics Rutgers Univ. N.C.A.S. 1968—. res.
NYC*
BERUBE, Paul Ernest. A.B. Chi Psi. b. New
Bedford MA Feb. 13 1938. res. Amherst MA.
BIRD, John Adams. A.B., A.M. George
Washington Univ. 1965. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Winchester MA April 3 1937;
s. of Frederic H. '30; m. Mary Hocker June 1
1
1960; ch.: Edith, John Jr., Sarah. Teacher
Landon Sch. Bethesda MD 1960-65, teacher &
asst. head Lake Forest IL Country Day Sch.
1965-70, headmaster (Ferry Hall Sch. Lake
Forest 1970-74, Holland Hall Sch. Tulsa OK
1974
—
). Member vestry Trinity Epis. Church
Tulsa 1975
—
, trustee Community Music Assn.
Lake Forest 1966-68, pres. Independent Schs.
Assn. Greater Chicago IL, dir. Independent
Schs. Assn. of the Southwest, res. Tulsa OK.*
BLAGDON, Jay Libby. Bowdoin 1955-56. b.
Damariscotta April 12 1937. res. Bar Mills.
BLAKESLEE, Howard Walter, Jr. Bowdoin
1955-57, A.B. Ohio Wesleyan Univ. 19? Kappa
Sigma. Ins.; b. Maiden MA Aug. 6 1937;
ch.: Jill, Eric. Actuarial trainee N.Y. Life Ins.
Co. NYC 1959-61, electronics analyst
Gromman Aircraft Bethpage NY 1962, N.Y.
Life Ins. Co. NYC (actuarial student 1963-67,
asst. actuary 1968-72, assoc. actuary 1973-74,
actuary 1975—). Fellow Soc. of Actuaries,
treas. Mr. Sword Foundation, res. NYC*
BONTOUX, Claude Rene. Bowdoin Plan
1955-56. Zeta Psi. b. Romans France Aug.
17 1935. res. unknown.
BOUCHER, Rudrick Edward. A.B., B.S.
Wayne State Univ. 1961, M.D. Wayne State
Univ. 1965. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Detroit
MI Aug. 1 1937; m. Mary Keyes June 23 1961;
ch.: Edward, Michelle, Denise. Intern Detroit
General Hospital 1965-66, resident (William
Beaumont Hospital Royal Oak MI 1966-67,
otolaryngology Wayne State Univ. Detroit
1969-72), physician self-employed Royal Oak
1972—
. Certified board member
otolaryngology. Served to maj. USA 1967-69.
res. Birmingham ML*
BRACE, David Elwin. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Boston Sept. 6 1937. res. Staten Is. NY.
BREWSTER, Peter Bradstreet. Bowdoin
1955-58. Zeta Psi. b. Boston Jan. 20 1937.
res. unknown.
BRIGGS, Richard Goodwin. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education; b. Bangor
June 11 1937; s. of Gordon D. '33; m. Meril
Smith Dec. 27 1955, m. Anne Oberlin Aug. 13
1967, m. Paula Denker Nov. 11 1972; ch.:
Deidri, Tamara, Gordon, Christopher, Hope.
Teaching asst. zoology Cornell Univ. 1959-61,
lab. tech. pharmacology Univ. Rochester NY
Med. Center 1961-63, teacher Edison Tech. &
Industrial High Sch. Rochester 1963-66, home
tutor city sch. dist. Rochester 1963-66, teacher
Manpower Development & Training Center
Rochester 1965-66, salesman Office Equipment
Co. Rochester 1966-67, teacher (high sch.
Rochester 1967, World of Inquiry experimental
elementary sch. 1967-69), developer computer
assisted instruction programs Satellite
Demonstration Sch. Rochester 1968, headstart
teacher Rochester 1969, EPDA fellow Inst, for
Child Study Ind. Univ. Bloomington 1969-72,
practicum instr. EPDA Learning Disabilities
Teacher Training Project Univ. Minn. Duluth
1971, Ind. Univ. (assoc. instr. educational
psychology 1972-74, grad. asst. secondary
science teacher preparation program 1974),
consultant & trainer to teachers public schs.
Madison WI 1974, consultant in evaluation &
teacher inservice 1974-75, coordinator
Specialized Educational Services Madison
1975— . Sch. of Education Ind. Univ. (pres.
grad. student advisory board 1970-71; member
Task Force C of Comm. on Teacher Education
1970, Comm. on Women 1971-74), teacher
Unitarian Universalist Church 1974. Served to
2nd It. MCUSA 1962. Contbr. res. Madison
WL*
BROWN, James Jennings. B.S., M.S.
Georgetown Univ. 1964, J.D. Washington Coll.
of Law 1968. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b.
Washington DC Aug. 6 1936; m. Henrietta
Jennings Sept. 2 1961; ch.: Karen, Hampton.
Chemist U.S. Govt. Washington DC 1959-60,
research asst. Georgetown Univ. 1961, chemist
Smithsonian Inst. Washington DC 1962-64,
patent examiner Patent Office Washington DC
1964-66, law clerk McLean Boustead
Washington DC 1966-68, patent law clerk
Cushman Darby & Cushman Washington DC
1968-69, atty. Fleit Gipple & Jacobson
Washington DC 1969-71, patent atty.
Washington DC & Bethesda MD 1971—.
Chmn. diaconate Bethesda Presby. church
1975-76, treas. Nat. Capital Sec. Am. Inst, of
Chem. Engineers, res. Rockville MD.*
BROWN, Michael Robert. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b. Worcester MA
April 5 1938; m. Susan Lappin July 8 1962;
ch.: Laura, Pamela. Atty. (NLRB Boston &
Washington DC 1963-66, Simpson Thacher &
Bartlett NYC 1966-70, Herrick & Smith
Boston 1970
—
). Member town meeting
Wellesley MA. Served to capt. USAR 1962-63.
res. Wellesley Hills MA.*
BROWN, Richard Arthur. A.B., M.S.T. Colby
1967, Ph.D. N. Tex. State Univ. 1971.
Education; b. Lewiston March 30 1937; m.
Delanne Abbott June 26 1965; ch.: Richelle,
Christina. Teacher regional sch. dist.
Wilbraham MA 1959-67, 1971—. res. E.
Longmeadow MA.*
BROXSON, Elmer Rudolf. Bowdoin 1956-57.
Sigma Nu. b. Jacksonville FL Dec. 20 1934.
res. Washington DC
BUDZINSKI, Stanislas. Bowdoin Plan
1955-56. Psi Upsilon. b. Castelnauday Aude
France Jan. 20 1936. res. unknown.
BURKY, Elton Arthur. Bowdoin 1955-56.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Columbus OH April 7
1937. res. Pittsfield.
CARNATHAN, James Gilbert. A.B., M.Sc.
Brown Univ. 1961, Ph.D. Brown Univ. 1965.
Chi Psi. Business exec; b. Weymouth MA
May 14 1937; m. Susan Mulcahy Sept. 28
1963; ch.: Sean, Ian, Britta. Instr. Bowdoin
1965-66, asst. prof. Wheaton Coll. Norton MA
1966-68, with Paine Webber Jackson & Curtis
Boston 1968-69, dir. training New Eng. Merc.
Nat. Bank Boston 1969-72, pres. The Training
Network S. Yarmouth MA 1972—. Served to
capt. USA 1963-65. res. S. Yarmouth MA.*
CASIMIRO, Alfred Robert. Bowdoin 1955-57,
B.S. Marietta Coll. 1962. Kappa Sigma.
Engineering; b. Providence RI March 23
1938. Sr. engineer Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Akron OH 1962—. Served to spec. 4/c USA
1957-60. res. Akron OH.*
CASTANEDA, Luis Mariscal. Bowdoin Plan
1955-56. Sigma Nu. b. Mexico City Mexico
April 30 1936. res. Mexico.
CHALMERS, Bruce Anderson. A.B. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Ins. & real
estate; b. Biddeford Nov. 10 1937; s. of
Herbert W. '30; m. Laurie MacPherson Dec.
24 1973; ch.: Andrew, Matthew, Anne. Partner
Chalmers Ins. & Real Estate Bridgton I960—.
Dir. (Norway Nat. Bank, Canal Corp.).
Cumberland County Civic Center (trustee,
v.chmn.), state nat. dir. Independent Ins. Agt.
Assn. of Me., pres. (Independent Ins. Agts.
Assn. of Me. 1975, Western Me. Board of
Realtors 1966), past chmn. planning board
Bridgton. Served to sgt. USAR 1959. res.
Bridgton.*
CHANDLER, Christopher Nonis. A.B. Alpha
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Tau Omega, b. Cambridge MA July 12 1938.
res. Chicago IL.
CHASSE, Robert Lee. Bowdoin 1955-58. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Lewiston March 23 1937. res.
Damariscotta.
CHRISTIE, John Milton. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Presque Isle Feb. 14 1937. res. Rangeley.
CLIFFORD, Robert William. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Coll. 1962. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Lewiston May 2 1937; s. of William H. '11; m.
Clementina Radillo Jan. 18 1964; ch.:
Laurence, Matthew. Partner Clifford &
Clifford Lewiston. Past pres. Kiwanis Club
Auburn-Lewiston, member city council
Lewiston 1968-70, mayor Lewiston 1971-72,
Me. state senator 1973-76. Served to capt. USA
1962-64. res. Lewiston.*
COE, Roger Dahiin. A.B., M B A. Dartmouth
1961. Kappa Sigma. Admissions aide 1969-74.
Sales exec; b. Lynn MA Aug. 11 1937; m.
Derry Knight Nov. 11 1961; ch.: Karah, Graig.
Scott Paper Co. (salesman Seattle WA 1964-65,
area sales mgr. Cheyenne WY 1965-67, sales
mgr. Denver CO 1967-69), Samsonite Corp.
Denver (product planning mgr. 1969-70,
merchandising mgr. 1970-71, export sales mgr.
1971-74), dir. sales & marketing Samsonite of
Canada Stratford Ont. 1974-76, v.pres. exports
& licensing Samsonite Int. div. 1976— . Served
to capt. USA 1962-64. res. Englewood CO.*
COGAN, Nathan Franklin. Bowdoin 1955-56,
AM. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1965, Ph.D. Univ.
Calif. Berkeley 1971. Zeta Psi. Education; b.
Bath March 16 1937; m. Sara Glasgow Aug. 28
1960; ch.: David, Jonathan, Daniel. Instr.
English Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1968-70, asst.
prof. English Univ. of the Pacific Stockton CA
1970-74, program coordinator Ore.
Educational Coordinating Comm. Salem
1974-76, assoc. prof. English scholars program
Portland State Univ. 1976—. Served to cpl.
USA 1958-60. res. Portland OR.*
CONANT, Bruce Eaton. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. Lewiston March 13 1938;
m. Nancy Verrill Sept. 19 1959; ch.: Bradley,
Brian, Rebecca. S. S. Kresge Co. (asst. store
mgr. Montclair NJ 1959-61, Bloomfield NJ
1961-63, Paterson NJ 1963-65; variety store
mgr. Glens Falls NY 1966-68, Milford CT
1968-71; K-Mart Store mgr. Ft. Collins CO
1971-74, Greeley CO 1974—). res. Ft. Collins
CO.*
CONARY, David Arlan. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Securities; b.
S. Paris March 3 1937; m. Frances Harrison
June 8 1957; ch.: Lee, Neil. Trader Boston (H.
C. Wainwright & Co. 1959-60, May & Gannon
Inc. 1960-65), administrator invest, tech. group
The Boston Co. Inc. 1965-68, v.pres. trading
May & Gannon Inc. 1968-71, trader
Fahnestock & Co. Boston 1971-72, resident
mgr. G. A. Saxton & Co. Inc. Boston 1972-75,
institutional trader Baker Weeks & Co. Inc.
NYC 1975, mgr. trading State Street Research
& Management Co. Boston 1976— . Securities
Traders Assn. (recording sec. Boston 1963,
governor 1971-72; member nat. education
committee 1974-75), financial sec. Sportmen's
Club Weymouth MA 1965-70, dist. dir. Mass.
Bay United Fund 1966, guest lectr. Boston
Analyst's Soc. 1974, member spec, town
committee Rockland 1963. res. Weston CT.*
COWLES, Gardner, III. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Des Moines IA March 6 1936. res. Stony
Brook Long Is. NY.
CROCKER, Thomas Dunstan. A.B., Ph.D.
Univ. Mo. 1967. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education & economics research; b. Bangor
July 22 1936; m. Sylvia Fleming Dec. 31 1961;
ch.: Sarah, Trena. Instr. & asst. prof,
economics Univ. Wise. Milwaukee 1963-70,
assoc. prof, economics Univ. Calif. Riverside
1970-75, prof, economics Univ. Wyo. Laramie
1975—, sr. research economist (Univ. Calif.
Berkeley summer 1973, Penn. State Univ. State
Coll. summer 1974, air pollution research
center Univ. Calif. Riverside summer 1975).
Member science advisory board U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency 1973-76,
chmn. economic effects tech. committee Air
Pollution Control Assn. 1972-75. Named
Outstanding Educator of Am. 1974. Contbr.
res. Laramie WY.*
DALE, Richard Irving. A.B., B.D. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1960. b. Portland Oct. 30 1925;
m. Rae Jones 1958; ch.: Mark. Minister
(United Baptist Church S. Strafford VT
1960-61, Newcomb-Tahaevus Methodist
Churches Newcomb NY 1961-64). Pres. Me.
Fraternal Assn. for the Blind, d. Watervliet NY
May 22 1964.
DAVIS, Guy Michael Benedict. A.B. cum
laude, J.D. Univ. Toledo 1966. Delta Sigma.
1972 capital campaign area co-chmn. Law;
b. Toledo OH Dec. 10 1936; m. Adrienne Pass
March 30 1961, m. Carolyn Gruber March 4
1973; ch.: Valerie, Gabrielle, Adam. Student
Institut Universitaire des Hautes Ztudes
Internationales Geneva Switzerland 1954-60,
editorial asst. The Toledo OH Blade summer
1959, asst. mgr. Park Lane Hotel Toledo
1960-64, account exec. Hadley Miller Advt.
Inc. Toledo 1965-66, atty. Melrod Redman &
Gartlan Washington DC 1966-69, sec. & treas.
Toledo 1969-70 (Davis Developers Inc., also
dir. Park Apartments Inc., also asst. to pres.
The Sam Davis Co. Inc. & Listed Affiliates),
asst. to the pres.-house counsel Koehler
Management Corp. Toledo 1970-71, sec.
1971- (Int. Amusement Devices Inc. Dayton
OH, The Reuben Co. Toledo), asst. sec.-house
counsel & dir. new business development
Roose Wade & Co. Toledo 1971—. Am. Civil
Liberties Union Northwestern Ohio chapter
(treas. 1961-63, chmn. 1963-65, member board
of trustees 1975
—
), member (board of trustees
& exec, committee Toledo Symphony
Orchestra Assn., board of dir. Downtown
Toledo Assocs. 1970, board of trustees Toledo
Modern Art Group 1970-72), sec. & committee
member Rossford Pack Cub Scouts of Am.
1972-73, trustee Ohio Municipal Advisory
Council 1976
—
, chmn. budget & finance
committee Toledo Symphyony Orchestra
1976— . res. Rossford OH.*
DOELE, Donald Cornell. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Business exec; b. Ridgewood NJ Aug. 3
1937; m. Carol Ahnemann Feb. 25 1956; ch.:
Donald, David, Bruce, Bradley. General
Precision Inc. Little Falls NJ (logistics
coordinator 1963-65, sr. proposal mgr.
1965-66), McGraw-Hill Inc. (corp. systems
analyst Hightstown NJ 1966-69; corp. mgr.
personnel data NYC 1969-74, recruitment
1974-75; v.pres. personnel NYC 1975—). Pres.
Lawrence NJ (YMCA 1972-75, Jr. Baseball
Assn. 1969-70), member board of trustees
Trinity United Methodist Church 1974— . res.
Lawrenceville NJ.*
DOLBY, Richard Erwin. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Quincy MA June 18 1937. res.
Canton MA.
DORSEY, Benjamin William. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. New London CT May 14 1937. res.
Wiscasset.
DOWLING, John Francis, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Boston Nov. 29 1936. res.
Watertown MA.
DRAGONAS, Peter Henri. A.B., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1967. Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign
worker, admissions aide. Medicine; b. Salem
MA July 13 1937; m. Harriet Kotsilibas-Davis
Feb. 22 1964; ch.: Peter, Justin. Surgical
trainee St. Luke's Hospital Center of
Columbia-Presby. Hospital NYC 1967-68,
specialty trainee Boston Hospital for Women
Harvard Med. Sch. 1968-71, member staff
(Boston Hospital for Women,
Newton-Wellesley Hospital Newton MA, New
Eng. Baptist Hospital Boston, Hooper
Infirmary Tufts Univ. 1971
—
). Trustee Holy
Cross Sem. & Hellenic Coll. Brookline MA
1972—
,
clinical instr. (Harvard Med. Sch.
1973— Tufts Med. Sch. 1974—), fellow Am.
Coll. Obstet. & Gynecol. 1976. Served to It.
cdr. MCUSN 1971-73. res. Milton MA.*
DROWNE, David Winslow. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Sculpturing & wood carving; b.
Newton MA Feb. 17 1937; m. Lee Hall Aug.
29 1964; ch.: Kirk, Brett, Kelley, Nathan.
Sculptor in bronze & pewter & wood carver
self-employed N. Conway NH 1966— . Pres.
board of dir. N. Conway Community Center
1975. Served to capt. USAF 1960-65. res. N.
Conway NH.*
DUNN, William Warren, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Bellows Falls VT Aug. 19 1936. res. Houston
TX.
DURKIN, James Edward. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Banking; b. San Francisco CA Sept. 19
1937. Served with USA 1962-64. res. San
Francisco CA.*
DYER, Charles Gibson. A.B. 1965, M.B.A.
Harvard 1967. Delta Sigma. Aviation; b.
Boston Sept. 19 1937; m. Karen Greenland
Aug. 3 1963; ch.: Mary, Charles. Pilot Eastern
Air Lines Boston 1967— . Eastern Air Lines
(chmn. retirement committee; chmn. nat.
retirement & ins. committee, negotiating
committee Air Line Pilots Assn.). Served to It.
cdr. USN 1958-63. res. Manchester MA.*
DYER, Ronald Homer. A.B. Education; b.
Portland May 26 1937. Physicist USA
Frankford Arsenal Phila. PA 1962-72, yoga
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teacher Kripalu Yoga fellowship Sumneytown
PA 1974
—,
orderly Grand View Hospital
Sellersville PA 1974—. PFC USA 1960-62. res.
unknown.*
EDWARDS, Robert Kay. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
New Gloucester Sept. 13 1936. res. Winthrop.
ELIASON, Philip Lawrence. Bowdoin 1955-56.
Sigma Nu. Dentistry; b. Portland April 29
1937; married; 3 children. With Eliason Dental
Lab. Portland 19?—. Served with USMC
1957-58. res. Portland.
EMERY, Alvin Goodwin, Jr. A.B. 1960. Alpha
Tau Omega, b. Bridgeport CT June 11 1938.
res. unknown.
ESTES, Paul Livingston. A.B. cum laude,
M.A.T. Brown Univ. 1967, M.S. Univ. N.H.
1969, Ph.D. Univ. N.H. 1972. Theta Delta Chi.
Occ. unknown; b. Lewiston May 2 1937; m.
Gisela Behrendt. With Plymouth NH State
Coll. of the Univ. System 1971—. Served to
capt. USA 1960-64. res. Plymouth NH.*
EVANS, Gerald Louis. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Univ. Vt. 1963. Delta Sigma. Medicine; b.
Gloucester MA April 12 1937; m. Jane Peters
June 24 1961; ch.: Douglas, Craig, Laura.
Intern Univ. Vt. Burlington 1963-64, resident
in medicine Upstate Med. Center Syracuse NY
1964-66, fellow in cardiology Peter Bent
Brigham Boston 1966-68, cardiologist Walter
Reed General Hospital Washington DC
1968-70, chief of cardiology Framingham
Union Hospital 1970— . res. Sudbury MA.*
FENLASON, James Earl. Bowdoin 1955-57.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Brewer Jan. 5 1937. res.
Longmeadow MA.
FISK, Rodney Wetsel. Bowdoin 1955-58. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Springfield MA Dec. 22 1937.
res. Longmeadow MA.
FLETCHER, Jerome Herbert. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1963. Psi Upsilon. Admissions
aide 1969
—
, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Brockton MA Feb. 4 1938; m. Holly
Pearson Oct. 28 1961; ch.: Robert, Laura. Atty.
self-employed (Brockton 1963-68, Bridgewater
MA 1968—). Dir. (Am. Red Cross Brockton
Chapter, Bridgewater Cooperative Bank,
Salvation Army), trustee (Brockton Hospital,
Bridgewater Savings Bank), Easton MA (town
chmn. United Fund; member town finance
committee, planning & zoning board), member
(advisory board Brockton Art Center, Boston
Univ. Law Review). Served to s/sgt. USA &
Mass. Nat. Guard 1963-64. res. S. Easton
MA.*
FLOMAN, Jarl-Olof Mikael Gunnarson.
Bowdoin Plan 1955-56, Fil.Mag. Helsinki
Univ. 1969. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Wiborg Finland July 23 1936; m. Kristina
Michelsson July 30 1960; ch.: Richard, Kasper,
Mikaela, Josefin. Teacher Helsinki (Brando
Svenska Samskola 1961-73, Ostra Svenska
Laroverket 1973
—
). Chmn. sch. council




Union of Helsinki Univ. (delegation 1960,
committee 1961), sec. Soc. of Swedish Teachers
in Helsingfors 1975-76. Served to 2nd It.
Finnish Army 1954-55. res. Helsingfors
Finland.*
FOGG, Richard Lloyd. A.B., M B A. Cornell
1961. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1971—
1972 capital campaign worker. Marketing
management; b. Boston Jan. 22 1937; m.
Carolyn Kane Feb. 12 1966; ch.: Amanda,
Jennifer, Timothy. With advt. dept. Procter &
Gamble Cincinnati OH 1961-65, account exec.
Dancer Fitzgerald Sample San Francisco CA
1965-67, dir. marketing Hunt- Wesson
Fullerton CA 1967-75, sr. v.pres. AMFAC
Foods Portland OR 1976, pres. Fisher Cheese
Co. Wapakoneta OH 1977— . res. Wapakoneta
OH.*
FOLSOM, Frank Martin. Bowdoin 1955-56.
Kappa Sigma, b. Lynn MA Jan. 17 1933. res.
unknown.
FORMAN, Richard Alan. Sigma Nu. b.
Jamaica NY Oct. 16 1937. res. Houston TX.
FORSMAN, Roderick Galen. A.B. A.M. Univ.
Me. (NDEA Title IV fellow) 1963, Ph.D. Univ.
111. (HEW fellow) 1966. Chi Psi. Education;
b. Stockholm June 19 1938; m. Janet Spiers
June 25 1960; ch.: Laurie, Eric, Dana.
Psychology asst. Pineland Hospital Pownal
1959-61, research psychologist USA Research
Inst, of Environmental Medicine Natick MA
summer 1966, asst. prof, psychology Univ. Tex.
Austin 1966-69, assoc. prof, psychology SUNY
1969— . Chmn. (Unitarian-Universalist
Fellowship of Pittsburgh NY 1973-75, faculty
senate SUNY Pittsburgh). Elected member
Phi Kappa Phi & Sigma Xi 1963. Contbr. res.
Pittsburgh NY.*
FRAGER, Steven Harvey. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1963. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Winthrop MA Dec. 8 1937; m.
Judith Boucher Dec. 28 1963; ch.: Amy,
Adam. Intern & resident Boston City Hospital
1963-68, surgeon Natick MA Surgical Assn.
Inc. 1972— . Clinical instr. surgery Tufts Med.
Sch. Served to maj. USA 1968-70; awarded
Bronze Star. res. Dover MA.*
FRITZ, Robert Bartlett. A.B., M.S. Univ. Me.
1964, Ph.D. Duke Univ. 1967. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Education; b. Milwaukee WI Nov.
16 1937; m. Onalee Grindle Feb. 22 1964; ch.:
Michael, Wendy. Research chemist Marine
Colloids Inc. Rockland 1959-60, instr. Bridgton
Acad. 1960-61, teaching asst. Univ. Me.
1961-64, Nat. Science Foundation summer
fellow The Jackson Lab. Bar Harbor 1964,
Duke Univ. (Nat. Inst, of Health trainee
1964-67, post-doctoral research assoc.
1967-69), asst. prof, microbiology Emory Univ.
Atlanta GA 1969—. PFC USA. Elected
member Phi Kappa Phi & Sigma Xi. Contbr.
res. Atlanta GA.*
FULLER, Peter Derek. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Sales
management; b. Beverly MA May 9 1937; m.
Delta Smith Jan. 15 1960; ch.: Derek, Karen,
Holly. Eastman Kodak Co. (sales rep. Phila.
PA 1962-67, sales staff Washington DC
1968-69, marketing spec. Rochester NY
1969-72, regional marketing coordinator
Cleveland OH 1973, dist. sales mgr. Baltimore
MD 1974
—
). pres. Nat. Micrographics Assn.
Md. chapter 1974-75. Served to 1st It. USA
1960-63. res. Towson MD.*
GARICK, Edward Ivan. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Yale (Woodrow Wilson
fellow) 1960; M.D. Boston Univ. 1967. Zeta
Psi. Medicine; b. NYC March 30 1938; m.
Olga Santos Aug. 19 1957; ch.: Sevin, Cathryn,
Lauren, Alexei. Instr. Brown Univ. 1961-62,
research asst. Roscoe Jackson Lab. Bar Harbor
1962-63, surgeon Oak Ave. Surgical Assoc.
Worcester MA 1974— . Instr. Univ. Mass.
Med. Sch. Worcester. Served to It. cdr. USN
1972-73. res. Holden MA.*
GARRETT, Robert Fletcher Young, III. A.B.,
LL.B. Univ. Penn. 1962. Beta Theta Pi. Law;
b. Haddonfield NJ Sept. 20 1937; m. Mary
Simmler June 29 1968; ch.: Mary, Elizabeth,
Margaret. Atty. Loveland Hughes & Garrett
Ocean City NJ 1963— . Dir. Cape May County
FL Savings & Loan Assn. 1974
—
, sec. (St.






Cape May County 1971-72. Served to It.
USCGR 1962. res. Ocean City NJ.*
GIACOMONI, Dario Alessandro. Bowdoin
(Fulbright scholar) 1955-56, Ph.D. Univ. 111.
1965. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b.
Genova-Pegli Italy Aug. 26 1935; m. Patricia
Smith April 4 1965. Postdoctoral fellow Univ.
Torino Italy 1966-67, researcher Nat.
Committee Nuclear Research Rome Italy
1967-69, Univ. 111. Chicago (asst. prof. 1970-73,
assoc. prof. 1973
—
). res. Chicago IL.*
GILL, Alan Hopkins. A.B. Kappa Sigma, b.
Lowell MA Sept. 18 1937. res. Topsham.
GILL, David Chaloner. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Concord NH May 26 1937. res. San Francisco
CA.




campaign worker. Business exec; b. Bangor
Dec. 31 1936; m. Beverley Mallard June 28
1959; ch.: Robert Jr., Lisa, David. Exec,
v.pres., treas. & dir. Fox & Ginn Inc. N.
Reading MA 19?— . Dir. (Equipment
Interchange Assn., Employers Council of Me.,
Northern New Eng. Carriers Assn. Inc., Am.
Trucking Assn. Inc., Casco Terminal
Warehouses Inc., Portland Warehousing &
Storage Co.), past pres. (Me. Truck Owners
Assn., Transportation Security Council of
Mass.), dir. & v.pres. Mass. Motor Truck
Assn., governor Regular Common Carrier
Conf. Am. Trucking Assn. Inc., regional v.pres.
New Eng. Shipper Motor Carrier Conf., dir. &
exec, committee member (New Eng. Motor
Rate Bureau, Employers Group of Motor
Freight Carriers Inc.), nat. member Trucking
Industry Committee on Theft & Hijacking,
trustee & v.pres. Shore Country Day Sch.
Beverly MA, Manchester MA (member &
v.chmn. town finance committee, chmn. town
negotiating committee), member New Eng.
Council Transportation Committee, dir. &
v.pres. Neilmark Corp. Served to capt. USAR
1960. res. Manchester MA.*
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GOLDBERG, Stuart Erwin. A.B., D.M.D.
Tufts 1963. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Military &
dentistry; b. Portland April 2 1937; m. Linda
Born, m. Melinda Tibbs June 27 1971; ch. :
Scott, Sandi. Lt. col. Dental Corps USA
1963— . Awarded Bronze Star, Vietnamese
Civic Action Award, Vietnamese Tech. Service
Award, Vietnam Campaign Medal (3),
Meritorious Unit Citation, Vietnamese Service
Medal, Vietnamese Nat. Defense Ribbon, res.
Savannah GA.*
GORRA, Robert Michael. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Occ. unknown; b. NYC Jan. 24 1938. res.
Bronxville NY.
GRAFF, David Eugene. Bowdoin 1955-58.
Delta Sigma, b. Bridgeport CT Oct. 21 1936.
res. unknown.
GRAHAM, Charles Wallace, III. A.B., B.F.T.
Am. Grad. Sch. of Int. Management 1967. Psi
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Schenectady NY
Feb. 4 1937; m. Carol Hamann June 7 1968;
ch.: Jessica, Paul, Juliet. Asst. merchandiser &
copywriter J. C. Penney & Co. NYC 1963-66;
asst. sec. int. Mfr. Hanover Trust NY & Paris
France 1967-71; v.pres. Europe, Mid-East,
Africa The Northern Trust Co. Chicago IL
1971—. Dir. Mid-Am. Arab C. of C. 1975—,
member int. board Robert Morris Assoc.
Chicago area 1975. Served to spec. 4/c USA
1960-63. res. Chicago IL.*
GRAY, Martin. A.B. cum laude. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Boston Sept. 5
1938; m. Melody Latimer Oct. 15 1960; ch.:
Avrum, Aviva, Lael. Rooms div. mgr. The
Plaza Hotel NYC 1963-67, account exec.
Goodbody & Co. NYC 1967-69, dir. of
marketing Reservations World NYC 1969-71,
v.pres. convention sales N.Y. Convention &
Visitors Bureau NYC 1971— . Member board
of dir. (N.Y. Soc. of Assn. Exec 1973-76; Hotel
Sales Management Assn. 1973, 1976
—
). Served
to lt. (jg) USN 1960-63. res. Yonkers NY.*
GRAY, Paul Havener. Bowdoin 1955-57.
Kappa Sigma, b. Castine March 29 1937. res.
Austin TX.
GROSS, Alton Frank. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Temple Univ. 1963. Alpha Tau Omega.
Medicine; b. Blue Hill April 27 1937; m.
Inara Austers Aug. 27 1961; ch.: Steven,
Diana. Orthopedic surgeon Danville VA
Orthopedic Clinic Inc. 1971— . Member
Danville VA Highway Safety Comm. Served to
maj. USA 1963-71; awarded Bronze Star 1970,
Army Commendation Medal 1971. res.
Danville VA*
GUSTAFSON, Peter Bosworth. Bowdoin
1956-57. b. Pittsfield MA Nov. 11 1937. res.
unknown.
HADLEY, Robert Arthur. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Penn. 1960, Ph.D. Univ. Penn.
1964. Delta Sigma. Education; b. Salem MA
March 27 1937. Asst. prof. Univ. Conn. Storrs
1964-66, George Washington Univ. (asst. prof.
1966-73, assoc. prof. 1973
—
). Member (board
of dir. Washington Am. Turkish Assn., board
of governors Archaeological Inst, of Am.
Washington branch). Contbr. res. Washington
DC*
HALL, Frederick Augustus. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Business exec; b. Lewiston May 15 1937; m.
Charlene Cyr Oct. 3 1959; ch.: Frederick,
Michael, Elizabeth, Judith, Katherine. V.pres.
& general mgr. Hall & Knight Co. Lewiston
1959- . Dir. Northeast Bankshare Assn.
1973
— ,
pres. Child & Family Services 1970,
member advisory board St. Mary's Hospital
1968-73. res. Lewiston.*
HALLEE, Theodore James. B.S. cum laude,
B.Ch.E. M.I.T. 1960, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1964.
Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Waterville
Aug. 24 1937; m. Linda Marks June 18 1960;
ch.: Lynne, Mark. Physician self-employed
Cape Elizabeth 1971— . Certified member Am.
Board of Internal Medicine 1972. Served to
maj. MCUSA 1963-71. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
HAMBLET, Edwin Joseph. A.B., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1964, Ph.D. Univ. Penn.
1967. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education; b.
Portland Feb. 15 1937. Teaching fellow Univ.
Penn. Phila. 1964-67, asst. prof. Emory Univ.
Atlanta GA 1967-68, visiting prof. McGill
Univ. 1971-72, assoc. prof. SUNY Pittsburgh
1968—. Served to capt. USA 1959-63. Author:
Marcel Dube & French-Canadian Drama
(1970), contbr. res. Pittsburgh NY.*
HARPER, John Edward. Bowdoin 1955-57,
1958-60. Beta Theta Pi. b. Bangor Oct. 19
1937. res. S. Portland.
HASKELL, Alan Nelson. A.B., M AT. Univ.
Chicago 1969. Delta Sigma. Education; b.
Melrose MA Sept. 21 1937; m. Marilyn Mason
Dec. 29 1962. Teacher (high sch. Chicago
Heights IL 1963-65, Lab. Schs. Univ. Chicago
IL 1965
—
). Faculty Assn. Univ. Chicago Lab.
Schs. (2nd v.pres. 1970-71, sec. 1975-76).
Served to capt. USAR 1961, 1962-69. res.
Chicago IL.*
HAYWARD, James Duncan Hurd. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Occ. unknown; b. Cleveland OH July
20 1937. Served to spec. 4/c USA 1960-63. res.
Montpelier VT.*
HEELS, Thomas Ray. Bowdoin 1955-56, B.S.
Univ. Me. Portland 1975. Zeta Psi. Sales; b.
Boston Oct. 19 1936; m. Helena Winter Aug. 9
1961; ch.: Mark, Erik. Accountant Itek Corp.
Waltham MA 1958-60, corporate accountant
Control Equipment Co. Needham MA
1960-61, accountant & sales rep. Int. Business
Machines Corp. Helsinki Finland & Boston
1961-63, cost accountant Raytheon Co. N.
Dighton MA 1963-64, accountant Boston
(State Street Bank & Trust Co. 1964-65, Pepsi
Cola Bottling Co. 1965-66), agt. Allstate Ins.
Co. Natick MA 1966-72, sales rep. Dun &
Bradstreet Portland 1972— . Served to spec.
4/c USA 1956-58. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
HESELTON, William Crossland. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Personnel; b. Gardiner July
22 1936; m. Hilda Groder 1957. res. Hallowell.
HICKEY, Peter Holbrook. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Penn. 1961. Sigma Nu. Sales
management; b. Lewiston April 30 1938; m.
Sandra Schoppe, m. Karen Kann Sept. 23
1967; ch.: Clifford. Asst. instr. Univ. Penn.
Phila. 1959-62, asst. to the mgr. Acadia Corp.
Seal Harbor 1962-64, farm hand Acadia Farms
Clarence Center NY 1965-66, field supervisor
R. L. Polk & Co. Detroit MI 1966-68,
warehouse supervisor Genesee Valley Cold
Storage Co. Mt. Morris NY 1968-69, sales agt.
self-employed Ellsworth 1969-72, sales agency
dist. mgr. Montgomery Ward Albany NY
1972—. Recipient: Dist. Mgr. of the Yr.
Albany territory 1973. res. Ellsworth.*
HINDLE. William Thomas, II. Bowdoin
1955-56. Alpha Delta Phi. b. New Bedford
MA June 25 1937. res. Deerfield MA.
HITCHCOCK, Frank Lee. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Business; b. Boston May 1 1937; m.
Elizabeth Joyce May 23 1964; ch.: Jay, Alee,
Anne. Sales mgr. Ludlow Apartment Mills
Needham MA 1960-71, v.pres. sales Dansak
Distributors Phoenix AZ 1971-76, prop. Floor
Covering Assoc. Phoenix 1976— . res. Paradise
Valley AZ.*
HODGDON, Keith Stanley. Bowdoin 1955-57.
Chi Psi. b. Berlin NH Sept. 25 1937. res.
Taunton MA.
HOWARD, James Harrison, Jr. A.B., M AT.
Vanderbilt Univ. 1962. Education; b.
Brunswick April 13 1936; m. Mary Urso Jan. 4
1969; ch.: William. Teacher (Foxcroft Acad.
Dover-Foxcroft 1959-61, high sch.
Wethersfield CT 1962-67), asst. prof. English
LeMoyne Coll. Syracuse NY 1967-73, teacher
high sch. Blantyre Glasgow Scotland 1975—
.
res. Glasgow Scotland.*
HOWARD, Joel Glen. A.B. Delta Sigma
Accounting; b. Brunswick July 27 1937; m.
Betty Willett June 13 1970. Management
trainee G. E. Credit Corp. Portland 1963-64,
credit sales mgr. Sears Roebuck & Co. Boston
1964-73, accountant self-employed
Middletown RI 1975— . Served to spec. 5/c
USA 1958-61. res. Middletown RI.*
HUNTER, David Moore. A.B., M.H.A. Univ.
Mich. 1961. Psi Upsilon. Hospital
consulting; b. Detroit MI May 20 1938; m.
Deborah Morrow March 24 1973; ch.: Shelly,
Michael. Admin, res. Harper Hospital Detroit
1960-61, asst. administrator Crittenton
Hospital Detroit 1961-62, assoc. dir. Hospital
of the Thomas Jefferson Univ. Phila. PA
1962-67, sr. assoc. principal & v.pres. Cresap
McCormick & Paget NYC 1967-74, v.pres. &
area mgr. Am. Health Facilities Elmsford NY
1974— . Member board of trustees (Phelps
Memorial Hospital N. Tarrytown NY 1974—,
Briarcliff Congr. Church Briarcliff Manor
1975—). res. Scarborough NY.*
HUNTRESS, Roger Hilton. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Education; b. Porter Aug. 3 1937.




HURLL, Charles Warwick, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. New Bedford MA Aug. 31
1937. res. Great Barrington MA.
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IAMS, Taylor Edward. A.B. 1960. Alpha Tau
Omega. Occ. unknown; b. Pittsburgh PA
June 4 1937. res. Pittsburgh PA.
JACKSON, Charles Wayne, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Univ. Denver 1971. Theta Delta Chi.
Military; b. Rochester NH Nov. 3 1937; m.
Mary Humes July 18 1965; ch.: Wayne, Jill.
Field artillery officer USA Schofield Barracks
HI 1960-62, systems analyst Int. Business
Machines Corp. Denver CO 1962-64, USA
(field artillery officer 25th Inf. Div. HI &
Vietnam 1965-66, member staff & fac. USA
Field Artillery Sch. Ft. Sill OK 1967-69, field
artillery off. 23rd Inf. Div. Vietnam 1970,
program analyst Joint Tactical
Communications Office Ft. Monmouth NJ
1972-74, stud. USA Command & Gen. Staff
Coll. Ft. Leavenworth KS 1974-75, program
analyst USA Training & Doctrine Command
Ft. Monroe VA 1975— . Elected member Beta
Gamma Sigma 1971. Awarded Air Medals
1966, 1970; Bronze Star 1970; Commendation
Medals 1969, 1970, 1974. res. Hampton VA.*
JALAR, Lars Peter. A.B. b. Stockholm
Sweden Dec. 18 1934. res. Storsund Sweden.
JAMES, Albert William, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Wilmington DE Dec. 7
1936; m. Marianna Spencer July 1 1961; 1
child. Personnel mgr. Sears Roebuck & Co.
Watchung NJ 19?— . res. Hockessin DE.
JANSSON, Lars Crispin. A.B. cum laude,
Ed.M. Harvard 1967, Ed.D. Temple Univ.
1970. Delta Sigma. Education; b. Abington
PA Sept. 3 1937; m. Eleanora Verburg Nov. 18
1961; ch.: Tanya, Erik. Actuarial asst. Penn.
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Phila PA 1962, teacher
George Sch. Newtown PA 1962-65, teaching
assoc. Temple Univ. 1966-70, asst. prof. Penn.
State Univ. University Park 1970-73, assoc.
prof. Univ. Manitoba Winnipeg Canada
1973— . Contbr. res. St. Norbert Man.
Canada.*
JUDSON, Kenneth Neil. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Auburn Oct. 28 1935. res. Detroit MI.
KARAVETSOS, Michael. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Lynn MA May 28 1937. res. Haverhill MA.
KIMBALL, Philip Ridlon. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1963. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Medicine; b. Ft.
Fairfield Oct. 6 1936; S. of Herrick C. '22; ch.:
Herrick, Deborah, Philip, Jennifer,
Christopher. Orthopedic surgeon Bangor
1969— . Member (board United Cerebral Palsy
of Northeastern Me., Am. Board of Orthopedic
Surgeons). Served to It. USNR 1966-68. res. E.
Holden.*
KIRWOOD, Ronald John. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1969. Zeta Psi. Exec; b. NYC April
14 1937; m. Barbara Nichols June 15 1963;
ch.: Jeffrey, Jason. Engineer (S.N.E.T. Co.
Hartford CT 1959-60, D.P.E.C. Inc. Raymond
1960-63), project engineer Bomac Beverly MA
1963-65, sales engineer Microwave Assoc.
Burlington MA 1965-67, v.pres. (Financial
Research Belmont MA 1969-70, Nichols &




KRANES, David Alfred. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Boston Dec. 18 1937. res. Salt Lake City UT.
KRESCH, Lewis Wertheimer. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Bayonne NJ June 24
1938. res. NYC.
KRUGER, Carl Richard. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Business management; b. Brockton MA
Feb. 2 1937; m. Jo Etta Terry Dec. 20 1961;
ch.: Carl, Robin, Anne. Mobil Oil Corp.
(marketing rep. Worcester MA 1962-66; real
estate rep. Boston, Worcester, Columbus GA
1966-71; marketing area mgr. GA & SC
1971-72), v.pres. Flournoy Co. Reactors
Columbus 1972-74, v.pres. & general mgr.
Holly Realty Co. Columbus 1974
—
). Member
(board of Realtors Columbus, board of dir.
Am. Cancer Soc. Columbus chapter, vestry
Church of the Nativity Northboro MA), treas.
Cub Scout Dist. Columbus. Served to cpl. USA
1959-62. res. Columbus GA.*
LAURIE, David Warren. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Ins.; b. Boston Jan. 25 1937; m. Christina
Gummere May 20 1967; ch.: Bradley,
Katherine. Royal Globe Ins. Co. (casualty
underwriting trainee Boston & NYC 1961-63;
asst. casualty underwriter Phila. PA 1963-64;
casualty underwriter Pittsburgh PA 1964-66;
personal & commercial lines underwriter
Boston 1966-70, supervisor spec, accounts
dept. 1970-75, liability supervisor commercial
lines dept. 1975— . Past pres. Wellesley
Jaycees, J.C.I Senator lesley 1961-63, 1966-75),
commissioner Wellesley Little League & Babe
Ruth Inc. 1975-76, treas. & dir. Cataumet Club
Inc. 1972-75. res. Wellesley Hills MA.*
LEACH, Frederick Miller. A.B., A.M. Hofstra
Univ. 1969. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Attleboro MA Aug. 28 1937. Teacher public
sch. Roslyn NY 1959-62, officer int. div.
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. NYC 1962-63,
teacher public sch. Roslyn 1963— . res. Wilton
CT.*
LEAVITT, George Damon, III. A.B., B.S.
Mass. Coll. of Optometry 1967, O.D. Mass.
Coll. of Optometry 1971. Sigma Nu.
Optometry; b. Whitman MA Jan. 1 1938; m.
Aurelia Palmini Aug. 19 1961; ch.: Paul,
Suzanne, Michael. Underwriter Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Buffalo NY 1960-63,
optometrist self-employed Whitman 1967—
.
Dir. Jaycees E. Bridgewater MA 1967-69,
Lions Club E. Bridgewater (dir. 1968-72, pres.
1973-74), member (town finance committee
1972-74; sch. committee 1976, chmn. 1976-77).
res. Elmwood MA.*
LeBOUTILLIER, Peter Lucas. Bowdoin
1955-57. Alpha Tau Omega. Sales; b. Bryn
Mawr PA Nov. 23 1937; m. Gaye Steinman
July 1 1967; ch.: Amy, Christine. Salesman
(John Wanamaker Phila. PA 1960-62, Jackson
& Moyer 1962-66; Sleeper's Bangor 1966-67,
New Franklin Laundry 1967-73; King Cole
Foods Inc. S. Portland 1974, Humpty Dumpty
Potato Chip Co. 1974—). Sec. (Main Line
Jaycees 1965, Bangor Jaycees 1967), licensed
layreader Epis. Church 1962
—
). Served with
USN 1957-60. res. Ellsworth.*
LEHMBERG, William Manley. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Sales exec; b. Worcester MA Dec 13 1937; m.
Janice Glover Nov. 28 1965; ch.: William,
Pamela. C.L.U.; branch mgr. INA Security
Corp. Hartford CT 1960-69, v.pres. Downing
6 Desautels Inc. Boston 1969—. Pvt. USA
1959-60. res. Wayland MA.*
LEWIS, Gary Benjamin. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
State Coll. 1965. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Education; b. Boston Aug. 21 1937. Teller
Norfolk County Trust Boston 1959-61, admin,
asst. State Street Bank & Trust Boston 1961-62,
high sch. Boston (teacher 1962-70, chmn.
history dept. 1970—). res. Milton MA.*
LEWIS, John Phelps. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Management; b. New Haven CT April 14
1937; m. Gail Forselius Dec. 28 1957; ch.:
Scott, Karen, David. N.Y. Tel. Co. NY (dial
service supervisor Hempstead 1959-61; traffic
supervisor NYC 1961-63, Albany 1963-64;
traffic supt. Monticello 1964-66, Kingston
1966-68), Southern New Eng. Tel. Co. New
Haven (traffic supervisor 1969-70, coll.
employment supervisor 1970-72, community
relations mgr. 1972-75, information mgr.
1975-76, organization development spec.
1976—). Leader Cubmaster Pack 92 Cheshire
CT 1972-74, United Way (keyman 1973-74,
div. chmn. 1975), chmn. (republican voter
registration Cheshire 1972-73, ticket div.
Pageant 1976, Bicentennial Comm. New
Haven), sec Troop 90 Boy Scouts of AM.
Cheshire 1974-76, member board mgr. YMCA
Cheshire 1976—. res. Cheshire CT.*
LINSKY, John Barnett. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Information systems; b. Beverly
MA Nov. 5 1937; m. V. Carole Kates Aug. 23
1959; ch.: Judy, Deena, Michael. Ins. admin.
Northern & Employees Toronto Ont. Canada
1960-63, asst. to store operations dir.
Steinbergs Toronto 1963-65, forms &
procedures systems analyst Douglas Aircraft
Toronto 1966-68, systems project leader Univ.
Toronto 1969-74, systems coordinator pulp &
paper group Reed Paper Ltd. Toronto 1974—
.
Member board of dir. & exec, board Temple
Sinai 1967-76, founder & pres. Photographic
Historical Soc of Canada 1974— . Served to 1st
It. USA 1959-60. res. Downsview Ont.
Canada.*
LONG, Charles Francis, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Business exec; b. Framingham MA July 1
1937; m. Judith Ness Aug. 22 1959; ch.:
Marget, Elise, Kata, Caitlin. Teacher
Columbus OH Acad. 1959-61, R. H. Long
Motors Framingham (salesman 1961-63, sales
mgr. 1963-71), pres. Crest Pontiac Cadillac
Newington CT 1971—. res. W. Hartford CT.*
MAIN, Christopher Avery. A.B., B.S. USN Post
Grad. Sch. 1970. Psi Upsilon. Military; b.
Buffalo NY June 6 1937; m. Sara Gover April
7 1972; ch.: Laura. Lt. cdr. USN Nat. Military
Command System Support Center Pentagon
Washington DC I960—. Awarded Bronze Star
with combat v. res. Alexandria VA.*
MALLEY, Kevin James. Bowdoin 1955-57,
B.S. Babson Coll. 1961. Business exec; b.
Boston' July 25 1937; m. Sheila Carr July 6
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1963; ch.: James, Matthew, Carolyn, Diane.
C.P.A. (CA, NV, MA); supervisor Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Boston 1961-68;
controller Continental Travel Ltd. & Interlude
Int. Corp. Boston 1968-70; mgr. Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. (Los Angeles CA
1970-71, Las Vegas NV 1971-72); controller &
treas. Thunderbird Hotel & Casino 1972-75;
treas. Caesars Palace Hotel & Casino Las
Vegas 1975— . Pres. Las Vegas Chapter Nat.
Assn. of Accountants 1974-75, treas. S. Nev.
Drug Abuse Council 1975— . res. Las Vegas
NV.*
MARTONFFY, Denes. A.B., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1963. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b.
Hungary Nov. 6 1935. Neurosurgeon pvt.
practice San Francisco CA 19?— . res. Oak
Park IL.
MATHEKE, Michael John. Bowdoin 1955-57.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Newark NJ May 13
1936. res. E. Brunswick NJ.
MATTHEWS, Glenn Holbrook. A.B. Chi Psi.
Business exec; b. Quincy MA June 28 1937;
m. Gail Thunberg Aug. 9 1959; ch.: Scott,
Brett. Coll. traveler Prentice Hall Coll. div. CT,
field ed. Harvard-M.I.T.-Yale for
Prentice-Hall, ed. Addison-Wesley Reading
MA, pres. Coll. Marketing Group Inc. Served
to 2nd It. USA 1959-60. Contbr. res. Reading
MA.*
MAXWELL, Edward Black, II. A.B., J.D.
Dickinson Sch. of Law 1964. Zeta Psi. Law;
b. Wilmington DE May 27 1937. Atty. Young
Conaway Stargatt & Taylor Wilmington
1964—. Univ. & Whist Club of Wilmington
(member board of governors 1972
— ,
v.pres.
1975—), trustee Dela. Bar Foundation 1974
—
,
Dela. Bar Assn. (chmn. constitution
committee, member corp. law committee),
member (Dela. State Council on Mental
Health 1974
—
, board of ed. Dickinson Law
Review 1962-64, assoc. member (Dela. Board
of Bar Examiners 1974
—
, Dela. Supreme
Court Censor Committee 1976
—
). Served to
1st It. USA 1959-61. res. Kennett Square PA.*
McCONKY, Walter Bradley. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Banking exec; b. Phila. PA March 19
1937; s. of Kenneth W. '22; m. Nancy Bowser
Sept. 30 1967. Asst. treas. Bankers Trust Co.
NYC 1962-71, account officer NYC (First Nat.
City Bank 1971-73, Citicorp Factors Inc. 1973),
v.pres. & mgr. Citytrust Bridgeport CT 1973—
.
Member mortgage committee Conn. Bankers
Assn. 1974—; dir., treas. & member exec,
committee Bridgeport Neighborhood Service
Inc.; dir. & asst. treas. George Jr. Republic
1968-71. Served to capt. USA 1960-62. res.
Redding CT.*
McCULLUM, Ottie Theodore, Jr. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Banking exec; b. Augusta Dec. 31 1936;
m. Martha Wilson Sept. 7 1963; ch.: Ottie III,
Margery. Loan officer Me. Nat. Bank
Brunswick 1962-72, asst. v.pres. Casco Bank &
Trust Co. Portland 1973— . Chmn. town mgr.
study committee 1969, chmn. & member
church board of trustees 1969-72, 1973—;
Univ. Me. Cooperative Extension Service
(member exec board 1973, 1974; sec. 1975).
Served to sgt. USA 1960-62. res. Cumberland
Center.*
McCURDY, Peter George. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Lubec Sept. 7 1936. res. Lubec.
McGILL, John Munroe. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. New Britain CT Sept. 1 1936. res.
unknown.
McGOVERN, Thomas Joseph, Jr. A.B., Ed.M.
Boston State Coll. 1967. Kappa Sigma. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Newton MA May 6 1936; m. Elaine Sheehan
June 27 1964; ch.: Michael, Daniel, Edward,
Robert, James, William. Teacher & coach high
sch. Watertown MA 1962— . Served to spec.
4/c USA 1959-62. res. Needham MA.*
McLAREN, Gordon Arnold. A.B. 1960. Psi
Upsilon. b. Westwood MA May 6 1937. res.
Naperville IL.
McLEAN, John Allan Cameron, II. A.B.,
M.B.A. Dartmouth 1962. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Business exec; b. Boston Aug. 3
1937; s. of John D. '35; m. Susan O'Brien Oct.
2 1965; ch.: John, Jennifer, Christopher.
Colgate-Palmolive Co. (marketing staff asst.
NYC 1963-65, product mgr. 1965-68, sr.
product mgr. 1968-70; marketing dir. Boksburg
S. Africa 1970-73, managing dir. 1973—).
Served to airman 3/c USAF 1962-63. res.
Bryanston Sandton Republic of S. Africa.*
McLEAN, Powers Llewellyn. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Brockton MA Oct. 30 1936. res.
Manasquan NJ.
McLEOD, Robert Randall. Bowdoin 1955-56,
1957-58. Delta Sigma, b. Boston June 3 1937.
res. Winthrop MA.
McLEOD, Roger David. A.B. 1960. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Rumford Nov. 9 1937. res.
Lawrence MA.
McMURRAY, Robert Taylor. Bowdoin
1955-58. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Management; b. Lawrence MA May 15
1937. General sales mgr. Bendix Abrasives div.
Westfield MA 1964-72, v.pres. & general mgr.
Mansir/Holden Inc. Holyoke MA 1972— . res.
Longmeadow MA.*
MEDVECKY, Thomas Edward. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Bridgeport CT April 22
1937. res. Bethel CT.
MEEHAN, Robert Elliott. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. Management; b. Boston April 27
1938; m. Mary Loud May 16 1964; ch.:
Richard, Susan, Karen, James, Thomas. C.P.A.
(MA); tax mgr. (Ernst & Ernst Boston 1963-75.
Warren Brothers Co. Cambridge MA 1975—).
Philharmonic Soc. of Arlington MA Inc. (pres.
1970-73, member board of dir. 1967
—
), chmn.
Continual Professional Education committee
1973—. Served to 1st It. USA 1959-61. res.
Arlington MA.*
MEEKINS, John Fred. A.B., Ph.D. The
Catholic Univ. of Am. 1973. Sigma Nu.
Physics research; b. Oct. 4 1937; m. Ann
Turner Sept. 9 1961; ch.: David, Brian.
Research physicist Naval Research Lab.
Washington DC 1959—. Contbr. res.
Springfield VA.*
MERRITT, Alfred Manning, II. A.B., D.V.M.
Cornell 1963, M.S. Univ. Penn. 1969. Psi
Upsilon. Education; b. Boston April 10
1937; m. Nancy Bohlin June 15 1963; ch.:
Janna, Jason. Asst. instr. Univ. Calif. Davis
1963-64, Univ. Penn. PhUa. (instr. 1964-66,
post-doctoral fellow 1966-69, asst. prof,
medicine 1969-72, assoc. prof. 1972
—
). Trustee




(pres. 1975,'ed. Am. Journal Digestive Diseases
1972—), elected member (Phi Zeta 1963—,
Sigma Xi 1968—). res. W. Chester PA.*
METTLER, Howard Robert. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Brooklyn NY
March 3 1937. res. unknown.
MILLER, Barry Norton. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Management; b. Cambridge MA
May 15 1937; m. Ann Sorenson March 31
1962; ch.: Henry, Eric. General mgr. Miller
Corrugated Box Co. Warwick RI 1962—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1960, 1961-62. res. E.
Greenwich RL*
MILLER, Ralph Moscrip. Bowdoin 1955-57,
A.B. Oberlin Coll. 1960, M.B.A. Univ. Mich.
1962. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Detroit MI Dec. 5
1936. Asst. to works mgr. Int. Harvester Co. Ft.
Wayne IN 1962-64, assoc. dir. Joint Research
Project Univ. Mich. 1964. d. Ann Arbor MI
Feb. 13 1965.*
MILLER, Ronald Avery. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Military; b. Woodland May 14 1937; m.
Joan Hall June 4 1960; ch.: Ronald, Laury. Lt.
col. USA Indianapolis IN 19?—. res.
Woodland.*
MOORE, David Morley. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Real estate; b. Washington DC March 25
1936; m. Ann Kemp Oct. 20 1962; ch.:
Jonathan, Christopher. Sales engineer
Fireman's Mutual Ins. Co. Providence RI
1959-64, sales rep. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
Inc. NYC 1964-73, real estate invest,
self-employed Newburyport MA 1973— . res.
Newburyport MA.*
MORGAN, Richard Ernest. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1961; Ph.D.
Columbia 1967. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b.
Centre County PA May 17 1937; m. Eva
Corliss June 19 1959. Columbia Univ. (instr.
govt. 1962-63, 1965-67; asst. prof. 1967-68),
Bowdoin (assoc. prof. govt. 1969-75, William
Nelson Cromwell Prof, of Constitutional Law
1975—). Fellow (U.S. Steel Am. Govt. 1960-62,
Woodrow Wilson 1959-60, law & govt.
Harvard Law Sch. 1968-69), series ed. Short
Studies in Am. Politics 1966-72, chmn. Spec.
Comm. on Legislative Compensation of the
State of Me. 1973-74, research dir. Twentieth
Century Fund Study of Political Surveillance
in Am. Served to 1st lt. USAR 1963-64.
Author: The Politics of Religious Conflict
(1968), The Supreme Court and Religion
(1972); co-ed.: The American Political System:
Introductory Readings (1971), Focus on The
Police (1976); contbr. res. S. Harpswell.*
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MORTON, Peter Sherburne. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Business exec; b. Waltham MA Feb. 17 1937;
m. Joan Debarbieri Feb. 7 1964; ch.: Lori.
Pres. Federal Savings League of New Eng.
Boston 1961— . Served to capt. USA. res.
Sherborn MA.*
MOSTROM, Thomas Field. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Boston July 2 1937; s. of Howard M. '28.
res. Amesbury MA.
MULLIGAN, Robert Wilson. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Business exec; b. New Haven CT May
9 1937; m. Jean Johnson; 2 children. V.pres.
Amoskeag Savings Bank Manchester NH
19?—. res. Goffstown NH.
NAKANE, Kiyoshi. Bowdoin Plan 1955-56.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Tokyo Japan Feb. 5
1932; s. of Shigeo '22. res. Tokyo Japan.
NELSON, Bruce David. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Columbia 1963. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Portland Dec. 23 1937; m.
Phyllis Cohen June 5 1960; ch.: Lisa, Daniel,
Jennifer. Surgical intern UCLA Med. Center
1963-64, surgical resident Mass. General
Hospital Boston 1964-66, surgeon & It. cdr.
USPHS Indian Health Service Ft. Defiance
AZ 1966-68, surgical resident UCLA 1968-72,
surgeon pvt. practice Portland 1972— . Greater
Portland Landmarks (member 1973-76, trustee
& treas. 1975-76), member board of dir. Jewish
Home for the Aged Portland, v.pres. staff
Portland City Hospital 1975-76, certified (Am.
Board of Surgery, Am. Board of Urology).
Contbr. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
NEWCOMB, Joseph Scott. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Penn. 1965, Ph.D. Univ. Mich. 1977. Zeta Psi.
Supervising education spec; b.
Newburyport MA Oct. 29 1932; m. Ann
Revelle March 29 1958; ch.: Mark, Catherine.
Supervising service foreman Bell Tel. Co. of
Penn. Phila. PA 1959-63, research fellow Univ.
Penn. Phila. 1964-65, teacher Vanguard Sch.
Haverford PA 1966, coordinator housing
program E. Mich. Univ. Ypsilanti 1966-69,
asst. to dir. Nat. Assessment of Educational
Progress Denver CO 1969-74, education spec.
Naval Education & Training Support Center
Pacific San Diego CA 1974— . Served with
USN 1951-55, cdr. USNR 1961—. res. San
Diego CA.*
NORBECK, David. A.B. Education; b.
Caribou Sept. 16 1937. Teacher (Brooks Sch.
N. Andover MA 1959-61, Belvidere Sch.
Chelmsford MA 1965-67, Franklin Sch. NYC
1967-74). Served to spec. 4/c USA 1961-63. res.
Woodstock NY.*
NORRELL, Edinboro Aquinaldo, Jr. A.B.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Richmond VA Dec.
29 1938. res. Carson CA.
OLSEN, David Alexander. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ins.; b. Brooklyn NY Nov. 29 1937; m.
Roberta Garverick May 11 1963; ch.:
Bradford, Amy. Great Am. Ins. Co.
(management trainee NYC 1959-60, sr. systems
analyst 1961-62, exec. asst. 1962-65; mgr.
marine dept. Chicago IL 1965-66), Johnson &
Higgins (account exec. San Francisco CA
1966-71; v.pres., mgr. marine dept., sr. account
supervisor Chicago 1971
—
, sr. v.pres., member
exec, committee 1977). Member board of dir.
(Midwest Int. Trade Club 1974-75, Chicago
Dist. Waterways Assn. 1971-77), San Francisco
Community Fund Business Leader 1968,
membership chmn. Calif. Propeller Club
1970-71, officer Midwest Foreign Commerce
Club 1975-77, chmn. Church of Holy Spirit
annual fair, chmn. caucus candidate committee
Lake Forest IL 1974-77. Served to 1st It. USA
1960, served with USAR 3 yrs. res. Lake Forest
IL.*
O'NEAL, Roland Leslie. A.B. cum laude,
M.A.T. Harvard 1961, Ed.D. Columbia 1973.
Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Writing & education; b. Saugus MA
April 13 1937; m. Ruth Sanborn Sept. 13 1958;
ch.: Robert, Stephanie, Sherri, Sean. High sch.





Princeton NJ 1966; Teachers Coll. N.Y. Am.
Studies 1967-69, Social Studies Masters
Program 1969-70), author (CEEB Nat. Teacher
Exams 1967-72, N.Y. State Regents Exams in
Am. Studies 1974-75). Pres. (Mid-Hudson
Social Studies Council 1968, Lakeland Assn. of
Administrators 1971-73, Methodist Church
Shrub Oak 1971-72, 21st dist. curriculum
consortium Northern Westchester Putnam
County NY 1974), member board of trustees
public library Putnam Valley NY 1966
—
,
advisor Center for War/Peace Studies, dir.
N.Y. State Education Dept. Project on the Sr.
Yr. 1975-76. Served to 1st It. USA 1959-60.
Named Outstanding Leader in Am. Secondary
Education 1972. res. Putnam Valley NY.*
OPPENHEIM, Stephen David. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Occ. unknown; b. Norwood MA July
1937. res. Berwick.*
OWEN, Ray Bucklin, Jr. A.B., M.S. Univ. 111.
1966, Ph.D. Univ. 111. 1968. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Providence RI July 14 1937;
m. Sue Livingston Aug. 18 1962; ch.: Robin,
Jeffrey. Instr. Univ. 111. Urbana 1967-68, Univ.
Me. Orono (asst. prof, wildlife resources




committee to develop management program
for webless migratory game birds 1973—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1959-62. Named
Outstanding Teacher Sch. of Forest Resources
Univ. Me. 1974-75. Contbr. res. Orono.*
PAPPAS, Peter (Papazoglou). A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Fordham 1974. Sigma Nu. Aviation
exec; b. Lynn MA Aug. 10 1937; m. Athina
Lassanianos Dec. 16 1961; ch.: Anthony,
Peter. Claims adjuster Crawford & Co.
Mineola NY 1963, sales agt. Liberty Mutual
Ins. Co. NYC 1963-64, Eastern Airlines NYC
(customer rep. 1964-65, mgr. operating plans
1965-72), dir. economic analysis Pan Am.
Airlines NYC 1972-75, dir. economic planning
Am. Airlines NYC 1975—. Served to 1st It.
USA 1959-62; awarded Commendation Medal
1962. res. NYC*
PARK, Stanley Won. A.B. 1961. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Seoul Korea Aug. 14 1936. res.
Belmont MA.
PARMELEE, Harold Joseph. A.B., B.S. M IT.
1960. Delta Sigma. Engineering; b.
Middletown CT May 14 1937; m. Sylvia
Hogblom Sept. 10 1960; ch.: Harold, Andrea.
Turner Construction Co. Boston (field
engineer 1960-61, asst. supt. 1963-65,
estimating engineer 1965-70, chief estimating
engineer 1970—). Served to 1st It. USA
1961-63. res. Needham MA.*
PEOPLES, Donald Hall. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Natick MA July 15 1937. res. Laurel MD.
PERKIN, John Thome. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Class agt. 1968-71, 1972 capital campaign nat.
campaign committee, Overseer 1973—
.
Business exec; b. Brooklyn NY Nov. 26
1936; s. of Richard S. H'66; m. Elizabeth Baer
Feb. 26 1972; ch.: Christopher, Thome.
Perkin-Elmer Corp. (purchasing buyer
Norwalk CT 1959-62, sales engineer
Washington DC 1963-64), Perkin-Elmer
Canada Ltd. (general mgr. Montreal P.Q.
Canada 1965-68, sales mgr. Norwalk 1969-71),
marketing dir. Communication Skills Corp.
Fairfield CT 1971-73, pres. Wesco Fire &
Safety Equipment Co. Inc. Tarrytown NY
1974—, with Blyth Eastman Dillon & Co. Inc.
Bridgeport CT. Dir. (Cryodyne Corp. Danbury
CT 1971
—
, Communication Skills Corp.
1972—, Van Cleef Jordan & Wood NYC
1974—), trustee Perkin Fund 1970—. res.
Weston CT.*
PMLBROOK, Robert Leland. A.B. b.
Portland April 9 1937. res. Glendale AZ.
POWER, Mark Livingston. Bowdoin 1955-56.
b. Washington DC March 6 1937. res.
Washington DC.
POWERS, Richard Joseph, Jr. A.B., M.S.
George Washington Univ. 1970. Kappa Sigma.
Military; b. Boston July 18 1937; m. Frances
Costa Oct. 17 1959; ch.: Richard, Michael,
Stephen, James. Group ins. rep. Conn. General
Life Ins. Co. Baltimore MD 1959-60, It. col.
Dept. of Army Washington DC I960—.
Awarded Bronze Star 1967, Meritorious
Service Medal 1969 & 1971, Commendation
Medal 1965. res. Springfield VA.*
PUTNAM, Elliot Preston. Bowdoin 1955-57,
A.B. Nichols Coll. 1959. Psi Upsilon.
Management; b. Ware MA March 21 1937;
s. of Preston M. '24; m. Sherry Hill June 20
1959, m. Karen Corsini Sept. 8 1971; ch.:
Cynthia, David, Michael, Dominic, Jenifer.
Accounting clerk Worcester County MA Nat.
Bank 1959-60, Hilco Supply Inc. Sudbury MA





). res. Marlboro MA.*
RAMLER, Alvan Walter. A.B., J.D. Boston
Coll. 1963. Delta Sigma. Admissions aide
1972
—
, 1972 capital campaign worker, class
bequest chmn. 1974— . Business exec; b.
Boston Nov. 1 1937; m. Leslie Jackowitz Oct.
18 1964; ch.: Dari, Allison, Douglas. Pres.
Apahouser Corp. Watertown MA 1965—
Served to cpl. USA 1960. res. Sherborn MA.*
RAYMENT, Paul James. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Management; b. Taunton MA Oct. 13
1937; m. Dolores Schaefer July 8 1961; ch.:
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David, Phillip, Christine, Nancy. Mater Dei
Sch. Bethesda MD (teacher 1962-64, asst.
headmaster 1965-68), Int. Business Machines
Corp. Waltham MA (salesman 1968-72, tech.
support mgr. 1972-74, marketing mgr. 1974-76,
sr. marketing representative 1976
—
). Served to
1st It. USA 1960-62. Recipient: Int. Business
Machines Corp. (Hundred Percent Club 6 yrs.,
Golden Circle 1 yr.). res. Amherst NH.*
RIEGER, Thomas Muller. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1961. Zeta Psi. Management
consulting; b. NYC May 1 1938; ch.:
Elizabeth, Margaret. Salesman Scott Paper Co.
Phila. PA 1963-65, account exec. Compton
Advt. Inc. NYC 1965-68, dir. market
development Am. Express Co. NYC 1968-73,
management consultant NYC 1973— . Elected
member Beta Gamma Sigma. PFC USA
1961-62. res. NYC*
RODGERS, John Michael. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Military; b. Akron OH Feb. 14 1937; m.
Margaret Knowles Aug. 12 1961; ch.: Michael
Jr., Mark. Cdr. USN (weapons officer USS
Hanvood 1961-63, chief engineer USS Semmes
1964-66, commanding officer USS Rexburg
1966-68, asst. fleet intelligence officer staff cdr.
U.S. Sixth Fleet 1969-71), commanding officer
(USS Bauer 1972-73, USS Henry B. Wilson
1974—), student (USN Destroyer Sch. 1963-64,
Defense Intelligence Sch. 1968-69, USAF War
Coll. 1971-72). Contbr. to U.S. Naval Inst.
Proceedings. Awarded Legion of Merit 1975,
Combat Action Ribbon 1975, Navy Unit
Commendation 1975, Meritorious Unit
Commendation (1970, 1971, 1975), Navy
Expeditionary Medal 1962 & 1965, Armed
Forces Expeditionary Medal 1962 & 1975, Nat.
Defense Medal 1965. res. S. Dartmouth MA.*
ROSE, Philip Chandler. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Portland Sept. 2 1937. res. Yarmouth.
ROSENTHAL, Macey Saul. A.B., Ed.M. Tufts
1961. Kappa Sigma. Class agt. 1961-68, 1972
capital campaign worker. Self-employed; b.
Boston April 20 1937; m. Joyce Karp Dec. 26
1960; ch.: Cheryl, Jill, Daniel. Chicago White
Sox minor league player Clinton IA 1959,
teacher & coach high sch. (Burlington CT
1962-64, Winchester MA 1964-67), sales mgr.
education div. Xerox Corp. 1967-73, marketing
dir. Concord Research Inc. Bedford MA
1973-74, prop. Sir Speedy Printing Center
Lowell MA 1974—. Served to spec. 4/c USAR
1959-65. res. Lynnfield MA.*
SANDQUIST, Theodore Corley. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Management; b. Springfield MA
Sept. 12 1937; m. Mary Meredith July 13 1963;
ch.: Ann-Marie, Meredith. General Motors
Corp. (public relations rep. Detroit MI
1959-61, ed. Frigidaire div. Dayton OH
1963-65), Mountain Bell (public relations rep.
Denver CO 1965-66, information supervisor
Cheyenne WY 1966-68, personnel supervisor
Denver 1968-70), group supervisor Bell Labs.
Murray Hill NJ 1970-71, public relations
supervisor Am. Tel. & Tel. NYC 1971-72,
Mountain Bell Denver (advt. mgr. 1972-76,
Colo, public relations mgr. 1977
—
). Trustee
Center For Creative Living. Served to spec. 6/c
USA 1961-63. res. Denver CO.*
SCHLOTMAN, Joseph Bernard. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Business exec; b. Cincinnati OH
March 7 1936; m. Linda Baines Sept. 4 1959,
m. Karen Lutze Nov. 23 1968; ch.: Laura,
Gretchen. Sales Procter & Gamble NYC
1959-60, underwriter Liberty Mutual Life Ins.
Co. Boston 1960-65, sales Fairfield & Ellis
Boston 1965-70, v.pres. Fred S. James Boston
1970— . res. Manchester MA.*
SCHRETTER, Alfred Emile. A.B., LL.B.
Columbia 1962. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law;
b. Brooklyn NY Sept. 19 1937; m. Veronica
Gibbons June 22 1963; ch.: Claire, Alfred,
William. Atty. Davis Polk & Wardwell NYC




Jaycees 1969-70, councilman Summit 1975
—
,
v.chmn. zoning board of adjustment Summit
1972-74. res. Summit NJ.*
SKIDGEL, Gerald Thomas. Bowdoin 1955-56,
B.S. USNA 1960. Sigma Nu. b. Newport
Dec. 30 1937; m. Jane Staples June 18 1960;
ch.: Stephen, Michael, Mary. Served to It.
USN 1956-68. d. Galesburg ND Feb. 14 1968.
SLOBODKIN, Sidney Albert. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1962. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Law; b. Lynn MA Oct. 20
1938; m. Janelle Kennedy Sept. 7 1974; ch.:
Michael, Kenneth. Atty. John Hancock
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1962, assoc. &
partner Mintz Levin Cohn Glovsky & Popeo
Boston 1964— . Dir. Mental Health Assn.
Greater Framingham MA 1969-72, trustee
Parmenter Health Center Wayland MA
1972-75. Served to capt. USA 1962-64. res.
Arlington MA.*
SMITH, Frederick Schroer. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Kan. State Univ. 1965. Alpha Tau
Omega. Editing; b. Tallahassee FL Jan. 29
1938. Instr. German (Bowdoin 1960-61, Kan.
State Univ. Manhattan 1962-65), asst. dir.
psycholinguistics program Center for Applied
Linguistics Arlington VA 1966-70, German ed.
(Center for Curriculum Development Phila.
PA 1970-72, Rand McNally & Co. Chicago IL
1972—). res. Chicago IL.*
SNOW, Charles Millard. A.B. 1960. Alpha Taur
Omega. Aviation; b. Paris France March 19
1936; s. of William P. '29 m. Luella Getchell.
Pilot Bar Harbor Airlines Ellsworht 1976—
.
res. Bangor.*
SNOW, Glenn Barry. Bowdoin 1955-56. Alpha
Tau Omega. b. Blue Hill Sept. 7 1937. res.
unknown.
SOLORZANO, Franciso Zaniboni. Bowdoin
Plan 1955-56. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. San
Jose Costa Rica Oct. 14 1933. res. unknown.
STIKELEATHER, Allan. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Business exec; b. Boston March
1937; m. Linda Rook 1962. Pres. Industrial
Blast Coil Corp. S. Easton MA 1959—. res.
Canton MA.*
ST. PIERRE, Robert Ernest. Bowdoin 1955-57.
b. Franklin NH Dec. 13 1936. res. Franklin
NH.
SUMNER, Charles Montague, Jr. A.B. 1960.
Delta Sigma. b. Bangor Oct. 28 1937. res.
Hollis Center.
SWIERZYNSKI, John Emil. A.B., M.S.
Western Wash. State Coll. 1971, M.S. Univ.
Me. 1972. Zeta Psi. Education & real estate;
b. Portland Jan. 6 1937. Head shipper Picker
X-Ray Brighton MA 1960, teacher high sch.
(Liberty 1961-62, Corinna 1962-63, Gorham
1963
—
), sales part-time Spurwink Real Estate
Raymond 1975— . res. Portland.*
TAYLOR, Alan Floyd. Bowdoin 1955-57. b.
Claremont NH Jan! 9 1938. res. unknown.
TAYLOR, Charles Lincoln, III. Bowdoin
1955-56, 1958. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Boston
June 1 1937. res. unknown.
TEELING, Brendan James. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1963. Psi Upsilon.
Ophthalmology; b. Salem MA May 19 1937;
m. Doris Pierce June 11 1960; ch.: Lauren,
Leslie, Michael. Med. intern Beverly MA
Hospital 1963-64, resident ophthalmology
Univ. Hospital Boston 1964-67,
ophthalmologist Beverly 1967— . Clinical instr.
ophthalmology Univ. Hospital Boston,
diplomate Am. Acad, of Ophthalmology &
Otolaryngology. Served to capt. Mass. Army
Nat. Guard 1963-69. res. Topsfield MA.*
TOSI, Henry Joseph, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Montreal P.Q.
Canada March 29 1937. Teacher & chmn.
science dept. jr. high sch. S. Portland 1960—
.
res. S. Portland.*
TOW, Robert Yee. A.B. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Canton China Oct. 29 1936. res. Providence
RI.
TOWNER, David James. A.B., M B A. N.Y.
Univ. 1969. Beta Theta Pi. Invests, exec; b.
NYC Dec. 2 1937; m. Anne Hayden July 6
1963; ch.: Alexander, Andrew. Personal trust
officer & invest, officer' Chase Manhattan
Bank NYC 1962-69, mgr. pension &
profit-sharing invest. Am. Metal Climax NYC
1969-70, institutional research Pressman
Frohlich & Frost NYC 1971, dir. research
Hutchins Mixter & Parkinson Boston 1971-73,
v.pres. & invest, officer Amoskeag Nat. Bank
& Trust Co. Manchester NH 1973—. Served to
1st It. USAR 1959-62. res. Nottingham NH.*
TRAISTER, Robert Edwin. Bowdoin 1955-56,
A.B. USNA 1960, grad. U.S. Naval Postgrad.
Sch. 1967. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Military; b.
Haverhill MA Sept. 15 1937; m. Janet
Weinberger July 5 1962; ch.: James, Jeffrey.
Deck officer USS John Paul Jones Newport RI
1960-62, engineer officer USS William R. Rush
Mayport FL 1962-64, machinery electrical
officer Crudestroner Force Atlantic Fleet
1967-69, planning & estimating supt. Puget
Sound Naval Shipyard Washington 1969-70,
design officer Culver City CA 1970-72,
engineer officer USS Springfield Italy 1972-74,
trials officer Spriance Class Destroyer
Washington DC 1974—, cdr. USN. Awarded
Navy Commendation Medal, Navy
Achievement Medal, res. Alexandria VA.*
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TREANOR, John Peter, III. Bowdoin 1955-57.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Management; b.
Boston July 6 1931; married; ch.: Jeffrey.
Systems planning mgr. The Gillette Co. Boston
1968—. Served with ACUSA 1951-55. res.
Cohasset MA.*
TRIPP, Ronald Everett. A.B. Zeta Psi. Sales;
b. Portland June 22 1937; m. Karen Kuhblank
July 24 1959; ch.: Craig, Kristin. Heating oil
dealer Tripp Oil-Swim World S. Portland
19?—. Dir. Better Home Heat Council of S.
Me. 1964-67, sec. Rotary Club S.
Portland-Cape Elizabeth 1962-70, various
committee positions Peoples United Methodist
Church 1959—. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
TURNER, Deane Baldwin. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Management; b. Boston Jan. 25 1937; ch.:
Derri, Scott, Greg. Personnel dir. Union
Carbide Corp. WV, MA, CA, NY 1960-70; sr.
assoc. Louis Allen Palo Alto CA 1970-71; dir.
management development Kaiser Permanente
Med. Care Program Oakland CA 1971-75;
management consultant Union Carbide Corp.
NYC 1975—. Served to sgt. USA 1960-61. res.
White Plains NY.*
TUTTLE, Richard Whitehouse. Bowdoin
1955-59, A.B. Univ. Me. 1962. Zeta Psi.
Sales management; b. Boston Nov. 20 1936;
m. Sandra Edson May 20 1961; ch.: Benjaman,
Jonathan, Pamela. Gould Equipment Co. S.
Portland (salesman 1967-70, sales mgr.
1970-72, v.pres. 1972—). V.pres. (S. Me. Oil
Heat Council 1974, Christian Education Board
Woodfords Church 1974), 32nd degree Mason
Scottish Rite, chmn. membership committee
Me. Oil Dealers Assn. 1972-73. Served to capt.
USAF 1962-67, Me. Air Nat. Guard, res.
Portland.*
WARD, John Howard. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Boston Univ. 1969. Delta Sigma. Exec; b.
Waterville Aug. 30 1936; m. Jane Maynard, m.
Mary Fines; ch.: John Jr., Amy. Student
M.I.T. 1959-60, engineer Clevit Transistor
Waltham MA 1961, physicist Electronic Corp.
of Am. Cambridge 1961, sr. scientist Tech.
Operations Inc. Burlington MA 1962-69,
v.pres. Optronics Int. Chelmsford MA 1969—
.
Contbr. res. Chelmsford MA.*
WATERS, Eugene Alfred. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Sales; b. Westbrook April 22 1936; m. Carol
Teague July 9 1960; ch.: Daniel, Glenn,
Kenneth. C.L.U.; Unionmutual Portland
(research asst. 1959-60, salesman 1962-72),
salesman Waters Assocs. Portland 1972—
V.chmn. Speakers Bureau United Fund, public
service chmn. S. Me. Assn. of Life
Underwriters. Served to capt. USA 1960-62.
res. Cumberland.*
WATKINS, George Adelbert, II. Bowdoin
1955-57. Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston June 12
1937. res. Plainview NY.
WESTERBERG, George Arthur. A.B., ST B.
The General Theol. Sem. 1962. Zeta Psi.
Admissions aide 1972-74. Clergy; b.
Belleponte PA Jan. 11 1933; m. Joan Weige
Aug. 3 1963; ch.: Gretchen, Eric, A. Carl.
Curate St. Mark's Church Mt. Kisco NY
1962-64; vicar St. George's Church York
Harbor, St. David's Church Kennebunk
1964-68; rector St. Michael's Church
Marblehead MA 1968—. V.pres. Portsmouth
NH Mental Health Clinic 1967-68. Served to
PO/2 USN 1951-55. res. Marblehead MA.*
WHITE, Christopher Clarke. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Tau Omega. b.
Haverhill MA June 24 1937. res. Castleton VT.
WHITING, Timothy Loveland. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Hydraulic sales engineering; b.
Newton MA May 18 1937; m. Anne Warner
Nov. 25 1959; ch.: Timothy, Steven, Bruce.
Sales Flintkote Rutherford NJ 1964-68, sales
engineer Stewart-Hunt Burlington MA 1968—
.
Member board of dir. Medfield MA Little
League 1975-76 & 1976-77, Boggestow Ski
Club Bethlehem NH (member board of dir.,
treas. 1973-74, v.pres. 1976-77). Served to capt.
USA 1960-64. res. Amherst NH.*
WILKINS, Lawrence Sutherland. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Boston Oct. 31 1937. res.
Bethlehem NH.
WILLEY, Richard Grossman, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Management; b. Ellsworth July 2
1937; m. Jane Hortzell Sept. 10 1958; ch.:
Richard III, Susan, Michael. Deering Milliken
(A.M.T. supervisor Lisbon Center 1959,
weaving supervisor Union SC 1959-61,
weaving overseer Lisbon Center 1961-64, dept.
mgr. weaving & preparation Columbus NC
1964-69, plant supt. Alma GA 1969-70, plant,
mgr. La Grange GA 1970
—
). Pres. Thermal
Belt Mgr. Assn. 1968, v.pres. Kiwanis Club
1968-69, First Methodist Church La Grange
(teacher & pres. adult Sunday sch. class
1974-75, youth coordinator 1975), dist.
committeeman Boy Scouts of Am. 1971-75,
coach (Little League 1967-69, 7th & 8th grade
basketball 1965-66). res. La Grange GA.*
WILLIAMS, John Skelton, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Princeton 1962, Ph.D. Princeton
1967. Business exec; b. Richmond VA June
3 1937; m. Elizabeth Friar Aug. 5 1964; ch.:
Florence. Lectr. Queens NY Coll. 1963-66,
asst. prof. & member grad. faculty New Sch.
for Social Research NYC 1966-69, asst. prof.
Conn. Coll. New London 1969-70, pres. Metro
Study Corp. Washington DC 1970-73, sr.
analyst Real Estate Research Corp.
Washington DC 1973-75, pres. Metro Study
Corp. 1975— . Co-author: Environmental
Pollution and Mental Health (1973). res.
Washington DC*
WINHAM, Gilbert Rathbone. A.B., Ph.D.
Univ. N.C. 1968. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Flushing L.I. NY May 11 1938; m. Linda
Tanner June 11 1960; ch.: Nina, Russell,
Karla. Asst. & assoc. prof. McMaster Univ.
Hamilton Ont. Canada 1967-75, assoc. prof,
political science & dir. Centre for Foreign
Policy Studies Dalhousie Univ. Halifax N.S.
Canada 1975— . Consultant (Dept. of External
Affairs 1974-75, Dept. of State 1975-77),
member (board of dir. Canadian Political
Science Assn. 1974-76, board of governors Int.
Studies Assn. New Eng. region 1975-77).
Served to It. USNR 1959-62. Contbr. res.
Bedord N.S. Canada.*
WOODS, Ronald Bernard. A.B., M AT. Salem
State Coll. 1968. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Portsmouth NH Feb. 21 1937;
m. Karen Rodine July 30 1960; ch.: Rhonda,
Kevin, Kimberly, Kathryn. Professional
baseball player Chicago IL White Sox 1959-62,
teacher Portsmouth High Sch. 1962-68, prof.
(SUNY, Sullivan County Community Coll.
1968—). Served to cpl. USA 1959-60. res.
Woodbourne NY.*
ZOLOV, David Mitchell. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1963. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Portland Aug. 5 1937; s. of
Benjamin '31; m. Eleanor Kessler April 11
1969; ch.: Michael, Eric, Andrew, Jason.
Intern Me. Med. Center Portland 1963-64,
resident internal medicine Bronx NY V.A.
hospital 1964-66, post-doctoral fellow allergy &
immunology N.Y. Univ. Med. Center NYC
1966-68, physician pvt. practice Danbury CT
1970—, chief Allergy Clinic & Dept. of Allergy
Danbury Hospital 1970
—
, clinical asst. visiting
physician Bellevue Hospital NYC 1974
—
,
instr. medicine N.Y. Univ. Sch. of Medicine
1976. Co-chmn. med. therapy Brookfield CT
Drug Study Committee 1971-73, chmn.
arrangements committee N.Y. Allergy Soc,
certified board member (Am. Board of Internal
Medicine, Am. Board of Allergy &
Immunology), fellow Am. Acad, of Allergy,
F.A.C.P. 1976. Served to maj. USAF 1968-70;
awarded Air Force Outstanding Unit Award.
Contbr. res. Newton CT.*
ZUCKER, Channing Moore. A.B., M.S. Ohio
State Univ. 1969, M.M.A. Univ. R.I. 1970.
Kappa Sigma. Military; b. Elizabeth NJ Jan.
11 1938; m. Yasuko Igarashi Sept. 18 1965;
ch.: Michael, Lisa. Asst. combat information
center officer USS Saint Paul USN Yokosuka
Japan 1960-63, accounting supervisor Bell Tel.
Co. of Penn. Phila. 1963-64, USN (navigator
USS Dahlgren Norfolk VA 1964-65, operations
officer USS Richard E. Byrd 1965-67,
commanding officer USNS Dutton 1970-71;
chief program integration div. Defense
Mapping Agency Hydrographic Center
Suitland MD 1972-75, spec, programs officer




Surveying & Mapping Committee of the Am.
Cong, on Surveying & Mapping 1973-75,
finance chmn. Davies Memorial Unitarian
Church Camp Springs MD 1973-74. Awarded
Joint Service Commendation Medal 1975,
Armed Services Expeditionary Medal 1960,
Nat. Defense Service Medal 1966. res. Oxon
Hill MD.*
Class of 1960
ABRAHAMS, Michael Joseph. A.B., B.S.
Columbia 1963, M.S. Columbia 1964. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Engineering;
b. NYC Sept. 23 1938. Professional engineer
(NY, GA); engineer (Bechtel Corp. San
Francisco CA 1964-65, U.S. Peace Corps P.I.
1965-69), structural engineer Parsons
Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas NYC 1969—.
Recipient: 1st prize James F. Lincoln Arc
Welding Foundation 1974. res. NYC*
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ABROMSON, Irving Joel. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Mfg. exec; b. Lewiston Aug. 15 1938; m.
Linda Elowitch Aug. 23 1959; ch.: Lori, Leslie,
Eric. Permathane Inc. Westbrook (sales rep.
1960-63, general mgr. 1963-65), exec. v.pres.
Me. Rubber Int. Westbrook 1965—. Dir.
(Yudy's Tire Centers 1965
—
; Me. Heart Assn.
1967-73, 1975-76; Jewish Home for the Aged
Portland 1966; Jewish Community Center of
Portland 1974-75), corporator (Portland
Savings Bank 1966
—
, Me. Med. Center
1973
—
), chmn. State of Israel Bonds
Committee of Portland 1966, Temple Beth El
(dir. 1964—, treas. 1964-68), Portland Boys
Club (dir. 1967—, pres. 1973-75), Jewish
Community Council of S. Me. (dir. 1964
—
,
pres. 1971-73, campaign chmn. 1968), Nat.




1968-74, assoc. chmn. 1974-75, nat. chmn.
designate 1975-76, nat. chmn 1976-77).
Recipient: Leadership award Portland
committee State of Israel Bonds 1966,
leadership award United Jewish Appeal 1968,
Israel Peace Award State of Israel Bonds 1970.
res. Portland.*
ADAMS, Richard Hillman. A.B. 1962. b.
Winchester MA Jan. 7 1939. res. Canton MA.
ALDEN, John Henry. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Military; b. Rockland Dec. 17 1937; m.
Sylvia Siljeholm Jan. 9 1965; ch.: Cristina,
David. Lt. cdr. USN I960—. Awarded Nat.
Defense Medal, Armed forces Expeditionary
Medal 1963, Antarctic Expeditionary Medal
1968, Meritorious Service Medal 1973. res.
Hayward CA.*
ANDERSON, Peter Adams. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1963 Zeta Psi. Law; b. Bangor April 4
1938; m. Nancy Shoemaker Aug. 22 1959, m.
Sandra Trojano May 12 1972; ch.: Susan,
Jennifer, Robin, Tanya, Adam. Judge
Advocate General's Corps USA (asst. staff 5th
Inf. div. Ft. Carson CO 1964-65, appellate
counsel Washington DC 1965-66, sr. legal
officer Ft. Myer VA 1966-67), atty. Blanchard
& Anderson Presque Isle 1967-68, Judge
Advocate General's Corps (asst. staff Ft. Ord
CA 1968-69, staff 1st Signal Brig. Vietnam
1969-70, maj. 1972 lt. col.), atty. Anderson
Norton & Packard Bangor 1970—. Ed. Boston
Univ. Law Review 1962-63, chmn. Am. Red
Cross Penobscot County. Awarded 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster 1974, Bronze Star (2) with 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster, Army Commendation Medal 1967,
Nat. Defense Medal, Vietnamese Campaign
Medal, Meritorious Unit Citation,
Vietnameese Cross of Gallantry. Contbr. res.
Bangor.*
APPLEBY, Bruce. A.B., Ed.M. Boston Univ.
1965. Kappa Sigma. Education; b. Boston
Feb. 21 1939; m. Susan Schoonover Aug. 28
1965; ch.: Kent, David. With high sch.
Reading MA 1963— . Negotiating Team
Reading Teachers Assn. (member 1969-70,
chief negotiator 1970), mgr. Babe Ruth
baseball team 1969-74, teacher Sunday sch.,
co-founder Tewksbury MA Community Day
Camp 1973, dir. foreign affairs conf. Boston
World Affairs Council 1968. Served to capt.
USA 1960-62, 1968-69; awarded Army
Commendation 1969. res. Tewksbury MA.*
ARNDT, Nicholas Appleton. Bowdoin 1956-57.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b.
Denver CO Dec. 9 1937. res. Denver CO.
ASHE, Norris Malcolm. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. Ins. management; b. Boston April
20 1938; ch.: Karen, Lisa, Lorna. Salesman
Lever Brothers Boston 1960-61, sales mgr. L.
G. Balfour Co. Attleboro MA 1961-69,
regional mgr. Penn. Life Ins. Co. Los Angeles
CA 1969— . res. Lincolnwood IL.*
BALDRIDGE, John Raymond, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Invests.; b. Pittsburgh PA July 1
1937; m. Mary Clarke July 28 1962; ch.: Susan,
Elizabeth, Nancy, Patricia. Registered rep.
Moore Leonard & Lynch Pittsburgh I960—.
Deacon Fox Chapel Presby. Church 1971-74.
res. Pittsburgh PA.*
BALDWIN, Robert Lee. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Columbia 1966. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Financial
management; b. Norwich CT March 1 1938;
m. Pamela Penglase Dec. 14 1968; ch.:
Bartholomew, Timothy. Financial analyst
General Motors Corp. NYC 1966-69, Polaroid
Corp. Cambridge MA (financial analyst
1969-73, financial mgr. 1973—). Served to 1st
lt. USA 1961-64. res. Concord MA.*
BARBOUR, Floyd Barrington. A.B. 1962.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Brooklyn NY June
23 1938. res. Boston.
BASSETT, James Bates. Bowdoin 1957. Zeta
Psi. b. Glendale CA Aug. 20 1938; s. of
Thomas E. '37. res. Claremont CA.
BEADES, John Joseph, Jr. Bowdoin 1956-58,
A.B. Boston Univ. 1962. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Real estate; b. Boston Feb. 12 1938.
Employment interviewer H. P. Hood & Sons
Charlestown MA 1962-64, media buyer Harold
Cabot Advt. Boston 1964-68, broadcast sales
promotion dir. Boston Herald Traveler Corp.
Boston 1968-69, asst. promotion dir.
McDonalds Restaurants Chicago IL 1969-70,
account exec. Columbia Broadcasting System
NYC 1970-71, real estate asst. John J.
McGrath & Son Boston 1973-75, real estate
broker William H. Dolben & Sons Boston
1975—. PFC USMCR 1959-60. res. Boston.*
BEAN, Edward Alton. A.B., A.M. Middlebury
1966. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Milford MA
Oct. 24 1938; m. Helene Geil Feb. 20 1965;
ch.: Annemarie, Karl. Teacher (Thornton
Acad. Saco 1960-61, Lyman Hall Sch.
Wallingford CT 1962-64, high sch. Litchfield
CT 1964-65), instr. French Univ. Me. 1966-69,
instr. Duke Univ. part-time 1968-70, instr.
French N.C. State Univ. 1970-72. d. Raleigh
NC July 27 1972.*
BELMONT, Anthony Poth. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Vt. 1964. Chi Psi. Admissions aide 1970-71.
Medicine; b. NYC Aug. 11 1939; m. Linda
Bell July 3 1963; ch.: Michael, David,
Katharine. Asst. White House physician.
Fellow Am. Coll. of Physicians, asst. cub
master Boy Scouts of Am., diplomate (Am.
Board Internal Medicine 1974, Nat. Board
Med. Examiners 1965). Awarded Navy
Commendation Medal, res. Mystic CT.*
BER, Stanley. A.B. Chi Psi. b. Portland Nov.
8 1938. res. Columbia MD.
BLAGOGEE, George Kwaku. A.B., M.D.
Univ. Bologna 1966. Delta Sigma. Medicine;
b. Keta Ghana May 8 1935; m. Ginevra
Guerra Jan. 26 1969; ch.: Giovanni, Philip.
Intern (Ospedale Maggiore Bologna Italy 1967,
Eastern Dist. Hospital Glasgow Scotland
1968-69, Royal Infirmary Glasgow 1969),
Royal Infirmary Falkirk Scotland (jr. resident
1969-70, sr. resident 1970-73), gynecol. pvt.
practice & Casa di Cura San Donato Milan
Italy 1973—. res. Bologna Italy.*
BLAIR, Robert Dustin. A.B., M.B.A. Rutgers
1961. Sigma Nu. Accounting; b. Brockton
MA June 1 1938; m. Anne Davis Dec. 26 1958;
ch.: Bradford, Scott, James. CP.A.; partner
Price Waterhouse & Co. NYC & Morristown
NJ 1961—. YMCA Fanwood & Scotch Plains
NJ (dir. exec, committee, v.pres. membership
1969—). res. Scotch Plains NJ.*
BLAKE, James Marchbank. A.B. 1962. b.
Boston May 20 1938. res. Norwell MA.
BLATTNER, Peter. Bowdoin Plan 1956-57,
Ph.D. Univ. Basel 1965. Science; b. Basel
Switzerland Nov. 6 1937; m. Regina
Blattner-Gsell; ch.: Stephanie, Katherine,
Nicola. Post-doctorate fellow Geological
Survey of Canada 1964-67, scientist New
Zealand Dept. of Scientific & Industrial
Research 1967— . Contbr. res. Lower Hutt
New Zealand.*
BLOCH, Donald Martin. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1963. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1962 & 1972 capital campaign
worker. Law; b. Lynn MA May 16 1939; m.
Ellen Green June 18 1961; ch.: Andrew, Linda,
David. Nathanson & Rudofsky Boston (assoc.





, chmn. committee studying
changes in town govt. 1973-75. res.
Framingham MA.*
BLOMFELT, Tommy Eric. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Stockholm Sweden April 19 1937. res.
Harvard MA.
BOCKMANN, Bruce Richard. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1967. Sigma Nu. Admissions
aide 1968. Invests.; b. Boston Nov. 17 1938;
m. Catherine Baird 1964; ch.: Mitzi, Jill,
Nathaniel. Managing dir. Morgan Stanley &
Co. Inc. NYC 1967-72, 1975—; v.pres. & dir.
Morgan Stanley Canada Ltd. Montreal P.Q.
1972-75. res. Riverside CT*
BONIN, Pierre Jean. A.B., Ed.M.
Framingham State Coll. 1968. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Boston Feb. 9 1938; m. Betsey
Hayden July 11 1970; ch.: Danielle. Teacher
(Framingham MA 1963-70, Jefferson County
CO 1970-72, Wellesley MA 1972-75, Acton
MA 1975
—
). Served to spec. 4/c Nat. Guard
1961-62. res. Sudbury MA.*
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BORN, Wilson Erwin. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Business exec; b. Cleveland OH Aug. 12
1938. Pres. Nat. Research Co. Fraser MI
I960—, res. Mt. Clemens ML*
BOWMAN, William Frayer. A.B., MB A.
Univ. Hartford 1968. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Invests.; b. Hartford CT Jan. 22
1938; m. Louisa Baskin Aug. 12 1961; ch.:
Samantha, Laury, Binker. Media cost
estimator Dancer Fitzgerald & Sample NYC
1960-61, order clerk & trainee Fahnestock &
Co. NYC 1961-63, Travelers Corp. Hartford
(financial analyst 1963-71, asst. invest, officer
1971—). res. W. Hartford CT.*
BOYLE, David Bernard. A.B. 1962. Delta
Sigma, b. Skowhegan Nov. 5 1938. res. Iselin
NJ.
BRANSFORD, Paul Marcel. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1963. Alpha Delta Phi. Ins. exec;
b. Newark NJ May 19 1938; m. Mary Munro
Feb. 23 1963; ch.: Neal, Mark, Lynn. General
mgr. Union Central Life Ins. Pittsburgh PA
1977—. res. Pittsburgh PA.*
BRIGHTMAN, Jon Stanton. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Glen Cove NY April 24
1938; m. Damaris Hollidge Sept. 1960.
C.P.C.U.; mgr. retirement & ins. dept. Air Line
Pilots Assn. Washington DC 1977—. Served to
capt. USA. res. Simsbury CT.*
BROWN, Peter Walker. A.B., LL.B. Columbia
1963. Theta Delta Chi. Law & education; b.
Boston July 10 1938; m. Gail Longenecker
Sept. 3 1960; ch.: Jennifer, Naomi, Laura.
Assoc. Casey Lane & Mittendorf NYC
1963-67, assoc. prof, law Villanova PA Univ.
1967-70, deputy dir. Community Legal Services
Phila. PA 1970-71, State Dept. of Justice
Harrisburg PA (deputy atty. general 1971-73,
1st deputy atty. general 1973-75), chief counsel
Penn. Public Utility Comm. Harrisburg 1975,
prof, law Franklin Pierce Law Center E.
Concord NH 1975—. res. Bow NH*
BRUNER, Henry Williamson. A.B., B.D. Univ.
Chicago 1965, A.M. Roosevelt Univ. 1975.
Alpha Tau Omega. Clergy; b. Chicago IL
April 8 1938; m. Martha Hurst Aug. 15 1964;
ch.: Mary, Henry. Pastor (Newbury OH
United Community Church 1967-70, United
Church of Christ Round Lake IL 1970—).
Chmn. (Geauga County Cooperative Ministry,
Protestant committee on scouting, Round Lake
Planning Comm., lake county sub-area
advisory committee Health Systems Agency),
res. Round Lake IL.*
BUCCI, Raymond, Jr. A.B., MBA.
Northeastern 1972. Chi Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Banking exec; b. Beverly
MA July 12 1938; m. Lana Chase May 19
1962; ch.: Anne-Elizabeth, Lori, Timothy,
Jeffrey. Supervisor New Eng. Tel. & Tel.
Quincy MA 1963-64, casualty underwriter Am.
Policyholders Wakefield MA 1964-66, staff
underwriter Am. Mutual Wakefield 1966-68,
State Street Bank Boston (asst. real estate
officer 1968-70, asst. treas. 1970-74, asst. v.pres.
1974—). Served to capt. USA 1961-63. res.
Wenham MA.*
BUDIK, Frank Joseph. Bowdoin 1956-57.
Sigma Nu. b. NYC Jan. 26 1938. res.
Saugerties NY.
BUNKER, Steven James. A.B., M B A. Ga.
State Univ. 1976. Management; b. Bangor
Sept. 23 1938; m. Rosanne Brown, m. Nancy
Freiberg July 26 1974; ch.: Steven, Amy,
Heather, Jeremy. Student (Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1960-61, USN Supply Corps Sch.
Athens GA 1961-62), v.pres. operations Evans
& Mitchell Industries Inc. Atlanta GA
1965-75, asst. supervisor real estate equities
Nat. Life Ins. Co. Atlanta 1976— . Served to It.
(jg) USN 1961-64. res. Marietta GA.*
BURBANK, John, Jr. Bowdoin 1956-58,
1958-59. Zeta Psi. b. Pittsfield MA March 31
1938. res. Richmond MA.
BURKE, William Shaler. A.B. cum laude. b.
Pawtucket RI May 1 1938. res. unknown.
BURNS, Stephen Hamilton. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1961;
Ph.D. Harvard 1966. Education; b.
Damariscotta July 22 1939; m. Joanne Radue
Sept. 14 1963; ch.: Catherine, Josephine.
Research fellow Harvard 1965-66, USNA (asst.
prof, electrical engineering 1966-72, assoc.
prof. 1972
—
). Contbr. res. Annapolis MD.*
BUTCHMAN, Alan Archer. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Coll. 1965, LL.M. Georgetown Univ.
1968. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Framingham MA
Aug. 4 1938; m. Gillian Lamb June 4 1961;
ch.: Alycia, Amanda. Atty. U.S. Dept. of
Labor (Boston 1965-66, Washington DC
1966-70), admin, asst. to Congressman Brock
Adams Washington DC 1970-77, deputy sec.
U.S. Dept. Transportation 1977— . Served to
1st It. USA 1960-62. res. Washington DC*
CALDER, Daniel Gillmore. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Ia. 1962; A.M.
Ind. Univ. 1967; Ph.D. Ind. Univ. 1969. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. Lubec Feb. 10 1939.
Instr. Bowdoin 1962-64, asst. prof. English
Univ. Wash. Seattle 1969-71, UCLA (asst.
prof. English 1971-75, assoc. prof. 1975
—
).
Co-author: Sources and Analogues of Old
English Poetry (1975), contbr. res. Sherman
Oaks CA.*
CARVEN, Joseph Francis, Jr. A.B., Ed.M.
Bridgewater State Coll. 1963. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Weymouth MA Feb. 28 1939;
m. Ann O'Brien Oct. 1961; ch.: Joseph,
Timothy, James. Teacher & coach (Thornton
Acad. Saco 1960-61; high sch. Weymouth
1961-66, Portsmouth NH 1966-68, Haverhill
MA 1968
—
). Team Co-ordinating Assn. (dir.,
v.pres.). res. Haverhill MA.*
CHEVALIER, Alain Albert Rene. Bowdoin
1956-57, M.S. Ecole Centrale Paris 1962,
M.B.A. Stanford Univ. 1964. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Marketing management; b.
Faverolles France April 20 1938; m. Evalyn
Dempster Sept. 1967. Asst. civil engineer Govt,
of Upper Volta Ovagadougou 1961, asst.
systems engineer Int. Business Machines Corp.
San Francisco CA 1964, asst. marketing mgr.
Procter & Gamble Int. Geneva Switzerland
1964-67, marketing mgr. & tutor Audio Visual
Centre Geneva 1967, Int. Trade Centre Geneva
1968
— (market research officer, training
officer, dir. training services). Served to 1st It.
French Air Force 1965-66, served to capt. Air
Force Reserve. Recipient: Zellidsa Int. Travel
Awards 1954 & 1955. Author: Native Arts and
Craft in Algeria (1954), A Brazilian Export
Policy Towards Developing Countries (1970).
res. Geneva Switzerland.*
CHOUGH, Soon. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Kang Nung Korea Feb.
1 1928. res. Seoul Korea.
CLAPP, John Wells. A.B. 1962, A.M.
Columbia 1967. Alpha Delta Phi. Real
estate; b. NYC Sept. 21 1938. Asst. to v.pres.
Fiduciary Trust Co. NYC 1962-64, instr.
psychology Champlain Coll. Burlington VT
1967-70, real estate salesman Coffey Agency
Spring Lake NJ 1973-75, broker (Sea Girt NJ
1973—
,
W. Clapp Assoc. 1976—). Dir. Unicom
Inc., pres. Oceanside Bldg. & Insulation Co.
Inc. 1976—. res. Sea Girt NJ.*
CLARK, Basil Alfred. A.B., A.M. Univ. Me.
1969, Ph.D. Ohio State Univ. 1975. Alpha Tau
Omega. Education; b. Prospect July 19
1939; m. Margaret Bengtson June 18 1966; ch.:
Dorothy. Teacher high sch. Lewiston 1963-67,
grad. teaching asst. Univ. Me. Orono 1967-69,
Ohio State Univ. Columbus (grad. teaching
assoc. 1969-74, lectr. 1975). Elected member
Phi Kappa Phi 1969—. Served to spec. 4/c
USA 1960-63. res. Columbus OH.*
CLARK, Herbert Randolf, Jr. Bowdoin
1956-57, 1958-59. Sigma Nu. b. Cambridge
MA Feb. 22 1939. res. Liverpool NY.
CLARK, Robert Henry, A.B. 1961. Chi Psi.
Transportation; b. NYC July 25 1938; m.
Claire Radoslovich Aug. 19 1968. Editorial
asst. Cleworth Publishing Co. Cos Cob CT
1962, caseworker Dept. of Welfare NYC 1966,
teacher NYC (Searing Sch. 1967-68, board of
education 1968-69), editorial asst. Thomas
Publishing Co. NYC 1969-71, taxi driver NYC
(55 Street Taxi Garage 1972-75, Columbia
Operating Co. 1975—). PFC USA 1961-62. res.
NYC*
CLIFFORD, Philip Greely, II. A.B., M.B.A.
Cornell 1968. Zeta Psi. Management; b.
Portland Nov. 24 1938; m. Linda Disston, m.
Sally Faulstich Aug. 23 1969; ch.: Abigail. Ins.
salesman Morse Payson & Noyes Portland
1961-65, Bath Iron Works Corp. (systems
analyst 1968-72, financial analyst 1972-74),
Me. Guarantee Authority Augusta (financial
analyst 1974-75, mgr. 1975—). Dir. (J. B.
Brown & Sons 1962
— ,
Equity Mortgage Co.
1972-75), prudential committee First Parish
Church Brunswick (member 1972— , v.chmn.
1974-76). Served with USCG 1960-61, served
to It. cdr. USCGR 1962—. res. Brunswick.*
CONDON, John Weston. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. NYC June 13 1938. res. Brockton
MA.
CORSON, Douglass Merealden. A.B. b.
Waterville April 16 1938. res. Skowhegan.
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COUSINS, Donald Hansen. A.B. cum laude,
A.B. Univ. Me. 1966, M.Phil. George
Washington Univ. 1971, Ph.D. George
Washington Univ. 1972. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Northeast Harbor April 20
1938; m. Rae Baldwin Dec. 27 1966; ch.: Seth,
Anna, Kate. Teacher jr. high sch. Walpole MA
1965-66, personnel officer CIA Washington
DC 1966-67, teacher jr. high sch. Hampden
1967-68, R.I. Coll. Providence (asst. prof,




1975—). Elected member Sigma Xi 1971—.
Served to sgt. USA 1961-64. Recipient:
Various military awards for proficiency in
German lang. intelligence training 1961-64.
Contbr. res. Cranston RI.*
CRABTREE, Douglas Everett. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
(Woodrow Wilson fellow) 1961; Ph.D. Univ.
N.C. 1965. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b.
Boston June 14 1938; ch.: William, Peter,
Scott, Laura. Asst. prof, mathematics (Univ.
Mass. Amherst 1964-66, Amherst Coll.
1966-71), instr. mathematics Phillips Acad.
Andover MA 1971— . Contbr. res. Andover
MA.*
CROWE, Robert Watkins. A.B. Zeta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Law; b.
Wilmington DE March 6 1939; m. Nancy
Barton Oct. 9 1965; ch.: Allison, Robert Jr.
Cooch & Taylor Wilmington (assoc. atty.
1965-68, partner 1968—). Dir. Rotary Club
Wilmington 1975-77, chmn. committee on
decedents' trusts & estates Dela. Bar Assn.
1976— . PFC USAR 1961. Contbr., one of
drafters of Dela. probate code adopted Dec.
1974. res. Wilmington DE.*
CRUMMY, Charles Stahl. A.B., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1964. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Newark NJ
June 1 1938; m. Patricia Ganther 1974 (2nd
marriage); ch.: Ellen, Karen, David. USN
(student Naval Hospital Newport RI 1964-65,
submarine force 1965-67, student internal
medicine Naval Hospital Bethesda MD
1967-70, fellow hematology & oncology Naval
Hospital Bethesda 1970-71, It. cdr. 1971-74),
physician self-employed 1974-75. Pres.
Bath-Brunswick Am. Cancer Soc. Contbr. d.
Bar Harbor Oct. 1 1975.*
DAVIS, George Humphries. A.B., M AT.
Univ. Chicago 1962, Ph.D. Univ. Chicago
1966. Psi Upsilon. Education; b. Pittsburgh
PA May 18 1938; m. Ann Gouger June 13
1961; ch.: Matthew, Catherine. Teacher high
sch. Oak Park IL 1961-62, instr. (Lake Forest
IL Coll. 1965-66, Ind. Univ. Gary 1964-65),
instr. to assoc. prof. Wabash Coll.
Crawfordsville IN 1966— . Chmn. (library




committee 1974-76, Calico Cat Nursery Sch.
1969-73), member vestry St. John's Epis.
Church 1960-72. Asst. ed.: Who Was Who in
American History vol. 1 (1965), contbr. res.
Crawfordsville IN.*
DAVIS, Harrison Merrill, III. Bowdoin
1956-57. Alpha Delta Phi. Finance; b.
Boston Dec. 15 1968; s. of Harrison M. Jr. '30;
m. Betsie Wagner 1960, m. Marilyn Lasner
June 29 1968; ch.: Jeffrey, Jonathan,
Alexandra, Stuart. Asst. to sec. Spence
Engineering Co. Walden NY 1962-64, cost
accountant Chem. Rubber Products Beacon
NY 1964-66, ins. agent N.W. Mutual Life
Cornwall NY 1966-67, Chase Manhattan Bank
N. Am. NYC (accountant 1967-69, supervisor
1969-76), product control & reports officer
Chase Investors Management Corp. NYC
1976— . Chmn. Cancer Fund Cornwall 1965.
Served to spec. 4/c USA 1957-60. res.
Brooklyn NY.*
DAVIS, Richard DeMille. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. Salem MA May 19 1938. res. Martinez
CA.
DAWLEY, Porter Woodbury, Jr. Bowdoin
1956-58, 1959-60. Alpha Delta Phi.
Management; b. Gardner MA Oct. 27 1938;
m. Constance Duchscher 1960; ch.: Sammi.
Mgr. Dawley & Shepard Co. Westminster MA
19?—
. res. Westminster MA.
DEAN, George Walter. A.B. cum laude,
M.S.E.E. Columbia 1962. Chi Psi. Retail
business; b. <Freeport NY July 23 1938; ch.:
Elizabeth, Andrea. N.Y. Tel. Co. Hempstead
(asst. engineer 1962-63, engineer 1965-66),
assoc. engineer RCA Lewiston 1966-67,
Fairchild Semiconductor (engineer & sr.
engineer Portland 1967-71, sr. engineer Mt.
View CA 1971-73), sr. engineer Signetics
Sunnyvale CA 1973-74, prop. Candles Pots &
Weeds Nevada City CA 1974— . Served to 1st
It. USA 1963-65; awarded certificate of
achievement 1965. res. Nevada City CA.*
deBAUN, David Henry. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. NYC Aug. 7 1938. res. unknown.
DOHERTY, John Franklin. A.B., Ed.M.
Boston State Coll. 1968, Ed.M. Boston Univ.
1973. Beta Theta Pi. Counseling; b. Dist. of
Columbia June 22 1938. Research asst.
Harvard Med. Soc. 1960-65, computer
programmer 1966-67, substitute teacher public
sch. Boston 1967-68, teacher MA (high sch.
Canton 1968-70, jr. high sch. Newton 1970-71),
substitute teacher public sch. Boston 1971-73,
mental health worker Cambridge MA Hospital
1974, counselor part-time N. Shore Guidance
Center Salem MA 1975, substifute teacher
public sch. Boston 1975— . Board member
Mass. Mental Health Center Area, recipient
C.A.G.S. Boston Univ. 1974. res. Boston.*
DOUCETTE, Raymond Conrad. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. McGill 1964. Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. Lewiston July 24 1939; m.
Bertha Emond 1964; ch.: John, Michael,
Joseph, res. St. Louis MO.
DOWNES, Richard Hill. A.B., ST.B. General
Theol. Sem. 1967. Sigma Nu. Admissions aide
1967
—
, 1972 capital campaign worker, class
agt. 1960-72, Alumni Fund dir. 1968-70,
Overseer 1970— . Clergy; b. Haverhill MA
July 22 1938; m. Sherrell Bland March 19 1976.
Teacher Worcester MA Acad. 1960-64, curate
Epis. All Saints Church NYC 1967-69,
chaplain (Memorial Hospital for Cancer &
Allied Diseases NYC 1967-69, also teacher St.
Albans Sch. Washington DC 1969—). res.
Washington DC*
DOWNEY, George Thomas. Bowdoin 1956-58.
Chi Psi. b. Worcester MA Nov. 22 1937. res.
Brookfield MA.
DUNN, Edward Joseph. A.B., M.D. Tufts
Univ. 1965. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Rockland
MA Sept. 21 1938; m. Eleanor Hapanowicz
Oct. 5 1968; ch.: Joanna, Susannah, Diana.
Instr. high sch. Whitman MA 1960-61, intern
St. Elizabeth's Hospital Tufts Univ. 1965-66,
general surgery I Royal Victoria Hospital
McGill Univ. 1966-67, Johns Hopkins Hospital
(resident orthopedic surgery 1969-72, chief
resident 1971-72), The Milton S. Hershey Med.
Center Penn. State Univ. Coll. of Medicine
Hershey (asst. prof, surgery 1972-76, attending
staff orthopedic surgery 1972-76), consultant
State Hospital for Children & Youth
Elizabethtown PA 1972-76, orthopedic surgeon
The Fallow Clinic Worcester MA 1976
—
, asst.
prof, orthopedic surgery Univ. Mass. Med.
Sch. Worcester 1976— . Diplomate Nat. Board
of Med. Examiners, fellow Am. Acad.
Orthopedic Surgeons, F.A.C.S., Penn. State
Univ. Coll. of Medicine (chmn. surgical
curriculum committee, co-chmn. symposium
controversies in cervical disc disease 1972),
Cervical Spine Research Soc. (sec. 1976 &
1977, program chmn. Fourth Annual Meeting),
res. Shrewsbury MA.*
ELLIS, Harwood, Jr. A.B., A.M. Tufts 1968.
Psi Upsilon. Education; b. Boston Oct. 1
1937; m. Margaret Petrie June 9 1964; ch.:
Benjamin, Jennifer. Teacher & coach
(Fountain Valley Sch. Colorado Springs CO
1960-61, Am. Sch. Leysin Switzerland
1963-64), coll. counselor & teacher (Int. Sch.
Vienna Austria 1964-65, Stockbridge MA Sch.
1965-66, Hyde Sch. Bath 1967-70), exec. dir.
Chewonki Foundation Wiscasset 1970—
.
Member exec, committee (Me. chapter Nature
Conservatory, Me. Natural Resources
Council), dir. (Me. Camp Dir. Assn., New Eng.
Camping Assn., Citizens for Safe Power).
Served to 1st It. USA 1961-63. res. Wiscasset.*
ENTIN, George Dewey. A.B., M.B.A. Univ.
Bridgeport 1972. Zeta Psi. Public relations;
b. Brooklyn NY March 20 1938; m. Meredith
Kowal Nov. 10 1962; ch.: Jeffrey, Todd,
Melanie. Humble Oil & Refining Co. NY
(sales rep. Albany 1964-69, invest, spec.
Pelham 1969-72, sales supervisor L.I. 1972-74),
Exxon Co. U.S.A. (dist. mgr. N.J. Turnpike
1974-75, operations spec. Pelham 1975), sr.
analyst public affairs Exxon Corp. NYC
1975-76, mgr. div. Manpower Int. Temporary
Help Co. Manpower Petroleum Houston TX
1976-
. Served to It. (jg) USN 1960-64. res.
Houston TX.*
ERIKSON, Donald Svante. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Cambridge MA Nov. 2 1936. res.
Shrewsbury MA.
EVOY, William Harrington. Bowdoin 1956-58.
Kappa Sigma, b. Phila. PA July 1 1938. res.
Ft. Washington PA.
FANGER, Ulrich. Bowdoin Plan 1956-57.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Braunschweig Germany
Oct. 17 1933. res. Mayenrain Germany.
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FEENEY, John Paul. A.B. posthumously.
Sigma Nu. b. Saco Feb. 3 1939. d. Saco May
13 1960.
FILLBACK, Edward Bliss. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Management; b. Middletown CT April 11
1938; m. Judith Young Aug. 5 1961; ch.:
Linda, Elizabeth, Suzanne, Mary. Various
positions including mgr. marketing admin.
General Electric Co. 1960— . res. Syracuse
NY.'
FISCHER, David Charles. A.B., M.S.
Washington Univ. 1965, Ed.D. Univ. Neb.
1971. Beta Theta Pi. Sch. admin.; b.
Cincinnati OH Oct. 7 1938; m. Andrea Cohn
Dec. 18 1965; ch.: Jamie, Jeremy. Sales clerk
The Wool Shop Osterville MA 1960, sales rep.
D. J. Joseph Co. Cincinnati OH & St. Louis
MO 1961-63, audiologist spec. sch. dist. St.
Louis County Rock Hill MO 1965-66, teacher
& clinic supervisor Central Inst, for the Deaf
St. Louis 1966-68, state hearing consultant
Neb. State Dept. Health & Education Lincoln
1970-71, supervisor public sch. (Savannah GA
1971-72, Dayton OH 1972—). PFC USA,
USAR 1960-61. res. Centerville OH.*
FISH, Stanwood Curtis. A.B., A.M. Univ. N.H.
1967. Psi Upsilon. Coll. admin.; b. Hartford
CT June 28 1938; s. of Stanwood S. '22; ch.:
Sandra, Curtis. Instr. Kents Hill Sch. 1960-63,
counselor Exeter NH (elementary sch. 1965-67,
jr. high sch. 1967-68), Univ. N.H. Durham
(asst. dir. admissions 1968-69, assoc. dir.
1969—). Program chmn. New Eng. Assn. of
Collegiate Registrars & Admissions Officers
1972-73, senator Am. Personnel & Guidance
Assn. 1971-72. res. Durham NH.*
FLINT, George Powell. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1966, P.D. Columbia 1968, Ph.D. N.Y. Univ.
1977. Theta Delta Chi. Coll. admin.; b.
Mineola NY July 29 1938; m. Helen Price
April 27 1963; ch.: Andrew. County leader 4-H
Club Cooperative Extension Service of Nassau
County Mineola 1960-61, commanding officer
headquarters detachment USA Intelligence
Sch. Ft. Holabird Baltimore MD 1961-62,
corporate rep. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
Lynbrook NY 1962-65, Adelphi Univ. Oakdale
NY (asst. dean of students 1966-67, dir. student
financial aid & placement 1967-69), Dowling
Coll. Oakdale (asst. to pres. 1969-72, dir.
development & public relations 1972-73,
v.pres. development & public relations
1973-). L.I. Mid-Suffolk Businessmen's Assn.
(board member 1973-74, v. moderator 1969
—),
Lion's Club Oakdale (pres. 1971-72, board
member 1968
—
), chmn. (town businessmen's
task force Islip 1973, United Fund of L.I.
1971-72, Am. Cancer Soc. 1971, Youth
Employment Services Islip 1973, Suffolk
Higher Education committee 1970-72), board
member (Suffolk County Manpower Planning
System 1970-74, S. Shore Boys Club of Am.
1970
—), sponsor Boy Scouts of Am. Oakdale
troop 168 1971-72, member (CEEB 1967, 1971;
town bicentennial comm. Islip 1974
—
). Served
to 1st It. USA 1961-62; awarded Distinguished
Service Award 1962. Recipient: Outstanding
Educator of Am. Award 1973 & 1975, Lion of
the Yr. Award 1972, U.S. Jaycees Outstanding
Young Men Award 1977. res. Oakdale NY.*
FOSTER, David Earle. A.B., A.M. Univ. Wise.
1961, Ph.D. Univ. Wise. (Ford fellow) 1969.
Beta Theta Pi. Education; b. Lexington VA
Aug. 17 1938; m. Sue Pottenger Aug. 31 1963;
ch.: Erika, Jennifer. Admissions rep. Eckerd
Coll. St. Petersburg FL 1962, asst. to assoc.
prof. English Drake Univ. Des Moines IA
1969— . Member (exec, committee la.
Advanced Standing Program 1972-74, coll.
entrance examination board 19?
—
). Served to
1st It. USA 1963-65. Contbr. res. Des Moines
IA.*
FOWLER, Hilton Lawrence. A.B., MD.
Cornell 1964. Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b.
Portland June 6 1937; m. Jacqueline Gordon
June 30 1962; ch.: Lisa. Intern & asst. resident
1964-66 (Cornell Univ. Med. Coll., Bellevue
Hospital NYC), resident Boston 1968-71
(Harvard Univ. Med. Coll., Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital, Children's Hospital, Beth
Israel Hospital), Truesdale Clinic Fall River
MA (Neurologist 1971— dir. 1973—), chief
neuropsychiatry Union-Truesdale Hospital
Fall River 1977—. Dir. (Big Brothers & Sisters
Fall River 1972
—
, Mass. Epilepsy Soc.
1972-74, Truesdale Clinic Fall River 1974—),
member health council Somerset MA 1973,
certified (Am. Board Med. Examiners 1965,
Am. Acad. Neurology 1973). Served to capt.
USA 1966-68; awarded Commendation Medal
1968. res. Somerset MA.*
FRANKENFIELD, Glenn. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Phila. PA May 4 1938. res.
Farmington Falls.
FRIEZE, Michael Gordon. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. M.I.T. 1962. Delta Sigma. Admissions
aide 1971-73. Jewelry business; b. Boston
March 2 1938; m. Linda Maislen July 11 1965;
ch.: David, Kenneth, Deborah. Management
consultant Harbridge House Boston 1963-64,
partner Boston (Supermarket Communications




FULLER, Edward Martin, II. A.B. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Communications exec; b.
Brooklyn NY Feb. 3 1937; s. of Edward M.
'28; m. March 24 1961. Dist. sales mgr. S. D.
Warren Co. NYC, v.pres. Church Pension
Fund NYC, Communispond Inc. NYC
(v.pres., sr. v.pres. 1971
—
). V.pres. & dir. New
Eng. Soc. of NYC. PFC USA 1957-63. res.
New Canaan CT.*
GALANTI, Paul Joseph. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Chicago 1963. Zeta Psi. Education & law; b.
Hackensack NJ Aug. 8 1938; m. Jean Kelly
July 8 1967; ch.: Daniel, Benjamin. Assoc.
atty. Ross Hardies & O'Keefe Chicago IL
1963-70, assoc. prof. & prof, law Ind. Univ.
Sch. of Law Indianapolis 1970— . Officer & dir.
Highland Kessler Civic League, member
community council Crooked Creek 1970— . res.
Indianapolis IN.*
GILE, Barrie Averill. Bowdoin 1956-57. Zeta
Psi. b. Waltham MA Dec. 18 1938. res.
Redondo Beach CA.
GOLDSTEIN, Jay Richard. A.B., MB A.
Columbia 1962. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Retail
exec; b. Boston MA Dec. 1 1938; m. Arlene
Bloom, m. Phyllis Siegel Dec. 12 1971; ch.:
Susan, Andrew, Craig. Asst. product mgr. Rust
Craft Greeting Card Dedham MA 1964-66,
treas. House of Nine Boston 1966— . Served
with USA 1962-64, served to capt. USAR. res.
Lexington MA.*
GOLDTHWATT, Sheldon Forrest, Jr. A.B.
Zeta Psi. Banking exec; b. Melrose MA July
6 1938; m. Suanne Morse Dec. 3 1966; ch.:
Jennifer, Daniel. Asst. examiner Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston 1960-66, asst. treas.
Central Me. Power Co. Augusta 1967-71, Bar
Harbor Banking & Trust Co. (asst. v.pres.
1971-77, v.pres. 1977—). Sec. Town Warrant
Comm. 1973-75, dir. & treas. Acadia Corp.,
treas. 1976— (Jesup Memorial Library, Bar
Harbor Public Health Nursing Assn., Bar
Harbor Historical Soc), trustee YWCA
1972—
. Served with USCGR 1961-62. res. Bar
Harbor.*
GOODWIN, Frank Richard. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Automobile dealership; b. Portland
March 7 1938; m. Nancy Conant Oct. 13 1969;
ch.: Robert, Katherine, Christopher. Pres.
Goodwin's Chevrolet Co. 1960— . Corporator
Brunswick Savings Inst. 1973
—
; dir. C. of C.
Brunswick 1964-65, 1975—; trustee
Cumberland County Recreation Dist. 1972—
.
Seaman USCG 1961-62. res. Brunswick.*
GOULD, John Thomas, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Public & govt, relations management;
b. Brunswick June 6 1938; s. of John T. '31; m.
Ellen Dornbusch Oct. 8 1960; ch.: William,
Thomas. V.pres. & account exec. Creative
Assoc. Portland 1964-68, mgr. Paper Industry
Information Office Augusta 1968-71, regional
mgr. public & govt, relations St. Regis Paper
Co. 1971— . Dir. (Assoc. Industries of Me.,
Paper Industry Information Office, Med. Care
Development), 1st v.pres. Me. State C. of C,
trustee Bridgton Acad. Served to s/sgt. USA
1961-64; awarded Commendation Medal, res.
Bucksport.*
GOULD, Norman James. A.B. 1961, M D.
Ludwig-Maximilians Univ. 1969. Medicine;
b. Lewiston May 8 1939; m. Marilyn Spaurier;
ch.: Peter. Anesthesiologist self-employed
Leominster MA 19?— . res. Leominster MA.*
GREEN, Jonathan Standish. A.B.. M B A.
Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1964. Delta Sigma.
Admissions aide 1969
—
, Alumni Fund dir.
1970-74 (v.chmn. 1972-73, chmn. 1973-74),
1972 capital campaign worker. Overseer
1975-81. Finance; b. Boston Sept. 18 1937;
m. Sheila Newmann July 7 1962; ch.: Jeffrey,
Hillary. Student Univ. Ariz. Tucson 1961-63,
exec, management trainee Morgan Guaranty
Trust Co. NYC 1965-67, asst. mgr. Roberts S.
A. De Finanzas Buenos Aires Argentina
1967-68, asst. treas. Morgan Guaranty Trust
Co. NYC 1968-70, v.pres. (Bankers Trust Co.
NYC 1970-73, mgr. Int. Marine Banking Co.
Ltd. 1973-75, Marine Midland Bank NYC
1975-76), self-employed 1976—. V.pres. & dir.
C. of C. Argentine-Am., board of regents &
treas. Long Is. Coll. Hospital, dir. & treas. New
Eng. Soc. NYC. Served to 1st It. USA 1961-63.
res. Brooklyn Heights NY.*
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GREEN, Stephen Lewis. Bowdoin 1956-58,
B.S.E.E. Univ. Me. 1961. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Electrical engineering; b. Presque Isle July 9
1938; m. Rachel Brudnoy Aug. 20 1974; ch.:
Seth. Professional engineer (MN, ND, WI);
REA Washington DC (staff engineer 1962-65,
field engineer 1965
—
). Chmn. bldg. committee
Beth El Synagogue Fargo ND 1967-70, v.pres.
Me. State Federation of Firefighters 1961-62,
treas. Baileys Crossroads Fire Dept. Fairfax
County VA 1964-65. Recipient: Meritorious
Service Award Me. State Federation of
Firefighters 1965. res. Mnpls. MN.*
GRIFFIN, Dixon Daniel. A.B., M.B.A. Babson
Coll. 1962. Beta Theta Pi. Financial exec; b.
Plymouth NH April 8 1938; m. Patricia
Norton June 10 1960; ch.: Kelly, Terry, Dixon.
Trainee E. I. duPont de Nemours Wilmington
DE 1962-64, asst. controller Nat. Shawmut
Bank Boston 1964-69, management consultant
Peat Marwick Mitchel & Co. Boston 1970-72,
treas. United Timber Corp. Dixfield 1972—
.
Member town planning board 1975— . res.
Farmington.*
GRODER, Edward Thomas. A.B., M.Arch.
Yale 1964. Delta Sigma. Architecture; b.
Skowhegan June 13 1938; s. of Linwood J. '39.
Textile Designer (New Haven CT
Redevelopment Agency 1962-64, Warner
Burns Toan Lunde NYC 1965-67); principal
designer John Carl Warnecke & Assoc. NYC
1967-69; coordinating architect N.Y. State
Urban Development Corp. NYC 1969-75;
architect Groder, Edward Thomas NYC
1975— . Fulbright scholar Architectrual Assn.
London England 1965, Pres. & founder W.
65th Street Block Assn. 1969, dir. & pres.
Lincoln Square Community Council 1975
—
,
member (housing subcommittee, planning
board No. 7 NY), res. NYC*
GROUT, Thomas Ennett. A.B. cum laude
1961, M.S. M.I.T. 1961. Alpha Tau Omega.
Computer tech.; b. Elgin IL March 19 1938;
m. Suzanne Pompey April 18 1964; ch.:
Melissa, Robert, David. Assoc. computer tech.
Eastman Kodak Co. Rochester NY 1962—
Chmn. fund drive Greece Volunteer
Ambulance Service 1975. res. Rochester NY.*
HALL, Donald Stephen. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Chicopee MA April 19 1938. res. Sao Paulo
Brazil.
HATCH, Donald Aston. Bowdoin 1956-59.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. NYC Jan. 2 1938. res.
Greenland NH.
HAWKES, Robert Lawrence. A.B., M.ST.
Univ. Vt. 1973. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Salem MA May 28 1938. Teacher & coach
Worcester MA Acad. 1962-74, Berwick Acad.
S. Berwick 1974—. Served to 1st It. USA
1960-62. res. Emery Mills.*
HAWKINS, William Ross. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Hartford 1970. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Montreal P.Q. Canada Dec. 27 1936; m.
Jeanne Cushing June 18 1960; ch.: Leigh,
Scott. Registered rep. Nesbitt Thompson & Co.
Halifax N.S. 1960-63, teacher (Sanford Sch.




Whip 'N' Willow Stable Great Barrington MA
1969— . Served to airman Royal Canadian Air
Force 1955-56. res. Great Barrington MA.*
HEDENSTEDT, Harry Kjell. Bowdoin Plan
1956-57. Zeta Psi. b. Stockholm Sweden Feb.
21 1934. res. unknown.
HENSHAW, George Russell, Jr. Bowdoin
1956-58, B.S. Fairleigh Dickinson Univ. 1964.
Chi Psi. Accounting; b. Montclair NJ Jan.
20 1938; m. Judith Yoos March 19 1966.
C.P.A. (NJ); partner Coopers & Lybrand
Newark NJ 1964— . Committee chmn. N.J.
Soc. of C.P.A.'s 1973-75. Served with USAF
1959. res. Belle Mead NJ.*
HERTZIG, Robert. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
SUNY 1964. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Medicine;
b. Brooklyn NY March 20 1940; m. Beverly
Barclay July 18 1969; ch.: Megan, Jeremy.
Intern & resident City of N.Y. Bronx 1964-67,
staff physician Martin Luther King Health
Center Bronx 1969-71, physician N. Adams
MA. V.pres. board for mental health & mental
retardation Berkshire area, elected member
Alpha Omega Alpha 1964
—
, fellow Am. Acad.
Pediatrics. Served to capt. USAF 1967-69. res.
Williamstown MA.*
HINCKLEY, Edward Wright. Bowdoin
1956-57, 1958. Alpha Delta Phi. Business
exec; b. Bangor March 15 1937; m. Theresia
Robben. With Stevens Macdonald & Page
Portland 197-65, v.pres. production Henry R.
Hinckley & Co. Southwest Harbor 19?— . res.
Southwest Harbor.
HODSDON, Dennis Kimball. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Me. 1962, M.S.E. Univ. Fla. 1971.
Kappa Sigma. Military; b. Portland Oct. 17
1938; m. Judith Lamb Aug. 31 1963; ch.:
James, Mike. USA intelligence officer with
rank of maj. 1962— . Elected member (Phi
Kappa Phi 1962— Alpha Pi Mu 1970—).
Awarded Joint Service Commendation Medal
1968, Army Commendation Medal 1972,
Bronze Star 1972, Republic of Vietnam Honor
Medal 1972, Republic of Vietnam Cross of
Gallantry 1972. res. Yarmouth.*
HOHLFELDER, Robert Lane. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Ind. Univ. 1962, Ph.D. Ind. Univ.
1966. Chi Psi. Education; b. Brooklyn NY
Sept. 21 1938; m. Joan Alcorn June 14 1959;
ch.: Andrew. Classics & ancient history Ind.
Univ. (teaching assoc. 1960-61, lectr. 1962-63,
teaching asst. 1963-64), asst. prof. (Towson
MD State Coll. 1966-67, Univ. Wise Oshkosh
1967-68, Southern 111. Univ. 1968-69), Univ.
Colo. (asst. prof, history dept. 1969-71, assoc.
prof. 1971
—
, chmn. experimental studies
program 1972-74, faculty co-ordinator
Practicum in Liberal Arts Program 1974-75).
Member editorial board Societas: A Review of
Social History 1971— ; underwater
archaeologist & numismatist Kenchreai
excavations Am. Sch. of Classical Studies
Athens summers 1963, 1964, 1968; dir.
underwater operations Univ. Mo.-Am. Acad,
in Rome Populonia investigations summer
1970; underwater archaeologist Univ. Penn.
Halieis excavations summer 1971; dir. port
survey of Roman Baetica summer 1975, lectr.
Archaeological Inst, of Am. 1970— . Served to
capt. USA 1965-67. Contbr. res. Boulder CO.*
HOLT, Phillip Lawrence. Bowdoin 1956-57,
A.B. Union Coll. 1965. Zeta Psi. Clothing
design; b. Worcester MA June 12 1938; m.
Marcia Babcock June 28 1958; m. Mary
Borysewicz Dec 2 1969; ch.: Margareet,
Brayton, Dianne. Operations mgr. Spancrete
Northeast Inc. S. Bethlehem NY 1967-68, asst.
designer Arrow Shirt Co. Troy NY 1968—
.
Pres. & board chmn. Rennselaer County
Council on the Arts Inc. res. Feura Bush NY.*
HOSKER, William Edward. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Sales management; b. Boston June 1 1938;
m. Margaret Pascucci April 8 1961; ch.: Ellen,
Susan, Andy, Jeanne, Janet. Hercules Inc.
(tech. rep. Chicopee MA 1960-65; sr. sales rep.
Atlanta GA 1966-69; production mgr.
Wilmington DE 1969-72; asst. dist. mgr. Green
Bay WI 1972-75, dist. sales mgr. 1975—).
Member board of dir. Youth for Christ, lay
minister Green Bay Diocese 1973
— ,
v.pres.
Shenandoah Estates Civic Assn. res. Green
Bay WI.*
HUMPHREYS, Ray Alden. Bowdoin 1956-57.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Skowhegan April 20
1938. res. unknown.
HUNTER, David Peterson. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Boston March 10 1938. res. Noroton CT.
ISZARD, Peter Wainwright. Bowdoin 1956-57,
1957-59. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Flushing Long
Is. NY May 23 1937. res. Roxbury CT.
IWANOWICZ, Michael Anthony. A.B.,
M.B.A. Babson Inst. 1969. Kappa Sigma. 1972
capital campaign worker. Data processing;
b. Lynn MA July 16 1938; s. of Jacob A. '35;
m. Patricia Rourke April 27 1963; ch.:
Matthew, Timothy, Peter, Susan. Programmer
Raytheon Co. Bedford MA 1960-63, sr.
programmer Philip Hankins Inc. Arlington
MA 1963-69, systems mgr. Control Data Corp.
Burlington MA 1969-70, sr. systems analyst
Brockton MA Taunton Gas 1970-75,
minicomputer spec. Bird & Son Inc. Walpole
MA 1975— . Pres. parish council St. Timothy's
Parish, member town meeting, deacon
Archdiocese Boston 1976—. PFC USA
1960-61. res. Norwood MA.*
JOHNS, Richard Melville. Bowdoin 1956-58.
Zeta Psi. Banking; b. New London CT April
9 1937; m. Catherine Spaulding 1959; ch.:
Elizabeth, Richard, Sarah. V.pres. Me. Nat.
Bank Portland 19?—. Dir. YMCA Portland,
v.pres. & dir. Cumberland-N. Yarmouth
Dollars for Scholars, res. Yarmouth.
JOHNSON, Frederic Parsons. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Purchasing; b. Vassalboro April 14 1938; m.
Diane Hilton Sept. 5 1959; ch.: Eric, Mark,
Susan. Trainee Bell Tel. Co. of Penn. Chester
PA 1960, Keyes Fibre Co. (trainee Waterville
1961-62; plant purchasing agt. Sacramento CA
1962-65; asst. corporate purchasing agt.
Waterville 1965-71, corporate purchasing mgr.
1971—). Me. Children's Home for Little
Wanderers (member board of dir. 1972— , pres.
1973
—
), member board of dir. Purchasing
Management Assn. of Me. 1969-70, trustee
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urban renewal authority Waterville 1970—
,
member council Waterville Hospital 1975—
.
Served to capt. USAR 1960-61. res.
Waterville.*
JOHNSON, Paul Olm. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Yale 1963. Zeta Psi. Education; b. Bath May
21 1938; m. Carole Arber Sept. 2 1961; ch.:
Theodore, Henry, Paul. Instr. (Univ. Me.
Portland 1964-65, also asst. dean Sch. of Int.
Service The Am. Univ. Washington DC
1966-70), dir. of studies & coll. counselor
Darrow Sch. New Lebanon NY 1970-75,
headmaster St. Dunstan's Epis. Sch.
Christiansted St. Croix V.I. 1975—.
Richmond.*
JONES, Thomas Maxfield. A.B., M.A.T.
Brown Univ. 1961. Theta Delta Chi. Coll.
admin.; b. Fall River MA Feb. 28 1938; m.
Elaine Starke June 4 1960; ch.: Thomas,
Kimberly, David, Christopher, Sarah. Branch
mgr. Pawtucket RI Trust Co. & Pawtucket
Inst, for Savings 1964-68, Roger Williams Coll.
Bristol RI (dir. financial aid 1968-69, personnel
officer & financial aid dir. 1969-70, dean of
admissions & registrar 1970-72), registrar
(Miami-Dade Community Coll. Miami FL
1972-73, also dir. institutional research N.
Adams MA State Coll. 1973
—
). Board chmn.
Barrington Congr. Church (education,
finance), member standing committee on
educational records New Eng. Assn. of
Collegiate Registrars & Admissions Officers.
Served to capt. USA 1962-64. res. N. Adams
MA.*
JURGENS, Emile Rudolf Josef Maria.
Bowdoin Plan 1956-57. Delta Sigma.
Consulting; b. Nymegen Holland June 3
1931; m. Jacqueline Van Leynseele June 18
1960; ch.: Philip, Sabine. Import asst. E. & G.
Martin Canada Ltd. Montreal P.Q. 1958-59,
export asst. Grace Kennedy Ltd. Montreal
1959-61, consultant Corp. House Ltd. Ottawa
Ont. Canada 1961—. Served to 2nd It. Dutch
Air Force 1952-54, served to capt. Air Force
Reserve, res. Ottawa Ont. Canada.*
KEEFE, Edmund Miles, Jr. A.B., M.S.A.
George Washington Univ. 1973. Alpha Delta
Phi. Military; b. Nashua NH July 8 1939; m.
Suzanne Sabatelli June 29 1963; ch.: Kristan,
Edmund III, Adam. USMC (rifle platoon cdr.
3rd bn. 9th Marines 1961; education & spec,
services officer Marine Corps Air Facility New
River NC 1962-63; rifle co. exec, officer 1st bn.
2nd Marines 1964, rifle co. cdr. 1965; security
officer Marine barracks Guantanamo Bay
Cuba 1966-67; rifle co. cdr. 3rd bn. 27th
Marines 1968; advisor Korean Marine Corps
1969; exec, officer 1st bn. 28th Marines 1970;
G-3 operations officer 1st Marine div. 1971;
chief instructional group The Basic Sch.
Marine Corps Development & Education
Command Quantico VA 1972, student co. cdr.
1973-74, operations officer 1975
—
). Awarded
Bronze Star, Meritorious Service Medal,
Purple Heart Medal, Combat Action Ribbon,
res. Twenty Nine Plams CA.*
KENNEDY, Robert Stewart. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Coll. 1964. Zeta Psi. Law; b.
Winchester MA Sept. 17 1938; married; ch.:
Scott, Robert. Atty. Crockett Kennedy Logan
& Kuerbis San Diego CA 1965— . Served to
capt. USA 1967-69. res. Solano Beach CA.
KIRWOOD, Roger William. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Bronx NY Jan. 24 1939. res. Northampton
MA.
KNOWLTON, Robert Earle. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Univ. N.C. 1970. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Summit NJ Oct. 14 1939; m.
Dorothy Smith Dec. 21 1963; ch.: Julia,
Kathryn. Grad. asst. to teaching fellow biology
Univ. N.C. 1960-64, Bowdoin (instr. to asst.
prof, biology 1965-72, instr. Nat. Science
Foundation summer inst. marine biology
1969-73), asst. prof, to assoc. prof, biology
George Washington Univ. 1972— . Visiting
lectr. Univ. Me. Portland-Gorham summers
1972-76, instr. summer program (Shoals
Marine Lab. Cornell Univ. 1972, Cobscook
Bay Lab. 1975), The Research Inst, of the Gulf
of Me. (dir. summer inst. in marine science,
chmn. curriculum advisory committee Task
Force on Marine Science Education,
consultant), Trinity Presby. Church (v.pres.
choir 1975-77, deacon 1976
—
), trustee
Northeastern Research Foundation 1970-73,
elected member Sigma Xi (ME). Contbr. res.
Arlington VA.*
KOHL, Benjamin Gibbs. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Dela. 1962, Ph.D. Johns Hopkins 1968. Zeta
Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Middletown DE Oct. 26 1938;
m. Judith Cleek Jan. 2 1961; ch.: Benjamin,
Laura. Instr. Franklin & Marshall Coll.
Lancaster PA 1961-62, instr. Johns Hopkins
Univ. 1965-66, instr. to assoc. prof, history
Vassar Coll. 1966— . City historian
Poughkeepsie 1971
—
, Rome Prize fellow Am.
Acad, in Rome 1970-71, Fulbright fellow Univ.
Padua Italy 1964-65. Co-ed.: Giovanni da
Ravenna Dragmalogia (1977), contbr. res.
Poughkeepsie NY.*
KOTSONIS, George Stephen. A.B., M B A.
CCNY 1964. Sigma Nu. Banking exec; b.
Pyrgos Greece March 25 1937; m. Helen Hoch
Feb. 2 1964; ch.: John. Municipal bond trader
Baker Weeks & Co. NYC 1960-70, invest, div.
Chem. Bank NYC 1970— (municipal bond
salesman, asst. v.pres.). Served with Greek
Army 1965-67. res. Parlin NJ.*
KUCHEL, Konrad Gernand. A.B., A.M. N Y.
Univ. 1963. Alpha Tau Omega. Museum
admin.; b. Salem MA Aug. 25 1937. Asst. to
dir. Museum of Art R.I. Sch. of Design
Providence 1963-64, dir. exhibitions The Am.
Federation of Arts NYC 1965—. Ed. bulletin
R.I. Sch. of Design 1963-64. res. NYC*
LAMARCHE, Francis Morgan. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Clenridge NY June 21 1938.
res. Forest Hills NY.
LEACH, Anthony Osborne, II. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Penn. 1961. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Boston Dec. 27 1938; s. of Lawrence R. '30.
Instr. classics (Lehigh Univ. Bethlehem PA
1962-63, Univ. Dela. Newark 1966—). Member
exec, committee Classical Assn. of Atlantic
States 1972-75, circulation mgr. The Classical
World scholarly journal 1974— . Served to 1st
It. USA 1963-65. res. Newark DE.*
LEE, Lance Robinson. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Hyannis MA May 3 1938. res. Bath.
LeMIEUX, Robert Arthur. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Class agent 1972— . Banking; b.
Brunswick Aug. 6 1938; m. Elizabeth Ayers
Oct. 22 1960; ch.: Celeste, Stephanie, Geoffrey.
With State Street Bank Boston 1960-61,
portfolio mgr. Conn. Bank & Trust Co.
Hartford CT 1965-71, sr. invest, officer Canal
Nat. Bank Portland 1971— . Me. Audubon Soc.
(trustee, treas.). Lt. cdr. USNR 19?—. res.
Cumberland Foreside.*
LEVINE, Melvin David. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1964. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Boston April 14 1938; m. Toby Goldman June
18 1961; ch.: Eric, Beth, Craig, Kyle. Physician
pvt. practice Kirkland WA 19?— . Served to
maj. USAF 1969-71. res. Bellevue WA.*
LINCOLN, William Otis. A.B., M B A. Univ.
Hartford 1971. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Admin.; b. Weymouth
MA April 30 1938; m. Susan Woodward Jan.
13 1967; ch.: Molly, Amanda, William, Jessica.
Salesman Thermo-Fax Sales Inc. of Boston
1963-65, employment interviewer Pratte
Whitney Air Craft Hartford CT 1965-66, mgr.
industrial relations Dunham-Bush Inc. W.
Hartford CT 1966-74, dir. of admin.
Johnson-Middleby Co. Boston 1974— . Served
to capt. USAR 1961-63. res. Norwell MA.*
LINDQUIST, Robert Johnson. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1962. Delta Sigma. Publishing; b.
Worcester MA April 10 1938. Various
positions to publishing group mgr. Doubleday
& Co. Inc. NYC 1962-74, project dir.
MacMillan Inc. NYC 1974-75, admin, mgr.
Western Publishing Co. Inc. NYC 1975—. res.
NYC*
LINDSAY, Andrew Thomas. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Pittsburgh PA Jan. 25 1939. res.
unknown.
LINGLEY, John Richmond, Jr. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Winthrop MA Nov. 21 1938.
res. Newport RI.
LOEBS, Stephen Flanders. A.B., M.H.A.
Univ. Mich. 1962, A.M. Univ. Mich. 1971,
Ph.D. Univ. Mich. 1974. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Waterville Nov. 10 1938; m.
Susan Miller July 13 1963; ch.: Sarah,
Kathryn. Admin, asst. Cooper Hospital
Camden NJ 1960, Hartford CT Hospital
(admin, resident 1961-62, admin, asst. 1962),
hospital administrator USAF Hospital
Shepard Air Force Base TX 1963-65, lectr. &
research assoc. program & bureau of hospital
admin. Univ. Mich. 1965-68, Ohio State Univ.
(assoc. dir. & assoc. prof. grad. program in
hospital & health services admin. 1972
—
,
assoc. prof. dept. of preventive medicine Coll.
of Medicine 1972
—
). Chmn. (task force on
health politics & policy studies Assn. of Univ.
Programs in Health Admin. 1974—
coordinator Blue Cross & Blue Shield Health
Care Inst. Univ. Mich. 1972
—
, member
(editorial board Journal of Health Politics
Policy & Law 1975— , health admin, role study
task force Assn. of Univ. Programs in health
Admin. 1974— , exec, committee Committee on




advisory group Dept. of Rehabilitation &
Corrections State of Ohio 1973-74), tech.
advisor Governor's Task Force on Health Care
1973-74. Served to capt. USAF 1963-65.
Contbr. res. Columbus OH.*
LOVELL, David Peter. A.B. cum laude. b.
Bath Aug. 13 1938. res. Brunswick.
LOWE, Albert Willis. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Acoustic consulting; b. Cincinnati OH Jan.
19 1938; m. Gunvon Berggren; ch.: Philip.
Device engineer Transition Corp. Wakefield
MA 1960-61, acoustic engineer (Harris A. S.
W. div. General Instruments Westwood MA
1961-64, Barringer Research Corp. Natick MA
1964-65), acoustic consultant (Conesco Corp.
Watertown MA 1965-67, United Acoustic
Consultants Glastonbury CT 1966-71, Giffels
Assocs. Inc. Detroit Ml 1971-75, Lowecon
Andover MA 1975
—
). res. Andover MA.*
LUKE, John Davidson. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Military; b. Winchester MA Nov. 24 1938;
m. Ardith Thompson Sept. 9 1961; ch.: John,
Joanna, Bradford, Peter. Officer USN 1961—.
Awarded Commendation Medal (2) 1970 &
1972, Armed Forces Honor Medal 1/c
Republic of Vietnam, res. N. Conway NH.*
MABIE, Alan Stuart. Bowdoin 1956-57. Delta
Sigma. b. Newton MA June 8 1938. res.
Waltham MA.
MacDONALD, William Bruce. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Lowell MA Jan. 30 1939. res.
Reading MA.
MAHNCKE, Frank Campbell. A.B., A.M. Am.
Univ. 1968. Delta Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Engineering; b. Boston
Nov. 4 1938; m. Frances Wiltshire July 3 1965;
ch.: Henry, Elizabeth. Engineer pvt. industry,
systems analyst U. S. Arms Control &
Disarmament Agency Washington DC
1967-72, engineering administrator USN
Washington DC 1972—. res. Washington DC*
MARCH, Edgar Willis. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Marketing; b. Everett MA Dec. 4 1938; m.
Elizabeth Mattison July 28 1962; ch.: Melinda,
Kevin, Timothy. Chemist Union Carbide
Eastview NY 1962-65, applications chemist &
product spec. Perkin-Elmer Corp. Norwalk CT
1965—
. Served to 1st It. USA 1960-62. res.
Danbury CT.*
MARSHALL, Thomas Hartwell. A.B., B.S.
Rochester Inst, of Tech. 1965. Kappa Sigma.
Purchasing graphic arts; b. Lewiston Feb. 12
1938; m. Joan Remond Aug. 13 1966; ch.:
Jeffrey, Jason, Sarah. Production asst. Meriden
CT Gravure Co. 1965-68, purchasing asst.
Travelers Ins. Co. Hartford CT 1968-76, sr.
buyer Hartford Nat. Bank 1976— . Served to
spec. 4/c USA 1960-63. res. Meriden CT.*
MATHESON, Dale Whitney. A.B., M.S. Mich.
State Univ. 1964, Ph.D. Univ. Penn. 1969. Beta
Theta Pi. Scientific research; b. Waterville
Aug. 18 1937; m. Janice Fortier June 19 1959;
ch.: Sheri, Kellie, David, Inge. Teacher high
sch. (Fairfield 1960-62, S. Portland 1962-65),
Hershey Med. Center Penn. State Univ. (instr.
1969-70, asst. prof. 1970-73), scientist cell
biology Litton Bionetics Kensington MD
1973— . Member board of dir. Penn Biologists
Assn. 1970-73. Contbr. res. Hershey PA*
MAYHEW, Philip Ray. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Gardiner June 26 1938. res.
Gardiner.
McCOMBE, Bruce Douglas. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Brown Univ. 1966.
Beta Theta Pi. Physics research; b. Sanford
March 2 1938; m. Susan Towle Sept. 14 1963;
ch.: Cameron. Naval Research Lab.
Washington DC (post-doctoral research assoc.
1965-67, research physicist 1967-74,
supervisory research physicist head
semiconductors branch 1974—). Recipient:
Best Tech. Paper Award Naval Research Lab.
Solid State Div. 1969, 1972; Pure Science
Award Naval Research Lab. Research Soc. of
Am. 1972. Contbr. res. Alexandria VA.*
McKENNA, Arthur Leo, III. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Pittsburgh PA Sept. 15 1938. res.
Wheeling IL.
MILLAR, John Baxter. «A.B., M.B.A. Boston
Univ. 1967. Delta Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Public utility
management; b. Waterbury CT Sept. 18 1938;
m. Carol Davis Sept. 7 1963; ch.: Kim, Karen,
Kristin, Kathleen. Boston Gas (management
trainee 1960; staff asst. budgets & forecasts
1964-65; div. supervisor customer accounting
1965-67, merchandise accounts 1967-68; supt.
customer accounting 1968-70; mgr. customer
contact 1970
—
, customer service 1976
—
).






, chmn. board of deacons
1973), member town meeting Framingham
1972-73. Served to capt. USAR 1961-63. res.
Framingham MA.*
MILLER, Earl Paul. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
b. Boston Oct. 17 1938. res. Los Angeles CA.
MILLER, True Gilbert. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Hardware; b. New London CT Feb. 15
1935; ch.: True III, Andrew, Jonathan, Page.
Prop. Village Hardware N. Stonington CT
19?— . Served to capt. USA. res. N. Stonington
CT.* *
MORSE, Richard Harding. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Invests.; b. Salem MA March 9 1938; m.
Sheila Houghton Nov. 19 1971. Traffic mgr.
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Boston 1961-65,
stockbroker Hornblower & Weeks Boston
1965-74, financial planner & invest, adviser
self-employed Richard H. Morse & Co. Boston
1974— . V.pres. & dir. N. Am. Instrument
Corp. Hudson Falls NY, member town
meeting Danvers MA 1964-66. Pvt. USA
1960-61. res. Duxbury MA.*
MOSES, John Herrick, Jr. A.B., A.M. Va.
Commonwealth Univ. 1976. Alpha Delta Phi.
Civil service; b. NYC March 15 1939. With
U.S. Dept. of State, teacher Waldorf Schs.
Europe & U.S.A., with Dept. of Purchases &
Supply Commonwealth of Va. Richmond. Sec.
DeVine Ltd. 1974— , member board of dir.
Waldorf Sch. Fund 1965-68, pres. Free Sch.
Fund 1962-65, founder-dir. Waldorf Sch.
Washington DC 1966-69, dir. Richmond
Community Action Program, res. Richmond
VA.*
MYER, Frederick Geer, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Boston Univ. 1974. Chi Psi. Military;
b. Boston July 1 1938; m. Barbara Flint Oct. 1
1960; ch.: Heidi, Frederick III. Intelligence
officer USA (Vietnam 2 yrs., W. Germany 7
yrs.), with USA Ft. Monroe VA 1977—.
Awarded Meritorious Service Medal, Bronze
Star with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster, Army
Commendation Medal, res. Hampton VA.*
MYLANDER, Walter Charles, III. A.B., M.S.
M.I.T. 1962, Ph.D. Stanford Univ. 1974. Alpha
Tau Omega. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Baltimore MD Dec. 4 1938.
Operations analyst Research Analysis Corp.
McLean VA 1962-72, assoc. prof. USNA
1972— . Treas. Spec. Interest Group in
Mathematical Programming 1974-76. res.
Annapolis MD.*
NETOLITZKY, Wolfgang Dietrich. Bowdoin
Plan 1956-57. Theta Delta Chi. b. Vienna
Austria Dec. 8 1937. res. Gmuden Austria.
NOEL, Carrington Farrar. Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Worcester MA Dec. 9
1937. res. Sterling MA.
OLIVER, Duncan Boyd. A.B., A.M. Boston
Univ. 1961. Zeta Psi. Admissions aide 1970
—
,
1972 capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Haverhill MA May 18 1938; m. Carol Geissler
Aug. 27 1960; ch.: Kimberly, Jennifer. Teacher
Swansea MA 1961-62, Oliver Ames High
School N. Easton MA (teacher 1965-68, dept.
chmn. 1968-72, asst. principal 1972
—
). Easton
Historical Soc. (pres. 1971-73, member board
of dir. 1968
—
), member historical comm.
Easton 1971—. Served to capt. USA 1962-65;
awarded Commendation Medal 1965.
Recipient: Town Servant Award Easton
Jaycees 1973, commendation award for local
history course NCSS & Social Science
Consortium. Author: Easton's Pictorial Past,
co-author: History of Easton Mass. 1886-1975.
res. N. Easton MA.*
OLSSON, Carl Alfred. Bowdoin 1956-59,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1963. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Boston Nov. 29 1938; m. Mary
Devore; ch.: Ingrid, Leif. Intern surgery Mass
Memorial Hospital Boston 1963-64, resident
(surgery Univ. Hospital Boston 1964-66,
urology Boston V.A. hospital & Boston City
Hospital 1966-69), spec, fellow urology
Cleveland OH Clinic Foundation 1967-68,
Boston V.A. hospital (chief urology section
1971-75, asst. chief 1975—), chief urology dept.
(Univ. Hospital 1971—, Boston City Hospital
1974
—
), Boston Univ. Sch. of Medicine (asst.
prof, urology 1971-72, assoc. prof. 1972-74,
prof. 1974
—
), lectr. surgery Tufts Univ. Sch. of
Medicine 1972—. F.A.C.S., fellow Boston
Surgical Soc, certified Am. Board of Urology,
Am. Urological Assn. (delegate research
committee, past chmn. program committee
New Eng. section), member examination
committee Am. Board of Urology, sec.
cooperative urology-radiotherapy research
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group V.A., consultant. Recipient: Citations
for service in Project Vietnam U.S. Dept. of
State, Republic of Vietnam & Am. Med. Assn.
1966. Contbr. res. W. Newton MA.*
O'NEILL, James Ward, Jr. A.B., M B A. N.Y.
Univ. 1966. Delta Sigma. Ins.; b. Staten Is.
NY Dec. 31 1937; m. Susan McMahon Aug. 20
1960; ch.: Jim, Peggy, Patty, Danny. Trainee
N.Y. Life Ins. Co. Brooklyn 1960, advisory
officer Teachers Ins. & Annuity Assn. NYC
1961— . Served to spec. 4/c USA 1960-62. res.
Old Greenwich CT.*
ORCUTT, Ronald Hayes. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Brown Univ. 1965. Alpha Tau Omega.
Research engineering; b. Swampscott MA
July 17 1938; m. Marie Lewis June 14 1958;
ch.: Michael, Margaret, Matthew. Research
assoc. Brown Univ. 1964-66, research chemist
Nat. Bureau of Standards Washington DC
1966-72, research engineer Meason Inc. Erwin
TN 1972—. res. Erwin TN.*
ORTIZ DE MONTELLANO, Bernardo Juan
Ramon. Bowdoin 1956-57. Chi Psi. b.
Mexico City Mexico Aug. 31 1938. res.
unknown.
PAGE, William Granton. A.M. 1960, A.M.
Columbia 1969. Education; b. Haverhill MA
March 23 1938; m. Hester Chen May 26 1973.
Teacher (Georgetown MA High Sch. 1963-64,
Taipei Am. Sch. Taiwan 1964-65), volunteer
Peace Corps Washington DC 1965-66, teacher
Am. Sch. (Singapore 1966-67; Taipei 1969-71,
1972-75; Isfahan Iran 1975—). Served to cpl.
USA 1960-63. Author: The Bald Power
Manifesto, contbr. res. Isfahan Iran.*
PARADIS, Pierre Rodolphe. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1963. Law; b.
New Bedford MA Nov. 7 1938. Assoc.
Brownell Sherman & Whittier New Bedford
MA 1963-70, partner Whittier & Paradis New
Bedford 1971— . Pres. Mass. Soc. for




comm. New Bedford 1968. Contbr. res. N.
Dartmouth MA.*
PARKER, Robert Morgan, Jr. Bowdoin 1956,
B.S. Babson Coll. 1962. Theta Delta Chi.
Sales; b. Providence RI June 8 1938; m. Ann
Godfray June 29 1961; ch.: Andrew, Sarah.
Account trainee New Eng. Life Ins. Co. Boston
1962-64, sales (trainee Bird & Son E. Walpole
MA 1964-66, Fieldcrest Mills Boston 1966-70,
G. H. Bass & Co. Wilton 1970-72, Buxton Inc.
Springfield MA 1972—). Seaman USCG
1957-59. res. Birmingham ML*
PATUREL, David Paul. Bowdoin 1956-57.
Sigma Nu. b. Lewiston Oct. 20 1938. res. San
Marino CA.
PERRIN, Carleton Everett. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Cornell 1968. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. Westbrook Sept. 24
1938; m. Susan Agnew March 15 1969; ch.:
Stephen, Julie. Research fellow history Cornell
Univ. 1965-68, York Univ. Toronto Ont.
Canada (asst. prof. 1968-72, assoc. prof.
1972—). res. Willowdale Ont. Canada.*
PERRY, Theodore Anthony. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Yale (Woodrow
Wilson fellow) 1966. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Waterville Dec. 24 1938; m.
Sidney Alderman May 1966; ch.: Rachel,
Sarah, Michael, Danya. Instr. Williams Coll.
1964-65, asst. prof. Smith Coll. 1965-67 assoc.
prof. Univ. Conn. Storrs 1967— . Author: Art
and Meaning in Berceo's Vida de Santa Oria
(1968), Leone Ebreo's Dialoghi d'Amore
(1974); contbr. res. Storrs CT.*
PETERSON, Alan Capen. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1964. Delta Sigma.
Banking; b. Boston Nov. 12 1938. V.pres.
Rockland MA Trust Co. 1964—. Jordan
Hospital Plymouth MA (treas., member exec,
committee & board of dir.), chmn. town
advisory committee Pembroke MA 1970—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1960-62. res. Pembroke
MA.*
POLLOCK, Henry Meeker, III. A.B., M.D.
Boston Univ. 1964. Psi Upsilon. Medicine;
b. Boston Jan. 27 1939; s. of Henry M. '26; m.
Vera Schabowski June 19 1965; ch.: Brendan,
Jane, Douglas. Univ. Hospital Boston (intern
surgery 1964-65, resident 1965-66), resident
physician ophthalmology Manhattan Eye Ear
& Throat Hospital NYC 1968-71, pvt. practice
Salem MA 1971— . Clinical instr.
ophthalmology Tufts Univ. Sch. of Medicine
1972
—
, certified Am. Board of
Ophthalmology, fellow Am. Acad, of
Ophthalmology, member med. staff (Salem
Hospital, N. Shore Children's Hospital, Robert
Shaughnessy Chronic Disease & Rehabilitation
Hospital, J. B. Thomas Hospital, V.A. hospital
Boston), res. Marblehead MA.*
POMEROY, George Robinson. A.B., B.D.
Princeton Theol. Sem. 1963. Alpha Delta Phi.
Clergy; b. Pittsburgh PA Nov. 29 1938; m.
Rosemary Hibbard Sept. 3 1960; ch.:
Bradbury, Marion. Asst. pastor (Larchmont
NY Avenue Church 1963-66, First Presby.
Church Glenolden PA 1966-72, Eliot Presby.




POWELL, Ernest Robert. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Education; b. NYC Jan. 26 1938; m.
Anita Higgs Aug. 26 1962; ch.: Wendy,
Robbins. Med. artist Columbia Univ. 1960-61,
scientific illustrator Nat. Science Foundation
& self-employed 1962, teacher public schs.
Orangeburg NY 1963— . Education Assn. of S.
Orangetown (pres. 1967-71, exec. sec. 1972-74).
res. Piermont NY.*
RANKIN, George Duncan, III. A.B.
Military; b. Boothbay Harbor Feb. 28 1939;
m. Jane Gillis April 11 1964; ch.: Ronald,
Anne, Patrick. Maj. USA I960—, res.
Southport.*
READ, Walter Allen. A.B. cum laude, M.S.
Columbia 1962. Chi Psi. Electrical
engineering; b. Flushing NY June 17 1938; s.
of Lawrence M. '26; m. Patricia Lenihan July 2
1960; ch.: Dennis, Kevin, Patricia. With Bell
Tel. Labs. Naperville IL 1964— . Woodridge
United Methodist Church (trustee 1968-73,
financial sec. 1970
—
). Served to 1st It. USA
1962-64. res. Woodridge IL.*
REID, William Francis, Jr. A.B. Delta Sigma,
b. Pawtucket RI Sept. 29 1938. res. Orono.
REVELOS, Constantine Nicholas. A.B. 1961,
J.D. Duke Univ. 1965, LL.M. Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1971. Sigma Nu. Admissions aide
1971
—
, 1972 capital campaign area chmn.
Law & education; b. Middletown OH
March 1 1938. Sales service clerk Armco Steel
Corp. Middletown OH 1961-62, Salmon P.
Chase Coll. of Law Cincinnati OH (asst. prof.
& asst. dean 1965-67, assoc. prof. & pres.
1967-70), prof. Detroit MI Coll. of Law
1971— . Pres. board of trustees Saints
Constantine & Helen Greek Orthodox Church
Middletown 1968-69, fellow Ohio State Bar
Foundation 1968-70. Contbr. res. Grosse
Pointe Farms ML*
RICHARDS, Glenn Keville. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Sec.-treas. Alumni Council 1966-71,
admissions aide 1966
—
, 1972 capital campaign
worker. Educational admin.; b. Dorchester
MA March 30 1938. Teacher sch. dept.
Coventry RI 1960-61, 1965-66; Bowdoin
(alumni sec. 1966-71, assoc. field dir. capital
campaign N.Y. office 1973-74), seminarian in
charge St. Paul's Epis. Church Brunswick 1974,
dir. development The Seven Hills Schs.
Cincinnati OH 1974— . The Epis. Church
(parish Jr. Warden, religious education instr.,
chmn. layreaders, layreader, hospital chaplain,
liturgical asst.). Served to capt. USA 1961-65.
res. Cincinnati OH.*
RILEY, William Henry, Jr. A.B., M.B.A. Univ.
R.I. 1973. Chi Psi. Military; b. Pawtucket RI
May 3 1938; m. Patricia Castle Aug. 8 1959;
ch.: David, Thomas, Deborah, Paul. Lt. col.
USA Air Defense Artillery Saudi Arabia
1977—. res. Exeter RI.*
ROACH, Robert Alton. A.B. 1962. Kappa
Sigma. b. Phila. PA July 2 1938. res.
Sugargrove PA.
ROBINSON, George Stanley. A.B., LL.B.
Univ. Va. 1963, LL.M. McGill 1967, D.C.L.
McGill 1970. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Washington DC
Oct. 19 1937; s. of George S. '26; m. Ann
Kellogg Oct. 10 1964; ch.: George, Whitson.
Atty. Federal Aviation Agency Washington
DC 1964-65, int. relations spec. N.A.S.A.
Washington DC 1969-70, asst. general counsel
Smithsonian Inst. Washington DC 1970—
.
Member (board of dir. volunteer fire dept.
McLean VA, exec, board int. inst. of space law
Int. Astronautical Federation 1975—). Contbr.
res. McLean VA.*
ROOP, David Richardson. A.B., M.B.A. Univ.
New Haven 1975. Sigma Nu. Market
analysis paper industry; b. Cincinnati OH Aug.
9 1938; m. Jeanine Ouellette May 29 1965; ch.:
Matthew, Mark, Michael. Sales rep. Great
Northern Paper Co. Boston 1964-66, high sch.
Stonington (teacher 1966-68, principal
1968-70), market analyst Great Northern Paper
Co. Stamford CT 1970—. Served to lt. (jg)
USN 1960-63. res. Ansonia CT.*
RUSSELL David Albert. Bowdoin 1956-58,
B.S". Lowell Tech. Inst. 1961, M.S. Rennselaer
Polytech. Inst. 1966. Chi Psi. Engineering
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management; b. Salem MA July 11 1938; m.
Susan Elliott June 27 1962; ch.: Jeannie,
Gordon. Monsanto Co. (research engineer to
sr. research engineer Springfield MA 1961-68,
research group leader 1968-69; automotive
development mgr. Detroit MI 1969-72;
marketing support mgr. Springfield 1972-73;
product mgr. St. Louis MO 1973-75; mgr.
results management 1975-76; dir. marketing
electronic materials Palo Alto CA 1976
—
). Sec.
ABS Inst. 1974. Patentee (2) pertaining to
polystyrene foam structures, res. Los Altos
CA.*
RUSSELL, Kenneth Hoitt, Jr. Bowdoin
1956-58. Zeta Psi. b. Portland Nov. 15 1938.
res. Cape Elizabeth.
RYAN, Ronald Rooney. Bowdoin 1957-58. b.
NYC Sept. 20 1932. res. Garden City NY.
SEIBERT, Christopher Charles Johan. A.B.
Beta Theta Pi. Geology; b. Bangkok
Thailand Aug. 19 1938; m. Susan Wheaton
June 21 1968; ch.: Jennifer, Carolyn.
Exploration geologist Amerada Hess Corp.
Durango CO 1968-70, production &
exploration geologist Mobil Oil Canada Ltd.
Calgary Alta. 1970-73, exploration geologist
Ashland Exploration Co. Denver CO 1973-74,
field geologist Intra Search Inc. Denver 1974,
development geologist (Champlin Petroleum
Co. Rock Springs WY 1975-76, Denver CO
1976-77), consulting geologist 1977— . Ruling
elder Grace Presby. Church Calgary 1973.
Served to 1st It. USA 1960-62 & Utah Nat.
Guard 1964-67. res. Englewood CO.*
SHEEHAN, Terrance James. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1964. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Medicine; b.
Gardiner Nov. 29 1937; m. Mary Fallona Sept.
9 1961; ch.: Susan, Ellen, Elizabeth, Kevin.
Me. Med. Center Portland (intern 1964-65,
resident pediatrics 1965-67), pvt. practice
pediatrics Augusta 1967— . Certified Am.
Board of Pediatrics 1970, Augusta General
Hospital (chief dept. of pediatrics 1970
—
;
member med. exec, committee 1968
—
, med.
care evaluation committee 1973
— ,
joint conf.
committee 1972-73, board of trustees 1973
—
v.pres. med. staff 1972-73), consultant, member
board of dir. (Rap & Rescue Inc. Augusta,
YMCA 1976—, Dirigo Bank & Trust Co.
1977—), clinical instr. Tufts Univ. Sch. of
Medicine part-time 1970-72, member clinical
faculty Central Me. Family Practice Residency
Program 1973—. Served to capt. USAR.
Contbr. res. Augusta.*
SHELDON, Peter David. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Mineral & metal trading; b. Lisbon Portugal
Jan. 26 1939; m. Susan Suttor Aug. 1 1971; ch.:
Andrew, Jennie. With Samincorp Inc. NY
1962-64, asst. mgr. Hochmetals Tokyo Japan
1964-69, mgr. Sydney Australia (Unimet Ltd.
1969-72, Entores Ltd. 1972—). Served to spec.
4/c USA 1961. res. Lane Cove Australia.*
SIMONDS, AJvin Edward, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Tappan NY Nov. 23 1938. res.
W. Hartford CT.
SKILLINGS, Roger Deering, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Creative arts; b. Portland Oct. 20
1937. Writer. Chmn. writers Fine Arts Work
Center Provincetown MA. res. Provincetown
MA.*
SMART, Daniel Wunderlich. Bowdoin
1956-57, 1958. Kappa Sigma. b. Arlington
MA April 14 1938. res. Kennebunk.
SMITH, Carl Hedin. A.B., MBA.
Northwestern 1965. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Marketing; b. Boston Sept. 23 1938; s. of
James P. '29; m. Ruth England June 8 1963;
ch.: Anne. Denver CO & Rio Grande Western
RR (market analyst 1965-68, mgr. market
research 1969). Served to It. (jg) USN 1960-63.
res. Denver CO.*
SMITH, Peter Sheridan. A.B., J.D. Cornell
1963. Psi Upsilon. Law & education; b.
NYC April 27 1938; m. Marjorie Kester May
29 1966; ch.: Douglas, Abigail. Atty.
Washington DC (civil rights div. U. S. Dept. of
Justice 1964-66, Neighborhood Legal Services
Program 1966-69), assoc. & dir. branch office
Piper & Marbury Baltimore MD 1969-72,
Univ. Md. Sch. of Law (asst. prof. 1972-75, dir.





). Dir. Traveler's Aid Soc. of Md.
1972
—
, chmn. nat. adivosry committee Nat.
Juvenile Law Center St. Louis MO 1976— . Pvt.
USA 1963-64. Contbr. res. Baltimore MD.*
SMITH, Robert Douglas. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker,
admissions aide 1973-74. Ins.; b. NYC May
20 1938; m. Elizabeth Wikander Aug. 20 1960;
ch.: Robert Jr., Lauren, Robin. C.L.U. (1967);
Conn General Ins. Co. (field management
trainee Bloomfield CT 1960-61, agt. 1961-63,
staff trainer 1964-66, asst. mgr. 1967-69; mgr.
Providence RI 1969-75; asst. dir. training
Bloomfield 1975
—
; dir. field management
development 1976
—
). Pres. (R.I. General Agts.
& Mgrs. Assn. 1974, R.I. Sales & Marketing
Execs. 1974), member board of trustees R.I. Jr.
Achievement 1970-74. res. Simsbury CT*
SMITH, Robert Nevin. A.B., M B A. Ia. State
Univ. 1962. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Sales; b.
Boston June 3 1938; s. of Robert H. '31; m.
Henleyetta Parker July 8 1967; ch.: Michael,
Kathryn. Sales Am. Hospital Supply Corp.
Evanston IL 1963—. res. Wichita KS.*
SMITH, Wayne Holmes. Bowdoin 1956-60,
A.B. Univ. N.H. 1967. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. Newton MA April 13 1938;
m. Ellen Sweeney Aug. 26 1961; ch.: Margaret,
Catherine, Marian, Amy, Matthew. Mgr. Parks
Restaurants Inc. Concord MA 1964-66;
teacher, coach & advisor sch. dept. York
1966-70; general mgr. Instar Inc. Maiden MA
1970
—
; sales mgr. Statewide Trans Inc.
Maiden 1974— . Assn. of Records Mgrs. &
Administrators Boston (dir. 1971-75, v.pres.
1975-76, pres. 1976-77), member board of dir.
Am. Cancer Soc. Haverhill MA 1974-75, pres.
Teachers Assn. York 1969, ed. News & Views
1972-75. Served to spec. 5/c USA 1961-64.
Named Boston's Records Mgr. of the Yr.
1973-74 & 1976-77. res. Haverhill MA.*
SOULE, Daniel Weston. A.B., A.M. Univ. Me.
Orono 1975. Zeta Psi. Education; b.
Damariscotta Sept. 7 1938; s. of Gilmore W.
'30; m. Mary Kennedy; ch.: Daniel Jr., Ann,
Martha, Kathleen, Mary, Joshua. Teacher, dir.
Am. Studies & dept. head Orono High Sch.
1968
—
; social studies curriculum coordinator
1976—. res. Stillwater.*
SPENCER, Robert Thomas. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Admissions aide 1969-74, 1972 capital
campaign area chmn. Ins.; b. Lawrence MA
March 27 1939; m. Joyce Johnson Dec. 17
1960; ch.: Sally, Carson. C.L.U. (CT); home
office rep. Aetna Life & Casualty Hartford CT
1961-68, v.pres. & asst. sec. Goodwin Loomis
& Britton Inc. Hartford 1968—. Dir. Hartford
Assn. of Life Underwriters 1968. res.
Glastonbury CT.*
SPICER, Nicholas Goodenough. A.B. cum
laude, J.D. Univ. Mich. 1963. Alpha Delta Phi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b.
Farmington MI Oct. 30 1938; m. Elizabeth
Bodor June 27 1964; ch.: Paul, Anne. Atty. MI
(Emery Parsons & Bahr Birmingham 1963-67,
Fischer Sprague Franklin & Ford Detroit
1967-68), partner Wunsch Aikens &
Lungershausen Detroit 1968-72, atty.
self-employed Birmingham 1972— . res.
Birmingham ML*
STRACHAN, John Renwick. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Norwalk CT Dec. 1 1 1936. res. Anchorage AK.
STUART, Walter Allen. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Attleboro MA Nov. 27 1939. res. Newton
MA.
SWENSON, Robert Hasbrouck. A.B. Chi Psi.
Advt. sales; b. Jamaica NY Oct. 24 1938; m.
Joan Cordaro Aug. 15 1975; ch.: Beth, Craig,
Krista. Management trainee Conn. General
Life Ins. Co. Hartford CT 1960-61; sales
management R. H. Donnelley Corp. NYC
1961-65; life underwriter Home Life Ins. Co.
Huntington NY 1965-67; sales Chilton Co.
Phila. PA, Detroit MI, Chicago IL 1967-73;
regional sales mgr. Petersen Publishing Co.
Chicago 1973— . Pres. Jaycees Huntington
1965-66. Named Jaycee Man of the Yr.
Huntington 1965. res. Wheeling IL.*
TAYLOR, Eric French. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Labor; b. Brookline MA July 18 1938; m.
Janet Heck; ch.: Eric, Christopher, Alison,
James, Nicholas. Laborer HI 1970— . res.
Waianae HI.*
THOMAS, Robert Leighton. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Brown Univ. 1965. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Dover-Foxcroft Oct. 10 1938;
m. Sandra Evenson June 23 1962; ch.:
Stephen. Research scientist Naval Research
Lab. Washington DC 1959-61, research asst.
Brown Univ. 1960-65, physics dept. Wayne
State Univ. Detroit MI (research assoc.
1965-66, asst. prof. 1966-70, assoc. prof.
1970-76, prof. 1976—). Chmn. board of
Christian education Calvary Baptist Church
Hazel Park MI 1976, elected member Sigma
Xi, sr. visiting fellow Science Research Council
Univ. London 1973-74. Contbr. res.
Huntington Woods ML*
THORSTEINSON, Erlind Magnus. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Springfield IL Aug. 21 1937. res.
Charleston WV.
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THUMIM, Martin Benjamin. A.B., DO.
Chicago Coll. of Osteopathic Medicine 1967.
Delta Sigma. Medicine; b. Phila. PA March
27 1939; m. Elizabeth Dickson June 26 1965;
ch.: Donald, Michael, Jon. Intern Rocky
Mountain Hospital Denver CO 1967-68, family
practitioner Lakewood CO 1968— . Served to
1st It. USA 1961-63. res. Littleton CO.*
TINTOCALIS, Chris Anastasios. A.B. 1966,
B.S. Calif. Coll. of Podiatric Medicine 1966,
D.P.M. Calif. Coll. of Podiatric Medicine 1969.
Chi Psi. Medicine; b. Concord NH Feb. 21
1938; m. Rae Smith Dec. 7 1968. Loan officer
Local Loan Co. Alhambra CA 1963-64, credit
officer O'Keefe & Merritt Los Angeles CA
1965, podiatrist Santa Barbara CA 1970—.
Pres. (Tri-Counties Podiatric Soc. 1973-74,
Comprehensive Health Planning Assn. Santa
Barbara County 1975), member board of dir.
Channel Counties Comprehensive Health
Planning Council 1975. PFC USA 1961-63.
Recipient: Recognition Award Am. Podiatry
Assn. 1968, Martin Luther King Award for
Community Service 1969, award Am. Coll. of
Foot Surgeons 1969; named Man of the Yr.
Am. Podiatry Students Assn. 1969. Contbr. res.
Santa Barbara CA.*
TRUMP, John Gordon. A.B. cum laude, M.S.
M.I.T. 1967. Theta Delta Chi.
Cabinet-making; b. Boston Nov. 10 1938; m.
Gisela Steinmann March 23 1969. Member
tech. staff Mitre Corp. Burlington MA 1960-62,
development engineer Allgemeine Elektricitats
Gesellschaft Berlin Germany 1963-64 &
1967-68, prop. John Trump Cabinets
Watertown MA 1970—. Contbr. res.
Watertown MA.*
Van De WATER, Arthur MacDonneU, Jr. A.B.,
M.S. Univ. S.C. 1965, Ph.D. Univ. S.C. 1967.
Beta Theta Pi. Education; b. NYC Aug. 14
1938. Univ. S.C. Columbia (teaching asst.
1960-64, part-time instr. 1965, instr. 1966,
part-time instr. 1967), prof. Winona MN State
Univ. 1967— . Elected member Sigma Xi.
Contbr. res. Winona MN.*
VERNICK, Robert Stanley. A.B., M B A.
Boston Univ. 1962. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Mfg.; b. Lynn MA Sept. 7 1938; m. Sherry
Osberg; ch.: Robyn, David. Pres. Colonial
Wood Heel Lynn 1960— . Temple Israel
Swampscott MA (member board of dir.
1973-75, v.pres. brotherhood 1974-75). res.
Ipswich MA.*
VERY, Philip Stearns. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Providence RI Oct. 15 1938. res. Greene RI.
VETTE, John Lyle, III. A.B. 1961. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Phila. PA Dec. 19 1937. res. Oshkosh
WI.
VIRTUE, Robert Brooks. Bowdoin 1956-58.
Alpha Delta Phi. Military; b. Moscow ID
May 22 1938; m. Damaris Harlow Sept. 29
1962; ch.: Cynthia, Karen. Commissioned
officer to rank of It. col. USAF (navigator &
bombardier Grand Forks Air Force Base ND
1962-65; co-pilot Ramey Air Force Base P.R.
1967-70; forward air controller Bien Hoa Air
Base Republic of Vietnam 1970-71; pilot
Loring Air Force Base 1971-72, staff officer
42nd Bomb Wing Headquarters 1972-74; staff
officer headquarters Strategic Air Command
Offutt Air Force Base NE 1974—). res.
Orono.*
VOLPE, Joseph John. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1964. Theta
Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Salem MA Dec. 17
1938; m. Doris Jameson June 26 1960; ch.:
Joanna, Joseph, John. Intern & resident
pediatrics Mass. General Hospital Boston
1964-66, clinical & research assoc. Nat. Insts.
of Health Bethesda MD 1966-68, resident
pediatric neurology Mass. General Hospital
1968-71, St. Louis MO Children's Hospital &
Washington Univ. Sch. of Medicine (asst. prof,
pediatrics & neurology 1971-76, assoc. prof.
1976
—
). Certified Am. Boards of Pediatrics &
Neurology. Served to col. USPHS 1966-68.
Recipient: Research career development award
Nat. Inst. Child Health & Human
Development 1974. Contbr. res. St. Louis
MO*
VYDAS, Saulius Joseph. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Kaunas Lithuania
Jan. 21 1938. res. Burlingame CA.
WAITERS, John Nickerson, Jr. B.S. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ins.; b. Cambridge MA Feb.
4 1937; m. Carol Beitel Sept. 28 1963; ch.:
Jean, Margaret. C.L.U. (PA); abrasive
engineer Norton Co. Worcester MA, Chicago
IL & Detroit MI 1962-66; agt. Mass. Mutual
Life Ins. Co. Allentown PA 1966— . Served to
cpl. USMC 1957-60. res. Allentown PA.*
WEBSTER, John Edward, Jr. Bowdoin
1956-57, 1958. Chi Psi. b. Holyoke MA May
6 1938. res. Londonderry NH.
WEIL, Luis, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi. Sales
exec; b. Winchester MA July 4 1938; m. Jean
Wallace Nov. 29 1958; ch.: Luis III, Jennifer,
Jeffrey. Am. Cyanamid Wallingford CT (sales
rep. 1963-67, dist. mgr. 1967-69), Plaskolite Inc.
Columbus OH (regional mgr. 1969-73, v.pres.
sales 1973
—
). Deacon United Presby. Church
Worthington OH. Served to 1st It. USMC
1960-63. res. Worthington OH.*
WEST, Worthing Lapham, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Military; b. Boston Sept. 6 1937; m.
June King May 27 1967; ch.: Jean, Susan. Maj.
intelligence USA 1961— . res. Newton Center
MA.*
WHITTELSEY, Arnold Gillett. A.B. 1961.
Zeta Psi. Military; b. Providence RI March 7
1938; m. Marion Dec. 14 1968; ch.: Susan,
Mark, Bob. Maj. USMC, U.S. Naval attache
Am. Embassy Canberra Australia 19?— . res.
Lyons Australia.*
WIEDERSICH, Horst Gunter Alfons.
Bowdoin Plan 1956-57. Alpha Tau Omega.
Law; b. Glatz Silesia Germany May 20
1934; m. Hannelore Wiedersich Sept. 30 1967;
ch.: Johannes, Thomas, Peter. Student (Univ.
Paris France 1956, Univ. Goettingen Germany
1957-60), corporate lawyer Rosenthal China
Corp. Selb Germany 1964-67, atty. Wiedersich
& Klasen Schongau Bavaria Germany 1967—
.
res. Schongau Germany.*
WILSON, Philip Stackpole. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1962 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Bath July 20 1938; m. Gail
Christiansen Nov. 11 1960; ch.: Christopher,
Kimberly. Teacher high sch. (Canton CT
1960-63, Lynnfield MA 1963-70), salesman
Jackson Real Estate Chelmsford MA 1970-73,
teacher high sch. Lynnfield 1973— . res.
Chelmsford MA.*
YUIN, In Sup. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. b. Seoul
Korea Oct. 1 1930. res. unknown.
ZOTTOLI, Robert Anthony. A.B., M.S. Univ.
N.H. 1963, Ph.D. Univ. N.H. 1966. Delta
Sigma. Education; b. Boston April 17 1939;
m. Margaret Curran Aug. 18 1962; ch.: Mia.
Teaching fellow Bowdoin 1960-61, Univ. N.H.
(grad. teaching asst. 1961-63, teaching fellow
1963-65), Fitchburg MA State Coll. (asst. prof.
1965-69, assoc. prof. 1969
—
). Sec.-treas. New
Eng. Estuarine Research Soc. 1969-70, dir.
outstanding biology teacher program State of
Mass. Nat. Assn. of Biology Teachers 1969-71,
chmn. conservation comm. Ashby MA
1969-71. Author: Introduction to Marine
Environments (1973), contbr. res. Ashby MA.*
Class of 1961
AMEY, David Campbell. Bowdoin 1957-58,
A.B. Univ. Md. 1970. Theta Delta Chi.
Banking; b. York PA Aug. 9 1939; m. Linda
Higdon June 25 1971 (2nd marriage); ch.:
Brian, M. Kevin, Elizabeth. Res. dir. Univ.
Md. Coll. Park 1968-71, Md. Nat. Bank
Baltimore (branch officer 1971-76, trust officer
1976
—
). Elected member Gamma Theta
Upsilon, v.pres. Exchange Club Howard
County MD 1975-77, member board of dir. C.
of C. Howard County 1976-77. Served to capt.
USAF 1960-68, maj. U.S. Nat. Guard 1976—;
awarded Vietnam Service Medal & Combat
Readiness Medal, res. Ellicott MD.*
ARNTZ, James Edward. A.B. Editing &
writing; b. Aberdeen SD Feb. 8 1939. Ed. &
writer San Francisco CA 1965— . res. San
Francisco CA.*
ASEKOFF, Louis Stephen. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b.
Boston Dec. 17 1939. res. NYC.
AUSTIN, Noel Frank. A.B., Ed.M. Duquesne
Univ. 1970. Zeta Psi. Military education; b.
Montpelier VT July 15 1939; m. Judith Allen
Aug. 26 1961; ch.: N. Allen, Amy, Mark.
Trainee Sears Roebuck & Co. Burlington VT
1961-62, maj. USAF & air univ. inspector gen.
Maxwell AFB AL. Awarded Bronze Star 1972,
Meritorious Service Medal 1976. res. Prattville
AL.*
BALDWIN, Arthur Dwight, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Kan. 1963, Ph.D. Stanford Univ. 1967.
Psi Upsilon. Education; b. Boston Oct. 28
1938; m. Barbara Hockman Aug. 25 1962; ch.:
Arthur, Tim. Teaching asst. (Univ. Kan.
Lawrence 1961-63, Stanford CA Univ.
1963-65). exploration geologist Calif. Oil Co.
Bismarck ND summer 1963, geologist U.S.
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Geological Survey water resources div. Globe
AZ summer 1964, Miami Univ. Oxford OH
(asst. prof. 1966-71, core course coordinator &
assoc. dir. Inst. Environmental Sciences
1970—, assoc. prof. 1972—). Consultant,
elected member (Sigma Xi, Oxford Citizens
Advisory Committee, Oxford Park Board).
Contbr. res. Oxford OH.*
BALDWIN, Seth Weaver, II. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Torrington CT Aug. 30 1938. res.
Bremerton WA.
BALLARD, David Kenneth. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Management; b. Presque Isle June
26 1939; m. Linda Dow June 27 1964; ch.:
John, Jennifer. Rohm & Haas Co. Phila. PA
(tech. rep. 1967-72, asst. product mgr. 1972-73),
Betz Lab. Trevose PA (tech. spec. 1973-?,
account mgr. 19?—). Served to It. USN
1962-67. res. Ellsworth.*
BARLOW, Robert Brown, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Rockefeller Univ. 1967. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Trenton NJ July 31 1939; m.
Patricia Dreyer June 17 1961; ch.: Kim, Jill,
Jack. Inst, for Sensory Research Syracuse
Univ. 1967— (asst. prof., assoc. prof., prof.).
Member Corp. of Marine Biological Lab.
Woods Hole MA. Contbr. res. Jamesville NY.
BARR, William Stewart. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Haverford PA March 20 1939; m. Ann
Hershberger July 6 1963; ch.: Elizabeth.
Served to capt. USA 1961-65. d. near Cali
Columbia S. Am. Aug. 28 1965.
BAUMANN, Joseph Ellery. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Lisbon Falls Dec. 6 1938. res. New
Providence NJ.
BAYLISS, John Temple. A.B., Ph.D. Univ. Va.
1967. Delta Sigma. Energy conservation; b.
Richmond VA July 6 1939; m. Mary Skinner
Aug. 14 1971; ch.: William. Asst. prof, physics
Va. Commonwealth Univ. Richmond 1967-73,
conservation coordinator Va. Energy Office
Richmond 1975— . res. Richmond VA.*
BEAN, Tyler Insley. Bowdoin 1957-59. Chi Psi.
b. Springfield VT Dec. 1 1939. res. Orleans VT.
BELKA, David William. A.B. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Personnel exec; b.
Lowell MA Oct. 16 1939; m. Marjorie
Emerson June 21 1969; ch.: Kristen, Jennifer,
Derrick. Marketing personnel dir. Honeywell
Information Systems Waltham MA 1965-75,
corporate personnel dir. Ogden Food Service
Corp. Boston 1975—. Served to It. USN
1962-65. res. Manchester MA.*
BELOIN, Philip. A.B. Theta Delta Chi. b.
New Britain CT Dec. 27 1939. res. Bristol CT.
BERGHOLTZ, Peter. A.B., MBA.
Dartmouth 1963. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Self-employed; b.
Winchester MA Oct. 3 1940; m. Joyce Doherty
Sept. 10 1961; ch.: Steven, Scott, Jeff, Amy.
Various positions New Eng. Tel. Co. Boston
1963-74, pres. Ace Art Co. Inc. Reading MA
1975
— ,
prop. Ken Bar Inc. Reading MA. res.
Wakefield MA.*
BERRY, David Ledlie. A.B. b. Boston Jan.
22 1940. res. Bowdoinham.
BICKFORD, Lawrence Clark. A.B. Class agt.
1969
—
, admissions aide 1970— . Consultant;
b. Aquirie P.R. Feb. 5 1939; m. Ann Kidder
Sept. 6 1964; ch.: David, Jill. Personnel asst.
NJ. Zinc Co. NYC 1964-66; asst. dir.
personnel Tenn. Corp. NYC 1966-68;
supervisor research Am. Management Assn.
NYC 1968-70; research consultant McKinsey
& Co. Inc. NYC 1970-73; consultant, partner,
dir., v.pres. & treas. Frederic W. Cook & Co.
Inc. NYC 1973—. Served to spec. 4/c USA
1962-64. Contbr. res. Croton-On-Hudson NY.*
BLACK, Richard Allan. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Military; b. Boston March 3 1939; m.
Patricia Lynn June 21 1963; ch.: Brian, Kevin,
Ian, Mary, Timothy, Catherine. Maj. USA
Washington DC 1962— . Member vestry St.
David's Epis. Church 1972-75, cubmaster Pack
1361 1973-75. Awarded Bronze Star with 1 Oak
Leaf Cluster, Joint Service Commendation
Medal, Meritorious Service Medal, Army
Commendation Medal with 2 Oak Leaf
Clusters, Meritorious Unit Citation,
Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry with Palm. res.
Killeen TX.*
BOGY, Peter Edward. Bowdoin 1957-59. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Cincinnati OH Oct. 1 1938. res.
Carmichael CA.
BOYD, David Bentley. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Conn. 1964. Chi Psi. Law; b. Port Chester
NY Feb. 6 1939; m. Joan McWilliam June 9
1962; ch.: Christopher, Jonathan. Atty.
self-employed Wheaton & Boyd Putnam CT
1964—. Trustee Woodstock CT Acad. 1967—
sec. & treas. Windham County Bar Assn.
1969—
,
member board of education
Woodstock 1971-75, prosecutor 11th circuit
court State of Conn. 1965-70, deputy coroner
Windham County 1974— . res. Woodstock
CT.*
BRADFORD, John Wilson. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Resort management; b. Portland March 14
1938; s. of Dura S. '32; m. Dorothy Dana Sept.
22 1962; ch.: Mark, Jennifer. Sr. industrial
engineer Oxford Paper Co. Rumford 1962-68,
general mgr. Sebasco Lodge Phippsburg
1968-72, sr. financial analyst Bath Iron Works
1973-77, general mgr. Sebasco Lodge
Phippsburg 1977— . Dir. Shore Acres Co.
1972— deacon State St. Church Portland
1970-73. Served to cpl. USCGR 1961-62. res.
Yarmouth.*
BRANDES, Werner. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
Munich 1966. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Oldenburg Germany March 5 1939; m. Ute
Thoss May 12 1964; ch.: Uwe, Philip. Tutor
Univ. Munich Germany 1963-64; instr. &
coach Phillips Exeter Acad. Exeter NH
1964
—
; administrative asst. Olympic
Organization Committee Munich summer
1972; dir. German Study Tour Northfield-Mt.
Hermon Sch. MA summers 1969-73; visiting
prof. Univ. N.H. Durham summer 1968, 1974.
Pres. Am. Assn. Teachers of German
(Northern New Eng. chapter, New Eng.
Council). Author: Lincoln Steffens Publizst,
Patriot, Plutogoge? (1967). res. Exeter NH.*
BRA IT, Ernest Conrad Leonard, III. A.B.
Delta Sigma. b. Keene NH April 19 1940.
res. unknown.
BRAWN, Malcolm Wayne. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ins. exec; b. Dexter MA April 6 1939; m.
Linda Carroll Aug. 17 1968; ch.: Catherine,
Douglas. Asst. v.pres. Andover MA Cos.
1964—
. Served to 1st It. USA 1962-64. res. N.
Andover MA.*
BRIDGE, Charles Godding. A.B., M B A.
Northeastern 1974. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Aviation; b. Portland Jan. 28 1939; ch.:
Charles, James. Dist. mgr. Life Ins. Co. of Ky.
Louisville 1965-66, Trans World Airlines John
F. Kennedy Jamaica NY 1966— (first officer,
flight mgr.-training, pilot). Member board of
dir. Air Line Pilots Assn. 1970-71. Served to It.
cdr. USN 1961-65; awarded Vietnam Service
Medal, Air Medal, res. S. Harpswell.*
CARLISLE, David Mason. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Admissions aide 1964-66, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Business exec; b.
Arlington MA June 6 1938; m. Susan Aldrich
May 22 1965; ch.: Christopher, Jonathan,
Benjamin. V.pres. State Street Bank & Trust
Co. Boston 1964-74, treas. Prentiss & Carlisle
Co. Inc. Bangor 1974—. Dir. (Merrill Trust Co.
Bangor, Me. Forestlands Inc., YMCA Bangor,
Holpor Co., Davmaco), trustee Good
Samaritan Home Bangor 1974— . Served to 1st
It. USA 1962-64; awarded Commendation
Medal, res. Bangor.*
CARTER, Brinly Stewart. Bowdoin 1957-58,
A. B. Stetson Univ., J.D. Stetson Univ. 1963.
Kappa Sigma. Law; b. DeLand FL Aug. 31
1939; m. Joan DuBois Aug. 21 1965; ch.:
Brinnen, Abigail, Julia. Partner Carter &
Carter DeBary FL & DeLand 1966—. Member
(Fla. Bar Probate & Trust Committee 1969—,
Fla. Bar Int. Law Committee 1968— , Volusia
County FL Environmental Task Force 3 yrs.,
zoning board Volusia County, Phi Alpha
Theta), chmn. steering committee St. Barnabas
Preparatory 1975. res. De Land FL.*
CJiASE, William Alfred, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Contracting management; b. Newport RI
Aug. 3 1939; m. Judith Vamhof Jan. 29 1966;
ch.: William III, Steven, Rebecca. Engineering
aide (Franchi Construction Co. Watertown
MA 1964-65, John Bowen Co. Dorchester MA
1965-66), layout engineer M. Dematteo
Construction Co. Quincy MA 1966-68, project
engineer Perimi Corp. Framingham MA
1968-73, operations mgr. Almy & Chase Inc.
Portsmouth RI 1973—. Pres. R.I. Marksmen
Assn. 1975-76, trustee United Methodist
Church Portsmouth 1975-78. res. Portsmouth
RI.*
CHESS, Joseph Thomas. Bowdoin 1957-59,
B. S. Univ. Southern Calif. 1962, D.D.S. Univ.
Southern Calif. 1964. Zeta Psi. Dentistry; b.
Waynesburg PA Jan. 24 1940; m. Carol
Starner Nov. 27 1968; ch.: Christopher, Mary.
Dentist self-employed Los Angeles CA 1964—
.
Post-grad, instr. implant dentistry Univ.
Southern Calif., Los Angeles Dental Soc. (sec;
member exec, committee, board of dir.;
v.pres-elect), member (board of dir. 7th Street
Gallery, World Affairs Council Los Angeles),
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trustee Art Foundation of Jr. C. of C. Los
Angeles, delegate-elect house of delegates
Calif. Dental Assn. res. S. Pasadena CA.*
CHRISTMAS, William Anthony. A.B., M.D.
Boston Univ. 1965. Psi Upsilon. Medicine;
b. Montreal P.Q. Canada June 5 1939; m.
Maribeth Hanson July 14 1962; ch.: William,
Ann, Gillian, Ira. Intern mixed medicine Sinai
Hospital Baltimore MD 1965-66, general
internist Bennington VT 1972— . Certified
member Am. Board of Internal Medicine 1971,
diplomate Nat. Board of Med. Examiners
1966, fellow allergies & infectious diseases
branch Nat. Insts. of Health Research 1968-69.
Served to maj. USA 1969-72. Contbr. res.
Bennington VT.*
CHURCH, Charles Wright Frear. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Management; b. Troy NY March
5 1939; m. Sandra O'Connell 1962, m. Misao
Naito 1976; ch.: Thomas, Charles Jr. Prop.
Dunhill Japan Tokyo 1968, v.pres. Moriya
Sangyo Tokyo 1969-70, Far East mgr. Skinner
Int. Inc. Yokohama Japan 1971— . Dir.
Japan-Am. Soc. of Yokohama 1969— . Served
to capt. USA 1961-67. res. Yokohama Japan.*
CHURCHILL, John Preston. A.B., A.M.
Trinity Coll. 1967, VI Trinity Coll. 1975. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Education; b. Meriden CT
Oct. 30 1939; s. of Lindsay C. '24; m. Faith
Scalise Aug. 19 1967; ch.: Anne, Alison.
Teacher board of education CT (Cheshire
1961-64, New Britain 1964—). res. Berlin CT.*
CLAREY, Richard Joseph. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Dartmouth 1963, Ph.D. Cornell 1968.
Beta Theta Pi. Education; b. Bronx NY May
12 1939. res. Madison.*
COHEN, James Maynard. Bowdoin, A.B.
Boston Univ. 1962, J.D. Boston Univ. 1965.
Music; b. Lewiston May 12 1939. Composer
CA 1970— . res. San Francisco CA.*
COLE, Bradford Wright. Bowdoin 1957-58,
1958-59. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Fall River MA
July 15 1939. res. Swansea MA.
COLE, David Libby. A.B., M.B.A. Harvard
1964. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Real estate; b. Boston April 26 1939; s. of
Clarence L. '27. Marketing trainee
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Mansfield OH
1961-62, military salesman AMF Inc. NYC
1963, product mgr. Heublein Inc. Hartford CT
1964-69, v.pres. marketing Financial Trust Co.
Denver CO 1969-70, sales assoc. Jas. H.
Oliphant Los Angeles CA 1970-71, v.pres.
Partnership Invests, of Colo. Denver 1971-72,
pres. Timberline Properties Corp. Vail CO
1972—. Sec. Harvard Business Sch. Club of
Colo. 1972-73, dir. Board of Realtors Vail
1975—, pres. (Toastmasters S. Denver 1972,
Young Republican League Denver 1972-73),
transportation chmn. Nat. Lt. Governors Conf.
1970. Served to 1st lt. USCG, USA 1962. res.
Vail CO.*
COLE, Ronald Fred. A.B., A.M. Eastman Sch.
of Music 1963, Ph.D. Ind. Univ. 1975. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Portland May 16 1939; m.
Marilyn Jensen Aug. 27 1960; ch.: Laurel,
John. Assoc. prof, music Univ. Me.
Portland-Gorham 1963— . res. Gorham.*
COOPER, Cary Wayne. A.B., Ph.D. Rice
Univ. 1965. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Camden Sept. 1 1939; m. Carolyn McDonald
Sept. 1 1964; ch.: David, Karen. USPHS
(post-doctoral fellow Dental Sch. Harvard
1965-66, Sch. of Medicine Univ. N.C. Chapel
Hill 1966-67; spec, fellow 1967-68), Sch. of
Medicine Univ. N.C. (instr. pharmacology
1968-69, asst. prof. 1969-73, assoc. prof.
1973—). Recipient: USPHS Career
Development Award 1971-76. Contbr. res.
Chapel Hill NC*
CORNELL, Richard. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Harvard 1965. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Fall River MA March 14 1940;
m. Bayle Goldsmith June 16 1962; ch.:
William, Marcia, Daniel, Elizabeth. Physician
(Buffalo NY General Hospital 1965-67, Nat.
Cancer Inst. Bethesda MD 1967-69, Mass.
General Hospital Boston 1969-71,
self-employed Fitchburgh MA 1971
—
).
Certified member Board of Internal Medicine.
Contbr. res. Lunenburg MA.*
CORSINI, David Arthur. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Minn. 1965, Ph.D. Univ. Minn. 1967. Theta
Delta Chi. Education; b. Boston Feb. 2
1940; m. Jean Black Jan. 28 1962; ch.: Renee,
Andreas. Asst. psychologist State of Me.
Pineland 1961-63, asst. prof. Univ. Ga. Athens
1967-71, assoc. prof. Univ. Conn. Storrs
1971— . Contbr. res. Hampton CT*
CORVI, Robert Edwin. Bowdoin 1957-60,
D.M.D. Tufts 1964. Kappa Sigma.
Dentistry; b. Nashue NH Aug. 18 1938; m.
Ann Spinale July 2 1969; ch.: Robert. Dentist
pvt. practice E. Boston 1967— . Served to capt.
USAF 1964-66. res. Stoneham MA.*
COUGHLIN, Dennis Michael. A.B., A.M.
Brooklyn Coll. 1965. Beta Theta Pi. 1972
capital campaign area chmn. Business exec;
b. Celina OH June 22 1939; m. Sarah Scribner
Aug. 19 1961; ch.: Elizabeth, Benjamin.
Management trainee Brooklyn NY (N.Y. Tel.
Co. 1961-62, Allstate Ins. Co. 1962-63), Readak
Educational Sales Readak-Int. Inc. (area dir.
NYC, Boston 1963-65; v.pres. San Francisco
CA, Boston 1965-68; pres. New Orleans LA,
Boston 1968
—
). Dir. aviation affairs Jr. C. of
C. New Orleans 1971-73, member advisory
board Hudson Nat. Bank 1975
—
, trustee
Brooks Sch. Concord MA 1976— . Contbr. res.
Concord MA.*
COUSENS, Lyman Abbott, III. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking
exec; b. Portland Feb. 17 1938; s. of Lyman A.
'31; m. Darien Armstrong June 24 1961; ch.:
Stephen, Kim, Karen. Branch mgr. 1st Nat.
Bank of Boston 1961-67, asst. to pres. &
cashier Hampton NH Nat. Bank 1967-72,
v.pres. Proctor VT Trust Co. 1972-75, pres. &
dir. First Citizens Nat. Bank Newport NH
1975—. Instr. Am. Inst, of Banking 1969—, 1st
v.pres. Hampton Beach Chamber 1972, trustee
Trust Funds Hampton 1967-72, zoning
administrator & town auditor Wallingford VT.
res. Wallingford VT.*
CROSS, Charles Wilbur. A.B., M.S. Syracuse
Univ. 1963, Ph.D. Syracuse Univ. 1971. Kappa
Sigma. Education; b. Rockland June 14
1939; m. Charlotte Bambury March 12 1965.
Research asst. (Me. Dept. of Inland Fisheries
& Game Farmington 1961, Huntington
Wildlife Forest Newcomb NY 1963), instr.
part-time' State Univ. Coll. of Forestry
Syracuse Univ. 1965-66, asst. prof, biology
Framingham MA State Coll. 1969—. Certified
fisheries scientist Am. Fisheries Soc. 1971—
.
Served to capt. USA 1967-69. res. Marlboro
MA.*
CUMMINGS, John Cole. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Class agt. 1961-69, 1972 capital campaign area
co-chmn. Accounting exec; b. Manchester
NH Sept. 12 1939; m. Linda Mulhaupt Jan. 8
1966; ch.: Jennifer, Alison, Jonathan. Spec,
agt. Ins. Co. of N. Am. Boston-Los Angeles
CA 1961-68, account exec. Los Angeles
(Corroon & Black 1968-75, Alexander &
Alexander 1975
—
). Chmn. Los Angeles Open
Golf Tournament 1974. Served to capt. USMC
1962-65; awarded Bronze Star 1965. res.
Agoura CA.*
CUSHTNG, Malcolm. A.B., D.D.S. N.Y. Univ.
1965, M.Sc.D. Boston Univ. 1969. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Dentistry; b. Boston Sept. 7 1939; m. Susan
Ross May 3 1970; ch.: Julie. Periodontist
Framingham MA 1969— . Served to capt.
USAF 1965-67. Contbr. res. Framingham
MA.*
CUSHMAN, Charles Sylvester. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Mass. 1965. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Salem MA April 24 1938; s. of Harold B. '25;
m. Anna Lonn 1961. res. Wayne.*
CUTTER, Richard Mitchell. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Admissions aide 1969
—
, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Accounting exec; b.
Nashua NH Sept. 4 1938; m. Jane Guild June
10 1962; ch.: Charles, Peter, Richard. Account
exec. Kidder Peabody & Co. Inc. Boston
1974—. Served to lt. (jg) USN 1961-64, served
to lt. cdr. USNR; awarded Armed Forces
Expeditionary Medal, Navy Reserve Medal,
res. Weston MA.*
DAVEREDE, Philippe. Bowdoin Plan 1957-58.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Besancon France Aug 1
1
1938. res. unknown.
DEL PRETE, George Ricardo. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. Calif. Los Angeles 1965. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Framingham MA Aug. 2
1939; m. Barbara Meyers May 11 1963; ch.:
George II, Jennifer, Stephen. Group
underwriter Am. Mutual Ins. Co. Wakefield
MA 1962-63, teacher (Berwick Acad. S.
Berwick 1965-70, athletic dir.; Hotchkiss Sch.
Lakeville CT 1970—, asst. athletic dir.).
Member Democratic town committee
Salisbury CT. res. Lakeville CT.*
DICKEY, Paul Gregory. A.B., M.B.A. Baruch
Sch. of Business 1969. Zeta Psi. Business
exec; b. Brooklyn NY Dec. 3 1939: m. Ida
Schmid Sept. 30 1964; ch.: Armand. Stephen.
Sales rep. Hoffmann La Roche Inc. Nutley NJ
1961-62, chemist E. R. Squibb & Sons
Brooklyn 1962-63. FMC Corp. NYC (sales rep.
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1964-68, asst. product sales mgr. 1968-69),
assoc. management consultant A. T. Kearney
& Co. Cleveland OH 1969-72, mgr. 111. Inst, of
Tech. Research Inst. Chicago 1972-75, pres.
Management Planning Assoc. Inc. Skokie IL
1975— . res. Evanston IL.*
DIONNE, Norman John. A.B., M.S. Univ. Me.
1963, Ph.D. Cornell 1975. Delta Sigma.
Science research; b. Skowhegan Dec. 26
1938; m. Rachel Syke8 Aug. 28 1965; ch.:
Thomas, Lianna, Gregory. Research engineer
& physicist Raytheon Co. Waltham MA
1963— . Recipient: Nottingham Prize 1974.
Patentee: microwave tube simulation, field
emission spectrometer, electronic band
structure of the platinum group metals
field-shaping magnetic structure meter
movement, res. Arlington MA.*
DOGNIN, Regis Jean-Francois. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1963. Alpha Tau Omega.
Programming; b. Deauville Calvados France
Oct. 29 1939; m. Daniele Desmet Oct. 29 1966;
ch.: Adrian. Int. Business Machines Corp.
(trainee Bridgeport CT 1968-69, systems
engineer data processing div. branch office
1969-70, marketing rep. 1970, systems engineer
1971-72, industry analyst joint study with Am.
Can Co. 1972-74; airlines industry
development staff programmer high
performance systems White Plains NY
1974—). Member board of dir. Huntington
Historical Soc. Shelton CT 1975-77. Served to
spec. 4/c USA 1963-65. res. Shelton CT.*
DOWD, Joseph James. A.B., MBA.
Dartmouth 1963. Beta Theta Pi. Banking
management; b. Brockton MA Jan 1 1939; m.
Joanne Holgats April 23 1966. Asst. sec. &
v.pres. Mfrs. Hanover Trust Co. NYC 1963-73,
general mgr. Western Am. Bank London
1973— . res. London England.*
DUBE, Lionel Frederick. A.B. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Self-employed; b. Jay Oct.
1 1934; m. Anneliese Werner. Deputy clerk
Los Angeles County Beverly Hills CA
Municipal Court 1962, mgr. contract
processing Dohrman Hotel Supply Los
Angeles 1963-66, asst. mgr. contract div.
Elsters Los Angeles 1966-75, mgr. contract div.
Aaron Schultz Long Beach CA 1975, prop.
Quality Environments Diversified Los Angeles
1975—
. Served to cpl. USA 1953-57. res. Los
Angeles CA.*
DUNN, James William. A.B., M.S. Gorham
State Coll. 1969, A.M. Univ. N.H. 1974. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Education; b. Portland Aug.
16 1939; m. Barbara Willard June 22 1963; ch.:
Mary Ann, Susan, Stephen, Scott, Sally.
Management trainee W. T. Grant Portland
1961, teacher & coach (high sch. Portland
1963-67; jr. high sch. S.Portland 1967-68,
1968-74), teacher & dept. head English high
sch. S. Portland 1975— . Extraordinary minister
Holy Cross Church S. Portland, sec. & treas.
chapter 9 Reserve Officers Assn. 1972-74.
Served to 1st It. USA 1961-63, served to It. cdr.
USAR 1963—; awarded Letter of
Commendation 1963, Reserve Achievement
Medal 1974. Contbr. res. S. Portland.*
ELLIOT, Samuel Whitney. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Wise. 1972. Sigma Nu. Education; b. Glen
Ridge NJ March 19 1939; s. of Jack E. '29; m.
Sara McDonald Sept. 14 1963; ch.: Emily,
Karin, Liesl, Bruce. Head procter Leysin
Switzerland Am. Sch. 1965-66, asst. dir.
admissions Bowdoin 1966-68, dir. admissions
Univ. Sch. Milwaukee WI 1968-71, dir. career
education project S.A.D. S. Paris 1972-73, dir.
counseling Telstar S.A.D. Bethel 1973—.
Member (State Conservation Comm, board of
dir. Tri-County Mental Health, town planning
board), chmn. Conservation Comm. S. Paris.
Served to 1st It. USA 1961-65. res. S. Paris.*
ERSKINE, Thomas Leonard. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Kan. 1963, Ph.D. Emory Univ.
1969. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b.
Waterville June 2 1939; m. Suzanne Fourcade
Aug. 19 1961; ch.: Harden, Jeffrey. Teaching
asst. (Univ. Dela. Newark 1961-63, Emory
Univ. Atlanta GA 1964-65), instr. & asst. prof.
English Univ. Dela. 1965-71, Salisbury MD
State Coll. (assoc. prof. English 1971-72, prof.
& academic dean 1972
—
). V.pres. board of dir.
YMCA Delmarva area, deacon Presby. church,
ed. Literature/Film Quarterly. Author: Word
on Words (1971); ed.: John Milton: L'Allegro
and II Penseroso (1970), From Fiction to Film:
Conrad Aiken's Silent Snow, Secret Snow
(1972) , From Fiction to Film: Ambrose
Bierce's An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge
(1973) , From Fiction to Film: D. H. Lawrence
Rocking-Horse Winner (1974). res. Salisbury
MD.*
EVANS, John Perley. Bowdoin 1957-59. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Rochester NY March 19 1939.
res. unknown.
FAVINI, Silvio Luigi. Bowdoin Plan 1957-58.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Zurich Switzerland
Feb. 19 1938. res. Zurich Switzerland.
FINLAYSON, Charles John. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1964, LL.M. Boston Univ. 1968.
Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Medford MA May 14 1939; m. Jane
Beal June 24 1970; ch.: Stefanie, Cheryl. Atty.
Employers' Group Ins. Boston 1964-69, asst.
counsel New Eng. Life Ins. Co. Boston
1969-70, v.pres. & counsel New Eng. Life
Equity Services Boston 1970-72, assoc. general
counsel Commercial Union Assurance Cos.
Boston 1972— . Sec. Egret Fund Inc., v.pres. &
dir. various member cos. of Commercial Union
Assurance Cos. res. Norwell MA.*
FISK, Richard Calvin. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Ins.; b. Springfield MA Dec. 22 1937; ch.:
Caroline, Jennifer. Monarch Life Ins. Co.
Springfield (actuary 1961
—
, asst. v.pres. &
assoc. actuary 1972
—
). res. Ludlow MA.*
FRARY, Joseph Palmer. A.B., S T B. General
Theol. Sem. 1966, A.M. Fordham 1969, Ph.D.
Fordham 1972. Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Delta
Psi. Clergy; b. Farmington Aug. 26 1939.
Asst. dir. Trinity Inst. NYC 1967-71, asst.
minister (Church of the Holy Communion
Paterson NJ 1966-71, Church of the
Transfiguration NYC 1971-74), monk
Monastery of St. Mary & St. John Cambridge
MA 1974—. Dir. Assn. for Creative Theology,
res. Cambridge MA.*
FRIEDMAN, William Donald. A.B., L L.B.
N.Y. Univ. 1964, LL.M. N.Y. Univ. 1968.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b. St. Albans NY
May 2 1940; m. Dec. 22 1973. Atty. pvt.
practice Hempstead NY 1965— . res.
Northport NY.*
FROST, John Allen. A.B., M.S. Naval
Postgrad. Sch. 1972. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Military USN; b. Topsham May 30 1939; m.
Enrica Zucchet Aug. 17 1963; ch.: Patrick,
Evan. Teacher Me. Central Inst. Pittsfield
1961-62, aviation officer candidate Pensacola
FL 1962, air intelligence (student Washington
DC 1962-63, officer Cecil Field FL 1963-65),
intelligence officer (staff cincpacflt Pearl
Harbor HI 1966-68, staff comseventhflt USS
Oklahoma City 1968-70), spec. Center for
Naval Analyses Washington DC 1972-74,
intelligence officer Naval Ocean Surveillance
Information Center Suitland MD 1974—
.
Awarded Navy Commendation Medal, Nat.
Defense Service Medal, Armed Forces
Expeditionary Medal, Vietnam Service Medal,
Navy Distinguished Service Order 2nd class
citation, Vietnam Gallantry Cross, Unit
Citation Republic of Vietnam Campaign
Ribbon, Navy Unit Commendation,
Meritorious Unit Commendation. res.
Springfield VA.*
FULLER, Francis Herbert. A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. 1974. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Ft. Benning GA April 27 1939. Student Free
Univ. W. Berlin Germany 1967-68, teacher
New Sch. Workshop Portland 1969-70, dir.
Childrens Theater of Portland 1969-70, teacher
Belfast Area High Sch. Belfast 1970-71, dir.
Unorganized Territories Sch. Planning Project
1972-73, instr. Univ. Me. Orono 1973,
development officer & consultant Bath Marine
Museum Bath 1973, dir. Tri-County Teacher
Education Resource Development Bangor
1973-74, educational field agt. State Dept. of
Educational & Cultural Services Presque Isle
1974-75, student services dir. Cooperative
Board for Vocational Education for
Washington County E. Machias 1975—
Served to capt. USA 1961-66. res. Machias.*
GAINES, Thomas Wickliffe, Jr. Bowdoin
1957-59. Beta Theta Pi. b. Louisville KY
July 21 1938. res. Louisville KY.
GARDNER, Hilary Paul. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Business exec; b. Lake Wales FL Nov. 12
1939; m. Judith Cooney Aug. 25 1962; ch.:
Christopher, Jonathan. Czarnikow Rionda Co.
Inc. NYC (trainee 1964-67, asst. v.pres.
1967-71, v.pres. 1971—). Served to capt. USA
1961-63. res. Old Westbury NY.*
GARDNER, Theodore Laurent. A.B. Sigma
Nu. b. Sanford Oct. 20 1938. res. Saco.
GEARY, John Paul. A.B., M B A. Harvard
1971. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Military; b. Cambridge MA Nov. 17
1939; m. Diane Geary June 24 1967; ch.:
David, Jeffrey. Supply officer USS John W.
Weeks Norfolk VA 1962-64, int. logistics
Naval Supply Center Bayonne NJ 1964-66,
advisor Vietnamese Navy Saigon Vietnam
1966-67, exec. asst. Naval Supply Systems
Command Washington DC 1967-69,
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comptroller Naval Supply Center Oakland CA
1971-75, advisor Royal Australian Navy
Sydney Australia 1975— . V.pres. Soc. of
Military Comptrollers San Francisco CA
chapter 1973-74. Awarded Navy
Commendation, Navy Achievement,
Vietnamese Staff Honor Meda. res. APO San
Francisco CA.*
GERRISH, Judson Clark, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Business & education; b. Milo July
19 1939; m. Jane Deschamps March 7 1959;
ch.: Jane, Valerie, Judson III, Rick. Teacher
M.S.A.D. (Guilford 1963-66, Milo 1966—),
clerk of courts Piscataquis County
Dover-Foxcroft 1965-70, prop. Katahdin
Country Club Milo 1963—. Served to 1st It.
USA 1961-63; awarded Army Commendation
Medal 1963. res. Milo.*
GLOVER, George Edward. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Bryn Mawr PA Aug. 6
1939; m. Motra Tease Sept. 17 1964; ch.: Sara,
Melissa. Marketing trainee Pennwalt Corp.
Phila. PA 1964-65, mgr. Bell Tel. Co. of Penn.
Phila. 1965—. Served to capt. USA 1962-64.
res. W. Chester PA.*
GORDON, George David. A.B., D.M.D.
Harvard 1966. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Dentistry; b. Boston Feb. 5 1940; m.
Roberta Kornfeld Feb. 15 1969; ch.: Gregory,
Noah, Daniel. Clinical research fellow Harvard
Sch. of Dental Medicine Boston 1966-69, clinic
assoc. Nat. Inst, of Health Bethesda MD
1969-71, periodontist pvt. practice Portland
1971— . Dir. (Jewish Federation of S. Me.,
Young Leadership Cabinet of United Jewish
Appeal), chmn. fluoridation committee
Greater Portland Dental Soc, clinical instr.
periodontology Harvard Sch. of Dental
Medicine 1971
—
, lectr. Served to It. cdr.
USPHS 1969-71. Contbr. res. Portland.*
GRANT, Charles Robert. Bowdoin 1957-59.
Sigma Nu. b. Portland April 22 1939. res.
Sebago Lake.
GREEN, Frederick William, Jr. A.B., M D.
Boston Univ. 1971. Chi Psi. Medicine; b.
Norwalk CT Feb. 14 1939; m. Linda Kahn
July 24 1966; ch.: Meira, Luther. Salesman
Rainin Instrument Co. Boston 1965-67, intern
& resident Boston City Hospital 1971-73,
fellow gastroenterology Tufts New Eng. Med.
Center Boston 1973-75, staff physician The
Memorial Hospital Worcester MA 1975, asst.
prof, medicine Univ. Mass. Med. Sch. 1975—
.
Diplomate Am. Board of Internal Medicine.
Served to spec. 5/c USA 1961-64. res. Wayland
MA.*
GREENE, Joseph Harrington. Bowdoin
1957-59. Beta Theta Pi. b. Medford MA
Sept. 2 1939. res. Sandwich MA.
GRIBBIN, Peter Edward. A.B., M A T. Brown
Univ. 1967. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Portland July 20 1939; m. Ann Sesto April 27
1963; ch.: Catherine, Ann, Peter, Jennifer.
Teacher high sch. (Berwick 1962-64, Portland
1964—). res. Portland.*
HANSON, Peter Alden. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1964. Psi Upsilon. Sales
management; b. Lexington MA April 27 1940;
m. Janice Wilson Aug. 31 1963; ch.: Lorraine,
Andrew. Salesman Corning NY Glass Works
1964-67, Consolidated Papers Inc. Wisconsin
Rapids WI 1967— (book publishing sales mgr.,
regional sales mgr., asst. nat. mere, sales mgr.,
nat. mere, sales mgr.). V.pres. Sales Assn. of
the Paper Industry 1974— . Served to 1st It.
USA 1961-63. res. Palatine IL.*
HARVEY, Richard Langton. Bowdoin 1957-61.
Delta Sigma, b. Pittsburgh PA Dec. 8 1939.
res. Scarborough.
HASKELL, Peter Carvill. A.B., M L S. Rutgers
1968. Alpha Delta Phi. Library science; b.
Providence RI Feb. 9 1939; s. of Henry C. '18;
ch.: Sid, Ben. Reference asst. Rutgers Univ.
Library 1968, cataloger & reference librarian
Albert R. Mann Library Cornell Univ.
Libraries 1968-70, researcher Washington
Seminar Library Career Development Inst.
1971, assoc. circulation librarian John M. Olin
Library Cornell Univ. Libraries 1970-73, assoc.
univ. librarian Colgate Univ. Library 1973—
.
Univ. library management intern council on
library resources Ind. Univ. libraries 1976-77,
dir. parent education program Ithaca
Montessori Soc, member board of trustees
First Unitarian Church Ithaca. Served to 1st It.
USAR 1962-66. Contbr. res. Hamilton NY.*
HATHEWAY, Richard Brackett. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Mo. 1964, Ph.D. Cornell 1968. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Education; b. Melrose MA
Oct. 27 1939; m. Linda Dembeck June 22
1963; ch.: Cynthia, Richard Jr., Catherine.
Lab. asst. geological sciences (Univ. Mo.
Columbia 1961-64, Cornell Univ. 1964-68),
field geologist Dept. Economic Development
Me. Geological Survey Augusta summers
1965-68, asst. prof, geological sciences SUNY
Geneseo 1968— . Kiwanis Club Geneseo (treas.
1971-73, v.pres. 1973-76, pres. 1976-77),
member faculty senate & chmn. faculty SUNY
Geneseo 1969— . Contbr. res. Geneseo NY.*
HAVILAND, Gerard Owen. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Admissions aide 1967-69, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Business & management;
b. Boston Feb. 21 1940; m. Regina Foley June
22 1963; ch.: John, Anne, Peter, Dennis. Area
sales mgr. Mobil Oil Corp. Hartford CT




Oil Co. Farmington 1968— . Member board of
education Farmington 1974— . Served to cpl.
USMC. res. Farmington CT.*
HAYS, Stephen Edward. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Beta Kappa. Delta Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Theatre management; b.
Boston Oct. 13 1939; m. Catherine Houck Aug.
25 1965; ch.: Amelia, Abney. House mgr.
Charles Playhouse Boston 1961-62, admin,
intern Ford Foundation Cleveland OH
1965-66, founder & managing dir. Stage/West
Springfield MA 1966— . Pres. Springfield
Exchange Club 1973-74, dir. music Trinity
Methodist Church Springfield 1970—, board
member Forest Park Zoological Soc. 1975
—
,
chmn. Springfield Historical Comm. Served to
It. USN 1962-66. res. Springfield MA.*
HENNEBERRY, Robert Milne. A.B. cum
laude. Delta Sigma. Management; b.
Hartford CT May 12 1940. Systems designer
John Hancock Ins. Co. Boston 1964-70,
product liaison mgr. Int. Computers Ltd.
London England 1970— . res. London
England.*
HOLBROOK, William Forest. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1972. Kappa Sigma. Business exec;
b. Augusta May 30 1939; m. Gretchen
Shepherd June 17 1961; ch.: Scott, Todd, Kirk.
Int. Business Machines Corp. (systems
engineer Portland 1961-62, sales rep. Bangor
1966-67), consultant Clasby Assocs. Boston
1970-71, Arrida Corp. (dir. planning Miami FL
1972, div. finance mgr. Sarasota FL 1972-74),
salesman Century Pacific Corp. Los Angeles
CA 1974-75, pres. & dir. Himark Inc. Los
Angeles 1975— . Treas. C. of C. Longboat Key
FL 1974. Served to It. USN 1962-66, 1967-69.
res. Redondo Beach CA.*
HOLDEN, Norman Lacey (Ben). Bowdoin
1957-59, A.B. Univ. Colo. 1962 Chi Psi.
Education; b. Brattleboro VT Nov. 17 1938;
s. of John S. '35; m. Elizabeth Mcllwaine July
20 1968; ch.: Tara. Teacher & coach
Woodstock Country Sch. S. Woodstock VT
1962-64, teacher The Am. Sch. in London
England 1964-66, Ecole Internationale de
Geneve Switzerland (teacher & coach 1966,




HUMPHREY, David Bowden. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Sales management; b.
Wilmington DE March 16 1939; m. Ursula
Deutsch July 1 1 1964; ch.: Tom. Sales mgr. 3M
Co. St. Paul MN 1970—. Served to maj. USA
1961-70; awarded Bronze Star (2),
Commendation Medal for Valor, res. Reston
VA.*
HUNT, Robert Atherton. Bowdoin 1957-59.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Brockton MA Jan. 19
1939; s. of Edward A. '22. res. Raynham MA.
HURD, Robert Studley. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Banking exec; b. Boston Feb. 23 1939; m.
Elizabeth Woodcock June 30 1962; ch.:
Robert, John, Alexander, Peter. First Nat.
Bank of Boston (mgr.'s asst. 1964-65, branch
officer 1965-69, loan officer 1969-71, asst.
v.pres. 1971-73, v.pres. 1973
—
). Church treas.
1966-68. Served to capt. USA 1962-64. res.
Wayland MA.*
HUSTON, John Haines. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Sales management; b. Lynn MA Nov. 22
1939; m. Anne McKinney Feb. 17 1962; ch.:
Glenn, Jill. Salesman (D & P Engineering
Peabody MA 1962-65, Picker Corp. Boston
1965-71), Siemens Corp. (salesman Detroit MI
1971-74, dist. mgr. Boston 1974—). res.
Wellesley Hills MA.*
INGRAM, John Leon. Bowdoin 1957-58.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Columbus OH Feb. 2
1940. res. unknown.
ISAACS, William Charles. A.B.. MBA.
Adephi Univ. 1976. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Sales management; b. Los Angeles CA
March 6 1938; m. Suzanne Frankenstein Feb.
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3 1961; ch.: Karlyn, Jodi. Management trainee
(Bell Tel. of Penn. Phila. 1961, Pacific Tel. San
Jose CA 1963-64), Pfizer Labs, (sales rep.
Carmel Valley CA 1964-68, hospital rep.
Walnut Creek CA 1968, dist. mgr. Sacramento
CA 1968-73, product mgr. NYC 1973—). Sec.
Lions Club 1966-67, asst. chmn. rugby
tournament Jaycees 1967, actor four dramas
Carmel CA Community Playhouse 1965-67.
Served to 1st It. USA 1961-63. Named
Professional Sales Rep. of the Yr. 1967. res.
Weston CT.*
ISENBERG, Gerald Irving. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1964. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Business exec; b.
Cambridge MA May 13 1940; m. Carole Shore
Feb. 18 1968; ch.: Joshua, Zachary. Columbia
Pictures (asst. to treas. NYC 1964-65, asst. to
pres. 1965-67; asst. to v.pres. production Los
Angeles CA 1967-68), dir. motion picture
production Am. Broadcasting Co. Los Angeles
1968-71, film & television producer
Metromedia Producers Corp. Los Angeles
1971-74, pres. The Jozak Co. Los Angeles
1974—. Served with USCG 1961-62. Film
producer: Go Ask Alice, The People, It's Good
To Be Alive, Let The Good Times Role,
{Catherine, Secrets, res. Los Angeles CA.*
KAPLAN, Edward Michael. A.B., M.S.
Northeastern 1966. Delta Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Hospital admin.; b.
Cambridge MA May 28 1940; m. Adele Gang
July 15 1962; ch.: Andrea, Leslie. Sr. engineer
Sylvania Electronic Systems Needham MA
1961-65, tech. staff GCA Corp. Bedford MA
1965-67, staff analyst computing center
Harvard Univ. 1967-72, consultant Univ.
Rotterdam The Netherlands 1968, Mass.
General Hospital Boston (admin, asst. 1972-74,




KARLSBERG, Howard Arthur. A.B., A.M.
Trinity Univ. 1968, M.F.A. Univ. Calif. Los
Angeles 1971. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Arts; b.
Fall River MA April 16 1939; m. Yvonne
Giessn Sept. 14 1973; ch.: Robert, Valery.
Exec. dir. Ventvra CA C. J. C. 1969-71, cultural
arts dir. JCC Mnpls. MN 1971-75, dir. adult &
cultural services J.Y.C. Phila. PA 1975—,
managing & artistic dir. Studio Y Players
Community Theater 1975— . Served to maj.
USA 1962-64, USAR 1964—. res. Phila. PA.*
KASCHUB, Robert William, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Delta Sigma, b. Meriden CT Sept. 23
1939. res. Skowhegan.
KEILER, Richard Walter. A.B. Delta Sigma.
1962 & 1972 capital campaign worker. Advt.
exec; b. New Rochelle NY March 1 1939; m.
Mary Appleby July 9 1966; ch.: Megan.
Teacher board of education New Canaan CT
1963-64, Hewitt-Robins Inc. Stamford CT
(asst. mgr. training 1964-66, mgr. 1966-68),
mgr. advt. & public relations Litton Power
Transmission div. Stamford & Hartford CT
1968-71, account mgr. Chandler & Marvel
Farmington CT 1972-73, pres. & founder
Keiler Garrett McKinlay Advt. Farmington
1973—. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1961-63. res.
Farmington CT.*
K1LGOUR, Andrew Howard. A.B. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Personnel
management; b. Boston April 29 1939; m.
Constance Bain Oct. 24 1964; ch.: Ross, Ian,
Julie. Personnel mgr. U.S. Envelope
Springfield MA 1965-69, asst. personnel dir.
Instron Corp. Canton MA 1969-74, dir.
personnel Codman & Shurtlett Inc. Randolph
MA 1974—. Served to It. USN 1961-65. res.
Duxbury MA.*
KING, David Ernest. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa. Delta Sigma. b. Waterville Aug. 16
1939. d. Berlin CT Sept. 11 1962.
KOENIGSBAUER, Herbert Edward, Jr. A.B.
Beta Theta Pi. Military; b. Waterbury CT
Dec. 20 1939; m. Veronika Wolfraum May 23
1964; ch.: Herbert. Lt. USA 1961-65, teacher
high sch. Thomaston CT 1964, USA (capt.
1965-68, maj. 1968—). Awarded Bronze Star
(4), Meritorious Service Medal, Air Medal with
1 1 Oak Leaf Clusters, Army Commendation
Medal (service, achievement), Combat
Infantry Badge, res. Thomaston CT.*
LANIGAN, Charles Frederic A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Admissions aide 1965-68, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Banking exec; b. Boston
Feb. 2 1939; m. Ursula Kent Dec. 28 1973; ch.:
Kent. New Eng. Merc Nat. Bank Boston
(various positions 1964-73, v.pres. &
officer-in-charge nat. div. 1973
—
). V.pres. Jr.
C. of C. Greater Boston 1966-68, incorporator
B ;2 Brother Assn. of Boston 1975—. res.
Jamaica Plain MA.*
LEATHERWOOD, Jesse Caldwell. A.B.
Business; b. Selma AL Jan. 27 1933. Student
Univ. Pittsburgh 1961-62; chief psychometrist
Psychological Service of Pittsburgh PA
1962-64; personnel consultant Touche, Ross,
Bailey & Smart NYC & Boston 1964-66; asst.
to dean Harvard 1966-68; asst. dean for admin.
Tufts Univ. 1968-72; antiques dealer
self-employed Dillingham House Antiques
Sandwich MA 1972—. Served to lt. USNR
1952-58. res. Sandwich MA.*
LEEMAN, Richard Eugene. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ins.; b. Portland July 28 1938; m. Nancy
Elliott April 24 1965; ch.: Lauren, Bethany.
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. (business risks
underwriter E. Orange NJ 1961-64;
underwriter Bala Cynwyd PA 1964;
underwriter motor transport dept. Boston
1964-66, sr. underwriter 1967, supervising
underwriter 1967, asst. chief motor transport
dept. 1968-70, asst. chief business risks
1970-72, New Eng. marketing dir. 1973-74,
chief underwriter large risks 1974
—
). Served to
spec. 4/c USA 1961-63. res. Framingham
MA.*
LENSSEN, William. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Business exec; b. NYC Feb. 10 1939; m.
Mary Patalak Dec. 18 1965; ch.: Emily,
William, Ann, Sarah. Purchasing agt. Nat. Can
Co. San Francisco CA 1964, 1965; pres. The
Von Bulow Corp. Bunnell FL 1966—. Dir.
(Citizens Bank Bunnell 1967— Bank of
Flagler Beach 1971—), pres. C. of C. 1974,
board member Easter Seal Soc. 1974— , St.
Thomas Epis. Church (member vestry 1968—
,
sr. warden 1972), chmn. sch. board Flagler
County. PFC USMC 1961-62. res. Flagler
Beach FL.*
LEVITT, Mayer Arnold. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
1965. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Dentistry; b.
Providence RI Feb. 12 1940; m. Judith Bohnen
June 17 1962; ch.: Jonathan, Debra, Andrew.
Dentist Providence 1968— . Member board of
dir. (Jewish Foundation of R.I. 1973
—
,
Providence Hebrew Day Sch. 1972
—), panel
member United Way of S.E. New Eng. 1973
—
Trinity Square Repertory Co. (member board
of dir. 1973
—
, chmn. board 1976— . Served to
capt. USA 1966-68. res. Providence RL*
LIPPERT, Regis Ben. Bowdoin 1957-58. Zeta
Psi. b. Plainfield NJ Oct. 7 1939. res. Sea
Girt NJ.
LOOSE, Larry Lee. Bowdoin 1957-58, A.B.
Franklin & Marshall Coll. 1962. Zeta Psi.
Business; b. Hopeland PA July 27 1939; m.
Rebecca Hamaker March 24 1958; ch.: Scott,
Andrew, Todd. Prop. & mgr. Green Dragon
Farmers Market Inc. Ephrata PA 1961— . Dir.
Fulton Bank of Lancaster Akron PA branch
1972
—
, sch. board Ephrata area (member
1966
— ,
pres. 1971), member exec, council
Lancaster-Lebanon Council. Recipient:
outstanding service award Future Farmers of
Am. Ephrata, named Lion of the Yr. Lions
Club Akron 1972. res. Ephrata PA.*
LOPEZ, Manuel Bilbao. Bowdoin Plan
1957-58. Delta Sigma, b. Santiago Chile Feb.
13 1934. res. Santiago Chile.
LOWELL, Richard Holbrook. Bowdoin
1957-60, B.S. Univ. Vt. 1966. Theta Delta Chi.
Management; b. Hartford CT Jan. 31 1939; s.
of William H. '33; m. Patricia Higgins April 1
1970; ch.: Richard Jr., Chandler, Geoffrey.
Salesman The Upjohn Co. Kalamazoo MI
1966-69, territory mgr. Keyes Fibre Co.
Waterville 1969-72, veterinary accounts mgr.
Pitman Moore Washington Crossing NJ 1972,
territory mgr. Diamond Labs. Inc. Des Moines
IA 1972—. Served to PO/3 USN 1960-63. res.
Phoenix AZ.*
LUNT, John Storer. A.B., M AT. Brown
Univ. 1974. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
New Haven CT June 4 1940; s. of Alden P. '32;
m. Jane Colcock June 20 1964; ch.: Lisa,
Holly. Hebron Acad, (teacher 1961-69, chmn.
history dept. 1967-69), teacher Providence
Country Day Sch. E. Providence RI 1969—.
res. Rumford RL*
LYNN, Paul Micheal. A.B. 1962. Zeta Psi. b.
Chelsea MA Nov. 29 1939. res. unknown.
MacDONALD, Jonathan Church. A.B. cum
laude, J.D. Harvard 1964. Kappa Sigma.
Law; b. Lowell MA May 28 1940; m. Anne
McCraken Aug. 21 1970; ch.: Jennifer, Robert.
Asst. to pres. C & I Girder Int. Brussels
Belgium 1967-70, int. group counsel ESB Inc.
Phila. PA 1970—. Served to capt. USA
1965-67. res. Phila. PA.*
MAKIN, Frederick Davis, D. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Journalism; b. Neptune NJ Nov. 14
1939; m. Carol Peterson, m. Corinne Shrader
April 17 1976; ch.: Robert, Lisa, Milissa,
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Linnea. Ocean City Sun Toms River NJ
(reporter 1961-62, ed. 1962-64), Asbury Park
NJ Press (reporter 1964-65; night news ed.
1965-69; entertainment ed. & writer 1969-74;
entertainment, panorama ed. & drama critic
1974
—
). Pres. Jaycees Toms River 1963,
member board of dir. Red Oak Music Theatre
1974— . res. Point Pleasant NJ.*
MASON, William Wight. A.B. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Business exec; b.
Worcester MA Oct. 16 1938; s. of James N.
'33; m. Linda Branneman Aug. 18 1962; ch.:
Sara, Susan. V.pres. Kidder Peabody & Co.
Inc. Boston 1961—. res. Holden MA.*
McBRIDE, Anthony Wallace. Bowdoin
1957-59, 1959-61. Alpha Delta Phi. Farming;
b. Los Angeles CA Sept. 18 1939; m. Nima
Tafaoneano 1972. Farmer HI 19?—. res.
Haena HI.*
McELROY, Neil Kinney. A.B. cum laude. Zeta
Psi. Computer science; b. Boston March 20
1940. Mathematician & computer spec. U.S.
Naval Ordnance Lab. Silver Spring MD
1961-74, supervising mathematician &
computer spec. Naval Surface Weapons Center
Silver Spring 1974— . Recipient: Meritorious
Civilian Service Award 1971. res. Rockville
MD.*
McGRAW, John Robert, Jr. Bowdoin 1957-58.
Kappa Sigma, b. Carlisle PA July 10 1939.
res. Glastonbury CT.
McLEAN, David Cameron. A.B. M.S.
Columbia 1962. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Public relations management; b. Boston Jan.
21 1939; s. of John D. '35; m. Nancy Becken
Sept. 27 1972. Ed.-in-chief Winchester MA
Star Newspaper 1962-67, managing ed. Inst.
Magazine Chicago IL 1967-68, dir.
communication Equity Funding Corp. Los
Angeles CA 1968-69, dir. public relations Los
Angeles (county Republican Central
Committee 1969-72, Shareholders
Management Co. 1972), sr. account exec.
Shareholders Perspectives Los Angeles
1973-74, dir. public relations Cochrane Chase
& Co. Newport Beach CA 1974, W. coast area
public relations mgr. The Tobacco Inst.
Washington DC 1975— . res. Mission Viejo
CA.*
McNEILL, Robert Kent. Bowdoin 1957-59,
1960. Delta Sigma. b. Orange NJ Feb. 4
1939. res. Briarcliff Manor NY.
MICHELSEN, Christopher Bruce Hermann.
A.B., M.D. Columbia 1969. Sigma Nu.
Medicine; b. Boston Aug. 18 1940; m.
Geraldine Stilp March 27 1968; ch.: Heidi,
Matthew. General surgery The Presby.
Hospital NYC (intern 1969-70, resident
1970-71), orthopedic surgery The N.Y.
Orthopaedic Hospital NYC (asst. resident
1971-73, resident & jr. Annie C. Kane fellow
1973-74, sr. Annie C. Kane fellow 1974—,
Traveling fellow 1975-76, assoc. surgeon 1975),
fellow (Int. ASIF Onos Switzerland 1975;
post-doctoral biomechanics Case Western
Reserve Univ. 1975-76, research dept. of
surgery 1976), assoc. clinical orthopaedic
surgery Coll. of Physicians & Surgeons
Columbia Univ. 1975. Diplomate Am. Board
Orthopaedic Surgery 1975. Served to maj. USA
1961-63. Contbr. res. Demarest NJ.*
MICKLES, John Event. Bowdoin 1957-59,
1960. Alpha Tau Omega, b. Boston Sept. 21
1938. res. Brunswick.
MITCHELL, James Palmer. A.B. Delta Sigma,
b. Bangor Aug. 1 1939; s. of James E. '22. res.
Hingham MA.
MONSOUR, Nicholas Edward. A.B., J.D.
Univ. Chicago 1964. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b.
Pittsburgh PA Oct. 2 1939; m. Diane
Montgomery March 12 1961, m. Patricia
Stonington March 26 1975; ch.: Jamee,
Nicholas. Law clerk Hampton & Dietel NYC
1966-67, atty. NYC (Bigham Englar Jones &
Houston 1967-72, Reid & Priest 1972-73), atty.
& asst. administrator Monsour Hospital &
Clinic Jeannette PA 1973-74, atty. Martin Ade
Birchfield & Johnson Jacksonville FL 1974—
.
Served to capt. USA 1964-66. res. Jacksonville
Beach FL.*
MOORE, John Sylvester. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.S. Univ. 111. 1962; Ph.D. Univ.
111. 1967. Medicine; b. Portland July 16
1939; m. Ann Buckley April 19 1969; ch.:
Pamela, Amy. Asst. prof. M.I.T. 1967-70,
physicist Micro-Bit Corp. Lexington MA
1970-72, sr. physicist S.R.I. Menlo Park CA
1972-74, sr. engineer Tektronix Inc. Beaverton
OR 1974— . Ford Foundation post-doctoral
fellow 1967-69. Contbr., patentee method &
system for improved operation of
conductor-insulator-semiconductor memory
having increased storage capability 1973. res.
Beaverton OR.*
MORAN, Lester Durinel, Jr. Bowdoin
1957-59. Kappa Sigma. b. Millinocket July
26 1938. res. Simsbury CT.
MOREAU, Donald Maurice. Bowdoin 1957-59.
b. Brunswick May 30 1939. res. unknown.
MOSTROM, Richard Nims. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Rochester 1965. Zeta Psi. Engineering; b.
Boston Dec. 15 1939; s. of Howard M. '28; m.
Elizabeth Griffith June 23 1962; ch.: Richard,
Kristen, Douglas. Sr. physicist Am. Optical Co.
Southbridge MA 1961-62, sr. optical engineer
Owens 111. Co. Pittsburgh PA 1965-69, staff
engineer Delco Electronics div. General
Motors Co. Milwaukee WI 1970-72, sr.
principal systems engineer Honeywell Inc.
Mnpls. MN 1972—. res. Mnpls. MN*
MUCCIOLO, Genaro Antonio. Bowdoin Plan
1957-58. Govt.; b. Sao. Paulo Brazil June 13
1937; m. Magdalena Romero May 20 1972;
ch.: Pedro, Maria. Diplomatic officer Ministry
of Foreign Affairs Brazilian Embassy Lisbon
Portugal 19?— . Author several pieces of prose
fiction, res. Lisbon Portugal.*
MUDARRI, David Herbert. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Conn. 1965, Ph.D. Univ. Mich. 1972. Kappa
Sigma. Environmental science; b. Boston
Aug. 4 1939; m. Patricia Paulson June 10 1967;
ch.: Julia, Marcus. Economist Federal Reserve
Board Washington DC 1966-67, urban
economist U.S. Dept. HUD Washington DC
1969-75, environmental spec. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency Washington
DC 1975—. Served to capt. USA 1961-63. res.
Alexandria VA.*
MUNGAI, Arthur Wagithuku. A.B. Bowdoin
Plan, A.M. Syracuse Univ. 1963. Alpha Tau
Omega. Govt, accounting; b. Kabete Kenya
July 29 1938; m. Evelyn Karungari Jan. 2
1965; ch.: Eric, Irene. Kenya Govt, (auditor
1963-65, sr. auditor 1965, principal auditor
1965-67, asst. dir. audit 1967-70, dir. audit
1970— ). res. Nairobi Kenya.*
MURRAY, Geoffrey Peter. A.B., A.M. &
Ph.D. Johns Hopkins. Chi Psi. b. NYC April
9 1940. Instr. French Yale Univ. 1965-70, asst.
prof, romance lang. Univ. Me. Orono 1970-72.
d. Bowdoinham April 18 1972.
NEEDHAM, Robert Hyde. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Worcester. MA June 19 1939. res.
Farmington CT.
NOLETTE, John Paul Robert. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Beverly MA May 16 1939. res. Riverside
CT.
OLDHAM, Jonathan Clark. A.B. Delta Sigma,
b. Winchester MA Nov. 6 1939. res. Boulder
CO.
PARNIE, Alexander David, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, LL.B. Stanford Univ. 1964. Chi Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b. NYC
Sept. 23 1939; m. Janet Miles Feb. 11 1967;
ch.: Carrie, Amy. Atty. Thompson Hubbard &
Parnie Monterey CA 1968— . Treas. Monterey
County Bar Assn. 1972, sec. Monterey County
Trial Lawyers Assn. 1975, chmn. board of
revisors Stanford Law Review 1964, Monterey
County Bar Assn. (v.pres. 1976, pres. 1977).
Served to It. USNR 1964-68. Recipient:
Lawyers Title Award 1964. res. Pebble Beach
CA.*
PATTISON, William Cushman. A.B., A.M.
Kan. Univ. 1975. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Military; b. Detroit MI May 3 1940; m.
Candy Pearl Sept. 25 1965; ch.: Kerrie,
William, Flint, Kenneth. USA (cdr. Ft. Knox
KY 1964-66, advisor MACV advisory team
No. 5 Republic of Vietnam 1966-67,
commanding chief Infantry Sch. Ft. Benning
GA 1967-69, asst. G3 headquarters 25th
Infantry Div. Republic of Vietnam 1969-70,
asst. prof, military science ROTC Western 111.
Univ. Macomb 1971-74, student U.S.




Star (2). res. Lawrence KS.*
PEASE, Dustin Stuart. Bowdoin 1957-59.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Providence RI Aug. 23
1938. res. unknown.
PERCIVAL, Joseph Charles. Bowdoin 1957-58.
b. Augusta April 27 1939. res. Wiscasset.
PHILLIPS, William Cordes. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Ariz. 1967., Univ. Pittsburgh 1973.
Management; b. Pittsburgh PA Aug. 31
1939; m. Joyce Hutchison; ch.: Joshua, Carrie.
Assoc. dir. planning & allocations United Way
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of Allegheny County Pittsburgh PA 19?-?. res.
Pittsburgh PA.*
PIKE, Asa Osgood, IV. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Portland Dec. 20 1938. res. Fryeburg.
POLLET, Michael Neal. A.B., LL.B. Columbia
1964. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b. NYC
Oct. 19 1940; m. Sybil Holtz July 23 1964; ch.:
Alison, Jeremy. Law clerk G. Rosling NYC
1964-66, atty. NYC (Fried Frank Harris
Shriver & Jacobson 1966-68, Karpatkin Pollet
& LeMoult 1968—). Member (Nat. Council of
Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, Due
Process Committee A.C.L.U.). res. NYC*
POTTLE, Gregory Michael. Bowdoin 1957-58,
B.S. Boston Univ. 1962. Sigma Nu.
Engineering; b. Chicago IL April 16 1939;
m. Yvonne Sarty Dec. 15 1963; ch.: Betsy,
Michele. Engineer Avco Corp. Lowell MA
1962-66, sr. engineer Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
W. Palm Beach FL 1966—. res. Palm Beach
Gardens FL.*
PRATT, Sylvester Mason, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1967. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Portland Aug. 6
1938; m. Carol Copeland Sept. 10 1960; ch.:
Benjamin, Stephan, Edward. Atty. Pierce
Atwood Scribner Allen & McKusick Portland
1967— . Dir. Am. Red Cross Portland chapter
1970-75, clerk & member vestry Trinity Epis.
Church 1973—. Served to capt. USA 1962-64.
res. Portland.*
PRESTON, William Converse. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Mass. 1963, Ph.D. Univ. Mich. 1968.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Education; b.
Portsmouth NH Feb. 11 1939; m. Shirley
DiBenedetto June 29 1963; ch.: Jennifer.
Research asst. Mass. Cooperative Wildlife
Research Unit Amherst MA 1961, teaching
asst. zoology Univ. Mass. Amherst 1961-63,
research asst. zoology Univ. Mich. Ann Arbor
1963-68, prof, biology Franklin Pierce Coll.
Rindge NH 1968—. Member board of dir.
Ashby MA Environmental Education Center
1972—. res. Jaffrey NH.*
PRINCE, Donald Francis. A.B. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Marketing management;
b. Framingham MA June 1 1939; s. of Donald
F. '31; m. M. Baker Jan. 1962, m. Alice
Langfeldt Feb. 11 1973; ch.: Jay, Debra.
Management trainee N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC
1961-62, marketing rep. Int. Business Machines
Corp. Seattle WA 1967-70, v.pres. marketing
Computer Systems Inc. Seattle 1971-73, N.W.
marketing mgr. McDonnell Automation Co.
Seattle 1974—. Trustee Annie Wright Sch.
1968-70. Served to capt. USAF 1962-67. res.
Bellevue WA.*
PRINN, Charles Edward, III. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Invests.; b.
Rumford Jan. 19 1940; m. Frances Emerson
Aug. 29 1964; ch.: Elizabeth, Christopher,
Charles. Commercial mgr. New Eng. Tel. Co.
Boston 1961-63, self-employed Balfour Ring
Co. NJ 1964-65, invests. Union Mutual Life
Ins. Co. Portland 1965— . Portland Provident
Assn. (trustee 1973-75, pres. 1975-77), member
board (dir. Community Counseling Center
1976
— ,
trustees Home For Aged). Served with
USCGR 1962-68. res. Yarmouth.*
PULSIFER, James Linwood. Bowdoin
1957-58, B.S. Univ. Me. Farmington 1972.
Sigma Nu. Education; b. Lewiston Dec. 18
1939; m. Mary Hodsdon July 1 1962; ch.:
Dean, Chris, Laura, Shari. Lab. tech. Oxford
Paper Co. Rumford 1959-68, teacher high sch.
Dixfield 1972— . Chmn. town planning board
1974, dir. Civil Defense 1973-75, elected
member (Kappa Delta Pi, Alpha Chi). Served
to airman 1/c USAF 1962-66. res. W. Peru.*
PYLE, Christopher Howland. A.B., LL.B.
Columbia 1964, A.M. Columbia 1966, Ph.D.
Columbia 1974. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Plymouth MA Nov. 24 1939; m. Cynthia Fry
Aug. 17 1968; ch.: Jeffrey. Asst. prof,
constitutional law, civil liberties, govt. John Jay
Coll. of Criminal Justice CCNY 1973-76; Mt.
Holyoke Coll. 1976—. John W. Burgess
Distinguished fellow 1973-74, consultant
(Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
Operations Activities 1975, Senate Committee
on Govt. Operations 1974, Senate
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights
1971—). Served to capt. USA 1966-68.
Recipient: George Polk Award 1971, Sidney
Hillman Award 1970. Contbr. res. S. Hadley
MA.*
QUANT, Lambertus Henricus Albertus J.M.
(Bert). Bowdoin Plan 1957-58, LL.D. Leiden
Univ. The Netherlands. Kappa Sigma. Law;
b. Gouda The Netherlands March 30 1939; m.
Anna Eykman July 25 1964; ch.: Heleen,
Albert, Barend, Marieke. Jr. atty. Donders &
Groenendyk Leiden The Netherlands 1964-67,
partner Star Busmann & Hooft Graafland
Utrecht The Netherlands 1967— . res.
Bilthoven The Netherlands.*
REID, Donald Ellsworth, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Boston March 7 1940; s. of Donald E. '34. res.
Keene NH.
REYNOLDS, John William. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Hartford CT Oct. 8 1939. res. Norfolk CT.
RICHARDS, Theodore Ray. A.B., M.Div.
Wesley Theol. Sem. 1976. Kappa Sigma.
Clergy; b. Newburyport MA Aug. 19 1939;
m. Danna Glenn Aug. 25 1962; ch.: Cynthia,
Heather. Underwriter Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
Boston 1961-62, 1964-65; programmer Int.
Business Machines Corp. Fishkill NY 1965-68;
programming mgr. E. R. Squibb & Sons E.
Brunswick NJ 1968-69; systems programmer
RCA & Univac Cinaminnson NJ 1969-72,
assoc. minister First United Methodist Church
Horseheads NY 1976—. Served to 1st It. USA
1962-64, served to maj. USAR. res. Horseheads
NY.*
ROBERTS, Donald Bruce. Bowdoin 1957-58,
A.B. Univ. Calif. 1963, J.D. Univ. Calif. 1966.
Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Oakland CA Aug. 5
1939; m. Sandra Nelson Dec. 7 1967; ch.:
Timothy, Peter, Scot. Law clerk H. Lloyd
Burke U.S. Dist. Court San Francisco CA
1966, assoc. atty. Hill Janssen Corbett &
Dunaway Eureka CA 1966-71, partner Hill
Corbett & Roberts Eureka 1971— . res. Eureka
CA.*
ROOPE, William Hazen. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Penn. 1965. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Education;
b. Presque Isle Jan. 30 1939; m. Brenda
McGlauglin Aug. 18 1962; ch.: William,
Rebecca, Robyn. Instr. public sch. (Gray
1961-64, Cape Elizabeth 1965-75, Ft. Fairfield
1975—). res. Ft. Fairfield.*
RUBIN, Robert Henry. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Boston
Dec. 15 1939. res. Stoughton MA.
SAIA, John Jerome. A.B., M.D. Univ. Vt.
1966. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Barre
VJ Sept. 4 1939; m. Elizabeth Navin Dec. 26
1964; ch.: Sean, Scott, Kelley. Rochester NY
General Hospital (intern 1966-67, resident
1967-68), med. resident Med. Center Hospital
of Vt. Burlington 1970-72, physician
self-employed Waitsfield VT 1972— . Advisor
Mad River Valley Ambulance Service, member
admissions committee Univ. Vt. Coll. of
Medicine 1973-74. Served to maj. MCUSA
1968-70; awarded Army Commendation
Medal, Bronze Star. res. Waitsfield VT.*
SANDLER, Benjamin Samuel. A.B., M.A.T.
Columbia 1966. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Educational finance; b. Hyannis MA April
23 1940; m. Louise Gilles Aug. 17 1969; ch.:
David, Jennifer. Teacher (Foxcroft Acad.
Dover-Foxcroft 1961-63, high sch. Gorham
1964-65), asst. dir. admissions Wash. Univ. St.
Louis MO 1967-69, teacher high sch. St. Louis
1969-71, Wash. Univ. (asst. dir. admissions
1971-73, dir. financial aid 1973—). res. St.
Louis MO.*
SAXTON, Thomas Reed. Bowdoin 1957-59,
1961-62. Phi Delta Psi. b. New Haven CT
April 9 1939. res. Wallingford CT.
SCARPINO, Jon Hart. A.B., M.D. Tufts 1966.
Chi Psi. Medicine; b. Mt. Vernon NY March
16 1940. Univ. Minn. Mnpls. (intern 1966-67,
resident orthopedic surgery 1967-72), chief
orthopedic surgeon Ft. MacPherson Army
Hospital Atlanta GA 1972-74, instr. orthopedic
surgery Univ. Minn. Mnpls. 1974
—
, staff
orthopedic surgeon St. Paul MN Ramsey
Hospital 1974—. Served to maj. USA 1972-74.
res. Oak Park Heights MN.*
SCHMIT, Frank Nicolas. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Fla. 1964. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Luxembourg City Luxembourg May 20 1939;
m. Sylvia Sexauer March 7 1964. Counselor
(Fresno CA State Univ. 1964-66, Calif. State
Univ. Hayward 1967-68), probation officer
Contra Costa County CA 1969, teacher Int.
Meditation Soc. Berkeley CA 1970-76,
counselor Center for Individualized Learning
Daytona Beach FL Community Coll. 1976—
.
res. DeLand FL.*
SCOTT, Peter Kemp. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Business; b. Portland Aug. 19 1938; m.
Margaret Jones Dec. 18 1965. Sales rep.
(Oxford Paper Co. Boston 1961-65, tech.
products Polaroid Corp. Cambridge MA
1965-66), prop. & pres. Boston (Security Photo
Identification Services 1966—, Emergency
Med. Systems Corp. 1974
— ,
History Makers
Ltd. 1975—). Pvt. USA 1962. res. Waban
MA.*
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SEAVEY, Richard Howard. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Data processing management; b. Canton
MA March 25 1939; m. Alison Smith Dec. 30
1970. Programmer analyst John Hancock Ins.
Co. Boston 1961-68, electronic data processing
project leader State Street Bank Boston
1968-72, mgr. Bradford Trust Co. of Boston
1972—. Served to s/sgt. USAR 1962. res.
Topsfield MA.*
SEGAL, Herman Benjamin. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Tufts 1965. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Medicine; b. Portland April 30
1939. Physician Anna Jaques Hospital
Newburyport MA 1972-75, asst. chief of
medicine Washington DC V.A. hospital
1975— . Certified member Am. Board of
Internal Medicine 1971— . res. Washington
DC*
SHERIDAN, Bradley Cornelius. A.B., A.M.
1971, A.M. N.Y. Univ. 1962. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. NYC Feb. 27 1940; m.
Frances Fournier May 26 1969; ch.: Timothy,
Christina, Peter. Teacher & coach high sch.
(Newington CT 1962-63, Swampscott MA
1963-67, Townsend MA 1967-69, Marblehead
MA 1969—). Named N. Shore Basketball
Coach of Yr. 1975 & 1976. res. Marblehead
MA.*
SHERMAN, Joel Bernard. A.B., J.D. N.Y.
Univ. 1964. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b.
Lynn MA May 18 1940; m. Marian Kerstein
July 29 1973; ch.: Abigail. Atty. (assoc. Widett
& Kruger Boston 1965-69, partner Peabody
Brown Rowley & Storey Boston 1969
—
).
Trustee Hebrew Coll. Brookline MA 1973—
v.pres. Solomon Schechter Day Sch. Weston,
pres. & dir. Jewish Family & Children's Service
Boston 1969—, v.chmn. NYC (Young
Leadership Cabinet United Jewish Appeal
1975
—
, co-chmn. Region 1 Nat. Campaign
Cabinet 1976; leadership development
committee Council of Jewish Federation &
Welfare Funds 1972
—
), member (board of
overseers Philip W. Lown Sch. of
Contemporary Jewish Studies Brandeis Univ.
1974— ; board of trustees Combined Jewish
Philanthropies of Greater Boston Inc. 1974
—
,
assoc. sec, exec, committee). Served to capt.
MCUSAR 1965. Recipient: Presidents' Young
Leadership Award Combined Philanthropies
Inc. Greater Boston 1971. Contbr. res.
Boston.*
SILVERMAN, Stephen William. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Coll. 1964. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law;
b. Dover NH May 5 1940; m. Sharlene Katz
Sept. 3 1967; ch.: Aaron, Lisa. Atty.
Springfield MA 1964— . V.pres. (Temple
1975— Home for Aged 1973-74), dir. Civil
Liberties Union of Western Mass. 1975—
.
Served to cpl. USMC 1965. res. Longmeadow
MA.*
SKELTON, William Barott. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Northwestern 1963, Ph.D. Northwestern
1968. Sigma Nu. Education; b. Syracuse NY
May 14 1939; m. Gail Jaffe July 28 1968; ch.:
Rebecca. Instr. history Ohio State Univ.
Columbus 1965-69, asst. & assoc. prof, history
Univ. Wise. Stevens Point 1969— . Contbr. res.
Stevens Point WL*
SLAVET, Gerald. A.B., M.F.A. Catholic Univ.
of Am. 1966. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Arts; b.
Boston June 10 1940; m. Susan Farro Dec. 25
1966; ch.: Eliza. Artistic dir. (Garrick Players
Washington DC 1966-68, Wayside Theatre
Middletown VA 1968-75), waiter LaCoquille
Dennis MA 1975— . Creator theatre &
educational program for public schs. of Va.
1973-75. Served to 1st It. USA 1962-64. res.
Dennis MA.*
SLOAN, William Adamson. A.B., M.S. Yale
1964, Ph.D. Yale 1966. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Dayton OH Jan. 27 1939. Mt.
Union Coll. Alliance OH (asst. prof, physics &
astronomy 1968
—
, dir. computer center
1974—). Member board of dir. Alliance
Community Concert Assn., designed four year
liberal arts maj. in Applied Computer Science
1975. res. Alliance OH.*
SMALL, David Peter. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. Lewiston Aug. 30 1939; m.
Jacqueline Berry July 17 1965; ch.: Kelly,
Jennifer, Joseph. Bell Tel. Co. of Penn. (trainee
Pittsburgh PA 1961-64; service foreman
McKeesport PA 1964-66, supervising foreman
1966-69; mgr. Greensburg PA 1969
—
). Served
to 1st It. USA 1962-64. res. Greensburg PA.*
SMALL, William. A.B., A.M. Middlebury
Coll. 1966, Ph.D. Univ. Conn. 1972. Alpha Tau
Omega. Education; b. Rockland April 26
1939; m. Louise Andrews June 6 1971. Teacher
sch. dept. Brunswick 1961-63, 1965-66; Univ.
Me. Orono (instr. German 1966-68, asst. prof.
1972-75, assoc. prof. 1975—). Contbr. res.
Orono.*
SMITH, David Murphy. A.B., J.D. Columbia
1965. Chi Psi. Law & public admin.; b. Lynn
MA March 2 1940; s. of Edwin A. '35; m.
Barbara Pate Nov. 6 1971; ch.: Deborah,
Michael. Administrator & teacher 1965-67
(N.C. Advancement Sch., N.C. Sch. of the
Arts, N.C. Public Sch. System Burke County),
asst. dir. program development & evaluation
Community Action Agency Winston-Salem
NC 1967-69, assoc. dir. program development
& evaluation Winston-Salem Urban Coalition
1969-71, exec. sec. Winston-Salem Academic
Urban Affairs Consortium 1972-75, asst. city
atty. Winston-Salem 1975— . res.
Winston-Salem NC*
SMYTH, Douglas Clifford. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Syracuse Univ. 1972. Chi Psi.
Education; b. NYC May 14 1939; s. of
Julian C. '31; m. Karen Lazarus April 7 1966;
ch.: Darshann. Assoc. ed. Magazines for
Industry NYC 1965-66, asst. prof. Fla. Tech.
Univ. Orlando 1971—. V.pres. High Valley
Sch. 1970—, pres. UNA U.S.A. Orlando
chapter 1975— . Served to spec. 4/c USA
1961-64. Contbr. res. Altamonte Springs FL.*
SNOW, Richard Fred. A.B., M.S. Fla. State
Univ. 1967. Education; b. Brunswick May
12 1939; m. Patricia Morse Aug. 29 1964; ch.:
Mark, Kathryn. Teacher public schs. Lewiston
1963-66, city swimming dir. Lewiston 1965-66,
teacher (Union 29 Mechanic Falls 1967-68,
public schs. Auburn 1968-73), chmn. social
studies dept. S.A.D. Topsham 1973— . Pres.
(Union 29 Teachers Assn., Auburn Teachers
Assn.), v.pres. Merrymeeting Teachers Assn.,
chmn. legislative advisory committee Me. State
Teachers Assn., elected member Pi Sigma
Alpha. Served to ensign USCG 1962-63.
Co-author: Text on Maine Government (1965),
(1967). res. Topsham.*
SOSVILLE, James Montgomery. Bowdoin
1957-59. Chi Psi. Computer consulting exec;
b. Lynchburg VA March 23 1939; m. Nguyen
Thi Kim Ann July 8 1964; ch.: Dennis. Sr.
programmer Pacific Tech. Analysts Inc.
Vietnam 1966-68, computer spec. U.S. Govt.
Vietnam 1968-72, project leader Brandon
Applied Systems San Francisco CA 1972-74.
pres. Synergic Computer Systems Inc. Oxnard
CA 1975—. Served to cpl. USAF 1960-63. res.
Oxnard CA.*
SPRIGGS, Peter Kent. A.B., LL.B. N.Y. Univ.
1965. Law; b. Syracuse NY Jan. 6 1939; ch.:
Jennifer, Vickie. Atty. Rabinowitz & Boudin
NYC 1965-66, instr. Fla. State Univ.
Tallahassee 1966-67, deputy dir. (S. Fla.
Migrant Legal Services Miami FL 1967-68, N.
Miss. Rural Legal Services Oxford MS
1968-70), exec. dir. Los Angeles Neighborhood
Legal Services 1970-71, atty. pvt. practice
Tallahassee 1971— . res. Tallahassee FL.*
SPURR, Newton Sherman. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Accounting; b. Stoneham MA Sept. 19 1938;
m. Judith Hogan June 24 1961; ch.: Kathi,
Newton, Timothy, Bradley. CP.A. (MA); sr.
staff accountant Ernst & Ernst Boston 1963-68,
prop, self-employed Reading MA 1968— , pres.
Ace Art Co. Inc. Reading 1975— . Served to 1st
It. USA 1961-63. res. Reading MA.*
STANDISH, Peter Roy. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Paterson NJ Sept. 15 1939. res. unknown.
STAPLES, Jon Tewksbury. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
N.C. 1966. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Research;
b. Waterville Sept. 14 1938; m. Bettye Russell
Sept. 8 1962; ch.: Jon Jr., Nathan, Wynifred.
Eastman Kodak Rochester NY (sr. research
chemist 1967-72, research assoc. 1972-75, lab.
head 1975
—
). Chmn. board of deacons United
Church Pittsford NY. res. Pittsford NY.*
STERN, David Milton. A.B., M.S. Syracuse
Univ. 1966, Ph.D. Syracuse Univ. 1971. Chi
Psi. Education; b. Springfield VT Feb. 2
1939; m. Sharon Phillips Sept. 7 1963; ch.:
Scott, Shawn, Todd. Sch. psychologist
(Devereux Foundation Devon PA 1966-67,
Sandy Creek NY Schs. 1967-69), Oswego
County Board of Cooperative Educational
Services Mexico NY (sch. psychologist
1969-71, dir. spec, education 1971
—
). Pres.
Sandy Creek Service Club 1973, member
(advisory group Hearing Handicapped, Phi
Delta Kappa). Served to sgt. USA 1961-63.
Contbr. res. Lacona NY.*
STOCKENSTROM, Goran Karl Nils.
Bowdoin Plan 1957-58. Psi Upsilon. b.
Vasteras Sweden Dec. 20 1936. res. Sala
Sweden.
TAYLOR, David Cobb. A.B., A.M. Wesleyan
Univ. 1963, Ph.D. Univ. Conn. 1970. Alpha
Tau Omega. Education; b. Portland June 7
1939; m. Elaine Brennan May 28 1971.
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Slippery Rock PA State Coll. (asst. prof,
chemistry 1968-72, assoc. prof. 1972
—
). Sec.
Sigma Xi Club Slippery Rock State Coll.
1970—, fellow Am. Inst, of Chemists 1974. res.
Slippery Rock PA.*
THALHEIMER, Richard Hastings. A.B. Chi
Psi. b. Beverly MA Oct. 21 1940; s. of
Harold E. *25. res. Collinsville CT.
THOMAS, Frank Merrill, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Dartmouth 1963. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Mgt.
Consulting; b. Presque Isle March 2 1938; m.
Liselotte Radier July 6 1963; ch.: Michele,
Carmen, Vincent. Accountant Ernst & Ernst
Boston summer 1962, Ford (financial analyst
Dearborn MI 1963-65, operations analyst
Brussels Belgium 1965-68), finance mgr.
Scandinavia Merck Sharpe & Dohme
Copenhagen Denmark 1968-69, dir. corporate
planning IHC Rotterdam Netherlands
1969-74, consultant offshore oil-gas industry
Paktank Rotterdam 1974-76, gen. mgt.
consultant Dutch firms 1976— . res. Wassenaar
Netherlands.*
TITUS, David Blandford. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1967. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Winthrop
MA Dec. 19 1939; m. Susan Hoagland June 26
1965; ch.: Stuart, Robert, Sarah. Management
trainee Mutual of N.Y. Life Ins. Co. NYC
1961-62, atty. Abramson Titus Putman &
McLaughlin New Bedford MA 1962— . Swain
Sch. of Design (trustee 1969-76, v.pres. & treas.
1970-74, chmn. board of trustees 1974-75), dir.
United Way Greater New Bedford 1968—,
trustee Cerebral Palsy Clinic Greater New
Bedford 1973
—
, town planning board Marion
(member 1968-73, chmn. 1969-71). Served to
1st It. USA 1962-64. res. Marion MA.*
TOWLE, Charles Hannaford, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Skowhegan May 13 1938. res.
Cooper.
TRAVIS, Peter Warren. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Phila. PA Jan. 9 1939; s. of Walter W. '33. res.
Lyme NH.
USHER, William David. Bowdoin 1957-60.
Zeta Psi. b. Boston Sept. 28 1939. res.
Milford NJ.
VAN DULST, Dick. Bowdoin Plan 1957-58.
Theta Delta Chi. b. The Hague Holland Oct.
28 1938. res. unknown.
WALSH, Barry Alan. Bowdoin 1957-61, B.S.
Northeastern 19?. Chi Psi. Real estate; b.
Brockton MA Oct. 21 1939; m. Christine
Wester Nov. 14 1964; ch.: Lauren, Mark.
Broker Oliver Real Estate Bass River MA
19?—. res. S. Yarmouth MA.*
WATSON, James Gray. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1963, Ph.D. Univ. Pittsburgh 1968.
Zeta Psi. Education; b. Baltimore MD June
16 1939; m. Ann Boyles April 20 1963; ch.:
William, Richard. Asst. dean Coll. of Arts &
Sciences Univ. Pittsburgh PA 1968-69, assoc.
prof. English 1976; asst. prof. English Univ.
Tulsa OK 1969—. Author: The Snopes
Dilemma: Faulkner's Trilogy (1970); contbr.
res. Tulsa OK.*
WEBER, Fred Maxwell. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega. b. Augusta Nov. 2 1938. res. Mt.
Vernon.
WEISS, John Philip. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Mineola NY Aug. 2 1939. res. Orlando FL.
WERLE, Richard Edwin. Bowdoin 1957-61,
1961-62. Alpha Tau Omega. b. Kane PA
July 10 1939. res. Enfield CT.
WESTBERG, Karl Rogers. A.B., Ph.D. Brown
Univ. 1969. Theta Delta Chi. Science; b.
Norwalk CT Dec. 17 1939; m. Carole Best
Dec. 19 1971; ch.: Melissa. Engineer
Perkin-Elmer Norwalk 1961, member tech.
staff The Aerospace Corp. El Segundo CA
1968—. Served to capt. USA 1966-68. res.
Manhattan Beach CA.*
WEYMOUTH, Roy Edward, Jr. A.B., M D.
Tufts Univ. 1965. Theta Delta .Chi.
Education; b. Fitchburg MA Sept. 8 1939;
m. Sally Shaffer June 25 1966; ch.: David,
Laura. Physician Williamstown MA Med.
Assn. 1970-73, coll. health physician
Carleton-St. Olaf Colls.* Northfield MN
1975— . Fellow Am. Acad, of Pediatrics,
certified board member Am. Acad, of
Pediatrics. Contbr. res. Northfield MN.*
WHEATON, George Ross. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. New Haven CT March 19 1939. res.
Derwood MD.
WHITE, Davison Duffield. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Journalism; b. Baltimore MD April 20
1938; m. Barbara Coleman June 20 1963; ch.:
Laura, Charles. Caseworker Dept. of Welfare




WIDMER, William Albert, III. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. b. Phila. PA July 4 1939. res. Camp
Hill PA.
WIGHT, Russell Bacon, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Real estate; b. Phila. PA June 2 1939;
m. Elke Thorn Jan. 27 1965; ch.: Christopher,
Gwen. Partner Interstate Properties Clifton NJ
19?—. Served to capt. MCUSA 1962-64. res.
Saddle River NJ.*
WILCOX, Stephen Leigh. Bowdoin 1957-59.
Zeta Psi. b. Portland Nov. 26 1939. res.
unknown.
WING, Charles Goddard. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b.
Portland April 26 1939. res. Woolwich.
WORTHEN, Donald Owen. Bowdoin 1957-58,
B.Arch. Calif. State Polytech. Univ. 1969. Psi
Upsilon. Architecture; b. Weymouth MA
March 14 1939; m. Sherry McCutcheon Nov.
12 1972; ch.: Seth. Designer & builder
self-employed (San Luis Obispo CA 1970-72,
Monterey CA 1973, San Francisco CA 1974,
Lund B.C. Canada 1975—). res. Lund B.C.
Canada.*
WRIGHT, Francis Sibley, Jr. A.B. 1961. Delta
Sigma, b. Cambridge MA Jan. 13 1940. res.
Southampton Long Is. NY.
ZEOLI, Stephen Michael. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Boston Dec. 15 1939. res. Andover
MA.
Class of 1962
ACKERSON, Thorsten Eugene. A.B., M B A.
Univ. Perm. 1967. Beta Theta Pi.
Accounting; b. Washington DC July 17
1940; m. Virginia Root Aug. 21 1970; ch.: Leif.
C.P.A. (PA & AK); auditor Lybrand Ross
Brothers & Montgomery Phila. PA 1967-70; sr.
auditor Ernst & Ernst Anchorage AK 1970-71
;
controller John L. Hawkins & Co. Ft.
Lauderdale FL 1971; assoc. accountant Royal
B. Williams, Jr. Ft. Lauderdale 1972; rep.
Investors Diversified Services Ft. Lauderdale
1972-74, auditor Internal Audit div. Broward
County FL 1974— . Sec. & v.pres. Graduate
Accounting Soc. Served to capt. USA 1963-65.
res. Ft. Lauderdale FL.*
ADAMS, John Frederick, Jr. A.B., M D. Tufts
1966. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Rumford
Aug. 18 1939; m. Fredrica Chapman Aug. 23
1963; ch.: Becky, Kate, Eben, Peter. Me. Med.
Center Portland (intern 1966-67, resident
1969-70), resident Columbia Presby. Hospital
NYC 1970-74, orthopedic surgeon pvt. practice
Bangor 1974—. Served to It. USN 1967-69. res.
Winterport.*
ALLEN, Terry Reynolds. Bowdoin 1958-59.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Phila. PA July 25 1939. res.
unknown.
ALVINO, Daniel Walter, III. A.B., Ed.M.
Boston Univ. 1963, Ed.D. Columbia 1975.
Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Exec; b. Waterville Jan. 11 1940; m.
Florence Prusienski March 26 1967; ch.:
Michael, Kristin. Dean of students L.I. Univ.
Southampton NY 1963-70, asst. controller
Teachers Coll. Columbia Univ. 1970-72, v.pres.
Automatique Food Service NYC 1972-75, pres.
Palma's Liquors Inc. Southampton 1975— . res.
Southampton NY.*
ANSONG, Kwadwo. A.B. Bowdoin Plan. b.
Accra Ghawa W.A. Sept. 26 1935. res.
unknown.
AUGUSTINI, Joseph Alfred. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1972. Sigma Nu. Invests.; b.
Framingham MA March 26 1941; m. Virginia
Rich Aug. 2 1962; ch.: Joseph, Peter, Michael.
Invest, analyst Metropolitan Life NYC 1972—
.
Served to capt. USAF 1962-70; awarded
Commendation Medal 1970. res. New Canaan
CT*
AUSTIN, Philip Baine. Boston 1958-60. Psi
Upsilon. b. Denver CO April 6 1941. res. Los
Angeles CA.
BACON, Kendall Francis. A.B., M.S.W.
Simmons Coll. 1968. Zeta Psi. Counseling; b.
Cambridge MA April 18 1939; m. Dorothy
Ridley Aug. 21 1965; ch.: Francis. Psychologist
(youth service div. MA Commonwealth
1963-67, city of Melrose MA sch. dept. 1967),
dir. (social service Mental Health Center
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Boston 1968-72, Greater Boston Family
Service Assn. Needham MA 1972
—
). Served to
PO USCGR 1963. res. Newton MA.*
BAKER, Alan Robert. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1966. Beta
Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Brooklyn NY June 28
1941; m. Karen Port; ch.: Shelby, Amy,
Jeffrey. Intern general surgery Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital 1966-67, jr. resident
pediatric surgery Children's Hospital Med.
Center Boston 1967-68, staff assoc. Nat. Inst,
of Health Nat. Cancer Inst. Bethesda MD
1968-70, Peter Bent Brigham Hospital (jr.
resident general surgery 1970-71, sr. resident
1971-73, chief surgical resident 1973-74), sr.
investigator surgery branch Nat. Cancer Inst.
Bethesda 1974— . Clinical fellowship Am.
Cancer Soc. 1972-73, Arthur Tracy Cabot
fellow 1973-74. Served to cdr. USPHS 1968-70.
Contbr. res. Rockville MD.*
BARNES, Wayne Clifton, Jr. A.B. Phi Delta
Psi. b. Springfield MA April 16 1940. res.
Laurel MD.
BARRON, David. Bowdoin 1958-61, D.M.D.
Tufts 1965. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Dentistry; b. Everett MA July 10
1940; m. Joanne Tata July 10 1965; ch.: Laura,
Gregg. Dentist self-employed Squantum MA
1967—
. Served to capt. USAF 1965-67. res.
Norwell MA.*
BARTEN, Thomas Peter. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Systems engineering; b. Buffalo NY Sept. 22
1940; m. Mary Lyons Nov. 9 1963; ch.:
Thomas Jr., Anne, James. Sales engineer
Barten Lite-Weight Concrete Needham MA
1962-67, systems engineer Int. Business
Machines Corp. (Boston 1967-71, Providence
RI 1972—). res. Medfield MA.*
BEAN, James Stevens. A.B., M.A.T. Brown
Univ. 1964, Ed.D. Rutgers 1972. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Weymouth MA April
14 1940; m. Elizabeth Leslie Sept. 1 1962; ch.:
Sarah, Suzanne, James. Teacher St. Andrews
Sch. 1963-64, computer programmer
Brookhaven Nat. Lab. summer 1964,
Montclair NJ Acad, (teacher 1964-74, chmn.
science dept. 1967-71, dir. of discipline
1968—74, dir. of studies 1970-74, asst.
headmaster 1971-74, dir. of summer sch.
1972-74), headmaster (upper sch. The
Montclair NJ Kimberley Acad. 1974-76, Staten
Is. NY Acad. 1976—). Trustee Lake
Arrowhead Community Club 1971-73. res.
Staten Is. NY.*
BEATTY, Fred Fairchild. A.B., MBA.
Rutgers 1963. Kappa Sigma. Mfg. exec; b.
Portland April 25 1940; s. of Arthur S. '29; m.
Ruth Littman June 19 1966. C.P.A.; supervisor
Alexander Grant & Co. NYC 1963-69, v.pres.
& controller Borden Metal Products Union NJ
1969—
. Served to cpl. USAR 1963-69. res.
Florham Park NJ.*
BEAUDOIN, Bernard Joseph. A.B. 1963,
B.S.E.E. M.I.T 1963, M.S. M.I.T 1965. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Utility management; b.
Sanford June 20 1940; m. Jeannine Ross June
22 1963; ch.: Cathleen, Anthony, Stephen.
New Eng. Power Service Westboro MA (staff
asst. 1965-67; project mgr. 1967-70; supervisor
management sciences 1970-72, mgr. 1972-75;
dir. economic planning 1975
—
). Elected
member (Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu). res.
Holliston MA.*
BEAULIEU, Roderic Aldege. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Hartford CT June 2 1940. res.
Flushing NY.
BEEKLEY, William Harvey. A.B., M.D.
Boston Univ. 1966. Theta Delta Chi.
Medicine; b. NYC March 15 1940; m. Emily
Allen June 4 1966; ch.: Susan, Amy, Julie.
Intern Albany NY Med. Center Hospital
1966-67, resident Boston City Hospital
1967-71, staff surgeon self-employed Paoli PA
1973— . Certified Am. Board of Surgery.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1971-73. res. Malvern
PA.*
BEHAN, Thomas Francis. Bowdoin 1958-59.
Kappa Sigma. b. Haverhill MA Sept. 11
1939. res. Haverhill MA.
BENFIELD, Richard Ernest. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Journalism; b. Granville NY Oct. 25 1940;
m. Jane Dracksley July 3 1967; ch.: Rodd,
Wendy. With The Standard-Times New
Bedford MA 1962-63, with United Press Int.
Boston 1963-64, political writer & city hall
correspondent The Morning Call Paterson NJ
1964-67, The Record Bergen County NJ
(political writer Bergen County 1967-69, state
house correspondent & bureau chief Trenton
NJ 1969-73, bureau chief Washington DC
1973—). res. Alexandria VA.*
BERTHOLF, Robert John. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Ore. 1963, Ph.D. Univ. Ore. 1968. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Melrose MA Nov. 5 1940. Kent
OH State Univ. (asst. prof. English 1968-75,
assoc. prof. 1975
—
). Ed. Credences magazine.
Ed., contbr. res. Kent OH.*
BLATZ, Edward Nils. A.B., M.Div. General
Theol. Sem. 1965. Chi Psi. Clergy; b.
Oceanside NY Aug. 12 1940; m. Leslie
Dickenson Aug. 25 1962; ch.: Lisa, Andy,
Amy, Daniel. Curate Trinity Church Roslyn
NY 1965-67, assoc. rector St. David's Church
Wayne PA 1967-72, rector Trinity Church
Roslyn 1972—. res. Glen Head KY.*
BLODGETT, Douglas Paul, Sr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Management; b. Portland June 8
1940; m. Shirley Smith Aug. 12 1967; ch.:
John, Douglas, Theresa. Unskilled laborer Am.
Can Co. Portland 1962-65; teacher (S.A.D.
Hallowell 1965-67, Quaboag Regional Jr. &
High Sch. Warren & W. Brookfield MA
1967-70); clerk, crew chief & mgr. First Nat. &
Big Buy Stores Portland 1970-73; mgr. George
C. Shaw Co. Falmouth 1973— . res. Saco.*
BLOUIN, Denault Martindale. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Upper Montclair NJ Aug. 1
1940. res. unknown.
BOULTER, Philip Ross. A.B., B.S.M.
Dartmouth 1964, M.D. Harvard 1966. Delta
Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Medicine; b. Boston June 30 1940; m.
Suzanne Chagnon June 20 1970. Physician
(Harvard 1966-72, internal medicine &
endocrinology Concord NH Clinic 1972
—
).
Member board of dir. (Am. Diabetes Assn.
New Eng. affiliate 1973—, N.H. Diabetes
Assn. 1974—, C. of C. Concord 1974—),
certified Am. Board of Internal Medicine 1972,
elected member Alpha Omega Alpha. Served
to capt. USAF 1968-70. Contbr. res. Concord
NH*
BOYINGTON, Gene Harrison. Bowdoin
1958-60, A.B. Univ. Conn. 1964. Theta Delta
Chi. Publishing; b. Middletown CT Nov. 27
1940; m. Donna Wooster Sept. 8 1962; ch.:
Matthew, Benjamin. With real estate sales &
restaurant business 1959-63, non-destructive
test tech. electric boat div. General Dynamics
1963-64, sales rep. Great Books of the Western
World 1964-65, planner electric boat div.
General Dynamics 1965-67, sales rep. (Mass.
Mutual Life Ins. Co. 1967, Liberty Mutual Ins.
Co. 1967-69, The MacMillan Co. 1969-71,
Optimum Book Marketing Co. NYC 1971-72,
self-employed New Eng. 1973-74), publisher
Cobblesmith Ashville 1975— . Chmn. sewerage
study committee Coventry, pres. Nathan Hale
Community Center, member (recreation
committee Coventry, police comm. study
committee). Author: Guide to Northeast
Camping Areas (annual), res. Ashville.*
BRIGGS, Robert David. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, Phi Delta Psi. Military; b. Belfast
Nov. 20 1939; m. Thelma Watkins Jan. 23
1971; ch.: Robert, Michael. USAF (air police
operations officer Hahn Air Force Base
Germany 1963-66; chief security police &
squadron cdr. Myrtle Beach Air Force Base SC
1966-69; chief security police Peshawar A.S.
Pakistan 1969, Hof A.S. Germany 1970-71,
Karamursel Turkey 1971-73; operations officer
security police squadron Cannon Air Force
Base NM 1973-74, supply services supervisor
Pease Air Force Base NH 1974
—
). Awarded
Commendation Medal 1971, Commendation
Medal with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster 1973. res. Pease
Air Force Base NH.*
BRYAN, James Edmund, Jr. Bowdoin 1958-61,
1962-63. Theta Delta Chi. b. Pittsburgh PA
Oct. 27 1940. res. Albany NY.
BUCKLEY, Michael Francis. A.B. 1963. Delta
Sigma. b. Meriden CT Nov. 21 1940. res.
Bahamas.
BUCKLIN, Dexter David. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking; b.
Nashua NH Oct. 10 1939; m. Elisabeth
Putnam, m. Elizabeth Van Dusen July 24 1976;
ch.: David, Scott, Rebecca, Allison. Municipal
officer New Eng. Merc. Bank Boston 1965—
.
Member sch. committee. Served to 1st It. USA
1963-65. res. Marblehead MA.*
BURKE, Paul James. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Portland Jan. 22 1940. res. Bryant Pond.
BURLEIGH, Reginald Eugene. A.B . L.L.B.
Duke Univ. 1965. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law;
b. Bangor Feb. 21 1940; m. Iris Mahoney Sept.
5 1964; ch.: Charles, Katherine. Lawyer Kelley
6 Burleigh Caribou 1973— . First Universalist
Church Caribou (pres. 1974-75, trustee
1974
—
), trustee (Caribou Urban Renewal
Authority 1974— . public library Caribou).
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chmn. Caribou Republican City Committee
1976, member Republican State Committee.
Served to capt. USA 1966-73; awarded Army
Commendation Medal with 2 Oak Leaf
Clusters. Contbr. res. Caribou.*
BURNETT, Robert Douglass. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Self-employed construction; b.
Schenectady NY April 4 1940; m. Marilyn
Digby-Worsley July 23 1963; ch.: Robert,
John, Sarah. Fine artist self-employed NYC
1963-65, commercial artist Norton Publishing
NYC 1965-67, finisher plaster reproductions
Emco Reproductions NYC 1967, contractor &
builder self-employed Rockland & Orange
Counties NY 1968— . Trustee Inst, for
Religious Development Warwick NY. res.
Warwick NY.*
BURNS, Bruce Allan. A.B. cum laude. Chi Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b. NYC
Aug. 5 1940; m. Vivian Jacobs July 6 1968;
ch.: Rebecca, Enid. Trial atty. U.S. Justice
Dept. Washington DC 1967-71, asst. to dir.
U.S. Treasury Office of Law Enforcement
Washington DC 1971-73, deputy assoc. general
counsel Cost of Living Council Washington
DC 1974, asst. to dir. Office of Hearing
Appeals U.S. Interior Dept. Washington DC
1974—. Served to capt. USA 1965-67. res.
Bethesda MD.*
BURT, Charles David. A.B. 1964, B.Div. Epis.
Theol. Sch. 1968, A.M. Middlebury Coll. 1971.
Theta Delta Chi. Clergy; b. Boston Aug. 10
1938; m. Margaret Kennard June 28 1969; ch.:
Douglas. Student King's Coll. London 1962-63,
emergency ward clerk Mass. General Hospital
Boston 1963-64, spec, development asst. The
Kelek Co. Norwood MA 1964, instr. Spanish
The Dublin NH Sch. 1964-66, asst. minister
(Christ Church Waltham MA 1969-70, Trinity
Church Concord MA 1970-75), rector Church
of the Good Shepherd Clinton MA 1975—
spec, student Holy Cross Greek Orthodox Sch.
of Theol. Brookline MA 1975—. Sec.
Fellowship of St. Alban & St. Sergius Greater
Boston 1970— . res. Harvard MA.*
CALLAHAN, Edward John. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Sales; b. Boston Dec. 22 1940; m.
Cynthia Berry Oct. 17 1964; ch.: Deborah,
Stephen, Cheryl, Derek. Clerk State Street
Bank Boston 1962-63, salesman The Dowd Co.
Woburn MA 1963— . res. Beverly MA.*
CARLSON, Richard Charles. Bowdoin
1958-60. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Hartford
CT Sept. 6 1940. res. N. Granby CT.
CHAFFEE, Robert Throckmorton. A.B. 1963.
Zeta Psi. Public relations/journalism; b.
Detroit MI Nov. 28 1940; m. Jan. 6 1966; ch.:
Robin, Scott. Reporter The Berkshire Eagle
Pittsfield MA 1964-67, asst. dir. public
relations (Hamilton Coll. Clinton NY 1967-69,
Me. Dept. Economic Development Augusta
1969-72), reporter Times Record Brunswick
1972-74. Member town planning board
Bowdoinham 1971-73. res. W. Gardiner.*
CHRISTOPHER, George Moffat. A.B.
Agriculture; b. Plainfield NJ Aug. 1 1940.
Fanner self-employed Bowdoinham 1963—
.
res. Bowdoinham.*
CLARK, Terry Nichols. A.B., A.M. Columbia
1965, Ph.D. Columbia 1967. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Chicago IL Nov. 26 1940; m.
Priscilla Parkhurst Dec. 28 1963. Columbia
Univ. (assoc. in sociology 1965, instr. 1965-66),
Univ. Chicago (asst. prof, sociology 1966-71,
assoc. prof. 1971
—), visiting assoc. prof.
(Harvard 1972, Yale Univ. 1972, Sorbonne
Paris France 1973). Chmn. (committee for
community research Int. Sociological Assn.
1964
—
, committee on community research &
development Soc. for the Study of Social
Problems 1970-71), dir. Comparative Study of
Community Decision-Making Univ. Chicago
1967
—
, research dir. Project on
Decision-Making in Yugoslav Communes
Ljubljana Yugoslavia summer 1967, council
member section on sociological theory Am.
Sociological Assn. 1970-73, member editorial
board (Am. Journal of Sociology, Admin.
Science Quarterly), series ed. Wiley Series in
Urban Research. Author: Community Power
and Policy Outputs (1973), Prophets and
Patrons: The French University and the
Emergence of the Social Sciences (1973);
co-author: Community Power and
Decision-Making: Trend Report and
Bibliography, Current Sociology Series (1974);
co-author & ed.: Community Structure and
Decision-Making: Comparative Analyses
(1968), Comparative Research on Community
Decision-Making (1970), Comparative
Community Politics (1974); co-author &
co-ed.: Community Politics: A Behavioral
Approach (1971); ed.: Gabriel Tarde on
Communication and Social Influence (1969);
contbr. res. Chicago IL.*
CLEAVES, Craig Morrison. A.B., A.M.
George Washington Univ. 1965, M.Phil.
George Washington Univ. 1968, Ph.D. George
Washington Univ. 1970. Psi Upsilon.
Psychotherapy; b. Providence RI May 4
1940; m. Jenny Tincher June 22 1963; ch.:
Richard, Chad, Jeffrey, Elizabeth. Psychology
extern D.C. General Hospital Washington DC
1963-64, psychologist (psychological clinic
George Washington Univ. 1964-67, The
Epilepsy Foundation Nat. Children's Home
Leesburg VA 1964, Sweetser Children's Home
Saco summer 1966), instr. George Mason Coll.
of Univ. Va. Fairfax 1967, clinical psychology
intern St. Elizabeths Hospital Washington DC
1967-68, Northern Va. Mental Health Inst.
Falls Church (psychologist 1968-69, chief
psychologist 1970), chief psychologist York
County Counseling Services York County
1970-72, clinical psychologist (Sweetser
Children's Home Saco 1970-72, Nasson Coll.
Springvale 1971-72), psychotherapist pvt.
practice York 1972
—
, chief psychologist & dir.
out-patient services York County Counseling
Services 1972-75. Member (exec, council Me.
Psychological Assn. 1972-75, Sigma Xi, Psi
Chi), res. S. Berwick.*
COCHRAN, James Goff. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1966. Psi Upsilon. Advt.; b.
Detroit MI July 30 1940; m. Robin Holt Aug.
15 1964; ch.: Webb, Bonnie. Financial analyst
General Electric Co. Schenectady NY & Lynn
MA 1962-64, mgr. distribution sales Trans
World Airlines NYC & Chicago IL 1966-69,
mgr. marketing United Air Lines Chicago
1969-72, v.pres. & general mgr. Market Finders
Charlotte NC 1972-73, dir. promotion planning
Photo Corp. of Am. Matthews NC 1973—
.
Served to spec. 4/c USA 1963. res. Charlotte
NC*
COFFIN, Stephen Ernest. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Boston Jan. 15 1940;
s. of Ernest L. '33; m. Myrna Tucker June 29
1963; ch.: Silas, Jane. Student (Boston Univ.
1962, Univ. Me. Orono 1963), teacher
(Bloomfield Acad. Skowhegan 1963; Ellsworth





). Pres. Union Rivers Teacher
Assn. 1972, moderator town meeting Hancock,
res. Hancock.*
COHEN, Daniel Joseph. A.B. 1963. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Wilmington DE April 28
1940. res. unknown.
COHEN, William Sebastian. A.B. cum laude,
LL.D. 1975; LL.B. Boston Univ. 1965; LL.D.
St. Joseph Coll. 1974, Univ. Me. Orono 1975,
Western New Eng. Coll. 1975, Nasson Coll.
1975. Psi Upsilon. Overseer 1973—. Politics;
b. Bangor Aug. 28 1940; m. Diane Dunn July 6
1962; ch.: Kevin, Chris. Partner Paine Cohen
Lynch & Weatherbee Bangor 1966-72, asst.
county atty. Penobscot County Atty.'s Office
Bangor 1968, instr. (Husson Coll. Bangor 1968,
Univ. Me. Orono 1968-72), mayor city of
Bangor 1971-72, U.S. rep. 2nd dist. Me.
Washington DC 1973—. Trustee Unity Coll.,
member (board of advisors Patterson Sch. of
Diplomacy & Int. Commerce Lexington KY,
Me. City Council Bangor), asst. ed.-in-chief
Journal of the Am. Trial Lawyers Assn.
1965-66, fellow John F. Kennedy Inst, of
Politics Harvard 1972. Named Outstanding
Young Man in Am. U.S. Jaycees 1975. res.
McLean VA.*
COLETTI, Gerard Michael. A.B., A.M. San
Francisco State Univ. 1970. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Beverly MA Nov. 23 1940.
Teacher City Coll. of San Francisco CA 19?—
.
Recipient: MLA award in English teaching,
res. San Francisco CA, Beverly MA.*
CONSTANTINO, Paul Ralph. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1965. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Medford MA
Sept. 1 1940. Atty. Tustin CA 19?—. Served to
capt. USMC 1966-70. res. Laguna Beach CA.*
CORRIGAN, Gerald Peter. A.B.
posthumously, b. St. Paul MN Feb. 12 1917;
m. Doris Christiansen; ch.: Janet. Served to It.
cdr. USN 1941-1961, ret. d. Brunswick June 10
1962.*
COSTANZA, Frederick Anthony. Bowdoin
1958-59, 1960-61. Beta Theta Pi. b. Quincy
MA Feb. 17 1941. res. Quincy MA.
CRAIG, John Eldon. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Stanford Univ. 1963, Ph.D. Stanford Univ.
1973. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Sherbrooke P.Q. Canada July 23 1941; m.
Brenda Nelms Aug. 2 1975. Acting instr.
history Stanford CA Univ. 1967, acting asst.
prof. Univ. Va. Charlottesville 1967-73, asst.
prof, education Univ. Chicago 1975— . res.
Chicago IL.*
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CUNNINGHAM, William James. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Self-employed real estate; b.
Worcester MA March 18 1940; m. Janet
Wallen April 21 1963; ch.: Travis, Beth,
Tristam, Kendra. Credit collector Chevron Oil
Denver CO 1963-64, prop. & mgr. hotel Vail
CO 1964-70, developer & contractor
Cunningham Construction & Development
Co. Vail 1968—. Pres. Vail Resort Assn.
1968-70. Served to 2nd It. USA. res. Vail CO.*
CURRIER, Timothy Ward. Bowdoin 1958-60,
B.P.A. Brooks Inst, of Photography 1964.
Theta Delta Chi. Photography; b. Caribou
Oct. 12 1940; s. of Walter D. '33; m. Barbara
McKay Aug. 1973; ch.: Jennifer, Dale. Portrait
photographer Colonial Studio Caribou. Pres.
Me. Professional Photographers Assn. 1971-72,
v.pres. Me. board of dir. Professional
Photographers Assn. of New Eng. 1976. Served
to 1st It. Me. Army Nat. Guard 1964-69. res.
Caribou.*
CURTIS, Theodore Small, Jr. A.B., J.D.
Harvard 1966. Alpha Delta Phi. Politics &
law; b. Bangor Sept. 23 1940; m. Rose Marie
Montero April 5 1969; ch.: Lara, Lynn,
Abigail. Me. state rep. Augusta 1971-74, atty.
Curtis & Griffin Orono 1972—, Me. state
senator Augusta 1975— . Deacon Church of
Universal Fellowship Orono, trustee Unity
Coll., chmn. (State Govt. Committee of Me.
Legislature, Interstate Cooperation Comm. of
Me.). Served to It. USN 1966-70, USNR;
awarded Bronze Star 1970. Recipient:
Outstanding Legislator of Me. award Am.
Veterans 1972. res. Orono.*
CUSHMAN, Arthur Walter. Bowdoin 1958-60.
Alpha Tau Omega. Occ. unknown; b.
Boston June 17 1940. res. S. Portland.
DANA, Howard Hinkley, Jr. A.B., M.P.A. &
LL.B. Cornell 1966. Zeta Psi. Alumni Council
1969-73, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Portland Sept. 28 1940; s. of
Howard H. '36; m. Susan Brown Dec. 22 1962;
ch.: John, Thomas, Matthew. Law clerk
Edward T. Gignoux Portland 1966-67, Verrill
Dana Philbrick Putnam & Williamson
Portland (assoc. 1967-71, partner 1972—).
Trustee Westbrook Coll. Portland 1974
—
,
Republican state committee (member 1972
—
chmn. exec, committee 1975). res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
DAVIS, Foster Stone. A.B. 1964, M.S.
Columbia 1968. Zeta Psi. Journalism; b.
Evanston IL Jan. 28 1940; m. Patricia Pehl
April 2 1967; ch.: Tracy, Bradley. Reporter
(Delta Democrat-Times Greenville MS
1964-66, Atlanta GA Constitution 1966-67);
managing ed. Delta Democrat-Times
Greenville 1967; correspondent Columbia
Broadcasting System News NYC, Atlanta,
Saigon & Los Angeles CA 1968— . Nieman
fellow Harvard 1975-76, editorial dept.
Charlotte NC Observer 1976— . Served to spec.
4/c USA 1960-62. Contbr. res. Charlotte NC*
DAVIS, Walter Etchells. A.B., M.D. Duke
Univ. 1966. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b.
Portland Oct. 16 1940; m. Jane Silver April 17




Elected member Alpha Omega Alpha 1966.
Served to maj. USA 1968-70. res. Durham
NC*
DeMELLE, Arthur William. A.B., M B A.
Rutgers 1963. Sigma Nu. Accounting; b.
Natick MA Sept. 16 1940; m. Deborah Jope
Aug. 3 1963, m. Madelaine Busch Aug. 30
1973; ch.: Jennifer, Todd, Tina, Lance, Sara.
C.P.A. (NJ, GA, LA, NC); Price Waterhouse
& Co. (accountant Newark NJ 1963-74,




DE ST. MALO, Alberto, Jr. Bowdoin Plan
1958-59. Chi Psi. b. Panama City Panama
Aug. 5 1940. res. unknown.
DEVEREUX, Charles Warren, II. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. NYC Oct. 29 1940. res.
Derwood MD.
DeVIVO, David Thurston. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Sales; b. Everett MA Aug. 7 1940; m.
Judy Luxford Aug. 1 1964; ch.: Nina, Owen.
Sales rep. (Correy Distributors Boston 1963-64,
Waghorne-Brown Inc. Merrimack NH
1964-67, Int. Packings Corp. Pittsford NY
1967—). res Pittsford NY.*
DiGIROLAMO, Frank Salvatore. A.B.,
M.B.A. Rutgers 1964. Chi Psi. Accounting;
b. Boston July 23 1940; m. Jane Kelley July 31
1965; ch.: Luke. C.P.A. (MA, CA); staff
auditor Price Waterhouse & Co. NYC 1964-66,
The Singer Co. (sr. financial analyst NYC
1966-67, mgr. financial analysis Friden div.
San Leandro CA 1967-68), mgr. management
advisory service dept. Price Waterhouse & Co.
Boston 1969-73, treas. & chief financial officer
Epicure Products Inc. Newburyport MA
1973—. res. Boston.*
DUDAS, Laszlo. A.B. Sigma Nu. b. Papa
Hungary Oct. 9 1938. res. unknown.
DUNCAN, Robert Merrill, Jr. A.B. 1963. Delta
Sigma, b. Jamaica NY Feb. 1 1939. res. Port
Washington NY.
EASTMAN, Harvey Wilson. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa. Sigma Nu. b. Boston April
17 1940. res. Livermore Falls.
ECCLESTON, Thomas, III. A.B., M AT.
Brown Univ. 1966. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Providence RI June 25 1940; m. Susan
McAllister June 20 1964, m. Beverley
Fairbanks Aug. 25 1967; ch.: Thomas, Greg,
Richard. City of Warwick RI (teacher & coach
1964
—
, asst. dir. recreation 1967-72). Member
board of dir. (Keech Pond Assn. 1973-76,
youth hockey Gloucester RI 1975-76), pres.
R.I. Hockey Coaches Assn. 3 terms. Served to
sgt. Army Nat. Guard 1963. res. Chepachet
RI.*
ELLER, Stephen Barrie. A.B. 1963. Chi Psi.
b. Pittsburgh PA March 24 1940. res.
Savannah GA.
EVANS, David Fox. A.B. Business exec; b.
Providence RI Aug. 24 1940; m. Susan
Hallagan 19?; ch.: Thomas, Katherine,
Benjamin. Bank examiner Fed. Reserve Bank
of Boston 1963-66, salesman & v.pres. T. W.
Evans Cordage Co. Johnston RI 1966— . res.
Lincoln RI.*
EVANS, Edward Norton. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Noranda P.Q. Canada July 18 1940. res.
Wexford PA.
FAMIGLIETTI, Ronald Francis. A.B., M.B.A.
N.Y. Inst, of Tech. 1975. Beta Theta Pi. Class
agt. 1962-63. Internal auditing; b. Norwood
MA Jan. 14 1941 ; m. Rita Shuller Nov. 7 1964;
ch.: Ronald Jr., Gina, Tony. Office mgr. &
shop supervisor Geostone Corp. Glenview IL
1965-66, purchasing agt. Van Dusen Aircraft
Elk Grove IL 1966-68, Eastern Air Lines
Miami FL 1968-73 (buyer, sr. buyer, project sr.
buyer), Storage Tech. Corp. Louisville CO
(project coordinator for purchasing 1974; sr.
internal auditor operations 1974-75; mgr.
accounting 1975-76, marketing admin. 1977
—
).
Chmn. public relations committee Nat. Assn.
of Purchasing Management Denver CO 1974.
Served to 1st It. USA 1962-65, served to maj.
USAR. res. Boulder CO.*
FARMER, Michael Barry. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Tex. 1974. Sigma Nu. Military; b. Stoneham
MA March 2 1940; m. Dagmar Schaible Nov.
21 1964; ch.: Michael. With USA 1962— maj.
Ft. Leavenworth KS. Awarded Army
Commendation Medal 1967, Bronze Star 1969,
Vietnamese Gallantry Cross 1969, Meritorious
Service Medal 1970, Army Commendation
Medal with 1st & 2nd Oak Leaf Clusters 1972.
res. Ft. Leavenworth KS.*
FERNALD, David Ralph. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Hartland June 24 1940; m.
Mary Ridlon Dec. 22 1962; ch.: Robin, Betsy,
Margoe. Business research analyst Southern
New Eng. Tel. New Haven CT 1962-64, sales
rep. Int. Business Machines Corp. New Haven
1965-69, dir. (systems & planning Pfizer Inc.
NYC 1969-70, marketing information systems
Gallo Winery Modesto CA 1971), product line
mgr. Digital Equipment Corp. Maynard MA
1972— . Member board of dir. Isle of Springs
Assn. Inc. res. Acton MA.*
FERRELL, Robert Willingham. Jr. A.B., M.S.
Tufts 1966, M.D. Univ. Southern Calif. 1970.
Beta Theta Pi. Psychiatry; b. Schenectady
NY Dec. 2 1940; m. Mimi Staelin Aug. 28
1965; ch.: Jessica, Monica. Research asst.
Children's Cancer Research Center Boston
1963-64, teaching fellow Tufts Univ. Sch. of
Medicine 1964-66, intern Univ. Southern Calif.
Med. Center Los Angeles County 1970-71,
Mass. General Hospital Boston (resident
psychiatry 1971-74, instr. 1974-76, consultant
to dialysis unit 1974
—
), court psychiatrist
Haverhill MA Dist. Court 1976—, staff
psychiatrist Anna Jaques Hospital
Newburyport MA 1976— . res. Winchester
MA.*
FIELD, Frederick Peter. A.B., M.S. Univ. Me.
1964. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education; b.
Hyannis MA March 27 1940; m. Sara Baxter
Sept. 9 1961; ch.: Cynthia, Lizzy, Jonathan.
Keith. Asst. prof. Univ. Buffalo NY 1968-73.
assoc. prof. Univ. Fla. Gainesville 1973— . res.
Gainesville FL, Hyannis MA.*
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FINCH, Boyd. A.B., M.B.A. N.Y. Univ. 1972.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Banking; b. Teaneck
NJ Sept. 7 1940; m. Christopha Fitzmaurice
Oct. 25 1975. Asst. to dir. clinical services Beth
Israel Hospital Boston 1965-66, bond salesman
(Bankers Trust Co. NYC 1966-72, Prescott Ball
Tarben NYC 1972-73, First Nat. Bank Boston
1973-75, Adams Harkness & Hill Boston
1975—). Served to capt. USA 1963-75. res.
Boston.*
FISHER, James Ernest. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1963. Beta Theta
Pi. Education; b. Waterville April 24 1940;
m. Patience Oliver Dec. 22 1961; ch.: Michael,
Jonathan, Matthew. Teaching fellow Harvard
1963-65, instr. English Bowdoin 1965-68, asst.
prof. English Univ. Neb. Lincoln 1968— . res.
Lincoln NE.*
FLEMING, James Mingle. A.B., M.Div.
Princeton 1971. Zeta Psi. Clergy; b.
Wilmington DE Jan. 31 1940; m. Esther Ellis
June 24 1967; ch.: Stacey. Sales correspondent
E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. Phila. PA
1964-68, minister Fourth Presby. Church
Chicago IL 1971—. Served to 1st It. USA
1962-64, served to capt. USAR. res. Chicago
IL.*
FLINT, William Thomas, Jr. Bowdoin 1958-60,
B.S. Univ. Me. 1966, M.S. Univ. Me. 1968.
Sigma Nu. Science; b. Rockland Aug. 25
1940; m. Louise West April 2 1961; ch.:
William, Charles, Katherine. Tibbetts
Industries Camden (research physicist 1968-74,
project dir. 1974
—
). Served to capt. USAF
1962-66. res. Owl's Head.*
FRANCOEUR, Gerard Emile, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Tech. advising; b. Westbrook
March 29 1940; m. Jane Libby Aug. 5 1961;
ch.: Gregory, Gary, Thomas. Union Mutual
Portland (computer operator 1962-63,
programmer 1965-66), system programmer
Process Inc. Portland 1966-69, Honeywell
Information Systems Inc. Portland (system
programmer 1969-70, system mgr. 1970-75,
tech. advisor 1975
—
). Served to capt. USA
1963-65. res. Cumberland Center.*
FREEDMAN, Arthur Harry. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1966. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Boston June 10 1940; m.
Beverly Bernhardt July 8 1962; ch.: Robert,
Allison. Intern & resident Kings County
Hospital, resident Univ. Hospital & V.A.
hospital, physician internal medicine
self-employed Framingham MA 1972—
.
Diplomate & certified Am. Board Internal
Medicine. Served to maj. USA 1968-70. res.
Sudbury MA.*
FREEMAN, Robert Laurier, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, M.B.A. Harvard 1969. Delta Sigma.
Banking; b. Worcester MA June 18 1940; m.
Nancy Cetone June 8 1968; ch.: Matthew.
Loan analyst Chase Manhattan Bank NYC
1969-70, mgr. financial planning Celanese
Corp. NYC 1970-73, mgr. Eurodollar
operations First Nat. City Bank NYC &
Nassau Bahamas 1973— . Served to 1st It.
USAF 1962-66. res. Nassau Bahamas.*
GABEL, Hakan Nils Gunnar. Bowdoin Plan
1958-59. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Gateborg
Sweden, res. Goteborg Sweden.
GALLER, Richard Merrill. A.B., M.B.A.
Rutgers 1963. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Invests.; b. Boston Sept.
20 1940; m. Sharon Rosen Aug. 29 1965; ch.:
Stacey. Accountant Boston (Peat, Malwick &
Mitchell 1964-65; Gillette Co. 1965-66),




USCG 1964. res. Boston.*
GARLAND, Charles Preston. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Mfg. exec; b. Portland Oct. 9 1940; m. Ann
Bush Oct. 18 1969; ch.: Daniel, Jill. Part-prop.
Garland Mfg. Co. Saco 1962— . Served to capt.
USA 1962-64. res. Saco.*
GARLAND, James Fox. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Military; b. Conway NH Feb. 28 1940; m.
Judith Bowden June 19 1965; ch.: Julianne.
USA (personnel psychologist & cdr. recruiting
station Bangor 1962-65, cdr. Ludwigsburg
Germany 1965-66, adjutant general Stuttgart
Germany 1967-68, adm^n. & personnel officer
Nha Trang Vietnam 1968-69, instr. Adjutant
General Sch. Indianapolis IN 1969-71, admin.
& personnel officer Pentagon Washington DC
1971-75, deputy adjutant general Ft. Stewart
GA 1975
— ,
maj.). Awarded Bronze Star,
Meritorious Service Medal, Army
Commendation Medal, res. Hinesville GA.*
GIESE, Gregg Ramshaw. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Chicago IL Oct. 26 1940. res. unknown.
GILLIES, William Browne, III. A.B., M AT.
Univ. Chicago 1964. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Pittsburgh PA April 30 1940;
m. Ann Steadry June 27 1964; ch.: Robert,
David. Teacher high sch. Evanston IL 1963-66,
staff assoc. Univ. Chicago 1966-68, teacher
high sch. Evanston 1968-70, staff assoc. Univ.
Chicago 1970, educational spec. 111. Office of
Education Springfield 1971— . Co-author: The
New Social Studies: Analysis of Theory and
Materials (1970). res. Springfield IL.*
GINSBURG, Steven Michael. A.B., M.B.A.
Rutgers 1963. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Accounting; b. Evere£t
MA Feb. 29 1940; m. Carol Krentzman July 31
1963; ch.: Marjorie, Charles. C.P.A. (NY);
staff accountant S. D. Leidesdorf & Co. NYC
1963-67; Steinthal & Steinthal NYC (staff
accountant 1967-69, partner 1969-72); C.P.A.
self-employed Flushing NY 1972— ; adjunct
lectr. Queens Coll. Flushing 1972— . Trustee
Israel Center of Hillcrest Manor 1973-76. res.
Flushing NY.*
GLICK, Robert Earl. Bowdoin 1958-60. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Boston Jan. 26 1941. res.
Framingham MA.
GLIDDEN, William Barnes. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. Portsmouth NH July 26 1940. res.
unknown.
GOLDKRAND, John Wolf. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Tufts 1966. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Medicine; b. Boston Sept. 16 1940;
m. Annmarilyn Steinberg June 16 1963; ch.:
Judith, Howard. Boston City Hospital 1st
surgical service (intern 1966-67, resident
1967-68), resident obstet.-gynecol. Yale-New
Haven CT Hospital 1970-73, asst. prof,
obstet.-gynecol. Univ. Neb. Med. Center
Omaha 1973—. Served to maj. MCUSA
1968-70. Recipient: Annual Award Central
Assn. of Obstet. & Gynecol. 1974 & 1976.
Contbr. res. Omaha NE.*
GORONDI, Alexander Zoltan. Bowdoin
1958-61. Sigma Nu. Management; b.
Debrecen Hungary Jan. 13 1938; m. Iris
Molinero Feb. 22 1964; ch.: Alejandro,
Sebastian, Fernando. General Motors Buenos
Aires Argentina (sr. clerk 1962-63, supervisor
1963-64, spec, assignment 1964-66, asst. to
works mgr. 1966-68), Estancias Los Caldenes
Luan Toro-La Pampa (ranch mgr. 1968-70,
exec. dir. 1970
—
). res. Estancia La Blanca
Luan Toro Provincia La Pampa Argentina.*
GRAY, George Melvin. Bowdoin 1958-59.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Damariscotta June 14
1940; s. of Kenneth V. '38. res. Nashua NH.
GREASON, Earl Spencer, III. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Military; b. NYC Dec. 3 1940; m.
Patricia Tubbs June 23 1962; ch.: Barbara,
Susan, Earl IV, Thomas. Officer USA
Pentagon Washington DC 1962— . res.
Springfield VA.*
GREELEY, Warren Kimball. A.B., A.M. Tufts
1969, Ph.D. Tufts 1973. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Winchester MA Dec. 14 1940;
m. Louise Dunlap Dec. 22 1962; ch.: Roger,
Daniel, Joy. Asst. prof. Boston State Coll.
1967—. Served to It. USN 1962-65. res.
Brooks.*
GULLIVER, William. Bowdoin 1958-60, A.B.
Boston Univ. 1962, M.B.A. Harvard 1971.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Real estate invest.; b. Cambridge
MA July 9 1940; s. of William H. '25; m.
Patricia Bishop Dec. 30 1965; ch.: William,
Catherine. C.P.A. Arthur Young & Co. Boston
1963-69, Cabot Cabot & Forbes Land Trust
Boston (asst. treas. & comptroller 1971-74, asst.
v.pres. finance & admin. 1974
—
). Member
board of dir. E. Boston MA Social Centers,
Rivers Sch. (chmn. business & finance
committee, corporator), chmn. Historic Dist.
Study Committee Sherborn MA, treas. Sprage
Election Committee, res. Sherborn MA.*
GUNDARA, Jagdish Singh. A.B. Bowdoin
Plan, A.M. McGill 1967, Ph.D. Edinburgh
Univ. 1975. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Nairobi Kenya Sept. 11 1938; m. Margaret
Boake Sept. 14 1968. Intern UN NYC 1962,
research asst. Columbia Univ. 1963, supervisor
Neighborhood Youth Corp NYC summers
1967 & 1968, teacher Starcross Sch. London
England 1969-70, education officer Islington
Community Relations London 1971—
.
Governor Highbury Manor Inst. London,
member London (Community Health Council,
Adult Education Consultative committee,
Inner London Education
Authority/Community Relations Conservative
committee), res. London England.*
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HAGGERTY, Robert Lewis. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Univ. Calif. San Francisco 1970. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Hackensack NJ July 26 1940;
m. Susan Hartnett June 5 1965; ch.: David.
Student Cornell Univ. 1962-64, pathologist
Miller Clinical Lab. Modesto CA 1974-75.
Served to sgt. USA 1965-68. d. Northwest
Territory Canada July 20 1975.*
HALL, Dwight Hubert. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.S. Purdue Univ. 1965; Ph.D.
Purdue Univ. (Nat. Inst, of Health Predoctoral
Training fellow) 1967. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Science; b. Rumford July 27 1940; m. Carole
Ludwig Aug. 17 1963. Asst. prof. Duke Univ.
1968-77, assoc. prof. Ga. Inst, of Tech. Atlanta
1977—. Grace Lutheran Church Durham NC
(financial sec. 1972-73, elder 1976-77). Elected
member Phi Lambda Upsilon & Sigma Xi,
recipient: Nat. Inst, of Health Research Career
Development Award 1970-75. Contbr. res.
Atlanta GA.*
HALL, Howard John. A.B., M B A. Univ.
Penn. 1964, J.D. Suffolk Univ. 1969. Kappa
Sigma. Law; b. Lowell MA April 27 1941;
m. Joanne Johnstone April 20 1963; ch.:
Barbara, Howard, Jonathan. Salesman Scott
Paper Co. Phila. PA 1963-65, personnel dir.
Colonial Press Co. Clinton MA 1965-72, atty.
Hall & Balas Westford MA 1972—. Pres.
Rotary Club Westford 1976-77, member board
of dir. Business Assn. Westford, trustee
Nashuba Regional Hospital, member Westford
Industrial Comm. res. Westford MA.*
HAMILTON, Reed Andrew. Bowdoin 1958-60.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Canandaigua NY Feb. 9
1941. res. Falmouth MA.
HARRIS, Hugh Raymond. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Washington DC Aug. 5 1940. res. Boca
Raton FL.
HASTINGS, Donald Winslow. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Mass. 1964, Ph.D. Univ. Mass. 1970. Chi
Psi. Education; b. Mt. Vernon NY July 18
1940; m. Constance Moore Aug. 25 1962; ch.:
Peter, Laura. Teaching asst. Univ. Mass.
Amherst 1964-66, instr. sociology (part-time
Holyoke MA Community Coll. 1966-67, Univ.
Utah Salt Lake City 1967-70), sociology Univ.
Tenn. Knoxville (asst. prof. 1970-73, assoc.
prof. 1973—). Contbr. res. Knoxville TN*
HEALD, Lawrence Alfred. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.S. Columbia 1964. Alpha
Delta Phi. Systems engineering; b. Wausau
WI June 7 1940; m. Deborah Rankin Feb. 10
1974. Systems engineer Int. Business Machines
Corp. (NYC 1965-74, Hartford CT 1974, New
Haven CT 1975—). res. Greenwich CT.*
HEDENSTEDT, Nils. Bowdoin Plan 1958-59.
Psi Upsilon. b. Stockholm Sweden Feb. 21
1934. res. unknown.
HEGGENHOUGEN, Harald Kristian. A.B.
b. Notodden Norway April 24 1940. res.
unknown.
HEPBURN, James Peter. Bowdoin 1958-62.
Psi Upsilon. b. Brookline MA May 16 1939;
s. of James P. '38. res. Weston CT.
HILL, Frederic Batchelder. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Journalism; b. Portland Oct. 12 1939; s. of
Francis B. '23; m. Marguerite Pooley May 28
1971; ch.: Sarah. Underwriter Mutual of N.Y.
1963-64, correspondent Baltimore MD Sun
1965— . Recipient: Public Service Prize
Baltimore-Washington Newspaper Guild 1972.
res. Neuilly-Sur-Seine France.*
HILYARD, Stevens Woods. A.B. 1963,
A.M.L.S. Univ. Mich. 1964, Ed.D. Boston
Univ. 19? Alpha Delta Phi. Library science;
b. Summit NJ Jan. 18 1940; m. Jean Lewis, m.
Cynthia Scofield July 10 1971; ch.: Jonathan,
Amy, Michael, Julia, Jeffrey, Harry II. Asst.
librarian Grand Valley State Coll. Allendale
MI 1965-66, librarian New Eng. Coll. Henniker
NH 1966-76, dir. library Kan. State Coll.
Pittsburg 1976— . New Eng. Library Assn. (sec.
bibliography committee 1967-68; member
regional planning committee 1969-72, exec,
board & council 1971-73 & 1975-76), N.H.
Library Assn. (treas. 1968-69; chmn. spec. &
subject collections committee 1968
—
; member
committee on standards 1969-70, exec, board
1971-74 & 1975-76), N.H. Coll. & Univ.
Council (member librarians policy committee
1966—
, chmn. 1970-71), N.H. Library Council
(member exec, board 1971-74 & 1975-76,
chmn. 1973-74, chmn. committee on obscenity
legislation 1975-76), member advisory council
N.H. State Library 1971-74. Contbr. res.
Pittsburg KS.*
HOISINGTON, Thomas Henry. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. E. Deny NH
Dec. 31 1940. res. Atlanta GA.
HOLLAND, Thomas Wilmer, Jr. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Marketing management; b. NYC April 9
1941; m. Mary Jackson Dec. 13 1969. E. I.
duPont de Nemours & Co. (marketing trainee
NYC 1965-67, promotion rep. Wilmington DE
1967—69), Avon Products NYC (incentive mgr.
1969-74, marketing mgr. 1974
—
). Served to 1st
It. USA 1962-65. res. NYC*
HOLLMANN, Thomas Dana. Bowdoin
1958-59. Alpha Delta Phi. b. New Brunswick
NJ May 17 1940. res. unknown.
HOPE, Peter Randall. A.B. Delta Sigma, b.
Damariscotta May 20 1940. res. Thomaston.
HORN, Richard Emil. A.B., MBA.
Northeastern 1971. Theta Delta Chi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Banking exec; b.
Mineola NY Aug. 11 1940; m. Carolyn Faul
Nov. 2 1968; ch.: Katharin, Johanna. V.pres.
bank invest. State Street Bank & Trust Co.
Boston 1964—. Served to capt. USAR 1962-64.
res. Scituate MA.*
HUNT, Spencer Claud. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Univ. Mich. 1964. Alpha Tau Omega, Phi
Delta Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Wilmington DE Nov. 21 1940; m.
Doris Grewe April 21 1968; ch.: Geoffrey,
Theodore. Assoc. atty. Townley Updike Carter
& Rodgers NYC 1965—. Served to spec. 4/c
USAR 1964-70. res. NYC*
IVERSON, Andrew Percy, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Portland Oct. 5 1940. res. Westbrook.
JELLY, Donald Babson. A.B. Sigma Nu. 1972
capital campaign worker. Ins.; b. Salem MA
Jan. 21 1941; m. Sharon Brackett July 27 1963;
ch.: Susan, Stephanie, Amy, Hannah.
Salesman Atlantic Oil Co. Revere MA 1963-74,
supervisor Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston
1975—. Served to cpl. USMC 1962-63. res.
Boxford MA.*
JORDAN, Fred Briggs. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Tufts 1966. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b.
Portland Jan. 2 1940. Intern Me. Med. Center
Portland 1966-67, resident Central Me.
General Hospital Lewiston 1967-70, fellow
forensic pathology Med. Coll. Va. Richmond
1970-72, asst. prof, pathology Univ. Okla.
Health Science Center Oklahoma City 1972
—
,
State of Okla. Oklahoma City (asst. chief med.
examiner 1972-74, assoc. chief med. examiner
1974
—
). Fellow Am. Acad, of Forensic
Sciences. Recipient: Aesculapian Award for
basic science instruction Univ. Okla. Health
Sciences Center 1974, 1976. Contbr. res.
Oklahoma City OK.*
KAROFSKY, Peter Stuart. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1966. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Pediatrics; b.
Boston Nov. 11 1939; m. Judith Deutsch June
23 1963; ch.: Jill, Amy, Andrew. Univ. Wise.
Madison (intern 1966-67, resident 1967-68),
fellow in ambulatory pediatrics Ind. Univ.
Indianapolis 1970-71, asst. clinical prof,
pediatrics & dir. diagnostic clinic Univ. Wise.
1971— . Pres. Pediatric Soc. Dane County
1974-75, fellow Am. Acad, of Pediatrics.
Served to capt. USAF 1968-70. res. Middleton
WI.*
KIM, Chong-un. Bowdoin 1958-59, A.B. Seoul
Nat. Univ. 1957, A.M. N.Y. Univ. 1961, Litt.D.
Seoul Nat. Univ. 1974. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Seoul Korea Oct. 15 1929; m.
Dong-jin Oct. 15 1966; ch.: Min-yong,
Eun-yo08ng, Son-yong. Prof. English Seoul
Nat. Univ. Korea 1963— . Member board of
dir. Korea (Am. Studies Assn. 1965-68,
1970-72; English Lang. & Literature Soc.
1969-70). Served to capt. Republic of Korea
Army 1950-58. res. Seoul Korea.*
KLINGAMAN, David Bennett. A.B., LL.B. &
J.D. Albany Law Sch. 1965. Alpha Delta Phi.
1972 capital campaign area chmn. Law; b.
Albany NY Sept. 25 1940; m. Alicia Millard
July 24 1966; ch.: Sheila, Moira, David, John.
Calendar clerk N.Y. State Court of Exams
Albany 1965-66, deputy chief clerk of court
Court of Claims Albany 1966— . Pres.
Rensselaer County Jr. Museum, res. Troy
NY.*
KYROUZ, Thomas Joseph. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Wise. 1964, Ph.D. Univ. Wise. 1967. Theta
Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Gloucester MA Aug. 22 1940;
m. Donna Favazza June 20 1964; ch.: Elaina.
Michele. Asst. Univ. Wise. Madison 1962-67,
asst. prof. Univ. Ga. Athens 1967-70. State
Coll. Salem MA (asst. prof, mathematics
1970-73, assoc. prof. 1973—). Contbr. res.
Wenham MA.*
LADD, Richard Bessom. A.B.. M B.A. Tulane
1973. Kappa Sigma. Military; b. Quincy MA
Aug. 13 1940; m. Edith Russell Sept. 30 'l 962;
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ch.: Kimberly, Pamela. USA (exec, officer
1963-65, aircraft maintenance officer 1965-70,
operations research analyst 1973
— ,
maj. Ft.
Hood TX). Elected member Beta Gamma
Sigma, res. Killeen TX.*
LEACH, Charles Perkins. A.B. 1963. Psi
Upsilon. Military; b. Boston Dec. 7 1940; s.
of Lawrence R. '30; m. Mary Lou Wiles Sept.
14 1968; ch.: Jacqueline. Maj. USA 1963
—
(Vietnam 1965-66, 1969-70; Germany 1970-74,
Ft. McPherson GA 1974
—
). Awarded Bronze
Star, Army Commendation Medal with Oak
Leaf Cluster, Combat Infantryman Badge,
Parachutist Badge, res. College Park GA.*
LEE, Leonard Coleman. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Military; b. Portland May 22 1939;
ch.: Robert, Patrick, Timothy. Officer USAF
1962
—,
maj. Pope Air Force Base NC.
Awarded Distinguished Flying Cross 1966; Air
Force Commendation Medal 1970, 1973; Air
Medal 1965, 1966, 1967. res. Fayetteville NC*
LIPPERT, Phillip Stephen. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Systems analysis; b. Greenwich CT Nov. 9
1940; m. Diane Dodge Aug. 28 1968; ch.:
Colby. Systems analyst Int. Business Machines
Essex Junction VT 1968— . Served to maj.
USA 1962-68; awarded Combat Infantry
Badge, Air Medal, Bronze Star, Vietnam
Service Medal, res. Milton VT.*
LIVINGSTON, Bayard Urquhart, IV. A.B.
Alpha Delta Phi. Management consulting; b.
Boston July 15 1940; m. Wendy Whiting Feb.
20 1965; ch.: John, Amy. John Hancock
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston (underwriting
spec, group pension dept. 1962-64, dir.
management research mortgage & real estate
dept. 1965-73, operations improvement
program team leader 1974
—
). Deacon United
Church of Christ Norwell MA 1972-74. Served
to s/sgt. USAFR 1963-69. res. Norwell MA.*
LOGAN, Donald Stuart. A.B., M.B.A.
Dartmouth 1968. Psi Upsilon. Marketing; b.
Boston Dec. 6 1939; m. Maris Bloom Sept. 11
1965; ch.: Mary, Prescott, Donald Jr. Univ. St.
Louis MO 1963, Riegel Paper Co. (production
trainee Atlanta GA 1964, asst. production
control mgr. St. Louis 1965, production control
mgr. St. Louis 1966), General Mills Inc. Mnpls.
MN (marketing asst. 1968, asst. product mgr.
1969, product mgr. 1971—). Served to 1st It.
USA 1962-64. res. Wayzata MN.*
LOVE, Cornelius Ruxton, III. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Theater exec. & convention consulting;
b. Goshen NY Jan. 24 1940; m. Carol
Christensen Feb. 14 1970; ch.: Amy. Pres.
(Brooks Musical Theatre Severna Park MD
1962-64, Md. Cabaret Theatre Severna Park
1964, Pigeon House Dinner Theatre Bowie
MD, Candlelight Dinner Theatre Goshen,
Playhouse on the Hudson Cornwall NY),
v.pres. Impact Int. Inc. Chicago IL & NYC,
pres. Wedgewood Productions Inc.
Washington DC. Served to 1st It. USA
1962-65. Recipient: British Theatrical Award
1973. Composer: A Magnificent Thing to Be
(1972), Paint the Sky (1974). res. Annapolis
MD.*
LUCE, David William. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ins. exec; b. Clinton MA June 16
1940; m. Sally Burtt Nov. 30 1963; ch.:
Bethanie, Wendy. Casualty underwriter
Travelers Ins. Co. Boston 1962-65, ins. broker
self-employed Hanover MA 1965-70, Jack
Conway Ins. Agency Hanover 1970-75 (v.pres.,
mgr., ins. broker, dir. 1973-75), with Deland,
Gibson, Meade & Gale Boston 1976— . Board
of deacons United Church of Christ Hanover
(member 1973
— ,
chmn. 1975), chmn. town
personnel board Hanover 1970
— ,
clerk
volunteer fire dept. Hanover 1967— . res.
Hanover MA.*
MacDONALD, Roy Carlton, Jr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Product management; b. Boston
June 10 1940; m. Cynthia Vining May 26 1963;
ch.: Rob, James. Am. Hospital Supply (sales
rep. Waltham MA 1966-68, hospital planner
equipment & furnishings Edison NJ 1968-70),
Am. Health Facilities Inc. (sr. project mgr.
Edison 1970-74; product mgr. Winnetka IL
1974-75, dir. product management 1975
—
).
Served to capt. USA 1963-66; awarded
Commendation Medal, res. Libertyville IL.*
MAGEE, Granville David. A.B., LL.B. & J.D.
Rutgers 1965. Zeta Psi. Class agt. 1963-73, 1972
capital campaign worker. Law; b. Point
Pleasant NJ April 19 1940; m. Suzanne
Kovatch Oct. 14 1967; ch.: Jennifer, Granville,
Peter, Tennant. Law clerk Herbert Horn
Superior Court of N.J. 1965-66, assoc. Mime
Nowels Fundler & Cornblatt Asbury Park NJ
1966-68, partner (Mirne Nowels Fundler
Cornblatt & Magee Asbury Park 1968-70,
Mirne Nowels Tumen Magee & Kirschner
Asbury Park & Wall NJ 1970—). Atty. (Shore
Conf. of Public Sch. 1973




Wall 1972— Spring Lake Heights 1970-75),
trustee (Monmouth County Bar Assn. 1975
—
,
Manasquan NJ United Methodist Church
1976
—), prosecutor (Wall 1967— , Spring Lake
Heights 1972-75), rep. Rutgers Law Sch.
Alumni Council, res. Manasquan Shores NJ.*
MALMFELDT, James Parse. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Delta Psi. b. Hartford CT Sept. 14 1940.
res. Wayland MA.
MANCINI, Francis Sabatino. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Northeastern 1965. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Boston Nov. 13 1940; m.
Anabel Fallon Sept. 22 1962, m. Janet Ramey
June 29 1968; ch.: Mark, Kyra. Systems
analyst United Fruit Co. Boston 1962-63,
Northeastern Univ. (teaching asst. 1963-65,
instr. 1968-69), coordinator political studies
Roger Williams Coll. Bristol RI 1969—. res.
Bristol RL*
MARBLE, Jerome Waldron. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Hartford CT Jan. 18 1940. res.
unknown.
MARCUS, Homer Merriman. A.B., Ph.D.
Univ. London (Inst, of Historical Research
fellow) 1974. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Baltimore MD May 3 1940; m. Philippa Borg
June 29 1971; ch.: Catherine, Hannah.
Research asst. Sch. of Scottish Studies
Edinburgh Scotland summer 1963, Univ.
Lancaster England (asst. lectr. 1964-65, lectr.
1966—, instr. Queens Coll. Flushing NY
summer 1969, visiting prof. (Syracuse Univ.
summer 1970, Bowdoin 1975-76). Member
England (Univ. Council for Adult Education,
co-ordinating committee for the Training of
Univ. Teachers), exec. Assn. of Univ. Teachers,
chmn. Lancaster & District Fabian Soc.
England, res. Lancaster England.*
MARTINI)AI.K, William Bennett. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Harrisburg PA June 26 1940.
res. Harrisburg PA.
McGUIRE, Peter Frederick. A.B., M D. &
CM. McGill 1966. Delta Sigma. Medicine;
b. Danbury CT Jan. 15 1941; m. Marcelle
Bernier Sept. 16 1967; ch.: Michael, Todd.
Intern Royal Victoria Hospital Montreal P.Q.
Canada 1966-67, emergency room physician
Miles Memorial Hospital Damariscotta 1967,
resident physician Me. Med. Center Portland
1969-71, emergency room physician Regional
Hospital Brunswick 1972-74, family physician
self-employed Brunswick 1971— . Dir.
Brunswick Family Physicians med. group,
chmn. committee on social action St. Charles
Catholic Church, instr. family medicine Me.
Med. Center Portland 1973
—
, med. advisor
Me. Right to Life Committee. Served to capt.
USA 1967-69; awarded Bronze Star 1968,
Vietnamese Nat. Honor Medal 1968. res.
Brunswick.*
McKENNEY, Dean Brinton. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Univ. Rochester 1965, Ph.D. Univ. Ariz.
1969. Chi Psi. Corp. exec; b. Newton MA
March 1 1940; m. Susan Dantley June 16 1962;
ch.: John, James, Scott. With Baird Atomics
Cambridge MA, with Univ. Rochester NY,
asst. prof, physics Univ. Ariz. Tucson, pres.
Helio Assoc. Inc. Tucson, res. Tucson AZ.*
McSWEENY, Bryan Joseph. A.B., D.M.D.
Univ. Penn. 1966. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker, admissions aide 1974—
.
Dentistry; b. Brockton MA Sept. 14 1939;
ch.: Catherine, Bryan. Orthodontist
self-employed Brockton 1939— . Served to
capt. USA 1969-72. res. Marion MA.*
MERRILL, Richard Hosmer. A.B., MD.
Boston Univ. 1966. Chi Psi. Medicine; b.
Pittsfield MA Nov. 13 1940; m. Melody
Schumann Aug. 1 1970; ch.: Heather. Intern
D.C General Hospital Washington DC
1966-67, resident internal medicine Tripler
Army Med. Center Honolulu HI 1967-70,
fellow nephrology Walter Reed Army Med.
Center 1970-72, chief (renal branch USA Inst,
of Surgical Research 1972-74; hemodialysis
unit Brook Army Med. Center, nephrology




medicine Univ. Tex. Health Science Center
San Antonio 1974—, It. col. USA 1975—.
Recipient: Physicians Recognition Award
AMA 1969-72. Contbr. res. San Antonio TX.*
MEYER, Peter Edward. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Bridgeport CT Feb. 14 1940. res.
W. Redding CT.
MILLAR, Robert Haines. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. Waterbury CT March 14 1940. res.
Brunswick.
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MILLIKEN, Jeffrey Allan. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Sales; b. Portland Jan. 29 1940; s. of John H.
'33; m. Joan Mitchell Nov. 8 1969. Sales rep.
Ailing & Cory/Canfield Paper Inc. NYC
1977—. Served to It. cdr. USN 1962-66, served
to It. cdr. USNR. res. NYC*
MILLMAN, Neil Lewis. A.B., M.S. Purdue
Univ. 1964. Alpha RJio Upsilon. Ins.; b.
Lynn MA Nov. 24 1941; m. Bari Cohen March
28 1965; ch.: Shara, Laura. Grad. asst. Purdue
Univ. 1963-64, instr. mathematics Syracuse
Univ. 1964-68, assoc. actuary Ins. Co. of N.
Am. Phila. PA 1969-74, asst. v.pres. & assoc.
actuary Colonial Penn Ins. Co. Phila. 1974—
.
Assoc. Casualty Actuarial Soc. 1971— . res.
Cherry Hill NJ.*
MIQUELARENA, Fernando Miguel Davies.
Bowdoin Plan 1958-59. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Coronel Suarez Argentina Sept. 30 1937. res.
Buenos Aires Argentina.
MONE, Peter John. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Univ. Chicago 1965. Psi Upsilon. Law; b.
Brockton MA April 8 1940; m. Sharon Bright
Oct. 9 1965; ch.: Kathleen. Partner Baker &
McKenzie Chicago IL 1968— . Served to capt.
USA 1966-67; awarded Purple Heart, Bronze
Star, Air Medal, Army Commendation Medal,
Vietnamese Service Medal, Vietnam Campaign
Medal, Nat. Defense Medal 1967. Contbr. res.
Winnetka IL.*
MORSE, Dexter Paul. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Evansville IN July 31 1940. res.
unknown.
NICKERSON, Stanley Monroe. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Data processing management; b.
Millinocket July 23 1940; m. Arlene Wignall
Aug. 3 1963; ch.: Sarah, Amanda. Programmer
& analyst Conn. General Life Ins. Co.
Bloomfield CT 1962-65, systems analyst The
NCR Corp. Hartford CT 1965-70, project
engineer The Travelers Ins. Co. Hartford
1970-71, mgr. systems The NCR Corp.
Hartford 1971-75, mgr. data processing Burritt
Mutual Savings Bank New Britain CT 1975—
.
Served to sgt. Conn. Army Nat. Guard res.
Cromwell CT.*
O'BRIEN, Patrick James. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Business management; b. Lowell MA Jan.
10 1941; m. Anne Cooney March 8 1974.
Product supervisor Hooker Chem. Niagara
Falls NY 1965-69, v.pres. Chinook Mobilodge
Co. Yakima WA 1969-71, consultant
self-employed Lowell 1971-73, marketing mgr.
Hooker Chem. 1973-75, business mgr. IMC
Chemical Group 1975—. Served to 1st It. USA
1963-65; awarded Joint Service
Commendation Medal 1965. res. Stoneham
MA.*
O'DONNELL, Kenan. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Supervising; b. Boston Jan. 21 1935.
Supervisor investigations Mass. div.
Employment Security Boston 1967— . Served
to PO/3 USN 1954-57. res. Quincy MA.*
OSSOLINSKI, John Paul. A.B., M BA. Univ.
Penn. 1964. Beta Theta Pi. Management; b.
Springfield MA March 7 1940; m. Patricia
Janik Aug. 18 1962; ch.: Robert, Christine.
General Electric Co. (employee relations
management program Schenectady NY
1964-65, Phila. PA 1965-66, Shelbyville IN
1966-67; mgr. employee relations Springfield
1967-70, E. Stroudsburg PA 1971-73, Phila.
1973—). res. Mt. Laurel NJ.*
PANTELEAKOS, Michael Steven. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Placement aide 1973-74. Ins.
management; b. Vlomohori Greece Nov. 29
1937; m. Robin Folger Aug. 21 1971. Dist.
mgr. Union Mutual Life Ins. Co. 1965
—
(Portland, San Francisco CA; group & pension
sales Seattle WA). Order of Ahepa (treas. San
Juan chapter, nat. delegate), youth leader St.
Demetrios Greek Orthodox Church Seattle.
Served to capt. USA 1963-65. res. Seattle WA.*
PARKER, Donald Neil. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Hartford CT Oct. 8 1940. res. Keene NH.
PAUL, Anthony Martin. A.B. cum laude 1963,
Ph.D. Johns Hopkins 1969, J.D. Yale 1973.
Beta Theta Pi. Occ. unknown; b. E.
Cleveland OH Oct. 18 1940. Asst. prof. Miami
Univ. Oxford OH 1967-69, visiting asst. prof.
(SUNY Buffalo 1969, Univ. Md. Catonsville
1970), visiting lectr. Yale Univ. 1972. res. Los
Angeles CA.*
PERR1NE, Charles Henry. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Bryn Mawr PA June 1 1940. res.
Leavenworth KS.
PIERCE, Norman Brayton. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; S.T.B. Boston Univ. 1966;
A.M. Boston Univ. 1973. Phi Delta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Psychotherapy &
business management; b. Acushnet MA Sept.
11 1940; m. Patricia Jobe June 26 1965; ch.:
Christine, Matthew. Pastor New Eng. Southern
Conf. United Methodist Church (Wareham
MA 1966-67, E. Bridgewater MA 1967-71), art




self-employed N. Abington 1971— . Deacon &
elder United Methodist Church, res. Hingham
MA.*
PILTON, Gavin William. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Bolton England May 23 1941; m. Brijitte Vogt
Feb. 8 1965; ch.: James, Sonja. Served to maj.
USA 1962-72. d. Binh Dinh S. Vietnam March
15 1972.
PIPER, William Stephen. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Stanford Univ.
(Woodrow Wilson fellow) 1964; Ph.D.
Stanford Univ. (Danforth Grad. fellow) 1966.
Delta Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Mathematics & research analysis; b.
Cleveland OH May 26 1940; m. Margaret
Allan June 22 1963; ch.: Allan. Diagnostic
computer programmer Honeywell Newton
Highlands MA summer 1963, asst. prof,
mathematics Purdue Univ. 1968-72, operations
research analyst & study dir. Center for Naval
Analyses Arlington VA 1972-74, sr. policy
analyst U.S. Dept. of Commerce Washington
DC 1974-75, sr. staff member Council on Int.
Economic Policy Exec. Office of Pres.
Washington DC 1975-77. with U.S. Dept. of
State Washington DC 1977—. Trustee
Operations Research Council Washington DC,
fellow Soc. for Religion in Higher Education.
Served to capt. USA 1966-68; awarded Army
Commendation Medal 1968. Recipient: Spec.
Achievement Award U.S. Dept. of Commerce
1975. Co-author: Basic Abstract Algebra
(1975) , Mission Effectiveness Analysis of
Naval General Purpose Forces (1974). res.
Falls Church VA.*
POLEDEROS, Steven George. A.B Chi Psi.
b. Pawtucket RI Nov. 24 1940. res. Warwick
RI.
POMERLEAU, Ovide Felix. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1965, Ph.D., Columbia 1969. Alpha
Delta Phi. Psychology; b. Waterville June 4
1940; m. Cynthia Stodola Sept. 11 1965; ch.:
Julie, Aimee. Asst. prof, psychology Temple
Univ. Med. Sch. 1969-72, dir. research Temple
Univ. unit Phila. State Hospital 1969-72, asst.
prof, psychology in psychiatry Univ. Penn.
Med. Sch. Phila. 1972— dir. Hospital of Univ.
Penn. (Psychiatric Day Hospital 1972
—
,
Center for Behavioral Medicine 1973
—
). Past
v.pres. Children's Museum Phila., member
(health committee Chestnut Hill Community
Assn., Sigma Xi). Author: Kick the Smoking
Habit: An Eight-Week Behavioral Program for
Giving Up Cigarettes, contbr. res. Phila. PA.*
POMPEO, Roger Arthur. A.B., M D. Boston
Univ. 1966. Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b.
Quincy MA Dec. 14 1940; m. Ann Chatterton
Jan. 25 1964; ch.: Jeannine, Karen, Laura,
Holly. Physician self-employed Cohasset MA
1970—. Chmn. dept. of family practice S.
Shore Hospital Weymouth MA, member board
of health Cohasset, diplomate Am. Board of
Family Practice, fellow Am. Acad, of Family
Practice. Served to It. cdr. USN 1967-70;
awarded Bronze Star. res. Cohasset MA.*
PONADER, Harald Heinz Theodor. Bowdoin
Plan 1958-59. Kappa Sigma. Research; b.
Bayreuth Germany July 19 1934; m. Hilde
Geiger Dec. 22 1963; ch.: Christiane,
Maximilian. Teacher State of Bavaria
Germany 1962-64, admin, standing conf.
Minister of Education Germany 1964-67,
researcher State Inst, for Research & Planning
in Education Munich Germany 1968— . res.
Munich Germany.*
POTHOLM, Christian Peter. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Fletcher Sch.
(Woodrow Wilson fellow) 1964; M.A.L.D.
Fletcher Sch. 1965; Ph.D. Fletcher Sch. 1967.
Psi Upsilon. Education; b. Hartford CT
Nov. 14 1940; m. Sandra Quinlan Sept. 12
1965; ch.: Erik, Heather. Dartmouth Coll.
(instr. 1966-67, asst. prof. 1967-68), asst. prof.
Vassar Coll. 1968-70, visiting prof. Coll. of V.I.
summer 1970, Bowdoin (asst. prof. govt. &
legal studies 1970-71, assoc. prof. 1971
—
).
Named Oustanding Educator of Am. 1971.
Author: Four African Political Systems (1970).
Swaziland: The Dynamics of Political
Modernization (1972), Liberation and
Exploitation: The Struggle for Ethopia (1976);
co-ed.: Southern Africa in Perspective: Essays
in Regional Politics (1972), Police and Society
(1976) ; contbr. res. S. Harpswell.*
POWERS, Neville Anthony. A.B.. M.Arch.
M.I.T. 1972. Architecture; b. York Feb. 28
1940; s. of Walter A. '06; m. Erica Levine Jan.
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14 1967. Consultant in architectural acoustics
Bolt, Beranek & Newman Inc. Cambridge MA
1973— . res. Lexington MA.*
PRIESTLY, Robert Andrew, Sr. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Business admin. & management; b.
Topsham Feb. 2 1940; m. Joyce Looney Sept.
13 1969; ch.: Robert Jr., Edward, Sheila. Bath
Iron Works Corp. (buyer 1966-68, subcontract
admin. 1968-70), purchasing agt. (The Carvel
Co. Portland 1970-71, Alpha Construction
Corp. Chelmsford MA 1971), Chandler
Leasing div. Pepsico Leasing Corp. Lexington
MA (program mgr. 1971-74, dir. admin.
1975—). Served to capt. USA 1963-66;
awarded Commendation Medal, res. Westford
MA.*
PRINCE, Allen Hallowell. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Framingham MA May 27 1940; s. of
Donald F. '31. res. Auburndale MA.
PRIOR, Thomas George. A.B. 1963. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Jersey City NJ Feb. 12 1940.
res. Maplewood NJ.
PULSIFER, Richard Sparrow. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. NYC Sept. 30 1940. res.
Brunswick.
RAY, Benjamin Caleb. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Univ. Chicago 1963 & 1967, Ph.D. Univ.
Chicago 1971. Zeta Psi. Education; b.
Portland March 5 1940; s. of Roger B. '29; m.
Manila Lietins June 25 1966; ch.: Indra,
Alexandra. Asst. prof, religion Princeton Univ.
1969
— ;
visiting prof, religion, philosophy,
sociology Makerere Univ. Kampala Uganda
1972; acting dir. program in African studies
Princeton Univ. 1974-75; adjunct prof, religion
Barnard Coll., Columbia Univ. 1976. Fellow
Am. Council of Learned Soc. 1972, Stewart
lectr. Princeton Univ. 1975, jr. fellow
Humanities Council 1975. Author: African
Religions: Symbol, Ritual, and Community
(1976). res. Princeton NJ.*
REX, John. A.B., Ed.M. SUNY Buffalo 1968.
Delta Sigma. Education; b. Syracuse NY
Nov. 1 1940; m. Barbara Piskor Aug. 24 1968;
ch.: Christopher, Anne. Teacher (Peace Corps
govt, of Ethiopia Debra Berhan Ethiopia
1962-64, central sch. Akron NY 1964—). res.
Williamsville NY.*
RICE, James Stephen. A.B. 1964. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Brooklyn NY Nov. 19 1940. res.
Raimundstrasse Germany.
RICE, John Giltner. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts 1967.
Delta Sigma. Dentistry; b. Worcester MA
July 25 1940; s. of John D. '36; m. Sharon
Converse Feb. 24 1968; ch.: Sarah, Noah.
Dentist self-employed S. Paris 19?— . res. N.
Norway.*
RICHARDSON, Samuel Adams, Sr. Bowdoin
1958-60, A.B. Franklin Coll. 1963, Ed.M. Univ.
N.H. 1969. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Haverhill MA July 21 1940; m. Barbara
Martin July 13 1963; ch.: Sarah, Samuel Jr.
Teacher (Poughkeepsie NY High Sch. 1963-64,
Woburn MA High Sch. 1964-66), chmn. math
dept. (curriculum coordinator Oyster River
Durham NH 1966-71, Pioneer Valley Regional
Sch. Northfield MA 1971—), dir. wilderness
activities Northfield MA Mt. Hermon Sch.
summer 1975 & 1976. res. Northfield MA.*
RICHMAN, Bruce Jack. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Boston April 28 1941. res. Miami
FL.
RIEFLER, Roger Frank. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Wash. 1965, Ph.D. Univ. Wash. 1966. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Freeport NY Sept. 16 1940;
m. Carolyn Kelsey Sept. 1 1962. Asst. prof,
economics Univ. Pittsburgh PA 1968-73,
consultant (Jack Faucett Assoc. Silver Spring
MD 1969
—
, med. systems div. Westinghouse
Corp. Pittsburgh 1969-70, office of economic
development Westmoreland County
Greensburg PA 1969-70, office of pres. LTV
Inc. Dallas TX 1970-71, Carson Engineering
Co. Greensburg 1970-71), assoc. prof,
economics Coll. of Business Admin. Univ.
Neb. Lincoln 1973— . Member church council
E. Liberty Lutheran Church Pittsburgh,
visiting scientist Nat. Science Foundation
Wheaton Coll. Norton MA 1970, visiting lectr.
Chatham Coll. Pittsburgh 1972 & 1973, elected
member Omicron Delta Epsilon. Served to
capt. USA 1966-68. Contbr. res. Lincoln NE.*
RISEMAN, Paul Robert. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ins.;
b. Boston April 17 1941; m. Patricia Braen
June 25 1967; ch.: Dennis, Seth. C.L.U.; ins.
salesman & serviceman individual & group life
disability & med. fields Arons & Riseman
Assoc. Newton MA. Trustee Town House
Community Center Wayland MA 1970-73,
pres. hot-line Wellesley-Weston MA 1973-74,
treas. Red Barn Nursery Sch. 1974-75. Served
to s/sgt. USAF 1963. Recipient: Nat. Quality
Award Million Dollar Round Table, res.
Wayland MA.*
ROBARTS, John Tremaine. A.B., Ed.M.
Salem State Coll. 1966. Kappa Sigma. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education
consulting; b. Lynn MA Jan. 24 1940; m.
Nancy Leigh July 8 1961; ch.: Kent, Kristin,
Lisa. Public sch. Gloucester MA (teacher
1964-66, sch. adjustment counselor 1966-68,
dir. pupil services 1968-72), dir. pupil services
public sch. MA (Watertown 1971-72,
Marblehead 1972-75), consultant & partner R
& K Assoc. Essex MA 1975— . Served to capt.
USA 1962-64. res. Essex MA.*
ROBERTS, David Llewellyn. A.B., Ph.D. Case
Western Reserve Univ. 1968. Phi Delta Psi.
Education; b. NYC Jan. 20 1940; m.
Rosemary Bell Aug. 14 1971. Teaching fellow
Bowdoin 1962-63, Univ. Waterloo Ont.
Canada (post-doctoral fellow 1968-69, asst.
prof. 1969— dean of men 1968 & 1971,




ROBINSON, Paul Courtney. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Damariscotta Dec. 5 1940. res. Tustin CA.
ROLLINSON, Frederick Burnham. A.B. Chi
Psi. Management; b. Hartford CT April 25
1939; s. of Lewis W. '29; m. Nancy Bowne
June 10 1961; ch.: Robert, Pamela, Edward.
Sales promotion coordinator Arco Providence
RI, account mgr. Kimberly-Clark Corp.
Neenah WI. res. S. Easton MA.*
ROSENFELD, Arnold Richard. A.B., J.D.
Boston Coll. 1967. Kappa Sigma. Law; b.
Newton MA Feb. 20 1941; m. Lois Beaton
June 13 1963; ch.: John, Jennifer,
Mary-Rachel. Deputy asst. atty. general Mass.
dept. of atty. general Boston 1967-68, exec. dir.
Committee on Criminal Justice Boston
1970-75, deputy chief counsel Mass. Defenders
Committee Boston 1975— . Chmn. Mass.
Criminal History Systems Board 1972-74.
Served to capt. USA 1963-65. res. Acton MA.*
ROUSSEAU, Denis Lawrence. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Princeton 1964, Ph.D. Princeton
1967. Delta Sigmar. Science; b. Franklin NH
Nov. 18 1940; m. Irene Babitsch Dec. 28 1963;
ch.: Douglas. Research assoc. Univ. Southern
Calif. Los Angeles 1967-69, with Bell Tel. Lab.
Murray Hill NJ 1969—. res. Summit NJ.*
SACK, John Thomas. A.B., M.D. Jefferson
Med. Coll. 1966. Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine;
b. Bryn Mawr PA Sept. 17 1940; m. June 1
1974; ch.: John, Mary, Carolyn. Intern Univ.
Wise. 1966-67, orthopedic resident Univ. Penn.
1969-73, Hand fellow Univ. Edinburgh 1973,
orthopedic surgeon pvt. practice Tacoma WA
1973—. Served to It. cdr. USN July 1967-69.
res. Tacoma WA.*
SAMPSON, Schuyler Sargent, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Providence RI
Oct. 9 1940. res. Huntsville AL.
SAUNDERS, Glenn Ray. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Corp. exec; b. N. Conway NH Jan. 21
1940; m. Sonnhilde Jaeger Aug. 20 1964; ch.:
Mark, Kirk. V.pres. & sec. White Mt. Oil Co.
Inc. N. Conway 1968— . Community Center N.
Conway (dir. 1969— pres. 1971, treas. 1975),
dir. New Eng. LP Gas Assn. 1976— , member
Conway NH (town planning board 1975
—
,
town conservation comm. 1975
—
). Served to
capt. USA 1965-68. res. N. Conway NH.*
SAWYER, Richard George. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Me. 1966. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign area chmn. Law; b. Augusta Sept.
12 1940; m. Paula Gibson March 27 1965; ch.:
Benjamin, Erica. Announcer
WCSH-Television Portland 1962-66, spec. asst.
office of governor Augusta 1967-69, atty.
Sawyer & Sawyer Augusta 1969— . Chmn.
State Employees Appeals Board, res.
Augusta.*
SCHOENWALD, Lawrence Jay. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Denver CO Oct. 22 1940. res.
Denver CO.
SCHUMACHER, Henry Albert. Bowdoin
1958-60, B.S. Dela. Valley Coll. 1963, M.S.
Univ. Hawaii 1967, Ph.D. Univ. Pittsburgh
1972. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Manpower
planning; b. Plainfield NJ April 3 1940; m.
Sheila Stanley, m. Judith Sullivan Dec. 21
1969; ch.: Steven, Todd. Agricultural advisor
Int. Voluntary Services Laos 1963-65, deputy
dir. Asian training center Univ. Hawaii
1966-67, dir. Peruvian-Northamerican Bi-Nat.
Center Trujillo Peru 1968-69, educator Unesco
Paris France & Colombia 1972-73, manpower
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planner Stanford Research Inst. Menlo Park
CA & Saudi Arabia 1973—. res. Menlo Park
CA.*
SEWALL, Tingey Haig. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Banking; b. NYC Aug. 3 1940; s. of George
T. '32; m. Lucy Roosevelt 1964. Asst. v.pres.
State Street Bank & Trust Co. Boston 19?—.
res. Boston.
SHEA, David Harold. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Data systems; b. Waterbury CT Dec. 23
1939; m. Barbara Johnson April 15 1967; ch.:
Jonathan, Meredith, Brian. Systems engineer
Int. Business Machines Corp. New Haven CT
1965-67, data processing mgr. Ulbrich Stainless
Steels & Spec. Metals Wallingford CT 1967-68,
computer systems designer Farrel Co. Ansonia
CT 1969-71, data systems spec. Southern New
Eng. Tel. Co. New Haven 1974— . Served to 1st
It. USA 1972-74. res. Cheshire CT.*
SHERMAN, Michael Hugh. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Management; b. Cambridge MA
March 31 1940; m. Marjory Golov 1963. Dir.
& general mgr. Farnsworth Farms Ocala FL.
res. unknown.
SHERWOOD, David Robert. A.B., M.P.A.
Syracuse Univ. 1971. Admin, planning; b.
Lowell MA May 10 1940; m. Cecile Byrne Oct.
17 1969; ch.: Christopher, Kevin. Teacher
Peace Corps Washington DC 1962-64, intern
Cardozo project in urban teaching United
Planning Organization Washington DC
1964-65, Peace Corps (training informant
Roosevelt Univ. Chicago IL 1965, volunteer
development officer & deputy dir. training V.I.
Training Center 1965-66, volunteer
development officer Office of Training Africa
1966-67, country dir. Kingdom of Lesotho
Southern Africa 1967-70, program coordinator
Africa region Washington DC 1970),
consultant evaluator & analyst for Vista
projects The TransCentury Corp. Washington
DC 1971, policy development spec.
Action-Vista Washington DC 1972, dir.
planning Conn. Planning Committee on
Criminal Admin. Hartford CT 1973-76, dir.
admin. & planning Inst, for Court Managment
Denver CO 1976—. Fellow Inst, for Court
Management Denver CO 1972. res. Denver
CO.*
SIBSON, Albert James. A.B., A.M. Tufts 1967.
Theta Delta Chi. Education; b. Portland
March 1 1 1940; m. Cassandra Young Oct. 21
1972. Teacher high sch. (Willimantic CT
1962-63, Cape Elizabeth 1963—). Sec. Am.
Hellenic Educational Progressive Assn.
Portland, res. S. Portland.*
SIDES, Wendell Thaxter. Bowdoin 1958-60.
Kappa Sigma, b. Scituate MA July 22 1940.
res. Scituate MA.
SILLIMAN, Sherwood Daniel, III. A.B. cum
laude. Delta Sigma, b. Rockville Center NY
Oct. 16 1940. res. Shaker Heights OH.
SIMPSON, E. Philip A., Jr. A.B., M B A.
Univ. Penn. 1970, J.D. Suffolk Univ. 1976. Chi
Psi. Banking; b. Washington DC Dec. 20
1940. Analyst Federal Reserve Bank Boston
1972—. Served to capt. USA 1963-67, served to
maj. USAR. res. Cambridge MA.*
SKALING, Thomas Peter. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
1966. Kappa Sigma. Dentistry; b. Phila. PA
July 7 1940; m. Roberta Rutherford June 24
1968. Dentist self-employed Brunswick 1968—
.
Served to capt. USAF 1966-68. res.
Brunswick.*
SLOTSKY, Reuben David. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Portland Sept. 29 1940. res.
Portland.
SMITH, Howell Kurtz, II. Bowdoin 1958-60.
Theta Delta Chi. Lab. tech.; b. Mnpls. MN
Dec. 1 1940; m. Louisa Stokes Dec. 31 1960;
ch.: Howell, Lance. Laborer Midwest Foil &
Packaging St. Paul MN 1961, lab tech. Minn.
Mining & Mfg. Co. St. Paul 1961—. Instr. first
aid Am. Red Cross 1969— . res. White Bear
Lake MN.*
SMITH, James Bigelow, Jr. A.B., A.M.
George Washington Univ. 1971. Chi Psi.
Education; b. S. Weymouth MA March 9
1940; m. Gail Nickerson June 17 1967; ch.:
Jonathan, Alison. Teacher Berwick Acad. S.
Berwick 1964-67, substitute teacher Prince
Georges County Sch. Upper Marlboro MD
1968-69, teacher public sch. Montgomery
County Rockville MD 1969—. Reserve
Officers Assn. Riverdale MD (sec. 1973-75,
v.pres. 1975-76). Served to 1st It. USA 1962-64,
served to maj. USAR; named Outstanding
Instr. of the Yr. Military Occupational
Specialty Dept. 1973, Branch Officers
Advanced Course 1974 & 1975. res.
Kensington MD.*
SMITH, Lawrence Crosby. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1967. Chi Psi. Security analysis; b.
Phila. PA April 11 1940. Security analyst
(Royal Globe Ins. NYC 1965-66, Paine
Webber NYC 1969-72, First Nat. Bank of
Mnpls. MN 1973—). Served to 1st It. USA
1963-65. res. Mnpls. MN.*
SMITH, Robert Peter. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Boston Feb. 18 1940. res.
Brookline MA.
SPELEOTIS, Charles John. A.B., M.P.A.
Univ. Pittsburgh 1964, LL.B. Boston Univ.
1967. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Salem MA Jan.
27 1940; m. Jean Krasnauskas Sept. 24 1967.
City planner Lynn MA 1963-67, Boston
Redevelopment Authority (legal officer
1969-70; asst. dir. residential development
1970-72, dir. 1973-75; chief general counsel
1975—). Served to capt. USA 1967-69. res.
Swampscott MA.*
STENBJERRE, Henrik. Bowdoin Plan
1958-59. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Norre
Sundly Denmark Feb. 14 1940. res. Gentofte
Denmark.
STONE, Roger Kimball. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Construction; b. Nashua NH
March 16 1940; s. of Stuart R. '30. Laborer G.
F. Peach Marblehead MA 1962-65, with
Frederick E. Hood Marblehead 1965-67,
foreman (G. F. Peach 1967-73, Stonington
Water Co. 1973—). Served to CPO USCG
1962-63. res. Stonington.*
STORY, Jonathan, III. A.B., M B A. Suffolk
Univ. 1973. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Management; b. Boston
April 25 1941; m. Karen Mullen Sept. 1 1962;
ch.: Jonathan, Kristin. Mgr. Polaroid Waltham
MA 1969—. Served to maj. USA 1962-69;
awarded Bronze Star (2) 1964, 1968; Purple
Heart 1968; Air Medal 1968; Army
Commendation Medal 1968. res. Scituate
MA.*
STOWELL, Newton Stanley, III. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Business exec; b. Rumford Dec. 30 1938; m.
Penelope Frincke Feb. 14 1965; ch.: Heidi,
Lisa, Rebecca. Teacher & coach Kents Hill
Sch. Readfield 1962-65, v.pres. Timberlands
Inc. Dixfield 1965— . Dir. Community Center
1974-76, pres. Ice Hockey Officials 1972-74,
member sch. board 1964-67. res. Dixfield.*
STUART, Richard Sadler. A.B.
Management; b. Melrose Feb. 20 1940; m.
Katherine Ranney July 8 1972. Service station
supt. Exxon Concord NH 1962-72, prop. Exec.
Search of New Eng. Portland 1972-76,
operations mgr. McLoon Oil Co. Rockland
1976—. Served to PO/3 USN 1963-65. res.
Rockland.*
SUSSMAN, Michael Howard. A.B., M.H.A.
George Washington Univ. 1965. Zeta Psi.
Hospital admin.; b. Paterson NJ April 15
1940; m. Janet Levine Dec. 27 1964; ch.: Keri,
Gary. St. John Hospital Detroit MI (asst.
administrator 1967-70, assoc. administrator
1970-72); assoc. administrator St. Joseph
Mercy Hospital Pontiac MI 1972-73;
administrator, dir. & sec. board of dir. FL
(Golden Isles Hospital Hallandale 1973-74,
Biscayne Med. Center Miami 1974
—
). Am.
Medicorp Inc. (group dir. S.E. region 1975-76,
regional dir. S. Atlantic region 1976
—
),
member board of trustees Fla. League of
Hospital 1975—. Served to capt. USA 1965-67.
res. Dunwoody GA.*
SWEENEY, John Ferran, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Corp. exec; b. Washington DC Dec. 14 1939;
m. Rhetta Boyd March 6 1965; ch.: Sabrina,
Alicia, Faith. Invest, analyst New Eng. Life
Ins. Co. Boston 1965-69; sr. v.pres., treas. &
dir. Cole & Assoc. Inc. Boston 1969—. Dir.
Cole Surveys Inc., pres. Jr. C. of C. Boston.
Served to capt. USA 1962-65; awarded Joint
Services Commendation Medal. Recipient:
Outstanding Young Men in Am. award 1968 &
1969. res. Hamilton MA.*
SWIFT, John Luther. A.B. cum laude. M B A.
Harvard 1968. Alpha Delta Phi. Securities
analysis; b. Orange NJ Jan. 13 1940. Invest,
officer Brown Brothers Harriman NYC
1968-71, with Lehman Brothers Inc. NYC
1971-72, sr. invest, officer John Hancock
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1973— (chartered
financial analyst). Served to It. USNR 1962-66.
res. Brookline MA.*
TERWILLIGER, Robert Chapman. Jr. A.B..
A.M. Boston Univ. 1964, Ph.D. Boston Univ.
1967. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education; b.
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Hartford CT Jan. 15 1940; m. Nora Barclay
May 7 1967; ch.: Kelly, Robert. Boston Univ.
(teaching fellow 1962-67, post-doctoral fellow
1967-70), assoc. prof. & asst. dir. Inst. Marine
Biology Univ. Oreg. Charleston 1970— . V.pres.
Ore. Marine Biology Soc, Paul Dudley White
fellow Mass. Heart Assn. 1967. Contbr. res.
Charleston OR.*
TILTON, Curtis Adair. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. NYC May 23 1940. res. Larchmont NY.
TITUS, Alan Richard. A.B. 1963. Theta Delta
Chi. Admissions aide 1970-71, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Marketing management;
b. Providence RI Nov. 3 1940; m. Susan
Barnes Oct. 18 1969; ch.: Sara, Alison. Various
marketing positions to marketing mgr. textile
fibers dept. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
Wilmington DE 1965—. Served to 1st It. USA
1963-65. res. Wilmington DE.*
TOLAN, John Joseph. Bowdoin 1958-60. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland Feb. 11 1940. res.
Tewksbury MA.
TOWER, Stephen Edward. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Columbia 1965. Theta Delta Chi.
Law, b. Bridgeport CT Aug. 10 1940; m.
Roni Weinstein June 11 1964; ch.: Jennifer,
Daniel. Corp. sec. Tower-Olschan Corp.
Bridgeport CT 1967-74, atty. Westport CT
(Schatz & Schatz 1974-76, Delson & Gordon
1976—). Served to capt. USA 1965-67;
awarded Commendation Medal 1967. res.
Fairfield CT*
UEHLEIN, Edward Carl, Jr. Bowdoin 1958-59,
A.B. Swarthmore Coll. 1962, LL.B. Boston
Coll. 1965. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b. Boston
May 7 1941; s. of Edward C. '34; m. Judith
Taylor June 16 1962; ch.: Christine, Sara. Field
atty. NLRB Atlanta GA 1965-68, assoc.
Morgan Lewis & Bockins Washington DC
1968-71, exec. asst. to sec. U.S. Dept. of Labor
Washington DC 1971-73, partner Morgan
Lewis & Bockins Washington DC 1973— . Sec.
& treas. Carlou Co. 1969-72. res. Alexandria
VA.*
VALENTE, Peter Charles. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.B. Columbia 1966; LL.M.
N.Y. Univ. 1971. Zeta Psi. 1962 & 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. NYC July 3 1940;
m. Judith Nemeroff Feb. 19 1966; ch.: Susan,
David. Tenzer Greenblatt Fallon & Kaplan
NYC (assoc. 1966-72, partner 1973—). res.
NYC*
VON MERTENS, Carl Pillsbury. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Hartford CT May 29 1940. res.
Weston MA.
WAGNER, Jonathan Frederick. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma. b.
Cleveland OH June 8 1940. res. Bonnerstrasse
Germany.
WALKER, Ian Munro. A.B. cum laude, Ph.D.
Brown Univ. 1967. Phi Delta Psi. Chemistry;
b. Toronto Ont. Canada; m. Frances Stoltz
Aug. 20 1966. Nat. Inst, of Health post
doctoral fellow Univ. 111. 1966-68, chemistry
dept. York Univ. Downsview Ont. (asst. prof.
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1968-73, assoc. prof. 1973—). Contbr. res.
Georgetown Ont. Canada.*
WEBSTER, Peter Bridgman. A.B., LL.B.
Cornell 1965. Kappa Sigma. 1962 capital
campaign worker, class agt. 1973— . Law; b.
Boston Jan. 11 1941; m. Elaine Gerber Dec. 20
1964; ch.: Amy, Peter, Timothy. Atty. Verrill
Dana Philbrick Putnam & Williamson
Portland 1965—. Served to 2nd It. Me. Army
Nat. Guard 1966. res. Yarmouth.*
WELCH, Edward Alfred, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Boston Oct. 1 1939. res. Newton Center
MA.
WESTON, Paul Jay. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Invests.; b. Cincinnati OH March 14 1940;
m. Linda Dox Jan. 29 1966; ch.: Gregory,
Daniel, Eric. Student Western Reserve Univ.
1963-65, U.S. Food & Drug Admin.
Washington DC (management analyst 1965-66,
asst. to deputy commissioner 1966-67), student
Univ Penn. 1968-69, Gradison & Co. Inc.
Cincinnati (invest, research analyst 1969-70,
syndicate mgr. 1970-73, asst. v.pres. 1973-74,
v.pres. 1974
—
). res. Cincinnati OH.*
WHELAN, Robert Emmett. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Mass. 1970. Psi Upsilon. Military; b.
Hartford CT June 1 1940; ch.: Devlin,
Shannon. With USA Ft. Devens MA 19?—.
Awarded Bronze Star, Vietnamese Cross of
Gallantry, Army Commendation Medal, Air
Medal, Vietnamese Honor Medal, res.
Lunenburg MA.*
WOOLACOTT, Sidney Walter. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Fitchburg MA Jan. 27 1941; m.
June Daulton Dec. 27 1958; ch.: Sidney Jr. d.
Wessington Springs SD June 27 1962.
WYMAN, John Kennedy. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Communications; b. Boston Jan. 11 1941;
m. Nancy Townsend Feb. 28 1970; ch.:
Heather, Erica. New Eng. Tel. Co. (mgr.
Boston 1962-69, dist. mgr. Springfield MA
1969-74), functional accounting supervisor
Am. Tel. & Tel. Co. NYC 1974—. Served to 1st
It. USA 1962-65. res. Randolph Township NJ.*
YAMAMOTO, Taneshiro. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Advt.; b. Osaka Japan July 8 1939;
m. Hiroko Shigihara June 14 1964; ch.: Yumi,
Kumi. Account exec. McCann
Erickson-Hakuhodo Tykyo Japan 1962-64,
brand mgr. The Gillette Co. Boston 1964-71,
account supervisor Toronto Ont. Canada
(MacLaren Advt. 1971-76, Richmond Advt.
1976
—
). res. Brampton Ont. Canada.*
YOUMANS, Mark Richmond. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Schenectady NY July 18 1940. res.
Columbia GA.
ZATKIN, Gilbert Ezekiel. A.B., A.M. Univ.
N.H. 1964, Ph.D. Univ. Md. 1969. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Psychology; b. NYC June 17 1941;
m. Marilyn Gibbs Sept. 7 1969; ch.: Laura.
Clinical psychologist MD (health dept.
Cheverly 1969
— ,
pvt. practice Silver Spring
1974—). Poet. res. Silver Spring MD.*
[1962-1963]
Class of 1963
ABBOTT, John Hayden. A.B. 1966. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Banking exec; b. Presque
Isle May 10 1941; m. Ellen Searle Oct. 30 1971.
The First Nat. Bank of Boston (trust
operations officer 1968-69, mutual funds
officer 1969-72, asst. v.pres. 1972—). PFC
USMC 1962-65. res. Boston.*
ADAMS, Wayne Thomas. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Law; b. Biddeford May 24 1941; m.
Catherine Jones April 25 1970; ch.: Sarah,
Bradford. General atty. FCC (Washington DC
1969-70, U.S. Dept. of State Brussels Belgium
1970-74); atty. Reagan, Ayer & Adams
Kennebunk 1974— . Served to capt. USA
1966-68, maj. USAR; awarded Bronze Star
1968. res. Kennebunkport.*
ALLEN, Andrew Laing. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Portland May 9 1941. res. Columbia MD.
ALLEN, Park West, II. A.B. Delta Sigma. 1972
capital campaign worker. Business exec; b.
NYC Aug. 11 1941; m. Evanthia Kondonellis
April 20 1969; ch.: Jason. Acturial trainee
Aetna Life & Casualty Hartford CT 1963-68,
registered rep. Bache & Co. Hartford 1968-70,
mgr. Estia Restaurant NYC 1970, asst. v.pres.
D. P. Harris Hardware & Mfg. Co. Inc. NYC
1971-76, general mgr. Int. Rubber div. of
Harris Mfg. Co. Beta Ltd. NYC 1976—. Served
to 1st It. USA 1964-66. res. Staten Is. NY.*
ALLEN, Peter Marcus. Bowdoin 1959-61, B.S.
Univ. Colo. 1966, B.Arch. Univ. Colo. 1969.
Psi Upsilon. Architecture; b. NYC June 27
1941. Registered architect (NM, CO); architect
self-employed Santa Fe NM 1973— . res. Santa
Fe NM.*
ALTMAN, Michael Lawrence. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Coll. 1966, LL.M. Harvard 1968. Sigma
Nu. Education & law; b. Boston Dec. 25
1941; m. Leslie Wolbarst June 9 1963; ch.:
Christopher, Timothy. Law clerk Judge Irving
Ben Cooper U.S. Dist. Court NYC 1966-67,
asst. atty. general Eliot Richardson Atty.
General of Mass. Boston 1967-68, sr. atty.
Boston Legal Assistance Project 1968-72, prof,
law Ariz. State Univ. Tempe 1972— . Member
board of dir. Ariz. Civil Liberties Union,
v.pres. Ariz. State Univ. chapter Am. Assn.
Univ. Prof. 1975-76, consultant (Mass. Comm.
on Criminal Justice 1972-75, Domestic Council
on Privacy 1975-76, Nat. Advisory Comm. on
Criminal Justice Standards & Goals 1975-76,
juvenile justice standards project Am. Bar
Assn. 1973-77). Contbr. res. Tempe AZ.*
ANCHORENA, Vincente Ricardo Nazar.
Bowdoin Plan 1959-60. Kappa Sigma. b.
Vicente Lopez Argentina May 25 1940. res.
Capital Federal Argentina.
ANDERSON, Charles Elton. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Civil engineering; b. Somerville
MA April 8 1941; m. Carmella Grambsch Dec.
29 1965; ch.: Gretchen, Steven, Alison.
Teacher (Hebron Acad. 1965-69, Blake Sch.
Hopkins MN 1969-75), eligibility tech. welfare
Hennepin County Mnpls. MN 1975— , welfare
tech. C.E.T.A. 1975-76, engineering tech.
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Mnpls. 1976— (Public Works Dept., Hennepin
County), res. St. Louis Park MN*
ANTOLINI, Anthony Frederick. A.B.; A.M.
Stanford Univ. (Woodrow Wilson fellow) 1965,
1972; Ph.D. Stanford Univ. (Stout fellow)
1975. Psi' Upsilon. Admissions aide 1973.
Education; b. NYC Jan. 25 1942. Instr.
Russian Stanford CA Univ. 1967-68, chmn.
Russian dept. Cabrillo Coll. Aptos CA 1968—.
Author: An Investigation of the Feasibility of
Computer-Based Generation of Pattern Drills
for First-Year Russian (1975). res. Palo Alto
CA.*
ARMSTRONG, Robert Rowe. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Admissions aide 1966-69. Sales; b.
Framingham MA June 10 1940; m. Constance
Maheu March 19 1965; ch.: Emily, Robert.
Teacher Wiscasset 1963-64, sales rep. Exxon
Co. U.S.A. Everett MA 1964—. V.chmn.
Scituate MA Charter Comm. 1971-72, Studds
for Cong. Committee (field coordinator
1971-72, fund-raising coordinator 1972-74).
Served to m/sgt. USAF 1963. res. Scituate
MA.*
ARNOLD, John Nelson. A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. 1970. Alpha Tau Omega. Education; b.
Bangor June 11 1940. Teacher Foxcroft Acad.
Dover-Foxcroft. Past, master Masonic Lodge
52 A. F. & A. M. Dover-Foxcroft, chmn.
advisory council Me. chapter Order of
Demolay Dover-Foxcroft. res.
Dover-Foxcroft.*
BACHMAN, Robert Ellis. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1968. Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Delta
Psi. Real estate exec; b. Quincy MA Aug. 2
1941; m. Kay Tyson April 7 1967; ch.:
Elizabeth, Kristina. Sr. venture analyst
Anheuser-Busch St. Louis MO 1968-70, Busch
Properties Inc. subsidiary Anheuser-Busch St.
Louis (asst. treas. 1970-73, v.pres. 1973-75),
v.pres. finance Lehndorff Management Ltd.
Chicago IL 1975—. Served to It. (jg) USN
1963-67. res. Northbrook IL.*
BARNDOLLAR, Stephen Clough. A.B. 1964.
Psi Upsilon. b. Manchester NH May 23
1941. res. Dubai United Arab Emirates.
BARNETT, Bruce Morrill. Bowdoin 1959-61,
A.B. Claremont Men's Coll. 1963, J.D. Univ.
Ariz. 1966. Delta Sigma. Law; b. Pittsfield
MA Sept. 28 1941; ch.: Eric, Robyn. Atty.
(IRS San Francisco CA 1966-69, Reno NV
1969-72; self-employed Reno 1972—). Member
Good Shepherd Lutheran Church (council
1971-73, finance committee 1971-77). res.
Sparks NV.*
BARTLETT, David Loomis. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Newton MA Sept. 14 1941. res.
Houston TX.
BEAL, Richard Frank. A.B. 1964. Kappa
Sigma. Military; b. Ellsworth June 14 1941.




Navy Commendation (2), Navy Achievement,
Combat Action, U.S. Campaign Award (4),
Vietnamese Tech. Service, Staff Service Honor,
Civic Action Medals, Vietnamese Joint
General Staff Award, res. Ellsworth.*
BEAVEN, Peter Riker. Bowdoin 1959-61. Chi
Psi. b. Waterville Dec. 31 1941. res.
Pleasantville NY.
BERGHOFF, William Joseph. A.B., M B A.
Univ. Penn. 1965. Delta Sigma. Marketing
management; b. Pittsburgh PA May 30 1941;
m. Sharon Hawkes June 13 1965; ch.: Bill,
Lynn, Kim, Jeff. Gulf Oil Co. U.S.A. (sales rep.
Pittsburgh 1966-68; market research analyst
Phila. PA 1968-70, regional budget dir.
1970-72; regional comptroller Chicago IL
1972-74; marketing mgr. Louisville KY
1974-75, mgr. strategic planning Houston TX
1975-76, general mgr. marketing coordination
1976-). Church deacon, res. Houston TX.*
BERNIER, Donald Emile. Bowdoin 1959-61.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Brunswick May 4 1941. res.
Burlington VT.
BERRY, Walter Edward. A.B. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Management; b.
Waterville May 22 1941; m. Linda Kierstead
Aug. 22 1963, m. Kathy Anderson July 7 1973;
ch.: Melinda, Michael, Jason. Asst. buyer to
div. mgr. Caster Knott Nashville TN 1964-71,
asst. buyer to store mgr. Sage Allen Hartford
CT 1972— . Committee chmn. C. of C.
Rockville CT 1973-74. res. Simsbury CT.*
BERTE, Aldino Paul, Jr. A.B., J.D. Columbia




campaign worker. Govt.; b. Framingham
MA May 4 1941; m. Susan Thomas June 20
1964; ch.: Sira, Meg, Thomas. C.P.A. Hartford
CT (Peat Marwick Mitchell & Co. 1968-71,
Ernst & Ernst 1971-73), atty. Marte Keith &
Clendaniel Manchester CT 1973-74,
commissioner workmen's compensation State
of Conn. Hartford 1974— . Incorporator & dir.
St. James Sch. Foundation Inc. 1975
—
, chmn.
Manchester 1973-74 (Republican town
committee, housing authority). Served to capt.
USA 1963-65. res. Manchester CT.*
BEST, Peter Frederick. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Business; b. Greenwich CT May 30 1941; m.
Virginia Magee Oct. 16 1965, m. Arleen
Cabaliere Dec. 11 1973; ch.: Megan.
Residential builder self-employed Middletown
NY 1963-65; teacher Otisville NY Training
Sch. 1965-67; instr. mathematics, physics &
biochemistry Orange County Community Coll.
Middletown 1967-68; construction supervisor
(N. Am. Development Corp. Greenwich
1968-69, Apple Tree Hill Inc. Southport CT
1969-70); teacher jr. high sch. Hartsdale NY
1970; prop. Best Contracting Co. Manhattan
NY 1970—. res. NYC*
BISSET, William Joseph. A.B., Ed.M.
Framingham State Coll. 1970. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Hudson MA Dec. 21 1941; m.
Christine Johnson Aug. 21 1965; ch.: William
Jr., Christina, Matthew. Teacher & dir. of
athletics public schs. Hudson 1963— . Mass.
Secondary Sch. Athletic Dirs. Assn. (sec. 1973,
2nd v.pres. 1974, 1st v.pres. 1975), exec. sec.
Midland Interscholastic League 1973-75,
member Hudson (town comm., town charter
study committee 1969). Recipient:
Distinguished Community Service Award
Jaycees 1968. res. Hudson MA.*
BISSON, Jean David. Bowdoin 1959-60. b.
Brunswick Sept. 11 1935. res. Wells.
BLASENAK, George Colby. A.B. 1964. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Littleton NH Jan. 14 1941. res.
Ashland MA.
BLOOM, Donald Allen. A.B., M.A.L.S.
Wesleyan 1968. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Worcester MA May 10 1941. Instr. (Bartlett
High Sch. Webster MA 1963-66; Worcester
Acad. 1967
—
, chmn. mathematics dept.
1975
—
). Mass. Assn. of Mathematics Leagues
(v.pres. 1973-74, contest dir. 1974-75, pres.
1975-76). res. Worcester MA.*
BOTELHO, Jonathan Alan. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Johns Hopkins
(Fulbright fellow) 1967; Ph.D. Johns Hopkins
(Woodrow Wilson fellow) 1975. Alpha Tau
Omega, Phi Delta Psi. Education; b. New
Bedford MA Oct. 7 1942; m. Angela Kuttner
June 6 1970; ch.: Sarah, Abigail. Teaching asst.
Johns Hopkins Univ. 1965-66, instr. (Univ.
Wise. Madison 1967-72, dept. foreign langs.
Northern 111. Univ. DeKalb 1973—). Assoc. ed.
Sub-Stance Madison. Contbr. res. DeKalb IL.*
BOYER, Leigh Richards. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Appraising; b. Portland March 10 1935; m.
Alice Flanagan Sept. 9 1967. Real estate
appraiser Me. Dept. of Transportation
Augusta 1964— . Served to cpl. 1955-58. res.
Augusta.*
BRADNER, James Holland, Jr. A.B., J.D.




campaign worker. Law; b. Cleveland OH
Nov. 28 1941; m. Elizabeth Elliott March 12
1968; ch.: Alexandra, James, Carolyn. Assoc.
office of Stephen J. Knerly Cleveland 1969-72,
counsel Bar Assn. of Greater Cleveland
1972-74, asst. dir. Nat. Center for Professional
Discipline Am. Bar Assn. Chicago IL 1974—
.
Served to capt. USA 1967-69. res. Highland
Park IL.*
BRANSON, S. Robert, Jr. A.B., A.M. N Y.
Univ. 1968. Zeta Psi. Education; b. Portland
Nov. 21 1940; m. Lizabeth Simonds Feb. 5
1965; ch.: Jane, John. Teacher & coach
Suffield Acad. 1965—. res. Suffield CT.*
BRIDGE, Samuel George, Jr. A.B., J.D.
Vanderbilt Univ. 1966. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Law; b. Portland Oct. 2 1941; m. Sue
McJunkin July 22 1967. Atty. Louisville KY
(Zirkle Raine & Francis 1966-67, Tarrant
Combs & Bullitt 1969—). Served to capt. USA
1967-69; awarded Commendation Medal, res.
Louisville KY.*
BRIGGS, Kenneth Arthur. A.B.. B.D. Yale
1967. Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Journalism; b. Gardner MA April 8
1941; m. Kathryn Kent Dec. 29 1966; ch.:
Matthew. Assoc. pastor Hempstead NY
Methodist Church 1967-69, religion writer
Newsday Garden City NY 1970-74, religion
ed. The N.Y. Times 1974— . res. Brooklyn
NY.*
BRODEUR, Paul Henri. A.B.. M.S.W. Univ.
Conn. 1968. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
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Consulting; b. Ludlow MA July 8 1941; m.
Ruth Wallace Sept. 1 1962; ch.: Jennifer,
Jeremy, Rachel, Sarah. Teacher high sch.
Brandon VT 1963, social worker (Brandon
Training Sch. 1964-66, grad. sch. Univ. Conn.
1966-68), field consultant Vt. Dept. of Mental
Health Montpelier VT 1968-69, chief social
services Vt. State Hospital Waterbury VT
1969-73, community programs consultant Vt.
Dept. of Mental Health 1973-75, deputy &
acting commissioner Vt. Dept. of Mental
Health 1975-76, exec. dir. Vt. Health Policy
Council 1976— . Pres. Nat. Assn. Social
Workers' Vt. chapter 1972-73, board member





BROGNA, Joseph John, Jr. A.B., M AT.
Univ. Mass. 1973. Kappa Sigma. Education;
b. Boston June 4 1942; m. Louise Judge Aug.
31 1968; ch.: Rico, Greta. Teacher & coach
(Taft Sch. Watertown CT 1963-69, Mt.
Hermon MA Sch. 1969-74, Warren Wilson
Coll. Swannanoa NC 1974-75, Mt. Hermon
Sch. 1975—). res. Mt. Hermon MA.*
BROWN, Donald Edward. A.B., M.B.A. N.Y.
Inst. Tech. 1973. Theta Delta Chi. Military;
b. New London CT July 24 1941; m. Michael
Callahan Dec. 12 1964; ch.: Kendis Ann,
Gordon. Teller Casco Bank & Trust Co.
1963-64, USA (civil affairs & counter
insurgency operations officer 1964-66, airborne
communications management officer 1966-68,
Army aviation communications management
officer 1969, recorder Int. Military
Communications Material Development Board
1970-71, mgr. communications electronics
engineering Ft. Shafter HI 1973-76, mgr. Army
Communications facilities Republic of Korea
1977
—
). Awarded Korean Parachutist Badge,
Bronze Star, Joint Service Commendation
Medal, Nat. Defense Service Medal, Vietnam
Service Medal (5), Vietnam Campaign Medal,
Combat Infantryman Badge, Parachutist
Badge, res. Yongsan Korea.*
BROWN, Ralph Frederick, Jr. A.B., M.ST.
Cornell 1967. Delta Sigma. Education; b.
Augusta Jan. 30 1941; m. Gail Reese Sept. 26
1967; ch.: Sarah. Teacher public schs. CT
(New Britain 1963-68, W. Hartford 1968—).
res. Tariffville CT.*
BRUCKSCH, William Frederick, III. A.B.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Baltimore MD Sept. 7
1941. res. unknown.
BURGHOUT, Dirk Johan. Bowdoin 1959-60,
doctoral degree Netherlands Sch. of
Economics 1966. Chi Psi. Banking exec; b.
Jakarta Indonesia Dec. 20 1940. Exec, trainee
Irving Trust Co. NYC 1969-71, United Calif.
Bank Int. (asst. treas. NYC 1971-72; asst.
cashier Los Angeles CA 1972-73; asst. v.pres.
& rep. Singapore 1973-75, Jakarta 1975
—
).
Served to 1st It. Royal Netherlands Air Force
1966-68. res. Jakarta-Kemang Indonesia.*
BURR, Donald Calvin. Bowdoin 1959-60.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Hartford CT May 8
1941. res. Windsor CT.
BURTON, Arthur Montgomery, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Banking; b. Houlton May 16 1941.
Supt. Bureau of Banking State of Me., v.pres.
Corporate Business Development Me. Nat.
Bank Portland, exec, v.pres. Heritage Savings
Bank Rockland, res. Camden.*
CARY, George Foster, III. A.B., B.S. M IT.
1964, M.B.A. Harvard 1970. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Mfg.; b. Newport VA Sept. 30
1941; m. Lee Ballou May 28 1966; ch.:
Rebecca, Jeffrey. Project engineer General
Dynamics Corp. Quincy MA 1965-68,
Teradyne Inc. Boston (production supervisor
1970-71, dept. mgr. 1971-72, production mgr.
1972-74, product mgr. 1974-75, dept. mgr.
1975—). res. Milton MA.*
CHAPMAN, William Edwards, II. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. Charlottesville VA Sept. 23
1941; m. Bonnie Wallace March 15 1969; ch.:
Robert, Dorothy. Trainee Appleton & Cox Inc.
NYC 1963, consumers rep. Scott Paper Co.
Chester PA 1965-66, Conn. General Life Ins.
Co. (group rep. Phila. PA 1966-67, group
pension rep. Baltimore MD 1967-74, dist. mgr.
Washington DC 1974-^6, W. Coast mgr. San
Francisco CA 1976—). Served to 1st It. USA
1963-65; awarded Commendation Medal.
Recipient: Conn. General Gold Circle award
1968-75. res. San Mateo CA.*
CIACCIO, Frank Robert. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
NYC Oct. 20 1942. res. Brooklyn NY.
CILLEY, Charles Somers. A.B. 1964. Kappa
Sigma. b. Salem MA Nov. 7 1941. res.
Westport CT.
CLARK, Howard Bowman. Bowdoin 1959-61,
A.B. Univ. W. Fla. 1972. Chi Psi. Military;
b. Portland April 3 1941; m. Nancy Whitten
June 8 1963; ch.: Kevin. Officer USN 1961—.
Awarded Air Medal (14), Navy
Commendation (2) res. Chula Vista CA.*
COELHO, Philip Robert Pires. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Wash. 1966, Ph.D. Univ. Wash. 1969.
Sigma Nu. Economist & education; b. Fall
River MA Aug. 27 1941. With Wash. State
Univ. Pullman, res. Pullman WA.*
COFFIN, James Benjamin. A.B. 1966. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Journalism; b. Boston April
28 1941; s. of Ernest L. '33. Contract
negotiator USN Washington DC 1967-71,
Arone Publishing Co. Arlington VA (reporter
Arlington News 1971; ed. Arlington News,
Navy News, Pentagram News 1971-73), Ray
Henry Assocs. Inc. Washington DC (ed. land
use planning reports 1973-75, asst. to publisher
1975
—), part-time press sec. Joseph L. Fisher
for Cong. Arlington 1974, ed. & publisher
Public Lands News 1976— . Served to spec. 4/c
USA 1961-64. Contbr. res. Arlington VA.*
COLLINS, David Stuart. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1968, Phi Delta Psi. Invest,
banking exec; b. Glen Ridge NJ Feb. 15 1941;
m. Holiday McCutchin July 9 1966; ch.:
Holiday, Jennifer. V.pres. corporate finance
Paine Webber Jackson & Curtis Boston
1968— . Dir. Armbrust Chain Co. Providence
RI. Served to It. (jg) USN 1963-66. res. Dover
MA.*
COOTS, James Harold. A.B. Psychology; b.
Indianapolis IN March 15 1941. res. Long
Beach CA.*
COPELAND, Frederick Cleveland, Jr. A.B.
1964, M.B.A. Columbia 1967. Alpha Delta Phi.
Banking exec; b. Ithaca NY Sept. 2 1941; m.
Susan Jordan Feb. 3 1968; ch.: Timothy. First
Nat. City Bank (loan officer NYC 1967-69,
mgr. London England 1969-71, asst. v.pres.
1972 to v.pres. NYC 1972—). Dir. Mill River
Tomato Corp. Asheville NC 1974— . res.
Bronxville NY.*
CRABTREE, Steven Howard. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard (Ford Foundation fellow) 1969. Beta
Theta Pi. Banking management; b. Boston
Oct. 9 1941; m. Marcia Patitz Jan. 16 1965;
ch.: Shona, Tyler. Mgr. N.J. Bell Tel. Co.
Camden NJ 1963-64, teacher Ethiopian
Ministry of Education Axum 1965-67,
planning & personnel officer Bank of
Monrovia Liberia 1970-71, planning mgr. Nat.
& Grindlays Bank Calcutta India 1972-73, dir.
Pakistan Banking Assn. 1977
—
, sr. officer in
charge Citibank Karachi Pakistan. Dir.
Pakistan Am. Cultural Centre 1975— . res.
Karachi Pakistan.*
CREMONESE, Anthony Wayne. Bowdoin
1959-60. Psi Upsilon. b. Portland Jan. 6
1941. res. Portland.
CUNNINGHAM, Richard Clark. A.B., M AT.
Harvard 1964, Ph.D. Syracuse Univ. 1972.
Delta Sigma. Sch. admin.; b. Beverly MA
Nov. 11 1941; m. Arlene Naples July 22 1967;
ch.: Allison. Teacher high sch. Spring Valley
NY 1964-69, reading spec. & dir. of reading &
staff development programs regional high sch.
dist. Annandale NJ 1972— . Consultant.
Contbr. res. Annandale NJ.*
CUSHMAN, Samuel Wright. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Rockefeller
Univ. 1969. Alpha Delta Phi. Scientific
research; b. Bryn Mawr PA Oct. 2 1941; s. of
Wesley P. '31; m. Laurie Marshall Aug. 22
1964; ch.: Katharine, Sarah, Susanna.
Research asst. Institut de Biochimie Clinique
Med. Sch. Univ. Geneva Switzerland 1969-71;
Dartmouth Med. Sch. (research assoc.
medicine 1971-73, asst. prof, medicine 1973-77,
adjunct asst. prof, biochemistry 1973-77,
member faculty grad. biochemistry 1974-77);
assoc. chief section on cellular metabolism &
obesity Epidemiology & Field Studies Branch
Nat. Inst. Arthritis, Metabolism & Digestive
Diseases Nat. Inst, of Health Bethesda MD.
Recipient: post-doctoral fellowship Am.
Cancer Soc. 1969-71, Career & Development
Award Am. Disbetes Assn. 1972-74. Contbr.
res. Hanover NH*
DAY, Peter Michael. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Invests.; b. Rumford Jan. 25 1941; m. Janet
Deniger Sept. 19 1964; ch.: Morgan, Meara.
Stockbroker Washington DC (Hirsch & Co.
1968-70, duPont Glore Forgan 1970-72,
Moseley Hallgarten 1972-74, Loeb Rhoades
1974—). Served to It. (sg) USN 1964-68;
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awarded Unit Commendation 1965, Vietnam
Service Medal 1965. res. Largo MD.*
DEEKS, Peter Kingston. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1969. Theta Delta Chi. Invest,
banking exec; b. Hartford CT Nov. 21 1941;
m. Constance Grumpelt June 7 1967; ch.:
Ashley. Corporate v.pres. Hornblower &
Weeks NYC 1969-75, v.pres. Dean Witter &
Co. NYC 1975—. Sec, treas. & dir. Nat.
Industries for the Blind; member town
planning board Chester NJ. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1963-69. res. Far Hills NJ.
DE LA FE, Frank Arthur. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Govt, exec; b. Havana
Cuba Sept. 1 1940; m. Sarah Prendergast Nov.
7 1964; Catherine, Mary. N.A.S.A.
headquarters Washington DC (management
intern 1963-64, staff asst. 1964-66), admin,
management officer N.A.S.A. Electronics
Research Center Cambridge MA 1966-69,
program analyst (bureau of the budget Exec.
Office of the Governor Springfield IL 1969-71,
spec, action office for drug abuse prevention
Exec. Office of the Pres. Washington DC
1971-74), exec. asst. to asst. admininistrator
office of planning & management Law
Enforcement Assistance Admin. Washington
DC 1974—. Past pres. ASPA Central 111.
chapter & Reston VA chapter, res. Reston
VA.*
DEMMET, Leslie Robert. Bowdoin 1959-60.
Sigma Nu. b. Paterson NJ Feb. 27 1942. res.
Hawthorne NJ.
De MOSS, David Joseph. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1973. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law; b.
Boston Aug. 11 1941; m. Kathryn Cudmore
June 24 1972. Teacher (Prince Edward County
Free Schs. Farmville VA 1963-64, Peace Corps
Tanzania 1964-67), caseworker Dept. of Social
Services NYC 1968, ins. adjuster Automobile
Mutual Ins. Co. of Am. Boston 1970, atty.
Whittier & Paradis New Bedford MA 1973-74,
asst. state atty. Miami FL 1974-76, atty. pvt.
practice Plymouth MA 1977— . res. Plymouth
MA.*
DOROGI, Louis Theodore. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Okla. 1975. Sigma Nu. Military; b.
Szekelyudvarhely Hungary Feb. 20 1942; m.
Mary Oliver Jan. 11 1969; ch.: Louis, Csaba.
USA (med. supply officer 82nd airborne div.
Ft. Bragg NC 1963-65, spec, forces Ft. Bragg &
Vietnam 1965-67; personnel officer Walter
Reed Army Med. Center Washington DC
1968-69; personnel officer & adjutant 627th
hospital center Camp Zama Japan 1969-72;
plans, operations & training officer John F.
Kennedy Center for Military Assistance Ft.
Bragg 1972-75; military historian med. history
div. of military history center Ft. Detrick MD
1975—). Awarded Bronze Star 1967;
Vietnamese Sr. Parachute Badge 1966; Combat
Medic's Badge 1966; Vietnam Service Medal
1966; Vietnam Campaign Medal 1966;
Meritorious Service Medal 1972; Master
Parachutist Badge 1975; Army Commendation
Medal 1975, Presidential Unit Citation 1967;
Meritorious Unit Citation 1967, 1968, 1970;
Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry 1968; Vietnam
Civic Action Medal 1970. res. Ft. Detrick
MD.*
DOWLING, Robert Giles, III. Bowdoin
1959-62. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ins.; b.
Hyannis MA Nov. 2 1940; s. of Robert G. '34;
m. Mary Keet Sept. 3 1966; ch.: Stacy, Colby.
Ins. agt. Robert G. Dowling Ins. Agency Inc.
Hyannis 1963— . Pres. (Cape Cod Ins. Agt.
Assn. 1971, board of trustees public library),
church treas. 1973— . Served to 1st It. USA
Nat. Guard 1963. res. Centerville MA.*
EMERSON, Charles Plummer, Jr. A.B. 1964.
Psi Upsilon. Finance; b. Portland Dec. 12
1940; s. of Charles P. '32; m. Ann Sturm June
25 1966; ch.: Peter. Branch mgr. 1st Nat. Bank
of Boston 1965-72, loan officer Me. Nat. Bank
Brunswick 1972-74, co-prop. (Credit Bureau of
Brunswick-Bath Inc. 1974—, Credit Bureau of




Bureaus of Me. 1975, pres. Assoc. Credit
Bureaus of Me. Served to sgt. 2/c USCGR
1964-65. res. Yarmouth.*
ENGELS, Richard Charles. A.B., LL.B.
Columbia 1966. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law;
b. Rochester NY Sept. 21 1941. Assoc. atty.
Bishop & Stevens Presque Isle 1968-70, partner
Stevens Engels & Bishop Presque Isle 1970—
.
Dir (Rotary Club Presque Isle 1974
—
,
Foundation for the Univ. Me. at Presque Isle
1974—, Pine Tree Aid Assn. 1971-73), member
vestry St. John's Epis. Church 1971-74, chmn.
zoning board of appeals Presque Isle 1972-75.
Served to capt. USA 1966-68. res. Presque
Isle.*
ERLICH, Steven Roger. A.B. 1964, D.M.D.
Tufts 1968. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Dentistry;
b. Lynn MA Dec. 11 1941; m. Lorette Mottus
June 29 1969; ch.: Matthew. Dentist pvt.
practice NYC 1969-72, orthodontist pvt.
practice White Plains NY. Pvt. USA 1962-63.
Recipient: specialty certificate Columbia 1972.
res. Hartsdale NY.*
EVANS, John Taylor, II. Bowdoin 1959-61.
Beta Theta Pi. b. March 31 1941. res.
unknown.
FARR, Richard Sheldon. A.B., A.M. Stanford
Univ. 1964. Chi Psi. Coll. admin.; b.
Wilmington DE June 12 1941; m. Susan King
Sept. 8 1962; ch.: Jeffrey, Richard, Steven.
Research asst. Stanford Univ. Inst, for
Communications Research Palo Alto CA
1964-65, promotion mgr. KHVH AM &
Television Honolulu HI 1965-67, research
assoc. Stanford Univ. 1965-67, enabler
DeAnza Coll. Cupertino CA 1974-76,
communications mgr. Telesemsory Systems
Inc. Palo Alto CA 1977—. Author: Research
Utilization: An Annotated Bibliography
(1971), Knowledge and The Flow of
Educational Information (1969), Realities of
the Physically Handicapped (1975); creator &
producer Synthesis weekly radio program;
contbr. res. Palo Alto CA.*
FAY, Robert Carl. A.B. Phi Delta Psi. b.
Holden MA Feb. 21 1942. res. Sterling
Junction MA.
FEIERTAG, Terry Yale. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Chicago 1966. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b.
Newark NJ July 7 1941; m. Judith Friedman
June 25 1972; ch.: Elizabeth, Michael. Staff
atty. Legal Aid Bureau Chicago IL 1967-69,
atty. pvt. practice Chicago 1969-70, staff atty.
Chicago 1970-73 (Community Legal Counsel,
Legal Assistance Foundation), atty. pvt.
practice Chicago (Joseph Minsky 1973-75,




FERRARI, Andre Domenico. Bowdoin Plan
1959-60. b. Alessandria Italy Nov. 23 1938.
res. Alessandria Italy.
FINN, Peter Roy. A.B., Ed.M. Tufts 1967.
Sigma Nu. Sch. admin.; b. Maiden MA Aug.
8 1941; m. Susan Capone June 9 1960; ch.:
Lorraine, Pamela, Patrick. Teacher & coach
high sch. Reading MA 1963-68, asst. principal
high sch. Milford NH 1968-69, principal high
sch. Hollis NH 1969-73, asst. supt. public schs.
Winthrop MA 1973—. Awarded C.A.G.S.
Boston Univ. 1975. res. Andover MA.*
FLAGG, Charles Fobes, II. A.B., B.D. Tufts
1966. Alpha Delta Phi. Clergy; b. Portland
March 2 1941; s. of Joseph P. '30; ch.: Mary,
Helen, Nancy. Minister (Nora Unitarian
Church Hanska MN 1966-73, Westminster
Unitarian Church E. Greenwich RI 1973-76).
Member (board of dir. & exec, committee
Minn. Assn. for Mental Health, board Minn.
Valley Action Council 1968-73, delegate dir.
Nat. Mental Health Assn., v.pres. R.I. Mental
Health Assn., treas. Ballou/Channing Dist.
Unitarian Universalist Ministers Assn. res. E.
Greenwich RI.*
FLAGG, Stanley Richard. A.B. cum laude.
Tree farming; b. Waldoboro March 9 1941;
m. Gale Lorenzen July 13 1970. Aerospace
tech. Goddard Space Flight Center Green Belt
MD 1964, optical engineer Jones & Lamson
Springfield VT 1965-72, self-employed FT.
Kent 1972—. res. Ft. Kent.*
FORD, Robert Hudson. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Woonsocket RI April 27 1942. res. N.
Kingston RI.
FOWLER, Donald Austin, Jr. A.B., LL.B.
Harvard 1966. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Portland May 29
1941; m. Nancy Kreiton Oct. 21 1972; ch.:
Lucy, Siiri. Partner Pierce Atwood Scribner
Allen & McKusick Portland 1966— . res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
FRARY, Thomas Creswell, Jr. A.B. 1966.
Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ins.; b. Newton MA April 15 1941; m. Susan
Smith Aug. 22 1964; ch.: David, Kendra. Asst.
mgr. Star Market Co. Cambridge MA 1966-72,
field underwriter N.Y. Life Ins. Co. Welleslev
MA 1972—. Served to spec. 5/c USA 1962-65;
awarded Army Commendation Medal 1965.
Recipient: N.Y. Life Outstanding
Achievement Award 1973, Nat. Quality Award
Nat. Assn. of Life Underwriters 1976. res.
Marblehead MA.*
FRIEDMAN, Robert Martin. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Newark NJ Sept. 12 1941. res.
W: Orange NJ.
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FRINGS, Carl Frederick. Bowdoin 1959-60.
Alpha Tau Omega. b. Gadsden AL Aug. 1
1941. res. Norman OK.
FRONGILLO. Robert Louis. Bowdoin
1959-62. b. March 7 1931. res. unknown.
FROST, Bruce Wesley. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Brunswick March 8 1941. res.
Seattle WA.
GALINSKY, Gotthard Karl. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Princeton 1965;
Ph.D. Princeton 1966. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Strassburg Alsace Germany
Feb. 7 1942; m. Susan Plume Sept. 17 1976;
ch.: Bobby, John. Instr. Princeton Univ.
1965-66, Univ. Tex. Austin (asst. prof, classics
1966-68, assoc. prof. 1968-72, prof. 1972—).
Trustee Vergilian Soc. of Am. 1972-77, 1st
v.pres. Tex. Classical Assn. 1971-72, Am.
Acad, in Rome (member advisory council to
the classical sch. 1968
—
, classicist-in-residence
1972-73), member (finance committee Classical
Assn. of Midwest & S. 1974
— ,
campus
advisory service of Am. Philological Assn.
1974—), fellow (ACLS 1968-69, Guggenheim
1972-73), lectr. U.S.A.-United Kingdom
Educational Comm. 1973, dir. NEH summer
seminar 1975 & 1976. Recipient: Teaching
Excellence Awards Univ. Tex. 1970, 1975.
Author: Aeneas, Sicily and Rome (1969);
Tibulli Carmina (1971); The Herakles Theme
(1972); Perspectives of Roman Poetry (1974);
Ovid's Metamorphoses (1975). res. Austin
TX.*
GARDNER, Stephen Jeremy. A.B. 1965. Theta
Delta Chi. Personnel management; b. NYC
Oct. 27 1941; s. of Charles T. Ireland Jr. '42;
m. Irene McEwen Oct. 31 1962; ch.: David,
Gerald, Lisa, Amy. Mgr. Int. Business
Machines Corp. (employment & placement
White Plains NY 1963-64, 1966-70; manpower
plans Armonk NY 1970-72; personnel
planning Atlanta GA 1973-76; personnel mgr.
Dallas TX 1976—). res. Dallas TX.*
GEFFINE, William Stephens. A.B. 1972
capital campaign worker. Interior design; b.
Lakewood OH Jan. 4 1941. Interior designer
self-employed San Francisco CA 1973—
.
Served with USAR. res. San Francisco CA,
Grand Is. MI.*
GIACOBBE, Thomas Joseph. A.B., Ph.D.
Univ. Vt. 1968. Alpha Delta Phi.
Management; b. Newark NJ June 25 1941;
m. Bonnie Brown June 4 1965; ch. Matthew,
Dean, Elizabeth. Dow Chem. Co. (research
chemist Midland MI 1969-72, research chemist
& Herbicide project mgr. Walnut Creek CA
1972
—). V.pres. Dow Employees Activities
Committee 1974, lectr. St. Boneventure's
Church. Contbr., patentee (6). res. Concord
CA.*
GIBNEY, Jon Michael. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Penn. 1971. Beta Theta Pi. Foreign service;
b. Nyack NY Sept. 13 1941 m. Selene
DuCharme July 1 1967; ch.: Katherine,
Joseph. Volunteer U.S. Peace Corps Nepal II
1963-65, foreign service officer Dept. of State
Washington DC 1967—. res. Arlington VA.*
GOLDBERG, Mark Eldar. A.B., LL.B. Univ.




campaign worker. Law; b. Lewiston Oct. 29
1941. Atty. Phila PA (Kramer Harrison &
Bernstein 1970-71, Bernstein & Gembala
1971-73, Gold Bowman & Unterberger
1973—). Dir. (Wayne Junction Bldg. & Loan
Assn. 1971-73, Tioga-Franklin Savings Assn.
1971-73). Served to capt. MCUSAR 1966-69;
awarded Commendation Medal 1968. res.
Phila. PA.*
GOLDTHWAIT, John Sanders. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Banking exec; b. Marblehead MA Feb. 8
1941; m. Nancy Amazeen Aug. 8 1967; ch.:
John, Elizabeth, Edward. Trust officer The
First Nat. Bank of Boston 1964-68, asst. v.pres.
& sec. Bank of Boston Trust Co. Ltd. Bahamas
Nassau 1968-72, dir. invest, services Bank of
Boston Luxembourg 1972-75, asst. v.pres. &
trust rep. The First Nat. Bank of
Boston-London 1975—. Served to QM/2
USCG 1963-64. res. London England.*
GORDON, Joseph Stuart. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Me. 1971, Ph.D. Duke Univ. 1975. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Education; b. Portland Sept. 24
1941; m. Elke Hirshberg Jan. 19 1968. Teacher
jr. high sch. Cumberland 1968-70, instr. history
Duke Univ. 1975— . Served to capt. USA
1964-68, served to maj. USAR. Contbr. res.
Durham NC*
GRAUSTEIN, John Archer. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Harvard 1966. Zeta Psi. Law; b.
Cambridge MA Oct. 30 1941; m. Diana
Dutton 1964; ch.: Barbara. Atty. Drummond
Westcott & Woodsum Portland 1967—. res.
Portland.
GRAY, Arthur Allen's-Moor, Jr. Bowdoin
1959-61. Delta Sigma, b. Dec. 31 1941. res.
New Rochell NY.
GRAY, Samuel Braley, III. A.B., M B A.
Babson Coll. 1970. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Banking exec; b.
Bangor June 11 1941; s. of S. Braley '34.
Production mgr. Old Town Canoe Co. 1964-68,
trust officer The First Nat. Bank of Boston
1970—. Dir. (Me. Boatbuilders & Repairs
Assn. 1965-68, Mass. assn. for the Blind
1974—). res. Boston.*
GREENE, Peter Bradford. A.B., Ed.M.
Northeastern 1966. Alpha Tau Omega.
Education; b. Winchester MA March 15
1940. Psychometrist YMCA Boston 1964-66,
teacher Reading MA 1966— . Treas. Mass.
High Sch. Drama Guild 1974— . res. Reading
MA.*
GRIFFEN, Christopher Randall. Bowdoin
1959. Beta Theta Pi. b. Columbia MO Nov.
3 1943. res. NYC.
GROSSMAN, Peter Hanan. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Columbia 1964, M.B.A. Columbia 1967.
Theta Delta Chi. Banking exec; b. Nashua
NH Nov. 27 1941. Bankers Trust Co. NYC
(asst. treas. 1968-69, asst. v.pres. 1969-72,
v.pres. 1972
—
). res. Westport CT.*
HAGGETT, Burton Nelson, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, Ph.D. Univ Me. 1967. Alpha Tau
Omega. Business management; b. Portland
Oct 6 1941; m. Sandra Charles June 17 1967;
ch.: Matthew. Instr. psychology Univ. Me.
Portland 1966-67, Villanova PA Univ. (asst.
prof, psychology 1967-71, assoc. prof. 1971-75),
business mgr. Acadia Veterinary Hospital Bar
Harbor 1975—. Contbr. res. Bar Harbor.*
HALLORAN, William Dennis, II. A.B., M.S.
George Washington Univ. 1970, A.M. Kansas
Univ. 1974. Delta' Kappa Epsilon. Military;
b. Presque Isle Feb. 8 1941; m. Dolores
Wortman June 12 1963; ch.: Rebecca. Lt. col.
USA 1963—. Awarded Bronze Star (2), Purple
Heart, Air Medal, Joint Services
Commendation Medal, Army Commendation
Medal, Parachute Badge, Combat
Infantryman's Badge. Contbr. res. U.S.
Embassy Moscow U.S.S.R.*
HALPERIN, John William. A.B., A.M. Univ.
N.H. 1966, A.M. John Hopkins 1968, Ph.D.
John Hopkins 1969. Sigma Nu. Education;
b. Chicago IL Sept. 15 1941. Univ. N.H.
Durham (teaching asst. 1964-66, lectr. summer
1966), jr. instr. Johns Hopkins Univ. 1967-69,
SUNY Stony Brook (asst. prof. 1969-72, dir.
summer session; asst. to academic v.pres.
1971-72), Univ. Southern Calif. English (assoc.
prof. 1972-?, prof. 19?—, dir. grad. studies
1973-75). Served to s/sgt. USAR 1964. Author:
The Language of Meditation: Four Studies in
Nineteenth-Century Fiction (1973), Egoism
and Self-Discovery in the Victorian Novel
(1974) , Jane Austen: Bicentenary Essays
(1975) ; ed.: The Golden Bowl (1972, 1973,
1975), The Theory of the Novel: New Essays
(1974), Trollope and Politics (1977); contbr.
res. Hermosa Beach CA.*
HAND, Stephen Burdick. A.B. 1966. Chi Psi.
b. Bronxville NY July 21 1941. res. Scarsdale
NY.
HAYES, Timothy Mitchell. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1965;
Ph.D. Harvard 1968. Theta Delta Chi.
Physics; b. Springfield MA Nov. 1 1941; m.
Linn Spencer June 16 1962; ch.: Andrew,
Michael. Scientist Xerox Corp. Rochester NY
& Palo Alto CA 1969—. res. Palo Alto CA.*
HICKEY, Lawrence Joseph. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Business exec; b. Frye Sept. 15 1941; m.
Mary Twohig Feb. 13 1962; ch.: William,
Jennifer, Elizabeth. Sales rep. (Atlantic
Refining Co. Hartford CT 1963-64, Armstrong
Cork Co. Duluth MN & Akron OH 1964-67),
v.pres. Construction Systems Inc. Columbus
OH 1967—. Dir. Am. Sub Contractors Assn.
Central Ohio chapter, res. Gahanna OH.*
HIGGINS, William Harvey. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Bangor Dec. 29 1941; s. of Donald S.
'19. res. Holden MA.
HUBLEY, Paul David. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Winthrop MA March 23 1941. res.
unknown.
HURLEY, Philip Charles. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1966. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b. Ellsworth
March 28 1941; m. Jean Cooper Oct. 5 1968.
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Atty. Hale & Hamlin Ellsworth (1966-69,
partner 1970
—
). Planning board Ellsworth
(member 1968—; chmn. 1971-73, 1975—). res.
Ellsworth.*
JACUBOUIS, Michael James, Jr. Bowdoin
1959<-60, 1961-62; A.B. Univ Me. 1967; Ed.M.
Northeastern 1968. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Lewiston Jan. 27 1941; m.
Caroline Perkins Oct. 9 1971. Project intern
Portsmouth NH Rehabilitation Center 1968,
vocational rehabilitation counselor State of
Me. S. Portland 1968-70, project dir. Abilities
& Goodwill Waterville 1970-71, dir. vocational
education Boys Training Center S. Portland
1971—. Pvt. USAR 1960-61. res. New
Gloucester.*
JANAS, Frank Stanley. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Lowell MA Sept. 20 1941. res. Lowell MA.
JENKINS, Barrett Eugene. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Me. Portland 1973. Psi Upsilon. Education;
b. Brewer Nov. 6 1940; m. Susan Emery Aug.
28 1965; ch.: Betsy, Wendy. Teacher high sch.
Auburn 1964— . V.pres. Auburn Teachers
Assn. 1973-74. Served to spec. 4/c USAR
1966-72. res. New Gloucester.*
JEWELL, Asa Hickman, Jr. Bowdoin 1959-62,
D.V.M. Auburn Univ. 1967, M.S. Colo. State
Univ. 1973. Kappa Sigma. Military; b. NYC
July 25 1940; m. Michele Balfe Aug. 1970.
Veterinarian (Dr. Kenneth Deputy Bowling
Green KY 1967; Drs. Brauner & Edwards
Ocala FL 1967-68; capt. & veterinarian
Bermuda, S. Vietnam, CA, CO, Thailand,
Republic of Philippines 1968
—
). Awarded
Commendation Medal 1970, 1st Oak leaf
cluster to Commendation Medal 1974. res. San
Francisco CA.*
JOHNSON, Leonard Edlind, Jr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Military; b. Providence RI Oct. 6 1941;
m. Patricia Huelsbeck April 10 1965; ch.:
Stephen, Tracey, Richard. Pilot (USN
Washington DC 1963-69, United Air Lines
Chicago IL 1969-71, USN Washington DC
1971
—
). Awarded Distinguished Flying Cross
1967 & 1968, Air Medal (11), Navy
Commendation Medal (3). res. Va. Beach VA.*
KALPAKGIAN, Mitchell Arthur. A.B., A.M.
Kan. Univ. 1965, Ph.D. Univ. Ia. 1974.
Education; b. Milford MA Jan. 24 1941; m.
Joyce Narsasian June 18 1972; ch.: Gregory,
Aram. Asst. instr. Univ. Kan. Lawrence
1963-67, asst. & assoc. prof. Simpson Coll.
Indianola IA 1967
— ,
camp dir. Am. Youth
Fellowship Camp Franklin MA summer 1969.
St. Gregory's Camp (athletic dir., swimming
dir., co-dir.). Recipient: Outstanding Young
Men of Am. 1974. res. Indianola IA.*
KEELEY, James Edward. A.B., LL.B.
Vanderbilt Univ. 1967. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Fall River MA April 9 1941; m. Judith Hunt
Sept. 5 1964; ch.: James Jr, Christopher, Mara,
Lynn. Teacher Fall River MA 1963-64, atty.
Hinckley Allen Salisbury & Parsons
Providence RI (1967—, partner 1973—). Dir.
& v.pres. Shelter for Colored Children
Providence; member law review Vanderbilt
Univ. 1966, 1967. res. Providence RL*
KERIEVSKY, Stuart. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Business exec; b. Brooklyn NY June 26
1941; m. Carol Fishman May 28 1967; ch.:
Alexandra, David, Rebecca. Systems engineer
Int. Business Machines Corp. NYC 1964-68,
data processing mgr. R. A. Industries NYC
1968-72, dir. M.I.S. Gaylords Secaucus NJ
1972-73, v.pres. (Sigma Data Computing
Bethesda MD 1973-74, v.pres. Datamor NYC
1974
—
). res. Randolph Township NJ.*
KEROUB, Isy Benoit. A.B. Bowdoin Plan.
Delta Sigma, b. Koheissi Daher Cairo Egypt
Feb. 20 1941. res. unknown.
KILGORE, Peter Thomas. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Portland July 28 1941. res. Portland.
KIRKPATRICK, John Andrew. Bowdoin
1959-61, A.B. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1967. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. Presque Isle May 13
1942. Sample cutter Burlington Industries
NYC 1962-63, receiving clerk J. C. Penny's
Augusta 1964-65, proofreader K. J. Printing
Augusta 1965-68, typist Allsten's San
Francisco CA 1968-74, janitor George Saffas
Berkeley CA 1974-75, teacher New Order
Tutors Oakland CA 1975— . Minister
Jehovah's Witnesses, res. Berkeley CA.*
KNUDSEN, Lewis Frederick, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Univ. S.C. 1974. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Banking; b. San Francisco CA Aug. 3 1941;
m. Pamela Digby June 13 1970; ch.:
Christopher, Lindsay. Field supervisor Lewis
Brucker Co. Mnpls. MN 1970-72, operations
officer Bankers Trust of S.C. Columbia 1975—
.
Served to capt. USA 1965-69; awarded Bronze
Star, Air Medal, Army Commendation Medal,
Combat Infantryman's Badge, res. Columbia
SC.*
KORPER, Leslie Earle, II. A.B. Delta Kappa
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ins.;
b. Hartford CT Dec. 23 1941; m. Debra Hesse
Sept. 14 1963; ch.: Robin, David. Aetna Life &
Casualty Co. Hartford (actuarial student
1963-67, actuarial assoc. 1967-69), Hartford
Life Ins. Co. (actuarial assoc. 1969-71, asst.
actuary 1971-73, assoc. actuary 1973
—
).
Fellow Soc. of Actuaries, res. Glastonbury
CT.*
KRASKER, Gerald. A.B., J.D. Boston Univ.
1966. Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Cambridge MA
May 1 9 1 94 1 ; m. Jane Zuker June 1 6 1 963 ; ch.
:
Paul, Jill. Atty. Boston (Sokolove & Kramer
1967-70, Sokolove Kramer & Krasker 1970-73,
Soble Kramer Sokolove Krasker & Shulkin
1973—). V.pres. & dir. N. Shore Jewish
Community Center, chmn. pre-sch. committee
& programming committee, asst. corp. counsel
city of Boston 1967-68. Recipient: Young
Leadership Award Nat. Jewish Welfare Board
1974. res. Swampscott MA.*
KRUSE, William Albert. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Medicine; b. Wilmington DE Sept. 3 1941.
Asst. mgr. Greenwood Bookshop Wilmington
1965-66, public health officer U.S. aid Vietnam
1966-67, anesthesia tech. Univ. Med. Center
Tucson AZ 1970— . Served to spec. 4/c USA
1963-65. Recipient: Vietnam Service Medal
1968. res. Tucson AZ.*
LABBE, Marcel Adrien. A.B., A.M. Univ. Md.
1966, Ph.D. Univ. Pittsburgh 1972. Delta
Sigma. Education; b. St. Georges P.Q.
Canada Dec. 8 1940; m. Gladys Church June
1 1 1966. Univ. Md. (teaching asst. mathematics
1963-67, research asst. 1967), asst. prof,
mathematics Slippery Rock PA State Coll.
1967-69, asst. instr. Univ. Pittsburgh 1972-73,
prof, mathematics Coll. Militaire Royal de St.
Jean P.Q. Canada 1973—. Contbr. res. St. Jean
P.Q. Canada.*
LACASSE, John Arthur. A.B., M.S. Columbia
1969. Beta Theta Pi. Health admin.; b.
Skowhegan March 5 1941; m. Susan Conroy
June 25 1966; ch.: Jeremy, Peter. Engineer N.J.
Bell Tel. Co. Newark NJ 1965-68, deputy dir.
Med. Care Development Inc. Augusta 1968—
.
res. Augusta.*
LADD, Samuel Appleton, III. A.B., grad.
Williams Coll. Sch. of Banking 1970. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign section chmn. 1974-75,
Alumni Council 1975-79. Banking exec; b.
Portland May 26 1941; s. of Samuel A. '29; m.
Nancy Erikson April 12 1969; ch.: Thomas,
Peter. Home office rep. Aetna Life & Casualty
Hartford CT 1963-64, Me. Nat. Bank (v.pres.
& asst. div. head trust dept. Portland 1966-76,
v.pres. corporate div. 1976
—
). Div. head
advance gifts Greater Portland United Way,
trustee WCBB 1973-76, pres. of board Friends
of WCBB-television 1974-76, life member U.S.
Lawn Tennis Assn. Served to 1st It. USA
1963-65. res. Cumberland Forside.*
LANNON, William Winlock. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Conn. 1967. Zeta Psi. Education; b. NYC
Feb. 16 1942; m. Ritty Borchfield, m. Susan
Kaye, m. Hilary Kerensky Dec. 5 1969; ch.:
David, Christopher. Instr. high sch. Rockland
1963-64; grad. asst. & lectr. English Univ.
Conn. Storrs, Stamford, Waterbury & Hartford
1964-68; reader Am. literature Conn. Coll.
New London 1965-66; Eastern Conn. State
Coll. Willimantic (instr. English & dir.
dramatics 1968-70, asst. prof. & dir. dramatics
1970—). Diplomate Deury Inst, of Tech. 1974,
theatre dir. Eastern Conn. State Coll. (The
Bald Soprano, The Sand Bar, Viet Rock,
Everyman 1968-69; The Dumbwaiter, The
Second Shepherd's Play, Formica Formerica
Lannon et al 1969-70; This Property is
Condemned, MacBeth 1970-71; The Lower
Depths, A Day In the Death of Joe Egg
1971-72; Mary Mary, Hare and Hounds,
Except for Susie Finkle 1972-73; La Ronde,
The Duchess of Malfi 1973-74; Old Times,
Night Watch 1974-75). Producer & dir.
television productions (14), contbr. res.
Willimantic CT.*
LAWSON, John Robert. A.B. 1967 cum laude.
A.M. Ind. Univ. 1969. Alpha Delta Phi.
Grad. studies; b. Hartford CT Aug. 14 1941
;
m. Julia Hoffmann March 21 1969; ch.:
Robert. Student Ind. Univ. Bloomington 19?-?
Served to spec. 5/c USA 1962-65. res.
Bloomington IN.*
LEAVITT, Thomas Prescott. Bowdoin 1959-60,
B. S. Univ. Mass. 1963. Alpha Delta Phi.
Military; b. Gardner April 5 1941. Maj. USA
1963—, 4th Inf. div. Ft. Carson CO 19?—. res.
Gardner MA.*
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LEE, Stephen Durant. Bowdoin 1959-62. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Bath June 8 1941. res.
Augusta.
LEONARD, Bruce Nelson. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard 1968. Alpha Delta Phi. Advt. exec;
b. Glen Ridge NJ Oct. 13 1941; m. Elizabeth
Hanks Oct. 17 1965; ch.: Zachary, Jessica,
Mathew, Ethan. Account exec. Ogilvy &
Mather NYC 1968-70, advt. mgr. C. F.
Hathaway Co. Waterville 1970-73, account
exec. & v.pres. Horton Church & Goff
Providence RI 1973—. Served to capt. USMC
1963-66. res. Barrington RI.*
LERNER, Jules Morris. A.B. cum laude, Ph.D.
Johns Hopkins 1967. Phi Delta Psi.
Education; b. Englewood NJ Oct 24 1941;
m. Joyce Wallace May 18 1969. Prof, biology
Northeastern IL Univ. 1967— . Elected
member Sigma Xi. Contbr. res. Deerfield IL.*
LEVINE, Howard Alan. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1966. Delta Sigma. Admissions aide
1969-75, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Boston May 8 1942; m. Karen
Kornetsky July 19 1970; ch.: Morris, Daniel.
Atty. Princi & Lecomte Boston 1968-70,
Newton MA (asst. city solicitor 1970-73, city
solicitor 1973—). Served to capt. USA 1966-68.
res. Newton MA.*
LEVINSON, Gerald Bernard. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Boston Dec. 10 1941. res.
Marblehead MA.
LEWIS, Malcolm Laik. Bowdoin 1959-60. Chi
Psi. b. NYC Nov. 26 1942. res. La Mesa CA.
LI, Charles Na. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa, b. Shanghai China Feb. 6 1940. res.
Santa Barbara CA.
LIFSON, Lawrence Edward. Bowdoin 1959-62,
M.D. Tufts 1966. Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1975 capital campaign worker.
Psychiatry; b. Everett MA Oct. 31 1941; m.
Marcie Giber April 12 1969; ch.: Deborah.
Intern the Genesee Hospital Rochester NY
1966-67, psychiatry resident Univ. Hospital
Boston 1967-70, psychiatrist pvt. practice &
dir. out-patient dept. Mental Health Center
Boston 1970— . Asst. clinical prof, psychiatry
Sch. of Medicine Tufts Univ., clinical prof,
psychiatry Grad. Sch. of Nursing Boston Univ.
Served to maj. USA 1970-72; awarded
Commendation Medal, res. Waban MA.*
LIISBERG, Henrik Bering. Bowdoin Plan
1959-60. Psi Upsilon. b. Copenhagen
Denmark Aug. 30 1940. res. unknown.
LIPPMAN, Lawrence Michael. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Business exec; b. NYC May 7 1941;
m. Judith Essenfeld Feb. 11 1967; ch.: Jeffrey,
Stuart. V.pres. Nancy Greer Inc. NYC 1965—.
Served to 1st It. USA 1963-65. res. Hewlett
Harbor NY.*
LOANE, Allen Robert. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Boston July 6 1941. With editorial & advt.
depts. Suburban Press & Recorder Natick MA
1966. Served to 2nd It. USMC 1966-67;
awarded Bronze Star. d. Danang S. Vietnam
Sept. 27 1967.*
LOBL, Henry George. Bowdoin 1959-60.
Theta Delta Chi. b. NYC March 15 1942.
res. Freeport NY.
MacKAY, John Smibert. Bowdoin 1959-61,
1961-63. Chi Psi. b. New Haven CT June 26
1941. res. Mt. Carmel CT.
MacMICHAEL, James Edward. A.B., LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1966. Chi Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Bangor Dec. 30
1940; m. Ellen Hinton Nov. 29 1968; ch.:
Christopher, Secha, Dorothy, Benjamin,
Frances. Atty. Skowhegan (Carl R. Wright
1966-70, Wright & MacMichael 1970—). Pres.
(Rotary Club Skowhegan 1972-73, alumni
assn. Me. Central Inst. 1972-73, Somerset
County Bar Assn. 1974
—
), member board of
dir. Kennebec Valley Mental Health Clinic
1972—74, dir. S.A.D. 54 1969, commissioner
Somerset County 1974— . res. Skowhegan.*
MALLORY, Robert, IV. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Computer science; b. Phila. PA Dec. 31 1941;
m. Dianne Harts Nov. 29 1963; ch.: Scott,
Robin. Programmer Am. Ins. Newark NJ 1963,
managerial asst. Patterson Brothers Clifton NJ
1963-65, sales service mgr. Thatcher Glass
NYC 1965-67, staff member Western Electric
(Newark 1967-73, Warrenville IL 1973—). res.
Glen Ellyn IL.*
MARTIN, Henry Arthur, Jr. A.B. b. Phila.
PA Feb. 19 1942. res. Bolzano Iraly.
MARTIN, John Kennard. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Manchester NH June 10 1941; s. of Sylvio C.
'22. res. Manchester NH.
MASON, William Robert, III. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Admissions aide. Coll. admin.; b.
Newton MA March 26 1941; m. Jennifer
Robbins Feb. 20 1965; ch.: Jill, Timothy.
Teacher & coach high sch. Needham MA 1967,
asst. dir. admissions (Yale Univ. 1967-70,
Williams Coll. 1970-76), dir. admissions
Bowdoin 1976— . Trustee Pine Cobble Sch.
1973—
. Served to It. USN 1963-74; awarded
Vietnam Service Medal, res. Brunswick.*
McGRAY, Bruce Wendell, A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. Orono 1966, Ed.D. Harvard 1969. Delta
Sigma. Sch. admin; b. Mt. Kisco NY March
28 1941; m. Joyce Engler; ch.: Jill, Patricia,
Andrew. Teacher Winthrop Sch. 1964-66,
research asst. Harvard 1967-68, asst. supt.
curriculum central sch. Whitesboro NY
1968-71, asst. supt. S.A.D. Gardiner 1971-72,
supt. schs. S.A.D. S. Berwick 1972— . res.
Eliot.*
McKANE, Joseph Hamilton, II. A.B., M.B.A.
Babson Coll. 1968. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Accounting; b. Salem MA
June 1 1 1941; m. Nancy Cooper Dec. 27 1969;
ch.: Peter, David. Financial analyst
Fiberboard Corp. San Francisco CA 1968-69,
cost accounting mgr. Dennison Mfg.
Framingham MA 1969-73, budget mgr. Boise
Cascade Palo Alto CA 1973-74, controller
Adhesive Engineering Co. San Carlos CA
1974—
. Served to 1st It. USA 1964-65. res.
Burlingame CA.*
McMAKEN, Ward. Bowdoin 1 959-60. b. San
Diego CA Nov. 18 1941. res. La Mesa CA.
McMANN, Douglas Carrigan. Bowdoin
1959-61; A.B. Univ. Me. 1966, Phi Beta
Kappa. Systems analysis; b. Lewiston April
19 1940. Testing & scheduling Job Corps
Center for Women Poland Spring 1966-69,
systems development comprehensive health
planning Dept. Health & Welfare Augusta
1969, staff trainer migrant project N.C.
Council of Churches Raleigh 1972, consultant
N.C. State Dept. Comprehensive Health
Planning Raleigh 1972-73, systems analyst
Research Triangle Inst. Research Triangle
Park NC 1973—. res. Garner NC*
MEADER, John Park. A.B. cum laude.
Writing; b. New Brunswick NJ Aug. 15
1941. Writer Buckfield 1971—. res. Buckfield.*
MENZ, William Paul. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Real estate; b. Cleveland OH June
20 1941; m. Susan Anderson Aug. 18 1961;
ch.: Steven, Bruce. Salesman (Cunningham
Bearing Co. Houston TX 1968-72, Tex. rep.
Samuel Moore & Co. Mantua OH 1972-73,
real estate William C. Collins Houston 1973),
self-employed realtor & broker Century 2 1 Red
Caboose Realty Houston 1973— . Asst.
scoutmaster Troop 644 Boy Scouts of Am.,
member Brokers Council Century 21 Houston.
Served to capt. USA 1963-68; awarded Bronze
Star Meritorious Service 1965, 1966. res.
Houston TX.*
MERDEK, Alan Edward. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
b. Portland April 1 1941. res. Milford MA.
MERRILL, John Martin. A.B., M.S.
Northeastern 1971. Zeta Psi. Accounting; b.
Exeter NH March 15 1941; s. of David D. '35;
m. Anne Giddings June 11 1964; ch.:
Catherine, Sarah. Staff Accountant & CP.A.
Coopers & Lybrand Boston 1971-76, asst. to
pres. Webster Spring Co. Inc. Oxford MA
1976— . Elected member (Phi Kappa Phi, Beta
Alpha Psi). Served to capt. USA 1963-70;
awarded Bronze Star, Army Commendation
Medal, Oak Leaf Cluster, res. Andover MA.*
MICOLEAU, Charles Judd. A.B., A.M. Johns
Hopkins (Charles Merrill fellow) 1965, J.D.
George Washington Univ. 1977. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Govt, admin.: b.
Englewood NJ Feb. 8 1942; s. of H. Lebrec
'29; m. Judith Frary Dec. 16 1967; ch.: Tyler,
Sandrine, Jennifer. Dir. job training Me. Dept.
of Health & Welfare Augusta 1965-67,
legislative research dir. Me. Democratic Party
Augusta 1968-69, exec asst. to Senator
Edmund S. Muskie Washington DC 1970—.
Contbr. res. Washington DC*
MILLER, Lawrence Whitfield. A.B., M.D.
Boston Univ. 1967. Alpha Delta Phi.
Medicine; b. NYC April 15 1942; m. Karen
Johnson Aug. 17 1963; ch.: Kristin, Stephen.
Los Angeles County CA (intern 1967-68,
obstet. & gynecol. resident Univ. S. Calif.
1971-75), physician & asst. prof, obstet. &
gynecol. Univ. Conn. Health Center
Farmington 1975— . Served to maj. USA
1968-71. res. W. Hartford CT*
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MILO, John Francis, Jr. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Lynn MA May 8 1941. res. Auburn.
MOORE, Stephen Edward. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Va. 1966. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law; b.
Winchester MA Dec. 10 1941; m. Julie Forbes
Sept. 7 1963; ch.: Hilary, Victoria, Andrea.
Partner Warner & Stackpole Boston 1966—
,
chmn. town planning board Newbury MA




Republican Convention 1972 & 1974. Served
to 2nd It. USA. Contbr. res. Byfield MA.*
MUDGE, Richard Clayton. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Trenton NJ April 11 1941. res. Los
Angeles CA.
MURPHY, Blaine Gregory. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Biddeford Nov. 30 1940. res. Avon CT.
MURPHY, John Caddy. Bowdoin 1959-60.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Moline IL Feb. 7 1941.
res. unknown.
NAGEL, Albert Frederick. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Norwood MA Aug. 4 1941. res. Boston.
NASH, William Gray. A.B., LL.B. Georgetown
Univ. 1966, B.I.M. Thunderbird Grad. Sch. of
Int. Management 1971. Zeta Psi. Invest,
exec; b. Providence RI April 21 1941; m.
Barbara Chandler June 14 1970; ch.: Jonathan.
With Continental 111. Nat. Bank Chicago IL
1971-73, asst. v.pres. Transamerica Mortgage
Advisors Inc. San Francisco CA 1973-75,
v.pres. Invest. Mortgage Inc. San Francisco
1975-76, regional v.pres. The Robert A.
McNeil Corp. 1976—. Served to capt. USMC
1966-70. res. Oakland CA.*
NEWMAN, Frederic Soper, Jr. A.B., M.B.A.
Rutgers 1964. Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Military; b. Rockville
Centre NY June 5 1942; s. of Frederic S. '38;
m. Hiroko Yakabi Aug. 13 1971; ch.: Karen,
Kristine. Jr. accountant Joseph F. Froggatt
Inc. NYC 1964, USA (systems accountant
Okinawa 1966-70; accounting officer Usaryis
Central Accounting Office Okinawa 1970-72;
supervisory accountant Central Welfare Fund
Washington DC 1972-74; club management
spec. Central Mess Fund Ft. Meade MD
1974-75; supervisory accountant Seoul Korea
1975-76, accountant 1st signal brigade 1976
—
).
Served to 1st It. USA 1964-66, maj. USAR. res.
Seoul Korea.*
NICOLAI, Frank Al. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; M.P.A. Cornell 1965. Sigma Nu.
Business exec; b. Brooklyn NY Oct. 24
1941; m. Shirley Snow Aug. 24 1963; ch.:
Keith, Karen. Office of the Asst. Sec. of
Defense Pentagon Washington DC (systems
analyst 1965-66, dir. mobility forces div.
1967-70), founder & exec, v.pres. Am.
Management Systems Inc. Arlington VA
1970—. Served to capt. USA 1966-67. res.
Tantallon MD.*
NILSON, Eric McMunn. Bowdoin 1959-61.
b. Ottumwa IA Dec. 7 1941. res. unknown.
NORTH, Philip Dwight. Bowdoin 1959-62.
Delta Sigma. b. Montclair NJ Nov. 9 1941.
res. Indian Hills CO.
OLSON, Robert Warren. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Mfg. exec; b. Chicago IL Feb. 19
1941; m. Marilyn Schwartz Sept. 9 1967; ch.:
Joan, Katherine. Salesman Chase Brass &
Copper Detroit MI 1967-69, v.pres. Schwartz
Boring Co. Detroit 1969—. Served to 1st It.
USA 1965-67. res. Grosse Pointe Woods ML*
PAGE, Robert Hulme. A.B., J.D. Boston Univ.
1970. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b. Boston July
19 1941; m. Jane Yardley June 14 1967; ch.:
Emily. Atty. Solman Solman & Page Caribou
1970—
. Member Me. Land Use Regulation
Comm. Served to It. USN 1964-67. res.
Caribou.*
PARKER, Bruce Edmund. A.B., M.M.T.
Lowell Tech Inst. 1976. Zeta Psi. Education;
b. Winchester MA Dec. 26 1941. Teacher &
coach (public schs. Berlin NH 1963-69,
regional schs. Acton MA 1969-74, public schs.
Methuen MA 1974
—
). Served with N.H. Army
Nat. Guard. Named Mass. High Sch. Hockey
Coach of the Yr. Boston Globe 1974. res. N.
Andover MA.*
PAYSON, John Whitney. Bowdoin 1959-61.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Business; b. NYC
Aug. 7 1940; m. Nancy Lawler; 1 daughter.
With The House of Waldron (Portland, NYC
19?
—
). res. Falmouth Foreside.
PEDDRICK, Rodney Stephen. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Tech. merchandising; b.
Wilmington DE Sept. 6 1941; m. Andora Szot
May 26 1973. Tech. buyer E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. Wilmington 19?— . Served to
capt. USA 1964-69. res. Newark DE.*
PETERSEN, Charles William. A.B., M.S.
Danbury State Coll. 1967, Ph.D. Univ. Me.
Orono 1975. Education; b. Portland March
25 1939; m. Marlene Peare Nov. 9 1963; ch.:
Roxanne, Ronald, Sandra, Susan. Teacher
board of education (Wilton CT 1963-67, S.
Portland 1967-69, also chmn. social studies
Auburn 1971
—
). Supt. Sunday Sch. St. Ansgar
Lutheran Church Portland 1972-75, member
financial security committee Me. Teachers
Assn. 1975—. PFC USA 1957-59; awarded
Good Conduct Medal 1959. Contbr. res.
Portland.*
PINKHAM, Wendell Wadsworth, II. Bowdoin
1959-60, A.B. Univ. N.H. 1964.
Merchandising; b. Portland Feb. 2 1941; m.
Roberta Morrison June 1 1973; ch.: Paul,
Darcy, Seth. Mgr. Gorham Hardware Co.
1962-66; buyer & merchandise mgr. Porteous,
Mitchell & Braun Co. Portland 1966-71; buyer
& merchandiser (Emery-Waterhouse Co.
1971-73, Benson & Sullivan Co. Lewiston
1973
—
). Member Republican town committee,
res. N. Windham.*
PLUMMER, Robert Harry. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Kan. 1965. Phi Delta Psi. Education; b.
Damariscotta June 22 1941; m. Roberta
McCord June 14 1964; ch.: Craig, Eric.
Teacher Germantown Acad. Ft. Washington
PA 1964-66, asst. prof. St. Joseph's Coll. Phila.
PA 1966-74, teacher Cincinnati OH Country
Day Sch. 1974— . Chmn. social concerns
committee Marple Christian Church 1970-72,
treas. St. Joseph's Coll. chapter Am. Assn. of
Univ. Profs, res. Cincinnati OH.*
POTTER, John Denny, Jr. A.B. b. Plainfield
NJ Dec. 18 1941. res. Harrisburg PA.
PRATT, Richard Charles. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Newburyport MA May 7 1941. res.
Westford MA.
PROULX, Richard Roland. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
b. Sanford Aug. 27 1941. res. Chelmsford MA.
QUINLAN, Paul Michael. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Yale 1968. Kappa Sigma. Education;
b. Wakefield MA Oct. 13 1941; m. Maria
Smulski June 3 1967; ch.: John, Jeffrey,
Victoria. Dir. of training Springfield MA
Para-Psychiatric Training Project 1967-71,
staff psychologist Med. Center of Western
Mass. Springfield 1968-72, pvt. practice with
partner Behavioral Science Assocs. W.
Springfield 1968
—
, co-dir. Curtis Blake Child
Development Center Springfield 1973
—
, asst.
prof, psychology & education Am. Int. Coll.
Springfield 1971— . Member board of trustees
Leukemia Soc. of Western Mass. Contbr. res.
Longmeadow MA.*
RANCOURT, James Daniel. A.B., M.S.
Carnegie-Mellon Univ. 1965, Ph.D. Univ. Ariz.
1974. Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Delta Psi.
Engineering; b. Waterville July 18 1941; m.
Jeannine Faucher June 13 1970. Lab. instr.
physics Bowdoin 1962-63, quality control
inspector Keyes Fibre Co. summer 1963, with
Nuclear Research Center Carnegie Inst, of
Tech. Saxonburg PA summer 1964, research
asst. Mellon Inst. Pittsburgh PA 1964, teaching
asst. Carnegie Inst, of Tech. Pittsburgh
1964-65, aerospace tech. N.A.S.A. Goddard
Space Flight Center Greenbelt MD 1965,
optical engineer Itek Corp. Lexington MA
1965-69, research assoc. Optical Sciences
Center Univ. Ariz. Tucson 1969-74,
development engineer Optical Coating Lab.
Inc. Santa Rosa CA 1974—. Contbr. res. Santa
Rosa CA.*
RAYMOND, Allan Russell. A.B., A.M. Ohio
State Univ. 1968, Ph.D. Ohio State Univ. 1971.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Education; b. Fall
River MA July 29 1941; m. Catherine
Bernhard May 23 1966; ch.: Sarah, Abigail.
Teacher sch. board Kingfield 1963-65, with
U.S. Peace Corps Turkey 1965-67, asst. prof.
Ohio State Univ. Mansfield 1971—. Chmn.
local Bicentennial Committee. Contbr. res.
Plymouth OH.*
RECK, Joel Marvin. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Harvard 1966. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b.
Worcester MA Sept. 27 1941; m. Rachel
Feinsilver June 9 1963; ch.: Daniel, Deborah.
Assoc. Hoffman & Hoffman Boston 1966-68.
Brown Rudnick Freed & Gesmer Boston
(assoc. 1968-74, partner 1975
—
). Trustee
Combined Jewish Philanthropies Greater
Boston, member Wayland MA Growth Policy
committee, res. Wayland MA.*
REED, David William. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
1972 capital campaign worker. Sales
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management; b. Milford CT Aug. 12 1941; m.
Virginia Spence April 10 1965; ch.: Laura,
Stephanie, Eric. Marketing rep. Atlantic
Richfield Revere MA 1966-69, salesman (Nat.
Chemsearch Dallas TX 1969-73, Atlantic Nat.
Fairfield NJ 1973-75), sales mgr. Eastern
Services Corp. Waltham MA 1975— . Chmn.
finance committee West Church Peabody MA
1974, 1975. Served to 1st It. USA 1964-66,
served to 1st It. USAR. res. Lynnfield MA.*
REYNOLDS, James Farrin. A.B., Ph.D. Ind.
Univ. 1971. Education; b. Waterville Nov.
21 1940; m. Linda Alonzo June 6 1968; ch.:
Amy. Assoc. prof, political philosophy (Univ.
Alta. Edmonton Canada 1968-71, Syracuse
Univ. 1971—). Contbr. res. Syracuse NY.*
RICCIARDI, Raymond Joseph. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Sales management; b. New Haven
CT Nov. 27 1941; m. Barbara Symoens Nov.
25 1967; ch.: Lisa, Karen. Chemist The
Upjohn Co. N. Haven CT 1964-66, Union
Carbide Corp. NYC (tech. sales rep. 1966-73,
area sales mgr. 1973-75, product mgr. 1976
—
).
Served to sgt. USA 1963-64. Contbr. res.
Redding CT.*
RICE, William Louis. A.B., Ph.D. Univ. Penn.
1968. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Counsulting; b.
Cleveland OH Dec. 27 1941. Analyst
Environmental Protection Admin. NYC
1968-70, dir. of labs. Harvard 1970-73, analyst
U.S. Federal Energy Admin. Washington DC
1974-75, independent energy & environment
consultant Gordian Assocs. NYC 1976—
.
Contbr. res. Washington DC*
RICHMOND, Michael David. A.B., A.M.
Boston Univ. 1966, M.D. S.U.N.Y. Upstate
Med. Center 1970. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b.
Maiden MA May 19 1941; m. Barbara
Hurwitz June 1968; ch.: Amy, Kenny.
Gastroenterologist/internist Waltham MA
1975— . res. Newton Highlands MA.
RIDLON, John Melville. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Cleveland OH Jan. 19 1942; s. of Harold
M. '30. res. Springfield VA.
RINDLER, Edward Paul. A.B. b. Lowell MA
Sept. 11 1941. res. Brookline MA.
RINES, William Brian. A.B., Ph D Univ. S.C.
1974. Delta Sigma. Admissions aide 1965.
Clinical psychology; b. Gardiner Aug. 30
1941; m. Nancy Gazzillo Jan. 18 1969; ch.:
Marc, Emily. Psychology asst. Pineland
Hospital Pownal 1963-67, spec, projects dir.
S.C. Dept. Mental Health Columbia 1969-71,
resident Univ. 111. Med. Center Chicago
1971-72, dir. clinical services Edgewater
Uptown Community Mental Health Center
Chicago 1974, dir. 1975— (Augusta clinical
services, outpatient services Kennebec Valley
Mental Health Center Waterville). Trustee
(Delta Sigma Corp. 1964-68, public library
Gardiner 1975), elected member (Psi Chi,
Omicron Delta Kappa), res. S. Gardiner.*
ROBINSON, Norman William. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1965, Ph.D. Stanford Univ. 1973.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Coll. admin., b.
Worcester MA April 6 1941; s. of Harry '26.
Accountant & auditor Touche Ross & Co.
NYC & Boston 1965-67, Stanford CA Univ.
(residence dir. 1971-73, asst. dean 1973-76,
assoc. dean 1976
—
). res. Stanford CA.*
RONAN, Francis Goodwin. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Marketing; b. Boston Feb. 11 1941; m. Anne
Murray Aug. 24 1963; ch.: Patrick, Kevin,
Brendan, Jennifer. Teacher high sch.
Newburyport MA 1963-64, 1967-68; Int.
Business Machines Corp. (programmer
Poughkeepsie NY 1968-71; marketing rep.
Newton MA 1971-75, Concord NH 1976).
Chmn. sch. committee 1974-75. Served to capt.
USA 1964-67, served to capt. USAR. res.
Merrimac MA.*
ROSS, Stephen Neal. A.B., Ed.M. Univ. Me.
Orono 1969. Theta Delta Chi. Grad. studies;
b. Portland Feb. 5 1941. Teacher & coach
public schs. Lewiston 1969-70, dir. guidance
high sch. Mexico 1970-71, coordinator of
student services & coach high sch. Winslow
1971-75, student Univ. Me. Portland 1975—.
Me. Assn. Amatuer Athletic Union (pres.
1967-69, registrar 1967-72). res. Lewiston.*
ROYEN, Peter Mark. A.B., M.D. Tufts 1968.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b. Bridgeport
CT Dec. 11 1941; m. Lisa Zimetbaum June 2
1968; ch.: Rebecca. Intern R.I. Hospital
Providence 1968-69, resident Hartford CT
Hospital 1971-74, radiologist C.A.P.M.A.S.
Med. Corp. Toledo OH 1974—. Served to capt.
USA 1969-71; awarded Joint Services
Commendation Medal 1971. Contbr. res.
Toledo OH.*
RUSSEL, John Robert. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. McGill 1967.
Education; b. Portland May 16 1943; m.
Dianne Heale Jan. 3 1966; ch.: Heather,
Jonathon. Chief (preventive medicine Ft. Lee
VA 1969-70, dept. of pathology Ft. Devens
MA 1974-75), staff pathologist Brooke Army
Med. Center San Antonio TX 1975-76, chief
pathology Southeast Baptist Hospital San
Antonio 1976— . Certified Board of Anatomic
& Clinical Pathology, elected member Alpha
Omega Alpha. Served to It. col. USA 1969-76.
Contbr. res. San Antonio TX.*
RUSSEY, Stephen Fredric. A.B., A.M. Univ.
R.I. 1970. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
NYC Sept. 22 1941; m. Claudia Miller Sept. 12
1970; ch.: David, Matthew. Instr.
Trinity-Pawling NY Sch. 1963-67, Rocky Hill
Sch. E. Greenwich RI 1967-76 (dept. head
English, dir. of studies, asst. headmaster),
headmaster St. Johns Country Day Sch.
Orange Park FL 1976— . res. Orange Park FL.*
RYAN, Bernard Gardiner. A.B. 1964, M A T.
Harvard 1965, Ed.D. Harvard 1975. Alpha
Delta Phi. Education; b. Cambridge MA
Aug. 10 1941; m. Barbara Michie Aug. 17
1963; ch.: Amy, Diana, Sarah. Teacher public
schs. Newton MA 1965-69, principal (Cherry
Creek Schs. Englewood CO 1971-72,
Maplewood NJ Jr. High Sch. 1972—). Pres.
(Rotary Club Maplewood 1977-78, member
exec, committee March of Dimes Essex
County chapter 1975— . res. Maplewood NJ.*
SALIBA, Robert Michael. Bowdoin 1959-60.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Barre VT Dec. 23 1941.
res. Barre VT.
SALTONSTALL, Endicott Peabody, Jr.
Bowdoin 1959-61, 1962. Zeta Psi. b. Boston
June 6 1941. res. Sudbury MA.
SCHILLER, Alan Lewis. A.B., M.D. Chicago
Med. Sch. 1967. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Medicine &
education; b. NYC Feb. 12 1943; ch.: Joshua,
Jeremy, Jonah. Mass. General Hospital Boston
(intern & resident 1967-72, asst. pathologist
1973— , asst. prof, pathology Harvard Med.
Sch. 1973
— ,
visiting lectr. metallurgy M.I.T.




meeting Swampscott MA. Served to It. cdr.
USN 1972-73. Co-author: Anatomy of the
Guinea Pig (1975). res. Marbelehead MA.*
SCHWARTZ, Louis Winn. A.B., M.D.
Jefferson Med. Coll. 1967. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Chester PA April 19 1942; s. of
Edward '30; m. Linda Weinberg June 14 1964;
ch.: Joanne, Geoffrey. Ophthalmologist
Ophthalmic Assocs. Lansdale PA 1973—
. Asst.
surgeon Wills Eye Hospital. Served with
USPHS 1968-70. res. Jenkintown PA.*
SHEA, Charles Russell. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Bath Aug. 5 1941; m.
Faye Johnson June 18 1966; ch.: Scott, Steve,
Karin. Town of Wiscasset (teacher & coach
high sch. 1963
—
, chmn. mathematics dept.
1974-75, recreation coordinator 1972 & 1973.
Trustee Dollars for Scholars Assn. 1969—
,
member & chmn. town recreation comm.
1970-72. Served to spec. 4/c USA 1967-69. res.
Wiscasset.*
SIGMUNDT, Pieter Joris Josef. Bowdoin Plan
1959-60. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Innsbruck
Austria March 29 1940. res. Norrhaga Finland.
SIMON, Robert Louis. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1966. Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Boston
June 20 1941; s. of Harry A. '24; m. Harriet
Salk July 9 1967; ch.: Douglas, Bradford.
Partner Simon & Simon Salem MA 1967-69,
v.pres. & general counsel Valle's Steak House
Newton MA 1969—. Clerk & dir. Computer
Design Publishing Corp. Concord MA 1974—
chmn. Heart Fund Manchester MA 1968. res.
Wellesley MA.*
SMITH, Brian Blaisdell. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Systems engineering; b. Waterville Sept. 25
1941; m. Linda Greenhalgh June 12 1965; ch.:
Bailey, Heidi. Instr. Me. Central Inst. Pittsfield
1963-64, editorial asst. BNA Inc. Washington
DC 1964-65, analyst Nat. Security Agency Ft.
Meade MD 1965-68, systems engineer Int.
Business Machines Corp. Manchester NH
1968—. Served to spec. 4/c USAR 1967;
awarded Soldier's Medal 1966. res. Amherst
NH.*
SMITH, George Augustus. A.B., Ed.M. Penn.
State Univ. 1971, Ph.D. Penn. State Univ.
1976. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Medellin Colombia Aug. 16 1941; ch.:
Candice. With Manville Sch. Judge Baker
Guidance Center Boston, public schs. Boston,
Clinical Research Center Harvard Univ. Med.
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Sch. Boston, Southside Hospital Pittsburgh
PA, Smithfield Sch. Huntindon PA. Served to
capt. USA 1963-65, 1968-69. res. State College
PA,*
SNYDER, John Stewart, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Publishing; b. Bronxville NY June 20
1941; m. Barbara Finn March 27 1971; ch.:
Pamela. Engineering ed. M.I.T. Press
Cambridge MA 1967-72, math ed. W. B.
Saunders Co. Phila. PA 1972—. Served to It.
USN 1963-67. Recipient: Lanchester Prize best
operations research book published M.I.T.
Press 1972. Ed: Urban Police Patrol Analysis
(1972). res. Malvern PA.*
SNYDER, Robert Jay. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Food brokerage exec; b. Boston
May 9 1941; m. Myra Levine May 30 1965;
ch.: Mark, Barry, Emily. V.pres. Snyder Sales
Service Inc. Boston 1963— . Served with USA
1963-64. res. Wayland MA.*
SPALDING, Edward Lewis, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Univ. Me. Portland-Gorham 1967. Beta Theta
Pi. Education; b. Newburyport MA Feb. 4
1941; m. Nancy Butterfield Aug. 27 1969.
Teacher (McTernan Sch. Waterbury CT
1963-65, Brunswick High Sch. 1965-68, S.A.D.
Portland 1969-70, Brunswick High Sch.
1970—). res. Litchfield.*
STEINBERG, Andrew Oliver. A.B., M.D.
SUNY 1967. Delta Sigma. Medicine; b.
Brooklyn NY Aug. 5 1941; m. Annie Nahmias
Jan. 20 1973. Resident radiology N.Y. Univ.
Med. Center 1870-73, instr. radiology Albert
Einstein Med. Center Bronx NY 1973-74,
radiologist Newport Harbor Radiology Assn.
Newport Beach CA 1974—. Certified Board of
Diagnostic Radiologists, chief resident
radiology N.Y. Univ. Med. Center 1972-73.
Served to It. cdr. USPHS 1968-70. Contbr. res.
Newport Beach CA.*
STEVENSON, Roderic Alan. A.B. Kappa
Sigma, b. Bangor Aug. 19 1941. res. Houston
TX.
STONE, Phillip Alexander. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Medicine; b. Maiden MA June 28 1941; m.
Gail Schneiderman June 16 1963; ch.:
Jennifer, Hillary, Rachael. Plastic surgeon pvt.
practice Longmeadow MA 1975— . res.
Longmeadow Ma.*
SWEENEY, Robert. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Wolfeboro NH July 19 1941. res. N. Conway
NH.
SWEET, Dana Royden. A.B., Ph.D. Syracuse
Univ. 1972. Theta Delta Chi. Research
analysis; b. Boston July 15 1940; s. of Herman
R. '31; m. Nereida Rojas Dec. 2 1967; ch.:
Daniel. Research analyst Library of Cong.
Washington DC 1972—. Served to capt. USA
1969-72, served to maj. USAR. res. Annandale
VA.*
TAYLOR, Christopher Randall. Bowdoin
1959-60. Beta Theta Pi. b. Columbia MO
Nov. 3 1943. res. Mt. Desert.
TAYLOR, Kelvin Lloyd. A.B. cum laude.
Sigma Nu. b. Biddeford Dec. 8 1940. res.
Palo Alto CA.
TELLAN, Marsh Joel. Bowdoin 1959-61, A.B.
Boston Univ. 1963, Ed.M. Westfield State Coll.
1973. Zeta Psi. Military; b. Portland Oct. 9
1941; m. Louise Novogrod Feb. 5 1967; ch.:
Jennifer, Anne, Amy. Exec, trainee Sears
Roebuck & Co. W. Springfield MA 1965-68,
teacher intermediate sch. Hampden MA
1968-70, Army reserve tech. 76th div. W.
Hartford CT 1970—. Pres. 76th div. chapter
Reserve Officers Assn. 1975-76. Served to 1st
It. USA 1963-65, served to maj. USAR;
awarded Nat. Defense Service Medal 1963,
Army Reserve Components Achievement
Medal 1972, Armed Forces Reserve Medal
1973. res. W. Hartford CT.*
TOUSSIER, Solly. Bowdoin Plan 1959-60.
Sigma Nu. b. Panama City Panama Oct. 16
1941. res. unknown.
TROMP, Johannes Hilarius Albertus. Bowdoin
1959-60, Univ. Utrecht 1967. Alpha Delta Phi.
Law; b. Sneek Netherlands April 9 1941; m.
Christine Boos Aug. 7 1968; ch.: Maite, Sanne,
Moortje. Solicitor (C. F. J. van der Valk
Schiedam Netherlands 1969-71, E. K. Hoekstra
Sneek 1971
—
). Member (regional committee
Social Welfare Roman Catholic Church
Council), governor St. Anthony Hospital
Sneek, provincial sec. Royal Notarial
Brotherhood, res. Gauw Netherlands.*
VAN DER GOES, Peter Henry William.
Bowdoin 1959-62. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Charlottesville VA Jan. 8 1942. res. unknown.
VANETTI, Henry Richard. Bowdoin 1959-62.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Barre VT Oct. 10 1941.
res. Barre VT.
VAN NESS, Howard. Bowdoin 1959-61. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Rahway NJ Sept. 25 1941.
res. Rahway NJ.
VEITCH, William Owen. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
b. Stoneham MA March 12 1941. res.
Stoneham MA.
VIOLETTE, Aurele Joseph. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Ohio State Univ.
1964; Ph.D. Ohio State Univ. 1971. Delta
Sigma. Education; b. Augusta July 11 1941;
m. Judith Clark July 8 1967; ch.: Andrew.
Asst. prof, history Ind. Univ. Ft. Wayne
1970—. Served to capt. USA 1967-69. Contbr.
res. Ft. Wayne IN.*
WHALON, Michael Winters. A.B., A.M. Univ.
111. 1964, Ph.D. Univ. Neb. 1968. Beta Theta
Pi. Education; b. Ayer MA Nov. 4 1941.
Assoc. prof, history Univ. Tulsa OK 1968—
.
res. Tulsa OK.*
WHIT, William Charles. A.B., M.Div. Andover
Newton Theol. Sch. 1967, Th.M. Harvard
1968, Ph.D. Boston Univ. 1976. Delta Sigma.
Grad. studies; b. Pittsburgh PA March 7
1941. Instr. sociology Pfeiffer Coll.
Misenheimer NC 1968-69, spec. asst.
community development & housing Charlotte
NC Area Fund 1969-70, grad. student
sociology Boston Univ. 1970-74, asst. prof.
sociology R.I. Coll. Providence 1974—
.
Member (Jamaica Plain transportation
committee Greater Boston Coalition on
Transportation Crisis 1970
—
, board of dir.
Charlotte Fair Housing Assn. 1969-70, board
Columbia Point Christian Center 1970—).
Consultant Model Cities Area V Physical &
Economic Development Task Force 1970—
res. Providence RI.*
WHITE, Robert Bruce. A.B. Alpha Tau
Omega, Phi Delta Psi. Engineering; b.
Buffalo NY April 23 1941; m. Lou Renner
Aug. 15 1969; ch.: Steven, Donna. Roberta.
General Tel. Electronics Sylvania (tech. writer
W. Roxbury MA 1963-64; field engineer W.
Roxbury 1964-66, Mountain View CA
1966-72; sr. maintainability engineer Mountain
View 1972-74), sr. quality engineer
Watkins-Johnson Co. Palo Alto CA 1974-75,
sr. reliability engineer Kaiser Aerospace &
Electronics Palo Alto 1975— . Contbr. res.
Sunnyvale CA.*
WILLIAMS, George Merrill. A.B., M B A.
Rutgers 1964. Sigma Nu. Management; b.
Boston April 17 1941; m. Jeannette Luke Oct.
19 1968; ch.: Ghislaine, Brad. CPA (TX); audit
mgr. Price Waterhouse & Co. Boston, Brussels
Belgium 1966-76; mgr. field audits Dresser
Industries Inc. Dallas TX 1976— . Served to 1st
It. USA 1964-66. res. Richardson TX.*
WILLIAMS, William David. A.B. 1965. Sigma
Nu. b. Linneus Nov. 29 1941. res. Linneus.
WINSLOW, Richard Lee. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Columbia 1967. Alpha Delta Phi.
Medicine; b. Caribou Feb. 12 1941; m.
Elizabeth Hahn June 3 1967; ch.: Franklin.
Intern Bellevue Hospital Columbia div. NYC
1967-68, ophthalmology resident & co-chief
resident Univ. Penn. Phila. 1970-73,
ophthalmologist pvt. practice Phila. 1973-74,
retinal fellow Wills Eye Hospital Phila.
1974-75, ophthalmologist retinal subspecialty
Dallas TX 1975—. Served to It. cdr. USPHS
1968-70. res. Dallas TX.*
WISH, Barry Neal. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Invests,
exec; b. Boston July 7 1941; m. Billie Adress
June 28 1964; ch.: Stacey, Jonathan, Lindsey.
Stockbroker Merrill Lynch Boston 1963-67,
v.pres. & dir. First Devonshire Corp. Boston
1967-69, v.pres. Hutchins Mikter & Parkinson
Boston 1969-70, Kidder Peabody & Co. Boston
(account exec. 1970-?, v.pres. 19?—). Dir. S.
Shore Publishing Co. 1968-70, chmn. United
Way 1973 & 1974, trustee (Parker Hill Medical
Center, La Sell Jr. Coll.). res. Wellesley Hills
MA.*
WOLLSTADT, David Carl. A.B., A.M. St.
Mary's Univ. 1966. Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt.
1970—, Alumni Fund dir. 1973-78.
Publishing exec; b. Rockford IL June 14
1941; m. Genie Nadeau 1975; ch.: Andrea.
Alexis. Reporter (Hartford CT Times 1963-64,
Rockford IL Morning Star 1970-71). copy ed.
Baltimore MD Sun 1971-72, employee
communications writer Pfizer Inc. NYC
1972-74. pres. & publisher Penobscot Times
Old Town 1974—. Treas. Me. Press Assn. 1976.
Served to capt. USAF 1964-70; awarded
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Bronze Star with Oak Leaf Cluster 1969-1970.
res. Old Town.*
WORKMAN, Robert Telford. A.B., M B A.
Babson Coll. 1971. Delta Sigma. Real estate;
b. New Haven CT May 7 1941; m. Gwendolyn
Hugchins 1965; ch.: Jed, Douglas, Meridith.
Mortgage broker Lomas Nettleton New Haven
CT 1971—. res. N. Haven CT.
YAMASHITA, Gary Akiyoshi. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1965, Ph.D. Columbia 1970. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Seattle WA Feb 6 1941; m.
Judy Ichikawa Sept. 1 1968; ch.: Jennifer,
Allison. Assoc. prof. Calif. State Univ.
Hayward 1971— . Chapter v.pres. Nat. Assn. of
Accountants 1974-75. Served to capt. USA
1969-71. res. Fremont CA.*
YATES, John Winthrop. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. NYC March 13 1941. res.
Basking Ridge NJ.
ZAMORE, Alan Mitchell. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Brooklyn NY Feb. 1 1943. res.
Carlsbad CA.
Class of 1964
AGUILERA, Frank Edmond, Jr. Bowdoin
1960-62. Chi Psi. b. NYC April 9 1943. res.
Wallingford CT.
ALEXANDER, Donald Gilbert. A.B., J.D.
Univ. Chicago 1967. Law; b. Lowell MA
March 28 1942; m. Barbara Reid Dec. 21 1971.
Legislative counsel Nat. League of Cities
Washington DC 1967-71, atty. pvt. practice
Washington DC 1971-72, asst. counsel Senate
Committee on Public Works Washington DC
1972-73, State of Me. Augusta (asst. atty.
1974-76, deputy atty. general 1976
—
).
Recipient: Edwin Mandel Prize for Excellence
in legal aid work Univ. Chicago law sch. 1967.
res. Mt. Vernon.*
ALLEN, Edwin Coupland. Bowdoin 1960-62,
A.B. & B.S. Tufts 1965. Beta Theta Pi.
Management; b. Grosse Pointe MI Sept. 13
1942; m. Constance Hopkins June 18 1966;
ch.: Kristen, David. Research asst. Harvard
1965-66, Corning Glass Works (mgr. Boston
1966-70, marketing mgr. Chicago IL 1970-72),
general mgr. Instruction Lab. (England
1972-74, Lexington MA 1974-75), v.pres.
Damon Corp. Needham MA 1975— . res.
Newton MA.*
ANDERSON, Roger Eric. A.B. Business
exec; b. Waterbury CT April 19 1942; m.
Marilla Senior May 23 1970; ch.: Beth,
Kirsten, Eric. The Risdon Mfg. Co. Naugatuck
CT (project engineer 1964-65, mgr. plastics div.
1965-70), Moldex Inc. Putnam CT (mfg. mgr.
moulding div. 1970-71, v.pres. molding div.
1971—, dir. 1973—). V.pres. Salem Lutheran
Church 1968-70, v.pres. & pres. Naugatuck
Council of Churches 1968-70. res. Brooklyn
CT.*
ANDREW, David Paul. A.B., M AT. Brown
Univ. 1966. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Providence RI Oct. 7 1942; m. Jean Wallace
June 19 1965; ch.: Kristine, Karen, Stephanie,
Melissa. Teacher & coach (Lawrence Acad.
Groton MA 1965-71, sch. dept. Cranston RI
1971—), waterfront dir. YMCA Greater
Providence summers 1965— . Member
education committee Asbury Methodist
Church, res. Warwick RI.*
AYORA, Alfredo Alberto. A.B. cum laude
1963, B.S. M.I.T. 1965, M.S. M.I.T 1967. Chi
Psi. Engineering; b. Quinto Ecuador Aug. 14
1942; m. Margarita Pallares March 29 1969;
ch.: Jorge. Civil engineer Comision de Valores
Quinto Ecuador 1968-70, prof. Quinto
(Universidad Central 1968-72, Universidad
Catolica 1968-75, Escuela Politecnica 1968—),
general mgr. Sillunchi Ltd. Quito 1970— . Pres.
P. P. Suarez Ltd., v.pres. Viviendas del
Ecuador S.A., dir. (IDCO Consultores,
Antisana Ltd., Hydrocalculo Ltd.). res. Quito
Ecuador.*
BAIL, Richard Nelson, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
B.M.S. Dartmouth 1967, M.D. Harvard 1969.
Sigma Nu. Medicine; b? Brockton MA Oct.
28 1942; m. Arlynne Lawless June 6 1964; ch.:
Lisa, Jeffrey. Physician Harvard Community
Health Plan Cambridge MA 1974— . Served
with USPHS 1971-73. res. W. Newton MA.*
BATES, Charles Mead. A.B., M B A. Univ.
Conn. 1972. Sigma Nu. Systems
management; b. Stamford CT Aug. 1 1942; m.
Rosemarie Schaeter Aug. 8 1964; ch.: Kristi,
Lora, Robin. Continental Ins. NYC (ins.
trainee 1964-65, systems analyst 1965-68),
Pepsi Cola Co. Purchase NY (systems analyst
1968-72, systems project leader 1972-74,
systems mgr. 1974
—
). res. Darien CT.*
BATES, William Francis. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1966, J.D. Rutgers 1974. Zeta Psi.
Law; b. Boston Aug. 8 1942; m. Deborah
Shea March 16 1973. C.P.A. (NY) 1970; Price
Waterhouse & Co. NYC (staff accountant
1965, 1968-71; tax spec. 1971); tax atty.
Continental Ins. Co. NYC 1975— . Served to
1st It. USA 1966-68. res. NYC*
BAYER, David Lewis. A.B., M.S. Cornell 1971.,
Chi Psi. Education; b. Mt. Kisco NY April 8
1942; m. Rosa Benavides June 25 1966; ch.:
Hernan. Volunteer Peace Corps lea Peru
1964-66, teacher dist. 3 Bellmore NY 1967-68,
social worker sch. system Buffalo NY 1970-71.
dir. studies Instituto Cultural
Peruano-Norteamericano - Trujillo Peru 1972,
prof, sociology Universidad Nacional Agraria
La Molina Peru 1973— . Author: The
Militarization of Latin America: The Real
Alliance for Progress (1973); Urban Peru:
Political Action As Sellout (1976); Re Forma
Agraria Peruana: Des capitolizacion del Mini
Funclio y Formacion de La Burguesia Rural,
Center For Socio-Economic Research,
Universidad Nacional Agraria (1975); contbr.
res. Merrick NY.*
BEACH, Lawrence Wait. A.B. b.
Washington DC Sept. 24 1942. res. San
Francisco CA.
BEALE, Stephen Paul. A.B. cum laude, LL.B.
Boston Coll. 1967. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Lewiston April 30 1942; s. of John M. '35; m.
Pauline Vachon Aug. 9 1969. Atty. patent &
licensing dept. S. D. Warren Co. div. Scott
Paper Co. Westbrook 1967-72, Skelton Taintor





). Task Force On Human Needs
Androscoggin County Poverty Agency (dir.
1970-75, v.pres. 1972-74, pres. 1974-75). res.
Turner.*
BENNETT, Alan David. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Transportation; b. Errol NH Aug. 9 1942;
m. Annette Kimball March 28 1964; ch.:
Aaron, Amber. Mgr.» A. E. Bennett Fryeburg
1964-71, co-partner Bennett Transportation
Fryeburg 1971— . Paris Farmers' Union (dir.
1966-72, board chmn. 1970-72), member board
of dir. Fryeburg Acad. Alumni Assn. 1973-76,
sec. (Jaycees Fryeburg-Lovell 1966-68,
planning board Lovell 1973-75), pres. Me. Milk
Hauler's assn. 1975
—
, board of selectmen
Lovell 1969-71, Eastern Slope Regional Airport
Authority 1974-76, chmn. board of appeals
Lovell 1976—. res. Lovell.*
BERLE, Roger Kort. A.B., M.B.A. Boston
Univ. 1971. Psi Upsilon. Contracting; b.
Boston Jan. 12 1943; m. Maura Gallagher Aug.
24 1974. Marketing rep. Atlantic Richfield
Boston 1967-69, sales mgr. Onset Bay Marina
Buzzards Bay MA 1969, excavating contractor
Cliff Is. 1969— . Served to spec. 4/c Army Nat.
Guard 1967. res. Cliff Is.*
BLACK, Richard Edward. A.B., B.D. Harvard
1969. Kappa Sigma. Clergy; b. Somerville
MA Oct. 17 1942; m. Janice Laham July 17
1965; ch.: Gretchen, David. Admin, aide John
W. Sears Boston 1967-68, deputy sheriff
Suffolk County 1968-69, instr. Brown Univ.
1969-72, minister Trinity United Methodist
Church Providence RI 1972—. United
Methodist Church (ordained elder 1971,
trustee health & welfare), member advisory
board Salvation Army, member board of dirs.
R.I. Mental Health Assn. res. Riverside RI.*
BLEGEN, John Clifford. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Johns Hopkins 1973. Chi Psi. Library
science; b. Chicago IL June 14 1942; m.
Rachel Diamond Dec. 16 1967; ch.: Michael,
Theodore. SUNY Binghamton 1968-73, (instr.
Romance langs., asst. prof.), employment
counselor Sanford Rose Assn. Baltimore MD
1973, adult librarian general information dept.
public library Baltimore 1974— . res. Baltimore
MD.*
BRICKER, Burton Dennis. A.B. 1965. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Rahway NJ March 31 1942. res.
Wilmington DE.
BUCKLAND, Charles Francis. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Marketing management; b. Lynn MA
June 25 1942; m. Dixie Stover Aug. 8 1970;
ch.: Lauren, Jennifer. Honeywell Information
Systems Inc. (product consultant Wellesley
MA 1969-72, marketing product mgr. Waltham
MA 1972—). Served to capt. USAF 1965-69.
res. Walpole MA.*
BULL, Hans Jacob. Bowdoin Plan 1960-61.
Theta Delta Chi. Education; b. Oslo Norway
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Aug. 18 1941; m. Kirsti Strom March 8 1968;
ch.: Jacob, Henrik. Research asst. Nordisk
Inst, for Sjerett Oslo 1965-66, student Univ.
Oslo 1967, asst. dist. judge Hokksund Norway
1967-69, atty. Thommessen Karlsrud
Heyerdahl & Brunsvig Oslo 1969-70, research
fellow (Nordisk Inst, for Sjerett 1970-72, Univ.
Oslo 1972-75), asst. prof. & researcher Nordisk
Inst, for Sjerett 1975— . Sec. Norwegian
Maritime Law Assoc. 1974— . res. Oslo
Norway.*
BUNTING, Karl-Dieter. Bowdoin 1960-61,
A.M. Univ. Marburg 1964, Ph.D. Univ. Bonn
1968. Education; b. Witzenhausen Hessia
W. Germany July 5 1939; m. Ingeborg Meis
July 27 1963; ch.: Hans, Heiner. Research asst.
Univ. Bonn W. Germany 1965-68, Tech. Univ.
Berlin W. Germany (lectr. 1968-71, prof,
linguistics 1971-72), prof, linguistics Univ.
Essen W. Germany 1972— . V.pres. Univ.
Essen 1974-77. Author: Introduction to
Linguistics (1971, 1974). res. Essen-Kettwig
Northrhine-Westfalia W. Germany.*
BUTLER, Howard Neal. Bowdoin 1960-62.
Alpha Tau Omega, b. Union March 3 1942.
res. Union.
CHAPMAN, Geoffrey Williams. A.B. magna
cum laude, A.M. Princeton 1966, Ph.D.
Princeton 1971. Foreign service; b. Bedford
England June 23 1942; m. Kathleen Fowler
June 19 1965. Instr. Princeton Univ. 1970-71,
foreign service officer Dept. of State
Washington DC 1971—. Served to capt. USA
1968-70. res. Berlin Germany.*
CHRISTIE, Walter Robert. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Temple Univ. 1968. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Medicine; b. Bangor Sept. 19 1942;
s. of Philip A. '36; m. Katherine McGee Aug.
20 1966; ch.: Robert, Margaret. Intern Me.
Med. Center Portland 1968-69, resident I & II
Univ. Hospital Ann Arbor MI 1969-71, chief
resident Me. Med. Center Portland 1971-72,
dir. residency training & research dept. of
psychiatry Me. Med. Center Portland 1974—
.
Asst. clinical prof, psychiatry Tufts Univ. New
Eng. Center, certified Board of Psychiatry &
Neurology 1974. Served to It. cdr. USNR
1972-74. res. Freeport.*
CLARKE, Ralph Thomas. A.B., M.S. Univ.
N.H. 1966. Alpha Tau Omega. Business; b.
Paterson NJ June 19 1942. Instr. (Colby Coll.
1966-67, Washington State Coll. Machias
1967-68), teacher Warsaw High Sch. Pittsfield
1968-69, prop. Canaan Country Kitchen
Canaan 1969— . res. Canaan.*
CODNER, Jon Stephen. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Systems analysis; b. Hartford CT
Sept. 27 1942; m. Margaret Spencer Aug. 14
1964; ch.: Peter, Kevin. Programmer Guaranty
Bank Worcester MA 1964-67, systems analyst
Abington PA Hospital 1967-74, sr. systems
analyst Blue Streak Boston 1974— . Member
advisory committee Pembroke MA 1975-78.
res. Pembroke MA.*
COFFIN, John Felton. Bowdoin 1960-62.
Sigma Nu. b. Bangor Oct. 30 1942. res.
Houlton.
COHEN, David Michael. A.B. cum laude,
LL.B. Boston Coll. 1967. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Law; b. Manchester NH Nov. 8 1942; m.
Lisa Davidson May 4 1975. Law clerk Frank
M. Coffin Chief Judge U.S. Court of Appeals
for First Circuit Portland 1967-68; atty.,
partner Preti & Falherty Portland 1968—. Me.
Minning Comm. (member 1971-72, chmn.
1972), member planning board Cape Elizabeth
1974, member general committee Cumberland
County Bar Assn. 1976— . res. Portland.*
COLLIER, Sargent. A.B. Zeta Psi. b. Boston
May 20 1941. res. South Hamilton MA.
CONDYLIS, Leonidas Dimitri. A.B. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Athens Greece June 2 1941.
res. unknown.
CONKLIN, William Wright. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1968. Alpha Delta Phi. Banking
exec; b. Port Washington NY June 30 1942; s.
of William D. '35; m. Susan Meyers Sept. 9
1966; ch.: Bethany, Timothy, Alicia. V.pres.
Citibank NYC 1968—. Served to 1st It. USA
1965-67. res. Paoli PA.*
CRANE, Sanford Ladd. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1972, LL.M. Boston Univ. 1975. Law;
b. NYC July 28 1942; m. Penelope Fischer
May 6 1967; ch.: Jared, Hilary, Ariel. Atty.
Gelinas Ward & Reynolds Fitchburg MA
1972—. Dir. (High TOR Foundation 1973-75,
Micah Housing Corp. of Fitchburg Inc.
1975
—
, Youth Resources Bureau
Fitchburg-Leominster 1975), town counsel
Ashby MA 1974—. Served to 1st It. USA
1966-69; awarded Bronze Star with V device
1968. res. Fitchburg MA.*
CURTIS, Timothy Towle. Bowdoin 1960-62.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Waterville June 2 1942. res.
Glastonbury CT.
CZYZEWSKI, Alphonse Joseph, Jr. A.B. 1965.
Delta Sigma. b. Southbridge Nov. 5 1942.
res. Waterville.
DEMARCO, Richard Francis. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. NYC Dec. 8 1942. res. Orange CT.
DENENBERG, Stuart Roger. A.B. Business;
b. Lynn MA April 18 1943. Student (Harvard
summer 1964, Univ. Mass. Amherst 1970),
publishing asst. A Lublin Inc. NYC 1964-65,
art dealer (self-employed & prop. Tragos
Gallery Boston 1965-68, Ferdinand Rolen
Gallery Cambridge MA 1968-70), agt. Kahlil
Gibran Swampscott MA 1970
— ), prop,
self-employed Denenberg Fine Arts Boston
19?—. res. Boston.*
DENNIS, Paul Michael. A.B., A.M. New Sch.
for Social Research 1966, Ph.D. New Sch. for
Social Research 1973. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. Phila. PA March 19 1942; m.
Rose Schaad July 21 1965. Assoc. prof,
psychology Elizabethtown PA Coll. 1968—
.
res. Lancaster PA.*
DONAHUE, Edward Colwell. A.B., M.S.
Rensselaer Polytech. Inst. 1966, Ph.D.
Renselaer Polytech. Inst. 1974. Sigma Nu.
Mathematics; b. Bangor Dec. 10 1942; s. of
Clement L. '34; m. Joan Fry Aug. 22 1970; ch.:
Michael, Patrick. Teaching asst. Renssalaer
Polytech. Inst. Troy NY 1965-68,
mathematician Nat. Security Agency Ft.
Meade MD 1970—. Served to capt. USA
1968-70, served to capt. USAR. res. Columbia
MD.*
DRIGOTAS, Frank Martin, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, M.G.A. Univ. Penn. 1966. Zeta Psi.
Alumni Council 1973— . Banking exec; b.
Lewiston Nov. 25 1942; m. Constance Conner
April 20 1963; ch.: Frank, Kathy, Stephen,
Amy. Asst. city mgr. Enfield CT 1965-66, city
mgr. Medina NY 1966-68, v.pres. (Depositors
Trust Co. Augusta 1968-72, Northeast Bank
Lewiston 1972-76, Norway Nat. Bank Norway
1976—). Dir. Camp Ka Ve, corporator 1974-76
(Central Me. General Hospital, public library
Auburn), commissioner Auburn Housing
Authority 1973-76. res. Auburn.*
DUNN, Jon Irving. A.B., M.B.A. Univ. Penn.
1967. Sigma Nu. Business exec; b. Littleton
MA Nov. 1 1942; m. Susan Faughman April 5
1969; ch.: Peter. Registered rep. Blyth Eastman
Dillon NYC 1970-73, v.pres. & dir. Peeco Inc.
1973— . Member (alumni exec, board
Lawrence Acad., Trac Council Littleton MA).
Served to It. (jg) USN 1967-70, It. USNR;
awarded Combat Action Ribbon 1967-69,
Vietnamese Campaign (4) 1967-69, Vietnamese
Service Award 1967-69. res. Littleton MA.*
EDWARDS, William Anthony. A.B., M.B.A.
N.Y. Univ. 1969. Zeta Psi. Sales
management; b. Boston Oct. 16 1941; m.
Nancy Collins Aug. 21 1965; ch.: Nancy,
Christopher, John. N.Y. Tel. Co. NYC (staff
asst. 1964-67, service supervisor 1967-69), mgr.
commercial lighting Henry L. Wolfers Inc.
Boston 1969— . Member (town study
committee 1973-74, town meeting 1974
—
, sch.
committee 1975, board of dir. Taxpayers Assn.
1974—75). res. Milton MA.*
ELUDES, George Christopher, Jr. A.B., J.D.
New Eng. Sch. of Law 1968. Kappa Sigma.
Law; b. Lowell MA May 5 1943; m. Mary
O'Connor Aug. 17 1968. Teacher high sch.
Lowell 1968-70, atty. pvt. practice Lowell
1970—. Pres. Peter Pan Drive-In Inc. Lowell
1975—
,
trustee (Mayor George C. Eliades




sec. Charter Comm. Lowell 1969-70, member
Lowell Historical Comm. 1973
—
, ed. law
review 1967-68. Named Outstanding Man of
the Yr. Jaycees Lowell 1972. res. Lowell MA.*
ELLIOTT, Bruce Gordon. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Marketing; b. Melrose MA May 3
1942; m. Nancy Hollenack May 4 1968; ch.:
Bruce Jr., James. Amsco div. Union Oil of
Calif, (sales trainee Palatine IL 1968-69,
salesman Detroit MI 1969-71, sr. salesman
Oakland CA 1971-74, account supervisor La
Mirada CA 1974, marketing rep. polymers
Charlotte NC 1974—). Served to It. USN
1964-68. res. Charlotte NC*
ELVIN, Charles Walton. A.B. b. Augusta
March 21 1942. res. Augusta.
EWING, John Lawson. Bowdoin 1960-62.
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Kappa Sigma, b. Peoria IL Dec. 26 1942. res.
San Francisco CA.
FARLEY, William Francis. A.B., J.D. Boston
Coll. 1969. Chi Psi. Invest, banking; b.
Pawtucket RI Oct. 10 1942; m. Susan Stanford
Feb. 7 1973. Sales mgr. Crowell-Collier Los
Angeles CA 1965-66, dir. acqusitions NL
Industries NYC 1969-73, invest, banker
Lehman Brothers Chicago IL 1973— . Chmn.
Anaheim Citrus Products & The Aegean Corp.
res. Libertyville IL.*
FARQUHARSON, Robert Mason. A.B. cum
laude, J.D. Univ. Chicago 1967. Alpha Tau
Omega, Phi Delta Psi. Law; b. Mineola NY
May 24 1942. Sonnenshein Carlin Nath &
Rosenthal Chicago IL (assoc. 1967-75, partner
1975—). res. Chicago IL.*
FENTON, Peter Low. A.B., M.S. Columbia
1966. Theta Delta Chi. Library science; b.
Providence RI Nov. 2 1941; s. of Alfred H. '31;
m. Anne Nicholson Aug. 13 1967, m. Linda
Warch May 25 1974; ch.: Nathan. Library asst.
spec, collections Bowdoin 1964-65, asst.
periodicals librarian Bucknell Univ. Lewisburg
PA 1966-67, staff assoc. & publications ed.
Council for the Advancement of Small Colls.
Washington DC 1967-68, head librarian
Franklin Pierce Coll. Rindge NH 1968-69, dir.
of libraries Elmira NY Coll. 1969-74, chief
librarian Boston State Coll. 1974— . Pres.
Mass. Council of State Coll. Librarians
1975-76, v.pres. Mass. Council of Chief
Librarians of Public Higher Educational Insts.
1976-77. Contbr. res. Newton Highlands MA.*
FILOON, Fred Marden. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Invest, counseling; b. Boston March 20 1942;
m. Randi Reeve Nov. 25 1967; ch.: Matthew,
Jessica, Copeland. Invest, counselor NYC 1st
Nat. City Bank 1965-68, Clark Dodge & Co.
1968-73, Alliance Captial Management Corp.
1973— . Dir. & chmn. scholarship committee
New Eng. Soc. in the City of N.Y. Served to
sgt. USAR 1964-65. res. Greenwich CT.*
FITTS, David Waldron, Jr. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1967. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b.
Houston TX Oct. 12 1942; s. David W. '38; m.
Elizabeth Poor Aug. 28 1965; ch.: David,
Jeffrey, Bradley, Matthew. Trust officer
Newton-Walthan MA Bank 1969-72,






St. Elizabeth's Church 1975. Served to capt.
USA 1967-69. res. Sudbury MA.*
FONTECCHIO, Kenneth Louis. A.B., D.D.S.
N.Y. Univ. 1969. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Framingham MA Oct. 9 1942; m. Marilyn
Symmes Aug. 5 1967; ch.: Adam. Course
master surgical anatomy N.Y. Univ. 1969-70,
chief periodontology Manhattan V.A. hospital
NYC 1971-72, asst. prof, postdoctoral
periodontal surgery Sch. of Dental Medicine
Tufts Univ. 1975— . Chief (hospital resident
Manhattan V.A. Hospital 1971-72,
periodontology 2nd marine div. 1972-74).
Served with USMC 1972-74, served to It. cdr.
USNR. Contbr. res. Natick MA.*
FOSS, Peter Thompson. Bowdoin 1960-62,
1963. Zeta Psi. b. Portland May 30 1941. res.
Yarmouth.
FRANK, Robert Stephen, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1967. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Law; b. NYC Dec. 8 1943; m.
Maria Miller Aug. 28 1965; ch.: Elizabeth,
Heather. Atty. Choate Hall & Stewart Boston
(assoc. 1967-74, partner 1975
—
). Town
permanent bldg. committee (member 1970-74,
chmn. 1972-74), member sch. committee
Winchester 1974— . res. Winchester MA.*
FRAZIER, John William. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Aviation; b. Norfolk VA Nov. 26 1942;
s. of Claude R. '38; m. Helen Davoren May 18
1968; ch.: Sean, John, Sarah. Pilot Continental
Airlines Los Angeles CA 1970, sales Prudential
Ins. Los Angeles 1971-72, pilot (Continental
Airlines Los Angeles 1973, Singapore Airlines
1974, Continental Airlines Los Angeles
1975—). Served to It. cdr. USN 1965-69;
awarded Air Medal 1968, Vietnam Campaign
Medal 1968. res. Manhattan Beach CA.*
GAITHER, Taylor Nelson. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Cleveland OH July 21 1942. res.
NYC.
GALE, Kenneth Edward. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Delta Psi. b. Oak Park IL Oct. 31 1942. res.
Lawrence KS.
GARTH, James Leonard. Bowdoin 1960-63.
Delta Sigma. b. Lancaster KY March 31
1942. res. unknown.
GEE, Richard Chu. A.B. 1966. Chi Psi. b.
Belfast Aug. 31 1942. res. Danielson CT.
GIANOPOULOS, Christos John. A.B., A.M.
Am. Univ. 1969, M.P.A. Syracuse Univ. 1970.
Beta Theta Pi. Consulting; b. Haverhill MA
Dec. 14 1941; m. Christine Sanders Nov. 14
1970; ch.: John. Management analyst Agency
for Int. Development 1967-69, community
organizer Huntington Family Center Syracuse
NY 1970-71, planning assoc. for children &
youth United Way of Central N.Y. Syracuse
1971-72, dir. developmental services
Tri-County Mental Health Services Lewiston
1972-74, consultant Me. Advisory Council on
Vocational Education Augusta 1974-75,
researcher Human Service Development Inst.
Univ. Me. Portland-Gorham 1975— . Chmn.
(finance committee Rural Community Action
Ministry, town planning board Greene 1973 &
1975-76), board member Twin County
Extension Service, pres. Lewiston Auburn
Community Service Assocs. 1973-74, project
dir. Me. Lyceum 1976— . Served to 1st It. USA
1964-67. Contbr. res. Greene.*
GIBBONS, John Anthony, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Invest, exec; b. Wilmington DE Jan. 20
1942; m. Lile Rasmuson Aug. 14 1965; ch.:
John, Adam, Jenny. Trainee to officer First
Nat. City Bank NYC 1964-67, assoc. Lazard
Freres & Co. NYC 1967-68, v.pres. & dir.
Guardian Mutual Fund NYC 1968-69, founder
& pres. Gibbons de Brantes & Co. Inc. NYC
1969—. Dir. (Dixon Industries 1970-73, Lutz
Superdyne 1971-73, Mackay Shields Inc. 1972,
MSF Research Corp. 1970-72), dir. & member
finance committee Am. Red Cross Greenwich
1969—, analyst (Invest. Assn. of N.Y. 1967—
Airline Analysts Soc. 1967
—
, Real Estate
Analysts Soc. 1970—). res. Greenwich CT.*
GIDEON, Victor Cedric. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Consulting exec; b. Montego Bay Jamaica
March 21 1942; m. Ruthann Munroe March 31
1962, m. Deborah MicKanin; ch.: Beth, David,
Seth, Cain, Saul, Bayta, Judah. Pres. Atlantic
Assocs. Waterville 1964-66, teacher high sch.
Jay 1966-67, dir. education People's Regional
Opportunity Program Portland 1967-68, sr.
writer Westinghouse Learning Corp. Waltham
MA 1968-69, sr. exec, consultant Systems
Management Corp. Boston 1970-72, exec,
counselor self-employed Auburn 1972—
.
Author several, books, contbr. res. Auburn.*
GODARD, Roger Rowson. Bowdoin 1960-62,
1963-65. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Chicago IL
April 16 1944. res. Deer Isle.
GORONDY, Emery John. Bowdoin Plan
1960-61. Sigma Nu. b. Debrecen Hungary
April 22 1940. res. Wilmington DE.
GUNNER, David Lowell. Bowdoin 1960-61,
B.S. Tufts 19? Theta Delta Chi. Museum
admin.; b. Attleboro MA Jan. 20 1942; m.
Judith Broggini Aug. 20 1966; ch.: Kimberly,
Nathan. Research assoc. Harvard Med. Sch.,
research anatomist M.I.T. 1964-70, curator
Warren Anatomical Museum Harvard Med.
Sch. 1970— . Dir. museum operations &
curator collections Wellesley MA Historical
Soc. 1970—. res. Wellesley MA.*
HADDOCK, James Bradley. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Govt.; b. Laconia NH Aug. 25 1942; m.
Janice Coakley June 21 1964; ch.: Jeffrey,
Daniel, Jennifer. Intern medicine Rochester
NY General Hospital 1968-69, resident obstet.
& gynecol. N.Y. Hospital NYC 1969-73,
perinatology fellow U.S. govt. El Paso TX
1975—. Maj. MCUSA 1973—. res. El Paso
TX.*
HALE, Robert Clark. A.B., A.M. Univ. Minn.
1971. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education; b.
Schenectady NY Sept. 6 1942. Salesman Mfrs.
Life Dielheim Germany 1971-75, teacher
Tilton NH Sch. 1975—. Served to it. USN
1964-67. Recipient: Mfrs'. Life award for
distinguished sales achievement 1972. res.
Tilton NH.*
HALFORD, John Henry, III. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1966. Zeta Psi. Accounting; b.
Boston April 5 1942; s. of John H. Jr. '38; m.
Beverly Noetzel June 2 1973. C.P.A.; mgr. J.
K. Lasser & Co. (San Francisco CA 1971-73,
Boston 1973—). Served to 1st It. USA 1966-69,
capt. USAR; awarded Commendation Medal,
res. Hull MA.*
HAMILTON, Robert Clyde. Bowdoin 1960-61.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Yonkers NY March 9
1942. res. Yonkers NY.
HAMLEN, Devens Hollingsworth. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Real estate; b. Boston Jan. 27
1942; m. Margery MacMillan July 12 1969;
ch.: Alice, Devens. With trust dept. First Nat.
City Bank NYC 1964-65, invest, supervisor
Estabrook & Co. Boston 1965-69, pension fund
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mgr. John P. Chase Inc. Boston 1969-71, real
estate consultant Boston (Land/Vest Inc.
1971— self-employed 1974—). Dir. WTC Inc.
1968-76, Mainstone Stables Inc. 1968-76,
Timiskaming Nickel 1968-76, Trak Inc.
1975-76, Land/Vest Inc. 1976), chmn.
metropolitan dir. (Am. Cancer Soc. 1968-71,
Wayland MA Cancer Drive 1968-74), water
commissioner 1969-76. res. Wayland MA.*
HANCOCK, Kenneth David. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Business exec; b. Portland June 12
1941; m. Carol Shane Aug. 30 1963; ch.:
Kevin, Matt. Management trainee Warner
Brothers Bridgeport CT 1964-65, teacher
(Oxford 1965-68, Gray 1968-69), M. S.
Hancock Inc. Casco (v.pres. 1969-76, pres.




Lumber Dealers Assn. 1977
—
), Me. Retail
Lumber Dealers Assn. (treas. 1973-76, v.pres.
1976
—
), Northeastern Lumber Mfr. Assn. (1st
v.pres. 1975-77, pres. 1977
—
). res. Casco.*
HANDAL, Donald Joseph. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Business exec; b. Brooklyn NY March 28
1943; m. Marjorie Bursch Dec. 3 1966; ch.:
Allison, Jennifer, Sarah. Pres. Wright's
Knitwear Corp. NYC 1968—. Dir. Textiles
Nacionales S.A. Quito Ecuador. Served to It.
(jg) USCG 1965-68. res. Armonk NY.*
HANSEN, Philip Herman, III. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Delta Psi. b. Portsmouth NH Nov. 15
1941. res. Boston.
HARLOW, Frederic Benjamin. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland Sept. 22 1941. res.
Brunswick.
HASKELL, Stephen Carle. A.B., MAT.
Harvard 1965, A.M. Univ. Calif. Berkeley
1976, Ph.D. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1977.
Education & psychology; b. Melrose MA
Sept. 23 1942; m. Susan Siano Sept. 15 1974;
ch.: Kelly. Teacher (central schs. Saugerties
NY 1965-67, sch. dist. San Mateo CA 1969-70),
child care worker Hanna Boy's Center Sonoma
CA 1970-71, youth counselor Calif. Youth
Authority O. H. Close Stockton CA 1972, St.
George Homes Inc. Berkeley CA 1972— (child
care worker, program supervisor, consultant to
ex-officio asst. dir.), teacher aide elementary
sch. Pleasant Hill CA 1973-74, sch.
psychologist intern unified sch. dist. Davis CA
1975-76. Sch. consultant. Served to It. (jg) USN
1967-69. res. Richmond CA.*
HENDERSON, James Roger. A.B. Delta
Sigma, b. Xenia OH Nov. 3 1942. res. Seattle
WA.
HENNIGAR, Howard Vinson, Jr. A.B. 1965.
Psi Upsilon. Banking; b. Lawrence MA Dec.
25 1942; m. Susan Lind Oct. 25 1969; ch.:
Nathaniel. Teacher Fitchburg MA 1966-67,
asst. v.pres. The First Nat. Bank of Boston
1967—. res. Boston.*
HENSHAW, David Alvin. A.B., grad. Victoria
Univ. 1972. Phi Delta Psi. Arts; b. Baltimore
MD Oct 22 1942; m. June Carter Oct. 1 1966;
ch.: Jeanette, Margaret, Christopher.
Volunteer Peace Corps Puno Peru 1964-66,
teacher Hannibal NY Central Sch. 1966-67,
theatre dir. Ft. Eustis VA 1972—. Asst. treas. &
asst. choir dir. St. George's Episcopal Church
1973-76. Served to sgt. USA 1967-71. res.
Newport News VA.*
HILL, John Robert. A.B., M.S. Southern Conn.
State Coll. 1974. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Library science; b. Westbrook May 18 1942;
m. Jean Brush June 29 1968; ch.: Nathaniel,
Cassandra. Circulation librarian Southern
Conn. State Coll. New Haven 1973—. Elected
member Beta Phi Mu. Served to capt. USA
1964-72; awarded Bronze Star (2) 1967 & 1969,
Army Commendation Medal 1972, Vietnamese
Honor Medal 1/c 1967. res. Hamden CT.*
HINCKS, Maynard Alton, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Portland Dec. 30 1941; m.
Irene McNeill Sept. 1 1961; ch.: Kristine,
Karen, Kathryn. Sears Roebuck & Co. (trainee
Bangor 1964-65; store opening team Phila. PA
1965-66; softline merchandise mgr. Portland
1966-68; operation supt. Pittsfield MA
1968-70, S. Portland 1970-72; hardline mgr.
Burlington VT 1972-74, zone merchandise mgr.
Albany NY 1974—). res. Ballston Lake NY.*
HIRTH, David Hammond. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Mass. 1966, Ph.D. Univ. Mich. 1973. Psi
Upsilon. Education; b. Greenfield MA Dec.
23 1942; s. of David R. '36; m. Dana Seeley
June 26 1965; ch.: John, Molly. Teacher
Choate Sch. Wallingford CT 1966-68, ranger &
naturalist Acadia Nat. Park Bar summer 1967,
instr. Univ. Mich. Ann Arbor 1972-73, asst.
prof, wildlife ecology Sch. of Forest Resources
& Conservation Univ. Fla. Gainesville 1973—
.
res. Gainesville FL.*
HODGES, Spencer Enis. A.B., A.M. Univ. 111.
1965. Kappa Sigma. Auditing; b. Boston
Dec 31 1942; m. Barbara Legendre June 21
1965; ch.: Jennifer. C.P.A. (OH); internal
auditor (Westinghouse Pittsburgh PA 1965-66,
Westinghouse Hillside NJ 1970-71,
Rubbermaid Wooster OH 1971—. Served to It.
USN 1966-69, USNR 1969—. res. Wooster
OH.*
HOOKE, Robert Lowe, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Canton OH Sept. 12 1942; s. of Robert
'38. res. NY.
HORTON, William Harrison. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Chicago 1967. Chi Psi. Law; b. NYC Sept. 4
1942; m. Linda Diefenthaler Aug. 8 1967; ch.:
Jennifer. McCarter & English NJ (law clerk
summer 1966; assoc. 1967-68, 1970—).
Member Bedminster NJ Township committee
1977-80. Served to capt. USA 1968-70;
awarded Bronze Star (2) with one Oak Leaf
Cluster, Army Commendation Medal, res.
Bedminster NJ.*
HOULDING, James Alexander. A.B. cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. b. Cardiff S. Wales
Oct. 5 1942. res. St. Paul MN.
HOWE, Kermit Bennett, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi.
Translating; b. New London CT Aug. 2
1942. Free-lance tech. translator Abington CT
19?—. res. Abington CT.*
HUGHES, William Lester, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard
1967. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Portland Aug. 6
1942. Faculty Katherine Delmar Burke Sch.
San Francisco CA 1970-72, deputy dist. atty.
Alameda County Dist. Atty. office Oakland
CA 1973-74, assoc. Richard M. Sangster San
Francisco 1975— . Served to capt. USA
1967-69. res. San Francisco CA.*
HULBERT, Wayne Wyeth. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Banking exec; b. Cambridge MA Aug. 13
1942; m. Martha Cofield Aug. 5 1966; ch.:
Julie. First Nat. Bank of Boston (asst. v.pres.
1964-77, rep. Sydney Australia 1977—).
Deacon Park Avenue Congr. Church Arlington
MA. Served to capt. USA 1964-66, 1968-69;
awarded Bronze Star 1969. res. Belmont MA.*
HUNTSMAN, Jeffrey Forrest. A.B., A.M.
Kan. State Univ. 1967, Ph.D. Univ. Tex.
Austin 1973. Alpha Tau Omega. Education;
b. Norwood MA Dec. 4 1942. Teaching asst.
English Univ. Tex. Austin 1967-70, asst. prof.
English Ind. Univ. Bloomington 1970—
.
Abstracts ed. Computers and the Humanities,
contributing ed. Am. Indian Quarterly, elected
member Phi Kappa Phi. Served to 1st It. USA
1964-66. Ed.: Essay on the Principles of
Translation 1813 (1977); Translation Theory:
A Comprehensive Bibliography (1977); other
scholarly publications in Modern Philogy,
Historiagraphia Linguistics Language,
Computers and the Humanities, Language
Sciences and other pieces; contbr. res.
Bloomington IN.*
INCE, Michael Russell. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Sculpting & bookselling; b. Port Jefferson
NY Oct. 12 1942; m. Patricia Slechta May 17
1969. With Peace Corps Washington DC
1965-68, area studies coordinator Development
& Resources Co. 1968, admin, asst. SUNY
Stony Brook 1969-72, prop. The Sou'wester
Bookshop Bellport NY 1972—. Recipient: 1st
Prize Sculpture award & Best In Show award
Westhampton Beach Art Show 1973, 1974. res.
Bellport NY.*
IPCAR, Charles. A.B. b. Bath Aug. 16 1942.
res. unknown.
JACKSON, Richard Burt. A.B. cum laude.
Ph.D. Ind. Univ. 1968. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Providence RI Dec. 29 1942:
m. Marianne Cunilio Nov. 27 1965; ch.:
Benjamin, Tobias. Research fellow Univ.
London England 1968-70, research assoc.
Columbia Univ. 1970-71, teacher Riverdale
Country Sch. NYC 1971-73, asst. prof. R.I. Jr.
Coll. Warwick 1973—. Member (R.I. Jr. Coll.
curriculum committee vocational-tech, div.,
div. review committee: Sigma Xi). Contbr. res.
Providence RI.*
JARRATT, Robert Braxton, III. A.B.. B.F.T
Am. Inst, for Foreign Trade 1967. Psi Upsilon.
Retail sporting goods; b. Medellin Colombia
Feb. 8 1942; s. of Louis B. '20: m. Catherine
Curran Aug. 31 1968: ch.: Robert, Kendra.
Promotions coordinator Hallmark Cards
Kansas City MO 1967-69, Electric Storage
Battery Co. Inc. (trainee sales & marketing
Phila. PA 1969-70, mgr. sales & marketing
Teheran Iran 1970-74), prop. The Good Sports
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Brunswick 1974—. Served to 1st It. USA
1964-66; awarded Distinguished Service
Award 1966. res. Brunswick.*
JONES, Philip Alan. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Coll. admin.; b. Lewiston Aug. 2 1941; m.
Judith Hodge April 10 1965, m. Jane Richards
March 26 1977; ch.: Edith. Office mgr. Am.
Express Co. NYC 1969-70, coordinator Central
Conn. Regional Center Office of Mental
Retardation New Britain CT 1970-71, social
service mgr. Constructive Workshop Inc. New
Britain 1971-73, grad. asst. Syracuse Univ.
1973-75, admin. Temple Univ. 1975— . Served
to capt. USA 1964-69, USAR; awarded
Vietnam ribbons, res. Phila. PA.*
KASCHUB, William John. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Coll. 1968. Delta Sigma. Law; b. Meriden
CT Nov. 21 1942; m. Phyllis Platz March 1
1969; ch.: Diana, Kristen. Volunteer Peace
Corps Afghanistan, employee relations trainee
General Electric Co. NYC 1968-70, atty. (Int.
Paper Co. NYC 1970-73, General Tel.
Electronic Sylvania Inc. Stamford CT
1973-75), sr. atty. General Tel. Electronic
Automatic Electric Inc. Northlake IL 1975—
.
res. Wheaton IL.*
KAY, Stafford. A.B., M.S. Univ. Wise. 1965,
Ph.D. Univ. Wise. (NDFL Language fellow)
1973. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b. Fall
River MA April 26 1944; m. Patricia Parsons
June 14 1965; ch.: Peter, Laura. Volunteer
Peace Corps Kenya 1966-68, instr. Kenyatta
Univ. Nairobi Kenya 1973-75, lectr.
comparative education Monash Univ.
Melbourne Australia 1975— . Contbr. res.
Clayton Victoria Australia'.*
KEAN, Jeffrey Estabrook. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Bridgeport 1968, Ph.D. Boston Coll. 1977. Zeta
Psi. Psychology; b. Woburn MA Dec. 12
1942; m. Elizabeth Byrne Aug. 27 1966; ch.:
Robert. Supervisory lifeguard Cape Cod Nat.
Seashore S. Wellfleet MA summers 1962-70,
chief psychologist Nomic Child Development
Center Bridgeport CT 1965-67, instr.
psychology (Endicott Jr. Coll. Beverly MA
1967-70, div. continuing education &
community services N. Shore Community Coll.
Beverly 1970-72), staff psychologist &
coordinator out-patient services Kennedy
Memorial Hospital Brighton MA 1972—
.
Elected member Psi Chi 1965. Contbr. res.
Stoneham MA.*
KEEFE, Christopher. A.B., M.B.A. Columbia
1970. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Nashua NH Aug.
31 1942; m. Susan Simpson Nov. 16 1968; ch.:
Colin, Ryan. Trainee transportation &
distribution div. Int. Paper Co. NYC 1970,
analyst & mgr. Pan Am. World Airways NYC
1970-72, management analyst U.S. General
Accounting Office Washington DC 1972-77.
Served to capt. USAR 1964-68; awarded
Bronze Star 1967. d. Washington DC March 5
1977.*
KELLER, Eugene Lester. A.B. Delta Sigma,
b. NYC June 12 1943. res Hollywood CA.
KELLY, William John. Bowdoin 1960-61. Psi
Upsilon. b. Plymouth MA Aug. 24 1942. res.
Athens GA.
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KILGOUR, David Lindsay. A.B., M.S.T. Am.
Int. Coll. 1971. Delta Sigma. Education; b.
Milwaukee WI Dec. 2 1942; m. Edith Schmidt
June 3 1967. Teacher board of education
Wilton CT 1964—. res. W. Redding CT.*
KING, Charles Henry. A.B. 1967. Zeta Psi. b.
Washington DC May 7 1941. res. Cadillac MI.
KLOPPMAN, Grant Thomas. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Cleveland OH Feb. 9 1942. res. Cleveland
Heights OH.
LAGUS, Johan Fredrik. Bowdoin Plan
1960-61. Zeta Psi. b. Helsinki Finland May
22 1939. res. Helsinki Finland.
LANE, Richard Kinney, Jr. Bowdoin 1960-61.
b. Needham MA April 25 1942. res. Ipswich
MA.
LANG, Jeffrey Martin. A.B., LL.B. Univ. Va.
1967. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b. Washington
DC June 23 1942; m. Lynn Zirkle Oct. 24 1971.
Assoc. ed. Bureau of Nat. Affairs Washington
DC 1967-68, atty. Washington DC (Bridgeman
& Pyeatt 1970-75, U.S. Int. Trade Comm.
1975—). Served to capt. USA 1968-70;
awarded MeritorioTis Service Medal, res.
Alexandria VA.*
LARTVIERE, Robert Joseph. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. New Bedford MA July 8 1942. res.
Warwick RI.
LAWRENCE, Stephen Allen. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Boston Sept. 22 1942. res. Ballston Lake
NY.
LAWRIE, Henry deVos, Jr. A.B., J.D.
Northwestern 1967. Psi Upsilon. Law; b.
Evanston IL Oct. 21 1942; m. Audrey Masessa
Sept. 14 1968; ch.: Henry. Assoc. Hopkins
Sutter Owen Mulroy Wentz & Davis 1967-74,
partner Hopkins Sutter Mulroy Davis &
Cromartie Chicago IL 1975— . Served to 1st It.
USAR 1967-73. res. Northfield IL.*
LEADBETTER, Erick. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Concord NH July 2 1942; s. of Edward C.
'28. res. Contoocook NH.
LITTLEFIELD, Hobart Samuel. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. Hartford 1969. Sigma Nu. Education;
b. Bridgton May 25 1942; m. Martha "Hunt
May 13 1966; ch.: Megan. Cook Swan River
Fish Market Dennisport MA 1965, teacher
high sch. Bar Harbor 1965-66, analyst Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft E. Hartford CT 1966-68,
teacher high sch. Hartford 1968— . res. Stafford
CT.*
LOCKWOOD, Thomas Frank. Bowdoin
1960-62. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Houston
TX Aug. 22 1942. res. Houston TX.
LONDON, Stephen David. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Univ. Chicago 1968. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Boston Oct. 1 1942; s. of Jack
I. '41; m. Deirdre Morrissey Sept. 20 1975; ch.:
Andrea, Jonathan. Asst. prof. Wellesley Coll.
1967-73, teacher elementary sch. Boston
1972-73, lectr. & advisor to Phillips Brooks
House Harvard 1973-76, prof. Emmanuel Coll.
Boston 1974-75, prof, sociology Simmons Coll.
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Boston 1975—. Contbr. res. W. Roxbury MA.*
LOTH, Eric Bernard. A.B., M.B.A. Boston
Coll. 1970. Zeta Psi. Banking exec; b.
Boston March 14 1942; s. of Eric C. '34; m.
Rosemarie Gundal Nov. 5 1966; ch.: Ellen,
Eric Jr., Alexander. Asst. trust administrator
Old Colony Trust Co. Boston 1964-65, loan
officer Essex County Bank Lynn MA 1967-73,
v.pres. Shawmut Merc. Bank of N. Am. Salem
MA 1973—. Served to 1st It. USA 1965-67. res.
N. Andover MA.*
LOVETERE, John Albert. Bowdoin 1962-63,
D.D.S. Georgetown Univ. 1967, M.S. Boston
Univ. 1969. Delja Kappa Epsilon. Dentistry;
b. Waterbury CT Oct. 14 1942; m. Nancy
Dearborn June 24 1967; ch.: Lissa, John.
Orthodontist self-employed Watertown &
Woodbury CT 1969—. Sch. dentist region 14
Woodbury & Bethlehem CT, elected member
Omicron Kappa Upsilon. res. Woodbury CT.*
LOWE, Charles Austin. A.B., A.M. Univ. N H.
1967, M.S. Carnegie Mellon Univ. 1969, Ph.D.
Carnegie Mellon Univ. 1971. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Gloucester MA Sept.
4 1942; m. Janet Males July 19 1969; ch.:
Jonathan. Research asst. Univ. N.H. Durham
1965-66, pre-doctoral fellow Nat. Insts. Mental
Health Carnegie Mellon Univ. Pittsburgh PA
1968-70, Univ. Conn. Storrs (asst. prof,
psychology 1970-74, assoc. prof. 1974
—
).
Contbr. res. Mansfield Center CT.*
LOXSOM, Frederick Meers. A.B. b.
Providence RI Sept. 16 1942. res. San Antonio
TX.
LUTSK, Bruce Martin. A.B.; M A T. Harvard
1965; Ph.D. Duke Univ. 1970, Phi Beta
Kappa; J.D. Univ. Conn. 1974. Chi Psi.
Law; b. NYC May 2 1942; m. Elizabeth
Barney Jan. 1968; ch.: Wyatt, Laura. Asst.
prof. Univ. Hartford W. Hartford CT 1970-74,
atty. Reid & Riege Hartford CT 1974—.
Served to 1st It. USA 1966-68. res. W. Hartford
CT.*
MACE, Christopher Donald. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1968. Medicine; b. Old Town
April 29 1942; m. Suzanne Hills June 16 1973;
ch.: Christopher. George Washington Univ.
Hospital Washington DC (intern 1968-69,
resident 1969-70), physician (Eleanor Widener




committees (Me. Coast Memorial Hospital
Ellsworth; Down East Community Hospital
Machias, pres. med. staff 1976
—), pres.
Hancock County chapter Am. Cancer Soc.
1974, elected member Alpha Omega Alpha.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1970-72; awarded Navy
Commendation Medal, Joint Service
Commendation Medal, Vietnamese Service
Commendation, res. Machias.*
MACK, Richard Dinsdale. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1968. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Louisville
KY Dec. 23 1941; m. Mary Fitzgerald Aug. 5
1967; ch.: Amy, Andrew, Katherine. Physician
Newburyport MA 1973— . Served to maj. USA
1972-73. res. Newbury MA.*
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MAGEE, Peter Madison. Bowdoin 1960-61.
Zeta Psi. b. Watertown NY July 19 1942. res.
Alpharetta GA.
MAGHER, Craig Francis. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1966. Alpha Delta Phi. Business
exec; b. Newark NJ July 30 1942; m. Marina
Meade July 24 1968; ch.: Joseph, Jacqueline.
Admin, asst. Caltex Petroleum Corp. NYC
1966-69, sales mgr. Caltex Oil Australia
Proprietary Ltd. Sydney Australia 1969-71,
asst. sec. & treas. Cox Cable Communications
Inc. Atlanta GA 1971—. PFC USA & USAFR
1967-68. res. Atlanta GA.*
MARKEY, Sanford Philip. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; Ph.D. M.I.T. 1968. Chi Psi.
Pharmacology; b. Cleveland OH June 15
1942; m. Carol Fischer June 18 1966; ch.:
Daniel, Amy. Asst. prof. Univ. Colo. Med. Sch.
Denver 1968-74, pharmacologist Nat. Insts.
Mental Health & Nat. Insts. Health Bethesda
MD 1974— . Assoc. ed. Organic Mass
Spectrometry, member editorial board Organic
Mass Spectrometry & Biomedical Mass
Spectrometry, res. Bethesda MD.*
MARTINI, Joseph Peter, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Sales management; b. Boston Feb. 28
1942; m. Mary Boucher Oct. 29 1966; ch.:
Chrysa, Jay, Chad. Social worker
Commonwealth of Mass. Bellingham 1966-69,
dist. supervisor Research Triangle Inst.
Research Triangle Park NC 1969-71, Senco
Products Inc. (office mgr. & sales rep. Hilliston
MA 1971-76, supervisor market intelligence
Cincinnati OH 1976—. Served to sgt. USMC
1964-65. res. Cincinnati OH.*
MAZER, Ronald Steven. A.B., M.S. Univ.
N.H. 1966, Ph.D. Univ. N.H. 1968. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Education; b. Lynn MA Oct. 21
1942; m. Merle Mendoza June 12 1961; ch.:
Faith, Lisa, Lance. Univ. N.H. Durham
(teaching asst. 1965-66, project asst. Ritzman
Lab. 1966-67, research asst. 1967-68), visiting
prof. (Westbrook Coll. Portland 1973—,
human sexuality Univ. Me. Augusta 1974
—),
lectr. human sexuality Regional Health Agency
Waterville 1975, sex educator Day One-Drug
Abuse Portland 1975, with Rape Crisis Center
Osteopathic Hospital Portland 1975
—
, sex
counselor & therapist pvt. practice Portland
1975
— ,
visiting prof, human sexuality Univ.
Me. (Lewiston 1975—, Portland 1970—).
Member (Sigma Xi, Governance Review
Committee, Univ.-Wide Disciplinary Code
Committee), chmn. Athletic Advisory
Committee, member board of dir. (Temple
Beth El, Jewish Community Center), pres.
(Little League Baseball, Tid-Bit Football),
exec. dir. Southern Coastal Family Planning
Inc. 1977—. res. Portland.*
McCARTHY, Andrew Lawrence. Bowdoin
1 960-6 1 . Sigma Nu. b. Brockton MA June 23
1942. res. Rockland MA.
MCCARTHY, John William, Jr. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. N.H. 1967. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Brockton MA Feb. 13 1942; m. Joy Kavka
Aug. 18 1968; ch.: Christian. Upward Bound
Univ. N.H. Durham summer (counselor 1966,
dir. 1967), counselor high sch. Salem NH
1966-67, dean of men Plymouth NH State Coll.
1968-69, principal NH (jr. high sch. Plaistow
1969-72, elementary sch. Littleton 1975-78).
res. Landaf NH.*
McDONALD, Arthur Knight. A.B., A.M.
Boston Univ. 1966, M.Phil. George
Washington Univ. 1971. Psi Upsilon.
Mathematical statistics; b. Portland Jan. 15
1942; m. Susan Carlson March 2 1968; ch.:
Lynne, Juliane. Teaching fellow Boston Univ.
1964-67, USPHS (commissioned officer
1967-69, mathematical statistician 1969-75),
mathematical statistician Consumer Product
Safety Comm. Bethesda MD 1975—. Contbr.
res. Potomac MD.*
McDOWELL, David Turner. A.B., M.A.L.S.
Wesleyan 1968. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Glens Falls NY April 28 1942; m. Catherine
Skinner Aug. 27 1966; ch.: Ian, Molly.
Supervisor mutual fund dept. New Eng. Merc.
Bank Boston 1965, teacher NY (St. Peter's Sch.
Peekskill 1965-67, also dean of students Harley
Sch. Rochester 1968—). Served with USN
1964-65. res. Rochester NY.*
McMAHAN, Hugh Ballard. A.B., M.S. George
Washington Univ. 1967, M.D. Med. Coll. of
Va. 1971. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b.
Northampton MA Aug. 3 1942; m. Linda
Backes May 9 1973. Hydrologic field asst.,
biological aid, physical sciences tech. &
biologist U.S. Geological Survey Water
Resources div. 1960-66; lab. instr. vertebrate
physiology George Washington Univ. 1966;
intern Emanuel Hospital Portland OR
1971-72; physician emergency care Kaiser
Foundation Hospitals The Permanent Clinic
(part-time 1974, full-time 1975
—
), resident
diagnostic radiology Univ. Ore. Health
Sciences Center 1975— . Served with
MCUSAR 1972-74. Contbr. res. Beaverton
OR.*
MECHEM, David Collier. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Sales; b. Gloucester MA Nov. 28 1941; m.
Robin Barrett Jan. 7 1968. Salesman (Atlantic
Refining Co. Hartford CT 1964, group ins.
Prudential Group Sales Boston 1968
—
). Served
to It. USCG 1965-68. res. Wayland MA.*
METZ, Charles Edgar. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.S. Univ. Penn. 1966; Ph.D.
Univ. Penn. 1969. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Bayshore NY Sept. 11 1942; m. Maryanne
Bahr July 1 1967; ch.: Rebecca, Molly. Univ.
Chicago IL (instr. radiology 1969-71, asst. prof.
1971-75, assoc. prof. 1976—). Elected member
Sigma Xi 1970. Contbr. res. Hinsdale IL.*
MILLER, Russell Edmund. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1966. Delta Sigma. Oil analysis; b.
Schenectady NY March 23 1942; m. Nancy
Steeble June 6 1964; ch.: Laura, Russell Jr.,
Sarah. Asst. to pres. Spencer Stuart & Assocs.
Inc. NYC 1966-67, Prudential Ins. Co. Newark
NJ (bond dept. 1967-69, common stock dept.
1969-73), sr. oil analyst Blyth Eastman Dillon
& Co. Inc. NYC 1973-74, oil analyst T. Rowe
Price Assocs. Inc. Baltimore MD 1974— . State
chmn. Christian Businessmen's committee, res.
Baltimore MD.*
MORGAN, Peter Bruce. A.B., M.S.W. Va.
Commonwealth Univ. 1968. Delta Sigma.
Social work; b. Greenwich CT March 21
1942; m. Marsha Perkins June 6 1964; ch.:
Tracy, Michael. Dept. of Human Services State
of Me. (caseworker Augusta 1964-69; casework
supervisor Portland 1969-71, asst. regional dir.
services 1971
—
). Member board of dir. Child
& Family Services Westbrook 1974
—
, treas.
Windham Hill United Church of Christ
1975
— , management consultant. res.
Windham.*
MORIE, Gordon Glen. A.B. cum laude, LL.B.
Univ. Penn. 1967. Chi Psi. Law; b. Wenonah
NJ June 15 1942; m. Vivian Ford March 11
1972. Assoc. Jones Grey Bayley Olsen Seattle
WA 1970, bill drafter code reviser State of
Wash. Olympia 1971-73, asst. counsel Paccar
Inc. Bellevue WA 1973—. Served to 1st It.
USA 1968-69. res. Issaquah WA.*
MORROW, Wayne Laurence. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Lynn MA Nov. 14 1942; s. of Robert E.
'38. res. Arlington VA.
MUENCH, Robin Davie. A.B., A.M.
Dartmouth 1966, Ph.D. Univ. Wash. 1970.
Delta Sigma. Oceanography; b. N. Conway
NH Sept. 16 1942; m. Leona Hatch Sept. 1
1966; ch.: Edward, Alisa. Research asst.
Dartmouth Coll. 1964-66, Univ. Wash. Seattle
(research asst. 1966-70, sr. oceanographer
1970), Univ. Alaska Fairbanks (asst. prof,
marine science 1970-75, assoc. prof. 1975
—
).
Historical & statistical oceanographic
investigator. Contbr. res. Fairbanks AK.*
NAPOLITANO, Michael Anthony, Jr. Beta
Theta Pi. Systems analysis; b. Augusta April
27 1942; m. Edwina Hodorowski Dec. 23 1967;
ch.: Jeffrey. Systems analyst Defense Dept. Ft.
Meade MD 1966— . res. Columbia MD.*
NELSON, David Mackenzie. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Mich. 1971, A.M. Univ. Mich. 1974. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ins.; b. Winchester MA July
28 1942. Master St. Paul's Sch. Concord NH
1964-67, agt. (Aetna Life & Casualty Detroit
MI 1974-75, N.Y. Life Ins. Co. Burlington MA
1975—). Served to 1st It. USA 1967-70. res.
Reading MA.*
NEWTON, Basil Herbert. Bowdoin 1960-62.
Kappa Sigma. Management; b. Brunswick
April 14 1942; m. Joyce Dunn Jan. 29 1966.
Meat mgr. Livernois IGA Brunswick 1962-69,
treas. & general mgr. Livernois-Newton Inc.
Brunswick 1969-73, mgr. Midtown IGA
Foodliner Lisbon Falls 1973— . res. Topsham.*
NILSSON, Bruce Eugene. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Mich. 1968, Ph.D. Univ. Mich. (Fulbright
scholar) 1973. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b.
Brockton MA Feb. 9 1942; m. Ruth Brandt
May 3 1969; ch.: Leif. Teacher S. Portland
High Sch. 1964-67, teaching fellow German
Univ. Mich. Ann Arbor 1969-70, instr. English
(Vuxenskola, Borgholm Sweden; Olands
Folkhogskola Skogsby, Sweden 1971-73; Freie
Waldorfschule Am. Krahewald Stuttgart
Germany 1973-74), teacher English Pvt.
Fachschule Fur das Dolmetscherwesen
Stuttgart Germany 1974-76, antiquarian
bookseller Charing Cross Book Shop Ann
Arbor MI 1976—. res. Ann Arbor ML*
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NOTIS, Andrew John. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Saco June 2 1942. res. Republic WA.
NOYES, John Mead. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Systems analysis; b. Portland Jan.
17 1942; ch.: Megan. Systems analyst
Combined Ins. Co. Served to capt. USAF
1965-70. res. Brookline MA.*
NWAFOR, Eleazar Azinna. Bowdoin 1961-62.
b. Lokoja Nigeria Aug. 17 1940. res.
unknown.
ODELL, Peter Michael. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Medicine; b. London England Sept. 29 1942;
m. Claire Levitan Aug. 27 1966; ch.: Robert,
Michael. Ophthalmologist & oculoplastic
surgeon NYC 1968—. Served to It. cdr.
USPHS 1969-71. Recipient: Mass. Med. Soc.
award, res. NYC*
OLIVER, Jason Foulk. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Amesbury MA March 18 1942. res. Honolulu
HA.
OLIVER, William Thomas. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Norwalk CT Sept. 1 1942. res. NY.
OMAND, Arthur Edison, Jr. A.B. Delta Sigma,
b. Manchester NH April 28 1942. res. Downey
CA.
ORKIN, Fredrick Kent. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1968, M.B.A.
Univ. Penn. 1976. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Education; b. NYC Jan. 29 1943; m. Susan
Linder Aug. 28 1967; ch.: Jeffrey, Jennifer.
Intern Jewish Hospital of St. Louis MO
1968-69, resident anesthesia Hospital of Univ.
Penn. Phila. 1969-72, maj. & anesthesiologist
MCUSA (Valley Forge General Hospital
Phoenixville PA 1972-73, Kimbrough Army
Hospital Ft. Meade MD 1973-74), asst. prof,
anesthesia Univ. Penn. 1974— . Certified Board
of Anesthesiology 1973. Contbr. res.
Wynnewood PA.*
OSTERHOUT, Robert Cullen. A.B., A.M.
Am. Univ. 1974. Beta Theta Pi. Military; b.
N. Adams MA Aug. 3 1942; m. Mary Koch
May 14 1966; ch.: Kyle, Kara. USAF
(non-appropriated funds management officer
Keesler Air Force Base MS 1965-66; personnel
services officer Shemya Air Force Station
Alaska 1966-67; non-appropriated funds
management officer George Air Force Base
CA 1967-68; general's aide Vicenza Italy
1968-70; intelligence staff officer Defense
Intelligence Agency Washington DC 1970-74;
duty dir. for Intelligence Strategic Air
Command Offutt Air Force Base NE 1974
—
).
Awarded Joint Service Commendation Medal
for service with the Defense Intelligence
Agency 1974. res. Papillion NE.*
OSTERWEIS, John Steven. A.B. cum laude
1965, M.B.A. Stanford Univ. 1969. Alpha
Delta Phi. Analysis exec; b. San Diego CA
Dec. 23 1942; m. Suno Kay May 7 1967; ch.:
Ariel, Max. Analyst J. Barth & Co. San
Francisco CA 1969-70, partner & sr. analyst
Robertson Colman & Siebel San Francisco
1970-72, v.pres. dir. research Mitchum Jones &
Templeton San Francisco 1972-73, v.pres. & sr.
analyst Shuman Agnew & Co. Inc. San
Francisco 1973— . res. San Francisco CA.*
OSTRANDER, Arthur Eugene. A.B., M M. &
Ph.D. Ind. Univ. 1973. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Plainfield NJ Oct. 8 1942; m.
Caroline Fisher June 8 1969; ch.: Phillip,
Elizabeth. Asst. prof. Ithaca NY Coll. 1971—.
Served to 1st It. USA 1964-66. res. Ithaca NY.*
PAITON, Peter Stephen. Bowdoin 1960-61,
B.S. Univ. Me. Orono 1966, Ed.M. Univ. Me.
Orono 1969. Theta Delta Chi. Exec; b.
Lewiston May 6 1942; m. Barbara Bristol Jan.
29 1966; ch.: Samuel, Peter Jr. Teacher high
sch. (Deer Isle 1966-67, Lewiston 1967-68), 111.
State Univ. Normal (dir. Int. House 1969-72,
teacher 1969-74), dir. Springfield IL (education
& training 111. Civil Defense Agency 1974-75,
111. Disaster Planning Group & 111. Emergency
Services & Disaster Agency 1975
—
). Elected
member Kappa Delta Pi 1975. res. Springfield
IL.*
PAPACOSMA, Solon Victor. A.B., A.M. Ind.
Univ. 1966, Ph.D. Ind. Univ. 1971. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Freeport NY July 11 1942.
Asst. prof, history Kent OH State Univ.
1969— . Managing ed. for material on Greece
for S.E. Eur./L'Europe du Sud-Est. Contbr.
res. Kent OH.*
PELLETIER, Lawrence Lee, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Columbia 1968.
Medicine; b. Bangor Dec. 26 1942; s. of
Lawrence L. '38; m. Mary Rowland June 6
1968; ch.: Christina, Anne. Physician, assoc.
prof, medicine & chief div. infectious diseases
Univ. N.D. Sch. of Medicine Fargo 1975—
.
Certified Am. Board of Internal Medicine,
F.A.C.P. Served to maj. USA 1971-73;
awarded Commendation Medal 1973.
Co-author: Manual of Antibiotic Therapy
(1975), contbr. res. Fargo ND.*
PENATE, Juventino Enrique. Bowdoin Plan
1960-61. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Barranquilla Columbia Feb. 22 1937. res.
unknown.
PETTENGILL, Richard Little. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. W. Reading PA Nov. 3
1942; s. of George E. '33. res. Rochester MI.
PHILLIPS, Charles Wright. A.B. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Salem MA April 6 1943; m.
Betsey Barrett Nov. 28 1970; ch.: Carolyn,
Susannah. General Electric Co. (with employee
relations management program Lynn Ma,
Everett MA, Louisville KY 1964-67; mgr.
union relations Louisville 1967-68, employee &
comm. relations Everett 1968-71, organization
& manpower Lynn 1971-74, organization
development Lynn 1974
—
). res. W. Newbury
MA.*
PHINNEY, Robert Edgar. Bowdoin 1960-61,
1963-64. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Orange NJ
July 4 1942. res. N.S. Canada.
POOR, Arthur Phippen, Jr. A.B., M.B.A.
Boston Univ. 1966. Kappa Sigma. Business
exec; b. Boston April 23 1942; m. Loel Mercer
Sept. 11 1965; ch.: Tiffany, Elizabeth, Sara.
Accounting supervisor Sylvania Syracuse &
Batavia NY 1966-69, pres. Sunburst Fruit
Juices Inc. Salem MA 1969— . res. Topsfield
MA.*
POPE, John Alan. A.B., M.S.T. Univ. N H.
1972. Kappa Sigma. Education; b. E.
Machias Oct. 22 1941; s. of Gardner C. '34; m.
Beverly Soule June 23 1973; ch.: Ian, Allison.
Teacher high sch. Portland 1964
—
,
immigration inspector U.S. Immigration &
Naturalization Service Portland 1971—
.
Trustee & cabinet member Woodfords Congr.
Church, res. S. Portland.*
PORTER, Rodney. Francis. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Farmington April 30 1942. res. New
Sharon MA.
RACINE, Philip Noel. A.B., A.M. Emory Univ.
1965, Ph.D. Emory Univ. 1969. Alpha Delta
Phi. Education; b. Brunswick Dec. 25 1941;
m. Frances Melton Aug. 31 1968; ch.: Russell,
Alawee. Assoc. prof, history Wofford Coll.
Spartanburg SC 1969— . Contbr. res.
Spartanburg SC.*
RAWSON, Davis Stanley, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Boston Univ. 1971. Zeta Psi. Journalism; b.
Caribou April 7 1942; m. Patricia Lonabocker
June 18 1966; ch.: Kathleen, Sarah. Asst.
promotion mgr. Bangor Daily News 1968-70,
ed. Somerset Reporter Skowhegan 1971,
general mgr. Somerset Reporter Bangor Daily
News 1971-76, asst. sports ed. Bangor Daily
News 1976— . Me. Press. Assn. (v.pres., pres.,
dir. 1977
—
), member Skowhegan 1971-72
(planning board, industrial committee). Served
to 1st It. USA 1966-68, capt. USAR; awarded
Bronze Star, Air Medal, Combat Infantryman
Badge, Vietnamese service medals 1968. res.
Winterport.*
REED, John Francis, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Military; b. NYC March 3 1942; s.
of John F. '37; m. Patricia Yarborough March
16 1968; ch.: Heather. USA (med. operations
officer 3rd Spec. Forces Group Ft. Bragg NC
1964-66, aide-de-camp John F. Kennedy
Center 1966; med. operations officer 10th
Spec. Forces Group Bad Toelz Germany
1966-69, 5th Spec. Forces Group Vietnam
1969-70; instr. Acad, of Health Sciences San
Antonio TX 1970-74; operations officer 307th
med. bn. 82nd A bn. div. Ft. Bragg 1974—).
Awarded Airborne Parachute Wings, Ranger
Tab, Army Commendation Medal, Bronze
Star, Meritorious Service Medal, res. S. Pines
NC*
REED, Stephen Alexander, III. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Production engineering; b.
Williamsport PA Nov. 2 1942; m. Janice
Taylor June 13 1964; ch.: David. Production
engineer General Tel. Electronics Sylvania NH
(Manchester 1968-72, Hillsboro 1972—).
Served to capt. USMC 1964-68. res. Hillsboro
NH.*
REICHERT, John Christopher. A.B., M.For.
Yale 1966. Forestry; b. Hartford CT July 24
1942; m. Jacqueline Brounty March 17 1973.
Professional forester; volunteer Peace Corps
Ecuador 1966-68, forester U.S. Forest Service
Craig AK Work Center 1968-75, resource
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management asst. Chugach Nat. Forest
Kodiak AK 1975—. res. Kodiak AK.*
REIS, James Francis. A.B. Chi Psi. Market
management; b. Freeport NY Dec. 3 1942; m.
Maureen Carey Sept. 11 1965; ch.: Catherine,
James, Patricia. Johns-Manville (spec. rep.
asphalt paving Manville NJ 1964-67; spec. rep.
Albany NY 1967-69, Boston 1969-72; product
mgr. asbestos fiber div. Denver CO 1972-76,
market mgr. 1976— . res. Englewood CO.*
REMIS, Shepard Mark. A.B., LL.B. Columbia
1967. Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Boston April 20
1943; m. Judith Simon Aug. 15 1965; ch.:
Todd, Robin, Matthew. Law clerk to the
Justices Mass. Superior Court Boston 1967-68,
atty. Herrick & Smith Boston (assoc. 1968-74,
partner 1975
—
). Dir. (Visiting Nurse Assn. of
Boston 1969
— ;
Popular Credit Union Peabody
MA 1974
—




councillor-at-large Peabody 1972-75. pres. city
council Peabody 1975. res. Peabody MA.*
RILEY, James Brown. A.B., A.M. Boston Coll.
1972, Ph.D. Boston Coll. 1973. Zeta Psi.
Phychology; b. Boston Nov. 6 1942; m.
Judith Riley Dec. 18 1965; ch.: Marian,
Meghan, Karen. Reporter Citizen Register
Ossining NY 1964-65, asst. prof, psychology
Southeastern Mass. Univ. N. Dartmouth
1973—. Served to It. cdr. USN 1965-69,
USNR. Contbr. res. Mattapoisett MA.*
ROBINSON, Edward Wiggin, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Boston April 22
1942; m. Marsha M-Geough July 3 1965; ch.:
Sarah, Amy. Pres. & treas. M-Geough
Robinson Inc. Boston 1966— . Dir. & treas.
N.E. Design Resources Inc. 1974— . Served to
1st It. USA 1964-66. res. Needham MA.*
ROBINSON, Morise Gregg. A.B., A.M.
Boston Univ. 1966. Psi Upsilon.
Management; b. Brooklyn NY Sept. 18
1942; ch.: Candace. McGraw-Hill 1966 (reader
NYC, asst. ed. NYC & Boston), asst. prof.
English Bentley Coll. Boston 1966-68, pres. &
treas. Onset Bay Marina Inc. Buzzards Bay
MA 1968— . Town chmn. Economic
Development Comm. Wareham MA 1972-73,
asst. ed. Young Adult Series by McGraw-Hill.
Author: Rwai Cities of the Asiatic, ed.: The
Fur Trade, res. Buzzards Bay MA.*
ROUNDS, William Chesley. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Stanford Univ.
1966; Ph.D. Stanford Univ. 1968. Kappa
Sigma Education; b. Portland Oct. 28 1942;
s. of William D. '34; m. Frances Lovering April
1 1967. Asst. prof, (mathematics Case Western
Reserve Univ. 1969-73, computer science Univ.
Mich. Ann Arbor 1973
—
). Contbr. res. Ann
Arbor MI.*
ROUNSVILLE, Sherman Hall, Jr. A.B. Chi
Psi. Marketing management; b. New
Bedford MA March 4 1942; m. Martha
Ooyevaar Aug. 4 1972. Trainee New Bedford
Inst, for Savings 1964-65, marketing mgr.
Ludlow Corp. Holyoke MA 1965— . res.
Westfield MA.*
RYAN, Howard Allen. A.B. Chi Psi. b. Salem
MA March 21 1942; s. of Howard F. '28. res.
Augusta.
SAHR, Leonard Herbert. A.B. 1965, M B A.
Univ. Wise. 1967, Ph.D. Univ. Wise. 1971.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Marketing; b.
Schenectady NY Feb. 19 1942. Market analyst
(Environment/One Corp. Schenectady 1971,
Int. Heating & Air Conditioning Corp. Utica
NY 1971-72). Research project dir. Ogilug &
Mather NYC 1972-76, consumer research
analyst Coca-Cola Co. Atlanta GA 1976— . res.
Atlanta GA.*
SAMMIS, John Townsend. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Publishing; b. NYC June 22 1942; m. Susan
Field, m. Linda Sincock Sept. 21 1975; ch.:
Kristy. Publisher Rutledge Books NYC
1965-
. res. Darien CT.*
SARATA, Brian Philip Vincent. A.B., A.M.
Conn. Coll. 1968, Ph.D. Yale 1972. Theta
Delta Chi. Education; b. Buffalo NY Sept.
12 1942; m. Irma Poots July 2 1966; ch.:
Brenn, Marc. Volunteer Peace Corps 1964-66,
research assoc. State of Conn. Middletown
1966-68, asst. prof, psychology Univ. Neb.
Lincoln 1972-76, assoc. prof. 1976— . res.
Lincoln NE.*
SCHERER, John Owen. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Management; b. New Brunswick NJ Oct. 9
1942; m. Carolyn Barnett Oct. 20 1973. Procter
& Gamble (field supervisor various locations
1967-69, staff asst. Cincinnati OH 1969-72),
Clorox Co. (brand asst. Oakland CA 1972-73,
asst. brand mgr. W. Chester PA 1973-75, brand
mgr. Oakland 1975—). Served to 1st It. USA
1964-66; awarded Commendation Medal, res.
Oakland CA.*
SCHNEIDER, Franz Michael. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Santa Clara 1970. Education; b.
Seattle WA Aug. 7 1941; m. Mary Pajalich
Aug. 8 1964; ch.: Mary, Margaret. Clerk
Pacific Motor Trucking San Francisco CA
1964-66; volunteer Peace Corps Colombia
1966-68; cannery worker Fairview Packing Co.
Hollister CA 1968, 1969, 1970; clerk Pacific
Motor Trucking 1970-71; instructional aide
San Benito County Hollister 1971; teacher
Gilroy CA Unified 1972—. V.pres. Am.
Federation of Teachers no. 1921 1973-75. res.
Hollister CA.*
SCHWADRON, Harley Lawrence. A.B.,
M.Joura. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1967. Sigma
Nu. Journalism & cartoon illustration; b.
NYC Nov. 23 1942; m. Charlene Curry-Squire
July 28 1967; ch.: Nathan. Volunteer Peace
Corps Thailand 1964-66, community
development worker Int. Voluntary Services
Laos 1967-68, reporter urban affairs Hartford
CT Times 1968-70, ed. Huron Valley Advisor
Ann Arbor MI 1970, public information officer
Univ. Mich. Ann Arbor 1970
— ,
free-lance
cartoonist Ann Arbor. Elected member
Magazine Cartoonists Guild Inc. NYC 1974—
.
Contbr. res. Ann Arbor ML*
SCOTT, Malcolm Douglas, Jr. Bowdoin
1960-62. Alpha Delta Phi. b. E. Orange NJ
Sept. 12 1942. res. River Edge NJ.
SEAVER, Peter Reed. A.B. Zeta Psi. Sales
management; b. Keene NH Sept. 7 1942; m.
Elizabeth Stout Oct. 15 1966; ch.: Kerry,
Edward. Salesman to sales mgr. The Upjohn
Co. Needham Heights MA 1966— . Served to
1st It. USA 1964-66, awarded Bronze Star
1966. res. Georgetown MA.*
SEERY, Peter Leonard. A.B., M B A. Rutgers
1966. Kappa Sigma. Management; b.
Cambridge MA Nov. 27 1942; m. Nell Trainor
Oct. 25 1969; ch.: Robin, Brian. C.P.A.; Price
Waterhouse & Co. (auditor NYC 1967,
consultant Sydney Australia 1969-72, mgr.
Atlanta GA 1972
—), mgr. finance &
accounting MacMillan-Bloedel Bldg. Materials
Atlanta GA 1975—. Served to capt. USA
1967-69. res. Roswell GA.*
SEGAL, Laurence Alan. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Sales; b. Lowell MA Sept. 26 1942; m. Ina
Zatulove Dec. 21 1967; ch.: Jeremy. Training
spec. New Eng. Merc. Bank Boston 1967-68,
account exec. Dean Witter & Co. Boston
1968-72, sales mgr. Health Systems Inc. Los
Angeles CA for Boston 1972-73, sales rep.
Business Equipment Corp. Boston 1973— . res.
Peabody MA.*
SHENKER, David Malcolm. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1968. Delta Sigma. Medicine; b. Middletown
CT Oct. 14 1942; m. Judith Polish Aug. 7 1966;
ch.: Amy, Abigail, Noah. Presby.-St. Luke's
Hospital (intern 1968-69, resident neurology
1969-72), Rush Med. Coll. (instr. neurology
1971-74, asst. clinical prof. 1974—), dir.
Neurology Out-patient Clinic Rush Presby.-St.
Luke's Hospital 1974-76. Staff member (Grant
Hospital of Chicago IL 1971
— ,
Augustana
Hospital 1974—, St. Elizabeth's Hospital
1974—). Served to It. cdr. USPHS 1972-74.
Contbr. res. Evanston IL.*
SHERMAN, Michael Burgess. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Real estate exec; b. Quincy MA Jan. 7 1943;
s. of Robert S. '35; m. Bonnie Burns Nov. 19
1966; ch.: Carolyn, Jonathan. Trainee State
Street Bank & Trust Boston 1965-67, real estate
broker The Codman Co. Boston 1967-71,
v.pres. commercial sales Spaulding & Slye
Corp. Boston 1971—. PFC USA 1963. res.
Marblehead MA.*
SILVERMAN, Harry Leo. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1966. Kappa Sigma. Accounting;
b. Boston Oct. 17 1942; m. Helaine Morris
April 2 1967; ch.: Andrea, Scott. C.P.A. (MA);
tax mgr. Arthur Andersen & Co. Boston
1966—. Served to 1st It. USA 1967-69. res.
Sudbury MA.*
SMALL, Peter Metcalf. A.B. Zeta Psi. Real
estate management; b. Glenridge NJ Dec. 20
1942; s. of Maxwell M. '36; m. Alison Grant
June 6 1970. Personnel rep. Allied Chem. NYC
1968-69, salesman Container Corp. of Am.
NYC 1969-70, real estate broker Codman Co.
Boston 1970-71, Spaulding & Slye Corp. (real
estate broker Boston 1971-73, regional mgr.
Charlotte NC 1973—). Served to It. USCG
1965-68. res. Charlotte NC*
SMITH, Kenneth Chatfield. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Conn. 1969. Theta Delta Chi. Education- b.
Bridgeport CT Aug. 14 1942; m. Ann Fulton
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Aug. 20 1966; ch.: Matthew, Geoffrey. Lectr.
English SUNY Albany 1970-73, asst. prof.
English Norwich Univ. Northfield VT 1973—.
Treas. Wilson Memorial Chapel Ocean Point
1970
—,
pres. Ocean Point Colony Trust
1973-74. res. E. Montpelier VT.*
SMITH, Thomas Francis. A.B., A.M. New Sch.
for Social Research 1967. Beta Theta Pi.
Personnel management; b. Amherst MA
Sept. 12 1942; m. Veronica Stefano April 12
1969. Personnel mgr. Grace Line Inc. NYC
1967-68, asst. dir. personnel Harper & Row
Publishers Inc. NYC 1968—. res. White Plains
NY.*
SORENSEN, Arnfinn Meyer. A.B. Bowdoin
Plan. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Ersfjordi Senja
Norway April 20 1941. res. unknown.
STEINMANN, Derick Otis. A.B., M.S. Purdue
Univ. 1967, Ph.D. Bowling Green State Univ.
1972. Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Delta Psi.
Research; b. Colon Panama Dec. 3 1943; m.
Marcia Bradley March 1965; ch.: David,
Victor. Instr. psychology Western 111. State
Univ. Macomb 1966-67, research assoc. Inst,
of Behavioral Science Univ. Colo. Boulder
1972-74, research assoc. personnel research
Metropolitan Life 1974-76, chmn. & pres. Am.
Banker Inc., chmn. The Bond Buyer 1976—
.
Contbr. res. Metuchen NJ.*
STOCK, Jonathan Curtis. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
b. New Haven CT June 15 1942. res.
Fairfield CT.
STODDARD, Frederick Jackson, Jr. A.B.,
M.D. Case Western Reserve Univ. 1968. Alpha
Delta Phi. Medicine; b. Ann Arbor MI July
6 1942; s. of F. Jackson '35; m. Matilda Parrish
April 11 1970; ch.: Eve. Pediatric intern
Yale-New Haven CT Med. Center 1968-69,
psychiatric resident & fellow Mass. Mental
Health Center Boston 1969-72, spec. asst.
Health Services & Dept. of Labor 1972-73,
clinical assoc. Nat. Inst, of Mental Health
Bethesda MD 1973-74, child psychiatry fellow
(Harvard, McLean Hospital Belmont MA
1974-76, Boston Children's Hospital Boston
1976
—), pvt. practice 1972— . Chmn. peer
review committee Mass. Psychiatric Soc.
Served to It. cdr. USPHS 1972-74. Contbr. res.
Lexington MA.*
STONE, Ralph Philbrook. A.B., M.S.
Middlebury Coll. 1966, Ph.D. Univ. Vt. 1973.
Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Delta Psi. Chemistry
& criminology; b. Boothbay Harbor Oct. 8
1942; m. Susan Bailey April 2 1965; ch.: Erik,
Mikki, Bruce. Teaching asst. Middlebury VT
Coll. 1964-66, chemist trainee Eastman Kodak
Co. Rochester NY 1966, teaching asst. Univ.
Vt. Burlington 1966-70, chemist &
criminologist Vt. Dept. of Public Safety
Montpelier 1970— . Chmn. forensic sciences
symposium 6th New Eng. regional meeting
1974. res. Williamstown VT.*
STONEBRAKER, Peter William. A.B.,
M.B.A. Jacksonville State Univ. 1971. Sigma
Nu. Military; b. Newburyport MA June 7
1942; m. Eva Pescettini Jan. 6 1968; ch.: Katja,
Eric. USA 1964—, maj. 26th Norad Region
Luke Air Force Base AZ 1976— . res. Litchfield
Park AZ.*
STREETMAN, Ashley, Jr. A.B. Editing; b.
Augusta GA May 22 1942; m. Barbara Britten
July 2 1966; ch.: Brian, Jason. Asst. dean of
students Bowdoin 1969-72, asst. ed. Calif. Test
Bureau/McGraw-Hill Monterey CA 1972—.
Served to sgt. USA 1964-68. res. Pacific Grove
CA.*
STURKE, Robert Winslow. Bowdoin 1960-61.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Worcester MA
Sept. 11 1942. res. Attleboro MA.
SWAN, Philip Lee. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Univ. 111. 1967, Ph.D. Univ. 111. 1969. Phi Delta
Psi. Economics; b. Lawrence MA Feb. 7
1943; m. Patricia Peterson Aug. 26 1966. Asst.
prof, economics Boston Univ. 1968-74, Int.
Business Machines (economic advisory
Armonk NY 1974-75, sr. economist 1975—).
Corp. Armonk NY 1974—. Treas. N.E.
Regional Science Assn. 1974— . Contbr. res.
Stamford CT.*
TARBELL, Eaton Weatherbee, Jr. A.B.,
M.B.A. Cornell 1967, J.D. Cornell 1968. Psi
Upsilon. Law; b. Boston Jan. 5 1942; s. of
Eaton W. '37; m. Pamela Resch June 16 1967;
ch.: Bethany, Eaton III. Tax accountant
Arthur Andersen NYC 1968-69, atty. Sulloway
Hollis Godfrey & Soden Concord NH 1971—.
Served to capt. USA 1969-71; awarded Bronze
Star, Army Commendation Medal, Nat. &
Vietnam Service Medals, res. Concord NH.*
TARBELL, Joseph Eaton. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Account exec; b. Plymouth MA Sept. 15
1942; m. Patricia Cashman Aug. 27 1965; ch.:
Maureen, Christine. Accountsman & asst. mgr.
Marsh & McLennan Inc. Boston 1965-75,
account exec. Johnson & Higgins of Mass.
Boston 1975— . Served to sgt. Mass. Army Nat.
Guard 1964-65, served with Mass. Army Nat.
Guard Reserves 1965-70. res. Walpole MA.*
TAYLOR, Robert Charles. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Analysis; b. Salem MA Feb. 19 1942; m.
Rochelle Krasnoff June 9 1966; ch.: David,
Stephanie, Susan. Teacher public schs.
Marblehead MA 1969-70, analyst 6ept. of
Defense Ft. Meade MD 1970—. Served to
capt. USA 1964-69. res. Columbia MD.*
THWING, William Cullen. A.B., M.Div.
Andover Newton Theol. Sch. 1974. Psi
Upsilon. Clergy; b. Holyoke MA Sept. 12
1942; s. of Kirby R. '40; m. Joy Schrock Dec.
21 1971. Teacher Arms Acad. Shelburne Falls
MA 1964-65, minister (2nd Congr. Church
Greenfield MA 1972-73, McKillop United
Church Lethbridge Alta. Canada 1974
—
).
Founder, v.pres. & exec. dir. New Community
Projects Inc. Boston 1969-71. Served to 1st It.
USA 1965-69; awarded Vietnam Campaign
Medals, Combat Infantryman's Badge.
Co-author & producer: The Game's to Blame,
res. Holyoke MA.*
TOM, Thomas Norman. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Middleton CT June 14 1942. res. San Jose
CA.
TRAPP, John Christopher. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Salt Lake City UT Dec. 3 1930;
m. Ann Hewson Nov. 17 1956; ch.: Jonathan,
Jeffrey. Draftsman & designer Harpswell
House Topsham 1964-66, teacher high sch.
Brunswick 1966-73, self-employed Brunswick
1973—. Served to capt. USAF. res.
Brunswick.*
TREADWELL, David Rogers, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Univ. R.I. 1965, M.B.A. Harvard 1967. Zeta
Psi. Public relations exec; b. Louisville KY
Nov. 13 1942; m. Carol Ritter Dec. 27 1964;
ch.: David, Jonathan. Asst. account exec. Grey
Advt. NYC V967-68, assoc. dir. of admissions
Bowdoin 1968-71, dir. of admissions Ohio
Wesleyan Univ. Delaware 1971-75, v.pres. The
Barton-Gillet Co. Baltimore MD 1975—.
Contbr. res. Cockeyswille MD.*
TUVESON, Roger Oliyan. A.B., Ed.M. Salem
State Coll. 1968. Kappa Sigma. Education;
b. Portsmouth NH Aug. 15 1942; m. Kathleen
Walker May 30 1964; ch.: Kristine, Katy.
Teacher & coach public schs. Marblehead MA
1964— . 1st v.pres. Mass. Baseball Coaches
Assn. 1972-77, member board of dir.
Marblehead Youth Baseball Assn. 1972— . res.
Marblehead MA.*
VAN NEST, John Elmer. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Westbrook Nov. 5 1942. res. Ft. Bragg NC.
VARNUM, Thomas, Jr. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Lowell MA Jan. 6 1943. res. Pelham NH.
WALKER, David Clifton. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; B.Litt. New Coll. Oxford Univ.
1967. Phi Delta Psi. Education; b.
Damariscotta Oct. 13 1942; m. Mary
McCarthy June 14 1964; ch.: Emma. Mgr.
Brattle Book Store Boston 1966-67, instr.
English Univ. Me. Presque Isle 1967-68, lectr.
English Univ. Canterbury Christchurch New
Zealand 1968-71, asst. prof. English Univ. Me.
Augusta part-time 1971-75, feature writer Me.
Sunday Telegram & various journals 1972—
,
lectr. English Colby Coll. 1975—. Recipient:
1st annual award Va. Commonwealth Univ.
Series for Contemporary Poetry 1975; named
Poetry Scholar Breadloaf Writers' Conf. 1972.
Poet: Fathers (1975), Moving Out (1976). res.
Freedom.*
WALLS, Philip Douglas. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1968. Psychiatry; b. S.
Weymouth MA Oct. 15 1942; m. Li-Chun Han
July 1 1967; ch.: Wesley, Edward. Intern Phila.
PA General Hospital 1968-69, psychiatrist &
cdr. USPHS Washington DC 1974—. Served to
cdr. USNR 1969-71. res. Temple Hills MD.*
WALTON, David Leroy. Bowdoin 1960-62. Psi
Upsilon. b. Norwood MA Sept. 27 1942. res.
Norwood MA.
WARD, John Robert. Bowdoin 1960-62. Chi
Psi. b. Brooklyn NY June 4 1942. res. Bay
Shore NJ.
WECK, Thomas Lincoln. Bowdoin 1960-62,
A.B. Stanford Univ. 1964, M.B.A. Harvard
1969. Beta Theta Pi. Business exec; b.
Norwalk CT June 3 1942; m. Sandra Larson
Aug. 19 1967; ch.: David, Peter, Kathryn.
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Teacher Peace Corps Ethiopia 1965-67, Louis
Berger & Assocs. Inc. E. Orange NJ
(economist 1969-73, dir. environmental studies
1973-75, asst. v.pres. 1975-77, v.pres. 1977—).
res. Madison NJ.*
WEIDNER, James Burton. A.B., J.D. Cornell
1967. Zeta Psi. Law; b. New Brighton PA
May 9 1942. Atty. partner Rogers & Wells
NYC 1967—. Counsel to the President's
Comm. on CIA Activities within the U.S.A.
1975. res. NYC*
WEINIK, Douglas Benson. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
NYC Nov. 22 1942. res. Phila. PA.
WEISS, Steven Jeffrey. A.B. magna cum
laude, A.M. Harvard 1967. Delta Sigma.
Exec. & economics; b. Phila. PA Sept. 8
1942; m. Sally Zimmerman July 3 1965; ch.:
Ben, Peter, Loren. Research asst. (Univ. Penn.
Phila. summer 1965, Regional Science
Research Inst. Cambridge MA 1966-67),
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston (research
assoc. summer 1966, asst. industrial economist
1967-68, regional economist 1968-69, asst.
v.pres. & economist 1970-75), deputy
commissioner of banks Commonwealth of
Mass. 1975— . Neighborhood Arts Center
Boston (dir. 1971—, treas. 1971-73), dir. &
treas. (Red Barn Nursery Sch. Weston MA
1973-74, Open Door Soc. of Mass. Boston
1973
—
), member committee on equal
educational opportunity Mass. Dept. of
Education 1970-71. Contbr. res. Weston MA.*
WELWOOD, John Harrison. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. & Ph.D. (Nat.
Inst, of Mental Health fellow) Univ. Chicago
1974. Phi Delta Psi. Education & writing; b.
Boston March 12 1943. Student Univ. Paris
France 1965-67, group trainer Ebony
Management Assoc. Chicago IL 1969, instr.
(Univ. Chicago 1970, Santa Barbara CA
Community Coll. 1975—), lectr. Univ. Calif.
Santa Barbara 1975—, adjunct faculty 1976—
(Naropa Inst. Boulder CO, Antioch Coll. W.
Santa Barbara). Contbr. res. Santa Barbara
CA.*
WESTERBEKE, William Edward. A.B., A.M.
Middlebury Coll. 1968, J.D. Stanford Univ.
1970. Chi Psi. Law; b. Quincy MA Feb. 17
1943. Law clerk Irving Hill Los Angeles CA
1970-71, atty. O'Melveny & Myers Los Angeles
1971-75, prof. Univ. Kan. Sch. of Law
Lawrence 1975—. Served to 1st It. USA 1964-
66. res. Lawrence KS.*
WHEELER, Charles Augustus, Jr. A.B., Ed.M.
Springfield Coll. 1965, M.S. Fla. State Univ.
1971, Ph.D. Fla. State Univ. 1973. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Psychology; b. Leominster
MA Oct. 23 1942; ch.: Charles, Derek. Staff
psychologist Federal Correctional Inst.
Tallahassee FL 1970-71, clinical psychology
intern Worcester MA State Hospital 1971-72,
staff psychologist N. Central Mass. Mental
Health Center Fitchburg MA 1972—. Served
to capt. USA 1966-68. Contbr. res. Fitchburg
MA.*
WOOD, Michael Barrett. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Marketing exec; b. Concord MA March 24
1942; m. Cecilia Newman Dec. 13 1965; ch.:
Richard, Jon, Melissa. Group ins. trainee State
Mutual of Am. Buffalo NY 1964, Peace Corps
(volunteer Sabah Malaysia 1964-66, placement
counselor Washington DC 1967, assoc. dir.
Manila Republic of Philippines 1967-70,
deputy dir. Abidjan Ivory Coast 1970-72),
group health rep. Group Health Assn. of Am.
Kansas City MO 1972-74, marketing dir.
community group health plan Kansas City
1974— . Partner Eburnea Imports 1972— , sec.




Council Kansas City 1974
—
, treas. Southtown
YMCA 1975—. res. Kansas City MO.*
WOODS, Jon Douglas. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
Mass. 1975. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Eglin Air Force Base FL Oct. 23 1942; m. Joan
O'Connell April 2 1966; ch.: Emily,
Aleksandra. Teacher Peace Corps Kpandu
V.R. Ghana 1964-66, asst. prof, linguistics div.
humanities Scarborough Coll. Univ. Toronto
W. Hill Ont. Canada 1970—. Parish advisory
board St. Mark's Anglican Church Port Hope
Ont. Canada (member 1974-76, sec. 1974-75).
res. Port Hope Ont. Canada.*
YANNI, Frederick Francis, Jr. A.B., M.P.A.
Cornell 1969. Alpha Delta Phi. Health care
admin.; b. Schnectady NY July 24 1942; m.
Jane Brinkley April 25 1969; ch.: Frederick,
Leanne. Dir. operations Areawide & Local
Planning for Health Action Syracuse NY
1969-72, Health Services Assn. of Central N.Y.





). Chmn. Primary Care Task Force
Cornell Univ. 1974-76. Served to 1st It. USA
1964-66. Co-author: Prescription for Primary
Care: A Community Guidebook (1976). res.
Liverpool NY.*
ZANGERLE, Alfred Rudolf. Bowdoin Plan
1960-61. Delta Sigma. Management; b.
Zurich Switzerland April 25 1940. O & M staff
member Industrias Unidas SA Mexico City
Mexico 1966-67, Haldimann Consultants
Zurich (jr. consultant 1968-69, managing
consultant 1969-71), general mgr. OPM AG
Zurich 1971— . res. Zollikon Zurich
Switzerland.*
ZILINSKY, Joseph William. A.B., M.S. Ind.
Univ. 1967, Ph.D. Ind. Univ. 1970.
Education; b. Dover-Foxcroft Feb. 1 1942;
m. Caroline Stone June 12 1965. Asst. prof,
biology Univ. Wise. Oshkosh 1970— . res.
Winneconne WL*
Class of 1965
ABBIATI, David Lawrence. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Me. Portland-Gorham 1971, Ph.D. Univ.
Conn. 1975. Kappa Sigma. Education; b.
Boston May 11 1943; m. Ruth Moir July 1
1967; ch.: Joseph, Antony. Teacher dept. of
education Falmouth summers 1966-72,
driver-applicator Koppers Co. Portland
1967-70, teacher N. Yarmouth Acad. 1971,
driver-applicator Eastern Bituminous
Yarmouth 1972, mgr. Cumberland Farms Inc.
Willimantic CT 1973, asst. prof, psychology
(Univ. Conn. Hartford 1975, Colby Coll.
1975-76), dir. presidential services Ken-a-Set
Assn. for the Retarded 1976— . res. Winslow.*
ANDERSON, Robert John. Bowdoin 1961-63.
Phi Delta Psi. b. Milford CT Jan. 25 1943.
res. Cheshire CT.
ANDRIAS, Richard Thompson. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Columbia 1970.
Beta Theta Pi. Law; b. Mt. Vernon NY April
7 1943; m. Jane Gray Jan. 26 1969. Law assoc.
Gilbert Segall & Young NYC 1970-71, trial
atty. Legal Ad Soc. NYC 1971-75, visiting
research scholar London Sch. of Economics
1974, assoc. atty. Davis & Davis NYC 1975—.
Chmn. planning board no. 12 Manhattan NY
1976-77. Served to 1st It. USA 1965-67. Contbr.
res. NYC*
ANELLO, Michael Monroe. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Georgetown Univ. 1968. Psi Upsilon.
Law; b. Miami FL Aug. 16 1943; s. of
Douglas A.'33; m. Pamela Plummer Feb. 10
1973; ch.: Andrew. Deputy city atty. San
Diego CA 1972-73, atty. Wingert Grebing &
Anello San Diego 1973— . Served to capt.
USMCR 1968-72. res. San Diego CA.*
ARANSON, Peter Howard. A.B., A.M.
Southern 111. Univ. 1968, A.M. Univ. Rochester
1971, Ph.D. Univ. Rochester 1972.
Education; b. Cambridge MA Aug. 26 1943;
m. Donna Smith June 15 1974; ch.: Hannah.
Instr. dept. of political science Univ. Rochester
NY 1970-71, visiting asst. prof. Sch. of Urban
& Public Affairs Carnegie-Mellon Univ.
Pittsburgh PA 1971-72, asst. prof, political
science Univ. Minn. Mnpls. 1972-73, assoc.
prof. & area coordinator Coll. of Industrial
Management Ga. Inst, of Tech. Atlanta
1973—. Pres. ALN Corp. Contbr. res.
Dunwoody GA.*
BABCOCK, Bernard Murray. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Class agt. 1971-75, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Invests.; b. Erie PA Aug.
8 1943; m. Valerie Dunbar Aug. 31 1968; ch.:
Leah. Stockbroker Moseley Hallgarten &
Estabrook Portland 1969—. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1966-69. res. Portland.*
BABINEAU, David Wayne. Bowdoin 1961-62.
Phi Delta Psi. b. Bangalore Mysore India
Nov. 27 1943. res. unknown.
BAIL, Frederick Thomas. A.B., Ph.D. Cornell
1970. Sigma Nu. Education; b. Brockton
MA March 27 1944. ch.: Brad. Assoc. prof,
educational psychology Univ. Hawaii
Honolulu 1969—. res. Honolulu HI.*
BAILEY, Edgar Clifton, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Chicago 1969, M.L.S. Rutgers
Univ. 1975. Alpha Delta Phi. Library
science; b. Chicago IL July 11 1943: m.
Priscilla Lutton March 25 1972. Teacher
(Pomfret CT Sch. 1969-72, John Burroughs
Sch. St. Louis MO 1972-74), librarian public
library Edison NJ 1974-75, academic reference
librarian E. Conn. State Coll. Willimantic
1975—. Served to 1st It. USA 1966-67. res.
Willimantic CT.*
BARNES, John Michael. A.B.. A.M. Tufts
1969. Education; b. NYC June 27 1943: m.
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Astrid Schnell Feb. 25 1967; ch.: Aurea,
Saskia, Fionn. Teacher (German govt.
Stuttgart Germany 1967-69, Waldorfschule
Stuttgart 1969-72, Rudolf Steiner Sch. NYC
1972-73, Hawthorne Valley Sch. Harlemville
NY 1973—). res. Ghent NY.*
BARTHELMAN, William Bruce. Bowdoin
1961-63, B.S. Baldwin-Wallace Coll. 1966, M.S.
Univ. Okla. 1968. Delta Sigma.
Construction; b. Worcester MA March 15
1943; m. Mary Green June 24 1967; ch.:
Margaret, Timothy. Uranium exploration
geologist Atlantic-Richfield Co. Corpus Christi
TX 1969-71, builder Webber Farms
Scarborough 1971-74, project mgr. Donalco
Inc. Portland 1975— . Member town planning
board Scarborough. Author: Oklahoma
Geology Notes (1967). res. Scarborough.*
BAXTER, John Randolph. A.B., MBA.
Dartmouth 1970. Psi Upsilon. Housing
sales; b. Brunswick April 28 1943; s. of John L.
'42; m. Jane Dunn June 19 1965; ch.: Amy,
John. Plant mgr. Snow Flake Canning Co.
Corinna 1965-68, Boise ID Cascade Corp.
(asst. to sr. v.pres. 1970-71, dist. sales mgr.
1971-72, regional sales mgr. 1972-74, general
sales mgr. 1975-76, region general mgr.
1976—). res. Boise ID.*
BEAL, Elmer Lawrence, Jr. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Tex. 1973. Zeta Psi. Education; b. Bar
Harbor Oct. 5 1943; m. Carole Renfroe Sept.
30 1967; ch.: Kristina, Aimee. Teacher Job
Corps Bar Harbor 1968, exec. dir. Me. Coast
Heritage Trust Bar Harbor 1971-72, faculty
member Coll. of the Atlantic Bar Harbor
1972— . res. Blue Hill.*
BENNETT, George Stephen, Jr. A.B., J.D.
Catholic Univ. 1969. Kappa Sigma. Law; b.
Cincinnati OH May 31 1943; s. of George S.
'34; m. Patricia Garvey Aug. 22 1964; ch.:
George, Christopher, Meredith. Trade disputes
asst. U.S. Dept. of Commerce Washington DC
1965-66, underwriter Chicago Title Ins. Co.
Arlington VA 1966-70, atty. (Curtin Bennett &
Gorman Vienna VA 1970-75, Bennett Gorman
& Cochran Springfield VA 1975
—
). Treas.
Vienna Youth Soccer Inc. 1975— . res. Vienna
VA.*
BEREIKA. Brian Alan. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Brockton MA June 20 1943. res. Whitman
MA.
BLACK, Frank William. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1966, Ph.D. Boston Coll. 1972. Theta
Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Barre VT March 2
1943; m. Dian Monroe Aug. 9 1966; ch.: Scott,
Alysa. Psychologist (Chelsea MA Multiservice
Center 1966-67, Kennedy Hospital for
Children Boston 1967-70), consulting
psychologist Mass. Hospital Sch. Canton MA
1967-70, chief psychologist Fitzsimons Army
Med. Center Denver CO 1970-74, asst. prof,




Hospital of La. New Orleans 1974— . Member
professional advisory board La. Epilepsy Soc.
Served to capt. USA 1970-74; awarded
Commendation Medal 1974. Author, contbr.
res. Metairie LA.*
BLOOMBERG, Stephen Daniel. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Tufts 1969. Theta Delta Chi.
Medicine; b. Cambridge MA Oct. 16 1943.
Harbor General Hospital Torrance CA
(surgical intern 1969-70, resident 1970-72),
resident in urology UCLA Med. Center
1972-76, sr. resident pediatric urology Hospital
for Sick Children London England 1974,
urologist Beverly Hills CA 1976— . Diplomate
Nat. Board of Med. Examiners. Served to capt.
USAFR. Named Outstanding Surgical Intern
Harbor General Hospital 1969-70. Contbr. res.
Los Angeles CA.*
BOESCH, Eric. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Providence RI June 3 1943;
m. Ingeborg Laber July 23 1971; ch.: Andreas.
Underwriter Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston
1965-68, teacher (Freie Waldorfschule
Stuttgart Germany 1970-71, Rudolf Steiner




BOTTENBERG, William Robert, Jr. Bowdoin
1967-6?, A.B. Univ. Calif. Riverside 1966, M.S.
Calif. State Univ. 1970, Ph.D. Univ. Calif.
Riverside 1975. Chi Psi. Chemistry; b.
Leonardtown MD Oct. 2 1943; m. Judith
Basham June 15 1968; ch.: Catharine, Carrie.
Research staff General Dynamics San Diego
CA 1973—. res. San Diego CA.*
BRADFORD, William, III. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Wilmington DE Sept. 20 1943. res. Maplewood
NJ.
BRASOR, Gary Crosby. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Delta Psi. b. St. Albans VT July 18 1943. res.
Washington DC.
BROOKS, Keith Kenneth. A.B., J.D. Cornell




campaign area co-chmn. Law; b. Orange NJ
March 13 1943; m. Donna Fons Sept. 14 1968;
ch.: Darren, Tamron, Colin. Schneider Smeltz
Huston & Bissell Cleveland OH (assoc. atty.
1969-75, partner 1976—). Westhaven
Foundation for Retarded (trustee 1972
—
,
v.pres. 1974-76, pres. 1977
—
), trustee (E.
Cleveland Sr. Citizens 1971
— ,
Cuyahoga Assn.
for Retarded Citizens 1977
—), ruling elder
Presby. church 1973-75. res. Lyndhurst OH.*
BROWN, Charles Bruce, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.D. Columbia 1969. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Medicine; b. Hilo HI July 27 1943;
m. Meredith Halstead Aug. 9 1969; ch.:
Heather, Laura, Andrew. Research trainee
Columbia Univ. 1969-70, Columbia-Presby.
Med. Center NYC (intern 1970-71, resident
surgery 1971-72, resident orthopedics 1972-75,
chief resident 1975-?), orthopedic surgeon Mt.
Kisco NY 19?—. Contbr. res. Bedford NY.*
BUEHLER, David Lee. A.B., A.E.T. Lowell
Tech. Inst. 1975. Phi Delta Psi. Electronic
engineering; b. St. Louis MO Aug. 28 1943; m.
Madeleine Caruso Jan. 15 1970; ch.:
Christopher. Teacher Peace Corps & Univ.
Tunis Sousse Tunisia 1966-69, system test tech.
Nat. Radio Co. Melrose MA 1969-71,
engineering aid Gamewell Co. Newton MA
1971-73, design engineering LFE Corp.
Waltham MA 1974— . res. Arlington MA.*
BURKE, Paul Frederic, Jr. Bowdoin 1961-63,
A.B. Stanford Univ. 1965, Ph.D. Stanford
Univ. (Edwin J. Doyle Memorial fellow) 1971.
Kappa Sigma. Education; b. Arlington MA
Feb. 11 1944; m. Barbara Johnson March 23
1969. Teaching asst. classics Stanford CA
Univ. 1968, asst. prof, classics (McMaster
Univ. Hamilton Ont. Canada 1971-75, visiting
Boston Univ. 1975-76, Clark Univ. Worcester
MA 1976
—
), dir. Vergilian Soc. of Am. Italy
summers 1974 & 1977. Contbr. res. Worcester
MA.*
BURNHAM, Paul Dayton, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Mfg. sales; b. Waterville June 14 1943; m.
Nancy Newell Sept. 19 1963; ch.: Kimberly,
David. Keyes Fibre Co. Waterville (sales
service 1965-66, sales rep. 1966-69), sales rep.
Union Camp NYC 1969-72, mfg. rep.
Longfellow Eastern sales Canastota NY
1972—. res. Canastota NY.*
BUTLER, Michael Glen. Bowdoin 1961-63.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Sanford July 31 1943. res.
Springvale.
BYRNE, James Evert. Bowdoin 1961-63,
D.D.S. Northwestern 1968, M.D.
Northwestern 1974. Beta Theta Pi. Dentistry
& medicine; b. Bryn Mawr PA Nov. 27 1942;
m. Susan Andelman June 16 1974. Dental
intern Albert Einstein Med. Center Phila. PA
1968-69, oral surgery resident (V.A. Research
Hospital Chicago IL 1969-71, Univ. 111.
Hospital Chicago 1971-72), St. Luke's Hospital
Bethlehem PA (med. intern 1974-75, surgeon
1975
— ,
member surgical staff Muhlenberg
Med. Center Bethlehem 1975—. Elected
member Omicron Kappa Upsilon. Contbr. res.
Bethlehem PA.*
CARSON, Walter Webb. A.B., M.D. Univ. Va.
1969. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Lexington VA
March 2 1944; s. of Robert J. '34; m. Dagmar
Tornon Dec. 31 1964; ch.: Brigitta, Walter,
Oliver. Asst. internal medicine St. Annadal
Hospital Maastricht Holland 1969-70, intern
Norfolk VA 1970-71, general med. officer maj.
USAR 1971-75, asst. internist Bayreuth
Germany City Hospital 1975— . res. Ekersdorf
Germany.*
CARY, Charles Malcolm. A.B., B.S.E. Univ.
Mich. 1967, M.S.E. Univ. Mich 1974. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Engineering research; b.
Portland Feb. 17 1943; s. of George F. '35; m.
Elsie Colcord June 19 1971; ch.: Laura,
Nathaniel. Served to It. USN 1969-73. res. Ann
Arbor MI.*
CHAMBERLIN, Thomas Hannah. A.B., J.D.
Univ. Mich. 1968. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b.
Bronxville NY Sept. 1 1943; m. Nancy
Shipman June 5 1965; ch.: Cara, Chad. Atty.
Rose Schmidt & Dixon Pittsburgh PA 1968-69,
1971—. Served to spec. 5/c USA 1969-71. res.
Pittsburgh PA.*
CHANG, Ji Hong. A.B., A.M. N Y. Univ.
1967, Ph.D. N.Y. Univ. 1974. Beta Theta Pi.
Psychology; b. Chungjin Korea Nov. 16
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CHASE, Curtis Edward. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Providence RI Nov. 11 1943; m. Judith
Clifford Dec. 22 1965. With the Continental
Ins. Co. Boston 1965. Served to 1st It. USA
1965-67; awarded Bronze Star (2). d. Vietnam
May 6 1967.*
CHASE, Thomas Charles. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1968. Kappa
Sigma. Law; b. Portsmouth NH May 26
1943; m. Paula Reddy June 5 1965; ch.: John,
Emily. Atty. Gaston Snow & Ely Bartlett
Boston 1968— . Member town of Reading MA
(zoning board of appeals 1972-75, finance
committee 1975-76). res. Reading MA.*
CHUMMERS, Paul Raymond. A.B., M B A.
Univ. Chicago 1967. Alpha Delta Phi. Music
admin.; b. Elmhurst IL Jan. 9 1943; m. Susan
Gansman June 17 1967; ch.: Colin, Michael,
Laura. Asst. dean Boston Univ. 1971-72; asst.
managing dir. Minn. Orchestra Mnpls.
1972-76, operations mgr. 1976— . Served to
capt. USAF 1967-71. res. Mnpls. MR*
CIESIELSKI, Thomas Edward. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Yale Univ. 1970. Phi Delta Psi.
Medicine; b. Hartford CT June 1 1943; m.
Mary Hadden July 15 1972; ch.: Edward,
John. Intern & resident pathology Yale-New
Haven CT Hospital 1970-72, resident clinical
pathology Hartford Hospital 1972-73, instr.
pathology Yale Univ. Sch. of Medicine
1973-76, staff pathologist Newington CT V.A.
hospital 1976—, asst. prof, pathology Univ.
Conn. Med. Sch. res. Unionville CT.*
CLAUSON, Karl William. A.B. 1966, J.D.
Boston Coll. 1971. Delta Sigma. Law; b.
Northampton MA Nov. 22 1943; m. Helen
McColough June 24 1967; ch.: Laura, Karl,
Sean. Teacher high sch. Madison 1967-69, law
clerk N.H. Supreme Court Concord 1971-72,
atty. Gardner & Clauson Hanover NH 1972—
.
res. Hanover NH.*
CLEAVES, David Allen. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Social planning; b. Boston March 14 1943.
Dept. of Health & Welfare Portland (social
worker 1970-71, resource developer 1971-72,
mgr. resource development 1972
—
). Member
(United Way Social Planning Comm. Greater
Portland 1973-75, Model Cities Social Services
Task Force 1972-74, board of dir. mental
health area 5 1975), Me. Conf. on Human
Services (member exec, committee 1974,
program chmn. 1974, pres. 1975). Served with
USN 1966-69. res. S. Portland.*
COBB, Oliver Bailey. Bowdoin 1961-63. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Baltimore MD Feb. 1 1 1943. res.
unknown.
COBB, Richard Damon. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Ohio State Univ. 1966. Phi Delta Psi.
Education; b. Brunswick Feb. 13 1943; s. of
Richard '32. Teacher Taft Sch. Watertown CT
1969—. Served to spec. 5/c USA 1967-69,
awarded Commendation Medal 1969. res.
Watertown CT.*
COFFEY, Thomas Peter. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Manchester CT March 27 1943. res. Hartford
CT.
CONNELL, Myles Jeffrey. A.B. Systems
analysis; b. Hartford CT May 1 1943; m.
Suzanne Stillpass Dec. 24 1967; ch.: Jeremy,
Matthew. Systems analyst CT 1967— . res. W.
Hartford CT.*
COREY, James Edward. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
b. Portland March 18 1942. res. S. Portland.
COUPE, David Richard. A.B., M B A. Bryant
Coll. 1974. Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Banking exec; b. Woonsocket RI
July 7 1943; m. Margery Griffin Feb. 5 1966;
ch.: Lesley, Jennifer, Erin. Marketing rep.
Atlantic Richfield Co. (Hartford CT 1965-66,
Providence RI 1968-69), asst. v.pres. Citizens
Bank Providence 1969— . Sec. Rotary Club
Cranston. Served to 1st It. USA 1966-68. res.
N. Scituate RI.*
COYLE, Matthew James, III. Bowdoin
1961-62. Theta Delta Chi. b. New Haven CT
Sept. 4 1943; s. of Matthew J. Jr. '42. res.
unknown.
CROSBY, Kerry Vinton. Bowdoin 1961-63.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Lawrence MA Sept.
22 1943. res. Cuyahoga Falls OH.
DANE, Nathan, III. A.B., J.D. St. Louis Univ.
1974. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b. Willimantic
CT March 11 1944; s. of Nathan D. II '37; m.
Martha Neff Oct. 5 1968; ch.: Matthew,
Benjamin. Social worker Mo. Delta
Ecumenical Ministry Kennett MO 1968-69,
juvenile officer juvenile court St. Louis MO
1970-71, atty. Gross Minsky Mogul & Singal
Bangor 1974—. Served to 1st It. USA 1965-67.
res. Bangor.*
DeCEGLIE, Angelo Gabriel. Bowdoin Plan
1961-62. Psi Upsilon. b. Falcone Italy Nov.
21 1941. res. Falcone Messina Italy.
DELANEY, Charles Michael. Bowdoin
1961-64. Beta Theta Pi. b. W. Palm Beach
FL May 13 1943. res. W. Caldwell NJ.
d'ENTREMONT, Edward Scott. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Sales; b. Quincy MA Feb. 7 1943; m.
Elizabeth Stevens Feb. 8 1969; ch.: Edward Jr.,
Jeffrey. Dir. food service ARA Services Phila.
PA 1969, sales (Union Carbide Corp.
Norristown PA 1969-72, The Gunton Co.
Lancaster PA 1972—). Served to capt. USA
1966-69; awarded Bronze Star. res. Berwyn
PA.*
DIEFFENBACH, Richard August. A.B.,
M.B.A. Rutgers 1969. Psi Upsilon. 1972 captial
campaign worker. Accounting; b. NYC May
25 1943; m. Dayle Dehner Feb. 4 1967; ch.:
Kristen, David, Kenneth. CP.A.; accountant
Portland (Peat Marwick Mitchell & Co.
1969-73, Ernst & Ernst 1973-75), state
controller 1976— . Served to capt. USAR
1966-68. res. Falmouth.*
DiPAOLO, John Michael. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Beverly MA July 16 1943. res. Albany NY.
DIXON, Richard Hoyt. A.B., M.D. Duke Univ.
1969. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Newton
MA April 6 1943; s. of Alfred G. '35; m.
Nancy Nichols June 11 1966; ch.: Christopher,
Geoffrey, Keith. Duke Univ. Med. Center
(house officer 1969-73, assoc. in medicine
1973-75), internal medicine pvt. practice State
College PA 1975— . Diplomate Am. Boards of
Internal Medicine & Hematology, elected
member Alpha Omega Alpha 1968— . Served
to capt. MCUSAR. res. State College PA.*
DOIG, John Alexander. A.B., M.B.A. Rutgers
1967. Beta Theta Pi. Accounting; b. E.
Orange NJ Jan. 29 1943. C.P.A. (NJ); tax mgr.
Price Waterhouse & Co. NYC 1969-75,
controller United Leasing Co. E. Orange
1975—. Served to capt. USA 1967-69; awarded
U.S. Legion of Merit. Contbr. res. Saddle River
NJ.*
DORMAN, Daniel Michael. A.B., A.M. Trinity
Coll. 1971. Delta Sigma. Education; b.
Hartford CT Dec. 26 1942; m. Vivian Elling
Jan. 30 1966; ch.: Jessica, Gabriel. Minister of
ablution for spherical missiles Hartford Steel
Ball Rocky Hill CT 1965-66, mail clerk
Cambridge MA Electron Accelerator 1966,
teacher CT (Watkinson Sch. Hartford 1967-71,
Newtown 1971
—
). Served to cpl. U.S. Nat.
Guard 1965-71. res. Newtown CT.*
DOWNEY, Peter Wheeler. A.B., Ed.M. Univ
Me. Orono 1972. Psi Upsilon. Construction
management; b. Portland Sept. 29 1943; s. of
Eaton W. Tarbell '37. Dir. partial
hospitalization program Counseling Center
Bangor 1972-75, construction mgr. Eaton W.
Tarbell & Assoc. 1975—. Served to PO/1
USCG 1966-70. res. Bangor.*
DREES, Michael Paul. A.B. Sigma Nu. 1972
capital campaign worker. Ins.; b. Melrose
MA April 25 1943. Management Prudential
Ins. Co. Boston 1965— . Member & chmn.
advisory council Action for Boston
Community Development 1969-73, fellow Life
Management Inst. res. Lawrence MA.*
DWYER, Terrence John Patrick. A.B. 1966,
J.D. Rutgers 1969. Delta Sigma. Law; b.
Goldsboro NC Nov. 29 1943; m. Robin
Schofield June 18 1966; ch.: Sean, Nancy,
Megan, Daniel. Atty. Williams Caliri Miller
Otley & Horn Wayne NJ 1969—. res. Wayne
NJ.*
EAMES, Bradford Newell. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ins.; b. Attleboro MA Aug. 6 1943;
m. Lorna Waddington Dec. 11 1971; ch.:
Jennifer, Tristan. Ins. broker Eames &
Woodcock Ins. Agency Inc. Marion MA
1968— . Dir. Wareham Ma Cooperative Bank
1975— . Served to 1st It. USA 1966-68;
awarded Bronze Star (2) 1967. res. Marion
MA.*
EBELING, Raymond Paul. A.B. Psi Upsilon
b. Framingham MA Nov. 21 1943. res.
Walnut Creek CA.
EKDAHL, Gilbert Walter. A.B. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Sales
management; b. Providence RI April 19 1943;
ch.: Chad, Kristin. Sales mgr. Container Corp.
of Am. Baltimore MD 1967— . Internal dir.
Jaycees Moorestown NJ 1970-73, member
board of dir. Chesapeake chapter of the
Packaging Inst. 1976—. Served to 1st It. USA
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1965-67; awarded Vietnam Service Medal
1967. Recipient: Recognition of Excellence
Award U.S. Fibre Box Assn. 1974. res.
Baltimore MD.*
ELLIOT, William Diek. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Wise. 1968. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Actuarial
analysis; b. Milwaukee WI Aug. 7 1943; m.
Linda Hughes May 23 1970; ch.: McKay.
Laborer Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co.
Milwaukee 1966, research asst. Univ. Wise.
1967-68, actuarial asst. Milliman & Robertson
Inc. Milwaukee 1968-75, actuarial analyst
Utica NY Mutual Ins. Co. 1975—. Served with
USNR 1970-71. res. Utica NY.*
ELLIOTT, Peter Winslow. A.B. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. b. Montclair NJ Sept. 8 1942. res.
N. Stratford NH.
EMMET, Christopher Temple. A.B., M B A.
Cornell 1967. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Invest, banking; b. Peterborough
NH June 15 1943; m. Anne Miller June 27
1964; ch.: Christopher, Peter. The First Boston
Corp. NYC (v.pres. 1970, nat. sales mgr.




ENGSTER, Peter Wright. A.B., M D. Albany
Med. Coll. 1969. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Albany NY Feb. 1 1944. Intern Good
Samaritan Hospital Los Angeles CA 1969-79,
Hartford CT Hospital (resident 1970-74, asst.




FAHRENBACH, William Joseph. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Univ. Toronto 1967, Ph.D. Univ.
Toronto 1976. Alpha Delta Phi. Education;
b. Evanston IL July 4 1§43. Instr. English
Lamar Univ. Beaumont TX 1972-75, asst. prof.
DePaul Univ. Chicago 1975— . res. Chicago
IL.*
FARRAR, Stephen Prescott. A.B., M.S.F.S.
Georgetown Univ. 1967. Alpha Delta Phi.
Economics; b. Concord NH Jan. 27 1944;
m. Kathleen Clark Dec. 28 1968; ch.: Sheila,
Scott. Int. economist U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Washington DC 1966-72, budget examiner
Office of Management & Budget Washington
DC 1972—. Served to spec. 6/c USAR
1967-73. res. Springfield VA.*
FEYLING, Paul Alfred. A.B. 1966. Alpha
Delta Phi. Filmmaking; b. Portsmouth VA
Jan. 12 1943; m. Doris Weyl Jan. 25 1975.
Volunteer U.S. Peace Corps Monteria
Colombia 1967-69, dir. & ed. Davidson Films
San Francisco CA 1971-72, prop. & producer
Pelican Films San Francisco 1972— . res. San
Francisco CA.*
FIELD, David Anthony. A.B., A.M. Oakland
Univ. 1966, Ph.D. Univ. Colo. 1971. Kappa
Sigma. Education; b. Brunswick Aug. 9
1943; m. Maureen Bell Dec. 27 1969; ch.:
Rebecca, Brendan. Asst. prof, mathematics
Holy Cross Coll. Worcester MA 1971—.
Contbr. res. Holden MA.*
FISHER, Howard Benjamin. A.B. cum laude,
M.R.P. Univ. N.C. (Mellon scholar) 1967,
Ph.D. Univ. N.C. (Lasker scholar) 1971. Beta
Theta Pi. Urban & regional planning; b.
Portland OR Sept. 30 1943; m. Judith Luke
Aug. 28 1964; ch.: Joseph, Katherine, Jennifer.
Research asst. Univ. N.C. Chapel Hill 1965-67,
U.S. Dept. of State (Fulbright scholar London
England 1967-68, consultant Ljubljama
Yugoslavia 1968), research fellow Univ. N.C.
1968-71, Ford Foundation (asst. project spec.
New Delhi India 1971-74, project spec. Jakarta
Indonesia 1975
—
). Member (board of dir.
Union Church of New Delhi 1972-74, Radius
Ltd. London; board of ed. Journal of Am. Inst,
of Planners). Author, contbr. res. Annadale
VA.*
FONTAINE, Richard Bicknell. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1970. Delta Sigma. Aviation exec;
b. Lynn MA Aug. 16 1943; m. Barbara Miller
June 15 1965; ch.: Michelle, Suzanne.
Management trainee Conn. General Life Ins.
Co. Rochester NY 1965-66, personnel mgr.
Xerox Learning Systems NYC 1966-68, Tex.
Instruments Inc. TX (financial analyst Dallas
1970-71, marketing analyst Houston 1971),
pres. & dir. Martin Aviation Inc. Santa Ana
CA 1972, dir. & treas. Community Airport
Council 1973— . res. Tustin CA.*
FOURCHER, Louis Arthur. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Delta Psi. b. New Bedford MA March
30 1943. res. Chicago^IL.
GAZLAY, John Chester, III. A.B., M B A.
Rutgers 1966. Beta Theta Pi. Accounting; b.
Allentown PA Sept. 30 1943; s. of John C. '34;
m. Claire Wagenhofer Nov. 29 1975; ch.:
Carla. C.P.A. (NY, CA); audit mgr. Arthur
Young & Co. (NYC 1968-75, San Francisco
CA 1976—). Member Soc. of Certified Data
Processors. Served to 1st It. USA 1967-68;
awarded Nat. Defense Service Medal, Vietnam
Service Medal, Vietnam Campaign Ribbon,
res. Greenbrae CA.*
GELERMAN, Richard Allen. A.B., J.D.
Cornell 1968. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Maiden
MA March 5 1943; m. Catherine Sweeney Oct.
8 1967; ch.: Kevin, Kimberley. Atty. Boston
(Simon Queen 1969-74, Epstein Salloway &
Kaplan 1974—). Served to spec. 4/c USAR.
res. Foxboro MA.*
GIESLER, Gerald Thomas. A.B. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Data processing
exec; b. Bronx NY March 22 1943; m.
Dorothy Martinek Aug. 22 1964; ch.: Donna,
Douglas. Paul Revere Life Ins. Co. Worcester
MA (programmer analyst 1968-69, project
leader 1969, programming mgr. 1970-72, dir.
electronic data processing systems 1973-74,
2nd v.pres. 1974—). Pres. Paul Revere Life
Employees Assn. 1972-73, area capt. Mass.
Heart Fund, chmn. Advanced Life Ins. System
1972-73. Served to 1st It. USAR 1966-67;
awarded Army Commendation Medal 1967.
res. Holden MA.*
GODT, Paul Jay. A.B. cum laude, A.M. New
Sch. for Social Research 1967, Ph.D. New Sch.
for Social Research 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Education; b. Rockville Centre NY Oct. 21
1943; m. Sonia Baldoni Aug. 6 1965; ch.:
Sandrine, Nicolas. Caseworker Dept. of
Welfare NYC 1965-66, teacher board of
education NYC 1966-70, visiting prof. (Univ.
Grenoble France 1970-74, Fulbright fellow
1970-71, Univ. Nice summer 1971), prof. Am.
Coll. in Paris 1972— . res. Saint-Maur France.*
GOLDSMITH, Donald Alan. A.B., LL.B.
Columbia 1968. Delta Sigma. Law; b.
Brooklyn NY May 24 1943. Partner Kronish
Lieb Shainswit Weiner & Hellman NYC
1977— . Dir. Park Regis Apartment Corp. res.
NYC*
GORMAN, Joseph James. A.B., MBA.
Rutgers 1969. Chi Psi. Accounting exec; b.
Providence RI Oct. 7 1943; m. Joan Weathers
May 2 1970; ch.: Matthew, Ryan. C.P.A.;
audit supervisor Arthur Young & Co. NYC
1969-74, dir. financial analysis Teleprompter
Corp. 1974-75, audit mgr. RCA 1975—. Served
to capt. USA 1965-68. res. NYC*
GOULD, James Allan. A.B., M B A. Rutgers
1967. Theta Delta Chi. Accounting; b. Barre
VT March 25 1943; m. Geralyn Sharff Aug. 15
1965; ch.: Kenneth, Karen. C.P.A. ; accountant
(Arthur Anderson & Co. Newark NJ 1967-70,
Gordon Gould & Sherman Montpelier VT
1970-72), auditor Merc Bank Burlington VT
1973— . Ohavi Zedek Synagogue (financial sec.
1973-76, member board of governors 1970-76),
trustee (Howard Mental Health Services Inc.
1975—, Champlain Valley Mental Health
Council Inc. 1976-77), traffic commissioner
Burlington 1976— . res. Burlington VT.*
GRAY, Malcolm Clifford. Bowdoin 1961-63,
1964-65. Kappa Sigma, b. N. Conway NH
March 4 1943. res. Old Orchard Beach.
GREENE, Edward Rideout. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Delta Psi. Clergy; b. Bath Aug. 16 1943;
m. Vicky Greene Dec. 1969; ch.: Jonathan,
Jeffrey, Thomas. St. James Church Old Town
(asst. 1968-70, vicar 1970-72), priest in charge
Christ Church Biddeford 1972—, vicar St.
George's Church Sanford 1974— . res.
Sanford.*
HALLISEY, John Damon. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Brockton MA May 11 1943. res. Orleans MA.
HARDCASTLE, Yellott Fitzhugh, III. A.B.
Zeta Psi. b. Wyandotte MI April 7 1942. res.
Granby CT.
HARPER, David Lawrence. Bowdoin 1961-63.
Alpha Tau Omega. Occ. unknown; b.
Thomaston Oct. 7 1942. res. Waldoboro.
HARRINGTON, Robert Edward. A.B. 1968.
Chi Psi. b. Chelsea MA June 30 1943. res.
Saxton River VT.
HART, John Sanderson. Bowdoin 1961-63. Chi
Psi. Transportation; b. Lawrence MA Jan.
16 1944; m. Donni Rogers 1967. Pilot Trans
World Airlines NYC 19?—. res. Marblehead
MA.
HASTINGS, James Emory. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Wise 1968, Ph.D. Univ. Wise 1971.
Psychology; b. Athol MA May 21 1943; m.
Betty Domina June 26 1965; ch.: Mark,
Matthew, Melissa. Asst. prof. Bowling Green
OH State Univ. 1971-75, clinical psychologist
Wood WI V.A. Center 1975—. Past dir. Hope
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House for delinquent boys. Recipient:
President's Spec. Achievement Award Bowling
Green State Univ. res. Milwaukee WI.*
HAWKINS, Barry Curtis. A.B., LL.B. Univ.
Va. 1968. Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign area
chmn. Law; b. Portland Oct. 7 1943; m.
Lilyan Ferrazzano Jan. 29 1966; ch.: Kevin,
Christopher, Stefanie, Kirsten. Atty. & partner
Tyler Cooper Grant Bowerman & Keefe New
Haven CT 1970—. C. of C. W. Haven (member
board of dir. 1970-73, v.pres. 1973), member
board of dir. (W. Haven Green Nursery Sch.
1973— New Haven Health Care Inc. 1974-76),
chmn. (Impact 1973-75, United Way New
Haven), member (exec, committee Conn. Bar
Assn. Jr. Bar section 1971-72, mayor's sch.
survey committee 1972, Bradley Point Comm.
1971-72). Served to capt. USA 1968-70;
awarded Bronze Star 1970. res. W. Haven CT.*
HECHT. Stephen Anthony. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Minn. 1969. Beta Theta Pi. Business
management; b. Brookline MA March 27
1943; m. Sigrid Hewusch Dec. 27 1966; ch.:
Stephen Jr., Gregory. Graco Inc. (sales rep.
1969-70, area sales mgr. 1971-72, mgr. market
research France 1972-73, market mgr.
Eurafrica 1973-74, admin, mgr. Germany
1975—). Served to capt. USA 1965-67. res.
unknown.*
HELFRECHT, William John, Jr. A.B. cum
laude 1967, B.A. & M.A. Magdalen Coll.
Oxford 1974. Alpha Delta Phi. Occ.
unknown; b. Jersey City NJ Oct. 10 1943.
Served to spec. 5/c USA 1968-72. Invented
Braille road atlas, res. Livingston NJ.*
HILL, George Franklin, II. Bowdoin 1961-63,
A.B. Dartmouth 1965, M.B.A. Dartmouth
1966. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Data processing
management; b. Littleton NH Aug. 17 1942;
m. Sandra Steele Dec. 29 1973; ch.: Judith,
Matthew, Kelly. Sales rep. General Foods
Newark DE 1960-68, mgr. financial systems
Eastern Gas & Fuel Boston 1968-71, dir. data
processing F. R. LePage Bakery Inc. Auburn
1973— . Dir. Data Processing Management
Assn. 1974— . res. Lewiston.*
HINDSON, James Fessler. A.B., M.D. Case
Western Reserve Univ. 1969. Alpha Delta Phi.
Medicine; b. Abilene TX Sept. 19 1943; m.
Philippa Bevan Sept. 7 1968; ch.: Emma, Lisa.
Univ. Hospitals Cleveland OH (intern 1969-70,
resident 1970-74, pvt. practice internal
medicine Glens Falls NY 1974—. Elected
member Alpha Omega Alpha, res. Glens Falls
NY.*
HINKLEY, William Elliott. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Sigma, b. Lancaster NH Sept. 29 1943;
s. of Robert I. '41. res. Ballwin MO.
HJERT, Jan Gunnar. Bowdoin Plan 1961-62.
Sigma Nu. b. Lund Sweden Sept. 2 1939. res.
unknown.
HYDE, William DeWitt, Jr. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
Chicago 1975. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education admin.; b. Phila. PA April 23
1943; s. of William D. '38; m. Connie
Brazemore July 29 1967; ch.: William,
Andrew. Teacher (N. Yarmouth Acad.
1965-66, Nueva Granada Bogota Colombia
1966-67), research assoc. The Spencer
Foundation Chicago IL 1973-74, exec. sec.
Nat. Acad, of Education Stanford CA 1975—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1967-70; awarded Purple
Heart, Bronze Star 1970. Author: Metropolitan
Proprietary Schools: A Study of Functions and
Economic Responsiveness (1974), Student
Financial Aid for Higher Education: An
Evaluation of Proposed Federal Legislation
(1975), Metropolitan Vocational Preparatory
Schools: Assessing Their Role In The U.S.
Educational System (1976). res. Menlo Park
CA.*
INGRAM, Steven Kenyon. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Univ. Colo. 1968, Ph.D. Univ. Colo. 1969.
Sigma Nu. Education; b. Providence RI
June 15 1943; m. Shirley Santos June 23 1965;
ch.: Susan, Tracy, Krista, Lauren. Norwich
Univ. Northfield VT (asst. prof. 1968-74, asst.
dean 1974
—
). Contbr. res. Northfield VT.*
IVES, Harwood Southwick. A.B. 1967. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Albany NY April 10 1943. res.
Gloucester MA.
JOHNSON, James Monroe. Bowdoin 1961-62.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Ft. Wayne IN Jan. 21
1943. res. San Francisco CA.
KAHILL, Charles James. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Calif. 1973. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Law; b.
Portland Feb. 19 1943; s. of Charles F. '34; m.
Suzanne Svenson June 18 1966; ch.: Douglas,
David. Teacher S. Portland 1965-66, 1969-70;
atty. CA (San Francisco 1973-74, Fresno
County Legal Services 1974
—
). Served to 1st It.
USA 1966-69. res. Fresno CA.*
KAMANU, Onyeonoro Secundus. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Fletcher Sch. 1966, M.A.L.D.
Fletcher Sch. 1967, Ph.D. Fletcher Sch. 1969.
Phi Delta Psi. Education; b. Aba Nigeria
Sept. 12 1939; m. Lillie White Sept. 3 1966;
ch.: Nnemdi, Nkemafor, Amara. Operations
Officer World Bank Washington DC 1968-70,
asst. prof. Rutgers Univ. 1970— . Contbr. res.
Teaneck NJ.*
KAY, Steven Allen. A.B. cum laude 1966, A.M.
Yale 1968, Ed.D. Univ. Ky. Zeta Psi.
Creative arts; b. Lawrence MA Sept. 28
1943; m. Judith Oliphant May 31 1973. Yale
Univ. (freshman counselor 1967-70, asst. dir.
admissions 1968-70), Wallace's Restaurant
Lexington KY (kitchen worker 1971, mgr.
1972), electrician's helper Miller Electric
Lexington 1972-73, grad. asst. Univ. Ky.
1973-74, artist & student 1971—. Chmn.
Central Region Ky. Guild of Artists &
Craftmen 1974— . res. Lexington KY.*
KELLY, John Thomas, Jr. A.B., M.B.A.
Rutgers 1966. Accounting exec; b. NYC
March 18 1943; m. Louise St. Laurent Feb. 12
1966; ch.: Karen, John III. C.P.A. (NJ);
auditor Price Waterhouse & Co. Newark NJ
1968-71, Schlumberger Ltd. (internal auditor
NYC 1971-73 & Paris France 1973, mgr. Paris
1973-75), asst. controller Compagnie des
Compteurs Paris France 1975-76, controller
Dowell Schlumberger London England
1976—. Served to 1st It. USA 1966-68. res.
London England.*
KETO, Heikki Tapani. Bowdoin 1961-62, A.B.
Univ. Helsinki 1964. Phi Delta Psi. Admin.;
b. Evijarvi Finland Jan. 19 1938. Student Univ.
Tampere Finland 1964-67, governmental sec.
Ministry of Finance Helsinki Finland 1968—
.
res. Helsinki Finland.*
KNOX, Lewis Leighton. Bowdoin 1961-63,
A.A.S. Broome Tech. Community Coll. 1966.
Sigma Nu. Military; b. Bridgeport CT April
12 1943; m. Nguyen Thi Anh Jan. 15 1973; ch.:
Tarn, Thuy, Trinh. Soldier USA 1969—.
Awarded Nat. Defense Service Medal,
Vietnam Campaign Medal, Vietnam Service
Medal with 7 stars, MVC with 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster, Good Conduct Medal, ARCOM with
3 Oak Leaf Clusters, res. Huntsville AL.*
KNUDSEN, Sigurd Aleksander, Jr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. b. Dorchester MA Sept. 24 1943. res.
Bethel AK.
KRISKO, Stephen. A.B., J.D. Suffolk Univ.
1974. Psi Upsilon. Ins.; b. Peabody MA Dec.
23 1939; m. Elizabeth Hilton Aug. 3 1963; ch.:
Stephen, Paul, Wendy, Robert. Life
underwriter Prudential Ins. Co. Boston 1965—
Served to sgt. USA 1958-61. res. Peabody
MA.*
KROGSTAD, Donald John. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1969.
Chi Psi. Medicine; b. NYC Feb. 18 1943; m.
Frances Marsh June 19 1965; ch.: Rick, Kirk.
Intern & resident Mass. General Hospital
Boston 1969-71, It. cdr. parasitic disease
Communicable Disease Center USPHS
Atlanta GA 1971-73, physician Lilongue
Malawi General Hospital 1973-75, Mass.
General Hospital (sr. resident medicine
1975-76, clinical & research fellow infectious
disease 1976-78). res. Billerica MA.*
KRUGMAN, Steven. Bowdoin 1961-63. Delta
Sigma. b. Brooklyn NY July 5 1944. res.
Belle Harbor Long Is. NY.
LAPOINTE, Paul Harold. A.B., M.B.A.
Harvard (Bucyrus-Erie fellow, Baker scholar)
1973. Psi Upsilon. Public financial
management; b. Greenfield MA Aug. 29 1942;
m. Susan Galves July 6 1968; ch.: Stephen,
Laura. Teacher & coach VT Acad. Saxtons
River 1965-68, city of Flint MI (financial
analyst 1973-74, budget dir. 1974
—
). Served to
1st It. USA 1968-71; awarded Bronze Star (3),
Air Medal, Army Commendation Medal
1969-70. res. Flint ML*
LARKIN, Peter Sutton. A.B., A.M. New Sch.
for Social Research 1972. Chi Psi.
Psychology; b. NYC Nov. 13 1943; m. Louel
Paresa Sept. 23 1972. Volunteer Peace Corps
India 1965-67, development officer Agency for
Int. Development 1968-71, instr. Nattatuck
Community Coll. Waterbury CT 1973, sch.
psychologist Monadnock Children's Center
Keene NH 1974—. Contbr. res. Keene NH.*
LAZARUS, Paul David. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Carpentry & arts; b. Waterbury CT March 5
1944; m. Mercedes Catapand Aug. 1967.
Assoc. ed. Simon & Schuster Inc. NYC
1968-70; writer Me. Times Topsham spring
1970; pres. & board chmn. The Allagash
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Group Bath 1970-71; logroller Whitefield fall
1971; lift operator & lumber handler Messina
Lumber Co. Wiscasset 1971-72; yard hand
Westport Is. spring 1976; boatbuilder,
carpenter & artist self-employed Lubec 1976—
.
Served to cpl. USA 1966-68. res. Lubec*
LEACH, Shawn William. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Military; b. Brockton MA July 6 1943.
Officer USMC Montezuma Tripoli 1966—.
Awarded Bronze Star Medal (4) 1968-71, Navy
Commendation Medal, Purple Heart Medal
(2). res. Brockton MA.*
LEAVER, Richard Francis. A.B., MBA.
Rutgers 1970. Chi Psi. Accounting; b.
Newport RI Jan. 8 1943; m. Joan Dufresne
Dec. 18 1965; ch.: Scott, Christine. CPA.;
office mgr. Firestone Stores Warwick RI
1968-69, staff accountant Arthur Andersen &
Co. Boston 1970—. Served to 1st It. USA
1966-67. res. Westford MA.*
LEONARD, Steven Clarence. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Buffalo NY June 23 1943. res.
Bennington VT.
LESHER, Robert Schuyler, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Washington DC Jan. 10 1944. res. NY.
LEWIS, Clayton Roy, Jr. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Princeton (Woodrow
Wilson fellow) 1967; A.M. Cornell 1969; Ph.D.
Cornell 1972. Kappa Sigma. Education; b.
Evansville IN Aug. 20 1943; m. Susan McCabe
May 14 1965; ch.: Karen, Colleen. Engineer
DeVlieg Machine Co. Troy MI summer 1965,
teacher summer (St. Paul's School Concord
NH 1966, Univ. N.H. 1967), engineer Ford
Motor Co. Dearborn MI summer 1968, teacher
& teaching asst. Princeton Univ. & Cornell
Univ. 1966-72, asst. prof, mathematics Univ.
Fredericton N.B. Canada 1972— . res.
Fredericton N.B. Canada.*
LEWIS, George Hallam, III. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Ore. 1968, Ph.D. Univ. Ore. 1970.
Theta Delta Chi. Education; b. Houlton Oct.
18 1943; m. Cheryl Wilson May 1 1970. Univ.
of the Pacific Stockton CA (asst. prof. 1970-75,
assoc. prof. 1975
—), visiting asst. prof.
Vanderbilt Univ. 1974. Assoc. ed. Pacific
Sociological Review. Contbr. res. Stockton
CA.*
LINCOLN, Arthur Frederick, Jr. Bowdoin
1961-62. Phi Delta Psi. b. Phila. PA Feb. 5
1943. res. Shrewsbury MA.
LINGLEY, Robert Scott. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1968. Law; b. Winthrop MA Sept. 24
1943; m. Mary McCullough Oct. 4 1970; ch.:
Kate, Thomas. Atty. C. W. & H. M. Hayes
Dover-Foxcroft 19?— . Dir. (Counselling
Center Bangor, Penquis Mental Health Assn.),
member town planning board. res.
Dover-Foxcroft.*
LISTER, James Madison. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Wise. 1966. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Economics; b.
Washington DC Jan. 18 1944; s. of Ernest A.
'38; m. Susan Munro Dec. 8 1968; ch.: James,
Jean. Int. economist U.S. Treasury Dept.
Washington DC 1966—. Served to 1st It.
USAR 1966-68. res. Paris France.*
LYNCH, William Howard. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; J.D. Univ. Chicago 1968. Sigma
Nu. Law; b. Uxbridge MA Feb. 29 1944; m.
Barbara Manger Aug. 15 1970. Assoc.
Tillinghast Collins & Tanner Providence RI
1968-69, teacher jr. high sch. Chicago IL
1970-71, Central Committee for Conscientious
Objectors (staff atty. San Francisco CA
1971-72 council member Midwest),
environmental legal spec. Univ. Wise. Green
Bay 1972-73, exec. dir. Wise. Civil Liberties
Union Milwaukee 1973-76, legal dir. 1976—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1969-70. res. Milwaukee
WL*
MARTIN, Neil Bradford. A.B. 1966. Kappa
Sigma. b. Brewer Jan. 26 1943. res. N.
Conway NH.
MATTHEWS, William Rankin, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Tufts 1970. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Gainesville FL Feb. 27 1943; m. Marcia
Hunter June 19 1966; ch.: William, Robert,
John. Teacher St. Paul's Sch. Concord NH
1966—. res. Concord NH.*
MAY, Douglas Barry. Bowdoin 1961-62. Delta
Sigma, b. Rochester NY March 23 1943. res.
unknown.
McCLINTOCK, Robert Edward. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Management; b. Drexel Hill PA
July 22 1943; m. Jane Sweeney May 31 1969;
ch.: Robert, David. Plant foreman Bell Tel.
Co. of Penn. Phila. PA 1965-70, plant
production mgr. Film Corp. of Am. Phila.
1971—. Served to capt. USAR 1965—. res.
Phila. PA.*
McCOLLISTER, Kerry Michael. Bowdoin
1961-64, 1965-66. Alpha Kappa Sigma. b.
Lawrence MA April 28 1944. res. Haverhill
MA.
McCUTCHEON, Michael Edward. A.B., M.D.
Univ. Md. 1969. Chi Psi. Medicine; b.
Louisville KY Feb. 27 1943; m. Julia Sandoz
May 24 1969; ch.: Kelly. Univ. Minn. Hospital
Mnpls. (intern 1969-70, general surgical
resident 1970-71), orthopedic resident Med.
Center Hospital of Vt. Burlington 1974-77.
Served to It. cdr. USN 1971-74. res. Burlington
VT.*
McDOWELL, Philip Estabrooks. A.B., M.S.W.
Univ. Mich. 1968. Psi Upsilon. Health
admin.; b. Glens Falls NY Nov. 8 1943; m.
Martha Robinson Jan. 1 1967; ch.: April,
Kate. Social worker Dept. of Health & Welfare
Rockland 1965-66, 1968-69; dir. Children's
Services Counseling Center Bangor 1969-75;
part-time instr. sociology Univ. Me. Orono
1973-74; dir. Lewis County Mental Health
Mental Retardation & Alcoholism Services
Board Lowville NY 1975—. res. Lowville NY.*
McGOVERN, Edward William, Jr. A.B. Zeta
Psi. b. Wilmington DE April 2 1943. res.
Pleasanton CA.
McINTIRE, Philip Cobb. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1968. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b.
Glens Falls NY March 3 1943. Clerk law dept.
General Foods Corp. White Plains NY 1967,
atty. (Office of Economic Opportunity VISTA
CO 1968, Caffry Pontiff Stewart Rhodes &
Judge Glens Falls NY 1968—). Elder First
Presby. Church Glens Falls, pres. Community
Workshop Rehabilitation Center, trustee Glens
Falls Home, dir. Planned Parenthood, res.
Glens Falls NY.*
MOUGALIAN, Richard Aram. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker. Data
processing; b. Portland Feb. 5 1943; m. Susan
Siegert April 28 1973; ch.: Matthew. Rug
washer Oriental Rug Shop Portland 1965-68,
mgr. Lum's Restaurant Dover NH 1969-70,
asst. mgr. Anthony's Restaurant Portland
1971-72, New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Boston
(programmer 1972-73, sr. programmer 1973-77,




MOULTON, Albert Willis, III. Bowdoin
1961-62. Zeta Psi. b. Alexandria LA March 9
1943. res. Medfield MA.
MUNGER, Steven Charles. A.B., MAT.
Brown Univ. 1966. Theta Delta Chi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Providence RI July 28 1943; m. Linda
Trenholm July 4 1966; ch.: Kristen, Beth,
Alyssa. Teacher (Moses Brown Sch.
Providence RI 1966, Phillips Exeter Acad.
Exeter NH 1966-68), asst. dir. admissions Bard
Coll. Annandale-on-Hudson NY 1968-70,
Worcester MA Acad. (dir. coll. counseling &
teacher 1970
—
, asst. to headmaster). Sec. New
Eng. Assn. of Coll. Admissions Counselors
1975-76. res. Worcester MA.*
MURPHY, Brian Richard. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Salem MA Nov. 24 1942. res. unknown.
NELSON, Kenneth Miles. A.B. 1966, J.D.
Boston Univ. 1969. Zeta Psi. Law; b.
Portland April 29 1943; m. Mary Pennell Nov.
25 1967; ch.: Caleb, Joshua. Atty. Mintz Levin
Cohn Glovsky & Popeo Boston 1970—. Dir.
(YMCA Boston, Boston Temple Ohabei
Shalom, Forum for Community Studies
1975
—
), staff judge advocate Me. Army Nat.
Guard 1972
—
, member Brookline (town
meeting 1971-76; ways & means committee
1972-76, also chmn. 1975-76). Served to capt.
Army Nat. Guard 1969— . res. Brookline MA.*
NEPIL, Thomas Edwin. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Ins.; b. Chicago IL June 7 1943; m. Brigitte
Kunz July 4 1969; ch.: Michaela. Actuarial
tech. CNA Ins. Chicago 1969-71, programmer
R & V Versicherung Wiesbaden Germany
1971-72, CNA Ins. Chicago (programmer &
analyst 1972-75, systems consultant 1975
—
).
Served to sgt. USA 1966-68. res. Western
Springs IL.*
NESS, Robert Lawson, Jr. A.B. 1966. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Waterville Dec. 7 1942.
res. Williston VT.
NOEL, Harold Bennett, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Holyoke MA Dec. 23 1943. res. Dover
NH.
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NORRIS, Richard Randall. A.B. 1969, M.S.
Northeastern 1970. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Accounting; b. Butler PA
June 4 1943; m. Karen Curtis Sept. 21 1965;
ch.: Alison, Adam. CP.A.; sales mgr.
Suburban Office Machines Riverdale MD
1964-68, audit mgr. Arthur Young & Co.
Boston 1970—. Served to sgt. USA 1964. res.
Boxford MA.*
OLSON, Russell Walter. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Banking; b. Cambridge MA March 31 1944;
m. Sara Andrews June 13 1967; ch.: Samuel,
Craig. Examiner Federal Deposit Ins. Corp.
Boston 1965-66, 1968—. Served to sgt. USA
1966-68. res. E. Walpole MA.*
OSGOOD, Christopher. Bowdoin 1961-63.
Occ. unknown; b. Chicago IL Oct. 14 1942.
res. Winnetka IL.
OWENDOFF, Stephen Peter. Bowdoin
1961-62. Sigma Nu. b. Morristown NJ Aug.
1 1943. res. Lincroft NJ.
PAZZANO, Frederick James. A.B., B.S.
Cornell 1968. Kappa Sigma. Club
management; b. Boston Jan. 29 1943; m.
Priscilla Wright June 3 1968. General mgr.
Hyannisport MA Golf Club summer 1967,
asst. beverage mgr. Statler Inn Cornell Univ.
1968, club management advisor USA Club
Management Agency 1972-76, dir. policy
branch USA Club Management Directorate
1977—. Served to capt. USA 1969-71; awarded
Commendation Medal, Bronze Star. res.
Crofton MD.*
PENNELL, William Maxwell, II. A.B. cum
laude. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland
April 4 1943; s. of Robert M. '09. res. B.C.
Canada.
PETERSON, Robert Eustis. A.B. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Invests.; b.
Worcester MA April 11 1942; m. Norah
Anderson Feb. 1 1969; ch.: John, Carrie.
Invest, officer Conn. General Life Ins. Co.
Hartford CT 1967—. Served to 1st It. USA
1965-67. res. Simsbury CT.*
PIERCE, Jotham Donnell, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Law; b.
Bangor June 5 1943; s. of Jotham D. '43; m.
Carol Page June 12 1971. Atty. Pierce Atwood
Scribner Allen & McKusick Portland. Served
to spec. 5/c USA 1969-71. res. Hollis.*
PRINCE, Jeffrey Robert. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Va. 1966; Ph.D.
Univ. Va. 1971. Delta Sigma. Education; b.
Boston April 27 1943; m. Tamara Goldstein
June 27 1965. Northwestern Univ. (instr.
English 1969-71, asst. prof. 1971-77); mgr.,
editing, research & speech writing Food
Marketing Inst. Chicago IL 1977—. Contbr.
res. Evanston IL.*
PUROLA, Albert Linden. A.B., J.D. Cleveland
State Univ. 1970. Delta Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Willoughby OH
Sept. 7 1943; m. Jean Brooks June 10 1973.
Pine Ridge Country Club Wickliffe (asst.
general mgr. 1965-69, dir. 1969
—), deputy
sheriff Lake County sheriff Painesville OH
1969-70, atty. self-employed Purola & Ours
Willoughby 1970— . Asst. atty. general State of
Ohio 1972—. res. Willoughby OH.*
PUTNAM, Fred Lysander, II. Bowdoin
1961-63. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Houlton
Nov. 30 1942; s. of Albert P. '36. res. Houlton.
PUTNAM, John Stephen. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Business exec; b. Cambridge MA May 21
1943; m. Pamela Schirmer; ch.: Nancy,
Christopher. Exec, v.pres. Ter Bush & Putnam
Inc. Boston 19?
—
, treas. Planned Invest. Fund
Boston 19?—. Chmn. N. E. Security
Depository Corp., dir. Boston (F. L. Putnam &
Co., Ter Bush & Putnam Ins. Agency Inc.),
member (board of governors Nat. Assn. of
Securities Dealers dist. 13 1974
—
, board of
trustees Mass. 4-H Foundation 1975
—
, board
of overseers St. Joseph Coll. 1976
—
). Served to
capt. USA 1965-67, USAR; awarded Bronze
Star 1967, Army Commendation, Vietnam
Device with Oak Leaf Cluster, res. Needham
MA.*
RATH, Gerald Fred. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1968. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker,
Sesquicentennial Campaign Fund capt.
Law; b. Lewiston Jan. 6 1943; m. Margery
Gould Aug. 20 1966. Law clerk Federal Judge
Edward T. Gignoux Portland 1968-69, atty.
Herrick & Smith Boston 1969—. Gov. Harvard
Law Sch. Assn. of Mass. res. Winchester MA.*
RAUH, Robert David, Jr. A.B., A.M. Wesleyan
1968, Ph.D. Princeton 1972. Delta Sigma.
Chemistry research; b. Medford MA Nov.
15 1943; m. Roberta Gottlieb Aug. 16 1969;
ch.: Joshua. Teaching fellow chemistry
Bowdoin 1965-66, post-doctoral
teaching-research fellow Brandeis Univ.
1972-74, Environmental Impace Center Inc.
Newton MA (sr. scientist 1974
— ,
principal
scientist). Contbr. res. Newton MA.*
RAYMOND, Jonathan Carl. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Univ. Ore. 1970.
Microbiology; b. Brockton MA June 3 1943;
m. Jane Boerner Aug. 10 1968. Univ. Calif.
Berkeley (Nat. Science Foundation fellow
dept. of bacteriology 1970-71, research asst.
dept. of molecular biology 1971-73), sr.
scientist Cetus Corp. Berkeley 1971— . Contbr.
res. Oakland CA.*
REED, Thomas Jesseman. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Communications management; b. Concord
NH March 20 1943; m. Nancy Boyce June 15
1974. New Eng. Tel. Co. (communications
consultant Manchester NH 1965-66;
commercial mgr. Manchester 1971-72, Laconia
NH 1972-73, Concord NH 1974, Brookline
MA 1974-76, commercial staff training
supervisor Marlboro MA 1976
—
). Dir. C. of C.
Brookline 1975—. Served to capt. USAF
1966-71. res. Pelham NH.*
RICHMAN, Michael Tingley. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. George Washington Univ. 1970, Ph.D.
Univ. Dela. (Kress fellow) 1974. Zeta Psi.
Art history; b. Ann Arbor MI April 13 1943;
m. Elsabeth Phillips July 12 1969; ch.:
Bradford, Katherine. Spec. asst. to dir. Nat.
Portrait Gallery Washington DC 1972-74, art
historian Nat. Trust for Historic Preservation
Washington DC 1974— . Contbr. res.
Washington DC*
ROBINSON, Timothy James. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Coll. admin.; b. Hartford CT July 15 1942;
m. Elizabeth McNairy Feb. 17 1968; ch.:
Laura, Amanda. Asst. dir. admissions Union
Coll. Schenectady NY 1965-70, dir. admissions
Pine Manor Jr. Coll. Chestnut Hill MA
1970-74, assoc. dir. admissions Nasson Coll.
Springvale 1974—. Served to PO/2 USCGR
1967. res. Sanford.*
ROCHE, Thomas Herbert. A.B., J.D. Temple
Univ. 1968. Delta Sigma. Law; b. NYC Oct.
21 1943. Examining atty. 1971-73, N.Y.C.
Dept. of Investigation (admin, asst. to
commissioner 1973, counsel 1973-76, asst.
commissioner 1976
—
). Asst. dist. atty. Kings
County Brooklyn NY 1976, research
consultant Stanford Research Inst. Palo Alto
CA 1976
—
, member (board of dir. & exec,
committee Selfhelp Community Service NYC,
legal-medical advisory board YMCA of N.Y.).
Served to capt. USA 1969-70; awarded Army
Commendation Medal with 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster, Army Meritorious Service Medal, res.
NYC*
ROLFE, James Elms. A.B. b. Portland Aug.
19 1942. res. Chula Vista Canada.
ROSENFELD, James Crossland. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Boston Feb. 6 1943; s. of John
C. '33. res. Boston.
ROSS, Adam Jaazaniah. A.B., M.B.A. Boston
Univ. 1970. Delta Sigma. Ins.; b. Portsmouth
NH Nov. 22 1943; s. of Bradley B. '24; m. Joan
Sears Sept. 9 1967; ch.: Susannah, Ian.






sgt. USA 1965-68. res. Hampton Falls NH.*
ROST, Samuel Tilden. A.B., J.D. Boston Univ.
1968. Theta Delta Chi. Law; b. Kew
Gardens L.I. NY April 4 1943; m. Ellen Burger
June 19 1966; ch.: Debra, Michael. Teacher
Monroe CT 1968-69, atty. Bridgeport CT
(assoc. Fain Silver & Schless 1969-71, Silver &
Elson 1971-75), atty. self-employed Fairfield
CT 1975— . Jewish Community Center
(member board of governors 1973— , treas.
1975—). res. Fairfield CT.*
ROUILLARD, James Arthur. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Writing; b. Stoneham MA Nov. 2 1943.
Reporter & bureau chief Foster's Daily
Democrat Dover NH 1966, staff writer United
Press Int. Boston 1967, staff writer to sales
promotion spec. Prudential Ins. Co. Boston
1967-69, mgr. advt. & public relations Essex
County Bank Lynn MA 1970-71, writer
1971—
. Dir. Family & Children's Service
Lynn. res. Stoneham MA.*
RUCKER, Donald Brian. A.B.. M.B.A.
William & Mary Coll. 1972. Chi Psi.
Transportation management; b. Phila. PA
Dec. 3 1943; m. Lucy East Dec. 13 1969; ch.:
Patrick, Kathleen. USA Transportation
Engineering Agency Newport News VA
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(transportation spec. 1968-71, management
analyst 1971-72), Port of Portland OR (market
research asst. 1972-74, traffic mgr. 1974-76),
terminal mgr. Ryder Truck Lines Peoria IL
1976—. Served to capt. USA 1965-68; awarded
Commendation Medal, res. Morton IL.*
SAILLANT, Roger Barry. A.B., Ph.D. Ind.
Univ. 1969. Sigma Nu. Chemistry; b. Phila.
PA April 7 1943; m. Jean Mathers July 30
1966; ch.: Martha, Meredith. Research assoc.
Ford Motor Co. Dearborn MI 1970—.
Recipient: Robert Chernin Award for
Outstanding Research Ind. Univ. 1967, Ford
Community Service Award 1973. Contbr. res.
Dearborn ML*
SAPIENZA, Peter John. A.B., M.D. Boston
Univ. 1969. Sigma Nu. Medicine; b.
Cambridge MA July 24 1944; m. Barbara
Indelicato Sept. 3 1965; ch.: Peter, Elisa. Intern
San Francisco CA General Hospital 1969-70,
resident surgery Kaiser Foundation Hospital
San Francisco 1972— . Served with USPHS
1970-72. res. San Francisco CA.*
SCHILLER, Berle Mark. A.B., J.D. N Y.
Univ. 1968. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Class agt.
1965-71, 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. NYC June 17 1944; m. Kathleen
Mohn May 23 1971; ch.: Jonathan, Joseph.
Atty. Blank Rome Klaus & Comisky 1968-69,
S.E. Penn. coordinator Shapp-Kline 1970,
Commonwealth of Penn. (deputy sec. of
personnel 1971, deputy atty. general 1971-72),
dir. Narcotics Strike Force 1971-72, partner
Astor & Weiss 1972— . Member board of dir.
(Law Sch. Alumni Assn. N.Y. Univ. 1968—
Northeast Center for Mental Health & Mental
Retardation 1975), P.A.T.H. Inc. Mental
Health & Mental Retardation for the Greater
Northeast (member board of dir. 1972, chmn.
1972-73), chmn. Law Day U.S.A. Phila. Bar
Assn. 1975. Capt. Penn. Nat. Guard 1972—.
res. Phila. PA.*
SCHUMACHER, John Floyd. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Me. 1967. Education; b. Guttenberg
NJ April 26 1928; m. Dorothy Dean Feb. 20
1945; ch.: Gloria, John, Jennie. Instr. Univ.
Me. Orono 1966-68, assoc. prof. Univ. Me.
Augusta 1968— . res. Newcastle.*
SHATNEY, Clayton Henry. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1969. Kappa Sigma. Medicine;
b. Bangor Nov. 4 1943. Intern Mayo Clinic
Rochester MN 1969-70, resident Univ. Minn.
Hospitals Mnpls. 1970— . Recipient: Am.
Cancer Soc. Clinical Fellowship 1971-73.
Contbr. res. Mound MN.*
SHAW, Hubert Seely, Jr. A.B., A.M. Ohio
State Univ. 1972. Military; b. Washington
DC Nov. 8 1942; s. of Hubert S. '36; m. Liliette
Blais May 21 1942; ch.: Hubert III, Nicole,
Brian. Officer USA 19?—. Awarded Combat
Infantryman Badge, Silver Star, Bronze Star
for Valor (2), Meritorious Service Medal, Air
Medal (3), Army Commendation Medal for
Valor (2), Purple Heart, Honor Medal 1/c &
Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry. Co-author:
Platoon Leader in an Airmobile Environment
(1970). res. Ft. Leavenworth KS.*
SIEGEL, Steven Richard. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
N.Y. Univ. 1968. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Law; b. Lynn MA
June 18 1944; m. Sherry Garber Aug. 28 1966;
ch.: Matthew, Julie. Assoc. atty. Mintz Levin
Cohn & Glovsky Boston 1968-70, partner
Topkins Gaffin Siegel & Krattenmaker Boston
1970-72, v.pres. corporate development SCA
Services Inc. Boston 1972— . Chmn. Am.
Cancer Soc. Prospect Valley, res. Weston
MA.*
SIMS, Richard Francis, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Delta Psi. Education; b. Rockland April
21 1943; m. Nona Albury March 27 1965; ch.:
Katherine. Teacher high sch. (Old Town
1965-71, Rockland 1971—). Camden Civic
Theatre (pres. 1974-75, v.pres. 1973-74). res.
Camden.*
SINDERSON, Thomas Gordon. Bowdoin
1961-63, A.B. Emory Univ. 1965, M.D. George
Washington Univ. 1969. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Medicine; b. Washington DC April 18 1943;
m. Karen Nordstrom Sept. 4 1965; ch.: Nancy,
Edward. Dist. of Columbia General Hospital
(intern medicine 1 969-70,* resident 1970-71),
George Washington Univ. Hospital (resident
medicine 1973-74, cardiology fellow 1974
—
).
Certified Board of Internal Medicine. Served
to It. cdr. USNR 1971-73. res. Kensington
MD.*
SLOWIK, Theodore Mitchell. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Textiles exec; b. Bronx NY May 1
1943; m. Sara Home July 30 1966; ch.:
Theodore, Stephanie, Sara, Victoria. V.pres.
marketing Burlington Industries NYC 1965—
.
res. Darien CT.*
SMrTH, Asa Plimpton. A.B., M.I.A. Columbia
(Alice Stetton fellow) 1967. Alpha Delta Phi.
Military; b. Norwalk CT Dec. 16 1944; s. of
Alden G. '25; m. Jane Johnson Dec. 18 1971;
ch.: Tiffany, Rachael. USA to rank of capt.
(operations officer Ft. Polk LA 1969; advisor
Vietnam 1969-70, economist 1970; brig. asst.
adjutant Ft. Carson CO 1971-72, bn. adjutant
1972-73, co. cdr. 1973-74; inf. officer
Advanced Course Ft. Benning GA 1974-75;
ROTC instr. group Rose-Hulman Inst, of
Tech. Terre Haute IN 1975
— ). Managing ed.
Journal of Int. Affairs 1966-67. Awarded
Bronze Star, Joint Service Commendation
Medal, Army Commendation Medal, Combat
Infantryman Badge. Co-ed.: Image and
Reality in World Politics (1968), Theory and
Reality in International Relations (1968);
contbr. res. Terre Haute IN.*
SMrTH, Lloyd Sanders. A.B. cum laude, M.S.
Columbia 1967. Alpha Delta Phi. Admissions
aide 1973-75. Computer sales management:
b. Summit NJ April 27 1943; m. Sandra
Steinmetz Jan. 29 1977; ch.: Kristin. Int.
Business Machines Corp. San Francisco CA
(sales rep. 1967-72, dist. marketing rep. 1972),
consultant Exec. Incentive Programs Inc. San
Francisco 1972-73, Cambridge Memories Inc.
Burlingame CA (sales rep. 1973-74, western
dist. mgr. 1974-76), with Itec Corp. 1976—. res.
Mill Valley CA.*
SOLMITZ, David Otto. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Education; b. Cambridge MA June
2 1943; s. of Walter M. faculty; m. Esther
Bircher March 28 1967; ch.: Oliver, Ruben.
Teacher Ecole d'Humanite Goldern
Switzerland 1965-67, community worker
Merrymeeting Community Action Brunswick
1967-68, teacher (Stockbridge MA Sch.
1968-69, high sch. Madison 1969—). Trustee
public library 1972-74. res. Norridgewock.*
SOUCY, Peter Robert. Bowdoin 1961-63.
Sigma Nu. Sales; b. Melrose MA Jan. 18
1943; m. Priscilla Radin Dec. 19 1964; ch.:
Scott, Kristen, Benjamin. Salesman F. J.
Barnard & Co. Medford MA 1963-1965,
marketing rep. Atlantic Richfield Co. Phila.
PA 1965-1968, prop. Mobile Catering service
Boston 1970-1973, salesman & architectural
distributor Spaulding Brick Co. Somerville MA
1975— . res. Tewksbury MA.*
SOZONOFF, Alexis. Bowdoin Plan 1962, A.B.
Univ. Tenn. 1963. Zeta Psi. Marketing; b.-
The Hague Netherlands April 8 1938; m.
Maija Rinne May 28 1966; ch.: Sergei, Anna.
Commercial attache Belgian Embassy Helsinki
Finland 1964, sales mgr. Varian Aerograph
Amsterdam Holland 1965-66,
Hewlett-Packard-Europe Geneva Switzerland
(asst. to general mgr. 1967-69, calculator sales
mgr. 1969-71), Hewlett-Packard (mgr.
advanced products dept. data systems div.
Cupertino CA 1971-72; marketing mgr.
calculator products div. Loveland CO 1972-76,
Ft. Collins div. 1976—). Chmn. Am.
Management Assn. Served to 1st It. Royal
Dutch Air Force 1959-61. res. Loveland CO.*
SPRINGER, William Frederick. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Ins.; b. Chicago IL Aug. 6 1943; m.
Carolyn Springer Sept. 8 1968; ch.: William,
Allison. Union Mutual Life Ins. Co. (group
sales rep. NYC 1965-70, asst. regional mgr.
1970-72; regional mgr. Chicago IL 1972-73, sr.
regional mgr. 1973
—
). res. Barrington Hills
IL.*
STEARNS, Aretas Elroy. Bowdoin 1961-63.
Psi Upsilon. b. Gardiner Sept. 6 1942; s. of
Ralph C. '28. res. Portland.'
STEPHENSON, Lowry Chew, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown;
b. Phila. PA March 23 1943. res. Villanova
PA.*
STEVENSON, David Keene. A.B., M B A.
Rutgers 1966. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Accounting; b. Boston
April 7 1943; m. Mary Peterson Aug. 20 1966;
ch.: Curt, Jed. C.P.A.; tax mgT. Arthur
Andersen & Co. Boston 1966—. General
partner Madrid Properties 1971-75, auditor
Congr. Church Needham MA, dir. Am. Red
Cross Needham. Served to s/sgt USA 1967.
Contbr. res. Needham MA.*
STOCKFORD, David Noble. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Education; b. Lubec Nov. 4
1942; m. Marguerite Medlock 19?; ch.:
Maurie, Jeff, Jay. Consultant for exceptional
children Me. State Dept. of Educational &
Cultural Services 19?— . Board of dir. (Me.
State Child Development Council, Day Care &
Child Development Council of Am., Council
For Exceptional Children Me. chapter
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(pres.-elect 1974-75, pres. 1975-76). Served to
1st It. USA 1969-71. res. Mt. Vernon.*
STRAUSS, William Theodore, ID. A.B., A.M.
SUNY Albany 1966. Theta Delta Chi.
Computer science; b. NYC Sept. 27 1943; m.
Janice Filipowicz Sept. 5 1971. Programmer
Albany NY Med. Coll. 1965-66, Int. Business
Machines Corp. NY (staff programmer E.
Fishkill 1969-73, staff instr. Poughkeepsie
1973-74, systems engineer NYC 1974-76),
advisory systems engineer NYC 1976—
.
Served with USPHS 1966-69. res. S. Salem
NY.*
STRUBLE, Robert Glenn, Jr. Bowdoin
1961-64, A.B. Shimer Coll. 1967. Zeta Psi.
Planning; b. W. Chester PA Dec. 21 1943.
Planner (Chester County W. Chester PA
1974-76, Brandywine Valley Assn. Westchester
PA 1976—). Served to PO/2 USN 1968-71. res.
W. Chester PA.*
TAYLOR, Richard Emmel. Bowdoin 1961-63.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Mt. Vernon NY July
10 1943. res. Morristown NJ.
THERIAULT, Kenneth Valmont. Bowdoin
1961-63. Kappa Sigma. b. Waterville Jan. 8
1943. res. Waterville.
TOOMAJIAN, Charles Richard, Jr. A.B.,
A.M. Cornell 1968, Ph.D. Cornell 1974. Chi
Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Coll.
admin.; b. Troy NY Feb. 18 1943; m. Jane
Reilly Sept. 4 1965; ch.: Tracey, Elizabeth.
Admin, asst. to dean of students Bowdoin
1965-67, asst. dir. Office of Institutional
Studies Cornell Univ. 1969-71, dir. records &
research Hiram OH Coll. 1971-75, dir.
registration & student records & dir.
Institutional Research Coll. of William &
Mary 1975— . Elected member Phi Kappa Phi
1969. Served to s/sgt Air Nat. Guard 1966-72.
Contbr. res. Williamsburg VA.*
TRASK, George Robert. A.B., MAT.
Wesleyan 1967. Alpha Delta Phi. Education;
b. Tremont Oct. 30 1942; m. Jacqueline
Doughty June 22 1968; ch.: Laura, Amy,
Jennifer. Teacher Bath 1967— . Past pres. Bath
Teachers Assn., member (regional planning
comm. Woolwich, exec, committee Bath
Teacher's Assn.), delegate Me. Teacher's Assn.
UNISERV Council, res. Woolwich.*
TRESSEL, Harry King. A.B., M.A.S. Univ.
Mich. 1967, J.D. Northwestern 1973. Kappa
Sigma. Law; b. Chicago IL Nov. 8 1943; m.
Suzanne Hepker Nov. 22 1969; ch.: Rebecca.
CP.A.; actuarial trainee Harry S. Tressel &
Assocs. Chicago summers 1965-68, actuarial &
legal trainee Northwestern Mutual Life Ins.
Co. Milwaukee WI summer 1969, actuarial &
legal assoc. Harry S. Tressel 1973— . Church
youth group leader 1971-74, Sunday sch.
teacher 1975-76, chmn. (church discussion
group 1968-69, adult ministries comm. 1976),
assoc. Soc. of Actuaries. Served to spec. 5/c
USA 1969-72. res. Northbrook IL.*
TRUESDELL, Charles Clark. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Northeastern 1966. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Data processing
management; b. Norristown PA July 13 1943;
m. Phyllis Manring Oct. 19 1969; ch.: Rebecca.
Jr. accountant Arthur Young & Co. Boston
1965-67, systems engineer Electronic Data
Systems Dallas TX 1969-71, actuarial student
Conn. General Life Ins. Hartford CT 1971-73,
systems dir. New Eng. Life Boston 1973— . Sec.
Granby Jaycees 1972— . Served to 1st It. USA
1969-71; awarded Army Commendation
Medal, res. Wellesley Hills MA.*
TRZCIENSKI, Walter Edward, Jr. A.B., Ph.D.
McGill 1971. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Montague City MA Sept. 19 1942; m. Anne
Kalafarski Aug. 21 1965; ch.: Jon Stefan. Prof.
(Brooklyn NY Coll. 1971-72, University of
Montreal P.Q. Canada 1972—). Contbr. res.
Dorval P.Q. Canada.*
TURNER, Daniel Earl. A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
Minn. 1972. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b.
Skowhegan Nov. 24 1942; m. Geraldine Dostie
Aug. 28 1965; ch.: Cheryl, Christopher, David,
Brian. Teacher & coach (Fitchburg MA
1965-66, Bridgton Acad. N. Bridgton 1966-69,




TUTTLE, Charles Henry. Bowdoin 1961-63.
Psi Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA Oct. 21 1943;
s. of Charles L. '37. res. Murray KY.
VAN VLIET, Edward Richie. A.B., A.M.
Brown Univ. 1967, Ph.D. Brown Univ. 1973.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Education; b.
Cambridge MA Aug. 13 1942; m.
Marie-Josephe Parizon Dec. 11 1967; ch.:
Victor. Grad. asst. French dept. Brown Univ.
1965-68, with Salve Regina Coll. Newport RI
1968-71, prof, linguistics Elizabethtown PA
Coll. 1971—. res. Elizabethtown PA.*
VAUGHAN, Charles Robison. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Education; b. Beverly MA Sept. 26
1943. Teacher jr. high sch. S.A.D. Gardiner
1966— . res. Brunswick.*
VESTER, Michael. Bowdoin (Fulbright
scholar) 1961-62, Ph.D. Technische
Hochschule Hannover W. Germany 1965.
Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Berlin-Spandau Germany Dec. 9 1939; m.
Hildegard Holste Sept. 24 1975. Technische
Univ. Hannover Lower Saxony Germany
(scientific asst. seminar for political science
1965-71, scientific advisor & prof. 1971
—
, dir.
political science inst. 1976— . ed. Arbeitshefte
journal Scientific Union Inc. 1966-67. Author:
The Formation of the Proletariat as a Learning
Process (1970); ed.: The Early Socialists
1789-1848 (1970 & 1971); contbr. res.
Bodenwerder W. Germany.*
WALDMAN, Michael. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Brown Univ. 1969. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Management consulting; b. Revere MA
May 19 1943; m. Cheryl Novich June 30 1968;
ch.: Lisa, Eric. Sr. economist Operations
Research Inc. Silver Spring MD 1968-70,
principal economist The Orkand Corp. Silver
Spring 1970-71, sr. consultant Booz Allen &
Hamilton Inc. Washington DC 1971-73, v.pres.
Messer Assocs. Inc. Silver Spring 1973— . res.
Bethesda MD.*
WALLACE, Charles Isaac, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
B.D. Yale 1968, Ph.D. Duke Univ. 1975. Theta
Delta Chi. Clergy; b. Baltimore MD Sept. 28
1943; m. Mary Sargent July 10 1971; ch.:
Hannah. Asst. chaplain United Ministry Duke
Univ. 1969-71, teacher Bullers Wood Sch. for
Girls Chislehurst Kent England part-time
1971-73, minister Mt. Zion United Methodist
Church Finksburg MD 1973
— ,
visiting lect.
Wesley Theological Sem. Washington DC
1975—. res. Westminster MD.*
WARREN, Robert Emmett. A.B. 1966, B.S.
Columbia 1966, M.S. Stanford Univ. 1967.
Beta Theta Pi. Engineering; b. Plainfield NJ
March 27 1943; m. Barbara Biffar Jan. 5 1974.
Member tech. staff Bell Tel. Labs. Murray Hill
Whippany NJ 1967—. res. Warren NJ.*
WEIGEL, Russell Henry, Jr. A.B., A.M.
George Washington Univ. 1967, Ph.D. Univ.
Colo. 1973. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Hartford CT July 30 1943; m.
Joan Rockwell Aug. 21 1965; ch.: Pia,
Nicholas. Research asst. Nat. Inst. Mental
Health Bethesda MD 1965-66, sch.
psychologist Headstart Fairfax VA 1966-67,
volunteer Peace Corps Micronesia 1967-69,
asst. prof, psychology Amherst Coll. 1973—
.
Elected member Sigma Xi. Recipient: Gordon
Allport Intergroup Relations Prize 1973 Div. 9
of Am. Psychological Assn. Contbr. res.
Amherst MA.*
WENTWORTH, Fred Kelley, II. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Wolfeboro NH Jan. 6 1943. res. Boston.
WHITMAN, Craig Lyndon, Jr. A.B. Delta
Sigma. b. Neptune NJ May 14 1943. res.
Cherry Hill NJ.
WHITMORE, Richard Letham, Jr. A.B.,
Ed.M. Univ. Me. 1975. Zeta Psi. Education;
b. Portland Jan. 10 1943; m. Mary Doyle Aug.
20 1966; ch.: Richard III, Kevin, Maribeth.
Teacher & coach (S.A.D. Hallowell 1965-68,
city of Bath 1968-70), asst. prof, physical
education, coach & asst. athletic dir. Colby
Coll. 1970— . Chmn. sch. planning committee
Winslow 1974, member recreation comm.
Winslow 1975—. Named Me. Coll. Basketball
Coach of the Year 1973 & 1975. Contbr. res.
Winslow.*
W1LLETT, Albert Ives. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Wilmington DE March 9 1943. res.
Wilmington DE.
WTTHERELL, Charles Bowker. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Systems engineering; b.
Northampton MA Oct. 23 1943; s. of Warner
'30; m. Claire Molloy Aug. 6 1966; ch.:
Katherine, Margaret. Systems engineer Int.
Business Machines Corp. Syracuse NY 1965—
res. Syracuse NY.*
WOODBURY, Alan Tenney. A.B.. J.D.
Temple Univ. 1968. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b.
Milwaukee WI July 7 1943; m. Deborah Eayre
Jan. 27 1968; ch.: Jeffrey, Alison. Fidelity
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Phila. PA (atty. 1968-71,
asst. counsel 1971-74, assoc. counsel 1974-76.
asst. v.pres. & assoc. counsel 1976— ). V.pres. &
dir. Capital Analysts Inc. 1971— . asst. sec. &
asst. t'reas. (Fidelity Mutual Life Growth Fund
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Inc. 1970-74, Income Fund Inc. 1970-74;
Combined Shares Inc. 1974-75), dir. Legal Aid
Soc. of Phila. Temple Univ. branch 1967-68.
Recipient: Am. Jurisprudence Book Prize.
1968. res. Wayne PA.*
YORK, Ralph Samuel, Jr. Bowdoin 1961-63.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Bath Feb. 8 1943. res.
Poughkeepsie NY.
ZILINSKY, Thomas John. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Dover-Foxcroft Aug. 8 1943. res.
Dover-Foxcroft.
ZIMMERMAN, Jeffrey Frank. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Real estate sales; b. Rahway NJ
Nov. 28 1943. Editorial asst. Nat. Assn. of
Secondary Principals Washington DC 1966-68,
renovator & restorer of old houses NJ & ME
1969-76, real estate salesman Winthrop Realty
E. Winthrop 1976—. res. S. China.*
Class of 1966
ADAMS, Roger Craig. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Boston Coll. 1969. Kappa Sigma. Law; b.
Providence RI July 28 1944; m. Diane
Newburn Sept. 2 1972. Atty. U.S. Dept. of
Justice Washington DC 1972— . Served to capt.
USMC 1969-72. res. Alexandria VA.*
AKINDURO, Ibukun. A.B. Phi Delta Psi. b.
Ondo W. Nigeria Oct. 12 1942. res. unknown.
ALEMIAN, Bruce. A.B. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
b. Weymouth MA July 11 1944. res. E.
Weymouth MA.
ALEXANDER, Robert Joseph. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Univ. Wise. 1968, Ph.D. Univ.
Wise. 1972. Phi Delta Psi. Education; b.
Cambridge MA Sept. 2 1944; m. Sarah
Alexander June 29 1974. Teaching asst. Univ.
Wise. Madison 1969-71, asst. prof. Point Park
Coll. Pittsburgh PA 1972—. 1974 Summer Inst,
in the Basic Disciplines fellow, res. Pittsburgh
PA.*
ALLEN, Charles Liscomb. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Duluth MN July 5 1943; m.
Eileen Malo July 8 1972; ch.: Eric, Jason.
Territory mgr. Lee's Carpets Los Angeles CA
1968-76, Western Carpet Mills Los Angeles CA
1977— . Coach Am. Youth Soccer
Organization Los Angeles 4 yrs. Served to 1st
It. USA 1966-68. res. Woodland Hills CA.*
ALLEN, George William. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Invests.; b. Pensacola FL Oct. 22 1943; m.
Alicia Steadman Sept. 27 1969; ch.: William,
Jonathan. Asst. trust invest, officer Me. Nat.
Bank Portland 1966-69, v.pres. John P. Chase
Inc. Boston 1969—. res. Wayland MA.*
ALTINTOP, Byron Philip. Bowdoin Plan
1962-63, grad. Athens Univ. 1970. Beta Theta
Pi. Govt.; b. Volos Greece May 17 1944; m.
Vasso Adamopoulou Oct. 7 1972; ch.:
Michael, Maria. Teacher Athens Greece
1966-70, legal liaison U.S. Air Base Athens
Greece 1972-75, political spec. U.S. Govt.
Athen Greece 1975— . res. Athens Greece.*
APPLIN, Hilton Holmes, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Plainfield NJ March 16 1944; s. of
Hilton H. '36. res. Poughkeepsie NY.
ARBOUR, Hector Romeo. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Augusta Dec. 16 1943. res. Seattle WA.
ASCHENBACH, Karl Lance. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Business exec; b. Hartford
CT March 21 1944; m. Georgiana Ferree June
17 1967; ch.: Amy. Trainee New Eng. Tel. Co.
Bangor 1966-67; Polymer Corp. (sales Seattle
WA 1968-69, product mgr. Reading PA
1969-71); v.pres. & partner Universal Plastics
Co. Seattle, Portland OR, Spokane WA,
Sacramento CA, Vancouver B.C. Canada
1971—. res. Seattle WA.*
AUBEE, Eugene Charles, Jr. A.B. 1967. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Providence RI July 16 1944.
res. Plymouth MA.
AYER, Alan Dwight. A.B., M.D. Univ. Vt.
1971. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b. Portland
Feb. 9 1944; m. Claire Melanson Nov. 6 1969;
ch.: Gretchen, Allisen. Teacher high sch. Salem
MA 1966-67, resident obstet. & gynecol. Univ.
Vt. Burlington 1971-75, maj. USAF 1975—.
res. S. Portland.*
BABSON, David Elmer. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1973, LL.M. Boston Univ. 1975. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Law; b. Manchester NH
Oct. 21 1943; m. Mary Cogswell Sept. 2 1972;
ch.: David, Amanda. Atty. MA (self-employed
Gloucester 1973
— ,
spec. asst. dist. atty. Essex
County 1975—). Served to 1st It. USA 1966-69;
awarded Army Commendation Medal, Bronze
Star. res. Gloucester MA.*
BAGLEY, Robert Dexter. A.B., MBA.
Rutgers 1967. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Corporate accounting; b. Hartford CT April
7 1944. C.P.A. (NY); auditor Arthur Young &
Co. NYC 1967-68, 1971-73; auditor &
accountant Am. Airlines NYC 1973— . Served
to 1st It. USA 1968-71. res. NYC*
BARBOUR, Charles Manson, III. A.B. magna
cum laude, A.M. Univ. Va. 1967, Ph.D. Univ.
Va. 1970. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education;
b. Boston March 13 1944; s. of Charles M.
Overseer; m. Jocelyn Taylor June 19 1965; ch.:
Jason, Ann. Asst. prof. English (Univ Wise.
Milwaukee 1970-74, Carleton Coll. Northfield
MN 1974—). res. Northfield MN.*
BATES, Douglas Chapin. A.B., M B A. Univ.
Me. 1974. Zeta Psi. Stock brokerage; b.
Portland Jan. 10 1944. Ins. sales & admin.
Portland (Dow & Pinkham 1970-71, Morse
Payson & Noyes 1971-75, Merrill Lynch Pierce
Fenner & Smith 1975—). V.pres. Portland
Provident Assn. Served to It. USCG 1967-70,
USCGR. res. Portland.*
BAXTER, William Stanton, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Mineola NY June 8 1944;
m. Elaine Thompson March 20 1971; ch.:
Deborah, Kimberly. Mutual of N.Y. Syracuse
NY (management asst. 1971-72, supervisor of
comms. 1972-73, supervisor compensation
1973-76, asst. dir. compensation 1976
—
).
Served to capt. USA 1966-70; awarded
Commendation Medal, Commendation Medal
with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster, res. Liverpool NY.*
BEACH, William Bion. A.B., J.D. Wayne State
Univ. 1971. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b. Detroit
MI Aug. 7 1944. Volunteer Peace Corps
Uruguay S. Am. 1966-68, teacher board of
education Detroit MI 1968-71, atty. (Wall &
Schoniger Miami FL 1971-72, Wayne County
Circuit Court Detroit 1972-74), asst. corp.
counsel City of Detroit 1974— . Student ed.
Inter-Am. Bar Journal 1971-72. res. Detroit
ML*
BEAUPRE, Richard Edward. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Banking exec; b. Ft. Devens
MA June 11 1944; m. Julie Fortin Sept. 17
1966; ch.: Scott, Dannielle. Asst. treas. Conn.
Bank & Trust Co. Hartford CT 1966-69, pres.
Northern Data Services Inc. White River
Junction VT 1969— . res. Lebanon NH.*
BEAVEN, Peter Ray. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. Lawrence MA May 26 1944.
Teacher & dept. head English Monmouth
Acad. 1966-73, aide to supt. public schs.
Andover 1975— . Member board of dir.
Monmouth Improvement Assn., N.
Monmouth Youth Center. Recipient:
Yearbook Dedication Monmouth Acad. 1969.
res. Andover MA.*
BEEDLE, William Bradford. A.B., M B A.
Rutgers 1968, Ph.D. Columbia 1971. Kappa
Sigma. Management; b. Boston March 15
1944. Analyst Allied Chem. Corp. Morris
Township NJ 1968-69, instr. Columbia Coll.
NYC 1971, sr. analyst Allied Chem. Corp.
Morris Township 1971-73, mgr.
Warner-Lambert Co. Morris Plains NJ 1973—
.
Member exec, committee Assn. of Doctoral
Candidates 1970-71. res. Madison NJ.*
BELL, Edwin Dewey. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Boston April 23 1944. res.
Greensboro NC.
BENJAMIN, Robert Allan. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Arts & business planner; b. Salem MA Aug. 1
1944; m. Teryl Reynolds July 19 1975. Teacher
public schs. (Glen Ridge NJ 1970-71,
Brunswick 1971-73), planner Business
Communications Inc. Tacoma 1974—
,
free-lance aviation artist. V.pres. Experimental
Aircraft Assn. Mt. Rainier chapter 326 1975—
.
res. Olympia WA.*
BERRY, Charles Herman. Bowdoin 1962-63.
Kappa Sigma, b. Rumford Feb. 26 1944. res.
Bangor.
BIRD, Raymond Adriel. A.B., M.B.A. Harvard
1969. Beta Theta Pi. Banking; b. Boston July
31 1944; s. of Sidney M. '29; m. Joan Lobdell
June 29 1968; ch.: Amanda. New Eng. Merc.
Nat. Bank Boston (credit analyst 1969-70,
various loan officer jobs & credit training
officer 1970
—
). Served with Mass. Air Nat.
Guard 1968. res. Winchester MA.*
BISHOP, James Alden, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Ins.; b. Oct. 19 1944; s. of James A.
'38; m. Margaret Cyr 1968; ch.: James,
Michelle. Ins. adjuster (Liberty Mutual Boston
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1967-70, T. C. Blake Ins. Adjusters Inc. S.
Portland 1970—). res. Auburn.*
BISTRUP, Christian Henning. Spec. 1963-64,
M.S. Tech. Univ. Denmark 1968, M.B.A.
Copenhagen Sch. of Business Admin. 1974.
Chi Psi. Engineering; b. Copenhagen
Denmark July 5 1944. Teaching fellow
Handelshojskolen Copenhagen 1971-74, asst.
prof. Laererhojskolen Copenhagen 1973-74,
sales and service engineer Haldor Topsoe A/S
Lyngby Denmark 1973— . Served to 2nd It.
Denmark Army & Air Force, served to capt.
Denmark Army Reserves 1968-70. res.
Copenhagen K Denmark.*
BLANFORD, James Edward. A.B. 1972.
Foreign service; b. Casper WY Aug. 23
1944; m. Salomeja Petrauskas May 25 1969;
ch.: Kazimeira, Skaidra. Lobster handler
Christine Miller Cundy's Harbor 1966, bean
baker Burnham & Morrill Portland 1966-67,
v.consul Dept. of State (Washington DC 1973,
Dakar Senegal 1973-75), consul Athens Greece
1976—. Served to capt. USA 1967-72; awarded
Army Commendation Medal, Meritorious
Service Medal, Bronze Star. res. Casper WY.*
BLANKMAN, Peter Edgar. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Journalism; b. Cornwall-on-Hudson NY
April 24 1944; m. Lynn Brostrom May 8 1971.
Reporter (Utica NY Press 1966-68, Mnpls.
MN Star 1969-74, also asst. city ed.
Binghamton NY Press 1974-76), assoc. dir.
public relations Union Coll. 1976— . res.
Schenectady NY.*
BLEYLE, John Allen. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Johns Hopkins 1968. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Ins.; b. Englewood NJ Nov.
9 1944; m. Jean Howard July 29 1967; ch.:
Joanne, Susan. General Reinsurance Corp.
(casualty underwriter Hartford CT 1972-74;
underwriter with home office staff Greenwich
CT 1974-76; mgr. Columbus OH office 1976—,
pres.). Member vestry St. Mary's Epis. Church
Enfield CT 1973-74. Served to It. (jg) USN
1968-71; awarded Meritorious Unit
Commendation 1970. res. Upper Arlington
OH.*
BOAL, Ellis Ballard. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; J.D. Wayne State Univ. 1972. Theta
Delta Chi. Law; b. Evanston IL Sept. 27
1944. Teacher board of education Chicago IL
1967-69, driver Chicago (Chicago Transit
Authority 1968, Checker Cab 1969), day
laborer Rent-A-Man Chicago 1969, atty. &
clerk Lafferty Reosti Jabara Papakhian &
James Detroit MI 1972-74, atty. Jabara
Korachis & Boal Detroit 1974— . res. Highland
Park MI.
BOON, Roy Clinton. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma, b. Washington DC Feb. 3 1944. res.
Las Cruces NM.
BOTHNER, Michael Henry. A.B., A.M.
Dartmouth 1968, Ph.D. Univ. Washington
1973. Zeta Psi. Oceanography; b. Fitchburg
MA Jan. 5 1945; m. Elizabeth Hooper Feb. 4
1967; ch.: Matthew, Margaret. Teaching asst.
(introductory & marine geology Dartmouth
Coll. 1968, advanced geological oceanography
Univ. Wash. Seattle), research assoc. Dept. of
Oceanography Univ. Wash. 1973,
oceanographer Office of Marine Geology U.S.
Geological Survey Woods Hole MA 1974—
.
Member scientific crew (6-week biological
cruise Woods Hole Oceanographic Inst.;
biological, geological & chem. cruises in N.E.
Pacific Ocean); cruise leader for 10 geochem.
cruises to Puget Sound, the Columbia River,
the Washington Continental Shelf 1968-74.
Contbr. res. Falmouth.*
BOYD, Robert White. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Durham NC Nov. 3 1943; s. of Richard '33.
Served to 1st It. USA 1966-67; awarded Silver
Star. d. Vietnam Oct. 13 1967.*
BRADLEY, Philip Claverie. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Community planning; b. Boston Nov. 1
1943; m. Ricki Rickabaugh March 8 1975.
Supervisor Blue Cross-Blue Shield Boston
1968-69, dir. social services Emergency
Tenants Council Boston 1969-71, mgr. housing
development E.T.C. Developers Inc. 1971—
res. Boston.*
BRADY, Thomas Bernard. A.B., M.P.A. Univ.
Me. 1974. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Biddeford June 10 1944; m. Maxine Lord Aug.
20 1966; ch.: Katherine. S.A.D. Oakland
(teacher 1966-72, dept. chmn. 1970-74, asst.
principal 1970-76), asst. principal Brunswick
High Sch. 1976— . Coe fellow in Am. Studies
1968, Me. Economic Education fellow 1970.
res. W. Bath.*
BRANTING, Richard Wilder. A.B., A.M.
Clark Univ. 1968, Ed.M. Boston Coll. 1969.
Theta Delta Chi. Education; b. Boston Feb.
21 1945; m. Carol Ellis July 11 1970; ch.:
Kevin, Scott, Rebecca. Spec, education
consultant Vt. Dept. of Education Montpelier
1970— . Deacon & Sunday sch. supt.
Websterville VT Baptist Church, Vt. trustee
Am. Printing House for the Blind, member
professional policies committee Vt.
Achievement Center, res. Barre VT.*
BRAY, James Richard. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Buenos Aires Argentina March 6 1944. res.
unknown.
BREWSTER, David Emmert. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.B. Univ.
Newcastle upon Tyne 1968; A.M. Yale 1972.
Theta Delta Chi. History; b. Washington
DC Nov. 5 1944. Volunteer Vista la. County
IA 1969, historian U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
Washington DC 1970—. res. Falls Church
VA.*
BRINER, Peter Andres. Bowdoin Plan
1962-63. Theta Delta Chi. Sales
management; b. Zurich Switzerland Nov. 1
1943; m. Brigitte Weideli Oct. 30 1965; ch.:
Andreas, Christine. Asst. sales mgr. Spinnerin
Yarn Inc. S. Hackensack NJ 1966-68, Schoeller
Albers Ag Schaffhausen Switzerland (asst.
sales mgr. 1969-71, sales mgr. 1972
—
). Pres.
(Reformed Church; Liberal-democratic Party
Schaffhausen, state senator). Served to 1st It.
Swiss Army. res. Schaffhausen SH
Switzerland.*
BROOKS, Jon Michael. A.B., M.S. Tufts 1968,
Ph.D. Tufts 1971. Phi Delta Psi. Chemistry;
b. Boulder CO March 9 1945; m. P. Jacobs
March 9 1972. Research assoc. Boston (Tufts
Dental Sch. 1972, Boston Univ. 1972-74),
chemist P. R. Mallory Co. Burlington MA
1974— . Elected member Sigma Xi. res.
Arlington MA.*
BUISMAN, Albert Sybrandus Keverling.
Bowdoin 1962-63, M.Sc. Univ. Groningen
1971, Ph.D. Univ. Groningen 1975. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Research; b. Arnhem Netherlands
April 29 1944; m. Gery Dopper April 26 1968.
Research fellow Univ. Groningen Netherlands
1971— . res. Groningen Netherlands.*
BURTON, Wayne Myles. A.B., M.B.A. Univ.
N.H. 1972. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Coll.
admin.; b. Cambridge MA June 10 1944; m.
Elizabeth Morgan Dec. 29 1966; ch.: Jeffrey,
Abigail. Dir. financial aid New Eng. Coll.
Henniker NH 1972-74, asst. dir. financial aid
Univ. N.H. Durham 1974— . Treas. N.H. Assn.
of Student Financial Aid Administrators.
Served to capt. USA 1966-69; awarded Bronze
Star with 2 Oak Leaf Clusters, Army
Commendation Medal with 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster, res. Durham NH.*
BUTKUS, Robert Alan. A.B., M.S.
Northeastern 1971. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Accounting; b. Boston May 10 1944; m.
Maureen Teed June 3 1967; ch.: Susan,
Deborah. CP.A.; pitcher Pittsburgh PA
Pirates baseball club summers 1966-69, cost
analyst Prudential Ins. Co. Boston winters
1967-70, sr. accountant Charles W. Jesson
Boston 1971-74, partner Charles W. Jesson
Assocs. Boston 1974— . res. Brockton MA.*
CANTOR, Jerald Charles. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. N.Y. Univ. 1969. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Law; b. Las Vegas NV June 9 1944; m.
Hedia Delit Aug. 24 1972; ch.: Bettina, Lome.
Assoc. atty. Daniel N. Heler Miami FL
1970-71, atty. partner Meyer Leben Fixel
Cantor & Engelberg Hollywood FL 1971—.
res. Hollywood FL.*
CARTLAND, John Everett, III. A.B., J.D.
Georgetown Law Sch. 1969, M.B.A. Harvard
1972. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law; b.
Paterson NJ Dec. 1 1 1944; s. of John E. '39; m.
Lucy Campbell July 12 1969; ch.: Kathryn.
Analyst Conn. Bank & Trust Co. Hartford CT
1969-70, atty. Robinson Robinson & Cole
Hartford 1972-74, invest, atty. Aetna Life &
Casualty Hartford 1974— . Served to spec. 4/c
USA 1969-70. res. W. Hartford CT.*
CASS, Malcolm Walter, Jr. A.B., Ph.D. Johns
Hopkins 1971. Kappa Sigma. Chemistry
research; b. Portland June 27 1944; s. of
Malcolm W. '37; m. Annette Samuels March
21 1970. Post-doctorate 1971-75 (Univ. Va.
Nottingham, Duke Univ.), research chemist
Am. Hoechst Corp. Coventry RI 1975—
.
Contbr. res. Warwick RI.*
CHRISTIE, Mark Edwin. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Ore. 1970. Delta Sigma. Education; b.
Brunswick Oct. 9 1944; s. of Dan E. '37; m.
Roberta Lott June 1966, m. Mary Kinney May
9 1973; ch.: Amanda. Instr. Clatsop
Community Coll. Astoria OR 1971—. res.
Astoria OR.*
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CLARK, Alan Curtis. A.B. cum laude, Ph.D.
Ind. Univ. 1970. Sigma Nu. Chemistry; b.
Springfield MA May 6 1944; m. Barbara
Rosenbarger Jan. 24 1970; ch.: Christine. Ind.
Univ. Bloomington (teaching asst. 1966-67,
research asst. 1967-69, Nat. Inst, of Health
pre-doctoral research fellow 1969-70), visiting
research assoc. Ohio State Univ. Columbus
1970-71, Univ. Cincinnati OH (Hoke S. Greene
Lab. of Catalysis post-doctoral fellow 1971-73,
lectr. 1973-74), research chemist Lubrizol
Corp. Cleveland OH 1974—. res. Mentor OH.*
COCKS, Robert Godfrey, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Banking exec; b. Newark NJ Feb. 14 1945; m.
Martha Simson Oct. 14 1972; ch.: Robert.
Bankers Trust Co. NYC (management trainee
1969-72, asst. treas. 1972-74, asst. v.pres.
1974-76, v.pres. 1976—). Served with USN
1966-69, served to It. cdr. USNR. res. Upper
Montclair NJ.*
COGGINS, John Hill. A.B., M AT. Wesleyan
1967, M.S. Southern Conn. State Coll. 1974.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education; b. Darby
PA June 11 1944; m. Janet Jeffrey Feb. 14
1969; ch.: Christy, John. Middlesex
Community Coll. Middletown CT (instr.




Conservation Comm. (member 1971
—
, chmn.
1974—). Served to spec. 5/c USA 1968-70.
Named Conn. Conservation Educator of the
Yr. 1971, Outstanding Educator of Am. 1975;
recipient: Conservation Award for
Environmental Instruction 1973. Contbr. res.
Higganum CT*
COGSWELL, Vaughan Herbert, Jr. A.B. Delta
Sigma. b. Concord NH Aug. 17 1944. res.
Boston.
CONDOS, Richard Carl. A.B. cum laude,
D.M.D. Univ. Penn. 1970. Kappa Sigma.
Dentistry; b. Havre de Grace MD Dec. 6
1944; m. Susan Farrell July 9 1966; ch.:





Member board of dir. (Upper Main Line
YMCA 1974-77, Penn. Soc. for Preventive
Dentistry), Main Line Dental Soc. (sec.
1971-74, pres. 1974-75), Am. Soc. for
Preventive Dentistry (member board of dir.
1970—, pres. 1974-75). res. Wayne PA.*
COSTELLO, John Clifford. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ins. exec; b. Pittsfield MA May 2 1944;
m. Sandra Patton April 7 1973. C.L.U. (1975);
teacher & sch. supt. Union 4 Chester MA
1966-68, principal regional sch. dist.
Huntington MA 1968-70, field rep. Travelers
Ins. Co. Boston 1970-72, group sales supervisor
Paul Revere Life Ins. Co. Boston 1972— . res.
Boston.*
COUGHLAN, Charles Robert. A.B., M B A.
Univ. N.H. 1968. Kappa Sigma. Marketing
exec; b. Cambridge MA Aug. 9 1944; m. Joyce
Geary July 20 1966; ch.: David, Tyler. Western
Electric (management assoc. Watertown MA
1968-69; section chief stock maintenance
Watertown 1969, warehousing 1969-70; dept.
chief sales & forecasting NYC 1970-72,
production Oklahoma City OK 1972-73,
production control Oklahoma City 1973-74),
marketing supervisor NJ (Am. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Morristown 1974-76, Basking Ridge 1977—).
res. Chester NJ.*
COUILLARD, Charles Alan. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Hampden Aug. 30 1944. res.
Hampden Highlands.
CRAIG, William Starling. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
b. Bossier City LA Oct. 3 1944. res. Chicago
IL.
DAVIS, Harold Robert. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Georgetown Univ. 1969. Law; b. Boston
Sept. 17 1944; m. Kathleen Smith March 16
1972; ch.: Erica, Jonathan. Atty. Ropes &
Gray Boston 1969-72, industrial developer S.
Shore C. of C. Quincy MA 1973-75, atty.
Flavin Corcoran & Davis Quincy 1976— . Dir.
S. Shore Economic Development Corp.
1972
—
, curator Quincy Historical Soc. 1972
—
,
member (sch. committee Quincy 1972-75,
Quincy Park & Recreation Board 1974-75).
Developed first computerized inventory of
vacant industrial land for job development
purposes in U.S.A. res. Quincy MA.*
DAY, James Frederick. A.B. Zeta Psi. Law;
b. Bath Dec 13 1943; m. Linda Stinson Aug.
20 1966; ch.: Thomas, William. Management
trainee Equitable Life Ins. Co. Rochester NY
1966-67, partner Fitzgerald Donovan Conley &
Day Bath 1972— . Chmn. planning board
Woolwich. Served to 1st It. USA 1967-69. res.
Woolwich.*
DeMURO, Leonard John, Jr. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Jersey City NJ Feb. 21 1945.
res. Bar Harbor.
DOWNING, Davis Allan. A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. Orono 1973. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Littleton NH May 28 1944; m. Christine
Murphy June 21 1969; ch.: Robert, Gregory.
Teacher public schs. (Bradley 1969-70,
Greenbush Olamon 1970-72, Orono 1972—),
mathematics curriculum coordinate Orono sch.
Served to 1st It. USA 1966-69. Recipient:
C.A.S. Univ. Me. Orono 1974. res. Bangor.*
DREYER, William James. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. NYC Aug. 25 1944. res. Saratoga
Springs NY.
DUGAN, William Roland. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Jacksonville FL June 5
1944; m. Alana Lord Feb. 25 1967; ch.:
Jeffrey, Jonathan. Reliability engineer central
foundry General Motors Danville IL 1966-68.
ins. agt. Conn. Mutual Life Ins. Portland
1968-72, ins. mgr. State of Me. Hartford Life
Boston 1972-73, life mgr. Hartford Ins. Agency
Lewiston 1973-77, life dept. Kendall Ins.
Rochester NH 1977— . Dir. Jaycees Portland
1970, 1971; deacon 1st Parish Congr. Church
Yarmouth 1972; Androscoggin Valley Life
Underwriters (dir. 1974, sec. & treas. 1975). res.
Milton NH.*
ELLIS, David Williams. A.B. Chi Psi.
Hospital work; b. Evanston IL July 29 1944.
Volunteer Peace Corps Parsa Jilla Nepal
1966-69, laborer O'Donnel-Usen Gloucester
MA 1973, orderly Addison-Gilbert Hospital
Gloucester 1975—. Served to sgt. USAF
1969-73. res. Beverly MA.*
ESPOSITO, John Louis. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Columbia 1970.
Sigma Nu. Medicine; b. Portland April 7
1944. Intern St. Lukes Hospital Center NYC
1970-71, resident physician Mercy Hospital
Portland 1974, 1st yr. resident in pathology St.
Elizabeth's Hospital of Boston Brighton MA
1975—. Served to capt. USA 1971-73. res.
Portland.*
ESPOVICH, Jay Harlan. A.B., LL.B. Boston
Univ. 1971. Kappa Sigma. Accounting; b.
Oct. 28 1944; m. Eileen Cutler. Staff
accountant Arthur Young & Co. San Francisco
CA 1971— . res. San Francisco CA.
FAGONE, Francis Anthony. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. NYC May 12 1945; s. of Francis A. '22.
res. Stamford CT.
FAY, Richard Rozzell. A.B., A.M. Conn. Coll.
1968, Ph.D. Princeton 1970. Phi Delta Psi.
Education; b. Holden MA May 5 1944; m.
Catherine Hill June 21 1968; ch.: Christian.
Assoc. prof, psychology Loyola Univ. Chicago
IL 1975—. Contbr. res. Winnetka IL.*
FINE, Jonathan Stuart. A.B. magna cum laude,
M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1968. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Financial analysis; b. Boston June 30 1944; m.
Carol Brownstein Nov. 8 1970; ch.: Stephanie,
Jeffrey. Branch officer The First Nat. Bank of
Boston 1968-73, holding co. analyst Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston 1973— . Member town
meeting Brookline MA 1969— . res. Brookline
MA.*
FISH, William Watson, II. A.B., M.B.A.
SUNY Albany 1973. Theta Delta Chi.
Securities analyst; b. Brunswick Nov. 12
1944; s. of Chauncey L. '25; m. Carolyn Davis
Sept. 26 1970; ch.: Amy, David. Supervisor
Eastern States Bankcard Assn. Lake Success
NY 1970-71, municipal analyst & asst. treas.
Bankers Trust Co. NYC 1973-76, municipal
analyst & v.pres. Donaldson Lufkin & Jenrette
Securities Corp. NYC 197.6—. Served to It. (jg)
USNR 1966-69, It. USNR 1975. res. Rowayton
CT.*
FITZGERALD, Edward Michael. A,B., M.D.
Tufts 1970. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Boston
Nov. 26 1944; m. Mary Wells Feb. 15 1969;
ch.: Sean, Alison, Ross. Intern Bellevue
Hospital NYC 1970-71, asst. physician
Orthopedic Consultants Mnpls. MN 1973-74,
fellow in orthopedics Mayo Clinic Rochester
MN 1974—. Served to capt. USAF 1971-73.
res. Rochester MN.*
FLEISHER, Cary Louis. A.B. b. Bridgeport
CT June 2 1944. res. Stamford CT.
FLETCHER, William Cameron, III. A.B. Chi
Psi. Ins.; b. New Haven CT Feb. 18 1944; m.
Joyce Kubiac Sept. 4 1965; ch.: Pamela,
Elizabeth, William. Securities analyst (Brown
Bros. Harriman NYC 1966-73, John Hancock
Ins. Co. Boston 1973—). res. Wellesley MA.*
FORTE, Richard Smith. B.S., M.B.A.
Columbia 1968. Psi Upsilon. Business exec;
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b. New Orleans LA June 10 1944; m. Jennifer
Spearen; ch.: Amy, Smith. Asst. buyer A & S
NYC 1968-69, bond salesman NYC (First
Boston Corp. 1969-72, Drexel Burnham
1972-74), v.pres. Forte Cashmere Corp.
Woonsocket RI 1974— . res. Framingham
MA.*
FORTIER, David Albert. Bowdoin 1962-63.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Weather forecasting; b.
Bath Jan. 24 1944. USAF Weather Service
(weather observer Loring Air Force Base
1964-66, Binh Thuy Air Base Vietnam 1966,
Soctrang AI Vietnam 1966-67, L. G. Hanscom
Field MA 1967-68, weather forecaster
Hancock Field NY 1969-72, Kindsbach
C.M.F. Germany 1972-75, Loring Air Force
Base 1975-77, Kadena AB, Japan 1977—).
Awarded Air Force Commendation Medal
1967, Nat. Defense Service Medal 1966,
Vietnam Service Medal with 3 campaign stars
(1967), Vietnam Campaign Medal 1967, Air
Force Outstanding Unit Award with combat V
& 3 Oak Leaf Clusters 1966-74, Air Force
Good Conduct Medal with 2 Oak Leaf
Clusters 1967-72. res. Kadena AB, Okinawa
Japan.*
FOWLER, Northnip, III. A.B., M.S. Rutgers
1968, Ph.D. Rutgers 1973. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Baltimore MD Dec. 4
1944; m. Carole Fraser June 12 1966. Rutgers
Univ. (teaching asst. 1970-73, instr. 1973-74),
asst. prof. Hamilton Coll. Clinton NY 1974—.
res. Clinton NY.*
FOYE, David Byron. A.B., M.S. Univ. Me.
Orono 1972. Zeta Psi. Grad. studies; b.
Brockton MA Dec. 6 1944; m. Janet Commoss
Aug. 28 1967; ch.: Alison. Teacher sch. system
Middleboro MA 1967-68, self-employed
1969-70, teaching asst. Univ. Me. Orono
1970-72, teaching fellow Cornell Univ. 1972—.
Contbr. res. Ithaca NY.*
FREEDMAN, Marc Burton. A B. 1967. b.
Springfield MA Nov. 2 1944. res. Chicago IL.
FRENCH, John Richard. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Data processing exec; b. Boston
May 25 1944; m. Maureen Donahue Aug. 24
1968; ch.: Jennifer, Heather. Data processing
marketing rep. Int. Business Machines Corp.
Portland & Bangor 1966-70, data processing
dir. Penobscot Shoe Co. Old Town 1970—.
Served to cpl. Me. Army Nat. Guard 1966-72.
res. Bangor.*
FRIEDMAN, Fredric Carl. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Fall River MA Dec. 27 1944. res. Brighton
MA.
GENDRON, David Brooks. A.B., J.D. Cornell
1969, M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1971. Beta Theta Pi.
Invest, analysis; b. Sanford Jan. 20 1944.
Atlantic Richfield (int. auditor NYC 1971-72;
financial analyst Los Angeles CA 1972-74,
invest, analyst 1974
—
). res. Marina Del Rey
CA.*
GOOD, Peter Munson. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Boston Jan. 21 1943; s. of Philip G. '36. res.
Lewiston.
GRAY, Charles Henry, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Ins.; b. Springfield MA Sept. 4 1944.
Underwriter Mass. Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Springfield 1969—. Served to capt. USA
1 966-69, awarded Nat. Service Defense Medal
1967, Army Commendation Medal 1969. res.
Springfield MA.*
GROVER, Morgan Kennedy. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Phi Delta Psi. b.
Rockland June 5 1946. res. Marina Del Rey
CA.
GUNDARA, Pardeep Singh. Bowdoin Plan
1962-64, A.B. Nasson Coll. 1967, A.M.
Niagara Univ. 1973. Alpha Delta Phi.
Agriculture & business; b. Nairobi Kenya
April 2 1942; m. Gurdeep Kalkat Nov. 18
1971. Businessman Toronto Ont. Canada
1973
—
, farmer Gundara Farm & Orchards
Rampur India 1973— . res. Rampur India.*
GURNEY, Charles Richard. A.B., M.S.W.
Univ. Wash. 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Social service; b. Portland Sept. 8 1943; m.
Melissa Lamb 1976; ch.: Richard. Social
worker (Dept. of Health & Welfare State of
Me. 1966-67, sch. dist. Waterville 1967-68,
Thayer Hospital 1968-72, Fairfield Inst.
1972-73, Bath-Brunswick Mental Health
Center 1973-75), alcohol treatment coordinator
V.A. hospital Boise ID 1975—. res. Boise ID.*
GUTKOWSKI, Stanley Michael, Jr. A.B.
Sigma Nu. b. Greenfield MA Jan. 29 1944.
res. Greenfield MA.
HAEFELE, Frederick Matthew. Bowdoin
1962-63. Chi Psi. b. Detroit MI May 15 1944.
res. unknown.
HAGGER, Jeremy James Dunbar. A.B. cum
laude, J.D. Cornell 1969. Theta Delta Chi.
Law; b. London England Jan. 4 1944. Atty.
(Cleveland OH Legal Services 1969,
Cambridge MA Legal Services 1970-72,
Housing Development Team Inc. Cambridge
1972-74, Wise. Housing Finance Authority
Madison WI 1975—). res. Waterloo WL*
HALE, Allen Whitehead. A.B., J.D. Boston
Coll. 1969. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law; b.
Schenectady NY Feb. 8 1944. Assoc. atty.
Russell Plummer & Rutherford Boston 1973—
.
Served to capt. USA 1969-73, served to capt.
USAR. res. Quincy MA.*
HAMAKER, Christ iaan. Bowdoin 1962-63,
D.R.S. Univ. Amsterdam 1971. Sigma Nu.
Psychology research; b. Eindhoven Holland
Sept. 25 1944; m. Juliette Utermohlen Dec. 13
1974; ch.: Nienke. Research psychologist
Univ. Amsterdam 1971— . res. Amsterdam
Holland.*
HAMEL, William Frank. A.B., M.Div. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1966. Clergy; b. Boston Oct. 22
1932; m. Patricia Finch June 10 1961; ch.:
William, Jon. Pastor (Stevens Avenue Congr.
Church Portland 1965-67, Union Evangelical
Church Greenville 1967-73, Congr. Church
Goffstown NH 1973—). Dir. C. of C. 1969-73,
member (Me. Committee for Social Action
1966-69, Assn. Committee on Christian
Education 1969-73). res. Goffstown NH.*
HARDING, John Roberts. Bowdoin 1962-64,
A.B. Stanford Univ. 1966, M.D. Standord
Univ. 1971. Chi Psi. Medicine; b. Shoemake
CA Sept. 5 1944; m. Ann Simon June 22 1974.
Intern Stanford CA Univ. 1971-72, physician
Truckee-Tahoe Med. Group & Tahoe Forest
Hospital Truckee CA 1972-74, resident
orthopedic surgery Stanford 1974-78. res.
Menlo Park CA.*
HARRISON, William Warner. A.B., M.S. Case
Western Reserve Univ. 1971. Alpha Delta Phi.
Counseling; b. Boston June 3 1944; s. of
Gilbert D. '35; m. Maureen Anthoine June 29
1968; ch.: Julia. Social case worker Dept. of
Health & Welfare State of Me. Portland
1966-72, marriage & family counselor
Community Counseling Center Portland
1973—. Served to spec. 5/c MCUSAR
1967-73. res. Cumberland Center.*
HARTMAN, Samuel Henry, cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; S.T.B. The General Theol. Sem.
1969. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Clergy; b.
Chester PA June 8 1944. Curate Grace Epis.
Church Bath 1969-71, vicar Epis. Church (St.
Joseph's Milo 1972
—
, St. John's Brownville
Jet.; St. James Old Town 1972-74). res. Milo.*
HATHAWAY, Dana Tillson. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Holyoke MA Sept. 15 1944. res. E. Brewster
MA.
HAUNTON, Charles Jeffrey. A.B., M.S.
Creighton Univ. 1974, Ed.S. Univ. Neb. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Counseling; b. Holyoke MA
Feb. 5 1944; m. Gladys Christenson Oct. 11
1974; ch.: Christian. Public schs. Omaha NE
(teacher 1971-75, community counselor
1975—). Served to capt. USAF 1967-71.
Recipient: VIP award for work with ghetto
children 1974. res. Omaha NE.*
HAYS, Palma Wiley, Jr. A.B. cum laude. b.
St. Petersburg FL April 18 1945. res. Union
City GA.
HEATH, William George, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Minn. 1968, Ph.D. Univ. Minn.
1970. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Mineola NY March 3 1944; m. Karen
Tumborello Sept. 7 1968. Asst. prof. (Marietta
OH Coll. 1970-73, Lakehead Univ. Thunder
Bay Ont. Canada 1973—). Contbr. res.
Thunder Bay Ont. Canada.*
HICKEY, Conn Brendan. A.B., A.M.
Claremont 1970, A.B.D. Claremont 1969.
Politics; b. Rockford IL Dec. 31 1944; m.
Nancy Ferro Nov. 1974. Campaign asst. Adlai
Stevenson III Chicago IL 1966, research asst.
Inst, for Policy Studies Washington DC
1969-70, prof. Van Hanh Buddhist Univ.
Saigon Vietnam 1971-74, admin, asst. State
Senator Katie Morrison Platteville WI 1975—.
res. Dodgeville WL*
HINCHLIFFE, Roger Redman. A.B., M.B.A.
Cornell 1968. Beta Theta Pi. Research exec;
b. Springfield VT Dec. 27 1944; ch.: Kim.
Volunteer Peace Corps Medellin Colombia
1968-71, instr. exporting Int. Marketing Inst.
Cambridge MA 1971-72, research analyst Stop
& Shop Co. Boston 1972-73, Barnangen AB
Stockholm Sweden (research dir. 1973-76,




Latin Am. Singers Stockholm 1974— . res.
Stockholm Sweden.*
HIRES, R. Byard. A.B., M.B.A. Univ. Penn.
1968. Sigma Nu. Management consulting; b.
Orange NJ Nov. 14 1944; m. Carol Schulthess
Dec. 19 1970; ch.: Elizabeth. Financial analyst
Celanese Corp. NYC 1968, management
consultant McKinsey & Co. Washington DC
1970— . Dir. Wharton Sch. Nat. Alumni Assn.
1975-77. Served to officer USN 1968-69. res.
Bethesda MD.*
HIRSCHMAN, James Peter. A.B., A.M. N Y.
Univ. 1972. Education; b. Fall River MA
Jan. 7 1944. Teacher (jr. high sch. NYC 1970,
Solomon Schechter Sch. of Queens Flushing
NY 1971-72, Manhattan Day Sch. NYC
1972-74, Dwight-Englewood Sch. Englewood
NJ 1974-76). Lectr. (social & philosophical
foundations of education CCNY summer 1970,
philosophy of education N.Y. Univ. summer
1971), adjunct lectr. philosophy of education
Brooklyn Coll. 1970-72, USPHS fellow Rutgers
Univ. 1967-68. res. Fall River MA.*
H1RTH, Samuel Edward. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Greenfield MA Sept. 9 1944; s. of David
R. '36. res. Hinckley.
HOOVER, Cyrus William. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Occ. unknown; b. Boston Aug. 22 1943; m.
Deana Stewart Aug. 8 1969; ch.: David,
Kayrstan. Ins. underwriter field rep. Service
Review Inc. Denver CO 1970-72, minister The
Watchtower Bible & Tract Soc. of N. Y. &
Penn. 1972—. Served to 1st It. USA 1966-69;
awarded Commendation Medal 1969. res.
Tulsa OK.*
HOPKINS, Carl Douglas. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Delta Psi. Education; b. Rochester NY April
8 1944; m. Kathryn Harpham Oct. 17 1971;
ch.: Marshall. Grad. fellow Rockefeller Univ.
NYC 1966-72, asst. neuroscientist researcher
U.C.S.D. 1972-73, asst. prof, ecology &
behavioral biology 1973— . res. Mnpls. MN.*
HOTCHKISS, Douglas Morton. A.B., M.B.A.
Babson Coll. 1975. Alpha Delta Phi.
Business; b. Washington DC May 27 1944.
Printing asst. Navy Printing & Publications
Service Washington DC summer 1966, section
administrator Raytheon Corp. Wayland MA
1969-70, sales rep. & retail spec. Union
Carbide Corp. Needham Heights MA 1970-73,
account exec. Harold Cabot Advt. Agency
Boston 1975-76, marketing dir. McDougall
Assocs. Advt. Agency Salem MA 1976—.
Scoutmaster Troop 157 Boy Scouts of Am.
Weston MA. Served to 1st It. USA 1966-68.
res. Manchester MA.*
HOWE, Richard Paul. A.B. 1967. b.
Manchester NH Oct. 19 1944. res. Salem NH.
HUA, Kuo-Chu. A.B. Delta Sigma. b.
Kaw-Yang, Kaw-Chaw China April 13 1941.
res. Moraga CA.
JOHNSON, Peter Blackwell. A.B., M.B.A.
Rutgers 1967. Chi Psi. Audit management;
b. Phila. PA Dec. 12 1944; m. Joan Connally
Sept. 5 1966; ch.: Meredith. Arthur Young &
Co. Boston (audit asst. 1967-68, 1970-71; audit
sr. 1971-73; mgr. 1973—). The Wellesley ABC
Program Inc. (asst. treas. 1972-73, treas.
1973-75, chmn. student concerns 1975-76, dir.
1972-76), member small business committee
Mass. Soc. of C.P.A.'s 1973-75. Served to 1st It.
USA 1968-70, served to capt. USAR, awarded
Commendation Medal 1970. res. Needham
MA.*
JOHNSON, Ralph Gordon, III. A.B., D.M.D.
Univ. Penn. 1970. Zeta Psi. Dentistry; b.
Douglas AZ Jan. 4 1944; s. of Ralph G. '37; m.
Joanne Farrell April 23 1966; ch.: Christine,
Brian. Pediatric dental officer USA Univ. Mo.
Kansas City 1974-76. res. NY.*
JOHNSTON, John Flagg. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Sales; b. Ellsworth Dec. 13 1943; m.
Ludia Chester Dec. 20 1975. Salesman Liberty
Mutual Hamden CT 19?—. Served to 1st It.
USA 1965-68. res. Hamden CT.*
KAROFSKY, Paul Irwin. A.B., A.M. Conn.
Coll. 1967, S.C.M.P. Harvard. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Corporate exec; b. Boston Sept. 1
1943; m. Lisa Stonberg June 26 1966; ch.:
Jody, David. Pres. Boston & Hartford CT
(Northeastern Wallcoverings Inc.,
Northeastern Wallpaper Corp.), pres.
(Northeastern Wallcoverings of N.Y. Inc.
Albany 1974
—
, Northeastern Wallcoverings of
Penn. Inc. Phila. 1975
—
). Trustee Nat. Assn.
of Wholesale Distributors 1974-76,
Wallcovering Wholesalers Assn. (trustee &
treas. 1973, trustee & v.pres. 1974, trustee &
pres. 1975), dir. & officer Hebrew
Rehabilitation Center for Aged 1974-76, dir.
Newton-Wellesley-Weston Multi Service
Center 1973-74, Wellesley-Weston Hot Line
(dir. 1971-74, pres. 1974),
Newton-Wellesley-Weston Network Inc. (dir.
1973-74, pres. 1973). Member area drug
program coordination committee Dept. of
Mental Health Commonwealth of Mass.
Recipient: Man of the Yr. Award 1975. res.
Weston MA.*
KENT, Christopher Dore. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. St. Albans NY June 8 1944. res.
Westbrook CT.
KOHL, David Henry. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Bristol CT Dec. 27 1944.
res. Mt. View CA.
KOPACZ, Frederick Mitchell, II. Bowdoin
1962-63. Phi Delta Psi. b. York March 15
1944. res. Sturbridge MA.
KOPKA, Richard Gary. A.B. 1967. Phi Delta
Psi. b. Salem MA Aug. 19 1944. res. Salem
MA.
KRESS, Arthur Stephen. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1970. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Middletown CT April 16 1944; m. Adele Ross
June 15 1969; ch.: Laurence, Tamara. Me.
Med. Center Portland (intern 1970-71, resident
1971-73), physician internal medicine
Burlington MA. Pres. Ahavath Achin
Congregation Tyndall Air Force Base 1974-75,
certified Am. Board of Internal Medicine.
Served to maj. USAF 1973-75. res. Lexington
MA.*
KUBIAK, Walter David, Jr. A.B. 1968. Psi
Upsilon. b. Akron OH April 5 1945. res.
Kyoto Japan.
KUFE, Donald William. A.B. cum laude. Chi
Psi. b. Rockville Center NY Oct. 21 1944.
res. Washington DC.
LAMB, Bruce James, Jr. Bowdoin 1962-63.
Delta Sigma. b. Houston TX Oct. 7 1943.
res. Buffalo NY.
LANDER, David Allan. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Chicago 1969. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law; b.
St. Louis MO Oct. 2 1944; m. Carole
Weissman Aug. 12 1965; ch.: Brad, Rachel.
Assoc. Sidel Sandweiss & Koskowitz St. Louis
1969-71, staff atty. Legal Aid Soc. St. Louis
1971-73, asst. prof. St. Louis Univ. Law Sch.
1973-75, exec. dir. & general counsel Legal Aid
Soc. of City & County of St. Louis 1975— . res.
St. Louis MO.*
LANES, Douglas Michael. A.B., M.D.
Hahnemann Med. Coll. 1970. Chi Psi.
Medicine & psychiatry; b. Phila. PA July 13
1944; m. Lorraine Shotz June 7 1970. Intern
Springfield MA Hospital Med. Center 1970-71;
psychiatry resident Hahnemann Med. Coll.
Phila. 1974-75, chief resident 1975—. Served to
It. cdr. MCUSN 1972-74. res. Phila. PA.*
LAPINE, Raymond Edward. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b.
Springfield MA May 17 1943. res. Milwaukee
WI.
LEAVER, David Eugene. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Newport RI Nov. 29 1944. res. Greenville RI.
LEE, Richard Bateman. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Fredericton N.B. Canada May 25 1944.
res. N.B. Canada.
LEGER, Richard Edward. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Banking exec; b. Lynn MA Jan. 21
1944; m. Pamela Ingalls July 3 1966; ch.:
Christian, Matthew, Jeffrey. The First Nat.
Bank of Boston (trainee 1966-67, 1969-71; loan
officer 1971-73; asst. v.pres. 1973
—
). Served to
capt. USA 1967-69. res. Swampscott MA.*
LEISHMAN, Noel John, Jr. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Okla. 1975. Delta Sigma. Student: b.
Houlton May 13 1944. Grad. student business
Univ. Okla. Norman 1973— . Served to capt.
1966-73. res. Norman. OK.*
LEMKIN, Jeffrey William. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. b. Lowell MA June 15 1945. res.
Wayland MA.
LEYDON, Edward Rivinus. A.B., J.D. Duke
Univ. 1969. Alpha Delta Phi. Int. law; b.
Annapolis MD June 22 1944. Assoc. atty.
Rogers & Wells (NYC 1969-73, Paris France
1973
— ), partner Bernstein & Mac Carthy
NYC 1976—. Served to spec. 5/c Penn. Nat.
Guard 1969-75. Contbr. res. NYC*
LIBBY, Randolph Franklin. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Accounting; b. Portland Aug. 9 1944;
CP.A.; teacher public schs. Bar Harbor
1966-67, staff accountant Portland (Jordan &
Jordan 1967-74, Arthur Young & Co. 1974),
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partner Cooney Lee & Libby Portland 1974—
.
res. Cape Elizabeth.*
LINCOLN, John Weston. Bowdoin 1962-64.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Hartford CT March
22 1944. res. Norwell MA.
LOEB, Andrew Gothard. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Harvard 1969, LL.M. N.Y. Univ. 1971. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Law; b. NYC Dec. 18 1944;
m. Judith Greenstein June 16 1968; ch.: Carin,
Elissa. Volunteer VISTA Brooklyn NY
1969-71, atty. San Francisco CA (Lowenthal &
Lowenthal 1971-72, dept. of ins. State of Calif.
1972—). Dir. Am. Civil Liberties Union
Berkeley Albany CA chapter, res. Oakland
CA.*
LORD, John Richard. A.B., M B A. Univ.
Calif. Los Angeles 1968. Psi Upsilon Product
management; b. Buffalo NY Jan. 30 1944; m.
Wendy Vieth Aug. 7 1965; ch.: John, Kerry.
Litton Industries (asst. mgr. marketing
research Stamford CT 1968-69, mgr. Stamford
& W. Hartford CT 1969-71; product mgr.
Chicago IL 1971-72), sr. planning spec.
Northrop Corp. Hawthorne CA 1972-73,
product mgr. Prescolite San Leandro CA
1973-?, United Technologies Corp. (mgr.
business Planning Power Systems div. 1975-76;
exec. asst. to pres. Otis Elevator Subsidiary
1976-77, v.pres. admin. & planning 1977
—
).
Elected member Beta Gamma Sigma, res.
Simsbury Ct.*
LORING, John Mitchell. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Chelsea MA Nov.
20 1944. res. Boston.
LOVE, Timothy Ricker. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Englewood NJ Oct. 18
1943; m. Katherine Chin 1963; ch.: Rebecca,
Ricker. C.P.C.U.; underwriter Phoenix of
Hartford CT Ins. Co. 1966-69, supervisor
underwriter Travelers Ins. Co. Hartford 1969,
The Dunlap Agency Auburn (property mgr.
1969-76, v.pres. 1977—). res. Auburn.*
LUTHMAN, Sten Gustaf. Bowdoin 1964-66.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Karlstad Sweden
March 23 1945. res. unknown.
MacALLEN, James Walter. A.B., MBA.
Univ. Va. 1968. Zeta Psi. Invest, exec; b.
Boston Feb. 19 1944; m. Patricia Steinke June
29 1968; ch.: Carrie, David. Securities analyst
Conn. General Life Hartford CT 1968-70, sr.
securities analyst Allstate Ins. Co. Northbrook
IL 1970-74, Mass. Mutual Life Springfield MA
(dir. invest. 1974-?, 2nd v.pres. 19?—). res.
Longmeadow MA.*
MAGNUSSON, Leif Jan-Erik. Bowdoin Plan
1962-63, Civ. Ing. Royal Inst, of Tech.
Stockholm 1967. Zeta Psi. Consulting; b.
Soderhamn Sweden July 23 1943; m. Kerstin
Gustavsson July 25 1970; ch.: Ylva, Bjo04rn.
Consulting engineer Sikob AB Stockholm
Sweden 1968-74, Swedish Board for Tech.
Development Swedish Govt. 1974— . Served to
sgt. Swedish Army 1967-68. res. Jarfalla
Sweden.*
MARGOSIAN, Hardy John, O. A.B. 1967,
Ed.M. Boston State Coll. 1972. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Cambridge MA Sept. 9 1944.
Dance dir. Buckingham Browne & Nichols
Sch. Cambridge 1972
—
, teacher high sch.
Arlington MA 1972-74. Seaman USN 1967-68.
res. Lexington MA.*
MASON, Keith Richard. A.B., M.S. Simmons
Coll. 1975. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Social
work; b. Biddeford July 3 1943; m. Rosemary
Burke May 2 1970; ch.: Christina. Case worker
Dept. of Social Sciences NYC 1968-70, teacher
Thornton Acad. Saco 1970-71, social worker
(Me. Dept. of Human Services Portland
1971-76, Sweetser Children's Home Saco
1977—). Served to spec. 4/c USA 1966-68. res.
Portland.*
MAURER, Peter George. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Brown Univ. 1968, Ph.D. Univ. Penn.,
M.L.S. Rutgers 1974. Delta Kappa Epsilon,
Phi Delta Psi. Sales; b. New Brunswick NJ
April 3 1944; m. Barbara Vanderwaart July 19
1969. Sec. & coordinator Phila. Seminar on
Christian Origins 1969-73, rep. Parish Council
St. Ladislavs Roman Catholic Church New
Brunswick NJ 1974-75, pres. Union Fire Co. of
Washington Crossing & Titusville 1977. Served
to capt. USAR 1972. res. Titusville NJ.*
MAY, Jonathan Mackenzie. A.B. cum laude,
M.S.P.H. Univ. N.C. 1975. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Public health; b. Toronto Ont.
Canada Nov. 12 1944. With Int. Business
Machines Corp. Hartford CT 1966-68, with
Int. Basic Economy Corp. Glastonbury CT
1968-72, health program planner Dept. of
Health Education Sch. of Public Health Univ.
N.C. Chapel Hill 1973-75. Member (education
committee Great Meadows Conservation Trust
1972-73, nat. exec, committee Nat. Federation
of the Blind 1975— exec, board Nat.
Federation of the Blind of Conn. 1972-73, exec,
board & asst. legislative chmn. Nat. Federation
of the Blind of N.C. 1975—). Developer of
Auditory Output Urine Glucose Analyzer for
Blind Diabetics 1974. res. S. Glastonbury CT.*
McABEE, Edward Armstrong, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Univ. Penn.
1970. Zeta Psi. Medicine & military; b.
Wilmington DE Jan. 11 1945; m. Jill Arens
Dec. 27 1969. Intern & resident physician
Hunterdon Med. Center Flemington NJ
1970-73, physician & It. cdr. USN Sub Base
Groton CT 1973—
.
Diplomate Am. Board of
Family Practice, res. Wilmington DE.*
MCCARTHY, Gladstone Michael, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Banking & brokerage exec; b.
Havana Cuba Sept. 17 1940. Area officer Mfrs.
Hanover Trust Co. Latin Am. div. NYC,
account exec. Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner &
Smith Inc. NYC & Caracas Venezuela,
managing dir. G. M. McCarthy & Co. Caracas,
v.pres. & dir. Corporacion Semerfin Caracas,
pres. Andes Trade C. A. Caracas, res. Caracas
Venezuela.*
McCOY, Robert John. Bowdoin 1962-64. b.
Buffalo NY June 5 1945. res. Buffalo NY.
McINTIRE, Philip Heino. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Boston Nov. 18 1943; s. of
Myron S. '39. res. NYC.
McOSKER, Robert Bruce. A.B. cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Lewiston July 17 1944.
res. Falls Church VA.
MICK, Wendell Thompson. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Rutgers 1967. Beta Theta Pi.
Auditing & consulting; b. Boston Aug. 31
1944; s. of Wendell M. '39; m. Judith Melvin
Aug. 31 1968; ch.: Adam, Bryan. Auditor
Arthur Anderson & Co. Boston 1967-68,
1972-73; auditor & consultant Navy Audit
Office Honolulu HI 1968-71, 1973—. Treas.
Pearl Harbor Little League 1970-71, elected
member Beta Gamma Sigma. Served to It.
USN 1968-71. res. Kailua HI.*
MILLS, Charles Austin. Bowdoin 1962-65.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Flushing Long Is.
NY Nov. 27 1944. res. unknown.
MINNIS, William Frederick. Bowdoin
1962-64. Kappa Sigma. b. Somerville MA
May 4 1942. res. unknown.
MITCHELL, Robert Scott. A.B., M.D.
Northwestern 1970. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b.
Trenton NJ July 1 1944. Resident in surgery
Stanford Univ. Hospital Palo Alto CA 1970-72,
1975—. Served to It. cdr. USN 1972-74. res.
Palo Alto CA.*
MORRISON, John Borland. A.B. cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Jan. 5 1944. res.
Waltham MA.
MORRISSEY, Paul Edward. A.B. Chi Psi.
Writing; b. Providence RI July 24 1944; m.
Ann Faddoul Aug. 10 1975. Writer
self-employed Pawtucket RI 19?— . res.
Pawtucket RI.*
MULLOY, Paul Thomas, III. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1970. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Somerville MA Dec. 26 1943;
m. Sherry Yee July 31 1972. Volunteer Peace
Corps Seoul S. Korea 1966-68, teacher sch.
dept. Winchester MA 1970— . Contbr. res.
Arlington MA.*
MURPHY, Donal Brian. A.B., M.S. Univ. Me.
1970, Ph.D. Univ. Mich. 1974. Theta Delta
Chi. Student; b. New Haven CT Aug. 21
1944; m. Patricia Davis Aug. 17 1968; ch.:
Michael, Lori. Post-doctoral fellow dept. of
immunology Stanford CA Univ. 1974—
.
Elected member (Phi Kappa Phi 1969—, Sigma
Xi 1973—). res. Stanford CA.*
NEARY, Christopher Bowen. A.B. 1967. Psi
Upsilon. b. Hamilton MA May 16 1944. res.
Hamilton MA.
NEWCOMB, Dwight Lindsay. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Orange NJ Oct. 18 1944. res.
Alexandria VA.
O'DEA, James Bernard, Jr. Bowdoin 1962-64.
Phi Delta Psi. b. Coral Gables FL Dec. 31
1944. res. Newbury MA.
PAGE, Nathaniel Blodgett. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. Boston April 19 1944; m. Fay
Hauberg June 17 1967; ch.: Catherine. Teacher
(Perry Acad. Rockland MA 1966-67. Peace
Corps Ghana Africa 1967-69. intermediate sch.
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Wilmington MA 1969—). Dir. Pacific
Denkman Co. 1971— . res. Bedford MA.*
PARENT, William Allan. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Brown Univ.
1970. Delta Sigma. Education; b. Stoughton
May 14 1944; m. Sharon Downing June 10
1967; ch.: Susan. Asst. prof, philosophy Univ.
Santa Clara CA 1970—. res. San Jose CA.*
PARKER, John Otis, Jr. A.B., MBA.
Harvard 1972. Alpha Delta Phi.
Management; b. Boston July 26 1944; s. of
John O. '35; m. Beverly Fishow June 12 1971.
Research asst. A. D. Little Inc. Cambridge MA
1966, operations analyst Hartford CT Fire Int.
Tel. & Tel. 1970, Corning Glass Works
(financial analyst Corning NY 1972-74; plant
supervisor material control Blacksburg VA
1974-75; mgr. operations Control
Development Big Flats NY 1975-76,
production supt. 1976—). Served to It. USN
1966-69. res. Horseheads NY.*
PASCHUCHI, Francisco-Javier. Bowdoin Plan
1962-63. Phi Delta Psi. b. Caracas Venezuela
March 23 1943. res. Buenos Aires Argentina.
PATERSON, John M. R. A.B., J.D. N Y.
Univ. 1969. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law; b.
Hove England May 12 1944; m. Geraldean
Donahue July 27 1968; ch.: Justin, Adam.
Dept. of Atty. General State House Augusta
(asst. atty. general 1969
—
, sr. atty. natural
resources div.). Served to spec. 5/c Army Nat.
Guard 1969. res. Hallowell.*
PEASE, Howard Francis. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. New Milford CT June 28 1944. res.
Alburquerque NM.
PETERS, Donald Wayne. A.B., M.P.A. SUNY
Albany 1969, M.S. Northeastern 1973.
Accounting; b. Dover NH June 13 1944; m.
Joyce Troianello Dec. 22 1968; ch.: Dawn.
CP.A.; internal auditor General Electric Lynn
MA 1969-72, sr. accountant Price Waterhouse
& Co. Boston 1973-76, int. controller
Microwave Assoc. Inc. Burlington MA 1976—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1966-68. res. N. Reading
MA.*
PETERSON, Carleton Sherman. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Holyoke MA June 26 1944. res.
Worcester MA.
PIERPAN, Thomas Edward. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ins. management; b. N. Adams MA
Oct. 18 1943; m. Jennifer Parks June 18 1966;
ch.: Christopher, Jonathan, Nicholas. Sales
management trainee Prudential Life Ins. Co.
Boston 1971-73, asst. dir. New Eng. Mutual
Life Ins. Co. Boston 1973—, C.L.U. 1974,
student Suffolk Univ. Law Sch. Served to capt.
USMC 1966-71; awarded Army
Commendation Medal 1970, Vietnamese Cross
of Gallantry 1970. res. Beverly MA.*
PINCUS, Matthew Ralbe. A.B. Delta Sigma,
b. NYC Aug. 16 1944. res. Ithaca NY.
PIRIE, Robert Bruce. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Personnel management; b. S. Weymouth
MA Aug. 19 1944; m. Hideko Umeda Sept. 18
1971. Personnel management spec. V.A.
Washington DC 1971—. Served to It. USN
1966-70, served to It. cdr. USNR. res.
Arlington VA.*
PLATT, Alexander Dana. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1969, Ed.D. Boston Univ. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Pittsfield MA Aug. 6 1943; m.
Carolyn Wyckoff July 23 1971; ch.:
Rutherford, Dana. Teacher (Fay Sch.
Southboro MA 1966-70, Am. Sch. of Paris
France 1970-72, also house leader public schs.
Weston MA 1972—). res. Acton MA.*
PORRINO, Joseph Francis. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
NYC Aug. 14 1944. res. NYC.
PORTER, Robert Chamberlain, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. b. Roanoke VA
April 9 1944; s. of Robert C. '34. res. Summit
NJ.
RALEIGH, John. A.B. Sigma Nu. Ins. sales;
b. Hattiesburg MI Sept. 14 1944; m. Janet
Raleigh Aug. 30 1969; ch.: Lee. Process
engineer & chemist Shell Oil Co. Martinez CA
1966-73, chem. engineer Chase Shawmut Co.
Newburyport MA 1973-74, field underwriter
N.Y. Life Ins. Co. Manchester NH 1975—.
Sec. Int. ManageVnent Council Greater
Amesbury MA chapter 1974, sewer
commissioner Newburyport. res. Exeter NH.*
RALSTON, Daniel Edward. A.B., Ed.M.
Springfield Coll. 1967. Psi Upsilon.
Counseling & consulting; b. N. Adams MA
Dec. 2 1943; m. Elizabeth Gorczakoski Aug. 21
1965; ch.: Steven, Jennifer, Shawn. Recreation
dir. & cottage supervisor Hampden County
Detention Center Westfield MA 1967-68,
psychological asst. Northampton MA State
Hospital 1968, psychological consultant S.
Forty Alternatives 1971-73, N. Adams MA
State Coll. (grad. instr. guidance & counseling
1970-73, sch. adjustment counselor &
psychologist Mark Hopkins Campus Lab. Sch.
1970-73), counselor & psychological consultant
N. Adams 1973— . Dir. S. Forty Alternatives
1973—
. Served to 1st It. USA 1968-70. res. N.
Adams MA.*
REED, Raymond Lee. A.B., M.S. Rensselaer
Polytech. Inst. 1969, Ph.D. Rensselaer
Polytech. Inst. 1973. Phi Delta Psi.
Engineering; b. Dodge City KS Aug. 2 1944;
m. Nancy Groves June 17 1967; ch.: Rebecca,
Robert, Matthew. Research engineer E. I. du
Pont de Nemours & Co. Savannah River Lab.
Aiken SC 1972—. Sch. board Our Lady of
Peace Church N. Augusta SC (member
1974-76, finance chmn. 1975-76). res. Aiken
SC.*
RENKEN, Richard Lowell. Bowdoin 1962-63.
Delta Sigma. b. Los Angeles CA March 30
1944. res. unknown.
REYNOLDS, Philip Nylund. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Mich. 1970. Theta Delta Chi. Ins.; b.
Schenectady NY July 5 1944; m. Suzanne
Loveridge Oct. 21 1972. Teacher (Newark
Acad. Livingston NJ 1966-67, Univ.-Liggett
Sch. Grosse Pointe Woods MI 1967-70), claim
approver Prudential Ins. Co. Newark NJ
1971-73, Mutual Benefit Life Newark (sr. claim
examiner 1973
— , claim supervisor 1975—),
student Rutgers Univ. Law Sch. 1976— . res.
Rutherford NJ.*
ROBY, Norman Stanley. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Calif. Davis 1968, Ph.D. Univ. Calif. Davis
1972. Beta Theta Pi. Public relations
consulting; b. Sweetsburg P.Q. Canada May 17
1944; m. Toni Harris Aug. 12 1969; ch.:
Temma. Dept. of English Univ. Calif. Davis
(instr. 1967-71, asst. prof. 1971-72), visiting
asst. prof. dept. of English Univ. of Bordeaux
III France 1972-73, public relations writer
Wine Inst. San Francisco CA 1974-75, Assoc.
ed. Vintage Magazine 1975— . Contbr. res. San
Anselmo CA.*
ROCQUE, Fnmk Albert. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. San Diego CA July 3 1944; s. of Francis
A. '40. res. unknown.
ROLLINS, Ronald Lee. A.B., J.D. Univ. Wise.
1972. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Lewiston March
13 1943; m. Patricia Katsura June 29 1968; ch.:
Zaidee. Volunteer Peace Corps Nepal 1966-68,
planning dir. Prop. OEO Agency Portland
1968-69, atty. Lindquist & Vennum Mnpls.
MN 1972—. res. Mnpls. MN.*
ROSCOE, Charles Harry. A.B., M.S.A.
Northeastern 1967. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Accounting; b. Hartford CT April 29 1944;
m. Susan Robie March 11 1967; ch.: John,
Steven. CPA. (MA, ME); audit mgr. Coopers
& Lybrand (Boston 1967-71, Portland 1971—).
res. Yarmouth.*
ROSENBERG, Charles. A.B. Zeta Psi. Ins.;
b. Hackensack NJ April 1 1944; m. Frances
Raymond June 17 1967; ch.: Jenna. Ins. agt.
(C. Rosenberg Inc. Hackensack 1967-75, Nat.
Ins. Assoc. 1975—). res. Oradell NJ.*
RUTHERFORD, Jeffrey Kellogg. A.B., A.M.
Univ. N.H. 1975. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Boston April 11 1944; s. of
Gaynor K. '36; m. Ruth Kelley Sept. 17 1965;
ch.: Scott, Wendy. Teacher & supervisor vocal
music sch. dept. Kittery 1966— . Dir. Durham
NH Chamber Singers 1973— . res. Hampton
NH.*
SALEM, James Arthur. A.B. Arts; b. April
13 1944; married. Pottery maker Salem Pottery
Hatfield MA 19?—. res. N. Brookfield MA.
SAMUELSEN, Peter, Jr. A.B. 1967. Chi Psi.
b. Birmingham AL July 2 1944. res. Carolina
RI.
SCHMIDT, Edward Chapin. A.B., M.D.
Albany Med. Coll. 1970. Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. New Brunswick NJ April 1
1
1944; m. Elisabeth Fuda May 30 1970; ch.:
Melissa, Emilie. Intern Univ. Wise. Madison
1970-71, Univ. Rochester NY (asst. resident
1974-75, assoc. resident 1975-76), physician
Regional Memorial Hospital Brunswick
1976—. Served to It. cdr. USN 1971-74.
Contbr. res. Brunswick.*
SCHULTEN, Frederick Alexis. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Ins. & real estate; b. NYC Dec. 19
1944; m. Elizabeth Witham June 18 1969; ch.:
Susan, Steven, Christopher. Teacher S.A.D.
Oakland 1966-67, coach Colby Coll. 1969-74,
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ins. & real estate sales
Goddard-Hodgson-Mitchell Agency
Waterville 1974—. Chmn. UNICEF Waterville
1974-75, member city council Waterville
1974-75. res. Waterville.*
SEAGER, Andrew John. A.B., M.Sc. Univ.
N.H. 1972. Phi Delta Psi. Sociology; b.
Bulawayo Zimbabwe Sept. 25 1944; m.
Eleanor Morse July 11 1970; ch.: Alan. Asst.
dir. Upward Bound Brunswick 1967, Botswana
Govt. Gaborone (asst. sec. 1968-70, rural
sociologist 1972-73, acting permanent sec.
1973-74, rural sociologist 1974—). Dir. 1974
(Botswana Meat Comm., Botswana
Development Corp.). res. Gaborone
Botswana.*
SEGAL, Richard Barry. A.B., A.M. Univ. N.H.
1968. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Clinical
psychology; b. Haverhill MA July 29 1944; m.
Sheila Kritzman June 9 1968; ch.: Beth.
Psychological intern Pineland Mental Hospital
1965-66, psychologist Head Start Haverhill
1967, Univ. N.H. (research asst. 1967, teaching
asst. 1968), research intern Child Guidance
Center Concord NH summer 1968, staff
psychologist N.H. Hospital Concord 1968-69,
consultant psychologist State Industrial Sch.
Manchester NH 1969-72, staff psychologist




Austin-Cate Acad. Center Strafford NH
1969— . res. Andover MA.*
SHARP, Richard Winslow, Jr. A.B., Ph.D.
Rutgers 1974. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Physics
research; b. Chicago IL Feb. 2 1945; s. of
Richard W. '37. Staff member Los Alamos
NM Scientific Lab. Univ. Calif. 1967-69,
teaching asst. Rutgers Univ. 1969-74, research
assoc. M.I.T. 1974-76, member staff Lawrence
Livermore Lab. Univ. Calif. 1976— . res.
Livermore CA.*
SHUBERT, Jordan Julius. A.B., M.D. Tufts
Sch. of Medicine 1970. Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. Seattle WA Feb. 6 1944; m.
Phyllis McGarry June 6 1970; ch.: Jennifer,
Sarah, Daniel. General surgeon Georgetown
Univ. Hospital 1970-72, orthopedic surgeon
Tufts-New Eng. Med. Center Hospital 1972-76,
orthopedic teaching staff William Beaumont
Army Med. Center El Paso TX 1976—. Served
to maj. USAR. Contbr. res. El Paso TX.*
SMAIL, David Frederick. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1970. Delta Sigma. Medicine; b. Riverside
CA April 14 1944; m. Barbara Bagenstose June
23 1968; ch.: David, Garon. Intern Univ. Ore.
Med. Sch. Portland 1970-71, staff physician
(Dammasch State Hospital Wilsonville OR
1971, Walter E. Fernald State Sch. Belmont
MA 1974), resident anesthesiology Med.
Center Hospital of Vt. Burlington 1975-76,






), asst. prof, anesthesiology
Univ. Vt. Coll. of Medicine Burlington 1977—
.
Served to maj. USAF 1971-74; awarded
Commendation Medal 1974. res. Williston
VT.*
SMALL, Peter Van. A.B., A.M. Univ. Me.
Portland-Gorham 1969. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Portland Sept. 3 1944; m. Jean
McFarland Nov. 20 1966; ch.: Laurie, Peter,
Cathleen. Teacher & coach high sch. S.
Portland 1966— . Named Coach of the Yr. Me.
Interscholastic Swim Coaches Assn. 1974. res.
S. Portland.*
SMITH, Barry Wayne. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Rumford Sept. 25 1943; ch.:
Sarah, Nathan, Hannah. Teacher high sch.
Brunswick 1966— . res. Brunswick.*
SMITH, Christopher Lane. A.B. cum laude,
Ed.M. Univ. Me. 1973. Education; b.
Bridgeport CT Sept. 9 1944; m. Susan Giard
June 20 1970. Sch. dept. Auburn (teacher
1967— team leader 1971—). Member
(Conservation Comm. Greene 1974— , chmn.
1976
—
; board of dir. Me. Assn. of
Conservation Comm.), co-dir.
Lewiston-Auburn chapter Me. Organic
Farmers & Gardners Assn. res. Greene.*
SOULE, Benjamin Angier. A.B., A.M.
Columbia 1972. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Portland Dec. 26 1943. Teacher (Queen of the
Rosary Coll. Okoyong Mamfe W. Cameroon
1966-68, St. Helena Jr. High Sch. Frogmore SC
1972-75, St. Paul's Coll. Altona N. Victoria
Australia 1976
—
). Served to spec. 4 USA
1969-71. res. Newport Victoria Australia.*
SOULE, Paul William. B.S. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Damariscotta April 12 1943; s.
of William H. '36; m. Gail Knight Aug. 1 1970;
ch.: Sarah, John. Teacher & coach public schs.
Reading MA 1966—. Served to sgt. USA 1967.
res. N. Reading MA.*
STETSON, WUIiam Wharton, Jr. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Management; b. Peekskill NY July 27
1944; m. Waltraud Kloppenburg Oct. 31 1968;
ch.: Andrea, William III. Office mgr. N.Y. Life
Ins. Co. Washington DC & Roanoke VA
1968— . Served to 1st It. USA 1966-68. res.
Roanoke VA.*
STOCKING, David Warner. A.B., A.M.
Lehigh Univ. 1972. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. N. Adams MA June 28 1944;
m. Cynthia Blair July 17 1965; ch.: Philip,
Catherine. Teacher (jr. high sch. Harleysville
PA 1966-68; also dept. coordinator high sch.
Chaplin CT 1968-72, N. Andover MA 1972—),
student Boston Univ. 1974— . Member exec,
board (Conn. Council of Teachers of English
1970-72, Mass. Council of Teachers of English
1975
—), dept. ed. English Journal Nat. Council
of Teachers of English 1973-75. res. Andover
MA.*
SWENSON, Francis Bradford, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Management; b. Charleston SC
April 20 1944; m. Linda Mellin July 20 1975.
Mgr. Swenson's Men's Shop Walpole MA
1970—. Rotary Club Walpole (sec. 1973-74,
treas. 1974). Served to capt. USA 1966-70. res.
Walpole MA.*
TARBELL, John Weatherbee, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Invest, banking; b. Boston March
3 1943; s. of John W. '26; m. Dinah Day Oct.
17 1970. Media buyer Young & Rubicam Inc.
NYC 1967-69. asst. v.pres. (First Nat. City
Bank NYC 1967-76, First Boston Corp. NYC
1977
—
). Served to s/sgt. Mass. Air Force Nat.
Guard 1966-71. res. NYC*
TAYLOR, Jonathan Wardwell. A.B., M.S.
Northeastern 1970. Beta Theta Pi.
Accounting; b. Willimantic CT April 22
1944; m. Dorothy McGowan May 23 1975.
CP.A.; accountant Arthur Andersen & Co.
Boston 1970—. Served to 1st It. USA 1966-68.
res. Acton MA.*
TIMSON, Barry Sturtevant. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Needham MA Aug. 10 1944.
With Me. Bureau of Geology Augusta 1972—
.
res. Hallowell.*
TOLL, Frederick Thomas. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. Littleton NH Aug. 28 1944. res. Laconia
NH.
TOLPIN, Daniel Warren. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1970. Kappa Sigma.
Ophthalmology; b. Cambridge MA June 13
1944; m. Harriet Simons June 11 1967; ch.:
Alison. Intern USPHS Brighton MA 1970-71,
Mass. Eye & Ear Infirmary Boston (resident
ophthalmology 1972-74, fellow retina surgery
1975), ophthalmologist Lexington Eye Assocs.
Lexington & Concord MA 1975— . Elected
member Alpha Omega Alpha 1970. Served to
capt. USAR. Contbr. res. Weston MA.*
TORPEY, William Joseph, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1968. Sigma Nu. Invest, exec; b.
Melrose MA Oct. 16 1944; m. Pamela Scofield
Aug. 5 1967; ch.: Erin. Credit analyst The
Bank of N.Y. NYC 1971-73, invest, officer
New Eng. Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1973—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1969-70. res. Plymouth
MA.*
TRACY, Leo Winslow. A.B., J.D. Boston Coll.
1969. Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Stuart FL
March 1 1945; m. Marilynn Kilbourne Sept. 21
1974. Atty. pvt. practice (Marblehead MA
1972-75, Whitefish MT 1975—). Served to
capt. USMC 1968, 1969-72. res. Whitefish
MT.*
TRECARTIN, Stephen Hurlburt. Bowdoin
1962-65, 1967-68. b. Oct. 6 1944. res. Lubec.
TWOMBLY, David Frank. A.B., M.C.P. Univ.
R.I. 1971. Chi Psi. Real estate developing; b.
Providence RI Feb. 8 1944; m. Carolyn Fisher;
ch.: Lori, Christopher. Marketing rep. Atlantic
Richfield E. Hartford CT 1966, job analyst
Industrial Nat. Bank Providence 1969.
community development dir. Portland 1971-73,
projects mgr. & partner Gaudreau & Co. Inc.
Providence 1973—. Served to 1st It. USA
1967-68; awarded Commendation Medal 1968.
res. Narragansett RI.*
van ANTWERP, Richard Fenn. A.B.. A.M.
Univ. Pittsburgh 1969, Ph.D. Univ. Pittsburgh
1975. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Montclair NJ Oct. 19 1944; m. Lynne Bourne
Aug. 10 1968; ch.: Wendy, Colin. Univ.
Pittsburgh PA (teaching fellow 1968-71. instr.
part-time 1972-75), teacher Montclair
Kimberley Acad. 1975— . res. Upper Montclair
NJ.*
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VAN VARICK, Richard Arthur. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Publishing; b. Hackensack NJ Sept. 1 1944;
s. of Richard C. '32. Product mgr. Canfield
Press San Francisco CA 1975— . res. San
Francisco CA.*
VORBECK, John Carsten. A.B. cum laude,
B.S. Columbia 1967, M.S. Columbia 1968.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Ins.; b. Freeport NY
May 23 1944. Ins. Services Office NYC
(engineer 1971-76, supervisor public protection
1976—). Supt. First Baptist Church Sch.
Freeport NY 1971-76. res. Freeport NY.*
WALKER, Michael George. A.B., A.M. Am.
Univ. 1969, Ph.D. Am. Univ. 1976. Kappa
Sigma. Systems analysis; b. Portland Sept.
15 1944; m. Mary Chandler July 22 1967; ch.:
Kristin, Wendy, Tracey. Programmer
Informatics Rockville MD 1970-72,
programmer & analyst Rockwell Washington
DC 1972-73, sr. programmer AMA Arlington
VA 1973, systems analyst Auerback Arlington
1973-75, sr. systems analyst House of Rep.
Washington DC 1975—. Served to sgt. USA
1966-68. res. Falmouth VA.*
WARREN, Brian Collins. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Military; b. Brunswick July 24 1944; m.
Gayle McCormick June 25 1966; ch.: Robert,
Heather, Heidi. Capt. USA 1966—. Awarded
Bronze Star, Meritorious Service Medal, Air
Medal with 4 Oak Leaf Clusters, Army
Commendation Medal, Good Conduct Medal,
Nat. Defense Service Medal, Vietnamese
Service Medal, Vietnamese Campaign Medal,
res. Topsham.*
WEINSTEIN, Laurence Martin. A.B. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Business exec; b. NYC Oct. 8
1944; m. Eleanor Reitz June 3 1966; ch.:
Tanya, Joshua, Seth. Brand asst. Procter &
Gamble Cincinnati OH 1968-69, account exec.
Rumrill-Hoyt NYC 1969-70, product group
mgr. Remington Shaver Bridgeport CT
1970-75, v.pres. Pelham Tool Co. Harrison NY
1975— . V.pres. Open Door Soc. of Conn. res.
Stamford CT.*
WHITE, Andrew Peter. A.B. cum laude. Theta
Delta Chi. Banking management; b.
Lewiston June 3 1944; m. Anita Miller Dec. 30
1967; ch.: Caroline, Tobin, Christopher. Casco
Bank & Trust Co. (management trainee
Portland 1966-67; asst. mgr. Bridgton 1967-69,
Auburn 1969-70; branch mgr. Auburn 1970-72,
Brunswick 1972-74, Bath 1974—), mgr. First
Nat. Bank of Aroostook Houlton 1976—
.
Member board of dir. Houlton Regional
Development Corp. res. Houlton.*
WHITE, Jeffrey George. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Hospital admin.; b. Lawrence MA April 16
1944; m. Lynn Gillespie March 18 1967; ch.:
Jennifer, Tracy. Me. Med. Center Portland
(asst. personnel dir. 1967-70, asst.
administrator 1970-71), Regional Memorial
Hospital Brunswick (asst. administrator 1971,
administrator 1971-74), assoc. dir. Elizabeth
Ann Seton Hospital Waterville 1974-75, assoc.
administrator Mid-Me. Med. Center Waterville
1975—. Dir. Health Planning Council of
Kennebec Valley 1974-75, past pres. Admin.
Management Soc. Portland chapter 1971-72,
past trustee Me. Hospital Assn. 1972-74,
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v.chmn. (Greater Waterville United Way Inc.
1975, United Fund Brunswick area 1973). Pvt.
Army Nat. Guard. Contbr. res. Waterville.*
WIDDOWSON, Robert Redmond, Jr. A.B.
1967. Chi Psi. b. Melrose MA July 31 1945.
res. Stamford CT.
W1LLEMER, Christian Heinrich. Bowdoin
Plan (Fulbright scholar) 1962-63, LL.D. Univ.
Hamburg 1972. Psi Upsilon. Law; b.
Ludwigslust Germany March 18 1943. Asst.
instr. Univ. Hamburg Germany 1968-71,
solicitor Hamburg 1972-73, atty. Dresdner
Bank Frankfort Germany 1974— . res.
Offenbach/Main Germany.*
WILLEY, James Albert, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Middlebury Coll. 1968, M.A.T. Wesleyan
1969. Kappa Sigma. Management; b.
Springfield MA Nov. 7 1944; s. of James A.
'33; m. Barbara Corey Nov. 19 1966; ch.:
Kristin, Alexa. Hyde Sch. Bath 1968-72
(teacher 4 yrs., head French dept. 2 yrs., asst.
dean of students 2 yrs., dean of discipline 1
yr.), teaching asst. French Brown Univ.
1974-75, dir. counseling & lectr. Spanish St.
Francis Coll. Biddeford 1975-76, service mgr.
Canteen Food & Vending Service Allentown
PA 1976—. Contbr. res. Emmans PA.*
WILSON, John William. A.B., B.D. Yale 1969.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Clergy; b. Amsterdam
NY March 4 1944; m. Carla Tukey; ch.:
Laura, Suzanne. Minister First Congr. Church
United Church of Christ Westfield NJ 1974—.
res. Westfield NJ.*
WILSON, Thomas Hunter. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Ia. 1968, M.F.A. Univ. Ia. 1968. Education;
b. Boston Aug. 1 1944. Teacher (Marlboro VT
Coll. 1968-69, also volunteer Int. Voluntary
Services Savannakhet Laos 1969-71), Marlboro
Coll. (teacher 1971—, dean of faculty 1975—).
Contbr. res. Marlboro VT.*
WOLHAUPTER, John Augustus. A.B., J.D.
Georgetown Univ. 1970. Law; b. Woodstock
N.B. Canada Sept. 10 1944. Sales rep. Int.
Business Machines Corp. Boston 1967-68,
patronate staff U.S. Senator Edmund S.
Muskie Washington DC 1969-70, atty.
(lobbyist Nat. Assn. of Home Builders
Washington 1971-72, self-employed Brunswick
1972-75, partner Lilley Snitger & Wolhaupter
Portland & Bridgton 1976
—
). res. Portland.*
YOUNG, Anthony Lee. Bowdoin 1962-63, A.B.
Univ. Southern Calif. 1965, J.D. Georgetown
Univ. 1973. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Santa
Monica CA April 5 1944; m. Carol Dufalo
Dec. 31 1966; ch.: Elizabeth, Jonathan. Margin
clerk Harker & Co. Los Angeles CA 1965-66,
law clerk to Hon. George Gallagher Court of
Appeals Washington DC 1973-74, assoc. Wald
Harkrader & Ross Washington DC 1974—.
Sec. Thayer Toaers Candominican Assn. Silver
Spring MD 1973-76. Served to It. (jg) USCG
1966-70. res. Bethesda MD.*
YULE, Frank Douglas. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Electronics; b. Boston April 13 1944; m. Lee
Norton Nov. 4 1972. Distributor Sager Electric
Boston 1972— . res. Hingham MA.*
[1966-1967]
Class of 1967
ABBOTT, Alden Wayne. A.B., DO. Phila.
Coll. of Osteopathic Medicine 1971. Theta
Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Boston April 24
1945; m. Janet Chase June 24 1967; ch.:
Christopher, Cheryl. Doctors Hospital
Columbus OH (intern 1971-72, resident obstet.
& gynecol. 1972-76). res. Kettering OH.*
ABRAMS, Lawrence Brundige, III. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Law; b. Chelsea MA May 27 1945;
m. Jayne Baker June 14 1969; ch.: Peter,
Carolyn. Assoc. Rhoads Sinon & Hendershot
Harrisburg PA 1973— . Pres. Jaycees
Harrisburg 1976-77, treas. Family & Children's
Service of Harrisburg 1977-78. Served to It.
USN 1967-70. res. Camp Hill PA.*
ALLEN, Richard Phelps. A.B., M.S. Boston
Coll. 1969. Earth science; b. Portland May
10 1945; m. Susan Griem Feb. 14 1970; ch.:
Andrew, Shannon. Engineering geophysicist
Weston Geophysical Engineers Inc. 1971—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1969-71. res. Westboro
MA.*
ALLEN, Thomas Hodge. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.Phil. Wadham Coll.
Oxford Univ. 1970; J.D. Harvard 1974. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Law; b. Portland April 16
1945; s. of Charles W. '34; m. Diana Bell July
27 1968; ch.: Gwen. Spec. asst. Senator Muskie
Washington DC 1970-71, law clerk Palmer &
Dodge Boston 1973, atty. Drummond
Woodsum Plimpton & MacMahon Portland
1974—. res. Portland.*
ASPLUND, Erik. Bowdoin Plan 1963-64.
Sigma Nu. Accounting; b. Solna Sweden
Jan. 25 1944; m. Agneta Boiling Aug. 20 1966;
ch.: Johan, Peter. Consultant Ab Hao-Konsult
Stockholm Sweden 1969-71, project economist
Ab Bonnierforetagen Stockholm 1972-73,
controller (Intercatering Espanola S. A. Las
Palmas Spain 1973-74, Overman Int. Tranas
Sweden 1974
—
). res. Tranas Sweden.*
ASSINI, Charles Joseph, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Albany NY Apnl 3 1945. res.
Greenbush NY.
BAMBERGER, Richard Halle. A.B. cum
laude, J.D. Case Western Reserve Univ. 1972.
Zeta Psi. Law; b. Cleveland OH Sept. 18
1945; m. Roberta Strickler March 19 1972.
Law clerk William K. Thomas Federal Judge
Cleveland 1972-74, atty. Baker Hostetler &
Patterson Cleveland 1974— . Served to 1st It.
USA 1967-69. Co-author: Justice Is The Crime
(1973). res. Shaker Heights OH.*
BARNARD, William Howard. Bowdoin
1963-64. Sigma Nu. b. Montclair NJ Apnl 26
1945. res. unknown.
BARRON, Stephen Edward. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Medicine; b. Topeka KS April 10
1945. Intern Univ. Minn. Mnpls. 1971-72,
resident Mayo Clinic Rochester MN 1972—
.
Member Alpha Omega Alpha 1971. Contbr.
res. Rochester MN.*
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BELL, Robert Stephen. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1969. Alpha Delta Phi. Occ.
unknown; b. Pasadena CA May 17 1945. res.
Albany CA.*
BENNETT, Michael Walter. Bowdoin 1963-66,
1969-71. Theta Delta Chi. Public service; b.
Alhambra CA Dec. 8 1945. Shipping clerk
Ferguson's Marine Specialties Wilmington CA
1972-73, with area mail processing center U.S.
Postal Service Long Beach CA 1973— . Served
to spec. 5/c USA 1966-69; awarded Purple
Heart, Combat Med. Badge, res. Long Beach
CA.*
BIKLEN, Douglas Paul. A.B. cum laude,
M.R.P. Syracuse Univ. 1973, Ph.D. Syracuse
Univ. 1973. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Washington DC Sept. 8 1945; m. Sari Knopp
Nov. 28 1970. Volunteer Peace Corps Africa
1967-69, legal advocacy coordinator Center on
Human Policy Syracuse NY 1972-73, Syracuse
Univ. (asst. prof. 1973-76, assoc. prof. 1976
—
).
Member (board of dir. Mohican Children
Foundation Cooperstown NY 1974
—
, nat.
committee on legislation & social policy Am.
Assn. on Mental Deficiency 1975
—
), dir.
Center on Human Policy 1976— . Contbr. res.
Syracuse NY.*
BJORNSSON, Fridgeir. Bowdoin Plan
1963-64. b. S-Thing Iceland Oct. 18 1940.
res. unknown.
BLANCHARD, Dana Lincoln, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Education; b. New Haven CT
Dec. 19 1944; m. Lucia Bryant June 17 1967;
ch.: Dana, Vivian. Teacher grammar sch. New
Haven CT 1969—. Served to spec. 4/c USA
1967-69. res. Branford CT.*
BLETHEN, Harold Tyler, HI. A.B., A.M.
Univ. N.C. 1969, Ph.D. Univ. N.C. 1972. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Education; b. Wareham
MA June 19 1945; m. Deborah Holt; ch.:
Andrew. Asst. prof, history W. Carolina Univ.
Cullowhee NC 1972— . Clark Library summer
fellow Univ. Calif. Los Angeles 1973. res.
Cullowhee NC*
BLUMENTHAL, Charles John. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma, b. Portland Nov. 24 1944. res.
Cape Elizabeth.
BOND, Randall Ives. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Harvard 1969, M.S.L.S. Syracuse Univ. 1973.
Theta Delta Chi. Library science; b.
Hartford CT March 9 1945; m. Judith Woollett
May 11 1974. Instr. art history Univ. Hartford
W. Hartford CT 1970-72, fine arts librarian
public library Syracuse 1974— . res. Syracuse
NY.*
BONNEAU, John Victor. A.B., J.D. Villanova
Univ. 1971. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Law; b.
Lewiston March 28 1945; m. Doris Belisle July
15 1972. Assoc. Ballard Spahr Andrews &
Ingersoll Phila. PA 1971-75, partner Marshall
Raymond Beliveau Dionne & Bonneau
Lewiston 1975— . res. Auburn.*
BOTTOMY, David Paul. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.D. Case Western Reserve Univ. 1971.
Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine; b. Cleveland
OH April 25 1945; m. Ann Makimowicz. Med.
intern Grady Memorial Hospital Atlanta GA
1971-72, med. resident Emery Univ. Affiliated
Hospitals Atlanta 1972-74, physician OH
1974— . Assoc. Am. Coll. of Physicians. Served
to It. cdr. MCUSNR 1974-76. res. Chagrin
Falls OH.*
BOXER, Daniel Ellis. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Cornell 1970. Kappa
Sigma. Law; b. Newburyport MA Sept. 13
1945; m. Sara Koirth July 2 1967; ch.: Elisa,
Andrew. Atty. partner Pierce Atwood Scribner
Allen & McKusick Portland 1970—. Member
(exec, committee Pine Tree Council Boy
Scouts, Cumberland County Democratic
committee), chmn. continuing legal education
committee Me. Bar Assn. 1973— , lectr.
Contbr. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
BRAWN, Edwin Leonard. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Brunswick April 10 1945. res. Washington DC.
BROOKS, Timothy French. A.B., A.M. Pacific
Lutheran Univ. 1971. Alpha Delta Phi.
Grad. studies; b. Rockville Center NY May
18 1945; m. Martha Hill Aug. 5 1967; ch.:
Ross, Jason. Admin, asst. to dean of students
Bowdoin 1967-68, dir. career planning &
placement Pacific Lutheran Univ. Tacoma
WA 1971-74, research asst. Ore. State Univ.
Corvallis 1974-76, dean of students Univ. Me.
Ft. Kent 1976—. Served to 1st It. USA
1968-71; awarded Bronze Star (3), Purple
Heart, Army Commendation Medal, res. Ft.
Kent.*
BROUNER, Peter Richard. Bowdoin 1963-66.
Chi Psi. b. Meriden CT April 3 1945. d. York
May 12 1966.
BROWN, Thomas Morgan Dechman. A.B.,
M.S. Inst, of Design at 111. Inst, of Tech. 1969.
Alpha Delta Phi. Real estate; b. Chicago IL
Oct. 20 1944; ch.: Elizabeth, Allison. Teacher
Marvelwood Sch. Cornwal CT 1969-70,
photographer self-employed Brunswick &
Montreal P.Q. Canada 1970-74, contract
admin. & advt. mgr. power systems div.
Morrison-Knudsen Rocky Mt. NC 1974
—
,
real estate The Meredith Co. Annapolis MD.
res. Annapolis MD.*
BURTON, Bruce Arthur. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Newark NJ Aug. 24 1943. res. Castleton
VT.
BUSH, Edward Vannevar. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Boston Aug. 21 1944. res. Belmont
MA.
BUSHEY, Bruce Lawrence. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1973.
Business; b. Waterville May 22 1945.
Volunteer Peace Corps Coroico Bolivia
1968-71, Ford Foundation (asst. rep. Rio de
Janeiro Brazil 1973-76, program officer NY
1976—). res. NYC*
CALIRI, Richard Paul. A.B. cum laude. Class
agt. 1968—. Ins.; b. Quincy MA Oct. 7 1945;
m. Elizabeth Corbett July 29 1967; ch.:
Matthew, Lisa. Operations coordinator John
Hancock Life Ins. Co. Boston 1968— . res.
Braintree MA.*
CARLIN, Donald Phillip. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Law; b. Baltimore MD Jan. 14 1946. Atty.
Becker Card Levy & Richards Endicott NY
1970—. res. Binghamton NY.*
CHAPMAN, Peter Bailey. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Business; b. Littleton NH Feb. 14 1945; m.
Karen Beyer Oct. 1 1966; ch.: Magili, Kelly,
Audrey. Volunteer Peace Corps Ceylon
Srilanka 1967-69; sales mgr. Harraseeket
Marine Service S. Freeport 1971-74, prop. &
pres. Paris Farmers Union S. Paris 1974—
.
Pres. advisory board Univ. Me. Oxford County
Extension, headmaster council Holderness Sch.
Served to sgt. USA 1969-71. res. S. Paris.*
CHEN, Harry Lewis. A.B., M.S. Wayne State
Univ. 1969, M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1973. Alpha
Delta Phi. Internal consultant; b. Chicago
IL Aug. 2 1945; m. Mary Krall May 10 1974.
Research & development chemist Diamond
Shamrock Chem. Co. Cleveland OH 1969-71,
management analyst Environmental Protection
Agency Washington DC summer 1972, Ford
Motor Co. Dearborn MI 1973-75 (jr. financial
analyst, sr. financial analyst), internal
consultant Schlumberger Ltd. NYC 1975—
.
res. New Canaan CT.*
CHOTKOWSKI, David Daniel. A.B. 1968. Phi
Delta Psi. b. Bridgeport CT Feb. 9 1945. res.
Portland.
COMEAU, David. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts 1971,
M.Sc.D. Boston Univ. 1973. Zeta Psi.
Dentistry; b. Bangor Jan. 21 1945; m. Jo
Ann Greenhalgh Aug. 19 1967; ch.:
Christopher, Michelle, Peter, Kimberly.
Certificate of advanced study Boston Univ.
1973, orthodontist pvt. practice Waterville
1973— . Elected member Omicron Kappa
Upsilon 1971. res. China.*
COMSTOCK, Gary David. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Arts.; b. Middletown
CT March 12 1945. Teacher Passamaquoddy
Indian Reservation Princeton 1970, waiter
Weeks Ice Cream Bangor 1971, farm hand
Raymond Farms Lyme CT 1971, community
worker Country Doctor Free Clinic Seattle
WA 1972, waiter Golden Horseshoe Tavern
Seattle 1972-73, dancer Dollhouse Tavern
Seattle 1973, student (Cornell Univ. 1967-69.
Acad, of the Classic Ballet Seattle 1972-73),
artist self-employed San Francisco CA
1973-76, instr. fine arts The Katharine Branson
Sch./Mt. Tamalpais Sch. Ross CA 1976—. res.
Essex CT.*
CONROY, Patrick Stephen. Bowdoin 1963-67.
Sigma Nu. b. Woodstock NH Dec. 10 1944.
res. San Francisco CA.
COOL, Richard Barry. Bowdoin 1963-64.
Kappa Sigma. b. Beverly MA Jan. 4 1945.
res. Manchester CT.
CORNELLA, Andrew Joseph. A.B. cum laude.
M.B.A. Boston Coll. 1970. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Accounting; b. Jacksonville FL Sept. 22
1945; m. Judith Romaglia Sept. 6 1970; ch.:
Scott, Michael. Honeywell Information
Systems Inc. MA (assoc. accountant Welleslev
1970-72. budget spec. Waltham 1973-74.
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financial analyst Waltham 1974, supervisor
employee accounts receivable Waltham
1974—). Served to s/sgt. USA Nat. Guard
1967-73. res. Maiden MA.*
COUPE, Philip John. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Providence RI June 3 1945. res. Scarborough.
CRABTREE, Robert Kimball. A.B. cum laude,
M.Div. Andover Newton Theol. Sch. 1971,
J.D. Northeastern 1976. Beta Theta Pi. Law;
b. Boston Oct. 30 1945. Research dir. Joint
Committee on Education Mass. legislature
1969-74, consultant Mass. Teachers Assn.
part-time 1973-75, legal intern (Mass. Labor
Relations Comm. fall 1974, Palmer & Dodge
Boston spring 1975, Langrock & Sperry
Middlebury VT fall 1975, Deer Is. Legal
Services Boston spring 1976), law clerk U.S.
Dist. Court Boston 1976-77. Recipient: Assn.
for Mentall 111 Citizens Award 1973. Drafted
Mass. Bilingual Education Act of 1971, Spec.
Education Reform Act of 1972; contbr. res.
Jamaica Plain MA.*
CRANSHAW, Thomas Henry. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Augusta May 8 1945. res. Augusta.
CROSBY, Stephen Richard. Bowdoin 1963-66.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Worcester MA Oct. 25
1945. res. unknown.
CUMMING, Virgil Howard. A.B. b.
Skowhegan May 16 1945. res. Greenwich CT.
CUTTER, George Stanley. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1975. Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Banking; b. Detroit MI
Oct. 22 1945; s. of George O. '27.; m. Catherine
Hacker July 3 1971. Trust trainee State Street
Bank & Trust Boston 1971-72, operations mgr.
Dynamic Skis Hampton NY 1972-73, assoc.
consultant Citibank NA. NYC 1975—. Served
to 1st It. USA 1967-70. res. NYC*
DAKIN, Robert Waters. A.B., A.M. Claremont
Men's Coll. 1971. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Chelsea MA Sept. 28 1945; s.
of Russell W. '34; m. Mary Augenstein March
21 1970; ch.: Jennifer, Douglas. Teacher (sch.
dist. Whittier CA 1967-68, Mt. View Sch. Dist.
El Monte CA 1968-73, sch. dist. Claremont
NH 1973
—
). Treas. (Mt. View Teachers Assn.
1971-72; Sugar River Education Assn. 1974-75,
pres. 1976-77), member N.H. Council for
Social Studies, res. Claremont NH.*
DALTON, Peter Cornelius. Bowdoin 1963-64,
A.B. Northwestern 1968, A.M. Univ.
Rochester (Woodrow Wilson fellow) 1971,
Ph.D. Univ. Rochester (Woodrow Wilson
dissertation fellow) 1972. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Boston Jan. 12 1945; m.
Carole Witwer Sept. 16 1967; ch.: Jeffrey,
Carla, Michael. Asst. prof, philosophy Fla.
State Univ. Tallahassee 1972— . Contbr. res.
Tallahassee FL.*
DAVIS, Ronald Leroy. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Waterville May 25 1945. res.
NYC.
DAVIS, Theodore Edgar. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Engineering, aviation; b. Baltimore MD
April 18 1945; m. Elizabeth Mathers Aug. 17
1968; ch.: Elizabeth, Margaret. Teacher board
of education Clark NJ 1967-68, quality
assurance mgr. Me. Yankee Atomic Power Co.
Wiscasset 1974-75, sr. pilot & dir. Air
Operations Tracor Marine Inc. 1975— . Served
to It. USN 1968-73, USNR 1973—. res.
Brunswick.*
DAWEKE, Klaus. A.B. (Fulbright scholar
1966-67), grad. Universitat Koln 1969. Sigma
Nu. Economics; b. Lemgo W. Germany
May 14 1943; m. Vlasta Benesova Oct. 1 1974.
Lectr. Fachhoschule Lippe 1969— . Member
Lemgo (town council 1969-74, county council
1969
—
), member of Parliament Bonn 1976—
.
res. Lemgo W. Germany.*
DEL BOSCO, Pietro Beneventano. Bowdoin
Plan 1963-64. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Naples
Italy Nov. 1 1940. res. Siracusa Italy.
DICKSON, Leon Ashby, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. M.I.T. 1974. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Research; b. Tuskegee AL May 10 1945; s.
of Leon A. Sr. '35; m. Cecylia Arzewski Aug.
11 1967; ch.: liana. M.I.T. (teaching asst.
chemistry 1967-68, research asst. 1968-72, Nat.
Inst, of Health pre-doctoral fellow 1969-71),
research assoc. dept. of biological sciences
Purdue Univ. 1974—. Elected member Sigma
Xi 1974. Contbr. res. W. Lafayette IN.*
DICKSON, Peter James. Bowdoin 1963-65,
B.S. Gorham State Coll. 1968, M.S. Central
Conn. State Coll. 1970. Phi Delta Psi.
Engineering; b. S. Kingstown RI May 10
1945; m. Beverly Horan June 27 1971; ch.:
Charlotte, Sarah. Mgr. Mass. Mutual Life Ins.
Co. Springfield MA 1969-70, New Eng. Tel.
Co. Boston (facilities staff supervisor 1970-76,




DIONNE, Douglas Paul. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Student; b. Skowhegan May 4 1945. Instr.
Scarborough NY Sch. 1967-69, med. student
Temple Univ. 1974-78. Served to s/sgt. USA
1969-74, served to 2nd It. MCUSA 1974-77.
res. Skowhegan.*
DORAN, Robert Harold, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Publishing;
b. Holyoke MA June 18 1945; m. Sona
Stepanian Aug. 22 1971; ch.: Sona.
Prentice-Hall Inc. Englewood Cliffs NJ (coll.
rep. 1972-74, dist. mgr. 1974
—
). Served to capt.
USMC 1968-71; awarded Bronze Star 1969.
res. Haworth NJ.*
DOWGIALO, James Joseph. Bowdoin
1963-65. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston
June 19 1945. res. S. Weymouth MA.
DUNCKLEE, Joel Gardner. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Columbia 1969. Computer systems
development; b. Newton MA Jan. 23 1945.
Systems analyst First Nat. Bank of Boston
1969— . res. Newton Center MA.*
EIGHME, Frank Wheeler. A.B. b.
Richmond VA Feb. 13 1945. res. Van Nuys
CA.
EMERY, John Maurice. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
Communications; b. Ellsworth July 15 1945;
m. Donna Cummings Oct. 21 1967, m. Margot
Bridges Sept. 25 1971; ch.: Sarah, Rose. Me.
Public Broadcasting Network Orono (music
dir. 1970-74, radio production mgr. 1974
—
).
Member board of trustees & exec, committee
Bangor Symphony Orchestra 1975— . Served to
sgt. USA 1967-69. Author: various radio and
television programs, res. Old Town.*
ETHRIDGE, Michael Swan. A.B. Social
work & education; b. Rome NY June 12 1944;
m. Teresa Iwans Sept. 20 1975. Teacher
Deerfield MA Acad. 1967-69, salesman & clerk
Western Union Syracuse NY 1969-71, teacher
(Carlisle Sch. Martinsville VA 1972, Croydon
Hall Acad. Atlantic Highlands NJ 1972-74),
child care worker Methodist Home for
Children Phila. PA 1974-76, student Univ.
Pittsburgh 1976-78. res. Pittsburgh PA.*
FARRFLL, David Thorpe. A.B. cum laude.
Curator; b. Randolph Field TX Oct. 4 1945.
Curator rare books Univ. Ky. Lexington 19?—.
res. Lexington KY.*
FELDMAN, Stewart Lewis. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Brookline MA July 30 1946. res.
Shaker Heights OH.
FERGUS, Paul Michael. A.B., M D. Chicago
Med. Sch. 1971. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. Binghamton NY Oct. 19 1945;
m. Nancy Stone June 22 1968; ch.: Andrew,
Jeffrey. Physician pvt. practice Watertown MA
1974—
. Clinical instr. medicine Tufts Univ.
1975—
. res. Waltham MA.*
FERLAZZO, Leslie Allen. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. Banking; b. Boston March 1
1
1945; m. Susan Farrell Feb. 19 1966; ch.:
Joseph, Sarah. New Eng. Merc. Bank Boston
(job & salary admin. 1967-69, trust operations
admin, asst. 1969-70, trust legal dept. admin,
asst. 1970-71, asst. trust officer 1971-72, trust
officer 1972—), student (Boston Univ. 1970,
Williams Coll. 1972). Planning committee
Greater Boston Personnel Mgr. Club 1968-69,
committee member Mass. Bankers Assn.
1972-73, dir. treas. & sec. The Elhide Co.
1973— YMCA Newburyport MA (dir. &
chmn. finance committee 1974
— ,
v.pres.
1975-76, pres. 1977), advisory dir. & finance
committee The Link House Newburyport
1975
—
, trustee First Religious Soc.
Newburyport 1977— , dir. The Gloucester MA
Museum Inc. 1976— . res. Newburyport MA.*
FINLEY, Daniel Miles. A.B. Kappa Sigma,
b. Detroit MI Nov. 4 1945. res. unknown.
FOSTER, Robert Nicolas. A.B. cum laude.
b. Munich Germany Dec. 6 1945. res.
Liberty.
FOUND, Bruce William. A.B., M.S. Univ. R.I.
1971. Zeta Psi. Education; b. Saginaw MI
May 19 1945; m. Elizabeth Palmer Aug. 10
1968; ch.: Jason. Research asst. Univ. Conn.
Marine Lab. Noank 1968, Univ. R.I. Kingston
(teaching asst. 1968-69, 1971-73; student
1971
—
), teacher Hebron Acad. Hebron
1973—. Served to cpl. USAR 1970-76.
Recipient: Antarctic Service Medal 1968. res.
Hebron.*
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FRANK, Sidney Alan. A.B., M.D. George
Washington Univ. 1971. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Boston Feb. 6 1946; m. Alice
Hughes March 7 1975. Children's Hospital
Oakland CA 1971-73 & 1975-76 (intern,
resident), physician Synanon Foundation
Marshall CA 1973— . Dir. pediatrics Synanon
Foundation, res. Marshall CA.*
FULLER, Arlan Frank, Jr. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1971. Beta Theta
Pi. Medicine; b. Worcester MA Nov. 1 1945;
m. Alice Cronin Jan. 18 1969; ch.: Arlan III.
Surgical resident Mass. General Hospital
Boston 1971-74, gynecol. resident Boston
Hospital for Women Boston 1974-77, gynecol.
fellow Memorial-Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center NYC 1977—). Contbr. res. N. Reading
MA.*
GAMPER, David Edwards. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Calif. San Diego 1973. Alpha Delta Phi.
Music; b. Findlay OH June 15 1945; m.
Gisela Reichert March 9 1968; ch.:
Christopher. Teacher Woodstock Country Sch.
S. Woodstock VT 1967-69, prop. IMLOD




Co. 1975—), town of Landgrove VT 1976
—
(lister; member planning comm., zoning board
of authority), treas. Green Mountain
Community Schoolhouse Inc. 1976— . res.
Landgrove VT.*
GEDDES, Robert Ray. A.B. 1968, M AT.
Harvard 1970, A.M. St. John's Coll. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Education; b. Boston Sept. 1
1
1945; m. Linda Obear August 23 1975. Teacher
(Cheshire CT Acad, spring 1968, Newton S.
High Sch. Newton Centre MA 1969—
McCallie Sch. Missionary Ridge Chattanooga
TN). res. Newton Upper Falls MA.*
GILLEN, James Edward. A.B. 1968. Systems
design; b. Los Angeles CA Dec. 3 1946.
Programmer/analyst United Calif. Bank Los
Angeles 1968-69, scheduling officer Univ.
Toronto Ont. Canada 1969-71, consultant
Wayland Research Co. Toronto 1971-72, supt.
forecasting & computer services Canadian
Ministry of Transport Toronto 1972-74,
consultant Toronto 1974— (PMLP
Consultants Ltd., KR Engineering Ltd.). res.
Toronto Ont. Canada.*
GOULD, Charles Edwin, Jr. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Conn. 1968. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Portland May 3 1944; s. of Charles E. '31; m.
Carolyn Skidmore May 31 1969. Teacher
(Hebron Acad. Hebron 1968-72, Kent CT Sch.
1972—). res. Kent CT.*
GRAHAM, Gary Douglas. Bowdoin 1963-64.
Zeta Psi. b. Salisbury MD Sept. 25 1945. res.
Unionville PA.
GRAVES, Eben Whittier. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Data processing; b. Princeton NJ
Oct. 11 1945. Int. Business Machines Corp.
NYC (data processing trainee 1970-71, systems
engineer 1971—). Served to It. (jg) USNR
1967-69. res. NYC*
GREIG, Henry Fox. A.B. b. Freeport Nov.
25 1940. res. Dover NH.
GROSS, Peter David. A.B., M.D. Tufts 1971.
Sigma Nu. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Radiology; b. Everett MA April 2 1945; m.
Elizabeth Snider Aug. 31 1969; ch.: Melissa,
Andrew. New Eng. Med. Center Boston (intern
1971-72, resident 1972-75), radiologist
(Winchester MA Hospital 1975—, Milford MA
19?—). res. Wayland MA.*
HAGESETH, Jon Aubrey. Bowdoin 1963-65.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Menomonie WI Dec. 28
1945. res. unknown.
HALL, Wayne Leslie. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Computer science; b. Belfast Jan. 15 1945;
m. Nancy Short Nov. 1 1969; ch.: David.
Programmer analyst Int. Business Machines
Essex Junction VT 1968— . Served to sgt. USA
1969-71. Recipient: 3rd Infantry div. Support
Command Soldier of the Year. res. Colchester
VT.*
HALSEY, Ruwe. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Business exec; b.
Greenwich CT Aug. 10 1945; m. Jo Marie
Frank Nov. 20 1971. Margin analyst (Sutro &
Co. San Francisco CA 1967-68, Blair & Co.
San Francisco & NYC 1968-70), ins. agt. New
Eng. Life Ins. Co. San Francisco 1970-72, asst.
to v.pres. Ruwe Pencil Co. Greenwich CT
1973—. res. Riverside CT.*
HANSON, Peter Lee. A.B. cum laude, M.S.A.
Northeastern 1968. Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Accounting; b. Rumford
Nov. 22 1944; m. Marsha Preble 1965; ch.:
Natalie, Keith. C.P.A. Arthur Young & Co.
Boston 1968—. res. Holliston MA.*
HARMON, Mark Peter. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Business exec; b. Boston April 24
1945; m. Susan Kaplan June 18 19?; ch.:
Andrew, Michelle. Atty. Widett & Widett
Boston 1970-75, exec. Boston Sausage &
Provision Inc. Boston 1975— . res. Newton
Centre MA.*
HARMON, Michael Duane. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Pittsburgh 1970. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Journalism; b. Buffalo NY Aug. 15
1945; m. Jeanne Rhinehart April 18 1970; ch.:
Sean, Amber. Guy Gannett Publishing Co.
Portland (reporter 1970-71, copy ed. 1972-73,
city ed. 1973—). Served to 1st It. USA 1967-69,
capt. USAR 1969—; awarded Bronze Star
1968. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
HARRIS, James Brian. A.B., M.B.A. Boston
Univ. 1972. Alpha Delta Phi. 1974 capital
campaign worker. Invests.; b. Syracuse NY
Feb. 14 1944; m. Ellen Gallagher Oct. 4 1969;
ch.: Meghan, James Jr. Asst. loan officer New
Eng. Merc Bank Boston 1967-71, stockbroker
Kidder Peabody & Co. Inc. Boston 1972— . res.
Wenham MA.*
HARTSWICK, Joseph Alleman. Bowdoin
1963-65, A.B. Ind. Univ. 1967. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Medicine; b. Pittsburgh PA April
18 1945. Student Harvard 1967-68, with
Homeopathics Unlimited Berkeley CA 1968—
.
res. Bloomington IN.*
HAWKINS, Brian Carey. A.B., J.D. Suffolk
Univ. 1973. Chi Psi. Law; b. Portland Aug.
28 1945; m. Martha Lewis Oct. 27 1965; ch.:
Shaun, Sarah. Asst. sales rep. Xerox Corp.
Manchester NH 1967-68, mgr. Connie Ann
Shoe Inc. Auburn 1968-69, teacher Deering
High Sch. Portland 1969-70, legal clerk Fearon
Cardente & Cummings Portland 1973, tax
lawyer Macdonald Page & Co. Portland 1974,
atty. pvt. practice Portland 19?
—,
partner
Rundlett & Hawkins Bridgton 19?—. res.
Portland.*
HAYES, Lincoln Loring, II. A.B., M.S. John
Hopkins 1972. Delta Sigma. Business exec;
b. Ft. Dix NJ Dec. 29 1944; s. of Norman E.
'40; m. Priscilla Smalley Sept. 2 1967; ch.:
Christopher, Lincoln, Matthew.
Mathematician Nat. Security Agency Ft.
Meade MD 1967-73, v.pres. J. L. Hayes & Co.
Lewiston 1973— . Served to capt. USAR
1969-71; awarded Army Commendation 1971.
res. Auburn.*
HAYNES, Fred Elmore, III. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
b. Ft. Worth TX Nov. 5 1944. res. Arlington
VA.
HEDE, Hans Johan Edvard. Bowdoin Plan
1963-64. Psi Upsilon. b. Stockholm Sweden
Nov. 5 1943. res. Stockholm Sweden.
HEINRICH, Steven Philip. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Admin.; b. Cambridge MA Jan. 2 1945.
Employment & training administrator Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston 1971— . Served to It.
USN 1967-70, USNR 1970—. res. Lexington
MA*
HESS, Walter Richards. A.B., M.B.A.
Dartmouth 1971. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Banking; b. Houlton Nov. 7 1945; s. of John
E. '44; m. Donna Elton Dec. 2 1972; ch.: Peter.
Asst. v.pres. First Nat. Bank of Boston 1971—
.
Served to sgt. USA 1968-70. res. Needham
MA.*
HIBBARD, Lawrence Randolph. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Washington DC May 4 1945.
res. unknown.
HIBYAN, Roy Peter. A.B., M.B.A. Univ. Me.
Portland-Gorham 1976. Theta Delta Chi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Marketing; b.
Bridgeport CT March 25 1945; m. Karen
Gorham Nov. 28 1968; ch.: Jill, Mark.
Marketing rep. Int. Business Machines
Portland 1967-71, Depositers Trust Co.
(business development officer Augusta
1971-72, mgr. Portland 1972-74), marketing
services mgr. Me. Savings Bank Portland
1974—
.
Training dir. Portland Chapter Way
Campaign 1975, member zoning board of
appeals Yarmouth, res. Yarmouth.*
HOAR, William Patrick. A.B. Chi Psi.
Journalism; b. Haverhill MA Nov. 7 1945.
Journalist & ed. Am. Opinion Belmont MA
1971—. Served to ssg. USA 1968-70; awarded
Army Commendation Medal 1970. Contbr.
res. Arlington MA.*
HOEN, Richard William. A.B. cum laude.
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Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. New Brunswick NJ
Aug. 31 1945. res. unknown.
HOFMANN, Gerhard. A.B.. M.S. Purdue
Univ. (Fulbright fellow) 1970, Ph.D. Purdue
Univ. (Ford fellow) 1973. Phi Delta Psi.
Education; b. Vandsburg Poland April 15
1944; m. Anh-Tuyet Vo Oct. 4 1968; ch.:
Robert, Thomas. Staff sociologist &
coordinator Gary IN Income Maintenance
Experiment 1973-75, prof. Goethe Univ.
Frankfurt W. Germany 1975— . res. Frankfurt
W. Germany.*
HUELS, David. A.B. 1968. b. Buffalo NY
Aug. 3 1934. res. Lockport NY.
HUGHES, James Michael. A.B., J.D. Cornell
1970. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Macon GA June 12 1945; m.
Eleanor Fink Aug. 26 1967; ch.: James, Brett.
Atty. Herrick & Smith Boston 1970—. Served
to capt. USA 1970. res. Hingham MA.*
HUNTINGTON, David Frederic. A.B., M A T.
Univ. N.H. 1968. Phi Delta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Publishing; b. Boston
Nov. 5 1945. Teacher high sch. Somersworth
NH 1967-68, reporter Guy Gannett Publishing
Co. Portland 1968-69, Bowdoin (assoc. ed.
Alumnus 1969-70, acting ed. 1970-71, ed.
1971
—
). Publicity dir. Brunswick chapter Am.
Red. Cross 1975. member board of dir.
Brunswick Area United Way 1974— , sports
broadcaster radio & television 1970—
.
Recipient: Am. Alumni Council Award for
alumni magazine cover design 1972. Contbr.
res. Brunswick.*
HURWIT, Paul Steven. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b.
Hartford CT Nov. 8 1945. res. W. Haven CT.
JONES, Robert Lincoln. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Health; b. New Haven CT May 17
1945; m. Ernestine Goodrich Nov 30 1968; ch.:
Tyla. Exec. dir. Bath Regional Assn. for
Retarded Citizens Bath 1973—. Chmn. (Me.




Disabilities Council 1976), member board of
dir. Withywindle Sch. 1972—. Served to PO/2
USCG 1968-72, USCGR 1972—; awarded
Nat. Service Medal 1968, Good Conduct
Medal 1972. Recipient: Am. Red Cross Life
Saving Award of Merit 1968. res. Dresden.*
JORDAN, Enoch Pope, III. Bowdoin 1963-64.
Chi Psi. b. Atlanta GA Nov. 11 1945. res.
Carrollton GA.
KEEFE, Thaddeus John, III. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1970. Chi Psi. Military; b. Waltham
MA Oct. 28 1945; s. of Thaddeus J. Jr. '41; m.
Elizabeth Miller May 8 1971. With USA
1971—. res. San Antonio TX.*
KELAHER, Kevin Michael. A.B., D.M.D.
Tufts 1973. Chi Psi. Dentistry; b. Quincy
MA Nov. 8 1945; m. Carol Henretty June 26
1966; ch.: Kasey. Teacher S.A.D. Hallowell
1967-69, dentist pvt. practice Seabrook NH
1969—. res. Lynn MA.*
KENDALL, Bertrand Nelson. A.B., M.P.A.
Syracuse Univ. 1969. Chi Psi. Govt.; b. New
Brunswick NJ Dec. 27 1945; m. Allison King
March 14 1970; ch.: Daniel, Caitlin. City of
Plainfield NJ (admin, asst. 1971-73, budget
officer 1973), mgr. township of Cedar Grove
NJ 1973— . Asst. treas. & board member
United Way of Plainfield 1971-73, member
board of trustees community action Plainfield
1972-73, member advisory board Carnival &
Amusement Ride Safety. Served to 1st It.
USAR 1969-71; awarded Bronze Star, Army
Commendation Medal 1971. Contbr. res.
Cedar Grove NJ.*
KIEL, Frederick . A.B. cum laude. b. Derby
CT Jan. 1 1946. res. Seymour CT.
KOLLMANN, Geoffrey Charles. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Management; b.
Chelmsford England May 8 1945; s. of Edward
C. '41; m. Mettah McClurkin May 2 1969.
Social Security Admin. Baltimore MD (claims
authorizer 1971-73, management intern
1973-75, management analyst 1975
—
). Served
to sgt. USA 1968-71. res. Laurel MD.*
KREMS, Sheldon Mayer. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Kent State Univ. 1971, Ph.D. Kent State
Univ. 1973. Delta Sigma. Psychology; b.
Dayton OH Feb. 23 1945; m. Marjorie Fine
Sept. 13 1970; ch.: Michelle, Emily. Staff
psychologist (S. E. Mental Health Center
Fargo ND 1973-75, Dutchess County Mental
Health Center Poughkeepsie NY 1975
—
).
Served to sgt. USAR 1967-73. res.
Poughkeepsie NY.*
LEVASSEUR, Robert Ernest. A.B. cum laude
1968, B.S. M.I.T. 1968, M.S. Northeastern
1971, M.S. M.I.T. 1973. Beta Theta Pi.
Management science; b. Sanford Feb. 15
1945; m. Pauline Laitres Aug. 26 1967. Systems
analyst (Westinghouse Electric Co. Pittsburgh
PA 1968-69, Raytheon Bedford MA 1969-71),
sr. management scientist Nabisco Co. NYC
1973-74, supervisor management science
Digital Equipment Corp. Maynard MA
1974— , instr. management Boston Univ.
1974—
. Served to s/sgt. USA & USAF Nat.
Guard, res. Marlboro MA.*
LILLY, Richard Bowdoin, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Univ. Vt. 1971. Sigma Nu. Medicine;
b. Winthrop MA Feb. 13 1946; m. Theresa
Pellegrino Sept. 29 1973. Hartford CT Hospital
(intern 1971-72, anesthesiology resident
1972-75), physician & anesthesiologist 130th
General Hospital Nurenberg Germany
1975-77, staff Hartford Hospital 1977—.
Served to maj. MCUSA 1975-77. res.
unknown.*
LIVINGSTON, Bruce Ronald. Bowdoin
1963-65, A.B. Univ. Me. 1968, J.D. Univ. Me.
1972. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Law; b. Presque Isle Nov. 17 1944;
m. Barbara Morang June 30 1972; ch.: Joshua,
Gretchen. Claim rep. Aetna Casualty & Surety
Portland 1968-69, atty. Lipman Parks &
Livingston Augusta 1972— . Member board of
dir. Jr. Achievement Central Me., chmn. legal
professionals div. United Way Kennebec
Valley 1975. PFC USA 1968-69, served to sgt.
USAR 1969—. res. Augusta.*
LORCH, Thomas Humphries. A.B., A.M.
Central Conn. State Coll. 1975. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Torrington CT June
30 1945. Dir. student activities W. Hartford CT
public sch. 1972-74. Member board of mgr.
YMCA W. Hartford 1974. Served to sgt. USA
1968-70. res. W. Hartford CT*
LUNNY, Robert James, Jr. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Conn. 1969. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Sanford Jan. 26 1945; m. Ann
Stocker June 17 1967; ch.: Christopher,
Michael, Eric. Univ. Conn. Storrs (research
teaching 'asst. 1969-71, student 1969—), asst.
prof. Colby Sawyer Coll. New London NH.
Elected member Phi Sigma Gamma 1969. res.
New London NH.*
MACK, Cary Nelson. A.B., M.S. Boston Univ.
(Nat. Inst, of Mental Health fellow) 1969,
Ph.D. Tex. Tech. Univ. 1975. Phi Delta Psi.
Psychology; b. Portland Jan. 16 1945; m.
Karen Hirshon Nov. 30 1968. Group worker
Dorchester MA House summer 1967, social
worker student (McLean Hospital Belmont
MA 1967-69, Indian Health Service dept.
HEW Window Rock AZ summer 1968), sr.
asst. health services officer USPHS 1969-71,
social worker N.E. Mental Health Clinic
Norfolk NE 1971-72, consulting student
psychologist Lubbock TX Children's Home
1972-73, psychology research asst. Tex. Tech.
Univ. Lubbock 1973-74, V.A. hospital Miami
Beach FL (doctoral intern 1974-75, clinical &
counseling psychologist 1975), clinical
psychologist Brevard County Mental Health
Center Rockledge FL 1975—. Author:
Vigilance Behavior in Hyperactive Learning
Disabled Children (1975). res. Rockledge FL.*
MacKENZIE, George Calvin. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Tufts 1970, Ph.D. Harvard 1975. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. Bloomington IN
April 27 1945; s. of George H. '41; m. Nancy
Wanderer May 25 1968; ch.: Andrew, David,
Peter. Prof. political science George
Washington Univ. 1975— . Served to sgt. USA
1969-71. res. Alexandria VA.*
MacLEAN, Bruce John. A.B., grad. Sch. of
Banking at Williams 1975. Kappa Sigma.
Admissions aide 1972— . Banking; b.
Langley Field VA April 27 1945; m. Barbara
Caron June 17 1967; ch.: Heather, Catherine.
Professional baseball player St. Louis MO
Cardinals 1966-69, asst. v.pres. Hartford Nat.
Bank & Trust Hartford CT 1969—. Treas.
Exchange Club of Manchester CT 1971-72,
v.pres. Lions Club E. Hartford 1972— . res. E.
Hartford CT.*
MACOMBER, David Haynes, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Univ. Mass. 1968, Ed.M.
Westfield State Coll. 1977. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Boston Nov. 21 1945; s. of
David H. '39; m. Janet Ferraro Aug. 19 1972;
ch.: Carrie, Ann. Teacher (Suffield CT Acad.
1968-72, Classical High Sch. Springfield MA
1972—). Served to cpl. USAR 1968. res. E.
Longmeadow MA.*
MANOLAKOS, Peter George. A.B., Ph.D.
Syracuse Univ. 1978. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Providence RI Jan. 1 1 1947; m. Susan
Williams June 2 1974. Teaching asst. Syracuse
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Univ. 1971-72, 1973-76. Served to 1st It. USA
1968-70, capt. USAR 1970—. res. Syracuse
NY.*
MANRING, Roger William. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.I.A. Columbia 1974.
Zeta Psi. Political science; b. NYC Oct. 8
1945; m. Barbara Thompson June 8 1968; ch.:
Audrey. Volunteer Peace Corps Upper Volta
W. Africa 1968-70, teacher Salisbury CT Sch.
1971-73, assoc. Robert R. Nathan Assoc.
Washington DC 1974— . res. Alexandria VA.*
MARGOLIN, William. A.B. 1972. Theta Delta
Chi. Social work; b. Boston April 6 1945; m.
Rosalie Foster Aug. 5 1973. Dir. W. End
House Camp E. Parsonfield 1971-73, W. End
House Boys' Club Allston MA (program dir.
1972-73, exec. dir. 1973—). Served to sgt. USA
1966-70. Co-ed.: Collectors' Classified 1975—.
res. Randolph MA.*
MATHERS, James Alexander Lamond, Jr.
A.B., M.D. Columbia 1972. Zeta Psi.
Medicine; b. Charlottesville VA March 22
1944. Fellow chest diseases dept. of medicine
Columbia Presby. Hospital NYC 1972—.
Contbr. res. Englewood NJ.*
MATTHEWS, Raymond Colby, Jr. A.B. Chi
Psi. Ins.; b. Waltham MA May 30 1945; m.
Martha Sheeran June 24 1967; ch.: Colby.
Ocean marine underwriter Chubb & Son Inc.
NYC 1967-70, ocean marine dir. Hartford CT
Ins. Group 1970— . res. Glastonbury CT.*
MCALLISTER, William Arthur. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Business; b. Springfield MA Dec.
18 1945; m. Donna Henskan Sept. 1976.
Volunteer Peace Corps Sierra Leone 1967-69,
traffic supervisor Automatic Data Processing
Boston 1969-72, salesman Data Forms Co.
Brighton MA 1972—. Served with USA Nat.
Guard 1970-76. res. Waltham MA.*
McKEAGNEY, Robert Bernard, Jr. A.B.,
M.S.W. Univ. N.C. 1970. Sigma Nu. Social
work; b. Winchester MA Dec. 21 1944; m.
Jacqueline Berg Dec. 29 1967; ch.: Robert III,
Hildin. State of Me. Dept. of Human Services
Portland (social worker 1967-68, intake worker
1970-71, client processing mgr. 1971-74,
substitute care mgr. 1974
—
). Elected member
Order of the Golden Fleece Univ. N.C. Chapel
Hill 1970, trustee People's Regional
Opportunity Program Cumberland County
1972-75, dir. (Families for Adoptable Children
1975-76, Shalom House Portland 1975—). res.
Cape Elizabeth.*
McNABB, David Paul. A.B. Journalism; b.
Biddeford Nov. 19 1944; m. Sheila Smith May
4 1968; ch.: Dennis, Brian, Matthew. Teacher
Thornton Acad. Saco fall 1967, Guy Gannett
Publishing Co. Portland (reporter 1969-71, asst.
city ed. 1971-75, sports ed. 1975—). Served to
1st It. USA 1967-69. res. Saco.*
McNABB, Dennis Paul. A.B., M.S.W. Smith
Coll. 1973. Kappa Sigma. Social work; b.
Biddeford Nov. 19 1944; m. Paula Benoit Aug.
8 1970. Underwriter Liberty Mutual Ins.
Boston 1967, caseworker Lincoln Hall
Lincolndale NY 1970-71, child psychotherapist
N.Y. Hospital White Plains 1973—. Served to
1st It. USA 1967-69. res. Great Neck NY.*
MERRY, Peter Rowe. A.B., J.D. Boston Univ.
1974. Chi Psi. Law; b. Salem MA March 23
1945. Atty. Quinn Savoy & Merry 1974—.
Asst. city solicitor Salem. Served to capt.
USMC 1967-70. res. Beverly Farms MA.*
MICHELMORE, John Howard. A.B., J.D.
Suffolk Univ. 1973. Zeta Psi. Admissions aide
19?—. Law; b. Boston March 27 1945; m.
Jane Richardson March 15 1969; ch.: Sara,
Katherine. Atty. Spillane & Spillane Foxboro
MA 1973— . V.pres. & member board of dir.
YMCA Hockomock MA, v.chmn. town
advisory committee Foxboro. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1967-69, awarded Navy Achievement
Medal with Combat V 1968. res. Foxboro
MA.*
MICKLEY, Steven Phillips. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1971.
Beta Theta Pi. Admissions aide 1976-77.
Medicine; b. Boston June 20 1945; m. Diane
Wilkins June 25 1972; ch.: Brian, Karen.
Intern & resident Barnes Hospital St. Louis
MO 1971-73, physician (USPHS Bronx NY




MILLAY, David George. A.B. cum laude,
MAT. Wesleyan (Woodrow Wilson scholar)
1968. Sigma Nu. Education; b. Lewiston
Nov. 16 1944; m. Ruth Connors July 30 1966;
ch.: Stephanie, Scot, Sheila. Teacher
(Greenwich CT sch. dept. 1968-69, Brunswick
Jr. High Sch. Brunswick 1969—). Chmn.
professional rights & responsibilities committee
Brunswick Teachers Assn. 1973-75. res.
Bowdoinham.*
MILLER, Edwin Layng. A.B., MBA.
Columbia 1969. Banking; b. Meadville PA
Sept. 13 1945; m. Mary Anderson May 13
1967, m. Josephine Kemp Sept. 27 1975; ch.:
Stephen, Charles. Asst. cashier First Nat. City
Bank NYC 1968-70, managing dir. United
Eurosecurities NYC 1970-71, v.pres. & mgr.
Int. Marine Banking Co. London England
1971-73, v.pres. & dir. Kensington
Organization NYC 1973-74, dir. Merban Ltd.
London 1974— . Dir. (Grantree Holdings Inc.
1974—
,
Granny's B. B. Ltd. 1974—). res.
London England.*
MILLIKEN, Dean MacMannus. A.B., A.M.
Univ. S. Fla. 1975. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Marine biology; b. Hartford CT April 9
1945. Public health tech. Peace Corps 1967-69,
Univ. S. Fla. Tampa (research asst. 1971-72,
marine tech. Ill 1972-73, marine biologist II
1973
—
, admin, officer 1975
—
). Tech. mgr. &
budget officer Environmental Protection
Agency nat. fish monitoring program, lab. mgr.
& admin, officer National Science Foundation,
control officer Int. Decade of Oceanographic
Exploration of the 70's, cruise dir. & deck
officer 5 oceanographic cruises. Elected
member Sigma Xi. res. St. Petersburg FL.*
MILLS, William Alan. Bowdoin 1963-66. Chi
Psi. b. Pawtucket RI June 14 1945. d. York
May 12 1966.
MONE, William David. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1970.
Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign
worker, admissions aide 1972— . Law; b.
Brockton MA Oct. 17 1945; m. Carol
Schlesinger Sept. 5 1970; ch.: William,
Elizabeth. Partner Doyle & Mone Brockton






board Brockton Art Center, res. W. Newton
MA.*
MOORE, Edward Parsons, Jr. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. Hawaii 1974, A.M. Columbia 1977.
Education; b. Washington DC July 2 1944;
m. Kathleen John Aug. 24 1968; ch.: Terry,
Maile. Teacher (Hill Sch. Pottstown PA
1967-70, Punahou Sch. Honolulu HI 1970—),
with athletic dept. Camp Dudley Westport NY
summers 1973— . Dir. Jaycees Waikiki 1971-72.
res. Honolulu HI.*
MORGAN, William Francis, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Univ. Mich. 1971. Alpha Delta Phi. Finance
& accounting; b. Detroit MI July 30 1945; m.
Ann Early Sept. 20 1969; ch.: Sara, Lindsay.
CPA. (MA); sr. accountant Price Waterhouse
& Co. Boston 1971-74, asst. treas.
Computervision Corp. Bedford MA 1974—
.
Served to It. USN 1967-69. res. S. Hamilton
MA.*
MOSKELL, Stephen Michael. A.B. Chi Psi.
Purchasing; b. Meriden CT May 1 1945; m.
Gail Nott Feb. 28 1970. Teacher Moran Jr.
High Sch. Wallingford CT 1967-68, purchasing
dir. Maryland Cup Corp. Baltimore MD
1972—
. Served to capt. USA 1968-72; awarded
Bronze Star, Vietnamese Nat. Police Medal of
Honor 1st Class, res. Upperco MD.*
MOULTON, Anthony LeRoy. A.B., M.D.
Columbia 1971. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Medicine; b. Auckland
New Zealand Feb. 13 1945. Columbia Presby.
Med. Center NYC 1971— (intern, sr. surgical
resident). Contbr. res. NYC*
MOWBRAY, William Fell. A.B. cum laude.
V.M.D. Univ. Penn. 1973. Sigma Nu.
Veterinary medicine; b. Wilmington DE
Nov. 26 1945; m. Diane Gay Sept. 7 1974.
Veterinarian (Marlton NJ 1973-74, Fairless
Hills PA 1975, Women's S.P.C.A. of Penna.
Phila. 1975—). res. Bryn Mawr PA.*
MUZZY, Gregory Elliott. A.B., M.S.
Northeastern 1968. Sigma Nu. Accounting;
b. Holyoke MA Aug. 8 1945; s. of Keith S. '41;
m. Donna Eastman June 18 1966; ch.:
Christopher, Scot, Elizabeth. C.P.A. (MA);
mgr. Price Waterhouse & Co. Boston 1968-75,
treas. CTBS Group Inc. Wellesley Hills MA
1975—. res. Wellesley Hills MA.*
NDANG, Akotoh-Fonjiangeh Bukwara Mofor.
A.B.. M.I.A. (Guy Howard Charles scholar)
Sch. for Int. Training 1973. Phi Delta Psi.
Public admin.; b. Santa-mbu Cameroon
Dec. 29 1939; m. Katrena Jackson Sept. 3
1968; ch.: Shiri. Asst. sec. Buea W. Cameroon
W. Africa (ministry public service & finance
1969-72), civil administrator 1972, lectr.
ministry territorial admin. Buea Cameroon
1973-74. sr. lectr. Buea Cameroon 1975—
.
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Member board Bulu Center for the Blind Buea
1970
— ,
trustee New Cameroon Vocational
Coll. Bauenda Cameroon 1972— . res.
Cameroon W. Africa.*
NEWMAN, Paul Wildes. A.B., M B A. Univ.
Me. 1972. Kappa Sigma. Real estate & ins.;
b. Bangor Aug. 8 1944; s. of Frederic S. '38; m.
Martha Griffith Sept. 9 1967; ch.: Matthew,
William. Ins. agt. Bangor (Travelers Ins. Co.
1972-75, D. S. Higgins & Sons 1975-76),
salesman Dawson Co. Realtors 1976— . Pres.
board of dir. Homes Unlimited Inc., member
board of dir. (Counseling Center, Multiple
Handicapped Center). Served to 1st It. USA
1967-70. res. Bangor.*
NGOH, John Akwo. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Kumba Cameroon Africa July
10 1940; m. Lucy Forderson 1966, m. Susana
Mucle July 8 1972; ch.: Musemba, Sona, Pude,
Esono. Cameroon Govt. Africa (teacher
Kumba 1967-72, inspector education 1972
—
).
Contbr. res. Kumba Cameroon.*
NORTON, William Keeler. A.B., Th.M.
Andover-Newton Theol. Sch. 1970. Theta
Delta Chi. Sales; b. Evanston IL Dec. 15
1945; m. Maxine Manning May 31 1970; ch.:
Felicia, Therese. N.Y. Life Ins. Co. Inc.
(actuarial trainee NYC 1970-71, field rep.
Amarillo TX 1972-73), field rep. Inst, of
Cultural Affairs Chicago IL 1973-75, salesman
Burns Philp & Mates Canberra Australia
1975—. Clerg. United Church of Christ 1970,
dir. (Ecumenical Inst. Amarillo 1971-72, Inst,
of Cultural Affairs Atlanta GA 1974). res.
O'Connor A.C.T. Australia.*
OGUNSOLA, Abimbola Olusoji. A.B. cum
laude, M.B.A. Cornell 1969. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Marketing exec; b. Ibadan Nigera
June 22 1944; m. Gloria Williams Aug. 20
1971; ch.: Olufunso. Philip Morris Nigeria Ltd.
Logos Nigeria (brand mgr. 1971-75, general
brand mgr. 1975
—
). res. Ibadan W. State
Nigera.*
OHISHI, Hiroshi. Bowdoin Plan 1963-64.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Tokyo Japan Oct. 4
1944. res. Tokyo Japan.
OXNARD, Thomas Fletcher. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Univ. Rochester 1971. Chi Psi.
Medicine; b. Waterbury CT June 18 1945;
m. Sarah Calkins July 15 1972; ch.: Nathan.
Pediatrics dept. Univ. Hospital Cleveland OH
(intern 1971-72, resident 1972-74), pediatrician
Exeter NH Clinic 1974— . Served to maj.
USAF 1974-76. res. Exeter NH.*
PAPPAS, Peter George. A.B., M.B.A.
Northwestern 1973. Kappa Sigma.
Management; b. Lynn MA Oct. 12 1944; m.
Susan Eaton. Mgr. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Chicago IL 1970—. Served to 1st It. USA
1968-70. res. Buffalo Grove IL.*
PARTRIDGE, Edward Scott. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Delta Psi. Accounting; b. New Haven
CT Nov. 27 1945; m. Kathleen McNeil Aug. 4
1970; ch.: Megan, Michael, Amy. Student Del
Mar Coll. Corpus Christi TX 1971-73,
accountant Charles V. Canine Corpus Christi
1973-75, student Tex. Arts & Industries Univ.
Corpus Christi 1973—, C.P.A. Dryden &
Holloway Co. Corpus Christi 1975— . Served to
It. USN 1967-73, USNR 1973—. res. Corpus
Christi TX.*
PEARLMAN, Joel. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts 1974.
Theta Delta Chi. Dentistry; b. NYC Jan. 31
1946; m. Carol Seward Dec. 17 1967; ch.: Jill,
Justin. Student Springfield MA Coll. 1967-69,
counselor vocational & psychological services
dept. Hartford Regional Center for the
Mentally Retarded Newington CT 1968-70,
pedodontic extern Boston Children's Floating
Hospital 1973, extern Tufts Univ. 1973-74,
intern Eunice Kennedy Shriver Center for the
Mentally Retarded Waltham MA 1974-75,
certificate in dentistry for the handicapped
Tufts Univ. 1975, assoc. chief dentist Tufts
Dental Facility For The Handicapped 19?
—
,
dentist pvt. practice Foxboro MA 19?—
.
Elected member Psi Chi 1969, consultant
Mass. Comm. of Mental Health for Statewide
Dental Programs for the Institutionalized
Patient. Served to sgt. USA Nat. Guard
1968-74. Contbr. res. Belmont MA*
PERKS, Richard Edward. A.B. Zeta Psi. Occ.
unknown; b. Worcester MA Dec. 2 1945; m.
Louise Gravel 196B. Served to capt. USA
1968-71; awarded Commendation Medal, res.
N. Grafton MA.
PFEIFFER, Robert Howard. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. N.H. 1974. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Boston June 30 1945; m. Katherine Evans June
22 1968; ch.: Sarah, Kate. Asst. coach (Colby
Coll. 1967, Univ. N.H. Durham 1970-71, asst.
prof, physical education Middlebury VT Coll.
1971-75), teacher & counselor Medomak
Valley Union High Sch. Waldoboro 1975—.
Served to capt. USMC 1967-70; awarded
Purple Heart, Silver Star, Bronze Star. res.
Jefferson.*
PIKE, Richard Steven. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
Education; b. Norway June 8 1945. Admin,
asst. Upward Bound Bowdoin summers
1967-70, teacher (Rockland High Sch.
Rockland 1967-68, Scarborough NY Sch.
1968-71), student Univ. Me. 1968, asst. dir. Me.
State Rural Youth Corps 1969-70, teacher Rye
NY Country Day Sch. 1971—. Treas.
Deertrees Inc. res. Greenwich CT.*
PILLSBURY, Ralph Byron, III. Bowdoin
1963-64. Kappa Sigma, b. Waterville June 8
1945. d. Unity June 28 1964.
POIRIER, Ralph James. Bowdoin 1963-65,
1965-66. Phi Delta Psi. b. Northampton MA
Aug. 2 1945. res. Ft. Amador Canal Zone.
POIROT, William Kenneth. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Hartford CT Aug. 14
1945; m. Lois Veits Sept. 5 1966; ch.: Carrie,
Christopher. Teacher & coach Brooks Sch. N.
Andover MA 1967— , student Duke Univ.
1974-76. res. N. Andover MA.*
POPE, Laurence Everett, II. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Foreign relations; b. New Haven CT
Sept. 24 1945; s. of Everett P. '41 Overseer.
Volunteer Peace Corps Washington DC
1967-69, foreign service officer Washington
DC Dept. of State 1969—. res. Tripoli Libya.*
POWELL, Charles Herbert, II. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Bethlehem PA Jan. 11 1945. res.
Charleston SC.
PUGLIA, Carl John. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Boston Jan. 28 1946; m. Linda
Carlyn Dec. 22 1967; ch.: Christen, Leigh.
Teacher N. Reading MA 1969— . Served to sgt.
USA 1967-69. res. Salem NH.*
QUIGLEY, Peter J. A.B. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Advt.; b. Springfield MA April 8 1946. Sales
Addison-Wesley Publishing Reading MA
1967-72, student (Fletcher Sch. summer 1971,
Harvard 1971-72), advt. mgr. Air Progress
Magazine Petersen Publishing Co. Chicago IL
1972-75, sales /mgr. Media Networks Inc.
Chicago & NYC 1975—. res. Chicago IL.*
RAMOS, Carlos Manuel. Bowdoin Plan
1963-64. b. San Jose Costa Rica Nov. 21
1942. res. unknown.
RANAHAN, John Paul. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Education; b. Cleveland OH June
18 1945; m. Jean Tanguay June 12 1967; ch.:
Lisa, Emily. Volunteer Peace Corps Rongelap
Marshall Is. 1967-70, education dept. Majuro
Marshall Is. (asst. district English lang.
supervisor 1970-72, teacher 1972-74), pest
control serviceman New Eng. Sanitation
Systems Portland 1974-75, teacher Hebron
Acad. Hebron 1975— . res. Hebron.*
RAND, Stephen Peter. A.B. cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.D. Univ. Chicago 1971. Theta
Delta Chi. Medicine; b. NYC June 25 1945;
m. Phyllis Scheinberg Jan. 5 1975. MonteFiore
Hospital Bronx NY (intern 1971-72, jr. resident
1972-73), Memorial Sloan Kettering Inst. NYC
(sr. resident 1973-74, chief resident 1974-75,
immunology research fellow 1975), pediatric
asst. Beth Israel Hospital NYC 1975—, instr.
pediatrics Mt. Sinai Hospital NYC 1975—.
Contbr. res. Queens NY.*
REA, Campbell Cary. A.B. cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa; M.S. Ore. State Univ. 1975. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Agriculture; b. Wilmington
DE April 9 1945; m. Nancy Robbins Oct. 4
1969; ch.: Charles.' Research asst. (Columbia
Univ. 1971-72, Oregon State Univ. Corvallis
1972-74), farmer Ampthill Farm Cartersville
VA 1975
—
, research asst. Univ. Va.
Charlottesville 1976—. Served to It. USNR
1967-71, USNR 1971—. res. Cartersville VA.*
REID, Lawrence Keller. A.B., M.B.A. Fairleigh
Dickinson Univ. 1969. Beta Theta Pi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Management; b.
Brooklyn NY June 11 1945; m. Mary Lott
May 31 1969; ch.: Kimberly, Kevin. Admin,
asst. Hefler-Snyder Co. Plainfield NJ 1967-69,
J. C. Penney Co. NYC (budget analyst
1970-71, planning & research analyst 1972-73,
project mgr. 1973-76, sporting goods buyer
1976—). Served to 2nd It. USAR 1969-70. res.
River Vale NJ.*
REILLY, Wayne Everett. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Mo. 1973. Chi Psi. Journalism; b. Troy NY
Dec. 16 1945; m. Karen Roseen Aug. 24 1968;
ch.: Stephen, Brendan. Teacher Monmouth
Acad. Monmouth 1968-74, public relations
consultant Me. State Dept. of Educational &
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Cultural Services 1974-75, free lance reporter
(Me. Times, Me. Sunday Telegram, Christian
Science Monitor, & other publications),
education writer Bangor Daily News 1975—
.
Elected member Kappa Tau Alpha 1973.
Contbr. res. Hampden.*
RICHTER, Alexander Gordon. A.B., D.V.M.
Ont. Veterinary Coll. 1976. Delta Sigma.
Veterinary medicine; b. NYC Feb. 20 1945.
Student Univ. N.H. 1970-71, veterinarian
Town & Country Veterinary Hospital Bonita
CA 1976— . Mark Morris Veterinary scholar 4
months post-grad, work in zoo medicine San
Diego CA Zoo & Wild Animal Park. Served to
It. USN 1967-70. res. Littleton CO.*
RIDGEWAY, Michel Henry. A.B., M.S.L.S.
Columbia 1969. Zeta Psi. Library science; b.
Willimantic CT July 3 1945; m. Diane Bone
June 29 1968; ch.: James, Peter. Librarian
trainee Eastern Conn. State Coll. Willimantic
1967-68, USMA Library West Point NY
(acquisitious librarian 197 1-74; asst. librarian,
tech. services 1974
—
). Served to spec. 5 USA
1969-71. res. Newburgh NY.*
ROBBINS, Judd. A.B. magna cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; M.S. Univ. Mich. 1968; A.M.
Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1974. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Research; b. NYC Feb 3 1946; m.
Laura Dubinett Sept. 26 1970; ch.: Joshua.
Staff engineer MITRE Corp. Bedford MA
1968-70, med. systems programmer
Hewlett-Packard Med. Electronics Waltham
MA 1970-71, faculty researcher Erasmus Univ.
Rotterdam Holland 1971-73, med. systems
programmer Hewlett-Packard Med.
Electronics Waltham 1973, med. systems
programmer & analyst Kaiser Med. Methods
Research Oakland CA 1975— . res. Albany
CA.*
ROWSON, Walter, HI. A.B. Zeta Psi. Ins.;
b. Hartford CT April 16 1945; s. of Walter '39;
m. Leslie Tuttle April 14 1967; ch.: Gardner,
Whitney, Carter. Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.
(sales rep. NYC 1967-68, Boston 1971-73; asst.
regional mgr. Los Angeles CA 1973-?; regional
sales dir. Portland 19?—). Served to capt. USA
1968-71; awarded Army Commendation
Medal 1969. res. S. Freeport.*
ROY, James Charles, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Occ. unknown; b. Boston Sept. 1 1945; m.
Jan Rudy May 19 1973. res. E. Lebanon.*
RUSSELL, Edwin Larson. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Harvard 1971. Beta Theta Pi.
Business exec; b. NYC Feb. 15 1945; m.
Alicia Zintl May 20 1972. Exec, trainee Chase
Manhatten Bank NYC 1967-71, assoc.
McKinsey & Co. Inc. NYC 1971-74, mgr.
FMC Corp. Chicago IL 1974—. Served to 1st
It. USA 1967-69. res. Chicago IL.*
SACK, Peter Barry. A.B. Alpha Kappa Sigma,
b. Lynn MA Aug. 22 1945. res. Marblehead
MA.
SALMELA, Alexander Kenneth. A.B., M.B.A.
Boston Univ. 1971. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Business; b. Quincy MA
Nov. 7 1945; m. Nancy Kean Sept. 7 1968; ch.:
Kirstin, Margot. Loan officer trainee State
Street Bank & Trust Co. Boston 1969-70, staff
accountant Price Waterhouse & Co. Boston
1972-74, internal audit supervisor The Gillette
Co. Boston 1974—. Served to It. USNR
1967-69. res. Duxbury MA.*
SAMET, Michael Jeffrey. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Brookline MA June 27 1945. res.
Newton MA.
SAUNDERS, Robert Mansfield. A.B., grad.
Univ. N.H. Phi Delta Psi. Journalism; b.
Boston Oct. 6 1945; m. Dorothy Mayville Dec.
1 1970; ch.: Nathan, Elinor. Teacher Old
Town High Sch. Old Town 1967-69, reporter
Sanford Tribune Publishing Co. Sanford
1975—. Served to sgt. USA 1969-71. Contbr.
res. N. Berwick.*
SCHOLEFIELD, John Hood. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Student; b. Hartford
CT July 4 1945; s. of James E. '32. Volunteer
Peace Corps El Salvador Central Am. 1967-71,
carpenter Denver CO 1972, architecture clerk
Vappi & Co. Cambridge MA 1973, outreach
worker Boston City Hospital summer 1975,
med. student Univ. Fla. Gainesville 1975—
.
res. Sanibel FL.*
SCOTT, David Folsom. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Purchasing;
b. Bangor April 23 1945; m. Kristin Baer Oct.
17 1970; ch.: Christopher. Teacher S.A.D.
Searsport 1967-68, adjuster Hartford CT
(General Adjustment Bureau 1968-70, M. E.
Hausser 1970-72), buyer Pratt & Whitney E.
Hartford CT 1972-75, with Flinchbaugh
Products Inc. Red Lion PA 1975—. res. Red
Lion PA.*
SEAGRAVE, Richard Gordon. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Military; b. Fall River MA Dec. 1
1945; s. of A. Gordon '41; m. Rebecca Raser
Oct. 14 1967; ch.: Jonathan, Christopher,
Sarah. Teacher Yarmouth High Sch. Yarmouth
1967-68, It. USCG 1968—. res. Juneau AK.*
SHONE, Ronald Hamilton. Bowdoin 1963-65,
1966-69. Alpha Kappa Sigma. b. Boston
Feb. 21 1945. res. Scituate MA.
SHOUKIMAS, Jonathan Jordan. A.B., M.S.
Boston Coll. 1972, Ph.D. Univ. Southern Calif.
1976. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Student; b.
Plainfield NJ Oct. 24 1945; s. of John '38; m.
Mary Hastings Sept. 11 1971. Student Univ.
Southern Calif. Los Angeles 1972-76, Hancock
fellow lab. of biophysics NIH 1976— . Served
to sgt. USA 1969-71. res. Falmouth MA.*
SLOSBERG, Kenneth Barry. A.B., B.F.A. San
Francisco Art Inst. 1972, M.F.A. SUNY
Buffalo 1974. Delta Sigma. Education; b.
Gardiner Nov. 1 1 1944; s. of Samuel H. '28; m.
Bertine Willis June 7 1970; ch.: Rebecca. Asst.
prof. Orange Coast Coll. Costa Mesa CA
1974—. Served to sgt. USA 1968-69. res.
Laguna Beach CA.*
SMITH, Keith Henry. Bowdoin 1963-64.
Kappa Sigma, b. Portland OR Nov. 7 1944.
res. unknown.
SMITH, Lendall Libby. A.B., J.D. Vanderbilt
Univ. 1972. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Portland
Sept. 22 1945; s. of Lendall A. '31; m. Lauren
Shumacker July 22 1967. Atty. (Skelton
Taintor & Abbott Lewiston 1973-75; Spinney
Dolloff Glover & Smith Brunswick 1975-76,
Smith Lloyd & King 1976
—
). Dir. Rjverview
Day Care Center Brunswick, pres. Brunswick
Bar Assn. res. Brunswick.*
SMITH, Mark Eliot. A.B., M.S. Univ. Mass.
1975. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Student; b.
Boston Feb. 23 1945; s. of Eliot '33; m.
Melanie Carver June 18 1967; ch.: Amanda,
Ethan. Univ. Mass. Amherst (teaching asst.
1973-74, research asst. 1974-75), student Colo.
State Univ. Ft. Collins 1975—. Served to PO/2
USN 1968-72. Co-author: Modelling the
Dynamic Response of Floodplains to
Urbanization in Southeastern New England
(1975). res. Ft. Collins CO.*
SMITH, Richard Arnold, Jr. A.B. 1968. Psi
Upsilon. b. Bar Harbor April 28 1941. res.
Squantum MA.
SMITH, Spencer Ringgold, Jr. A.B., M.D.
Univ. Penn. 1971. Military; b. San Francisco
CA April 6 1946. Flight surgeon USN Phila.
PA 1972—. res. Ardmore PA.*
SMITH, Wilson Emerson. A.B., Ph.D. Cornell
1975. Delta Sigma. Education; b. New
London CT March 21 1945. Bowdoin
(independent research 1966-67, teaching asst.
summer 1967), student Univ. Chicago 1967-68,
Cornell Univ. 1968-75 (research asst.,
evaluation asst., teaching asst.). Cornell Univ.
(psychometrist asst. 1967, program coordinator
A.P. Program 1969, dir. Advanced Placement
Program for Secondary Sch. Juniors 1969-70),
counselor Open House Ithaca NY 1972,
research consultant CA (Documentation
Assoc. Los Angeles 1974, Nat. Council on
Crime & Delinquency Davis 1973-75),
therapist pvt. practice Reichian CA &
consultant Ventura County Criminal Justice
system 1975— . Contbr. res. Redondo Beach
CA.*
SOHIER, Edward Dexter. Bowdoin 1963-64.
Delta Sigma, b. Concord MA Jan. 28 1946.
res. Berwyn PA.
SOMAINI, Charles Fernando. Bowdoin Plan
1963-64. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Engineering;
b. San Salvador de Jumuy Argentina May 31
1945. Survey & design D. Grimberg S.R.L.
Cordoba Argentina 1968, Kennedy & Dankin
(inspector Manchester England 1969-70,
consultant engineer Buenos Aires Argentina
1971-72), chief dept. Raimport S.A. Buenos
Aires 1973-74, contracts engineer Confab S.A.
Sao Paulo Brazil 1975— . res. Cordoba
Argintina.*
SPALDING, Drew. A.B., J.D. Boston Univ.
1974. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Wichita KS Jan. 6
1946; m. Jana Reinhart July 5 1975. Certificate
of mastery German Lang. Goethe Inst. 1972,
legal intern Me. P.U.C. Augusta 1973, staff
atty. Pres. Clemency Board Washington DC
1975, atty. office of legal counsel U.S. Govt.
Printing Office Washington DC 1975—. Served
to 1st It. USA 1969-72. res. Washington DC*
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SPEH, Cristopher Tinsman. A.B., A.M. SUNY
Binghamton 1975. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Govt.; b. Washington DC Dec. 26 1945; m.
Eleanor MacKinnon June 21 1968; ch.:
Matthew, Stephanie. Student (Univ. Va.
Charlottesville 1969-70, Univ. Md. 1971-73),
grad. asst. SUNY Binghamton 1974-75, exec,
intern County Exec. Office Binghamton 1975,
planner Manpower Planning Office
Binghamton 1975-76, controller Opportunities
for Broomr Inc. Binghamton 1976, foreign
service officer State Dept. Washington DC
1976—
. Served to capt. USA 1968-74; awarded
Army Commendation Medal, res. Springfield
VA.*
SPERRY, Arthur Bassett. Jr. Bowdoin
1963-64. Theta Delta Chi. b. Mineola Long
Is. NY Aug. 11 1944; s. of Arthur B. '32. res.
Greensboro NC.
STACKPOLE, Peter Ward. A.B., M.S.T.
Colby 1973. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Fall River MA Nov. 13 1945;
m. Carolyn Wadland June 17 1967; ch.:
Lynne, Amy. Teacher Lynnfield MA Public
Sch. 1967— . Pres. Lynnfield Teachers Assn.
res. N. Reading MA.*
STARRETT, Robert Ernest. A.B., B.S. Calif.
Inst, of Tech. 1968, A.M. SUNY Geneseo
1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Student; b.
Atlanta GA March 12 1945; m. Ally de
McCuttac March 12 1972. Volunteer Peace
Corps P.I. 1968-70, instr. physics Ateneo Univ.
P.I. 1972-73, student Univ. Md. 1974—. res.
Coll. Park MD.*
ST. MARY, Jonathan Lawrence. A.B. Phi
Delta Psi. Chemistry; b. Glen Ridge NJ Jan.
25 1946; m. Elizabeth Hubbard Aug. 12 1972.
Chemist Nashua Corp. Nashua NH 1968—
.
Publicity chmn. Nashue Chapter Am. Field
Service 1973-74. res. Merrimack NH.*
STOCKWELL, Peter Curran. Bowdoin
1963-65, 1966. Chi Psi. b. Milo March 28
1945; s. of Carl V. '40. res. W. Hartford CT.
STONE, Charles Westlund. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Sales; b. Boston Dec. 22 1945; m.
Margaret Sargent March 29 1969; ch.: M.
Johanna, Damon. Xerox Corp. MA (sales rep.
Boston 1969-72; sales program coordinator
Lexington 1973-74, sales mgr. 1974
—
). Served
to 1st It. USA 1967-69; awarded Army
Commendation Medal 1969. res. Harvard
MA.*
SUVALLE, Michael Ralph. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Columbia 1969. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Management; b. Cambridge MA May 1
1945; m. Ellen Goldenberg Nov. 29 1970; ch.:
Richard, Marjorie. Polaroid Corp. Cambridge
MA (sr. market research analyst 1969-70, sales
planning & forecasting mgr. 1970-74, film
product mgr. 1974-76, marketing film mgr.
1977— ). res. Wayland MA.*
SWAIN, Robert Earl. A.B. Beta Theta Pi. b.
Mineola NY July 7 1945. res. Scituate MA.
TAYLOR, Frank Jones. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Marketing; b. Rochester NY Oct. 9 1945; s. of
Horace B. '43; m. Jean Fallon Oct. 10 1970;
ch.: Julie, Amy. Int. Business Machines
(account marketing rep. Hartford CT 1967-69,
system engineer 1970-74; market support rep.
Westlake Village CA 1974—). Lions Club
Marlborough CT (treas. 1973, pres. 1974),
zoning commissioner & republican town
committeeman Marlborough, nat. dir. (100?
Club 1969, S.E. Symposium). Recipient: Int.
Business Machines System Engineering
Symposium 1973. res. Thousand Oaks CA.*
TEETER, Robert Morris. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Business; b. Mt. Clemens MI April 23 1945;
m. Ingrid Bishop Aug. 12 1967; ch.: Tiffini,
Brooke. Buyer J. C. Penney Co. NYC 1967-68,
purchasing agt. Avon NYC 1968— . Served to
1st It. USA 1967-68. res. Watchung NJ.*
TITLOW, Joseph David. A.B., B.S. Calif. Inst,
of Tech. 1968, M.S. Calif. Inst, of Tech. 1973,
Ph.D. Calif. Inst, of Tech. (Calif. State fellow)
1977. Psi Upsilon. Engineering; b. Tacoma
WA June 1 1945; m. Marilyn Burns June 30
1973. Engineer (Standard Oil Co. of Calif. San
Francisco 1968-71, Marcus R. Titlow & Son
Tacoma 1971-72. res. Pasadena CA.*
TONG, Sang II. A.B. cum laude, M.A.T.
Wesleyan 1969, A.M. Univ. Wash. 1971, Ph.D.
Univ. Wash. 1974. Theta Delta Chi. Science;
b. Songjin Korea Aug. 13 1945; m. Gunnel
Neander July 21 1973. Lectr. Univ. Wash.
Seattle 1973-74, teacher Anchorage AK
1974-75, Univ. Wash, (instr. 1975-76, political
scientist 1976
—
), instr. Skagit Valley Coll. Oak
Harbor WA 1976—. res. Seattle WA.*
TONGE, Frank James. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Chelsea MA Dec. 15 1945. res.
Hyannis MA.
VACHON, Wilferd Boyce, Jr. A.B., D.M.D.
Univ. Penn. 1971. Sigma Nu. Dentistry; b.
Portland May 1 1 1945; m. Ulrike Frisch Aug. 6
1974. Dentist Brunswick 1975—. Pres.
European Soc. for Preventive Dentistry
1974-75. Served to maj. USA 1971-75. res.
Brunswick.*
VAN ARSDALE, John Cornelius, Jr. A.B.
Delta Sigma. Transportation; b. Phila. PA
Oct. 7 1944; m. Marie Charissou Oct. 9 1971;
ch.: Stephanie. Pilot Provincetown MA-Boston
Airline summers 1967-69, Naples FL Airlines
(pilot winters 1967-69, v.pres. admin. 1971
—
).
V.pres. & dir. Provincetown-Boston Airline
Inc. Served to sgt. USMC 1969-71. res. Naples
FL.*
VIENS, Maurice Roger, Jr. Bowdoin 1963-67,
1967-68. Alpha Kappa Sigma, b. Dalton GA
May 17 1944. res. S. Portland.
VUMBACCO, Joseph Vincent. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Meriden CT June 17 1945. res. Rochelle
NY.
WALES, Stephen Wallace. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Business
exec; b. Pittsfield MA May 8 1945; m. Judith
Farmer Aug. 12 1967; ch.: Elizabeth, Stuart,
Amy. Sales rep. Signode Corp. Chicago IL
1968-71, sales mgr. General Heat Sealing Corp.
Brain tree MA 1971-73, pres. Research Plastics
Inc. Salem MA 1973—. res. Marblehead MA.*
WALKER, Daniel Stewart. A.B., A.M.
Harvard 1973, Ph.D. Harvard. Arts; b.
Roxbury MA Sept. 9 1945; m. Barbara Zapple
May 17 1969; ch.: Erin. Assoc. curator
Ancient, Near Eastern & Far Eastern Art
Museum Cincinnati OH 1975— . Served to 1st
It. USA 1967-72. res. Cincinnati OH.*
WALSTON, Gregory Leonard. Bowdoin
1963-64, A.M. Harford Community Coll. 1974,
A.B. Univ. Me. Machias 1976. Business; b.
Machias Oct. 28 1944; m. Dawn Lewis April 18
1969; ch.: Justin, Damien. Entrepeneur
Walston Enterprises Inc. Machias 1975—
.
Served to capt. USA 1965-73, USAR 1973—.
res. Machias.*
WALZ, Tommy Joseph. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Bangor Sept. 22
1945; m. Leslie Nold Aug. 24 1968; ch.: Lisa,
Lara. Student Coethe-Universitaet 1976,
teacher Spaulding High Sch. Barre VT 1967-72,
mgr. Stateside Baggage Co. Frankfurt W.
Germany 1972-73, teacher W. Germany (Big




, master Big Bend Community
Coll. Rhein-Main Air Base 1975), dir. SETAF
Area Big Bend Community Coll. 1976—
Contbr. res. Wolsfeld W. Germany.*
WAR I MAN, Michael Arthur. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Palo Alto CA July 22 1945. res.
Londonderry NH.
WELCH, George Dudley. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1971. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b. Sanford
FL March 6 1945; m. Ann Brua April 8 1972;
ch.: Lindsay. Atty. Davis & Welch Maiden
MA 1967—. Dir. of C. of C. Marblehead MA
1975
— , member board of trustees Boston
Yacht Club 1976-79. Served with USA
1968-74. res. Marblehead MA.*
WHEELER, Harvey Bernard. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Education; b. Memphis TN
May 11 1945. Teacher & coach S.A.D.
Falmouth 1967—. PFC USA 1970, USAR
1970-76. Named Me. State Swimming Coach
of the Year 1972. res. Falmouth.*
WHITNEY, Byron Van. A.B., M.S.L.S. Case
Western Reserve Univ. 1969. Phi Delta Psi.
Library science; b. Boston March 13 1945;
m. Patricia Mustakangas July 3 1971. Librarian
Colby Coll. 1969-74, head tech. services
Clarkson Coll. Potsdam NY 1974—. res.
Potsdam NY.*
WIENERS, William August. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Northeastern (Richard S. Chamberlain
fellow) 1968. Psi Upsilon. Accounting; b.
NYC Aug. 4 1945; m. Linda Cox Sept. 7 1968;
ch.: Andrew, Laurie. CP.A. (MA); sr.
accountant Arthur Andersen & Co. Boston
1968-72, controller Jessam Corp. Hyannis MA
1972—. res. Centerville MA.*
WILKINSON, David Thomas. Bowdoin
1963-64, 1965-67. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Chelsea MA Aug. 28 1944; s. of Gilbert T. '44.
res. Bath.
W1LLSCHER, Max Kurt. A.B. cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Kingston
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Jamaica W. Indies Nov. 13 1944; m. Lynn
Garbarini May 25 1971; ch.: Alexander.
Surgical intern & 1st year resident Georgetown
Univ. Hospital 1971-73, urology resident
Boston Univ. Hospital 1973— . Recipient: 1st
Prize Grayson Carroll Nat. Urological
Research Award 1977. With USAF 1976-78.
Contbr. res. Natick MA.*
WITHE, Jeffrey Carl. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Delta Psi. Student; b. Portsmouth NH Dec.
29 1946. Student (Hastings Coll. NE 1971-72,
teaching asst. San Francisco Univ. CA
1974
—
). Served to capt. USA 1967-70;
awarded Bronze Star, Vietnam Service Medal,
Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal, res.
San Francisco CA.*
WITSCHONKE, Richard Beyer. Bowdoin
1963-64, A.B. Univ. Bridgeport 1969, M.B.A.
Harvard 1972. Alpha Delta Phi.
Management; b. Washington DC July 9
1945. With Am. Management Systems
Washington DC & Palo Alto CA 1972—. res.
San Francisco CA.*
Class of 1968
ADAMS, Charles Franklin, III. A.B., M.D.
Tufts 1972. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Medicine;
b. Boothbay Harbor Aug. 8 1946. Surgical
resident Me. Medical Center Portland 1972-74.
Elected member Alpha Omega Alpha. Served
to It. cdr. USNR 1974-76. res. Yarmouth.*
ANDERSON, Kenneth Duane. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Ins.; b. Concord MA June 13
1946; m. Lynda Bowker Aug. 19 1972.
Programmer Boston (Liberty Mutual 1968-69,
Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith 1969),
actuarial assoc. John Hancock Life Ins. Co.
Boston 1969-75, consulting actuary Kenneth
D. Anderson Actuarial Consulting Watertown
MA 1973-75, supervisor Coopers & Lybrand
Boston 1975-76, assoc. actuary The Connell
Co. Waltham MA 1976— . Assoc. Soc. of
Actuaries. Seaman USN 1966. res. Watertown
MA.*
ANDERSON-BITTENBENDER, David
Chase. A.B., M.S. Case Western Reserve Univ.
1970. Social service; b. Plainfield NJ March
7 1946; m. Karen Anderson Aug. 22 1970.
Neighborhood planner Council for Economic
Opportunity Cleveland OH 1968-69, dir.
(social services city of E. Cleveland OH
1969-71, Tri-County 4-C's Me. Dept. of Health
& Welfare Portland 1971-74, Dept. Health &




ARNOLD, DeWitt Russell, II. Bowdoin
1964-65. Psi Upsilon. b. Bronxville NY
March 25 1945. res. unknown.
AUSTIN, Roger Nelson. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1972. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Farmington
Dec. 12 1946; s. of Nelson D. '41; m. Betty
Kennedy Sept. 22 1974. Intern Univ. Ore.
Med. Sch. Hospital Portland 1972-73, resident
Providence Med. Center Portland 1973-76. res.
Portland OR.*
BAILEY, Noel Earland. A.B. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. Finance; b. Clarksburg WV Dec.
25 1945; m. Cleo Harris Aug. 21 1971.
Workingmens Co-operative Bank Boston
(branch mgr. 1968-71, personal loan officer
1971—). Dir. C. of C. Winthrop MA 1970-71,
treas. Jaycees Winthrop 1973-74. res.
Wakefield MA.*
BAKER, Weston Allan. A.B. 1974. Zeta Psi.
b. St. Stephen N.B. Canada Feb. 9 1946. res.
Brunswick.
BALDWIN, Harry Heath, IV. A.B. 1971. Phi
Delta Psi. Transportation management; b.
Norwood MA May 28 1945; s. of Harry H. Ill
'40. Exec, trainee Jordan Marsh Co. Boston,
asst. buyer gourmet food dept. Jordan Marsh
Co. Boston 1970-71, traffic management spec.
General Services Admin. Boston 1971—
.
Member (Delta Nu Alpha, town meeting
Arlington MA 1971-72, Arlington
Conservation Comm.), v.pres. Arlington
Conservation Assn. 1971-72, pres. AFL-CIO
local 2264 1974—. Served to cpl. USA 1967-69.
res. Boston.*
BARNHART, Howard Richman. A.B. cum
laude. b. Jacksonville NC March 23 1946.
res. Roxbury MA.
BATORSKY, Barry Joseph. Bowdoin 1964-66.
b. Port Jefferson Long Is. NY Aug. 13 1946.
res. Spring Creek NY.
BEAMAN, Thomas Brent. A.B. magna cum
laude. Sigma Nu. Engineering; b.
Poughkeepsie NY March 1 1947; m. Ann
Cunningham Aug. 17 1968; ch.: Jennifer.
Research asst. Shield Inst. NYC 1968-69, youth
counselor First Presby. Church Teaneck NJ
1969-70, houseparent Home for Children
Farmington MO 1970-72, musician
self-employed Boulder CO 1972-74, foreman
Fabrite Golden CO 1974, sound engineer
Good Earth Boulder 1975—. res. Boulder CO.*
BECHTOLD, William Carl. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Chicago IL July 26 1946. Reporter
Pine Cone Newspaper Carmel CA 1970, real
estate license CA, with publishing business
NYC 197-74. d. NYC Dec. 11 1974.
BECKWITH, Warren Irving, Jr. A.B. Sigma
Nu. Education; b. Orange NJ April 22 1946;
m. Barbara Lothrop June 22 1968. Telegraph
operator Chicago & N.W. RR summers
1968-74, asst. mgr. Hobby Horse Madison WI
1971-72, teacher Stoughton WI public schs.
1974— . res. Stoughton WI.*
BELANGER, Charles Edward, Jr. Bowdoin
1964-66. Zeta Psi. b. Biddeford March 24
1946. res. Saco.
BELL, Robert Lawrence, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Everett MA Aug. 16 1946; s. of Robert L.
'42. res. Melrose MA.
BENEDETTO, Richard Francis. A.B., M.C.P.
Yale 1972. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Admissions
aide 1973-74. Community development; b.
Boston June 17 1946; m. Beverly Jones April
16 1972. Project mgr. Mass. Bay
Transportation Authority Boston 1976—
.
Served with Nat. Guard 1968-72. res. Ipswich
MA.*
BERRY, Richard Palmer, Jr. A.B., M.B.A.
Univ. Penn. 1973. Beta Theta Pi. Finance; b.
Newton MA July 14 1946; s. of Richard P. '45;
m. Diane Littlefield June 22 1968; ch.: Damon,
Megan. Asst. mgr. First Nat. City Bank Manila
P.I. 1973-76, v.pres. Wang Lee Bank Bangkok
Thailand 1977— . Prof. int. business LaSalle
Univ. Manila 1974-75. Served to It. USN
1968-71, lt.cdr. USNR; awarded Vietnam
Service Medal 1970 & 1971, Navy unit
commendation 1971, Republic of Vietnam
Campaign Medal 1970 & 1971. res. Cundy's
Harbor.*
BICKFORD, Stephen Andrew. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Phi Delta Psi. b.
York Aug. 31 1946. res. Claymont DE.
BIRCH, Silas Merlin. Bowdoin 1964-66. Delta
Sigma. b. Louisville KY June 4 1946. res.
Louisville KY.
BISHOP, James Henry. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Univ. Calif. San
Diego (Regents fellow 1968-70, Galen C.
Moses scholar 1968-69) 1969; Ph.D. Univ.
Calif. San Diego 1973. Beta Theta Pi.
Physics; b. Everett MA Aug. 7 1946; m.
Cheryl Clark July 5 1968; ch.: Julie, Jennifer.
Asst. prof. Univ. S. Calif. Los Angeles 1973-74,
member tech. staff Logicon San Pedro CA
1974— . Contbr. res. Torrance CA.*
BORNSTEIN, Neal Gerald. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.D. Duke Univ. 1972. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Medicine; b. Lynn MA Nov. 29
1946; m. Phyllis Menkes May 28 1972; ch.:
Aaron, Deborah. Childrens Hospital of
Pittsburgh PA (pediatrics intern 1972-73,
resident 1973-75), physician & pediatrician
General Leonard Wood Hospital Ft. Leonard
Wood MO 1975—. Served to maj. MCUSA.
res. Ft. Leonard Wood MO.*
BOTWICK, William Stuart. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1971. Sigma Nu. Law; b. Paterson NJ
June 26 1946; m. Judith Schultz June 30 1968;
ch.: Jason, Dana. Atty. General Motors Corp.
Detroit MI 1971—. res. Plymouth ML*
BOWDEN, George Newton. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Me. 1974. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b. E.
Orange NJ Nov. 21 1946; m. Ann Topping
Nov. 1976; ch.: James, Elizabeth. Systems
analyst Ellwood M. Johnston Assoc. Phila. PA
1970-71, asst. dir. Morris County NJ Dept. of
Drug Abuse Morristown NJ 1971, legal aide
City of Lewiston summer 1972, legal intern
Waldo County atty. Belfast summer 1973, asst.
Lincoln County atty. Wiscasset 1973-74,
research asst. Pine Tree Legal Assistance Inc.
Portland 1974, deputy county prosecuting atty.
Montesano WA 1974-76, deputy prosecuting
atty. WA (King County Seattle 1977.
Snohomish County Everett 1977
—
). Member
board of dir. New Well Inc. Drug
Rehabilitation Center Morristown 1971.
Served to sgt. USMC 1966-68. res. Seattle
WA.*
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BROWN, Douglas Williams. A.B. 1968, M.D.
Univ. Vt. 1972. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b.
Waterville Nov. 21 1945; m. Margaret Dana
June 8 1968; ch.: Mark, Dana. Intern Strong
Memorial Hospital Rochester NY 1972-73,
Univ. Vt. Burlington (resident orthopedic
surgery 1973-75, research fellow orthopedic
surgery 1975
—
), research fellow Sports
Medicine Clinic Atlanta GA 1976. Elected
member Alpha Omega Alpha VT 1972. res.
Burlington VT.*
BROWN, Russell Pickard. A.B. Delta Sigma,
b. Easton MD June 6 1945. res. Essex MA.
BUCHANAN, Robert Arthur. A.B. cum laude
1968, Sc.M. McGill Univ. (McConnell
Memorial fellow) 1975. Chi Psi. Education,
environmental consultant; b. Keene NH July
27 1946. McGill Univ. (Arctic environmental
consultant 1973-74, lab. instr. 1974-76), marine
biologist Environmental Research Assoc.
Toronto Ont. Canada 1976— . Member (Sigma
Xi, Arctic Inst, of N. Am., Canadian
Zoological Soc). Served to spec. 4/c USA
1968-70. res. Toronto Ont. Canada.*
BURKE, James Hudner, Jr. Bowdoin 1964-66.
Psi Upsilon. b. Portland June 18 1946. res.
unknown.
BUTT, Ian Donald M. Bowdoin 1964-66. Chi
Psi. b. London England Feb. 3 1946. d. York
May 12 1966.*
BUTTERFIELD, Spencer Lamont. A.B., M.D.
Albany Med. Coll. 1973. Chi Psi, Medicine;
b. Hartford CT Dec. 21 1945. Resident
orthopedic surgery Univ. Pittsburgh 1978—
.
res. Wethersfield CT.*
BUXTON, Anthony Wayne. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Govt.; b. Augusta Dec. 19 1946. Student
Franklin Pierce Law Center Concord NH,
program analyst Me. state planning office
1970-71, deputy exec. dir. Me. democratic state
committee 1971-73, admin, asst. to the
minority leader Me. House of Rep. 1973,
campaign mgr. Mitchell for Governor 1973-74,
admin, asst. to the speaker of Me. House of
Rep. 1974-75. Dir. Winthrop Area
Development Assn. 1970-72, v.chmn. Kents
Hill Alumni Assn., member (Me. Recreation
Advisory Council 1972, Readfield
Conservation Comm. 1973-75), public member
reapportionment comm. Me. House of Rep.
19?—. Served to 1st It. USA 1968-70; award
awarded Army Commendation Medal 1970.
Contbr. res. Readfield.*
CAMERON, David Robert. A.B. 1972. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Stoneham MA Nov. 27 1946.
res. Suncook NH.
CANTOR, Jeffrey Steven. A.B., D.D.S.
Columbia 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Dentistry; b. Washington DC Aug. 28 1946;
m. Paula Lifchez June 15 1969; ch.: Adam.
Certificate in pedodontics Eastman Dental
Center NY 1974, pedodontist pvt. practice
Northbrook IL 1977—. Staff pedodontist 111.
Masonic Hospital, res. Des Plaines IL.*
CARUSO, Cornelius William, Jr. A.B., J.D.
Rutgers 1971. Theta Delta Chi. Law; b.
Phoenix AZ July 24 1946; m. Amy Temple
June 29 1969; ch.: Robert, Christopher.
Student Boston Univ. 1968-69, Caruso &
Caruso NJ (law clerk W. Orange 1969-71,
assoc. atty. E. Orange 1971-72, partner
1973—). res. W. Orange NJ.*
CARY, John Doble. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Portland Jan. 7 1946; s. of
George F. '35. res. Bath.
CHANDLER, Robert. A.B., J.D. Boston Univ.
1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b.
Cambridge MA Dec. 15 1945; m. Terry Trivers
June 28 1970; ch.: Todd, Lauren. Atty.
Stoneman Chandler & Miller Boston 1972—
.
Served to spec. 5/c USAR 1968-69. res.
Wellesley MA.*
CHARLES, Michael Rand. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
b. Bridgton July 31 1946. res. S. Portland.
CHARRON, Theodore Joseph, Jr. Bowdoin
1964-67. Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston Feb. 27
1947. res. Newton Center MA.
COGSWELL, James Alan. A.B., MLS.
Rutgers 1972. Delta Sigma. Library science;
b. Maiden MA Sept. 4 1946; m. Elizabeth Agee
Sept. 11 1971. Librarian (public library New
Brunswick NJ 1970-72, Bennington VT Coll.
1972-74, Univ. Penn. 1974—). Elected member
Beta Phi Mu 1973. Served to 1st It. USA
1968-70. res. W. Chester PA.
COLLIER, George Churchill, III. A.B., M B A.
Emory Univ. 1974. Alpha Delta Phi.
Management; b. Phila. PA Jan. 31 1947; m.
Elsie Strickland May 4 1974. Accountant
Arthur Andersen Charlotte NC 1974-75,
facilities mgr. Phila. PA Steel & Wire 1975—.
Served to It. USCG 1968-71. res. Yardley PA.*
COREY, Robert Crimmins. A.B., M.S.W. Fla.
State Univ. 1971, A.C.S.W. 1973. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker, placement aide
1972— . Social work; b. Boston Aug. 22
1946; m. Lorraine Labbe Nov. 22 1968. Social
worker (Pineland Hospital Pownal 1968-69,




CORSON, Brent Alan. A.B., A.M. Case
Western Reserve Univ. 1974, M.F.A. Case
Western Reserve Univ. 1975. Sigma Nu.
Arts & education; b. Skowhegan Feb. 14
1946. Teaching fellow Case Western Reserve
Univ. 1972-75, actor & teacher Cleveland OH
1975—. Served to capt. USA 1968-71; awarded
Bronze Star (2). res. Cleveland OH.*
COSTELLO, David James. A.B., M.A.L.S.
Wesleyan 1975. Alpha Delta Phi. Education;
b. Boston Dec. 4 1945; m. Stephanie Birk June
27 1970; ch.: Samuel. Teacher MA (Fessenden
Sch. W. Newton 1968-69; Brooks Sch. N.
Andover 1969-76, chmn. math. dept. 1970-71,
1974; chmn. math. dept. Roxbury Latin Sch.
W. Roxbury 1976
—
). Asst. coll. placement
officer 1975— . res. Norwood MA.*
CRAMER, Carl Barnard. Bowdoin 1964-67. Psi
Upsilon. b. Los Angeles CA July 14 1946.
res. Rockport.
CRONIN, Theodore Michael. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. b. Lynn MA Feb. 19 1947.
res. Peabody MA.
CROUCH, Rupert Baxter. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Electronics; b. Topsham Sept. 12
1946; m. Kryselle Degenhardt June 29 1968;
ch.: Jessica, Amy. Teaching asst. Northwestern
Univ. 1968, electronics tech. IL (Strom
Engineering Naperville 1970, Fermilab Batavia
1970—). Served to sgt. USA 1969-70. res. Glen
Ellyn IL.*
CURRIER, Thomas Francis. Bowdoin 1964-66.
Zeta Psi. b. St. Louis MO Feb. 5 1946. res.
Clayton MO.
DAVIS, Harvey MacLean. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Business exec; b. Concord NH July 3 1947;
m. Carolyn Bond June 29 1968; ch.: Ian.
Teacher NH (Mascenic Regional Sch. New
Ipswich 1968-69, Amherst Elementary Sch.
1969-70), store mgr. Paperback Booksmith
Bedford NH 1970-73, dir. Soundscope Inc.
Boston 1973-74, pres. & treas. Manassas Ltd.
Brunswick 1974— . res. Lisbon Falls.*
DAY, Donald William, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Chemistry; b. NYC May 21 1946. With
Armour & Co. Portland summer 1968,
teaching asst. Univ. N.H. Durham 1968-69,
research chemist S. D. Warren Co. Westbrook
1969—. res. S. Portland.*
DELANO, John Robert. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Sales; b. Rockland Oct. 26 1946; m.
Margaret Daly May 15 1971; ch.: Jill, Mary,
Robert. Management trainee Star Market Co.
Cambridge MA 1968-71, asst. mgr. Martin's
Foods Portland 1971-74, salesman Food
Enterprises Inc. Canton MA 1974— . res.
Waterbury CT.*
DE SAINT-PHALLE, Fal Franklin. A.B.,
M.B.A. Columbia 1971. Beta Theta Pi.
Banking exec; b. NYC Oct. 13 1946; m.
Jean Maier Feb. 26 1972. Fidelity Bank (credit
analyst Phila. PA 1970-71, credit unit deputy
head Phila. 1971-72, sr. credit admin. London
England 1972-74, asst. v.pres. Phila. 1975—).
res. Marshallton PA.*
DESPRES, John Laing. A.B. Chi Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Lawrence MA Nov. 1 1946; m. Linda Dyer
Aug. 9 1969; ch.: Erika, Shauna. Teacher
Worcester MA Acad. 1969— . res. Worcester
MA, E. Harpswell.*
DEUPREE, John Rule, Jr. Bowdoin 1964-66,
A.B. Univ. Mich. 1969. Beta Theta Pi.
Labor; b. Cincinnati OH July 19 1946; m.
Milda Vaivada July 28 1973. Carpenter N. E.
Markham General Contractor Phippsburg
1969, admin, asst. to dir. The Zen Center
Rochester NY 1969-74, asst. to shipyard
supervisor Mystic CT Seaport 1974-76, prop. &
operator Natural Food Store Mystic 1976—
.
res. Mystic CT.*
DONAHUE, Christopher Cunningham. A.B.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Woodworking; b.
Washington DC July 2 1946. Volunteer Peace
Corps Jaen Peru 1968-70, bookkeeper (Tax
Man Inc. Cambridge MA spring 1971, Harry
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Cortell Inc. Boston 1971-72), organizer
Cambridge Civic Assn. 1972, taxi driver
Checker Taxi Boston spring 1973, sr.
bookkeeper Clene Heat Inc. Quincy MA
1973-74. Member Cambridge MA Democratic
City Committee 1972. res. Berkeley CA.*
DONALD, Thomas Andrew. Bowdoin 1964-67.
Delta Sigma, b. Oak Park IL Sept. 6 1946.
res. San Francisco CA.
DOUGHTY, Donald Gower, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Melrose MA Feb. 4 1946; s. of David G.
'40. res. Northborough MA.
DOUGLAS, Bruce Robert. A.B., M.S. M I T.
1970. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Finance; b.
Montevideo Uruguay Nov. 3 1946; m.
Charlotte Dupont Aug. 24 1968; ch.: Alicia.
Financial analyst Ford Motor Credit Co.
Dearborn MI 1972—. Served to 1st It. USA
1970-72. res. Novi MI.*
DRAKE, Robert Frederick. A.B., B.S.
Worcester Polytech. Inst. 1973, M.S. M.I.T
1976. Psi Upsilon. Engineering; b.
Framingham MA Dec. 23 1946. Engineer
self-employed Framingham 1974— . Served to
1st It. USA 1968-70. res. Framingham MA.'
DUNLAEVY, James Williar. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Banking; b. NYC Feb. 28 1946; s. of
James B. '23; m. Susan Priest May 10 1969;
ch.: Jeffrey. Financial management trainee
General Electric Co. Waterford NY 1968-69,
City Savings Bank Pittsfield MA (dir. of
accounting 1969-70, controller 1970-72, treas.
1972—), student (Univ. Mass. Boston 1971—
Brown Univ. 1976
—
). Member board of
governors Am. Inst, of Banking, treas. &
trustee (Pittsfield Sch. Enrichment Council,
Berkshire MA Center for Families &
Children), treas. & dir. Berkshire Chapter Am.
Red Cross, res. Lenox MA.*
DYER, John Forrest. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Lewiston Dec. 9 1944. res. Portland.
EBERHARDT, Timothy Charles. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Student; b. Morristown NJ Dec. 4
1945; m. Ellen Cooper June 8 1974. Teacher
Brooks Sch. N. Andover MA 1968-71,
salesman N.E. Aerial Photography Brunswick
1971-73, student (Bangor Theol. Sem. Bangor
1974-76, General Theol. Sem. NYC 1976-77).
res. Port Clyde.*
EDGECOMB, David Peter. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Student; b. Lincoln May 25 1946; m. Susan
Chase April 13 1974. CIA. (MA); New
England Life Ins. Co. Boston (career
orientation trainee fall 1968, field audit trainee
1968-70, field auditor 1970-74, sr. field auditor
summer 1974), student Babson Coll. Wellesley
MA 1974
— ,
staff accountant Arthur Anderson
& Co. Boston 1976—. res. Waltham MA.*
ERIKSON, Robert Clifford. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Ariz. 1972, Ph.D. Univ. Ariz. 1976. Psi
Upsilon. Psychology; b. Chardon OH Jan.
19 1946; m. Sharyn Erikson, m. Jane Young
April 19 1975. Psychologist Tucson AZ (intern
S. Ariz. Mental Health Center 1972-73, Ariz.
Med. Center 1973-74; V.A. hospital 1974—).
Served to capt. USAR 1968-70. res. Tucson
AZ.*
FARNUM, Scott Allen. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Communications; b. Lewiston Dec.
9 1945; m. Catherine Peavey July 1 1967; ch.:
Jennifer. New England Tel. Co. Manchester
NH (commercial asst. 1973-74, business office
supervisor 1974
—
). Pres. Manchester Optimist
Club. Served to It. (jg) USN 1968-72. res.
Manchester NH.*
FERGUSON, Carroy Ugene. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Columbia SC June 22 1946. res. Columbia
SC.
FERRARO, Eugene. A.B., M.F.A. Columbia
1970. Theta Delta Chi. Communications; b.
Framingham MA July 25 1946; m. Jo Ann
Connell Sept. 7 1968; ch.: Amy. Filmmaker
self-employed Columbia MO 1968
—
, film
production services coordinator WGBH
television Boston 1973-74, filmmaker &
information spec. Univ. Mo. Columbia
1974-77. Member (Nat. Assoc. of Educational
Broadcasters, Am. Film Inst.). Served to 1st It.
USA 1970-73; awarded Army Commendation
Medal 1972. res. Columbia MO.*
FERRO, Donald Carmine. A.B., M.B.A. Univ.
Rochester 1971. Sigma Nu. Financial
analyst; b. Worcester MA Sept. 13 1946; m.
Susan Walsh Feb. 22 1969; ch.: Thomas, Amy.
Reporter Dun & Bradstreet Inc. Boston 1969,
Mobil Oil Corp. chem. div. (accounting
supervisor Canandaigua NY 1971-72; sr.
financial analyst Jacksonville IL 1975;
financial analyst Macedon NY 1973-74;
controller's staff NYC 1976, tax/accounting
supervisor 1977
—
). Dir. Am. Business Club
1975. Served to sgt. Nat. Guard 1968-74. res.
Ridgewood IL.
FINK, Alan Marvin. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Univ Minn. 1973.
Sigma Nu. Education; b. Boston March 17
1947; m. Elaine Kaiserman Aug. 11 1969; ch.:
Jeremy. Asst. prof, psychology Trinity Coll.
Hartford CT 1972—. res. Farmington CT.*
FINSILVER, Edward James. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; D.M.D. Harvard 1972.
Delta Sigma. Dentistry; b. Weehawken NJ
May 21 1946. V.A. hospital Martinez CA
(intern 1972-73, staff dentist 1973-74), dentist
pvt. practice Concord CA 1974— . res. Concord
CA.*
FISHMAN, Edward Marc. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Columbia 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Law; b. Cambridge MA April 28 1946; m.
Barbara Stern June 29 1969; ch.: Andrea,
Bradley. Assoc. atty. Dallas TX (Akin Gump
Strauss Hauer & Feld 1972-73, Luce Hennessy
Smith & Castle 1973-75), atty. Centrex Corp.
Dallas 1975—. Served to cpl. USAR 1969. res.
Dallas TX.*
FLINT, Gordon Alfred. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Admissions aide 1969-75, placement aide
1971-75. Banking; b. Weymouth MA Jan. 9
1947; m. Patricia Skehan Aug. 18 1968; ch.:
Andrew, Peter. Asst. trust officer Old Colony
Trust Co. Boston 1968-73, trust officer N.E.
Bank (Lewiston 1973-76, Farmington 1974
—),
asst. v.pres. N.E. Invest. Management &
Research Corp. Lewiston 1974
—
, asst. v.pres.
& trust officer N.E. Bank Lewiston-Auburn
1976— . Clerk Second Congr. Church of
Cohasset 1971-73, sec. Town of Cohasset
Recreation comm. 1972-73, dir. (ANG Corp.
1975-76, Alpha Kappa Sigma Corp. 1976—).
Served to cpl. USAR 1969. Named
Outstanding Young Man of Am. Nat. Jaycees
1971. res. Freeport.*
FORTUNE, Roland Robert. Bowdoin 1964-67.
b. NYC Aug. 24 1946. res. unknown.
FREDERICKS, Garret Baxter. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. NYC Dec. 15 1946; s. of William L. '38. res.
Forest Hills NY.
FREEMAN, Chester Robert. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Ins.; b. Bath Oct. 16 1945. Pacific
Exchange System Honolulu HI (asst. personnel
mgr. 1970-72, personnel admin. 1972-73), sr.
account analyst The Travelers Ins. Co. 1973—
.
Dir. Brookline MA Taxpayers Assoc. Served to
1st It. USA 1968-70, USAR 1973—. res.
Brookline MA.*
FULLER, Jon Richards. A.B., grad. Naval
Justice Sch. 1971, grad. Locksmithing Inst.
1973, grad. Security Systems Management Sch.
1977. Psi Upsilon. Business; b. Barnstable
MA April 6 1946. Locksmith self-employed E.
Orleans MA 1973—. Served to PO/2 USN
1968-72; awarded Nat. Defense Ribbon,
Vietnam Service Ribbon, Good Conduct
Award, Combat Action Ribbon, Seventh Fleet
Commendation, USS Warrington
Commendation, res. E. Orleans MA.*
GALLUP, Dana Taylor. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Construction; b. Boston July 8 1946. Claims
adjuster Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston
1971-73, laborer & foreman Cedar Hill
Landscaping Corp. Hudson MA 1973—
.
Served to sgt. USA 1968-70. res. Cambridge
MA.*
GARNICK, Marc Bennett. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Sigma.
Admissions aide 1969— . Medicine; b.
Lawrence MA Jan. 8 1947; m. Barbara Kates
April 1 1973. Hospital Univ. Penn. Phila. (med.
intern 1972-73, med. resident 1973-74), clinical
assoc. Nat. Inst, of Health 1974-76 (Bethesda
MD, Phoenix AZ), oncology fellow Sidney
Farber Center Boston 1976—. Contbr. res.
Brookline MA.*
GEARY, John Edward. A.B. 1969. Psi Upsilon.
b. Portland April 18 1946. res. Annapolis MD.
GEORGITIS, James Wyman. A.B. cum laude.
M.D. Tufts 1972. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b.
Portland May 5 1946; s. of William J. '42; m.
Pamela Hogan June 17 1968; ch.: Nathan,
Jason. Intern Newton MA-Wellsley Hospital
1971-72, resident Me. Med. Center Portland
1972-73. Elected member Alpha Omega Alpha
1972. Served to maj. USA 1973-76. res. Saco.*
GESSNER, James Stanton. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; B.M.S. Dartmouth 1970;
M.D. Harvard 1972. Phi Delta Psi.
Medicine; b. Lancaster NH Aug. 14 1946;
m. Ann O'Leary Feb. 5 1972; ch.: Sarah. Duke
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Brigham Hospital Boston 1977— . res. Jamaica
Plain MA.*
GETSINGER, John Robert. A.B., J.D.
Harvard 1973. Delta Sigma. Law; b.
Willimantic CT Nov. 23 1947; m. Susan Cohen
Sept. 3 1972. Law clerk Lillick McHose Wheat
& Charles Washington DC 1970; assoc. dir.
Inst, on Man & Science Renssalaerville NY
summer 1971; tax spec. Coopers & Lyband
Boston summer 1972, 1973-75; atty. pvt.
practice Concord MA 1975-76, Boston 1976—
.
Pres. Harvard Student Bar Assn. res. Concord
MA.*
GIANARIS, Charles George, III. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Lowell MA Jan. 8 1947. res. San
Francisco CA.
GIARD, Robert James. A.B., Ed.M. Suffolk
Univ. 1970. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b.
Marlboro MA Oct. 24 1946. Teacher public
sch. Lynn MA 1970-75, professional baseball
umpire (Fla. state league summers 1972-73, S.
league summer 1974), adjustment counselor
Harrington Sch. Lynn 1975— . Seaman USN
1968. res. Lynn MA.*
GLAZER, Martin Alan. A.B. magna cum
laude, J.D. Harvard 1971. Phi Delta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Law; b. Brookline
MA May 19 1946; m. Carol Shagian June 4
1967; ch.: Dana. Atty. Herrick Smith Donald
Farley & Ketchum Boston 1971— . res. Newton
MA.*
GOLDER, Paul Lewis. A.B. 1969. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Newton MA Nov. 25 1946. res.
Rocky Hill CT.
GOLDFARB, James Richard. A.B. cum laude.
Chi Psi. b. St. Louis MO Jan. 13 1946. res.
NYC.
GORDON, Ira Joel. A.B., M.D. Wayne State
Univ. 1973. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Medicine;
b. NYC May 13 1946; m. Barbara VanGelder,
m. Judith Simonelli Sept. 19 1975; ch.: David,
Mark, Chris. Physician & radiologist Hartford
CT Hospital (intern 1973-75, resident 1974-77).
res. Atlanta GA.*
GREEN, Douglas Gustave. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. b. Washington DC Jan. 9 1947. res.
Washington DC.
GREEN, Kenneth Richard. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Columbia 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Springfield IL July 23 1946.
Physician Upstate Med. Center Syracuse NY
1977— . res. Syracuse NY.*
GROSS, Steven Alan. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b. Brookline MA
Sept. 27 1946; m. Joan Hayman June 20 1971;
ch.: Eric, Jennifer. Cardiologist Mercy
Hospital San Diego CA 1977— . res. San Diego
CA.*
HACKER, Elliot. A.B., M.S. Northeastern
1969. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Accounting; b.
Lawrence MA March 16 1947; m. Barbara
Habelow Aug. 19 1973. CPA. (MA); sr.
accountant (Arthur Young & Co. Boston
1969-74, Baril Breed & Smith Inc. Wakefield
MA 1974-75), controller Inter-Marine Corp.
Boston 1975, treasury asst. Yankee Atomic
Electric Co. Westborough MA 1975—. Elected
member Beta Alpha Psi 1969. Served to 1st It.
USA 1970-71. res. Andover MA.*
HANKS, Christopher Howard. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S.
Northwestern (Danforth fellow) 1969; Ph.D.
Northwestern 1975. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Nyack NY Feb. 11 1947; m.
Suzanne Foote Aug. 23 1969; ch.: Samuel,
Peter. Northwestern Univ. (teaching asst.
mathematics 1968-69, 1971-73; asst. instr.
calculus winter 1974; teaching assoc.
mathematics 1974-75), mathematics Millikin
Univ. Decatur IL (instr. 1975-77, asst. prof.
1977—). Served to spec. 4 USA 1969-71;
awarded Army Commendation Medal, res.
Decatur IL.*
HARRISON, Nathaniel Beach. A.B., A.M.
Tufts 1972. Alpha Delta Phi. Journalism; b.
Boston Oct. 6 1946; s. of Burton H. '31; m.
Margaret Avery June 30 1973. Volunteer Peace
Corps Podor Senegal W. Africa 1968-70,
attendant Washingtonian Center Jamaica
Plain MA 1970-72, reporter Lowell MA Sun
1972— . Member Peaceful Movement
Committee, res. Arlington MA.*
HARUKI, Hiromi. Bowdoin Plan 1964-65.
Delta Sigma, b. Osaka Japan April 17 1938.
res. Hiroshima-Shi Japan.
HATCH, Willard Russell. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Winchester MA Oct 14 1946.
Chmn. social studies dept. Kingsley Hall Sch.
Westbrook CT 1968-73, dir. sailing program
Camp Idlewild Lakeport NH summers 1968
—
,
salesman Moultonboro Marine Center Harbor
NH 1974, teacher Winchester 1974—. res.
Winchester MA.*
HAWK, Robert Leeson. A.B., grad. Univ.
Heidelberg 1971. Sigma Nu. Gardening; b.
Washington DC June 23 1946. Maintenance
Ed Fletcher Co. San Diego CA 1968, mgr.
trainee Household Finance Co. San Diego
1968-69, counselor Federal Govt. Heidelberg
Germany 1972-74, student Univ. Heidelberg
1971-74, organic gardening (Heidelberg
1975-76, Ramona CA 1977—). Co-establisher
Free Clinic Heidelberg 1972. res. Ramona
CA.*
HAYES, Peter Francis. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; B.A. & M.A. Oxford
(Keasbey Memorial Foundation scholar) 1970;
A.M. Yale 1974; M.Phil. Yale 1976. Beta Theta
Pi. Overseer 1969-83. Education; b. Boston
Sept. 7 1946; m. Helen Drick Aug. 22 1971.
Teacher Brockton MA High Sch. 1970-71, asst.
dean Wesleyan Univ. 1971-73, Yale Univ.
(student 1973—, Henry Luce scholar 1974-75).
Pres. Oxford Univ. N. Am. assoc. 1969-70.
Named Outstanding Young Man of Am.
1969-72. res. New Haven CT.*
HAYES, Robert Edward, Jr. A.B., A.M. Mich.
State Univ. 1970. Psi Upsilon. Management;
b. Detroit MI April 3 1947. Consultant ConSad
Research Corp. Pittsburg PA 1970-71, with S.
S. Kresge Co. Troy MI 1972—. res. Holyoke
MA.*
HEAD, Charles Nield. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Bridgeport 1975. Phi Delta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Education; b. NYC May
19 1946; m. Linda Davidson Feb. 21 1970; ch.:
Laura, Carey. Teacher, dir. drama & alumni
sec. King Sch. Stamford CT 1968—; teacher &
co-dir. drama Epis. Hish Sch. Jacksonville FL
19?— . V.chmn. Public Safety committee, rep.
town committee Darien CT. res. Jacksonville
FL.*
HEDLUND, Bo Erik Lennart. Bowdoin Plan
1964-65. Beta Theta Pi. b. Uppsala Sweden
April 16 1945. res. unknown.
HERNDON, Charles Laylin. Bowdoin 1964-65.
b. Cleveland OH Jan. 7 1947. res. unknown.
HEWS, Charles Edward. Bowdoin 1964-67,
A.B. Univ. Me. Kappa Sigma. Business
exec; b. Portland May 30 1946; m. Ingrid
Bloomhardt Sept. 5 1970; ch.: James. V.pres.
Hews Body Co. S. Portland 1969—. res. S.
Portland.*
HIMMELSTEIN, David Joseph. A.B. Delta
Sigma. b. Lynn MA April 13 1947. res.
Portland.
HINDSON, David Alan. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Case Western Reserve Univ. 1972. Alpha Delta
Phi. Medicine; b. Albany NY Dec. 9 1946;
m. Mary Cremin July 25 1970; ch.: Joshua,
Stephanie. Physician V.A. hospital Boise ID
1972—. res. Boise ID.*
HOKE, John Larry. A.B., J.D. Univ. Wyo.
1973. Phi Delta Psi. Law; b. Cheyenne WY
June 25 1946. Deputy county & prosecuting
atty. Rawlins WY 1973—. Served to cpl. USA
1969-70. res. Rawlins WY.*
HOLMES, Peter Hoyt. A.B., M B A. Rutgers
1970. Alpha Delta Phi. Accounting; b.
Plainfield NJ Nov 7 1945. C.P.A. (England);
group mgr. Arthur Young & Co. London
England 1969— . res. London England.*
HOLMLID, Nils-Arne. Bowdoin Plan 1964-65.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Lysekil Sweden
July 5 1944. res. Goteborg Sweden.
HORACEK, Louis Charles. Bowdoin 1964-65.
b. Lawrence KS Dec. 1 1946. res. unknown.
ISAACS, John. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
Communications; b. White Plains NY Oct.
12 1947; m. Leslie Riddell June 20 1970; ch.:
Jennifer. Teacher Gorham High Sch. Gorham
1968-69, mgr. Orson Welles Cinema
Cambridge MA 1969, farmer Waldo County
1969-71, announcer & music dir. WTVL radio
Waterville 1971-73, v.pres. & general mgr.
WBLM radio Lewiston 1973-75, account exec.
WLKW radio Providence RI 1976—. res.
Providence RI.*
JANJIGIAN, Albert Sarkis. A.B., M.S.
Northeastern 1970. Theta Delta Chi.
Business exec; b. Cambridge MA April 20
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1946. Jr. accountant Am. Publishing Co.
Waltham MA 1970, pres. Detectronics Inc.
Watertown MA 1970—. res. Watertown MA.*
JELLISON, Gerald Earle, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Brown Univ.
1976. Delta Sigma. Research; b. Bangor
March 27 1946; m. Mary Milkovich March 14
1970; ch.: Lisa. Fulbright fellow Univ. T. H.
Karlsrube Germany 1971, research fellow
Brown Univ. 1972-76, nat. research council
assoc. Naval Research Lab. Washington DC
1976—. Served to It. USN 1969-71, USNR
1971-
. res. Springfield VA.*
JENKINS, Frank Robert. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Medford MA May 11 1947. res.
unknown.
JENSEN, Egon Peter, Jr. A.B., M.S. Boston
Univ. 1976. Chi Psi. Social work; b. Boston
July 14 1946. res. Concord NH.*
JITTA, Marius Willem Josephus. Bowdoin
Plan 1964-65. b. Wassenaar The Netherlands
Feb. 4 1946. res. Amsterdam The Netherlands.
JOHNSON, Paul Roy. A.B., M.S. Univ. Me.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Science; b. Brockton
MA Sept. 3 1946; m. Jean Gravelle July 19
1975; ch.: Raymond. Teacher Theyer Acad.
Braintree MA 1968-69, scientist Me. State
Dept. of Inland Fish & Wildlife 1969—.
Member planning board Greenville. Served to
sgt. USA 1970-72. Named Outstanding Young
Man of Am. 1974. res. Greenville.*
JOHNSON, Scott Morris. Bowdoin 1964-65.
Delta Sigma, b. Cleveland OH Sept. 14 1946.
res. Rock Creek OH.
JONAS, Gordon Keith. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Banking exec; b. Las Vegas NV Feb. 2
1946; m. Shirley Ostrander Feb. 14 1971; ch.:
Gwendolyn. First & Merc. Nat. Bank
Richmond VA (operations analyst 1968-69,
Bank Americard customer relations mgr.
1969-71, asst. cashier 1971-72, asst. v.pres.
1972-75, v.pres. spring 1975), v.pres. & dir.
corporate systems First &<Merc. Corp. 1975—
.
Va. Microfilm Assn. (v.pres. 1972, dir. 1973
—),
member business advisory board Va.
Rehabilitation Dept. res. Richmond VA.*
JONES, Robert David. Bowdoin 1964-66,
67-68, M.S. & Ph.D. Stanford Univ. (Stanford
Grad. fellow). Alpha Delta Phi. Engineering;
b. Scranton PA Aug. 5 1946; m. Dorothy
Chaisson Sept. 16 1968; ch.: Rachel, Kyren.
Child care worker (Friendship House Scranton
1968, Clifton House for Boys 1969), Univ.
Toronto Ont. Canada (scheduling officer
1969-70, records supervisor 1970-71, systems
analyst 1971-73), systems analyst programmer
(Elizabeth Ann Seton Hospital Waterville
1973-75, manpower research div. Me.
Employment Securities Comm. 1975, Mid-Me.
Med. Center Waterville 1975-76). res. Palo
Alto CA.*
KANDEH, Abdul Suliman. Bowdoin Plan
1964-65. b. Kabala Sierra Leone July 8 1940.
res. Koinaduga Dist. Sierra Leone.
KAPLAN, Steven Zane. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Univ. Chicago
1971. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Boston Dec. 21
1946. Assoc. Day Berry & Howard Hartford
CT 1971-74, trial atty. Dept. of Justice
Washington DC 1974— . res. Springfield VA.*
KARLSSON, Paul Herbert. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
b. NYC March 29 1948. res. Freeport.
KEATING, John Geoffrey. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Arts; b. Lake Village AZ Jan. 28 1946.
Student Ga. State Univ. Atlanta 1969, print
maker self-employed Atlanta GA 1969— . res.
Atlanta GA.*
KELLEY, Erie Ransom. A.B. cum laude,
M.A.T. Brown Univ. 1969. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Waterville April 24 1945; m.
Sally Chater June 14 1969; ch.: Kathryn,
Elizabeth. Teacher S.A.D. (Yarmouth 1969-70,
dept. head Wiscasset 1970
—
). Past pres.
(Wiscasset Teacher Assn., also sec. & treas.
Bowdoinham Rod & Gun Club), member
structure & by laws committee Me. Teachers
Assoc. res. Bowdoinham.*
KENNEDY, Howard Leroy, Jr. Bowdoin
1964-66. Phi Delta Psi. b. Everett MA Sept.
24 1946; m. Mary Towle June 24 1967; ch.:
Roy. Researcher U.S. Food & Drug Admin.
Washington DC. Served with USA 1966-69. d.
Newport June 1 1973.*
KIMPORT, David Lloyd. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Stanford Univ.
1975. Phi Delta Psi. Law; b. Hot Springs SD
Nov. 28 1945; m. Barbara Buggert April 2
1976. Fulbright fellow Univ. London 1970-71,
assoc. Baker & McKenzie San Francisco CA
1975—. Served to sgt. USA 1968-70. res. San
Francisco CA.*
KOSMO, Thomas Michael. A.B. Delta Sigma,
b. Boston June 27 1946. res. Scotland.
LACHANCE, John Howard. A.B. Delta Sigma,
b. Nashua NH July 8 1946. res. Framingham
MA.
LAKIN, Robert Fillmore. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1975. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law; b.
Detroit MI March 30 1946. Atty. pvt. practice
Salem MA 1975—. Served to It. USN 1968-72,
USNR 1972
—
; awarded Navy Achievement
Medal 1970. res. Marblehead MA.*
LASSILA, Alan Rudolf. A.B. Chi Psi.
Journalism; b. Fitchberg MA Nov. 3 1946.
Sports writer Sarasota FL Herald Tribune
1968-73, sports ed. Sarasota Journal 1973—
.
res. Sarasota FL.*
LAWRENCE, Stuart Alan. Bowdoin 1964-66.
Sigma Nu. b. Paterson NJ Sept. 9 1946. res.
Susquehanna PA.
LEBLANC, James Richard. A.B., grad.
Monterey Peninsula Coll. 1975. Zeta Psi.
Occ. unknown; b. Gardner MA April 17
1945; m. Carmen Dionne, m. Jann Detamore;
ch.: Kimberly. Sales rep. Blaisdell Publishing
Seattle WA 1968-69, asst. physical dir. YMCA
(Westerly RI 1969, New Britain CT 1969-70),
mgr. Deering Ice Cream Corp. Augusta
1970-71, ins. Fidelity Union Life Brunswick
1971, substitute teacher 1971-72, USA (student
Officer Candidate Sch. 1973, Data Processing
Sch.; asst. operations research psychologist Ft.
Ord CA 1973-74; forstat officer Ft. Ord
1974-75). Student CA (Chapman Coll. Orange
1975, Monterey Peninsula Coll. 1975—).
Member board of dir. Am. Heart Assn. New
Britian CT 1969-70. res. Pacific Grove CA.*
LEONARD, Michael Ross. A.B
,
M.S. N.C.
State Univ., J.D. Univ. Me. 1975. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Law; b. Newton Center MA Aug.
20 1945; m. Mary Gillies June 22 1968.
Shipyard worker Goudy & Stevens E.
Boothbay 1968-69, carpenter Boothbay Harbor
1969-74, atty. res. Machias.*
LEVI, Donald Stanley. A.B., M.D. Univ. Vt.
1972. Phi Delta Psi. Medicine; b. Portland
Dec. 9 1945; m. Heidi Ginsburg June 25 1972;
ch.: Jonathan. Bellevue Hospital NYC (intern
1972-73, asst. resident 1973-74, sr. resident
1975-76, fellow pediatric hematology 1976
— ),
pediatrician Nashua NH 19?— . res. Nashua
NH*
LISTER, Douglas William. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow) Johns Hopkins 1970. Theta
Delta Chi. Banking; b. Winchester MA Dec.
13 1946. Loan officer/economist The World
Bank Washington DC 1972—. res. W.
Yarmouth MA.*
Lo CICERO, Richard Mark. Bowdoin
1964-65. Delta Sigma. b. Los Angeles CA
Nov. 1 1946. res. unknown.
LOCKE, Leonard Bruce. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1971. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Melrose MA Feb.
16 1946; m. Jaye Anderton Aug. 23 1969. Atty.
Justice Dept. Washington DC 1975— . Served
to It. USN 1972-75. res. Arlington VA.*
LOUGHRAN, Richard Finucane. Bowdoin
1964-67. Zeta Psi. b. St. Augustine FL Sept.
22 1945. res. Denver CO.
LOWY, Steven Rudolf. Bowdoin 1964-65. Chi
Psi. b. St. Louis MO April 21 1946. res.
Clayton MO.
LYON, James William Holtman. A.B. magna
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Harvard
1975. Psi Upsilon. Communications; b. Ft.
Lauderdale FL Jan. 31 1947. Served with USA
1968-72. res. NYC*
MACALLISTER, Robert David. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker. Ins.;
b. Southbridge MA Nov. 23 1946; m. Patricia
Sunderman March 25 1967; ch.: R. Tyler,
Jennifer, Duncan, Ian. Teacher & coach Vt.
Acad. Saxtons River 1968-69, life ins. agent
Macallister Assoc. Hyannis MA 1969— . Sec. &
v.pres. YMCA Cape Cod MA, treas. Hyannis
Rotary Club. res. Centerville MA.*
MACDONALD, Douglas Edward. A.B. Kappa
Sigma. Ins.; b. Boston Feb. 13 1946; m. Lee
Bowen June 22 1968; ch.: Corey. Bonnie.
Conn. General Life Ins. Co. (rep. Boston 1968.
Phila. PA 1971-73; asst. regional mgr.
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Pittsburgh PA 1973—). Member board of
Human Relations Pittsburgh. Served to capt.
USA Wurzburg W. Germany 1968-71. res.
Gibsonia PA.*
MacDONALD, John Alexander. Bowdoin
1964-66. b. Boston Oct. 4 1946. res.
Wellesley Hills MA.
MARLER, John Robert. Bowdoin 1964-67,
A.B. W. Va. Univ. 1975. Student; b. Denver
CO Feb. 4 1947; m. Leslie Wilfong Aug. 3
1970. Volunteer VISTA Franklin WA
1967-1969, programmer Nat. Inst, of Health
UCLA 1969, admin, asst. Berea KY Coll.
student industries 1970-1973, production mgr.
Rockcastle Wood Production Mt. Vernon KY
1973-1974, v.pres. Mt. Enterprises Franklin
WV 1974-1976. res. Morgantown WV.*
MASON, Jean Francis, III. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Communications; b. St. Louis MO July 22
1946; m. Suzanne Limberg Dec. 29 1967; ch.:
Eliza, Charles. Pro Production dir. Nat.
Football League Films Phila. PA 1968—. Pres.
& dir. The Prime Board Inc. 1974—. Contbr.
res. Phila. PA.*
MATHER, David John. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Shawano WI May 21 1946. res.
Lyme NH.
MATTHEWS, David Philip. Bowdoin 1964-65.
Sigma Nu. b. Lancaster PA April 1 1946. res.
Wilmington DE.
McCONNELL, Nicholas Stillwell. A.B., J.D.
George Washington Univ. 1972. Alpha Delta
Phi. Law; b. Chicago IL May 25 1946; m.
Nancy Fifield Dec. 14 1968; ch.: Abigail. Legal
intern Justice Dept. Washington DC 1971-72,
atty. Jackson Campbell & Parkinson
Washington DC 1972—. Served to sgt. USA
1969-71. res. Bethesda MD.*
McCOWAN, Dennis Evan. A.B., MAT.
Harvard 1970. Delta Sigma. Education; b.
W. Chester PA Sept. 28 1946; m. Paula Priattie
June 27 1970; ch.: Ann. Teacher Weston MA
Jr. & Sr. High Sch. 1969—, student Regis Coll.
1975. Served to 1st It. USA 1970. res. Holliston
MA.*
McMULLEN, William Russell. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Delta Phi. Student; b. Glen
Ridge NJ March 1 1946; m. Margaret
Schlesinger Aug. 24 1974. Fine arts printer
(free-lance NYC & ME 1968-73, Bank St.
Atelier NYC 1969), graphics tech. (Skowhegan
Sch. of Painting & Sculpture Skowhegan
summer 1970, Bowdoin 1970-72), student
(Harvard summer 1971, Bowdoin 1971-73,
Univ. N.H. summer 1972), courier S.W. Ohio
Regional Computer Center Cincinnati 1973-74,
student Univ. Cincinnati winter 1974, clerk
U.S. Postal Service Cincinnati 1974, med.
student Univ. Cincinnati 1974— . res.
Cincinnati OH.*
McNULTY, Raymond Francis. Bowdoin
1964-67. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Salem MA
July 29 1946. res. Charleston MA.
McQUADE, Thomas Jackson, III. Bowdoin
1964-66, 1970. Phi Delta Psi. b. El Centra
CA Aug. 23 1946. res. unknown.
MELZIG, Eric Perry. A.B., M.D. Tufts 1972.
Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Brooklyn NY
Aug. 14 1946; m. Suzanne Notides June 21
1969; ch.: Kristin. Med. Coll. Va. (surgical
intern 1972-73, resident 1973-77), pvt. practice
general & vascular surgery 1977— . Contbr. res.
Richmond VA.*
MERRILL, Robert Arthur. A.B., grad. Bangor
Theol. Sem. 1965. b. Augusta April 22 1929;
m. Marilyn Lackey June 28 1951; ch.: Robert,
Roxanne, Tanya. Pastor United Church of
Christ Congr. Gardiner 1965-69, ret. Served
with USA during Korean conflict, d. Togus
June 27 1970.
MICHENER, Roger Edward. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Plainfield NJ June 25 1946. Member
Committee on Social Thought Univ. Chicago
1972—. res. Chicago IL.*
MILES, William Carpenter. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Banking; b. Boston March 18 1946;
m. Louise Reily Feb. 3 1968; ch.: William,
Sarah. Group rep. Aetna Lire Ins. Co. Phila. &
Harrisburg PA 1968-75, sr. pension trust
officer Commonwealth Nat. Bank Harrisburg
1975— . Member board of dir. The Harrisburg
Acad. 1976— . res. Harrisburg PA.*
MILICI, Kenneth Francis. A.B. b. Jamaica
L^ng Is. NY April 22 1946. res. Bellingham
WA.
MILLER, Geoffrey Arnold. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Boston Dec. 16 1946. res. Montpelier VT.
MILLIGAN, Thomas James, IV. A.B. 1975.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Niagra Falls NY Sept.
14 1946. res. Holliston MA.
MOGABGAB, John Stevenson. A.B. cum
laude, M.Div. Union Theol. Sem. (Rockefeller
Brothers Theol. fellow) 1972, A.M. Yale 1974,
M.Phil. Yale 1975, Ph.D. Yale 1978. Alpha
Delta Phi. Student; b. NYC Dec. 24 1946;
m. Jacqueline Gill July 11 1970. Chambers
Memorial Baptist Church E. Harlem NY
(intern 1969-70, dir. Christian education
1970-71), teaching asst. Yale Univ. 1973,
research asst. Rockefeller Foundation New
Haven CT 1974, Yale Univ. (teaching asst.




MOHNKERN, Kent Wesley. A.B., M B A.
Cornell 1970. Beta Theta Pi. Ins.; b.
Weymouth MA June 13 1946; m. Ann Hubbell
Aug. 9 1969; ch.: Jason, Brooke. Sales rep.
Proctor & Gamble Hartford CT 1972, Union
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Portland (management
trainee 1972-73, supervisor accounting &
collection 1973-75, mgr. general accounting
1975— ). Served to It. (jg) USN 1970-71, USNR
1971— . res. Yarmouth.*
MONROE, Michael Francis. A.B.. M.S.
Northeastern 1970. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Accounting; b. Arlington MA Aug. 1 1946;
m. Susan O'Connor April 3 1976. CP.A.
(MA); management trainee First Nat. Bank of
Boston 1968-69; sr. accountant Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co. Boston 1970-73; auditor
Kollmorgan Corp. Hartford CT 1973;
controller Kenics Corp. N. Andover MA
1974— . res. N. Andover MA.*
MORIZUKA, Tatsumi. Bowdoin Plan 1964-65,
A.B. Kagawa Univ. 1966. Sigma Nu.
Business; b. Takamatsu-Shi Kagawa-Ken
Japan Jan. 10 1943; m. Sanae Yamada May 18
1969; ch.: Yoshikazu, Masanori, Yuki. Asst.
mgr. (Mitsubishi Corp. Osaka Japan 1966-74,




MORRIS, Michael Carleton. A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa, A.M. Univ. N.Y. 1971, J.D. Temple
Univ. (Reginald Heber Smith fellow) 1974. Phi
Delta Psi. Law; b. Rockford IL May 27
1946; s. of Allston J. '42. Letter carrier U.S.
Post Office Wilmington DE summer 1968,
tech. asst. public library NYC 1969-71, legal
researcher Am. Law Inst. Phila. PA summers
1972 & 1973, interviewer Court of Common
Pleas Phila. summer 1972, law intern
Community Legal Services Phila. 1974, atty.
Camden NJ Regional Legal Services 1974—.
res. Wilmington DE.*
MUNDAY, Howard Emil. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Beverly MA Dec. 16 1946. res. Boxford MA.
MURINSON, Donald Scott. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Portland Aug. 19 1946. res. Rochester
NY.
NAJEMY, George Robert. Bowdoin 1964-65.
b. Worcester MA April 16 1946. res. Holden
MA.
NEUREN, Alan Peter. A.B., M.D. Med. Coll.
Ga. 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Brooklyn NY Jan. 1 1948; m. Yvonne
Lavender Nov. 1 1971. Psychiatric resident
Univ. Conn. Farmington 1972-75, physician &
psychiatrist U.S. Naval Hospital Groton CT
1975—
, resident Albany NY Med. Center
Union Coll. 1977—. Served to It. cdr. USNR
1977. res. Albany NY.*
NEWELL, Stewart Palmer. A.B., MBA.
Rutgers 1969. Theta Delta Chi. Business
exec; b. Chicago IL Oct. 10 1946; m. Janet
Kimball Aug. 30 1969; ch.: Kimberly, Ryan.
£.P.A. (CO); supervisor Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co. Denver CO 1969-74; treas.
Samuel Gary Oil Producer 1974— . res. Denver
CO.*
NEWMAN, Henry Ware, II. A.B., M B A.
Univ. Penn. 1974. Beta Theta Pi.
Accounting; b. Cambridge MA July 6 1946;
married Aug. 5 1972. Asst. sec. New Eng.
Merc. Nat. Bank Boston 1968-73, staff
accountant Coopers & Lybrand 1974— . res.
Boston.*
NICHOLIS, George Ronald. A.B., M.D.
Chicago Med. Sch. 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Lynn MA March 28 1947; m.
Barbara Soda Aug. 4 1968; ch.: Susan,
Michael. Maj. & pediatrician MCUSA &
MCUSAR 1972—. res. Ft. Leavenworth KS.*
NOLAN, Todd Philip. Bowdoin 1964-65,
1966-67. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. New
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Bedford MA Nov. 3 1945. res. New Bedford
MA.
NORRIS, Stephen Clifford. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Occ. unknown; b. Richmond VA Feb.
11 1946. res. Denver CO.*
OSBORN, Michael Everett. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Presque Isle
April 22 1946. Supervisor First Nat. Bank of
Boston 1968-73, carpenter Norwich VT 1973,
student Univ. Me. 1974-77. res. Presque Isle.*
PAGE, Fred Tefft. A.B. Chi Psi. b. Meriden
CT Dec. 20 1946. res. Meriden CT.
PARKER, Robert Stephen. A.B., MAT.
Emory Univ. (O.E.C. fellow) 1969, D.A.S.T.
Emory Univ. 1972. Delta Sigma. Education;
b. N. Andover MA July 6 1946. Teacher
Decatur GA (Dekalb County Board of
Education 1968-73, State Dept. of Education
1973—). Named Teacher of the Yr. Ga. 1975.
res. Lawrenceville GA.*
PARTNOW, Peter Charles. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Univ. Chicago
1971. Chi Psi. Law; b. Boston Dec. 13 1941;
m. Patricia Hartley June 26 1970. Alaska State
Dept. of Law (asst. atty. general Juneau
1971-74, Anchorage 1974; chief civil section
1974—, instr. law Univ. Alaska 1974— . res.
Anchorage AK.*
PATTERSON, Robert Bruce, Jr. A.B., grad.
Boston Coll. 1972. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Winchester MA
May 19 1946; m. Ellen Smith April 27 1969;
ch.: Kara, Brian. Atty. Verrill Dana Philbrick
Putnam & Williamson Portland 1972-77,
partner Verrill & Dana Portland 1977—.
Served to spec. 5 USAR 1968-74. res.
Falmouth.*
PAYSON, Kenneth Haskell. A.B., M B A.
Clark Univ. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Ins.; b. Worcester MA
Aug. 26 1944. Part-prop. Carlton Machine
Tool Corp. Worcester 1968-69, account exec.
Channel 27 television Worcester 1969-70, dir.
advt. Worcester (Chess King 1970-73, Thorn
McAnn 1973-74), agent Conn. General Life
Ins. Co. Worcester 1974— . Pres. Greater
Worcester Jaycees 1974, section chmn. United
Way 1972-74, conservation commissioner
1974—. Served to 2nd It. USAR 1969-74.
Recipient: Loan Exec. Award United Way
1972. Recipient: Outstanding Young Leader
Award 1973 & 1976. res. Worcester MA.*
PETIT, Michael Roland. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Saco Oct. 18 1845. res. Portland.
PETTTT, Mark Robert Tilghman, Jr. A.B.
summa cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Univ.
Chicago 1971. Chi Psi. Law; b. New
Brunswick NJ July 18 1946; m. Elaine Chasse
July 28 1973; ch.: Eric. Assoc. Cravath Swaine
& Moore NYC 1971-73, staff atty. Mandel
Legal Aid Clinic Chicago IL 1973—. Served to
capt. USA 1972. res. Chicago IL.*
POLISNER, Jonathan Duane. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Boston March 28 1946. res.
Scarborough.
POLLOCK, Alan Albert. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. N.Y. Med. Coll. 1972. Medicine; b.
Newark NJ July 10 1946. Lenox Hill Hospital
NYC (intern 1972-73, med. resident 1973-75),
infectious disease fellow V.A. hospital NYC
1975—. res. NYC*
PORTMANN, Daniel. Bowdoin 1964-65.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Lucerne Switzerland
July 27 1943. res. Lucerne Switzerland.
PSOINOS, Paul Nicholas. Bowdoin 1964-66.
Alpha Kappa Sigma, b. Lowell MA Aug. 24
1947. res. Lowell MA.
PULSIFER, Stephen Mackintosh. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Invests.; b. NYC Nov. 3 1945; m. Mary
Hanna Feb. 17 1973; ch.: William. Asst. to the
mayor NYC 1968-69, teacher Friends Sch.
Sandy Spring MD 1969-70, invest, counsellor
Pulsifer & Hutner Inc. NYC 1973— student
(Am. Univ. Washington DC 1969-70, N.Y.
Univ. 1974
—
). V.pres., sec. & dir. Pulsifer &
Hutner Inc. 1974— . Served to sgt. USA
1970-73; awarded Joint Service
Commendation 1972, Vietnam Service Ribbon
1973. res. NYC*
QUINCY, Daniel Alexander. A.B., M.S. Penn.
State Univ. 1971, Ph.D. Penn. State Univ.
(Nat. Inst, of Health Predoctoral fellow) 1974.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Science; b. Westfield
MA May 29 1946; m. Donna Dionne '73. Staff
research assoc. Inst. Cancer Research
Columbia Univ. 1974— . Member steering
committee Student Environmental Counseling
Organization Penn. State Univ. Contbr. res.
NYC*
QUINN, Ralph Horton. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Providence RI May 19
1946. res. San Francisco CA.
RAFFETTO, Roger Walter. A.B. Kappa Sigma
& Alpha Kappa Sigma. Marketing; b.
Teaneck NJ Aug. 21 1946; m. Karen Reinauer
Sept. 18 1971; ch.: Bryan, Jennifer. Sales
trainee Esso Co. Linden Nj 1968, sales mgr. &
salesman Bird & Son Inc. E. Walpole MA
1970-74, marketing mgr. Reinauer Petroleum
Co. Hackensack NJ 1974— . Served to cpl.
USA 1968-70. res. Glen Rock NJ.*
RAMISTELLA, John Morgan. A.B., M.S.
Univ. Md. 1973. Delta Sigma. Admissions aide
1974— . Business; b. New London CT June 5
1946; m. Barbara Anderson June 5 1971; ch.:
Kari. Systems analyst U.S. Govt. Washington
DC 1968-73, ship broker Tankers Co. Inc.
NYC 1973—. res. Westport CT.*
RANDALL, Robert Ephraim Belcher. A.B. Phi
Delta Psi. b. Boston July 21 1946; s. of
Donald H. '30. res. Farmingdale.
READ, Charles Richard. A.B., M B A. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1971. Chi Psi. Retailing; b.
Camden NJ Nov. 7 1946; m. Mary Smith Dec.
28 1969; ch.: Matthew, Erin. Asst. to v.pres.
Brigham's Arlington MA 1971-75, dist. sales
mgr. Dunkin Donuts of Am. CT 1975—
.
Served to sgt. USMC 1969-70; awarded Navy
Commendation Medal 1970. res. Cheshire
CT.*
RECTOR, John Mayo, Jr. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Rochester 1975. Alpha Delta Phi. Military;
b. Washington DC Sept. 27 1946; m. Kathryn
Rearick May 29 1971; ch.: Lisa, Michael,
Mark. Capt. USA Ft. Belvoir VA 1968—.
REED, Walter Manley, III. Bowdoin 1964-65.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Ft. Fairfield May 2
1945. res. Fairfield.
RETTMAN, Herman Simon. A.B., A.M. Kent
State Univ. 1972. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Hof Germany Sept. 16 1946;
m. Nancy Scholnik Dec. 21 1969; ch.: Chelsea,
Zeke. Teacher Glen Oak High Sch. Canton OH
1968—. res. Homeworth OH.*
RICE, Michael Frank. A.B., grad. Univ. Mich.
1970. City planning; b. Paris France March
3 1947. Research asst. dept. of development &
planning Chicago IL summer 1969, sr. planner
dept. of planning & urban development
Providence RI 1970-72, city & regional planner
Wilsey & Ham Foster City CA & San
Francisco 1973-75, dir. field office Vietnamese
resettlement program Camp Pendleton CA
1975, planner Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum
San Francisco 1976— . res. San Francisco CA.*
RICHARDS, Jeffrey Codet. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Summit NJ April 23 1946. res. Ont.
Canada.
ROBERSON, Charles William. Bowdoin
1964-66, B.S. W. Conn. State Coll. 1969, M.S.
W. Conn. State Coll. 1975. Theta Delta Chi.
Education; b. Little Falls NY April 5 1946.
Teacher & coach (Danbury CT 1969-74,
Richfield Springs NY Central Sch. 1974
—
).
res. Ritchfield Springs NY.*
ROBERTS, Gary Benjamin. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A. Ga. State
Univ. 1975. Chi Psi. Social service; b.
Atlanta GA May 3 1946; m. Carlotta Devanna
June 9 1973. Account exec. Merrill-Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith Atlanta 1975-76, dir.
recreation & social services Atlanta 1976—
.
Served to capt. USA 1968-75; awarded
Combat Infantry Badge, res. Ellijay GA.*
ROSE, Marc Richard. Bowdoin 1964-65. Delta
Sigma. b. Cleveland OH Sept. 13 1946. res.
Houston TX.
ROSE, Michael Ronald. Bowdoin 1964-65. Chi
Psi. b. Cleveland OH Sept. 13 1946. res.
Albuquerque NM.
ROSS, Edward Lorraine. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Advt.; b. Gloucester MA April 5 1946; m.
Sheryl Walsh Aug. 23 1969; ch.: Allison. Asst.
dept. head Star Market Co. Cambridge MA
1968, Donnelly Advt. Corp. of Fla. (account
exec. Boston 1968-72, sales mgr. Miami FL
1972—). res. Miami FL.*
ROSS, Jonathan Woodman. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Real estate; b. Stamford CT Dec. 26 1946; s. of
Bradley B. '24; m. Susan Bennett March 16
1968; ch.: Jonathan Jr., Tracy, Heidi. Instr.
Worcester MA Acad. 1968-73, broker &
property mgr. self-employed The Bennetts
Realtors Framingham MA 1973— . Chmn.
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Worship Comm. St. Elizabeth Church Sudbury
MA 1975. res. Framingham MA.*
ROSS, Paul Brian. A.B. cum laude. Student;
b. Northampton MA Jan. 22 1947. Student
Univ. Chicago 1971
—
, instr. political science
Loyola Univ. Chicago 1975. Served with USN
1969-70. res. Northampton MA.*
ROULSTON, Thomas William. A.B., A.M.
Ohio State Univ. 1970. Alpha Delta Phi.
Arts; b. Boston Oct. 1 1946. Certificate in
education Boston State Coll. Boston 1971,
certificate in arts admin. Harvard 1974, instr.
Children's Creative Drama Program public
library Boston 1971-75, teacher Copley Square
High Sch. Boston 1974-76, dir. (Center Screen
Film Soc. Cambridge MA 1975-76,
Shakespeare & Co. Boston 1971
—
). Composer:
Rankle's Roar, a children's musical fantasy,
res. Boston.*
ROUNDS, Thomas Carlton. A.B., Ph.D.
M.I.T. 1972. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Portland Aug. 21 1946; s. of
William D. '34; m. Sharon Smith July 5 1968;
ch.: Eleanor. Dept. of chemistry Univ. Calif.
Berkeley (post-doctoral fellow 1972-74, lectr.
1975-76), post-doctoral fellow Univ. Denver
1976— . Contbr. res. Denver CO.*
ROY, Scott Arthur. Bowdoin 1964-66. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Fisheries tech.; b. Waterville
Aug. 4 1946; m. Frances Hyland Nov. 8 1969;
ch.: Wilmont, Yvette. Laborer summers (Scott
Paper Co. Winslow 1966, Squaw Mt. Ski Area
Big Squaw 1969), tech. Me. Dept. of Fish &
Game Greenville 1970—
.
Served to capt. USA
1966-69. res. Greenville.*
RUDMIN, Floyd Webster. A.B. magna cum
laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Student; b.
Lowville NY April 22 1946. Volunteer Peace
Corps P.I. 1968-70, student (Osaka Japan City
Univ. 1973-74, SUNY Buffalo 1975—). res.
Buffalo NY.*
RUNDLETT, Ellsworth Turner, III. A.B. cum
laude, J.D. Univ. Me. 1973. Zeta Psi.
Admissions aide 1965-68, 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Portland Jan. 12
1946; s. of Ellsworth T. II '33; m. Lisa Warren;
ch.: Ellsworth IV. Announcer & newsman
WRKD radio station Rockland 1968, account
exec. WCSH television station Portland
1969-70, city atty. Portland 1973-76, atty. pvt.
practice Portland 1975—. Served to cpl. USAR
1968-69. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
RUSSELL, Roland James, III. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Computer science; b. St. Louis MO Jan. 30
1946; m. Sally Pariseau June 28 1968; ch.:
Tamara, Jeffrey. John Hancock Mutual Life
Ins. Boston (management trainee 1968-70, sr.
programmer 1970-71, programmer analyst
1971-72, project leader 1972—. Served to
WO/1 USAR 1968—. res. Canton MA.*
RYDER, John David. A.B., M.S.A.
Northeastern 1970. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Accounting; b. Akron OH Oct. 29 1945; m.
Caroline Ellsworth Sept. 16 1967; ch.: John Jr.,
Margaret. C.P.A. (MA); with Howard Johnson
Co. res. Needham MA.*
SANDSTROM, Edward Oliver, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Management; b. Nashua NH
Sept. 27 1946; m. Ann Lingenfelter Dec. 21
1968; ch.: Eric, Mark, Laurie. Hillside Sch.
Marlborough MA 1969-75 (teacher, athletics
dir., asst. headmaster), mgr. Eastham MA
Superette Inc. 1975— . Member Buildings,
Lands, Parks committee Eastham; chmn.
Local Growth Policy committee Eastham. res.
Eastham MA.*
SARGENT, Gary Allison. Bowdoin 1964-66.
Phi Delta Psi. b. Harrington Oct. 17 1947.
res. San Francisco CA.
SCHARER, Dennis Robert. A.B., D.M.D.
Tufts 1972. Theta Delta Chi. Dentistry; b.
San Pedro CA Dec. 17 1946; m. Judith
Hopkins June 14 1969; ch.: Garrett. Dentist
pvt. practice El Cajon CA 1974— . Served to
capt. USA 1972-74. res. Spring Valley CA.*
SCHILLER, Myles Stuart. A.B., M.D.
Chicago Med. Sch. 1973. Beta Theta Pi. 1972
capital campiagn worker. Medicine; b.
Brooklyn NY Oct. 10 1947; m. Carol Shapiro
Sept. 18 1971; ch.: Gabriel. Student N.Y. Univ.
1968-69, dept. of pediatrics N.Y. Hospital




SEIBEL, Robert Franklin. A.B. magna cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. Law; b. NYC Sept.
26 1946; m. Kathleen Costello June 9 1974.
Atty. Ropes & Gray Boston 1971— . res.
Carlisle MA.*
SESSIONS, Horace Rochester, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Bucknell Univ. 1975. Beta Theta Pi.
Chemistry; b. Georgetown SC Nov. 4 1946.
Process chemist Arapahoe Chem. Inc. Boulder
CO 1975—. res. Boulder CO.*
SHEPARD, William Howard, Jr. A.B. Phi
Delta Psi. Data processing; b. Bangor Sept. 6
1946. Student Meadville/Lombard Theol. Sch.
Chicago IL 1968-70, asst. registrar Boston
Univ. 1970-74, computer programmer John
Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Boston 1975—
.
Chmn. committee on adult programs King's
Chapel Boston 1974-76. res. Quincy MA.*
SIDES, Thomas Beecher. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Operations analyst; b. Bridgeport CT
Oct. 14 1945; m. Carolyn Jones March 16
1968; ch.: Trevor, Brooke. General Electric
Co. (financial management program Pittsfield
MA 1968-71, budget analyst Mt. Vernon IN
1971-72, operations analyst Pittsfield 1972—).
V.pres. & member board of dir. Jaycees
Central Berkshire MA 1973-75, pres. & board
of dir. Berkshire Chapter Nat. Ice Hockey
Officials Assn. 1977— . Recipient: hon.
certificate of achievement General Electric Co.
1971. res. Pittsfield MA.*
SIDMAN, Ronald Jeffrey. A.B. cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Dochester MA Jan. 6
1947. res. Stoughton MA.
SINSHEIMER, Warren Ainsley, III. Bowdoin
1964-66, A.B. Univ. Calif. Davis 1968, J.D.
Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1971. Theta Delta Chi.
Law; b. Tulsa OK Dec. 7 1946; m. Carol
Angus Nov. 9 1974; ch.: Amy. Law clerk 9th
Circuit U. S. Court of Appeals San Francisco
CA 1971-73, atty. Davis Wendt Mitchell
Sinsheimer de la Motte & Lilley San Luis
Obispo CA 1973— . Member board of dir. C. of
C. res. San Luis Obispo CA.*
SMITH, David Roy. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Public service; b. York April 5 1946; m.
Connie Johnson July 25 1970. Flight instr. Am.
Aviation Miami FL 1969-70, carpenter
Ogunquit 1971-74, state trooper Me. State
Dept. of Public Safety 1974—. res. Winthrop.*
SMITH, James Whitman. A.B. cum laude.
Theta Delta Ghi. b. Portland Aug. 26 1946.
res. Cumberland Center.
SOULE, David Bradford, Jr. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1971. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Augusta Dec.
3 1945; s. of David B. '38; m. Donna
Burkhardt June 21 1969; ch.: Tyson, Erika.
Atty. Soule & Soule Wiscasset 1971— . First
Selectman Westport. res. Westport Is.*
SOULE, Morton Gilmore. A.B., Ed.M.S. Univ.
Me. 1970. Zeta Psi. Education; b.
Damariscotta July 11 1945; s. of William H.
'36; m. Sally Butterworth Jan. 5 1969; ch.:
Matthew, Derek. Sales rep. Int. Business
Machines Concord NH 1968-69, teacher &
coach (Sanford High Sch. Sanford 1969-70, N.
Yarmouth Acad. Yarmouth 1970-71, Deering
High Sch. Portland 1971-73, athletic dir. N.
Yarmouth Acad. 1973-76, Governor Dummer
Acad. Byfield MA 1976—). res. Byfield MA.*
SPEAR, Richard Burnham. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Brown Univ.
1974. Phi Delta Psi. Student; b. Rockland
Feb. 8 1946; m. Shyla Sellards April 18 1971;
ch.: Alison. Student Brown Univ. 1975—
.
Served to sgt. USA 1968-72. res. Providence
RL*
SPENCER, Allan Alexander. Bowdoin Plan
1964-65. Zeta Psi. b. Panama City Panama
Jan. 7 1941. res. unknown.
SPRAGUE, Peter Frost. Bowdoin 1964-66.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. NYC June 27 1946.
res. Phila. PA.
STONE, Bailey Stillman. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Princeton 1970;
Ph.D Princeton (N.D.E.A. fellow) 1973.
Education; b. Schenectady NY June 8 1946.
Princeton Univ. (asst. in instruction 1971-72,
instr. history 1972-75), asst. prof. Univ.
Houston TX 1975— . Contbr. res. Newmarket
NH.*
STRAUSS, William Edward. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. Boston March 22 1946; m.
Andrea Bierman July 8 1971. Metropolitan
General Hospital Cleveland OH (med. intern
1972-73, med. resident 1973-74, pulmonary
resident 1974-75), sr. med. resident Barnes
Hospital St. Louis MO 1975-76, cardiology
fellow Univ. Minn, hospital 1976— . res.
Mnpls. MN.*
SUDMANN, Johan Fredrik. Bowdoin 1964-65.
Psi Upsilon. b. Aasane Norway Nov. 28
1942. res. Via Bergen N. Ireland.
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TAYLOR, Gary Alan. A.B. cum laude, Ph.D.
Univ. N.C. 1972. Beta Theta Pi. Psychology;
b. Portland May 3 1946. Asst. psychologist
McLean Hospital & Harvard Med. Sch.
Belmont MA 1972— . res. Arlington MA.*
TAYLOR, Richard Joseph. A.B. cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Univ. Vt. 1973. Psi
Upsilon. Medicine; b. Bangor Sept. 1 1946.
Intern Northwestern Univ. Hospital 1973-74,
family practice resident Mercy Hospital
Denver 1974— . res. Denver CO.*
THOMPSON, Lloyd Bryan, III. A.B., J.D.
Ind. Univ. 1971. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law;
b. Montclair NJ April 5 1946; m. Margaret
Tudor July 6 1968; ch.: Stephanie, Hillary.
Legal clerk Marquette Nat. Bank Mnpls. MN
1970; law clerk Spencer IN 1971; asst. counsel
The Magnavox Co. Ft. Wayne IN 1972-75;
instr. real estate Ind. Univ. 1973-75; counsel &
sec. The Valley Camp Coal Co. Cleveland OH
1975-76; v.pres., sec. & counsel CleveTrust
Realty Investors Cleveland 1976— . Served to
1st It. USAF 1971-72. res. Bay Village OH.*
TIMBERLAKE, Robert Eugene, Jr. A.B.
magna cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D.
Univ. Rochester 1972. Phi Delta Psi.
Medicine; b. Portland Feb. 16 1946; m.
Nadine Gates June 19 1971; ch.: Robert III.
Cardiology resident New Eng. Deaconess
Hospital Boston 1972— . res. Norwood MA.*
TOMELLINI, John Edward. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Pawtucket RI Dec. 2 1947. res. Pawtucket
RI.
TOWLE, Gary Leroy. A.B. (Sloan scholar),
M.D. Univ. Vt. 1972. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. Portland Nov. 27 1946.
Emergency room physician CA (San Joaquin
General Hospital Stockton 1972-75, Lodi
Memorial Hospital Lodi 1973-75, Manteca
Hospital Manteca 1974-75, Dameron Hospital
Stockton 1975
—
), dir. emergency room Lodi
Memorial Hospital 1976— . res. Stockton CA.*
TRUE, Robert Goward. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Sigma. Student; b. Framingham MA Oct. 24
1946; m. Lyn Dyer May 30 1974; ch.: Jennifer.
Research chemist Cabot Corp. Billerica MA
1969-71, biology researcher Univ. N.H.
Durham 1971-72, asst. veterinarian NJ
1972-75, student Cornell Univ. 1975—. Contbr.
res. Ithaca NY.*
VANDERWAART, Peter Hammond. A.B.,
M.S. Brown Univ. 1972. Phi Delta Psi.
Mathematical analyst; b. Somerville NJ Oct.
20 1946; m. Janet Rush July 22 1972.
Programmer Int. Business Machines White
Plains NY 1968, analyst (Analysis &
Technology Inc. N. Stonington CT 1972-76,
Pepsi Co. Purchase NY 1976—). Served to
spec. 5 USA 1968-70. res. Stanford CT.*
VAN VARICK, David. A.B., J.D. Boston Univ.
1973. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Hackensack NJ Nov.
7 1946; s. of Richard C. '32; m. Carolyn Beale
Aug. 7 1971; ch.: Lisa, Laura. Atty. Monroe
County Sheriffs Dept. Rochester NY 1973—.
res. Fairport NY.*
VOSE, Donald Francis. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Admissions aide 1973-74. Ins.; b. Melrose
MA July 8 1946; m. Nancy Lewis April 18
1970. Andover MA Ins. Co. (asst. underwriter
1969-71, underwriter 1971-72, spec. agt.
1972-74, exec. spec. agt. 1975-76, dist. mgr.
1977—), C.P.C.U (MA) 1974. res. N. Andover
MA.*
WALTERS, Kenneth Russell. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Phi Delta Psi. b.
Medford MA March 7 1946. res. unknown.
WATSON, Thomas Meister. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1976. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b.
Pittsburgh PA June 29 1946. Surgical resident
Univ. Va. Hospital Charlottsville 1976—.
Served to 1st It. USA 1968-70, USAR 1970-74;
awarded Bronze Star Medal. res.
Charlottesville VA.*
WEBB, Richard Drew Silver. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. Princeton NJ Jan. 5 1948;
m. Rosemarie DAgata Feb. 14 1971; ch.:
Alexandra. Industrial sales mgr. Look Photo
Inc. Andover MA 1969-73, dist. sales mgr.
mid-west industrial marketing div. Polaroid
Corp. Oak Brook IL 1973—. res. Glen Ellyn
IL.*
WEHMANN, Robert Emmett. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. & Ph.D. Union Univ. 1974. Medicine;
b. Conoes NY Oct. 20 1946. Internal medicine
resident V.A. hospital Washington DC
1974-76, clinical assoc. Nat. Insts. of Health
1976— . res. Kensington MD*
WHIPPLE, John Aldrich. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Class agt. 1968-75, 1972 capital campaign
worker. Law; b. Boston Aug. 25 1946; s. of
James A. '31; m. Kathryn Johnston Sept. 1
1968; ch.: John, Christian. Atty. self-employed
Patch & Fitzgibbon Salem MA 1971-76,
partner Ledoux Whipple & King Salem
1976—. Marblehead MA Sch. Bldg.
Committee (member 1971-74, chmn. 1973-74),
chmn. & sec. town planning board Marblehead
1975— , member board of dir. (Salem Bar Assn.
1973—
,
Marblehead Historical Soc. 1975—),
sec. Marblehead Jaycees 1974
— ,
Salem Bar




WHITEHURST, Calvin Stanley. A.B. 1970.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Camden NJ April 6
1946. res. Bangor.
WILLIAMS, John David. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Business exec; b. Ann Arbor MI Aug. 9
1946; m. Dorothy Dunn Aug. 8 1970; ch.:
Margaret, Sarah. Consultant Health
Consultants Wellesley Hills MA 1968-70,
operations analyst (First & Merc Bank
Richmond VA 1970, Jordan Marsh Co. Boston
1970-72), pres. & chmn. of board The Spence
Corp. Milwaukee WI 1972— . Member board
of trustees Falls Presby. Church 1975— . res.
Wauwatosa WI.*
WILSON, Dana Richard. A.B., M.F.A. Univ.
Conn. 1975. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Lakewood OH Feb 4 1946; m. Elisabeth
Buchanan Oct. 1975. Admissions Fellow
Bowdoin 1968-69, self-employed 1971
—
(pianist; teacher; composer; conductor Univ.
Conn, jazz ensemble 1973-75), teaching asst.
(Univ. Conn. Storrs 1973-75, Eastman Sch. of
Music Rochester NY 1975
—
). Served to sgt.
USA 1969-71. Contbr. res. Rochester NY.*
WINDELER, Douglas Henry. A.B., M.S. San
Francisco State Coll. 1970. Theta Delta Chi.
Safety; b. NYC Jan. 10 1947; m. Shelly
Williams Aug. 14 1976. Electrician Todd
Shipyards Alameda CA 1968-70,
merchandising rep. ARCO San Francisco CA
1971-72, Kaiser Aluminum (safety supt.




board metals section Nat. Safety Council.
Served to 1st It. USA 1970-71, capt. USAR
1971— . res. Ravenswood WV.*
WinKELLER, Mark Joel. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Brandeis Univ.
1971. Real estate; b. Boston Feb. 9 1947; m.
Rachel Harris Aug. 16 1970. Asst. urban affairs
Harvard 1969-71, v.pres. Edwin D. Abrms Inc.
Boston 1971-73, sr. analyst Abt Assoc.
Cambridge MA 1973-74, acquisition spec.
Continental Real Estate Equities Boston
1974-75, v.pres. Beal & Co. Boston 1975—.
Member board of dir. The Washington
Hsopital. res. Arlington MA.*
WINNICK, Jeffrey Mark. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b. NYC Sept. 17
1946; m. Marjorie Sack Aug. 22 1970; ch.:
Jonathan, Julie. Atty. (Hartford CT Nat. Bank
& Trust Co. 1972-75, Conn. Mutual & Life Ins.
Co. 1975—). Served to 1st It. USA 1971-72,
capt. USAR 1972-76. res. S. Windsor CT.*
WINSTON, Reed Alan. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
Rochester 1973, M.D. Howard Univ. 1978.
Beta Theta Pi. Student; b. S. Bend IN Oct.
27 1945; ch.: Stacey. Asst. prof. Bowdoin
1972-75, student Howard Univ. 1975—. res.
Stering VA.*
YANCEY, George Fleming Tagger, Jr. A.B.
Zeta Psi. Business; b. Rochester NY Sept. 1
1946; m. Sarah Beale Sept. 1 1967; ch.:
Jennifer, George. Treas. & plant mgr. Heluva
Good Cheese Co. Soous NY 1969—. Pres. &
dir. Soous C. of C; member of board of dir.
Bankers Trust Co. Williamson NY; treas.
Rotary Club Soous; pres., treas. & board of
dir. Alex Eligh Community Center Newark
NY), res. Newark NY.*
YAW, Robert Eugene, II. A.B., J.D.
Georgetown Univ. 1973. Banking; b. Cedar
Rapids IA June 11 1946; m. L. Susan Ravage
Aug. 1 1 1968. Asst. v.pres. First Nat. City Bank
London England 1969-70, certificate in int. law
Univ. London 1971, aide U.S. Senate
Washington DC (foreign relations committee
1966, Republican policy committee 1968,
Senator Edmund Muskie 1970), invest, banker
& assoc. Salomon Brothers NYC 1973—. Dir.
Devon Group Ltd. res. NYC*
YOUNG, Marcus Le Grand, Jr. Bowdoin
1964-66. Theta Delta Chi. b. Hollywood CA
May 15 1946. res. unknown.
ZETLAN, Howard Alan. A.B.. D.M.D. Univ.
Penn. 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Dentistry:
b. Lynn MA Dec. 7 1946; m. Sheila Brodie
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Aug. 11 1968; ch.: Michael. Dentist pvt.
practice Lowell MA 1974— . Served to capt.
USA 1972-74. res. N. Andover MA.*
Class of 1969
ABBOTT, Donald Charles. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Student; b. Newton MA March 6 1947;
s. of Richard N. '40; m. Marsha Eldridge June
7 1969. Dir. Natick MA Med. Lab. 1969-72,
student Northeastern Univ. 1972— . res.
Somerville MA.*
ABBOTT, Stephen Frost. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Education; b. Boston Oct. 1 1947; m.
Patricia Morner Oct. 1 1967; ch.: Stephen,
Michael. Teacher CT (Canterbury Sch. New
Milford 1969-71, coach S. Kent Sch. 1971—),
prop. & dir. Camp Waganaki Inc. E.
Waterford 1977—. res. S. Kent CT.*
ABERNATHY, Walter Corbett, III. A.B.
Alpha Kappa Sigma. Management; b.
Cambridge MA May 23 1947; m. Linda
O'Meara Aug. 17 1969. Asst. dist. mgr. New
England Tel. Co. Quincy MA 1969—. Served
to s/sgt. USAR 1969-75. res. W. Peabody
MA.*
ANDERSON, Richard Warren. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Banking; b. Lynn MA Sept.
10 1947; m. Donna Collins June 22 1969; ch.:
Brian, Heather. Asst. v.pres. New Eng. Merc.
Bank Boston 1969—. Served to s/sgt. USAR
1969-70. res. Lynn Field MA.*
ANTHONY, David Chace, Jr. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Ins.; b. Providence RI July 17
1947; m. Jill Porter Oct. 3 1970; ch.: Jennifer,
David. Classified account spec. Inleasing Corp.
Providence 1973-75, adjuster AMICA Mutual
Ins. Co. Providence 1975— . Served with USN
1970-73. res. Cranston RL*
AUSTIN, Wayne King. Bowdoin 1965-66. b.
Gorham May 24 1947. res. Rome NY.
BABCOCK, William Lane, Jr. A.B., J.D.
George Washington Univ. 1972. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Law; b. Richmond VA March 4
1947; m. Suzanne Hannay Aug. 26 1972.
Assoc. Ross Marsh & Foster Alexandria VA
1972— . res. Alexandria VA.*
BAILEY, Arnold Basset. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Education; b. Plainfield NJ Jan. 21 1947; m.
Leslie Ruch July 24 1971. Teacher Milford NH
Area High Sch. 1970—. res. Dublin NH.*
BALLINGER, Kenneth Everett, Jr. A.B.,
M.B.A Long Is. Univ. 1977. Phi Delta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Sales & student; b.
Camden NJ Aug. 30 1947; m. Shirley Hoge
May 20 1972; ch.: Kimberly. General mgr.
Tallman Construction Co. Camden 1972-73,
salesman Ortho Diagnostics Baritan NJ
1973— . Served to 1st It. USA 1969-71. res.
Oakland NJ.*
BANTON, Stephen Chandler. A.B., J.D.
Washington Univ. 1972, M.B.A. Washington
Univ. 1974. Law; b. St. Louis MO Feb. 19
1947. Asst. prosecuting atty. St. Louis County
prosecutor Clayton MO 1973
—
, lectr. business
law Washington Univ. St. Louis 1974—
.
Served to 2nd It. USMC. res. St. Louis MO*
BARNEY, James Mason. A.B. Kappa Sigma.
Class agt. 1969-72. Banking; b. Salem MA
April 15 1947; m. Carolyn Brown June 6 1970.
Chmn. history dept. Rockwood Acad. Lenox
MA 1969-70, mgr. Essex County Bank & Trust
Co. Peabody MA 1970-73, spec. agt. N.W.
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Boston 1973-75, asst.
treas. Lynn MA Five Cent Savings Bank
Danvers MA, (town meeting ad hoc
committee), treas. Danvers area cancer
crusade, group leader Lynn Area Jr.
Achievement, res. Danvers MA.*
BARRON, Alan Mark. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Tufts 1973. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Medicine;
b. Boston June 30 1947. Hartford CT Hospital
1973-76 (intern; jr. asst. med. resident, asst.
med. resident), physician Mt. Auburn &
Sancta Maria Hospitals Cambridge MA
1976—
.
Elected member Alpha Omega Alpha
1973, member (med. evaluation & development
committee Chelsea MA; med. records, library
& utilization review committee Mt. Auburn
Hospital Cambridge), Hartford Hospital
House staff council (member 1973-74, sec. &
treas. 1974-75, pres. 1975-76). res. Watertown
MA.*
BARTLETT, Stephen Ives. A.B. Chi Psi.
Crafts; b. Hartford CT Aug. 6 1947. Pipe
organ craftsman C. B. Fisk Inc. Gloucester
MA 1973—. Served to PO/1 USCG 1969-73.
res. Gloucester MA.*
BATTALANA, John Thomas. A.B. Int.
banking; b. Mineola NY Nov. 9 1947; m.
Aruna Adhikari June 23 1975. Volunteer Peace
Corps (Libya 1969, Haryana India 1970-72,
Kathmandu Nepal 1973-76), int. banking
Chase Manhattan Bank NYC 1977—. res.
Westbury NY.*
BELLAMY, Cole Chandler. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Boston Sept. 28 1947. res. Brookline MA.
BEREIKA, Gerald Michael. A.B., M.S. Purdue
Univ. 1972, Ph.D. Purdue Univ. 1976. Theta
Delta Chi. Psychology; b. Brockton MA
Aug. 19 1947; m. Mary Ricketson June 28
1969. Clinical psychology intern V.A. hospital
(Marion IN 1971-72, Danville IL 1972-73,
Marion 1973-74), clinical psychologist
Vermilion County Mental Health Center
Danville 1974— . Member board of dir.
Vermilion County (Council of Social Agencies
Danville 1975
—
, Youth Services Assn.
1976—). res. Danville IL.*
BERNSTEIN, Bradley Alan. A.B. cum laude,
Ed.M. Univ. Toronto 1972. Psi Upsilon.
Admissions aide 1969— . Arts, education; b.
Brooklyn NY Oct. 16 1947. Student Brooklyn
Coll. 1969-71, teacher Inner London Eng.
Educational Authority 1969-71, teacher trainer
& research officer Ont. Inst, for Studies in
Education Toronto Ont. Canada 1971-74,
student Univ. Toronto 1972— , professional
actor Charlottetown Festival Charlottetown
Prince Edward Is. Canada 1975, spec, teacher
theater games Los Angeles CA 1976-77. res.
Toronto Ont. Canada.*
BERRY, Ralph Lincoln, III. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Univ. Vt. 1973. Chi Psi. Psychiatry; b.
Newburyport MA March 7 1947. Asst. instr.
psychiatry SUNY Upstate Med. Center
Syracuse 1973-76, psychiatrist The Counseling
Center Bangor 1976—. res. E. Holden.*
BEST, Roger Charles. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Brooklyn NY April 2 1947. res. unknown.
BEYER, Edmund Brand. A.B., M.B.A.
Northeastern 1973. Alpha Delta Phi.
Admin.; b. Boston Oct. 24 1946; m. Joan
Burton May 11 1974. Admin, asst. New Eng.
Deaconess Hospital Boston 1973— . Served to
1st It. USA 1969-71. res. Milton MA.*
BISGROVE, Mark Cushing. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. Denver
CO July 23 1947. res. unknown.
BLACK, Barry Harvey. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma, b. Lynn MA Jan. 7 1947. res. Sharon
MA.
BLACKWOOD, Robert Stuart, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Banking; b. Portland April 21
1947; m. Jill Vollmer July 25 1970; ch.: Sarah.
Casco Bank & Trust Co. Portland (bank teller
1974-75, head bank teller 1975-76, asst. mgr.
1976—). Served to capt. USA 1969-74, USAR
1974-76; awarded Army Commendation
Medal with 2 Oak Leaf Clusters 1971, 1972 &
1974. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
BLAISDELL, Bruce Goodridge. A.B., M.A.T.
Wesleyan 1970. Phi Delta Psi. Education; b.
Portland Feb. 14 1947; m. Kristine Gill May
24 1970; ch.: Meredith. Teacher S.A.D. 35
Eliot 1973— . Quamphegan Teachers Assn.
(v.pres. 1974-75, pres. 1975-76). Served to spec.
5 USA 1970-73, with USNR 1973-76; awarded
Vietnam Service Medal 1971, Army
Commendation Medal 1973. res. Eliot.*
BLOCK, Marc David. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. New Sch. for Social
Research 1972. Psi Upsilon.
Communications; b. NYC Sept. 30 1947; m.
Roni Lipton Sept. 12 1971. Teacher Wayland
MA High Sch. 1969-70, instr. N.Y. State
Museum Albany 1972-73, municipal
consultant N.Y. State Commission on Cable
Television Albany 1973— . res. Albany NY.*
BOWDOIN, Everett Seavey, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Boston Jan. 15 1947; s. of
Everett '42. res. Melrose MA.
BRANDENBURG, John Gilford. A.B., M R P.
Univ. N.C. 1971. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Urban planning; b. NYC April 24 1947; s. of
David J. '43. Urban planner (HUD
Washington DC 1971-72, Detroit MI 1972-73;
city development dept. Kansas City MO
1973-75, housing & community development
1975—). res. Kansas City MO.*
BRENNAN, Timothy Robert. A.B. 1970.
Military; b. Bangor Sept. 13 1947; m.
Christiane O'Hara Dec. 1 1 1976. Pilot USA Ft.
Bragg NC 1970—. Awarded Nat. Defense
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Medal 1970, Good Conduct Medal 1971, Air
Medal (25) 1972, Purple Heart 1972, Bronze
Star 1972, Distinguished Flying Cross (3) 1972,
Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry (2) 1972,
Vietnamese Campaign Medal, res. Fayetteville
NC*
BRIASCO, Louis Bruno. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Brown Univ.
1971. Chi Psi. Class agt. 1972—. Education;
b. Boston Aug. 11 1947. Laborer Houghton
Mifflin Co. Burlington MA fall 1969, asst.
reference librarian Rockefeller Library Brown
Univ. part time 1970-71, Bowdoin (alumni sec.
1971— lectr. European history 1972-76).
Member Council for the Advancement &
Support of Education 1971— . Author: History
A Brief Guide, res. Brunswick.*
BRIGHT, Kayode Ishmael. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Nigeria Jan. 31 1946. res.
unknown.
BRIGHTMAN, Mark Buffington. A.B. Chi Psi.
Business; b. Bristol CT Feb. 5 1947; m. Judith
Case July 12 1969; ch.: Jessica. Antique dealer
self-employed Lunenburg MA 1975— . Served
to sgt. USA 1969-71. res. Lunenburg MA.*
BROLSMA, Maarten Jan. Bowdoin Plan
1965-66. Delta Sigma. b. Schoonhoven The
Netherlands Sept. 30 1947. res. unknown.
BROWN, Edward James, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1974. Alpha Delta Phi.
Medicine; b. New Bedford MA Jan. 14
1947; s. of Edward J. '38. V.A. hospital Boston
(intern 1974-75, resident 1975—). res. Brighton
MA.*
BROWN, Kendall Harold. A.B., M.Div.
Bangor Theol. Sem. 1972. Phi Delta Psi.
Clergy; b. Bangor March 9 1947; s. of
Charles T. '40; m. Cheryl Martin Sept. 4 1971;
ch.: Hannah. Student Hartford Sem.
Foundation W. Hartford CT 1969-70,
co-pastor Lake Region Parish Barton VT
1972-75, pastor First Congr. Church Oxford
MA 1975— . Moderator N.E. Assoc. of United
Church of Christ Churches, Vt. conf. 1974-75.
res. Oxford MA.*
BRYSON, Roger Wright, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Waterbury CT Feb. 13
1947. res. Watertown CT.
BULOW, David Lawrence. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Occ. unknown; b. Bridgeport CT March
18 1947. res. Huntington CT.*
CAMPAGNA, Gary David. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
1975. Beta Theta Pi. Dentistry; b. Needham
MA March 17 1947; m. Linda Lowell Feb. 1
1969; ch.: Gregory, Dana. Teacher Norwood
MA 1967-71. Capt. USA 1975—. res. Lawton
OK.*
CAMPBELL, Paul Hudson. A.B., grad. Univ.
Ore. 1975. Business; b. Bronxville NY May
27 1947; m. Anne Goulart Nov. 19 1971.
Various positions 1969-1975, district
coordinator Loaves & Fishes Inc. Portland OR
1975—. res. Portland OR.*
CARSON, Everett Brown. A.B. 1972. Zeta Psi.
Student; b. Lexington VA Nov. 15 1947; s. of
Robert J. '34. Me. State Office of Economic
Opportunity Augusta (youth spec. 1972-73,
spec, project dir. 1974), student Univ. Me.
1974— . Served to 1st It. USMC 1967-69. res.
Cape Elizabeth.*
CARVIN, Robert Howard. A.B., M.B.A. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1970. Sigma Nu. Finance; b.
Cambridge MA Sept. 20 1947; m. Catherine
Jagling Aug. 17 1975. Management trainee
New Eng. Merc. Nat. Bank Boston 1972-74,
financial analyst Cambridge Memories Inc.
Bedford MA 1974-75, financial control mgr.
Tex. Instruments Inc. Attleboro MA 1975—
.
Served to sgt. USA 1970-72. res. N. Easton
MA.*
CASWELL, Claude Edgar. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Portland Jan. 27 1947. res. Oak Park IL.
CHANDLER, Barry David. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Portland April 10 1947; s. of
Joseph '42; m. Barbara Chase Oct. 30 1973;
ch.: Nathan. Boston Floating Hospital for
Children (intern 1972-73, pediatric resident
1973-74), chief pediatric resident R.I. Hospital
Providence 1974-75, neonatalogy fellow
Women & Infants Hospital of R.I. Providence
1975-77. res. Poland Spring.*
CLARK, Michael Archibald Campbell. A.B.
magna cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D.
Columbia 1972. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital
campaign worker, admissions aide 1974.
Law; b. New Haven CT Aug. 15 1947; m.
Carol Bernstein June 22 1969; ch.: Julie.
Assoc. Lord Day & Lord NYC 1972—. res.
NYC*
CLAYBORNE, Jon Lee. A.B., M.L.S. Rutgers
1972. Arts; b. NYC Jan. 29 1948. Teacher
Brewster Acad. Wolfeboro NH 1969-70,
salesperson Record Hunter NYC 1970-71,
student asst. Library of Science & Medicine
Rutgers Univ. 1971-72, librarian (Archibald
Stevens Alexander Library Rutgers Univ.
1972-73, The Donald S. Bourne Sch. Library
Trenton NJ State Prison 1973-74), singer &
actor (Orleans MA Arena Theatre summer
1969, Performing Arts Repertory Theatre NYC
1974, Celebration Playhouse Roselle Park NJ
1974, George Street Playhouse New Brunswick
NJ 1976, Am. Theatre Arts for Youth Phila.
PA 1977, cabaret act 1976
—
). Member (exec,
committee New Brunswick Task Force on Gay
Liberation, Nat. Gay Task Force, Gay
Academic Union, Actors' Equity Assn., Screen
Actors Guild). Contbr. res. NYC*
COLE, Kenneth Merle, III. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Cornell 1972. Theta Delta Chi. Law; b.
Portland Nov. 3 1946; m. Martha Greene June
8 1968; ch.: Tristram, Nicholas. Partner Jensen
Baird Gardner Donovan & Henry Portland
1972— . Member board of ed. Cornell Law
Review 1971-72, sec. Windham (Charter
Comm. 1974, Jaycees 1974-77), dir. Me. State
Bar Assoc. & Mutual Title Ins. Co. 1975-77,
councilman Windham 1975-77. Recipient:
Order of the Coif. res. N. Windham.*
CONARD, Philippe. Bowdoin Plan 1965-66.
Zeta Psi. b. Avranches France Jan. 10 1945.
res. unknown.
COOPER, John Davidson. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Construction & tourism; b. Mt. Holly NJ July
19 1947; m. Patricia Friend Jan. 9 1971.
Physical science aide U.S. Weather Service
Ellesmere Is. N.W.T. Canada summer 1969,
mountaineering instr. Nat. Outdoor
Leadership Sch. Anchorage AK 1969-72, Mt.
McKinley Nat. Park AK (labor & maintenance
1973-74, dog musher Denali Dog Tours
1973-74), grade checker Perini Arctic Assoc.
AK 1975
— ,
dog musher & freighter Alaska
Wilderness Freighters Ambler 1975— . Sec.
Cantwell democratic precinct AK. res. Ambler
AK.*
CORRIGAN, Michael Thomas. A.B. Phi Delta
Psi. Journalism; b. Westbrook Nov. 20 1946.
Teacher Supervisory Union Errol NH 1971-72,
Berlin NH Reporter (reporter 1972-73, layout
& design 1973-74), reporter Bridgton News
Bridgton 1974-75, layout & design Berlin
Reporter 1975—. Served to sgt. USA 1969-71.
Contbr. res. Gorham NH.*
CORSON, Michael Richard. A.B., Ph.D.
Boston Univ. 1978. Chi Psi. Research; b.
Somers Point NJ July 29 1947; m. Roxy
Bernstein June 26 1971. Boston Univ. (student




CORSON, Neal Craig. A.B. 1970. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Student; b. Waterville Aug. 24
1947. State of Me. Augusta (rep. 1969-71,
senator 1975-77), student Univ. Me. 1977—.
Served to 1st It. USA 1970-74. res. Madison.*
COUSENS, Merrill Carl. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Me. Orono 1974. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. Gardiner Dec. 1 1 1946.
Teacher (R. W. Traip Acad. Kittery 1969-70,
S.A.D. Gardiner 1972-73, S.A.D. Eliot 1974—),
student Fla. State Univ. Tallahassee 1972.
Elected member Phi Kappa Phi 1975. Served
to sgt. MCUSA 1970-72. res. Gardiner.
COUSINS, Lee Elmer. Bowdoin 1965-66.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Bar Harbor Aug. 23
1947. res. Surry.
CRIMMINS, Arthur Lawrence, Jr. Bowdoin
1966-68, B.B.A. Beckley Coll. 1969, A.B. &
B.S. Morris Harvey Coll. 1970. Psi Upsilon.
Banking; b. Charleston WV Dec. 7 1947; s.
of Arthur L. '31; m. Innes Moore Oct. 24 1970;
ch.; Arthur III, Jennie. CPA. (WV);
accountant Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
Charleston 1970-75; controller Empire Federal
Savings & Loan Assn. Charleston 1975—
.
Served to It. USAF 1973—. res. Charleston
WV.*
CROSBY, Benjamin Salts, III. Bowdoin
1965-66. Sigma Nu. b. Baltimore MD Nov.
17 1947. res. Timonium MD.
CUMMINGS, Russell Edwin. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Providence RI May 17 1947.
res. Somerville MA.
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CURRIE, Allan Drew. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Rochester 1973. Chi Psi. Medicine; b.
Bangor April 13 1947; m. Linda Martin June
21 1969; ch.: Sarah. Internal medicine Bexar
County Hospital Dist. San Antonio TX (intern
1973-74, resident 1974-75), internal medicine
resident Roger Williams Hospital Providence
RI 1975—. res. Providence RI.*
CUTTER, Erland Alfred. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. Portland Oct. 6 1947; m. Lynn
Ericson Sept. 8 1973. Teacher (Westbrook
High Sch. Westbrook 1969-73, chmn. lang.
dept. 1972
—
; Univ. Clermont-Ferrand France
1973-75; Westbrook High Sch. 1975—). PFC
USA 1971-72. res. Portland.*
DANE, Joseph Anderson. A.B., A.M. Tulane
1976. Student; b. Portland Sept. 29 1947; s.
of Nathan II '37. Student Columbia 1976—.
res. S. Harpswell.*
DAVIDSON, Richard George. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Education; b. N. Conway NH
March 22 1947; s. of George T. '38; m. Jane
Morrison June 21 1969. Teacher Sanburn
Regional High Sch. Kingston NH 1969,
woodworker Wilkonson Pine Products W.
Ossipee NH 1969-70, salesman (Filene's
Boston spring 1970, Jack Frost Shop Jackson
NH 1970-71), woodworker Wilkonson Pine
Products W. Ossipee summer 1971, teacher
(Berlitz Sch. Stuttgart W. Germany 1971-73,
Eur. 1973
—
), free-lance lang. teacher & trans.
1973—. Served with USAF 1970. res. W.
Germany.*
DECICCO, Alfred Louis. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Biology; b. Stafford Springs CT June 16
1947. Asst. guide Alaska range 1972, shoe
repairman College AK Cobbler 1973-74, Univ.
Alaska (research asst. Alaska Cooperative
Wildlife Research Unit 1973-74, graphic &
photo tech. Inst, of Arctic Biology 1974-76,
shop foreman/product mgr. Alaska Tent &
Tarp Inc. Fairbanks 1974—, fishery biologist
Alaska Dept. Fish & Game King Salmon &
Fairbanks AK 1974—. Served to 1st It. USA
1969-72. res. Fairbanks AK.*
DETROY, Peter John, III. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Brunswick April 13 1948; s. of Peter J. Jr. '51.
res. Portland.
DEVLIN, Timothy O. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Va. (Wilson
fellow) 1970. Delta Sigma. Education; b.
Hollywood CA March 23 1947. Teacher
(substitute Pasadena CA fall 1971, St. George's
Sch. Newport RI 1972-77). res. Newport RI.*
DINSMORE, Charles Earle. A.B. 1970, Ph.D.
Brown Univ. 1974. Education; b. Lisbon
Falls Oct. 10 1947; m. Megan Goldsmith June
3 1972; ch.: Trevor. Asst. prof, anatomy Rush
Med. Coll. Chicago IL 1976—. Elected
member Sigma Xi. Contbr. res. Oak Park IL.*
DONAHUE, Walter Scott. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Management; b. Taunton MA Jan. 11
1947; s. of Walter S. '44; ch.: Brian. New Eng.
Tel. Co. (supervisory asst. Newport RI
1969-70; traffic mgr. Pawtucket RI 1970-71,
Manchester NH 1971-72, Brockton MA






). res. Pawtucket RI.*
DOWNES, Richard Earle, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Restauranteur; b. Worcester MA July 18
1947; m. Anne Jarvis Oct. 26 1974. Teacher
Governor Drummer Acad. Byfield MA
1969-71, asst. golf professional Willo Haven
Country Club Durham NC 1971-72, mgr.
Crowleys Restaurant Atlanta GA 1973-75,
head bartender Clarkes Boston 1975— . res.
Natick MA.*
DOWSE, Leonard Huntress, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Boston Jan. 29 1947.
Buckingham Browne & Nichols Sch.





). res. Lincoln MA.*
DREYER, William Wade, Jr. A.B.
Dentistry; b. Terre Haute IN Nov. 17 1946;
married June 11 1971. Dentist pvt. practice
Fryeburg 19?— . res. Fryeburg.*
DRISCOLL, Peter Edson. A.B., MBA.
George Washington Univ. 1977. Alpha Delta
Phi. Admissions aide 3 yrs., 1972 capital
campaign worker. Accounting exec; b.
Norwalk CT Feb 27 1947. Teacher Rye
Country Day Sch. NY 1969-70, lower sch.
master St. Albans Sch. Washington DC
1971-72, account exec. Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Smith Washington DC 1972—.
Co-founder & dir. Collegiate Marketing Co.
Washington DC 1971-72. Sgt. USAF Nat.
Guard 1970-76. res. Washington DC*
D'SOUZA, Arthur Noel. A.B. b. India Dec.
24 1948. res. Ont. Canada.
EDDY, Ralph Gordon. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Univ. Conn. 1972.
Law; b. Southbridge MA June 4 1947; m.
Deborah Rich July 31 1971 ; ch.: Eric. Atty. CT
(Connor & Connor New Haven 1972-73,




EISENHAUER, Eric Robert. A.B., M B A.
Harvard 1975. Theta Delta Chi. Finance; b.
Cleveland OH Aug. 4 1947; m. Janet Leonard
Aug. 25 1973. Marketing asst. Industrial Nat.
Bank Providence RI 1972-73, operations
analyst Barry Wright Co. Watertown MA




USN 1969-72; awarded Combat Action
Ribbon, Presidential Unit Citation,
Vietnamese Service Medal, res. St. Sulpice
Switzerland.*
EMUS, David Herbert. A.B., M.Div. Andover
Newton Theol. Sch. 1973. Zeta Psi.
Purchasing; b. Arlington MA May 26 1947;
m. Joanne Robbins Feb. 1 1969; ch.: Jessica.
Asst. foreman Molumco Cashway Inc.
Foxboro MA 1973-75, asst. supt. purchasing
Ogden Suffolk Downs Inc. E. Boston MA
1975— . Chmn. religious education committee
Bethany Church 1974-75. res. Foxboro MA.*
ERVIN, Robert. A.B., M.S. Univ. Mich. 1971.
Student; b. Brooklyn NY Oct. 29 1946.
Student Univ. MI Ann Arbor 1971— . res.
Waterville.*
ESPOSITO, Mark Joseph. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. New Haven CT Nov. 13 1947. res.
Orange CT.
EURENIUS, Stephen Cheney. Bowdoin
1965-66. Psi Upsilon. b. Portland Oct. 26
1946. res. unknown.
FARACI, WiUiam Salvatore. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Univ. Va. 1972.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker, admissions aide 1974-75. Law; b.
Haverhill MA Aug. 16 1947. Atty.
self-employed Haverhill 1972— . Dir.
(Education Center 1972-73; Justinian Law Soc.
1974-75; Lions Club Haverhill 1974, 3rd v.pres.
1975; Family Life Line 1975, Haverhill Youth
Hockey 1975, Essex Club 1975). res. Haverhill
MA.*
FARWELL, Newton Charles. A.B., A.M. Univ.
N.C. 1970. Delta Sigma, b. Sanford Feb. 3
1947. Writer 1970. d. Brunswick Dec. 31 1970.
FASULO, Michael Arthur. A.B., M.S.W.
SUNY Albany 1974. Psi Upsilon. Social
welfare; b. Portland April 16 1947; m. Martha
Brawn June 25 1971; ch.: Samuel, Leah.
Greens keeper Riverside Golf Course Portland
summers 1969-71, teacher asst. (King Jr. High
Sch. Portland 1969-70, White Rock Sch.
Gorham 1970-71), social worker Me. Dept. of
Health & Welfare Houlton 1971-75, human
services mgr. Me. Dept. of Human Services
Houlton 1975—. res. Houlton.*
FEMINO, Dominic Arthur. A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. (O'Brien scholar) 1972. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Law; b. Salem MA March 16 1947;
m. Beverly Miller June 24 1973. Procurement
law atty. advisor U.S. Govt. Ft. Eustis VA
1973—. Capt. USA 1973-76. res. Gloucester
VA.*
FENIMORE, David Louis. A.B., grad. Military
Police Officers Advanced Sch. 1973. Beta
Theta Pi. Military; b. Elmira NY May 12
1947; m. Mary Miller June 28 1969. USA
(platoon leader 3rd squadron 2nd armored cav.
regt. Amberg Germany 1969-71, provost
marshall Wildflecken Germany 1971-72, co.
cdr. & provost marshall Giessen Germany
1972-74, capt. & operations officer Armed
Forces Police Washington DC 1974-75,
operations officer provost marshall div.
Washington DC dist. 1975— . Awarded Army
Commendation Medal, res. Alexandria VA.*
FENTON, Charles Ellis. A.B. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Banking; b. San Pedro
CA Jan. 21 1947; m. Frances Mitchell June 17
1969; ch.: Wayne. Laborer Hi Shear Torrance
CA 1969-70, asst. mgr. Dial Finance Torrance
1970-72, asst. v.pres. Bank of Am. Culver City
CA 1972—. Served to sgt. USA Nat. Guard
1970-76. res. Torrance CA.*
FENTON, Nathaniel Rochester. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Rye NY April 19 1947. res. Mt.
Desert.
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FERGUSON, Stephen. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Admissions aide
1970-71. Library science; b. Camden NJ
May 27 1947; m. Susan Gibson Aug 28 1971.
Brown Univ. (student 1969-70, asst.
bibliographer John Carter Brown Library
1970-74, spec, consultant John Hay Library
1974) , librarian Scottish Rite Masonic Museum
of our Nat. Heritage Lexington MA 1974-75,
curator rare books Princeton Univ. 1975—
.
Contbr. res. Princeton NJ.*
FIELD, Rodger Carson. A.B. Law; b. Quincy
MA Aug. 13 1947; m. Norma Moore Dec. 31
1968. Teacher (S.A.D. Jackman 1969-70,
Foreign Lang. Center Tokyo Japan 1970-71),
atty. Hale Russell Grey Seaman & Birkett
NYC 1974-76, atty. U.S. Atty's. Office E. dist.
NY 1977— . Ed.-in-chief Ind. Law Journal
1973-74. Recipient: Order of the Coif 1974. res.
NYC*
FISHER, Hugh Albert George. A.B., M.D. St.
Louis Univ. 1973. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. Montreal Canada June 18
1947. Surgical resident Univ. Vt. Burlington
1973-75. res. Winchester MA.*
FORSBERG, David Paul. A.B., M.U.A.
Boston Univ. 1975. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Ins.; b. Worcester MA
Feb. 18 1947; m. Ann Dahlstrom May 30 1970;
ch.: Drew, Dana. Dir. (municipal swimming
pool W. Boylston MA 1969, Camp Calumet
Lutheran W. Ossipee NH 1972), broker
Malmstead Ins. Agency Inc. Worcester 1973—
Member board of dir. (Malmstead Ins.
Agency, C. of C), v.chmn. council Trinity
Lutheran Church, city councillor Worcester
MA. Served to 1st It. USA 1969-72; awarded
Army Commendation Medal. Named
Outstanding Young Leader Jaycees Worcester
1974. res. Worcester MA.*
FOSS, John Chadbourn. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Transportation; b. NYC April 20
1947; s. of Reginald E. '12. Schooner mate
Camden (Adventure 1969, Bowdoin 1969-73,
Adventure 1973); carpenter Rockland (Sea Pro
Inc. 1974, schooner Victory Chimes 1974 &
1975) ; prop., master schooner Lewis R. French
Rockland 1975—. Served to It. USCG 1969-73.
res. Rockland.*
FOWLER, John Palmer. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. b. Portland Dec. 4 1946. res.
Homewood CA.
FRANKENBERG, Giinter. A.B. summa cum
laude. Chi Psi. Education; b. Karlshafen
Germany June 19 1945. Teaching asst.
Universitat Technische Miienchen 1972— . res.
Miienchen W. Germany.*
GAGE, John Alden, Jr. Bowdoin 1965-69, B.S.
M.I.T. 1969. Phi Delta Psi. Gardening; b.
Boston Jan. 11 1947. General engineer Naval
Weapons Lab. Dahlgren VA 1970-71, gardner
self-employed Alams CA 1971— . Contbr. res.
Danville CA.*
GARLAND, James Prentice, II. A.B. cum
laude. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Management;
b. Portland Aug. 18 1947; s. of Peter A. '45.
KMS Tech. Center Greenbelt MD (data tech.
1970-71, file coordinator 1972), file coordinator
GTE Information Systems Inc. Greenbelt
1973-75, data base mgr. Goddard Space Flight
Center Greenbelt 1975—. res. Bowie MD.*
GAURON, Paul Richard. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard 1972.
Law; b. Haverhill MA July 1 1947; m.
Nancy Donahue July 19 1975. Atty. Maloney
Williams & Baer Boston 1972— . res.
Somerville MA.*
GEORGITIS, William Johnson. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Boston Univ. 1973. Zeta Psi.
Medicine; b. Bangor Aug. 7 1947; m. Betsy
Corroau June 6 1970; ch.: Jonathan, Elizabeth.
Me. Med. Center Portland (resident 1973-?,
intern 19?
—), pvt. practice 19?— . res. E.
Vassalboro.*
GERSON, Johannes Hein. Bowdoin Plan
1965-66. Theta Delta Chi. Govt.; b. The
Hague Netherlands Jan. 5 1947; m. Jacquie
Waller May 17 1973; ch.: Thomas. Student
Univ. Amsterdam Netherlands, asst. City Hall
Amsterdam 1975— . res. Amsterdam
Netherlands.*
GIBSON, William Lancelot. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Publishing; b. Salem MA
March 14 1947; m. Martha Chase Aug. 16
1969; ch.: Matthew, Jeremy. Financial mgr.
General Electric Co. Lynn MA 1969-70,
Prentice Hall Publishing Co. Englewood Cliffs
NJ (sales rep. 1970-73, ed. 1973—). Pvt. USAR
1970. res. Glen Rock NJ.*
GILMAN, Owen Winslow, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ N.C. 1974. Phi Delta Psi.
Education; b. Farmington April 2 1947; s. of
Owen W. '31; m. Marjorie Austin Dec. 6 1969.
Teaching asst. Univ. N.C. Chapel Hill 1973-74,
volunteer VISTA Augusta 1974-75, instr.
English Univ. Me. Farmington 1975— . Served
to capt. USA 1969-71. res. Augusta.*
GOODNOW, Thomas Bayard. Bowdoin
1965-68. b. Mt. Holly NJ May 3 1947. res.
unknown.
GOODOF, David Alan. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Waterville Sept. 20 1947. res. Waterville.
GRACE, Arthur Steven. Bowdoin 1965-67. Psi
Upsilon. b. Worcester MA May 7 1947. res.
Providence RI.
GRAHAM, David Kenneth. A.B., M.S.Ed.
Univ. Me. 1974. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Portland June 5 1947; m. Martha Proulx Oct.
26 1968; ch.: Lawrence, Jonathan, Kevin.
Marshwood High Sch. Eliot (teacher 1969-72,
asst. principal 1972-73), principal Freeport
High Sch. Freeport 1973— . res. Yarmouth.*
GRIFFIN, Bruce Stephen. A.B. 1973. Delta
Sigma. Self-employed; b. Haverhill MA Feb.
28 1947; s. of George L. '39. Sheet metal
apprentice Louis Sack Co. Somerville MA
1974-75, fruit & vegetable peddler Cambridge
MA 1975-76, carpenter Cambridge 1976—.
Served to spec. 5 USA 1969-72. res. Cambridge
MA.*
GUIGNARD, Michael James. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Syracuse Univ.
1972; Ph.D. Syracuse Univ. 1976. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Foreign service; b. Boston July 1
1946; m. Susan Andrews Jan. 31 1970; ch.:
Monica, Francesca. Instr. Cazenovia NY Coll.
1972-73, foreign service officer U.S. State
Dept. San Francisco CA 1973— . Contbr. res.
Biddeford.*
GUNNARSSON, Thomas Eric Wilhelm.
Bowdoin Plan 1965-66. Psi Upsilon. b. Boras
Sweden June 9 1945. res. Malmo Sweden.
GUNTER, John Henry, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Winthrop MA Nov. 17 1947. res. Woodburn
MA.
HALEY, David Francis. A.B. Sales; b.
Machias Aug. 15 1947; m. Brenda Nov. 29
1969; ch.: Clayton, Ann. Sales mgr. Hardwick
Corp. Newport 1973— . Served with USA
1970-73. res. Palmyra.*
HAMMARSTROM, Ake Rolf. Bowdoin
1965-66. M.S. Uppsala Univ. 1969.
Education; b. Sveg Sweden June 12 1945; m.
Anita Strand Dec. 3 1971. Assoc. prof,
mathematics Linkoping Inst, of Tech. Sweden.
Author: Exercises in Mathematical Statistics,
res. Linkoping Sweden.*
HARDY, Peter Carl. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Boston Coll. 1972. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Boston Nov. 27
1946; m. Judith Dozois Nov. 26 1969; ch.:
Christopher. Asst. Dir. Green Acres Day Camp
Waltham MA 1969-70, staff asst. Nat.
Consumer Law Center Brighton MA 1971-72,
Flynn & Flynn Waltham 1971-72 (clerk
1971-72, assoc. atty. 1972-75) Chmn. Boy
Scouts of America, res. Framingham MA.*
HARRISON, Jeffrey Chisholm. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Boston Sept. 27 1946. res.
Dedham MA.
HAVEY, Dwight Gray. A.B. 1973. Zeta Psi.
b. Bangor Dec. 23 1947. res. Bangor.
HOLBERG, Karl Ludvig. Bowdoin Plan
1965-66, A.M. Universitet i Trow 1970.
Education; b. Levanger N. Trondelag
Norway; m. Edlbjorg Rvndhave June 20 1975;
ch.: Kristen. Teacher N. Trondelag (Verdal
Ungdomsskole 1970-71, Skogn Ungdomsskole
1973-74, Vartun Skole 1974-75). res. Norway.*
HORSBURGH, Kenneth Phillip, Jr. A.B.
summa cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A.
Stanford Univ. 1971. Zeta Psi. Marketing; b.
Cleveland OH July 28 1947. General mgr.
(Magic Valley Cowboys Baseball Club Twin
Falls ID 1971, Elmira NY Pioneers Baseball
Club 1971-73), consultant Urban Development
Corp. NYC 1973-74, dir. (marketing Tex.
Rangers Baseball Club Arlington TX 1974-76,
sales & marketing Seattle WA Mariners
Baseball Club 1976—). res. Mercer Is. WA.*
HOSMER, James Reed. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
1975. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Dentistry; b.
Salem MA June 2 1947; m. Janet Vye Aug. 29
1971. James Bliss & Co. Boston (saleman
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1970-71, mgr. 1971-72), dentist pvt. practice
Lynn MA 1975—. res. Wakefield MA.*
HOWES, William Grant, III. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Boston Univ. 1972. Psi Upsilon. Law; b.
Hyannis MA Feb. 15 1947; m. Deborah Gray
July 11 1970. Atty. self-employed Hyannis
1972— . Chmn. 1973— (town planning board
Barnstable, traffic & transportation comm.,
Hyannis Municipal Complex Study Comm.):
res. Marstons Mills.*
HUBBARD, Hylan Thomas, III. A.B. 1970.
Sigma Nu. b. Lynchburg VA June 26 1947.
res. unknown.
HUTCHINSON, Dennis James. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.A. Oxford
(Rhodes scholar) 1973; LL.M. Univ. Tex. 1974.
Overseer 1975—. Law; b. Boulder CO Dec.
28 1946. Student Univ. Chicago 1969, law clerk
(Hon. E. P. Tuttle Alanta GA 1974-75, Hon.
Byron R. White Washington DC 1975-76,
Hon. William O. Douglas Washington DC
1976
—), adjunct prof, law Am. Univ.
Washington DC 1976-77, visiting assoc. prof,
law Georgetown Univ. 1977— . Pres. Phi Beta
Kappa (Alpha of Me.) 1974— . res. Washington
DC*
INGEROWSKL Richard Michael. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. b. Portland
Dec. 19 1946. res. Portland.
IVES, Robert Enunel. A.B., B.D. Univ.
Edinburgh 1973. Psi Upsilon. Admissions aide
1969-70. Clergy, agriculture & boatbuilding;
b. Mt. Vernon NY July 7 1946; in. Ruth Drake
July 1 1973. Asst. to dir. of admissions
Bowdoin 1969-70, minister & teacher
Monhegan Is. church & sch. 1973-75, minister
1975— (Muscongus Is. Church, Sheepscott
Village Church), farmer Muscongus Is. 1975
—
,
boatbuilder 1976— . res. Muscongus Is.*
JACKSON, Drew Francis. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Md. 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Science; b.
Waltham MA July 6 1947. General physical
scientist Naval Ship Research & Development
Center Annapolis MD 1972— . res. Greenbelt
MD.*
JOHNSON, Glen Ralph. A.B., J.D. Boston
Coll. 1974. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Law; b. Anniston AL July 2 1947.
Caseworker welfare dept. Richmond VA
1970-71, lawyer Neighborhood Legal Aid
Richmond 1974— . res. Richmond VA.*
JOHNSON, Lewis Chamberlayne. A.B.,
M.A.T. Univ. Mass. 1971. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Bethesda MD Nov. 17 1947;
m. Blair Newcomb June 20 1970. Teacher High
Sch. (Hinckley summer 1969, Brunswick 1970),
sales rep. Highlights for Children Inc. Durham
NC 1971-72, teacher Kearsarge Regional High
Sch. N. Sutton NH 1972-74, head resident Mt.
Holyoke Coll. S. Hadley MA 1974—, teacher
Gateway Regional High Sch. Huntington MA
1975— . Dir. education Grace Epis. Church
Amherst MA. res. S. Hadley MA.*
JOHNSON, Thomas Arthur. A.B. magna cum
laude, J.D. Harvard (Lee G. Paul scholar)
1972, LL.M. George Washington Univ. 1976.
Chi Psi. Law; b. Kansas City MO July 8
1947. Summer intern First Nat. Bank of Boston
1969, advt. asst. Int. Harvester Co. of Great
Britain Ltd. London England 1970, assoc.
Chadbourne Parke Whiteside & Wolff NYC
1971, clerk Freshfields London 1972, judge
advocate & capt. USMC 1972-76, assoc.
Galland Kharasch Calkins & Short
Washington DC 1976—. Served to capt.
USMC 1972-76, USMCR 1976—. Contbr. res.
Arlington VA.*
JOHNSTONE, Robert Warner. Bowdoin
1965-67, A.B. Salem State Coll. 1972. Delta
Sigma. Management; b. Waltham MA May
24 1947; s. of Richard C. '44. Asst. front office
mgr. Sheraton (Boston 1972-74, Chicago IL
1974), with Sheraton Hotels Phila. PA 1974-75,
front office mgr. Royal Biscayne Hotel &
Raquet Club Key Biscayne FL 1975— . res.
Coconut Grove FA.*
JORDAN, Bruce Christopher. A.B. 1970,
M.S.W. Univ. Minn. 1975. Chi Psi. Social
work; b. Brookline MA Dec. 18 1947; s. of
Richard O. '36. Teacher Labrador E.
Integrated Sch. Goose Bay Labrador Canada
1971-72, community organizer People Acting
through Community Effort Providence RI fall
1973, archeological asst. Smithsonian Inst.
Washington DC summer 1974, social service
rep. Bureau of Indian Affairs Anchorage AK
winter 1975, consultant Anthropos Inc.
Anchorage spring 1975, social worker Cook
Inlet Native Assn. Anchorage 1975— . res.
Anchorage AK.*
KEENE, John Tracy, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, A.M. William & Mary Coll. 1970. Phi
Delta Psi. Admin.; b. Gloversville NY April
5 1947; m. Gayle Travis May 26 1974. Historic
sites historian State Historical Library
Springfield IL 1970-74, admin, asst. Mt.
Vernon VA Ladies Assn. 1975— . Contbr. res.
Alexandria VA.*
KELEHER, Paul Albert. A.B., M.A.T.
Wesleyan 1970, M.F.A. Brandeis Univ. 1972.
Chi Psi. Filmmaking; b. Boston Nov. 10
1947. dba PK Productions Framingham MA
1970- , Autumn Films Inc. Cleveland OH
1971-72, Greenberg-May Productions Inc.'
Buffalo NY 1973, Matrix-Big Indian—
&
Phoenix Recreations Ltd. Big Indian NY
1973-75, UDEC Corp. Waltham MA 1975-76.
res. Watertown MA.*
KELLEY, William Edwin, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1973. Alpha Delta Phi.
Medicine; b. Cambridge MA Jan. 28 1947;
m. Marcia Huntoon May 30 1970; ch.: Lauren.
Med. Coll. of Va. Richmond (surgical intern
1973-74, surgical resident 1974—). Fellow Am.
Cancer Soc. 1975-76. res. Richmond VA.*
KETAINECK, Stephen Robert. A.B. cum
laude, J.D. Univ. Conn. 1972. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Law; b. New Haven CT Jan. 19
1948; m. Francie Seligman May 25 1975.
Claim reporter Travelers Ins. Co. Hartford CT
1972-73, researcher Conn. Bar Assoc. Hartford
1972-73, atty. Ginsberg Mirto & Ginsburg W.
Haven CT 1973—. Dir. C. of C. W. Haven
1974—
. res. Hamden CT.*
KNIGHT, David Linvill. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Management; b. Pittsburgh PA Jan. 8 1947;
m. Diane Stark Oct. 14 1972. Accountant
Nabisco Inc. Cambridge MA 1970-76, sales
mgr. Bus & Bodies Inc. Plaiston NH 1976—.
res. Newburyport MA.*
KOZ1K, John S. Bowdoin 1967-68. b.
Montague MA Feb. 1 1943. res. Millers Falls
MA.
KROL, John Francis. A.B. cum laude. b.
Boston Jan. 4 1947. res. Waltham MA.
LAUREN, Bertus ' Clark. A.B. 1970. Psi
Upsilon. Student; b. Bronxville NY May 6
1947. Reporter The Evening Sentinel Ansonia
CT 1970-71, marketing rep. Hartford Ins.
Group Brooklyn NY 1972-74, account exec.
Johnson & Higgins Wilmington DE 1974-76,
student Babson Coll. Wellesley MA 1977—.
res. Framingham MA.*
LAWLOR, John Charles. A.B. cum laude, M.S.
Univ. N.H. 1974. Delta Sigma. Education; b.
Dover NH May 14 1947; m. Marian Brown
June 21 1974. Statistician State of N.H.
Concord 1971-72, grad. asst. Univ. N.H.
Durham 1972-74, instructor mathematics
Univ. Vt. Burlington 1974— . Served to sgt.
USA 1969-71. res. Richmond VT.*
LEVINE, Philip Lawrence. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Ins. & astrology; b. Newton MA
Feb. 3 1947. Programmer First Nat. Bank of
Boston 1969; actuarial asst. Unionmutual Life
Ins. Co. Portland 1969-70, 1973—; student
Univ. Louisville KY 1970-71; prop. & operator
Metanoia 1975
—
; counselor & teacher
astrology 1975— . Aquarians Uniting Mankind
Inc. (dir., pres., treas.). res. Windham.*
LIBBY, Glenn Francis. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Tulane 1973. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. Boston May 3 1947; m. Gael
Reynolds Aug. 21 1971; ch.: Kyle, Adam.
Univ. Southern Calif. Los Angeles Med.
Center (intern 1973-74,- resident 1974-76),
pulmonary fellow Univ. Calif. Irvine 1976—
.
Diplomate Am. Board of Internal Medicine,
res. Irvine GA.*
LIBURD, Caedmon Augustin. A.B. cum laude.
b. Nevis St. Kitts May 24 1942. res. Anchorage
AK.
LIEB, Frederick Gring, Jr. Bowdoin 1965-67.
Zeta Psi. b. St. Louis MO Sept. 15 1947. res.
Is. Falls.
LOGAN, Virgil Howard, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Dayton OH Dec. 20 1946. res. Boston.
LONDON, Howard Bernard. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Boston Coll. 1972, Ph.D. Boston Coll.
1976. Theta Delta Chi. Sociology; b. Boston
April 16 1947; s. of Jack '41. Teacher
Columbia High Sch. E. Greenbush NY
1969-70, asst. prof, sociology Tulane Univ. of
La. 1974—. Served to sgt. USAR 1970-76. res.
New Orleans LA.*
LOWELL, Frank Burwell. Bowdoin 1965-67.
Sigma Nu. Labor; b. Damariscotta July 6
1947. Assemblyman Bond Mfg. Cooper's Mills
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1973-75. Served to sgt. USAF 1967-72. res.
Jefferson.*
LUSTER, Allan Vincent. Bowdoin 1965-66.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Chicago IL Aug. 14
1947. res. unknown.
LUTTE, Kenneth Arthur. A.B. Chi Psi.
Education; b. N. Conway NH Nov. 20 1946;
m. Pamela Sandblom July 13 1968; ch.:
Thomas. Teacher & chmn. science dept.
Lincoln Acad. Newcastle 1969— . res. New
Harbor.'
MacDERMID, Bruce Galbraith. A.B., J.D.
Boston Univ. 1975. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Admissions aide. Law; b. Hartford CT May
12 1947; m. Elizabeth Mallory March 21 1970.
Served to It. (jg) USN 1969-72. res. W.
Hartford CT.*
MACKENZIE, John Michael. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Education; b. Concord MA Jan. 20 1948;
s. of George H. '41; m. Patricia DeLuca March
27 1976. Teacher & coach (Canterbury Sch.
New Milford CT 1969-70, Belmont MA Hill
Sch. 1970—). res. Acton MA.*
MARKEL, Brett Jay. Bowdoin 1965-68, A.B.
N.Y. Univ. 1970, J.D. Southwestern Univ.
1977. Chi Psi. Programming consultant; b.
Buffalo NY May 3 1947. Television
programmer Cablenet Int. NYC 1970-71,
videocassette programmer Primary Med.
Communications NYC 1972-73, pay television
programmer Theatrevision NYC 1973-74,
Optical Systems CA 1974-75; consultant Home
Box Office NYC 1975—, Filmways 1977. res.
Los Angeles CA.*
MARSH, Henry Wysor, III. Bowdoin 1965-66.
Phi Delta Psi. b. New London CT Jan. 31
1947. res. Morgantown WV.
MARSHALL, Howard Joseph. A.B. cum
laude. Zeta Psi. b. Middleboro MA Feb. 14
1947. res. W. Woodstock VT.
MARTIN, George Henry, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Ind. Univ. 1975. Chi Psi. Law; b.
Newton MA March 9 1947; m. Elaine Polishak
June 7 1975. Student & instr. foreign affairs &
Int. Law Univ. Va. 1970-72, legal research asst.
Ind. Univ. Bloomington 1973-75, atty. Paul M.
Shuford Richmond VA 1975—. Contbr. res.
Richmond VA.*
MARTIN, Kenneth McGeoch, III. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. Framingham MA
Feb. 13 1946; m. Linda Buchner Aug. 24 1968;
ch.: Kate, Kenneth. Teacher & coach (Brooks
Sch. N. Andover MA 1969-72, Belmont MA
Hill Sch. 1972
—
), coach W. Suburban Summer
Hockey Camp Natic MA summers 1972— . res.
Framingham MA.*
MATORIN, Peter Seymour. A.B., J.D.
Harvard 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Law; b.
Boston Dec. 3 1947. Assoc. Beldock Levine &
Hoffman NYC 1972—. res. Tuckahoe NY.*
McARTHUR, Paul Truxton. A.B., M.H.A.
Univ. Minn. 1975. Phi Delta Psi. Mental
health admin.; b. Albany NY Nov. 12 1947.
Programmer Int. Business Machines
Poughkeepsie NY 1969-70; admin, student
Hutchings Psychiatric Center Syracuse NY
1973, 1974-75; asst. business
officer/community services administrator
Buffalo NY Psychiatric Center 1975—. Served
to It. (jg) USN 1970-72; awarded Republic of
Vietnam Campaign medals. Contbr. res.
Delmar NY.*
McCROSKERY, Peter Allan. A.B. Phi Delta
Psi. b. Rockville Center NY May 3 1947. res.
Weston CT.
McCULLOUGH, John Everett. A.B., Ph.D.
Rutgers 1975. Delta Sigma. Microbiology; b.
Port Chester NY Nov. 5 1946; m. Karen Zink
March 9 1974. Postdoctoral fellow Inst, of
Molecular Biology Univ. Ore. Eugene 1976-78.
res. S. Bound Brook NJ.*
McDADE, Michael William. Bowdoin 1965-68,
A.B. Univ. Me. Orono 1976. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Engineering; b. Portland May 1
1947; m. Sherry Guyler July 3 1974. Instr. USA
Signal Sch. Ft. Monmouth NJ 1969-70,
member group briefing team Defense
Communications Agency Saigon Vietnam
1970-71, engineer WVII television Bangor
1976—. Served to sgt. USA 1968-71; awarded
Army Commendation Medal, Bronze Star
1971. res. Winterport.*
McFARLAND, Edward James, Jr. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Education; b. Topsham Nov. 6 1946;
s. of Edward J. Sr. '47; m. Area Freeman July
31 1971; ch.: Alicia, Matthew. Baseball player
Kan. City Royals (Corning NY 1969, Waterloo
IA 1970), ins. broker State Mutual of Am.
Portland 1970— . Teacher & coach Morse High
Sch. Bath 1971—. Served to sgt. USA Nat.
Guard 1970-76. res. Bath.*
McGUIRK, Robert Allan. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1973. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Boston
Sept. 15 1947; m. Joanne Sullivan Dec. 22
1967. Intern & resident St. Elizabeths Hospital
Brighton MA 1973-75, orthopedic surgery
resident Tufts New Eng. Med. Center Boston
1975— . res. Hingham.*
MERCHANT, Berkeley Thome, II. A.B.,
M.B.A. Boston Univ. 1975. Psi Upsilon.
Management; b. Bethesda MD March 24
1947. Check collection dept. The First Nat.
Bank of Boston summer 1974, management
consultant Touche Ross & Co. Detroit MI
1975—. Served to capt. USA 1969-73. res.
Detroit ML*
MERSEREAU, Richard Alan. A.B. 1969, A.M.
Wesleyan 1971. Chi Psi. Admin.; b. Boston
Oct. 22 1947. Asst. to dir. admissions Bowdoin
1969, athletic counselor Camp Winnebago
Fayette 1971, asst. dir. Bowdoin (admissions
1971-74; sr. center, also coordinator summer
programs 1975
—
), coach women's basketball
Bowdoin 1975-77. Served to s/sgt. USAR
1969-75. res. S. Harpswell.*
METZ, Kingsley Gordon. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. b. Amityville Long
Is. June 29 1947. res. Freeport NY.
MIKULAK, Ronald Joseph. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. N.C. 1970. Phi Delta Psi.
Admissions aide 1974— . Education; b. New
Brunswick NJ Sept. 27 1947. Teacher
(Brewster Acad. Wolfeboro NH 1970-72,




MOBERG, William Karl. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1971;
Ph.D. (Nat. Science Foundation fellow) 1974.
Chi Psi. Admissions aide 1971— . Student; b.
Fargo ND July 1 1948; m. Linda Bowman
June 27 1970; ch.: Lisa. Postdoctoral fellow
M.I.T. 1974—. Served to capt. USAR 1969-77.
res. Somerville MA.*
MONTGOMERY, Timothy John Augustine.
A.B. Sigma Nu. Communications exec; b.
Brooklyn NY May 6 1947; m. Donna Hyland
Oct. 10 1971; ch.: Amanda. Chauffeur N. N.
Hartwell Co. Boston summer 1969, volunteer
VISTA CO 1969-70, asst. mgr. Brattle Book
Shop Boston summer 1970, WBCN Inc. radio
station Boston (v.pres., general sales mgr.
1970
—), part-time instr. Grahm Jr. Coll.
Boston 1975— . res. Cohasset MA.*
MOONEY, Dennis Joseph. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Portland Jan. 23 1947. res. Portsmouth NH.
MORAN, Frederic Elder. Bowdoin 1965-68.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Boston Jan. 4 1947;
s. of Nelson E. '43. res. Hingham MA.
MORRIS, Peter Charles. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Conn. Phi Delta Psi. Education; b.
Bridgton Jan. 31 1947; m. Maureen Power.
Biologist. Author: MUSINGS, res. Providence
RL*
MOURADIAN, George Vahan. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Boston July 19 1947. res.
Syracuse NY.
MUSCO, Charles Steven. A.B. cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. Education; b. Boston Aug.
29 1947. Teacher Brunswick High Sch.
Brunswick 1969-72, instr. Potomac Horse
Center Gaithersburg MD 1973— . res.
Gaithersburg MD.*
NASH, Robert Edward. A.B. magna cum
laude. Zeta Psi. b. Cleveland OH April 8
1947. res. Cleveland Heights OH.
NEHER, Andrew Maysilles. A.B., A.M.
Northeastern 1970. Alpha Delta Phi.
Accounting; b. Jersey City NJ Sept. 9 1947;
m. Ginger Maccini Aug. 17 1969; ch.: Stacey,
Jamie. Accountant Arthur Young & Co.
Boston 1970-73; C.P.A. (MA) 1972; treas. &
v.pres. Cabot, Cabot & Forbes Land Trust
Boston 1973— . Dir. Frances Ouimet Caddie
Scholarship Fund. res. Weston MA.*
NELSON, Harold Bernhard, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Dela. 1972, Ph.D. SUNY Binghamton
1977. Arts; b. Providence RI May 14 1947.
Instr. Hartwick Coll. Oneonta NY 1973-1974.
curatorial intern The Toleda OH Museum of
Art 1974-1975, curator The Mnpls. MN Inst, of
Arts 1975-1976, Smithsonian fellow Nat.
Collection of Fine Arts 1976-77. res.
Washington DC*
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NELSON, Thomas Glenn. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Occ. unknown; b. Glen Ridge NJ Jan.
11 1947; m. Georgiana Biliukas Oct. 4 1975.
Volunteer VISTA Chicago IL 1969, computer
systems rep. RCA Corp. Boston 1970-71, advt.
sales rep. Newark NJ Evening News 1972,
salesman Reynolds Aluminum Co. Portland
1972, bartender Sportsman's Grill Portland
1972-74, field operations asst. U.S. Census
Bureau Newark 1975, expeditor Foster
Wheeler Energy Corp. Livingston NJ 1976,
buyer Am. Steel & Aluminum Corp. S.
Portland 1977. res. W. Kennebunk.*
NILES, Lawrence James. A.B. Chi Psi.
Public relations; b. Portland May 22 1947;
m. Lindsay Hanson Sept. 7 1968; ch.: Kelly,
Courtney. Teacher S.A.D. Dixfield 1969-70,
warehouseman A & P Food Co. Portland 1970,
orderly Me. Med. Center Portland 1971, exec,
dir. Nat. Foundation March of Dimes Portland
1971—. S. Portland Jaycees (dir. 1971-72,
v.pres. 1972-73, pres. 1973-74). res. Falmouth.*
NILSSON, Swen Walter. Bowdoin 1965-66.
b. Oryksande Sweden June 7 1946. res.
Ostersund Sweden.
NORTIER, Johan Willim Rijkus. Spec.
1965-66, M.D. Leiden Univ. 19?. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Medicine; b. The Hague Hollard
April 29 1947; m. Josina Niks Jan. 26 1974.
Registar internal medicine Red Cross Hospital
The Hague Holland 19?— . res. The Hague
Holland.*
NORTON, Philip William. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
Conn. 1976. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Science; b.
Milwaukee WI Sept. 20 1947; m. Kathryn
Skibisky April 17 1971. Research tech. V. A.
hospital Newington CT 1969-70, Univ. Conn.
Storrs (research asst. 1972-75, teaching asst.
1975—). Elected member Rho Chi 19?. Served
to capt. USA 1970-72; awarded Bronze Star.
Contbr. res. Mansfield Depot CT.*
NOVICK, James Landa. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Student; b. Brooklyn NY March 31 1948.
Student SUNY Downstate Med. Center
Brooklyn 1974—. Served to 1st It. USA 1974.
res. Brooklyn NY.*
ORTMAN, Glen Lee. A.B., J.D. Univ. Denver
1972. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b. Englewood
NJ May 25 1947. Trial atty. Federal Power
Comm. Washington DC 1972-76, atty. Duncan
Allen & Mitchell Washington DC 1976—. res.
Arlington VA.*
OSSOFF, Robert Henry. A.B., D.M.D. Tufts
1973, M.D. Tufts 1975. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. Beverly MA March 25 1947.
Assoc. dentist Dr. Donald MacLachlan
Danvers MA 1973-75, surgical resident
Northwestern Med. Center Chicago IL 1975—
.
Elected member Omicron Kappa Upsilon.
Contbr. res. Chicago IL.*
OTOOLE, Lawrence George. A.B. Chi Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Flushing NY Dec. 22 1947; m. Kathleen
Lydon June 30 1973; ch.: Charles, Daniel.
Community organizer Washington County
Regional Agency Calais 1969-70, hackney
carriage operator Checker Taxi Boston
1970-71, teacher Cardinal Cushing Central
High Sch. S. Boston MA 1971-76, science
coordinator ODWI-Health Careers Roslindale
MA 1976— . Member advisory board Am.
Friends Service Committee 1973-74. res.
Dorchester MA.*
PAGAR, David Martin. A.B., D.D.S. Univ.
Detroit 1973. Theta Delta Chi. Dentistry; b.
Brooklyn NY Jan. 2 1947; m. Valerie Bertz
Dec. 21 1969. Oral & maxillofacial surgery
resident Queens General Hospital Jamaica NY
1973— . Elected member Omicron Kappa
Upsilon & Alpha Sigma Nu. res. Jamaica NY.*
PARKER, Charles Ellington, III. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Phila. PA March 13 1946; m. Denise Kopso
Dec. 19 1970. Served to It. (jg) USN 1970-72. d.
near Pensacola FL Sept. 13 1972.
PARMENTER, Richard Alan. A.B. magna
cum laude. Psi Upsilon. b. Hyannis MA
June 23 1947. res. Barnstable MA.
PARSONS, Jonathan Day. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.Div. Harvard 1972, J.D. Suffolk
Univ. 1974. Chi Psi. Clergy & law; b.
Gloucester MA July 28 1947; m. Karen Graves
June 7 1969; ch.: Melissa, Paul. Pastor
Lakeville MA United Church of Christ 1972—
town counsel Lakeville 1975-76, student
Andover MA Newton Theol. Sch. & Boston
Coll. 1976—. res. Lakeville MA.*
PARSONS, Theophilus, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Phi Delta Psi. b. NYC July 18 1946. res.
Woodstown NJ.
PAULDING, Richard Lawrence. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma, b. Quincy MA May 19 1947.
res. NYC.
PEARCE, Douglas Arthur. A.B., M L S. SUNY
Geneseo 1970. Library science; b. Buffalo
NY Aug. 17 1947; m. Betty Straub Sept. 8
1973. Librarian Buffalo & Erie Co. Public
Library Buffalo 1971—. res. Buffalo NY.*
PERKINS, Dennis Jon. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
Occ. unknown; b. Bath May 2 1947; m.
Patricia Leonard '74 June 22 1974. res. Is.
Falls.*
PETRIE, Robert Maxwell. A.B. 1971. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Boston Jan. 25 1947. res.
Weymouth MA.
PIERCE, James Alan, Jr. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Military; b. Rochester NY Jan. 22
1948; m. Joanne Pellegrino Sept. 14 1975. USA
1969-72, personnel spec. (IRS Holtsville NY
1973-74, Nat. Park Service NYC 1974-75),
electronics tech. USCG (Carolina Beach NC




PIERCE, John Winthrop. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Tufts 1974. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Medicine; b. Portland April 18 1947.
Physician Santa Fe NM Indian Hospital
1975—. res. Santa Fe NM.*
PIERCE, Josiah. Bowdoin 1965-68. b. NYC
July 26 1946. res. Barrington RI.
POPE, Ralph Hawkins. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Mfg. exec; b. Milton MA Oct. 15 1947; s. of
Everett P. '41. res. Burlington MA.*
POTTER, Alan Dana. Bowdoin 1965-67, A.B.
Asbury Coll. 1969, A.M. Univ. Denver 1971,
Ph.D. Univ. Denver 1976. Phi Delta Psi.
Research; b. Lancaster NH Dec. 14 1947; m.
Sharon Robinson Dec. 21 1968; ch.: Jay,
Andrea. Research asst. Ft. Logan Mental
Health Center Denver CO 1970— . res. Denver
CO.*
PRAGER, Harvey Mel. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta Psi. b. NYC
March 27 1947. res. Peekskill NY.
PRATT, Benjamin Remington, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, J.D. Cornell 1973. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Lancaster PA
April 25 1947; s. of Benjamin R. '43; m. Mary
Ryan June 7 1969; ch.: Aaron, Emily. Atty.
Miller Mannix & Lemery Glens Falls NY. res.
Glens Falls NY.*
PRINCI, Michael John. A.B., J.D.
Northeastern 1975. Delta Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Boston Nov. 6
1947; m. Margaret Bergin Jan. 2 1971; ch.:
Patrick, Peter. Law clerk (Herrick Smith
Donald Farley & Ketchum Boston 1973,
Suffolk County dist. atty's. office 1974, Me.
atty. general Augusta 1974, Mass. atty.
general's office 1975, Goulston & Storrs
Boston 1975, Mass. superior court 1976), atty.
Garaick & Puini Hyannis MA 1976— , instr.
business law Mass. Bay Community Coll.
1976— . Member (conservation comm. town
meeting & zoning committee). Served to It. (jg)
USN 1969-72, It. USNR 1972—. res. W.
Hyannisport MA.*
PRITCHARD, John Francis. A.B., J.D.
Columbia 1976. Delta Sigma. Law; b.
Washington DC March 10 1947; m. Sally
Pepler Oct. 13 1973. Assoc. Haight Garnder
Poor & Havens NYC 1976—. Served to It. (jg)
USNR 1969-73, It. USNR 1973—. res. NYC*
RACHLIN, Robert Wolf. A.B., D.M.D. Univ.
Penn. 1973. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Dentistry;
b. NYC April 6 1947; m. Marcia Graboyes
Aug. 19 1973. Dentist (intern Phila. PA
General Hospital 1973-74, assoc. dental
practice Phila. 1974-75, pvt. practice
Wanamassa NJ 1975
—
). res. Neptune City
NJ.*
RAMSAY, Philip David. A.B. 1970. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Dexter Oct. 21 1947; s. of
Richard H. '31. res. Northeast Harbor.
REA, Fred Campbell. A.B., M E. Polytech.
Inst. Univ. Va. 1977. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Farming; b. Pittsburgh PA Nov. 20 1946.
Mgr. Ampthill Farm Cartersville VA 1971—
.
Elected member Alpha Epsilon 1974 &
Gamma Sigma Delta 1975. Served to sgt. USA
1969-71. res. Cartersville VA.*
REED, Edgar Moore. A.B. cum laude, M.B.A.
Columbia 1971. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker, admissions aide.
Ins.; b. Hartford CT July 31 1947. Teacher
Western Reserve Acad. Hudson OH 1969-70,
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invest, analyst Conn. General Life Ins. Co.
Hartford 1972-76, invest, banker Berg & Co.
Boston 1976—. Served to sgt. USAR 1969-75.
res. W. Hartford CT.*
REED, Stephen Douglas. B.S. cum laude, M.D.
Univ. Vt. 1973. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Medicine; b. Damariscotta Dec. 12 1947; m.
Bettina Smith June 28 1969; ch.: Christopher.
Family practice resident Me. Med. Center
Portland 1973-76, family practioner Wiscasset
1976— . Diplomate Am. Board of Family
Practice, res. Wiscasset.*
REED, Stephen Lombard. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. W. Bridgewater MA Nov. 28
1947. Athletic dir. Kingsley Hall Westbrook
CT 1969-71, Northwood Sch. Lake Placid NY
(chmn. English dept. 1971-73, guidance dir.
1973—), student Univ. Vt. Burlington summer
1974-75. res. Lake Placid NY.*
RHODES, William Michael. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
Minn. 1974. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Glens Falls NY April 5 1947; m. Sandra
Reardon June 15 1968; ch.: Gretchen, Oliver.
Teaching assoc. economics dept. Univ. Minn.
1969-72, instr. Univ. Wise. -River Falls 1972-73,
asst. prof, criminology Fla. State Univ.
Tallahassee 1974— . Member board of dir.
TORCH Mnpls. MN & advisory board BARA
Tallahassee. Contbr. res. Tallahassee FL.*
RODERICK, Charles Richard. A.B., B.S.E.E.
Univ. R. I. 1975. Engineering; b. Providence
RI Dec. 26 1946. Laborer RI (ITT Grinnell
Corp. Cranston 1972-73, Davol Rubber Co.
Providence 1973), electrical engineer Raytheon
Co. Portsmouth RI 1975—. Served to sgt. USA
1969-72; awarded Army Commendation
Medal 1971, Vietnam Campaign Medal 1971,
Vietnam Service Medal 1971. res. Middletown
RI.*
ROGERS, Timothy Gordon. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Morristown NJ Aug. 10 1947. res.
Morristown NJ.
ROMERO, Campo Elias. A.B. 1970. b.
Gamarra Colombia Jan. 24 1944. res.
unknown.
ROWE, Kenneth Evans. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Rutgers 1973. Beta Theta Pi.
Accounting; b. Lewiston June 23 1947; m.
Joanne Gonzalez Aug. 21 1971; ch.: Timothy.
C.P.A. (MA); sr. accountant Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co. Boston 1973—. Served to 1st It.
USMC 1969-72; awarded Navy Achievement
Medal 1972. res. Holliston MA.*
RUFFIN, Caulbert Bernard, III. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.Div. Yale
(Rockefeller scholar) 1972. Clergy; b.
Washington DC Nov. 22 1947. Parish assoc.
New Haven CT (Trinity Lutheran Church
1969-70, Zion Lutheran Church 1970-72),
intern pastor Sugar Valley Lutheran Church
Loganton PA 1972-73, pastor Gloria Dei
Lutheran Church Alexandria VA 1974—
.
Author: Fanny Crosby (1975). res. Alexandria
VA.*
RUST, David Dugal. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Sigma. Ins.; b. Boston Oct. 20 1947; s. of
Donald E. '37; m. Linda Jones Sept. 13 1969;
ch.: Jennifer, Matthew. Underwriter Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1969— . Served to cpl.
USA 1970-73. res. Harwich MA.*
RUTHERFORD, John Curtis. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Sigma. Management; b. Boston July
18 1947; s. of Gaynor K. '36. Volunteer VISTA
Greeley CO & Omaha NE 1969, teacher
(substitute Melrose MA High Sch. 1970,
1972-73; Groveton NH High Sch. 1971-72),
mgr. trainee-asst. mgr. Friendly Ice Cream
Corp. (Chelmford MA, Lexington, Watertown,
Belmont, Concord, Acton, Cambridge;
Sewickley PA 1973-?, mgr. Mt. Lebanon).
Served to cpl. USA Nat. Guard 1970-71, Pa.
Nat. Guard 1971—. res. Pittsburgh PA.*
RYAN, John Edward. A.B., A.M. William &
Mary Coll. 1976, grad. U.S. Army Field
Artillery Sch. 1969. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Providence RI Aug. 22 1947;
m. Lou Davis Jan. 17 1975. USA (operations
officer Allied Liaision & Visitors' div. USA
Field Artillery Sch. Ft. Sill OK 1969-70, swim
coach Modern Pentathlon Training Center San
Antonio TX 1970-72, exec, officer R&R Center
Vung Tau S. Vietnam 1972-73), swim coach
Peninsula YMCA Newport News VA 1973-75,
teaching asst. William & Mary Coll. 1975-76,
aquatics coordinator sch. dist. San Antonio
1976—. Served to capt. USA 1969-73. res. San
Antonio TX.*
SABASTEANSKI, Frank Fabean, Jr. A.B.
Zeta Psi. Contracting; b. Portland May 13
1947; s. of Frank F. Sr. '41; m. Jill Snyder Feb.
2 1969; ch.: Sarah, Emily. Carpenter
Brunswick (George Pelletier 1970, George
Homer 1971), building contractor
self-employed Yankee Housewrights Orr's Is.
1972—. Served with USA Nat. Guard 1969-74.
res. Brunswick.*
SABIN, Timothy Allen. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Delta Psi. Occ. unknown; b.
Portland Aug. 24 1947. Student Brown Univ.
1969-70, sec. Boston (Legal Asst. Project
1970-74, Kaitz Glickman & Kaitz 1974-75),
admin, sec. Cohn Riemer & Pollack Boston
1975
— ,
sec. Goodwin, Procter & Hoar Boston,
res. Boston.*
SAMP, John Barnes. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Boston Jan. 20 1948. Teacher
Cambridge MA High & Latin Sch. 1969—. res.
Cambridge MA.*
SANFORD, Barry John. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Vancouver B.C. Canada Sept. 26 1947. res.
Bar Harbor.
SAPORITI, Robert Charles. Bowdoin 1965-67.
Delta Sigma. b. Dorchester MA May 30
1947. res. Braintree MA.
SCALISE, James Joseph. A.B., J.D. Boston
Coll. 1972. Theta Delta Chi. Law; b. New
Britain CT July 15 1947; m. Kathleen Talbot
July 27 1968; ch.: James Jr., J. Jonathan. Atty.
self-employed New Britain 1972— . res. New
Britain CT.*
SCHULTZ, John Ganley. Bowdoin 1965-68.
b. Hackensack NJ June 30 1947. res.
unknown.
SCHWAB, John Milton. Bowdoin 1965-67.
b. Chicago IL Aug. 26 1947. res. unknown.
SEWALL, Richard Stephen. A.B., A.M.
Colgate Univ. 1970, D.D.S. Univ. Md. 1976.
Theta Delta Chi. Student; b. Waterville July
20 1947; s. of Kenneth W. '29; m. Gwyn
Ogilvie June 28 1970; ch.: Jacob. Served to sgt.
USA 1970-73. res. Rochester NY.*
SEWALL, Stephen Arthur. A.B., D.D.S.
Georgetown Univ. 1974. Sigma Nu.
Dentistry; b. Bangor Dec. 6 1946; s. of
Elmer M. '41; m. Mary Ann Hapanowicz July
13 1974. Teaching fellow chemistry Bowdoin
i 969-70, general dentist pvt. practice Exeter
NH 1975—. res. Exeter NH.*
SHEEHY, Thomas Joseph, III. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Education; b. Hempstead NY
March 19 1947; s. of Thomas J. Jr. '41; m.
Elizabeth McCreery Aug. 23 1969; ch.: Sara,
Thomas IV. Student Tufts Univ. summer 1970,
teacher & coach (Cranwell Sch. Lenox MA
1969-75, Tabor Acad. Marion MA 1975—,
student Penn. State Univ. summer 1972-1973.
res. Marion MA.*
SHERWOOD, John Frank. A.B. 1972. Psi
Upsilon. Govt.; b. Portland Aug. 19 1946;
m. Marie Gedaro Aug. 15 1970. Customs
inspector U.S. Customs Service Van Buren
1972—. Served to cpl. USA 1967-69; awarded
Bronze Star (2). res. Hamlin.*
SHUMWAY, Herbert Milton, Jr. Bowdoin
1965-67. Sigma Nu. b. Boston Aug. 28 1947.
res. Brighton MA.
SIAMWIZA, Mwindaace Nkongwa. A.B. Phi
Delta Psi. b. Village Mudodli Zambia Oct. 9
1946. res. Luska N. Rhodesia.
SIDHU, Baldev Singh. A.B. (Fulbright scholar)
cum laude. Chi Psi. Education; b. Pontian
Johoke Malaysia March 30 1940; m. Ranjeet
Kaur April 21 1963; ch.: Jespal, Jeswinder,
Inderjit, Surinder, Balbir. Teacher Malaysian
Ministry of Education Batu Pahat Johoke
Malaysia 1963—
.
Contbr. res. Eatu Pahat
Johoke Malaysia.*
SIMMONS, Erik Leigh. A.B. Photography;
b. Quincy MA Oct. 14 1946; m. July 15 1972.
Free-lance photographer Cape Elizabeth
1969—. res. Cape Elizabeth.*
SIMMONS, Jay Wesley, II. A.B. cum laude.
Sigma Nu. b. Wilmington DE Aug. 5 1947.
res. York Beach.
SKILLINGS, John Carver. A.B. cum laude.
M.D. Univ. Rochester 1974. Chi Psi.
Medicine; b. Portland June 25 1947; s. of
Neal T. '34. Univ. Rochester NY (surgical
intern 1974-75, surgical resident 1975
—
). Pvt.
USAR 1970-1976. res. Rochester NY.*
SMALES, Robert Thomas, Jr. Bowdoin
1965-67. Delta Sigma. b. Brunswick Dec. 4
1947; s. of Robert T. '46. res. Salem MA.
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SMITH, Judson Darryl. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Bangor Oct. 31 1946. res. Orono.
SMITH, Richard Warren, A.B., J.D. Boston
Univ. 1973. Delta Sigma. Law; b. Boston
July 5 1947; s. of Jacob '31; m. Suzanne King
June 22 1969. Sales rep. Colliers Encyclopedia
Boston summer 1969, methods analyst Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1970, law clerk
Cumberland County Atty. Portland 1971 &
1972, student Univ. Me. 1972-73, assoc.
Donald Spear Bath 1973-75, partner Spear
Smith & Smith Bath 1975—. Served to cpl.
USA Nat. Guard 1969—. res. Woolwich.*
SMYTH, Robert William. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. Portland July 10 1947; m.
Susan King July 20 1968; ch.: Curtis, Jamie.
Teacher & coach S.A.D. Westbrook 1969
—
,
student Univ. Me. Portland 1970-72. Contbr.
res. Gorham.*
SPENCER, Richard Harold, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Pittsfield MA March 30 1947.
res. Cape Elizabeth.
STAPLES, John Scott. Bowdoin 1965-67, A.B.
Univ. Me. 1971, A.M. Duquesne Univ. 1973,
Ph.D. Duquesne Univ. 1978. Beta Theta Pi.
Student; b. Brunswick Dec. 30 1946; s. of
Josiah H. '49; m. Claire Holmes Nov. 15 1968;
ch.: Lisabeth. Counselor Community
Treatment Center Pittsburgh PA 1971-73,
psychotherapist & clinical supervisor Center
Correctional Program McKeesport PA 1973—
.
res. Pittsburgh PA.*
STOCKING, Frederick Burgin. A.B., J.D.
Golden Gate Univ. 1975. Law; b. Ann
Arbor MI Jan. 5 1948; m, Anne Bunting May 9
1970. res. Carson City NV.*
SULLIVAN, David Mark. A.B. 1970. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Concord MA June 15
1947. res. Amherst MA.
SULLIVAN, Joseph Timothy, Jr. A.B., M AT.
Univ. Mass. 1972. Alpha Delta Phi.
Education; b. Boston March 26 1947; m.
Joan Healey; ch.: Lisa, Kelly, J. Timothy III.
Teacher & coach (Tabor Acad. Marion MA
1969-71, admin. Vt. Acad. Saxtons River
1972-73), salesman Northwestern Mutual Life
Greenfield MA 1973—. res. Greenfield MA.*
SUTHERLAND, Alec Dean. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma, b. Brookline MA Jan. 4 1948.
res. Waltham MA.
TALBOT, James Rich, III. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Winchester MA Dec. 2 1946. res.
Machias.
TAVERNA, Michael Anthony. A.B. cum laude.
Chi Psi. b. Medford MA April 19 1947. res.
Brookline MA.
TENNEY, Michael. Bowdoin 1965-66. b.
Newport NH Jan. 13 1947. res. unknown.
THOMAS, Elias, Jr. Bowdoin 1965-66. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Portland Feb. 19 1948; s. of
Elias F. '31. res. Sanford.
THOMPSON, Stephen Tiffany. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Columbia 1973. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Education; b. Winsted CT April 3
1947. Preceptor Columbia Univ. 1972—.
Contbr. res. Long Island City NY.*
TOOTELL, Gregory Alan. A.B.. Sigma Nu.
b. Cleveland OH Aug. 20 1947; s. of William
E. '38. res. Branford CT.
TULONEN, Rodney Arthur. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Fitchburg MA Sept. 19 1947. res.
Fitchburg MA.
VEST, James Christopher, Jr. Bowdoin
1965-67. Zeta Psi. b. St. Louis MO May 19
1947. res. St. Louis MO.
WALKER, Bryant Anthony. Bowdoin 1965-69.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Bridgeport CT Nov. 1
1
1947. res. unknown.
WALSH, Barent Warren. A.B. cum laude,
M.S.W. Simmons Coll. 1972. Alpha Delta Phi.
Social work; b. Lowell MA Oct. 1 1947; m.
Jacqueline Hanifl July 2 1972. Addiction
counselor Washington Hospital Jamaica Plain
MA 1969-71, social worker Protestant Social
Service Quincy MA 1972-75, clinical dir.
Worcester MA Street Hospital 1975— . res.
Brookline MA.* •
WALTON, Kenneth R. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Brandeis Univ.
1974. Theta Delta Chi. Chemistry; b.
Chicago IL Feb. 28 1947; m. Pamela Street
Aug. 12 1972. Teaching asst. M.I.T. 1969-70,
teacher Newton MA 1970-72, research chemist
Bell Labs. Murray Hill NJ 1976—. res. Summit
NJ.*
WEARE, Michael George. Bowdoin 1965-67.
Zeta Psi. Education; b. York Sept. 13 1946;
m. Patricia Ducharme Aug. 3 1968. Teacher
York High Sch. York 1974—. Served to PO/1
USCG 1967-71. res. Cape Neddick.*
WEBB, Michael Terry. A.B. magna cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Columbia 1973. Beta
Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Williamsport PA
March 28 1947; m. Nancy Rapisardi April 26
1971; ch.: John. Rotating intern Univ. Ore.
Med. Sch. Hospital Portland 1973-74, obstet. &
gynecol. resident Columbia Presby. Med.
Center NYC 1974—. res. NYC*
WELD, Stephen Mi not, Jr. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Boston Dec. 1 1 1947. res. Milton
MA.
WHITTEN, Charles Evart. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Johns Hopkins
1974, Phi Beta Kappa. Sigma Nu. Science; b.
Lincoln Dec. 8 1946; m. Elizabeth Madore
Aug. 21 1969; ch.: Lisa. Post-doctoral research
fellow Colo. State Univ. Ft. Collins 1974-76,
scientist Polaroid Corp. 1976— . Sgt. Nat.
Guard 1970—. Contbr. res. Winchester MA.*
WICKSTROM, Bengt-Arne. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. SUNY Stony
Brook 1970; A.M. SUNY Stony Brook 1973;
Ph.D. SUNY Stony Brook 1975. Education;
b. Borgsjo Sweden April 6 1948. Lectr. (SUNY
Stony Brook part-time 1973-75, Northwestern
Univ. 1975-76, Norges Handelshoyskole
1976
—
). Contbr. res. Bergen Norway.*
WILKES, Greg Stuart. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Chicago IL Dec. 24 1946. res.
Stamford CT.
WILLIAMS, Frederick Marc. A.B., B.S.
Slippery Rock State Coll. 1977. Alpha Delta
Phi. Student; b. Meadville PA Dec. 15 1947.
Safety & personnel dir. Channellock Inc.
Meadville 1972-74, program dir. Crawford
County Community Action Assn. Meadville
1974-75. Served to sgt. USA 1969-72. res.
Meadville PA.*
WILLIAMS, William Harrison. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education, arts; b. Rockville Center Long Is.
NY July 12 1946. Student Boston Univ. 1970,
teacher Mascenic Regional Sch. New Ipswich
NH 1970-71, dir. Andy's Summer Playhouse
Mason NH summers 1971-73, teacher & actor
Choir Sch. of St. Thomas Church NYC 1971—.
Founder Andy's Summer Playhouse, res.
NYC*
WILLIAMSON, Chilton, Jr. Bowdoin 1965-66,
A.B. Columbia 1969. Alpha Delta Phi.
Journalism; b. NYC April 25 1947. Student
Columbia Univ. 1969-73; acquisitions ed. St.
Martins Press NYC 1973-75; cultural ed., staff
writer & columnist Nat. Review NYC 1976—
.
res. NYC*
WOODMAN, Robert Blaine. A.B. b.
Sanford Feb. 26 1947. res. Kennebunkport.
WORKMAN, Stephen Banfield. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Portland OR Aug. 15 1947; s. of Norman
A. '41. res. W. Linn OR.
WORMELL, Richard Leroy. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma, b. Portland Oct. 24 1946. res.
Portland.
WRIGHT, Robert Stephen. Bowdoin 1965-67,
B.S. M.I.T. 1969, M.B.A. Univ. Chicago 1971.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Management; b.
Cheverly MD Nov. 16 1946; m. Mary Lane
Dec. 20 1969; ch.: Kimberly. Various positions
1971-74, Mass. Feeding Corp. Elk Grove
Village IL (midwest regional mgr. 1974-76,
merchandising mgr. 1976—). res. Lake Zurich
IL.*
ZOTTOLI, Steven Jaynes. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Univ. Mass. 1972, Ph.D. Univ. Mass.
1976. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b. Boston
Aug. 28 1947; m. Dorothy Somers Sept. 7
1968; ch.: Kristin, Brian, Heather. Teaching
asst. Univ. Mass. Amherst 1969-75, lectr. Elms
Coll. Chicopee MA fall 1973, Nat. Inst. Health
postdoctoral fellow Research Inst, on
Alcoholism Buffalo NY 1975— , asst. research
prof, physiology SUNY Buffalo 1975-77. res.
Orchard Park NY.*
Class of 1970
ADELSON, Jacob David. A.B., M.B.A.
Rutgers 1972. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
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Accounting; b. Lynn MA Jan. 28 1948; m.
Elizabeth Steele May 18 1974. Bartender
Anthony's Fine Restaurants Boston 1970-71;
accountant Vance, Cronin & Stephenson
Boston 1972-76; CPA. Peck & Coles
Brookline MA 1976— . res. Saugus MA.*
ALA, Paavo Edvard. Bowdoin Plan 1966-67.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Kagedalem Sweden Dec.
18 1945. res. Stavatrask.
ALWARD, Francis Hervet. A.B. cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Norwood MA Sept. 1
1948. res. Walpole MA.
ASTBURY, Carroll Dana. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Univ. Me. Orono. Sigma Nu.
Manpower analyst; b. Castine Aug. 17 1948;
m. Leslie Carver July 17 1971. Research asst.
Univ. Me. Orono 1974-76, manpower analyst
Dept. of Manpower Affairs Bangor 1976—.
Served with USN 1970-74. res. Orrington.*
AULD, James Alan. Bowdoin 1966-68. Alpha
Kappa Sigma, b. Pittsburgh April 23 1948. d.
Bailey Is. Oct. 11 1968.
BAHNSON, Alfred Blalock. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Education; b. Baltimore MD Sept. 18
1948. Substitute teacher Pittsburgh PA
1970-71, research tech. V.A. hospital Oakland
Pittsburgh 1971-73, teacher Pittsburgh
(Pittsburgh Learning Lab. 1974, New Street
Acad. 1975, Youth Learning Center 1975—).
Contbr. res. Pittsburgh PA.*
BARBOUR, Richard Keith. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education & student; b. Norwood
MA March 17 1948; s. of John G. '31. Teacher
(Oakland Acad. New Windsor NY 1970-72,
Eaglebrook Sch. Deerfield MA 1972—),
student (Univ. Mass. Amherst summers
1971-72, Univ. Me. summer 1974, Wesleyan
Univ. 1975— Kyoto Inst. Japan 1976). res.
Deerfield MA.*
BARR, Richard Danforth. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Clergy & student; b. Oberlin OH Feb. 16
1948. Student Yale Univ. 1970-74, minister
Lovell United Church of Christ Center Lovell
1974
—
, student Andover-Newton MA Theol.
Sem. Member (Me. Conference World
Missions board, Oxford-Union Assoc. Board
of Christian Education, board of dir. Me.
Family Planning Assoc.). Ed.: The Circuit
Rider. Served to 1st It. USAR. res. Center
Lovell.*
BARTON, Paul Hamilton. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Phi Delta Psi. b. St.
Stephen N.B. Canada March 30 1948. res.
Rockland.
BATISTA, Paul Amandio. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Cornell 1974.
Law; b. Milford MA Dec. 9 1948; m. Joan
Lupo June 8 1969; ch.: Aaron. Staff writer The
Washington Post 1969, atty. Seward & Kissel
NYC 1974— . Recipient: Leonard A. Pierce
Memorial Award 1970, W. D. P. Carey Award
1971. res. NYC*
BECKER, David Pillsbury. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
Curatorial; b. Albany NY Oct. 15 1947.
Asst. curator (Bowdoin Museum of Art
1970-71, art dept. Bates Coll. 1972-73,
Bowdoin Arctic Museum 1972-73), registrar
Bowdoin Museum of Art 1973-75, asst. curator
Harvard library dept. of printing & graphic
arts 1975— . V.chmn. & trustee Me. chapter of
The Nature Conservancy 1973-75. res.
Brunswick.*
BERRY, Thomas Joseph, Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Law; b. Boston June 21 1949; m.
Karen Flint May 15 1971. Atty. 111. Bell Tel.
Co. Chicago 1974—. Served to capt. USAR
1970—. res. Barrington IL.*
BESLTTY, Steven John. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Astoria NY Oct. 18 1947. res. Port
Washington NY.
BEST, Malcolm James. A.B., B.S. M.I.T. 1971,
M.S.W. Univ. Wash. 1977. Alpha Delta Phi.
Mental health; b. Montevideo Uruguay
Aug. 18 1948; m. Lynn Bothe March 27 1970.
Jr. programmer M.I.T. 1970-72, teaching asst.
Univ. Mass. Amherst 1972-73, research asst.
Univ. Wash. Seattle 1974, mental health spec.
Harborview Med. Center Seattle 1974-76,
psychodrama therapist Karma Clinic Everett
WA 1977—. res. Seattle WA.*
BOOTHBY, Charles Moore. A.B., DO.
Kirksville Coll. 1974. Chi Psi. Medicine; b.
Portland April 23 1948; m. Cheryl Hammond
Dec. 14 1968; ch.: Nathan, Justin. Osteopathic
physician emergency room Osteopathic
Hospital Portland 1974—. res. Westbrook.*
BOWIE, James Milton. A.B. cum laude. b.
Lewiston Oct. 27 1947. res. Lisbon.
BRADLEY, Joel Chandler. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. Student; b. Boston Sept. 5
1947; m. Cynthia Grover Oct. 2 1971. Student
M.I.T. 1970-75. res. Cambridge MA.*
BRAGDON, Bruce Richard. A.B., D.M.D.
Univ. Penn. 1974. Beta Theta Pi. Dentistry;
b. Anchorage AK March 12 1948; m. Irene
Bouchard June 21 1969; ch.: Todd. Dental
intern Boston City Hospital Boston 1974-75,
dentist pvt. practice Durham NH 1975— . res.
Durham NH.*
BRENDLER, Robert Alston. A.B. 1972. Psi
Upsilon. b. Baltimore MD April 3 1948. res.
Vienna VA.
BRIDGMAN, Thomas Willson. Bowdoin
1966-67. Sigma Nu. Occ. unknown; b.
Mnpls. MN March 21 1948. Served with USA
1970-71. res. Mnpls. MN.
BRINK, Lars Bertil. Bowdoin Plan 1966-67. Psi
Upsilon. b. Solna Sweden April 29 1945. res.
unknown.
BROOMELL, John Lupton. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Phila. PA Feb. 5 1948. res. Wyndmoor
PA.
BUCHBINDER, Stephen Jerome. A.B. cum
laude, J.D. Boston Coll. 1974. Chi Psi. Law;
b. NYC July 5 1948; m. Harriet Bogin Aug. 8
1974. Law clerk Mass. Appeals Court Boston
1974-75, assoc. Norris Kozodoy & Krasnoo
Boston 1975— . Elected member Order of the
Coif, chmn. Newton Housing Services Comm.
1976—. Served with USA 1971, USAR
1971-76. Contbr. res. Chestnut Hill MA.*
BUCKLEY, Frederick Oliver, Jr. A.B., M D.
Tufts 1974. Kappa Sigma. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Medicine; b. Salem MA
Dec. 27 1947; m. Patricia Daley July 14 1973;
ch.: Matthew. Strong Memorial Hospital
Rochester NY (intern 1974-75, surgical
resident 1975
—
). res. Rochester NY.*
BUENING, Bruce Harold. A.B., MBA.
Rutgers 1972. Sigma Nu. Accounting; b.
Milwaukee WP June 15 1948; m. Patricia
McElory June 24 1972; ch.: Jason. CP.A.
(CT); accountant Price Waterhouse NYC
1971-74, sr. accountant Bowater Inc. Old
Greenwich CT 1974— . Cooperative
Apartment-Courtland Green Inc. (treas.
1974-76, treas. & pres. 1975-76). res. Stamford
CT.*
BULLARD, David Emerson. A.B., J.D. Emory
Univ. 1973. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Pawtucket
RI Sept. 18 1948; s. of Emerson M. '30; m.
Deborah Hoeveler June 10 1972. Atty.
Tarleton Zion & Meiere Decatur GA 1973—
.
res. Decatur GA.*
BURKE, Timothy Joseph. A.B. Building; b.
Burlington VT May 1 1948; m. Mary Butler
Feb. 9 1974; ch.: Eliza. Program analyst State
Planning Office Augusta 1970-71, parts man
The Bicycle Exchange Cambridge MA
1971-72, surveyor J. P. R. Assoc. Inc. Stowe
VT 1972-73, helper Experiment in Int. Living
Brattleboro VT 1973-74, psychiatric aide
Brattleboro Retreat Brattleboro 1974-76,
builder 1976—. res. Brattleboro VT.*
BURR, James Hugh. A.B., A.M. Duke Univ.
1972. Phi Delta Psi. Financial management;
b. Washington DC Oct. 31 1948. Legislative
analyst NYC Office of Management & Budget
1972-76, medicaid analyst NYS emergency
financial control board NYC 1976
—
, student
Fordham Law Sch. 1975— . Board member
Trinity Coll. Historical Soc. 1971-72. Served to
2nd It. USAR 1972, 1st It. 1972—; awarded
Army Reserve Medal 1975. res. NYC*
BURTT, Edward Howland, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Univ. Wise. 1973, Ph.D. Univ. Wise. (Univ.
fellow 1973-74) 1977. Phi Delta Psi.
Education; b. Waltham MA April 22 1948;
m. Pamela Young June 2 1972; ch.: Michelle,
Jeremy. Teaching asst. Univ. Wise. 1970-76,
instr. Univ. Tenn. 1976— . Elected member
Sigma Xi 1974. Contbr. res. Knoxville TN.*
CAIN, Bruce Edward. A.B. summa cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; B.Phil. Oxford (Rhodes
scholar) 1972; Ph.D. Harvard 1976. Theta
Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Boston Nov. 28 1948; m.
Anne Henley June 5 1976. Asst. prof. Calif.
Inst, of Tech. Pasadena 1976— . res.
Cambridge MA.*
CALARESO, Joseph Anthony. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Kappa Sigma. Business; b. Boston
Feb. 10 1949; m. Stephanie Tavilla Dec. 12
1970; ch.: Salesman P. Tavilla Co. Chelsea MA
1970-72. prop. Ft. Lauderdale FL (Mister
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Donut Shop 1972—, J & J Bakers Supply Co.
1974—). Cpl. USA Nat. Guard 1970—. res.
Coral Springs FL.*
CALITRI, Ronald Mitchel. A.B., M B A. N.Y.
Univ. 1973. Student; b. NYC Dec. 18 1948.
Asst. to curator N.Y. Historical Soc. NYC
1970-72, research assoc. Alan Berri Corp.
Greenwich CT 1973-74, student New Sch. for
Social Research 1974— . res. Putnam Valley
NY.*
CARAGANIS, Lewis Nicholas. Bowdoin
1966-69. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Carpentry; b.
Rockland March 19 1948. Carpenter Cleora
Sterling Corp. Silk Hope NC 1969—. res. Silk
Hope NC*
CARD, Richard Howard. A.B., M.S.Ed. Univ.
Me. 1975. Alpha Delta Phi. Education
admin.; b. Providence RI Sept. 20 1948; m.
Lynne Asplund Nov. 29 1969; ch.: Kimberly,
Kate. Clerk R.I. Dept. of Natural Resources
Providence 1970, Supervisory Union N.
Conway NH (teacher 1970-72, teaching
principal 1972-74, supervising principal
Bartlett NH Elementary Sch. 1974, temporary
admin, asst. to supt. of sch. 1975), asst. supt. of
sch. Me. sch. admin, dist. md. Served to 1st It.
USA 1971. res. Phillips.*
CARNES, David Richard. A.B. Delta Kappa




salesman Caldor Inc. Stamford 1970-71,
substitute teacher board of education Stamford
1970-72, claims interviewer state labor dept.
Stamford 1971-72, Color Film Corp. Stamford
(film processor 1973-74, splicing dept.
supervisor 1974
—
). Founder Grampus bicycle
racing club Stamford, res. Stamford CT.*
CHASE, Leon Grover, II. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Penn. 1973. Alpha Delta Phi. Carpentry; b.
Boston April 2 1947; s. of Edward F. '38; m.
Laura di Lorenzo Jan. 9 1976. Prop. Chase
Furniture Co. Jamaica Plain MA 1973— . res.
Jamaica Plain MA.*
CHRISTIE, William Young, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. b.
Boston Oct. 2 1946. res. Springfield MA.
CHRISTY, Roland Everett, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Business; b. Portland June 17
1948; m. Susan Dinsmore March 20 1971; ch.:
Amanda, Emily. Mgr. Christy's Hardware
Portland 1970-73, salesman Sears Roebuck &
Co. S. Portland 1973, real estate broker
Robbins Realty Westbrook 1973-75, prop.
Christy's Hardware Portland 1975— . res.
Portland.*
CLAPP, Charles Himes. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Harvard 1975.
Sigma Nu. Chemistry; b. Stamford CT Oct.
4 1948; s. of Richard C. '37. Teaching fellow
Harvard 1970-74, post-doctoral research fellow
Brandeis Univ. 1975— . res. Natick MA.*
COLE, John Bradford. A.B., J.D. Syracuse
Univ. 1974. Alpha Delta Phi. Class agt.
1970-75. Law; b. Salem MA Aug. 28 1948.
Sec. Roxbury Latin Sch. Funds W. Roxbury
MA 1970-71, law clerk Gaston Snow Motley &
Holt Boston summer 1973, asst. dist. atty.
Auburn 1974— . Roxbury Latin Sch. (ed.
Bulletin 1970-71, trustee 1971-76). res.
Lewiston.*
COOK, James Gregory. Bowdoin 1966-69.
Delta Sigma. b. Toronto Ont. Canada July
16 1947. res. unknown.
CORCORAN, David Jeffrey. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Kappa Sigma, b. Salem MA Aug. 1
1
1948. res. Chicago IL.
CRIGHTON, Gordon Christopher. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Vt.
Burlington 1976. Military; b. Concord MA
Sept. 20 1948. Officer field artillery USA
1970—
. res. Lawton OK.*
CRISPIN, Richard Carleton. A.B. cum laude.
b. Boston Dec. 9 1947. res. Pangai Ha'apai
Tonga.
CROSS, Jeffrey Parkman. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Dover-Foxcroft May 10 1948. res.
Guilford.
CUNEO, Kenneth Allan. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Biddeford Dec. 21 1947. res. Thomaston.
CUTLER, Howard Stephen. A.B., A.M.
Northeastern 1971. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Accounting; b. Boston July 2 1948; m.
Wendy Woolfort June 7 1970; ch.: Michelle,
Amy. C.P.A. (Arthur Young & Co. Boston
1971-74, Vinick & Cutler Boston 1974—). res.
Braintree MA.*
DARLING, Gregory Joseph. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Occ. unknown; b.
Albany NY Nov. 25 1948. Volunteer Peace
Corps India 1970-72. res. NYC*
DAY, Henry Philips, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Stanford Univ.
1972; grad. Shanti Sch. 1975. Aerospace; b.
St. Louis MO Aug. 23 1948. Research engineer
United Aircraft Hartford CT 1973-75. Served
to 2nd It. USA 1972. res. St. Louis MO.*
DELAHANTY, John David. A.B., J.D. Boston
Coll. 1978. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Alumni
Council 1974-78. Student; b. Lewiston
March 26 1948; m. Brenda Blanchard Aug. 23
1974. Teacher Lewiston High Sch. Lewiston
1973, sr. field rep. U.S. Senator Edmund S.
Muskie Washington DC 1973-75. Served to 1st
It. USA 1970-73, USAR 1973—; awarded
Vietnam Service Award; Bronze Star, Nat.
Defense Service Medal, Presidential Unit
Citation, Meritorious Unit Commendation, res.
Lewiston.*
DEMENKOFF, John Haynes. A.B., B.M.S.
Dartmouth 1972, M D. Harvard 1974. Zeta Psi.
Medicine; b. Syracuse NY Jan. 4 1949; m.
Janet Morgan Aug. 18 1970; ch.: Sara. Virginia
Mason Hospital Seattle WA (med. intern
1974-75, med. resident 1975-76). res. Seattle
WA.*
DENONCOUR, Michael Bernard. A.B.,
M.B.A. Rutgers 1974. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Biddeford Feb. 5 1948. Asst.
prof. St. Francis Coll. Biddeford. res.
Limington.*
DEVINE, Stephen Michael. A.B., M D. St.
Louis Univ. 1974. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Medicine; b. Bangor Nov. 2 1947; m.
Debbie Hong Aug. 5 1972. Construction
worker N. Reading MA summer 1975,
physician LaCrosse WI Lutheran Hospital
1974—. res. N. Reading MA.*
DEWAR, Cameron Kennedy. A.B., Ed.D.
Boston Univ. 1976. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Weymouth MA June 22 1948;
m. Janet Lucas June 26 1971; ch.: Lindsay.
Teacher & coach (Middlesex Sch. Concord
MA 1970-72, Haverhill MA 1972—). res.
Chelmsford MA.*
DODD, Gilbert Blake. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Springfield OH Dec. 8 1948. res.
Bethlehem PA.
DOW, Bruce Campbell. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Public service; b. Augusta June 9
1949; s. of Robert L. '32. Me. state trooper
Augusta 1974—. Served to 1st It. USA 1970-74,
USAR 1974
—
; awarded Army Commendation
Medal, res. Augusta.
DUBLIRER, Brian. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Brooklyn NY May 9 1948. res. Brooklyn NY.
EDDY, Robert Francis. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Finance; b. boston Dec. 5 1946; m. Cathleen
McKibbem Aug. 8 1970; ch.: Robert,
Benjamin. Student Northeastern Univ.
1970-75, general mgr. Bay State Engineering
Winchester MA 1970-74, sr. credit rep. Am.
Mutual Ins. Co. Wakefield MA 1975—. Astral
Realty Corp. 1974— (treas., clerk), res.
Winchester MA.*
EDINGER, Donald Danforth, Jr. A.B., M D.
Med. Coll. of Va. 1974. Sigma Nu.
Medicine; b. Passaic NJ Oct. 28 1948; m.
Carole Danforth Feb. 8 1969; ch.: Donald,
Erika. Intern Med. Coll. of Va. Richmond
1973-74, obstet.-gynecol. resident Womens &
Infants Hospital of R.I. Providence 1974—
.
res. Warwick RI.*
ELIASON, Clifton George. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Longmeadow MA April 9 1948.
With bureau of water quality & control div.
Dept. of Environmental Protection Augusta
1974— . Served to It. (jg) USN 1970-73. res.
Belgrade Lake.*
ELLERHORST, Richard Halsey. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Cincinnati OH Nov. 22 1947.
res. Cincinnati OH.
EMERSON, Jeff Douglas. A.B., M.S.T.M.
Am. Univ. 1978. Computer science; b.
Rockville Centre NY Feb. 27 1948; m. Patricia
Lipps April 27 1974. Xerox Bibliographies
Cheverly MD (group leader 1971, supervisor
book catalog services 1972-73, mgr.
professional services 1973-74), mgr.
professional services Xerox Univ. Microfilms
Ann Arbor MI 1974-75, mgr. data preparation
Boeing Computer Services Washington DC
1975, mgr. of operations Stentran Systems
Vienna VA 1975-76, sr. systems analyst
Informatics Inc. Rockville MD 1976— . res.
Largo MD.*
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ENGLEMAN, Mark Francis. Bowdoin
1966-68. Phi Delta Psi. b. Nyack NY July 17
1948. res. Nanuet NY.
ERKKINEN, John Francis. A.B. cum laude,
B.M.S. Dartmouth 1972, M.D. Harvard 1974.
Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Concord MA June 27
1948; m. Porter Gulliver Oct. 25 1975. Med.
intern Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital
Hanover NH 1974-75, physician USA Worms
Germany 1975-77. Served to capt. USA
1975-77. res. Maynard MA.*
ESPOSITO, Anthony Lewis. A.B., M.D. Tufts
1974. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b. Portland Oct
24 1947; m. Janet Pilz Aug. 16 1975. Intern &
jr. med. resident V.A. hospital Boston 1974—
.
res. Brookline MA.*
EVANS, Lester Jaeger. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Real estate; b. Bridgton April 1 1970.
Partner RSH Management Services Portland
1974—. Served to 2nd It. USN 1970-74. res.
Portland.*
FAGAN, Paul McGovern. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Willimantic CT Dec. 23 1948. res. Suffern NY.
FERREIRA, Filho Romuio Goncalves, Jr.
Bowdoin Plan 1966-67. Education; b.
Itaperuna Brazil Sept. 15 1942; m. Ana
deSouza July 24 1969; ch.: Leandro, Andre,
Paula. Teacher Inst. Brasil-Am. Dir. Inst.
Brasil-Am., chmn. English dept. Liceu Nilo
Pec,anha. Author: English Adapted to the
Latest Educational Reform (1973), contbr. res.
Rio de Janeiro Brazil.*
FICKER, Robert Kim. A.B., B.S. Mass. Coll. of
Pharmacy 1974. Zeta Psi. Pharmacology; b.
Patterson NJ Oct. 5 1948. Mgr. B & G
Economy Drug Gorham NH 1974-75, co-prop.
H & F Pharmacy Inc. (Cressey Pharmacy) N.
Conway NH 1975—. Sec./treas. H & F
Pharmacy Inc. Sgt. USAR 1970-76. res.
Brownfield.*
FORD, Eugene Earl, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Northeastern.
Sigma Nu. Accounting; b. Farmington Oct.
19 1947. CPA. (MA); sr. accountant Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Boston 1972-75; sr.
financial analyst Blue Cross/Blue Shield
Boston 1975— . res. Melrose MA.*
FULTON, Bruce Edward. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Publishing; b. Beverly MA Oct. 9 1948.
With YMCA W. Roxbury MA 1970-72,
production ed. Prentice-Hall Inc. Englewood




GARROWAY, Michael Laszlo. A.B., M M.
New Eng. Conservatory of Music 1973. Theta
Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Music; b. Neuilly-sur-Seine France Aug. 26
1948; m. Mildred Littleton June 6 1971. Asst.
conductor of chorus New Eng. Conservatory
of Music Boston 1972-73, instr. Maiden MA
Catholic High Sch. 1973-75, exec. dir.
Community Music Center of Boston 1975—
.
Elected member Pi Kappa Lamdba. res.
Watertown MA.*
GEORGE, Harry Allan. A.B. cum laude. Chi
Psi. b. Chicago IL July 5 1948. res. Belmont
MA.
GLAZER, Robert Stuart. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Computer science; b. Roslyn NY
Dec. 14 1948. Volunteer Peace Corps Kenya
Africa 1971-74, student Long Is. Univ.
Greenvale NY 1974-76, computer programmer
Phelps Dodge Corp. NYC 1977—. res.
Roosevelt Is. NY.*
GLEASON, David Clarke. A.B., M B A. Univ.
Me. 1977. Chi Psi. Real estate; b. Patuxent
River MD Sept. 25 1948; m. Gayle Brookings
Oct. 31 1970; ch.: Angela, Christopher. Painter
Lamarre Painting Brunswick 1970-71, loan
officer Aetna Finance Co. Portland 1971-72,
general mgr. Lamarre Painting Brunswick
1972-74, real estate broker Norman A. Davis
Agency Topsham 1974— . res. Brunswick.*
GRENON, Peter Reading. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Social work; b. Providence RI March 13
1948. A.S.W. (ME); teacher S.A.D.
Farmington 1970-71, dir. Handicaps Inc.
Lewiston 1971-72, machine operator Twin City
Printery Lewiston 1972-73, social worker Me.
Dept. of Health & Welfare Lewiston 1973—.
res. Greene.*
GUYETTE, David Martin. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Appleton WI Jan. 18 1948. res. Boonton NJ.
HAM, Thomas Ewing. A.B. 1973. Chi Psi.
Social work; b. Wauseon OH Sept. 27 1948.
Various positions to substitute teacher board of
education Fulton County Wauseon 1973-74,
carpenter Sam Greco Construction Wauseon
1974, caseworker Welfare Dept. Fulton
Wauseon 1974— . res. Wauseon OH.*
HAMILTON, Bruce Edward. Bowdoin
1966-68, 1969-70. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Rochester NY June 7 1948. res. Cambridge
MA.
HAMLIN, Neil Harris. A.B. magna cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Univ. Chicago 1973.
Zeta Psi. Law; b. Milo Dec. 10 1947.
Laborer Me. State Highway Comm. Milo
summers 1970-71, law clerk Verrill Dana
Philbrick Putnam & Williamson Portland
summer 1972, S.A.D. Milo (librarian aide
1973
— , coach 1975), atty. self-employed Milo
1975—. res. Milo.*
HANSON, Corey Bradshaw. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Providence RI Oct. 28 1948; s. of Herbert '43.
res. N. Kingston RI.
HARDING, Ralph Lyman, III. A.B., M BA.
Dartmouth 1973. Zeta Psi. Accounting; b.
Pittsburgh PA July 10 1948; m. S. Katherine
Harman Nov. 21 1970; ch.: Sara, Rebecca.
Financial analyst Eli Lilly Corp. Indianapolis
IN 1973—. Served to 2nd It. USA 1970-71,
capt. USAR 1971—. res. Indianapolis IN.*
HARDY, Erland Borrner. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Boston Univ. 1973. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b.
Boston Aug. 20 1948. Atty. self-employed W.
Buxton 1973-74, asst. city solicitor Waltham
MA 1974—. res. Waltham MA.*
HARDY, Stephen Hall. A.B. cum laude; M.S.,
Ph.D., A.M. Univ. Mass. (University fellow)
1976. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b. Boston
August 20 1948; m. Donna Harris June 19
1970; ch.: Joshua. Instr. & coach Vt. Acad.
Saxtons River 1970-71, teaching assoc. Univ.
Mass. Amherst 1973-74, hockey coach
Amherst Coll. 1973-76, asst. to commissioner
Eastern Coll. Athletic Conf. res. Waltham
MA.*
HARKNESS, Loring Edwards, III. A.B., J.D.
Univ. Colo. Phi Delta Psi. Law; b. Norwalk
CT Oct. 25 1948. Law clerk Hon. Alfred A.
Arraj Denver CO 1973-74, assoc. DeMuth &
Eiberger Denver 1974— . Contbr. res. Boulder
CO.*
HARKNETT, Dana Russell. Bowdoin 1966-69.
Lang.; b. NYC Dec. 16 1948. Linguist U.S.
Naval Communication Station Rota Spain
1970— . Awarded Meritorius Unit Citation
1973, Good Conduct Medal 1973. res. N.
Edgecomb.*
HARVEY, Thomas Edward. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Education; b. Portsmouth NH Sept. 18
1948; m. Claudia Reed May 2 1969; ch.:
Wendy, Marc. S.A.D. Lewiston (teacher
1970
— , coach 1972— ). res. Greene.*
HARWOOD, Lawrence Dana. Bowdoin
1966-67. b. Livermore Falls March 9 1948.
res. Bingham.
HASTINGS, Samuel Thomas. Bowdoin
1966-69. b. Hyannis MA Dec. 28 1948. res.
Portland OR.
HATCH, Charles Gilbert, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Computer science; b.
Lawrence MA April 23 1948; s. of Charles G.
'35. Computer programmer Liberty Mutual
Boston 1972— . res. N. Andover MA.*
HEARNE, Stephen Merrill. Bowdoin 1966-69,
B.S. Univ. Md. 1972, J.D. Univ. Baltimore
1975. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Salisbury MD Sept. 1
1948; married. Law clerk Chief Judge Charles
E. Orth Jr. MD 1975, assoc. White Mindel
Clarke & Hill Towson MD 1975—. Elected
member Heuisler Honor Soc. 1975. Recipient:
Am. Jurisprudence Award for Excellence in
Admin. Law 1975. Ed. Univ. of Baltimore Law
Review 1975-75, contbr. res. Baltimore MD.*
HENDERSON, Lloyd Norris. A.B.. J.D.
Suffolk Univ. 1973. Alpha Delta Phi. Law;
b. Conway NH Feb. 24 1948; m. Deborah
Farias April 16 1972. Atty. Hatfield &
Henderson Hillsborough NH 1973— , lectr.
Nathaniel Hawthorne Coll. Antrim NH
1973-76. Member (school board Contoocook
Valley 1974-75; town counsel Antrim. Deering
& Windsor NH 1973—), dir. Chuck Roast
Equipment Inc. 1974— . res. Antrim NH.*
HETTA, Jerker Rolf Edvard. Bowdoin Plan
1966-67. Zeta Psi. b. Fjallsjo Sweden March
20 1946. res. unknown.
HILL, Thomas Weston. A.B. Accounting; b.
Altoona PA April 25 1948; m. Judith Timm
Aug. 26 1972. Account exec. (duPont-Walston
Inc. Los Angeles CA; Blythe Eastman Dillon
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Inc. Pittsburgh PA; Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Smith Inc. Pittsburgh 1974
—
).
Served to capt. USMCR 1968—. res.
Pittsburgh PA.*
HOFFMANN-de-MENDONCA, Carlos
Alberto. Bowdoin Plan 1966-67, grad.
Universidade Federal Fluminense 1970. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Education; b. Santa Maria
Brazil July 24 1945. Teacher Rio de Janeiro
1967— . res. Rio de Janeiro Brazil.*
HOLMES, John Charles. A.B. 1971, B.F.A.
Univ. Cincinnati 1975, M.F.A. Cranbrook
Acad, of Art 1977. Chi Psi. Arts; b.
Cincinnati OH May 8 1948. res. Gloucester
MA.*
HOMER, Roger Vance. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Boston Univ. Phi Delta Psi.
Programming; b. Cambridge MA June 30
1948; m. Judy D'Agresto June 28 1970; ch.:
Mark. Programmer Prudential Ins. Co. Boston
1970-75, sr. programmer & analyst Gillette
Corp. Boston 1975— . res. Bridgewater MA.*
HOPKINS, Stephen Craig. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Occ. unknown; b. Plainfield NJ March
31 1945. Various positions 1970— . res.
Brunswick.*
HOVHANESIAN, Jeffrey Garabed. A.B.
Sigma Nu. Student; b. Worcester MA June
26 1948. Test tech. Incoterm Corp. Northboro
MA 1974-75, student 1975—. Served with
USCG 1970-74; awarded Nat. Defense Service
Medal 1970, Coast Guard Good Conduct
Medal 1974. res. Shrewsbury MA.*
HUDSON, David Reger. A.B. 1974, Ed.M.
Univ. N.H. 1976. Beta Theta Pi. Education;
b. St. Johnsbury VT Nov. 2 1948. Teacher
Fenn Sch. Concord MA 1976— . Served to
s/sgt. USAF 1969-73. res. Concord MA.*
IRWIN, Clark Thomas, Jr. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Mass. (Univ. fellow 1971-74) 1972. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Writing; b. Portland Sept. 1 1947.
Staff writer Portland Press Herald Portland,
res. Portland.*
ISAACSON, George Steven. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Univ. Penn. 1973. Delta Sigma. Law; b.
NYC Oct. 20 1948. Law clerk Supreme Judicial
Court of Me. Augusta 1973-74, lawyer Jensen
Baird Gardner Donovan & Henry Portland
1974-76, lectr. law Bowdoin 1974-76, lawyer
Brann & Isaacson Lewiston 1976— . Dir.
Friends of Retarded Inc. Portland, res.
Brunswick.*
IVES, Howard Rollin. A.B., M.S.Ed. Wheelock
Coll. 1973, Ed.D. Boston Univ. 1975. Psi
Upsilon. Psychology; b. Portland April 1
1948. Student Yale Univ. 1970-71, clinical
psychologist Charles River Counseling Center
Newton MA 1973— . res. Boston.*
JACOBS, Jeffery Arthur. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Construction management; b. Bangor June
15 1948; m. Catherine Estes June 10 1969; ch.:
Philip, Robert, Johanna. House construction
mgr. Longview Lumber Co. Orrington 1970—
.
Served to sgt. USA 1970-72. res. Orrington.*
JARVIS, Allan Perley, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Northeastern 1974, Ph.D. Univ. Calif. Davis
1977. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Research; b.
Haverhill MA Jan. 17 1948; m. Martha
Thomas June 26 1971. Instr. Pentucket High
Sch. W. Newbury MA 1970-72, cancer
research program Sloan-Kettering Inst. NYC.
res. Roosevelt Is. NY.*
JERUE, Richard Thomas. A.B., J.D. Suffolk
Univ. 1977. Alpha Delta Phi. Govt.; b.
Providence RI April 21 1948. Legislative asst.
to governor RI 1970-71, Univ. fellow Brown
Univ. 1970-71, volunteer VISTA 1971-73, dir.
educational programming Trinity Square
Repertory Co. Providence 1973-74, exec, staff
asst. Blue Cross/Blue Shield Providence
1974-75, dir. planning atty. general's office
Providence 1975
— ,
deputy counsel U.S. Senate
Subcommittee on Education 1977— . res.
Washington DC*
JESSEL, Alfred Jacobsen. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Univ. Wise. 1972. Delta Sigma.
Student; b. Munich Germany Feb. 26 1948.
Student Univ. Wise. 1974— . Served to 1st It.
USA 1972-74; awarded Army Commendation
Medal. Contbr. res. Madison WL*
JOHNSON, Leonard Ware, Jr. A.B., J.D. New
Eng. Sch. of Law 1974. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Law; b. Amesbury MA Nov. 22 1947.
Member town finance committee 1977.
Recipient: Am. Jurisprudence Prize, Creditor's
Rights 1974. res. Amesbury MA.*
JOINER, Ronald Earl, Jr. A.B. cum laude. Phi
Delta Psi. b. Phila. PA June 2 1948. res.
Pasadena CA.
JOSEPH, Jon Arlington. A.B., J.D. Suffolk
Univ. 1975. Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Law; b. Toledo OH Feb 6
1947; m. Kristen Karlen Aug. 29 1970; ch.:
Hillary, Brett. Salesman (New England Mutual
Life Ins. Co. Boston 1970-71, Boston Filter Co.
Charlestown MA 1971-72), mortgage officer
Bay State Federal Savings & Loan Assoc.
Brookline MA 1972-75, real estate atty.
Prudential Ins. Co. of Am. Boston 1975— . res.
Amherst NH.*
KALLINA, Emanuel John, II. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Md. 1973, LL.M. N.Y. Univ. 1974. Beta Theta
Pi. Law; b. Baltimore MD Dec. 18 1948.
Law clerk U.S. Dist. Judge R. Dorsey Watkins
Baltimore MD 1974-75, assoc. McKenney
Thomsen & Burke Baltimore 1975— . Ed.: Md.
Law Forum, contbr. res. Towson MD.*
KAPITULA, John Andrew, Jr. A.B., M.B.A.
Dartmouth 1972. Chi Psi. Accounting; b.
Bridgeport CT April 17 1948; m. Missy Duffett
Sept. 12 1970. C.P.A. (ME); auditor Ernst &
Ernst Portland 1972-75, tax spec. Hannaford
Brothers Inc. S. Portland 1975-76, controller
Consumers Water Co. Portland 1976— . res.
Falmouth.*
KARAKASHIAN, Gregory Vahe. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Accounting; b. Portland
Jan. 2 1948; s. of Ara A. '38. Program
coordinator C.O.A.D. Berkeley CA 1972-73,
asst. supervisor W. Asphalt Cases San
Francisco CA 1973-74, controller Pacific Inst.
for Research & Evaluation Walnut Creek CA
1974-75, operations mgr. Primo Incense Co.
1975-76, student Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1977—.
res. Walnut Creek CA.*
KARLSSON, Keith Edward. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Calif. Berkeley 1975. Phi Delta Psi. Student;
b. NYC March 1 1950; m. Leslie Boyd Aug. 21
1976. Volunteer VISTA Erie PA 1970-71,
Univ. Calif. Berkeley (teaching asst. 1974
—
,
student 1973—). res. Berkeley CA.*
KATZENBERG, Frederick. A.B. Arts; b.
New Rochelle NY June 29 1948. Various
positions 1970-72, student McGill Univ.
1971-72, The Go-Sees NYC (ed. asst. & typist
1972-75, pres. 1976—), clerk-typist
McGraw-Hill NYC 1973—, musician NYC
1975— , sec. & researcher Business Week
magazine 1977— . Recipient: diploma Mapres
Coll. of Music 1976. res. New Rochelle NY.*
KELLEY, Mark Elbridge, III. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Cambridge MA June 11 1948;
s. of Mark E. '39. res. Pelham NH.
KENNEDY, Stephen William. A.B. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Mnpls. MN Jan. 20 1948; m.
Beverly Bodwell Jan. 16 1971; ch.: Peter.
Student Univ. Mass. 1970-72, teacher
Governor Dummer Acad. Byfield MA 1972—
.
res. Byfield MA.*
KHOURY, Johnny Pierre. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Jerusalem June 25 1949. res. Boston.
KNOWLES, Robert William. A.B. cum laude,
Ph.D. Penn. State Univ. 1976. Chi Psi.
Research; b. Salem MA March 4 1948.
Research biochemist Cornell Univ. Med. Coll.
1976— . res. NYC*
KOLOD, Alan. A.B., J.D. Univ. Chicago 1973.
Zeta Psi. Law; b. Cleveland OH Aug. 29
1948. Atty. Stroock & Stroock & Lavan NYC
1973- . res. NYC*
KONIECZKO, Daniel Stanley. A.B. 1971. Chi
Psi. Military; b. Augusta April 13 1948; m.
Judith Applin Sept. 29 1971; ch.: Debra. Capt.
signal corps USA 1971— . Awarded Nat.
Defense Service Medal 1971, Army Avation
Badge 1972. res. Brunswick.*
KORNETSKY, Kenneth Mark. A.B. Phi Delta
Psi. b. Brookline MA June 18 1948. res.
Richmond VA.
KOTKAS, Kalevi Eero. A.B. Chi Psi. Ins.; b.
Hamburg Germany June 28 1948; m. Karen
Peterson June 20 1970; ch.: Erik. Aetna Life &
Casualty (trainee Hartford CT 1970-71, agt.
Portland 1973-75), brokerage supervisor Union
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Portland 1975—. V.pres.
Jaycees Yarmouth 1974. Served to 1st It. USA
1971-73. res. Cumberland Center.*
KUBETZ, Bernard Jerome. A.B., J.D. Syracuse
Univ. 1973. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Mt. Kisco
NY Jan. 29 1948; m. Sheila Hanley June 18
1971; ch.: Jacob. Atty. Eaton Peabody
Bradford & Veague Bangor 1973— . Assoc. ed.
Syracuse Law Review. Served to 1st It. USA
1974, USAR 1974—. Contbr. res. Bangor.*
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LAMPERT, Richard Paul. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Univ. Vt. 1974.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Medicine; b.
Montclair NJ Jan. 18 1948; m. Louise Tracy
Sept. 16 1967; ch.: Melissa, Katharine. Dept.
of pediatrics Univ. Fla. Gainesville (intern
1974-75, resident 1975-77), dept. of pediatrics
Univ. Okla. Oklahoma City 1977—. Contbr.
res. Gainesville FL.*
LANE, Anthony Charles. Bowdoin 1966-69,
1970. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Winchester
MA April 15 1948. res. Brunswick.
LANG, Stephen Bickford. A.B., J.D. Syracuse
Univ. 1973. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Erie PA
April 28 1948; m. Patricia Railey Aug. 19 1972.
Law clerk Tillinghast Collins & Graham
Providence RI summer 1972, assoc. atty.
Strauss Factor Chernick & Hillman Providence
1973-77, atty. Higgins Cavanagh & Cooney
Providence 1977—. Served to 1st It. USA 1973,
USAR 1974—. res. Rumford RI.*
LEA, Thomas Nalle. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Banking; b. Princeton NJ Oct. 3 1948; m.
Dianne Webster May 26 1973. Mortgage
officer Sun Savings Portland 1970— . Dir.
Tower Publishing Co. res. Yarmouth.*
LeGROW, Allan Wesley. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Naval Postgrad. Sch. 1976. Zeta Psi.
Military; b. Chelsea MA April 7 1948; m.
Pamela Miller Aug. 15 1970; ch.: Matthew.
Teacher N. Reading MA High Sch. 1970,
intelligence officer USN 1970— . Awarded Nat.
Defense Ribbon 1971, Vietnam Campaign
Citation 1972, Vietnam Service Citation 1973,
Armed Forces Expedtionary Award 1973,
Presidential Unit Citation 1973, Navy
Commendation Medal 1973. res. N. Reading
MA.*
LEVINE, Mark Stuart. A.B., M.D. Univ. N.M.
1974. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Medicine; b.
Portland May 3 1948; m. Anne Hartstone June
21 1970; ch.: Aaron, Amanda. Dept. of
obstet.-gynecol. Strong Memorial Hospital
Rochester NY (intern 1974-75, resident
1975—). res. Rochester NY.*
LEVY, Ronald Michael. Bowdoin 1966-67. b.
NYC July 15 1949. res. Bellrose NY.
LIDMAN, Kenneth Samuel. A.B. b.
Brookline MA June 27 1948. res. Newton
Highlands MA.
LIFFMAN, John Sumner. A.B. 1973. Delta
Sigma. b. Lawrence MA Oct. 14 1948. res.
unknown.
LINDBLAD, Jan Thomas. A.B. cum laude,
M.I.A. Columbia 1972, Drs. (Ph.D) Univ.
Amsterdam 1975. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Nynasham Sweden Nov. 24 1949. Public
relations UN Development Programme NYC




economic history Rijksuniversiteit Leiden
Netherlands 1975— . res. Amsterdam The
Netherlands.*
LOCKE, John Fortin. A.B. 1971. Alpha Delta
Phi. Mfg.; b. Boston Feb. 20 1948; s. of
William N. '30; m. Stephanie Gowen July 12
1969. Mechanic Bates & Cunningham
Topsham 1971-72, retail store mgr. Plywood
Ranch Industries Inc. W. Newton MA
1972-73, marketing mgr. Sabre Yachts S. Casco
1974—. res. Portland.*
LOWE, David Charles. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Ins.; b. Sanford Aug. 19 1948; m. Elaine
Laveault June 14 1969; ch.: Elizabeth, James.
Territory mgr. Portland (Chesebrough-Ponds
1970-72, Johnson & Johnson 1972-74),
brokerage supervisor Aetna Life Ins. Co.
Portland 1974—. res. Old Orchard Beach.*
LYMAN, Frederick Wellington. A.B., M.L.A.
Harvard 1974. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Land use
planning; b. Winchester MA June 18 1947; m.
Catherine Mallinckrodt Oct. 9 1976. Dir.
Machias River Watershed study State Bureau
of Public Lands Augusta 1974-75, mgr.
landscape architecture Sverdrup & Parcel &
Assoc. St. Louis MO 1975— . Chmn.
Washington ME Conservation Comm.
1974-75. Watson Foundation Fellowship 1970.
Author: Abandoned Railroads in Maine;
Their Potential for Trail Use (1973); co-author
& ed.: The Sheepscot River Watershed; A
Resource Analysis (1974); The Machias River
Watershed (1975). res. St. Louis MO*
MacDERMID. Robert Galbraith, in. A.B.,
M.D. Georgetown Univ. 1974. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Admissions aide 1975. Medicine; b.
Hartford CT Nov. 21 1948; m. Margot
Townsend Aug. 15 1970; ch.: Todd. Med.
house officer Hartford CT Hospital 1974—
.
Elected member Alpha Omega Alpha, res. W.
Hartfrod CT.*
MAHAN, Douglas Williamson. A.B., B.S.
Univ. Me. 1974. Psi Upsilon. Forestry; b.
NYC June 7 1947; m. Lilian De Santo Aug. 31
1974. Service forester Me. Forest Service Lee
1974—. Served to cpl. USA 1970-72. res.
Enfield.*
MARCHETTI, Ronald Lee. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Southington CT July 6 1948. res.
Meriden CT.
MARJERISON, Thomas Sydney, III. A.B. cum
laude. Chi Psi. Ins.; b. Lawrence MA Feb.
16 1948; m. Jerilyn Haggerty Oct. 14 1966; ch.:
Thomas IV, Kyle. Underwriter The Andover
MA Companies 1970—, C.P.C.U. 1976. res.
Andover Ma.*
MAXWELL, Robert Kenneth. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Sales; b. Freeport NY July 19 1948; m.
Donna Apostol Sept. 16 1968; ch.: Kimberly,
Karen. Mgr. purchasing Bicknell Inc.
Framingham MA 1970— . Served to sgt. USA
Nat. Guard 1970-71, USA Nat. Guard 1971-76.
res. Natick MA.*
MAYO, Wayne Alan. A.B. 1972. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Ellsworth Nov. 12 1947. res.
' Ellsworth.
MAZAREAS, James. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. b. Greece Aug. 9 1948. res. Lynn
MA.
McAVOY, Michael Robert. Bowdoin 1966-69.
Chi Psi. b. Brunswick June 17 1948. res.
Wellesley Hills MA.
McENIRY, Philip Laurence. A.B., M B A.
Univ. Rochester 1972. Chi Psi. Economics;
b. NYC Sept. 29 1948. Plastics & additives div.
Ciba-Geigy Corp. Ardsley NY (financial
analyst 1972-74, sr. planning coordinator
1974
—
). Asst. scoutmaster Boy Scouts of Am.
troop 4 1972-73. res. Tarrytown NY.*
McGRATH, John Hutchins. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Sales; b. Bronx NY May 4 1948; m.
Carol DiNapoli Sept. 6 1969; ch.: John,
Catherine. Owens-Ill. Inc. 1970— (accounts
mgr. NYC, Rochester NY), res. Pittsford NY.*
McMANN, Peter Leonard. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
Civil service; b. Bath June 14 1948. Me. dept.
of manpower affairs Employment Security
Comm. Portland (claims deputy 1972-74,
unemployment compensation mgr. 1974—
.
Served to It. (jg) USN 1970-72. res. Portland.*
MEADE, Daniel Allen, III. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. Dover-Foxcroft Sept. 19 1948;
m. Wendy Eggert June 4 1972; ch.: Daniel,
Jonathan. Teacher Cony High Sch. Augusta
1970-71, youth dir. Cavalry Temple Church
Waterville 1971-73, teacher (Cony High Sch.
Augusta 1973-74, Bridgton Acad. N. Bridgton
1974-76, Phillips Exeter NH Acad 1976—). res.
Exeter NH.*
MERCURIO, Robert Dennis. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Columbia 1973. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Law; b. NYC Oct.
6 1948. Atty. Walsh & Frisch NYC 1973—. res.
NYC*
MERRELL, Bruce Rowland. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Summit NJ Dec. 9 1948. res. Winterport.
MICKLEY, Richard Somers. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
Vt. 1976. Beta Theta Pi. Mathematics; b.
Brookline MA May 2 1948; m. Cynthia Sidney
Jan. 8 1972; ch.: Kimberly. Lectr. M.I.T.
summers 1969-71, grad. teaching fellow Univ.
Vt. Burlington 1970-75, numerical analyst Dow
Chem. Midland MI 1975—. res. Midland ML*
MILLER, August Charles, III. A.B. cum laude,
M.A.T. Brown Univ. 1975. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Education; b. Boston July 17 1948;
s. of August C. Jr. '27. Teacher Marblehead
MA Sr. High Sch. 1975—. Tech. dir. Newport
RI Music Festival 1970—. Served to It. (jg)
USN 1970-73, It. USNR 1973—. res.
Marblehead MA.*
MILLER, Richard Copeland. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Natick MA Sept. 28 1948. res. Weston
MA.
MINIHANE, William Michael. A.B. magna
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; Ed.M. Boston
Coll. 1975. Education; b. Lewiston Oct. 14
1948; m. Kathleen Mulready July 7 1973; ch.:
Michael. Perkins Sch. for Blind Watertown
MA (teacher 1971-75, supervising teacher
1975-76), vocational & educational spec. New
Eng. Regional Center for Services to
Deaf-Blind Children 1976—. Co-author:
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Mathematics Curriculum, Community
Residence Curriculum; contbr. res. Belmont
MA.*
MINOT, Edward Otis. B.S., M.S. Univ. Me.
Orono 1976. Phi Delta Psi. Student; b.
Boston March 4 1948; m. Mildred Chestnut
Aug. 8 1970. Volunteer VISTA Washington
DC 1970-72; grad. teaching asst. Univ. Me.
Orono 1974-75; student Wolfson Coll, Oxford
Univ. England 1976— . res. Orono.*
MITCHELL, Brian Patrick. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Univ. Pittsburgh 1974. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Medicine; b. Lynn MA Aug 21 1948.
Med. resident Boston City Hospital 1974-76.
Elected member Alpha Omega Alpha 1974;
Fuller fellow Nat. Inst, of Health 1970. res.
Brookline MA.*
MITCHELL, Donald Charles. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Ins.; b. New Britain CT Nov. 16
1948; m. Cynthia Leete Dec. 17 1967; ch.:
Andrea, Jason. Aetna Life & Casualty
(procedures analyst Hartford CT 1970-72;
marketing rep. Worcester MA 1972-73,
Richmond VA 1973-77), ins. agt. Va.
Commonwealth Corp. 1977— . Lions Club
Richmond Northside (dir. 1974-75, sec.-treas.
1975-77, pres. 1977-78), treas. Ridge Sch.
P.T.A. 1975-77. Served to sgt. USA 1970,
USAR 1970-76. res. Richmond VA.*
MITCHELL, John Dale. A.B., Ph.D. Univ Md.
1975. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Research; b.
Concord MA Sept. 8 1948; m. Linda Pelletier
Nov. 26 1969. Grad. teaching & research asst.
Univ. Md. College Park 1970-75, research
chemist U.S. Customs Service Washington DC
1975— . Elected member Sigma Xi 1975.
Served to 1st It. USAF 1973, USAFR 1973—.
Contbr. res. College Park MD.*
MLECZKO, Thomas Allison. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Education; b. Boston June 28 1947; m.
Priscilla Gifford Oct. 2 1971; ch.: Priscilla,
Allison. Nantucket MA 1970-71 (carpenter
Carl Borchert, fisherman self- employed),
Harvey Sch. Katonah NY (teacher 1971-74,
dir. of admissions 1972-74), personnel dir.
Sherburne Assoc. Nantucket summers 1973-75,
teacher New Canaan CT Country Sch. 1974
—
,
charter fishing capt. Nantucket summers
1976—
. res. New Canaan CT.*
MORLEY, Richard Edward. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Conn. 1972. Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Education; b. Hartford CT Jan. 28
1948; m. Victoria Boucher Aug. 24 1974.
Teacher Kellogg Middle Sch. Newington CT
1972— . res. Newington CT.*
MOSES, Paul Andrew. A.B. Student; b. Fair
Lawn NJ June 2 1948. Teacher McKinley High
Sch. Buffalo NY 1970-71, headquarters dir.
Bergen County Citizens for McGovern
Hackensack NJ 1971-72, student New Eng.
Sch. of Law 1972—. res. Hillsdale NJ.*
NEVELS, Joel Putnam. Bowdoin 1966-69. Psi
Upsilon. b. Boston Oct. 19 1948. res. Via
Santo New Hebrides.
NEWMAN, Robert Stanley. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Management; b. Vienna
Austria July 14 1947; s. of Frederic S. '38. Mgr.
Holiday Inn Bangor 1974— . res. Bangor.*
NIELSEN, Peter Jens. Bowdoin Plan 1966-67.
b. Copenhagen Denmark Nov. 12 1947. res.
Copenhagen Denmark.
N1LSON, Richard Edwin. A.B., M.S.
Worcester Polytech. Inst. 1974, M.D. Univ.
Conn. Farmington 1977. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Medicine; b. Hartford CT March 11 1948; m.
Susan Haines July 21 1973. Resident counselor
Hartford Coll. for Women 1973-76, resident
Inst, of Living Hartford 1977— . res. Hartford
CT.*
NOILES, Daniel Ashton. A.B. 1971. b.
Worcester MA March 23 1948. res. Canaan
CT.
OLSON, John Wesley. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. 1972 capital campaign worker. Sales;
b. Belmont MA Aug. 21 1948; s. of Gordon W.
'16. Sales rep. Continental Can Co. Cambridge
MA 1970-71, mgr. Cumberland Farms Billerica
MA 1972-73, sales engineer Crimson Printing
Co. Cambridge 1973-76. Member Belmont
(citizen's committee, town meeting), res.
Belmont MA.*
OSADTSA, Modest Severin. Bowdoin
1966-69, B.S. Bloomfield Coll. 1976. Sigma Nu.
Construction; b. Dillingen Bavaria Germany
March 18 1948. Asst. supervisor Brevard
Homes Melbourne FL 1971-72, mgr. & supt.
Brand Development Corp. Atlanta GA
1972-74, sec. & treas. Statewide Construction
Co. Gainsville FL 1974— . res. Gainsville FL.*
PAGLIA, Larry Michael. A.B., Ph.D. Wesleyan
1975. Psi Upsilon. Biology; b. Framingham
MA Oct. 6 1948; m. Eileen Gilson July 20
1974. Research asst. Wesleyan Univ. 1970-75,
post-doctoral fellow Nat. Inst. Dental
Research Bethesda MD 1975— . res. Chevy
Chase MD.*
PEKRUL, Frederick Raymond, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Sharon CT
Oct. 8 1848. res. unknown.
PETERS, Theodore Downey. A.B., M.S.
Albany Med. Coll. 1977. Sigma Nu. Student;
b. Boston Jan. 30 1948; m. Linda Terrill Jan. 9
1971. Underwriter Hartford Ins. Group Boston
1970-72, student SUNY Albany 1972-74,
operating room tech. Memorial Hospital
Albany NY 1974-75. res. Albany NY.*
PHILLIPS, George Arthur, Jr. Bowdoin
1966-67. Chi Psi. b. Niskayuna NY Aug. 9
1948. res. E. Sandwich MA.
PLAGENHOEF, Thomas Jay. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Programming; b. Ann Arbor MI
Nov. 24 1948; m. Mary Ropka Sept. 21 1974.
Teacher Epis. High Sch. Alexandria VA
1971-72, research asst. Motion Analysis
Amherst MA 1972-73, computer programmer
S. New Eng. Tel. Co. New Haven CT 1974—.
res. Wallingford CT.*
PLAUT, Walter Newman, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Education; b. Stamford CT Dec. 1
1947; m. Suzanne Post June 10 1972. Diver Int.
Marine Contracting Inc. Southport CT
summers 1970-71, orderly Greenwich CT
Hospital 1971, asst. shipyard mgr. Moran
Towing & Transportation NYC 1971-72,
teacher Fessenden Sch. W. Newton MA
1972— . res. Lubec*
PLOURDE, Steven Harold. A.B., M.P.A.
Univ. Alaska 1977. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Military; b. Lynn MA Aug. 20 1948; ch.:
Marc, Kim. Capt. USA (admin, officer
Headquarters Military Assistance Command
Vietnam 1971-72; supply officer Ft.
Richardson AK 1972, personnel officer
1973—74; admin, officer Headquarters Ft.
Devens MA 1975, organizational development
staff officer 1976
—
). Awarded Bronze Star
Medal, Joint Service Commendation Medal
with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster, Army Commendation
Medal, Nat. Defense Service Medal, Vietnam
Service Medal, Vietnam Campaign Medal,
Vietnam Staff Service Medal, res. Ft. Devens
MA.*
PRICE, George Walter. A.B. cum laude. Sigma
Nu. Student; b. Waterville Aug. 31 1948; m.
Linda Morgan June 26 1971. Student & grad.
asst. George Washington Univ. 1975— . Served
to It. (jg) USN 1970-74, It. USNR 1974—. res.
Alexandria VA.*
PUTTERMAN, Lawrence. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Student; b. Norwalk
CT Feb. 10 1948. Student (Georgetown Univ.
1970-72, Sarah Lawrence Coll. Bronxville NY
1972—). res. Norwalk CT.*
RAMSDELL, Eric Clayton. A.B. Mfg.; b.
Labanon NH June 28 1948; m. Bonnie
Miskelly June 14 1975. Asst. v.pres. & sec.
Profile Sports Corp. W. Lebanon NH 1970—,
elected v.pres. administration 1977— . res. W.
Lebanon NH.*
REDMAN, Joseph Parker. A.B., MBA.
Babson Coll. 1974. Psi Upsilon. Sales; b.
Presque Isle Sept. 4 1948; s. of Charles W. '42.
Trust admin. Canal Nat. Bank Portland
1971-72, prop. Joseph's Clothier Portland
1974— . Trustee Greater Portland Landmarks
1975—
. Served to cpl. USA Nat. Guard
1970-1974. res. Portland.*
REICHEL, Jeffrey Eugene. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Mnpls. MN Sept. 30
1948. Teacher & coach Hotchkiss Sch.
Lakeville CT 1970-74, Thacher Sch. Ojai CA
1975—. res. Ojai CA.*
REITZ, Walter Lee, III. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
Production; b. Washington DC Oct. 18
1948; m. Barbara Ward June 19 1971. Student
Brown Univ. 1970-71, U.S. Scientific Inst.
Boston (tech. 1971-72; supervisor test dept.
1972, inventory control 1972-74; tech. writer
1974
—
). res. Auburndale MA.*
REMIS, Leon Lawrence. Bowdoin 1966-68.
Alpha Kappa Sigma, b. Boston Jan. 21 1949.
res. Peabody MA.
RENFREW, Roger Alexander. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Univ. Vt.
1974. Beta Theta Pi. Medicine; b. Lynn MA
June 2 1948; m. Marilyn Earley Aug. 21 1971.
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Intern St. Elizabeth's Hospital Brighton MA
1974-75, general med. officer USPHS Pine
Ridge SD 1975—. Elected member Alpha
Omega Alpha 1974. Contbr. res. Pine Ridge
SD.»
RICE, Arthur Patrick. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Consulting; b. Natick MA March 17 1948;
m. Diane Cotting Sept. 8 1973. Plant cashier
Am. Can Co. Needham MA 1970-72,
photographer self-employed Durham NH
1972, mgr. Wagon Werke Portsmouth NH
1972-73, chain saw operator Utility Tree
Manchester NH 1973, small business
consultant Marcoin of Portland 1973— . res.
Yarmouth.*
RICOTTI, Paolo. Bowdoin Plan 1966-67. b.
Milano Italy March 31 1947. res. Milano Italy.
RIDDLE, Jeremiah Richard. Bowdoin 1966-68.
Phi Delta Psi. b. Phila. PA Jan. 27 1949. res.
unknown.
RINEHART, William Warden. Bowdoin
1966-67. Theta Delta Chi. b. Baltimore MD
Feb. 7 1948. res. Timonium MD.
ROBERTS, Boyd, II. A.B. 1971. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Beverly MA July 17 1948. res.
Beverly MA.
RODGERS, John William. A.B., M D. Univ.
Conn. 1974. Phi Delta Psi. Medicine; b.
Giessen Germany July 14 1948; m. Anita
Walker Nov. 8 1974. Physician St. Francis
Hospital Hartford CT 1974—. res. Avon CT*
ROWE, Larry Emerson. A.B. cum laude. Zeta
Psi. Education; b. Madison WI Dec. 3 1948.
Teacher (Lyndon Inst. Lyndon Center VT
1970-72, Choate Rosemary Hall Wallingford
CT 1972—). res. Wallingford CT.*
ROWE, Lee Dickinson. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
Univ. Penn. 1974. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Reading PA April 24 1949; m.
Lisa Pauciello July 1 1973. Univ. Penn.
Hospital Phila. (surgical intern 1974-75,
otolaryngological & communication resident
1975—). res. Phila. PA.*
RUNK, Christopher Ashcraft. Bowdoin
1966-67. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Philipsburg
PA July 28 1948. res. unknown.
RUSTARI, Steven John. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1971.
Student; b. Fitchburg MA Aug. 18 1948.
Harvard (Rotary fellow 1971-72, teaching
fellow 1973—). res. Fitchburg MA.*
RYAN, Thomas. A.B., B.S. Mass. Coll. of
Pharmacy 1974. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Public
service & pharmacy; b. Lowell MA Aug. 28
1948; m. Donna Shanahan Aug. 6 1972; ch.:
Colleen. Teacher public sch. Lowell 1970
—
,
fire It. fire dept. Tewksbury MA 1972
—
pharmacist part-time Tewksbury 1975— . res.
Tewksbury MA.*
SANFORD, Wayne Coffman. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Univ. 111. 1972.
Psi Upsilon. Engineering; b. El Paso TX
March 16 1949; m. Lynne Schaber Jan. 29
1972. Computer systems software engineer
Anderson-Jacobson Inc. Elected member
Sigma Xi 1972. Served to capt. USA 1970-76.
res. Sunnyvale GA.*
SANTOS FLORES, Byron Antonio. A.B.
Delta Sigma, b. Guatemala Feb. 4 1947. res.
Guatemala City Guatemala.
SAUNDERS, Richard Henry, III. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Univ. Dela. 1973. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Student; b. Rochester NY Aug. 13
1949; m. Barbara Williams June 12 1971. Asst.
to dir. admissions Bowdoin 1970-71, student
Yale Univ. 1973—. Contbr. res. Mt. Carmel
CT.*
SCHAERER, Roland. Bowdoin 1966-67, grad.
Univ. Berne 1974. Chi Psi. Law; b. Berne
Switzerland May 8 1946. Atty. Switzerland
(Tribunal of Burgdort 1971-72, Jacobi
Feldmann Kellerhals Berne 1972-73), legal
counsel Swiss Federal div. Police Berne
1974— . res. Berne Switzerland.*
SCHUSTER, Peter Louis. Bowdoin 1966-69,
1970. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Waterbury CT
July 17 1948. res. Wakefield NH.
SCHUYLER, Michael Allan. A.B. cum laude.
b. Hartford CT Sept. 20 1948. res. W.
Hartford CT.
SCHWARTZ, Steven Mark. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.F.A. Columbia
1973. Theta Delta Chi. Literary; b. Phila. PA
Feb. 26 1948. Writer NYC (Schneider & Rich
Assoc. 1973-76, Richard Weiner Inc. 1976—).
Recipient: Silver Medal Eights Int. Film
Festival of the Americas. Writer films for U.S.
Pavilion Expo 1975. res. NYC*
SEGAL, Rubin Gerald. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland Jan. 27 1948. res.
Pittsburgh PA.
SEWALL, Douglas Mark. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Univ. Vt. 1974. Sigma Nu. Medicine;
b. Dover NH Feb. 26 1948; s. of Elmer M. '41;
m. Katherine Bieber Oct. 12 1974.
Anesthesiology resident Med. Center Hospital
of Vt. Burlington 1974-76. res. Essex Junction
VT.*
SHEEHY, John Paul. A.B., M.D. N Y. Med.
Coll. (Garcelon Merritt scholar) 1975. Theta
Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Glen Cove NY Jan.
19 1949; s. of Thomas J. '41. Pediatrics resident
Metropolitan Hospital NYC 1975—. Member
N.Y. Acad, of Science. Recipient: Cor et
Manus Award 1975. res. Old Brookville NY.*
SHERMAN, Paul Leslie, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Columbia 1972. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Engineering; b. Damariscotta June 29 1948;
m. Cindy Palmer Dec. 2 1972. Field engineer
Westinghouse Boston 1973-74, design engineer
Vast Inc. Waldoboro 1974— . Trustee Bigelow
Lab. 1975— . res. N. Edgecomb.*
SHESLER, Carl Laurence. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Clergy; b. Rockland April 1 1948; m.
Christine Brooks Feb. 26 1971; ch.: Luke.
Youth minister First Church Congr. Rochester
NH 1971-72, pastor's helper First Parish
Congr. Saco 1973, interim pastor Blue Point
Congr. Scarborough 1973-74, pastor The
United Church of DeRuyter NY 1974—.
Member Susquehanna Assn. committee on
church & ministry 1977— . res. DeRuyter NY.*
SHOWALTER, Douglas Keith. A.B. cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.Div. Yale
(Woodrow Wilson fellow) 1973. Chi Psi.
Clergy; b. New London CT Feb. 24 1948; m.
Christine Reichelt June 23 1973; ch.: Cherie,
Carl. Asst. pastor Bethel CT Congr. Church
summer 1970, asst. protestant chaplain Univ.
Bridgeport CT 1970-71, pastor The Old Brick
Church Clarendon VT summer 1971, asst.
minister Mill Plain Union Church Waterbury
CT 1971-73, pastor (Benson-Orwell VT Parish
1973-76, The First Church in Belfast 1976—).
Member Church Standing & Extension
Committee VT. res. Belfast.*
SIEGLE, John Harrison. A.B. cum laude.
A.M. Johns Hopkins 1973, M.D. Georgetown
1977. Theta Delta Chi. Medicine; b. Boston
Feb. 9 1949; m. Peggy Toman Jan. 29 1972.
Physician, res. Portland.*
SIEVERTSEN, Grant Dean, Jr. Bowdoin
1966-68. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Knoxville TN
March 14 1948. res. Chicago IL.
SIMON, George Edward. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. b. Beverly MA Oct. 26 1948; s. of
William '37. res. Beverly MA.
SISKIND, David Arthur. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. b. Lynn MA Aug. 20 1948. res.
Marblehead MA.
SNYDER, Mark Bennett. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Boston June 20 1948. res. Newton MA.
SPENCER John Shafer. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Banking; b. Portland Dec. 7 1948.
Accounting officer The First Nat. Bank of
Boston 1973— . res. Boston.*
SPILL, Richard Stephen. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Biddeford Jan. 2 1948. res. Freeport.
STERIO, James Frederick. A.B., J.D. Boston
Coll. 1973. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Admissions
aide 1974— . Law; b. Lynn MA March 26
1949; m. Eileen Cleveland Sept. 1 1974.
Teacher Lynn MA 1973-74, atty. Regnante &
Regnante Peabody MA 1974— . Lynn MA.*
STERNBURG, Jon Kogod. A.B., M.D. George
Washington Univ. 1974. Alpha Rho Upsilon &
Chi Psi. Medicine; b. Washington DC May 6
1948; m. Kathryn Hinkel June 15 1974. Dir.
Waterfront-Camp Shohola Greely PA
summers 1970-72, family practice resident
Univ. Wise. Hospitals Madison 1974-77, chief
resident dept. of family medicine & practice
Univ. Wise. Center for Health Sciences
1976-77. Member Health Planning Council
1975. res. Madison WI.*
STEVENS, Barry Alan. A.B., M.S. Central
Washington State Coll. 1973. Beta Theta Pi.
Mental health; b. Brookline MA June 12
1948; m. Patricia Garber July 15 1973. Clinical
psychologist Rutland VT Mental Health
Service 1973-76, outdoor education Minn.
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Outward Bound Sch. Ely MN 1976—. res.
Wallingford VT.*
STRASBAUGH, Wayne Ralph. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1971; Ph.D. Harvard 1976. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Law; b. Lancaster PA July 20 1948;
m. Carol Taylor June 8 1974. Teaching fellow
Harvard 1972-76, student Harvard Law Sch.
1976— . res. Cambridge MA.*
STUART, Robert Allan, Jr. A.B., J.D. Univ.
111. 1973. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law; b.
Springfield IL Sept. 8 1948; m. Kristen
Christensen; ch.: Christopher. Assoc. Brown
Hay & Stephens Springfield 1973—. 2nd It.
USA 1974—. res. Springfield IL.*
SWEENEY, Robert Charles. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Hawaii 1977. Theta Delta Chi.
Student; b. Phila. PA July 17 1948; m.
Saowanee Pan-nga May 6 1973. Asst. mgr.
Howard Johnsons Penns Grove NJ 1970-71,
volunteer Peace Corps 1971-74, instr. Coll. of
Education Songkhla Thailand 1974-75. res.
Penns Grove NJ.*
TALLOW, Steven Rodd. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. Hartford CT Aug. 7 1948. res. W.
Hartford CT.
TATE, Harrison, Jr. A.B. b. Elberton GA
Feb. 19 1948. res. Phila. PA.
TAYLOR, John Claridge. A.B. b. Phila. PA
March 4 1948. res. Palmyra NJ.
TAYLOR, Matthew, Jr. Bowdoin 1966-69. b.
Pittsburgh PA Sept. 4 1948. res. Framingham
MA.
TAYLOR, Stephen Douglas. A.B., D.M.D.
Univ. Conn. 1974. Delta Sigma. Dentistry;
b. Ayer MA Feb. 2 1949; m. Sharon Gervais
Aug. 23 1969; ch.: Nathan. Dentist V.A.
hospital Waco TX 1975-77, oral maxillofacial
surgery resident Long Beach CA 1977—
.
Recipient: Outstanding Achievement Award
1974, Dental Anesthesiology Award 1974. res.
Huntington Beach CA.*
TOMLINSON, Dale Henry. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Military; b. Regensburg Germany
July 5 1948; m. Lynda Morris May 1976. USA
Ft. Richardson AK (2nd It. platoon leader 1st
bn. 60th inf. 1970-71, 1st It. logistics officer 1st
bn. 60th inf. 1971-72, 1st It. co. cdr. 172nd inf.
1972), capt. & chemist USA Lab. Edgewood
Arsenal Aberdeen Proving Ground MD
1973-?, chemist Tooele Army Depot UT 19?—.
Awarded Army Commendation Medal 1972,
Alaskan Service Govt. Award 1975. res.
Pleasant Grove UT*
TRACY, David Allan. A.B., M B A. Cornell
1972. Chi Psi. Accounting; b. Meriden CT
Jan. 9 1948; m. Catherine Cooper June 16
1973. C.P.A. (CT); accountant Haskins & Sells
Hartford CT 1972-76, consultant Management
Systems Development Inc. N. Haven CT
1976—. res. Glastonbury CT.*
TRAVERS, Sumter Lee, Jr. Bowdoin 1966-68,
B. S. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1973, M.S. Univ.
Calif. Berkeley 1974. Phi Delta Psi. Student;
b. Berkeley CA May 11 1948; m. Tseng
Hung-Chin Aug. 14 1971. Student (Merritt
Coll. 1973-76, Univ. Calif Berkeley 1977—).
Served to sgt. USA 1968-72. res. Upland CA.*
TURNER, Alexander MacGregor. A.B. cum
laude. Psi Upsilon. b. Providence RI March
14 1948. res. Brooks.
TURNER, George Scothorne. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Student; b. Newport VT Oct. 5
1946. Student Western State Univ. Coll. of
Law Orange County CA 1974— . Served with
USCG 1970-74. res. Fullerton CA.*
VANHORN SMITH, Hubert Clyde. A.B. b.
Limon Costa Rica July 26 1949. res. San Jose
Costa Rica.
VARNEY, Peter Fred. A.B., M.P.A. Univ.
N.C. 1974. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Govt.;, b.
Rochester NH April 23 1948; m. Linda
Quirion May 29 1971. Asst. city mgr. Rocky
Mt. NC 1971—. 1st It. USAR 1975—. res.
Rocky Mt. NC*
VAUGHAN, Robert Hallbwell. A.B., J.D. New
Eng. Sch. of Law 1975. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. Ellsworth Feb. 14 1948; m.
Anne Hazelton June 17 1972; ch.: Kate. Pres.
& mgr. Seal Cove Boatyard Inc. Harborside
1973— . res. Harborside.*
WAINER, William Edward. Bowdoin 1966-69.
Sigma Nu. b. Waterville Feb. 5 1948. res.
unknown.
WALDRON, Richard William. A.B., Ph.D.
Univ. N.H. 1976. Chi Psi. Chemistry; b.
Portland Nov. 9 1946; s. of Frederick '39; m.
Jean Kilpatrick June 19 1971; ch.: Christopher.
Inorganic chemist Corning Glass Works.
Elected member Sigma Xi. Served to sgt. USA
Nat. Guard 1975—. Contbr. res. Big Flats
NY.*
WALKER, Thomas Stuart. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Boston March 15 1948; s. of Malcolm
S. '34. res. unknown.
WARREN, Timothy Matlack, Jr. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Publishing exec; b. Montclair NJ
June 8 1948; s. of Timothy M. '45. Teacher
Lincoln Acad. Newcastle 1970-71, various
positions 1971-72, v.pres. Bankers Publishing
Co. Boston 1973— . res. Cambridge MA.*
WARWICK, Willard Pearson. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Salem MA May 22 1948. res. S. Hamilton
MA.
WATKINS, Thomas Henry, Jr. A.B. b.
Phila. PA Dec. 29 1948. res. Pine Hill NJ.
WEAFER, Donald Francis, Jr. A.B. b.
Medford MA Jan. 11 1948. res. Bath.
WEAVER, Richard Roy. Bowdoin 1966-67,
A.B. Amherst 1970, M.A.T. Smith Coll. 1974.
Phi Delta Psi. Business exec; b. Cincinnati
OH Dec. 12 1948. Mgr. Bayside West Inc.
Springfield MA 1971-72, v.pres. & general mgr.
Amherst MA Stereo Shops Inc. 1972— . res.
Amherst MA.*
WEISS, John David. A.B., M D. Univ. Tenn.
1973. Medicine; b. Memphis TN Jan. 14
1948; m. Retha Farr March 29 1970. Resident
Univ. Colo. Med. Center Denver 1974-75. res.
Denver CO.*
WETTERLOW, Godfrey (Tim). A.B.
Journalism; b. Stoneham MA June 17 1935.
Publisher, ed. & prop. Me. Digest Magazine
1965-75; freelance advt. copywriter & ed.
Greenwich CT 1975— . Contbr. & founder Me.
Digest Magazine, res. Greenwich CT.*
WILSON, Barry Leslie. A.B. Delta Sigma, b.
Portland Dec. 29 1947. res. Thomaston.
WILSON, Peter Clinton. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Sigma Nu. b. N.
London CT Aug. 17 1948. res. Pawtucket RI.
WISNIEWSKI, Joseph Mark, Jr. A.B., J.D.
Suffolk Univ. 1975. Zeta Psi. Law; b.
Manchester NH Feb. 6 1948. Various positions
1970-75, atty. pvt. practice Manchester 19?—
.
res. Manchester NH.*
YOUNG, Norbert Wilfred, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.Arch. Univ. Penn. 1974. Phi Delta Psi.
Architecture; b. Hartland April 2 1948; m.
Christine Hewes Sept. 9 1969. Architect Bower
& Fradley Phila. PA 1971—. Recipient: Paul
Philippe Cret Medal 1974. res. Phila. PA.*
YOUNG, Robert MacLeod, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Rutgers 1971. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Accounting; b. Portland March 30 1948; m.
Andrea Turkington Nov. 15 1968; ch.: Jaimi,
Keith. C.P.A. (ME); accountant Boston
1971-73, sr. accountant Arthur Young & Co.
Portland 1973— . Asst. treas. Sebago Inc.
Westbrook 1976— . res. Gorham.*
YOUNGDAHL, Carl Richard, Jr. Bowdoin
1966-67. Phi Delta Psi. b. Washington DC
Nov. 29 1947. res. unknown.
Class of 1971
ABBOTT, Richard Newton, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Me.
Orono 1973. Theta Delta Chi. Student; b.
Newton MA Jan. 12 1949; m. Lesley Macvane
June 26 1971. Student Harvard 1973—. Elected
member Phi Kappa Phi. res. Somerville MA.*
ADAMS, Stuart Henry, Jr. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Baltimore MD April 17 1949.
VISTA (volunteer 1971-72, evaluation &




ADAMS, Walter Allen, III. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Construction; b. Providence RI April 11 1949;
m. Cynthia Williams Jan. 23 1971; ch.:
Catherine, Benjamin. Cabinetmaker & builder
self-employed Portland 1976— . res. Portland.*
ALBANESE, John Duke. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Kings Mt. NC Feb. 3 1949; m.
Nancy Knowles June 6 1970; ch.: Derek,
Kelsey. Construction laborer Fanning &
Dooncy Providence RI summer 1971, teacher
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& coach Messaconskee High Sch. Oakland
1971-76, recreation dir. Oakland Area
Recreation Assoc. summers 1974-75,
Skowhegan Area High Sch. (teacher, sr. govt.,
head football coach, career counselor, student
council adviser). Member pupil evaluation
team for special education Messalonskee High
Sch. res. Oakland.*
ALMY, Robert Christopher. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Bryn Mawr PA April 1 1949. res.
Bangor.
ALT, Christopher Boyden. A.B. cum laude,
M.P.A. Univ. Penn. 1973. Information
systems analysis; b. Baltimore MD Dec. 23
1948. Consultant Data Resources Inc.
Washington DC 1973-74, systems analyst
Federal Energy Admin. Washington DC
1974-76, student M.I.T. 1976—. res.
Cambridge MA.*
AMROL, John William. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Management; b. Manchester NH May 10
1949. With invest, dept. United Life &
Accident Ins. Co. Concord NH 1971-73, asst.
mgr. Suburban Lumber Co. Concord 1973—
.
Served to cpl. USA Nat. Guard, res. Concord
NH.*
APPLIN, Stewart George. Bowdoin 1967-70.
b. Phila. PA May 13 1949. res. Hammond
LA.
ARMSTRONG, Robert Weeks, III. A.B.,
M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1975. Theta Delta Chi.
Auditing; b. Boston Dec. 2 1949; s. of
Robert W. Jr. '40. C.P.A. (MA); asst.
production supervisor & safety dir. Armstrong
Lab. Inc. Boston 1971-72, materials mgr.
Aerosol Techniques Inc. Totowa NJ 1972-74,
auditor Touche Ross & Co. Wellesley MA
1975— . res. Winchester MA.*
ASATRIAN, John Walter. A.B. b. Stuttgart
Germany Jan. 21 1949. res. unknown.
AUDITORE, Gregory. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Contracting;
b. Portsmouth NH April 24 1949; m. Cynthia
Lewis June 19 1971; ch.: James, Daniel.
V.pres. Allegheny Flooring Co. Wilmington
MA 1973— . res. Newburyport MA.*
AUER, Arthur Frederic. A.B. magna cum
laude. Education; b. Hartford CT July 1
1948; m. Varvara van Walsum June 19 1974.
House parent The Camphill Special Sch.
1971-74, teacher county board for
developmental disabilities Pueblo CO 1974—
.
res. Pueblo CO.*
BAKER, James Patrick. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Pittsburgh PA June 22
1949. Social worker Wrentham MA State Sch.
1971-72, dept. mgr. Caldor Inc. Framingham &
Methuen MA 1972—. res. Franklin MA.*
BARNES, Parker Loring, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Plymouth MA Oct. 27 1949. res. N.
Scituate MA.
BARNHART, Peter Douglas. A.B. Phi Delta
Psi. Computer science; b. Fargo ND Feb. 8
1949. Computer applications analyst Lord
Corp. Erie PA 1973—, student Penn. State
Univ. Behrend 1975— , lectr. engineering
Gannon Coll. Erie 1976—. res. Erie PA.*
BASS, John Russell, II. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Student; b. Farmington June 12 1949; s. of
Robert N. '40. Boat operator H. I. Outward
Bound Sch. Rockland 1971, student Univ. Me.
Sch. of Law 1975—. Served to It. (jg) USNR
1972-75. res. Wilton.*
BATT, Charles Andrew. A.B. b. Glens Falls
NY June 27 1948. res. Leclerc France.
BAUD, Boudewyn. Bowdoin 1967-68,
Doctorandus Univ. Leiden 1974. Research;
b. Djakarta Indonesia Oct. 16 1948. Research
fellow Univ. Leiden Holland 1974— . res.
Leiden Holland.*
BEAUDOIN, Roland. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Student; b. Sanford April 4
1949; m. Rachel Morin May 29 1971. Student
Univ. Me. 1974—. Served to 1st It. USA
1971-74. res. Portland.*
BECKLER, William Arthur, III. A.B. b.
Walpole MA Dec. 30 1948; s. of William A.
'43. res. Walpole MA.
BECKWITH, Joel. A.B. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Arts; b. Boston May 22 1949; s. of Joe '41.
Etcher & engraver Boston Center for the Arts
Boston 1971— . Co-founder Sullivan/Beckwith
Printshop Gallery. Recipient: Silver Medal C.
of C. Mystic 1975, hon. mention Village Art
Show NYC 1975. Contbr. res. Brighton MA.*
BEEM, Gary Preston. A.B. Chi Psi. Ins.; b.
New Britain CT Sept. 5 1949. Sr. analyst Aetna
Life & Casualty Hartford CT 1972—. res. New
Britain CT.*
BELCHER, George Ambrose, Jr. A.B., A.A.
Univ. Me. 1974, A.A. Univ. Me. 1976. Beta
Theta Pi. Construction; b. Foxboro MA
Feb. 22 1949; m. Kathleen Andrews Aug. 26
1972. Cianbro Corp. Pittsfield (field engineer
1971-72, estimating 1972-73, project engineer
1973—). res. Hampden Highlands.*
BELL, Harvey Ira. Bowdoin 1967-68, grad.
Franklin Institute of Boston 1972. Phi Delta
Psi. Photography; b. Lewiston March 7
1949. Self-employed Bell Photographic
Services Richmond 1972— . res. Richmond.*
BELL, Joel Mitchell. A.B., J.D. The John
Marshall Law Sch. 1975. Alpha Delta Phi.
Law; b. NYC July 22 1949; m. Elyse Kalfus
Dec. 23 1972. Atty. Benjamin & Shapiro
Chicago IL 1975—. Served to sgt. USAR. res.
Richton Park IL.*
BENSON, John Wallace. A.B. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. Journalism; b. New Bedford MA
March 27 1948. Reporter Brockton MA
Enterprise 1972— . res. Whitman MA.*
BERGERON, Robert Joseph. A.B. Public
service; b. Lewiston May 28 1949; m. Giselle
Scally Sept. 22 1974. Fire fighter & cook Calif.
Dept. of Forestry Weott 1972-73, laborer Ft.
Bragg CA 1973, tree planter Living Waters
Re-Forestation Eureka CA 1973-75, packager
Bread of Life Bakery Wasilla AK 1975, janitor
Service Master of Gospel Outreach Anchorage
AK 1975—. res. Anchorage AK.*
BERRETH, David Scott. A.B., A.M. Syracuse
Univ. 1976. Beta Theta Pi. Arts; b. Portland
OR Oct. 10 1949; m. Deanna Balenske Sept.
1976. Curatorial intern Bowdoin Museum of
Art 1971-72, fine print dealer Lakeside MI
Studio 1972-73, curator Bowdoin Museum of
Art 1974, grad. asst. Syracuse Univ. 1974-76,
asst. dir. Elvehjem Art Center Univ. Wise.
Madison 1976— . Contbr. res. Madison WL*
BEVAN, Roger Sawyer. A.B. Chi Psi. Class
agt. 1971-73. Education; b. Lexington MA
Nov. 10 1949. Actuarial trainee Paul Revere
Ins. Co. Worcester MA 1971-73, teacher
Westminster Sch. Simsbury CT 1973— . res.
Lexington MA.*
BIRD, Douglas Emery. A.B. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Waterville May 14 1949; s.
of Stanley L. '31; m. Candace Hubbard April
21 1972; ch.: Emily. Teacher (Waterville Jr.
High Sch. 1971-72, Manlius NY Pebble Hill
Sch. 1972), photographer Olan Mills Inc.
Camillus NY 1972-73, mid-eastern regional
staff spec. Deluxe Check Printers St. Paul MN
1973— . Member Title XX Advisory Council
Syracuse NY 1976, treas. & dir. Onondaga
County Child Care Council 1974-76. res.
Malvern PA.*
BLAKE, Arthur Frederick. A.B., M.M.S.
Rutgers 1973, M.D. Rutgers 1975. Alpha Delta
Phi. Medicine; b. Morristown NJ April 26
1949; m. Patricia Flanagan July 10 1971.
Research tech. NJ summers (Rutgers Univ.
1972, .Allied Chem. Corp. Morristown 1973,
Rutgers Univ. 1974), physician Middlesex
Memorial Hospital Middletown CT 1975—
.
Elected member Alpha Omega Alpha 1975.
Contbr. res. Middletown CT.*
BLESOFF, Marc Samuel. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Boston March 18 1949. res. Medford
MA.
BLOCK, James Donald. A.B. b. Mnpls. MN
Jan. 20 1954. res. Bloomington MN.
BOLDUC, Raymond Noel. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Management; b. Skowhegan Oct. 3 1949; m.
Peggy Loflin Aug. 31 1974. Merc. mgr. Gayfers
Mercantile Store Jackson MS 1971— . Served
to 2nd It. USA 1972. res. Jackson MS.*
BOND, Charles Cameron, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Winchester MA April 22 1948.
Wildlife self-employed Newf. Canada 1971-73,
student Grenfell Labrador Newf. summer
1973, teacher Hyde Sch. Bath 1974—. res.
Bath.*
BRADEEN, David Alan. A.B., M.S. Univ^
Cincinnati 1973, M.D. Univ. Cincinnati 1977.
Theta Delta Chi. Student; b. Washington PA
Oct. 30 1949; s. of Donald W. '41. Contbr. res.
Cincinnati OH.*
BRANTING, William Sumner. A.B., D.M.D.
Univ. Penn. 1975. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Dentistry; b. Boston Aug. 13 1949. Dentist &
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capt. USA Fort Knox KY 1975—. res. Radcliff
KY.*
BREED, Richard Phillips, III. A.B., J.D.
Suffolk Univ. 1978. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Banking; b. Salem MA Aug. 16 1949; m.
Lynne Duckworth July 20 1974. Ski patrolman
King Ridge New London NH 1972— trust
officer State Street Bank & Trust Co. Boston
1972— . res. Swampscott MA.*
BREWER, John Michael. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; grad. Camphill Int.
Seminar 1974. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Social
work & arts; b. Stuttgart Germany Sept. 25
1949; s. of Gregg C. '44; m. Jane Campbell
Sept. 26 1971; ch.: Christopher, Benjamin,
Jonathan. Community worker & seminarist
(Camphill Spec. Sch. Glenmoore PA 1971-73,
Glencraig Curative Sch. 1973-74 N. Ireland,
Mourne Grange Village Community N.
Ireland 1975
—
) musician & composer N.
Ireland, res. Kilkeel N. Ireland.*
BRIGGS, Gary Christian. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Ft. Dodge IA Sept. 13 1949. res.
St. Paul MN.
BROWN, Bruce Row, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1976. Alpha Delta Phi.
Medicine; b. Boston June 28 1949. res.
Albuquerque NM.*
BRUCKER, Phillip Frederick. Bowdoin
1967-68. Chi Psi. b. Nyack NY Sept. 4 1949.
res. unknown.
BUBIER, Thomas Arwood. A.B., M B A. Univ.
Va. 1973. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Banking; b.
Boston July 10 1949; s. of Frederick H. '43; m.
Constance Woodbury June 19 1971. Loan
officer First Nat. Bank of Boston 1973— . res.
Topsfield MA.*
BUCKLEY, Stephen, Jr. A.B., M.S.
Northeastern 1973. Beta Theta Pi.
Accounting; b. Boston May 28 1949; m.
Susan Bliss Sept. 16 1972. Audit sr. Arthur
Young & Co. Boston 1973—, C.P.A. (MA)
1975. Elected member Phi Kappa Phi 1973.
Recipient: C.P.A. 's certificate of achievement
MA 1973. res. Medfield MA.*
BURRAGE, Frederick Robinson. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Student; b. Portland June 28 1949.
Research asst. Me. Med. Center Portland
1972-73, student Syracuse Univ. 1975— . res.
Cape Elizabeth.*
BUTLER, Eldridge. Bowdoin 1967-72. b.
Detroit MI May 23 1949. res. unknown.
CAMPBELL, David William. Bowdoin
1967-70. Sigma Nu. b. Boston Feb. 12 1950.
res. Canton MA.
CANFIELD, Wesley Kenneth. A.B. magna
cum laude. Delta Sigma. Medicine; b. Scotia
NY May 18 1949. Student 1971-72 (Columbia
Univ., Barnard Coll. NYC), student & research
asst. Masonic Med. Research Lab. Utica NY
1972-73, SUNY (research fellow summer 1974,
student 1972-76), pediatric intern Shands
Teaching Hospital Gainesville FL 1976—
.
Contbr. res. Gainesville FL.*
CAPPELLINI, Alfred John, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Music; b. Quincy MA Jan. 1 1950.
Auto parts man Fore River Motors Quincy
1971-72, store clerk 7-11 Corp. Hingham MA
1973-74, musician self-employed N. Weymouth
MA 19?—. res. N. Weymouth MA.*
CARAS, Richard Alan. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
1972 capital campaign worker. Account
exec; b. Brookline MA Jan. 21 1949; s. of J.
Sheldon '47. Management trainee Nat.
Shawmut Bank Boston 1971-73, account exec.
Boston (Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith
1974-76, E. F. Hutton & Co. Inc. 1976—).
Greater Boston C. of C. (chmn. membership
committee 1973, hon. life member 1974). res.
Boston.*
CAREY, Stephen Joseph. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Boston May 22 1949; s. of
Joseph F. '44; m. Mary Basler Aug. 12 1972.
Tabor Acad. Marion MA (teacher & coach




CAREY, Stephen Scott. A.B. Chi Psi. Occ.
unknown; b. Worcester MA June 23 1949; m.
Kathleen Olson Aug. 29 1971. Curatorial asst.
museum of Comparative Zoology Harvard
1971-?, USA 197-77 (2nd It. Ft. McClellan AG
& Ft. Meade MD, 1st It. Redstone arsenal AL
& Minister Germany), res. Babenhausen
Germany.
CAREY, Thomas Stephen. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Law; b. Rumford July 14 1949; m.
Sally Liberty Nov. 27 1971; ch.: Seth.
Substitute teacher S.A.D. Rumford fall 1971,
town planner Mexico 1972-73, student New
Eng. Sch. of Law Boston 1973-76, law clerk
Rumford summer 1975, assoc. Fred Hanscom
Law Offices Rumford 1976— . Dir. Greater
Rumford Community Center 1972-73, chmn.
1972-73 (Mexico community betterment,
Mexico planning board, Oxford County
redevelopment commitee, Greater Rumford
airport industrial park committee). Recipient:
Me. Community Betterment Leadership
Award 1973. res. Rumford.*
CARPENTER, Robert Brent. A.B., J.D.
Boston Coll. 1975, LL.M. Temple Univ. Sch. of
Law 1977. Theta Delta Chi. Admissions aide
1972—. Law; b. Newton MA Feb. 9 1949.
Student & asst. to dir. of admissions & records
New Sch. for Social Research NYC 1971-72,
presidential campaign Senator George
McGovern summer 1972, research & admin,
asst. Boston Coll. Brighton MA summer 1973,
clerk Assoc. Justice Thomas E. Delahanty
Supreme Judicial Court Augusta summer 1974,
grad. teaching fellow Temple Univ. 1975—
,
lectr. law Temple Univ. 1975— , instr. N.E.
Regional Summer Inst, summer 1976, assoc.
Goldstein & Manello Boston 1977— . Contbr.
res. Newton Highlands MA.*
CARTER, Steven Chandler. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Milford MA
April 20 1949; m. Barbara DiPinto May 5
1973. Tech. ed. Norton Co. Worcester MA
19?-?, student Worcester MA (Assumption
Coll. 1971-74, Worcester State Coll. 1974-76).
res. Worcester MA.*
CARY, Michael Scott. A.B., M AT. Brown
Univ. 1972. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Washburn July 26 1949; m. Mary White Aug.
28 1971. Teacher intern Warwick RI Veterans
High Sch. 1972, asst. pastor Wilton CT Congr.
Church 1972-73, asst. dean Bates Coll. 1974—,
visiting lectr. Bowdoin fall 1975. res.
Lewiston.*
CASEY, Dennis John. A.B., A.M. SUNY
Albany 1972, grad. Inst. for Court
Management 1974. Psi Upsilon. Admin.; b.
Nashua NH Sept. 17 1949; m. Melissa Jones
Aug. 30 1970; ch.: Christopher, Sarah. Court
planner Augusta 1973-75, regional court
administrator Me. Superior Court Augusta
1975— . Fellow Inst. For Court Management
Denver CO. res. Augusta.*
CHARITY, Carlton Terrell. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
b. Port Chester NY Nov. 26 1948. res. Pownal.
CHASE, Lloyd Wesley. A.B., M.S.
Northeastern 1972. Alpha Kappa Sigma. 1972
capital campaign worker. Accounting; b.
Southampton NY July 31 1949; m. Cheryl
Vigue June 21 1969; ch.: Adam. C.P.A. (MA);
accountant Arthur Young & Co. Boston
1972-75, internal auditor Tyco Lab. Waltham
MA 1975-?, controller R. P. Industries Hudson
MA 19?—. Trustee First Baptist Church of N.
Reading MA, sec. Jaycees N. Reading MA.
res. N. Reading MA.*
CHASE, Mark Irwin. Bowdoin 1967-69. b.
Greenfield MA Nov. 11 1948. res. unknown.
CHOUINARD, Raymond Arthur. A.B. cum
laude, M.D. Penn. State Univ. 1975.
Medicine; b. Beverly MA Aug. 8 1948; m.
Karen Siladi May 10 1975. Physician
Conemaugh Valley Memorial Hospital
Johnstown PA 1975— . res. Johnstown PA.*
COHAN, Lawrence David. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1975.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Medicine; b. NYC March 7 1950;
m. Patricia Kreger 1975. Pediatric resident
Mass. General Hospital Boston 1975— . res.
Brookline MA.*
COOK, John Frederick, Jr. A.B., M.D. N.J.
Coll. 1975. Alpha Delta Phi. Medicine; b.
Hartford CT Dec. 16 1949. Surgical resident
Montreal P.Q. Canada General Hospital
1975—, student McGill Univ. 1975—. res.
Montreal P.Q. Canada.*
COOPER, Michael David. Bowdoin 1967-69,
A.B. Univ. Minn. 1972. Beta Theta Pi. Law;
b. Gardiner Feb. 12 1949; m. Janet Kelly Aug.
28 1970. Student Univ. Me. Sch. of Law
1973-76, law clerk city of Westbrook 1974-76,
city atty. city of Westbrook 1976— . res.
Westbrook.*
CORNETTA, John Mark. A.B. 1973, M.S.
Univ. Me. Portland-Gorham 1975. Chi Psi.
Transportation; b. Worcester MA Jan. 20
1949; m. Deborah Stranges '73 July 26 1975.
Teacher intern Me. Teacher Corps 1973-75,
teacher Harpswell Island Sch. Topsham
1975-76, truck driver Harris Lumber
Rockaway NJ 1977— . res. Freeport.*
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COTTON, Leonard Wright. A.B., M B A.
Columbia 1973. Zeta Psi. Banking; b.
Colorado Springs CO June 25 1949; s. of
Robert H. 37; m. Anne Howard '72 Sept. 6
1970, Asst. v.pres. Citibank N. Am. NYC
1972— . res. New Canaan CT.*
COVERDALE, Miles, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude. Psi Upsilon. b. Ft. Worth TX April 23
1949. res. Glen Head Long Is. NY.
COVILL, Randall Jorde. Bowdoin 1967-69.
b. Salem MA April 13 1948. res. W.
Newbury MA.
CRAIG, John Hodgman, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Mineola NY Nov. 2 1949; s. of John
H. '41. res. Beverly MA.
CUNEO, Mark Loring. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Biddeford Aug. 7 1949. res. Veazie.
CUTTEN, Gordon Richard. A.B. Education;
b. Kittery April 29 1949. Volunteer Peace
Corps Sierra Leone Africa 1971-72, teacher
Biddeford High Sch. Biddeford 1973—. res.
Biddeford.*
DARROW, James Dougal. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. George Washington Univ. 1975. Law;
b. Evanston IL March 19 1949. Ranch hand
Flying M Land & Cattle Co. Flagstaff AZ
1971, staff asst. Chancellor of N.Y.C. Public
Sch. 1971-72, atty. Winthrop Stimson Putnam
& Roberts NYC 1975—. Contbr. res. NYC*
DAWE, Roger William. A.B. Zeta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Education; b.




MA State Coll. 1972-73. res. Taunton MA.*
DELANEY, George Daniel. Bowdoin 1967-68.
Phi Delta Psi. Sales engineering; b.
Pittsburgh PA June 13 1949. Sales & service
engineer Craft Products Inc. Pittsburgh
1976— . Worshipful Master Trinity Lodge
1975, Most Excellent High Priest Wilkinsburg
Chapter 1975, eminent cdr. Lincoln
Commandery 91 1976-77. Recipient: Rep.
DeMolay Award 1968; Degree of Chevalier,
Order of DeMolay 1972; named to Nat.
Fraternity Hall of Fame 1972. res. Pittsburgh
PA.*
DEMATATIS, Chris Gus. A.B., M A T. Univ.
N.H. 1973, Ed.M. Univ. N.H. 1974, Ph.D.
Mich. State Univ. 1977. Education; b.
Washington DC Feb. 5 1949; m. Jaye
Hamilton June 5 1971; ch.: Anna. Teacher
York High Sch. 1972-73, Univ. N.H. Durham
(instr. group dynamics 1973
—
, intern
counseling center 1973-74, instr. education
1973-74, grad. asst. 1974-75), instr. N.Y. State
Univ. Plattsburg 1975—, therapist St.
Lawrence Community Mental Health Center
1976— . res. E. Lansing ML*
DEMETER, Harry Dean. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.Phil. Yale 1975.
Delta Sigma. Student; b. Boston March 10
1950. Waiter Hotel Lenox Boston summer
1972, Yale Univ. (librarian summer 1973,
teaching asst. spring 1974, librarian 1974-75),
lectr. classics Univ. Conn. Storrs fall 1975. res.
Boston.*
DENNETT, Douglas Edward. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Univ. Vt. 1976. Psi Upsilon. Student;
b. Rumford March 22 1949; m. Sharon
Williams June 16 1974. Research asst. Me.
Med. Center Portland 1971-72. Served to It.
MCUSNR. res. Garrett Park MD.*
DOBBINS, Albert Andrew. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Kittery April 29 1949. res.
Reading MA.
DONOVAN, Dana John. A.B. 1972. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Education; b. Hartford CT
Aug. 20 1949; s. of Timothy J. Jr. '48; m.
Theresa Hauschild Jan. 2 1969; ch.: Kathryn,
Kristen, Carolyn. Teaching fellow & research
assoc. Bowdoin 1972-76. Dir. Learning Land
Nursery Sch. Brunswick 1973-76. Contbr. res.
Norfolk CT.*
DRUMMOND, Tucker. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Law; b. Portland June 25 1948; s. of Daniel
T. Jr. '42; m. Mimi Keith Sept. 11 1971. Atty.
Boston 1976— . res. Newton MA.*
DUNLAP, Mark Elliott. A.B., J.D. Univ. Me.
Portland 1975. Delta Sigma. Law; b.
Waterville Feb. 14 1949; m. Martha Dundon
June 10 1972. Reporter & circulation mgr. Am.
Journal Westbrook 1972, Univ. Me. Portland
1974-75 (student atty., writing instr.), atty.
Dunlap Wood & O'Brien Portland 1975—.
Chmn. board of dir. Greater Portland Child
Care Center, member board of dir. Pine Tree
Legal Assistance Inc. res. Yarmouth.*
EDKINS, Simon Pierpoint. A.B., M.S. Univ.
R.I. 1974. Tech. & student; b. Yeovil
Somerset England Feb. 4 1949. Lab tech. Life
Support Systems Inc. Stamford CT 1974-75,
student Drexel Univ. Phila. PA 1975—. res.
Phila. PA.*
ELLIS, Peter Richard. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Public service; b. Amityville NY Feb.
6 1949; m. Melanie Jones March 25 1972. Asst.
buyer Mercantile Stores NYC 1971-72, dept.
mgr. Castner-Knott Co. Nashville TN 1972-73,
police officer (Brooklyn NY 1973-75, Arvada
CO 1976—), student Univ. Colo. Denver.
Recipient: Charles J. Monaghan Award For
Firearms Excellance NYC Transit Police Dept.
1974. res. Westminster CO.*
FERREIRA, Anthony. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Education; b. Fall River MA April 1 1949;
m. Christine Connors Aug. 2 1974. Teacher
(Topsham 1971-72; Swansea MA 1972—, also
coach 1973
—
), student R.I. Coll. Providence
1973-75. res. Dighton MA.*
FINNISS, James Vincent. A.B., M.B.A. Univ.
Rochester 1973. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Finance; b. Salem MA March 3 1950; m.
Maria Amico Sept. 15 1973; ch.: Matthew.
Financial analyst/controller Mobil Chem. Co.
Macedon NY 1973— . Jaycees
Fairport-Perinton NY (treas. 1975-76, v.pres.
1976-77). res. Fairport NY.*
FISHER, Donald Lloyd. A.B. magna cum
laude, Ed.M. Harvard 1973. Psi Upsilon.
Occ. unknown; b. Chicago IL July 19 1949.
Research fellow Hartford CT Hospital 1971,
dir. Head Start Springfield MA 1971-72,
research asst. Nat. Inst, of Education
Washington D.C. 1973-74, student Harvard
1974-75, member tech. staff Bell Lab. Murray
Hill NJ 1975—. res. Longfellow MA.*
FONVILLE, John Seymour, Jr. A.B.
Student; b. Norfolk VA Sept. 18 1948.
Harvard 1971-72 (student, statistical analyst),
N.J. Dental Sch. Jersey City (office asst.
1973-74, student 1973—). res. Jersey City NJ.*
FOREST, Nicholas Andrew. Bowdoin 1967-69.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Regensburg
Germany Dec. 2 1948. res. unknown.
FOULKES, Richard Donald, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Melrose MA July 17 1948. res.
Cambridge MA.
FRAILEY, Peter. A.B., M.A.T. Brown Univ.
1973. Chi Psi. Education; b. Boston Oct. 25
1949. Teacher Franklin MA High Sch. 1973—.
res. Concord MA.*
FREDERICK, David Scott. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Albany Med. Coll. 1975. Zeta Psi.
Medicine; b. Toledo OH June 7 1949; s. of
Stanley A. Jr. '46; m. Barbara Browne June 14
1975. Intern St. Vincent Hospital Worcester
MA 1975-76. res. Worcester MA.*
FRIEDLANDER, Martin. A.B., Ph.D. Univ.
Chicago 1975. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Research; b. NYC July 6 1949. Nat. Science
Foundation research fellow Smith Coll.
summer 1971, teaching asst. Univ. Chicago
1972-74, Muscular Dystrophy Assn.
post-doctoral fellow Univ. Chicago 1976,
research assoc. Univ. Chicago 1977— . Elected
member Sigma Xi 1971. Recipient: Am.
Cancer Soc. Inst. Grant Award 1975-77.
Contbr. res. Woodbury NY.*
FULCHINO, Stephen Andrew. A.B. cum
laude, A.M. Univ. Chicago 1974. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Library science; b. Everett MA
Sept. 5 1949. Senior library asst. public library
Boston 1972, public library Medford MA
(recataloguing librarian 1975, asst. acquisitions
librarian 1975
—
). Exec, board member Grad.
Library Sch. Student Assn., sec. Everett
Republician City Committee 1976. Served with
USNR 1971-77. Author: The Right to Know,
Library: A Case in the Popularization of a
Slogan, res. Everett MA.*
GAVETT, Franklin Philip, Jr. A.B. 1974. b.
Portland Jan. 10 1949. res. S. Portland.
GIBSON, Peter Manning. A.B. Admissions
aide 1971— . Education; b. Salem MA Sept.
18 1949. Exec. sec. to the mayor Salem MA
1971-73, election coverage researcher &
correspondent Nat. Broadcasting Co. news
1971-74, asst. dir. admissions Skidmore Coll.
Saratoga Springs NY 1973— . Member
(Saratoga Springs Arts Council, board of dir.
Historic Salem Inc., advisory board Mass. Bay
Transportation Authority 1971-73). Served
with USA 1967-70. res. Saratoga Springs NY.*
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GILBERT, Terrence Patrick. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign area co-chmn.
Dover-Foxcroft-Dexter. Management; b.
Hartland Dec. 4 1948. Asst. plant mgr. Dexter
Shoe Co. 1972—. Jaycees Dexter (sec. 1973,
external v.pres. 1974), trustee Abbott Memorial
Library 1974, charter commissioner 1974,
consumer member N.E. Regional Health
Planning Agency 1974, member Dexter
(planning board 1974, town council 1975-78).
res. Dexter.*
GLINICK, Stephen Ernest. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Columbia 1976.
Psi Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Medicine; b. Louisville KY Nov. 19 1949; s.
of Robert H. '44. res. Providence RL*
GOOD, Carter Crittenden. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1973. Psi Upsilon.
Product planning; b. Washington DC July
14 1949. Asst. product mgr. General Foods
Corp. White Plains NY 1973-74, product
planning analyst Ford Motor Co. Dearborn
MI 1974—. res. Ypsilanti ML*
GOOD, Edward Matthew. A.B., M A T. Brown
Univ. (Class of 1922 scholar) 1972. Beta Theta
Pi. Education; b. Cambridge MA July 13
1949; m. Judith Kart July 24 1971; ch.: Jeffrey.
Teacher & coach Northwood Sch. Lake Placid
NY 1972—. res. Lake Placid NY.*
GORALNICK, Harold Mark. A.B., grad.
Bentley Coll. 1972. Delta Sigma.
Accounting; b. Haverhill MA March 24
1949; m. Janice Feldman April 8 1973; ch:
Jaimie. Auditor Price Waterhouse & Co.
Boston 1973-74, accountant Harry J. Ferngold
Co. Boston 1974-75, asst. mgr. of corporate
general accounting First Nat. Stores Somerville
MA 1975
—
, student Northeastern Univ.
1976— . Trustee Rumford Meadows
Condominium Trust, res. Woburn MA.*
GORDON, David Frank. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Mich. 1973. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
Salem MA April 29 1950; s. of Irving E. '50.
Teaching asst. Univ. Mich. Ann Arbor 1972
—
,
head tennis professional New Eng. Tennis
Camp Groton MA summers 1974-75. res. Lynn
MA.*
GORDON, Stephen Reed. A.B. b. Salem
MA April 29 1950. res. Kennebunk.
GRIGGS, George Eastman, III. Bowdoin
1967-69, 1970-71. Phi Delta Psi. b. NYC
June 21 1949. res. Katonah NY.
GRIMES, Gordon Francis. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.A. Cambridge Univ.
(Keasbey scholar) 1973, J.D. Boston Univ.
1975. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Law; b. Dover
NH Feb. 24 1949. Assoc. Bernstein Shur
Sawyer & Nelson Portland 1975— . Member
Historic Dist. Comm. Dover 1975. Contbr. res.
Gorham.*
HALEY, Mark Layton. A.B., J.D. Syracuse
Univ. 1974. Beta Theta Pi. Class agt. 1973—.
Law; b. Lawrence MA March 20 1949; m.
Sibyl Waterman Aug. 17 1974. Atty. Fitzgerald
Donovan & Conley Bath 1974— . res. Days
Ferry.*
HALL, Robert Joseph, Jr. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Management; b. Cohasset MA June
28 1949; m. Cynthia Strachan Oct. 14 1972.
Financial mgr. New Eng. Tel. Co. Boston
1971—. res. Westford MA.*
HANSCOM, Stephen Weston. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Boston Univ.
1974. Law; b. Sanford July 18 1949; s. of
Ward T. '41. Atty. Collins & Crandall
Rockland 1974— . res. Rockland.*
HARPIN, William Charles. A.B., A.M. Univ.
R.I. 1973, J.D. Boston Univ. 1976. Theta Delta
Chi. Law; b. Newport RI Jan. 16 1949. res.
Newport RL*
HARRINGTON, Michael Gerald. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. b. Salem MA May 13 1949.
res. Lynn MA.
HATCH, Jonathan Daniel. A.B. 1972. b.
Lawrence MA March 26 1949; s. of Charles G.
'35. res. N. Andover MA.
HELLER, James Michael. A.B., D.M.D. Univ.
Penn. 1975. Beta Theta Pi. Dentistry; b.
Brockton MA June 23 1949; m. Anne
McCormick July 2 1 1^73; ch.: Matthew, Jake.
Dentist USN Submarine Base Groton CT
1975-77. Served to It. USN 1975-77. res.
Groton CT.*
HINES, Ronald Leon. A.B. b. Portsmouth
VA Feb. 26 1949. res. NYC.
HULEATT, Thomas Robert, III. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Social work; b. NYC Jan. 30
1949; s. of Thomas R. Jr. '45; m. Bonnie Anker
Dec. 19 1970; ch.: Mollie, John, Johann.
Center dir. Head Start Bath 1971-72,
houseparent Norfolk CT (Laurel Sch. 1972-73,
Soc. of Brothers 1973—). res. Rifton NY.*
HUNT, Timothy Lee. Bowdoin 1967-68. b.
Mnpls. MN Jan. 26 1949. res. Pinellas Park FL.
HURD, Paul William, II. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Bath Dec. 16 1947. res. Bath.
JACKSON, Michael Brooks. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma, b. Boston March 30 1949. res.
Wiscasset.
JACOBSON, Susan Dene. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.S. Simmons Coll. 1972. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Alumni Council 1975-79. Library
science; b. St. Paul MN Sept. 13 1949; dau. of
Payson B. '40. Acquisitions librarian Yale
Univ. 1972-74, head library acquisitions dept.
Youngstown OH State Univ. 1974— . res.
Youngstown OH.*
JANSON, Gregory Roger. A.B. Phi Delta Psi.
b. NYC Aug. 4 1949. res. Brunswick.
JOHNSON, Kent William. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Brown Univ.
1976. Student; b. Washington DC May 14
1949. Member Inst, for Advanced Study
Princeton NJ. res. Providence RL*
JOHNSON, Robert Cecil, Jr. A.B., M P S.
Cornell 1974. Education; b. Chattanooga
TN May 13 1948; m. Brenda Hairston Dec. 23
1970; ch.: Gary, Anika. Thomas J. Watson
fellow England & E. Africa 1971-72, instr.
Black history Univ. Mass. Boston summer
1972, with legal section First Nat. Bank of
Boston summer 1973, instr. African history
Brandeis Univ. summer 1974, student Cornell
Univ. 1974—, instr. history Ithaca NY Coll.
part-time 1974
—
, master teacher Upward
Bound Brandeis Univ. summer 1975. Contbr.
res. Ithaca NY.*
JOHNSON, Steven George. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Vt. 1975. Alpha Delta Phi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Medicine; b. Providence
RI Sept. 16 1949; m. Roselle Flynn July 4
1970; ch.: Christopher, Siobhan, Grania.
Physician Emory Univ. Hospital Atlanta GA
1975—
. res. Atlanta GA.*
JOLLES, Leonard Stephen. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Columbia 1974. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Banking; b.
Boston May 9 1949; m. Wendy Corick July 14
1973. Personal banker Coolidge Bank & Trust
Co. Watertown MA 1972-73, commercial
lending trainee Irving Trust Co. NYC 1974—
.
res. NYC*
KASAI, Banri. Bowdoin Plan 1967-68. b.
Gifu City Japan March 1 1948. res. Gifu City
Japan.
KEEFE, Francis Joseph, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.S. Ohio Univ. 1973, Ph.D. Ohio Univ.
1975. Psychology; b. Framingham MA May
7 1949; m. Delia Ware Sept. 2 1972. Clinical
psychologist Rutgers Univ. Med. Sch. 1975—
Elected member Sigma Xi 1974. Served to 1st
It. USAR 1975. Co-author: A Practical Guide
to Behavioral Assessment (1976), contbr. res.
Highland Park NJ.*
KEITH, Thomas Montgomery. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Colo. 1974. Student; b. Boston June 4
1949; m. Katherine Cameron Jan. 2 1971. Ed.
Cameron Engineers Denver CO 1973-75,
student Colo. State Univ. Ft. Collins 1974
—
,
energy consultant TRW Inc. Systems & Energy
Washington DC summer 1975. res. Ft. Collins
CO.*
KELLEHER, Alfred Brian. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.D. N.Y. Univ. 1975. Psi Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Waltham MA Sept. 26 1949.
Intern Med. Coll. of Va. Richmond 1975-76.
res. Richmond VA.*
KEOHANE, John Joseph. A.B. b.
Cambridge MA March 3 1950. res. Arlington
MA.
KERN, Stephen Bonney. A.B. magna cum
laude, D.M.D. Tufts 1975. Psi Upsilon.
Dentistry; b. Portland Sept. 4 1949; s. of
George J. '45. Elected member Omicron
Kappa Upsilon 1975. res. Portland.*
KESSLER, John Christian. A.B., A.M. Ind.
Univ. Research; b. Anchorage AK Dec. 28
1948; m. Ruth Growell June 12 1971. Staff
asst. Congressman Mike McCormack
Washington DC 1974-75, researcher Center for
Naval Analyses Arlington VA 1975-76, systems
analyst Lulejian & Assoc. Falls Church VA
1976— . res. Annandale VA.*
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KORSTAD, Peter Alan. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Business; b. Mnpls. MN Aug. 19 1948; m.
Joan Haegelin Nov. 25 1974. Founder & pres.
Tropica Inc. Silver Spring MD 1971— . res.
Washington DC*
KOUDA, Issoufou. A.B. b. Gaya Niger April
23 1946. res. unknown.
KULLEN, Robert Arthur. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Boston Sept. 26 1949. Teacher
The Lawrence Acad. Groton MA 1972— . With
USNAR 1971—. res. Groton MA.*
LADOUCEUR, Guy Paul, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Lewiston March 1 1950. res.
Westbrook.
LaFAUCI, David Michael. A.B., Ed.M. Boston
Univ. 1974. Chi Psi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Education; b. Worcester MA Dec.
29 1949. Salesman Zwicker Sporting Goods
Arlington MA 1971-72, teacher McCall Jr.
High Sch. Winchester MA 1972—. With USA
Nat. Guard 1971. res. Melrose MA.*
LAGNADO, Isaac. A.B. b. Cairo Egypt
March 8 1950. res. NYC.
LAMPREY, Robert James, HI. Bowdoin
1967-71. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Laconia NH
Feb. 5 1949. res. Moultonboro NH.
LANCASTER, Kevin Michael. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Columbia 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Library science; b. Wilmington MA Jan. 10
1950. Cataloguing librarian Yale Univ. 1972—
student S. Conn. State Coll. New Haven
1974-75. res. Durham NC*
LANGERMAN, Frederick. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ins.; b. New Haven CT May 2 1949; m.
Marge Pierce May 23 1971. res. Ft. Lauderdale
FL.*
LARRABEE, Owen Wesley. A.B., J.D. Temple
Univ. 1974. Chi Psi. Law; b. Lewiston April
14 1949. Dir. Rap Place Inc. Lewiston summers
1970-72, broadcaster WPNO Auburn summer
1972, law clerk Pine Tree Legal Assistance
summer 1973, staff atty. Defender Assn. of
Phila. PA 1974— . Founder & member board
of dir. Rap Place Inc. Lewiston 1970-74. res.
Phila. PA.*
LAVERY, James Michael. A.B., Ed.M. &
C.A.S. Springfield Coll. 1973. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Social welfare; b. NYC
March 22 1949. Child care counselor Our Lady
of Providence Child Care Center W.
Springfield MA 1971-72, research asst.
Springfield Coll. 1972, probation officer NY
County Supreme Court NYC 1973-75, U.S.
probation & parole officer U.S. Dist. Court
NYC 1975—. res. Ossining NY.*
LEGERE, Robert Thomas. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Fitchburg MA April 26 1949. res. Harvard
MA.
LeGROW, Richard James. A.B. magna cum
laude. Zeta Psi. b. Chelsea MA April 22
1949. res. N. Reading MA.
LEONARD, Richard Stockford. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Management; b. Boston March
29 1949; m. Ann Schaut June 19 1971; ch.:
Katherine. Asst. mgr. Harvard Cooperative
Record Dept. Cambridge MA 1971-73,
Soundscope Records (mgr. Brookline MA
1973-74, buyer Boston 1974), mgr. Discount
Records Cambridge 1974— . res. Wayland
MA.*
LEVER, William Hall. Bowdoin 1967-70.
Alpha Kappa Sigma, b. Lewiston March 29
1949. d. Hampton NH Jan. 19 1975.
LEVINE, Bruce Clyde. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Chicago (O'Brien scholar) 1976. Phi Delta Psi.
Law; b. Everett MA June 28 1949. Market
research analyst CNA Financial Inc. Chicago
IL 1971-73, trial atty. Civil Aeronautics Board
Washington DC 1976— . res. Arlington VA.*
LINNELL, Raymond, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Brookline MA Dec. 15 1948;
m. Kathleen Faherty Aug. 9 1975. Mgr. trainee
Star Market Co. Cambridge MA 1971-72,
route salesman Coca Cola Co. Braintree MA
1972-73, teacher Marian High Sch.
Framingham MA 1973— . res. Randolph MA.*
LOCKHART, Hugh William. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Morristown NJ Jan. 17 1949. res.
Brookline MA.
LORING, William Ellsworth, III. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Huntington NY Aug. 9 1949; s.
of William E. '43. res. Falmouth Foreside.
LOVETT, Herbert Joseph, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Psychology; b. Boston Aug. 27 1949. Student
Yale Univ. 1971-72, instr. The Huntington Sch.
Boston 1972-74, teacher Holliston MA High
Sch. 1974-75, instr. Newbury Jr. Coll. Boston
1974-76, student Harvard 1975
— ,
psychologist
Danvers MA State Hospital 1976
—
, consultant
Hogan Regional Center Hathorne MA 1976—
.
res. Saugus MA.*
LUND, Per Magnus. Bowdoin Plan 1967-68,
M.S. Helsinki Tech. Univ. 1974. Physics; b.
Helsinki Finland Jan. 10 1948; m. Tahka
Tarja-Leena May 9 1970; ch.: Sebastian, Sofia.
Systems designer Finland (Oy Nokia
Electronics Helsinki, Oy Olli Tuote Espoo).
res. Espoo Finland.*
LYMAN, David Blaine. A.B. Occ. unknown;
b. Boston Oct. 24 1949. res. Bellevue WA.*
MacKINNON, Douglas Mark. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Lebanon NH Nov. 23 1949. res. Lebanon
NH.
MALCOM, David Bliss. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. b. Boston June 1 1949. res.
Indianapolis IN.
MALONEY, James Jeffrey. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Ins.; b. Salem MA Aug. 9 1950; m. Mary
Auditore; ch.: Kristen, David. Allegheny
Flooring Co. Wilmington MA 1971-72, ins. agt.
Maloney Assoc. Hanover NH 1972—
Recipient: Career Builder Top III Award
1973; Circle of Honor 1974, 1975; Honor
Guard 1973, 1974; Leaders Forum 1974, 1975,
1976; Centurion Award 1975, 1976. res. Wilder
VT.*
MANDEL, Thomas Nathan. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Music; b. NYC June 2 1949. Pianist Sarah
Lawrence Coll. Bronxville NY 1971
—
, artist
Columbia Records NYC 1972-73, composer &
band leader The Bar That Never Closes NYC
1972-73. Musical dir. Youth Theater
Interactions 1974-75. Composer: music for The
Bar That Never Closes, Joe's Opera 1974
—
,
Deadly Hero soundtrack 1976. res. NYC*
MANN, Parker, Jr. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Education; b. Lewiston March 28 1949.
Teacher Biddeford High Sch. 1971— . res.
Saco.*
MATTHEWS, Stephen Gregory. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. Boston May 18
1949. Student Bridgewater VA State Coll.
1972-74, teacher & coach Taunton MA High
Sch. 1972—. Named Hockey Coach of the Yr.
S.E. Conf. 1974 & 1975. res. Taunton MA.*
MAURO, Bradford Stephen. A.B., J.D. New
Eng. Sch. of Law 1974. Law; b. Worcester
MA Feb. 18 1948. Atty. Worcester (Hartwell
Driscoll Reardon & Keenan 1974-75, pvt.
practice 1975—). Served to sgt. USAF Nat.
Guard 1968-74. res. Worcester MA.*
McCLELLAN, John Francis. A.B. cum laude,
M.D. Univ. Penn. 1975. Beta Theta Pi.
Medicine; b. Quincy MA May 8 1949;
married. Physician New Eng. Med. Center
Boston 1975— . Elected member Alpha Omega
Alpha 1975. res. N. Weymouth MA.*
McDONALD, Patrick Joseph. A.B. magna
cum laude. Delta Sigma. Education; b.
Ellsworth May 16 1949; m. Kristina Hamilton
March 21 1971. Deputy principal Warrah
Rudolf Steiner Sch. Dural N.S.W. Australia
1971—. res. Dural N.S.W. Australia.*
McPHILLIPS, John Cornelius. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Glens Falls NY May 26 1949. res. Lake
George NY.
McQUATER, Lindsay Tyrone. A.B. Chi Psi.
Public service; b. Washington DC Jan. 25
1949. Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co.
Washington DC (staff asst. 1971-72, group
supervisor 1972-75, staff assoc. 1975
—
). Treas.
Lions Club Ft. Steven. Served to sgt. USA
1972, USAR 1972—. res. Washington DC*
MEJSTRICK, Peter Francis. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Mont. 1975, Ph.D. Univ. B.C. Theta Delta Chi.
Geology; b. Newark NJ Jan. 29 1950; m.
Stavern Millar Aug. 5 1972; ch.: Indigo.
Seismic explorer U.S. Forest Service Libby MT
summer 1974, Univ. B.C. Vancouver (geologist
summer 1975, teaching asst. 1975-76). Contbr.
res. Arlee MT.*
MELLORS, Robert Charles, Jr. A.B., M.D.
SUNY Downstate Med. Center 1975. Zeta Psi.
Medicine; b. New Haven CT March 12 1949.
Intern New England Deaconess Hospital
Boston 1975— . res. Boston.*
MENNING, William Michael. A.B. cum laude.
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Occ. unknown; b. Hanover NH Dec. 30 1949.
res. Woodstock VT.*
MERRILL, Andrew Abner. Bowdoin 1967-68.
Zeta Psi. b. Exeter NH Oct. 29 1948. res.
Brighton MA.
MEYER, Alan Phillip. A.B. b. Brookline MA
Jan. 28 1949. res. Natick MA.
MICHELSON, Michael. A.B. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Salem MA June 8 1949.
Teacher (Wayneflete Sch. Portland 1971-74,
Riverdale NY Country Sch. 1974—). res.
Bronx NY.*
MITCHELL, John Harley, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Social work; b. Toronto Ont.
Canada March 3 1948; m. Margaret Grandon
June 26 1976. Supervisor N. Am. Van Lines
Whitby Ont. 1972, training officer Ministry of
Community & Social Services Toronto Ont.
1973
—
, metric co-ordinator Ont. (Ministry of
Health 1975-77, Ministry of Housing 1977—).
res. Toronto Ont. Canada.*
MORAN, William James. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Public service; b. Dorchester MA Nov. 15
1949. Asst. mgr. Hogan Tire Co. Natick MA
1972-74, security guard Carney Hospital
Dorchester 1974—. res. Braintree MA.*
MORELL, Abelardo, Jr. Bowdoin 1967-70.
Theta Delta Chi. Arts; b. Havana Cuba
Sept. 17 1948. res. NYC*
MOULTON, Lee Clark. A.B. Chi Psi.
Designing; b. Burlington VT Aug. 16 1949;
m. Dayle Weidenheft July 1 1972. Heating
system designer (Edwards Supply Co. Portland
1972-74, Redlon's Inc. Bath 1974—),
operations mgr. Redlon's Inc. Bath. res. N.
Yarmouth.*
MULCAHY, Peter Harding. A.B., J.D. Albany
Coll. 1975. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Springfield MA
March 28 1949; m. Maureen O'Hara June 19
1976. Student Harvard 1971-72, corporate atty.
Milton Bradley Co. Springfield 1975— . res.
Agawam MA.*
MUNSEY, Douglas Clifton, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Sales; b. Damariscotta Dec. 1 1948; m.
Elizabeth Mclnnis July 18 1970; ch.: Andrew.
Buyer Bath Iron Works Corp. Bath 1976— . res.
Brunswick.*
MURPHY, J. Bruce. A.B., A.M. Adelphi Univ.
1975. Theta Delta Chi. Education; b.
Brooklyn NY April 1 1949; m. Roxanne
Martindale Aug. 15 1975. Laborer Standard
Linen Portland 1971, bricklayer Gardner
Construction Williston Park NY 1973, teacher
Waldorf Sch. Garden City NY 1973-74, mgr.
Lauraine Murphy Restaurant Manhasset NY
1974 & 1976, teacher-admin. Mid-Is.
Montessori Sch. Mineola NY 1974— . Dir.
Mid-Is. Montessori Sch. 1976— . res. Mineola
NY.*
MURPHY, John Dignam. A.B., M.D. Univ.
Vt. 1975. Psi Upsilon. Medicine; b. Augusta
Sept. 30 1949; m. Louise Johnson June 22
1974. Pediatric resident Children's Hospital
Pittsburg PA 1975-77, fellow pediatric
cardiology Children's Hospital Med. Center
Boston 1977— . Elected member Alpha Omega
Alpha 1975. res. Boston.*
MURRAY, David Ross. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Ins.; b. Brockton MA Dec. 31 1949; m.
Margaret MacVane June 16 1973. Undercover
investigator Merit Protective Service Boston
1971-72, terminal mgr. Consolidated
Freightways Pittsfield MA 1972-74, supervisor
payroll & cashiers Unionmutual Portland
1974—
. Cpl. USA Nat. Guard 1975—. res.
Portland.*
MURRAY, Robert Fulton, III. A.B., OD.
Mass. Coll. of Optometry 1975. Phi Delta Psi.
Optometry; b. Somerville MA Jan. 27 1950;
m. Judith Johnson May 18 1974; ch.: Scott.
Production expediter Wood-Hu-Kitchens
1971, research engineer Digi-Lab. Inc.
Cambridge MA 1972, security guard
Rohrbough Inc. Cambridge 1973, store clerk
Store 24 Boston 1974, security guard
Publicover Service Portland 1974, assoc.
optometrist Dr. Theodore A. Kaknes Bath
1975-?, optometrist pvt. practice S. Portland.
Sec. Lion's Club S. Portland, res. S. Portland.*
NADEAU, Michael Lawrence. A.B. Chi Psi.
Real estate; b. Lewiston June 3 1949; s. of
Lawrence A. '49. Carpenter J. Jacques
Construction Lewiston 1972-73, student Univ.
Me. 1972-75, woodcutter Lewiston-Scott Paper
Co. Jackman 1974, counselor & tutor York
County Jail Alfred 1974-75, spec, teacher
Portland 1975, teacher Monmouth Acad.
1975-76, real estate broker Floyd Ray Realty
Auburn 1976— . res. Lewiston.*
NELMS, Jonathan Pryor. Bowdoin 1967-69,
1970-71. b. Dayton OH Jan. 20 1949. res.
Cambridge MA.
N1EKRASH, Michael Constantino. Jr. A.B.
Alpha Kappa Sigma. Management; b.
Hartford CT July 26 1949. Heublein Inc.
(production supervisor Hartford CT 1971-72;
purchasing agt. Allen Park MI 1972-74;
purchasing mgr. Allen Park 1974-77, Hartford
CT 1977—). res. Ypsilanti ML*
NORMAN, Stuart Roode, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. b. Norwich CT Jan. 1 1949.
res. Jewett City CT.
OAKES, Stephen Francis. A.B., MBA.
Dartmouth 1975. Chi Psi. Banking; b.
Worcester MA Sept. 6 1949; m. Maureen
Walsh Jan. 23 1971. Production mgr.
Simplatrol Products Inc. Auburn MA 1971-73,
spec. asst. to chief financial officer Mellon
Bank Pittsburgh PA 1975-76, sr. financial
analyst Corporate Comptrollers div. Mellon
Bank Pittsburgh PA 1976—. Member board of
trustees Worcester MA Acad. 1972-74. S/sgt.
USA Nat. Guard 1971—. res. Pittsburgh PA.*
OVENDEN, Geoffrey Bruce. A.B. Chi Psi.
Public relations; b. Newton MA Dec. 4
1948. Personnel asst. New Eng. Mutual Life
Ins. Co. Boston 1972-73, assoc. dir. Marion
OH Council on Alcohol & Drugs 1973-75,
occupational consultant Northeastern OH
Regional Council on Alcoholism 1975—
.
Served to 1st It. USA Nat. Guard, res. Niles
OH.*
PACKARD, Stephen Charles. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Washington & Lee Univ. 1974. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Law; b. Lawrence MA May 17
1949; m. Joyce Brown May 21 1977. Atty.
Anderson Norton & Packard 1976— . res.
Newport.*
PAPPALARDO, Anthony John. A.B., J.D.
Suffolk Univ. 1974. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Admissions aide* 1973— . Law; b. Nashua
NH Dec. 15 1948; m. Karen Landrey Aug. 18
1973. Atty. self-employed 1974-75, asst. dist.
atty. Norfolk County Dedham MA 1975— . res.
Rockland MA.*
PARKER, Mark Timothy. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Dartmouth 1975.
Delta Sigma. Medicine; b. Lewiston May 3
1949; m. Barbara Kunzelman June 20 1971.
Student researcher Me. RMP Augusta 1971-72,
family medicine resident Univ. Utah Salt Lake
City 1975—. res. Salt Lake City UT.*
PARSONS, Timothy Judson. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Georgetown Univ.
1974. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Lewiston Jan. 27
1949; s. of Edward L. '39. Welch & Morgan
Washington DC (law clerk 1972-74, atty.
1974-75), atty. Harold E. Kohn Washington
DC 1975-76, atty. & assoc. general counsel
United Mine Workers of Am. Health &
Retirement Funds Washington DC 1976—
.
res. Alexandria VA.*
PATRICK, Donald Wayne. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. M.I.T. 1975.
Delta Sigma. Chemistry; b. Indianapolis IN
March 10 1949; s. of Robert L. '45. Sr. research
chemist Dow Chem. Wayland MA 1975—
Elected member Sigma Xi. Contbr. res.
Newton MA.*
PAULSON, William Clifford. A.B. cum laude.
Psi Upsilon. Literary; b. Washington DC
Nov. 20 1949. Philosophy MA 1976—. res.
Washington DC*
PEARSON, Walter George. Bowdoin 1967-69.
b. Wolfeboro NH Sept. 6 1949. res. unknown.
PERANTONI, Robert Dustan. Bowdoin
1967-70, A.B. Univ. Vt. 1975. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Geology; b. Barre VT July 30 1949;
m. Esther Schwartz June 7 1975. Physical
science aide U.S. Geological Survey Preston
VA 1975—. res. Washington DC*
PETERSSON, Lars-Gunnar Kaj. Bowdoin
Plan 1967-68, grad. Linkoping Univ. 1972.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Student; b. Kalmar
Sweden June 26 1947; m. Monica Gardelius
Aug. 10 1968; ch.: Anna-Kajsa, Malin Student
& asst. teacher Linkoping Univ. Sweden 19?—
.
Contbr. res. Mantorp Sweden.*
PHILIPSBORN, John Timothy. A.B. cum
laude. Occ. unknown; b. Paris France Oct.
19 1949. Ed.M. Antioch Coll. Student Univ.
Calif. Member (Federal Bureau of Prisons,
Mont. Board of Pardons), with Mont.
Governor's office, adjunct faculty (Univ. N.H.,
Antioch Coll.). res. Davis CA.*
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PIASECKI, Charles Joseph. A.B. b. Chelsea
MA May 16 1950. res. Bristol VT.
PIERCE, Christopher Alden. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Management; b. Portland July 12 1948; s. of
Jotham D. '39; m. Nancy Stark June 28 1975.
Asst./ mgr. Dingley Press Freeport 1972—
.
Trustee Portland Symphony Orchestra 1975—
Cpl. USA Nat. Guard 1975—. res. Freeport.*
RATHMELL, Stephen Edward. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Management; b. Williamsport PA
March 26 1949; m. Anne McCaffrey Sept. 5
1970; ch.: Erin, Meghan. Teacher & coach
Hyde Sch. Bath 1971-72, carpenter Brunswick
1972, teacher & coach Hyde Sch. Bath 1972-75,
office mgr. Ivan C. Shaw & Son Inc. Woolwich
1975— . res. Bowdoinham.*
REED, James Roland. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Hartford CT Sept. 13 1948; s. of
John F. '37. res. Rockport.
REILLY, Neill Daniel. A.B., A.M. Waldorf
Inst. 1973. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. NYC May 24 1949; m. Linda
Solari June 29 1974. Bus driver Cow Bay
Transportation Co. Port Washington NY 1971,
maitre d' Thursday's Restaurant NYC 1972,
teacher (Chaminade High Sch. Mineola NY
1973-74, Kimberton PA Farms Sch. 1974—).
res. Spring City PA.*
RENNER, William Beach, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Student; b. Hackensack NJ Oct. 29
1949. Teacher & administrator Fernald Sch.
Waltham MA 1971-73, guide Olympic Nat.
Park summer 1973, general contractor Boston
& Lake George NY 1973-74, apprentice
sculptor 1974-75, volunteer div. of Historic
Sites VT 1974-75, salesman Holubar
Mountaineering Ltd. Boulder CO 1976,
student Univ. Mass. Amherst 1976— . res.
Pittsburgh PA.*
REYNOLDS, Kerry Gene. A.B., Ed.M. Univ.
Me. 1978. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Hartland Dec. 10 1949; m. Lois Ward Aug. 12
1973. Teacher Yarmouth High Sch. 1971—.
res. Freeport.*
REYNOLDS, Michael Christopher. Bowdoin
1967-69. Zeta Psi. b. Old Town March 22
1949. res. unknown.
RICHARDSON, Burton Jaastad. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Chef; b. Portsmouth NH
Sept. 29 1949. Glass packer GTE Sylvania
Greenland NH 1971-72, yardman Littlefield
Lumber Co. Portsmouth 1972, house painter
self-employed 1973, lumberjack J. J. Donahue
Kittery 1973-74, deckhand High Seas Corp.
Fall River MA 1974, cook Valle's Steak House
Kittery 1975-76, chef Blue Strawberry
Restaurant Portsmouth NH 1976— . res.
Greenland NH.*
ROBERTS, John Russell. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Management; b. Blackwell OK
March 16 1949; m. Judith Jacyno April 9 1972.
Dist. operations & sales mgr. Morse Shoe Co.
Canton MA 1971— . res. Indianapolis IN.*
ROY, Donald Francis, Jr. Bowdoin 1967-68.
Zeta Psi. b. Greenville April 30 1949. d.
Greenville July 7 1968.
RYAN, Kenneth David. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Munich Germany Nov. 3
1949. Teacher Berwick Acad. 1971-73,
carpenter Yankee Housewrights Brunswick
1973-74, Mt. Ararat Sch. Topsham (substitute




SCHNEIDER, James Harris. Bowdoin
1967-69, A.B. Vassar Coll. 1971, A.M. Univ.
Wise. 1975. Student; b. NYC Aug. 13 1949.
Student Univ. Wise. Madison 1975— . res.
Madison WL*
SCHUBERTH, Richard Edward. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D Brown
Univ. 1978. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Student; b.
Rockville Center NY March 26 1949. Charles
Carroll Everett scholar Conn. Coll. 1971-72.
Contbr. res. Providence RL*
SEEKINS, Milton Donald. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Mass. Amherst 1975. Delta Sigma. Student;
b. Bangor Nov. 14 1948. Woodsman Payson
Seekins Searsport part-time 1964
—
, research
asst. Univ. Mass. Amherst 1971-73, bartender
Aqua-Vitae Hadley MA 1973-74, Univ. Me.




SEWALL, Gordon Ware. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Somerville MA Dec. 27 1947;
s. of Edgar F. Jr. '39; m. Louise Gray June 28
1975. Dir. of admission, coach & teacher
Lawrence Acad. Groton MA 1971— . Pres.
Assn. of Admissions Officers of Independent
Secondary Schs. res. Groton MA.*
SEWALL, Peter. A.B. cum laude. Theta Delta
Chi. Occ. unknown; b. Waterville March 5
1949; s. of Kenneth W. '29. Laborer & guide
Stratton 1971—. res. Stratton.*
SEXTON, Jeffrey Mitchell. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Boston March 16 1949. res. Wellesley
MA.
SHATTUCK, Edward Whittemore. A.B., A.M.
Adelphi Univ. 1975. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Hartford CT Sept. 19 1949; s. of Bernard '40.
Merc. Carl Freudenberg & Co. Weinheim
Germany 1971-72, press operator Bristol NH
1972-73, student Middlebury Coll. summer
1973, mere. Carl Freudenberg & Co. Weinheim
1973-74, teacher Hawthorne Valley Sch. Ghent
NY 1975—. res. Salem MA.*
SHELDON, George Gordon. A.B. 1973. Zeta
Psi. b. Boston Dec. 20 1948. res. Sharon MA.
SHELLING, Roger Harris. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.D. Georgetown Univ. 1975.
Medicine; b. Far Rockway NY July 20 1949.
Intern Long Island Jewish Hillside Med.
Center New Hyde Park NY 1975-76, urology
resident Georgetown Univ. Hospital 1976-77.
res. Far Rockway NY.*
SHERIDAN, Brian Douglas. A.B. cum laude.
Sigma Nu. b. Englewood NJ Dec. 7 1948.
res. Lake Hiawatha NJ.
SIMCHAK, Thomas Macleod. A.B. 1973.
Delta Sigma. Occ. unknown; b. Washington
D.C. Aug. 8 1949. Route driver Fox Photo Co.
Oakland CA 1974— . res. Lafayette CA.*
SMITH, Geoffrey Hager. Bowdoin 1967-69.
Theta Delta Chi. b. West Point NY March
26 1949. res. unknown.
SNABLE, Roy David. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
N.J. Med. Sch. 1975. Phi Delta Psi.
Medicine; b. Morristown NJ Feb. 19 1949;
m. Carolyn Johnson Aug. 14 1971. Radiology
resident Overlook Hospital Summit NJ 1975—
.
res. Berkeley Heights NJ.*
SPEARS, David Allan. A.B. 1972. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Valley Stream NY Aug. 8 1949. res.
unknown.
SPENCER William Allen. A.B. Chi Psi. Ins;
b. Greenfield MA Aug. 23 1949; m. Jean
Kirby. Mgr. Monarch Life Ins. Co. 1972
—
(Springfield MA, San Francisco CA). Served to
cpl. USA Nat. Guard 1971-72. res. San
Anselmo CA.*
STEER, Phillip Ray. A.B. Chi Psi. Ins.; b.
Boston July 14 1949; m. Cathy Bill June 10
1972. Spec, multi-peril underwriter Andover
MA Ins. Co. 1971—, C.P.C.U. (MA) 1976. res.
N. Andover MA.*
STEVENS, Harold Burr, III. A.B., J.D.
Cleveland State Univ. 1975, LL.M. N.Y. Univ.
1977. Alpha Delta Phi. Labor relations; b.
Uniontown PA June 14 1948; m. Carol
Deckelman June 15 1974. Mfg. rep. Russwin
Berlin CT 1971, sales rep. Midland Hardware
Cleveland OH 1971-72, dir. arbitration
Cleveland 1973-75, assoc. Thompson Weir &
Barclay New Haven CT 1976—. res. New
Haven CT*
STEWART, Robert Gordon. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Education; b. Winchester MA June
7 1949. Volunteer Peace Corps Boende
Equateur Laire 1971-74, teacher public sch.
Reading MA 1974-75, volunteer Peace Corps
Boende 1975-77. res. Reading MA.*
STEWART, William Thomas. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Univ. Me. 1974. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Law; b. Portland Aug. 4 1949. Atty. pvt.
practice Portland 1975— , instr. law Casco Bay
Coll. Portland 1975—. res. Portland.*
STUPAK, Joseph Alexander, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Needham MA Sept. 4 1949. res.
Wellesley MA.
SWEET, Julian Lockwood. A.B. b. Hartford
CT May 30 1949; s. of Russell P. '44. res.
Simsbury CT.
TALBOT, John Michael. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Student; b. Waterville Nov. 30 1948.
Teacher & coach S.A.D. Waterville 1971-73,
mgr. Dunham's of Me. Rangeley 1973-74,
student Franklin Pierce Law Center 1974—
.
Served to 1st It. USA 1972. res. Waterville.*
TAYLOR, Earl Roy. A.B., M L S. Simmons
Coll. 1975. Library science; b. Hartland
Aug. 28 1950. Teacher Phippsburg Elementary
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Sch. 1971-72, cataloger & rare book librarian
public library Boston 1972—. res. Brookline
MA.*
TERRY, Richard Newman, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude, M.D. SUNY Buffalo 1977.
Medicine; b. Buffalo NY Aug. 13 1949.
Handyman self-employed Brunswick-Bath
1971-72, lab. tech. Me. Med. Center Portland
1972-73. res. Buffalo NY.*
THOMPSON, Charles Edward. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Medford MA Feb. 19 1949. res.
Lynnfield MA.
THURLOW, David Lawrence. A.B. magna
cum laude, M.S. Univ. Me. 1974. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Tech.; b. Augusta Feb. 9 1949.
Research asst. Univ. Me. Orono 1971-74, lab.
tech. Univ. Mass. Amherst 1974— . res.
Sunderland MA.*
TOLAND, Benjamin Rush. A.B. cum laude,
grad. Am. Avalanche Inst. 1975. Psi Upsilon.
Mountaineering; b. Bryn Mawr PA Jan. 15
1950. Behavioral researcher Walter E. Fernald
Sch. Waverly MA 1971-72, expedition leader
Nat. Outdoor Leadership Sch. Lander WY
1972— . Co-dir. Upper Peninsula Wilderness
Inst. Iron River MI 1977—. res. Wilson WY.*
TSAPATSARIS, Nicholas Peter. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Columbia
1975. Delta Sigma. Medicine; b. Lowell MA
March 22 1950; m. Wendy Belinsky Sept. 7
1974. Resident New Eng. Deaconess Hospital
Boston 1975-76. res. Boston.*
TULLISH, John Joseph, III. A.B. b.
Weymouth MA July 28 1949. res. unknown.
TURNER, Robert Carroll. A.B. b.
Skowhegan Nov. 25 1948. res. Fairfield.
TURNER, Robert Nelson, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1975. Zeta Psi.
Medicine; b. Brunswick May 16 1949; m.
Lynne Murphy May 22 1971; ch.: Lauren.
Physician Good Samaritan Hospital Phoenix
AZ 1975—. res. Phoenix AZ.*
VALENTE, Luiz Fernando. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Brown Univ.
(Henry W. Longfellow scholar 1971-72) 1978.
Delta Sigma. Education; b. Rio de Janeiro
Brazil March 16 1950. Brown Univ. (teaching
asst. comparative literature 1973-76, bilingual
asst. summers 1973-76, resident fellow Mead
House 1974-75), instr. Portuguese Providence
Coll. 1976—. res. Providence RL*
VAN COTT, George Frederick. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Contracting; b. Boston March 2
1949; m. Nancy Irwin June 27 1970; ch.: Ryan,
Erin. Building contractor self-employed
Brunswick 1971— . res. Harpswell.*
VAN SANTVOORD, Richard Nelson. A.B.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Greenfield MA
May 12 1949. res. Williamstown MA.
VAUGHN, William Joseph. A.B., M AT. E.
Tenn. State Univ. 1973. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Education; b. Nashville TN March 25 1949;
m. Jeanne Robinette Aug. 22 1970. Intern
teacher Nat. Teacher Corp. Elizabethton TN
1971-73, teacher board of education Nashville
1973—. res. Nashville TN.*
VERRILL, Ted Wright. A.B., M B A. Univ.
Ariz. 1975. Zeta Psi. Banking; b. Biddeford
Aug. 10 1949; s. of W. David '50; m. Florence
Newcomb June 26 1970. Engineer Fire Dept.
Tuscon AZ 1971-75. res. Boston.*
WALKER, George Marshall, II. A.B., M.D.
Univ. Vt. 1976. Chi Psi. Medicine; b. Boston
Feb. 21 1949; m. Cheryl Colello July 21 1973.
Research tech. Children's Hospital Boston
1971-72, surgical resident Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital Boston, res. Belmont MA.*
WALKER, John Douglas, II. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Manchester NH April 17 1949. res. Cape
Elizabeth.
WARD, Peter Michael. Bowdoin 1967-68,
1969-70. Alpha Kappa Sigma. b. S. Boston
MA Jan. 15 1950. res. Hingham MA.
WARING, Jeffrey Harrison. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Occ. unknown; b. Lawrence MA Aug. 8
1948. Mgr. Mr. Paperback Bangor 1971-74,
grant spec. Me. Criminal Justice Planning
Augusta 1974— . res. Brewer.*
WATKINSON, Randal Edward. A.B., J.D.
Suffolk Univ. 1975. Sigma Nu. Law; b.
Rockland Nov. 13 1948; s. of Thomas E. '52;
m. Janet Hussey Dec. 20 1970. res. Owls
Head.*
WELCH, Colby Davis. Bowdoin 1967-69. Chi
Psi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Real
estate; b. Maiden MA March 9 1949. Collector
W. T. Grant Boston 1969, area mgr. Cordon
Bleu Inc. W. Roxbury MA 1970-71, real estate
(title examiner self-employed E. MA 1971-73,
broker Souza & Co. Melrose MA 1973-74,




WHEELER, Thomas Brooks. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Research; b. St. Louis MO March 16
1949; s. of Paul L. '40. Student Univ. Va.
Charlottesville 1971-73, med. research tech.
Childrens Hospital Med. Center Boston
1973—. res. N. Reading MA.*
WHEELOCK, John Gray, IV. Bowdoin
1967-68, B.S. West Point 1972. Chi Psi.'
Military; b. Ft. Knox KY Feb. 9 1949; s. of
John G. Ill '40. USA Korea 1972-76, armor
officer advance course Ft. Knox KY 1976-77.
res. San Francisco CA.*
WHITCOMB, Benjamin Bradford, III. A.B.
1972. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Management; b.
Hartford CT Nov. 26 1948; s. of Benjamin B.
Jr. '30; m. Kurts Johnson June 23 1973.
Boatyard worker self-employed Noank CT
summer 1972, sub-contractor Vail CO 1972-73,
construction worker Great Eastern Building
Co. Brunswick summer 1973, construction &
mechanics self-employed Lamoine 1973-75,




Hancock 1975-77, student Boston
Architectural Center 1977— . res. Concord
MA.*
WHITCOMB, Frederic Colby. A.B. cum laude.
b. Haverhill MA April 30 1949. res. Kingston
RJ.
WHITFORD, Edwin Santee. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Providence RI April 13 1950. res.
Wickford RI.
WICK, Charles Dearborn. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Cornell 1974. Law; b. Newton MA Oct. 11
1949. Atty. Alan H. Pearlman Providence RI
1974— . res. E. Greenwich RL*
WIGHT, John Noel. A.B. Delta Sigma. Occ.
unknown; b. Bangor July 13 1949; m. Alice
Weinstock Sept. 27 1973. Student M.I.T.
1971-72, research lab. tech. (Mass. General
Hospital Boston 1971-72, Univ. Penn. Hospital
Phila. 1973-75), student Univ. Penn. 1973-75.
res. S. Groveland MA.*
WILEY, Paul Henry. A.B., M.S. S. Conn. State
Coll. 1975. Alpha Delta Phi. Education; b.
New Haven CT June 15 1949; m. Louise Ross
Nov. 14 1971; ch.: Jonathan. Unit coordinator
S. New Eng. Tel. Co. New Haven 1971-72,
work measurement analyst Aetna Life &
Casualty Hartford CT 1972, board of
education CT (teacher New Haven 1972-75,
educational advisory spec. W. Haven 1975
—
).
Member board of dir. The Teacher Center, res.
New Haven CT.*
WILLIAMS, Craig Whitcomb. A.B., B.S. Univ.
N.H. 1973. Alpha Delta Phi. Hotel admin.;
b. Manchester NH Jan. 25 1949. Asst. mgr.
Archris Hotel Corp. Boston (Sheraton Pocono
Inn Stroudsburg PA 1974-75; Howard
Johnson's Ocean Resort Deerfield Beach FL
1975-?, general mgr. 19?
—
). Elected member
Phi Kappa Phi 1973. Served to cpl. USAR. res.
Falmouth.*
WILSON, Richard Alan. A.B. cum laude, M.D.
St. Louis Univ. 1975. Delta Sigma.
Medicine; b. Middletown CT March 12
1949; m. Karen Johnson Aug. 18 1972.
Internal medicine intern SUNY Buffalo NY
1975-76. res. Snyder NY.*
WINCHELL, Hobart Oakes. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Concord MA July 19 1948; s. of Guilbert S.
'40. res. Lincoln MA.
WISWELL, Andrew Muller, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Business; b. NYC Nov. 3
1949; m. Susan Nelson Aug. 4 1973.
Salesman-buyer asst. Harvard Cooperative
Cambridge MA 1971-72, mgr. CBS Retail
Stores Discount Records 1972— (San
Francisco CA, Amherst MA, Seattle WA,
Emeryville CA). res. Emeryville CA.*
WOODWARD, Donald Emery. Bowdoin
1967-69. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Taunton MA
Dec. 8 1949. res. Turner MA.
WORRICK, Philip Gordon, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Banking; b. Gloucester MA Jan. 1
1950. Shawmut Bank of Boston (credit analyst
1971-72, employment interviewer 1972-73,
benefits administrator 1973-76), with Wyatt
Co. 1976—, student Boston Univ. 1973—. res.
Boston.*
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ZEAMER, Richard Warwick. A.B. summa cum
laude; Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. McGill 1972.
Student; b. Boston March 1 1 1950. Research
asst. McGill Univ. 1974-76. res. Montreal P.Q.
Canada.*
ZEHETNER, Hans Wolfgang. Bowdoin Plan
1967-68. Theta Delta Chi. b. Austria Aug. 3
1945. res. Vienna Austria.
ZIKORUS, Frederick Tilton. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Boston Oct. 19 1949. res. Norwood
MA.
ZIMMAN, Michael Alan. A.B. 1972. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. b. Cambridge MA Sept. 18
1949; s. of Barry '42. res. Marblehead MA.
Class of 1972
ADAMS, Edwin Ellsworth. Bowdoin 1968-69.
b. Brooklyn NY May 4 1950. res. Brooklyn
NY.
BARRY, John Francis. Bowdoin 1968-70. b.
Wichita KS June 8 1950. res. Lynnfield MA.
BASSETT, Robert Lawrence. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard
1976. Delta Sigma. Medicine; b. Lowell MA
May 12 1950. res. Fairfield CT.*
BASTABLE, Philip Britton. A.B. Zeta Psi.
1972 capital campaign worker.
Management; b. N. Miami Beach FL Dec.
12 1950; m. Deborah LeTourneau July 27
1974. Various positions 1972-73, counselor S.
Boston MA Neighborhood House 1973-74,
office mgr. John Hancock Co. Waltham MA
1974-76, student Tufts Univ. 1976—. res.
Dorchester MA.*
BELL, Kenneth Deane, Jr. Bowdoin 1968-69,
1970-71. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Providence
RI June 28 1950. res. Bethany CT.
BISSON, Stephen Joseph. A.B. Delta Sigma,
b. Rumford Jan. 5 1951. res. Rumford.
BLOOM, Arthur Herman. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Jersey City NJ Dec. 27 1950. Student
(Univ Miami Fla., Univ. N.H. Durham), d.
York June 13 1973.*
BOARDMAN, Caroline C. A.B. cum laude.
Education; b. Cleveland OH Aug. 10 1950;
m. Randall Curtis '72 Aug. 7 1976. Volunteer
Peace Corps Mbabane Swaziland Africa
1972-75, media aide Freeport 1975
—
, teacher
Morse High Sch. Bath 1975—, student
Instituto de Allende Guanajuato Mexico
1977— . res. Guanajuato Mexico.*
BOUCHARD, Roy James. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Carpentry; b. Caribou July 17
1950. Student Mass. Coll. of Optometry Boston
1972-73, carpenter & boatbuilder Francis
Assoc. Bath 1973—. res. Ft. Kent.*
BRADFORD, John Additon. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Student; b. Bangor Aug. 14 1950; m. Marjorie
Jarnson Aug. 16 1974. Student (Columbia
Univ. 1972-73, Univ. de Monterrey Mexico
1973-74, Med. Coll. of Wise. 1975—). res.
Milwaukee WI.*
BRADLEY, John Colton, Jr. Bowdoin 1968-70.
b. Boston Nov. 7 1949. res. unknown.
BRADSHAW, David James. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Yale 1973;
M.Phil. Yale 1975; Ph.D. Yale (Nathan Webb
research scholar) 1976. Occ. unknown; b.
Leominster MA Feb. 20 1950. Teaching asst.
Yale Univ. 1974-76. res. Oakdale CT.*
BRENNAN, Michael Joseph. A.B. b.
Portland March 23 1950. res. unknown.
BUCCI, Anthony Samuel, Jr. A.B. b. Port
Chester NY Aug. 18 1950. res. Cos Cob CT.
BUCHMAN, Timothy Henry. A.B. summa
cum laude, M.F.A. Smith Coll. 1974.
Education; b. NYC July 21 1951. Asst. prof,
dramatic arts Amherst Coll. 1974— . res.
Amherst MA.*
BUCKLAND, Robert Dix. A.B. cum laude. Chi
Psi. Student; b. Lynn MA July 21 1950.
Student Univ. Rochester NY 1972—. res.
Swampscott MA.*
BURKE, James Edward. A.B. b. Wilkes
Barre PA Jan. 22 1951. res. Hamden CT.
BURNETT, James Stuart. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Hanover NH Feb. 17 1950. res. Palm
Beach Gardens FL.
BURROUGHS, William Alfred. A.B. magna
cum laude. b. Cambridge MA May 15 1950.
res. Arlington MA.
BUSHEY, Gerald Blair. A.B. Zeta Psi. Ins.;
b. Pittsburgh NY March 31 1950; m. Laurie
Meisenheimer Jan. 22 1972; ch.: Jennifer,
Matthew. Mgr. Royal Globe Ins. Co.
Southfield MI 1972—. res. Birmingham ML*
BUSHEY, Michael Wesley. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Communications; b. Marlboro MA May 1
1950. News dir. WLNH radio station Laconia
NH 1972, program dir. WKXA radio station
Brunswick 1972-73, announcer WJTO radio
station Bath 1973, music & news dir. WPNO
radio station Auburn 1973-76, operations mgr.
& program dir. WTOS-FM radio station
Sugarloaf 1976— . res. Waterville.*
BUTCHER, Anita-Louise Green. A.B. magna
cum laude. b. Washington DC Nov. 1 1 1950.
res. Somerville MA.
BUTCHER, George Hench, III. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard
1976. Theta Delta Chi. Law; b. Washington
DC June 26 1950; m. Anita Green '72 Jan. 23
1971. Atty. Palmer & Dodge Boston 1971—,
mathmatician U.S. Dept. of Transportation
Washington DC 1972-73. 2nd It. USAR 19?—.
res. Somerville MA.*
BUTTERS, Roger Alan. A.B. cum laude.
Sigma Nu. Student; b. Corry PA March 8
1950. Student Dickinson Law Sch. Carlisle PA
1972—. Served to 2nd It. USA 1972-74, 1st It.
USAR 1975—. res. Corry PA.*
BYRNE, Edward Thomas. A.B. magna cum
laude, J.D. Columbia 1975. Theta Delta Chi.
Law; b. NYC Jan. 5 1952; m. Patricia
Murtagh June 2 1973. Law clerk U.S. dist.
judge NYC 1975—. Contbr. res. NYC*
CALLENDER, Daniel William. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Student; b. Portsmouth NH April 18 1950;
m. Denise Hansen Sept. 21 1974. Retail buyer
Mercantile Stores Co. Inc. NYC 1974-75,
student N.Y. Univ. 1975— . res. Lexington
KY.*
CAMPBELL, Alan Scott. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Physical science; b. Skowhegan Feb. 19
1950; m. Elizabeth Nitchie May 19 1973. Army
Mechanics & Material Research Center





). Served to cpl. USA
1972-74. res. Watertown MA.*
CAMPBELL, Endres Mac, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.A.T. Brown Univ. (O'Brien scholar) 1973.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Admissions aide 1974—
.
Education; b. Pittsburgh PA Jan. 14 1950.
Teacher Glastonbury CT High Sch. 1973—
Glastonbury High Sch. (advisor '77, chmn.
student activities committee), co-chmn.
Glastonbury bicentennial, res. W. Hartford
CT.*
CAMPBELL, Stephen Colin. Bowdoin
1968-71. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Portland
Aug. 17 1950. res. unknown.
CARBONNEAU, Thomas Edgar. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; B.A. Oxford
(Rhodes scholar) 1975. Student; b. Van
Buren Sept. 3 1950; m. Danielle Bocard July 7
1973. res. Charlottesville VA.*
CARROLL, Robert James, Jr. A.B. 1974.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Montreal P.Q.
Canada June 8 1950. res. Larchmont NY.
CASPER, Richard Henry. A.B. magna cum
laude, J.D. Northwestern 1975. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Law; b. Chicago IL Nov. 4 1950;
m. Betty Ward Aug. 26 1972. Law clerk State
Atty. Cook County IL summer 1973, assoc.
Mayer Brown & Piatt Chicago summer 1974,
assoc. Foley & Lardner Milwaukee WI 1975—
.
Member editorial board Northwestern Univ.
Law Review. Recipient: Order of the Coif
Northwestern Univ. 1975. Contbr. res.
Milwaukee WI.*
CASSIDY, Thomas Joseph, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Admissions aide 1973-75. Occ.
unknown; b. Boston Aug. 12 1949. Policeman
Police Dept. Nantucket MA 1972, waiter Mad
Hatter Nantucket 1972, advt.-sales Reader's
Digest NYC 1973-75. res. NYC*
CEDERBERG, Tord Johannes. Bowdoin Plan
1968-69. b. Stafanstorp Sweden May 24
1948. res. Baltimore MD.
CHALLBERG, Mark Dennis. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Sigma Nu. Student:
b. Chicago IL Sept. 21 1950. Teaching fellow
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Bowdoin 1974-75, student Johns Hopkins
Univ. 1975— . res. Baltimore MD.*
CHANDLER, Peter Lord. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Univ. Me. Sch. of Law 1976. Law; b.
Boston Dec. 27 1951. Research asst. Bowdoin
1972; carpenter Wiscasset 1973; intern Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Portland 1975—.
Sec, treas. & clerk Small Point Development
Corp. 1975— . res. Phippsburg.*
CLENOTT, Matthew Edward. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Penn. 1976. Communications; b.
Portland May 9 1950; s. of William S. '46;
Media dir. Media Production Consultants
Metairie LA 1972-73, staff announcer
WYSP-FM radio station Phila. PA 1973—. res.
Media PA.*
COFFIN, James Lincoln. *
COGGER, Craig George. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Cornell 1975.
Student; b. Hartford CT June 1 1950.
Cornell Univ. (teaching asst. 1972-74, student





Recipient: duPont Teaching Award 1974. res.
E. Hartford CT.*
COHEN, Richard Alan. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, M.D. Johns Hopkins
1976. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b.
Portland April 8 1950. Med. intern Univ.
Hospital Boston 1976— . res. Jamaica Plain
MA.*
CONOVER, Roger Lloyd. A.B. cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Minn. (Wilmot Brookings Mitchell
Grad. scholar) 1976. Psi. Arts; b. Rochester
NY April 6 1950; m. Anna Ginn Aug. 24 1974.
Watson fellow for study in Ireland 1972-73,
lobster fisherman Cundy's Harbor 1973, mgr.
Theater at Monmouth 1973-74, instr. English
Univ. Minn. Mnpls. 1974-76. Recipient: Acad,
of Am. Poets Award 1972 & 1976, Watson
Foundation Fellowship 1972-73. Poet, contbr.,
ed. res. Boston.*
COOL, Janet Elizabeth. A.B. summa cum
laude. Govt.; b. Lynn MA Oct. 17 1950; m.
John Rivera. Archives tech. Nat. Archives
Washington DC 1972-73, govt, relations spec.
Federal Energy Admin. Dallas TX 1974-75,
Energy Research & Development Admin.




Energy Admin. Certificate of Superior Service
1974. res. Arlington VA.*
COSTELLO, Joseph Patrick. A.B., M.S.
Northeastern 1974. Beta Theta Pi.
Accounting; b. Boston March 19 1951. Store
mgr. E. J. Costello Inc. Boston 1972-73,
accountant Arthur Young & Co. Boston
1974
—
, CP.A. Boston 1976. res. Jamaica Plain
MA.*
COTTON, Anne Cooper. A.B. magna cum
laude. Advt.; b. Bordeaux France July 5
1950; m. Leonard Cotton '71 Sept. 6 1970.
Business mgr. Ted Bates & Co. NYC 1972-74,
broadcast coordinator Doremus & Co. NYC
1974-76, business mgr. Cunningham & Walsh
Co. NYC 1976. res. New Canaan CT.*
CRANE, Robert L., Jr. Bowdoin 1969-71. b.
Natick MA Sept. 29 1946. res. Machias.
CRAVEN, Paul Francis. Bowdoin 1968-71.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Houlton Dec. 24 1950.
res. Biddeford.
CROSS, Peter Melvin. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
SUNY Pittsburgh 1976. Sigma Nu. Mental
health; b. Brunswick Jan. 25 1950; s. of Robert
M. '45; m. Candace Friedman Aug. 18 1973.
Psychiatric aide Pineland Center Pownal 1972,
mental hygeine therapy aide Hutchings
Psychiatric Center Syracuse NY 1972-74.
Deacon First Parish Church Brunswick
1971-72. Contbr. res. Pittsburgh NY.*
CROWTHER, Douglas Howard. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma, b. St. Paul MN March 3 1950.
res. Bloomington MN.
CURRAN, Stephen Andrew. Bowdoin 1968-69.
Alpha Kappa Sigma. b. Bangor May 26
1950. res. Bangor.
CURTIS, Randall Kingman. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Public service; b. Washington DC Aug. 6
1950; m. Caroline Boardman '72 Aug. 7 1976.
Volunteer VISTA Portland 1972-74, staff




Hispano-Americano San Miguel de Allende
Guanajuato Mexico 1977— . Member board of
dir. Me. Federation of Cooperatives.
Co-founder & ed. Me. Land Advocate, res.
Guanajuato Mexico.*
CUSACK, Joseph Martin. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.S.E. Univ. Penn. 1976. Research;
b. Boston April 6 1950; m. Margaret Evans
March 8 1975. Member tech. staff RCA Lab.
Princeton NJ 1972— . Contbr. res. Plainsboro
NJ.*
CUSICK, Frederick Leo. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Journalism; b. Boston Jan. 4 1950. Reporter
MA (S. Middlesex News Framingham 1972-73,
Daily Hampshire Gazette Northampton
1973—). res. Northampton MA.*
DABROWSKI, Russell Clement. A.B. magna
cum laude, M.D. Boston Univ. (Garcelon &
Merritt scholar) 1976. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Medicine; b. Orange NJ March 30 1950.
Intern Med. Coll. of Wise. Milwaukee 1976-77.
Contbr. res. Brunswick.*
DeFURIA, Joseph William, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. b. Chester PA. Nov. 21 1950. res.
Wallingford PA.
DeMOYA, Albert Joseph. A.B. Sigma Nu. b.
Columbia S. Am. Aug. 29 1949. res. Paterson
NJ.
DETERING, Mark Emil. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Military; b. Elizabeth NJ March 22 1950; m.
Cynthia Heller June 22 1974. Capt. aviator
USMC (Quantico VA 1972-73, Pensacola FL
1973, Beeville TX 1973-74, Jacksonville NC
1974-75, Kaneohe HI 1975-77, Jacksonville
NC 1977—). res. Cranford NJ.*
DETWEILER, John Shelley, III. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Self-employed; b. Los Angeles CA
July 23 1949. Student Am.
Conservatory-Fontainebleau France 1972,
piano teacher self-employed Brunswick
1973— . res. Brunswick.*
DeVASTO, Stephen Anthony. Bowdoin
1968-71. b. Boston Aug. 10 1950. d. Milton
MA April 18 1971.
DI CARA, Vincent Anthony. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Govt.; b. Boston Jan. 29 1951. House
painter Bath 1972, consultant Me. Bureau of
Vocational Education Augusta 1973, energy
coordinator Me. Fuel Allocation &
Conservation Augusta 1973-75, energy
education & consumer affairs spec. Me. Office
of Energy Resources Augusta 1975— . res.
Gardiner.*
DOUGHTY, Barry Prescott. Bowdoin 1968-70,
B.S. Univ. Me. 1973. Chi Psi. Public service;
b. Brunswick Jan. 4 1950; m. Susan Lampert
June 3 1972. Receiving clerk Pejepscot Paper
Topsham 1973-74, maintenance worker
Brunswick-Topsham Water Dist. Brunswick
1974-75, driver Coastal Economic
Development Bath 1975— . res. Brunswick.*
DOWD, Edward Bernard. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Boston May 26 1950. res. Brunswick.
DRUMMOND, Jeffrey Newell. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Harvard
1975. Chi Psi. Law; b. Portland Feb. 1 1951;
s. of Daniel T. '42. Atty. (Warner & Stackpole
Boston summer 1973, Sullivan & Cromwell
NYC summer 1974, Choate Hall & Stewart
Boston 1975—). res. Boston.*
ELIASON, Roger Dean. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Sigma Nu. Student;
b. Mnpls. MN July 11 1950. Student Univ.
Minn. 1975— . res. Burnsville MN.*
FASULO, David Frank. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Portland July 16
1950; m. Joanna Bourque June 10 1972.
Laborer Portland (H. P. Hood & Sons summer
1972, Seacoast Ocean Services fall 1972),
stockman K-Mart Falmouth winter 1972, lab.
tech. aide S. D. Warren Co. Westbrook
1972-75. res. Portland.*
FAY, Stephen Andrew. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Tourism, construction; b. Akron OH Jan. 29
1949. Stern man Harpswell 1972-73, carpenter
Harpswell 1972-74, scuba instr. YMCA
Brunswick 1972
— ,
general contractor & guide
self-employed Brunswick 1973— . Pres.
Pejepscot Water & Ice Co. 1976-77. res.
Brunswick.*
FENDLER, Stephen Daniel. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Geneva NY Oct. 6 1950. res. Syracuse
NY.
FENSTERSTOCK, Blair Courtney. A.B.
summa cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. 1972
capital campaign worker, admissions aide.
Law; b. NYC Aug. 20 1950. Assoc. Simpson
Thacher & Bartlett NYC 1975—. Assoc. ed.:
Journal of Law And Social Problems, res.
NYC*
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FINOS, Ralph Peter. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Student; b. Maiden MA Dec. 6 1949.
research asst. Washingtonian Center for




Nassau County Dept. of Social Services 1976.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1972-74. res. Point
Lookout NY.*
FITZPATRICK, James Henry. A.B. cum
laude, M.P.A. Univ. Penn 1976. Chi Psi.
Public admin.; b. Natick MA Sept. 19 1950;
m. Deborah Roeltgen Dec. 1976. Laborer
Wellesley MA 1972-73, heavy equipment
operator Hopkinton MA 1973-74,
administrative asst. city of Camden NJ 1976—
.
res. Hopkinton MA.*
FITZIMMONS, William Gerald. A.B. 1974.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston April 24 1950. res.
Topsham.
FLORA, Dale Butler. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Military; b. Ft. Sill OK July 28
1950; m. Sharlet Scott Sept. 25 1969; ch.: Kirk,
Kane. USA Ft. Lewis WA (mortar platoon
leader 1973-74, exec, officer 1974-76), USA Ft.
Benning GA (student 1976, capt. 1976—).
Awarded Nat. Defense Service Ribbon, Army
Commendation Medal, res. Ft. Lauderdale
FL.*
FOLEY, Robert James. A.B. magna cum
laude, J.D. Temple Univ. 1975. Chi Psi.
Law; b. Plymouth NH Oct. 7 1950; m.
Michelle Monmaney Aug. 4 1973. Law clerk
Liebert Short Fitzpatrick & Lavin Phila. PA
1974-75, with Smith Elliot Wood & Nelson
Saco 1975— . res. Saco.*
FRIEDLAND, Robert Martin. Bowdoin
1968-70. b. Chicago IL Aug. 18 1950. res.
unknown.
FRIEDLANDER, Thomas Roy. A.B. cum
laude, M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1974. Delta Sigma.
Finance; b. Augusta Jan. 3 1950; m. Carlie
Cline Aug. 4 1973. Economic analyst Tech.
Service Corp. Santa Monica CA 1972-73,
financial consultant Hewitt Assoc. Deerfield
IL 1975—. res. Buffalo Grove IL.*
FUDGE, Richard Earl. A.B., Ed.M. Harvard
1973. Marketing rep.; b. Newark NJ Sept. 29
1949; m. Ann Brown Feb. 27 1971; ch.:
Richard Jr., Kevin. Assoc. dir. Wesleyan Univ.
Upward Bound 1973-75, management
consultant 1975-77, marketing rep. Int. Paper
Co. S. CT 1977—. res. S. CT.*
GANDOLFI, James Brian. Bowdoin 1968-70.
Alpha Kappa Sigma, b. Sagamore MA Dec.
1 1950. res. Buzzards Bay MA.
GARABEDIAN, Thomas John. A.B. magna
cum laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital
campaign worker, admissions aide 1972—
.
Ins.; b. New Britain CT Oct. 23 1950; m.
Dora Kishibay. Actuarial assoc. Hartford CT
Ins. Group 1972-76, consultant Hewitt Assoc.
1976—
.
Member Parish Council St. George
Armenian Church 1974-76, assoc. Soc. of
Actuaries Hartford, res. Trumbull CT.*
GEORGITIS, John Wilson. A.B. magna cum
laude. Zeta Psi. Medicine; b. Columbus OH
June 19 1950; s. of William J. '42; m. Linda
Benzie Nov. 27 1970; ch.: Nancy, Kathryn.
Student Univ. Vt. Burlington 1972
— ,
pediatric
intern Riley Children's Hospital Indianapolis
IN. res. Winooski VT.*
GERMAIN, Andrew Groden. Bowdoin
1968-70. b. NYC Nov. 14 1950. res.
Stamford CT.
GILMORE, Daniel Joseph, III. A.B. cum
laude. Zeta Psi. Law & student; b. Maiden
MA May 26 1950; m. Margaret Balfour Aug.
11 1973. Teacher Franklin MA 1972—
resident dir. Dean Jr. Coll. Franklin 1973
—
,
student (Boston Coll. 1975—, Suffolk Univ.
Law Sch. 1976
—
). Franklin Education Assn.
(member exec, board 1973-75, negotiations
team 1974-75; v.pres. 1975). res. Boston.*
GODFREY, Charles Logan. A.B. Chi Psi.
Sales; b. Bath March 28 1951; s. of Charles
E. '54; m. Patricia Gafferty Sept. 7 1975. Sales
rep. Fendall Co. Chicago IL 1973-76, mfg. rep.
S. C. Sales Woburn MA 1976—. res. Scituate
MA.*
GOLDMAN, Charles Mitchell. A.B. cum
laude. Management; b. Bronx NY Dec. 11
1950. Campaign mgr. Senator George
McGovern Los Angeles CA spring 1972, dir. of
publicity Patrick Dunn NYC summer 1972,
campaign mgr. London England Labour Party
winter 1972, health policy consultant Senator
Walter Mondale Washington DC 1973-74,
admin, resident Harlem Hospital NYC
summer 1973, managing dir. self-employed
Phila. PA 1975—. res. Phila. PA.*
GOODHUE, Stephen Kenneth. Bowdoin
1968-70. b. Chelsea MA May 1 1950. d.
NYC June 1 1970.*
GORDON, Stephen Paul. Bowdoin 1968-72.
b. Rumford June 28 1950. res. San Francisco
CA.
GORMLEY, Stephen Francis. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Banking; b. Houlton March 25
1950. Loan officer First Nat. Bank of Boston
1972—. res. Boston.*
GRIFFING, Stanton Clarke. Bowdoin 1968-69,
1970-71. Beta Theta Pi. b. Lawrence KS
Sept. 7 1950. res. Goleta CA.
GUERIN, Paul Robert. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Biddeford April
18 1950. Served to cpl. USA 1972-74; awarded
certificate of achievement 1974. res.
Biddeford.*
HAFFIZ, Aubrey Arnold. A.B. b.
Georgetown British Guiana Feb. 24 1950. res.
unknown.
HALE, William Taylor. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Education; b. Boston Sept. 1 1 1950; s. of
Samuel W. Jr. '49; m. Joan Hickey Aug. 2
1975; ch.: Rebecca. Teacher S.A.D. Topsham
1972
—
, sch. coordinator sch. dist. Elmira NY
summer 1974. res. Topsham.*
HALLEE, Gary John. A.B. cum laude, M.S.
Univ. Mass. 1975. Delta Sigma. Student; b.
Waterville Dec. 2 1949. Student Univ. Mass.
Amherst 1975— . res. Waterville.*
HAMBLEN, William Raye. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Columbia 1973. Chi Psi. Student; b.
Norwalk CT Nov. 1 1950; m. Janet Karass
June 17 1972; ch.: Spencer. Engineer Ocean &
Atmospheric Science Dobbs Ferry NY
summer 1973, student M.I.T. 1973
— ,
engineer
Draper Lab. Cambridge MA summer 1974. res.
Watertown MA.*
HAMSON, John Joseph. A.B., M B A. Rutgers
1973. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Sales; b. Lynn
MA Aug. 7 1950. Star Market Co. Cambridge
MA (internal auditor 1973-74, cash sales mgr.
1974— . res. Lynn MA.*
HARDEJ, Richard Anthony. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Class agt. 1972— . Education; b. Norwalk
CT June 29 1950; m. Linda Piccioli March 21
1976. Teacher Upward Bound Hudson OH
summers 1973-76, teacher & coach Western
Reserve Acad. Hudson 1972-76, Groton MA
Sch. 1976— (teacher, coach, dorm master), res.
Groton MA.*
HARRING, Dean Kenneth. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Ins.; b. Attleboro MA Jan. 13 1951; m.
Jamie McCarron July 28 1973. Real estate
broker Hancock Real Estate Hanover MA
1972-73, sr. claims agt. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
Boston 1974— . Pres. Hairing Realty
Nantasket MA. res. Danvers MA.*
HARRINGTON, Charles Stephen. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Education; b. Providence RI Feb. 15
1949. Teacher, asst. athletic dir. & coach
Governor Dummer Acad. Byfield MA 1972
—
;
police officer Pawling NY summers 1972-76.
res. Pawling NY.*
HARRISON, Thomas George. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Univ. Me.
Orono 1975. Education; b. Staten Is. NY
Dec. 8 1950; m. Melody Fossett June 23 1973;
ch.: Joshua, Andrew. Teaching asst. Univ. Me.
Orono 1972-75, teacher Cushing Acad.
Ashburnham MA 1975— . Elected member
Sigma Xi. Co-author: Optical Spectra of
PdC14-2. res. Ashburnham MA.*
HASTINGS, David Robinson, III. A.B., J.D.
Temple Univ. 1975. Zeta Psi. Law; b. Boston
Nov. 1 1949; s. of David R. II '46; m. Janice
DeBaun June 16 1974. Assoc. Hastings & Son
Fryeburg 1976—. Served to 1st. It. USA 1975,
USAR 1975—. res. Fryeburg.*
HASTINGS, Michael Morgan. A.B. 1972
capital campaign worker. Govt.; b. Belfast
Feb. 21 1950; m. Sharyn Leary July 13 1974.
Campaign aide to William Cohen summer
1972, student George Washington Univ.
1972—
,
legislative asst. Washington DC
1973—
. Trustee Tilton NH Sch. res.
Washington DC*
HAYWARD, Charles Evans. A.B. cum laude.
Sales; b. Middleboro MA Oct. 27 1950. Dir.
spec, sales Crown Publishers NYC. res. NYC*
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HEINLEIN, Marc Justin. Bowdoin 1968-70.
b. NYC April 20 1950. res. NYC.
HEPBURN, William George, Jr. Bowdoin
1 968-7 1 . Theta Delta Chi. b. Southington CT
Sept. 19 1950. res. Norridgewock.
HESS, Peter Neal. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Sigma. Education; b. Newton MA April 11
1950; m. Barbara Calsibet May 28 1973.
Teacher N. Yarmouth Acad. 1973-76, student
Univ. N.C. Chapel Hill 1976—. res. Chapel
Hill NC*
HILL, Robert Page. A.B., A.M. Syracuse Univ.
(O'Brien grad. scholar) 1974. Sigma Nu.
Govt.; b. Portsmouth NH March 15 1950;
m. Laura Reasoner June 28 1975. Budget
analyst U.S. Dept. of Commerce Washington
DC 1974—. res. Alexandria VA.*
HOLMES, Stephen Oliver. A.B. Cooking &
music; b. Bangor Feb. 3 1950. Musician
self-employed ME & MI 1972
—
, laborer
Manpower Portland part-time 1972
—
, cab
driver Yank Inc. Lansing MI 1975, cook Sun
Tavern Portland 1976— . Recording artist, res.
Portland.*
HORWITZ, Stephen Thomas. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Occ. unknown; b. Indianapolis IN
Feb. 12 1950. res. Atlanta GA.*
HOUGHTON, Peter Randolph. A.B. b. St.
Louis MO March 7 1950. res. St. Louis MO.
HUFF, William Braid. A.B., MBA.
Dartmouth 1974. Accounting; b. Lynn MA
April 18 1950; m. Gail Duggan Sept. 9 1972.
Internal auditor Globe Newspaper Co. Boston
1974—. res. Wayland MA.*
HUNTER, Matthew Hilry, Jr. A.B. b.
Savannah GA Dec. 11 1950. res. Savannah
GA.
HUNTER, R. E. James. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Banking; b. Mt. Holly NJ March 18 1950; m.
Susan Bailey Aug. 18 1973. Customer service
mgr. Beneficial Finance Co. Cambridge MA
1972-73, Bay Bank Harvard Trust Co.
Cambridge (credit analyst 1973-75, branch
officer 1975
—
). res. Arlington MA.*
HUSZONEK, John Joseph. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Loyola Univ.
1976. Psychiatry; b. Portland March 15
1950; m. Jacqueline Beatty Aug. 25 1972. res.
Syracuse NY.*
JAMES, Leonard Philip. A.B. b. San Juan
Puerto Rico July 23 1949. res. unknown.
JELAVICH, Mark Stevan. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Johns Hopkins
1974. Student; b. Berkeley CA Nov. 3 1951.
Student Johns Hopkins. Univ. 1974— . res.
Bloomington IN.*
KAISER, Julian Stevens, Jr. Bowdoin 1968-70.
b. NYC Nov. 2 1949. res. Storrs CT.
KAPLAN, Glenn Scott. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. Art; b. Portland May 6 1950.
Admin, asst. Perls Galleries NYC 1975—. res.
NYC*
KAPLAN, Lawrence Charles. A.B., M.S.
Tulane 1973, M.S. Brown Univ. 1977. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Student; b. Boston Aug. 22 1950; m. Nora
Groce July 31 1977. Emergency room asst.
Chelsea MA General Hospital summer 1972,
recreation aide Pinepoint Sch. Camden
summer 1973, 1st Mate Schooner Bowdoin
Camden summers 1973 & 1974, research asst.
Brown Univ. 1974-75, Miriam Hospital
Providence RI 1975— (surgical asst., chief
genetics cytotech.), student Univ. Vt. Coll. of
Medicine 1977-81, musician self-employed.
Elected member Sigma Xi. Recipient: Pineland
200 Hour Award 1972. Author, songwriter,
contbr. res. Camden.*
KAUFMAN, Matthew Robert. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, M.D. Boston
Univ. 1972. Alpha Rho Upsilon. ' Medicine;
b. Boston April 3 1950; m. Marcia Asquith
June 1 1975. Intern internal medicine Case
Western Reserve Univ. res. Marblehead MA.*
KIBSGAARD, Jorgen. Bowdoin 1968. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b.
Norresundby Denmark May 5 1949; m. Bodil
Brandt Dec. 27 1969; ch.: Helle, Mikkel. res.
Mundelstrup Denmark.*
KIMBALL, Richard Gardner. A.B. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Hartford CT March 24 1950.
Teacher, coach (Bordentown/Lenox MA Sch.
1972-73, Brunswick High Sch. 1974—). res.
Brunswick.*
KIMBALL, Wayne Scott. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Management; b. Portland Nov. 18 1949; m.
Gloria Jackson June 26 1971; ch.: Scott. Mgr.
Me. Automobile Assn. Portland 1972— . res.
Portland.*
KING, Coleman Edward. A.B. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Brockton MA Sept. 28 1950;
m. Patricia Barber July 1 1972, Teacher S.A.D.
Topsham 1972
— , coach Bowdoin 1972— . res.
Brunswick.*
KNERLY, Stephen John, Jr. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Fletcher Soh. of
Law & Diplomacy 1973; J.D. Case Western
Reserve Univ. 1976. Psi Upsilon. Law; b.
Cleveland OH Dec. 15 1949; m. Catherine De
Bravura June 17 1972. Law clerk Stephen J.
Knerly Cleveland 1973-74, furniture refinisher
& repairer self-employed Cleveland 1974-75,
Hahn Loeser Freedheim Dean & Wellman
Cleveland (law clerk 1975, assoc. 1976
—
).
Member advisory board Jr. Council On World
Affairs, res. Willoughby OH.*
LADE, Donald Stewart. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Finance; b. Northampton MA Sept. 6 1949.
Invest, banking assoc.-corporate finance The
First Boston Corp. NYC 1972—. res. NYC*
LAKE, Andrew William. Bowdoin 1968-69,
1970, 1971. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Bangor
Feb. 21 1950. res. Tucson AZ.
LAMBIE, Frederic Williams. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Harvard (Guy
Charles Howard scholar) 1973. Theta Delta
Chi. Mathematical analyst; b. Fresno CA
July 23 1950. Remote sensing data analyst
USA Corps of Engineers Waltham MA
1972-73, sr. mathematical analyst Energy
Resources Co. Inc. Cambridge MA 1973—
.
res. Lexington MA.*
LATTANZI, Ottavio. A.B. b. Aquila Italy
Sept. 24 1949. res. Watertown MA.
LEE, Harvey Thompson. A.B. Education; b.
E. Orange NJ Sept. 4 1949. Teacher, coach, dir.
of food services Hoosac Sch. Hoosick NY
1972—
. res. Hoosick NY.*
LEE, Linda Susan. A.B. cum laude. b.
Boston Aug. 23 1950. res. Cape Elizabeth.
LEFFERTS, James Linden. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. M.I.T. 1976.
Delta Sigma. Research; b. Boston Jan. 29
1950. Student & research asst. M.I.T. 1972-76,
post-doctoral research assoc. dept. of chemistry
Univ. Okla. 1976— . V.pres. Integral Yoga Inst.
Boston 1975-76. Elected member Sigma XI,
fellow AAAS. Contbr. res. Norman OK.*
LEIGHTON, Alton Mahlon, Jr. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Management; b. Cherryfield Feb. 28
1950; m. Linda Nash June 17 1972. Marine
worm digger self-employed Ellsworth summer
1972, dishwasher New Eng. Restaurant Bar
Harbor summer 1972, cook Woolworth's Inc.
Honolulu HI 1972-74, asst. mgr. McDonald's
Honolulu 1974—. res. Honolulu HI.*
LEMAY, Charles Joseph. A.B. Arts; b.
Manchester NH April 5 1950; m. Donna
Oliver Aug. 21 1971; ch.: Stephen. Artist
(Claude Miquelle Assoc. Architects Melrose
MA 1972-73, John Beson & Assoc. Architects
Manchester 1973); artwork, graphic designer &
illustrator Manchester NH 1974— . res.
Manchester NH.*
LEVIN, Andrew Victor. A.B., M B A. Univ.
Rochester 1974. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Management; b. Boston Nov. 13 1950.
Product mgr. Interactive Data Corp. Waltham
MA 1974—. res. Belmont MA.*
LEWIS, Mark Henry. A.B. magna cum laude,
A.M. Western Mich. Univ. 1975. Chi Psi.
Psychology; b. Boston Feb. 5 1950. Dept. of
Human Resources Milledgeville GA
(psychology tech. 1972-73, psychology
supervisor 1973-74, asst. unit dir. 1974).
Recipient: Educational Stipend Award Ga.
Dept. of Human Resources 1975. res.
Kalamazoo MI.*
LICATA, William Michael. A.B., MBA.
Washington Univ. (MO) 1977. Zeta Psi.
Student; b. Chelsea MA April 4 1950. Dept.
mgr. Gorin Stores Inc. Boston 1972-73,
underwriter Electric Mutual Ins. Co. Lynn MA
1973-75. res. Revere MA.*
LOCHTE, Robert Henry. A.B., A.M.
Columbia Coll. 1975. Communications; b.
Nashville TN June 25 1950; m. Mary Bueter
Aug. 12 1976. Theatre mgr. Walnut Properties
Los Angeles CA 1973, dir. media services
Beverly Hills CA 1974-75, producer/dir.
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WICI-Television Chattanooga TN 1975—. res.
Chattanooga TN.*
LOEFFLER, William David. A.B. cum laude.
Chi Psi. Filmmaking; b. Manchester CT Oct.
9 1950. Various seasonal jobs 1972-74,
filmmaker (Arnold Eagle Productions NYC
1975, documentary CT 1975—), student
Columbia Grad Sen. of Business 1976-77. res.
NYC*
LOWRY, Donald Bruce. A.B. magna cum
laude. Beta Theta Pi. b. Newton MA April
26 1950. res. Lebanon NH.
LUDMERER, Richard Craig. A.B. magna cum
laude. b. Long Beach CA May 31 1950. res.
Arlington VA.
LUHRS, George Houston. A.B. 1973. Theta
Delta Chi. Law; b. Bellefonte PA April 16
1950. Student Willamette Univ. Salem OR
1973— , field boss Univ. Calif Riverside
archeological expedition 1974, law clerk Salem
1974-75, atty. general practice Seattle WA
1976—. res. Seattle WA.*
MacINTYRE, Steven Edmund. A.B. 1974.
Delta Sigma. Management; b. Boston June 2
1950; s. of William E. '45. General mgr.
Captain Vic's Lobster Co. Bailey Is., ed. Me.
Scene Magazine, news ed. Lisbon Post &
Freeport Post newspapers. Candidate Me.
State Senate 1976. res. Lisbon Falls.*
MACIOCI, Edward Joseph. A.B. cum laude.
Chi Psi. Public service; b. Providence RI
March 1 1950. Produce selector The Great A &
P Tea Co. Cranston RI 1972-73, exec. sec. City
Law Enforcement Planning Agency Cranston
1973-74, planning dir. Police Dept. Cranston
1974— . Rep. city of Cranston (Governor's
Advisory Comm. on Correctional Services
1973
—
, Dist. V Criminal Justice Planning
Council 1975
—
), member board of dir.
Cranston (Community Organization for Drug
Abuse Control Inc. 1973-75, Community
Action Program 1973-74), member law
enforcement task force R.I. Comm. on
Criminal Justice Standards & Goals 1976—
.
res. Cranston RI.*
MALCOLM, Allen Fraker. A.B., MBA.
Rutgers 1975. Accounting; b. Boston April
26 1950. Computer operator Liberty Mutual
Ins. Co. Boston 1971-73; sr. accountant Peak,
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Newark NJ 1975—.
res. Caldwell NJ.*
MARTIN, Eric Wilhelm. Bowdoin Plan
1968-69. b. Stockholm Sweden July 1 1949.
res. unknown.
MARVIN, George Rowe. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Military; b. Bangor Dec. 6 1948; s. of Vale
G. '36; m. Nancy Myers May 18 1974. Served
with USN 1972—. res. Virginia Beach VA.*
MAYES, John Oliver, III. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Student; b. Gettysburg PA July 17
1950; m. Susan Dickerson Jan. 5 1973. Various
positions 1972-73, lab. tech. Phila. PA
(MASCA 1973-74, Jefferson Univ. 1974-75),
student Univ. Penn. 1975—. res. Phila PA.*
McGHEE, Bruce John. A.B. b. NYC July 9
1944. res. NYC.
McINTOSH, Louis Hall. Bowdoin 1968-70,
1973-74. Public service; b. Dover NH May
18 1950; m. Jennifer McKinley '75 July 27
1972. Police officer ME 19?—. Served to cpl.
USA 1970-71. res. Brunswick.*
McKENNA, Robert Wayne. A.B., Ed.M. R.I.
Coll. 1976. Chi Psi. Education; b.
Providence RI June 6 1950. Teacher J. Horgan
Sch. W. Warwick RI 1973—. Chmn. Horgan
Sch. Bicentennial Committee, res. Cranston
RI.*
McQUATER, Gregory Vaughn. A.B. Chi Psi.
Student; b. Washington DC Aug. 25 1950.
Student Princeton Univ. 1972— . Recipient:
Outstanding Educator of Am. Award 1975. res.
Washington DC*
MEEHAN, Luke Jeffrey. A.B., J.D. Suffolk
Univ. 1975. Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b.
Springfield MA Aug. 15 1950. res. Chicopee
Falls MA.*
MEISSNER, Wolfgang. Bowdoin Plan
1968-69. Zeta Psi. Occ. unknown; b. Glasow
E. Germany Aug. 27 1947. res. Berlin
Germany.*
MELVIN, Scott Hamlin. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Nashua NH May 23 1950. res. Charlton City
MA.
MESERVEY, William Roger. A.B. summa
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Rutgers
1975. Sigma Nu. Occ. unknown; b. Charlton
MA Aug. 1 1950. res. Charlton City MA.*
MESROBIAN, Alexander Leon. A.B. magna
cum laude, M.S. Harvard 1976. Sigma Nu.
Industrial hygiene; b. Camden July 9 1950.
Research tech. Children's Hospital Med.
Center Boston 1973-74, industrial hygienist
Mobil Oil Corp. 1976— . Elected member
Sigma Xi. Contbr. res. Maple Shade NJ.*
MILLER, Lewis Howard. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Management; b. Boston Oct. 16 1950; m.
Theresa Miller Nov. 11 1972; ch.: Denise.
Student (Suffolk Univ. Boston 1972, Univ. Me.
Orono 1973-74), McDonald's (crewman
Portland 1973, Bangor 1973-74; asst. mgr.
Bangor 1974




MILLS, Barry. A.B. cum laude, Ph.D.
Syracuse Univ. 1976. Alpha Delta Phi. Occ.
unknown; b. Providence RI Sept. 8 1950; m.
Joan Tugendhaft Dec. 28 1974. Contbr. res.
NYC*
MIRCHEL, Andrew Christian Francis. A.B.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Student; b. Rockville
Center NY March 21 1950.
Scientist-in-residence N. Shore Science
Museum Plandome Manor NY 1973-76, intern
N.Y. State Assembly Scientific Staff Albany
NY 1976— . res. unknown.*
MORGAN, David Richards. A.B. 1973. Alpha
Delta Phi. Mental health; b. New Haven CT
June 2 1950; s. of Walter S. '45. Field rep.
Lowden Inc. Needham MA 1973, mental
health worker Elmcrest Psychiatric Inst.
Portland CT 1974—. res. N. Haven CT.*
MORIARTY, Stephen Wilde. A.B. Delta
Sigma. Student; b. Boston Dec. 14 1949.
Served to sgt. USA 1972-75; awarded Army
Commendation Medal 1975. res. Auburn.*
MORRIS, Stephen Alfred. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Education; s. of Robert G. '49; b.
Worcester MA July 3 1950; m. Cynthia
Cleaves Aug. 21 1971; ch.: Stephanie. Coach &
asst. athletic dir. N. Yarmouth Acad.
Yarmouth 1973— . res. Yarmouth.*
MURPHY, Thomas Burns. A.B., A.M. Purdue
Univ. 1975. Chi Psi. Student; b. Brighton
MA March 21 1950. Purdue Univ. (student &
teaching asst. 1975
—
, David Ross fellow 1977).
Elected member Phi Kappa Phi. res. Concord
MA.*
MYERS, John Lewis. A.B. magna cum laude,
M.D. Duke Univ. 1978. Student; b. Durham
NC March 21 1949. Research asst. Woods
Hole Oceangraphic Inst. 1971-72. res. Salsbury
Cove.*
NADEAU, Philip Gerald. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Business; b. Harrington Harbour P.Q.
Canada Sept. 6 1949; m. E. Kelsey Bush May
25 1974. Teacher Quebec Govt. St. Paul's River
P.Q. 1972-73, clerk Iron Ore of Canada
Labrador City Newf. 1974, trainee
Consolidated Bathurst Montreal P.Q. 1974
—
,
sales rep. Consolidated-Newsprint Inc. 1974—
.
Ed.: The Coast News (1973). res. Southport
CT.*
NELSON, Steven Franklin. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Planning; b. Louisville KY Nov. 8
1949; s. of Richard F. '34. Production planner
Digital Equipment Corp. Westfield MA
1974— . res. Springfield MA.*
NEVENS, Gregory Warner. A.B. Education;
b. Bath Jan. 19 1950; s. of George S. Jr. '49.
Co-dir. Camp Olympia-Sports Camp Glencoe
MD summer 1972, teacher & head of art dept.
Northwood Sch. Lake Placid NY 1972-74,
artist self-employed 1974, designer-commercial
artist Gillette Co. Boston 1974-75, commercial
artist self-employed central ME 1975—
teacher Oak Grove-Coburn Sch. Vassalboro
1975— . Dir. Camp Olympia Sports Camps.
Several art exhibitions & illustrations in books
& publications, res. Dark Harbor.*
NEWMAN, James Jacob. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.S. Univ. Wise. 1975. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Wilkes-Barre PA May 3 1950;
m. Anne Davies June 2 1975. Teacher WI
(Black River Falls 1973-75, Middleton 1975—).
res. Madison WI.*
NIMON, Anthony Norman. Bowdoin 1968-69.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Dover-Foxcroft Oct. 12
1951. res. Oakland.
NOBAYASHI, Takeshi. Bowdoin Plan
1968-69. b. Osaka Japan July 4 1945. res.
Osaka Japan.
NOEL. David Bobbin. Jr. A.B. Delta Kappa
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Epsilon. Student; b. Dallas TX July 28 1950.
Student S. Methodist Univ. Dallas 1972—. Sgt.
USAF Nat. Guard 1972-78. res. Dallas TX.*
NOWELL, Frederick Nichols, III. A.B. cum
laude, M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1973. Theta Delta
Chi. Ins.; b. Lawrence MA Aug. 28 1949; m.
Leslie Nutter June 17 1972; ch.: Kirstin.
Account exec. Boston (Herbert Fields & Co.
1974-75, Brewer & Lord 1975—). res. Andover
MA.*
O'CONNELL, Barry Stephen. A.B. cum laude,
grad. St. John's Univ. 1976. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Law; b. NYC Feb. 16 1950. res.
NYC*
O'KEEFE, Dennis Gene. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Student; b. Pittsfield MA Nov. 6 1949.
Student Univ. Mass. 1975—. Served to 1st It.
USMC 1973-75, USMCR 1975—. res. Dalton
MA.*
OUTHUSE, Russell Kimball. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma, b. Portland Feb. 20 1950. res.
Presque Isle.
PARASHES, Peter T. A.B. magna cum laude,
J.D. Temple Univ. 1972. Law; b. Glen Cove
NY June 14 1950; m. Lorin Bernert May 25
1975. res. Blackwood NJ.*
PARASILITI, Richard Scott. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Education; b. Jamestown NY Aug. 30
1950. Painting contractor self-employed
Brunswick & Bath 1972-73, teacher The Gow
Sch. S. Wales NY 1973— student SUNY
Fredonia (1975, 1976, 1977). res. S. Wales
NY.*
PARSONS, John Hopkins. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Yokohama Japan May 16 1950. res. Vineyard
Haven MA.
PATCH, Edward Francis. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Revere MA July 10 1950. res. Biddeford.
PEACHY, Nicholas. A.B., A.M. Ind. Univ.
1974, MAT. Brown Univ. 1975. Education;
b. Bangor July 11 1950; m. Irene Pappianou
Dec. 30 1972. Teaching asst. Ind. Univ.
Bloomington 1973-74, proctor Brown Univ.
1974-75, teacher & coach Somerset MA High
Sch. 1975-77. res. Somerset MA.*
PEARCE, David Duane. A.B. magna cum
laude, A.M. Ohio State Univ. 1973. Psi
Upsilon. Journalism; b. Portland June 9
1950. Newsman Assoc. Press Columbus OH
1973; sports ed. Rome Daily Am. Italy
1974-75; newsman & correspondent United
Press Int. Brussels Belgium, Lisbon Portugal &
Beirut Lebanon 1975— . res. Falmouth.*
PERLINO, Michael Anthony. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Ariz. 1975, M.I.M. Am. Grad. Sch. of
Int. Management 1976. Banking; b. Buffalo
NY Feb. 10 1950; m. Joanne Blumen May 26
1973. Para-legal asst. Russell Perla Atty.
Buffalo NY 1972-73, head painter Exec. Inn
Tucson AZ 1975, foreign currency consultant
Harris Trust & Savings Bank Chicago IL
1976— . res. Evanston IL.*
PETERSANTE, David. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Library science; b. Framingham MA Jan. 9
1951. Accounting clerk Harvard 1973-74,
librarian public library Boston 1974— . res.
Framingham MA.*
PIETTE, Rodney Clarence. A.B. summa cum
laude, M.T.S. Harvard 1974. Management;
b. Southbridge MA July 3 1950; m. Joyce
Lindley Aug. 26 1972. Pvt. tutor Cambridge
MA 1973-75, office mgr. Shea & Gardner
Washington DC 1975—. res. Hyattsville MD.*
PILOT, Robert Louis. A.B. Delta Sigma, b.
Boston Oct. 16 1950. res. Chestnut Hill MA.
PINES, Philip Jacques. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Hagerstown MD April 6 1950.
res. Scarborough.
PINES, Susan Perry. A.B. cum laude. b.
Summit NJ June 18 1951. res. Scarborough.
PIPER, Jonathan Simms. A.B. magna cum
laude. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Williamstown
MA April 7 1950. Law clerk Hon. Edward S.
Godfrey Me. State Supreme Judicial Court
1976-77, atty. Preti & Flaherty Portland
1977—
. Admissions fellow 1971-72. Contbr.
res. Falmouth.*
PIPINIAS, John. A.B. Delta Sigma. b.
Biddeford Nov. 5 1949. res. Saco.
POTTER, David Lee. A.B. magna cum laude,
M.B.A. Dartmouth 1974. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Product management; b. Providence RI
March 23 1950. Bank marketing officer
Industrial Nat. Bank Providence 1974-76, asst.
product mgr. Speidel 1976— . res. Warwick
RI.*
POULIN, Paul Frederick. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Student; b. Burlington VT June 14
1950; s. of A. A. '45; m. Katheryn Lovell.
Student Boston Univ. 19?— . res. Waterville.*
PROGIN, Thomas Paul. A.B., M.B.A. Univ.
Santa Clara 1976. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Finance; b. Fitchburg MA July 23 1950.
Mgr. Lincoln Vending Machines Inc.
Fitchburg 1973-74, loan production analyst
real estate finance div. Metropolitan Life San
Mateo CA 1976, financial analyst Memorex
Corp. Santa Clara Ca 1977. res. Los Gatos
CA.*
QUINN, Bowden Stanley. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. Stamford CT March 20 1950. res.
unknown.
RAABE, Theodore Ingram. A.B., M.Sc. Univ.
Minn. 1977. Psi Upsilon. Research; b.
Baltimore MD Feb. 18 1950; ch.: Jasper.
Upward Bound Brunswick (teacher &
counsellor 1974, jobs coordinator 1975),
research asst. Univ. Minn. 1975-77. res.
Westfield NJ.*
RAYMOND, Whitaker Hall. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi & Beta Theta Pi. Occ. unknown; b.
Princeton NJ Dec. 19 1949. Therapist
Children's Hospital Boston 1972-73, waiter
Borel Restaurants Inc. Princeton 1973, teacher
& athletic dir. Buckly County Day Sch. Roslyn
NY 1973-75, student grad. sch. Cambridge MA
1976
— , counseling therapist Human Resource
Inst. Brookline MA 1976—, resident dormitory
dir. Weston MA 1976—, pvt. therapist 1976—
.
res. Cambridge MA.*
READER, Charles David, Jr. Bowdoin
1968-70. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. NYC Aug.
28 1950. res. unknown.
REDMAN, David Paul. Bowdoin 1968-69. b.
London England Jan. 4 1950. res. London
England.
REHDER, Alfred Luis. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Univ. Md. 1975. Alpha Delta Phi. Admissions
aide 1968-69. Law; b. Washington DC July 9
1950; s. of Harald '29. Law clerk U.S. Dept. of
Justice Washington DC 1974-75, legislative
asst. U.S. Senate Washington DC 1975-76,
atty. Bell & Cornelius Rockville MD 1976—.
res. Bethesda MD.*
REICHER, Andrew Jed. A.B. cum laude.
Architecture; b. Syracuse NY Jan. 3 1951.
Student Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1972-74,
volunteer VISTA NYC 1974-75, architectural
consultant S. Bronx NY Community Housing
Corp. 1975— . Organizer & rehabilitation
supervisor Beck Street Housing Development
Fund Co. res. NYC*
REID, Nancy Stuart. A.B., Ed.M. Univ. Me.
Portland-Gorham 1975. Education; b. San
Angelo TX Nov. 22 1949; dau. of Robert S.
'44; m. Stephen Reid '72 Aug. 12 1972. Teacher
Durham Elementary Sch. 1975
—,
reading
resource person Madawaska sch. system, res.
Madawaska.*
REID, Stephen David. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Burlington VT March 22
1950; m. Nancy Stuart'72 Aug. 12 1972.
Upward Bound Brunswick (asst. dir. Bowdoin
1973-76, dir. Aroostook Center 1976—). Past
member planning board Richmond, res.
Madawaska.*
RENEAR, Allen Hume. A.B. Sigma Nu.
Education, student; b. Oak Bluffs MA Jan. 8
1951. Forestry crew leader Calif, div. of
forestry Weott CA 1972-73, roofer Palco Inc.
Clute TX 1973, fisherman Vineyard Haven
MA 1974, instr. Upward Bound Chelsea MA
1974—
,
grad. student Brown Univ. 1976— . res.
Cambridge MA.*
RHODES, John Arthur. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. b. Glens Falls NY Oct. 2 1 1950. res.
Glens Falls NY.
RICE, Richard Everett. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Quincy MA Sept. 8 1950. res. Glens Falls
NY.
RICE, Thomas Collins. Bowdoin 1968-71.
Alpha Kappa Sigma. With IGA Foodliner
Bucksport. d. near Bucksport Sept. 11 1975.
ROBINSON, Peter Blaine. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Military; b.
Glens Falls NY Nov. 7 1950; m. Deborah
Thomas Sept. 15 19? Lt. (jg) USCG, asst. water
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pollution control officer port of NY
Governor's Is. 1972—. res. NYC*
RONTY, Paul, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Management; b. Boston March 7 1950.
V.pres. Chatham MA Bars Inn 1973— . res.
Chatham MA.*
ROOT, John Gower, Jr. Bowdoin 1968-69.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Portland April 19
1950. res. Jackson Heights NY.
ROSSO, Brian Francis. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Agawam MA Sept. 7 1950. res. Feeding
Hills MA.
ROUMAS, John Anthony, II. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Student; b. Marlboro MA May 3
1950. Substitute teacher Hudson MA High
Sch. 1973, electrical tech. Mekontrol
Northboro MA 1973-74, student (Worcester
MA Jr. Coll. 1974-75, Worcester Polytech. Inst.
1975—). res. Hudson MA.*
ROURKE, Stephen Ralph. Bowdoin 1968-70.
Alpha Kappa Sigma. b. Portland Aug. 29
1950. res. Portland.
RL'CKER. Stephen Alfonso. A.B. b.
Washington DC Aug. 5 1950. res. S. Freeport.
RUDY, Howard Lawrence. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Portland June 10 1950; s. of
Robert R. '46. res. unknown.
RYAN, Michael Anthony. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Univ. Conn. Sch. of Law 1976. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Law; b. Bidd'eford May 28 1950; m.
Aline St. Pierre Aug. 25 1972. Assoc. atty.
Loundes Peirsol Drosdick & Doster Orlando
FL. res. Winter Park FL.*
SADOSKI, Richard Dana. A.B. b. Salem
MA Sept. 7 1950. res. Salem MA.
SALMON, David Angus. A.B., grad. Univ.
Tenn. Sch. of Architecture 1976, B.Arch. Univ.
Tenn. 1977. Designing; b. Nashville TN
Nov. 8 1950. Curatorial intern Bowdoin
Museum of Art 1972-73, asst. mgr. Aaron
Brothers Corp. Los Angeles CA 1973-74,
project designer J.H. Deatherage Co. Knoxville
TN. res. Knoxville TN.*
SAMPSON, David Ashmore. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Univ. Conn. 1976, Ph.D. Colo. State
Univ. 1979. Chi Psi. Student; b. Schenectady
NY Nov. 22 1950; m. Donna Hunt May 22
1976. Elected member Phi Kappa Phi 1975.
Served to PO/2 USCGR 1973-78. res.
Lexington MA.*
SATO, Sam Edwin. A.B., A.B. Case Western
Reserve Univ. 1974, M.S. Cleveland State
Univ. 1975, M.D. Case Western Reserve Univ.
1979. Zeta Psi. Student; b. Beckley WV Jan.
31 1950; m. Karen Clark Aug. 26 1972. res.
Cleveland Heights OH.*
SCHMITZER, Frank Wolfgang, Jr. Bowdoin
1968-69. b. Camp Lejeune NC June 16 1950.
res. Tustin CA.
SCHUSTER, Edward Harvey. A.B. cum laude.
b. Brooklyn NY Sept. 22 1951. res. Chicago IL.
SHEEHAN, David Francis. A.B. magna cum
laude, licence e lettres Universite de Clermont
1976. Education; b. Boston May 27 1950; m.
Jocelyne Franchemiche Sept. 7 1974.
Universite de Clermont France (lectr. English
1972-75, instr. Adult Education Program
1973-75). res. Clermont Ferrand France.*
SHEEHY, Robert Francis. A.B., M.B.A. Long
Is. Univ. 1975. Theta Delta Chi.
Management; b. Glen Cove NY March 2
1950; s. of Thomas J. Jr. '41; m. Jeanne Boisi
Aug. 25 1973; ch.: Megan. Purchasing mgr.
Fitzpatrick Construction Co. Mineola NY
1972
—
, real estate analyst Int. Tel. & Tel.
Corp. NYC 1977—. res. Old Brookville NY.*
SHEW, Warren Wallace, III. Bowdoin
1968-70. Alpha Delta Phi. Student; b. Bryn
Mawr PA Feb. 14 1949. Mgr. Goodtime
Charley's Restaurant Princeton NJ 1971-74,
student Univ. Houston TX 1974— . res.
Houston TX.*
SHUGERT, John McClare. A.B. b. Ayer
MA June 11 1950. res. Boston.
SMITH, Jonathan Stephen. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Lobstering; b. Concord MA May 8
1950; m. Lucinda Walsh Aug. 28 1971.
Lobsterman & biological supplier
self-employed 1972— . res. W. Southport.*
SMITH, Michael Kevin. Bowdoin 1968-70.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Providence RI April 30
1950. res. N. Scituate RI.
SORTEVIK, Steven Roger. A.B., Ed.M.
Antioch Coll. 1974. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Cambridge MA Jan. 5 1950.
Teacher (Union 47 Pemaquid 1972-73, S.A.D.
Presque Isle 1973-74, Dibe Yazhi Habitiin
Crownpoint NM 1974-75, Stavanger Norway
Am. Sch. 1975
—
). res. Norwood MA.*
SPERLING, David Herschel. Bowdoin
1968-70, B.S. Univ. Md. 1972, M.F.A. N.Y.
Univ. 1974. Phi Delta Psi. Filmmaking; b.
Washington DC Oct. 25 1951. Film
cameraman & photographer Ezekiel Film Co.
Brooklyn NY 1974— . Member board of dir.
Plays & Things Inc. 1975. Dir. of Photography:
Alone 1975. res. Brooklyn NY.*
STERLING, James Avery, IX. A.B., M.Arch.
Washington Univ. (MO) 1976. Carpentry; b.
Rangoon Burma Jan. 28 1949. Maintenance
tech. Vershire VT Sch., carpenter Georgetown
CO, painter Rosia Italy, gardener Ladue MS,
dockman & carpenter Boothbay Harbor, res.
St. Louis MO.*
STERN, Andrew Lester. A.B. Purchasing; b.
Boston March 27 1950. Buyer Zayre Corp.
Framingham MA 1972— . res. Boston.*
STERN, Ernest Max. A.B. summa cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Georgetown Univ. 1975.
Alpha Delta Phi. Law; b. Port Elizabeth S.
Africa Dec. 2 1950. Tennis professional
Madison CT summers 1972-73, legal asst.
N.A.S.A. Washington DC 1974, atty. Civil
Aeronautics Board Washington DC 1974—
.
res. Arlington VA.*
STIFFLER, Harold Randall. A.B., M A R.
Yale 1974, A.M. Univ. 111. 1975. Occ.
unknown; b. Carbondale IL Oct. 5 1950.
Teaching asst. Univ. 111. Chicago 1974-75.
Member editorial board Reflection 1973-74.
res. Macomb IL.*
STONESTROM, James Peter. Bowdoin
1968-70, B.S. Swarthmore Coll. 1972, M.S.
Stanford Univ. 1973, Ph.D. Stanford Univ.
1977. Student; b. Schenectady NY Nov. 18
1950; m. Elaine Kuehn June 11 1972. Treas.
Stanford Conservation Group 1974-76,
Corporate Research Dept. Varian Assoc. Inc.
Palo Alto 1977—. Author: Stanford Area
Bicycle Trip Guidebook (1974, ln75). res. Palo
Alto CA.*
STRONG, Dana Ruxton. Bowdoin 1969-72.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Economics; b. Mnpls.
MN July 26 1950. Grain merchandiser Mnpls.
Peavey Co. 1976—. res. Mnpls. MN.*
SVANQUIST, Staffan Erik. Bowdoin Plan
1968-69. b. Arjand Sweden Nov. 18 1948.
res. Arjang Sweden.
SWICK, John Edward. A.B. magna cum laude.
Zeta Psi. Computer science; b. Pittsburgh
PA March 2 1950. On-Line Systems Inc.
Pittsburgh (I/O liaison 1972-74, asst. mgr.
operations 1974
—
). res. Pittsburgh PA.*
TALBOT, William Burralli, Jr. A.B. cum laude
1973. Psi Upsilon. Student; b. Bangor June
27 1949. Student Univ. Me. 1973—, paralegal
aide to William B. Talbot Machias summers
1973-75. res. Machias.*
TAYLOR, Cameron Clark. Bowdoin 1968-72.
b. NYC July 29 1950. res. Stratford CT.
TAYLOR, Duane Richard. A.B. magna cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. b. Washington DC
June 23 1950. res. Washington DC.
THEROUX, Stephen Robert. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Banking; b. Providence RI Feb. 23 1950;
m. Margaret Kiernan '75 July 5 1975. Clerk
Dexter Shoe Brunswick 1972, carpenter's
helper Topsham 1972, custodian & substitute
teacher S.A.D. Topsham 1972-73, laborer &
carpenter Eastern Building Co. (Brunswick &
Warren VT 1973, carpenter Brunswick 1974,
subcontract buyer Bath Iron Works 1974-75,
bank mgr. trainee Strafford Nat. Bank Dover
NH 1975— , bank supervisor Dartmouth
Savings Bank Hanover NH 1976— . res.
George's Mills NH.*
THIBEAULT, Paul Gerard. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Hastings Coll. 1975. Theta Delta Chi.
Law; b. Medford MA Jan. 15 1951; m.
Margaret Miller '73 Dec. 27 1975. Patients'
advocate Bangor Mental Health Inst. Bangor
summer 1972, prop. New Eng. Uniques San
Jose CA 1972-75, intern (Supreme Judicial
Court Houlton summer 1973, Senator Muskie
Washington DC summer 1974). volunteer
VISTA Lewiston 1975-76, atty. (self-employed




THOMPSON, Michael Harry. Bowdoin
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1968-70. b. Inglewood CA Oct. 25 1950. res.
San Francisco CA.
TOMPKINS, Arnold Rodney. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Washington DC July 4 1950. res.
Washington DC.
TONOLI, Bernard Richard, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Textiles; b. Lewiston Dec. 27 1949;
m. Jill Wade May 5 1973. Production mgr.
Globe-Albany Corp. Auburn 1972— res.
Lewiston.*
TUCKER, Charles Warren. B.S. cum laude.
Carpentry; b. Spencer July 15 1946; m.
Diane Gubord Nov. 18 1967; ch.: Jesse.
Carpenter self-employed Bremen 1973-74,
teacher Bremen Grade Sch. 1974-75, carpenter
self-employed Bremen 1975— . Served to sgt.
USMC 1964-67. res. Medomak.*
TURNER, Thomas David, III (Trippi). A.B.
Alpha Delta Phi. Banking; b. Chattanooga
TN Nov. 5 1949. First Tenn. Bank Memphis
TN 1972— (trainee, asst. branch mgr., product
mgr., marketing planning), res. Memphis TN.*
TZIKAS, Thomas. A.B. b. Athens Greece
April 17 1950. res. Athens Greece.
VARGAS, Roberto Augusto. A.B. magna cum
laude. b. Barranquilla Columbia Nov. 28
1946. res. Barranquilla Columbia.
VARLEY, Thomas Arthur. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Rutgers 1975. Law; b. Perth Amboy NJ
Dec. 1 1 1950. Estate planner & trust officer
Dela. Trust Co. Wilmington
.
DE 1975—.
Served to 1st It. USA 1976, USAR 1976—. res.
Wilmington DE.*
VERRILL, Dana Peter. A.B. Zeta Psi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Purchasing; b.
Biddeford Aug. 14 1950; s. of W. David '50; m.
Glenda Mason May 26 1973. Dir. quality
control Mercantile Stores Inc. NYC 1972—
.
res. Flushing NY.*
VICKERY, Charles Lawson, Jr. Bowdoin
1968-71. Beta Theta Pi. b. S. Weymouth MA
March 12 1950. res. Hingham MA.
WALSH, Michael Harold. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Tampa FL Oct. 23 1950.
Bartender Stowe House Brunswick 1972-73,
free-lance writer Me. Times Topsham 1972-74,
librarian Me. State Prison Thomaston 1973-74,
bartender The Bowdoin Brunswick 1 974, grape
picker Corent France fall 1974,
teacher-counselor Upward Bound Brunswick
summer 1975, student Calif. State Univ. Long
Beach summer 1975. Contbr. res. San Diego
CA.*
WALZER, James Harvey. A.B., J.D. Cleveland
State Univ. 1975. Delta Sigma. Law; b.
Neptune NJ Jan. 24 1949; m. Gloria
Demkowski May 29 1971; ch.: Sara. Law clerk
Hauxhurst Sharp Mollison & Gallagher
Cleveland OH 1973, Cleveland Office of
Consumer Affairs (staff 1973-74, consumer
protection spec. 1974-75), assoc. Bertram M.
Light Jr. Newark NJ 1975-76, atty.
self-employed Manville 1976— . res. Manville
NJ.*
WARREN, Elizabeth Faulkner. A.B. magna
cum laude, A.M. Syracuse Univ. 1973.
Education; b. Boston June 24 1950; dau. of
Timothy M. '45. Teacher S.A.D. Topsham
1973— . res. Brunswick.*
WASHINGTON, James Arthur, II. A.B. Chi
Psi. Education & music; b. Washington DC
Nov. 9 1950. Teacher HUD Washington DC
1972, musician self-employed 1972-73, mgr.
Raven Coffee House Brunswick 1973,
musician self-employed 1973-74, volunteer
Peace Corps Addis Ababa Ethiopia Africa
1974— . Performed Benefit concert for Drought
& Famine Relief Addis Ababa 1975. res. Addis
Ababa Ethiopa.*
WEBSTER, Clifford Sewall. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Augusta July 14 1950; s. of S.
Sewall Jr. '43; m. Margaret Walthour Aug. 9
1975. Logger & land surveyor Georgetown
1972-74, teacher & coach Western Reserve
Acad. Hudson OH 1975— . res. Georgetown.*
WEBSTER, William Thompson, Jr. A.B.
summa cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.B.A.
Univ. Penn. 1974. Financial analysis; b.
Augusta March 1 1950; s.'of William T. '50; m.
Susan Hague June 13 1970. Planning
consultant IU Int. Corp. Phila. PA 1973-74, sr.
accountant Arthur Anderson & Co. (Phila. PA
1974-76, Boston 1976), C.P.A. (PA) 1975,
financial analyst Boston Edison Co. 1977—
.
Elected member Beta Gamma Sigma 1974. res.
Wellesley MA.*
WEISSMAN, Daniel. Bowdoin 1968-69. b.
NYC May 4 1951. res. Brunswick.
WENDLER, John Dale. A.B., grad. Harvard
Business Sch. 1976. Psi Upsilon. Product
management; b. Melrose MA May 4 1949.
With Kidder Peabody & Co. Boston 1972-73,
mgr. Howard D. Johnson Co. 1973-74, intern
Continental Can Co. NYC summer 1975, asst.
product mgr. General Mills Inc. Mnpls. MN
1976— . res. Minnetonka MN.*
WESTFALL, Donald Wilson. A.B. cum laude.
Admissions aide 1971— . Business; b. Vallejo
CA June 12 1950. Admissions fellow Bowdoin
1972-73; salesman WFGL-WFGM radio
stations Fitchburg MA 1973; asst. mason
Pierce Tile & Coping Co. Houston TX 1973;
assoc. ed. Kentron, Hawaii Ltd. Houston
1973-74; U.S. Steel Corp. (service
correspondent Houston 1973-75, service rep.
Worcester MA 1975
—
). res. Northboro MA.*
WHITESIDE, David Sandin. A.B. cum laude.
b. Cambridge MA Feb. 14 1947. res. Orr's Is.
WIECK, Clifford Herman. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. b. Louisville KY
March 8 1951. res. Louisville KY.
WILBUR, Peter Budlong. A.B. 1973. Chi Psi.
Mfg.; b. Providence RI Nov. 15 1949; m.
Karen Grover July 1 1972; ch.: Jared. General
mgr. & dir. Budlong Mfg. Co. Cranston RI
1972—, student Bryant Coll. Smithfield RI
1974- . res. Cranston RI.*
WIRZBICKI, John Chester. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Conn. 1975. Law; b. Hartford CT June 25
1950. Legacy atty. New London CT 1975—.
res. Mystic CT.*
WOLFE, Lawrence Charles. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Harvard 1976.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Medicine; b. Boston
Oct. 31 1951; m. Gail Zimmermann June 23
1974. Pediatric intern Children's Hospital Med.
Center Boston 1976— . Contbr. res. Brookline
MA.*
WOODCOCK, Beverly Newcombe. A.B. cum
laude. b. Willimantic CT April 20 1950; m.
John Woodcock Jr. '72 July 14 1973. Student
Columbia Univ. Sch. of Int. Affairs 1972-73.
res. Bangor.*
WOODCOCK, John Alden, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, M.A. Univ. London 1973, J.D. Univ.
Me. 1976. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Bangor July
6 1950; s. of John A. '44; m. Beverly
Newcombe '72 July 14 1973. Managing ed. Me.
Law Review 1975-76, assoc. Stearns Finnegan
& Needham 1976— . res. Bangor.*
WOURGIOTIS, Thomas G. A.B., M.B.A.
Rutgers 1973. Alpha Kappa Sigma. Finance;
b. Lowell MA Sept. 29 1950. Auditor (Haskins
& Sells Lawrence MA 1973-74, Lowell




YASSIN, Mohamed Abdillahi. Bowdoin
1968-69. b. Hargeisa Somalia June 25 1946.
res. Mogadisio Somalia.
YAW, Campbell Stewart. Bowdoin 1968-70,
1970-71. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Cedar
Rapids IA Dec. 10 1949. res. Boston.
YOUNG, Carleton Clark, III. A.B. b. Bangor
April 20 1950; s. of Carleton C. Jr. '43. res. Old
Town.
Class of 1973
ABBOTT, Winslow Kirk, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Pittsburgh PA May 13 1951. res. Scarborough.
ADAMS, Richard Melvin, Jr. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Pittsburgh PA May 13 1951; m.
JoAnn Kirk '76 Aug. 23 1975. Field rep.
General Motors Acceptance Corp. Pittsburgh
PA 1974-75, with Homewood-Brushton
Community Improvement Assn. Pittsburgh
1975—. res. Pittsburgh PA.*
AGEZE, Berhanu. A.B. b. Ethiopia May 1
1949. res. unknown.
ALFORD, Nancy Ruth. A.B., M.B.A. Cornell
Univ. 1975. Financial analysis; b. Boston
Jan. 1 1952. Financial analyst Chase
Manhattan Bank. res. NYC*
ALSTON, George W. A.B. Public relations;
b. Pittsburgh PA Dec. 10 1943; m. Michelle
Hendrickson; ch.: Fanon, Zuhirah. Teacher
Elmcor Sch. Queens NY 1974-75, asst. dir.
manpower services Human Resources Admin.
Queens 1975-76, account exec. Karim Int.
NYC 1976—. N.E. Region Nation of Islam
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(asst. minister, spec. asst. on UN affairs), res.
Queens NY.*
AMBROSE, Mark Hayward. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Marketing; b. Ft. Devens MA June 5
1951; m. Cydney Spadaro June 1 1973.
Marketing rep. N.Y. Life Ins. Co. Waltham
MA 1974— . res. Newtonville MA.*
ANDON, Stephen Ashod. A.B. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. Business exec; b. Bronxville NY
Feb. 27 1951; m. Ellen Morrill Jan. 21 1973;
ch.: Stacey, Libby. V.pres. marketing
Tragacanth Importing Corp. NYC. Contbr.
res. Wilton CT.*
APPLEGATE, Jay Taylor. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Dartmouth 1975. Invest.; b.
Hartford CT Nov. 27 1951. With control div.
Chemical Bank NYC 1975-76, with bond
invest, dept. Aetna Life & Casualty Hartford
1976— . res. Farmington CT.*
ARRIS, Leland John, Jr. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland Nov. 4 1950. res.
Freeport.
ASHFORD, Mark Andrew. Bowdoin 1969-72,
1973-74. b. Lubbock TX June 21 1951. d.
Portland April 3 1974.
ASMEROM, Girma. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Addis Ababa Dec. 10 1949. res. Unknown.
ASSOUMOU, Martin N'Goran. A.B. magna
cum laude. b. Ahounan Dimbokr March 5
1951. res. unknown.
AUERR, Allen A., Jr. A.B. cum laude., M.B.A.
Rutgers 1974. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Accounting; b. Framingham MA March 18
1951; m. Maria Montalbano Aug. 27 1972; ch.:
Kevin. C.P.A. (MA); accountant Ernst & Ernst
Boston 1974— . Treas. Jaycees Framingham.
res. Holliston MA.*
AVERY, Peter Mark. A.B. Student; b.
Arlington MA April 28 1951. Student
Georgetown Univ. 1975— . res. Arlington
MA.*
BABB, Joseph Geoffrey Derek. A.B. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Military; b. St. Stephen N.B.
Canada July 19 1951; m. Melissa Below Dec.
28 1973. With USA Military Intelligence
Branch 1973— . res. Vanceboro.*
BAIRD, James Henry, Jr. A.B., M.B.A. Univ.
Mich. 1975. Beta Theta Pi. Banking; b.
Wilmington DE March 14 1951. Corporate
banker Bankers Trust Co. NYC 1975—. res.
Sausalito CA.*
BALDWIN, Linda Grace. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1978. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Ins. & student; b.
Concord MA Sept. 7 1951. Actuarial asst.
Unionmutual 1973-76, student 1976— . Loan
exec. Greater Portland United Way 1975. res.
Phila. PA.*
BARANOWSKI, Mark Stephen. A.B. magna
cum laude. Delta Sigma, b. Lowell MA Aug.
19 1951. res. Lowell MA.
BARON, Daniel Henry. A.B. cum laude, M.S.
Ed. Bank Street Coll. Education; b.
Brooklyn NY Jan. 4 1951; m. Donna Wheeler
June 20 1971; ch.: Jeremy, Heather. Education
coordinator Miss. Band of Choctaw Indians
1974
—
, student Ind. Univ. Bloomington,
pre-sch. teacher Bloomington. res.
Bloomington IN.*
BARRON, Thomas Major. Bowdoin 1969-71,
B.F.A. Calif. Inst, of the Arts 1975. Alpha
Delta Phi. Arts; b. Berkeley CA April 24
1952. Apprentice Arcosanti AZ 1971-72,
filmmaker Hollywood CA 1975
—
, asst. to the
v.pres. Todd-AO Corp. Hollywood 1975-76,
commercial film dir. Robert Abel & Assoc.
Hollywood 1976— . Inventor: Freearm Camera
Boom; Films: The Bridge, Wrecording Session,
Eddie at 3:15. res. Saugus CA.*
BARSON, Michael Scott. A.B., A.M. Bowling
Green State Univ. 1976. Chi Psi. Occ.
unknown; b. Haverhill MA Nov. 14 1951. res.
Haverhill MA.*
BARTELL, George David. A.B. Sigma Nu.
b. Seattle WA Sept. 7 1951. res. Seattle WA.
BASCOM, Alan Perry. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Business; b. Phila. PA Oct. 17 1951; s. of
Perry B. '43; m. Linda Lawton Oct. 19 1974.
Member installation crew L. Di Pasquale
Fence Scotch Plains NJ summer 1973, rental
shop mgr. Great George Ski Area MacAffe NJ
1973-74, asst. store mgr. The Athletic Dept.
Framingham MA 1974
—
, store mgr. The
Athlete's Foot Peabody MA & Manchester
NH. res. Framingham MA.*
BASLIK, Thomas Edward. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. b. Cleveland OH Sept. 11 1950. res.
Worcester MA.
BATES, Richard Whitney. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. Ins.; b. Hanover NH March
14 1951; m. Bonnie Wilcox June 10 1972; ch.:
Gregg. Teacher Newport NH High Sch.
1973-74, ins. agt. Gauthier & Woodard Inc.
Newport 1974— . Member (Newport
Recreation Advisory Council 1974-77, sch.
board Newport 1976-79). res. Newport NH.*
BEAULIEU, Brooks Linwood. A.B. cum laude.
Psi Upsilon. Student; b. Milton MA Feb. 27
1952. res. Northampton MA, Florence Italy.*
BEGIN, Gary Dale. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
b. Naples March 21 1951. res. Naples.
BEGIN, Jeffrey Donald. A.B. Chi Psi. Ins.;
b. Beverly MA March 19 1951; m. Elizabeth
Woodman July 20 1974. Claims adjuster
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. S. Portland 1973—.
Corporator Portland Boys Club. res.
Falmouth.*
BEKELE, Gezahegne. A.B. b. Addis Abeba
April 10 1948. res. unknown.
BELKNAP, Daniel Forrest. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Dela. 1975. Delta Sigma. Marine geology; b.
Damariscotta May 21 1951 ; s. of Robert W. Jr.
'45; m. Karen Verney June 16 1973. Cook
Bowdoin summer 1973. Contbr. res.
Damariscotta.*
BEVINS, Peter Alexander. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Student; b. Salem MA Sept. 14 1950; s. of
Wesley E. Jr. '40. Student Brown Univ. 1973—.
res. Marblehead MA.*
BIEGER, Peter Allen. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Syracuse Univ. 1976. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Law; b. Rockville Centre NY Sept. 24 1951.
Lab. maintenance Industrial Bio-Test Lab.
Decatur IL summers 1972-1974, law clerk Hurt
Fuller & Hopp Decatur summer 1975. res.
Decatur IL.*
BISBEE, Chester Allan. A.B. cum laude.
Student; b. Dover NJ Sept. 15 1951. res.
Berkley CA.*
BIXBY, Kenneth Bernard. A.B. magna cum
laude. Chi Psi. b. Cambridge MA March 30
1951. res. Marion MA.
BOILY, Daniel James, Jr. A.B. b. NYC
March 19 1951. res. Valley Cottage NY.
BOLDUC, David. A.B. Law; b. Fukvoka
Japan Aug. 7 1952. Student Univ. Tex. Law
Sch. 1973-75, youth coordinator Farenthold for
Governor Austin TX spring 1974, volunteer
coordinator Lloyd A. Doggett for State
Senator Austin fall 1974, law clerk Austin
(Kidd & Doggett 1974-75, Doggett & Jacks
1975-76, legislative asst. Rep. Gonzalo
Barrientos Austin spring 1975, member staff
Cofer for Dist. Judge Austin TX spring 1976,
Tex. State staff Carter for Pres. fall 1976,
Partner Austin (Bender & Bolduc 1976, Bender
Bolduc Walter & Wahlberg 1976—). res.
Austin TX.*
BONASERA, Joseph Francis. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Ins.; b. Winchester MA Jan. 14 1951; m.
Marlene Fuccillo June 23 1973. Group ins.
marketing supervisor State Mutual Worchester
MA 1973— , student Northeastern Univ.
1975—. res. Winchester MA.*
BOOY, Gerald Cornelis. Bowdoin Plan
1969-70. Alpha Delta Phi. Management; b.
Zaaudarn The Netherlands July 27 1949; m.
Irene Van Hoorn April 19 1973; ch.: Menno.
Van Gelder Papier Co. Amsterdam the
Netherlands (export employee 1972-74,
product mgr. 1974—). res. unknown.*
BOREN, Erik Gustaf. Bowdoin Plan 1969-70.
B.Sc. Uppsala Univ. 1975. Sigma Nu. Sales;
b. Stockholm Sweden April 24 1950. Served to
2nd It. Swedish Army 1970-71. res. Farsta
Sweden.*
BREWSTER, Jennifer Marsden. A.B. 1972
capital campaign worker. Cooking; b. Long
Branch NJ Oct. 26 1951. Peace Corps trainee
Palau Micronesia 1973, nurse's aide Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital Boston 1973-74, respiratory
therapist Cambridge NY 1974-75, bartender
Mancester VT (Rod Frazier 1974-75, Muffy's
Restaurant 1975-76), cook Ye Olde Tavern
Manchester 1976— . res. Arlington VT.*
BROADDUS, Samuel Berry. A.B. cum laude.
Psi Upsilon. Student; b. Louisville KY Feb.
22 1951. Student Univ. Vt. 1973—. res.
Burlington VT.*
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BROWN, Frederick Ronald, III. A.B. cum
laude. Chi Psi. b. Winchester MA April 19
1951. res. New London NH.
BROWNING, Barry Hale. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. S. Kingstown RI Feb. 6
1951. res. Napoli Rome Italy.
BRYANT, William Roger. A.B. b. Portland
Oct. 25 1950. res. Portland.
BUCK, Charles Rinker. A.B. magna cum laude.
b. Morristown NJ Dec. 29 1950. res. Montrose
PA.
BURBINE, Daniel James. Bowdoin 1969-70.
b. Lynn MA Oct. 22 1950. res. Hampstead
NH.
BURLOCK, Stephen John. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Student \ b. Houlton
March 12 1951. Student Franklin Pierce Coll.
Rindge NH 1973—. res. Ft. Fairfield.*
BURR, Robert Alfred. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Management; b. Eastport Dec. 28
1950; m. Mary Warren March 24 1973. Asst.
records clerk Queensland Govt. Brisbane
Australia 1974, teacher S.A.D. Eastport 1974,
mgr. Tri-State Mill Supply Co. Waterville
1974- . res. Mercer.*
BUSHY, Willard Francis. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Student; b. New
Haven CT Feb. 6 1951. Student Suffolk Law
Sch. 1974—. res. Clinton CT.*
CARENBAUER, Michael Greene. A.B. magna
cum laude. Student; b. Wheeling WV Oct.
25 1951. Student Berklee Coll. of Music Boston
1973—. res. Wheeling WV.*
CAREY, Norman Edgar. A.B. magna cum
laude, A.M. Univ. Penn. 1975, Ph.D. Univ.
Penn. (Nathan Webb post-grad, scholar) 1977.
Sigma Nu. Education; b. Rumford Feb. 26
1950; m. Loudine Fontaine Aug. 21 1971; ch.:
Elizabeth. Teaching fellow Univ. Penn. Phila.
1975-76, lectr. Universite de Lyon France
1976-77. res. Phila. PA.*
CARROLL, Gregory Charles. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Invests.; b. Biddeford March 23
1951. Asst. mgr. Saco River Tel. Co. Bar Mills
1973-74, stockbroker Merrill Lynch Pierce
Fenner & Smith 1974— . res. San Francisco
CA.*
CARSON, David Nicholas. Bowdoin 1969-70.
Alpha Delta Phi. Business; b. Youngstown
OH Dec. 23 1950; m. Carol Hammen Sept. 13
1972; ch.: Dylan. Various positions to 1975,
prop. Carson-Barrett Co. Turners Falls MA
1975—. res. Northfield MA.*
CARTER, Steve Saunders, Jr. Bowdoin
1969-70, A.B. Pacific Lutheran Univ. 1973.
Student; b. Seattle WA Nov. 30 1950. Labor
relations consultant C. C. Donworth & Assoc.
Seattle 1974-75, student Duquesne Univ.
Pittsburgh PA 1975— . Elected member Pacific
Lutheran Univ. Arete Soc. 19? res. Bellevue
WA.*
CARTLAND, Richard Edward. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Ins.; b. Hartford CT Jan. 29 1950;
s. of John E. '39, m. Elaine Vogel Sept. 22 1973.
Sr. underwriter Aetna Life & Casualty
Hartford 1973—. res. W. Hartford CT.*
CAVANAUGH, John Joseph, Jr. Bowdoin
1969-71. b. Holyoke MA June 5 1951. res.
unknown.
CHENAULT, Kenneth Irvine. A.B. magna cum
laude, J.D. Harvard (Lee G. Paul scholar)
1976. Law; b. Mineola NY June 2 1951.
Pres. Waldorf Sch. Alumni Assoc. 1973-76.
Recipient: Congressional Medal of Merit 1969.
res. Hempstead NY.*
CHRISMAN, JoAnn. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Admin.; b. Seattle WA Jan. 13
1950. Admin, asst. Office of Boston
Bicentennial 1973-74, program admin. ENI
Corp. Seattle 1974— . res. Mercer Is. WA.*
CHRISTENFELD, Alan Michael. A.B. magna
cum laude 1974, J.D. Cornell 1976, L.L.M.
N.Y. Univ. Law Sch. 1977. Chi Psi. Law; b.
NYC April 19 1951. Assoc. Rathheim Hofman
Kassel & Silverman NYC 1977—. res. NYC*
CLARKE, Arthur Melnotte, III. Bowdoin
1969-71, 1971-72. Theta Delta Chi. b. April
18 1951. res. Beverly MA.
CLARKE, David Alexander. Bowdoin 1969-71.
Chi Psi. b. Bronx NY March 13 1945. res.
Biddeford.
CLENOTT, Peter Lawrence. A.B. b.
Portland July 8 1951. res. Portland.
CLIFFORD, George Minott, III. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.Div.
Vanderbilt Univ. 1973, M.Div. Princeton 1976.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Clergy; b. Chelsea MA
Sept. 1 1952; m. Susan Norman June 16 1973.
res. Weedsport NY.*
CLIFFORD, John David, IV. A.B. magna cum
laude. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Lewiston
Dec. 26 1951; s. of John D. Ill '42. res.
Lewiston.
CLIFT, Karen Fell. A.B., A.A. Pine Manor Jr.
Coll. 1971. Ins.; b. NYC March 15 1951.
Asst. dir. admissions Pine Manor Jr. Coll.
Chestnut Hill MA 1973-74, group rep. Aetna
Life & Casualty Ins. Co. 1975— (Hartford CT,
Phila. PA, Boston), res. Newton Centre MA.*
CLOUD, Harold Edward, Jr. Bowdoin
1969-72. Theta Delta Chi. Student; b. NYC
March 31 1951. Student Juarez Univ. Med.
Sch. Durango Durango Mexico 1975— . res.
Durango Durango Mexico.*
COBB, Barrett Jobill. A.B., M A T. Univ.
Chicago 1974. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b.
Wilmington DE May 23 1951; s. of Willard H.
'47. Teacher Walpole MA Sr. High Sch.
1974—. res. Walpole MA.*
COLLENBURG, Richard Steven. Bowdoin
1969-71. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Lansing MI
March 31 1951. res. Bangor.
COMPAGNONE, Frank. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Education & business; b. Centrache
Italy Feb. 8 1951; m. Sandra Besozzi Jan. 20
1974. Painting contractor C & C Co. Stoughton
MA 1973— teacher Stoughton 1974
—
, karate
instr. Recreation Dept. Foxboro MA 1974
—
,
prop. Colony House of Liquors Foxboro
1974
— ,
pres. Comptot Inc. 1975. res.
Wrentham MA.*
CONNOLLY, James Aloysius, III. Bowdoin
1969-71, 1972-74, 1974-75. b. Wilkes Barre
PA June 3 1951. res. Rye NY.
COONS, John Arthur. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Student; b. Auburn NY Aug. 25
1951; m. Susan Finigan '73 Sept. 15 1973.
Foreman Great Eastern Bldg. Co. Cambridge
MA summer 1973, draftsman Desmond &
Lord Architecture & Engineering Boston
1973-75. res. Albuquerque NM.*
COONS, Susan Finigan. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Research; b.
Cambridge MA Sept. 25 1951; m. John Coons
'73 Sept. 15 1973. Research tech. (Mass.
General Hospital Boston 1973-75, Univ. N.M.
Albuquerque 1975— . res. Albuquerque NM.*
CORMACK, Thomas Scott. Bowdoin 1969-70.
b. Munich Germany Jan. 4 1952. d. New
Haven CT April 26 1970.*
CORRO, Daniel Rice. A.B. summa cum laude.
b. Lincoln Jan. 15 1951. res. Lincoln.
COSTIN, Cynthia Conlon. A.B. Ins.; b.
Hackensack NJ Jan. 24 1951; m. Thomas
Costin '73 Sept. 1 1973. Teacher & coach
Hebron Acad. 1973-75, ins. agt. Fidelity Union
Life Portland 1975—. res. Hebron.*
COSTIN, Thomas Joseph. A.B. Chi Psi.
Admissions aide. Education; b. Salem MA
Sept. 19 1951; m. Cynthia Conlon '73 Sept. 1
1973. Pool dir. Portland Country Club
Falmouth summer 1973, Hebron Acad,
(teacher & swimming coach 1973-74, dir.
admissions & swimming coach 1974— , asst.
headmaster 1976). res. Hebron.*
COVE, Joseph Carroll. A.B. magna cum laude,
J.D. Suffolk Univ. 1976. Law; b.
Woonsocket RI Aug. 12 1951. Atty.
self-employed Worcester County MA 1976—.
res. Uxbridge MA.*
COWING, David Estienne. A.B. Caretaking;
b. Detroit MI Aug. 6 1952. Substitute teacher
Dresden 1973-74, carpenter Good Work
Construction Co. S. Gardiner 1974, asst.
caretaker Woolwich 1974— . res. Dresden
Mills.*
CRAMER, Iris Marylin. A.B. cum laude. b.
Boston Feb. 21 1951. res. Newton MA.
CROWLEY, Francis Bernard, III. A.B. cum
laude 1974. Student; b. Leominster MA
Aug. 20 1951; m. June Martin Oct. 31 1970;
ch.: Francis, Kristen. Laborer Crowley Realty
Leomimster 1974-75, student Tufts Univ.
1975— . res. Newton Centre MA.*
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CROWLEY, Ralph Donnely, Jr. A.B., M B A.
Clark Univ. 1976. Sales; b. Worcester MA
Nov. 24 1950. Beverage mgr. Wicker-Tree
Restaurant Falmouth MA 1973
— ,
marketing
dir. Wachusett Mt. Ski Area Princeton MA
1973, sales supervisor Polar Corp. Worcester.
Corporate dir. Youth Opportunity, nominating
dir/ Young Business Assoc. res. Worcester
MA.*
CURLEY, Brian Charles. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.B.A. Univ. Mich. 1975. Beta Theta
Pi. Finance; b. Dorchester MA Feb. 12
1951; married June 19 1976. Financial analyst
E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. Wilmington
DE 1975—. res. Wilmington DE.*
CURRIE, John Anderson. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Ins.; b. Oklahoma City OK Sept. 24 1950.
Group rep. Aetna Life & Casualty Co.
Houston TX 1973—. res. Houston TX.*
DAM, Jonathan Charles. Bowdoin 1969-70,
A.B. & B.S. Babson Coll. 1973. Mfg.; b.
Boston Sept. 8 1951; m. Shirley St. Germain
Aug. 25 1973; ch.: Matthew. Barnstable
County Supply Co. Lakeville MA (sales rep.
1973-76, branch mgr. 1976—). res. Brant Rock
MA.*
DAVIS, Ann Price. A.B. magna cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Arts; b. Louisville KY
Sept. 4 1951; m. John Davis. Exec. sec. Art
Center Assn. Louisville 1974, artist
Price-Weber Louisville 1975-76, free-lance
graphic designer 19-77
—
, real estates sales
1977—. res. Louisville KY.*
DAVIS, Brian Hayes. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Pittsburgh PA March 8 1951. res.
Pittsburgh PA.
DeGANAHL, Frank Andrew. A.B. magna cum
laude. Chi Psi. Recording engineering; b.
Hartford CT Aug. 22 1951. Walt Disney World
Orlando FL (production services operator
1973-74, culinary asst. 1974-75, audio engineer
1975
— ), recording engineer & technician Bee
Jay Recording Studios Orlando part-time
1974—
. res. Orlando FL.*
DELAKAS, David Mark. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Grain trading; b. Evanston IL Oct. 13
1951. Alfred C. Toepfer Inc. NYC (trainee
1974-?, grain trader), res. NYC*
DeLEIRIS, Daniel. A.B. Education; b.
Newport RI July 14 1951. Carpenter Buzzard
Bay Boats Inc. Mattapoisett MA 1973-74,
contractor applicator Tilo Construction Co.
Fairhaven MA 1974-75, teacher pvt.
elementary sch. RI. res. Newport RI.*
DeVRIES, Tina. A.B. cum laude. Potting; b.
Albany NY Feb. 21 1952; m. David White '73
March 22 1972. Potter, res. Burnham.*
DiBELLA, John Nicholas. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Student; b. Fitchburg
MA Aug. 25 1951. Student med. sch. 1978—.
res. Needham MA.*
DICKARD. James Timothy. Bowdoin 1969-71.
b. Cleveland OH Jan. 22 1951. res. Painsville
OH.
DINWIDDIE, Dana Alice. A.B. magna cum
laude. b. Oakland CA April 25 1951. res.
Charlevoix MI.
DIONNE, Donna Louise. A.B. Education; b.
Brunswick April 3 1951; m. Max Zachau.
Teaching fellow Bowdoin 1973— . res.
Brunswick.*
DONOVAN, Richard Paul. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Norwood MA April 12 1951. res. Norwood
MA.
DORAN, John Joseph. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Student; b. Holyoke MA Feb.
27 1951; m. Charron Carlson July 5 1975.
Dispatcher Quebec VT Lakes Corp. 1973, Mt.
Holyoke Coll. (co-ordinator 1974-76, head
resident 1975
—
). res. S. Hadley MA.*
DRUKKER, Richard, III. A.B. cum laude.
Sigma Nu. Management; b. Passaic NJ Nov.
18 1951; m. Jocelyn Blais June 16 1973; ch.:
Dina. Management trainee The Herald News
Passaic 1973
—
, student Rochester Inst, of
Tech. res. Rochester NY.*
DUNLAP, Sarah. A.B. Student; b. Boston
March 11 1950; dau. of John M. Jr. '48.
Various seasonal positions 1973-75. Member
visiting committee Kellogg Church, res. S.
Harpswell.*
DYER, Ronald Kenneth. Bowdoin 1969-71,
B.B.A. Fla. Atlantic Univ. 1976. Delta Sigma.
Management; b. Saco Dec. 1 1950; m.
Daphne Hardy May 26 1972. Mgr. Southland
Corp. FL 1976—. res. Boca Raton FL.*
EPSTEIN, Alexander David. Bowdoin 1969-70,
A.B. Bennington Coll. 1972. Public
management; b. NYC June 8 1952. Sr. field
supervisor Youth Services Agency NYC 1973,
area services assoc. Mayor's Office for the
Aging NYC 1974—, student Yale Sch. of
Organization & Management 1976-78. res.
NYC*
EPSTEIN, Lewis David. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Univ. Va. 1976.
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Phi Delta Psi. Law; b.
NYC Jan. 5 1951. Atty. res. Portland.*
ERIKSON, John Richard. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ins.; b. NYC May 26
1951; m. Janet Walter Dec. 29 1973; ch.:
Karen. Group ins. rep. Prudential Ins. Co.
Newark NJ 1973— . Member advisory board
Urban Health Corp. res. Morristown NJ.*
ERLACHER, Douglas Charles. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Admissions aide 1972-73. Student;
b. Adrian MI Nov. 21 1950. Mgr. trainee
Marine Nat. Exchange Bank Milwaukee WI
1973-75, student Marquette Univ. Milwaukee
1975—. res. Milwaukee WI.*
FARBES, William Leon. A.B. b. Okmulgee
OK July 21 1951. res. Oklahoma City OK.
FINK, William Allen. Bowdoin 1969-70. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Cincinnati OH May 4
1951. res. Raleigh NC.
FLYNN, Peter Edward. A.B., J.D. New Eng.
Sch. of Law 1977. Beta Theta Pi. Education;
b. Everett MA Oct. 17 1950. Teacher Everett
MA 1975—. res. Everett MA.*
FORTNEY, Delbert Brooks, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Delta Phi. Student; b. Wheeling WV Sept. 5
1951; m. Kathleen Sheehey June 15 1974.
Bartender Amherst MA (The Lord Jeffrey Inn
1973-75, The Town House Restaurant 1975—),
student Univ. Mass. Boston 1975— . res.
Northampton MA.*
FOX, James Lester, Jr. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Delta Phi. Student; b. Evanston IL March
29 1951. Student Columbia Univ. 1973—. res.
Wilmette IL.*
FRENCH, William Richard. A.B. magna cum
laude, D.M.D. Harvard 1977. Beta Theta Pi.
Student; b. Lowell MA Dec. 6 1951. res.
Chelmsford MA.*
GAMBARDELLA, Ralph Anthony, Jr. A.B.
summa cum laude, M.D. Univ. Southern Calif.
1977. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Student; b. New
Haven CT Oct. 21 1951; m. Shelly Kipnis Dec.
18 1976. res. Hamden CT*
GARAVENTA, Joseph Harold. A.B. cum
laude, M.F.A. Smith Coll. 1975. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Arts; b. Haverhill MA March 7
1951. Teacher Title One Program Haverhill
1974, professional actor regional & summer
theatres 1975— . res. Haverhill MA.*
GARRETT, John Patrick. A.B. cum laude.
Occ. unknown; b. Kalamazoo MI Aug. 26
1951. Fruit harvester Fennville MI summer
1973, volunteer Peace Corps Malanville
Dahomey W. Africa 1973— . res. Kalamazoo
ML*
GEHRINGER, Grant Pennoyer. A.B. 1974.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Auditing; b. Galveston
TX Jan. 28 1951. Night auditor Guest Quarters
Alexandria VA 1974— . res. McLean VA.*
GELLERSON, Mark Wyman. A.B. magna
cum laude. Student; b. Farmington July 12
1951. Ford fellow Syracuse Univ. 1973— . res.
Falmouth.*
GEORGE, Cynthia Miladdy. A.B., M AT.
Reed Coll. 1974. Education; b. Pawtucket
RI Dec. 21 1950. Tutor Jenson Enterprises
Beavercreek OR 1974, substitute teacher public
sch. Portland OR 1974-75, asst. chef
Chambered Nautilus Restaurant Olga WA
1975, substitute teacher Lincoln County Sch.
Newport OR 1975—. res. Chepachet RI.*
GILL, Jeffrey John. A.B. magna cum laude.
A.M. Northeastern (Nathan Webb Research
scholar) 1976. Education; b. Fall River MA
June 18 1951; m. Bonnie Staiger June 16 1973.
Teaching asst. Northeastern Univ. 1973-76. res.
Plympton MA.*
GILMOUR, Robert Fulton, Jr. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Student; b. Utica NY Aug. 25
1951; m. Robin Beaulieu March 1 1975.
Student SUNY Upstate 1973—. res. Syracuse
NY.*
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GINN, Mark Herbert. Bowdoin 1969-71. Psi
Upsilon. b. Boston Nov. 8 1950. res.
Scarborough.
GITLIN, Jonathan David. Bowdoin 1969-71.
b. Boston May 27 1952. res. Pittsburgh PA.
GLAZIER, Mitchell Alan. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Columbia 1975. Chi Psi. Product
management; b. Newark NJ Sept. 23 1951.
Account exec. Mr. Witt Inc. NYC 1975-76,
asst. product mgr. Miles Lab. 1976— . Trustee
Worcester MA Acad. res. Mishawaka IN.*
GODWIN, Mark. A.B. Zeta Psi. Free-lance
writing; b. Washington DC Oct. 13 1951; m.
Mary Cissel June 14 1974. Anchorage AK
Daily Times (sports writer 1973, chief copy ed.
1973-74, asst. Sunday ed. 1974-75),
publications ed. Alyeska Pipeline Service Co.
Anchorage 1975, writer self-employed
Anchorage 1975—. res. Anchorage AK.*
GOLDFARB, Hilliard Todd. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1974;
Ph.D. Harvard 1979. Student; b. Hartford
CT May 29 1951. Teaching fellow Harvard
1974
— . Author: Disegni di Tiziano (1976). res.
Cambridge MA.*
GOODMAN, Robert Thorner. Bowdoin
1969-70, A.B. Univ. Fla. 1973, Ed.M. Univ.
Fla. 1974. Beta Theta Pi. Education; b.
Teaneck NJ Nov. 5 1951. Teacher, dormatory
dir. & coach Pine Crest Sch. Ft. Lauderdale FL
1974— . Playwrite: The Auction House, The
Test. res. Ft. Lauderdale FL.* •
GREENFIELD, Saul Philip. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Univ. Penn.
1977. Psi Upsilon. Student; b. NYC April 3
1952. res. Woodmere NY.*
GRINAGE, Alvin Ulysses, Jr. A.B. b.
Braddock PA Dec. 24 1951. res. Rankin PA.
HALE, Ronald Peter. A.B. 1975. b. Brooklyn
NY June 26 1951. res. Newark NJ.
HAMMOND, Hubert. A.B. b. Norway SC
May 20 1949. res. E. Elmhurst NY.
HAUDEL, Richard Alan. A.B. Chi Psi.
Accounting; b. Fitchburg MA June 20 1951.
Accountant MacDonald Page Stratford &
Strout Portland 1973-74. res. Fitchburg MA.*
HEALEY, Peter Francis. A.B., A.M. Fletcher
Sch. of Law & Diplomacy 1975, M.A.L.D.
Fletcher Sch. of Law & Diplomacy 1976. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker, class
agt. 1973— . Political & economic analysis;
b. Boston June 1 1951; married. Political &
economic analyst Gulf Oil Corp. res. NYC*
HECKEL, Roy William, III. A.B Alpha Delta
Phi. Occ. unknown; b. Pittsburgh PA July 4
1951. Salesman A. H. Benoit & Co. Brunswick
1973, volunteer Peace Corps Liberia W. Africa
1973-75. res. York PA.*
HIBBARD, Whitney Sieben. A.B. 1974. Psi
Upsilon. b. Helena MT April 20 1951. res.
Helena MT.
HOENIG, Donald Egon. A.B. magna cum
laude. Alpha Delta Phi. Student; b. E.
Orange NJ Jan. 2 1951; m. Lynn Kimmel Nov.
24 1973; ch.: Scott. Instr. Seeing Eye Inc.
Morristown NJ 1973-74, student Univ. Penn.
Veterinary Sch. Phila. 1974— . res. Blackwood
NJ.*
HOLLEMAN, Christopher. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Vanderbilt Univ. 1976. Law.; b. Boston
Aug. 20 1951. Law clerk Talamo Phillips Silver
& Talman Worcester MA 1975. With USA
1976—. res. Wellesley MA.*
HUBBARD, John Field, Jr. A.B. Research;
b. Springfield IL Dec. 18 1950; s. of John F.
'41. Researcher Center for Auto Safety
Washington DC 1973—. Co-author: 1975
Supplement-Automobile Design Lialility
(1975). res. Washington DC*
HUNTER, Eric Larue. A.B. cum laude. b.
Bronx NY Oct. 20 1951. res. Bronx NY.
HUTCHINSON, Thomas Joseph. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Quincy MA May 13 1951. res.
Hingham MA.
INGALLS, Andrew Riegel. Bowdoin 1969-71.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b.
Bronxville NY Dec. 7 1951 ; s. of Roscoe C. '43.
Asst. filmmaker & teacher Loft Film & Theatre
Center Bronxville 1971-72, salesperson
Discount Records Scarsdale NY &
Albuquerque NM 1972-74, hand weaver
Dunlop Weavers Bar Harbor 1974-75. res.
Bronxville NY.*
JACOBSON, John Joseph. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Theta Delta Chi.
Student; b. Washington DC Aug. 10 1951.
Student Georgetown Univ. 1973— . res.
Bethesda MD.*
JEON, Andrew Arthur. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Univ. Vt. 1977.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Student; b. Boston
Nov. 17 1951. res. Medfield MA.*
JOHNSON, Raymond Patrick. A.B. magna
cum laude. Phi Delta Psi. Data processing;
b. NYC July 25 1952. Student Harvard 1973,
scientific applications programmer
Kentron-Hawaii Ltd. 1974, systems
programmer & analyst Brandeis Univ. 1974—
.
res. Magnolia MA.*
JONES, Charles Andrews, III. A.B. cum laude,
M.Div. Princeton Theol. Sem. 1975, Th.M.
Union Theol. Sem. 1976. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Admissions aide 1969-70. Clergy; b. Mt.
Holly NJ Dec. 30 1950. Student asst. minister
(Bethany Collegiate Presby. Church
Havertown PA 1973, First Presby. Church Mt.
Holly 1973-74, Central Presby. Church Summit
NJ 1974-75), chaplain intern M. D. Anderson
Hospital & Tumor Inst. Houston TX 1975,
assoc. pastor Eastminister Presby. Church
Indialantic FL. Permanent class pres.
Princeton NJ Theol. Sem. res. Pemberton NJ.*
KEAZIRIAN, Edward Martin, II. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Military; b. Bangor Dec. 29 1951. USN
(flight officer 1973-75, It. (jg) 1975—). res.
Peabody MA.*
KELLEY, Beth Judith. A.B. cum laude, Ed.M.
Boston Coll. (Timothy & Lynn Hayes scholar)
1975. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Counseling; b. Cambridge MA Oct. 10 1951.
Psycologist (public sch. Waltham MA 1974-75,




KELLY, WiUiam Webster. A.B. cum laude.
Education; b. Colorado Springs CO Dec. 13
1951. Substitute teacher public sch. Stamford
CT 1974, teacher Cheshire CT Acad. 1974—.
res. Cheshire CT.*
KENNEDY, Ann Elizabeth. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Management; b. Yonkers NY Nov. 15 1951.
Int. sales administrator Data Packaging Corp.
Cambridge MA 1974-75, asst. product mgr. &
transl. Dennison Int. Co. Framingham MA
1975—. res. Natick MA.*
KENNEDY, Brian Gerard. A.B. magna cum
laude. b. Boston July 11 1951. res. St. Louis
MO.
KILCOYNE, Thomas Aloysius, HI. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Ins.; b. Leominster MA March 3
1951. Group sales rep. State Mutual Life
Assurance Co. of Am. NYC 1973— . res.
Warwick NY.*
KIMBALL, Roy Tower. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Patuxent MD Aug. 14 1951. res.
St. Nesmin France.
KING, Paul Waymon. A.B. cum laude.
Banking; b. Bedford OH Jan. 14 1951. Asst.
nat. bank examiner Regional Admin, of Nat.
Banks Cleveland OH 1973— . res. Cleveland
OH.*
KINGSBURY, Timothy Goodhue. A.B. Zeta
Psi. Photochemotherapy; b. Milton MA
March 7 1951. Asst. mgr. Tennis- 128
Burlington MA 1973-74, research tech. Mass.
General Hospital Boston 1974— . res. Chestnut
Hill MA.*
KLEEMANN, Ernst Andreas. Bowdoin Plan
1969-70. b. Tientsin China May 10 1950. res.
Duesseldorf Germany.
KNELL, Michael Elliott. A.B., J.D. 1976.
Alpha Delta Phi. Law, music; b. Pittsburgh
PA April 15 1951. Musician Boston 1973—
various positions 1973-74, recreation dir.
Tammy Brook Apartments 1975, teacher
Newton public sch. 1976— . Poet. res. Newton
Corner MA.*
KOSAKOWSKI, Thomas Stanley. A.B.
summa cum laude, A.M. Occidental Coll. 1975.
Sigma Nu. Occ. unknown; b. Southbridge
MA Dec. 4 1951. res. Southbridge MA.*
KOUNTZE, Neely. A.B. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Business exec; b. Omaha NE Nov. 22 1951;
m. Mary Lewis July 6 1974. Systems analyst
New Eng. Life Boston 1973-74, v.pres. Easy
Parking Co. Omaha 1974—. Pres.
Rent-a-Comp Inc. 1975, v.pres. (Parking
Management & Services, Budget Rent-A-Car
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of Omaha), member board of trustees
Brounell-Talbot Sch. Omaha 1976— . res.
Omaha NE.*
LAAS, Marek Lesniewski. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Boston Univ. 1976. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Atty.; b. Warsaw Poland July 2 1950. Legal
advisor Common Cause of Mass. Boston
summer 1975. res. Boston.*
LANG, Rogers Joseph. A.B. cum laude.
Student; b. Manchester NH Sept. 20 1951.
Materials handler Pandora Industries
Manchester 1974-75, food stamp outreach
worker New Horizons for N.H. Manchester
1975—. res. Manchester NH.*
LANGER, Jesper Bjern Wang. Spec. 1969-70.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Editing & translating;
b. Rungsted Denmark July 25 1950; m.
Christine Falcke Aug. 13 1975. Author:
Svampe-guiden (1975). res. Copenhagen
Denmark.*
LAWRENCE, Stoddard Leland. A.B. Chi Psi.
Ins.; b. Springfield VT Jan. 22 1951. Aetna
Life & Casualty (group rep. Appleton WI
1973-75, Burlington VT 1975—). res. S.
Burlington VT.*
LEARY, Gregory. A.B. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. NYC Feb. 25 1951. res. Augusta.
LEASON, Randal Joseph. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. Staten Is. NY Jan. 13 1951. res. Staten Is.
NY.
LEE, Jeffrey Carleton. A.B. magna cum laude,
A.M. Univ. Mass. 1975. Ins.; b. Boston Aug.
22 1951; s. of Harold '44. Instr. mathematics
Univ. Mass. Amherst 1973-76, operations
research analyst Mass. Mutual Ins. Springfield
MA 1976—
. res. Northampton MA.*
LESAUVAGE, John Ross. A.B. cum laude.
Chi Psi. Sales management; b. Mnpls. MN
Dec. 1 1950. Schrafft's Ice Cream Co. N.
Pelham NY (account exec. 1974, sales mgr.).
res. New Rochelle NY.*
LEVENTHAL, Carol Gant. A.B., A.A. Pine
Manor. Jr. Coll. 1971, Ed.M. Boston Coll.
1975. Education; b. New Haven CT Jan. 4
1952; m. Alan Leventhal Aug. 10 1975. Admin,
asst. Dun & Bradstreet Brookline MA 1973-74,
teacher Hartford VT Middle Sch. 1975, prop.
Seta Ltd. Boston 1975—. res. Boston.*
LEWIS, Gerald Wesley. Bowdoin 1969-72.
b. Chillicothe OH Nov. 19 1951. res.
Chillicothe OH.
LICHTMAN, Jeff William. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Student; b. Salt Lake City UT April 20 1951.
Student Washington Univ. (MO) 1973—. res.
Rehoboth MA.*
LICHTMAN-LEAVITT, Sheila Ann. A.B.
magna cum laude. Student; b. St. Petersburg
FL Nov. 6 1950; m. Andrew Lichtman '74 July
5 1975. Substitute teacher Brunswick, Bath &
Topsham 1974; interviewer Me. Regional Med.
Program Augusta summer 1974; student Univ.
Rochester NY 1974— . res. Rochester NY.*
LIOTTA, Robert Joseph. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Military; b. San Angelo TX June 27
1951; m. Mary Loftus Sept. 5 1972; ch.:
Catherine. Instr. pilot 1st It. USAF Wichita
Falls TX 1973—. res. Witchita Falls TX.*
LOEB, Robert Allan. A.B., J.D. DePaul Univ.
1976. Psi Upsilon. Law; b. Chicago IL July
20 1951. Asst. State Atty. Cook County IL. res.
Chicago IL.*
LORING, William Caleb, Jr. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Boston June 24 1950. res. Hamilton
MA.
LOVELACE, Horace Henderson. A.B. b. W.
Point GA June 27 1950. res. Dayton OH.
LUCAS, Richard Eugene. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
1972 capital campaign worker. Banking; b.
Portland Sept. 3 1950; m. Catherine McDonald
June 10 1972. Loan officer Me. Nat. Bank
Portland 1973—. res. Yarmouth.*
LYNCH, Bruce Warren. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Marketing; b. Woonsocket RI July 1 1951;
m. Cynthia Bump Aug. 7 1973; ch.: B. Warren,
Heather. Marketing rep. Chicago IL (Int.
Business Machines 1973-75, Computer
Sciences-INFONET 1975—. Pres. Elder's
Quorum Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
St. Chicago 1976— . res. Chicago IL.*
LYONS, Douglas Clifton. A.B. b.
Washington DC Dec. 8 1951. res. Washington
DC.
LYONS, James Lavoy Arnold. A.B. cum laude.
Consulting; b. Greenville SC Nov. 1 1951; m.
Tommye Farbes '75 June 9 1973. Asst. analyst
Continental Oil Co. Ponca OK 1973-74,
planner & statistician Okla. Highway Safety
Program Oklahoma City OK 1974-75, instr.
computer programing Okla. City Univ.
part-time 1975, student Harvard Business Sch.
1975-76, consultant Arthur D. Little 1976—.
res. Somerville MA.*
MacDONALD, Brian Scott. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Cambridge MA Oct. 2 1951. res.
unknown.
MACDONALD, Kirk John. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Fletcher Sch.
1974; M.A.L.D. Fletcher 1976. Occ.
unknown; b. Corinth NY Sept. 28 1951. res.
Corinth NY.*
MACOMBER, Michael Caldwell. A.B., M B A.
Univ. Mass. 1977. Chi Psi. Student; b.
Boston Nov. 1 1950; s. of David H. '39. Waiter
Alta VT Peruvian Lodge 1973-74, mover
Bekins Co. Santa Monica CA 1974, foreman
Bl-k-Lok Ltd. Toronto Ont. Canada 1975. res.
Springfield MA.*
MAHAN, Michael Wilson. A.B. cum laude.
Photography; b. Boston April 26 1951.
Teacher Wakefield MA 1973, photographer
G-R Advt. Cambridge MA 1974, photographer
& musician self-employed Lincoln MA 1974—
.
Dir. Unilox Corp. 1975—, Coll. of Knowledge
(faculty, visual resources coordinator).
Photography: The Fourth Forest, res. Lincoln
MA.*
MARCHAND, Stephen Thomas. A.B. b.
Fitchburg MA Jan. 6 1951. res. unknown.
MARKS, Robert Evan. Bowdoin 1969-70. Psi
Upsilon. b. Washington DC Jan. 12 1952.
res. Washington DC.
MARSHALL, John Andrew. A.B. Arts; b.
Rochdale Yorkshire England June 24 1951.
Sculptor Van Duzer Studios Cleveland OH
1973, with R. Marshall Photography Cleveland
Heights OH 1973—. Interior & exterior
sculptor Jamestown Mall MO 1973, murals
1975 (photographed & painted Cleveland OH
Municipal Stadium, painted Lakewood OH
Country Club), res. Shaker Heights OH.*
MARTIN, Howard Douglas. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Vt. 1976, M.D. Dartmouth 1979. Beta Theta
Pi. Student; b. Boston July 20 1950.
Research asst. Harvard 1973-74. Contbr. res.
Lebanon NH.*
MCCARTHY, David Allen. A.B. magna cum
laude. Student; b. Hartford CT Sept. 10
1951; m. Susan Carew Dec. 21 1974. Student &
teaching asst. Univ. Conn. Storrs 1973-74,
student Univ. Conn. Sch. of Medicine 1974
—
,
student physician & 2nd It. USAFR Denver
CO 1974—. res. Waterbury CT.*
McEVOY, Francis Martin, III. A.B. cum laude.
Military; b. Lawrence MA Aug. 24 1950. Lt.
(jg) USNR USS Thomas C. Hart 1973—.
Awarded Defense Medal 1973. res. N.
Andover MA.*
McHUGH, James Edward, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Dartmouth 1975. Chi Psi.
Accounting; b. Worcester MA Aug. 16 1951;
m. Susan Frost Dec. 14 1974. C.P.A. (MA);
accountant Arthur Andersen & Co. Boston
1975— . Delegate White House Conf. on Youth
1971. res. Peabody MA.*
McIVOR, Roderick Robert. Bowdoin 1969-70.
b. London England Aug. 27 1950. res.
Melbourne Australia.
McMANUS, Gregory Thomas. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Bangor May 27 1951. res.
Bangor.
McPHEE, Richard Francis, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Sports; b. Norwood MA Oct. 4 1951.
Waiter The Bowdoin Brunswick 1974,
bartender Custers Last Stand Boston 1974-75,
asst. athletic dir. Boston 1975— . res. Canton
MA.*
MEADOWS, Paul Gerald. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Univ. Rochester
1977. Student; b. Portland May 23 1951. res.
Westbrook.*
MEDEIROS, John. A.B. magna cum laude,
A.M. Fletcher Sch. 1975, M.A.L.D. Fletcher
Sch. 1976. Delta Sigma. Foreign service; b.
New Bedford MA Jan. 27 1952. Thomas J.
Watson fellow Universite de Besancon Paris
France 1973-74, foreign service officer, res.
Washington DC*
MEEHAN, Carson Nicholas. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Ins.; b. Waterbury CT Nov. 1
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1951; m. Suzanne Tocci Dec. 22 1973. Crown
Life Ins. Co. (group sales rep. Chicago IL
1973-?, dist. group supervisor St. Louis MO
19?—). res. St. Louis MO.*
MERRILL, John Melvin. A.B. cum laude. Chi
Psi. Real estate; b. Middlebury VT April 2
1951; m. Cathy McCormick Jan. 3 1976. Press
operator Assoc. Business Services Ripton VT
1973, laborer U.S. Gypsum Lisbon Falls
1973-74, bartender (The Bowdoin Brunswick
1974-75, Basin Harbor Club Vergennes VT
1975, The Black Angus Restaurant Burlington
VT 1976), assoc. Bicknell Real Estate & Ins.
Inc. Middlebury VT 1976— . res. Middlebury
VT.*
MEYER, Kurt Ritsher. A.B., M AT. Smith
Coll. 1974. Chi Psi. Education; b. Boston
May 4 1951; m. Alice Edwards Feb. 23 1974.
Teacher Emma WiUard Sch. Troy NY 1974—.
res. Troy NY.*
MILES, Rogers Blood. A.B. magna cum laude,
A.M. Princeton 1975. Sigma Nu. Student; b.
Washington DC Feb. 28 1951. Clerk-typist
Federal Deposit Ins. Corp. Washington
summers 1972 & 1973, teaching asst. Princeton
Univ. spring 1975. res. Washington DC*
MILLER, Evelyn. A.B. magna cum laude.
Law; b. Lewiston May 17 1951. Student
N.Y. Univ. 1973—, intern Me. Atty. General
Augusta summer 1974, law clerk Walter
Conston Shurtman & Gumpel NYC 1974-75.
res. Lewiston.*
MINTON, Duane Robert. A.B. Education;
b. Skowhegan Sept. 25 1951. Teacher (Kents




MOORE, Cecily Ellen. A.B. Social work; b.
E. Cleveland OH Sept. 10 1950; m. Eric Moore
June 13 1970; ch.: Stewart, Michael. Sr.
caseworker Navy Relief Soc. Naval Air Station
(Brunswick 1972-73, Patuxent River MD
1974-76). Pres. NOB NORVA 1976. res. Va.
Beach VA.*
MORSE, David Lathrop. A.B. magna cum
laude, Ph.D. M.IT. 1976. Research; b.
Gorham NH Sept. 22 1952; m. Susan Irish '74
Aug. 17 1974. Chemist Corning NY Glass
Works. Elected member Sigma Xi. res. Corning
NY.*
MORSE, Peter Farnum. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Mass. 1975, O.D. New Eng. Coll. of Optometry
1979. Student; b. Washington DC May 10
1951; s. of Donald M. '41. Lab. research asst.
Me. Med. Center Portland 1973-73. Contbr.
res. Falmouth.*
MORTIMER, Niland Burdell, Jr. A.B. cum
laude, grad. Trinity Coll. 1974. Alpha Delta
Phi. Journalism; b. Steubenville OH Jan. 20
1951. Managing ed. Aperture Inc., asst. dir.
The Book Organization Millerton NY 1974—
.
Treas. The Jargon Soc. Inc. res. Pine Plains
NY.*
MOULTON, Nancy Martha. A.B. cum laude.
Accounting; b. Cambridge MA Sept. 1
1
1950; dau. of James M. faculty; m. David
Armstrong '75 June 16 1973. Student (Univ.
Me. Portland-Gorham 1973-74, Durham
Business Coll. Tucson AZ 1974-75), staff
accountant Arthur Young & Co. Portland
1976-77. res. Brunswick.*
MULLIGAN, Thomas Stewell. A.B. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Journalism; b. Brighton MA
April 24 1951. Stringer The Assoc. Press State
House Boston 1974, reporter S. Middlesex
News Framingham MA 1974— . res. Natick
MA.*
MURPHY, Daniel Richard. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Management; b. Biddeford March 3
1951. Mgr. Consumer Auto Parts S. Portland
1973—. res. Biddeford.*
MURPHY, Robert Henry. A.B. cum laude.
Occ. unknown; b. Littleton NH June 4 1950.
res. Plaistow NH.*
NELSON, Geoffrey Cobb. A.B. cum laude.
Student; b. Bangor Dec. 17 1950. Student
Ind. Univ. 1973— . res. Bloomington IN.*
NEWMAN, Thomas Ray. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Rutgers 1974. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Accounting; b. Vienna Austria March 2
1950; s. of Frederic S. '38; m. Renee Bremmer
Sept. 13 1969. Accountant Ernst & Ernst
(Portland 1974-76, Bangor 1976—), CP.A.
1975. res. Bangor.*
NICHOLSON, James Edwin. A.B., J.D.
Washington & Lee Univ. (Burks scholar) 1977.
Law; b. Galesburg IL March 18 1951; m.
Deborah Simson Dec. 28 1972. Curatorial
intern Bowdoin Museum of Art 1973-74,
carpenter Woolwich summer 1974, law clerk
Nicholson & Carter Washington DC summer
1975, land use planning consultant town of
Bethlehem CT summer 1976, clerk Judge
Albert J. Engel U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit Grand Rapids MI 1977—.
Elected member Omicron Delta Kappa.
Author: Images of New World Natives (1974).
res. Lexington VA.*
NOBLE, Barry Clinton. A.B. Student; b.
Sanford March 23 1951; m. Carol Duranceau
Aug. 12 1972. Student Va. Polytech. Inst. &
State Univ. Blacksburg 1973— . res.
Biddeford.*
NOONE, Paul Henry. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Rochester NY May 11 1950. res. Richmond.
NYLEN, Richard Allan, Jr. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Student; b. Brighton MA Sept. 20
1951. Legislative asst. to Senate Pres. Kevin B.
Harrington Boston, student Suffolk Univ.
1975— . Member sch. committee Ipswich
1975-78. res. Ipswich MA.*
OWEN, William Edwin. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Military; b. Phila. PA July 30 1950; m.
Grace Mille. 1st. It. USA Tacoma WA 1974—.
res. Phila. PA.*
OWENS, Michael Henderson. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Student; b. Haverhill
MA Aug. 31 1951; m. Gwendolyn Stretch '75
Sept. 27 1975. Student Yale Univ. 1973—. res.
New Haven CT.*
PARSHOLT, Steen. Bowdoin Plan 1969-70,
grad. Copenhagen Sch. of Economics &
Business Admin. 1975. Beta Theta Pi.
Economist; b. Copenhagen Denmark April
12 1951. Foreign exchange trader Den Danske
Bank Copenhagen 1974— . res. Soeborg
Denmark.*
PECKENHAM, Thomas Francis, III. A.B.
magna cum laude. Alpha Delta Phi. res. Hope.
PEEBLES, James Edward. Bowdoin 1969-71.
b. Richmond VA Jan. 18 1951. res.
unknown.
PFAU, William Edward, III. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Youngstown OH April 19 1951. res.
Huron OH.
PIERCE, Steven Francis. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Weymouth MA March 12 1951. res.
Pittsfield MA.
PITSTICK, Ian Goodall. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Recreation; b. Boston Sept. 25 1950; s. of
Virgil I. Jr. '50. Waterfront dir. A. Duke E.
Hampton NY 1975
—
, established as Marine
Mechanic 1976. res. Miami FL.*
POLAK, Menno Sander. Bowdoin Plan
1969-70. Zeta Psi. b. Amsterdam The
Netherlands Feb. 24 1951. res. Amsterdam The
Netherlands.
PORTEOUS, Louis Robert, III. Bowdoin
1969-70, A.B. Boston Univ. 1974. Sales; b.
Portland March 22 1951; s. of Louis R. Jr. '46;
m. Phoebe Moore July 27 1974. Life ins. agt.
Conn. General Life Ins. Co. Boston 1974, with
Adam Meldrum & Andersen Co. Buffalo NY
1974
— ,
buyer Porteous Mitchell & Braun Co.
Portland 1976—. res. Portland.*
QUAN, Joseph. A.B. magna cum laude.
Student; b. Kwangtang China Aug. 15 1948.
Student Univ. Vt. 1973—. res. Burlington VT.*
QUINLAN, Bernard Keith. A.B., M.B.A.
McGill 1975. Beta Theta Pi. Ins.; b.
Arlington MA Jan. 29 1951. Commercial
account rep. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Boston
1975—. res. Arlington MA.*
RAYBIN, Richard Alan. A.B., M.B.A.
Columbia 1974. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Accounting; b. Jacksonville FL Feb. 6 1951;
s. of George I. '40. Accountant Coopers &
Lybrand San Francisco CA 1975— . res. San
Francisco CA.*
REDMAN, Charles Whitney, III. A.B. magna
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon &
Theta Delta Chi. 1972 capital campaign
worker. Banking; b. Portland Jan. 9 1951; s.
of Charles W. Jr. '42. Portland Savings Bank
Portland 1975— (loan interviewer, closing
mgr.). res. Portland.*
REDMAN, John Robert. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Student; b. Gardiner Dec. 19 1950. Student
Univ. Vt. Burlington 1973— . res. Augusta.*
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REIS, Marice Deborah. A.B. cum laude, Ed.M.
Antioch Coll. 1974, A.M. Univ. Me. Gorham.
Education; b. Alexandria VA March 3 1951.
Grad. sch. internship S. Strafford VT 1973-74,
teacher Union 47 Bath 1974— . res.
Brunswick.*
RICE, Paul. A.B. cum laude. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Music; b. Wilmington DE Dec. 2
1950. Musician & piano tuner self-employed
1973— . res. Phippsburg.*
ROBBINS, John Alley, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Public service; b. Needham MA Jan. 18
1952; s. of John A. '41; m. Lisa Dephouse Nov.
13 1976. Various positions summer 1973,
broilerman The Bowdoin Brunswick 1973-74,
working mgr. Federation of Cooperatives Inc.
Hallowell 1974-76, information coordinator
Northeast Carry Trading Co. Lending Library
1976— . Bath-Brunswick Consumer Assn. Inc.
(organizer, treas. 1973-74), organizer
Federation of Cooperatives Inc. Ed. The
Cultivator 1974-76. res. Richmond.*
ROSA, Joseph Edward. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Ins.; b. Azores Portugal Sept. 16 1951; m.
Janet Lynds '76 June 15 1974. Broker Carey
Richmond & Viking Newport RI 1973— . res.
Portsmouth RL*
ROTHSCHILD, Edgar Meyer, HI. A.B., J.D.
Memphis State Univ. 1976. Alpha Delta Phi.
Law; b. Memphis TN June 8 1951. Atty. &
legislative coordinator Office of Urban &
Federal Affairs State of Tenn. res. Nashville
TN.*
ROWLAND, Frederick North, Jr. A.B.
Research; b. Waterbury CT March 12 1951.
Various jobs 1973, psychiatric aide Fairfield
Hills Hospital Newton CT 1973-75, student
Univ. Bridgeport CT 1973-75, Univ. Conn.
Farmington (research asst. 1975
—
, student
1976—), Contbr. res. Forestville CT.*
ROZIER, John Paul. Bowdoin 1969-70, A.B.
Emory Univ. 1973, A.M. Univ. Ga. 1976. Zeta
Psi. Student; b. Beirut Lebanon Feb. 12
1951. Student Oriel Coll. Oxford Univ. res.
Atlanta GA.*
RUDMIN, Gerrard Webster. A.B., CD. New
Eng. Coll. of Optometry 1977. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Student; b. Lowville NY March 27
1950; m. Benita Gilbert June 1 1974. Various
seasonal positions 1973-75. res. Peru NY.*
RUNGE, Jeffrey Albert. A.B. cum laude.
Student; b. Cambridge MA June 21 1951; m.
Gwen Herstad Sept. 15 1974. Univ. Wash.
Seattle (student 1973—, teaching asst. 1973-74,
research asst. 1974
—
). res. Hingham MA.*
SANTAGATA, Kenneth Vincent. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; J.D. Columbia
1977. Admissions aide 1973-75. Student; b.
Brooklyn NY Aug. 29 1951. Research asst.
Columbia Legislative Drafting Fund NYC
1975
—
, assoc. Winthrop Stimson Putnam &
Roberts summer 1976. res. Westbury NY.*
SCHOEN, John Wakeman. A.B., M.S. Boston
Univ. 1977. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Filmmaking, journalism; b. Boston Nov. 10
1952. Various seasonal positions 1973-75, with
Central Broadcasting System News NY. res.
NYC*
SELBERT, Roger Bernard. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Southern Calif. 1975. Delta Sigma. Student,
journalism; b. Englewood NJ June 1 1951; m.
Kim Glaser June 24 1973. Student Univ.
Southern Calif. Los Angeles 1975—.journalist
self-employed Santa Monica CA 1975— . res.
Santa Monica CA.*
SESSIONS, Alfred Rochester. A.B. Ins.; b.
Georgetown SC May 9 1951; m. Selma Adams
Aug. 14 1971; ch.: Kamilan, Selma, Sakina.
Provisional teacher Baltimore MD 1973, sales
rep. Metropolitan Life Baltimore 1973-74, ins.
consultant Franklin Life Ins. Co. Springfield
IL 1974-75, ins. agt. Nationwide Ins. Co.
Baltimore 1975— . Nation of Islam
Muhammad's Temple No. 6 (imports sec.
1973-75, temple sec. 1973-75, printing mgr.
1973-74); dist rep. Nationwide Agt. Advisory
Board 1976—; co-chmn. Business
Development Services Dept. World
Community of Islam in the W. 1977
—
, board
member Educational Advisory Board; chmn.
budget committee Clara Muhammed
Secondary & Elementary Sch. 1977
—
;
servicing Muslim chaplan to Jessup Md. House
of Corrections 1976—; prop. A. R. S. Ins.
Agency 1976— . res. Baltimore MD.*
SEXTON, William Wallace. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. 1972 capital campaign worker. Sales; b.
Rochester NY Feb. 5 1950. Asst. mgr. Purity
Spring Resort Inc. E. Madison NH 19-76,
salesman Norton Co. Worcester MA 1977—
.
res. E. Madison NH.*
SEYFFER, Martha Bradford. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Govt.; b. Pittsfield
MA July 19 1951. Salesperson Discount
Records Amherst MA 1973-75, farmhand
Bucksport 1975, volunteer VISTA Ashville
1975
— ,
preparer income tax returns H & R
Block 1976—. res. Bucksport.*
SHELLEY, William Philip, III. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Tech.; b. Phila. PA Aug. 13
1951. Lab. tech. Bowdoin 1973—. res. S.
Harpswell.*
SHEPPARD, Lawrence Harken. Bowdoin
1969-70, grad. Lewis Lively Vocational Tech.
1971. Field engineering; b. Sarasota FL
Sept. 11 1951. Field engineer Decision Data
Computer Corp. res. Sarasota FL.*
SHOOK, David Michael. Bowdoin 1969-71.
Sigma Nu. Computer science; b. Austin TX
Feb. 3 1952. Programmer Management Data
Services Portland 1972, mgr. Cross Country Ski
Place Wiscasset 1972-73, attendant APCOA
Portland OR 1974-75, styterns programmer
Univ. W. Ont. London Ont. Canada 1975—.
res. London Ont. Canada.*
SIKET, Arthur Joseph. A.B. cum laude, M.S.
Inst. Paper Chemistry 1975. Chemistry; b.
Skowhegan Oct. 13 1951. Research chemist
(Scott Paper Co. Essington PA summer 1973,
Westvaco Corp. Covington VA summer 1974),
paper chemist CTS of Paducah KY Inc. 1976,
process engineer Kimberly-Clark Corp.
Fullerton CA 1976—. res. Anaheim CA.*
SILVA, Gerald Edward. A.B. 1974, Ed.M.
Northeastern 1976. Sigma Nu. Education; b.
Arlington MA Dec. 2 1951. Teacher
Chelmsford MA. res. Lexington MA.*
SILVERSTEIN, Mark Lee. A.B. magna cum
laude, J.D. Columbia 1976. Beta Theta Pi. 1972
capital campaign worker. Law; b. NYC July
14 1952. Law clerk Berle Butzel & Kass NYC
summer 1974, faculty research asst. Columbia
Univ. 1974-76, law clerk Markowitz &
Glanstein NYC summer 1975, legal intern
Hon. James Scheuer Washington DC summer
1975, law clerk N.Y. State Supreme Court
Fourth Judicial Dept. Rochester NY 1976-78.
Chairperson Columbia Univ. Environmental
Law Council 1974-76. res. Rochester NY.*
SIMARD, Leo John. Bowdoin 1969-71. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. b. Biddeford March 3 1951.
res. Biddeford.
SIMMETH, Harry George, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Zeta Psi. Military; b. Pittsburgh PA
Jan. 7 1951; m. Sharon Knopp '74 June 15
1974. 1st It. USA 1973—. Awarded Nat.
Defense Service Medal, res. Colorado Springs
CO.*
SIMONTON, Douglas Kirk. A.B. 1973. Beta
Theta Pi. Ins.; b. Nov. 15 1950; s. of William
K. '43. Sec. F. H. Simonton Inc. Wilmington
DE 1974—. res. Wilmington DE.*
SLAYTON, Richard Lincoln. Bowdoin
1969-71. Alpha Delta Phi. Construction,
student; b. Harvey IL Jan. 9 1951; s. of Philip
L. '44; m. Stephanie Dole July 17 1972; ch.:
Nathaniel. Construction engineer
Boise-Cascade Eugene OR 1972-74, contractor
self-employed Eugene 1974— . res. Eugene
OR.*
SMALL, Patricia Ann. A.B. magna cum laude.
b. Cincinnati OH Jan. 27 1953. res. Syracuse
NY.
SMITH, Cyrus Scott, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Management & student; b. Elkins WV July
19 1951. Bartender Chatham MA Bars Inn
1973, computer scheduler State Street Bank
Boston 1974-75, unit sales mgr. Procter &
Gamble Dist. Co. Cambridge MA 1975—,
student Boston Univ. 1974— . res. Boston.*
SMITH, Halsey, Jr. A.B. cum laude. 1972
capital campaign worker. Banking; b.
Orange NJ Feb. 25 1950; m. Carol Fanning
Sept. 20 1969; ch.: Heather, Melissa. Asst.
commercial loan officer Me. Nat. Bank
Portland 1973— . Advisor Jr. Achievement, res.
S. Freeport.*
SORENSEN, Stephan Richard. Bowdoin Plan
1969-70. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Linkoping
Sweden June 8 1949. res. Sabajo Sweden.
SPIEGEL, Walter David. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Computer science; b. Phila. PA Sept. 18
1951. IRS Washington DC (revenue officer




STANTON, Edmund Berchmans, Jr. A.B.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Salem MA Sept. 26
1951. res. Marblehead MA.
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STEWART, Edward William, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude. Zeta Psi. b. Bethlehem PA Oct.
13 1951. res. Portland.
STRANGES, Deborah Ann. A.B. magna cum
laude. Commercial; b. Dayton OH Feb. 10
1951; m. John Cornetta '71 July 26 1975.
Teacher Kents Hill Sch. 1973-74, legal sec.
Verrill Dana Portland 1974-76, underwriter
Chubb & Son Inc. 1976—. Founder
Miscellania 1973. res. Denville NJ.*
STRAUSS, Mark Frank. A.B., J.D. Seton Hall
Univ. Sch. of Law 1976. Beta Theta Pi. Law;
b. Plainfield NJ May 3 1951; m. Linda Brower
June 15 1974. Legislative aide State Senator B.
J. Dwyer Edison NJ 1973-76, atty. NJ 1976—.
res. Neshanic NJ.*
SWINSON, Earl Durant. Jr. A.B. b.
Baltimore MD March 28 1951. res. unknown.
SYLVESTER, Stevan Lemont. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, M.F.A. Smith
Coll. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education; b.
Gardiner Oct. 10 1951; m. Ellen Howe Oct. 12
1974. Apprentice Brunswick Music Theatre
summer 1973, teacher & drama dir. Mt. Ararat
Sch. Topsham 1973— , apprentice Boothbay
Playhouse Boothbay summer 1974. res.
Easthampton MA.*
TANrTA, Alien Kazuto. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Honolulu HI Oct. 31 1951. res. Los Angeles
CA.
TANNEBRING, Charles Jeffrey. A.B. magna
cum laude, D.M.D. Tufts' Dental Sch. 1976.
Dentistry; b. Beverly MA May 17 1950; s. of
William C. Jr. '41. res. Seattle WA.*
TASWELL, Rodrick Lynzel. A.B. 1976. Alpha
Delta Phi. b. Bradenton FL Oct. 27 1951.
res. Cambridge MA.
TAUSSIG, John Wright, III. A.B., grad.
McGill 1974. Beta Theta Pi. Management;
b. Englewood NJ Sept. 28 1951; s. of John W.
Jr. '49; m. Anne Huston Aug. 10 1974. Nashua
Corp. (market development spec. Nashua NH
1974-75; area mgr. Atlanta GA 1975-76,
Columbia SC 1976—). res. Columbia SC.*
TAYLOR, George Allen. Bowdoin Plan
1969-70. b. Alkmaar The Netherlands Sept.
11 1949. res. Amsterdam The Netherlands.
TAYLOR, Jeffrey Allen. Bowdoin 1969-70,
1971-72. Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Amesbury
MA March 18 1951. res. Amesbury MA.
TENCH, Theodore Ryan. A.B. summa cum
laude. Govt.; b. Clearwater FL Jan. 12 1952;
s. of William R. '34. Asst. mgr. Belleview
Biltmore Hotel Clearwater 1974-75, foreign
service officer Dept. of State Washington DC
1975— . res. Clearwater FL.*
THIBEAULT, Margaret Miller. A.B. magna
cum laude, M.L.S. Simmons Coll. 1975.
Library science; b. Elkhart IN Aug. 31 1951.
Librarian Goodall Library Sanford. res.
Sanford.*
TIERNEY, Kevin Joseph. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Univ. Me. 1976. Beta Theta Pi. Law; b.
Lowell MA Dec. 13 1951. Legal intern
summers (Bureau of Mental Health &
Corrections Augusta 1974, Androscoggin
County dist. atty. Auburn 1975), atty. Union
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Portland 1976—. res. N.
Weymouth MA.*
TOLIVER, Kenneth Eugene. Bowdoin
1969-70, 1971-72. b. Pittsburgh PA Nov. 11
1950. res. Pittsburgh PA.
TOOMEY, Paul M. A.B. cum laude, A.M.
Univ. Va. 1975. Student; b. Boston July 23
1951. Am. Inst, of Indian Studies fellow
Central Hindi Inst, of New Delhi India
1975-76. Author: The World of Ice Skating
(1976), contbr. res. Wellesley Hills MA.*
TRIPALDI, Louis Steven. A.B., grad. Univ.
Me. 1976. Psi Upsilon. Education; b.
Portland Sept. 21 1950. Postal clerk U.S. Post
Office Old Orchard summer 1973, teacher
(Wiscasset 1973-74, Portland 1974—), coach
(Deering High Sch., Jack Jr. High). Member
W. Me. Board of Approved Umpires, Me.
Babe Ruth (dist. dir.*Cumberland County, asst.
state dir.). res. Portland.*
TUCCI, Linda Diane. A.B. b. Port Chester
NY Oct. 20 1951. res. Middletown CT.
TUFTS, Joseph Patrick. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Banking; b. Westfield MA June 3
1951. Reporter & sales rep. Dun & Bradstreet
Inc. Boston 1973-74, branch mgr. The
Falmouth MA Nat. Bank 1974— . res. E.
Falmouth MA.*
TYRRELL. David R. A.B. magna cum laude,
J.D. Univ. Fla. (Robinson-Davis scholar) 1976.
Beta Theta Pi. Law; b. Rockford IL March 4
1951; m. Linda Keefe May 26 1972; ch.:
Nathan, Jeffrey. Exec. ed. Univ. Fla. Law
Review spring 1976. Contbr. res. St. Petersburg
FL.*
VIVIAN, Robert (Jay) Lawson, Jr. A.B.,
M.B.A. Harvard 1978. Delta Sigma.
Computer science; b. Boston Oct. 19 1951.
Tech. support Grumman Data Systems Boston
1973-75, sr. programming analyst Gillette Co.
Boston 1975-76, management consultant
Interactive Sciences Corp. part-time 1976—
.
res. Needham Heights MA.*
VOGEL, Frederick Raphael. Bowdoin 1969-72,
A.B. Vassar Coll. 1973, B.Arch. Pratt Inst.
1976. Alpha Delta Phi. Architecture; b.
NYC June 10 1950. Draftsman Stamford CT
1974, with William Milo Barnum Assoc.
Greenwich Ct. res. W. Redding CT.*
WALBRIDGE, William Bennett. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Commercial fishing; b. Glen Core NY Sept.
19 1951. Fisherman self-employed Babylon
NY 1973—. res. Babylon NY.*
WALLACE, Ronald George. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Calif. Santa Barbara 1976. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Student; b. Torrance CA Sept. 19 1951.
Researcher (Me. Heart Assn. grant Bowdoin
summer 1973, Motion Industries Long Beach
CA summer 1974), virological research tech.
Harbor General Hospital Torrance 1974-75,
student Univ. Calif. Santa Barbara 1976—
.
Contbr. res. San Pedro CA.*
WARD, John Vincent, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Student; b. Boston Aug. 15 1951.
Student Univ. Penn. Phila. 1973—. res. Phila.
PA.*
WASSMANN, Karl George, III. A.B. cum
laude, M.B.A. Univ. Chicago 1975. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Accounting; b. Pittsburgh
PA April 16 1951; m. Pamela Pritchard June
30 1973. CPA. (MD); accountant Coopers &
Lybrand Baltimore MD 1975— . res. Baltimore
MD.*
WATRAS, James Gary. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.A.T. Brown Univ. 1974.
Education; b. Hartford CT Sept. 5 1951.
Teacher McKay Sch. Beverly MA 1974— . res.
Beverly MA.*
WEAVER, Robert Augustus, III. A.B. cum
laude, A.A. Am. Coll. of Switzerland 1971,
M.Sc. Memorial Univ. of Newf. 1976. Chi Psi.
Student; b. Boston June 28 1951; m. Gail
Berson '75 Aug. 24 1975. Student Calif. Sch. of
Professional Psychology San Francisco, res.
Weston MA.*
WEBSTER, Charles Philip. Bowdoin 1969-71.
b. Bronx NY June 18 1952. res. Bronx NY.
WEIS, Eric Matthew. A.B. 1974. Sigma Nu.
Exec; b. Orange NJ April 25 1951. Capintec
Inc. Montvale NJ (financial analyst 1974, med.
sales agt. 1974-75), export sales mgr. Capinmill
Inc. Montvale NJ 1975— . Contbr. res. Upper
Montclair NJ.*
WELCH, Thaddeus Stevens, II. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Education; b. NYC Jan. 31 1951;
m. Cynthia Watson June 15 1974. Mgr. The
Bowdoin Brunswick 1973-77, career
co-ordinator Upward Bound Program Univ.
Me. Portland-Gorham 1977— . Member board
of dir. Kappa Psi Upsilon. res. Harpswell.*
WESTBROOK, Clifford Bernard. Bowdoin
1969-71. b. San Francisco CA June 28 1951.
res. San Francisco CA.
WESTLAKE, Theodore Lance. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Education; b. Detroit MI Aug. 28
1951; m. Susan Hall Sept. 10 1972. Teacher &
coach Kents Hill Sch. 1973-76, accountant
Central Me. Power Co. 1977—. Instr. (Am.
Red Cross, Hunter Safety), res. Kents Hill.*
WHITE, Clayton Randolph. Bowdoin 1969-72.
Highway construction; b. Marshall VA Dec.
30 1950; m. Doris Hathorne Oct. 21 1971.
Foreman H. E. Sargent Inc. Stillwater 1971—.
res. Bowdoinham.*
WHITE, David Ferris. A.B. cum laude. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Pittsburgh PA March 22
1951; m. Kristina Devries '73 March 22 1972.
Bookstore mgr. (Family Book Store Waterville
1973-74, Unity Coll. 1975), ed. Me. Land
Advocate 1976, carpenter 1976— . res.
Burnham.*
WILLIAMS, Johanna. A.B. magna cum laude.
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b. Manhattan NY April 25 1951. res. Chelsea
MA.
WILSON, Dwight Lamont. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.Div. Bangor Theol. Sem. 1973.
Education; b. Middletown OH April 28
1948; m. Barbara Mitchum Aug. 23 1969; ch.:
Kai, Rai. Oberlin Coll. (asst. chaplain 1973-74,
career development spec. 1974-75,
psychological services counselor 1974-75,
human development lectr. 1974-75), assoc.
dean student affairs Marshall Univ.
Huntington WV 1975-76, general sec. Friends
General Conf. Inc. 1977— (general
sec.-designate 1976-77). Nat. chmn. Freinds for
Human Justice 1973, member board of dir.
(Friends Committee on Nat. Legislation 1973,
Big Brother-Big Sister Program 1975-76),
member corp. Am. Friends Service Committee
1976
—
, Co-author: Afternoon of a Georgia
Faun (1973), producer-host Bi-Ways: WMUL
Television 1975-76, playwright-dir.: If Our
Ancestors Could See Us Now 1976. res.
Andalusia PA.*
WOODCOCK, Carla Cherwinski. A.B., Ed.M.
Boston Coll. 1975. Education; b. Troy NY
April 10 1951; m. John Woodcock III Aug. 3
1974. Sales rep. A. B. Dick Co. Waltham MA
summer 1973, spec, education tutor Lexington
MA 1974-75, resource spec. Watkinson Sch.
Hartford CT 1976—. res. S. Windsor CT.*
WORK, Stuart Runyon. A.B. Alpha Delta Phi.
Occ. unknown; b. Louisville KY Dec. 11 1951.
Volunteer Peace Corps Monrovia Liberia W.
Africa 1976—. res. Bethesda MD.*
WRIGHT, Alfred Carter, Jr. A.B. summa cum
laude. b. Evansville IN Aug. 16 1951. res.
Oklahoma City OK.
YAMANOUCHI, Noboru. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma, b. Shanghai China Aug. 16 1950. res.
Tokyo Japan.
YUMBA, Nkasa. A.B., M.S. Rensselaer
Polytech. Inst. 1974, Ph.D. Rensselaer
Polytech. Inst. 1977. Student; b. Kiwala
Shaba Zaire Feb. 8 1950. Teaching asst.
Rensselaer Polytech. Inst. Troy NY 1973—
.
res. Troy NY.*
ZAMORE, Wigton Fletcher. A.B. 1974.
Marine science; b. Glen Ridge NJ Dec. 23
1950. Carpenter Bathport Corp. Bath 1974-75,
seaweed processor Atlantic Lab. 1975—
,
teaching fellow Bowdoin fall 1975. res. S.
Harpswell.*
ZIMMERMAN, David Christopher. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Education; b. Phila. PA
Dec. 22 1951. Truck driver Granite Concrete
Brunswick 1973, salesman & truck driver
Hillcrest Foods Lewiston 1973-74, volunteer
Peace Corps Abidjan Ivory Coast W. Africa
1974-76, teacher Tehran Iran 1977— . res.
Phila. PA.*
Class of 1974
AHERN, Frederick Vincent, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Sports; b. Boston Feb. 12 1952; m.
Barbara McDonough Sept. 1 1973. Hockey
player Cleveland Barons Richfield OH. res.
Akron OH.*
AINSWORTH, George Hall. A.B., M.Div.
Princeton 1979. Beta Theta Pi. Student; b.
Phila. PA Oct. 23 1952. Dealer Fuller Brush
Co. Bethlehem summer 1974, student asst. 1st
Presby. Church Mt. Holly NJ 1974-75, field
youth worker Sparta NJ Ecumenical Council
summer 1975, student asst. 1st Presby. Church
Sparta 1975-76. res. Bethlehem PA*
ALCAIDE, Donald Steven. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Brookline MA Feb. 29 1952. res. Troy NY.
AL-CHOKHACHY, Evan Munthir. A.B.
Technician; b. Brookline MA Oct. 26 1953.
X-ray technician (Jordan Hospital Plymouth
MA, Cape Cod Hospital Hyannis MA 1974,
Harriman TN Hospital 1974-75). res.
Plymouth MA.*
ANDERSON, Bruce Douglas. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Sales; b. Worcester MA March 5
1952. Sales supervisor Norton Co. Worcester
1974— . res. Jamestown NY.*
ANDERSON, Marie Grace. A.B., A.B. Mills
Coll. 1972, A.B. Manhattanville Coll. 1972,
Ed.M. Columbia 1977. Occ. unknown; b.
Milton MA Feb. 29 1952. res. Needham MA.*
ANDERSON, Mark William. A.B. magna cum
laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Public service; b.
Caribou June 1 1952; s. of William W. '50; m.
Lorraine Ostergren April 3 1976. Tech. staff
The Futures Group Glastonbury CT 1974—
.
Contbr. res. Rocky Hill CT.*
ANDERSON, Michael Earle. Bowdoin
1970-72. b. Colombus OH March 20 1953.
res. unknown.
ANNAN, Richmond Djani. Bowdoin 1970-71.
b. Ghana Africa April 21 1944. res. NYC.
ANSCHUETZ, Christopher James. A.B. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. El Paso TX Aug. 3 1952.
res. London England.
ASH, Douglas James. Bowdoin 1970-72. Psi
Upsilon. b. Boston April 22 1951. res.
Louisville KY.
BACHMAN, Glenn Christopher. A.B. Public
service; b. Bronxville NY Aug. 9 1952. Field
mgr. Mass. Fair Share Boston 1975
—
, student
Univ. Ore., energy systems analyst Michael
Weinstein. res. Allston MA.*
BAILEY, Russell Eugene, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Data processing; b. Bangor March 2 1952.
Systems programmer Great Northern Nekoosa
Corp. Stamford CT 1974—. res. Stamford CT.*
BAKER, Arthur Ray, Jr. A.B. magna cum
laude. b. Ft. Campbell KY Aug. 1 8 1 95 1 . res.
Annandale VA.
BARDWELL, Robert Daniels, III. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Pittsfield MA March 12
1952. res. Lenox MA.
BAYER, William Theodore, III. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Rantoul IL Aug. 8 1952.
res. Wayzata MN.
BEACOM, Michael Weston. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Publishing; b. Amityville NY April 3 1952.
Asst. Ed. State Industrial Directories NYC
1974—75, contracts asst. Grosset & Dunlap Inc.
NYC 1975—. res. Fairfax VA*
BEARDSLEE, John Lantta. A.B. magna cum
laude. Occ. unknown; b. Traverse City MI
May 19 1952. res. Empire ML*
BEGIN, Elizabeth Woodman. A.B.
Management; b. Portland Jan. 4 1952; m.
Jeffory Begin '73 July 20 1974. Branch mgr.
Canal Nat. Bank Portland 1974—. Trustee
Waynflete Sch. United Way. res. Falmouth.*
BELL, Stephen Joseph. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Management; b. Winchester MA Oct. 21
1951; s. of Robert L. '42; m. Rosemary
McKinlay Nov. ? 19?; ch.: Stephen Jr.
Underwriter Holyoke Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
Salem MA June 1974, waiter Lighthouse Inn
Dennis MA summer 1974, salesman
(Prudential Ins. Co. Beverly MA fall 1974,
Spaulding Co. Inc. Boston 1974-75), branch
mgr. Spaulding Co. Inc. Cambridge MA
1976— . res. Melrose MA.*
BENSEN, Richard Allen. A.B. magna cum
laude. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown;
b. Stamford CT Sept. 30 1951. salesclerk L. L.
Bean Inc. Freeport 1974-75. Pres., board
chmn., founder The HOON Inst, of
Knowledge. Co-author & ed. The Journal of
Ostensible Reality, res. New Canaan CT.*
BENTLEY, Ronald David. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Architecture; b. Weymouth MA
May 24 1952. Draftsman Bayside Assoc.
Boston 1974
—
, student (Boston Architectural
Center 1974—, Columbia Univ. 1977—). res.
Boston.*
BERKINSHAW, Edwin Robert. A.B.
Student; b. Los Angeles CA Sept. 19 1951.
Research analyst U.S. Bureau of Prisons
Washington DC 1975, student Univ. Mo.
1975—
. res. Kansas City MO.*
BIRD, Joseph Patrick. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Marketing; b. Chelsea MA April 12 1952.
Marketing engineer Winthrop Lab. NYC
1974-77, business communications systems rep.
Motorola Communications & Electronics Inc.
Lexington MA 1977— . res. N. Andover MA.*
BLACHER Lawrence. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Student; b. Boston Feb. 22
1953. Student (Faculte de Medecin de
Catholique Universite Lille France 1974-76,
Albert Einstein Coll. of Medicien Bronx NY
1976—). res. Brighton MA.*
BLACKBURN, William Stewart. A.B. b.
Bethesda MD April 1 1948. res. Brunswick.
BLUNT, Mary Katherine. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Occ. unknown; b. NYC
Aug. 21 1952; dau. of James W. Jr. '40. res.
NYC*
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BLY, Timothy Cornelius. Bowdoin 1970-71.
b. Beckley WV July 14 1952. res. Dayton
OH.
BOWIE, James Maynard. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Kappa Sigma. Student; b. Lewiston
July 28 1952. Student Univ. Me. 1974—. res.
Auburn.*
BRENNAN, John Patrick. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Education; b. Portland Feb. 20 1952.
Teacher & coach (The Derryfield Sch.
Manchester NH 1974-75, The Millbrook NY
Sch. 1975—). res. Portland.*
BRIEN, Laurel Ann. A.B. summa cum laude.
b. Cleveland OH Sept. 20 1952. res.
Washington DC.
BROMFIELD, Richard Neal. A.B. cum laude,
D.M.D. Boston Univ. Sch. of Grad. Dentistry
1980. Student; b. Winthrop MA July 14
1952. res. Revere MA.*
BROSSI, Mario. A.B. summa cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa; J.D. Boston Univ. 1977. Delta
Sigma. Law; b. Winterthur Switzerland Feb.
5 1952. res. Bethesda MD.*
BROWN, Geoffrey Franklin. A.B.
Journalism; b. Pittsburgh PA Oct. 30 1952.
Reporter Pittsburgh Press 1974-75, JET
Magazine Chicago IL (asst. ed. 1975, copy ed.
1975-76, managing ed. 1976
—
), contbr. ed.
Black Stars Magazine, res. Chicago IL.*
BROWN, Larry Gerard. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Rochester NH July 22 1952. res.
Ventura CA.
BROWN, Marion, Jr. A.B. cum laude. b.
Atlanta GA Sept. 8 1931. res. Middletown
Conn.
BROWN, Peter Jay. A.B. magna cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Photography; b.
Hyannis MA Oct. 7 1952. Photographer
self-employed 1974— . res. Eastham MA.*
BROWN, Philip Hayward, III. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. b. Bombay India Jan. 18 1952. res.
Repulse Bay Hong Kong.
BROWN, Stanford Lawrence. A.B., M AT.
Brown Univ. 1975. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Education; b. Passaic NJ Jan. 21 1952.
Student teacher RI (Brown Univ. summer high
sch. 1974, Pilgrim High Sch. fall 1974), various
seasonal positions 1970-76, teacher & coach
Hyde Sch. Bath 1976—. res. Bath.*
BUBIER, Jill Louise. A.B. magna cum laude.
Student; b. Concord MA June 14 1952; dau.
of Frederick H. '43. Spec. asst. to Governor
Kenneth Curtis Augusta 1974, research asst.
Advisory Council on Me. Vocational
Education Augusta 1975, student Univ. Me.
1975— . res. Scarborough.*
BUFFINTON, Craig William. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Stamford CT Sept. 29 1952.
Janitor Nora Services Worcester MA 1974-75,
computer operator Worcester (Paul Revere
Life Ins. 1975, Joseph Leavitt Corp. 1975). res.
Shrewsbury MA.*
BURNS, Thomas Francis, Jr. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Student; b. Boston Feb. 3 1953. Student
Brown Univ. 1974— . res. Hyde Park MA.*
BUSHY, David Sellwood. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b. New Haven CT
May 5 1952. Served to 1st It. USA 1974—. res.
Clinton CT.*
BUTLER, Maurice Arthur. A.B. Education;
b. Washington DC July 14 1952. Cashier M.
Loeb Corp. Washington DC summer 1974,
teacher (Gavnett Patterson Jr. High
Washington DC 1974
—
, also coach Roosevelt
Sr. High Sch.). res. Washington DC*
CAMPBELL, Duncan Collin. A.B. magna cum
laude. Delta Sigma. Education; b. Pittsburgh
PA Dec. 27 1952. Waiter Wequassett Inn E.
Harwich MA summer 1974, student & teaching
fellow Univ. Penn. 1974—. res. Phila. PA.*
CAMPBELL, James Edward. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Student; b. Portland
July 31 1952; s. of Wallace J. Jr. '45. Student
Syracuse Univ. 1974— . res. Syracuse NY.*
CANADA, Geoffrey. A.B. b. NYC Jan. 13
1952. res. Somerville MA.
CARPENTER, Duncan Breckenridge. A.B.
magna cum laude. Student; b. NYC March 6
1952. Student Columbia Univ. 1974—. res.
Scarsdale NY.*
CARR, Jerry C. H. Bowdoin 1970-74. b.
Louisiana MO June 7 1952. res. Chicago IL.
CASELLAS, Miguel Angel, Jr. A.B.
Research; b. NYC Dec. 14 1951; m. Maria
Chariot June 28 1975. Research asst.
Rockefeller Univ. NYC 1974—. res. NYC*
CASHMAN, Neil Roy. A.B. cum laude. b.
Weymouth MA Jan. 22 1952. res. Hingham
MA.
CESAR, Daniel. A.B. b. Haiti April 21 1951.
res. Port-au-Prince Haiti.
CICCO, Stephen Joseph. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Arts; b. Boston April 27 1952. Salesman
Grossmans Lumber Brunswick 1975-76,
graphic artist & photographer Graficon
Communications Chelmsford MA 1976— . res.
Chelmsford MA.*
CIFRINO, William Frank. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. Auditing; b. Boston June 13 1952. Store
mgr. Ampersand Gifts Boston 1974-75,
internal auditor Gilchrist Co. Boston 1975—
.
res. Milton MA.*
CLEVELAND, Theodore Sherman, Jr. A.B.
Kappa Sigma. Marketing; b. St. Louis MO
Aug. 28 1952; m. Judith Faulkner May 28
1976. Marketing rep. Royal Globe Boston
1974—. res. Chestnut Hill MA.*
CLIFFORD, Elizabeth Anne Lewis. A.B. cum
laude. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education; b.
Bangor Feb. 26 1952; m. Leslie Clifford '74
June 22 1974. Teacher Oldfields Sch. Glencoe
MD 1974—. res. Glencoe MD.*
CLIFFORD, Leslie Warren. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Brooklyn NY April 9
1952; m. Elizabeth Lewis June 22 1974.
Teacher Oldsfield Sch. Glencoe MD 1974—.
res. Glencoe MD.*
COHEN, Judith Ann. A.B. Student; b. Oak
Ridge TN Dec. 7 1953. Student Univ.
Pittsburgh 1974
—
; med. asst. Norman Cohen
M.D. Pittsburgh PA 1974, summer 1975. res.
Pittsburgh PA.*
COHEN, Stuart Meth. A.B. magna cum laude,
J.D. Boston Coll. 1977. Psi Upsilon. Law; b.
Bangor Nov. 6 1951. Bangor summers (mail
carrier U.S. Postal Service 1974, law clerk
Cohen & Cohen 1975-77), atty. Cohen &
Cohen Bangor 1977— . res. Bangor.*
COLE, David Ambrose. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; D.Phil. Oxford
(Keasbey fellow) 1977. Psi Upsilon. 1972
capital campaign worker. Student; b.
Summit NJ April 8 1952. Waiter Stowe House
Brunswick summer 1974, student. Contbr. res.
Morristown NJ.*
COLLINS, Josiah, Jr. Bowdoin 1970-73,
1974-75. Theta Delta Chi. b. Seattle WA
Oct. 3 1950. res. San Diego CA.
CONDOS, Charles George. A.B. 1975. Chi Psi.
b. Boston Nov. 17 1952. res. Quincy MA.
CONNELL, John Arthur. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. b. Lewiston Sept. 4 1952. res.
Auburn.
CONRAD, Jeffrey Montgomery. A.B. b.
Lancaster PA Nov. 16 1951. res. Camden.
COX, Charles C. A.B. Advt.; b. Summit NJ
Oct. 30 1952; m. Donna Bruni June 9 1974.
Advt. mgr. Carteret Savings & Loan Assn.
1975— . res. Brooklyn NY.*
CULLEN, Jeffrey David. A.B. 1975. Delta
Sigma. b. W. Chester PA June 5 1951. res.
Lincoln Univ. PA.
CURTISS, John deVries. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Education; b. Seattle WA April 25
1952; m. Susan Sillcox '76 June 26 1976. Mgr.
James Bailey Co. Portland 1974-75, teacher N.
Yarmouth Acad. res. Yarmouth.*
DARRIN, Thomas Chanter. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. b. Boston Jan. 5 1952. res. Reading
MA.
DAVIS, Frederic Whitlock, Jr. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Sigma. Govt.; b. Takoma Park MD
March 9 1952. Rehabilitation counselor
VISTA Casa Grande AZ 1974-75, service rep.
Social Security Admin. Montpelier VT 1976—.
res. Waterbury Center VT.*
DELAHANTY, Kevin Brendan. A.B., M B A.
Rutgers 1975. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
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Management; b. Lewiston July 3 1951.
Credit management program Hanover Trust
Co. NYC 1976—. res. Lewiston.*
DeRICE, Robert Anthony. A.B. cum laude,
D.M.D. Tufts 1977. Theta Delta Chi.
Dentristry; b. Portland Jan. 15 1952; m.
Denise Ratte June 22 1974. Pvt. practice
Portland 1977—. res. Portland.*
DIAZ, Jose Alberto. Bowdoin 1970-73. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Santurce P.R. April 2
1952. res. unknown.
DiMUZIO, David Charles. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. b. Cincinnati OH
March 15 1938. res. Cincinnati OH.
DONAHUE, Alan Richard. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Sales; b. Providence RI March 11 1952; s. of
Walter S. '44. Ins. investigator Crawford & Co.
Manchester NH 1974
—
, sales estimator New.
Eng. Insulation Portland 1977— . res. Nashua
NH.*
DONAHUE, Joseph Gerald. A.B. magna cum
laude, J.D. Boston Univ. 1977. Law; b.
Waterville Oct. 16 1951; m. Rita Bouchard
Aug. 31 1974. res. Winslow.*
DONAHUE, Timothy John. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Lowell MA April 4 1952. res.
Providence RI.
DROGGITIS, Spiros Charles. A.B. Govt.,
student; b. Biddeford March 31 1952. Spec,
asst. Senator Edmund Muskie Washington DC
1974-77. res. Biddeford.*
DUNSON, Laddie Chris. Bowdoin 1970-72.
b. Dayton OH Oct. 28 1952. res. Dayton
OH.
ECCLESTON, William James. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. b. Providence RI March 10 1952.
res. unknown.
EDSELL, Thomas Alan. A.B. Importing; b.
Carlisle PA Aug. 27 1952. Legislative examiner
Commerce Clearing House NYC 1974-75,
teacher Peace Corps Rabat Morocco 1975,
tutor Banco de Bilbao Madrid Spain 1976,
importer women's wear Morocco Designs
NYC 1976—. res. NYC*
EDWARDS, John Herron. Bowdoin 1970-74.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Student; b. Pittsburgh
PA April 22 1952. Student Boston Coll.
1974—. res. Allston MA.*
ELIAS, Stephen Richard. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Banking; b. Cranston RI Oct. 21
1951; m. Sallyann Danella May 27 1974.
Credit rep. General Motors Acceptance Corp.
Cranston 1974— . res. Cranston RI.*
ELINOFF, Drew Martin. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Suffolk Univ. 1977. Student; b. Brookline
MA Jan. 4 1952. res. Weston MA.*
ELLARD, George Washington, Jr. A.B. 1976.
b. Ft. Dix NJ Aug. 16 1952. res. Silver Spring
MO.
ELLIS, Robert Blake. B.S. Delta Sigma.
Tech.; b. Portland June 9 1952; m. Mary
Andrews Aug. 31 1974. Foundation builder
Fairfield Center summer 1974, gas station
attendant Universal Fire Co. Waterville winter
1974, Mid Me. Med. Center Waterville (laser
tech. 1975
—




EPSTEIN, Joel Joseph. Bowdoin 1970-71,
A.B. Defense Lang. Inst. 1973. Lang.; b.
NYC Jan. 23 1952. Russian linguist
self-employed Bardonia NY 1974— , mgr.
L.C.H. Enterprises Inc. Bardonia 1976—
.
Served to spec. 5/c USA 1972-75; awarded
Meritorious Service Medal 1975. res. Bardonia
NY.*
FAY, Sidney Davidson. A.B. A'pha Delta Phi.
Ins.; b. Akron OH Jan. 1 1952; m. Christine
Jobin Dec. 23 1973. Acturial asst. Chubb &
Son Inc. Short Hills NJ. res. Westfield NJ.*
FAZIO, Elissa. A.B. cum laude. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Management; b. NYC Feb. 12
1953. Waitress Lum's Portland summer 1974,
Trinity Square Repertory Co. Providence RI
(box office mgr. 1975-76, group sales asst.
1976), co-mgr. box office Ariz. Civic Theatre
Tucson AZ 1976— . res. Tucson AZ.*
FELKER, Stephen Comfort. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Ins.; b. St. Louis MO Jan. 26 1952. Account
exec. Lawton-Byrne-Bruner St. Louis 1974—
.
res. St. Louis MO.*
FIORI, Michael Joseph. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Student; b. Brunswick Nov. 25 1951. With
Kennebec Fruit Co. Brunswick, adult
education supervisor Mt. Ararat High Sch.
Topsham 1974-75, student Mass. Coll. of
Pharmacy Boston 1974
—
, with Allen's Drug
Store Brunswick 1976— . res. Brunswick.*
FLEUR, Edward Ronald. A.B. Student; b.
Oceanside NY Dec. 29 1953. Student
Columbia Univ. 1975—. res. W. Palm Beach
FL.*
FORTADO, Matthew. A.B. summa cum laude.
b. Evanston IL Sept. 20 1953. res. Evanston IL.
GAHRAN, Christopher Ward. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Honolulu HI Aug. 29
1952. res. Brighton MA.
GALEN, Robert Travis. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Invests.; b. Key West FL May 26 1952. Asst.
purchasing agt. Biscayne Med. Center N.
Miami FL 1976, invest, broker Smith Barney
Harris & Upham Ft. Lauderdale FL 1976—.
res. Ft. Lauderdale FL.*
GANSBERG, Alan L. A.B. Delta Sigma. b.
Passaic NJ March 4 1954. res. Rutherford NJ.
GARDINER, Wayne Michael. A.B.
Education; b. Kittery Nov. 16 1951. Asst. to
dir. of admissions Bowdoin 1974-75, teacher
Delbarton Sch. Morristown NJ 1975— . res.
Kittery.*
GEIER, Warren Leonard. A.B. b. Nov. 13
1952. res. Natick MA.
GEISS, Peter Thomas. A.B. magna cum laude.
Student; b. NYC July 3 1952. Student St. Louis
MO Univ. 1975—. res. Port St. Lucie FL.*
GENTILE, Nancy Ann. A.B. b. Newton MA
May 6 1952. res. Newton MA.
GIFFORD, Stephen Nye. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Occ. unknown; b. Providence RI Oct. 24
1951. Busboy Jared Coffin House Nantucket
MA 1974, bellman Continental Inn Aspen CO
1975. res. Dedham MA.*
GLASSMAN, Paul Donald. A.B. Student; b.
Providence RI Dec. 19 1952. Educational
fellow Toledo Ohio Museum of Art 1974-75,
student Univ. Colo. 1975— . res. Denver CO.*
GOLDEN, Grant Russell. Bowdoin 1970-71.
Management; b. Bridgeport CT Jan. 13
1945; m. Lorraine Gatchell Feb. 18 1972. Asst.
mgr. Radio WQDY Calais 1975—. res.
Woodland.*
GOODWIN, Kimball Overholt. A.B. b. NYC
Sept. 18 1952. res. W. Bath.
GRADY, Edward Joseph. A.B., M.S. Center
Conn. State Coll. 1977. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Counseling; b. Meriden CT March 11 1952;
m. Karen Surowiecki Feb. 15 1971; ch.: Kelly,
Kevin. Training officer Meriden CT
Community Action Agency 1975— . res.
Meriden CT.*
GRIGGS, Peter Johnson. A.B. cum laude. b.
NYC April 6 1952. res. Katonah NY.
GRISWOLD, David Dixon. A.B., B.S. Univ.
Me. Orono 1977. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Forestry; b. Aberdeen MD June 6 1952.
Forester Int. Paper Co. Chisholm 1974— . res.
Washburn.*
HADDOCK, Charles Richardson. A.B.
Carpentry; b. Portland June 20 1952; m.
Sandra Parker May 18 1974; ch.: Amy.
Carpenter Warren Haddock Windham 1975—
.
res. S. Windham.*
HALL, Alvin Darnell. A.B. Student; b.
Wakulla FL June 27 1952. Teacher Hialeah
FL-Miami Lakes High Sch. 1974-76, student
Univ. N.C. Chapel Hill 1976—. res.
Crawfordville FL.*
HAMMOND, Steven Alan. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Univ. Me. Theta Delta Chi. Journalism;
b. Clarksville AR Jan. 31 1953. WCSH
Portland 1974— (radio talk show host,
television legal correspondent), with Bangor
Daily News. res. Portland.*
HANNOCK, Stephen Willard. Bowdoin
1970-71, A.B. Hampshire Coll. 1974. Psi
Upsilon. Arts; b. Albany NY March 31
1951. Pres. The Horizon Co. Northampton
MA. res. Northampton MA.*
HARDING, Jim Hammond. A.B. Public
service; b. Berkeley CA Aug. 11 1952. Friends
of the Earth San Francisco CA 1974— (asst. to
pres., energy projects dir.), consultant (Oil
Heat Inst., UNESCO, Ariz. Clean Energy
Coalition, Calif. Energy, Resources,
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Conservation & Development Comm., Council
on Economic Priorities 1974
—
). Californians
for Nuclear Safeguards Scientific Committee
(chmn. member exec. & steering committee).
Recipient: Forum Award Atomic Industrial
Forum 1975. Author: Silent Bomb (1976), ed.
Energy Papers Series, res. Berkeley CA.*
HELANDER, Joel Eliot. Bowdoin 1970-72.
Tech.; b. Providence RI Aug. 21 1951.
Emergency med. tech. Guilford CT
Ambulance Service 1973— . Recipient:
Distinguished Service Award Jaycees Guilford
CT 1974. Author: I Found a Turtle (1973),
Oxpasture To Summer Colony: The Story of
Sachem's Head In Guilford Connecticut
(1976). res. Guilford CT.*
HENNESSEY, Jay Matthew. A.B. cum laude.
b. Whitefield NH Jan. 20 1952. res.
Whitefield NH.
HERMANS, Michael Rowe. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1978. Delta Sigma.
Student; b. Syracuse NY April 11 1952.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1975—. res.
Kennebunk.*
HESS, Alan Perry. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Invests.; b. Bangor Aug. 26 1952; s. of John
E. '44; m. Rhonda Mitchell July 20 1974.
Painter self-employed Brunswick summer
1974, securities salesman Means Invest. Co.
Bangor 1974— . res. Bangor.*
HESSERT, Stephen. A.B. magna cum laude.
Student; b. Bangor Jan. 31 1952; m. Louise
McTigue Sept. 2 1972. Law Enforcement
Assistance Agency intern State of Me.
Probational Parole Portland summer 1975,
student Univ. Me. Portland 1975— , law clerk
Me. State Supreme Court summer 1976. Ed:
Me. Law Review, res. Gorham.*
HIGHT, Louis Jack. A.B. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. Sales; b. Waterville Dec. 16 1951;
s. of S. Kerby '38. Automobile dealer Hight
Chevrolet Inc. Skowhegan 19?— . res.
Skowhegan.*
HILL, Christopher Robert. A.B. b. Paris
France Aug. 10 1952. res. Cameroon Africa.
HOEHN, Robert Austin. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Memphis TN July 20 1952.
Health instr. Rancho la Puerta Tecate Mexico
1974, car salesman Hoehn Motors Carlsbad
CA 1975. res. La Jolla CA.*
HOERNER, Thomas Earl. A.B. summa cum
laude. Beta Theta Pi. Student; b. NYC July
1 1952. Garcelon & Merritt scholar Cornell
Univ. 1974— . res. Livingston NJ.*
HONOLD, Frederick John, Jr. A.B. Ins.; b.
Plainfield NJ Feb. 1 1 1952. Management
intern The Prudential Ins. Co. of Am. Newark
NJ 1974—. res. Fanwood NJ.*
HUIDEKOPER, Elizabeth Cazenove. A.B.
cum laude. b. Stamford CT Nov. 27 1952.
res. New Canaan CT.
HUMPHREY, Michael. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Pittsburgh PA Aug. 18 1952. With
Cabot, Cabot & Forbes Boston 1974;
correspondent Union Carbide Boston 1974-75.
res. Los Angeles CA.*
JACKSON, Francis Marion. A.B. summa cum
laude, J.D. Univ. Me. 1977. Law; b.
Gloversville NY Jan. 30 1949. Atty. Member
State Parole Board Augusta 1973— . res.
Portland.*
JACKSON, Robert Allen. A.B. summa cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. Management &
student; b. Lawrence MA June 17 1952.
Regional credit mgr. Data General Corp.
Southboro MA 1974-76, student Harvard
Univ. 1976— . res. Methuen MA.*
JACOBS, Linda Susan. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.S. Northeastern 1975. Delta Sigma.
Accounting; b. Hartford CT March 2 1953.
Accountant Arthur Young & Co. Portland
1975—. res. Yarmouth*
JAMES, Ian Ellis. Bowdoin 1 970-7 1 . b. Glen
Cove NY June 14 1952. res. Westbury NY.
JEFFERY, Richard Kenneth, Jr. A.B. 1975.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Gloucester MA
Jan. 7 1952. res. Gloucester MA.
JEPSON, Brent Keven. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Ins.; b. Caribou May 27 1952.
Survey administrator Regional Med. Program
Augusta summer 1974, coach Caribou High
Sch. 1974-75, dir. recreation New Sweden
1975-76, rep. Equitable Life 1976—. res. New
Sweden.*
JOHNSEN, Deborah Gay. A.B. summa cum
laude. b. Norfolk VA Feb. 12 1951. res.
Cohasset MA.
JOHNSON, Lent Clifton, III. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Student; b. Bethesda MD
June 14 1952. Emergency room supervisor
George Washington Univ. Hospital 1974-75,
student Howard Univ. Washington D(T'
1975— . res. Spencerville MD.*
JOHNSTON, Norman Bruce. A.B., J.D. Univ.
Okla. 1978. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Student;
b. Bloomington IL June 7 1952. Waiter
Ramada Inn Portland summer 1974, asst. mgr.
& clerk Discount Records Inc. Amherst MA
1974-75. res. Oklahoma City OK.*
JORDAN, David James. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Clergy; b. W. Point NY
Oct. 21 1952. Missionary The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints Rio de Janeiro
Brazil 1974-76. res. Arlington VA.*
JOYCE, John Joseph, III. A.B. Chi Psi. Occ.
unknown; b. Hartford CT Jan. 19 1952. res. W.
Hartford CT.*
KELLEY, John Edward. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Engineering; b. Portland May 13 1952.
Advance engineering analyst General Electric
Co. Burlington VT 1974—. res. Burlington
VT.*
KENNEDY, Robert Tully. Bowdoin 1970-71.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston May 18 1952. res.
Norwood MA.
KENNEY, John Peter, Jr. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Student; b.
Lawrence MA May 1 1952; m. Ann Jason
Aug. 24 1974. Student (Univ. Penn. 1974-75,
Brown Univ. 1975
—
). res. Lawrence MA.*
KIMBALL, Ross Alan. A.B. magna cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. Student; b. Biddeford Aug. 20
1952. res. Kennebunk.*
KINKEL, Peter Rushbrook. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Student; b. Buffalo NY April 16
1951. Student Universidad Autonoma de
Gradalajara Mexico 1974. res. Orchard Park
NY.*
KLYNE, Steven Michael. A.B., MBA.
Northeastern 1976. Delta Sigma. Finance
exec; b. NYC Feb. 15 1952. V.pres. finance
Truitt Brothers Inc. Belfast 1976— . res.
Belfast.*
KRACHMAN, Robert Frank. A.B. summa cum
laude, M.D. Boston Univ. 1978. Student; b.
Salem MA March 18 1952. res. Brighton MA.*
LADOUCER, John Wildy. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Lewiston April 27 1952. res.
Lewiston.
LANDERS, Jonathan Winslow. A.B. cum
laude, M.B.A. Columbia 1976. Chi Psi.
Business; b. Boston March 17 1952; m.
Barbara Billinsky June 22 1974; ch.: Caroline.
Cereals div. Quaker Oats Co. Chicago IL
(marketing asst. 1976, asst. brand mgr. 1976
—
).
res. Highland Park IL.*
LEACH, Richard Dole. A.B. magna cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Student; b. Bangor
Aug. 7 1953; m. Beverly Demarkles '75 Dec. 28
1974. res. Princeton NJ.*
JONES, Craig Richard. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Planning; b. Bangor April 28 1952; m. Kerry
Atherton June 22 1975. Dir. sales & customer
relations Bar Harbor Airlines Portland
1974-75, code officer town zoning committee
Falmouth 1975— . res. Yarmouth.*
LECHNER, Mark David. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. Management; b. Erie PA Aug. 1
1
1952. Production asst. Trinity Square
Repertory Co. Providence RI 1974-75, student
Brown Univ., operations mgr. Erie PA Beer
Co. 1976—. res. Erie PA.*
HOY, Stephen Donald. A.B. Chi Psi.
Student; b. Portland Aug. 15 1952. Student
Univ. 111. 1975— res. Champaign IL.*
JONES, Michael Francis. A.B. Theta Delta LEE, Edwin Mah. A.B. summa cum laude, Phi
Chi. Banking; b. Bath Sept. 15 1952. With Beta Kappa, b. Seattle WA May 5 1952. res.
Me. Nat. Bank Thomaston. res. Thomaston.* Seattle WA.
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LEGHORN, Joseph Jeffrey. A.B. cum laude,
J.D. Emory Univ. 1977. Law; b. Brooklyn
NY Jan. 7 1953; m. Dorothy DeSimone June
14 1975. Legal asst. Enviromental Protection
Agency Atlanta GA 1975, assoc. law firm
Chicago 1977—. res. IL.*
LEONARDO, Anthony Joseph. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Education; b. Framingham
MA Oct. 21 1952. Teacher-coach Brooks Sch.
N. Andover MA 1974— . res. Framingham
MA.*
LESCURE, Jamie Margaret. A.B. b.
Hamilton Bermuda Aug. 27 1952. res.
unknown.
LEVESQUE, Dennis Roger. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Education; b. Waterville March 8 1952; m.
Barbara Sharrow Nov. 17 1972. Teacher
Levey-Hillel Acad. Portland 1974— . res.
Gorham.*
LEWIS, Gilbert Ware. A.B. Ins.; b. NYC
March 19 1952. Commercial underwriter
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. Atlanta GA June
1974—. res. Atlanta GA.*
LEWIS, Nicholas Fabian. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Student; b. NYC Nov. 29 1952.
Labor coordinator political campaign NYC
summer 1974, researcher Smith Coll. spring
1975, statistical researcher Health Ins. Plan
NYC 1975—. res. Westport CT.*
LEWIS, Richard Baldwin. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. Management; b. Fresno CA May
18 1952. Mgr. Reliance Window Sales Concord
CA 1974
—
, waiter Steak & Ale Restaurant
Danville CA 1974-76. res. Concord CA.*
LICHTMAN, Andrew Harry. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Student; b. Brooklyn
NY Oct. 24 1952; m. Sheila Leavitt '73 July 5
1974. res. Turner.*
LINDQUIST, Mark Allan. A.B. cum laude.
Student; b. Paris France April 2 1952.
Various seasonal positions 1974-75, Wilmot
Brookings Mitchell scholar Ind. Univ. 1975—
.
res. Princetown NJ.*
LOMBARD, Charles Michael. Bowdoin
1970-71, B.S. Northwestern, M.D. Univ.
Chicago 1978. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Student;
b. Norristown PA July 16 1952. res. Lake
Forest IL.*
LONEY, Roderick. A.B. b. Trinidad W.
Indies June 11 1952. res. Laurelton Long Is.
NY.
LOPEZ, Eugenio Gabriel, III. A.B. Business;
b. Boston Aug. 13 1952. Credit analyst Bancom
Development Corp. P.I. 1974— . res. Makati
Rizal P.I.*
LOWE, Raymond Dimon. A.B. 1975. b.
Hartford CT Nov. 9 1952. res. Hartford CT.
LUFT, Eric von der. A.B. magna cum laude.
Psi Upsilon. Axiology; b. Woodbury NJ
Dec. 5 1952. Various positions 1974-76, student
& pre-cataloging librarian Bryn Mawr Coll.
1976—. res. Bryn Mawr PA.*
LUSTIG, Richard Ian. A.B. magna cum laude.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Poughkeepsie NY Sept.
25 1952. res. London England.
LYNCH, David Wayne. A.B. magna cum
laude. Student; b. Augusta March 15 1952.
Student Univ. Vt. Coll. of Medicine 1974—.
res. Burlington VT.*
LYNCH, Robert Stephen. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.B.A. Univ. Penn 1976. Psi Upsilon.
Student; b. Manchester CT Feb. 1 1952.
Student asst. FTC Washington DC summer
1975. res. E. Hartford CT.*
LYONS, James Edward. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. 1972 capital campaign worker &
member nat. campaign committee. Occ.
unknown; b. Brooklyn NY Feb. 7 1952.
Gardener Nantucket Ma 1974-75, travel guide
Ireland & Mexico 1974-75, ed.-in-chief Univ.
Press of Am. Washington DC 1975-77. res.
Alexandria VA.*
MacADAM, David Kavanaugh. Bowdoin
1970-73. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Denver
CO Dec. 8 1952. res. Katonah NY.
MACE, John Lansing, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Occ. unknown; b. Cincinnati OH June 3
1952; s. of John L. Sr. '49. Student Univ. Wise.
Milwaukee 1975
—
, admin, mgr. Friends of
Havenwood Inc. Milwaukee 1975— . res.
Pewaukee WI.*
MacGILLIVRAY, Charles Daniel. Bowdoin
1970-72. Beta Theta Pi. Occ. unknown; b.
Boston May 28 1952. Served to cpl. MCUSA
1972-74. res. Newton MA.*
MALCONIAN, Richard Gregg. A.B. magna
cum laude, M.B.A. Columbia 1976. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Sales; b. Boston June 26
1952. Sales Salomon Brothers Boston 1977
—
res. Needham MA.*
MALONEY, Michael Patrick. Bowdoin
1970-71. Delta Sigma. b. Bridgeport CT
April 17 1952. res. Bridgeport CT.
MARINER, Francis Roland. A.B. summa cum
laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Student; b.
Boston Feb. 20 1952. Student Johns Hopkins
Univ. 1974—. res. Baltimore MD.*
MARSHALL, James Paxton, III. Bowdoin
1970-72. b. Louisville KY Jan. 24 1952. res.
Keswick VA.
MASTAIN, Richard Kent, Jr. A.B. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Fullerton CA Jan. 18 1952.
Dir. of development Chi Psi Fraternity &
education trust Ann Arbor MI 1974— . res.
Ann Arbor MI.*
MBYE, Tamsier Demba. A.B. cum laude. b.
Bathurst Gambia April 6 1944. res. Gambia W.
Africa.
McKEEN, Thomas Gottfried. A.B. summa cum
laude. b. Manila June 19 1953. res. Stuttgart
W. Germany.
MEARS, Donald Scott. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Business exec; b. St. Paul MN Feb. 15 1952;
m. Mary Hanson Aug. 17 1973. Sibley Co. St.
Paul (buyer 1974—, v.pres. 1975—). res. W. St.
Paul MN.*
MERHAR, Gary Louis. A.B. summa cum
laude. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Student; b.
Cleveland OH Aug. 1 1952; m. Deborah
Swearingen Sept. 25 1976. Nursing asst. Lake
County OH Memorial Hospital Willoughby
summer 1974, student Univ. Cincinnati
1974—
,
extern Lake County Memorial
Hospital Painesville summer 1975. res.
Cincinnati OH.*
MERRIMAN, Glen Allen. Bowdoin 1973-74.
Beta Theta Pi. Sales; b. Portland Feb. 6
1952; m. Susan Conley Aug. 12 1972. Sales rep.
Seamans Supply Co. Inc. Manchester NH
1975— . res. Manchester NH.*
MIDDLETON, Ellen Alice. A.B. cum laude
1975, A.M. Univ. Colo. (O'Brien fellow) 1976.
Law; b. NYC Nov. 17 1952. Legal asst.
Breed Abbott & Morgan NYC 1976—. res.
Denver CO.*
MILLER, Jefferson Lewis, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Journalism; b. St. Louis MO
Aug. 1 1951. Copywriter & creative asst.
Stemmler, Fisher & Assoc. St. Louis 1974-76;
news writer KMOX radio station St. Louis
1974-75; writer & producer Kenrick Advt.
Clayton MO 1976—. res. St. Louis MO.*
MITCHELL, James Andre. A.B.
Management; b. Pittsburgh PA June 14
1951. Mgr. (Boston Food Cooperative Corp.
1974, Cambridge Mass. Cooperative Corp.
1975—). Co-author: The Coop Handbook
(1975). res. Cambridge MA.*
MITCHELL, Vincent Walker, Jr. Bowdoin
1970-73. b. Seattle WA April 12 1952. res.
unknown.
MOLLOY, Philip Joseph, IV. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.E.T Boston Univ. 1975.
Education; b. Boston May 12 1952; m.
Judith Lyons Jan. 25 1974. Teacher Maiden
MA Catholic High Sch. 1974—, student Tufts
Univ. Sch. of Medicine 1977— . Extraordinary
minister of the Eucharist local parish, res.
Everett MA.*
MOORE, Richard Hardwick. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Tech.; b. Pittsburgh PA Oct. 22
1952. Surgical tech. Mass. General Hospital
Boston 1974— . res. Lexington MA.*
MORGAN, James Allen. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Ft. Dix NJ April 6 1952. res. Old
Town.
MORGAN, Michael Gerald. Delta Sigma, b.
Milton MA Sept. 13 1952. Sales mgr. Castle
Apartments Condominiums, d. Miami FL June
28 1975.
MORLAN, Larry Howard. A.B. Student; b.
Redlands CA Oct. 25 1952; m. Nathalie Melzer
'75 Dec. 31 1973. Saxophonist-clarinetist
Gangster Ragtime Band Bath 1974.
self-employed (house painter Brunswick &
Copenhagen Denmark 1974-75. woodwind
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instr. Topsham 1974-75). World Federalist
Youth (nat. sec. U.S.A. 1970, asst. to exec. sec.
Copenhagen Denmark 1973). res. Kobenhavn
V Denmark.*
MORLING, Thomas William, Jr. Bowdoin
1970-72. b. Milford CT Sept. 18 1952. res. N.
Syracuse NY.
MORSE, Susan Irish. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Library science; b. Hartford CT
March 26 1952; m. David Morse '73 Aug. 17
1974. Librarian Corning NY Community Coll.
res. Corning NY.*
NEBESKY, BiUie-Jean. A.B. Marketing; b.
Northampton MA Feb. 9 1952. Marketing
spec. Digital Equipment Nashua NH 1974—
.
res. Nashua NH.*
NEWELL, John Kenneth. A.B., M.S. Univ.
Me. Education; b. W. Stewartstown NH
May 6 1951. Teacher Mercersburg PA Acad,
res. S. Paris.*
O'BRIEN, Frank Thomas. Bowdoin 1970-72.
b. Winchester VA June 26 1952. res.
Wilmington DE.
OFFENBERG, William Errol. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. Science; b. Lowell MA Nov.
9 1952; m. Mary Beckman June 2 1974.
Chemist Atlantic Richfield Co. Harvey IL
1974—. res. Country Club Hills IL.*
OLSON, Phillip Arnold. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Student; b. Newton MA Feb. 10 1952.
Student Gordon Conwell Theol. Sem. S.
Hamilton MA 1975—. Youth dir. First Presby.
Church Waltham MA. res. S. Hamilton MA.*
OSBORNE, Bruce Duncan. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Project coordinating; b. E. Orange NJ
Feb. 9 1952. Teacher-coach Hebron Acad.
1974-76, Ala. project coordinator Parsons &
Whittemore Inc. NYC 1977—. res. NYC*
OTT, David James. A.B. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Student; b. Portland Nov. 17 1951; m. Martha
Torrey Aug. 25 1974. Student Boston Coll.
Chestnut Hill MA 1974—. res. Gorham.*
PAINE, Dana Trowbridge. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Boston March 7 1952; m.
Harriet Rodgers Aug. 24 1974. Teacher
(Hackley Sch. Tarrytown NY 1974-75,




PARKER, Rexford Tudor. Bowdoin 1970-72.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Santa Monica CA Sept.
1 1952. res. Los Angeles CA.
PASINSKI, Roger Christian. A.B. summa cum
laude. Student; b. Lowell MA Aug. 24 1952.
Student Harvard Med. Sch. res. Lowell MA.*
PATARD, Richard James. Bowdoin 1970-72.
b. Yokosuka Japan Dec. 11 1952. res.
Oklahoma City OK.
PATON, Priscilla Marian. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Student; b.
Brattleboro VT Oct. 12 1952. Intern Me.
Humanities Council Camden summer 1974,
student Boston Coll. Chestnut Hill MA
1975
— ,
psychiatric aide I Bangor Mental
Health Institute fall 1974, Human Service
Tech. I Me. Dept. of Health & Welfare Bangor
1974-75. res. Allston MA.*
PAVELKA, Richard Allen. Bowdoin 1970-71,
B.S. Univ. Minn. 1974. Psi Upsilon.
Management; b. St. Paul MN April 23 1952;
m. Linda Brynildson May 25 1974. Accountant
Haskins & Sells Mnpls. MN 1974-75,
controller corporate stores Int. Dairy Queen
San Diego CA 1975— . res. San Diego CA.*
PERKINS, Patricia Leonard. A.B. summa cum
laude. Education; b. Rochester NY April 22
1951; m. Dennis Perkins '69 June 22 1974.
Teacher S.A.D. Sherman 1974— . res. Is.
Falls.*
PERRY, Michael James. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Tourism; b. Vienna Austria Sept. 11 1952.
Head janitor Park City UT Ski Resort 1974-75,
Nat. Leader Am. Youth Hostels 1974-75. res.
Manchester.*
PIERCE, Andrew Neale. A.B. Chi Psi.
Banking; b. Houlton June 24 1952; s. of
Francis M. '42. With Peat, Marwick, Mitchell
& Co. Portland, res. Yarmouth.*
PIERSON, Jan Erik. A.B. cum laude. b.
Lynwood CA June 24 1954. res. Lynwood CA.
POLIANITES, James Louis, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Sigma.
Student; b. Lowell MA June 12 1952.
Student Univ. Va. 1974—. res. Lowell MA.*
PRICE, Charles Baird, III. Bowdoin 1970-72.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Louisville KY Nov.
13 1952. d. Brunswick Oct. 17 1972.*
PRINCE, Nancy Louise. A.B. cum laude.
Management; b. Framingham MA April 18
1952; dau. of Donald F. '31. Photographer
self-employed MA 1974, asst. to general mgr.
Dennison Mfg. Co. Framingham 1974, fabric
coordinator Sportswear Inc. Framingham
1975, mgr. Lopi Icelandic Boutique Cambridge
MA 1975, photographer's asst. George M.
Cushing Photography Boston 1976, customer
service mgr. Colortek Professional Lab. Boston
1976— . One woman show of color
photography Colortek 1977. res. Cambridge
MA.*
PRUCNAL, Paul Richard. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Columbia 1976;
Ph.D. Columbia. Research; b. Norwalk CT
June 18 1953; m. Pamela Martin Nov. 5 1976.
Research asst. Columbia Univ. 1975, 1976—
.
res. Bridgeport CT.*
RANDVIIR, William M. Bowdoin 1970-73.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Montreal P.Q. Canada
April 17 1951. res. unknown.
REES, William Jenkin. A.B. magna cum laude.
Delta Sigma. Student; b. Lowell MA Dec. 24
1952; m. Dianne Donoian June 7 1975. Law
clerk Legal Services of Nashville TN summer
1975, student Vanderbilt Univ. 19?—. res.
Nashville TN.*
REVERS, Robert Raymond. A.B. summa cum
laude. Chi Psi. Student; b. Chicago IL Dec.
19 1952. res. Framingham MA.*
RICKS, Francis Michael. Bowdoin 1970-72.
b. Portland June 11 1951. res. Portland.
RIDGE, Martin James. A.B. magna cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Portland Feb. 23 1952.
res. Portland.
RIEDNER, Michael Kurt Heinrich. A.B.
summa cum laude; Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Student; b. Bamberg Germany
Aug. 1 1952. Student German Acad, of
Television a^id Film Munich Germany 1974—
.
res. Wellesley MA.*
ROBERTS, Charles Phillips. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Invests.; b. Honolulu HI April 24 1952; s.
of William M. '43. Asst. portfolio mgr. R.I.
Hospital Nat. Bank Providence RI 1974—. res.
Warwick RI.*
ROBERTSON, Deborah Ann. A.B. Sports;
b. E. Orange NJ Aug. 29 1952; dau. of
Alexander '47. Past professional tennis player
Boston Harbour Tennis Club. res. Cherry Hill
NJ.*
ROTHBERG, Peter Wayne. A.B. summa cum
laude. Student; b. NYC Aug. 15 1952.
Student Georgetown Univ. 1974— . res. NYC*
ROUILLARD, Warren Frederick. A.B. Psi
Upsilon. Banking; b. Glens Falls NY July 13
1952. With Casco Bank & Trust Co. Portland,
res. Freeport.*
ROZUMEK, Robert Edmund. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Sales; b. Lawrence MA Feb. 8
1953; m. Sheila York Sept. 22 1974. Mgr. Stop
and Shop Co. Boston 1974—. res. Salem NH.*
RUMAGE, William Timothy, III. A.B., A.M.
Boston Univ. 1977. Education; b. Louisville
KY Jan. 8 1952. Teaching fellow biology
Boston Univ. 1974— . res. Arlington MA.*
SAMPSIDAS, Nicholas. A.B. b. Montreal
P.Q. Canada June 26 1952. res. Glen Head
Long Is. NY.
SANTANGELO, Mark Anthony. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Social work; b. Dorchester MA
July 12 1952. Area youth worker Youth
Activities Comm. Boston 1975— . res. W.
Roxbury MA.*
SAUL, Charles Edward, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Univ. Va. 1976. Chi Psi. Banking; b.
Providence RI July 22 1952. Conversion
project member Old Stone Bank Providence
summer 1974, exercise staff Rancha La Puerta
Tecate Baja CA, Mexico summer 1975, with
Continental 111. Bank Chicago IL 1976— . res.
Chicago IL.*
SAVAGE, Kevin Paul. A.B. magna cum laude.
Chi Psi. Banking; b. Biddeford May 26
1952; m. Kathryn Hazelton June 1 1974; ch.:
Bethany. Asst. treas. & operations officer Saco
& Biddeford Savings Inst. 1975— . res. Saco.*
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Student; b. Okaloosa FL March 1 1953; m.
Georgianna Riordan Nov 30 1974. Student
Tufts Univ. 1974—. res. Lynn MA.*
SPAULDING, Josiah Augustus, Jr. A.B.
Arts; b. Washington DC Sept. 9 1951; m.
Victoria Reeve June 9 1974. Musician
self-employed Sail Records Manchester MA
1974— . res. Mt. Desert.*
TATUM, Jesse Seaton. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Student; b. Orange NJ Nov. 4 1952.
Homebound instr. public sch. systems CT
1974-75, student M.I.T. 1975—. res. New
Canaan CT.*
TAYLOR, Ralph Edward. Bowdoin 1970-72.
b. Oakland CA March 14 1952. res. Berkeley
CA.
SEGERDAHL, Johan Carl-Ragnar. A.B. cum
laude. Chi Psi. b. Jon Koping Sweden Jan.
27 1952. res. Milwaukee WI.
SEVERANCE, William Edison, Jr. A.B.
summa cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Real
estate; b. Portland March 10 1952. William E.
Severance, Realtors Center Lovell (salesman
1974-75, assoc. broker 1975—). Contbr. res.
Center Lovell.*
SHANAHAN, William Edward, III. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Banking; b. Lynn MA Dec. 1
1952; m. Geraldine Dullea May 31 1974. New
Eng. Merc. Bank Boston 1974— (electronic
data processing spec, sr. electronic data
processing examiner), res. Salem MA.*
SHAPIRO, Alan Bruce. A.B. Laborer; b.
Petersburg VA Jan. 22 1950. Construction &
installation Casco Cable Television Brunswick
1974-75, waiter Bowdoin Steakhouse
Brunswick 1975, apprentice cabinet-making
Boothbay Harbor 1975-76, deckhand Am.
Cruise Lines Haddam CT 1976— . res.
Haddam CT.*
SHAW, Bruce Paddock. A.B. cum laude. b.
Chicago IL Aug. 11 1951. res. Boston.
SHAW, Peter William. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa, b. Brooklyn NY Feb.
17 1953. res. NYC.
SHEEDY, Eileen Toole. A.B., A.M.
Assumption Coll. 1976, A.M. Worcester State
Coll. Beta Theta Pi. Student; b. Westfield
MA July 13 1952. res. Worcester MA.*
SHUBE, George Harvey. A.B. Chi Psi.
Retailing; b. Lynn MA Sept. 6 1952. res.
Marblehead MA.*
SIMEONE, Edward George, Jr. A.B., A.M.
Univ. Tex. 1977. Chi Psi. Student; b.
Winchester MA March 7 1952. Spec. asst.
Congressman William Cohen Washington DC
1974-75. res. Lexington MA.*
SIMMETH, Sharon Knopp. A.B. Medicine;
b. NYC Sept. 9 1952; m. Harry Simmeth Jr. '73
June 15 1974. Saleswoman Colo. Coffee
Systems Colorado Springs CO 1974,
employment counselor Tempo Personnel
Colorado Springs 1975, respiratory therapist





). res. Colorado Springs CO.*
SMITH, Claude Ruana. Bowdoin 1970-72. b.
Jacksonville FL May 8 1952. res. Rochester
NY.
SMITH, Mervyn Winston. A.B. b. Trinidad
W. Indies April 25 1949. res. Rochester NY.
SMOLIK, Elton Randall. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Invests.; b. Cleveland OH July 2
1952; m. Anne Wegener June 1 1974. First
Nat. Bank of Boston (bond trader 1974—
,
invest, officer), res. Duxbury MA.*
SNABLE, Blythe Jean. A.B. b. Morristown
NJ July 17 1952. res. Basking Ridge NJ.
SOZANSKI, Stephen Robert. A.B. Zeta Psi.
SPENCER, Ann Perry. A.B. magna cum laude.
b. Waltham MA Nov. 18 1951. res. Cape
Elizabeth.
STEEVES, Robert Alan. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma, b. Lynn MA Sept. 2 1952. res. Lynn
MA.
STEPHENS, Charles Preston, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude. Delta Sigma. Ranching; b.
Atlanta GA Jan. 8 1952. Moose WY (packer &
guide, horse wrangler 1974; livestock & hay
ranch mgr. Triangle X Ranch 1974-75). res.
Moose WY.*
STEVENS, Wayne Carroll. A.B. 1975. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. b. Waterville Nov. 17 1951.
res. Waterville.
STITHAM, Kevin Linus. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. Student; b. Dover-Foxcroft Jan. 13
1952; m. Jane Hayes Aug. 2 1975. Student
Univ. Me. 1974— . res. Dover-Foxcroft.*
STONE, Sheldon Michael. A.B., M.B.A.
Columbia 1978. Theta Delta Chi. Student; b.
Elizabeth NJ Sept. 15 1952; m. Cynthia Haines
June 29 1974. res. Roselle NJ.*
SUMMER, Barbara. A.B. cum laude, grad.
Inst, for Paralegal Training 1975. Law; b.
Columbus OH Feb. 9 1952. Asst. property mgr.
The Codman Co. Inc. Boston 1974, 1975. res.
Columbus OH.*
SUSLAVICH, Frank John, Jr. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Duke Univ.
1978. Chi Psi. Student; b. Evanston IL April
18 1952. res. Darien CT*
SUTER, Cary Carr. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. Student; b. Charlottsville VA
Aug. 18 1952. Student Univ. Va. Richmond
1974—
. res. Ivy VA.*
SWISS, Deborah Jean. A.B. magna cum laude,
Ed.M. Harvard (Timothy & Linn Hayes
scholar) 1975. Education; b. Boston Sept. 2
1952. Admissions interviewer Radcliff Coll.
part-time 1974, dir. financial aid & registrar
New Eng. Conservatory of Music Boston
1975—
, student Harvard 1977—. res. Boston.*
TANSEY, Joseph Logan, Jr. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Management; b. Boston Aug. 19 1951;
m. Margaret Lynch May 25 1974. Management
trainee First Nat. Bank of Boston 1974— . res.
Milton MA.*
TARBELL, Gridley Weatherbee, II. Bowdoin
1970-72. Psi Upsilon. b. Bangor May 13
1952; s. of Eaton '37. d. Brunswick Oct. 6
1972.*
TERRELL, Robert Lee, III. Bowdoin 1970-72,
1973-74. b. Boston June 12 1951. res.
Roxbury MA.
THAYER, Robert Pingree. A.B. cum laude,
M.S. Columbia 1975. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Journalism; b. Stafford CT Sept. 5 1952; s.
of Ralph B. Jr. '43. Ed. Royal Viking Line San
Francisco CA 1975— . Contbr. res. Enfield
CT.*
TTTCOMB, Jane. A.B. magna cum laude.
Politics; b. Winchester MA Nov. 9 1951.
Dist. office mgr. Congressman William Cohen
Lewiston 1973-74, legislative asst.
Congressman Norman Mineta Washington
DC 1975, consultant Maine Wood Fuel Corp.
Bangor 1975, field rep. Monks for Senate
Portland 1976, legislative asst. Senator David
Huber Augusta 1977— . res. Augusta.*
TURNER, Robert Harrison. A.B., M.B.A.
Dartmouth 1976. Psi Upsilon. Accounting;
b. Keene NH Nov 20 1952. Public accountant
Arthur Andersen & Co. Boston, res. Laconia
NH.*
TUTTLE, Richard Graham. A.B. Student; b.
Schenectady NY July 29 1952; s. of John A.
'43; m. Ellen Hemmerly May 24 1974. res.
Ithaca NY.*
VANDER NOOT, James Michael. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Delta Phi. Data processing; b.
NYC Aug. 14 1952. Norcross Inc. W. Chester
PA (art supply clerk & proofreader 1974-75,





VAN DER VEN, Peter Forbes. A.B. Tech.;
b. NYC July 22 1952. House painter
self-employed Chappaqua NY summer 1974,
dairy farm laborer Hudson NY spring 1975,
research tech. Rockefeller Univ. NYC 1975
—
,
student Harvard Sch. of Dental Medicine
1977— . res. Chappaqua NY.*
VAN TASSELL, Jay Lee. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Univ. Wise. 1975.
Delta Sigma. Student; b. Mt. Kisco NY Oct.
19 1952. Research asst. Marine Research Lab.
Univ. Wise. 1974-76, student Duke Univ.
1975—. res. Durham NC*
VARLEY, William Joseph. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Occ. unknown; b. Norwood MA Oct.
26 1952; m. Elise Daley April 18 1975. With
General Electric Co. Westwood MA 1974—
.
res. Randolph MA.*
VON COLDITZ, John Hillman. Bowdoin
1970-71. A.B. Univ. Calif. Berkeley 1975. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Student; b. Oakland CA
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April 10 1952; m. Rochelle Reed June 15 1975.
Student Med. Coll. of Wise. 1975—. res.
Milwaukee WI.*
VOORHEES, John William. A.B. magna cum
laude. Student; b. Boston July 20 1952.
Student Franklin Pierce Law Center Concord
NH 1974— . Popham Beach Improvement
Assn. (pres. 1973-74, dir. 1974—). res. W.
Bath.*
WALDRON, Marcus Christopher. Bowdoin
1970-71, A.B. Univ. Me. 1974, grad. Univ. Ga.
1977. Education; b. Boston March 30 1952;
m. Robin Arsenault Oct. 16 1971; ch. Sorrel,
Heather. Teaching asst. Univ. Ga. Athens
1975
—
, student Clemson S.C. Univ. res.
Clemson SC.*
WARREN, Peter Crenelle. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Student; b. Concord MA Sept. 15 1952; s. of
Timothy M. '45. Intern Dept. of Mental Health
& Corrections Augusta summer 1974, client
advocate York County Counseling Service
Saco 1975, student Hofstra Univ. Hempstead
NY. res. Point Lookout NY.*
WARWICK, Gregory Charles. A.B. Chi Psi.
Management; b. Salem MA May 4 1952.
Actor, singer, dancer Paper Mill Play House
NJ; singer SASS NYC; Carol Nashe Inc.
Boston 1975-76 (sec, casting dir.); Carol
Nashe-Barbizon Model Agency Boston





male & female instr.); Boston floor show
(actor, singer, dancer, model), res. S. Hamilton
MA.*
WEBB, Noel Palmer. A.B. Psi Upsilon. Arts;
b. Potsdam NY May 10 1952. Musician
self-employed 1974— . res. Sacramento CA.*
WEINBERG, Paul Bernard. A.B., A.M. Emory
Univ. 1976. Psi Upsilon. Student; Atlanta
GA Dec. 14 1952. Student Emory Univ.
Atlanta, res. Atlanta GA.*
WEITZMAN, Stephen Mitchell. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Columbia
1978. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Student; b. New
Bedford MA Oct. 4 1952. res. New Bedford
MA.*
WELLMAN, Kevin Scott. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
b. Farmington Sept. 28 1952. res.
Kennebunk.
WENDLER, Steven Edward. Bowdoin
1970-72. Psi Upsilon. b. Providence RI Jan.
14 1952. res. Riverside RI.
WHEELER, David Perrin. A.B. summa cum
laude, M.B.A. Univ. Penn. 1976. Banking; b.
Evanston IL Oct. 4 1952. Intern First Nat. City
Bank NYC summer 1975, banker Morgan
Guaranty Trust Co. NYC 1976—. res. NYC*
WHITE, Lawrence William. Bowdoin 1970-72.
b. Manchester NH March 25 1952. res.
Manchester NH.
WHITMAN, David Chapin. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Food; b. Newton MA Aug. 28 1952.
Cook Lion Ferry AB Portland 1974, counselsor
Bremerhaven Germany Am. High Sch.
1974-76, head chef Seamen's Club Restaurant
1976—. res. Portland.*
WILDER, Carl Truman. A.B. Military; b.
Pensacola FL June 23 1951. Various positions
to 1974, 2nd It. USA 1974-76. res. Phila. PA.*
WILLIAMS, Walter Edward. Bowdoin
1970-71. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Dallas TX
Jan. 1 1945. res. Dallas TX.
WTTSIL, Robert Vincent, Jr. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Real estate; b. Wilmington DE Aug. 29 1951.
Public relations W. Breeze Orchards Auburn
1974, watchman Green Mt. Inn Stowe VT
1974-75, real estate assoc. self-employed
Wilmington 1975— . res. Wilmington DE.*
WOODCOCK, Timothy Crosby. A.B. cum
laude. Psi Upsilon. Occ. unknown; b.
Bangor Feb. 10 1952; s. of John A. '44. res.
Bangor.*
WOOTEN, Thorn Lester. A.B. 1975. b.
Boston Feb. 27 1952. res. Boston.
WORKMAN, David Eldon. A.B. Chi Psi.
Occ. unknown; b. Boston May 1 1952. 2nd
It. USMC 1974—. res. Norwell MA.*
YOUNG, Kevin Ian. A.B. summa cum laude.
Student; b. Takoma Park MO Nov. 13 1952.
Student Univ. Va. Richmond 1975— . res.
Castleton VA.*
ZION, Samuel Falk. A.B. b. April 17 1952.
res. Montreal P.Q. Canada.
Class of 1975
ADAMS, Peter Sayles. A.B. cum laude.
Management; b. San Francisco CA Nov. 9
1953; s. of Timothy J. '49. Economist
Commerce Dept. Washington DC 1975— . res.
Washington DC*
ANDERSON, Gary Edward. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Student; b. Mnpls. MN May
26 1953. res. Mnpls. MN.*
ANDREWS, Thomas Hiram. A.B. 1976. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Brockton MA March 22
1953. res. Conway MA.
ARLANDER, Jane Curtis. A.B. cum laude
1976. b. Salem MA June 4 1953. res.
Falmouth Foreside.
ARMSTRONG, David Orr. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Student; b. Bryn Mawr PA Feb. 7 1953.
Student Univ. Ariz. 1975— , lead supervisor
Center for Youth Development &
Achievement Tucson AZ. res. Tucson AZ.*
ARNOS, Pamela Kate. A.B. Occ. unknown;
b. Coronado CA July 17 1953. res. Toledo
OH.*
ARRUDA, Gregory John. A.B. Student; b.
Brockton MA June 3 1953. Student Bryn
Mawr Coll. 1975—. res. N. Easton MA.*
BABCOCK, Martha Rena. Bowdoin 1971-73,
1974, 1975; A.B. Univ. VT 1976. Psi Upsilon.
Student; b. Burlington VT Feb. 28 1953. res.
S. Burlington VT.*
BAGSHAW, Bradley Holmes. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Student; b. Salem MA March 26
1953; s. of James H. '44; m. Suzanne LuBien
'77 Aug. 23 1975. Research asst. Bowdoin 1975,
student M.I.T. 1975— . res. Gloucester MA.*
BAKER, Jeffrey Graham. A.B., M.P.H. Tulane
Sch. of Public Health & Tropical Medicine
1978. Beta Theta Pi. Student; b. Melrose
MA Sept. 23 1952. res. Metarie LA.*
BAKER, Kenneth John. Bowdoin 1971-74. b.
Ft. Kent Feb. 13 1953. res. Phila. PA.
BAKER, Robert Love, II. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Student; b. Montgomery AL Jan. 4 1954.
Camp counselor Pittsburgh PA summers
1971-75, student (Univ. Pittsburgh, Kans. City
MO Coll. of Osteopathic Medicine 1976—).
res. Pittsburgh PA.*
BANNISTER, John Robert. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Rockville Center NY April 21 1953. res. Blue
Hill MA.
BARBASH, Andrew Jeffrey. A.B. b. Newark
NJ Sept. 17 1953. res. Boston.
BARBASH, Barry Paul. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. b. Lawrence MA
Nov. 22 1953. res. Short Hills NJ.
BARFIELD, Leslie Randall. A.B. magna cum
laude. Zeta Psi. Student; b. Atlanta GA Oct.
25 1953. Construction Zoll Elevator Cab Co.
Guttenberg NJ summer 1975, student
Columbia Univ. 1975—. res. NYC*
BARON, Andrew Roy. A.B. cum laude. b.
Ft. Campbell June 17 1954. res. Quincy MA.
BARRON, Brian Michael. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. Occ. unknown; b. Quincy
MA Feb. 14 1953. res. Scituate MA.*
BARTON, Murray Earle. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Phila. PA Feb. 18 1952. Head
sailing master Mantoloking NJ Yacht Club
summers 1975 & 1976; yard worker Sails
Aweigh Inc. Bricktown NJ 1975; rink
attendant St. Louis MO county 1975-76; retail
sales Famous & Barr Co. St. Louis 1975-76;
teacher & coach The Pingry Sch. Hillside NJ
1976-77, summer 1977; head sailing master
Bay Head Yacht Club; teacher & coach The
Pingry Sch. 1977-78. res. Mantoloking NJ.*
BATES, Mary Anne. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Winchester MA March 20 1953. res. Jamaica
Plain MA.
BAXTER, Ellen. A.B. summa cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa. Student; b. Troy NY June 23
1954. Watson fellow Watson Foundation Geel
Belgium 1975-76. res. Castle Shannon PA.*
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BAXTER, Eric Stoddard. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Augusta Jan. 4
1953; s. of Hartley C. '48. res. S. Portland.*
BAZELL, Dianne Marie. A.B. magna cum
laude. Occ. unknown; b. Chicago IL May 6
1953. Teacher English Peace Corps Zaire
1975—. res. Chicago IL.*
BEASLEY, Arthur Dwight. A.B.
Management; b. Nashville TN July 27 1953.
Management trainee Sears-Roebuck Co.
Nashville 1976. res. Nashville TN.*
BECK, James Brandon. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Marketing; b. Lakewood OH March 29
1953. Painter MA (Berman Realty Peabody
1975, self-employed Winchester 1975-76),
marketing services asst. Xerox Corp. Lexington
MA 1976—. res. Winchester MA.*
BELL, Jonathan Alden. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
b. Melrose MA Jan. 1 1952. res. Cape
Elizabeth.
BERG, Christopher Bailey. Bowdoin 1971-72.
b. Washington DC Nov. 14 1952. res. Dover
NH.
BERMINGHAM, Debra Pandell. Bowdoin
1971-72, A.B. Cornell Univ. 1976. Occ.
unknown; b. Northampton MA Sept. 18 1953;
m. Eldridge Bermingham Jr. Oct. 28 1973. res.
Schenectady NY.*
BERMINGHAM, Eldredge Langstaff, Jr.
Bowdoin 1972-73. b. Greenwich CT Sept. 2
1952. res. Schenectady NY.
BERRY, Elissa DeWitt. A.B. cum laude, M.S.
George Peabody Coll. 1976. Chi Psi.
Education; b. Newton MA May 14 1953;
dau. of Richard P. '45. Teacher spec, education
Washington DC 1976— . res. Brunswick.*
BIRNBAUM, David Eli. A.B. 1976. b.
Nassau City NY Aug. 19 1953. res. Hyde Park
NY.
BLAKELEY, Bradford Williams. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. b. Needham MA Dec. 14
1951. res. Osterville MA.
BLOXSOM, Heloise Irene. A.B. magna cum
laude. Psi Upsilon. Geophysics; b.
Tullahoma TN April 20 1954. Geophysicist
Tex. Oil & Gas Corp. Bellaire TX 1975—.
Contbr. res. Los Angeles CA.*
BOURGEOIS, Dana William. A.B. cum laude.
Psi Upsilon. Guitar making; b. Portland Jan.
25 1953. Curator's asst. Art Museum Bowdoin
1975-76. res. Brunswick.*
BOWNE, Garrett Denise, IV. A.B. cum laude.
Chi Psi. Management; b. Marblehead MA
Oct. 4 1953. Canal Nat. Bank Portland
(management trainee 1975, asst. personnel
office 19?
—
). Trustee & treas. Alpha Eta div.
of Chi Psi Educational Foundation 1975— . res.
Portland.*
BOYCE, Scott Daniel. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Student; b. Providence RI July 20 1953.
Research fellow Bowdoin summer 1975,
student Dartmouth Coll. 1975— . Recipient:
Mass. Inst, of Chemists Award. Contbr. res.
Rumford RL*
BOYD, Bradford Marshall. A.B.
Management; b. Greenwich CT Nov. 11
1953. Management trainee General Electric
Credit Corp. Huntington NY 1975—. res.
Greenwich CT.*
BRAINERD, Frederick Joseph. A.B. cum
laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Trouble
shooting; b. Lawrence MA April 5 1952.
Shawsheen Chem. Co. div. Millstreem Corp.
Andover MA (managerial consultant 1974—,
sales rep. 1975
—
). res. Andover MA.*
BRIGGS, Peter Leland. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Education; b. Stamford CT Jan. 4
1952; s. of William B. '43. Teacher
Westminster Sch. Simsbury CT 1975— . res.
New Canaan CT.*
BROFFMAN, Michael David. A.B. b. NYC
May 25 1953. res. NYC.
BROOKS, Iris Carol. A.B. b. NYC Oct. 24
1954. res. Monsey NY.
BUBRISKI, Kevin Ernest. A.B. magna cum
laude. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown;
b. Williamstown MA Nov. 29 1954. Rural
water systems engineer Peace Corps
Kathmandau Nepal 1975-77. res. Kathmandu
Nepal.*
BUCK, Randall Wayne. Bowdoin 1971-74. b.
Melrose MA Nov. 10 1953. res. Lexington MA.
BUCKLEY, Douglas Iwen. A.B. Chi Psi.
Education; b. New London CT Nov. 2 1953.
Teaching fellow Bowdoin 1975— . res.
Brunswick.*
BUKER, William Leroy. A.B. magna cum
laude. Zeta Psi. b. Beverly MA June 25 1953.
res. Danvers MA.
BUONO, Neil Frederick. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Brooklyn NY June 5 1953. res.
Brooklyn NY.*
BURK, Stephanie Anne. Bowdoin 1971-73.
b. Mineola NY Dec. 18 1953. res. unknown.
BURKE, Walter C, III. Bowdoin 1971-73,
1974, 1976. Theta Delta Chi. b. Hackensack
NJ Oct. 4 1952. res. Falmouth Foreside.
BUTLER, Lawrence Edward. A.B. Zeta Psi.
Govt.; b. Columbus GA May 20 1953.
Student (Smith Coll. 1973-74, Univ. Mich. Ann




Am. Embassy Helsinki Finland 1977— . res.
Bangor.*
BYRUS, Stephen John. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Construction; b. Lewiston March 4 1952.
Construction worker Jones & Lewis
Construction Co. Lisbon Falls 1975— . res.
Lisbon Falls.*
CALLAHAN, Chad Smith. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. b. Boston Nov. 19 1952. res.
Wellesley MA.
CARAS, David Mark. A.B. 1976. Beta Theta
Pi. b. Brookline MA April 23 1952. res.
Swampscott MA.
CARPENTER, Philip Alan. Bowdoin 1971-72,
A.B. Tufts 1975. Student; b. Newton MA
July 14 1953. Student Univ. Penn. 1975—. res.
Newton Highlands MA.*
CARRIGAN, Charles Michael. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Occ. unknown; b. Boston March 29 1952.
res. W. Roxbury MA.*
CATON, Donald Edson, Jr. A.B. 1976. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Occ. unknown; b. Fayetteville
NC Oct. 4 1953. res. Freeport.*
CHAN, Tim Chun. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Sigma, b. Alor Setar Kedahml Feb. 8 1951.
res. Perkinsville VT.
CHAPMAN, John Whitaker. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Sales; b. Charleston SC
Sept. 28 1953. Sales correspondent Int.
Packings Corp. Bristol NH. res. Bristol NH.*
CLANCY, Paul Gerald. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Student; b. Portland June 2 1953. Student
Dartmouth Coll. 1975—. res. Westbrook.*
CLARE, Catherine Diana. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. NYC July 9 1953. res. NYC*
CLAYTON, Wayne Frederick. A.B. Business
exec; b. Chicago IL Aug. 20 1953. V.pres.
Sidney Clayton Assoc. Chicago 1975— . res.
Glenview IL.*
CLEVELAND, Wallace Bingham, III. A.B.
b. Cleveland OH June 12 1953. res.
Cleveland Heights OH.*
COFFIN, Cheryl Marlene. A.B. magna cum
laude. Student; b. Bangor Feb. 28 1953.
Student Univ. Vt. 1975—. res. Bangor.*
COLLINS, John Joseph. A.B. Chi Psi.
Research; b. Beverly MA May 16 1953.
Research asst. Boston Biomedical Research
Inst. 1975—. res. Wenham MA.*
COLLINS, Steven James. A.B. magna cum
laude. Chi Psi. Research; b. Lynn MA July
28 1953. Research asst. Regional Med.
Program Augusta 1975— . res. Augusta.*
CONNOR Donald Chester. A.B. cum laude.
Alpha Rno Upsilon. Govt.; b. Groton CT
June 7 1953; m. Sara Berry April 2 1977.
Claims rep. Social Security Admin. Waterville
1975—. res. Waterville.*
COOK, Tawana R. Bowdoin 1971-74. b.
Pittsburgh PA July 1 1953. res. Pittsburgh PA.
COOKS, Michael Ira. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Sales; b. NYC Jan. 18 1953. Salesman
Winston Prints NYC 1971—. res. Baldwin
NY.*
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COREY, Charles Nelson, III. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Education; b. Waterville Jan. 5 1952; s.
of Charles N. Jr. '39. Teacher & coach
Hotchkiss Sch. Lakeville CT 1975—. res.
Lakeville CT*
CORNELL, Christa Kinkel. A.B. cum laude.
Arts; b. Buffalo NY Nov. 29 1953; m.
Thomas Cornell faculty May 1 1976.
Publishing Tragos Press, res. Brunswick.*
COXE, Charles Shearman, II. A.B. b. Mnpls.
MN March 15 1951. res. Brunswick.
COYE, Michael Alan. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Fort Lee
VA Feb. 17 1953. res. Thomaston.*
CULLEN, Gary Chester. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. W. Chester PA April 16 1953. res. Lincoln
Univ. PA.
CUNNINGHAM, Christopher. A.B. magna
cum laude. Theta Delta Chi. Occ. unknown;
b. Seattle WA March 6 1953. res. Edmonds
WA.*
CURTIS, Allen Elmer. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Military; b. Portland Oct. 21 1954;
m. Nancy Curtis June 21 1975. Training sch.
counselor I Boy's Training Center S. Portland
1975-76, 2nd It. USA 1976—. res. W. Buxton.*
CURTISS, Scott Comee. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Management; b. Seattle WA July 9
1953. Management trainee Minn. Fabrics, res.
Hudson WI.*
DAMIEN, Brian Charles. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S. Columbia Sch. of
Library Service 1976. Library science; b.
Bangor March 19 1953. Laborer Bangor
Municipal Auditorium 1975-76, research asst.
Dept. of Geography Columbia Univ. 1977,
reference librarian Univ. Me. Orono 1977, asst.
librarian Capt. John Curtis Memorial Library
Brunswick 1977— . Unitarian Church of
Bangor 1970-71 (ed. newsletter, member
worship committee). Author: The Clifton
Catalog; A Citizens Guide To The Natural
Resources of Clifton, Maine (1975); ed.: The
Me. Thing 1970-71. res. Brunswick.*
DANAHER, John Edward, Jr. A.B.
Education; b. Grosse Pointe MI April 9
1952. Production asst. WXON -Television
Detroit MI 1975, Fountain Valley Sch.
Colorado Springs CO (admissions officer
1975
— ,
development officer 1976, dir.
development 1977
—
). res. Grosse Pointe
Farms ML*
DANIELS, Catherine Anne. Bowdoin 1971-72.
b. Honesdale PA June 12 1952. res.
Tunkhannock PA.
DAVIS, Claude Hunter. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Alton IL May 20 1953. res.
Jerseyville IL.
DAVIS, Grady Scott. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa. Student; b. Austin TX June
25 1953. Recipient: Acad, of Am. Poets Prize
1975. res. Nevada City CA.*
DAVIS, Peter Allen. Bowdoin 1971-73, A.B.
Univ. Southern Calif. 1976, A.M. Univ.
Southern Calif. 1977. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Arts; b. Salem MA Jan. 28 1953. Teacher
drama Foothill Coll. Los Altos Hills CA 1973,
asst. dir. Palo Alto CA Children's Theater
1973-75, dir. & teacher Theater Works Palo
Alto 1974— . Author: Collection of One Act
Plays by Peter Davis (1976), playwrite:
Growing Old (1976). res. Los Altos Hills CA.*
DEETZ, Jeffrey Scott. A.B. cum laude. Alpha
Rho Upsilon. b. Elyria OH Sept. 17 1953.
res. Columbus OH.
DELOIS, Kathryn Ann. A.B. cum laude.
Social work; b. Caribou Dec. 5 1952.
Volunteer VISTA Grand Is. NE 1975-76, child
care worker Waterville Group Home 1976
—
,
student Univ. Minn. Duluth 1977— . res.
Augusta.*
DENNETT, Paul William. A.B. summa cum
laude. Chi Psi. Education; b. Pittsfield MA
Oct. 22 1953. Asst. to dir. of admissions
Bowdoin 1975— . res. Natick MA.*
DERBY, James Albert. A.B. cum laude. Delta
Sigma. Student; b. Millinocket July 1 1953;
m. Susan Nichols Oct. 2 1976. Actuarial
student Aetna Life & Casualty Hartford CT
1975—. res. Cromwell CT.*
DESPRES, Joseph Alfred. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Keene NH May 6 1953. res.
Turner.*
DIDDEL, Gregory Scott. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. NYC Jan. 27 1953. Tennis pro
Falmouth Sports Center summers 1972— , dean
Wilbraham MA-Monson Acad. 1975-78. res.
Wilbraham MA.*
DINGMAN, Charles Frederic. A.B. magna
cum laude. Student; b. Springfield MA Oct.
12 1953. Robinson Davis scholar Columbia
Univ. 1975— . res. Turner.*
DOBKIN, David Ron. Bowdoin 1971-72, A.B.
Knox Coll. 1975, M.S. Northwestern 1978.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. Student; b. Chicago IL
Sept. 5 1952. res. Chicago IL.*
DONDIS, Lynn Gale. A.B. cum laude. Occ.
unknown; b. Rockland Sept. 18 1953. res.
Rockland.*
DONOVAN, William Michael. A.B. Chi Psi.
Banking; b. Lynn MA June 16 1953. Admin,
aide Youth Enrichment Services Inc. Boston,
sales clerk Lynnfield MA Beverage Inc.
1975-76, certification asst. invest, div. The First
Nat. Bank of Boston 1977—. Rep.
Metropolitan Area Planning Council town of
Lynnfield Boston 1977— . res. Lynnfield MA.*
DRUCKENMILLER, Stanley Freeman. A.B.
magna cum laude. Theta Delta Chi. b. Phila.
PA June 14 1953. res. Ann Arbor MI.
DRUMMOND, Derek. A.B. Computer
science; b. Washington DC Aug. 26 1953; m.
Gwendolyn Price Aug. 2 1976. Management
information tech. U.S. Govt. Washington DC
1975-76, computer programmer Operations
Research Inc. Silver Springs MD 1976— . res.
Hyattsville MD.*
DUERR, Robert G., Jr. A.B. 1976. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Chelsea MA July 12 1953.
res. S. Gouldsboro MA.
DUFFY, Deborah Jan. A.B. Chi Psi.
Research; b. Medford MA Jan. 19 1953.
Research asst. Boston Biomed. Research Inst.
1975—
. res. Winchester MA.*
DUNCAN, John David. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Occ. unknown; b.' Presque Isle Sept. 28 1953.
res. Presque Isle.*
DUNN, Leo Joseph, III. A.B. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. Student; b. Boston July 1 1 1953; s.
of Leo J. '47. Student Suffolk Law Sch. 1975—.
res. Falmouth MA.*
DUTCHER, Stephen David. Bowdoin 1971-72,
1972-73, 1974, 1976. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Grand Rapids MI May 31 1953. res.
Brunswick.
ERWIN, Douglas James. Bowdoin 1971-73.
Chi Psi. b. Phila. PA March 9 1953. res.
Greenwich CT.
EVANS, Lisa Damon. A.B., M.B.A. Columbia
1977. Marketing; b. Brooklyn NY Feb. 2
1954. Marketing intern Corning NY Glass
Works, res. Brooklyn NY.*
FARBER, Kenneth Wayne. A.B. b. Portland
July 2 1953. res. Portland.
FENSTERSTOCK, Jason Forbes. A.B. cum
laude, M.B.A. Columbia 1977. Beta Theta Pi.
Admissions aide 1971-75. Student; b. NYC
Sept. 24 1953. Trainee Goldman Sachs & Co.
NYC summers 1975 & 1976, research
consultant Morgan Stanley & Co. Inc. NYC
1976-77, corporate finance intern Lehman
Brothers Inc. NYC 1977, student Columbia
Law Sch. 1977—. res. NYC*
FIELDS, Robert Victor. A.B. b. Brooklyn
NY Oct. 21 1953. res. Worcester MA.
FIORILLO, Donald Domenic. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Student; b. Worcester MA
Oct. 6 1953. Spec. grad. student (Clark Univ.
Worcester 1975, Harvard 1976, Northwestern
Univ. Dental Sch. 1976—). Contbr. res.
Shrewsbury MA.*
FISHER, Nathaniel Sandor. A.B. cum laude,
M.P.A. Maxwell Sch. of Public Affairs 1976.
Budget analysis; b. NYC March 28 1952.
Budget analyst 111. Bureau of the Budget, res.
Springfield IL.*
FLOUTON, Emily Thayer. Bowdoin 1971-74,
A.B. Johnston Coll. 1977. Psi Upsilon.
Education; b. Norwalk CT Nov. 16 1953.
Transcendental meditation teacher (Maharishi
Int. Univ. Fairfield IA 1975, Int. Meditation
Soc. Danbury CT 1975—). Pres. Students Int.
Meditation Soc. res. Wilton CT.*
FONG, Robert Kin Hung. A.B. Zeta Psi. b.
Honolulu HI Aug. 22 1953. res. Honolulu HI.
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FONTNEAU, Nancy Marshall. A.B. magna
cum laude. Student; b. Winchester MA Feb.
26 1953. Lab. tech. Arthur D. Little Inc.
Cambridge MA 1975, student Tufts Univ. res.
Medford MA.*
FOWLER, Robert Thomas, Jr. A.B. b.
Phoenixville PA Jan. 22 1954. res. Phila. PA.
FRANKLIN, Chester, Jr. A.B. b. Gould OR
April 1 1952. res. St. Louis MO.
FREEDMAN, Karen Jean. Bowdoin 1971-73,
A.B. Wesleyan 1975. Law; b. NYC Nov. 26
1953. Legal asst. to dist. atty. NYC 1975—. res.
NYC*
FRENCH, Mark Albert. Bowdoin 1971-74.
Zeta Psi. b. Boston March 15 1953. res.
Newton Upper Falls MA.
FRIEND, Daniel Mark. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Elgin IL Feb. 14
1953. res. Dundee IL.*
FULCHINO, Stephen Vincent. Bowdoin
1971-73. Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston Jan. 24
1953. res. Milton MA.
FULLERTON, Mark David. A.B. magna cum
laude, A.M. Bryn Mawr Coll. 1977. Student;
b. Bath April 30 1953. res. Brunswick.*
GALLACHER, Bernard Phillip. A.B. cum
laude. Beta Theta Pi. Student; b. Toronto
Ont. Canada Sept. 4 1952. Arthur D. & Francis
J. Welch scholar McGill Univ. 1975—. res.
Toronto Ont. Canada.*
GARON, Steven Jeffrey. A.B. magna cum
laude. Student; b. Santa Monica CA Oct. 19
1953. res. Los Angeles CA.*
GAY, Robert Linwood, Jr. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Military; b. Hartford CT June 26
1953. Exec, officer USA Ft. Knox KY 1975—.
res. Manchester CT.*
GAZELEY, Carolyn Sue. A.B. magna cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. b. Coos Bay OR
Aug. 1 1953. res. N. Bend OR.
GELLER, Patricia Alison. A.B. magna cum
laude. Psi Upsilon. Occ. unknown; b.
Manhatten NY Jan. 21 1953. General office
mgr. Maclnnes for Assemby Campaign
Morristown NJ 1975. res. Morristown NJ.*
GELZHEISER, Lynn Marie. A.B. magna cum
laude. Education; b. Rochester PA April 27
1954. Writer Conn. Audubon Soc. Fairfield
summer 1975, teacher (Baldridge Reading &
Study Skills Inc. Greenwich CT 1975-76, The
New Community Sch. Richmond VT 1976
—
).
Author: Urban Environmental Education
(1975). res. Fairfield CT.*
GEORGE, Alan Lawrence. A.B. b.
Binghamton NY Dec. 16 1952. res.
Binghamton NY.
GERHARDT, Susan Kathryn. A.B. magna
cum laude. Student; b. Austin TX April 4
1953. Teacher The Robinson School Santurce
PR 1975-76, student Duke Univ. 1976—. res.
Framingham MA.*
GERSHATER, Richard James. A.B. magna
cum laude. Zeta Psi. Student; b. New Haven
CT May 5 1953. res. Hamden CT.*
GIBBONS, Robert Donald. Spec. 1974, A.B.
Georgetown Univ. 1975. Student; b.
Winchester MA July 1 1 1953. Student Boston
Coll. res. S. Portland.*
GIBSON, Timothy Paul. A.B. Beta Theta Phi.
Sales; b. Hanover NH May 18 1953; m. Ann
Folger June 23 1973. Clerk Sears Roebuck &
Co. Bunswick 1974— . res. Brunswick.*
GOLDSMITH, Dana Lewis. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Bangor Jan. 23 1954. res. Old Town.
GOODWIN, Peter Clark. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Somerville MA July 28 1952. res. S. Windsor
CT.
GORDON, Philippa Ruth. A.B. 1976. b.
Liverpool England April 30 1954. res. NYC.
GORDON, Wayne Carroll. Bowdoin 1971-73.
Delta Sigma. b. Rumford Jan. 20 1953. res.
Palermo.
GORMAN, Robert Winston. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. b. Portland Jan. 4 1953. res. S. Portland.
GOUSE, Allen Stuart. A.B., A.M. Univ.
Dayton 1977. Delta Sigma. Student; b.
Providence RI Nov. 2 1953. Contbr. res.
Providence RI.*
GOVE, Steven Bruce. A.B. cum laude. Occ.
unknown; b. Hartford CT March 23 1953.




GRANT, David Alistair. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Student; b. Chicago IL Sept. 17 1954.
Student Georgetown Univ. 1975— . res.
Chicago IL.*
GRAY, Timothy Sheridan. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Student; b. Bethesda MD June 16 1953.
Student Tufts Univ. 1975— . res. Palas Verdes
Estates CA.*
GREEN, Frederick Jackson. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. b. Boston Sept. 24 1952. res.
Winchester MA.
GREENE, Jo Anne. A.B. 1976. b. Burlington
VT Oct. 29 1954. res. unknown.
GRUENBAUM, David. A.B. 1976. Editing,
publishing; b. NYC April 25 1953. res.
Cliffside Park NJ.*
HALL, Sarah Whitney. A.B. Occ. unknown;
b. Pasadena CA Dec. 23 1953. res. unknown.*
HAM, Curtis Kimball. A.B. Arts; b. Santa
Paula CA Dec. 3 1952. Busboy Migis Lodge S.
Casco 1975, artist self-employed CA 1975—
.
res. Santa Barbara CA.*
HAMABATA, Matthews Masayuki. Bowdoin
1971-72, 1973. b. Hanapepe HI Jan. 21 1953.
res. Ithaca NY.
HAMBELTON, H. Charles, III. A.B. Chi Psi.
Ins.; b. Boston July 15 1953; married Aug.
29 1976. Mass. div. of Banking & Ins. Boston
1975— (underwriting supervisor, supervisor
purchasing), res. Boston.*
HAMILTON, Margaret Jean. Bowdoin
1971-72, 1973-74. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Chester PA Feb. 1 1 1953. res. Swarthmore PA.
HAMILTON, Suzanne. A.B. magna cum
laude. Library science; b. Drexel Hill PA
Dec. 27 1953. res. Ramsey NJ.*
HANNUM, Robert William, Jr. A.B. magna
cum laude. b. Phila. PA July 10 1953. res.
Northampton MA.
HANSON, Elizabeth Clayton. A.B. magna cum
laude. Occ. unknown; b. Mnpls. MN March
21 1953. res. Darien CT.*
HANSON, Marlena Louise. A.B. cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Rumford July 26 1953.
res. Rumford.
HARRIS, Robert Mark. Bowdoin 1971-72,
1973. Theta Delta Chi. b. Bryn Mawr PA
Oct. 30 1953. res. Yarmouth.
HEIM, David Jacob, DDL Bowdoin 1971-73,
A.B. Amherst Coll. Phi Beta Kappa 1975.
Student; b. Huntingdon PA April 25 1953.
res. Burlington VT*
HENDERSON, Richard Everett. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Neptune NJ Feb. 12 1952. res.
Middletown NJ.*
HERLIHY, Joseph Martin. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Education; b.
Boston Aug. 27 1953. Instr. English Universite
de Clermont Clermont-Ferrand France
1975-76, student Yale Univ. 1976—. Recipient:
Medaille de la ville d'Aix-en-Provence 1974.
res. Arlington MA.*
HERMANN, Christopher Roger. A.B. summa
cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa 1976. Student; b.
Morristown NJ Aug. 31 1953. Fulbright
scholar Thomas Mann Archive Univ. Zurich
Switzerland 1976-77. res. Corvallis OR.*
HERMANS, Stephen George. A.B. magna
cum laude. Delta Sigma. Student; b. Beverly
MA Oct. 5 1953. Student Northeastern Univ.
1975— . res. Kennebunk.*
HOAG, Davy Tigchon. A.B. cum laude. Chi
Psi. b. Detroit MI Dec. 21 1952. res. Grosse
Pointe MI.
HOLBROOK, John Wilson. A.B. Occ.
unknown; b. Brewster MA Nov. 2 1953. res.
Brewster MA.*
HOLLIMAN, Rebecca Tucker. A.B. magna
cum laude. Occ. unknown; b. Columbia SC
Sept. 9 1953; m. Michael Holliman April 17
1976. res. Bideford N. Devon England.*
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HOPWOOD, Mark Christopher. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Journalism; b. Cleveland
OH Jan. 9 1953. Newspaper reporter
Cleveland, res. Beechwood OH.*
HORTON, Daniel Francis, Jr. A.B. 1976.
Alpha Kappa Sigma, b. Natick MA June 22
1952. res. Natick MA.
HOSKINS, David Lowell. Bowdoin 1971-74.
b. Mexico City Mexico Dec. 11 1953. res.
New Canaan CT.
HUBBARD, Richard Seymour. A.B. Chi Psi.
Occ. unknown; b. Indianapolis IN Aug. 3
1953. res. Ashtabula OH.*
HUMPHREYS, John Alfred, W. A.B.
Student; b. Denver CO July 28 1953.
Student Univ. N. Colo. res. Englewood CO.*
HUTCHINSON, Michael Clark. A.B. cum
laude. Beta Theta Pi. Student; b. Quincy
MA Feb. 25 1953. Student Suffolk Univ. Law
Sch. Boston 1975— . res. Hingham MA.*
HYSZCZAK, Peter Johann. A.B. Student; b.
Miinchen W. Germany Dec. 19 1953.
Photographer Stevens Studios Bangor 1975.
res. Somerville NJ.*
HYUN, Sung In. Bowdoin 1971-73. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Tokyo Japan Feb. 12 1952. res.
Tokyo Japan.
ISAACSON, Robert Allen. A.B. cum laude.
Zeta Psi. Politics; b. Lewiston July 18 1953.
res. Lewiston.*
JACOBS, Michael Aaron. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. b. Newark NJ Oct.
30 1953. res. Short Hills NJ.
JACOBSON, Richard David. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Student; b. Chicago
IL Nov. 19 1953. Student Univ. Chicago
1975— . res. Chicago IL.*
JANNIS, Alexander. A.B. 1976, grad. Inst, of
Marketing United Kingdom 1969. Invest.; b.
Crediton Devon England Sept. 5 1944; m.
Barbara Leavitt June 20 1972. Self-employed
property invest. Auburn 1976— , assoc. Inst.
Chartered Sees. & Administrators United
Kingdom 1969. Member sign control advisory
committee Auburn 1975-76. res. Arlington
MA.*
JENSEN, William Albert. A.B. magna cum
laude. Student; b. Burlington VT Oct. 15
1953. Student Univ. Vt. 1975—. res. Burlington
VT.*
JOHNSON, Bruce John. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Student; b. Duluth MN April 23 1953.
Track worker Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range
RR Duluth 1975—. res. Two Harbors MN.*
JOHNSON, Celeste Mary. A.B. Student; b.
Huntington NY Jan. 10 1954. Natural gas
analyst Salomon Brothers NYC 1976
—
,
student N.Y. Univ. Sch. of Business Admin.
1977—. res. Stamford CT.*
JORDAN, Michael Keith. A.B. magna cum
laude. b. Jamaica NY Dec. 13 1953. res.
Huntington NY.
JORDAN, Edward Shelton. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Sigma. Student; b. Bar Harbor Dec. 13
1953. Asst. cook Harbor Hill Inc. Winter
Harbor summers, student & teaching asst.
French Univ. Me. Orono 19?— . res. Prospect
Harbor.*
KAMEN, Alan Michael. Bowdoin 1971-75.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Merrick NY April 7
1953. res. Hempstead Long Is. NY.
KAPLAN, Steven Richard. A.B. magna cum
laude, M.Arch. Columbia (Charles Carroll
Everett scholar) 1978. Student; b. Stamford
CT Nov. 23 1953. Intern (engineering & tech.
services dir. Me. State Housing Authority
summer 1975, to dir. Me. State Historic
Preservation Comm. summer 1976). res.
Fairfield CT.*
KASS, Andrea Hennine. A.B. cum laude,
M.I.A. & M.B.A. Columbia. Business; b.
NYC Nov. 29 1954. res. NYC*
KELLER, Kristen Leigh. A.B. summa cum
laude. Student; b. Oakland CA Nov. 18
1953; ch.: Justin. Student Univ. Calif. Davis
1975—. res. Davis CA.*
KELLEY, Clarence William. A.B. Chi Psi.
Student; b. Honolulu T.H. March 12 1953.
Student Univ. B.C. Vancouver 1975— . res.
Honolulu HI.*
KENNEDY, Traver Hall. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Arts; b. Chicago IL March 1 1952; m.
Deborah Reis '73 June 26 1976. Recording
artist United Artists Recording Co. NYC
1975-76, teaching asst. to N.Y. Times critic
Bowdoin 1975-76, exec, board member Union
of Me. Visual Artists Inc. 1975-76, instr. art &
music Waynflete Summer Art Program
Portland 1976-77, co-prop. Material World
Management Co. Freeport 1976-77, headstart
teacher Coastal Economic Development Corp.
1976-77. res. NYC*
KENT, Eben Lee. A.B. magna cum laude.
Delta Sigma. Student; b. Phila. PA April 28
1953. res. Narberth PA.*
KENT, Helen MacNeil. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Banking; b. Newton MA Oct. 1 1953; m.
Stephen Kent June 1 1974. Staff asst.
Congressman William S. Cohen Lewiston
1975-76, management trainee Depositors Trust
Co. Augusta 1976— . res. Brunswick.*
KERR, Judith Anne. A.B. cum laude. Occ.
unknown; b. Portland Oct. 25 1952. English
tutor Raymond summer 1975. res. Falmouth.*
KIM, Seung-Youn. Bowdoin 1971-73. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Seoul Korea Feb. 7 1952. res.
unknown.
KLUMPP, Brenda Allison. Bowdoin 1971-72.
b. NYC Dec. 23 1953. res. Fairfield CT.
KNEALE, Douglas Caldwell. A.B. Chi Psi.
Research; b. Boston Aug. 20 1953. Research
asst. Woods Hole MA Ocean Inst. 1975— . res.
Ft. Pierce FL.*
KNECHT, John Edward. Bowdoin 1973.
Student; b. Cleveland OH May 22 1949; m.
Sharon Comer Aug. 24 1974. Student Northern
Ariz. Univ. Flagstaff 1974— . Served to sgt.
USMC 1968-71. res. Flagstaff AZ.*
KNIGHT, Roy Carleen. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Amityville NY July 20 1953; s. of Lloyd R.
'45. res. Cape Elizabeth.
KOLKHORST, Lawrence Henry. A.B. Chi Psi.
b. Oakland CA June 2 1953. res. Portland.
KOTLEWESKI, Barbara Ellen. A.B. magna
cum laude. b. Burlington VT Nov. 23 1952.
res. Brunswick.
KREUTER, Barbara Auguste. Bowdoin
1971-72. Chi Psi. Clerical; b. Chicago IL
May 28 1953. Staff asst. Am. Express Co. NYC
1974—. res. NYC*
KRONMAN, Craig Hayden. Bowdoin 1971-73,
A.B. Stanford Univ. 1975. Student; b. Glen
Cove NY March 30 1953. Student Univ. Calif.
Davis 19?— . res. Davis CA.*
KUBACKI, Robert Allen. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Cleveland OH Dec. 3 1952. res.
Fairview Park OH.
LABREE, Michael Walter. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. b. Old Town Aug. 26 1953. res.
Bradley.
LAIRE, Frederick Townsend. A.B. cum laude,
Ed.M. Boston Univ. 1976. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Student; b. Mt. Kisco NY July 20
1953. Bartender India House Nantucket MA
summer 1975, student, res. Concord MA.*
LAMBRECHT, Paul Francis. A.B. Theta Delta
Chi. Occ. unknown; b. Boston July 21 1953.
res. Dedham MA.*
LANDRY, Gary Malcolm. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Health; b. Lewiston March 10 1953.
Orderly Clover Manor Auburn 1975— . res.
Auburn.*
LANGE, Henry Ribble. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Education; b. Schenectady NY
Dec. 22 1953. Swim instr. Edison Club Rexford
NY 1973—, ski coach Bates Coll. 1975—, tutor
Lewiston public sch. 1976— . res. Schenectady
NY.*
LAWSON, Janet Keydel. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. Law; b. Waco TX Aug. 14 1953; m.
Robert Lawson '75 Oct. 18 1975. Legal asst.
Gaston Snow & Ely Bartlett Boston 1975—.
res. Newton MA.*
LAWSON, Robert Widing. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Arts; b. Nyack NY Jan. 21 1953; m. Janet
Keydel '75 Oct. 18 1975. Musician
self-employed Newton MA 1976— . res.
Newton MA.*
LAYNE, Jack Pearl, Jr. A.B. cum laude,
M.P.P. Univ. Mich. 1977. Student; b.
Dayton OH Dec. 1 1952. Recreation leader
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parks & recreation Montgomery County OH
summer 1975, intern city hall Ann Arbor MI
part-time 1976, intergovernmental analyst
intern Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
Dayton summer 1976. res. Dayton OH.*
LEACH, Beverly Demarkles. A.B. magna cum
laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Student; b.
Boston March 15 1955, m. Richard Leach '74
Dec. 28 1974. res. Princeton NJ.*
LEE, Jeffrey Robert. A.B. magna cum laude.
Chi Psi. Student; b. Rahway NJ March 6
1953. Student Univ. Me. 1975—. res.
Westbrook.*
LEFEBVRE, Norman Richard. Bowdoin
1973-74. b. Rochester NH April 16 1949. res.
Rochester NH.
LEON, Linda Lucille. A.B. Occ. unknown;
b. Syracuse NY March 16 1953. res. Pittsfield
MA.*
LEVERIS, Dennis James. A.B. Real estate;
b. Portland June 19 1953. Real estate broker
Dennis J. Leveris Assoc. Portland 1975—
.
Sec.-treas. Oceanic Corp. Yarmouth 1975—
res. Portland.*
LIEBTAG, Thomas Wesley. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Marketing; b. Cincinnati OH June 16 1953.
Marketing rep. Int. Business Machines
Providence RI 1975— . res. New Canaan CT.*
LIISTRO, Paul Terrance. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Accounting; b. New Britain CT
June 14 1953. Staff accountant Price
Waterhouse & Co. Boston 1975— . res.
Boston.*
LINCICOME, Mark Elwood. A.B. 1976.
Student; b. San Francisco CA March 21
1953. res. Seattle WA.*
LIND, Peter Hardie. A.B. 1976. Delta Sigma.
b. New Haven CT Nov. 9 1952. res.
Wynnewood PA.
LINDSAY, William Creighton, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Arts; b. Cooperstown NY June 18
1952. Musician self-employed Fly Creek NY
1975—. res. Fly Creek NY.*
LINHART, Jan. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Student; b. Prague Czechoslovakia Aug. 8
1953. Student N.Y. Univ. Coll. of Dentistry
1975-79. res. NYC*
LIPMAN, Harvey Augustus. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Business; b. Augusta Nov. 10 1952. Asst.
to the pres. Lipman Brothers Inc. Augusta
1975— . res. Augusta.*
LOGAN, Peter Burton. A.B., J.D. Georgetown
Univ. 1978. Chi Psi. Student; b. Boston April
23 1953. res. Huntington NY.*
LONG, Ernest Meredith. A.B. b. Austin TX
July 8 1953. res. Houston TX.
LOTTMAN, Maryrica Theresa. A.B. summa
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Medicine; b.
Granite City IL May 5 1954. City View
Nursing Home Brookline MA (nurse's aid




LOTZ, Peter Henry. A.B. magna cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. Counseling; b. New
Brunswick NJ Oct. 24 1953. Admissions
counselor Bucknell Univ. Lewisburg PA
1975— . res. Lewisburg PA.*
LYONS, Tommye Farbes. Bowdoin 1971-72.
b. Okmulgee OK July 2 1953. res. Somerville
MA.
MABLE, Adine Andrea. A.B. cum laude.
Student; b. Washington DC Oct. 21 1953.
Student George Washington Univ. 19?— . res.
Washington DC*
MANN, Deborah Mary. A.B. magna cum
laude. Student; b. Washington DC Jan. 5
1954. res. Rockville MD.*
MARDULIER, Francis James, Jr. A.B. Beta
Theta Pi. Education; b. Cambridge MA
Nov. 16 1952. Teacher Taft Sch. Watertown
CT 1975—. res. Winchester MA.*
MASLAND, Andrew Tyson. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Student; b. Hanover NH Sept. 3 1953.
Student Univ. Denver CO 1975— . res.
Hanover NH.*
MCCARTHY, Daniel Joseph. A.B., M B A.
Dartmouth 1978. Chi Psi. Business; b.
Somerville MA Sept. 18 1953. Area mgr.
Paragon Distributors Auburn 1975-76. res.
Lexington MA.*
McDEVITT, Joseph Vincent, Jr. A.B. cum
laude. Beta Theta Pi. Occ. unknown; b.
Winchester MA July 6 1953. Volunteer Peace
Corps Republic of Korea 1975-78. res.
Barrington RI.*
McDONOUGH, Susan Jean. A.B.
Education; b. Milton MA June 12 1953.
Waitress Chuck Wagon Brunswick 1975,
model Columbia Univ. 1975, dance teacher
Young People's Theatre Brunswick 1975-76.
res. Braintree MA.*
McELHINEY, Dianne Marie. A.B. cum laude.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Education; b.
Woburn MA Jan. 30 1953; m. Richard Bensen
'73 Aug. 21 1976. Media services & library aide
Wyman Sch. Woburn 1975-76, teacher & child
care worker The Living & Learning Sch.
Woburn 1975-76, with the Edinburgh Scotland
Book Shop 1976— . res. Edinburgh Scotland.*
McINTOSH, Jennifer Carolyn Robin
McKinley. A.B. summa cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa. Information spec; b. Warren OH
Nov. 16 1952; m. Louis Mcintosh '72 July 27
1972. Information spec. Research Assoc. res.
Brunswick.*
McIVER, Warren Kenneth. A.B. Student; b.
Chicago IL March 16 1953. Student Marquette
Univ. Milwaukee WI 1976— . res. Milwaukee
WI.*
MEERSMAN, Joseph Peter, Jr. A.B.
Student; b. Nashville TN March 22 1953.
Teller First Am. Nat. Bank Nashville 1975-76,
student Univ. Amsterdam Vtrect-Holland The
Netherlands 1976— . res. Nashville TN.*
MELZER-MORLAN, Nathalie Therese. A.B.
cum laude. Education; b. Pasadena CA Aug.
1 1953. Instr. French Embassy Copenhagen
Denmark 1975-76, teaching student 1976—.
res. Copenhagen Denmark.*
MEZA, Eric Lynn. Bowdoin 1971-72. b.
Washington DC June 16 1952. res. unknown.
MIKE, Judy Ann-Marie. Bowdoin 1971-72.
b. Trinidad W. Indies Jan. 30 1952. res.
Washington DC.
MILES, James Albert, Jr. A.B. b. Fresno
CA Oct. 3 1952. res. Fresno CA.
MILLS, Thomas Jeffrey. A.B. Business; b.
NYC March 20 1953. Waiter Stowe House
Brunswick 1975, asst. mgr. Peter Christian
Tavern New London NH 1975— . res. New
London.*
MILNOR, Graham Scott. A.B., M.S. Columbia
(Timothy & Linn Hayes scholar) 1977.
Social work; b. Putnam CT Feb. 11 1952.
res. Pomfret CT.*
MITCHELL, Kevin John. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Student; b. Providence RI March 25 1953.
Student Brown Univ. 1975— . res. Providence
RI.*
MONAGHAN, Stephanie Margherita. A.B.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b.
Bangor July 25 1953; dau. of Stephen E. '48.
res. Cape Elizabeth.*
MOODY, Brian William. A.B. Delta Sigma.
b. Elkins WV May 31 1953. res.
Framingham MA.
MOORE, Stephen Robinson. A.B. 1976. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Management exec; b.
Middletown CT June 6 1953; s. of Wallace F.
'43. Management exec. SC. Resource
Recovery Branford CT 1975— . res. Old Lyme
CT.*
MORRELL, Stephen G. A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Chi Psi. Student; b.
Cambridge MA July 19 1953; s. of Malcolm E.
'49. Govt, intern Augusta 1975, student Univ.
Me. Sch. of Law 1975— . res. Bangor.*
MOSS, Barbara Louise. A.B. magna cum
laude. Public relations; b. Charleston WV
Jan. 10 1953. Dir. annual fund Marymount
Manhattan Coll. NYC 19?— . res. Chappaqua
NY.*
MULLIN, John Fulham. A.B. cum laude.
Invests.; b. Cleveland OH Feb. 10 1953.
Stockbroker Hornblower. Weeks. Hemphill.
Noyes Boston 1975— ; asst. sales/production
mgr. Stillwater Assoc. 1976— . res. Osterville
MA.*
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MUNITZ, Andrew Samuel. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
b. NYC Feb. 25 1954. res. Scarborough.
MURRAY, Mark Robert. A.B. cum laude.
Forestry; b. Cambridge MA July 28 1953.
Carpenter self-employed Sutton MA 1975—
.
res. Trevett.*
NARIO, Jorge Eugenic Bowdoin 1 97 1 -74. b.
Havana Cuba Sept. 6 1952. res. Long Is. City
NY.
NICKERSON, Mark Alan. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Arts; b. Medford MA March 26
1952; m. Frances Fenson Aub. 31 1974.
Museum intern Toledo OH Museum of Art
1975— . res. Belchertown MA.*
NOEL, Arthur Wayne. A.B. summa cum laude,
Phi Beta Kappa; M.D. Georgetown Univ.
1979. Beta Theta Pi. Student; b. Eatontown
NJ March 14 1953. res. Livingston NJ.*
NOLTING, Joseph Thomas. A.B. Zeta Psi.
b. Cincinnati OH Aug. 24 1953. res. NYC.
NOVOTNY, Rebecca. A.B. magna cum laude.
Social work; b. Lafayette AL April 14 1953.
Volunteer VISTA 1975. res. Belmont MA.*
NUNN, Linda Perry. A.B. magna cum laude.
Govt.; b. Bennington VT Aug. 1 1938; m.
Robert R. Nunn faculty Dec. 28 1959; ch.:
Laura, Elizabeth, Katherine, Peter. Trans. U.S.
Govt. res. Brunswick.*
O'BRIEN, Peter William. A.B. magna cum
laude. Alpha Rho Upsilon. Education; b.
Anchorage AK June 26 1953. Volunteer Peace
Corps St. Vincent Is. res. S. Easton MA.*
O'CONNOR, Susan Tomita. A.B. magna cum
laude. Occ. unknown; b. Seattle WA Oct. 3
1953; married, res. N. Whitefield.*
ODLUM, Lisa Ann. A.B. Psi Upsilon. b.
Hartford CT June 27 1953. res. New Orleans
LA.
ORAV, Ilmar Erik. A.B. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Occ. unknown; b. NYC May 26 1953. res.
Maracaibo Venezuela.*
ORTH, Robert Neil. A.B. Arts; b.
Middlebury VT April 22 1952. Freelance artist,
res. Burlington VT.*
PALMER, John David. A.B. Alpha Kappa
Sigma. Labor; b. Nyack NY Feb. 16 1953.
Laborer Dept. of Public Works Nyack 1975—
.
res. Nyack NY.*
PEARLMUTTER, Amy. A.B., A.M. Columbia
Univ. 1976. Education; b. NYC Sept. 28
1954. Nurse's aid Amenity Manor Topsham
1976— . res. NYC*
PEDEN, Mary Kathleen. Bowdoin 1972-74.
b. St. Louis MO July 28 1953. res. unknown.
PEGUERO, Antonio. Bowdoin 1971-74. b.
Los Angeles CA Sept. 25 1952. res. Seattle WA.
PELLES, Joseph Steven, III. A.B. magna cum
laude. Delta Sigma. Student; b. Washington
DC March 25 1953. res. Wellesley MA.*
PERKINS, Wesley Trow. A.B. magna cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa, b. Beverly MA Oct.
9 1953. res. Moscow ID.
PETTERSSON, Ulf Erik Peter. Bowdoin
1971-74. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Gavle
Sweden June 8 1951. res. unknown.
PFAU, Margaret Carey. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Hingham MA June 21 1953. res. Huron OH.
PINES, Eve Robin. Bowdoin 1971-72, A.B.
Antioch Coll. 1976. Occ. unknown; b. NYC
Feb. 9 1954. res. Alexandria VA.*
PIZZI, Lawrence Zachary. A.B. magna cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. b. Tokyo Japan Feb.
1 1953. res. NY.
PIZZI, Peter Joseph. A.B. magna cum laude,
J.D. Fordham 1978. Psi Upsilon. Student; b.
Orange NJ Dec. 13 1953. Law clerk NJ (Pizzi
& Lyons Summit summer 1975, U.S. Atty.
Newark summer 1976, Hawkins Delafield &
Wood NY summer 1977). res. Summit NJ.*
PLANT, Jane Elizabeth. A.B. magna cum
laude. Marketing; b. Baltimore MD Feb. 23
1953. Marketing rep. Mobil Oil Corp.
Scarsdale NY 1975-76, marketing div. Reader's
Digest Pleasantville NY 1976— . res. Yonkers
NY.*
POMEROY, Glendon Herrick. A.B. cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. Banking; b.
Worcester MA Sept. 29 1953. Branch admin.
Guaranty Bank & Trust Worcester 1971— . res.
Worcester MA.*
POOR, Timothy James. A.B. Delta Sigma.
Writing; b. NYC April 18 1954; s. of
Johnson '49. Volunteer VISTA Atlanta GA
1975, proofreader Harrison Co. Atlanta 1976,
writer self-employed Atlanta 1976— . res.
Atlanta GA.*
POPE, Patricia. A.B. magna cum laude.
Student; b. NYC March 5 1953. Student
Brooklyn Law Sch. res. NYC*
PRESCOTT, Jonathan Raymond. A.B. cum
laude. Student; b. Waterbury CT Nov. 22
1952; m. Rachel Parkhurst Aug. 25 1973.
Student George Washington Univ. 1975— . res.
Hampton VA.*
PRESSMAN, Peter. Bowdoin 1971-72,
1972-73. b. NYC Jan. 7 1952. res. Great
Neck NY.
RADSKY, Thomas Scott. A.B. cum laude.
Theta Delta Chi. Planning; b. Augusta Nov.
5 1952. Project analyst Land Use Regulation
Comm. 1975— . res. Augusta.*
RAINES, Kristen Betsy. A.B. b. Rochester
NY Dec. 8 1953. res. Pittsford NY.
REDA, Sherine Khalil. A.B. 1974. Business
exec; b. Boston Feb. 23 1952. Prop. & v.pres.
1974— (Sherkip Int., Nile Marine Co.), prop.
6 mgr. Ibis Commercial Laundry Co. 1974—.
res. Cairo Egypt.*
REDD, Patricia Adrienne. A.B. Student; b.
Fort Dix NJ May 10 1953. Program
coordinator & recruiter Essex County Coll.
Newark NJ summer 1975, exec. sec. 3R Corp.




REEVES, David Elmer. A.B. Chi Psi.
Journalism; b. NYC Feb. 22 1953. Sports ed.
Wayland MA Town Crier 1975—. res. W.
Palm Beach FL.*
REGNANTE, Karen Lee. A.B. Student; b.
Lynn MA Feb. 4 1954. Student UCLA 1975—.
res. Nahant MA.*
REICHLEY, Nancy Ellen. A.B. Arts; b.
York PA March 8 1953. Student Conn. Coll.
New London 1975— . res. Warwick RL*
REID, David H. Bowdoin 1971-73. b. Glen
Cove NY Jan. 22 1953. res. Mill Neck NY.
RENDLE, J. Bradford. A.B. cum laude. Occ.
unknown; b. Maiden MA March 24 1953. res.
Topsfield MA.*
RIGGAN, Deborah Merle. A.B. b. New
Haven CT Sept. 25 1953. res. Hartford CT.
RILEY, Douglas Brooks. A.B. cum laude, J.D.
Univ. Tulane 1979. Zeta Psi. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Student; b. Attleboro MA
July 12 1953. res. N. Attleboro MA.*
ROBINSON, Sammie Timothy. A.B., A.M.
Smith Coll. 1976. Student; b. Washington
DC June 1 1953. res. Washington DC*
ROBINSON, Scott Emerson. Bowdoin
1971-73. Zeta Psi. Clergy; b. Glen Cove NY
Feb. 20 1953; m. Diane Mudgett April 4 1976.
Staff pastor & administrator Bible Speaks Inc.
Lenox MA 1975— . Creator radio program:
Night Herald - Your Light in the Night 1973—.
res. Lenox MA.*
ROGERS, Catherine Prescott. A.B. Law; b.
NYC Oct. 2 1952. Legal asst. med. malpractice
dept. Boston law firm. res. Boston.*
SANDAHL, Barbara Stone. A.B. cum laude.
Education; b. Buffalo NY June 2 1954: m.
David Sandahl '75. Teacher The Fisher Sch.
Bath 1975-76. res. New Haven CT.*
SAWYER, Lawrence Richard. A.B. cum laude
1976. Student; b. Anchorage AK March 11
1953. res. Portland.*
SCHNEIDER, Michael Philip. A.B. magna
cum laude, M.D. N.Y. Univ. 1979. Student;
b. Jersey City NJ March 5 1954. res. Jersey
City NJ.*
SCHROEDER, Emily Ann. A.B. cum laude.
Class agt. Banking; b. Hartford CT May 3
1953. Management trainee First Nat. City
Bank NYC 1975—. res. Granby CT.*
SCHULLER, Candace Waters. A.B. cum
laude, A.A. Pine Manor Jr. Coll. 1973. Occ.
unknown; b. Greensboro NC July 20 1953; m.
Michael Schuller June 30 1973. res. Portland.*
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SCIAMMAS, Jacques Daniel. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Cairo
Egypt Jan. 9 1956. res. Brighton MA.*
SEELER, John Henry. A.B. magna cum laude.
Alpha Rho Upsilon. b. Cambridge MA Nov.
23 1953. res. Waban MA.
SEIDLER, Lawrence M. Bowdoin 1971-73.
b. Springfield IL July 4 1953. res. Cedar
Rapids IA.
SENSECQUA, James Ernest. A.B. magna cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. Student; b. Portland
Jan. 8 1953. Respiratory therapist Me. Med.
Center Portland 1975, student Univ. Vt.
1975—. res. N. Windham.*
SHACKNOVE, Andrew Eric. A.B. b. Los
Angeles CA Oct. 24 1953. res. Los Angeles CA.
SHAPIRO, Dan Cathriel. A.B. cum laude. Psi
Upsilon. Education; b. Phila. PA Oct. 2
1954. res. Belfast.*
SHUBE, Richard John. A.B. Chi Psi. Ins.; b.
Lynn MA Dec. 4 1953. Salesman Richman
Brothers Boulder CO 1975, dept. supervisor
Ling-Tempco-Voigt Corp. Steamboat Springs
CO 1975-76, underwriter group div. Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co. Boston 1976— . res.
Marblehead MA.*
SIGEL, Robert Alan. A.B., M.B.A. Syracuse
Univ. 1976. Zeta Psi. Business exec; b.
Worcester MA July 8 1953; m. Susan
Applebaum June 1 1975. Business exec.
Millbrook Distributors Inc. res. Worcester
MA.*
SILER, Todd Layel. A.B. cum laude. Beta
Theta Pi. Arts; b. Long Is. NY Aug. 21 1953.
Professional artist self-employed NYC 1975—
.
res. NYC*
SILVER, Caroline Webster. A.B. b.
Baltimore MD Sept. 17 1953. res. Bel Air MD.
SIMMONS, Clarence George, III. A.B. 1976.
b. Troy NY Feb. 10 1953. res. Troy NY.
SKINNER, Christopher Kent. A.B. cum laude.
Beta Theta Pi. Student; b. Boston Sept. 17
1953; s. of Charles E. '53. Student St. Louis
MO Univ. 1975—. res. Marblehead MA.*
SLAYTON, Roger Weston. A.B. Psi Upsilon.
Ins.; b. Harvey IL Jan. 11 1953, s. of Philip
L. '44. Ins. rep. Fidelity Union Life Boulder
CO 1975—. res. Boulder CO.*
SMITH, Alex George Haupt. A.B. summa cum
laude. Phi Beta Kappa. Student; b.
Lewisburg PA June 11 1953. Student Univ.
Chicago 1975— . res. Lewisburg PA.*
SMITH, Gregory Blake. A.B. summa cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa. Student; b.
Torrington CT July 24 1951. Student Univ.
Calif. Berkeley 1975— . res. Torrington CT.*
SMITH, June Durell. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Portland June 11 1953; dau. of
Lendall A. '31. res. Kennebunk.
SMITH, Paul Charles. A.B. summa cum laude.
Phi Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Arts;
b. Champaign IL Aug. 4 1953. Artist
self-employed, teacher Hartley House
part-time. Contbr. res. NYC*
SMITH, Saddle Lucille. A.B. cum laude.
Student; b. Como NC Feb. 15 1953. Davis
scholar Columbia Univ. 1975— . res. Ossining
NY.*
SMITH, Worthington Robert. A.B. Theta
Delta Chi. Advt.; b. Mnpls. MN Sept. 21
1953. Asst. dir. YMCA Camp Westward Ho
Lawrence MA summer 1975, advt. copywriter
The Bradford Exchange Morton Grove IL
1975— . Dir. letter courier service Hospitality
'76 1976—. res. Winnetka IL.*
SORENSON, Edmund Morris. A.B. cum
laude. Science; b. Bangor Oct. 23 1952.
Chemist (TRIGOM 1975-76, Bowdoin
1976—). res. Brunswick.*
SPEAR, Geoffrey Roy. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
Ins.; b. Portland Dec. 18 1952; s. of Roy '18;
m. Susan MacLearn Dec. 18 1976. Ins. exec.
Roy Spear Inc. Portland 1976— . res.
Yarmouth.*
SPRAGG, Ernest Hale. Bowdoin 1971-72. b.
Seattle WA Jan. 24 1953. res. Seattle WA.
SPRAGUE, Seth. A.B. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Boston Aug. 13 1953. res. Scarborough.
STECHERT, Timothy James. Bowdoin
1971-72. b. Denver CO June 19 1953. res.
Golden CO.
STRETCH, Gwendolyn Vanessa. A.B., M D.
George Washington Univ. 1979. Student; b.
Washington DC Aug. 4 1953. res. Washington
DC*
SWAEBE, Geoffrey, Jr. A.B. Theta Delta Chi.
b. Baltimore MD Dec. 1 1952. res. NYC.
TAISEY, Robert Gregory. A.B. Chi Psi. b.
Cambridge MA Oct. 21 1953. res. Yarmouth.
TAOKA, Garret Ken. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Occ. unknown; b. Toledo OH Nov. 11 1953.
res. Toledo OH.*
TARMY, Barbara Ann. A.B. magna cum laude.
Invest, banking; b. Maiden MA March 27
1953. Corporate bond analyst Faulkner,
Dawkins & Sullivan NYC 1975—. res. NYC*
TARR, Donald Paul. A.B. 1976. b. Biddeford
June 4 1953. res. Saco.
TAUBMAN, Gary Richard. Bowdoin 1973-74.
b. Hastings NE May 8 1953. res. unknown.
TERISON, Frederick Mark. A.B. magna cum
laude. Student; b. Portland Jan. 21 1953.
Student Univ. Me. 19?— . Member ME (sch.
board Falmouth 1973-76, chmn. 1975-76;




THALHEIMER, Charles Foitin. A.B. cum
laude. Theta Delta Chi. Student; b. Hartford
CT Jan. 24 1953; s. of Harold R. '46; m.
Patricia Ahrens May 29 1976. Bartender
Portland Country Club Falmouth 1975,
actuarial student Aetna Life & Casualty
Hartford 1975—. res. New Britain CT.*
THALHEIMER, Patricia Ahrens. A.B. cum
laude. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Ins.; b.
Hartford CT Oct. 19 1953; m. Charles
Thalheimer '75 May 29 1976. Pension contract
drafter Aetna Life & Casualty Hartford
1975—. res. New Britain CT.*
THEROUX, Margaret Kiernan. A.B., Ed.M.
Univ. N.H. 1976. Education; b. New
London NH Oct. 31 1953; m. Stephen Theroux
'72 July 5 1975. res. Georges Mills NH.*
THOMPSON, Henry Allen. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. b. Charleston SC Nov. 24 1953. res.
Charleston SC.
TITCOMB, Edward James. A.B. Alpha Delta
Phi. b. Sanford Sept. 24 1953. res. Sanford.
TRAHAN, Patrick Joseph, Jr. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Arts; b. Bay City MI Nov.
23 1953. Painter self-employed Bay City
1975—. res. Bay City MI.*
TYLER, Kelvin Nichols. A.B. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Riverton WY March 1 1952. res.
Manchester CT.
UNDERWOOD, John Wentworth, Jr. A.B.
Theta Delta Chi. Civil service; b. Augusta




VAGNOZZI, Paul P. Bowdoin 1971-73. b.
Detroit MI June 18 1953. res. Farmington MI.
VALLONE, Mark Andrew. A.B. b. Oct. 17
1953. res. Epping NH.
VAN ARSDEL, Mary Margaret. A.B. magna
cum laude. Student; b. Seattle WA Sept. 5
1953. Student Am. Acad, of Dramatic Arts
1975—. res. Seattle WA.*
VIENS, Michael Charles. Bowdoin 1971-73.
Delta Sigma, b. Worcester MA July 3 1953.
res. Paris France.
VIGNERON, John Francis, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. b. Cambridge MA May 7
1953. res. Marblehead MA.
VILLARI, Mary Ann. A.B. magna cum laude.
Admissions aide 1974-75. Student; b.
Winchester MA May 17 1953. Litigation asst.
Sullivan & Cromwell NYC 1975-76, law
student Boston Univ. 1976— . res. Brighton
MA.*
VINALL, Scott. A.B. 1976. Psi Upsilon. b.
Bryn Mawr PA March 28 1953. res. Rancho
Palos Verdes CA.
VOGT, Francis Daniel. A.B. cum laude
Student; b. Lewiston Feb. 27 1953. Student
Wesleyan Univ. 1975—. res. Bethel.*
VOTTO, Raymond l^uis, Jr. A.B. Alpha
Kappa Sigma. Banking: b. Providence RI
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June 15 1953; m. Cecile Terenzi May 31 1975.
Asst. branch mgr. Pawtucket RI Savings &
Trust 1975—. res. Cranston RI.*
WAGNER, Kevin Francis. A.B. b. NYC Jan.
31 1953, res. Lake Forest IL.
WArTHE, Lawrence David. A.B. Beta Theta
Pi. Sales; b. Boston May 21 1951. Sales rep.
S. D. Warren Boston 1975— . res. Weston
MA.*
WARD, Joyce Ann. A.B. cum laude.
Student; b. Boston April 3 1954. Student
1975— . res. Norwood MA.*
WEAVER, Gail Berson. A.B. magna cum
laude. Chi Psi. Education; b. Portland Jan. 1
1953; m. Robert Weaver III '73 Aug. 24 1975.
Admissions counselor Wheaton Coll. Norton
MA 1975, asst. mgr. Laura Ashley Inc. San
Francisco CA. res. Weston MA.*
WEEKS, Paul Allen. A.B. Alpha Rho Upsilon.
Civil service; b. Portland Feb. 17 1953; m.
Johanna Cobb Oct. 25 1975. Human services
tech. I Dept. of Human Services Portland
1975—. res. Portland.*
WHEELER, Deborah. A.B. Alpha Rho
Upsilon. Occ. unknown; b. Washington DC
April 8 1954. Volunteer Peace Corps
Kakamega Kenya, res. Kakamega Kenya.*
WHITAKER, John Carlton. A.B. cum laude,
M.B.A. Columbia Sch. of Business 1977. Theta
Delta Chi. Banking; b. St. Paul MN Sept. 24
1953. Commercial lending asst. First Nat. Bank
of St. Paul 1977—. res. White Bear Lake MN.*
WHITE, Peter Bliss. A.B. cum laude. Theta
Delta Chi. Student; b. Summit NJ April 16
1953. Accountant Price Waterhouse' & Co.
NYC 1975—; student N.Y. Univ. 1975—. res.
NYC*
WIGGLESWORTH, John Councilman.
Bowdoin 1971-73. b. Ipswich MA May 21
1953. res. Ipswich MA.
WILLIAMS, James Harold, Jr. A.B. b.
Savannah GA June 13 1948. res. Ipswich MA.
WILSON, Benjamin Andrew. Bowdoin
1971-72. b. NYC Aug. 10 1953. res. NYC.
WILSON, Scott Edwards. A.B. Beta Theta Pi.
Education; b. Ann Arbor MI April 20 1954.
Teacher Worcester MA Acad. 1975— . res.
Hampden Highlands.*
WILSON, William George. A.B. b.
Damariscotta July 23 1952. res. Wiscasset.
WORMLEY, Diana Elizabeth. Bowdoin
1971-72. b. Pheonix AZ Dec. 27 1953. res.
Phoenix AZ.
YOPP, Derek D. Bowdoin 1971-73. b. New
Haven CT Oct. 10 1952. res. New Haven CT.
Earned Master's Degree Recipients
Class of 1962
ANDREW, Joseph. A.M., A.B. Bates 1951,
Ed.M.Boston Univ. 1955. Education.
Teacher Whitman MA High Sch. 1951-54,
Wellesley MA High Sch. (teacher 1955—,
mathematics dept. chmn. 1972
—
). Served to
SFC USN 1944-46. res. Wellesley MA.*
BEEBE, John Harvey. A.M., A.B. Amherst
1951. b. Jan. 22 1930. res. Tulsa OK.
BROWN, Harold EUra. A.M., A.B. Univ. Me.
1929. Ret.; b. Chicago IL May 20 1906; m.
Iola House June 28 1939; ch.: Pamela, Carole.
Teacher Bath 1931-66, curator Bath Marine
Museum 1964-75, ret. res. Bath.*
BUTLER, Clarence Edward. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), A.B. Univ. Me.,
Ed.M. Univ. Me. Education; b. Rockland
Dec. 3 1922; m. Justine Herman April 26 1958;
ch.: Bradford, Scott, Kay. Student Univ.
Bridgeport CT, Nat. Science Foundation grant
Wells Coll. Aurora NY, teacher sch. system
Bangor, assoc. judge Me. State Racing Comm.
summers 1953-58, teacher board of education
Thomaston 1953-76, teacher & curriculum
coordinator supervisor Wilton CT 1956
—
,
prof. Western Conn. Coll. Danbury evenings
1966—. Served to sgt. USAF 1942-45. res.
Ridgefield CT.*
CASLER, Melvin Floyd. A.M., B.S. Northern
State Teachers Coll. 1959. b. Big Stone City
SD Sept. 22 1931. res. Tiffin OH.
ENGLER, Bernice S. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), A.B. Adelphi Coll. 1930.
Ret.; b. Queens NY March 29 1909; m.
Josiah Engler May 18 1936; ch.: Stephen,
Laura, Sarah. Teacher Brooklyn Tech. High
Sch. 1932-70, prof, mathematics Mercer Coll.
1972-75, ret. res. Jamesburg NJ.*
FRENCH, Jascha Ladamir. A.M., A.B. Bates
1949. b. June 1 1 1926. res. unknown.
FUNDERBURG, Alvin K. A.M., A.B.
Manchester Coll. 1938. b. Sept. 16 1916. res.
Kettering OH.
HICKEY, Howard Wesley. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), A.B. Western Wash. State
Coll. 1953, A.M. Western Wash. State Coll.
1958, Ph.D. Mich. State Univ. 1968.
Education; b. Bozeman MI Oct. 20 1930;
married; ch.: Brooks. Asst. supt. sch. Puyallup
WA 1962-66, Mott fellow Mott Foundation
Flint MI 1966-69, asst.-assoc. prof. Mich.
Univ. E. Lansing MI 1967— . Assoc. ed.
Community Education Journal. Contbr. res. E.
Lansing ML*
HILTON, Ralph Wessenger. A.M., A.B. Colby
1945. b. Oct. 23 1922. res. E. Rochester NH.
HITCHCOCK, Paul Walker. M.S. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant). Education; b.
Utica NY Oct. 25 1931; m. Rae Dionne April
10 1954; ch.: Marc, Kristen. Instr.
mathematics (Simmons Coll. Boston 1962-68,
Palm Beach Jr. Coll. Lake Worth FL 1968—),
prop. & dir. Peter Pan Nursery & Kindergarten
Palm Beach Gardens FL 1974— . Served to
PO/2 USN 1951-55. res. Lake Worth FL.*
HOLDEN, Clifford Gardner. A.M., A.B. Bates
1936. Ret.; b. Harrison Nov. 13 1909; m.
Nettie Corbett Aug. 17 1952; ch.: Stanley,
Doreen. High sch. Gorham (teacher, principal,
head mathematics dept. 1953-72), ret. Pres.
Gorham Teachers Assn. 1955-56. Leader of
Am. Secondary Education for 1972. res. St.
Petersburg FL.*
JOHANSON, Bradford. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Amherst, A.M.
Trinity Coll. Education; b. Laconia NH
Aug. 4 1932; m. Judith Clarke Jan. 29 1955;
ch.: Bradford, Peter, David, Victoria.
Administrator Nolan K. Kirschner Builders
Inc. Avon CT 1954-56, teacher (Bellows Falls
VT Sch. 1956-58, S. Portland Sch. 1958-66),
student Harvard 1966-67, teacher to asst. supt.
sch. Weston MA Sch. 1967-70, teacher &
chmn. mathematics dept. Portland Sch.
1971—. Pres. Portland Teachers Assn. 1974-75.
Co-author: 5 books on geometry (1975). res.
Freeport*
KALMAN, Karl S. A.M., B.S. Univ. Penn.
1925, A.M. Univ. Penn. 1931. Ret.; b. Phila.
PA Dec. 29 1903; m. Rose Gold March 24
1929; ch.: David. Tester Phila. Electric Co.
1925-26, teacher high sch. Phila. 35 yrs., dir.
mathematics Phila. Sch. dist. 1964-70, ret.
Served to It. cdr. USNR 1942-46. res. Royal
Palm Beach FL.*
LOMBARD, William Robert. A.M., A.B.
Colby 1928. b. May 30 1907. res. Machias.
LUNDGREN, Elmore Don. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow); A.B. Boston Univ. 1935,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1936.
Education; b. Lowell MA May 12 1913; m.
Priscilla Ridley Aug. 31 1957; ch.: Thomas,
Susan. Teacher (St. Johnsbury Acad. VT &
New London CT, Wellesley MA Sr. High Sch.
1947-66), lectr. mathematics Boston Univ.
Served with USN WWII. d. Wellesley MA Oct.
22 1966.
MANN, Carolyn Myitis A.M. (Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Univ. Conn. 1953,
M.S. Univ. Conn. 1956. Education; b.
Stafford Springs CT April 1 1931. Geologist
U.S. Geological Survey Washington DC
1953-55, teacher (New London CT High Sch.
1956-57, RHAM High Sch. Hebron CT
1957-60, Northfield MA Mt. Hermon Sch.
I960—), res. Northfield MA.*
MOULTON, John Knight. A.M., Ed.D. (hon.)
1970, A.B. Harvard Coll. 1936, Ed.M. Harvard
1940. Education; b. Hartford CT July 8
1914; m. Alice Hoagland June 26 1937; ch.:
Miriam, Deborah. Teacher MA (Hanover
1937-39, Abington 1939-42), research asst.
Harvard 1942-45, teacher Brookline MA
1945-68, lectr. mathematics Northeastern
Univ. 1964-68, assoc. prof, mathematics Univ.
Gorham 1968— . Deacon W. Roxbury Congr.
Church 1945-46, pres. Assn. of Advanced
Placement Mathematics Teachers 1962-64,
deacon Woodford Congr. Church 1972-73.
Named Teacher of the Yr. 1967 & Mass.
Teacher of the Yr. 1967. Co-author:
Elementary Calculus from An Advanced
Viewpoint (1967), Five Modules in College
Geometry (1975). res. Yarmouth.*
RUBIN, Walter. A.M., A.B. Brooklyn Coll.
1951. Education; b. NYC Dec. 19 1930; m.
Rita Fingerhut June 29 1958; ch.: Seth,
Rachel. Student N.Y. Univ. 1954-56, teacher
NY (jr. high sch. Brooklyn 1955-57, Erasmus
Hall High Sch. Brooklyn 1957-60, Francis
Lewis High Sch. Flushing 1960-67)n.
mathematics dept. (Bushwick High Sch.
Brooklyn 1967-73, Harry S. Truman High Sch.
Bronx 1973
—
). Mathematics Chmn. Assn.
NYC (sec. 1973-75, v.pres. 1975—). Served to
cpl. USA 1952-54. res. Malverne NY.*
RUNDBERG, William Bradley, A.M., A.B.
San Jose State Coll. 1958. Education; b. Los
Angeles CA March 17 1935; m. Sherrean
Nicholson Aug. 1 1958; ch.: Heidi, Rebecca,
Susan. Teacher Washington High Sch.
Fremont CA 1959-61, student & instr.
mathematics Ariz. State Univ. Tempe 1962-67,
instr. mathematics Coll. of San Mateo CA
1967—. student Calif. State Univ. Hayward
1974-75. PFC USA 1953-56. res. San Mateo
CA.*
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SHAPIRO, Aaron. A.M., B.S. CCNY 1924,
M.S. CCNY 1933. Ret.; b. NYC Nov. 19
1902. Teacher board of education NYC
1924-68, lectr. mathematics Brooklyn CUNY
Coll. 1949-70, ret. Sec.-treas. Soc. for the
Experimental Study of Education 1935-42,
member exec, board Assn. of Teachers of
Mathematics of N.Y.C. 1940-45, treas.
Metropolitan N.Y. Section of the Am.
Mathematical Assn. 1945-72. Recipient:
Dedicated Teacher Award Grand Street Boys
Assn. 1960. res. Brooklyn NY.*
TAYLOR, Raymond. A.M., B.S. Univ. Miami
1947. b. Verona NJ April 26 1924. res.
Miami FL.
Class of 1963
ARNOLD, Byron Yale. A.M., A.B. Hastings
Coll. 1951, A.M. Columbia 1957. Education;
b. Red Cloud NE Feb. 16 1925. Teacher
(board of education Hastings NE 1951-56,
USA Tokyo Japan 1956-57, board of education
San Diego CA 1957
—
), student summer (Yale
Univ. 1959, San Diego State Coll. CA 1968).
Served with USA, mere, marine, res. San Diego
CA.*
BEARD, Earl Michael Lakata. A.M., B.S. West
Chester State Coll. 1959. b. Washington DC
June 22 1937. res. Winterport.
BENNETT, Clarence William. A.M., A.B. Am.
Int. Coll 1953. b. Kingfield Oct. 19 1928. res.
Westwood MA.
CROWE, Kenneth Roger. A.M., B.S. Purdue
Univ. 1959, Ph.D. Univ. 111. 1975.
Education; b. E. Chicago IL Jan. 12 1935;
m. Karin Young Aug. 22 1957; ch.: Kimberly,
Kendall, Kristin. Student (Culver-Stockton
Coll. Canton MO 1953-54, Knox Coll.
Galesburg IL summer 1961, Purdue Univ.
1959-61), instr. Culver IN Military Acad.
1960-64, prof. Blackburn Coll. Carlinville IL
1964—. res. Carlinville IL.*
DRISCOLL, Daniel Lawrence. A.M., A.B.
Univ. Toronto 1955, Ph.D. Syracuse Univ.
1974. Education; b. Syracuse NY Aug. 29
1932; m. Sylvia Rinaldi Dec. 29 1958; ch.:
Mary, Catherine, Daniel. Teacher Fabius NY
Central Sch. 1955-62, assoc. prof. N.Y. State
Univ. Cortland 1962—
. Member sch. board
Fabius Central Sch. 1964-66, Onondaga county
legislator 1966, Fabius town supervisor 1966,
pres. Fabius Community Council 1968
—
,
trustee St. Paul's Church Fabius 1973— . res.
Fabius NY.*
HANSON, Robert Bryant, Sr. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), B.S. Towson State
Coll. 1955, Ed.D. Univ. Md. 1971.
Education; b. Baltimore MD Nov. 1 1933;
m. Virginia Smith June 6 1955; ch.: Cathleen,
Robert Jr. Teacher dept. of education
Baltimore 1955-57, 1955-62, 1963-64; instr.
mathematics (Catonville Community Coll.
Baltimore 1964-66, Towson MD State Univ.
1966—). Treas. Md. Sch. Coll. Mathematical
Assn. Inc. 1970—. Pvt. USA 1957. Contbr. res.
Glen Arm MD.*
HOOPER, Roger Bray. A.M., A.B. Tufts 1950.
b. Milton MA March 5 1929. res. Orono.
LANGBEHN, George John. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), B.S. Univ. Me.
1959. Education; b. Bath Jan. 14 1937; m.
Carol Henderson June 15 1958; ch.: Paul,
James, Diane. Teacher sch. board Madison CT
1959-62, assoc. prof. Salem MA State Coll.
1963—. res. Rowley MA*
LATHROP, Thomas G. A.M., A.B. Univ.
Calif. Berkeley 1952. Education; b. Portland
OR June 29 1921; m. Ina Ursula April 10 1947;
ch.: Olin, Elden. Teacher Lassen Union High
Sch. Susanville CA 1952-55, instr. mathematics
Sacramento CA Jr. Coll. 1956-59, teacher
Encina High Sch. Sacramento 1959-60, instr.
mathematics (Am. River Jr. Coll. Sacramento
1960-61, Calif. State Polytech. Univ. San Luis
Obispo 1961-62), assoc. prof, mathematics
Salem MA State Coll. 1963—. Served to t/5
USA 1942-46. Co-author: Geometry, A
Contemporary Approach (1967); Fundamental
Concepts of Mathematics (1972). res. Salem
MA.*
LEONARD, Barbara Mary. A.M., A.B. Bates
1939. b. Brunswick Sept. 16 1917. res.
Brunswick.
MOSKOWITZ, Martin M. A.M., A.B. N.Y.
Univ. 1938, A.M. Columbia 1942. Ret.; b.
Newark NJ July 15 1916; m. Martha Ernest
Nov. 19 1941; ch.: Warren, Phyllis. Teacher &
chmn. mathematics dept. board of education
Newark NJ 1939-76, instr. (Newark Coll. of
Engineering evenings 1945-67, Newark State
Coll. Union NJ evenings 1965-70, Montclair
NJ State Coll. summer 1965, Rutgers Univ.
summers 1966-67), ret. Pres. (Newark Council
of Mathematics Teachers 1962-64, Assn. of
Mathematics Teachers of N.J. 1965). Author:
What Are The Chances? An Introduction To
Probability (1963), co-author: Modern
Coordinate Geometry (1965), contbr. res.
Jamesburg NJ.*
NELSON, Leonard Theodore, Jr. A.M., B.S.
St. Cloud State Teachers Coll. 1960. b.
Mnpls. MN Nov. 17 1937. res. Eugene OR.
PURDY, Howard Oscar. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Acadia Univ. 1948,
A.M. Acadia Univ. 1951. Education; b.
Bridgetown N.S. Canada April 18 1915; m.
Eileen Church Aug. 26 1938; ch.: Winston,
David, John. Lectr. French Acadia Univ.
Wolfville N.S. Canada 1948-52, teacher
protestant sch. board greater Montreal Canada
1952-61, v.principal P.S.B.C.M. Montreal P.Q.
Canada 1961-65, assoc. Prof. McGill Univ.
1965—. Q.A.M.T. (co-founder, pres. 1961-62).
Contbr. res. Beaconsfield P.Q. Canada.*
RENVYLE, Frederick. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Harvard Coll. 1947.
1972 capital campaign worker. Education; b.
Cleveland OH July 17 1916. Assoc. prof.
Fulton-Montgomery Community Coll.
Johnstown NY 19?— . res. Johnstown NY.*
ROWE, James Theodore. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. Denison Univ. 1959.
Education; b. Dayton OH Oct. 8 1937.
Teacher OH (Utica Jr. High Sch. Utica
1959-60, Stivers High Sch. Dayton 1960-62),
instr. mathematics Central Conn. State Univ.
New Britain 1963-64, asst. prof, mathematics
Westminster Coll. Fulton MO 1966-69,
Southwest State Univ. Marshall MN (asst. &
assoc. prof, mathematics 1969
— ,
faculty senate
chmn. 1974-75, all-coll, senate chmn. 1975-76).
Southwest MN Mathematics Teachers Assn.
(pres.-elect 1974-75, pres. 1975-76). Contbr. res.
Marshall MN.*
SOYCHAK, Anthony George. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), B.S. Univ. Me.
Orono 1959. Education; b. Lisbon Falls
March 3 1931; m. Jacqueline Gallagher April
18 1964; ch.: Monica, Amanda, Cecilia,
Antonia. Asst. television teacher Me. State
Dept. of Education Augusta 1959-61, chmn.
mathematics dept. Lisbon High Sch. Lisbon




mathematics Univ. Me. Orono 1969-70. Pres.
Pro-Life Education Assn., founder Me. Right
to Life Committee, eucharistic minister St.
Anne's Church Gorham. Served to s/sgt. USA
1951-54. res. Gorham.*
STEVENS, Lee Alexander. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. Ore. State Univ. 1959,
Ed.D. Ore. State Univ. 1971. Education; b.
Mt. Vernon WA April 18 1936; m. Wilma
Patten Sept. 15 1956; ch.: Lee, Marc, Lisa,
Penny. Teacher Fortuna CA High Sch.
1959-62, Foothill Coll. Los Altos CA (instr.
mathematics 1963-66, dir. inst. research
1966-68, assoc. dir. business services 1968-70),
teaching asst. Ore. State Univ. Corvallis
1970-71, dean of instruction Feather River
Coll. Quincy CA 1971-74, v.chancellor
Metropolitan Community Coll. Kansas City
MO 1974-77, pres. Golden West Coll.
Huntington Beach CA 1977—. Elected
member Phi Kappa Phi. Co-author:
Geometry-A Contemporary Approach,
Elementary Algebra, Elementary Algebra-A
Study Guide, res. Huntington Beach CA.*
WRJTT, Elinor Jane. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Univ. Cincinnati,
Ed.B. Univ. Cincinnati, M.S. USN Postgrad.
Sch. 1951. Education; b. Moline IL Nov. 8
1918; m. William Writt May 27 1950; ch.:
Christopher, Frederick, Delia. Teacher
(Forestville OH Elementary Sch. 1941-42, New
Miami OH Consolidated Sch. 1942-44, Stephen
Decatur Sch. Birkakara Malta 1958-59, also
chmn. mathematics dept. Brunswick Jr. High
Sch. Brunswick 1960
—
). Sec. Assn. of Teachers
of Mathematics in Me. 3 yrs., elected member
Delta Phi Alpha 1937 & Phi Beta Kappa 1940.
Served to It. USN 1944-52. Contbr. res.
Brunswick.*
Class of 1964
ANDERSON, Bruce Larry. A.M., A.B.
Carleton Coll. 1958. b. Mnpls. MN Aug. 28
1936. res. Int. Falls MN.
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BALL, Pamie Rentrop. A.M.; B.S. Univ. MI
1959, Phi Beta Kappa. Ret.; b. Jackson MI
Nov. 30 1937; m. Earl Ball III Aug. 12 1967;
ch.: Christopher, Garry. Student Jackson MI
Jr. Coll. 1957, teacher (Thurston High Sch.
Detroit MI 1959-64, Winchester MA High Sch.
1964-67, Franklin Sr. High Sch. Reisterstown
MD 1967-69, Collingswood NJ High Sch.
1969-71, The Park Sch. Brooklandville MD
1973-75), temporarily ret. res. Baltimore MD.*
BLACKHAM, Samuel Max. A.M., A.B.
Brigham Young Univ. 1960. Education; b.
Ruth NV June 15 1934; m. Sybelle Archer
June 24 1960; ch.: Suzannah, Samuel. Teacher
UT (Duchesne 1960-63; Provo City 1964—;
Bishop Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints 1971-76; chmn. mathematics dept.
Provo High Sch. Provo 1974-77, Timpview
High Sch. Provo 1977—). Served to SFC
USNR. res. Provo UT.*
COCKS, Orrin Giddings, III. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), B.S. Penn. State
Univ. Education & real estate; b. Sayre PA
Oct. 24 1934; m. Marianne Leisy Sept. 4 1956;
ch.: Brian, Stacy, Jason. Instr. mathematics
Allan Hancock Coll. Santa Maria CA 1964—,
broker Cuesta Real Estate Arroyo Grande CA
1977—. Sch. trustee 1971—. Contbr. res.
Arroyo Grande CA.*
CORNELL, Robert Hill. A.M., A.B. Bates
1960. res. Exeter NH.*
DAYWALT, Ralph Edward. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), B.S. Millersville
State Coll. 1960. Education; b. Phila. PA
May 21 1937; m. Claire Green June 27 1964;
ch.: David, Deborah, Susan. Teacher
(Northern Burlington County Regional High
Sch. Columbus NJ 1960-62, River Dell Sr.
High Sch. Oradell NJ 1962-63 & 1964-65,
Pennsbury High Sch. Fairless Hills PA
1965-69), asst. principal Pennsbury High Sch.
Fairless Hills 1969-71, principal PA (Upper
Dauphin Area High Sch. Elizabethville
1971-73, Cumberland Valley Middle Sch. West
Mechanicsburg 1973
—
). res. Boiling Springs
PA.*
GRISWOLD, Kenneth Guy. A.M., B.S. Bates
1953. b. Rochester NY Sept. 8 1931. res. N.
Reading MA.
GUTMANN, Frank Trafton. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant) 1964, A.B. Amherst
1956, A.M. Yale 1957. Education; b.
Lewiston March 9 1934; m. Lois McGee June
20 1965; ch.: Timothy, Cynthia. Teacher
Phillips Exeter Acad. Exeter NH 1959—. res.
Exeter NH.*
JONELUNAS, George Richard. A.M., A.B.
Amherst 1949, Ed.M. Harvard 1958.
Education; b. Greenfield MA April 2 1927;
m. Bernice Waite Aug. 11 1964. Teacher
Greenfield Jr. High Sch. 1949-56; liaison
engineer Hamilton Standard Windsor Locks
CT 1956-57; teacher Greenfield High Sch.
1957-67; adjunct instr. Greenfield Community
Coll. 1962-63, 1967-68, 1969-70; mathematics
coordinator Greenfield Public Sch. 1967— . res.
Greenfield MA.*
KRONQUIST, Wayne Wesley. A.M., A.B.
Lawrence Coll. 1959. b. Marinette WI May
17 1931. res. White Plains NY.
LONG, James Edward. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. Loyola Coll. 1955,
A.M. St. Mary's Sem. & Univ. 1974.
Education; b. Baltimore MD Dec. 25 1933;
m. Elizabeth Lacey Nov. 26 1959; ch.: James
Jr., William, Mary, Peter. Martin Marietta
Baltimore (engineer 1955-56, computer
programmer 1958-59), teacher (board of
education Townson MD 1959-61, also coach
Moses Brown Sch. Providence RI 1962-64, also
administrator John Carroll Sch. Belair MD
1964
—
). Dir. mathematics council Md. State
Teacher Assn. 1965-66, treas. Baltimore
Archdioceasan Lay Teacher Assn. 1966-67,
Archdioceasan Assn. of Secondary Sch.
Administrators (treas. 1971-74, pres. 1974-75).
Served to spec. 4/c USA 1956-58. res. Forest
Hill MD.*
LUTTMAN, Roger Allan. A.M., A.B. Univ.
Mich. 1956. b. Hudson IN Sept. 17 1934. res.
Saline MI.
MAINVILLE, Waldeck Ernest, Jr. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), B.S. Univ. Me.
Orono 1960, Sp.Ed. (Nat. Science Foundation
fellow) Bowling Green State Univ. 1965, Ph.D.
Mich. State Univ. 1972. Education; b.
Baltimore MD March 3 1938; m. Vicki Waite
June 30 1962; ch.: Celine, Robert, Lisa.
Teacher (Auburn City Sch. 1960-62,
Farmingdale NY City Sch. 1962-63),
supervisor mathematics Maumee OH City Sch.
1964-65, mathematics Univ. Me.
Portland-Gorham (asst. prof. 1965-72, assoc.
prof. 1972-77, prof. 1977—; asst. dean 1973—).
Treas. (Assn. of Teachers of Mathematics in
Me. 1967-75, Hitonowa Council Me. Camp
Fire Girls 1977
—
), Assn. of Teachers of






(board of dir. Arnold Expedition Historical
Soc. 1966-73, Me. Camp Fire Girls 1974—;
editorial board Journal for Research in
Mathematics Education 1977-80; also various
educational committees). Named Outstanding
Educator of Am. 1975. Contbr. res. Cape
Elizabeth.*
MEREDITH, Rodney K. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Univ. Denver 1957.
Education; b. Omaha NE Dec. 1 1932; m.
Martha Sears June 18 1961; ch.: Mark,
Martha. Teacher Thornton CO High Sch.
1959-65, instr. Sacramento CA City Coll.
1965—
. Served with USN 1951-53. res.
Sacramento CA.*
MERRILL, Nathaniel Shaw. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B. Haverford
Coll. 1955, A.M.T. Harvard 1958.
Education; b. Boston Feb. 27 1933; m. Sally
Merrill April 14 1962; ch.: Stuart, Douglas.
Teacher Newton MA Public Sch. 1958—. Sec.
Pequossett Power Squadron 1968-70. Served to
cpl. USA 1955-57. res. Westwood MA.*
POPPER, Helene Dorothy. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Chestnut Hill Coll.
1949, M.S. Univ. Penn. 1955. Education; b.
Phila. PA July 11 1927. Teacher Lincoln High
Sch. Phila. 1949—, instr. PA (Holy Family
Coll. Phila. part-time 1967
— , Montgomery
County Community Coll. Blue Bell 1970-71).
Treas. A.T.M.O.P.Y. 1964, 25th re-union
chmn. Chestnut Hill Coll. 1974, pres. alumnae
Class 1974-79. Named Outstanding Educator
of Am. 1974. res. Phila. PA.*
RAPP, John Raymond. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Univ. Rochester
1949. Education; b. Rochester NY Jan. 5
1923; m. Elizabeth Vierhile Aug. 10 1943; ch.:
Linda, John, Carla, Philip. With Univ.
Rochester 1947-55, self-employed Rochester
1955-59, teacher & head mathematics dept.
Rochester City Sch. Dist. 1959—. Served to It.
col. USAF 1942-46; awarded Air Medal,
D.F.C., Purple Heart, res. Honeoye Falls NY.*
RIENDEAU, Richard Rene. A.M.; A.B.
Amherst 1958, Phi Beta Kappa; M.A.T.
Harvard 1960. Education; b. Ware MA June
7 1936; m. Rosetta Zambri April 13 1969; ch.:
Rochelle. Teacher (Smith Acad. Hatfield MA
1958-59, Ware MA High Sch. 1960-61,
Northern Valley Regional High Sch. Old
Tappan NJ 1961—). res. Northvale NJ.*
SARGENT, Stella Bialecki. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B. St.
Mary-of-the-Woods Coll. 1956, A.M.
Montclair State Coll. 1959. Ret.; b. Hudson
NY March 7 1935; m. Walter Sargent Jr. May
27 1972; ch.: Paul, Katherine. Teacher
Jonathan Dayton Regional High Sch.
Springfield NJ 1956-66, prof, mathematics
Johnson VT State Coll. 1966-73, ret. res.
Morrisville VT*
SCOTT, Wayne Richard. A.M., A.B. Albion
Coll. 1958. Education; b. Owosso MI Jan. 27
1937; m. Barbara Reed Jan. 30 1959; ch.:
Deborah, Michael, James. Instr. Northern
Mich. Univ. Marquette 1964-65, student Univ.
Mich. Ann Arbor 1965-68, asst. dir. Grand
Rapids MI Public Sch. 1969-75, curriculum
planning & evaluation mathematics spec. State
of Mich. Dept. of Education Lansing 1975—
.
Social concerns chmn. Grandville United
Methodist Church 1974-75, registrar Mich.
Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Contbr.
res. E. Lansing ML*
SHAW, Alexander Robertson. A.M., B.Sc.
Glasgow Univ. 1950. Education; b. Perth
Scotland Jan. 26 1926; m. Rose Mackie July 3
1954; ch.: Fionna, Graham, Malcolm, Andrew.
Teaching assoc. Simon Fraser Univ. Burnaby
B.C. Canada 1965-67, teacher Burnaby Central
Sr. Secondary Sch. B.C. Canada 1967—
Served to sgt. British Royal Corps of Signals
1946-48. res. Coquitlam B.C. Canada.*
WASHBURN, Robert Miles. A.M., A.B.
Syracuse Univ. 1960. b. Salamanca NY Sept.
3 1938. res. Cheshire CT.
Class of 1965
BRICKER, Carol Orndorff. A.M.. A.B.
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Randolph-Macon Woman's Coll. 1960, M.A.T.
Johns Hopkins 1962. Education,
homemaker; b. Washington DC March 26
1939; m. David Bricker June 22 1963; ch.:
Jeffrey, Jonathan. Teacher high sch. (Baltimore
MD 1961, Arlington VA 1961-63, Baltimore
1963-66), homemaker 1966— . res. Rochester
ML*
CHABOT, Maurice Joseph. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), A.B. Univ. Me.
Orono. Education; b. Dexter March 28
1938; m. Meredyth Cleaves July 11 1959; ch.:
Christopher, Kimberly, Kelly. Teacher
(Bingham High Sch. 1961-62, U.K.V.J.M. High
Sch. Bingham 1962-63; Dexter High Sch.
1963-64); asst. prof. Univ. Me.
Portland-Gorham 1965-76, assoc. prof. 1976—
.
Sec. Lions Club Cumberland Center 1970
—
,
trustee Ernest A. Rand Scholarship fund,
chmn. (Eucharistic Ministers of Sacred Heart
Church Yarmouth, parish council, Catholic
Charities Appeal 1976, Centennial Comm.
Sacred Heart Church 1977-78), asst. chmn.
(Catholic Charities Appeal, parish council).
Named Lion of the Yr. 1971-72, 1973-74,
1975-76; commissioned a Eucharistic Minister
1972. res. Cumberland Center.*
DUNCAN, Donald Cameron. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), A.B. Harvard 1949,
Ed.M. Harvard 1954. Education; b.
Bronxville NY Oct. 31 1928; m. Lillian
Schneider July 15 1955; ch.: Nancy, Joan.
Teacher Milton MA Acad. 1949— . Assn. of
Advanced Placement Mathematics Teachers
(pres., sec, treas., exec. sec). Served to s/sgt.
USAR 1950-56. Contbr. res. Milton MA.*
FISHER, Raymond Edward. A.M., B.S. Tufts
1960. b. NYC Oct. 30 1936. res. S.
Harpswell.
FOSSETT, Paul Clayton. A.M., B.S. Yale
1958. Education; b. Berlin NH March 29
1936; m. Suzanne Steucek Nov. 26 1960; ch.:
Clayton, Martin. Teacher (Tabor Acad.
Marion MA 1961-63, Hopkins Grammar New
Haven CT 1963—). Served to It. USN 1958-61.
res. Orange CT.*
FREEBURG, Donald Carl. A.M. Education;
b. Johnsonburg PA July 23 1929; m. Edith
Shippling Sept. 19 1952. Asst. prof. Fitchburg
State Coll. MA 1965—. Served with USA
1951-53. res. Ashby MA.*
FRENCH, Francis Gilbert. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), B.S. Towson State
Teachers Coll. 1953, B.S. Johns Hopkins 1964.
Education; b. Baltimore MD Oct. 4 1930; m.
Janice Burdge Aug. 8 1959; ch.: Audrey,
Arlene, Stephen. Teacher dept. of education
Baltimore (elementary sch. 1953-60, high sch.
I960—). Pvt. USA 1953-55. Co-author: 4
computer mathematics textbooks. res.
Baltimore MD.*
GORMAN, Paul Evans, Jr. A.M., B E. Johns
Hopkins 1954. b. Baltimore MD Oct. 24
1932. res. Baltimore MD.
HAEGELE, Edwin Eugene. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), A.B. Univ. Wash. 1960.
Education; b. Helena MT Sept. 30 1935; m.
Etsuko Yoshinobu June 1 1968. Teacher Bella
Vista High Sch. Fair Oaks CA 1960-66, instr.
Yuba Coll. Marysville CA 1966—. Pres.
Academic Senate 1968-70. Served to PO/2
USN 1953-56. res. Yuba City CA.*
LALUMIERE, Maureen Halpin. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B. Emmanuel
Coll. 1958. Education; b. Stoneham MA
Oct. 29 1936; m. John Lalumiere July 1 1967;
ch.: Beth. Teacher MA (Woburn Public Sch.
1958-60, Wilmington Public Sch. 1960-67),
chmn. mathematics dept. Wilmington Public
Sch. 1967-68, teacher MA (Notre Dame Acad.
Hingham 1968-69, Scituate Public Sch.
1969-71). res. Scituate MA.*
MAGES, Gilbert George. A.M., A.B. St. John's
Univ. 1961, Ed.D. Univ. N. Colo. 1975.
Education; b. Morgan MN April 11 1939;
m. Patricia Deignan June 15 1963; ch.: Lisa,
Sherry, Darcie. Asst. prof, mathematics Univ.
Wise Stevens Point 1965— . res. Stevens Point
WL*
MANNING, John Bernard. A.M., A.B. La
Salle Coll. 1960. b. Darby PA Jan. 13 1939.
res. Merion PA.
MEEK, Austen Bennett, Jr. A.M., A.B. San
Jose State Coll. 1959. b. San Francisco CA
Feb. 6 1932. res. Woodside CA.
MERRILL, Virginia Turtle. A.M., A.B. Univ.
Me. Orono 1940. Education; b. Corinth June
20 1918; married Oct. 12 1940; ch.: Margaret,
James, Jane. Teacher S.A.D. Madison 1965
—
,
with Beal Coll. Town clerk & treas. Solon
1948-53, dir. S.A.D. 74 1975—, elected member
Phi Beta Kappa & Phi Kappa Phi, treas.
Evergreen Cemetery Solon, res. Solon.*
MEYER, Herman Wayne. A.M., B.S.
Valparaiso Univ. 1958, A.B. Valparaiso Univ.
1961. b. Alliance NE May 27 1936. res. St.
Louis MO.
PETERSON, William Carl. A.M., B.S.
Northern Mich. Univ. 1961, M.S. Mich. State
Univ. 1965. Education; b. Marinette WI
Nov. 7 1941; m. Eillow Ealy Jan. 23 1968; ch.:
Jayne, Eric, Armin. Teacher Marlette Ml
Public Sch. 1961-63, instr. (Northwestern
Mich. Coll. Traverse City 1965-68, Lakeland
Coll. Sheboygan WI 1968-71), teaching asst. Ia.
State Univ. Ames 1971-72, research asst. Ames
Lab. Energy Research & Development Admin.
Ames 1972-75, lectr. Southern 111. Univ.
Carbondale 1975— . res. Carbondale IL.*
RAMSAY, Donald Joseph. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Cornell 1961.
Education; b. Warsaw NY Oct. 13 1937; m.
Carolyn Hepler Aug. 25 1962; ch.: Mary,
Wendy, Rebecca. Teacher Iroquois Central
Sch. Elma NY 1961-63, Greece Central Sch.
Rochester NY (teacher mathematics 1963-69,
head dept. 1969-71, curriculum leader 1971-72;
v.principal 1972
—
). Greece Arcadia High Sch.
(v.pres. 1964, pres. 1965-66), delegate (Nat.
Educational Assn. 1968, N.Y. State Teachers
Assn. 1969-72), v.pres. Greece Teachers Assn.
1969-71. res. Brockport NY.*
SEGUR, Winthrop Hubbard, Jr. A.M., B.S.
Trinity Coll. 1958. b. Hartford CT May 21
1936. res. Davis CA.
SILFER, Ronald Carl. A.M., B.S. SUNY 1961.
b. Syracuse NY Feb. 1 1939. res. Ft. Plain NY.
SMITH, Arthur Frederick. A.M., B.S. Univ.
R.I. 1955, Ph.D. Univ. Conn. 1975.
Education; b. Newport RI May 5 1933; m.
Marjorie Coblentz June 18 1960; ch.: Lisa,
Kurt. Teacher (Millikan High Sch. Long Beach
CA 1959-60, Lakewood CA High Sch. 1960-61,
Ludwigsburg Germany High Sch. 1962-64),
assoc. prof, mathematics & education R.I. Coll.
Providence 1965—. Served to PO/3 USN
1955-57. res. Johnston RL*
STUMPF, Roy Joseph. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. St. Norbert Coll.
1959. Ret.; b. Neenah WI Nov. 23 1935; m.
Hallie Shadduck Sept. 8 1956; ch.: Mary,
Barbara, Deborah, Roy. Instr. mathematics
Univ. Wise Green Bay, real estate developer,
ret. PFC USA 1954-56. res. Green Bay WL*
Class of 1966
BEAVEN, Robert Guy. A.M., B.S. Trinity Coll.
1960. b. Rockville Center NY March 17
1938. res. Darien CT.
BLAKE, Graeme Arden. A.M., B.S. Calif. Inst,
of Tech. 1960, Ph.D. Univ. Wash. 1975.
Education; b. Portland OR July 23 1938; m.
Cathryn Northcutt Feb. 10 1962; ch.:
Jonathan. Student Portland State Univ. 1 yr.,
teacher Milwaukee OR High Sch. 1962-65,
research & teaching asst. Univ. Wash. Seattle
WA 1965-75, Sunstrand Data Control
Redmond WA (design engineer 1975-77, sr.
design engineer 1977
—
). Served to airman 1/c
OR Air Nat. Guard 1961. Recipient: Sebastian
Karrer Prize in Physics 1967. Contbr. res.
Bellevue WA.*
CHURCH, Ellen E. A.M., B.S. Wise State
Coll. 1962. Education; b. Jefferson WI June
20 1941; m. James Church Sept. 1 1962; ch.:
Heather, William. Teacher CA (Long Beach
Unified sch. dist. 1962-66, McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Co. Huntington Beach 1966-69),
instr. Coast Community Coll. Dist. Costa Mesa
CA 1972—. res. Huntington Beach CA.*
DENNISON, Charles Merton. A.M., A.B.
Dartmouth 1958. Education; b. Newark NJ
Sept. 17 1936; m. Arlene Berglund April 2
1960; ch.: Kelly, Gerri, Laurel, Keary. Teacher
MN (public sch. Minn. 1961-66, S. Washington
Co. Sch. Cottage Grove 1966-68, Bloomington
1968-69), with Int. Business Machines Minn.
1969—
. Served to cpl. USA 1958-60. res.
Rockford IL.*
FOSTER, Carolyn Neidig. A.M., A.B.
Douglass Coll. 1958. b. Washington NJ May
3 1936. res. Brunswick.
HAMMET, Hugh Buford. A.M., B.S. Univ.
Ky. 1955. b. Lexington KY Dec. 3 1928. res.
Bethesda MD.
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HASSLER, Leonard James. A.M., B.S. Yale
1958. b. Hackensack NJ Dec. 2 1934. res.
Claremont CA.
HOFFMAN, Edward Sander. A.M., A.B.
Amherst 1957. b. Holyoke MA May 21 1935.
res. Tucson AZ.
HUNG, John Yung. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. Bluffton Coll. 1960,
M.Sc. Univ. Windsor 1969. Mathematics; b.
Peking China May 3 1937; m. Winnie Chen
May 4 1968; ch.: Arthur. Teaching fellow
Univ. Houston TX 1966-67, lectr. Univ.
Ottawa Canada 1967, teaching fellow Univ.
Windsor Canada 1967-69, systems engineer
RCA Toledo OH 1969-71, systems analyst
NCR Dayton OH 1972-73, sr. mathematician
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base Dayton
1973—. res. Centerville OH.*
LAWRENCE, Bradley Merle. A.M., A.B.
Univ. Vt. 1961. b. Montpelier VT June 2
1938. res. Miami FL.
MEYSTRIK, Frank Charles. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B. St. John's
Univ. 1959, M.S. St. John's Univ. 1962.
Education; b. Astoria NY March 30 1938;
m. Norma Meobus July 1 1961; ch.: Joanne,
Frank, Daniel, Jimmy. Port Washington NY




supervisory committee Port Washington
Teachers Federal Credit Union. res.
Huntington NY.*
NORMAN, Richard Owen. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Univ. N.H. 1962.
Education; b. Attleboro MA March 5 1940;
m. Muriel Tyler Feb. 5 1960; ch.: Lori, Terri,
Gregory. Teacher NH (Oyster River Sch. Dist.
Durham 1962-67, Hanover High Sch. 1967—),
mgr. Interstate Theatre Corp. Boston 1970—
.
Member Norwich Congr. Church (christian
education committee 1970-73, business
committee 1974
—
), member personel & policy
committee Hanover Education Assn. 1972-75,
dir. Hanover Youth Hockey Assn. 1975— . res.
Norwich VT.*
WALTON, Howard Listcoe. A.M., A.B.
Haverford Coll. 1957. b. Phila. PA July 2
1936. res. Annandale VA.
Class of 1967
AIETA, Joseph Francis. A.M., A.B. Univ. N.H.
1962, M.A.T. Harvard 1963. Education; b.
Boston July 12 1940; m. Marilyn LaCava Dec.
28 1963; ch.: Michael, Paul. Teacher Staples
High Sch. Westport CT 1963-68, curriculum
dir. town of Weston MA 1968-72, teacher
Weston MA High Sch. 1972—, instr.
mathematics Babson Coll. Wellesley MA
part-time 1973— . Member board of dir. The
Assn. of Teachers of Mathematics in New Eng.
Eastern MA 1973-76. res. Wellesley MA.*
ALLAN, George Bernard. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), B.Eng. McGill 1959.
Education; b. London Ont. Canada May 8
1935; m. Janet Turnbull Aug. 11 1962; ch.:
David, Sara. Mathematics Lambton Coll.
Sarnia Ont. (instr. 1967-69, educational
development officer 1969-74, industrial
training administrator 1974-75, academic
v.pres. 1975
—
). res. Sarnia Ont. Canada.*
ARBIC, Bernard J. A.M., B.S. M.I.T. 1962.
b. Sault Ste. Marie MI Dec. 30 1939. res.
Sault Ste. Marie MI.
BARTLETT, Ryburn Dewey. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), A.B. Long Beach
State Coll. 1957, A.M. Long Beach State Coll.
1963. Education; b. Smithville MO Jan. 24
1931; m. Mary Jo Winn May 22 1954; ch.:
Sharie, Myron, Meryl, Beth. Teacher Fullerton
Union high sch. dist. Fullerton CA 1967-69,
instr. Saddleback Coll. Mission Viejo CA
1969—. Served to PO/2 USCG 1952-55. res.
Santa Ana CA.*
BROWN, Joyce Pagurko. A.M., A.B. Univ.
Me. Orono 1959. Ret.; b. Brunswick Sept. 9
1937; m. Keith Brown; ch.: Stephen, Caroline,
Timothy. Engineering asst. United Aircraft E.
Hartford CT 1959-62, teacher Brunswick
1962-68, temporarily ret. res. S. Harpswell.*
CARNEY, Joseph Dennis. A.M., B.S. Fordham
1961. Public admin.; b. Brooklyn NY Oct.
14 1937; m. Cynthia Morrison Dec. 28 1963;
ch.: Sean, Maura, Noreen, Keara. Teacher NY
(St. Jerome's Boy's Sch. Bronx 1959-61, W.
Babylon Sr. High Sch. 1961-68), student
Hofstra Univ. Hempstead NY 1962-63, asst.
prof. W. Va. State Coll. 1968-74, student W.
Va. Univ. Morgantown 1969-71, W. Va. Dept.
of Health Charleston WV (consultant
statistician 1969-73, dir. registration & public
health statistics 1973—. Pres. (W.
Babylonachers Assn. 1966-68, W. Va. State
Coll. A.A.V.P. 1970-73). Contbr. res.
Charleston WV.*
COCKBURN, William Porter. A.M., A.B.
1952.
DANIELS, Donald Walter. A.M., A.B. Ariz.
State Univ. 1960. b. Kamas UT Feb. 12
1934. res. Redondo CA.
DeGRAY, Thomas Allan. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), A.B. Williams Coll. 1961.
Education; b. Montclair NJ April 20 1939;
m. Ellen Yake Jan. 28 1963; ch.: Tracy,
Thomas, Terri. Teacher & coach Lawrenceville
NJ Sch. 1961-73, admissions dir. Western
Reserve Acad. Hudson OH 1973— . res.
Hudson OH.*
ELLIOTT, Walter Lanoville. A.M., A.A. Univ.
Calif. Berkeley 1957, A.B. Univ. Calif.
Berkeley 1960. Education; b. Snoqualmie
Falls WA Oct. 12 1927; m. Contance Lundberg
March 18 1972. Acalanes Union High Sch.
dist. Walnut Creek CA (teacher 1960-63, chmn.
math dept. 1963—). res. Danville CA.*
EWEN, Robert Neil. A.M., A.B. Colgate Univ.
1963, A.M. Colgate Univ. 1967. Educational
consulting; b. Newark NJ May 30 1938; m.
Barbara Berrien April 21 1962; ch.: Wendy,
Kathryn. Instr. Utica NY (Mohawk Valley
Community Coll. 1967-68, Syracuse Univ.
1968-73), dir. The New Sch. of Utica 1974—.
Member session First Presby. Church Utica
1969-71. res. Utica NY.*
FINUCCI, Joan Martha. A.M., B.S. Univ. R.I.
1961, A.M. Univ. R.I. 1969, Ph.D. Johns
Hopkins 1974. Education; b. Fall River MA
Aug. 22 1939. Teacher Bristol RI 1961-68,
Johns Hopkins Univ. (research fellow 1974-76,
instr. 1976-77, asst. prof. 1977
—), adjunct asst.
prof. Loyola Coll. Baltimore MD 1975-76. res.
Baltimore MD.*
FOLEY, John Maurice. A.M., B.S. Univ. Mass.
1956, M.S. Univ. Mass. 1958. b. Holyoke
MA Nov. 2 1930. res. S. Hadley MA.
GELL, Joan Margaret. A.M., B.S. State Univ.
N.Y. Coll. 1962. Education; b. Morristown
NJ June 15 1940. Teacher public sch. (Medina
NY 1962-64, Westfield NJ 1964-66, Palos
Verdes Peninsula CA 1966—). Sec. Calif.
Mathematics Council 1974— . res. Redondo
Beach CA.*
GLYNN, Laurence John. A.M., A.B. Univ. Me.
1961. b. Winthrop MA June 17 1938. res.
Newcastle.
ISAACSON, Judith Maggar. A.M., A.B. Bates
1936. Education; b. Kaposvar Hungary July
3 1925; m. Irving Isaacson Dec. 24 1945; ch.:
John, Ilona, Mark. Teacher Lewiston High
Sch. 1965-68, Bates Coll. (lectr. mathematics
1968-70, dean of women 1969-74, dean of
students 1974
—
). Dir. Mid Me. Mutual Bank,
trustee & clerk public library Auburn, res.
Auburn.*
KNOX, Omar Ellsworth. A.M., B.S. USMA
1938, M.S.E. Univ. Mich. 1950. b. Augusta
KS Jan. 25 1914. res. Newark DE.
KRZEMINSKI, Carol Baugher. A.M., A.B.
Montclair State Coll. 1962, Ed.M. Rutgers
1966. Education; b. Paterson NJ July 15
1940; married Aug. 19 1967; ch.: Lynne, Keith.
Teacher Ramapo Regional Sch. Franklin
Lakes NJ 1962-68, adjunct faculty Bergen
Community Coll. Paramus NJ 1969— . res.
Ramsey NJ.*
MOORE, Richard F. A.M., A.B. Alfred Univ.
1962. b. Nichols NY Aug. 17 1939. res.
Penfield NY.
O'Neil, Philip Walter. A.M., B.S. East
Stroudsburg State Coll. 1957. b. E.
Stroudsburg PA Aug. 6 1936. res. Richboro
PA.
PAIGE, Peter Alan. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. Northeastern 1960,
Ed.M. Salem State Coll. 1965. Education; b.
Boston Jan. 20 1936; m. Susan Sutter June 28
1975; ch.: Susan, David, William, Jason.
Teacher Marblehead MA High Sch. 1960-67.
asst. prof. mathematics North Shore
Community Coll. Beverly MA 1968-69. chmn.
mathematics dept. Masconomet Regional High
Sch. Topsfield MA 1969-71, teacher
Manchester MA Jr.-Sr. High Sch. 1971-74.
chmn. mathematics dept. Lebanon NH
1974-75, prof, mathematics N.H. Vocational
Tech. Coll. Portsmouth 1975—. Member exec.
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board & negotiations committee Marblehead
Teachers Assn., member negotiating
committee & pres. Manchester Teachers Assn.
res. Blodgetts Landing NH.*
SEGAL, Roberta B. A.M., B.S. Queens Coll.
1960, A.M. Queens Coll. 1963. b. NYC Oct.
11 1939. res. unknown.
SHARROW, Zita Marie. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. Creighton Univ. 1963.
Education; b. Detroit MI Aug. 6 1929. Teacher
Holy Name Omaha NE 1963-68, principal
Immaculate Conception Sch. Sioux City IA
1968-69, teacher & head mathematics Marian
High Sch. Omaha 1969-75, student Gregorian
Univ. Rome Italy 1975—. res. Omaha NE.*
SPRINGER, Don Eugene. A.M., B.S.
Bloomsburg State Coll. 1963. Self-employed;
b. Sayre PA July 2 1941; m. Mary Rogowsky
Aug. 21 1965; ch.: Don, Glen, Danielle.
Certified employment consultant, teacher
(Richfield Springs NY Sch. 1964-65,
Washington Lee High Sch. Arlington VA
1966-67, dept. chmn. Fairfax VA County Sch.
1968-69), pres. Am. Personnel Services Inc.
Washington DC 1969—. Capital Personnel
Services Assn. (pres. 1 yr., treas. 3 yrs.). res.
Fairfax VA.*
STEINBRECHER, Lorenz Neil. A.M., B.S.
Central Mich. Univ. 1961. b. Fulton County
OH Oct. 22 1938. res. San Diego CA.
VISE, Jesse, Jr. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. N.M. Western Coll.
1958. Education; b. Silver City NM April 10
1935; m. Norma Gulley Dec. 1 1 1971. Teacher
public sch. NM (Farmington 1958-60, Grants
1960-62, Deming 1962-74, Santa Fe 1964—).
Santa Fe Classroom Teachers Assn. (pres.
1970-71, treas. 1971-73). PFC USA 1953-55.
res. Santa Fe NM.*
WOOD, Wallace Alexander. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), B.S. Bridgewater
State Coll. 1963, M.A.T. Brown Univ. 1966,
Ph.D. Boston Coll. 1975. Education; b.
Providence RI Sept. 27 1937; m. Gail Eaton
Aug. 24 1963; ch.: Melissa, David. Assoc. prof.
Bryant Coll. Smithfield RI 1967—. Served to
airman/ 1 USAF 1955-59. res. Dighton MA.*
Class of 1968
CHANDLER, Stephen Cromwell. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), A.B. Yale 1950.
Education; b. Chicago IL Feb. 5 1929; m.
Lynda Hitzrot Nov. 27 1954; ch.: Richard '78,
Christopher, Peter. Mgr. trainee & exec. asst.
Bell & Howell Co. Chicago IL 1955-60, teacher
Mercersburg Acad. Mercersburg PA 1960-70,
asst. headmaster Gould Acad. Bethel 1970—
.
Served to It. USNR 1951-55. res. Bethel.*
ESHLEMAN, Linda Ruth. A.M., B.S. Fla.
State Univ. 1962, Ph.D. Univ. Md. 1977.
Education; b. Rockville Centre NY July 22
1940. Teacher Broward County Sch. system Ft.
Lauderdale FL 1962-69, prof, mathematics
Western Md. Coll. Westminster MD 1969—
research asst. Univ. Md. Baltimore County
1974-76. res. Reisterstown MD.*
FAUX, James Harder. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), A.B. SUNY 1962, Ed.D.
Univ. Rochester 1978. Education; b. Buffalo
NY Jan. 15 1941; m. Josephine Shepherd Aug.
15 1970; ch.: Jennifer, David. Student Univ.
N.H. 1968-69, asst. principal Spencerport NY
sch. dist. res. Spencerport NY.*
GELINAS, Thomas Paul. A.M., A.B. Univ.
N.H. 1963. b. Manchester NH Sept. 26 1941.
res. Salem NH.
HOLZ, Alan Walter. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), A.B. Univ. Wash. 1963,
Ph.D. Purdue Univ. 1972. Education; b.
Bellingham WA March 1 1941; m. Cleo Oser
Dec. 23 1961; ch.: Jim, John, Ursula. Teacher
WA (North Kitsap High Sch. Poulsbo 1963-66,
The Charles Wright Acad. Tacoma 1966-67),
asst. prof, mathematics Prairie View Tex. A. &
M. Coll. TX 1968-69, teaching & research asst.
Purdue Univ. 1969-72, evaluation spec.
CMREL-CSMP St. Louis MO 1972-74, asst.
prof, mathematics Calif. Polytech. Univ. San
Luis Obispo CA 1974— . res. Los Osos CA.*
JONES, Edward Arthur. A.M., B.S. SUNY
1960. b. Glens Falls NY June 22 1938. res.
Poland NY.
MANN, Robert Lee. A.M., A.B. Whittier Coll.
1962. b. CA Nov. 22 1940. res. W. Covina
CA.
MAST, Richard Ray. A.M., A.B. Goshen Coll.
1951. b. Berlin OH Oct. 26 1929. res.
Smithville OH.
McBREARTY, George John. A.M., A.B. Univ.
Montreal 1952. b. Montreal P.Q. Canada
March 2 1917. res. P.Q. Canada.
PHILLIPS, Roger MacMonagle. A.M., B.S.
SUNY Albany 1964. b. Rensselaer Falls NY
Jan. 14 1939. res. Syracuse NY.
SARGENT, Lucius Manlius, Jr. A.M., A.B.
Amherst 1948. Education; b. Boston Nov. 21
1922; m. Joan Harvey Dec. 21 1946, m. Mary
Wells Sept. 20 1975; ch.: Peter, Pamela,
Manlius, Dorothea. Purchasing agt. E. & F.
King & Co. Norwood MA 1948-51; salesman
Am. Can Co. Needham MA 1951-60; teacher
Governor Dummer Acad. Byfield MA
1960-67; chmn. mathematics dept. MA (Noble
& Greenough Sch. Dedham 1968-75, Roxbury
Latin Sch. W. Roxbury 1975); teacher
Buckingham, Browne & Nichols Sch.
Cambridge MA 1976— . Treas. Assn. of
Advanced Placement Mathematics Teachers.
Served to 2nd It. USAAF 1942-45. Co-author:
Individualized Algebra I. res. S. Natick MA.*
THOMBS, David Linwood. A.M., B.S. Univ.
Me. 1961. 1972 capital campaign worker.
Education; b. Greenville Nov. 8 1938; m.
Rosemary Cousins June 16 1962; ch.: Mary,
Margaret. Teacher (Stearns High Sch.
Millinocket 1961-62, Foxcroft Acad.
Dover-Foxcroft 1962-66), instr. Unity Coll.
1966-69, asst. prof, mathematics Thomas Coll.
Waterville 1970—. res. Waterville.*
TODD, Richard Kilday. A.M., B.S. Univ.
Rochester 1964. b. Hornell NY Jan. 21 1933.
res. Hilton NY.
TRASK, Frederick Kingsbury, III. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B. Harvard
Coll. 1961. Ins.; b. Sewickley PA Nov. 25
1937; m. Melissa Willim Aug. 28 1964; ch.:
Frederick, Laura, Adam. Teacher Greenwich
CT Country Day Sch. 1968-74, computer
programmer General Reinsurance Corp.
Greenwich 1974-76, treaty staff asst. 1977—.
Chmn. mathematics dept. Greenwich Country
Day Sch. 1969-73. Author: A Guide to the Use
of Manipulative Materials, An APL/1500
Computer Manual; contbr. res. Riverside CT.*
ULREY, Robert Joe. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Manchester Coll.
1964. Education; b. Lake Odessa MI Oct. 6
1942; m. Nancy Snavely May 29 1965; ch.:
Evan, Brent. Teacher Lakeland Sch. Corp.
LaGrange IN 1964-67, instr. Earlham Coll.
Richmond IN 1968-71, asst. prof, mathematics
Harrisburg PA Area Community Coll. 1971—
.
Elder Earlham Heights Presby. Church
1968-71, Grace United Methodist Church
(coordinator youth ministries 1973-75,
newsletter ed. 1975
—
), sec. Penn. State
Mathematics Assn. of Two Yr. Coll. 1977-78.
res. Harrisburg PA.*
WILES, Janis Coyle. A.M., B.S. Central Mich.
Univ. 1962. Education; b. Saginaw MI Nov.
19 1940; married Sept. 19 1972; ch.: Jeffrey.
Teacher board of education Bay City MI
1963— . res. Saginaw ML*
Class of 1969
AMERO, Timothy James. A.M., B.S. Univ.
Me. Orono 1964. b. Rumford Dec. 14 1941.
res. Auburn.
BAKER, Thomas Byron. A.M., B.S.
Muhlenberg Coll. 1963. Education; b.
Allentown PA Sept. 11 1941; m. Ingrid Klerx
June 15 1963; ch.: Suzanne, Cheryl, Kathy.




Kean Coll. Union NJ 1970—. Organist & dir.
of music St. Stephens Lutheran Church S.
Plainfield NJ 1970—. Recipient: Outstanding
Teachers of Am. 1974, 1975. Contbr. res. S.
Plainfield NJ.*
BEACH, Jeannette Holmes. A.M., A.B. Conn.
Coll. 1941. b. New London CT Oct. 2 1918.
res. Noank CT.
CHOATE, Jonathan. A.M., A.B. Colby 1964.
b. Boston Jan. 7 1942. res. Groton MA.
DANIELS, David Stewart. A.M., B.S. St.
Lawrence Univ. 1962, M.A.T. Johns Hopkins
1963. b. NYC Nov. 1 1940. res.
Longmeadow MA.
ELLIOTT, William Charles. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), B.S. SUNY
Cortland 1965. Education; b. Syracuse NY
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Sept. 11 1943; m. Eileen Phillips June 20 1964;
ch.: Jeffrey, Timothy. Teacher Groton NY
Central Sch. 1965-68, asst. prof, mathematics
Hawthorne Coll. Antrim NH 1969—. res.
Hancock NH.*
FRENCH, Gilbert Kenneth. A.M., A.B. Yale
1960, Ed.M. North Adams State Coll. 1963.
Education; b. Pittsfield MA Sept. 9 1938.
Pittsfield MA sch. dept. (teacher 1961-68;
mathematics dept. chmn. 1968-69, dir. 1969—).
res. Pittsfield MA.*
HOBIN, Hazel Petrie. A.M., A.B. Montclair
State Coll. 1945. Education; b. E.
Rutherford NJ Jan. 31 1925; m. William
Hobin March 30 1946; ch.: Wayne, Lynn,
Gail. Board of education NJ (teacher E.
Rutherford 1945-48, Passaic 1956-?; chmn.
mathematics dept. Becton-Regional High Sch.
1964—). res. E. Rutherford NJ.*
JUDSON, Morris R., Jr. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. Fredonia State
Teachers Coll. 1954, A.M. N.Y. Univ. 1971.
Education; b. Goshen NY Dec. 26 1932; m.
Joyce Carpenter Aug. 20 1955; ch.: Donna,
Debra. Dist. scout exec. Boy Scouts of Am.
(Canton NY 1954-57, Hackensack NJ
1957-62), teacher Ramapo Central Sch. Dist.
Suffern NY 1962—. res. Suffern NY.*
LEONG, Cynthia Faye. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Univ. Hawaii 1950,
Ed.M. Univ. Hawaii 1962. Education; b.
Honolulu T.H. Nov. 1 1928; m. Wallace Leong
Nov. 13 1948; ch.: Aletha, Eric, April, Juliane,
Angele. Instr. mathematics Univ. Hawaii
Honolulu 1957-61, teacher Stevenson
Intermediate Sch. Honolulu 1962-64,
v.principal Roosevett High Sch. Honolulu
1965-73, Kaiser High Sch. Honolulu




NICOLAUS, Bernadette Morris. A.M., A.B.
Caldwell Coll. 1966. Education; b. Sligo
Ireland Jan. 7 1939; m. Henry Nicolaus Nov.
27 1971. Teacher NJ (St. Lukes Sch. Hohokus
1958-66, Immaculate Heart Acad. Washington
Township 1966-70, Ramapo High Sch.
Franklin Lakes 1970—). res. Glen Ridge NJ.*
MUNRO, Andrew Duane. A.M., A.B. Western
Wash. State Coll. 1965. b. Tacoma WA Feb.
20 1942. res. Seattle WA.
NICHOLS, Robert Charles. A.M., A.B.
Central Wash. State Coll. 1963. b. Kalispell
MI Nov. 21 1940. res. Fairbanks AK.
PIKE, Earl Clifford. A.M., B.S. Gorham State
Coll. 1963. b. Westbrook Dec. 20 1937. res.
Gorham.
ROWSEY, Elliot Charles. A.M., B.S. Nasson
Coll. 1963. b. Boston April 26 1938. res. Mt.
Hermon MA.
SCHROER, Louis Carlton. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. Valparaiso Univ.
1952, M.S. Washington Univ. 1957.
Education; b. Cape Girardeay MO Feb. 13
1930; m. Emilie Eifrig July 4 1960; ch.:
William, Tim, Liesel. Teacher (Luthern High
Sch. St. Louis MO 1952-67, Mishawaka IN
City Sch. 1967—). res. S. Bend IN.*
SOUZA, Barbara Ann. A.M., A.B. Univ. Mass.
1964. b. Rahway NJ Sept. 16 1942. res.
Lawrence MA.
STORK, William Willis. A.M., A.B. Yale 1962,
M.A.T. Brown Univ. 1966. Education; b.
Toledo OH May 25 1940; m. Glenna Gaudet
Jan. 5 1968; ch.: Christina, Sandy. Teacher St.
George's Sch. Newport RI 1965-71, dir. studies
Marlborough Sch. Los Angeles CA 1971—
.
Member Pasadena Tournament of Roses
Assn., chmn. spec, gifts Yale Univ. res.
Pasadena CA.*
SWANSON, Norman Lane. A.M., B.S. Tufts
1961. Education; b. Gloucester MA Dec. 26
1939; m. Barbara Flewelling Dec. 17 1966.
Teacher Hamilton-Wenham Regional Sch.
Dist. Hamilton MA 1965— . Member board of
trustees United Methodist Church Ipswich
MA, treas. Mass. Mathematics League 1967—
Served to It. USN 1961-65. res. Ipswich MA.*
TRUE, Michael David. A.M., B.S. Bates 1964.
b. Portland July 3 1941. res. S. Byfield MA.
VANDERHOOF, William Hugh. A.M., B.S.
Hobart Coll. 1958, A.M. Univ. Rochester 1967.
b. Clifton Springs NY June 14 1936. res.
Churchville NY.
WALLER, Philip H. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Wabash Coll. 1964.
Education; b. Washington IN Nov. 27 1941;
m. Charlynn Frye Nov. 27 1964; ch.: John,
Julie. Teacher (Crawfordsville IN High Sch.
1964-68, asst. headmaster Kents Hill Sch.
1969—). res. Kents Hill.*
WESKERNA, Robert Anthony. A.M., A.B.
Franklin & Marshall Coll. 1963. b. Newark
NJ June 5 1941. res. River Vale NJ.
WOOLLEY, Helen P. A.M., A.B. Mount
Mercy Coll. 1958. b. Pittsburgh PA Oct. 30
1936. res. Huntingdon PA.
Class of 1970
ANKNEY, Grace Arline. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), B.S. Ed. Ohio Univ. 1944.
Education; b. Cleveland OH June 27 1922;
m. Claude Ankney Aug. 18 1945; ch.: Claude
Jr., Diana, Paul. Student Case Inst, of Tech.
(Nat. Science Foundation grant) summer 1963,
teacher (OH, IN, NE, AZ, VT),




19?—). Served to It. (jg) USN 1944-45. res.
Twining ML*
BISHOP, Marcia Peterson. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), A.B. Newark State Coll.
1965. Education; b. Morristown NJ Jan. 2
1943; m. John Bishop Jr. Nov. 1969; ch.: Scott,
Keith. Teacher Piscataway NJ 1965-71,
homemaker 1971— . res. Warren NJ.*
BLISS, Elizabeth Louise. A.M., A.B. Univ.
Me. 1950. Education; b. Albion May 22
1928; m. Jay Bliss Jr. Aug. 16 1953; ch.:
Catherine, Beverly, Caroline. Teacher Wilton
Acad. 1950-52, student Rensselaer Polytech.
Inst. 1952, teacher (Brunswick High Sch.
1952-53, Barnwell SC High Sch. 1966-67,
Emma Willard Sch. Troy NY 1967-70, Ashley
Hall Charleston SC 1970-72), instr. Trident
Tech. Coll. Charleston 1972— . res. Pinopolis
SC.*
BOHLMANN, David Dale. A.M., B.S. Eastern
Ore. State Coll. 1966. Education; b. Watseka
IL March 15 1940; m. Susan Bohlmann June 4
1967; ch.: Matthew, John. Student Univ. 111. 2
yrs., teacher high sch. Hood River OR sch. dist.
1970
— ,
flight instr. self-employed Hood River
1973—
. Chmn. board of education Immanuel
Lutheran Church 1971
—
, certified flight instr.
FAA chief check pilot Hood River Civil Air
Patrol 1973—. Served to cpl. USA 1959-62,
served to capt. civil air patrol USAF. res. Hood
River OR.*
CHEETHAM, Eleanor McGill. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), B.S. Univ.
Pittsburgh 1964, Ed.M. Univ. Pittsburgh 1965.
Education; b. Pittsburgh PA July 26 1944;
m. Thomas Cheetham March 31 1975; ch.:
Ann. Teacher Pittsburgh PA Board of
Education 1965-75. res. Pittsburgh PA.*
CONNERS, Eileen Mullen. A.M., B.S. Boston
Coll. 1962. b. Boston Dec. 28 1940. res.
Dorchester MA.
DEWITT, Donald Ray. M.S. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), B.Sc. Ohio State Univ.
1961. Education; b. New Kensington PA
Aug. 29 1937. Teacher Fairbanks AK N. Star
Borough sch. dist. 1962
—
, student Troy State
Coll. AL 1966, Fairbanks N. Star Borough sch.
dist. Fairbanks (mathematics, foreign lang.,
theatre). Fairbanks Drama Assn. 1972
—
(treas., board member), res. Fairbanks AK.*
HEFFRON, DeForest E. A.M., B.S. SUNY
1964. b. Caroline NY Sept. 1 1927. res.
Ithaca NY.
HOOPES, John Martin. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), B.S.E. Youngstown State
Univ. 1965. Education; b. Pittsburgh PA
May 16 1944; m. Bette Hartshorn Feb. 24
1962; Lori, Steve, Gary. Teacher OH
(Richmond Heights High Sch. 1966-72,
Canfield High Sch. 1973-75). res. Youngstown
OH.*
HOPPER, Rodd Leroy. A.M., A.B. Univ. Me.
Orono 1966. b. Millinocket Oct. 9 1943. res.
N. Edgecomb.
HOUCK, Stanley Potter. A.M.. A.B. SUNY
Oneonta 1965, B.S. Univ. Md. 1976.
Education; b. Oneonta NY June 4 1943.
Teacher Oneonta City Sch. 1966— . res.
Oneonta NY.*
HUDKINS, Charles Ronald, Jr. A.M.. B.S
Stanford Univ. 1964, A.M. Stanford Univ.
1965. Real estate; b. San Mateo CA Sept. 2
1942; m. Susan Murray '70 June 11 1965; ch.:
Ronald, Amy. Teacher Palo Alto CA Sch. Dist.
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1965-72, salesman Rawlins Realty Co. Salem
OR 1972—. res. Salem OR.*
HUDKINS, Susan Murray. M.S. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. Stanford Univ. 1965.
Homemaker; b. Seattle WA June 20 1944;
m. Charles Hudkins Jr. '70 June 11 1965; ch.:
Ronald, Amy. Teacher Los Altos CA High
Sch. 1966-69, 1970-71; homemaker & part-time
property mgr. Salem OR 1971—. AAUW




JOHANSON, Neil Jerome. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B. Boston Univ.
1962, A.M. Trinity Coll. 1963. Education; b.
Hartford CT Jan. 5 1940; m. Elizabeth Collins
May 26 1973. Teacher (S. Portland High Sch.
S. Portland 1966, Newton MA S. High Sch.
1967-69, Morse High Sch. Bath 1970—).
Served to sgt. USA 1962-65. res. Brunswick.*
KAUPP, Arnold Wayne. M.S. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. Tufts 1965.
Education; b. Boston April 15 1943; m.
Margaret Conners Dec. 19 1970; ch.: Gregory,
Kevin. Teacher & coach Silver Lake Regional
High Sch. Kingston MA 1965— . res. Plymouth
MA.*
KELLEV, Martha Ann. A.M., A.B. Regis Coll.
1966. Education; b. Somerville MA Feb. 5
1943. Teacher MA (Cardinal Spellman High
Sch. Brockton 1970-74, Fontbonne Acad.
Milton 1974—). res. Stoughton MA.*
LEDBETTER, Charles Edgar. A.M., B.S.
Oklahoma 1950. b. Oklahoma City OK Oct.
31 1926. res. Oklahoma City OK.
McDANIEL, Arthur Lawrence, Sr. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), B.S. LeMoyne
Coll. 1959. Education; b. Memphis IN Aug.
3 1938; m. Larcenia Baskerville July 6 1961;
ch.: Arthur Jr. Teacher board of education
Memphis 1959— . res. Memphis TN.*
McMULLEN, Elizabeth. A.M., A.B. Webster
Coll. 1965. b. Mnpls. MN Jan. 26 1942. res.
unknown.
NAUGHTON, Mary Theresa. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), B.S. Fordham
1959. Education; b. Brooklyn NY Sept. 20
1937. Teacher Ft. Hamilton High Sch.
Brooklyn 1959—. res. Brooklyn NY.*
ROUNDY, Edward Kimball. A.M., A.B.
Dartmouth 1947, M.A.T. Harvard 1948. b.
Beverly MA Sept. 19 1926. res. Wolfeboro NH.
STRACHAN, David Gorham. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B. Middlebury
Coll. 1955, M.A.T. Harvard 1957. 1972 capital
campaign worker. Education; b. Buffalo NY
Jan. 10 1933; m. Joan Rieckelman July 9 1955;
ch.: Alice, Charles, James, Edward, David.
Teacher (Belmont MA Public Sch. 1956,
Ridgewood NJ Public Sch. 1956-57, Nichols
Sch. Buffalo 1957
—
). Member vestry Trinity
Church 1969-70, hon. visiting lectr. St.
Andrews Univ. Scotland 1970-71. res. Buffalo
NY.*
STUART, Judson Morgan. M.S. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. Wheaton Coll.
Education; b. Cornwall Ont. Canada April
30 1943; m. Andrea Haley June 25 1965; ch.:
Megan, Rhett. Teacher Wayne Central Sch.
Ontario Center NY 1965—. Trustee Webster
Bible Church, res. Webster NY.*
TOBIASZ, Elizabeth Sousa. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B. Univ. R.I.
1966. Education; b. Fall River MA Oct. 7
1944; m. Robert Tobiasz Aug. 22 1970; ch.:
Robert Jr., Scott, Caryn. Teacher (Barrington
RI Public Sch. 1966-70, Middletown RI Public
Sch. 1970-71, Seekonk MA Public Sch.
1972-74). Elected member Phi Kappa Phi. res.
Seekonk MA.*
WALLO, John Philip. A.M., B.S. Clarion State
Coll. 1964. b. Sept. 27 1942. res. Warren PA.
WHALEN, Roy Edward. A.M., A.B. Univ.
N.H. 1964. Education; b. Biddeford Sept. 21
1942; m. Linda Carswell 1964, m. Amoret
Orfield Nov. 22 1975; ch.: Eric, Elizabeth.
Teacher Eliot High Sch. 1964-65, sales rep.
Fidelity Union Life Ins. Co. Dallas TX
1965-66, Marshwood High Sch. Eliot (teacher
1966-67, asst. principal & dir. adult education
1967-72), consultant for adult education State
Dept. of Education div. of Instruction Concord
NH 1972-73, Spaulding High Sch. Rochester
NH (asst. principal 1973-74, deputy principal
1974
—
), instr. mathematics York County
Community Coll. part-time 1973-77. res.
Raymond NH.*
WRIGHT, Robert Daniel. A.M., A.B. Phillips
Univ. 1962. Education; b. Shattuck OK Aug.
8 1940; m. Margalee Pilkington Sept. 1 1961;
ch.: Liesl, Lorilee. Teacher board of education
(Enid OK 1962-65, Wichita KS 1965-73), sch.
ombudsman League of Women Voters Wichita
1973-74, teacher board of education Wichita
1974- . Member board of dir. Nat. Education
Assn. 1971-74, dir. employee relations board of
education Wichita KS 1976-78. Served to lance
cpl. USMC. Named Outstanding Young
Educator of Wichita 1968. res. Wichita KS.*
Class of 1971
ARNOLD, James Stuart, II. A.M., B.S. Yale
1962. b. Passaic NJ May 21 1938. res.
Leesburg FL.
BLOXAM, Richard Arthur. A.M., B.S. 111. State
Univ. 1960, M.S. Ed. Northern 111. Univ. 1965.
b. Chicago IL Nov. 3 1934. res. W. Chicago IL.
BRISTOL, Alison Louise. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant); A.B. Univ. Vt. 1967, Phi
Beta Kappa. Education; b. Springfield MA
Aug. 14 1945. Teacher (Chittenden Central
sch. dist. Essex Junction VT 1967-70,
Wachusett Regional sch. dist. Holden MA
1971—). res. Holden MA.*
BROWN, Fred Eugene. A.M., A.B. Univ. Me.
Orono 1964. b. Rumford Jan. 16 1942. res.
Hallowell.
BULGER, Margaret Ann. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Regis Coll. 1967.
Education; b. Boston June 29 1944. Student
Inst, of Pastoral Studies Loyola Univ., teacher
MA (Sacred Heart Sch. N. Quincy 1967-69, St.
Columbkille High Sch. Brighton 1969-70,
Marian High Sch. Framingham 1971-73), dir.
Newman Center Bowdoin/Diocese of Portland
1973-76, campus minister Adrian MI Coll.
1976—. res. Adrian ML*
BURQUE, Leo Edward. A.M., A.B. Univ.
Mass. 1963, Ed.M. Univ. Mass. 1966. b.
Springfield MA Sept. 6 1941. res. Westfield
MA.
CUPAL, John Richard. A.M., A.B. Oakland
Univ. 1966. b. Flint MI Aug. 26 1945. res.
unknown.
CZAJKOWSKI, Eugenia Helena. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), A.B. Douglas Coll.
1965. Education; b. Joplin MO Oct. 4 19?
Teacher board of education NJ (Matawan
1965-73, Holmdel 1973—). res. W. Long
Branch NJ.*
DAVIS, John Clement, HI. A.M., A.B. 1957.
DEGROAT, William Spencer. A.M., B.S.
Univ. N.Y. 1958, M.S. Univ. N.Y. 1959.
Education; b. Nyack NY Jan. 16 1936; m.
Diana Heath Aug. 22 1964; ch.: Douglas,
Katherine. Teacher central sch. dist.
Wappingers Falls NY 1959— . res. Wappingers
Falls NY.*
FELDHAUS, Daniel Lee. A.M., A.B. Yale
1960, M.A.T. Harvard 1961. Education; b.
Cincinnati OH Nov. 8 1938; m. Joyce
Kawanoto June 15 1963; ch.: Joan, Daniel,
Lora. Iolani Sch. Honolulu HI (teacher




FERBRACHE, David Charles. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), A.B. Ohio State
Univ. 1962. Education; b. Coshocton OH
Jan. 19 1940; m. Anne Cyrus Dec. 13 1974.
Student Coll. of Wooster 1956-58, teacher
(Conotton Valley Union Local Bowerston OH
1965-67, South-Western City Sch. Grove City
OH 1967-70), asst. prof. Holyoke Community
Coll. MA 1971—, student Univ. Mass. 1972—.
res. Westfield MA.*
FINAN, Joyce Marie. A.M., A.B. Marymount
Coll. 1961. Education; b. Sabetha KS Aug. 9
1939. Chmn. mathematics dept. Sacred Heart
High Sch. Salina KS 1965-70, teacher Parkhill
High Sch. Kansas City KS 1970-71, instr. Univ.
Liggett Grosse Pointe MI 1971-73, chmn.
mathematics dept. Pembroke Country Day
Sch. Kansas City 1973—. res. Kansas City
KS.*
GARDNER, Anne Courtney. A.M., A.B.
Western Wash. State Coll. 1967. Education
& homemaking; b. Wenatchee WA Oct. 29
1946; m. Herbert Gardner July 1 1967; ch.:
Mark. Teacher (Coulee Dam WA public sch.
1967-70, Dededo Guam Jr. High Sch. 1971-72),
instr. Univ. Guam Agana 1972-73, homemaker
1974— . res. Malaga WA.*
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HACKETT, Louise Eaton. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), B.S.Ed. Bridgewater State
Coll. 1964, Ed.M. Bridgewater State Coll. 1967.
Education; b. Taunton MA March 25 1922; m.
Everett Hackett May 17 1947; ch.: Michael,
Kirk. Engineering asst. General Electric Co.
Taunton MA 1941-51, children's librarian
public library Raynham MA, circulation
librarian Wheaton Coll. Norton MA 1965-66,
teacher Apponequet Regional High Sch.
Freetown MA 1966— . res. Raynham MA.*
HAINES, Laurice M. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), A.B. Colby 1963.
Education, homemaker; b. Lynn MA June
20 1941; m. George Haines Aug. 17 1963; ch.:
George. Student Boston Univ. 1 yr., teacher
MA (N. Reading 1963-72, Abbott Acad.
Andover 1972-73), substitute teacher N.
Reading 1974— . Sec. N. Reading Teachers
Assn. res. N. Andover MA.*
KACZOREK, Placid. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. St. Hyacinth Coll. &
Sem. 1961, ST.L. Seraphicum 1965. Clergy
& education; b. NYC Oct. 29 1938. Teacher
Cardinal O'Hara High Sch. Tonawanda NY
1965-70, instr. mathematics St. Hyacinth Coll.
& Sem. Granby MA 1970
—
, Franciscan priest
& educator. Sec.-treas. Inter. Province Conf. of
the Conventual Franciscans 1971-75. res.
Granby MA.*
LEAVTTT, Richard Norman. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B. Amherst
1964. Education; b. Manchester NH May 12
1943; m. Janet Murphy Dec. 28 1963; ch.:
Jeffery, Burke. Governor Dummer Acad.
Byfield MA (teacher, coach & dormitory
advisor 1964
—
; chmn. mathematics dept.
1971—; dir. studies 1975—). res. Byfield MA.*
MANSUY, Charles Kenneth, Jr. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), B.S. Newark Coll.
of Engineering 1955. Education; b.
Washington DC Dec. 6 1932. Sales engineer
Davis Engineering Elizabeth NJ 1955, test
engineer Curtiss-Wright Corp. Caldwell NJ
1956-57, munitions engineer Picatinny Arsenal
Dover NJ 1958-62, ret. 1962-67, teacher
Montclair NJ Acad. 1967— . res. Upper
Montclair NJ.*
ROBINSON, Donald Wayne. M.S. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), B.E. Keene State
Coll. 1962. Education; b. Springfield VT
Jan. 9 1939; m. Delores Jennison April 27
1960; ch.: David, Denise, Donna. Dist. exec.
Boy Scouts of Am. Bellows Falls VT 1963-65,
teacher VT (Springfield Sch. 1965-70, chmn.
mathematics dept. Green Mt. Union High Sch.
Chester 1970
—
), Ford fellow Univ. Wyoming
MT 1973. Pres. Vt. Teachers of Mathematics
1973-74. res. Chester VT.*
SHERIDAN, Bradley Cornelius. A.M., A.B.
1961.
SHIELDS, Walter S. M.S., B.S. Boston Coll.
1961, Ed.M. Boston State Coll. 1966.
Education; b. Medford MA May 30 1939;
m. Beverly Maxwell Aug. 22 1962; ch.: Wayne,
Pamela, Thomas. Teacher (Farmingdale NY
Public Sch. 1961-63, Needham MA Public Sch.
1963—). res. Needham MA.*
SWAN, James Adam, Jr. A.M., A.B. Stonehill
Coll. 1964. Education; b. Quincy MA March
22 1942; m. Mary Leugemors; ch.: Maribeth,
James, Jeffrey. Teacher Bridgewater-Raynham
Regional High Sch. Bridgewater MA 1964—
.
res. E. Sandwich MA.*
TAYLOR, Janet Farster. M.S., B.S. Millersville
State Coll. 1963. Education; b. Trenton NJ
April 22 1941; m. Gary Taylor Dec. 31 1970;
ch.: Christopher, Gregory. Teacher
Union-Endicott NY Sch. 1966— . res. Endicott
NY.*
TROTT, Norman Edward. A.M., grad.
Swinburne Tech. Coll. 1954. Education; b.
Melbourne Australia Jan. 20 1934; m.
Rosemary Dunkley April 3 1965. Teacher (Am.
Int. Sch. Kabul Afghanistan 1971-74, State
Education Dept. Victoria Australia 1974-75,
Commonwealth Teaching Authority Canberra
Australia 1976-77, Am. Sch. Tokyo Japan
1977
—
). res. Tokyo Japan.*
VERNEIRI Michael A., Jr. A.M., B.S. SUNY
New Paltz 1966, A.A. SUNY New Paltz 1974
Education; b. Bronx NY Sept. 20 1945; m.
Brenda Youngman Oct. 12 1969. Warwick NY





WARREN, Donna Jaquelin. A.M., A.B. San
Diego State 1966. b. Oct. 10 1926. res. Scotts
Hill TN.
WILLIAMS, Dorothy Martin. A.M., A.B.
Immaculate Heart Coll. Education; b. Long
Beach CA Jan. 2 1944; m. George Williams
July 31 1976. Teacher high sch. (Northfield
MA Mt. Hermon 1971-73, Manhattan Hebrew
Riverdale NY 1975—). res. Ridgefield CT.*
WOLCOTT, Calvin. A.M., A.B. Colgate Univ.
1954, M.S. M.I.T. 1956. Education; b. Jersey
City NJ April 6 1933; m. Annamarie Roe Oct.
1 1960; ch.: Peter, Cathrine, Kristin. Business
mgr. Biodynamics Inc. E. Millstone NJ
1960-61, financial analyst N.H. Ball Bearings
Inc. Peterborough 1962-65, teacher &
houseparent The Meeting Sch. Rindge NH
1965-70, teacher Falmouth High Sch. 1971—.
Pres. Monadnock Council of Churches
1967-69. Served to It. USN 1956-59. res.
Portland.*
Class of 1972
ABRAMSON, Paul Martin. A.M., B.S. CCNY
1959, A.M. CCNY 1962. Education; b. NYC
April 24 1938; m. Esther Silver Oct. 27 1967.
Christopher Columbus High Sch. Bronx NY
(teacher 1959-66, chmn. mathematics dept.
1966-72), chmn. mathematics dept. High Sch.
of Music & Art NYC 1972—, adjunct lectr.
City Coll. of N.Y. part-time 1975—. res.
NYC*
CAREY, Edward Hughes. A.M., B.S. Towson
State Coll. 1966. Education; b. Baltimore
MD March 7 1944; m. Pamela Higginbottom
Aug. 8 1967. Student (Johns Hopkins Univ.,
Morgan State Coll.), teacher Balto Co. Towson
MD 1966—. res. Towson MD.*
CEDRONE, Stephen Walter. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation grant), A.B. Boston Coll.
1964. Education; b. Boston Nov. 6 1942; m.
Mary Costello April 19 1965; ch.: Jeffrey,
Kevin, Andrea. Student (Nat. Science
Foundation grant Eastern Nazerene Coll.
Wollaston MA 3 yrs., Boston State Coll. 1 yr.,
Northeastern 1 yr.), teacher (Boston Coll. High
Sch. 1964-67, town of Scituate MA 1967-75).
res. Marshfield MA.*
GRAHAM, George Edward. A.M.; A.B. Univ.
Calif. Berkeley 1962, Phi Beta Kappa.
Education; b. Tahlequah OK May 4 1941;
m. Mary Sheehan Dec. 21 1963. Teacher &
dept. chmn. CA (Castro Valley 1962-67,
Livermore 1967
—
); student San Jose State
Univ. CA 1963, 1968, 1971, 1972. Co-author:
Non-Routine Problems in Algebra, Geometry,
and Trigonometry (1962). res. Livermore CA.*
HALL, Clayton Robert, II. A.M., B.S. Southern
Conn. State Coll. 1967. Education; b.
Meriden CT Nov. 26 1944. Teacher Hopkins
Grammar Day Prospect Hill Sch. New Haven
CT 1967-71, 1972—. Elected member Kappa
Mu Epsilon. res. Meriden CT.*
HUMPHREY, Gene Doris. A.M., A.B. Univ.
Me. Orono 1967. b. Lewiston June 29 1945.
res. S. Portland.
LANGAN, James Francis. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. St. Bonaventure
Univ. 1966. Education; b. Bristol PA Sept. 5
1944. Teacher New Haven CT Public Sch.
1966—. res. Stratford CT.*
McCAFFREY, Kenneth James. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), B.S. Hobart Coll.
1965. Education; b. Brooklyn NY May 6
1944; m. Arlene Renz May 30 1968; ch.:
Meegan, Zachariah. Teacher Messepequa Sch.
L.I. NY 1966-67, teacher & head mathematics
dept. (Bentley Sch. NYC 1967-69, Cardigan
Mt. Sch. Canaan NH 1969-71, Dover NH Sch.
1971-72, Brattleboro VT Sch. 1972—). Member
board of dir. Vt. Council of Teachers of
Mathematics 1975— . Contbr. res. Brattleboro
VT.*
McNALLY, Sella Lang. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), A.B. Montclair State Coll.
1957. Education; b. NYC July 10 1933;
married Aug. 19 1956; ch.: Matthew, Sella,
Tracey. Teacher NJ (Livingston High Sch.
1954-55, Woodrow Wilson Jr. High Sch.
Clifton 1955-57), West Morris Central High
Sch. Chester NJ (teacher 1966-70, chmn.
mathematics dept. 1970—). N.J. State
Federation of Women's Clubs Jr. Membership
Dept. (state publicity & public relations chmn.
1963-65, state finance chmn. 1965-67). Elected
member Kappa Delta Pi. res. Bernardsville
NJ.*
NEUFANG, Richard Martin. A.M., A.A.S.
Alfred State Tech. 1962, B.S. Univ. Rochester
1965. Education; b. Geneva NY July 23
1942; m. Carol Phelps Aug. 21 1965; ch.:
Donna, Jill, Mark. Chmn. mathematics dept.
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Marcus Whitman Central Sch. Rushville NY
1965—. res. Stanley NY.*
PERSONS, Ronald Dean. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation fellow), B.S. Temple Univ. 1966,
M.S. Temple Univ. 1969. Education; b.
Phila. PA Jan. 21 1945. Teacher Willingboro
NJ High Sch. 1966
—
, instr. mathematics
Burlington County Coll. Pemberton NJ
1973— res. Beverly NJ.*
PULLEN, Peter Winfred. A.M., M.S. Univ.
Me. 1964, Ed.M. Cornell (Ford Foundation
fellow) 1966. Education; b. Dover-Foxcroft
April 2 1942; m. Jo Ann Hagan June 18 1966;
ch.: Thomas, Matthew. Teacher (Corning NY
Sch. System 1965-66, Greenfield MA High Sch.
1968
—
). Pres. Greenfield Teacher Assn.,
elected member Phi Kappa Phi & Kappa Delta
Phi. Served to 1st It. USA 1966-68; awarded
Distinguished Military Grad. res. Northfield
MA.*
SHEPPECK, Joseph Reginald. A.M., Ed.B.
Boston State Coll. 1964, Ed.M. Boston State
Coll. 1967. Education; b. Boston July 15
1940; m. Claire Gilligan Jan. 26 1964; ch.:
Alan, Bryan, Matthew. Teacher Boston Tech.
High Sch. Boston 1964-72, teacher &
curriculum spec. Copley Square High Sch.
Boston 1972—. Served to cpl. USA 1959-61.
res. Scituate MA.*
TREA.NOR, Thomas Dennis. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B. Fordham
1967, M.B.A. Rutgers 1974. Education; b.
NYC Feb. 3 1943. Teacher NYC (Xavier High
Sch. 1967-69, Regis High Sch. 1971-72,
McBurney Sch. 1973), staff accountant Arthur
Young & Co. Portland 1974-75, teacher
Piscataway High Sch. NJ 1975-76, corporate
accountant Penn-Dixie Industries NYC
1976—. res. Bronx NY.*
WHITTIER, Dorothy Foster. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B. Univ. Me.
1967. Education; b. Lewiston March 27
1945; m. David Whittier June 11 1966; ch.:
Brett. Teacher Mahoney Jr. High Sch. S.
Portland 1967-69, instr. Univ. Me.
Portland-Gorham 1967-69, teacher (Oxford
Hills Jr. High Sch. S. Paris 1969-70, Oxford
Hills Sr. High Sch. S. Paris 1971-73, Buckfield
High Sch. 1971-72, Edward Little High Sch.
Auburn 1972
—
), instr. Univ. Me. Augusta
1972— . Sec.-treas. Hebron Rescue Unit
1970-72, chmn. democratic party Hebron
1971-72. res. Auburn.*
Class of 1973
BAUER, A. Elaine Brown. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), A.B. Houghton Coll. 1968.
Education; b. Bath Jan. 27 1946; m. Paul
Bauer Aug. 14 1971. Teacher NY (Columbia
High Sch. E. Greenbush 1968-69,
Shenendehowa High Sch. Elnora 1969-72),
underwriter Anchor Agency Inc. Albany NY
1972—. res. Rensselaer NY.*
BRUNETTE, John Joseph. A.M., A.B. Univ.
Me. 1968. Education; b. Portland June 26
1943; m. Christine Weisman Aug. 23 1969.
Teacher S. Portland High Sch. 1968—, student
Univ. N.H. 1975-76. Served to airman 1/c Me.
Air Nat. Guard 1964-70. res. Scarborough.*
CYR, Valmond H., Jr. A.M., A.B. Boston State
Coll. 1968, Ed.M. Boston State Coll. 1971.
Education; b. Cambridge MA May 22 1945;
m. Eileen Mahoney Aug. 18 1968; ch.:
Stephen Newton MA public sch. (teacher
1968—, coach 1969—). res. Medway MA.*
GILLIS, Margaret E. A.M., A.B. Immaculata
Coll. 1968. b. Darby PA May 10 1946. res.
Newtown Square PA.
GRACE, John Michael. A.M., B.S.E. Univ. Vt.
1966. Education; b. Burlington VT July 31
1939; m. Mary Piche Oct. 3 1964; ch.:
Timothy, Mary. Teacher & coach Harwood
Union High Sch. Moretown VT 1966-75,
Colchester VT High Sch. (chmn. mathematics
dept. 1975-76, asst. principal 1976-77). Served
to cpl. USA 1969-71. res. Waterbury VT.*
GREENE, Anthony William, Jr. A.M., A.B.
Principia Coll. 1965, Ed.M. Boston State Coll.
1966. b. Needham MA Sept. 8 1942. res.
Norwood MA.
HARNWELL, Robert Gaylord. A.M., A.B.
Swarthmore Coll. 1963. b. Princeton NJ Jan.
21 1938. res. Swarthmore PA.
HARVEY, John Edward. A.M., A.B. S.U.C.
Oswego 1967. Education; b. Watertown NY
Aug. 20 1944; m. Deborah Houghton July 12
1969. Teacher Honeoye Falls-Lima C.S.
Honeoye Falls NY 1967—, student S.U.C.
Geneseo 1968-75. res. Lima NY.*
HATCH, Martha Louise. A.M., A.B. Vassar
Coll. 1964. b. Rochester NY Sept. 12 1942.
res. Pound Ridge NY.
JONES, Ronald Lee. A.M., B.S. Edinboro
State Coll. 1968. b. Titusville PA Dec. 12
1946. res. Barberton OH.
KANE, Joseph Vincent. A.M., A.B.
Bridgewater State Coll. 1969, Ed.M.
Bridgewater State Coll. 1972. res. Bridgewater
MA.
KRISTENSEN, Kent. A.M., B.S. Marlboro
Coll. 1967. b. Grand Rapids MI Sept. 25
1944. res. New Milford CT.
LAND, Garland Edward. A.M., A.B. San
Francisco State Coll. 1966. b. Raymondville
TX March 1 1944. res. Manteca CA.
LEPORTE, Jeanne K. A.M., B.S. SUNY
Oswego 1969. b. Fulton NY July 31 1936.
res. Baldwinsville NY.
MABLEY, Christopher Townsend. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B. Cornell
(ROTC scholar) 1965. Education; b. Detroit
MI Jan. 12 1943; m. Janice Langehmayr Nov.
26 1965; ch.: Louis, Christina. Noble &
Greenough Sch. Dedham MA (teacher 1969—
,
varsity crew coach & head boarding dept.
1972— head mathematics dept. 1975—). Dir.
Sigma Phi Soc, lay reader epis. church. Served
to capt. USMC 1965-69; awarded Bronze Star
1968. res. Dedham MA.*
MILLAY, Goerge Henry. A.M., B.S. Univ. Me.
Orono 1944, B.S. Univ. Me. Orono 1948,
Ed.M. Univ. Me. Orono 1968. b.
Bowdoinham March 23 1924. res.
Bowdoinham.
O'CONNELL, James Patrick. A.M., B.S.
Lakeland Coll. 1966. b. Plymouth WI Nov.
15 1942. res. Sheboygan Falls WI.
PROVOST, Mary Jane. A.M., A.B. Coll. of St.
Rose 1969. b. Brockton MA July 12 1944.
res. Broomall PA.
RISOLDI, Thomas Anthony. A.M., B.S. Salem
State Coll. 1963, Ed.M. Salem State Coll. 1968.
b. Lynn MA Sept. 26 1939. res. Beverly MA.
ROHRBERG, Richard Paul. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), B.S. SUNY
Brockport 1964, M.S. SUNY Brockport 1968.
Education; b. Port Chester NY May 25
1941; m. Carolyn Wagner April 4 1964; ch.:
Richard Jr., Barbara, Deborah. Teacher
Gates-Chili High Sch. Rochester NY 1964—.
res. Rochester NY.*
VEROLA, Lucille Mae. A.M., A.B. William
Paterson Coll. 1965. Education; b.
Hackensack NJ March 16 1943; m. Joseph
Verola Jr. Aug. 22 1965; ch.: Jodi. Teacher
high sch. NJ (Hanover Park 1965-69, Pompton
Lakes 1969-70, Lakeland Regional Wanaque
1970-?). res. Honesdale PA.*
WILCOX, Thomas G., Jr. A.M., A.B. & B.S.
Western Mich. Univ. 1968. b. Freeport IL
April 20 1945. res. Sawyer MI.
ZIGMUND, William John. A.M., B.S. Univ.
Wise. 1965, M.D. Univ. Wise. 1967. b.
Manitowoc WI July 21 1942. res. Green Bay
WI.
Class of 1974
CANIK, Joseph John. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), A.B. Trenton State Coll.
1967. Education; b. Trenton NJ Sept. 21
1945; m. Harriet Buchanan Aug. 18 1973.
Teacher Montgomery public sch. Skillman NJ
1967— . Pres. & v.pres. Montgomery Township
Education Assn., elected member Kappa Delta
Phi. res. Trenton NJ.*
CROSSETT, Robert John. A.M., B.S. Johnson
State Coll. 1969. Education; b. Montpelier
VT March 7 1947; m. Patricia Corwin June 13
1973; ch.: Janus, Christopher, Megan. Teacher
Thetford VT Acad. 1969—. res. E. Thetford
VT.*
CUOCO, Albert Anthony. A.M., A.B. Boston
Coll. 1969. b. Winchester MA June 7 1947.
res. Wilmington MA.
DRAYER, Robert Owen. A.M. (Nat. Science
Foundation grant), A.B. Kenyon 1965,
M.A.L.S. Wesleyan 1970. Education; b.
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Phila. PA March 10 1942. Hebron Acad,
(teacher 1965-73, chmn. mathematics dept.
1970-73), teacher The Providence Country Sch.
E. Providence RI 1973—. res. Rumford RI.*
GREENLER, Dorothy Ann. A.M., A.B.
Emmanuel Coll. 1946, A.M. Boston Coll. 1952.
b. Boston July 8 1925. res. Bolton MA.
GREENLER, James Laurence. A.M., A.B.
Boston Coll. 1955, A.M. Fordham 1964. b.
Boxford MA Oct. 1 1930. res. Bolton MA.
KESTLER, Theodore Edward. A.M., A.B. &
B.S. Gonzaga Univ. 1969. b. Tacoma WA
Dec. 18 1943. res. Berkeley CA.
LENNON, Mary Elizabeth. A.M., A.B. Coll. of
Notre Dame of Md. 1967. Education; b.
Brooklyn NY April 28 1945. Teacher NJ (St.
John Sch. Bergenfield 1965-68, Archbishop
Walsh High Sch. Irvington 1968—). res.
Irvington NJ.*
MAKYNEN, Michael Raymond. A.M., B.S.
Villanova Univ. 1968. b. Worcester MA
Nov. 15 1946. res. Franklin MA.
MILLER, Thomas Wesley. A.M., A.B. North
Central Coll. 1963. Education; b.
Monmouth IL Aug. 4 1941; m. Sherry Bryant
June 20 1971. Jacobs High Sch. Algonquin IL
(teacher 1963—, athletic dir. 1975—). res.
Dundee IL.*
NEWTON, James Nathaniel. A.M., B.S.
Towson State Coll. 1968. b. Baltimore MD
July 10 1947. res. Baltimore MD.
SIMONDS, Duane Ernest. A.M., A.B. Univ.
Conn. 1968. b. Plainfield CT Dec. 10 1946.
res. Norwich CT.
TERRELL, Judith Gladys. A.M., A.B. Albertus
Magnus Coll. 1963. b. New Haven CT May
7 1941. res. Bristol CT.
Van HORN, Douglas Arthur. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.A. Porterville
Coll. 1964, A.B. Univ. Calif. Santa Barbara
1966. Education; b. Fowler CA Dec. 8 1944;
m. Elaine Coffman June 24 1967. Laborer
Gary Hill Construction Porterville CA 1967,
teacher (New Haven Unified Sch. Dist. Union
City CA 1967-72, Harbor Sch. Inc. Amesbury
MA 1972-74, Collins Brook Sch. Freeport




WELSH, Jeanette McWilliams. A.M. (Nat.
Science Foundation fellow), A.B.
Westhampton Coll. 1960. Education; b.
Newport News VA July 29 1938; m. John
Welsh Sept. 2 1960; ch.: Murray. Computer
programmer Pan Am. Life Ins. New Orleans
LA 1960-61, teacher (Metairie Park Country
Day Sch. New Orleans 1961-63, Kinkaid Sch.
Houston TX 1963-64, Collegiate Sch.
Richmond VA 1964
—), instr. mathematics Va.
Commonwealth Univ. Richmond evenings
1964-66. Elected member Phi Beta Kappa &
Sigma Pi Sigma, res. Richmond VA.*
WOOLCOCK, Gary John. A.M., B.S.
Bloomsburg State Coll. 1969. b. Danville PA
June 12 1947. res. Millville PA.
WRIGHT, Thomas Alan. A.M., B.S. SUNY
Oswego 1969. b. Syracuse NY Aug. 20 1947.
res. Goffstown NH.
Maine Medical School Alumni
Class of 1900
AVERILL, Roswell Frank. Med. Sch. 1898.
b. Crawford Nqp. 12 1872; m. Aphie Given
1898; ch.: Frank, Virginia. Lumberer (Scanlon
MN 1901-10, Florence & Bend OR 1910-15),
paper mfr. Bangor 191 5-? Town clerk &
member sch. board Scanlon. d. Old Town Nov.
20 1931.
BARRELL, Daniel Alden. M.D. b. S. Turner
April 6 1877; m. Martha McFarland Nov. 5
1909; ch.: Ruth, Daniel Jr. Intern Central Me.
General Hospital Portland 1901-02, physician
& surgeon Auburn 1902-28, Central Me.
General Hospital Portland (anaesthetizer
1902-05, adjunct surgeon 1905-09, maj. surgeon
1909-28, consulting surgeon 1928). Member
board of health Auburn 1904-20, trustee
Savings Bank Auburn 1917-28, F.A.C.S. d.
Auburn July 19 1928.
BLAIR, George Kenniston. M.D., spec.
1895-97. b. Boothbay Harbor April 20 1875;
m. Madeline Enslin June 29 1932. Intern Salem
MA 1900-01, student N.Y.C. Hospital NY
1901-02, city physician Salem 1902, member
out-patient staff Salem 1904-09, attending
physician Salem 1909-30, student Mayo Clinic
Rochester MN 1913, member advisory staff
Salem 1930-37. Sec. Essex S. Mass. Dist. Med.
Soc, member sch. committee Salem 1903-08. d.
Salem MA Nov. 3 1937.
BRIRY, Herbert Manley. Med. Sch. 1898. b.
E. Bowdoin Oct. 14 1878. Shoemaker Augusta.
CASWELL, Charles Oscar. M.D., Litt.B.
Dartmouth 1890. b. Newmarket NH June 26
1866; m. Frances Smith Nov. 8 1891. Head
science dept. Portland High Sch. Portland
1891-1926, physician Portland 1901-37. d.
Portland June 22 1937.
CLAIR, Jean Baptiste. Med. Sch. 1898, M.D.
Baltimore 1900. b. Old Town Nov. 27 1875;
m. Adelaide Lovelry Sept. 5 1906; ch.:
Adelaide, Robert. Physician (Hallowell
1900-05, Mnpls. MN 1905-08, Winstead MN
1908-26), student Univ. Minn. Mnpls. 1908,
health officer Winstead. Served with MCUSA
1918. d. Winstead MN Nov. 11 1926.
CLARK, Ralph Harrison. Med. Sch. 1897-98,
A.B. 1897, M.D. Louisville Med. Coll. 1900.
Kappa Sigma. b. Boston April 29 1875.
Physician (Limerick 1900-16, Lewiston
1916-24, Chebeaque Is. 1924-28, Massillon OH
1928-34, E. Parsonsfield 1943-?). d. E.
Parsonsfield June 16 1963.
CONLIN, Matthew George Earley. Med. Sch.
1898, M.D. Coll. Physicians & Surgeons 1902.
b. Spencer MA March 24 1877. Physician
Worcester MA 1929-?
CONWAY, Patrick Edward. Med. Sch.
1898-99. b. Hinsdale NH Nov. 18 1876.
COOMBS, George Appleby. M.D. b.
Auburn March 2 1874; m. Georgia Brown Oct.
25 1911. Asst. surgeon Nat. Soldiers' Home
Togus 1901-07; student N.Y. Post. Grad. Med.
Sch. 1905, 1919, 1926, 1928; physician &
surgeon Augusta 1907-51. Health officer
Augusta 28 yrs., past pres. Kennebec County
Med. Assn., dir. Bureau of Health, d. Augusta
July 22 1951.
CUMMINGS, Edson Seiden. M.D., spec.
1895-97. b. Lewiston Dec. 7 1875; m.
Harriette McKenzie June 30 1903; ch.: Philip.
Intern Central Me. General Hospital Portland
1900-01, physician Lewiston 1901-39, instr.
medicine 1919-21. Served to capt. MCUSA
1917-19, served to maj. USAR. d. Portland
April 11 1939.
DAVIS, Philip Webb. M.D., A.B. 1897. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portland Jan. 2 1876; s. of Abner
H. '60. Physician (Cleveland OH 1900-02,
Portland 1902-33), clinical asst. surgery
1909-10, clinical instr. 1916-21. Served to maj
MCUSA 1917-19. Ed. d. Windham April 26
1933.
DAY, Frederick Wilbur. Med. Sch. 1898;
D.M.D. Harvard 1900, Phi Beta Kappa, b.
Gardiner Sept. 10 1878; m. Margaret Grounds
Sept. 11 1938. Dentist (Augusta 1904-25, U.S.
V.A. 1925-44). Served to maj. USA 1917-19.
DONAHUE, Francis William. M.D., A.B.
Georgetown Univ. 1897. b. Portland March
6 1875. Physician (Millinocket 1900-02,
Lewiston 1902-04, Greenfield MA 1904-35),
ret. d. Augusta May 10 1946.
DOTEN, Carl Roswell. M.D. b. Portland
Nov. 14 1877. Student (Mother's & Babies
Hospital NYC 1900, R.I. State Inst. Howard
1901-02), intern & physician R.I. Hospital
Providence 1902-45. Member Providence
Council Royal & Select Masters, sec. & treas.
R.I. Med. & Legal Soc. Served to capt.
MCUSA 1917-19. d. Boston April 23 1945.
DOTTEN, Clarence Preble. Med. Sch. 1898,
1902. b. Portland Feb. 19 1878. Asst. with
bro. Dotten Grain Co. Portland, d. Winter
Park FL June 7 1958.
DYSON, Wallace Wadsworth. M.D. b.
Fairbury IL Dec. 27 1871; m. Angie Cobb
Sept. 4 1901; ch.: Wallace '31. Physician
Portland 1901-33, anatomy Portland (asst.
demonstrator 1905-06, instr. & asst.
demonstrator 1906-11, asst. prof. 1911-13).
Consulting surgeon (St. Barnabas Hospital,
Webber Hospital Biddeford), Me. General
Hospital Portland (member staff 28 yrs., maj.
surgeon 20 yrs.), dir. Casco Mercantile Trust
Co., member exemption board Augusta, pres.
Portland Med. Club, city physician Portland
1901. d. Portland Jan. 19 1933.
EARLE, Fred Eugene. M.D. b. Norway Jan.
7 1872; m. Edna Hanson. Student (Me.
Wesleyan Sem. 1878-92, N.Y. Post-Grad. Sch.
of Practical Medicine 1907), physician (S.
China 1900-07, Canaan 1907-?, Weeks Mills
197-48). Past cdr. Sons of Union Veterans S.
China, d. Weeks Mills April 23 1948.
FILLEBROWN, Winthrop. Med. Sch. 1898-99,
D.M.D. Harvard 1897. b. Lynn MA May 3
1873. Farmer Bryantville MA. d. Plympton
MA Feb. 19 1931.
FISH, Edman Pavson. M.D. b. Fairfield Jan.
10 1875; m. Edith Smith Oct. 2 1901; ch.:
Harold. Physician (Sidney 1900-09, Waterville
1909-36). Sec. board of health Waterville,
v.pres. Federal Trust Co. Waterville. d.
Titusville FL May 2 1937.
FISKE, George Varnum. M.D. b. Epsom NH
May 12 1875; m. Stella Morrison Sept. 2 1896;
ch.: Reginald. Physician NH (Northwood
1900-08, Manchester 1908-42), member Notre
Dame Hospital staff Manchester 1918-42, ret.
Member board of health Northwood. Contbr.
d. Manchester NH Oct. 16 1954.
GALLAGHER, Michael Francis. Med. Sch.
1898-1900, M.D. Hahneman Med. Coll. 1903.
b. Marlboro MA May 13 1880. Physician
Washington DC & Phila. PA. d. Dec. 28 1926.
GRIBBIN, Harry Everett. M.D., A.B. 1897.
b. Portland May 8 1875. d. Dec. 22 1918.
HASKELL, Alfred William. M.D. b.
Portland Feb. 8 1876. Intern French Hospital
NYC 1900-01, asst. to prof. NYC 1901-03,
physician Portland 1903-?, clinical asst. surgery
Med. Sch. 1909-14, asst. ophthalmology
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1914-19, dir. Inst, for the Blind 1931. Member
board of health Portland. Served to maj.
MUCSA WII. d. Portland Nov. 28 1957.
HEAD, Owen Berry. M.D. b. Denmark Sept.
12 1877; m. Mae Clark May 13 1903; ch.:
Helen. Physician (Chesterville 1900-01, New
Sharon 1901-20, Sanford 1920-?) d. Sanford
Sept. 29 1962.
HIGHT, Clarence Eugene. M.D. b. Jefferson
NH Oct. 4 1874; m. Mary Ritchie June 19
1901; ch.: Mrs. William Falkner, James, Willis.
Physician (Berlin NH 1900, Milan NH
1901-07, Groveton NH 1907-23, Pasadena CA
1923-40), ret. Pres. (Coos County Med. Assn.,
board of health). Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1917. d. Pasadena CA March 15 1940.
HOBBS, Frank Henry. M.D. b. Waterboro
Oct. 13 1858; m. Lizzie Hamilton April 6 1887;
ch.: Elmer '10. Physician S. Waterboro
1900-14. d. S. Waterboro Oct. 11 1914.
JONAH, William Everett. M.D., A.B. Acadia
Coll. 1897. b. Eastport July 4 1873. Physician
Atlantic City NJ 1908-38. d. Atlantic City NJ
June 8 1938.
KING, James Aldrich. M.D. b. Millville MA
Nov. 16 1881; s. of Frank J. M'77; m. Laura
Scott July 4 1897; ch.: Francis '21, William,
Dorothy, Alfred. Physician (Millville MA
1901- 10, Woonsocket RI 1910-27). Trustee
Woonsocket RI Hospital, d. Woonsocket RI
April 22 1927.
LOUGHLIN, James Webster. M.D. b.
Brooklyn NY Sept. 6 1871; m. Maud Rairden
April 5 1899. Physician (Bristol 1900-02, Bath
1902-05, Bristol 1905-09, LaGrande & Portland
OR 1911-15, Damariscotta 1915-24, Togus
1924-28). Trustee Lincoln Acad.; dist. health
officer Lincoln, Knox, Waldo & Sagadahoc
counties 1920-24, 1928-45. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1917-18, served to col. MCUSA
WWII. d. Newcastle Dec. 22 1947.
McCARTY, Eugene Miller. M.D. b.
Woolwich Jan. 17 1874; m. Julia Bowher Dec.
10 1902. Intern Me. General Hospital Portland
1900-01, physician & surgeon Rumford 1902-?,
F.A.C.S. 1929, med. examiner local draft board
WWI & WWII, med. dir. Oxford Paper Co.,
chief of staff Community Hospital 1926. d.
Rumford May 3 1957.
MILLIKEN, John Sewell. M.D. b.
Farmington Sept. 20 1875; m. Rose Toothaker
July 2 1901; ch.: Dorothy. Intern Christ
Hospital Jersey City NJ 1901, physician
(Farmington 1901-03, Readfield 1903-24,
Portland 1924-43). Pres. Kennebec County
Med. Soc, physician Old Falmouth chapter of
Me. Soc. Sons of Am. Revolution, member
(board of health, sch. committee). Served to
capt. MCUSA 1917-19. d. Portland Sept. 4
1943.
NUTTING, James Deering, Jr. Med. Sch.
1898-99, Bowdoin 1897. See Class of 1901.
PEABODY, Frederick Berthel. M.D. b.
Freeman April 13 1875; m. Catherine Keniston
Nov. 4 1900, m. Margaret Starbird; ch.: Ralph.
Physician (Farmington 1900-01, Rangeley
1901-05, Richmond 1905-26). Chmn. sch.
board, supt. sch., sec. board of health
Richmond, member Me. Legislature 1919-22.
d. Richmond March 23 1926.
PHILLIPS, Charles Henry. M.D. b.
Providence RI Feb. 9 1871; m. Fannie Devine
Jan. 27 1912; ch.: Caroline, Mrs. Nelson
Jewett. Physician Beverly MA 1901-47, med.
examiner Essex County MA. d. Beverly MA
Dec. 22 1947.
PRATT, Edwin Francis. M.D., A.B. 1897.
Kappa Sigma. b. Wilton Nov. 2 1874.
Physician & surgeon (N. New Portland
1900-29, Richmond 1929). d. June 4 1940.
PURINGTON, Lester Given. M.D., A.B. Bates
1896. b. W. Bowdoin March 28 1873; m.
Virginia May Oct. 1 1903. Physician (Gray
1900-01, Yarmouth 1901-03). d. Lewiston Nov.
13 1903.
SAWYER, Samuel Guy. M.D. b. Limington
Dec. 1 1871; m. Helen Pierce Nov. 30 1905;
ch.: Kendrick, Norman, Donald, Samuel.
Physician Cornish 1900-48, ret. V.pres.
Cumberland County Med. Assn., health
officer, supt. sch. 3 yrs., pres. Cornish (water
co., library assn.), treas. Cornish Agricultural
Assn. d. Portland March 3 1956.
SOULE, Erwin Linwood. M.D. b.
Knightville Jan. 26 1876. Asst. on house staff
Me. General Hospital 1900-01, physician
Portland 1901-02. d. Portland May 13 1902.
STEVENS, LouviUe Mariner. Med. Sch. 1898.
See Class of 1900.
STINSON, Henry Kingsbury. M.D. b.
Lowell MA Nov. 28 1875; m. Maude Sanborn
June 4 1904; m. Georgie Hewins; ch.:
Thatcher. Physician (Me. Insane Hospital
Augusta 1900-05, Palermo 1905-07), asst.
surgeon Nat. Soldiers' Home Togus 1907-16,
general practice Augusta 1916-17, physician
U.S. Veterans Bureau (Cleveland OH 1936-37,
CA 1937-46), ret. Served to maj. MCUSA
1917-23. d. Denver CO Sept. 4 1957.
STUART, Albert Fales. M.D. b. Meriden CT
Dec. 24 1875; m. Sarah Dodge June 30 1909.
Physician (Appleton 1900-02, Portland
1902-46), acting asst. surgeon USPHS & U.S.
Marine Hospital Service 1902-46, physician
Marine Hospital Portland 1945-? Lectr. &
examiner Nat. First Aid Assn. of Am., surgeon
(Nat. Red Cross Assn., Portland Fireman's
Relief Assn.), quarantine inspector &
immigration officer Portland custom house.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1925-? d. Portland
Jan. 25 1950.
SWETT, Clinton Tewksbury. Med. Sch.
1898-99. b. Deering Oct. 5 1869. With Swett
Bros. Portland 1906-07, Trefethen & Swett
(pres. 1907-14, treas. 1914-27), pres. Portland
Stevedore & Ship Ceiling Co. 1927-30, prop.
Green Gables Inn & Cabins Portland 1930-31,
salesman Federal Life & Casualty Co.
Bridgton 1932-33, prop. Sea Winds Off Shore
Road Cape Elizabeth 1933.
TODD, Harry Coulter. M.D., A.B. Acadia
1897, A.M. Acadia 1907. b. Woodstock N.B.
Canada April 15 1874; m. Carrie Lenehan
Nov. 1 1894; ch.: Dana, Thomas. Physician
Oklahoma City OK 1902-36. Pres. Okla. Med.
Soc; chmn. eye, ear, nose, & throat section"
Med. Assn. S.W. d. Oklahoma City OK June
25 1936.
TOTMAN, Virgil Connor. M.D., A.B. Colby
1894, A.M. Colby 1897, M.D. N.Y. Post Grad.
Med. Sch. 1919. b. Fairfield Dec. 19 1872;
m. Henrietta Tozier Jan. 1 1903; ch.: Virgil Jr.,
Caroline. Physician (Bar Mills 1900-07,
Oakland 1907-40). Pres. Clinical Soc.
Waterville 1911, member sch. board Oakland
1936-39. d. Oakland Jan. 6 1940.
WALDRON, Linton Edson. Med. Sch.
1898-1900, A.B. Colby 1897. b. Waterville
Nov. 20 1875. d. Waterville May 27 1900.
Class of 1901
ANDREWS, Anson Morrill. M.D. b. Gray
April 18 1877; s. of Egbert T. M'72; married;
ch.: John, Egbert. Physician Gray 1901-26.
Health officer Gray. d. Gray Oct. 2 1926.
ANDREWS, Sullivan Lane. M.D. b. Paris
Aug. 7 1877; m. Ida Cain Sept. 9 1902; ch.:
Alfred '26, Paul '29. Physician Clinton 1901-1 1,
oculist & aurist (Rumford 1911-14, Lewiston
1914-45). Pres. (Androscoggin County Med.
Soc, Eye & Ear Section Me. Med. Assn., staff
Central Me. General Hospital Lewiston, C. of
C), med. advisor WWI, F.A.C.S. d. Lewiston
Nov. 26 1945.
BAKER, William Harry. M.D. b. W. Paris
Jan. 20 1878; m. Arvilla Byron Feb. 8 1907.
Student Portland (Marine Hospital 1901-02,
Eye & Ear Infirmary 1902-03), physician
(Houlton 1903-05, Linneus 1905-06, Danforth
1906-09, N. Fryeburg 1910-14, Hollis & Burton
1914-47). d. Portland Aug. 15 1947.
BRIGHAM, Percy Herbert. M.D. b. Boston
June 14 1871; m. Clemie Swinoneaux July 15
1917; ch.: Palmer, Cameron. Physician (Boston
1901-11, New Orleans LA, Charleston SC,
Wilmington NC, Atlanta GA, Florence SC
1921, Jacksonville FL 1926). Pres. airport
Florence SC, health officer Orangeburg &
Florence SC. Served to capt. MCUSA 1917-20.
Inventor mosquito electrocuter. d. New
Orleans LA Jan. 9 1929.
BROWN, Andrew Allen. M.D. b. Northeast
Harbor March 17 1876; m. Gertrude Gilbert
Jan. 15 1902; ch.: Sheldon. Physician
(Southwest Harbor 1901-02, Monson 1902-13,
Bangor 1913-17, Avondale AZ 1917-18), city
physician Bangor 2 yrs. d. Avondale AZ April
25 1918.
BURLEIGH, Frank Albert. Med. Sch. 1899.
b. Tilton NH Dec. 28 1875.
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CLARK, Eugene Botsford. M.D. b.
Centreville N.B. Canada Jan. 30 1876. m.
Brenda Soule July 9 1902; ch.: Robert. Intern
(Me. General Hospital Portland 1901, Bryant's
Pond 1902-05, S. Paris 1905-06). d. Portland
May 22 1906.
COBURN, William Bridgham. M.D. b.
Lincoln Oct. 3 1873; m. May Bartlett July 3
1902. Physician Waterford 1901-02. d.
Waterford Sept. 9 1902.
COHAN, Francis Henry. M.D. b. Middlesex
MA Jan. 7 1871. Physician Leominster MA
1902-13. d. Leominster MA Feb. 13 1913.
COLE, Fred Melvin. Med. Sch. 1899, M.D.
Coll. Physicians & Surgeons Boston 1908. b.
Gardiner April 6 1880. Physician Gardiner.
CONNEEN, Thomas Francis. M.D. b.
Portland Nov. 2 1874; m. Jane Cunningham
Sept. 4 1905; ch.: Thomas, Kathleen,
Lawrence, Jane. Physician Portland 1901-20. d.
Portland Jan. 22 1920.
DAVIS, Ansel Samuel. M.D. b. Somersworth
NH Dec. 16 1876; m. Maude Littlefield Sept.
14 1898; ch.: Allan '20, Philip, Ansel. Physician
(Shapleigh 1901-03, Maplewood 1903-14,
Springvale 1914-48), ret. Plant physician (Sears
Roebuck & Co. shoe factory, Goodall plants
Springvale), trustee Nasson Coll. Springvale,
dir. Springvale Nat. Bank. d. Sanford June 7
1972.
DONNELL, Robert Harold. M.D., spec.
1899-1901. b. Bath Oct. 24 1878; m. Helen
Maxim April 22 1908. Physician (Leeds
1902-06, Bath 1906-14, San Diego CA
1914-34). V.pres. San Diego chapter Sons of
the Am. Revolution, d. San Diego CA Jan. 26
1934.
FOSTER, George Alcott. Med. Sch. 1899. b.
Garland May 28 1880; m. Lula Keysar Oct. 4
1904; ch.: Evelyn, Ruth, Eileen. Dentist
Rumford 1900-01, pharmacist NH (Dover
1901-03, Portsmouth 1903-05, Rochester
1905-07, Portsmouth 1907-09), traveling
salesman 1911-14. d. Hudson NH April 11
1914.
GILBERT, Frank Yuba. M.D. b. Orono
March 31 1878; m. Florence Cook April 1906;
ch.: Frances. Intern & asst. physician Butler
Hospital Providence RI, physician Portland
1903-37. Founder & ed. Journal of Me. Med.
Assn., pres. (Me. Med. Assn., Cumberland
County Med. Assn., Fish & Game Assn.)
Served to It. col. MCUSA 1918-19. d. Augusta
Jan. 18 1937.
HANLON, Orville Leon. M.D., A.B. 1897.
Delta Upsilon. b. N. Andover MA March 28
1875. Physician (Groveton NH 1901-02,
Ridlonville 1902-38). d. Mexico Dec. 10 1938.
HANNIGEN, Robert Clarence. M.D., A.B. St.
Joseph's Univ. 1897. b. St. Stephen N.B.
Canada May 1 1876; m. Nellie Shaughnessy
Oct. 10 1912; ch.: Howard, Mrs. Adam Eckert,
Robert Jr., David. Physician (Bath 1902-07,
Lewiston 1907-09, Bath 1909-24, Saco 1924-26,
Amesburg MA 1926-47), ret. Pres. (Amesbury
hospital staff, Essex N. Med. Assn.), sch.
physician Amesbury. Served to It. (sg)
MCUSN 1917-19. d. Amesbury MA Dec. 16
1948.
HARKINS, John Forrest. M.D. b. Lewiston
Oct. 31 1878; married; ch.: Ruth. Physician
(Misericorde Hospital NYC, Mamaroneck
NY), ret. ca. 1944. Played semi-pro baseball,
member minor league team Louisville KY. d.
St. Petersburg FL June 12 1964.
HATHAWAY, William Reginald Leonard.
M.D. b. Garland Dec. 25 1877; m. Ida Snell
Dec. 24 1898. Intern Eastern Me. General
Hospital Bangor 1901-02; physician (Garland
1902-06, Milo 1906-40); with Pratt Diagnostic
Hospital 1937, 1938, 1939. Member (Me.
House 1927, 1929, 1931; Me. Senate 1933,
1935), board of pension examiners, supt. sch.
Garland 1902-07, health officer, county med.
examiner, d. Milo May 26 1940.
HAYNES, Henry Willis. M.D. b. NYC April
16 1873; married; ch.: Ralph. Physician NYC
1901-05, with ins. business 1905-17. Served to
capt. MCUSA WWI. d. NYC Nov. 12 1946.
HIGGINS, Bruce Alvor. M.D. b. Conneaut
OH Oct. 5 1877; m. Jessie Megguier Aug. 12
1912; ch.: Mrs. H. Leighton, Vincent,
Malcolm. Physician E. Corinth 1902-07, detail
man Schlotterbeek & Foss Portland, physician
(Lincoln KS 1917-?, Lucas KS 19?, Slylvan
Grove 1926-54), ret. Coroner & county health
officer Lincoln County KS. d. Iola KS Aug. 8
1962.
HOPKINS, Percival Orison. M.D. b.
Frankfort Dec. 6 1874; m. May Sperry 1902.
Physician (Springfield 1901-05, Philips
1905-12, Bingham 1913-23). Health officer.
Served to capt. MCUSA 1917-18. d.
Skowhegan Oct. 1 1 1923.
HUTCHINS, James Gilbert. M.D. b. Orland
Aug. 27 1876; m. Isabel Sawyer Feb. 3 1900, m.
Eleanor Gould Oct. 15 1934; ch.: Florence.
Physician (Kingman 1901-03, Stonington
1903- 17, Camden 1917-46). Med. examiner
Knox County, health officer Camden, fellow of
the Am. Med. Soc. Served with MCUSA WWI.
d. Camden April 4 1946.
KENDALL, Clarence Fairbanks. M.D., A.B.
1898. b. Biddeford Jan. 15 1876. Physician
(Biddeford 1901-02, Portland 1902-03,
Jonesport 1903-05), physician & surgeon
Biddeford 1905-17, dist. surgeon (Montpelier
VT 1934-36, Pleasant Valley NY 1936-37),
USPHS 1942-46, ret. Dist. health officer Me.
State Dept. Health 1931-32. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1917-19. d. Biddeford Aug. 22 1956.
LARRABEE, Herbert Manson. M.D. b.
Boston Aug. 14 1879; ro. May Libby June 4
1902, married again; ch.: Herbert Jr. Physician
(Newport RI 1902-03, psychiatry Tewksbury
MA 1903-18, neuro-psychiatry Lowell MA
1918-48). Member (draft board 1917-18, appeal
board 1941-45), consultant (Lowell City
Hospital, Middlesex House of Correction
Bedford VA), psychiatric dir. Tewksbury State
Hospital, d. Tewksbury MA April 28 1957.
LESLIE, Frank Elliott. M.D. b. N. Woburn
MA July 21 1873; m. Nellie Ripley June 3
1903. Physician Andover 1901-04, supt.
Glenellis Sanitarium neuro-psychiatric cases
Andover 1905-17, USPHS (commissioned
surgeon 1919, sr. surgeon 1920), organizer
neuropsychiatric boards WWI (Ft. Ethan Allen
VT, Ft. Myer VA, Camp Shelby MS, Camp
Logan TX, Camp MacArthur TX, Camp
Wadworth SC, Camp Sherman OH), organizer
neuropsychiatric neuropsychiatric services for
Army, clinical dir. Ft. Benjamin Harrison &
Ft. Sam Houston TX 1919, med. officer in
charge USPHS (W. Roxbury MA 1920,
Augusta GA 1921), clinical dir. Perryville MD
1922, med. officer in charge (U.S. Veterans
Bureau Ft. McKenzie WY 1922, Palo Alto CA
1923, Camp Custer MI 1924),
neuropsychiatrist Central Board of Appeals
U.S. Veteran's Bureau NYC 1925-26, asst.
med. officer in charge & clinical dir. U.S.
Veteran's hospital Phila. PA 1926, med. officer
in charge U.S. Veteran's hospital Perry Point
MD 1927-33, mgr. V.A. Facility Northampton
MA 1933-39, Madison WI 1939-43), ret., sr.
psychiatrist Norwich CT State Hospital 1945,
psychiatrist la. Board of Control of State
Diplomate Am. Board of Psychiatry &
Neurology, established Glenellis 25 room
nervous patients sanitarium 1905, sec. Andover
Board of Health 1902-17, med. examiner life
ins. co. 1902-17 (Equitable, N.Y. Life, Mutual
Benefit, Union Mutual, Union Central,
Provident Life & Trust, Phoenix, Fidelity
Mutual, Prudential, Independent Order of
Foresters, Mass. Mutual, Home Life of N.Y.,
Postal Life of N.Y.), chief ranger & court
physician Andover 1911, pres. Oxford County
Med. Assn. 1911 & 1915. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1917-19, MCUSAR 1924. Frank E. &
Nellie V. Leslie Scholarship Fund established
1967. Contbr. d. St. Petersburg FL March 27
1951.
LOWE, James Marshall. M.D. b.
Vinalhaven Sept. 7 1873. Physician
(Vinalhaven 1901-04, Los Angeles CA 1904-05,
The Dalles OR 1905-10, Oregon City OR
1910-?). deceased.
MADDAN, Martin Crowell. M.D. b. Gray
April 30 1869; m. Fern Gould March 5 1914;
ch.: Lawrence. Intern State Inst. Cranston RI
1902. physician Old Town 1902-52. Chmn.
board of health Old Town 1906-24, county
med. examiner 1936-44, city physician Old
Town, commissioner Boy Scouts of Am. Old
Town 1937-38, high court physician
Independent Order of Foresters of Me. &
N.H., pres. Penobscot County Med. Assn. d.
Old Town Aug. 11 1952.
MARSTON, Clarence Harold. M.D. b.
Gorham Jan. 20 1872; m. Lula Richardson
May 5 1897; ch.: Paul '21, Arline, Marguerite,
Ruth. Physician Brownfield 1901-42. Member
med. examining board 1917-18, health officer
Brownfield, trustee Tyler Memorial Church
Brownfield, supt. sch. Brownfield. d. E.
Brownfield May 10 1942.
MCCARTHY, Henry Thomas. M.D. b.
Lewiston Dec. 6 1878. Physician Lewiston
1901-17. d. Lewiston Feb. 19 1917.
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MILLIKEN, Herbert Eldridge. M.D. b.
Surry Jan. 25 1880. Physician (Northeast
Harbor 1901, Waterville 1902-10, Portland
1910-43), Me. Med. Sch. (asst. medicine
1913-15, instr. 1915-18, asst. prof,
gastroenterology 1918-21). Sec. Clinical Soc.
Waterville, pres. Kennebec County Med. Soc,
city physician Waterville, consulting spec,
internal medicine USPHS. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1918-19. d. Portland Feb. 9 1943.
MITCHELL, Frank Baxter. M.D., spec.
1899-1901, M.D. N.Y. Homeopathic Med.
Coll. & Hospital 1905. b. Syracuse NY Oct.
10 1876. Physician (Westerly RI 1906, Norwich
CT, Orange NY 1910-?). deceased.
NASH, George Page. Med. Sch. 1899, 1901;
D.M.D. Tufts 1905. b. NYC Dec. 17 1877;
married; ch.: Allan. Dentist pvt. practice
Lewiston 1905-40, ret. d. Portland Oct. 20
1968.
ODOIORNE, Joseph Ernest. M.D., A.B. Phi
Beta Kappa. Delta Upsilon. b. Richmond
March 5 1876. Asst. biology 1898-1900,
physician (Pittston 1901-11, N. Whitefield
1911- 12, Coopers Mills, Whitefield 1922). d.
Coopers Mills Dec. 21 1953.
PELLETIER, Joseph John. M.D. b.
Lewiston April 1 1880; m. Rose Fisher July 2
1901; ch.: Anthony. Physician Lewiston
1901-39. City physician Lewiston, member sch.
board Lewiston. Served to capt. MCUSA
1918-19. d. Lewiston June 2 1939.
PENNELL, Edgar Llewellyn. M.D., A.B. Bates
1893. b. Gray Jan. 31 1869; m. May Goff, m.
Annie Watson Oct. 3 1901 ; ch.: Edgar, Walter,
Gladys. Physician (Kingfield 1901-13, Auburn
1913-24). d. Kingfield July 8 1924.
PINGREE, Harold Ashton. M.D. b. Portland
Jan 16 1877. Intern Me. General Hospital
Portland 1902-03, physician Portland 1901-47,
instr. orthopedic surgery Me. Med. Sch.
1905-22, Me. General Hospital Portland (instr.
orthopedic surgery 1905-14, chief of staff
1936-45). F.A.C.S., Children's Hospital
Portland (one of the founders, member
orthopedic staff 1908-47, member board of
corporators), d. Portland Jan. 7 1948.
PRICE, Nelson OsweU. M.D. b. Havelock
N.B. Canada April 13 1873. Health officer St.
John N.B. Canada 1901, surgeon FHCRCA
1901-02. With Canadian Field Hospital Corps
S. African War. d. Klerksdorp S. Africa June 8
1902.
RICHMOND, Ivus Irvin. Med. Sch. 1899,
M.D. Harvard 1902. b. Byron Aug. 19 1872;
m. Frances Stewart Jan. 26 1905; ch.: Phyllis,
Rosemary, Ivus Jr., Frances. Physician E.
Bridgewater MA 1905-32. Member examining
board WWI, chmn. board of welfare, clerk
board of selectman E. Bridgewater. d.
Brockton MA April 8 1932.
SANBORN, Warren Bigelow. Med. Sch.
1899-1900, M.D. Atlantic Med. Coll. 1909. b.
Augusta Feb. 3 1878; s. of Bigelow T. M'66; m.
Helen Gale April 12 1911. Physician
(Farmington 1910-13, Winthrop 1913-?,
Greenville RI).
SHEEHAN, Thomas Edward. Med. Sch. 1899.
b. N. Abington MA March 3 1981. d. Sept.
14 1905.
SMALL, Morton Maxwell. M.D. b. Sunset
May 12 1878; m. Tammie Flynn June 1897, m.
Marion Ricker; ch.: Edward, William, Feme.
Intern Me. General Hospital Portland 1901-02,
physician Weeks Mills 1902-?, oculist
Waterville 1916-46, ret. d. Waterville April 23
1947.
SMALL, Philip Warren. Med. Sch. 1899. b.
Deer Isle Dec. 17 1878; m. Grace Pickering
Nov. 30 1907; ch.: Marguerite, Clyde. Druggist
(Stonington 1908-18, Portland 1918-31). d.
Falmouth Nov. 15 1938.
THOMPSON, Clarence Edgar. M.D. b.
Lewiston July 13 1875; m. Elizabeth McLeod
Feb. 18 1903. Intern Me. General Hospital
1901-02, physician Saco 1902-45. Pres. Rotary,
head med. staff Pepperell Mills 25 yrs.,
member board of health Saco. d. Saco June 2
1945.
TIBBETTS, Raymond Richard. M.D. b. E.
Palermo Sept. 11 1875; m. Pearl Tibbetts May
7 1913; ch.: Mrs. Frederic Freeman, Margaret.
House doctor Me. General Hospital Portland
1901-02, physician (Belfast 1902-04, Bethel
1905-48). Trustee Bethel (savings bank, Gould
Acad.), chmn. board of church trustees, sr.
deacon Bethel, pres. Bethel Library Assn.,
member sch. board Bethel. Served to 1st It.
MCUSN 1917-19. d. Bethel Feb. 27 1958.
TOBEY, Fred Chamberlain. M.D. b. Boston
Jan. 12 1878. Physician Wolfeboro NH
1902-27. d. Wolfeboro NH Oct. 6 1927.
TRAYNOR, Joseph Paul. M.D. b. Biddeford
Aug. 1 1878. Capt. MCUSN 1902-28. d. Pine
Point Sept. 12 1944.
WALSH, Joseph. Med. Sch. 1899-1901, M.D.
Tufts 1905. b. Lewiston Sept. 2 1872.
Physician New Britain CT. d. Jan. 2 1947.
WHEELER, Fred Everett. M.D. b. Oakland
Oct. 12 1872; m. Annie Williams Oct. 22 1902,
m. Evelyn Cloutier; ch.: Dorothy. Universalist
minister Dover-Foxcroft & Mechanic Falls
1894-1901, physician (W. Paris 1901-22,
Waterville 1922-45), ret. City physician
Waterville, pres. (Lions Club, state-wide youth
fellowship). Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1918-19.
d. Waterville Oct. 18 1959.
WILLIAMSON, Cassius Claudius. Med. Sch.
1899, A.B. 1898. Theta Delta Chi. b. Milan
NH May 15 1875. Cattle rancher MI 1900-01
& 1904-05, pharmacist Lewiston MT 1905-10,
real estate & loan business Lewiston & Great
Falls MT 1910-31, invest. Lewiston 1931-45,
farm mgr. Lewistown 1945-?
YOUNG, Corydon Leslie. Med. Sch.
1899-1900, spec. 1898-99. b. New Portland
July 9 1876. Traveling salesman Boston.
Class of 1902
LEADER, Richard Timothy. M.D. b.
Auburn Nov. 2 1880. Physician Lewiston
1902- 17, dir. Neb. div. for control of venereal
disease USPHS 1917-20, chief Mass. V.A.
1920-44, ret. Member board of aldermen
Lewiston 1904-05, rep. Me. State Legislature
1907-08. Served to maj. MCUSA 1917-18. d.
Lewiston March 16 1947.
LONG, Samuel Heber. M.D. b. St. John
N.B. Canada March 13 1875; m. Grace
Eastman Feb. 15 1905, m. Josephine Long Feb.
19 1927; ch.: Samuel Jr. Physician Apponaug
RI 1907-31. V.pres. Warwick Dist. Nursing
Assn., member Warwick town council, chmn.
board of police commissioner, town physician
Warwick, d. Apponaug RI Feb. 13 1931.
MORELEN, Alonzo William. M.D., A.B. 1895.
b. Franklin Jan. 19 1871. Principal Bridge
Acad. Dresden Mills 1895-98, physician
Cherryfield 1903-14. d. Oct. 11 1914.
WORTHEN, Charles Arthur. M.D. b.
Boston April 16 1872; m. Agnes Fitzgerald
1904; ch.: Charles Jr., Virginia. Intern Me.
General Hospital Portland, resident &
physician Danvers MA State Hospital 1902-03,
physician Lynn & Union Hospitals MA
1903-48, ret. Past pres. Essex S. Dist. MA Med.
Soc, chief surgeion degree staff Aleppo
Temple Shrine, police surgeion & city
physician Lynn, physician Old Casino Boxing
Club Lynn. d. Phila. PA Nov. 21 1961.
Class of 1903
BOWERS, Elbern Taylor. Med. Sch. 1900,
Ph.G. Mass. Coll. Pharmacy 1896, M.D. Tufts
1902. b. Lewiston Aug. 2 1872. Physician
Boston 1902-08. d. May 13 1908.
BRIDGHAM, Charles Spiro. M.D. b.
Sullivan April 26 1878; s. of Frederic W. M'66.
Intern Worcester MA City Hospital, physician
(Sullivan 1906-10, Tacoma WA 1910-46), ret.
d. Sullivan April 27 1960.
DALY, William Henry. Med. Sch. 1900, A.B.
Van Buren Coll. 1899. b. Milltown N.B.
Canada March 28 1872.
GOSS, Richard Albert. M.D. b. Lewiston
Feb. 15 1880; m. Grace Holt June 16 1908.
Student State Hospital Central Islip Long Is.
NY 1903-04, 1904-05; intern Central Me.
General Hospital Lewiston; physician
Lewiston; surgeon St. Mary's Hospital
Lewiston 1905-12; clinical asst. Me. Eye & Ear
Infirmary Portland 1911-?; physician Sanford
1912-46; ret. Member (Henrietta D. Goodall
Hospital Staff Sanford, med. advisory board
WWI), examiner of the blind, d. Sanford Oct.
20 1947.
GRINDLE, John Lowell. M.D. b. Mt. Desert
Feb. 5 1877; m. Grace Smallidge; ch.: Robert.
Physician Northeast Harbor 1903-? d.
Northeast Harbor July 8 1955.
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HAGERTHY, Albert Bellatty. M.D. b. Surry
July 17 1879; m. Belle Trafton April 25 1906;
ch.: Albert '34. Intern Eastern Me. General
Hospital 1903-04, physician Ashland 1904-41.
Sec. Board of Health Ashland, county med.
examiner & physician Bangor & Aroostock
RR, pres. Aroostock County (med. soc, anti
TB soc). d. Ashland Oct. 3 1941.
HAMBLETON, Marcus Philip. M.D. b. N.
Ely P.Q. Canada July 6 1879; m. Helen
Hutchinson Oct. 11 1904, m. Ethel Vickery
Feb. 16 1911; ch.: Helen. Physician (Princeton
1904-07, Jonesport 1907-15, Augusta 1915-22,
Los Angeles CA 1922-26, Fontana CA
1926-43). Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1917-19. d.
San Bernardino CA March 16 1943.
HANEY, Oramel Elisha. M.D. b. N.
Penobscot Sept. 21 1876; m. Caroline Lindsay
June 21 1921; ch.: Richard, Robert, Barbara.
Physician (Boothbay Harbor 1904-09, Portland
1909-45). Staff member Me. General Hospital,
Eye & Ear Infirmary Portland, head of clinic
skin diseases Public Health Service Dispensary.
Served to maj. MCUSA 1917-18. d. Portland
Sept. 4 1945.
HANSCOM, Edgar Ivory. M.D, A.B. Bates
1896. b. Lebanon Jan. 11 1872; m. Stella
Pierpont Oct. 31 1905; ch.: Edwin, Viola.
Intern & asst. physician State Hospital for the
Insane Howard RI 1904-10. d. Howard RI
Feb. 19 1910.
HILLS, Louis LenviUe. M.D., A.B. 1899. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Arlington IL May 7 1877;
m. Mary Robinson 1906, m. Ruth Taylor Nov.
16 1921; ch.: Louis Jr. '47. Pres. Kiwanis 1936.
Served to capt. USA 1918-19. d. Westbrook
June 9 1956.
HOWARD, Rowland Sewall. Med. Sch.
1900-01. b. E. Orange NJ July 30 1878. Agt.
(Farmington, Phila. PA 1912-19), advt. mgr.
Charles Scribner's Sons Chicago IL 1918-?
LITTLE, Srillman David. M.D. b. Alexander
Oct. 5 1871. Physician (Caribou 1904-11,
Phoenix AZ 1911-46), ret. d. Phoenix AZ Oct.
18 1957.
LOMBARD, Joseph Robert. Med. Sch. 1900.
b. Brunswick Aug. 2 1879; m. Iola Staples
May 18 1904; ch.: Mrs. Moses White. Barber
Brunswick 1908-47. d. Jan. 4 1947.
LORD, Fred Clarence. M.D. b. Belgrade
Feb. 7 1876; m. Anita Bunker July 7 1905; ch.:
Frederick. Physician Kennebunk 1904-16,
intern N.Y. Eye & Ear Infirmary 1916-17,
Physician Biddeford 1916-46. Examiner USA
WWI & WWII, member staff Webber
Hospital, pres. Biddeford & Saco Rotary Club,
d. Saco Jan. 29 1946.
MARSTON, Edwin John. Med. Sch. 1900-03,
M.D. Chattanooga Med. Coll. 1902. b.
Litchfield March 18 1880. Physician (Buckfield
1908-?, Auburn).
MOODY, Harry Alton. M.D. b. Jefferson
Nov. 9 1877; m. Mildred Libby May 27 1898,
m. Margaret Davis Feb. 7 1917; ch.: Harry Jr.,
John. Physician (Sanbornville NH 1905-10, E.
Millinocket 1910-03, Rumford 1916-46), ret.
Selective service examiner WWI & WWII. d.
Brunswick Sept. 27 1955.
NEVERS, Harry Hill. M.D. b. Norway April
9 1876; m. Susan McKinnon Oct. 19 1904.
Intern Me. General Hospital Portland,
physician Lawrence MA 1905-? Pres.
Lawrence Little League, life member U.S.
Professional Baseball Assn. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1916-18. d. Lawrence MA Dec. 29
1954.
PARKER, Mason. M.D. b. Phillips Nov. 4
1871. Physician Rangeley 1904-07. d. Rangeley
May 5 1907.
QUINN, Bennet Homer. Med. Sch. 1900, A.B.
Bates 1899. b. Lubec March 9 1877. Teacher,
farmer & lumberer Houlton OR 1904-?
RIDLEY, Maurice Edwin. Med. Sch. 1900. b.
Harpswell March 27 1876; married; ch.: Paul.
Machinist Richmond 1909-?
RUSSELL, James Percy. M.D, A.B. 1897.
Delta Kappa Epsilor* b. Warren Sept. 8
1870. Teacher Wilton 1897-98, Me. State
bacteriologist Augusta 1903-05, physician
Robbinston 1905-11, Brewer 1911-27. d.
Norcross May 28 1927.
SIMONTON, Frank Forester. M.D, A.B.
Wesleyan 1899. b. Waldoboro April 6 1876;
m. Edith Thayer March 8 1904, m. Charlotte
Fort; ch.: John, Edith, Mrs. Edward White.
Physician & surgeon Ellsworth 1903-11, mayor
Ellsworth 1908-09, physician Thompsonville
CT 1911-46, ret. U.S. pension examiner,
coroner Hancock County Enfield CT, health
officer & med. examiner. Served to maj.
MCUSA 1918-19. d. Enfield CT March 5 1970.
STETSON, Joseph Snow. Med. Sch. 1900,
A.B. 1897, D.M.D. Tufts 1903. Delta Upsilon.
b. Brunswick Jan. 9 1874; m. Isabelle Baker
Oct. 10 1904; ch.: Joseph '34, Robert '34.
Dentist (Norway 1903-04, Brunswick 1904-?).
d. Brunswick June 25 1954.
STROUT, Arthur Weston. M.D, A.B. 1900.
STURGIS, Milton Gorham. Med. Sch. 1900,
A.B. Bates 1900. b. Auburn Jan. 28 1878; m.
Sara Perkins Oct. 19 1904; ch.: Isabel, Milton.
Physician Seattle WA 1904-? F.A.C.S. Contbr.
TURNER, George Henry, Jr. M.D. b.
Portland Aug. 7 1878; m. Sadie Corbett Aug. 9
1907; ch.: George, Allison. House physician
Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary Portland 1903-04,
physician (Portland 1904-16, Hartford 1916).
Surgeon USN. d. Hartland Sept. 9 1916.
VARNEY, Elton Murray. M.D. b. Brunswick
Nov. 13 1878; m. Rebecca Hobson 1904, m.
Blanche Danforth June 30 1939. Physician (W.
Buxton 1903-?, Peabody MA 197-43). City
physician Peabody MA. Served to 1st It. USA
1918-19. d. Peabody MA March 11 1944.
WILEY, Arthur Goodwin. M.D, A.B. 1895.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Bethel Jan. 7 1874; s. of
Goodwin R. M'69; m. Nellie Frost 1900; ch.:
Olive. Principal high sch. Norway 1896-99,
asst. biologist 1900-01, physician Bar Mills
1904-? d. Buxton April 29 1963.
WISEMAN, Robert James. M.D. b.
Standfold P.Q. Canada June 26 1871; m. Rose
Leyr May 15 1894; ch.: Robert, Philippe,
Armand, Albert, Priscilla. Physician Lewiston
1903-42, registered pharmacist 1904-10, instr.
anatomy & physiology St. Mary's Hospital
Lewiston 1910-29. St. Mary's Hospital
Lewiston (pres. staff 1925-26, surgeon 1910-37,
member directive board); mayor Lewiston
1914, 1925-29, 1933-35; pres. & member sch.
board; alderman; dir. Nat. Emergency Council
for State of Me.; member Me. Legislature
1921-22. d. Lewiston Nov. 20 1942.
WORTHLEY, Harold. Med. Sch. 1900. b.
Portland Dec. 10 1878; m. Cassandra Morrison
Feb. 19 1911; ch.: Herbert, Louise, George,
James, Grace. Farmer & town official Avon
1901-?, town official Sexton & Phillips 1929-?
Supt. sch. Avon, member board of selectmen
Phillips, d. Phillips 1956.
Class of 1904
BERNARD, Joseph Napoleon Gideon. M.D.
b. St. Francois P.Q. Canada Oct. 21 1871; m.
Abbie Jutras June 26 1905; ch.: Violet,
Normand. Physician Waterville 1904-29. d.
Waterville May 20 1929.
CALL, Ernest Victor. M.D, A.B. Bates 1900.
b. Pittsfield Aug. 10 1877; m. Mabel
Furbush June 23 1904; ch.: George, Virginia.
Physician Lewiston 1904-51, member surgical
staff Central Me. General Hospital. Pres. (Me.
Med. Assn. 1932, C. of C. Lewiston), trustee
Bates Coll, member advisory council Me.
State Dept. Health & Welfare. Served to 1st It.
MCUSA 1917-18. d. Lewiston Aug. 29 1951.
CLASON, Silas Oliver. M.D, A.B. Bates 1900.
b. Gardiner Nov. 4 1879; s. of Pell R. M'82; m.
Lucy Small June 8 1908, m. Lena Harriman.
Intern St. Joseph's Hospital Providence RI,
physician Gardiner 1906-44. Member staff
Gardiner General Hospital, incorporator
Gardiner Savings Institution, d. Gardiner
March 2 1944.
CLOUDMAN, Harry Howard. Med. Sch.
1900-01, A.B. 1901.
CRAGIN, Charles Langmaid. M.D. b.
Norway March 2 1876; married; ch.: Charles
Jr., Robert, Mrs. Ralph Lewin. Intern (Me.
General Hospital, Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary
Portland), physician Portland 1905-06,
demonstrator anatomy 1906-07, asst.
demonstrator 1907-12. Physician & surgeon
Me. Central RR, flight surgeon Civil Air
Patrol. Served to maj. Nat. Guard, d. Portland
Nov. 18 1965.
DYER, John Small. M.D. b. New Sharon
Oct. 31 1869; m. Edith Forbus March 3 1910;
ch.: Madeling. Physician (New Sharon
1904-10, Harmony 1910-18, Winter Harbor
1918-22). d. Winter Harbor July 9 1922.
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EUSTIS, William Oliver. Med. Sch. 1900. b.
Freeman Sept. 11 1876.
FULLER, Edwin Motley. M.D., A.B. 1901.
FURBISH, Henry Dearborn. Med. Sch. 1901,
A.B. Colby 1900. b. Hartland May 18 1879.
Teacher (Newport NH, Hyde Park MA, E.
Providence RI 1909). d. Oct. 2 1940.
GEHRING, Edwin Wagner. M.D., C.E.
Cornell 1900. b. Cleveland OH March 3
1876; m. Alice Chamberlain Sept. 10 1904; ch.:
Marcia, John, Jane. Physician Portland
1904-53, instr. (physiology 1905-11, internal
medicine 1911-12). Member board of
governors for Me. in Am. Coll. Physicians
1921-38, chief med. staff Me. General Hospital
Portland 1928-38, pres. Me. Med. Assn.
1934-35. d. Portland Aug. 7 1953.
GOSS, Ralph Warren. M.D., A.B. Bates 1901.
b. Lewiston June 17 1879; m. Emma Dixon
Aug. 22 1905. Intern (Eye & Ear Infirmary
Portland, Veteran's hospital Togus), physician
Litchfield 1905-47. Dir. Monmouth-Greene
Tel. Co. Winthrop, supt. sch. Litchfield,
member sch. board Litchfield, past master
Morning Star Lodge of Masons, d. Litchfield
July 16 1947.
HILL, Paul Stanley. Med. Sch. 1901, A.B.
1901.
HUTCHINS, William Parker. M.D. b.
Oakland June 17 1875; m. Philamelia Greene
Dec. 29 1897, m. Ruby Bell April 10 1931; one
child. Physician (Rumford 1905-11, Portland
1911, Caribou 1911-14, Ft. Fairfield 1914-20,
Marengo IA 1920-25, Los Angeles CA
1925-46), ret. Member sch. board Ft. Fairfield,
d. Oakland CA Feb. 27 1953.
JONES, Albert Mark. M.D., A.B. Bates 1900.
b. Brooks Jan. 5 1872; m. Effie Whitten
Sept. 8 1908; ch.: Stuart. Intern Eastern Me.
General Hospital Bangor 1904-05, physician
Milo 1905-11. d. Milo March 1 1911.
KEENE, Linwood Melrose. M.D. b.
Winthrop Dec. 6 1874; m. Belle Sawyer April 4
1896, m. Mary Barnard Dec. 12 1919.
Physician (Kittery 1904-08, Alexandria MN
1910-30, Pawnee OK 1930-?, Albuquerque
NM). Served to capt. MCUSA 1918-19. d.
Albuquerque NM Jan. 15 1936.
MacDONALD, John Bernard. M.D., A.B. St.
Francis Xavier Coll. b. Glenville N.S.
Canada Sept. 18 1872; m. Elizabeth Reade
Sept. 27 1911; ch.: John, Elizabeth. Asst.
physician (Me. Insane Hospital Augusta
1904-07, N.H. State Hospital Concord 1907-11,
Grafton MA State Hospital 1912), Danvers
State Hospital (asst. supt. 1912-16, supt.
1916-27). d. Arlington MA Sept. 6 1927.
MAGUNE, Frank Leroy. M.D., spec.
1899-1901. b. Rockport Nov. 15 1880; m.
Mildred Richards April 28 1909; ch.: Marjorie,
Robert, Arville, Frank. Intern Worcester MA
City Hospital 1904-06, surgeon Penn. RR
Renovo 1906-07, asst. supt. Worcester City
Hospital 1907-08, physician pvt. practice
Worcester 1908-46, ret. Surgeon Worcester
County Jail 1911-31, med. examiner Penn. RR
1906-07. Served to capt. Mass. State Guard, d.
Worcester MA May 1 1 1957.
MARSH, Stanley Nay. Med. Sch. 1901, M.D.
Md. Med. Coll. 1903. b. Skowhegan Aug. 1
1875; married; ch.: Gerald, Mrs. Howard
Mendenhall, Joyce. Physician (W. Enfield
1903-?, Bangor, Guilford), ret. Pres. Penobscot
& Piscataquis County Med. Assn., past
governor Lions Club Int. d. San Diego CA
April 9 1962.
McMILLAN, Archibald. M.D. b. Big Harbor
N.S. Canada Aug. 1872; m. Grace Everett, m.
Elizabeth Hawthorne Nov. 23 1938. Physician
MA (Boston 1905-15, V.A. Lawrence 1920-27,
Petersham 1927-30, Athol 1930-48). Pres. Tully
Med. Sch., flight surgeon 1928-48. Served to
capt. RAMC 1915-20, med. examiner Selective
Service 1941-47. d. Athol MA Jan. 17 1948.
MILLIKEN, Harris James. M.D., A.B. 1901.
MOODY, George Frederick Henry. Med. Sch.
1901-02. b. Lebanon April 30 1879.
PARKER, Ralph Almeron. M.D., A.B. Bates
1888. b. Greene Jan. 7 1861; m. Marietta
Merrill Aug. 5 1886; ch.: Miles. Intern Central
Me. General Hospital Lewiston 1904-05,
physician Auburn 1905-18. d. Greene Oct. 13
1918.
PRATT, George Loring. M.D., A.B. 1901.
SMALL, Harry Lester. M.D. b. Madrid
Sept. 13 1872; m. Blanche Ripley June 6 1897;
ch.: Cloyd, Asa. Physician Burnham 1904. d.
Burnham Dec. 26 1904.
STEWART, Delbert Mason. M.D., A.B. Bates
1889. b. Wales Sept. 13 1875; m. Lovado
Maxwell Nov. 29 1905; ch.: Geraldine,
Gordon '35. Asst. surgeon Nat. Soldier's Home
Togus 1904-05, physician S. Paris 1905-48. Dir.
Paris Trust Co. 1918-32, member sch. board S.
Paris 1912-17, examining physician Selective
Service Oxford County 1940-47, pres. (Oxford
County Med. Soc, Me. Med. Assn., med. staff
Stephens Memorial Hospital). Served to capt.
MCUSA 1917-19. d. Norway Aug. 7 1963.
STUDLEY, George Willis Cole. M.D. b. S.
Portland Aug. 22 1874; m. Ethel Kennedy Dec.
8 1902; ch.: Laurence. Physician Leeds & S.
Portland, asst. keeper of the light Matincus
Rock Light Station 1912-?, ret. Health
commissioner S. Portland, d. Togus April 19
1949.
SYPHERS, LeRoi Scott. M.D. b. Mars Hill
April 22 1874; s. of James H. M'83; m.
Charlotte Bolton July 25 1906; ch.: LeRoi,
Eleanor, Elizabeth. Physician (Cornish
1905-11, S. Portland 1911-18, Cornish
1918-34). d. Portland Jan. 16 1934.
TIBBETTS, Hermann Kotzschmar. M.D. b.
Lyman Oct. 18 1876; m. Floe Getchell March
29 1905; ch.: Herman Jr. Physician Limerick
1905-35. Med. attendant Town Farm 1905-08,
member sch. board 1908-11, chmn. board of
health 1911, town physician 1910, health
officer 1924-35. d. Sanford Dec. 21 1935.
TOWLE, Edwin Dudley. Med. Sch. 1901, M.D.
Md. Coll. 1903. b. Dover NH Nov. 2 1863.
Physician Salem MA.
Class of 1905
ALMY, Robert Lawton. Med. Sch. 1902-05.
b. Salem MA Nov. 24 1877. d. Portland May
9 1905.
BARKER, Nat Bailey Twycross. M.D., A.B.
1902.
BEANE, Charles Eugene Hill. M.D., A.B. 1900.
BRAGG, Jesse Sumner. M.D., A.B. Bates
1901. b. St. Albans Dec. 18 1877; m. Ina
Guptill Dec. 12 1906; ch.: Volney, Maurice.
Physician (Harmony 1906-11, Winter Harbor
1911-18, Newport 1911, Manchester NH
1921-32). Pres. (staff Notre Dame Hospital,
Lions Club), member Roentzenology Soc,
deacon First Baptist Church Manchester.
Served to maj. MCUSA 1918-19. d.
Manchester NH Jan. 1 1932.
BUTLER, Ward Elmer. Med. Sch. 1902-03.
b. Bluehill March 20 1881. d. Bluehill June 6
1912.
CLARKE, Frank Wilson. M.D. b. Nobleboro
April 3 1874; s. of James W. '73; m. Mattie
Kay July 5 1898; ch.: Catherine, Eleanor.
Physician Pemaquid 1909-25. Chmn. (Bristol
Red Cross, county committee), member board
of health, d. Pemaquid Jan. 30 1925.
DAY, DeForest Smith. M.D. b. Jefferson
March 7 1878; m. Helen Clapp Oct. 4 1905;
ch.: Robert. Physician Wiscasset 1905-? d.
Bath May 8 1962.
DOLE, Richard Bryant. Med. Sch. 1902, A.B.
1902.
EDWARDS, Marsters Clinton. Med. Sch.
1902. b. LaGrange June 15 1882.
EMMONS, Harold Leonard. Med. Sch. 1902,
D.M.D. Harvard 1905. b. Saco Dec. 27 1879;
m. Edith Johnson Oct. 14 1905; ch.: Sara, Mrs.
Sidney Foster, Mrs. Charles Anthony, Mrs.
George Thomas, Harold, Leavitt, Vandelia,
Willis. Dentist (Patten 1905-06, Saco 1906-48).
York County Children's Aid Soc. (dir. 1907-48,
pres. 1933-48), member Me. State Board
Dental Examiners 1912-17, sec. of board &
chmn. Me. State prosthetic dental service
committee of the Am. Dental Assn. 1945-48,
pres.-elect Greater Portland Dental Soc. 1948.
chmn. legislative committee Me. Dental Soc.
1931-36 & 1941-46, member Trull Hospital
staff Biddeford 1920-48, chief dental surgeon
Webber Hospital Biddeford 1910-48, Fellow
Am. Coll. of Dental Surgeons. Dental
examiner Selective Service York, Saco &
Biddeford Counties WWI & WWII; member
advisory board York County WWI. d. Saco
March 13 1958.
FIELD, Everett Howard. Med. Sch. 1902. M.D.
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Univ. Vt. 1908. b. Keene NH Feb. 4 1872.
Physician Patten.
FILES, Ernest Woodbury. M.D., A.B. 1902.
FOLSOM, Ernest Bertrand. M.D., A.B. 1902.
FURBISH, John Arthur. Med. Sch. 1902, A.B.
1902.
GARCELON, William Skelton. Med. Sch.
1901-02, A.B. 1902.
GEORGE, Leslie Handlin. Med. Sch. 1902,
M.D. Md. Med. Coll. 1905. Physician
Bradford MA. d. Haverhill MA Oct. 22 1942.
GOULD, Arthur Lewis. M.D. b. Ellsworth
Feb. 19 1883; m. Mabelle Dennett Oct. 2 1906;
ch.: Edna. Intern Eastern Me. General
Hospital Bangor 1905-06, physician Freeport
1906-48. Health officer (Cumberland County,
Freeport 1908-53), chmn. Freeport Sewer Dist.
d. Jackman July 3 1953.
GUTHRIE, Roger Hunt. Med. Sch. 1902. b.
Gorham May 7 1882. Trained nurse NYC.
HARDEN, Don Leslie. M.D. b. Phillips Oct.
8 1878; m. Bessie Burpee 1912, m. Emma
McClain Sept. 17 1918; ch.: Guy. Physician
(Canadian Pacific RR 1905-06, Brownville
1906-39). Member advisory board dist. 11
1917. d. Brownville Feb. 4 1939.
HAYDEN, Benjamin Franklin. M.D., A.B.
1902.
HUNT, Charles Henry. M.D., A.B. 1902.
HUNT, Harrison Joseph. M.D., A.B. 1902.
MCCARTHY, Jeremiah Edward. Med. Sch.
1902. b. Lewiston May 5 1877. Clerk
Lewiston. d. Lewiston Sept. 28 1925.
MERRIMAN, Angier Clarence. Med. Sch.
1902, D.M.D. Univ. Penn. 1906. b. Topsham
May 9 1881; married; ch.: Minnie, T. Olin,
Doctor Angier. Dentist Kennebunk 1906-24.
Served to capt. Me. State Nat. Guard, d.
March 27 1924.
NORRIS, Douglas Sherley. Med. Sch. 1902.
b. Bar Harbor Oct. 4 1880. Pullman
conductor, d. Nov. 22 1926.
O'CONNOR, John Christopher. M.D., B.S.
Dartmouth 1901. b. Mallow Ireland Dec. 21
1878; m. Helen Raymond Nov. 17 1908; ch.:
John, Raymond. Coach (Phillips Acad.
Andover MA 1905-06, Dartmouth Coll.
1907-08), physician (Salem MA 1907,
Manchester NH 1908-22). Member athletic
council Dartmouth. Served to maj. MCUSA
1917-19. d. Manchester NH Jan. 6 1922.
PILLSBURY, Myron Albert. Med. Sch. 1902,
A.B. Colby 1899. b. Gray Jan. 4 1877.
Farmer Saco 1903-?; city clerk 1912; mayor
1913-14; city clerk 1921, 1923, 1924, 1928;
supt. Saco Methodist Church. Member
common council Saco.
PLAYSE, Linn Foss. Med. Sch. 1902, M.D.
Baltimore Med. Coll. 1906. b. New Portland
Nov. 19 1882; m. Alice Roberts Sept. 14 1910.
Physician Hopkinton MA. Member board of
health.
POULIN, James Edward (Pooler). M.D. b.
Waterville May 23 1880; m. Mary McGinn;
ch.: Mrs. Gerald Cyr, James, Frederick,
Regina. Physician & surgeon Waterville
1907-35. Pres. Thayer Hospital Corp. 3 yrs.,
v.pres. (Kennebec County Med. Assn. 1934-35,
Me. Med. Assn.), member board of education
Waterville, city physician Waterville. d.
Waterville Oct. 2 1935.
PRESTON, Clifford Hamilton. Med. Sch.
1901-02, A.B. 1902.
PRITHAM, Fred John. M.D. b. Freeport
July 6 1880; m. Sarah Ring June 20 1906; ch.:
Carroll, Howard. Physician Greenville
Junction 1905-48. Surgeon Canadian Pacific
Railway 1913-48, first aid man (Great
Northern Paper Co. Hollinsworth & Whitney
Co. 1912-48, Bangor & Aroostock RR
1936-48), health officer 197-48, member sch.
board Greenville Junction 3 yrs. d. Greenville
Nov. 9 1972.
RUSSELL, Daniel Frank Davis. M.D. b.
Leeds Sept. 2 1879; m. Alice Lindsay Feb. 28
1907. Intern Central Me. General Hospital
Lewiston 1905-06, physician Leeds 1906-48.
Dir. Lewiston, Greene & Monmouth Tel. Co.;
town clerk 26 yrs. Recipient: 70 yr. pin Me.
Med. Assn. 1975. d. N. Leeds Sept. 24 1975.*
SAMPSON, Charles Edwin. Med. Sch. 1902.
b. Foxcroft Dec. 13 1880. d. Saco Nov. 1
1902.
SCHNEIDER, George Alfred. Med. Sch. 1902,
M.D. Baltimore Med. Coll. 1906. b. Schroon
Lake NY March 29 1882; m. Shirley Davis
Aug. 2 1957; ch.: Helena. Physician (Is. Falls
1919-?, Lewiston 1925), chief Me. General
Hospital. Served to 1st It. MCUSA. d. Auburn
May 11 1964.
SHERMAN, Warren Hunter. M.D. b.
Waterville Feb. 7 1878; m. Georgia Day Jan.
24 1906, m. Dessa Davis Aug. 21 1945.
Physician Graniteville MA 1906-18,
pediatrician on staff MA 1919-52 (General
Hospital Lowell, St. John's Hospital). Deacon
Eliot Union Church, pres. Middlesex N. Dist.
Med. Soc. 1941. Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1918-19. d. Lowell MA Nov. 9 1951.
SMITH, Fred Milton. M.D. b. Portland
June 2 1879; m. Martha Vose Dec. 17 1908;
ch.: Milton. Physician Portland 1906-15. d.
Portland April 24 1915.
SOULE, Alfred Morton Gilmore. Med. Sch.
1901-02, Bowdoin 1899-1901.
WARREN, Leonard Pitt. Med. Sch. 1902. b.
Lyman May 15 1881; m. Luella Bachelder
Nov. 29 1911. Teacher & farmer Lyman,
antique dealer Kennebunk.
WELLS, Elwin Harrison. Med. Sch. 1902,
M.D. Tufts 1907. b. Rumney NH Nov. 24
1880. Physician Wakefield MA.
WHITMAN, Plaisted Jackson. Med. Sch. 1902.
b. Buckfield Nov. 12 1880. Agriculturist
Buckfield.
WYMAN, John Howard. Med. Sch. 1902, A.B.
1901.
Class of 1906
BARROWS, Harris Clark. M.D., A.B. 1903.
BRIDGHAM, Paul Chester. Med. Sch. 1903,
M.D. Baltimore 1904. b. Buckfield July 20
1882; s. of Charles B. M'63.
DAVIS, Arthur Osmon. M.D., spec. 1902-03.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Peabody MA July 20
1880. Physician Bridgton 1907-09, MCUSA (It.
1910-13, capt. 1913-17, maj. 1917-30, It. col.
1930-36, col. 1936), ret. Registrar Fitzsimmons
County General Hospital 1933. d. San
Francisco CA Sept. 7 1957.
DAVIS, John Lewis. M.D. b. Russia Feb. 19
1881. Physician Portland 1907-37. d. April 13
1937.
DERRY, Louis Andrew. M.D., A.B. Holy Cross
1902. b. Portland Feb. 10 1880; married; one
child. Intern Boston City Hospital Boston
1906-07, physician Portland 1908-40, instr.
therapeutics Me. Med. Sch. 1910-18. Member
Am. Coll. of Surgeons, d. Portland June 17
1940.
DOUGHTY, Horace Everett. Med. Sch. 1903,
M.D. Baltimore Med. Coll. 1909. b.
Somersworth NH Dec. 24 1873; m. Grace
Pierce July 27 1909; ch.: Edward, Hellen.
Physician Lisbon Falls, d. Jan. 28 1939.
FERREN, Frank Leslie. M.D. b. Levant Oct.
18 1874; m. Susie Smart Aug. 6 1907; ch.:
Doris, Vinal. Intern Eastern Me. General
Hospital Bangor 1906-07, physician Westbrook
1907-32. State med. examiner 1924-25, city
physician 6 yrs., sch. physician 3 yrs. d.
Westbrook Dec. 27 1932.
FISHER, Stanwood Elmer. M.D. b. Portland
Sept. 2 1878; m. Frances Darker Sept. 10 1915;
ch.: Stanwood Jr. '41, Mrs. Frank Mitchell,
Mrs. Richard Chadwick. Physician & surgeon
Portland 1906-12, clinical asst. diseases of nose
& throat Me. Med. Sch. 1912-20, chief surgeon
1920-37, ret. Served to maj. MCUSA WWI. d.
Portia , d Oct. 23 1969.
FORD, Leonard Harris. M.D., B.S. Univ. Me.
1899. b. E. Eddington July 27 1878; m. Cora
Phillips Sept. 1 1909, m. Mary Brooks Jan. 6
1942; ch.: Leonard Jr. '36, Alvah '47, Paul '49.
Intern Eastern Me. General Hospital Bangor
1906-07, physician (E. Eddington 1907-16,
Brewer 1916-17, Bangor 1919-66). Member
(sch. board Bangor 1926-27, board of aldermen
Bangor), city physician, jail physician, asst.
surgeon USPHS Bangor. Served to capt. Nat.
Guard 1917-19. d. Bangor April 12 1971.
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GILBERT, Percy Emerton. M.D., A.B. Colby
1900. b. Greene Jan. 9 1876; m. Emily
Carpenter June 28 1906; ch.: Margaret. Intern
Me. General Hospital Portland 1906-07,
physician (Linneus 1907-13, Ashland 1913-23,
Madison 1923-47). Member board of health
1920-23, sch. physician 1921-23, pres. Madison
Kiwanis. Contbr. d. Madison Nov. 1 1947.
KELLEY, Ralph Berry. Med. Sch. 1903. b.
Unity July 31 1879; m. Mary Gilman Sept. 20
1911; ch.: Ralph, Florence, Charles. Principal
(grammar sch. Barnstable MA 1904, high sch.
Limestone 1905), instr. pharmacy Army
Hospital Sch. Washington DC 1906-07, asst.
surgeon Shipbuilding Co. Alameda CA
1916- 17, with chem. explosives co. Giant CA
1917-23, real estate ins., mere. Sacramento CA
1936-? Served with MCUSA 1905-11.
LARRABEE, Scott Goddard. M.D. b.
Scarborough May 1 1884. Physician (S.
Portland 1906-?, St. Paul MN). d. St. Paul MN
April 2 1956.
MARKS, Homer Hopkinson. M.D. b.
Portland Sept. 1 1876; m. Lena Emerson Nov.
17 1908, m. Rhoda Patterson; ch.: Arthur,
Elizabeth. Physician NH (Milan 1908-11,
Berlin 1911-41), with Eli Lilly & Co. 1929-34.
Rep. N.H. Legislature, chmn. (city board of
health, Coos County Med. Relief Board
Berlin), med. referee Coos County, member
exec, board St. Louis Hospital Berlin. Contbr.
d. Berlin NH April 11 1941.
McINTIRE, Ralph Alvah. Med. Sch. 1903. b.
Bath Nov. 8 1883; m. Janie Howes March 1
1938. With Hoin Silver Mine CA 1901-03,
machinist Brunswick 1903-07, principal
(Harrington 1907, Houlton 1910-18,
Northampton MA 1918-47), ret. Recipient: 40
yr. pin United Lodge of Masons Brunswick
1962. d. Brunswick July 24 1964.
MUNRO, Daniel Colin. Med. Sch. 1902-03,
A.B. 1903.
RIDLON, Joseph Randall. M.D. A.B. 1903.
ROBERTS, Walter Joseph. M.D. b.
Waterboro Sept. 12 1884; m. Idella Ross Dec.
28 1910, m. A. Eleanor Haselton Sept. 1 1 1946;
ch.: Bruce, Michael, Guy, Kevin, Susan. Intern
Me. General Hospital Portland 1906-07,
physician Rochester NH 1907-54. Established
first hospital Rochester, pres. & chief of staff
Frisbie Memorial Hospital Rochester, chmn.
Strafford County advisory board of WWII,
divisional surgeon Standard Oil Co. Boston &
Me. RR. Served to It. MCUSN WWI. d. Ft.
Lauderdale FL March 14 1954.
ROSS, Atherton Monette. M.D. b. Rangeley
April 22 1880; m. Elsie Morton Jan. 4 1928
(2nd marriage); ch.: Monette, Sayward,
Atherton. Physician (Strong 1906-07, Rangeley
1907-17, Farmington 1917-44). Helped found
Franklin County Memorial Hospital
Farmington. Served to 1st It. MCUSA WWI. d.
Lewiston April 26 1962.
ROSS, Chester Blanchard. Med. Sch. 1903.
b. Shapleigh April 29 1882; m. Florence
Ham Aug. 16 1909; ch.: Ruth. Business
1903-12, teacher (Beverly MA 1913-16, high
sch. Portland, Thornton Acad., Saco). d.
Portland Oct 16 1959.
SAMPSON, Harry William. M.D., spec.
1900-01. b. Monson April 27 1882; s. of
William L. M'76; m. Bertha Graves June 16
1913. Asst. surgeon Nat. Soldier's Home Togus
1906-13, physician (Monson 1913-20, Bangor
1920-36). Served to maj. MCUSA 1917-19. d.
Bangor May 27 1936.
SCHRTVER, Alfred Herman. M.D. b.
Middle Southampton N.B. Canada; m. Maude
Bradbury July 18 1906; ch.: Marion, Phyllis,
Alfred. Physician (Wytopitlock 1908-10, Mars
Hill 1910-11, Brewer 1911-18, Bangor 1918 -46),
ret. d. Bangor Sept. 21 1953.
SHAUGHNESSY, Michael James. Med. Sch.
1902-03, A.B. 1903.
SHAW, Adam Ernest. M.D. b. Glasgow
Scotland Sept. 23 1882; m. Matilda Anderson
June 8 1910; ch.: Lister, Mrs. Edward Jones.
Physician Lowell MA 1907-50, founder Shaw
Hospital Lowell. Examiner Scottish Clans,
pres. Mass. Med. Soc. d. Lowell MA April 1
1
1950.
THOMPSON, Philip Pickering. Med. Sch.
1903, A.B. Dartmouth 1902, M.D. Johns
Hopkins 1906. b. Portland April 29 1881.
Asst. demonstrator anatomy 1907-11,
physician Portland 1908-11, instr. (embryology
1911-12, diseases of women 1912-18). F.A.C.S.
Served to maj. MCUSA 1917-19.
WELCH, Francis Joseph. M.D., A.B. 1903.
WIGGIN, Chester McLoon. Med. Sch. 1903,
spec. 1903-04.
WOODBURY, Malcolm Sumner. Med. Sch.
1902-03, A.B. 1903.
WOODS, Fred Sumner. Med. Sch. 1903,
D.M.D. Harvard 1906. b. Pleasantdale Sept.
9 1878; m. Mary Jordan Oct. 31 1906; ch.:
Philip, Julia. Dentist Portland 1906-57, ret.
Pres. (N.E. Dental Assn. 1933, Me. State
Dental Soc. 1917, Me. State Board of Dental
Examiners 1948), hon. member N.E. Section of
the Am. Coll. of Dentists & The Acad. Int. of
Dentistry, d. Cape Elizabeth July 12 1961.
Class of 1907
DANIELS, Ora George. Med. Sch. 1904, A.B.
Tufts 1900, A.M. Gallaudet 1901, M.D.
Harvard 1909. b. Methuen MA Dec. 2 1877.
Physician Canton MA 1909-31. d. Canton MA
Feb. 3 1931.
DOLLOFF, David Ernest. M.D. b. Monroe
Feb. 8 1878; m. Carrie Rand June 21 1906; ch.:
Norman, Mrs. Weslene Troy. Intern Salem
MA 1907-08, physician Biddeford 1908-48.
Pres. York County Med. Soc, police
commissioner Biddeford 1924, cdr. Am.
Legion, chmn. Biddeford war memorial
committee. Served to capt. MCUSA 1917-19,
maj. MCUSAR; awarded Victory Medal,
Selective Service Medal, d. Biddeford Nov. 26
1948.
EVERETT, Harold Josselyn. M.D., A.B. 1904.
FOSTER, Ralph Waldo. M.D. b. Milbridge
Aug. 1 1 1882; m. Susan Riley Nov. 8 1909; ch.:
Philip. Physician (Brewer 1908-?, Bucksport
197-56). Med. examiner Hancock County 1948.
d. Bucksport Sept. 28 1956.
GIDDINGS, Harold Girard. Med. Sch. 1904,
A.B. Harvard 1901, M.D. Harvard 1907. b.
Gardiner March 23 1880. Physician Boston
1909-? F.A.C.S. d. May 28 1949.
KELLER, Benjamin Henry. M.D. b.
Thomaston March 10 1880; m. Martha Fish
Nov. 24 1900; ch.: Marie, Dorothy, Edith.
Physician (Appleton 1907-20, Thomaston
1920-45). Pres. Knox County Med. Soc,
member sch. committee, supt. sch., town clerk,
prison physician, overseer of the poor
Thomaston. d. Thomaston Dec. 2 1945.
LARSSON, John Gustave. Med. Sch. 1904,
A.B. Colby 1902, M.D. Long Is. Coll. Hospital
1907. b. Wermland Sweden Feb. 10 1878.
Physician MA (Brockton 1908-10, Boston
1911-?).
LEWIS, William Jerris. M.D. b. Westboro
MA March 27 1881; m. Estella Martin Sept. 4
1906, m. Almina Helms Sept. 28 1918; ch.:
Marjorie. Physician (Canaan 1907-10, Freeport
1910-26). Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1918. d.
Portland Sept. 26 1926.
MacVANE, Ernest Franklin. Med. Sch. 1904,
M.D. Univ. Vt. 1907. b. Portland 1880; m.
Mary MacDonald Aug. 9 1915. Student Univ.
Vienna Austria 1907, physician S. Portland
1908-37, city physician Portland 1910-12. d.
Portland Sept. 9 1937.
MASON, Broadstreet Henry. M.D. b.
Monroe April 8 1881; m. Rena Ferguson July
21 1915; ch.: Charles '40, Lloyd, Robert. Intern
Me. General Hospital, Worcester MA State
Asylum (asst. physician 1908-18, supt.
1918-21), asst. dir. Mich. State Psychopathic
Hospital Ann Arbor 1921-23, instr. psychiatry
Univ. Mich. Ann Arbor 1921-23, asst. supt.
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital Boston 1923-27,
supt. Waterbury CT Hospital 1927-41, ret.
F.A.C.S., pres. (New Eng. Hospital Assn.,
Rotary Club Waterbury). d. W. Hartford CT
Jan. 1 1942.
MOORE, Roland Banks. M.D. b. Portland
May 24 1886; m. Anna Brown Feb. 1 1918:
ch.: David, William, Majorie. Intern N.Y.
Lying-In Hospital 1907-09, physician Portland
1909- 11, clinical asst. obstetrics 1911-19, instr.
pediatrics 1920, prof, pediatrics Bowdoin
1920-21. Member sch. committee Westbrook
1941-42, Me. General Hospital (chief
obstetrical service 1921-46, member consulting
staff 1946). Served to maj. MCUSA 1917-19,
served to col. MCUSA 1942-46. d. Bethesda
MD Nov. 10 1961.
NEWCOMB, Charles Howard. M.D. b. S.
Newburgh Sept. 8 1880; m. Elizabeth Moore
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July 24 1912. Physician (Brownville Junction
1907-09, Clinton 1910-48). Sch. physician &
local health officer Clinton. Served to 1st It.
MCUSA 1918-19; awarded 1 gold chevron, d.
Clinton Jan. 7 1964.
NORTH, Charles David. M.D. b. Auburn
April 24 1880; m. Edith Luiscatt Dec. 21 1906
(2nd marriage); ch.: Elzada. Physician (Canton
1907-11, Tenant's Harbor 1911-18, Rockland
1918-56). City physician Rockland, med.
examiner Knox County, d. Rockland June 28
1956.
PRATT, Frederick Whitney. Med. Sch. 1904.
b. Augusta April 10 1883. d. May 1 1907.
PRIEST, Maurice Albert. M.D. b. Dummer
NH July 25 1883; m. Effie Grover June 10
1908; ch.: Theodore, Russell. Physician
(Fairfield 1908-14, Augusta 1914-46), dist.
health officer Me. State Bureau of Health
1946-53, ret. Dir. med. service Augusta
General Hospital, physician public sch.
Augusta, pres. board of health Augusta, d. De
Land FL Oct. 13 1962.
RIDLON, Magnus Gervice. M.D. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Porter Dec. 13 1882; m. Adelia
Turner Oct. 10 1908; ch.: Edythe. Intern Me.
Eye & Ear Infirmary Portland, physician
Porter & Kezar Falls 1907-50. d. Kezar Falls
July 19 1950.
ROBINSON, Percy Clinton. Med. Sch. 1904.
b. Warren April 18 1880. d. April 29 1908.
ROWE, William Thomas. M.D., A.B. 1904.
SAWYER, Alfred Loomis. M.D., A.B. 1904.
STURGIS, Karl Brooks. M.D. b. Auburn
April 11 1881; s. of Benjamin F. M'63; m.
Alice Fiske Oct. 28 1914. Physician New
Gloucester & Harrison, supt. Me. State
Hospital Augusta 1909-?, ret. d. Lewiston May
15 1956.
TIBBETTS, Merrick Sawyer. Med. Sch. 1904.
b. S. Thomaston Sept. 20 1879. Teacher
Searsmont 1904-07, ins. Keene NH 1907-?
VARNEY, Fred Lord. M.D. b. Lowell July
10 1873; m. Flora Gilbert Dec. 20 1909, m.
Laura Best 1930. Physician Monson 1907-28,
ret. d. Banning CA June 2 1961.
WYNDHAM, Charles Arnold. M.D. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Durham March 4 1882; m.
Elsie Turner June 30 1913; ch.: Charles. Intern
Central Me. General Hospital Lewiston,
physician (Jamaica Plains MA 1910-13, Lisbon
1914-34). d. Lisbon Sept. 23 1934.
Class of 1908
ABBOTT, Henry Wilson. M.D. b. Albion
Aug. 18 1884; s. of Carroll W. M'81; m. Emma
Johnson June 20 1911; ch.: Carroll, Henry,
Charles. Physician Waterville 1909-57.
Member staff Sister's Hospital Waterville,
32nd degree Mason Waterville. d. Waterville
Oct. 7 1957.
ATWOOD, Harold Fisher. M.D. b.
Norwood MA Jan. 1 1885; m. Leonora Stone
Sept. 4 1907. Intern Tremont Dispensary
Boston, physician (W. Sumner 1908-11,
Buckfield 1911-45). Served to capt. MCUSA
1917-18. d. Buckfield Oct. 5 1945.
BIBBER, Harold Thornton. M.D. b. Bath
Dec. 15 1877; s. of Randall D. M'71; m. Lillian
French Nov. 26 1926. Physician (Bath 1910-13;
Canaan 1913-21; Washington DC 1921-24;
Veteran's hospital Lake City FL 1924-25,
Maywood IL 1925-26; Jonesport S. Orrington
1926-31; Bangor 1930-31). Served to 1st It.
USA 1917-20. d. Portland May 14 1931.
BODWELL, Ernest. Med. Sch. 1904-05. b.
Springvale June 14 1886.
BOLSTER, William Wheeler, Jr. M.D., A.B.
Bates 1895. b. Mexico Nov. 11 1873; m.
Maude Furbush Oct. 3 1914; ch.: Hilda, Mrs.
John R. Fales. Instr. physiology Me. Med. Sch.
1911-24, member staff Central Me. General
Hospital Lewiston 1910-?, house physician
Poland Spring 1917-44* Pres. Me. Med. Assn.
1918, member sch. board Auburn 1903. Served
to It. Me. State Nat. Guard, d. Lewiston Aug.
11 1944.
BUKER, Edson Bayard. M.D., B.S. Univ. Me.
1904. b. Presque Isle Nov. 1 1882; m. Maude
Worthing April 26 1911. Intern Worcester MA
City Hospital, physician (Princeton MA
1910-11, Bethel 1911-12, Central Me. General
Hospital Auburn 1912-51), ret. d. Auburn Jan.
28 1968.
CRANE, James Wilder. M.D. b. Whiting
Aug. 25 1880; m. Eleanor Shaw 1910, m.
Roberta Tuell 1928. Asst. physician Eastern
Me. Insane Hospital Bangor 1908-10,
physician (Princeton 1910-12, Dennysville
19^12-30), physician & surgeon St. Croix Paper
Co., general practice Woodland 1930-48.
Chmn. sch. board 1910-48, exam physician
(WWI, WWII, crippled children, Shrine
Hospital), d. Baring Dec. 5 1952.
FOSTER, George Adams. M.D., A.B. 1905.
GARCELON, Harold Webb. Med. Self.
1904-05, A.B. 1905.
GEER, George Independence. M.D. b.
Westbrook July 4 1884; m. Jennie Merrill June
25 1910; ch.: Martha, George Jr., Charles,
Katherine, Merrill, Muriel, Mary, Alice. Intern
Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary, physician Portland,
med. examiner Cumberland County, sr. med.
examiner Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. d.
Portland Jan. 19 1945.
GREENE, John Adolph. M.D., A.B. 1903.
HALL, Herbert Wilder. M.D. b. Eliot Sept.
27 1882; m. Mabel Goodwin June 19 1909.
Asst. physician Me. Insane Hospital Augusta
1908-10, physician & pathologist Me. Insane
Hospital 1910-16, x-ray and physiotherapy
work Augusta General Hospital 1919-28.
Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1917-18. d. Augusta
Nov. 2 1928.
HASTY, Willis LeRoy. M.D. b. Jackson
Dec. 12 1876; m. Sadie Bartlett Oct. 16 1904;
ch.: Willis, Arnold. Physician (Hampden
1909-23, Norway 1923-34). d. Norway Jan. 16
1934.
JONES, Arthur Leon. M.D., A.B. Dartmouth
1896. b. Farmington NH June 19 1875; m.
Cora Milliken Sept. 29 1913. Intern Me. Eye &
Ear Infirmary 1908-09, physician Old Orchard
1909-? Supt. sch. Old Orchard, trustee public
library, town treas., selectman, overseer poor,
pres. board trade, sec. York Med. Soc. d. Old
Orchard 1952.
MARSTON, Henry Edward. M.D., A.B. 1899.
Delta Upsilon. Alumni Council 1923-28. b.
Waterville Aug. 23 1876. Principal high sch.
Strong 1899-1900, teacher (Kennebunkport
1900-03, Machias 1904-06), physician
(Pittsfield 1909-15, N. Anson 1915-49), ret.
Served to It. USA 1918-19.
McKAY, Roland Lee. M.D., spec. 1902-03. b.
Vassalboro Sept. 8 1884; m. Mildred Clark
1909, m. Isabel Tait 1925; ch.: Murray,
Roland, Anthony. Intern St. Barnabas
Hospital Portland 1908-09, physician &
surgeon Augusta 1909-48, med. examiner
Kennebec County 1924-49. Chmn. board of
registration of medicine, member appeal board
selective service WWII, state chmn.
procurement & assignment service for
physicians, pres. Me. Med. Legal Soc. 1944,
councilor Me. Med. Assn. 1947. Served to 1st
It. MCUSA 1918-19. d. Augusta May 24 1965.
MULLIN, Seth Smith. M.D. b. Vinalhaven
Sept. 10 1883; m. Anna Nielson Aug. 5 1908;
ch.: David '31. Physician (Bartlett NH 1909-15,
Bath 1915-30). Treas. & trustee house
physicians Bath Military & Naval Children's
Home 1917-30, sec. Sagadahoc County Med.
Assn., city physician Bath 1917-30. Served to
capt. MCUSA 1917-18. d. Bath Aug. 18 1930.
PERCY, Samuel Watson. Med. Sch. 1904-05,
spec. 1905-08.
PETTINGILL, Olin Sewall. M.D. b. Wayne
June 8 1882; m. Marion Grove Dec. 12 1906,
m. Louise Sanford; ch.: Olin Jr. '30. Intern
Boston Lying-in Hospital, resident Me.
General Hospital Portland, asst. physician
(Stonywald Sanatorium Lake Kushagua NY
1911- 12, Rutland MA State Sanatorium
1912- 14), asst. supt. R.I. State Sanatorium
Wallum Lake 1914-15, supt. (Western Me.
Sanatorium Greenwood Mountain 1915-21,
Essex Sanatorium Middleton MA 1921-48).
Pres. (Essex County Health Assn. Beverly MA
1924-47, Rotary Club Danvers MA 1927-28,
Essex S. Med. Soc, board of trustees Me.
Wesleyan Sem. & Jr. Coll. 1946-48). d. W.
Medford MA June 13 1969.
POTTER, John Garfield. M.D. b. Limestone
Sept. 20 1879; m. Evelyn Haskell June 1 1910;
ch.: Phyllis, Richard. Physician Holton
1909-39. Trustee & pres. Ricker Classical Inst.,
deacon Baptist Church, sch. physician, public
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health officer. Served to maj. MCUSA 1917-19.
d. Houlton Nov. 29 1939.
PRECOUR, George Charles. M.D. b. Saco
Dec. 24 1883; m. Hilda Precourt June 10 1913;
ch.: Rachael. Physician Biddeford 1908-30.
Mayor Biddeford 1926-29, sec. York County
Med. Assn. Served to 1st It. USA 1917-19. d.
Biddeford May 30 1930.
SAUNDERS, Henry Clayton. M.D., A.B. 1904.
SAWYER, Samuel Ellison. M.D., A.B. Bates
1902. b. Bath June 10 1876; m. Winifred
Sleeper Feb. 2 1911; ch.: Dorothea. Intern
Central Me. General Hospital, physician
Lewiston 1909-42. Chief anesthetist Central
Me. Hospital Lewiston, member (sch. board
Lewiston 1915-15; State Board of Health
Webster 1942, sch. board 1942), draft board
examiner 1942. d. Lewiston Dec. 21 1942.
STEWART, Ralph Carroll. M.D., A.B. 1905.
STONE, George Henry. M.D., A.B. 1905.
THAYER, Harold Hamilton. Med. Sch.
1904-07, A.B. Bates 1903. b. Paris Sept. 18
1881. d. Sept. 27 1907.
TUCKER, George Everett. M.D., A.B. 1905.
TWADDLE, Widd Browne. M.D. b. Bethel
March 11 1884; s. of John A. M'77; m. Agnes
Brooks June 22 1910; ch.: John. Physician
(Fryeburg 1909-18, Bethel 1918-?). Chmn.
board of health Fryeburg. d. Lewiston July 3
1
1963.
WHITNEY, George Burgess. M.D., A.B. 1904.
WHITNEY, Harlan Ronello. M.D. b.
Standish Oct. 11 1885; m. Mary Lowell July 18
1908, m. Elsie Stockwell July 6 1918; ch.:
Vincent. Physician (Northwood NH 1908-14,
Manchester NH 1915-16, Waterloo IA
1919-20, Portland 1921-49), ret. Chmn. board
of health Northwood, member sch. board,
trustee public library Northwood. Served to 1st
It. MCUSA 1918-19. d. Cape Elizabeth Aug. 14
1952.
WILLIAMS, Edmund Percy. M.D., A.B. 1900.
WOODRUFF, John Hamilton. M.D., A.B.
1905.
Class of 1909
BALL, Henry Whiting. M.D. b. Fall River
MA Jan. 30 1883; m. Carolyn Conyer Feb. 11
1920; ch.: Henri, Jacquelyn, Elizabeth, Robert,
Louis, Paul. Intern Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary
Portland, physician (Seattle WA 1910-12,
Lincoln 1912-48). Pres. Lincoln (health assn.
1946, C. of C. 1947), sch. physician Lincoln
1940-48, trustee Lincoln-Chester Bridge Dist.
d. Key Biscayne FL Feb. 5 1961.
BUNKER, Willard Hiram. M.D. Medicine;
b. Manset Dec. 3 1885; m. Katherine Weeks
Dec. 12 1910; ch.: Madelaine, Katherine,
Ruth. Intern Me. General Hospital Portland
1909-10, physician (Calais 1910-49, York
Harbor 1949—). Pres. staff York Hospital,
F.A.C.S. 1931, pres. Me. Med. Assn. 1838-39.
res. York Harbor.*
CLEAVES, Elmer Morse. Med. Sch. 1905-07.
b. Steuben Sept. 1 1884. Clerk Bar Harbor.
COX, James Francis. M.D., A.B. 1904.
CUNNINGHAM Charles Hunter. M.D., A.B.
1906.
CURTIS, Charles Leverett. M.D. b.
Middleton MA Nov. 13 1885; m. Josephine
Nason Oct. 20 1915; ch.: Mary, Charles '37,
Philip '41. Intern Salem Ma Hospital,
physician Salem 1910-47. F.A.C.S., surgeon N.
Shore Babies Hospital Salem, sr. surgeon
Salem Hospital 1920-47, surgeon Cable
Hospital Ipswich MA, consulting surgeon
Danvers MA State Hospital, city jail physician,
d. Salem MA Dec. 11 1947.
EDWARDS, Harold Merton. Med. Sch.
1905-06, Bowdoin 1903-05.
HIGGINS, George Ivery. M.D. b. Clinton
Jan. 14 1884; m. Ernestine Nutter Dec. 15
1910; ch.: Henry. Physician (Plymouth
1909-22, Newport 1922-?). Chief med.
emergency chmn. Newport, chmn. Penobscot
County Am. Red Cross, physician Newport
Child Health Conf., sch." physician, health
officer Newport, pres. (staff Plummber
Memorian Hospital Dexter, Penobscot County
Med. Assn.). Higgins Memorial Wing named
in his honor Sebasticook Valley Hospital
Pittsfield 1964. d. Newport Dec. 11 1968.
ILSLEY, Harris Page. M.D. b. Limington
Jan. 12 1881; m. Marjorie Sawyer June 6 1916.
Physician Limington 1910-42. Trustee
(Limington Acad.; Davis Memorial Library,
pres. & treas.). d. Limington Feb. 16 1942.
MABRY, Irving Ellis. M.D., A.B. 1902.
MERRILL, Walter Irving. M.D. b.
Mechanic Falls Aug. 26 1886; m. Augusta
Cookson July 17 1909; ch.: Stephen, Annette.
Intern Me. General Hospital Portland 1909-10,
physician (S. Paris 1910-11, Campbell CA
1911-45, V.A. hospital N. Hollywood CA
1945-?). Pres. (C. of C. Campbell, Kiwanis
Club, O'Connor Sanatarium), chmn. sch.
board Campbell. Served to It. (sg) MCUSN
1919-21. d. Long Beach CA Dec. 31 1961.
MURPHY, John Luke. M.D. b. Bartlett
Aug. 9 1885; m. Mary Casey June 26 1912, m.
Anna Mclnnis Oct. 12 1923; ch.: Leo, John.
Intern Central Me. Hospital Lewiston,
physician Eastport 1911-40. Member city
council Eastport. d. Eastport Nov. 7 1940.
PARCHER, George. Med. Sch. 1905-06, A.B.
1906.
PEASLEE, Pearl Everett. Med. Sch. 1905-06.
b. Waldoboro Nov. 25 1883.
PENDEXTER, Sidney Eugene. M.D. b.
Portland Nov. 22 1885; m. Julia Muller Sept.
11 1911; ch.: Helen, Sidney Jr. Intern Me.
General Hospital Portland, resident physician
Throat, Nose & Lung Hospital NYC 1910-12,
physician (NYC 1917-27, E. Orange NJ
General Hospital 1912-48). Supt. Midtown
Hospital 1911-14, trustee First Presby. Church
E. Orange 1942-45. d. E. Orange NJ June 6
1962.
QUINN, Hugh Francis. M.D., A.B. 1901.
ROSS, Archibald Charles. M.D. b. Phillips
Jan. 31 1882; m. Florence Ross Aug. 30 1905;
ch.: Charles, Carlos. Physician (Hartland
1909-10, Albion 1910-55). d. Albion May 24
1955.
SIMMONS, Clarence Raymond. M.D. b.
Appleton Sept. 23 1878; m. Ava Keller Aug. 17
1904; ch.: Dana, Helen, Bertha, Raymond.
Physician (Lincolnville 1909-11, Searmont
1911-16, Oakland 1916-33). Supt. sch., member
sch. board, d. Oakland June 27 1933.
SIMONDS, Otis Franklin. M.D., A.B. 1906.
STAPLES, Ivan. M.D. b. Limerick Oct. 29
1883; m. Eunice Hobbs May 20 1908.
Physician (Limington 1909-12, W. Paris
1916-18, W. Sumner 1913-15, Norway
1919-43). Sec. Oxford County Med. Soc,
examining physician Nat. Guard, examiner
U.S. Pension Board, d. Norway Dec. 3 1943.
THOMPSON, Herbert Ellery. M.D., A.B.
1903.
WHITMORE, William Cotman. M.D., A.B.
1907.
YOULAND, William Edward, Jr. Med. Sch.
1905-06, A.B. 1906.
Class of 1910
ABBOTT, Percy Hobbs. M.D. b. Waterboro
April 17 1885; m. Clara Jones June 28 1912;
ch.: Frank, Percy Jr., Henry, Alton, Lydia,
Helen. Intern Me. General Hospital Portland
1910-11, physician (Goodwin's Mills 1911-14,
Waterboro 1914-37). Selectman (Lyman 2 yrs.,
Waterboro 5 yrs.), supt. sch. Lyman & Dayton,
d. Waterboro Oct. 10 1937.
ANDERSON, Harry Edward. M.D. b.
Limington April 1 1887; m. Abbie Small Aug.
1912. Physician (Milton Mills NH 1910-18,
asst. supt. Arlington Heights MA 1919-21,
Ring Sanatorium Milton Mills NH 1921-27,
Somersworth NH 1927). Served to 1st It.
MCUSA 1918-19. d. Milton Mills NH April 22
1936.
BLANCHARD, Paul Drake. Med. Sch.
1906-07, Bowdoin 1903-07.
BRIDGHAM, Edward William. Med. Sch.
1906, LL.B. Univ. Me. 1909, LL.M. Univ. Me.
1910. b. Bridgton Oct. 15 1881; m. Isabelle
Bridgham Sept. 18 1912; ch.: Edward. Atty.
Bath. State atty. Sagadahoc County, sec.
Sagadahoc County charities & corrections.
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BROWN, Elmer Jonathan. M.D. b. Freeman
Feb. 22 1884; m. Ann Brown June 21 1911.
Physician (Strong 1910-11, Stratton 1911-?,
Manchester NH). d. Manchester NH Oct. 6
1956.
BRYANT, Hannibal Hamlin, Jr. M.D., A.B.
Colby 1905. b. Old Town Oct. 7 1883; m.
Anna Petersen Oct. 7 1914; ch.: Donald,
Margaret. Physician (Greenville 1911-12,
Gorham NH 1912-29). Board of health officer,
sch. physician, d. Gorham NH Sept. 12 1929.
CARPENTER, Lester Warren. M.D. b.
Waterboro Nov. 23 1883; m. Mabel Walker
Dec. 25 1905; ch.: Forrest, Maurice. Physician
(Goodwin's Mills 1910-11, Limerick 1911-?).
Member sch. board Limerick 1928-42, health
officer Limerick. Med. officer Marine Hospital
Portland WWI. d. Limerick Nov. 5 1973.
COLLINS, James Harold. Med. Sch. 1906-07,
A.B. 1907.
DEERING, Charles Fuller. M.D. b.
Waldoboro Feb. 13 1884; m. S. Bertha Howard
Nov. 1913; ch.: Robert, Jean. Intern MA
(Salem Hospital, Children's Hospital Boston),
physician (Bristol NH 1912, Danvers MA
1912-48). Sch. physician 53 yrs., chief of staff
Hunt Memorial Hospital. Athletic field named
after him Danvers. d. Danvers MA Dec. 30
1972.
DRUMMOND, Joseph Blake. M.D., A.B.
1907.
FAHEY, William Joseph. M.D. b. Auburn
Jan. 20 1886; m. Margaret McKenney July 17
1911; ch.: William, Thomas, Walter. Intern
(Central Me. General Hospital Lewiston, N.Y.
Lying-In Hospital), Central Me. General
Hospital (anesthetist 1911-16, adjunct surgeon
1917-28, attending surgeon 1928-48, consulting
surgeon 1948-61). Surgeon fire dept. Lewiston
1931-57. d. Lewiston Jan. 8 1961.
GREENE, Charles Harlow. Med. Sch. 1906-09,
spec. 1904-06.
HALL, Leo Frederick. M.D. b. Winooski VT
Jan. 22 1888; m. Alice Bryant Aug. 8 191 1 ; ch.:
Richard, David, Leo. Intern Eastern Me. Med.
Hospital Bangor 1910-11, physician (Winn
1911-16, Auburn 1916-24, Berea OH 1924-38,
Helena MT 1938-43). Commissioner of health
(Auburn 1919-24, Cuyahoga County OH
1924-38, MT 1938-43). Served to It. MCUSA
1917-18. d. Helena MT May 9 1943.
HOLT, Erastus Eugene, Jr. M.D., A.B. 1907.
HUMPHREYS, Ernest Davis. M.D., spec.
1904-05. b. Brownville Dec. 22 1883; m.
Elizabeth Rowe July 26 1911; ch.: Enid, Gwen.
Asst. surgeon Canadian Pacific Railway
1910-11, physician Jackman 1911-39, surgeon
USPHS Jackman 1920-39, physician Pittsfield
1939-64. Treas. Jackman Library Assn.
1914-39, member sch. committee Jackman
1921-38, chief of staff Scott-Webb Memorial
Hospital Hartland, med. examiner Somerset
County 1931-40, pres. Somerset County Assn.
1938. Member selective service system WWI &
WWII. d. Pittsfield March 15 1964.
JACKSON, Ruel Hanson. Med. Sch. 1906-07.
b. Fall River MA Nov. 11 1885.
LEIGHTON, Adam Phillips. M.D., L.M.
Rotunda Hospital 1913. b. Portland Jan. 23
1887; m. Eleanor Adams Dec. 29 1910, m.
Anna Leahy Oct. 24 1924; ch.: Eleanor. Intern
Me. General Hospital, physician & surgeon
1913-?, asst. diseases of women 1913-16.
Councilman & alderman 1916-20; city
councilor; dir. (U.S. Trust Co. 1921-27,
Chapman Nat. Bank 1927-30, Monson Slate
Co.); pres. (Gynecol. Soc. 1926, Me. Med.
Assn. 1945-46, U.S. Federation State Med.
Boards 1946); city mgr. 1935-37, 1939-44;
mayor 1944; chmn. Portland sch. committee
1936, 1944; v.pres. Fellow of the Am. Assn. of
Obstet., Gynecol. & Abdominal Surgeons
1947-48. Served to It. cdr. MCUSN 1917-20. d.
Portland Dec. 26 1958.
MacMICHAEL, Earle Haggett. Med. Sch.
1906-07, A.B. 1907.
MARSHALL, Linn Bayard. Med. Sch.
1906-10, M.D. Univ. Colo. 1913. b.
Cambridge MA April 19 1882; m. Edith Webb
Nov. 25 1911. Physician (Denver CO 1913-14,
Hebron 1915-17, Portland 1919-34). Served to
capt. MCUSA 1917-18. d. Portland March 30
1934.
MIKELS, Frank Mikelsky. M.D., A.B. 1905.
M3LLIKEN, James Atwood Crowell. M.D.,
spec. 1905-06. Kappa Sigma. b. New
Bedford MA Nov. 25 1885. Asst. house
physician W. Wash. Hospital for Insane Ft.
Steilacoom WA 1910. d. New Bedford MA
Dec. 29 1910.
OSTERGREN, Christian Vilhelm. M.D., A.B.
Stockholms Norra Latinlaroverk 1894. b.
Norrkoe 04ping Sweden May 4 1874. Externe
Boston Lying-in Hospital summer 1909, intern
Salem MA Hospital 1910-11, physician
(Stockholm Sweden 1911-15, Lindsborg KS
1915-34, Raettvik Sweden 1934-?). d. Raettvik
Sweden.
PALMER, Edwin Lindsay. Med. Sch. 1906-07.
b. Portland July 12 1884.
PARKER, Ralph Burtis. Med. Sch. 1906-07.
b. Fairfield June 5 1885; s. of George C.
M'80. Merc. Dover NH & Wells.
RUSSELL, Blinn Whittemore. M.D., A.B.
1907.
SPRAGUE, Ralph Burleigh. Med. Sch.
1906-07. b. Portland Sept. 9 1885.
TRAYNOR, Charles Frederick. M.D. b.
Biddeford March 8 1874. House physician Me.
General Hospital Portland 1910-11, physician
Biddeford 1911-27. Pres. York County Med.
Soc, med. examiner York County 1918-26. d.
Biddeford March 15 1927.
VALLADARES, Ricardo Geronimo. M.D.,
M.D. Havana Univ. 1911. b. Manicaragua
Cuba 1884; m. Blanche Lennon Aug. 10 1910,
m. America Menendez 1922; ch.: Ricardo,
Blanche, America, Ricardo. Physician Cuba
(Manicaraqua 1911-13, Fomento 1913-15,
Cumanayagua 1915-34, Cienfuegos 1934-?).
First med. officer Port Cienfuegos 1934-48. d.
Cienfuegos Cuba Aug. 18 1962.
WEBBER, Merlon Ardeen. M.D., A.B. 1907.
WEBBER, Millard Carroll. M.D., A.B. 1907.
Class of 1911
BAGLEY, Edward Spaulding. Med. Sch.
1907-08, A.B. 1910.
BALDWIN, Albert Kilburn. M.D., A.B. Bates
1905. b. Taunton MA March 25 1878; m.
Elva Marshall July 1 1901, married again; ch.:
Marshall '24. Physician & surgeon (Portland
1911-23, anesthetist Long Beach CA 1923-38),
ret., anesthetist Long Beach 1942-48. Fellow of
the Int. Coll. of Anethesia. d. Long Beach CA
May 12 1958.
CLEMENT, James Donald. M.D. b. Belfast
Jan. 29 1888; m. Charlotte Hayden Oct. 24
1912; ch.: James, John. Physician (Portland
1912- 14, Orono 1914-16, Bangor 1918-48, Seal
Harbor summer practice), prop. Seaside Inn.
Pres. & treas. A. & J. Clement Inc. Seal
Harbor, d. Bar Harbor July 27 1948.
DOLLEY, Frank Stephen. M.D., B.S. Pomona
1907. b. Falmouth July 26 1885; m. Sarah
McCormick April 21 1914; ch.: Elizabeth,
Stephen, Jean. Intern Roosevelt Hospital NYC
191 1, physician CA (S. San Francisco 1915-25,
Los Angeles 1929-48). F.A.C.S., pres. (Am.
Trudeau Soc. 1936 & 1937, v.pres. Am. Assn.
for Thoracic Surgery 1944), chief (thoracic
surgical service CA hospitals, Olive View
Sanatorium), clinical prof, surgery Calif. Coll.
of Med. Evangelists Hospital, chief of staff
(chest surgical service Los Angeles County
General Hospital, Good Hope Clinic),
consulting chest surgeon Veteran's hospital
San Fernando CA. d. Los Angeles CA Feb. 25
1961.
GILES, Ralph Waldo Emerson. Med. Sch.
1907-08, A.B. 1907.
HIGGINS, Everett Clifton. M.D., A.B. Bates
1903. b. Pittsfield Feb. 12 1880; m. Hazel
Donham Aug. 25 1919; ch.: Harold. Intern
Central Me. General Hospital 1911-12,
physician (Phillips 1912-22, Lewiston 1922-?).
Central Me. General Hospital Lewiston
(physician in chief 1937-43, med. dir. 1942-55),
member board of dir. Sarah C. Frye Home for
Aged Women, d. Lewiston Oct. 6 1961.
JACKSON, Elmer Herbert. M.D. b.
Jefferson Feb. 24 1888; m. Elizabeth Palmer
March 5 1913; ch.: Marilyn. Intern Me.
General Hospital, physician (Bridgewater
1913-20, Augusta 1922-53). Pres. hospital staff
Augusta 1940. d. Boston Sept. 14 1953.
LANCASTER, Arthur Linwood. Med. Sch.
1907-09. b. Richmond Jan. 12 1882; m.
Frederika Ridgway Oct. 23 1906; ch.:
Lawrence. Street car conductor S. Portland,
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male nurse (Lynn MA, Bedford MA, Augusta
1909). d. Bedford MA June 22 1946.
LONG, Paul Raymond. Med. Sch. 1907-11.
b. Sebago June 20 1886.
NASON, Charles Jewell. M.D. b. Hampden
Dec. 17 1885. Physician (Bangor 1911-13,
Dixmont 1913-16, Winterport 1916-1918). d.
Winterport Oct. 12 1918.
PRTTCHARD, Montague. Med. Sch. 1907-08.
b. Leeds England Oct. 26 1889. Civil
engineer.
PURINTON, Royce Davis. Med. Sch. 1907,
A.B. Bates 1900. b. Bowdoin Oct. 27 1877.
Bates Coll. (coach 1902-05, dir. physical
training 1906-18), with YMCA France 1918-19.
d. March 25 1919.
ROBINSON, Carl Merrill. Med. Sch. 1907-08,
A.B. 1908.
STETSON, Rufus Edwin. Med. Sch. 1907-09,
A.B. 1908.
STEVENS, Carl Hervey. M.D. b. Northport
Oct. 18 1885; m. Eleanor Wescott June 1912;
ch.: Alice, John. Instr. (pathology &
bacteriology Harvard 1911-12, physiology
Med. Sch. 1912-13), physician & surgeon
Belfast 1913-50. Pres. (Me. Med. Assn., Me.
chapter of the Am. Coll. of Surgeons), d.
Belfast Jan. 30 1974.
TAYLOR, Cornelius John. M.D. b. Bangor
Dec. 19 1887. Intern St. Mary's General
Hospital, physician (Orono 1912-13, Bangor
1916-?). City physician Bangor 1916-18, county
med. examiner Penobscot County. Served to
1st It. MCUSA 1918-19. d. Bangor Feb. 18
1958.
THEWLIS, Malford Wilcox. M.D. b.
Wakefield RI Dec. 4 1889; m. Christiane
Cherfils; ch.: Harold. Intern Me. General
Hospital, physician Wakefield 191 1-? Med.
examiner Washington County RI, founder
permanent sec. Am. Geriatric Soc. Served to
capt. MCUSA WWI. Author, d. Wakefield RI
June 3 1956.
TOBEY, Harold Grant. Med. Sch. 1907-09,
A.B. 1906.
WEBSTER, Francis Howe. M.D., B.S. Univ.
Me. 1904. b. Stockton Springs Jan. 8 1883;
married; ch.: Barbara, Eleanor. Physician
(Brownville Junction 1911-31, San Francisco
CA 1941-?). Served to It. cdr. MCUSN
1917-20, 1931-41. d. S. San Francisco CA
March 29 1963.
WEEKS, Charles Delano. Med. Sch. 1907. b.
Bath Aug. 17 1880. Junk dealer Bath 1911. d.
Augusta June 26 1963.
WHARTON, Charles Greene. M.D., B.S.
Pomona 1907. b. Henderson MO Feb. 18
1883; m. Josephine Davis, m. Aileen Ogier Oct.
22 1952. Physician CA (191 1-17, Los Angeles
1919-?). Served to maj. MCUSA 1917-19. d. S.
Pasadena CA July 23 1973.
WILSON, Charles Moore. M.D. b.
Waterford June 6 1883; s. of Charles L. M'62;
m. Margaret Muggah June 12 1917; ch.: Jane,
Charles. Intern & physician Salem MA
Hospital 1911-25. City physician Salem, fellow
Am. Med. Assn. d. Salem MA Dec. 9 1925.
WOLLIN, Gustaf Fritz Robert. M.D. b.
Ystad Sweden Nov. 23 1873; m. Ella Johnson
Dec. 1 1901; ch.: Elsa, Stina. Physician
Brockton MA 1912-26. d. Brockton MA June 2
1926.
Class of 1912
BENNETT, Roland Joseph. M.D. b. Dover
NH Nov. 20 1889; m. Olive Hall June 26 1919;
ch.: Dorothea, John, Robert, Mary. Physician
Dover NH 1914-? Sec. Dover Med. Soc,
deacon & trustee Dover Baptist Church, pres.
N.H. Baptist convention 1943, chief of staff &
chief anesthetist Wentworth-Douglass. Served
to 1st It. MCUSA 1918-19. d. Dover NH July 6
1975.
BROWN, Freeman Fletcher. M.D. b.
Vinalhaven May 18 1888; m. Nancy Gardner
Aug. 13 1913; ch.: Freeman Jr., Gardner.
Intern Me. General Hospital Portland 1912-13,
physician (Vinalhaven 1913-26, Rockland
1926-60), ret. Pres. Knox County Med. Soc,
cdr. Vinalhaven Am. Legion Post, dean
Rockland physicians, member hon. staff &
med. staff Knox County General Hospital.
Served to capt. MCUSA WWI. d. Torrington
CT Feb. 24 1972.
BUCK, George Henry. M.D., A.B. 1909.
CARNEY, Harold Edwards. Med. Sch. 1908-09,
spec 1909-10.
DUNN, Archibald Wallace. Med. Sch. 1908-09,
M.D. Univ. Penn. 1912. b. Sherman Feb. 26
1883. Samaritan Hospital Phla. PA (intern
1912-13, member surgical & teaching staff
1914). Fellow Am. Med. Assn. Served to capt.
MCUSA 1917-20. d. April 29 1942.
FOGG, Neil Augustus. Med. Sch. 1908-10, A.B.
1913.
HAGERTHY, Alexander Rufus. Med. Sch.
1908. b. Sedgwick Oct. 6 1881. d. March 8
1913.
HAMMOND, Walter Jean. M.D., A.B. Colby
1905. b. Paris May 22 1881; m. Maud
Hooper Nov. 30 1905; ch.: Elwood. Physician
(Bangor 1912-13, Enfield 1913-18, Bangor
1919-21, Norristown PA 1921-23, Dexter
1923-38, Bangor 1938-48). Asst supt. Bangor
State Hospital 1942. Served to capt. MCUSA
1918-19. d. Bangor Aug. 1 1955.
HARRIS, William Matthews. Med. Sch.
1908-09, A.B. 1909.
HENDEE, Walter Whitman. Med. Sch.
1908-11, M.D. Coll. Physicians & Surgeons
1914. b. Augusta March 28 1889; married.
Asst. surgeon Nat. Soldier's Home Togus
1914-17, physician (Dayton OH 1917-18, N.
Vassalboro 1918-42). Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1917-18. d. Togus Jan. 15 1942.
JACKSON, Sumner Waldron. Med. Sch.
1908-09, A.B. 1909.
JOHNSON, Henry Lincoln. Med. Sch.
1908-10, Bowdoin 1903-05.
KANE, Howard Francis. Med. Sch. 1908-09,
A.B. 1909.
LENTE, Harry Hallock. M.D. b. S.
Thomaston Oct. 25 1886; m. Hildred
Robertson Sept. 6 1913; ch.: Harry, Allen.
Physician (Brownville 1912-17, E. Millinocket
1917). Member (sch. board Brownville, board
of health), d. E. Millinocket Nov. 1 1917.
MERRILL, Clyde Harold. M.D. b. Auburn
Sept. 22 1889; m. Amy Ross Dec. 6 1913.
Intern (Central Me. General Hospital
Lewiston, Boston Floating Hospital 1912-13),
physician MA (Southborough 1913-15,
Marlborough 1915-48), ret. Served to capt.
MCUSMC 1917-18. d. Altadena CA April 2
1958.
NOLIN, Frank Elmer. Med. Sch. 1908-09,
Bowdoin 1909-11.
PERKINS, Franklin Aborn. M.D., M.D. Coll.
Physicians & Surgeons 1911. b. Medford
MA Dec. 28 1883. Physician Dorchester MA.
d. Dorchester MA 1949.
PRATT, Harold Sewall. M.D., A.B. 1909.
ROSEN, William. M.D. b. Bialystock Russia
Jan. 20 1889; m. Jessie Reilly, m. Mary
Sullivan Dec 25 1949; ch.: Joseph, Samuel.
Physician & surgeon New Bedford MA 191 2-?
Med. examiner Fourth Bristol County MA
1935-59. d. New Bedford MA March 27 1959.
SCAMMAN, Clarence Linwood. M.D., A.B.
1920 as of 1909.
STANLEY, Oramel Henry. M.D., A.B. 1909.
STANWOOD, Harold William. M.D., A.B.
1909 as of 1908.
WENTWORTH, John Alexander. Med. Sch.
1908-09, A.B. 1909.
Class of 1913
AREY, Harold Carleton. M.D., A.B. Colby
1903. b. Rockport Feb. 18 1880; s. of Arthur
B. '63; m. Jean Mcintosh Dec. 30 1916, m. Isa
Rowe Feb. 11 1956; ch.: Kenneth, Philip.
Barbara, Marjorie, Charlotte. Physician
Worcester MA State Hospital 1913-17, supt.
Hospital Cottages for Children Baldwinville
MA 1917-32, physician Gardner MA 1932-58.
Chief med. service Heywood Memorial
Hospital Gardner, incorporator Businessmen's
Assn. of Baldwinville. member board of
corporators Baldwinville Cooperative Bank,
pres. Worcester N. Dist. Med. Soc, med.
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examiner selective service 20 yrs., city
physician, trustee Am. Red Cross Gardner, d.
Gardner MA Nov. 4 1967.
BRIDGE, Ezra Ralph. Med. Sch. 1909-1 1, A.B.
1909.
COOMBS, Wyvern Almon. M.D. b. Deer
Isle Oct. 10 1890. Intern (Boston City Hospital
1913-14, Central Me. General Hospital
Lewiston), asst. Boston Floating Hospital 1915,
physician Westbrook 1915-17. Served to 1st It.
MCUSA 1917-18. d. Ft. Ogelthorpe GA April
23 1918.
GOULD, Carlisle Royal. M.D. b. Biddeford
May 14 1890; married; ch.: Mrs. Harley
Morey. Physician Salem MA 1915-49. d. Salem
MA Jan. 19 1949.
HANSCOM, Ridgely Fernald. M.D. b.
Washington DC Jan. 13 1888; m. Mabel Getz;
ch.: Mrs. Arthur Keene. Physician (Boston
1913-?, Washington DC). Served with MCUSA
WWI. d. Washington DC Jan. 23 1958.
KING, Elmer Henry. M.D., A.B. 1911.
LAFLECHE, Remi Richer. Med. Sch. 1909-10,
Bowdoin 1910.
LIPPINCOTT, Leon Stanley. M.D., A.B. 1910.
McGILVERY, Wilfred Nichols. Med. Sch.
1909-10. b. Searsport July 26 1884. Nurse
Lewiston, prop. Auburn Pvt. Hospital,
landscape gardener Auburn.
McNEIL, Harry Daniel. M.D. b. Bangor
Feb. 6 1882; m. Lillian Buzzell Oct. 9 1915;
ch.: Harry Jr. '46, Barbara. Intern St. Mary's
Hospital Lewiston, physician Bangor 1913-48,
city health officer 1920-53, ret. V.pres.
Penobscot County Med. Assn. Served to 1st It.
MCUSA 1917-19; awarded Purple Heart, d.
Bangor Sept. 3 1966.
MOULTON, Albert Willis. M.D., A.B. 1909.
NELSON, Chesley Wilbur. Med. Sch. 1909-10,
1920-21; A.B. Bates 1909; M.D. Univ. Vt.
1923. b. W. Southport Dec. 1 1885; m.
Helena Derrach 1912; ch.: Sterling. Principal
high sch. (Edgartown MA 1910-12, Mexico
1912-13, Baldwinsville MA 1913-17, Oxford
MA 1917-20), physician Norway 1924-? Health
officer Norway, examining physician selective
service 1942-45.
NULTY, William Bridgham. Med. Sch.
1909-10, A.B. 1910.
PAINE, Edward Warren. Med. Sch. 1909-11,
M.D. Columbia 1913. b. Ottawa IL Oct. 17
1882. Physician Winslow 1914-?
ROBERTS, Edward Russell. M.D. b.
Portland April 15 1889; m. Frances Merriman
March 17 1917; ch.: Janice. Physician
(Flaggstaff 1913-14, NYC 1916-17),
otolaryngolist Bridgeport CT 1921-?. F.A.C.S.,
pres. Bridgeport Med. Assn., med. advisor
WWII. Served to It. (jg) MCUSN 1917-21;
awarded Legion of Merit, Selective Service
Medal, d. Bridgeport CT Aug. 26 1956.
ROSS, Harold Danforth. M.D. b. Phillips
May 21 1886; m. Edith Leonard Aug. 1 1914;
ch.: Jean. Intern Salem MA, physician (Union
NH 1914-16, Sanford 1916-?). Chmn.
Industrial Development Corp. Sanford, head
Urban Renewal Authority Sanford, dir.
Sanford Trust Co., trustee First Congr. Church
Sanford. d. Sanford April 28 1967.
SULLIVAN, Philip Sheridan. M.D. b.
Biddeford Feb. 21 1889; m. Annie Reilly Oct.
1919. Intern Me. General Hospital Portland
1919-?, physician Brooklyn NY & Old
Orchard. Served to It. cdr. MCUSN 1917-19. d.
Biddeford Aug. 2 1975.
TRICKEY, Winfield Benjamin. M.D. b. E.
Corinth Nov. 19 1880; m. Florence Buck Jan.
28 1915; ch.: Mrs. Robert Parker. Physician
Pittsfield 1914-39. d. Pittsfield Aug. 17 1939.
WALDRON, Francis David. Med? Sch.
1909-10.
WALKER, Francis David. M.D. b. Paisley
Scot Great Britain Feb. 26 1886; m. Ida Smith
Aug. 11 1913; ch.: Francis Jr., Rupert, Patricia.
Physician N. Vassalboro 1^13-17, MCUSN (It.
1917-31, It. cdr. 1931-42, cdr. 1942-43, capt.
1943-56, ret., capt. 1948). d. Norfolk VA Feb.
23 1969.
WINSLOW, Everett Stevens. Med. Sch. 1909,
Bowdoin 1910-11.
WiTHERILL, Harry David. Med. Sch.
1909-10. b. Lisbon ND June 17 1888.
Agriculturist Cornish NH & Windsor VT.
Town clerk, rep. to General Court.
WOODMAN, Samuel Lee. Med. Sch. 1909-1 1.
b. Winthrop Dec. 1 1884. Postal clerk
Winthrop 1913-?
Class of 1914
BICKMORE, Harold Vincent. M.D., A.B.
1911.
BUCK, William Edgar. M.D. b. Rockland
April 23 1887; m. Cora Strong Jan. 23 1933;
ch.: Leon. Physician MA (Tewksbury,
Wilmington 1923, Randolph 1924). Served to
capt. MCUSA 1917-19. d. Milton MA Sept. 15
1945.
CARTLAND, John Everett. M.D., A.B. 1911.
FAULKINGHAM, Ralph James. M.D. b.
Jonesport Nov. 26 1884. Physician New
Brunswick NJ. d. De Land FL Jan. 13 1966.
FOGG, Charles Eugene. M.D. Ret.; b.
Portland Dec. 27 1882; m. Marguerite Farley
1927, m. Ethelynne Steele Jan. 12 1947.
Physician Carson City NV, Peaks Is. MA).
Hon. member (life Benevolent Order of Elks,
Am. Legion; Me. Med. Assn.). Served to It.
MCUSN 1917-19, served to capt. USMCR
1928-32, served to col. MCUSA 1940-47,
served to brigadier general Me. Nat. Guard
1947. res. Portland.*
GODDARD, Claude Albert. Med. Sch.
1910- 13. b. Bethel Feb. 17 1890.
HANSON, Millard Parker. M.D. b. Bath
Aug. 19 1883; m. Faustina Specht; ch.: Hilda,
Millard, Constance, Carol. Physician
(Rockland 1914-17, Portland 1917-22, Patten
1922-28). d. Bangor May 15 1928.
JOHNSON, Alfred Wellington. Med. Sch.
1911- 12, AB. 1911.
JOHNSON, George Harold. M.D. b.
Whitefield Feb. 13 1883; m. Vinnie Clark.
Physician Berlin NH 1914-22, ret. 1923.
JOHNSON, John Loring. Med. Sch. 1910-11,
A.B. 1911.
MTKELS, Benjamin Myer (Mikelsky). M.D.,
spec. 1902-03. b. Rockland March 27 1882;
m. Irma Mercy June 17 1917. Intern City
Hospital Newark NJ, asst. pathologist &
bacteriologist (Newark 1914-17, Honolulu T.H.
1919; pathologist San Pedro CA 1919-21,
Seaside Memorial Hospital Long Beach
1921-41). Served to capt. MCUSA 1918-19. d.
Long Beach CA Dec. 18 1941.
MIKELS, Lewis Lee. Med. Sch. 1910-11, A.B.
1910.
MILLER, Hudson Russell. M.D. b. Lewiston
July 14 1891. Physician Auburn. Served to
capt. MCUSA 1918-19. d. April 13 1969.
MOULTON, John Henry. M.D., A.B. Bates
1910. b. Limington Oct. 25 1889; s. of John
F. M'73. Physician (Litchfield 1914-15,
Jonesport 1915-22, Stratton 1922-25,
Rangeley). d. Rangeley July 31 1958.
NUTTER, Ralph Willis. Med. Sch. 1910-13,
M.D. Univ. Vt. 1916. b. Alfred March 17
1882. Physician NYC 1920-40. d. Feb. 26 1940.
PERKINS, Roy Stanley. M.D. b. Madbury
NH Aug. 9 1890; m. Raymah Robinson Oct.
18 1916. Physician Lowell MA 1915-44,
maintained pvt. x-ray lab. (Boston 1919-35,
Lowell MA 1935-44). Sec. Lowell Med. Club,
pres. St. John's & St. Joseph's Hospital, fellow
Am. X-ray Soc. Served to capt. MCUSA
1917-19. d. Ayer MA Dec. 3 1944.
PETERS, Clinton Noyes. M.D., A.B. 1910.
REGAN, Edward Francis. M.D. b. Marlboro
MA Jan. 16 1884. Physician Framingham MA.
d. NYC Nov. 11 1961.
ROBINSON, Harrison Leonard. M.D., A.B.
1911.
SCRIBNER, Herbert Charles. M.D. b.
Brewer Feb. 9 1889. Physician Bangor 19 14-?
Served to capt. MCUSA 1917-19. d. Bangor
March 18 1965.
SKILLIN, Waldo Thompson. M.D., A.B. 1911.
STURTEVANT, James Melvin. M.D., A.B.
1909.
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WEEKS, DeForest. M.D., A.B. 1911.
WILLIAMS, James Albert. M.D., A.B. 1905.
Class of 1915
ALDEN, Augustus Elihu. Med. Sch. 1911-12,
M.D. & CM. McGill 1918. b. Dixmont Dec.
19 1888. Physician Boston.
ANDERSON, William DeLue. M.D. b.
Portland Feb. 20 1881; m. Leo Elliott; 2
children. Intern Me. General Hospital
Portland 1915-16, instr. Med. Sch. 1915-21,
physician Portland 1916-42. Med. examiner
Cumberland County 1922-26. d. S. Portland
March 1 1942.
BARRETT, Ralph Lester. Med. Sch. 1911, B.S.
1916.
BLAISDELL, Elton Randolph. M.D.
Medicine; b. Westfield April 9 1894; m.
Maude McGrath July 1916. Physician
(Mapleton 1916-22, Portland 1922—). Chief
med. service (Me. General Hospital 1947, Me.
Eye & Ear Infirmary 1947), F.A.C.P.,
diplomate Am. Board of Internal Medicine,
past pres. (Me. Heart Assn. 1952-53, New Eng.
Diabetes Assn. 1961). Served to col. MCUSA
1942-45; awarded Bronze Star 1945. Recipient:
Me. Med. Center Medal for pres. of staff
1951-54, Me. Heart Assn. Medal 1974. Contbr.
res. Portland.*
COLLINS, Frank LaForest. M.D. b. Warren
Aug. 19 1891; m. Thelma Damon Feb. 11
1960; ch.: Frank Jr., John. Intern Salem MA
1915-16, physician MA (Ipswich 1916-?,
Rowley 8 yrs., Ipswich 1927-71). Sch. physician
Ipswich. Recipient: Gold Badge (50 yr.
member) Mass. Med. Soc. 1965. d.
Newburyport MA Oct. 28 1971.
DENNETT, Carl George. M.D. b. Saco May
5 1891; m. Luella Stevens 1917; ch.: Priscilla,
Marjorie, Mrs. Frederick Brandenburg. Intern
Portland 1915-16, physician (Unity 1916-17,
Saco 1919-69), chief of staff Webber Hospital
Biddeford 30 yrs. Member sch. board Saco
1930-32. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1917-18.
Contbr. d. Portland Aug. 25 1969.
DOTEN, Harold Linwood. Med. Sch. 1911,
Bowdoin 1912-14.
DRISCOLL, Cornelius James. Med. Sch.
1911-12. b. Portland Aug. 29 1 89 1
.
ECHOLS, Francis Sherman. M.D. b.
Providence RI Oct. 30 1882; m. Marion
Stuckert Feb. 7 1907. Intern General Hospital
Lawrence MA 1915-16, physician Middlesex
Hospital London England, 1st It. USPHS
1917-18. d. Newport News VA Oct. 15 1918.
GORDON, Isaac Louis. M.D. b. NYC Nov.
10 1889; m. Lillian Posner Oct. 21 1923; ch.:
Paula. Physician Jersey City NJ 1920-50, chief
med. staff Hebrew Home for Orphans & Aged
Jersey City 1930-50. Dir. Jewish Community
Center Jersey City. Served to capt. MCUSA
1918-19. d. Salt Lake City UT June 30 1950.
GRAY, Carl Dinsmore. M.D. b. Madison
Sept. 12 1886; m. Marion Tukey July 5 1916;
ch.: Elizabeth. Intern Me. Eye & Ear Infirmary
Portland 1915-16. Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1917-18. d. Dec. 19 1918.
HALE, Herbert Francis. M.D., A.B. Bates
1909. b. Winthrop Oct. 21 1885; m. Clara
Madsen June 15 1918; ch.: Richard,
Marguerite. Intern Lewiston 1915-16,
physician (Gorham 1916-29, Oxford MA
1920-69). Sch. physician Oxford 30 yrs.
Recipient: Good Citizenship Award local
V.F.W. 1967. d. Worcester MA Sept. 25 1969.
HAMBLETON, Holland George. M.D. b. N.
Ely P.Q. Canada May 22 1891; m. Edith
Steadman Oct. 3 1917; ch.: Robert, Richard.
Physician & surgeon (Ancon Hospital Canal
Zone Panama 1916-23, Los Angeles CA
1923-60). d. Los Angeles CA May 3 1960.
HUTCHINS, Eugene Leslie. M.D. b.
Lexington Jan. 21 1899; m. Lettie Libby Oct.
15 1919. Physician N. New Portland 1916-? d.
Sept. 28 1955.
JOHNSON, Linwood Hill. M.D. b. Cape
Elizabeth Aug. 20 1890; m. Emma DePatie
April 18 1918; ch.: Linwood Jr., Charlotte.
Intern MA (Lowell General Hospital,
Worcester General Hospital), physician &
surgeon (Palmer MA 1924-27, Westerly RI
1927-48). Sr. surgeon staff Westerly Hospital,
pres. E. Westerly hospital staff, med. examiner
Westerly draft board WWII, F.A.C.S. 1934.
Served to It. MCUSN 1917-23. d. Potomac
MD Oct. 27 1976.
KATEON, Frederick Lincoln. Med. Sch. 1911,
A.B. 1912.
KERN, George Cragin. Med. Sch. 1911, A.B.
1912.
KIMBALL, Philip Albert. Med. Sch. 1911-12,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1910. b. Tamworth NH
Oct. 8 1889. d. Sept. 2 1944.
KINGHORN, Charles Wesley. M.D. b.
Yarmouth Sept. 1 1886; m. Geneva Smith
1917, m. Elizabeth Biglow 1925; ch.: Barbara,
Constance, Priscilla. Intern Worcester MA
City Hospital, physician (Searmont 1916-17,
Portsmouth 1919-48). Health officer sch.
committee Kittery, med. officer USCG. Served
to capt. MCUSA 1917-19. d. York Dec. 28
1976.
LOMBARD, Herbert Luther. M.D., A.B. 1912.
MANSFIELD, Burleigh Burton. M.D. b.
Hope Oct. 22 1889; m. Florence Band June 28
1916, m. Verda Percival Oct. 11 1965; ch.:
Edith, Ann, Hope. Intern Salem MA 1915-16,
physician (Union NH 1916-19, Ipswich MA
1919-62), ret. Pres. staff Gable Memorial
Hospital Ipswich 1930-49. Recipient: Gold
Badge (50 yr. member) Mass. Med. Soc. 1965.
d. Rochester NH Feb. 19 1968.
McFARLAND, Lawrence. Med. Sch. 1911-14,
A.B. 1911.
MELAUGH, William Birchman. Med. Sch.
1911-12, A.B. Holy Cross 1911. b. Aug. 13
1887.
MORRILL, Berton Charles. Med. Sch. 1911,
spec. 1906-07.
O'CONNOR, William John. M.D. b. Bangor
Oct. 2 1885; m. Marguerite Qualey Sept. 25
1919; ch.: Mary, Robert. Intern Me. General
Hospital 1915-17, physician Augusta 1917-54,
chief of staff Augusta General Hospital
1945-49. Pres. Kennebec County Med. Assn.
1931. d. Augusta Feb. 7 1954.
ORAM, Julius Calvin. M.D., A.B. 1911.
PARCHER, Arthur Hale. M.D., A.B. 1912.
PHILBROOK, Wendell Otis. Med. Sch.
1911-12. b. Bethel Dec. 26 1891.
Agriculturist Greene 1914-?
PILLSBURY, Nahun Roy. M.D. b.
Biddeford May 29 1892; m. Myrtle Cummings
Feb. 3 1916; ch.: Nahum Jr. '39, Orrin '43.
Intern Boston 1915-16; resident Boston
Sanatorium Mattapan MA; physician
Dorchester MA; med. officer U.S. Shipping
Board WWI; physician & asst. supt. Norfolk
County Hospital Braintree MA 1920-26, supt.
1926-60; ret. Dir. (Braintree Cooperative Bank,
Norfolk County Health Assn. 1926-48, Mass.
TB League 1926-48), pres. Mass. Med. Soc.
1924-38, member Braintree town meeting, dir.
& pres. Mass. Thoracic Soc. d. Palmetto FL
Jan. 17 1970.
PLETTS, Robert Cole. M.D. b. Montreal
P.Q. Canada April 29 1886; s. of David A.
M'92; m. Sarah Vanstone Sept. 22 1915; ch.:
Robert, Donald, Gilbert, Richard. Intern
Lowell MA Hospital, physician Brunswick
1916-40. Health officer & town physician
Brunswick, d. Brunswick Oct. 5 1940.
SMITH, Frank Arthur. M.D., A.B. 1912.
SYLBERT, Antoine Raoul. Med. Sch. 1911-12.
b. Geneva Switzerland Jan. 11 1890.
TIBBETTS, George Alton. M.D., A.B. 1912.
WOODCOCK, Allan. M.D., A.B. 1912.
Class of 1916
BELKNAP, Robert Willis. Med. Sch. 1912-13,
A.B. 1913.
CLARKE, Raymond Willis. M.D. b.
Franklin June 23 1888; m. Etta Young Nov. 7
1917. Intern Bangor 1916-17, physician (Deer
Isle 1917-21, Searsport 1921-24, Ellsworth
1924-51). Member city council Ellsworth
1934-35. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1918. d.
Ellsworth Feb. 11 1951.
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CUMMINGS, George Otis. M.D., A.B. 1913.
FERNALD, Clarence Joel. M.D., A.B. 1913 as
of 1907.
FERRIS, Ferris William. Med. Sch. 1912-13,
M.D. Southern Coll. of Med. & Surgery 1914,
M.D. St. Louis Coll. Physicians & Surgeons
1919. b. 1888.
GRANT, Alton Levicount, Jr. M.D., A.B. 1912.
HAMILTON, John Warren. Med. Sch. 1912,
Bowdoin 1910-13.
HOLMES, Percy Kendall. M.D., B.P.E.
Springfield, A.M. Clark Univ. b. Yarmouth
N.S. Canada May 1 1879; m. Sarah Bennett
Aug. 31 1910; ch.: Kendall, Mildred, Lillian,
John. Asst. prof, physical education Univ.
Cincinnati 1916-17, prof, physical education &
hygiene Univ. Ky. Lexington 1920-24. Member
board of dir. Welfare League, chmn. (case
committee of Family Welfare Soc, Mid. W.
Physical Education), trustee Sayre Coll.
Lexington KY, pres. (Ohio Physical Education
Soc, Ky. Physical Education Soc). Contbr. d.
Lexington KY Jan. 8 1924.
KUPELIAN, Nessib Simon. M.D., A.B. St.
Paul's Coll. 1907, B.D. Bangor Theol. Sem.
1912. b. Tarsus Turkey July 5 1886; m.
Barbara Connor Dec. 24 1919; ch.: David '43,
Phillip. Intern Portland 1916-17, physician
Portland 1919-21, asst. supt. Pownal State Sch.
1921-37, Pownal State Hospital (asst. supt.
1931-37, acitng supt. 1937-38, supt. 1938-53),
member assoc. staff Central Me. General
Hospital Lewiston 1933-53. F.A.C.S., fellow
(Am. Med. Assn., Am. Assn. on Mental
Deficiency), consulting city physician Portland
1920-21. Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1918. Lectr.
d. Lewiston Aug. 28 1953.
LEAVENWORTH, William Satterlee. M.D.
b. Mt. Vernon MD Sept. 28 1890; married;
ch.: William. Intern St. Barnabas Hospital
Portland 1915-16, MCUSN (It. (jg) 1917-20, It.
1920-25, It. cdr. 1925-32). d. San Diego CA
Nov. 29 1932.
MacINTIRE, Alfred Lucian. Med. Sch.
1912-13. b. Sept. 10 1881; m. Cornelia
Kingsbury. Interior decorator Los Angeles CA.
d. CA.
MOULTON, Bryant Edward. M.D., A.B. 1913.
RICHARDSON, Clyde Earle. M.D., A.B.
1909.
TWADDLE, Gard Wilson. M.D. b. Bethel
Jan. 31 1890; m. Jessie Farley 1918; ch.: Gard
Jr., Nancy. Central Me. General Hospital
Lewiston (intern 1916-17, adjunct anesthetist
1917-18, anesthetist 1918-23, adjunct surgeon
1923-52), ret. County med. examiner 1937. d.
The Forks July 17 1960.
Class of 1917
BAKER, Clarence. M.D., B.D. Ia. State
Teachers Coll. 1907, B.P.E. Springfield. b.
Colo. IA May 16 1881; m. Amy Sibley Aug. 27
1909, m. Iva Tabor Feb. 8 1960; ch.: Mrs. W.
E. Johnson, Mrs. Grant Deering. Physical dir.
Y.M.C.A. (Cedar Rapids IA 1908-?, Brooklyn
NY, Paterson NJ), intern Worcester MA,
physician Detroit MI 1921-57, ret. Consulting
physician Maybury Sanatorium Detroit 25 yrs.
Served to 1st It. MCUSA 1918. d. Bradenton
FL May 23 1972.
CARTER, Loren Frank. M.D. b. Bradley
Jan. 3 1892; m. Jean MacKenzie June 8 1918,
m. Frances Carpenter. Supt. N. Me.
Sanatorium Presque Isle 1920-61. Dir. Me. TB
Assn. Served to It. MCUSA 1918-19. d.
Waterville Jan. 25 1962.
DALRYMPLE, Sidney Collingwood. M.D.,
Bowdoin 1913-14.
DIXON, Henry Campbell. M.D., A.B. 1914.
HOWES, Herbert Martin. M.D., A.B. 1913.
JOSSELYN, Royce Brewster. M.D. b. S.
Hanson MA Sept. 21 1888; m. Flora Durland
April 8 1911; ch.: Rouce, Linwood. Physician
Portland 1919-25. Med. examiner Cumberland
County. Served to capt. MCUSA 1917-18. d.
Portland May 1 1925.
KNAPP, Frank Norris. M.D., M.S. Univ.
Minn. 1920. b. Wilton Feb. 20 1891; married
twice; ch.: David, Jane. Physician Duluth MN
1920-? F.A.C.S. Served to 1st It. MCUSA
1918-19. d. Duluth MN Nov. 8 1962.
MAKEPEACE, True Edgecomb. M.D., A.B.
1912.
MATHEWS, Floyd Osborn. Med. Sch.
1913-19, M.D. Coll. Physicians & Surgeons
1920. b. St. Albans Jan. 21 1890; m. Gladys
Bonney April 30 1919; ch.: Floyd Jr., James.
Physician MA (Chelsea 1920-?, Otis). Chmn.
board of health Charlemont MA. Served with
MCUSN 1918-19. d. Dec. 15 1942.
MORRIS, Robert. M.D., A.B. 1913.
SLEEPER, Frank Eugene, Jr. Med. Sch.
1913-15, A.B. Bates 1913, A.M. Bates 1926.
b. Sabattus Sept. 5 1890; s. of Frank E.
M'70; m. Lydia Brown Nov. 6 1931; ch.:
Frank III. Principal Litchfield Acad. 1920-23,
teacher Sabattus 1923-29. Pres.
Lewiston-Auburn Stamp & Coin Club.
Class of 1918
CARLL, Francis Whipple. M.D., Bowdoin
1913-14.
CHENERY, Frederick Lincoln, Jr. M.D., B.S.
Univ. Me. 1911. b. Wayne Feb. 21 1889; m.
Ethel Brown Sept. 1919, m. Lelia Davis; ch.:
Frederick III. Intern (Eye & Ear Infirmary
Portland, Central Me. General Hospital
Lewiston 1918-19), physician Monmouth
1919-61. Served to 1st It. USMC WWI. d.
Monmouth Sept. 25 1967.
CHRISTY, George Linsley. M.D., A.B. 1915.
DORMAN, Horatio Nelson. M.D., A.B. Bates
1910. b. Aurora March 10 1886; m. Olive
Peacock Sept. 2 1914; ch.: Hamilton, Parker,
Wayne. Intern Central Dispenseary &
Emergency Hospital Washington DC, urologist
Washington DC 1920-?, chief urologist
Washington DC 1942. Trustee Bates Coll.
1947, pres. {Washington Urological Soc,
Mid-Atlantic Section Am. Urological Assn.
1954), diplomate Am. Board of Urology,
F.A.C.S. Contbr. d. Lewiston Aug. 20 1969.
DYER, Curtis William. M.D. b. Cornish
May 4 1894; married. Intern Me. General
Hospital Portland 1918-19, physician
(Harmony 1919-21, Augusta 1921-44), ret.
Physician (city Augusta 20 yrs., Kennebec
County, Jefferson Camp). Served to 1st It.
1924. d. Augusta May 19 1959.
DYER, Henry Lathrop. M.D. b. Somerville
MA March 11 1896; m. Pearl Fleming Aug. 17
1925. Intern Me. General Hospital Portland
1918, house physician Maplecrest Sanatorium
E. Parsonfield 1923-26, physician Berlin NH
1927-52. Served to It. MCUSN 1918-21. d.
Gorham NH Oct. 10 1952.
EDMUNDS, Charles Storer. Med. Sch.
1914-16. b. Bangor Oct. 30 1893; m. Ruby
Woodside June 19 1915; ch.: Robert. Student
(Tufts Univ. 1916-18, Univ. Chicago 1918).
Served with MCUSA 1917-18. d. Boston Oct. 1
1918.
FOLLETT, Earl Christie. M.D. b. Lambert
Lake Dec. 22 1893; m. Beatrice Hannaford
Sept. 10 1919; ch.: Earl. George Washington
Univ. (instr. bacteriology & pathology 1919,
asst. prof. 1919-21, prof, physiology &
pharmacy 1921-23). Served to It. (jg) MCUSN
1918-19. Contbr. d. Washington DC Dec. 15
1923.
FREEMAN, William Everett. M.D., Bowdoin
1913-14.
HAMEL, John Ralph. M.D., A.B. 1915.
HARGRAVES, Frank Hobart Lord. Med. Sch.
1914, B.S. 1916.
HUBBARD, Roswell Earle. M.D., A.B. 1914.
IRELAND, Allen Gilbert. M.D., A.M.
Columbia 1933. b. Cambridge MA Aug. 20
1890; m. Hazel Walker Feb. 6 1919; ch.:
Herbert, Mary. Assoc. prof, hygiene Univ. Ky.
Lexington 1920-22, physician (Hartford CT
1922-27, Windsor CT 1927-28, Pennington NJ
1928-40). Dir. physical education & health &
safety N.J. State Board of Education 1922-28.
Served to It. MCUSN 1918-20. Contbr. d.
Pennington NJ Oct. 23 1940.
KERSHULIS, John Julias. Med. Sch. 1914-15.
b. Russia Dec. 16 1889.
KIMBALL, James Calvin. M.D. b.
Dorchester MA April 24 1889; m. Ruth Swartz
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Sept. 17 1923; ch.: Louise. MCUSN (with
1917-18, It. (jg) 1918-21, It. 1921-31, It. cdr.
1931-41, ret., cdr. 1941-46, ret., cdr. 1950), ret.
1953. d. Long Beach CA May 2 1967.
MORRISON, Charles Carr, Jr. Med. Sch.
1914-15, A.B. 1915.
MOULTON, Manning Cole. M.D., A.B. 1915.
NEVERS, Frank Alexander. Med. Sch.
1914-16, A.B. Bates 1912. b. Houlton Feb. 17
1889. Teacher (Hartford CT 1912-13, Houlton
1913-14). d. Portland April 23 1917.
SMALL, William Drew. M.D. b. Lewiston
Aug. 25 1893; s. of William B. M'87; m. Ruth
Blackwell Dec. 11 1918. MCUSN (It. 1918-26,
It. cdr. 1926-36, cdr. 1936-41, capt. 1941-49),
ret. F.A.C.S., fellow (Am. Med. Assn., Am.
Coll. of Surgeons).
STANHOPE, Charles Nason. M.D., A.B. Bates
1912. b. Charleston June 21 1889; m. Maude
Marsh Sept. 12 1916; ch.: Barbara, Murray.
Physician Dover-Foxcroft 1918-36, Me. State
Bureau of Health (dist. health officer 1936-59,
ret., dist. health officer 197-69). Trustee
(Foxcroft Acad., Congr. Church
Dover-Foxcroft), sch. physician
Dover-Foxcroft. d. Dover-Foxcroft April 30
1975.
STEVENSON, Frank White. M.D. b.
Fairville N.B. Canada July 31 1892; m. Rhoda
Keith May 4 1927. Physician & surgeon St.
John N.B. Canada 1918-? Dir. St. John Gyro
Club N.B. Canada, pres. Thistle Curling Club
St. John. d. St. John N.B. Canada June 28
1955.
TABER, Thomas Henry. M.D., Bowdoin
1912-16.
TOPHAM, John James. M.D. b. Methuen
MA Dec. 23 1894; m. Arlene Hayes Feb. 17
1921; ch.: John. Physician Dover NH 1930-63,
ret. Chief of staff Wenworth-Douglass Dover
WWI, pres. Strafford Med. Soc. Served to 1st
It. MCUSA WWI. d. Dover NH Aug. 6 1971.
Class of 1919
ALLEN, Bernard Leroy (Toothaker). M.D.,
M.S.P.H. Columbia 1942. Ret.; b. Strong
Feb. 2 1897; m. Bertha Russell Oct. 26 1924.
Physician (Phillips 1921-26, New Rochelle NY
1926-41, V.A. hospital Togus 1941-60). First
asst. dir. of civil defense Falmouth. Served to
It. MCUSN 1918-21, served to It. cdr.
MCUSNR 1941-47. res. Portland.*
ALLEN, Harry Everett. M.D., A.B. 1915.
BEAL, George Napoleon. M.D. b. June 23
1891; m. Agnes Norton Aug. 10 1915; ch.:
Janette, Ella, Julia, Arthur. Physician
(Gardiner 1919-20, Caribou 1920-23,
Millinocket 1923-24). Served with MCUSN
19 17-? d. Millinocket July 15 1924.
CARDE, Albert Martin, Jr. M.D. b.
Bowdoinham Sept. 20 1896; m. Laurel Moores
Dec. 25 1920; ch.: Philip, Marilyn. Intern Me.
General Hospital Portland, temporary acting
surgeon USPHS 1920, physician & surgeon
(Lake View 1920-25, Milo 1925-?). Pres.
(Piscataquis County Med. Soc. 1930 & 1940,
Lions Club 1942-43), health officer Milo,
physician Am. Thread Co. Milo. Served with
MCUSN 1917-18. d. Milo Nov. 30 1969.
DRAKE, Eugene Henry. M.D., A.B. Bates
1914. b. Pittsfield Aug. 7 1892; m. Effie
Potter 1923. Me. General Hospital Portland
(intern & asst. physician 1915-27, visiting
physician 1927-?, physician in charge cardiac
clinic & out-patient dept. 1925-?, chief med.
service 1937-47, pres. attending staff)- Pres.
(Portland Med. Club, Me. Med. Assn.), v.pres.
New Eng. Heart Assn., governor & fellow Am.
Coll. of Physicians, diplomate Am. Board of
Internal Medicine, established Blue Shield
program in state. Served to capt. MCUSN
1941; awarded Bronze Star. Contbr. d.
Portland Oct. 4 1958.
DRESSER, Norman Bates. M.D., A.B.
Dartmouth 1916. b. Berlin NH Jan. 10 1895;
m. Olive Lavallee Nov. 12 1923; ch.: Nancy.
Physician Berlin 1919-36. Staff physician &
sec. of staff St. Louis Hospital Berlin, sch.
physician Berlin 1927-32, med. referee Coos
County NH, health officer & milk inspector
Coos County 1935. d. Berlin NH Oct. 20 1936.
FRASER, Samuel. Med. Sch. 1915, B.S. 1916.
GORDON, Charles Howard. M.D., Bowdoin
1914-15.
HOLT, WilUam. M.D., A.B. 1912.
KING, Frederick Melville. Med. Sch. 1915-17.
b. Damariscotta June 5 1891. d. Portland
Oct. 18 1918.
KNOWLTON, Frank Earle. Med. Sch. 1915,
A.B. 1915.
MANNIX, Daniel Maurice. M.D., A.B. 1915.
NICKERSON, Norman Hunt. M.D., A.B.
1916.
O'CONNOR, Denis Stanislaus. M.D.,
Bowdoin 1916-17.
PATCHANIAN, Giragos Haroutune. M.D.
b. 1892. Physician Chicago IL. d. Hampshire
IL Feb. 25 1975.
RENAUD, Ulric Joseph. M.D. b. Brockton
MA Feb. 27 1897; m. Amelia Henderson Oct.
1 1923; ch.: Ruth, Pauline. Intern Central Me.
General Hospital Lewiston, physician (Avon
1923-32, Brockton 1932-40). d. Brockton MA
Aug. 12 1940.
SHOHET, Henry Gabriel. Med. Sch. 1917-18,
M.D. Tufts 1922. b. 1891. Physician Boston.
TOWER, Elmer Madison. M.D. b.
Southwest Harbor Oct. 27 1896; m. Grace
Allen March 21 1919; ch.: Clenede. Physician
(Norridgewock 1919-22, Madison 1922-23,
Harmony 1923-27, Ogunquit 1927-54). Served
with MCUSN 1917-21, served to maj. MCUSA
1942-45. d. Ogunquit.
WALKER, Harry Burton. M.D., A.B. 1913.
WHITE, Langdon Robert. M.D., B.S. 1916.
Class of 1920
ANDERSEN, Adolph. M.D. b. Risor
Norway Nov. 25 1888; m. Ethel Conrad May
27 1927; ch.: Arline, Kenneth. Norwegian
Hospital Brooklyn NY (intern, dir. medicine
197-56). Consultant (Victory Memorial
Hospital Brooklyn, Huntington Hospital Long
Is. NY), pres. Brooklyn Med. Soc. Served with
USA 1917-19. d. Venice FL July 6 1966.
FORD, Francis. Med. Sch. 1916-17, M.D.
Bellevue Hospital Med. Coll. 1920. b. 1892.
Physician Rochester NY.
GRANT, Hendrie Walter. M.D., Bowdoin
1914-16.
HALL, Earl Stanley. M.D. b. Holley NY
Sept. 22 1890; m. Sarah MacDonald 1921, m.
Margaret Whitney 1930; ch.: James. Physician
(Westbrook 1921-27, NYC 1928-30, Portland
1930-?). Sch. physician Westbrook. Served with
MCUSN 1918-20. d. Portland Aug. 19 1955.
HERLIHY, Edward Leo. M.D. b. Bangor
Feb. 26 1895; m. Madeline Robinson June 26
1924; ch.: Edward Jr. '49, Mary. Physician &
surgeon Bangor 1922-48. F.A.C.S., sr. surgeon
E. Me. General Hospital, surgeon on board
Anti-TB Assn. Bangor, consulting surgeon
Bangor State Hospital, local med. examiner
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., councilor 6th Dist.
Me. Soc, pres. Penobscot County Med. Soc,
chmn. project to study need of re-opening a
med. sch. in ME, advisory member Chronic
Disease Hospital Bangor. Served to capt.
MCUSA 1917-18. d. S. Gorham Nov. 1 1948.
LeLASHER, Clement Paul. M.D., B.S.
Valparaiso 1914. b. Suvalki Lithuania May
15 1892. Physician New Britain CT. Served
with MCUSA 1917-19. d. New Britain CT July
18 1934.
LIPPINCOTT, Wilmot Clyde. Med. Sch. 1916,
A.B. 1913.
MARGULIS, Abraham Bernard. M.D. b.
Odessa Russia 1890. Intern St. Vincent's
Hospital 1921, physician Bridgeport CT. Pres.
& founder Ear, Nose & Throat Hospital Bronx
NY; established the first ear, nose & throat
hospital in CT. d. Miami Beach FL March 8
1958.
MERRILL, Urban Howe. M.D., A.B. 1916.
THAYER, Ralph Bruce. M.D., B.S. 1917.
WEBBER, Issac Mervyn. M.D., B.S. 1917.
WIGHT, Winfield Emmons. M.D.. A.B. 1917.
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BERNARD, Wilfred Olivier. Med. Sch.
1917-18, A.B. 1918.
BREWSTER, Hugh Maynard. M.D. b.
Dexter Oct. 21 1891; m. Rita LaFond Sept. 24
1924; ch.: Grace, William. Physician Port
Jervis NY 1921-67. Health officer Port Jervis.
d. Port Jervis NY Jan. 19 1970.
DEAN, Archibald Sweet land. Med. Sch. 1917,
B.S. 1918.
DUNHAM, Rand Augustus. Med. Sch.
1917-19, Bowdoin 1915-18.
FINN, Alfred Joseph. M.D., A.B. Holy Cross
1916. b. Waterbury CT April 19 1894; m.
Elizabeth Meutue; ch.: Patricia, Alfred,
Marcia, Mark, Francis. Student cardiology
Johns Hopkins Univ. 1921-24, physician
(Boston Children's Hospital Boston, St.
Elizabeth's Hospital Youngstown OH, pvt.
practice Waterbury CT 197-72), ret. Police &
fire surgeon Waterbury. Served to It. USMC
1915-18. d. Waterbury CT Sept. 29 1976.
GIGUERE, Eustache Napoleon. M.D. b.
Lewiston Sept. 19 1893; m. Dinora Cailler Feb.
2 1925; ch.: Madeleine. House physician
Summit Springs Hotel summer 1921, physician
St. Mary's General Hospital Lewiston 1922-75.
City physician Lewiston 1926, pres. (Lewiston
Teachers Assn. 1936-37, staff St. Mary's
General Hospital 1939, Androscoggin County
Med. Soc. 1950), trustee public library
Lewiston 1940-42, city of Lewiston (member
board of education 1942-47, chmn. 1946-47),
member (Charter revision committee Lewiston
1938; Androscoggin County Selective Service
1940-46, chmn. 1944-45), Androscoggin
County officer for procurement & assignment
services for physicians, dentists & veterinarians
1942-45. Served with MCUSA 1918, 1923-32.
Recipient: 50 yr. Hon. Award Me. Med. Assn.
1971. d. Oct. 19 1975.
HILL, William Edward. M.D., Bowdoin
1915-18.
HOWARD, Henry Marshall. M.D., Bowdoin
1914-16.
JOHNSON, Henry Peter. M.D., B.S. Bates
1916. b. Stetson July 21 1889; m. Hazel
MacGregor Dec. 14 1922; ch.: Margaret,
Pauline, James. Physician Rumford 1921-24,
fellow otolaryngology & rhinology Mayo
Clinic Rochester MN 1924-27, physician
Portland 1927-62. F.A.C.S.; pres. E. section
Am. Laryngological, Rhinologica & Otological
Soc. d. Portland Sept. 18 1962.
KING, Francis Joseph. M.D. b. Blackstone
MA Jan. 13 1898; s. of James A. M'00; m.
Alice Aldrich Oct. 3 1923; ch.: Francis '51,
William. Physician Woonsocket RI 1922-63.
Trustee & chief of surgery Woonsocket
Hospital, F.A.C.S. Served with USA WWI. d.
Matane P.Q. Canada July 6 1963.
LEVINSKY, Aaron. M.D., A.B. Columbia
1918, M.D. Univ. Ala. 1920. b. NYC Sept. 7
1895; m. Mary Rosenberg July 9 1922.
Physician (NYC 1922-44, V.A. 1946-?), asst.
chief med. office V.A. Bridgeport CT 1946-68,
ret. Pvt. USA 1918-19, served to capt. MCUSA
1944-46. d. Hollywood FL May 5 1970.
VAN WART, William Haley. Med. Sch.
1917-18, A.B. 1918.
Class of 1922
DIASIO, Fortunato Anthony. Med. Sch.
1920-21, A.B. Columbia 1920, M.D. Yale 1922.
b. Italy March 27 1899; m. Elizabeth Donahay
Aug. 16 1929. Intern NYC Hospital 1922-24,
dermatologist & syphilologist NYC 1924-?.
Fellow Am. Acad, of^ Dermatology &
Syphilology, diplomate Am. Board of
Dermatology & Syphilology, dermatologist &
syphilologist Columbus & Mother Cabrine
Hospitals, assoc. visiting dermatologist Lincoln
Hospital, lectr. dermatology & syphilology
Lincoln Sch. of Nursing, dermatology ed.
Contbr.
DOOLEY, Francis Matthew. Med. Sch.
1918-20. b. Portland July 20 1895; m. Evelyn
Richard; ch.: Frances, John. Physician
Portland 50 yrs. Pres. Am. Acad, of Family
Physicians, chief of staff & chief of obstertrical
services Mercy Hospital Portland. Served with
WWI. d. Portland Nov. 22 1972.
HANSON, Henry Wallace, Jr. Med. Sch.
1918-20, Bowdoin 1916-18.
LEE, Harold Gordon. Med. Sch. 1918-21, M.D.
Yale 1922. b. Masardis 1896. Orthopedic
consultant NH, ME, VT; chief orthopedic
surgery Carney Hospital Yarmouth N.S.
Canada, d. Middle E. Pubnico N.S. Canada
May 16 1971.
LOMBARD, Reginald Thomas. Med. Sch.
1918-20, Bowdoin 1915-18.
LOWELL, William Arthur. Med. Sch. 1918-20.
MUNDIE, Perley James. Med. Sch. 1918-20,
Bowdoin 1916-18.
MURRAY, Edwin Thomas. Med. Sch. 1918-21.
Class of 1923
BELL, Vincent Pangolli. Med. Sch. 1919-21,
M.D. S.C. Med. Coll. 1923. b. Baltimore MD
1883. Physician Greenville SC. d. Baltimore
MD June 12 1941.
BREWSTER, James Hiram. Med. Sch.
1919-20, A.B. 1916.
BURKE, Walter Edward. Med. Sch. 1919-20,
M.D. & CM. McGill 1923. b. Portland
March 1 1896. Physician Portland 1924-25.
Served to 2nd It. USA. d. Portland May 3 1925.
CANTER, Benjamin Meyer. Med. Sch.
1919-21, A.B. Bates 1919, M.D. Yale 1923,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1924. b. Gardiner Jan.
10 1897; m. Mildred Shulman 1925; ch.:
Richard. Physician NYC 1925-? Served to
ensign USN 1918-19. Contbr.
CASTELLI, Rudolph Edward. Med. Sch.
1919-20, M.D. Yale 1923. b. 1896. Physician
NYC.
DAVIS, Allan Littlefield. Med. Sch. 1919-20,
A.B. 1920.
DRUMMOND, Ainslee Hayden. Med. Sch.
1919-20, Bowdoin 1916-20.
HADDOCK, Douglass Arno. Med. Sch.
1919-20, A.B. 1920.
KING, Frank Oscar. Med. Sch. 1920, A.B.
1918.
MARKTHALER, Edward Leopold. Med. Sch.
1919-29, B.S. Wesleyan 1916, M.D. Columbia
1923. b. NYC June 26 1894; m. Carolyn
Froker July 5 1929; ch.: Phyllis, Mrs. Edward
D. Pike. Physician & surgeon (Newark NJ
1923-25, Santa Barbara CA 1925-?). Student
health (dir. Santa Barbara State Coll. 1926-45,
consultant Univ. Calif. Santa Barbara
1946-48). Served to 1st It. USA 1917-18, served
to capt. MCUSN 1941-46.
McGRATH, John Francis. Med. Sch. 1919-20,
M.D. Cornell 1908. b. 1885. Physician
Hartford CT.
NEEDELMAN, William Ralph. Med. Sch.
1919-20, B.S. 1919.
O'DONNELL, Eugene Edward. Med. Sch.
1919-20, A.B. Bates 1919, M.D. Yale 1923. b.
Lubec July 29 1898; m. Anne Topolosky 1923;
ch.: Joan, Elizabeth. Physician Portland
1924-48. F.A.C.S.
PERKINS, Stephen Erving. Med. Sch. 1919-20,
B.S. 1919.
ROGERS, Forest Hallie. Med. Sch. 1919-21,
Bowdoin 1917-19.
SIMMONS, Eric Melville. Med. Sch. 1919-20,
A.B. 1919.
SPRINCE, Henry. Med. Sch. 1919-20, A.B.
1920.
VANCE, James Elmon. Med. Sch. 1919-20,
A.B. 1919.
WHALEN, Henry Edward. Med. Sch. 1919-20,
M.D. Jefferson Med. Coll. 1922. b. Bangor
June 19 1897. Physician Dexter 1922-48. d.
Boston March 3 1948.
WILLEY, Raymond Clyde. Med. Sch. 1919-20.
WISEMAN, Robert James, Jr. Med. Sch.
1919-20, M.D. Middlesex, b. Lewiston Dec.
5 1895; s. of Robert J. M'03. Served with
MCUSA 1917-19.
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BACHULUS, John Matthew. Med. Sch. 1920,
Bowdoin 1919-20.
BAGDIKIAN, Paul Garabed. Med. Sch. 1920,
Bowdoin 1918-20.
BELIVEAU, Romeo Albert. Med. Sch. 1920,
Bowdoin 1917-20.
BROWN, Lewis Woodbridge. Med. Sch. 1920,
B.S. 1920.
COOK, Edward Moody. Med. Sch. 1920-21,
M.D. Harvard 1924. b. York July 10 1899; s.
of Edward C. M'94; m. Mae Greenlaw June 27
1922; ch.: Edward Jr. Physician (Worcester
MA 1924-26, York Harbor 1926-44). Sec,
moderator & treas. York Harbor Conf.; health
officer York. Served with USN 1917-18. d.
May 20 1944.
CURTIS, Harry Lester. Med. Sch. 1920, A.B.
1920.
DAVIAU, Arthur Raymond. Med. Sch. 1920-21,
M.D. Boston Univ. 1924. b. Waterville June
7 1896. Physician Waterville 1925-27. Served
with USN 1919-21. Contbr., science writer.
DOLCE, James Anton. Med. Sch. 1920-21,
M.D. S.C. Med. Coll. 1925. Physician Long Is.
NY.
FAGONE, Francisco Agrippino. Med. Sch.
1920, Bowdoin 1918-20.
FARNHAM, Raymond Kellogg. Med. Sch.
1920-21, M.D. Univ. Vt. 1926. b. 1897.
Physician NYC.
FERRARA, Anthony William. Med. Sch.
1920-21, B.S. Long Is. Coll. Hospital 1919,
M.D. Univ. Vt. 1925. b. NYC Dec. 12 1896.
Physician Long Is. NY. d. Callicoon Center
NY July 31 1948.
GOLDBERG, Louis Edward. Med. Sch. 1920,
Bowdoin 1919-20.
GOSSELIN, Raoul FeUcien. Med. Sch.
1920-21, A.B. Montreal 1916. b. Lewiston
Nov. 16 1896; m. Rose Lambert Sept. 26 1921;
ch.: Ruth, Roland, Henry, Pauline. Student
Bates Coll. 1919-20, fish business Lewiston
1921-26, furniture business Brunswick 1926-68.
Pres. & dir. St. John's Federal Credit Union
Brunswick 1941-48. Served with USN 1918-19.
res. Topsham.*
GRANGER, George Borden. Med. Sch. 1920,
B.S. 1921.
GUILLOT, Clarence Alexander. Med. Sch.
1920.
GUPTILL, Plimpton. Med. Sch. 1920, A.B.
1920.
KING, Leopold Firman! Med. Sch. 1920,
Bowdoin 1918-20.
LeSTRANGE, William Henry. Med. Sch.
1920-21, M.D. Boston Univ. 1925. b.
Brooklyn NY Aug. 28 1897; m. Anna
McAllister Aug. 20 1931; ch.: William,
Kenneth, Gerard, Robert. Physician Brooklyn
1925-? Served to It. col. MCUSA 1942-45.
MEYER, Theodore Roosevelt. Med. Sch.
1920-21, M.D. S.C. Med. Coll. 1924, Ph.D.
Yale 1933. b. Sag Harbor NY March 28
1897; m. Christine Palmou Aug. 15 1946.
Commissioner health (Parkersburg WV
1926-27, Mansfield OH 1927-31, St. Louis
County MO 1931-41). Served with USA
1918-19, served to capt. MCUSN 1941-45;
awarded Cross of the Cdr. Science writer.
OGDEN, Ralph Trafton. Med. Sch. 1920, A.B.
1921.
PROVOST, Adolphe Joseph. Med. Sch.
1920-21, M.D. Boston Univ. 1924. b.
Auburn Oct. 20 1898. Oculist & aurist (Boston
1925-27, Manchester NH 1928-?). Served with
USA 1918.
RYAN, Terence Cullen. Med. Sch. 1920,
Bowdoin 1919-20.
SAWYER, Edmund Ellis. Med. Sch. 1920-21,
M.D. S.C. Med. Coll. 1924. b. 1893.
Physician Hackensack NJ.
SEALAND, Evans Franklin. Med. Sch. 1920,
Bowdoin 1918-20.
SLEEPER, Francis Harper. Med. Sch. 1920,
Bowdoin 1918-20.
SWEATT, Linwood Austin. Med. Sch. 1920,
Bowdoin 1919-20.
SYLVESTER, Allan Whitney. Med. Sch. 1920,
B.S. 1919.
WHITE, Wendell James. Med. Sch. 1920,
Bowdoin 1918-20.




ELIOT, Samuel Atkins. D.D., A.B. Harvard
1884, A.M. Harvard 1889, S.T.D. Harvard
1925. b. Cambridge MA Aug. 24 1862. Clerg.
Denver CO 1889-93, Brooklyn NY 1893-98;
sec. Am. Unitarian Assn. 1898-1900, pres.
1900-27; clerg. Boston 1927-35, pastor emeritus
1935-50. d. Oct. 15 1950.
HAMMOND, George Warren. A.M. b.
Grafton MA April 4 1833. With paper mfg. co.
Westbrook 1854-74, Me. Legislature 1869-70,
pres. board of trustees N. Yarmouth Acad.
1890-1908. d. Yarmouth Jan. 6 1908.
McKEEN, James. LL.D.; A.B. 1864, Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. 1867. Alpha Delta Phi. Overseer
1886-1911, pres. General Alumni Assn.
1892-1904. b. Brunswick Dec. 5 1844; s. of
James Trustee, d. Brooklyn NY Feb. 22 1911.
TORREY, Charles Cutler. D.D.; A.B. 1884,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1887; S.T.B. Andover
Theol. Sem. 1889; Ph.D. Univ. Strasbourg
France 1892; A.M. Yale 1900; Litt.D. Yale
1934; L.H.D. Jewish Inst. Religion 1934;
L.H.D. Jewish Theol. Sem. 1935. Alpha Delta
Phi. Overseer 1899-1942. b. Hardwick VT
Dec. 20 1863. d. Chicago IL Nov. 12 1956.
WISWELL, Andrew Peters. LL.D., A.B. 1873.
Psi Upsilon. Overseer 1899-1904, Trustee
1904-06. b. Ellsworth July 11 1852; s. of
Arno '41. d. Boston Dec. 4 1906.
1901
GIBSON, Paris. LL.D., A.B. 1851. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Brownfield July 1 1830. d.
Dec. 16 1920.
JAMESON, Charles David. A.M., B.S. 1876,
C.E. 1881, Sc.D. 1914. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Bangor July 2 1855. d. Sarasota FL Feb. 13
1927.
JEWETT, Sarah Orne. Litt.D. b. S. Berwick
Sept. 3 1849; dau. of Theodore H. '34. Author:
Deephaven (1877), A Country Doctor (1884),
Tales of New England (1890), The Country of
Pointed Firs (1890), etc. d. June 25 1909.
PACKARD, Alpheus Spring, Jr. LL.D.; A.B.
1861, Phi Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. b.
Brunswick Feb. 19 1839; s. of Alpheus S. '16. d.
Feb. 14 1905.
WASHBURN, William Drew. LL.D., A.B.
1854. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Livermore
Jan. 14 1831. d. July 29 1912.
WING, Henry Asa. A.M., B.S. 1880, Phi Beta
Kappa. Theta Delta Chi. b. Waterville Sept.
10 1853. d. Sept. 1 1941.
1902
BELL, Charles Upham. LL.D., A.B. 1863, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. 1866. Psi Upsilon. Overseer
1888-1922. b. Exeter NH Feb. 26 1843; s. of
James '22. d. Nov. 1 1 1922.
CHASE, George Colby. LL.D., A.B. Bates
1868, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Bates 1871; D.D.
Colby 1895; LL.D. Univ. Colo. 1895; LL.D.
Univ. N.B. 1898. b. Unity March 15 1844.
Bates Coll. (prof, rhetoric & English literature
1872-94, pres. & prof, psychology 1894-1919).
d. Lewiston May 27 19 19.
FELLOWS, George Emory. LL.D.; A.B.
Lawrence 1879, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Berne
Univ. 1890; L.H.D. Lawrence 1902. b.
Beaver Dam WI June 9 1858. Pres. (Univ. Me.
1902-10, James Milliken Univ. 1913-15), head
dept. history & dept. political science Univ.
Utah 1915-35. d. Great Neck NY Jan. 14 1942.
FERNALD, Merritt Caldwell. LL.D.; A.B.
1861, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1864; Ph.D. 1881.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Levant May 26 1838. d.
Jan. 8 1916.
HERRICK, John Jacob. LL.D.; A.B. 1866, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. 1869. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Hillsboro IL May 25 1845; s. of William B.
M'36. d. Jan. 29 1916.
INGALLS, Melville Ezra. A.M., LL.B.
Harvard 1863, A.M. Wabash 1902, LL.D.
Wabash 1904. b. Harrison Sept. 6 1842. d.
Hot Springs VA July 11 1914.
LIBBY, Charles Freeman. LL.D; A.B. 1864,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1867. Alpha Delta Phi.
Overseer 1888-1912 (pres. 1892-1912). b.
Limerick Jan. 3 1 1 844. d. Cape Elizabeth June
3 1915.
SEWALL, Frank. D.D.; A.B. 1858, Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. 1862. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Bath
Sept. 24 1837. d. Dec. 7 1915.
SEWALL, Jotham Bradbury. D.D.; A.B. 1848,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1851. Alpha Delta Phi.
Overseer 1877-1913, pres. General Alumni
Assn. 1874-85. b. Newcastle Oct. 3 1825. d.
June 16 1913.
SMYTH, Egbert Coffin. LL.D.; A.B. 1848, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. 1853; D.D. Harvard 1886.
Psi Upsilon. Overseer 1874-77 (v.pres.
1876-77), Trustee 1877-1904, sec. General
Alumni Assn. 1857-78. b. Brunswick Aug. 24
1829; s. of William '22. d. April 12 1904.
WHITE, Charles Lincoln. D.D.; A.B. Brown
1887, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Brown 1890. b.
Nashua NH Jan. 22 1863. Pres. Colby Coll.
1901-08, corresponding sec. Am. Baptist Home
Mission Soc, NY 1908-29, pres. Home
Missions Council 1925-31. d. Arlington MA
April 19 1941.
WILSON, Franklin Augustus. LL.D.; A.B.
1854, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1860; B.S.
Norwich 1874. Psi Upsilon & Zeta Psi. b.
Winthrop May 26 1832. d. Portland Aug. 30
1918.
1903
KOTZSCHMAR, Hermann. A.M., Mus.D.
Eberhardt. b. Finsterwalde Saxony Germany
July 4 1829. Musician, composer, d. April 15
1908.
NORTH, Simon Newton Dexter. LL.D., A.B.
Hamilton 1869, LL.D. Univ. 111. 1904. b.
Clinton NY Nov. 29 1849. Dir. U.S. Census
Bureau 1903-09, pres. Am. Statistical Assn.
1910, asst. sec. & statistician Carnegie
Endowment for Int. Peace 1910-21. d. Wilton
CT Aug. 3 1924.
PALMER, Edwin Beaman. D.D., A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa 1856, A.M. 1859. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Overseer 1878-1904. b. Belfast Sept. 25 1833.
d. Sept. 2 1904.
ROBINSON, Franklin Clement. LL.D., A.B.
Phi Beta Kappa 1873, A.M. 1876. b. E.
Orrington April 24 1852; m. Ella Tucker Aug.
29 1877; ch.: Clement '03, Dwight '07, Arthur
'08. Engineer, machinist E. Orrington 1873-74;
Bowdoin (instr. analytic chemistry 1874-78,
Josiah Little Prof. 1878-1920, prof, chemistry &
mineralogy 1881-1910); Me. state assayer
1877-1909. Pres. Am. Public Health Assn.
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1906, fellow (AAAS, British Chem. Soc).
Author„lectr. d. Portland May 25 1910.
STEVENS, Oliver. LL.D.; A.B. 1848, Phi Beta
Kappa. Psi Upsilon. b. N. Andover MA
June 22 1825. d. Aug. 23 1905.
WOODS, Henry Ernest. A.M. b. Boston
June 5 1857. With Mass. Comm. Public
Records Boston 1907-19. d. Greenfield MA
Oct. 11 1919.
1904
BAXTER, James Phinney. Litt.D., A.M. 1881.
Overseer 1894-1921. b. Gorham March 23
1831. d. May 8 1921.
CABLE, George Washington. Litt.D., Litt.D.
Washington & Lee 1882, A.M. Yale 1883,
Litt.D. Yale 1901. b. New Orleans LA Oct.
12 1844. Journalist New Orleans 1865-79. d. St.
Petersburg FL Jan. 31 1925.
PERKINS, John Carroll. D.D.; A.B. Bates
1882, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Bates 1885;
S.T.B. & A.M. Harvard 1891; D.D. Bates 1932.
b. Auburn June 6 1862. Principal Lebanon
Acad. 1882-83, teacher Boston 1883-86, clerg.
(Portland 1890-1913, Seattle 1914-26, Boston
1927-50). d. Boston Dec. 23 1950.
PERRY, Bliss. Litt.D.; A.B. Williams 1881, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Williams 1885; A.M.
Princeton 1896; L.H.D. Princeton 1900;
L.H.D. Williams 1902; LL.D. Wake Forest
1906; L.H.D. Univ. Vt. 1912; LL.D. Univ.
Penn. 1916; Litt.D. Harvard 1925; Litt.D.
Brown 1930. b. Williamstown MA Nov. 25
1860. Prof. English (Williams Coll. 1886-93,
Princeton Univ. 1893-1900), ed. Atlantic
Monthly Boston 1899-1909, prof. English
literature Harvard 1909-1930. Overseer
Harvard. Awarded Chevalier Legion of Honor,
(France), d. Exeter NH Feb. 13 1954.
SMITH, Daniel Freeman. D.D., A.B. 1857,
A.M. 1857. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Saco
April 25 1836. d. Feb. 11 1911.
WHITE, Wallace Humphrey. A.M. b.
Livermore Sept. 4 1848. d. Sept. 19 1920.
WIGGIN, Kate Douglas. Litt.D. b. Phila. PA
Sept. 28 1857. Author: The Birds' Christmas
Carol (1887), Timothy's Quest (1890), Polly
Oliver's Problem (1893), Penelope's Progress
(1898), Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (1903).
Dir. 1st Free Kindergarten on W. Coast San
Francisco 1878. d. Harrow England Aug. 24
1923.
1905
BREWER, David Josiah. LL.D.; A.B. Yale
1856, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Albany 1858;
A.M. Yale 1859; LL.D. Ia. State Univ. 1884;
LL.D. Washburn 1888; LL.D. Yale 1891;
LL.D. Univ. Vt. 1904. b. Smyrna Turkey
June 20 1837. Lawyer Leavenworth KS
1859-70, with U.S. Comm. KS 1861, judge of
probate Leavenworth KS 1863-64, justice 1st
U.S. Dist. Court KS 1865-68, with KS Supreme
Court 1870-84, 8th U.S. Dist. Circuit Court
1884-89, atty. Leavenworth County 1889-1910.
Pres. Venezuela Boundary Comm. 1889. d.
Washington DC March 28 1910.
COBB, William Titcomb. LL.D., B.S. 1877,
LL.D. Univ. Me. 1905. Zeta Psi. Overseer
1 903-08, Trustee 1 908-37 (v.pres. 1 924-37). b.
Rockland July 23 1857; s. of Francis Overseer,
d. July 24 1937.
CUTLER, Charles Herrick. D.D.; A.B. 1881,
Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Delta Phi. Overseer
1897-1936. b. Farmington Dec. 10 1859. d.
Waban MA Nov. 10 1946.
GERRISH, Frederic Henry. LL.D.; A.B.
1866, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1869; M.D. 1869;
LL.D. Univ. Mich 1904. Alpha Delta Phi.
Overseer 1886-1920, pres. General Alumni
Assn. 1885-92. b. Portland May 21 1845. d.
Portland Sept. 8 1920.
HALL, Edwin Herbert. LL.D.; A.B. 1875, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. 1878; Ph.D. Johns Hopkins
1880. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Gorham Nov.
7 1855. d. Cambridge MA Nov. 20 1938.
JONES, Thomas Frederic. D.D., A.B. 1880.
Zeta Psi. b. Tredegar England Jan. 23 1854.
d. Augusta May 6 1930.'
PILLSBURY, Evans Searle. LL.D., A.B. 1863.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Monson Aug. 8
1841. d. Jan. 22 1934.
1906
DOLE, Charles Fletcher. D.D.; A.B. Harvard
1868, P.hi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1870.
b. Brewer May 17 1845; s. of Nathan '36.
With Univ. Vt. 1873-74, clerg. (Portland
1874-76; Jamaica Plain 1876-1916, pastor
emeritus 1916-27). Trustee Tuskegee Inst. d.
Nov. 27 1927.
EVANS, Daniel. D.D., A.B. 1890. Trustee
1925-43. b. Cwmanon Glamorganshire
Wales Great Britain Aug. 22 1866. d.
Brunswick April 24 1943.
LITTLEFIELD, Charles Edgar. LL.D. b.
Lebanon June 21 1851. Lawyer (Rockland
1876-1909, NY 1909-15), Me. Legislature
1885-88, speaker 1887-88, Me. Atty. General
1889-92, member Cong. 1899-1909. Pres. Me.
Bar Assn. 1898-99. d. May 2 1915.
LYMAN, Eugene William. D.D.; A.B. Amherst
1894, Phi Beta Kappa; B.D. Yale 1899; A.M.
Amherst 1903; D.D. Yale 1912; D.D. Amherst
1914. b. Cummington MA April 4 1872.
Instr. Latin Williston Sem. Easthampton MA
1894-95, prof. philosophy & theol.
(Lawrenceville Sch. NJ 1895-96; Carleton Coll.
1901-04; Congr. Coll. 1904-05; Bangor Theol.
Sem. 1905-13; Oberlin Theol. Sem. 1913-18;
Union Theol. Sem. NY 1918-40, emeritus
1940-48). d. March 15 1948.
MERRILL, Joseph Edward. A.M., A.B. 1854.
b. Yarmouth Dec. 8 1832. d. Jan. 9 1909.
MITCHELL, Edward Page. Litt.D.; A.B. 1871,
Phi Beta Kappa; Litt.D. Columbia 1919. Zeta
Psi. Overseer 1917-27. b. Bath March 24
1852. d. New London CT Jan. 22 1927.
MOSHER, Thomas Bird. A.M. b. Biddeford
Sept. 11 1852. d. Aug. 31 1923.
POMEROY, Edward Noyes. A.M., A.B. 1859.
b. Yarmouth April 6 1836. d. June 22 1918.
POWERS, Frederic Alton. LL.D., A.B. 1875.
Overseer 1908-21 (v.pres. 1919-21), Trustee
1921-23. b. Pittsfield June 19 1855. d. St.
Petersburg FL Feb. 13 1923.
YEATON, George Campbell. A.M., A.B. 1856.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Berwick May 22
1836. d. April 10 1918.
1907
ALEXANDER, DeAlva Stanwood. LL.D.; A.B.
1870, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1873. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Overseer 1905-25 (v.pres.
1915-19, pres. 1 9 1 9-25). b. Richmond July 1
7
1845. d. Jan. 30 1925.
CALKINS, Raymond. D.D.; A.B. Harvard
1894, Phi Beta Kappa; D.D. Grinnell 1914.
b. Buffalo NY Aug. 10 1869. Prof, modern
lang. Ia. Coll. 1891-93, clerg. (Pittsfield MA
1896-1903; Portland 1903-12; Cambridge MA
1912-40, emeritus 1940-67). d. Belmont MA
July 16 1967.
CHOATE, Isaac Bassett. Litt.D.; A.B. 1862,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1862. b. Naples July
12 1833. d. Westbrook Oct. 7 1917.
HALE, Clarence. LL.D.; A.B. 1869, Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. 1869. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Overseer 1905-19 (v.pres. 1912-15, pres.
1915-19), Trustee 1919-34. b. Turner April
15 1848. d. Portland April 9 1934.
HANSCOM, Frank Edward. A.M., A.M. Bates
1899, Ed.D. Bates 1931. b. Poland March 24
1863. Teacher, supt. sch. Poland 1886-91,
principal (high sch. Oxford 1891-97; Gould
Acad. Bethel 1897-1936, emeritus 1936-40). d.
April 11 1940.
MITCHELL, Alfred. LL.D., A.B. 1859, A.M.
1862, M.D. Columbia 1865. Zeta Psi. Overseer
1877-1915. b. Yarmouth March 17 1837. d.
Brunswick July 13 1915.
PIERSON, William Henry. D.D., A.B. 1864,
A.M. 1867. Zeta Psi. b. Newburyport MA
Jan. 12 1839. d. Aug. 7 1919.
1908
APPLETON, Frederick Hunt. LL.D.. A.B.
1864, A.M. 1878. Alpha Delta Phi. Overseer
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1903-14, Trustee 1914-25. b. Bangor Jan. 14
1844; s. of John '22. d. Bangor June 11 1927.
CHAPMAN, Henry Leland. LL.D.; A.B. 1866,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1869; D.D. 1890. Alpha
Delta Phi. General Alumni Assn. (treas.
1876-82, sec. 1882-86). b. Bethel July 26
1845. d. Brunswick Feb. 24 1913.
DEERING, Henry. A.M. b. Portland Sept.
29 1842. d. Aug. 18 1917.
DINGLEY, Frank Lambert. Litt.D.; A.B. 1861,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1864. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Unity Feb. 7 1840. d. Sept. 21
1918.
DODGE, Frederic. LL.D.; A.B. Harvard 1867,
Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1869. b.
Cambridge MA April 24 1847; s. of John C.
'34. Atty. Boston 1869-1905, justice MA (U.S.
Dist. Court 1905-12, U.S. Circuit Court
1912-16). d. Belmont MA March 7 1927.
1909
BIRD, George Emerson. LL.D., A.B. Harvard
1869, A.M. Harvard 1872. b. Portland Sept.
1 1847. Atty. Portland 1872-1908, U.S. Dist.
Atty. Me. 1895-90, Me. legislator 1891-94,
speaker 1893-94, assoc. justice Me. Supreme
Court 1908-18. d. Yarmouth Jan. 19 1926.
LEWIS, Weston. A.M., A.B. 1872. Zeta Psi.
Overseer 1901-11, Trustee 1911-18. b.
Pittston Dec. 26 1850. d. Sept. 21 1918.
LOWELL, Daniel Ozro Smith. Litt.D.; A.B.
1874, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1877; M.D. 1877.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Denmark April 13
1851. d. March 12 1928.
MOORE, Charles Albert. D.D.; A.B. Yale
1886, Phi Beta Kappa. b. W. Chester PA
July 6 1864. Clerg. (Rockland 1895-1905;
Bangor 1905-36, emeritus 1936-53). d. Bangor
June 23 1953.
QUIMBY, Joseph Langdon. D.D.; A.B. magna
cum laude 1895, Phi Beta Kappa. b.
Sandwich NH Oct. 30 1859. d. Augusta June
12 1943.
QUINBY, Henry Brewer. LL.D., A.B. 1869,
A.M. 1872, M.D. George Washington 1880,
A.M. Dartmouth 1909, LL.D. Dartmouth
1909. Zeta Psi. Overseer 1911-24. b.
Biddeford June 10 1846. d. NYC Feb. 8 1924.
SAVAGE, Albert Russell. LL.D., A.B.
Dartmouth 1871, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M.
Dartmouth 1874; LL.D. Bates 1898; LL.D.
Dartmouth 1911. b. Ryegate VT Dec. 8
1847. Atty. Auburn 1875-97, mayor Auburn
1889-91, Androscoggin County Atty. 1881-85,
judge of probate Androscoggin County
1885-95; Me. legislator 1891-94, speaker
1893-94; senator 1895-97; justice Me. Supreme
Court 1897-1913, chief justice 1913-17. d. June
14 1917.
SMITH, Edward Augustus Burton. A.M., A.B.
1889, B.S. Tufts 1926. Zeta Psi. b. Augusta
June 19 1867. d. Nov. 14 1946.
SPEAR, Ellis. LL.D.; A.B. 1858, Phi Beta
Kappa. Delta Upsilon. Overseer 1912-17. b.
Warren Oct. 15 1834. d. St. Petersburg FL
April 13 1917.
WOODBURY, Ernest Roliston. A.M., A.B.
magna cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1895. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Farmington June 3 1871; s. of
Roliston H'70. d. Bridgton Dec. 25 1955.
1910
BOOKER, Ira Peirce. A.M. Treas. & Trustee
1 895- 1 9 1 3 . b. Lisbon Nov. 28 1 832. d. March
19 1916.
CHADWICK, Lydia Moulton. A.M. b. Saco
Nov. 7 1847. Teacher Thornton Acad. Saco
1867-1909. d. Feb. 22 1928.
HOWE, Lucien. Sc.D., A.M. 1879, A.B. 1870,
M.D. Long Is. Coll. HSspital 1871, M.D. N.Y.
Univ. 1872. Zeta Psi. b. Standish Sept. 18
1848; s. of Marshall S. M'29. d. Belmont MA
Dec. 27 1928.
INGRAHAM, William Moulton. A.M., A.B.
1895. Psi Upsilon. Overseer 1929-55. b.
Portland Nov. 2 1870. d. Pensacola FL April 1
1955.
MacMILLAN, Donald Baxter. A.M., A.B.
1898, Sc.D. 1918, Sc.D. Boston Univ. 1937.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Provincetown MA Nov.
10 1874. d. Provincetown MA Sept. 7 1970.
PEARY, Robert Edwin. LL.D.; B.S. 1877, Phi
Beta Kappa; C.E. 1881; Sc.D. 1894; LL.D.
Tufts 1913; LL.D. Univ. Edinburgh. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Overseer 1917-20. b.
Cresson PA May 6 1856. d. Feb. 20 1920.
STANDISH, Myles. Sc.D., A.B. 1875, A.M.
1878, M.D. Harvard 1879. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. b. Boston Oct. 17 1851. d.
Cambridge MA June 26 1928.
WILLIAMSON, James Scollay. S.T.D., D.D.
Olivet 1913. b. Lerwick Scotland Oct. 4 1860.
Clerg. (Augusta 1890-99, Haverhill MA
1899-1910, Lansing MI 1910-15, New Haven
1918-23, Brooklyn 1923-30). d. NYC Dec. 2
1932.
1911
ALLINSON, Annie Crosby Emery. Litt.D.,
A.B. Bryn Mawr 1892, Ph.D. Bryn Mawr 1896,
Ph.D. Univ. Leipzig Germany. b. Ellsworth
Jan. 1 1871; dau. of Lucilius Emery '61. Dean
of Women, asst. prof, classical philosphy Univ.
Wise. 1897-1900, dean Pembroke Coll.
1900-05. d. Hancock Point Aug. 16 1932.
EMERY, Henry Crosby. LL.D.; A.B. 1892, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1893; Ph.D.
Columbia 1896; A.M. Yale 1900; LL.D.
Columbia 1911. Psi Upsilon. Overseer 1910-24.
b. Ellsworth Dec. 21 1872; s. of Lucilius A. '61.
d. China Feb. 6 1924. Also see Fac.
EVERETT, Ida Josephine. A.M., B.L. Mt.
Holyoke 1893, L.H.D. Wheaton 1921. b.
Walpole MA Dec 20 1860. Teacher Wheaton
Sem. 1905-12; dean Wheaton Coll 1912-21,
prof. 1924-27, emeritus 1930-34. d. Norwood
MA Aug. 7 1934.
JOHNSON, Charles Fletcher. LL.D., A.B.
1879, A.M. 1882. Trustee 1912-30, Alumni
Fund 1922-25. b. Winslow Feb. 14 1859. d.
St. Petersburg FL'Feb. 15 1930.
PAYSON, Franklin Conant LL.D.; A.B. 1876,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1879. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Overseer 1897-1910, Trustee 1910-30,
General Alumni Assn. (v.pres. 1898-1904, pres.
1 904- 16). b. Portland Sept. 4 1 856. d. Feb. 1
7
1930.
SMITH, Payson. Litt.D.; A.M. Tufts 1903, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.D. Univ. Me. 1908; Litt.D.
Bates 1909; Ed.D. R.I. Coll. Education 1926;
LL.D. Norwich 1928; LL.D. Springfield 1934;
LL.D. Northeastern 1935; Ed.D. Colby 1940.
b. Portland Feb. 11 1873. Supt. sch. (Canton
1889-1901, Rumford 1901-03, Auburn 1904-07,
Me. State 1907-16), with Mass. Comm.
Education 1916-35, lectr. Harvard 1935-40,
prof, education Univ. Me. 1940-ca. 55. Pres.
Assn Sch. Admin. 1923, trustee (Tufts, Boston
Univ., Springfield). Recipient: Nat.
Educational Award 1939. d. Portland March
11 1963.
WALZ, William Emanuel. Litt.D., A.B.
Northwestern 1880, A.M. Northwestern 1882,
LL.B. Harvard 1899. b. Columbus OH April
13 1860. Principal Schuylkill Sem. Reading PA
1881-83, prof, history imperial Governor's Coll.
Tokyo 1883-96, instr. German Harvard
1896-98, prof, law Univ. Me. 1899-?, dean coll.
of law 1902-17. d. Bad Boll Wyrttemberg
Germany May 20 1933.
1912
BEALE, William Gerrish. LL.D., A.B. 1877. Psi
Upsilon. Overseer 1912-18, Trustee 1918-22.
b. Winthrop Sept. 10 1854. d. March 3 1922.
CHISHOLM, Hugh Joseph. A.M. b.
Niagara-on-the-Lake Ont. Canada May 2
1847. With news agency (Grand Trunk RR
Toronto 1863-65, Portland 1865-1912), paper
mfr. (Livermore Falls 1880-87, Rumford
1887-1912). Pres. paper co. NY 1898-1908.
Water power development, prop.
Portland-Rumford Falls Ry. d. NYC July 8
1912.
COLE, Samuel Valentine. LL.D., A.B. 1874,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1877; D.D. 1898. Alpha
Delta Phi. Trustee 1901-25 (v.pres. 1911-25),
sec. General Alumni Assn. 1878-82. b.
Machiasport Dec. 29 1851. d. May 6 1925.
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HILL, Jesse. D.D., B.D. Oberlin Theol. Sem.
1893. b. Sirhowy Wales Great Britain April 3
1868. Clerg. (Rootstown OH 1893-96,
Wakeman 1896-99, Medina 1899-1907;
Portland 1907-15). d. Jan. 14 1915.
HYDE, John Sedgwick. A.M. Overseer
1913-17. b. Bath March 25 1867; s. of
Thomas W. '61. d. St. Augustine FL March 17
1917.
MORRILL, John Adams. LL.D.; A.B. 1876,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1879; LL.D. Univ. Me.
1920. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Overseer
1888-1925 (v.pres. 1921-25), Trustee 1925-28.
b. Auburn June 3 1855. d. Aug. 24 1945.
WHITEHOUSE, William Penn. LL.D.; A.B.
Colby 1863, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Colby
1866; LL.D. Colby 1896. b. Vassalboro April
9 1842. Atty. Augusta 1865-1922, Kennebec
County Atty. 1869-76, judge Me. Superior
Court 1878-90, assoc. justice Me. Supreme
Court 1890-1911, chief justice 1911-13. d. Oct.
10 1922.
1913
BURTON, Alfred Edgar. Sc.D., B.S. Phi Beta
Kappa 1878, C.E. 1881. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Overseer 1905-35. b. Portland March 24
1857. d. Gloucester MA May 11 1935.
CURTIS, Cyrus Hermann Kotzschmar. A.M.,
LL.D. 1927. Trustee 1930-33. b. Portland
June 18 1850. d. Wyncote PA June 7 1933.
CURTIS, William John. LL.D., A.B. 1875. b.
Brunswick Aug. 28 1854. Overseer 1901-15,
Trustee 1915-27. d. Camden Oct. 8 1927.
QUINT, John Hastings D.D. b. New
Bedford MA Dec. 8 1868. d. Feb. 28 1950.
THOMAS, William Widgery. LL.D. b.
Portland Aug. 26 1839. d. Portland April 25
1927.
1914
ABBOTT, Edville Gerhardt. Sc.D., A.B. 1906.
CURTIS, Edwin Upton. LL.D., A.B. 1882. b.
Boston March 26 1861. Overseer 1897-1912,
Trustee 1912-22. d. March 28 1922.
JAMESON, Charles David. Sc.D., A.M. 1901.
JOHNSON, Henry. A.B. 1874, Phi Beta
Kappa; A.M. 1877; Litt.D. 1914; Ph.D. Berlin
1884. b. Gardiner June 25 1855; m. Frances
Robinson July 26 1881; ch.: Helen, Anne.
Student (Univ. Gottingen 1875-76, Paris
1876-77), Bowdoin (instr. modern lang.
1877-81; librarian 1880-85; prof. 1881-82;
curator art collections 1881-87, 1892-1914;
Longfellow Prof. 1882-1918; dir. Museum of
Art 1914-18). Author: Where Beauty Is (1898),
The Seer (1910); ed.: Schiller's Ballads (1888),
Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream
(1888); transl.: Les Trophees, The Sonnets of J.
M. Heredia (1910), Dante's The Divine
Comedy (1915). d. Brunswick Feb. 7 1918.
LOWELL, Abbott Lawrence. LL.D.; A.B.
Harvard 1877, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard
1880; LL.D. Univ. 111. 1905; LL.D. Williams
1908; LL.D. Columbia 1909; LL.D. Princeton
1909; LL.D. Yale 1909; LL.D. Louvain Univ.
1909; LL.D. Dartmouth 1909; Ph.D. Univ.
Berlin 1910; Ph.D. Brown Univ. 1914; Ph.D.
Univ. Wise. 1914; Ph.D. Washington Univ.
1915; Ph.D. Johns Hopkins 1915. b. Boston
Dec. 13 1856. d. Jan. 6 1943.
PAYSON, Charles Henry. A.M. b. Portland
April 12 1853. d. April 27 1933.
WATERMAN, Sylvester Dexter. A.M., A.B.
1861. Delta Upsilon. b. Litchfield Sept. 14
1842. d. July 23 1931.
1915
DAVIS, Marshall Wheelock. A.M., A.B. 1874.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. Milan NH July 28
1853. d. Roxbury MA Oct. 25 1917.
GOODRICH, Chauncey William. D.D.; A.B.
Yale 1886, Phi Beta Kappa, b. Cleveland OH
Nov. 17 1864. Clerg. (NYC 1891-94; Orange
NJ 1895-1901; Cleveland 1901-04; Am.
Church Paris 1905-10, 1917-23; NYC 1912-13;
Brunswick 1913-17; Washington D.C.
1925-26). d. Brunswick Oct. 5 1956.
PACKARD, Edward Newman. D.D., A.B. 1862,
Phi Beta Kappa, A.M. 1865; D.D. Syracuse
1891. Psi Upsilon. Overseer 1881-1917. b.
Lancaster MA Dec. 16 1841; s. of Charles '17.
d. April 26 1917.
SNOW, David William. A.M.; A.B. 1873, Phi
Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Boston Nov. 10 1851. d. March 20 1924.
WILLOUGHBY, Charles Clark. A.M. b.
Winchendon MA July 5 1857. Peabody
Museum (chief asst. 1894-99; asst. curator
1899-1913; asst. dir. 1913-15; dir. 1915-28,
emeritus 1928-43). Austin Teaching fellow
Harvard 1899-1901. d. Watertown MA April
21 1943.
1916
ADAMS, Frederic Winslow. A.M. Psi Upsilon.
b. Searsport July 19 1867; s. of Jonathan E. '53.
d. July 3 1932.
CARTY, John Joseph. Sc.D., D.Eng. Stevens
Inst. Tech. 1915, Sc.D. Univ. Chicago 1916,
LL.D. McGill 1917, Sc.D. Tufts 1919, Sc.D.
Yale 1922, Sc.D. Princeton 1923, LL.D. Univ.
Penn. 1924. b. Cambridge MA April 14
1861. With tel. co. (Boston 1879-88, chief
engineer NYC 1889-1907), with tel. & tel.
1907-30. Served to brig, general USA 1917-19.
d. Baltimore MD Dec. 27 1932.
HAWES, Charles Taylor. A.M., B.S. 1876. Psi
Upsilon. Overseer 1904-39 (pres. 1925-39),
General Alumni Assn. (v.pres. 1904-16, pres.
1919-25), Alumni Council 1915-21, Alumni
Fund 1921-23. b. Bridgton Aug. 16 1853. d.
March 18 1939.
QUINBY, Henry Cole. A.M., A.B. Harvard
1894, LL.B. Harvard 1897. b. Lake Village
NH July 9 1872; s. of Henry B. '69. Atty. NYC
1897-1922. d. Oct. 23 1922.
1917
ALBEE, Fred Howlett. Sc.D., A.B. 1899, M D.
Harvard 1903, Sc.D. Univ. Vt. 1916, LL.D.
Colby 1930, Sc.D. Rutgers 1940. Kappa Sigma,
b. Alna April 13 1876. d. NYC Feb. 15 1945.
HATCH, Francis March. LL.D., A.B. 1873. Psi
Upsilon. b. Portsmouth NH June 7 1852; s.
of Albert R. '37. d. March 19 1923.
HYDE, William DeWitt. LL.D., D.D. 1886,
LL.D. Harvard Phi Beta Kappa 1879, D.D.
Harvard 1886, LL.D. Syracuse Univ. 1897,
LL.D. Dartmouth 1909. b. Winchendon MA
Sept. 23 1858; m. Prudence Phillips Nov. 6
1883; ch.: William, Elizabeth, George '08.
Clergy. Paterson NJ 1883-85, Bowdoin (pres.,
trustee, overseer ex-officio 1885-1917; prof,
mental & moral philosophy 1908-17). Author:
Practical Idealism (1897), God's Education of
Man (1899), Jesus' Way (1902), From Epicurus
to Christ (1904), reprinted as The Five Great
Philosophies of Life (1911). d. Brunswick June
29 1917.
LAWRENCE, William Witherle. Litt.D., A.B.
summa cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1898; A.M.
Harvard 1900; Ph.D. Harvard 1903. Psi
Upsilon. Overseer 1921-23, Trustee 1923-58,
Alumni Council 1918-21. b. Bangor May 29
1876. d. Portland July 25 1958.
SABIN, Alvah Horton. Sc.D., B.S. 1876, Phi
Beta Kappa, M.S. 1880. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Norfolk NY April 9 1851. d. Flushing NY July
11 1940.
WHITE, Sherman Avery. A.M., A.B. Univ.
Neb. 1898. b. Forestville NY Nov. 30 1876.
Served with USA 1898-1918, prof, military
science & tactics SATC 1917. d. France Nov. 3
1918.
1918
CORNISH, Leslie Colby. LL.D.; A.B. Colby
1875, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Colby 1904;
LL.D. Colby 1904. b. Winslow Oct. 8 1854.
Principal high sch. Peterboro NH 1875-77, Me.
legislator 1878. atty. Augusta 1880-1925. assoc.
justice Me. Supreme Court 1907-17. chief
justice 1917-25. d. June 24 1925.
DAVISON, Henry Pomeroy. LL.D.. LL.D.
Univ. Penn. 1913. b. Troy PA June 13 1867.
Banker NYC 1891-1922. Chmn. (War Council
Am. Red Cross 1917-19, governing board
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World League Red Cross Soc. 1919).
Decorated by Italy, Belgium, Serbia & Russia,
d. Locust Valley NY May 6 1922.
HUTCHINS, Charles Clifford. Sc.D., A.B.
1883, A.M. 1886. Alpha Delta Phi. Alumni
Council 1921-24. d. San Diego CA April 13
1940.
LEAVITT, Ashely Day. D.D., A.B. Yale 1900,
B.D. Hartford Theol. Sem. 1903. b. Chicago
IL Oct. 10 1877. Clerg. (Willimantic CT
1904-08, Concord NH 1908-13, Portland
1913-19, Brookline MA 1919-48). d. Jamaica
Plain MA Jan. 22 1959.
MacMILLAN, Donald Baxter. Sc.D., A.M.
1910.
SMITH, Winford Henry. Sc.D., A.B. cum
laude 1899, M.D. johns Hopkins 1903. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Scarborough July 11 1877. d.
Baltimore MD Nov. 13 1961.
1919
GIBSON, Harvey Dow. LL.D., A.B. 1902.
IRELAND, William Dunning. A.M. 1919, B.S.
1916.
LORD, Albert Jones. D.D., A.B. 1894. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Ellsworth Oct. 1 1868. d.
Meriden CT March 1 1951.
MUNSEY, Frank Andrew. Litt.D. b. Mercer
Aug. 21 1854. Ed. & publisher NYC 1882-1925.
d. Dec. 22 1925.
PIERCE, Thomas Lewis. A.M., A.B. 1898. Psi
Upsilon. Alumni Council 1927-30. b.
Portland July 6 1877; s. of Lewis '52. d. Tucson
AZ Feb. 16 1955.
SEWALL, Harold Marsh. A.M., A.B. Harvard
1882, LL.D. Harvard 1885. b. Bath Jan. 3
1860. With Foreign Service 1885-89,
1897-1900; Me. legislator 1896, 1903-07;
senator 1907-09; atty. Bath 1900-24. d. NYC
Oct. 28 1924.
SHUMWAY, Sherman Nelson. A.M., A.B.
1917.
STANLEY, Freelan Oscar. A.M., Bowdoin
1873-75. b. Kingfield June 1 1849. d. Newton
MA Oct. 2 1949.
STAPLES, Arthur Gray. A.M., B.S. 1882, Phi
Beta Kappa, Litt.D. 1923; LL.D. Bates 1921.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Alumni Council
1918-21, Overseer 1923-40. b. Bowdoinham
July 4 1861. d. Auburn April 2 1940.
TILLSON, George William. Sc.D., B.S. 1877,
Phi Beta Kappa, C.E. 1881. Zeta Psi. b.
Thomaston Dec. 18 1852. d. La Grange IL
May 13 1940.
1920
BARTLETT, Robert Abram. A.M. b. Brigus
Newf. Aug. 15 1875. Arctic explorer 1897-1941.
Cdr. S.S. Roosevelt Peary Polar Expedition
1909. d. NYC April 28 1946.
COPELAND, Charles Townsend. Litt.D.; A.B.
Harvard 1882, Phi Beta Kappa. b. Calais
April 27 1860. Prof. English literature, rhetoric
& oratory 1893-1928; emeritus 1918-52. d.
Cambridge MA July 24 1952.
COUSINS, Edgar Millard. D.D., A.B. 1877.
Theta Delta Chi. Overseer 1890-1928. b.
Southwest Harbor Sept. 7 1850. d. May 19
1928.
EMERSON, Chester Burge. D.D., A.B. 1904.
FOSTER, Ben. A.M. b. Anson July 31 1852.
d. NYC Jan. 29 1926.
McLELLAN, Charles Hugh. M.S. b.
Brunswick Sept. 30 1842. Served to cdr. USCG
1868-1906. d. Newburyport MA Jan. 25 1936.
1921
HERSEY, Heloise Edwina. A.M.; A.B. Vassar
Coll. 1876, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Tufts 1922.
b. Oxford Feb. 22 1855; dau. of Artemas L.
M'53. Prof. English Smith Coll. 1878-83,
principal Miss Hersey's Sch. for Girls Boston
1887-99. d. Feb. 3 1933.
KYES, Preston. Sc.D., A.B. cum laude 1896,
A.M. 1900, M.D. Johns Hopkins 1900. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Jay Jan. 24 1875; s. of
Ebenezer S. '65. d. Dec. 27 1949.
MALLETT, Wilbert Grant. A.M., A.B. 1891.
Alpha Delta Phi. Overseer 1911-42. b.
Topsham April 10 1867. d. Jan. 12 1942.
SEITZ, Don Carlos. Litt.D.; A.M. St.
Lawrence 1906, Phi Beta Kappa, b. Portgage
OH Oct. 24 1862. Journalist, ed., publisher
1887-1906. d. Dec. 4 1935.
SMYTH, Newman. D.D.; A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa 1863, A.M. 1866, D.D. N.Y. Univ.
1881, D.D. Yale 1895. Psi Upsilon. b.
Brunswick June 25 1843; s. of William '22. d.
Jan. 6 1925.
THAYER, Addison Sanford. Sc.D., M.D. 1886,
A.B. Harvard 1881, M.D. Harvard 1888. b.
Medway MA Aug. 5 1858. d. Portland Dec. 14
1923.
WHITE, Henry Kirke. L.H.D., A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa 1874, A.M. 1877. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Dresden Feb. 8 1849. d. Peekskill NY Jan.
12 1924.
1922
ABBOTT, Lawrence Fraser. Litt.D., A.B.
Amherst 1881, Litt.D. Univ. Vt. 1923, L.H.D.
Amherst 1931. b. Brooklyn NY June 25
1859. Author, ed., journalist; ins. 1881-1933. d.
Feb. 7 1933.
CARY, Austin. Sc.D., A.B. Phi Beta Kappa
1887, A.M. 1891. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b. E.
Machias July 31 1865. d. Gainesville FL April
28 1936.
CHAPMAN, John Eliphaz. A.M., A.B. Phi
Beta Kappa 1877. Alpha Delta Phi. Overseer
1915-23. b. Bethel July 14 1853. d. Dec. 24
1923.
COFFIN, Charles Albert. LL.D., LL.D. Union
1 9 1 4, A.M. Yale 1919. b. Skowhegan Dec. 30
1844. Mfr. & financier Lynn MA 1863-82,
electric appliance co. (founder, pres.
1892-1913, chmn. board 1913-22) organizer
(Am. Red Cross, War Relief Clearing House).
Decorated by France, Belgium, & Serbia, d.
Locust Valley NY July 15 1926.
COOLIDGE, Louis Arthur. A.M.; A.B.
Harvard 1883, Phi Beta Kappa. b. Natick
MA Oct. 8 1861. Author, genealogist, asst. U.S.
Sec. of Treasury 1908-09. Delegate-at-large
Mass. Const. Conv. 1917. d. Milton MA May
31 1925.
ELIOT, John Frederick. Ed.D., A.B. 1 873. b.
Auburn April 15 1850. d. Arlington MA Jan. 1
1932.
GROSS, Daniel Irving. D.D., A.B. 1902.
MOODY, William Albion. Sc.D.; A.B. 1882,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1885. Alumni Council
1924-27. b. Kennebunkport July 31 1860; m.
Jennie Mason Aug. 25 1885. Submaster
Edward Little High Sch. Auburn 1882-84,
mathematics Bowdoin (tutor 1884-87, instr.
1887-88, prof. 1888-1907, Wing Prof. 1907-26,
prof, emeritus 1926-47, acting pres. 1924-25).
Dir. Brunswick Bldg. & Loan Assn., Curtis
Memorial Library Brunswick. Contbr. d.
Brunswick Feb. 2 1947.
1923
CONE, John Albert. A.M., A.B. Mt. Union
1898. b. Bowdoinham Feb. 19 1859.
Principal & supt. of sch. 1881-1928 (Honolulu,
Wailuku, Bowdoinham, Topsham, Brunswick,
Freeport). Educational writer, d. Brunswick
Feb. 25 1928.
KENDALL, William Mitchell. L.H.D., A.B.
Harvard 1876, A.M. Wesleyan 1930. b.
Jamaica Plain MA Feb. 13 1856. d. Bar Harbor
Aug. 8 1941.
PETERS, John Andrew. LL.D., A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa 1885, A.M. 1888. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Overseer 1911-30 (v.pres. 1925-30), Trustee
1930-47 (v.pres. 1937-47). b. Ellsworth Aug.
13 1864. d. Ellsworth Aug. 22 1953.
ROBINSON, Daniel Arthur. Sc.D., A.B. Phi
Beta Kappa 1873, A.M. 1876, M.D. 1881.
Alpha Delta Phi. Overseer 1884-1930. b.
Orrington June 22 1850. d. Jan. 17 1930.
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STAPLES, Arthur Gray. Litt.D., A.B. 1919.
STEVENS, Frederic Clement. LL.D., A.B. Phi
Beta Kappa 1881, LL.B. Ia. State Univ. 1884.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Boston Jan. 1 1861. d.
July 1 1923.
WHEELER, Edward Warren. A.M., LL.D.
1939. b. Brunswick April 12 1876. d.
Portland Nov. 1 1963.
WILSON, Frederick Arthur. D.D., A.B. Phi
Beta Kappa 1873, A.M. 1876. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Orono April 23 1852. d. March 1 1936.
1924
FAIRFIELD, Arthur Philip. A.M., B.S. USNA
1901. b. Saco Oct. 29 1877. d. Bethesda MD
Dec. 14 1946.
RILEY, Thomas Harrison. A.M., A.B. 1880.
Alpha Delta Phi. Sec. Overseers 1894-1924.
b. Phila. PA July 26 1857. d. March 7 1937.
SANFORD, Alpheus. A.M., A.B. 1876. Psi
Upsilon. Overseer 1909-41, v.pres. Alumni
Assn. 1916-25. b. Attleboro MA July 5 1856.
d. Dorchester MA Aug. 10 1944.
WATTS, Oliver Patterson. Sc.D., A.B. Phi
Beta Kappa 1889, A.M. 1892, A.M. Clark
1890, Ph.D. Univ. Wise. 1905. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Thomaston July 16 1865. d. Madison WI
Feb. 6 1953.
WHITTIER, Frank Nathaniel. Sc.D., A.B. Phi
Beta Kappa, A.M. 1888, M.D. 1889. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Farmington Dec. 12 1861.
d. Portland Dec. 23 1924.
1925
BUTTRICK, Wallace. LL.D., D.D. Univ.
Rochester 1898, L.H.D. Union 1914. b.
Potsdam Oct. 23 1853. Clerg. (New Haven
1883-89, St. Paul 1889-92, Albany 1892-1902);
sec. General Education Board NY 1902-17,
pres. 1917-23, chmn. 1923-26. d. Baltimore MD
May 27 1926.
ELLIOTT, George Roy. Litt.D. 1925, A.B.
Univ. Toronto 1904, Ph.D. Univ. Jena 1908,
A.M. (hon.) Amherst 1934, L.H.D. Tufts 1955.
b. London Ont. Dec. 31 1883; m. Alma
Wilkins Sept. 20 1910; ch.: Jane, Nancy,
Richard. Instr. English Univ. Wise. 1909-13,
Henry Leland Chapman Prof. Bowdoin
1913-25, Amherst Coll. (prof. English 1925-50,
Henry Folger Prof., prof, emeritus 1950-63).
Founder & member Am. Group for
Renaissance Studies. Author: The Cycle of
Modern Poetry (1929); Humanism and
Imagination (1938); Church, College, and
Nation (1945); Scourge and Minister, a study
of Hamlet (1951); Flaming Minister, a study of
Othello (;953), Dramatic Providence in
Macbeth (1958, republished 1960); ed.: English
Poetry of the Nineteenth Century (1923),
Poetry of the Nineteenth Century (1924),
Complete Poetry of John Keats (1927), Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow (1928); contbr. d.
Brunswick Oct. 17 1963.
ESTEVE, Paul Francois Edmund. Litt.D.,
Licencie es lettres Univ. Paris France, licencie
en droit Univ. Paris France, docteur es lettres
Univ. Paris France. b. St. Brieuc France
Nov. 10 1868. Prof. French 1921-28. d. Paris
France Dec. 26 1928.
GRAY, David. Litt.D., A.B. Harvard 1892,
LL.B. Univ. Buffalo 1899. b. Buffalo NY
Aug. 8 1870. Journalist NY 1894-1900
(Buffalo, Rochester NYC). U.S. Minister to
Ireland 1940-47. d. Sarasota FL April 12 1968.
HILL, David Jayne. LL.D., A.B. Bucknell
1874, A.M. Bucknell 1877, A.M. Univ. Berlin,
A.M. Univ. Paris, LL.D. Colgate 1883, LL.D.
Univ. Penn. 1902, LL.D. Union 1902, docteur
es lettres Univ. Geneva 1906. b. Plainfield
NJ June 10 1850. Pres. (Bucknell Univ.
1879-88, Univ. Rochester 1888-96). Diplomat,
asst. U.S. Sec. of State 1898-1903, delegate to
2nd Peace Conf. the Hague 1907. Elected
member Phi Beta Kappa, d. Washington DC
March 2 1932.
HUNT, Walter Reid. D.D.; A.B. 1890, Phi
Beta Kappa; S.T.B. Harvard 1894. Psi Upsilon.
b. Camden Nov. 15 1867. d. Duxbury MA
Nov. 2 1955.
KELLEY, Eugene Robert. Sc.D., A.B. 1902.
LATHROP, Rose Hawthorne. A.M. b.
Lenox MA May 20 1851; dau. of N.
Hawthorne '25. Dominican nun. Founder
Home for Incurable Cancer, d. Hawthorne NY
July 9 1926.
LONGFELLOW, Alice Mary. A.M. b.
Cambridge MA Sept. 22 1850; dau. of Henry
'25. Founder & member board assoc. Radcliffe
Coll. d. Dec. 7 1928.
MINOT, John Clair. Litt.D, A.B. magna cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1896. Delta Kappa
Epsilon. Overseer 1913-41. b. Belgrade Nov.
30 1872. d. Oct. 3 1941.
ROBINSON, Edwin Arlington. Litt.D.; Litt.D.
Yale 1922, Phi Beta Kappa, b. Alna Dec. 22
1869. Author, poet. Recipient: Pulitzer Prize
for Poetry 1921. Poet: Collected Poems (1924),
The Man Who Died Twice (1927), Tristam. d.
NYC April 6 1935.
SNOW, Charles Wilbert. A.M. 1925, A.B.
1907.
1926
DANA, Philip. A.M., A.B. cum laude 1896.
Theta Delta Chi. Overseer 1917-24, Treas. &
Trustee 1924-49 (trustee emeritus 1949-54),
Alumni Council 1915-17, Alumni Fund
1921-23. b. Portland Aug. 3 1874. d. Cape
Elizabeth Feb. 7 1954.
FROST, Robert. Litt.D., A.M. Amherst 1918,
A.M. Univ. Mich. 1922, L.H.D. Univ. Vt. 1923,
Litt.D. Yale 1924, Litt.D. Middlebury 1924,
Litt.D. Univ. N.H. 1930, L.H.D. Wesleyan
1931, Litt.D. Columbia 1932, Litt.D. Williams
1932, Litt.D. Dartmouth 1933, Litt.D. Bates
1936, Litt.D. Univ. Penn. 1936, L.H.D. St.
Lawrence 1936, Litt.D. Harvard 1937, Litt.D.
Univ. Colo. 1939, Litt.D. Princeton 1941. b.
San Francisco CA March 26 1875. Poet,
educator. Recipient: Pulitzer prize 1924, 1931,
1937, 1943; Loines Prize 1931; Mark Twain
medal 1937; Nat. Inst, of Arts & Letters Gold
medal 1938; Poetry Soc. of Am. Silver medal
1941. Elected member Phi Beta Kappa, d.
Boston Jan. 29 1963.
MARBLE, Thomas Littlefield. LL.D.; A.B.
magna cum laude 1898, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B.
Harvard 1904. Delta Kappa Epsilon. b.
Auburn Dec. 24 1876; s. of Henry M'70. d.
Concord NH Oct. 23 1952.
PIERCE, Henry Hill. LL.D.; A.B. magna cum
laude 1896, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. N.Y. Law
Sch. 1898. Psi Upsilon. Overseer 1920-22,
Trustee 1922-40, Alumni Council 1918-21. b.
Portland Nov. 7 1875; s. of Lewis '52. d. NYC
March 18 1940.
PREBLE, William Emerson. Sc.D., A.B. cum
laude 1898, M.D. Harvard 1909. Delta
Upsilon. b. Litchfield March 26 1876. d.
Boston Jan. 22 1940.
STURGIS, Guy Hayden. LL.D., A.B. 1898,
LL.D. Colby 1941. Delta Upsilon. b. New
Gloucester March 3 1877; s. of John I. '68. d.
Portland Jan. 18 1951.
WARREN, Edward Perry. L.H.D., B.A. Oxford
Univ. 1888, M.A. Oxford Univ. 1911. b.
Waltham MA Jan. 8 1860. Authority classical
archaeology, d. London England Dec. 29 1928.
1927
CARMICHAEL, George Edgar. A.M., A.B.
magna cum laude 1897, Phi Beta Kappa.
Kappa Sigma. b. Rockville MA Aug. 22
1875. d. Wolfeboro NH March 23 1964.
CRAM, Archer Parris. A.M., LL.B. George
Washington 1902. Alpha Delta Phi. b. Mt.
Vernon March 25 1875. d. Ramsey NJ Sept. 20
1950.
CURTIS, Cyrus Hermann Kotzschmar. LL.D..
A.M. 1913.
HALFORD, John Henrv. A.M. See Class of
1907.
HEWITT, Joseph William. L.H.D.; A.B.
magna cum laude 1897, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M.
1899; A.M. Harvard 1900; Ph.D. Harvard
1902; A.M. Wesleyan Univ. 1915. Kappa
Sigma. b. Leeds England Aug. 23 1875. d.
Middletown CT July 8 1938.
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HINCKLEY, George Walter. D.D., A.M.
Colby 1912, LL.D. Colby 1939. b. Guilford
CT July 27 1853. Clerg. 1880-90, founder Good
Will Homes & Sch. 1889. d. Hinckley Nov. 5
1950.
MASON, Wallace Edward. A.M.; A.B. 1882,
Phi Beta Kappa; Ed.D. R.I. Coll. Education
1928. Alpha Delta Phi. b. N. Conway NH
June 24 1861. d. June 13 1944.
WILSON, Scott. LL.D.; A.B. Bates 1892, Phi
Beta Kappa; LL.D. Univ. Me. 1920; LL.D.
Bates 1923. b. Falmouth Jan. 11 1870. Atty.
Portland 1895-1918, Me. atty. general 1913-15,
assoc. justice Me. Supreme Court 1918-25,
chief justice 1925-29, justice U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals 1st Circuit 1929-40. d. Oct. 22 1942.
WING, William EUery. A.M., A.B. 1902.
1928
CARY, George Foster. A.M.; A.B. 1888, Phi
Beta Kappa. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Overseer
1899-1938. b. E. Machias March 16 1867. d.
Mt. Dora FL Aug. 26 1943.
CROWLEY, William Robert. A.M. See Class
of 1908.
DEWING, Henry Bronson. L.H.D.; A.B. Univ.
Calif. 1903, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Calif.
1905; Ph.D. Yale 1908. b. Canterbury CT
March 2 1882; married; ch.: Stephen, Charles,
Elizabeth. Teacher Berkeley CA High Sch.
1904-06, instr. (Greek Yale Univ. 1907-08,
classics Princeton Univ. 1908-10), prof. Latin
& dean Robert Coll. Constantinople Turkey
1910-16, transl. works Procopius Loeb
Classical Library 1914-40, asst. prof, classics
Princeton Univ. 1916-22, assoc. prof, ancient
lang. Univ. Tex. Austin 1922-23, Bowdoin
(prof. Greek 1923-28, Joseph E. Merrill Prof.
1924-28), pres. & prof. Athens Coll. Greece
1928-31, prof, (ancient & modern lang. Colo.
Coll. Colorado Springs 1931-34, Latin Univ.
N.C. 1934-35), ret. 1936. Served to maj. Am.
Red. Cross 1919-20. Author: Greece and the
Great Powers (1924). d. Washington DC Sept.
5 1956.
MOULTON, Augustus Freedom. LL.D.; A.B.
1873, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1876. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Overseer 1911-33. b. Jay
May 1 1848. d. Westbrook March 16 1933.
THOMPSON, Edward Abner. A.M., A.B.
1 89 1
.
Alpha Delta Phi. b. Batesville AR Aug.
29 1868; s. of Edward W. '56. d. Portland Dec.
21 1951.
WASS, Edward Hames. Mus.D. b.
Weymouth MA Dec. 7 1873. Teacher music
Boston 1902-12, Bowdoin (instr. music
1912-16, asst. prof. 1916-22, assoc. prof.
1922-35; organist 1912-35). d. Nov. 12 1935.
WHITE, Wallace Humphrey, Jr. LL.D., A.B.
1899, LL.D. Bates 1938. Alpha Delta Phi.
Overseer 1927-52, Alumni Council 1930-33.
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b. Lewiston Aug. 6 1877; s. of Wallace H.
M'68. d. Auburn March 31 1952.
1929
BREWSTER, Benjamin. D.D.; A.B. Yale 1882,
Phi Beta Kappa; B.D. General Theol. Sem.
1886; S.T.D. General Theol. Sem. 1909;
L.H.D. Univ. Me. 1937. b. New Haven CT
Nov. 25 1860. Epis. clerg. 1886-1940. Dean Salt
Lake City 1906-09, Miss. Bishop of Western
Co. 1909-16, Bishop Me. 1919-40. d. Portland
Feb. 2 1941.
GRENFELL, Sir Wilfred Thomason. LL.D.,
A.M. Harvard 1909, LL.D. Williams 1909,
M.D. Univ. Toronto 1911, L.H.D. N.Y. Univ.
1928, LL.D. McGill 1928, LL.D. Univ.
Montreal 1928, LL.D. Middlebury 1928, LL.D.
Univ. St. Andrews Scotland 1929, LL.D. Berea
1930, D.C.S. Univ. Louisville 1933.. b.
Mostyn House Parkgate near Chester England
Feb. 28 1865. Surgeon, founder & supt. Int.
Grenfell Assn. Labrador 1892-1940. d.
Charlotte VA Oct. 9 1940.
HAWES, Charles Taylor. LL.D., A.M. 1916.
HAYDEN, Benjamin Franklin. M.S., A.B.
1902.
LUNT, William Edward. L.H.D., A.B. 1904.
NORRIS, James Flack. Sc.D.; A.B. Johns
Hopkins 1892, Phi Beta Kappa; Ph.D. Johns
Hopkins 1895. b. Baltimore MD Jan. 20
1871. Asst. M.I.T 1895-96, Bowdoin (instr.
1896-1900; asst. prof, organic chemistry
1900-1904, 1916-40), prof, chemistry (Simmons
Coll. 1904-15, Vanderbilt Univ. 1915-16). Pres.
Am. Chem. Soc. Served to It. col. USA
1917-19. Contbr. d. Boston Aug. 3 1940.
PRATT, William Veazie. LL.D., B.S. USNA
1889, LL.D. Univ. Me. 1936. b. Belfast Feb.
28 1869. USN (promoted through grades to
rear adm. 1921-27, v.adm. 1927-29, adm.
1929-38 & 1941-45, adm. commanding U.S.
Fleet 1929-30; chief Naval Operations
1930-33). d. Chelsea MA Nov. 25 1957.
STEARNS, Edward Roland. D.D.; A.B. 1889,
Phi Beta Kappa. Psi Upsilon. b. Biddeford
Nov. 10 1867. d. Concord NH Jan. 20 1939.
WILDER, Gerald Gardner. A.M., A.B. 1904.
1930
ASHBY, Thompson Eldridge. D.D., A.B. Univ.
Denver 1908, S.T.B. Harvard 1914, A.M. Univ.
Denver 1915. b. Franklin NE March 12
1883. Cong, clerg. 1901-53. Ashby Hall named
in his honor, d. Portland Jan. 30 1953.
CHAPMAN, Henry Smith. A.M., A.B. 1891,
Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Delta Phi. Overseer
1916-36. b. Gorham June 28 1871; s. of
Henry L. '66. d. Salem MA Nov. 22 1936.
[1927-1931]
COFFIN, Robert Peter Tristram. Litt.D., A.B.
1915.
DANA, Samuel Trask. Sc.D. 1930, A.B. 1904.
FARRINGTON, Frank George. LL.D.; A.B.
magna cum laude 1894, Phi Beta Kappa. Zeta
Psi. Overseer 1924-33; Alumni Council
1921-24, 1927-30. b. Augusta Sept. 11 1872.
d. Sept. 3 1933.
PATTANGALL, William Robinson. LL.D.;
B.S. Univ. Me. 1884, Phi Beta Kappa; M.S.
Univ. Me. 1897; LL.D. Univ. Me. 1927. b.
Pembroke June 29 1865. Me. legislator
1897-98, 1901-12, r909-ll; atty. Machias,
Bangor, Waterville, Augusta 1903-26, 1932-42;
atty general ME 1911, 1915-16; mayor
Waterville 1911-13; assoc. justice Me. Supreme
Court 1926-30; chief justice 1930-35; banker
Augusta 1933-42. d. Augusta Oct. 21 1942.
PIERCE, Leonard Augustus. A.M., A.B. 1905.
1931
BERRY, Harold Lee. A.M., A.B. 1901.
BOWMAN, Isaiah. Sc.D., B.S. Harvard 1905,
Ph.D. Yale 1909, A.M. Yale 1921, Ed.M. Mich.
State Coll. 1927, LL.D. Dartmouth 1935,
LL.D. Charleston 1935, LL.D. Dickinson 1935,
LL.D. Univ. Penn. 1935, LL.D. Univ. Wise.
1936, LL.D. Harvard 1936, LL.D. Queens
Univ. 1937. b. Waterloo Ont. Canada Dec.
26 1878. Educator (Harvard, Yale Univ.,
Michigan State Univ.), member U.S.
Delegation Paris Peace Conf. 1919, Johns
Hopkins Univ. (pres. 1935-49, emeritus
1949-50), spec, advisor U.S. sec. of state
1941-45, member U.S. Delegation (Dunbarton
Oaks 1944, UNCIO 1945), head Colonial
Development div. ECA 1949-50. Pres. Am.
Acad. Advancement of Science. Elected
member Phi Beta Kappa, d. Baltimore MD
Jan. 5 1950.
COPELAND, Melvin Thomas. Sc.D. 1931,
A.B. 1906.
PELAND, Margaret. Litt.D., Litt.D. Rutgers
1917, Litt.D. Bates 1920, Litt.D. Tufts 1920.
b. Allegheny PA Feb. 23 1857. Author: Old
Chester Tales, Dr. Lavendar's People, d.
Boston Jan. 12 1945.
HALE, Frederick. LL.D., A.B. Harvard 1896,
LL.D. Univ. Me. 1940. b. Detroit MI Oct. 7
1874; s. of Eugene H'69. Atty. Portland; Me.
legislator 1904; U.S. senator 1917-41. d.
Portland Sept. 28 1963.
MORROW, Dwight Whitney. LL.D.; A.B.
Amherst 1895, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B.
Columbia 1899; LL.D. Univ. Rochester 1920;
LL.D. Princeton 1925; LL.D. Williams 1926;
LL.D. Univ. Penn. 1926; LL.D. Yale 1927;
LL.D. Harvard 1928; LL.D. Brown 1928. b.
Huntington WV Jan. 11 1873. Atty. NYC
1905-14, invest. NYC 1914-27, U.S.
ambassador Mexico 1927-31, U.S. senator
1931. d. Englewood NJ Oct. 5 1931.
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POWERS, Herbert Thompson. A.M. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Pittsfield Nov. 13 1870. d.
Portland Oct. 26 1961.
SMITH, Earl Baldwin. L.H.D., A.B. 1911.
SWETT, Herbert Lindsey. A.M., A.B. 1901.
WARREN, Mortimer. Sc.D., A.B. 1896, M.D.
Johns Hopkins 1900. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Westbrook Dec. 17 1873. d. Cape
Elizabeth Oct. 8 1944.
1932
BABBITT, Irving. L.H.D.; A.B. Harvard 1889,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1893. b.
Dayton OH Aug. 2 1865. Prof. French
Williams Coll. & Harvard 1893-1932. d.
Cambridge MA July 15 1933.
FESSENDEN, Sterling. LL.D., A.B. 1896. Psi
Upsilon. b. Ft. Fairfield Sept. 29 1875; s. of
Nicholas '68. d. Feb. 1 1944.
FLETCHER, Jefferson Butler. Litt.D.; A.B.
Harvard 1887, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1889. b. Chicago IL Nov. 13 1865. Asst. prof,
literature Harvard 1890-1904; prof, literature
Columbia 1904-39. emeritus 1939-46. d. York
Aug. 17 1946.
FREEMAN, James Edward. D.D., D.D.
Seabury Divinity Sch. 1913, LL.D. Kenyon
1925, LL.D. Brown 1926, LL.D. Dickinson
1931, D.C.L. George Washington 1933, LL.D.
Univ. Calif. 1937. b. NYC July 24 1866.
Epis. clerg. 1894-1923, bishop Washington DC
1928-43. d. Washington DC June 6 1943.
LIBBY, Charles Thornton. A.M., LL.B.
Harvard. b. Portland Sept. 28 1861. Atty.
Portland 1886-92, publisher Portland
1892-1919, historian & author Yarmouth
1919-48. d. May 23 1948.
LINCOLN, Charles Stuart Fessenden. M.S.,
A.B. 1891, M.D. Hospital Coll. Medicine 1894.
Psi Upsilon. b. Brunswick Aug. 13 1869; s. of
John D. '43. d. Brunswick July 5 1965.
LORD, John Abel. M.S. b. Bath Nov. 10
1872. Served to It. USN 1901-31, in charge of
rebuilding ?01d Ironsides? 1925-31, mayor
Bath 1933-34, served to cdr. USN 1941-43. d.
Sept. 9 1945.
RIDLEY, Maurice Roy. L.H.D. 1932, A.M.
Oxon. Education; b. Jan. 25 1890; m.
Katharine Bishop, m. Jean Lawther; 4
children. Balliol Coll. (fellow & tutor English
literature 1920-45, chaplain 1920-31), Rhodes
Travelling fellow 1928, Tallman visiting Prof.
Bowdoin 1931-32, lectr. Bedford Coll. London
England 1948—
.
Author: Poetry and the
Ordinary Reader (1930), Keats' Craftsmanship
(1933), Oxford Crosswords (1934),
Shakespeare's Plays, a Commentary (1937),
Gertrude Bell (1941), Anthony & Cleopatra
(1953), Othello (1957); ed.: New Temple
Shakespeare (1934-36). res. unknown.
SEWALL, Oliver Dana. D.D.; A.B. 1887, Phi
Beta Kappa; A.M. 1890. Alpha Delta Phi. b.
Chesterville Jan. 23 1865. d. Norwood MA
March 16 1937.
WALKER, George Rowland. A.M., A.B. 1902.
1933
CHASE, Mary Ellen. Litt.D.; A.B. Univ. Me.
1909, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. Minn.
1918; Ph.D. Univ. Minn. 1922; Litt.D. Univ.
Me. 1927; L.H.D. Colby 1937; Litt.D.
Northeastern 1948; Litt.D. Smith 1949. b.
Bluehill Feb. 24 1887; dau. of Elmer E. '85.
Univ. Minn, (instr. English 1918-22, asst. prof.
1922-26), Smith Coll. (assoc. prof. 1926-29,
prof. 1929-55, emeritus 1955-73). Author:
Mary Peters (1934), Silas Crockett (1935),
Windswept (1941), etc. d. Northampton MA
July 28 1973.
PICKARD, Frederick William. LL.D.; A.B.
magna cum laude 1894, Phi Beta Kappa. Theta
Delta Chi. Overseer 1923-28, Trustee 1928-52,
Alumni Fund 1921-24. b. Portland Sept. 2
1871; s. of Charles W. '57. d. Wilmington DE
March 7 1952.
PIERCE, Katharine Curtis. A.M. b. Summit
NJ Aug. 11 1882; dau." of William J. '75.
Organized Soc. Bowdoin Women, d. W.
Baldwin June 11 1970.
SCHROEDER, John Charles. D.D., B.S.
CCNY 1917, B.D. Union Theol. Sem. 1921,
Litt.D. Univ. Me. 1934, A.M. Yale 1937,
S.T.D. Ripon 1948. b. NYC April 22 1897.
Clergy. (Bogota NJ 1923-26, Saginaw MI
1926-30, Portland 1930-37), lectr. biblical
literature Bowdoin 1934-37, master Calhoun
Coll. 1937-54 (prof, homiletics, pastoral
theology, chmn. religion dept.). Trustee Bangor
Theol. Sem. Contbr. d. New Haven CT Nov.
16 1954.
WYLIE, Sir Francis James. L.H.D., B.A.
Oxford Univ. 1888, M.A. Oxford Univ. 1892,
LL.D. Swarthmore, LL.D. Union Coll. b.
Bromley Kent England Oct. 18 1865. Sec.
Rhodes Trustees 1903-31; Knight Bachelor
1929, honorary fellow 1931. d. Oxford England
Oct. 29 1952.
1934
CAMPBELL, Robert. D.D., A.B. 1916.
KINGSBURY, Benjamin Freeman. Sc.D., A.B.
Buchtel 1893, M.S. Cornell 1894, Ph.D. Cornell
1895, M.D. Univ. Freiburg 1904. b. St.
Charles MO Nov. 18 1872; s. of Benjamin B.
'57. Prof. Cornell Univ. 1895-1941 (histology,
physiology, embryology), guest prof, anatomy
Univ. N.C. 1941-46. d. Chapel Hill NC July 8
1946.
MacCORMICK, Austin Harbutt. Sc.D. 1934,
A.B. 1915.
SILLS, Kenneth Charles Morton. LL.D., A.B.
1901.
TILLEY, Leonard Percy deWolfe. LL.D.,
D.C.L. Univ. Toronto, LL.D. Univ. N.B. b.
Ottawa Ont. Canada May 21 1870. Atty. N.B.
Canada 1894-1925; N.B. Legislature 1912-22,
1925-35; judge 1935-45; pres. exec, council
1925-31; Prime Minister N.B. 1933-35. d.
Rothesay N.B. Canada Dec. 26 1947.
TORREY, Charles Cutler. Litt.D., D.D. 1900.
TRUST, Harry. D.D., A.B. 1916.
1935
DEMING, Clyde Leroy. Sc.D., A.B. 1910.
FORD, Jeremiah Denis Mathias. Litt.D.; A.B.
Harvard 1894, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1895; Ph.D. Harvard 1897; docteur es lettres
Univ. Toulouse 1922; Litt.D. Nat. Univ. 1932;
Litt.D. Trinity Coll. 1934; L.H.D. Fordham
1940. b. Cambridge MA July 2 1873. Prof,
romance lang. Harvard & Radcliffe Coll.
1895-? d. Cambridge MA Nov. 13 1958.
KENDALL, William Converse. Sc.D., A.B.
1885, A.M. 1890, M.D. Georgetown 1896.
Theta Delta Chi. b. Freeport April 4 1861 . d.
Mobile AL Jan. 28 1939.
McLELLAN, Hugh Dean. LL.D., A.B. Colby
1895, LL.B. Columbia 1902, LL.D. Colby 1934.
b. Belfast Sept. 10 1876. Atty. Boston 1902-53,
lectr. Boston Univ. & Harvard Law Sch.
1929-38, judge U.S. Dist. Court MA 1932-41.
d. Boston June 20 1953.
PERKINS, Earle Bryant. M.S. 1935, B.S. 1923.
PORTER, David Richard. L.H.D., A.B. 1906.
SEARS, George Bowman. A.M., A.B. 1890,
LL.B. Boston Univ. 1895. Psi Upsilon. b.
Danvers MA June 5 1865. d. Danvers MA
June 14 1960.
SMITH, Anna Elizabeth. A.M. b. Council
Bluffs IA May 24 1858. Teacher high sch.
(Lewiston NH, Brooklyn), curator art coll.
1914-35. d. Brunswick Nov. 21 1945.
TALLMAN, Frank Gifford. A.M., A.B.
Cornell. b. Dubuque IA Jan. 26 1860.
Businessman. Fouunder Tallman Lecture
Fund 1928. d. Wilmington DE April 1 1938.
1936
BOYDEN, Frank Learoyd. L.H.D., A.B.
Amherst 1902, A.M. Amherst 1922, A.M.
Williams 1924, A.M. Yale 1926, Sc.D. Colgate
1930, Ph.D. N.Y. State Teachers Coll. 1931.
LL.D. Wesleyan Univ. 1933, L.H.D. Amherst
1935, L.H.D. Williams 1936. LL.D. Kenyon
1937, L.H.D. Princeton 1940, LL.D. Harvard
1947, Litt.D. Tufts 1947, L.H.D. Dartmouth
1949. b. Foxboro MA Sept. 16 1879.
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Principal Deerfield Acad. MA 1902-67. d.
Deerfield MA April 25 1972.
DANA, Ripley Lyman. LL.D., A.B. 1901.
LaCASCE, Elroy Osborne. A.M. 1936, A.B.
1914.
LEIGH, Robert Devore. LL.D., A.B. 1914.
ROBINSON, Fred Norris. Litt.D.; A.B.
Harvard 1891, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1892; Ph.D. Harvard 1894; Litt.D. Nat. Univ.
1937. b. Lawrence MA April 4 1871. Prof.
English Harvard 1894-1936, emeritus 1939-66;
acting pres. Radcliffe Coll. 1919. d. Cambridge
MA July 21 1966.
1937
ADAMS, Charles Francis. LL.D.; A.B.
Harvard 1888, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard
1892. b. Quincy MA Aug. 2 1866. Banker &
atty. Boston, d. Boston June 10 1954.
BELL, Herbert Clifford Francis. Litt.D. 1937,
A.B. Univ. Toronto 1903, Ph.D. Univ. Penn.
1909, L.H.D. Holy Cross 1938. b. Hamilton
Ont. Canada Aug. 4 1881. Instr. Univ. Wise.
1909-12, Thomas Brackett Reed Prof. Bowdoin
1912-26, visiting prof. (Univ. Penn. Phila. 1925,
Yale Univ. 1927), Wesleyan Univ. (prof,
history 1926-46, emeritus 1946-66), mayor
Middletown CT 1948-50. Fellow (Royal
Historical Soc, Economic History Soc),
member Anglo-Am. historical committee Am.
Historical Assn., pres. Am. Catholic Historical
Assn. 1935. Served to capt. USA 1917-19.
Author: Lord Palmerston (1936), Woodrow
Wilson and the People (1945); compiler: A
Guide to British West Indian Archive
Materials (1926); contbr. d. Middletown CT
April 12 1966.
BOWER, Alexander. A.M. b. NYC March
31 1875. Dir. Sweat Memorial Art Museum,
Sch. Fine & Applied Arts Portland 1932-52. d.
Wilmington DE Aug. 6 1952.
BROOKS, Van Wyck. Litt.D.; A.B. Harvard
1908, Phi Beta Kappa; Litt.D. Columbia 1937;
Litt.D. Tufts 1937; Litt.D. Boston Univ. 1939;
Litt.D. Dartmouth; L.H.D. Northwestern
Univ. b. Plainfield NJ Feb. 16 1886.
Essayist, critic, & transl. Author: The Life of
Emerson (1932), New England Indian Summer
(1940), The Pilgrimage of Henry James (1925),
etc. d. Bridgewater CT May 2 1963.
BURTON, Harold Hitz. LL.D., A.B. 1909.
HAWKESWORTH, Charles Wesley. A.M.,
A.B. 1906.
STINCHFIELD, Frederick Harold. LL.D.;
A.B. Bates 1900, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B.
Harvard 1905; LL.D. Bates 1937; LL.D. Am.
Univ. 1938. b. Danforth May 8 1881. Atty.
NY & Mnpls. 1906-1950. Pres. Am. Bar Assn.
1936-1937. d. La Jolla CA Jan. 15 1950.
1938
DANA, John Fessenden. LL.D., A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1898; LL.B.
Harvard 1901. Psi Upsilon. Overseer 1927-40,
Trustee 1940-66, Alumni Fund 1924-27,
General Alumni Assn. (v.pres. 1925-34, pres.
1934-37), Alumni Council 1933-36. Recipient:
Alumni Achievement Award 1935. b.
Portland March 30 1877. d. Portland Nov. 28
1966.
HYDE, George Palmer. A.M., A.B. 1908.
KNIGHT, Harry Clifford. Sc.D., A.B. cum
laude 1898, A.M. Yale 1935. Alpha Delta Phi.
b. Pittston Nov. 2 1876. d. July 20 1949.
MITCHELL, Wilmot Brookings. L.H.D., A.B.
1890, A.M. 1907, Litt.D. Grinnell 1920, Litt.D.
Univ. Me. 1944. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni
Council 1915-21. Debate trophy established in
his honor 1953. Sr. Center lounge dedicated in
his memory 1964. Grad. scholarship
established in his memory 1965. b. Freeport
Aug. 24 1867; m. Alice Merrill Dec. 26 1882;
ch.: Hugh '19, Helen, Esther. Principal high
sch. Freeport 1890-93, student Harvard
1895-96, Bowdoin (instr. rhetoric 1893-95,
1896-97; Edward Little Prof. 1897-1939; prof,
emeritus 1939-62; acting dean 1918, 1921,
1928, 1934-35). Author: School and College
Speaker (1901), Elijah Kellogg: The Man and
His Work (1903), Lincoln: The Man and the
Crisis (1910), History of Education in Maine
(1919), A Remarkable Bowdoin Decade:
1820-1830 (1952). d. Westport CT April 22
1962.
NORTON, William John. Sc.D. 1938, A.B.
1905.
ROBERTS, Kenneth Lewis. Litt.D., A.B.
Cornell Univ. 1908, Litt.D. Dartmouth 1934,
Litt.D. Colby 1935, Litt.D. Middlebury 1938,
Litt.D. Northeastern 1945. b. Kennebunk
Dec. 8 1885. Staff correspondent Saturday
Evening Post 1919-37. Author: Arundel (1930),
Northwest Passage (1937), Oliver Wiswell
(1940), etc. d. Kennebunkport July 21 1957.
SWAN, Frank Herbert. LL.D., A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1898; LL.B.
Boston Univ. 1901. Theta Delta Chi. Alumni
Council 1922-25, Overseer 1924-28, Trustee
1928-54. b. Windham Aug. 3 1873; s. of John
M'66. d. Providence RI June 7 1954.
1939
BURPEE, George William. Sc.D., A.B. 1904.
CARLETON, Elmer Howard. Sc.D., A.B. 1893,
M.D. Dartmouth 1897. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Dresden July 11 1868. d. Hanover NH
June 1 1952.
FOULKE, Roy Anderson. A.M., B.S. 1919.
MEEK, Frederick Mayer. D.D., A.B. Mt.
Allison Univ. 1924, B.D. Yale 1929, LL.D. Mt.
Allison Univ. 1957, Litt.D. Norwich Univ.
1939. Clergy; b. Audley Staffordshire
England May 28 1902; m. Amy Hunt June 29
1932; ch.: Sheila, Peter. Asst. minister Dwight
Place Congr. Church New Haven 1928-30,
minister (Second Congr. Church Biddeford
1932-36, All Souls Church Bangor 1936-43,
Plymouth Church Des Moines IA 1943-46, Old
South Church Boston 1946
—
). Preacher
Congr. General Council 1950, pres. Me.
Council of Churches 1939-43, member
(editorial board Advance 1944-53, board of dir.
Chicago Theol. Sem. 1944-46, Mass. Council of
Churches), chmn. (Council for Social Action of
Congr. Christian Churches 1946-48; board of
trustees Andover Theol. Sem.; admin,
committee Andover Newton Theol. Sem.;





Freedoms Foundation award 1952, 1958, 1972,
1973. Author: This Is the Church (1947),
Monday to Friday Is Not Enough (1951), The
Life to Live (1955), The Bethlehem Inn (1972);
contbr. res. Brookline MA.
MOORE, Hoyt Augustus. LL.D., A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1895; LL.B.
Harvard 1904. Delta Kappa Epsilon. Overseer
1929-33, Trustee 1933-58, (v.pres. 1948-58),
Alumni Fund 1922-24. Recipient: Alumni
Achievement Award 1941. b. Ellsworth Sept.
15 1870. d. NYC Nov. 18 1958.
NUTTER, William Stockdale. A.M. b.
Yorkshire England April 12 1878. Textile mfg.
Sanford 1916-48. Trustee Univ. Me., Nasson,
Governor Dummer Acad. d. Sanford Jan. 24
1961.
WHEELER, Edward Warren. LL.D., A.M.
1923.
1940
BASS, John Russell. A.M., A.B. 1900.
NEWELL, William Stark. M.S., B.S. M I T.
1899, LL.D. Colby 1941, D.Eng. Univ. Me.
1943, D.Eng. Stevens Inst. Tech. 1945. b.
Albany NY May 31 1878. With Bath Iron
Works' (1900-24, pres. 1927-41), shipbuilding S.
Portland & NYC. d. Bath April 18 1954.
REISLER, Joseph Thomas. A.M. d. NYC
Oct. 15 1966.
ROBINSON, Carl Merrill. Sc.D., A.B. 1908.
SALTONSTALL, Leverett. LL.D.; A.B.
Harvard 1914; LL.B. Harvard 1917; LL.D.
Northeastern 1935, Bates 1939, Boston Univ.
1940, Amherst 1941, Williams 1941, Holy
Cross Coll. 1942, Harvard 1942, Colby 1942,
Tufts 1942, De Pauw Univ. 1943, Clark Univ.
1944, Toledo Univ. 1945, Franklin & Marshall
Coll. 1947, Trinity Coll. 1947, Coll. William &
Mary 1948, Northwestern 1949, Worchester
Polytech. Inst. 1950, Kenyon Coll. 1953,
Norwich Univ. 1955, Brandeis Univ. 1958;
M.S. New Bedford Inst. Textile & Tech. 1955,
Univ. Mass. 1963; J.D. Portia Law Sch. 1957;
Dr. Pub. Admin. Suffolk Univ. 1957; Dr.
Business Admin. Babson Inst. 1961; LL.D.
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Merrimack Coll. 1967; D.S. Oratory Curry
Coll. 1969; Sc.D. Lowell Tech. Inst. 1968.
Ret.; b. Newton MA Sept. 1 1892; m. Alice
Wesselhoeft June 27 1916; ch.: Leverett Jr.,
Emily, Peter, William, Susan. Asst. dist. atty.
Middlesex County MA 1921-22; member
board of Aldermen Newton MA 1920-22;
member Mass. House of Rep. 1923-36 (speaker
1929-36); governor Mass. 1939-44; member
U.S. Senate 1944-67. Served to 1st It. USA
1917-18. res. Dover MA.*
SOULE, Alfred Morton Gilmore. A.M.,
Bowdoin 1899-1901, Med. Sch. 1901-02. Zeta
Psi. b. Woolwich Nov. 5 1879. d. Augusta
April 27 1956. See Class of 1903.
TAYLOR, Edgar Curtis. L.H.D., A.B. 1920.
1941
BARRETT, Ralph Lester. Sc.D., B.S. 1916.
BEAL, George Ernest. A.M., A.B. 1916.
CRAM, Wingate Franklin. A.M., A.B. Harvard
1900. b. Bangor Dec. 4 1877. d. Bangor Oct.
4 1952.
DANFORTH, Murray Snell. Sc.D., A.B. 1901.
GANNON, Robert Ignatius. LL.D.; A.B.
Georgetown Univ. 1913, Phi Beta Kappa;
S.T.L. Woodstock Coll. 1919; S.T.D. (hon.)
Gregorian Univ. 1927; A.M. Cambridge Univ.
1930; Litt.D. Georgetown Univ. 1937; LL.D
Manhattan Coll. 1938; LL.D. Holy Cross Coll.
1938; L.H.D. Boston Coll. 1939; LL.D.
Columbia 1941; LL.D. N.Y. Univ. 1942; LL.D.
Rutgers 1945; Sc.D. (hon.) Lafayette 1946;
LL.D. Hobart Coll. 1947; L.H.D. Hofstra
1948; LL.D. Colgate 1949; LL.D. Alfred Univ.
1950; LL.D. Detroit Univ. 1950; LL.D. Toledo
Univ. 1951; LL.D. Marquette Univ. 1953;
LL.D. Creighton Univ. 1953; LL.D. Long Is.
Univ. 1954, LL.D. Seton Hall Univ. 1956;
L.H.D. Catholic Univ. of Am. 1963; S.T.D.
(hon.) Ripon Coll. 1963. Ret.; b. St. George
Staten Is. 1893. Dean St. Peter's Coll. Jersey
City NJ, pres. Fordham Univ. 1936-49,
superior Mt. Manresa Retreat House 1949-52,
rector Loyda Sch. & Regis High Sch. 1952-58,
pastor St. Ignatius Church 1952-58, superior
Jesuit Mission House 1958-64, pres. emeritus
Fordham Univ. 1964
—
, lectr. 1971 (England,
Ireland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Japan, Korea,
P.I., Alaska, Canada, P.R., Jamaica,
Venezuela, Brazil). Trustee (Town Hall NY,
Free Eur. Univ. in Exile Strassbourg France,
Notre Dame Coll. Staten Is., N.Y. Zoological
Soc, The Netherlands Am. Foundation), dir.
(regional Boy Scouts of Am., Good Will Ind.
of N.Y.), member (advisory board Colliers
Encyclopedia, Governor Dewey's spec. comm.
to study the need of a state univ., mayor's
advisory committee for the board of education
NY, advisory council of the Robert A. Taft
Inst, of Government, advisory committee
board of education & the N.Y. Acad, of public
education, Century Assn., life Moles & The
Regis Alumni Assn., honorary Friendly Sons
of St. Patrick), honorary member (Friendly
Sons of St. Patrick, Newcomen Soc. of
England, County Rosscommon Soc), honorary
v.pres. Pan Am. Soc, sponsor The Britannica
Int. Encyclopedia of Japan. Member advisory
committee ASTP 1941-46. Recipient: The N.Y.
Acad, of Public Education Award 1942, The
Cor Jesu Detroit MI 1949, The Silver Antelope
Boy Scouts of Am. 1950, The Am. Irish
Historical Soc. 1954, The John Carroll Award
Georgetown Univ. 1954, The Eire Soc. of
Boston Award 1956, key to the City of San
Juan P.R. 1957, The Oriel Soc. of N.Y. Award
1958, Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge
1958, key to the City of San Diego CA 1961,
The Petrean St. Peter's Coll. 1963, The Golden
Age Award NY 1967, The Nat. Brotherhood
Award Nat. Conf. of Christians & Jews 1968,
the Founder's Medal Fordham Univ. 1968,
The Lotos Club Award of Merit NY 1969, The
Brian McMahon Award Washington DC 1970,
key to the City of Lexington KY 1970. Author:
The Technique of the One Act Play (1925),
After Black Coffee (1945), The Ten
Commandments (1958), The Cardinal
Spellman Story (1962), After More Black
Coffee (1964), Up to the Present: The Story of
Fordham (1967); recorded on 35 cassettes the
entire Jerusalem Bible for the Xavier Soc. for
the Blind, res. Manhasset NY.*
OAKES, Sir Harry, Bart. LL.D., A.B. 1896.
Zeta Psi. Overseer 1935-43. b. Sangerville
Dec. 23 1874. d. July 8 1943.
PIKE, Sumner Tucker. LL.D., A.B. 1913.
STEVENS, Robie Reed. A.M., A.B. 1906.
WILLKIE, Wendell Lewis. LL.D., A.B. Ind.
Univ. 1938, LL.D. Colgate 1939, LL.D.
Dartmouth 1941, LL.D. Yale 1941, LL.D.
Rutgers 1941, Sc.D. Stevens Inst. Tech. 1941.
b. Elwood IN Feb. 18 1892. Atty. 1916-44.
Presidential candidate Republican party 1940.
d. Oct. 8 1944.
1942
ANDERSON, Wallace Winner. D.D., A.B.
Amherst 1922, M.Div. Union Theol. Sem.
1925, D.D. Amherst 1947. Ret.; b. Passaic
NJ Jan. 25 1900; m. Constance Boyer June 2
1924, m. Arlene Mitchel March 6 1977; ch.:
Ruth, Wallace Jr., Richard. Minister (First
Congr. Church N. Brookfield MA 1925-27,
Franklin Street Congr. Church Manchester
NH 1927-34, Faith Congr. Church Springfield
MA 1934-38, State Street Congr. Church
Portland 1938-51, United Congr. Church
Bridgeport CT 1951-62), ret. Member faculty
part-time (Springfield Coll. 1934, Wayneflete
Sch. Portland 1941-43), member (board of
assoc. Univ. Bridgeport, exec. comm. council
of Congr. Churches 1950-56), chmn. sem. on
worship 1950-56. res. Center Sandwich NH.*
BREWSTER, (Ralph) Owen. LL.D., A.B.
1909.
CORTISSOZ, Royal. L.H.D., L.H.D.
Wesleyan 1927. b. Brooklyn NY 1869. Art.
ed. N.Y. Herald Tribune 1891-1949. Author:
Augustus St. Gaudens (1907), John LaFarge
(1911), Arts and Common Sense (1913), etc. d.
Oct. 17 1948.
CRONIN, Archibald Joseph. Litt.D., M B.,
B.Chir., M.D. Glasgow Univ., Dr. P.H. Univ.
London, b. Cardross Scotland July 19 1896.
res. NYC.
DRUMMOND, Joseph Blake. Sc.D., A.B.
1907.
FOGG, George Edwin. A.M., A.B. 1902.
McCANN, Harrison King. A.M., A.B. 1902.
McCLAVE, Roscoe Parke. b. NYC May 2
1881. Football coach 1904-05, 1907-09. d.
Cliffside Park NJ June 7 1961.
PATTERSON, Robert Porter. LL.D.; A.B. Phi
Beta Kappa Union Coll. 1912; LL.B. Harvard
1915. b. Glens Falls NY Feb. 12 1891. Atty.,
judge NY 1930-40, U.S. asst. sec. of war 1940,
under sec. 1940-45, sec. 1945-47; DSM. d.
Elizabeth NJ Jan. 22 1952.
PIERCE, Evelina. A.M., A.B. Vassar 1902.
b. Portland Dec. 4 1880. Headmistress
(Potomac Sch. Washington DC 1921-27;
Masters Sch. Dobbs Ferry NY 1927-45). d.
Portland May 8 1972.
1943
HASLER, Frederick Edward. A.M. b.
Wethersfield Essex England Feb. 27 1882.
Banker, pres. (N.Y. State C. of C. 1942-44, Pan
Am. Soc. of U.S. 1940-46). d. Washington CT
March 12 1973.
HERSHOLT, Jean. A.M., L.H.D. Rollins
1943. b. Copenhagen Denmark July 12 1886.
Actor, d. Beverly Hills CA June 2 1956.
LEADBETTER, Guy Whitman. Sc.D., A.B.
1916.
LEAVITT, Sturgis EUeno. Litt.D., A.B. 1908.
NIXON, Paul. L.H.D.; A.B. Wesleyan
(Rhodes scholar) 1904, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M.
Wesleyan 1905; L.H.D. Wesleyan 1927; LL.D.
Colby 1938. Room in Hawthorne-Longfellow
Library dedicated in his memory 1966. b.
Des Moines IA May 23 1882; m. Dorothea
Thompson July 30 1907, m. Mathilde Spengler
July 7 1919; ch.: Philip, Katrina. Instr. (classics
Princeton Univ. 1907-08, Latin & Greek
Dartmouth Coll. 1908-09), Bowdoin (asst. prof,
classics & history 1909-11, prof. 1911-20. dean
1918-46. prof. Latin 1920-46, Winkley Prof.
1946-52, emeritus 1952-56). Pres. (New Eng.
Classical Assn. 1924-25. Eastern Coll.
Personnel Officers Assn.). Served to 2nd It.
USA 1918. Author: A Roman Wit (1911).
Loeb Library Translation of Platus (1916-37),
Martial and the Modern Epigram (1927). d.
Brunswick Oct. 27 1956.




ALDERMAN, John Clement. M.S., B.S.
USNA 1928. b. Portland OR July 31 1906;
m. Natalie Carle Oct. 1930, m. Nancy Wall
July 1943, m. Abigail Harris June 29 1969; ch.:
John Jr., William, David, Charles. Officer
USN 1928-58 (cdr. minesweeper Pelican,
auxiliary aviation tender McFarland, carrier
Bodoing Straits, carrier Antietam, Naval Air
Station Brunswick, Naval Auxiliary Air Station
Monterey CA, carrier Princeton, Naval Air
Station Missile Test Center Point Mugu CA;
chief of staff, then cdr. Fleet Air Guam;
directed shore establishment div. Bureau of
Aeronautics), ret. rear admiral 1958, engineer
Aero-Jet General Azuzu CA 1958-60, real
estate broker Ontario CA 1960-68, business
mgr. Z-P Systems Irvine CA 1968-73. Awarded
Navy Cross, Legion of Merit with Combat V,
Commendation Ribbon, Presidential Unit
Citation, Commendation Medal, Legion of
Merit (Korea). Patentee liquid distribution
system 1958. d. Laguna Beach CA Nov. 17
1976.*
BAXTER, James Phinney, III. LL.D.; A.B.
Williams 1914, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M.
Williams 1921; A.M. Harvard 1923; Ph.D.
Harvard 1926; LL.D. 1938; LL.D. Amherst
1938; LL.D. Univ. Me. 1939; LL.D. Wesleyan
1939; LL.D. Hobart Coll. 1942; Litt.D.
Syracuse Univ. 1945; LL.D. Williams 1947;
L.H.D. Case Inst. Tech. 1948; Sc.D. (hon.)
Union 1949; LL.D. Kenyon 1949; L.H.D. Am.
Int. Coll. 1954; LL.D. Columbia 1954; LL.D.
Brown Univ. 1956; LL.D. Univ. Rochester
1960. b. Portland Feb. 15 1893; m. Anna
Strang June 21 1919; ch.: James IV, Arthur,
Stephen. With Industrial Finance Corp. NYC
1914-15, instr. history Colo. Coll. Colorado
Springs 1921-22, Harvard (traveling fellow
1924-25, instr. history 1925-27, asst. prof.
1927-31, assoc. prof. 1931-36, prof. 1936-37),
pres. Williams Coll. 1937-61, ret., emeritus
1961-75, educational advisor USMA, lectr.
(Lowell Inst. Boston 1931, Naval War Coll.
1932-75, Cambridge Univ. 1936). Trustee
(Williams Coll. 1934-37, World Peace Fund,
Phillips Acad., M.I.T. 1956-61, Teachers Ins. &
Annuity Assn. 1955-59), F.A.A.A.S., member
exec, committee Am. Historical Assn. 1937-38,
dir. (research & analysis Coordinator of
Information Washington DC 1941-42, deputy
Office of Strategic Services 1942-43, State
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Worcester MA), historian
Office of Scientific Research & Development
Washington DC 1943-46, pres. Assn. of Am.
Coll. 1945, 1st v.chmn. Am. Council Education
1954-55. Recipient: Pulitzer Prize 1947.
Author: Introduction to the Ironclad Warship
(1933), Scientists Against Time (1946); contbr.
d. June 17 1975.*
BURNETT, Charles Theodore. L.H.D.; A.B.
Amherst 1895, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1900; Ph.D. Harvard 1903; L.H.D. Amherst
1930. b. Springfield MA June 24 1873.
Teacher (Tome Inst. Port Deposit MD
1895-96, Hill Sch. Pottstown PA 1896-98), asst.
philosophy Harvard 1900-02, Bowdoin (instr.
philosophy 1904-05; instr. psychology 1905-06,
asst. prof. 1906-09, prof, emeritus 1944-46; asst.
registrar 1904-05; registrar 1905-10; dir.
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Museum of Fine Arts 1918-20). Author, d.
Brunswick Jan. 31 1946.
CHAPMAN, Arthur. LL.D., A.B. 1894. Theta
Delta Chi. b. Deering Aug. 6 1873. d.
Portland Jan. 5 1959.
COFFIN, Henry Sloane. D.D.; A.B. Yale 1897,
Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Yale 1900; B.D. Union
Theol. Sem. 1900; D.D. N.Y. Univ. 1906; D.D.
Yale 1915; D.D. Harvard 1922; D.D.
Columbia 1925; D.D. Glasgow Univ. 1926;
LL.D. Amherst 1927; D.D. Union 1928; Th.D.
Univ. Marburg 1930; Litt.D. Coll. Ozarks
1931; LL.D. St. Andrews Univ. 1932; LL.D.
Washburn Coll. 1932; LL.D. Dundee Univ.
1934; D.D. Epis. Theol. Sem. 1935; S.T.D.
Jewish Theol. Sem. 1937; Litt.D. Western
Reserve 1937; LL.D. Hamilton 1938; Docteur
Theologie Faculte Libre de Theologie
Protestante Paris France 1938. b. NYC Jan.
5 1877. Clerg. NYC 1900-26; assoc. prof,
practical theol. Union Theol. Sem. NY
1904-26, pres. 1926-45. d. Lakeville CT Nov. 26
1954.
EAMES, Edward Williams. L.H.D., A.B.
Amherst 1922, A.M. Harvard 1929. b.
Buffalo NY Aug. 14 1900; m. Eleanor Kimball
June 1926; ch.: Elizabeth, Edward. Teacher
Deerfield MA Acad. 1923-28, 1929-30;
headmaster Governor Dummer Acad. S.
Byfield MA 1930-75. Chmn. board of trustees
Essex County YMCA, trustee (Amherst Coll.
1945-75, Int. Coll. Beirut Lebanon), elected
member Phi Beta Kappa, d. Newburyport MA
March 11 1975.
HALIFAX, Edward Frederick Lindlev Wood.
LL.D., M.A. Oxford Univ. 1903, LL.D. Leeds
Univ. 1923, LL.D. Cambridge Univ. 1931,
LL.D. St. Andrews Univ. 1931, LL.D. Sheffield
Univ. 1931, D.C.L. Oxford Univ. 1931, LL.D.
Univ. Toronto 1932, LL.D. Univ. Dublin 1934,
LL.D. Univ. Liverpool 1934, LL.D. Univ.
London 1934, D.C.L. Durham 1935, LL.D.
Columbia 1941, LL.D. Yale 1941, LL.D.
Harvard 1941, LL.D. Nashotah House 1942,
LL.D. Syracuse 1942, L.H.D. Princeton 1942,
D.C.L. Univ. South 1942, D.cn.L. Phila. Div.
Sch. 1942, L.H.D. Wesleyan Univ. 1942, LL.D.
Laval 1943, LL.D. Ida. State Coll. 1943, LL.D.
Coll. Puget Sound 1943. b. England April 16
1888. M.P. 1910-25, asst. sec. Ministry of Nat.
Service 1917-19, British under sec. of state for
colonies 1921-22, British delegate League of
Nations Assembly 1923, cabinet post 1922-31,
British sec. of state for war 1935, Lord Privy
Seal 1935-37, leader of House of Lords
1935-38, lord Pres. Council 1937-38, British sec
of state for foreign affairs 1938-40,British
Ambassador U.S. 1940-46. d. Yorkshire
England Dec. 23 1959.
HAM, Roscoe James. L.H.D. 1944, A.M. 1907,
A.B. Harvard 1896. b. Peabody MA April 3
1875; m. Mary Cowell Sept. 5 1901; ch.:
Edward '22. Teacher Cascadilla Sch. Ithaca
NY 1899-1901, Bowdoin (instr. modern lang.
1901-03, asst. prof. 1903-06, prof. 1906-07),
prof, modern lang. Trinity Coll. Hartford CT
1907-09, Bowdoin (prof. German 1909-21,
George Taylor Files Prof. 1921-45, emeritus
1945-53). Spec. Asst. to U.S. Ambassador in
Patrograd USSR 1916-17. Author: Brief
[1944]
German Grammer (with A.N. Leonard 1908),
Einleitung in die deutsche Sprache (1915),
Syllabus of German Grammar (1940). d. Ann
Arbor MI Dec. 26 1953.
HOPKINS, Ernest Martin. LL.D.; A.B.
Dartmouth 1901, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M.
Dartmouth 1908; Litt.D. Amherst 1916; LL.D.
Colby 1916; LL.D. Rutgers 1916; LL.D.
Brown 1919; LL.D. Univ. Penn. 1921; LL.D.
Univ. N.H. 1922; LL.D. McGill 1925; LL.D.
Yale 1925; LL.D. Williams 1925; LL.D.
Wabash Coll. 1932; L.H.D. Hobart 1936;
LL.D. William & Mary 1939; L.H.D.
Middlebury 1944; LL.D. Dartmouth 1945. b.
Dunbarton NH Nov. 6 1877. Pres. Dartmouth
Coll. 1916-45. d. Southwest Harbor Aug. 13
1964.
LIBBY, Lucien Percy. A.M., A.B. 1899, A.M.
Univ. Me. 1939. Theta Delta Chi. b.
Scarborough April 17 1877. d. Portland July 24
1951.
PHILOON, Wallace Copeland. M.S., A.B.
1905.
RHOADS, Cornelius Packard. Sc.D., A.B.
1920.
SAYRE, Francis Bowes. LL.D.; A.B. Williams
1909, Phi Beta Kappa; LL.B. Harvard 1912;
S.J.D. Harvard 1918; LL.D. Ursinus 1934;
L.H.D. Williams 1937; D.C.L. Univ. of South
1938; Litt.D. Bucknell 1942; LL.D. Rollins
1943. b. Bethlehem PA April 30 1885. Instr.
& prof. (Williams Coll. 1914-17, Harvard
1917-34); asst. U.S. sec. state 1933-39; U.S.
UN rep. 2nd & 3rd General Assembly; U.S.
rep. Trusteeship Council UN 1947, pres.
1947-48. d. Washington DC March 29 1972.
SEWALL, Sumner. LL.D., LL.D. Colby 1941,
LL.D. Univ. Me. 1942. b. Bath June 17 1897.
Me. legislator 1935-36; senator 1937-39, pres.
1939-40; governor ME 1941-45. d. Bath Jan. 25
1965.
STONE, Harlan Fiske. LL.D.; B.S. Amherst
1894, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Amherst 1897;
LL.B. Columbia 1898; LL.D. Amherst 1913;
LL.D. Yale 1924; LL.D. Columbia 1925;
LL.D. Williams 1925; LL.D. George
Washington 1927; D.C.L. Syracuse 1928;
LL.B. Harvard 1931; LL.B. Dartmouth 1934;
LL.B. Univ. Mich. 1934; LL.B. Univ. Penn.
1934; LL.B. Univ. Chicago 1938; LL.B.
Oberlin 1939; LL.B. Kenyon 1940. b.
Chesterfield NH Oct. 1 1 1872. Columbia (lectr.
law 1899-1902, prof. 1902-05, dean Law Sch.
1910-23), U.S. Atty. General 1924-25, assoc.
justice U.S. Supreme Court 1925-41, chief
justice 1941-46. d. April 23 1946.
THOMAS, William Widgery. A.M., A.B. 1894.
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Overseer 1921-38,
Trustee 1938-46, Alumni Council 1915-17,
Alumni Fund 1922-25. b. Portland April 18
1873. d. May 23 1946.
THOMPSON, Earle Spaulding. A.M., A.B.
1914.
Van DOREN, Mark. Litt.D.; A.B. Univ. 111.
1914, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Univ. 111. 1915;
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Ph.D. Columbia 1920. b. Hope IL June 13
1894. Instr. to prof. English Columbia 1920-ca.
72. Literary ed. The Nation 1924-28, motion
picture critic 1935-38. Author: Henry David
Thoreau (1916), Spring Thunder and Other
Poems (1924), Collected Poems (1939, Pulitzer
Prize for poetry), d. Torrington CT Dec. 10
1972.
VANG, Yung-Ching. L.H.D., A.B. Soochow
China 1910, A.B. Univ. Wise, A.B. Nat. Tsing
Hau China, A.M. George Washington, LL.B.
George Washington 1918, LL.D. Fla.
Southern. b. Cheking Province China 1891.
Visiting prof. Chinese civilization Tallman
Foundation Bowdoin 1942-43. Ed., lectr. d.
Shanghai March 6 1956.
1945
FLEURE, Herbert John. Sc.D., Sc.B. Univ.
London 1900, Sc.B. Univ. Wales 1901, A.M.
Manchester Univ. 1933, Sc.D. Univ. Wales
1904. b. Guernsey Channel Is. Great Britain
June 6 1877. Visiting prof, geography Tallman
Foundation Bowdoin 1944-45. Contbr. d. July
1 1969.
GARDINER, William Tudor. LL.D., A.B.
Harvard 1914, LL.D. Bates 1929, LL.D. Univ.
Me. 1932. b. Newton MA June 12 1892. Me.
legislator 1921-25, speaker 1925, governor ME
1929-33. d. Low Hill Township PA Aug. 2
1953.
HUPPER Roscoe Hendersen. LL.D., A.B.
1907.
KING, Ernest Joseph. Sc.D., B.S. USNA 1901,
LL.D. William & Mary 1942, LL.D. Columbia
1947. b. Lorain OH Nov. 23 1878. USN
1903, (promoted through grades to rear adm.
1933-38, v.adm. 1938-41, adm. 1941-44, fleet
adm. 1944-56, adm. commanding U.S. fleet
1941-42, chief naval operations 1942-45). d.
Kittery June 25 1956.
LORING, Oliver Leland. D.D. 1945, A.B.
Harvard 1926, B.D. Epis. Theol. Sch. 1930,
S.T.D. General Theol. Sem. 1958. Clergy; b.
Newtonville MA Jan. 5 1904; m. Elizabeth
Brewster Feb. 11 1935; ch.: Elizabeth, Leland,
Stephen. Curate Grace Church New Bedford
MA 1931-33, rector (Church of the Epiphany
Dorchester MA 1933-36, Grace Church New
Bedford 1936-41), bishop ME 1941-68. res. S.
Dartmouth MA.*
WYETH, Newell Convers. A.M. b. Needham
MA Oct. 22 1882. Artist, d. Chadds Ford Oct.
19 1945.
1946
GOULD, Albert Trowbridge. LL.D., A.B. 1908.
HASKELL, Alaric Weston. Sc.D., D.D.S.
Temple 1888. b. Turner Aug. 26 1866.
Dentist, d. Brunswick Dec. 2 1959.
HILDRETH, Horace Augustine. LL.D. 1946,
A.B. 1925.
POPE, Everett Parker. A.M. 1946, B.S. 1941.
TILLOTSON, Frederic Erie Thornlay. Mus.D.
Zeta Psi. b. St. Louis MO Jan. 19 1897. Prof,
music Bowdoin 1936-63. Concert pianist,
composer, d. Nov. 24 1963.
WENTWORTH, Walter Vinton. Sc.D.; A.B.
1886, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. 1889. Zeta Psi.
Overseer 1929-58. b. Rockland Dec. 11 1863.
d. Old Town March 8 1958.
1947
ANTHOENSEN, Frederick William. A.M.
b. Tonder S. Jutland Denmark April 14
1882. Author, d. Aug. 13 1969.
CARTER, William Hodding. Litt.D., A.B.
1927.
DUNN, Gano. LL.D.; B.S. CCNY 1889, Phi
Beta Kappa; E.E. Columbia 1891; M.S. CCNY
1897; M.S. Columbia 1914; Sc.D. Columbia
1938; Sc.D. Rutgers 1938; Sc.D. N.Y. Univ.
1941; Sc.D. Lehigh 1943; Sc.D. CCNY 1947.
b. NYC Oct. 18 1870. Dir. RCA NYC; pres.
J. G. White Engineering Co. 1913-53. d. NYC
April 10 1953.
FORD, John. A.M., D.F.A. Univ. Me. 1939.
b. Cape Elizabeth Feb. 1 1895. Motion
picture dir. (Grapes of Wrath 1940, Tobacco
Road 1941, How Green Was My Valley 1941).
Recipient: Oscars 1935, 1940. d. Palm Desert
CA Aug. 31 1973.
HALE, Robert. LL.D. 1947, A.B. 1910.
HAM, Arthur Harold. A.M., A.B. 1908.
HAUCK, Arthur Andrew. LL.D.; A.B. Reed
Coll., Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Columbia 1929;
Ph.D. Columbia 1932; LL.D. Lafayette 1936;
LL.D. Univ. N.H. 1937; LL.D. R.I. State Coll.
1943; LL.D. Univ. N.B. 1943; LL.D. Reed
Coll. 1946; LL.D. Boston Univ. 1948; LL.D.
Univ. Ky. 1953; L.H.D. Bates 1950; L.H.D.
Nasson Coll. 1952; L.H.D. Univ. Fla. 1953;
Litt.D. Colby 1953. Ret.; b. Springfield MN
Feb. 10 1893; m. Gladys Hubert Aug. 31 1916;
ch.: Hubert, Margaret. Teacher & principal
elementary sch. ID & OH 1915-21, asst. dean
Antioch Coll. 1921-22, pres. Punahov Sch.
Honolulu T.H. 1922-28, asst. to pres. Vassar
Coll. 1929-31, dean Lafayette Coll. Easton PA
1931-34, pres. Univ. Me. 1934-58, dir.
Washington Int. Center 1958-64. Member
(U.S. advisory comm. on educational exchange
1954-58, New Eng. board higher education
1955-58, council on foreign relations), pres.
(Nat. Assn. State Univ. 1946, Assn.
Land-Grant Coll. & Univ. 1953). Served to sgt.
USA 1918. res. Camden.*
RHODES, James Edward, II. A.M., A.B. 1897.
LL.B. Univ. Me. 1921. Kappa Sigma. b.
Rockland May 27 1877. d. W. Hartford CT
July 22 1951.
WASHBURN, Cadwallader Lincoln. L.H.D.,
A.B. Gallaudet 1890, Sc.D. Gallaudet 1924.
b. Mnpls. MN Oct. 31 1866; s. of William D.
'54. War correspondent (Japan, Manchuria,
China 1904-05; Mexico, N. Am. 1910-12).
Writer, artist, Oologist. d. Farmington Dec. 21
1965.
1948
ABBOTT, Edward Farrington. A.M., A.B.
1903.
ALBION, Robert Greenhalgh. Litt.D., A.B.
1918.
HERTER, Christian Archibald. LL.D., A.B.
Harvard 1915, LL.D. Northeastern, LL.D.
Clark Univ., LL.D. Bates. b. Paris France
March 28 1895. Diplomat, spec. asst. U.S.
Dept. State 1917-18, asst. to U.S. Sec. of
commerce 1921-24, Mass. legislator 1931-43,
speaker 1939-43, member cong. 1943-59, sec.
state 1959-62. d. Washington DC Dec. 30 1966.
HOUSE, Robert Burton. LL.D.; A.B. Univ.
N.C. 1916, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1917; LL.D. Catawba 1939. Ret.; b. Thelma
NC March 19 1892; m. Hattie Palmer May 18
1918; ch.: Robert Jr., Carolyn. Teacher high
sch. Greensborough NC 1919, archivist N.C.
Historic Comm. Raleigh 1919-26, Univ. N.C.
(exec. sec. 1926-32, dean admin. 1932-45,
chancellor 1945-57, prof. English & classics
1957-62). res. Chapel Hill NC*
IVES, Hilda (Libby). D.D., A.M. Univ. Me.
1924, D.D. Colby 1940. b. Cape Elizabeth
July 26 1886; dau. of Charles F. '64. Clerg.
1924-26 (Albany, Portland, Presumpscott,
Standish-Sebago Lake), Teacher Andover
Newton Theol. Sch. d. Dec. 2 1969.
LANSING, Ambrose. L.H.D., A.B.
Washington & Jefferson 1911. b. Cairo
Egypt Sept. 20 1891. With Metropolitan
Museum of Art NYC 1911-51, curator dept.
Egyptian Art 1939-51. d. King's Ranch May 28
1959.
TAYLOR, Maxwell Davenport. LL.D., B.S.
USMA 1922, D.Eng. N.Y. Univ. 1946, LL.D.
Univ. Mo. 1951, LL.D. Williams 1952, LL.D.
Penn. Military Coll. 1956, LL.D. Trinity Coll.
1956, LL.D. Yale 1956, LL.D. The Citadel
1959, LL.D. Phillips 1959, hon. degrees
Lafayette 1956, Seoul Univ. 1958, Univ.
Pittsburgh 1962, Univ. Akron 1966, Tarkio
Coll. 1966, Norwich Univ. 1967, Worcester
Polytech. Inst. 1968, Parsons Coll. 1970,
William Jewell Coll. 1970. Ret.; b.
Keystesville MO Aug. 26 1901; m. Lydia
Happer Jan. 26 1925; ch.: John, Thomas.
Served to 2nd It. USA 1922, advanced through
grades to general 1953 (asst. military attache
Peking China 1937, spec, mission to Latin Am.
countries 1950, chief of staff 82nd Airborne
Div. 1942, served overseas in Sicilian & Italian
campaigns 1943-44, div. cdr. 101st Airborne
Div. W. Front 1944-45, supt. USMA 1945-49,
chief of staff Am. Army Forces in Eur. 1949,
cdr. Am. Military & Army Forces in Berlin
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1949-51, dept. chief of staff for operations &
admin. 1951-53, cdr. 8th Army Korea 1953,
USA Forces Far E. 1954, U.S. & UN cdr. Far
E. 1955, chief of staff 1955-59). Awarded Silver
Star with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster, Distinguished
Service Cross & Distinguished Service Medal
with 3 Oak Leaf Clusters, Legion of Merit,
Bronze Star, Purple Heart, Legion of Honor,
Croix de Guerre with Palm, cross of grand
officer Order of Leopold, Order of Crown with
Palm, Taeguk Distinguished Military Service
medal, Cloud & Banner medal with grand
cordon, Cordon of Trinity medal with plaque,
cross Order of George the First, kross of Nat.
Order, Order Rising Sun, grand cross Order
Military Merit. Chmn. board, chief exec,
officer & dir. Mexican Light & Power Co.
1959-60; pres. Lincoln Center for the
Performing Arts 1961; military rep. of Pres.
U.S. 1961-62; chmn. Joint Chiefs of Staff
1962-64; U.S. ambassador to Viet Nam
1964-65, spec, consul to Pres. 1965-69; member
& chmn. Pres.' Foreign Intelligence advisory
board 1965-69; pres. Inst. Defense Analysis
1966-69. Author: The Uncertain Trumpet
(1960), Responsibility and Response (1967),
Swords and Plowshares (1972). res.
Washington DC.
1949
BARTLETT, Boyd Wheeler. Sc.D., A.B. 1917.
EVANS, Emyr Estyn. Sc.D., A.M. Univ. Wales
1929, Sc.D. Univ. Wales 1939, Litt.D. Dublin
Univ. 1970, LL.D. Queen's Univ. 1973, Litt.D.
Nat. Univ. Ireland 1975, Litt.D. Univ. Wales
1977. Ret.; b. Shrewsbury England May 29
1905. Prof, emeritus Irish Studies Queen's






, Ulster Architectural Heritage
Soc. 1968
—
, historic monuments advisory
council), dept. of environment N. Ireland
1964
—
, trustee Ulster museum 1965
—
, trustee
& past chmn. Ulster Folk Museum 1969— . res.
Belfast N. Ireland.*
FORSAITH, Samuel Lincoln. A.M. b.
Brunswick March 25 1878. d. Portland March
15 1960.
HAYNES, Robert Hammond. A.M. 1949, A.B.
1919.
KILLIAN, James Rhyne, Jr. LL.D., B.S. M IT.
1926, Sc.D. Middlebury Coll. 1945, LL.D.
Union 1947, D.Eng. Drexel Inst, of Tech. 1948,
LL.D. Northeastern 1949, LL.D. Duke Univ.
1949, LL.D. Boston Univ. 1950, LL.D.
Harvard 1950, Sc.D. Bates 1950, LL.D.
Williams 1951, LL.D. Lehigh Univ. 1951,
LL.D. Univ. Penn. 1951, Sc.D. Univ. Havana
1953, LL.D. Univ. Chattanooga 1954, Sc.D.
Notre Dame Univ. 1954, Sc.D. Lowell Tech.
Inst. 1954, LL.D. Tufts 1955, LL.D. Univ.
Calif. 1956, LL.D. Amherst 1956, LL.D. Coll.
of William & Mary 1957, LL.D. Brandeis
Univ. 1958, Sc.D. Columbia 1958, Sc.D. Coll.
of Wooster 1958, Sc.D. Oberlin 1958, D.Appl.
Sci. Univ. Montreal 1958, LL.D. N.Y. Univ.
1959, LL.D. Johns Hopkins 1959, Sc.D. Univ.
Akron 1959, LL.D. Providence Coll. 1960,
LL.D. Temple Univ. 1960, Sc.D. Worcester
Polytech. Inst. 1960, D.Eng. Univ. 111. 1960,
LL.D. Univ. S.C. 1961, D.Eng. Univ. Mass.
1961, Ed.D. R.I. Coll. 1962, LL.D. Meadville
Theol. Sch. 1962, H.H.D. Rollins Coll. 1964,
D.P.S. Detroit Inst, of Tech. 1972. Semi-ret.;
b. Blacksburg SC July 24 1904; m. Elizabeth
Parks Aug. 21 1929; ch.: Carolyn, Rhyne.
M.I.T. (asst. managing ed. The Tech. Review
1926-27, managing ed. 1927-30, ed. 1930-39;
exec. asst. to the pres. 1939-43; exec, v.pres.
1943-45; v.pres. & member corp. 1945-49; pres.
1949-59; chmn. corp. 1959-71; honorary chmn.
1971—). Member (board Am. Tel. & Tel. Co.,
board Polaroid Corp., communications policy
board 1950-51, advisory committee on
management 1950-52, science advisory
committee Office of Defense Mobilization
1951, board of visitors USNA 1953-55,
committee White House Conf. on Education
1954-56, science advisory committee 1957-59,
Rockefeller Brothers Panel 1958-61, comm. on
nat. goals 1960-61, Nat. Acad, of Engineering
1967, general advisory committee U.S. Arms
Control & Disarmament Agency 1969-72),
chmn. (army scientific advisory panel 1951-56,
science advisory committee 1957-59, foreign
intelligence advisory board 1961-63, committee
utilization of scientific & engineering
manpower 1962, Carnegie Comm. on
Educational Television 1965, ad hoc committee
Nat. Acad, of Sciences 1974), dir. (Federal
Reserve Bank Boston 1954-57, Cabot Corp.,
General Motors Corp., Ingersoll-Rand Corp.
for Public Broadcasting 1968-74), head Tech.
Capabilities Panel 1954, moderator Am.
Unitarian Assn. 1960-61, trustee (Mt. Holyoke
Coll. 1962-72, Alfred P. Sloan Foundation,
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Boston Museum
of Science, Mitee Corp.), pres. Atoms for Peace
Awards Inc., honorary member (Am. Soc. for
Engineering 1967, Phi Beta Kappa, Tau Beta
Pi), F.A.A.A.S. Recipient: Pres.' Certificate of
Merit 1948, Certificate of Appreciation Dept.
of the Army 1953, Decoration for Exceptional
Civilian Service Dept. of the Army 1957,
Public Welfare Medal Nat. Acad, of Sciences
1957, Gold Medal Nat. Inst, of Social Sciences
1958, World Brotherhood Award Nat. Conf. of
Christians & Jews 1958, Award of Merit Am.
Inst. of Consulting Engineers 1958,
Washington Award W. Soc. of Engineers 1959,
Distinguished Achievement Award Holland
Soc. of N.Y. 1959, Gold Medal Int. Benjamin
Franklin Soc. 1960, Good Govt. Award Am.
Legion 1960, Hoover Medal 1963, George
Foster Peabody Broadcasting Spec. Education
Award 1968 & 1976, Golden Omega Award
Electrical Insulation Conf. 1969, Prometheus
Award Nat. Electrical Mfr. Assn. 1970; named
New Eng. Man of the Yr. New Eng. Council
1969; elected member Sigma Chi. res.
Cambridge MA.*
KUHNE, Marie AhnigLito Peary Stafford.
A.M. Writing; b. Greenland Sept. 12 1893;
m. Edward Stafford Oct. 6 1917, m. William
Kuhne; ch.: Edward, Peary. Head Peary
Memorial Expedition Greenland summer 1932,
author (Little Tooktoo 1930, Muskox, Little
Tooktoo's Friend 1931, Red Caboose 1932,
The Snowbaby's Own Story 1934), co-author
All True 1931, transl. La Snowbaby 1927, lectr.
Member Danish-Am. Greenland Comm. 1940,
fellow Royal Geographical Soc. Recipient:
Order of Liberation King of Denmark 1946.
res. Sparta NJ, Brunswick.
MURCHIE, Harold Hale. LL.D., A.B.
Dartmouth 1909, LL.B. Harvard 1912, LL.D.
Boston Univ. 1942. b. Calais March 8 1888.
Atty. (Augusta 1912-14, Calais 191440), Me.
legislator 1919-21; senator 1929-34, pres.
1933-34; judge Me. Supreme Court 1940-49,
chief jsutcie 1949-55. d. Calais March 7 1955.
1950
BEINECKE, Edwin John. L.H.D. b. NYC
1886. d. Mt. Kisco NY Jan. 21 1970.
BIRD, Adriel Ulmer. A.M., A.B. 1916.
CARY, Charles Austin. A.M., A.B. 1910.
MacDONALD, Joseph Cony. D.D., A.B. 1915.
MERRILL, Edward Folsom. LL.D., A.B. 1903.
PALMER, Philip Mason. L.H.D., A.B. 1900.
VANDERBILT, Arthur. LL.D. d. Short Hills
NJ June 16 1957.
WHITE, Elwyn Brooks. Litt.D., A.B. Cornell
1921, Litt.D. Dartmouth 1948, Litt.D. Univ.
Me. 1948, Litt.D. Yale 1948, Litt.D. Hamilton
Coll. 1952, Litt.D. Harvard 1954, L.H.D.
Colby 1954. Writing; b. Mt. Vernon NY July
11 1899; m. Katharine Angell Nov. 13 1929;
ch.: Joel. Reporter 1921, writer self-employed
& contributing ed. New Yorker magazine,
contbr. monthly dept. Harper's magazine
1938-43. F.A.A.A.S., member Nat. Inst. Arts &
Letters. Recipient: gold medal Am. Acad. Arts
& Letters, Presidential Medal of Freedom
1963, Laura Ingalls Wilder award 1970, Nat.
Medal for Literature 1971. Author: The Lady
is Cold (1929), Every Day is Saturday (1934),
The Fox of Peapack (1938), Quo Vadimus
(1939), One Man's Meat (1942, enlarged
edition 1944), Stuart Little (1945), The Wild
Flag (1946), Here is New York (1949),
Charlotte's Web (1952), The Second Tree
From the Corner (1954), The Points of My
Compass (1962), The Trumpet of The Swan
(1970), Letters of E. B. White (1976);
co-author: Is Sex Necessary? (1929); ed.: Ho
Hum (1931), Another Ho Hum (1932); co-ed.:
A Subtreasury of American Humor (1941). res.
N. Brooklin.*
1951
COLE, Arthur Harrison. Sc.D, A.B. 1911.
DOUGLAS, Paul Howard. LL.D., A.B. 1913.
HORMELL, Orren Chalmer. D.C.L., A.B. Ind.
Univ. 1904, A.M. Ind. Univ. 1905, A.M.
Harvard 1909, Ph.D. Harvard 1921. b.
Wingate IN Dec. 4 1879; m. Elizabeth
Spaulding Dec. 25 1905; ch.: Mary, Robert.
Asst. history & govt. Ind. Univ. 1904-05,
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teacher Crawfordsville IN High Sch. 1905-08,
asst. history Harvard 1909-10, instr. history &
political science Clark 1910-11, Bowdoin (asst.
prof, history 1911-13, prof, history & govt.
1913-27, DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Prof.
1927-51, emeritus 1951-75), lectr. municipal
govt. Harvard 1919-20, prof, political science
summers (111. 1924; Syracuse 1925, 1929, 1930;
Mich. 1926, 1928), founder & dir. Bureau for
Research Municipal Govt. Bowdoin 1914-51.
Member (advisory committee Me. Personnel
Board 1937-52, advisory council Me.
Unemployment Compensation Comm.
1939-54, Nat. Resources Planning Board
1941-48, Me. Judicial Council 1954-58.
Author; ed.: Govt. Research Series, Bowdoin
Coll. Bulletin 1914-51; lectr.; consultant;
contbr. d. Melrose MA Dec. 3 1975.
KING, WiUard Leroy. D.C.L., Ph.B. Chicago
Univ. 1916, J.D. Chicago Univ. 1917, LL.D.
Knox Coll. 1954. Law; b. Betavia IL Dec. 9
1893; m. Margaret Erickson Dec. 15 1930; ch.:
Margaret. Atty. IL (Peoria 1917-19, Rosenthal
Hamil & Wormser Chicago 1919-26, King
Robin Gale & Pillinger Chicago 1926—),
draftsman Comm. on Phraseology & Style IL.
Member (Loyalty Reverance Board, Civil
Service Comm. 1951-53), trustee (Museum
Science & Industry, Menninger Foundation).
Recipient: Order of the Coif; elected member
Delta Sigma Rho & Phi Gamma Delta.
Contbr. res. Chicago IL.*
KNOWLES, Asa Smallidge. LL.D., A.B. 1930.
LINDSAY, Dorothy Hayes-Stickney. A.M.,
A.M. (hon.) Dickinson State Coll. 1968.
Arts; b. Dickinson ND June 21 1900; m.
Howard Lindsay Aug. 13 1927. Actress NYC.
Recipient: Barter Theatre Award, March of
Dimes Award, res. NYC*
LINDSAY, Howard. A.M. b. Waterford NY
March 29 1889. d. NYC Feb. 11 1968.
PALMER, Harry Lane. A.M., A.B. 1904.
SMITH, James Kellum. L.H.D. b. Towando
PA Oct. 3 1893. d. NYC Feb. 18 1961.
WYMAN, WiUard Gordon. A.M., Bowdoin
1920.
1952
BIXLER. Julius Seelye. LL.D., A.B. Amherst
1916, A.M. Amherst 1920, Ph.D. Yale 1924,
D.D. Amherst 1939, A.M. (hon.) Harvard
1942, L.H.D. Union 1946, LL.D. Univ. Me.
1948, LL.D. Brown Univ. 1948, D.C.L. Acadia
Univ. 1949, L.H.D. Wesleyan 1954, L.H.D.
Bates 1958, L.H.D. Harvard 1960, LL.D.
Colby 1960, Litt.D. Am. Int. Coll. 1961, Sc.D.
Worcester Polytech. Inst. 1962, L.H.D.
Carleton Coll. 1964. Ret.; b. New London
CT April 4 1894; m. Mary Thayer Sept. 21
1918; ch.; Mary, Elizabeth, Martha, Nancy.
Lectr. (Am. Coll. Madura India 1916-17, Am.
Univ. Beirut Lebanon 1920-22), prof. (Smith
Coll. 1924-33, Harvard 1933-42), pres. Colby
Coll. 1942-60, visiting prof. (Wesleyan Univ.,
Univ. Hawaii, Carleton Bangkok, Univ. Me.
1960-64; Bowdoin 1965). Trustee (Radcliffe
Coll., Smith Coll., Amherst Coll., Colby Coll.,
member council Am. Acad, of Arts & Sciences,
Health & Education Authority NH 1965-70).
Author, contbr. res. Jaffrey NH.*
BOWDOIN, George Temple. A.M. b. NYC
April 6 1898. d. Huntington Long Is. NY Jan.
26 1967.
BRINKLER, Alfred. Mus.D. b. Ramsgate
England May 2 1880. d. Portland March 3
1972.
CLARK, Roland Eugene. A.M., A.B. 1901.
CLIFFORD, John David, Jr. LL.D., A.B. 1922.
CLIFFORD, Philip Greely. D.C.L., A.B. 1903.
CONNELLY, Marcus Cook. LL.D.
Playwright; b. McKeesport PA Dec. 13
1890. Ed. Trinity Hall Washington PA
1902-07, reporter Pittsburgh Gazette Times &
other Pittsburgh newspapers, past prof,
playwrighting Yale. Past pres. (Author's
League of Am., Nat. Inst. Arts & Letters),
member exec, committee U.S. nat. comm. for
UNESCO. Recipient: O. Henry award 1930,
Pulitzer award 1930. Playwright: The Wisdom
Tooth (1926), The Green Pastures (1930);
author: A Souvenir from Qam (1965), Voices
Offstage (1968); co-author: Dulcy, To the
Ladies, Merton of the Movies, Beggar on
Horseback, The Farmer Takes A Wife; contbr.
res. NYC.
ELLSBERG, Edward. Sc.D.; B.S. USNA 1914,
grad. sch. 1916; M.S. M.I.T. 1920; Eng.D.
Univ. Colo. 1928; L.H.D. Univ. Me. 1955.
Ret.; b. New Haven CT Nov. 21 1891; m.
Lucy Buck June 1 1918; ch.: Mary. Served to
rear adm. USN 1910-51, Tide Water Oil Co.
(chief engineer 1926-35, construction engineer
1935-41), ret. Author: On The Bottom (1928);
Under The Red Sun (1946); No Banners, No
Bugles (1949); The Far Shore (1960) & 13
others; contbr., inventor: underwater torch for
cutting steel; designer system for salvaging
submarines, field of petroleum, designer low
pressure desalinization systems in general use
in naval vessels, res. St. Petersburg FL,
Southwest Harbor.*
GOODRICH, Leland Matthew. Sc.D., A.B.
1920.
GRIMES, William Henry. A.M. b. Bellevue
OH March 7 1872. Ed. & writer Wall Street
Journal 1923-? Recipient: Pulitzer Prize 1946.
d. Delray Beach FL Jan. 14 1972.
GROSS, Alfred Otto. Sc.D., A.B. Univ. 111.
1908, Ph.D. Harvard 1912. Ornithological
library established & named in his honor 1959.
b. Atwood IL April 8 1883; married; ch.:
William '37, Louise, Thomas '40. Instr. zoology
Univ. 111. Urbana 1908-09, research scholar
Bermuda Biological Station 1910-11, instr.
zoology Harvard 1911-12, Bowdoin (instr.
biology 1921-22; prof. 1922-53; Josiah Little
Prof. 1950-53, emeritus 1953-70), freelance
writer, photographer & lectr. self-employed
1953-70. Dir. Bowdoin Scientific Station
1935-53; pres. (New Eng. Bird Banding Assn.,
Mass. Audubon Soc, Me. Audubon Soc);
fellow (AAAS; trustee Am. Wildlife Inst., Am.
Ornithologists' Union); orinthologist
(Rossevelt Wildlife Experiment Station
Syracuse NY, Bowdoin-MacMillan Artie
Expedition); biologist U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service; U.S. rep. Int. Urnithological Cong.
Upsala Sweden 1950, Basel Switzerland 1954.
Ed.: Zoology, Maine Naturalist, Maine
Audubon Bulletin, Maine Field Naturalist,
Florida Naturalist; science writer; contbr. d.
Greenwich CT May 9 1970.
HAM, Edward Billings. L.H.D., A.B. 1922.
IRVING, Frederick Augustus. LL.D., B.S.
USMA 1917. Ret.; b. Taunton MA Sept. 3
1894; m. Alice Dowe Dec. 31 1924; ch.:
Frederick, Elizabeth. Served to maj. general
USA 1917-54. res. Arlington VA.*
KAZANJIAN, Varaztad Hovhannes. Sc.D.,
D.M.D. Harvard 1905, M.D. Harvard 1921.
b. Armenia March 18 1879; m. Marion
Hanford Aug. 1923; ch.: Helene, Joan.
Practiced dental surgery 1905-15, Harvard Sch.
Dental Medicine (prof, clinical oral surgery
1943-47, prof, emeritus 1947-74). Member
board of consultation (Mass. General Hospital,
several other hospitals), F.A.C.S., fellow Am.
Coll. Dentists, d. Belmont MA Oct. 19 1974.
LEWIS, Warren Kendall. Sc.D., B.S. M IT.
1905, Ph.D. Univ. Breslau 1908, Sc.D. (hon.)
Univ. Del. 1937, D.Eng. (hon.) Princeton 1947,
Sc.D. Harvard 1951. b. Laurel DE Aug. 21
1882; m. Rosalind Kenway Oct. 1909. Prof,
chem. engineering M.I.T. 1915-48. Member
(Am. Chem. Soc, Am. Acad. Arts & Sciences,
Am. Inst. Chem. Engineers, Nat. Acad.
Sciences; Inst. Metallurgical & Petroleum
Engineers). Contbr. d. Plymouth MA March 9
1975.
MAHONEY, Daniel Franics. A.M., A.B. 1919.
NORTON, Bela Winslow. A.M., A.B. 1918.
PHILLIPS, Charles Franklin. LL.D., A.B.
Colgate Univ. 1931, Ph.D. Harvard 1934,
LL.D. Colgate Univ. 1945, LL.D. Colby 1949,
LL.D. Northeastern 1953, L.H.D. Univ. Me.
1954, Litt.D. Western New Eng. Coll. 1959,
Litt.D. Nasson Coll. 1959, Litt.D. Morehouse
Coll. 1963, LL.D. Shaw Univ. 1966, LL.D.
Bates 1967. Ret.; b. Nelson PA May 25
1910; m. Evelyn Minard June 22 1932; ch.:
Charles Jr., Carol. Asst. economics Hobart
Coll. 1933-34, economics Colgate Univ. (instr.
1934-36, asst. prof. 1936-39, prof. 1939-44),
consultant consumers div. Nat. Defense
Advisory Committee 1941, OPA (assoc. price
exec. 1941-42, chief tire rationing div. 1942-43,
dir. automotive supply rationing div. 1943-44,
dept. admin, charge rationing dept. 1944),
Bates Coll. (pres. 1944-67, pres. emeritus
1967—). Pres. New Eng. Coll. Fund 1954.
chmn. & dir. Central Me. Power Co. Augusta
1965
—
, dir. (Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
Sperry & Hutchinson Co., Anchor Group
Mutual Funds, Allied Maintenance Corp.,
General Mills Inc.), elected member Phi Beta
Kappa & Phi Delta Theta. Author: Marketing
(1938); co-author: Government Spending and
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Economic Recovery (1938), Discussion
Methods (1938), The American Neutrality
Problem (1939), Marketing by Manufacturers
(1951), A Tax Program to Encourage the
Economic Growth of Puerto Rico (1958),
Retailing Principles land Methods (1972),
Marketing Principles and Methods (1973);
contbr. res. Auburn.*
SILLS, Edith Lansing Koon. LL.D., A.B.
Wellesley 1911. b. Hancock MD Dec. 3
1888; m. Kenneth C. M. Sills pres. Nov. 21
1918. Teacher high sch. (Houlton 1911-12,
Portland 1912-16, Lenox Sch. Finch Coll. NYC
1916-18), active ARC WWII. Member (Me.
State Advisory Committee Nat. Comm. Civil
Rights, board of dir. Assn. for Preservation
Historic Properties of Portland Area,
committee sr. citizens Portland Model City
Development Program, board First Radio
Parish Am. Portland Friendship Inc.), nat.
board Woman's Auxiliary Epis. Church (past
member, past diocesan pres.), past member
(Me. Advisory Committee Job Corps Center
for Young Women resident in Me., board
YWCA Portland), past pres. (Western Me.
Wellesley Club, Portland Women's Coll. Club
1953-55, branch English-Speaking Union,
Victoria Soc. Me. Women 1959-61), trustee
(Westbrook Jr. Coll. 1932-44, St.
Mary's-in-the-Mountains Sch. for Girls
Littleton NH), past member-at-large assembly
Me. Council Churches, Greater Portland
Landmarks for Preservation (initiator,
incorporator, advisory board member 1964
—),
Waynflete Sch. for Girls Portland (member
board 1955-64, emerita 1964—), AAUW
(founder Brunswick-Bath branch, past board
member), Nat. Soc. Colonial Dames (past pres.
Me. chapter 3 terms, nat. sec. 9 yrs., nat. honor
roll 1967). Recipient: Woman of Achievement
award Women's Coll. Club Portland 1956,
Deborah Morton award Westbrook Jr. Coll.
Portland 1961, Elks lectr. fund established in
her honor 1961, girl's scholarship for coll. study
named in her honor Portland Women's Coll.
Club 1971, life member Victoria Soc. of Me.,
AAUW Fellowship Foundation branch award
named in her honor, res. Portland.
SMITH, Margaret Chase. LL.D., 84 hon.
degrees several univ. & coll. Ret.; b.
Skowhegan Dec. 14 1897; m. Clyde Smith May
14 1930. Teacher Skowhegan 1916, office exec.
Independent Reporter 1919-28, with Daniel E.
Cummings Co. 1928-30, treas. New Eng.
Process Co. Skowhegan 1928-30, member (rep.
state committee 1930-36, 76th Cong. 1940, 77th
to 80th Cong. 1940-49, U.S. Senate 1948-73,
Acad, of Arts & Sciences Boston), visiting prof.
Woodrow Wilson Nat. Fellowship Foundation
Princeton NJ 1973-76, chmn. Freedom House
NYC (board 1970-77, emeritus 1977—), dir.
Lilly Endowment Inc. Indianapolis IN 1976—
.
Nominee for pres. U.S. Republican Nat. Conv.
1964. Recipient nat. awards, res. Skowhegan.*
1953
BESTON, Henry. Litt.D. b. Quincy MA
June 1 1888. d. Nobleboro April 15 1968.
CHING, Cyrus Stuart. LL.D. b. P.E.I.
Canada May 21 1876. d. Dec. 27 1967.
DALLDORF, Gilbert. Sc.D., B.S. Univ. Ia.
1921, M.D. N.Y. Univ. 1924, H.D. (hon.) Univ.
Frieburg 1957. Ret.; b. Davenport IA March
12 1900; married; ch.: Frederick '54.
Pathologist N.Y. Hospital 1926-30, dir. lab.
Grasslands Hospital 1930-45, dir. div. of lab. &
research N.Y. State Dept. Health 1945-57,
scientific dir. Nat. Foundation for infantile
paralysis 1958, member Sloan-Kettering Inst.
NYC 1959-67, ret., emeritus 1967—. Chmn.
Brown Hazen Committee Research Corp.
Recipient: Fisher Memorial Award 1951,
Distinguished Service Award N.Y. Univ.
Alumni 1956, Lasker Award 1959, medal N.Y.
Acad. Medicine 1964. Contbr. res. Oxford
MD.*
DANA, Luther. A.M., A.B. 1903.
FROST, John William. LL.D., A.B. 1904.
KENNETT, Walter Hoyt, Sr. A.M., B.S.
M.I.T. 1924, A.M. M.I.T 1927. Ret.; b. W.
Newbury MA Sept. 1 1900; m. Marian
Duckstien Aug. 22 1931; ch.: W. Hoyt Jr.,
William, Sarah. State dir. Me. Civil Defense,
res. Brunswick.* Also see Fac.
McINTIRE, Glenn Ronello. A.M., A.B. 1925.
NULTY, William Bridgham. LL.D., A.B. 1910.
SALTONSTALL, William Gurdon. L.H.D.
1953, A.B. Harvard 1928, A.M. Harvard 1931,
Litt.D. Williams 1947, L.H.D. Tufts 1950,
Litt.D. Dartmouth 1952, LL.D. Harvard 1953,
Litt.D. Colby 1954, Litt.D. Princeton 1956,
LL.D. Univ. N.H. Ret.; b. Milton MA Nov.
11 1905; m. Katharyn Watson Sept. 22 1931;
ch.: Josephine, Katharyn, William, Samuel,
Deborah. Teacher (William Penn Charter Sch.
1928-30; Phillips Exeter Acad. 1932-40, chmn.
history dept. 1940-42, principal 1946-63), dir.
Peace Corps Nigeria 1963-65. Dir. (Exeter
Banking Co., Exeter Hospital Corp., N.H.
Historical Soc), trustee (Colby Coll., Golden
Rule Farm, Currier Art Gallery), v.pres. Exeter
News Letter, pres. & member New Eng. Assn.
Coll. & Secondary Sch. Served to It. cdr. USN
1942-45. res. Marion MA.*
1954
BASS, Willard Streeter. L.H.D., A.B. magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1896; A.B.
Harvard 1898; A.M. Harvard 1899. Delta -
Kappa Epsilon. Overseer 1930-56. b. Wilton
July 27 1876. d. Wilton Feb. 10 1956.
FLEMMING, Hugh John. LL.D. Govt.; b.
Peel N.B. Canada Jan. 5 1900; m. Aida
McAnn 1945; ch.: Hugh Jr., Frederick.
Municipal councillor Carleton County N.B.
1921-35, candidate federal election 1935,
member N.B. Legislature 1944-51, leader
Progressive Conservative Party 1951, premier
N.B. 1952-60, minister public works N.B.
1952-58, minister municipal affairs N.B.
1958-60, rep. Royal N.B. Constituency
Canadian Federal Govt. 1960
—
, minister
forestry & nat. revenue Federal Cabinet
Ottawa Canada 1962-63. Pres. (Flemming &
Gibson Ltd., S. W. Bell Ltd., Flemming
Industries Ltd.). res. Fredericton N.B.
Canada.*
GRAY, Alfred Everett. A.M., A.B. 1914.
HUSTON, Henry Augustus. Sc.D., A.B. 1879,
A.M. 1882, A.C. Purdue 1882, Sc.D. Purdue
1931. Zeta Psi. b. Damariscotta April 20
1858. d. Kew Gardens NY May 4 1957.
PISTOft, Walter. Mus.D.; A.B. Harvard 1924,
Phi Beta Kappa; Mus.D. (hon.) Harvard 1953.
b. Rockland Jan. 20 1894; m. Kathryn Nason
Sept. 14 1920. John Knowles Paine fellow
Harvard 1924-26, Guggenheim fellow 1935,
music Harvard (asst. prof. 1926-38, assoc. prof.
1938-44, prof. 1944-48, Walter W. Naumburg
fellow 1948-60, prof, emeritus 1960-76). Served
with USN 1918-19. Recipient: Coolidge Medal
for Chamber Music 1936, N.Y. Critics Circle
Award 1945 & 1958, Boston Symphony's
Horbilt award 1948. Author: various works on
harmony, harmonic analysis, counterpoint,
orchestration; composer, d. Belmont MA Nov.
12 1976.*
SLEEPER, Francis Harper. Sc.D., Bowdoin
1918-20.
Van CLEVE, Thomas Curtis. Litt.D., A.B.
Univ. Mo. 1911, A.M. Univ. Mo. 1912, Ph.D.
Univ. Wise. 1921. b. Maiden MO May 1
1888. Instr. history (Univ. Mo. 1912-13, asst.
Univ. Wise. 1913-15), history Bowdoin (instr.
1915-17, asst. prof. 1920-25, Frank Munsey
Prof. 1925-26, Thomas Brackett Reed Prof,
political science 1926-54, emeritus 1954-76),
visiting prof. Univ. S.C. 1955. Served to capt.
USA 1917-18, served to col. 1942; awarded
citation War Dept. Author: Markward on
Anweiler and the Sicilian Regency, A Study of
Hohenstaufen Policy in Sicily during the
Minority of Frederick II (1937); contbr. d.
Brunswick Feb. 10 1976.
1955
BENSON, Ezra Taft. LL.D., B.S. Brigham
Young Univ. 1926, M.S. Ia. State Coll. 1927,
H.H.D. Coll. Osteopathic Physicians &
Surgeons 1951, D.Agr. (hon.) Ia. State Coll.
1953, LL.D. Univ. Utah 1953, D. Agr. (hon.)
Mich. State Coll. 1955, Sc.D. (hon.) Rutgers
1955, Dr. Public Service (hon.) Brigham Young
Univ. 1955, LL.D. Univ. Me. 1956. Ret.; b.
Whitney ID Aug. 4 1899; m. Flora Amussen
Sept. 10 1926; ch.: Reed, Mark, Barbara,
Beverly, Bonnie, Flora. Pres. Newcastle dist.
1921-23, farm operator 1923-30, co.
agricultural agt. Univ. Ida. Extension Service
Preston 1929-30, extension economist &
marketing spec. Ida. State 1930-38, organizer &
sec. Ida. Cooperative Council 1933-38, exec,
sec. Nat. Council Farmer Cooperatives
1939-44, Am. Inst. Cooperative (v.chmn. board
of trustees 1942-49, member exec, committee &
board of trustees 1942-52, chmn. 1952), dir.
Olson Brothers Inc. Board dir. Farm
[1955-1958]
Foundation 1946-50, sec. of agriculture U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture 1953-61, ret. Boise ID
Stake Presidency Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day St. (member 1933-37, pres.
1938-39), pres. Eastern States Mission
(Washington Dist. Council 1939-40,
Washington DC Stake 1940-44), Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day St. (ordained
apostle, member Council of Twelve 1943), U.S.
delegate 1st Int. Conf. of Farm Organizations
London England 1946, pres. European Mission
1946, member (nat. exec, board Boy Scouts of
Am. 1948-66, General Church Board of
Education, board of trustees Brigham Young
Univ.), elected member Delta Nu & Alpha
Zeta. Recipient: Silver Antelope award 1951,
testimonial for distinguished service to
agriculture Univ. Wise. 1952, Silver Buffalo
award 1954. Contbr. res. Washington DC.
BRIDGES, Ronald Perkins. D.D., A.B. 1930.
BUTTERFIELD, Victor Lloyd. Litt.D., A.B.
Cornell 1927, A.M. Cornell 1928, Ph.D.
Harvard 1936, A.M. (hon.) Wesleyan 1942,
LL.D. Brown Univ. 1943, LL.D. Amherst
1944, LL.D. Williams 1944, L.H.D. Trinity
Coll. 1946, LL.D. Lawrence Coll. 1947, LL.D.
Columbia 1954, LL.D. Tulane 1957, LL.D. Mt.
Allison 1958, L.H.D. Univ. Hartford 1959
LL.D. Harvard 1961, D.Sc. (hon.) Union 1961,
L.H.D. Boston Coll. 1965, L.H.D. Wesleyan
1967, LL.D. Dartmouth 1967. b. Kingston
RI Feb. 7 1904; m. Katharina Geyer June 1
1
1928; ch.: Mrs. Robert Siekman, Daniel.
Teacher (Deerfield 1928-29, Riverdale Country
Sch. Bronx NY 1929-31, Lawrence Coll. WI
1934-35), Wesleyan Univ. (dir. admissions &
instr. philosophy, dean of freshmen 1938-41,
assoc. dean 1941-42, acting pres. 1942-43, pres.
1943-67), ret., acting pres. New Coll. Sarasota
FL. Chmn. committee on faculty fellowships of
the Ford Foundation's Fund for the
Advancement of Education, member (Comm.
on Liberal Education of the Assn. of Am. Coll.,
New Eng. Board of Higher Education 1955-61,
visiting committee Harvard 1956-61, Am.
Acad, of Arts & Sciences), trustee (Cornell
Univ., the Edward W. Hazen Foundation,
Deerfield Acad., Wilbraham Acad., New
Coll.), fellow Nat. Council on Religion 50 yrs.
Author: The Life of the Teacher (1954), The
Faith of a Liberal College (1955), Counter
Attack in Liberal Learning (1966), contbr. d.
Middletown CT Nov. 19 1975.*
GIBBS, William Francis. Sc.D. b. Phila. PA
Aug. 24 1886. d. NYC Sept. 6 1967.
INNES, Lowell. A.M., A.B. Yale 1917, A.M.
Univ. Pittsburgh 1925. Ret.; b. Biddeford
March 3 1894; m. Ethelinda Frey June 22
1920. Asst. headmaster Pittsburgh PA (Arnold
Sch. 1920-40, Shady Side Acad. 1940-60), ret.,
headmaster emeritus Shady Side Acad.
Pittsburgh I960—. Corporator Saco &
Biddeford Savings Inst., hon. curator glass
(Carnegie Museum 1947-60, Currier Gallery of
Art Manchester NH 1968
—
), trustee
(Dyer-York Saco, Historical Soc. W. Penn.
Pittsburgh 1954-72), Saco City Trust Funds
1966-72, authority on 19th century Midwestern
glass museum consultant & lectr. (Henry Ford
Museum Antique Forum 1960, 1962, 1969,
1973, 1976; Corning Museum of Glass
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Seminars 1963, 1965, 1966, 1968, 1973, 1976;
Sandwich Museum Glass Forum 1962, 1969,
1973, 1975). Member & chmn. sch. committee
Saco 1963-66, chmn. Red Cross Saco, dir. York
County board 1963-68. Author: Pittsburgh
Glass 1797-1891 (1976), contbr. res. Saco.*
MAKINS, Sir Roger (Lord Sherfield). LL.D.,
D.C.L. Oxon, LL.D. London, Litt.D. Univ.
Reading. Admin.; b. London England Feb.
3 1904; m. Alice Davis April 30 1934; ch.:
Mary, Cynthia, Virginia, Christopher, Patricia,
Dwight. Chmn. (Wells Fargo Ltd. Raytheon
Eur. Int. Co., Accossor Ltd.), chancellor Univ.
Reading, warden Winchester Coll. res.
Sherfield Court Basingstoke Hants England.*
PIERCE, Leonard Augustus. LL.D., A.M.
1930.
WOODCOCK, Allan. Sc.D., A.B. 1912.
1956
ABRAMS, Frank Whittemore. LL.D., C.E.
Syracuse Univ. 1912, LL.D. Syracuse Univ.
1946, E.D. (hon.) Rensselaer Polytech. Inst.
1948, E.D. Northeastern 1950, E.D. Univ.
Miami 1950, D.C.S. (hon.) N.Y. Univ. 1950,
LL.D. Lehigh Univ. 1952, LL.D. Colgate Univ.
1953, H.L.D. Dickinson Coll. 1954, LL.D.
Columbia 1955, LL.D. Johns Hopkins 1955,
LL.D. Swathmore Coll. 1956. Ret.; b.
Rockville CenteT L.I. NY June 24 1889; m.
Ruth Corrigan Oct. 15 1915; ch.: Frank.
Standard Oil Co. of N.J. subsidiary Standard
Oil Co. (engineer Jersey City 1912-20, supt.
1920-22; mgr. NYC 1922-27, dir. 1927-33, pres.
1933-40), Standard Oil Co. NYC (dir. 1940-76,
v.pres. 1944-45, chmn. board 1946-54), ret.
Trustee (Cooper Union Inst., Council
Financial Aid to Education, Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation Inc., Ford Foundation, Industrial
Relations Counselors Inc.), v.chmn. board of
trustees Syracuse Univ. d. July 17 1976.*
ALDRED, Joseph Addison. A.M., B.S. 1924.
FOSTER, Thomas Albert. Sc.D., Med. Sch.
1866, M.D. Penn. Med. Coll. 1856. b.
Montville Feb. 20 1827. d. Nov. 27 1896.
PETTINGILL, Olin Sewall. Sc.D., A.B. 1930.
PIERCE, Edward Allen. LL.D., LL.D. Brown.
b. Orrington; m. Luella Van Hoosear Dec.
18 1909. Dir. & v.pres. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce
Fenner & Smith Inc. NY. Member board of
dir. Dictaphone Corp. d. NYC Dec. 16 1974.
SILVERCRUYS, Baron. LL.D. b. Tongres
Belgium Oct. 17 1893. d. Washington DC Jan.
25 1975.
SIMPSON, Hartley Fremont. LL.D., A.B.
1922.
SNOW, Edward Holyoke. L.H.D., A.B. 1914.
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BANCROFT, Winthrop. L.H.D. See Class of
1916.
BURGESS, Warren Randolph. LL.D., A.B. &
A.M. Brown Univ. 1912, Ph.D. Columbia
1920. Ret.; b. Newport RI May 7 1889; m.
May Ayres May 17 1917; m. Helen Hamilton
March 5 1955; ch.: Leonard, Julian. With
Russell Sage Foundation NYC 1919-20, with
Federal Reserve Bank of N.Y. 1920-38, U.S.
ambassador to N.A.T.O., ret. V.chmn. Atlantic
Council of the U.S., chmn. Per Jacobsson
Foundation. Served to maj. USA 1918-29;
awarded French Legion of Honor, res.
Queenstown MD.*
GIBSON, Helen Whitney. L.H.D. b. MA;
m. Mr. Bourne, m. Harvey Gibson 1926; ch.:
Whitney. Worked with Am. Red Cross WWII.
Recipient: Croix de Guerre with Gold Star,
Nat. Red Cross Overseas Certificate of Merit,
European Theater Ribbon, Bronze Star Medal,
USA Certificate of Merit, d. Locust Valley L.I.
NY Dec. 23 1974.
LEYDON, John William. L.H.D., A.B. 1907.
MUSKIE, Edmund Sixtus. LL.D., grad. Bates
1936, grad. Cornell 1939. Govt.; b. Rumford
March 28 1914; m. Jane Gray May 29 1948;
ch.: Stephen, Ellen, Melinda, Martha, Edmund
Jr. Member Me. House Rep. 1946-52, minority
leader 1948-52, state dir. Office of Price
Stabilization 1951-52, democratic nat.
committeeman 1952-56, governor Me. 1954-58,
U.S. Senator 1958— . Member (committee on
banking & currency 1959-70; foreign relations
committee 1971-74; democratic senatorial
campaign committee ex-officio; board of
trustees Bates Coll.; Roosevelt-Campobello
Int. Park Comm., chmn. 1976-78), democratic
policy committee (chmn. legislative review
committee, asst. majority whip 1966
—),
democratic nominee for v.pres. U.S. 1968,
chmn. senate committee on the budget,
governmental affairs committee (chmn.
subcommittee on intergovernmental relations;
member subcommittee on energy, nuclear
proliferation & federal services; member
subcommittee on civil service & general
services), environment & public works
committee (chmn. sub-committee on
environmental pollution, member
subcommittee on resource protection member
subcommittee on water resources), member
spec, committee on aging, life member V.F.W.
& Amvets. Served with USN WWII. res.
Waterville.*
NEWCOMBE, Alfred Watts. L.H.D., A.B.
1914.
WEBBER, Isaac Mervyn. Sc.D., B.S. 1917.
1958
ANDREWS, Harold Augustus. LL.D.. A.B.
1912.
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CHAPLIN, Joseph Benjamin. A.M. b.
Cornish Aug. 9 1899. d. Houlton May 9 1973.
CHISHOLM, Hugh Joseph. LL.D., A.M. 1912.
CLAFF, Clarence Lloyd. Sc.D., A.B. 1918.
MARTIN, William McChesney, Jr. LL.D.,
A.B. Yale 1928, LL.D. Temple Univ. 1951,
LL.D. Tulane 1953, LL.D. Amherst 1954,
LL.D. Marietta Coll. 1956, LL.D. Washington
Univ. 1956, LL.D. Trinity Coll. 1956, LL.D.
Univ. Penn. 1957, LL.D. Yale 1958, LL.D.
Washington & Lee Univ. 1960, LL.D.
Hamilton Coll. 1960, LL.D. Harvard 1962,
LL.D. Tufts 1964, LL.D. Princeton 1964,
LL.D. Columbia 1965, LL.D. N.Y. Univ. 1965,
LL.D. Rutgers 1965, LL.D. Middlebury Coll.
1966, LL.D. Bishop's Univ. 1968, LL.D.
Williams 1968, LL.D. New Sch. for Social
Research 1968, LL.D. Univ. Dela. 1970, LL.D.
Univ. Mich. 1970, LL.D. Georgetown Univ.
1972. Ret.; b. St. Louis MO Dec. 17 1906; m.
Cynthia Davis April 3 1942; ch.: Cynthia,
William III, Diana. Bank Examination dept.
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis MO
1928-29, A. G. Edwards & Sons St. Louis
(statistics dept. head 1929-31, partner 1931-38).
N.Y. Stock Exchange (member 1931-38,
governor 1935-38, chmn. Committee on
Constitution 1937-38, sec. Conway Committee
to reorganize the Exchange 1937-38, chmn. &
pres. pro-tem of board 1938, pres. 1938-41),
asst. exec. (Munitions Assignments board
Washington DC, pres. Soviet Protocol
committee), Export-Import Bank (member
board of dir. 1945, chmn. & pres. 1945-49),
asst. Sec. of Treasury 1949-51, U.S. exec. dir.
Int. Bank for Reconstruction & Development
1949-52, Board of Governors Federal Reserve
System (member & chmn. 1951; chmn. 1955,
1959, 1963, 1967; member 1956-70), Federal
Reserve System rep. Nat. Advisory Council on
Int. Monetary & Financial Problems, dir. (Am.
Express Int. Development Co., Per Jacobsson
Foundation, Atlantic Council of the U.S.
Royal Dutch Petroleum Co.), trustee Berry
Sch., Brookings Inst., Kate Macy Ladd Fund,
Mayo Foundation), assoc. trustee Battelle
memorial Inst., Am. Express Co. & Rexport
Corp. (dir. member finance & dir. committees,
also chmn. employee benefits committees),
chmn. board of trustees Carnegie Inst, of
Washington, Caterpillar Tractor Co. (dir.,
member audit committee), life term councillor
The Conf. Board, Dow Jones & Co. (dir.;
member exec. & audit committees, also chmn.
audit sr. exec, compensation & exec,
compensation committees), Freeport Minerals
Co. (dir., chmn. audit committee), General
Foods Corp. (dir.; member accounting review
& finance committees, also chmn. accounting
review committee), Int. Business Machines
Corp. (dir., member audit & finance
committees), Johns Hopkins Univ. (trustee,
v.chmn. advisory council Sch. of Advanced
Int. Studies), Nat. Geographic Soc. (trustee,
member finance & continuity of management
committees), Riggs Nat. Bank of Washington
DC bank & board of dir., counselor, Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation (trustee, member
finance & audit committees, also chmn. audit
committee), U.S. Steel Foundation Inc.
(member & trustee, member financial Policy
committee). Served to col. USA 1941-45. res.
Washington DC*
PULLEN, John James. Litt.D., B.S. Colby
1935, A.M. (hon.) Colby 1958, Litt.D. Ricker
Coll. 1959. Writing; b. N. Amity Dec. 17
1913; married. Reporter Kennebec Journal
1935-36, with Baker Advt. Hartford CT
1936-41, N. W. Ayer & Son Inc. Phila. PA
(copywriter 1948-55, assoc. copy dir. 1955-58,
managing dir. copy dept. 1958-61, exec. dir.
copy dept. 1961-63, v.pres. spec, copy 1963-65),
resigned 1965. Served with USA 1941-46.
Author: The Twentieth Maine (1957), A
Shower of Stars: The Medal of Honor and The
27th Maine (1966), Patriotism in America
(1971) , The Transcendental Boiled Dinner
(1972) ; contbr. res. Old Saybrook CT.*
ROCKEFELLER, David. LL.D., B.S. Harvard
1936, Ph.D. Univ. Chicago 1940, LL.D.
Columbia 1954, LL.D. Jewish Theol. Sem.
1958, LL.D. Williams 1966, LL.D. Wagner
Coll. 1967, LL.D. Harvard 1969, LL.D. Pace
Coll. 1970, LL.D. St. John's Univ. 1971, LL.D.
Middlebury Coll. 1974. Banking; b. NYC
June 12 1915; m. Margaret McGrath Sept. 7
1940; ch.: David Jr., Abby, Neva, Margaret,
Richard, Eileen. Sec. Mayor Fiorello H.
LaGuardia 1940-41; asst? regional dir. Office
Defense, Health & Welfare Services 1941-46;
2nd v.pres. Chase Nat. Bank 1948-49, v.pres.
1949-51, sr. v.pres. 1951-55; merged with Bank
of Manhattan; Chase Manhattan Bank (exec,
v.pres. 1955-57, v.chmn. board of dir. 1957-61,
pres., chmn. exec, committee 1961-69, chmn.
board, chief exec, officer, dir. 1969
—
).
Member board of overseers Harvard 1954-74,
chmn. (Downtown Lower Manhattan Assn.
1958
—
, dir. Rockefeller Center Inc., trustee
(Rockefeller Family Fund; Rockefeller Univ.,
chmn. board; Rockefeller Brothers Fund,
v.chmn.; Univ. Chicago; Museum Modern
Art, v.chmn., exec, committee). Served to capt.
USA 1942-46; awarded Legion of Honor,
Legion of Merit. Recipient: award of merit
N.Y. 1965, Medal of Honor for City Planning
NYC 1968. Author: Unused Resources and
Economic Waste (1940), Creative Management
in Banking (1964). res. NYC*
STETSON, Rufus Edwin. Sc.D., A.B. 1908.
WATERMAN, Alan Tower. Sc.D. b.
Cornwall-on-Hudson NY June 4 1892. d.
Bethesda MD Nov. 30 1967.
ZORACH, William. A.M. b.
Eurburick-Kovno Russia Feb. 28 1887. d. Bath
Nov. 15 1966.
1959
BRIGGS, Ellis Ormsbee. LL.D., A.B.
Dartmouth 1921, LL.D. Dartmouth 1955,
LL.D. Colby 1965, LL.D. Ricker Coll. 1965,
LL.D. Nasson Coll. 1966. b. Watertown MA
Dec. 1 1899; m. Lucy Barnard May 26 1928;
ch.: Lucy, Everett. Instr. Robert Coll.
Constantinople 1921-23, writer self-employed
1923-25, with foreign service 37 yrs.,
ambassador (Dominican Republic, Uruguay,
Czechoslovakia, S. Korea, Peru, Brazil,
Greece), dir. Office of Am. Republics Affairs
1945-47, visiting prof. Univ. S.C Columbia
1965. Recipient: Presidential Medal of
Freedom award 1955, annual award The
Americas Foundation 1966; appointed Career
Ambassador 1959. Author: Shots Heard
Round the World (1957), Farewell to Foggy
Bottom (1964), Anatomy of Diplomacy (1968).
d. Gainesville FL Feb. 22 1976.*
IRVING, Laurence. Sc.D., A.B. 1916.
SCRIBNER, Fred Clark, Jr. LL.D., A.B.
Dartmouth 1930, LL.B. Harvard 1933, LL.D.
Univ. Me. 1958, LL.D. Dartmouth 1959, LL.D.
Colby 1959, LL.D. Univ. Vt. 1960. Law; b.
Bath Feb. 14 1908; m. Barbara Merrill Aug. 24
1935; ch.: Fred III, Curtis, Charles. Cook
Hutchinson Pierce & Connell Portland (assoc.
atty. 1933-35, partner 1935-55), Dept. of the
Treasury Washington DC (general counsel
1955-57, asst. sec. 1957, under sec. 1957-61),
partner (Pierce Atwood Scribner Allen &
McKusick Portland 1961— Scribner Hall
Thornburg & Thompson Washington DC
1961— . Member (Ad Hoc Group on the
presidential vote for P.R.; board of dir. Me.
Med. Center Portland; standing committee
Me. Diocesan Council; Me. republican state
committee 1940-50, chmn. exec, committee
1944-50); republican nat. convention delegate
1940, 1944, 1956, 1960, 1964, 1968; Bates Mfg.
Co. Lewiston 1946-55 (dir., general counsel,
v.pres., treas.); republican nat. committeman
from Me. 1948-56; trustee Cardigan Mt. Sch.
Canaan NH; chancellor Epis. Diocese of Me.;
counsel republican nat. comm. 1952-55,
1961-74; chmn. (board Rockland-Rockport
Lime Co. Inc. Rockland 1962-74, Coordinated
Apparel Inc. NYC); past pres. (board of
trustees Bradford Coll. Haverhill MA, Me.
Constitutional Comm. 1962-63), dir. Sentinel
Funds Inc. & Sentinel Group Funds Inc.
Recipient: Silver Beaver Award Boy Scouts of
Am., Alexander Hamilton Award Treasury
Dept. of U.S., Alumni Council Award
Dartmouth Coll. res. Falmouth.*
THOMPSON, John Fairfield. LL.D. b.
Portland March 6 1881. d. Brooklyn NY July
13 1968.
WESTON, Phyllis Carolyn. M.S., A.B. Colby
1932, Ed.M. Univ. Me. 1951. Ret.; b.
Skowhegan June 28 1910. Head mathematics
dept. Skowhegan Area High Sch. Skowhegan.
Pres. (Business & Professional Woman's Club
1955-57, Women's Soc, Delta Kappa Gamma
Hon. Soc. for Teachers 1974-76). res.
Skowhegan.*
YATES, Donald Norton. LL.D., B.S. USMA
1931, M.S. Calif. Inst, of Tech. 1939. Ret.; b.
Bangor Nov. 25 1909; m. Gertrude Johnston
Feb. 6 1932; ch.: Donald. Miscellaneous
military duties various locations 1931-44,
USAF Washington DC (chief air weather
service 1944-50, dir. research & development
1950-54), cdr. air force missile test center
USAF Cape Canaveral FL 1954-60, dept. dir.
research & engineering Dept. of Defense
Washington DC 1960-61, v.pres. Raytheon Co.
Lexington MA 1961-69. Awarded
Distinguished Service Medal with 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster, Army Legion of Merit with 1 Oak Leaf
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Cluster, Navy Legion of Merit, Air Medal,
Bronze Star Medal (2), French Legion of
Honor, French Croix de Guerre, Ordem
Militar do Cristo Portugal, Brazilian Ordem do
Merito Aeronautico, Order of the British
Empire, res. N. Palm Beach FL.*
1960
BAXTER, John Lincoln. A.M., A.B. 1916.
LINNELL, Wiliam Shepherd. LL.D., A.B.
1907.
RANKIN, Karl Lott. LL.D., grad. Princeton
1922. Ret.; b. Manitowoc WI Sept. 4 1898;
m. Pauline Jordan Oct. 3 1925. U.S./foreign
service 1927 (Czechoslovakia, Greece, Albanie,
Belgium, Yugoslavia, Philippines, Greece),
consul general Hong Kong 1949-50, U.S.
charge d'affaires Taipei Taiwan 1950-52, U.S.
ambassador (Taipei 1953-57, Belgrade
1958-61), ret. Trustee Deree-Pierce Coll.
Athens 1961-76, dir. Hellenie Water Co.
Athens 1968-74. Served to It. cdr. USNR 1918.
Awarded Grand Corden, Orader of the
Brilliant Star China 1964. Author: China
Assignment (1964). res. S. Bridgton.*
STAHL, Jasper Jacob. LL.D., A.B. 1909.
WHITE, Doris Pike. L.H.D. Pres. Daughters
of the Am. Revolution 1958-61, protocol
adviser Me. State Dept. 3 yrs., with Me. State
Museum Comm. 4 yrs. Recipient: George
Washington Medal of Freedoms Foundation
(1961). res. Portland.
1961
ALLEN, Neal Woodside. A.M., A.B. 1907.
DICKEY, John Sloan. LL.D., A.B. Dartmouth
1929, J.D. Harvard 1932. Education; b. Lock
Haven PA Nov. 4 1907; m. Christina Gillespie
Nov. 26 1932; ch.: Sylvia, Christina, John Jr.
Asst. to cdr. Mass. Dept. Correction 1933, asst.
to asst. sec. of state & asst. to legal advisor U.S.
State Dept. 1934-36, atty. Gaston Snow Hunt
Rice & Boyd Boston 1936-40, spec. asst. (sec.
of state 1940, coordinator Inter-Am. Affairs
1940-44), chief World Trade Intelligence div. &
dir. Office Public Affairs State Dept. 1941-45,
lectr. Am. foreign policies Sch. Advanced Int.
Studies Washington DC 1944-45, public liaison
officer U.S. delegation to UN Conf. Int.
Organization San Francisco CA 1945,
Dartmouth Coll. (pres. 1945-70, pres. emeritus
& Bicentennial prof, public affairs 1970
—
).
Trustee Charles F. Kettering Foundation, sr.
visiting fellow Council on Foreign Relations
1971
—,
elected member Phi Beta Kappa.
Author: Canada and The American Presence,
co-author: The Secretary of State, ed.: The
United States and Canada, res. Hanover NH.*
EVANS, Abbie Huston. LL.D., A.B. Radcliffe
1913, A.M. Radcliffe 1918. Ret.; b. Lee NH
Dec. 20 1881. Staff member Phila. PA
(Settlement Music Sch. 1923-53, Coll.
Settlement Farm-Camp 1953-57), ret. Elected
member Phi Beta Kappa, member jury (Shelley
Memorial award 1940, U.S. award poetry
1967), member advisory board Contemporary
Poetry 1940— . Recipient: Guarantors' Prize
poetry Chicago 1931, Loines Award for poetry
Nat. Inst. Arts & Letters 1960, Golden Rose
Award New Eng. Poetry Club 1965; citation
Me. Comm. on Arts & Humanities 1970 & Pa.
Council on Arts & Int. Poetry Forum 1970.
Author: Outcrop (1928), The Bright North
(1938), Fact of Crystal (1961), Collected Poems
(1970); contbr. res. W. Chester PA.
HILL, Warren Gardiner. L.H.D, B.S. Gorham
State Teachers Coll. 1939, Ed.M. Boston Univ.
1941, Ed.D. Columbia 1948, Sc.D. (hon.) Univ.
Me. 1963, H.H.D. (hon.) Franklin Pierce Coll.
1973. Education; b. Brooklyn N.S. Canada
Oct. 19 1918; m. Catherine Lewis Aug. 26
1942; ch.: Senetta, Charles. Principal & teacher
Islesford 1939-40, Gorham State Teachers Coll.
Gorham 1941-42, asst. to pres. New Haven CT
State Teachers Coll. 1947-54, bureau chief
State Dept. of Education Hartford CT 1954-56,
commissioner of education State of Me.
1956-63, pres. Trenton NJ State Coll. 1963-66,
chancellor of higher education State of Conn.
Hartford 1966-74, with education comm. of
states 1974—. Chmn. (CATALYST in
education, nat. comm. on teacher education &
professional standards, defense advisory
committee on education board of governors
Higher Education Centers of Conn.), member
(Leadership Training Inst., elected Phi Kappa
Phi, sch. committee Bethany CT 1951-54;
public policy committee The Advt. Council
Inc.; advisory council New Eng. Regional
Continuing Education Program for Health
Care Personnel; New Eng. Board of Higher
Education, exec, committee; New Eng.
Program in Teacher Education, board of dir.;
ex-officio Conn. State Board of Education;
Conn. Personnel Policy Board; Conn. State
Scholarship Comm.; Conn. Student Loan
Foundation; Conn. Education Council),
v.chmn. education comm. of the states 1972-73,
pres. state higher education exec, officers
1973-74, lifetime honorary member (Nat.
P.T.A., Me. Supt. Assn.). Served to It. USCGR
1942-46, It. cdr. USvR 1949-54. Contbr. res.
Denver CO.*
KIRKLAND, Edward Chase. Litt.D., A.B. Phi
Beta Kappa Dartmouth 1916, A.M. Harvard
1921, Ph.D. Harvard 1924, Litt.D. Dartmouth
1948, A.M. Cambridge Univ. 1956, Litt.D.
Princeton 1957. b. Bellows Falls VT May 24
1894; m. Ruth Babson Sept. 4 1924; ch.:
Edward. Instr. (citizenship Dartmouth 1920-21,
history & English M.I.T., history Brown Univ.
1924-25), history Bowdoin (asst. prof. 1925-30,
assoc. prof. Frank Munsey Foundation
1930-31, Frank Munsey Prof. 1930-59,
emeritus 1959-75), Kemper K. Knapp visiting
prof. Univ. Wise. 1951, commonwealth lectr.
Univ. Coll. London 1952, visiting prof. Cornell
Univ. 1956, Pitt Prof. Cambridge Univ.
1956-57. Pres. (Am. Assn. of Univ. Prof.
1946-48, Economic History Assn. 1953-54,
Organization of Am. Historians 1955-56),
Guggenheim fellow 1955-56. Pvt. USA
1917-19. Author: Peacemakers of 1864 (1927);
A History of American Economic Life (1932,
1939, 1952, 1969); Brunswick's Golden Age
(1942); Men, Cities and Transportation, A
Study of New England Hisozry 1820-1900
(1948); Business in the Golden Age: The
Conservatives' Balance Sheet (1952); Dream
and Thought in the Business Community
1860-1897 (1961); ed.: Andrew Carnegie,
Gospel of Wealth (1962), A Bibliography of
American Economic History Since 1861
(1971). d. Hanover NH May 24 1975.
MATTHEWS, John Bowers. A.M., A.B. 1918.
WADSWORTH, James Jeremiah. LL.D. b.
Groveland NY June 12 1905. res. Washington
DC.
WILLIAMSON, Robert Byron. LL.D., A.B. &
J.D. Harvard 1920, LL.D. Univ. Me. 1956,
LL.D. Nasson Coll. 1971, L.Civil.D. New Eng.
Coll. 1975. b. Augusta Aug. 23 1899; s. of
Joseph Overseer; m. Grace Whitney June 2
1925; ch.: Robert Jr., Martha. Atty. Augusta
1923-45, justice Superior Court of Me. 1945-49,
Supreme Judicial Court (assoc. justice 1949-56,
chief justice 1956-70), atty. Augusta 1970-?,
Member (common council Augusta 1923-24;
Me. house of rep. 1929-30; sch. council
Harvard 1956-59; Am. Judicature Soc, dir.
1969-72; Me. State Am. Revolution
Bicentennial Comm. 1972-76; standing
committee Me. Historical Soc. 1973-76;
distributing committee Me. Charitable
Foundation, Augusta Rationing Board WWII;
advisory committee Univ. Me. Augusta;
advisory committee on contracts), U.S.
commissioner for Me. 1926-29 & 1931-35,
delegate & member resolutions committee Nat.
Convention 1940, dir. (county civilian defense
1941-42, alumni assn. Harvard 1958-61, Me.
TB & Health Assn. 1970-76, Am. Cancer Soc.
ME 1971-76, state YMCA), state atty. OPA
1942, pres. (Congr. Christian Conf. of Me.
1950, Lithgow Public Library Augusta), trustee
(Augusta Savings Bank 1951-64, Bangor Theol.
Sem.), chmn. (conf. of chief justices 1967-68;
20th Century Fund Task Force 1971; OEO
comm. 1971; Me. advisory committee for rules
of evidence 1973-76; board of trustees Conf.,
member; board of trustees YMCA Augusta),
lectr. Univ. Me. Law Sch. 1971, consulting Me.
comm. to prepare a revision of the criminal
laws 1972-75. Served to 2nd It. USA 19Y8.
Recipient: citation Andover-Newton Theol.
Sem. 1956, Distinguished Service to Youth
Award Kiwanis 1970, Herbert Lincoln Harley
Award Am. Judicature Soc. 1974; honorary
member Pi Sigma Alpha, d. Augusta Dec. 27
1976.
1962
DEAN, Arthur Hobson. LL.D., A.B. Cornell
1921, LL.D. Hamilton CoU. 1954, LL.D.
Allegheny Coll. 1954, LL.D. Rutgers 1958,
LL.D. Washington Univ. 1958, D.C.L. Hofstra
Coll. 1961, LL.D. Brown Univ. 1962, LL.D.
Dartmouth 1962, C.W. Post Coll. 1963, L.H.D.
Washington Coll. 1963, LL.D. Adelphi Univ.
1964, LL.D. Otterbein Coll. 1964, Litt.D.
Lafayette 1968. Law; b. Ithaca NY Oct. 16
1898; m. Mary Marden June 25 1932; ch.:
Nicholas, Patricia. Sullivan & Cromwell NYC
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(atty. 1923-29, partner 1929—), general counsel
various corp., Am. Metal Climax Inc. (dir.,
member exec, committee, general counsel),
Am. Bank Note Co. (dir., member exec,
committee), dir. (Bank of N.Y., Bank of N.Y.
Co. Inc., Bank N.Y. Int. Corp., Adela Invest.
Co. S. Am., N. W. Production Corp.),
Dickinson lectr. Harvard 1950, spec. U.S.
ambassador Korea 1953-54, Chubb fellow Yale
Univ. 1955, chmn. U.S. delegates UN Conf. on
Law of Sea Geneva 1958 & 1960, rep. U.S.
Negotiations Panmunjom, ex-deputy sec. of
state political conf. envisaged by Korean
Armistice, delegate 16th & 17th UN General
Assemblys, chmn. U.S. Delegation Conf.
Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapons Tests
Geneva 1961-62, pres. Am. Soc. Int. Law
1961-62, chmn. U.S. delegation 18-nation
Disarmament Conf. Geneva 1962, member
(exec, committee Lawyers' Committee Civil
Rights Under Law, joint admin, board N.Y.
Hospital-Cornell Med. Center, co-ordinating
board Sloan-Kettering div. Cornell Med.
Coll.), v.pres. & dir. N.Y. Hospital-Cornell
Med. Center Foundation Inc., trustee (Cornell
Univ., Hochschild Foundation, Planting Fields
Assn., Asia Foundation), board of dir.
(Netherlands-Am. Foundation, Teagle
Foundation, Spanish Inst.), fellow Am. Coll.
Trial Lawyers, dir. U.S. council Int. C. of C,
v.pres. N.Y.C. Bar Assn., dir. (Foreign
Relations Council, UN Assn.), trustee
Nantucket Ornithological Assn., lectr.
Recipient: Gold medal N.Y. State Bar Assn.
1962, Distinguished Service medal Theodore
Roosevelt Assn. 1962. Contbr. res. NYC.
DRAKE, William Plummer. A.M. See Class of
1936.
GIGNOUX, Edward Thaxter. LL.D., A.B.
Harvard Coll. 1937, LL.B. Harvard 1940,
LL.D. Univ. Me. 1966, LL.D. Colby 1974,
LL.D. Nasson Coll. 1974. Law; b. Portland
June 28 1916; m. Hildegarde Thaxter June 30
1938; ch.: Marie, Edward Jr. Assoc. atty. (Slee
O'Brian Hellings & Ulsh Buffalo NY 1940-41,
Covington Burling Rublee Acheson & Shorb
Washington DC 1941-42), partner Verrill Dana
Walker Philbrick & Whitehouse Portland
1946-57, U.S. dist. judge Portland 1957—.
Former corporator Me. Savings Bank, asst.
corporation counsel city of Portland 1947-48,
member (city council Portland 1949-55, chmn.
1952; faculty Salzburg Seminar for Am.
Studies 1972; advisory committee bankruptcy
rules U.S. Supreme Court; council Harvard
Law Sch., chmn. visiting committee; board of
overseers Harvard Coll.), pres., trustee (Me.
Eye & Ear Infirmary, corporator Me. Med.
Center, Portland Symphony Orchestra, public
library Portland). Ed.: Harvard Law Review,
res. Portland.*
PELLETIER, Lawrence Lee. LL.D., A.B. 1936.
SHUMWAY, Agnes Mosher. A.M.
Homemaker; b. Carthage NY Sept. 10 1894;
m. Sherman Shumway June 30 1925; ch.:
Forrest, Douglas, John. Assoc. with welfare
dept. Los Angeles CA city sch. 1921-22, county
charities Los Angeles 1924 & 1925. res. Los
Angeles CA.*
STANTON, Frank. LL.D., A.B. Ohio
Wesleyan 1930, Ph.D. Ohio State Univ. 1935,
LL.D. Ohio Wesleyan 1946, LL.D.
Birmingham-Southern Coll. 1946, LL.D. Ohio
State Univ. 1949, LL.D. Hamilton Coll. 1961,
LL.D. Colby 1962, L.H.D. Boston Univ. 1963,
LL.D. Oberlin 1965, LL.D. Brigham Young
Univ. 1966, D.F.A. Pratt Inst. 1968, D.F.A.
Trinity Coll. 1971, D.M.C. Ohio Univ. 1973,
LL.D. Columbia 1973, Litt.D. Long Is. Univ.
1973, LL.D. Lewis & Clark Coll. 1973, LL.D.
Emerson Coll. 1973, LL.D. Univ. S. Calif.
1974, Sc.D. Univ. Penn. 1976, D.H.L.
Brooklyn Coll. of the city of N.Y. 1977.
Exec; b. Muskegon MI 1908; m. Ruth
Stephenson 1931. Pres. CBS Inc. 1946-71,
v.chmn. 1971-73. Dir. & trustee (Business
Committee for the Arts Inc.; Carnegie Inst, of
Wash., chmn.; Educational Change; Lincoln
Center for the Performing Arts Inc.; Lincoln
Center Inst.; Nat. Council on Philanthropy;
The RAND Corp.; Recorded Anthology of
Am. Music Inc.; The Roper Public Opinion
Research Center; Am. Electric Power Co. Inc.;
Atlantic Richfield Co.; Book Digest Co. Inc.;
CBS Inc.; The Interpublic Group of Co. Inc.;
New Perspective Fund Inc.; N.Y. Life Ins.
Co.; The Observer Ltd.; Pan Am. World
Airways Inc.; Wildcat Service Corp.), member
(board Alliance to Save Energy; The Am.
Council on Germany Inc.; advisory board
Center for Advanced Study in Education,
Columbia Univ./McGraw-Hill Lectures on
Business & Soc; council Foreign Relations
Inc.; advisory board Harvard/Monsanto
Harvard Med. Sch.; Inst, of Electrical &
Electronic Engineers, Int. Radio & Television
Soc, Nat. Acad, of Television Arts & Sciences;
Radio-Television News Dir. Assn.),
F.A.A.A.S., fellow (AAAS, Am. Psychological
Assn., N.Y. Acad, of Science, Sigma Delta
Chi), elected member Sigma XI, honorary
trustee Am. Crafts Council, honorary member
The Buffalo Fine Arts Acad., member visiting
committee (dept. of Terrestrial Magnetism
Carnegie Inst. Washington DC; Grad. Sch. of
Design Harvard, John F. Kennedy Sch. of
Govt., Office for Information Tech.),
diplomate Am. Board of Professional
Psychology), The Am. Nat. Red Cross (dir. &
trustee, chmn. 1973
—
), v.chmn. League of Red
Cross Soc. Geneva. Recipient: Spec. Art Dir.
Club Medal Art Dir. Club of N.Y. 1954, Parlin
Award Am. Marketing Assn. 1956, Paul W.
White Memorial Award Radio-Television
News Dir. Assn. 1957, Keynote Award Nat.
Assn. of Broadcasters 1958, Honor Award Nat.
Assn. of Broadcasters 1958, George Foster
Peabody Award Henry W. Grady Sch. of
Journalism The Univ. of Ga. (1958, 1960, 1961,
1964), Distinguished Service Award
Radio-Television News Dir. Assn. 1959, Advt.
Gold Medal Award Printers' Ink 1959,
Trustees' Award Nat. Acad, of Television Arts
& Sciences 1959, Businessman of the Yr.
Award The Saturday Review 1961, Spec,
citation Nat. Press Photographers Assn. 1961,
Gold Medal Award Radio & Television Exec.
Soc. 1962 & Nat. Inst, of Social Sciences 1963,
Michael Friedsam Medal the Architectural
League of N.Y. 1964, Grand Award Art Dir.
Club of Phila. PA 1965, Gold Medal NYC
1965, Spec. Honor Award Am. Inst, of
Architects 1967, Public Service Award The
Advt. Council Inc. 1968, The Tiffany Design
Award 1970, Joseph A. Sprague Memorial
Award Nat. Press Photographers Assn. 1970,
Distinguished Professional Achievement
Award, Am. Board of Professional Psychology
Inc. 1970, Paul W. White Memorial Award
Radio-Television Soc. 1972, Nat. Assn. of
Broadcasters 1972, George Foster Peabody
Spec. Award 1972, Trustees' Award Nat. Acad,
of Television Arts & Sciences 1972, Freedom
of the Press Award The N.Y. Press
Photographers Assn. 1972, Four Freedoms
Award Franklin D. Roosevelt Four Freedoms
Foundation 1973, Distinguished
Communications Medal Southern Baptist
Conv. 1974, Public Service Award Claremont
Men's Coll. 1974, Distinguished Recognition
Award Nat. Broadcast Editorial Assn. 1974,
Nat. Gold Medal Award The W. Side Assn. of
Commerce 1974. Co-author: Students' Guide —
The Study of Psychology (1938); co-ed.: Radio
Research (1941, 1942-43), Communications
Research (1948-49); filmmaker: Some
Physiological Reactions to Emotional Stimuli
(1932), Factors in Visual Depth Perception
(1936). Frist to develop & use automatic
recording device, co-developer
Lazarsfeld-Stanton Program Analyzer, res.
NYC*
WRISTON, Henry Merritt. LL.D. b.
Laramie WY July 4 1889. res. NYC, Marston
Mills MA.
1963
ALLEN, Claude LeRoy, Jr. A.M., A.B. Harvard
1929, A.M. (hon.) Colby 1954, Ph.D. (hon.)
Bates 1972. Ret.; b. Melrose MA Jan. 21
1906; m. Eleanor Davy June 28 1933; ch.:
Constance, Claude III, Jane. Asst. to
headmaster Deerfield Acad. 1931-45,
headmaster Hebron Acad. 1945-72, ret.
Trustee Me. Maritime Acad. & Wayneflete
Sch. 1962-72, pres. board & chmn. trustees
Hebron Community Church, res. Norway.*
BLAISDELL, Elton Randolph. Sc.D., M.D.
1915.
BRACE, Lloyd DeWitt. LL.D., B.S. Dartmouth
1925. Ret.; b. Lincoln NE Feb. 26 1903; m.
Helen Rhodes Oct. 6 1928; ch.: Robert, Lloyd,
Richard, Ann. Ret. chmn. First Nat. Bank of
Boston. Trustee Museum of Science, trustee &
member finance committee Mass. General
Hospital, res. Needham MA.*
BROWN, Herbert Ross. Litt.D., B.Sc
Lafayette 1924, A.M. Harvard 1928, Ph.D.
Columbia 1939, Litt.D. Lafayette 1949, L.H.D.
Bucknell 1950, LL.D. Me. 1965. Recipient:
Alumni Award for Faculty & Staff 1968.
Ret.; b. Allentown PA Feb. 9 1902; m. Ruth
Raker Aug. 21 1929. Instr. English Lafayette
Coll. Easton PA 1924-25, English Bowdoin
(instr. 1925-29, asst. prof. 1929-32, assoc. prof.
1932-39, prof. 1939-72), visiting prof. English
(Duke Univ. 1939; Columbia Univ. 1940, 1941,
1945; Minn. 1947, 1963; Harvard 1968; Bread
Loaf Sch. Middlebury 1948-56), F.A.A.A.S.
1958
—
, ret. Trustee (Brunswick & Topsham
Water Dist., N. Yarmouth Acad., Univ. Me.),
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member Me. State Board of Education,
moderator town of Brunswick 1955-69, pres.
New Eng. Coll. English Assn. 1962, Colonial
Soc. of Mass. (contributing ed., hon. v.pres.),
chmn. A. literature group of the Modern Lang.
Assn. Recipient: Duke Univ. Centennial
Award in Am. literature 1939, New Eng. Soc.
of N.Y. Award in literature 1958, Citizen of the
Yr. Award Brunswick 1970, Me. State Comm.
of the Arts & Humanities 1975. Author: The
Sentimental Novel in America 1789-1960
(1940), Bowdoin and the Common Good
(1952), Sills of Bowdoin (1964); ed.:
Hawthorne's Snow Image (1933), Foster's The
Coquette (1939), The Autocrat of the Breakfast
Table (1958), W.H. Brown's The Power of




Dictionary of World Literature, Encyclopedia
Britannica: World Book, Dictionary of
Notable Women, res. Brunswick.*
CARY, Charles Austin. LL.D., A.M. 1950.
GILPATRIC, Roswell Leavitt. LL.D., A.B.
Yale 1928, LL.B. Yale 1931, LL.D. Franklin &
Marshall Coll. 1962. Law; b. Brooklyn NY
Nov. 4 1906; m. Margaret Kurtz June 18 1932,
m. Harriet Heywood Oct. 25 1946, m. Madelin
Kudner Sept. 18 1958, m. Paula Washburn
May 12 1970; ch.: Joan, John, Elizabeth.
Partner & predecessor Cravath Swaine &
Moore NYC 1931-51, 1953-61, 1964—;
Sterling visiting lectr. Yale Univ. 1945-46. Dir.
(Columbia Broadcasting System, Eastern Air
Lines, Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp.,
Federal Reserve Bank N.Y. Council on
Foreign Relations), trustee (N.Y. Public
Library, also v.pres. Metropolitan Museum
Art), chmn. board of trustees Aerospace Corp.
1960-61, elected member Phi Beta Kappa &
Chi Psi. Served with USAF 1951-53, 1961-64.
Named Hotchkiss Man of Yr. N.Y. Univ.
1962, recipient: citation of merit Yale Univ.
1963. res. NYC.
NTVEN, Paul Kendall. A.M., A.B. 1916.
ZIMBALIST, Mary Louise Curtis. L.H.D. b.
Boston Aug. 6 1876. Founder Curtis Music
Inst., philanthropist, d. Phila. PA Jan. 4 1970.
1964
MARSH, Dorothy Dennis. A.M. (hon ). 1972
capital campaign worker. Public service; b.
Orange NJ Sept. 8 1891; m. Harold Marsh '09
May 25 1921; ch.: Richard, Harold '45,
Samuel, David '51. Co-ordinator & dir. lay
work St. Peter's Church Morristown NJ
1919-21. Member Washington DC (board
Visiting Nurse Assn. 1951-69, pres. 1960-64,
honorary 1969
— ; commissioners' citizens
advisory council 1954-62, chmn. 1962;
republican state committee 1956-64, exec,
committee United Community Services
1957-73; board Homemaker Service 1957-67,
pres. 1959-60, sustaining 1967
— ;
advisory
council Juvenile Court 1957; citizen's
committee for Nat. Library Week 1958-62;
committee on representation of indigents
Judicial Conf. 1959-61; exec, committee
UNICEF 1960-65; board health facilities
planning council 1962-70; religious resources
project Urban League 1962-66; commissioners'
citizens committee on public welfare 1962;
commissioners' citizens committee to study
alcoholic beverage control laws 1962; board
nat. council on homemaker services 1962-67;
youth gardens council Dept. of Recreation
1962
—
, chmn. 1962-67; advisory committee
UN Assn. 1964
—
; board Pastoral Inst.
1964-73; nat. advisory council Soc. for a More
Beautiful Nat. Capital 1965
— ;
advisory
committee sch. of music 1973
—
; women's
exec, committee Bowdoin's 175th Anniversary
Campaign 1973-75), chmn. Washington DC
(volunteers int. center 1952-55, 1961-70;
women's div. Fund Drive 1955), delegate
White House Conf. on Aging 1961, trustee
(Miss Porter's Sch. Farmington CT 1962-68,
Meridan House Foundation 1965-71, sponsor
Margaret Sanger Inst, of Reproduction &
Development 1967
—
). Recipient: certificate of
service Nat. War Work Council YMCA
1917-18, certificate of appreciation Morristown
1917-18, certificate of merit Community War
Fund 1944, citation Community Chest
Washington D.C. 1945, John Benjamin
Nichols Award Washington D.C. Med. Soc.
1958, citation for distinguished community
service Washington D.C. League of Women
Voters 1961, meritorious service award
Washington D.C. Govt. 1962, Citation
Washington D.C. Dept. of Recreation 1964,
citation Nat. Recreation Assn. 1965, citation
Washington D.C. Int. Center 1965, citation
Urban League 1967 & 1974, citation Dept. of
State of the U.S. 1970, citation Agency for Int.
Development Dept. of State 1970, citation
Meridian House Foundation 1970, Alumnae
Award Miss Porter's Sch. Farmington 1970,
citation as honorary gardener Washington
D.C. Youth Gardens 1971, citation
Homemaker-Health Aide Service of Nat.
Capital Area 1972, citation UN Assn. Capital
Area Div. 1974. res. Washington DC*
McINTIRE, Clifford Guy. LL.D., grad. Univ.
Me. 1930, hon. degrees Univ. Me. & Me.
Maritime Acad. b. Perham May 4 1908; m.
Wilda Holts Sept. 11 1931; ch.: Blynn, Mrs.
Malcolm Andrews. With Farm Credit Admin.
Springfield MA 1933-47, asst. general mgr. Me.
Potato Growers Inc. 1947-51, member
Congress 1951-64, Am. Farm Bureau
Federation 1964-73 (dir. Nat. Resources Dept.,
asst. legislative dir., legislative dir.), ret. 1973.
Member (House Agriculture committee board
U.S. Ry Corp.). d. Bangor Oct. 1 1974.*
NEWELL, John Rogers. LL.D., B.S. M IT.
1935, LL.D. Univ. Me. 1955, E.Eng. (hon.)
Stevens Inst, of Tech. 1956, LL.D. Nasson
Coll. 1962. Ret.; b. Bath June 30 1912; s. of
William S. H'40. Engineer Bethlehem Steel
Corp. (Quincy MA 1935-37, San Francisco CA
1937-38), Bath Iron Works Corp. (asst. supt.
1938-40, asst. general mgr. 1941-44, v.pres.
1947-50, pres. 1950-65), ret. Pres. Bath
(Common Council 1939-40, Board of
Aldermen 1941-44), dir. (Bath Iron Works
Corp. 1941-66, Bath Trust Co. 1947-60, Bath
Savings Inst. 1953-62, Union Mutual Life Ins.
Co. 1955-70), past trustee Newcomen Soc,
pres. Soc. of Naval Architects & Marine
Engineers 1961-62, dir. Federal Reserve Bank
of Boston 1962-67. Served to It. USNR
1944-47. res. Boca Raton FL.*
ROUILLARD, Clarence Dana. LL.D., A.B.
1924.
SACHAR, Abram Leon. LL.D., A.B. & A.M.
Washington Univ. 1920, Ph.D. Emmanuel
Coll. 1923, Ph.D. Univ. Cambridge 1923,
H.H.D. (hon.) 111. Wesleyan Univ. 1943, Dr.
Hebrew Letters Hebrew Union Coll. 1945,
Ed.D. (hon.) R.I. Coll. 1950, Litt.D. Boston
Univ. 1955, LL.D. Tufts Univ. 1955, LL.D.
Univ. Mass. 1957, Litt.D. Northeastern Univ.
1960, Ed.D. Calvin Coolidge Coll. 1963, Litt.D.
Univ. 111. 1964, LL.D. Notre Dame Univ. 1964,
Litt.D. Providence Coll. 1965, L.H.D. Boston
Coll. 1966. Education; b. NYC Feb. 15
1899; m. Thelma Horwitz June 6 1926; ch.:
Howard, Edward, David. With history dept.
Univ. 111. Urbana 1923-28, nat. dir. Hillel
Foundation 1928-48, Brandeis Univ. (pres.
1948-68, chancellor 1968—). Member (Bundy
Comm. NY 1966-67, Saltonstall Comm. MA
1967-68, 111. Comm. to evaluate pvt. coll.,
Eleanor Roosevelt Foundation 1968—, Sidney
Farber Cancer Inst. 1968
—
, int. comm. on
foreign evaluation State Dept. 1969-74). Served
to cpl. SATC 1917-18. Author: Factors in
Jewish History (1927), A History of the Jews,
Course of Our Times (1929); contbr. res.
Newtonville MA.*
WHTTTAKER, Frederick William. D.D., A.B.
1944.
WOODS, George David. LL.D., LL.D. Univ.
Notre Dame 1963, LL.D. Allegheny Coll. 1963.
Banking; b. Boston July 27 1901; m. Louise
Taraldson April 29 1935. With Harris Forbes
& Co. NYC 1918-34; with First Boston Corp.
1934-62, chmn. board 1951-62. Dir. various
corp. 1931-62; pres., chmn. & exec. dir. (Int.
Bank for Reconstruction & Development, Int.
Development Assn. Washington DC 1963
—);
chmn. board (Int. Finance Corp. 1963
— ,
pres.;
Repertory Theater of Lincoln Center Inc.);
member board of dir. (Lincoln Center for
Performing Arts, Inc., Kaiser Foundation
Hospitals); trustee (Rockefeller Foundation,
N.Y. Foundation, John Fitzgerald Kennedy
Library Inc.). Served to col. USA 1942-45. res.
NYC.
1965
FISHER, Joseph Lyman. Sc.D., B.S. 1935.
GREENEWALT, Crawford Hallock. LL.D.,
B.S. M.I.T 1922, Sc.D. (hon.) Univ Delaware
1940, Sc.D. Northeastern 1950, E.D. (hon.)
Rensselaer Polytech. Inst. 1952, LL.D.
Columbia 1953, LL.D. Williams 1953, Sc.D.
Boston Univ. 1953, D.C.S. N.Y. Univ. 1954, D.
Eng. Polytech. Inst. 1954, D.Sc. (hon.) Phila.
Coll. Pharmacy & Science 1955, LL.D. Kenyon
1958, LL.D. Kansas State Univ. 1960. LL.D.
Temple Univ. I960, L.H.D. Jefferson Med.
Coll. 1960, LL.D. Univ. Penn. 1961, LL.D.
Swarthmore Coll. 1961, D.Sc. Drexel Inst.
Tech' 1961, LL.D. Univ. Notre Dame 1965.
LL.D. Yale 1969, D.Sc. Hamilton Coll. 1970.
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Business exec; b. Cummington MA Aug. 16
1902; m. Margaretta Lammot du Pont June 4
1926; ch.: Nancy, David, Crawford. With E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co. 1922— (asst. dir.
experimental station & chem. dept. 1939, chem.
dir. Grasselli chem. dept. 1942, tech. dir.
explosives dept. 1943, asst. dir. development
dept. 1945, asst. general mgr. pigments dept.
1945, v.pres. 1946-48, pres. 1948-62, chmn.
board 1962-67, chmn. finance committee
1967-74, dir. 1942—). Dir. Christiana Securities
Co., member board of dir. (Winterthur Corp.,
M.I.T.), trustee (Longwood Gardens Carnegie
Inst.), regent Smithsonian Inst. 1956-74.
Recipient: John Fritz Medal Am. Inst. Chem.
Engineers 1962; elected member Theta Chi &
Tau Beta Pi. Author: The Uncommon Man
(1959), Hummingbirds (1960), Bird Song:
Acoustics and Physiology (1968). res.
Greenville DE.*
METCALF, Keyes DeWitt. Litt.D., A.B.
Oberlin 1911, Litt.D. Oberlin 1939, L.H.D.
Yale 1946, LL.D. Harvard 1951, LL.D.
Toronto 1954, LL.D. Marquette Univ. 1958,
LL.D. St. Louis Univ. 1959, LL.D. Grinnell
Coll. 1959, Litt.D. Brandeis Univ. 1959, LL.D.
Notre Dame Univ. 1964, Litt.D. Hamilton
1972, LL.D. Ind. State 1974. Ret.; b. Elyria
OH April 13 1889; s. of Isaac S. '47; m. Martha
Gerrish June 16 1914, m. Elinor Gregory July
12 1941; ch.: Margaret, William. Oberlin Coll.
Library (student asst. 1905-11, exec. asst. 1912,
acting librarian 1916-17), N.Y.C. Public
Library (chief of stacks 1913-16, 1917-18; exec,
asst. 1919-27; chief of reference dept. 1928-37),
librarian Harvard Coll. 1937-55, Harvard
library (dir. 1937-55, prof, bibliography
1945-55, librarian emeritus 1955
—), Rutgers
Univ. (adjunct prof, library service 1955-58,
consultant library admin. & bldg. planning
1955—), Fulbright lectr. Australia 1958-59,
library consultant (Ireland 1960, Japan 1961,
Thailand & P.I. 1963, Venezuela 1973, Libya
1974, 500 libraries in 46 states U.S.), consultant
Nat. Capital Development Comm. Canberra
Australia 1961-63, lectr. Inst. Advanced
Architectural Studies York England 1966, ret.
Exec. sec. Assn. Research Libraries 1938-41,
member board of trustees (Radcliffe Coll.
1939-45, Mass. State Library 1942-60), pres.
Am. Library Assn. 1942-43, v.pres. New Eng.
Deposit Library 1942-55, member committee
to Aid Nat. Library Peru 1943-50, Fulbright
scholar Queen's Univ. Belfast 1966. Recipient:
certificate N.Y. Public Library 1914, 50th
Anniversary Medal N.Y. Public Library 1961.
res. Belmont MA.*
O'BRIEN, Katharine Elizabeth. L.H.D. A.B.
Bates 1922, A.M. Cornell 1924, Ph.D. Brown
Univ. 1939, Sc.D.Ed. Univ. Me. 1960. b.
Amesbury MA April 10 1901. Instr. to prof.
Coll. of New Rochelle NY 1925-36, teacher &
head mathematics dept. Deering High Sch.
Portland 1940-71, lectr. mathematics (Univ.
Me. Portland 1961-73; Brown Univ. summers
1962-65, 1967), ret. Member board of
governors Mu Alpha Theta Nat. Mathematics
Club 1962-65. Author: Sequences (1966),
Excavation and Other Verse (1967); contbr.
res. Portland.*
PURINGTON, Ellison Smullen. Sc.D. 1965,
A.B. 1912.
1966
ARTINIAN, Artine. LL.D., A.B. 1931.
BUCHHEISTER, Carl William. L.H.D., A.B.
Johns Hopkins 1923, LL.D. Pace Coll. 1966.
Ret.; b. Baltimore MD Jan. 20 1901; m.
Harriet Gillian Dec. 26 1924; ch.: Harriet,
Mary, Elizabeth. Teacher Lawrence Sch.
Hewlett Long Is. NY 1927-36, exec. dir. Mass.
Audubon Soc. Boston 1936-39, Nat. Audubon
Soc. NYC (asst. dir. 1940-44, v.pres. 1944-58,
pres. 1958-67), ret. Dir. (U.S. Appeal 1966—,
Nat. Park & Conservation 1968—, Student
Conservation Assn. 1969— , World Wildlife
Fund), life member Nat. Geographic Soc.
1961. Recipient: Conservation Award of
Fraternal Order of Eagles 1961, Gold Medal of
the Garden Club of N.J. 1965, The Thomas
Barbour Medal of the Fairchild Tropical
Garden 1966, Citation of the City Gardens
Club of N.Y. 1966, Distinguished Service
Award of Am. Forestry Assn. 1974, citation of
Nat. Audubon Soc. on the creation of the Carl
W. Buchheister Fellowship Fund 1975. res.
Bethesda MD.*
KENDRICK, Nathaniel Cooper. L.H.D., A.B.
Rochester 1921, A.M. Harvard 1923, Ph.D.
Harvard 1930. Recipient: Alumni Award for
Faculty & Staff 1965. b. Rochester NY Sept.
9 1900; m. Lucy Higgs July 8 1927; ch.:
Thomas, Ann. Asst. history Harvard 1921-25,
history Bowdoin (instr. 1926-28, asst. prof.
1928-32, assoc. prof. 1932-46, prof. 1946-59,
acting dean 1946-47, dean 1947-66, Frank
Munsey Prof. 1959-66, emeritus 1966-69, dean
emeritus 1966-69). Chmn. standing committee
on institutions of high learning New Eng. Assn
of Coll. & Secondary Sch., honorary member
Bowdoin Alumni Assn. 1962. French Army
ambulance service WWI. d. Gravenhurst Ont.
Canada Sept. 2 1969.
McCORMACK, James. LL.D. b. Chatham
LA Nov. 8 1910. Chmn. & chief exec.
Communication Satellite Corp. d. Hilton Head
Is. SC Jan. 3 1975.
MORSE, Robert Warren. Sc.D., B.S. 1943.
PERKIN, Richard Scott. Sc.D. b. NYC Oct.
17 1906. d. Limerick Ireland May 22 1969.
RUGGLES, Carl. Mus.D. b. Marion MA
March 11 1876. d. Bennington VT Oct. 24
1971.
1967
CANHAM, Erwin Dain. LL.D., A.B. Bates
1925, B.A. & M.A. Oxford Univ. (Rhodes
scholar) 1929, Litt.D. Bates 1946, L.H.D.
Boston Univ. 1948, L.H.D. Kenyon 1949,
L.H.D. Yale 1949, L.H.D. Lehigh Univ. 1950,
L.H.D. Principia Coll. 1951, Litt.D. Portia Law
Sch. 1952, Litt.D. Northeastern 1953, LL.D.
Middlebury Coll. 1956, LL.D. Springfield Coll.
1957, LL.D. Colby 1957, LL.D. Tufts 1958,
LL.D. Temple Univ. 1959, Litt.D. Franklin
Coll. 1960, LL.D. Pratt Inst. 1960, LL.D.
Marborough Coll. 1960, D.Jour. Suffolk Univ.
1960, LL.D. Babson Inst. 1960, D.S.S. Univ.
Me. 1961, Litt.D. Brigham Young Univ. 1961,
L.H.D. Univ. Mass. 1963, L.H.D. Brandeis
Univ. 1966, LL.D. Lafayette 1967, LL.D. St.
Francis Coll. 1968, Sc.D. Lowell Tech. Inst.
1969, LL.D. Emerson 1971, L.H.D.
Framingham State Coll. 1974, LL.D. Adelphi
Coll. 1976. Ret.; b. Auburn Feb. 13 1904; m.
Thelma Hart, m. Patience Daltry; ch.:
Carolyn, Elizabeth. Ed. emeritus The Christian
Science Monitor, resident commissioner
Northern Mariana Is. Saipan 1976-78. res.
Boston.*
IRELAND, William Dunning. LL.D., B.S.
1916.
JOHNSON, Joseph Esrey. LL.D., B.S.
Harvard 1927, A.M. Harvard 1932, Ph.D.
Harvard 1943. b. Longdate VA April 30
1906. Instr. history 1934-35. res. Princeton NJ.
LITTLE, Noel Charlton. Sc.D., A.B. 1917.
NIBLOCK, William Howard. L.H.D., B.S.
1935.
STRIDER, Robert Edward Lee, II. LL.D., A.B.
Harvard 1939, A.M. Harvard 1940, Ph.D.
Harvard 1950. Admin.; b. Wheeling WV
April 8 1917; m. Helen Bell Sept. 9 1941; ch.:
Mary, Robert, William, Elizabeth. Asst. in
English Harvard & Radcliffe Coll. Cambridge
MA 1941-42, English Conn. Coll. New London
(instr. 1946-51, asst. prof. 1951-57), Colby Coll.
(dean of faculty 1957-60, pres. I960—). Chmn.
(Volunteers for Stevenson New London CT
1952-56, Epis. Comm. Coll. Work in Conn.
1953-57), member board of education New
London 1955-57, pres. Faculty Conf. Theology
1957-58, New Eng. Assn. Coll. & Secondary
Sch. (chmn. standing committee on inst. higher
education 1960-63, v.pres. 1963-65, pres.
1965-66), pres. New Eng. Coll. Fund 1962-64,
chmn. committee on Liberal Learning Assn.
Am. Coll. 1965-68, trustee General Theol. Sem.
1966-71, Assn. Am. Coll. (treas. 1968-72, chmn.
1973-74), F.A.A.A.S., elected member Phi Beta
Kappa. Served to It. USNR 1942-46. Author:
Robert Greville, Lord Brooke (1958). res.
Waterville.*
1968
COLES, James Stacy. LL.D, B.S. Mansfield
State Coll. 1934, A.B. Columbia Coll. 1936,
A.M. Columbia 1939, Ph.D. Columbia 1941,
LL.D. Brown Univ. 1955, LL.D. Univ. Me.
1956, LL.D. Colby 1959, LL.D. Columbia
1962, LL.D. Middlebury Coll. 1962, Sc.D.
Univ. N.B. 1958, Sc.D. Merrimack Coll. 1964.
1972 capital campaign worker. Foundation
exec; b. Mansfield PA June 3 1913; m. Martha
Reed June 18 1938; ch.: Ann, James,
Christopher. Instr. chemistry (City Coll. NYC
1936-41, asst. prof. Middlebury VT Coll.
1941-43); research supervisor Underwater
Explosives Lab. Oceanographic Inst. Woods
Hole Ma 1943-46; asst. prof., assoc. prof,
chemistry & acting dean Brown Univ. 1946-52;
pres. (Bowdoin 1952-67, Research Corp. NYC
1968—). F.A.A.A.S., dir. (Research Corp.
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1958
—
, Council on Library Resources Inc.
1960-
, Research-Cottrell Inc. 1968— Chem.




1973-75), trustee (Am. Savings Bank 1970—,
Independent Coll. Funds of Am. 1970—
,
Columbia Univ. Press 1974-77, sch. committee
Brunswick 1955-62, hon. Am. Inst, of
Chemistry 1968, UCSTRY Trinity Church
NYC 1970-77). Civilian tech. with USN 1945.
Recipient: President's Certificate of Merit
1947, USN Bureau of Ordnance Award 1945,
Outstanding Civilian Service Medal USA 1962.
Co-author: Physical Principles of Chemistry.
Patentee optical device for integrating
functions 1959. res. NYC*
DINGLEY, Fred Raymond. L.H.D., A.B. Bates
1930, A.M. Bates 1937, Pd.D. Ricker Coll.
1963. Ret.; b. S. Portland Aug. 19 1908; m.
Margaret Lancaster, m. Madeline Lancaster
Aug. 9 1964. Teacher high sch. (Lisbon
1930-31, Sabattus 1931-35), principal & teacher
high sch. (Winn 1935-42, Carmel 1942-44,
Mattawamkeag 1944-45), submaster &
guidance counselor Stearns High Sch.
Millinocket 1945-46, headmaster & teacher Lee
Acad. 1946-71, ret. Pres. (Me. Teachers Assn.
1947, Me. Assn. of Independent Sch. 1970),
State Board of Education (member 1950-61,
chmn. 1959 & 1960), town moderator Lee
1948—, trustee (Husson Coll. Bangor 1963—,
Lee Acad. 1971-76), dir. Hospital Admin. Dist.
1 1973—. res. Lee.*
FOSTER, William Chapman. LL.D., LL.D.
Syracuse Univ. 1957, D.Public Service George
Washington Univ. 1963, L.H.D. Kenyon 1968,
LL.D. Rutgers 1968, LL.D. Yale 1969.
Business exec; b. Westfield NJ April 27
1897; m. Beulah Robinson May 9 1925; ch.:
Seymour. Officer & dir. Pressed & Welded
Steel Products Co. Inc. 1922-46, under-sec.
commerce 1946-48, ECA (dept. U.S. spec. rep.
1948-49, dept. administrator 1949-50,
administrator 1950-51), dept. sec. defense
1951-53, pres. Mfg. Chemists Assn. Inc.
1953-55, Olin Mathieson Chem. Corp. (exec,
v.pres. & sr. adviser 1958-61), chmn. board &
pres. United Nuclear Corp. 1961, dir. U.S.
Arms Control & Disarmament Agency
1961-69, chmn. board Porter Int. Co. 1970—.
Chief U.S. rep. 18-nation Disarmament Conf.
1962-69; U.S. delegate UN 1964-66, 1968; U.S.
rep. UN Disarmament Comm. 1965. Served
with USA WWI; awarded U.S. Medal of
Merit, commendations for civilian service War
Dept. Defense, Dinstinguished Honor award
U.S. Arms Control & Disarmament Comm.
1969. res. Washington DC*
GARDNER, John William. LL.D., A.B.
Stanford Univ. 1935, A.M. Stanford Univ.
1936, Ph.D. Univ. Calif. 1938, LL.D. Univ.
Calif. 1959. Consulting; b. Los Angeles CA
Oct. 8 1912; m. Aida Marroquin Aug. 18 1934;
ch.: Stephanie, Francesca. Teaching asst.
psychology Univ. Calif. 1936-38, instr.
psychology Conn. Coll. New London 1938-40,
asst. prof, psychology Mt. Holyoke Coll.
1940-42, head Latin-Am. section FCC 1942-43,
Carnegie Corp. of N.Y. (member staff 1946-47,
exec, assoc. 1947-49, v.pres. 1949-55, pres.
1955-65, consultant 1968
—), visiting prof.
M.I.T. 1968-69. Trustee (N.Y. Sch. Social
Work 1949-55, Metropolitan Museum Art
1957-65, Stanford Univ. 1968); pres. Carnegie
Foundation Advancement of Teaching
1955-65; member (advisory committee social
science Nat. Science Foundation 1959-62, Pres.
Kennedy's Task Force on Education 1960);
chmn. (U.S. Advisory Committee Int.
Educational & Cultural Affairs 1962-64, Pres.
Johnson's Task Force on Education 1964); sec.
health, education & welfare 1965-68; chmn.
(White House Conf. Education 1965, Urban
Coalition 1968-70, Common Cause 1970—);
F.A.C.S.; fellow (Kennedy Inst. Politics
Harvard 1968-69, Nat. Acad. Education); past
dir. AAAS. Recipient: USAF Exceptional
Services award 1956, Presidential Medal of
Freedom 1964, Public Welfare Medal 1966,
Family of Man education award 1966, United
Auto Workers Social Justice Award 1968,
Democratic Legacy award Anti-Defamation
League 1971, Am. Inst, Public Service award
for distinguished service 1973. Author:
Excellence (1961), Self-Renewal (1963), No
Easy Victories (1968), The Recovery of
Confidence (1970), In Common Cause (1972);
ed.: To Turn the Tide. res. Chevy Chase MD.
GOULD, John Thomas. Litt.D., A.B. 1931.
GREENE, Theodore Meyer. L.H.D. b.
Constantinople Turkey Jan. 25 1897.
Philospher, author, visiting prof, philosophy
Bowdoin 1968. d. Christmas Cove Aug. 13
1969.
PICKARD, John Coleman. LL.D., A.B. 1922.
SULLIVAN, Leon Howard. LL.D., A.M.
W.Va. State Univ. 1943, A.M. Columbia 1947,
H.H.D. (hon.) W.Va. State Univ. 1956, D.D.
(hon.) Va. Union Univ. 1956, D.H.L. Dela.
State Coll. 1966, LL.D. Beaver Coll. 1967,
Ed.D. (hon.) Judson Coll. 1967, D.D.
Dartmouth 1968, D.Social Sci. (hon.) Villanova
Univ. 1968, LL.D. Swarthmore Coll. 1968,
LL.D. Denison Univ. 1968, LL.D. Gannon
Coll. 1969, LL.D. Temple Univ. 1969, D.D.
Princeton 1969, D.D. Yale 1971. Clergy &
banking; b. Charleston WV Oct. 16 1922; m.
Grace Banks Aug. 1945; ch.: Howard, Julie,
Hope. Pastor Zion Baptist Church Phila. PA
1950
—
, founder & chmn. board (Zion Home
for the Retired Phila. 1960, Opportunities
Industrialization Centers Am. 1964—, Progress
Aerospace Enterprises Inc. Phila. 1968). Dir.
(Girard Bank Phila., General Motors Corp.,
Penn. Savings Fund Soc. Phila.). Recipient:
Freedom Foundation award 1960, Russwurm
award Nat. Publishing Assn. 1963, Am.
Exemplar medal 1969, Peace award Edwin T.
Dahlberg Am. Baptist Conv. 1968, Phila. Bok
award, Phila. Fellowship Comm. award;
named One of Ten Outstanding Young Men
Am. U.S. Jaycees 1955, One of 100
Outstanding Young Men Am. Life Magazine
1963. res. Rydal PA.*
YOURCENAR, Marguerite. Litt.D., Litt.B.
Smith Coll. 1961. Author; b. Brussels
Belgium June 8 1903. Lectr. univ. U.S. & Eur.
1940—. Member Acad, de Belgique 1970.
Author: Alexis ou le Traite du Vain Combat
(1929, revised 1942), La Nouvelle Eurydice
(1931), Pindare (1932), La Mort conduit
l'Attleage (1934), Denier du Reve (1934), Feux
(1936) , Nouvelle Orientates (1938, revised
1963), Les Songes et les Sorts (1938), Le Coup
de Grace (1939, revised 1953 & 1957),
Memorires d'Hardrien (1951), Electre ou la
Chute des Masques (1954), Les Charitere
d'Alceste et n'a pas son Minotaure? (1963),
L'Oeuvre au Noir (1968); transl.: The Waves
(1937) , What Maisie Knew (1947), Negro
spirituals, Fleuvre Profond, Sombre Riviere
(1964). Recipient: Prix Femina Vacaresco
1952, Page One Award Newspaper Guild NY
1955, Prix Combat for Sous Benefice
d'lnventaire & the ensemble of her work 1963.
res. Northeast Harbor.
1969
BROOKE, Edward William. LL.D., B.S.
Howard Univ. 1940, LL.B. Boston Univ. 1949,
LL.M. Boston Univ. 1949, LL.D. Howard
Univ. 1967, LL.D. George Washington Univ.
1967, Sc.D. Lowell Tech. Inst. 1967, LL.D.
Boston Univ. 1968, LL.D. Skidmore 1969,
LL.D. Univ. Mass. 1971, LL.D. Amherst 1972.
Govt.; b. Washington DC Oct. 26 1919. Chmn.
Finance Committee Boston 1961-62, Atty.
General State of Mass. 1963-66, U.S. Senate
MA 1967—. Chmn. Boston Opera Co.,
F.A.A.A.S., fellow Am. Bar Assn. Served to
capt. USA WWII, ETO; awarded Bronze Star,
Distinguished Service Award Am. Veterans
1952. Recipient: Charles Evan Hughes award
Nat. Cong. Christians & Jews 1967, Spongarn
medal Mass. & NAACP 1967, Italian Grand
Cross of the Order of Merit. Ed.: Boston Univ.
Law Review 1946-48. res. Oak Bluffs MA.*
COFFIN, Frank Morey. LL.D., A.B. Bates
1940, LA. Harvard 1943, LL.B. Harvard 1947,
LL.D. Bates 1959, LL.D. Univ. Me. 1967,
LL.D. Colby 1975. Law; b. Lewiston July 1
1
1919; m. Ruth Ulrich Dec. 19 1942; ch.:
Nancy, Douglas, Meredith, Susan. Law clerk
U.S. Dist. Court Portland 1947-49, lawyer
Verrill Dana & Walker Portland 1952-56,
member cong. 2nd dist. Washington DC
1957-60, managing dir. Development Loan
Fund Washington DC 1961, deputy
administrator AID Washington DC 1961-64,
U.S. rep. to Development Assistance Comm.
Paris 1964-65, judge U.S. Court of Appeals
Portland 1965
—
, chief judge First Circuit
Court of Appeals 1972— . Trustee Bates Coll.
Served to It. (sg) USN 1943-46. Contbr. res. S.
Portland.*
DAGGETT, Athern Park. LL.D., A.B. 1925.
ETNIER, Stephen Morgan. D.F.A., D.F.A.
Bates 1969. Arts; b. York PA Sept. 11 1903;
m. Samuella Rose April 5 1950; ch.: Suzanne,
Penelope, Stephanie, Victoria, John, David.
Artist self-employed Harpswell. Served to It.
(sg) USNR 1941-45. res. Harpswell.*
GOLDBERG, Arthur Joseph. LL.D., B.S.L.
Northwestern 1929, J.D. Northwestern 1930.
Law & govt.; b. Chicago IL Aug. 8 1908; m.
Dorothy Kurgans July 18 1931; ch.: Barbara,
Robert. Atty. Chicago 1929-48, partner
(Goldberg Devoe Shadur & Mikva Chicago
1945-61. Goldberg Feller & Bredhoff
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Washington DC 1952-61), general counsel
(CIO 1948-55, United Steelworkers Am.
1948-61, industrial union dept. AFL-CIO
1955-61, sec. labor 1961-62, assoc. justice U.S.
Supreme Court Washington DC 1962-65, U.S.
rep. UN 1965-68), law practice NYC &
Washington DC 1971—, prof, law &
diplomacy Am. Univ. Washington DC
1972-73. Served with OSS 1942-43, served to
maj. USA 1942-44, ETO. Author: Labor
United (1956), Defenses of Freedom (1966),
Equal Justice: The Warren Era of the Supreme
Court (1972). res. Washington DC*
KNOX, George BasU. LL.D., B.S. 1929.
REYNOLDS, Thomas Hedley. LL.D., A.B.
Williams 1942, A.M. Columbia 1947, Ph.D.
Columbia 1953, LL.D. Univ. Me. 1968, LL.D.
Colby 1969. Education; b. NYC Nov. 23
1920; m. Jean Lytle April 24 1943; ch.:
Thomas, David, John, Tay. Instr. history
Hunter Coll. NYC 1947-48, staff historian
A.R.C. Washington DC 1948-49, ,Middlebury
VT Coll. (member faculty 1949-67, dean of
men 1958-64, dean of coll. 1964-67), pres. Bates
Coll. 1967—. United Way (chmn. 1968, pres.
1969), member (governor's committee Me.
Partners of the Am. 1968; advisory board St.
Mary's Hospital 1969
—




1974—; comm. on Me. Future 1975—), WCBB
television (v.pres. & trustee 1967-68, 1971-73,
1973—
; pres. 1968-70), Served to col. USA
1942-46; awarded Croix de Guerre, Bronze
Star. res. Lewiston.*
THOMPSON, Earle Spaulding. LL.D., A.B.
1914.
1970
BAXTER, John Lincoln. LL.D., A.B. 1916.
MITCHELL, Charles. Litt.D., A.B. St. John's
Coll. 1934, B.A. Oxford Univ. 1934, Litt.B.
Oxford Univ. 1939, M.A. Oxford Univ. 1943.
Education; b. London England Jan. 25
1912; m. Prudence Thomson 1935, m. Jean
Flower Nov. 4 1944; ch.: Simon, John. Asst.
Nat. Maritime Museum Greenwich England
1935-45, lectr. history of classical tradition
Warburg Inst. Univ. London 1945-60, Tallman
visiting Prof. Bowdoin 1956-57, history of art
Bryn Mawr Coll. (Bernheimer visiting prof.
1959-60, prof. I960—), lectr. (British Acad.
1961, Cornell Univ. 1963), Kennedy visiting
prof. Smith Coll. 1974-75, Andrew W. Mellon
prof. Bryn Mawr Coll. 1975— . Fellow (Am.
Council Learned Soc. 1965-66, Guggenheim
1970-71), art historian in residence Am. Acad.
Rome 1965. Served to It. cdr. Royal Naval
Volunteer Reserve 1939-45. Author: Seaman's
Portrait (1939), A Book of Ships (1940),
Hogarth's Peregrination (1952), A Fifteenth
Century Italian Plutarch (1960), Felice
Feliciano Antiquarius (1962); co-author: Pirro
Ligorio's Roman Antiquities (1963), Cyriacus
of Ancona's Journeys in the Propontis and the
Northern Aegean, 1444-1445 (1976); ed.: A. P.
Oppe Raphael (1970); co-ed.: Oxford Studies
in the History of Art and Architecture; contbr.
res. Bryn Mawr PA.*
MORROW, Everett Frederic. LL.D. See Class
of 1930.
MOULTON, John Knight. Ed.D. See G'1962.
WEBBER, Donald Wedgwood. LL.D., A.B.
1927.
WYETH, Andrew. D.F.A., D.F.A. (hon.)
Colby 1954, D.F.A. Harvard 1955, D.F.A.
Dickinson 1958, D.F.A. Swarthmore 1958,
D.F.A. Nasson Coll. 1963, D.F.A. Temple
Univ. 1963, L.H.D. Tufts 1963, D.F.A Univ.
Md. 1964, D.F.A. Univ. Dela. 1964, D.F.A.
Northeastern 1964. Arts; b. Chadds Ford
PA July 12 1917; m. Betsey James May 15
1940; ch.: Nicholas, James. Artist & landscape
painter 1936
—
, exhibited (one man show NY;
William Macbeth Gallery 1937; Doll &
Richards Boston 1938, 1940, 1942, 1944;
Cornell Univ. 1938; Macbeth Gallery 1938,
1940, 1943, 1945; Currier Gallery Manchester
NH 1939; room of wateroolors Art Inst, of
Chicago 1941 ; room at Tealist & Magic Realist
Show Museum of Modern Art NYC 1943; M.
Knoedler & Co. NYC 1953 & 1958; M.I.T
1960; Fogg Art Museum; William Farnsworth
Library & Museum 1963; several univ. &
museums). Dir. (Chester Co. Art Assn.;
Audubon Soc; N.Y. Watercolor Soc;
Wilmington Soc. Fine Arts Phila PA;
watercolor Club Washington DC, Baltimore).
Recipient: 1st Prize Wilmington Soc. Fine Arts
1939, Obrig prize Am. Watercolor Soc. 1945,
Medal of Merit Am. Acad. Arts & Letters
1947, 1st prize Nat. Acad. 1946, gold medal
Nat. Inst. Arts & Letters 1965, gold medal of
honor Penn. Acad. Fine Arts 1966; elected
member Nat. Arts & Letters, res. Chadds Ford
PA.
1971
ABRAHAMSON, Albert. Sc.D., A.B. 1926.
FOULKE, Roy Anderson. LL.D., B.S. 1919.
HOLDEN, John Spencer. Ed.D, B.S. 1935.
McNEIL, Donald Raymond. LL.D., A.B. Univ.
Ore. 1949, A.M. Univ. Wise 1950, Ph.D. Univ.
Wise 1956, LL.D. Colby 1972, LL.D. Univ. of
the Pacific 1977, LL.D. Mid Valley Coll. of
Law 1977. Education; b. Spokane WA July 5
1923; ch.: Michael, Andrew. Dir. State
Historical Soc. of Wise Madison 1951-59,
writer self-employed Mesa AZ 1959-63,
chancellor (Univ. Wise Madison 1963-69,
Univ. Me. Portland 1969-75), dir. Calif.
Post-secondary Education Comm. 1975—
.




Education Exec. Officers Assn. 1974
—
).
Served with MCUSA 1940-45; awarded Silver
Star, Bronze Star, Purple Heart. Recipient:
Emmy Award, Award of Merit Am. Assn. of
State & Local Hisotry. Author: The Fight for
Fluoridation (1958), ed.: In Support of Clio
(1959), contbr. res. Sacramento CA.*
NEVELSON, Louise Berliawsky. D.F.A., hon.
degrees Hamlin Univ., Mnpls. Sch. Art &
Design, Hobart Coll., William Smith Coll.
Arts; b. Russia; married; ch.: Myron.
Exhibited sculptures (Janis Gallery; The
Bienniel; Venice Italy 1963; Germany;
London England; Paris France; Documenta
III 1964; Pace galleries NYC, Columbus 1969
& 1971; Museo Civico de Torino 1969; Gallery
Jeanne Bucher Paris 1969, Kroller-Muller
Museum Holland, Akron Art Inst. 1969,
Museum Fine Arts Houston 1969, Univ. Tex.
1970; Whitney Museum Am. Art 1970),
represented permanent collections (Juliard
Sch., Princeton, Whitney Museum Am. Art,
Brooklyn Museum, Neward Museum,
Carnegie Inst., Sara Robi Foundation,
Brandeis Univ., Birmingham Museum,
Houston Museum, Riverside Museum,
Museum Modern Art, Metropolitan Museum
Art, N.Y. Univ. Museum, also numerous pvt.
collections). V.pres. Federation Modern
Painters & Sculptors, past pres. Artists Equity,
member exec, board Sculptors Guild.
Recipient: 1st award United Soc. Artists 1959,
award Chicago Inst. 1959, Ford Foundation
gift for Tamarind Workshop Norfolk Museum
1963, Brandeis Univ. Creative Arts award
sculpture, Skowhegan medal sculpture, res.
NYC*
SHULMAN, Harry George. A.M. Ret.; b.
Portland Dec. 14 1907; m. Lucy Racine Nov.
10 1939. Bureau chief Portland Evening News
Portland 1929-30, reporter & photographer
Lewiston Sun-Journal Lewiston 1926-29,
bureau chief Guy Gannett Publishing Co.
Portland 1930-73, ret. Member Brunswick (sch.
committee 1943-49; board of selectmen
1950-55, chmn. 1952-55), pres. (Brunswick
Resources Corp.; Rotary Club Brunswick
1965-66, sec. 1954-64; Me. Assn. of Assessing
Officers, founder; Brunswick Area Student Aid
Fund, founder; Regional Memorial Hospital
1971-74, founder, trustee 1957—), Brunswick
Sewer Dist. (trustee 1956—, clerk 1957-68,
chmn. 1968-72, treas. 1974—), sec. State of Me.
Municipal Valuation Appeals Board 1970-76,
chmn. 1976— . Recipient: Citation Town of
Brunswick 1955, citation Brunswick Sch. Dist.
1966, citation Coll. Swimming Coaches of Am.,
citation Me. Intercollegiate Athletic Assn.
1973, citation Me. Swimming Coaches Assn.
1973, citation Regional Memorial Hospital
1974; USN Honorary Chief Journalist 1958.
res. Brunswick.*
YOUNG, Whitney Moore, Jr. LL.D. b.
Lincoln Ridge KY July 31 1921. Exec. dir.




BARKSDALE, Richard Kenneth. L.H.D., A.B.
1937.
COUSINS, Sanford Buraham. LL.D., A.B.
1920.
HARBAGE, Alfred Bennett. Litt.D. b. Phila.
PA July 18 1901. Shakespearean scholar. Prof.
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English (Univ. Penn., Columbia Univ.,
Harvard), d. Phila. PA May 2 1976.
MILLS, William Butler. LL.D., A.B. 1929.
RILEY, John Winched, Jr. LL.D., A.B. 1930.
RILEY, Matilda White. Sc.D.; A.B. Radcliffe
1931, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard 1937.
Sociology; b. Boston April 19 1911; m. John
Riley '30 June 19 1931; ch.: John III '58, Lucy.
Research asst. Harvard 1931-33, v.pres. Market
Research Corp. of Am. NYC 1939-49, exec,
officer Am. Sociological Assn. NYC 1949-59,
prof. (Rutgers Univ. 1951-73, Bowdoin
1973
—), sociologist Russell Sage Foundation
NYC 1974-77. Sec. Am. Assn. Public Opinion
Research 1948, sociologist Assn. for the Aid of
Crippled Children 1950-55, trustee Big Sisters
1961-65, v.pres. Am. Sociological Assn.
1970-72, pres. Eastern Sociological Soc
1977-78, Fayerweather prof, political economy
& sociology 1975— . Recipient: Lindback
Research Award Rutgers Univ. 1960, Andrus
Social Science Award Univ. S. Calif. 1973,
F.A.A.S. Author: Sociological Studies in Seale
Analysis (1954), Sociological Research (1964, 2
volumes), Aging and Society (1968-72, 3
volumes), Sociological Observation (1974). res.
Brunswick.*
STEVENS, John Wallace. A.M. b. Indian
Township. Dir. Passamaquoddy Community
Action Program, governor Passamaquoddy
reservation 1955-72, commissioner Indian
affairs ME 1971
—
, member task force Am.
Indian Policy Revenue Comm. Washington
DC. Member (governor's council on child
welfare, Me. Human Rights Comm.), rep. (Me.
White House Conf. on Aging, E. Nat. Council
on Indian Opportunity), chmn. (Me.
democratic platform committee on Indian
affairs 1970 & 1972, Me. Indian Partnership
Committee), pres. sch. board Indian Township,
dir. Pine Tree Legal Services, consultant
regional council Office Economic Opportunity.
Served with USMC. res. Bangor.
THOMPSON, Kenneth Winfred. LL.D., A.B.
Augustana Coll. 1943, A.M. Univ. Chicago
1948, Ph.D. Univ. Chicago 1950, LL.D. Univ.
Notre Dame 1964, L.H.D. W. Va. Wesleyan
Univ. 1970, L.H.D. Nebraska Wesleyan Univ.
1971, LL.D. St. Michael's Coll. 1973, LL.D. St.
Olaf Coll. 1974. Education; b. Des Moines
IA Aug. 29 1921; married; ch.: Kenneth, Paul,
James. Lectr. Univ. Chicago 1948, instr. & asst.
prof. Northwestern Univ. 1948-51, asst. prof,
political science Univ. Chicago 1951-53, assoc.
prof. & chmn. int. relations committee
Northwestern Univ. 1953-55, The Rockefeller
Foundation (consultant int. relations 1953-55,
asst. dir. social sciences 1955-57, assoc. dir.
social sciences 1957-60, dir. social sciences
1960-61, v.pres. 1961-73), commonwealth prof,
govt. & foreign affairs Univ. Va.
Charlottesville 1975—, lectr. (Riverside Church
NY 1958, Duke Univ. 1959, N.Y. Univ. 1962,
Rice Univ. Houston TX 1965). Member (board
of dir. Music for Westchester; board of trustees
Scarsdale Foundation; board of dir. Scarsdale
Nat. Bank; board of education Scarsdale
1962-65, pres. 1965-68; committee on
U.S.-Soviet Relations; council on foreign
relations; board of trustees Council on
Religion & Int. Affairs; board of dir. FERIS
Foundation of Am. Inc.; visiting committee
social sciences Fisk Univ.; board of trustees
Fund for Peace, board of trustees Grinnell
Coll. board of governors Inst, of Current
World Affairs, board of ed. Int. Organization;
board of ed. Monograph Series on World
Affairs, committee on int. scientific & tech.
information programs Nat. Acad, of Science;
Nat. Council of Churches; board of advisors
Patterson Sch. of Diplomacy & Int.
Commerce, board of trustees Social Sience
Foundation; committee of advisors Suminoto
Fund, Policy studies committee, UN Assn. of
the U.S.; U.S. panel on int. information,
education & cultural relations; board of ed.
Worldview; int. council for educational
development, dir. higher education for
development 1974
—), F.A.A.A.S., assoc. Univ.
seminar Columbia, consultant Council on
Foundations, consulting ed. Interpretation,
pres. Univ. Consortium for World Order
Studies. Served with USA 1943-54,
counter-intelligence 1944-46. Recipient:
Scarsdale Bowl Award 1972, Alumni Medal
Univ. Chicago 1974; honorary member Sigma
Nu. Author: Christian Ethics and the
Dilemmas of Foreign Policy (1959), Political
Realism and the Crisis of World Politics
(1960), American Diplomacy and Emergent
Patterns (1962), The Moral Issue in Statecraft
(1966), Foreign Assistance: A View from the
Private Sector (1972), Understanding World
Politics (1975); co-author: Principles and
Problems of International Politics (1951), Man
and Modern Society (1953), Conflict and
Cooperation Among Nations (1960), Foreign
Policies in a World of Change (1964). res.
NYC*
1973
BERNSTEIN, Louis. LL.D., A.B. 1922.
BUNTING, Mary Ingraham. Sc.D.; A.B.
Vassar Coll. 1931, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M.
Univ. Wise. 1932, Ph.D. Univ. Wise. 1934.
Ret.; b. Brooklyn NY July 10 1910; m.
Henry Bunting June 22 1937; ch.: Mary,
Charles, William, John. Instr. (biology
Bennington VT Coll. 1936-37, physiology &
hygiene Goucher Coll. Towson MD 1937-38,
Yale Univ. (research asst. bacteriology 1938-40
& 1948-52, lectr. 1953-55), lectr. botany
Wellesley Coll. 1946-47, dean Douglass Coll.
1955-59, pres. Radcliffe Coll. 1960-72, asst. to
pres. Princeton Univ. 1972-75. Dir. (New Eng.
Electric System Sperry & Hutchinson Co.,
Arthur D. Little Co. Inc.), trustee (Population
Council, Coll. Retirement Equities Fund,
Woods Hole Oceanographic Inst.), member
board of dir. (Kaiser Foundation Hospitals,
Kaiser Foundation Health Health Plans 1965),
member Am. Acad. Arts & Sciences, res. New
Boston NH.*
FIEDLER, Arthur. Mus.D., A.M. (hon.) Tufts
1931, Mus.D. Boston Univ. 1951, Mus.D. Am.
Int. Coll. 1959, D.F.A. Ripon Coll. 1960,
Mus.D. Univ. Miami 1963, Mus.D. Music &
Arts Inst. 1963, Mus.D. Jacksonville Univ.
1964. Music; b. Boston Dec. 10 1894; m.
Ellen Bottomley Jan. 8 1942; ch.: Johanna,
Deborah, Peter. Made concert debut at age 17,
organized Boston Sinfonietta 1924, Esplanade
Concerts Boston (organized 1929, conductor
1929
—
, conductor Boston Symphony Pops
Concerts 1930— . Past conductor (Cecelia Soc.
Boston, Boston Univ. Glee Club Providence,
MacDowell Club Orchestra of Boston), faculty
member Boston Univ., music consultant V.A.
Boston, guest conductor (San Francisco CA,
N.Y. Philharmonic, Mnpls. MN, Chicago IL
1923), conductor RCA Victor Broadcast, Coll.
on staff governor KY 1946, hon. fire chief in
about 90 cities of U.S., pres. Boston Soc.
Recorded music. Served with USA; awarded
Croix de l'Officer d'Academic Chevalier
Legion of Honor France 1954, named no. 8 in
classical field Top Artists on Campus Poll
1968. res. Brookline MA.
GOODRICH, James Franklin. LL.D., B.S.
Univ. Mich. 1937. Business exec; b.
Fennville MI Jan. 24 1913; m. Helen Poe Aug.
16 1941; ch.: James, John, Nancy. Marine
engineer (also machinist Bethlehem Steel Co.
Sparrows Point MD 1939-40, also chief naval
architect Todd Pacific Shipbuilding Co.
Tacoma WA 1940-46), Todd Shipyards Corp.
(asst. general mgr. & general supt. Seattle WA
1948-58, general mgr. Los Angeles CA
1958-64), Bath Iron Works Corp. (exec, v.pres.
1964-65, pres. 1965-75). Shipbuilders Council
of Am. (dir. 1965— v.pres. 1966-72), dir. &
v.pres. Congoleum Corp. Milwaukee WI
1967
—
, trustee Me. Med. Center Portland
1974
—
, member Maritime Transportation
Research Board Nat. Acad, of Sciences
1974
— ,
v.pres. & fellow Soc. of Naval
Architects & Marine Engineers 1975-77, chmn.
board of dir. Bath Iron Works Corp. 1975—.
Served with U.S. Merc. Marines 1937-39.
Recipient: V.Admiral Jerry Land Medal Soc.
of Naval Architects & Marine Engineers 1973.
res. Cumberland Foreside.*
PIERCE, William Curtis. LL.D., A.B. 1928.
SAWYER, John Edward. L.H.D.; A.B.
Williams 1939, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M. Harvard
1941; LL.D. Amherst 1961; LL.D. Clark Coll.
1961; LL.D. Wesleyan 1962; Litt.D.
Middlebury Coll. 1964; L.H.D. Hamilton Coll.
1968; LL.D. Yale 1974; LL.D. Williams 1974.
Foundation exec; b. Worcester MA May 5
1917; m. Anne Swift June 28 1941; ch.:
Katharine, John, Stephen, William. With State
Dept. 1946, Harvard (jr. fellow Soc. Fellows,
asst. prof, economic history 1949-53), assoc.
prof, economic history Yale 1953-61, pres.
Williams Coll. 1961-73, Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation NYC (v.pres. 1974, pres. 1975
—
).
F.A.A.A.S., trustee (Am. Economic History
Assn. 1956-60, Clark Art Inst. 1961—, Woods
Hole Oceanographic Inst. 1973
—
). Served to It.
USNR 1942-46; awarded Bronze Star. Contbr.
res. NYC.
TIBBETTS, Margaret Joy. LL.D.; A.B.
Wheaton Coll. 1941, Phi Beta Kappa; A.M.
Bryn Mawr Coll. 1942; Ph.D. Bryn Mawr Coll.
1944; LL.D. Univ. Me. 1966; LL.D. Bates
1968; LL.D. Ohio Wesleyan 1971. Ret.; b.
Bethel Aug. 26 1914. Research analyst office of
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strategic services Washington DC 1944-45,
foreign service Dept. of State 1945-71
(Washington DC, London England,
Leopoldoila, Belgian Congo, Brussels,
Belgium, Am. ambassador Oslo Norway),
visiting prof. Bowdoin 1972-74. Trustee (Gould
Acad. 1970—, library assn. Bethel 1971—
historical soc. Bethel 1972— , member sch.
board 1972-75, corporator Bethel Bank 1974—.
Recipient: Distinguished Honor Award Dept.
of State, Federal Women's Award, spec, award
C. of C. res. Bethel.*
1974
ALLEN, Eleanor Wyllys. LL.D., A.B. Radcliffe
1918, A.M. Radcliffe 1921, Ph.D. Radcliffe
1923, LL.B. Portia Law Sch. 1930. Ret.; b.
Boston Dec. 13 1893. Carnegie endowment for
Int. Peace fellow Yale Univ. 1918-19;
commission for relief in Belgium fellow Univ.
Libre de Bmxelles 1921-22; research asst.
Bureau of Int. Research Radcliffe Coll. &
Harvard 1934-39; curator Int. law collection
Harvard 1927-32; ed. asst. Radcliffe Coll. &
Harvard 1934-39; preparation for publication
of catalogue of Int. Law Harvard 1941-45;
cultural relations officer Hague, Bern, London,
Vienna 1945-63; ret., U.S. Information Service.
Contbr. res. Brookline MA.*
CURTIS, Kenneth Merwin. LL.D., B.S. Me.
Maritime Acad. 1952, LL.B. Univ. Portland
1959, LL.D. Univ. Me. 1967. Law; b. Curtis
Corner Feb. 8 1931; m. Pauline Brown Nov. 17
1956; ch.: Susan, Angela. Asst. congressman
1959-61, legislative research service & legal
research Library of Congress 1961, coordinator
Portland Area Redevelopment Admin.
1961-64, sec. of State of Me. 1965-67, governor
State of Me. 1967-75, atty. Portland 1975—.
Chmn. New Eng. Governor's Conf.; co-chmn.
New Eng. Regional Comm.; pres. S. Me.
chapter Nat. Cystic Fibrosis Research
Foundation 1962-63; dir. Me. March of Dimes
1966-67, 1968-69. Served with USNR 1953-55.
res. S. Portland.
DICKSON, David Watson Daly. L.H.D.,
A.B. 1941.
GOLDSMITH, Richard Leslie. Ed.D., A.B.
1934.
JOHNSON, John Seward. Sc.D., A.B. Yale
1952, LL.B. Yale 1955. Business exec; b.
1930; married. With lawfirm Chadbourne
Parke Whiteside & Wolff 1959-64; with
Anaconda Co. NYC 1964-70, asst. sec.
1967-68, sec.-treas. 1968-70; v.pres., sec,
general counsel Warnaco Inc. 1970— . Served
with USNR 1955-59. res. CT.
PLUMB, John Harold. Litt.D., A.B. London
1933, Ph.D. Cambridge 1936, Litt.D.
Cambridge 1957. Education; b. Leicester
England Aug. 20 1911. Ehrman Research
fellow King's Coll. Cambridge England
1939-46, foreign office 1940-45, Christ's Coll.
Cambridge (fellow 1946—, steward 1948-50,
tutor 1950-59), lectr. history 1946-62, reader
modern English history 1962-65, v.master
1964-65, prof, modern English history Univ.
Cambridge 1966— . Syndic Fitzwilliam
Museum 1960-76, visiting prof. (Columbia
Univ. 1960, N.Y. Univ. 1971-72), trustee Nat.
Portrait Gallery 1961—. Fellow British Acad.
1968—
,
honorary foreign member Am. Acad,
of Arts & Sciences. Author: England in the
Eighteenth Century (1950), Chatham (1953),
The First Four Georges (1956), The
Renaissance (1961), Men and Places (1962),
Crisis in the Humanities (1964), The Growth of
Political Stability in England 1675-1725 (1967),
Death of the Past (1969), In the Light of
History (1972), The Commercialisation of
Leisure (1974); co-author: West African
Explorers (1952); contbr. res. Cambridge
England.*
RICH, John Hubbard, Jr. Litt.D., A.B. 1939.
1975
CALDWELL, Sarah. Mus.D., L.H.D. Bates
1975, D.A. Harvard 1975. Music; b.
Maryville MO 1928. Member faculty
Tanglewood MA Sch. Music, created music
dept. theater & conducted Am. premiere
Hindemith's Mathis der Maler Boston Univ.,
Opera Co. of Boston (founder, artistic dir.,
conductor), past artistic dir. Am. Nat. Opera
Co. res. Boston.
COHEN, William Sebastian. LL.D., A.B. 1962.
LATTY, Elvin Remus. LL.D., B.S. 1923.
MORGAN, Allen Hungerford. Sc.D., A.B.
1946.
PATTERSON, Marvin Breckinridge. L.H.D.,
A.B. Vassar Coll. 1927. Ret.; b. NYC Oct. 2
1905; m. Jefferson Patterson June 20 1940; ch.:
Patricia, Mark. Film maker self-employed
Frontier Nursing Service Vassar Coll. 1929-31,
sec. Washington DC (Democratic Nat.
Committee 1930-32, Ariz. congressman
1934-35), photographer & photojournalist
self-employed NYC 1936-39, broadcaster
Columbia Broadcasting System 7 European




board Beauvoir Sch. 1953-56, member 1953
—
& chmn. women's committee Corcoran Gallery
of Art-Founding 1955-56, board of governors
Frontier Nursing Service (member 1955-75,
chmn. 1960-75), member (board of trustees
Textile Museum Washington DC 1962-65;
board of dir. Nat. Symphony Orchestra
1968-69; women's committee Smithsonian Inst.
Assoc. 1971-74, 1975-78; nat. council Soc. of
Women Geographers 1972-78), hon. chmn.
Frontier Nursing Service 1975. Awarded
certificate Am. Univ. Cairo Egypt 1949. Ed.:
The Peruvian Way (1943), Living in Egypt
(1949), At Home in Uruguay (1957); contbr.
res. Washington DC*
WALCH, John Weston. Ed.D., B.S. 1925.
WELCH, Vincent Bogan. LL.D., A.B. 1938.
Advanced Degrees (Pro Merito)
1900
KYES, Preston. A.M. Sc.D. 1921.
VARRELL, Harry Maxwell. A.M. A.B.
magna cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1897; A.M.
Harvard 1909; Ph.D. Harvard 1912. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. Wells July 14 1878. Instr.
German (Univ. N.M. 1897-99, Univ. Colo.
1899-1901), teacher (Brooklyn NY 1901-02,
Chicago 1902-03, Pueblo CO 1904-08), teach-
ing fellow history Harvard 1909-12, Simmons
Coll. (instr. history 1912-13, asst. prof. 1913-
18, assoc. prof. 1918-20, prof. 1920-40; dean
grad. div. 1936-40). d. Boston May 27 1940.
1901
ARNOLD, Frank Russell. A.M. A.B. Phi Beta
Kappa 1893. Theta Delta Chi. b. Braintree
MA Oct. 1 1871. Principal high sch. South-
bridge MA 1893-95, student Univ. Paris
France 1895-98, teacher Cincinnati OH 1898-
1902, instr. French & German Univ. Utah
1902-03, prof, modern languages Utah St.
Agr. Coll. 1903-35. d. Braintree MA Apr. 24
1951.
1902
HASKELL, Walter Frank. A.M. A.B. 1895.
b. Westbrook Jul. 13 1872. Agr. Westbrook
1895-97, chem. yarn mfg. co. Westbrook
1897-1943. Mayor Westbrook 1928. d. Port-
land Aug. 11 1943.
1903
ANTHOINE, Edward Swasey. A.M. A.B.
1902.
COWAN, Fred Herbert. A.M. A.B. 1901.
GLIDDEN, Walter Seward. A.M. A.B. 1902.
LEWIS, George Lothrop. A.M. A.B. 1901.
NASON, Arthur Huntington. A.M. A.B.
magna cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa 1899;
Ph.D. Columbia 1915. Delta Kappa Epsilon.
b. Augusta Feb. 3 1877. Prof. Eng. Me. Wes-
leyan Sem. Kent's Hill 1899-1902, asst. Eng.
1903, student Columbia 1903-05, instr. Eng.
(N.Y. Univ. 1905-42, Union Theol. Sem.
NYC 1910-42), ret. Gardiner 1942-44. d. Gar-
diner Apr. 22 1944.
1904
BRADBURY, GibeonElden. A.M. A.B. 1902.
1905
CRAM, Marshall Perley. A.M. A.B. 1904.
DOLE, Frederic Howard. A.M. A.B. magna
cum laude 1897. Kappa Sigma, b. Gorham Jul.
15 1875. Asst. German Bowdoin 1897-98,
Windham (teacher, principal 1898-1900; supt.
schs. 1900), principal (Gorham 1900-03, N.
Yarmouth Acad. 1903-11), jr. master &
teacher Boston Latin Sch. 191 1-28, head Eng.
dept. Roxbury Memorial High Sch. Boston
1928-45, prof. Eng. & Latin Cambridge MA
Grad. Sch. for Girls 1945-49, ret. d. Medford
MA June 9 1953.
EVANS, Henry Darenydd. A.M. A.B. 1901.
1906
MERRYMAN, Alphonso Clyde. A.M. A.B.
1904.
1907
BRIMUOIN, William Stephen. A.M. A.B.
1905.
HAM, Roscoe James. A.M. Fac.
MITCHELL, Wilmot Brookings. A.M.
L.H.D. 1938.
1908
ABBOTT, Edville Gerhardt. A.M. A.B. 1906.
1910
PENNELL, Charles Melvin. A.M. A.B. Phi
Beta Kappa 1892. b. Harpswell Jul. 20 1864.
Principal high sch. (Topsham 1892-94, Far-
mington 1894-1905), supt. schs. (Brunswick &
Freeport 1905-08, Biddeford 1908-11, Ux-
bridge & Douglas MA 191 1-15, Provincetown
MA 1915-21, Holliston MA 1921-28,
Richmond 1928-29, Harpswell 1931-33), ret.
Provincetown MA 1933-37. d. Melrose MA
Apr. 11 1937.
1911
EVANS, Frank Caradoc. A.M. A.B. 1910.
McCONAUGHY, James Lukens. Fac.
1912
COLE, Robert Danforth. A.M. A.B. 1912.
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Addenda
The following biographical sketches were in-
advertently omitted:
1916
McELWEE, Leland Stanford. A.B. Delta
Kappa Epsilon. b. San Diego CA May 23
1894; m. Virginia Thompson. Banking Houl-
ton 1916-17, invest. Boston MA (?)-1927,
advt. Newton MA 1927-31, accountant Union
1937-56, ret. Served as engisn USN 1917-18.
d. Union Feb. 8 1957.
1936
PACH, Raymond Peter. B.S. b. NYC Dec. 26
1914. res. Rome Italy.
1939
BENEDICT, John Chadsey. Bowdoin 1935-
37. Delta Upsilon. b. Rochester NY Dec. 16
1916. res. Sodus NY.
1944
LANE, John Aldridge. B.S. Delta Upsilon. b.
Providence RI Apr. 12 1921. res. Shrewsbury
MA.
1950
ELIOT, Henry Hill. Bowdoin 1947-48. Psi
Upsilon. b. Englewood NJ Sept. 27, 1928. res.
Englewood Cliffs NJ.
McKEEN, James. A.B. cum laude. b. Jewells
Island May 12 1921. res. Manila PI.
Deaths
The Alumni Office received word of the
deaths of the following alumni during the
printing of the Catalogue:
ADAMS, Robert Carr, Jr. 1929. d. Durham
NC Oct. 29 1977.
ALLEN, Richard Obadiah 1918. d. Mt. Desert
Sept. 13 1977.
BAKER, John Salmon 1935. d. Stamford CT
Jan. 2 1978.
BLODGETT, George Alien 1921. d. Palm
Harbor FL Jan. 3 1978.
CROCKETT, Clyde Weston 1944. d. Portland
Sept. 2 1977.
DEMUTH, Arthur Albert 1920. d. Plymouth
MA Sept. 28 1977.
DUPUIS, John Deremo 1929. d. Banff, Alta.
Sept. 5 1977.
EMERY, Humphrey Julian 1927. d. Concord
NH Sept. 27 1977.
FERNALD, Laurence Hartley 1919. d. Natick
MA Dec. 16 1977.
FREEMAN, William Everett 1917. d. Yar-
mouth Sept. 17 1977.
FRENCH, Frederick Francs 1918. d. Bangor
Nov. 11 1977.
GARDNER, Richard Freeman 1942. d. Wash-
ington DC Sept. 22 1977.
HELSON, Harry 1921. d. Berkeley CA Oct.
13 1977.
HOWES, Bradley Packard 1928. d. Ann Arbor
MI Nov. 23 1977.
LaCASCE, Elroy Osborne 1914. d. Fryeburg
Nov. 30 1977.
LIBBY, Lawrence Bacon 1927. d. Rowayton
CT Aug. 31 1977.
LYONS, Thomas Willard 1950. d. Oxnard CA
Nov. 19 1977.
McCANN, John Joseph 1935. d. Chicopee MA
Aug. 31 1977.
MOORE, Barrie Michael 1953. d. Boston
Aug. 26 1977.
MORRELL, Walter Stuart 1927. d. Boston
Dec. 6 1977.
NEVENS, George Sandford, Jr. 1949. d. Nor-
walk CT Nov. 22 1977.
PELUSO, Gabriel Carl 1955. d. Carmel CA
Nov. 12 1977.
PHILBRICK, Karl Russell 1923. d. Portland
Sept. 20 1977.
RANNEY, Moses Scott 1924. d. Boston Aug. 1
1977.
RICHMOND, Albert Francis 1931. d. Taunton
MA Nov. 6 1977.
ROGERS, Clyde Leighton 1927. d. Aug. 7
1977.
ROWE, William Thomas, Jr. 1937. d. Boston
Sept. 19 1977.
SCHWARTZ, Harry Martin 1919. d. Portland
Oct. 24 1977.
SMITH, Fred Elhanan 1906. d. Norway Oct.
26 1977.
SNOW, Charles Wilbert 1907. d. Spruce Head
Sept. 28 1977.
SNOW, Edward Holyoke 1914. d. Ardmore
PA Sept. 21 1977.
STONE, William Haines 1906. d. Biddeford
ME Oct. 17 1977.
THOMPSON, George Rudolph 1929. d.
Quincy MA Nov. 18 1977.
TONG, Sang II 1967. d. Seattle WA Oct. 18
1977.
TRUE, Robert Moran 1946. d. Washington
DC Jan. 9 1978.
TUTTLE, Joseph Walton 1917. d. Fram-
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Emery Longfellow 1923 155
Richard Purington 1930 207
Wilbert Grant HI 921 662
MALLEY
Kevin James 1959 485
MALLON
Thomas Joseph Fac. 23
MALLORY
Robert, IV 1963 524
William Whitney 1941 298
MALLOY
Malcolm Grahem 1954 434
MALMFELDT
James Parse 1962 514
MALONE
Frederick Carroll 1950 388
MALONEY
Earle Francis 1912 91
James Jeffrey 1971 593
John William 1956 455
Michael Patrick 1974 617
Norton Vincent 1935 246
MANCHESTER
Elbert Grant 1930 207
MANCINI
Francis Sabatino 1962 514
MANDEL
Thomas Nathan 1971 593
MANDERSON
Harold Andrew 1918 124
MANDEVILLE
Richard Campbell 1934 238
MAMUSO
John Angus, Jr. 1951 403
MANHIRE
Richard Henry 1943 315
MANN
Alfred Oscar, Jr. 1952 413
Carolyn Myrtis G1962 629
Deborah Mary 1975 625
Frederic Sherburne 1936 254
Parker 1931 215
Parker, Jr. 1971 593
Robert Lee G1968 634




John Carroll, Jr. 1940
John Dexter 1941

























Hardy John, II 1966
MARGULIS























































MANNING Charles Dean Fac. 35
John Bernard G1965 633 John Robert 1968 568
John Joseph, III 1957 465 MARNO
John William 1933 230 John, II 1951 403
Samuel Frothingham 1954 434 MARONEY
Vincent Reed 1945 334 Frederick William 1917 118
MANNINGHAM
445
Frederick William Fac. 23
John Howard 1955 MAROTH
MANNIX Frederick Joseph 1952 413
Daniel Maurice 1915 106 MARR
MANOLAKOS Charles Winslow 1941 298
Peter George 1967 558 Harold Everett 1905 57
MANRING John Sherman 1955 445
Roger william 1967 559 Robert Irving 1943 315
MANSFIELD Vernon Waldo 1914 101
Burleigh Burton M1915 654 MARSANO
Harry Milton 1905 57 Francis Charles 1958 475
Stuart Thomson 1935 246 MARSH
William Lewis 1920 137 David Monroe 1951 404
MANSON Dorothy Dennis H1964 677
John William Bds. 7 Francis Pope 1933 230
Willis Chessman 1924 160 Harold Newman 1909 75
MANSUR Harold Newman, Jr. 1945 334
Hamilton Whitney, Jr. 1945 334 Harold Potter 1910 80
MANSUY Henry Wysor, III 1969 577
Charles Kenneth, Jr. G1971 637 James Bailey 1937 264
MANTER John Albion 1928 191
Everett Eugene 1940 289 Richard French 1939 280
John West 1909 75 Samuel Dennis 1947 355
Wilbur Berry 1936 254 Seward Joseph 1912 91
MANYAN Stanley Nay Ml 904 645


























































George Henry, Jr. 1969
Harrison Pillsbury 1934
Harry Lynwood 1941





Kenneth McGeoch, III 1969







































































































Frank William, Jr. 1950
George Rowe 1972
Vale Goldthwaite, Jr. 1936
MARZ








Broadstreet Henry Ml 907
Charles Henry 1940
Donald Kimball 1925

















Wallace Edward, Jr. 1914
William Clark 1921






















































































































Raymond Colby, Jr. 1967 559
Richard Perry Fac. 23
Stephen Gregory 1971 593
William Rankin, Jr. 1965 542
MAURER
Peter George 1966 551
MAURO
Bradford Stephen 1971 593
MAUTNER-MARKHOF




Fred Perry 1941 298
Richard Allen 1933 230
MAXCY
Gardiner Josiah 1936 254
MAXFIELD
Henry Southwick 1945 334
Stacy 1920 137
MAXIM
Bradley Clarence 1945 334
MAXSON
Donald Robert 1945 334
John Harvey 1950 388
Robert Phillips 1937 264
MAXWELL
Archie Bassford 1946 346
Edward Black, II 1959 486
Peter 1953 423
Richard Arthur 1948 363
Robert Kenneth 1970 585
Robert Wheelock 1943 316
MAY
Douglas Barry 1965 542
Henry Farnham Fac. 23
Jonathan MacKenzie 1966 551
Orin Allen 1949 374




John Oliver, III 1972 600
MAYHEW
Irving Carl 1958 475
Philip Ray 1960 496
MAYNARD
Erville Byron 1927 184
Robert Edward 1931 215
MAYO
Dana Walker Fac. 23
Harold Elmon 1904 54




Ronald Steven 1964 533
MBYE
Tamsier Demba 1974 617
McABEE
Edward Armstrong, Jr. 1966 551
McADAMS
James Peter 1955 445
McALISTER
Milton Vosmus 1912 91
McALLESTER
Robert Vincent 1933 230
MCALLISTER
William Arthur 1967 559
McARTHUR
Paul Truxton 1969 577
McAVOY
Michael Robert 1970 585
Robert Earl 1950 388
McBREARTY
George John G 1968 634
McBRIDE
Anthony Wallace 1961 505
James Shea 1953 423
McCABE
Michael James 1954 434
Richard Thomas 1954 435
Stephen John 1956 455
McCaffrey
Kenneth James G1972 637
McCANN
Harold Gilman 1922 148
Harrison King 1902 46
John Joseph 1935 246
Richard Vincent E. 1937 264
Thomas A. Fac. 23
McCARGO
Francis Wood 1914 101
McCarthy
Andrew Lawrence 1964 533
Daniel Joseph 1975 625
David Allen 1973 609
Gladstone Michael, Jr. 1966 551
Henry Thomas Ml 901 642
Jeremiah Edward Ml 905 646
John William, Jr. 1964 533
Louis Blalock 1919 131
Richard Joseph 1951 404
William Dennis 1931 215
William Francis 1958 475
McCARTY
Eugene Miller M1900 641
Gerald Norby 1950 388
Harry Clinton 1900 38
Priscilla Hubon Fac. 23
Robert Lee 1941 298
McCLAVE
John Albert Edgar 1919 131
Roscoe Parke HI 942 667
McCLEAN
Lee Dudley Fac. z4
McCLEARY
Sidney Raymond 1936 254
McCLELLAN
John Francis 1971 593
McClelland
Frank Keppler 1943 316
George Fraser, II 1949 374
McCLINTOCK
Robert Edward 1965 542
McCLUSKEY
Edward Joseph 1951 404
McCOBB
Arthur Lewis 1905 57
McCOLLISTER
Kerry Michael 1965 542
McCOMBE
Bruce Douglas 1960 496
McCONAUGHY
Donald, Jr. 1940 289
James Lukens Fac. 24
Nathaniel Upham 1917 118
McCONKY
Fred Westley, Jr. 1918 124
Fred Westley, III 1949 374
Kenneth Whipple 1922 148
Walter Bradley 1959 486
McCONNELL
Nicholas Stillwell 1968 568
McCORMACK
James H1966 678
Roland Lawton 1922 148
William Carroll 1949 374
McCORMICK
Donald Pearson 1933 230
Islay Francis 1900 39
McCORNACK
David Gait, Jr. 1954 435
McCOWAN
Dennis Evan 1968 568
McCOY
Robert John 1966 551
Samuel Finley 1936 254
McCRACKEN
Harry Bingham, Jr. 1951 404
McCREA
Roswell Cheney Fac. 24
McCREERY
Charles Fowler 1930 207
McCROSKERY
Peter Allan 1969 577
McCRUM
Philip Henry 1921 142
McCULLER




John Everett 1969 577
McCULLUM
James Everett 1953 423
Ottie Theodore, Jr. 1959 486
McCURDY
Hugh Graham 1922 148
Martin Benson 1952 413
Peter George 1959 486
Stanley Edward 1946 346
McCUSKER
Richard Paul 1952 413
Thomas Bernard, Jr. 1936 254
McCUTCHEON
Michael Edward 1965 542
Raymond John 1904 54
McDADE
Daniel Michael 1909 75
Michael William 1969 577
McDANIEL
Arthur Lawrence, Sr. G1970 636
Joseph Whiton 1957 465
McDERMOTT
James Paul Fac. 24
McDEVITT
Joseph Vincent. Jr. 1975 625
Mcdonald
Arthur Knight 1964 533
Bruce 1957 465
Charles Dearborn, Jr. 1936 254
Donald 1919 131
Patrick Joseph 1971 593
McDONOUGH
Edward David 1957 465
Edward Joseph Fac. 24
Ronald Bruce 1958 475
Susan Jean 1975 625
William Stephen 1946 346
McDOUGALL
William James 1906 62
Mcdowell
David Turner 1964 533
Philip Estabrooks 1965 542
McDUFF
Omer Raphael 1941 298
McELHINEY
Dianne Marie 1975 625
Mcelroy
Neil Kinney 1961 505
McELWEE
Laurence 1920 137
Leland Stanford 1916 684
McENIRY
Philip Laurence 1970 585
McENTAFFER
John Leroy Fac. 24
McEVOY
Francis Martin, III 1973 609
Vincent Michael 1955 445
McFARLAND
Edward Atkinson 1936 254
Edward James, Jr. 1969 577
Edward James, Sr. 1948 363
Lawrence 191 1 86
Robert Morton 1931 215
McGARRY
Stanley Forbush, Jr. 1936 255
McGARY
Bernard Finch 1928 191
Floyd Chester 1925 168
McGEE
Charles Douglas Fac. 24
Richard John Fac. 24
McGHEE
Bruce John 1972 600
McGILL
Eleanor Ann see Cheetham,
Eleanor McGill G1970
John Alexander, Jr. 1932 232
John Henry 1936 255
John Munroe 1959 486
Roger William 1932 232
McGILVERY
Wilfred Nichols M1913 652
McGINLEY
Frank Lee 1956 455
McGLAUFLIN
Eugene Philip 1947 355
McGLENNON
John Austin Shaw 1957 465
McGLONE
Frank Bernard 1910 80
McGOLDRICK
David Michael 1953 423
Paul Joseph 1957 465
McGORRILL
Bruce Courtney 1953 423
John Melvin 1948 363
Milton Morse 1919 131
Milton Morse, Jr. 1948 363
Virgil Courtney 1922 148
McGOULDRICK
Paul Foster 1925 168
McGOVERN
Edward William, Jr. 1965 542
John Paul 1953 423
Thomas Joseph, Jr. 1959 486
McGOWAN
Frank Hugh 1927 184
Robert George 1951 404
McGOWN
Russell Miller 1921 143
McGRATH
John Francis M1923 656
John Hutchins 1970 585
Merton John 1919 131
Mitchell Hull 1920 137
Robert Francis 1952 413
McGRAW
Bernard James 1908 71
John Robert, Jr. 1961 505
McGRAY
Bruce Wendell 1963 524
McGregor
Bennett Wendall 1940 289
Donald Bruce 1957 465
McGUIRE
Harvey Albert, Jr. 1941 298
Peter Frederick 1962 514
McGUIRK
Robert Alan 1969 577
McHUGH
James Edward, Jr. 1973 609
McILWAIN




Edgar Wardwell Fac. 24
McINTIRE
Clifford Guy HI 964 677
Glenn Ronello 1925 168
Myron Stone 1939 281
Paul Hayes 1917 118
Philip Cobb 1965 542
Philip Heino 1966 551
Ralph Alvah Ml 906 647




Louis Hall 1972 600
McIVER
Warren Kenneth 1975 625
McIVOR
Roderick Robert 1973 609
McKANE
Joseph Hamilton, II 1963 524
McKAY
John Stuart 1942 307
Joseph Hume 1942 307
Roland Lee Ml 908 648
McKEAGNEY
Robert Bernard. Jr. 1967 559
McKEE
John Hamilton Fac. 24
McKEEN
James 1950 684
James HI 900 658
Joseph 1936 255
Thomas Gottfried 1974 617
McKENNA
Albert Caswell 1947 355
Arthur Leo, III 1960 4%
John Redmond Fac. 24
Robert Wayne 1972 600
McKENNEY
Charles Henry 1934 238
Dean Brinton 1962 514
Francis Paul 1915 106
McKenney-Mettler
Fred Palmer, Jr. 1939 281
Jesse Hamilton 1912 91
McKEON
Frank Daniel 1943 316
McKEOWN
William Taylor 1943 316
McKINLEY
Alan Robertson 1920 137
Allan Hugh 1950 389
Daniel Lawson Fac. 35
Gordon Justus 1946 346
McKINNEY
Joseph Steere 1941 298
Theophilus Ellis, Jr. 1954 435
McKOWN
Selden Eugene 1932 223
Wendell Phillips, Jr. 1929 198
McKUSICK
James Gillespie Blaine 1911 86
Kenneth Alan 1952 413
McLaren
Gordon Arnold 1959 486
Parker 1954 435
Mclaughlin
Cecil Cleophus 1923 155
David Sheridan 1926 176
Raymond Edgar 1933 230
McLEAN
David Cameron 1961 505
John Allen Cameron, II 1959 486
John Dexter 1935 246
Powers Llewellyn 1959 486
Ross Lewis 1939 281
McLELLAN
Charles Hugh H 1920 662
Harold Lawson 1942 307
Hugh Dean HI 935 665
John Houghton, Jr. 1920 137
Lendal Irvine 1923 155
Philip Garretson 1921 143
William Arthur 1944 325
McLEOD
Gregg Clark Fac. 24
John Porter 1935 246
Robert Randall 1959 486
Roger David 1959 486
Thomas William 1926 176
McLOON
John Haines 1930 207
Kenneth Alfred 1954 435
McMACKIN
Lyndon Arnold 1930 207
McMAHAN
Hugh Ballard 1964 533
McMAHON
Frederic Garrard 1948 363




Douglas Carrigan 1963 524
Peter Leonard 1970 585
McMANUS
Gregory Thomas 1973 609
Reginald Paul 1952 413
McMENAMIN
Edward Bernard 1933 230
McMENNAMIN
George Bernard 1924 161
McMillan
Andrew Thorndike 1958 475
Archibald Ml 904 645
William Duncan 1910 80
McMULLAN
Andrew Jackson Fac. 24
Mcmullen
Elizabeth G1970 636
William Russell 1968 568
McMURRAY
Robert Taylor 1959 486
McMURTRIE
Douglas Howard 1913 97
McNAB
Donald Gordan 1930 207
McNABB
David Paul 1967 559
Dennis Paul 1967 559














Donald Raymond HI 971
Harry Daniel M1913















Michael George Hershell 1935
McPHEE






































Fletcher West, II 1957




















Austen Bennett, Jr. G1965
637 Frederick Mayer HI 939
MEEKER
118 Charles Hiram 1921
MEEKINS
346 John Fred 1959
97 MEERSMAN
Joseph Peter, Jr. 1975
404 MEGATHLDS
Charles Walton, Jr. 1950
680 MEHLHORN
652 Herbert Anthony 1946








246 Steven Gerard 1958
MEJSTRICK
551 Peter Francis 1971
MEKEEL
168 Arthur Jacob Fac.
137 MELANSON
Gregory Homer 1933
246 Verne Samuel 1929
MELAUGH







593 Oakley Arthur 1939
MELINCOFF










137 Archie Yates 1949
465 James Rowland Alexander
MELVIN
148 Scott Hamlin 1972
MELZER-MORLAN
230 Nathalie Therese 1975
MELZIG











155 William Paul 1963
465 MERCHANT
191 Berkeley Thorne, II 1969
91 MERCURIO













609 Philip Hayden Fac.
601 MERRIAM
486 Brewer Jay 1934
239 Donald Emery 1931 215
Jackson Gilkey 1921 143
632 MERRILL
666 Adelbert Howard 1924 161
Albion Weston 1908 71
143 Alden Turner 1925 168
Alonzo Powers 1906 62
486 Andrew Abner 1971 594
Arthur Stowers 1914 101
625 Benjamin Perez 1902 46
Clyde Harold M1912 651
389 Dana Kinsman 1915 106
David Dustin 1935 246
346
404
Edward Folsom 1903 49
Edward Newton, 11 1932 223
Edward Warren 1950 389
24
Fred Bean 1900 39
Gary Franklin 1937 264
435
Harold Ivan 1932 223
Harry Clyde 1909 75
601
Henry Emery 1927 184
Ivan Colson 1915 106
475
John Buxton 1933 230
John Lander 1945 335
593
John Martin 1963 524
John Melvin 1973 610
24
Joseph Edward HI 906 659
Judson Roop 1946 346
230
Lawrence Buxton 1920 137
Lawrence Freeman 1922 148
198 Maurice Palmer 1908 7
1
255
Nathaniel Shaw G1964 632
Ralph Wnelan 1913 97
655 Raymond Earle 1909 75
24
Kjcnard Edmund 1939 281
Richard Hosmer 1962 514
Richard Preston 1942 307
Richard Wilder 1928 191
Robert Arthur 1968 568
281 Robert Mathews 1950 389
Stanley Walker, Jr. 1950 389
435 Stephen Evans 1935 246
1 nomas Richard 1957 465
z4 uroan nowe ivio i iii ij
Virginia i uine oivdj
vv a\ ic i living ivi i 7u7 649
Walter Mcintosh Fac. 24
sen Warren Carleton 1919 131
William Folsom 1911 86
Y1KRRI VI A \IVlJLIVIvllVlAl^l
Angier Clarence M1905 646
374 Glen Allen 1974 617
. 255 MERRITT
Alfred Mannino II 19S9 486
601 Brooks Palmer 1942 307
Richard Foster 1956 455
625 MERROW
Adin Ralph 1945 335
568 Clinton Freemont, Jr. 1941
MERRY
299
307 Henry Herbert. Jr. 1922 148
298 Peter Rowe 1967 559
24
MERRYMAN
Alphonso Clyde 1904 54
148
MERSEREAU
Richard Alan 1969 577
593
MESERVE
Philip Weston 1911 86
524
MFSFHVFV
. * 1 1 . r. IV tli
William Rneer I97"1TV 1111(1111 lvk't,l_l 1714 601
577 MFvDftRlAV
A I*1 Y ia nHpr I p/in 1 Q7^ 601
585
Alan Willi imv IQSrS 455
524 L/dVlU V II lit > I 1 IL I 7j / 465
Howard Thornton 1943 316
63
1
Robert Walcott, II 1909 75
24 Henry Edward 1935 246
299 Paul Eugene 1939 281
joy > 1 r 1 rvr
Oscar Luis 1949 374
617 METCALF
Keyes DeWitt H1965 678
585 Rowe Browning. Jr. 1949 374
24 METHVEN
Donald Guinn 1950 389
239 METTLER
724 INDEX Mettler-Moore
Howard Robert 1959 486
METZ
Charles Edgar 1964 533
Frank Andrew, Jr. 1955 445
Kingsley Gordon 1969 577
METZGER
Fraser Kirk 1957 465
METZLER
Coleman Frederick 1946 346
MEYER
Alan Phillip 1971 594
Herfried Fac. 35
Herman Wayne G1965 632
Kurt Ritsher 1973 610
Peter Edward 1962 514
Theodore Roosevelt M1924 657
Victor Joseph 1944 325
MEYSTRIK
Frank Charles G1966 633
MEZA
Eric Lynn 1975 625
MICAUD
Charles Antoine Fac. 35
MICHALOPLOS
Theodore Soterius 1926 176
MICHAID
Donald Paul 1958 475
Robert Ernest 1946 346
MICHEL
Jean-Claude Donald 1943 316
MICHELMORE
John Howard 1967 559
MICHELSEN
Christopher Bruce Herman 1961 505
MICHELSON
Alan Lawrence 1946 346
Michael 1971 594
Richard Arthur 1958 475
MICHKNF.R
Roger Edward 1968 568
MICHIE
Robert William 1927 184
MICK
Clarence Stetson 1945 335
Wendell MarceUus 1939 281
Wendell Thompson 1966 551
MICKLES
John Everit 1961 505
MICKLEY
Richard Somers 1970 585
Steven Phillips 1967 559
MICOLEAU
Charles Judd 1963 524
Henri LeBrec 1929 198
MIDDLETON
Ellen Alice 1974 617
MIFFLIN
John Houston 1912 91
MIGUEL
Arthur Joseph De Souza 1924 161
MIKAELIAN
Harutune Hovanes Fac. 24
MIKE
Judy Ann-Marie 1975 625
MIKELS
Benjamin Myer M1914 652
Frank Mikelsky 1905 58
Lewis Lee 1910 80
MIKULAK
Ronald Joseph 1969 577
MILAN




James Albert, Jr. 1975 625
Rogers Blood 1973 610
William Carpenter 1968 568
MILESON
Donald Francis 1943 316
MILICI
Kenneth Francis 1968 568
MILLAR
James Simpson 1957 465
John Baxter 1960 496
Robert Haines 1962 514
MILLARD
James Wickes 1956 455
Richard Barber 1932 223
Warren Fairchild 1920 137
Warren Fairchild, Jr. 1952 413
MILLAY
David George 1967 559
George Henry G1973 638
MILLER
Alvin Harris 1951 404
August Brownell 1926 176
August Charles, Jr. 1927 184
August Charles, III 1970 585
Barry Norton 1959 486
Charles Hawkes 1950 389
Daniel Arthur 1954 435
Earl Paul 1960 496
Edward Davis 1951 404
Edwin Layng 1967 559
Evelyn 1973 610
Floyd Darwin 1932 223
Fred Ernest, Jr. 1933 230
Geoffrey Arnold 1968 568
George Nathan 1925 1 68
George William 1948 363
Gordon Hill 1950 389
Harold William 1913 97
Harry Sterrett 1941 299
Harvey Daniel 1917 118
Henry William Fac. 25
Herbert Alan 1957 465
Howard Burnett 1938 271
Hudson Russell M1914 652
Jacques 1933 230
Jefferson Lewis, Jr. 1974 617
John Allan 1954 435
Joseph Boiter Fac. 25
Karl Edward 1934 239
Kenneth Bruce 1954 435
Lawrence Whitfield 1963 524
Lewis Howard 1972 601
Margaret see Thibeault,
Margaret Miller 1973
Michael Gordon 1958 475
Nathan Charles 1934 239
Norman Franklin 1923 155
Paris Edward 1911 86
Ralph Lemuel 1957 465
Ralph Moscrip 1959 486
Richard Copeland 1970 585
Robert Bartlett Fac. 25
Robert Bartlett, Jr. 1947 355
Robert Congdon 1947 355
Robert Winthrop 1948 363
Ronald Avery 1959 486
Russell Edmund 1964 533
Theodore Seymore 1925 168
Thomas Wesley G1974 639
Thor 1924 161
True Gilbert 1960 496
Vernon Lemont Fac. 25
Walter McKinley Fac. 25
MILLICAN
Leonard Lawson 1943 316
MILLIGAN
George, III 1949 373
Thomas James, IV 1968 568
MILLIKEN
Carroll Lewis 1921 143
Dean MacMannus 1967 559
Frederic Leavitt, Jr. 1933 230
Gordon Jameson 1953 424
Harris James 1901 42
Herbert Eldridge M 1901 643
Howard Herbert 1935 246
James Atwood Crowell M1910 650
Jeffrey Allan 1962 515
John Herman, Jr. 1933 230
John Sewell M 1900 641
Leon Griswold 1927 184
Lewis Thurston 1945 335
Stephen Bradford 1958 475
MILLMAN
Neil Lewis 1962 515
MILLS
Amos Stone, Jr. 1936 255
Barry 1972 601
Charles Austin 1966 551
Thomas Jeffrey 1975 625
William Alan 1967 559
William Butler 1929 198
MILNE
Norman Forbes, Jr. 1954 435




Graham Scott 1975 625
MILO
John Francis, Jr. 1963 525
MINARD
George Cann 1900 39
MINCHER
Leon Dearborn 1907 67
MINER
Deborah Nutter Fac. 25
Richard Saxton 1932 223
MINICH
DeWitt Talmage 1943 316
MINIHANE
William Michael 1970 585
MINISTER
Edward Boyd Fac. 25
Kristina Arndt Fac. 25
MINNEHAN
Lawrence Charles 1949 374
MINNIS
William Frederick 1966 551
MINOT
Edward Otis 1970 586
George Evans 1919 131
John Clair H9125 664
Stephen Fac. 25
MINO IT
Clarence Marshall 1914 101
MINTON
Duane Robert 1973 610
MIQUEL
Claude Christian Fac. 35
MIQUELARENA
Fernandao Miquel Davies 1962 515
MIRCHEL





Alfred, Jr. Fac. 25
Allan Wilcox 1935 246
Barry Miller Fac. 25
Brian Patrick 1970 586
Burroughs 1936 255
Burton Irvine 1939 281
Byron Lewis 1925 168
Carl Golder 1908 71
Charles H1970 681
David Anthony 1954 435
Donald Charles 1970 586
Edward Page H1906 660
Frank Baxter Ml 901 643
Fred Emelius 1954 435
George John, Jr. 1954 435
Harry Edward 1907 67
Horace, Jr. 1925 168
Hugh Addison 1919 131
James Andre 1974 617
James Edward 1922 148
James Edward Fac. 25
James Palmer 1961 505
John Albert 1950 389
John Arnett 1912 91
John Dale 1970 586
John Harley, Jr. 1971 594
John Howard 1943 316
John Lincoln 1903 49
Kevin John 1975 625
Martin Chapman 1954 435
Percy Downing 1914 101
Radcliffe Golder, Jr. Fac. 25
Reginald Whitney 1958 475
Robert Scott 1966 551
Sprague 1937 264
Thomas Hathaway 1951 404
Vincent Walker, Jr. 1974 617
William French 1940 289
William Samuel 1939 281
Wilmot Brookings H1938 666
Wilmot Brookings, III 1953 424
MLECZKO
Thomas Allison 1970 586
MOBERG
William Karl 1969 577
MOGABGAB
John Stevenson 1968 568
MOHNKERN
Kent Wesley 1968 568
MOHR
Homer Leroy 1923 155
MOLDAVER
Claude Alan 1954 435
MOLL
Richard Wood Fac. 25
MOLLER
Carsten Tvede 1957 465
MOLLOY
Peter Myers 1955 445
Philip Joseph, IV 1974 617
MONAGHAN
Stephanie Margherita 1975 625
Stephen Edward 1948 363
MONAHAN
George Francis 1950 389
John Patrick 1949 375
Paul Warren 1945 335
MONAHON
Clifford Philip 1922 148
MONE
Peter John 1962 515
William David 1967 559
MONELL
Donald Francis 1938 271
George Christie 1936 255
MONETTE




Denis Walter 1953 424
Michael Francis 1968 568
Reginald Allen 1914 101
MONSOUR






Alexander Sinclair 1944 325
David Kemble 1927 184
Hugh 1930 207
Timothy John Augustine 1969 577
William Edward 1913 97
William Henry 1920 137
MONTY
Kenneth James 1951 404
MOODY
Brian William 1975 625
Edward Fairfield 1903 49
George Frederick Henry M1904 645
Harry Alton M1903 644
Stanton Irving 1957 466
William Albion H1922 662
William Henry 1956 455
William MiUiken 1946 346
William Tucker 1930 207
MOOERS
Horatio Tobey 1918 124
MOON
Ray Everett 1919 131
MOONEY
Dennis Joseph 1969 577
Peter Bryan Fac. 35
MOORE
Andrews Gilbert 1933 231
Asher Fac. 25
Barrie Michael 1953 424
Cecily Ellen 1973 610
Charles Albert HI 909 660
David Morley 1959 486
Donald Johnson, Jr. 1951 404
Edward Parsons. Jr. 1967 559
Edward Whiteside 1903 49
Ernest Linwood 1903 49
Frederick Appel 1949 375
George Charles 1953 424
Harold Butler 1950 389
Moore-Murphy
Herbert Bell 1948 363
Hoyt Augustus H1939 666
Jnhn Svlvester 1961 505
John Trotwood 1956 455
Johnes Kittelle 1953 424
Joseph Eugene Bds. 7
Malcolm Soverel 1950 389
Nahum Park 1920 137
Ramsay MacDonald 1952 413
Richard F. G1967 634
Richard Hardwick 1974 617
Richard Henry 1939 281
Roland Banks M1907 647
Roswell 1927 184
Roswell, Jr. 1954 435
Russell James Fac. 25
Stephen Edward 1963 525
Stephen Robinson 1975 625
Thornton Loring 1929 198
Wallace Forbes 1943 316
Walter Decoster, Jr. 1924 161
MOOZ
Elizabeth Dodd Fac. 25
Ralph Peter Fac. 25
MORAN
Aloysius Richard 1940 289
Anson Blake 1924 161
Edward Carleton, Jr. 1917 118
Frederic Elder 1969 577
Lester Durinel, Jr. 1961 505
Nelson Elder 1943 316
Paul Wilson 1947 356
William Fac. 25
William James 1971 594
MORANT
Jose Raymond 1955 445
MOREAU
Donald Maurice 1961 505
MORECOMBE
Fred Atkinson 1943 316
MORELEN
Alonzo William Ml 902 643
MORELL
Abelardo, Jr. 1971 594
MORGAN
Allen Hungerford 1946 346
David Richards 1972 601
George Roland 1949 375
James Allen 1974 617
Laurence Alan 1928 191
Michael Gerald 1974 617
Peter Bruce 1964 533
Richard Ernest 1959 486
Walter Sherman 1945 335
William Edward 1938 272
William Francis, Jr. 1967 559
MORIARTY
Stephen Wilde 1972 601
MORIE
Gordon Glen 1964 533
MORIN
Marc Alain 1958 476
Maurice Albert 1923 155
Paul John 1954 435
MORISON






Gustave William Fac. 35
MORLAN
Larry Howard 1974 617
MORLEY
John 1924 161
Richard Edward 1970 586
MORLING
Thomas William, Jr. 1974 618
MORLOCK
Ronald Junior, Jr. 1951 404
MORRELL
Allen Everett 1922 148
Arch Hiram 1921 143
Forbes Lloyd 1931 216
Harry Arch 1909 75
John Briggs 1952 414
Kenneth Ellsworth, Jr. 1942 307
Linwood Arch 1952 414
Malcolm Elmer 1924 161
Malcolm Elmer, Jr. 1949 375
Paul Palmer 1945 335
Richard Allen 1950 389
Robert Lincoln 1947 355
Stephen G. 1975 625
Stuart Bates 1950 389
Walter Stuart 1927 184
MORRILL
Berton Charles 1910 80
Charles Barrett 1955 445
Charles Forest 1954 435
Charles Wardwell 1927 184
George Harold 1907 67
Harold Frost 1921 143
John Adams H 1912 661
Stuart Pingree 1915 106
MORRIS





John Chadbourne 1956 455
John Kendall 1928 191
Michael Carleton 1968 568
Peter Charles 1969 577
Richard Edmund 1931 216
Robert 1913 97
Robert Gordon 1949 375
Robert Jenkins 1950 389
Stephen Alfred 1972 601
Vernor 1932 223
William Wall 1954 435
MORRISON
Charles Carr, Jr. 1915 107
Daniel Webster, Jr. 1948 364
Frank Buchanan 1919 131
George Ernest 1944 325
James Ryan 1947 356
John Borland 1966 551
John Franklin 1908 71
John Mackey 1918 124
John Thomas 1957 466
Robert Milton 1952 414
Robert Nixon 1952 414
MORRISSEY
Paul Edward 1966 551
William Edward, Jr. 1948 364
MORROW
Dwight Whitney H 1931 664
Everett Frederic 1930 207
Richard Dana 1942 307
Robert Eugene 1938 272
Wayne Laurence 1964 533
MORSE
Asa Clayton 1918 124
Benjamin Wyman 1908 71
David Lathrop 1973 610
David Wesley 1955 445
Dexter Paul 1962 515
Donald Howe 1942 307
Donald MacMillan 1941 298
Edward Hyde 1933 231
Erwin Emerson 1936 255
Frances Plummer Fac. 25
Mansfield Kenneth 1945 335
Mayland Herbert, Jr. 1942 307
Peter Farnum 1973 610
Ralph Isaiah 1900 39
Richard Harding 1960 496
Richard Weeks 1944 325
Robert Stuart 1936 255
Robert Warren 1943 316
Robert Winthrop 1921 143
Stephen Reginald 1956 455
Susan Irish 1974 618
Waldron Lewis 1929 198
MORSS
Edward Longsworth 1912 91
Philip Brayton 1910 80
Robert Dillingham 1910 80
Robert Dillingham, Jr. 1938 272
MORTIMER
Niland Burdell, Jr. 1973 610
MORTLAND
Donald Frank 1950 389
MORTON
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Douglas Lee 1955 445
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Anthony Frederic 1948 3tv4
Barbara Louise 1975 625
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Howard Morgan 1928 191
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Albert Otis 1918 124
Albert Roscoe Fac. 25
Albert Willis 1909 75
Albert Willis, Jr. 1937 264
Albert Willis, III 1965 542
Anthony LeRoy 1967 559
Augustus Freedom H1928 664
Bryant Edward 1913 97
Fred Hammond, II 1957 466
Gardner Nelson 1947 356
James Burleigh 1916 113
James Malcolm Fac. 25
John Henry M1914 652
John Knight G1962 629
Lee Clark 1971 594
Manning Cole 1915 1 fV71U7
Nancy Martha 1973 A 1 f\DlU
Richard Hammond 1933 LJ 1
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Christy Constantine 1933 23
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Kupen Macconneii ivu3 COJO
MUDAKKI
David Herbert I Vol \ lis
MUDGE
Richard Clayton 1963 525
William Forbes, Jr. 1944 325
MUDGETT
John Eugene Remick 1908 71
MUEHLEN
Paul Wilbur 1948 364
725
MUENCH
Robin Davie 1964 533
MUIR
William Francis 1924 161
William Matthew 1944 325
MULCAHY
Peter Harding 1971 594
MULHOLLAND
Alexander Brimmer Clark 1930 207
MULLANE
John Joseph, Jr. 1950 389
MULLEN
Frederick Joseph 1928 191
John Ernest 1934 239
Robert Shiland 1939 281
William Edward 1933 231
MILLER
August Frederic 1949 375
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